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Preface
That the widespread distributions over space of 
languages and of language families are likely to be 
amenable to historical explanation has been evident 
since the time of Sir William Jones (1786), and is 
widely accepted today (Nettle 1999; Dixon 1997). 
And the processes involved, which may include 
dispersals of population and other demographic 
effects, must in many cases go back before the 
time that written records are available, and there-
fore into prehistory. Such distributions demand 
some explanation in archaeological terms, and the 
archaeological record has much to offer about social 
and economic processes in early times. Indeed the 
developments of molecular genetics offer the pos-
sibility that archaeogenetics may have something to 
offer to the understanding of population histories. 
So the possibility arises of an ‘emerging synthesis’ 
(Renfrew 1991; 2000b) between the fields of histori-
cal linguistics, prehistoric archaeology and molecu-
lar genetics.  The possibility exists, at least in theory, 
of writing an integrated history that will bring into 
play data from all three intersecting fields.
In this context the challenging claims implied 
by the Nostratic hypothesis are of considerable inter-
est, carrying as they do, widespread implications if 
those claims be accepted. For the Nostratic hypoth-
esis as first set out by Illich-Svitych (1989; 1990; see 
Bulatova 1989) and by Dolgopolsky (1973; 1998; 
1999) proposes a relationship between several of 
the principal language families of Europe, Asia and 
Africa. The relationship implies a common origin 
for these families and their constituent languages, 
and presumably a Nostratic or Proto-Nostratic 
homeland, occupied by the speakers of the notional 
ancestral language at a date well prior to the forma-
tion of the daughter families and their languages.
The language families in question (see Fig. 
1) are the Altaic family, the Afroasiatic family, the 
Indo-European family, the Kartvelian family (i.e. 
the South Caucasian languages) and the Dravidian 
family. The matter has already been set out clearly 
by Dolgopolsky (e.g. Dolgopolsky 1999; see also Kai-
ser & Shevoroshkin 1988) and is, of course, further 
discussed in the pages which follow here. Broadly 
Colin Renfrew
Aharon Dolgopolsky is today the leading authority 
on the Nostratic macrofamily, and it is a privilege to 
be invited to write some words by way of introduc-
tion to his monumental Nostratic Dictionary. For it 
is, of course, something very much more than a dic-
tionary. It is the most thorough and extensive dem-
onstration and documentation so far of what may 
be termed the ‘Nostratic hypothesis’: that several of 
the world’s best-known language families are related 
in their origin, their grammar and their lexicon, and 
that they belong together in a larger unit, of earlier 
origin, the Nostratic macrofamily.
It should at once be noted that several elements 
of this enterprise are controversial. For while the 
Nostratic hypothesis has many supporters, it has 
been criticized on rather fundamental grounds 
by a number of distinguished linguists. The mat-
ter was reviewed some years ago in a symposium 
held at the McDonald Institute (Renfrew & Nettle 
1999), and positions remain very much polarized. 
It was a result of that meeting that the decision was 
taken to invite Aharon Dolgopolsky to publish his 
Dictionary — a much more substantial treatise than 
any work hitherto undertaken on the subject — at 
the McDonald Institute. For it became clear that the 
diversities of view expressed at that symposium 
were not likely to be resolved by further polemical 
exchanges. Instead, a substantial body of data was 
required, whose examination and evaluation could 
subsequently lead to more mature judgments. Those 
data are presented here, and that more mature 
evaluation can now proceed.
First, however, it may be worth clarifying why 
these issues are of such potential interest to archae-
ologists and to historians of culture as well as to 
historical linguists — which is why this work finds 
publication under the aegis of an institute for archae-
ological research. In recent years there have been 
attempts towards some rapprochement between 
the fields of prehistoric archaeology and historical 
linguistics (Renfrew 1987; Blench & Spriggs 1997–9; 
McConvell & Evans 1997; Kirch 2001), and the once 
rather neglected relationships between archaeology 
and language have again been vigorously debated. 
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similar conclusions have been set out by Bomhard 
(1984; 1996). The Nostratic macrofamily may be 
compared with the Eurasiatic family, formulated by 
the American linguist Joseph Greenberg (2000; see 
Ruhlen 1991, 383). Nostratic and Eurasiatic, as so 
defined, share the Indo-European, Uralic and Altaic 
families and Gilyak, as well as Chukchi-Kamchatkan 
and Eskimo-Aleut (belonging to Nostratic accord-
ing to Dolgopolsky, although not discussed in his 
dictionary). But Greenberg includes Ainu in his 
Eurasiatic macrofamily, while excluding the Afroa-
siatic, Kartvelian and Dravidian families.
The very validity of the concept of ‘macro-
family’ has been challenged by many mainstream 
linguists (e.g. Campbell 1999; Dixon 1997; see also 
Renfrew 2000a), where it is Greenberg’s concept of 
‘Amerind’ (Greenberg 1987) which has come in for 
the strongest criticism, although his earlier classifi-
cation of the languages of Africa (Greenberg 1963) 
was more positively received.  However it has been 
systematically applied in other areas, not least by 
Starostin (2000).
These debates make the publication of Dolgo-
polsky’s Nostratic Dictionary all the more significant. 
For the matter can hardly be judged by the proposal 
of just one or two words in the reconstructed Nos-
tratic language which find a number of descendents 
in the daughter languages. Individual cases may be 
open to discussion and doubt, and it is on the basis 
of a significant number of proposed roots and of 
their descendent counterparts that the matter must 
be judged. That sufficient sample is presented in the 
pages that follow.
The matter might relate in a number of ways 
to other current work. In the first place the Nostratic 
hypothesis as presented here could harmonize with 
the homeland for Proto-Indo-European proposed 
by the present author (Renfrew 1987), which finds 
many points of agreement with the important work 
of Gamkrelidze & Ivanov (1995), as Dolgopolsky 
himself (1987; 1993) has discussed. Moreover the 
early dates which Dolgopolsky (1998) has proposed 
for Nostratic would harmonize with the earlier chro-
nology now emerging, notably for Proto-Indo-Euro-
pean, from the application of phylogenetic methods 
(Gray & Atkinson 2003; Forster & Renfrew 2006). 
The question of time depth in historical linguistics 
is under review at present (Dixon 1997; Renfrew, 
McMahon & Trask 2000; Forster & Renfrew 2006) 
and the implied chronology for Nostratic no longer 
looks so problematic in itself.
It is even possible to suggest a processual 
mechanism for the putative dispersal of at least some 
of the families which make up the Nostratic macro-
family. The farming/language dispersal hypothesis, 
first proposed for Indo-European (Renfrew 1987), 
has now been much more widely applied (Bellwood 
1991; Bellwood & Renfrew 2002; Bellwood 2005). 
In particular it has been used to account for the 
dispersal of the Afroasiatic language family from a 
Figure 1. The Nostratic macrofamily. The present-day distribution of the language 
groups within the Nostratic macrofamily. The consitutent language families are: 
(1) Altaic; (2) Afroasiatic; (3) Indo-European; (4) South Caucasian (Kartvelian); 
(5) Uralic; (6) Dravidian. (After Renfrew & Nettle 1999, 6, fig. 1.)
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‘homeland’ in the southern Levant (Renfrew 1991, 
13 fig. 5; see Diakonoff 1990), and could thus be 
employed to account for the dispersal from a Nos-
tratic homeland in western Asia of at least two of the 
constituent language families. Its application to the 
Dravidian family, however, looks more doubtful in 
the light of recent work on the origins and domes-
tication of food plants in central and southern India 
(Fuller 2002).
 In the last analysis, however, the matter is a 
linguistic one, and it is by historical linguists that it 
must be judged. The present work by Dolgopolsky 
represents a significant step in the further  docu-
mentation of the case, which has now been set out 
with sufficient thoroughness to allow of systematic 
consideration and assessment by linguists. That 
process can now begin. We look forward to  further 
discussion and debate on this important theme, 
of interest to prehistoric archaeology as well as to 
linguistics.
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extent. The same applies to the Encyclopedia of 
Indo-European Culture, edited by J.P. Mallory & 
D.Q. Adams (L./Chic. 1997), which is extremely 
valuable for its lexical and grammatical entries 
(which are not connected with Mallory”s 
incorrect conception about the homeland 
and early migrations of the Indo-Europeans 
[Gimbutas”s theory of Ponto-Caspian steppes 
as the homeland that is at variance with obvious 
linguistic facts: cf. AD IEH, AD CCIE and AD 
MAIEH; on the archaeological aspects of the 
problem see Rnf. AL]). The second volume 
of Indo-European and its Closest Relatives by J. 
Greenberg reached me in July 2002, when the 
text of my dictionary was ready. Nevertheless, 
in the reference notes of my entries (after 
the signs  and ) I have mentioned those 
comparisons of Gr. that are (at least partially) 
acceptable. I have paid no attention to those (too 
numerous!) among Gr.”s comparisons that are 
untenable or unjustified.
3. Some important dictionaries remained inacces-
sible to me. Among them the manuscripts 
of the two unedited Goemay dictionaries 
by E. Sirlinger (Jos, Nigeria, 1937 and 1946); 
the Russian-Türkmen dictionary by Alijev 
and Borijev (Ashkhabad, 1929); the Chinese 
dictionaries of the Mongolian languages Baoan, 
Dongxiang and Dagur (Beijing, 1981–2); the 
etymological dictionaries of Erzya, Moksha 
and Cheremis that were published in Saransk 
and Yoshkar-Ola (see Sr. and Srl EG, AB, BuL, 
LiuZh, Zhong, CygM, KMC and Gord. in the 
bibliography). I regret not being able to use the 
Gothic etymological dictionary by W. Lehmann 
and the Dictionary of the Irish Language (Dublin, 
Royal Irish Academy, 1983).
4. Some earlier papers on Nostratic (among them 
those by A. Bomhard) have not been analysed 
although they are likely to contain useful com-
parisons (in spite of methodological drawbacks 
[cf. AD rTPN] and partially untenable hypoth-
eses of sound correspondences). Analysing 
them is a lengthy and inefficient procedure 
that I could not undertake owing to time 
constraints. 
This dictionary is a preliminary one. Critical 
remarks of scholars and further research will bring 
about modifications and more exact etymologies. 
Therefore I appeal to my colleagues and experts in 
different fields of comparative linguistics to submit 
their critical remarks (both in their papers and in 
personal messages) that will be helpful in checking 
and improving the etymologies. 
Today the pace of development in our field of 
science is rapid; therefore at the very moment of 
its publication this dictionary (like any other study 
of this kind) is already out of date. Thus is due to 
several reasons:
1. Some extremely important studies in etymology 
are still in preparation or in print. The recently 
published Altaic etymological dictionary by 
S. Starostin, A. Dybo and O. Mudrak was not 
available to me (I could only use its preliminary 
versions). This drawback has brought about 
another one: I could not pay due attention 
to the very complicated and controversial 
proto-Altaic vocalism of roots, so that my 
reconstruction of Nostratic vowels still needs 
checking and revision. Nor have I been able to 
use the Etymological Dictionary of Egyptian (vols. 
IIIff.) by G. Takács.
2. Some important papers were published shortly 
before the submission of this dictionary (e.g. 
the second Georgian edition of the Kartvelian 
etymological dictionary by H. Fähnrich and 
Z. Sarjveladze; the Laz-Turkish dictionary 
by İ.A. Bucaklişi and H. Uzunhasanoğlu; the 
latest fascicles of the Dictionnaire des racines 
sémitiques by D. Cohen; the new Tuareg-French 
dictionary by K.-G. Prasse, Ghoubeïd Alojaly 
and Ghabdouane Mohamed; the French-Berber 
dictionary by M. Dray; the Rendille Dictionary 
by S. Pillinger and L. Galboran; The Dhaasanac 
Language by M. Tosco; the Iraqw-English 
Dictionary by M. Mous a. o. (MQK); the Grammar 
of Miya by R. Schuh; The Maale Language by Azeb 
Ahma” Essai sur la phonologie du proto-berbère by 
M. Kossmann; Comparative Dravidian Linguistics 
by Bh. Krishnamurti; the second volume of 
the above-mentioned Takács”s Dictionary), so 
that I have not been able to use them to the full 
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5. I have not included in my comparison Eskimo-
Aleut, Chukchee-Kamchadal, Etruscan and 
(almost entirely) Gilyak and Elamite, although 
these languages do belong (in my opinion) to 
the Nostratic macrofamily. The reason is that 
the comparative study of these languages is in 
its initial stage. At the time of writing there was 
no comparative dictionary of Eskimo-Aleut (but 
now see Fortescue, M., S. Jacobsen & L. Kaplan, 
1994, Comparative Eskimo Dictionary, Fairbanks 
(AL): Alaska Native Language Center; and 
Fortescue, M., 2005, Comparative Chukoto-
Kamchatkan Dictionary, Berlin & New York (NY): 
Mouton de Gruyter). The only comparative 
dictionary of Chukchee-Kamchadal (by O. 
Mudrak) was only published shortly before 
the present dictionary was submitted, and 
hence could not be used. Therefore for the time 
being I cannot evaluate Greenberg”s interesting 
comparisons concerning EA, CK, Gil and Ai.
For all these and other reasons this dictionary 
does not claim to be an exhaustive list of all 
Nostratic words. I am already aware of some 
possibly reconstructible words that need further 
investigation. Other Nostratic words may be found 
in recently published and forthcoming papers on 
descendant languages. I hope to mention them in 
future papers.
 The greatest practical drawback of the present 
dictionary is lack of indexes. Their preliminary 
version does exist, but could not be included in 
this dictionary because it would have increased its 
volume immensely. I am planning to publish them 
separately as soon as possible. 
One of the weakest points in the dictionary is the 
supposed Chadic cognates. Unfortunately, they had 
to be adduced without previous detailed analysis 
of the phonological prehistory and history of the 
Chadic languages (beyond the precious results 
achieved by O. Stolbova in her recent papers). 
Actually Chadic historical phonology, morphology 
and etymology are in their infancy. I have adduced 
Chadic cognates hesitantly and tentatively. They may 
serve as raw material for establishing sound laws in 
the prehistory and history of the Chadic languages.
Probably an additional inconvenience for some 
readers will be my approach to semantic definitions 
of the lexical items. In many cases I prefer to 
preserve the German, French, Italian, Spanish and 
Latin definitions from the sources in order to avoid 
inaccuracy in semantic interpretation of the data 
(due to polysemy of words in the sources and the 
inevitable arbitrariness in my English translation of 
these). In some cases I had to achieve accuracy by 
quoting the sources in Russian, Swedish or other 
‘exotic” languages (accompanied by an English 
translation). If the name of an endemic plant or 
animal, of an object or phenomenon of some ethnic 
culture has no exact English equivalent, I have had 
to present an approximate interpretation (sometimes 
with the symbols d ‘a kind of” or ≈ ‘approximately”). 
If the English word is polysemic, I have sometimes 
preferred to use a more convenient Latin, French or 
German equivalent (Latin ‘dorsum” or French ‘dos” 
instead of English ‘back”). 
I hope very much to make use of critical remarks 
of scholars in order to improve the etymologies 
of this dictionary. New comparative material and 
modifications of Nostratic etymologies will later be 
published as Addenda and Corrigenda to the Nostratic 
Dictionary. Therefore critical remarks by experts 
in different fields of comparative linguistics and 
related fields are most welcome. 
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§ 1. The Nostratic macrofamily.  This is a hypothetic macrofamily o f
languages, including Indo-European (IE), Hamito-Semitic (HS) ( =
Afroasiatic) (comprising Semitic [S], Egyptian [Eg], Berber [B], Cushitic
[C], Omotic [Om] and Chadic [Ch]), Kartvelian (K ), Uralic (U ) (= Finno-
Ugric [FU], Samoyed [Sm] and Yukaghir [Y]), Altaic (A ) (= Turkic [T],
Mongolic [M], Tungusic [Tg], Korean [Ko], and Japanese [J]), a n d
Dravidian (D ). The hypothesis is based on a large amount of c o m m o n
7
roots (more than 2,800) and many common grammatical morphemes ,
in which regular sound correspondences have been established (cf. IS
MS, IS SS, IS I-III, AD LRC, AD SShS, AD LZL, AD PP, AD NGIE, AD NVIE, AD
NM). Among the most important resemblances is that of personal
pronouns and inflectional person-markers of the 1st and 2nd pe r sons
( for 'I' in IE, U, A and K, (> (> for ' t h o u '
in IE, HS, U and M, etc.), that of interrogative pronouns (originally
for 'who?' and for 'what?', surviving entirely or partially in IE, HS,
K, U and A), basic lexical words (roots in descenfant languages) such a s
'stay' (> 'be') preserved in IE ( ), HS, U and K, ' t o
eat' (IE, HS, M), 'to hold, take' (all branches except U) ,
'water' (all branches except K), 'name, word' (IE, HS,
U, A), as well as words connected with culture of the final paleolythic
age (cf. AD NM), such as 'woman of another moiety' > words f o r
'daughter-in-law', 'sister-in-law' and 'bride' in IE (Latin Greek
, Slavic / ), S, U, A and D. The original Nostratic
phonology (as reconstructed by V. Illich-Svitych and A. Dolgopolsky)
had a rich consonant system (see below) and 7 vowels. The
grammatical structure was, most probably, analytic with a rigid w o r d
order (a sentence-final verb, attributive precedes its head, pronominal
subject follows its verb) and with grammatical meanings expressed b y
word order, postpositions ( for genitive, for m a r k e d
accusative, and others) and grammatical pronouns.
It is very plausible that there are other members of the Nostratic
macrofamily: Chukchee-Kamchadal, Eskimo-Aleut, Gilyak, Elamic
(possibly connected with Dravidian) and possibly also Etruscan. But t h e
comparativistic and etymological investigation of these languages is still
at its very beginning, therefore at the present stage of Nostratic
research they have not yet been included in the framework o f
compar ison.
§ 2. Phonology.
§ 2.1. Consonants. According to the extant comparative evidence,
proto-Nostratic had a rich consonant system and 7 vowels.  
Nostratic consonant chart
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Symbols in the chart: affricates: = = = = ;
lateralobstruents: , - lateralized ; palatalized
consonants: = palatalized ; and ( =
) = cacuminal or retroflex and ; uvular stops: (voiced)
(voiceless) ("emphatic"); uvular fricatives: = Spanish , = Arabic
; epiglottal (pharyngeal) consonant: voiceless (= = Arabic ),
voiced (= Arabic ) .
In proto-Nostratic, as it is reconstructed on the basis of exstant da ta ,
there are three series of stops and affricates: voiced ( , , e tc . ) ,
voiceless ( , , etc.), and "emphatic" ( , , etc.). The exact
phonetic realization of the "emphatic" consonants is not yet c lear .
Illich-Svitych and myself (up to the recent years) interpreted them a s
glottalized ejectives. But to-day I do not insist on this par t icular
interpretation. In fact, the emphatic stops are represented in K a s
glottalized, in HS as glottalized or plain voiceless (the distribution being
probably due to prosodic factors), in U (in the intervocalic position) a s
geminated voiceless stops, in A as fortes, in IE (in its t radit ional
interpretation) as voiceless. The common denominator of their K, HS, U
and A reflexes is an additional effort (if compared to the reflexes of N
plain voiceless stops). One cannot determine the original phonet ic
realization of this additional effort (glottalization, aspiration, for t is
articulation?). I prefer to denote them as "emphatic" and to use t h e
traditional Orientlistic underdot as their symbol.
Recently Starostin proposed to interpret the emphatic stops a s
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lateralobstruents: , - lateralized ; palatalized
consonants: = palatalized ; and ( =
) = cacuminal or retroflex and ; uvular stops: (voiced)
(voiceless) ("emphatic"); uvular fricatives: = Spanish , Arabic
; epiglottal (pharyngeal) consonant: voiceless (= = Arabic ),
voiced (= Arabic ) .
In proto-Nostratic, as it is reconstructed on the basis of exstant da ta ,
there are t r e seri s of st ps and affri tes: voiced ( , , e tc . ) ,
voiceless ( , , etc.), and "emphatic" ( , , etc.). The exact
phonetic realization of the "emphatic" consonants is not yet c lear .
Illich-Svitych and myself (up t  the rece t years) interpreted them a s
glottalized ejectives. But to-day I do not insist on this par t icular
interpretation. In fact, the emphatic stops are represented in K a s
glottalized, in HS as g ottalized or pl in voiceless the distribution being
probably due to prosodic factors), in U (in the intervocalic position) a s
geminated voiceless stops, in A as fortes, in IE (in its t radit ional
interpretation) as voiceless. The common denomi ator of their K, HS, U
and A reflexes is an additional effort (if compared to the reflexes of N
plain voiceless stops). One cannot determine the original phonet ic
realization of this additional effort (glottalization, aspiration, for t is
articulation?). I prefer to denote them as "emphatic" and to use t h e
traditional Orientlistic underdot as their symbol.
Recently Starostin proposed to interpret the emphatic stops a s
voiceless fortes (out = his ), see S NSR 306.
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In the following table of sound correspondences the symbol " "
denotes zero. The sign " " symbolizes the lengthening of the preceding
vowel, "⊥ " denoted lengthening of the consonant. The sign " " deno tes
glottalization (emphaization) of an adjacent consonant, " " is i t s
uvularization, " " is its tensification (transformation of a lax consonan t
into a tense one [fortis]), "⊥ " is its devoicing, is its retroflexivization,
is its palatalization. The symbol denotes here labialization of t h e
adjacent vowel, the sign denotes its palatalization. Within conditioning
formulas, "_ " means "before a labialized vowel", "_ " means "before a
palatal vowel". IE + denotes the addition of the initial IE mobi le
(as a reflex of N word-middle palatal elements). The symbol " " is u s e d
for working hypotheses: in cases when we have sufficient factual
confirmation for a class of N phonemes only rather than for e a c h
individual N phoneme, e.g. in the case of and , where a dist inction
is possible only if the phoneme is represented in Ostyak, so that i n
daughter languages where there are no -words common with Ostyak
we cannot find formal froof of representation of N and N 
separately, but only representation of unspecified . In such cases w e
suppose (as a working hypotheses) that both phonemes (in the case
described and ) are reflected in the same way, which is symbolized
by " ". The letter " " symbolizes an unspecified non-labial nasal
consonant. IE G = = ; M G = , = ; ⊥ _ /
means "after a cns.",  _ ⊥ / is to be read "before a cns.". The query ?
denotes our doubts (because the reflex in question is represented i n
very few roots). The cover symbol for IE means , or
(depending on the adjacent N vw.). The cover symbol (in IE) m e a n s
, or (here also the choice depends on the adjacent N vw.). IE 
is a cover symbol for all laryngeals (except for ) .  
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1. The formula > U , ⊥_/ is to be read: in the word-medial
position N yields U , but after a cns. it is reflected as 
2. > M > means that N yields M or early pM 
> pM .
3. The formulae > M _ / , > M _ / and >  M
_ / reflect the pM affricatization > and > .
4. The formula > IE _V / means: in the presence of i n
the IE root the N affricate yields IE , otherwise yields IE 
5. The formula > IE ∅, + is to be read: N yields IE
zero or and causes the appearance of mobile in the word-initial
posit ion.
6. The formulae / ⊥_V > U ⊥ and / V_⊥ > U ⊥
mean: in the positions ⊥_V (after a cns. and before a vw.)  and V_⊥


















































the adjacent U cns. N *ya-  yields D *ya(:)- and *e-, N *ya4444- i s
represented by D *e- ≠ *a-, and N *ye- yields D *ï- and *e-. N *yi-
yields M *i-.
7. N *Z 7777 followed by a voiceless cns. yields T *ç.
8. N *z 7777 adjacent to a voiceless cns. islikely to yield Tg *s .
9. The controversial IE cns. cluster *g8≈D is still to be investigated. In
one root (*g8≈Dem-/*g8≈Dom- [{EI} *d≈g8≈om-] 'earth') it may result f r o m
metathesis (IE {EI} *d≈g8≈om- > *g8≈Dem-/*g8≈Dom-). In another case
(*g8≈Dyes / ? *g8≈Dis 'yesterday') **g8≈D- is likely to go back to N *ge{ d}-
(cf. item 6O3a *ge{d}u4444s 6 666V 'late, evening').
1O. According to AD LZL 364-5, one of the sources of U *z6 is the N
clusters *-l÷- , *-l ßßßß÷- , and probably *-lßßßß˝- (cf. entries 131, 871, 1O42,
1O44, 1698b, 2197, 2475, and 2725 [in the latter U *z6 < N *-l ßßßß˝-]; i n
the entry 1698b the post-N cluster *-l ß÷- goes back to N *-l ßßßß i÷ ++++˝- ) .
11. Sometimes (under some still unknown conditions) a K
preconsonantal *-r-  goes back to a N lateral cns. (*l !!!! or what is deno t ed
as *l !!!! ++++ l) (cf. K *c`'ûqr=ta 'elbow', GZ *p'rt'ûq-el- 'flat', G perpl-i 'ashes' a n d
Xvirtli  'Winterhaar, Winterpelz [der Tiere]', and GZ *t' ûqirp'- 'spleen' - i n
the entries 355, 1719, 1723, 1866, and 2355).
12. As indicated in the chart, in IE in the word-initial preconsonanta l
position the N voiceless affricate *c1111 yields *s. The same may be ( b u t
not necessarily is) true about N *c .
13. The difference between N *p-  and *p''''- is likely to be reflected i n
Chadic. In this paper I tentatively suggest that N *p-  yields Ch {Stl.} *f-
(> Hs f-, Su f-, v-, Bl, Wrj, Ron lgs., Tr, Bu, Mtk f-, Gzg f-, v-, Lgn f-, p-.
Msg, Ms f-, Ke f-, w-, Mu f-), while N *p''''- is represented in Ch {Stl.} *p-
(Hs f-, h-, Su, Bl p-, Sha p-, other Ron lgs. f-, Ngz p-, Tr & Bu (mostly) p-,
Gzg p-, Lgn v- , Ms, Ke, Mu p-), as reconstructed in Stolbova’s thesis (Stl.
IF 23-34). Further research in the historical phonology of Ch and HS will
correct my highly tentative reconstructions in this field.
14. N *N-  yields S *n- (rather than *÷ or *˝) in the presence of a
laryngeal or *m  in the same N word.
15. The sign * 4 denotes here palaralizing effect (e.g. N *ya-  > D *e-) .
On the alphabetical order of letters in the present dictionary s e e
below §  9.
§ 2.2. Comment and additional explanations. This chart needs
comment and additional explanations. But in this short introduction I
cannot afford entering into details. Some of the problems have b e e n
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discussed by V. Dybo in his "Editor’s Introduction" ("Ot redaktora") o f
IS I, in IS SS, AD NGIE and Ad NVIE.
§ 2.2.1. I may add here a short remark about the origin of t h e
Dravidian intervocalic r-consonants. According to the extant data, D *-
r`- (= *-rª- of the traditional notation, retroflex vibrant/fricative) goes
back to N *-r 1111- or *-ry- , D *-rÀ- (= *-r3- or *-t3- of the tradit ional
notation, a trill, becoming a stop if geminated) goes back t o
intervocalic N *-r- , while D *-r- goes back to N consonant clusters with
*r.
§ 2.2.2. In HS the N emphatic consonants yield both emphatic a n d
plain voiceless cnss. The distribution seems to be conditioned b y
prosody. This is suggested by the fact that in grammatical words a n d
pronouns the HS de-emphatization is a rule. Therefore we do not f ind
emphatic cnss. in HS affixes, pronouns and aux. words.
NB: In the following notes I use not only the above ment ioned
transcription signs, but also cover signs for unspecified N phonemes
(such as P3333 for N p++++p ' ''', u6666 for u++++u 4 444, etc. For the meaning of such cover signs
cf. below the chapter "Transcription".
   
§ 2.2.3. On the basis of very scarce extant data I have proposed a
highly tentative working hypothesis about the origin of the oposition s-
↔ s7- in Manchu:
N *s1-, *s7- and *s- yield pTg *s- > LMc s-, as well as s- in other Tg
languages (but h- in Lm). Cf. N *s1111ilKV 'to let out' > LMc silgi- ≠
silki-  'get through (a narrow opeming), crawl (kriechen)', N *s1111u 4 444l ! !!! ++++z 6 666u 4 444(-
ke6666)  ¬ *s1111il++++z 6 666i(-ke6666) 'mucus, slime, saliva' > LMc sileNgi 'saliva,
drivel', N *s1111 ++++s 6 666ÉÓmV 'to swallow'  > LMc simi- 'to suck, swallow', N
*s1111a 4 444m[V]9V 'hair, fine hair' > Tg *sen1Ne(n) 'beard, fin, gill' > LMc
seNele 'cock’s comb, gill', N *s7777ubyV 'spike, spear, to pierce '  > LMc
suyfun 'awl', N *s7777u 4 444nigo or *s7777u 4 444No 'snow' > LMc su(N)- v. ' b e c o m e
covered with hoar-frost', N *s7777iNerV 'mouse '  > LMc siNgeri id., N
*s7777ehr1111É 'be awake, watch (over), feel, notice '  > LMc sere- 'be awake,
feel, guess, understand', N *saP 3333 { u 4 444 } -s 1111V  ', pointed stake' > ClMc sabsi-
'stitch', N *son{Vq}{u4444} 'sinew, tendon '  > Mc suna ≠ su2na 'rein o f
draught-dogs', N *sa 4444Â {Ë} 'sinew, fibre' > ClMc siren  id., 'bow-string'.
But sometimes we find pTg *s7- >  LMc s7-, as well as probably ç-, c7-,
and c1- in other Tg languages. It is likely to go back to *si\- (that appear s
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due to contraction of syllables: N *Íi++++u 4 444 ++++E...V > *si\V. For instance, N
*s{u 6666 }wolV  'liquid, moisture' > LMc s7ula 'juice', N *{s1111}ÉÙarV 'br ight ,
daybreak '  > *si\a[:]rV > LMc s7ari 'white, clean', N *s2222i{h}wV 'sun' >
LMc s7un 'sun' (÷ Pre-Classical Manchu siyun), Ul siu(n-), Nn siu% ±
siu(n-), Neg siyun ≠ siwun.
The Manchu reflexes of N *s6666- are not yet clear. There are cases o f
both Mc s-  and s7-, but the rule of distribution is still unknown.
§ 2.2.4. Another tentative hypothesis concerns a curious p D
phoneme, reconstructed by G. Starostin as *k!- (GS RVP) and later a s
*ky- (GS 203-7). This is a phoneme that yields *c>- (and its regular
reflexes) in most Dravidian languages (SD, SCD adn CD), but k- i n
Kurux, Malto and Brahui. Earlier Emeneau (Em. NDV) tried to explain
this sound correspondence as a special treatment of pD *c>- precding
*u , but later gave up this hypothesis (due to counter-examples). Pfeifer
(Pf. 66) supposed that this is a cluster *ky- resulting from reduction o f
earlier *key- or *kiy-. In the light of external comparison I am inclined
to suppose that pD *k!- goes back to N lateral obstruents (see N
*s 6666e÷ 3333 [ a ]rV 'reach, approach, enter' and N *c 6666 ' '''Å÷ 3333V 'perish, die').
§ 2.2.5. Vladislav Illich-Svitych advanced a hypothesis about t h e
origin of IE *s- mobile ("movable *s- '). In his opinion it developed only
in N words with an inherited internal palatal element (*y , *n1111 1, *l !!!!, a n d
the like). My interpretation of his hyp. is as follows. The N emphat ic
consonants in the word-initial position were pronounced in IE with a n
initial preaspiration. Usually this preaspiration left no traces. But i n
roots with an inherited internal palatal element the whole root was
palatalized (non-phonemic supersegmental palatalization). The
preaspiration was transformed into a kind of *h! that later yielded a
movable *s-.
It means that the presence of a "movable *s- in an IE root suggests
that the N initial cns. was emphatic (glottalized?). This is important f o r
roots with an initial labial cns., suggesting that this N cns. was *p '''' - .
This apparently strange phenomenon has a typological parallel ( t h a t
was unknown to Illich-Svitych). In Salar (as described by Tenishev) t h e
vowel i before voiceless (preaspirated?) p, t and k (fortes) was
transformed into i  + a preconsonantic sibilant (transcribed by Tenishev
in IPA as s&, S, ç: [is&ki // iSki // içki] (i.e. is7ki ≠ iSki)  'two' (  < i≈ti),
[iSpax] 'silk thread', [iSt // içt] (i.e. is7t ≠ iSt) 'dog', [pis&ti-//piSte-
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//piçti-] (i.e. pis7ti “ piSti) 'write' (cf. Tn. SJ 77). In his formulat ion,
the phoneme i  had an allophone is7 (Tn. SJ 8).
  
§ 2.2.6. According to a preliminary working hyp. of mine, in t h e
earliest pIE there was a phenomenon that may be interpreted as a word-
initial prelaryngealization (preaspiration?). It existed in some roots a n d
brought about a prothetic vowel before sonorants in Greek (somet imes
in Arm and other lgs.) and an initial aspiration (h-) in Greek (in s o m e
words with etymological *w- and y-). I suppose that th is
prelaryngealization may go back to a prosodic phenomenon in pN, e.g.
partial devoicing of word-initial sonorants or a kind of breathed voice
(to use Ladefoged’s terminology). In the present dictionary I denote th is
prosodic phenomenon by an initial *æ- in pIE and pN reconstruct ions .
We shall call this *æ- "a laryngoid" (like "vocoid"). Its dis tr ibut ion
proves that it was a phonologically relevant phenomenon.
It is also possible, that the NaIE *s- mobile before root-initial
sonorants belongs here as well: in roots with an inherited internal
palatal element and an initial *æ- this laryngoid underwent
palatalization (*æ-> *÷ !-) and became a movable *s- (e.g. NaIE *(s)ne2b≈-
'narrow, thin' < *÷ !ne2i\bV < N *æn 2222VÙibV).
§ 2.2.7. In several N words (U roots) one can observe what may b e
considered Uralic prosthetic *w-  (preceding a N initial rounded vw.) o r
a kind of "labial fission" (an initial labialized vw. > U *w + n o n -
labialized vw.):
N *9oK''''Vs6666 ++++c 6 666V(-ÂV) '∈ canine' >  FU (in ObU only) *°”w’oks6VrV 'fox'
N *÷ 3333uK ''''a  'see', 'eye'  > FU (in Ugr only) *wokV (or *woGV) v. ' see ,
look'  
N *q{u}rV 'pierce, make a hole; hole, pit' > FU (att. in ObU)
*°wurVyV > ObU *wu2r‰y 'river-bed'
N *÷3333ul÷e6666 'recent' > U {UEW} *wuz6e 'new'.
I wonder if there is any regularity in this phenomenon. The m a t t e r
needs investigation.
§ 2.2.8. The pN consonantism is rich (50 phonemes), but r a t h e r
economic (19 distinctive features), most phonemes being well
integrated (in Martinet’s terms, see Mart. EChPh 79-106), and n o n e
being isolated. The distinctive features include 10 orders (places o f
articulation), 3 glottal series (voiced ↔  voiceless ↔  emphatic), and 6
manners of articulation (stop\affricate ↔  fricative ↔  cen t ra l
approximant ↔  nasal ↔  lateral ↔  trill). Cp. Kartvelian: 18 phonemic
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features (for 32 consonants), Semitic: 18 features (for 29 consonants) ,
or Finno-Ugric: 17 (or 16) features (for 26 consonants).
§ 2.2.9. In the overwhelming majority of registered cases N *g- yields
T *k–-. But there are three apparent exceptions: [1] 621. ? € *gu4444 ++++u[?]l ∏ ∏∏∏V
'≈ roe deer, antelope, (?) goat' >  NaT *kæu4lmiz 'roe deer'; [2] 638.
*g{o}?in2222V 'beat, strike' >  T *kæîyna- 'beat (so.), cause suffering', [3]
7O4. *g{a}z7777V 'to go; way, path '  > ? NaT *kæay- >  Tv xay- v. 'make t h e
round'. In the first two cases it mat be tentatively supposed a
contraction *g...? >  **k'- > T *kæ-, and the N etymology of Tv xay-
remains semantically doubtful.
§ 2.2.1O. In the IE clusters *s + stops the opposition between the N
vd., vl., and emphatic cns. was neutralized, so that all N stops yielded IE
vl. consonants: N *ÍVd- > IE *st-, N *ÍVt- > IE *st-, N *ÍVb- > IE *sp-,
N *ÍVg- > IE *sk- (or *sk8-, *skW-) (cf. items ## 2O14, 2O2O, 2 1 3 2 ,
2 1 8 6 ) .
§ 2.3. Structure of N words. The words have the structure CV
(auxiliary words and pronouns only), CVCV, CVCCV, CV(C)CVCV, a n d
CVCVCCV.  
§ 2.4. Vowels. The original system of vowels, as reconstructed b y




The original vowels of the first syllable survive in proto-Uralic,
partially in proto-Dravidian (where both *a  and *a4444 yield *a) a n d
partially in the Altaic languages (with mutual assimilation of the vowels
within a word). The vowels in those languages are stable, i.e. do n o t
undergo alternation (except for quantitative alternation of short a n d
long vowels in Dravidian). In Indo-European, Hamito-Semitic a n d
Kartvelian there is apophony, i.e. a morphologized alternation of vowels
(as well as of simple and geminated consonants) that diminishes t h e
importance of vowels for lexical distinction. This apophony is based o n
phonologization of former allophones (of accentual origin) a n d
subsequent morphologization of the phonemic alternation. Another
source of apophony (especially in Hamito-Semitic) is the incorpora t ion
of affixes (prefixes ‘ infixes) into word stems, e.g. the prefix *w ( o f
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passive and non-active verbs) turned into Semitic *u ≠ *u2 as marker o f
the passive voice within (or before) the stem, the prefix *-an- (<
auxiliary verb used in periphrastic constructions of imperfect) t u r n e d
into the infixes *-n-, *-a- and into gemination of the s tem-internal
consonant in Semitic, Berber, branches of Cushitic and possibly Chadic.
Due to the apophony the vocalic distinction between roots has b e e n
partially lost in IE, HS and K, but indirectly preserved in the prevocalic
velar and laryngeal consonants. Thus, the N consonants *g, *k, *k'''' a n d
*ûûûûq, when followed by N *o , yield IE *gW≈, *gW and *kW; if followed by N
*e  and *a4444, they yield IE palatalized consonants *g8≈, *g8 and *k8; if
followed by *a  or a consonant, they yield plain velar *g≈, *g and *k. But
the N vowels *i, *u  and *u4444 have been preserved better - as IE "sonants"
(i.e. high vowels and glides) *i/*i\  and *u /*u\ (see examples in AD
NVIE, AD NGIE, AD NM, IS I-III and in the present dictionary).
The basic representation of the pN vowels of the initial syllable in t h e
descended languages may be tentatively formulated as follows:
pN *a yields U, T, M, Tg and D *a, K *a /zero and *e (/zero/*a ), IE
*e/o/zero (with preservation of the preceding velar conconants as *g≈,
*g , and *k) and possibly *a;
pN *a 4444 yields U and T *a4, M and Tg *e, D *a (and sometimes *e2), IE
*e/*o/zero (with representation of the preceding velar consonants a s
*g8≈, *g8, and *k8), K *a/zero, *e , and (seldom) *i; in open syllables pN *a4444
sometimes yields D *e2 (the exact rules have not yet been sidcovered);
pN *e  yields U, T, M, Tg, and D *e, IE *e/o/zero (with representa t ion
of the preceding velar consonants as *g8≈, *g8, and *k8), K *e/a/zero a n d
*i/*e;
pN *i  yields U, M, and D *i, T *i and *î, Tg *i' and *i3, IE *ei\/*oi\/*i
(and, with loss of the glide, *e/*o), K *i and *e, as well as *i/*y in t h e
HS languages. Sometimes (under still unknown consitions) N *i  yields
D *e  and *e2. It is not yet clear if in the word-fonal position pN *i  yields
IE *i/i\ or disappears. In the latter case the word-final N *á  in our pN
reconstructions (based on IE evidence) should be replaced by a less
specific *É .  
pN *o  yields mainly U, T, M, and D *o, Tg *o, *u3, and *u', IE *e/o/zero
(with representation of the preceding velar and lr. consonants as *gW≈,
*gW, *kW, and *xW), and K *wV/*w/*u , *o, *a, zero (and sometimes *i
and *e under still unknown conditions); in several N words pN *o  yields
D and M *u (probably due to some special developement under still
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unknown conditions); in HS it is sometimes preserved as a C r o u n d e d
vowel, as labialization of preceding velar consonants in some C
languages, especially Bj and Ag (resulting in gW, kW, and k'W), a n d
(mainly in primary nouns and in biconsonantic verbs) as S *u and *u2; i n
the prehistory of IE there is as. *o...u ++++u 4 444 > pre-IE *u...u and later reg .
development of this new *u (e.g. > *we/*wo) (cf. AD NVIE and AD
NGIE); in N words with a front vw. of the second or third syllable N *o
of the initial syll. often (but not always) yields T and M *o 4 .
pN *u  yields U, M, and D *u, T *u (and *î), Tg *u' and *u3 (as well a s
sometimes *o  and *u\e), IE *eu\/*ou\/*u (and, with loss of the glide, *e/*o,
as well as forming with preceding velar and laryngeal consonants
groups *g≈We/*g≈Wo, *gWe/*gWo, *kWe/*kWo, *xWe/*xWo, and a
cluster *gw) and *wV , K *u, *w-diphthongs, and sometimes *o, as well
as often S *u and *-u2- (in primary nouns and biconsonantic verbs) a n d
other reflexes of HS *u, as well as labialization of preceding velar
consonants in some C languages. The delabialization *u  > T *î is a
rather frequent phenomenon, but its rules and conditions have not ye t
been investigated. A similar phenomenon of delabialization (N *u  > Tg
*i, *i3) is found in a few Tg roots (N *b{u}Ùr1111a  'watercourse, river' > Tg
*bi3ra 'river, brook ' ,  N *K''''umV 'sand' > Tg *xi3mana- v. 'snow', N
*k''''u++++od{a}HV 'p ierce '  > ?σ Tg *xidar- v. 'hurt by pricking', N *pulßßßßu [ o r
*pulßßßßu 4 444?] 'to spring forth' >  Tg *bi3lku- vt. 'moisten, wet' [side by s ide
with Tg *bulku- v. 'wash; spout, jet'], N *Íur1111i '≈ squeeze out, filter,
strain' > Tg *si3ri3- 'squeeze out [a liquid]'). In T, M, and U there is
optional regr. as. (leading to "harmony of vowels"): in N words with a
front vw. of the second or third syllable N *u yields T, M, and U *u4 ( o r
sometimes [under still unknown conditions] T and M *o4). N *uy  yields
NTg *ï  (items ##332, 592).
pN *u4444 yields U, T, and M *u4, Tg *u' ,*u4 ({Ci.} *ui >  Ewk, Lm, Ngd, Sln,
Orc, Ud i, Ork, Ul, Nn, Mc u) and *u3, D *u, IE *eu\/*ou\/*u (and, with loss
of the glide, *e/*o) and *wV (in both vases the preceding velar
consonants was palatalized, which brought about palatalized
consonants *g8≈, *g8, and *k8, and clusters *g8≈w, *g8w, and *k8w), K *u,
*w -diphthongs, zero (and sometimes *i under still unknown
conditions), as well as HS *u (> S *-u2-, etc.) and labialization o f
preceding velar consonants in some C and Ch languages; *u 4444 is
sometimes delabialized to *i  in T, M, Tg, D, and possibly pre-IE (whence
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IE *ei\/*oi\/*i), the rules and conditions of this delabialization still n e e d
investigating; sometimes (under still unknown conditions) *u 4444 is
represented by M *o4.
In non-initial syllables in late PU and pFU the N phonemes *e , *i , a n d
*u 4444 (unless changed to *u by vw. harmony) yielded *e. If the word-final
vw. is attested in U only (by U *-e), the final vw. of the N word will b e
denoted as *e 6666 (a cover sign for *e ++++ i ) .
In N and Tg the initial N *wa- yields, beside the expected *ba-, a lso
(under still unknown [prosodic?] conditions) Tg *u-  and *o- , M *bu-, bo-
, and *o-.
N *we- yields T *o4- (cf. items Nos. 2457, 2489, 255O) and Tg *u (*u3
and *u') (items Nos. 2489, 2544, 255O), as well as possibly M *o4- ( i t em
No. 255O).
N *wi- (unless influenced by regr. as.) yields T *o4- and M *o4- ≠ *bo4-
(cf. items Nos. 2467, 2479, 2539)
The N initial sequence *ya-  is likely to yield D *e- and probably
(under still unknown conditions) M *i-  (item No. 262O).  D *i- from N
*yV-  (as in items Nos. 2622 and 2646) needs investigating.
Several items (Nos. 173 and 182) suggest that probably N *bo-  cou ld
yield (under still unknown conditions) IE *b≈eu\-/*b≈ou\-/*b≈u-.
N *co- , *c1111o-, *c''''o-, *c1111 ' '''o-, *K''''o- and *K''''u- + word-internal *y   yield IE
*sk-  rather than *skW- , Therefore IE *skW- is extremely rare (Pokorny’s
dictionary mentions only one root: *(s)kWalo-s, which is also doubtful :
"*(s)kWalo-s oder vielmehr *kWalo-s 'eine größere Fischart'".
Several N etymons (Nos. 84Oa, 21O4, 2151, 2235a) suggests that N
*-ÉÓi-(*-a 4444Ói- , -eÓi- , and possibly -u 4444Ói-) may yield M *ï (and *i[:])
and Tg *ï.
According to AD AVD, the Tg ascending diphthongs go back to t h r e e
sources: [1] a contraction *-aya-  > Tg *-i\a- ≠ *ay- ≠ *-a-, [2] a reversal
*-ay- > Tg *-i\a-, and [3] a vocal breaking (Vokalbrechung) N
*„⁄Ç(Ç)„€ > Tg *„⁄„€Ç(Ç)„€. It may be added to this hypothesis t h a t
Tg *-i\a- may go back to N *-áya- as well.
On the alphabetical order of items in the present dictionary s e e
below §  9.
§ 2.4.1. I can propose a tentative hypothesis about the prosodic
origin of pT ascending diphthongs (in many vases, but not in all o f
them). These diphthongs are reconstructed on the ev. of the Chv
reflexes of initial cnss.: Chv J- ÷ NaT *kæ- & *kæ- < pT *k–i\- & *kæi\-; Chv c7-
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÷ NaT *t–- & *tæ- < pT *t–i\- & *tæi\-; Chv s7- ÷ NaT *s- < pT *si\-. In m y
hypothesis, the diphthongs go back to pre-T long vowels with a special
(broken?) tone (that I denote with the symbol  &). These long vowels
may result from compensatory lengthening before simplified cns .
clusters, e.g. N *t ''''u 4 444÷Vr 1111V  '(part of) leg' ('calf of leg', 'thigh', 'knee'?) >
pre-T *tæu4&:r1 > **tæÉu4r1 > pT *tæi\u4∏r1 > NaT *tæu4∏z and Chv ¢e€r c7Ár 'knee', N
*K''''al ∏ ∏∏∏÷ 3 333a 'throw, leave' > pre-T *k…a&:l > **k…Éal > T *k–i\a2l- > NaT *k–a2l- a n d
Chv jul-; N *s1111ihar1111u 'dirt' > pre-T *sÉar1 > T *si\a2r1 > NaT *sa2z ' swamp '
and Chv s7ur 'swamp, quagmire'.
§ 3. Grammar. The proto-Nostratic language was analytic. Its
grammar was based on a rigid word order, auxiliary words a n d
pronouns .
All words belonged to one of the three classes: [1] lexical words, [2]
pronouns, [3] auxiliary words. These classes differ in their syntactical
functioning. But some pronouns may follow syntactical rules of lexical
words, too.
A. The word order may be described by the following rules:
1. The predicate is the final lexical word of a sentence. It may b e
followed by personal and demonstrative pronouns (*?ite6666 mi  'I e a t ' ) ,
but not by other lexical words.
2. Attributive (expressed by a lexical word) precedes its head.
3. Direct object immediately precedes its verb. Other objects p recede
the verb, too.
4. Pronominal subject follows the predicate.
5. Pronominal attributive ('my', 'this') may follow the noun.
6. Case markers follow the noun.
 The only place left for the (non-pronominal) subject (and f o r
adverbial modofiers) is before the verb with its objects.
This word order survives in U, T, M, Tg, Ko, J, D, K, C as word o r d e r
and in all daughter-languages as the order of morphemes within words .
It was preserved in proto-IE (and its most ancient descendants) as t h e
unmarked word-order, but when the IE words became syntactically
autonomous (marking their syntactic function by their morphological
form [obligatory cases, etc.]), the former rigid word order disappeared,
so that the word order began functioning as a means of focalization. In
S, B and Eg the old word order was displaced by a new one (originally
emphatic, e.g. attributives following their head).      
B. There was a very rich system of pronouns, among them:
[1] personal pronouns: *mi  'I' and *t''''{u 4 444}≠ *s1111{u 4 444} 'thou' in the d i rec t
case, other pronouns in oblique cases (*é€oyV  'by me, my', *kV ≠
*gV  'thee, thy'), as well as pronominals (i.e. lexical words replacing t h e
pronouns, e.g. *?{o}kÉ  'self' functioning as a lexical replacement f o r
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*mi  'I', whence IE *eg8oÓ ≠ *eg8Ó-, Semitic *-a2ku, etc.), pers. p r o n o u n s
of 1 pl. excl. (*n 2222V) and of 1 pl. incl. (*g{Ë} ), as well as c o m p o u n d
pronouns: *mi  ?a  'we', *mi  ?a  'ye' (with the plurality m a r k e r
*?a ),*mi t'''' {u 4 444} 'we' incl.;
[2] interrogative pronouns: *K '''' o  'who?', *mi  'what?', *ya  'which?', a s
well as *wV 'who?' and *N{Ë} [1] 'thing', [2] 'what?' (most probably, a
phonetic reduction or an ellipsis from *ya N{Ë}  or *?a4444yV N{Ë} 'which
thing?');
[3] deictic particles *ha , *h{e} , *{h}i , *{h}u  indicating the degree o f
proximity to the interlocutors (hic-deixis, iste-deixis, ille-deixis,
etc.), demonstrative pronouns: for active (animate and the l ike)
beings\objects and for inanimate objects (*sÉ  'he, she' for an imate
[active], *K''''{u 4 444} id., and *t''''a 4 444 'it' for inanimate, as well as *p'''' {a 4 444}  ' ille,
another [animate]', *yi  'he', [?] 'that' [anaphoric], and *rV [<
*?V{r}V?] [theme-focalizing particle]), for distal deixis: *c7777a 'that', f o r
distal or intermediate deixis: *c 1111É  'that'; demonstrative pronouns f o r
collectivity (*?a{h}a , *{h}a, *?Él ßßßßÅ , *l ßßßßÅ , * ûûûûqV), for collectivity-plurality
(*n2222 {a 4 444 } , *rV yÉ ), for plurality (*tV  of plurality, *{?}Vs1111V 'they' a n d
*yÉ  [= y{i}?] 'these, they' for animate beings, *?a , pc. of plurality, *kË ,
pc. of plurality [used mostly with pronouns], as well as *?VqV [ ' thing,
things' and prn.\n. of plurality]), for duality (*nÉ  'they [two]', *{h}á
≠ *0{h}Ë  for animate beings, *yi for inanimate objects), f o r
individualization (*{y}iyo  'which' [relative], 'that which, related t o ' ,
*rV = a theme-focalizing pc.), etc. In the descendant languages these
pronouns and particles were transformed into personal endings of t h e
verb (1st and 2nd persons from personal pronouns, 3rd person f r o m
demonstratives), into pronominal possessive suffixes, into markers o f
the nominative case (e.g., IE nominative *-s [for nouns of the active
gender] from the N demonstrative active *sÉ ), into affixes of plural ,
dual and collectivity. In some languages (IE, K, and probably S) t h e
genitive case, too, is based on pronouns (e.g., the genitive case endings:
IE *-oi\os, K *-is` < *{y}iyo sÉ  'which is' [× N *ya sÉ id.], originally ' t h a t
which is X', as well as probably the S genitive ending *-i < N *{y}iyo
[and\or ? *ya  'which']).
C. Auxiliary words: [1] postpositions and locative adverbs (in m a n y
cases functioning also as preverbs): *nu  'of, from', *mÅ and *t''''V
(particles of marked accusative), *K''''V (= *k''''V?) 'towards' (‘ ' t o ' ) ,
*kV 'out of, from', *s1111V 'to, towards', *t{a4444} 'away (from), from', *c1111 ' '''á
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'away, downward', *l ßßßßÅ (locative pc.), as well as lexical words
transformed into postpositions/preverbs: *?in2222{Å} 'place' (‘ ' i n ' ) ,
*d[oy]a 'place (within, below)' (‘ locative particle *da  'in'); [2]
negations: *n````i 'not', *?e  (≠  ? *?a4444) 'not', *ma4444 ¬ *ma4444h {o}  'do n o t '
(prohibitive pc.) and 'not' (negative); [3] auxiliary words with meaning
of tenses and aspects: *d{i} , marker of imperfective (<  an auxiliary
verb?), *é€i , pc. of past (preterite), *c'''' @ @@@ ++++c @ @@@i or  *c6666 ' ''' ++++c 6 666i, a marker of verbal
frequentativity\iterativity, ; [4] auxiliary words of other meanings: *?a
'to become, be', *?Å , a marker of the male sex (“ '[young] man'??) ,
*bÅ , adjectival pc. forming compound (‘  derived) names of quality
bearers, nomina posessoris, animal names, * bV , pc. forming c o m p o u n d
(‘  derived) nomina abstracta, *c'''' @ @@@a or  *c @@@@a   (= *Óic@@@@ ++++c @ @@@ ' '''a?), a marker o f
relative constructions, *c7777{u 4 444} 'that of…, that which', *ko 'whereas, b u t ,
also; doch' (adversative-thematic and reminding enclitic conjunct ion) ,
*K 'a  (a pc. of request, *lßßßßV (a pc. with diminutive meaning, *l!!!!V (<
*?a6666l ! !!!V?) (pc. in deverbal nominal constructions, nominalizing t h e
verbal action), *mÅ  (marker of nominalized syntactic constructions [≈
subordinate sentences], nominalizer [originally a prn.] that f o r m e d
analytic equivalents of nomina actionis, nomina agentis and o t h e r
derived nouns), *n2222V (a marker [pronoun] that formed  analytic
equivalents of passive participles), t''''i (syntactic pc. that builds
analytical nomina actionis), *t''''V (a marker of passive participial
constructions), *wa  'also, same', *yV (particle of hypocoristic [?]
address [vocative]).
§ 4. Grammatical typology. As we can see, proto-Nostratic was a
highly analytic language. In this point there is a certain disagreement
between Illich-Svitych and myself. Illich-Svitych, albeit recognizing t h e
analytical status of many grammatical elements in N, still believed t h a t
some grammatical elements were agglutinated affixes: the marker o f
oblique cases *-n (= my *nu  'of, from'), the formative of m a r k e d
accusative *-m (= my *mÅ ), the plural marker *-ˆÅ (= my *n2222{a 4 444} o f
collectiveness and plurality), and several others.  This interpretation is
hardly acceptable because the N etyma in question still preserve t r aces
of their former analytic status: [1] they preserve some mobility within
the sentence (a feature of separate words rather than affixes), [2]
several pN particles are still analytic in some descendant languages, [3]
N etyma with grammatical and derivational function are somet imes
identical with autosemantic words. Thus, the element *nu  'of, f r o m '
functions in the daughter-languages not only as a case suffix (genitive
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in U, T, M, Tg, formative of the stem of oblique case in the IE
heteroclitic nouns, part of the ablative case ending in T, K and in IE
adverbs), but also as a preverb of separation/withdrawal in IE (Baltic),
as an analytic marker of separation/withdrawal (ablative) in B
(functioning in postverbal and other positions). The element *mÅ i s
still analytic in Manchu (be, postposition of the direct object, cf. Hrl.
35, 74-5) and Japanese (OJ wO  > J o). On the analytical status of J o (<
N *mÅ ), no (< N *nu ) cf. Vrd.JG 278-82. The element *n2222{a4 444} funct ions
not only as a postnominal and postverbal marker of pl. (>  pl. suffix o f
nouns in K, HS and A, ending of 3 pl. of verbs in K, part of the IE ending
*-nti ≠ *-nt of 3 pl.), but also as the initial marker of pl. o r
abstractness (“  'collectiveness) in U and Eg pronouns: F nuo p l .
'those' ↔ tuo sg. 'that', ne pl. 'those' ↔ se sg. 'that', Eg n¿ abs t rac t
'this' and 'these (things') ↔ p¿ 'this' m. ↔  t¿ f. The animate plural
deictic element (?) *yÉ 'these, they' functions not only as t h e
postnominal marker of plural (> plural ending in IE, U, A and C), b u t
also as a prenominal and prepronominal plural marker (in B, Bj a n d
OEg). The affix forming causative verbs in HS may both precede t h e
verbal root and follow it (e.g. in deverbal nouns), which points to a n
original analytic status of the corresponding N etymon. HS *tw- [pref ix
of reflexivization in derived verbs > B *tw-‘t-  id., S prefix and infix *(-
)t-, etc.] and the AnIE reflexive particle *-ti (> HrLw -ti 'sich', Lw -ti,
Lc -ti, reflexive pc., Ht z-, -za id.) are etymologically identical with N
*tVwV 'head' (preserved with this neaning in K and Om), which
proves the analytic origin of the marker of reflexivization.   
In the descendant languages most of these grammatical auxiliary
words and some pronouns turned into synthetic affixes (agglutinative i n
Early U and A, inflectional [fusional] in IE and to a certain extent in HS
and K).
One remark about the opposition of tenses in Arabic: the tradit ional
view is that the opposition kataba vs. yaktubu is that of aspects: kataba
is perfective, yaktubu is imperfective (cf. Rdr. EVS). But there is a n o t h e r
theory that treats this opposition as temporal (Xrak. OKY). Without
trying to solve the problem, I preserve the terminology that refers t o
kataba  as perfective (pf.) and to yaktubu  as imperfective (ip.).
 
§ 5. Derivation. The original status of the N etyma underlying
derivational affixes of the daughter-languages is less clear than that o f
grammatical morphemes. For some of derivatioanl affixes the analytic
origin is obvious. Thus, the etymon *mÅ (that underlies affixes o f
nomina actionis and nomina agentis in the descendant languages) was a
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separate word, which is evidenced by its position: in HS and K it is
found both in front of the verb and after it (while in IE, U, D and A i ts
position in the word is always final). The same is true of the etymon *t ''''i
(>  suffixes and prefixes of verb; nomina actionis and other deverbal
nouns, infinitives, etc. in the daughter-languages). The adjectival
particle *bÅ forming animal names and other names of quality bea re r s
(IE *eln=-b≈o-s 'deer', S *Ta÷la-b- 'fox', U *ora-pa 'squirrel', Tg *ko4∏r-be
'mail reindeer', Manchu oN9o-ba 'forgetful') is interpreted as analytic
on the evidence of its phonetic behaviour: the regular reflex of the N
intervocal *-b-  in U is *-w-, but in the word *orapa 'squirrel' (> F
orava) we find *p, which is regular in the word-initial position only.
But for many other etyma of this sort we are not yet able to d r a w
conclusions. Of course, we cannot rule out an ancient synthetic origin
of some enigmatic "root extensions" ("Wurzeldeterminative",
"élargissements des racines") that have lost their former meaning in IE,
HS and other lgs. and are represented by an additional consonant at t h e
end of roots or by synonymous roots (N words) that differ by their final
(usually third) consonant. These "root extensions" need ser ious
investigation.
In proto-Nostratic there are groups of phonetically and semantically
words, e.g. (1) *wVd[V]÷V 'walk, go, set out for' and *wedhÅ ' t o
cause to go (to drive, to lead)', (2) *w{o}nt''''V 'belly' and *wan2222VÛ{a}
'belly', (3) *c''''irya6666 'to scratch\chisel, to shape (an object), to fashion '
and *c'''' 2 222a 6 666Â[i]pV (≠  *-b-?) 'scratch\chisel, hew, cut', (4) *t''''u 6 666l ! !!!É ( o r
*t''''áwu6666l ! !!!É?) 'extend, stretch, be(come) long' and *t''''aLPV ( =
*t ''''aLbV?) 'vast; room', (5) *c7777ÉgV 'to prick' (‘  'to butt'), *c7777ika ' t o
prick, to split', and *c7777Åk'''' {Ë} 'to prick (stechen), to gouge', (6) *c6666odhV
'break (esp. a body part), strike' and *c 6666Vd [V] ûûûû qV  ¬ *c6666VûûûûqVdV 'to t ea r ,
to split', (7) *æwu6666r 1 111u 6 666 'to scrape', *waÓrV ¬ *warÓV 'to scratch, t o
scrape', and *wÅr1111c 6 666V 'rub, scrape'. The origin of this similarity is n o t
yet known. Three sources of the similarity may be suggested: ( 1 )
ancient (pre-Nostratic) derivation, (2) lexical attraction: phonetically
similar words influence the meaning of each other, (3) ideophony. The
problem is still to be investigated. By the way, similarity of this k ind
exists in many languages (if not in all of them). Compare, for instance,
English scratch, scrape, scrub, or Russian pryskat∆ ' t o
sprinkle' and bryzgat∆ 'to splash, to sprinkle', or Russian
skripet∆ 'to squeak, to creak' and skreqetat∆ 'to grind'.     
  
§ 6. The place of Hamito-Semitic. In modern long-range comparat ive
linguistics there are two opinions as to the place of Hamito-Semitic
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(Afro-Asiatic) among the languages of the world: (1) the tradit ional
view among the long-range-comparativists (H. Pedersen, V. Illich-
Svitych, the present author, etc.) is that HS belongs to the Nostratic
macrofamily as its branch,  (2) recently several scholars have expressed
a different opinion: HS is coordinate with N rather than subordinate t o
it. Joseph Greenberg believes that HS, Kartvelian and Dravidian do n o t
belong to "Eurasiatic" (his term for Nostratic) as its branches but a r e
coordinate with it. Recently Sergei Starostin has also expressed a n
opinion about the coordinate relationship between HS and "N proper".
J. Greenberg’s opinion is based on comparison of words of different
families within a list of arbirarily chosen items. Before receiving t h e
lexical volume of his book Indo-European and its Closest Relatives
(Stanford, 2002) I had to judge upon Gr.’s theory from a short list o f
these items and words for the "Eurasiatic" languages that were
published by Ruhlen (Ruhlen OLs 16-17). It is a list of 30 lexical i tems.
It is not free from mistakes and very subjective conjectures. The main IE
word for 'eat' is not (found in Tokharian only, but registered a s
the representative of IE in Greenberg-Ruhlen’s list), but (found i n
almost all branches if IE: Latin , Germanic , Sanscrit , Hittite
, etc.), which is related both to Altaic (Mongolian 'eat') and t o
HS 'to eat' (in East Cushitic and West Chadic). The ancient w o r d
for 'what?' is not that represented by IE , Uralic , e t c .
(which is an ancient N word, but it means 'which'), but , which is
represented not only in Uralic, Altaic (Chuvash), but also in HS (all
branches), Kartvelian and probably in Dravidian (cf. IS II 66-68). IE
'to touch' (adduced in the list in the item 'arrive') cor responds
exactly to HS (cf. here s.v. N 'to touch'). If this list is
corrected, enlarged and compared with roots of different branches o f
HS (as well as Kartvelian and Dravidian), we will see that all t hese
languages are much nearer to "Eurasiatic" than believed by Greenberg
and Ruhlen (see Table I):
 Table I. "Eurasiatic cognates" (Ruhlen OLs 16-7) and their
cognates  in Hamito-Semitic, Kartvelian, and Dravidian
Mean "Eurasiatic cognate" Ham.
-Sem.
Kartv. Drav.
I IE U , etc. H i g h l a n d
East Cush.
I IE 1 sg. marker in verbs ? id. id.
t h o u [1] IE , Ur. , etc.,
[2] IE , Turk. 
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(Afro-Asiatic) among the languages of the world: (1) the tradit ional
view among the long-range-comparativists (H. Pedersen, V. Illich-
Svitych, the present author, etc.) is that HS belongs to the Nostratic
macrofamily as its branch,  (2) recently several scholars have expressed
a different opinion: HS is coordinate with N rather than subordinate t o
it. Joseph Greenberg believes that HS, Kartvelian and Dravidian do n o t
belong to "Eurasiatic" (his term for Nostratic) as its branches but a r e
coordinate with it. Recently Sergei Starostin has also expressed a n
opinion about the coordinate relationship between HS and "N proper".
J. Greenberg’s opinion is based on comparison of words of different
families within a list of arbirarily chosen items. Before receiving t h e
lexical volume of his book Indo-European and its Closest Relatives
(Stanford, 2002) I had to judge upon Gr.’s theory from a short list o f
these items and words for the "Eurasiatic" languages that were
published by Ruhlen (Ruhlen OLs 16-17). It is a list of 30 lexical i tems.
It is not free from mistakes and very subjective conjectures. The main IE
word for 'eat' is not (found in Tokharian only, but registered a s
the representative of IE in Greenberg-Ruhlen’s list), but (found i n
almost all branches if IE: Latin , Germanic , Sanscrit , Hittite
, etc.), which is related both to Altaic (Mongolian 'eat') and t o
HS 'to eat' (in East Cushitic and West Chadic). The ancient w o r d
for 'what?' is not that represented by IE , Uralic , e t c .
(which is an ancient N word, but it means 'which'), but , which is
represented not only in Uralic, Altaic (Chuvash), but also in HS (all
branches), Kartvelian and probably in Dravidian (cf. IS II 66-68). IE
'to touch' (adduced in the list in the item 'arrive') cor responds
exactly to HS (cf. here s.v. N 'to touch'). If this list is
corrected, enlarged and compared with roots of different branches o f
HS (as well as Kartvelian and Dravidian), we will see that all t hese
languages are much nearer to "Eurasiatic" than believed by Greenberg
and Ruhlen (see Table I):
 Table I. "Eurasiatic cognates" (Ruhlen OLs 16-7) and their
cognates  in Hamito-Semitic, Kartvelian, and Dravidian
Mean "Eurasiatic cognate" Ham.
-Sem.
Kartv. Drav.
I IE U , etc. H i g h l a n d
East Cush.
I IE 1 sg. marker in verbs ? id. id.
t h o u [1] IE , Ur. , etc.,
[2] IE , Turk. 
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pronoun
( a c t u a l l y
' I ' , ' ego ' )
IE 'ego' S 'I' &
c o g n a t e s
in B, Eg.




' w h a t ? '
e l s e w h e r e
r e p l a c e d
by
' w h i c h ? '
w h a t ? Ur. , Chv. , etc.
'who? (<
N
' w h a t ? ' )
r e p l a c e d
b y
' w h i c h ? '
w h i c h ? IE , Ur. , etc. ? S 
t h i s IE , etc. Cush.
t h a t IE , etc. , fem.
& inanim.
demons t r .
i n a n i m .
n o t IE , etc. Eg. 'do not!'
n o t ,
do not
Ur. 'do not' S 
'do not' 'not to be'
p l u r a l Ur., Turk. , etc. S pl.
two IE , etc. S 
' t w i n ' ' tw in ' ,
' double '





( n o t
' e y e ' )
Yukaghir 'have seen', etc.
'be seen'
b a r k Ur. , Turkic , etc. Cush.
,
Ch.
G e o r g i a n
'sheat of
p a p e r '
b a r k ,
s k i n
IE , FU ,
Tung.
S Georg.
f e a t h e r Ur. , Turk. > Glavda
(Ch.)
s t a r IE
' V e n u s '
m o o n Korean (  < ) Ch.
f i s h Ur. , Tung. , etc. Ch. S v a n
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wol f Ur. 'fox',
Mong. 'dog' 'dog ' ' j acka l ,
fox '
e l d e r
b r o t h e r
Turkic , etc. S 
<
e d g e Ur. , etc. S Svan
w e t Ur. , etc. ?S 
' r i v e r ' ' w a t e r '
d a r k [1] Ur. , etc.
[2] FU Ch.
' b r o w n '
s p e a k IE , etc. Ar 
'say', etc.
Sv.
' s a y '
s l e e p Ur , etc. S 
e a t IE , Mong. Cush. ,
Ron
a r r i v e FUr. S ,
Ch.
t ake ,
g r a s p
IE , etc. Cush. 
w a s h Ht. A r a b .
' p o u r '
?
w a s h S
The lexical volume of Greenberg book Indo-European and its Closest
Relatives (that reached me after the text of this dictionary was already
written) did not change anything in my opinion about Gr.’s Eurasiatic
theory. Most of his valid comparisons between IE, U and A have exact
cognates in HS and/or K and/or D. This can be easily seen from m y
etymological entries that include references to Gr.’s book (after t h e
sign or ). For instance, he compares IE 'basket' with U
'drinking vessel' and OJ 'container f o r
food\drink'. But reflexes of the same N word are found in Semitic
'vessel', Berber 'pot, drinking vessel', Cushitic (Xamir
'Wasserkrug'), Kartvelian (Georgian 'small ea r t he rn
pot') and South Dravidian (+ suffixes) 'potter' (see my en t ry
#993 [ 'basket'] and Gr.’s entry #75 of the second volume).  
In the first (grammatical) volume of the same book J. Greenberg
enumerates the grammatical morphemes that are common to several
branches of the Eurasiatic macrofamily. Most of these morphemic
parallels are real. But here again we see that the arbitrary exclusion o f
Hamito-Semitic, Kartvelian and Dravidian is not justified. Almost all
"Eurasiatic" morphemes mentioned by Greenberg are shared by Hamito-
Semitic and/or Kartvelian and partially by Elamo-Dravidian. For
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(Afro-Asiatic) among the languages of the world: (1) the tradit ional
view among the long-range-comparativists (H. Pedersen, V. Illich-
Svitych, the present author, etc.) is that HS belongs to the Nostratic
macrofamily as its branch,  (2) recently several scholars have expressed
a different opinion: HS is coordinate with N rather than subordinate t o
it. Joseph Greenberg believes that HS, Kartvelian and Dravidian do n o t
belong to "Eurasiatic" (his term for Nostratic) as its branches but a r e
coordinate with it. Recently Sergei Starostin has also expressed a n
opinion about the coordinate relationship between HS and "N proper".
J. Greenberg’s opinion is based on comparison of words of different
families within a list of arbirarily chosen items. Before receiving t h e
lexical volume of his book Indo-European and its Closest Relatives
(Stanford, 2002) I had to judge upon Gr.’s theory from a short list o f
these items and words for the "Eurasiatic" languages that were
published by Ruhlen (Ruhlen OLs 16-17). It is a list of 30 lexical i tems.
It is not free from mistakes and very subjective conjectures. The main IE
word for 'eat' is not (found in Tokharian only, but registered a s
the representative of IE in Greenberg-Ruhlen’s list), but (found i n
almost all branches if IE: Latin , Germanic , Sanscrit , Hittite
, etc.), which is related both to Altaic (Mongolian 'eat') and t o
HS 'to eat' (in East Cushitic and West Chadic). The ancient w o r d
for 'what?' is not that represented by IE , Uralic , e t c .
(which is an ancient N word, but it means 'which'), but , which is
represented not only in Uralic, Altaic (Chuvash), but also in HS (all
branches), Kartvelian and probably in Dravidian (cf. IS II 66-68). IE
'to touch' (adduced in the list in the item 'arrive') cor responds
exactly to HS (cf. here s.v. N 'to touch'). If this list is
corrected, enlarged and compared with roots of different branches o f
HS (as well as Kartvelian and Dravidian), we will see that all t hese
languages are much nearer to "Eurasiatic" than believed by Greenberg
and Ruhlen (see Table I):
 Table I. "Eurasiatic cognates" (Ruhlen OLs 16-7) and their
cognates  in Hamito-Semitic, Kartvelian, and Dravidian
Mean "Eurasiatic cognate" Ham.
-Sem.
Kartv. Drav.
I IE U , etc. H i g h l a n d
East Cush.
I IE 1 sg. marker in verbs ? id. id.
t h o u [1] IE , Ur. , etc.,
[2] IE , Turk. 
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instance, the "second-person T" (to use Greenberg’s notation) is f o u n d
not only in IE, Uralic, Mongolian and Gilyak, but also in all branches o f
Hamito-Semitic (e.g. Semitic *ta-), in Kartvelian *tkwen  'ye', 'vester', i n
proto-Elamic *-ti  of the 2nd person and in Drav. *-ˆ-ti, pers. ending o f
2s non-past of verbs (see Gr. I 71-4 and the entry *t''''{u 4 444} 'thou' of t h e
present  dictionary). The "interrogative M" (Grb. I 229-31) is found n o t
only in Uralic, Altaic and some Indo-European languages (Brythonic,
Tocharian, Hittite), but also in five branches of Hamito-Semitic
(Semitic, Egyptian, Berber, Cushitic, Chadic), in Kartvelian a n d
Dravidian (see here s.v. *mi  'what?'). Greenberg's "Eurasiatic" negat ion
ELE (my *?a 4444la) is typical of HS (much more than of IE, where i ts
presence is extremely problematic). To judge by these two last
examples, Hamito-Semitic looks more "Eurasiatic" that even Indo-
European! Greenberg's book is entitled "Indo-European and its Closest
Relatives". To judge from the above examples, Hamito-Semitic is c loser
to IE than IE itself! Greenberg’s book actually proves that in this r e spec t
(exluding HS from Nostratic) he is wrong.   
  Starostin’s hypotehsis on HS as a sister-language rather than a
daughter-language of N is based on his measurement of shared a n d
replaced vocubulary (of Semitic, IE, Uralic, Turkic, etc.) within
Swadesh’s list of 100 words (the so-called "basic vocabulary").
Starostin concluded that Semitic (taken as a representative of HS)
diverged from N earlier than the "Strictly-N" daughter-families f r o m
one another. As it is known, the glottochronological method o f
measuring linguistic relatioship is based on the unproved assumpt ion
that languages replace words of the "basic vocabulary" at a cons tan t
rate. But glottochronology cannot serve as a reliable instrument o f
genetic classification of related languages at least for two reasons: (1) i t
fails to distinguish between cladistic proximity (German and Swedish
are nearer to each other than to Italian and Spanish, because t h e
former go back to Proto-Germanic, while the latter are descendants o f
Latin, hence German is a "sister-language" of Swedish, but a "cousin-
language" of Italian) and dialectal areal proximity (adjacent dialects o f
a language share innnovations without going back to a special
intermediate proto-language, e.g. Czech is nearer to Polish than t o
Bulgarian, but there was no Proto-West-Slavic, i.e. it cannot be claimed
that Polish diverged from Czech later than from Russian, Bulgarian o r
Slovene and that it is genetically nearer to Czech than to Bulgarian; o n
the other hand, Russian is nearer to Polish than to Czech, but there was
no Proto-Russian-Polish), (2) it fails to take account of major s t ruc tura l
(phonological & morphological) factors encouraging word rep lacement
in some languages (in contrast to other lgs. where these factors do n o t
exist). For instance, in French some phonological factors (loss of m a n y
intervocalic consonants and of the posttonic syllables) encouraged
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homonymy and replacement of lexical unites (even belonging to t h e
sacro-saint "basic vocabulary" of 100 words): N *?{e}yV 'come, go' is
preserved in Proto-IE *ei- 'to go' and in Latin ï- 'to go', but is lost i n
French, because the phonetic laws in the history of French do not allow
this verb to exist: it would have yielded *oi [wa] ' goes '
undistinguisable from many other ancient verbs which would have
merged in *oi [wa] unless the language had expelled these potent ia l
homonyms. The same is true of N *?ite6666 'eat' > IE *ed- > Latin ed-,
which would have yielded the same *oi [wa], unless it had been lost i n
the prehistory of French. Now, let us take just the same N words and s e e
what happened to them in HS and in Semitic: N *?{e}yV 'come, g o '
yielded HS *?iy- ' come ' (preserved in Egyptian and Cushitic), but cou ld
not survive in Semitic: due to Semitic historical phonology a n d
morphology, 'he went' would have been *?a2 in Arabic and *?a2 i n
Hebrew (because Semitic verbal roots were devocalized and t h e
intervocalic *-y- was lost); N *?ite6666 'eat' survives in HS (namely i n
Cushitic and Chadic), but because of the devocalization of verbal r o o t s
it was lost in Semitic (otherwise it would have been undistinguishable
from other verbs with the same historical consonants, such a s
*?at[? ]V  'come'). The alleged constant rate of lexical replacement is a
hypothesis at variance with the structure of languages. If in Swadesh’s
list the percentage of words shared by Semitic and IE, Semitic a n d
Uralic, Semitic and Turkic, etc. is indeed lower than that shared by IE
and Uralic, IE and Turkic, etc. (as Starostin claims), it may be due to t h e
structural history of Semitic rather than to the date of separation of HS
from other daughter-families of Nostratic.
The present author shares the opinion of those who are sceptical
about the reliablity of lexicostatistics as a source of chronology. For
more details see my paper "Sources of linguistic chronology" (AD SLC)
in Time Depth in Historical Linguistics  (TDHL  [2OOO]: 4O1-9).
If Proto-"Nostratic proper" (without HS) had ever existed, it would
have lead to creation of a specific "Strictly-N" word stock, not found i n
HS (just as there is a Proto-Germanic word stock that includes roots n o t
found in other branches of IE). But among the 2998 N words regis tered
in this "Nostratic Dictionary" the overwhelming majority (more t h a n
2700) do appear in HS (including cases with a query). The N words
found in several daughter-families but not in HS (which could have
justified a hypothesis of "N proper") are even fewer than those found i n
several branches but not in IE, but nobody will exclude IE from N!
Therefore the traditional Nostraticist view considering HS as a branch
of N is still valid.
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§ 7. Using etymological dictionaries. The etymological dictionaries
of daughter families (such as UEW for Uraluc, DQA for Altaic, OS f o r
Hamito-Semitic, P and WP for Indo-European, D for Dravidian, e t c . )
have proved to be extremely useful in our research. This does not m e a n
that the present author agrees with all etymological proposals a n d
hypotheses of the quoted colleagues. If I want to indicate that only a
part of the proposed comparisons is acceptable, I use the symbol "≈"
before the abbreviated name of the source. In quoting DQA, I use t h e
abbreviation "incl." to indicate the acceptable comparisons be tween
sub-branches. For instance, in the entry *l∏∏∏∏[É{9}]ume6666 'we t \ co ld
weather, dew' (‘  'wet snowfall' ‘ 'snow') I quote DQA #1232 in t h e
following way: "≈ DQA #1232  (A *l!u2 ~n1i; incl. Tg, Ko)", which means t h a t
I agree with the comparison (found in DQA) between NTg *lu2n1e 'we t
snow' and pKo *nu2n 'snow', but not with another comparison in t h e
same entry of DQA, namely that with the erroneously reconstructed M
•du4n in HlM d¥n(g) x¥jt´n 'extreme cold' - in fact, literally 'full
cold' with du4N 'full'. I usually do not quote the untenable o r
unconvincing comparisons of my colleagues and do not explain t h e
reasons of my doubts, because this is beyond the scope of the p resen t
dictionary.       
§ 8. The Nostratic symposium. Remarks of my colleagues and
methodology. The Nostratic Symposium (Cambridge, the McDonald
Institute, July 1998), the discussion and the remarks of my colleagues
have been very helpful in improving the quality and the exact
formulation of the etymologies in this Nostratic Dictionary. This is t r u e
not only about the remarks with which I agree (and which are t a k e n
into account), but also about those with which I disagree. They a r e
important because they suggest the necessity of explicit and m o r e
precise formulation of the ideas concerning etymologies. One example:
in AD NM 28 I state that "milk as food exists only in societies with
husbandry". I meant there milk as food for adults rather than mother’s
milk for babies. I supposed that this is obvious. But now I see (from D.
Sinor’s reaction) that there may be misunderstanding, so that a m o r e
explicit statement is needed. A further example is the use of capital
letters to denote unspecified phonemes of a certain class. They are u s e d
not in order to conceal conflicting evidence in daughter languages ( a s
one of the colleagues suggested), but first of all to refer to cases when
the extant evidence is not enough for identifying a phoneme ( s e e
below) or when details of positional representation of phonemes a r e
not yet known. Here also explicit formulation of the usage will help t o
avoid misunderstanding.
Therefore it will be useful now to dwell on some questions o f
methodology:
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§ 8.1. The purpose of the book "The Nostratic Macrofamily and
Linguistic Palaeontology". The book was not intended to be a proof o f
the relationship between the Nostratic languages. Alexander Vovin is
quite right in stressing that "Dolgopolsky’s goal in the book is t o
reconstruct Nostratic homeland and habitat and not to prove t h e
hypothesis itself". The hypothesis was proved more than 30 years ago
by V. Illich-Svitych in his "Essay of Comparison of the Nostratic
Languages".
In order to prove genetic relationship, one must compare words o f
the basic vocabulary and grammatical morphemes. That is what Illich-
Svitych did (IS I 3-37). But in a paper concerning linguistic
palæontology the basic vocabulary and the grammatical morphemes a r e
of no use. If I find that IE *ed-  'to eat' is cognate with Mongolian ide ' t o
eat', East Cushitic *?it- and Ron Chadic *?et 'to eat' and I reconstruct N
*?ite6666 'eat', this will add nothing to the study of the life, habi ta t ,
homeland and culture of the speakers of proto-Nostratic. The same is
true of reconstructing proto-Nostratic pronouns for 'I', 'thou', 'who? ' ,
'this' and the Nostratic markers of genitive and accusative. Even wi thout
comparative linguistics one expects that the speakers of that ancient
language had concepts for 'to eat', for 'I', 'thou', 'what?', etc., and h a d
syntactic means to build a sentence. In linguistic palæontology we w o r k
with words and roots belonging to culture and to geographically b o u n d
natural phenomena, which is not a basis for proving genetical
connections between languages. Usually what is important for t h e
demonstration of genetic relationship of languages is often irrelevant
for linguistic palæontology, and viceversa.
Unfortunately, some of my colleagues ignored the goal of NM a n d
tried to draw conclusions about the validity of the Nostratic theory o n
the basis of the etymologies quoted in NM. This is like trying to c h e c k
the existence of the Indo-European linguistic family by analizing t h e
etymologies found in Bn. VIIE (Le vocabulaire des institutions indo-
européennes), which is a study in IE linguistic palæontology.
§ 8.2. Morphology as a criterion of genetic relationship. Some o f
my distinguished colleagues stressed the crucial importance o f
morphology for the demonstration of genetic kinship of languages. This
is an old idea, expressed already by Antoine Meillet. This idea is
acceptable if the concept "morphology" includes both synthetical a n d
analytical grammatical morphemes. Actually, the same morpheme m a y
be analytical earlier and synthetical later. One of the essential parts o f
IE morphology is the personal conjugation of verbs such as Old Indian 1
sg. bhara2mi - 2 sg. bharasi - 3 sg. bharati and Greek 1 sg. di1domi
- 2 sg. di1doß - 3 sg. di1dosi. But already Franz Bopp, one of the founders
of IE comparative linguistics, payed attention to the fact that t h e
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marker of 1 sg. *-mi in the IE verbs is etymologically identical with t h e
stem of the 1 sg. pronoun (in the oblique cases: cp. Latin me2, Sanskrit
ma2, English me). It is obvious that the IE personal endings go back t o
personal pronouns of the 1st and 2nd person and to a demonstra t ive
pronoun (for 3 sg.). What happened in the prehistory of IE, happened
also in some Mongolic languages - but not in the prehistory, but a lmos t
before our eyes, in the recent centuries: in proto-Mongolic and i n
Classical Mongolian there is no synthetic personal conjugation, but i n
Buryat, Kalmuck, Dagur and Moghol it has been formed from a
predicative word + personal pronoun (Buryat yerexe-b 'I shall come ' ,
Kalmuck yoB-na-B 'I go', Dagur ic7im-b!e2 'ich fahre, werde fahren ' ,
Moghol ra$-na$n-bi 'I come, am coming' with -b, -B, -b!e2 and -bi < p ro to -
Mongolic *bi 'I'; Kalmuck 9arB-c7, Buryat 9arba-s7 'you [sg.] went o u t ' ,
Moghol ira$n-c7i 'you come' ,  Dagur yawbei\-s7i 'you will go' with -c7, -s7, -
c7i and -s7i < proto-Mongolic *c>i 'thou').
But if we define morphology as a system of synthetic m o r p h e m e s
only, it will be wrong to claim that "morphological cor respondences
provide the key to the reconstruction of any proto-language" (to q u o t e
D. Sinor). Shall we exclude Sino-Tibetan and other languages wi thout
synthetic morphology from comparative linguistics? Prof. Sinor believes
that "a comparative dictionary of Nostratic languages will never br ing
proof of their genetic relationship, a task that only comparat ive
morphology could accomplish" (D. Sin. NT 8). In the case of Nostratic
(an analytic language with grammatical particles and p r o n o u n s
changing into synthetic morphemes in dauhter-languages) the t e r m
"comparative morphology" is valid only if it means analysis of t h e
system of grammatical particles and pronouns with their subsequent
transformation into synthetic morphemes. Such comparat ive
morphological analysis was begun by Illich-Svitych, especially in t h e
introductory part of his "Essay of Comparison" (IS I 10-18), a l though
his position as to the status of the grammatical morphemes was
different from mine (see above §  4).
§ 8.3. Capital letters. Prof. Comrie suspects that the capital le t ters
(used in Nostratic reconstructions as signs of unspecified phonemes o f
certain classes) are a refuge for cases with conflicting evidence
provided by different daughter languages. He quotes (with indignation)
the Nostratic etymon *K ''''ÉÂV  for leguminous plants (AD NM 54), where
all letters are capital! In fact what stands behind the capital letters is
lack of specific information indispensable for distinguishing be tween
certain phonemes. The symbol *K '''' means "*k ' or *ûûûûq". The dist inction
between the velar *k '''' and the uvular * ûûûûq  has survived in Kartvelian only
and has been lost in all other branches of Nostratic. Hence, if a word is
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not attested in Kartvelian, we have to use the capital letter K'''' (or t o
write explicitely "*k '''' or * ûûûûq"). In the entry in question the Kartvelian
reflex is unknown, therefore we use *K '''' . The unspecified Â  means "*r  o r
*r1111" (and not "all kinds of r-sounds", as Comrie erroneously believes).
The distinction between the reflexes of *r or *r1 has survived in Turkic
and Dravidian only. If the word (as *K''''ÉÂV) is not attested in Turkic
and Dravidian, we have to use the capital letter *Â . The symbol *É  i s
used here instead of *e++++a 4 444 because both Indo-European and Hamito-
Semitic (the only languages where this word is attested) have lost t h e
former phonological distinction between N *e  and *a 4444. Here I admit t h a t
it would have been more accurate to symbolize the reconstruction a s
*K''''e ++++a 4 444ÂV (in order to rule out *i  and *u 4444). Therefore in the p resen t
dictionary I have used a more accurate notation (with the sign á f o r
*e++++a 4 444): N *K ''''áÂV  '≈ ∈ pod, fruit of a leguminous plant'. The symbol *V
(for unspecified vowel) is used here because no information f o r
indentifying the final vowel is available. The use of capital letters is n o t
a refuge but rather a convenient method for distinguishing between t h e
known and the unknown. Of course, the unknown includes also cases i n
which the extant data do not allow us to identify certain phonemes o f
the word or of the morpheme.
§ 8.4. Merger of homonyms. One of my colleagues has indicated
cases of overlapping etymologies and has even considered them " a
common error in purposes of distinct linguistic relationships"
(Campbell IB 11). The distinguished scholar has not payed attention t o
the extremely typical phenomenon of homonymic merger in the his tory
of languages. Every new speaker of a language reconstitutes t h e
language on the basis of utterances he heard (and read). It is true o f
any speaker and of any generation of speakers of any language. If a
language has inherited (or borrowed, derived) several homonyms and if
it is possible to bridge between their meanings (according to the typical
patterns of polysemy - like metonymy, metaphore, ellipsis, broadening
or narrowing of meanings, etc.), the homonyms will inevitably merge
into one word.  I shall cite only several examples (from hundreds a n d
thousands found in the history of languages).   
In Russian there is a word salo 'lard, tallow, animal fat' and a
corresponding adjective sal∆nyj 'made of tallow, of animal fat'. In
the 19th century Russian borrowed from French the adjective sale
'dirty', that accoding to the laws of Russian morphology turned in to
sal∆nyj (souris sale 'dirty smile' ı sal∆naå ulybka). But
for any speakers of Russian (including those knowing French, l ike
myself) sal∆nyj  in both meanings is the same word. If in Russian w e
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hear sal∆naå ulybka (as of a man looking at a woman with
indecent thoughts), we imagine a face stained with dirty fat.
In Georgian there is a word ûquli 'slave' (an old loan from Turkic qul; -
i is a suffix of nominative). In the 19th century Russian borrowed t h e
word kuli from English coolie (of Dravidian origin). The word w o n
popularity in Russia (probably due to the translation of the English
novel "Coolie" by the Indian writer Mulk Raj Anand, preceded b y
occasional mentioning of this word in "Fregat Pallada" by Goncharov
and in short stories by other Russian authors), and in the famous song
"Ot kraå do kraå" ("From border to border", by the poet Lebedev-
Kumach) there are words: Po√t ´tu pesn√ i rikwi i kuli,
poe4t ´tu pesn√ kitajskij soldat 'This song (about Stalin) is
sung by rikishas and coolies, this song is sung by a Chinese soldier".
From Russian the word penetrated Georgian. But in Georgian i t
coalesced with ûquli 'slave'. For speakers of Georgian this is obviously
the same word, because the meanings 'slave' and 'coolie' are very nea r .
A formal proof of this coalescence is the uvular consonant ûq- in ûquli
'coolie' (rather than the velar k'- that usually renders Russian k- ) .     
 The Spanish subjunctive sea  (of the verb for 'be') goes back both t o
siat  and sedeat  (subjunctive forms of the Latin verbs for 'to be' a n d
'to sit'), while the Spanish infinitive ser 'to be' is from Latin sede2re
'to sit' without homonymic merger.
 In IE there is a verb *b≈er- that means both 'carry, take, bring' (>
Latin fer-o2, Greek fe1r-v, Old Indian bhara2-mi 'I carry', Slavonic
ber-o< 'I take', Armenian berem 'I carry, bring') and 'give birth t o '
(Gothic baI1ran, English bear 'to give birth to', Albanian mberat
'pregnant'). It goes back to two or three different Nostratic words: [1]
*ba{?}eri  'hold, take' (>  Mongolian bari- 'hold'),  [2] *berÉ?a 'give
birth to; child' (>  Dravidian *perÀ- v. 'beget, bear (a young)'), as well a s
possibly to [3] *ba4444r?V 'give' (>  Turkic be2r- 'give', proto-Tamil *paric-
'gift'). In IE, due to the apophony, the vocalic distinction between N
words with *a, *a4444, and *e  was lost (see above §  2.3), the laryngeal *?
was also lost, so that the two or three Nostratic etyma b e c a m e
homonyms. The semantic distance between 'hold, take' and 'give' was
small ('give' can be interpreted as metonymy from 'hold' ‘ 'b r ing ' ) ,
but even 'give birth to' could be understood as metonymy from 'ho ld ,
carry', so that the three (ot two) Nostratic words merged into one r o o t .
In many Indo-European languages the root preserved the original
meanings as polysemic variants (such as Gothic baI1ran 'carry, bring,
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give birth', Old Irish breth  'fait de porter/emporter, fait de porter u n
enfant ' ) .
Dravidian *civVNki 'leopard' (or sim.) goes back to N
*Z@@@@iwVm[V]gÉ 'leopard', but N *c6666 ' '''{i}bVÌV 'hyena' merged with i t
(because in Dravidian in the word-initial position the voiceless a n d
emphatic affricates coalesced, and so did the intervocalic *-w- and *-b-
), and as a result Dravidian *civVNki means both 'leopard' and 'hyena,
tiger-wolf'.
Hence overlapping etymologies is not an error but an inevitable
result of the merger of homonyms - which is a universal law.          
§ 8.5. "Isolated cognates" and the amount of preserved
phonological information. Sergey Starostin’s comments on my book (S
SNM) are a brilliant contribution to long-range comparative linguistics.
In these comments, together with some other papers, he found Sino-
Caucasian parallels to Nostratic etyma, which are the first step f o r
establishing a Macro-Eurasian super-family covering both Nostratic a n d
Sino-Caucasian (as well as probably some other families). But I have
some methodological reservations as to his approach and results.
One reservation (shared by A. Vovin [Vv. AEN 376-8]) concerns
"isolated cognates", i.e. words represented in only one of many ( t h r e e
or more) branches of a family. According to Starostin, "in families l ike
this the probability of a common root being preserved in only o n e
branch is quite small, so that a root present only in Turkic or Japanese
has a very little chance to be actually Common Altaic (i.e. going back t o
proto-Altaic - A.D.)" (S SNM 1). Practical application of this principle
(not applied by Starostin himself - e.g. in his book on Altaic a n d
Japanese [S AJ]) will bring about disaster to etymological research. O n e
would have to reject all Gothic reflexes of IE words unless they a r e
found in other Germanic languages, and all Lithuanian reflexes of IE
words and roots unless they are represented in Latvian and/or Prussian.
The Nostratic etymon *ka4444lu ++++u 4 444 'woman of the other exogamous
moiety (of the same age or younger than ego)' is represented in Semitic
*kall-at- 'bride, daughter-in-law' (AD NM 84-87), but is not attested b y
certain cognates elsewhere in Hamito-Semitic. Shall we dismiss th is
Semitic cognate or find it unreliable only because it is not known i n
Omotic or Chadic? Shall we share Starostin’s strange opinion that s u c h
a root "has a very little chance to be" proto-Hamito-Semitic? Let us n o t
forget that all other branches of HS (except Egyptian) are represen ted
by modern languages only, so that a word which might have existed i n
proto-Omotic or proto-Libyan-Berber was lost several thousand years
ago (just as it has been lost in all modern Indo-European languages
outside the Slavic subbranch). By the way, recently possible (but n o t
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certain) cognates of this word have been found in Chadic and East
Cushitic (cf. the entry *ka 4444 lu 6666  in the present dictionary).
The Nostratic word *qant''''V 'forehead, front' was reconstructed b y
Illich-Svitych (IS MS 354, IS SS 336) on the basis of IE, Altaic a n d
Egyptian. The Semitic reflex of the word was not known to Illich-Svitych
because the languages preserving it were not yet described in 196O’s
(when IS MS ad IS SS were written). But according to the laws o f
Nostratic comparative phonology (discovered by Illich-Svitych) t h e
Semitic reflex has to be *Xant'- . To-day, due to the late Prof. Johnstone’s
research, we know that in Jibbali (a Semitic language in Southwestern
Oman) there is a word Xant'i 'front, front part of anything' (Jo. J 3 0 3 ) .
Both the phonetic shape and the meaning of the word co r re spond
exactly to what was predicted by Illich-Svitych. Actually this s to ry
resembles Leverrier’s prediction of the existence of Neptune long
before it was actually discovered, or Saussure’s hypothesis of the p ro to -
IE "sonantic coefficients" predicting the laryngeals long before they
were discovered in Hittite. Shall we neglect or underestimate *qant''''V
(an extremely importanr cognate) and deny its proto-Semitic origin
only because it is absent in the Semitic languages outside t h e
Southeastern branch (Jibbali, Mehri and Harsusi)?
The IE word *memso- 'meat' is known to have survived in Gothic
mimz 'meat', but not in any other Germanic languages. Shall we deny
the proto-Germanic origin of this Gothic word (that in fact goes back t o
NaIE *me2ms- 'meat' and to N *{?}oms1111a  'flesh, meat')? Shall we deny t h e
proto-Germanic antiquity of the Gothic verb hlifan 'to s tea l '
(obviously from IE *klep- 'steal, hide') only because it has been lost b y
all other Germanic languages?
"A root present only in Turkic and Japanese has a very little chance
to be actually Common Altaic" (Starostin). By "Common Altaic"
Starostin means "proto-Altaic". Is this statement true? When he speaks
about Japanese, I can understand it, but for other reasons: the Japanese
language has lost very much of the proto-Altaic phonological
information, so that the probability of chance coincidence in Japanese
is rather high. With Turkic the situation is different: Turkic preserves
much of the phonological information of proto-Altaic, so that p ro to -
Turkic *tolu 'hail' is a legitimate cognate of IE *del- 'rain, dew' a n d
probably of FU *ta4lwa4 'winter', in spite of its absence in all o t h e r
branches of Altaic, and hence it must have existed in proto-Altaic. If a
root is preserved in Tungusian (a phonologically conservative b r a n c h
with *x- going back to N *k'- and *ûq- only) and has extra-Altaic cognates
in other Nostratic languages, is has much more than "a very little
chance" of being proto-Altaic: Tungusian *xodi- 'to finish, stop' ( a
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cognate of Dravidian *ko2tß˛/*kotßtß- 'end, summit, top', IE *kWe(:)d-
/*kWo(:)d- 'sharp point', Semitic *°√k'tw+y ≠ *k'utt'- >  Geez k'W´t't',
k'W´t't'a 'butt end of spear', etc.) is very likely to have existed in p ro to -
Altaic, though we find no traces of this root in the other branches o f
Altaic.
Of course, at the initial stage of research of a possible genetic
connection between some languages we are justifiably recommended t o
be careful with such "isolates" as the only argument of the c o m m o n
origin of language families. But later, when the genetic connection h a s
been proved beyond reasonable doubt and we know the basic
phonological correspondences between the languages in question, w e
may and must use the isolates (especially if they are rich enough i n
phonological information) to elucidate etymology of words.
I have already mentioned the preservation of phonological
information as an important factor in evaluating attested words a s
sources of etymology. Words that preserve much phonological
information (Spanish tiempo 'time' - with all infornation o f
phonemes of Latin te"mpus, except for the final -us) are m o r e
important than those with little information (as French [tå%] spelled a s
temps). Words with loss of phonological information may go back t o
different alternative etymons (as French [tå%] going back to several Latin
words: tempus 'time', tantum 'so much', tendit '[he] s t re tches ' ,
etc.) and hence cannot prove much. This linguistic factor is much m o r e
important than the mechanical factor of "isolatedness".
Starostin’s statistical conclusion based on the principle o f
"isolatedness" and aimed at determining the taxonomic place o f
Hamito-Semitic (S SNM 14-15) has no real value, because the principle
of "isolatedness" is wrong.
§ 8.6. Etymological doublets.  In very interesting remarks o f
Alexander Vovin there is one theoretical postulate that cannot b e
accepted. For Vovin it is methodologically impossible that two different
roots of a language go back to the same Nostratic etymon (cf. Vv. AEN
369). In my opinion, the postulate is wrong. Etymological doublets d o
exist in languages, if a root is found in different phonetic condi t ions
(incl. phonetic influence of adjacent morphemes or different levels o f
stress), undergoes  lexical attraction, analogy, etc. - cf. English off a n d
of, life [lai\f] and  live [liv], wife [wai\f] and woman [≤wu-m´n] /
pl. women [≤wI-mIn], French homme and on, Hebrew ≤leb3 ' h e a r t '
and le2≤b3a2b3 id. - both from *≤libab-um.
§ 8.7. External comparative evidence and "teleological
reconstruction". On several occasions A. Vovin mentions "teleological
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reconstruction" as an illegitimate procedure (Vv. AEN 378, 382-3). By
"teleological reconstruction" he means reconstruction of elements ( i n
an intermediate proto-language) that cannot be proved by d i rec t
evidence of the descendant languages, but are suggested by external
comparison. An example: in M *qoruB+˝u 'film, cataract' I prefer t h e
variant *qoruBu which is in regular correspondence with Tungisian,
Kartvelian, HS and IE, though the attested M languages have lost t h e
phonetic distinction between earlier *-B- and *-˝-. Another example is
*K in proto-Tungusian *Ji[K]-kte 'berries'. The element *-kta/e is a
suffix of nomina collectiva, but there is no direct evidence for t h e
preceding *K. If the Altaic word goes back to N *dik''''V 'edible cereals
or fruit' (reflected in K *dik'- and in  HS *dVk'-), we have to expect i n
Tungusian *Ji[K]-kte > *Jikte. I cannot share his attitude to external
comparative evidence. The procedure labeled by him "teleological
reconstruction" is known well in comparative linguistics and is qu i te
legitimate. In the proto-Slavic noun *s¥n¥ n. 'sleep, dream' there is n o
*p before *n, but we must suppose its existence in the pre-history o f
Slavic (and its subsequent loss due to the Slavic law of open syllables)
on the external comparative evidence of other Indo-European
languages: Greek {ypnoß, Old Indian svapnah5, etc. In proto-Italic w e
reconstruct *pes-ni-s (>  Latin pe2nis 'tail, penis'), though t h e
preconsonantic *s has not been attested in any Italic language, but i t s
presence (and subsequent loss due to phonetic laws) is suggested b y
the external comparative evidence of Old Indian pasas-, Greek pe1oß
'penis'. If a proto-language lost phonemes in certain environments (e.g.
in consonant clusters) without leaving traces in descendant languages,
we sometimes may suppose their former existence by analyzing o t h e r
cognate (especially ancient) languages ("sisters" of the proto-language).
In reconstructing the history of languages we cannot afford neglecting
evidence of any source.            
§ 8.8. Trisyllabic etymons. In IS’s reconstruction most lexical
etymons (but not pronouns or grammatical morphemes) are dysillabic.
Bur even IS recognized the existence of some N trisyllabic words:
*K'awingV 'arm-pit' (IS I 344), *pæaliÓma 'palm of hand' (IS III 9 3 - 5 )
and probably *purc7V(9V) ≠ *pu4lc7V(9V) 'flea' (IS II 99-100). In t h e
present dictionary trisyllabic etyma are numerous. In my opinion,
trisyllabic and even quadrisyllabic words (>  roots) are not a n
exception, but one of the existing types of syllabic structure (⇔ DbT NJ
339). Hence I cannot accept the rejection of trisyllabic words as a n
argument against some of my reconstructions (cf. MichM #13 a b o u t
*d{oT}giÓË  'fish' [= *doÊgi?u6666 in the present dictionary]). I suppose
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that contraction of trisyllabic words into dysillabic is a c o m m o n
phenomenon in the later history (daughter-families of Nostratic), which
explains the loss of *-{oT}- of that N word (originally in an uns t ressed
syllable?) in HS, IE and A. Compare similar phenomena in the history o f
many languages, such as the fate of Latin digitus, cubitum,
calidus and frigidus in the Romance languages.      
§ 9. Alphabetical order of entries. The alphabetical order o f
consonants is as follows: *? (incl. *? ), *÷ (incl. *÷ 3333), *b , *c (incl. *c1111, *c2222,
*c @@@@, *Ç ), *c'''' (incl. *c'''' 1 111 1 111, *c2222 ' ''', *c'''' @ @@@, Ç''''), *c7777, *c7777 ' ''', *c6666, *c6666 ' ''', *g , *9 , *˝ (incl. *G ) ,
*h , *Ó (incl. *é , *é¡ , *é€ ), *H , *k (incl. *K , *k 3333), *k'''' (incl. *K''''), *l (incl.
*lßßßß , *l ∏∏∏∏, *L ), *l !!!!, *m , *n (incl. *n````, *n2222, *n3333 , *ˆ ), *n1111, *N , *p (incl. *p'''', *P ,
*P3333), *q (incl. *Q ), *ûûûûq , *r (incl. *Â ), *r 1111, *s (incl. *s1111, *s2222, *s1111, *s@@@@, *Í ) ,
*s7777, *s6666, *t (incl. *Ê ), *t '''', *w , *X (incl. *Ù ),*y ,*z (incl. *z1111, *z2222, *z@@@@,
*Ω ),*z 7777, *z 6666, *Z (incl. *Z 1111, *Z2222, *Z @@@@, *Û ),*Z 7777, *Z 6666 .
On details of the alphabetic arrangement of entries see our List o f
Nostratic entries and of Indo-European roots.
§ 10. Nostratic etyma and cross-references. The recons t ruc ted
Nostratic etyma (including in cross-references) are printed in bo ld
script. It refers only to reconstructions either proposed or accepted b y
the present author in this paper(rather than to those quoted from o t h e r
scholars) .
If in same entry there are several cross-references to the s a m e
Nostratic etymon, its meaning is often defined only once. It means t h a t
if in a cross-reference a Nostratic etymon is mentioned wi thout
semantic definition, it must be understood that it has the same meaning
as mentioned earlier (within the same entry). Whenever necessary, s u c h
a meaning is denoted by an anaphoric sign '⇑ ' .   
§ 11 . A note on reconstructions. If in a reconstruction o f
descending proto-languages the name of a family is followed by a n a m e
of a branch (e.g. D: SD) or a name of a branch is followed by that of a
sub-branch (e.g.: "S: CS", "FU [in FP]", etc., e.g., D: SD *totßtßª ' po in t ,
nipple', FU: FP *ko2c7e v. 'crawl, clime, run'), it means that the word is
attested in one branch of the family or in one sub-branch of t h e
primary branch only, but it is reconstructed on the pD, pS, and pFU
level (using formulas of sound changes for the respective family o r
primary branch as a whole). But if the reconstructed form is p receded
by the name of a (sub)branch only (e.g. S *≤yad- 'hand'), t h e
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reconstruction is based on rules and formulas of the respective
(sub)branch only. For instance, EC ' thorn ' is n o t
reconstructed on a pHS or a pC level, but rather on the East Cushitic
one. This is true of all cases except the branches of S and FU: t h e
reconstruction preceded by the abbreviations WS, CS, SS, SES, EthS, FP
and FV are reconstructed on the pS or pFU (= pU) level.
§ 12. Was Nostratic a root-isolating or a stem-isolating language?
There remains a question: were all Nostratic words monomorphemic ,
or some of them consisted of two (or even more) morphemes?
We have no ready answer to that question. Here we can discuss t w o
structural problems.
First, we can see that Nostratic words (except for monosyllabic
grammatical particles and some pronouns) are polysyllabic. They
consist of two, three and sometimes four syllables. In this respect they
do not resemble the known root-isolating languages, which are usually
monosyllabic (as Chinese) or mono- and bi-syllabic (as Vietrnamese).
This fact seems to suggest that Nostratic is more likely to have been a
stem-isolating language (with some bi-morphemic words), either at t h e
final stage of its existence (that we are reconstructing) or m o r e
probably at an earlier stage of its history. But we cannot be sure a b o u t
this, because we have not succeeded (so far) to identify the const i tuent
morphemes of Nostratic words. A very rare case of a presumably
derived (or compound?) word is Nostratic ' ra iny
season' (item no. 1496), that is likely to be derived from (or c o m p o u n d
with?) N 'moisture'.
Secondly, in many cases we reconstruct Nostratic words with opt ional
root extensions (denoted as "+ext."). These words with extensions m a y
be interpreted as bi-morphemic. But this is not the only possible
interpretation. Such words with extensions may have been syntactic
combinations of words. What we denote as extensions may actually
have been unstressed words (bi- or even tri-syllabic words?)
functioning as the second member of word-combinations. These
unstressed words have been reduced to one syllable (or even
consonants without vowels) in the descendant lgs., which caused
widespread homonymy among these "extensions" with obliteration o f
their original meaning. Such phenomena are well known in m a n y
languages, especially in the history of Germanic languages, as well as i n
Slavic, Hungarian, etc. Unfortunately we have no means of p r o p e r
reconstruction of these unstressed words and their original meaning. If
the extensions were unstressed words, our reconstructions of Nostratic
words with extensions do not prove that there were bi-morphemic
words in Nostratic.
§ 13. On transcription
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H. Fleming wrote in his review of AD NM (AL XLI/3: 422): "The
presentation of the … etymologies is not user friendly. An incredible
blizzard of idiosyncratic symbols buries the basic data. … One m u s t
fight one’s way through several pages of explanatory notes for symbols
that one forgets soon after… The reader is presumed to be as erudite a s
the author, and so one is confronted with forms written in Hebrew,
Greek, Arabic, Russian, Old Church Slavonic, etc. - but not in IPA".
I am going to justify my use of symbols and scripts. One cannot b e
equally friendly with all kinds of readers. Both NM and this dict ionary
are written mainly for those linguists who are interested in languages
(shall we call them "Sprachforscher?) rather than for "general linguists"
who deal with the human language as a whole and not with par t icular
languages and language families. More specifically, I write for historical
linguists rather than for those who describe modern languages without
reference to their history. It is easier for the Sprachforscher
(Orientalists, Slavicists) to recognize an Arabic, Hebrew, Armenian,
Slavonic or Russian word written in their usual spelling than in IPA.
Besides, the traditional spelling often provides us with etymological
information lost in the actual pronunciation of the words. The Arabic
verb 'he built', if written phonetically, gives us no information o f
the root-final etymological consonant, which is preserved in tradit ional
spelling (letters , and ). But, taking into account the interest o f
those readers who are not Slavicists or Orientalists, I always accompany
every non-Latin-based national spelling (other than Greek and m o d e r n
Cyrillic) with its transcription or transliteration. As to Greek a n d
modern Cyrillic scripts (for Russian, etc.), any professional philologist
is expected to know these two alphabets. If he does not, let him consul t
the Encyclopedia Britannica on his book-shelf (s.v. "Greek Language"
and "Slavic Languages").
Now about IPA. This transcription system is almost never used i n
comparative and historical linguistics, it is usually absent i n
etymological and comparative dictionaries of any language families o f
Europe, Asia and Africa. This is not by chance. IPA has intrinsic
drawbacks making its use unpractical and even impossible i n
reconstruction of the history of language families:
[1] Its basic principle: "one symbol for every phoneme (as far is
possible)" - is wrong and practically Europocentric (or, better to say,
French-English-Germano-centric). The above pronciple is the only
reason to prefer to the analytical symbol , which is found in t h e
spelling of Czech, Slovak, Croatian, Slovene, Lithuanian, Latvian, a n d
which is the usual traditional symbol in Semitic, Slavic, Finno-Ugric,
Turkic, Mongolian, Caucasian, etc. linguistics. It is often used i n
Cushitic and Chadic linguistics, including in Fleming’s own papers. For
the affricate IPA uses either the digraph (which is misleading,
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because c7 is one consonant rather a consonant cluster and because i n
many languages [such as Russian and Polish] there is phonemic
opposition c7 ↔ ts7) or the clumsy sign ì, instead of the generally
understood c7 (which is used both in practical spelling of m a n y
languages and in many kinds of traditional transcription). The principle
"one symbol for every phoneme" is counter-productive because i t
ignores the systemic structure of phonology. In many parts o f
consonantism the analytic principle ("one symbol for one distinctive
feature") is much more practical. Cp. my system of sibilant consonants:







Hissing z s Z c c'
Hissing-hushing
(like in Kartvelian)
z` s` Z` c` c`'
Palatal z1 s1 Z1 c1 c1'
Hushing z7 s7 Z7 c7 c7'
Lateral z6 s6 Z6 c6 c7'
It has only 9 symbols for the whole system, it is easily learned a n d
understood. IPA will have to use 20 or more different symbols: z, s, ù,
è, Z, à, À, J, S, ò, ì, Ó, ¬, etc. Where do we see more "incredible
blizzard"? What is more "idiosyncratic"?
IPA is unable to denote many phonemes existing in languages wi thout
inventing new symbols. In Twi there is a voicelsss domal infradental
infralabialized sibilant, which is denoted in IPA by the symbol ¸. But
how shall one denote the corresponding voiced sibilant (as in Jibbali)?
In my system ¸  is denoted as s>, and its voiced counterpart as z>, wi thout
necessity of any special explanation of the symbol z>. If necessary, t h e
corresponding affricates will be naturally denoted as c> and Z > .
[2]  IPA may be used only if we know (or claim to know) the exact
pronunciation of phonemes in a language. This is possible for m o d e r n
languages. But what shall we do with ancient languages, with
reconstructed proto-languages, where the exact pronunciation is
unknown? We do not know if Classical Greek s  was pronounced as s, o r
s7, or an apico-alveolar s$ (like in New Greek). What shall we do if o n e
language has different dialectal variants? How shall we transcribe t h e
Arabic phoneme Ô? In Cairo it is pronounced [g], in Bedouin and Iraqi
Arabic [ò], in Urban Syro-Palestinian and Maghrebine Arabic [J], i n
Sudanese Arabic as palatal [ƒ], etc. (to use the IPA transcription). In th is
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particular case of Ô I have chosen to use a special super-dialectal
transliteration symbol g7 (and the symbol g7 in super-dialectal
transcription of Arabic). What shall we do with reconstructed words if
we cannot be sure about some phonetic feature of the phoneme i n
question (e.g., we know that IE *s is a voiceless sibilant, but we c a n n o t
specify it as [s], [S], [à], [ç] or some other voiceless sibilant)? Historical
and comparative linguistics has to cope with three kinds o f
uncertanties: (1) the phoneme is known, but its exact phonet ic
realization cannot be or has not been established, (2) there a r e
different realizations of the same phoneme in different dialects of a
language, so that we need a super-dialectal transcription (such as exists
in traditional spelling of languages), (3) in some words or roots w e
cannot reconstruct some distinctive feature for a class of phonemes, s o
that we need symbols for unspecified phonemes (e.g. unspecified
voiced sibilant, unspecified laryngeal, etc.).
I have tried to create a system of transcription which copes with all
these problems. Since this is a unified transcription for several h u n d r e d
languages (including those with highly complicated system of sounds) ,
it cannot be very simple. Therefore some users will find it not friendly
enough. I am sorry about it, but nothing better can be done.    
 I have done my best in using basic elements of t radit ional
transcriptions: the Orientalistic Transcription, Finno-Ugric
Transcription, traditions of transcription of Altaic, Caucasian, Slavic
and African languages, as well as IPA. Yes, I have used IPA in those p a r t s
of it which are good - especially in denoting vowels (symbols O, E, ‰, ö,
Ä ).  Feci quod potui, faciant meliora potentes.      
 § 13.1. On transliteration and traditional spelling. Data f r o m
written languages that use traditional script (other than Latin) a r e
quoted in transliteration (except for Greek and some languages using
modern Cyrillic script). Data from languages with tradit ional
Romanized spelling are quoted as in the sources. If a language has rival
spelling systems, I have tried to use that of the most authori tat ive
sources or that of standard dictionaries. For instance, for Anglo-Saxon
("Old English") I have used the spelling of Holthausen’s dictionary.  In
quoting Serbo-Croatian the Cyrillic and Roman national scripts indicate
the Serbian vs. Croatian variants of their common language; if b o t h
variants are identical, the Roman script is used.
§ 14. On references. In the present dictionary the references a r e
indicated by abbreviations (explained in Bibliography). I have p re fe r red
this system to the popular American system of referring to the u s e d
literature by names of scholars and data. I did it because my system
spares more space: "P" (for the Indoeuropäisches etymologisches
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Wörterbuch  by Pokorny) is shorter then "Pokorny 1959", "BK" is
shorter than "Biberstein-Kazimirsky 1860", "Kln. SAH" is preferable t o
"Klingenheben 1927-1928". The more so for papers of collective
authorship: "KRPS" is shorter than "Karaimsko-russko-pol'skij s lovar '
1974" or "Baskakov, Zaja ≈czkowski, Szapta¬ (eds.) 1974".  I have u s e d
this system also for articles in reviews (though in some very rare cases,
when the article is unaccessible to me at the moment of submitting th is
dictionary, I had to use the commonly used practice of quoting by t h e
author’s name and abbreviation of the periodical).
§ 15. On epochs and dialects of languages. One of serous p rob lems
in compiling a comparative dictionary is ascribing words to par t icular
periods in the history of some languages and to particular dialects. For
instance, J. Vendryes and J. Pokorny differ in periodization of t h e
history of Irish. J. Vendryes’s "irlandais ancien" includes both Old Irish
stricto sensu  (his "vieil irlandais") and Middle Irish (cf. Vn. A ,  p. IX),
while other scholars (e.g. Pokorny) distinguish between these t w o
stages. Many words included by Vendryes in his "Lexique étymologique
de l’irlandais ancien" are labeled by Pokorny as Middle Irish. I have
prefered to use Vendryes’s (and Thurneysen’s) periodization and label
both "vieil irlandais" and Middle Irish as OIr (Old Irish). Among words
that are usually characterized as Old High German there are t hose
belonging to the Upper German dialects ("oberdeutsch") rather than t o
High German ("hochdeutsch") stricto sensu . I have to follow th is
practice (in spite of its deficiency) except for cases when the difference
between dialects is essential for the etymology, so that I  somet imes
have to use the abbreviation "OHG U" (i.e. Upper German dialects o f
OHG = "altoberdeutsch"). Let us hope that these problems will n o t
jeopardize the understanding of the etymology and the history of words
and roots. Another difficult case is that the so-called "Chagatay
language", a term used by different authors in different senses. When
quoting Radloff, I used the label "Chg {Rl.}" wherever Radloff uses t h e
language name "Dsch.", though in fact it is often applied to a l a te r
literary lge. of Turks (probably better named as East Turki).
§ 16. On infinitives and "pseudo-infinitives" in our vocabulary
entries. The pN etyma with verbal meaning are often written with t h e
infinitive particle 'to'. It does not mean that the etyma in question a r e
infinitives or verbal nouns. It is merely an artificial way of indicating
that their lexical meaning is verbal.
But in registering the lexical items of the descending languages t h e
same infinitive particle 'to' has its usual meaning. It is used with
infinitives and similar verbal nominals (masdar, verbal noun, etc.) only.
With the Nenets verbs it is used for the indefinite ge rund
(neopredelenno-deepri¢astnaå forma  with the suffix -s1 ≠ -z1 ≠ -c1)
that has, among its functions, that similar to the infinitive.
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"Quasi-infinitives" appear also when the verbal meaning is discussed
in general terms, without reference to a particular language (e.g. "valid
if the primary meaning is 'to pick'", cf. entry no. 453a), as well a s
sometimes when we mention pIE (and pWIE) roots and pHS, pS or pB
consonantic roots, while the English homonymy prevents us f r o m
describing the meaning without 'to' (as in the case of 'to fly', that h a s
to be distinguished from 'fly' ['musca']). Similar quasi-infinitives a p p e a r
also in quotations of etymological hypotheses of other scholars.  
§ 17. On indicating the meaning of words and forms. If in a n
etymological entry the meaning of items in a branch or sub-branch is
indicated with the etymon (pCh, pB, pT, etc.) only and not indicated
with every one of the descending languages, it means that t h e
descending languages have preserved the meaning of the pro to- form.
Cf., for instance, the entry no. 2141 (*sVwé€V 'drink'), in which t h e
meaning of the word in the Chadic languages is indicated for pCh only
(Ch *√s€wh v. 'drink') and not for every lge. of the Ch sub-family,
which means that the members of the Ch sub-family have preserved t h e
meaning of pCh *√s€wh.
 CLASSIFICATION OF THE NOSTRATIC LANGUAGES
This is not a comprehensive classification of all  Nostratic languages.
For obvious reasons I have not find it necessary to include many o f
those modern or young languages which are irrelevant for long-range
comparison because their stock of roots and affixes goes back entirely
to well known and well described ancient or reconstructed langages. It
was not necessary to include here such languages as Afrikaans,
Sinhalese, Farsi-Kabuli or to give a comprehensive classification of all
modern Indo-Aryan and West Iranian languages. On the other hand ,
even minor languages in families and sub-families without sufficient
ancient linguistic documentaton are relevant for deep etymology a n d
have been used in our etymological research. They are represented i n
this classification.
Names of primary families of languages (Indo-European, Hamito-
Semitic, Uralic, etc.) are printed in bold type italics. Names o f
secondary families of languages (such as Semitic, Berber, Finno-Ugrian,
Anatolian Indo-European) are printed in italics.     
I. IE = Indo-European:
ppIE = Early proto-Indo-European
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I.1. NaIE = Narrow IE ("IE proper", subfamily including all IE languages
except Hittite-Luwian):
I.1.1. Ary (= IIr) =  Aryan (Indo-Iranian):
I.1.1.1.  MtA = Mitannian Aryan (ı hippological words a n d
theonyms in Ht and Hurrite)
I.1.1.2. PAry = Pontic (Tauro-Pontic) Aryan (an branch of Aryan t h a t
remained in the region north of the Black Sea and preserved in p lace
names; discovered by Trubachev, but misinterpreted by him as part o f
InA)




Gp = Gipsy; Gp A = Asiatic dls. of Gp; Gp Eu = European dls. of Gp




NInA = New Indo-Aryan lgs.
Npl = Nepali
OI = Old Indian: Sk (= OI Sk) = Sanskrit, OI BdSk = Buddhistic
Sanskrit, OI BHS = Buddhistic Hybrid Sanskrit, OI ClSk = Classical
Sanskrit, OI EpSk = Epic Sanskrit, OI ltSk = Late Sanskrit, OI Vd = Vedic
Ori = Oriya
Pali
pInA = proto-Indo-Aryan (reconstructed from InA lgs.)
Prkr = Prakrit (Middle Indian)
Sin = Sindhi; dl.: Sin J = Jatki dialect
Vd = Vedic (= OI Vd)






I.1.1.4.  Irn = Iranian:
Alan
Av = Avestan; variants: Av G = Gatha Avestan, YAv = Young Avestan
Awr = Awroman
Bct = Bactrian
Blc = Balochi (Beluji)
ClNPrs = Classical New  Persian
EIrn = East Iranian (branch of the Irn family)
GAv = Gatha Avestan
Ish = Ishkashimi
KhS = Khotan Saka
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MIrn = Middle Iranian (cover name for several Irn lgs.)
MPrs = Middle Persian; MPrs T = Middle Persian of Turfan, MncMPrs =
Manichaean Middle Persian
NPrs = New Persian, NPrs B = Bakhtiyar dl. of NPrs
MPrt T = Middle Parthian of Turfan
OPrs = Old Persian
Orm = Ormuri
Oss = Ossetic; dls.: Oss D = Digor dl., Oss I = Iron dl.
Phl = Pehlevi, Pahlavi (Middle Persian)
Pmr = Pamir Iranian (common name of Ish, Shgn, Srk, Wx,  Yzg,
Oroshori, Bartangi, Rushani, and Khufi)
Prc = Parachi
Psh = Pashto, Afghani
Prs = Persian; MPrs Trf = Middle Persian of Turfan
Prt = Parthian
Psh = Pushtu, Pashto, Afghani
Saka
Sct = Scythian
Sgd = Sogdian; variants: BdhSgd = Sgd of the Buddhist texts, ChrSgd =
Sgd of the Christian texts, Sgd M = Sgd of the texts of Mug, MncSgd =
Sgd of the Manichaean texts, Sgd OL = Sgd of the Old Letters
Shgn = Shugnani
Srk = Sarikoli, Sariqoli (sarykol∆skij åzyk)
Tati
Tjk = Tajik
Xuri (Khuri, Chur) (a WIr dialect)
Xwr = Xwarezmic (Iranian)




ZPhl = Zoroastrian Pehlevi





WIrn = West Iranian (branch of the Irn family)
I.1.2. Gk = Greek; Gk Hl = Hellenistic Greek; dls.: Gk A = Attic, Gk AC
= Arcado-Cypriote, Gk Ae = Aeolic, Gk Ar = Arcadian sdl., Gk Arg = sdl.
of Argos, Gk B = Bœothian sdl., Gk Cp = Cyprian, Gk Cr = Cretan sdl.,Gk
Crc = Corcyrian (Cercyrian) sdl., Gk Crn = Corynthian sdl., Gk D =
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Doric, Gk Dl = Delphian sdl., Gk El = Elian sdl. of Gk D (Gk of Elis), Gk
Ep = Epic Greek, Gk Epr = Epirotic sdl., Gk Hm = Homeric Gk, Gk I =
Ionic, Gk L = Lesbian sdl., Gk Lc = Laconian sdl., Gk Lr = Locrian sdl., Gk
Mc = Mycenæan, Gk OA = Old Attic, Gk P = Pamphilian sdl., Gk Ph =
Phocæan sdl., Gk R = Rhodian sdl. (sd. of Rhodes), Gk Sr = Syracusan
sdl., Gk Th = Thessalian sdl.
MGk = Middle Greek (of the Roman and Byzantine periods)
NGk = New Greek; variants: NGk D = Dhimotiki, NGk K = Katharevusa
I.1.3.  Itc = Italic:
I.1.3.1. Latin-Faliscan:
Fls = Faliscan
L = Latin; dls.: L Prn = Praenestian dl., L Ln = Lanuvian, L Sc = Sicilian L;
EpL = Epigraphic Latin
ltL = Late Latin (= proto-Romance)
MdL = Medieval Latin
OL = Old Latin (= ArcL, Archaic Latin), dl.: OL Pr = Old Latin o f
Praenesta
VL = Vulgar Latin; dl.: VL Gl = Gaulish Latin
I.1.3.1.1 Rom = Romance languages:
AfR = Afro-Romance (a lge of L origin, surviving in North Africa up t o
the 10th-11th c., according to Lewicki LRA)
Ctl = Catalan
Dlm = Dalmatian
Fr = French; dl.: Fr Lr = Lorrainese dl.
Frl. = Friulan (= RhR F)
Gsc = Gascon
It = Italian; dls. and subdialects: Ab = It of Abruzzi,  Cl = Calabrian,
Lm = Lombardian dls., Mdn = sdl. of Modena, Ml = Milanese, Np =
Neapolitan, P = Piemontese, Pv = sdl. of Piverone (Piemonte), Sr = sdl. o f
Sora, STs = South Toscanian, Tr = Trentine (d. of Trento), V = Venetian
McdRm = Macedo-Rumanian
Occ = Occitanian (Modern Provençal); dl.: Occ Lm = Limousin dial.
(incl. Occ Cr = sdl. of the département de Creuse)
OIt = Old (Medieval) Italian;  sdls.: OIt Ml = Old Milanese, OIt Pv = Old
Pavian (dialetto antico pavese), OIt V = Old (Medieval) Venetian
OFr = Old French
Port = Portuguese; Port Mrn = subd. of Miranda
Prv = Provençal (Classical Provençal)
RhR = Rhaeto-Romance; dls.: RhR F = Friulan, LE = Lower Engadin, RhR
Srm = Surmiran, RhR Srs = Sursilvan, RhR Sts = Sutsilvan, RhR TL =
South Tirol Ladin, RhR UE = Upper Engadin
Rm = Rumanian
Sp = Spanish; Sp Mrg = Spanish of Maragateria
Srd = Sardinian; dls.: Srd Cm = Campidanian, Srd L = Logudorian









I.1.4. Clt = Celtic:
Gl = Gaulish





MIr = Middle Irish
Mx = Manx
NIr = New Irish
OgIr = Ogam Irish (archaic Irish in Ogamic inscriptions)
OIr = Old Irish (= Vendryes’s "irlandais ancien", i.e. including Middle
Irish)
ScGl = Scottish Gaelic
I.1.4.2. Brtt = Brittonic (Brythonic) Celtic:
Br = Breton; dl.: Cr = dl. of the diocese of Cornouaille, L = dl. of Léon,
T = Trégorrois (diocese of Tréguier), V = dl. of Vannes
Crn = Cornish
MBr = Middle Breton
MW = Middle Welsh
OBrth = Old Brythonic
OBr = Old Breton
OCrn = Old Cornish
OW = Old Welsh
W = Welsh
I.1.5.  Gmc = Germanic:
ORu = the language of the oldest Runic inscriptions
I.1.5.1.  NrGmc (= Scn) = Scandinavian, North Germanic:
Dn = Danish
Far = Faroese
Gtl = Gotlandic (a dl. intermediate between Swedish and Danish)
Ic = Icelandic
NIc = New Icelandic
NNr = New Norwegian (nynorsk)
Nr = Norwegian (BNr = bokmål; NNr = New Nr, i.e. nynorsk; Nr ∆  =
Norwegian dls.)
ODn = Old Danish
OGtn = Old Gutnish
ON = Old Norse; ON R = ON of the Runic inscriptions
ONr = Old Norwegian
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OScn = Old Scandinavian
OSw = Old Swedish; OSw Ru = Old Swedish of Runic inscriptions
OWN = Old West Norse
pScn = proto-Scandinavian (proto-North-Germanic)
Sw = Swedish
I.1.5.2.  East Germanic:
Brgn = Burgundian
Gt = Gothic; dialect: Gt Cr = Crimean Gothic
I.1.5.3. WGmc = West Germanic:
AS = Anglo-Saxon (= Old English); dl.: AS A = Anglian
Dt = Dutch (= Netherlandic, Dutch-Flemish); variants: Dt Fl = Flemish,
Dt. N = Dutch of the Netherlands; dls.: Dt G = Dutch dl. of Gelderland,
Dt H = Dutch of Holland, Dt Lm = dl. of Limburg.
Frs = Frisian
…HG = … High German (e.g., OHG, MHG, NHG)
LG = Low German (cp. MLG)
Lngb = Langobardian
MDt = Middle Dutch
ME = Middle English
MHG = Middle High German; MHG U = Upper German dialects o f
MHG
MLG = Middle Low German
MMG = Middle Middle German (Middel German dialects of MHG)
NE = New English, dls.: NE Ork = Orkney English, NE Sc = Scottish
English, NE Shetl = Shetland English
NGr = New German (ds.): NGr Al = Alemannic, NGr Als = Alsatian
German (elsässisch), NGr B = Bavarian (Bayrisch), NGr EP = dls. of East
Prussia, NGr Gtn = dl. of Göttingen; NGr Hs = Hessisch (d. of Hessen),
NGr HsN = dl. of Hessen-Nassau, NGr M = Middle German dls., NGr NrF =
North Franconian German, NGr Ö = Austrian  sdls., NGr OP = NGr of East
Prussia, NGr S = NUG = Southern (Upper) German dls. (oberdeutsch) ,
NGr Sb = Swabian German, NGr Sw = Swiss German, NGr Trl = Tirolean
German, NGr WF = West Franconian German, NGr Wph = Westphalian
German
NHG = New High German
OFrk = Old Franconian (= OHG F)
OHG = Old High German; OHG Al = Alemannic dl., OHG F =
Franconian dl. (= OFrk), OHG U = Upper German dl. (oberdeutsch) ;
OHG R = OHG of the Runic inscriptions
OLF = Old Low Franconian (altniederfränkisch)
OMG = Old Middle German (in OsS’s terminology)
OSx = Old Saxon
OWGmc = Old West Germanic (preserved in proper names in L
sources )
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Yid = Yiddish; dl.: Yid C = Central Yiddish (Poland), Yid NB = West
Yiddish of the Netherlands and Belgium, Yid N = Northern Yiddish
(Lithuania, Belorussia), Yid S = Southern Yiddish (the Ukraine, Rumania)
I.1.6.1. Blt = Baltic:
I.1.6.1.1. EBlt = East Baltic
Cur = Curonian
Lt = Lithuanian; dls.: Lt A = Aukshtaitian (High Lt, Aukshtaitish) (wi th
sbds.: EA = East Auks]taitis, WA = West Auks]taitis; subsubdialect of EA:
Lt U = sbd. of Ukmerge≥), Lt D = Dzuki, Lt P = dts. of former Prussian
Lithuania, Lt Z = Zhemaitian (Low Lt, Shamaitish, Samogitian; sdl.: Lt K =
sdls. of the area of Klaipeda [former Memel-Gebiet])
Ltv = Latvian; dls.: Ltv Ltg = Latgalian, Ltv H = hochlettisch
I.1.6.2. Pru = Prussian
Ytv = Yatvingian (åtvåqskij), incl. the language of the supposedly
Yatvigian glossarium described by Zinkievic]ius (Zink. LJZ).
I.1.6.2. Sl = Slavic:
BChS = Bulgarian Church Slavonic
Blg = Bulgarian
Blr = Belorussian
ChS = Church Slavonic
Cz = Czech; dls.: Cz L = Lakh (las]sky;), Cz M = Moravian, Cz MS =
Moravian-Slovak, Cz SEB = Southeast Bohemian (= Czech-Moravian) dl.
HLs = High Lusatian (High Sorbian)
Kshb = Kashubian
LLs = Low Lusatian (Low Sorbian)
McdS = Macedonian (a Slavic language)
MR = Middle Russian
OCrt = Old Croatian (a dialect of OSCr), OCrt K = Kajkav dls. of OCr
OCS = Old Church Slavonic
OP = Old Polish
OR = Old Russian
OSCr = Old Serbo-Croatian
P = Polish
Plb = Polabian
R = Russian; dls.: R Ar = dls. of the Arkhangelsk province (gubernija) ,
R Dn = dls. of the Don region, R Kl = dls. of the Kaluga province
(gubernija), R Ks = Kostroma dl., R Ng = Novgorod dl., R Ol = R of t h e
former Olonets province, R Prm = dialect(s) of the Perm province, R Psk
= Pskov dl., R Rz = R of the Ryazan region \ province, R Rzh = Rzhev dl. ,
R S = Southern dls., R Sib = Siberian dls., R Sml = dls. of the Smolensk
region, R Tv = dls. of the Tver province, R Vlg = dls. of the Vologda
region, R Vt = R of the Vyatka region,  R W = Western dls.
RChS = Russian Church Slavonic
SCr = Serbo-Croatian; variants: SCr Ch = Chakav dls., SCr Cr =
Croatian, SCr K = Kajkav dls., SCr MN = Montenegro dls., SCr Sr =
Serbian
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Slk = Slovak; dialect: Slk MS = Moravian-Slovak (moravsko-slovenske;
na;r]ec]È;)
Slv = Slovene
Slvnz = Slovinzian (Slowinzisch, s¬owin;ski je≈zyk,†slovinskij åzyk)
SrChS = Serbian Church Slavonic
Uk = Ukrainian; dl.: Uk B =Bukovina dl., Uk P = Polesye (Poles∆e )
dls.
I.1.7. Thracian branch:
Al = Albanian; pAl = p0pto-Albanian; Al G = Geg, Al T = Tosk;
subdialects: A = Arbanasi Geg (Dalmazia), Ba = Barile Tosk, Be = Berat
Tosk, Ç = Çamërian Tosk (Çamërisht), D = Geg of Dushman, Db = Geg o f
Dibër, Dr = Southern Geg of Durrës, Elb = South Geg of Elbasan, F =
Falconara Tosk (Italy), Fr = Tosk of Frashër, Gj = Labërian Tosk o f
Gjirokastër, Hm = Tosk of Himarë, Kr = Southern Geg of Krujë; Lb =
Labërian Tosk (Labërisht), M = Malësian Geg, Mn = Mandres Tosk, Mt =
Geg of Mat, Mz = Tosk of Myzeqe, OT = Southern Geg of Old Tiranë, P =
Prishtinë Geg (Kosovo), Prm = Tosk of Përmet, SG = Southern Geg, Sf =
Sofiko Tosk, Sh = Shkodër Geg, Sl = Salamis Tosk (Greece), SM = San
Marzano Tosk (Italy), U = Ukrainian Tosk, V = Vaccarizzo Tosk (Italy),
Z = Zadrimë Geg
MAl = Middle Albanian (up to the 17th cent.)
DM = Daco-Moesian (= Dacian)
StAl, StAl T = Modern Standard Al (based mainly on Tosk)
StAl G = Standard Geg Al
Thrc = Thracian
I.1.8. Arm = Armenian (= Old Armenian, Grabar)
ClArm = Classical Old Armenian
eOArm = Early Old Armenian
NArm = New Armenian
NEArm = New East Armenian
NWArm = New West Armenian
I.1.9. Mcd = Macedonian (an ancient IE language)
I.1.10. Ilr = Illyrian (lge. or lgs.)
I.1.11. Msp = Messapic
I.1.12. Pnn = Pannonian
I.1.13. Phr = Phrygian
NPhr = New Phrygian
OPhr = Old Phrygian (= {BajO} starofrigijskij)
I.1.14. Tc = Tocharian lgs.: Tc A, Tc B
I.1. 15. Vn = Venetic







I.2.1 SAn = South Anatolian Indo-European:
HrLw = Hieroglyphic Luwian (= Hieroglyphic Hittite)
Lc = Lycian (= Lycian A); dl.: Lc M = Milyan (= Lycian B)
Lw = Luwian (= Cuneiform Luwian)
1.2 or 1.1. Pls = "Pelasgian" (Pelastian) of IE origin (pre-Greek IE
language[s] of Greece) = Philistine
II. HS = Hamito-Semitic (Afroasiatic):
II.1.S = Semitic:
II.1.1.WS = West Semitic:
II.1.1.1.CS = Central Semitic:
II.1.1.1.1. NWS = Northwest Semitic (a controversial taxonomic unity)
II.1.1.1.1.1. Cn = Canaanite (Macro-Canaanite):
II.1.1.1.1.1.1. SCn = Canaanite proper (South Cn):
Amn = Ammonite
BHb = Biblical Hebrew; variants: BHb B = BHb with Babylonian




ltHb = Late Hebrew (second half of the 1st mill. A.D.); ltHb B =
Babylonian ltHb, ltHb J = Jerusalemite ("Palestinian") ltHb, ltHb T =
Tiberian (Northern) ltHb
M’b = Moabite
MdHb = Medieval Hebrew
NHb = New Hebrew (19th - 20th c.)
OHb = Old Hebrew (the language of the 2nd and the 1st mill. BCE,
undelying BHb and EpHb)
OCn (= OSCn) = Old South Canaanite; OCn Sn = Cn of the Old Sinaitic
inscriptions, OCn TA = Cn of the Tell-el-Amarna leters
PBHb = Post-Biblical Hebrew (e.g. Ben-Sirah, apocryphical l i tera ture
of the 2nd and the 1st cent. BCE)
Ph = Phoenician; dls.: Ph By = Byblian, Ph OBy = Old Byblian, OPh =
Old Phoenician
Pun = Punic
SmH = Samaritan Hebrew
II.1.1.1.1.1.2. Ug = Ugaritic
II.1.1.1.1.1.3. Amr = Amorite
II.1.1.1.1.2. McAram = Macro-Aramaic:
II.1.1.1.1.2.1. Aram = Aramaic:
BA = Biblical Aramaic
BzJPA = Jewish Palestinian Aramaic of the Byzantine period
ChrPA = Christian Palestinian Aramaic ("Syro-Palestinian")
DSA = Aramaic in Demotic script
Htr = Hatra (an ancient Aramaic dialect)
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IA = Imperial Aramaic, Official Aramaic; IA F = Aramaic words i n
Frahang-i-Pahlavik (glossaries of Aramaic heterograms in Phl)
JA = Jewish Aramaic (common name for JEA and JPA)
JEA = Jewish East Aramaic (Babylonian Aramaic)
JPA = Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (Kutscher's "Galilean Aramaic"); JPA
B = JPA of the Byzantine period
Md = Mandaic (incl. ClMd [= Classical Mandaic] and NMd [New
Mandaic, Modern spoken Mandaic])
MNA = Mlahso Neo-Aramaic
Nbt = Nabataean
NNEA = Norteastern Neo-Aramaic ("Modern Assyrian"); dls.: H =
Hertevin, JIA = Jewish NNEA of Iranian Azerbaijan, JZ = Jewish NENAr o f
Zakho, U = Urmiya dial.
NSr = Neo-Syriac
OA = Old Aramaic
PA = Palestinian Aramaic (incl. JPA, JPA B, ChrPA)
Plm = Palmyrene
SmA = Samaritan Aramaic
Sr = Syriac
TA = Turoyo Neo-Aramaic; dls.: TA M = TAr of Mîdin, TA Mt = TAr o f
Midyat
Ww = the dialect of the "Waw" inscription (belonging to Aramaic?)
II.1.1.1.1.2.2. DA = the language of the Deir-Alla inscription
II.1.1.1.1.2.3. Yd = Ya’udic, Samalian
II.1.1.1.2. Macro-Arabic:
Ar = Arabic; dls.: Ar AT = Arabic of Algeria and Tunisia, Ar CA =
Central African dl., Ar CB = dl. of the coastal part of Batina (Nor thern
Oman), Ar ChCS = Arabic dl. of Chad and Central Sudan, Ar ChrNG =
Christian fallah dl. of northern Galilea, Ar Cr = Cairo Arabic, Ar D =
Dathina dl.,  Ar Df = Dofar (Zfar) dl., Ar Eg = Egyptian dl., Ar G = Gulf
Arabic (the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, and Bahrain), Ar Hdr =
Hadramauti dl., Ar Hm = Hamata Arabic, Ar IB = dl. of the inland p a r t
of Batina, , Ar Ir = Iraqi Arabic, Ar Lb = Arabic of Libya, Ar Mgr =
Maghrib Arabic (North Africa), Ar Mrc = Moroccan dls., Ar. Ng = Ar. o f
Nigeria, Ar NY = North Yemenite dls. (including  sdls.: Ar NY K = k-
subdialect, Ar NY SE - Southeastern sdl., Ar NY S = Southern  sdls., Ar NY
T = Tihamah sdl.), Ar O = Oman Arabic, Ar OY = Old Yemenite Arabic o f
10-11 c. A.D. ([in al-Hamdânî's & Nashwân's works], incl. Himyarite
loans), Ar P = Palestinian Arabic dls., Ar SA = South Arabian dls.
(Yemen, southern Oman), Ar Sd = Sudanese dls., Ar SL = Syro-Libanese
dl., Ar Sp = Arabic of Spain (8th through 15th c.), Ar Y = Yemenite dls.
of Ar, Ar Zhl = Arabic of Zahle (Lebanon); dialect groups: Ar B =
Bedouin Arabic, Ar F = Fallah (rural) Arabic, Ar Ur = Urban Arabic;




OAr = Old Arabic; dialect areas: OWAr = OAr H = Old West Arabic
(Hijaz dls.), OEAr = Old East Arabic; dls.: A = Asad, ‘A = Al-‘Aliyah, An =
Ansar, Hd = Hudhail, Hm = Himyarite OAr, Hr = dl. of Hauran, Hz =
Hawazin, Md = dl. of Medinah, Mk = dl. of Mekka, Nj = Nejd dls., O =
‘Oman, Q = Qais, Qd = Quda‘ah, Qr = Quraysh, R = Rabi‘ah, Sl = Sulaim,
T = Tamim, Tj = Tajji’, TR = Taim ar-Ribab, Y = Yemenite
ONA = Old North Arabian, Frühnordarabisch (Lh, Sf, Tmd, Hs’)
Sf = Safaitic
Tmd = Thamudic
II.1.1.2. SS = South Semitic:
II.1.1.2.1. SWS = Southwestern Semitic:
II.1.1.2.1.1. ESA = Epigraphic South Arabian (= OSA)
OSA = Old South Arabian (= ESA); ds. (labeled as separate languages):
Hdr = Hadrami, Mn = Minaean, Qtb = Qatabanian, Sb = Sabaic, Sabaean.
Hdr - Hadrami
Hmr = Himyarite (H>imyarite [up to the X-XI c. CE])
Mn = Minaean, Minaic (tiniom), Madhabian
Qtb - Qatabanian
Sb = Sabaean, Sabaic (dialect of OSA)
II.1.1.2.1.1 or II.1.1.1.2. OYmn = Old Yemenite, common name f o r
words of Himyarite and of the Old West Arabic dialect of Yemen ( 1 O t h
and early 11th cent.), the distinction between them being unfeasible
today
II.1.1.2.1.2. EthS = Ethiosemitic:




Grg = Gurage; Gurage languages: Grg Ch = Chaha, Grg Ez = Ezha, Grg
Ed = Endegeñ, Grg En = Ennemor, Grg  Go = Gogot, Grg  Gt = Gyeto, Grg
Mh = Muher,  Grg  Ms = Masqan,  Grg  Sl = Selti, Grg  So = Soddo, Grg
Wl = Wolane,  Grg  Z = Zway
Gz = Ge‘ez
Har = Harari
OEth = Old Ethiopian (a spoken lge., which was the basis of Ge‘ez)
Tgr = Tigre
Tgy = Tigray, Tigrinya; dl.: Tgy H = Hamasien Tigray
II.1.1.2.2. SES = Southeast Semitic (= the ancestor of the Modern
South Arabian languages: Mh, Hrs, Jb, Hbt, Bth, Sq):
SEA = Southeast Arabian (common name for Modern South Arabian:
Mh, Hrs, Jb, Hbt, Bth, Sq)
Bth = Bathari (Bath>ari)
Hbt = Hobyot
Hrs = Harsusi
Jb = Jibbali, G´bl‰\t, S:ah>ri, S}h«awri, dls.: C = Central, E = Eastern, EM =
Mehrizing subd. of Jb E
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Mh = Mehri (Mahri); dls.: Mh D = Mh of Dhofar, Mh J = Eastern M h
of Jadib and Hawf, Mh Ng = Nagd Mehri, Mh Q = Qishn Mehri, Mh QB =
dl. of Qishn bedouins, Mh SW = Southwestern Mehri
Sq = Soqotri; dls.: Sq M = Mountain (Central) dl., Sq N = Northern dl .
(incl. Sq HS = H>adiboh-Suq), Sq S = Southern dl.
II.1.2. ES = East Semitic:
Ak = Akkadian; dls. : Ak A = Assyrian, Ak B = Babylonian, Ak LB =
Late Babylonian (spB}, Ak MA = Middle Assyrian (nA), Ak MB = Middle
Babylonian (nB}, Ak NA = Neo-Assyrian (nA), Ak NB = Neo-Babylonian
(nB), Ak OA = Old Assyrian (aA), Ak OB = Old Babylonian (aB}, Ak StB =
Standard Babylonian (used in Asssyria of the Neo-Assyrian period), Ak
YB = Young Babylonian (jB), OAk = Old Akkadian (aAK), Ak Bg = Ak o f
the Boghazköy texts, Ak M = Ak of Mari, Ak Nz = Ak of Nuzi, Ak RS =
Ak of Ras-Shamra tablets.
Ebl = Eblaic, Eblaite
II.2. LbB = Libyco-Berber  (Old Libyan + Berber + Guanche) ( =
livijsko-guan¢skie åzyki):
II.2.1. B = Berber:
II.2.1.1. NrB = North Berber:
ASgr = Ayt-Seghrushen (a dl. of Tmz, treated here as a separate lge.)
Assh = Ashasha (a B dialect)
Awj = Awjila
BHlm = Ben-H_alima (dialect of Ulad-Ben-H_alima, a B "Zenatian"





Btw = Bettiwa  
CA = Berber of Central Algeria
CM = Berber of Central Morocco
Dbl = Dyebayli (a dl. of Nfs?)  
Dmn = Demnat
Fgg = Figuig, Figig
Gd = Ghadamsi
Grr = Gurara (Berber dls. of the "ksurs" [villages near Timinun a n d
Badrian])
Hlm = Halima (a B dialect)
Hrw = Harawa (a B dialect)
Iz = Izayan (a B dialect)
Izd = Ayt-Izdeg (a dialect of Tmz, treated here as a separate lge.)
Izn = Beni-Iznacen
Jrb = Berber of Jerba
Kb = Kabyle; dls.: Kb AX = Ayt-Khalfun, Kb AZ = Ayt-Ziyan, Kb Ir =
Irjen, Kb GK = dls. of Grande Kabylie, Kb M = At Mangellat (= Kb {Dl.}),
Kb PK = dls. of Petite Kabylie, Kb Z = Zwawa
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Mtm = Matmata (mat>ma\t>a)
Mz = Mzab, Mozabite
NdA = Ndir-Abes
Nfs = Nefusi
Ntf = Ntifa (a B dialect)
Rf = Rif Berber dls.; dls.: Rf A = Beni-Amret, Rf B = Boqqoya
(Iboqqoyen), Rf Bt = Bettiwa, Rf K = Kebdana (Ikhbdhanen), Rf Q =
Gela‘ia (Iqr‘ien), Rf S‘ = Beni-S‘id (Aith-Sghidh), Rf T = Beni-Tuzin (Aith-
Thuzin), Rf Tf = Beni-Itteft (Aith-Itteftth), Rf Tm = Beni-Temsanan
(Aith-Themsanan), Rf U = Beni-Uriaghel (Aith-Uriaghen), Rf Wr = Rif
Beni-Waryaghel
Shl = Tashelhit, Shl T = Tashelhit of Tazerwalt (Tashelhit of Semlal
[Destaing's "Tachelhit du Sous"] are treated here as a separate lge., s e e
below Sll)




Sll (= Shl Sm) = Tashelhit of Semlal (Destaing's "Tachelhit du Sous")
Snd = Sened (= Zenatia de Qalaât es-Sened, a B dialect)
SrSn = Srair Senhazha (Senhaja de Sraïr); dl.: SrSn Gz = Taghzut, SrSn
AA = Aït-Ahmad
Tgn = Tuggana
Tmm = Timimun (Gurara of Timimun, a Zenetic Berber language)
Tmz = Tamazight; dls.: AA = Ayt-‘Ayyash, AH = Ayt-Hadiddu, AM =
Ayt Myill, AN = Ayt-Ndhir, AS = Ayt-Sadden, Iz = Iziyan; ASgr (Ayt
Seghrushen) and AIzd (Ayt-Izdeg) are treated as separate lgs.
Wrg = Wargla, Wargli
Wrs = Warsenis (le Zenatia de l'Ouarsenis)




Zmr = Zemmur (a B dialect)
Zn = Zayan
Zwr = Zwara (a B dialect)
II.2.1.2. SB = South Berber:
Adgg = Twareg of Adghagh
Ah = Twareg of Ahaggar
ETwl = Eastern Tawellemmet
Gh = Ghat
Tdq = Tadghaq (a B dialect of Adghagh of Ifoghas)
Tnsl = Taneslemt
Ttq = Taïtoq
Tw = Twareg; dls.: Tw D = Tadraq, Tw M = dislects of Mali, Tw Ng =
dialects of Niger (Twl, Ty), Tw U = Tudalt, Tw Ud = dls. spoken i n
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Udalan (NE Burkina-Faso, i.e. Tw D and Tw U); Ah, ETwl, Ty and Tnsl a r e
treated here as separate lgs.
Twl = Tawellemet (common name of ETwl and WTwl)
Ty = Tayert, Tayrt, Twareg of Air (Ayr); subd.: Ty KU = Kel-Ui
WTwl = Western Tawellemmet
II.2.1.3. WB = West Berber:
Zng = Zenaga (tuÎœÎœu%giya)
II.2.2. Lb = Libyan:
ONum = Old Numidian (= Old East Numidian, Old Libyan)
II.2.3. Gnc = Guanche (dialect cluster); dls.: Fv = Fuenteventura, G =
La Gomera, GC = Gran Canaria, Hr = Hierro (Ferro), L = Lanzarote, P = La
Palma, T = Tenerife
II.3. Egyptian  branch:
Cpt = Coptic; OCpt = Old Coptic, dls.: Cpt A = Akhmimic; Cpt F =
Fayumic; Cpt B = Bohairic; Cpt L = Lycopolitan (Sub-Akhmimic), Cpt P =
the dialect of the Books of Proberbs , Cpt S = Sahidic;
DEg = Demotic Egyptian
Eg = Egyptian; stages and variants: Am = Eg of Amarna Texts, BD = Eg
of the Book of the Dead ("Totb."), CT = Coffin Texts (Sargtexte), D =
Demotic, Eth = Eg of Ethiopian Inscriptions, G = Eg of the Greek-Roman
times, LL = Eg of the late and latest (mostly religious) literature (EG’s
"Lit. Sp.); Md = Eg of Medical Texts, MK = Middle Kingdom Eg,  MKL = Eg
of Middle Kingdom literature, MP = Eg of the Mathematical papyri, NK =
Eg of the New Kingdom, NKL = New Kingdom literature, OK = Old
Kingdom Eg, P = Pyramid Texts, RNK = Eg of the ritual texts of the New
Kingdom, RT = Eg of the Royal Tombs of Thebae, St = Saite Dynasty
(26th Dynasty), Wc = Eg of the Westcar papyrus (spoken Middle Eg),
XVIII = 18th Dynasty, XIX = 19th Dynasty, XX = 20th Dynasty, XXII =
22nd Dynasty; L = Late Egyptian (EG's "Sp."), M = Middle Eg, N = New
Egyptian (EG's "Nä."), O = Old Eg, fOK = from Old Kingdom on, fP = f r o m
the Pyramid Texts on, fMK = from Middle Kingdom on, fNK = from New
Kingdom 0n, fO = from Eg O on, fM = from Eg M on, fMd = from Eg M d
on, fN = from Eg N on, fXVIII = from the 18th Dynasty on (in o t h e r
cases, if a word is present in different periods of the history, the m o s t
ancient is mentioned)
II.4. C = Cushitic:
II.4.1. Bj = Beja; dls.: Bj A = Amar’ar , Bj B = Bishari, Bj Br = Bj o f
Barka, Bj Hd = Hadendawa, Bj N = the northern dialect (acc. t o
Reinisch), Bj R = the dialect described by Reinisch (Halanga?), Bj Rp =
the dialect described by Roper  
II.4.2. Ag = Agaw (Central Cushitic):






Knfl = Kunfäl (a language of the Agaw subgroup)
Q = Qwara, Kwara; dialect: Q F = {Flad} 'Falashan'
Xm = Xamir (Hamir, Xamtanga, Khamtanga); dls.: Xm {R} = Hamir, Xm
{Ap.} = Khamtanga, Xm T = CR’s Hamta, Xm K = Kaïliña, Xm Wg =  Xamir
of Wag  
II.4.3. EC = East Cushitic:
II.4.3.1.  LEC = Lowland East Cushitic:
II.4.3.1.1.  AfS = Afar-Saho lgs.
Af = Afar; dialect: Af N = Northern dl., Af S = Southern dl.., Af Tjr =
Tajurah dl.
Sa = Saho; dls.: Sa HA = Sa of High Assaorta, Sa I = Irob
II.4.3.1.2.  SLEC = Southern Lowland East Cushitic (= Omo-Tana):
II.4.3.1.2.1.
Arr = Arbore
Dsn = Dasenech (= Geleba)
Elm = Elmolo
II.4.3.1.2.2. Sam = Sam, Macro-Somali (subfamily of LEC):
pSam = proto-Sam {Heine}
Bn = Boni; dls.: Bn Ba = Baddey, Bn Bi = Bireri, Bn Bl = Bala; Bn Bu =
Bura, Bn J = Jara, Bn K = Kili, Bn Kj = Kije, Bn Sa = Safare
Rn = Rendille
pSml = proto-Somali {Lamberti}
Sml = Somali; dls. and sdls.: Ab = Af-Abgaal, Aj = Af-Ajuraan, Ash =
Ashraaf dls., ‘Aw = Af-‘Awramale’, B = Benaadir, Bi = Af-Bimaal, C =
Central, D = Darood, Db = Af-Dabarre (Doborre), Dg = Af-Degodiya,
Dgl = Digil, Dl = Af-Dolbohaante, Dx = Af-Daakhteri, E = Eastern, Ga =
Af-Galja’aal, Ge = Af-Geedabuursi, Gn = Af-Gendershi, Gr = Af-Garre, H e
= Af-Helleedi, Hw = Hawiyya {after R and C}, I = Isaaq, Af-Isaaq (= Sml
N), ‘I = Af-‘Iise, J = Jabarti, Ji = Af-Jiidu, Md = Mudug, Me = Af-Merka,
Mj = Af-Majerteen, Mr = Af-Marrehaan, Mt = Max-aad-tiri, My = Af-May,
N = Northern dls., NC = North-Central, NE = North-Eastern, Og = Ogaden
(Af-Ogaadeen), Oj = Af-Oojji, Or = Af-Oroole, S = Southern, Sha = Af-
Shabelle, Shi = Af-Shingaani, T = Af-Tunni, UJ = Upper Jubba, Wr = Af-
Wardeyg, X= Af-Xamari
II.4.3.1.2.3. Bs = Baiso
II.4.3.1.3. McOr = Macro-Oromo (Oromoid):
II.4.3.1.3.1. Or = Oromo; dls.: Or B = Borana, Or BI = Isiolo sdl. of O r
B, Or Brr = Barareta, Or Gj = Guji dl., Or H = Harar dl., Or O = Orma, O r
M = Macha, Or S = Southern dls., Or T = Tulama, Or Wt = Wata, Or Wl =
Wälläga; Or AM = Afan Monyo (Karakara) sdl. of Or O
II.4.3.1.3.2. KG = Konso-Gidole:
Bss = Bussa
Di = Dirasha (d'ira2s7a)
Gato




Msl = Mashile (a dialect of the Konso-Geleba subgr.)
Turo
II.4.3.2. Dl = Dullay dialect cluster (= "Werizoid"):





Grs = Gorrose (a dialect of the Dullay dialect continuum)
Gwd = Gawwada, dial.: Gwd D = Gawwada Dalpena
Hr = Harso
II.4.3.3. Ya = Yaku (= Yaaku, Mogogodo)
II.4.3.4.  HEC = Highland East Cushitic:
Alb = Alaba
Brj = Burji
Ged = Gede’o (= Darasa)
Hd = Hadiy(y)a; dialects: Hd Lb = Libido
Kmb = Kambatta
Qbn = Qabenna
Sd = Sidamo; dialect: Sd Hb = Sidamo of Habiela
Tmbr = Tembaro
II.4.3.5. Dhl = Dahalo (belongs either to EC or to SC)
II.4.4.  SC = South Cushitic
II.4.4.1. Rt = Rift (subgr. of South Cushitic)





II.4.4.1.2. ERt = East Rift
Asa
Kz = Kwadza, Ngomvia
II.4.4.1.3. Mb = Mbugu, Ma’a (a Bantu language with many SC loans)
II.4.5. ? Klk = the Kuliak languages:
Ik = Ik (= Teuso), a Kuliak language
Ny = Nyang’i (= Nyangiya), a Kuliak language
So = So (= Tepeth, Tepes), a Kuliak language
II.5. Om = Omotic:
II.5.1. NrOm = North Omotic (= Kefa-Gimojian subgr. of WOm in FlB
NSL 47)
II.5.1.1. Gng = Gonga (a subsubgr. of NOm):
Amuru = Amuru, Amurru




Mch = Mocha (Shekko)
Mnj (one of the sources\components of Kf, according to Fl. MEH)
Shn = Shinashsha (Bworo), dl.: Shn D = Dangur Shinashsha
II.5.1.2. Omt = Ometo (a cluster of dls.\languages) (when unspecified
[Zs, Wlt, etc.], Omt {Moreno} is meant)
Bdt = Badditu, Baddito, Koyra
Bsk = Basketo (an Omotic language)
Cha = Chara
Cnc = C’ancha Ometo
COmt = Central Ometo (cover name for several dialects, incl. Gf)
Dc = Dache (an Ometo dialect)
Dk = Doka (an Ometo dialect)
Drz = Dorze-Jo, Dorze (a dialect of the Ometo cluster)
Dwr = Dawro (Kullo), a dialect of the Ometo cluster
Dz = Doze (an Omotic dialect within the Ometo dialect cluster)
Gm = Gamo, Gamu (a dialect of the Ometo cluster)
Gdc = Gidicho (NOmt)
Gemu (an Ometo lge., related to Gf)
Gf = Gofa (an Ometo language)
Gnj = Ganjule (= Ganjawle, a dialect of East Ometo)
Hrr = Haruro
Kcm = Kachama (= Gatsama, a dialect of Ometo)




Wl = Wolaytta (an Ometo lge.), Wolamo
Zl = Zala
Zrg = Zergulla (a dialect of Ometo)
Zs = Zayse (a dialect of Ometo)
II.5.1.3. Ym = Yemsa (Janjero)
II.5.1.4. Gmr = Gimirra:
Bnc = Bench (Gimirra-Bench, Benesho)
She
II.5.1.5. Ma = Mao (a NrOm dialect cluster) (when it is not specified
[BMa, HzMa, etc.), Mao {Grotanelli} is meant)
BMa =  Bambes(h)i Mao (= Bambassi)
DMa = Diddesa Mao
GaMa = Ganza Mao
GeMa = Gebsi Mao
HzMa = Hozo Mao
MdMa = Madegi Mao
NrMa = Northern Mao
Sz = Sezo Mao (Seze), Sz1 & Sz 2 = two subdialects of Sezo
II.5.2. Dzd = Dizoid (a subgroup of NOm languages = Maji subgr. o f
WOm in FlB NSE 47):
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Mj = Maji (= Dizi, an Omotic language), d: DJ = Dizi-Jeba
Na = Na’o (Nayi) (a Dizoid language)
Shk = Shako (a Dizoid language, = AY’s and Fl’s Sheko)
II.5.3. SOm = South Omotic, Aroid (= Ari-Banna, = EOm of FlB NSL
4 7 ) :
Ari = Ari (a SOm language); dls.: Ari B = Bako (Baka), Ari G = Galila,
Ari J = Ari-Jinka, Ari U = Ubamer
ArJ = Ari-Jinka (dialect of Ari)
Bk = Bako (= Ari B)
Dm = Dime
Hm = Hamer (Hamar); dls.: Hm B = Hamar-Ban(n)a, Hm K = Karo
(Kara)
II.6. Ch = Chadic:
II.6.1. WCh = West Chadic:
II.6.1.1. HAB = Hausa-Angas-Bolewa (Hangbole):
II.6.1.1.1. Hausa gr.:
Gw = Gwandara; dls.: Gw Cn = Chanchara dl. (Arabishi), Gw G = Gitata
dl., Gw K = Karshi dl., Gw Kr = Koro dl. (Gwagwa), Gw Nm = Nimbia dl. ,
Gw T = Toni dl. (Garaku)
Hs = Hausa; StHs = Standard Hausa; dls.: Hs B = Bausanchi (Bauchi
dl.), Hs D = Dauranchi (Daura dl.), Hs Dm = Damagaranchi
(Damagaram dl.), Hs G = Gobiranchi (Gobir dl.), Hs Hd = Hadejia, Hs K
= Kananchi (Kano dl.), Hs Kc = Katsinanchi (Katsina dl.), Hs Kt =
Katagum, Hs Skt = Sakkwatanchi (Sokoto dl.), Hs Z = Zazzaganchi (Zaria
d l . )
II.6.1.1.2. AG = Angas-Goemay (Angas-Sura):  
Ang = Angas; dls.: Ang H = High Angas, Ang K = Kabwir dl.
Cp = Chip
Gmy = Goemay, Ankwe





Ywm = Yiwom (= Gerka)
II.6.1.1.3. BT = Bole-Tangale gr.:
Bele
Bl = Bolewa, Bolanchi, Bole; dialect: BlF = Bolewa of Fika {Meek}

























Kry = Kariya, Kariyanchi
Mbr = Mburku, Mburkanchi
My = Miya, Miyanchi
P’ = Pa’a, Pa’anchi
Sir = Siryanchi, Siri
Wrj = Warji
II.6.1.4. SBc = South Bauchi:
Bbr = Bubburè
Bg = Boghom (Burrum)
BG = Bu-gàlàmbu
Bot = Bot, Boot (a South Bauchi language)
Brw = Barawa
Buli
Ds = Dass; dls.: Ds B = Bodli (Zumbul), Ds Bn = Bandas (Dur), Ds D =
Dïkshi; Dwat and Wangday are treated as languages
Dw = Dwat (Dwot, Zodi), a dialect of Dass treated as a language
Gj = Geji; dls.: Gj B = Bu (Zaranda), Gj G = Geji proper (Gyanzi), Gj Mg
= Migang (Bolu, Pelu)
Grn = Guruntum; dls.: Grn G = Guruntum proper, Grn Mb = Mbaru
Jm = Jimi
Kir = Kir; dls.: Kir K = Kir (Kiir), Kir L = Lar (Balar), Kir Mn = Mansi
(Mangas)  
Plc = Polchi; dls.: Plc B = Barang (Baram, Dir = Baram Dutse), Plc Ny =
Nyamzax (Langas) and Lundur, Plc P = Polchi proper (Posï)
Sy = Saya (Seya, Sayanchi) dialect cluster; dls.: Sy B = Bot (Boot), Sy
Zk = Zakshi, Sy Z = Zari
Tala; dls.: Tala L = Lungu (Tala), Tala Sh = Sho (Ju), Tala Z = Zangwal
(Sor, Zangwal of Zungur)
Tule
Wnd = Wangday (a dialect of Dass)
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Zar = Zar (Zaar, Sigidi); dls.: Zar GL = Zar of Gambar-Lere, Zar K = Zar
of Kal, Zar L = Zar of Lusa
Zem = Zem (Zeem); dls.: Zem Ch = Chari, Zem D = Dokshi (Lushi),
Zem Z = Zem proper; Tule is treated as a language
Zul (Dira, Diri)




II.6.2. CCh = Central Chadic:








II.6.2.2.  BM = Bura-Margi subbranch:
Bu = Bura, BuP = Bura Pele
Cb = Chibak
Hld = Hildi
Klb = Kilba (H_ba)
Mrg = Margi; Mrg L = Margi of Lasa {Meek}, Mrg M = Margi of Minthla
{Meek}; Mrg P = Margi Putai; Mrg Pl = Plain Margi {Meek}
Ngx = Ngwaxi (Ngwakhi, Ngwahyi)
Wmd = Wamdiu, Wamdiu Margi
WMrg = West Margi
II.6.2.3.  McHigi = Macro-Higi (Higi subbranch of CCh):
FlG = Fali Gili
FlK = Fali Kiria, Fali of Kiria
Higi (cluster of dls.)
Hg… = Higi … (dialect cluster); dls.: HgB = Higi Baza, HgF = Higi Futu;
HgG = Higi Ghye; HgHm = Higi Humsi {Meek}; HgK = Higi Kamale ( =
Kps); HgMd = Higi Moda {Meek}; HgMk = Higi Makulu {Meek}; HgNk =
Higi Nkafa; HgSn = Higi Sinna {Meek}; HgWl = Higi Wula {Meek}
Kps = Kapsiki (= Higi Kamale)





BtM = Bata Malabu
BtZ = Bata Zumo
FlB = Fali of Bwagira
FlJ = Fali of Jilbu
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II.6.2.5. Lmn = Lamang; dls.: Lmn Hd = Hidkala, Hitkalanchi, Lm Vz =
Vizik, Lmn A = Alataghwa
II.6.2.6.  McMdr = Macro-Mandara (Mandara subbranch):





Mdr = Mandara (Wandala); dialect: Mdr Mr = Mora
Ngs = Ngweshe (= Gvoko, Gboko, Glanda?)
Nkc = Nakatsa
Pdk = Padokwo, Paduko
II.6.2.7.  Suk = Sukur
II.6.2.8.  McMtk = Macro-Matakam = Matakam subbranch:






MfG = Mofu-Gudur; dialect: MfG M = Mokong
MfM = Mofu-Meri








II.6.2.9.  McDb = Macro-Daba, Daba subbranch:




II.6.2.10. Gdr = Gidar
II.6.2.11. McKtk = Macro-Kotoko = Kotoko subbranch:
Bdm = Buduma (Yedina)
Glf = Gulfei
Ktk = Kotoko; dls.: Ktk Af = Affade, Ktk Kl = Klesem, Ktk Ks = Kuseri,
Ktk Mk = Makeri
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Lgn = Logone; dialect: Lgn M = Mandague
Ngl = Ngala
II.6.2.12. McMsg = Macro-Musgu = Musgu subbranch:
Bld = Baldamu
Mbara
Msg = Musgu; Msg G = Musgu Girvidik (= Munjuk), Msg Ng = Musgu
Ngilemong, Msg P = Musgum-Pus (= Munjuk de Pouss); Mulwi is t r ea t ed
as a separate language
Msk = Muskum; Msk {Lk.} = Lukas’s "Muzgum-Stadt" (Lk. ZSS 142-4)
Mlw = Mulwi (= Vulum, Mogrum, a dl. of Msg)
II.6.2.13  McMs = Macro-Masa = Masa subbranch:
Azm = Azumeyna (Banana-Marba)
Bana {Lukas ZSS}
Bnn = Banana








II.6.3. ECh = East Chadic:
II.6.3.1. KwK = Kwang-Kera subbranch:
Kwn = Kwang (Modgel); dial.: Kwn M = Mobu
Ke = Kera
II.6.3.2. Lai = Lele-Kabalay subbranch.:
Dormo = Lukas’s "Dormo"
Gabri = Lukas’s "Gabri", Bentons "Gabri = Chire"
Kbl = Kabalay (Lukas’s "Kaba")
Ll = Lele
Nng = Lukas’s "Nangire"
Tbn = Tobanga
II.6.3.3. McSmr = Macro-Sumray = Sumray subbranch.:
Nd = Ndam; dialect: Nd D = Ndam Dik
Smr = Sumray, Somray (Sibine); dls.: Smr G = Gabri, Gaberi
(recorded by GD [DLOuCh 292-301] and by AF and Nacht. [Lk. ZSS 8 6 -
8 ] )
Tmk = Tumak




II.6.3.5. McDng = Macro-Dangla (Dangla gr., Dangla-Migama)




EDng = East Dangla (treated here as a separate lge)
Bdy = Bidiya
Mgm = Migama (Jonkor)
II.6.3.6. Mkl = Mokilko, Mokulo







III. K = Kartvelian:
III.1. GZ = Georgian-Zan:
III.1.1. OG = Old Georgian; dls.: OG H = the dialect represented in t h e
Haemeti texts, OG X = the dialect of the Xanmeti texts
MG = Middle Georgian (XII-XVI centuries) (Shota Rustaveli, Kartulis
cxovreba, etc.)
eNG = Early New Georgian (XVII-XVIII c.) (Sulhan-Saba Orbeliani’s
dict ionary)
G = NG = (New) Georgian; dls.: G A = Acharuli (= Ajar) G, G F =
Pereidnuli (Fereydan) G, G Gm = Gudamaqruli G, G Gr (and G G) =
Guruli G, G HA = High Ajar G, G I = Imeruli G ( sdls.: HI = High Imeruli,
LI = Low Imeruli), G Imx = Imerxeuli G, G Ing = Inglouri G, G J = Javaxuri
G, G K = Kartluri G (incl. G ArX = Aragva Gorge sdl. [Aragvis xeobis
kartluri]), G Kx = Kaxuri G, G Kzq = Kiziquri subd. of G Kx, G Lch =
Lechxumuri G, G M = Moxeuri G, G Ms = Mesxuri G, G Mt = Mtiuluri G, G
P = Pshauri G, G R = Rachuli G, G T = Tushuri G, G Ti = Tianuri G, G UA =
Upper Ajar, G X = Xevsuruli; a period: eNG = Early New Georgian ( 1 7 t h
c., as registered by  Sulxan-Saba Orbeliani)
III.1.2. Zan languages:
Lz = Laz (Chan); dls.: Lz A = Atinuri, Lz Ar = Arxaburi, Arkaburi
, Lz Art = Artashenian, Lz Ch = Chxaletian (
), Lz V = Vicuri, Lz VAr = Vicur-Arxaburi, Lz X = Xopuri
Mg = Megrelian; dls.: Mg SmZ = Samurzakan-Zugdidian, Mg Sn =
Senakian; Mg BM = Bandza-Martvil sdl. of Mg Sn, Mg Z = Zugdidian sdl.
of Mg SmZ
III.2. Sv = Svan; Sv L = Lashxuri dl., Sv LB = Lower Bal dl., Sv Ln =
Lentexuri dl., Sv UB = Upper Bal; sdls. of LB: Sv Bc = Becho, Sv Ch =
Chubexeuri, Sv Ec = Etseruli, Sv P = Pari, Sv T = Tavrari, Sv Lx =
Laxamuluri; sdl. of Sv L: Sv Chl = Choluri;  sdls. of UB: Sv I = Ipari, Sv U
= Ushguluri (= Ushkuli), Sv Lt = Lat’aluri, Sv M = Mulaxi-Mestia ( =
Muzhali-Mulaxi, Central UB); dialect areas: LSv = Lower Svan (incl. Sv L
and Sv Ln) , USv = Upper Svan (incl. Sv LB and Sv UB).
IV. U = Uralic:
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IV.1. FU = Finno-Ugrian (= Fenno-Ugrian)
IV.1.1. FP = Finno-Permian,
IV.1.1.1. FV = Finno-Volgaic
IV.1.1.1.1. FL = Finno-Lappish
IV.1.1.1.1.1. BF = Balto-Finnic
Es = Estonian; dilects: Es N = Northern dl., Es S = Southern dl.,  Es SVl
= sdl. of Southern Viljandimaa, Es V = Võru dl.
F = Finnish; dls.: F H = Häme dl., F MNB = Middle- and North-Bothnian
dls. (keski- ja pohjoispohjalaiset murteet), F N = Northern dls.
(Peräpohjolan murteet, hinterbottnische Dialekte), F SB = South
Bothnian (eteläpohjalainen), F SE = Southeastern dls., F Sv = Savo dls., F
SW = Southwestern, F U = dls. of Nyland (Uusimaa) (incl. F I = Iitti sdl.);
eF = Early Finnish (16th - 18th c.)
Ing = Ingrian  ( ); dls.: Ing Hv = Hevaha dl., Ing O =
Oredezh dl., Ing Sk = Soikkola dl.
Krl = Karelian; dls.: Krl A = Aunus (Olonets Krl, livvin kieli), Krl K =
Karjala(inen), Krl KA = {SKES} karjala-aunus; Krl Ld = Lude
(lyydiläismurteet), Krl Tv = Tver Karelian (sd. of Krl K}
Lv = Livonian; dls.: Lv E = Eastern, Lv W = Western, Lv I = Ira sdl., Lv Slc
= Salaca sdl.
Vo = Vote, , vatja, wotisch
Vp = Veps
IV.1.1.1.1.2. Lp = Lapp, Lappish; dls. & dialect areas: Lp A = Akkala Lp
(= ) (belongs to Lp E), Lp Å = Åsele Lp (belongs t o
Lp S), Lp E = Eastern dls. of Lp (Lp Klt, Lp Kld, Lp T), Lp I = Inari Lp
(belongs to Lp E), Lp K = Kola Lp (dialect area of Lp E, including Lp Kld
and Lp T), Lp Kld = Kildin dl. (of Lp E), Lp Klt = Koltta Lp (= Kolta Lp,
Skolt Lp, belongs to Lp E), Lp L = Lule Lp, Lp N = Norwegian Lp, Lp OSw =
Old Swedish dls. of Lp (XVIII c.) (incl. Northern Lp L & Northern Lp S)
(after {LÖ}), Lp P = Pite Lp, Lp S = Southern Lp, Lp Sw = Swedish dialect
area of Lp (= {SKES} lp R), Lp T = Ter (Turja) Lp (= Kert’s
) (belongs to Lp E), Lp U = Uume Lp; subdialects: Lp Fi =
Finnmarken sdl. (of Lp N, = Ruijanlappi), Lp J = Jemtland sdl. (of Lp S),
Lp M = Maritime sdl. (of Lp N), Lp Nd = Neiden (Näätämö) sdl. (of Lp
Klt), Lp Nt = Notozero sdl. (of Lp Klt), Lp Pa = Paatsjoki (Boris-Gleb) sdl.
(of Lp Klt), Lp Sn = Snåsa sdl. (of Lp S), Lp Snk = Suonikylä sdl. (of Lp
Klt), Lp To = Tornio sdl. (of Lp N); sub-subdialects: Lp Ar = Arjeplog ssd.
(of Lp P), Lp En = Enontekiö ssd. (of Lp Fi), Lp Fr = Frostviken ssd. (of Lp
Å), Lp Gr = Gratangen ssd. (of Lp To), Lp Hr = Härjedalen ssd. (of Lp J ) ,
Lp Jk = Jokan'g (Yokostrov) ssd. (of Lp T), Lp Krs = Karasjok ssd. (of Lp
Fi), Lp Krsv = Kaaresuvanto ssd. (of Lp To), Lp Kt = Koutokeino ssd. ( o f
Lp Fi), Lp Ml = Malå ssd. (of Lp U), Lp Mr = Meråker ssd. (of Lp J), Lp O
= Offerdal ssd. (of Lp J), Lp P = Polmak (Pulmanki) ssd. (of Lp Fi), Lp Pr
= Parkalompolo ssd. (of Lp To), Lp Rr = Røros ssd. (of Lp J), Lp Tf =
Tysfjord ssd. (of Lp L), Lp Tn = Tännäs ssd. (of Lp J), Lp Ut = Utsjoki
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ssd. (of Lp Fi), Lp Vfs = Vefsen ssd. (of Lp Å), Lp Vl = Vilhelmina ssd. ( o f
Lp Å).
IV.1.1.1.2. Chr = Cheremis; dls.: Chr B = Chr of Birsk; Chr Ch = Chr o f
Cheboksarï; Chr E = Eastern Chr dls.; Chr H = High Chr (= Hill Chr,
gorno-marijskij); Chr K = Chr of Kosmodemyansk (subd. of Chr H);
Chr L = Low Chr (= Meadow Chr, lugovo-marijskij) (to-day StChr L
is oficially labelled "Meadow-Eastern, lugovo-vosto¢nyj
marijskij", but is actually based on Chr L); Chr M = Chr of Malmïzh;
Chr NW = Northwestern Chr.; Chr P = Cheremis of the former Perm
province; Chr U = Cheremis of Urzhum; Chr Uf (= Chr E Uf) = Cheremis
of the former Ufa province;  Chr V = Chr of Vetluga; Chr Y = Chr o f
Yaransk; Chr YO = Cheremis of Yoshkar-Ola (Carevokokshaysk); Chr YU
= Chr of Yaransk & Urzhum
IV.1.1.1.3. Mr = Mordvin languages:
eMr = Early Mordvin (18th c., according to SJRN)
Er = Erzya Mordvin;  sdls.: A = Alatïr sdl. (the area of the r iver
Alatyr∆), BI = sdl. of Bolshoye Ignatovo, Iv = Ivancevo sdl., Kal =
Kalyayevo sdl., LP = Lower Pyana sdl., Trb = Torbeyevo ( f o r m e r
Kazhkïtka) sdl.
Mk = Moksha Mordvin; dls.: P = Mk of the former Penza province
pMr = proto-Mordvin  
IV.1.1.2. Prm = Permian
OPrm = Old Permian (drevnepermskij åzyk)
Prmk = Permyak; Prmk In = Inva dl. (in∆venskij govor), Prmk K =
Kochevo dl. (ko¢Øvskij govor), Prmk N = Northern dl., Prmk Zz = dl .
of the Zyuzdincï (z√zdinskij dialekt)
pZ = proto-Ziryene (proto-Komi) (ancerstor of Z, Prmk, and Yz)
Vt = Votyak; dls.: Vt C = Central Votyak (srednij dialekt), Vt N =
Northern Votyak, Vt S = Southern Votyak, Vt SW = Southwestern
Votyak; subdialects: Vt B = Beserman Vt, Vt G = Glazov sdl., Vt Ks =
Kosa sdl. (of Vt N), Vt Kz = Vt of the former Kazan province,  Vt M =
Malmïzh sdl., Vt MU = Malmïzh-Urzhum sdl., Vt Sh = Shoshma
subdialect of Vt SW, Vt Sl = Slobodskoy sdl. (district of Slobodskoy,
Vyatka oblast), Vt Sr = Sarapul subd., Vt Sm = Vt. of the former Samara
province, Vt Tl = Tïlovay subd. of Vt C, Vt Uf = Vt. of the former Ufa
province, Vt Ur = Ursïgurt subdialect of Vt SW, Vt Y = Yelabuga sdl.
Yz = Yazvian, Yaz’va dialect (in the Prm subbranch of FU) = komi-
åz∆vinskij dialekt
Z = Ziryene; dls.: Z EV = Eastern Vïchegda sdl. (of Z UV), Z I = Izhma
dl., Z K = Kerchemya dl. (ker¢emskij govor ), Z Le = Letka dl., Z LI =
Lower Izhma dl., Z LL = Luza & Letka dl., Z Lu = Luza dl., Z LV = Lower
Vïchegda dl., Z MS = Middle Sïsola dl., Z MV = Middle Vïchegda dl., Z Mz
= Mezen’ dl., Z N = Northern dls., Z P = Pechora dl., Z Pr = Prupt dl., Z Sk
= Sïktïvkar dl., Z Ss = Sïsola dl., Z Ud = Udora dl., Z US = Upper Sïsola
dl., Z UV = Upper Vïchegda dl., Z V = Vïchegda dl., Z Vm = Vïm dl., Z
Vsh = Vishera sdl. (of Z UV).   
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IV 1.2. Ur = Ugric
IV.1.2.1. ObU = Ob-Ugric
Os = Ostyak; dls. & dialect areas: Os Ag = Agan sdl. (of Os Sr), Os B =
Beryozovo sdl. (of Os O), Os Cng = Cingala sdl. (of Os I), Os D =
Demyanka dl., Os E = Eastern dialect area, Os I = Irtïsh dls. (collective
denomination), Os K = Konda dl., Os Km = dl. of Kaminskoye, Os Kr =
dl. of Krasnoyarskie, Os Ks = Koshelevsk sdl. (of Os I), Os Kz = Kazïm
dl., Os LD = Lower Demyanka dl. (= DT), Os Lk = Likrisovskoye dl., Os
LK = Lower Konda sdl., Os MY = Malïy Yugan dl., Os N = northern dialect
area, Os Nz = Nizyam dl., Os O = Obdorsk (Salehard) dl., Os Pïm = Pïm
(Pim) dl. (sd. of Os Sr), Os Pt = Pitlyar dl. (sd. of Os N), Os Sh = Sherkalï
dl. ( = Middle Ob dl.), Os Shr = Shuryshkar dl., Os Sl = Salïm dl., Os Sn =
Sïnya dl., Os Sr = Surgut dl., Os Ty = Tremyugan dl., Os UA = Ust-Agan
dl., Os UD = Upper Demyanka dl. (= DN), Os Uy = Ust-Yugan dl., Os V =
Vakh dl., Os VK = Verknhe-Kalïmsk dl.;,Os Vrt = Vartovskoye dl., Os Vy
= Vasyugan dl., Os Y = Yugan dl. (sd. of Os Sr),  Os Z = Zavodniye
(Zavodinskiye) dl.
OVg = Old Vogul (18th cent.); dls.: OVg E = Eastern, OVg N =
Northern, OVg S = Southern, OVg W = Western;  sdls.: OVg E TM = a sdl.
(of OVg E) labelled by Honti as "TM", OVg I = Is sdl. (of OVg W [?]), OVg
L = Lyalya sdl. (of OVg W [?]), OVg N Ber = Berezovo (OVg N; t h r e e
variants: OVg N BerG, OVg N BerO and OVg BerK), OVg N B and OVg N
Chd =  sdls. (of OVg N) labelled by L. Honti as "B" and "C}}}}d", OVg N NSs
= Northern Sosva sdl. (OVg N), OVg N SoG = a sdl. of OVg N labelled b y
Honti as "SoG", OVg N SoO = a sdl. of OVg N labelled by Honti as "SoO",
OVg S Chus = Chusovaya sdl. (of OVg N; two variants: OVg S ChusO a n d
OVg S ChusM), OVg S Kg = Kungur sdl. (of OVg S), OVg S SSs = Southern
Sosva sdl. (OVg S), OVg S Tg = Tagil sdl. (OVg S), OVg S Tr = Tura sdl.
(OVg S), OVg S Vt = Verxoturye (Verxotur∆e) sdl. (OVg S), OVg Str = a
sdl. (of OVg W [?]) labelled by Honti as "Str", OVg Tb = a sdl. (of OVg E
or [less plausibly] OVg S?) labelled by Honti as "Tob" (= Tobol?), OVg W
P = Pelïmskoye sdl. (OVg W), OVg W Sol = Solikamsk sdl. (OVg W), OVg
W UsU = Ust-Ulsuy (Ust∆-Ul∆suj) sdl. (OVg W) of the 19th cent. (c f .
Kann AWD); the sigilla "B", "SoG", "SoO", "Str", "Tob" and  "TM" ( u s e d
by Honti after J. Gulya) remain enigmatic because their source (Gulya’s
manuscript paper "Altwogulische Dialekte") has not yet been published
and is not available to the present writer; the queries "[?]" belong t o
Hont i
Vg = Vogul; dialectal areas: Vg E (= Vg K) = Eastern (Konda) Vogul
(incl. dls.: Vg LK = Lower Konda dl., Vg MK = Middle Konda dl., Vg UK =
Upper Konda dl., Vg MO = Middle Ob [Sherkal] dl., Vg Yk = Yukonda
dl.), Vg N = Northern Vogul dialect area (incl. Vg UL = Upper Lozva dl. ,
Vg Ss = Sosva dl., Vg Sg = Sïgva dl.), Vg S = Southern Vogul (Vg T =
Tavda dl., Vg TCh = sd. Chandïri of the Tavda dl., Vg TG = sd. Gorodok
of the Tavda dl., Vg TY = sd. Yanïchkova of the Tavda dl.), Vg W =
Western Vogul (incl. Vg LL = Lower Lozva dl., Vg ML = Middle Lozva dl. ,
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Vg NV = North Vagilsk dl. [sds: Vg NVK = sdl. of the village Kama, Vg
NVZ = Zaozërnaja sdl.], Vg P = Pelïmka dl., Vg SV = South Vagilsk dl.; Vg
V = Vagilsk dls.]
IV 1.2.2. Hg = Hungarian; d: Hg S = South Hungarian (sd.: Hg O =
Ormányság sdl.)  
OHg = Old Hungarian
IV.2. Sm = Samoyed
IV.2.1. NrSm = North Samoyed subgr.
Ne = Nenets; dls.: Ne F = Forest Nenets ( sdls.: Ne F K = Konda, Ne F Ks
= Kiselevskaya, Ne F L = Lyamin, Ne F Ny = Nyalina), Ne T = Tundra
Nenets (sd.: Ne BZ = Bol’shaja Zemlja (ssd: Ne Sd = Ne BZ registered i n
the area of† the Syaida river), Ne Kn = Kanin sdl., Ne O = Obdorsk
(Salehard) sdl., Ne Ym = Yamal sdl.)
Ng = Nganasan (Tavgi)
En = Enets; dls. : En B = Baikha dl. (Bay); En K = Karasino dl.; En M =
the dl. of Mangazeya (XVIII c.); En T = Enets of Turukhan region; En Tn =
Tundra dl. ({Hl.}); En X = Khantaika (Xantajka ) dl. (Somatu, Madu)
Yr = Yurak (an extinct lge. akin to Ne and En)
IV.2.2. Slq = Sölqup (Selkup); dls.: Slq B = Baikha dl., Slq Ch = Chaya
dl., Slq Chl = Chulïm dl., Slq F = Farkovo sdl. (of Slq Yn), Slq Kar =
Karasino dl., Slq Ke = Ket’ dl., Slq LKe = Lower Ket’ dl., Slq LO = Lower
Ob dl., Slq LTz = Lower Taz dl., Slq MKe = Middle Ket’ dl., Slq MO =
Middle Ob dl., Slq MTm = Middle Tïm dl., Slq MTz = Middle Taz dl., Slq
NP = Nat-Pumpokolsk dl., Slq Nr = Narïm dl., Slq O = Ob dls., Slq Tm =
Tïm dl., Slq Tur = Turukhan dl., Slq Tz = Taz dl., Slq UKe = Upper Ket'
dl., Slq UO = Upper Ob dl., Slq UTz = Upper Taz dl., Slq V = Vakh dl. ,
Slq Vy = Vasyugan dl., Slq Yel = Yeloguy dl., Slq Yn = Yenisey dl.  
IV.2.3. Kms = Kamassian
Koyb = Koybal (a Samoyed language, actually a dialect of Kms)
IV.2.4. Mt = Mator (= Mator-Taygi-Karagas); dls.: Mt T = Taigi, Mt M
= Mator (Motor) proper, Mt K = Karagas; Mt A = Abakan (a Sayan
Samoyed dialect or a conglomerate of data mostly of Mt origin, a f t e r
Msr. and Strl.)
IV.3. Y = Yukagir;  Y = Yukagir language group
OY = Old Yukagir; dls.: Ch = Chuvan, K = Kolïma, O = Omok, NW =
Northwestern Y (Ust-Yansk)
Y = Yukagir; dls.: Y K = Kolïma Yukagir (Jochelson's Upper Kolïma Y),
Y T = Tundra Yukagir
V.  A = Altaic
Hun = Hunnic (Hsiung-nu)
V.1. T = Turkic
ppT = Early proto-Turkic
V.1.1. NaT = Narrow Turkic, Common Turkic (the proto-language o f
all T languages except Bulghar and Chuvash)
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V.1.1.0. OT = Old Turkic; dls. (after Clauson and other authors): OT
O = Orkhon dl., OT Og = Old Oghuz, OT OY = Orkhon and Yenisey
dialect(s) (Kök-Türkisch), OT Qp = Old Qïpchaq, OT QU = Qarakhanid
Uyghur (Xakani), OT Tü = Türkü, OT U = Old Uyghur, OT Y = Yenisey
dialect
MT = Middle Turkic
MU = Middle Uyghur (d. of MT)
V.1.1.1. Og = Oghuz (= Southwest Turkic)
‘AQ = ‘Ali-Qurchi Turkic (a SOg dialect, to the south of Arak, Iran)
Az = Azeri; dls.: Az Erz = Erzerum dl., Az Mgn = Mughan sdl., Az Nx =
Nukha dl., Az Qb = Quba dl., Az Qz = Qazakh dl., Az Shm = Shamakhï
dl., Az Sl = Salyan dl. (sal∆ånskij dialekt), Az Tbr = Tebriz dl.  
Afsh = Afshar
AfshN = SOg of Afshar-e Nanakchi (near Kabul)
FA = Firuz-Abad Turkic (a SOg dialect, Iran)
FX = SOg of Qal‘aye Farhad-Xan (to the NE of Kermanshah, Iran)
Ggz = Gagauz
HAS = SOg of Hoseyn-Abad-e Sarmashad (near Kazerun, Iran)
MOg = Middle Oghuz; dl.: MOg Tkm = Türkmen dl. of MOg ("Old
Türkmen")
MOsm = Middle Osman Turkic
MT Tkm = Türkmäni Middle Turkic (a dl. of MOg)
NEXT = Northeastern Khorasan Turkic (dialect cluster); dls.: G =
Gujgi, J = Jonk, L = Langar, M = Mareshk
NWXT = Northwestern Khorasan Turkic (dialect cluster); dls.: A =
Asadli, B = Bojnurd, ShT = Sheykh-Teymur
NXT = Northern Khorasan Turkic (dialect cluster); dls.: D1 = Dara-
Gaz 1, D2 = Dara-Gaz 2, Dg = Dougha’i, L = Lotf-abad, Q = Quchan, Shi
= Shirwan, Shu = Shurak, Ze = Zeyarat, Zo = Zourum
OOsm = Old Osman Turkic
Osm = Osman Turkic
Prdm = Paradomba Turkic (a SOg dial., to the west of Borujin, Iran)
Qrw = Qorwa Turkic, SOg of Qorwa (to the NE of Kermanshah, Iran)
SA = Soleyman-Abad Turkic (a SOg dialect, Iran)
SEXT = Southeastern Khorasan Turkic (dialect cluster); dls.: ChS =
Charam-Sarjam, K = Kalat, R = Ruh-abad, XO = Kharwe-‘Olya
Shhr = Shahrak Turkic (a SOg dialect, to the east of Shahre-e Kord,
I ran)
Slr = Salar; dls.: Slr A = Slr of Altiyuli, Slr X = Slr of Khanbakh, Slr U =
Slr of Ujirem, Slr Ul = Slr of Ullaghïl
Snqr = Sonqor Turkic  (a SOg dialect, to the NE of Kermanshah, Iran)
SOg = Southern Oghuz dls.
SWXT = Southwestern Khorasan Turkic (dialect cluster); dls.: H =
Hokm-abad, J = Joghatay, PK = Pir-Komaj, QB = Qara-Bagh, SA = Soltan-
a b a d
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Tk = Turkish; dls. and  sdls.: Tk An = Anatolian dls., Tk Çr = Çorum
sdl., Tk Er = Erzurum sdl., Tk Iç = Içel sdl., Tk Ist = Istanbul sdl., Tk Kn =
Konya sdl., Tk Qrpp = Qarapapaq (Karapapak) dl., Tk Rh = Tk of t h e
Rhodope Mountains, Tk WAn = Tk of Western Anatolia
Tkm = Turkoman (Türkmen); dls.: Tkm NC = North Caucasian
Turkoman (turkmenskij govor Stavropol∆å), NY = North Yomud
dl .
XT = Khorasan Turkic (a collective name for NEXT, NWXT, NXT, SEXT,
and SWXT)
XwT = Xwarezmic Turkic
V.1.1.2. Qïpchaq (= Northwest Turkic) lgs.:
Blq = Balqar
Brb = Baraba (= STt B); sdl.: Brb Tk Tarmakül sdl.
Bsh = Bashkir (Bashqort)
Cmn = Cumanic (= MQp Cm)
CrTt = Crimean Tatar
Kr = Karaite (Karaim); dls.: Kr Cr = Crimean dl., Kr G = Galich dl., Kr L
= Luck (Luck ) dl., Kr T = Trakai (Troki) dl.
MQp = Middle Qïpchaq; variations: MQp A = Armeno-Qypchaq, MQp
Cm = Cumanic (of the Codex Cumanicus), MQp Mm = Mamluq-Qypchaq
(Egyptian Qypchaq)
MsTt = Mishär Tatar




Qq = Qaraqalpaq; Qq X = Ramstedt’s "Chagatay of Xiwa (Xiva ) "
QrB = Qarachay-Balqar
Qzq = Qazaq
SbTt = Siberian Tatar; dls.: SbTt B = Baraba (= Brb), SbTt Ichk =
Ichkina dialect (d. of the Ichkina river, SW-Siberia), SbTt TI = Tobol-
Irtysh dialect (incl: SbTt Tb = Tobol Tatar [= TbTt], SbTt Bkl =
Baykalovo subsubd., SbTt Kk = Kükrände subsubd. [= Cheburga
subsubd. of TbTt], SbTt Ltm = Laytamak subsubd., SbTt Tr = Tara sdl.,
SbTt Tv = Tevriz Tt, TbTt = Tobol Tatar [= SbTt Tb]), SbTt Tö = Tömen
Tt (t√menskij dl . ), SbTt Tom = Tomsk dialect (incl.: SbTt EuCh =
Eushta-Chat subd., SbTt Ql = Qalmaq, SbTt OCh = Orsk Chat, orskij
podgovor ¢atov)]
VTt = Volga Tatar (= Kazan Tatar); dialects: VTt K = Christian Tatar
(kråwenskij), VTt Ks = Kasymov dl. (kasymovskij ), VTt W =
Western dl., VTt M = Middle Tatar dl., VTt E = Eastern dl.; subdialects:
VTt H = Highland sdl. of VTt M (= tau ågy søjláwláre, govory
nagornoj storony Tatarstana), VTt I = Ichkina sdl. of VTt M
(i¢kinskij govor) in West Siberia, VTt Mn = Menzelya sdl. of VTt M
(menzelinskij govor ), VTt Smb = Simbirsk sdl., VTt TYK = Christian
Highland Tatar sdl. (tau ågy keráwennáre søjláwe =
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podberezinskij govor), VTt TYT = Tarkhan sdl. of Highland Tatar
(tau ågy, tarxan søjláwe = tarxanskij govor ), VTt U = Ural
Tatar (govor ural∆skix tatar)
V.1.1.3. QrgA = Qïrgïz-Altay languages (Central-Eastern Turkic):
Alt = Altay-Kizhi; StAlt = gorno-altajskij, ojrotskij
Ln = Lobnor Turkic
Qmn = Qumanda, Kumanda Tatar
QK = Lebed’ Tatar, Quu-Kizhi (Chalkan, åzyk lebedinskix tatar)
Qrg = Qïrgïz; Qrg S = Southern dls. of Qrg; Qrg T = Talas dl.
StAlt = gorno-altajskij, ojrotskij
Tb = Tuba (dialekt ¢ernevyx tatar, tuba-kiqi)
Tln = Telengit (Tälängit)
Tlt = Teleut (Tälängät)
V.1.1.4. SET = Southeast Turkic (Baskakov’s "Qarluq Turkic"):
ET = East Turkic (= New Uygur); dls.: ET G = Guma dl., ET H = Hami
dl., ET K = Kashghar dl., ET Kc = Kucha dl., ET Ta = Tashmaliq dl., ET Tr =
Taranchi, ET X = Khotan dl., ET Y = Yarkand dl.V.
Chg = Chagatay (West Türkistan Islamic literary lge, late XIV-XX); Chg
Xw = Chagatay of Xwarezm
QT = Qaraxanid Turkic (West Türkistan, XII-XIV) (the tafsirs,
Rabghuzi, Ibn-Muhanna)
Tki = Türki (traditional literary language of East Turkistan)  
Uz = Uzbek; dls.: Uz Af = Uz dls. in Afganistan, Uz Nm = Namangan
dl., Uz NmA = Namangan-Andizhan dls., Uz Qp = Qïpchaq dls., Uz Srt =
dls. labelled "Sart" in the old literature (≈  Uz NmA), Uz U = u r b a n
(Iranized) dls., Uz XrOg = Xwarezmic-Oghuz dls.
V.1.1.5. NET = Northeast Turkic:
Bltr = Beltir (today turned to a dialect of Xk)
Chl = Chulïm (¢ulymskij ); dls.: Kü = Küärik (treated as a separate
lge), Chl U = Upper Chulïm, Chl M = Middle Chulïm
SY = Sarïg-Yugur (= Western Yugur)
Kü = Küärik or Küärük (dialect of Chulïm)
Qb = Qoybal (= Koybal Turkic); dl.: Qb Sl = Salbin dl.
Qc = Qacha  (ka¢inskij dialekt «xakasskogo» åzyka)
Qzl = Qïzïl (kyzyl∆skij dialekt t. n. «xakasskogo» åzyka)
Sg = Saghay (sagajskij dialekt «xakasskogo» åzyka)
Shor (worskij åzyk + worskij dial. «xakasskogo» åzyka)
Xk = Khakas (Xakas, xakasskij åz., Abakan Turkic) (dialect cluster;
StXk is based on Sg & Qc)
V.1.1.6. Tuva-Tofalar (Sayan Turkic)
Tf = Tofalar
Tv = Tuva; Tv NE = Norteastern dl. (Toju dl., todqinskij dial.)





V.1.2. pBlgh = proto-Bulghar
Blgh = Bulghar
Chv = Chuvash; dls.: Chv H = High Chuvash (verxovoj [vir∆ål]
dialekt; Chr K = Kurmïsh sdl. of Chv H; Chv KA = Krasnoarmeysk sdl.
of Chv H; Chv Mr = Morgaush sdl. of Chv H; Chv L = Low Chuvash
(nizovoj [anatri] dialekt); Chv M = Morgaush sdl. of Chv H; Chv
MK = Malo-Karachkino dl. of Chv; Chv V = Vurnar sdl. of Chv H
V.1.3 (non yet classified): Xzr = Xazar (Khazar, xazarskij åz.)
V.2. M = Mongolic
Ba = Bao’an (Pao’an, baoan∆skij)
Brt = Buryat; dls.: Brt A = Alar dl., Brt Ag = Aga dl. (aginskij
govor ), Brt E = Eastern dls. of Brt, Brt NU = Nizhneudinsk dl.
WrM = Written Mongolian (Script Mongolian, Schriftmongolisch,
Classical Mongolian)
WrO = Written Oyrat
Dg = Dagur; dls.: Dg B = Butha D, Dg Cc = Cicikar Dg, Dg Hl = Hailar
Dg
Dx = Dongxiang, Tunghsiang, Santa, dunsånskij åzyk
HlM = Halha-Mongolian
IM = Mongolian dialects of Inner Mongolia; IM H = Hejing dialect
Kl = Kalmuck; dls.: D = Dörböt, Ö = Ölöt, T = Torgut
Mgl = Moghol; dialect: Mgl Mr = Marda
MM = Middle Mongolian; dls. (variants): MM E = Eastern MM, MM W
= Western MM
MMgl = Middle Moghol
Mnr = Monguor; dls.: Mnr E = Eastern Monguor (Dongbuyuguyu),
Mnr M = Minhe Monguor (= Sanch‘uang, Potanin's san∆-¢uan ), Mnr H
= Huzu Monguor (Uyangpu, Potanin's u-ån-bu , Tuzuyu), Mnr Nr =
Naringol sdl. of Mnr H (SM’s Monguor)
Oyr = Oyrat; dls.: Oyr B = Bayit (Bayat), Oyr T = Torgut, Oyr ET = East
Torgut (in Sinkiang, Rm's "Osttorgutisch")
OM = Old Mongolian
Ord = Ordos Mongolian (a dialect treated here as a separate lge.)
PClWrM = Pre-Classic Written Mongolian
Shrn = Shirongol (a collective name for Monguor, Dongxiang, a n d
Baoan)
ShY = Shira-Yughur (= Shera-Yöghur, Jegün Yogur, Eastern Yugur)
Trgt = Torgut (a dialect of Kalmuck and Oyrat)
V.3. Tg = Tungusic (= Tungusian),  Tungus-Manchu
V.3.1. NrTg = North Tungusian (subgroup of the Tungusian language
family)
Ewk = Ewenki; dls.: Ewk E = Eastern, Ewk N = Northern, Ewk S =
Southern; subdialects: Ewk A = Ayan subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Ag = Agata &
Bolshoy Porog subd. (of Ewk N), Ewk Ald = Aldan subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk
B = Baykit subd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Bnt = Baunt subd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Brg =
Barguzin subd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Chlm = Chulman subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk
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Chmk = Chumikan subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk D = Dudinka subd. (of Ewk N),
Ewk Hng = Hingan (Xingan ) subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk I = Ilimpeya subd .
(of Ewk N), Ewk Kch = Kachug subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk M = Maya subd. ( o f
Ewk E), Ewk NB = Northern Baykal subd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Nk = Nakanna
subd. (of Ewk N), Ewk Np = Nepa subd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Nr = Nercha
subd. (of Ewk E),  Ewk O = Olekma subdialects (of Ewk E), Ewk PT =
Podkamennaya-Tunguska subdialects (of Ewk S), Ewk Skh = Sakhalin
subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Sm = Sïm subd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Tk = Tokko subd .
(of Ewk E), Ewk Tkm = Tokma subd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Tmt = Tommot
subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Tng = Tungir subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Tp = Timpton
subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Tt = Totta subd. (of Ewk E),  Ewk U = Uchami
subd. (of Ewk S), Ewk UA = Upper Amur subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Ucr =
Uchur subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk UL = Upper Lena subd. (of Ewk S), Ewk U r m
= Urmi subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk V = Vanavar subd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Vl =
Vilyuy subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Vtm = Vitim subd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Y =
Yerbogachen subd. (of Ewk N), Ewk Z = Zeya subd. (of Ewk E)
Lm = Lamut (Ewen, évenskij åzyk ); dls.: Lm A = Arman d., Lm C =
Central Lamut, Lm E = Eastern Lamut, Lm W = Western Lamut; sds.: Lm
An = Anyuy subd. (of Lm C), Lm And = Anadïr subd. (of Lm E), Lm B =
Bïstraya subd. (of Lm E), Lm KO = Kolïma-Omolon subd. (of Lm E), Lm M
= Moma subd. (of Lm C), Lm N = Northern Lm (a subd. of Lm E), Lm O =
Okhotsk subd. (of Lm E), Lm Ol = Ola subd. (of Lm E), Lm P = Penzhina
subd. (of Lm E), Lm Sk = Sakkïrïr subd. (of Lm W),  Lm T = Tompon
subd. (of Lm C), Lm Tg = Tügesir subd. (of Lm W) Lm Y = Yukagir subd .
(of Lm W)
Neg = Negidal; dls.: H = High Amgun (verxneamgun∆skij), L = Low
Amgun (niqneamgun∆skij),
V.3.2. AmTg = Amur Tungusian (subgroup of the Tungusian language
family)
Nn = Nanay (Gold); dls.: Nn A = Amur dialect gr. (Nn Nh, Nn SA & Nn
G), Nn B = Bikin dl., Nn G = Garin dl. (= Samar dl.), Nn K = Kili (a dial.
area, incl. Nn KU, Nn Sn & Nn UU [Doerfer considers Kili a separa te
language]), Nn KU = Kur & Urmi dl., Nn Nh = Naykhin dl., Nn SA =





Ud = Udihe (Ude, udyxejskij , ud´jskij , ud´gejskij);  sdls.: U d
A = Anyuy sdl., , Ud B = Bikin sdl., Ud I = Iman sdl., Ud K = Koppi sdl.,
Ud X = Khor (Xor) sdl., Ud Sm = Samarga sdl.
Ul = Ulcha, Olcha
V.3.3. STg = South Tungusian
Jrc = Jurchen
WrMc = Written Manchu (Script Manchu,  Classical Manchu)
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Mc = Manchu; dls.: Mc N = Modern Northern Manchu, Mc Sb = Sibe
Manchu
PClWrMc = Pre-Classical Written Manchu (according to TF )
V.4. Ko = Korean;  dls.: Ko Chs = Cho¨ngsando, Ko Chj = Chejudo, Ko
Chl = Chenla, Ko Hm = Hamgyo¨ngdo, Ko Ks = Kyo¨ngsangdo (incl. Ko Ks S
= South Kyo_ngsangdo), Ko Kw = Kangwo¨ndo, Ko N = Northern dls., Ko NW
= Northwestern dls., Ko Ph = Phyo¨ngyang, Ko PhN = Phyo¨ngyang-Namdo,
Ko Sl = Seoul (So¨ul)
ClKo = Classical Korean (Korean in Rm. SKE) (early NKo that still
distinguishes between a  and Ä )
MKo = Middle Korean
NKo = New Korean, Modern Standard Korean
OKg = Old Koguryo
OKo = Old Korean (Silla)
V.5. JK = Japanese-Kogurö  family
ClJ = Classical (Literary) Japanese (Bungo, based on ltOJ)
J = Japanese; dls.: J Ak = Akida, J Ht = Hateruma, J Ik = Ikema, J Is =
Ishigaki, J Kg = Kagoshima, J Km = Kameyama, J K = Kyoto, J Kt = Keto, J
Nk = Nakasuji, J Ns = Nase, J Rk = Ryukyu dls., pRk = proto-Ryukyu, J Sh
= Shuri, J Sz = Sudzu, J Tk = Tokyo (= StJ),  J Ty = Toyama, J Y =
Yonakuni
Kgr = Kogurö, Kokuryo_
ltOJ = Late Old Japanese (9th-11th c.)
MJ = Middle Japanese (12th-16th c.)
OJ = Old Japanese (to the 8th c.); OJ E = Eastern Old Japanese
pJ = proto-Japanese
VI. D = Dravidian
VI.1. SD = South Dravidian
AlK = Alu-Kurumba [A|lu Kurumba] (a Dravidian dialect of the Nilgiri




JKr = Jenu-Kurumba [Je\nu Kurumba] (a Dravidian dialect of the Nilgiri
a r e a )
Kdg = Kodagu; dls.: K = Karad >a, MV = Merchara-Virajpet, Nl = Nalknad
Kkd = Kaikadi
Kn = Kannada; dls.: B = Barkur, Bd = Badaga, Bl = Bellary, Cr = Coorg
Kn (Jenu Kuruba), G = Gowda, Gl = Gulbarga, Hl = Halakki, Hv =
Havyaka, K = Kurumba, Km = Kumta, Nn = Nanjangud, O = Ola, R =
Rabakavi, Sh = Sholiga, T = Tiptur
Krb = Kuruba (Betta-Kuruba)
Krmb = Alu-Kurumba, Jenu-Kurumba, and Pal-Kurumba (Dravidian
dialects of the Nilgiri area)
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Krg = Koraga; dls.: Krg M = Mudu, Krg O = Onti, T = Tappu
Ksb = Kasaba (= Kasava), a D language (or dial. of Irula)
Kt = Kota
McTm = Macro-Tamil (= Tamil and Malayalam)
Ml = Malayalam
OKn = Old Kannada
OTm = Old Tamil
PaK = Palu-Kurumba [Pa\lu Kurumba] (a Dravidian dialect of the Nilgiri
a r e a )
Td = Toda
Tm = Tamil; dls. and variants: ClTm = Classical (Literary) Tamil, B =
Brahmani Tm, K = Kollimalai Tm, LP = Tm of Lower Perak, NA = Nor th
Arcot, T = Tirunelvali Tm, W = Western Tm
TmM = Tamil and Malayalam
Tu = Tulu; Tu Br = Brahmin dl. of Tulu
VI. 2. SCD = South-Central Dravidian (Telugu-Kui) {Km., Zv.}:
VI. 2.1: Telugu:
OTl - Old Telugu
Svr = Savara
Tl = Telugu; Tl Brh = Brahman Telugu; dls.: Tl G = Guntur dl., Tl Mrl =
Merolu dl.
VI.2.2. GnD = Gondvana Dravidian {An.}:
Gnd = Gondi; dls.: Gnd A = Adilabad Gnd, Gnd B = Gnd of the Betul
district, Gnd Ch = Chhindwara dl., Gnd ChM = Maria Gondi of t h e
Chanda district, Gnd D = Gnd of Durg, Gnd DM = Gnd of the Dandami
Marias, Gnd G = Gnd of Gadchiroli tahsil (Chanda district), Gnd HM =
Gnd of the Hill Marias (incl. Gnd HMB, HMD, HMO, HMS = Gnd HM o f
the areas of Bogan Pallahor, Dhobi, Orcha village, and Sironcha tahsil
respectively), Gnd K = Koya Gondi (= Koya, considered a separate lge b y
some scholars), Gnd KB = Gnd of Bhadrachalam and Rekapalli, Gnd KD
= Gnd of the Koyas of Dorlas, Gnd KM = Gnd of the Koyas of Malkangiri
tahsil, Gnd KS = Gnd of Koyas and Dorlas of South Bastar, Gnd MB =
Gondi of the Bison Horn and Dandami Marias (Bastar), Gnd Mn = Gondi
of Mandla, Gnd Mrd = Mardia Gondi, Gnd Mu = Gnd of the Murias o f
North Bastar, Gnd Nr = Gnd of the Murias of Naraipur (NW. Bastar), Gnd
RCh = dialect of the Raj Gonds of Chanda district, Gnd RSr = dialect o f
the Raj Gonds of Sironcha tahsil; Gnd Sn = Gnd of Seoni, Gnd Y = Gnd o f
Yeotmal
Knd = Konda; dl.: Knd P = Pulgura dl.
KK = Kui-Kuwi lgs (Kui and Kuwi)
Kui; dl.: Kui KK = Kui of Kuttia Kandhs
Ku = Kuwi; dls.: Ku D = dl. of D>ongriya Kondhs, Ku K = Kubi dialect
(labelled so by DEDR XXX), Ku Kt = Kuttia Kuwi, Ku P = dl. of the Parja




VI.3. CD = Central Dravidian
Gdb = Gadba; dls.: Gdb K = Kon >d >e \kor Gadba, Gdb O = Ollari, Gdb P =
Gdb of Pottangi (Koraput distr.), Gdb Sl = Salur
Klm = Kolami
Nk = Naiki of Chanda (= Nk. [Ch.] of DEDR)
Nkr = Naikri (dialect of Kolami) (= Nk. of DEDR)
Prj = Parji
VI.4. NED = Northeastern Dravisian
Krx = Kurux, Kurukh, Oraon
Mlt = Malto
VI.5. Brh = Brahui
VII.  E = Elamite  (family)
AchEl = Achaemenian Elamite (from the 6th cent. B.C.)
El = Elamite (language)
MEl = Middle Elamite (13th through 11th cent. B.C.)
NEl = New Elamite (8th through 7th cent. B.C.)
OEl = Old  Elamite (23rd through 14th cent. B.C.)
VIII.  Gil =  Gilyak  (Nivkh); dls.: Gil A = Amur dl., Gil ES = East
Sakhalin dl.
IX.  CK =  Chukchee-Kamchadal,  Kamchukchee
IX.1. ChK = Chukchee-Koryak (proto-Chukchee)
Chk = Chukchee
Aly = Alyutor, al√torskij
Kor = Koryak (Chawchuwen Koryak, "nymylanskij" )
Pln = Palana Koryak
IX.2. Im = Itelmen (= Kamchadal); dls.: Im W, Im E, Im S
X.  EA =  Eskimo-Aleut
X.1. Esk = Eskimo; dls.: Esk I = Inupiaq-Inuit, Esk Y = Yupik;
subdialects: Esk AY = Alaskan Yupik (incl.: PY = Pacific Y [PY K = Konyag,
PY Ch = Chugach], CAY = Central AY [CAY BB = Bristol Bay, CAY K =
Kuskokwim, CAY Nun = Ninivak Island, CAY Nl = Nelson Island, CAY HBC
= Hooper Bay & Chevak, CAY Y = Yukon, CAY NS = Norton Sound with
CAY NSU = Unalik]), SbY = Siberian Yupik (incl.: SbY Na = Naukan, CSbY
= Central SbY [= Chaplino], SbY Sr = Sireniki), Esk WlI = Wales I, Esk AI =
North Alaska I, Esk CI = Canada I (incl. Esk MkI = Mackenzie Bay I), Esk
LI = Labrador I, Esk WGI = West Greenlandic Esk I.
X.2. Ale = Aleut, dls.: Ale E = Eastern Ale, Ale W =Western Ale (incl.





The alphabetical order of consonants is as follows: *? (incl. *? ), *÷
(incl. *÷3333), *b , *c (incl. *c1111, *c 2222, *c @@@@, *Ç ), *c'''' (incl. *c'''' 1 111 1 111, *c2222 ' ''', *c'''' @ @@@, Ç''''), *c7777, *c7777 ' ''',
*c6666, *c6666 ' ''', *g , *9 , *˝ (incl. *G ), *h , *Ó (incl. *é , *é⁄ , *é€ ), *H , *k (incl.
*K , *K 3333), *k'''' (incl. *K''''), *l (incl. *l ßßßß , *l ∏∏∏∏, *L ), * l !!!!, *m , *n (incl. *n````, *n3333, *n2222,
*M , *ˆ , *ˆ3333 3 333), *n1111, *N , *p (incl. *p'''', *P , *P3333), *q (incl. *Q ), *ûûûûq , *r (incl.
*Â ), *r 1111, *s (incl. *s1111, *s2222, *s@@@@, *Í ), *s7777, *s6666, *t (incl. *Ê ), *t '''', *w , *X
(incl. *Ù ),*y ,*z (incl. *z1111, *z2222, *z@@@@, Ω ),*z 7777, *z6666, *Z (incl. *Z1111, *Z2222, *Z@@@@,
*Û ),*Z7777, *Z 6666 .
The letter *h precedes *Ó (incl. *é , *é€ ) in the word-initial posi t ion
only. In the word-internal position the letters h , Ó , é , and é€ occupy
the same place in the order of entries.
Among the word-medial consonants we shall distinguish be tween
"weak consonants" (laryngeal and epiglottal consonants, *9 , *q , *w ,
and *y ) and "strong consonants" (all others).
The entries are arranged as follows:
[1] The basic arrangement: according the initial consonants and t h e
first word-medial strong consonants. If there are no strong Inlaut-
consonants, the weak consonants (according to their place in t h e
alphabet) are taken into account instead.
[2] Within each group of entries with the same initial cns. and t h e
same medial strong consonants the entries are arranged as follows:
 (a) those without any third consonant,
 (b) those without second strong Inlaut-cns. that have a weak cns .
before the word-medial strong one,
 (c)  those without second strong Inlaut-cns. that have a weak cns .
after the word-medial strong one,
 (d) those with a second strong Inlaut-cns.
If in a N etymon in the medial position (Inlaut) there are two weak
consonants and no strong one, the priority of one weak consonant ove r
the other (as criteria for alphabetical oder) has been established
according to the fate of these consonants in daughter languages. For
instance, in the N word *k''''ÅHwV 'to seize, to grasp, to hold' t h e
consonant *w has survived in Kartvelian and Dravidian, while t h e
laryngeal was lost in those lgs., therefore the entry was placed among
the *k '''' -w-entries.
[3] Within each group of entries with identical consonants the ent r ies
are arranged according to the first vowel. Order of vowels: *a (incl.
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*Å ), *a4444 (incl. *á ), *e (incl. *É and *e 6666), *i , *o (incl. *o 6666), *u (incl.
*Ë , *u6666, *a6666, *î^^^^), *u4444, *V .
The entries with consonants of doubtful identity (with brackets { } )
and of doubtful presence (with brackets [ ]) are treated (concerning
the alphabetical order) as those with regular consonants. The opt ional
second element of a N compound word (that within plain brackets  ( ) )
is not taken into account in the order of the entries.
See  Introduction, §§  9-14.
As indicated in the Introduction (§ 2.4), if it is found that pN *i  i n
the Auslaut regularly disappears in pIE, the word-final N *á  in our pN
reconstructions (based on IE evidence) may be (or should be) replaced
by a less specific *É .
If a N etymon is represented in two daughter-families only, this is
denoted by a sign €  preceding the N reconstruction. The doubtfu l
cognates are denoted by signs of query (?, ?φ , or  ?σ ). The sign ?µ
(indicating that the derivation is not clear) does not mean that t h e
cognate is doubtful. If among the words (or roots) of daughter-families
only two are certain as belonging to the N etymon in question (having
no signs ?, ?φ , or  ?σ ), this is denoted by a sign (€?) preceding the N
reconstruction, and if only one is certain, the sign is (⁄?) .  
Two important uncertanty signs:
{ } - uncertainty brackets: {a} = a or similar,
[ ] - uncertainty brackets: [a] = a or nothing.
The sign '⇑ ' (= 'the same meaning as above') refers to the f irs t
appearance of the word or morpheme in the same entry.  
The position of Dahalo within Cushitic id still controversial ( i t
belongs either to EC or to SC). In this dictionary the words of Dahalo
are registered as belonging to a separate branch of Cushitic.
1. *?a , pc. of plurality: it is found in the N cds. *mi  ?a  'we' (q.v.
ffd.) (*mi  'I' + *?a  of plurality) and *t''''{u 4 444} ?a ≠ *s1111{u4 444} ?a  'ye (vos)' (q .v.
ffd.) (N *t '''' {u 4 444 } ≠ *s1111 {u 4 444 }  'thou' + *?a ), as well as in HS : S nomina collectiva
(‘  plural forms) with the prefix *?a- (× N *{h}a , pc. of collectiveness,
q.v. ffd.) > Ar ¬UJur0à ?a-rg7ul-un 'feet' (ÿ rig7l-un 'foot'), ?a-yya2m-un
'days' (ÿ  yawm-un 'civil day [24 hours], sutki '), ?amtœa2r-un ' r a ins '
(ÿ  matœar-un 'rain'), OSA ?b÷l 'owners' (ÿ  b÷l 'owner'), ?hgr
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'towns' (ÿ  hgr 'town'), Gz ?a-zna2b 'tails' (ÿ  zanab 'tail'), ?adba2r
'mountains' (ÿ dabr 'mountain'), ?as6'ra2r 'enemies' (ÿ s6'arr ' enemy ' ) ,
?abya2t 'houses' (ÿ be2t 'house'), ?aHk'u2l 'fields' (ÿ Hak'l 'field'); th is
patterns is used mostly (but not always) with inanimate nouns; if u s e d
with inanimate nouns, it is syntactically treated (in the predicate ve rb )
as f. sg.   S *-a2, ending of pl. in the fem.-and-inanimate gender: pred. *-
a2, nom.*-a2-t-u(m), accus.-gen.*-a2-t-a(m); pred. f. pl. *-a2 > Ak -a2
(mars5-a 2  'they [f.] are ill'); in WS the stative turned into a verbal f o r m
denoting state and later into a "new perfective", accordingly the f o r m
with *-a2 became a form of f. pl. of this aspect of state and of the "new
perfective": *mawit-a 2  'they (f.) are dead' ‘ 'they (f.) died' (>  Ar ma2t-a2
'they [f.] died'); nom. *-a2-t-u(m), accus.-gen. *-a2-t-a(m) are S forms o f
f. pl.: *ban-a2-t-um nom. f. pl. df., *ban-a2-t-im accus.-gen. f. pl. d f .
'daughters' (> Ar ba2na2tun  nom.¨ †bana2tin accus.-gen. 'daughters', BHb
ba2≤n-o2t3 'daughters' [without case distinctions]) ¶ Br. AG 98-9, Bst. 2 6 ,
GBr. JJAP 56, Di. G 267-72, Jo. M 61, Sd. G 1OO-1, 8*  C: Bj ?a, ar t icle
of m. pl. (nom.-voc. case) ¶ AD KJ 1O6, Rop. 9 ˚  The initial lr. of t h e
pc. (as suffix) is tentatively identified as N *?  because this is the only l r .
that does not cause lengthening in NaIE (*me-s 'we' ather than •me2-s,
the "secondary" ending of 2p *-te rather than •-te2). The original
bisyllabic form of the prn. for 'we' has left traces in Tg *bu4e 'we' (excl .)
and possibly in OHg miv  [miu4\]. But the Krl Ld diphthong in mu4¢o4 'we' is
likely to result from a secondary development (*me2  >  *mo4 ∏ >  *mu4 ¢o 4) .   
2. *?a  'to become, to be' >  HS: S *-a 'is', ending of the predicative
case (m. sg.) >  Ak zero ending of the predicative case ("stative" o f
nouns and adjectives, "permansive" of verbs), WS *-a, ending of the 3
m. sg. of the new perfect (developed from the predicative case o f
deverbal adjectives: pS *mawit-a 'is dead' >  WS *ma≤wit-a 'has died' >
Ar ma2t-a, Hb tm4 met3, Gz mo2t-a 'died') ¶ Dk. JDPA 213, 241-6  ? C:
the final component of the EC, Bj, and Aw sxs. o f
person/number/gender of the suffix-conjugated verbs that go back t o
prefix-conjugated forms of an aux. verb (or verbs) (which may have
been either *-Óa- [belonging to the N etymon in question], or *-hay-
'be' [akin to S *√hyw 'be', w N *how{i} 'become, appear'], or bo th ) :
cf. the paradigms of suffixal conjugation: Bj (past) 2m -t-a2, 2f -t-a2-y,
3m -y-a2, 3f -t-a2, 1p -n-a2, etc., Aw (past) 1s *-?a (>  glottalization of t h e
stem-final cns. + -a), 2s -ta, 3m -a, 3f -ta, 1p -na, (prs.-ft.) 1s *-?e!
(glottalization + -e!), 2s -te!, 3m -e!, 3f -te!, 1p -ne!, Sml (past) 1s -a~y?, 2s -
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ta~y?, 3m -a~y?, 3f -ta~y?, 1p -na~y?, Or S {Sr.} (prs.) 1s -a, 2s -ta, 3m -a, 3 f
-ti, 1p -na, Sa (prs.) 1s -a, 2s -ta, 3m -a, 3f -ta, 1p -na, Or S, Sa (p r s . )
1s -e, 2s -te, 3m -e, 3f -te, 1p -ne ¶ AD KJ 119 (table 45), 126-9 ( tables
56, 58, 62), 14O (table 76), Sr. 13O  ? B: Zng {TC} 3m aor. yi?, 3m pf .
ya? 'be, exist' ¶ DCTC 293 || A: M *a[:]- 'be' (× N *÷++++Ga?V [=
*÷++++9 ++++Ìa?V] 'grow, become') >  MM [S] a- 'dasein, sich aufhalten,
wohnen, leben', [HI] a- 'être, demeurer, exister, passer ses jours d e
quelque façon', [PP] a- v. 'be', WrM a-, Dg a2- id. ¶ Pp. IM 74, MED 1, H
4, Ms. H 33 || D {Km.} *a2- 'be, become' (× N *÷++++Ga?V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ˚
IS I 243 [#1O2] (D, A: M + unc. (with a query) Tg *-o2, which actually
belongs to N *how{i } 'become, appear' [q.v.]).
2a. (€?) *?Å , a marker of the male sex (“ '[young] man'??) >  HS: C:
Bj A {AD} -a, sx. of masculine in verbal forms of the 2nd person: pre t . :
2m ti-dir-a 'you (sg. m.) killed' (↔ 2f ti-dir-i. cp. 1st person a-dir, 3 m
i-dir, 3f ti-dir)   S *-a in *?ant-a 'thou' m. (↔ *?ant-i 'thou' f., cp. C
*anti  'thou' without gender distinction) (see  s.v. N *t''''{u 4 444} 'thou')  Ar ?a-
in the nominal pattern ?a-CCaCu for the masc. gender of adjectives
(comparative, adjectives of colours, etc.: ?asœ˝aru 'smaller' m., ?asœfaru
'yellow' m., ?abyaÎ^œu 'white' m.) ↔ fem. CVCCa2?u (sœa˝ra2?u 'smaller' f . ,
sœafra2?u 'yellow' f., bayÎ^œa2?u 'white' f.) || D *-anÀ ([?] ≠ *-a), marker o f
masc. >  Tm mak-an3 'son', man3n3-an3 'king', ka2tal-an3 'lover', il5ai\-
y-an3 'young man', muti-ya-an3 'old man', Ml mak-an 'son', tacc-
an 'carpenter', tat5t5-a2n 'goldsmith', van5n5-a2n 'washerman', Kt kurdß-
n  'blind man', kalßn` (< *kalß-n) 'male thief', Td kolßn` (< *kolß-n) id., totßxï-n
'goldsmith', konodßy-n 'Canarese man', Kdg kalßlß-´%⁄ 'male thief', obb-´%⁄
'one man', kivdß- %´⁄ 'dumb man', Kn O mag-an 'son', aras-an 'k ing ' ,
Kn Bd kalßlß-a(n) 'thief', an`n`-a(n) 'elder brother', Tl -an (marker o f
masc.), Knd -a (e.g. kan`-a 'blind man', danr`-a 'young man', dokr-a ' o l d
man'), Png -en, -an (tßondß-en 'brother', potl-en 'father-in-law', du2t-en ' o l d
man', na2tßak-an 'villager', haruk-an 'a small man'), Klm -an / -en / -on
(mar-an 'spose’s brother', mal-an 'man of barber caste', ko;lav-an
'Kolam man', to2r-en 'younger brother', okk-on  'one man'), Nkr -en ≠ -an
(to 2l-en  'brother', kïk-en 'son', kaym-an 'spouse’s younger brother'), Prj
-ed / (before case sxs.) -en- (tol-ed / tol-en- 'brother', bert-ed / bert-en-
'big man'), Gdb tor`-on 'brother', Mlt -e (maq-e  'son', qad-e  'son') ¶¶ The
final *-nÀ in the sx. *-anÀ is due to the generalization in the paradigm o f
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cases, where *-n-  (from the N genitive pc. *nu ) was originally present i n
obl. cases || IE : possibly one of the sources of NaIE *-o- / -e (nom. *-o-
s, voc. *-e), sx. of derived adjectives in the masc. gender (↔ *-a2 fem.) ,
e.g. *≤dei\wo-s 'heavenly' (‘  'god') >  OI de≤vah5 'heavenly, divine;
god', Av dae2va- 'demon, false deity', OL deivos, L deus 'god', OIr
dia  'god', Germanic *tei\waz >  ON Ty1r 'war god', OHG Ziu, Zio
'Mars', Lt dieﬁwas 'god' (cp. *≤dei\w-a2 > L dea 'goddess', Osc dei1vai1
'deae'), derived from NaIE noun *dye2u\s ≠ diye2u\s 'heaven, sky, day' >  OI
≤dya2uh5 id., Gk Zey1ß 'Zeus', L gen. Iovis 'of Jupiter', Osc dat. Diu1vei1,
Diuwei 'to Jupiter', OIr die 'day', Arm tiy tiw 'day' ||| The
autosemantic word underlying this marker of masc. may be tentatively
discerned in Eg MK ìw 'Junge' ˚  The fact that in the Bj verbal
conjugation the marker of masc. -a is separated from the 2nd p e r s o n
morpheme ti- suggests that the marker of masc. goes back to a n
address word: Bj ti-dir-a 'you (m. sg.) killed' goes back to N *t'''' {u 4 444}
'thou' + verb + the N address word *?Å ('[?] man', marker of the ma le
sex) (cp. the similar situation with the marker of fem. in HS, see  s. v. N
*? { a }yV  'mother').
3. *?e  (≠  ? *?a4444) 'not' >   U *e- (≠  ? FU *a4-) 'do(es) not', negative
verb > F e- id. (1s en 'I do not', 2s et, 3s ei, 1p emme, 2p ette, 3 p
eiva4t), Vp e- id., Es ei 'do\does not' (negative pc.), Es S e-s≠i-s ' d i d
not' (negation in the past tense), Es ∆  negative verb: 1s e-si-n, 2s e-si-
dò, Lv neg. copulative verb a4- (1s, 3s, 1p, 3p a45bò, 2s a4dò, 2p a4t∏), Lp N i- /
A-/ e2- id. (1s im≠in, 2s ik≠ih, 3s ï ≠ ii, 1d A2m≠Am, 2d Ap…pe,
3d A2ba≠Aba", 1p A2p≠Ap, 2p e2ppit, 3p Ai), Lp L i-/ï-/a4-/ a4∏-/e-,
Lp S {Hs.} ea4-/i-/ie-, Er stem e- of the neg. verb in the past tense (1s e-
z1in1, 2s e-z1it!, 3s e-s1, etc.), Mk i- id. (past 1s i-z1en1, 2s i-z1et!, 3s i-
z1, etc.), Chr L y- ¥- id. (past 3s ¥-s7, 1p ¥-s7-na, 2p ¥-s7-Îa, 3p ¥-s7-t,
etc.), Chr H ´- (y≥-) id. (past 3s, 3p ´s7, in other personal forms ´ is
reduced to zero: 1s s 7´m , 2s s7´c, etc.), Prm *e- (neg. verb in p.) >  OPrm
i-, Yz ≤i- (1s ≤i-g 'I did not', 2s ≤i-n, 3s ≤i-z, etc.), Z e- (1s e-g, 2s e-n, 3 s
e-z), Vt ‰- (1s öj ‰-y, 2s öd ‰-d, 3s öz ‰-z), Vt SW o˘- (= {∫LG} o_-) (o˘-
y, o˘-n, o˘-z), ? pPrm *en prohibitive > Z, Vt en, Yz ≤in; as to the Chr neg.
verbal stem of the present tense: Chr L o- , Chr H a-, it is most probably
of different origin, since these vowels are not reg. reflexes of FU *e- »»
pVg *a4∏(-) > Vg: T a4∏, a4k 'nein', K O4∏t, O4∏t!i, P O2t´m, Ss a2t!i 'is not'; ? pOs {Ht.}
*´nt´ ({∫Hl.} *iÆnt´) 'not' (negative pc. before the verb in indicative) >
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Os: V/Vy ´ntE"≠´nt´ before cnss., ´nt before vowels, Ty ´ntE, ´nt, Y
´nt´, D ´nt´, ´nt, ´n, Nz a"nt, a"n˛, Sh a"nt, a"n˛, a"n, Sn a"t, O a$Æn˛, ? pOs
*´ntVm 'is not' > Os: V/Vy ´ntim, etc., ?pOs {Ht.} *´nt{a4} ({∫Hl.} *iÆnt{a4})
'nein' >  Os: D ´nta$, Nz/Kz/Sh/Sn a"nta  Sm {Jn.} *i-≠*e-≠*V-, {Hl.}
*i-, neg. verb >  Ng {Ter.} n1i- (aor. 1s n11i-nd¥m, p. 1s n1i-s´-m´),
proh. 2s {Prk.} n1i?, {Cs.} n1e?, En (aor. sg. 1) {Cs.} i-, {Ter.} n1e-, ( p r o h .
2s) {Cs.} i?, Ne T {Ter.} ni-, {Lh.} n1ï- (aor. 1s ni-dm÷, 2s ni-n, 3 s
ni, proh. 2s nën n1o2n), Ne F n1ï- (neg. verb), Kms {KD} E- (neg. verb:
prs. 1s E-m≠´-m, p. ei\), i?≠ï≠E" 'do not' (proh.), Mt {Hl.} *i- 'do n o t '
(neg. verb) (Nh, En, Nn n1- is a reg. prosthetic cns. before *i-)  Y {Rd.}
*e-: {Jc} ele 'nicht, nein', el 'not', oi-, ei-: oile 'nicht dasein, n ich t
dagewesen sein; nein', Y {Schf.} ei 'not' ¶¶ UEW 68-7O, SK 32-4, Hs.
145-6, LG 331, RMarS 366-7, Ht. 198 [#725], Stn. D 121-3, Hl. rHt 7 1 ,
Jn. 26, KD 164-5, Hl. M 172-3, #331, JN III 187, 231-3, 248-9, 388-9 ,
431-2, 45, ≈  Rd. UJ 35 [#7] (Yπ U) || A {SDM95} *e, {AD} *e+a4 'not' >
Tg *e-, neg. aux. verb (like in FU) >  Ewk, Sln, Lm, Neg, Orc, Ud, Ork ‰-
id. (Ewk ‰-si-m sa2r‰ 'I do not know', ‰-sïn sa2r‰ 'he does not know'); i n
Nn there are only relics of this verb: prtcs. ‰-s1i and ‰-c7in following t h e
main verb have become morphemes of negation of verbs ¶ Mng. TS
236-7, STM 432-3, Bz. 124  M *e-se-, neg. verb >  MM ese, preverbal
negation ([S] e-se, [MA] ´sy",and [IM] 'sYÆ e'se 'not' (acc. to Ligeti,
this form preserves M e' contrasting e [from *a4]), WrM ese- (past ese-
be, nomen futuri ese-ku4, nomen perfecti eseg-sen, etc.), HlM es,
Ord ese , Mnr H s‰ 'not'; the final element *-se was explained by Illich-
Svitych (IS I 265) as going back to a desiderative sx. ¶ Pp. IM 286-9O,
Pp. MA 165, 437, Lg. NVMI 119, SM 341 ¶¶ Pp. IAL 65, KW 128, IS I 2 6 5 ,
DQA #4O7 (A *e 'not') || HS: S *?ï (= *?iy) ≠ *?ay 'not' >  Hb ia5 ?ï, Ph
?y 'not', Ar ∆  ?a-, Sq {L} ?e2 'not', Gz ?ï∏- 'not' (preverb: ?ï∏-n´kl
Óawïra 'we cannot go'), Tgr ?i 'not', -Ay (as in ?´ndAy 'while not' <
?´ndo-ay), Amh y- (< *?ï-) in y-AllA-m 'there is not' (cp. allA 'there is ' ) ,
OAk {G} e2 (before a cns.) / ay (before a vowel) (<  *ay-) 'do not!', ' m a y
not' (prohibitive pc.), Ak ay ≠ ya (written a- , a-i, a-IA, IA) (<  *?ayya,
intensified variant of *?ay ) 'do not' (proh.), e2 'no' ( 'nein ') , e2... e2 'not…
lest' ¶ KB 37, JH 11, HJ 43-4, L LS 47-8, L G 1, G OA 1-2, CAD I/1 2 1 8 -
2O and IV 1  ?? Eg fOK ìw.ì 'welcher nicht' ¶ EG I 45  ? EC: Brj -ay?,
Hd -yyo , suffixes of negative forms of verbs ¶ Hd. 266  ???φ (i )  WCh:
AG: Ang {Flk.} hai 'no!' (a decisive negative), Mpn {Frz.} ha!yi! 'no!' ( m a y
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occur at the end of interr. sentences) ¶ Frz. GM 21, Flk. s.v. hai ¶¶ ≈
Tk. PAA 14 (AG, S, Eg; err.: pHS *h-) || D *-a2, negative affix (‘ infix) o f
verbs > Klm -e- (sï-e-n 'I do not give, shall not give'), Nk -e- (a2r`-e-n ' h e
does not play'), Prj -a- (c>ur`-a-ta 'non vides, non videris'), Gdb -a- (var-
a-n 'I do\did\shall not come'), Tl -‰- (1s c>Epp-‰-nÀu 'I do\did\shall n o t
say', 2s c>Epp-‰-wu, 3m c>Epp-‰-r`u, 3f\3n c>Epp-‰-du), ClTm -a2- (3n) / -–
(all other person-gender-number forms), Ml -a2- (va2r-a2-n1n1u 'did n o t
come'), -a2 (n1a2n3 ceyy-a2 'I am not doing, I shall not do'), Kdg -a (tiNg-a
'do\does not eat'), Kn -a-  (3n) / -–- (negation in other person-gender-
number forms). Subrahmanyam reconstructs a D negative sx. of verbs
*-a, while Bur. and An. prefer to see here a sx. (*-a2) forming a p D
negative gerund, that served later as the first component of negative
tense forms ¶¶ Cald. 468-77; Subram. N 32-43; Sbr. DVM 37O-4; Bloch
S 51-2, Bur. rBloch 255, An. SG 4OO-19 ˚  D *a2  and pVg *a4∏ suggest t h e
existence of a N variant pc. *?a4444 ˚ In grammatical morphemes pN *h-
and pS *h- (just like *?-) yield Ar and Gz ?-, hence a N *h-  in th is
etymon cannot be ruled out. We reconstruct here N *?-  (= *? ++++ h - ) ˚ Cf.
AD LRC #55 (S, U, A [M, Tg]), IS I 264-5 (HS [S, C], U, D, A [M, Tg]), Gr.
I 214-7 ("negative E/ELE" in U, Y, A, ChK).
4. *?a?V  'female', (in descendant lgs.) ‘  marker of feminine (sex o r
grammatical gender) >  HS : S: Ar -a2?-u, fem. ending of adjectives (mainly
those of the ?af÷alu-form): sœafra2?u 'yellow' f. (↔ ?asœfaru id. m . ) ,
÷awra2?u 'one-eyed' f. (↔  ?a÷waru id. m.), Hasna2?u 'beautiful' f .
(↔ Hasan- id. m.) ¶ Br. AG 83, Br. G I 41O [§ 225.B.1]  SC: Irq -o?o,
{MQK} -o?o2 (sx. of fem. sg.): {Nb.} H-o?o, {MQK} H-o?o2 'sister' (↔ H-iya?
'brother'), {Nb.} kWal-o?o, {MQK} kWalo?o2 'widow' (pl. kWae2li), {Nb.}
wawut-o?o, {MQK} wa2wito?o2 'queen' (↔ wa2wita! 'kings'), irqWat-o?o
({MQK} irqWato?o2) 'Iraqw woman' (↔ irqWatu 'Iraqw man'), Alg {E} -o?o
(fem. gender sx.), Brn {E} -it-o?o id. (with a noun-particularizing sx. -it-
) ¶ Nb. 64, E SC 54, 6O, MQK 5O, 57, 64 || IE: NaIE *-a2 (<  IE {Bks.} *-eé
or <  IE *-aÓ), ending of the fem. gender in adjectives, nouns, a n d
pronouns >  OI, Av -a2, Gk D -a2, Gk A -h / -a2, L -a, Lt -a, pSl *-a, e.g. [a]
*new-a2 ≠ *now-a2 'new' f. > OI ≤nava2, Gk ne1a2, L nova, pSl *nova >  OCS
nova, [b] NaIE *ek8w-a2 'mare' (ÿ *ek8w-o-s 'horse') >  OI ≤as1va2, Av
aspa2-, L equa, OLt as7va~ ≠ es7va (not necessarily a pNaIE d., it m a y
well have been derived in the separate history of each branch of NaIE),
[c] NaIE *wed≈ow-a2 'widow' > OI vi≤dhava2, Av viÎava2-, L vidua, I r
fedb, Gt widuwo2, OHG wituwa, Pru widdewu2, OCS v6dova
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vÁdova [d] NaIE *s-a2 (f. of *so-), distance-deictically neutral d e m .
prn. >  OI ≤sa2, Gt sa id., Gk [h (df. art. f. sg.), OL sa2-psa 'ipsa' ¶ NaIE *-
a2 coalesced with a suffix (or suffixes) of different origin, with different
meaning (not denoting females)  and with a different lr. (or lrs.), which
is suggested by the K word *wenaq- 'vine' (> OG wenaq-, G venaX-, Mg
bineX-, Sv wena4q-), which is a loan from IE *woi\n-aÓ- id. (> NaIE
*woi\na2 > Gk o}inh 'vine') ÿ IE *woi\no-m 'wine'. The Kartvelian cns. *q
rendering the IE lr. shows that the latter was different from *? ( I
reconstruct it as *-x, but it may have been phonetically identical with
[X] or even [q]) ¶ Brg. KVG 354-6O, 373-4O1, BD II/1 161-2, Bur. S 8 3 ,
Bks. 182-3, Bks. ONI 2O-8, K 83, AD IEH 21|| D *a2, *a2nÀ ' female
(animal)' > Tm a2, a2n3 'female of ox\sambar\buffalo', Ml a2, a2n, Kt a;v,
Kn a2, Tlg a2vu, Krx o2y 'cow', Mlt o1yu 'cow, ox'; D *-a[:], marker o f
feminine (?) > Kdg obb-a 'one woman' (↔ obb-´%⁄ 'one man'), mo2v-a
'daughter' (↔ mo2v-´%⁄ 'son'), Gnd dßiyy-a2 'young woman', ? Gnd K ku2t'-o
'lame woman' ¶¶ D #334, Shanm. DN 51, 66, 69 ¶¶ *-nÀ in *a2nÀ is f r o m
forms of obl. cases, sc. goes back to N *nu  'from'.
5. ? (Ll.) *?aba ≠*?ap''''a 'daddy, father' > HS: S *?a≤b- 'father' ( n o m .
*?a≤b-u, -um, accus. *?a≤b-a, -am, gen. *?a≤b-i, -im) >  BHb ba1 ≤?a2b33, cs .
?â≥b3ï, +ppa. ?a2≤b3ï-/?âb3ï- (e.g. ?a2≤b3ï-k3a2 'thy father', ?âb3ï-≤k3Em 'your [pl.]
father'), Ph ?b, cs. ?abï (as reflected in Ak and Gk transcriptions o f
proper names, w  FrdR §  24O), Ug äb , Amr {G} ?abum, BA ba2* ≤?ab3*, s t .
pron.: ?âb3u2k3 'thy father', JPA ?ab≤ba2, Sr ?abba2, Ar ?ab-, cs. ?abu2 / ?aba2 /
?abï, st. pron. ?abu2- / ?aba2- / ?abï-, Sb ?b, Mh df. ≤Hayb, indf. ≤?ïb, p l .
df. ≤Hawb, Hrs Hayb, pl. Ho2b, Jb C ?iy, Sq {Jo.} ?iyf-, Ak abu(m), +ppa.:
abu2-, abï- ¶ DRS 1, KB 1-2, GB 1-2, 823, OLS 1-2, G A 13, Jo. M 2, Jo .
J 1, Jo. H 1, Jo. DA, L G 2, Sd. 7-8; on the pS oxytonic stress and its infl.
(the lengthening of the vw. in the case ending in cs. and st. pron.) s e e
AD PhSS 1, 3-4, 7-8, AD PSH 1O1-3  EC *?a2bb-/*abb- 'father' > Af abba,
Sml a2!bbe, Rn {PG} a2^bba, Bs a2bo, Or {AD, Bl.}, Arr a!bba?, {Grg.} abba2, Kns
a2!ppa, Gdl a!ppa2, Gwd a!ppa; this etymon may be the source of EC *?ab-(-
uyy- , -iyy-) 'maternal uncle' (derived from the word for 'father', like i n
L patruus?) >  Af abo, abu, Sml ab-ti!, Or abuyya, Kns abuyya2!ta, Gdl
apa, apuyy, Dbs, Hr, Gwd ?apu!yya, Gln ?api!yya, Brj abuy≤ya2 'ma te rna l
uncle' ¶ Bl. 1OO, 112, 174, Ss. PEC 15, Ss. B 21, Hn. S 51, PG 58, Grg. 4 ,
Brl. 2-3, Hw. A 336, Oo. 67, HL 59, AMS 31 (Dl apu!yya ± api!yya
'avunculus' interpreted as 'weiblicher Vater', sc. 'representative o f
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one’s mother’s clan'), 148, 194, 258  Ch ≈ *?Vb- (≠*?ap-) 'father' >
WCh *?Vb/p- ' fa ther ' ({Stl.} pHAB *?abV{Ng}-) >  WCh: Hs u~ba2! » Cg {Sk.}
o2~ba!n, P’ {MSk.} a!bati~, a!bana!ni, Jmb, Dir a~ba! » Jm {Gw.} abawa, Gj {ChL}
a!ba~, ? Bg paﬂN » Ngz {Sch.} a~fÈ!k, Bd {ChL} a~fa2!N »» CCh: ? Nz {ChC} a2ba!
(independent creation as a Ll.?), Bdm {Lk.} abu1, {Cfr.} a~pa!, a~p‰!, Lgn
{Bou.} ?a~ba~, Msg P {Trn.} a~pï!, Msg {Mch.} ap, ZmB {J} ?‰!ba@ »» ECh: Smr
{J} ?a~b, Tmk {Cp.} O~w‰~, ? Bar {Lk.} a2!ba ¶ ChC, ChL, Ba. 1O67, Sk. HCD
277, Lk. B 89 || A {DQA} *a!pæa 'father' ({SDM97} *a2pa ' f a ther ,
grandfather') >  T *apa 'father, ancestor' (‘ 'bear, ursus') > OT apa id.,
Tkm ∆ , Az ∆ , ET Ili aba, Tk ∆  aba, appa 'father', Qrg aba 'uncle, e lder
brother', Alt aba 'elder relative (of ego’s clan), wife’s elder b ro the r ;
bear', Chv upa ubòa ± obòa 'bear' ¶ Cl. 5, ET Gl 54-58, DTS 1, Rs. W 1 ,
Jeg. 274, Fed. II 281-2, Jud. 17, BT 11  M *ab{u} 'father' >  WrM abu,
HlM av, aav 'father, grandfather', esp. applied to an old fa the r
(endeavouring), WrO a2ba  'father, daddy', Kl aav a2B¥ id., Mnr H a2bòa ≠
a2wa, Dx aba, Ba a2be 'father'; d.: M {ADb.} *aba-9ay 'father's younger
brother' >  MM [S, MA, HI] abaÌa 'paternal uncle', WrM aba9a, HlM
avga, WrO abaGa, Kl avh aBÌ¥ id., Mnr H awu 'elder brother' ¶ MED
2-3, 5, Krg. 11, T 313, T BJ 132, T DnJ 11O, SM 1, 16, H 1, Pp. MA 4O2,
Ms. H 32   Tg: Neg apa 'grandfather; father’s\mother’s elder brother' ¶
Ci. N 193, STM I 47  pKo *a~pi! >  MKo a~pi! 'father' (<  *apa-i with a
diminutive *-i), apa~-:nim 'father', NKo ab´⁄Z7i, vl abi id. ¶ S QK #7O6, Vv.
AEN 7, Nam 338, MLC 1O74 ¶¶ DQA #8O, Rm. EAS I 14O, DQA #8O || D
*appa  'father' ({GS} *ap-) >  Tm appan3, appu 'father', Ml appan, Kn
appa, Kdg app´⁄ 'father', Tu appa, appA (affix of respect added t o
proper names of men), Tl appa 'father', Gnd a2po2r`a+a2l 'father', ? mai\po
'my father', ? mi-apo 'thy father', Knd aposi 'father' (with reference t o
the 3rd person) ¶¶ D #156 (a), Zv. 88 [#7O], GS 37 [#64] ˚  The
common origin of the HS, A, and D stems is qu., since each of t h e m
may be an independent Lallwort creation. The Ll. origin may b e
responsible for the variability *-b- ≠ *-p''''- ˚ AD NM #118, S CNM 5
(÷÷ NrCs, Yn, ST).
6. *?oé€bV  (= *?ohbV?) 'clan' >  HS: Eg fOK ¿b.t 'family' ({EG}
'Familie, die Angehörigen') ¶ EG I 7, Fk. 2 || IE: NaIE *e2pi- 'friend', {EI}
IE *Óe1pi-s 'confederate' >  OI a2≤pih5 'ally, friend, acquaintance ' ,
≤a2pyam 'confederation, alliance, friendship' »» ?σ Gk }hpioß 'gentle,
mild, kind; favourable' (⇔ Ch. 415) ¶ WP I 121-2, P 325, EI 116, M K I
75, F I 641 ¶¶ Acc. to Froehde PN 33O and Hirt E 228, Gk h is not f r o m
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*a2, because the Greek tragic authors never used a2 instead. But if th is
argument is disregarded, the IE stem may be reconstructed as *a2+e2pi ||
A: NaT *o2ba 'clan, extended family, dwelling place of such a unit, small
encampment or large tent' (× N *?{o}mV 'kin, clan, everybody', q.v.) >
OT oba (Cl.: oba2) 'small social unit, clan', Chg oba 'small tents which
nomads pitch and in which they reside', Osm ≥XIV oba 'a small
encampment; family living in one tent', Tk oba 'large tent, nomadic
family', ∆ 'clan', Tkm o2ba, ET {Ml.} opa, Uz ∆ owa 'tent', ET opa {Ml.} id.,
{Nj.} 'shepherd's cabin', Az oba 'nomadic extended family (ko¢ev∆e )',
'separated farm (otselok , xutor )', 'tent (of nomads)' ¶ Cl. 5-6, ET Gl
4OO-1, Rl. I 1157, Äz. 27O, Bu. I 1O7  M *obu9 ≠ *omu9 'clan, family'
(× N *?{o}mV '⇑ ' [q.v. ffd.]) ¶¶ DQA #16O3 (A *o2!pæV 'clan, family') ˚
A N lr. preceding *b is suggested by the length of the vowels in T and IE.
IE *-p- (instead of *-b≈-) may be accounted for by the infl. of a vl. l r .
This N lr. could hardly have been *?  (the N cluster *-?b-  had to yield *p'
>  IE *p) or *H (which woud have survived in Eg). It is most likely to have
been *h .
7. € *?{a}bÓV 'water, watercourse' >  HS: Eg G ìbx1 ({EG} ìbh3) ≈
'water' ¶ EG I 64  C: Bj {R} aba 'river, brook' »» EC: Or B {Tut.} aba2
(nom. abofni) 'river', Or {Brl.} 'valle stretta con pochi guadi', {Th.,
Brl.} abbai  'the Blue Nile' ¶ Th. 4, Tut. s.v. aba2, Brl. 3 || IE:  NaIE *ab-
≠  *a(:)p- 'river' (× N *qapV  'to stream, to flow' ‘ 'watercourse'): *ab-
>  OIr ab (gen. abae) ≠ aub ≠ ob 'river', Brtt {RE} *abona2 id. > W
afon, OCrn auon, Crn avon, MBr aupn, auen, Br aven ' r iver ' ;
OBrtt Abona (name of a river), } Aboß 'the Humber (river)' ( i n
Ptolemy’s Geography) »» L amnis '(< *abnis) 'stream of water, river 
NaIE *a(:)p- >  OI ap-/a2p-, Av ap- (nom. sg. af-s7), OPrs ap- 'water' »»
Pru ape  'creek, small river'; ??σ Lt u~pe$, Ltv upe 'river, stream' (u- i s
irreg., see  Tp. P A-D 97-8) »» Tc A/B a2p- 'water, river, stream' ¶ Pv. III
114-5, Frd. HW EH II 11, Ts. E I 159-6O, Mlc. CL 54, P 1, 51-2, EI 4 8 6
(*h€eb(≈)- 'river'), 636 (*h€e2p- ≠ *h€ep- 'living water, river'), WH I 4O,
M K I 74-5, M E I 81-2, Vn. A 4-5, RE 122, Hm. 55, Frn. 1169, En. 142-3 ,
Tp. P A-D 97-8, Wn. 166 (× N *qapV 'to stream, to flow' ‘
'watercourse' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚ Hardly here FU *{o2}wa ≠*uwa 'stream; t o
stream', more plausibly belonging to N *ho[w]÷3333a (or *ho÷ 3333wa) ' t o
flow, to stream; a stream' (q.v.).
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8. € *?ibrÉ  'fig tree' >  HS: S *°≤?ibar- >  Ar ?ibr-at- 'sycomore t r e e '
(pl. ?ibar-); hardly “ ?ibr-at- 'needle' ¶ BK I 3, Gass. 8O8, DRS 5  C:
Or {Brl.} abru 'fig tree', {Th.} abru 'sycamore tree, wild fig tree', ?
(mt.) Or M {LLC} harbu 'fig tree, wild fig tree' ¶ Brl. 5, Th. 6, LLC 75 
Ch: Gzg {Lk.} ?urof≠?‰rof 'sycamore tree' »» ? Hs b'au\Re ' rough-leaved
fig-tree' (< *b'abre), with b' >  *?b »» ? Mgm ba2^ra! (pl. ba~rri~) ' f iguier
(rouge)' ¶ Ba. 96-7, JA LM 68 || D (in SD) *ir-≠irÀ- 'fig (tree)' >  T m
iratti  'joined ovate-leaved fig', 'subserrate rhomboid-leaved fig, Ficus
gibbosa tuberculata', iratakam 'joined ovate-leaved fig', ir3ali 'whi te
fig', ir3r3i 'tailed ovate-leaved fig', itti 'white fig, Ficus infectoria ' ,
'stone fig, Ficus talboti', Ml itti 'waved leaved fig-tree, Ficus venosa ' ,
Kdg itti 'Ficus (gibbosa?)' (< -tt-*-rt-) ¶ D #46O ¶ N *b  was lost in D
due to the D morphophonemics ruling out cns. clusters (other t h a n
nasal + stop) which presupposes simplifying the N clusters (⇔  Zv. DP
363) ˚  AD NM #1.
9. € *?Vc'''' ++++c 6 666 ' '''VHV 'back (dorsum) '  > HS: EC *?ad'aH- 'spine, b a c k
(dorsum) '  >  Af {PH} a!d'Ha 'back, back-bone, spinal column', Sml {ZMO}
adßaH, Sml N {Abr.} a!dßa!H, df. adßa!H-di 'spine, backbone', Rn ?ad'a!H 'back' ¶
PH 32, Abr. S 4, ZMO 7, PG 6O || K *°ac'V` > Mg oc7'is7i 'back ( d o r s u m ) '
(here -is7- may go back to the ending of gen.) ¶ Q 295.
1O. *?ac'''' @ @@@PV '∈ leaf-bearing tree' ('aspen' or the like) > IE: NaIE
*a+osp- ≠ *a+ops- 'aspen' ({EI} IE *h€+h‹osp- id., 'poplar') >  ON o<sp, OHG,
OSx aspa, NHG Espe, AS Aspe 'aspen', NE asp, aspen »» Pru abse,
Ltv apse id., Lt aﬁpus7e$ ﬁ ≠ eﬁpus7e$ﬁ id. (dim.?), Lt ∆ apus7i~s id. ({Bg.}: Lt
u  is due to the infl. of pus7i ~s 'spruce') » pSl *osa (<  *opsa) 'aspen' >  P,
Cz ∆ osa, LLs wosa id.,Ï Sl *osi ¡na id. > OR osina osina, R osina,
Cz ∆ , P osina; Ï Sl *osi¡ka ≠ *asi¡ka id. > Blg osika ≠ åsika, Slk
osika, SCr ja~si!ka, Slv jasi!ka »» Arm oπiop≈i 'poplar' (< *a+opsiya2-
= {EI} IE *h€+h‹ospsiyo+eha-) ¶ P 55, EI 33, 599-6OO, Frdr. PIT 15, Frdr.
PITA 49-53, HDEL 77-8, Frn. 14, En. 136-7, Bg. KS 226, Vs. III 159, Glh.
29O-1, EWA I 37O-1 || A: T: NaT *absak (≠ *as{p}ak) 'aspen' >  Alt aspaq
≠ {BT, Rl.} Tlt/QK {Rl.}, Qmn {B} apsaq, Shor {Rl.}, Qmn {B, Rl.} aspaq,
TbTt {Rl.} awsaq, VTt usaq, Bsh uTaq, Xk os, Chv ¥v¥s id. ¶ BT 22, Rl. I
82, 554, 618, TatR 594, BsR 581, B DK 2O3. ET Gl 6O7-8 || HS ( rdp .? )
CS *c'apc'a[:]p- 'willow' >  BHb, MHb ef1c1f6c2 c'ap3c'a2≤p'a2, Ar sœafsœa2f- (snglt .
sœafsœa2fat-) 'willow' ¶ KB 983, Löw III 325ff., Js. 1298, BK I 134 ¶
Semantic infl. of N ?φ *ZVc'''' ++++c 6 666 ' '''V '≈  willow' (q.v.)? ˚  The aspen is known
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in Europe, Anatolia, Transcaucasia, and the northern part of the Near
East. The aspen and the willow belong to the same family of plants.
11. *?ac6666 ' '''V 'low place, depression, wadi, pond' >  HS: S *?as6'- >  Ar
?aÎœ^a2(t-un) 'étang, mare d’eau stagnante', ?aÎ^œa2?(un) 'terrain bas rempl i
de cailloux' ¶ BK I 38, DRS 31 || U: FU *ac1a '(brook-)meadow, valley' >
Es aas (gen. aasu ≠ aasa) '(gute) Wiese, Bachwiese' » Prm *aZ1
'meadow, flood-lands' >  Z adz  aZ1 'flood-lands of a river', Z LL aZ1 ' r iver
valley', Z Lu aZ1 'meadow', Vt aZ1-dor 'woodless land' (dor m e a n s
'country') »» OHg aszo1 'river, brook', Hg ∆  aszo1 'valley (with a
stream during the rainy and snow-melting seasons)' ¶  UEW 3, LG 3O ||
D *ac>- (+ sxs.) 'mud, mire' >  Tm acar3u id., ayam id., acumpu ' so f t
mud, miry place', Ml ayam , Tl asalu  'mud, mire' ¶¶ D #41.
12. € *?Å{d}V (= *÷Å{d}V?) 'foot' (and 'leg'?) >  HS: EC: pSam {Hn.}
*a!ddi~m 'leg' >  Sml addin, Sml N {Abr.} a!ddi~n (pl. a!ddi!mmo!), pBn {Hn.}
*i!£dt‰~£ (pl. *i~£dti~£m-‰~£) > Bn {Hn.}: Bi i£dd‰£, J/Kj iªdd‰£, K i!£tt‰£ 'leg' »» ?σ SC:
Irq {MQK} ?adah- v. 'tread on, step' (unless akin to Bj -?at pcv. ' s t ep ,
tread' < N *?at[? ]V 'come') ¶ Abr. S 5, Hn. S 51 (pSam *addin), Hn. BD
115 (pSam *a!ddi~m), MQK 9 || D *atß-, {†GS} *adß- 'foot' >  Tm at5i ' foo t ,
footprint', Ml at5i 'sole of foot, footstep', Td or`y 'foot', Kt ar`y ' f o o t
(measure)', Kn ad5i id., 'foot, step', Kdg adßi 'place below, down', Tu
ad5i 'bottom, base', Tl ad5ugu 'foot, footstep', Gnd adßi 'beneath', Knd
adßgi 'below, underneath' ¶¶ D #72 ˚  The initial N cns. is m o s t
probably *?- (= *?-  or *h- ), but N *÷-  cannot be ruled out e i ther
(because N *÷-  is sometimes lost in Sam) ˚  Blz. DA 156 [#41] (C, D )
˚  The N cns. *d  is reconstructed with a query, because Sml dd, Bn d,
and D *-tß- may go back both to *d  and to *t .
13. *?u6666ÓdV(ÂV) 'breast' >  IE: NaIE *o2u\d≈-/*u2d≈- 'female breas t ,
mammilla ' in two derived stems: [1] *o2u\d≈(e)r-/*e2u\d≈(e)r-/*u2d≈er-
'udder, female breast' with a heteroclitic stem variety *u2d≈(e)n- in obl .
cases (= {EI} *≤h⁄ou\Ód≈r= / gen.  *h⁄uÓd≈≤n-os) > OI ≤u2dhar / u2dh≤n-ah5
'udder' »» Gk o‘y†ar / o‘y†at-oß id. »» L u2ber, -eris 'udder, mammilla,
female breast' »» Gmc {Vr.} *eu\Îura >  ON ju1(g)r, OHG u2tar(o),
u2tir, MHG u2ter, iuter, NHG Euter, OSx, AS u2der 'udder', NE
udder »» Lt E u2dro!-ti v. 'be pregnant' (of a sow)  [2] *°u2d≈-men- >
pSl *vÈ¡meß (gen. *vÈ¡mene) 'udder' > OR v7m9 vyme<, Blg vime†, SCr
vime (gen. vimena), Slv vi!me, Cz vy1me7, Slk vema4, P wymie<, R
≤vymå (gen. vymeni) ¶ P 347, EI 82, Dv. #251, M K I 115, F I 442-3 ,
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WH II 738-9, Ho. 375, Vr. 294, KM 177, Kb. 1125-6, Vs. I 358-9, Glh.
671 || HS: Eg LL ìdr 'heart' (× N *du4444rV ¬ *dËrÉ 'entrails, h e a r t '
[q.v.]?) ¶ EG I 155  Ch *?ud'- ≠ *wVd'- 'female breast, milk' ({Nw.}
*w´∂i 'breast, milk', {JS} *√w∂ 'female breast') >  ECh: Mkl {J} ?u~d'u!
'milk', ?u~d'i~-so!≠?u~d'u~-so! (pl. ?u~d'i~ya~gi!) 'female breast' » Skr {Nc.} wa!t-
'breast' »» WCh: BT: Bl wOd'i, Krf {Sch.} wu~d'i!, Dr {J} wo!Ri~, Krkr {J} ?YEd'i!
'female breast', Pr {Frz.} wu!d'i~ 'breast', Tng wI~dI~ 'breast, udder' » Ywm
{Sh.} wO~t id. » SBc: Jmb {Sk.} i@fa a@ wu!di^r id. ¶ JI I 2O and II 46-7, J LM
189, J T 161, Frz. P 53, Sch. BTL 141, ChL, WeibP 18 ¶¶ In 1977 Stolbova
(Stl. SF) reconstructed pHAB *wa4d'⁄V 'female breast', but in 1987 (Stl.
ZCh 239 [#857]) she interpreted the WCh √  as *w{u}rdi 'breast, mi lk '
(unj., since -rd- is nor attested in any decendant lge., while pWCh *-d'-
accounts for the observed facts rather well) || D *utß-(al-, -amp-), {GS}
*odßal- 'body, chest of body, belly' >  Tm ut5al, ut5alam, ut5ar,
ut5ampu 'body', Ml ut5al(am) 'body, trunk', ut5ampu 'body, anus ' ,
Td wîr`¬ß 'chest of body', Kt or`lß 'belly, trunk of body', Kn od5al ' body ,
belly', od5ambi, od5ambe 'body', Tu ud5a2l´, ud5al´, od5a2l´, Tl
od>alu, ol<l<u, Knd or`ol 'belly' ¶¶ D #586, GS 78-9 [#249] ˚  The N
element *ÂV  (found in IE and Eg) may be a second component of a c d .
(‘ sx.).
13a. (€?) *?u4444 {X++++˝}dV (or *?uHdV?) 'one' >  HS: S *√?Hd ≠ *√wHd
'one' > [1] *√?Hd  'one' > Ak e2du  'individual, solitary, single', BHb dh1a3
?E≤Ha2d3 (< *?aH≤Ha2d3), Ph ?Ód, Ug äÓd, (AkSc) ?aHadu, BA dh2 Had3, Sr Had3,
H´≤d3a2, Ar ?aHad- 'one', Gz ?aHad-u2 'one'; [2] *√wHd 'one, alone' > BHb
dh2I@ ≤yaHad3 'together', dih5i! ya2≤Hïd3 'alone, the only', Pun (LSc) YAD
'together', Ug yÓd 'alone, unique, isolated', Amr {G} yaHadu ' o n e ,
alone', Ar waHad- 'alone, unique', wa2Hid- 'one', waHïd- 'lonely, apa r t ' ,
OSA wÓd 'together, in unison', Gz wa2H´d 'unique, only, one', Ak
(w)e2du 'only, alone' ¶ CAD IV 36-7, Sd. 1495, KB 29-3O, 387-8, 17O4,
BL H 219, OLS 16, 524-5, G A 22, Br. 215, Ln. 27, Hv. 4, 855, BK I 1 5
and II 1497-9, BGMR 159, L G 12, 612   C: EC: Ya {Hn.} wEhE(t),
wEhEtu 'one' »» Dhl {EEN} wat†t†u!kWe 'one', {To.} vattu!kWe 'one' m . ,
vatte!kWe 'one' f. »» ?σ SC: Asa wataka 'all' ¶ Hn. Y I 4O, To. D 150, EEN
43, E SC 384, Blz. CL 18O || ?φ U: FU *u4kte ≠ *ikte 'one' > F yksi (gen .
yhden), Es u4ks (gen. u4he) » pLp {Lr.} *‰kt‰ 'one '  > Lp: S akte, L
akta, N o<k…ta6≠ a6k…ta6, Kld {SaR} e2hht ≠ eft 'one' » Er veyke, ∆ vijòka4,
Mk (i)fka4 id. » pChr {Ber.} *ikt´ > Chr: L ikte, adj. ik, H ikt´, adj. ik
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'one' » Prm *o$tik >  Z o4tik ‰t!ik / o4ti ‰t!i, Prmk ‰tik, Yz o$tik, Vt
odi 4g odig, og og id. »» Vg: T u4k, LK a4kW, P a4k, Ss akWa 'one' ¶ UEW 8 1
(FU *ikte [*u4kte]), Lr. #7, Lgc. #35, SaR 425-6, Ber. 9, MRS 128-9, Ep.
21, LG 212 || ?φ K *ode 'hardly, just, while' (“ **'only'?) >  OG oden
conj. 'while', es-oden 'so much', G -ode 'only' (ori-ode 'only two ' ,
samiode 'only three'), Sv wode 'hardly, while' ¶¶ K 15O, K 2 145 || D
*ut- 'a match, equal '  > Tl uddi id., Tu udri 'a match, pair' ¶ D # 6 2 3
|| ? A: Tg: Nn sx. -ragda ≠ -r‰gd‰  'only' (ogdadiragda 'only i n \ b y
boats'), ?σ Ewk -ragda ≠ -r‰gd‰ 'in one place' (ilaragda 'three objects i n
one place') ¶ On. RNS 234, Vas. 785 ¶ -r- may be connected with the Tg
collective sx. *-r- || ?φ IE: NaIE *°ed[≈]- in Sl *ed(¥)-va 'hardly, only
just '  (> OCS Ed(5)va jed(Ë)va, SCr, Slv je~dva, Cz jedva, OR
od(Ë)va, R ed≤va, R ∆ odva) and Sl *ed-in¥ ≠ *ed-Án¥ 'one' (> OCS
Edin5 jedinË, Ed6n5 jedÁnË, R odin, P jeden, etc. with t h e
sx. *-in¥ < IE *ei\n- 'one'); Pedersen (Ped. PD 231) supposed that th is
morpheme ({Ped.} *i\ed-) originally meant 'only' ¶ ESSJ VI 11-3, 16 ˚
AD SShS 3OO-1 ˚ The FU, K, and Tg cognates are valid if N *X++++˝  m a y
be lost in the K clusters and if N *-˝d-  (or *-Xd-) may yield U *-kt-
and Tg *-gd-. If the FU and Tg cognates are rejected, the N rec. must b e
something like *?uHdV .
14. (€?) *?ediˆV  'pater familias' (or 'owner'?) >  HS: S *?ada2n- ' l o rd ,
pater familias' >  Hb N&da1 ?a2≤d3o2n 'lord, master', Ph ?dn ?ado2n 'lord' (ı
Gk ÖAdvn-iß), Pun ?dn  id., (GkSc) ladun  (with l- 'to') 'to the lord', Ug
ädn, (AkSc) ada2nu 'father', d.: Eb {Co.} a-da-na-du ?ada2ntu(m)
'signoria, padronanza', Ph, Plm ?dt (<*?adattu >  S *?ada2n-atu) 'lady' ¶
KB 12-3, KBR 12-3, HJ 15-7, A #86, OLS 9, Hnr. 1O4, Alb. rGUH 388-9 ,
Co. SQF 74, DRS 9  Eg: MKL ìdn 'govern; serve instead of, replace', MK
ìdnw 'Vertreter, Verwalter' ¶ Alb. rGUH 388-9, EG I 154, Fk. 35 || A
*edin  'master, lord, owner' >  NaT *eÎi 'lord, host' >  OT {Cl.} iÎi, [QB]
ida4 'lord', Qzl {Jk.} a4∏∏zi 'Chinese emperor', Ln idi 'host' ¶ Cl. 41, Rs. W
36, 169, Rl. I 15O7, ≠ ET Gl 237-241 (does not distinguish the reflexes
of *eÎi from those of *iga4 'master, lord')  M *eZ>in (< *edin) >  MM
[S, HI] eZ7en 'owner, lord', [IM] vnyJÀ eZ7in-u4 '(of the) owner', [PP]
eZ7en 'ruler, master', WrM eZen, HlM ézén , Kl ézn eZn= 'owner, lo rd ' ,
Dg ‰Z7in 'lord, master, owner, king' ¶ MED 336-7, H 42, Pp. MA 436, Iw.
1O3, Mr. D 142, Klz. D II 128, KRS 693  Tg *edi(n-) 'husband' >  Ewk,
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Neg ‰dï, Lm, Ork ‰di, Ul ‰di(n-), Nn ‰Z7i id., Orc ‰di 'male animal,
husband' ¶ STM II 437-8 ¶¶ Pp. VG 53, 1O5, 137, 157, Rm. EAS I 5 7 ,
ADb. SR-D 12, ADb. KL 15, DQA #414 (A *e"dV 'host, husband') || ?σ
IE: NaIE *°ed≈no- ('≈ clan'?) or cd. *sw-ed≈no- ('≈ one’s own clan') > Gk
}e†noß 'a number of people accustomed to live together; nation' Ï
]o†nei6oß 'foreign, strange' (“ 'belonging to a different }e†noß'); Gk }e†noß
ı Cpt 2e†nos het˙nos, Arm he†anos het≈anos 'heathen, pagan,
gentile', and Gt hai†no2 'heathen, pagan' (the latter in contaminat ion
with the Gmc word that is represented by ON he1din , OHG heidan, AS
he2din, and NE heathen [pGmc {Fs.} *hayTanaz ' fe ld- \s teppen-
bewohnend']); the presence of the component *sw- is suggested by h-
in the Cpt and Arm loans (pointing to an initial Gk h- < *s-) ¶ F I 4 4 8 - 9
and Ch. 315 (both: }e†noß d. <  IE *swe- 'one’s own'), Ch. GH I 15O ( o n
the word-initial w-; * {e†noß > }e†noß: "l’esprit rude a disparu p a r
dissimilation d’aspiration"), Fs. 237-8 ˚  If NaIE *°ed≈no- belongs he re ,
the N rec. is to be reformulated as *?edin2222V ˚  AD NM #115 (HS, A), ≈
Vv. AEN 9-1O (unc.: M π T *eÎi), ≈ S SN 154 (A *?edi), ≈ S CNM 12 (N
*?edi, because M and Tg *-nV is a nominal sx. [in my opinion, t h e
original *-ˆV was reinterpreted in A as a sx.]; ÷÷  NrCs), Yuliya
Krivoruchko [p.c. 1999] (suggested the Gk cognate).
15. € Ll. *?aga 'uncle, elder person' > HS: C *?ag- 'maternal uncle '  >
Ag {Ap.} *?ag- id. > Bln ?Äg, Xm ‰g, Km ag, Aw ag, -a!ga »» SC: Asa {Fl.}
?agok 'mother’s brother' ¶ Ap. AV 1 || A: NaT *a[:]ga 'elder b ro the r ,
uncle' > Tkm a2˝a, VTt a˝a id., CrTt, Kr, Qzq, Nog, Qq, Qrg a˝a, Uz å˝a
'elder brother', Osm {Rh.} a˝a 'eldest paternal uncle; lord, master' a n d
a title of respect, Tk ag"a 'chief, patron', Az a˝a 'mister' (word o f
address), 'landlord', Xk a˝a 'grandfather'; ı MM [LM] {Pp.} '(a" a˝a
'brother', [IM] {Pp.} '(" a˝a 'elder brother, lord' ¶ The long a2 in T k m
(and pT?) is puzzling (is due to its specific syntactic function a n d
intonation as an address word?) ¶ ET Gl 7O-1, TL 291-2, TkR 19, Bu. I
6O-1, Rh. 146, Pp. L II 1256, Pp. MA 432  M *a9a 'lady, dame' > WrM
a9a , HlM agaa id.; M *a9a[y]i 'paternal uncle' > MMgl {Iw.} aGa2i, O r d
{Ms.} a9òa4∏ id. ¶ MED 12, Iw. 84, Ms. O 6.
15a. € *?ágVÂV '≈ bone of the leg\foot' > HS: S ?ig[V]r- > Ar SL
{MS} ?iz7´r, {Bart.} ?´z7´r, Ar D ?ig7r, Gz ?´gr 'foot' ¶ DRS 7, MiK I 9
[#1.7], Lb. 63 || A: M *°eGerc>eg (unless it is *FeGerc>eg) > WrM
egerceg , HlM ´´rc´g 'femoral bone; hip joint' ¶ MED 298.
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16. ?σ  *?a{h}a 'thing(s)', collective pc. of inanimate ('≈ de ça') >  HS
*mi ?aha 'what thing?' (with *mi 'what? < N *mi id.) >  CS *mah 'what? '
> Ug mVh ≠ mV, Hb ma +gmc. 'what?', Ph mu (<  *ma2 <  CS *mah), OA,
Nb, Plm mh, JA, Sr E ma2 (<  CS *mah), Ar mah ≠ ma2 'what?', OAk, Ak
fOB/OA ma2  'what?, why?' (expressing doubt \ disbelief) ¶ KB 522-3, BL
H 263, OLS 266, HJ 599ff., Sl. 643-4, DM 234, Ln. 3O16, L G 323, Sd.
57O, CAD X/1 1-4, Br. G I 326-7 [§ 11O]  B *maÓ ({Pr.} *ma2) 'what?' >
Tw, Gh, Shl ma, Tmz ma, may, mayd id., Wrg ma id. (used in special
syntactic constructions: ma i argaz i t´zridœ 'was ist der Mann, den d u
gesehen hast?', lit. 'quoi ce l'homme ce tu a vu?) ¶ Pr. M I-III 216-8, Fc.
1141, Nh. 19, Ds. 237, MT 393, Dlh. Ou 181  EC {AD} *mah[a], {Ss.}
*ma? 'what?' (either from HS *mi ?aha or a new cd., like Sml maHa2
'what' < ma waHa2) >  Arr me!h, me, HEC {Hd.} *maha  > Kmb ma?a ≠
maha, Hd maha, Sd ma2, ma, Alb ma 'what?' ¶ Ss. B 146, Hw. A 233, 3 8 4 ,
Hd. 167  ? Ch: WCh: Sha ma~, ma@ 'what?' »» CCh: Msg ma! 'what?' »» ECh:
Ke ma@ in ma@ mo! 'what?' (where mo! is a general marker of question, t h a t
is used in all interr. sentences), EDng ma2~, Jg me^, Bdy ma!, Mkl mo2^≠mo^,
Mgm me^≠me2~ 'what?' ¶ J LM 141, J J 115, J R 259, JA LM 161, Eb. 7 8 ,
Fd. 1O8, AlJ 96 ¶ The Ch word belongs here unless its form (its vw.) is
explainable as going back to N *mi  'what?' without additions   S *-a2,
ending of f. pl. of adjectives (pred. case)  >  Ak stative 3f pl. -a2 (Sd. G §
73b), e.g. s5eXXer-a2 'sont petites'; in the nom., accus., and gen.
(substantive cases) the pl. form of fem. and of many inanimate n o u n s
have an ending *-a2-t-u(m) (nom.) and *-a2-t-i(m) (accus., gen.) (e.g.
BHb t&lil4 le6≤lo2t3 'nights', Ak l°la2tum nom. / l°la2tim accus./gen.)
(*-a2 + substantivizing morpheme *-t- + case endings *-u and *-i + [in s t .
det. ‘ later st. abs.] a determiner ending [of sg.!] *-m); this form h a s
the case ending and the determiner of sg. and is treated as sg. in t h e
sentence (the verbal predicate in Ar id f. sg.), which suggests that it was
not an etymological pl., but rather a form of collectiveness  here a lso
(?) S: px. *?a- in  nomina collectiva (‘ pl.) (× N [751a] *{h}a , par t icle
of collectiveness, q.v. ffd.; the short vw. *a suggests that the m a i n
source is N *{h}a ) >  the Ar patterns ?a12a23- (?aqda 2m-  'footsteps' ÿ sg.
qadam-, ?asma2?- 'names' ÿ ?ism- 'name', ?abwa2b- 'doors' ÿ ba2b-
'door'), and ?a12u3- (?anfus- 'souls' ÿ nafs- 'soul', ?awg7uh- ' f aces '
ÿ wag7h- 'face') (both patterns form mostly pl. of inanimate nouns ,
treated as syntactical singular, sc. requiring a sg. f. form of the verbal
predicate), Gz patterns ?a12a23 (?azna2b 'tails' ÿ zanab 'tail', ?adba2r
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'mountains' ÿ dabr 'mountain ' ) , ?a12u23 (?ahgu2r 'cities, towns' ÿ
hagar 'city, town', ?aHk'u2l 'fields' ÿ Huk'l 'field'), ?a12´3 (?as'H´l ' c u p s '
ÿ s5a2Ól [s'aHl] 'cup', ?abk'´l 'mules' ÿ bak'l 'mule'), OSA pattern ?1 2 3
(?hgr  'cities' ÿ hgr  'city') ¶ Wright 209-11, Grande V 41O, GBr. JJAP
56 || IE *-h= >  NaIE *-´, ending of pl. ntr. (nom./accus.) (× N [751a]
*{h}a , particle of collectiveness, q.v. ffd.) >  OI -i (asti 'bones'), Av -i
(na2m´2ni 'names'), Gk te1ttar-a 'four' (pl. ntr.), OI ca≤tva2r-i id.; i n
the paradigm of thematic nouns IE *-eh (the stem-final vw.*-e + pl. n t r .
ending *-h) yields: NaIE *-a2, e.g. *yu2ga2 pl. ntr. (nom./accus.) 'yokes' >
Vd yu2≤ga2, Gk zyga1, L iuga, Gt juka, OCS iga ¶ Brg. KVG 393  AnIE
*-a, ending of pl. ntr. (nom./accus.) >  Ht, Lw, Lc, Ld -a ¶¶ Mer. SGA
275, 284-5 || U: FU *ma 'what?' (<  N *mi ?a{h}a  'what thing[s]?') >
Chr: L mo mo, Uf/B mo, H ma 'what?' » Prm: Vt ma ma 'what?' (see  N
*mi  'what?') ||  ? A *°ma (<  N *mi ?a{h}a  '⇑ ') >  Chv ma 'what?' (see  N
*mi  'what?') || D *-a, inanimate pl. ending in pronouns of the 3 r d
person > Ml iv-a 'they', ClTm -e- (from *-a) in av-e-y, uv-e-y, iv-e-
y 'they' (inanim. pl. of pronouns); acc. to An. SG 265, Tm avey goes
back to *av-a with an additional -y (due to hypercorrection) ¶ An. SG
262-3, 265 ˚  The comparison is dubious ˚  If S *-a2, S *?a-, and NaIE *-
´≠-a2 (with zero reflex of the lr. in AnIE) do not belong here (but r a t h e r
to N *{h}a '⇑ ') we may suggest to compare the second element of FU
*ma 'what' and Chv ma 'what' (both from N *mi ?a{h}a) with Eg fOK
ìX.t 'thing', Eg MK/NK, DEg ìX 'what?' (see  below s.v. N *?VqV
'thing[s]') >  Cpt {Vc.} *o2Xe >  Cpt: Sd/B aW as7, F eW es7, A e# eX€
'what?' (EG I 123-4, Fk. 29, Er. 41, Vc. 2O). The resulting N
reconstruction will be *?aqV 'thing'. In this case N *mi ?aqV
(underlying the FU and Chv pronouns) must have meant 'what thing?' .
If this alt. hyp. is right, the IE ending *-h= (>  NaIE *-´, AnIE *-a) does n o t
belong to N *?aqV and may be compared with HS abd D only. B *maÓ
'what?' and EC *mah[a]  'what?' may represent a contamination of both N
words or belong to either of them.
17. € *?{a}ke 6666 'to chase, to drive away, to take away' ('gnat∆ , ugnat∆ ,
zabrat∆ ') >  IE: NaIE *ag8- ({EI} IE *h€eg8-) 'drive' ('treiben, führen, i n
Bewegung setzen') >  OI ≤ajati 'drives (treibt)', Av azaiti ' t re ib t ,
führt weg' »» Arm acem ac-em 'I carry, fetch, bring' ({EI} 'I lead') »» Gk
}ag-v 'I lead' »» L ag-o / ag-e"re 'drive' (vt.), 'do, act', 'behave', Osc
ACVM 'agere', ACTVD 'agito' »» OW agit 'goes', W, Crn, OBr, MBr a
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(*aget) 'goes' »» pTc {Ad.} *a2k- > Tc A/B {Ad.} a2k- 'lead, guide, drive' ¶
P 4-5, EI 170, M K I 23, F I 18, WH I 23-4, Bc. G 311, Slt. 75-6, Flr. 5O,
Wn. 158, Ad. 36, Ad. H 18 || HS: S *°√?kk >  Ar √?kk (ip. -?ukk-)
'propulit, pressit', 'éloigner, chasser qn.; presser' ¶ Fr. I 45, BK I 42.
18. *?a 4444ka  'be evil, hate' >  HS: WS *√?kk≠*√?ky v. 'hate, be evil' >
Sr ?akk-´t3-a 2 'wrath, anger', Ar ?akk-at- 'hatred', Gz √?ky G ( js .
y´?kay) 'be evil, bad, wicked'; EthS ı Bln {R} ekay 'evil' ¶ L G 17, Br.
16, BK I 42, DRS 18  C: amb Bj {R} aka 'Unheil, Verderben,
Widerwertiges' (unless π Ar éKW à ?akka 'hatred') ¶ R WBd. 12 || IE
*éo+ag- (or *?o+ag-?), *é+?o+agos 'pain, ache', (?) 'guilt' >  OI ≤a2gas- 'guilt ,
sin' »» NLG a2ken, AS acan 'to ache', ece 'pain, ache', NE ache  »» ???φ
Gk }agoß ≠ {agoß {LS} 'any matter of religious awe' (incl. ' cu r se ' ,
'pollution, expiation'), {Ch.} 'consécration', {EI} 'guilt, pollution' (×  t h e
IE source of Gk {agioß 'saint, consacré', related to OI ≤yajati 'worship
through sacrifice'); Gk a  and the spiritus asper belong to the heritage o f
the IE root of {agioß ¶ P 8, EI 5O9 (IE *≤h€e2gos / gen. *≤h€eges-os > Gk
}agoß ≠ {agoß), M K I 7O, F I 14, WP I 115, Ch. 13 (believes that Gk }agoß ≠
{ agoß  'consécration' is connected with {agioß 'saint'), 25-6, LS 14, Ho. 2 ,
87 || U: FU (in BF only) *a4k[k]a+a4 > F a4ka4 'anger, wrath, malice', Krl a4ka4
id. ¶ SK 1871, SSA III 497 || A: Tg *eke 'evil' >  WrMc exe, Mc Sb ‰G‰
'evil (zlo , porok )', 'bad (zloj , xudoj )', WrMc ekcu, ehecu, Mc Sb
‰G‰nZ7i 'slander', Jrc {Md.} exe-be accus. 'bad', Nn Nh/KU ‰x‰l‰ ' b a d
(ploxoj , xudoj )', ‰x‰nc7u- vt. 'slander, defame (so.)' ¶ STM II 444, Kiy.
116, [#341], Md. ChF 133  Blz. (“  Kpl.) adduces here Ko ak˙ata
'böse sein', which is valid unless it is from OChn a^k 'evil' ¶¶ Hardly h e r e
(≠φ) T *egsu4- 'decrease, be insufficient', M *egel-  'low, uneducated, n o t
very good', and pJ *a~k- 'be bored, satiated' ¶¶ ≠ DQA #42O (A *e"~ka+o
'bad, weak': Tg + unc. σ: the above T, M, and J stems) ˚  Cf. Blz. SNE I
#9 (IE, U, Ko).
19. *?{o}kÉ (= *?{o}ku 4444?) 'self' (‘  'myself') >  HS: [1] *-a[:]ku ' I '
(postnom. subject marker of 1s) >  S *-a2ku id. >  Ak -a2ku id. (gas7r-
a2ku 'I am strong'), WS *-ku (sx. of 1s in the new pf. of the verb “
predicative deverbal adj.) >  Gz -ku2, OSA -k (sx. of 1s in the new pf.) . ,
Mh, Jb, Sq -k id. (Mh k‰≤t´bk, Jb, Sq k‰≤tobk 'I wrote'), Hrs -´k id .
(k‰to2b´k 'I wrote'), Ar NY K -ku ± -kW ± -k id. ¶ Sd. G § 75, Jo. MSA 1 6 ,
Bns. NJ I 114-7 (maps 65, 66)  Eg -kw ≠ -ky 'I' in stative (= o l d
perfective) (ìrX.kw ≠ ìrX.ky 'I know') ¶ Lpr. 65-6  LbB: B {Pr.} *-aŒ,
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verbal ending of 1s > Tw {Pr.} -a4Œ, Kb -´Œ, Gd -E÷ »» Gnc -EC [*-ek] id. ¶
Pr. M VII-VIII 9-16, Lf. I 292-3O5, AiM 176, 221  [2] *?an-a[:]ku ' I '
(aut. [emphatic] prn. of 1s) >  S *?ana2ku 'I' >  Ak ana2ku, Amr {G}
*?ana2ku, Ug änk, (AkSc) a-na-ku ({Hnr.} [?ana2ku[:]]), OCn [EA] a-nu-
ki, BHb ik57na1?a2no2≤k3ï, Ph/Pun ?nk, ?nky, Pun [Plt.] ANECH, ANEC, M’b
?nk, Yd ?nk, ?nky 'I' ¶ In SCn (>  OCn [EA], Hb, Ph) and possibly in Yd
this prn. has a final -ï on the analogy of other morphological m a r k e r s
of 1s ¶ KB 69-7O, FrdR § 11O, Hnr. 293, HJ 82, OLS 39, G A 13, 5O, Rai.
EAT 63  Eg ìnk 'I' > Cpt: Sd/B anok, A/F anak 'I' ¶ EG I 1O1, Vc. 1 2
 B {Pr.} *´nakkW 'I' >  ETwl/Ty {GhA} n¥k (na"k) / n¥kku, Ah {Fc.} n´k,
Gh {Nh.} n´kk / n´kkunan, Kb n´SS (n´k13k13) / n´SSini, Tmz n´kk /
n´kkint / n´kkin ± n´c7 / n´c7in, Wrg n´s7 / n´s7s7in, Mz n´s7 / n´s7s7i /
n´s7s7in, Gd nEs7s7 / nEs7s7´n ¶ Pr. M I-III 179, AiM 215, Dl. 562, Fc. 1 3 6 4 ,
Nh. 26, MT 485, 874, Dlh. Ou 226, Dlh. M 14O-1, Lf. I 349 || IE
*?eg8hV-m / *?eg8oh 'I' nom. >  NaIE *eg8o2 ≠ *eg8≈o(m) >  OI a≤ham, Av
az´m (≠ GAv h.l. az´), OPrs adam 'I' »» Gk ]egv1, ]egv1n 'I' »» L ego2 'I' »»
Vnt eXo 'I' »» Gmc *ik ≠ *ïk 'I'; *ik > Gt ik, OHG ih (>  NHG ich), OSx
ic, ON ek; Gmc *ïk >  AS °c (>  NE [ai\]) »» Arm es es 'I' »» OLt es7, Lt
as7, Ltv es, Pru as 'I' » pSl *jaz¥ (< {Fort.} *je7z¥ or {Brg.} *e7z¥) ≠ (>  ? )
*az¥ 'I' (<  IE *e2g8[Ó]om) >  OCS az5 azË, h.l. [Mar.] 8z5 e7zË, RChS,
OR az5 azË ≠ jaz5jazË ≠ ja ja, Blg az, ∆ ≤jaze, ja, McdS jas, SCr
ja•, SCr ∆, Slv ja~z, OCz, OP jaz, Cz ja1, Slk, HLs, LLs, P ja, R, Blr, Ukr å
 Ht uk, ugga 'I' (u  due to the infl. of ammuk accus. 'me') ¶¶ P
291, Bks. 2O7-8 (IE *h⁄eg8Óom ≠ *h⁄eg8e+oÓ), EI 454 (*h⁄eg8, *h⁄e≤g8om), F I
441, WH I 395-6, Frn. 18, BD GVG1 II 8O1, Fort. L 224ff., StSS 67, Bern.
I 35, ESSJ I 1OO-3 (argues for the antiquity of Sl *az¥), ESlSJ-SGZ II 7 3 -
4, Ts. W 95, Mer. SGA 316, Rsk. 66 ¶¶ IE *?eg8hV- / *?eg8oh is likely to g o
back to N (?) *?{o}kÉ  é€oyV 'myself' (*?{o}kÉ 'self' + *é€oyV [=
*hoyV?] 'my'); NAIE *-m in *?eg8hV-m may reflect either N *mi  'I' or N
*mÅ  (pc. of accus.), cp. NaIE *twe(:)-m 'thee' (see  s.v. N *t''''{u4 444} ' t h o u ' )
|| A: T *ok ≠ *o4k 'oneself, just X' >  OT oq (if attached to back-vowel
words) / o4k (with front-vw. words), enclitic pc. with pronouns a n d
nouns, which means 'X ('I', 'he', etc.) and no other else' (ba4n o4k 'I a n d
no one else', o4zu4m o4k 'I myself', ol ok o2t teNrï 'that same Fire God'), OT
U, XwT XIV -oq / -o4k, Yk {Rm.} -oX 'eben, selbst', Chg ≥XV oq 'exactly ' ,
Qrg {Jud.} oq (pc. of delimitation: o4zum oq 'I myself, I and nobody
else'), Nog oq , VTt, Bsh uq , Xk oX (pc. of delimitation), Alt oq 'qe ' (ol oq
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'on qe ', anayîp oq ayttî 'on skazal tak qe '), Chv {Rs.} -x, -ax, -Áx, -
xa, -xÁ (pc. of delimitation) ¶ Cl. 76, Rs. W 359, ET Gl 438-9, Rs. MTS
3O-4O, 248, Jud. 564, BT 115  ? M *ku4 / *gu4 'precisely, jus t
(this\that)' (pc. of delimitation of the preceding word) (× N *K'''' {u 4 444}
[dem. prn.] × probably N *ko  [adversative-thematic and reminding p c .
'whereas, but, also; doch', 'qe , ved∆ ']) >  MM [HI] gu4 (Ms.: "part icule
corroborative") (e.g. {Lew.} neyide-gu4 'justement ensemble', teNiri-gu4
'le Ciel', sc. '≈ the Heaven (God) himself', inu-gu4 'his', sc. {AD}
'justement de lui'), [S] ku ≠ gu = ku4, gu4 'precisely, just ( t h i s \ t ha t ) '
(mun ku tede 'eben jene', lit. 'he-precisely those'), WrM ku4, HlM
k¥¥  (MED: "particle emphasizing the preceding word"): WrM tere ku4
'the same' (tere means 'that'), WrO {Krg.} ku4 'precisely, just this' ¶
The variation *ku4 / *gu4 is likely to have been positional (intervoc. N *-
k-  > M *-g-) ¶ H 1O5, Ms. H 57, Lew. II 37-8, MED 494, Krg. 745 || E:
MEl -k 'I' (apposition, subject of a subordinate predicate): sunki-k ' I
the king', huttan-k 'faciens ego' ‘ 'me faciente', hutta-k 'I m a d e '
¶¶ Rnr. EL 77, 84-5, 94-5, 99-1O5, Dk. JDPA 1OO-5 ˚  AD PP 65-71, 8 2 -
3, notes 1, 8, 38 (IE, HS, El, ChK) ˚  The HS reflexes admit either N *?-
or *h- , while the lack of preservation of the N vowel quality in IE
suggests an IE *?-  (a zero-lr.) and hence a N *?- ˚  In IE, HS, and El t h e
N "corroborative pc." was confined to 1s (IE *eg8Óo2 <  N ? *?{o}kÉ
é€oyV  'myself'), while in A it joined different words (pronouns, nouns ,
adverbs) ˚  This etymon may be identical with N *{é€}o6666kË ' h e a d '
(q.v.). If it is so, we may reconstruct N *?{o}ku4444 'head' ‘ 'self' (≡σ : G
tav-  'head' ‘  '[one]self', Hs ka^i\ 'head' ‘  'self' [nï! da~ ka^i\-na 'I myself '],
Gz r´?(´)s 'head' ‘  [+ppa.] 'self', Q {R} aXWe2, awe2 'head' ‘ ' onesel f ' )
˚  The original final vw. *u4444 (siggested by HS and M) is at variance with
the IE evidence (suggesting *a 4444 or *e ) ˚  ≈  Gr. I 77-81 ("pronoun base
GE" in IE, CK + err. in Hg).
2O. € *?o{k}a6666LV '∈  to eat' >  HS: S *√?kl (G  prm. *-?kul≠*-?kal) v.
'eat' > OCn √?kl , Hb √?kl  G , ip. 3m lk2a7i yo2≤k3al (<  *ya-?≤kal-u), Ph, Ug
√?kl, BA √?kl G, ip. 3m lk8ai$ ye2≤k3ul (<  *yi-?≤kulu), Sr √?kl G (ip. 3 m
nE≤?k3u2l  Òw˚u'ñe, Sr W ne≤k3ul), Ar √?kl G (ip. 3m ya-?kul-u, imv. kul),
Ak aka2lu G  inf. 'eat', p. 3m ïkul (<  *≤yi-?kul); d. *≤?uk[V]l- 'food' >
Hb ≤?ok3El, Ar ?ukl- id., Gz ?´k´l 'food, bread, corn', Sb ?kl 'grain c rops ,
corn', 'meal', Ak uklu 'Verpflegung'; d. *≤÷akVl- >  Ar ?akl- 'eating' ( o r
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?akul- 'food'), Ak ak(a)l- 'bread'; Eb {Krb.} ?akalum 'to eat', 'food' ( o r
'bread') ¶ KB 44-45, KBR 46-7, OLS 21, Sd. 26-7, 14O6, BK I 43, Fr. I 4 6 -
7, L G 15, BGMR 4, DRS 18, Krb. EG 4, 6 || A: Tg: Lm oq¥l- v. ' e a t
(berries)' ¶ STM II 9.
21. Ll. *?aK''''a 'elder relative, grandfather' > HS: Eg BD ì¿k 'alt, be jahr t '
({Tk.}: is to be read ìk) ¶ EG I 34, Tk. SCC 97  C: [1] EC {Ss.} *?a2kk-
'grandfather, grandmother' > Kns a2kk-a, Gdl ahh-ayya, Gwd, Gln ?akk-
awo, Brj ≤a2kk-i, akk-e2≤hano 'grandfather', Bs akk-o, Or {Bl.}, Or B/O {Sr.}
akk-o2, Gdl ahh-ot, Brj a1k≤k-o2 'grandmother', Hd a2kk-o 'mother’s fa ther ' ,
a2kk-e2 'mother’s mother', Gln ?ajj-aye 'great-grandmother', Brj a2kk-inga
lubb-o2 'grandparents' (lit. 'grandparent’s soul') »» SC: Irq/Grw {E} a2!ko
'old man', {MQK} ?a2ko2 id., 'grandfather', Asa akuya 'grandparent' ( i n
address)  [2] EC *?aka2k- 'grandfather' >  Or {Bl.}, Or S {Sr.} aka2ku2, O r
{Grg.} aka2kayyu2 id., Kns aka2ko 'old man', ? Bj aha2hac7c7i 'mother’s f a the r '
¶ Ss. B 21, Bl. 112, Hd. 72, E SC 377, MQK 1O, Fl. AA 11, Ap. AV 1, Grg.
13, Brl. 13, Sr. 261-3 ¶¶ Tk. I 83, Tk. SCC 97 [#27.7] || A: M *aqa
'elder brother, elder person '  > MM [HI] {Ms.}, [S] {H} aqa ' e lde r
brother', [LM] {Pp.} 'Q" aqa id. i n aqa du4∏ 'brother(s)' (lit. 'elder b r o t h e r
[and] younger sibling') (du4∏ < diyu4 'younger sibling'), WrM aqa ' e lde r
brother; elder, senior, older', Ord, Brt aXa, WrO aXa, Dg {T} akæa2 ≠
aga, Mnr H {SM} a9òa ≠ a29òa 'elder brother', {T} a2ga 'father’s younger
brother', Kl ax aX¥ 'elder brother; elder', {Rm.} aXa id., 'uncle'; Ï
WrM {Kow.} aqai, WrO aXai 'father, daddy, papa', aXa2i 'elder, e lder
brother', Kl {Rm.} aXa4∏ 'brother' (address), Brt axaj, Ba {T} a9e ' e lde r
brother'; M *aqa[y]i 'father’s sister' (cd. with the reflex of N *?{a}yV
'mother') > MM [HI] {Ms.} aqai 'father’s sister', WrM aqai, HlM axaj
'madam' (respectful term used to address a married woman), Ord aXa4∏
([∈] a title of respect for women) ¶ Ms. H 36, Pp. L II 1256 and III 5 7 ,
MED 59-6O, Kow. 22, KRS 56-7, Rm. KW3, Ms. O 8-9, Krg. 8, Chr. 65, SM
2, T 313, T DgJ 118-9, T BJ 133  NaT *aka 'elder brother, e lder
relative' > Alt, SY, Ln aqa, Tv aqî 'elder brother', ?? Qrg ake and Qq a4ke
'father', Qrg ake , ET, Ln, Alt aqa, Tv aqî - a respective address word f o r
an elder man ¶ ET Gl 121-2  Tg *aka, *akay 'elder b ro the r ,
father’s\mother’s younger brother ' >  Ewk aka2, aka2y, akï, Lm aqa, Neg
aga, axa, axay, axI2, axI2y id., Sln axiﬁ 'elder brother', Nn a29a id.,  a29- ≠
a2q- ≠ a2N- (+ppa.), a9a (form of address), WrMc agu, Mc Sb aku ' e lde r
brother', Orc aka, a2ki, Ud {Kom.} aga?, Ul, Ork a9- ≠ aq- ≠ aN- (+ p p a . )
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id., 'father’s younger brother' ¶ STM I 23-4, Krm. 2O3 ¶¶ S AJ 2 8 O
[#38O] || D: (att. in SCD) *akka > Prj akka, Gnd B {Tr.} akko2, Gnd ChM
{BE “ LuS} akko, Png ako 'mother’s father', Kui ake, Ku akku
'grandfather' ¶ D #24.
22. *?a 4444la , pc. of prohibition and categorical negation >  HS: WS *?al
'do not!', prohib. and emphatic negation >  BHb la2 ?al 'do not!', ' n i ch t
doch!' (?al b´≤nï ?al-≤na2 ne2≤lek3 kul≤la2nu2 'Nay, my son, let us not all n o w
go' [II Sm 13.25]), Ph, Yd, OA, IA ?l, BA la2?al, Ug äl 'do not' (prohib . ) ,
Sb ?l negation (?l Î..., ?l m , 'there is no, ne¢ego ', ?l mn 'there is
nobody who…') and prohib. pc., Gz ?al-b´- 'il n'y a pas dans\chez…':
?alb´ya be2ta 'non est mihi (in me) domus', Tgr, Tgy albu ?alAbu ' t h e r e
is not', Amh, Gft, Har, Grg al- - negation of the verb in pf., DA ?l ' n o ,
kein' ({HJ} 'absence of'), Amh, Grg, Gft alA 'without', Sq {Jo.} ?Ol, {L} ?al
'not' (negation with nouns and verbs), {L}aºl... waºl 'neither… nor', M h
{Jo.} ?‰l (usually ?‰l... la2) 'not', 'do not' (neg. and prohib.), Hrs Äl ' n o t ' ,
Äl... w-Äl 'neither… nor', Jb ?O(l) 'do not!', ?Ol...lO? ' not ' » it is not c lear
whether Ak ula >  ul (OAk, Ak A ula, B ul 'not') (neg., but n o t
prohibitive) has any connection with pWS *?al or should be explained
(as in Sd. 14O6-7) as going back to *wa la2 'and not' ¶ KB 46-7, JH 1 3 ,
HJ 55, GB 36, 894, A #18O, OLS 22-3, Bst. 47, L G 17-8, L LS 6O, Jo. M
4-5, Jo. H 2, Jo. J 2, Sd. 14O6-7, DRS 19  C: Af {PH} ale2y 'no' ( =
'nein'), Sa {R} ≤?allo2 'Nichtigkeit', allo2 d<ah 'verneinen, nein sagen' ¶
PH 38, R S II 29  ? NrOm: Kf/Anf {C} allo, Shn {C} a2li 'non esserci' ¶ C
SE IV 398 || U *a4la >  *a4la4/*ala ≠ *ela4 'do not!' (prohib.) (the var iant
*ela4 may be due to the infl. of the negative verb *e- 'do\does not') >  BF
*a4la4/*ala≠*ela4, 2s imv. of the neg. v. ('do not') >  F a4la, a4l-, ∆ ela4, Krl
K ela4, el-, Krl A a4la4, a4l-, Krl L eÒa≠a4la4≠aÒa, Vp aÒa, Vo ela4, Es a4ra, ∆
a4la±ala, Lv ala;≠a4la; id. » Lp: S {Hs.} aalie- (imv. of the neg. v.), N {N}
ale" ≠ a6le" (2s imv. of the neg. v.), Le2le2 id. » Er il!a≠il!ak id. (2p il!a-do)
»» pObU *a4∏l (≠ **w-Vl) 'do not!' (prohib.) >  Vg: 1) pVg *a44∏l >  Vg T a4l
id., 2) ¿ pVg **wVl > Vg: K wil, P (w)ul, N ul id. (the origin of *w- still
needs elucidating); pOs *a4l id. >  Os: V/Vy a4l, Ty/Y a$¬, D a$t ± ot, Nz at,
Kz a¬, O a$l ¶ IS I 264 adduces the pPrm verb *o$l´- (>  Vt alÈ- v. ' forb id ' ,
Z ‰l- v. 'calm, quiet, soothe', Yz o$l- v. 'forbid, calm'; Prm *o$ <  FU *a4),
suggesting development (derivation?) of a lexical verb from a negat ion
(cp. NHG verneinen ÿ nein)  Sm: Kms El- neg. v. (3s sbcj. El ' i s
not')  pY {IN} *‰l, neg. pc. > Y: Y T {Krn.} el! 'does not', 'do not! '
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(negative and prohibitive pc.), Y K {AD} ?a4Ò id. (tu≤deÒ ≤?a4Ò s7o≤gi 'he d i d
not enter', ?a4Ò s7oi\≤la4k 'do not enter!'), K {Krn.} el!e 'not', {AD} ?a4≤Òoi\ ' i s
not', K/T {IN} ´l(´) 'do not, not' (with verbs and nouns) ¶¶ Coll. 4 -5 ,
UEW 68-7O, SK 33, Hs. 146, Ht. 198 [#728], Stn. D 55-6, MK 692, KD
164, Krn. JJ 28O, 284, AD YN, IN 218 || D *all-, neg. v. > Tm all- id. ( 1 s
alle2n3 ≠ allen3 'I am not', 2s allay, 3m allan3, 3f allal<, 3n an3r3u,
3pn alla, etc.), Ml alla 'is not that, not thus', Kn alla, Kt ala2 neg. v.
(for all persons), Td alosÀy 'except' (lit. 'not being'), Gnd hal(le2)≠haille2,
Mlt -l- neg. morpheme, Brh all- neg. v. (in past tenses), ala, alava2
'certainly not, not a bit of it'; IS assumes that the latter form m a y
represent a trace of the former meaning of “categoric negation” ¶¶ D
#234, Stv. IDL 24 ˚  Cf. IS I 263-4 (S, C, Ch, U, D + unc.: G ar(a) ' n o ,
not', S *√l? (sc. *la2) 'not' (actually from N *lßßßßa[?]yV ¬ *lßßßßay[?]V ' no t ;
to disappear', q.v. ffd.), and M *u4li 'not'). It is tempting to unite M *u4li
(Pp. IM 288-91), Ak ul(a) 'not', and pVg **wVl 'do not!' (>  Vg: N ul, P
(w)ul, etc.) as going back to a combination of some (conjunctional?)
*w-element (cognate to S *wa 'and'?) with the N negation *?a4444la o r
*lßßßßa[?]yV ¬ *l ßßßßay[?]V; see also Gr. I 214-7 ("negative E/ELE", "ELE" being
supposed by him in U, M, ChK, EA, Ht).
23. *?elV 'clan, tribe' (‘  'all', prn. of plurality) >  HS: S *?a2l- ' c lan,
family' >  Nbt ?l 'family, clan, tribe', Ar ?a2l- 'family, relatives', Ak a2l-
u(m) 'village, city' ¶ JH 13, HJ 55, Fr. I 7O-1, CAD I/2 379-88   WS
*?il(l)ay 'these' (and possibly *°?ul(l)... 'those') (× N *lßßßßÅ analytical [‘
synthetical] marker of collectivity, q.v. [or N *?ÉlßßßßÅ, dem. prn. o f
collectivity] × N  sequences *{h}i++++ {e} lß ßßßÅ and *{h}u lßßßßÅ [with the deictic
particles *{h}i or *h{e}  and *{h}u , q.v.]) >  BHb, BA el`3a4 ≤?ellE2 ≠ la4
≤?el, BHb (GkSc) elle, elh, Ph ?l, Pun [Pœn.] ILY, OA ?l, ?ln, BA ?ille2n
'these', ?ille2k3 'those', IA ?lh 'these', Ar ∆  ?ila2 id., Sb m. pl. ?ln, f. p l .
?lt, Sq {L} ´lh´, ´l≤hena 'these', ´l≤heg´n 'those'; WS *?ill-u2 m. pl. ,
*?ill-a2 f. pl. (with the endings *-u2 m. pl. and *-a2 f. pl.) >  Ph ?lw, MHb
[BS] vlia?ylw, MHb ul`a4 ≤?ellu2 ' these ' , Gz ?´ll-u2 'these' m. pl., ?´ll-a2
f. pl.; Ar {Br.} îLv" ?wly ?ula2 'ii' (dem. prn. with neutral deixis),  Ar
ha2-?ula2?i 'these', ?ula2?i-ka 'those', that may have the vw. u due to t h e
infl. of S *?ulli- 'that' (>  Ak ullu6(m ) 'that' m. sg. / ull°tu(m) f. sg.,
ullu6tu(m) 'those' m. pl. / ullia2tu(m) f. pl.) ¶ KB 48, 5O, 1666-7 ,
BL H 261, Deg. 59, HJ 61, FrdR § 113a, Br. AG 8, 29, Fi. DB 1O2-3, 1O7,
BK I 7O and II 1459, BGMR 37, GBr. JJAP 91, L G 17-8, Sd. G 47 [§  45.2] ,
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DRS 19, Cer. ArJ 22O  C: ? Sa {R}a≤le2 (pl. ≤a2lel) 'clan, family, t r ibe ' ,
Or {Th.} a2li (subj. case a2li-n) 'concittadino, compatr io ta ,
conterraneo', ? Arr ?ollah 'village, neighbours' ¶ R S II 26, Th. 16, Hw. A
343; alternatively, Sa a≤le2 may be from Ar ?a2l-, and Or a2li may be f r o m
Ar ?ahl- 'family' || IE *?ol- > NaIE *ol-yo-, *ol-no- (*'everybody' ‘)
'whole, all, each' >  Gt alls 'all, each, whole', ON allr, OHG al / all-,
NHG, OSx all, AS eall 'all, each', NE all »» ? Clt {SB, Loth} *olyo-s >  OIr,
NIr uile, W, Crn oll 'all', OW ell, yll 'each, every', Gl olio- (in p r o p e r
names) (Dtn. 276); but RE 78 prefers pBrtt *sollos 'all' (>  OW hol, MW
holl, oll, Crn, OBr, Br holl) (< IE *sol-no-) to pBrtt *ollos 'all' from IE
*ol-no- »» Osc {Mul.} ALLO (FAMELO) (?) 'das ganze (Vermögen)' ( n o t
confirmed by Pln. and Bc.) »» Lt alia!i {Frn.} 'all, jeder, ganz, völlig'
(alia!i vienas, alvienas 'each, everyone' [vienas 'one'], alia!i
meﬁtai 'every year', aliai rytas 'every morning') ¶ ≈ EI 6 4
(identifies this IE stem with {EI} *haelnos 'beyond', see  N *{h}al[V?]É
'on the other side'), SB 52, Fs. 4O, Flr. 213, Loth WKS I 441 and II 3 5 4 ,
EWA I 129-3O, ≈ Mn. 873 (wrongly adduces Oss I al(l)‰, Oss D al(l)i 'a l l
kind of', see  N *s2222alu 6666 'intact' and Ab. I 48), Mul. 19, Fs. 4O, Vr. 7, Ho.
84, KM 13-4, ≈ Frn. 7 (denies the Lt-Gmc connection) || A: T *e2l ' t r ibe ,
people, political unit' >  OT e2l {Cl.} 'a political unit organized and ru led
by an independent ruler', {DTS} 'tribal league, tribe, people', M T ÒYÆ el
'Herrschaft, Reich', Chg, OOsm el 'country, state, people', Tk el, Tkm ïl
'people (Volk), tribe', Tk il 'country (Land), province', VTt, Bsh il
'country, state (Land, Staat)', Nog, Qq el id., 'people (Volk)', Az el , ET il
'people (Volk)', Kr el id., 'people (Leute)', Qzq el 'people (Volk),
inhabitants', Uz, Qrg, Alt el 'tribe, clan, people', Qmq el 'village', CrTt
el, Chv i\al 'village, people' (i\a- is one of the reg. reflexes of T *e- [acc.
to Lvt. IF]), ? Yk î¢al 'family; neighbour'; T ı  Chr yel 'country; village' ¶
The etl. doublets in Tk (el, il) must be due to inter-Turkic loans ¶ w
Rs. W 39, Cl. 121-3, DTS 168-9, ET Gl 339-43, TL 494, Jeg. 352, Fed. II
497-8 || D *ell- (*'everybody' ‘ ) 'whole, all' >  Tm ella2m 'whole, al l '
(personal as well as impersonal), ellavarum , ella2rum 'all persons ' ,
Ml ella2m, ella2vum, Kt, Td el, elm 'all', Kn ella 'all, everything, t h e
whole', ellarum 'all persons', Kdg ella2, Tu -la (= -la2 ?) 'all', Tl ella
'all, whole', ellaru 'all persons, all men', Klm ittar el 'both', Ku ele?e
'whole' ¶¶ D #844 ˚  K: MG XVII el-i 'country', G el-i 'Nomaden-
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\Hirten-volk', G T el-i id. (Chx. 38, DCh. 49O, Qub. II 434) is a
questionable cognate, since it may be a loan from Tk (which is highly
plausible in the light of its meaning). According to IS I 268 (with a
query) OG er- 'people, army' (>  G er- 'people') goes back to N *?elÅ
(sc. *?elV 'clan, tr ibe') , which is untenable since G -r- is not a reg .
reflex of N *-l-  ˚  Hardly here(⇔  C }op IU I-1974 19 [#2]) U *ulV(-yV)
'viel, groß' ˚  IS I 267-8 includes S *?a2l-, T *e2l-, and the dubious K *er-,
•el- into the etl. entry *?elÅ 'to live' (untenable, because U *ela4- v.
'live' [justifying IS's semantic rec.] does not belong together with t h e
abovementioned S and T roots, but goes back to N *XelÅ 'dwell, live'
[q.v.]).  
24. *?ÉlßßßßÅ, dem. prn. of collectivity (connected with N *?elV ' c lan,
tribe' [q.v.]?) - an alternative reconstruction instead of 1249 (N *lßßßßÅ,
an analytical marker of collectivity).  
25. *?e6666lV 'deer' (and 'mountain goat'??) >  HS: S *≤?ayl- 'ram' >  BHb
li%a2 ≤?ayil (pl. Mil5ia4 ?e2≤lïm), Ug ïl (= *?e2l-u) 'ram', ? Ak (y)a2l-u id., JA
{Lv.} al1i^a2 ?ay≤l-a2 'Schafbock'; the ancient meaning 'deer' is preserved
in the S d. noun *?ay≤yal- 'deer, mountain goat' >  BHb lI!a2 ?ay≤ya2l
'fallow deer (Cervus dama'), Ug äyl, Amr {G} ?ayyalum, JA {Lv.} al1ia4
?e2≤l-a2, JEA {Sl.} al1ii^a2 ?ayy´≤l-a2, Sr W/E ?ay´l-a 2 'deer', Md aiala,
pl. ailia, f. ailata 'deer, hart', Ar ?ayyil-, ?iyyal-≠?uyyal- 'moun ta in
goat, stag' ({Fr.} 'Caper montanus, cervus'), Gz hayyal 'ibex, moun ta in
goat' (the origin of h- is not yet clear), Ak ayyal-u 'deer'; Cn ‘ Eg NK
ìyr 'deer' or 'ram' (= *?ayya2li ≠ *?ayyo2li gen., acc. to Vc.), (EgSSc)
{Hlk.} ?e-yu-l 'deer' >  Cpt: Sd/B eIeoyl eieul, Ieoyl ieul ' d ee r ' ,
Sd oeIle oeile, B OIlI o2ili 'ram' ¶ KB 38-9, KBR 4O, A ##165, 1 8 5 ,
OLS 25 (ïl 'carnero'), G A 13, Lv. I 64, Sl. 113, Br. 15, DM 14-5, Fr. I
76, L G 221, Sd. 24, DRS 17, EG I 38, Vc. 62, Hlk. #1, SivCR 77 || IE
*?+h8el-n- 'deer' ({EI} *h⁄el≤h⁄e2n / gen. *h⁄elh⁄≤nos) > Gk e>llo1ß (-ll- < *-ln-
) 'young deer'; (with the sx. *-b≈o-) Gk }elafoß 'deer' (<*el-n=-b≈o-s) »
Arm e¬n eÒn (gen. e¬in eÒin) 'female deer' »» OIr elit (<  *eln=-t-)
'chamois', W elain 'female deer' »» OLt ellenis 'deer', Lt e!lnis,
e!lnias 'deer ' , e!lne$ 'female deer', Ltv al^nis 'elk', Pru [El.] alne :
"Hindin" 'hind' and "Tyer" 'beast' » Sl *elenÁ 'deer' > OCS Elen6
jelenÁ, Blg elen, SCr je~len, Slv je!len, R, Uk o≤len∆, P jelen1, Cz
jelen, Slk jelen7 id.; OCS al5nii alËnji ≠ lanii lanji f., ChS
lan6 lanÁ, R, Uk lan∆, P Lani (gen. Lania), OCz lanI1, Cz lan7
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'hind, female deer, fallow dear' »» pTc {Ad.} *ya4l > Tc: A ya4l, B yal
'gazelle' ¶ IE *h8el-n- is likely to go back to the oblique form (with *-n-)
of a heteroclitic stem  NaIE *?elk8-/*l=k8- (most probably from a N c d .
*?e6666lV K ''''É) >  OI ≤r=s1yah5 'male antelope', KhS {Bai.} ru2s1 'Ovis Poli
(Marco Polo’s sheep), wild sheep', Wx ru2s7 'wild mountain sheep' »» Gmc
*algi-z 'elk' > OHG elah, elaho, NHG Elch, AS eolh, NE elk, ON
elgr »» Sl *olsÁ > OR los5 losÁ, R, Uk los∆, P Los1, Cz los 'elk' ¶ P
3O3-4, EI 154, F I 483-4, Vr. 1OO, Ho. 92, EWA II 1O3O-1, Frn. 12O, En.
14O, Tp. P A-D 77-8, Vs. II 458, 522, III 134-5, M K I 124-5, M E I 26O,
Bai. 367, Ma. CS 175, 257, 275, Glh. 296, Slt. 146-7, Wn. 591, Ad. 4 8 5 -
6 || U: Y: Y T ile 'deer ' ¶ Ku. 57 || A: NaT *elik 'roe-buck, female wild
goat' > OT {Cl.} a4lik id., MQp XIII elik 'male gazelle', MU {ADb.}, OOsm
a4lik, Tk ∆ elik 'roe', Shor, Qrg, Qq elik 'roe-buck', Tv elik, Tf ElIk
'female roe', Xk ilIk, StAlt elik 'roe-buck, female wild goat', Az a4lik,
Qzq, Q, Alt elik 'roe', Bsh ilÁk 'female wild goat', Yk a4lik 'mo t t l ed
(¢ubaryj ) reindeer' ¶ ET Gl 265-6, Cl. 142, TL 153 (*a4lik), BT 191, Ra.
18O, DTS 171  M *ili >  WrM ili, HlM, il il 'young deer, fawn', Kl
il il´ id. ¶ KW 2O6, MED 4O7  NrTg *elke2n (unless it is *xelke2n)
'deer '  >  Ewk ‰lk‰2n 'wild reindeer', Lm: Ol i\e2lk‰n, Okh ‰lk‰n
'domesticated reindeer (leader in herd)' ¶ STM II 448  ¶¶ DQA #425 (A
*e"lV(-kæV) 'deer') || D *il(ar)V- '∈  deer' >  Mlt ilaru 'mouse deer' »» Tl
ir3r3i (< *il-rV) 'antelope', ? Tl le2t5i≠le2d5i id. ¶¶ Not here (⇔  IS I) SD
*iral+lß- (>  Tm iralay 'stag', Kn eral<e≠erale, Tu eral<e ' an te lope,
deer', OTl iri 'stag') ¶¶ D #476 || K: USv, Sv L {TK} ilw, Sv LB {Kald.}
il ≠ hil 'roe, kosulå ', Sv L {Dn.} ilw 'chamois, serna ' ¶ TK 284, Dn.
s.v. ilv, Marr SR 38, Kld. L 187, GM SAKS 85 ˚  NaIE *?elk8-/*l=k8-, NaT
*elik, and NrTg *elke2n suggest a N cd. *?e6666lV K''''É ˚  IS I 272-3 (HD, IE,
D, A, K); IS also adduces words going back to D and K *ir- ' d e e r '
(actually belonging to the N etymon *÷iÂ{i} '[male, young] big
ungulate' [q.v.]) ˚  AD NM #37, S CNM 4 (÷÷ ST), Vv. AEN 3.
26. *?il{Å} 'stand still, stay; place to stay' >  HS: CS [1] *?il-, *?ilay
'towards' >  Hb la3 ?El ≠ -il4a= ?éle2-, Ar îLaì ?ila2, +ppas.: CS *?ilay ka
'towards you' (m. sg.) >  Hb K1il3a4 ?e2≤lE2-k3a2, Ar ?ilay-ka, etc.; [2] ??σ S
*°√?lw > Ar √?lw (pf. |aaà ?ala2, ip. vLu'ya a ya2lu2 ≠ ¬u'yaa ya2lu) v. 'be unable
to do, neglect, be late in' ¶ Cf. also S *la  'to' (see  N *lßßßßÅ, locative pc.) ¶
DRS 19, KB 48-9, BK I 48-5O  ??φ Eg ìr- 'to, towards' (wi th
pronominal suffixes: ìr-k 'tibi', etc.) / ìr ≠ r 'to, towards' (wi th
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nouns); it is a qu. cognate, because both DEg r and most Cpt dialects
(Sd/B ero- ero, P aro-  aro-  'to, towards, for') suggest the reading [r]
rather than [l], but cf. Cpt F ela- ela id. ¶ EG II 386-8, Er. 236-8, Vc.
37, Tk. I 141   EC: Rn {PG} il 'earth, ground; land, country' ¶ PG 1 5 1 ,
Blz. RL 258 || IE *?elï (or *x8+h8elï?) ≠ ? *{?}il- >  NaIE *elï, *el-, *il- v.
'rest, stillstehen' >  Gk e>li2no1v 'I rest, I do not act' »» ? OI i≤layati
'stands still' »» ?σ  Lt ilstu~, inf. ilﬁsti v. 'get tired' ¶ P 3O4-5, F I 495, ≠
M K I 92, ≠ M E I 196, Frn. 184 ¶¶ Lt il- (<  NaIE *l=- without NaIE *´- <  IE
*Ó-) suggests IE *?- || U: FU *-l+lßa/-l+lßa4, sx. of nomina loci (>  ending o f
local cases [× N *lßßßßÅ, locative pc., q.v. ffd.]) >  F taka-la 'a p lace
behind (der hinter befindliche Platz)', ete-la4 'south' (lit. 'a place i n
front of sth.') » Lp S (Vfs?) {Sz.} maNNe2-l-t 'hinten', maNNe2-l-ï 'hinter', Lp
S {Hs.} miN1N1elde ± miNNea4lde 'nachher, hinterher' (maNNe2-, miN1N1e- ' d a s
Hintere') » Er vasolo '(place) in the distance' (vasov 'far away'
[direction]), Chr u4l´l 'situated below' (u4l- 'das Untere') » Vt, Z -la,
ending with locative meaning: Vt, Z kuz1ala 'lengthwise' (Vt, Z kuz1 ' l ong ' )
»» Hg -fo4l, fo4l- 'das Obere' (fo¡ 'head, top') ¶ Sz. 63-4, Hs. 932-4, LG
144, U3S 226-7 || A: Tg *-la2 / *-le2 (locative case ending) (× N *lßßßßÅ '⇑ ' )
> Ewk, Neg, Sln, Lm -la2/-l‰2, Nn, Orc, Ul, Ork, Ud -la/-l‰, e.g. *mo2-la2 ' i n
a\the tree' (> {Ci.} Ewk, Neg, Sln, Lm mo2la2, Nn, Orc, Ul, Ud mo2la), *do2-la2
'within' (from *do2 'Inneres') (>  {Bz.} Ewk do2lo2, Sln, Neg, Lm do2la2, Nn
dola, Orc, Ud dolo, WrMc dolo), Tg *du'-le2 ({Bz.} *du4i-la4∏) 'oben a m
Hang' (>  WrMc dele, Ewk de2l‰2, Lm de2l‰2≠de2la2, Nn duyl‰, Ork dila id.,
Ud dil‰ 'abseits') ¶ Ci. 257-267, Bz. 84, 96-8 || D: SD *ill˛ ' house ,
home, place' (× N *Xel Å  'dwell, live', q.v.) > Tm il 'house, h o m e ,
place', illam 'house, home', Ml il 'house, place', Kdg illa-v´⁄n ' m a n
who is a relative' (lit. "house-man", with *-vanÀ 'man', see  Tm i-van3
'this man', a-van3 'iste vir'), Tl illu 'house, dwelling', Tu illË id.,
'family', Klm, Nkr ella, Gnd, Png, Mnd il, Knd ilu, Ku illu2 ≠ illu ' house ' ,
Kui idßu 'house, dwelling' ¶¶ D #494   D *-il, marker of a locative
function of the noun >  Tm (-in3)/-il, Irl -(i)li, Ml -il, Kt -l, -lß, Td -sÀ
({∫Em.} -s3), Kdg -lï ¶ D #494, Zv. CDM 32; Zv. reconstructs here *-
in/*il, but the variant *-in (>  Tm -in3) is very likely to go back to the N
genitive marker (>  marker of oblique cases) *nu  ¶¶ Not here the D loc.
case ending *-ulß (< N *l ßßßßÅ '⇑ ' ×  D *ulß n. 'inside' <  N *?uh[V]l!!!!V ' h u t '
[q.v.]).
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27. *?il ∏∏∏∏V 'eye' >  HS *?+hil- (it is represented in C, Ch, B, a n d
probably in Eg) > C *?ill- 'one eye' >  Ag *?‰ll- 'eye' >  Xm, Km ‰l, Aw
‰!ll, Bln ÷‰l (the unexpected ÷- is possibly due to the infl. of Tgr ÷in ' eye '
or to the ancient morphological infl. of the old Cushitic pl. f o r m
*÷inÊV 'eyes') (w Ap. AV 3) »» EC *?il- '(one) eye' >  Sml, Rn i!l, Or B i!l-
a, Kns, Gdl i!l-, Bs, Elm il, Dsn ?il, Arr ?Il, Sd, Ged, Kmb il-l-e, Hd il-l-i,
Brj ≤il-a, Ya il »» Dhl {EEN} ?i!la, {To.} ?ila 'eye' »» SC: Irq {MQK} ?ila,
Brn/Alg {E} ila, Kz ilito, Asa ?ilat; SC ı Mb i?ila! 'eye' »» Bj {R} ≤lile ≠
≤lili, {Rop.} l°l° 'eye '  ¶ Bl. 1O5, Sr. 332, Ss. PEC 5, 22, Ss. B 1O4-5,
Hd. 6O, PG 151, Hw. A 34O-1, HL 66, AD SF 144-5, MQK 54, E PC # 3 2 6 ,
EEN 21, To. D 128, To. DL 482, R WBd 158, Rop. 212, Blz EDB 18-9 ¶ In
EC the word refers to one eye, while the correspondent plural *÷inÊ- is
based on N *÷3333o 6 666yn2222V 'see, look; eye' (q.v.)  Ch *?{i}lV 'eye' > CCh: Lmn
{Lk.} i!li!, Lmn Hd {Wl.} i!li!, Lmn Vz {Wl.} ili, iri, Lmn A {Wl.} il-yia id. »
Bdm {Lk.} yi^l, {Cfr.} ye~l, Glf {Lk.} El 'eye' »» ECh: Mkl {J} ele 'eye' ¶ JI I
6O and II 126-7, Wl. G 65  B {Pr.} *√Óll (<  *√?+hll) 'eyes' >  Kb all´n,
SrSn AA, Izd all´n, Sll {Ds.} a4ll´n 'eyes', as well as possibly Ah iha2ll
(imparfait intensif) 'pleurer bruyamment' (vb. n. ta2hala), Tnsl, Ty ´lh
id. (Pr.'s B root *√h€lh⁄); forms like Gd aw´ll 'eye', pl. wall´n, SrSn
iwaz7´n 'eyes' might appear at first glance as suggesting that the f o r m
all´n≠wall´n belongs to the root *√wl 'see' (> Ah aul 'avoir l'œil su r ' ,
Izn wala 'voir, apercevoir'), but in my opinion the form of pl. abs .
wall´n≠iwaz7´n (like in Gd and SrSn) goes back to a generalization o f
the status annexus w-all´n 'eyes' (w in Izd: abs. all´n, ann. w-all´n, o r
in Sll: abs. a4ll´n, ann. u"w-a4ll´n, e.g. sna4t u"wa4ll´n 'two eyes'), and Gd
aw´ll 'eye' is a bf. from pl. wall´n  ¶ Pr. H #487, Fc. 1493, Dl. 44O, Rn.
286, Ds. 2O3, Mrc. 18O, 292, ABs. EGLK 29-31  ? Eg fOK ìr.t 'eye' [=
(GkSc) i>ri], ìr  'das Sehen' (personification), ìr v. 'see' (att. in the imv.
form in the set phrase ìr t 3w  'pay attention!') (see  EG I 1O6-8, Vc. 6O);
the comparison with Eg is questionable, because it presupposes that t h e
Eg character r represents ·l‚, which is at variance both with the Greek
transcription i>ri and with the Cpt reflex (r r rather than l l) in t h e
nomen actionis  ieire (preserved in the compound noun banieire
'qui a le mauvais œil', see  Vc. 6O)  The HS √  is used not only i n
nouns, but in verbs as well: C **?ila2l- v. 'look' >  EC *?ila2l- v. ' look ,
watch' >  Sa {R} ilal- v. 'look, wait for', Or ila2la- v. 'watch, look', Kns
ila2l- v. 'follow with the eyes' (said of an infant or a person with
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impaired vision), Ag: Bln {R} ÷alål-≠alål- v. 'look'. This verb is
obviously derived from the C noun *ill- '(one) eye'. Consequently, t h e
HS √  is probably nominal ¶ Bl. 1O7, Grg. 223 ¶¶ Tk. SCC 97 [#27.6] ,
AD SF 144-5; an alt. hyp: OS #112 (HS *?ir- >  Eg ìr, Ch *?ir- ' eye ' )
 HS ≈ *?ilima 'tears' (<  N cd. *?il∏∏∏∏V *mu6666hi ¬  *?il∏∏∏∏V mu6666hyi ' eye-
water ' )  > C: Dhl {EEN} ?ili!ma 'tears' »» SC *?ilima > Asa ?elelema, ı
Mb i?ili!ma id. » Ag {AD} *?‰Ò‰NW- 'tears' ({Ap. AV} *?‰r‰NW-, {Ap. VSA}
*?ÈrÈNW-) (Ag *N < C *m) > Bln ?‰r‰≤NWa, Xm ‰r‰NW, Km (Y)ereN »» EC
*?ilm- > Sml ilmo, Bn ilmi, Rn i~li!m, Or {Bl.} i(m)mimm-a2ni, {Grg.}
immima2n, Or S imima2ni, Kns ilma2ma2, Gdl ilmama, Brj ≤ilma, il≤ma2, Yk
ilmamu 'tears' ¶ E SC 292, Ap. AV 5, Ap. VSA 23, Ss. B 1O5, Bl. 221, PG
152, Sr. 333, Grg. 224, EEN 21  SOm: Ari erma 'tears' ¶ Lm. SKE 534 
? Eg P rmy 'weep' ¶ EG II 416-7 ¶¶ Tk. SCC 1O2 [#32.8], AD SCLC 1 9 9
[#37] (C, Eg), Lm. SKE 534 [#15] (EC, Ari) || ? IE: Clt: Brtt (× N *P3333ilV ' a
hair, tuft of hair ') :  OW {Flr.} ail 'eyebrow', W ael 'supercilium; o r a ' ,
{YGM} 'brow; aisle', OBr GUORAIL 'supercilium' (Flr.: cd. with GUOR-
'upper') ¶ Flr. 198, SB 3 ({SB} pClt *aili), Bc. 22O, YGM 6 || A {WNL}
*ila- 'seen, visible' >  Tg *i'le- id. >  Orc il‰-mu- v. 'show', il‰-kc‰- v.
'appear, become visible', Nn il‰ 'åv∆ ' ('sth. visible'), 'vidnoe mesto '
('place easy to see'), Sln il‰x‰%  'apparent, visible', Lm il≤la 'in (people ' s )
sight', WrMc iletu 'sichtbar' ¶ STM I 311-2, Hr. 492-3  M *ile-
'clear, visible' > MM [S] ile 'visible', [MA] ile 'clear, manifest', WrM
ile, HlM il, Ord {Ms.} ile 'clear, manifest; visible', WrO {Krg.} ile, Kl
il ile", Kl {Rm.} ilä, il´ 'clear, evident, manifest', MMgl [Z] ila4 ' c lear ' ,
Dg {MYC} il‰2t, Mnr E {MYC} hele (with a secondary h-?) 'open, c lear ,
evident, obvious' ¶ H 81, Pp. MA 195, MED 4O4-5, Krg. 94, KRS 267, KW
2O6, Iw. 1O7, MYC 4O7  T: OT [MhK] ila4r- v. 'be visible, strike o n e ' s
eye' ¶ DTS 2O7, Cl. 15O  pJ *a~ra~p-ar- v. 'come in sight, appear' >  OJ
a~ra~par-a, J: T/Kg araware!-, K a!ra!wa!re!- 'to appear' ¶ Mr. 677, S QJ
#589 ¶¶ WNL NC, DQA #597 (A *i~la 'evident, visible') || E: NEl, AchEl
el 'eye', MEl el-ti 'eyes' ¶¶ HK 393, 396 || ?φ D: Zv. finds a stem a;li
'eye' (mainly within cds.) in the lgs. of the Nilgiri area: Irl {Zv.}
v‰lßlßena;li ± v‰lßlßeya;li, AlK ≤b‰ll-a;li, PaK b‰lßlße a;li 'the white of t h e
eye' (v‰lßlßena-, v‰lßlßeya-, b‰lßlße means 'white'), JKr kariya;li 'the eye-
ball' (lit. 'black eye'), PaK kan`n`ali;li and a;li 'iris of the eye' ¶ Zv. BNTL
658; on the vw. {∫Zv.} e4 [‰] w Zv. IL 11 ˚  Blz. BNED 3 (E, HS, D), Blz. DA
14. Cf. WNL NC s.v. 'eye' ˚  I am grateful to V. Blaz ]ek for drawing m y
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attention to the possible cognates in Celtic and the D lgs. of the Nilgiri
area ˚  Blz. DA #13 (D [1], HS).
28. *{?}ol∏∏∏∏V 'that (visible)' > HS: S *°?ull- > Ak ullu6 m. 'that, r e m o t e '
(<  *?ulli?-u), f. ulli6tu(m), pl. m. ullu6tu(m), pl. f. ullia2tu(m) ¶
Sd. 141O, Sd. G 47 [§ 45.2], Dk. AkJ 91  EC *?Vl-, deictic prn. (× N
*hal∏∏∏∏V 'this', q.v.) > Gdl ?e2!le (nom. ?e2!lu) 'that' (remote from t h e
speaker), Dsn -(a)l-  'this', Arr -lo! 'this': faraw-lo! 'this horse', ?ummo-lo!
'these children' ¶ Hw. DP 13, Hw. A 191-2OO, To. DL 226-7 || IE: NaIE
*ol- 'that (remote)' >  OL ollus 'that (remote)', L o2lim 'at that t ime ' ,
ultra2 'beyond, on the far side (of)', uls 'beyond, on the other s ide ' ,
ulterior 'on the other side', ultimus 'farthest, last', Osc u1lleis
gen. 'of that (m.)', ulas gen. 'of that (f.)' (× IE *?al-, *?ol- 'on\from t h e
other side, {P} darüber hinaus' < N *{h}al[V?]É  'on the other side', q.v.
ffd.) ¶ WH II 2O6-7, 813 || ? U: Slq Tz Èl-na, Èl-tam 'iste, que voilà, von
tot ' ¶ KHG 293, KKIH 196 ||  A: T *ol 'that' (remote deictic prn.), 'he' >
OT ol id., Tkm, Qzq, Qrg S, Xk, StAlt, Tv ol, Bsh ul, Chv v¥l, ∆  v¥ºl id. ,
Yk ol 'that', VTt ul, SY ol 'he'; Qrg, Tb al 'that' is probably a n
unexplained phonetic variant of *ol rather than a prn. of different
origin ¶ Cl. 123-4, ET Gl 444-6, Fed. I 1O6  NKo {MLC} ol 'this, t h e
present', ol- in {Rm.} ol-t≈a≠or-ha v. 'be such', or-ha4 ol-hay 'this year ' ,
and onal (<  ol-nal) 'this day, today' ¶ Rm. SKE 176, MLC 12O7-9 ¶¶ Rm.
EAS II 75 [§ 41], Rm. SKE 176; ≠ SDM97 (A *o(lV) 'this, that') and DQA
#1556 (A *o id.) consider T *ol  to be an extended var. of the deictic p c .
*o.
29. *? {o}LV  (or *?oyil ∏∏∏∏V?) 'bough, hook' (‘ 'hang on a hook') >  HS:
CS *?al[l]- 'stick' >  MHb {Js., ‘ASh.} el`1a2 ?al≤la2 'lance, fork, sign-pole' ,
'Spitzkeule, Pfahl, Gabel', {Lv.} el1a4 ?e2≤la2 ≠ {Lv. T} el`1a2 ?al≤la2
'Holzstange, Kolben, Stange' (the form el1a4 ?e2≤la2, unless a mistake i n
one variant of the traditional pronunciation or in Levi’s personal
vocalization, may be due to contamination with el1a4 ?e2≤la2 ' t e reb in th
tree'), Ug {OLS} ält 'soporte, pilar', JA {Js.} al`1a2 ?al≤la2 'club, ba t ' ,
at1l1`a9 ?alla2≤t3-a2 'post, pole, door-post', JA [Trg.] {Lv.} al1`a9 ?â≤l-a2,
at1l`6a2 ?all´≤t3-a2 'Kolben, Stange', Ar éLWà ?all-at- 'broad-headed spea r '
¶ Js. 66, 73, ‘ASh. I 86, Lv. T I 29, Lv. I 8O, OLS 32, Fr. I 28, Hv. 11  B:
SrSn ala 'ramée, ∈ branchages', Ah ali vi. 'hang ( ê t r e
pendu\suspendu)', s-ili caus. v. 'hang' ¶ Fc. 1O16, Rn. 336  SC: Alg
{E} elemi, Irq {MQK} halmi (pl. hale2mo2 ≠ hale2ma2), Brn {E} alema
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'branch' ¶ E SC 336, Mgw. 1O3, MQK 44 || A: Tg *ol- >  Nn Nh olpI, Ul
o 2rpUn  'hook close to a stove (used to hang vessels and rags on)', Ud Sm
{Krm.} olo?u, Ork olZ7IGa, Orc orJiGa, Ewk oldon ± ollon ± olron, Neg
olo2n, Lm olra2wUn 'hook over the fire (used to hang a kettle or a t ea -
pot)', ≈ *ol-san- vt. 'hang (a kettle) on a hook over the fire' > Ewk
ollon-, Lm olra2n- ± olda2n- ± olla2n-, Neg olo2n- 'hang (a kettle, a t ea -po t )
on a hook over the fire' ¶ STM II 14-15, Krm. 275  pKo {S} *ori >  NKo
ori 'a fishing hook with several barbs' ¶ S QK #792, Rm. SKE 178  ?φ
NaT *ïl-  v. 'hook, hang on (sth.)' (×  N *?áz6666ÉkË 'thorn, hook'?) >   OT
il- {Cl.} 'to catch sth. (with the hand, a hook, etc.)', {DTS} id., vt. ' h o o k
(pod- , za-ceplåt∆ ; lovit∆ [kr√¢∆åmi ])', Tkm ïl- vi. 'hook t o '
('priceplåt∆så , zaceplåt∆så '), Yk ïl- 'hang on, load (smth. on a n
animal’s back)', Qmq, Qrg, Qq, Nog, Uz, ET, Tk ∆  il-, Qzq ¡l- Ál-, VTt,
Bsh ´l- Ál-, Xk ¡l- Il- v. 'hang on', StAlt il- vt. 'hook (za- , pod-
cepit∆ )' ¶ DTS 2O7, Cl. 125, ET Gl 343-6, BT 63, BIG 67 ¶¶ ≈  DQA
#648 *i\o2 !le 'hang (on) sth.' (Tg, Ko, T + M *elgu4- 'to hang on', actually
belonging to N *?áz6666ÉkË '⇑ ') || U: Y T walu¢ol- vi. 'hang, hang over ,
lean down (viset∆ , svewivat∆så)', weli¢e- vt. 'hold (sth.) h u n g '
('derqat∆ razvewannym '), vi. 'hang (by) (povisnut∆ na )' ¶ Ku. 4 8
˚  If T *ïl- belongs here, the N rec. may be *?oyil ∏∏∏∏V  (with T *ï from *-
oyi-), otherwise the N etymon is *?{o}LV ˚  Alternatively, there m a y
have been two N words, one designing 'bough, hook' and the o t h e r
meaning 'to hang', with lexical interaction between them in s o m e
descendant lgs.  
3O. € *?ul∏∏∏∏V 'soil, foundation, earth' >  HS: Eg ∀ ì¿.t {EG} 'Ort, Stät te ' ,
{Hng.} id., '(bewohnter) Erdhügel' (×  N *?arV 'earth, land, place ' )  ¶ EG
I 26, Hng. 22  C: EC *?ul[l]a >  Sa {R} ≤u2la 'place', Bs {HL} u2l ' e a r th ' ,
HEC {Hd.} *ulla 'earth, land' > Hd {Hd.} ulla, Kmb ulla(-ta) id., Sd {Hd.}
u[:]lla 'earth', Hd {Hd.}, Sd {Gs.} u2lla, Alb {PB} u2l≤lata ≠ u2l≤leta 'land' ¶
AD SF 195, Hd. 55, 88, 423, HL 66  pOm {Blz.} *{y}all-≠*yill- 'earth' >
SOm: Dm {Bnd.} (y)ïl 'earth, soil, ground', {Fl.} yïlu, ye2le 'earth' »»
NrOm: Mj {Fl.} yEllu id. » Zs {Si.} ?a≤la, Hrr {Fl.} alla!? id. ¶ Bnd. AL 1 4 8 ,
Fl. OWL s.v. 'earth', Si. ACh s.v. 'earth'  Ch {JS} *y>il (= *J°il?) 'earth' >
WCh: pAG {Stl.} *J°il, {Hf.} *yil 'ground, earth, country' >  Su {J} yi!l id.,
Ang {Flk.} yil 'earth, land, country', Tal {IL, Sh.} d'il ' ear th ' » Ron: DfB
s7in-J°I^l 'earth, ground, country' » BT: Tng {J} yili 'earth, ground', Pr
illi!y 'ground', Glm {Sch.} yi!l, Krf i~li! 'earth (soil)', ? pBT {Stl.} *?o4li
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'earth (soil) '  > Bl {Lk.} ?oli, {SIL} wOli, Krkr {Lk.} ?e~li! id. ¶ JI II 1 1 6 ,
ChC, ChL, JS 91, Stl. VZCh #245 (pHAB *yo4lV), ≈ Stl. ZCh 24O [#863]
(unc.: pZCh *?+yasi 'earth'), Hf. AG #181 ¶¶ y- in Om and Ch is
prosthetic (*?i- > *i- > yi-) ¶¶ Blz. OL (HS *yil-≠*yul-) || A: NaT *u[:]l
'foundation, basis' >  OT u[:]l id., {Gb.} ul 'Boden, Sohle', OT U X ul ({Cl.}
u2l) 'sole of foot', Osm XIV ul 'foundation', ET ∆  {Jr.} ul ' foundat ion,
earth floor' ¶ Cl. 124 (OT u2l without sufficient ev. of a long vw.), DTS
6O8, Jr. 322, Rs. W 512, U3 #23/8  M *ula >  MM [S, HI] ula 'sole o f
foot', [MA] hula 'sole of footwear', WrM ula, HlM ul 'sole o f
foot\footwear, basis, foundation, Kl {Rm.} ul¥º 'Sohle', Ord {Ms.} u¯la
'semelle', Mnr {SM} ula2 'plante des pieds, semelle', Dg {T} wu\ala id.,
MMgl {Z} ula2 'leather sole' ¶ H 162, Ms. H 1O5, Pp. MA 186, MED 8 6 8 ,
KW 448, SM 469, T 368, Iw. 139-4O ¶ The M cognate is legitimate only
if h-  in MA is a secondary development (confirmed by the absence of h-
in other MM texts [S, MI], in Mnr, Dg, and MMgl)  Tg *ola2-çi- ' un t i
(boots of reindeer leather) '  > Ewk olo2t ± olo2(t)çu ± olo2çik, Lm ola2çIq,
Neg olot, Ork ollo2c7i 'short unti', Orc olo2çi 'unti', Ul olZ7Uma ' foo twear
(made of elk’s legs)' ¶ STM II 16 ¶¶ DQA #2723 (A *u"la 'sole, foot -
wear ' ) .
31. *[?u4444]Lu6666dV 'to grow' >  HS: S *°√ldd >  Ar ladïd-at- ' h o r t u s
florens' ¶ Fr. IV 97 ¶¶  Hardly here Eg fP rd vi. 'grow' >  Cpt Sd/B/A
rOt , Cpt F lOt  id., which may be better equated with WS *√rdy > Ar
√rdy 'increase, augment', Sq {L} √rdy id., Gz √rdy 'pay interest' (s e e
EG II 462-3, Fk. 154, Vc. 179, Tk. I 242 [Eg rd ÷  S *√rdy]) || IE
*?leu\d≈-/*?loud≈-/*?lud≈- ({EI} *h⁄leu\d≈-) 'grow'  >  NaIE *leu\d≈-/*lou\d≈-
/*lud≈- (and *:leud≈- after pxs.) vi. 'grow, thrive, rise' >  OI ro2dhati ≠
ro2hati 'grows', with lengthened vowels of pxs.: Vd v°≤rudh- ' a
plant', anu2≤rudh- 'nachwachsend', sva2rudh- 'aus der eigenen
Wurzel wachsend'; Av raoÎ- 'grow', Prt rwd-, BdhSgd rwÎ- 'g row' ,
KhS rv°tta4 'grows' (<  *rau\dati), NPrs 3s prs. dYavru ru2y-a4d / inf.
ˆtaSru ros-ta4n 'grow, come forth, appear', Vd ro2h- (3s prs. ro2hati)
'grow' (Mayrhofer explains the change -h- <  -dh- by the infl. of t h e
roots with -h- <  -*z1≈- and by the need to avoid homonymy with ruh-
'check, restrain, keep back') »» L L°ber (an old Italic god of growth
and agriculture), Osc Iu1veI1s Lu1vfreI1s 'Iovis Liberi' (pl.) » Vn
Louzera 'Libera' »» OIr {P} luss n. 'plant' (<  *lud≈-stu-), OCrn les,
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MCrn leys (pl. losow), W llys 'grass', pl. llysiau ≠ llysau coll.
'vegetables, herbs', MBr snglt. lousouenn 'plant', Br louzou` coll.
'plants' (snglt. louzaouenn) »» Gt liudan, OSx liodan, AS le1odan
'to grow', OHG liotan 'to sprout', ON loÎinn 'zottig, grasreich', NLG
loden (<  *lou\d≈-) 'to grow, to sprout'; Gt laudi 'shape', MHG lo2t
'formed, shaped', NLG Lode 'spring, shoot' ¶ P 684-5, EI 248, Mn. 6 8 3 ,
711, M K III 77-8, M E II 467-8 (IE *h⁄leud≈ 'grow'), Bai. 367, Vl. II 32-3 ,
85, Sg. 575, WH I 792, LP §§  181.5, 182.5, Ern. 377, Fs. 323, 332-3, Vr.
363, Ho. 199, Ho. S 47, Kb. 622, OsS 565 ¶¶ M E reconstructs IE
*h⁄leud≈ 'grow', *h⁄ postulated on the basis of long vowels of t h e
prefixes with Vd ro2dh-. This *h⁄ is best interpreted as *?, because *? i s
likely to be the only lr. lost in the word-initial preconsonantic posi t ion
(rather than yielding *Ó=- > *´-); this is confirmed by S (loss of t h e
initial lr.) || A: M *°u4lZ>i- (< *u4ldi-) > WrM u4lZi- v. 'live, live o n
something, subsist' (unless it is pM *Fu4lZ>i-, which cannot b e
determined for lack of ev. in MM, in the f/h-preserving Mongolian lgs.
or in loanwords in TM lgs.) ¶ MED 1OO7.
32. *{?}ÉL[i]mÅ '∈ tree' ('elm' or the like) > IE: NaIE *l=mo- 'elm' ({EI}
IE *≤h⁄elem≠ *h⁄(e)lmos 'mountain elm [Ulmus montana]') >  L ulmus
'elm' (ı  Kb ulmu id. [coll.], t3ulmut 'elm', OHG ulmboum, NHG Ulm
id.) »» OHG elm, elmo, MHG ilme, ON almr, ME elm 'elm' >  NE
elm; a Gmc source (or pSl {Trb.} *jÁlÁm¥ 'Ulmus'?) underlies a w o r d
for 'elm' in the West and East Slavic lgs.: Cz jilm, OP ilem, P ilm,
ilma, Plb je$lm, je$lma", OR ilem5 ilemË 'ulmus', R il∆m, R W ∆
ilem, il∆mina , Blr ¡l∆ma 'elm' »» Sl: Uk l∆om  'Ulmus montana', R
∆ le4mok 'young elm', LLs lom 'ulmus'; LLs w1elm, welm 'ulmus' and R ∆
vil∆ma 'mountain elm' may go back to pSl *¥lÁm¥ (or be somehow
conected with L ulmus?)  NaIE *0lima2 >  OIr lem 'elm'  NaIE
*0lei\mos >  W llwyf-en (pl. llwyf) 'elm' ¶ WP I 152, EI 178, WH II
811-2, Vr. 7, EWA II 1O56-6O, Kb. 1O63, Dl. 454, Bern. I 424-5 (Sl π
Gmc), ESSJ VIII 222-3 (pSl *jÁlÁm¥ and *¥lÁm¥ 'Ulmus'), Vs. II 126-7 ,
SRNG XII 186, Dal II 41, 92, YGM-1 315 || A: T *ilma4 (≠ *elma4?) 'elm' >
VTt ´lma4 'elm', Qmq elme 'elm, English elm (våz , karaga¢ )', Blq {Rm.}
elme 'oak', Nog elmen 'asp', Chv yÁlme, ∆  imle 'elm' ¶ Jeg. 78, KumRS
374, TatR 683, NogR 434, Ash. III 121, Fed. I 194, ≈  Rs. W 41 (unc.: π
R il∆m 'elm', ∆  ilem 'Ulmus campestris'; this R word is used most ly
as a technical term or a name for a special species, but is not a t tes ted
in most R dialects outside the western area [in R the normal words f o r
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that tree and its species are våz and berest], hence R il∆m, ilem
can hardly be the source of the alleged loan)  M *il[a]ma 'mulberry-
tree' >  WrM ilama ≠ ilma, HlM ålma, Brt ålma modon id .
(modon  'tree'), Kl ilm  ilm´ 'mulberry-tree' ¶ MED 4O2, KRS 268, Chr.
799 || HS: [1] ?φ  S *?alla2n- ¬ *0?illa2n- '∈ tree, oak' >  BHb N&l`a2 ?al≤lo2n
'any big tree; oak, acorn', MHb N&l`a2 ?al≤lo2n 'oak', JA Nl2ia5 ?°lan ≠
Nl2a5 ?ilan [?illa2n], JA [Trg.], JEA {Sl.} em. an!l1ia5 ?ila2≤n-a2, Sr 'nolo∆ài
?°la2≤na2 (Sr W ?illO≤n-O) 'tree', Ak fOAk alla2nu 'oak'; Cn ‘ Eg (EgSSc)
{Hlk.} ?al-l€-lu1-na 'oak' ¶ KBR 52, Js. 49-5O, Sl. 116, Sd. 36, Hlk. # 4 ,
SivCR 77  Ch: CCh: Mlw {Trn.} a~lu~wu~N 'tree', Msg G {Trn.} luwuN,
luwNiy id., Mbara {TrnSL} lu!N 'tree, wood' » Gdr {Mch.} wu1la%Na5, {Srp.}
wulanga id. »» WCh: DfB {J} lan 'Wildnis, Busch' ¶ J R 217, ChC s.v.
'bush' and 'tree', TrnSL 269, Trn. LM 1O2, Trn. LDM 17, Trn. EM  [2]
?φ  S *°≤?ayl- '(big) 'tree' >  BHb li%a2 ≤?ayil (pl. Mil5ia4 ?e2≤lïm) {KB}
'mighty tree'; CS *?il-at- >  MHb el1a4 ?e2≤la2 'terebinth, (?) oak', Sr Æ4ø$l∆ài
?°l≤t-a2 'small tree, forest'; S *°?al≤l-at- '∈  tree' >  BHb el`1a2 ?al≤la2
'magestic tree', ? Ug {OLS} ält  'soporte, pilar' ¶¶ KB 39, 5O-2, KBR 4O,
54, OLS 32, Js. 49-5O, 68-7, Br. 15, CAD I/1 354-5 ¶¶ OS #31 ¶¶ S
*?alla2n-, *0?illa2n-, and their Ch cognates belong here only if the N cs .
*m  in the HS word-final position changed into *n (due t o
reinterpretation of *m as a morphological ending [the S determiner *-
m?]); S *°≤?ayl-, *°?al≤l-at-, and *?i≤l-at- may have originated as cases o f
bf. for the same reason ˚  The NaIE zero reflex of the initial lr. ( i n
*l=mo-) points to a N *?-  (otherwise we should expect NaIE •elmo-,
•elimo-).  
33. *{?}al!!!!a 'food' > HS: CS (or WS?) *≤?alVy-at- ¬ *?aly-at- 'fat tail o f
a sheep' >  BHb ei!l6a2 ?al≤ya2, JA [Trg.] {Sl.}, JEA {Sl.} at1il5a9 ?ali—t3a2 (p l .
JEA at1ii!l6a2 ?alya2≤t3-a2)', Sr æ4ojliè ?El°≤t3a2 ≠ æ4ojliàa ?al°≤t3a2, Sr E
?el°≤t3a2 'fat tail', Ar éyaL0!Å ?alyat- id., 'mollet, gras de la jambe; gras de l a
cuisse', îLaÀ ?a2la2 'qui a la queue grosse et grasse; qui a les fesses
charnues' » ? EthS: Amh lat 'sheep’s tail', Har {L} la4 ∏t id., Grg Sl la2t ' m e a t
of a sheep’s tail' ¶ KB 53, KBR 55, Br. 23, Sl. 134-5, PS 2O8, BK I 49, DRS
2O, L LH 1O1, L EDG III 374, MiK I #1.5  C: EC: ??? Or alal {Th.} ' c a r n e
pura', {Brl.} 'carne che si mangia cruda, carne monda per i musulmani ' ,
{IS “ Vit.} 'raw meat (as food), fat' (Th. supposes that the word is o f
Arabic origin) »» ? SC: Kz {E} a¬ito 'fat, oil' »» Dhl {EEN} ?a!¬i 'oil' ¶ The
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SC/Dhl word belongs here if *-¬- < **-lh- with a **h- of secondary
(suffixal, hiatal?) origin ¶ Th. 15, IS I 259, Brl. 16, EEN 2O, ≈  E SC 2 8 5
(s.v. *?as6i 'fat, oil'); on SC *-¬- < *-lh- w AD SCL  WCh: Krkr {J} ?i!lmO%u,
{Al.} ?i!lmo~ 'fat' ¶ JI II 132  ?? B: IS I 259-6O adduces Ah a2llun ' c o r n '
(presumably from pB *√Ólw, the final -n [originally marker of pl.]
being re-interpreted as belonging to the √ , hence pl. a2llu2n´n 'kinds o f
corn') ¶ Fc. 1O9O || IE *?al- (or *éel- è NaIE *al-) v. 'feed, nourish' (‘
v. 'rear, breed', 'grow') ({EI} *hael- 'grow') >  Gk }an-al-toß 'unsat iable '
(lit. 'un-nourish-ed [enough]') »» L alo2, al-e"re 'nourish', d. altus
'high' (“  *'fed') »» OIr al- v. 'nourish', W alu, Br ala v. 'bring forth' »»
ON ala, AS alan 'feed, rear, bring up', Gt alan 'grow' (π 'be fed ' ) ;
d.: Gt al†eis, Gt Cr, OHG, NHG alt, OSx ald, Dt oud, AS eald ' o l d '
(“ *'grown up' “ *'fed'), NE old ¶ WP I 86, P 26, EI 248, F I 1O2, WH I
31-2, Vr. 4-5, Fs. 34, 4O, EWA I 171-4, Vn. A  57, Mn. 16-7, Ho. 3, 83-4 ,
KM 16-7 || A *{a}l!V- ({DQA} *i\ol!e) 'food' > T *al! 'food' >  NaT *as7 > OT
as7, Tk as>, Tkm,  ET, CrTt, Qmq, QrB, VTt, Bsh, Qrg, Alt as7, Nog, Qzq,
Qq, Xk as, Tv a<s7, Yk as id., Uz ås7 'hot food', Az as7 'porridge, gruel
(kawa ), pilau', Ggz as7 ≠ a2s7 'fodder' ¶ On the ev. of Tkm and Yk, t h e
NaT vw. *a was short (⇔ Cl., Sev. [*a2], DT [half-long *a;]) ¶ ET Gl 21O-2,
Rs. W 29-3O, DTS 61-2, Cl. 253, Rl. I 583-6, DHST 189, DT 82, Vl. I 3 8 ,
Jeg. 38  Ko al 'seed, grain, corn ¶ Rm. SKE 6-7  ?φ M *o4l- >  WrM
{MED} o4l, HlM øl 'food', Brt ¥l, Kl øl 'nutritiousness', {Rm.} o4l
'stärkende Speise', Ord, Mnr E {MYC} o4l 'nutritiousness, food' ¶ The p M
origin of the word is qustionable because of its strange phonetic shape
(monosyllabic noun without final vw., not typical for pM) and i ts
absence from MM sources; one of possible sources is T *o4∏l 'fresh' (‘
'fresh\nutritious grass') ¶ MED 633, KRS 413, KW 29, Chr. 499, Ms. O
53O, MYC 541  ?φ Tg *ulï3- 'feed' > Ewk ulï-, Lm, Nn Nh uli-, WrMc
ulebu- id. ¶ STM II 26O ¶¶ ≈  S AJ 186, 285, ≈ SDM97 (A *el!u ' s eed ,
grain, food') ¶¶ DQA #32 (A *al!V 'fresh crops, germinated seeds '  > T
*[i\]al! 'food' + unc.: M *alir-su [> Kl a4∏lsn= 'chaff', HlM alirs 'b lue-berry ' ]
and Tg *elu2 >  Ewk ‰lu2- v. 'hatch'); qu.: DQA #641 (pA *i\ol!e ' food '  > T
*[i\]al!, *[i\]al!-a 'food', M *o4l 'food', Tg *ulï3- ' feed ')  || It is tempting t o
adduce (after IS I) D *alß(-av-) > Klm la;v 'fat', Tm al< 'strength', Gnd la2v,
Kn al<a(vu/i) 'power, strength', Tl alavu, alavi id., la2vu ' s t rength ,
fatness', Knd alvi 'energy', la2vu 'much' (D #291). But the D s t e m
belongs here only if the meaning 'fat' (as in Klm and Tl) is the original
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one, which is questionable ˚  Cf. IS I 259-6O: HS (S, Or, B), IE, A (T,
Ko), D ˚  ≠ Gr. II #33O (*al  'seed') (untenable).
34. *?uh[V]l!!!!V 'hut' > HS: S *≤?uh[a]l- 'tent, hut, family' (≠  *?ah[a]l- ? )
>  Hb ≤?ohEl 'tent', pl. ?áha2≤lïm, Ug ähl {A} 'Zelt, Wohnung', {OLS}
'tienda, mansión', Amr {G} ?ahlum 'tent, house', JA {Lv.} el1e9a1 ?Ohâ≤l-
a2, {Js.} el1e0a1?Ohá≤l-a2, JEA {Sl.} al1e&a?oh≤l-a2 'tent', Sr  Òha∆i yi≤hal,
em. «oh∆a yah≤l-a2 {Br.} 'gens, caterva (hominum)', {JPS} 'troop, band ,
cohort', Ar ?ahl-, pl. ?ahl-u2na 'people who live in the same tent' ‘
'family, household, people', Tmd ?hl, ?l 'tent, family, clan', Sf ?l, Lh
?hl id., Ak a2lu (<  *?ahlu) 'Ortschaft, Stadt'; S ı Eg N ìhr, (EgSSc)
{Hlk.} ?a-hi-l 'nomad’s tent' ¶ DRS 1O-1, KB 18-9, KBR 19, A #1O4,
OLS 15, Sl. 86, G A 13, BK I 65-6, Br. LS 299, JPS 189, Brn. ITh 511, Brn.
TTPh 16O, BGMR 3, EG I 119, Hlk. 11, SivCR 78; the vw. a of the f irs t
syll. (in Ak, Ug, Ar, and Sr) is probably due to the infl. of *h  SC: I rq
{MQK} ?is6a2NW (pl. ?is6e2ri) 'watch hut in the field', {E} is6aN ' o u t -
structure, hut or shelter away from house', ? SC ı Mb as6a?u! 'calf h u t '
¶ Irq, Mb s6 < *hl ¶ E SC 285 (s.v. *?a!+a2!s6a), MQK 58  ? WCh: pAG *lu
'hut', {Hf.} 'compound' >  Gmy {Hf.} lu2 'compound', Su {J} lu! 'Hüt te ,
Raum', Mnt {J} lu!, Ang lu, Cp {Kr.) lÈ 'hut, house', Kfr {Nt.} lu! ' house ' ,
Mpn {Frz.} lu! 'house, hut, room' ¶ J S 73, ChL, Hf. AG 21 [#135] (pAG
'compound'), Nt. 25, Frz. M 34 || E: MEl ul-hi 'Wohnstatt, Tempel-
Cella' ¶¶ HK 1216-7 || D *ulß 'house, in, inside' >  Prj ole(k) 'house', Gdb
ule, Gnd ro2n ≠ lo2n id., Knd lo?o/i 'inside', Krx ula2 'inner room; in ,
inside', Mlt ule 'inside, within', Brh ura2 'house, wife'; Tm ul<, Ml ul<l<u
'inside', Td u¬ß 'the inside' ¶¶ D #698 || A *{u}l !V: ?σ  T *°o+o2+u+u2l! 'inside' >
{Cl.} os7, OT {DTS} us7 'the heart\centre (qalb) of tree-trunk, branch, o r
horn', {MKD} o4s7 'core (of tree, branch, horn)' ¶ Cl. 255, DTS 617, MKD
49  ?σ M *u[:]lus 'tribe, population' >  MM [S] ulus 'Volk, Stamm,
Staat', WrM ulus, HlM uls 'people, nation; state, kingdom, empire ;
dynasty', Mnr H lus‰ 'peuple, état, contrée' ¶ MED 873-4, H 163, Kow.
4O3, SM 228; the M stem may belong here only if the final element *-
(u)s can be explained.
35. *{?}u4444 ++++ul ! !!![g]a 'cold (Kälte)' >  IE: NaIE *alg≈- 'cold', *alg≈-e/os- n .
'cold, frost' ({EI} ? IE *hÅelg≈- 'cold') >  L alg-or 'frost, cold', alg-e2- v.
'freeze, feel cold', alg-idus  adj. 'cold' »» pGmc *algiz (< NaIE *alg≈-es-
) >  ON gen. sg. elgiar, Ic elgur 'Schneegestöber mit starkem Frost,
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halbgeschmolzener Schnee', 'snow-drift' ¶ P 32, EI 113, WH I 29, Vr.
1OO || HS: ECh: Bdy {AlJ} ?o~lga~ n. 'froid', ?o2~l (pl. ?o~lo~w) ' refroidir ' ,
EDng {Fd.} O2!la~ 'froid', O2^lE~ 'rafraîchir', Jg {J} ?o2!la^n 'cold' ¶ J J 116, AlJ
1O4, 145, Fd. 4O, JI II 8O-1  ? S *°√wlg >  Sr W {Br.} gle„Æ a ?awleg#
'frigidus, jejunus evasit', but acc. to PS, the word means ' fa tuus ,
insipitus factus est' ¶ Br. 3O1, PS 65 || A {AD} *u4l!!i-, {SDM94, SDM95}
*ul!V > T *u4l!i- v. 'freeze, congeal' > OT [MhK] *u4s7i- 'be very cold, shiver
with cold', MQp u4s7i- 'be cold', [CC] 'be frozen', Tk u4s<u4- v. 'suffer f r o m
cold', Az, QrB, Qrg, ET u4s7u4-, Tkm u4s7e-, ∆ u4s7i-, VTt Áºs7Á- id. (ı Chv v¥s7-
v. 'blow' [of a cold wind]?), Nog u4si- v. 'get frost-bitten', Qq, Qzq u4s(i)-
v. 'freeze, suffer from cold', StAlt, Tv u4z7u4- v. 'freeze, become stiff with
cold' ¶ Cl. 256-7, Rs. W 52, ET Gl 644, DTS 628, BT 171  M **u4li+u4-
(not attested in the available M sources) ı Yk u4lu4i\- 'frieren' ¶ Rm. SKE
73, Klz. MJ 121, Rs. W 523  Tg *u3la2n 'unfrozen patch of water in a n
icebound river' > Neg olan, Ul ula(n-), Nn ola% id., Ewk ula2n 'patch o f
water on ice, naled∆ ; glade, polyn∆å ' ¶ STM 258 ¶¶ SDM97 (A *ul!V v.
'freeze') and DQA #2519 (A *u"l!i+e 'to freeze' >  T, Tg) consider Yk u4lu4i\-
to be an inherited T word and hence have to reconstruct pT variants:
*u4l !i-≠*u4li- (without explaining the variation); Rm. (SKE 73) adduces Ko
îrîrîl-t∏´⁄l- v. 'tremble, shiver' (to be rejected as ideophonic) ˚  T a n d
M *u4- may go back either to N *u 4444 or to *u  with synharmonic
palatalization (due to *i  of the next syllable).
36. *?amV  (= *hamV?), dem. prn. ('iste'?), 'now' > HS: S *?+ham- >
Ak A ammiu 'that, jener' (f. ammïtum), amma 'voilà', OAr T/SA
?am-, Ar D ?am-, Ar NY NE ?am-, m-, Ar NY T ?am- ≠ m- ± ?im-, H m r
{Blv.} ?am- df. art., ? IA hn ' this ' ¶ Sd. 43-4, Sd. G 47 [§  45.2], Br. G I
317 [§ 1O7e], Bns. NJ I 64 [map #24] and II 33, Blv. XJ 116-7, Kfl. I 7 4 ,
HJ 287-8  EC: Af {PH} ama 'istud' (= 'that [thing] close to you'), Sa {R}
a≤ma2 'dieser, jener' (= 'iste'?), Or {Grg., Th.} amma, Or S a(m)ma ' n o w '
¶ PH 9, R S II 84, Grg. 16, Sr. 263, Th. 18 || K *ama- 'this' > G ama-/am-
'this', Mg amu-, Lz (h)amu- id., Sv ama-s dat. 'to that', ama-w 'here, s o
far' ¶¶ ≈ K 44, ≈ K2 2-3 (K considers the stem to be compound of *a-
and *-ma-) || A: NaT *am + -ti (>  *amtî, *amdî, *a4mdi) 'now' (“  ' i n
this'?), ? *am 'now' >  OT am-tî 'now', Tv, Tf amdî, ET a4mdi, Alt {Rl.},
StAlt, Qrg emdi, Alt ∆ {GAJ} amdî, Ln a4mde≠a4mdi, Shor, Xk, Sg {Rl.}, Tv
am , Tv ∆, Tf amdî 'now' ¶ Rs. W 18, Cl. 157-8, DTS 42, ET Gl 357-8, Rl. I
643, BT 191, TvR 56, Ra. 154 ¶ Cl. supposes that am is a contraction o f
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*am-tî (Cl. 157-8); amtî (>  amdî) and a4mdi (>  emdi) may be t w o
synharmonistic variants (resulting from progressive vs. regr. as. [vowel
harmony] in a bi-morphemic word) ¶¶ On the other hand, T *{e}mdi
may be connected with pKo *ima- (>  NKo ima-Z7´⁄k) 'lately, nowadays ' ,
pJ *ima 'now' (>  OJ i~ma!, J T ima), and possibly with Tg *ime- ' f resh ,
new' (>  Ewk im‰kin, Nn B imki(n-), Nn KU im‰kiﬁ id., Neg im‰xin, O r k
im‰w, im‰u 'fresh', Ud im‰xi 'new'); in this case it goes back to A
{DQA} *i~me! 'now' (DQA #599, STM I 314)  || E: MEl, NEl, AchEl a-am,
am 'now' ¶¶ HK 48 ˚  If IA hn belongs here, the N initial cs. is *h- ,
otherwise it is *?- , sc. N *?++++h-  (*h-  is not ruled out, since i n
grammatical morphemes pN and pS *h-  may yield Ar ?-) .
37. Ll. *?emÅ 'mother' > HS: S *?imm- id. (pl. *?imma2≤h-a2t-) >  Hb Ma4
≤?em / -m`a5 ?imm- (?im≤m-ï 'my mother'), pl. ?imma2≤ho2t3, Ph ?m, Ug üm
*?umm-, pl. ümht, Amr {G} ?umm-um ≠ ?imm-um, JA, Sr ?im≤m-a2, JEA
{Sl.} am`1ia5 ?im≤ma2, Ar ?umm-, OSA ?m, pl. ?mht, Gz ?´m, Mh H-a2m,
indf. ?E2m, Hrs H-a2m, Jb C ≤?Em, Sq {L} ?em- +ppas., Gz ?´mm, p l .
?´mma2t, Ak ummu(m) ¶ KB 59, OLS 34, DRS 22-3, Sl. 116-7, G A 1 4 ,
Jo. M 5, Jo. H 2, Jo. J 3, L G 22, L LS 62, Sd. 1416-7; the variant with u is
due to the ass. infl. of mm  B ≈ *yimma2 'my mother' >  Kb {Dl.}, Snd
{La.} y´mma, BMn {Ds.} yemma, Jrb {Bs.}, Gd {Lf.} y´mma≠imma, Izn
{Ds.} yemma≠imma, Mtmt {Ds.} yimma id., BSn imma {Bs.} id., {Ds}
'mother', Rf {Bi.} imma id., SrSn/Grr {Bs.}, Kb Z {Bs.} imma 'my mothe r ' ;
the form *yimma2  may go back to *y- 'my' + *?immV 'mother' ¶ Dl. 9 2 1 ,
Ds. B 219, Bi. R 86, Lf. II #O95O  C: ? (unless an independent Lallwort)
HEC {Hd.} *ama >  Brj a≤ma≠a2≤ma 'mother, woman, wife', Ged/Sd/Alb
{Hd.} ama, Hd {Hd.} ama, amo?o 'mother', ama(ti) 'mater familias', Kmb
{Hd.} amata, amayye voc. 'mother' »» SC: Irq/Grw {Wh.} a2!ma ' o l d
woman', Irq {MQK} ?a2ma id., 'grandmother, wife', ? Irq {Wh.} a!me^ni
'woman' ¶ Hd. 1O2, Ss. B 25-6, Wh. IC 26, MQK 13  ? Ch (here unless
an independent Ll.): CCh: Mrg a!ma~, Klb ama, Wmd Uma~ 'mother' » ECh:
Ke a~ma! 'mother' (address word) ¶ ChC, ChL, Eb. 26  This N etymon is
the most probable source of the fem. ending of pronouns in B, Eg, a n d
Ch: HS *kV-m 'thee, thy' f. >  B {Pr.} *kamm 'thou' f. >  Tw k¥m id. (Ah
{Fc.} k´m, Ty/ETwl k¥mm 'thou' [autonomous prn.], k¥m [preverbal]) ,
Kb S´mm, Zng {Ai.} kum ≠ k´m, Shl kimi, Si s7´m, Tmz s7´m, k´mmin
'thou' f.; B {Pr.} *-(ï-)k-am 'thee' f. > Tw {Pr.} *-k¥m ≠ *-ïm id., Ty/ETwl
{GhA} -k¥m ≠ -im, Kb, Shl -k´m, Zng k´m ≠ -m, Si -im, Tmz -ik´m, -s7m,
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Wrg -s7´m; pB {Pr.} *-´m ≠ *-ï-m 'thy' f. possessoris >  Tw {Pr.} -´m ≠ -
im, Ty/ETwl {GhA} -(´)m ≠ -em, Kb, Zng, Shl, Si, Tmz, Wrg -m; B {Pr.}
*ha2-m 'to thee (f.)' >  Ah {Pr.} ha2m id. (preverbal), -a2m id. (postverbal) ,
Ty, ETwl am, Kb, Wrg -(i)am, Shl, Si, Tmz -am id. ¶ Pr. M I-III 164-7 ,
173-9, Fc. 8O7, GhA 93, Dl. 4O4, AiM 215-7  Eg: OEg enclitic m a r k e r
of f. -m : cm  'thou' f. ↔  cw 'thou' m.; aut. pronouns: cmt 'thou' f. ↔
cwt 'thou' m. ¶ Ed. §§  166-7, 172  Ch *-m (marker of f.) in *kVm
'thee' f. > Ngz {Sch.} kÈ~m, Bd g‰~m, Bdm {Lk.} -gEm id., Ch *°kVm >  Bdm
{Lk.} -{g}um 'thy' f. possessoris ¶¶ AD PP 71-3, 122 || U {UEW} *ema4
'mother, female' >  F ema4 'female, mother, womb', ema4nta4
'Hausmutter, Wirtin', ema4sika 'sow', Es ema 'mother, womb' » pLp
{Lr.} *E2me2 'womb' >  Lp S {Hs.} jiemie yi¢emi¢e id., Lp N {N} *Abme,
A2m-: A2mest 'von der Geburt an', A2me-lii…ke 'die Haut d e s
neugeborenen Kindes' »» OHg eme 'female (animal), Hg ∆  eme (accus .
eme1t) 'sow'  Sm {Jn.} *ema4, {Hl.} *eme 'mother' >  Ne T {Lh.} n1e2bòe;,
StNe T nebå, Ne F Ny n1em1e, En X E2, (+ ppa. of 1s) E2bòo2, Ng {Cs.} n1ame
id. » Slq: Tz {Prk.} ‰mÈ, LTz {KD} a4ma4, Tur ‰2mÈ 'mother '» Koyb {Pl.}
imad∆, Mt {Hl.} *ÉmÉ (poss. forms *ima+a4-) 'mother' (Mt T {Mll.}
em2e`, emme` id., Mt M {Pl.} immeda 'his mother', imam` ' m y
mother')  pY {IN} *emey  'mother' > OY: K {Bil.} amea, {Kl.} amej, Ch
{Mat.} eme 'mother', O {Mat.} emom` '(my) mother'; Y K {IN} emey
'mother', emme2 'mammy' (address) ¶¶ UEW 74, Sm. 536 (U, FU, Sm
*ema4), Jn. 23, Lr. #228, Lgc. #1735, Hs. 781, Hl. M #64, IN 217, 299, ≈
Rd. UJ 35 [#8] (Y π U} || A {DQA} A *e"~me 'woman, female', {AD}
'mother, woman, female' >  T *a4ma4 'mother, female' (‘  'old woman') >
Az ∆ a4ma4 'grandmother', Qrg {Jud.} eme, Alt emegen 'old woman', Q m d
{Rl.} emegen 'old woman, wife', Tlt {Rl.} a4ma4Ga4n 'Mütterchen' ( address
to an old woman),  Chv ama 'mother, female, old woman' ¶ S AJ 1 9 6
[#246], Rs. W 42, ET Gl 22O-2, Jeg. 25, Fed. I 38-9, Rl. I 948-9  M
*eme 'woman, female' >  MM eme, eme gu4√u4n 'woman, wife; female
(animal)', WrM eme id., HlM em 'woman', Brt eme id., WrO eme
'woman, female, lady', Dx ‰m‰(kun), Dg {T} emeg, {Mr.} emehe, {Pp.}
eme"g 'wife', {T} emgu2n, {Pp.} emgu$—n, Ba ‰m‰ (kuN) 'woman', Mnr H {SM}
imu in Xara imu ("black woman"), ritual name given by a girl to herself
in front of her parents the day of her marriage ¶ S AJ 238 [#1O6], T BJ
152, T DnJ 144, T DgJ 139, SM 192, Klz. D I 129, H 43, Ms. H 54, Pp.
MA 153-4  Tg *em{e} 'mother, woman, female' >  Ewk ‰mugd‰ ' female
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elk', Sln {Iv.} e≤mo 'mother', emI≤ge 'wife', Nn KU ‰mx‰ 'mother- in-
law', WrMc {Z} eme 'mother', emxe 'wife's mother', emeke
'husband's mother', Mc Sb {Mrm.} eme 'mother', emXe
'Schwiegermutter', emhe 'wife's mother' ¶ S AJ 221 [#221], STM 4 5 1 -
2, Klz. MS 157-8  MKo {S, Vv.} ´1⁄mi! 'mother', {Vv.} e!ma~-:nim id.;
less likely pKo {S} *a!mh 'woman, wife, female' > MKo a!m / a!mh-, NKo am
id. ¶ Vv. AEN 372, S AJ 89, 256 [#135], SDM97, S QK #135  OJ omo
'mother' ¶ Vv. AEN 372, JdH 164 ¶¶ S AJ 279 [#112], ≈ DQA #428 (incl.
T, M, Tg, pK *a!mh) ˚  Words shaped as a(m)ma in individual IE lgs.
(OHG amma 'nutrix, nurse', ON amma 'nun', Al G ≤ame4 'mother', w
Dv. 47O [#423], Kf. 39, O 4, EWA I 2O5-6), in El (OEl/MEl/NEl/AchEl)
am-ma 'mother' (HK 51-3), and in D *amma, {GS} *am- 'mother' (>  T m
amma2, Ml, Kn, Tl, Tu amma, Klm amma, Brh amma2 'mother', Knd ama
'grandmother', Png, Mnd, Kui ama 'father's sister', Ku amma 'aunt', w D
#183, GS 1O8 = #28O), OJ E {Vv. “ JdH} amo 'mother' (Vv. AEN 3 7 2 ,
JdH 49) are unlikely to belong here, they are better explained a s
independent Ll.-creations ˚  T *a4- for the expected *e- (< N *e- ) m a y
be explained by the Lallwort-factor ˚  AD NM #116, S CNM 3 (÷÷  Yn
and err. ÷ ST), Vv. AEN 7 ˚  ≈ Gr. II #43O (*eme 'woman') (U, Y, A, Ko,
Gil, CK + unc. OJ me  'woman').
38. *?emV 'seize, hold' (‘ 'take') > HS: Eg fOK ¿mm v. 'seize, g rasp '
(EG: 'mit der Faust ergreifen'), Ï Eg fXVIII ¿mm.t 'Griff, Faust', {Fk.} n .
'grasp' ¶ EG I 1O-1, Fk. 3  B *°Ómiy >  Sll a4mi v. 'hold\contain' (of a
recipient), 3s pf. i\u2mi (Pcj. I A 3) ¶ Ds. 74, Pr. M VI-VII 96  Ch {Stl.}
*?Vm- 'catch, seize', {JS} *?am 'take' >  CCh: Tr {Nw.} o2!m 'catch', ZmB
?a!m {J} 'take', {Sa.} 'steal', ?? Msg {Mch.} ima% v. 'seize', {Lk.} ime, imE
'fangen, ergreifen, nehmen' »» ECh: Ll {Cp.} o2!m v. 'hold', Kbl {Cp.} a!m
'catch', Mkl {J} ?a!mb'e~ v. 'take' ¶ Stl. IF 123, JS 261, ChC  ?φ C: Bj
{Rop., R} -?amit (1s: p. a-?a≤mit, prs. {R} a-?am≤mït, {Rop.}
≤?ammït) v. 'grip, grasp' (rf. {R} -?ama2t 'an sich nehmen, nehmen ' :
p. 1s a-?ama2t, prs. 1s a-t-[?]a≤mït), {R} m?ama2t 'fist', {Rop.}
ma?≤mat 'fistful' »» HEC: Sd {Gs., Mrn., C} amad- v. 'catch, hold, seize,
take', Hd {PB} amad- 'fassen, nehmen', Kmb {C} amad- v. 'take' ¶ R
WBd 19, Rop. 15O, Gs. 12, PB 135, C SE II 189, C S 656, Mrn. S s.v.
amad-  ?σ Om: SOm {Fl.}: Dm Im-, Hm, Ari B im- 'give' »» NrOm: Kf
{C} im- ≠ em-, Mch {L} ?immi-, Wl {LmS} imm-, Zr/Cha {C} im-, Gm
{Hw.} ?i!mo-, Ym {Wdk.} i!ma@- id. ¶ Fl. OO 318, C SE IV 39O, L M 16, LmS
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286-7, Hw. EG s.v. 'give', Wdk. BY 126 || IE *{?}em-/*{?}ôm-/ {Mn.} *m=-
(< *?m=-) v. 'take, get' ({EI} *h⁄em- 'take', ≠ 'distribute') (× N *qÅmV
'grasp, seize' ×  N *ÓÉn2222omV 'take hold of') >  L em- v. 'take' (only i n
cds.), v. 'buy', pfc. e2mpsi (< *e2m-, cp. Lt e$miauﬁ 'I bought'), Osc
PERT-EMEST 'perimet ' , PER-EMUST 'perceperit', Um emantu(r)
'accipiantur' »» OIr em- in ar-fo-em- v. 'take, receive' »» Lt im-u~, imﬁ-
ti v. 'take', Ltv jemu  'I take', Pru °mt  'to take' » Sl prs. *(j)Ám-oß / inf.
*jeß-ti 'take' (× NaIE *yem-/*ym=- < N *n1111am{o} 'squeeze, grasp') > OCS
prs. im0 im-o< / inf. (ti je<ti< 'take' (*jÁm- with prosthetic *j-
[encouraged by the contamination with NaIE *yem-/*ym=-], the s t e m
*Ám- being preserved in cds., e.g. v5z6m0 vËz-Ám-o< 'I [shall] take'), SCr
Ch je!ti  'to take', Slv je5 !ti 'to begin', P ja<c1 'to grasp, to take, to ca tch ' ;
Ï Sl inf. *jÁma¡ti > OCS prs. imam6 imamÁ 'apprehendo, colligo,
accipio', Blg imam 'I have', SCr i~mati 'to have', Cz jI1mati 'to t ake ,
to catch', Slk mat&, jimat& 'to have', P imac1 'to take, to have', R  ∆
imat∆ 'to catch', Uk mati 'to have'; Sl *jÁme7ti 'to have' > OCS, OR
im8ti ime7ti (1s prs. im8( ime7jo<), R imet∆, Slv ime5!ti, Cz
mI1ti, P miec1 id. »» ?σ Arm iman- iman- v. 'understand' (Mn.
connects it with IE *em-, while Solta hesitantly proposes a different e t . )
 ?φ  Ht wemiya- ≠ umiya- 'finden, treffen, antreffen' (so acc. t o
Ped. H, and P) ¶¶ P 31O-1, WP I 2O7, ≈σ EI 564 ('distribute'), Mn. 24O,
WH I 4OO-2, Bc. G 333, Frn. 184-5, En. 184, Vs. II 128, ESSJ VI 71, Glh.
276, Slt. 91-2, Ped. H 82, 135, Ts. W 1O4-5 ¶¶ The zero-grade *{?}m=- is
probably represented by the pp. *?m=-to-s or *?ôm-to-s (>  L emptus,
Um emps, Lt imﬁtas, Pru imta2 f., OCS(t5je<tË). The fact that t h e
initial IE lr. in precons. position (#_C) has not yielded *´, but rather a
"schwa secundum" *ô or even a zero, suggests that this is IE *?-|| K: ?σ
Lz {Marr} -m- (msd. m-o-m-ala) v. 'carry, bring' ¶ Marr 164 || U: FU ( i n
Prm only) *°e[:]mV > pPrm *em ({∫LG} *e¿m) 'there is' >  Z ´m em, Yz ≤im
'there is, exists', Z em , emlun, embur 'goods, property' ¶ LG 332, Lt. 1 3 4 ,
Lt. J 119 ¶ Contamination with FU *omV  'own' (UEW 717) is possible ˚
Cf. AD LRC #72 (IE, HS + • U), IS I 27O (HS, IE, K) ˚ ≠ Gr. II #381 (*amu
'take') (IE + err. U [< N *{N}amÊV 'give'], A).
39. *?{o}mV 'kin, clan, everybody' >  HS: S *?umm-(at-) 'kin, clan' >
BHb em`1a8 ?um≤m-a2 'tribe, small group of people', pl. ?um≤m-o2t3, ?um≤m-
ïm, Ug ümt, ?ummat- 'kin, clan (?)', Sr ?u2m(m)´≤t3a2 {JPS} ' r ace ,
nation, people; a class, genus', Ar ?umm-at- (pl. ?umam-) {Fr.} ' coe tus ,
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multitudo, gens, familia viri, populus', {BK} 'assemblée, foule; famille;
peuple, nation', Ak umma2n-um 'people, army', {Sd.}
'Menschenmenge, Heer, Arbeitsgruppe', ummat-um 'Hauptmasse ' ¶
KB 6O, KBR 62, Grd. UT 36O [#225], JPS 6, Hnr. 1O7, Fr. I 57, BK I 52, G
OA 45, Sd. 1413-5, DRS 23  C: EC: Af umma2n 'all, every', ummat
'inhabitants, populace', Sa {R} um≤ma2n 'totalità, Gesamtheit' ¶ R S II
283, PH 2O4  This N etymon may be the source of *-Vm-plural i n
several C lgs: EC: Dsn -am ≠ -a2m, ending of pl. of nouns and adjectives
(d'amad'-a2m pl. of d'amad'd'i 'thigh', ?oNor-a2m pl. of oNor 'black', alc7-am
pl. of ?alc7u 'fighting-stick'); Arr -me! ≠ -ma!, sx. of "multiple re fe rence
plural" (dak'al-me! - pl. of dak'a!l 'cheek', de2bi-ma! - pl. of de2bi! ' cabbage ' )
»» ??? SC: Irq -e2mo sx. of pl. (da2Nge2mo 'twins' - pl. of da2Ngi 'twin') ¶ For
further details see Zab. MNPC ∀  ¶ To. DL 86-9, Hw. A 166-72, Mous 4 7 ,
58-9  || IE *?+Óom- 'every' >  L omnis id., Osc u1mbn- 'omnis' »» Arm
amén ame6n (gen. ameni ameni) 'all' (× ÷ OI sa≤mah5 'equal, like', Av
hama- 'jeder beliebige', Gk ]amo1- in ]amu6 [Gk A [amu6] ' somewhere ,
other', Gt sums, AS sum 'irgend einer', NE some) ¶ Slt. 269-270, ≈
WH I 2O9-1O  Pv. II 373-81 convincingly rejects the adduction of H t
hu2mant- 'every, each, all' ¶¶ Ped. H 165  ? NaIE *-o2m, sx. o f
genitivus pl. (e.g. with *-o-stems: Vd cara2th-a2m 'der beweglichen',
Gk ly1k-vn, OHG wolf-o, Lt vilk-u<ﬁ, OCS vl5k5wlËk-Ë 'of wolves',
L deum 'of gods'; with *-n-stems and *-r-stems: OI s1un-a2m, Gk kyn-
v6n 'of dogs', L homin-um 'of men', Lt akmen-u<ﬁ. OCS kamen5
kamen-Ë 'of stones', Gt tuggo2n-o2, OHG zungo2n-o 'of tongues', L
ma2tr-um, Gk mhte1r-vn, OCS mater5 mater-Ë 'of mothers', GAv
dugÉdr-a<m 'of daughters'); in several lgs. the ending *-o2m was
lengthened due to metanalysis: OI -na2m, L -o2rum (OI vr=ka2na2m, L
lupo2rum 'of wolves') ¶ Brg. KVG 394-5 (§§ 486-7) and the tab le
"Übersichtstabelle zur nominalen Kasusbildung" after p. 398; Bks. 1 1 3 -
7, 173 ||  U  *{o}ma >  ?σ Mk u≤ma 'pen, enclosure for cattle'  Sm: Slq Tz
{Hl.} o2£mÈ 'tous les autres, ostal∆nye ', {KKIH} o2 £mÈ 'nekotoryj ,
ostal∆noj ', o2£mÈn1e 'a relative' ¶¶ PI 284, Hl. (p.c.), KKIH 145 || A: NaT
*o2ba 'clan, extended family, dwelling place of such a unit, small
encampment or large tent' (×  N *?oé€bV  [= *?ohbV?] 'clan', q.v. f fd . )
 M *omu9 ≠ *obu9 'clan' (× N *?oé€bV) >  MM [S] oboh 'family', WrM
obuG≠omuG 'clan, tribe, family, surname', HlM obog ≠ omog id.,
Ord omoq, WrO omoq 'family', Mnr H omo9 'nom de clan, nom d e
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famille' ¶ H 12O, Krg. 115, MED 598, 611 || D (in SD) *-um 'all', a
morpheme used as a final component of cds. and frame construct ions:
Tm ella2-m 'everything, everybody', ella2- + case sxs. + -um, ella2 ... -
um 'all, everybody' (e.g. ella2 man3itarkal<ukkum 'to all people ' ) ,
cakala + case sx. + -um 'all, tous' (e.g. accus. cakalattiyum, da t .
cakalattukum) (An. TL 23, An. GTJ 96-8), interr. prn. + -um have
the meaning of 'every-…': ya2vum 'everything', ya2vaiyum 'all ,
whole', ya2rum 'everybody', e2vatum 'everything', Ml -(u)m 'all, any '
(e.g. en$n$um 'anywhere', cp. en$n$u 'where?'), Td -m 'all, any' (e. g.
et3m 'in any direction', cp. et3 'in which direction?'), Kn -m (e.g. ettam
'wheresoever, cp. etta 'where?') ¶ D #5151 ˚ This N etymon may b e
the origin of the HS marker of pl. m. *-um ≠ *-im in personal p r o n o u n s
and pronominal sxs. of 2pm and 3pm (S *?antim ≠ *antum 'you' pl. m . ,
*-kum≠ *kim 'you' accus. pl. m., 'yours' pl. m., *s73um ≠ *s73im 'they' pl .
m., *-s73um ≠ *-s73im 'them, their' pl. m., C: Ag: Bln {R} ku"m 'you' accus .
pl. m., Hs kum 'yours' pl. m.) and of the D marker of pl. *-m in pl. *nïm
'you' pl. (cp. *nï 'you' sg.), *na2m 'we incl., and *ya2m 'we' excl. (Zv. CDM
36-44) .
4O. € *?amga 'dry, thirst(y)' >  HS: S: Ar √?mg7 'be thirsty': p f . ∆aMià
?amig7a 'be th i r s ty ' , ∆UMaà ?amag7- 'thirst; excessive heat (of weather)' ¶
Fr. I 58  EC: pSam {Hn.} *≤a!nge~g 'dry '  > Sml engeg-, Bn aneg 'dry', Rn
a~nga~ga~ 'be dry, dry out\up' »» SC: Irq {MQK} age2-NW 'dry season', Alg
{MousK} e2ge2, Brn {MousK} ageN id. On C *√Hgg '(be) dry' see N *ÙagV
'dry, hard' ¶ Ss. B 82, 169, Bl. 183, Hn. S 5, PG 65, Hw. A 361-2, R WB
189, AD SF 256, Ap. 12, To. DL 5OO, Blz. CL 177, Blz. SCL s.v. 'dry'™ ||
A: WrM aN9a-, HlM anga- 'be dry', 9azar aN9a-qu 'for the soil t o
dry out', unless identical with WrM aN9a 'be thirsty', which is f rom  M
*FaN9+qa (>  MM [S] {H} haNqa- v. 'be thirsty', Dg {Mr.} hanke- ' g e t
thirsty, need water', hanka2 'make a person go without water, pa rch ,
make thirsty') ¶ MED 43, H 74, Pel. 2O3, Mr. D 156 ˚ Qu. because o f
the uncertainty of the supposed M cognate.
41. € *?a4444mPV  '≈ wolf' > HS: EC *°?a[m]P- >  Sd {Gs.} ambo2ma, n o m .
ambo2mi 'hyena' ¶ Gs. 14  CCh: Nz {Mch.} ya%Nba 'dog' ¶ ChC || U
(att. in Ugr only) *a4mpV 'dog' >  OHg XVI e<bek ·a4bek‚, Hg e4b 'dog' »
pObU *a4∏mpV 'dog' >  pVg *a4∏mpV >  Vg: T a4∏mp, LK/MK/OK O4∏mp, Ss a2mp
'dog'; pOs *a4mp >  Os: V/Vy a4mp, Nz/Kz amp, O a$mp 'dog' ¶ UEW 8 3 6 ,
MF 137, Ht. 126 [#33].
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42. *?am[V]ÂV (or *?am{o}(-[ÂV])?) 'morning, daylight' > HS
*√?mr 'morning, daylight' (× N *{?}{o}mrÉ  'burn' (intr.), 'shine, b e
bright', 'dawn', q.v. ffd.) > C {AD} *√?mr 'morning, dawn' >  Ag {E}
*?amAr- 'morning' >  Bln {R} amårï, Q {R} amåre2 'morning,
tomorrow', Xm {R} amir, Xm T {CR} am´r ' tomorrow' , ı Gz ?amïr
'sun, day, time', Gft aymAra, Grg imir, yim‰r ' sun ' » SC: ?σ Irq {Wh.}
oma!r 'previously', ?σ SC {E} *a2ma 'night' (acc. to E PC; the representa t ion
in individual lgs. is not indicated) ¶ AD SF 132-3, E PC #453, L G 26, Wh.
SI || IE *?+éxa2m(e)r / *?+éxa2m-n- ({EI} *h€eÓmer) 'day' (× N *{?}{o}mrÉ)
>  Gk: Hm ‘hmar, gen. ‘hmat-oß, D/AC ‘amar, -atoß id. Ï Gk A h<me1ra22 ' d ay '
(initial h- on the analogy of e<spe1ra 'evening') 'day' »» Arm ayr awR
'day' (< *au\mr < *amur < *a2mo2r), gen. awuR ¶ P 35, ≈ EI 149 (unjustified
morphemic border: *h€eÓ-mer), F I 634-5, Ch. 412, Slt. 4O9-411, H a m p
AA || U: [1] FU *a{m}VrV 'sun, heat' > F aurinko 'sun', Lp Tn awr‰t
'flame', Lp T au2r 'glowing embers', (×  N *{?}{o}mrÉ  'burn' [ intr] ,
'shine', q.v.) Vt omyr 'embers, heat (in a stove)', tyl omyr ' f l ame '
 [2] ?φ FU {IS} *°amo >  FP *{a}mV/*oma 'morning, early' >  ? F aamu ±
ahmu 'morning', eF [Agr.] amu ≠ aamu, Krl oamu, uamu id., Vp a2mu
'long ago' (the length of the initial vw. and the dialectal h a r e
innovations due to unknown factors) » Er umok 'long ago' ¶ Coll. 2, Coll.
CG 4O5 (U *oma), IS I 261, UEW 337-8, ≠  UEW 8O4-5, SK 29, SSA I 4 6 ,
9O, UZS 32O ˚  FP *{a}mV/*oma may belong here if the syll. *-rV was
lost (metanalysis?) or if *-ÂV did not belong to the N etymon (was a n
aditional element, sx.?) ˚  Cf. AD LRC #73 (IE, HS [C and Gz], U); IS MS
37O and IS I 26O-1 (both: HS, IE, U).
43. * {? } {o }mrÉ  'burn' (intr.), 'shine, be bright', 'dawn' > U: FP *umrV
'fire, flame' >  Chr um¥r 'warm\calm' (of weather), Chr B um¥r ' w a r m
und ruhig', (× N *?am[V]ÂV 'morning, daylight', q.v.) Prm *u$mir- >  Vt
G omÈ"r 'flame', StVt omyr 'heat (from a stove)', StVt tyl omyr, Vt Y
tÈl-omÈr 'flame' (tyl tÈl 'fire'), Vt Uf tÈ"l omÈ"re 'das Feuer lodert auf ' ,
Z Èmraw-nÈ, ÈmÈrt-nÈ, Z UV Èmral- 'blaze (as a stove), emit h e a t
(pyxat∆ , veåt∆ teplom )' ¶ UEW 8O4, LG 329, U3S 32O  possibly a
contribution to the meaning of FU *amVrV 'sun, heat' > F aurinko
'sun', Lp Tn awr‰t 'flame', Lp T au2r 'glowing embers', Vt omyr
'embers, heat (in a stove)', tyl omyr 'flame' (× N *?am[V]ÂV,
q.v.) || A {DQA} *obri+e {AD} 'be bright, shine' (× N *?u[w]rV ' l ight
[lux], fire' × N ??φ *X{aw[a]}rÉ [or *XawÉrV] 'bright, white', q.v.) >
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NaT *u4ru4N (≠  *0Éwru4N?) 'shining, bright, white'  > OT, Yk u4ru4N 'whi te ' ,
Chg XV ewru4N  'shining, bright; clear weather', MU u4ru4N 'bright, c lear ' ,
MQp XIII {Cl.} u4∏ru4n, {TL} u4ru44n 'milk', Tk ∆ u4ru4n 'milk, yoghurt', ? Qrg
u4ru4N baraN 'morning twilight, dawn; sth. dimly seen in the dark' ¶ Cl.
233-4, TL 6O1, S AJ 193 [#19O]  M {DQA} *o4wr 'dawn' >  MM [MA] u4r
or o4r 'aurore', WrM {MED} u4r, {Gl.} o4r, HlM u4∏r, Ord, Kl o4r ' dawn,
daybreak', WrO o4r 'morning, dawn, daybreak', Mnr H o2r 'aube du j o u r '
¶ Pp. MA 382, MED 1O1O, S AJ 243 [#216], Krg. 147, SM 294, KW 2 9 8
 Tg *°oru (or *°xoru) > Ewk orumna- v. 'flame up (vspyxnut∆ )' ( o f
fire) ¶ Vas. 327, STM II 25 ¶ The Tg root belongs here only if it is *°oru
¶¶ DQA #158O (A *obri+e 'dawn'), S AJ 288 (A *o4rV 'white, light [hell],
dawn');  KW 298, Rs. W 375, SDM97 s.v. *orÉ 'white, dawn' (all f o u r
sources: T, M) || HS *√?mr (× N *?am[V]ÂV 'morning, daylight'): B
*√{w}mr >  Ah ´mmar 'le soleil, le feu, tout corps en combustion q u i
chauffe à une distance; chaleur rayonnée' , ¥samm´r 'rayons du soleil
chauffant doucement', Ty, ETwl as¥samœmœ´r id., Rf summa4r ' s 'ensoleiller,
se mettre au soleil', Izd asamm´rœ 'sunny side of a mountain', SrSn, Izn
samm´r id., Tamiri 'moon-light' ¶ Fc. 1223, Rn. 385, GhA 131, Mrc.
237  C {AD} *√?mr 'morning, dawn' (×  N *?am[V]ÂV '⇑ ', q.v. f fd . )
¶¶ Other alleged cognates within HS (S *√?mr v. 'see, be seen', etc., a s
well as some Ch, Eg, and B words), adduced by IS (I 26O-1), a r e
semantically and/or phonetically unfit for comparison || IE
*?+éxa2m(e)r / *?+éxa2m-n ({EI} *h€eHmer) 'day' (×  N *?am[V]ÂV '⇑ ', q.v.
ffd.) .
44. *{?}oms1111a 'flesh, meat' >  U {Coll.} *oms1a id. >  pLp {Lr.} *O2n1c1e2
'flesh' >  Lp S {Hs.} oaºddjie, Lp N {N} oaZ7…Z7e, Lp Kld {TI} v"u\‰n1:c7, Lp T
{TI} v"È\‰n1:c7e id.  Sm {Jn.} *¥msaº, {Hl.} *¥msa 'meat, flesh' >  Ne T
˜amza, Ne O {Lh.} Namca", Ne F {Lh.} Nams;a"´, Ng {Mik.} N‰msu, En X
{Cs.} ud!a, B {Ter.} ossa 'meat', Mt {Hl.} *amsa ≠ *absa 'meat, body ' ,
{AD} 'flesh, meat' (Mt: T {Sp.} apsa 'flesh\meat', K/M {Mll.} amsa
'caro'), Slq Tz {KKIH} apsÈ 'food' ¶¶ Coll. 1O4, ≈  Sm. 542 (FU *ons1aº
'flesh; hind' >  FP *ons1a, Ugr *aºnc1a), Lr. #835, TI 762, Jn. 1 5
(supposes that Sm *¥msaº 'meat' is d. from *¥m- 'eat'), KP 16O, KKIH
1OO, Hl. M #36, ≠ UEW 133 (Lp from *oc1a ≠ *on1c1a 'to divide') || HS: ?
S: Ar ?a2misœ-, ?amïsœ- 'pickled raw meat; veal jelly' ¶ Fr. I 59, BK I 55 ¶
The emphaticity of the final cns. is still to be explained  Eg fXVIII sms
'piece of beef' (IS: partial rdp. of *¿ms?) ¶ EG IV 141 ¶¶ I do n o t
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adduce here (⇔  IS) the NrOm word for 'cow' (Kf {C} mïnc7o2, e t c . )
because the sibilant\affricate element belongs probably to a nominal
sx. (singulative?) - cp. Kf {C} mïmo 'cow', w Lm. Sh 355. For similar
morphological (and semantic) reasons I reject the alleged Or cognate
{Th} ammei\sa 'milch cow' ± Or B {Vnt.} amessa 'un animale che ha la t te
e che è dato in prestito a chi non ha cibo' (Vnt. 8, Th. 18) || IE: NaIE
*me2ms- 'meat' (<  **?me2ms- [reduplicated stem]), {EI} *≤me2(m)s (gen .
*mem≤s-os) >  OI ma2m$≤sa-, ≤ma2s 'flesh, meat' »» Arm mis mis id. »»
pAl *mis7a >  Al mish id. »» Gt mimz id. »» Pru mensa2, Lt Zh meisa
(Frn.: < *mensa2), Ltv mi~esa id. » Sl *meßso id. >  OCS m9some<so, SCr
me•so, P mie<so, R ≤måso »» L membrum 'limb' (<  *me2ms-ro-) »» OIr
mi1r 'piece of meat, mouthful, food' (<  *me2ms-ro-) »» Tc B mïsa
'meat, flesh' ¶ P 725, EI 374-5, WH II 64-5, Fs. 361, Vn. M   54-5, Frn.
427, En. 21O, O 267, Slt. 51-2, Ad. 464 ¶ The loss of the lr. *? in t h e
initial clusters (*? + cns.) is reg. (cp. *?s- >  *s in *?es-ti 'est' - *s-onti
'sunt') ˚  IS I 252-3, AD NM #66, S CNM 3 (÷÷  NrCs, Yn, ST) ˚  ≈ Gr. II
#161 (*mim  'flesh') (IE, U + unc. Tg, Ko, J, Ai, EA).
45. *?in 2222 {Å}  (= *?in{Å}?) 'place'  ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'in') > HS: S
*?ina 'in' >  Ak: OAk, OB ina ≠ in 'in', OA ina 'in'; Eb in ' in ' » in WS
traces of *?ina have been preserved in Hb l&mt6a3 ?Et3≤mo2l 'yesterday' <
*?itt´mo2l <  S *?ina tima2li(m) (lit. 'in [the day of] yesterday'; cp. Ak
ina tima2li(m), Sd. 136O); *-tt´- > *-t3- reg. , w AD PSH 113 ( ru l e
63c), BL H 193 (§ 12h'), in JEA/JPA lm1t6ia5 ?it3≤ma2l (?it3≤ma2l ± ?it3≤maºl)
and in Sr Lµø¢è ?et3≤ma2l 'yesterday'; there is syntactic ev. ( t h e
adnominal [so-called "genitive"] case of nouns following *?ina)
suggesting that this prep. (like other S prepositions) goes back to a
noun, hence the final *-a in S *?ina is an ending of accus. (typical o f
adverbials of place) and provides no ev. as to the final vw. of the pN
stem ¶ CAD VII 141-2, Penn. SPE 298, Lv. I 185, PS 4459  B *ïn ' t o ,
into' > Nf in id.: ≤ugur in ´l≤m´dr´s´t 'go to school', ugu2raG in tœara2bl´s ' I
went to Tripoli', Si i- (pre-nominal) 'à, dans': ikim i-dd´lu 'il entra d a n s
le seau', Gd -i (postnominal) 'dans' : allu2n-i 'dans un trou', as well a s
possibly Ntf {La.} -n, -´n (locative-delative pc.: iaf-n 'he found here',
as7k-´n 'partir') ¶ Lf. II #17O4, Beg. 13O, La. S 128-9, La. N 186   NrOm:
Gf {Mrn.} -n, loc. ending in adverbs: gac'a-n 'in the middle', giddo-n id.,
'in between', bolla-n 'above', garsa-n 'under', mata-n 'near', sinc'a-n ' i n
front', goye-n 'behind', awa-n 'where?', Zs/Wl/Zl {C} -n (loc. sx.: Zs
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ana2-n  'where?') ¶ Mrn. O 61, C SE III 192  C: HEC: Sd {C} -nne, (?) -
ne, loc. (of time and place): le≤&u bar≤ti-nne 'in six days', alba-
n≤ne 'anticamente' (lit. 'in avanti'), gan≤de ({C}: mt. < *gad-ne) ' i n
war' ¶ C SE II 125 || K *-na, *-n 'in', surviving in adverbs (‘
adjectives): OG s7i-na 'inside', c'i-na 'in front (of)', ze-na 'upper' (“
'above'), uk'(u)a-na 'behind', gus7in 'yesterday', Lz ˝oma(n) id. (cp. G
˝ame  'night'), Sv lade˝-n 'in the daytime' (cp. lada4˝ ± lade˝ 'day'), Sv
{Marr}, Sv L {Dn.} ˝os7g-in 'behind' (cp. ˝os7g 'back [direction], nazad ')
¶¶ Shlm. 27-3O, Shan. G 158, DCh. 52O-1, 1217, 152O-1, 1681, M a r r
SS 12O3-4, Dn. s.v. Gos7g || IE *?en/*n=, *?eni ({EI} *h⁄en(i)) ' inside' ;
in, into' >  Gk e>n, (π) e>ni1 adv. 'inside' (Gk Hm: e>n de` o]i [asko`n }e†hke o}inoio
'she put inside also a skin of wine'), e>n,  }eni, (π ) e>ni1 prep. 'in' »» Mcd i>n
'in' »» Msp in 'in' »» L in 'in', Osc -EN id. »» OIr i n- 'in', in- pv. 'in-', Brt t
{RE} *in 'in' >  OW in, MW, W, OCrn, Crn yn, Obr in, en, MBr, Br en,
e, Br V in »» Gt, OHG, OSx, AS in, ON i1 in' »» Lt i<ﬁ and inﬁ,  Pru en 'in' »
pSl *v¥, *v¥n- > OCSv5vË,v5n-vËn-, Blg v`, SCr u, Slv v, Cz v,
ve, v(n), Slk v, vo, P we, R v, vo, Uk v, u 'in, into' »» Tc (px.) A y-,
yn-, B y-, iN-, en(e)- 'in' (in adverbs: A y-kom$, B iN-kaum$ 'in t h e
day-time', B ene-stai 'in secret'); A anne, B enem$ 'within, he re in '
 Ld e%n (pv., postp.) 'in, in-'  IE *?endo > OL endo, L indu 'in' »» Gk
}endon 'within, at home' »» ?σ OIr inne 'entrails'  ? AnIE: Ht anda ' in ,
darin' (adv. and postp.), Lw and+ta, HrLw a`õta1 id., Lc n%te (pv. a n d
postp.) id.; the AnIE cognates are qu., because they may well b e
explained otherwise, as akin to Gk }en†a 'there' and going back to a N
prn. + locative pc. *da  < N *d[oy]a 'place (within, below), inside'  ¶¶ P
311-2, EI 29O, Mn. 241, F I 5O8-9, 511, WH I 687-8, 694, LP §§  1 8 9 ,
431.17, RE 1O6, Frn. 181, En. 166-7, Tp. P E-H 34-9, Wn. 124, 154-6 ,
Ad. 83-4 (Tc < IE *h⁄on-, *o-grade of *h⁄en- = our *?en-), Mer. SGA 3 6 6 -
8, KrlSh. XLJ 42, Glh. 648, Pv. I 76-7, Kron. EHS I 351-2 ¶¶ The ze ro -
grade *n=- (rather than *´n-) suggests N *?-   IE {BD} *-en, ? {Joh.} *-ne,
locative sx.: Ht -an id. (andan 'inside', appan 'behind', piran ' i n
front'), Vd ≤ks5a2m-an 'on earth, L super-ne 'upwards, from above ' ,
infer-ne 'below', OHG u2fa-na 'from above', Gt inna-na 'within' ¶ ¶
BD II 178, Joh. MS III 146ff., Ts. W 4, 64, Kb. 1O62  || U: [1] FU *{i}n+n`V
'place' >  pPrm *in >  OPrm in, Z in 'place', Vt inty intÈ 'place' , in-az
'v pol∆zu, vprok (of profit\benefit to)' (lit. 'to the place'), {Wc.} in, in1
'Ort, Stelle' »» OHg, Hg ∆ eny 'geschützter Ort, wo der Mensch und d a s
Tier vor Wind, Regen, Schnee, Sonnehitze gedeckt sind' ¶ UEW 592-3 ,
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MF 156-7, Wc. W 59 | [2] U *-na/*-na4 (or *-n`a/*-n`a4) locative case
ending ('in') >  F koto-na 'at home', ta4-na4 pa4iva4-na4 '(in) this day ' ,
eF echtona, Vo ‰htogo-na, Lv ‰>:d¥-n, Lv W i >:d¥-n≠u4 >:d¥-n 'in t h e
evening', Vo talv‰-na, Er tel∆nå†t!el!-n1a, Z t‰l-Èn, Vg N {Mu.} te2lia4-n,
Hg te1le-n 'in winter', Lp N {N} ha6r…ve-n 'in (during) the rain'; in Sm
lgs. it has survived in forms with pronominal stems: Ne tay-na ' t he re ' ,
Ng {Ter.} t‰-nÈ 'here, at this moment ' , tam-nu 'there, on that side', En
kunne 'where?', Slq Tz ku-n id., as well as in adverbs: Slq Tz u4∏tÈ-n 'in t h e
evening', taNÈ-n 'in summer'; it is found within the pSm ending of loc.
{Hl.} *-k¥n (>  Slq *-q´n, Kms -˝´n, Mt {Hl.} -g´n/-k´n) ≠ *-k´na ≠ *-
k´ne (> Ne T -Xa"na, En {Ter.} -Xone, Mt {Hl.} *-g´na ≠ *-g´na ≠ *-k´na ≠
*-k´na4) ¶¶ Coll. CG 286-95, Majt. SM 247-25O, It. LFL ∀, Ter. NgJ 282-9 ,
Ter. EJ 453, KHG 27O-8, Hl. M 139-4O || A (*ïnV, {SDM95} *È∏nV
'hollow, pit'): T *ïn 'hole\lair of an animal' >  OT {Cl.} ïn id., Tkm hïn
(with a secondary h-) id., VTt øn Áºn, Bsh ÁºN id., Chv jÁnÁ id., 'sheath ( o f
a knife)', Yk ïn 'pit' ¶ The length of the pT vw. needs explaining ¶ Cl.
166, Rs. W 172, DTS 2O9, 261, Jeg. 79, Fed. I 195-6, Pek. 938  ?φ Tg:
WrMc {Z} un (un∆) 'straw-littered bedding-place in a pigsty' ¶ Z 1 3 9
| A *-na/*-na4, locative ending: M *-na/*-ne: [1] M *qoyi-na adv. 'in t h e
rear, back' >  MM [MA, HI] qoyina, [S] Xoyina, WrM qoina, HlM
xojno, Ord {Ms.} Xoo4\no, Mnr H {SM} Xue2¯no id., [2] M *dotu-na ' ins ide '
>  MM [S] dotona, WrM dotuna, HlM dotno, [3] M *9ada-na adv.
'outside' > MM [S] {H} h5adana (= 9+˝adana), WrM 9adana, HlM
gadna, Mgl {Rm.} ˝adana, Dx 9adane, [4] M *doru-na 'in the east' >
MM [S] dorona id., 'east', [HI] dorona, WrM doruna, HlM dorno
'east', [5] *Fo4ru4-ne 'west, western side' (“ 'in the west') > MM [HI]
ho4ro4ne, WrM o4ru4-ne, HlM ørnø 'west, western side' ¶ MED 263-4 ,
343, 644, 954, Pp. MA 3O6, Ms. H 91, 61, H 37-8, 55, 69, SM 177, Rm.
M 28, T DnJ 115  T: [1] *-n within the compound locative sx. *-tin /
*-tîn / *-tu4n / *-tun / *-din / *-dîn / *-du4n / *-dun in adverbs (‘
adjectives and locative nouns): >  OT tas7dîn 'outside', ku4ntu4n 'in t h e
south', ke2din, Chg [MA] keyin 'behind'  [2] *0-nî in OT qa-nî 'where?' ¶
Gbn. ATG 89 [§ 183], Cl. XLII, 633, 7O5, Pp. MA 3O6  ? J: OJ -ni,
ending of loc.-dat. (umi-ni  'in the sea) ¶ Syr. AJL 89-9O || D *-inÀ, *-nÀV
'in' (loc. case ending) >  OTm -in3 'in' »» OTl -´(n3), -n3i: perumat´n3
'in the west', ba2ran5´si-n33i 'in Benares'; possibly here also Tl -na, -n:
Tl od5d5u-na 'on the bank', lo2n(a) ({Shanm.}: < *ulßa-na) ' inside ' ,
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{Sank.} in5t5an 'at home' »» NED: Mlt -no≠-eno≠-ino, Krx -nu(:), -no% ' i n '
»» CD: Nk -in/-un/-en /-n, Gdb -in/-un/-n, Knd -an ¶¶ Zv. DCM 28-33 ,
An. SG 22O-1, Subb. 156, DzG 726, Ptrn. 81, Shanm. DN 315, Sank. TED
145 ˚  D *-nÀV 'in' points to pN *-nV ˚  IS I 11, IS MsN (s.v. *-na
locative), Coll. UA 1O (on endings in U and A), Schrd. DU 1O1 ( o n
endings in D and U), Gr. I 15O-2 (IE *-en, *-ne, U, A [T, M, J, qu. Ko a n d
Tg], Gil, EA), ≈ Gr. II #221 (*ena 'inside') (IE, U + unc. Ko, J, Ai, CK, EA),
≈ Heg. MÜ 71-3 (U, A, D, HS, IE).
46. *?on2222V 'self, the same' > HS *?an- > Eg OK ìn, a pc. introducing t h e
focalized nominal subject in a cleft sentence ¶ Lpr. 64-5  The initial
component of aut. pronouns of the 1 and 2 persons: (1) HS *?an-a2ku ' I '
(emphasized) > Eg OK ìnk 'I' (> Cpt: B/Sd anok anok ,  A anak anak)
 pS *?ana2ku 'I' [>  Ak ana2ku, Hb ik57na1 ?a2no2≤k3ï, Ph ?nk ≠ ?nky, Ug
änk, (AkSc) ?ana2ku(:), Amr {G} ?ana2ku, Yd ?nk]  pB *[´]nakkW 'I' >  Tw
naÆ4k, Kb n´SS, Zng nik, Sll, Tmz n´kk, ASgr n´c7 ≠ n´s7s7, SrSn n´k, Si nis7,
n´s7, Mz, Wrg n´s7s7, Nf, Izn n´c7 (Pr. M I-III 179, AiM 215, Fc. 1364, Lf. II
#1O9O, Dlh. M 14O-1, Dlh. Ou 226, Dl. 5O2, La. S 1O8, MT 485); (2) HS
*?an-ï 'I' >  pS *?anï (>  Hb in%a9 ?â≤nï, Ar NY T ?anï [Bns. NJ I 71, m a p
#31]) ≠*?ana(:) (>  JA an!a9 ?âna2, Sr E {Sl.} ?ena2 = ?´≤na2 [Sl. 143], Ar
?ana2, Gz ?ana, etc., a secondary variant, probably on the analogy of 2 m
*?anta 'thou' m., or representing a special form for 1m sg., as in s o m e
Ar Y dialects opposing ?an-a2 m. and ?an-ï f.), pS enclitic object prn. *nï
'me' (>  Hb, Aram, Ar, Gz -nï, Ak -ni)  C: Bj ani≠ane 'I' »» Ag: Bln ?an,
Aw a!n; EC: Sml ani-ga, ani-gï, Rn a~ni!, Or a`naò, Sa a≤nu (-u from the case
inflection of nomina [nom.?]), Sd ane  aut. prn. 'I' »» Dhl ?a!n1i 'I' »» SC: I rq
?a!n, ?ani!N, Brn, Alg an, ana aut. prn. 'I', Asa -ana 'my', ı Mb a!ni! (E SC
283 s.v. SC *a!ni~ 'I', Mous 112)   a subject prn.: Sml a2n, Or a~ni! (w AD SF
21O-1); (3) HS *?ant{i} 'thou' (aut. prn.) >  C: Ag: Bln ?‰nti!, Aw ‰nt‰!, EC:
Sml adi-ga, adi-gï, Rn a~ti!, Or a!ti!, Sa a≤tu (-u from the nominal case
inflection), Dhl ?a!t†t†a 'thou'; C ı Mb ?a2!t˘a 'thou' (w E SC 282, AD SF
133-4, PG 4O)  S *?anta 'thou' m. (> Ar ?anta, Hb eT1a2 ?at≤ta2, Amr {G}
?atta, Gz ?anta, Ak atta) and *?anti 'thou' f. (> Ar ?anti, Hb T6a2 ≤?att´,
Gz ?antï, Ak atti); in S the distinction between pronouns of m. and f .
is either an innovation (probably due to the influence of *ka 'thee, t h y '
m. and *ki 'thee, thy' f.) or a HS archaism: *?anta m. <  *?ant{i}-a (with a
HS masc. pc. *-a , surviving in the 2m forms of the Bj verb, as well as i n
Mb ?a2!t˘a 'thou', possibly a former masc. form that lost its gender
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meaning  Eg fOK ìnt-k 'thou' m. and ìnt-c 'thou' f. (restructured b y
adding personal sxs.: -k  2m, -c  2f) (Lpr. 65, Ed. 79-8O) ¶¶ AD PP 69 ||
U *on+n`e ¬ *on+n`a (= {∫Jn.} *oni and *onaº) >  pSm {Jn.} *aºn¥ 'self', u s e d
with ppas. to form reflexive personal pronouns: Slq Tm on-a4k 'myself ' ,
on-a4ntÈ 'thyself', on-tÈ 'himself, herself', etc., Ng Non´n´ 'myself', Non´nt´
'thyself', etc. ¶ Jn. 18, KHG 29O-3, Ter. NgJz 428 || A: T: OT U ona2
'precisely, exactly' ¶ Cl. 17O, TT5 32 (note B 8O)  M: WrM o4nu4-ki,
HlM ønøøx 'the one in question, that very (thing or person)', e.g.
WrM o4nu4ki kereg 'that very matter' ¶ MED 639  pJ *‰n‰ 'self, t h e
same' > OJ ono, o!no~re~ 'self', o~na~Zi! 'the same', J: T o~nore, K o!no!re!, Kg
onore! 'self', T o~naZ1i~, K o~na~Z1i!, Kg onaZ1i! 'the same' ¶ Mr. 5O7, S QJ
#1483, Syr. DJ 92-3 ¶¶ OT o4+u4N 'desert' (Cl. 168: 'desolate, unihabited,
desert', but in the text the only meaning is 'desert') hardly belongs h e r e
(for lack of reliable semantic connection) ¶¶ ≈ DQA #42 (A *oNne 'self,
[‘ ?] same, only' > incl. M, J) ˚  AD PP 91 ˚ ≈ Gr. II #333 (*ana se lf ' )
(Sm, J + qu. Hg).
47. *?a4444yn 2222a 6 666 or *?[a4444y]Én2222a 6 666  'nothing, there is no...' >  HS: S (or WS)
*?ayn- ≠ *?in- >  BHb Ni%a2 ≤?ayin 'non-existence; not, no', Nia4 ≤?e2n ' t h e r e
is no…', M’b ?n, Ug ïn [*?e2n[V]] id., Ar ?in 'there is no…', neg. pc.: ?in
?al-Hukmu ?illa2-lil œl œa2hi 'there is no judgement except for (belonging t o )
God', ? Ak ya2nu 'is not' (unless from  ?ayya2nu 'where?', 'where
from?'), Gz ?´n- neg. element in: [1] 1s ?´nbï 'I am not in a posi t ion
to…' (literally 'there is not in me'), 2m ?´nb´ka 'you (m. sg.) are not i n
a position to…', etc., [2] ? ?´nda2÷ï 'I do not know' ¶ KB 4O-1, KBR 41-2 ,
OLS 37-8, L G 27-8, ≈ L NP ∀ (hyp.: Ar ?ayna ÿ ?in 'verily, indeed'), ≠
Br. G II 5OO [§ 253], 577 [§ 37Oo] (hyp.: the negative ?ayna “ ?ayin
'where?), Sd. 414  Eg ìn , adv. within the Eg N neg. construction bn . . .
ìn, Cpt Sd/B an an , Cpt A/L/F† en en,  component of the neg.
construction ´n ... an ≠ en ' n o t ' ¶ EG I 9O, 456, Vc. 11 || A ({AD}
*anV ≠ *a4na, {SDM95} *ana, {DQA} *a2~ni 'not', negative pc. and v.): T
*a4n ({S} *an) > Chv an 'do not' (prohib.) ¶ Jeg. 27, Jeg. SChJ I 45, Fed. I
43-5 (all of them: Chv an π pPrm *en prohib. >  Z, Vt en)  Tg *ana
'there is not, without' >  Orc, Ul ana 'there is not', Lm a2N 'not having,
without', Ork ana, ana2, anaGa, Nn ana2 id., 'there is not' ¶ STM I 41  pKo
*a~n- 'not' > MKo a~n(i!)-, NKo an(i)- '(is) not' ¶ S QK #62, Nam 334, MLC
1O68  J: [1] pJ {S} *i~na! 'nay' (disagreement)  > OJ i~na!, J T i!na id.; p J
*ina-m- ≠*i~na~-b- v. 'deny, decline, refuse '  > OJ inam-≠ i~na~-b-, J T
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inam- id.; [2] ? pJ *-(a)n- 'not' (verbal negation)  (× N *n````i 'not', q.v.
ffd.) ¶ S QJ #56, Mr. 424, 697 ¶¶ S AJ 95-6, 277 [#54], SDM95 s.v.
"*ana  'not', neg. verb", ≈ DQA #74 (A *a2 ~ni 'not', neg. verb  >  incl. T, Tg,
Ko, pJ *i~na!, *i~na~-b-) || U: FU: pPrm *en prohib. > Z, Vt en, Yz ≤in (unless
it is a form of the Prm neg. verb *e-  [{∫LG} *e¿-] with an enigmatic *-n) ¶
LG 331 || E: MEl, NEl, AchEl in-ni, AchEl in, NEl, AchEl in-na 'not' ¶ ¶
HK 757-8 ˚  If the N etymon is *?a4444yn 2222a 6 666 (especially *?a 4444yn 2222a), Tg *a- o f
the first syll. may be explained by regr. as. ˚  The origin of S *-ay- still
needs investigating.
48. *?Åˆ3333s2 222V (*?aˆ3333s 2 222V?) ≈ '∈  foot' >  HS: Eg fOK ìns.t 'calf of leg,
shank' ¶ EG I 99, Fk. 24  ?σ S *°√?ns7 >  Ug äns7 'muscle, s inew'
('músculo, tendón') ¶ OLS 41  B: Ah ti-nse 'foot (of animals), toe', Kb
t3i-nsa pl. 'sabots des bovidés; pattes cuites de bovidés' ¶ Fc. 1415, Dl.
576  NrOm: Dz: Mj {All.} a~s7u, {All.} a2s7u, {Fl.} as7s7u, Na {AY} ?a2s7u, {Fl.}
as7o, Shk {Fl.} a;s7us 'foot' ¶ All. PhD 341, AY WShND, Fl. OWL  Ch ≈
*?aNsü (Nw.'s *asü) 'leg, foot' >  CCh: MsgP {Mch.} az‰, pl. a~Nzi!: 'leg' »
Suk {IL} na!s, {Mk.} na2s 'leg' »» WCh: SBc: Tala as‰N, Zul ?a~sÈ~me~, Plc asÈ~m,
Gj a~sa~N, Buli a~sI~N, Tule ?asI~n, Zar GL {Sh.} ya~sa~N, Zar L ya2!s‰~N, Zar K sa2~n,
Sy Z ya~s‰~N, Sy B ya2~s‰~n, Sy Zk Na2^s‰^N 'leg', Wnd ?a!sI~n 'leg, foot ' »» ECh:
EDng {Fd.} a~se~, Mgm {J} ?a!si!n, Mkl {J} zi!na! (pl. zo!N) 'foot, leg', Jg {J}
?i~si~nto!, pl. ?isa!n, Brg {J} ?i!si~N 'leg', Mu si~n, pl. sa~ne~ 'leg, foot' ¶ Nw. 8 1 ,
JI II 22O-1, ChL, Sh. SB 25 || D *anc>a 'foot, footprint' >  Tl anca ' foo t ,
footprint, step, stride', (× D *aZ>Z>a > N *?ÅÂc7777Å 'trace'): Tl ajja ' foo t ,
footprint', Kt aZ> 'footprint', Td oZ> 'step', Tu ajA 'footprint, t r ack ,
trace' ¶¶ ≈  DED App. #6 (derives the D root from InA padya2
'footsteps', w Tu. #7778) || A: Tg *asi3- v. 'track (game)', *asi-lga
'footprint, track' (unless it is *xasi-, *xasi-lga) >  Ewk asi-lga±as7i-lga
'track (of an elk)', Lm as¥-Ì-±as¥-lg¥-±asa-lga- v. 'find the t racks ' ,
as¥-m-±asa-m- id., Neg asI2-lga 'track (of an animal)' ¶ STM I 56 ˚ Blz.
LB #1OOa (suggested to add Dz).
49. *?an2222[V]s2222V '≈ friend(ly), favourable, useful' > HS: CS *√?ns7 >  Ar
ßn! √?ns G (?anis-a / -?nasu) v. 'be polite, kind, social', ?anisa bi-
'have an intimate connection with', ?anisa ÷ala2 'become acquainted a n d
familiar with', ?ibnu ?insi-ka 'thy intimate friend', ? Ug {A} √?ns7 G v.
'be friendly', D 'freundlich hegen, besänftigen', äns7t 'Freundin' ¶ Fr. I
64, A #319, ⇔ OLS 41 (alt. interpretation of Ug √?ns7 as ' languidecer,
ponerse enfermo; ponerse lívido, enfermo [de ira]') || IE: NaIE *ans- v.
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'be favourable' ({P}: 'wohlgeneigt, günstig sein') >  Gt ansts ' joy,
favour', OHG anst 'goodwill, grace, thanks', unst 'favour', AS ø2st
'Gunst, Gnade', ON a1st, o<1st 'favour (Gunst), love' »» Gk  a>p-hnh1ß (<
*a>p-ansh1ß) 'unfriendly', pros-hnh1ß (<  *pros-ansh1ß) 'gentle, kindly, so f t '
¶ WP I 68, P 47, EI 198 (? *h¢ens- 'be gracious to, show favour'), F I 1 2 1 ,
Fs. 53, Vr. 16, Kb. 33, 11O4, EWA I 265-7, Ho. 244 || A: T *as
'advantage, use, benefit' >  Yk as id., Chv us us ± os 'use, benefit', Uz ∆
as gör- 'be of use\benefit to'; d. T *as-îÌ 'advantage, profit, benefit' >
OT asîÌ, Chg asîq, Tk asI, Tv az7îq id., Chv usa€ uzò¥ ± ozò¥ 'use' ¶ Cl.
244-5, DTS 6O, Rs. W 29, ET Gl 196-7, TL 344-5, Bu. I 48, Rh. 131, Ash.
III 295, 3OO, Fed. II 29O-1 ˚  Cf. AD LRC #75: S, IE.
5O. (€?) *?in2222Vs7777e 6 666 'person, man' >  HS: S *≤?inas7- 'person, man' (p l .
*?ina≤s7- + pl. ending [bearing the stress]) >  Hb Sia5 ?ïs7 'man (vir) ,
husband, human being' (<  **?ï %s7- < *?ins7- < S *≤?inas7-), pl. MiS5n1a99
?âna2≤s7-ïm 'viri, homines' (<  S accus./gen. pl. df. *?ina≤s7ï-ma), Ph ?s7,
Pun ?s7, ?ys7 ([Plt.] YS ), DA, Yd, IA ?s7 'man (vir)' Yd ns7y (pl. cs.), OA
pl. ns7n, Ug ns7m, (AkSc) {Hnr.} nas7-u2ma 'men, people', Ug derived v.
√?ns7 'mannhaft sein, sich ermannen', A r Ín0ì ?ins- 'hommes, genre
humain' (coll.), 'ami', ˆ'sanì ?ins-a2n- 'person' (-a2n- is a  sx. o f
singulatives); d.: coll. WS *?una2s7- 'homines' >  BHb S»na= ?é≤no2s7
'Menschen' (coll.), Ug ïns7  'people (gente)', JA Sn!a= ?é≤na2s7 id., Sr #ñoæ-
“?‘na2s7, em. '3øñøæ- “?‘na2≤s7-a2 id., JEA {Sl.} aS1n1ia5 ?ina2≤s7a2 'man; people
(gente)', SmA ?ns7 ({Tal} = e2naºs7) 'people, men', Ar ß'n aù ?una2s- ≠ß'na
na2s- id., TgrA~S ?´nas 'man'; another d.: Ak nis7-u2 'Menschen, Leute' ¶
KB 41-2, 68, KBR 43-4, 73, HJ 115-21, A #319, Hnr. 155, Sk. 12O, OLS
41, Lv. I 115, Tal 52, Br. 31, LH 371-2, Sd. 796, DRS 26  B: Ah {Fc.}
a"yn´s (pl. eyn´s´n) 'young man' ¶ Fc. 7O2  C: Ag *nVs-/*n=s- ' m a n
(vir)' > Bln {R} (derived adj.) nås-a2!u3X 'männlich', ?φ  Xm {R} a2s-au6 ≠
a2s-o6 id. »» ?φ EC {Ss.} *?is- 'self, oneself' (× N *yi  'he' or *{h}i  'iste' [ o r
'hic'] + N *s++++s 7 777ÉwV 'oneself, self', q.v. ffd.) ¶ R WB 285, R Ch. II 28, Ss.
PEC 35, 54, Ss. B 1O7, Bl. 17  NrOm: Anf {Grt.} nus7e2, GeMa/HzMa
{Fl.} nu2s7e 'husband' ¶ Grt. 357, Fl. ML  WCh: Ron: DfB {J} ni!s, Bks {J}
nu !s-  'brother' ¶ J R 145, 219, 388 || U: FU (in FV only) *in+n`s7e ' p e r s o n '
>  eF inhe-minen, inhi-minen, inih-minen, F ihminen (gen .
ihmisen), ∆  inehmo, inehminen, inehmino id., Es inemine,
inimine id. » Er inz7e, Mk inz7i 'guest' ¶ UEW 627-8 || A: ?σ Tg:
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WrMc es7e 'husband's younger brother' ¶ WrMc e- for the expected i-
is puzzling (onfl. of the Lallwort-factor?) ¶ Z 72 ˚ Blz. LB #1O6a
(suggested to add cognates from Ah, NrOm, and Ron), Blz LNA # 1
(suggested to add Ah and NrOm).
51. *?Vnt''''V (or *?VntV?) 'he', relative 'he who, that which' ( i n
descendant lgs.: ‘  a sx. of participles and derived nomina) >  HS: B
*?u+inta (? ≠ *nVtta) >  Ah {Fc.} ´nta aut. pron. 'he, she, it' (f. ´nta-t
'she'), ETwl/Ty {GhA} ´nta aut. pron. m. 'he, it', Kb, Wrg, Tmz, ASgr,
Shl, Si n´tta id. (f. n´tta-t 'she') ¶ Fc. 1422, GhA 151, MT 5O3, Ds. 1 7 3 ,
Ds. AS 235, La. S 254, Bs. E 98, Dl. 579, Dlh. Ou 228  S: Gz ?´nta re l .
prn. f. 'who, that which' (reinterpreted as f. due to the cns. t), ? Tgr {L}
?´t ?´nta 'while she is', Har inte2 'she is' ¶ L G 33  C: Ag sx. of n. ag. *-
{a}ntV: Bln {R} -ånta2 (pl. -ånt°), e. g. få≤d-ånta2 'seaman', Z7i≤b-
ånta 2 'seller', ku≤w-ånta2 'murderer', Aw {Hz.} -ta!nti (f. -ta!nt-a),
e.g. dibs-ta!nti 'talker' (ÿ  dibs- v. 'talk') ¶ R BilS 662 ¶¶ ≈ JB PrB 1O9,
L G 33 (Gz ÷  B) || IE *-ent-/*-ont-, sx. of participles: NaIE *-ent-/*-nt-
/*-n=t-, sx. of active present participles, e.g. *b≈ero-nt- 'carrying'  > OI
bharant-, Gk m. fe1rvn (gen.  -ont-oß), L fere2ns (gen.  ferent-is),
Gt bai1rand-s, OHG beranti, OCS ber7 berû (gen.  ber0∑a
bero<s7ta), Tc: A -nt-, B -n1c-, sx. of pres. act. participle (Tc A
as1ant-, Tc B as1en1ca 'transporting'); NaIE *s-ent-/*s-n=t- 'being'  >  OI
≤sant-, Gk D }ent-eß id. (Gk f. ]enti1), L prae-s-ens (gen.  -ent-is)
'present'  Ht -ant-, sx. of active prtcs. of vi. and that of pp. of vt. ¶ ¶
The Gk forms of prtc. ntr. }on, m. }vn (gen. ntr./m. }ont-oß), f. o‘ysa 'be ing '
are contractions from Gk Ep ntr. ]eo1n, m. ]ev1n, f. ]eu6sa (<  IE *(e)s-ont-
ÿ *es- 'be'), unless they represent IE **ont-  (monomorphemic stem o f
a prtc. without verbal √ ) ¶¶ Mer. SGA 361-2, Brg. KVG 315, Bks. 2 4 9 -
5O, Kron. VLFH 21O, Krs. T 44 || U: Sm {Jn.} *-nta4, sx. of active p r t c .
and n. ag.: *ila4-nta4 'living, alive' (ÿ  *ila4- v. 'live') >  En X {Cs.}
iÒedde, En B {Cs.} jiredde, Slq MO/UO {Cs.} ilndi, ilnde, Slq NP
{Cs.} ilandie, Nn T ilenå, ilena, Ne T Sy {Lh.} yil;e;n1;e, Nn {Cs.}
jil!ene, jil!ena id., Mt {Hl.} *il‰nda4 id. ({Mll.}: Mt T/M ili!nde, Mt K
illende 'vivus')  FU nominal derivational sx. *-ntV >  [1] deverbal: F
etsinta4 n. act. 'searching' (ÿ  etsi- 'look for'), perinto4
'heritage' (ÿ  peri-  'inherit'), syo4nti n. act. 'eating' (ÿ  syo4- ' e a t ' )
» Lp N ra6©a6d  'season of mating (of reindeer)' (ÿ ra6kka6- v. 'mate') »
Vt ¢≥ypet c7Èpet 'dam, pond' (ÿ c7Èp- v. 'dam'), dumet dumet, Z ∆
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domo≥d dom‰d 'bridle, rope' (ÿ  Vt dum-, Z US doÚm- v. 'tie, bind'); Vt -
t and Z -d < pPrm -d < FU *-ntV  [2] denominative: Z so≥no≥d s‰n‰d
'sinewy, brawny' (of men, draught animals) (ÿ  s‰n 'sinew'), F
isa4nta4 'pater familias, head of the household' (ÿ  isa4 'father'), Hg
apro1d 'page (teen-ager)' (ÿ apro1 'little') ¶¶ Sz. 85, Coll. CG 2 6 9 -
7O, U 92f., LG 291, Bd. UNA § 33 A, Jn. 27, Cs. 24, Ter. 142, Lh. 1 2 7 ,
Hl. M 252-3 || A: T *-nt…î/*-nt…i, sx. of participles (acc. to Shch.) o r
deverbal adjectives: OT aqîndî 'flowing, running' (of water) (ÿ  aq- v.
'flow, run'), u4Îru4-ndi 'chosen, select' (ÿ  u4Îu4r- 'choose'), Osm o4ru4ndu4
≠ o4ru4ndi 'chosen', OT ekindi tarî˝ 'sown millet', itindi neN ' e in
weggestoßenes Ding', MT [IM] sîqîndî 'juice' (sc. 'smth. squeezed o u t ' ) ,
Alt salîntî 'freedman'; the sx. was metanalized (by Cl.) as OT -n-di/î-,
sc. -n- of refl. verbs + -di/î of deverbal n./adj. ¶ Shch. GTVT 121, Cl.
xliii, 67, 7O,77, 88, Rh. 24 || D *-Vn`tßV, sx. of gerund  > Tu -on`dßu, Kdg
{An.} -an`dßÈ, Mlt -on`du id., OTm {An.} seyxin`dßu$ 'having done, while
doing' (≠ An.: < seyxu$ + in`dßu$ ÿ sey- 'do' and il- 'be [somewhere] ' ) ,
Mlt, Gdb {Bh.} -ondi (verbal adj.) ¶¶ An. 3O1, An PTS 145-5O, Bh. O 4 6
˚  IE *t suggests N *t '''', while D *tß is likely to point to a N *t ; Gz ?- ( i n
pronouns) may go back to N *?-  or *h- , but the absence of traces of N
*h-  in IE provides clear ev. for N *?-  ˚ Gr. I 182-6 ("participle NT" i n
IE, FU [“  Coll.] + qu.: Gil marker of predicate -d! and err. IE 3p *-nti).
52.  (€?) *?aNo '∈ snake' > IE: NaIE {WP, P} *angW≈i- ≠ *angWi- ' s nake '
({EI} IE *≤haengW≈is [gen. *han=≤gW≈ei\s] 'snake') > L anguis 'snake' »» Lt
angi~s, Pru angis id., Ltv o^dze 'adder, viper'» pSl *oßz7Á > OR Ëq6 uz7Á
'∈ snake', R uq , Cz, Slv uz7ovka 'grass-snake', P wa<<<<z$, Slv vo•z7 ' s nake '
»» Arm ø3o6Z (< au\Z) 'snake' »» OIr esc-ung 'eel' ("water snake": esc
'water', ung <  *angWho2), W llys-yw-en 'eel' »» OHG unc 'snake' ¶
The OHG and L forms go back to a variant *angWi- ¶ The NaIE s t ems
*eg8Hi- and *e/ogW≈i- (>  Gk }eciß 'adder, viper', }ofiß 'snake', OHG
egala 'hedgehog', Arm i1 iz7 'snake, viper' [gen. iz7i], W eoud ' s heep
worms', OI ahih5 , Av az7is7 'snake') should be kept apart (⇔ Dv) ¶ WP I
63, P 43-5, EI 53O, WH I 48, SB 15, LP § 31O, YGM-1 319, 468, Frn. 1O,
Tp. P A-D 86-7, Vs. IV 15O-1, Srz. III 1167, Chrn. II 285, Mikl. E 223, Kb.
1O93, Slt. 134-5, 3O5-6, Dv. #843 (IE *e(n)gW≈- 'snake, worm') || HS:
Ch: WCh: pAG {Stl.} *Ngwo 'snake' >  Su {J} N~wO2~, Ang NgWO~N, Cp nwo~ » ?
Hs Skt/Z ganwo 'a coiled snake, coil of rope' »» ?? CCh: Ms {Mch.} gwï,
{J} gu!yda! »» ECh: ? Ke h‰~nZ7i! 'snake' ¶ Stl. VZCh A #183, ChC s.v. ' snake ' ,
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ChL, J S 78, Ba. 35, ≈ Stl. ZCh 218 [#681]  S: Ar ?aym- ' se rpens ,
viperae mas' , {Fr.} ?ïm- 'a white thin snake' (or a general name f o r
'snake') ¶ Fr. I 76, DRS 1 || ?? K: eNG {SSO} ank'ara '∈  small snake', NG
{AxT, DCh.} ank'ara 'grass-snake (uq` )', {Chx.} 'blind w o r m
(Blindschleiche, Anguis fragilis)' (π ?) ¶ This NG word makes a
phonetic impression of being a loanword. In any case, its cns. k' and t h e
final element -ara remain puzzling ¶ AxT 21, Chx. 28, DCh. 4O, SSO I 5 7
˚  N *-N- is reconstructed on the ev. of IE *-ngW≈-, WCh *Ngw-, and S *-
m-.
53. *?ayNo 'marrow, brain, soft fat of animals' (‘ 'to smear, t o
anoint') - a variant rec. of a N word instead of *ÙayNo (= *H++++XayNo) id .
(which is more plausible) (see below 26OOa ) .
54. *?a4444N÷3333 ++++9V 'chin' > HS: Eg P ìn÷, Eg Md ìn÷.t 'chin' ¶ EG I 94  Ch:
SBc: Bg {Grgs.} Na id. »» CCh: Ngs ("Ghvoko") {Srp.} nien id. » ZmD
{Srp.} nyau id. ¶ JI II 76-7 || U {UEW} *a4NV 'chin' (× N *Ùa4444n2 222VkV ¬ ?
*Ùa4444NkV 'jaw, palate') >  pPrm {LG} *aN- 'jaw' >  Vt an 'jaw', aNges, ∆
aNdes 'chin', Z an 'palate', Z Ud andlas, aNglas 'gum'  Sm {Jn.} *a4N¥,
{Hl.} *a4Noy 'chin' >  En X {Cs.} eu, StNe T nåˆu n1aNu 'jaw', nåˆu
mal 'chin', Ne T O {Lh.} n1a$Nu;, Ne F {Lh.} n1a$Nu 'chin', Slq MO {Cs.} d .
awaj 'Hals', Slq Nr {Cs.} aol! 'Kinn, Hals', Kms {KD} o≤N;oi\ 'Kinnlade',
Koyb ogoj 'cheeks', Mt {Hl.} *o4No4+u4y 'Kinn, Backe' (Mt: K {Mll.} o4ngoi~,
M {Mll.} o4!ngui id.) ¶¶ Coll. 3, ≈  UEW 25-6 (U *a4NV; •÷ Os *a4˝´n
'chin' , Vg K iG´n id., etc., sc. ObU *ï˝n´ <  FU *ïke[ne] 'palate, gums,
jaw'), Ht. #14 ,  LG 32, Sm. LM 27 [#23] (•÷  Sm *a4N 'mouth'), Jn. 2 O
(hyp.: Sm *aN¥ 'chin' ÿ Sm *a4N 'mouth'), Lh. 3O9, Cs. 231, Ter. 3 5 5 ,
KD 49, Hl. M #813 (misprint o4Nu2j for o4Nu4j) || A (*a4NV, {DQA} *e2Na,
-kæV 'chin, jaw') (× N *Ùa4444n 2 222VkV ¬ ? *Ùa4444NkV 'jaw, palate', q.v.): T: [1]
NaT *a4∏N or *e2N ({DQA} *a4∏N, {ADb.} *ei\N) 'cheek' > OT {Cl.} a4N, {ADb.} eN
'cheek, face', MQp/XwT XIV {Cl.} a4N, {ADb.} eN id., Chg {ADb.} eN
'cheek(s), appearance', Tkm a4∏N, Az án a4ng1 'jaw', {Rl.} 'sides of t h e
lower jaw', ? Osm XIX {Rl.} eN, Tk en 'complexion', Qmq eN id', ' cheek ' ,
Tk ∆  enk 'place of juncture of jaw bones', VTt in-lÁk, T a4N-lik, Yk iN
'cheek, high colour of the cheeks', Qrg en  'scrofula' ¶ VTt i suggests pT
*e  [2] T *a4na4k (> Chv ana 'chin'), NaT *eNa4k ({DQA} *a4Na4k, {ADb.}
*eNek) 'chin, jaw, cheek' (= T *e2N with the dim.-restrictive sx. *-a4k, w  Cl.
xli, Gbn. ATG § 57) >  OT a4+eNa4k 'jaw, jawbone, chin', OOsm XIV, Chg XV
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{ADb.} eNek 'chin', MQp {ADb.} eNek ≠ enek 'chin, jaw', XwT {ADb.} eyek
'chin', rNek 'jaw', Tk ene ≠ enek 'jaw', Slr enek, VTt iya4k, Brb ina4k,
Bsh Áya4k, Nog, Qzq, Qq iyek 'chin', Uz enga4k, ∆  a4Na4k 'chin, jaw', StAlt
´´k e2k 'chin, lower lip', Qrg ´´k e2k id., 'jaw', SY iNek 'jaw', ET iNa4k
'chin, jaw', Nog, Qq iyek, VTt iåk iya4k, Qzq i"yek, Bsh Áyek, Uz eNgak
iyak, Chv ana 'chin ' ¶ VTt i (in in-lÁk, iya4k) suggests a pT *e ¶ T *eNa4k
× ÿ T *e2N ×  N *Ùa4444n 2 222VkV ¬ ? *Ùa4444NkV ¶ Cl. 166, 183, DTS 174, Rl. I
714, ET Gl 284-5, TL 218-9, TkR 798, Hüs. 131, DTS 174, BT 195, Fed. I
45   pJ {S} *a1nk- 'jaw, chin; gills' > OJ a!gi\i!, agi\itopi\i, ltOJ [RJ] a!gi!to!
id., J: T agito id., ago! 'jaw, chin', K a~go^, Kg a!go id. ¶ S QJ #163  Tg:
WrMc eNge  'beak', in ds.  ≈ *'nose' ¶ STM II 457 ¶¶ DQA #434.
55. *?aNq{i} '≈ breathe' >  HS: S *√?nX >  Ak √?nX (inf. ana2Xu) v.
'sigh, sing an inXu -song (song of sighs, moaning)', Ug √?nX v. ' m o a n ' ,
{OLS} adj. änX 'quejumbroso', BHb √?nH N  hn2a=n# nE?é≤naH 'he groaned ' ,
JA √?nH (pf. hn2a9 ?â≤naÓ) v. 'sigh', Sr √?nH v. 'moan'; in Ar √?nH a˙na!
v. 'sigh' the irreg. H (instead of X) is due to the onomatopoe ic
associations of this root ¶ DRS 25, CAD I/2 1O5-6 and VII 148 s.v.
inhœu, OLS 38, Sd. 49, KB 68, KBR 72, Sl. 144, Br. 28 || IE *?+éxanÓ- (>
NaIE *an´-) v. 'breathe' ({EI} IE *≤hÅeh⁄-mi), d.: NaIE {P} *an´-mo-s
'breath, wind', {EI} IE  *≤hÅenh⁄-mos 'breath' > OI ani-ti '(he) brea thes ' ,
≤anilah5 'wind' »» Gk }anemoß 'wind', ?? a∞ne1v 'winnow (grain)' (unless <
*wan-, cp. a{inv id.) »» L animus 'spirit, soul' »» OIr ana1l, Brtt {RE}
*anatl- >  W anadl, Crn anal, MBr alazn, azlan, Br anal, alan
'breath' n. »» Gt uz-anan 'breathe out' »» pSl *(v)on1a ≠ *(v)on1Á
'odour' > OCS vonA vonja 'fragrance', OR vonA vonja 'odour', Cz
vuºn7e 'fragrance, pleasant odour', Slv vo!nja, SCr vo`ànj, P won1
'odour', Blg vonå, R von∆ 'stench', Ï pSl *(v)on1a¡ti vi. 'to smell, t o
emit odour' > vonAti vonjati id., SCr vo~njati, Slv vonja!ti
'emit odour', Blg voneå v. 'stink', R vonåt∆ 'to stink (of)', Cz
vone7ti 'be fragrant', P woniec1 id., 'to smell (emit odour)' »» pAl {O}
*any >  Al: G a6j, T {Kf.} e4j 'I inflate, swell, blow' ('prh1skv, fuskv1nv'),
{Ç} a6j, T e4nj v. 'swell' »» pTc {Ad.} *a2n1c7[a4]me > Tc A {Ad.} a2n%ca4m (ob l .
a2n%m-) 'soul', Tc B {Ad.} a2n%me id., 'self, inner being' (< NaIE *an´-mo-
s) ¶ WP I 56-8, P 38-9, EI 82, M K I 33-4, WH I 49-5O, F I 41, 1O5, Vn. A
73, Fs. 538, My. 5, BFU 127, Kf. 38, 97, Ç I 171 and II 38O, O 91, RE 8 4 -
5, Ad. H 33-4, Ad. 4O-1, Glh. 67, Chrn. I 165 || ?φ  K: it is tempting t o
adduce Sv: L/UB qan 'smell, zapax ', UB/L/Ln {TK} qan- (msd.: UB/L
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liqa2ne, Ln liqane, LB liqne) v. 'smell (of sth.), smell (sth.)' (TK 4 8 5 ,
88O, Dn. s.v. qan , GP 19O), if this is a mt. from the expected K *anq-||
U: FU (att. in FL) *aNe 'feel\smell; spirit, ghost' (× N *hÅwNV ' sense ,
mind, soul', q.v.) > F aave, ∆ a2via, ha2ve, hoave 'ghost; presage, o m e n ' ,
∆  aavaita v. 'feel\smell sth.', Es {W} avistama ' e rkunden ,
erkennen' » Lp I vu$ÆA"NNAZ7!ò 'spirit (water-spirit, wood-spirit, incumbent ,
gnome, etc.)' ¶ SK 3-4, W EDW 56 || A: M: WrM aNgi-l-≠aNqri-l-,
HlM anxila-, Kl aNkrl=-Xa ≠ a4Nkrl==-X´ v. 'emit odour ' , ı Yk aNîlîy- v.
'spread' (of an odour) ¶  KW 12, MED 44-5  NaT *aNkî+a- v. ' emi t
odour' >  Tkm aNqa- v. 'give off a bad smell', Nog aNqî=, Bsh aNq¥- v. ' b e
fragrant, emit odour', VTt aNq(¥)- v. 'be fragrant', Tbl aNq¥- ' e inen
starken, betäubenden Geruch haben', VTt aNq¥t- id., Qzq aNq(î)-, Q q
anqî- 'spread' (of odour), Qrg, ET aNqi- v. 'be emitted' (of a pleasant
odour); *aNqîl- v. 'gasp for breath, moan' >  Qzq aNqîl- id., aNqîl
'Gestöhn, Japsen', Qrg aNqîlda- v. 'whine' (of a dog); if these T words o r
some of them are Mongolisms (which is suggested by their absence i n
OT texts), they must go back to archaic M words not attested (with th is
form and meaning) in the M lgs.; I prefer to suppose that the words a r e
not Mongolisms, but rather ancient dialectisms confined to a cer ta in
dialectal area and therefore not attested in OT texts ¶  Rl. I 186, Rs. W
21, Jud. 59, MM 61, Nj. 44, TkR 45, KrkR 44, NogR 43, TatR 5O, BR 4 3
˚  IS I 261 adduces Eg OK ÷nÓ v. 'live' (“ v. 'breathe', acc. to IS's
conjecture), which is qu. for phonetic reasons (Eg ÷-  that is not cognate
with S *?-), see N *÷ 3333in 2222 [V]qV  'live' ˚  Cf. IS I 261: HS (S, Eg), IE, ? K ˚
Cf. Gr. II #49 (*ana 'breathe' > IE, EA).
56. *?aNga 'to open', 'opening' (esp. 'mouth'), 'entrance' >  HS: S
*°√?ng >  A r ∆n!√?ng7 G  (?anag7a / -?nig7u) 'enter' ¶ BK I 6O, Fr. I 6 3 ,
DRS 25  ?φ  C: Ag {Ap.} *?‰nk- 'open, undo' (× N ?σ *ÙVˆkV ( =
*Ùa4444ˆka?) 'to untie, to open' [q.v. ffd.]) × N *n 2222Éko  'to open (?), t o
bare, to uncover'?]  Ch: (1) ECh: Kbl {Cp.} hang‰! v. 'open' ¶ JI II 2 8 4 - 5
 (2) ???φ Ch *wVN, {Stl.} *wan- v. 'open' > WCh: Su {J} wa!N, Fy {J} wa~N
id. »» CCh: Bcm {Sk.} wu!nO~, Gzg D {Lk.} won id. »» ECh: Mu {J} wi!n, {Stl.
“?) wen, ? Kwn {J} wele!, Mkl ?o~?ine! id. ¶ ChC, ChL, J S 87, Stl. IF 2 2 9
(Ch *wan-  possibly from *hVwan- or *wanVh-) || IE: NaIE *°{a}ng[≈]- >
Lt anga~ 'opening, aperture, orifice', {Frn.} 'Tür-, Fensteröffnung' ¶ ≈
Frn. 1O || U [1] U *aNe- 'opening' (UEW: 'Öffnung, Einschnitt,
Vertiefung') > pLp {Lr.} *vo2N‰s 'Maulkorb, muzzle' >  Lp N {N} vuoNa6s
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-gN- 'halter or band on the muzzle of a dog (to prevent it from biting
reindeer)', Lp L {LLO} vuoNasti- '(einen Hund) mit Maulkorb
versehen' » pMr {Ker.} *oN¥- Ï *oN¥-ks- (≠ *ov¥ks) >  Er pl. on1ks1t!, ∆
oNks1t! ± oNs1t! ± oykst, Mk ovost, ovost∆ ov´st! '(Gebiß am) Zaum' »
Prm {LG} *o$¿m 'mouth' >  Vt Èm, Vt Kz ‰m 'mouth, opening, mouth of a
river', Z vom vom id., Z US o¿m, Z Ud v‰m, Prmk ‰m, Yz u$m, gen. ≤u$m- Ú´⁄n
'mouth ' »» pOs {Ht.} *o"N ({∫Hl. *u"N) 'mouth, opening'>  Os: V o"N, D oN, O
uN 'Mund, Mündung (einer Reuse, einer Flasche, eines Flusses u. a.)' »
Hg ∆ aj ± a1j 'Kerbe; Tal, Schlucht', Hg ajak 'lips', OHg fel-aj-z-
'aufspreizen'   Sm {Jn., Hl.} *a4N 'mouth' >  Ng NaN, En X {Cs.} e6ã (= e2?ﬁ),
En B {Cs.} naã (= na? ﬁ), Ne T {Ter.} nå’ n1aã [n1a?ﬁ] / nåˆo- n1aNo-, Slq
Tz {KKIH} o2 £k, o2 £N, {Prk.} aºk, aºN, Kms {KD} a;N; 'mouth', Mt {Hl.} *a4N
'mouth' (Mt: K {Mll.} o4ng, M {Mll.} a4ng id., T {Mll., Adl.} a4ngde ' h i s
mouth')  pY {IN} *aN 'mouth, opening'  > Y: K/T aNa 'mouth', aN-il
'opening'  [2] FU *aNa- v. 'untie, open' (UEW: 'lösen, öffnen,
aufmachen') (× N ?σ *ÙVˆkV 'to untie, to open', q.v.) >  F avaa- v.
'open' (UEW: 'öffnen, ausbreiten, erweitern'), Es ava- v. 'open' (W:
'öffnen, aufmachen') » pMr *aN¥-c1´- v. 'open an ice-hole' >  Er aNks1e-,
Mk an1c1´- id., Er anksema aNks1ema, ∆ aNks1ima ± avs1ima, Mk ancema
an1c1´ma, ∆  an1c1ima 'ice-hole' »» pObU *u2Nk-≠*î∏Nk-, *u2Nk´t- ≠ *î∏Nk´t- v.
'take off (clothes)' >  pVg *î∏NkW, *î∏kWt- >  Vg: T a2˘Nk-, LK a2NWx-, MK
‰2NkW-, P aNk-, NV ‰Nk-, LL ‰2NkW-, ‰Nk-, Ss a2NxW- id., LK/P axt-, MK/UK/SV
‰xWt-, NV ‰xWt-, ‰xt-, LL ‰xt-, ML a2xt-, UL a2xWt- v. 'peel'; pOs *ÈNk-
±*aNk-, *aN´t- v. 'take off' >  Os: D/Nz/Kz eNx-, K aNX- id., V/Vy aN´t-,
Ty îN´t-, Y¥N´t- id. » OHg o1d, Hg old- 'undo, untie, unbind, unfasten,
loosen' ¶¶ UEW 11-2, Sm. 542 (FU *aºNi  'mouth' > FP *aNi, Ugr *aºNI"),
LG 62, Lr. #1447, Lgc. #8789, Ker. II 34-5, 1OO-1, Lt. J 2O2, Jn. 2O, Hl.
M #76. Ht. 127-8 [#47], Hl. rHt 71, KKIH 144, Hl. M #76 (misprint: a2N
for *a4N), IN 215, ≈ Rd. UJ 34 [#3] (Y π  U) ¶ Acc. to Jn. 2O, U *aNe- ( =
{Jn.} *aN-iœ-) 'opening' possibly ÿ U *aNa- v. 'untie, open' || A *aNa- >
M *aN (the absence of any Auslaut vw. still needs explaining) >  WrM aN,
HlM an(g), Kl aˆ aN 'crack, chink, cleft, fissure, crevice; ravine', Dg
{MYC} aN s7u2rxa4∏, Mnr E {MYC} aNgï 'crack, cleft, chap, crevice'; M *aNa-
yi- v. 'be wide open' >  WrM aN9ai-, HlM angay- v. 'open up, be wide
open', Kl aˆha- aNÌa2- vt. 'open (wide), move apart', vi. 'gape' ('ras -
\ot-kryvat∆ , ziåt∆; razdvigat∆ '), {Rm.} aN9a4∏- 'offen sein, eine Ritze
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haben; sich spalten; offen stehen, zu offen sein', Mnr H aN˘9òe2- ' ê t r e
ouvert, se crevasser, se fendre, ouvrir' ¶ MED 43, KRS 44-5, KW 11, SM
9, MYC 111 ¶ Not here M {IS} *aN 'be thirsty' (actually M *FaN9a-), s e e
N *?amga 'dry, thirst(y)'  Tg *aNa 'mouth (of an animal)' ('past∆ ') >
Ewk Ald/Y/Ucr aNa id., Neg aNa id., Sln {Iv.} anga∫¡ 'mouth', WrMc
aN9a 'mouth, mouth of animals', Mc Sb aN´ 'mouth' (WrMc aN9a <  Tg
*aNa 'mouth of animal' × Tg *am[a]-Na 'mouth' [>  Ewk amNa, Jrc {Md.}
amNa 'mouth', etc.]; but WrMc aN9a 'fissure, cleft, ravine' is a loan
from WrM aN 'fissure, ravine'); NrTg *aNa- v. 'open (mouth, d o o r ,
etc.)' >  Ewk aNa-≠ a2Na2- v. 'open (mouth of animals); open wide; o p e n
(door), move apart (razdvigat∆ )', Lm aNa2- v. 'open wide, o p e n
(mouth, door, etc.)', Neg aNa- v. 'open wide (mouth of animals)' ¶ STM
I 38, 45, Z 16-7, Y #27, Md. ChF 124  ? Ko aN- in aN-si\´⁄l-p≈îi\- v. ' b e
wide apart, be separated, scattered' ¶ Rm. SKE 11-2 ¶¶ IS: •÷  M *ama(n)
'mouth', Tg {Bz.} *aNma (sc. *am[a]Na) 'mouth', and T *am 'vulva'; f o r
an alt. et. see  N *{9}amV 'mouth' || D *aNk- v. 'open the mouth wide,
gape' >  Tm an$ka2 v. 'open the mouth', Tu an$ga2vu- v. 'yawn, gape,
open the mouth ' , an$gu- v. 'open the mouth, be seized with a fit o f
yawning', Klm aNgasi, Nkr aNga2s1i 'a yawn', Gnd aNl-/aNl- ± alNg-/aliN-,
Mnd aNla2- v. 'open the mouth', Prj aNalp- v. 'gape, open the m o u t h
wide', Kui angali a2va/giva id., angalanga 'with mouth agape', Ku
aNgala5- v. 'gape, open', Krx aNglna2, aNgla?a2na2 v. 'gape, open the m o u t h
wide, be open', Mlt aN9le v. 'gape', aN9lo 'open-mouthed' ¶¶ D #34 ˚
Cf. AD LRC #58: U, A + •÷ S *√Hnk 'palate', IS I 244-5: U, D, A, IE + •÷
HS (B, Ch) (with further bibliography) ˚  S *n-g suggests N *-Ng-  r a t h e r
than *-N-  (which would have yielded S *n or *m rather than *n-g) ˚
Gr. II #271 (*anga 'mouth, opening') (U,Y,A,J, Gil, CK, EA).
57. *?{o}NK''''a 'to pant, to sigh, to groan' >  HS: CS *°√?nk' >  BHb √?nk'
G  'sigh' (ip. 1s q7na=a3 ?E-?é ≤nok'), Sr Qñeæ¢e æe?EtE“?‘nEk5 v. 'groan, sigh' ¶
KB 7O, KBR 72, Br. 3O, DRS 26 || IE: NaIE *enk-/*onk- v. 'sigh, groan' >
pSl *jeßc7ati 'to groan, to emit sounds', *jeßk¥, *jeßka 'sound, groan' >
RChS Ahu jac7u, Ahati jac7ati 'to sigh', Akliv5 jaklivË
'mogila1loß, aegre loquens', R ∆  å≤¢at∆ 'to groan, to call for help', Blg
e¢a v. 'reverberate, buzz', ekna 'I emit sounds, groan', SCr je!c7ati
'to reverberate, to echo, to resound, to groan', jeàka n. 'echo', Slv
je!c 7ati  'to groan', Cz jec7eti  'to yell, to shriek, to screech, to sc ream' ,
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P je<k 'groan, moan', je>czec1 'to groan, to moan' »» MLG anken ' t o
groan, to sigh', Dn ank , anke 'Klage, Beschwerde' »» L unc-o2 / unca2-
re  'utter sounds' (of bears) ¶ Acc. to O 6, not here Al G ankoj v. ' c ry ,
weep', {P} 'I sigh' (< pAl *anaka π Gk ]ana1gkh 'grief, distress') ¶ P 3 2 2 ,
WH II 816, Vs. IV 57O-1, ESSJ VI 61-2, LamP 145, Kf. 4O, 232, 297, BFU
36, O 6 || A: WrM oNguli-, HlM ongoli- v. 'be out of breath, p a n t '
¶ MED 613.
58. *?{a}PV 'take, seize' >  HS: C: EC: Bs {HL} ab- 'have, keep', ?σ Elm
{Ss.} ap- v. 'touch', HEC {Hd.} *af- v. 'seize, hold, get' >  Kmb af-, ap'p'-,
Alb {Lm.} af- v. 'hold, seize', Ged af- v. 'seize, have, get, find', Sd af- v.
'find', af-iR- v. 'find for oneself, have', Sd {Gs.} abb- 'bring', abb-iR-
'bring for oneself', ?? Kmb {Hd.} abid- v. 'hold, seize' »» ?φ  Bj {R} √?bk
(1s: p. a-?a≤bik, pres. a-?am≤b°k) 'anfassen' ¶ Hd. 69, 8O, 23O, 3O6,
3O8, Gs. 1, 5, R WBd 5, ≈ HL 59, ≈ LmS 279, ≈  Ss. PEC 14  S *°√?bb >
Ar √?bb (pf. ?abba) 'mettre la main, porter la main a qch.; r e m u e r
qch., remuer en touchant' ¶ BK I 2  ?σ Eg XVIII ìpw '≈  Abgabe', {Fk.}
'payments' (unless ÿ Eg ìp v. 'count, reckon up') ¶ EG I 66-7, Fk. 1 6
 NrOm: Zs {HL} ef-/ep-p-, Wl/Bdt {HL} ef-, Dc {HL} ep-p- 'take', Ym
{HL} op'- 'seize, take' ¶ ≈ HL 59; ≈  Lm. Y 32O and ≈  LmS 279   (Lm.’s e r r .
hyp.: Ym, Ometo, Kmb, Alb, Sd < C *k'ab- 'take, grasp, have') || IE
*{?}ep- ({M, EI} *h⁄ep-) >  Ht ep(p)- / ap(p)- v. 'take, seize, grab, pick,
capture'  NaIE *´p-/*e2p- '≈ touch, hold' (× N *q{á}p÷V 'seize, hold '? )
>  OI a2p-: a2p≤no2ti 'reaches, overtakes', Av apayeîti ' r eaches
(erreicht)' »» OL ap-o2, apio2 'I attack', L ap°scor 'I grasp, reach', co2-
e2p-° (later coep°) 'I began' »» Gk Hm ]afa1v ≠ [afa1v 'I touch', ? Gk A
{aptv 'I fasten' (ft. {aπv, aor. “hπa), [afh1 'a touching, a grasp (Berühren,
Griff)'; P (“  Krtm.) unconvincingly explains Gk h- by the infl. of t h e
verb {ep- 'be about, be busy with' »» ?φ  AS Afna, e$fnan v. ' ho ld ,
sustain, endure' (unless from e$fnan 'ausführen, vollbringen') ¶¶ Pv. I-
II 273-82, P 5O-1, EI 563, Mn. 29-3O, 246, Dv. #333, M K I 76, M E I
167, WH I 57-8, F I 126, Ho. 88 || ?φ  K: GZ *up- v. 'possess, own' >  Mg
p-  v. 'possess', 'be X to so.' (where 'X' is a kinship term), a-p-un 'he h a s
him\her'; d.: OG up-al- 'Lord', G s-up-eva 'Herrschaft, Reich', supev- v.
'dominate, reign', GZ *me-up-e 'owning, owner' >  OG meupe ≠ mepe
'king', G meupe 'Lord' (of God), mepe 'king, ruler, tsar' (Ï mep- v.
'reign, dominate'), Mg mapa- 'king', Lz n. l. mapa-c'k'ari 'King-source' ¶
K 186, K2 12O, 196, FS K 31O, FS E 346, Chx. 756-7, 1296, Q 278 || A
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*apæV- v. 'take, hold' (×  N *q{á}p÷V '⇑ ') >  M *ab- 'take' >  MM [LM,
MA, IM] {Pp.}, [IsV] {Lg.} ab- 'take', [S] {H} ab- 'für sich nehmen', [IM]
{Mel.} app-, [HI] {Ms., Lew.} ab-, Ord {Ms.} abò- 'take, take away f rom ' ,
WrM ab- , HlM ava-  'take, grasp, get hold of', MMgl ab- 'take, receive ' ,
Brt aba-, Kl, Dg {Pp.} aw-, Ba {Y} ab-, Mgl {Rm.} af- 'take', Mgl {Lg.} ab-
± af- 'enlever, obtenir', Mnr H {SM} aw- 'prendre, ôter', {T} awu2-, M n r
M abu2- {T} 'take' ¶ Pp. MA 94, 432, Pp. L II 1254, H 1, Ms. H 33, Lew. II
7, Lg. VMI 14, MED 1, Iw. 8, SM 1, T 313, T BJ 132, KRS 23, KW 19, Chr.
21-3  Tg *°apV- v. 'hold, possess' >  Ork apu3çi3- v. 'hold, have t h e
power (derqat∆ , imet∆ vlast∆ )' ¶ STM I 47  T {DQA} *abuç
'handfull '  > OT XI [QB], XwT XIV, OOsm ≥xiv avuc7, MQp XIV awuc7, Tk
avuc>, Ggz avuc7, Az, Tkm owuc7, CrTt awuc7, ET awus77, Qzq, Qq, Nog
uwîs, VTt u¢ us7 !, Bsh us, Qrg u2c7, Alt u2s7, Xk o2s, Chv yva€ß îw¥s1 ¶ ≈ Cl.
44, ET Gl 4O9-1O, ADb. SR 179-81, Jeg. 342 ¶¶ DQA #47 (A *apV
'take': incl. T, M) ˚  IS SS 345 [#1O.1O] (IE, A + err. Eg Xf÷ 'grasp' a n d
¿ Ar √Xf÷ 'seize'). But Eg Xf÷ actually belongs to N *q{á}p÷V ' seize,
hold' (q.v.), and Ar √Xf÷ does not mean 'seize' ˚  ≈ Gr. II #40 (*ep
'bind', incl. IE, Gil ep-  'hold').
59. *?e6666p' '''V 'mouth' (‘  'speak') >  HS **?Vp- >  S *≤p- 'mouth' (d f .
forms: nom. *≤p-u-m, accus. *≤p-a-m, gen. *≤p-i-m; forms wi thout
determiner [‘ cs.]: nom. *≥p-u >  *≥pu2, accus. *≥p-a >  *≥pa2, gen. *≥p-i >
*≥pï) >  Hb ep3 ≤pE2 (<  gen.), cs. ≥pï, st. pron. pï- (e.g. ≤pï-k3a2 'your [m. sg.]
mouth'), Ph, Pun st. pron. py-, Pun cs. py, Ug p, Amr pu6, OA, IA p,
pm, BA Mp8 pum, JA am1up pu2ma2, Ar indf. fam-un (generalization o f
the pS form of accus. *≤pam ; more archaic forms were registered by a n -
Nad >r ibn-Shumayl: nom. fum-un, accus. fam-an, gen. fim-in, w Wright I
239), cs. nom. fu2, accus. fa2, gen. fï, Sb f, Ak pu6m, cs. pi6, st. p r o n .
pi6- ¶ KB 864-6, AD PhSS 1, 3-4, 7-8, AD PSH 2O, 123, Sk. 889-9O, Hff.
254, HJ 916, 1263, BGMR 43, Sd. G 84-86 [§  65, esp. § 65i], ≈ MiK I
#1.223 (*pay- 'mouth')  C {AD} *?ap-/*?app- 'mouth' >  Ag: Bln {R}
?åb 'mouth', pl. ?å≤f´f; Ag ı  Gz ?af 'mouth' »» Bj {R} ya2f, Bj A {AD}
yaf 'mouth' »» EC {Ss.} *?af- id. >  Sa, Af af, Rn a~f, Bn {Hn.} a!£f, Sml af,
Sml N {Abr.} a!f, pl. a!fa!f, Or B {Anr.} a!f-a2ni, Kns af-a2, Sd, Ged, Alb af-o
id., Hd af-o?o 'hole', Kmb {L} afo 'language', Brj a≤f-ay 'mouth', Dsn ?afu
id., 'language' »» Dhl ≤?afo 'mou th '  »» SC: Irq {MQK} ?afa (pl. afe2),
Alg/Brn {E} afa, Kz {E} afuko, Asa {E} ?afok 'mouth', ı Mb {E} afe!ta
'doorpost' ¶ AD SF 135-6, Ss. PEC 19, 51, Ss. B 23, Bl. 99, Abr. S 5, Hn.
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BD 118, PG 61, Oo. 7O, PH 33, E SC 281 (SC *?a!fo` 'mouth'), MQK 9, To.
DL 477, To. D 127  Om: SOm {Blz.} *ap[p]- 'mouth' >  Dm ?appo, U b
afa, Hm ap, {Fl.} afo, Hm B a2po 'mouth' ¶ Blz. OLBP #78  Ch: WCh [1]
*°?ap- >  Hs a!fa~ v. 'throw into one's mouth', [2] ? *[?V]pwV 'mouth' >
AG: Su {J} pwO2~, {Kr.} pwo^, Ang pO~, Gmy {Kr.} pÈ, Cp {Kr.} po^ id. » Ron {J}:
Fy fo, DfB fo!(h), Bks fU id. »» ? CCh: Lmn {Lk.} e!we! 'mouth', Mdr {Mch.}
uwE, bwE, {Eg.} wE!, {ChL} we, Dgh {IL} u!we~, {Frk.} wu!we~ id. ¶ JI II
244-5, J S 79-8O, ChL ¶¶ AD PSH 4O, Sk. HCD 2 || A ({DQA} *ip[æ]i+e
'mouth; say'): pKo *i!p 'mouth' >  MKo i!p, NKo, Ko Ph/Chs/Chj ip, Ko H m
iòp id.; MKo i~p[≈] v. 'recite' ¶ S QK #56, Nam 4O6-7, 4O9, MLC 1363 
pJ *i!p- v. 'say, speak' >  OJ ip-, ltOJ i!F-, J: T yu~-, K yu!-, Kg yu2!- Sh i!- ¶  S
AJ 267 [#64], S QJ #64, Mr. 7OO  ?φ Tg *°ipke- >  Ewk ipku-, ipk‰- v.
'order, tell, lure' ¶ STM I 322 ¶¶ S AJ 111, 277 [#62], DQA #6O6 || D
(att. in SD) *e2v- v. 'speak, say' (‘ v. 'command') >  Tm e2vu (e2vi-) v.
'command, speak', Ml e2kuka v. 'say, command', e2val ' c ommand ,
work', e2valan 'a servant', Kt e;lv 'matter, affair', e;lvga;rn 'a se rvant '
¶ D #9O9 ˚  The N cns. *-p''''- (rather than *-p- ) is tentatively
reconstructed on the ev. of AG *p. The semantically qu. D supposed
cognate with *-v- does not prove the opposite (that the N cns. was *-p-
). The A data (A *-pæ- in SDM’s rec.) provide no conclusive ev., because
in Tg the cns. *p is in the neutralizing precons. position, while pJ *-p-
may represent all labial stops (besides being semantically qust ionable) .
The A word points to a N *i , while D e2-, C and WCh *?a- suggest a m o r e
open vw.; this discrepancy still has to be explained (cp. N *c7777ikË ' b a se
of limbs (shoulder, hip)' [‘ ' thigh']  > D: Tm cekil 'upper part of t h e
shoulders', Kn tegal 'shoulder').
6O. € *?op ''''a  '≈ powder, dust, small pieces of dirt' >  HS: S *°?upp- >  Ar
?uff- {Hv.} 'dirt of the ears\nails', {Ln.} 'dirt, filth, dirt of the nails;
piece of stick\reed which one takes up from the ground' ¶ Ln. 67, Fr. I
42, BK I 39, Hv. 1O  Eg ìppt 'earth, clay for bricks' ¶ Mks. I #O243,
Os. 723 [note 85O]  WCh *?VptV 'powder' >  SBc {Stl.} *?apt⁄i
'powder' > {ChL} Bg O~pti, Gj apti, Sy n1‰~ptu. » Ngm ?‰pti, Krkr ?a~pti » Bd
upta^n id. ¶ Stl. ZCh 263 [#33] || A {ADb., DQA} *opæa 'powder' >  NaT
*opa id. >  OT {Cl.} opo2 'a white cosmetic or face powder', {DTS} ubu
'white lead, Bleiweiß', Shor {Rl.} oba 'chalk', Tel {Rl.} obo 'chalk, white
colour (weiße Farbe)', Uz, ET, Qrg upa, Qzq, Qq opa 'face-powder', Q q
opa id., 'white paint (belila )', Qmq oba 'ceruse', ET ∆  {Jr.} upa 'pa in t ,
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face-powder, a white powder\paint for cosmetic purposes', {Mng.} opa
'weiße Gesichtsschminke' ¶ Cl. 6, DTS 6O3, Rs. W 363, ET Gl 465-6, Rl. I
1155-9, 1782, MM 261, Sht. 153, KrkR 496, KumRS 24O, RKumS 48, J r .
323, Mng. G 764  M {Rm.} *oBa (or ≈ *FoBa?) 'powder, face powder' >
WrM {Rm.} oo, o9a, o9o 'Reispuder, Schminke', HlM/Kl {Rm.} o2 id.,
WrM {MED} ou ≠ o ≠ oua, HlM {Luv.}, Kl {KRS} oo o2 'powder, face
powder', HlM {Gl.} ou 'white lead', WrO {Krg.} o2 'face powder ,
cosmetic', Ord {Ms.} o2 'fard blanc' ¶¶ KW 292, Rm. EAS I 9O, MED 6 2 5 ,
Krg. 1O5, Luv. 3O3, KRS 399, Gl. I 2O5, Ms. O 5O5  Tg *upa ' f lour ,
(flat) bread '  >  Sln U˝o2ﬁ 'bread', Orc, Ork upa 'flour; flat b r e a d
(lepewka)', Ul upa, WrMc ufa, Mc Sb ufa, Jrc ufa 'flour' ¶ STM II 2 4 7 ,
Kiy. 126 [#531] ¶¶ ADb. KL 14, Rm. EAS I 9O, Pp. VG 48, 123, 147, DQA
#1578 .
61. ? € WW? ≈*?VpV 'monkey > IE: a word reconstructible as NaIE {P}
*abo2(n)- 'monkey', but most probably spread by borrowing:  Gmc: ON
api 'monkey, fool', OSx apo, OHG affo m., affa f., NHG Affe, MDt
ape, Dt aap, AS apa 'ape (Pongidæ)', NE ape; Gmc ı OR opica
opica, OCz opice 'monkey, ape' »» Clt: Gl {P} * ]abba1naß ' long-tailed
ape' (from Hs.’s gloss ]abra1naß [emendated by Schrader as * ]abba1naß]' :
Keltoi` tu`ß kerkopi†h1kuß) ¶ P 2-3 [hyp.: *abo2(n) is a loanword], EI 3 8 4 ,
Vr. 11, Ho. S 3, Ho. 6, KM 8, EWA I 58-6O || HS: Ch {Stl.} *{?i}puki
'monkey' > WCh {Stl.} *?ipVki 'baboon' > Krkr {ChL} yifki, Cg yip‰k-‰n
id. »» CCh {Stl.} *[?V]puki 'monkey '  >  {ChL:} McTr: Bk fus7i, G’nd fi!c7a~,
Gbn fi!c7e~ » Mrg pc7u » Kps ps7i » FlM viZ7i » Nkc vi~ke!y, Gv vic7-Xad‰ya
'monkey' ¶ Stl. IF 34  ??? B: CM, Izd abaŒus, Zng {TC} a4buga4r  'monkey '
¶ Mrc. 236, NZ 85, TC D 4.
62. *?a4444P{h}i 'bake, cook food on hot stones' > HS: S *√?py v. ' b a k e '
>  BHb √?py/w (pf. ef1a1 ?a2≤p3a2), OA √?py v. 'bake', IA, Ph √?py, Ug
√?py/w id., v. 'cook', JA ifa √?py (pf. af4a9†≠ if4a9 ?â≤p3e2) v. 'bake', Sr
'πæ √?p? (pf. Sr 'ƒøæ e ?e"≤p3a2, Sr E ?e≤p3a2) v. 'bake, cook', Ar d. îfAyMi
mïfa2-n 'Backofen', Sb ?fy-m (a kind of foodstuff), Ak √?py/w ( inf .
epu6) v. 'bake' ¶ KB 75, KBR 78, HJ 94-5, A #35O, OLS 45, Sk. 155, Br.
39, Lv. I 14O, Js. 1O2, CAD IV 247-8, Sd. 231, BGMR 3, DRS 28  ?φ,σ Eg
¿bX  {Mks.} 'brûler, cuire' ¶ Mks. I #OO34, Os. 814, note 1962 (¿bX vt .
'verbrennen'), Crn. 514 (¿bX 'verbrennen'), BnH (¿bh 'kochen')  Ch:
WCh: Pr a!po~ v. 'bake' ¶ Frz. P 2OO || IE: *?+ÓepÓ- v. 'cook, bake' >  Arm
efem ep≈em 'I cook' »» Gk {eπv id. (so-present), pp. e<f†o1ß 'baked' ( t h e
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Gk word belongs here unless Gk h- goes back here to IE *s-) , ? ]opto1ß
'roasted, baked'  ??σ.φ Ht happin(a) 'open flame' ¶ The
semantically dubious connection with Ht happin(a) cannot de te rmine
the identity of the pIE lr. ¶ Gk h- remains perplexing ¶ WP I 124, P 3 2 5
(both reconstruct *eph-  or *eps-), EI 88 (connects Gk ]opto1ß with Ht a n d
reconstructs IE *h‹ep- 'roast'); F I 431, Slt. 445 (both reconstruct IE
*sep≈-); Ch. 394, Hofm. 1O1, Mn. AIE 165 || A: NaT *a4p- v. 'bake (?)' i n
OT [MhK] a4p-ma4k ≠ a4pa4k 'bread', Az áppák a4ppa4k, ∆ a4pma4k, VTt a4pa4y
id. ¶ Cl. 8, 12, DTS 175, Rl. I 919, 925  Tg *epe(-n) 'cake (Fladen)' >
Ewk ‰w‰di, Ul ‰p‰(n-), Nn Nh ‰p‰%, Nn KU ‰f‰% id., Sln {Iv} o≤u\o ≠ u≤˝on
≠ u≤on ≠ ‰≤w‰n1 'bread', WrMc {Z} efen '(baked) bread, pancake', Mc
Sb {Y} ?ef´n 'Manchu bread', {Mrm.} 'Brot, Gebäck' ¶ STM II 436, Z 9O,
Y #364  pJ {S} *‰p‰-m‰n‰ 'food' > OJ {S} opo-mono 'food' ¶ S QJ
#1388, ≈ Mr. 5O9 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #441 (A *epæo~ 'bread, food': incl. T, Tg, J ) ,
S CNM 4 || D (in McTm) *avi- v. 'be boiled, cooked' >  Tm avi id.,
avai\ v. 'cook, boil', Ml aviyuka v. 'boil on fire, be digested' ¶ D
#268 ˚  Cf. Bru. #35 (S, IE), Bm. TPN #2O9 (S, IE), AD rTPN 94 (S, IE, T,
D). The Arm and Gk √  belongs here only if it goes back to IE *?+ÓepÓ-
(rather than to *sepÓ-) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #77 (*ep 'cook/food') (IE, A, CK, q u .
J, err. Ko, U).
63. (€?) *?VqV 'thing(s)' and prn.\n. of plurality  >  HS: Eg fOK ìX.t
'thing, something', Eg MK/N, DEg ìX 'what?' (“ *'(which) thing?', like It
cosa 'what?' < che cosa 'which thing?' [< cosa 'thing']) >  pCpt {Vc.}
*o2Xe > Cpt: Sd/B aWas7, F eWes7, A e# eX€ 'what?'; Eg ìX.t-nb.t 'a l l
things, everything' ¶ EG I 123-4, Fk. 29, Er. 41, Vc. 2O || E: MEl -h-,
marker of pl. in verbs: {Rnr.} 3p (-h-s7-) ↔ 3s (-s7-), 2p (-h-t-) ↔ 2s (-
t-), e.g. {Dk.} kus7i-h-t(´) 'you (pl.) build' ↔ kus7i(a)t(i) 'you (sg . )
build', kus7i-h-s7(i) 'they build' ↔  kus7i-s7i 'he builds', and probably
also kus7i-h-h(u) 'we build' ↔  kus7i-hu 'I build' ¶¶ Dk. JDPA 1O1,
Rnr. EL 76 || ?φ  K: Sv -X-, marker of 3p (agens of vi. and patiens o f
vt.):  ûq´⁄le-X 'they say' (↔ ûq´⁄le 'he says'); marker of pl. in the 2nd a n d
3rd person of object: Z7i-Xal-X 'you (pl.) know' (lit. 'to you it is
known') (↔ Z7i-Xal 'thou knowst' [lit. 'to thee it is known']), Xo-Xal-X
'they know' (↔ Xo-Xal 'he knows') ¶ Dt. 65-6 ˚  Sv -X- for t h e
expected -q- may be connected with the phenomenon of phonet ic
weakening of affixes (cp. the obligatory deglottalization of glottalized
phonemes in affixes and pronouns in S).
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64. *{?}u 4444 ++++u{q}ye6666 'night, dark hours' >  HS: ? Eg fMK wX 'n ight ,
evening', Eg NKL/Md wX v. 'be dark' (of a night, [µφ] of the condi t ion
of a sick person) ¶ EG III 352, Fk. 67  B √?hy ({Pr.} *√h⁄h€y) >  Ah,
Tnsl tihay, Twl tihay ≠ s7´yyay, Ty tihay ≠ tiyay, Gh c7ihay 'ténèbres' ¶
Fc. 544-5, Nh. 21O, GhA 2O7, Pr. H 73 [#444]  Ch: {JS} *√ywn ≠
*√wn  ({JI} *√ywn) 'sleep' > Ngz yu~wa~n 'spending the night; period o f
24 hours', etc. (× N  *÷ 3333aw{oy}V 'spend the night, sleep', q.v. ffd.) || IE
*°éeu\Ó- / *é=weÓ- / *é=woÓ- >  NaIE *au\- / *´we2- / *´wo2- v. 'spend t h e
night (übernachten), sleep' (× N *÷ 3333 aw{oy }V  '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) || U: FU *u4ye
'night' >  F yo4, Es o4o4 id. » pLp {Lr.} *iy‰ >  Lp: S {Hs.} jîjje yÈyye ±
yiyye, U {Schl.} jijja, L {LLO} idja, N {N} iggja6, Kld yÈyy id. » Prm {G}
*o4y id. >  Z voj voy, Z US o'y 'night, 'north', Yz u$y (gen. ≤u$y-Än), Vt uj
uy, Vt SW u$y 'night' »» ObU {Ht.} *yiÆy 'night' >  pVg *yï >  Vg: T/NV yï,
LK yï, yi, MK/UK yi, P yiG, SV/LL ï id.; pOs {Ht.} *ye"y ({∫Hl. *yiÆy) >  V
ye"y, Vy e"y {Trj.} id. » OHg e1j (≠ e1 ≠ i1), Hg e1j id. ¶  Coll. 127, Coll. CG
415 (FU *u4ye), UEW 72 (*eye [*u4ye]), Db. OS xxx (*u4ye), Lr. #241, Lgc.
#1555, Hs. 787-8, Schl. 73, LG 6O, SZ 56, Lt. J 2O2, Ht. 14O [#172], Hl.
rHt 71, Trj. S 91, MF 73O.
65. *?arV 'earth, land, place' >  HS: [1] Eg fP ì¿.t 'place, site (Or t ,
Stätte)' (× N *?ul∏∏∏∏V 'soil, foundation, earth') ¶ EG I 26  [2] +ext.: HS
**?arVc'6- 'earth, land': S *≤?aras6'- id. >  OAk ars5atu(m), Ak ers5etu
'earth, land', BHb çr3a3 ≤?ErEc' id. (paus. çr3"a1 ≤?a2rEc', pl. t»cr1a9
?âra2≤c'o2t3), Ph ?rs5, Ug ärs5, (AkSc) ?ars'u, OA abs.\cs. qra ?â≤raX°, e m .
aqra ?ar≤X°-a2, JA em. ao1r6a2 ?ar≤÷-a2, Sr em. '0ø®æa ?ar÷-a2, abs.\cs. ‚®a æa
?a≤ra÷, Ar ﬁr0à ?arÎ^œ-, pl. ˆav5uraà ?araÎ^œ-u2na id. ¶ KB 87-7, A #42O,
OLS 51-2, Sl. 17O-1, PS 397, CAD IV 3O8-313, Hnr. 11O, DRS 33-4; o n
the ev. of the posttonic *a w AD SNSE 76, AD PSH 92, 94; on OA q X° w
AD AR ∀ , AD PSH 31-2  Ch {Stl.} *?aric6'- ' ear th '  >  WCh *[ÓV]ric6'V
'earth' {Stl.} >  (1) NrBc {Stl.} *[i]ric6'V, {Tk.} *ric6'- 'earth, ground' >  Sir
{Sk.} r‰@c6'u@, {IL} i~Ri~c6'i!, Mbr ric6'i {Sk.}, ri!c6'u! {Sk. in ChC}, Cg hï!c6'e@ {Sk.} id.,
P’ {MSk.} ri~c6 'a! 'earth, ground, country', (2) ?? SBc {Sh.}: Kir ac6, Tala a!c6i,
Gj ?ac6i, Buli ?ac6, Tule Nac6i, Dw ?a2c6, Zar K/GL ya2!c6, Zar L ya2^c6, Sy B/Z ya2!c7‰,
Sy Zk ya2~c6‰ 'earth', (3) (??) Stl. ZCh 236 adduced (with a query) Su d'i~gi~r
'land' (which she draws back to *d'iHir presumably mt. from *√Órc6') »»
ECh {Stl.} *?irac1'a (mt. of vowels) >  Bdy {J} ?i!ra~d'Ya~ 'valley' ¶ JI II 116-7 ,
J S 64, Stl. IF 199, Stl. ZCh 236 [#83O], Sk. NB 19, Sh. SB 23, Tk. NB 1 7 8
¶¶ The element *-c6'- of the HS stem is likely to go back to a sx. or to t h e
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second component of a cd. ¶¶ OS #54 (HS *?aric6'-), Tk. PAA 2O (S,
NrBc) || IE: [1] *{?}er- ({EI} *h⁄er-) 'earth' > NaIE *er- (*er-t-, *er-w-) id .
>  Gk }era2* 'Erde' (att. }era-ze 'to earth, to the ground', Gk D }era-sde id.) »»
pGmc *ero2 >  OHG ero, AS e1ar 'earth'; pGmc *erTo2 (*er†o2) >  Gt
ai1r†a, ON jo<rÎ, OHG erda, NHG Erde, AS eorÎe 'earth', NE earth
¶ P 332, EI 174, F I 646-7, Ch. 363, Ho. 85, 93, Fs. 25-6, Vr. 295, KM
171, EWA II 1146-8  [2] NaIE *a2ro- 'open space' > L a2rea 'an open o r
level space' »» Lt o!ras 'outdoors; air, weather', {WP} id., ' f re ier
Himmel', Ltv a^rs 'outdoors, open air', a^2ra 'outdoors', a2ra2 'out o f
doors' ¶ WP I 79 (*a2ro- 'das Freie, Weite, Raum' [unsicher]), ≈ Frnk.
518, WH I 65 || U: FP *arV 'lowland, (?) low place, river-bed' >  F aro
'vallis inter colles, locus demissior herbidus; Tal, Anger, Steppe;
grasbewachsenes Tiefland, kleines Tal', Es {W} aru 'fruchbares, t r o c k e n
gelegenes Land, trockene Wiese' » ?? pPrm *{o¿}r- >  Vt N {UR} ur-kÈrem
' ravine '  (kÈr- 'break through, erode, wash away'), Z k‰Z7-‰r‰m ' o l d
river-bed in the bend of a river' (k‰Z7 'bend of a river') »» ? ObU: Os V
urÈ, Os D ur´ 'river-bed', pVg *wu2rVy- > Vg: T ora2y, LK or´y, P wur´y, Ss
u2ray id. ¶ Coll. 72 (BF, Os), SK 24 (BF, Os), UEW 17 (BF, ObU), LG 2 O 7
(Prm, Os + some other less plausible comparisons), UR 31O, Ht. 1 9 6
[#712] || A: NaT *a2ra 'locality; space\distance between 2 places' >  OT
bu a2ra-da 'in this locality', ara-mîz-da 'among us'; in later T lgs. ( T k m
a2ra, etc.) it is used in the meaning 'space between 2 objects, interval,
middle': Tkm a2ra 'distance, interval', Tk ara, Az, CrTt, Kr, Qmq, VTt,
Bsh, QrB, Qzq, Nog, Qrg, Alt, Xk, Tv, ET, SY ara, Uz åra id., Yk a2ra 'way
between two points'  ?? d.: *a[:]ra-l 'island, a forest close to water' >
Qzq, Nog, ET, Qrg aral, SY ayal 'island', Bsh aral 'small island', Alt aral
'shrubs close to a river or lake; island; forest'; *arîg >  Sg/Qb/QK {Rl.}
arî˝ 'island in a river', Shor {Rl.} ar˝î 'island', Yk arî∏ 'island, wooded
island, grove'; acc. to Pp. TLM 38, T *aral ı M *aral 'island' > MM
[MA, S] aral 'island', WrM aral, HlM aral id., 'peninsula; oasis', Ord ,
ShY aral, Kl arl=, Mgr ra2l 'island' ¶ Cl. 196, ET Gl 162-4, 167, Pek. 1O3,
126-7, TkR 47-8, Rl. I 272, 3OO, MED 48, Pp. MA 1O4, KW 14-5, Dr. TM
I 119-2O  Tg *ara- (+ sxs.) 'open country, flat ground' >  Ewk PT
araÌan 'open ground on a mountain top', 'sunny place (solncepek )',
Lm arään ± aräÌän ± aragan ± arogon 'open woodless country', O r c
ara2c7u, Ul arac7U 'flat ground for the bear-killing ritual' ¶ STM I 48 ¶ ¶
Hardly related to MM arc7i 'defender, protector', M *arac>ila- v. 'defend,
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protect' (Pp.: “  *'stand between') (see  Pp. VG 97, KW 15) ¶¶ DQA # 8 2
(A *a2!rV 'open space': T, Tg) || D: [1] *arÀa 'room' > Tm ar3al ' r o o m ,
apartment, chmber', Ml ar3a 'room, partition', Tl ar3a, ar3r3a id.,
'chamber', Tu adA 'inne\small room', Gnd arra 'room' ¶¶ D # 3 2 2
 [2] (in SD) ?σ *arÀal (*'earth' ‘ ) 'mud, clay' >  Kn ar3il, ar3al,
ar3ulu, arla, arlu 'mud, clay', Tm, Ml ar33al 'black sand' ¶ ≈  D # 3 1 2
˚  Cf. AD LRC #69 (IE, S, FU) ˚  The meaning of words in F, Prm, a n d
ObU and the length of *a in pT suggest that the U and the T words g o
back to a merger: N *?arV 'earth, land, place' × N *9ar{i} 'valley' |||
This may have been the origin of the N postposition *[?V]rV ' t owards '
(‘  'in'?) (q.v. ffd.).
66. *?aÂV 'member of one’s clan\family' > HS: S *°?ar[V]y- > Ug äry
{A} 'Anverwandter, Sippenmitglied', {OLS} 'congénere, amigo, afín' ¶  A
#391, OLS 54  Eg fOK ìry 'relating to; thereof, thereto; comrade', DEg
ìry 'comrade', Cpt: B ir e2r 'compagnon, ami', Sd/A erIy eriw, B
arIoyariu, erIoy eriu 'comrades' ¶ EG I 1O3-5, Fk. 25, Er. 38, Vc.
46, 53-4  C: Bj {R} ?araw 'friend'   possibly also C {AD} *?ar- (× N
*he[? ++++y]r{É} 'male'?) > HEC {Hd.} *aro?o 'husband' >  Ged, Hd aro?o, Sd,
Kmb aro2 id.; ? Rn a!ra~m 'man, husband, elder' »» Ag: Aw {Hz.} Na4ra (<
*Ni-ara ) 'her husband' ¶ AD SF 2O1, Hd. 82, Hw. A 336, Hw. B II 1 2 1 ,
PG 68  Ch *?arV >  WCh: Ron: Bks {J} re@ (pl. ?a!rya~) 'man' »» ?σ ECh
{Stl.} *?arV > Mkl {J} ?e!ro~wo~ 'woman'; Ï ECh *tV-?Vr- 'girl ' (*tV- f . )
>  Ke {Eb.} t‰r 'girl', Smr {J} dur 'daughter' ¶ J R 145, Stl. IF 5O, Eb. 9 7
¶¶ OLS 54 (S, Eg) || IE *?aro- ≠ *?aryo- ({EI} IE *h4e≤ros ≠ *h4er≤yos)
'member of one’s own ethnic group' (‘  'freeman') > NaIE *aryo-  id. (≠
{P}: 'Herr, Gebieter') >  OIr aire 'homme libre' (‘  'chef, prince') »» OI
≤aryah5 'master of the house', ar≤yah5 '(hospitable) lord', ≤a2rya-h5, Av
aîryo2 'Aryan (person)', OPrs ariya- 'Median, Aryan (person)'; pIIr
*arya- ı FV *orya 'slave' >  F orja 'slave', Es ori 'slave, bondsman ' ,
pMr {Ker.} *u2r1´ ¬ *u2ry´ > Er ure ur1e, Mk ure ur1´ 'slave, servant'  Ht
{EI} ara2- 'member of one’s own ethnic group, peer, companion ,
friend' ¶¶ P 67, EI 213, Vn. A  42, M E I 174-5, ≈ M K I 52, 79, UEW 7 2 1 ,
LG 52, Ker. II 76-7 || U: FU (att. in Ugr) {UEW} *arV ¬ *arwa ' relat ive
belonging to one's mother's clan', 'mother's (younger) brother' >  OHg
ara 'brother', Hg (early XVIII) ara 'Schwiegertochter', Hg ara ' b r i de '
(att. from 1792; an innovation in the framework of the Hg "language
renewal") » ObU: Os: Kz wOr-ti 'mother's younger brother, his ma le
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descendants, his son', Os N O or-ti, {KrT} or-di 'mother's brother'; Vg:
ML oaºr, N aº:r 'mother's relative', K o2r in ya4Gnor o2rnor 'parents’ vexation,
roditel∆skaå dosada ' (ya4G 'father', nor 'revenge') ¶ UEW 832-3, EWU
44, KrT 244 ¶ Rédei's hyp. about the proto-Irn origin of the word ( c p .
Av, OPrs, KhS bra2tar, Sgd ır?t, Blc bra2t, Oss D a4rvada4 'brother', Oss I
a4Ærvad 'kinsman' - w  Ab. III 437-9, Bai. 313) is hardly tenable (unless w e
suppose very late Oss origin of the pUgr word) ˚  A *a4∏rV 'man'  (>  T
*a4 ∏r, M *ere 'man') (see DQA #2764 [A *a2!ri ¬ *e2 !ra 'man']) is more likely
to belong to N *he[? ++++ y ]r {É}  'male' (q.v.) ˚  AD NM #12O, S CNM 9 (÷ ÷
NrCs, ST, Yn).
67. *?erV 'to divide; one share, one, single' >  HS: S *°√?rm >  Ar
?aram- 'unus, ullus' = 'quelqu'un, certain', ?urma2 'Mar0ù, îMar0ù 'ul lus,
aliquis', ?arïm- 'unus, ullus' ¶ Fr. I 28 || K: GZ *ert- 'one' >  G ert-, Mg
art-, Lz ar(t)- ¶ K 79, K2 147, FS K 116, Chik. 212 || U: FU *era ' p a r t ,
single, one' >  F era4 'share', era4lta4a4n 'at a time', tella4 era4a4 ' th i s
time', era4s 'one, a', Vp eraz 'other', Es {W} a4ra 'Besonderes,
Getrenntes' » Lp N {N} Arre 'quantity of milk obtained at one milking
from one female reindeer\cow' »» Os: V/Vy a4r-´˝ ' ge t rennt ,
auseinander', Ty/Y a$r˝´, Nz/Kz ara, O a$rri id. ¶ SK 4O, W EDW 8O-1, N
III 873, Stn. D 156, SSA I 1O7-8 (FL only), Ht. 129 [#58], ≈ UEW 75 ¶
Stn. rejects the connection between F and Os and supposses (like UEW)
that the Os word is derived from Os V a4r, Os D a$r 'much' (acc. to UEW,
from U *era4 'much'), which is hardly tenable for semantic reasons;
besides, Os makes a clear phonological distinction between the -´G-
derivative from pOs *a4r- 'too much' and the word in question: Os V h a s
e"r´G ≠ o4Ær´G 'überschüssig, zu viel' (< pOs *a4r- 'too much') and a4r´˝
'getrennt' ¶ Es a4- (for the expected e-) needs elucidating || D *e2rÀ- v.
'divide, separate' >  Tl e2r3u v. 'sift', Klm ers- id., e2ra2na2 v. 'be separa ted ,
be separate from', Knd e2rÀp- v. 'keep apart, keep separate', e2rÀ- v. ' b e
separated', Gnd e2r- v. 'be separated from, eht- v. 'wead', Kui e2Z>a v. ' b e
separate from, detached', e2spa- v. 'separate', Ku e2r`lali- v. 'be separa ted '
¶¶ Km. 313 [#19O], D #915.
68. *?uÂÉ or *?u4444ÂV 'drink, swallow' > U *u4rV 'drink; be d runken ,
intoxicated'  (× N *[æ]weÙVrV 'be mad, be dizzy, be intoxicated') >
Prm {LG} *u$r- > Z yro≥w Èr‰s7, Yz Ä≤rÄs7 'kvass (∈ small beer)' » Er
irede- ir1ed!e-, Mk irede- ir1´d!´- 'be drunken, get carbon monoxide
poisoning (from burning firewood)'  Sm *‰r- v. 'drink' >  Ne T ˜´r-
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c∆, Ne F N‰r-, Slq Ke {Cs.} ira-, Mt {Hl.} *‰r- id. (Mt T/K/M {Mll.} orsu
'bibere', K {Pl.} urschim 'I drink', Mt M {Sp.} urnåm` id., urnam`
'I eat [liquid food]'), Slq Tm {KD} o4∏ra- ≠ ‰2ra- 'get d runk '  ¶¶ Coll. 1 6 ,
UEW 85, LG 329, Lt. J 16O, Jn. 21-2, Hl. M #249 || A: M *o4ru4bki- v.
'gobble, swallow' > WrM o4ru4bki-, HlM ørøvxij-x, Brt ¥r´bxi-x´
id., WrO o4ro4bki- v. 'inhale, draw in' ¶ MED 643, Krg. 148, Chr. 514 ¶
Valid, unless it is *Fo4ru4bki- (which cannot be ruled out, since the w o r d
is not attested in MM and in the *h-preserving lgs.) || HS: Eg G ìr v.
'eat', ¿ ({Vc.} "mot mal attesté") Cpt B erI eri 'bread' ¶ EG I 114, Vc.
4 6 .
69. *?urV 'to gather' (‘  'everybody belonging to…', 'clan, relatives;
multitude') >  HS: EC: pSam *u~ru2~ri~ v. 'gather, collect' >  Sml {ZMO} ururi
vt. 'collect, gather, cause to assemble', urur vi. 'assemble, meet; ga ther ' ,
urur 'meeting, assembly, gathering', Sml N {Abr.} urur- v. ' b e c o m e
assembled', Bn eru2ri id., Rn {PG} u~ru~ra~ vi. 'gather together' ¶ Hn. S 9 7 ,
PG 286, ZMO 4O1, DSI 595, Abr. S 244  WS *√?ry v. 'collect, ga the r '
>  BHb era √?ry (pf. 1s ?a2≤rït3ï) v. 'pluck', Gz √?ry (js. y´-?rï, p f .
?araya) v. 'gather, glean' (KB 82, KBR 85, L G 4O, Di. 744); Gz √?rr ( js .
y´-?rar ≠ y´-?r´r, pf. ?arara) v. 'reap, gather, harvest ' π or ı AfS
lgs.: Sa {R} arar (p. ≤irirå, imv. i≤ra2r) 'sammeln, ernten' (Di. 741, L
G 39, R S II 46-7); the existence of a corresponding Af verb •arar
(mentioned in R S II 46-7 ‘ other authors) is not confirmed by Af
dictionaries (PH, Clz.) || IE: NaIE *wer-/*wr=- 'multitude, group o f
people, troop' >  OI vr=n≤dam 'group, troop, crowd' »» OIr foirinn,
foirenn 'factio, Gruppe, Schar', OW guerin 'factio', W gwerin
'viri, virorum multitudo, plebs', {YGM} 'ordinary folk, populace', OBr
guerin 'factiones', {Flr.} 'parti, ligue, troupe', MBr gueryn ' peop le '
»» AS weorn, wearn 'troop, crowd' ¶ WP I 266, P 115O-1, EI 2 6 8
(connects the stem with IE *wre2tos 'flock, herd'), M K III 249-5O, Flr.
189, YGM-1 264, Ho. 387 || A: M *uru9 'clan, relatives' >  MM [MA]
{Pp.}, [HI] {Ms.} uruq [uru˝] 'a relative', [HI] {Lew.} uruX, [S] {H}
uruh 'relatives', WrM uru9, HlM urag 'relatives, posterity, clan, a
relative'; M ı Yk, Ewk, Lm uru2 'relatives, rodnå ' ¶  MED 885, H 1 6 7 ,
Ms. H 1O6, Pp. MA 367; Lew. 83, Pek. 3O68-9, STM II 287  Tg *uru{b}-
v. 'gather, collect' >  Ewk uru2w-, Sln orö-, Neg oyöw- id., Ork uru-,
urugi- v. 'arrange (razloqit∆ , rasstavit∆ , uloqit∆ po porådku )'
¶ STM II 287  pKo *ur 'clan, relatives' > NKo ul id. ¶ S QK #115O, MLC
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1246  ?φ pJ u![n]ti~ 'clan' > OJ udi, [RJ] u!ti~, J: T/Kg u!Z1i, K u!Z1i~ ¶ S QJ
#1529, Mr. 566 ¶¶ ≈  DQA #673 (pA *i\u!ru~ v. 'gather, crowd' >  Tg *uru-,
pKo ur, M *irge- v. 'fill up, heap up, stuff, pack', *ir- id., v. 'crowd', T
*irk-  'collect, assemble') ||  D *urÀ- 'multitude; be numerous' >  Tm ur3u
v. 'be numerous', ur3u 'much, abundant', Ml ur3u 'plenty, copious,
much', Kn ur3al<i, ur3ube 'a mass, multitude', ur3e ' abundant ly ,
much', ∆  urÀu v. 'increase', Tu ur(u)bu, urbi 'increase', urdi n .
'increase', Tl ur3avu≠uravu 'abundance, much' ¶¶ D #711 ˚ This
N word may have contributed to the development of the N c o m p o u n d
marker of pl. *rV yÉ  (= *rV y{i}?) (q.v. ffd.).
7O. *?ËrV (ba) 'squirrel' >  HS: S *°?+hVrrab- >  Ak arrabu
'dormouse (?)', 'jerboa (?)' ¶ CAD I/2 3O2-3, Lds. FAM 1O7 || IE: NaIE
*wer- (and rdp.: *werwer-, as well as post-IE variants in descendant
lgs.: *we2wer-, *wai\wer-, *wi[:]wer-) '≈  squirrel', {EI} *werwer-
'squirrel' >  NPrs ‰ravarva va4rva4re id. »» L vïverra 'polecat' »» W
gwiwer, Br gwiber 'squirrel', Ir iora rua id. (rua 'red') »» Lt
vaiveri~s, vaivaras 'male polecat', ve$veri~s, vaiveris,
voveri~s, vovere$ﬁ, ∆  vo!veris 'squirrel', Ltv va2ﬁvere, -is id., Pru
weware id. » pSl *ve7ver-Áka, -ika 'squirrel' >  OCS v8verica, P
wiewio1rka, Cz veverka, Uk viv¡rka, SCr veàverica ±
(v)jeàverica »» pGmc *ai\k-werna ≠ *ïk-werna 'squirrel' (with *ai\k-
'oak'?) >  AS a2c-weorna, ON I1korni, OHG eichurno, eichorno,
eich(h)orn, NHG Eichhhorn 'squirrel'; acc. to Schr. GW 134 a n d
Schr. 165, pGmc *ai\k-/*ïk- may go back to IE *ai\g-, cp. OI ≤e2j-ati vi.
'stirs, moves' ¶ WP I 287-8, P 1266, EI 54O, ZVSZ 475, Ma. CS 564-5 ,
YGM-1 267, Frn. 1233-4, En. 273, Vr. 284, KM 154-5, EWA II 974-6, Ho.
2, 39O, Vl. II 1421 || U *ora, *ora-pa 'squirrel' >  F orava, Es orav,
oravas id. » pLp {Lr.} *O2re2v >  Lp N {N} oar…re -rr-, Lp S {Hs.}
oaºr´eve o¢aºr1eve ± o¢aºr1u4ve, Lp Kld {SaR} vu´rrev id. » pMr {Ker.} *u2r¥
>  Er/Mk ur id. »» Chr ur id. » pPrm *ur >  Z ur id.  Sm: in a Samoyedic
lge. of the Sayan region (Pl.: "ejus stirpis monticolis sajanensibus") {Pl.}
orop 'Sciurus striatus' ¶¶ UEW 343, Sm. 552 (FP *ora 'squirrel'), LG
297-8, Kecsk. IPZ, Lr. #847, Lgc. #4587, Lgc. SL #1497, Hs. 1O35-6, SaR
63, Ker. II 176 || D *urÀutt- 'squirrel' > Tm ur3uttay, Tl ur3uta id. ( i f
the connection with D *urÀukk- 'jump' is secondary or non-existent) ¶ ¶
D #713, Tyler DU 81O [#13O] || A {S} *Ër[i]-kæV 'ground-squirrel' >
NaT *o4rke id. >  Alt {BT} o4rko4, Xk {BIG} o4rke ± o4rge, Yk o4rgo4, Tv {TvR}
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o4rge id.; T ı Hg u4rge id., T ı ? Brt E {Chr.} ¥rx´ id. ¶ Shch. Zh 1 4 8 ,
BT 12O, BIG 136-7, TvR 339, Pek. 1955, Chr. 513, EWU 1589 ¶ The
presence of the word in Hg proves that the T word was not originally
confined to Siberia (⇔  Shch. l.c.)  Tg {S} *urike >  Ewk Brg/Nrc urik‰
'ground-squirrel, marmot' (π T or Brt?), ?σ Orc urik‰ , urk‰ 'black seal
(animal) with white stripes' ¶ STM II 285 ¶¶ S CNM 7 ˚  The original
meaning of the word is likely to have been 'squirrel' (as in m o s t
descendant lgs.), while in some lgs. the name has been transferred t o
other fur-bearing mammals ˚  The comparison with D has b e e n
suggested by Blz. (p.c.) after Tyler l. c. The A cognate has b e e n
suggested by S (S CNM 7). The quality of the N rounded vw. of the f irs t
syll. is controversial: the IE and D data suggest *u (N *u >  IE *we), while
U suggests N *o . A plausible solution may be found if we assume t h a t
the N etymon is *?oÂu6666 (ba)  with *o  of the first syll. changing to *u
under the ass. infl. of the second syll. (cp. the change N *o >  pre-IE *u
[> IE *we] in the presence of N *u6666 of the second syll., as formulated i n
AD PIEG). The N vw. *u6666 of the second syll. may be responsable for *wV
of the second syll. in the IE reduplicated variants of the stem i n
question (*werwer- et al.) ˚ AD NM #51.
71. *?V{r}V (> *rV?), theme-focalizing (topicalizing) pc. > HS: Eg ìr
'as for' (topicalizing pc., preceding the topic word), ìr (emphasizing
pc., used esp. with optative, with imv., and in questions) ¶ EG I 1O3,
Lpr. 151, 188 || A [1] *tæe-r{a} theme-focalizing (topicalizing) part icle
 [2] Tg *e-rV 'this' ¶¶ Ffd. see N *rV  (< *?V{r}V?) (no. 1953) || IE:
nom.-accus. ending *-r in heteroclitic nouns ¶¶ Ffd. see  N *rV (<
*?V{r}V?).
72. *[?V]rV 'towards' (‘  'in'?) > HS: Eg ∀ r  'hin nach…, hin zu…; bis
hin nach', conj. 'bis daß…', DEg r 'to, towards'; ? Eg O ìr 'towards' >
Cpt Sd/B ero- ero-, e- e-, Cpt F ela- ela-, e- e-, Cpt P aro- aro- id .
(× N *?il{Å} 'stand still, stay; place to stay') ¶ EG II 386-8, Er. 236-8 ,
Vc. 37 || IE: NaIE *-r (< IE *-[Ó]r?), locative sx. in adverbs: Lt ku-rﬁ, Ltv
ku~r 'where?' (place and direction), Gt Ha-r, ON hvar, OSx hwa2Ær,
OHG wa2r 'where?', AS hwar ≠ hwA2r id. (> NE where), OL quo2r, L
cu2r 'why?', Gk ny1ktvr 'by night', OI ka-r-hi 'when?', us5a-r ' a t
dawn'; NaIE *to-r/*te2-r 'there' >  Gt, ON †ar, OSx thar, OHG da2r, AS
ÎA2r (> NE there) 'there', OI tar-hi 'then' ¶ The long vw. (in quo2r,
ny1ktvr) suggests the presence of a lr. ¶ Bks. 22O, WH I 313, WP I 521, P
1O87, Kb. 144, 1145, EWA II 533-5 || U: FU: Prm *ko$-r ({LG} *ko$¿r)
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'when' > Z kor, Z US ko¿r, Prmk k‰r  ? Y T tigira 'there' ¶¶ LG 126, Krn.
JJ 2O9 || A {Rm.} *-ru/*-ru4, directive case ending > T *-ru/*-ru4 id. >
OT a4b-im-ru4 'towards my house', ba4-ru 'hither', a-ru 'there (dor th in ) ' ,
soNra  'nachher', tas7ra 'hinaus', MQp qa-ru 'whither?', OT ba4ru4 ' h ie rher ' ,
ka4ru4 ≠ kiru4 'zurück', as well as after the dative sx.: ja˝î-qa-ru 'against
the enemy', ta4Nri-ga4-ru4 'against God', yoq-qa-ru 'nach oben', ic7-ga2r-ru2
≠ ic7-ga4-ri 'nach innen', tas7-qa-rî ≠ tas7-˝a-ru 'nach aussen', as well a s
variants T *-r, *-ra/a4 > OT qaNar 'whither?', ic7-ra 'innen', is-ra
'behind', bisra4 'hierher', soNra 'nachher', tas7ra 'hinaus' ¶ Rm. VAJ 4 4 -
5, Br. OTG 157-8, Gbn. ATG 28  M {Rm.} *-ru, e.g. WrM ina-ru ' th i s
side, prior to', cina-ru  'that direction, after', HlM -ru2/-lu2 modo-ruu
'towards the woods', gol(u)ruu 'towards the r iver \middle ' ,
moriluu (dis. f rom  *mori-ru2) 'towards a\the horse', Ord -ru2/-lu2
(oto9-ru2 'in the direction of the Otog banner'), Brt -ru2/-lu2 (uha-ru2
'towards the water', mori-lu2 'towards the horse'), ? Kl Xa2-r-a2n (with a
reflexive sx.) 'wohin' ¶ Pp. IM 161, 2O5 (a qu. hyp.: M *-ru < *Furu˝u
'down')  ?σ Ko {Rm.} ro, Ko N -ru (-rî), -îllî (-îlî) 'by … way', c>ibî-ro,
Ko N c>iburu 'home' (direction), Ko al-lo 'down' (direction) ¶¶ Rm. VAJ
44-6 ˚ Eg ì- and the vowel lengthening in NaIE (OL quo2r, Gk ny1ktvr)
suggest the presence of a N initial lr. The word may be etymologically
identical with N *?arV 'earth, land, place' (q.v.) ˚ ≈ Gr. I 147-5O
("locative RU" in IE, U [Prm, Y], A [T, M, Tg, J, qu. Ko], Ai, unc. Gil [ in
fact -r- is from *-t-?], err. Hg sublative 'onto' [not "dative"!] -ra/-re
[on its origin see EWU 1224]).
72a. *?i[? ++++y]r{a}  'drag, pull, push' > HS: Eg fMK ¿r 'push aside' ( ' j em.
verdrängen [von Habe, Grenze, Thron, usw.]'), {Fk.} 'drive away', Eg G
¿r  'jem-n bedrängen' ¶ EG I 11, Fk. 3 ||  A : Tg *ira- vt. 'drag' >  Ewk  Úir-
id., Sln iru-, Lm Ir-, Neg Iy-, Ork Ira-≠Irra- id. ('volo¢it∆ , ta∑it∆ '),
Ul Ira- v. 'drag, drag over' ('ta∑it∆ , peretaskivat∆ '), Nn Ira- v.
'carry, transport' ¶ STM I 323-4 ¶¶ Hardly here (because of t h e
meaning and the cns. *r1) A {DQA} *ïr1u 'trace, furrow' >  Tk **ïr1 ≠ *î∏r1
id., M *[F]ira˝a 'ripples on the surface of water', Tg *iru-n ' fu r row' ,
and pKo *i~ra!N id. (DQA #687) || D  *ïr- v. 'drag, draw, pull' > Tm °r-  v.
'drag along, pull, attract', Ml °ruka v. 'saw', °rkkuka v. 'draw, drag ' ,
Td i;T-, Gdb ïr- v. 'pull, drag', Kn °r v. 'pull, draw', Prj ïrp- v. 'pull' ¶ ¶
D #542 ˚  D *-r- usually goes back to a N *r-cluster rather than to a n
intervoc. *r , which suggests a cluster in pN (*-? ++++yr-?) ˚  ≈  IS I 2 5 1
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[#112] (*Óir1a 'ta∑it∆ , volo¢it∆ ': D, Tg + •÷ Tk *îr1an 'furrow' a n d
Ko iraN  'ridge of a furrow').
73. *?u[w]rV (or *?u 4444-?) 'light (lux), fire' > HS ≈ *?ur- > S *?urr-
≠*?awr- 'light (lux)' >  Ak urru '(heller) Tag', BHb r&a ?o2r 'daylight,
light, dawn', √?wr (pf. r&a ?o2r) v. 'dawn', Ug ür {A} id., {OLS} 'hea t ;
fire, burning (combustión)', ? Ug {OLS} är ≠ ïr 'light (luz)', Amr {G}
?u2r-um id., √?wr 'v. 'shine' , Ar ?awr- 'ardeur du feu, f lamme' ,
?awwara 'allumer', OSA {Jm., Av.} ?wrn 'la divinité patronale d e s
flammes', Jb C E≤r‰t, df. E2≤r‰t 'moon', Sq HS df. ≤‰?‰r‰h, Sq {L} ≤ere, M h
Ha2-rït, Hrs Ha2re2t id., Sq {L} ≤erir 'allumer' ¶ KB 23-4, KBR 24-5, OLS
46-7, G A 14, Jo. M 7, Jo. J 4, Jo. H 4, L LS 72-5, Av. G II 68, DRS 13 
Eg G ìr.t 'flame (or sim.)' ¶ EG I 114  C: ?σ Bj {R} ≤e1ra 'light (hel l) ,
white; white colour', era2-m- 'get white' ¶ R WBd 27  ?σ CCh: Mofu
{Brr.} -u~r- vt. 'burn', Gzg Mj {Lk.} wur id. ('[ver]brennen, rösten') ¶ JI II
55, Lk. G 138 || A: NaT *u4ru4N (≠  *0Éwru4N?) 'white' and M {DQA} *o4wr
'dawn' (× N *{?}{o}mrÉ  'burn' (intr.), 'shine, be bright', 'dawn', q.v.
ffd.)  Tg: Ewk PT/I orumna- 'blaze up', orumnaça2- adj. 'burnt', Ewk
{Vas.} urum-mï 'shine, twinkle (sverkat∆ , mercat∆ )', ? Lm O orakIn
'flash, appear for a moment (mel∆kat∆ )' ¶ STM II 23, 25, Vas. 453 ¶ ¶
≈ S AJ 288 (A *o4rV 'white, light [hell], dawn') || D {Km.} *u2r-/*ur-V- v.
'burn' >  Tm uru v. 'burn', Kn uri v. 'burn, blaze, glow', Tu uri
'blaze, flame', uriyu- v. 'burn, blaze', Tl uriyu, uralu vi. ' b u r n ' ,
Mnd rund- v. 'ignite' ¶¶ D #656, Km. 299 [##113-4] ¶ The D √  i s
ambiguous, it may be alternitavely cognate to C *hur- v. 'light' ˚  Cf. IS
MS 337 (*urÿ vi. 'burn') ˚  D *-r- (reg . from N *r-clusters) suggests
the presence of an additional N cns. (*w ) in the Inlaut ˚  One c a n n o t
rule out the possibility that this N word is a phonetically r educed
variant of N *{?} {o}mrÉ  (N *-mr-  > *-wr- > *-r-).
74. *?ir[É?]u6666 'entrails' >  HS: S *?iri?-at- 'entrails, lung'  (>  r educed
variants *?ir-at- and WS *ri≤?-at-) >  Ak irtu 'lung, breast', Ug ïrt,
(AkSc) {Hnr.} ?iratu 'chest (?)', {OLS} 'pecho, repecho (de un m o n t e ) ' ,
MHb ea1ir$ re6≤?a2 'lungs', Sr æ¢oæ®o ra2≤“?‘t3a2, Ar é`ri ri?-at-, Mh r‰ye2?, Hr s
r‰yï (pl. r‰yo2t), Jb E e2ro2t, Jb C rO2t (pl. ≤rOi) id. ¶ Sd. 386, CAD VII
183ff., OLS 53, A #43O, Grd. UT #365, Hnr. 1O9, Js. 1472, Br. 7O5, Jo .
M 554, Jo. H 1O1, Jo. J 2O1, MiK I #1.9 (S *?ir(r)-at- ' ches t ,
breast'),1.224 (*ri?(-at)- 'lung')  EC: Brj ir-a 'stomach', Ya ira
'belly', ?? Sml u2r, ?? Rn u2^r id. ¶ Ss. B 1O6, PG 287, Blz. RL 257  B {Pr.}
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*√ÓrÓ  'lung(s)' (*Ó  = *??) > Ah {Fc.} ta2rut 'lung' ({†Pr.} < *t-ÓaruÓ-t),
ETwl/Ty {GhA}, Mz {Dlh.} tarut, Gh {Nh.} tur (pl. turawin), Kb {Dl.}
t3ur´t, Gd {Lf.} tœö2ra (pl. tœörawe2n), Izd {Mrc.}, Tmz {MT} turt, Rf Wr
{Rn.} t3ura, Rf B/A t3´ura, SrSn {Rn.} t3ur-in (pl.), Izn t3arut3, Sll tur´t, Wrg
{Dlh.}, Nf {La.} tura, Skn {La.} tœu2ra id. ¶ Fc. 1558, Pr. M IV-V 214-5 ,
Rn.327, GhA 155, Lf. II #137O, MT 559, Dlh. Ou 267, Dlh. M 168, Dl.
697, Mrc. 199 ¶¶ ≈  OS #36  ?σ Eg ìrw  'piece of meat' ¶ Mks. I #O393
|| IE: NaIE {P} *oreu\-/*ôreu\- 'gut '  > Gk [Hs.] ]oru1a : cordh1 'gut(s)', Gk
[Epc.] ]ory1a2 'sausage' (or 'guts') »» L arvïna 'fat, lard (esp. t h a t
between the skin and the entrails)', "Sicilian" (= L Sc?) [g] [Hs.] ]arbi1nnh
: kre1aß ('meat, flesh') ¶ WP I 182, P 782, F II 42O, Ch. 828, WH I 71 || D
(in SD) *ïr- 'internal organ of the body (as liver or spleen) '  > Tm ïral,
ïrul5 id., Ml ïral, Irl i;ralu, i;rvo, AlK i;ruvu, Kt i;ruv, Td u4;ruf, Kn
hïri  'liver' ¶ D #546 ˚  D *-r- is a reg. reflex of N *r-clusters ( r a t h e r
than of the N intervoc. *-r- ), hence it points to the presence of a n
additional element (lr.?) adjacent to N *r . Therefore I prefer t o
reconstruct pS *√?r? (≈ *?iri?-at-) rather than a metathetic pair *?ir-
at- ≠ *ri?-at- ˚  Blz. DA 154 [#18] (D, HS, IE).
75. *?erq{i} '∈  ruminant' >  HS: S *≤?ar[V]X- 'cattle, cow' >  Ug ärX ( =
*?ar[V]X-) {A} 'cattle', {OLS} 'vaca, novilla', Amr {G} ?arXum 'cow', Ar
Ùr0à ?arX- 'young bull', Ak arX- 'cow', Tgy {Bsn.} aR1 ?arHa 'bull', ?arH-
ï 'heifer (that never bore young)' ¶ A #389, OLS 49, G A 13, Sd. 6 7 ,
CAD I/2 263, Bsn. 493, DRS 33 || IE: NaIE *er-≠*eri- '∈  ruminant' (× N
*÷iÂ{i} '[male, young] big ungulate', q.v. ffd.) || D *eru- ¬ *er˛
'buffalo, bull, cow', used with sxs. denoting sex: [1] ≈ *eru-t˛ ({GS}
*erd-) 'male buffalo, bull' >  Tm erutu 'bull, ox, steer', Ml erutu
'bullock, ox', Kt et, Td es7t 'bull', Kn er›tu 'bull, ox' (ettu, eddu ' ox ,
bullock' π Tl?), Kdg ´⁄ttî 'bull, bullock', Tl eddu 'ox, bullock, bull ' ,
Klm edß, Nkr hedßdß 'bullock', Krx adßdßo2 'ox, bullock', [2] ≈ *eru-may ({GS}
*erm-) 'female buffalo' >  Tm erumai\, Ml eruma, erima, Kt im, Td
îr, Kn emme, Kn ∆ erme, Kdg emme, Tu erme, Tl enumu ' female
buffalo', Gnd ∆ ermi ± hermi ≠ arm ≠ ar`mi 'buffalo', Gnd HMS ermï
'female buffalo'. In some D lgs. (those converging D *-r- with *-rÀ-)
there may have been a merger with N *qerV '(wild) ox' ¶¶  D ##815 ,
816, 917, ≈ GS 2O9 [##529, 53O]. The stem-final vw. *-u(-) in Tm, Ml,
Tu, and Tl may go back to the pD non-phonemic word-final vocoid *-˛.
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76. *?u++++orVqV (or *?u++++orVqV{?}V?) 'path, way' > HS: S *≤?uraX- id. >
BHb hr@7a ≤?oraH 'way', OA/IA/Plm ?rÓ, BA hr@a0 ?á≤raH, JEA ah1r^&a
?or≤Ó-a2, ChrPA ?wrÓ (em. ?wrÓ?), Sr W/E ?ur≤Ó-a2 'road, way', OAk,
Ak urXu 'way, path, track' ('Weg, Pfad, Bahn') ¶ KB 83-4, 1673, HJ
1O6, Sl. 94, Sd. 1429  EC: Sa/Af {R} a≤ra2Ó (pl. ≤a2roÓ) 'way, p a t h '
('Weg, Pfad, Straße'), Af {PH} araH 'place, spot'   ? Ged {Hd.} ora ' r o a d '
¶ R S II 45, PH 44, Hd. 258 ¶¶ OS #122 || U: FV {UEW} *ura 'way, p a t h '
> F ura id. » Mk {Ps.} u-r, ura-, urks7ka 'narrow footpath' ¶ UEW 8O4 ||
A: NaT *oru+ok, ? *or-gak 'path' > OT oru+oq, Alt, QK orîq id., Brb oraq, Tlt
{Rl.} oroq, Shor/Brb {Rl.} oraq, Xk oraX, Yk oroX 'animals’ p a t h '
('Wildpfad'), Bsh ∆ uraq 'hare-path, traces of a hare', Tv oruq ' r o a d ,
way', Tf Oruq  'road, path' ¶ Cl. 215, Rl. I 1O5O, 1O54, TvR 327, Ra. 2 1 2 ,
Tm. 163, ≈ TL 531-2 (unc.: *oroq ÿ T *or- 'dig') || ?φ  D (in SD)
*or+r`uNk- >  Tm or›un$kai\ 'lane, alley', Tu orn$ku ≠ orËn$kË ' l ane ,
footpath' ı Kn orn$ku  'narrow path between two walls in a garden' ¶
The unexpected -r`- in Tm or in pSD needs explaining (infl. of SD *var`i
'way, road' [see  N *wÅr1111V 'way, path']??) ¶ D #1O14 ˚  T *-[u]k a n d
SD *-[u]Nk- are likely to go back to sxs., unless there was s o m e
glottalizing factor (N *-?V in *?u++++orVqV?V?) that caused
transformation of N *q  into *ûq (whence T and SD *k)*ûq, e.g. N
*?u++++orVqV?V . FV {UEW} *ura rules out the possibility of reconstruct ing
N *?u++++orVûûûûqV (with pre-HS deglottalization *-ûûûûq- > *-q- > HS *-X-).
77. *?aÂba 'to lie in ambush, to scheme evil to so.', '(?) to use magic
tools' >  HS: CS *√?rb 'lie in ambush, scheme evil' >  BHb bra √?rb G
'lie in ambush, lie in wait for so.', IA bra ?rb 'ambush', Ar √?rb (p f .
ıaru!Å ?aruba ≠ ıari⁄Å ?ariba) 'be cunning', Sf mwrb ' intr igant ,
comploteur', Tmd wrb 'se mettre en embuscade' ¶ KB 8O, KBR 83, JH
23, HJ 1O1, DRS 31 || U: FU *°arpa (att. in FL) '≈ magic, magic device' >
F arpa (gen. arvan) 'lot, magic stick, or any other magic tool f o r
finding hidden things, soothsaying, etc. ' , arpa-mies ' soothsayer '
(mies 'man'), arpo- v. 'cast lots', Es arp 'lot, magic', Lv ar:bï 'witch' »
pLp {Lr.} *vo2rpe2 >  Lp N {Fri.} vuorbbe 'sors secunda, fortuna; anulus
orichalci, in membranam tympani magici, quoties pulsabatur ,
imponendus', {N} vuor…be 'a piece of wood, stones, etc., used b y
persons who are going to cast lots about sth.; lot; destiny', Lp L {LLO}
vuor…pe2 'Glück, Los, Geschick' ¶ UEW16, SK 24-5, MF 5O4-6, Lr.
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#1463, Lgc. #8812, Fri. 837 || A: T *arba- v. 'make magic, cast spells' >
OT arva- (Cl.: arva2-), Chg, Qrg, Qq, Bsh, Xk arba-, ET arba- ± arva-, SY
arva- id., Qzq arba- v. 'tempt, seduce, try to win so. over by deceit', Yk
arba2- v. 'flatter, exaggerate', OT arvîs7 'a magic spell or charm' (ı Vt
urves1, urbec1 'remedy for evil eye'?), Chg arvîs7-c7î 'sorcerer' (a Turkic -
most probably, Blgh - word is probably the source of Vt urves1, urbec1
'Waldgeist; a person inflicting illness by magic', Hg orvos, ∆ o1ros,
o1rvas, o1rvos, urus 'physician', as well as of Blg vra¢ ' s o r ce re r '
and R vra¢ 'physician') ¶ ET Gl 168-7O, Rs. W 24, Cl. 199, ≠  EWU
1O71-2 ˚  IS I 261-2 (S, FU, T), UEW 16 (FU, T); ≠ LCm. NLP 2O (FU a n d
A cognates "are almost certainly loans") ˚  AD NM #121 ˚  An alt. et . :
N *?aÂpa?V 'make magic' >  U: FU *°arpa id. || A: T *arba- id. || HS: S
*√rp? v. 'heal, soothe' > Ak √rp? G , Ph, Pun √rp?, BHb, Sr √rp? G ,
Gz √rf? G  'heal', Ar √rf? G 'allay the fear of, soothe', Cn ı Eg
(EgSSc) ha-r-fi v. 'heal' (KB 1188, Hlk. #157, SivCR 83). This latter e t .
is qu., because the primary meaning of S *√rp? is likely to be ' r epa i r '
(see Ar √rf?  G   'mend [clothes]', Gz √rf?  G   'sew, mend').
78. *?ÅÂc7777Å (or *?Åc7777[V]ÂÅ) 'trace' (‘ 'sign', 'choose') >  HS: S
*≤?aTar- 'trace, track, place' >  Ar ?aTar- 'vestigium, signum' (and, with a
different vowel pattern, ?iTr- 'vestigium'), Ug äTr, Pu, Yd, DA ?s7r, OA
?s7r [?aTar], IA ?tr, ?tr?, JA ?â≤t3ar, ?at3≤r-a2, SmA ?tr, Sr ?a≤t3ar,
?at3≤r-a2 'place', Gz ?as6ar (etymologically erroneous spelling) ≠
?asar 'path, trace, track', Amh asAr 'footprint', Ak as7r-u 'place, site;
region, country'; WS *√?Tr v. 'follow the traces, choose' >  Gz √?s6r G
(erroneous spelling for √?sr) v. 'follow the traces', Tgr √?sr (p f .
?asrA), Tgy √?sr (pf. ?assArA) v. 'follow the traces', Ar √?Tr (p f .
?aTara) v. 'choose' ¶ JH 27-8, HJ 125-8, OLS 61-2, L G 45, Sl. 179, Lv. I
156, Tal 74, Fr. I 12-3, Br. 55-6, Sd. 82-3, CAD I/1 456-6O, DRS 37 ||
K: G arc7-eva 'Wahl, Erwählung, Auswahl' ¶ Chx. 36 ||  D *aZ>Z>a ' t r a c e '
(×  D *anc>a ' foot '  < N *?Åˆ3333s2 222V '≈  ∈ foot', q.v.) > Kt aZ> 'footprint', Tu
ajA 'footprint, track, trace', Tl ajja 'footprint' ¶¶ ≈  DED App. # 6
(derives the D root from InA padya2  'footsteps', w  Tu. #7778).
79. *?ar[V]ka (or *yar[V]ka?) 'see, observe' >  IE: NaIE *re(:)g- (<
**?reg-) v. 'see, observe' >  pAl {O} *ra2gn1a >  Al: StAl T ruaj, T {Kf.}
ruanj, G ruej 'guard, keep, observe' »» Lt rege$!ti (1s prs. regiu~),
Ltv redze2 ^t 'to see', Lt raﬁgana 'witch' (cp. NHG bo4ser Blick),
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re!gimas 'visible, apparent' »» Gmc: ON røkja, AS re2can, OHG
ruohhen, OSx ro2kian v. 'care', OHG ruoh >  MHG ruoch ' care ' »»
Gk a>-rh1gv 'I help, save' (< *sm=-re2g- 'co-observe'?), a>rvgh1 'help, a id,
protection', a>rvgo1ß adj. 'aiding' ¶ Mn. 1O65, F I 137, Vr. 45, Ho. S 6 1 ,
OsS 73O-1, Kb. 813, Frn. 712-3, Ç II 82, 447, Kf. 299, O 374; WP II 3 6 6
and P 54 (Al and Blt only) || HS: C {AD} *√?r{K} > EC *ark- v. 'see' >  Sml
ark-, imv. a!rag, Rn imv. ?a!gar, pl. ?a!rga, Bn imv. ?a^rk, pl. ?a!rka, Arr ?a2rg-,
Dsn ?a!rig, Elm ama!N-arg°-e 'see', pOr *arg- id. >  Or arg-, Kns, Gdl akk-
(acc. to Ss., EC *?arg-, but *g is questiobale), Dl: Hr /Dbs/Gln/Gwd
{AMS}, Cm {Hab.} ?ar- 'know' »» ?φ SC: WRt *?ar- 'see' >  Irq {Mgh.} ?ar-,
{MQK} ar-, Grw/Alg {Wh.} ar-, Brn arim- ¶ MQK 15, Wh. IC 56, E SC 2 8 6
»» Ag: Xm T {CR} arek-, {Bnd.} arqW v. 'know', Xm {R} ar(e)q- ' l ea rn
(erfahren), understand, know', Bln {R} ar?- v. 'know' ¶ AD SF 2O1-2,
Ss. B 26, Bl. 195, 25O, Hn. S 52, PG 68, Sim 7, 9, 13, Hw. A 336, To. DL
322, 479, AMS 28O, Blz. CL 18O || A: NaT *arka- >  OT {Cl.} arqa2-
'search, investigate', MU arqa-  'search, look for' ¶ Cl. 216, DTS 54 || D
*a2r-a2y- v. 'examine, search, look for' >  Tm a2ra2y v. ' investigate,
examine, seek', Ml a2ra2yka v. 'seek, examine', Kt a;ryek 'carefullness ' ,
Kn a2ray(y)u) v. 'search, investigate, take care of', Tu a2raysu- v.
'expect, look for, desire', Tl a2rayu , arayu v. 'think, consider, search ,
examine, know, see, observe', Knd rey v. 'search for', but D *arÀi-, {GS}
*yerÀ+dÀ- v. 'know, find out, search' is likely to go back rather to N
*æwarV  'look, watch', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ D #377, ≠ Km. 289 [#64] (hyp.: c d .
*a2ra 'fully' [cp. Tl a2ru- v. 'become full'] + *-a2y- v. 'select, choose ,
examine') ˚  N *?- is reconstructed on the ev. of IE (the IE reflex of N
*? is the only IE lr. that is reduced to zero when not adjacent to a vw.)
and C (EC *?- may go back to N *?- , *h- , or *y-).
8O. (€?) *{?}aÂé€VmV (é€  = *h?) 'upper part of a limb' >  HS: Eg fP
rmn 'upper arm, shoulder' ¶ EG II 418, Fk. 149 || IE: NaIE *ar´mo-
/*r= 2mo- ({EI} IE *≤hÅerÓmos ≠ *hÅr=Ó≤mos) 'arm' >  OI ïr≤mah5 'arm', Av
arÉmo2 'Arm', Oss a4rm 'hohle Hand' »» L armus 'the shoulder where i t
is fitted to the shoulder-blade' »» ? Gk [armo1ß 'shoulder-joint; joint ( i n
masonry)' (with a puzzling irreg. h-) »» Pru irmo 'arm', Ltv eﬁ<rmi ' p a r t
of a wagon to which the shaft is attached', Lt armaiﬁ {P} 'Vorderarm a m
Wagen', {Frn.} 'Teil des die Deichsel haltenden Wagenteils' » Sl {Glh.}
*oŸrmeß (gen. *oŸrmene, pl. *oŸrmena) ≠ *oŸrmo ' shoulder '  > OCS ramo
ramo, OR ram9rame< (pl. ramena), R † ramo (pl. ramena), U k
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ram≤å, rameno, Blg ramo, SCr raŸŸme (pl. raŸŸmena), Slv ra!me, Cz
rame7, Slk rama4, P ramie< »» Gt arms, ON armr, OHG arm, AS
earm, NHG Arm 'arm', NE arm »» Arm armukn aRm-ukn ' e lbow,
forearm' ¶ P 58-9, EI 26, M K I 96, WH I 69, ≈ F I 144, Fs. 58, Vr. 14, Ho.
86, KM 3O, EWA I 331-3, Jah. OSK 14, 49, ≈ Frn. 16 (hyp.: Lt armaiﬁ π
NGr OP arme '∈ part of a wagon', but why not NGr OP π Lt?), En. 1 8 4 ,
Tp. P I-K 68-7O, ME I 575-6, Vs. III 44O-1, Glh. 517-8 || ?σ,φ U *n1a2rma4
'groin' >  FP *n1a∏4rma4 (× N ?σ,φ *n1111a 4 444goÂV 'groin, small abdominal o rgans
[kidneys, pancreas, and sim.]', q.v. [eU *a2 < **a4∏ < *-a4go-]) > FP *n1a∏4rma4 >
F na4a4rva4 'Leiste, Weiche', ∆  na4a4ra4n (gen. na4a4ra4men) 'Leiste d e s
Pferdes', Es na4a4re (gen. na4a4rme) 'Halsdrüse' » Lp T {Gn.} n1a2irme
'Schambug, Schamleiste' »» pObU {Ht.} *n1È∏rmV >  pOs *n1ar´m
'Leistengegend, Ende des Oberschenkels' >  Os Nz n1Or´m, Os O n1arem id.;
pVg *n1È∏r´m 'Schulter, Hüfte' > OVg N SoO n√ 6rm` , Vg N {Mu.} n1a2re$m
≈  [n1a2r´m] ˚  The origin of the U initial *n1- is not yet clear; it may g o
back (together with the length of the vw. of the 1st syll.) to an initial
component of a N set phrase *n1111V... {?}aÂé€VmV .
 81. *?or1111{u} 'antelope, deer, mountain goat' >  HS: S *?arway- >  Amr
{G} ?arwiyum 'gazelle', Ak arwium≠ arwu6m 'gazelle (male)', Ar
éyWvir0ù ?urwïyat- ( p l . îvar0à ?arwa2) 'mountain goat' ({Fr.} ' c a p r a
montana, rupicapra'), Gz aRë ?arwe2 'beast, animal'  ?? Ak armu
'mountain ram', Sr ?arn-a2 'mountain goat' ¶ Fr. IV 214, L G 4O, KB 8 5 ,
DRS 32, G A 13, Sd. 69-7O, 73, CAD I/2 294, Br. 5O, JPS 29 ¶ In MAk
(after the phonologic merger of -w- and -m-) Ak arwu6 merged with Ak
armu6  'gazelle' (connected with Ak armu 'mountain ram'?)  C: ?? Bj
{R} ra 'Ariel-Antilope' or 'Antilope Someringii' »» Dhl {EEN} ?a2!ro2le
'eland' ¶ R WBd 188, E SC 287, EEN 2O || A: M: WrM oruN9u, HlM, Brt
orongo '∈ small dark antelope with long flat horns ' , ı WrMc
oroN9o {STM} 'wild goat, wild mountain ram (kamennyj baran )',
{Hr.} 'schwarze Hirschziegenantilope', {Z} 'wild dark-coloured r a m ,
resembling a chamois' ¶  MED 623, Chr. 362, KW 289  Tg *oron
'reindeer' > Ewk oron, Lm or¥n, Neg oyon, Orc oro, Ud oro≠olo, Ul oro(n-
), Nn oro% 'domestic reindeer', WrMc oron buXu id. ¶ STM II 24-5, Z
132, Hr. 741 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #629 (A *orV  'deer, antelope'; incl. M, Tg) || D
*Ër`[-ay-] 'deer' >  Tm ur›ay, Tu urA, ule, {BhK} ulße 'deer', Prj ur`up
'spotted deer' ¶¶ D #694 ˚ AD NM #5, S CNM 5 (suggests to add T *ar-
kun  'cross-bread horse' and *ar-ga-mak  'stallion'), Vv. AEN 368.
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82. *?u4444r 1 111V o r  *?ur1111É 'top' >  HS: C: EC *?urr- 'top' >  Dsn ?u!r-ru ' sky,
high', Elm urr-u 'above', Brj urr-a 'mountain', Or urr-atta ' c louded
mountain top', ? 'fog', ? Dl: Gln ?urr-atte 'cloud', Hr, Dbs ?urr-ac7c7e
'cloud, fog'; EC *?irr- >  Or irr-a 'on top of', Kns irr-o2ta 'mountain', ?σ
Sa, Af ir-o 'outside, away, abroad' ¶ Ss. B 184, To. DL 485  B *wÓu+ir
(× N *é⁄erË  'ascend, rise' [q.v.]) >  Ah {Fc.} a"wr (pf. iw´r) (Fcj. 62 =
Pcj. I A 6), Gh {Nh.} war (pf. iwar) 'be on\above (sth.)', ETwl, Ty ´w´rœ
id., 'être levé (lune, soleil)' ¶ Fc. 1511, 2OO5, Pr. M VI-VII 1O6, Nh.
2O8, GhA 2O1 || A: T *u4∏r1- 'top' > SY yu4z, Chv vir 'top' (×  N *p''''or{a 4444}÷V
'summit, top'???); Ï T *u4 ∏r1a4 'above, on high, on' > NaT *u4[:]za4∏ >  OT u4za4∏
'above, on high', ET ∆  {Jr.} u$zE, Ln u4za4, SY u4ze ± u4zi± yu4ze, Ln u4za4, Yk
u4¢o4sa4 ≠ u4∏sa4 'top, upper part, upper surface', ET {Nj.} u4za4 ' superficial ' ,
{Nj.} u4zra4, ET ∆  {Jr.} u$zErE 'on, upon'; NaT **u4z-t >  *u4st >  OT u4st, Tk
u4st, Tkm u4Tt, Az, Ggz, Qmq, Qzq, Nog, Qrg, Alt, Ln, ET {Nj.} u4st, Uz ust
'top; upper part \ surface' ¶ Cl. 242, 28O-1, DTS 629, ET Gl 622-3, 6 3 8 -
9, Ml. ZhU 45-6, Nj. 124, 126, Jr. 328, ≠  Jeg. 54, ≠  Fed. I 124 ¶ The
length of *u4∏ (evidenced by Yk) may be due to the initial lr.  pKo {S}
*o~rÄ!- v. ' r ise '  (× N *é⁄erË  'go upwards, rise', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ DQA #16O7
(A *o2!r1i 'to rise, up'; incl. T, Ko)  || IE: Ht aru- 'high' (× N *é⁄erË  '⇑ '
[q.v.])  ?σ NaIE *wer- 'knob' ({EI} IE *wr=Óos 'pimple') >  L va"rus
'rash\pimples on the face', varulus 'sty (in the eye)' »» Lt vi~ras, Lt
E viryﬁs '(pig’s) measles' »» AS wer-nAÌl 'abscess' >  NE warnel, D t
weer  'callosity', Nr ∆ vere  'tumor under cow’s skin' »» Tc B yoro '≈
pustule, boil' ¶ P 1151, EI 523, WH II 734, Ad. 512.
83. (€?) *?{u4444}r1 111VwV 'large feline' >  HS: CS *?ar{y}ay- 'lion' or sim. >
BHb ei$r^a2 ?ar≤ye2, ir%a9?â≤rï 'lion', Ph ?rw, Ug ärw, BA ei$r^a2 ?ar≤ye2, p l .
?ar≥ya2wa2≤ta2, JA ai!r^a2?ar≤ya2, SmA eira ?ryh, Sr ?ar≤ya2 'lion', as well
as Gz ?arwe2 'wild beast' (× N *?or 1111 {u}  'antelope, deer, mountain goat'); ?
Cn ı  Eg N ìr 'lion' ¶  KB 85, HJ 1O4, Sl. 166, Tal 61, A 13, DRS 32, EG
I 1O6  Eg fP, DEg rw 'lion' ¶ EG II 4O3, Er. 243  Ch: ECh: Mu {J}
?o!ru!wa~, Mgm {J} ?a2!r`u!m 'lion', Tmk {Cp.} ‰@r‰@w 'leopard' »» ?? CCh: MsgP
{Trn.} a~hi~ra!w, {Mch.} ahraw id. » Lmn {Lk.} ‰!rva!re` 'lion' » Mdr {ChL}
?UrUvW‰~ri~, {Mch.} ´1rva5re5, Glv {Rp.} a!r‰~vara, {ChL} a!rva~ra~, Gv {ChL}
?u!rva!ra~, Dgh {Frk.} rvi!re~, {ChL} a~rvi!re~ id. » Lgn {Lk.} r´1v´ni id. ¶ ChC,
JI II 223, 227, ChL, Cp. 59 || D {Tr., GS} *ur`uv- 'tiger' > Tm ur›uvai\, Tl
duvvu, Klm duv, dßu2, Gnd dßu2, dßu2al 'tiger', dßuwa2l, dßuwwal 'panther' ¶ ¶
D #692, GS 224-5 [#551] || A: ?σ,φ  T *irbi{l!} or *irbilç 'leopard' >  OT
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irbic7≠irbis7 id., OT U [TT] {BG} irpiz 'lynx (?)', Tv irbis7 'leopard' ¶ Cl.
199, ET Gl 346, TL 156-7, ≠ Mng. G 73O ‘ S CNM 9 (both suggest t h a t
ilbirs is a tabooistically corrupted form of *Jolbars), ≠ Vv. AEN 1 O
(qualifies OT irbis7 as a "ghost" word, but it is quoted in this form in Cl.
199; this s7 [if true] is from *lç) ˚  ≈ AD NM #3, S CNM 9 (÷÷ ST).
84. *?{a4444}s1 111{o} 'stay, be' (IS: “ 'settle') >  HS *?is7- v. 'be, exist': S *?is7-
v. 'have', 'exist' >  Ak (-)is7- (inf. is7u6) v. 'have', “prefixed stative” tïs7u
'you (sg.) have', Ak MB stative 1s is7-a2ku 'I have'; S 3m *≤y-is7u 'he has ' ,
'it has' ‘ 'there is' (cp. Fr il y&a, Port tem 'there is') >  Ak {CAD} is7u,
{Sd.} ïs7u 'he has', BHb Si$ yes7, SmHb yas7 'there is, it exists', SmA ys7
'there is'; S adj. *?ays7-(um) 'existing' (*la2 ?ays7-(um) 'non existing' >  Ak
las 7s 7u(m )  'non existing', 'is not', 'there is not'), in the predicative case
S *?ays7-a 'there is' (>  Ar ?aysa 'there is'), S *la2 ?ays7a 'there is not' >  Ar
laysa, OA sil lys7 id., Ak las7 (spelled la-as7) 'is not, there is not'. The
semantic development of the word in HS and S is connected with t h e
complicated syntactic history of these lgs.: in my opinion, at t h e
ancient stage the prefix-conjugated verbs were dative-oriented (similar
to the ergative syntactic orientation): *yi-wda÷ meant 'tibi notus es t ,
tibi visus est' ‘ later 'you know' (like in the history of pIE *woyd-a),
hence *y(i)- meant 'to him', and *y-is7u meant 'ei est, &l si$'. Later t h e r e
was a syntactic revolution, namely a reinterpretation of dative-oriented
sentences into nominative-oriented, so that the personal pxs. (*?a- ' t o
me' , *ti- 'to you', *yi- 'to him', etc.) were reinterpreted as markers o f
the nominative subject (*?a- 'I', *yi- 'he', etc.), whence, in line with t h e
general development, *yis7u 'ei est' was reinterpreted as 'he\it has' ( a
meaning preserved in Ak). But at the same time the S form *yis7u had a
fossilized WS semantic variant (not any more a conjugated verb f o r m )
that escaped the abovementioned syntactic reinterpretation a n d
preserved its original meaning 'il'y a' (on the “nominative syntactic
revolution” in HS see  AD PP, esp. p. 96). In addition, the same HS s t e m
has a different S reflex, namely *?ïTay 'there is' >  BA it2ia5 ?ït3ay, JEA
at1ia5 ?ït3a2, Sr 4∆æi ?ït3, SmA ?yt, Ug ïT (= {Blau} *?iTe2), BHb Si% ≠
Sia5 ?ïs7 'there is'. The enigmatic *T of this form goes back to HS *c7 a n d
is likely to be due to some sx. (or infix) containing *t at the pre-S (HS?)
level: **-t-s7- ¬ **-s7-t- > *-c7- >  S *-T-. ¶ Cf. Blau MS II 58-62, KB 4 2 3 ,
1665, KBR 443-4, KB LVT 1O49, OLS 6O, BH IV 13O, Tal 25, 363, G OA
72-3, CAD VII 289-93, Sd. G §§  78b, 1O6r, Sd. 4O2-3, 539, Fr. I 75 a n d
IV 14O, Br. 16  ?σ B {†Pr.} *-h⁄suÓ v. 'arrive' >  Ah as id., ETwl/Ty asu
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(Pcj. I A 1O = *-ÓÇuÇ- structure), Gd a2s, Gh, Nf, Kb, Mz as v. 'arr ive,
come', ?? Zng {TC} es7s7i-ddeh 'come'; the pB lr., symbolized by Pr. as *h⁄,
regularly represents pHS *? ¶ Fc. 1794-5, GhA 168, Pr. M VI-VII122, Nh.
213, Lf. II #1411, Dl. 752, Dlh. M 182, DCTC 286  C: EC *?Vs7 +s- (v .
'be\stay [somewhere]' ‘) v. 'spend the day' >  Af {PH} as-e, Sa {R} as-,
Sd {C, Mrn.}, Kmb {C, Mrn.}, Ged {Mrn.} os-, Hd {PB} oss- v. ' s pend \pas s
the day'; the ancient meaning 'be\stay' is still present in Af {PH} as-e ...-
k v. 'be absent from' (-k means 'from', the construction literally m e a n s
'be out of') ¶ C SE II 191, C S 656, PB 14O, PH 46, R S II 48, Mrn. S s.v.
os-, Mrn. ApCA s.v. os-|| K: Sv l-a4sw 'was' (ipf. of a copulative verb), -
esw (conjunctive of the same verb, 3s l-esw) ¶ Top. SE 249, GP US 5 3 -
4 || IE *?es-/*?s- ({EI} *h⁄es-: 3s *≤h⁄esti, 3p *≤h⁄senti) >  IE *?es-/?*s-
v. 'be' (prs. 1s *?es-mi 'I am', 3s *?es-ti 'is', 3p *?s-enti≠*?s-onti); e.g.
S *?es-ti 'is' > Ht es-zi, NaIE *esti > OI asti, Gk }esti, Lest, Osc I1st,
Gt ist, Lt ∆ eﬁsti, eﬁst, Sl *es-tÁ (> OCSEst6 jestÁ), etc.; IE 3p *?s-
enti≠*?s-onti 'sunt' > NaIE *s-enti≠*s-onti >  OI ≤santi, Gk D }enti (<
*senti), Lsunt, Um sent, Gt sind, OCSs0t6 so<tÁ, etc.; Ht asa-
nzi 'sunt' with its *o-grade for the expected zero-grade is innovational
(?). The pIE lr. *?- is suggested by the fact that in the zero-grade it d i d
not become *´, but was reduced to zero. In my opinion, there was a n
Early IE lr. *?- (<  N *?- ) that, unlike other lrs., was reduced to zero i n
unstressed positions (not adjacent to a vw.) where other lrs. became *´.
It is not clear if IE *?e2s- v. 'be seated' (>  [prs. 3s] OI a2ste2, Av a2ste, Gk
{hstai) is a Dehnstufe of the same IE √  or belongs to a different N
etymon (see N *?isV 'to sit', 'seat') ¶¶ P 34O-3, EI 53, BD II/3 595-642 ,
Bks. 228, M K I 67, F I 463-4, Fs. 292, Frn. 124, Bc. G 334, Pv. I-II 2 8 5 -
3OO || U *{a4}s1{u+o}- v. 'be somewhere, settle, dwell' >  FP *a4s1e- (in Lp a n d
Mr) ≠ *as1V- (in BF) > Vo as´⁄- vi. 'settle': ´⁄lud as´2⁄b 'beer is settling', F
asu- v. 'reside, inhabit', as-etta- (causative?) v. 'put, place', ase-ma
'place', F ∆ as-e- (with a factitive sx.?) v. 'prepare a sauna' (“ v. ' p u t ,
set'), Es asu- vi. 'be, be found, lie, dwell, settle', ase, asu 'place' » pLp
{Lr.} *a2s‰ > Lp N {N} a2ssa6- / a2sa6- 'live, dwell, settle, settle down', Lp L
(h)assa2- 'sich niederlassen, ansässig werden', Lp N {N} a2ssa6m-sa2ggje
'place of residence' (the Lp forms are not necessarily loans from F, a s
assumed by Coll. [FUV], Rédei, and Lr., but may well go back to FU *a4s1e-
v. 'dwell, reside' and *a4s1e-ma4 'place', esp. in view of the exact s o u n d
corrs. between Lp N a2ssa6m and Mk a4z1´m) » Mk ´zem a4z1´m, ∆  ya4z1´m,
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Er ´zem ez1em 'place' (< *a4s1e-ma4)  Sm *0Ès1¥-y- {Jn., p.c.} > Ne T {Ter.}
Neso-  'settle and build a tent (ostanovit∆så ¢umom)' (of nomads), T
O {Lh.} Náso 'haltmachen und ein Zelt oder Zelte errichten' ¶¶ Coll. 4 ,
SK 26, W EDW 64-5, Slv. 28-9, Lr. #62, Lgc. #261, Lh. 26, Ter. 422, ≈
Coll. CG 4O5, UEW 18-9, Ker. II 39 ¶¶ The rec. of vowels in this √  i s
problematic, since the vowels observed in the daughter lgs. deviate
from the known sound corrs. Collinder (CG) and Rédei (UEW)
reconstructed here {Coll.} *as1eœ- (*as1´⁄- of my notation) and {UEW}
*as1e-; Rédei tried to explain the front vw. in Mr by the ass. infl. of -s1-
(which would have been irreg., since in many roots *a remained
unchanged before s1); their rec. gives no explanation to the Samoyed
vowel. Jn. {p. c.} reconstructs U *Ès1È-, since in his theory (Jn. UK) t h e r e
is a reg. corr. between FP *a---*e and Sm *È---¥, interpreted as pU *È---È.
But his theory (even if it is true) does not account for E, e in Mr; IS a n d
Dybo reconstruct here pre-harmonic U *e...Å, which after ha rmonic
levelling gave rise to *a in BF and *e in Mr. But in this case there is n o
explanation for Sm *È. I share the opinion of IS and Dybo assuming t h a t
the cause for irregularity lies in the interaction of Early U vowels o f
both syllables, but I suppose that the first vw. has been preserved
without ass. changes in Mr and probably in Lp (U *a4) and has changed
into *a in BF (due to vowel harmony) and into *È (probably high b a c k
vw.) in Sm due to the infl. of the U high back *-u (or mid back *-o). If
the final vw. was *-u, F and Es asu- v. 'dwell, reside' preserve the o l d
vw., but reinterpret it as a sx. of intransitivity\passivity (infl. of o t h e r
words with the sx. -u) ˚  AD LRC #78 (IE, U, S), IS I 268-7O (HS: S, B, C,
Ch [highly questionable]; IE, U, K), GP US 54 (K, S, IE). The rec. of the N
final labialized vw. is based on the ev. of B and K, as well as on m y
preliminary rec. of the U stem. This labialized vw. could have been only
N *o rather than *u or *u4444, since N *u and *u4444 would have yielded
*w/u/ow in IE, while N *o yields no consonantal traces in IE (w AD
NVIE) ˚ IS l.c. supposed that the original meaning of the word was ' t o
settle' (of nomads), apparently suggested by U (Lp, Sm 'settle', e t c . )
and B ('arrive'). This is not certain because an opposite semant ic
change ('stay' ‘ 'begin to stay' ‘ 'settle, arrive') is possible too (cp. L
fuit pfc. 'was' > Sp fue  'went') ˚  ≈ Gr. II #28 (*es  'be').
85. *?isV (or *?i?sV?) 'to sit', 'seat (the part of the body t h a t
bears the weight in sitting)' (‘ 'foundation, basis') >  HS: S *?is7s7-
≠*?us7s7- 'basis, foundation' > Ar ?uss-≠?iss- id., BA ?os7* (att. forms: pl .
e m . aI![2a8 ?us7s7-ay≤y-a2 'Grundfes te ' , ie57[a8 ?us7≤s7o2hï 'seine Grundfeste ' ) ,
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OAk us1s1um, Ak us7s7u (mostly in pl.) 'Fundament' ¶ BK I 31, GB 8 9 6 -
7, Sd. 1442, DRS 35-6  ? C: Bj {R} -sa2? pcv. md. (1s p. a-≤sa2?, p r s .
≤e2st°? ≠ es≤t°?) 'sit, dwell' »» EC: Elm a≤siya, Arr {Hw.} siy?-/sid'i- ' s i t
down'  ¶ R WBd 194, Hw. A 393, Hn. E 282, Blz. CL 18O   Ch: Ke {Eb.}
‰s-, i!si! 'sich niederlassen, (sich) ansiedeln', 's’asseoir, s’installer', i!s
Z7e~?i! 'sit down' ¶ Eb. 58 || IE *?e2s- v. 'be seated' ({EI} *h⁄e2s- 'sit') >  NaIE
*e2s- (only md.) 'be seated' > OI ≤a2s-te2, Av a2ste id. »» Gk A “hstai 'he is
seated' (h- from {ezomai 'sit' <  IE *sed-)  Ht es-, as- v. 'sit, r ema in
(seated), reside', OHt es- , as- id., v. 'sit down, be seated', HrLw a1s- v.
'sit, sit down', a1sa-s 'seat'; acc. to Pv., the apophony goes back t o
*e2/*É=⁄ alternation; Oettinger reconstructs here IE *É⁄eÉ⁄s- ¶¶ P 342-3 ,
EI 522, M K I 84, F I 633-4, Ch. 411-2, Pv. I-II 291-3OO, Ts. E I 11O-1,
Oett. IGS 112, Mer. HHG 35 ¶¶ This IE √  may either belong here or be a
variant (NaIE Dehnstufe?) of *?es- / *?s- v. 'be' (<  N *?{a4444}s 1 111{o} 'stay, b e '
[q.v.]). Both hypotheses have their drawbacks: in the former case it i s
still hard to explain IE *e2 for the expected *ei\ (w AD PIEG), while in t h e
latter case we should not expect *´- as the zero-grade (in Ht as-), b u t
rather a zero vw. (< *É=⁄- < N *?- ). This *´ is likely to suggest t h e
presence of a postvoc. N lr. (N *?i?sV > IE {Oett.} *É⁄eÉ⁄s-), possibly
preserved (with mt.) in Bj. A possible solution for the enigmatic NaIE *e2
is mt. in IE (N *?is?V > Bj √s?, IE {Oett.} *É⁄eÉ⁄s-) || U: FV *isV- v.
'sit, sit down' >  F istu- v. 'sit', Es istu- v. 'sit, sit down' » Er/Mk oza-
'sit down', Er ozado, Mk ozada 'in sitzender Stellung, in sitting posit ion,
sidå ' ¶  UEW 629, ERV 432-3 || ? E: MEl us7-ta-na 'Sockel,
Fundament' ¶¶ HK 1251.
86. *?u4444sV 'fire' > HS: S *?is7s7-, *?is7[s7]-a2t- 'fire' >  BHb Sa4 ?es7 (with a
short e, evidenced by SmHb as7 'fire'), +ppa. ?is7s7-: &[a5 ?is7≤s7-o2 'his f i re ' ,
pl. [BS] tvsa *?is7≤s7-o2t3, Ph ?s7, Ug ïs7t, (AkSc) i-s7i-tu, OA ?s7, BA e m .
a[1a3 ?Es7≤s7-a2, IA esa ?s7h, em. atsa ?s7t-?, SmA ?s7 ({Tal} = as7),
?s7h, JA a[ia5 ?is7≤s7-a 2, at1[1ia5 ?is7s7-a2≤t3-a2, Sr æ4o3oæ e ?Es7s7-a22≤t3-a2, Gz
AßT ?´sa2t, Tgr, Amh AßT ?‰sat, Har ?‰sa2t, ?isa2t, OAk is7um, Ak
is7a2tu(m), Eb {Krb.} ?is7a2tum 'fire' ¶ KB 89, BH IV 34, GB 69, 897, Blau
MS II 62-7 (hyp.: *?is7- with a short *s7, Hb and Aram gemination is
secondary), A #436, OLS 57-8, Hnr. 11O, Sl. 126, Tal 67, JH 27, HJ 1 2 1 ,
L G 44, CAD VII 227-233, Sd. 392-3, G OA 72, DRS 35-6  WCh {Stl.}
*wusi 'fire' > AG: Ang, Gmy, Su, Ywm wu~s, Tal w¨@s » Ron: Klr wu!s7 » BT:
Gera {Sch.} wu~si!, Krkr {Lk.} ye~si!, Esi, {Kr.} ?e~si^, Ngm yE~si~, Krf {Sch.},
Glm {Sch.} wu~s7i!, Bele {Sch.} u~hi!, Grm {Sch.} u~s7i!, Pr {Frz.} wu!Z7i~, Bl wOsi;
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SBc: Grn {Sh.} i~s7i!, Grn Mb {Sh.} is7i! ¶ Stl. ZCh 238 [#849], JI II 138, ChL,
Frz. P 53, Sch. BTL 144, Sh. SB 24 || U: FU: [1] (att. in Ugr) *u4sV- v.
'fire (a hearth, etc.), kindle the fire, heat, be very hot' >  pOs {Stn.} *o4Æ¬-
({∫Hl. *u4Æ¬-) v. 'fire (oven, etc.), kindle the fire' = 'heizen (den Ofen,
Tschuval), Feuer anmachen' >  Os: V/Vy o4Æl-, Lk o4ÆT-, Ty/Y o4Æ¬-, I (D, e t c . )
´t-, Nz/Sh a"t-, Kz a"l-, O a$Æl- id. » OHg izzad- 'sehr hitzig sein, sehr w a r m
sein', Hg izzad- v. 'sweat'  [2] (att. in Prm) ?φ *°a4sa6 > Prm {LG} *Es-
'ignite' > Z ‰zyÈ- 'catch fire', caus. ‰ztÈ- 'ignite, kindle', Yz ≤o$ztÄ-tnÈ
'kindle fire \ a bonfire', Vt est- 'stoke', Vt Kz ez¥l- ' auf tauen,
schmelzen' ¶ The shift *u4 > *a4 still needs explaining ¶ MF 334-5, Stn. D
64, Hl. rHt 71, ≈ UEW 27, LG 21O, Lt. Y 157 || ? A: AdS   of T *hîÍ-s-
/hiÍ-su4- v. 'heat', *hîÍ-su-Ì-/ *hiÍ-su4-G- 'hot' ({Md.} *È⋅ssÈg ≠ *i⋅ssig)
'warm' (< N *p ''''os 1111 i 'be hot\warm', q.v. ffd.) ||  D *{i}c>- 'fire' >  Mnd iske
'fire', Png iske Z>ïpoli, iski-dßipuli 'fire-fly', Klm isre 'glow-worm' ¶¶ The
apparent delabialization N *u 4444 > D *{i} needs explaining ¶¶ D #428 ˚
This N word is to be distinguished from N *{h}as6666{o} 'burn' (of f i re)
(q.v.). Cf. otherwise IS I 262-3 s.v. *?aÍa ' f ire' ˚  Cf. ≈ Blz. DA 1 6 2
[#1O1] (unconvincingly equates the above HS, D, FU, and T roots with
the IE and M reflexes of N *{h}as6666{o} 'burn' [of fire]).
87. *{?}Vs1111V 'they' >  K *°-Vs: Mg -es / -is, Lz -es, 3p aor. : Mg c7'v-es
vt. 'they burnt\baked', c7'ar-es 'they wrote', ibir-es 'they sang', tkvi-is
'they said', Lz c7'ar-es 'scripserunt'; Mg -d-es, Lz -t'-es, 3p ipf.: Mg dvan-
d-es  'mittebant', Lz c7'arum-t'-es 'scribebant' ¶ Q O62-5, Marr 5O-1, Kiz.
ZJ 69-71 || IE: [1] *-es (< **-?es), nom. pl. com. of nominal parts o f
speech and participles > AnIE: Ht -es ≠ -is, Pal -us id.  NaIE nom. pl .
m./f.*-es  (with consonantic stems) > OI -as , Gk -eß, Gt -s, L -es, Osc -
s, ON -r, Lt -es, OCS -e; with *-o-stems: *-o2s (< *-o-es) > OI -a2s, Osc -
u1s, Gt -o2s, ON -ar; with *-a2-stems: *-a2s (< -a2-es) > OI -a2s, Osc -AS, Gt
-o2s, Lt -os  [2] *-n-s (< *-m accus. + *-s pl.), accus. pl. com.  (o f
nominal parts of speech and participles) > AnIE: Ht -us, Lv -anza
(whence nom. pl. -anzi), HrLw -aõzi  (‘  nom. pl. -aõzi)  NaIE *-n=-s
accus. pl. m./f. of consonantic stems > Gt -ns , OI -as , Gk -aß, L -e2s (‘
nom. pl.-e2s), Osc -s , Um -F, Lt -is; *-o-ns with *-o-stems > OI -a2n, Gk
-onß (> Gk A -uß), L -o2s, Gt -o2s, etc. ¶¶ The presence of *-e- in *-es
and the vowel lengthening in *-o2s, *-a2s suggest a pre-IE initial *?-
(otherwise the pl. ending would have been *-s , like in nom. sg.), but t h e
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absence of vowels in the accus. pl. *-n-s is still to be explained ¶¶ Mer .
SGA 275, 282-4, Brg. KVG 39O-9, Bks. 173, 191-2, Bc. G 113-3O || A:
T: Chv † {Ash.} -´s1 ≠ -´z1ò´ 'their', Chv -´s1 (3p ending of verbs in aor . ,
ft., and conjunctive) ¶ Rs. MTS 2O1-3, Andr. ChJ 487, Ash. MI 3O5 ¶
The palatality of Chv -s1 needs investigating  M *-s, pl. of nouns: MM
[MA] u4ge-s 'words', [S] ere-s, WrM ere-s 'men', HlM {Pp.} u2lAs
'mountains', Kl zalu2-s 'young men', Mgl ta$ka$-z 'bucks', Ord eme-s
'women' ¶ Pp. IM 177-8   ?σ Tg {Bz.} coll. *-sa / *-se: Tg *ul-se ' m e a t '
> Ul uls‰, Ud ul‰≈‰, Ewk ull‰, Lm ulr´, and probably Sln uldi ≠ uld‰;
*xol-sa 'fish' (coll.) > Ud olo≈o 'cooked fish' and possibly Nn Nh/KU,
Ork Xolto, Ul Xolto(n-) 'fish'; the forms with -lt- and -ld- belong h e r e
only if they may be traced back to *-l-s- (as suggested by Bz.: "in s e h r
vielen Fallen ist das Suffix durch Assimilationserscheinungen verdeckt
und nicht leicht zu erkennen' [Bz. 69]) ¶ Bz. 69, STM II 14, 262 ¶¶ Rm.
VAJ § 25, Pp. PSA || U: FU: Prm: Z -‰s1, pl. of adjective: Z7en1Èd-‰s1 ' s h o r t '
(pl.)  hardly here pPrm *-yo$sV (pl. of nouns) (> Z -yas, Z Ud -y‰s,
Prmk -ez ≠ -yez, Yz -yo$z, Vt -yos, -os); Rd. believes that this sx. goes
back to pPrm {Rd.} *yo$sV, {LG} yo$z- 'Glied, Gelenk' (presumably akin t o
F ja4sen  'joint of limbs, member'); in any case, Prm *-s- in *-yo$sV d o e s
not correspond etymologically to K *-s- in *-Vs ¶ LtT 873, Bat. KZJ 22O,
Rd. GPS 379-8O, LG 112 || HS: pCh (in WCh) {Kr.} *sun 'they', *su(n)
'their, them' (in some Ch lgs. postnominal, pre- and post-verbal) > [1]
*sun  'they' > Hs su » Fy {J} so!n, Bks {J} si!n » Krkr du-su » Ngz ak-s7i~ » Dw
suN, Gj si, Sy ya~-s7a^  [2] *su(N) 'them' > Hs su » Bl, Krkr su, Ngm nsu^ »
Ngz ak-s7i~ » Sy s7i, Gj si~, Dw -suN-na~k  [3] *su(n) ' their '  > Hs su » Bl
(s)su, Ngm Nsu, Krkr su » Ngz -k-s7i~ » Sy ya~-sn=!, Dw gu~-suN, Plc gÈ-sÈn, Gj
gWa~-sÈN » Fy {J} -u~s, Bks {J} -is; ¶ Kr. RChP ∀ , J R ˚  IS MsN (*Íÿ in IE,
T, Tg, Mg), Gr. I 116-7 ("plural S" in IE, A, Aleut, ? Prm).
88. € *?i++++u 4 444s 1 111{Ë}t''''V 'to sweep, to rake' >  HS *su2t'- ({AD} *s€u2t'-) >  WS *-
s7u2t'- (= *√s7wt') v. 'make raking\rowing\sweeping movements' >  BHb -
s7u2t'- (√s7wt') v. 'row', MHb  -s7u2t'- (√s7wt' G ) 'row, fly, float, swim',
MHb √s7wt' Po  'swim', EpJA √s7wt' Po  (s7wt5t5) 'roam', JBA {Sl.} √s7wt'
G  'fly', JA {Js.} √s7wt' D 'roam, fly, swim, row', Sr s7uwa2t5-´t3-a2
'weaver's comb\shuttle', CPA √s7wt' 'rove about, umherstreifen', M d
√s7wt '  G   'move hither and thither, fly, flow', Ar √swtœ (ip. ya-su2tœ-u) v.
'mix up', Gz √swt' (pf. so2t'a, js. y´-su2t') 'mix, add' ¶ ≈ KB 1336-7, HJ
1116, Sl. 1116, Js. 1531, DM 454, BK 1164-5, L G 521  Ch {JS} *√s‹d'
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v. 'sweep' > WCh: Hs s7a2!Re2~, Klr s7u~t, Kir sa~de!, Zar sat id. »» CCh: Mdr s6ad'-
a v. 'sweep', Glv s6Ye~d'i~-, Dgh s6ad'-, pMM {Ro.} s6ad'- (>  Mada s6a!d', Myn
s6‰~d'a!, Mkt s6a~d'a!y), Db z6a@d'- id. ¶ JS 259, Ba. 929-3O, ChC, Ro. MM 3 3 9
[#71O], ≠  Sk. HCD 242 ¶¶ On HS *s€ see  AD ChCS || U: FP *is1tV ¬
*u4s1tV v. 'sweep' > Chr u4s7tas7 v. 'sweep' » pPrm *is1 'broom' > Z yis1, Yz is1
'a broom with a long haft (made of birch tree)', Vt is1-n1er 'broom' (n1er
<  n1‰r 'twig') ¶ U 33O, LG 112.
89. *[?V]s7777{u 4 444}é€V 'wild boar' > K: pGZ *es7w- 'wild boar, swine' >  OG
es7w- 'wild boar', 'fang', G es7v- 'fang', Mg a-sk-u (<  *o-askw-u) 'pigsty '
(ÿ  *askw- 'swine'), ?σ Lz c7kva 'fang' ¶ K 81, K2 48, FS K 11, Abul. 1 5 2
|| IE: NaIE *su2-s, *su≤w-os ({EI} *≤su2-s / gen. *s(u)≤w-os) '(wild o r
domesticated) pig' >  Av hu2 'swine' gen. sg. (<  *huvo2) »» Gk “yß (gen .
y<o1ß) 'wild swine; pig' »» Gk (π  Pls?) sy6ß id. »» pAl {O} *su4(s) >  Al G/T
thi {AlbED} 'boar' »» L su2-s id., Um sim accus. 'swine', sif accus. pl .
'swines' »» ON sy1-r, OHG su2, NHG Sau, AS su2 'sow', NE sow »» Ltv
sive>2 ^ns, suve>2^ns 'small pig, sucking pig' »» Tc B suwo 'pig, hog' (<
*suw-on-)  d. IE *suw-ïno- 'belonging to pigs' >  L suïnus id. »» pSl
*svin¥ > OCS, OR svin5 svinË id., dadj.: R svinoj, Uk svinij
id. » Pru seweynis 'pigsty' »» Tc B swa2n1e (in swan1ana misa
'pork')  sunstantivized adj.: Gt swein, ON svi1n, OHG, AS swïn,
NHG Schwein 'swine', NE swine, d. from adj.: Sl *svinÁja 'swine'  >
OCS sviniA svinija, SCr svi~nja, Sln svi!nja, Cz svin7e, Slk
svin7a, P s1winia, R svin∆å, Uk svinå ¶ P 1O38-9, EI 425, F II
824, 973-4, WH II 635-6, Bc. G 346, O 477, Ç II 219-22O, 478, Kf. 3 6 6 ,
AlbED 891, Ho. 329, 337-8, Vr. 57O, 574, KM 628, 691, Kb. 982, Fs.
465, Wn. 446, Kar. II 189-9O, En. 246, Vs. III 578-9, Glh. 599-6OO, Ad.
698 || A: Tg: Ud siu 'two-year-old boar' ¶ STM II 1OO || HS: DEg ìs7
'swine, sow', Eg fMK {EG} s7¿y, s7¿ 'swine', Eg L s7¿y.t ({Vc.} *[es7?o2yet])
'sow', Cpt: Sd We s7e 'swine', Sd/B eWO es7o2, B eWay es7aw 'sow' ¶
EG IV 4O1, 4O5, Fk. 26O, Er. 44, Vc. 49, 254 ¶ s7 (for the expected s) is
puzzling (something like **-si\- or **-su4\- > Eg s7?)  The Ak w o r d
saXu6- 'swine' is considered a loan from Sumerian (Sd. 1133); is it a
return loan of a (Hamito-)Semitic word? ˚  The initial ì in DEg ìs7 a n d
the initial zero cns. in pGZ *es7w- suggests a N initial *?- ; in m o s t
descendant lgs. the tentatively reconstructed N *?V-  was lost.
9O. *{?}atV 'female, woman' > HS *?Vt- > C *?VtV 'elder sister' >  EC:
Sa {R} ate2 (pl. a2tet) 'elder sister', Ya {Hn.} t'ou (pl. ≤t'ou1yo5) 'sister' (t'-
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<  *?Vt-) ¶ AD SF 243 (C *?VttV), R S II 54, Hn. Y II 133  NrOm: Ym
{C} e2tna2, {Lm.} e2!ta~ ≠ e2!ti~ò 'sister', {Wdk.} e2!ta! 'my sister' (if t originally
belonged to the stem and only later was reinterpreted as belonging t o
the ppa. -ta 'my', as analyzed by Wdk., or as a marker of fem., a s
supposed by Lm.; cp. Ym {C} ne2 t-etna1 'you are my sister') ¶ C SE III
69, 9O, Wdk. BY 121, Lm. Y 326   HS marker of the fem. sex in nouns :
S *≤-a2t- in *?aX-a2t- 'sister' [>  BHb t&ha1 ?a2≤H-o2t3, Ph *?aHut-, in p r o p e r
names ?Ót-, (AkSc) aXut-milki, lit. 'king's sister', Ug ?aXa2tu = äXt,
(AkSc) aXa2tu, JA at1h1a9 ?âÓa2≤t3-a2, Sr Óa2≤t3a2, SmA cs. tha ?Ót, Ak
aXa2tu], in S *Ham-a2t- 'husband’s mother, mother-in-law' (>  BHb t&mh1
Ha2≤m-o2t3, JA at1m1h9 Óâma2t3-a2, Sr Ó´ma2≤t3a22, Gz Hama2t, Tgr, Tgy 1µT
Hamat, Ak eme2tu id., SmA etamh Óm?t-h 'his mother-in-law'), a s
well as S *-at- in nouns for female beings, e.g. *≤bin-at- 'daughter' >
BHb tB2 bat3, Ar bint-, etc. ¶ KB 3O-1, 314, KBR 327, Hnr. 1O5, FrdR §
94, Sl. 1O6, ≈ Tal 18-9, 279 (unjustified abs. •eha •?Óh, •emh
•Ómh), L G 235, LH 62  Eg -t (marker of the feminine gender i n
nouns denoting female beings [st 'sister'], as well as in n o u n s
belonging to the feminine gender as an agreement class) ¶ Gard. 34 
LbB *-t (marker of f.) in forms like B *tV-funas-t 'cow', ONum ul-t
'daughter' ¶ Fv. LJ 418-2O  C: EC: Or H -tï!, sx. of f. (denoting t h e
female sex): Z7a2r-tï! 'wife' (↔  Z7a2r-sa! 'husband'), obbole2!ttï! 'sister' (↔
obbolesa! 'brother'), oge2!ttï! 'expert (woman)' (↔  og-esa! 'expert'), adj.:
ha!m-tu2! 'bad (female)' (↔  ha!m-a2! 'bad') ¶ AD SF 243, Ow. 95  Ch: [1]
Ch {Sch.} *-tV, f. sg. determiner of nouns: {Sch.} Hs go2!d'i~ya!-r 'the m a r e '
(↔ go2!d'i~ya2! 'mare') (-r < *-t), Bd s6a~-tï!wu@ 'that cow' (↔ s6a~ 'cow'), Mlw
mu!nï! ti! na! 'this woman' (↔ muni 'woman'), as well as with loss o f
gender distinction: Gude ra!ha!-ta! 'that axe' (↔ ra!ha! 'axe'), as well a s
possibly (×  N *t''''a 4 444, dem. prn. of non-active [inanimate] objects [q.v.])
the prefix of dem. pronouns in Kera: f. sg. ta!N, m. sg. to!N 'this', pl. te!N
'these' ¶ Sch. ED 158-9  [2] CCh: acc. to Mch. VCQP 65-6, "Kotoko: t
s’infixe au singulier entre épouse  et le suffixe possessif… Masa: suffixes
masculin en na, féminin en ta (dialectal da). Gidar: affixes n a u
masculin, t au féminin. Exemple: vieux = mugalen, vieille =
mugalta. Bata: suffixes nominaux we, tiye, où ti indiquerait l e
féminin… JeN  [= Njey]: suffixes nominaux… c7i (féminin); c7i se suffixe
au nom et à l’adjectif: mad´galc7i1 mad´c7i2 'vieille1 f emme2 ' ¶ ¶
Gr. LA 46-7  This N word is probably one of the two sources ( toge ther
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with the N dem. prn. *t''''a 4 444 of non-active objects) of the HS marker *tV-
/-Vt of the so-called "feminine" gender (actually feminine-and-
inanimate gender), namely [1] that of the verbal px. *tV- of the 3 d
person "feminine" (= feminine-and-inanimate\collective) >  S *ta-/*t-
(W  Hz. VP), B *tV- id., EC *t(V)-, Bj, Aw t- of 3f in prefix-conjugated
verbs, *t- as marker of 3f in many Ch lgs., as well as the marker *-t- o f
3f within the person/number/gender sxs.; [2 ] that of the pHS ending *-
Vt- , marker of both the female sex in nouns (w  above) and of the fem.-
and-inanimate gender (functioning as sx. of singulative, collective, a n d
abstract nouns) in S, Eg, B, C, and Ch, and [3] that of the HS prn. *tV-
(prn. of the fem.[-and-inanimate] gender) >  Bj t-, fem. gender m a r k e r
in the df. art.: Bj A {AD} sg. nom. tu2 ≠ tu, accus. sg. to2 ≠ tu2, pl. nom. ta2
≠ ta, pl. accus. te2 ≠ ti, Bj Hd {Rop.} sg. nom. tu2 ≠ ti, accus. sg. to2 ≠ ti,
pl. nom. ta2 ≠ ti, nom. pl. te2 ≠ti, Bj (dialect, recorded by Reinisch)
nom. sg. tu2 , accus. sg. to2, nom. pl. ta2, accus. pl. te2; Berber *tV-, px .
of fem. nouns, both sg. and pl. (from an article similar to that of Bj),
e.g. Sll, Nf ta-lÌ´mt 'she-camel', pl. ti-l´Ìmin, ti-l´Ìmatin, Kb t3a-
funast3, Tmz ta-funast 'cow', Zwr t-funast, Zmr t3-funast3 id., p l .
t3ifunasin, t3-mÌart3 'old woman', Mz t-m´tœtœut 'woman', etc. (w AiM
2O8-9); Sml -ta, -tu, -tï, fem. form of df. articles; Cushitic fem. gender
marker *t- in dem. pronouns: Bj {R} t-u2n 'this' f. (accus. t-o2n), t-a2n
'these' f. (accus. t-e2n), Sa {R} t-a2, t-ay 'this' f., t-o, t-oy 'that' f. ,
Sml -t-ani! (accus. -t-a!n) 'this' f. (sx. of a noun), -t-a2si (accus. -t-a2)
'that' f. (general deixis), etc., Or B tuni~(-niÆ) 'this' f., accus. t-a!na", gen.
ta!na!, etc., Sd t-e, t-enne, t-e2ne, t-in 'this' f., etc. (w AD KJ 28, 46-8 ,
1O6, 116-7), as well as fem. gender marker in nominal ppa. in Bj (-t-),
Sml (-t-: i~≤na!n-t-a~y-d-u 'my daughter', where -t- is the marker of fem. i n
the suffixed possessive prn. taydu, -ay- is a ppa. of 1s, and -d- is t h e
marker of fem. of the postpositional article ↔ ≤i!na~n-k-a~y-g-u 'my son ' ,
where -k- and -g- are masc. gender markers), Rn -e2t marker of genitive
in fem. nouns, Or ∆  -t-, etc. (AD KJ 1O7-8, PG 26). In Ch this HS p r n .
*tV became a personal prn. of 3s fem. (actually, fem.-and-inanimate),
which Blz. reconstructs as *ta. In WCh it functions (1) as a preverbal
subject marker of 3f: Hs ta2 (with past), ta (with some other verbal
forms), in BT lgs. (with neutral form, pf.: Bl, Gera ti~, Krf, Glm, Grm ta~,
Tng ta , etc.), in Ron lgs. (with the main aspect of the verb: Fy, Bks, Klr
ti!); (2) within an aut. prn. of 3f (prefix + *ta , acc. to Kraft's rec.): Hs i-
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ta, Bl i-ta~, Krkr dÈ-t‰w, Tng N-ta, Fy, Bks yi!-t, Ngz, Bd a-tu~, as well a s
without prefix: Ngm te^, Zul ti; (3) as an object prn. of 3f (*tV, acc. t o
Kraft): Hs, Bl ta, Krkr, Tng ta~, Ngz atu~, Bd tu~; (4) as a possessive prn. o f
3f (*ta, acc. to Kraft): Hs ta, Bl to, Krf ta&a, Krkr (tÈ)-t‰~w, Tng to~, Pr te~,
Ron: Fy -it, Bks -et. In CCh it. appears: (1) as a subject prn. of 3m: Msg
G {MB} t‰, Msg P {MB} te, Mbara, Mlw ti; (2) as a possesive marker o f
3f: Gude -ta~, Bcm -ro~ (where -r- <  *-t-), Mln -(g‰)-to~, FlM -tU~, Mbara -
ta!; (3) as an object prn. of 3f: Bcm (na)-ro~, Gudu ba-r (where -r- <  *-t-
), FlM (ga`)-ta!, Msg G/P {MB} -ti, Mbara -ta! 'her'; (4) in some CCh lgs. i t
is one of the elements within aut. pers. pronouns of 3f (as in Mbara ti!ti!
'she'). In ECh this morpheme functions as a pronominal subject
morpheme of 3f (Mkl ti!-/t-, Bdy -ti!, -g-i!t), as a pronominal object sx.
of verbs (Mkl -t, -ti~ 'her', Bdy -ta! 'her', -ti~ 'to her', Tmk -d 'her', Mgm -
ti!, -ti~ 'to her'), and as a ppa. of 3f (Mkl -tu~, Bdy -t, -ti~ 'her') ¶ Cf. Kr.
RChP, MB SMSM, J R, Sch. BTL, Sch. DN, Frz. GP, Blz. PPCh1, Blz. PPCh2,
Trn. MVM 76, TrnSL 163-6, J LM 33-9, JA LM 39, Al. DB 196-2O6, Cp.
32 || A: Tg *atV 'female; elderly woman' >  Mc atu 'female fish' (×  N
*÷3333at ''''Ë '∈ fish'), Ud {Shn.} at'a buyi, at'a mafa 'she-bear', {Krm.} atiga
'female animal', {Shn.} atiÌa id., 'woman, wife', Orc ataNa 'mother- in-
law, elder sister-in-law, grandmother', Ork atï 'mother-in-law', ataqa
'wife's elder sister, grandmother', Ewk atE2≠ati, Ewk NB ata 'old w o m a n '
(address word), Ewk atkï (ppa.) 'husband's mother', 'wife's m o t h e r ' ,
atirka2n 'old woman, wife', Sln atikka%: 'old woman', {Iv.} atyrkan
'wife', Lm ata 'grandmother, father's elder sister', atE2 ' g r andmothe r '
(address), Neg N atIÌakka2n 'old woman', atIxa2n≠atUxa2n id., atkI2
'mother-in-law' ¶ STM I 58, Krm. 2O9 || D *a2tßtß- 'woman' >  Tm a2t5t5i
'woman, wife', a2t5aval5 'woman', Kn a2d5aNgi 'a female', Tu a2d5e ' a
coward', Tl a2ﬁt5adi, a2ﬁd5adi, a2ﬁd5udi 'woman', a2ﬁd5u 'womanishness', Prj
adßey 'wife', Gdb a2dßa payya 'female calf', Knd a2nßdßu 'female', Knd N/W a2r`u
'wife', Ku a2dßi, ∆  a2r`u 'wife' ¶¶ D #4OO, An. SG 132 (*a2ntßtß-), ≈ GS 2 O 8
[#524] (D *alßd-)  Derivational\grammatical affix for females: {Zv.}
*oru-tti 'one female' >  Tm, Ml oru-tti 'one female person' (oru- i s
'one'), Tu or-ti , Mlt or-ti 'one woman'; unlike in HS, in pD there is n o
merger of the fem. gender (*oru-tti 'one female') and the inanimate
gender (*on-t Àu  'one thing'). But in some D lgs. this merger did occur: Tl
a-di, Klm, Nkr a-d 'that woman, that thing' (D 4 [#1]) ¶¶ D #99O, Zv.
DL 21, GS 72 [#234] ˚  The vl. *-t- in Tg (for the expected *-d-) is still
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to be explained. IS MsN included the HS marker of fem. *t into t h e
etymon "*t  neutr.".
91. *?ite6666 'eat' >  IE *?ed- ({EI} 1s *≤h⁄ed-mi) v. 'eat' >  Ht ed-/ad-
/ezza-, prs. 1s ed-mi, 3p adanzi, Lw ad-, azza-, HrLw ad-, ar-,
{Mer.} a1-ta-, Pal ad- v. 'eat'  NaIE *ed- / *od- / *d- 'eat' >  OI 1s p r s .
≤ad-mi, Av 3s sbjn. aÎa2iti »» Arm 1s prs. utem utem (< *o2d-) »» Gk
Hm inf. }ed-menai, ft. }ed-o-mai 'eat, devour' »» Led-o2 / ede"re 'eat' »» Gt
(thematic) itan, ON eta, OHG e4Ô Ôan, NHG essen, OSx, AS etan v.
'eat', NE eat »» BSl *e2d-(mi) > OLt e$!mi, Lt µ e$!d-u (inf. e$!sti) ' f ressen ' ,
Ltv e>2^mu ≠ e2^>du 'I eat' (inf. e2 ^st), Pru °d- (inf. °st) 'eat', °stai
'food' » Sl *e7d- 'eat' (1s prs. *e7-mÁ [< *e2d-mi], 3s prs. *e7s-tÁ, 3p p r s .
*e7d-eßtÁ, inf. *e7s-ti) > OCS 1s prs. Am6 jamÁ, 3s prs. Ast5 jastË,
3 p Ad9t5 jade<tË, inf. Asti jasti 'eat', Blg åm 'I eat', SCr je•m
(≠ jeàde2m) id. / jeàsti 'to eat', Slv je$!m / je$!sti, Cz jI1m / jI1sti, Slk
jem / jest&, P jem / jes1c1, R em / est∆, Uk îm / îsti 'eat' »» Tc B
yesti ({Ad.} < *h⁄e2ds-to) '≈  food, meal'  Ï  IE *?ôdont-, *?dont-
/*?dn=t- ({EI} *≤h⁄dont-) 'tooth' (originally acp. 'eating one, edens '?)  > OI
≤dan (accus. dan≤tam, gen. da≤tah5 < *dn=t-os), Av dantan- m . ,
da2ta2 f. »» Arm atamn atamn »» Gk ]odv1n (gen. ]odo1ntoß), ]odu1ß, Ae Gk
pl. }edonteß »» L dens (gen. dentis) »» Clt: OIr de1t, Brtt {RE}*dant > W,
OBr, Br dant, OCrn, Crn dans »» Gmc: Gt tun†us (bf. from t h e
accus. tun†u ÷ L dentem), ON to<nn, OHG zand, NHG Zahn, AS
to2Î, NE tooth »» Lt danti~s ¶¶ WP I 118, P 287-9, EI 175, 595, M K I
28, M E I 61-2, F I 444-5 and II 352, WH I 34O-1, 392-3, Fs. 296-7, 4 8 3 -
4, Vr. 1O6, 6O4 (unc. doubts about *dn=t- from *ed-), Ho. 94, 351, EWA
II 1184-7, Slt. 26-7, 1O3-4, Frn. 124-5, En. 185, Tp. P I-K 88-9O, Vs. II
18, Glh. 299, Pv. I-II 315-2O, Mer. HHG 41, Ad. 5O7 || HS: EC *it- v.
'eat' >  Or it-o 'food', Brj, Sd, Ged, Kmb, Alb, Hd it- v. 'eat' ¶ Ss. B 1O8,
AD SF 136, 243  Ch: WCh: Ron: Fy ?et- v. 'eat' » BT: Tng {J} edi v. ' e a t
(rice, groundnuts, beans, etc.)' (J R 241, J T 86, Nw. KL 12O); in the BT
lgs. there is contamination with the reflex of N *N{i}Óat{a} '∈ sharp
instrument, sharp tooth; to bite\cut' (q.v.), whence the meaning ' t o
bite hard food'; Stl. ascribes Fy ?et- v. 'eat' to WCh *÷ac6'c6'-, but this is a t
variance with what we know (from her own papers) about WCh
historical phonology: WCh *c'6 yields Ron *s7 rather than pRon or Fy t
(WCh *{q}ac6'- v. 'cut, chop' >  DfB gigYas7 [Stl. ZCh 82], WCh *c6'Vr- v.
'grow, be large, long' >  Sha s7oHo 'long' [Stl. ZCh 51], while WCh *-t- d o e s
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yield Fy -t, cp. WCh *fVtV 'sun' > Fy vivat 'sun' [Stl. ZCh 159, #129]) 
? CS *√?t 'm  'bite' >  Ar √?tœm G  'saisir avec ses dents et mordre', Ug {A}
üt5m  'bit (Bissen)' (not confirmed by OLS) ¶ BK I 38-9, A #158 ¶ If CS
*√?t 'm belongs here, it is likely to go back to a cd. ≈ *?it- + *?Vm (< N
*?emV  'seize, hold', q.v.?), whence the secondary glottalization of *t
|| A {SDM} *ite > M *ide- v. 'eat' > MM, WrM ide-, Ord ide-, HlM id´-
id´-, Brt ede-, Kl id´-, Dg idE-, Mnr H idòi\e-, ShY ede-, Mgl ida- 'eat' ¶ Pp.
IM 1O7, Iw. 1O7, MED 398, SDM97 s.v. *ite)  ? T: [1] *et 'mea t ,
flesh' (× N *pa[?i]tV '∈ skin, bark', q.v. ffd.)  [2] NaT *o4t-ma4k ≠ *et-
ma4k 'bread' > OT, XwT, MQp, Cmn o4tmek ≠ etmek, Kr T et!m1ak, Kr G
etmek, Qmn\CrTt\Osm {Rl.} a4tma4k, SbTt Tb itma4k, Chg, OOsm o4tmek,
Alt\Tlt {Rl.} o4tpo4k, QK {Rl., B} u4tpo4k ¶ The variant vw. o4- r emains
puzzling ¶ Cl. 6O, Rl. I 847, 1275, 1868, B DLT 219, DHST 293, ET Gl
254-7 ¶¶ DQA #612 (A *ite ' ea t '  > T *et-mek, M) ˚ IS I 2 7 3 - 4
(#136) s.v. *?ita4 (IE, C, M; no S; adduces S *√t?w v. 'eat', Eg t ' b r ead ' ,
err. B *´ts7 <  *´tk [in fact *√Óks7, see  N ?σ *÷3333ÉK''''V{Z@@@@}V '≈ to peck, t o
prick'], C *√ty?, and Ch *√ty/w, which is in fact belong to N *t''''ËhyV
'eat, feed; food'), ≈  BmK #418 (*?it'-/*?et'- 'chew, bite, eat, consume ' ;
IE, M, S; ignores [deliberately?] EC *it- 'eat' and Ch: Fy ?et 'eat', etc.).
92. *?at[?]V 'come', ? 'walk' > HS: WS *√?tw+y G v. 'come' >  BHb
eta √?ty+w G , Amr {G} pf. ?ata2, Aram eta≠ata √?tw+y, Sr æ¢æ
√?tw+y id., Ar √?ty G ( p f .îtaà ?ata2), Ar NY T √?ty G , Gz √?tw ( js .
y´?tu2) id., Sb √?tw+y  'come, come back', Ug {OLS} √?tw 'come, go' ¶
DRS 36, KBR 1O2, OLS 59, G A 14, BGMR , Bns. NJ I 154  C: Bj {Rop.} -
?at pcv. 'step, tread', {R} -?at pcv. 'treten, stampfen, trampeln' (1s: p .
a-≤?at, pqpf. ≤°?at, prs. a-?a≤n°t) »» ?σ SC: Irq {MQK} ?adah- v. ' t r e a d
on, step' (unless < N *?Å{d}V 'foot', q.v.) ¶ Rop. 156, R WBd 34-5 ,
MQK 9  Om (× N *÷{o}dË 'to go' × N *q{Å}d[V]?{o} 'to step, t o
walk'?): NrOm: Gf {C} ad5- 'passare', Male {Fl.} ad- v. 'come', {Fl.} ad-
≠a;d'- v. 'go', Gmr {Fl.} at- 'go' »» SOm: Ari B {Fl.} ad, Hm U {Fl.}, Gll {Fl.}
a;d, Dm {Fl.} a;d≠a;t v. 'come' ¶ Blz. OL #2O5, Fl. OO 317 ¶¶ Blz. OL
(Om *ad- 'go' ÷ WS *√÷dw 'go' and its B cognates, see  N *÷{o}dË) ||
IE: NaIE *°a+e+ot- 'go, walk' ({EI} *Óet- 'go') (×  N *q{Å}d[V]?{o} '⇑ ') > OI
≤atati  'goes, walks' ¶ ≈ P 69 and M K I 26 (unc. identification with *at-
no- 'year'), M E I 56, EI 228 || A ({SDM97} *a2+e2tV- v. 'step, walk', {S}
*a2tV- 'wagat∆ ' [× N *q{Å}d[V]?{o} '⇑ ']): T *a2t- v. 'step' >  Tkm ∆ a2t-,
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Tkm a4∏t-, Osm {Rl.} ad- v. 'step', Xk at-îX- v. 'jump, jump over', ? Chv
(π  some VTt dialect?) at- v. 'walk with dipped feet (on water, m u d ,
deep snow)', VTt at-la- v. 'step', Slr aht-la- id., Yk atîlla- id. »» Chv L ut-
udò- v. 'walk'  T d. *at-îm (= *at…-îm) 'step' (n.) >  Tkm ∆ a2dîm, T k m
a4∏dim, Tk, Az, Qrg, Qzq, Nog, Qq, CrTt adîm, VTt ad¥m, Bsh aÎ¥m, U z
ådim, Chv L uta€m udò¥m 'step'; T ı M *adam 'pace, step' (SDM:
'hurried walking') >  WrM adam , HlM adam, Kl adm= 'pace, step' ¶ S AJ
192 [#171], ET Gl 88, Fed. I 66-7 and II 293-4, S AJ 241 [#172], KW 1 ¶ ¶
≈ S AJ 28O, SDM97 (A *a2tV ≠ *e2tV), ≠ DQA #1756 (A *pæe2!ta 'to s tep ,
to walk': incl. T, M) || ?σ D *a2tß- vi. 'move' (× N *q{Å}d[V]?{o}) >  T m
a2t5u, Kt a;r`-, Tl a2d5uni id., Td o;dß- v. 'move violently', Ka a2d5u ≠ a2t5u v.
'be in motion, move about' ¶¶ D #347 ˚  The word-medial lr. in N
*?at[? ]V is suggested by the long vw. in T and D (that may be also d u e
to convergence with N *q{Å}d[V]?{o}). The N word-medial lr. is likely
to have been *?  or *h , because these are the only laryngeals that c a n
disappear (in non-initial position) in S.
93. € *?Étu6666ÂV 'day, noon' > HS: EC: Sa {R} i≤tra2 'noon' ¶ R S II 54 
CCh: MfG {Brr.} d'a!r 'day (24 hours)' ¶ d'- < *t'-< *?t- ¶ Brr. MG II 11O,
ChC || A: M *edu4r 'day' >  MM [MA] o4du4r 'day, noon', [L] o4du4r ≠ o4der
'day', [IM, IsV] o4du4r 'day', o4du4r du4li 'afternoon', [S, HI] {H} u4du4r ' day ' ,
u4du4r du4li 'noon', [PP] {Pp.} u4du4rc7æin 'all day', WrM edu4r, HlM ødør
'day; in the daytime', Ord {Ms.} u$dòu$r, Brt ¥d´r, Kl ødr, {Rm.} o4dr=
'day', Mnr H {SM} udòur 'day', dòur 'noon', {T} dur 'day, noon', MMgl
[ZM] u$du$r, Mgl {Rm.} u$du$r, {Iw.} o4du4r, Dg {Pp.} u$du$r, {T} udur, {Mr.}
udure  'day' ¶ Pp. M 273, 443, Pp. L II 1259, H 158, Ms. H 1O7, MED 2 9 5 -
6, Chr. 494, KRS 412-3, SM 65-6, 464-5, Ms. O 748, T 331-2, T DgJ
17O, T DnJ 136, Iw. 143, KW 293, Rm. M 41.
93a. *?{e}t ''''V  make' (‘  causativizing morpheme) >  A *°etæV >  T *et-,
{Md.} *e2t- (*e25t-) v. 'make' > OT et-, {Cl.} e2t- v. 'make, create, pe r fo rm,
organize' (acc. to Cl., v. 'organize, put in order' is the primary meaning;
but this impression may have resulted from the specific themat ic
limitations of the existing OT texts), Tk et-, Az, Tkm, CrTt, Qmq, Qzq,
Qq, ET, Ln, Alt, Tv et-, SY yet- ≠ it-, VTt, Bsh it-, Chv † at- v. 'make ,
perform', Chv MK e't- v. 'make' ¶ VTt/Bsh i- and Chv MK e'- suggest pT
*e-, while Chv a- points to a T *a4- ¶ Cl. 36-7, DTS 186, ET Gl 312-3, TkR
795-6, Md. 91, 164 || HS (with de-emphatization) **√?t >  S *°√?ty >
Ar √?ty (pf. îtaà ?ata2) 'undertake (smth.), make (it)', ?σ S *°√?tw >
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Ar √?tw (pf. 'taà ?ata2) 'produce (ground)'  ¶ Fr. I 11, Hv. 2  Ch {JS}
*ta?- v. 'make' > WCh: DfB/Bks {J} ta? 'build' »» CCh: Bcm {Sk.} d'a, Bt
{Mch.} ta 'make' » Msy {Mch.} da, Db {Lnh.} dI~ya~, Kola {Sb.} ...d'i... id .
»» ECh: Kwn {J} de2! id. ¶ d' < *?t ¶ JS s.v. Ch. *ta? 'build', ChC, ChL, J R |||
The N word was grammaticalized in U, A, and D, giving rise to a
causativizing sx. of verbs: U  {Lh.} causativizing verbal sx. *-tt- >  F -tta-
/-tta4-: istuttaa 'setzen, pflanzen' (↔  istua 'to sit, to sit down ' ) ,
ela4tta4a4 'ernähren, unterhalten' (↔  ela4a4 'to live'), Lp N -t-/-d-:
goasta6tit 'to send' (↔  goas…ta6t 'to reach'), dus7…s7a6dit ' t o
destroy' (↔  dus7…s7a6t 'to deteriorate, to be destroyed'), ? Lp S {Hs.} -
dh- (caus., e.g. baakkedidh vt. 'to warm' [ÿ baakke 'warmth ' ,
baakkes adj. 'warm']), Er/Mk -t(V)- (causativizing sx.): Er kas-t-oms
'to rear, to grow' (↔  kas-oms 'to grow'), sim-d-ems 'to give to d r i nk '
(↔  sim-ems 'to drink'), Mk ´qdems ≤ez7-d!-´ms 'to heat, to warm' (↔
´qems ≤ez7-´ms 'to warm oneself'), Chr woltem v. 'make descend' (↔
wolem v. 'descend'), Z -t-: pÈrt-nÈ 'to carry in, to bring in' (↔ pÈr-nÈ ' t o
go in, to come in'), Os Shr {Gu.} qaw´r-t- v. 'cook' (↔ qaw´r- v. ' b e
cooked'), ay´m-t- v. 'glue (sth.)' (ÿ ayem n. 'glue'), Hg ko4lt- v.
'rouse, wake up' (↔  kel-  v. 'get up, rise')  Sm: Slq Tz {KHG} c1u-tÈ-qo
'to melt sth.' (↔ c1u-qo vi. 'melt'), qal-tÈ-qo 'to leave, verlassen' (↔ qalÈ-
qo 'to remain'), Ng {Ter.} ko-tu-Ja 'to kill' (↔ kou-Ja 'to die'), N´tum-tÈ-
sÈ 'to show' (↔ N´tum-sÈ 'to become visible'), n1al´m-tÈ-sÈ 'to m a k e
glad\happy' (↔ n1al´m-sÈ 'to be glad\happy'), StNe T xav(a)-da-s∆
'to fell' (↔ xava-s∆ 'to fall') ¶¶ Lh. PUAS 322-5, Srb. IMMJ 23O-1,
Laan. 281-2, It. LC 1O2, 115, Hs. 178, Gu. MOUJ 33O, KHG 211, Ter.
NgJ 222-4, Ter. OGNJ 172-4 || A: T *-t-, causativizing and transitivizing
sx.: OT -t-: {Cl.} oqî-t- 'make so. recite\read' (↔ {Cl.} oqî:- v.
'recite\read'), arta-t- vt. 'damage\spoil' (↔  {Cl.} arta2- v. 'putrefy ,
ferment, go bad'), Tk -t-: so4ylet- v. 'make so. speak, let speak' (↔
so4yle- v. 'speak'), Chv tipe€t tibò-Át v. 'dry sth.' (↔  tip tip- v. ' ge t
dry') ¶ SIGTJM 285-7, Cl. 79, 81, 2O8, Ash. MI 269-7O || D *-tt-,
causativizing sx.: OTm selutt-  v. 'make so. enter' (↔  sel- v. ' en t e r ' ) ,
Kt kar`-t- v. 'make so. cross a river' (↔  kar`v- v. 'cross a river'), vertß- v.
'cause to be afraid' (↔  vern`- v. 'be afraid'), Td nar`-t- v. 'make so. walk '
(↔  nar`- v. 'walk'), Kdg kadßa-t- v. 'take across' (↔  kadßa- v. 'cross'), Png
re-t- v. 'let fall' (↔  re- v. 'fall'), Png, Ku u2-tß- v. 'give to drink' (↔  un- v.
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'drink'), Krx on-d- v. 'cause to drink' (↔  o2n- v. 'drink'), Mlt on-de v.
'cause to drink' (↔  one v. 'drink'), pun-de v. 'make so. put on' (↔  pune
v. 'put on') ¶¶ Bloch S 48-5O, SKD 6O-1, Sbr. DVM 1-5O, 77-84 ˚
Bang and some other Turkologists supposed that the T caus. verbal
form with *-t- goes back to an analytic construction with the verb *et-
¶ Bang SVG I 925, Rs. MTS 155, cp. Shch. OSMG 119, Br. OTG 2O7-8; ≠
IS I XIII (caus.-rf. *t5ÿ) tried to find  etymological connection be tween
the causative sxs. in A, U, and D and the markers of reflexivization \
passivization *t-, *-t- in HS and BF (which is doubtful both for semant ic
reasons and because of a structural difference: in U, A, and D these a r e
postverbal sxs. which may go back to a N aux. verb, while in HS t h e
affix *t-  is preverbal, which is harder to explain as an aux. verb in view
of the syntactic structure of N).
95. *?ot''''V[hV] (or *?ot ''''[h]V) 'heavy', ‘ 'difficult' >  HS: S *°√?th >
Ar ?utu2h-, ?atah- 'respiration pénible de celui qui porte une charge t r o p
lourde' ¶ BK I 8, DRS 36  ?φ  Eg MK ìtnw {EG} 'Schwieriges ( i n
Büchern), Widerstrebendes', {Fk.} 'secret, mystery', unless
etymologically identical with Eg MKL ìtnw {Fk.} 'opponent', {EG}
Widersacher, Feind', {EG} ìtn 'sich jemandem widersetzen' ¶  EG I 1 4 5 -
6, Fk. 33 || A: Tg *u'tem ({∫Bz.} *o4tVm) >  Ewk utum‰m‰ ' h a r d
(conditions of life)', 'cruel', Ork ut‰2m‰gd‰ 'bad person' ¶ STM II 2 9 4
|| D (in NED) *°ott- 'heavy' > Krx ott≈a2 'burden', 'heavy, difficult', ' h a r d
to suffer', Mlt ote 'heavy, important' ¶ D #977, Pf. 186 ˚  Tg and D
suggest pN *-t ''''- , while S *-t- may be accounted for by HS d e -
emphat izat ion.
96. *?{a}wu6666 'whether?' (pc. of general question), 'or' >  HS: S *?aw
'or, whether' >  Ug ü [*?o2] 'either… or', 'whether', B H b &a ?o2, OA, Yd,
IA, Plm, Nbt ?w , IA&a?o2, Sr ?aw, Ar ?aw, Sb ?w, Gz ?aw, Ak u2 'or', ?
SmA ia?y ï 'or'; EthS ı Sa {R} o2 'or' ¶ KB 19, GB 14, A #3, OLS 1, HJ
21, BGMR 9, L G 47, Sd. 13O8, DRS 11, Tal 22 || IE: NaIE *0au\ 'or' >  L
aut 'or' (<  *aw-ti), Osc aut AUT, AUTI, Um ute OTE 'or'   NaIE
*we(:) / *u 'whether?', 'or' ({EI} *-we2 'or') >  OI, Av, OPrs va2 »» Gk ]h-
(w)e1, }h ( ’h) 'whether, or' »» L -ve" 'or' »» Gt -u 'whether?' (pc. of general
question) »» Clt: OIr no1 'ou bien', OBr nou 'or' (if < *ne-we) »» Tc B
wa-t 'or; rather than' ¶ ≈ WP I 188-9, ≈ P 7, 73-5 (considers the s t e m
*we(:) to be an apophonic grade of *aw- 'jener, andererseits'), Bks.
223, EI 41O, M K I 18O, F I 183, 619, WH I 87, Bc. G 34O, Vn. N 17-8 ,
Wn. 349, Ad. 575-6 || A: M *u2 / *u∏4 (distributed by the rules of vowel
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harmony), encl. pc. of general question >  MM [HI] {Ms.}, [S] {H} -u
(interr. pc.: busu√-u bui? 'is not it?', uqaba√-u ci 'have y o u
noticed?'), WrM uu  / u4u4, HlM uu , ¥¥ - pc. of general question at t h e
end of sentences, Kl -u / -u4, Mnr {SM, T} -u ± -u2 (interr. pc.) ¶ Ms. H
1O4, H 157, MED 689, SM G 88, 136-7, 197, Snz. GKJ 83, T 153 ˚  Cf.
Bm. TPN 268 [#263] (S, IE). NaIE *a suggests N *a .
97. *?VwVyV 'island, seashore' >  HS: S *°?iyy- >  BHb ia5 ?ï ' coas t ,
island', MHb ia5 ?° 'island', Pun ?y 'peninsula' ¶ KB 37, KBR 38, HJ 4 3 ,
DRS 17  Eg fOK ìw 'island' ¶ EG I 47 || IE: NaIE *°ou\yo- >  Gmc *awja-
'island' > ON R auiu, ON ey, NNr Øy, Dn Ø, Sw o4, AS ieÌ, ME e2, °, NE
[ai\] in is-land, OFrs e$i-land, OSx o2i-land 'island'; Gmc ı L -avia
in Scandin-avia ¶ Ho. 186, Hlq. II 1451-2, Vr. 1O6 || U: Sm {Jn.}
*wo¥\y, {Hl.} *[w]o¥\ 'island' >  Ng {Cs.} Nuai, En {Cs.} n1ue ( a
phonetically inaccurate recording?), {Ter.} nuj , Ne T ˜o, {Lh.} No2, Ne F
{Lh.} No2 'island', Slq Nr {Cs.} ko, ku, cds. kollaga 'small island', ol-ko
'island', Mt {Hl.} *o2 (o r  *o) id. (Mt K {Pl.} o)  ? FU: F Vuojanmaa
'Gotland' (lit. 'Isle-land' with F maa 'land'), unless the first part is a
loan from NrGmc ¶¶ Jn. 177, Hl. M #793.
98. € *?u6666Ùi 'egg' (or 'white of egg') >  HS: S *°?awH- >  Ar SL Óv0à
?awH- ≠ ÓÀ ?a2H- 'white of egg' ¶ Bel. 16 || IE: NaIE *ou\(y)o- ({EI} IE
*hÅo2(u\)iom) 'egg' > Gk A/I ]ôo1n (< *o2u\y-om), Gk Ae }vion, Gk D }veon ' egg '
»» Arm 3u Zu (gen. 3yoj Zwoy) id. »» L o2vum id. (ı  OAl voe, Al T
ve, Al G vo) »» Clt: OW ui, W wy, OCrn uy, Crn oy, MBr uy, Br vi
id. »» Gmc {Vr.} *ayya-m id. >  Gt Cr ada (< Gt pl. *addya?), OHG ei,
NHG Ei, ON egg (ı  NE egg) »» Sl *a•je id., (dim.) *ajÁce id. >  SCr
ja!je, HLs jejo, wejo id., 'testicle', LLs jajo, Plb joji, P jaje, Uk ∆
ajo; OCS aice ajÁce, Blg åj≤ce, ∆  aj≤ce, P †, ∆  jajce, jajco, OR
jaice jaice, SCr K ja!jce 'egg', Slv ja1jce, Cz vejce, R åj≤co 'egg,
testiculum' »» ? OPrs xa2ya 'egg', ? Av ap-a2vaya- 'entmannt' (if <
*apa-a2vaya- 'without testicles') ¶ P 783-4, EI 176, WH II 23O, RE 9 2 ,
O 497, F II 115O, Fs. 2, Vr. 94-5, KM 153-4, EWA II 967-9, Slt. 177-8 ,
ESSJ I 61-3, Glh. 285-6 ˚  AD NM #72, S CNM 13.
99. *?{a}yV 'say, speak, call' > HS: Eg BD ìy 'Spruch (?)' ¶ EG I 3 6
 C: EC {Ss.} *-iy(y)- 'say' pcv. >  Af -iy(y)- pcv., scv.: Sa, Af iy- 'say', ¿
Dsn {Fl.} y- (absent in To. DL), Sml {R} °-, ? (h)ay- 'say', Dbs ?iyanna
'he/she says; it means'; HEC *y- 'say' > Ged, Kmb, Alb, Hd y-, Sd i- / y-,
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Brj iy- »» Ag {Ap.} *y‰- 'say' > Bln, Xm, Q y‰-, Aw ‰- »» SC: Irq {MQK} ?o2-,
{Wh.} o-, (?) ı Mb {E} -yo 'say' ¶ AD SF 184-5, Ap. AV 23, R WB 3 6 4 ,
Ss. B 1O8, AMS 166, Hd. 128, MQK 79  NrOm: Kf {C}, Drz {Bnd.} y-,
Zs, Zrg {Bnd.} iya- 'say', Ym {Wdk.} i&- id. (the rising tone [low to high]
pointing to a former bisyllabic √ ) ¶ C SE IV 517, AD SF 184-5, Wdk. BY
125, 78-9 (on Ym tones), Lm. Y 31O  Ch {Stl.} *ya?+w- 'call', {AD} 'call ,
say' (× N *÷ 3333 awyV  'shout, speak', q.v. ffd.) >  [1] ECh: Kbl {Cp.} yu!w‰!, Ll
{WeibP} ya2! 'say' »» CCh: Lgn {Lk.} wa!, {Mch.} wa 'say'  [2] WCh: Pr yo! v.
'call' »» CCh: Gudu {ChL} ?ya^, Msg {Mch.} yi, Ms {Mch.} ya, {J} yi!na1, {Stl.
“?) yu-mo, Bnn {Stl.} ya-mi, BnnM {Stl.} ya-mo id. »» ECh: Gbr ye id. ¶
Frz. P 55, ChC, ChL, Stl. IF 143 ¶¶ OS #2564 || A *ayV 'speak, s o u n d '
(× N *÷3333awyV '⇑ '?) > NaT *ay- 'speak, say'  > OT ay- id., XwT XIV ay-
'say, recite', Az ∆ , ET ∆  {Jr.}, SY ay-, Tk ∆ ey-, Yk îy- 'speak, say' ¶ Cl.
266, DTS 25, Rl. I 9, ET Gl 99-1OO, Jr. 16, Rs. W 1O  M *aya ' s ound ,
pronunciation, noise' > WrM aya, HlM, Brt aå 'sound, tune, melody;
pronunciation', Dg {MYC} aila9, Mnr H {MYC} ayaN 'melody, tune'; M
*ayi > WrM ai, HlM aj 'sound, noise', WrO aitai 'with noise', Kl ´ E2
'sound', {Rm.} a4∏ 'sound, voice, tune'; ? M d. *ayilad- 'know, say' > WrM
ailad-, HlM ajld-ax id.; ? M d. *ayal9u 'melody, pronunciation' >
WrM ayal9u, HlM aålguu id., WrO ayalGa(n), ayalXu, ayalGu
'sound, melody', Brt aålga 'tone, voice, pronunciation'; M *ayila-
'produce sounds' > Kl {Rm.} a4∏l-Xa 'tönen, schreien, rufen; schwatzen ' ,
Dg {T} aila- v. 'pronounce' ¶ Dg aila- points to the absence of initial
*F- in the pM word ¶ MED 19, 2O, 22, Kow. 127-8, Krg. 41-2, KRS 6 1 ,
KW 25, Chr. 69-7O, T DgJ 119, MYC 99  pKo {S} *o~i\5o!- v. ' r ec i t e '
(suggesting a pA final rounded vw.) > MKo o~i\5o!- id., NKo oywu- weu\-
'recite from memory, learn by heart' ¶ S QK #636, Nam 387, MLC 1 2 2 3
¶¶ ≈ DQA #419 (A *e"yu+o 'speak, cry, sound'; incl. T, M, Ko) || IE: NaIE
≈ *ai\- 'say, speak' > L a2i-o2 'say, affirm', Um AIU 'oracula' »» Gk ‘h ' h e
spoke' (prs. 1s ]hmi1, 2s ]hsi1, Gk D 2s ]hti1) (unless these forms go b a c k
resp. to *agi\o2 and *e2g-t, as supposed by WH and F) ¶ ≈ WH I 24-5, ≈ F I
636, ≠ EI 535 (L and Gk < IE *h⁄eg8- 'say').
1OO. *? {a}yV 'mother' (originally a Lallwort) (‘  'female', a m a r k e r
of fem. [sex or grammatical gender] in nouns, pronouns, and [originally
as vocative] in verbs): I. 'mother': >  HS: C {AD} *?ay(y)- >  EC {Ss.}
*?a2yy- 'mother' >  Sml a2y-o 'stepmother', Sml Mt {Lm.} a22yo id., 'uncle’s
wife, mother’s sister', Sml My/Dgl {Lm.} a2y- 'mother', Rn {PG} a2^yo~, {Hn.}
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≤a!y-o, {Oo.} a≤yo 'mother' (call-name), Bn a2≤y-o^, Bs a2y-o, Or a2yy-o2, Kns
a2y-a2 'mother', Sa a2y-a 'elder sister', Hd ayy-a 'sister', ay-mine2 ' m a t e r
familias', Kmb {C} aya2 'sister', Brj a2y≤y-e2 'mother, mother's sister ,
father's brother's wife', Hr/Dbs/Grs/Gwd {AMS} yayye, Gln {AMS} ya2ye
'mother' »» SC: Irq {MQK} ?a2yo2, {E} ayo, Alg, Brn iyo 'mother' ¶ Ss. B 2 2 ,
Hn. S 51, Oo. 7O, PG 59, LmS 3O5, Hd. 1O2, HL 79, AMS 258, Wh. IC 2 4 ,
E SC 317, MQK 18  NrOm: Wl/Zl/Gf {C} aye2, Gf {Mrn.} aye ≠ aye ≠
ay, Wl {LmS} a2yuò, Malo ?ayo, Dwr ay-to, Gm/Dc {LmS} a2yo 'mother'; ?
Ym {Lm.} e2!ta~ ≠ e2!ti~ò 'sister', {Wdk.} e2!ta! 'my sister' (if -tV is a marker o f
fem. [acc. to Lm.] or a ppa. 'my' [acc. to Wdk.]; otherwise it belongs t o
N *{?}atV 'female, woman', q.v.) ¶ C SE III 2OO, Lm. Y 326, LmS 3O5 
CCh: Zm {KNC} ya! 'mother; female' ¶ KNC 3O || IE: pGmc *ai\Tï
'mother' (from a N or pre-IE nominal phrase: *? { a }yV  + another word?)
>  Gt ai†ei, ON eiÎa 'mother', OHG fuotar-eidï 'Nährmutter, wet-
nurse' (fuotar 'food'), MLG eide 'mother'; pGmc *ai\Tï ı F a4iti, Es
eit (gen. eide), Lp L {LLO} eiti, Lp N ∆ Ai…de 'mother' ¶  Fs. E 2O, Fs.
28-9, Vr. 95, Kb. 3O2, SK 1869 || U: ?φ  Sm: Kms {KD} iya$, ya$, ya, {Cs.}
ija, ja, En {Cs.} e6?, {Dlx.} e?, {Ter.} e2 'mother' ¶  Cs. 54, 76, KD 22, KP
7O-1 || D {Pf.} *a2y 'mother' (‘  'woman') >  Tm a2y, a2yi, Kn a2yi, Klm
a[;]y, Gdb a2ya≠aya, Gnd ayal, Knd, Png, Mnd aya, Kui ai\a 'mother', Ku
a(i\)ya 'woman', Krx ayo 'mother', Mlt ayya 'my mother' ¶¶ D #364, Pf.
2O [#82] ˚  It would be tempting to tie in Alt/Tlt/Shor {Rl.} a4ya4 ' aun t ,
elder sister' (Rl. I 72O), but this form does not belong here, because
the intervocal cns. recorded by Rl. as -j- (sc. -y-) is actually -Z1- (voiced
palatal affricate), most probably from pT *-J-,, and the word should b e
probably reconstructed as NaT *eJe >  StAlt, Tb, Qmn ´d∆e eZ1e ' aun t ,
elder sister' (BT 189, B DChT 169, B DK 273), Qrg ez7e 'sister, cousin ' ,
Xk ¡¢ <e IZ7e 'mother', Tk ece 'queen', Tkm eZ7e 'mother', ∆  ' e lde r
sister', etc. (ffd. ET Gl 231-5) ˚  AD NM #117, S CNM 12 (÷÷  NrCs) |||
II. marker of fem. (sex\gender): >  HS: a) HS *-i, fem. in pronouns o f
the 2nd pers.: [1] *k-i 'thee' f. (‘ 'thou' f. [clitic]) >  S *ki 'thee' i n
postverbal position >  Ak, Ar -ki, BHb -k3, Gz -kï  WCh *ki 'thee, t h o u '
f. >  Hs ki id. » BT: Ngm c7i!, Dr {Nw.} Z7i!, Tng Z7i-go 'thee' f. » Su yi~ id. »
Ron *ki 'thou' f., used as a subject px. >  Klr ki!, Sha c7i!, Fy, Bks, DfB s7i!
 ? but Eg OK cm, cn 'thee, thou' f. [enclitic], and cmt 'thou' f. [aut .
prn.] do not necessarily belong here (c-  < *ki-), because the same c- i s
found in the prn. of 2m cw [encl.] (cp. Eg OK kw id.), and the female
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gender marker here is -m   [2] HS *k-i 'thy' f. possessoris (enclitic) >
S *ki 'thy' f. possessoris >  Ak, Ar -ki, Hb -k, Gz -kï  Eg OK -c 'thy' f .
possessoris ·-cV < *-ki‚  C *-ki 'thy' f. possessoris >  Bj -ki »» EC: Hr -
a2hi ¶ AMS 91  WCh *ki 'thy' f. possessoris >  Hs (-n)-ki, (-R)-ki » BT:
Krf c7ï&, Bl (s7)s7i, Krkr (tÈ)c7i~ » Ron: Klr -m-ikY, Sha -m-ic7, -m-a-ac&, Fy -is7
id.  [3] S *an-t-i 'thou' f., aut. prn. > Ak atti , Ar ?anti, Hb T6a2 ?att´,
Gz ?antï | b) HS *-ï, marker of the female gender in verbs of the 2 n d
person > S *-ï > Ak, Gz, Hb -ï, Ar -ï(-na), Mh -i, e.g. BHb ≤k'u2m-ï ' s t and
up!' imv. 2f., ta2≤ku2m-ï 'you (sg. f.) will stand up', Ar qu2l-ï 'say!' 2 f ,
taqu2l-ï-na 'you (sg. f) say, will say', Ak taprus-ï 'you (sg. f )
separated', Gz k'u2m-ï 'stand up!' (sg. f), t´k'aww´m-ï 'you (sg. f) a r e
standing', Mh t‰mayt-i 'du (f.) stirbst'  C: Bj -i, e.g. ti-dir-i 'you (sg.
f.) killed' |  c) HS *-ï- ≠ yV, marker of f. in pronouns of 3s >  S *-ï- fem.
in *s73-ï-?a 'she' (>  Ak s7ï, Ar hiya, Ug hy, BHb aie5 hï, JA, Sr hï, Sb
hy?) ↔  *s73-u2-?a 'he' (>  Ak s7u2, Ar huwa, Ug hw, BHb aue hu2, JA, Sr
hu2, Sb hw[?])  Eg O sy ({Lpr.}: *siy) 'she; her (obj.)', enclitic p r n .
(↔ sw 'he')  C: Or B i!si 'she' (↔  i~sa"~ 'he'), Or T {Mrn.} -s7i ≠ -s7e
'her' (px.) (↔  -sa  'his'), Sd {Mrn.} ise  'she' (↔  iso  'he') | d) HS *°-ay
>  S: Ar îa -ay ([-a2], OWAr [-ay]), female gender marker in s o m e
adjectives and numerals: îra90Cu sœuGray sœu˝ra2 'smaller' f. (↔
?asœ˝aru 'smaller' m.), îrak0Sa sakray sakra2 'drunken' f. (↔  sakra2nu
'drunken' m.), îLab0Hu h5ublay  (traditional Ar [Hubla2]), îLavù ?u2lay ?u2la2
'first' f. (↔  ?awwalu 'first' m.), îdaH0ì ?ih5day ?iHda2 'one' f. (↔  ?aHad-
un  'one' m.). As indicated by Sibawayhi (II 349), the spelling îa (-ay)
in the form îLab0Hu h5ublay  'pregnant' was pronounced in OWAr (Hijaz)
as -ay (Hublay). Chaim Rabin (Rb. AWA 115-9) has shown that the s a m e
is true about any final î a. But in the orthoepy of ClAr (based
presumably on dialects other than OWAr) îa is pronounced [-a2]. ¶ ¶
MSUS 1O2-9, AD PP 69-73, AD IPCV, AD EPCChL, Nw. KL 19, Ed. 7O-81,
Kr. RChP 69, 74-8O, 85, J R 371-4, J S 88, Ap. ANH 8 (HS female gender
marker *-Vi\ >  *-ay/-a2), Ed. 7O-8O, Lpr. 64-5 || K: traces of the fem.
sx. *-ay may be discerned in the OG form igi-a(y) 'she' (Naum 2.7) ↔
igi 'that, he' (without opposition of sexes) and possibly in G c7'abuk'-a
'girl' ↔  c7'abuk'-i 'boy' ¶ DCh. 578, 17O1, Dirr G 11 (fn. 1) || IE: NaIE *-
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ï , *-ï-, a nominal sx. of fem. (sex and gender): *wl=kW-ï 'she-wolf' (>  OI
vr=kï, ON ylgr < pGmc *wulGWï) ÿ *wl=kWo-s 'wolf' (>  OI vr=ka-h5,
Gk ly1koß, Gt wulf-s, Lt vilka-s, etc.), *nept-ï-s > OI nap≤t-ï-h5, gen.
nap≤t-iy-ah5 'female descendant', L neptis, OHG nift 'niece'; w a lso
OI ≤janitr-ï 'genitrix', Gk gene1teira id., etc., as well as BSl *-i (<  *-ï),
marker of the female gender in active prtcs.: OCS m6r5wimÁrËs7-i,
Lt mi~rus-i 'dying' (act. prtc. nom. sg. f.) ¶ Brg. KVG 29-33O, §  4O5,
Me. SC § 4O3 || A: M {Pel.} *-ay, marker of the fem. sex of nouns: WrM
sutay 'empress' ↔  sutu 'emperor', qutu9tay 'saint w o m a n '
↔ qutu9tu 'saint man'; MM {Pp., Dr., Oz.} -y / -i, fem. marker o f
verbs (-b-i as fem. of the praet. perfecti ↔  non-feminine -ba/-be; -
ligi≠-li√i as fem. of the prs. perfecti; -ku4-y as fem. of ft. ↔  -ku4 m.) ;
harmonic front vowels of words (possibly going back to a sx. *-e) as a
marker of the female sex: WrM eke 'elder female relative, mother' ↔
aqa 'elder male relative (elder brother, uncle)', {Vld.} getu4lgegci
'liberatrix, salvatrix' (epithet of the goddess Tara) ↔  9atul9a9ci
'liberator (transporting across water)' ¶ Pp. IM 265-7, Pp. MM 1O1, Dr .
SB 62-3, 68, Vld. SGR ∀, Vld. 133-4, Pel. VNS, KW 3, 118, Snz. SGR 73-4 ,
Oz. GHMDG  ?φ Tg: *-e or a front (closed) harmonic vowels denot ing
the female sex: WrMc deheme 'aunt' ↔  dehema 'uncle, aunt’s
husband', emile 'female bird' ↔  amila  'male bird', hehe 'woman' ↔
haha 'man', {Sun.} erselen 'lioness' ↔  arsalan 'lion', Nn ‰Np‰
'mother-in-law' ↔  aNpa 'father-in-law', ‰g‰ 'elder sister' ↔  aga ' e lde r
brother' ¶ STM I 231, Z 42, 8O1, Sun. M 171 ¶¶ The M pair aqa ↔ eke
and the Nn aga 'elder brother' ↔  ‰g‰ 'elder sister' may be explained
away as Lallwörter, but this is not the case in most o t h e r
aforementioned M and Tg words.
1O1. *?a4444yV (= *?a 4444ya?) 'which?', 'what?' >  HS *?ay(y)- 'which?' >  S
*?ayy- (≠ *?iyy-?) 'which?' > Ak nom. ayy-u(-m) / accus. ayy-a(-m)
/ gen. ayy-i(-m), Ar ?ayy- id., BHb ia4 ?e2 / -Ia2 ?ayy- ≠ eI$a2 ?ay≤ye2
'where?' (lb3e3 ia4 ≤?e2 ≤hEb3El 'where is Abel?', ek`1I#a2 ?ay≤yEkka2 'where a r t
thou?), as well as in cds.: ez#-ia4 ?e2-zE2 'which?', e7fia4 ?e2-p3o2 'where? ' ,
K6ia4 ?e2-k3 ≠ ek1ia4 ?e2≤k3a2 'how?' (with zE2 'this', po2 'here', k(-), ka2(-) ' a s ' ) ,
Ug äy  'whatsoever', ïy 'where?', Amr {G} ?ayya ≠ ?iyya id., JA [Trg.] ia4
?e2 id., Sr ?ayna2 'which?', Qt {Rk.} ?y(y) 'whoever, what(so)ever', M n
?y - enclitic indf. pc., Gz ?ay 'which?, what (kind of)?' ¶ Br. G I 3 2 7 - 8
[§§ 111-2], Lip. 328-9, Sd. G § 47, KB 36-8, 41, GB 28-32, A ##161 ,
172, OLS 64-5, G A 13, Lv. T I 23, L G 49, Rk. 9-1O, MA 8  C: EC {Ss.}
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*?ayy- / (precons. and pausal) *?ay- 'who?, which?' >  Sa ay, Sml N
{Abr.} ayyo!, Sml Db {AOM} ayyo 'who?', Rn a!yyo~, Bn {Hw.} ayyo (p l .
ayyos) 'who?', {AOM} 'who is?, Bs {HL} ayo 'who?', Or e2-(n)nu 'who?', e2-
sa 'where?', Kns, Gdl ay-nu 'who?', Kns ay-s7a 'where?', Sd/Hd {Ss.} ay ≠
ayye, Ged ayye, Hd ay, ayy-e, Brj {Ss.} a!yye 'who?'; Dsn {To.} ma2^yya
'who?' (< *mi ?ayy-a,  with N *mi 'what?', q.v. ffd.) »» Ag {Ap.} *?aw-
'who?' >  Bln {Ap.} ?aw, Q/Xm {Ap.} aw, Aw ay (Ap.: < *aw-i) »» Bj
{Rop.} a¢u, {R} nom. aw  (< *?ay-u), gen. ay (< *?ay-i), nom. a2-b 'who? '
¶ Ss. PEC 46, Ss. B 3O, Bl. 1O2, 214, 3O6, HL 79, Abr. S 2O, PG 71, Hw. B
II 11O, AOM 6, Ap. AV 3, R WBd 35, Rop. 15, To. DL 516  Om: SOm:
Ari {Fl.} ayi 'who?' »» NrOm: Cha {C} ay 'what?', Bsk {C} ay 'who? ' ,
ayba 'what?', Dwr/Gf {LmS} ay, Wl {LmS} ay-ba2, Ym {Wdk.} a@wu@ 'what '? '
¶ Fl. OO 321, C SE III 113, 163, LmS 3O6, Wdk. BY 118  ? Ch: ECh: Jg
{J} ?au\wa 'where?' »» WCh: Hs ya2~ya~ 'how?', ? Klr {J} ?a2@n 'which?', Fy {J}
?a!...a!n 'where?' »» CCh: Msg ya~ 'where?' ¶ ChC || K *may 'what?' (<  N
*mi  'what?' [q.v.] + N *?a4444yV) > Sv: UB/LB ma4y ≠ ma4, L may, Ln ma; Mg,
Lz mu-, ?? in the OG and G cd. ro-me-l- 'which?', 'which' (rel. prn.) ¶¶ K
124, K2 112 (*ma-), TK 554-5 || A: Tg *e2 'what?', *e2 - interr. ve rb
('quid facere?') >  Ewk e2, Sln ï  'what?', Ewk, Neg e2-, Lm a4∏- - interr. verb ¶
× N *ya  'which?' (q.v.)?? ¶ STM I 286-7  ?φ  M *ali (<  *ay-li with p r e -
M *ay- < (regr. as.) N *?a 4444ya) 'which (one)?', 'what?' >  MM [MA, IM, S]
ali 'which one?', [IsV] ali 'where?', WrM ali(n), HlM al∆ id., 'what? ' ,
Mnr {SM, T} ali 'which?', ? MMgl [Z] almad 'which' ¶ Pp. MA 98-9, 4 3 2 ,
H 5, Lg. VMI 16, MED 31, T 314, T DnJ 133, SM 4, Iw. 85 || ?φ  U: Sm
*¥- (= {∫Jn.} *´8-) Ï*¥-m- 'what?' >  Ne: T O {Lh.} Na¿w;‰2 'what?, wha t
kind of?', T {Ter.} ˜amg´ 'what?', 'what for?', T O {Lh.} a¿mgòÈ∏ 'what? ' ,
'why', gen. pl. ˜a€vo” Na"wo? (< *¥m-¥-y-), F L {Lh.} NammÈ∏ (<  *¥m¥y¥)
'what?'; En d. {Cs.} awuo, {Prk.} abbua, {Mik.} obu2 'what?'; ? Kms {Cs.}
u4mbi, {KD} ‰m;bi; ≠ m=;bi; 'what?' ¶ Jn. 15, Ter. 376, Lh. 4-5, KD 1 9 ,
38 ˚  N *?a4444yV 'which?', 'what?' may be somehow connected with N
*ya  'which?' (q.v.). For instance, it may go back to a N cd. *ha  (deict ic
pc., q.v.) + *ya .
1O2. *?{e}yV 'come, arrive' >  HS: Eg fOK ìy v. 'come' >  DEg ìy >  Cpt:
Sd ei , Bi id.; Vc. vocalizes the inf. of this verb as *ìïyi.t; Eg fOK ìw v.
'come' >  DEg ìw id.; Cpt eI ei v. 'come' may go back to the Eg verbal
noun ìw.t; acc. to Vc., Cpt B / S dtaoyo tauo v. 'send' goes back t o
DEg ty ìw 'send' <  Eg *dy.t ìw-a2 'faire qu'(il) vienne'; acc. to Ed. a n d
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Vc., Eg ìy and ìw are two different, albeit akin, verbs ¶  EG I 37, 44, Er.
18, 2O, Ed. §§ 456, 724, Vc. 59-6O, 223  B *√?yw >  ETwl ¥yo≠´yyo,
Ty ¥yo≠iyo 'come!' (imv. 2s), imv. 2pm ETwl ¥yow¥t ≠ ¥yew(w)¥t ≠
´yyow¥t, Ty ¥yowat ≠ (¥)y¥wat ≠ yow¥t; Mz ´yya 'come' (imv. 2 s ) ,
imv. 2pm ´yyat; Iz imv. eo 'come!'; Pr. mentions ETwl pf. intens. ihay v.
'come' ¶ GhA 2O5, Dlh. M 241, Zl. KÄLV 12O, Pr. H #441  C: Bj ?i-/?e2-
scv. 'come': Bj A {ADP} p. 3m ≤?e2-ya '(he) came', Bj {R} p. 3m ≤e2-ya, 3 f
≤e2-ta, 3p ≤e2-ya2n, {Rop.} p. 1s i-≤an, 2m ≤E-ta, 2f ≤E-ta¢i, 3m ≤Ea, 3f ≤E-
ta , 1p ≤E-na, gerund ?i-a, pp. ?i-≤e (Roper often does not indicate t h e
initial ?-, because “the hamzah is very elusive”), Bj B {Alm.} p. ?ï- »» EC:
Sd {C, Mrn., Gs.} e?- v. 'go in, enter'; ?φ Arr pcv. -i?it- / -e?et- (ipv. ?ï!t)
'go' (×  N *÷{o}dË 'go', q.v. ffd.) ¶ AD SF 184, R WBd 3, R BedS II 41-2 ,
Rop. 79, ADP BFN, C SE II 184, Gs. 89, Hw. A 451-9  Om: SOm: Hm {Fl.}
y-, Ari Gll {Bnd.} ay- 'go' »» NrOm: Wl {LmS} y-, Bdt/Zs/Cha/Zl {C, Mrn. ,
LmS}, Hrr, Malo, Mj {Fl.} y- v. 'come', Ym {Wdk.} inf. yo! / yo~, 2s ye‡, Bdt
{Fl.} yo, Oyda {Fl.} yi?/yi-, Male {Fl.} yE?, Bnc {Wdk.} 2s ye!?- id. ¶  AD SF
184, Fl. OO 318, Fl. OWL, C SE IV 88, 2O8, C SO 36, 45, 51, 64, 69, Blz.
OL #2O7 (Om *yi-/*?i-), Wdk. BY 113, 139, Bnd. AL 151 [#33]  Ch
{Stl.} *ya?-/*yaw- 'go', {AD} 'go, arrive' > WCh: Hs ya!-ka~ 'come here! ' ,
??? ya2!wa! 'wander through' » Ywm ya 'go' » Dr {Nw.} ya~i\ 'arrive', Krf
yow-, {Stl.} ye!?ey 'go' » Ngz {Sch.} ya! 'go' » Bg {Csp.} yu~we!y 'run' » DfB
{J} yu^ 'go' »» CCh: Db {Lnh.} ya2, Kola {Sb.} ...ya... v. 'come' » Ms {Mch.}
ya v. 'come, go' »» ECh: Tmk {Cp.} ye~ 'run', Ll e~-, Tbn {Cp.} y‰~ 'walk' ¶
Stl. IF 143, JI II 82-3, ChL, Nw. 24 [#27] (Ch *ya 'come' imv.), Nw. KL
135, Abr. H 942, 952, Sch. DN 174, Csp. 64, J R 223, Blz. EChWL #92  ||
IE *?ei\-/*?i- ({EI} *h⁄ei\-) v. 'go' >  Ht i-, (i)y-, Lw, HrLw i- id.  NaIE
*ei\-/*i- 'go' > OI e2-/i-/y- (prs. 3s ≤e2-ti, 1p i-≤mah5, 3p ≤y-anti) v.
'go', Av ae2iti, OPrs aitiy 'goes' »» Gk ei>-/i>- v. 'go' (prs. 3s e‘‘‘isi, 1p }i-
men) »» L ï-/i- id. (prs. 2s ï-s, imv. ï ∏, prtc. i-ens) »» Gt iddja 'I went' »»
Pru e2isei 2s prs. 'gehst', Lt ei- 'go' (OLt eiﬁ-ti 'goes'), Ltv eiﬁ-mu ±
ie^-mu 'I go', Ltv C/E ie^-t, Ltv W ieﬁ-ti 'to go' » pSl inf. *jÁŸ-ti /  p r s .
*jÁŸd-oß 'go' > OCS iti iti/ prs.id0ido<, SCr ic1i / i Ÿde2m, Cz jiti /
jdu, P is1c1 / ide<,  R idti / idu, Slv inf. i!ti, Blg prs. ida »» pTc
{Ad.} *i- 'go, travel '  >  Tc A i-, Tc B i-/ya4- id.; Ï pTc {Ad.} r d p .
*(y)iya2- > Tc A {Wn.} ya2- 'aller, rouler, voyager' (past prtc. ya2yo), B
{Wn., Ad.} (rdp.) *iya2- 'go, travel' ¶¶ P 293-7, EI 227-8, Mn. 234, Pv. I-II
325-35, M K I 128, F I 462-3, Fs. 88-9, ME II 79, Frn. 119, En. 165, Tp. P
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E-H 2O-2, Glh. 273, Wn. 589, Ad. 6O-1, 66-7, Ad. H 54, 65 || U: FU (a t t .
in Ugr) *yu4 +i-we- v. 'come' >  OHg jo¡, Hg jo4-n (jo4vo4k, jo4ttem) id.,
pObU *yu4wV ¬ *yiwV v. 'come' >  pVg *yi¸-/*yi¸w-/*ya4Æy- v. 'come' >
Vg: T yi-/yu4w- ± ya4w-/ya4y-, LK/MK/UK yi-/yiw-/ya4y-, P yi-/yiy-/ya4y-
/ya4∏y-, SV yi-/ya4y-/ya4∏y-, UL yi-/ yay-, Ss yi-/yuw-/yay-; pOs {Ht.} *yo4Æ-
/*yo4Æ˝- ({∫Hl. *yu4Æ- / *yu4Æ˝-) v. 'come' >  Os: V/Vy yo4Æ-/yo4ÆG-, Ty yo$Æ-/yo$ÆG-
/ye"G-, Y yo$Æ-/ye"G-/ye"w-, D ye"-, K ye"-/ye"w-, Nz yi¸-/yi¸w-/yu"w-, Kz yi¸-,
yu"w-, O yi- v. 'come' ¶ MF 34O-1, UEW 1O9, Ht. 14O [#169], Hl. rHt 6 7 -
8, 72-4 ¶ ≈  IS I 267 (U *ye2-Ge, unt. in the light of new achievements i n
FU hist. phonology); ≈ MF 34O-1 and UEW 1O9 (FU *yÉN+GV [{∫ UEW}
*j˛Nˇ, *j˛Gˇ] based on unc. adduction of F/Es ja4a4- v. 'remain'); IS
supposed that the U stem is derived from the expected U •eyV-, like IE
*yeh- (sc. *?yeh-) v. 'walk, go' (> Ht (i)ya-(tta) id., OI ya2-ti 'goes', Lt
jo!-ti 'to ride', Tc A ya2- 'go, travel ') ÿ IE *?ey- || A *ï- >  Tg *ï- v.
'enter' >  Orc, Ud, Ul, Ork, Nn, Ewk, Sln, Lm, Neg ï- id. ¶ STM I 293  M:
d.: (1) *i-re- v. 'come' >  MM, WrM ire-, HlM, Dx, Ord ire-, Kl, Dg ir-,
Mnr H, Ba re-, Mgl ira$-±ira-, {Wr.} irÄ-≠irE- ¶ Iw. 1O7, MED 413, H 8 2 -
3, Rm. M 29, Wr. 168, Klz. D I 11O, T 356, KW 2O9  (2) M *i-le- v.
'go, go away' (> MM [S, SMD] ile- id., w  H 81, H SMD 53) Ï*ile-ge- v.
'send' > MM [S, MA] ile2-, [HI] ile-, WrM ilege-, HlM ilgee-, Kl ilgE2- ¶
Ms. H 62-3, MED 4O4, KW 2O7, Pp. MA 195-6, 438 ¶¶ Pp. IAL 117, S AJ
292 [#482] || D {Km.} *ey- v. 'arrive, reach' (‘  v. 'obtain') (and d .
{Km.} *ey-t-) > Knd ï-, Png ika-, Ku e-, Kdg etti, Klm end-, Prj e2d±e2y-, Gdb
ed- v. 'arrive', Gnd ev- ± av- ± awwa2na2, Kui epa- / et- v. ' r each ,
arrive', OTl {Km.} eydu- ≠ eyidu- ≠ e2du- v. 'reach, go to', v. 'ob ta in ' ,
Tl e2tençu v. 'come, arrive, go', Tm eytu v. 'approach, reach, obta in ' ,
Ml eytuka v. 'obtain', ettal, ettu 'reaching', Td îc-, Tu ett´, ekk´ v.
'reach', Kn ay-du, eydu v. 'approach, reach' ¶¶ D #8O9, Em. DIL 1O4-
11O, Km. 3O8 [#168] ˚  Cf. AD LRC (HS, IE, A), IS I 265-7 (HS [Eg, B, C,
Ch], IE, D, A [M, Tg], ? U) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #177 (*i ≠ *ya 'go') (IE, U, A, Ko, J ,
EA + unc.  Ko).
1O3. € *?áz6666ÉkË (= *?áz6666ikË?) 'thorn, hook' (‘  'tooth') > HS: S
*s6ikk- 'thorn, pin, nail' (× N *c 6666uK ''''V  'thorn, point' [>  'blade'], ' s ummi t ' )
>  BHb K6ß4* s6ek3* (pl. Mik`5ß5 s6ik≤kïm) 'thorn', JA ak`1x5 ≠ ak`1ix sik≤k-a2,
at1k`6x5 ≠ at1k`6ix5 sikk-´≤t3-a2 'thorn, peg, nail of a tent', SmA skh
'thorn', Ar ékW$i s7ikk-at- 'sharp weapon, edge', Ak s7ikk-at-u 'Spitze '
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(aphaeresis pS *s6ikk- <  *?is6ikk-, like in pS *≤p- 'mouth' < *?ap-, cp. C
*?ap- 'mouth') ¶ GB 785, KB 1236, KBR 1326, Js. 988, 993, Tal 585, BK I
1256-7, Lv. III 521, L G 529, Sd. 1234  C {AD} *?is6ikW- ({E} *?is6kW-)
'tooth' > SC: Kz is6ikuko, pl. is6ikWa, Asa liga, ı Mb i?i!ke id. »» EC {Ss.}
*?ilk- id. > Sa ik-o, Sml ilig, pl. ilk-o, Rn {Oo., PG} i~la!H (pl. i~lk-o!) ' t oo th ' ,
Elm ilk-o?, Arr {Hw.} ?ilig (pl. ?ilk-o!), ilkwa id., Or ilk-a2ni 'teeth', Kns
ilk-itta, Gdl ilh-itt, ilh-a, Sd hink-o, Alb ink'-u, Kmb ink-e, Hd ink'-e2, Brj
irk'-a2, Hr/Dbs {AMS} ?ilgakko! (pl. i!lge) 'tooth', Gln {AMS} ?i!lke, Gwd
?i!lq-e, Bs {HL} ilk-o2 'teeth' »» Ag {AD} *?‰ÒkW-, {Ap.} *?´rkW- 'tooth' >
Bln {Plm.} ?‰rkWi, Xm {R} er´kW, {Ap.} ‰r‰k'W, Q {R}yerkW, Km {Ap.}
‰rkW‰, Aw {Hz.} ‰rkWi! id. »» Bj {R} ay´kW 'a front tooth' ¶ AD SCLC
2O3-4, AD SF 132, Ap. AV 5, Ss. PEC 12, 22, 4O, Ss. B 1O6, Bl. 164, 19O,
Hw. A 341, HL 66, PG 151, Oo. 72, AMS 165, 2O5, 281, E PC #342, E SC
292 (s.v. SC *?i~s6i !kWa 'tooth') || A: Tg *elgu 'hook (for pulling fish o u t
of a net)', (“  ?) 'bear’s fang' >  Neg ‰lgu/‰ 'hook, bear’s fang', Ewk
‰lgu, Lm ‰lg¥ ≠ ¥lg¥ 'fish-spear', Orc ‰ggu, Ul ‰lZ7u, Ork ‰ldu, Nn ‰lgu
'hook' ¶ STM II 445-6  M *elgu4- v. 'hang on (sth.), hook' >  WrM
elgu4-, o4lgu4- v. 'hang, hang on (a nail)', elgu4n qada- 'to nail o n t o
(as pictures to the wall)', HlM o4lgo4- id. ('vewat∆ , pod- \pri-
vewivat∆ '), Mnr E {MYC} ol9o- 'hang, suspend' ¶ MED 3O9, Luv. 3 1 9 ,
MYC 543   ?φ  NaT *ïl- v. 'hang on (sth.)' >  OT il- , {Cl.} 'catch s th .
(with the hand, with a hook, etc.)', {DTS} '(pod-, za-)ceplåt∆ ;
lovit∆  (kr√¢∆åmi )', Tkm ïl- vi. 'hook, fasten upon (pri -\z a -
ceplåt∆så )', Yk ïl- vt. 'hang up, load (animal’s back) with', Qmq, Qrg,
Qrql, Nog, Uz, ET, Tk ∆ il-, Qzq ¡l- Ál-, VTt, Bsh ´l- Ál-, Xk ¡l- Il- v.
'hang on', StAlt il-  vt. 'hook, hook on' ('za -\pod -cepit∆ ') ¶ DTS 2O7,
Cl. 125, ET Gl 343-6, BT 63, BIG 67 ¶¶ SDM95 (*e2lku v. 'hang on, hang
on hook'); ≈  SDM97 (A*4o4∏l(k)i id.) and ≈ DQA #648 (A *i\o2!le id.) ( i n
both papers M *elgu4- and T *ïl- are unconvincingly equated with Tg
*ol- 'hook for hanging kattle; to hang over fire' and Ko *ori 'a fishing
hook for several barbs'; in fact, Tg *ol- and Ko *ori belong to N
*?{o}LV 'bough, hook' [q.v.]) ˚  If NaT *ïl- belongs here, its vw. *ï i s
still to be explained (as. from *i of a presumable N etymon *?áz6666ikË?)
˚  AD NM #9O, Vv. AEN 5-6, AD PNCPh #53.
1O4. *?{u4444}Z@ @@@?V (or *?{u 4444}hZ @@@@V?) 'throat; to swallow' >  HS: S *°√?z? >
Ar √?z? G (pf. ?aza?a) 'rassassier (les moutons)' ¶ BK I 28, DRS 13 
?σ Eg Md ìzw 'Schilfrohr', Eg G ìz.t 'Luftrohr, Schlund' (if the meaning
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'throat' is primary) ¶ EG I 127-8  Om ≈ *[?+w]uc7' +c7 v. 'drink' >  SOm: H m
B {Fl.} w‰c7'-≠wu_c7'-, Bako, Ub, Gll {Fl.} w‰c7'- »» NrOm: Cha {Fl., C}, Bdt,
Bsk, Zs {C} us7-, Bdt {Fl.} Us7-, Hrr {Gr.} wus7-, Ym {C, Fl.} us7-, {Wdk.} us7a,
Shn {C} us7-, Shn {Fl.} Anf {Fl.} u_s7s7, {MYTY} uco, uc-, Kf {C} uy-/uc7c7-,
{Fl.} Uc7, Mch {L} ?u~ssi-, Bnc {Wdk.} us7ß(k)- v. 'drink' ¶ Fl. OWL s.v.
'drink', C SE IV 393, L M 2O, MYTY 119, 122, Wdk. BY 112, 137, 15O 
SC: Irq {MQK} isa (pl. is-o2) 'neck' (esp. 'back part of the neck'), Brn
isa, Kz isito, Asa isat 'neck' ¶ E SC 283, MQK 57 || IE *?+ho?+hw(e)s- o r
*?+how?+h(e)s- ({Pv.} *≤Å⁄WeÉ⁄es- / *≤Å⁄WeÉ⁄s-, {EI} *≤h⁄+h4oh⁄(e)s  /  gen.
*h⁄+h4eh⁄≤s-os) 'mouth' >  *Óoi\s- id. (= *?+hoys-) >  Ht ais, gen. iss-as
(s-stem), Lw as(sa)- 'mouth' (?)  NaIE *o2u\s-/*´u\s- 'mouth' > OI a2h5 (=
a2s), a2s≤yam, Av a2h- »» L o2s, o2ris »» OIr a1 'mouth' »» AS o2r
'beginning, origin; forehead', ON o1ss 'mouth of a river'  Ï NaIE
*´ws-ta2 'lip' >  OI ≤o2s5t5ha-h5 'lip', Av aos7ta-, aos7tra- id. »» L
o2stium 'entrance' »» Lt uo!stas, uosta~ 'mouth of a river, Haff,
harbour', Ltv osts, oﬁsta 'harbour', Pru austo 'mouth', a2ustin
'mouth of an animal' » pSl *us≤ta pl. 'mouth' > OCS usta usta, Blg, R
usta, SCr, Slv u!sta, Cz, Slk u1sta, P usta, Uk vusta ¶¶ Pv. I-II 1 5 -
7, P 784, EI 387, M K I 84, 133, WH II 224-8, Vr. 421, Ho. 241, Frn.
1167, Tp. P A-D 172-4, En. 149, Glh. 656, Vs. IV 172, Vn. A  4, Ped. H §
41, Ts. E I 6-8, Kron. VLHS 42, Ivn, SA 154  ¶¶ NaIE *o2ws-/*´ws-
suggests N *?{u4444}hZ@@@@V || A {SDM95} **ic7æV (?) >  T *iç- v. 'drink' >  OT,
Tkm, Az, Qrg, Uz, ET, Tv ic7-, Tk ic>-, VTt ´¢-(¥) Ás7 !-, Bsh Ás-, Yk is-,
Chv e€ß- Ás1/z1ò- v. 'drink' ¶ Cl. 195, Rs. W 168, DTS 2O1, ET Gl 391, Jeg.
66, Fed. II 159, SDM95 s.v. (?) *ic7æV 'drink' ˚  The glottalized -c7'- i n
SOm, the vl. -c7- in NrOm, and the fortis *-c7æ- in A (for the expected
voiced cnss.) are likely to go back to the N cluster *-Z++++Z 1 111?- ˚  The
delabialized *i  from *u4 in T (or in pA?) still needs investigating ˚  The
semantic history of the etymon: 'throat' ‘ (IE) 'mouth', 'swallow' ‘
' d r ink ' .
1O5. € *?u6666Z7 777V 'hear', (‘ ?) 'ear' >  HS **?uZ7-(Vn)- >  S *≤?uÎan- 'ear' >
Ak uzn-, Hb Nz£7a ≤?ozEn, Ug üdn (= *?udn-), JA [Trg.] Nd2ua ?u≤d3an, JA
[Trg.], JEA em. an1d6ua ?ud3n-a2, Sr 'ño∂æe?Ed3n-a2, SmA ?dn, A r ˆ30ù ?uÎn-,
OSA ?‹n, Gz AZN ?´zn, pl. AzN  ?´zan, Jb C {Jo.} ?i≤d3En, Mh H‰yÎe2n, d im.
?ïÎe2no2t, Hrs H‰yÎe2n, Sq {Jo.} ≤?‰d(‰)han ¶ DRS 1O, KB 27, A #89, OLS 9 -
1O, Js. 22, Sl. 85, Tal 9-1O, Lv. I 3O, BGMR 2, L G 52, Jo. M 3, Jo. H 1 ,
MiK I #1.4  Eg ìdn 'ear' ([ìnk]... sZm Xrw mì ìdn ggwy 'I am h e
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who hears a sound\voice like an attentive ear' [Coffin Texts 7 .3Ok,
from Vc. p.c.], w Gilula ’IE 251), ìdn hier. *'ear' ¶ EG I 154, Tk. I 83-4 ,
248, ≈ 37  C: Ag *was- v. 'hear' >  Bln was-, Xm wa4s7-, Km was- id. »»
?? SC: Kz wato 'ear' (unless akin to Asa yot-, Dhl ?e2et-it- 'hear, Af ayti
'ear') ¶ Ap. AV 22, E K 15, Blz. CL 178  Om {Blz.} **wayz- (= {AD}
*wayZ7-) 'ear; to hear' >  NrOm: Male wayz-, Kf wa2y- ({Lm.}: -y- < *-z-),
Ym {Wdk.} we2~-so@ ≠ we2~s-o~ v. 'hear', Mch wa2Z7Z7i 'ears' (?) (in wa2Z7Z7i
≤k'a 2kko 'earring'), ? wa2-mo 'ear', Cha {C} wa2y, Zs, Zrg waye, Bsk wOyci,
Doka wayci, Bdt was7e2 id., Shn {Lm.} wa2za 'ear' ¶ Blz. OLBP 11 [#28], L
M 56, Lm. Sh. 4O7, Lm. Y 473, C SE III 87, 177, Wdk. BY 138, Ap. AV 2 2
|| IE *?+Óou\s-/ *?+Óus- ({EI} *≤hÅou\s- / gen. *≤hÅeu\s-s or *hÅu≤s-os) 'ear' >
NaIE *ou\s-/*o2u\s-/*us- (/?**´u\s-) id. > Av us7i, OPrs us7ï nom. du. ' b o t h
ears', KhS u° ' intelligence' »» Gk: A o‘yß, D ‘vß 'ear ' »» Arm unkn unkn
'ear' (-kn on the analogy of akn akn 'eye'?) »» pAl {O} *wau\si, {Huld}
*ves7- 'ear' > MAl G [FB], Al T/G vesh »» Lauris 'ear' »» OIr au ( l a t e r
o1) id. »» Gt auso2, ON eyra, AS e1are, NE ear, OHG o2ra, OSx o6ra,
NHG Ohr id. »» Lt ausi~s, Ltv a~uss, Pru ausins id. » pSl *u•xo ( d u \ p l .
*u•s7i) 'ear' >  OCS uxo uxo (du.\pl. uwi us7i), Blg uxo, SCr uàho,
Slv uho•, R ≤uxo, Uk vuxo, Cz, Slk, P ucho ¶ P 785, EI 173, Mn. 4 3 ,
Bai. 35, Vn. A  99-1OO, WH I 85-6, F II 448-9, Fs. 69, Vr. 1O7-8, Ho. 8 5 ,
Ho. S 57, OsS 666, Kb. 747, KM 521, Slt. 54-5, SchmB EV 37, Hamp EAlb
138, O 5O1, Huld 127, Frn. 26, En. 149, Vs. IV 179, Glh. 651 ¶ In L a n d
Ir aw-  is either a special development of *ow-  with a non-apophonic *o
(cp. Hirt IG II 3O, BD I/1 153, 193 [*aºus- = *ou\s with non-apophonic
*o]), or some kind of delabializing dis. (w  Mart. EChPh 229), or reflex o f
**´u\- (in a zero-grade **´u\s-?), Szem. SM I 45 (hyp.: *au\s- is original,
while *o- in *ou\s- [> Gk o‘yß] is due to the infl. of *okW- 'eye').
1O6. *÷++++Ga?V (= *÷++++9 ++++Ìa?V) 'grow, become' (‘  'be') >  HS: Eg ∀ ÷¿ v.
'grow, become great\much' ‘ 'be great\much' (Vc. interprets the ve rb
as a triradical √÷?y+w on the ev. of Cpt) >  DEg ÷¿ id. >  Cpt Sd /B/LaIaI
aiai, F aIeI aiei 'grandir, avancer dans l'âge, être honoré ' ,
qualificative OCpt oI oi, aeI aei, Cpt A aIey iew, aeI aei, Cpt Sd/B
oI oi 'large, big';Ï  Eg ÷¿ ≠ ÷¿y (prtc.) 'great, much' (on the spelling
÷¿y see  Ed. § 337) >  Cpt Sd/B m . o o, f . O o2; the Eg set phrase pr-÷¿
'big house' (‘ 'palace' ‘ 'king') has been preserved in Cpt Sd/A/L rro
rro ≠ ero ero, Cpt B oyro uro 'king', Ak pir?u, Gk [Hdt.] Ferv1n,
AncHb eorf *par´≤÷o2 'Pharaoh' > BHb [Mas.]e7or6p2 par≤÷o2 and Gk [LXX]
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Farav, [JF] Farav1†hß ¶ EG I 161-3, 516, Fk. 37, Er. 53, Vc. 5-6, 1 5 4 ,
177, GB 66O-1, KB 913-4 ¶¶ The Eg root belongs here unless it is ak in
to S *√÷ly v. 'rise', as suggested by Vc. (Vc. 5-6)  B *√h?? (= Pr.'s
√h€h⁄h⁄) v. 'be in' >  Ah ´h, pf. int. iha, Tnsl, Ty, ETwl, Gh pf. int. iha
id. ¶ Pr. H #119, Fc. 495-8, GhA 77 || A: M *a[:]- v. 'be' (× N *?a
'become, be', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ Not here Tg *o2- v. 'become, happen' (<  N
*how{i} 'become, appear' [q.v. ffd.]) || D {Km.} *a2- v. 'become, b e '
(× N *?a id.?) >  Tm a2, Kn a2gu 'come into existence, happen, be', Ml
a2kuka 'be(come) that', Kt a;-, Kdg a;g- / a-, ? Td o;x- / o- 'become', Tu
a2pini (2n p. a2n5d5Ë) 'be, become, happen', Tl agu, avu, Knd, Png,
Mnd, Ku a2-, Kui a2va- 'be, become', Klm an- 'be (in a place), be (so-and-
so)', Nkr andß-, Nk an-, Gnd a2-, Brh aan-/ar-/ as-/a- 'be' ¶¶ D #333, Km.
277 [#2], Cald. 355-6 ¶¶ Not here Kn, Tl a2gu v. 'be, become' (probably
from D *a2k- <  N *hak÷V 'stand, stop, stay, be' [q.v.]). In D both r o o t s
have formed one suppletive paradigm  ˚  Cf. IS I 243: D, A. IS
reconstructs N *?a  'become, be' and assumes that there is a connect ion
between monosyllabicity of the stem and its function as an aux. word ( a
copula?). To my mind, this connection does exist, but it is not original,
but rather a result of later development. There is a universal tendency
of shortening syntactic words (cp. IE *esti 'is' > Rum i\e, New Arm i\e; i n
New G the verbum substantivum ar(i)s has been shortened to -a when
used as a copula). But in our case there was no need in special extra-
normal shortening, since in D and A the lrs. were lost (resulting i n
lengthening of the vw. in D and possibly in A) ˚  This etymological
equation is uncertain, because the Eg root has an alt. etymology
(connection with S *√÷ly), while the M and D roots may go back to N
*?a  'become, be'.
1O7. *÷{á}bË  'female breast, bosom' > HS  *÷{i}b- >  CS *÷ubb- ' b o s o m '
(or sim.) > JA [Trg.]aB1ua?ub≤b-a2 {Lv.} 'Schoß, Inneres, Brust, Busen' ,
{Js.} 'bosom, lap', JEA ÷ubba2 'bosom', JPA Bz ÷ubba2 'breast', Sr "∫:ø∑u0
{Br} ÷ubb-a2 'bosom, lap, womb', Ar ∫wOu ÷ubb- 'neck of a sleeve' ({Fr.}
'manicae inferior pars eiusque radix'), {Bel.} 'base de la manche', Ar SL
∫wOu÷ubb {Hv.} 'arm-pit, breast', {Bel.} 'sein' ¶ Lv. T II 195, Js. 1O46, Sl.
84, Sl. P 397, Br. 5O3-4, SJPS 4O3, Fr. III 95, BK II 148, Bel. 468, Hv.
449, ≈ MiK I #1.1O4 (S *˝a/ub(ab)- 'bosom, chest, dewlap'; adduces Ar
˝abab-  'chaire pendante sous le menton; gorge', w BK II 429)  ? B **-
bbV- (<  {†Pr.}*-ybV- ¬ *-wbV-) 'female breast' >  Sll ti-bbï-t, pl. ti-
bba2t-in, Tgn {La.} (not Gh, as erroneously mentioned in IS I 275 and AD
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SF 146!) a-bbui\, pl. i-bbuin (unless developed from Lallwörter
independently in Sll and Tgn) ¶ Ds. 258, La. MChB 115-6  EC: Sml {R}
ib ≠ ÷ib, Sml B {AD}, new StSml (based on Sml B) {DSI} ib, ibbo
'nipple' (here, unless borrowed from Ar ÷ubb-, as suggested by Illich-
Svitych) ¶ AD SF 146, DSI 321, R SS II 7, IS I 275  Ch: CCh *w+?ub'
'female breast': Lmn {Mch.} wu÷wa, wu÷ba, {Lk.} u2!b'a » McMdr: M d r
{Kr.} ?ub'a, Glv {Rp.} u2!ba~, {Kr.} ?u!b'a~, Gv {Kr.} wu!b'a`, {IL} u!b'a~, Dgh {Frk.}
w !b'a~, Nkc {Blg.} wub'a » BM: BuP {ChC} u?wa, Bu/Cb {Kr.} ?u!w>a~, Mrg {IL
in ChC} ?ö?wa, Ngx, Wmd ?uw>a » McHigi: FlK {Kr.} ?U~?wa, HgNk ?uw>a »
? Ktk: Lgn {Lk.} i!waye2 » Suk {Mk.} wa÷, {IL} wa^ ¶ JS 53 (Ch *√wb'), JI II
46-7, ChC, ChL ¶ Ch *b' < **?b < *÷...b (mte.) ¶¶ Coh. #56 (S, C), AD SF
146 (C, S, Ch, B) || K: pGZ {K} *ube- ≠ *uba- {AD} 'bosom, lap, female
breast' >  OG, G ube- 'bosom, lap, hem (of clothes)', Mg (l)uba-, l‰ba-
'bosom', Lz uba-, oba- 'female breast, bosom' ¶ K 185, K2 195, Abul.
416-7, DCh.1236, Chx. 1385, Q 274, Marr 192 || A: 1) M *ebu4-r
'breast, bosom' >  MM [S] ebur 'breast, bosom, front', WrM ebu4r ≠
o4bu4r, HlM øvør 'breast, bosom, front, lap', Kl øvr o4wr= ' bo som,
breast', ? Mnr H {SM} yer 'breast, bosom'; IS assumes that M *ebu44-r
goes back to a plural form, with *-r being an ancient A plural marke r ;
2) M *eb-c>i-Gu4n >  MM [HI] ebc7e√u4n 'breast' ({Ms., Lew.} 'poi t r ine ' ) ,
[S] {H} ebce√u(n) 'Brust', WrM ebcigu4(n), HlM øv¢¥¥(n)
'sternum, chest', Kl øvc¥n o4wcu4n 'sternum', Ord o4bòc7æu2, Shrn is7c7u, M n r
H {SM} s1Z1òi\u2 'poitrine, poitrail' ¶ MED 628, H 4O-1, H SMG I 28, KRS
4O9-1O, KW 3O3, SM 492, Ms. H 51, Lew. II 12 ˚  C and M suggest a
front vw. in the first syll. (most probably N *á ). In S, Ch, and K the vw.
*u  is due to the ass. infl. of the labial cs. (< N *b ) (as well as possibly o f
the labialized vw. of the second syll.). S *÷- and the K initial z e r o
suggest a pN *÷-  (rather than N *Ì-  yielding S *÷- and K *Ì-). Cf. AD
LRC #56 (HS [S, C], K, M); IS I 275 (HS [S, B, Ch], K, M). In some lgs.
(e.g. Ch and B) the word got a Ll. connotation, but I do not share IS's
opinion that this etymon is of onomatopoeic origin.
1O8. ≈ *÷3333VÇu4444[?V]PV (or *÷3333VÇyu6666[?V]PV) 'salt '  > HS: C: EC: pSam
{Hn.} *÷usu?ubo ' salt '  > Sml ÷usbo, pBn *u~su~?u!b‰~ 'salt' > Bn: Bi usu?u!b‰,
J/Kj usu!bb‰ id.; Or {Grg.} as7s7abo2 'salt', {Brl.} as7abo1 'salsedine, sale
marino sciolto' (ı Anf as7a≤bo 'salt'); ?φ Rn c7i!mbi 'salt' »» Ag *c>‰w
({Ap.} *c7´w) 'salt' > {Ap.}: Bln, Q s7´wa, Xm c7'´wa, Awn c7i!wi1 id.; Ag ı
Gz s'´w 'salt, salty land', Tgy, Amh c7'Aw, Tgr c7'‰wa 'salt' ¶ Hn. S 7 8
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(pSam *÷usu2bo), Hn. BD 125 (pSam *÷usu?ubo), Grg. 2O, Brl. 29, Ap. AV
2O-1, L G 565  NOm: Mch {L} ≤hic7'iwo, Kf {Cc.} ic7ewo ≠ ic7ebo ' s a l t '
¶ R K 255, L M 34 ¶¶ Blz. SAA || A: OJ {Mr.} sipu\o 'salt '  >  J s1io id.; OJ
ı Ainu sippo ¶ Mr. J 525 || D *c>upp- ({†GS} *s-) 'salt' > Tm, Ml, Kn,
Tu, Tl uppu, Kt, Td up, Kdg uppî, Klm, Nk sup, Nkr supp, Prj c>up, Gdb
sup ± c>uppu ¶¶ D #2674 ˚ Or *-s7(s7)- is a reg. reflex of *-sy- (Bl. 2 8 1 ) ,
suggesting pN *÷ 3333VÇyu6666 [?V]PV . An alt. explanation (N *-Çu4444- > EC *-si-
> Or [prevocalic] -s7(s7)-) is less plausible in view of pSam *÷usu?ubo t h a t
rules out EC *-Çi-. A hyp. of an EC *-su4- > LEC -su- and pre-Or *-si- > O r
-s7(s7)- is too dubious, because it is the only supposed EC root with t h e
vw. *u4 ˚ The equation between HS, J, and D has been proposed b y
Blaz ]ek (Blz. DA 163 [#112]).
1O9. *÷3333Åc'''' @ @@@V (= *÷3333Åc'''' @ @@@ {Ë}??) 'to blow, to yawn' >  HS: S *°√÷c'p >  Ar
ƒcO√÷sœf G v. 'blow hard' (of wind) ¶ BK II 272 || U: FU *oc1c1V- ≠
*ac1c1V- v. 'yawn' >  Chr us7tem id. » Z oc1-saw- id., oc1est- id. m o m .
('zevnut∆ ') »» Hg a1si1t- v. 'yawn' » pObU {Ht.} *wu2s- id. >  1) pVg
*u2s´nt- >  Vg: T o2s´nt-, LK u2s´nt-, UL/Ss u2sint-, P u2s´ntO2l- id., 2) pOs
*wus- >  Os: O us- id., Ï a) Os: V/Vy usÈl-, Ty/Y usÈ¬-, Nz usÈi\t-, Kz
w¨8sÁ¬´- id.; b) Os: D wa"ses-, K uses- id. ¶ LG 2O9, Ht. #72O || A: NaT
*a4s- v. 'blow' (‘ v. 'yawn') >  OT a4s- v. 'blow (gently)', Chg a4s- 'wehen,
blasen', Tk es-, CrTt, Kr, Nog, Qq, Uz, Ln es-, Az a4s-, VTt is-, Bsh iT- v.
'blow' (of wind), Qzq es- v. 'blow hard' (of wind), Ï NaT *a4sin >  OT
a4sin 'breeze, gentle wind', Ï NaT {Bang} *a4sina4- >  OT a4sna4- to blow
gently, to yawn', MQp [CC] esne-, Chg esna4-, Tk esne-, CrTt, Kr,
Qmq, QrB esne-, Az a4sna4-, Uz esna-, ET a4sni-, ∆ EsnE-, VTt isna4-, Qzq,
Qq, Nog esine- id., Qrg, StAlt este- 'yawn (from time to t ime,
pozevyvat∆)' ¶ Bang TB VII 195, Cl. 24O-1, 248-9, Rs. W 49, 5O, ET Gl
311-2, 553, Äz. 157, MM 147, Jud. 966 ˚ The vw. *o- in FU *oc1c1V- i s
puzzling (regr. as. from *÷ 3333Åc '''' @ @@@ {Ë}?).
11O. € *÷Vc''''VLV 'guts' >  HS: S  *°√÷c'l >  Ar ÷isœl-, ÷asœal- ' gu t s '
('intestins') ¶ BK II 272 || K: *c'`el- 'guts, entrails' (× N *c6666 ' '''{i}l[V]÷V
'side of body' [q.v.]) > G pl. c'el-eb-i 'guts', Mg c7'‰-, c7'i-, Lz (m)c7'u-, ? Sv
UB/L {TK, GP} rdp. c7'inc7'il 'gut, intestine' ¶¶ K 249, K2 3O8, FS K 46O, FS
E 521 (K *c`'el- 'gut'), Chx. 1973, 2135-6, DCh. 1671, NCh. 448, Chik.
69-7O, Q 396, GP 28O, TK 862.
111. *÷awc 6666V (or *÷ac 6666wV ) 'light of the sun below\on the horizon' >
HS: S *°÷as6{w}- > Ar ÷as7iy- 'dernière partie du jour', ÷as7wat- ' obscur i té
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de la nuit depuis qui’il s’est fait nuit jusqu’au quart de la nuit' ¶ BK II
265  ? EC: Sml {ZMO} ÷as7o 'day, full day', Sml N ÷a!s7o 'day'   Elm a!ote,
Arr ?awate! f. 'sun'; cp. EC and Dhl words for 'sun, daylight' s.v. N
*÷aZ 7777V  'white, bright' ¶ AD SF 3OO-1, ZMO 53, 62, Abr. S 16, Ss. SPhG,
Grg. 9, Hw. A 337, To. DL 476, To. D 127, Blz. DL s.v. ' sun'   ? ECh: Brg
{J} ?u~sta~N 'morning' ¶ ChC || IE: NaIE *au\s-/*us- (/*wes-?) ' sh ine
(leuchten) ' ({EI} IE *hÅ(e)u\s-sk8eti 'it lights up, dawns') (as well as NaIE
*au\s-o2s- 'dawn, morning-twilight' [{EI} IE *≤hÅeu\so2s, {Mn.} *au\sa2, *au\sora2
'dawn'] and NaIE *aws-tero 'eastern') >  OI us5a2s-/us5as- ( n o m .
u≤s5a2h5, accus. u≤s5a2s-am, gen. u≤s5as-ah5), Av us7Õ (accus .
us7ÕNh´m, gen. us7aNho2) 'dawn-light', OI us5≤ra2 'dawn-light' »» Gk
Hm ]hv1ß (<*aws-o2s), gen. ]hu6ß ( ]ho1oß), Gk A {evß, Gk D a∞v1ß id. »» L
auro2ra 'dawn', auster 'southern wind' »» Lt aus7ra~ 'dawn, dawn-
light', auﬁs7ta 'dawn is coming', Ltv a~ust id., a~ustra 'morn ing
twilight' » Sl *ustro 'morning' >  OP justrzenka 'dawn-light ' ,
justrzejszy 'of tomorrow', nazajustrz 'to the following day ' ,
OCS zaustra zaustra 'in the morning', Blg ≤zastra, McdS ≤Zastra
'morning, tomorrow' »» Gmc: AS e2arendel 'morning star'; NaIE
*awstro2- in AS e2astre 'goddess of the spring', e2astron 'Easter' ,
*aws-t(e)ro- in OHG o2star 'östlich', 'to the east', ON austr ' e a s t '
 NaIE *wos-er-/*wo2s-er-: Vd vasar- 'in the dawn' (in the c d .
vasar-≤ha2 'striking \ [?] meeting \ [?] coming in the dawn ' ) ,
va2sa≤rah5 adj. matut inus ' »» OIr fa1ir 'sunrise', W gwawr 'dawn', Br
gwere-laouen 'morning star, Venus' (NaIE *-sr- [after a long vw.] >
Clt *r-) ¶ P 86-7, EI 148, Mn. 43, M K I 113 and III 172, M E I 23,II 5 3 2 ,
MW 93OKb. 749, F I 6O5-6, WH I 86, LP § 26.3, SB 278, YGM-1 259, Hm.
357, Frn. 27, ≈ ESSJ VIII 2O1-2 (rejects pSl *ustro), BER I 611, Sls. I 5 9 4 -
5 || U: FP *ac1V 'early' >  pChr {Ber.} *os7-n¥ >  Chr: L ≤oqno 'earlier', H
aqny az7n¥ 'earlier, long ago' » pPrm *woZ1 (= {LG} *wo¿Z7 !) 'early' >
OPrm wöZ1, Z voZ1, Yz ≤uZ1, Vt vaz∆, ∆  waz1 ¶ UEW 6O5, LG 6O, Ber. 4 7 ,
MRS 371, Ep. 1 ||  ?φ D  (in KK) *o2c>- >  Kui o2spa / o2st- v. 'be bright, give
light', o2steri 'light', Ku o2Z>i 'beautiful', o2Z>u 'beauty' ¶ D #1O37 ˚ D *o2 <
N *aw?? Or shall we reconstruct N *÷awoc6666V and suppose a syncope
*÷awo- > D *o2-?
112. *÷a4444c 6 666 ' '''V 'bush, shrubs, forest' >  HS: S *÷is6'- (≠ *÷is6's6'-?) 'tree' >
BHb ço4 ÷e2c' (pl. Mic5o4 ÷e2≤c'ïm), Pun ÷s5, Ug ÷s' {A} 'tree', IA qo ÷k5
(etymological spelling for OA *÷aX°), em. aqo <  *÷aX°a2, IA
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(Akkadianized) (AkSc) aX-Xu , BA oa1 ?a2÷ 'wood' (em. ao1a1 ?a2≤÷a2), Nbt
oa?÷ id.¨†JA {Js.} ?a2÷, ?a2≤÷a2 'tree', JEA {Sl.} ?a2≤÷a2, SmA oa ?÷ 'wood ' ,
Ar D ÷aÎ^ œa 'tree', Ar ∞wOi ÷iÎ^œÎ^œ- {Ln.} 'small thorny tree', {BK} '∈ several
kinds of coniferous trees and shrubs', ? Ar ‰'5aOi ÷iÎ^œa2h- {Ln.} ' any
great trees having thorns', {BK} '∈ famille d’arbres à épines', {Hv.} ´5aOi
÷iÎ^œah- 'coniferous tree', '∈  acacia tree', OSA ÷s65 'building materials
(wood?)', Gz ÷´s6 ' 'tree, shrubs', Ak is'-u, is's'-u 'tree' ¶ L G 57, KB 817-8 ,
KBR 863-4, HJ 879-8O, BDB 1982, Js. 99, Sl. 152, Tal 55, Ln. 2O7O,
2O76, BK II 277, 282, OLS 91; on OA qX°: AD AR and AD PSH 31-2  ?φ
Eg Md/BD Z÷÷  'branch\bough of a tree' (mt. from *÷VZ?) ¶ EG V 535 ||
K *°ec'+`c'e[:]r- >  G I/Gr ec'er-i 'mit Riedgras, Gebüsch, Gesträuch usw.
bewachsene Niederung', G † ec'er-i 'Hain, Gehölz, Gebüsch' ¶ Chx. 3 5 6
|| D (in SD) *ac>ar- >  Kn ajara-nïli, ajura-nïli 'low undershrub', ?
Tu ajara '∈ moss' ¶ D #44 ˚ K and D *-r- may point to a second
component of a N word group.
113. *÷uc6666 ' '''É or *÷u4444c 6 666 ' '''V 'exchange, compensate\-ion' (‘  ' t r ade ' ,
'revenge') >  HS: S *°-÷u2s6'- >  Ar √÷wÎ^œ G (÷a2Î^œa /-÷u2Î^ œu) 'remplacer u n e
chose à qn., lui donner une chose en échange de…' ¶ BK II 4O8 || IE
*[éx]wes-/*[éx]wos-, {EI} *wes- 'buy', {EI} *wes-no- 'purchase' >  H t
was-, wasiya- v. 'buy', usnyazi 'sells'  NaIE *wes-/*wos- v.
'trade, deal' >  OI vas≤na-m  'price, value' » IIr ı FU *wos- 'exchange,
trade' (ffd. see  Jk. 298-9, UEW 585) »» Arm gin gin (gen. gnoj gnoy)
'price, value' »» Gk Mc o-no-  'price', Gk ‘vnoß 'venum, purchase-money,
a price', ]vnh1, Gk L çonna2 (<  *wos-na2) 'buying (Kauf)' »» L ve2no- ( n o m .
ve2nus, accus. ve2num , dat. ve2no2) 'sail', {EI} 'that which is sold' ¶¶ P
1173, WP I 311-2, EI 185, M K III 177, WH II 753-4, F II 1149, Slt. 295-6 ,
Ts. W 1O3 || A: T *o4∏ç 'revenge, vengeance' >  OT o4∏c7 id., 'malice', Tk o4c>,
Az o4Z7ò, ET, QrB, Qrg o4c7, Alt o4c1, CrTt o4c7 !, Uz öc7, Qzq, Qq, Nog, Tv o4s7, Xk,
Yk o4s, VTt ¥¢ u4s7 !, Bsh u4s, Chv ∆ ve€¢e€ vÁZ7òÁ 'revenge, vengeance', T k m
o4∏c7, Qmq, Ln o4c7 id., 'hostility', Kr o4c7 id., 'punishment' ¶ Cl. 18, ET Gl 5 5 8 -
9 || ?σ D (in SD) *otß(tß)- > Ml ot5ukkuka v. 'pay taxes', Kn ot5t5aja
'tribute' ¶ D # 952.
114. *÷adV 'limit, edge'? ‘ 'up to, until, towards' >  HS: S: [1] S
*0÷ad[ay]- > Ar î;dOa ÷aday ÷ada2 'bord\rivage d’un fleuve' Ï ÷idwat-
≠ ÷udwat- id., 'extrémité, bord'; [2] S *÷ad-ay, *÷ad-u/i 'up to, towards '
>  OAk ad-um, Ak adi, adu, ad 'up to, towards', Hb ÷âd3e2, ÷ad3 'unt i l ' ,
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Ph, Ug, OSA ÷d 'up to, till', Aram ÷ad3 'up to', Jb ≤?ed, d 'to, up to', ?Ed
'till, until' ¶ Sd. 12, CAD I/I 115-121, KB 743-4, KBR 786-7, BK II 194-7 ,
OLS 71-2, BGMR 12, Jo. J 1  ? EC: Sa {R} -d, marker of accus./dat. ¶ R
S II 95 || K *°-d >  Sv -d 'up to, till' (lupXw-d 'till the springt ime') ,
homonymous with -d 'as' (transformative case) and the re fore
reinterpreted as one of the meanings of this transformative case ¶ Ni.
s.v. do , GP US 41-2 || IE *éaÊ ({EI} *hÅed) 'at, to' >  NaIE *aÊ ' t owards '
(where *Ê is an archiphoneme resulting from neutralization of t h e
opposition *-d≈ ≥*-d ≥ *-t in word-final position) >  L ad ' towards ' ,
ad- pv. of approaching, Um AR , ARS prep., -ar7 postp., 'towards', Osc
adpu1d 'quoad' »» OIr, Gl ad- pv. of approaching, W add- id. »» Gmc
*at- pv. 'towards, near' (pv. of approaching) >  Gt, ON, OSx at
'towards, near', OHG az id., AS At, NE at, etc. »» Phr ad-daket ' a f -
fecit', ab-beret 'ad-ferebat'  HrLw a`-ta 'towards' ¶¶ P 3, EI 59O, WH I
11-2, Bc. G 329, Pln. II 675, 727-8, EWA I 4O5-6, Vn. A  13, Vr. 16, Fs.
6O-1, Ho. 13, Schz. 92, Mer. HHG 4O-41 || A: ? Tg *-d{Ë}[a] 'to, in ' ,
case sx. of dative-locative ({Bz.} *-dua / *-du4a4) (× N *d[oy]a ' p lace
[within, below], inside' [‘ locative pc.]) >  WrMc -de (e.g. ama-de ' t o
the father'), Nn -du 'to, in' (e.g. amen-du 'to the father'), with ppa. -doa
(amen-doa-si 'to his father'), Ud -du, -di- (e.g. xoton-du 'zur Stadt ' ,
amin-du 'to the father', amin-di-hi 'to his father'), Ul, Sln -dU/-du, Orc -
du, Ewk -du (amïn-du 'to the father', amïn-du-s 'to his father') ≠ -tu
(devoicing due to progressive as.), Neg -du≠-tu, Lm -du (aman-du 'to t h e
father') ≠ -tu ¶ Bz. 83, Ci. 256, Sun. S 212-223 ˚  The rec. of N *÷-  i s
based on S *÷- and K initial *∅ -. The AnIE reflex is qu., because HrLw a`-
ta may be also connected with Ht anda  'towards' ˚  In the descendant
lgs. the word is used mostly in auxiliary functions (pre- \post-posi t ions ,
prefixex, preverbs), but the S prep. *÷ad-ay, *÷ad-u/i governs the gen.
case, hence it must go back to a noun (probably preserved in Ar ÷aday
÷ada2 'bord\rivage d’un fleuve'). OAk ad-um still has the form of a
noun (nom. case).
115. *÷{o}dË 'go' >  K: GZ *wed-/*wid- 'go, walk' (× N *wVd[V]÷V
'walk, go'., q.v. ffd.) || HS: WS *√÷dw 'go, step\pass over' >  BHb
√÷dw: pf. lo2 ed1o1 ÷a2≤d3a2 ÷al ... 'step over', Ug {OLS} √÷dy D ' m a k e
go\dissapear' ('hacer pasar\desaparecer'), JA (incl. BA) √÷dy ≠ √÷dw
G  (pf. id4o9 ÷â≤d3e2 ≠ ad1o9 ÷â≤d3a2) 'pass by', JEA √÷dy G 'pass, pass over ' ,
Sr √÷dw (pf. ædo0÷´≤d3a2) 'come suddenly upon', Md ada, ÷da 'pass by,
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pass over', Ar √÷dw G ("daOa ÷ada2 / -÷du2) 'transgress, run', Sb √÷dw
(≠ ÷dy) 'move, march, go', Qtb {Rk.} ÷dw 'go beyond, exceed', M n
{MA} m÷dwt-n 'passage', Gz √÷dw (pf. ÷adawa, js. y´÷du2) ' c ros s
over, pass over', Mh √÷dw  (pf. ?addo2) v. 'assault without reason', Jb C
√÷dw+y (pf. ≤÷a≤de) v. 'infect', a÷≤te≤de (sbjn. ya÷≤tOde) 'attack, set u p o n '
¶ KB 475, OLS 74, Js. 1O43-4, Sl. 844-5, Br. 511, JPS 4OO, Fr. III 1 2 2 ,
BGMR 12, L G 56-7, MA 1O, Rk. 115, Jo. M 12, Jo. J 7  B {†Pr.}
*√wdÓ  'go' (× N *wVd[V]÷V  '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.)  ?φ C: EC: Sa {Wlm.} -ad/-
ed- 'go', Sml N {Abr.} a!d- 'go to', ?φ Sd {Mrn.} had'- 'andare', {Hd.} ha?r-,
{Gs.} har5a 'go' (ı  caus. {Mrn.} had5d5idis-, {Gs.} har5isisa
'accompany') (the unexpected Sd h- still needs explaining); ? Arr pcv. -
i?it- pf. / -e?et- ip. / ?ï!t imv. m. 'go' (× N *?{e}yV  'come, arrive'?) »»
SC: Asa {Fl.} adi 'go' ¶ AD SF 242, Abr. S 4, Mrn. S 22O, Hd. 369, Gs.
147, Hw. A 451-9  SOm: Ari {Fl.} ada 'go', Male {Fl.} ad- 'come'?) ¶¶ In
B, C, and SOm there may be contamination with N *q{Å}d[V]?{o} ' t o
step, to walk' and with N *?at[? ]V 'to come' || A : M *o[:]d- 'go, depar t ,
set out for' (× N *wVd[V]÷V '⇑ '?) >  MM [HI] {Ms.} od- 'go, depa r t ' ,
[IsV] {Lg.} od- 'go', [S] otXu (= od-Xu) 'go, go away', WrM od-, HlM
odo- 'go to, proceed to', WrO {Krg.} od- id., 'depart', o2d- 'go', Brt W
odo-, Kl od- od- 'go, depart', Kl {Rm.} odò- 'sich begeben, sich auf d e n
Weg machen' ¶ Ms. H 83, Lg. VMI 59, H 129, MED 6OO, Krg. 112, KRS
393, KW 283, Chr. 35O, S AJ 27O [#153]  ˚ Qu., because all cognates
outside HS have alt. etymologies.
116. *÷udV 'follow' (‘  'repeat, continue') >  K: Sv L {Dn.} ud, Sv -ud
≠ -´⁄d ≠ -id 'still\even (noch)' (XoXar ud 'even less, even smaller ' ) ,
'again, also' ¶ Dnd. s.v. ud, TK 725  || HS: S *-÷u2d- 'do again' >  Ar (×  S
*√÷wd 'return') √÷wd (pf. da'Oa ÷a2da) 'return to, do again' (÷a2da-
lkalbu fï kay?ihi 'the dog returned to his vomit', sc. 'vomited again ' ) ,
Sb √÷wd 'return'; S *÷a2d- n. 'duration', *÷a2d- ≠ *÷awd- adv. 'again,
still' >  BHb d&o ÷o2d3 'duration' (d&oB6 b´-≥÷o2d3 ' du r i ng ' : b´≥÷o2d3 hay≤yo2m
'als es noch Tag war', b´≥÷o2d3 s7´na2≤t3ayim 'in two years', id5&om4 me2-÷o2≤d3-ï
'as long as I live' [lit. 'from my duration']), d&o ÷o2d3 'still', 'as long a s
(still)', 'still more, again' ('noch'), Ph {HJ} ÷d 'still, moreover, Ug ÷d
'time, period', BA d&o ÷o2d3 'still' (π  Hb?), Nbt ÷d id., IA l? ?d 'not ye t '
(l?  'not'), Ar dI'Oa ÷a 2d-in 'while', Sb ÷d 'again', Gz ÷a2dï 'still, still m o r e ,
again, once more', Tgr ÷adu 'yet', Mh, Hrs ÷a2d 'still, yet, again', Jb C d-
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÷Od 'still', Ak fOAk adi 'as long as, while' (× Ak adi 'up to' <  N *÷adV
'limit, edge' (?) ‘ 'up to, until' [q.v.]) ¶ KB 752, 1756, OLS 72, Ln.
2188-92, JH 2O3, HJ 831-2, L G 55-6, BGMR 22, Jo. M 35-6, Jo. H 1 2 ,
Jo. J 19, CAD I/1 112-5 ||  A: NaT *uÎ- v. 'follow' > OT uÎ- ({Cl.} u2Î-) v.
'follow', Tk uy-  v. 'follow, suit, fit', Az uy- 'fit, correspond', Tkm uy- v.
'obey implicitly', {ET} 'follow', Uz ∆  uy- 'follow', Yk uta2 'following' ¶ Cl.
38, DTS 6O5-6, ET Gl 573-4  M *uda- follow, delay' >  MM [S]
uda√adu 'following, second (son)', [S, MA] uda- 'be late', WrM uda-,
HlM uda- v. 'delay', Mnr H {SM} udòa- 'persister longtemps dans l e
même état; tarder', Kl Ö {Rm.} uda-Xa '(ein Tier) erfolgen, nachjagen' ¶
H 158, Pp. MA 361, MED 86O-1, Kow. 38O, SM 463, KW 446, T 368 ¶ ¶
Hardly here (⇔  DQA) T *î∏Î- 'send (sth.)' , (‘ ) 'allow to go, re lease '
(more likely from N *wedhÅ 'to cause to go [to drive, to lead]', q.v.
ffd.) ¶¶ DQA #678 (A *i\u2!du 'lead, direct': incl. M), Rm. EAS I 143 (A
*udV  'follow' > M, T *uÎ- 'follow').
117. *÷{á}go  'to drink' >  HS: C *√÷g, {E} *÷ag- v. 'drink' >  EC *-÷ag-
/*-÷ig-/*-÷ug- pcv. 'drink' > Bn pcv. -a?ak- / i?ik-, Arr ?ig-, Dsn ?i!k, Elm
?ik-, Kns ik-, Ya {Hn.} -e5q-; HEC *ag- v. 'drink' >  Sd {Gs., Mrn., C}, Kmb
{C}, Hd {PB} ag- v. 'drink'; (× N *yuge6666 'to drink') Gdl uk-, Hr /Dbs /Gln
{AMS} ÷uk-, Cm {Hab.} ÷ug- id., (× N *Ó{i}K''''á 'eat'?): Yk Ek- 'eat', E!kto!
'food' »» Dhl {EEN} ÷ag- 'eat', {Ss.} ÷a~ga 'food' »» SC: Brn {Wh.} ag-, I rq
{MQK} ÷a2y-, Grw {Wh.} ÷ay-, ?φ Alg {Wh.} gag- v. 'eat' ¶ E PC #483, Ss. PEC
17, Wh. IC 56, MQK 18, Bl. 1O8, BlSO s.v. ik-, Gs. 6, AMS 274, Hn. Y II
124, Hw. A 34O, To. DL 482, EEN 13, Ss. PEC 17, Hn. Y II 124-5, Blz. CL
178, Blz. SCL s.v. 'eat'  S (d.?) *√÷gw v. 'suckle, give to drink' >  Ar
'jO√÷g7w G  'put out (a child) to nurse', ? (mt.) Gz √wg÷ G ' f eed
with milk', Amh/Arg/Grg {L} wAgga v. 'force to drink' ¶ Fr. III 117, BK II
186, Hv. 456-7, L G 6O7-8 || IE *h8eg≈W- ({EI} 1s prs. *≤h⁄e2gW≈-mi)
'dr ink ' >  Ht eku-/aku- (3s prs. ekuzi = {Pv.} ekW-ci), Lw aku-, Pal
aXu-  v. 'drink'  NaIE *eg≈W-/*e2g≈W- >  Tc: A, B yok- id. »» L e2brius
'drunk' (“  'having drunk one's fill': qom tu satura atque ebria
eris 'when you have had enough to eat and drink', Terence, Hecyra
5.2.3) ¶ Not akin to IE *akW-  'water' (⇔   Hrozny ; et al.) (see  Pv. I-II 2 6 1 -
8); not akin to IE *ek8- v. 'eat' (⇔  Mn.), because Ht -ku- and L -b-
indicate a pIE labiovelar cns. ¶¶ Pv. I-II 261-8, EI 175-6, ≠ Mn. 235, 2 3 7 ,
Wn. 6O1-2, Ad. 5O9-1O, Ad. H 22, JGH 147-9, ≠ WH II 387-8 || A
*°{e}gu or *°ugu >  M *u˝u- v. 'drink' >  MM [S] u√u-, [MA] v" u2-, WrM
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u9u-≠uu-≠a9u-, HlM uu- u2- v. 'drink', Ord u2¯-, Mnr H u2- id. ¶ H
16O, Pp. MA 371, MED 864, SM 462 ¶¶ SDM95 (s.v. ? *ugV ? 'd r ink ' ) :
(?) pA *ugV, but SDM VC envisages a possibility of A *e in the first syll
(A *e - u > M *u - u).
118. € ≈  *÷3333á{ya}gV 'fat' >  HS: S (+ ext.) *°√÷gr, *°√÷gn 'be s tou t ,
fat': [1] *°√÷gr >  Ar rjO√÷g7r (ip. -÷g7aru) ' c rassus \obesus \ven t rosus
fuit', rjaOà ?a÷g7ar- 'crassus, pinguis, ventrosus' (vir); [2] (+ ext . )
*°√÷gn > Ar √÷g7n 'pinguis fuit' (de camela), ÷ag7in- 'compacto c o r p o r e
et pinguis' (camelus) ¶ Fr. III 11O-1, 116   Eg OK ÷Z n. 'fat' ¶ EG I 2 3 9 ,
≠ Tk. SCC 94 [#24.1] || A ({DQA} *i\a2!gi 'fat', {SDM97} *a4∏gi}: M *eGu4-
ku4n ({SDM} *eGu4ku4, *u4Geku4) 'fat' >  MM [S] e√u4ku4n ≠ o4√u4ku4n, WrM
o4geku4(n), HlM øøx 'fat, lard, grease', Kl øøkn o4∏k´n 'fat, animal f a t
(salo)', Mnr H {SM} o2kæe 'grease, suet', Dg ‰ugu, Dx Fugun (Hl., Md.: a
secondary F-), ShY u4∏ko4n 'fat' ¶ H 47, MED 631, SM 296, KRS 42O, St AJ
235 [#29]  T *Ja2g 'fat' n. (×  N ≈  *L++++z 6 666a9Ë[yV] 'fat meat', q.v.) >  OT
ja˝  'grease, fat, oil' (incl. OT Og XI [MhK] ja2˝ 'suet'), Tk yag", Tkm ja2˝
'oil, butter, grease', Az ja˝ 'fat, butter', Uz e™© jå˝, ET ja˝, ∆ jaq
'grease, animal fat, butter', {Jr.} ja˝, ∆  {Ml.} jaq 'grease, oil, animal
fat', Ln ja˝ ≠ jaq 'grease, suet, fat', Slr jaX 'suet, fat, oil', Xlj ja2˝, U z
jå˝, Qmq jaw 'oil, butter, fat', Qrg S qov z7ow 'fat, butter', Alt d∆uu
Z1u2 'suet', d∆u Z1u 'animal fat', Qmn {B} Z1u id., 'butter', Tb {B} Z1u 'fat', QK
{B} Z1a˝, Tv c7a˝, Tf c1a˝ 'hard animal fat (salo )', Xk c7a˝, Yk sî¢a ' f a t ' ,
Chv s1u ± s1¥v 'butter, fat' ¶ Cl. 895, Rs. W 177, ET J 58-9, TL 453, DT
218, Ra. 193, BT 57-8, BN 67, B DChT 11, B DK 213, B DLT 144, Jeg.
215, Md. 27, 16O  Tg *°i\agJakta (= *°i\ag-Ja-kta) 'fat of a bear' >  Ul
ya9Z7akta id. ¶ STM I 337 ¶ The word belongs here if *-Ja- goes back t o
a sx. (extension) ¶¶ SDM97 s.v. *a4 ∏gi 'fat', DQA #632 (A *i\a2 !gi 'fat').
119. *{÷}ogËlV (or *é€oûûûûqËlV) 'offspring, child, young (of a n
animal); to beget, to bear a child' >  HS: ? WS *≤÷igul- 'calf' >  BHb lg#o4
≤÷eg#El 'young bull\ox', Pun, Ug, OA ÷gl, JA lg@(i)o4 ÷e≤g#al, JEA e m .
al1g6io5 ÷ig#≤l-a2, Sr \ogºe ÷Eg#≤l-a2, Ar ¬j0Oi ÷ig7l-, Gz ?´gW´l ≠ ÷´gW´l
'calf'; Cn ı Cpt agol agol 'ox' ¶ KB 741, KBR 784-5, A #1995, OLS
75, HJ 824, Lv. III 618, Sl. 851, Br. 5O9-1O, L G 11  C ≈ *√?k'Wl ( o r
*√?k'l) 'give birth, child' >  Ag {AD} *k'W‰Ò-/*?‰k'W‰Ò- ({Ap.} *qW‰r-
/*?‰qW‰r-) v. 'beget, child' (<  Early Ag **√?k'Wl?) >  Bln ?‰xWra ' boy ' ,
f. ?‰qWra 'daughter', pl. qW‰r 'children', Xm (‰)xW‰r 'child', pl. ‰qW‰r,
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Km xW‰ra 'child', Bln ?xWa4r-, Xm ‰xW‰r- v. 'bear, beget'; Early Ag
**√?k'Wl ı Tgy k'WAl÷a 'child' »» HEC *k'al- v. 'give birth' >  Sd, Kmb
k'al-, Hd {Hd.} k'ar-, {Ss.} k'a2r- v. 'give birth' (of animals), Brj k'al- v. 'give
birth', k'a!la 'child' ¶ Ap. AV 17, R WB 23, Hd. 7O, Ss. B 123, ≠ AD SF
2OO || K: Sv L ûqlaw- 'child, boy' (× N *ûûûûq{ËlË} 'boy, child') ¶  Dn. s.v.
ûqlaw-, ≠ K2 243-4 (unc.: Sv *ûql- < K *ûqle- 'penis') || A: T *ogul (pT
{Md.} *og[u]l) 'offspring, child' (‘ 'male child') >  OT oÌul 'offspring,
child', Chg oÌul 'son', Tkm, Az, ET, SY, Ln, Xlj oÌul, Tk og"ul, Qzl oÌîl,
Uz öÌil, Qrg, StAlt u2l, Qq ul, Qzq u"l, VTt, Bsh ul, Tv o2l, Tf O2l, Yk u¢ol,
Blgh Òva" Vwal, Chv yva€l îv¥l, ∆  iv¥l ± ¥v¥l ± uv¥l, Chv MK u'l
'son', Xk Sg/Kc o2l 'young man, son', Qzl o˝îl id. ¶ Cl. 83-4, ET Gl 414-6 ,
Rs. W 358, TL 313-4, DHST 299, DT 168, Ra. 213, BT 168, Md. 45, Md.
OJ 133, 228, IsxP 57, BIG 123, 127, Fed. II 468, Jeg. 341  ?σ M: WrM
u9alZa ≠ u9ulZa, HlM ugalz, Kl u˝¥lza 'male wild mounta in
sheep' ¶ MED 863-4, KW 447 ¶¶ ≈  Starostin (S CNM 9 and S SN 1 5 4 )
equates T with M u9alZa (which I accept) and with MKo a~hÄ!i\ ' ch i ld '
and reconstructs pA *uka(lV) 'child, son' (not convincing because t h e
element *lV has a proto-N age) || Gil: Gil: A oGla 'son, child', ES {Krn.}
eGlN ≠ eGlaN 'child', A oGlagu, ES eGlgun 'children' ¶¶ ST 241, ST RN
127, 369, 416, Krn. N 494 || D (in SD) {tr.} *okkal-, {GS} *okal-
'relations, kinsfolk' > Tm okkal id., Ml okkaliyan 'a cultivating
class', Kt okl 'family', Td wîkîl 'family within clan', Kn okkal ' residing,
residence, home', okkala 'husbandman, farmer', Kdg okka 'patri l ineal
joint family', Tu okkel¥ 'a tenant'; D ı Prkr okkia- 'a dwelling,
residence' ¶ D #925, GS 82 [#255] ˚  If WS *≤÷igul- belongs here, w e
must reconstruct *÷- for pN and suppose that the glottalized stop a n d
its reflexes in C, K, and D have developed from a cluster *÷g (>  C *k', Sv
ûq-, SD *-kk-, {GS} *-k-). WS *-i- in *≤÷igul- (for the expected *-u-) still
needs explaining ˚  Starostin (S CNM 9, S SN 154) suggests to equate Sv
ûqlaw- 'child, boy' with A *ku2lV 'slave, servant' and with D *kuli ' h i r ed
labourer', sc. to transfer it either to N *K''''ul ∏ ∏∏∏{a 4 444} 4 'clan, village' (‘
'everybody') and N *ûûûûq{ËlË} 'boy, child' (‘  A 'servant, slave') or to N
*kulV  'to work' ˚  AD NM #119, S CNM 9 (÷÷ NrCs, ST).  
12O. € *÷ 3333okV (or *÷ 3333oK ''''V?) 'listen' or 'ear' >  HS: EC: Sa {R} o3kka2, Sa I
{CR} ÷ok5k5Wa2 'ear', Af {PH} ÷o!kka 'ear-wax', ? Brj {Ss.} akkab- v. 'hear' ¶
R S II 23, PH 61, AD SF 264 || D (in SD) *°o2k- v. 'listen' >  Td o;x ' h ea r ' ,
Kt o'garv- 'listen without speaking' (BE: *o2k- + *karv- 'lie hidden') ¶ D
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#1O32 ˚  Connected with N *÷3333uK ''''a 'see', 'eye' (q.v.)? The et. is qu . ,
because the cognates are isolated in both HS and D.
121. ?σ *÷3333ayka '≈ move (quickly), jump' >  IE: NaIE *ai\g- {P} ' ( s i ch)
heftig bewegen, schwingen, vibrieren' ({EI} ? IE *h⁄ei\g- 'move') >  OI
e2jati 'stirs, moves' »» ON eikinn 'wütend, rasend, gewaltsam', NNr
eikjen 'streitsüchtig' »» Gk a]igi1ß 'rushing storm, hurricane', ?σ Gk
a‘igeß 'waves'  »» pSl *jÁgrati (seß) 'amuse oneself, dance, play', ? ' j u m p '
> RChS, OR igrati  'to amuse oneself, to jump', OCS igrati igrati
'pai1zein, ludere', Blg ig ≤raå , McdS igra v. 'play, dance', SCr i~grati,
OP igrac1 'to play, to dance', SCr Ch ji~grati, Slv igra!ti, P grac1, R
ig≤rat∆, Uk ≤grati 'to play', R ∆  ig≤rat∆ 'to dance', Cz hra1ti ' t o
play, to amuse oneself'; pSl *jÁgra¡ 'amusement, play, dance' >  OCS
igra igra 'lusus', RChS, OR igra igra 'pai1gnion, paidia1, ludus', Blg,
R ig ≤ra , Cz, Slk hra 'play, amusement', SCr i~gra, SCr Ch ji~gra 'play,
dance', Slv i!gra, ∆ igra`à, HLs jhra ≠ hra, OP igra, P gra, Uk gra
'play' ¶ WP I 11, P 13-4, EI 388, M K I 126, ≈ F I 32, Vr. 96, ESSJ VIII 2O8-
11, Glh. 274-5, LS 4O || HS: S *°√÷yk >  Ar √÷yk G (÷a2ka / -÷ïku)
'marcher en remuant les épaules' ¶ Fr. III 251, BK II 422  B *°√Óky (*-
Ókuy-) v. 'tremble, jump' >  Sll {Ds.} akWi (3s pf. yukWi) v. ' t r embler ,
sautiller; sauter en se laissant tomber', Tz {Stm.} aºkWy (= aºkWi?) v.
'jump' ¶ Ds. 256, 284, Stm. 162 || D *ak- v. 'tremble, fear' (× N
*qag[? ]a  'to fear') >  Ka agi v. 'tremble, fear', Tu aguruni v. ' t o t t e r ,
stagger', Tl agurvu 'fear, terror' ¶¶ D #12.  
122. *÷3333aK''''o 'water' > HS *÷{a}k'W- > C *°÷ak'W- > Ag *÷ak'W- 'water' > Bln
{Plm., R} ÷ak'W [÷au\k'], Xm {R} ax5W, Xm T {CR} ax5W, ak5Wi, {Bnd.} a2qW,
Q {R} aXu2, Km {CR} aXW, {Bnd.} a2GW, Aw {Bnd.} a9u 'water ' »» EC: ?φ
Gdl {Bnd.} haka" 'water' ¶ AD SF 273-4, R WB 62, ≈ Ap. AV 2 (Ag *?ak'W-
)  NrOm: Ym {Wdk.} a~ka@ 'river, water', {C} ak, {Bnd.} a2ka 'water' ¶
Wdk. BY 116, C SE III 66., ≈ AD SF 273-4  S *√÷k'k' >  ? SS
*√÷k'w≠√÷wk' ( '≈  water surface', 'lake', or the like) >  Jb E {Jo.}
≤÷O≤k'Ot, Mh ?a1≤k'awt, pl. ?ïwe2k' 'mountain pool', Hrs ?a≤k'awt, pl. ?awe2k'
id., ?? Sb ÷wk5 (h. l. translated in BGMR as '[?] bank, embankment ' ,
'berge, talus') »  Ar √÷qq G (pf. œWOa ÷aqqa) 'in pluviam dissolvit (ventus
nubem)' (×  Ar √÷qq G 'split, rend') ¶ Fr. III 188, Jo. M 36, Jo. H 1 2 ,
BGMR 23 || IE *éekW- (or *éakW-) ({EI} *hÅekWehÅ-) 'water' >  NaIE
*akW-a2  id. > L aqua 'water' »» Gmc {Vr.} *ahWo2 > Gt aHa, ON o1, a1 (≠
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o<1) 'river', Dn aº 'small river', AS e2a, OSx, OHG aha 'water, s t r eam,
river' »» BSl: R Oka n. l. (river) ({Trb.}: π  Blt), ? Slk Oka  (a lake in t h e
Tatra mountains) ¶ P 23, EI 636, Mn. 31, WH I 6O, Vr. 1, Fs. 18, Ho. 8 2 ,
Ho. S 1, EWA I 1OO-3, Kb. 1O, Vs. III 127 || A: T *ak- v. 'stream, flow' >
OT aq- v. 'flow', Tk ak-, Tkm, VTt, Qzq, Qrg, ET, Ln, StAlt, Tv aq- id. » ?
Chv L yux- v. 'flow' ¶ Cl. 77, ET Gl 118-12O, Fed. II 495-6 ¶¶ Md. 1 1 5 ,
165 (‘ DQA #62O) reconstructed ppT *i\akæ- v. 'flow, stream' a n d
equated Chv yux- with Ewk yaku- 'be flooded' and with WrMc yo2Xon
'ditch, trench, furrow'; but Tg *yak-  is better to be equated with T *Jag-
> OT ja˝- 'pour, pour rain' (Cl. 896) (see  N *yakV '≈  to pour, to b e
covered with water') ¶¶ ≠ DQA #62O (A *i\a!kæa ¬ *-k-) ˚ Not identical
with N *÷ {á}go 'drink' (q.v.). Cf. AD LRC #54 (IE, C), IS I 275-6 (HS [S,
C], IE, D + •÷ EC *÷Vg- v. 'drink' and Ht eku- id.), WNL NC s.v. 'wa te r '
(HS-IE-T, as well as Esk uq-¬‰G-n‰Ì 'a drop' and Gil ‰Gi- v. 'stream' [of
a river]) ˚ ≠  Gr. I #414 (*akwa 'water') (IE + qu. CK, Ai + err. U, A
[*i\akæa/i\aka], Ko, J, Gil).
123. *{÷}ok ''''i 'sharp point\edge' >  IE *éWek8- (≠ *éek8-?) / *é=Wk8- ({EI}
*h€ek8-) 'sharp, pointed' >  NaIE *ok8- / *´k8- id. >  OI ≤as1ri-h5 ' co rne r ,
angle, edge' »» Gk }akriß 'hill-top, mountain peak', ]akh1 'point', ]aki1ß (gen .
]aki 1doß) 'a point, barb of an arrow\hook', }akroß  'spitz' »» pAl {O} *ac-eta
({∫O} *atseta) >  Al athe4t adj. 'bitter, harsh, unpleasantly sour' »» L
acu-s (gen. acu2s) 'needle', acies 'edge (of a sharp ins t rument ) ' ,
a2cer 'sharp', Osc akrid 'acriter' »» OIr ochair 'angle, edge', W
ochr {Vn.} id., {YGM} 'side', hogi 'to sharpen, to whet' »» Gmc {Vr.}
*agjo2 > ON egg 'blade, edge', Sw egg 'blade', OSx e$ggia id., ' edge ' ,
OHG egga ≠ ecka 'sharp point, edge, corner, Schneide', MHG ag ≠
egle 'perch', NHG Ecke 'edge, corner', Eck 'angle', AS e$c1Ì1 ' edge,
blade, sword', NE edge »» Lt as7muoﬁ (pl. aﬁs7mens), as7menys ' s h a r p
point, blade', Ltv asmens 'blade, edge' » Sl *o~str¥ 'sharp' >  OCS, OR
ostr5 ostrË, Blg ≤ost`r, SCr o`às7ta•r, Slv o!ster, Cz, Slk ostry1, P
ostry, R ≤ostryj, Uk ≤(g)ostrij id. »» Arm ase¬n aseÒn,
as¬an asÒan 'needle' »» pTc {Ad.} *a2ke > Tc: A {Wn.} a2k 'bout, fin,
pointe, sommet', B {Ad.} a2ke 'end', B akessu  'at the end, last' ¶¶ The
adduction of Ht aku- (nom. aku-s) 'stone', Lt akmuo and Ltv
akmens 'stone' (see Ph. I-II 24 and Frn. 5) is questionable for semant ic
reasons. These words may belong to another N etymon (reconstruct ib le
as *0haK''''Ë 'stone', cp. Tgy hak'WAk'WA 'essayer une pierre c o m m e
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meule') ¶¶ P 18-22, EI 5O9, M K I 61, F I 52, ≈  59, WH I 7, 11, Vn. O 6 ,
YGM-1 287, 347, Schz. 119, KM 151, Ho. S 14, Ho 87, EWA II 955-6, Kb.
196, O 12, Frn. 19, Vs. III 166-7, Glh. 46O, Slt. 123, Wn. 157, Ad. 3 7 ,
Ad. H 131, DRS 446 || K: G ek'-al- 'thorn', G Ms hek'-al- id.; (×  N
*Xako++++aÂV  '≈  top part, tip, extremity')  Sv: USv {TK} hok'er, LSv {TK}
wok'er 'the very bottom, end (Pskeri, Ziri, bolo, dno, konec )',
UB {GP} hok'er 'at the very bottom, below' ¶¶ TK 897, GP 316, IS I 251 ||
A *okæi ({Pp.} *okî) >  T *ok 'arrow' >  OT, Chg, XwT, MQp, Chg oq, MOg
oX, Tk ok, Tkm, CrTt, QrB, Qmq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Alt, ET, SY, Ln, Tv
oq, VTt, Bsh uq, Uz öq, Az, Yk oX, Xk uX id., Tf O<q 'bullet'; Chv L uxa€
ux¥ 'shooting bow' ({IS}: <  *oq-ja2y 'arrow-bow'?) ¶ Cl. 76, ET Gl 437-8 ,
TL 577, Rs. W 359, Ra. 212, Jeg. 279-8O, Fed. II 296  Tg: WrMc oki
yo2ro  'blunt-headed arrow' (yo2ro  'arrow with a head of bone') ¶ Z 1 2 3
 M *oki (unless it is *Foki) 'top, point' > WrM oki , HlM ox∆ id., WrO
oki  'top, point, summit', ? Kl ok∆ , {Rm.} oki 'the first strongest po r t ion
of distilled vodka' (“  'Spitze'?) ¶ MED 6O7, Krg. 118, KW 284  pJ {S}
*a~ku\a~yai~ 'pheasant’s spur' > OJ a~ku\o~ye~ ¶ S QJ #751 ¶¶ Rs. W 359, Pp.
VG 98, 134, DQA #17 (A *o"~kæa~ 'sharp point, notch') || U: FU *°okkV >
BF *okka 'thorn', *okas / *okkaha- 'thorn, spine, prick' with a secondary
variant *o˝as (generalization of the weak grade of cns. gradation) >  F
oka / gen. oan, ∆  okka 'thorn', F oas 'thorn, spine, prick', ∆  okkas,
Krl Ld ogaz id., Vp ogaz ± ogah 'thorn, awn of a plant ear', Es okas /
gen. okka  'thorn, prickle'   AdS  of Sm {Jn., Hl.} *uk‰ 'tip, front p a r t '
<  N *{é€}o6666kË 'head' (q.v.) ¶ SK 423-4, ZM 376, Jn. 3O, Hl. M #1113 ,
KKIH 191 || ? HS: S *°√÷wk'[k'] >  Ar ÷awa2qq- pl. 'petits rejetons q u i
poussent au haut de la tige du palmier' ¶ BK II 3O6 ¶¶ The Ar cognate is
qu., because it is isolated within HS ˚  If Ht aku- belongs here, the IE
reflex suggests N *÷-  or *H-  (the only lrs. that do not yield Ht h-,
preserve the infl. of the following N vw. in NaIE, and yield zero in K).
Without Ht aku-  and without the S cognate the N rec. will be *h++++÷ ++++Hok ''''i .
If the S cognate belongs here, the N rec. must be *÷ok''''i ˚  IS I 2 5 1 - 2
(*Óok5i; IE, K, A, U), Rs. W 359 (A, U) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #18 (*ok
' a r row/po in t ' ) .
124. *÷ 3333uK ''''a  ( o r  *÷3333ukV?a, *÷3333ÅwuK''''a, *÷ 3333ÅwukV?a?) 'see', 'eye' >
HS: S [1] *°÷Vk'- > Ug {OLS} ÷k5 'pupil of the eye', [2] SWS *°-÷u2k'- (?) >  Gz
-÷u2k'- (pf. ÷o2k'a, js. -÷u2k') v. 'know, understand, take notice, observe ' ,
Amh 0wq awwAk'A v. 'know, be familiar with', Har a2k'a id.; the EthS
word is hardly a Cushitism (⇔  C, L, IS, AD SF), because its p resumable
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Agaw origin does not account for the preservation of the ancient labial
element -u2-/-o2-/-ww- of the stem, and the EC origin cannot explain t h e
cns. k' ¶ OLS 86, C SE I 234, L G 78-9, IS I 255, AD SF 264  C: Ag *-{÷}ak'-
v. 'see, know' >  Q {R} ax- ≠ ah- v. 'see', Aw {Hz.} -aq-, Km {Ap.} ax-,
{CR} ax- v. 'know' »» C ı Mb {Fl.} axo v. 'see' »» EC: [1] Dl: Hr {AMS}
?ax-ic7c7e! (pl. ?a!xxe), Dbs {AMS} ?axac7c7e, Gln {AMS} ?iX-te! (pl. ?i!xxe),
Gwd {AMS} ?axa, Cm {Hab.} ?axi"!te 'eye'; [2] ?φ  EC {Ss.} *?og- 'know' >
Sml o!g 'knowing', wa2^n o!g aha~y 'I know', Rn -o2!g- 'aware of', o2!gaHe ' b e
aware of, know', Dsn ?o!g adj. 'knowing', Or {Grg.} og-e2ssa (< *og-ays7-a)
'one who knows, wise, expert' (ı Brj o≤gays7i 'one who knows, skilful
person, specialist, expert', Amh wAges7s7a 'local medical pract i t ioner ' ) ;
Sd {Gs.} egen- v. 'know'; this EC cognate is highly problematic because
of its initial and medial cnss.; hardly here Kns, Gdl akk-  'see' (acc. to Bl.
25O, from EC *?ark-, see  N *?ar[V]ka 'see, observe') ¶ AD SF 264, R
QW 21-2, Ap. K 331, Ap. AV 2 (Ag *?ak'- 'know'), Ss. B 154, Grg. 3O3,
PG 24O, Th. 259, Gs. 89, To. DL 483, AMS 231  WCh: NgzB: Ngz {Sch.}
i~:k- / (y)k- 'see, look' (3s p. ï~ka!u\), Bd {IL in JI} i!ka~, {Sch. in ChL} i~:ka^n v.
'see' ¶ Sch. DN 8O-1, JI II 284, ChL I 26O || IE: *éWekW-/*éeu\k- 'eye', v.
'learn': [1] IE *éWekW- ({EI} *h‹okW-) 'eye' (>  NaIE stems *okW-
(s)≠*okWi-, d.: *okW-o-, *okW-yo-, *okW-mn=-) >  OI ≤aks5i ntr., aks5ï- f .
'eye', Av du. as7i 'eyes' »» Arm akn akn id., gen. akan akan, pl. n o m .
a¢˚ ac7≈-k≈, pl. gen.a¢açac7≈-ac≈ »» Gk }oπ (gen. ]op-o1ß) 'eye, face', Gk
D [Hs.] }okkon accus. 'eye', Gk Hm }osse 'eyes' (Arm ac7≈-k≈ and Gk }oss- <
*okW-y-; acc. to Me. EAC, *-y- belongs to the marker of du.), Gk #π*
'sight, face' (in set phrases, cds., and ds.: e]iß ‘vpa '[to look one] in t h e
face, Auge in Auge', my1-vπ  'short-sighted', ]vph1 'face', [yp-v1p-ia 'part o f
the face under the eyes', etc.) »» L oculus 'eye' »» Lt aki~s (du. aki~),
Ltv acs » pSl *oŸko 'eye', du. *oŸc7i >  OCS oko oko / d u . ohi oc7i, Blg
oko  /  pl. o¢i , SCr oàko / oàc7i, Slv oko• / oc7i•, Cz, Slk, P oko, R oko
/ pl. o¢i »» pTc {Ad.} *ek- > Tc A ak, B ek 'eye'  [2] IE *éWekW-
'hole' (“  'eye') >  Gk o>ph1 'hole (esp. in roof)' »» Lt aﬁkas 'ice-hole', Ltv
aka 'spring, source'  [3] IE *éWekW-(y)- v. 'see, watch, show' >  Av
axs7-, Gk }optomai ≠ }ossomai, ft. }oπomai, pfc. }opvpa v. 'see', OFrs
a2uwia≠ a2wia, AS e1awian ≠ e1awan ≠ e1owan v. 'show'  [4] IE
*éeu\k-/*éou\k- 'eye', v. 'learn' ({EI} *h⁄eu\k- 'become accustomed') >
pGmc *au\Gan 'eye' ({∫trad.} *au©an) >  Gt augo2, ON auga, OSx o6ga,
OHG ouga, NHG Auge, AS e1aÌe 'eye' (>  NE eye); Gt bi-u2hts
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'gewohnt' »» Lt ju~nkti (prs. ju~nkstu) 'to get accustomed', Ltv ju2^kt
'accustomed', Lt jauki~nti, Ltv jaukt vt. 'to accustom', Pru iaukint
'to exercise (üben)' » Sl *uc7-i ¡-ti, *uk-/*vÈk- >  OCS, OR uhi-ti, R
u≤¢i-t∆, SCr u~c7i-ti, Cz uc7i-ti, P uzcy-c1 'to teach', OR uk5
'learning', R na-≤uka 'learning, experience, science', Sl *vi_¡k-noß-ti ' t o
learn' >  OCS v7k-n0-ti vûk-no>-ti, SCr viŸknuti id., R (pri-
)vyk-nu-t∆ 'to get accustomed' »» OI ≤ucya-ti 'is accustomed t o ' ,
Sgd ywc7t 'teaches' »» Arm usanimusanim 'I learn' »» OIr to-ucc-
v. 'understand' ¶ P 775-7, EI 4, 188 (does not connect between r o o t s
for 'become accustomed' and 'eye'), Mn. 882-3, M K I 16, M E I 42-3, F
II 281, 4O7-8, 1154, Ch. 811-2, Fs. 64, Vr. 19, Ho. 83, ≈ 87, Ho. S 5 6 ,
KM 38, Kb. 751, Vn. U 13, Slt. 2O-2, 264-5, IS I 255 (IE *éeu\k- >  Gmc),
Frn. 196-7, En. 183, Tp. P I-K 22-3, SJSS VII 357, Vs. I 368 and IV 1 7 9 -
8O, Glh. 452, 649, Wn. 141, Ad. 74-5, Ad. H 17, 37, 42, 137 ¶ I a m
grateful to Blz. for convincing me to adduce Sl *uc7i- in spite of t h e
semantic distance between 'eye' and 'learn' (≡σ  M) || ?φ U: FU (att. i n
Ugr) *wokV (or *woGV) v. 'see, look' >  OHg o1-, Hg o1v- v. ' p r o t e c t '
(“ v. 'look after ' ) » pObU *wÈ∏-,*wÈ∏j-/*wÈ∏˝- v. 'see' >  pVg *wÈ∏-,
*wÈ∏y-/*wÈ∏G-, *wa2y- id. > Vg: UL/Ss wa2-, wa2G-, P w‰2-, w‰2G-, NV/SV/LL
way-, u2-, T wa2˘-, wa˘-, wa2y-, way-, LK wa2-, waºy-, u2-, MK u2-, UK w‰2-,
waºy-, u2- v. 'see'; pOs *wu-, *wuy- id.>  Os: V wu-, Vy/Y/K/Kr u-, uy-, Ty
wu-, wuy-, Nz u-, Kz wO- v. 'see' ¶ MF 5O8-9, Ht. #652. The cognate is
qu. for phonetic reasons: *-k-  ¬ *-G- for the expected *-kk-, the change
*u- > *wo- (probably through *wu-?) || A ({DQA} *ukæu- v. 'look in to ,
understand'): NaT *uk- v. 'understand, find out' >  OT, MQp uq-, Qzq,
Qq, Uz, ET, Tb uq- v. 'understand', Qrg, StAlt, ET ∆  uq- v. 'listen, hea r ' ,
Az Mgn uÌ-uz 'knowing much, wise' ¶ Cl. 77-8, DTS 613, Rs. W 511-2 ,
ET Gl 584  M *uqa- v. 'learn, notice, understand' >  MM [S, HI] uqa-
id., [MA] 'Qv" uqa- v. 'understand', WrM uqa-, HlM, Kl uXa-, WrO
uXa- id., 'perceive, be aware', d. Ord uXWa2 'intelligence, esprit' ¶ H
16O, H SMG 23, H SMD 57, Ms. H 1O5-6, Ms. O 226, Lew. II 82, Pp. MA
365, KW 447, MED 89O, Krg. 162; Cl. 77-8:  M π T  pJ {S} *u!!ka!-(n)
ka!p- v. 'look into, inquire' >  OJ ukakap-, J: T u~kaga-, K u!ka!ga!-, Kg ukaga!-
¶ S QJ #197, Mr. 778  ?σ Tg (in NrTg) *[x]oksa > Lm o˝sa ' th ink ,
ponder (how to live\survive in the next winter)', Ewk okso 'think over ,
change one’s mind' ¶ STM II 11 ¶¶ SDM95 s.v. *ukæa, DQA #25O3 (A
*ukæu  'understand, look into') || ?φ D (in NED) *ak- v. 'know' >  Krx ax-
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v. 'know, realize', Mlt a29e v. 'know, understand ' , a29-re v. ' ge t
accustomed to' ¶ D #17, Pf. 184 ¶ NED *a still needs explaining ˚
Hardly here IE *au\g- 'shine' (see  N *{h}awk{a} 'light [lux], bright') ˚  If
EC *?og- and FU *wok+GV  belong here, they apparently point to a N plain
*-k-  rather than to *-K''''- , suggesting a N etymon with *-k-  + *-?- (> *-
k'- ≠ *-k-), sc. N *÷3333ukV?a ˚  The vw. *a in D *ak- is still to b e
explained. It is tempting to suggest that Amh awwAk'A, Ag *-{÷}ak'-, a n d
D *ak- point to a N *÷ 3333ÅwuK''''a  (or *÷ 3333ÅwukV?a) ˚  Cf. IS I 255-6 (IE, A
[T, M], HS [C]); IS MS 333, Bl. LB #47.
125. ?σ € *÷3333ÉK''''V{Z@@@@}V ≈ 'to peck, to prick' (of birds and o t h e r
animals) >  HS: CS *√÷k's ≠ *√÷k'c' v. G 'sting' > Sr √÷k's T   'be s tung '
(by a scorpion, serpent), ÷´k5u2≤s-a2 'aculeus (sting)', JA [Trg.], JEA
√÷k'c' G  'sting' (e.g. of scorpions), MHb √÷k'c' G 'sting, prick' ( o f
insects, reptiles) ¶ JPS 425, Br. 543, Js. 11O7-8, Sl. 877, Klein 482   B
*√ÓksÓ (= *a4ksiÓ?) v. 'eat' > Ah ´ks7, Gd Es7s7, Izn, Gh, Mtm, etc. ´c7, Kb
´c7c7, Tmz ´ts7, Zng {TC} et!s7i ¶ Fc. 736, Lf. II #O164, Nh. G 176, Pr. M I-III
58, MT 729, Dl. 68-7O, DCTC 285, NZ 163-9 || A: M *°o4gZ>u4ge[n] (unless
with *F-) > WrM o4gZu4ge, HlM øgzøg 'food for birds' ¶ MED 633  ?
T: OT igiÎ- v. 'feed (a person, an animal)', MT [MhK] igdil- v. ' b e
nourished\fed' (× N *Ó{i}K''''á 'eat', q.v. ffd.) ¶ Cl. 1O, 1O4.
126. *÷3333ÅlV (= *÷3333alÉ or *÷3333a 4 444lî ^ ^^^) 'height, top', 'climb, go up' >  HS
*÷al-  'high place', v. 'ascend' >  S *÷al-  'height' >  Hb lo1 ÷a2l 'height, high
place', IA, Nbt, Plmlo÷l , Ar ÒOa ÷al- 'above, upwards', Ug ÷l ' d a rübe r ' ,
Mh ÷a2le2w 'on the top', Hrs ≤ba÷la 'on, on top of', Cn ı Eg (EgSSc)
{Hlk.} ÷a1-l-ta1 'upper room'; combined with *la- 'to': IA [Frh.] l÷l ' u p ,
upwards', Plm l÷l 'above, upon', Sr  La0¬ l´÷al 'above, on', Gz ¬)l
la÷lA (in modern pronunciation) <  OEth *la÷la, Tgr l0L lA÷al, Tgy L)li
l‰÷li id.; S du. cs. *÷alay >  prep. *?alay 'above, on' >  H b lo2 ?al ' o n '
(+ppa: K1il3o1 ?a2≤lE2k3a2 < *÷a≤layka 'on thee [m.]', etc.), P h lo ÷l , ilo ÷ly,
Ug, OA, IA ÷l 'on', Ar ÈlaOa÷ala2 (+ppa: ÷alay-ka 'on thee [m.]'), Sb ÷ly
'on'; S *√÷ly, *-÷lay- v. G 'ascend, go up' >  H b elo √÷lw+y G  (p f .
÷a2≤la2, ip. ya÷â≤lE2), Ph, Ug √÷ly G  id., Ar √÷lw G  (pf. ÷a2la2 |aOa) v.
'ascend, be high', Sb ÷ly G  v. 'go up to (a place)', Ak elu6 v. ' t ravel
uphill, go up, ascend'; S adj. *÷alïy- 'high' >  Amr {G} ÷aliy- 'high', Ug
{OLS} ÷ly 'altísimo, excelso', Ar ÷alïy- 'high, elevated, lofty' ¶ KB 77O-
5, KBR 824-3O, OLS 76-8, G A 15, JH 2O8-12, HJ 842-5O, 852-3, Fr. III
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215-7, Ln. 2146-7, BK II 352-7, BGMR 15-6, Jo. M 23, Jo. H 8, L G 3O3-
4, CAD IV 114-35, Hlk. #37, SivCR 78  Eg fOK ì÷r, fMK {EG, Fk.} ÷r
[=*√÷l], {EG} ÷ry v. 'mount up, ascend' >  DEg ÷l >  Cpt: Sd ale ale, B
aliI ale2i, F alIali id. ¶ EG I 41, 2O8, Fk. 11, 45, Er. 67, Vc. 6  B *-
Óliy v. 'climb, ascend' (Pcj. I A 3, Fcj. 68) >  Kb, Mz ali, pf. 3s yuli, ASgr,
Wrg ali 'monter', Shw {Hy.} a6li 's'élever en l'air, monter comme u n
ballon', BSn a4 ∏li v. 'climb (a tree, etc.)', Ah ali, 3s pf. yul´"i\, ETwl al´y v.
'be suspended (in the air)' ¶ Dl. 47O-1, Dlh. M 111, Hy. 1O7, Fc. 1O16-
7, 2OO6, GhA 12O, Pr. M VI-VII 96  C: EC {Ss.} *÷al- 'mounta in ,
highland' >  Sa ÷al, Af ÷ale, Rn Ha!l 'mountain', Sml ÷a!l 'lofty, coastal
range of mountains', Sml Mt ÷al 'high mountain', Arr ?e!l 'mountain', Hr ,
Dbs, Gln ≤÷ale 'highland' ¶ AD SF 14O-1, Ss. PEC 35, Oo. 7O, PG 135, PH
53-4, AMS 15O, 195, Lm. SD 312, Hw. A 339  Ch: WCh *÷aly- v. ' s t and
up' {Stl.} > pAG *yaÓal (< *ya÷al from *÷aly-, which Stl. explains by m t . )
> Su {J} ya@Ìa@l, Ang {Flk.} yal » Tng ?il, Dr yil » Gj {Sh.} hilya 'stand up' ¶
Stl. ZCh 228 [#765], J S 88 ¶¶ Coh. #58 (S, Eg, B, C), AD SF 14O-1 (C, S,
Eg, B), Vc. 6 (Eg, S, B) || U *a4lV- v. 'raise, lift, carry' >  pObU {Ht.}
*a4∏l´m- v. 'raise, lift' >  pVg *a4∏l´m- id. >  Vg: T a4lm-, LK O4lm-, MK O4∏lm-,
P/LL alm-/a2lm-, NV/SV/ML/UL, Ss a2lm- id., LK O4∏lEmka4∏t- v. 'rise' ( ' s i ch
erheben'); pOs *a4l´m- v. 'raise, lift' >  Os: V/Vy a4l´m-, Ty/Y a$¬´m-, D/K
a$t´m-, Nz at´m-, Kz a¬´m-, O a$l´m- id. » ? Hg emel- v. 'lift, raise' ( m t . )
 Sm {Jn.} *il¥-≠*yil¥- v. 'raise' > Ne T {Ter.} ila€-, O {Lh.} yiÒ;a2-, Ne
F L yirra- v. 'raise', Ng Jil´Ji id., En {Cs.} 1s aor. obcj. X i≤Òabo, B
ji≤rabo id., Slq Tm {KD} 1s aor. I2labò 'I weighed', Kms {KD} JiÒd¥l!Em ≠
c7!ild¥l!Em 'in die Höhe heben' ¶¶ Coll. 5, UEW 24, MF 152-3, LG 211, Ht .
#27, Jn. 26, Ter. 139, Lh. 126-7, KD 16 || A: T *°al{u}k > Qrg {Rl.} alîq ≠
aluq 'peak, summit' ¶ Rl. I 372, Cl. 135-6  M *°ala (unless it is *°Fala)
>  WrM ala, HlM al 'flat-topped hill' ¶ MED 26  Tg *°ali-n >  WrMc
alin 'mountain', Mc Sb {Y} ?alin 'mountain, hill', {Mrm.} alin 'Berg,
Berge, Gebirge', Jrc {Lg., Kiy.} alin 'mountain', Tg *alV 'hill, small
mountain' >  Mc ala 'hill, flat-topped mountain', Nn ala ' small
mountains' (the pTg word *al-a [but not **alin] results from a merge r
with the √  *ala- v. 'cross mountains' <  A *a2l!V-, due to the merger of A
*l and *l! in Tg) ¶ STM I 27-8, Y #2O67, Klz. MS 1OO, Kiy. 99 [#O39], Lg.
IDT 225, Md. ChF 133 ˚  ≠ AD LRC #64 (S *√÷l 'on, above, top' ÷ IE
*al-, *ol- 'over, on the other side' ÷ A *olam- v. 'ford'), ≠ IS I 274-5 (HS
*√÷lw+y [presumably 'cross a mountain'] > Ak elu6 • 'cross mounta ins ' ,
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Gz √÷lwy {Di.} ' t ransgredi ' )  ÷ IE *hel- 'on the other side' ÷ A *a2l!a
'cross a mountain'). But in the light of new ev. the Ak and Gz roots d o
not mean 'cross mountains' or anything similar, so that these ear l ier
comparisons are not plausible. ≈  Gr. II #10 (*ol 'arise ') . ˚  Hardly h e r e
G ma˝ali 'high' adj., ma˝la 'high' adv., ma˝l- 'höher machen' (Chx.
729-3O, Chik. 243); it would have been tenable if the √  had been -˝al-
/-˝l-, but K2 5 analyzes the word as m-a˝-al- 'high' < GZ *a˝- ' u p ,
upwards'. If nevetheless the G cognate is valid, the initial N cns. was
*˝- .
127. *÷{a}l ∏∏∏∏V 'burn (esp. sacrifices), use magic means (sacrifices,
magic formula, etc.) to produce a particular result' >  HS: S *°√÷ly >  Sr
√÷ly Sh (pf. ?a÷lï) v. 'act perversely', ÷El≤ya2 'scelus, injuria'; CS
*√÷lw v. 'burn a sacrifice' >  B H b el17o ≠ el1»o ÷o2≤la2, BA Ni!l1o9 ÷âla2ya2n
'sacrifice which is wholly burnt', IA [Eleph.]evlo ÷lwh, SmA elo ÷lh
'burnt offering', JA at1l1o9 ÷âla2ta2 'sacrifice', Sr Æ4ølø0 ÷´la22≤t3a2
'offering, holocaust, sacrifice; altar', P l matlo ÷lt? 'altar' ¶ L G 61-2 ,
Tal 637, Br. 527, KB 785-6, KBR 83O-1, KB LVT 11O8, JPS 416  ECh:
Smr {J} ?u2l vt. 'burn' ¶ JI II 55 || IE *{é}el- (≈ *{é}al-) v. 'burn, b u r n
sacrifices' ({EI} *hÅel- 'burn') >  OI ala2tam 'a fire-brand, coal' (“
*'burnt') »» ? Gk [Hs.] a>la1bh : }an†rakeß 'coal' »» L alta2ria ntr. pl. ' a l t a r
(for sacrifice)' (<  *al-t-a2li-, w EM 43), ad-oleo2 'I am burning ( a
sacrifice)', Um ur7etu 'adoleto, in order to burn' (<  Itc *ol-) »» Sw ∆  {P
“ Joh.} ala v. 'blaze, flame' ¶ IS I 276, P 28, EI 87, M K I 55, WH I 13-4 ,
32, Bc. G 35O, Ch. 52 || ?φ K *[h]al- v. 'flame', n. 'flame' >  G al-i
' f lame', al- (1s v-a-al-eb) 'aufflammen lassen', al-d-eba 'flammt auf', G
Ing haln- v. 'burn, flame', Sv UB ha4l (pl. hal-a4r) 'flame' ¶¶ Chx. 12, 1 4 ,
Jan. 274, TK 893, Ni. s.v. plamå || U: FU *alV- v. 'utter magical words ,
exercise magic forces', v. 'sacrifice' (× N o? *halV 'call out, call, u t t e r
magical words' [q.v. ffd.]) || A: NaT *a2l >  OT {Cl.} a2l 'device' ( e sp .
'dishonourable device'), 'deceit, guile, dirty trick', {DTS} ' ruse ,
contrivance, artful advice (xitrost∆ , ulovka , uxi∑renie ,
xitroumnyj sovet )', Tk ∆  al ' ruse ' , Tkm a2l 'ruse, contr ivance,
archness', Az ∆ al 'archness, a lie', Chg/MU {Rl.} al 'Schlauheit, List,
Betrug, Strategie' ¶ Cl. 12O, 138, ET Gl 126-7, 137-8, Rl. I 349  ?? Ko
{Rm.} alçin alçin haœda 'deceive, adulate' ¶ Rm. SKE 8 ¶¶ Rm. l.c. (Ko
- T), ≠  Vv. AEN 13 (rejects the Ko cognate as "an obvious onomatopoe ic
word") ˚ Sv and G In h- needs explaining ˚ Cf. IS I 14O (HS, IE, [with a
query] K). IS considered the et. dubious, since he envisaged an al t .
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explanation: the IE stem π S. But now, in the light of the U cognate
(unknown to IS), the et. becomes more plausible ˚  AD NM # 1 2 2 , S
CNM 9 and SN 155 (semantic doubts about the A cognate).
128. *÷3333 {a 4 444}l ß ßßßË 'know' > HS: CS (+ ext.) *√÷lm  'know' > Ar √÷lm G  id .
(pf. ÷alima, ip. -÷lam-), ÷ilm- 'knowledge', (¿) Ug {A} √÷lm G ' k e n n e n
(?), ÷lm 'kundig, wohlunterrichtet' (the Ug root is not mentioned i n
OLS) ¶ A #2O35, Hv. 495 || U *a4l+lßwa4- (<  *a4l+lßu4-): FP *a4lwa4- v. 'not ice ,
catch sight of; understand' >  F a4ly 'intelligence, understanding', a4lya4-,
a4lyta4- v. 'understand', Lp L iel!ve2≠a4l!ve2- 'merken, bemerken, gewahr
werden', Z P al 'Verstand, Vernunft' ¶ UEW 6O9-1O, W SDW 2, SZ 11, LG
3O, SK 1872 || D *e[:]lß 'knowledge, wisdom' >  Kui e2lu, elki 'm ind ,
reason, thought', Ku e2dßu 'wisdom', Brh he2l 'knowledge, wisdom' ¶¶ D
#912 ˚  D *e[:] as cognate with U *a4 is irregular and needs
investigating ˚  S *-m- in *√÷lm is likely to go back to the N
nominalizer *mÅ  (q.v.) (pre-S n. act. **÷aVl-Vm-  'knowledge').
129. *÷ol∏∏∏∏V (= *÷ol ∏∏∏∏u 4 444?) 'starve, die; dead' > HS: EC: Af {PH} ÷ulul
'famine, shortage of food', ÷ulule- 'be famished, be starved', Sa {R}
÷olu2l- 'Hunger leiden', ÷olu2l 'Hungersnot' ¶ PH 62, R S II 62, 4 3 2
 ?σ S: possibly Ar √÷yl G  (ip. -÷ïl-) 'become poor \ destitute' ¶ BK II
422-3, Hv. 513 || IE {EI} *wel- 'die' >  NaIE *wel- 'dead', 'die' > OLt
ve$ﬁle$s ≠ veﬁle$s 'ghost (soul of a dead person)', Lt ve$le$ﬁ 'soul of a
dead person, ghost', Ltv velis (pl. vel>i) id., Lt velioni~s ' t h e
deceased, Verstorbener', OLt veﬁlinas, Lt ve!lnias, Ltv ve>lﬁns 'devil,
deuce' »» Tc A wa4l, wal-  'die' »» ? Gmc *wal- 'bodies of those slain i n
battle' (× N *wVL{h}V 'to hit, to a t tack '  [‘ 'to wound, to kill'], q.v.
ffd.)  Lw {Mlc.} walliya- 'of the dead' ¶¶ EI 15O, ≈ P 1144, Tr. 5 4 8 ,
Frn. 1218-9, Wn. 554-5, Mlc. CL 253 ¶¶ Acc. to AD’s theory of t h e
prehistory of IE vowels (AD NVIE), N *o  changed into pre-IE *u (> IE
*we-) before *u+u4 of the next syll. || A: T *o4l- 'die' > OT, MQp XIII-XIV
(incl. CC), XwT XIII, Chg XV, Tkm, Az, ET, Ln, Kr, Qmq, QrB, Qzq, Nog,
Qq, Qrg, Alt, Xk, Tv, Yk o4l-, Tk o4l-, Uz u€l- öl-, VTt, Bsh, Slr u4l-, Tf O$l-,
Chv vil- id., SY o4l- ≠ yu4l- id., 'be dead' ¶ Cl. 125-6, ET Gl 525-7, Md.
5O, 172, Ra. 214  M *o4lu4- 'starve, be hungry' (> WrO o4lu4- id. ≠ o4l-
'be hungry', o4lo4d n. 'hunger', Kl {Rm.} o4lö 'hungry') Ï [1] *o4lu4N
'starvation, famine, hunger' > WrM o4lu4N, HlM øløn(g), Kl {Rm.} o4lN=
≠ o4ln= id.; [2] *o4lo4n 'hungry '  >  WrM {Cev.} o4lo4n, HlM {Luv.} øløn
'hungry, not having eaten', WrO o4lo4n, Kl øln {Rm.} o4ln=, Brt ¥l´n
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'hungry', Ord {Ms.} o4lo4n 'qui est à jeune, affamé'; [3] *o4lu4s- ' suf fer
starvation \ famine' > WrM o4lu4s-, HlM øls-øx , MM [L] o4lu4s-, [S] {H}
olos- ≠ oles-, [HI, MA] o4les-, Ord o4lo4s- id., WrO o4lo4s- 'feel hunger ,
starve', Kl øls-  'starve, go\be hungry', {Rm.} o4ls-X´ 'hungern, hungrig
sein', Brt ¥l´s´-x´ 'go hungry', MMgl u$lAs, Mnr H {T} lose-, Mgl
{Rm.} u$la$s-, Dx {T} u$nsu$- 'be hungry', Mnr H {SM} los‰- id., losZ7òi
fugòu- 'starve'; Ï [3a] *o4lu4sku4 'hunger' (> MM [MA] o4lesku4 id., d.: [IM]
o4lu4su4kc7i 'hungry') Ï [3b] *o4lu4sku4leN 'hunger, famine, starvation' >
MM [IsV] o4lo4sku4leN, [MA] o4lesku4len ≠ -N, WrM o4lu4sku4leN, HlM
ølsøgløn(g), Mnr H {T} lose9uloN, Dx {T} oliesulan, Mgl {Lg.}
o$lasku$laN ≠ u$lasku$laN; [4] *0o4lu4gle- v. 'starve, be hungry' > WrM
o4lu4gle-, HlM øløglø-x id.; [5] *o4lber- 'suffer extreme hunger ,
starve' > WrM o4lber- ≠ o4lmer-, HlM øløvrø-x, ølbørø-x, WrO
o4lbare- id., Ord o4lbo4r- 'être épuisé de faim'; [6] *o4lu4de- > WrM {Cev.}
o4lu4de-, HlM øldø- 'be very hungry', Ord o4lo4dòo4- 'be hungry' ( o f
animals), Brt ¥ld´-  'go\be hungry' ¶ Ms. H 84, H 123-3, Pp. L II 126O,
Pp. MA 275-6, 443, Lg. VMI 61, MED 633-5, Kow. 529-3O, Luv. 318-2O,
Cev. 434-5, SM 226, Krg. 14O-1, KRS 414-5, KW 294-5, T 343, T DnJ
131, Iw. 144, Ms. O 53O-2, Chr. 5OO-2  Tg *°u'lbV- >  Ewk ulbin- ' g o
hungry', ulbimç‰- 'hungry' ¶ STM II 258 ¶¶ Tg *°u'lbV- < A **ËlwV- <
**Ëlu+u4V-? ¶¶ DQA #1567 *o"li+e 'die', 'be hungry, exhausted', KW 2 9 5 ,
Rm. EAS I 146, Pp. VG 1O8, S AJ 281  || ?σ D (in McTm) *o+ula- (× N
*9u6666LV 'to destroy', q.v.): > Tm ula- 'become diminished, die ,
terminate', Ml ulakkuka-  'shrink up' ¶ D #671 ˚  The Sa/Af initial ÷-
and the AnIE initial zero point to a N *÷- ˚  The supposed IE and A
reflexes of this etymon may be alternatively (but less plausibly)
explained as belonging to N *wVL{h}V '⇑ ' or N *9u6666LV 'to destroy, t o
fight' (q.v.).
13O. *÷3333 ++++9{á}l ∏∏∏∏[? ]u or (if the Ht cognate is accepted) *G {á}l∏∏∏∏ ∏ ∏∏∏[?]u
'reddish, yellow, brown' >  HS : EC *÷awl- 'yellow, reddish, light brown' >
Sml N {Abr.} ÷a!wl 'yellowness', Sml C {DSI} ÷awl(l)an 'be reddish-gray
(grigio rossiccio)', Kns awl- 'brown', Hr, Dbs ÷a~wl-a~kko! 'gray, green,
light brown, sand-coloured, gold-coloured', Gln ÷a~wl-a~kko! 'yellow',
Gwd ÷a~wl-e~tte! 'yellow', Sa ÷owla 'dust storm' ¶ Bl. 211, Ss. PEC 4 6 ,
Abr. S 18, AMS 15O, 195, 244, DSI 96 || IE *Óelu-/*Óelw- (if the Ht √
belongs here, = *x1elu-/*x1elw-) 'reddish, yellow' ({EI} *h⁄elu- 'dull r e d ' )
>  OI aru≤n5a-h5 'reddish, gold-yellow', aru≤s5a-h5 'fire-coloured', Av
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aurus7a- 'white' »» Gmc *elwa- 'brown, yellow' >  OHG  e4lo (aadj .
e4lwe6r) 'brown, yellow, yellowish' >  MHG e4l (aadj. e4lwer), NGr Sw
a4lv 'fahl, weißgelb' (of sheep), NGr Sb elb 'blaßgelb'  ? Ht {Pv.}
hahli-, {Ts.} hahla- 'green, yellow', {Pv.} hahhal- 'greenery,
verdure'; the Ht. word suggests a variant with reduplicated lr. (or a n
original form of the √ ?) *x1eÙlu- ¶¶ P 3O2-3, EI 481, M K I 49, Ts. E I
123ff., Frd. HW EG I 3, Pv. II 3-5 (derives Ht hahli- from hahhal-
'greenery, verdure'; if he is right, the Ht cognate is to be rejected), OsS
132, EWA II 1O6O-2, Kb. 198 || A: NaT *a2l 'red, scarlet, yellow' > OT a2l
'scarlet', 'brown' (of eyes), MQp XIII-XIV al 'dust- or ash-coloured ' ,
'chestnut tending towards yellow', [CC] al 'bright red', Tkm a2l ' b r ight
red, pink', Tk al id., 'chestnut' (of horses), Az al 'scarlet, red', VTt al
'scarlet, pink'; T ı M: WrM al, HlM al 'red, scarlet, vermilion' ¶ Cl.
12O-1, DTS 31-2, ET Gl 125-6, Rl. I 349-35O, MED 26; the long pT vw.
(proved by Tkm) suggests a N postvoc. lr.; the back vw. *a may be d u e
to the synharmonic ass. infl. of the lost *u of the second syll.  ?σ  M
*o4le ≈  '∈ grey' > MM [S] o4le 'dark-grey', WrM o4le {Gl.} 'sizyj  (dove-
coloured, warm grey), skewbald (pegij , qelezistogo cveta )',
HlM{Luv.}, Kl {KRS} øl, Brt ¥l´ 'dove-coloured (sizyj )', 'g rey
(sivyj )' (of horses), Ord o4lo4 'grey'; the rounded vw. *o4 may ref lect
the infl. of the ancient word-final *-u++++u 4 444 ¶ Gl. I 3O3, KW 294-5 (Kl o4lö
'graugesprenkelt'), Dr. TM I 145-6, Rs. W 371, H 122 ¶¶ DQA # 1 5 4 1
derives the T root from A *Ni\o2le (> M *o4le, Tg *Nule 'scarlet, pink', pKo
*nu~rî!- 'yellow', pJ *mu~ra~-sa!ki~ 'purple') ˚  The long vw. in T and t h e
absence of any non-initial lr. in IE *Óelu-/*Óelw- may be explained b y
supposing a N lr. (*? ++++h?) after *l ∏∏∏∏ ˚  If M *o4le- belongs here, the vw. *o4-
may be explained by reg. as. of labiality (*a4...u > **o4...u4 > M *o4...E),
suggesting N *÷3333 ++++9a 4444l ∏ ∏∏∏[? ]- .
131. (€?) *÷3333ul÷e6666 'recent' (‘  new, young') >  HS: WS *÷u2l-, *√÷wl
'child, young of an animal' >  BHb luo ÷u2l, JA al1v^o2 ÷aw≤l-a2 ' baby,
sucking child', MHb el1uo ÷u2≤la2 'girl', Pun ÷l  'nursling', Ug ÷l 'young o f
animal' ('lamb', etc.), 'member of a clan', OA ÷l 'foal', Sr «øwºu ÷u2≤l-a2
'foetus, infans',\ojºi ÷°≤l-a2 'foal', Md ÷ula 'embryo, foetus', Gz ÷´wa2l
'young of animal, foal, colt'; in BHb ÷u2l, Sr ÷u2≤l-a2, etc. there is
contamination with S *√÷wl 'suckle' ¶ pS lost the second **÷ of t h e
expected √  **√÷(w)l÷ (haplology) ¶ KB 753-4, HJ 843, OLS 77, Br.
516, DM 343, L G 78  ¿ Eg L ÷÷y 'child (?)' (<  ÷V÷yV <  **÷V÷lV <
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**÷Vl÷V) ¶ EG I 169 || U: FU {Coll.} *u2z6e ({∫Coll.} *u2Î!e), {UEW} *wuz6e
'new' >  F uusi (gen. uuden), Es uus (gen. uue) 'new' » pLp {Lr.}
*oÎ‰ id. > Lp: S {Hs.} urre, U {Schl.} udda, L {LLO} aºtaƒ, N {N} o<Da6s /
-DD-, Kld o2tt » Er, Mk od 'new, young' » pChr *u2 'new' > Chr L/H u u, Chr
Uf u, Chr B uw » Prm *vu$l! 'new' > Z, Vt vÈl!, Vt K/G vil! »» Hg u1j 'new' 
Hl. (p.c., 1976) suggested to adduce here Slq Tz oc1Èk 'again'  pY {IN}
*wil![´]- 'new' > Y K il!o2- 'new' ¶¶ Coll. 121, UEW 587, Sm. 551 (FU
*wud!i 'new' > FP *vud!i, Ugr *wud!I"), Lr. #8OO, Lgc. #4481, Hs.
1381, Ber. 81 [#438], LG 72, IN 25O || ?σ A: Tg: WrMc ulxiyen ({Z}
ulxín∆ ) 'little by little' (unless <  Tg *xul-, cp. Ewk xul- 'small') ¶ STM
II 261, Vas. 438-4O ˚  AD LZL 364-5 (on *-l÷- > U *-z6-) ˚ ≠ Gr. II # 2 7 7
(*ud  'new') (U + err. J).
131a. € *÷3333 ++++9ol[Vy]V ' leaf '  > HS: S *÷a≤lay- (or *˝a≤lay-) 'leaf > BHb
el3o1 ÷a2≤lE2 'leaf, foliage (Laub, Blatt)', JEA ilo ÷ly (s.e. ailo ÷ly?,
vocalization is unknown) 'leaves'; ? perhaps Ak L elu6 'sprout' ( b u t
more plausibly it is from N  ≈ *{é€}elV 'sprout, twig' or derived from S
*√÷ly  'rise') ¶ If Ak elu6  belongs here, the pS rec. is *÷a≤lay-, o therwise
the initial cns. may be either *÷- or *˝- ¶ KB 785, Lv. III 65O, Sl. 8 6 4 ,
CAD IV 114  B: Ah {Fc.} ela, ETwl/Ty {PGG} ¥la (pl. ilatt¥n) 'feuilles
minuscules', Tmz ala (pl. alatn) 'branche avec feuilles, feuillage' ¶ Fc.
984, GG 179, MT 366  EC: Sml ÷ale2n (pl. ÷ale2mo) 'leaf' ¶ ZMO 56, AD
SF 161  Ch: WCh: Pr {Frz.} a!la~w, Jmb {Sk.} a@lu!hu@ 'leaf' »» CCh: ??σ Gzg
{Lk.} ?alar 'Gemüse'; ¿ "Muffu" {Srp.} e~le! 'leaf' (neither the lge. nor t h e
word have been identified in other sources) ¶ ChC, Sk. NB 28, ChL, Lk. G
117, Srp. WSH || D: SD *o2l- (*o2lay?) 'leaf' > Tm o2lai\, Kt o;l 'palm leaf ' ,
Ml o2la id., 'writing leaf', Td wa;l 'writing, education', Kn o2le 'leaf of a
palmyra palm, leaf used to write on', Kdg o;le 'screw-pine leaf', Tu o2le
'letter on a palmyra leaf, palmyra leaf rolled up and put into the hole o f
an ear' ¶ D #1O7O ˚  Alternatively, Gzg ?alar may be tentatively
equated with D *alar 'to blossom, to open up; flower' (>  Tm alar v.
'blossom, 'full-blown flower', M alar 'a blossom', Kn alar, Tu
alaruni 'to spread, to blossom', Tm, Ml alari, Kn alar, Tl alaru
'flower', see  D #247) ˚  ≈ Blz. LB #98a (incl. S, EC, Ch, Ah, D + unc. FP
*elV  'Ast, Zweig' and some other parallels), ≈  Blz. DA 16O [#83].  
131b. ?σ *{÷}aL[o]pV  'weak, exhausted' >  IE *halp- 'weak, swooned,
exhausted' > Ht {Pv.} alpant-  'swooned; weak, mild'  NaIE *a+olp- >  Lt
alﬁp-ti v. 'faint (away), swoon', a!lpe$-ti 'lie in a swoon', alpi~mas ' a
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swoon' »» Gk ]alapadno1ß 'exhausted, powerless, feeble', ]alapa1zv v.
'empty, drain, exhaust' »» ? Al laps- vt. 'exhaust, tire out', vi. b e c o m e
exhausted, get tired out' ¶¶ P 33, ≈ EI 528 (IE *hÅelpos 'weak'), Pv. I-II
38-9, ≠ Ts. E I 18 (interprets Ht alpant-  as 'bewitched'), Frn. 8 (no e t .
of Lt alﬁpti), O 213, F I 64 || HS: S: Ar ÷illawf- 'very aged' (of an o l d
man),  ? ÷ilfawt- 'sot, qui parle sans réfléchir' ¶ Ln. 2132, BK II 3 4 2 - 3
|| A: Tg *alba- v. 'be unable' >  Ewk, Neg, Ork alba-, Lm alb¥- id., Nab
Nh/KU albqto ≠ albaqtU 'lazy' ¶ STM I 3O ˚  ≈ IS I 239-4O [#96] (IE, Tg
+ unc. K *˝alp-  'weak', see N *9{o}Lpa  'weak, small').
132. *÷3333al ! !!! ++++l ß ßßßu 4 444 'a liliaceous plant (garlic, onion, aloë or sim.)' >  HS: CS
*÷alw(ay) 'aloë (Allium aloë)' > Sr Ôwalºa ÷alway id., ChrPA Æwlº
?lw?, MHb [Msh.] Nia5v!l6o2 ÷alwa≤?ïn≠ Nii%v!l6o2 ÷alwa≤yïn id. ¶ Löw II
149-52, Js. 67 || IE: NaIE *a(:)lu- '∈ liliaceous plant of sharp taste' ({EI}
? *a2lu- 'esculent root', {P} *a1lu-, *a2lo- 'plant of sharp taste') >  L a2lium,
(after I c. CE) allium  'garlic', Osc (or Msp) *allo2 (< *ali\a2): [Hs.] }allh :
la1canon : ] Italoi1 ("a vegetable in the speech of Italics") »» Gk I }allh, Gk
}alla* in ]alla6ß (gen. ]alla6ntoß) 'force-meat, sausage' (Kr.: “ *'sausage
with garlic'?) Ï ]allanto-eidh1ß 'sausage-formed', ]allanto-poio1ß
'maker of sausages' ({WH}: Gk π Osc) »» OI a2lu≤kam 'the esculent
root of Amorphophallus campanulatus' ¶ P 33, EI 62O, WH I 3O, F I 7 5 ,
Ch. 63, M K I 81 || D *ulßlßi, {GS} *ulß-i 'onion, garlic' > Tm, Ml ul5l5i, Tl
ulli id., Kt ulßy, Td u¬ßy, Klm, Prj, Gdb ulli, Nk ullig, Gnd ullï ± ulli ±
uli, Knd, Mnd uli, Png u2r`i, Ku u2lli ± ulli, Krx uli 'onion', Tu ulli, ul5l5i
'garlic' ¶¶ D #7O5, GS 17O [#426], 51 [#127] || A : Tg *elu' 'onion' > Ul,
Orl, Nn Nh/KU ‰lu, WrMc elu id. ¶ STM II 448 ˚  Tg *e- and D *u- m a y
be due to regr. as.: N *÷3333al ! !!! ++++l ß ßßßu 4 444 > *a4lu4 > Tg *elu',  N *÷3333al ! !!! ++++l ß ßßßu 4 444 > **u4l!+lßu4 > D
*ulßlßi. The long *a2 in L and OI may represent the IE apophonic L-grade
(Dehnstufe) .
 133. *÷3333al! !!!VûûûûqË 'to bend', 'a bend, a joint in a limb' (esp. 'e lbow' ,
'ankle') >  HS: Eg fOK ÷rk5 [*√÷lk'] 'bend' >  Cpt S d / B Olk o2lk 'p l ier ,
courber, contracter' ¶ EG I 211, Fk. 45, Vc. 249  ? B *√lk 'be b e n t '
(× N *Luka  'to bend; [?] flexible twig', q.v. ffd.)  Bj {R} √hlg 'biegen,
krümmen' (1s: p. a-ha≤lig, prs. ahan≤l°g) ¶ R WBd 116  ECh: Mkl
{J} ?o2^le! 'elbow', Jg {J} lukho id. ¶ J LM 156, J J 114 || IE *éelk[W]- (>
NaIE *alk[W]-) / *éolk[W]- 'bent, elbow' (with secondary Schwebeablaut
NaIE *olk[W]-/*lok[W]-) ({EI} *h‹elek- 'elbow, forearm'): [1] NaIE *alk[W]-
/*olk[W]-/*o2lk[W]- >  Arm olo˚ olok≈ 'fibula, péroné, shinbone' »» Gk
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[Hs.] }alx, }alax : ph6cyß ('forearm') »» Lt uolekti~s, u!olektis, Ltv
o^lekts 'ell' (both from *o2lekt-), Pru woaltis, woltis (<  *o2lkt-)
'Unterarm', Pru alkunis, Lt alku2!ne$, Ltv e~lks, e~lkons 'elbow' » pSl
*olk¥-tÁ 'elbow' > OCS lak5t6,  Blg lak`t, SCr laàkat, ∆ la•kat, Slv
lake`àt, Cz loket, Slk loket&, P Lokiec, R, Uk 'lokot∆ id.  [2] ??
NaIE *lek-/*lok- > Gk loxo1ß 'slanting, crosswise, aslant' »» OIr {SB} losc
(gen. pl. luscu) 'lame' »» L luxus 'dislocated', licinus ' aufwärts
gekrümmt, aufwärts gebogen' (von Hörnern) ¶ P 3O8-9, EI 176, F II
136-7, SB 244, Slt. 322-3, Frn. 8, 1167, En. 14O, 276, Tp. P A-D 75-7 ,
Glh. 367, WH I 798, 841 || U: FP *l!Ékke 'ankle' >  pPrm *l!ekkÉ >  Vt {W}
leky (= *·l!ekÈ‚) 'ankle, knucklebone', Z lek, leky- 'horse's pas te rn ,
ankle, knucklebone' » ? Chr l!ekan 'block of wood' ¶ LG 158 || A : T *al!uk
'ankle joint' (×  T *al!çî ≠ *al!çîk 'knucklebone '  < A *al!çæa id., cp. Tg
*alçu-kan id., see  ET Gl 144-5) >  OT as7uq 'anklebone, ankle', MQp XIV,
Chg ≥XV as7uq, OOs, as7uq/as7u˝, Tk as>Ik, Tkm, Kr, Qmq, QrB, VTt, Bsh,
Qrg as7îq, Az as7î9, Qzq, Nog, Qq asîq, Alt az7îq, Ln as7uq≠as7s7î, Uz ås7iq, ET
os7uq 'ankle' ¶ Cl. 259, Rs. W 3O, ET Gl 216-7, TL 288-9, ADb. SR 15 ||
K: pGZ *dlaûqw- 'elbow' (probably from N *y{o}dV ÷3333al! !!!VûûûûqË 'bend o f
arm', i.e. *y{o}dV 'claws' ‘ 'arm' [q.v. ffd.] + *÷3333al ! !!!VûûûûqË) >  OG
(n)idaûqwi, MG {SSO} dlaûqvi, G idaûqvi, nidaûqvi, Mg du÷-, Lz du(r)ûqu-,
Xe-duÌ- (Xe- is 'hand, a rm' ) ¶ K 74, K2 41  (*d(l)aûw-), FS K 96-7, 1O5,
FS E 1O1-2, Chik. 58-9, Chx. 522, 959 ˚  The labialized vw. in T may b e
due to the infl. of the final *Ë .
134. *÷3333im{e6666} 'suck, swallow' > HS: Eg fOK ÷m v. 'swallow' ¶ EG I 1 8 3 -
4, Fk. 42  S *°√÷mm >  Ar NY T √÷mm (pf. ÷amm, ip. yi÷umm) ' d r i nk
water', ?σ S *°-÷ïm- >  Ar µyO√÷ym G  (ip. -÷ïmu) v. 'long for milk' “
*v. 'swallow \ suck milk greedily', under the semantic infl. of Ar µy( -
Ìïm- v. 'be thirsty' ¶ Fr. III 251, 3O7, BK II 423, Bns. NJ I 19O  Ch:
WCh: BT: Krkr {Al.} ?i~mpa~, Bole {Lk.} ?Yump-, {Ib.} (n. act.) ?Yu~mpa! ' s u c k '
» P’ {J} ?m=ma 'eat' »» ECh: Smr {J} ?‰!m 'eat (soft food)', as well a s
possibly Ke {Eb.} ha~me~ id., Skr {Sx.} ‰!ymE~, Mgm {J} ?a!ymo! 'eat ( h a r d
food)', EDng {Fd.} E2~mE~ id. ¶ JI II 119, 121, J PW 198, ChC, Fd. 24  ? C:
Bj {R} a2m- scv. 'essen, verzehren, gierig und viel essen, fressen' »» Dhl
{EEN} ham- v. 'toss little food in mouth' ¶ R WBd 16, EEN 14 ¶¶ ≈ Tk. SCC
95 [#25.2] (Bj, Dhl, Eg, Ch + unc. Sml ÷un- 'eat', Kz am- 'chew') || U
*ime- v. 'suck' >  F, Es ime-, OHg em-, pOs *em-/*´m- ({∫Hl.} *a4Æm-
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/*iÆm-) >  Os: V/Vy em-/´mi, Ty/Y a$Æm-/´ma$, I em- v. 'suck'  Sm {Jn.}
*n1im-≠*n1u4m- 'suck' >  Ng {Cs.} caus. 1s aor. obcj. n1ima'bte'ama v.
'suckle', Ne T d. nimne-s∆ 'suck out, start sucking', durat ive
nimne-(m)ba€-s∆ v. 'suck', Ne O {Lh.} n1imn1e2-≠ n1u$mn1e2- v. 'suck', Slq
Tz {KKIH} n1im- id., Kms d. 1s prs. n1imeterl!a4m v. 'suckle', Mt {Hl.}
*n1+nu4mn´- 'suck' (Mt: M {Sp.} d. 1s [prs.?] n√mn¡åm` 'I am sucking
breast'); Sm {Hl.} *n1immV 'female breast, milk' >  Ng {Cs.} n1i≤miN
'breast', {Pl.} d. niming` 'milk', Slq Tz {KKIH} n1ima id., Slq LTz {KD}
n1u4¯m;a$Æ 'female breast, milk', Mt {Hl.} n1+nimu4[h] 'milk' (Mt T/K {Mll.}
nimu 'milk', Mt M {Mll.} ni!mu 'kumys [mare’s fermented milk]') 
pY {IN} *iw- ' suck '  > Y: K ibï-, T iwï- id. (-ï- is a sx. of vt.), ? K ibis7ï
'female breast, milk' ¶¶ Coll. 15-6, UEW 82-3, Sm. 536 (U, FU, FP *imi,
Sm *n1im-), SK 1O7, Hl. rHt 71, Jn. 11O-1, Hl. M ##759, 781, 7 8 6 ,
KKIH 141, IN 218, ≈ Rd. UJ 35-6 [#1O] (Y π U) || A *°imV- v. 'suck' >
T **im-≠*em- v. 'suck': [1] T **im(-) >  Chv e€m- Ám(-), ∆ Áºm(-) id., [2]
NaT *em- ≠ *a4m- id. >  OT e+a4m(-), Chg em-, Tkm, CrTt, Qmq, Kr, Qzq,
Nog, Qqlp, Uz, Qrg, StAlt, Xk, Tv em-, Tk em-, Yk a4m-, Az, ET a4m-, Ggz
i\em-, VTt, Bsh im- im- id. ¶ Cl. 155, DTS 172, Rs. W 41, ET Gl 271-2, Rl.
I 918, 945, 1414, 1571, Jeg. 63, Fed. I 149, SDM97 (T *a4m-ig, *a4m-
c7a4k 'fem. breast') ¶¶ Hardly here (⇔ DQA #2651) M *emku4-  'put into \
hold in the mouth' ¶¶ Not here Tg *um(i)- v. 'drink', pKo {S} *ma~- v.
'drink' and M *umda- 'drink' (in ds.), which are likely to belong to N
*qum?V 'drink' (q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ ≠ DQA  #2651 (A *emV 'to suck': T, M )
˚ Cf. AD LRC (Eg, U, T) and IS I 248: U, A (T, M) ˚ Gr. II #371 (*ima
'suck') (U, A, CK + err. Y + unc. Ko, EA).
135. *÷3333 {o}mdÉ 'stand upright, rise' >  HS: S *√÷md 'be raised,
propped up, lean against', 'stand upright' >  BHb dmo √÷md G  v.
'stand', JA √÷md D  (pf. ÷am≤med3) v. 'place'; Mh/Jb √÷md: Mh pf .
ha2mo2d 'prop up one’s head (with a pillow, arm)', Jb C pf. a÷mid 'put a
pillow under the head'; Ak eme2du 'lean against, cling to, stand n e a r
by', as well as possibly Ar √÷md G {BK} 'étayer\appuyer\soutenir à
l’aide d’un pilier \ d’une colonne' (contamination with a denominat ive
verb) (see below)  S *÷a≤mad- (≠ *≤÷amad-) n. 'support, pole' >  Ar
÷amad- 'pole of a tent, column, pillar', Ak imdu 'stanchion, suppor t ' ,
(here?) Sb ÷md '(?) vine-support, vinestock', Gz ÷amd 'column, pillar,
post'  pWS *÷a[m]mu2d- 'prop, pole of a tent, column, pillar' >  BHb
dum`o2 ÷am≤mu2d3, SmHb ÷ammod id., Ph, IA, Plm ÷md, JA {Js.} dum`o2
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÷am≤mu2d3, JA/Sr em. ad1um`o2 æ∂owmuºa ÷ammu2≤d3-a2 'column', JEA {Sl.}
÷ammu2≤d3-a2 'pillar, column', Ug ÷md 'column, ceiling beam', Ar
÷amu2d- 'prop, support, column, base' (Ï Ar √÷md G  [pf. damaOa
÷amada] {BK} 'étayer\appuyer\soutenir à l’aide d’un pilier \ d’une
colonne'), Sb (pl.) ?÷md 'columns, pillars', Mh {Jo.} ?amawd 'ceiling
beam', Jb C {Jo.} ≤÷a≤mud 'beam, pillar' (π Ar?) ¶ KB 795-8, BK I 36O-1,
Ln. 2151-3, Sl. 869-7O, Js. 1O86-7, Br. 529-3O, BGMR 16, L G 62-3, Jo .
M 23, Jo. J 13, CAD IV 138-47 and VII 1O9-1O  Ch: WCh {Stl.} WCh
*÷um- 'rise, climb' » NrBc: Wrj {J, Sk.} ˝‰m-, Kry {Sk.} ˝imo, P’ {MSk.}
˙Wun , Mbr/My/Jmb {Sk.} ˝‰ma-, Cg {Sk.} wum, {Sk. in ChC} ˝Wum, Sir
{Sk.} ˝‰mu 'mount (an animal), climb' » Bl {Lk.} ind-, Krkr {Lk.} hind'-,
Ngm {ChL} hi~nd'i!n, Tng ai\di id. ¶ Stl. ZCh 227 [#759] (WCh *÷imVd'-
'stand up'), ChC s.v. 'stand up', ChL, Sk. NB 32, MSk. 183, Stl. IF 12O 
C: SC: Irq {MQK} ÷o2m- 'no longer give milk' (of a cow), 'dry up' (of a
river), {E} ÷om- vi. 'stop', ı Mb -?u!ma v. 'stand, come to stop', -?uma!ti
vt. 'stop' ¶ E SC 278, MQK 8O || A: M *o4ndu4- (or *u4ndu4-?) ≠ *undu- Ï
[1] *o4+u4ndu4-s >  MM [HI] u4ndu4s 'upright (debout)', Kl o4ndo4s 'h inauf ,
hoch', [2] M *o4+u4ndei\- >  WrM o4ndu4i- ≠ o4ndu4i-, HlM øndij- ' r a i se
one’s head, raise oneself, rise slightly', Kl {Rm.} o4ndo4-X´ 'sich heben ,
sich aufrichten', *o4+u4ndiyi- >  Kl {KRS, Rm.} ønd´-x o4ndE2-x´ ' r i se
slightly', Dg {T} undï- id., [3] M *o4ndu4r 'high' >  MM [MA, S] o4ndu4r id.,
WrM o4ndu4r, HlM øndør, Kl øndr o4nd´r 'high, tall; height', Ba onder,
Dx undu 'high', [4] M *undur- > WrM undur-, HlM undra-x v. 'rise' ¶
Ms. H 1O9, Pp. MA 276-7, H 164, MED 636-7, 876, KRS 416-7, KW 2 9 6 ,
T DgJ 171, T BJ 146, T DnJ 137 ||  IE *Óend≈-/*Ón=d≈- v. 'rise, appear' >
Gk Hm {Hofm.} }en-h1no†e 'hat sich erhoben', {LS} ]an-h1no†e 'mounted u p ' ,
{Ch.} ]epenh1no†e 's’élever, monter à la surface', {LS} '(a thin coat) grew
thereon; was on it', Gk D ‘hn†on  'came' »» (here?) ?σ IE *0Ón=d≈-wen- >  OI
d. ≤adhva2 / adhvan- 'way', Av Y aDvaƒ id. ¶ WP I 13O, Hofm. 83-4 ,
Ch. I 87, LS 138, 617, F I 516-7, M K I 32, M E I 68.
136. € *÷3333omKe6666 '(∈ part of the) neck' >  HS: S *≤÷un[u]k'- (≠ *≤÷in[u]k'-?)
(× N *NiK''''a 'jugular vertebra, neck, nape of neck'??) >  Ar ÷unq-, ÷unuq-,
÷anïq-, Ak unk5- 'neck', Eb {Co.} in-gu = ÷ink'+gu[m]; Ï CS *÷{u}≤nak'-
'neck-chain, necklace' >  BHb qn!o9 ÷â≤na2k'- 'neck-chain', Ug {OLS} ÷nk5,
JA aq!n^o8 ÷un≤k5-a2, Sr ÷ek5≤k5-a2, ÷ek5k5-´≤t3-a2 id., 'neck-lace', JEA aq!n^uo
÷un≤k5-a 2 'neck'; Ï WS *√÷nk' G  v. 'put round the neck' >  Gz √÷nk' G
id., BHb qno√÷nk' G  'adorn the neck' ¶ OLS 83, KB 812-3, KBR 858-9 ,
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BK II 387, Co. SQF 143, MiK I #15 (S *÷i/unk'- 'neck') || A: NaT
*o4mge[:]n (× NaT *o4mgen 'breast' < N *Óomg{u4444} 'breast', q.v.) >  OT {Cl.}
o4mge2n ? 'jugular vein', Chg XV o4mgen ≠ o4mgu4n 'the base of the t h r o a t
and the collar-bone' ¶ Cl. 15O, Rl. I 1315  NrTg *u'men 'Adam’s app le '
> Ewk um‰n, Lm Ol/B/P/Sk o$—m id., Lm O u2m 'pharynx (gortan∆ )' ¶ STM
II 213 ¶¶ Pp. VG 216  M *4o4NgeleGu4r 'depression close to the Adam’s
apple' (× N *ÙËNgV 'throat', q.v. ffd.).
137. *{÷3333}umN++++n 2 222V 'to sleep, to lose consciousness/remembrance of' >
A *umNË-(t), *umNË-ta- 'sleep, forget' >  T: [1] *umun- >  Yk umun-, Chv
man- 'forget'; [2] *umˆu-t 'oblivion' >  Uz, Qrg, Alt, Qzq {Rl.} unut, CrTt
{Rl.} umut id.; [3] NaT *umNî-t- ≠ *umnî-t- v. 'forget' >  OT unît- ≠ unut-
id., Tk unut-, Ggz, Tkm, Az, CrTt, Kr, QrB, Qrg, Uz, ET, SY, Ln unut-,
VTt, Bsh. ¥ºn¥ºt-, Qzq u"mît-, Nog, Qq umît-, Tv ut- id.; [4] NaT *um+Ntu- >
Xk umdu- ≠ undu- 'forget', Alt undu-, Tb {B} uNdu ¶ Cl. 179, ET Gl 597-8 ,
Jeg. 128  M: [1] M *umarta- 'forget' >  MM [S, IsV] umarta-, [MA, IM]
marta-, WrM umarta-, marta-, HlM umarta-, Ord martæa-, Kl
mart- mart´- id., Mnr {SM} mus7dòa-, MMgl [Z] ma2rt, Mgl {Rm.} mo2rta-,
Dx {T} mata- id., 'not to think of'; [2] M *umta- v. 'sleep' >  MM [HI, S,
MA, IM] unta-, WrM umta-, HlM unta-, Ord {Ms.} u¯ntæa-, Kl unt-
unt´-, Mnr H {SM} nc1æia2-, {T} nta2-, nc7a2-, Mnr M {T} nta- id., d.: MM [S,
HI] untara-, Mnr H {SM} ntæ‰ra2-, Dx huntura- (with a secondary h-) id. ¶
H 163, 165, Pp. MA 234, 364, 441, 449, Ms. H 1O5, Lg. VMI 71, Iw. 1 1 5 ,
MED 874-5, SM 251, 285-6, T 352, T DnJ 128, KW 257, 45O  Tg
*omNa- 'forget' > Ewk, Neg, Nn KU omNo-, Sln, Orc ommo-, Lm omN¥-, U d
oNmo-, Ork om9o- ≠ oNbo-, Nn Nh oNbo-, Nn B om9o- ≠ oN9o-, WrMc
oN9o-, Mc Sb oNo- ¶ STM II 17 ¶¶ S AJ 295, DQA #2523 (A *umuN(t)o-
'forget'), KW 257 (M, T), 45O (M, T, Tg) || HS: Eg XIX ÷wn v. 'sleep' ¶
EG I 173  ?? S [1] *√÷my >  Ar √÷my G  'be blind', Sr √÷my D  (p f .
÷amm°) vt. 'blind', Tgr ÷mw G  (pf. ÷ama) 'be blind'   [2] S *°√÷mh >
Ar √÷mh 'be(come) confounded \ perplex \ unable to see one’s r ight
way' ¶ BK II 373, Ln. 216O-2, F III 224-5, JPS 416, Br 529, LH 457, MiK I
#2.3  Ch {JS} *√ywn ≠ *√wn ({JI} *√ywn) 'sleep' (×  N *÷3333aw{oy}V
'spend the night, sleep', q.v. ffd.) || U: FU *[w]un+n`e 'sleep, d r eam,
forget' >  F uni (gen. unen), Es uni (gen. une) n. 'sleep, dream', F
uno-hta- v. 'forget', unho 'oblivion', Es une- 'forget', unu- 'fall
into oblivion' » Er, Mk on 'sleep, dream' » Prm *wun- >  Vt vun- ' b e
forgotten', Z vun- id., 'forget', Yz vuns1i- 'forget'  Sm: Ng {Cs.}
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Nana?bta- 'forget' ¶¶ UEW 588 (U *wunV 'vergessen werden'), 8 O 4
(FV *unV 'sleep, dream'), LG 7O, Cs. 43 || D (in SD) *u2m ' dumbness ' ,
*u2m- 'dumb' >  Tm u2m 'dumbness', u2man3 'dumb man', Ml u2man
'dumb, stupid', Kn u2me 'dumb man, taciturn man' ¶ D #746 ˚  Coll.
65, UEW 588, ET Gl 598 (all of them: A, U).
138. *÷3333o6 666yn2222V 'see, look; eye' >  HS *÷{i}n-/*÷ayn- 'eye', (‘ ) 'spring' >
S *≤÷ayn- 'eye' > Ak ïn-, Ar ˆy00a ÷ayn-, B H b Ni%o2 ≤÷ayin, Ph, Ug ÷n, OA, IA,
Nbt, Plm ÷yn, BA cs. Nio4 ÷e2n, pl. Nin5i^o2 ?ay≤n-ïn, JA [Trg.], JEA e m . an1io4
÷e6≤na2, cs. Nio4 ÷e6n, Sr W Njºî ÷ïn, Sr E cs. Nj‰º ÷e52n, Sr W em. 'nøjºa
÷ay≤n-a2, Sr E em. 'n—jºÅ e2≤na2, Sb ÷yn, Gz ÷ayn; the same word m e a n s
'spring (of water)' in Hb, Ug, Ar, Nbt, Plm, JA, Sb, Gz, Ak, etc.; Ï WS
*√÷yn D v. 'look, contemplate' and the like >  Hb, Ug, Sr, Gz √÷yn D id .
¶ KB 773-5, KB LVT 11O7, KBR 817-9, JH 2O7, HJ 839-4O, A ##2O55-
2O56, OLS 82, Lv. T II 212-3, Sl. 855-7, Br. 522, PS 2867, BGMR 23, L G
79-8O, MiK I #1.28  Eg ÷n, ÷yn hier.  * 'eye'; Eg G ÷ny 'Name v o n
Gewäßern' (interpreted by Budge as 'well, fountain') ¶ EG I 189, Budge I
123  ?φ B {Pr.} *√nh‹y ≠ *√h‹ny v. 'see, look' (× N ≈  *{n1111}ÉXa 'see') >
Tnsl ´nhi = ´nhy, ip. intens. i-hann´y, vb. n. a-hanay, Ah ´ni (Pr. 's
phonemic transcr.: ´ny), ip. intens. i-ha2nn´y, vb. n. a"-hanay, Gh ´ni =
´ny, ip. intens. i-hann´y, Ty, ETwl ´n´y, ip. intens. i-hann´y, Tdq ´nhy v.
'see', NrB: Sll {Ds.} anna4y, prs. y-a4nna4y 'apercevoir qch. qui tombe sous
les yeux', Izd {Mrc.} inni, iannay v. 'look at' ¶ Fc. 1357, Pr. H #563, GhA
152, Mrc. 218, Ds. 296; in Pr.'s opinion, the variant *√nh‹y is original,
while *√h‹ny goes back to mt. (Pr. H 15-6), but in the light of external
HS comparison the opposite is likely to be the case  C: Dhl {E} ÷e2n-a2d†-
'see from afar' »» EC *intV≠*ind'V 'eyes' (<  *÷in-tV≠*÷in-d'V with loss
of *÷- due to the infl. of the sg. *il 'eye'?) >  Af {PH} intïta, Sa {Wlm.}
intit, {R} intït ≠÷intït 'eyes' (whence a bf.: sg. Af {PH}, Sa {Wlm.} inti
'eye'), Sml N i!ndßo! 'eyes', Bn inn‰, Rn i~ndßo!, Gdl i!nd'a2, Dsn ?innu, Elm i!nna?,
Arr ?i~nd'a! 'eyes' (in all these lgs. there is uppletivism: sg. *il - pl .
*ind'V), ?? Bs {HL} id'o 'eye(s)' (probably from *÷in- 'eye' with the pl .
marker *-tV ; the glottalization *tè*d' is still to be explained)  ¶ Bl. 1 9 6 ,
AD SF 149-5O, Hw. A 34O-1, PG 156, PH 137, Oo. 66, Lm. SD 315, HL
63, To. DL 482, E 274  ?σ NrOm: Kf {C} ïno2 'salt water spring', unno2
'spring', Anf {Gt.} ino id., ¿ Gmr {Bulat.} an 'eye' ¶ AD SF 149-5O, C SE
IV 4OO, Gt. 347, Bulat. 343  Ch: [1] Ch {Stl.} *÷iyan- 'see' > WCh {Stl.}
*{÷}ayan- v. 'see' > Bl {Lk.} ?inn-, NrBc: P’ {MSk} Han, {IL in ChC} hani, SBc:
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Gj {Sh.} yeni^, {Luc.} ye~ni, Plc {Luc.} yenu&; Ron: DfB yen v. 'see' »» CCh:
G’nd {ChL} a~nni! v. 'see' »» ECh: Jg {J} ?inn- 'können, kennen'  [2] Ch
**ÓindV 'eye(s)' (≈ {Nw.} *id´ [sc. *idü], {Stl.} Ch *?ida-n- 'eye') >  WCh
*?inda >  Hs i!do2~ 'eye', pl. i!da2~nu2!, Gw n=!da2~ni 'eye(s) ' » pAG {Hf.} *yit, {Stl.}
*yid 'eye(s)' >  Su, Mnt, Gmy, Cp yit, Tal {IL} yï!t, Ywm {J} yi~t, Kfr yÈt »
BT *?i[n]dV ({Stl.} *?idV) > Bl {IL} i~do!, Dr {J} ye!Ro~, Krkr ?i~do!, Gera {Sch.}
i~:d'i!, Grm {Sch.} i~da!, Bele {Sch.} i~do!, Krf {Sch.} i~ro!, Tngl i!do~, {Lk.} idu, ? Pr
{Frz.} a!nd'o~ » NrBc: Jmb {Sk.} ?i~da!, pl. ?i~di~, Sir {IL} i!ta~, My ai\ti≠ Eti »
Ngz/Bd {Sch.} da~ 'eye' »» CCh: Tr {Nw.} yiti » Dgh {Frk., ChL} n=!de~ » HgN
{Mk.} Inc‰, HgK {Mk.} nc7i »» ECh: Skr {Nc.} i!d-, {Brt.} yïdi » EDng {Fd.}
o!do~, Mgm {J} ?i!d'e~ » Jg {J} ?u!de^, Brg {J} ?u!di~ 'eye' ¶ Nw.'s pCh *id´, JS's
pCh *√yd, and S's Ch *?ida-n- do not take into account the ev. for *-nd-
provided by Gw, Pr, and Dgh ¶ JI I 8O and II 126-7, JS 96, ChC, ChL, Mts.
GD 29, Stl. ZCh 23O [#784], Hf. AG #182, Sch. BTL 144, Frz. P 19, Stl. IF
119, 172 ¶¶ ≈  Sk. HCD 115 || IE [1] **[Ó]wei\n- >  NaIE (in IIr only)
*°wei\n- v. 'look, see' >  OI ≤ve2nati 'looks, observes', Av vae2naîti
'sees', OPrs vaina2miy 'I see', MPrs ve2n-, NPrs bïn- (imv. ñyBi bïn, acp .
bïnå2 'seeing') v. 'see', Sgd, Prth wyn- id.  [2] ? *é8e2n (or *?e2n) ' s iehe
da!' (× N *hÉn2222V 'iste' [q.v.]) > Gk }hn, h>h1n, L e2n 'siehe da!' ¶ M K III 2 5 9 -
26O, Vl. I 3O6, P 314, F I 637, WH I 4O3-4 || U: FP (in Lp only) *oyn+n`a >
pLp *ö2yne2 v. 'see' >  Lp: L {LLO} aºi…n-e2t, S {Hs.} vuo4jn´edh, N
oai…dnet v. 'see', Pa {TI} vu"a"˘i\:n¯'e-, Kld {TI} ui\:n¯e- id., {SaR} ujjn´
'see, notice'  Y: Y K {IN} aNZ7 !´ 'eye' ¶¶ Lr. #819, Lgc. #4548, Hs. 1 4 5 2 -
3, TI 765, SaR 37O, IN 47, 295 || A: M *oy{u}n 'mind' >  MM [MA] oi\n-
da2n bo2l {Pp.} 'bud∆ v ume ! ', 'be (still) in (your) mind!', [S] oyi(n)
'Sinn, Gefühl', WrM oyun, HlM o√un, WrO oyun≠oyon, Kl o√n,
ojn 'intellect, mind' ¶ MED 6O6, Pp. MA 262, H 13O, Krg. 118, KRS
393, 4O7  Tg: Lm InN¥ ± InNo 'reindeer's eye, hyaloid membrane ( o f
an eye)'  The A cd. *in1a-mu2 'tears', lit. 'eye-water' (<  N *÷3333o 6 666yn2222V + N
*mu6666hi 'water, fluid') > Tg *0in1a-mu2- v. 'weep' >  Ewk in1amu-; Tg *in1a-
mu-kta 'tears' > Ewk in1amukta ≠ n1amukta, Sln nama-kta ≠ naNmukta, Lm
InN¥mt¥, Neg In1amta, Ud iNamukta, Ork ye2ndumusqa, Nn n1i\amoqta ≠
n1amoqta ≠ n1Imoqta id. ¶ STM I 319, Krm. 239  cp. pKo (> MKo nu!n-
mî!r 'tears') and pJ *na~-mi~(n)ta! 'tears', ffd. see s.v. N ≈  *{n1111}ÉXa 'see' ¶ ¶
Cf. DQA #1473 (A *ni\a2~ 'eye'), S AJ 3O-1, 275 [#21] (A *n1ia2 ' eye ' ,
*n1ia1(l!)-mu4ri 'tears') || D *unÀnÀ- v. 'look, think, consider' (× N *hÅwNV
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'sense, mind, soul') >  Tm un3n3u v. 'think, consider', un3n3i v.
'meditate', Ml unnuka, unnika, Kt, Td uny-, Kn unnisu v. ' th ink ' ,
Tl {Km.} uNkisu v. 'consider', Ku onpinal v. 'intend', Brh hunniN v.
'look, look at, consider' ¶¶ D #727 ˚ The adduction of IIr *wayn- h a s
been suggested by Blz. (p.c., 1994) ˚ The palatal lr. *é8- in IE *é8e2n
belongs to the infl. or heritage of N *hÉn2222V 'iste' ˚ IE **[Ó]wei\n- and D
*unÀnÀ- point to a N *u  (or *u 4444), while U and M suggest a N *o . This
discrepancy still needs investigating and resolving ˚ S and WNL NC
adduce here A {SDM95-97} *n1a4~: 'eye' (>  Tg {SDM} *n1ia2-sa, {AD} *n1ia2-
sa(l) 'eye[s]', M *nidu4n 'eye', T *Ja2l! 'tear', pKo *nu!n 'eye'), which is less
certain than to connect A *n1a4 ~: with N ≈  *{n 1111 }ÉXa  'see' (q.v.).
138a. *÷3333in2222[V]qV 'live' >  HS: Eg fOK ÷nX v. 'live', ÷nX 'life' ¶ EG I
193-2O6 || A: Tg *in- 'live' > Ewk in-, ∆ in‰- 'live', Ewl in ≠ inE ' l ife ' ,
Lm, Neg ïn- 'live', Sln inirg‰- ≠ in‰rg‰- 'come to life', Orc ini, iniyi,
inihi, Ud inigi, Nn KU iNkï 'alive' ¶ STM I 315 || D *iNk[u]- 'abide' >
Tm iNku (p. iNki) 'abide, stay', Tl iNkuva 'a place, haunt' ¶¶ D
#420 ˚  It is tempting to adduce here SC {E} *ni[:]H- or *ne2H- 'live, b e
alive' > ?σ Brn ilaniH v. 'sprout' and (ı ) Mb nihi 'animal' (E SC 1 8 6 ) ,
but its SC rec. is too shaky to be reliable.
 139. *÷on2222Z @ @@@V 'fang, stake' ‘ 'weapon (dart, javelin, or the like)' >
HS: S *°√÷nz >  Ar ÷anaz-at- '∈ javelin, staff with a pointed iron' ¶ BK II
383, Fr. III 231, Hv. 5O4 || K: MG [KC] anZa 'stake (Pfahl, kol )', G anZa
id., 'mast ' ¶ DCh. 4O || IE *{x}n=si-s ({EI} *h€+h‹n=sis) 'large (offensive)
knife, dagger, ? sword '  > NaIE *n=si-s 'sword' >  OI a≤si-h5 'sword; knife
(used for killing animals)', Av aNhu2- 'sword' »» L ensis id.  Pal
hastra-  'dagger' ¶¶ P 771, Dv. #489, EI 561, M K I 64-5, WH I 4O6 ||
U: FU {UEW} *onc1a-rV 'fang (of a bear, etc.)' >  Prm *woZ1Vr (= {LG}
*wo¿Z7 !‰r) >  Z voZ1ir 'fang', Z Ud v‰z1ir, Vt vazerpin∆ id. (pin∆
'tooth'), ∆  waz1er, vaZ1er id. »» ObU: Vg: T ‰n1c1´r, LK/P a4n1s1´r, Ss an1s1ar
'tusk (Hauzahn)'; ? Os: D/K a$ÆNç´l 'bear’s canine tooth (Reißzahn)', Km
a$Nç´l 'bear’s tooth', O a$Æns1a4r 'am Gürtel getragener Bärenzahn', Kz
a"n1s1ar 'Eck-\Reißzahn des Bären' » OHg XV agyar 'boar’s tusk (Hauer ,
Hauzahn)', Hg agyar 'tusk, fang' ¶  UEW 34O, MF 74, LG 6O, Coll. 7 1 ,
EWU 13 ˚  Pal h- is likely to point to IE *x and N *˝ , while the K d a t a
suggest a N weak lr. (*÷- ). To solve the problem we need to check well
the interpretation of the Pal word and to elucidate the origin of Pal h- .
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14O. *÷3333up''''V 'take wing', 'up' > HS: WS *-÷u2p- v. 'fly' > Hb √÷wp ( p r m .
-÷u2p3-), Ug √÷wp, Gz √÷wf (js. -÷u2f) v. 'fly', Ph √÷wp (G  imv. sg. m .
÷p) v. 'fly, fly away', Ar √÷wf G  (ip. -÷u2fu) 'circle over (sth.)' ( o f
birds); Ï CS *÷awp- 'bird' > Hb F&o ÷o2p3, Ug ÷p, Sr ÷w≤p3-a 2, Gz ÷o2f, Ph
÷p-t 'fowl, bird', Ar ÷awf- 'cock; omen, fortune' ¶ KB 756-7, HJ 8 3 3 ,
878, OLS 84, Ln. 2198, Br. 517, L G 78  Eg L/G ÷py v. 'fly' ¶ EG I 1 7 9
|| IE *Óupo ({EI} *h4u≤po 'up [from underneath]') > NaIE *upo- 'upon, o n
to' >  Av upa, OPrs upa2 'auf' »» ON of 'over', OHG u2f 'up, above' (>
NHG auf 'on'), AS ufe-weard 'up, upper, later', OHG ob(a) ' o n ,
above, over', ON upp, AS upp (> NE up), OFrs, OSx up 'up', OSx
uppan adv. 'on the top, above, over', OHG obana id., 'from above'  >
NHG oben  NaIE *0up-ero- 'upper' >  Av uparo2 id.; NaIE *uper-(i)
'over' > OI u≤pari  'above, over', Av upa îri, OPrs upariy 'over' »» ?φ
Gk [ype1r, {yper 'over' »» OIr for 'over, on', W gwarthaf 'height' (<
*vortamos) »» Gt ufar, ON yfir, AS ofer (>  NE over), OHG ubar,
ubir (>  NHG u4ber), OSx ovar 'over'; Gt ufaro2 adv. 'above', OHG
obaro  'upper, higher' (> NHG ober), AS yferra adj. 'upper'  NaIE
*up-emo- 'der oberste' >  OI upa≤ma-, Av up´ma-, AS ufemest,
yfemest  NaIE *ups- 'high, upper' >  Gk {yπi adv. 'high' »» OIr o1s,
uas 'above' (P: <  *oup-su), OW uuc, MW uch id., W uwch 'h igher ' ,
Crn (a) ugh, OBr uh, Br ∆ euc5h, oc5h, ouc5h 'above' »» NaIE *u2psa-
> Sl *vÈs- Ï [1] *vÈs-oŸk¥ m. 'high' (f. *vÈs-o≤ka, ntr. *vÈs-o≤ko) >  OCS
v7sok5 vûsokË, Blg visok, SCr vi~sok, Slv visoàk 'high', R
vy≤sok 'is high', prnl. adj.: R vy≤sokij, Uk visokij, P wysoky,
Cz, Slk vysoky1, [2] Sl *vÈsÁ f. 'height (what is high above) '  >  OCS
v7s6 vûsÁ, R vys∆, Blg vis id., SCr vi ^s, Blg ∆ vis 'top ( o f
mountains); [3] Sl comp. *vÈs7ÁjÁ 'higher', ntr.\adv. *vÈs7e > SCr vi Ÿs7ï,
ntr.\adv. vi Ÿs7e¨†OCS v7wii vûs7iji, ntr.\adv. v7we vûs7e, adv.: Blg
viwe, R vywe, Slv vi ^s7e, Cz vy1s7e ¶ WP I 192, P 11O6-7, EI 612, Mn.
1478-9, F II 966-7, 978, Fs. 5O9, Vr. 416, 635, 676, Ho. 24O, 376-7, Ho.
S 57, 81, Kb. 74O-1, 1O54-5, 1O61, KM 36, 518, 799, Vn. O 31-2, Flr.
326, Glh. 672, BER I 152, Ma. CS 578, M K I 1O5-6 || A: [1] A: M *obu˝a
> MM [HI] {Ms.} obo√o 'tertre', WrM obu9a(n), obu, HlM oboo ' heap ,
pile; heap of stones'; "obo", i.e. 'mound\cairn of stones built as a
landmark\monument for special religious ceremonies', Kl ova id.,
{Rm.} owa2  'hill, heap, heap of stones on roads or on a hill', Mnr H {SM}
obòo2 'obo, monceau de pierres qu’on venère'; M ı T: MQp [CC] oba
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'hill', Kr oba  'heap of stones', QrB oba id., 'grave', Qzq, Nog oba ' kurgan ,
tumulus', Bsh uba id., 'hill' ¶ Ms. H 81, MED 598, Kow. 37O, KRS 3 9 1 ,
KW 291, SM 296, Cl. 5, Dr. TM II 133, ET Gl 398-4OO, Rs. W 356, Grøn.
173 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #16O3 (*o2!pæV 'hill, heap of stones' >  M, T [treated as a
cognate and not as a loan])   [2] Tg *u'pu-, *u'pu-kte 'feather' >  O r c
upukt‰ ≠ opukte, Ud ofokto, Ork upukt‰, Nn Nh upult‰, Nn KU ufukt‰,
Nn B ufult‰ 'feather, down'; Nn KU ufu-, Ud ofo-di- v. ' p luck
feather\down' ¶ *-kta/e  is a sx. of mass nouns ¶ STM II 281, Ci. 2O9 ˚
M *o-  as a reflex of N *u  still needs explaining.
141. *÷3333VPVrV '(river-)bank' > IE: NaIE {P} *a2per-o-, *a2per-yo- ' shore ,
river bank', 'mainland' ({EI} IE *h‹eÓperos [?] 'river bank, shore of s e a ' )
> Gk: A }hpeiroß, D çapeiroß (long a2), Ae }aperroß (a2) 'mainland' (<  *a2per-
yo-) »» AS o2fer, Dt oever, MHG uover > NHG Ufer 'shore' (< *a2per-
o-), MLG o4∏ver id. (< *a2per-yo-) ¶ Arm aπn ap≈n 'bank, shore' can b e
better explained as going back to N *q{a}p{?}V 'bank, shore' (q.v.) ¶
Bc. #1.26, WP I 47, P 53, EI 515, F I 64O, Hofm. 1O9, Ch. I 415, Ho. 24O,
KM 8O1, Ach. I 365 || HS: S *≤÷ib[V]r- 'the region beyond\across a
body of water (river\lake\sea)', '(further) bank\shore' >  BHb rb3o4
≤÷eb3Er 'opposite side (of a river, lake, etc.); side, edge, bank', SmHb
{BH} ≤e2baƒr id., JA ar!b6o5 ÷ib3≤r-a2 ≠ ar!b6o3 ÷Eb3≤r-a2 'opposite side', Sr
ærob0e ÷Eb3≤r-a2 'crossing (a river), further bank', Md ÷bra ' coast land,
foreshore', Ar ÷ibr- ≠ ÷abr- ≠ ÷ubr- 'shore', Ak eber-na2ri (n. l., lit.
'the region beyond the river') (π WS?), Eb a-bar-rI1-is7 =  ÷abar-is7
({Frnz.} ÷aba2ris7) loc. 'on the other bank'; S *√÷br v. 'cross (a body o f
water), pass over' (‘  *'pass over a stream to the other side') >  Hb, Ph,
Pu, Ug, OA, IA, JA, Sr, Ar, Sb √÷br G 'cross over (water, etc.), pass', Ak
ebe2ru 'to cross (water)', Eb a-ba-rI1-im = {Krb.} ÷aba2r-im inf. gen.
id.; Cn ı Eg (EgSSc) ÷a1-bI1-ya 'ford, crossing' (Eg NK y < r, see  Erm.
NÄG 23-4) ¶ KB 735-8, HJ 821-3, A #199O, OLS 71, Sl. 84O-1, Js. 1O39-
4O, JPS 399, DM 4, 34O, Fr. III 97-8, BK II 152-3, CAD IV 1O-2, Sd. 1 8 2 ,
Slw. 145-6, Hlk. #28, SivCR 18, Frnz. EL 133 || D (in SD) *e2ri ' ( r a i sed)
bank, lake, reservoir for irrigation' >  Tm e2ri 'large tank, reservoir f o r
irrigation; lake', Ml e2ri 'bank; stakes to support banking work', Kn
e2ri 'a raised bank, the bank of a tank, a tank', Kdg e'tri 'parapet o f
well, bund (in paddy-fields, of tank)', Tu e2ri 'a bed for planting
vegetables' ¶ D #9O1.
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142. (€?) *÷3333Vp''''VÂV  'wild boar' > HS: S *°√÷pr > Ar ÷ifr- ≠ ÷ufr 'wild
boar, swine, young pig' ({Fr.} ÷ifr-  'porcus, aper', ÷ufr-  'porcus') ¶ Fr. III
183  ?φ  Eg fXX ìpÓ 'swine' ¶ EG I 69 || IE *éepero- ({EI} *h⁄eperos
'boar [adult male of Sus scrofa] ' )  > NaIE *ap(e)ro-s 'wild boar' (with *a
on the analogy of *kapro-s 'he-goat')  >  L aper, -° 'wild boar', U m
apruf, ABROF id. (accus. pl.), abrunu id. (accus. sg.) »» pGmc
*ebura- 'wild boar' >  AS eofor, MLG ever, OHG ebur, NHG Eber »»
BSl *weprya- (with *w- on the analogy of a different word) >  Ltv
vepris  'castrated boar' » Sl *vepr¥ ≠ *veprÁ 'wild boar' >  OR vepr6
veprÁ, R vepr∆, gen. ≤veprå, Blg ≤vep`r 'wild boar', Uk ≤veper
'wild boar, hog', SCr veŸpar (gen. veŸpra), P wieprz (gen .
wieprza), Cz vepr7 'hog' »» ?σ Thr }ebroß 'ram' ¶ P 323, EI 425, WH I
56, Ho. 92, KM 15O-1, EWA II 941-3, Bc. G 327, Kar. II 5O7, Glh. 666-7 ,
Vs. I 292, Pln. II 724 || A possible highly questionable cognate: A
*epæVrV 'horn'  (if from 'fung' “ 'wild boar’s fung' “ 'wild boar'?) >
M *eber- 'horn' (> MM [HI, S, MA, IM] eber, WrM eber, HlM ´v´r,
Mnr uyer), pKo {S} *s-pî!r id. (> MKo spî!r, NKo p2ul), Tg *oporV 'nose' (>
Nn oporo ± oforo, WrM oforo) ¶¶ DQA #646 (A *i\opæe!rV ¬ *i\ap«o!rV),
S AJ 46, 291, MED 286, SM 48O, Ms. H 52, H 4O, Pp. MA 15O, 436, S QJ
#43, Nam 274, MLC 832, STM II 22 ˚  AD NM #46; S CNM 13 and SN
146 (÷÷  OChn?).
143. € *÷3333ÅrV 'dry, arid' >  HS: WS *÷arab- >  BHb eb1r!o9 ÷âra2≤b3a2
'desert, steppe', br@o6B2 ba-÷≤rab3, (in pause br!o6B2 ba-÷≤≤ra2b3) 'in t h e
desert', br1o9 ÷â≤ra2b3, Ar ıraOa ÷arab-, Mh ÷a2re2b 'Arabs' (“ 'inhabitants o f
a desert\steppe)', Sb ÷rb coll. 'bedouins', and Mn ÷rb coll. ' n o m a d s '
(in both lgs. “  'inhabitants of the desert'), Gz ÷arab  'Arabia', ? (mt.) Gz
√÷br 'be dry, unfruitful' ¶ KB 831-3, GB 616, BGMR 19, MA 15, Jo. M
27 || D *a2rÀ- v. 'be(come) dry' >  Tm a2r3r3u vt. 'dry (as the hair)', Ml
a2r3uka vi. 'dry up (as land, washed hair, wounds)', Kt a;r- vi. 'dry' ( a s
dew), 'heal' (as a wound), Td o;rÀ- 'become dry by heating', Kn a2r3, a2r3u,
Tu a2runi, Tl a2r3u vi. 'dry', Kdg a'r- vi. 'dry up' (of a stream, c lo th) ,
Klm a;r-, Nkr a2r- vi. 'become dry', Nk a2r- 'be dried, emaciated', Gnd M n
a2rana2 vi. 'warm oneself', Krx arta?a2na2 v. 'spread out in the sun f o r
drying' ¶¶ In some D lgs. there is a homonymic merger with the ve rb
*a2rÀ- ({GS} *a2dÀ-) 'to cool' (GS 15O-1 [#38O]) ¶¶ D #4O4, Zv. 44-5, Sbr.
DVM 56, Pf. 83 (*a2t3-) ˚  WS *÷arab- 'desert' < N *0÷3333ÅrV bÅ with t h e
pc. *bÅ of quality bearers (i.e. *0÷3333ÅrV bÅ 'something arid'?).
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144. *÷iÂ{i} '(male, young) big ungulate' >  HS: WS *≤÷ayr- ≠ *÷ïr-
'male wild ass, ass foal' >  B H b ri%o2 ≤÷ayir, SmHb ≤ïr 'male ass; young
ass', BHb +ppa: ÷ïr-: »rio5 ÷ï≤r-o2 'his male ass' (the pl. form of t h e
Masoretic t r a d i t i o n Mir5i!o9 ≠ Mr5i!o9 ÷âya2≤rïm is on the analogy o f
*≤1a2a3- nouns, cp. the SmHb cognate f o r m Mrio ≤ïr´m, suggesting H b
*÷ï≤r-ïm), MHb ri%o2 ≤÷ayir, Ug ÷r {A} 'ass foal', {OLS} 'ass', JA [Trg.] pl .
Nir%i^o2 ÷ay≤r-ïn id., Ar ÷ayr- 'wild ass, domestic ass', WS ı Ak M r
Xa2ru ≠ Xa?aru ≠ ayaru 'ass foal' ¶ KB 777-8, KBR 822, A #2O9O,
OLS 87 , Lv. III 643, Lv. T II 214, Js. 1O75, BK II 419, CAD VI 118, Sd.
328  Eg fOK ÷¿ 'ass' >  DEg ÷¿ >  Cpt Sd eIO, Cpt B IO ¶ EG I 165, Vc.
6O-1  ?σ C: Dhl {EEN} he2!ri 'goat, sheep' »» SC: Irq {MQK} ?a2ri ' she -
goat', pl. a2ra 'goats', Irq/Grw/Alg/Brn {E} ara 'goats' ¶ EEN 15, E SC 2 9 7 ,
MQK 16  ?σ Ch: WCh: Mnt/Ywm ur 'he-goat' »» ECh: Ll o2re2 'goats' ¶ JI II
167, ChC, ChL ¶¶ EG l.c., Ember ESS #3.b.6, OS #1O81, Tk. I 54, Tk. SCC
95 [#25.3] || K *°ir- > OG, G irem- 'deer' ¶ Abul. 189, DCh. 582 || IE:
NaIE *er(i)-b≈- (with the sx. *-b≈(o)- of animal names) '∈ horned
artiodactyl' (× N *Ó{á}ÂV 'goat, sheep', q.v.) >  Gk }erifo-ß 'kid' »» Clt:
OIr heirp (*erb≈-ï-) 'dama, capra', erb(b) (*erb≈-a2-) 'cow', NIr
earb  'goat', ScGl earb  'roe (deer) ' ¶ P 326, EI 511, F I 56O, WH I 6 7 ,
Bc. G 333, KSchm. TE, Ld. A 23ff., Ach. III 586, Frn. 121, En. 17O, Tp. P
E-H 72-5, ≈ ESSJ VIII 179-8O || D *ir- '(∈ ) deer, stag' (× N *yÉr÷3333V
'∈ (young of a) ruminant animal', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ D *-r- (pointing to a N
*r -cluster) suggests that the main source of D *ir- is N *yÉr÷3333V  r a t h e r
than N *÷iÂ{i}  ˚  AD NM #47; S CNM 7 and S SN 146 (÷÷ ST).
145. ?σ € *÷3333VrV 'run' > HS: Eg fMK w÷r 'flee' ¶ EG I 286, Fk. 57  C:
EC: Sml N {Abr.} ÷arar- 'flee', Sml {ZMO} ÷arar- 'run away, flee', ?σ Rn
a~ra!rsi~ vt. 'hurry, rush', caus. a~ra~ri!c7a vt. 'hurry up' »» Ag: Bln {R}
harår- 'laufen, rennen'; Ag ı Tgr {LH} √hrr 'hurry' ({R} √Hrr
'laufen, rennen') ı Bj {R} here2r- ≠ hire2r- scv. 'marschieren ,
wandern, gehen, zu Fuß gehen' ¶ R WB 2OO, R WBd 126, LH 1O, Abr. S
14, PG 68  (+ ext.) SES *√÷rm[d] > Hrs √÷rm  (pf. ?a2ro2m) 'run fast' ( o f
a camel), Mh/Jb √÷rmd (pf. Mh ?a2rmed, Jb C a÷ar≤mid) id. ¶ Jo. H 1O,
Jo. J 15, Jo. M 28 ||  D : Tl ur3u  'retreat, retire, withdraw' ¶ ≈  D #713.
146. *÷3333aré€++++wu ¬ *÷3333aé€ru 'back (dos), loins' >  HS: S *°√Órw ( =
*√÷rw?) > Ak eru2tu ≠ aru2tu 'back (dos)', ? Ar ÷ur÷ur-at- 'top of a
camel’s hump, peak of a mountain' ¶ Sd. 248, BK II 225  Eg P/BD ÷r.t
'hinder parts (of men), hindquarters (of animal)' ¶ EG I 2O9, Fk. 45 
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B: Si {La.} ´rrao\, ´rrau\, {Bs. “ BrR} vrE" ahrau 'back (dos)', Ah aru2ri,
Gh {Nh.} aruri, ETwl ´ruru (pl. iroran), Ty ¥rori (pl. iroran), Ttq {Msq.}
arur°, Izn/Rf/SrSn {Rn.} a÷rur, ta÷rurt, Zww {La.} a÷arur 'back (dos ) ' ;
the unexpected presence (= preservation?) of ÷  in Izn, Rf, SrSn, Zww h a s
not yet been explained ({La.} "ne s’explique guère") ¶ Rn. 379, Fc.
166O, GhA 163, Msq. 95, La. S 228, La. MChB 115 [fn. 2]  φ ECh: M u
{J} ha^r 'back (dorsum)' ¶ ChC || A (*a[:]r{u} 'back [of humans ,
animals]'): NaT *a2rt 'back or hinder part of anything; nape of neck' >
OT a2rt id., Tk art, Tkm a2rt, VTt art 'hind part, back (dos)', Az ardò,
Qmq, QrB, Nog, Qq, Bsh, Qrg, Alt, SY art, Tv art- (+ppa.) 'hind part' 
NaT *arka 'back' >  OT, MU, MQp, XwT, Chg, OOsm arqa ' b a c k
(dorsum), upper part of the back', Tk arka, VTt, Bsh, Qmq, Nog, Qzq,
Qq, Qrg, Alt arqa, ET a(r)qa, Uz årqa, Xk ar˝a, Tv a<r˝a ' back ,
shoulders; back side', Yk ar˝a2 id., nape, withers', Tlm arqa, Az arXa
'back, upper part of the back; animal’s back', Ln ayqa 'hind part', Chv
urXa  'animal’s back' in urXalaX 'saddle-bag' ¶ Cl. 2OO-1, 215, TkR 5O-
2, ET Gl 174-5, 179-8O, TL 267-8, ADb. SR 116-7, 185, Pek. 142  Tg
*arka-n 'back (dos)' >  Ewk arkan, Sln arka%, Lm arq¥n, Neg aykan, O r c
akka(n-), Ud aka(n-), Ork atta(n-) ¶ STM I 51, Krm. 2O5  M *aru
({ADb.} *ar˝u) 'animal’s back' >  MM [S, HI, MA] aru, WrM aru, HlM
ar  'back (dorsum)', Dgr ar  'the northern side of a mountain, n o r t h e r n
side' ¶ ADb. MSR 9, H 9, Ms. H 37, Pp. MA 1O6, MED 54, Klz. D I 1O9-
1O ¶¶ Pp. VG 76, 94, 192 (explains T *arka and Tg *arka-n as d. f r o m
*aru (*arka < *aru-ka)  pJ {S} *a~tu\a~ 'behind, trace' > OJ a~tu\o!, J: T a!to,
K a~to!, Kg ato! ¶ S QJ #767, Mr. 387 ¶¶ DQA #48 *a"~ra 'back (dos ) ,
behind', ≈ ADb. SR 3O5 (T *arka-n ≠ M *aru)  || D (in SD) *ar- 'waist ,
loins' >  Tm arai\ id., 'stomach', Ml ara 'middle of the body, loins,
waist', Td ar nîn` 'silver waist-string' (nîn` 'string'), Kdg are 'waist' ¶ D
#23O ˚  The long *a2 in T *a2rt and the D cns. *-r- (normally from cns .
clusters) point to the presence of an additional element in pN (a lr. o r
*w?). If Ar ÷ur÷ur-at- belongs here, the pN postcons. lr. may have b e e n
*÷  (N *÷ 3333ar÷u). Mu h- still needs explaining.
147. *÷3333urVK''''V 'to flee' > HS: CS *√÷rk' 'run away, flee' >  Sr √÷rk5 G
'flee', JA [Trg.] √÷rk' 'flee, run', JEA √÷rk' ≠ √?rk' 'flee', Ar {Ln.} √÷rq
G : ÷ariqa (fi-l ?arÎ^œi) 'go away into the country', {BK} ÷arq- 'way, r o a d ,
beaten path' ('chemin, route, sentier frayé') ¶ BK II 228-9, Ln 2O17-9,
Br. 55O, Js. 1123, Sl. 883, KB 841 || U: FV ≈ *urke- 'flee, go away' >  Lv
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{Kt.} ur2g‰- 'flee, avoid', F prs. urkene- / inf. urjeta ' abgehen,
abreisen, abfahren, sich entfernen, sich aufmachen, aufbrechen,
beginnen (Weg, Laufbahn)' »» Er orgode- orgod!e-, Mk vor∆gode-
vor1g´d!´- 'flee, run away' ¶ UEW 8O5, SK 1548, Kt. 457, ERV 442, Ker. II
1O1, SSA III 375-6 || D *urÀuk- 'run away' >  Tl ur3uku, Knd u®Àk- id .
([partially] × D *urÀuk- 'jump' >  Tm ur3ukku id.] ¶¶ ≈  D #713 ˚  Not
here WrM or9u-, HlM orgo-x v. 'flee' (MED 617), because this w o r d
goes back to M *For9u- (cp. MM [MA] hor9u- id., w  Pp. MA 186).
148. *÷a{r1111}V ¬ *÷aÂi '≈  without, no' >  K: OG ara 'no, not', G ara
'no', ar 'not' ¶ Ser. 3 || IE: NaIE *ar- / *o2r- v. 'deny' (P: 'verweigern,
leugnen') >  Gk ]arne1omai 'I deny' »» Arm uranam uRanam 'deny' »»
pAl {O} *arn-enya >  Al: T rrej, G rre6j v. 'deceive' Ï Al T rrem
'mendacious, false' ¶ P 62, F I 145-6, 158, Ch. 112, Slt. 385-6, O 38O,
Bugge BA 38ff., BFU 484, Me. EAC 111, 142 || HS: S *√÷ry+w (≠
*√÷rr) 'be(come) naked\empty' >  BHb ur&o ÷o2≤ru2 2pm imv. ' s t r ip
naked!', D er1o4 ÷e2≤ra2 '(he) bared, made naked', 'entblößen, bloßlegen' ,
Ph √÷ry D  (3s ip. y÷r) 'strip off', Ug ÷rw 'naked, uncovered', Ar
√÷ry G (pf. ÷ariya) 'be(come) naked, bare of clothes', Ak eriu ±
eru2 'naked, empty'; CS *÷Vry-at- 'nakedness' >  BHb ei!r^o3 ÷Er≤ya2, Sr
÷aryat, JA at1i^rio5 ÷iry´≤t3a2 ≠ at1i^r^o1 ÷Ory´≤ta2, Ar éyar0Ou ÷uryat- ¶
KB 834-5, HJ 887, OLS 9O, Br. 548, CAD IV 32O, Sd. 242 || U: Y: Y T
{Ku.} araw 'naked', {Ku.} ara2wya2, {Ang. “ Jc.} arauneje 'bald', K {Jc.}
arau(lei), T {Jc.} araulei 'naked', T/K {Ang. “ Jc.} ≤araulei
'naked, bare, undressed' ¶ Ku. 34, Ang. 23, Jc. JR s.v. arau, Jc. XR s.v.
araulei || ?σ D *ar`i 'perish, be destroyed' >  Tm ar›i v. 'perish, b e
ruined', Ml ar›iyuka 'be destroyed', Kt alßc>- 'be erased', alßyv
'destruction', Td od ßy-  '(money) is spent', Kn ar›i 'be ruined, dest royed,
perish', Tu arpuni vt. 'efface, waste', al5ipuni 'perish', Tl ar›isina
'which destroys', Prj andßkip-, Gnd ar`ih- v. 'destroy' ¶¶ D #277.  
148a. € *÷3333 ++++9er1111V 'raincloud, rain' > HS:  C {AD} ÷Vr- 'cloud, rain', {E}
*÷ir- 'rain' > Ag: Awn {Hz.} ‰!ri! 'rain' »» EC: Af {PH} ÷ir- ≠ ÷er- ' smoke ,
steam', Arr {Hw.} ?iri!, Elm {Hn.} i!ri, Dsn {To.} ?i!r, Hr/Dbs {AMS}
ira!wwo, Gln/Gwd {AMS} irra!wo, Cm {Hab.} E!ro, {SLLE} ?Erro ' r a in ' ,
pSam {Hn.} *÷ir- > Sm {R} ÷°ro 'fog, cloud', Sm N {Abr.} ÷ï!ro 'fog', Sm
{Hn.} ÷ir ÷adda2 ga2 'continuous light rain', {ZMO} ÷ir 'rain, weather, sky ' ,
Rn {PG} Hi!r 'rain' ¶ AD SF 143, E PC #489, PH 6O-1, Hw. A 342, To. DL
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3483, Hn. S 77 (pSam *÷ir- 'light rain'), ZMO 68, PG 141, AMS 2 6 3
 NrOm *irV 'rain, cloud'  >  Wl/Zl/Dwr/Gf/Dc/Bdt/Zs/Bsk/Cha {LmS}
ira, Malo {LmS} ?ira, Gm {Hw.} ?i!ro, Hrr {CR} ira, Ym {Wdk} i~ro~,
Na/Shk/Mj {Fl.} iru 'rain', Kf {C} iro2 'cloud' ¶ Blz. OL (Om *ir- ' r a in ' ) ,
AD SF 143, LmS 292, Lm Y 321, CR H 637, Wdk BY 17O, Hw. EG s.v.
'rain', Fl. OWL s.v. 'rain' || D: McTm  *er`ili 'cloud' > Tm, Ml er›ili id. ¶
D #849 ˚  Suggested by Blaz ]ek: Blz. LNA #2 (N *÷er1V).
149. *÷3333ar 1111K ' ''' {u} 'sinew' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'bowstring, bow') >  HS:
WS *÷{i}rk'- 'sinew, vein, root' >  Ar ÷irq- 'root, sinew, vein', Mh ?ark'-
'artery, sinew, nerve, root', Jb C ÷ark'- 'root, sinew', J A aq!r6o2 ÷ar≤k5-a2
'leather thong', Tgr ÷arAk' 'tendon, nerve', ?σ Sb ÷rk5 'neck-muscle ,
collarbone'  ¶ Fr. III 143, Jo. M 28, Lv. III 7O5-6, BGMR 2O, LH 359, MiK
I #1.2O  AdS  of Eg fP rwZ  'cord; bowstring; sinews' (<  N *rá[w]K''''á
'sinew' [→ 'cord, rope']; to tie' [q.v.] × N *lßßßß{o}NK''''a 'to bend' [‘ ' a
bow']) ¶ EG II 41O, Fk. 148, Tk. I 249-5O || IE *éerku- ≠ *éerkW- ' bow,
net' ({EI} *≤hÅerkwo-s 'bow and\or 'arrow') (×  N *Ì{o}rk''''o 6 666 'bend, b e
bent\crooked' [q.v.])>  NaIE *a+´rku- ≠ *a+´rkW- 'bow, net' >  OL gen.
arqu-ï, L arcus id. »» Gmc *arxWo2 (*'belonging to a bow' ‘ ) ' a r r o w '
>  Gt d. arHazna, ON o<r (gen. o<rvar), OSw arf, AS earh ' a r row ' ,
NE arrow »» Gk }arkyß, -yoß 'net' ¶ WP I 81, P 67-8, EI 78, EM 78-9, WH I
64, Bc. G 329, Vr. 688, Ho. 85, Coll. ULF 174, IS I 24O, Fs. 56, F I 1 4 2 - 3
|| A: NaT *arka- > Osm {Rs.} arqa- 'an den Sattelriemen festbinden' (× T
*arka 'back, dorsum', cp. Chv urXalaX, VTt arqal¥q 'saddle-bag', O s m
{Rh.} arqalîq 'porter’s knot for carrying burdens', Tk arkalIk ' luggage
carrier in a bicycle'), Chg {Rs.} arqa- 'den Faden einschließen', Tv
argy- ar˝È- v. 'knit, plait, weave', Xk ar˝a- v. 'embroider in f lat
stitches'; NaT {ET} *arka2n 'lasso, thick rope' >  Chg {Rl.}, Kr Nqra arqan,
Tkm arqa2n 'lasso, thick rope', CrT, QrB, Qzq, Nog, Qq, VTt, Bsh arqan,
Uz arqån, Tk {ET} argan 'thick rope, cable', Qrg, Alt arqan 'rope m a d e
of hair', Qzq {Rl.} arqan  'rope made of horsehair'; a T lge. ı  R ar≤kan
'lasso' ¶ Rs. W 26, ET Gl 175-6, BIG 3O, TvR 68, Rl. I 288, Bu. I 3O ¶ N
*r 1111 >  T *r in the precons. position (a law discovered by Hl.)  M ≈
*ar9amZ>i ' rope '  > MM [IM] ar˝amZ7i 'rope', [S] {H} arh5amji ar˝amZ7i
'Leitstrick', WrM ar9am∆i, HlM argamq, Brt argamqa, Kl arhmœ
'rope, tether', {Rm.} ar˝amZ7 i 'rope (Strick)', WrO arGamZi  'rope, line,
halter, hawser, bridle', WrM ar9amZi- , HlM agramqi- v. 'tie, fas ten
with a rope', WrO arXala- v. 'fasten, tether'; M ı Tf ar9amZ1i ' lasso,
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leather rope', Tv argam¢y id., Xk ar˝amZ7î, Alt armak¢y armaqc1î
'lasso, rope', Qrg argamqy ar˝amZ7î 'rope (made of hair)' ¶ Pp. MA
432, H 9, MED 52, Krg. 52-3, KW 13, Ra. 155 || D (in NED) *er`Vt- >  Krx
er`et≈ 'long-bow', Mlt er`tu 'a bow', er`tyo 'archer' ¶ D #789, Pf. 1 8 6
[#34]  ˚  The unexpected D *e-  is still to be explained ˚  AD NM #25, S
CNM 6 (÷÷ NrCs, ST, Yn), Vv. AEN 17-8 (points to the problems with t h e
sxs. in M).
15O. € *÷3333ÉwVÍV '(∈ ) grass' >  HS: C: EC {Ss.} *÷aws7-/*÷ays7 (?<
*÷awis7-) > Sa, Af ÷ayso 'grass, straw, vegetation', Sml ÷aws 'dry grass ' ,
?φ Rn Ho2!s, Bn e2s, Dsn ?ïs7 'grass', Or e2s '∈ corn' ({Th.} 'farro, farragine,
spelta, specie di frumento'), Hr, Dbs, Gln, Gwd ÷as7-ko 'grass', Sd {Ss.}
ays-o 'grass', {Hd.} haysso 'blade of grass', hays≤so 'grass' ¶ Ss. PEC 44-5 ,
47, Hn. S 77, PG 143, Th. 123, Hd. 72, AMS 245, 263, To. DL 482  Ch:
WCh: pNrBc {S} *awasi 'grass' > Jmb awas7i, My awasu »» ECh: Skr {Sx.}
u!su~, Bdy {AlJ} ?a~wso id.  possibly also *√ws >  NrBc: Wrj was‰-na,
Mbr wa@s‰, Kry wasisi, SBc: Bg w‰!sÈ~l id. »» CCh: Ms {J} wu!sna!, Bnn
u`sÈ!na~ id.; G’nd u~s7I~nna, Tr {Nw.} wu~z‰~n, Pdl wu~zI~ndi! id. ¶ Sk. NB 24, Stl.
ZCh 26O [#183], ChL, ChC, AlJ 35, Blz. ChTP 8, Tk. NB 183 (NrBc
*(a)was- < *÷awas-) ¶¶ Tk. PAA 31 (NrBc, EC) || A: M *ebesu4n (<
**ebes-su4n with a nominal sx .*-su4n) 'grass, hay' >  MM [L, MA, IM]
ebesu4n, WrM ebesu4n≠ ebu4su4n, HlM øvs(øn), Ord o4wo4su$ ≠ o4wo4s
id., Kl {Rm.} o4wsn=, Mnr H {SM} wes‰ ≠ yes‰ id., 'straw', {T} wese ≠
yese, Mnr M {T} bese, MMgl [Z] ebAsu4n, Mgl {Rm.} eba$sun, Dg {T} eu$\se,
Ba {T} wesoN 'grass, hay' ¶ Pp. MA 15O, 436, Pp. L II 1254, Rm. M 2 7 ,
KW 3O3, Iw. 1OO, Pot. 421, MED 287, 291, Ms. O 544, SM 483, 493, T
321, T DgJ 19, T BJ 136 || AdS  of IE *[Ó]wei\s- > NaIE *wei\s- v. 'grow,
sprout forth' (P: 'sprießen, wachsen') (< N *wis6666?V 'to grow' [esp. o f
plants] [q.v. ffd.]).
151. *÷es6666 {i} 'make, do' >  HS: WS *√÷s6y 'make, do' >  BHb eßo
√÷s6y+w G , M’b √÷s7y G  (1s pf. ÷s7ty), Ug √÷s7y G  id., SmA eso
÷s7h (Hebraized spelling for ÷s? [√÷sy] 'do'), n. act. ÷s7y (for ÷sy)
'doing, making', Sb/Mn y÷s7y G  'do, make; acquire', Qt ÷s7y G  {Rk.}
'acquire' (OSA S s7 for the expected _ s6 is puzzling) ¶ KB 842-5, HJ 89O-
1, OLS 93, Tal 667, BGMR 2O-1, MA 16, Rk. IQ 125  C: Ag {Ap.} *?‰s-
'make, do' >  Bln {Ap.} ?‰s-, Xm/Q {Ap.} ‰s7-, Dmb {R} es- id. »» EC: Sa
{R} is-/is7-, Af {R} is- id., pBn {Hn.} *as- v. 'prepare' (>  {Hn.} Bn Bi/K
as- id., Bn J/Kj a!Nal as- 'brew beer'); HEC {Hd.} *ass- / *iss- 'do, m a k e '
> Sd {Gs., Hd.} ass-, Kmb {Hd.} ass-, es-, Ged (h)ass-, Hd {Hd.} iss- ' d o ' ,
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Brj {Hd., Ss.} iss- 'do, act, make' »» SC: Alg {Wh.} ÷esïm-, Brn {Wh.}
÷esïm- 'do' ¶ AD SF 151, Ap. AV 5, Ss. B 1O7, R S II 52, Hn. BD 1 2 2 ,
143, Hd. 51, 95, 2O1, 244, 285, 3O8, 315, 35, Wh. IC 56  ECh: Mkl {J}
sbjn. ?i!se~ (pl. ?a2!se~), aor. ?i!ze~ 'do, make' ¶ J LM 113 ¶¶ AD SF 151 (S,
C), Ap. AV 5 (S, Ag, EC), OS #1O97 (HS *÷ic6- 'do, make'; S, C, Ch) || IE:
Ht essa-  / issa-  'do, make' (unless an iterative of Ht iya-  id.) ¶ Pv. I-
II 3OO-5 || U: FP (+ ext.) *es7te- 'make, make\be ready', (‘ ' succeed,
have time to do sth.') >  pChr {Ber.} *is7t´- 'do, make' >  Chr L/B ¥s7te-,
Chr H ´s7te- id. » pPrm {LG} *‰s7t- >  Z es7tÈnÈ, Prmk, Yz yes7t- 'be ready ' ,
'be fulfilled' (a word), 'succeed in fulfilling, have time to do' » pLp {Lr.}
*‰st‰- >  Lp: N {N} a6s…ta6t 'have time\leisure (to do sth.)', L {LLO}
astat, Kld ´2sst´ ‰s2te-Î id., S {Hs.} astedh id., 'arrive in time' » F
ehti- 'arrive in time' ¶ ≈  UEW 626 (FP *es7te 'have time, be ready ' ) ,
Sm. 552 (FP *es7ti- 'manage'), Ber. 8, LG 333, SK 35, It. 3O3, Coll. 76-7 ,
Lr. #25, Lgc. #111, Hs. 25O, SaR 424 ˚  N *s6666 >  U *s7 is puzzling: a
positional change *-s6t- > *-s7t-?
152. *÷ 3333os 6666V(-K ''''a) '∈ tree' >  HS: Eg fOK ÷s7 'cedar, abies cilicica (as a
tree and esp. as wood)' ¶ EG I 228, Fk. 49 || IE *éWes- 'ash-tree' ({EI}
*h€eÓo2s 'ash') >  NaIE *os- ≠ *o2s- (and with extentions: *osk- ≠ [mt . ]
*oks-) > L ornus (<  *os-en-os) 'mountain-ash' »» W onn, snglt. onn-
en / pl. onna 'ash-tree' (<  *osna2), MCrn onnen, Br onn, ∆
ounnenn, OIr (h)uinnius, dat. uinsinn (<  *onn-ist-o2) »» Gk ]oxy1a
≠ ]oxy1h 'beech-tree' (< *oskes-?) »» pAl {O} *aksa >  Al ah 'beech-tree' »»
Arm haçi hac≈i 'ash-tree' (<  *Ó{o}s-k-) »» ON askr, OHG asca id. »»
Pru woasis, Lt u!osis, Ltv o^sis id. » Sl *a¡sen¥ ≠ *a¡senÁ id. >  Slv
ja!sen, je!sen, Slv R a!sen, Blg ≤åsen, SCr jaŸse2n, ∆  jeŸse2n, OR
jas6n6 yasenÁ, R, Blr, Uk ≤åsen∆, Cz jasan, Slk jasen7 » The BSl
vw. goes back to IE *o2 (L-gr. of IE *o) ¶ P 782, ≈ EI 32 (unc.: 'ash' “ '≈
burnings ') , F II 4OO, WH II 223, Vn. U 2O, O 2-3, Vr. 15, EWA I 364-6 ,
Slt. 312-3, Frn. 1167, En. 276, ESSJ I 79-8O, Glh. 29O, Frdr. PIT 2 O
[#13], Frdr. PITA 92-8 || U *os6+s1ka '∈ tree (ash-tree, elm, poplar)' >  Chr
H os7k¥ 'ash-tree', L os7ko 'black poplar (Populus nigra), osokor∆ ' »» p M r
{Ker} *u2sk¥ > (mt.) *uks¥ >  Er ukso, Mk uks 'ash-tree'  Sm: Kms {KD}
a2zoy pæaº 'poplar' (pæaº 'tree') ¶¶ Ker. II 174, Ber. 93, KD 6, Coll. 138 ||
A: T *os > Sg, Qb, Qc, StXk os 'aspen, poplar', Qzl {Rl.} os 'poplar', Chv
¥v¥s , ∆  us  'aspen'; there may be semantic infl. of NaT *apsak 'aspen' (<
N *?ac '''' @ @@@PV  '∈ leaf-bearing tree') ¶ Hoops 123-4 and after him Tenishev
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(TL 131) unconvincingly suggested an IE origin of the T word (from t h e
non-existent Sl •osa 'aspen') ¶ ET Gl 6O7-8, Fed. I 8O-1, BIG 131, Rl. I
1138, Ash. III 295 ˚  Coll. IUS 87, Coll. HUV 121 (in both sources: IE,
U), IS I 255 s.v. *Óosÿ 'ash-tree' (IE, U), Jk. 333 (proposes as a n
alternative [with a query] that the Chr and Mr words may be loans f r o m
Irn [Scythian]: "Entlehnung aus einer altertümlichen iran. ( skyth . )
Sprachform wäre ebenso möglich…, die Sippe ist aber in den i ran .
Sprachen kaum belegt").
153. *÷3333at''''Ë '∈ fish' >  HS: S *°≤÷Vt'- >  Ug ÷t5 id. ¶ OLS 94  Eg XVIII/G
÷dw '∈ fish (forbidden to eat)' ¶ EG I 237 || A: Tg: WrMc atu ' a
female fish (with roe)' ı (or π?) WrM atu 'a female fish' (× Tg
*atV 'female' < N *{?}atV 'female, woman', q.v.); WrMc atuXa 'a ma le
fish' ı (or π?) WrM atuqa id. ¶ Z 29, MED 58-9 || ?φ  D (in SD)
*atßV '∈ fish' > Tm at5al '∈ fish', Tm at5alai\, Ml at5ava '∈ marine fish' ,
Tu ad5aminu, ad5a2vu '∈  fish' ¶ D #68 ¶ *-tß- for the expected *-t- i s
still to be explained || IE: NaIE *ateli- (and *{a}ti-?) '∈ fish' (× N
*Ù{o}t '''' {i} '∈ fish', q.v.) >  Gk [Arist., Hs.] }eteliß (or ]eteli1ß) '∈ fish' ({F}:
'Goldbrasse'?) »» L [Plin.] attilus {WH} '∈ a big fish resembling
sturgeons (in the Padus)' (π Gl?); VL {ML} *ati¸llus 'Stöhr' (sc. 'S tör ,
sturgeon?) >  It V ≤(l)adano, It Ml ≤ladan, ?φ OIt Pv ≤agano; VL {ML}
*atillus id. >  OIt V *adello >  It adello id. »» Lt oﬁtas 'halibut, t u rbo t ' ,
(N *Ù{o}t '''' {i} > ?) Lt ati~s, Ltv aﬁte id. ¶ P 7O, ML #766, Frn. 21, Bg. KS
274, F I 58O, Hld. I 275, WH I 78.
154. *÷3333at''''V 'to throw, to cast ' > HS: EC {Ss.} *÷ad'- 'throw' > Kns, Gdl
ad'-, Hr ÷ad'-, Brj ad'-ad'- 'throw', Sa ÷ed- 'throw away', Af S ÷id- ' t h row,
kill' ¶ Ss. B 23  S *°√÷t't' > Ar √÷tœtœ G  'fell so. on the ground' ¶ BK II
283, Hv. 48O || A: T *at- 'throw, shoot (arrows) '  > OT, Chg, XwT at-
id., MQp at- 'shoot', Tk at-, Tkm, Ggz, CrTt, Qmq, QrB, Qq, Bsh, ET,
Qrg, Alt at- 'throw, shoot', Az, Nog, VTt at-, Uz åt- id., 'cast', Qzq, SY,
Xk, Tv at- 'shoot', Yk ît- 'shoot (arrows)' »» Chv L ut- 'throw', Chv ∆
îw¥t- 'throw, cast' ¶ Cl. 36, ET Gl 199-2OO || D *atß- 'throw, shoot' >
Tu ad5akuni 'throw, cast out, discharge (as a gun)', Tl ad5rincu,
ad5arucu v. 'discharge, shoot (as an arrow or other missile)' ¶¶ D # 6 1
˚  The irreg. reflex *-tß- in D may be due to some phonetic element i n
sxs.
155. *÷3333ot''''V 'breathe, blow' >  IE *éWot-/*é=Wt- >  NaIE *o2t-/´t- v.
'breathe' (Ï*o2t-men- [{EI} IE *h⁄eh⁄t-≤men] 'breath') >  OI a2t≤ma2 (gen .
a2t≤manah5) 'breath, soul, self' »» AS A2Îm, OSx a2thom, OHG a2tum,
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MLG a2dem, Dt adem, NHG Atem, (∆ ı ) Odem 'breathing, breath' »»
OIr athach  (< *´t-a2ko-) 'breath, wind' ¶ WP I 118, P 345 (*e2t-men), EI
82, Mn. 254, M K I 73, Ho. 13, Ho. S 4, EWA I 391-3, KM 34, Vn. A  9 9 -
1OO || HS: +exts.: S *°√÷+˝t'n >  Gz √÷t'n G  'burn incense, fumigate
with incense'  ? S *°√{÷}t'm >  Ak et5emmu 'spirit of the dead, ghos t '
 WS *√÷t'r v. 'exhale (as vapour\smoke\steam)' >  Sr rt0 √÷t'r G (p f .
÷´≤t5ar) id., JA [TrgJ] ryo √÷t'r G  (pf. ry2o9 ÷â≤t5ar) 'rauchen, t o
exhale smoke', A r √÷tœr G  ( p f . ra6aOa ÷atœara) 'exhale fragrance, smell
sweet', Mh ?o2t'‰r v. 'perfume', Mh ?a2t'‰r, Jb ÷‰t'r 'perfume' ¶ Br. 521, JPS
41O, Lv. T II 211, Lv. III 636, Js. 1O63-5, Fr. III 176, BK II 284, Jo. M 3 5 ,
L G 76, CAD IV 397-O1  B *?adœu? 'wind, odour' > Ah {Fc.} a2dœu, Gd adœö,
Izn/Rf {Rn.} aÎœu, Gh {Nh.}, ETwl/Ty {GhA}, Tmz {MT}, Izd, Wrg {Dlh.}
adœu, Nf atœu id., Kb {Dl.} aÎœu, Mz {Dlh.} adœu, Snd atœu 'wind', Tz {Stm.} a2dœu
id., Sll {Ds.} ad5uº 'gentle wind', BSn/BMn {Bs.} a2dœuº 'heavy wind', Izd
adœu n. 'smell', Zng {TC} aÎœih 'odour' ¶ Pr. H #141, Fc. 252-3, GhA 3O,
Nh. 213, Rn. 311, Lf. II #O332, Dl. 17O, Stm. 158, Ds. 29O, MT 86, Dlh.
M 37, Dlh. Ou 63, Mrc. 18O, 261, TC D 4, NZ 437-9  ?σ Ch ≈ *?VtVn
'nose' (× N *{h}otV 'to smell [odorare, get the odour of]', 'to smell
[olere, have an odour\scent], q.v. ffd.) || A: ?σ AmTg *o2ti3 >  Ul o2tI ' t h e
north-eastern wind', Nn o2c7I 'the north wind' ¶ STM II 28 || D *u2tª v.
'blow (blasen)' >  Tm u2tu v. 'blow (as a wind instrument, a fire)', Ml
u2tuka id., u2ttu n. 'blowing', Kt u;d- v. 'become swollen, bloated', Kn
u2du v. 'blow', Tu u2duni v. 'blow (as a pipe), swell', Tl u2du v. 'b low
with the mouth or with bellows', Klm, Nk, Nkr, Gdb u2nd-, Gnd u2d- v.
'blow', ? Ku hu2tinay v. 'kindle' ¶¶ D #741, ≠ Km. 3O4 [#143]
(reconstructs *uy-nt-/*uy-t- for pCD [sc. pSCD and pCD] and pSD, *uy-
rÀ-/-r- for pNED).
155a. *÷ 3333ut ''''V  '≈  hand' ('palm of hand with fingers'?) >  HS: S *0{÷}u2t'-, ?
*0√÷t'w > Ak u2t5- 'span, half ell', ? Ar √÷tœw G (ip. -÷tœu2) ' t ake \ rece ive
with the hand' ('manu accepit') ¶ Sd. 1447, Fr. III 179-8O || U *utta
(or *-t+s+s7-, *-ks+s7-, *-s+s7k-) >  Sm {Jn.} *utaº, {Hl.} *uta 'hand' >  Ne: T
˜uda, {Lh.} Nu;Îa;, F {Lh.} Nutta"¢´; Ng {Mik., Hl.} Ju4tu4, {Cs.} ju5tu5; En: X
{Cs.} u1ra, B {Cs.} u1da id.; Slq: Tz {KKIH} utÈ id., B/Y/Kar {Cs.} ut, O
{Cs.} ud, Ke/NP {Cs.} utte, Chl {Cs.} uto4, UO {Cs.} ude id.; Kms {KD}
uda, Koyb {Sp.} oda 'hand'; Mt {Hl.} *uda id. (Mt: M {Sp.} udam` ' m y
hand\arm', K {Mll.} uda 'arm', {Pl.} udada 'his hand\arm', T {Pl.}
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u1dada, udada id., {Mll.} udu1da 'his arm', A {Msr.} udam ' m y
hand') ¶ Jn. 3O, Cs. 55, 79, 232, Hl. US 115, Hl. M #11O9 ||  A: T *aÎut
> OT U aÎut 'a handful', 'palm of the hand' (<  a compound *.. . +
*÷3333ut ''''V?) (Ï aÎutla- v. 'take a handful'), MU aÎut 'handful', as well a s
possibly with *-w-: OT ∆ [MhK] avut, Chg avuc7, MQp [CC] ouc7, Tk
avuc<, Tkm awuc7, Nof uwîs, Qmq uvuc7, Blq uuc7, Xk o2s, SY os7 ' handfu l '
¶ Cl. 44-5, ADb. SR 179-82 (T ad˝ut+ç with a dim. sx. [?] *-ç)  pJ {S}
*u~nta~i\ 'arm' > OJ u~de~, J: T/Kg ude!, K u!de~ ¶ S QJ #1081, Mr. 560 ˚ ≈ Gr.
II #193 (*ute  'hand') (Sm, J + err. A).
156. *÷ 3333awyV  'shout, speak' >  IE: NaIE (?) *0au\- >  o  Gk (ipf.) a‘ye, f t .
]ay4 !sv, aor. ]ay4 8sai 'cry out, shout, call aloud' ('rufen') ¶ P 76-7, F I 1 9 3
|| HS: WS *√÷wy 'shout' (n. act. *0÷awy-) >  Ar √÷wy G 'shout, howl ' ,
Gz ÷awya n. 'moan, wail', ÷awya2 'wailing', √÷wyw  (pf. ÷awyawa) 'wail
in mourning, howl, cry, cry out' ¶ L G 79, BK I 415  C: EC {Ss.} *÷iyy-
'cry' > Sml ÷iyy-, Bs {HL} iyi, Or iyy- v. 'cry, shout', Arr {Hw.} ?iyy- ' c r y
out', Brj iyy-  v. 'cry for help', Af ey iy- shout' (iy-  'say');  Rn o2ya v. ' c r y '
¶ Ss. B 1O8, ≈ HL 8O, Hw. A 342, Grg. 228, PG 242  Om {Blz.} *[u]wV-
'say' >  NrOm: Sz {Fl.} wE 'say', Ym {Wdk.} u@ 'say', ? Gf {Mrn.} iwet
'speak' ¶ Blz. OL #238, Wdk. BY 137  Ch (× N *?{a}yV 'say, speak ,
call'): [1] ECh: Kbl {Cp.} yu!w‰! 'say' »» CCh: Lgn {Lk.} wa!, {Mch.} wa
'say'; [2] Ch {Stl.} *yaw+?- 'call' ('zvat∆ ') >  WCh: Pr yo! v. 'call' »» CCh:
Gudu {ChL} ?ya^, Msg {Mch.} yi, Ms {Mch.} ya, {J} yi!na1, {Stl. “?} yu-mo,
Bnn {Stl.} ya-mi, BnnM {Stl.} ya-mo id. »» ECh: Gbr ye id. ¶ ChC s.v. ' say ' ,
ChL, Stl. IF 143, Lk. L 125 || A *ayV 'speak, sound'  (× N *?{a}yV '⇑ ' ,
q.v. ffd.) || ?φ D *u2{v}- 'speak' >  Prj u2b- 'speak, converse', u2bal ' a
saying', ? Tl ubusu  'chat, talk', Tl Vs u2sul-a2dßukoni v. 'chat' ¶¶ D #631.
157. *÷3333aw{oy}V 'spend the night, sleep' >  IE: *°éeu\Ó- / *é=weÓ- /
*é=woÓ- > NaIE *au\- / *´we2- / *´wo2- v. 'spend the night (übernach ten) ,
sleep', *au\s- id. (× N *{? }u 4444 ++++u{q}ye6666 'night, dark hours') >  Arm aganim
ag-anim 'I spend the night', ø† o6t˙ (< eArm *au\t≈-) 'pernocta t ion ,
spending the night in a place; sleeping place, inn' »» Gk ]iay1v 'I sleep' (<
rdp. *i-aus-o2) (aor. ]i-ay6sai and unreduplicated }aesa), Gk Hm ]avte1v
'sleep well', Gk L [Sph.] }avroß 'sleep, {ypnoß', Gk d. a‘yliß (gen. -idoß)
'place for passing the night in', a]ylh1 'court-yard; lair' (“  's leeping
place') ¶ P 72, Hofm. 28, 3O, 122, F I 186, 2O5, 7O6, Ch. 139-4O, 4 5 4 ,
13O4, Slt. 442-3 || HS: Eg MK/G {EG} ÷÷w, {Fk.} ÷÷wy v. 'sleep' ¶ EG I
169, Fk. 38  Om {Blz.} *way?- 'sleep, lie down' > NrOm: Bdt {Fl.}
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woy?- 'sleep', Hrr {Fl.} way 'lie down', Oyda {Fl.} wO?- ≠ wOy- 'sleep' ¶
Blz. OL #12O  Ch (× N *{÷ 3333}umN++++n 2 222V  'sleep' [q.v.] × N *{?}u 4444 ++++u{q}ye6666 'n ight ,
dark hours'): [1] CCh: Nz {ChL} vÈ~?È v. 'sleep' »» ECh: Kbl {Cp.} yi~, Skr
{Sx.} w‰!?e~ v. 'sleep', EDng {Fd.} we^JÔe~ ≠ we!JÔe! 'être couché', we!JÔi! ≠
we!JÔi~ 'sommeil', Mgm {J} ?o2~?yo~, amb Mu {J} ?e~we~n n. 'sleep' (×  Ch
*√ywn ' s leep'  [see  below])  [2] Ch {JS} ?φ *√ywn ≠ *√wn ({JI}
*√ywn) 'sleep' (×  N *{?}u 4444 ++++u{q}ye6666 '⇑ ') >  WCh: Ngz {SCh.} yu~wa~n
'spending the night; day and night (24 hours)', Bd {IL} i!wa~n, {ChL} u2~na!
'sleep' »» CCh: Msy {Mch.} wa ÀN, Db {Lnh.} wan 'sleep'; Gudu {ChL}
wi!ye%nU% 'sleep' (n. act.) »» ECh: Mgm {J} wa2^ni n. 'sleep', amb Mu {J}
?e~we~n n. 'sleep' ¶ JI I 154 and II 298-9, ChC, ChL, Sch. DN 177, Fd. 1 4 7
|| U: FU *°[w]oyV- v. 'sleep, fall asleep' > ObU {Ht.} *wo2y- / *wa"ya2- id .
> pVg {Ht.} *a"y- v. 'sleep' > Vg: T/SV/LL ay-, LK/MK/UK aºy-, P oy- ≠ o2y-,
Ss oy- id.; Vg: T ay´lta2kt-, LK aºy´ltaxt-, P/LL o2y´ltaxt-, SV o1y´lta4xt-, UL
oyiltaxt-, Ss oy´ltaxt- v. 'try to fall asleep'; pOs *wa"ya- / *woy- ({∫Hl.}
*wÈÆya-/*wa"y-) 'fall asleep' >  Os: V wa"ya-, Vy wa"ya- / woy-, Ty wo"y-
id.; Os: V/Vy woy´mt-, Ty/Kz wo"y´mt-, D/K/O wa"y´mt- id.  Y: Y T
{Ku., Krn.} a2we- v. 'sleep', {Ku.} a2we, {Krn.} a2waN n. 'sleep', Y K {AD}
abuda2-, {Jc.} a≤buda2 'lie down, lie down to sleep' ¶¶ Ht. #669, Hl. r H t
71, Ku. 13-4, Jc. JR s.v. abu1da2, AD YN, Krn. JJ 27O || A: Tg *a[:]b{u}- v.
'sleep' >  Ork a2-, a2wU- ≠ aU-, Ul aw- ≠ aU-, Ewk, Neg, Orc a2- id., Nn Nh
a2wan- 'let sleep', awanI- 'go (somewhere) to pass the night', Ul awya
≠ aUya, Ewk Urm a2wun 'bed (sleeping place)', Neg a2wUn n. 'passing o n e
night (odna no¢evka)', Ork a2wya ≠ aUya 'bed-clothes' ¶ STM I 1-2.
158. *÷uy{h}V  'to bend' >  HS: S (WS?) *√÷wy 'bend' >  H b it5iv%o9n@
na÷â ≤wït3ï (N pf. 1s) 'I was bent, bowed down, twisted', (G 3f pf.) et1v^o1
÷a2w´≤t3a2 'she did w r o n g ' , eu!o5 ÷iw≤wa2 (D pf. 3m) 'he twisted', Ar îvO
√÷wy G  (÷awa2 / -÷wï, -÷wiy-) v. 'bend, twist', Gz ºW ÷a2w 'bending,
curvature', ? Ak OB ewu6m 'belasten (mit …)' ¶ KB 752-3, KBR 796-7 ,
Ln. 2185-6, L G 77, L ESAC 38 || IE *hwei\Ù- v. 'twist, weave, plait ,
braid', ≈ {EI} *wei\(Ó)- 'plait, wattle' > Ht {Ts.} weX-/waXX- (1s weX-
mi) and md. weX- 'sich drehen, sich wenden'  NaIE: OI ≤vayati
'weaves, plaits' (pfc. u2vuh5, pp. u2≤ta-, inf. o2tum), va2ya- m. 'Weben,
das Weben', ≤vyayati v. 'envelop, wrap', Av vï- v. 'twist, wrap', Oss I
b‰y‰n (pp. b‰d), Oss D biyun (pp. bid) v. 'twist, weave, braid ' »» Gk [Hs.]
yi<o1n : ]anadendra1da 'vine that grows up trees' (y- = w-) »» L vie2- v. ' twist ,
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bind with withes' »» ? OIr {P} tech fithe 'a wicker house', Br gwiad
'web, issue', W gwau ≠ gweu 'to weave, to knit', Crn gwy2a v.
'weave, knit, twine, twist' »» pGmc *wajjus 'wall' (“ 'Flechtwerk') >  ON
veggr 'wall', Gt waddjus 'Wall, Mauer'»» Lt vy1ti (prs. veju~), Ltv
vi2 ﬁt (prs. viju) 'to twist, to wind (up)' » Sl *vi¡-ti 'to twist, to curl' >
ChS vitivi-ti (1s prs. vi)vij-o<), SCr vIàti (1s prs. vIàje2m), Slv
vi!ti, Cz vI1ti, P wic1, R vit∆ (1s prs.v∆√) id., Blg viå 'I twist' 
Ï IE *hweÙ-≤to-(s) ({Mn.} *u\e2to1s) pp. 'woven, enmeshed' >  ON va1Î
'textile, fishing-net', MHG wa2t f. 'garment', NHG Wat 'cloth, garment ' ,
AS wA2d 'robe' ¶¶ P 112O-1, ≈ EI 571 (no mention of Ht, and hence n o
certainty about the root-final lr.), Mn. 15O5, 1531, ≈ M K III 147 (OI ÷
Lt a!usti 'to weave'), Ch. 1153, WH II 786-7, Ab. I 277, YGM-1 2 5 9 ,
ECCE 252, Hm. 36O, Vr. 637, 65O, Fs. 538-9, Frn. 1267, Vs. I 322, Glh.
67, Srz. I 266 || A *uya- >  Tg *u3ya-(n) 'flexible, soft; coiling (as a
snake)' >  WrMc uyan 'flexible, soft, fine, tender', uyalZa- ≠
uyanZa- ≠ uyanca- v. 'be flexible, soft; coil (as a snake)', Lm UyIG,
Lm T Uy¥w 'weak (tobacco, wine), soft (metal)', Nn oya% 'soft, flexible',
oyan- v. 'become soft\flexible', Ul Uya(n-) 'soft, tender' ¶ STM II 251 ¶
Lm T Uy¥w 'soft' (referring to metal) may have been influenced by Yk
uyan 'soft, weak'  M *uya-n 'flexible, soft' >  WrM uya-n, HlM uån
'soft, flexible, Kl uyn= 'flexible'; M *uya-d- v. 'become too soft a n d
flexible' > WrM uyad-, HlM uåda-(x) id., Kl ujd- vi. 'bend' (of t rees ,
spears); ı Yk uyan 'soft' (iron), 'weak', Xk uyan 'weak', Qzq ¨å˜
u"yaN, Qrg, Qq uyaN 'soft', Alt uyaN 'soft, weak', Tlt {Rl.} uyaN ' schwach,
elend' ¶ The M word belongs here unless it is *Fuya-n (that cannot b e
ruled out for lack of ev. distinguishing between *F- and zero) ¶ MED
867, KW 447, KRS 529, Rl. I 1629, ET Gl 577-8.
159. ?σ *÷a4444zV{ ûûûûq}V 'wedge' > U: FV *a4ska4 'wedge' > Chr L iwke ≤is7ke,
∆  is7k¥, H iwky4 is7k´ 'wedge (for splitting), wooden hook, peg ( f o r
hanging clothes)' » pMr {Ker.} *a4sk´ >  Mk a4s1k´, Er ´ske eske, ∆ es1k!e
'nail (gvozd∆ )' ¶ It. #291, Ker. II 39, Ber. 9, ERV 788, PI 317, MRS 1 3 9 ,
Ep. 23, Ps. sL 7 || HS: S *0÷zk' > Ar √÷zq (pf. ÷azaqa) 'bêcher (la t e r r e )
avec une bêche ou un hoyau', mi÷zaq-, mi÷zaq-at- 'bêche\pelle p o u r
remuer la terre; large pelle avec laquelle on nettoie le grain' ¶ BK II 2 4 4
|| K: G az˝udi 'gore, gusset' ('keilformiger Stoffeinsatz [an Kleidern],
Zwickel') ¶ Chx. 9, DCh. 13 ¶ K -z˝- <  **-zûq- (as.) ¶ The element -ud-
has no explanation so far.; *-ûq- >  -˝-  by as. (infl. of *z)
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16O. *÷3333iZ@@@@V 'strong, healthy' >  HS: S *÷azz- 'strong' >  Hb zo2 ÷az ( /
÷azz-), Ug ÷z, Amr ÷azz-, Ak ezzu; Ï  S *°÷uzz- 'might, strength' >  H b
z7o ÷oz (/ ÷uzz-), Ph, Ug ÷z, Ug (AkSc), Amr {G} ÷uzz- id., SmA ÷z
'strength'; Pun ÷zz, IA ÷zyz 'strong', SmA ÷zyz pp. 'excited', ÷zyz
'strong' ¶ KB 762, KBR 8O4-6, Sd. 269, A #2O21, OLS 95-6, Tal 629, G A
15, JH 2O6, HJ 835, Hnr. 252  ?φ  B *√Óss (≠ *√dss) >  Ah as´s
'faire effort (sur)', Kb sis  (rare), it3-´ss´s 'avoir du prestige, inspirer l a
crainte', t3issas 'prestige; autorité naturelle', Sll {Ds.} du4ss / idu4s ' b e
strong' ¶ Fc. 1864-6, Dl. 751, Ds. 132  ?σ,φ C: SC: Alg ÷ac6'a 'ma tu re ' ,
Irq {MQK} ÷ac6'aramo2 (pl. ÷ac6'ara!y) 'old cow' ¶ E SC 275, MQK 17  Ch:
ECh: Ll {Grgs.} e@si@ 'strong' ¶ ChC s.v. 'strong' || IE: NaIE *ei\s-/*oi\s-
'move with impetus' ({EI} IE *h⁄ei\s- 'set in motion') (× NaIE *ei\s-/*is- v.
'move (go\run) in a hurry' < N *yosV '≈  go\run' [q.v.]) and NaIE
*is´ro-s 'vehement, strong' > OI is5≤n5a2ti, ≤is5yati 'sets in mot ion ,
swings', is5i≤ra- 'vigourous, flourishing, refreshing', Av ae2s7- (prs. is7a-
, is7ya-) v. 'set in motion' »» Gk i∞na1v, i∞ne1v {LS} 'carry off b y
evacuations', Gk L/I ‘iroß, Gk D [iaro1ß 'mighty', Gk A [iero1ß id., 'holy', o‘ima
(< *oi\s-mat) (gen.  o‘imatoß) 'impetus' »» L °ra, [Plt.] eira (< *ei\sa2)
'wrath, anger, ire' »» ON eisa 'vorwärtsstürzen', OSx ovast ≠ ofst
(<  *ob3-aist-?) {Ho.} 'haste', {P} 'Eile, Eifer', AS of-ost ≠ of-est ≠of-
st id. ¶ WP I 1O6-7, P 299-3O1, EI 5O6, M K I 93-4, M E I 271-2, MW
168-9, F I 712-4, 726-7, WH I 717-8, Vr. 98, Ho. S 57, Ho. 24O || A:
NaT *esa4n 'in good health, sound; safe' >  OT {Cl.} a4sa4n id., MQp XIII,
OOsm ≥XIV, Chg ≥XV esen, Tk esen, VTt isa4n ≠ a4sa4n, Bsh iTa4n, Nog,
Qzq, Qq, SY esen, Uz, ET esa4n, Qrg esa4n ≠ isa4n, StAlt, Tlt, QK, Sg, Kü
ezen, Xk izen ¶ Cl. 248, ET Gl 3O8-9, TL 684 (*esa4n), Rl. I 873, 889-9O
¶ Cl. is right in warning before confusing this √  with NPrs ˆ'sÀ å2så2n
'easy' (≠σ,φ: {ET} T from NPrs å2så2n)  M *esen 'healthy' (π T?) >  MM
[IM] esen, WrM esen, HlM ´s´n id. ¶ MED 333, Pp. MA 437.
16Oa. *÷aZ7777V 'white, bright' > HS: EC {Ss.} *÷azz- 'white' > Af {PH} ÷ado
'be white\clear', Sa {Wlm.} ?ado 'white', Sml N ÷a!d 'white colour', ÷ad-
'be white',  Sml N {Ss.} ÷add-, Sml J {Ss.} ÷ay, Or a!d-i?, Kns, Gdl at, Elm
{Hn.} E!≤w-i!-da, Arr ezzi! 'white', Dsn {To.} ?e!Î 'white, bright' ¶ Bl. 2 O 3
(LEC *÷ad-), Ss. PEC 36 (EC *÷azz-), Ss. WOKS 137, AD SF 144 (C *÷VZ-),
PH 52, DSI 49, BlSO 1O, Bl. G 5, Hw. A 341, Hn. E 282, To. DL 48O, Blz.
DL s.v. 'white'  (× N *÷awc6666V [or *÷ac6666wV] 'light of the sun b e l o w \ o n
the horizon'?): ?σ Sml ÷ad÷e2d 'sun, daylight', Or {Ss.} adu5, {Grg.} adu2
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'sun', Dsn {To} ?a2^Îu 'sun, sunlight' »» Dhl ?addo 'sun, day') ¶ AD SF 3OO-
1, ZMO 53, Abr. S 16, Ss. SPhG, Grg. 9, Hw. A 337, To. DL 476, To. D
127, Blz. DL s.v. 'sun' || IE: Ht asara- ≠ esara- 'white, bright' ¶ Pv.
I-II 2O6-7 || U: FU (+ext.) *ac7ka 'white' >  F ∆ ahka 'eider d u c k
(Eidergans, Somateria mollisssima)', hahkea, haahkea 'grey', Es
hahk (gen. haha) id., ahka 'eider duck (Somateria mollissima) » M k
aks7a, Er as7o 'white, clean' » pChr {Ber.} *os7¥ 'white '  > Chr: L ow os7 id. ,
'fair-haired', H ow(y) os7(¥), E os7(o) ± os7u 'white' »» Os: D as7 'whi te
clay' Cng a$s7 id., 'chalk', Kz as7-¬ampiÆ 'spröde' (¬ampi" 'similar')  ¶ UEW
3-4, SK 45, Ber. 47, MRS 396, Ep. 83-4 || A: M *°aZ>ay (unless it i s
*FaZay) > WrM aZay bu9ural, HlM azaj buural 'silvery grey ha i r '
(bu9ural, buural 'frey, grey-haired') ¶ MED 61 ¶ Valid unless ir is
*FaZay .
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161. *bÅ , adjectival pc. forming analytical (‘  derived) names o f
quality bearers, nomina posessoris, and animal names (N   + *bÅ 'which
is  N '), w N *k''''o6 666LV bÅ 'dog\wolf, whelp' and N *yoÂV(-bV) ' f i rm,
strong, hard') >  HS : S *-b-, sx. of animal names, e.g. (1) S *Ta÷lab- ' f ox '
(Ar Ta÷lab-, Ak s7e2lebum id.), cp. without the sx. *-b-: CS *Tu2÷al- ' f ox '
>  BHb lo1uS s7u2≤÷a2l id., (2) S *?arnab- 'hare', (3) S *÷ak'rab- ' scorp ion ' ,
(4) S *≤kalab- 'dog' (< N *k ''''o 6 666LV  bÅ '⇑ ')  B *°-gu2l´B- (or *gu2l´Ó-) >  Ah
ag1u2l´h 'male wolf' (<  N [??] *0gËHl!!!!É bÅ with N *gËHl!!!!É '≈ canine
animal') ¶ Fc. 429, Pr. H #95 || IE: NaIE *-b≈o-, [1] sx. of animal names ,
e. g., Gk }elafoß 'deer' < IE *eln=-b≈o- < N *0?e6666lV nu bÅ) (*?e6666lV 'deer' +
*nu 'of' + *bÅ) (IS I 272 [#135], Ch. 333-4, F I 483-4), OI s1alabhas
'grasshopper' (cf. s1ala- 'go, hurry' [?], see  M K III 312-3), Gk }erifoß
'chevreau, chevrette' (Ch. 372, F I 56O), [2] sx. of adjectives: OI vr=s5a-
≤bha- 'male' (of a man, of a bull) (cf. OI vr=s5an- 'male'), Lt {BD}
anksty!bas 'early' (e.g. of vegetables) (cf. anksti 'early') ¶ BD II /1
386-9O, Brg. KVG 331, ≈ Hirt IG III 224, IS I 193 [#27], M K III 251, M E
II 575-6 || K *°-b- in *°Z+Z`˝arb- 'hedgehog' <  N *Z1111aGVÂV ' hedgehog '
(q.v. ffd.) + N *bÅ || U *-pa-/*-pa4- (<  *#pa-?), sx. of nomina
possessoris, names (nouns and adjectives) of quality bearers, incl.
animal names, e.g. [1] U *ora-pa- (<  **ora pa-) 'squirrel' >  F orava, Es
orav, oravas (gen. orava) id., pLp {Lr.} *O2re2v >  Lp: N {N} oar…re -
rr-, Pa {TI} vu"a"˘ r;rev, T {TI} v"È ¿´rrev, Kld {SaR} vu´rrev, {TI} v"u´rrev
id.  Sm: Sayan Samoyed ("stirpis monticolis sajanensibus") {Pl.} orop
'squirrel' (Pl. Z I 187), cp. U *ura- 'squirrel' >  Mr, Chr, Z, Vt ur id. 
[2] Os K {PD} k´r´p 'woodpecker'  [3] Vg -p(a4) '-ig', e. g. ...samp(a4)
'having such and such eyes' (sam 'eye')  [4 ] Os *-´p '-ig' (>  Os V/Vy -
´w , Os Ty/D/I/Nz/Sh/Kz/O -´p), e. g. Os V/Vy ko4Æl awt´w 'mit d ich tem
Haar' ('dicht-haar-ig'), Os Ty qo˝W opt´p ko, Os D Xo"w upt´p ik´
'langhaariger Mann'  [5] Y {IN} -b´ is a sx. of animal names: Y K poNz7u-
b´ 'capercaillie' (ÿ  pY **poN- < N *P3333iNu6666 ¬  *P3333u 4 444NÉ '∈  a game bird o f
medium size', q.v.) ¶¶ Lh. PUAS 241-9, Gy. WBU 19ff., Coll. CG 2 6 3 ,
UEW 343, TI 773, Sauer NBO 57-62, IN 243 || A *-ba/*-ba4 >  Tg: WrMc -
ba / -be, sx. of quality adjectives used for persons: sere-be
'umsichtig, behutsam' (from sere- 'fühlen, empfinden'), kice-be
'fleißig, emsig' (from kice- 'sich anstrengen, erstreben'), olXo-ba
'aufmerksam, vorsichtig, behutsam' (from olXo- 'scheuen'), oNgo-ba
'forgetful' (from oNgo- v. 'forget'), XaXi-ba 'agile, prompt ( d e r
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schnell arbeitet)' (of a person) (from XaXi 'quick'), as well as the final
element of some Tg animal names, e.g. *ko2'rbe 'male reindeer' (w N
*kore 6666 '≈  ∈ deer, antelope', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ Rm. EAS II 240-1  (unc. hyp.: t h e
Mc sx. π Ko paN π Chn), Hr. 585, 733, 738, 784, Z 382-3 ˚  It i s
possible that N *bÅ is a grammaticalized and contracted var. of N
*be?yV '≈  body, self' (q.v. ffd.); this original meaning may b e
responsible for structures with internal genitive *nu , e.g. IE *eln=-b≈o-s
'deer' <  N *0?e6666lV nu bÅ , lit. 'deer’s *bV ' (“ 'deer’s body'??) ˚  IS I
192-3 [#27]: IE, HS (? *bÿ , sx. in the names of wild animals).
162. € *bV , pc. forming analytical (‘  derived) nomina abstracta  >
IE: NaIE *-b≈o-s, *-b≈a2, sx. of abstract nouns (× N *baÙyV ¬ *baÙi
'abundant' [q.v.] ×  N *b{i}9e6666 'much') > Lt tiky!ba 'faith' (ÿ  tike$ti
'believe'), senybe$ ≠ † seno!be$ 'antiquity' (ÿ  senas 'old'), Pru
pagonbe 'heathenism', OCS tat6ba tatÁba 'theft' (ÿ tat6
tatÁ 'thief'), druq6ba druz7Ába 'friendship', s8t6ba se7tÁba
'sowing' (n. act.), Gk flh1nafoß 'idle talk' (cp. flh6noß id. and flhny1v v.
'chatter, babble'), ko 1lafoß  'a buffet' (derived from an unattested v.?) ¶
BD II/1 386-9, En. 218 || K: [1]  GZ *-eba- ≠ *°-oba-, sx. of abs t rac t
nouns > OG -eb-a- ≠ -ob-a- id.: orgul-eba-y 'falsity', ˝mrt-eba-y
'divinity', sam-eba-y 'trinity', ert-oba-y 'Einheit', etc., Mg -apa, sx. o f
nomina actionis (masdar): r˝v-apa 'pouring' (n. act.), 'to pour', ckv-
apa 'praising' (n.), 'to praise'; [2] GZ *-eb-, sx. of plural (“ n. coll.) >
OG, G -eb-, Mg -ep-, Lz -(e)pe; [3] GZ *-eb-, sx. of the present ic
(imperfective) tenses  >  OG -eb- (odes igi aZov-eb-da 'while he was
pasturing'), G -eb-, Mg -ap-, Lz -ap-; the latter sx. is likely to go back t o
that of nomina actionis, because the presentic tenses must go back t o
paraphrastic constructions with deverbal abstract nouns ¶ Fn. GAS 5O-
1, Q O93, K 78, K2 48, Dn. DSM 43-66.
163. € *bo?V 'to go' >  HS *ba?- (Blz.: *bay?-) v. 'go' >  S *-ba2?- v.
'come' > BHb ip. -a&b(-) (-)bo2?-: 3m a&bi! ya2-≤b3o2 'he will come, comes ' ,
3p ya2-≤b3o2?-u2 'they (will) come', imv. a&B bo2?, pf. aB1 ba2 'he came', Ph,
Pun b? v. 'come', Ug {OLS} √b? 'enter, come, arrive', Ar pf. ba2?a / ip .
ya-bu2?-u (with u2 on the analogy of Çu2Ç-verbs) 'come back, r e tu rn ' ,
{Nld.} ba2?a 'he\it entered' ([Hudh.] ba2?a bi-kaffï 'es kam in me ine
Hand'), Sb ip. yb? v. 'trespass over', pf. bh? v. 'enter' (with secondary
h), Gz (prm.) -ba2?- (js. y´-ba2?) v. 'enter' (pf. bo2?a on the analogy o f
Çu2Ç-verbs), Ak p. -ba2(?)- (3s i-ba2), inf. ba6?u v. 'come in, walk a long '
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¶ KB 1O8-11O, HJ 146, Nld. rDelP 726, OLS 98-9, L G 114-5, BGMR 2 7 ,
33, Sd. 117, CAD II 178-182  C {AD} *ba?- v. 'go (away)' >  Bj {R} √by
pcv. 'go' (1s: p. a≤ba2y ≠ a≤be2, pqpf. ≤°be2, prs. ≤e2b°), Bj Am {AD} p. -
bi(y)- v. 'go', prs. -e2bi, imv. ≤baya »» EC: Or {Grg.} ba?a 'go away, go o u t ' ,
Brj {Ss.} ba- v. 'go out, go up' (< EC *ba?- × EC *baH- [> Af baH-it- 'lose all
the animals', Sml baH-, Arr {Hw.} beh- 'go out']), Sd {C} ba- v. 'go away' ,
Hd Lb {Bnd.} ba?e v. 'go', ¿ Af {R} ba- v. 'go away', ? Af {PH} o2be v. ' g o
down' »» Dhl {To.} bayo!ni 'let us go!', {EEN} b'ay- or bay- 'go home' ¶ Grg.
23, PH 177, Hw. A 347, ≠ AD SF 318-9, Ss. B 3O-1 (both recons t ruc t
*baH-), To. D 151, EEN 33  Om *b- v. 'go' >  SOm: Dm {Fl.} bI / bId' v.
'go' »» NrOm: Wl {LmS} b-, Zl {C} ba- v. 'go', Bsk {C} ba- 'go out' ¶ Fl. OO
318, LmS 311, C SE III 114  Ch: WCh: Su {J} ba2~ v. 'return, go away', ?
Ang {Flk.} be2Æ v. 'return' » Dr bî v. 'go away' » NrBc {Sk.}: Kry, My, Mbr ,
Jmb ba- v. 'go', Cg b‰~-, as well as probably Cg, Kry, My bo2- v. 'go out', Sir
be`-, Mbr ba2- v. 'go out' (Stl. ZCh 157 [#1O8] reconstructs here WCh
*m+Ó-baw v. 'return' and equates it with Ar √bw? , interpreted by her a s
v. 'return') »» CCh: Tr {Nw.}, Pdl {ChL} b'a 'come' » BM {ChL}: Klb bi~ya!, Hld
bI~y‰~r/bI~y‰~rI~ v. 'go', Mrg ba v. 'go out' » McMtk: Gzg D {Lk.} be v. ' g o
out', MfG {Brr.} -b- id. » McMs: LamP pa, Zm {J} pa!, ZmD {KNC} pa%@ v. ' g o
out' »» ECh: Mu {J} b'o!w / b'a2^ v. 'go, go away', Skr {Lk.} ba2, be2, {Sx.} b'e&y
v. 'go' ¶ JI II 162-5, ChC, ChL, J S 58, Lk. ZSS 3O-1, KNC 2O || D *po2-
({†GS} *p-) v. 'go' >  Tm po2, Ml po2ka, Tu po2pini v. 'go, go away', Td
pî;x-/pî;-, Kdg po;-, Tl po2vu / po2- / po2y- v. 'go', Kn po2 'going,
departing', Knd, Png po2k-, Mnd pu2k- v. 'send' ¶¶ D #4572, Zv. 64, 86, ≠
Km. 443 [#892] (pSD *po2-, *po2-k-a < *poku).  
164. o , i  *bu6666÷V 'blow, inflate', (‘?) 'swell' > IE: NaIE *°b≈o2u\-/b≈´u\- v.
'blow' >  Gk fy6sa 'a wind, blast, wind in the stomach' ('Hauch, Blase'),
pl. 'a pair of bellows', Gk I fv˛deß, Gk A fô6deß 'blister from burning ' ,
Gk fay6sigx, fay6stigx id. ¶ P 98-9, F II 1O55, 1O57,  ≠ Ch. 1183, 1236, F
II 998, 1O55-7 || HS: CS *√b÷w+y (or  *√bÌw+y?) v. 'swell' >  BHb eob
√b÷w+y G (ip. 3f eo3b6T5 ti-b3≤÷E2) 'bring (water) to the boil' (of fire), JA
[Trg.] io4B6 b´≤÷e2 'Aufschwellung' (in metaphorical usage: rmwt
÷yyny wb÷y lb? 'Hochmut und Aufschwellung des Herzens) ¶ KB 1 3 6
(the Hb √  is equated with Ar √bÌw, which is translated a s
'anschwellen [Wunde]', while its real meaning is {BK} 'dépasser \excéder
les limites, sortir des bornes'), KBR 141, Lv. T I 1O6, BK I 147 || K
*°bu(w)- > G Kx bu(v)- 'aufschütteln (z. B. Kissen)', (ps.) 'aufgeschüttel t
werden' (Kissen), 'an-, aufschwellen, sich aufblähen, sich aufplustern' ¶
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Chx. 115 ˚  The supposed connection between 'blow' and 'swell '
suggests an underlying ancient meaning 'inflate', 'use bellows', or t h e
like.
165. i *bic ''''V ≠ *bic'''' 6 666V 'small, little' > HS: S: [1] S *°√bc'c' ≠ *°bc'w >
Ar √bsœsœ 'donner fort peu de qch. à qu.', basœw-at- 'parcelle' (ma2 fï-l-
ma2di basœwa 'il n'y a pas une étincelle, un brin de feu dans les cendres ' ) ,
and [2] S *°√bs6's6' >  Ar baÎ^œÎ^œ- 'petite quantité'; there is also a CS r o o t
*√bc 'r v. 'be(come) small', but it either goes back to or is con tamna ted
with S *√bc'r v. 'cut off' (< N *bVc'''' @ @@@[V]ÂV  'to cut', q.v. ffd.) ¶ BK I
131, 133, Lv. I 252, Br. 86, DM 68, KB 122 || U: FP *pic1c1V 'small, tiny' >
Krl pic1uk;ai\ni 'tiny', Vp S pic7u 'small', Es pisikene, pisune id., with
a sufix -k-: F pisku, Vp pisk 'small' » Vt pi¢i pic1i 'small, little' ¶ SK
578, LG 226 || A *biçV > NaT biça4 'small, little' >  OT bic7a4 id., Tv bi¢e
p£ic7e 'small, smaller', Tf p£ic1c1e 'small', ET pis7a4 'a little, ein wenig' ¶ DTS
98, Ra. 162, TvR 1O5  M *bic>i-qan >  WrM bici-qan 'small, t iny,
little', HlM båcxan id., Brt bis7iXan, Kl bic7kn= id. ¶ MED 1O2, KW 4 7 ,
Vld. 127 || D *pïc>-/*pic>c>-/*pin`c>- ({†GS} *p-) 'small' >  Ml pïcca,
pïccan 'what is small', Kn pïcu 'shortness, smallness', picce
'shortness or deficiency in measure and weight', Tu pin1cil´ ' th in ,
slender', Tl picc  'low; short, deficient' ¶¶ D #4214a || ?σ K *bic`'- >  Lz
bic7 '-i 'boy, son' ı  G bic7 '-i 'boy, young man' (Marr 131, Chx. 88, ≠ K 5 2
[G bic7'-i 'boy' •ÿ K *bic7'- v. 'break in pieces, crumple']), unless t h e
word is a loan from Arm bi4 bic7 'illegitimate child' (Ach. I 475) o r
from Osm bic7 id. (Bu. I 324), cp. OG bic7'-i 'illegitimate child ' .
Coalescence of K *bic`'- and the loanword cannot be ruled out ˚  IS I
178-9 [#11] (*biÇ!a: FU, A, D). This N stem may be connected with
*bVc'''' @ @@@ [V]ÂV   'to cut' (q.c. ffd.) ˚  K *bic` '- (if it belongs here) points t o
N *bic ''''V , while the Ar words suggest coexistence of two variants of t h e
pN etymon.
166. € *bVc'''' @ @@@[V]ÂV 'to cut' > HS: S *√bc'r >  BHb √bc'r G  ' ga the r
grapes, cut off grape-clusters';  (×  N *bic''''V ≠ *bic'''' 6 666V 'small, little'): JA
√bc'r G  'be cut, diminished', JEA √bc'r G  'be diminished, diminish' ,
SmA  √bs5r D 'diminish', JA, Sr b´≤s5ïr, b´s5ï≤r-a2 'klein, parvus,
minutus', MHb √bc'r G  'wenig haben'; SmA bs5yr 'vintage' (π  BHb
ric5B1 ba2≤c'ïr id.?) ¶ KB 142, KBR 148, GB 1O9-1O, Js. 185, Sl. 229-3O,
Tal 11O-1 ||  K: G basr- 'zerschneiden' ¶ Chx. 68 ¶ Desaffrication *c'''' @ @@@ >
s  in a cns. cluster?
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167. *boc7777a '(young) deer' > K *°boc7- > G boc7-ik'-i 'one-year old dee r ' ,
boc7-ola 'one-year-old calf' ({DCh.} 'zimovalyj telenok ') ¶ Chx. 1OO,
DCh. 115 || U *poc7a 'deer' >  FP: pLp {Lr.} *pO2cO2j 'reindeer' >  Lp: N {N}
boaZo, bo<c…cu- ≠ bo<wcu- '(tame) reindeer', S {Hs.} buvdje, L
{LLO} paƒco2y, K {Gn.} poaZ, T {Gn.} poaZaj id. » Chr L pu≥¢o≥ pu4c7o4, H
pu¢y puc7¥, U pu4c1o4 'deer ' » Vt Sr puZ7ey id.  ? Sm: Kms po?du 'goat ,
Capra sibirica', Koyb {Klp.} podo 'Ziege', {Pl.} pooto 'Cervus capreolus '
 Y: K {IN} peZ7 !´, {Krn.} pi\ed!e, {Jc.} pieze 'elk', {Jc.} pezul
'Schutzgeist der Elentiere' ¶¶ Coll. 6, It. #13O, UEW 387-8, Sm. 553 (FP
*poc7a 'reindeer'), LG 218, Lr. #967, Lgc. #5115, Hs. 393-4, ≈ IN 2 7 4
(unc.: Y peZ7 !´ ÷ F pe ura 'deer'), Ang. 2O8-9, Krn. JJ 283, ≈ Rd. UJ 4 2
[#46] (Y π U) || A: Tg *bo+uçan '(∈ ) deer' >  Neg boçan 'Manchur ian
deer (iz√br , Cervus elaphus xanthopygus)', Orc buc7a(n-), Ul boc7a(n-)
≠ bUc7a(n-) id., Nn boc7a% ± boca(n-) ± buc7a% id. (unless π Mc *bu9u-c7an
ÿ bu9u 'deer', as suggested in S CNM 1O); ? WrMc {Hr.} bucin
'hirschartiges Fabeltier mit langem Schwanze' (reinterpreted by folk e t .
as abbreviation from buhu 'deer' + tucin 'beginning'), ? Lm bu2ç‰n
'musk deer, Moschus moschiferus' (a stem belonging to the closed-
vowel harmonic type of stems, which still requires investigation) ı Yk
bu4∏c7a4∏n ≠ bïc7a4∏n id. (ealier also 'Capreolus'?) ‘ ? Ewk M/Tk bïç‰2n ' r o e ,
Capreolus'; the route of borrowing may have been different as well:
from an unknown Tg source to Yk and then to Lm and Ewk ¶ STM I 8 6 ,
1O1-2, Pek. 481, JkR 9O; Pek. (after Böhtlingk) tried to explain the Yk
word as a loan from M bicin ≠ becin, but the latter word m e a n s
'ape, monkey', and hence the hyp. is untenable || HS : ?σ S *°√bÎX >  Ar
baÎaX-, buÎX- 'lamb' (if *-ÎX- < *-TX-) ¶ BK I 1OO  ECh: Ll {Grgs.} bi@si!
'duiker' ¶ JI II 113 ˚ Cf. Coll. 143 (U≠Tg) and UEW 387-8 (U, incl. Y,
connected with Tg and Yk). Some of the cognates may be loans f r o m
neighboring lgs. (Jk. 3O4 on Sm and Vt; RT HUA 243 on forms of the A
lgs.; LCm. NLP 17) ˚ AD NM #38, S CNM 1O.
168. *bic7777 ' '''V 'cut, crumble, crush' > HS: Ch mte.: Hs b'a2~sa2! ± b'ya2sa
'break off' »» CCh: Mrg {Hf.} b'a~c¥~ 'break into small pieces' or b'u~s7¥~ v.
'crumble', Gude {Hsk.} b'ac‰ vi./vt. 'break off part (of sth. soft)', ? b'aZ‰
'break off (edge\rim of sh.)', MfG {Brr.} -b'a!s6- 'percuter, casser ( u n
os\noyau)' ¶ Sk. HCD 3O, Hf. M 14O, 148, 164, Hsk. 166, Brr. MG II 9 O
|| K {FS, K2} *bec7'-/*bic7'- v. 'crumble, break' >  OG d. na-bic7'- / na-bic7'-
ev- 'crumb', Sv bic7'k'w-/bec7'k'w- (UB ipf. bic7'k'wa, msd. li-bc7'k'w-e, p r s .
bic7'k'we / -buc7'k'w, Ln prs. bic7'k'we, a4-bc7'k'w, Ls prs. buc7'k'we / - bc7'k'we)
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{GP, TK} 'split', {K} 'break (bread, apple, e tc . ) '  ¶¶ K 56, K2 14, FS K 5 3 ,
FS E 54-5, TK 155, GP 91-2, 148 || D {Km.} *pic>- ({†GS} *p-) v. ' c rush ,
knead, squeeze' >  Tm picai\ v. 'work with the thumb and fingers i n
mixing, knead, squeeze, or mash between the palms, crush and separa te
as kernels of grain from the ear', Ml pis1itu 'husks of fruits', Kt pic>k-
v. 'squeeze, pinch', Knd hisi v. 'squeeze (a ripe fruit), pisuku v.
'squeeze, press', Tu piskuni, pïsuni, Tl pisuku, Gnd pisk- id., Nkr
piZ>g- v. 'knead', Prj pïc>- v. 'grind', Gdb, Mnd pïc>- v. 'milk', Png, Kui pïc>-
v. 'squeeze, milk', Ku pïc>- id., v. 'press out', Krx pic>ka5a2na2 v. 'press a n d
bruise, flatten by crushing' ¶¶ D #4135, Km. 431 [#826] || A : M *bic>al-
> WrM bical-, HlM båcl-ax 'smash, crush, squash into a pulp', Brt
bisal- 'smash, crush' ¶ MED 1O1, Chr. 95  T *biç- ≠ *bîç- v. ' cu t ;
cut out a garment' (×  N *mo6666{c 6 666 ++++s 6 666}[V]÷3333V 'cut, cut into pieces, tear o f f '
[q.v.]?) > OT bîc7- ≠ bic7- id., MQp XIII bic7-, Tk bic>-, Tkm, Az, CrTt, Kr,
Qmq, QrB, Uz bic7-, Bsh bÁs- ≠ bîs-, VTt pÁc7-, Qq pis7-, Qzq piÆs7-, Alt
bòîc1(î)-, Yk bîs-, Tv p£îs7-, Tf p£î<s7-, SY pîs7- id., Chv ∆  pa€ß- p¥s1/z1- 'cut' ¶
Cl. 292-3, ET B 158-61 || AdS  of NaIE *pei\s-/*pis- v. 'crush, pound' (IE
*p- for the expected *b≈- may be explained by one of the IE
incompatability laws) <  N *p'''' {a 4 444y}s 6666 {i} (¬ *p''''is 6666 {i}?) 'crush, break t o
pieces' (q.v. ffd.) ˚  IS I #12.
169. € *bV9{c6666 ' '''}V '≈ bad, wicked' > HS: S *°√bÌs6' >  Ar baÌïÎ^œ- ' ha ï ,
détesté, devenu odieux à quelqu’un', √bÌÎ^œ (pf. baÌuÎ^œa ≠ baÌiÎ^œa)
'être haï, détesté' ¶ BK I 146 || K *°bÌ{e}z`+z- >  G Gr {Shar.} bÌzi 'zloj '
('wicked, vicious'), {Ghl.} b˝izi, G Gr/Aj {Ghl.} b˝ezi id., 'vicious dog' ¶
Shar. GL 11, Ghl. 99; the K parallel is acceptable if *bÌez`+z- <  *bVÌz`+z-
goes back to  pre-K *bVÌc`'- (as. *-Ìc`'- > *-˝z-) ˚  AD SShS 3 O 7
(suggests connections with C, Ch, IE, and A, better explainable as going
back to N *bu[?]Vs 2222V 'bad', q.v.).
17O. *b{u}c6666 ' '''÷V '≈ to tear to pieces' > HS: CS *√bs6'÷ 'cut, tear t o
pieces' >  Ar √bÎ^œ÷ G  'cut, split', Ug {A} √bs5÷ 'zerreißen' (absent i n
OLS), BHb √bc'÷ G  'cut off '  ¶ A #562, Hv. 36, KB 141 || K: G I buc'-
'zerzausen' ¶ Chx. 125 || U: Sm *puc>V- ± *poc>V- v. 'unrip (a seam) '  >
Ne T puda€-c∆ id. ({Jn.}: < *put¥-s-), Slq Tz {Cs.} 1s aor. pota4lnam,
Slq Ke {Cs.} 1s aor. poccau id., Kms {Cs.} 1s prs. phud(u)l!im id. ¶
Jn. 13O  ? U *poz6V- 'split, divide' (×  N *p''''ol ß ßßßi÷É  or *p''''ol ß ßßßi˝É 'to spl i t '
[q.v. ffd.], if U *-z6- < **-Z6÷- < as. N *-c6666 ' '''÷-).
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17Oa. € *bÅdV 'many, multitude' > HS: EC: Sa {R} bad- 'be rich', O r
{Grg., Sr.} bad'-a2d'- id., {Grg.} bada 'very', Sml badi- 'increase', badan
'most; very, quite', ? Sml J baza!N, Bn ba!d´ 'many', ? Sml bayddi, ? Sd
bata 'wealth'; C ı Tgr {R} b´dAdA bAlA 'abundavit ' ¶ R S II 71, ≈ R WB
9O, Lm. Sh 281, Hn. S 53 (pSam *bat-an 'many'), ZMO 26-7, 35, Grg.
3O-1, Sr. 269, Gs. 34  Om: NrOm: Shn {Lm.} bod- 'be enough', Kf
{Mas.} bedo 'sufficienza' (unless “ bedo 'arrivo') »» SOm: Bk {Fl.}
bEdi-mi, Ari G/U {Fl.} bEdi 'many' ¶ Lm. Sh 281, Mas. 214, Fl. OWL 
ECh: Bar {AF} bata1 'viele', ?φ  Mkl b'a2!da~(N) 'beaucoup, abondant' ( t h e
glottalized b' still defies explanation) ¶ J LM 72, Lk. ZSS 51 ¶¶ ≈ Tk. LAA-
1 1O7 [#23] || D: [1] D *patß- 'multitude, crowd' > Tm pat5ai\ ' c rowd,
army, battle', Ml pat5a 'army, battle', Td par` 'crowd', Kn pad5e
'multitude, host, army', Tu pad5A 'multitude, mob, army', Tl pad5ava
'battle'  [2] ?σ D *pa2tßi 'extent, size' > Kn pa2t5i id., Tl pa2t5i id.,
'madnitude', Kt pa;tßy 'size, strength equal to what must be done' ¶¶ D
##386O, 4O67 ˚  ≠ Blz. KM 129-3O, (equates the C, SOm, and Mkl
words with the C, IE, K, and T reflexes of N *b{a}tV '≈  luck, good', q.v.) ,
≠σ Blz. LNA #3 (equates HS with the K and IE reflexes of N *b{a}tV '⇑ '
and with the A reflexes of N *bu 4444d [V]÷ 3333V  'be thick').
171. *bed{e6666} 'to pierce, to prick' > HS: Ch: CCh: Mrg {Hf.} bda~ v.
'sting' (bee), 'kick' (donkey) »» WCh: Bg {Sh. in ChC} bwat v. 'pierce' ¶
Hf. M 28, 118, ChC s.v. 'pierce'  EC *√bd >  Af {R} bod- vt. 'spli t ,
open', Sa {R} bo2d- vt. 'open', Sd {Mrn.} bad-, {L} badi- v. ' separa te ,
divide' ¶ AD SF 238, R A II 33, R S II 71, 45O  NrOm: Kf {C} bad-, Mch
{L} badda- v. 'split wood' ¶ C SE IV 41O, L M 21 || K: G bedek'i 'cleft, r i f t
('rasselina '), bedena 'difference' ¶ Chx. 74-5, DCh. 1O2 || IE *b≈ed≈-
v. 'pierce, prick, dig', {EI} 'dig, burrow' >  L fodio2, -e"re / pfc. fo2d° /
sup. fossum 'dig' (“  'pierce, prick'), fodica2- 'prick, dig' »» Gl
BEDVM 'canal, fossé', W bedd 'grave', Crn {ECCE} be2th, MBr, Br bez
'grave, tomb' »» Lt be~sti (prs. bedu~) 'to stick, to dig (potatoes), t o
butt', int. bady!ti 'to prick, to poke, to stick', Ltv ∆  {ME} best ( p r s .
be>du) 'to dig', Ltv int. badI2 ^t 'to butt, to gore, to poke' »» Sl *bod-
(inf. *bos≤ti / 1s prs. *boŸd-oß) v. 'stab, prick' ('stechen') >  OCS bosti
bosti / bod0 bod-o<, Blg boda, SCr bo~sti / bo~de2m, Slv bo!sti /
bo!dem, OCz bo1sti / bodu id., P bo1s1c1 / bode< v. 'push with ho rns ,
goad', Uk bos≤ti / ≤bodu, R ∆  bos≤ti v. 'push with horns', R (“ in t . )
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bodat∆ 'to gore' »» Tc A pa2t- v. 'plough'  Ht padda v. 'd ig ' ,
pattessar 'excavation, hole, pit' ¶¶ Ts. W 62, CHD P 235-7, EI 1 5 9
(*b≈ed≈- 'dig, burrow'), P 113-4, WH I 521-2, Billy 24, LP § 43, YGM-1
42, Ern. 65-6, Hm. 8O, ECCE 214, Frn. 41, ME I 28O-1, ESSJ II 222-3, SPS I
339-4O, Glh. 142, Wn. 354 || U: FU *peÎe- v. 'prick, pierce' (× N
*P 3333 e d [V]9V  'to break, to tear, to wound' [q.v.]?) >  Lp: N {N} bAÎÎa6- /
-Î-, L {LLO} pa4∏tat v. 'prick, make a hole in' »» ObU {Ht.} *pÉ—Î-
(actually *pÉ—Î+l-) 'stechen' >  pVg *pïl- id. >  Vg LK/MK pïl!- / pil!-, UK
pïl!-, P/LL pe2l- / pel-, NV/ML/UL/Ss pe2l-; pOs *pel- ({∫Hl.} *pa4Æl-) id. >  Os
V/Vy/O pel-, Ty/Y pa$Æ¬-, D/Nz pet-, Kz pe¬- ¶ Coll. 74, Coll. CG 4 1 O
(*peÎa4-), Sm. 547 (FU, Ugr *peda4-, FP *pedV- 'prick'), LLO 8O7, Ht .
174 [#488], Hl. rHt 71, ≠  UEW 371 (equates ObU with Er pel!e-, Mk pa4l!e-
[sc. pa4l!´-] 'bohren' and reconstructs FP *pelV- 'stechen', leaving Lp
bAÎÎa6- ± pa4∏tat unexplained) ¶ ObU <  FU *peÎe- × FU *pelV- || D
(in SD) *petßtß- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'prick, insert' (× N *P3333ed[V]9V '⇑ '?) >  Kn
pet5t5u v. 'push penis into vagina', Krg hetßtßu v. 'prick' ¶ D #439O, Km.
435 [#845]; on stem-final gemination in SD see  Km. 137, 173 ˚  FU a n d
D go back to the merger of N *bed{e6666} and N *P3333ed[V]9V '⇑ ' (q.v.) d u e
to the loss of glottalic opposition in the U and D initial stops.
172. *{b}edV 'back of sth.' > U {UEW} *peÎpa4 'shoulder-blade' >  Lp: N
{N} bAD…be / -Db-, L {LLO} pier…pe2 ≠ pa4r…pe2 id.  Sm: Ne: T O {Lh.}
pirb!e, F P {Lh.} pi¬!m1e 'withers, a hump between the reindeer’s shoulder-
blades' ¶¶ UEW 369 ¶¶ U *peÎpa4 is likely to go back to a d. or cd. || D
*petßa ({†GS} *p-) 'back side of sth.' > Tm pit5ar, pit5ari, Ml pit5ari,
Kt per`tal 'nape of the neck', Tm pit5aNku 'back of a b lade \weapon ' ,
Kn ped5a 'state of being behind or after, the back', Kdg padßa mandße
'back of the head', padßanetßtßi 'nape the of neck', Tu ped5aNgË ' beh ind
the back', Tl ped 5a  'hinder, back', Prj pidßtel 'behind, after' ¶¶ D # 4 1 4 6
 It is not yet clear if D {GS} pidÀ- 'back side, the back' (GS 47 [#112] ,
D #42O5) belongs here, because the N origin of D {GS} *-dÀ- ({∫GS} *-d3-)
has not yet been investigated || HS *b{u}d- 'back' >  EC: Or M {LLC} bo2da
adv. 'back', Or {Brl.} boda 'back (dos), hind quarters; hinder back ' ,
{Grg.} bo2da 'after(wards)' »» SC {E} *bi!du 'buttocks' >  Kz bulituko
'woman’s garment covering the hips', SC ı Mb %bu!ru 'goat's tail' ¶ Brl.
59, Grg. 55, E SC 14O (SC •÷ Dhl b'ud †uw- v. 'run away' and Kz bulum- v.
'bend over')  SOm: Ari J {Blz. “ Bnd.} bud 'upper back', Hm {Bnd.}
bud-i 'back' ¶ Bnd. AL 144, Blz. OLBP #6  Ch: WCh: Cp {ChC} b‰~dEr
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'Hinterteil', Ang {ChC} bÈ~dÈr£ 'anus' »» less plausible: ?? ECh: Tmk {Cp.}
be~d, NdD {J} ba@d 'arm' (if “ 'shoulder') ¶ Cp. 48, ChC  ?σ ES *bu2d- >
OAk, Ak fOB bu2d-um, Eb {Krb.} bu~-tum 'shoulder' ¶ Sd. 136, Krb. EG
36 ˚  Blz. DA 155 [#26] (D, HS), Blz. OLBP #6.
173. *bodV 'body, belly' > HS: WS *badan- 'body' >  Ar badan- ' co rps ,
tronc', Mh b‰de2n 'body', Hrs bE≤dan, Jb C ≤bE≤dEn (df. e2≤dEn) id., Gz badn
'corpse, dead body' ¶ BK I 98, Jo. M 43, Jo. H 15, L G 87, MiK I # 1 . 3 1
AdS of  Ch {Stl.} *b'u{t'}V 'belly, womb' (× N *bu[w]t ''''V 'lower part o f
the body', q.v. ffd.) || ?σ IE: NaIE *b≈ud≈-men 'lower part, bottom' (× N
*bu[w]t''''V '⇑ ' [q.v. ffd.] × N *bodV accounts for IE *-d≈-) || A {SDM97}
*bo~da 'body; entrails, belly' >  T *boÎ 'body', 'stature' >  OT boÎ ' s t a tu re
(height of a person)', Tkm, Az boy, Tk boy, SY poz 'stature, body', Chv
pu4, ∆  pÁv 'body, stature (height)'; (× N *mËtV or *mËt''''V ' m a n ,
person', q.v. ffd.): NaT *boÎ 'self' ¶ Cl. 296-7, 3O6 (does not distinguish
this word from OT Og [MhK] îvB bo2y 'clan, tribe' and OT [MhK} boÎun
'people'; unj. rec. of a long vw. o2 on the only basis of the plene spelling
in Arabic script), DTS 1O7-11, ET B 176-9, Rl. IV 1282-3, Ra. 164, BT
32, MKD 75, Rs. W 77, Dr. TM II #812, S AJ 196 (#247), Jeg. 17O-1,
Fed. I 416  M *boda 'a head of cattle (cow, ox, horse, camel)' >  MM [S]
bodo 'Stück Vieh', WrM boda ≠ bodu, HlM bod, Ord bòodòo ' l a rge
cattle (horses, cows, camels, etc.)', Kl bod bodo id.; M *boda ' object ,
body' > MM [S] bodo 'Objekt', WrM boda , HlM bod 'substance, ma t t e r ,
body', Kl bod bodo 'the true essence, reality, substance', WrM bodas
(pl. of boda) 'body' ¶ S AJ 241 (#166), MED 1O8, H 16, KW 48, KRS
1O3, Ms. O 72  pJ *ba~ta~ 'entrails, belly' >  OJ wata 'entrails', J: T/Kg
wata !, K wa!ta~ id., Ns wa~ta!, Sh wa!ta!, Ht ba~ta!!, Y ba~ta~ 'belly' ¶ S AJ 2 6 9
(#121), S QJ #121, Mr. 569 ¶¶ KW 48, Rs. W 77 (T, M), S AJ 2 7 9
[#113], SDM97 s.v. *bo~da || D {tr.} *potßtßV, {GS} *potß- 'belly, stomach' >
Kn pot5t5e id., 'womb', pod5e,  put5t5i 'belly', Tl pot5t5a, Klm, Nkr, Prj
potßtßa id., Nk potß(tß)a, Gnd po(tß)tß, patßtßa 'belly, stomach', Knd potßa
'stomach', Png po2tßo, Mlt pur`a-≠putßtßa- 'belly', Krx potßtßa2 'bowels, entrai ls '
¶¶ D #4494, GS 71 [#23O] ˚  On IE *b≈u- from N *bo-  see  Introduct ion,
§  2.4.
174. €*bu4444d[V]÷3333V 'be thick' > HS: S: Ar √bd÷ G 'be(come) fat \
corpulent', bid÷- 'full' (of body), {DRS} bid÷-, badi÷-, badï÷- ' d o d u ,
gros', ?? bid˝- 'corpulent, fat' ¶ DRS 46, Ln. 16O, Hv. 24 || A: M
*bu4du4Gu4n 'thick' > MM [MA] bidu4 ∏n 'thick', [IM] ˆdyB {Pp.} bidu4∏n ' coa r se
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(grubyj)', [IsV] ˆ0vduyB {Lg.} bidu4∏n 'thick (épais, gros)', [L] {Pp.} ˆ0vduy0B
bidu4∏n or bei\du4∏n 'dick, grob', WrM bu4du4gu4n, HlM b¥d¥¥n {Kow.,
Luv.} 'thick, coarse' ('gros, grossier, épais'), {MED} 'large, huge, big', Kl
b¥d¥n, {Rm.} bu4du4∏n, Ord bòu$dòu$:n 'thick, coarse', Brt b¥d¥¥(n), MMgl
bei\du$:n 'thick', Mgl {R} bei\du$:n 'dick, grob', Mnr Nr {SM} bòudòin ' t h i ck '
(of body parts), Mnr H {T} bidun 'thick', Dx bi\edun, Dg budu2n ' th ick ,
coarse'; M ıYk bo4do4N 'big, large, coarse' ¶ Pp. MA 119, 434, Pp. L II
1267, Lg. VMI 2O, Kow. 1232, MED 144, KRS 126, KW 66, Chr, 121, Ms.
O 1O1, SM 31, T 317, T DnJ 112, T DgJ 128, Rm. M 23, Iw. 9O, Pek.
517-8  T *bu4Îu4- (× N *be6666Z 7 777Ë([-qV]) ¬ *be6666Z 7 777[V]qV 'big, high') > T d .
*bu4Îu4-k 'big, large' > Osm bu4yu4k 'big, large, high', Tk bu4yu4k, Az bo4yu4k
'large' ¶ S AJ 175 [#5], ET B 288-9O, Cl. 299, 3O2-3.
174a. *bVd{h ++++ ? }É  'to plait' (‘  'net') > HS: CS *badd- 'woof' > BHb dB2
bad3 (pl. MiD5B2 bad≤d-ïm) 'linen', JA aD1B2 bad≤d-a2 'fine linen woof', ? Ar
batt- (< *badd-at-?) 'a coarse garment' ¶ KB 1O5, Js. 138, Hv. 2O || K
*bade- 'net, cobweb' > OG bade-y, G bade 'net', Lz boda- 'netting f o r
picking fruits', Sv UB/L/Ln ba4d, Sv L bad {TK, Dn., GP} 'net', {K2} 'net t ing,
cobweb' ¶¶ K2 6, TK 14, GP 9O, Dn. s.v. bad || A *bËtæe 'bind, wind'  >
M *bu4c>i 'band, ribbon' > MM [HI] bu4c7i 'ribbon', WrM bu4ci ≠ bu4ce,
HlM b¥¢, Brt b¥w´, Kl b¥¢ bu4c7i n. 'tie, ribbon, band; lace', WrO bu4c7i
'ribbon; cord, band', Ord bòu$c7æi 'bande, ruban', bòu$c7æe '∈ ribbon' ¶ MED
143, Ms. H 44, Ms. O 1O8, Krg. 376, KRS 132, KW 7O, Chr. 128  NrTg
*bot- >  Ewk boto2- 'tie together with a knot', Lm b‰t‰b/p- 'be b o u n d
together' ¶ STM I 97  T d. *bu4tu4r- v. 'wind, twist' > Chv pe€te€r-
pÁdòÁr, ∆ pÁºdòÁºr- id., 'spin (threads)', ?σ VTt bøter- bÁºter- 'turn, twist,
roll up' ¶ Jeg. 158, TatR 94, ≈ SDM97  pKo {S} *pî~th- 'be attached' >
MKo pî~t≈-, NKo put˙- put- ¶ S QK #11OO, Nam 275, MLC 846 ¶¶ SDM9,
≈ DQA #215 (A *bo"~tæe!- 'bind'; incl. M, Tg, Ko) ˚ Here Altaic *-tæ- m a y
be explained as going back to N *-tÓ-; the N lr. involved was lost in S,
suggesting that it was *h  or *? (both of them are liable to be lost in S)
˚ S NSShS #1 (K, A).
174b. € *bad[V]ÙV 'be open' > HS: S *°√bdH > Ar badaH- ' ouver t ,
patent', ?abdaH- 'vaste, spacieux, overt de tous côtés' ¶ BK I 95  WCh
*√bd' (≈ {Stl.} *bÓd-) v. 'open' > Hs bu2!d'e~ id. » Ang {ChC} bE~t id. » Bl bi~d'a!,
Krkr ba~d'a2 ~, Ngm bid'a id. » Sy bud'e~ v. 'open' ¶ Brg. 121, ChC, ChL, Stl. ZCh
144 || A: M *badar- (contamination with A *padar- [> Tg *padar-
'stretch']; × N *p''''at''''HV 'to be open, to open' × N *mÅtVdV ¬
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*mÅdVtV 'to stretch') > WrM badara-, HlM badra-, Brt badar-
(xa)  'spread, expand', 'open' (of flowers), Ord bòadòara-  'se répandre a u
loin, se propager', Kl {Rm.} badr=- 'sich ausbreiten' ¶ MED 66-7, Chr. 7 6 ,
Ms. O 42, ≈  KW 27 (tries to equate the Kl word with VTt and Qzq baytaq
'weit, ausgedehnt', which is probably a derivative from *ba[:]y ' m u c h ,
rich' [cp. ET B 3O s.v. bajta˚]).
175. (€?) *bu6666d[V]Ù++++qV 'be awake; feel, pay attention; be excited, b e
cheerful' > HS: CS *°√bdH+X v. 'amuse oneself' >  JA, MHb √bdH v. ' b e
cheerful', Sr bud3a2≤Ó-a2 {Br.} 'recreatio', {Sl.} 'cheerfulness' ¶ Br. 58, Js .
139, Sl. 185-6 || IE: NaIE *b≈eu\d≈- {P} 'wach sein, geweckt\geist ig\rege
sein' ({EI} IE *b≈eu\d≈- 'pay attention, be observant') (and the der ived
[caus.] NaIE stem {EI} *b≈ou\≤d≈eye/o- 'waken, point out') >  OI ≤bo2dha-
ti 'wakes, is awake, notices', Av baoÎiti 'nimmt wahr', baoÎah-,
MPrs bo2Î  'awareness', KhS bu2 id., 'feeling' »» Gk Hm, π  pe1y†omai, Gk A
pyn†a1nomai v. 'learn\hear (a th.)' ('erfahren') »» Clt: Crn {LP} both,
{ECCE} bo2th n. 'will, consent', W bodd id., 'pleasure', OIr buide
'satisfaction, reconnaissance, faveur', NIr buidhe 'graciousness,
kindness, thanks' »»  Gmc *biu\Îan >  Gt ana-biudan 'to bid, to o r d e r ' ,
ON bjo1Îa '(an)bieten', OHG biotan 'offerre, opponere, p r æ b e r e ' ,
NHG bieten, OSx biodan, AS be1odan 'to offer', NE bid »» Lt bu~sti
/ prs. bundu~, Ltv ∆  {ME} bust / bu~du 'wake up, awake', Lt
bu~dinti, Ltv ∆ budina2 ^t, budI2^t vt. 'to wake', Lt bude$!ti 'to b e
awake', budru~s  'vigilant, watchful' » Sl *b¥de7 ¡-ti 'to be awake\alert' >
OCS b5d8ti bËde7-ti / prs. b5qd0 bËz7do<, Blg bdå, SCr bdeàti
± bdjeàti, Slv b(e)de!ti, Cz bdi1ti / bdi1m id., Slk bdiet& id., ' t o
observe', R † bdet∆  'to be awake, to care for'  Sl caus. *budi¡-ti vt. ' t o
wake' > ChS buditi budi-ti / prs. buqd0 buz7do<, R bu≤dit∆ /
bu≤qu, Uk bu!diti, SCr buàditi, Slv budi!ti, Cz buditi, Slv
budit&, P budzic1 'to wake', Blg budå vt. 'wake'  Sl *b¥dr¥
'promptus, munter' > OCS b5dr5 bËdrË id. ('pro1†ymoß, willing') [e.g.
Mc. 14.38], R ≤bodryj, Uk bodrij, SCr ba`dar 'full of energy,
lively, alert', 'munter'  Sl *bl!usti 'cavere, observare '  >  OCS blUsti
bljusti id., 'to see, to take care of, to guard', SCr † bl>uàsti ( p r s .
bl>u!de2m) 'to observe, to guard', R bl√sti (prs. † bl√du) ' t o
guard, to keep (laws, customs, etc.)' ¶ P 15O-2, EI 516, 636, M K II 4 4 9 -
5O, M E II 233-5, Bai. 294, F II 625-6, LP § 43, Vn. B 113-4, Dnn. 9 7 ,
YGM-1 49, ECCE 215, Fs. 41, Vr. 4O, OsS 66, Ho. 19-2O, Ho. S 7, EWA II
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9O-2, Kb. 83, Frn. 62, ME I 345, 356, ESSJ II 136-7, III 76-7, 1O9, 111-2 ,
Bern. I 96-7, 1O5-7, StSS 1O2-3, SPS I 459-61, Glh. 127, 155  || ?σ D
*putßV ({†GS} *p-, *-dß-) >  Tm put5ai\ v. 'utter a loude noise', Klm podß-
(potßtß-) '(dog) barks', ïsa podß- v. 'whistle', Nkr por`- v. 'bark', Gdb porp-
id. ¶¶ D #4254.
176. *baÓgu4444 (= *baH++++hgu 4444?) 'forearm' > HS: WCh {Stl.} *[ba-]baka
'wing, arm' >  pBT *ba{k⁄}a 'arm', *{b}ak⁄- 'wing' >  Tng {J} paka ' h and ,
arm', Krkr {Lk.} ba~ka![:] 'arm', Glm {Sch.} (ka~)ba~ga! 'shoulder, wing', Krf
{Sch.} ka~ba~Ga! 'shoulder', NrBc: Kry {Sk.} pa@k‰~ 'arm', AG: Kfr {Nt.} b'a~ga~n
'shoulder' ¶ Stl. ZCh 146 [#15], Stl. VZCh B ##17 and 22, ChC, JI II 1 7 8 ,
Sch. BTL 55, 81, Nt. 46, Nw. #147  ?σ S: Ak buka2n- {Sd.} 'Klöppel,
Mörserkeule', {CAD} 'pestle' ¶ Sd. 136, CAD II 3O8 || IE: NaIE *b≈a2≤g8≈u-s
'elbow, forearm' ({EI} IE *b≈a2g8≈us or *b≈ehÅg8≈us '[fore]arm, foreleg') >
OI ba2≤hu-h5 'arm, forearm; fore-foot (of quadrupeds)', Av ba2za2u-s7
'arm' »» Gk ph6cyß, Gk Ae/D pa6cyß 'forearm' »» ON bo1gr (pl. bo1gu)
'arm, shoulder', OSx bo2g 'Bug', OHG buog 'shoulder, rib; a rmus ,
suffrago', NHG Bug 'shoulder-joint', AS bo2Ì 'shoulder, arm, b ranch ' ,
NE bough »» pTc {Ad.} *pokai\- > Tc: A poke 'arm', B poko {Ad.} ' a r m ,
(any) limb', (in cds.) -pokai\  id. ¶ P 1O8, Dv. #267, EI 26, M K II 429, M
E II 223-4, F II 531, Vr. 47, OsS 9O, Ho. 29, Ho. S 8, Kb. 131, EWA II 4 4 3 -
5, Wn. 381-2, Ad. 403, Ad. H 2O, 22 || A: WrM {MED} ba9u(y),
bu9u(y), HlM buguj 'forerm, wrist, bracelet', WrM {Ms.} bu9uu,
Ord bòu9u2 'bracelet', MM [IM] v9B ba+u˝u2 id., ?σ [S] buqa√u
'Schandkragen'; AD LRC #85 adduced here WrM ba9al-ca9 'wrist' a n d
Turkic words: ET paqal-c7aq 'shin', Uz baqalåq id., Qrg baÌalek ≠
ba˝alaq 'the lower part of the leg of trouser' ¶ MED 71, KW 28, Ms. O
91, Pp. MA 433, H 21, Rl. IV 1438-9, Jud. 91 || D (in NED) *pak(k)- v.
'take into one's arms' >  Krx pa2k-na2 / pakkyas v. 'take up into o n e ' s
arms, on one's lap', Mlt pake v. 'take in the lap' ¶ D #4O5O ˚ If Ak
buka2n- belongs here, the N lr. *Ó  is to be interpreted as *H  or *h
(causing devoicing *g  > *k  in WCh and Ak) ˚ Gr. II #225 (*bogu ' jo in t ' )
(IE, A, J, Ai).
177. € *bu6666[y]gÉ (more plausible than *bu 6666ÓgÉ) 'stinging insect' > IE:
NaIE *b≈ug8[≈]- 'insect' >  Lt buz7yﬁs id., Ltv ch bu2za ≠ buza, buzis
'louse' »» ? eNE XVII bugge, bug 'insect, bug', NE bug ¶ ≈ WP II 117, ≈
Mn. 119, Frn. 29, OED I 1159-6O || A *bo4∏ge '∈  (stinging?) insect' >  T
*bo4∏g '∈ insect' >  OT {Cl.} bo4∏g 'poisonous spider, tarantula', Az bo4v
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'phalangid (a poisonous spider)', ? Tkm mo4∏y id., Qrg bo4yu4 ' t a rantu la ' ,
Chv p¥van, ∆  p¥ºvan 'gadfly (Tabanus) '  ¶ Rs. W 82-3, S AJ 198 ( # 2 7 1 ) ,
AzRL I 313, Ash. X 99, Fed. I 394  M *bo4Ge-su4n 'louse' >  MM [S, HI,
MA] bo4√esu4n, [IsV, L] bo4∏su4n, WrM bo4gesu4n, HlM bøøs(øn), Kl bo4∏sn=,
Dx bosun, Ba bosuN, Dg bu2s, Mnr H {SM} bòo2s´, ShY bu4∏s´n, MMgl bo4su$n
id. ¶ KW 53, MED 125, SM 29, H 16, Ms. H 43, Pp. MA 123, Lg. VMI 2 1 ,
Iw. 92  Tg *°bugu-tuna > Lm bUgUtUna 'gnat' ¶ SDM I 1O2  pJ {S}
*pi~w‰~-musi '∈  insect (dayfly, ephemera)' > ltOJ Fi~wo~mu!si~ (cd. with p J
*mu!si! 'worm, insect '  < N *mu6666s 2 222V 'insect, fly, ant', q.v.) ¶ S QJ #158O,
Mr. 4O8 ¶¶ S AJ 286 (#54), DQA #173 [A *bi\u2gi '∈ insect'], Rs. W 8 2 - 3
˚  N *y  is tentatively suggested by the long vw. in T. It is more p robab le
than N *Ó , because a preconsonantal *-u6666Ó- would have produced a
long vw. *u2 in IE.
177a. *bÅ9a (or *bÅXa?) 'be(come) visible, appear '  > K *me-pX-e
'clear sky, fine weather > Lz mapXa-, Sv U/L me2pXe, LB/Ln mepXe
'cleared up (sky), clear space' ¶¶ K *-pX- <  early K **-b˝- (devoicing
due to the infl. of K *pX- 'be warm') ¶¶ K 133, K2 12O, ≈ Chik. 188-9 ,
TK 57O, GP 218, Dn. s.v. ma2pXe || HS: S *°b˝w+y > Ar √b˝w (pf. '9aBa
ba˝a2) 'sortir d’une embuscade et fondre sur sa proie' (hardly
etymologically identical with √b˝w 'dépasser, excéder les limites' < N
*b{i}9e6666 'much') ¶ BK I 147 || D *pakal- ({†GS} *b-, *-˝-) 'visible' >  Kt
baga;l 'conspicuous' (of a view from a high place), Kn bayal, bayil,
baylu 'conspicuousness, celebrity', Tu bayil´, bail´ adj. 'public', Tl
bayalu 'outside, exterior', 'clear, evident', Gnd bayul 'open space o f
ground', Knd baylu 'open space', Ku baylu 'maidan (parade g round) ' ,
bayalu 'field' ¶¶ D #394O || IE: NaIE *b≈a2- 'appear, become visible'
(× NaIE *b≈e2- / *b≈o2- / *b≈´- 'glänzen, leuchten, scheinen' <  N *beha [ o r
*ba4444ha?] 'shine, be bright ' )  >  Gk pefh1setai 'will appear', fai1nv ( a o r .
}efhna, Gk D }efa2na) 'make appear' »» Arm banam bana-m v. ' open ,
discover, disclose' (“ *'make visible') »» ? Tc A pa2ka4r, Tc B pa2kri
{Ad.} 'clear, obvious', {Wn.} 'ouvertement, publiquement', Tc B {Ad.}
pa2kre '≈ in the open' ¶ WP II 122-3, P 1O4-5, see  EI 352-3, 5 1 3
(*b≈eh€- 'shine'), F II 982-4, Wn. 35O-1 (all of them do not distinguish
this √  from *b≈e2- 'shine, be bright'), Ad. 364  ˚ D *-k- = D {†GS} *-˝-
as a reflex of N *-9- still needs elucidation ˚  An alt. rec.: N *bÅXa > K
*me-pX-e, D *pakal-, IE: NaIE *b≈a2- (without HS: S *°b˝w+y) ˚  Qu. ( t h e
K, IE, and Ar roots may be explained otherwise).  
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178. *b{i}9e6666 'much' > HS: Ch: CCh: FlM {ChL} b‰^w, Nz {ChL} bW‰N,
{Mch.} bwo%N 'many' »» ECh: Kbl {Cp.} b‰~ya~ id. »» ?φ WCh: Wrj {Sk.} b'a!kW,
P’ {MSk.} b'a!ku~ id. ¶ ChC, ChL  ? S *°√bÌy+w >  amb Ar √bÌy ≠ √bÌw
(pf. '9a aBa baÌa2, ip. -bÌï) 'dépasser, excéder les limites' (unless a sd. o f
√bÌw≠√bÌy 'dévier') ¶ BK I 147  AdS  of Eg fOK b÷Óy vi. ' b e
inundated, have abundance, be well-supplied' (< N *b{e}÷VHyV ' t o
pour' [q.v. ffd.]) ¶¶ Eg, CCh, and ECh may have contaminated with N
*baÙyV ¬  *baÙi '≈ abundant' || K *°beÌ- >  Mg baÌu(n), Lz baÌun
'enough'; G baÌ- 'share' should be kept apart, because it is a loan f r o m
Iranian (cp. Av baga, baGa 'share'), as indicated in Andk. Z 21. But
the Mg and Lz words are semantically rather far from the Iranian w o r d
in question and hence should not necessarily be considered Iranisms ||
IE: [1] ≈ *°b≈e+oi\- > Av bae2-var, bae2-van 'ten thousand, myriad', Phl
be2var, NPrs rvyB biva4r id., Oss: I bïra4, D bera4, bewra4 'many, m u c h ,
very' ¶ Brtl. 913, Ab. I 262  [2] one of the sources of *-b≈eÓ, sx. o f
abstract nouns preserved in Sl *-ba and Lt -be$, but the N etymon i n
question is only one of many possible sources of this abstract building
(× N *bV [particle of nomina abstracta] [q.v.] and N *baÙyV ¬ *baÙi
'≈ abundant' [q.v.]) || D *pe[:] ({†GS} *p-) 'big' >  Kt, Td pe- 'big' ( D
#4411), unless this is not a contraction of D *per- 'great, big' ˚ Since
the Ar, the K, and the Kt-Td alleged reflexes may be explained
otherwise, the comparison is qu. ˚  ≠ φ  (⇔ Blz.) Lp N {N} boaw…je
'gathering of near relatives; company, clique' (see  N *baÙyV ¬ *baÙi
'≈ abundant'; ≠σ  (⇔ Blz.) Os V pa4y 'hillock, heap, crowd of people' ( t h e
primary meaning is obviously 'hillock, heap') (see  Coll. 74) ˚  IS I 1 9 3
(#28), ≈  Blz. LB #1O7a (added Irn and erroneously U).
179. *beha (or *ba 4444ha?) 'shine, be bright' > HS: S *°-bha2+u2 (*√bhw) >
Ar √bhw (pf. 'eaBabaha2, ip. -bha2≠-bhu2) v. 'be fine, shine' ¶ Ln. 269, Fr. I
168-9  Eg G bx1 ({∫EG bh3) v. 'shine (sun, moon)', 'light up' ( ' l euchten ,
erleuchten') ¶ EG I 472, Tk. II 291  C: Dhl {EEN} b'aBa?- v. 'shine', {To.}
b'uvad- 'shine' (sun) »» SC {E} ¿ * `ba? v. 'glow' ı Mb - 1bayu 'red' ¶ E SC
135, EEN 33, To. D 129 || IE *b≈eh+x- / *b≈oh+x- / *b≈h=+x=- ({EI} *b≈eh€-
'shine' Ï ? *≤b≈eh⁄(e)s- n. ' light')  >  NaIE *b≈e2- / *b≈o2- / *b≈´- ' sh ine
(glänzen, leuchten, scheinen)' (× NaIE *b≈a2- 'appear, become visible' <
N *bÅ9a [or *bÅXa?] 'be[come] visible, appear') >  OI ≤bha2-ti
'shines', bha2- (in cds.) n. 'shine, light, brightness', Av ba2- ' sche inen '
(used with a px.: vi-ba2- 'leuchten'), ba2mya- 'licht, glänzend', ba2nu-
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'Licht, Strahl' »» Arm banam ba-na-m (NaIE *b≈a2-n-) 'I open, discover,
disclose', aor. baçi bac≈i »» Gk pefh1setai 'wird erscheinen', NaIE *b≈´-
n- in the present form fai1nv (<  *fa1ni8v) 'bring to light, make appear ' ,
fai1nomai (ipf. e>fa1nhn, aor. }efhna) 'come to light, am seen, appear ;
shine brightly'; Gk [Hs.] fa1nta (prs. prtc. accus. sg. m. from *fa- v.
'shine') »» OIr ba1n 'white' »» Gt bandwa 'a sign', Gmc *bandwjan > Gt
bandwjan 'to give signs', ON benda 'anzeigen, vorbedeuten ' »» Sl:
HLs bac1 so (prs. baju) vr. 'to burn imperceptibly, to glimmer', LLs
bajas1 se  (prs. bajom ) vr. 'to glimmer, to flare' ¶ P 1O4, EI 352, 5 1 3 ,
Me. EAC 111, 154, M K II 493-4, M E II 259-6O, F II 982-4, Vn B 13, Fs.
79-8O, Vr. 32, ESSJ I 13O-4O || U: FU *peja4 (≈  {UEW} *pa4jV) v. ' sh ine
white', adj. white' >  Lp: N {N} bAggjot, -Aj- v. 'shine white', L {LLO}
pa4∏ju 'white' » OHg feer ·fee2r‚ ≠ feher≠ fejer ·feye2r‚, Hg fehe1r
'white', Hg ∆  fee1r, fei1r, feje1r id. (-h- is an epenthesis in a hiatus, -
e 1r  goes back to two nominal sxs.: a deverbal *-jV- and a denominat ive
*-rV-) ¶ MF 188, UEW 36O ¶ Lp N {N} A suggests FU *-e-, but Rd. (UEW)
reconstructs *-a4-  (probably on the basis of Hg); if he is right, there is *a4
rather than *e at both the FU and the pN levels of rec.
18O. € *baé€V 'to tie, to bind' > K *√b- v. 'tie, bind, attach; hang' >
OG b-  'attach', G b-  'tie, bind, attach; hang', Mg, Lz, Sv b- id. (Sv L {Dn.}
ma2-b  stt. 'it is attached to me', Xa2-b 'it is attached to him', msd. li-bem
'to tie, to attach', msd. plrt. li-b-a2l, Sv UB msd. li-b-em, LSv {TK} liben
id.) ¶¶ K 47-8, K2 6, Chik. 25O, FS E 39-4O, Dn. s.v. b1, GP 147, TK 4 2 5
|| A *ba2~- v. 'bind' ({SDM97} *ba2) >  NaT *ba2- 'bind, fasten (sth. to s th . ) '
>  OT ba2- id., Yk bî¢a 'rope' ¶ Cl. 292, Rs. W 53, Pek. 598-9  ?σ Tg *ba- >
Ewk ba- v. 'propose for marriage', WrMc ba-cixi 'proposed f o r
marriage since childhood' ¶ STM I 6O  pKo *pa  'rope, string' >  NKo pa
'rope' ¶ Rm. SKE 179, SDM97 22, S QK #188  pJ {S} *b‰! 'rope' >  OJ
wo, [RJ] wo!, J: T/Kg wo!, J K wo2!  ¶ S AJ 68, S QJ #239, Mr. 228 ¶¶ Rm.
EAS I 57, S VL, DQA #1O2 (A *ba2! 'bind') ˚  IS I 172-3 (#2).
181. *buÓi 'grow, appear, become' > HS: NrOm: Kf {C} be2 ' esserci ' ,
Shn {C} bi- 'be', {Lm.} be~y- 'sit, sit down, dwell, live', Anf {C} be2- ' b e ' ,
{MYTY} beyyo 'live', ? Ym {Lm.} -wa, -(m)ba/-(m)be (focalizing
particles) ¶ C SE IV 247, 4O9, MYTY 116, Lm. Sh 289, Lm. Y 278-8O 
EC: Sml ba2 (focalizer) (Lm.: “ 'is'), Rn (-)ba1 ≠ -ba~ (a kind of focalizing
pc.: am-ba! irda 'I’ll be the one to go') ¶ Lm. FP ∀ , PG 71 || IE *b≈eu\Ó- v.
'grow, be' ({EI} *b≈eu\[Ó] 'come into being, be; grow') >  OI ≤bhavati
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'becomes, is', Av bavaîti id., OPrs bavatiy 'is' »» Gk fy1v v. 'b r ing
forth, produce, beget', fy1omai v. 'grow, rise' »» L fui 'I was, have been ' ,
Osc fufans 'erant' »» Clt d. *bu-ta2 > OIr buith, buid, W bod, OBr
bot, MBr, Br V bout 'to be' »» Gt bauan 'to dwell', AS be1o 'I am', NE
be »» Lt bu2!-ti, Ltv bu2 ^-t, Pru bu2ton 'to be' » Sl *bÈ- (inf. *bi _¡-ti, p a s t
prtc. *bÈ-l¥) >  OCS b7ti bû-ti, SCr bi à-ti, Slv bi-ti, R by-t∆, U k
bu-ti, P by-c1, Cz by1ti, Slk byt& to be' ¶ P 146-5O, EI 53, M K II 4 8 5 -
7, M E II 255-7, F II 1O52-4, WH I 557-8, Bc. G 317, Pln. II 684, Vn B
117, Frn. 68, En. 154-5, Tp. P A-D 271-4, SPS I 482, Vs. I 26O, Glh. 1 3 1 - 2
|| A {S AJ, SDM95} *bui- v. 'be, sit' >  M *buyi- ≠ *bu4yi- >  MM W [IsV]
bu4i\ ≠ bei\ ≠ bï, [MA, L] bï 'is', MM E bui [S] 'is', [HI] 'is, exists', LM bui
'being; is\am\are', HlM buj, bij id., Dg bòei\, {T} bei\, Dx {T} bi, Ord bòï
'(there) is', Kl {Rm.} bi 'is' ¶ H 21, Pp. L II 1267, Pp. MA 86, Lg. VMI 1 9 -
22, MED 132, Iw. 89, Ms. H 43, Ms. O 67, T DgJ 125, T DnJ 112, KW 4 4 ,
≈ S AJ 233 [#1]  Tg *bi'- v. 'be' >  Ewk bi-, Neg, Nn, Ul, Ork bi-, WrMc
bi-, Jrc {Md.} bie-i id. ¶ STM I 79-8O, S AJ 221 [#225], SDM95 s.v.
*bui, Md. ChF 135  pJ *bu!(i\)- v. 'be, sit' >  OJ wi- id., J: T i~-ru v. ' b e ' ,
Ht bi~- v. {Mr.} 'sit' ¶ S AJ 27O [#139], S QJ #139, Mr. 698  ¶¶ S AJ 6 8 ,
111, 28O [#129], SDM95 (A *bui), SDM97 (A *biyu), DQA #127 (A
*bi!yu 'be, sit ') ˚  The absence of the expected root-final *i\ in IE still
needs explaining ˚  IS 184 [#19] adduces here Eg b¿.t 'shrub', Cb fwa~
'tree', and U *puwe- v. 'grow' (not more than a possibility) ˚  ≈ Gr. II
#27 (*biu  'be').
182. *b{o}ka 'put out, throw out' (‘  'sweep out') > HS: S *°-bu2k-: Ar
√bwk (ip. ya-bu2k-u, pf. ba2ka) 'remuer le bâton dans l'ouverture de l a
source pour en faire sortir plus d'eau' ¶ BK I 18O  ?σ Eg G bk v. 'kill
(with a sword)' ¶ EG I 48O, Tk. II 332-5 || IE: NaIE *b≈eu\g- ≠ b≈eu\g≈-
'remove' (‘  v. 'clean, set free' ‘ 'save') >  Gt us-baugjan ' sweep
out', NHD ∆  Bucht 'sweepings' »» Av baog- / bunj 7a- 'loosen, s e t
free, save', baoxtar 'saviour, liberator', Sgd B ıwG 'deliverance' »» ?
Vnt p.n. vhuXiia (lit. 'savior, liberator' ÷ Av baoxtar) ¶ P 152, EI
621 [*b≈eu\g(≈)- 'purify, free'], Fs. 529, Brtl. 916-7, Bai. 319-2O || A: M
*bo9 > WrM bo9, HlM, Brt, Kl bog, Ord bòo9ò 'sweepings, filth, garbage '
¶ MED 11O, KRS 1O2, Chr. 96, Ms. O 73  Tg *bo3gi- v. 'put out, t h r o w
out' > Ewk boGï-, Neg boGIn- v. 'give birth to a child (out of wedlock) ' ,
Ewk boGin- v. 'show oneself (out of an aperture) ' ,  'be born', Ul boyal-,
boyalc7I-, Nn Nh boya9o-, Nn B boy9ao- v. 'have a miscarriage', WrMc
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boyXolo- ≠ biyo2Xala- v. 'break loose, run away' (of a
fish\bird\beast that escapes from a hook\net\snare) ¶ STM I 87 || D
(in GnD) *pok- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'throw' (× N *bo6666raK''''É [or *bo6666ra K ''''É] ' t o
fall, to fell, to throw'?) >  Knd pok-  v. 'throw', Gnd poha2na2 v. 'throw', po?-
≠pon- v. 'throw away' ¶ D #4457 ˚  On IE *b≈eu\- presumably from N
*bo-  see  Introduction, §  2.4.
183. *buk{o} (or *buk{o}÷V?) 'run, run away' > HS: Eg fP bc 'run', Eg
NK bc 'durchlaufen'; ?? Cpt {Ws.} vOk bo2k ≠FOk fo2k 'go' ¶ EG I 485, Fk.
86, Tk. II 352-3; Ws. 22  C {AD} *√bkW v. 'flee' > Ag: Aw {Hz.} buk- id .
»» EC: Sa I {CR} buka2 'flight', Af {PH} bu!ka id., 'escape', buk- v. ' f lee,
escape'; EC {Ss.} *bak'- v. 'run away, be afraid' >  Arr {Hw.}, Brj {Ss.} bak'-
ad'-, Dbs paq-ad'- 'run away', Or bak'-ad'-, {Grg.} bak'-ad'd'- v. 'flee, escape ' ,
bak'-a n. 'escape, running', Sml baq-ad- (md.) v. 'be afraid', baZ7-i- (caus . )
v. 'frighten', Rn baH-s-ada caus. md. 'rush, run away, escape' ¶ AD SF
27O-1, Ss. B 32, Hw. A 346, Th. 32, Grg. 36, PG 74  NrOm: Wl {C}
bik5ic7- v. 'flee', Gm {Hw.} bak'a!to- 'flee from', as well as possibly Cha
{C} boka2 'way' and (?) Kf boc7c7o2 id. ¶ C SO 28, C SE III 164, C SE IV
41O, Hw. EG  S: [1] S *0√bk÷ (≠ *0√bk'÷?) > Ar √bk÷ G  's’éloigner,
s’en aller', √bq÷ G  's’éloigner, s’en aller dans une contrée baq÷atun',
[2] SES (+ext.) *√bk's6' v. 'run' >  Mh √bk's6' (pf. b‰≤k'aws6', sbjn. y‰-bk'as6'),
Hrs √bk's6' (pf. b‰k'o2s6 '), Jb E √bk's6 ' (pf. bk'Os6') id. ¶ BK 149, 154, Jo. M 4 8
¶¶ The origin of the cns. ÷ in Ar √bk÷ ≠ √bq÷ and of the glottalized
cns. k' in EC *bak'- and in NrOm is still controversial: one may suppose
either a HS élargissement (from an ancient word group) or a HS ( o r
even a N) archaim (contradicted by Eg bc without laryngeals), a
derived word, or a compound ¶¶ ≠ Tk. LAA-1 112 [#59] (HS *√bk ' t o
abandon'), ≈ Tk. LAA-1 57 [#59] (HS *√bk 'road') || IE: NaIE
*b≈e(:)gW- ≠ *b≈eu\g- ({EI} *b≈eu\g-) v. 'flee': [1] *b≈egW-/*b≈ogW-
/*b≈e2gW- >  Gk fe1bomai v. 'flee, be afraid', fo1boß 'flight, panic fear' »» Lt
be$!g-ti (1s prs. be$!g-u) 'to run, to flee', Ltv be2 ^g-t (prs. be2 ^g-u) ' t o
flee' » Sl *be7g- (inf. *be7g-t!i, 1s prs. *be7g-oß ≠ *be7z7-oß) v. 'run, flee' >  prs . :
OCS b8q0 be7z7-o<, R be≤g-u, inf.: P biec, R ∆  be¢∆, OUk bí¢i, U k
∆ b¡¢i, µ  Uk b¡gti, µ Blr beg¢y 'to run, to flee', SCr i~zbeÓi ±
i~z-bjec1i 'to avoid, to evade', po~beÓi ± po~-bjec1i 'to run away, t o
flee'; Sl µ (*be7ge7ti? > ) *be7z7a¡ti 'to run, to flee' > OCS b8qati
be7z7ati id., R be≤qat∆, SCr be~qati ± bje~z7ati, Slv be!z7ati, Cz
be7z7eti, Slk bez7at&, P biez$ec1 'to run'; Sl n. act. *be7g¥ ' running'  >
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ChS b8g5 be7gË, Blg båg, SCr, Slv be•g, R beg, Cz be7h, Slk beh, P
bieg  id.; Sl *be7gati iter. 'to run, to flee' > OCS  b8gati be7gati, SCr
be àgati, ∆ bjeàgati id., Slv be!gati, Cz be7hati, Slk behat&, P
biegac1, R begat∆, Uk b¡gati iter. 'to run' »» pInA stem *bha2g-
/*bha2Z 7- v. 'flee', that is reconstructible from Prkr bhagga  'fled', Hindi,
Ass, etc. bha2g- v. 'flee', etc. and is attested in OI [Bhatt.] (dis1o2)
bha2jayat 'drove out', (dis1o2) bhyabhajata2m 'fled' (dis1o2 =
dis1as [gen. of dis1 'direction'] functions as a preverb of direct ion) ,
[Pañc.] dis1o2bha2ga- 'fleeing' ¶ P 116, Mn. 69, WP II 248, EI 2O6, M K II
491, M E II 241-2, F II 998-9, 1OO5-7, Frn. 38, ESSJ II 58-62, 92, Glh.
133, Tls. 162, 382, Drd. 181, 498, StSS 1O5-6, Vs. I 143, Kzn. B 159 -66
(tries to prove that Sl *be7g- meant 'flee, avoid' only, while the meaning
'run' is late'), Tu. #532, ≠ Bloch MIIA 62 (*bha2g-/*bha2Z7- v. 'break' ‘
'run'), SPS I 224-7, 245-6  [2] *b≈eu\g-/*b≈ou\g-/*b≈ug- v. 'flee' >  Gk
fe1ygv (aor. }e-fygon) v. 'flee', fygh1 'flight (in battle)' »» L fugi-o2 (p fc .
fu2gï, inf. fuge"re) v. 'flee', fuga 'flight' »» ? Lt bu2!g-ti (prs. bu2!g-
stu) 'to fear, to be frightened', baugin-ti 'to frighten', baugu~s
'fearful', Ltv bu2gns id. ¶ P 152, Mn. 75-6, F II 1OO5-7, WH I 556-7, ≈
Frn. 37-8, ESSJ II 58-6O, 92 || U: FU *°pËkV- v. 'flee' > Es {W} po%ge-
'flee'  U *pËkta- 'hop, run' (× N *{p''''}o6 666{K''''V}dV 'run' [q.v. ffd.]). The
origin of BF *pako 'Flucht' (> F pako, Krl, Vo pako, Es pagu id.) and o f
the corresponding verb (F pae-ta ) remains enigmatic. It belongs to t h e
√  in question only if there is explanation of the vw. a ¶¶ W EDW 8 5 8 ,
Coll. 12, Coll. CG 4O6 (*pokta-), UEW 4O2 (*puktV), MF 223, IS I 1 8 1
(*pok-tV) ˚  IS I 181 s.v. ubeqat∆ *bok{a} (IE, U, C + Tg *pu'kti- v.
'flee, run' [in fact from N *{p ''''}o 6 666 {K ''''V}dV 'run']), AD GDS #1.32 (C, IE, U )
˚  ≈ Gr. II #317 (*pok 'run') (IE, U + non-existent M •bo4g-si- + err. Tg, J
+ qu. CK, EA).
184. *b{o÷}ka 'to heat, to roast, to burn' > HS *°√b÷k > S *°√b÷k >  Ar
bu÷ku2k-at- 'heat' ('calor') ¶ Fr. I 137  Ch *√bk vt. 'roast, burn, s co rch '
({JS} *√bk v. 'roast', {Nw.} *bVki+u v. 'roast, burn') >  WCh {Stl.} *bak[k]-
vt. 'burn' >  Hs ba~bba!ka~ id., 'scorch' » AG: Tal {IL} p≈i@ya~k, {Sh.} pæyak vt .
'burn' » Bl bokk-, Ngm beke, Maha boko id. » SBc {Sh.}: Zem mbay, Brw
bak, Zar va~ki, v‰~k, Gj bu!ki~, Dw b‰~k id., Tule {ChC} ba~k, Plc {ChL} baGa%, Gj
{ChC} bu~kka~ vt. 'burn' » Ngz {Sch.} ba!kÈ id., Bd {ChL} b‰~k‰^n id. »» CCh:
McMtk: Mkt {Ro.} b‰~ka!i~ id., ?? Gzg {Lk.} fok v. 'roast' »» ECh: Jg {J} bïk,
Mu {J} ba!ge!, EDng {Ebob.} bi~ke@ v. 'roast' ¶ JI II 274-5, JS 214, Stl. ZCh
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152 [#69], Nw. #1O6, Ro. 218, Ebob. VDE 78, ChL, ChC  EC: Brj buk'k'-
vi. 'burn, lighten' (the meaning 'lighten' may have been influenced by C
*√brk' 'lightning') ¶ Ss. B 42  B *√ÓFkœ >  Gd a2B´Œ (3m pf. yu2BEŒ) v.
'be lit' ('être allumé'), Izd aŒ id. ¶ Lf. I 253 and II #OO85, Mrc. 1O, NZ
81-2 ¶¶ ≈  Sk. HCD 13, ≈ Tk. LAA-1 115 [#83] (HS *√bûq 'burn') (B, Ch,
EC + unc. Eg bXX  'glühen, brennen') || IE: NaIE *b≈o2g- vt. 'roast ( rös ten ,
braten), bake, burn', {EI} 'bake, roast' >  Gk fv1gv v. 'roast, broil ' »» AS
bacan, bo2c (> NE bake) v. 'bake', OHG backan ≠ bachan 'to bake ,
to roast, to dry', MHG bachen 'to bake', ON baka 'backen, b ra ten ,
Hände und Füsse wärmen', NHG backen 'to bake ' »» Sl {Trb.} *bagatÁje
'fire, embers': Uk bagattå ba≤˙at!t!a 'smothered fire, embers', R D n
bagat∆e ba≤˙at!je 'smouldering fire', Blr bagacce ba≤˙ac1c1e 'fire' ¶ P
113, Mn. 88, F II 1O57, ESSJ I 124, Bern. I 38, SPS I 176-7, Vr. 23, OsS
36, EWA I 419-22, Kb. 53, Lx. 8, KM 43, Ho. 14   Cf. also the qu. NaIE
stem {P} *b≈o{ k8}- 'flammen, brennen' (>  L focus 'fireplace, hearth ' , ?
Arm boç boc≈ 'flame' [< *b≈ok8-so-?], and Arm bosor bosoR adj. ' r e d ,
blood-colour' [“ 'feurig'?]), that contradicts the IE incompatibility law
ruling out the occurence of mediae aspiratae and tenues in the same √ ,
but acc. to Mn. AIE 164, Arm bosoR is akin to OL fusvos, to L
furvus  'dark', and to AS basu (gen. sg. baswes) 'purple' ¶ P 1 6 2 ,
EI 125, WH I 521, Jah. OSK 9, 55 (on Arm boc≈) || K: G {Chx.} bug- ' aus -
, verbrennen, einäschern', ? bgol- 'kochen, bereiten (Essen)', ? G I {Chx.}
bgal- 'anbrennen, sengen' ¶ Chx. 72, 115-6 || A: NrTg *bu3gar 'site of a
burned forest' >  Ewk buGar, Lm bo2rin id. ('gar∆ ') ¶ STM I 1O1  ??σ M
*bo˝ursu9 ≠ *bo˝urc>u9 > WrM bo9ursu9 ≠ bo9urcu9, HlM
boorsog ≠ boorcog 'bread, pastry', Ord bòo2rsoq 'galette, gâteau,
pain', Brt boorsog 'small pastry', Mnr H {T} bo2rZo9 '∈ pastry', {SM}
bòo2rZòo9, Kl boorcg, ∆ boorsg 'pieces of dough fried in oil', M ı
Chg baÌursaq ≠ boÌursaq, Qrg bo2rsoq, Qzq bawîrsaq id. (× OT baÌîrsaq
≠ baÌîrsuq 'entrails' ÿ OT baÌîr 'liver', see  Cl. 319?) ¶ MED 112, KRS
1O9, Chr. 1O5, Ms. O 81, SM 28, T 318, Dr. TM II #797  ? pJ {S} *ba!k-
v. 'boil, seethe' > OJ wa!k-, J: T wa~k-, K/Kg wa!k- ¶ S QJ #778, Mr. 7 8 3
¶¶ ≈ DQA #217 (A *bu2 !ga~ n. 'heat, steam' > Tg, J).
185. *bukÉ÷3333V 'billy goat, ram' >  HS: C *√bk÷ (> *√bg÷ by as . )
'sheep, goat' >  Bj {R} bo2k, Bj A {AD} bok 'billy goat' »» Ag *bAg[V]÷-
'sheep' >  Xm {R}beg-a (pl. big), Q {R} bag-a (pl. bagan), Km {CR}
båga, ı GzbG) bagg´÷  'sheep, ram', Tgy bAg÷i, Tgr b‰ggu÷ id., Kf {C}
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bage2, Mch {L} ba!go, Shn {C} baggo2 'sheep'; Tgy ı Bln {R} bågg-a
(pl. bågg) »» SC {E} *be2÷- >  Irq {Wh.} be2!÷i, {E} be?i, Alg {Wh.} be2÷i, {E}
be÷i, Grw {Wh.} be2!÷i 'sheep', Brn {Wh.} be2?-imo, pl. be2?-a, {Fl.} be2÷-, {E}
be÷i id., Kz {E} ba?amuko 'ewe lamb' »» Dhl {EEN, To.} b'e2÷a 'buffalo' ¶ L G
88, AD SF 39, 315, R WB 71, E SC 137, EEN 33, To. D 13O, Wh. IC 25, C
SE IV 411, L M 21  S: (mt.) Gz B!kO b´HkW 'ram, billy goat' (Ï Gz
b1kO baHakW id.) (acc. to L: π C) ¶ L G 91  B *√bgg >  Ah {Fc.} a-
bag1ug1 'jeune mouton', Ty/ETwl {GhA} ab¥gog 'jeune mouton de 2 à 3
ans', Gh abaZ7uZ 7 'mouton châtré' ¶  Fc. 34, GhA 4, NZ 32  Ch *(m)bak+g
'ram, sheep' >  WCh: SBc: Kir mbak 'male' (of rams in: mbak parÈm
'ram'), Zul b‰~ga!la!, Gj ba~g‰!lla~ 'ram' »» CCh: Gude ba~ga!, FlJ b‰~ga~, FlM
b‰~g‰~, FlB b‰~g‰~n, BtG {Mch.} mba51ge, BtD {Srp.} ba2ge1 'sheep', Mln
m~=ba2^ga! 'ram', m~=ba!ga~ti! 'sheep', Bcm m=~ba@ga@ 'ram', mba~ga!to_@ 'sheep', Gudu
mbø!ksu4 'sheep' » Glv {ChL} m=~ba~kUla!ka!, {Rp.} mba!k‰laka, Gv mba~ku~l‰!ka~
'ram' ¶ JI II 291, ChC, ChL, RpB 64, Hsk. 161 ¶ In HS there are m a n y
variants of the √  which may be accounted for by mt. of the velar a n d
the lr. cnss. and by as. within cns. clusters. For instance, the EthS f o r m
(Gz b‰HkW) is accounted for by earlier mt. and as. (something like
*bVkÌ- > *bVÌk- > *bVXk- with subsequent reg. change of pre-HS *X t o
*H) || IE [*b≈u(:)g8Óo- >] *b≈u(:)g8o-s, {EI} *b≈ug8os 'buck, billy-goat' ≠
NaIE ({P}: end) *b≈ukko-s 'he-goat, ram', f. *b≈u(:)g8-a2 ≠*b≈ukk-a2 ' she-goat ,
ewe' (Dv.: 'capra prisca') >  Av bu2za 'goat, billy-goat', NPrs zBu boz
'goat; she-goat', KhS buysa- 'goat', Psh wuz 'billy-goat' »» Arm buc
buc '(sucking) lamb' »» Clt: OIr boc, bocc, pocc, W bwch, Crn boch,
MBr bouch, Br bouc&h 'buck', OCrn [VC] boch 'caper vel hircus' »»
pGmc *bukka- (π Clt, acc. to Ped.) >  ON bukkr, bokkr, bokki, Nr
bokk, bukk, Dn buj, Sw bock, OHG boc ± boch, NHG Bock, OSx
bukk, AS bucca 'buck', NEbuck ¶ WP II 189, P 174 (misquotes Arm
buc as buz), EI 229, Dv. #929, Mn. 12O, Vl. I 233, Brtl. 969-7O, Sg.
182, Horn 49, Bai. 297, Mrg. 94, Vn. B 62-3, Hü. 43O, Slt. 292, Vr. 4 8 ,
64, EWA II 216-8, OsS 79, KM 87, Ho. 38, Ho. S 11 ¶ The expected lr. i s
in a prevoc. position and hence leaves no trace || A: M *bu9u 'deer' >
WrM bu9u, HlM buga, Kl buÌa 'male deer', Mnr H bòugòu 'deer', MM
[MA] *buÌu-  'deer': gen.ñYv(vB buGuyin 'of a deer', [S] {H} buh5u,
[HI] {Ms.} buqu [bu˝u] 'deer'; M ı WrMc bu9u 'deer', Ewk buÌu, Sln
boGo 'Manchurian deer, iz√br ' ¶ MED 131, H 21, H SMG I #144, SM
32, Lew. II 22, Ms. H 43, Pp. MA 124, Z 527, STM I 1O1-2  ? AdS  of Tg
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*buka 'male horned ungulate' (< N *buK''''a 'bovines ')  >  WrMc buXo ≠
buXu 'deer' (π  M?), ? buXa 'wild animal', Sln bUxa, Ewk buka ' s i re
bull', Ewk Vtm buka 'buffalo', WrMc buqa 'billy-goat, ram' ¶ Z 5 2 8 ,
STM I 1O3-4  NaT *bugu 'deer' >  (or M ı ) MU XIII buGu 'deer', Tk
∆ , Uz, Qrg buÌu, Nog buÌî 'male deer', Chg [BL] {Brv.} v(vB buGu
'kind of antelope or wild goat', Qzq bu"Ìî 'deer' ¶ KW 58, ET B 237-8 ,
Brv. BL 139, STM I 1O1-2, Dr. TM II #752, Cl. 312, Rs. W 86 ¶¶ S CNM
1O (reconstructs A *pËkV  and adduces Ewk h‰gl‰n ≠ h‰wl‰n 'young o f
elk') ˚ In Altaic lgs. there is probably a quite plausible semant ic
change: 'billy goat, ram' ‘ 'deer' ˚ AD NM #45.
186. *baK''''a (or *bag++++k[V]?a?) 'stick, sprout; (?) to sprout' > IE: NaIE
*bak- 'stick, staff used for support', {EI} 'club' >  L baculum 'a staff,
walking-stick' (< *bak-tlom), dem. bacillum  'a little staff' »» OIr bacc
'courbure, creux, objet courbé', NIr bac 'pin, peg, crook; prop', W
bach, Crn bagh 'hook, hinge', OBr {Flr.} bach ≠ bah 'ligo (houe ) ' ,
Br bac&h 'croc, gros hameçon' »» Gk ba1ktron 'staff, stick, cudgel ' ,
bakthri1a 'staff, cane' »» MDt pegge 'pin, peg', Dt ∆ pegge ' b lock
(Klotz)', '∈ peg (in manufacturing wooden shoes)', ME pegge >  NE
peg; ?σ Sw pigg, Dn pig 'thorn' »» ?σ Blt d. verbs: Ltv bakstI2 ^t ' t o
poke, to pick', Lt ba~kstele$ti 'to give a nudge\prick' ¶ Pokorny
considers the Insular Celtic word as a bf. from a Latinism; this hyp. ( t o o
complicated to be plausible) is not shared by Vn. ¶ WP II 1O4-5, P 93, EI
11O-2, WH I 92, F I 211-12, Vn. B  2-3, YGM-1 38, Flr. 77-8, Hm. 6 1 ,
Frn. 3O, Ho. N 512-3, Skeat 439, HDEL 967, 15O7, Hlq. 76O || A
({SDM97} *bakV 'pole, pillar'): NaT *bakan 'pole' >  Uz ∆  ("Chagatay")
{Rl.}, Qzq {Bu., Rl.} baqan 'tent-pole' ('Stange, mit der man d ie
Filzdecken der Jurte aufhebt und stützt'), Tt ∆  baÌan, paÌan ' pos t ,
pole', QK {B} paqan 'post for tethering horses' ¶ Bu. I 234, ET B 42-3, B
DLT 184, Rs. W 53  M *ba9ana ≠ *baqana 'pillar, column, post, pole ,
tent-pole' > WrM ba9ana , HlM, Brt bagana, Kl baxn id.; M ı Qzq,
Qrg baqan, Yk ba˝ana, Tlt paqqan id., WrMc baXana 'tent-pole, prop' ¶
MED 68, KRS 86, Chr. 73, KW 29, Pp. IM 135-7 (on M *-q-)  Tg *baksa
'prop, pole' > Ewk baksa id., Ul baqsa, Nn baqsa ≠ baXsa 'central pole o f
a tent' ¶ STM I 67-8  pKo *po~ >  MKo po~ 'beam, cross-beam' > MKo po~,
NKo po, tîl-bo ¶ S QK #375, Nam 259, MLC 786 ¶¶ DQA #93 (A *ba!ku+a
'pole, pillar') || ?φ K *biga- 'stick, cudgel' >  G ∆  biga- 'wooden cross-
beam', Mg biga-, Lz biga, Lz At bik'a, Sv {K} biZ7- 'stick' ¶ K DE 361, K2
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15, BU 12 ||  HS: S *≤bak'[V]l- n. 'sprout', *√bk'l v. 'sprout' >  Ak {Sd.}
bak5lu 'Sproß', Sr \oœw∫u buk5≤l-a2 {Br.} 'germen', {JPS} 'staff, cudgel ' ,
Ar ¬ºq0Ba baql- 'vegetable, herbage, green', √bql G 'appear, come o u t
(plant, tooth)', Ak √bk'l  {CAD} v. 'sprout' ¶ Br. 87, Sd. 1O4-5  LEC: Af
{PH} bu~kka 'woody type of grass used for fence\roof making' ¶ PH 74 
CCh: Msg {Krs.} EfE1k ≠ yEfE1k 'Rohr, Stroh' »» ZmD {KNC} vo@k ' foin' ¶
Lk. DQM 52, KNC 29 ¶¶ ≈ Tk. LAA-1 112 [#62]  ˚ M *ba9ana and K
*biga- (if it belongs here in spite of the irreg. *i) suggest that t h e
medial consonant is likely to go back to N *-g[V]?- (if this is true, t h e
apparent pN  *-K''''- [suggested by by M *baqana , as well as by E, S, and T]
may go back to a contraction of *-g?-). If K *biga-  does not belong he re ,
but M *ba9ana does, the N etymon may be *bak[V]?a ˚ If we adduce
here Eg fOK f÷g 'fingernail, claw' (¶ EG I 576, Tk. II 566) instead of S
*√bk'l, which is rather doubtful, we shall have to rec. N *pa[÷]gV ≠
*pa[÷]K''''V.
187. € *baK''''V 'to look' >  HS: CS *bk'y+w v. 'look, observe' >  JA, Sr
√bk'y+w G (pf. aq!B6 'qo∫ b´≤k5a2) 'schauen, beobachten, ausforschen ' ,
JEA {Sl.} √bk'y G  'inquire into, search for, examine', MHb ba2≤k5ï (iq%B1
≠ aiq%B1) 'erfahren, kundig', Ar √bqy (ip. -bqay, pf. baqa2 îqaba)
'observavit, respexit', [Qam.] {Fr.} √bqw (pf. baqa2 'qaBa) 'spectavit ,
respexit, observavit' ¶ Lv. I 253, Sl. 23O, Fr. I 144; IS I 172 adduces a lso
S *√bk'r v. 'examine' and *√bk'T v. 'seek'  EC *be2k- >  Or be2k- v.
'know', Brj be2k- id. (a loan from Or?), ?? amb Sml {R} be2q ≠ be2g
'sorgfaltige Aussschau (wie etwas ins Werk zu setzen sein)' (unless π
Ar baqy-, msd. from √bqy v. 'observe') ¶ AD SF 264-5, Grg. 43, Brl. 5O-
1, Hd. 87, R SS II 8O  NrOm *bVk'- v. 'see' >  Bnc {Wdk.} be@k' v. ' see ' ,
Bsk {C} bik5-, {Bnd.} bEk'a, Wl {C, LmS} be?- 'see, look', Zl/Bdt/Cha {C}
be?-, Omt (= Gf?) {Mrn.} be?-, Ym {Wdk.} biya v. 'see', Shn {Lm, Fl.}
bek'-, Anf {MYTY} bek'k'-, {C, Fl.} bek'-, Mch {L} ba4~k'k'i(ye!) v. 'see', Kf {C}
beg/begg-, caus. bek'k'-, {Fl.} be?/bek' id. ¶ AD SF 264-5, Wdk. BY 99, 1 1 9 ,
172, Fl. OWL s.v. 'see', L M 22, MYTY 12O, LmS 312, Lm. Sh 282  Ch:
WCh: Hs {Ba.} bï!k'i~ 'looking after, tending carefully, taking pains a b o u t
in order to get sth. back into its original good condition' »» CCh: MfG
ba!k 'regarder' ¶ Ba. 1O6, Brr. MG II 82 || A *bakæa >  T *bak(a)- v. ' l ook
at' >  OT baq-, aor. baqa2r, Chg baq-, Tk bak-, Tkm, Qrg, Qzq, Nog, VTt
baq-, Tf p£a<q-, Uz båk-, Chv p¥x- id. ¶ Cl. EW 311, ET B 38-4O, Rs. W 5 8 ,
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Fed. I 4O7  Tg {ADb.} *baka- v. 'find' >  Ewk baka-, Sln, Neg baxa-, Lm
baq-, Orc ba2-, Ud {STM} b'a-, {Krm.} ba?-, Ork ba2-, baqqa-, Ul ba2-, baqa-,
Nn Nh/B ba2-, Nn KU baqa-, WrMc baXa- id. ¶ STM I 66-7, Krm. 2 1 O
 pKo {S} *po~- 'see' > MKo po~-, NKo po- ¶ S QK #73, Nam 259, MLC 7 8 8
 pJ {S} *ba~ka~r- 'understand' > OJ, J Kg wa~ka~r-, J: T waka!r-, K wa!ka!r- ¶
S QJ #774, Mr. 782 ¶¶ DQA #9O (A *ba"~ka 'look, watch [regarder]') ˚ ≈
IS I 172-3 (HS [S, B, C, Om], A [T, Tg]); IS (l.c.) adduces B: Kb ´b3Œu
({Dl.} b3˝u, aor. -b3Œa) v. 'wish', but it is better explained as a loan f r o m
Ar √bÌy. IE *spek8/g8- v. 'look, see, observe, spy' does not belong he re ,
but rather to N *p''''{É}K''''yV 'to track (game), to follow the tracks o f '
(q.v.) .
188. *buK''''a 'bovines' > HS: +ext.: S *ba≤k'ar- 'cattle' >  BHb rq!B1 ba2≤k'a2r
'cattle, herd', Ph bk5r 'cattle', Ug {OLS} bk5r 'rebaño de vacuno,
cabaña', JA ar1q^B2†bak5≤r-a2, Sr æroq∫a bak5≤r-a2 'cattle', JEA bak5≤r-a2 {Sl.}
'herd', Ar baqar- '(wild\domesticated) bovines, ox\bull\cow', Sb bk5r
'bovines, head of cattle', Eb {Krb.} bak'arum 'cattle'; S d. *buk'a2r- >  Ar
buqa2r- 'head of (large) cattle', Ak buk5a 2r-  'cattle' ¶ KB 144-5, KBR 1 5 1 ,
HJ 187, OLS 114-5, Lv. I 256, Sl. 231, Br. 88, Ln. I 234, BGMR 3O, BK I
148-9, CAD II 323, Krb. EG 39  Ch: ECh: Brg {J, ChC} bo~go~ro~ 'ma le
antelope', bo~go~re!y 'female antelope', EDng {Fd.} bo!go!r 'antelope', (wi th
mt. of the glottalization): Mkl {J} b'o~rgu! 'horse antelope (kudu), Mgm
{JA} b'a^Rgu! 'oryx antelope'; Nd D {J} pa~g‰~r 'antelope' (p- due to the infl.
of the reflex of N *p''''oK ''''u 4 444 '(herds of) ruminant animals, wild cattle') ¶
ChC, J LM 73, JA LM 73 || IE: NaIE ≈ *bu(:)k-/bou\k- 'bull' >  Sl *bÈ!k¥ /
gen. *bÈ≤ka (<  NaIE *bu2ko-) 'bull' >  Blg bik, SCr bi8k, Slv bi~k, Cz, Slk
by1k 'bull', P byk id. ({ESSJ}: 'sire bull'), OR b7k5 bûkË, R byk 'bull ' ;
Sl *b¥k¥ (<  *buk-) >  SCr baŸk 'bull ' »» ? pClt f. {SB, Vn.} *bou\kk-a2 ' c o w '
(unless ÿ Clt *bow- < IE *gWou\- 'cattle', as supposed by SB, LP, a n d
Vn.) >  OW buch 'iuvenca', W buwch (pl. buchod), MBr, OCrn
buch, MCrn bugh, Br buoc&h≠buc&h 'cow' ¶ Bern. I 112, ESSJ III
147-8, Glh. 156, 128, SPS I 473-4, Ern. 86-7, SB 178, LP § 298, Vn. B  6 1 -
2, YGM-1 61, ECCE 217, Hm. 119 ¶ IE *b- <  *b≈- due to the IE law o f
incompatibility of voiced aspirates and voiceless cnss. in the same r o o t
|| A: NaT *buka ({SDM97, ADb.} *bu2ka) 'bull, sire bull' (×  A *mukæu
'male' <  N *maK''''Ë 'baby, son', ? 'be pregnant' [q.v.]?) >  OT 'qvB  buqa
(Cl.: buqa2), Chg buÌa, Tk bog"a, Tkm bu˝a, SbTt bu˝a ± po˝a, MQp
buÌa, Qzq, Uz, ET, Tb buqa, Az, CrTt, Kr, Qmq, Nog, Qq, Bsh, Yk buÌa,
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Xk puÌa, Tv p£u˝a, Tf p£u˙a 'bull' ¶ ET B 237-8, Cl. 312, Brv. BL 139, Tum.
46, 175  M (<  T?) *buqa 'bull' >  MM [S] buqa {H} 'Rind, starkes Rind
(Stier)', WrM buqa 'bull', HlM bux, Brt buxa, Kl bux buXu 'sire bull ' ,
MMgl {Iw.} buqa, Mgl {Rm.} buqa, Ord bòuXa 'bull'; but M *bugu 'deer' i s
easier to explain as belonging to N *bukÉ÷3333V 'billy goat, ram' (q.v. f fd . )
¶ H 21, MED 31, 142, Chr. 119, Luv. 91, KRS 124-5, KW 58, Rm. M 2 4 ,
Iw. 93, Ms. O 91, H SMG I 44, Ms. H 43, SM 32, Lew. II 22  amb Tg
*buka (× N *bukÉ÷3333V) >  Ewk buka, Sln bUxa 'bull, male reindeer', WrMc
buqa  'ram, male goat' ¶ STM I 1O3-4 ¶¶ ADb. KL 5.
189. *buk''''V (or *bu4444k ' '''V?) cheek' >  HS {Blz.} *buk'V or *buk[V]÷V
'cheek(s), face' >  EC *buk'-(≠*buk(k)÷-?) >  Or {Bl.} ≤bok'-o? 'jaw, t h e
whole cheek', Or Gj/B {LLC} bok'o 'jaw, cheek', Kns pa≤k'-o2-t'a 'jaw', Brj, Sd
bok'o 'head', Kmb bok'o 'head', Sa I {CR} buka 'higher location', Gln, Gwd
pukka÷-te 'head ' ¶ Bl. 134, LLC 33, 1O8, Ss. B 38, Lm. SKE 533  B *-
bVqqa2 > Rf ab´qqa 'face', Mz ab´qqa 'cheek', Wrg ab´qqa id., 'côté de l a
figure', Kb ab3´qqa 'gifle', Nf ab´qqa id., 'sifflet' ¶ Dl. 34, Dlh. M 9, Wlf.
EAW 43, NZ 85-6  CCh: Tr {Nw.} b'oxom 'beard', Lgn {Lk.} mbagam
'cheek', {ChL}: Bcm bWo~k‰y 'cheeks', ? Bu puku!m, Ngx pW‰h‰~m, HgF puki
id., Bnn fo!ku~-na! 'face', Lmn {SSAAJ} pagam  'temple' ('Schläfe') »» ?σ Hs
ba2~ki!, Gw ba~kYi! 'mouth' ¶ ChL, ChC, Ba. 64, Lk. L 1O8 ¶¶ ≈ SSAAJ I # 1 9
|| K: OG {Abul., Fn.} bak'o 'lip, border', G {Chx.} bak'o 'Rand (e ines
Trinkgefässes)'; the development of vowels in K is still to b e
investigated ¶ Abul. 28, Chx. 6O || IE: NaIE *°buk8(k8)V or *°buk(k)V
'cheek' >  L bucca id. »» (L ı??) W boch, OBr boch, Br boc&h id.,
OCrn [VC] en voch 'facies' (en  is an article) ¶ ≠ WH I 12O (unc.: f r o m
*bu- 'aufblasen, schwellen'), My. 57 (adduces Al buze4 'lip, edge', t h a t
does not belong here, w  O 43), Flr. 87, Hm. 89, Loth ML 138 ¶ *b-...-k8+k-
for *b≈-...-k8 +k- due to the known uncompatibility law || D *pukk- ' c h e e k '
({GS} *buk- id., unc. 'swollen') >  Kn buggi 'cheek', Tl bugga ' cheek ,
inside of the cheek', bukka 'inside or hollow of the mouth', pukkili
'inside of the cheek', Prj bukka, Gdb buggal, Gnd buka2 ± p≈uka2 ± b≈uka2 ±
bukka ± bugga 'cheek', Knd buku 'mouthful', bugli 'cheek', Ku bu2ga ±
bugga id., Krx pok&o2 'chubby-cheeked' ¶¶ D #4242, GS 11O [#285], 1 1 3
[298], 55 [#147] ˚  Blz. DA 153 [#8] (HS, K, IE, D), Blz. KM 113 [#1] (K,
HS, D).
19O. *bu 4444k ' '''a  '∈ a stinging insect' (≈ 'gadfly', 'gnat') >  HS: S *bak'k'- >  Ak
bak5k5um '(small) gnat', Ar baqq- 'bug, gnat', {BK} 'punaise', JA aq`!B2
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bak5≤k5-a2, Sr 'qo∫o ba2≤k5-a2 'gnat' ¶ Sl. 23O, Br. 87, JPS 52, Sd. 1O5, BK I
148, Lv. I 253  EC: Or {Grg., Hd.} bo2ke2 'gnat, mosquito', {Brl.} boke1
'moscerino della famiglia Phlebotomus' ¶ Hd. 71, 1O2, Brl. 59, Grg. 5 6
|| K: G P buk'uk'a 'gnat' ¶ Chx. 117 || IE: NaIE *b≈ou\k-/*b≈uk- 'bee'  >  L
fu2cus 'drone bee' (<  *b≈ou\kos) »» Clt: Gl {ML} *bekos 'bee' (ı Port
Mr, It Mdn bega, Occ Cr beko, bi¢eko 'bee'), OIr bech 'bee', W
begegyr 'hornet' »» Sl *°buc7ÁnÁ >  R ∆  ≤bu¢en∆ 'wild bee; (∈ ) a g reen
fly with a sting' ± ≤bu¢en∆, ≤bu¢in∆ 'bumble-bee'; Sl *b¥c7ela (<
*b≈ukela2) ≠ *bÁc7ela 'bee' >  OCS, OR b5hela bË¢ela ≠ b6hela
bÁ¢ela, R, Blg, McdS p¢e≤la, Blr p¢a≤la, Uk bdqo≤la, SCr c7e~la,
pc7e~la, Slv bc7e•la≠ bec7e•la, Cz, Slk vc7ela, P pszczoLa id. ¶ P 1 1 6 ,
Dv. #868, EI 57 (*b≈i-kWo- 'bee, stinging insect'), ESSJ III 76, 1O4-5, ML
#1O14, Vn. B  24-5 || A *bo4+u4kæe '≈  botfly, gadfly, mosquito' ({ADb.}
*bu4kæV 'fly') > NaT *bu4+o4ke-lik {ADb.} 'blue fly, botfly' > Tkm bo4kelek, Tk
∆  bo4kelek ± bu4kelek 'botfly, gadfly', Az bu4ya4la4k, ∆ bo4ga4la4x, Uz ∆
bökalak, Bsh bÁºga4la4k, Yk bu4gu4la4X 'botfly', Qzq b¥gelek, {Rl.} bu4go4lu4k
'Pferdebremse, botfly'; with other sxs.: Qzq bu4go4z7o4k, Nog bu4klesin
'botfly', VTt bÁºga4s7 !a4n, {Rl.} bÁºgÁºls7 !ö4k 'botfly'; ?? Tk ∆ bu4ven, Chv p¥van
'gadfly' ¶ ET B 212-3, MM 1O9, Rl. IV 1718, 1881-2  M *bo4ku4Gene
'horse-fly, gadfly' >  MM [HI] {Ms.} bo4ko4√u4ne 'cousin, moustique', WrM
{MED} bo4ku4ne, bu4ku4gene4, HlM bøxnø 'horse-fly, gadfly', WrM
{SM} bo4ku4gene '∈ cousin jaune', {Ms.} bo4ko4gu4ne ' cousin ,
moustique', WrO {Krg.} bo4ku4u4ne 'mosquito', Kl bøk¥n bo4ku4∏ne, {Rm.}
bo4ku4∏n´ 'gnat', Ord bòo4≈″xo4N 'cousin, moucheron, ∈ petites mouches
qu’on voit sur le bétail', Mgr H pæugòuno9ò 'taon' ¶ Ms. H 43, MED 1 2 7 ,
145, Krg. 359, KRS 114, KW 55, Ms. O 86, SM 3O7.
191. *bu4444K' '''{a} 'to bend; bent' >  HS: Om {Blz.} *buk'-/*buk'n- 'knee' >
SOm: Dm bo2q, Gll buqa, Ub buk'a ≠ buÌa! ≠ buqa!, Baka boÌa, Hm buk, H m
B bu2ko id. »» NrOm: Kcm, Gdc bo?e, Gnj bo?aut, Malo, Oyda {Fl.} bunk'e,
Bdt {C} bohe, {Fl.} bo4he, Bsk buk'a, Dk buki 'knee' ¶ Blz. OLBP #7O 
CCh: ?φ  Bnn {ChL} fwo4!ki~va~ 'knee' || IE: NaIE *b≈eu\g- ≠ *b≈eu\g≈-, {EI}
*b≈eu\g- vt. 'bend' >  [1] NaIE *0b≈eu\g-/*0b≈ug- > OI bhu≤jati ' bends ,
curves', bhug-≤na- 'bent', Blc bo2g n. 'bend, knot, joint', KhS ham$-
bujs- 'bow down', ham$-bus1da4 'bows down'  [2] NaIE *0b≈eu\g≈- >  Gt
biugan, OSx bu2gan, OHG biogan, NHG biegen vi., vt. 'to bend, t o
turn', ON bogenn pp. 'bent', 3p p. bugu 'they bent'; Ï Gmc
*bau\gjan vt. 'to bend' > OSx bo6gian, OHG bougen, NHG beugen, AS
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b°eÌ$an, ON beygja  [1 or 2] NaIE *b≈eu\g[≈]- >  pAl {O} *buta > Al
bute4 'soft, smooth' (< *b≈ug[≈]-to- pp. 'bent, flexible') »» ?? Arm bu†
but≈  'blunt, dull' (< *b≈ug[≈]-to- 'bent') (unless akin to Nr ∆ butt ' b lun t ' )
»» OIr boc, NIr bog 'soft' ({Vn.}: “ 'pliable'), OIr fid-bocc 'wooden
shaft-bow' (< Clt *-buggo-) »» Ltv ∆ (ME) bauﬁgurs 'Anhöhe, Hügel' » Sl
*bug¥r¥ ≠ *bugor¥ 'hillock, knoll, mound' > R, Uk  bu≤gor (gen .
bu≤gra) id. ¶ WP II 145-6, P 152-3, EI 62, IS I 191, M K II 5O4-6, M E I
267 and II 274-5, Bai. 463, Fs. 96, Vr. 34, 4O-1, OsS 65-6, EWA II 78-8O,
263, KM 71, 74, Ho. 22, Ho. S 8, 1O, O 43, Vn. B  62, Ped. AA 341, Kar.
II 26-7, ESSJ III 79, Vs. I 228, Slt. 348 || A: T *bu4k- v. 'bend' >  OT {Cl.}
bu4k- id., Tk bu4k-, Tkm, Az, Qmq, QrB, Qzq, Qq. Nog bu4k-, Alt bòu4k-, Xk
pu4k- ≠ pîX-, VTt, Bsh bÁºk-, Uz buk-, Chv pe€k- pÁgò- id.; T *bu4k n. ' a
bend' (× N *mu4444K ' '''V or *muK ''''É 'a bend, corner, hump'  [q.v.]) ¶ Cl. 3 2 4 ,
Rs. W 91-2, ET B 29O-3  M: [1] *bo4ke-yi- > MM [MA] bo4kei\- vi. ' b e n d
down' (of humans), vt. 'bend down', [HI] d. bo4keyilge- ' soumet t re ' ,
WrM {MED} bo4ku4i-≠ bo4kei-, HlM bøxij- v. 'sich vorwärts biegen' ,
'bend down, bow one’s head' ('gnut∆så '), Brt b¥xy-, Kl bøki- ' b e n d
down, bow', Kl {Rm.} bo4kï- 'sich vorwärts biegen, buckelig werden', O r d
bòo4≈″xï- 'se courber', Mnr H {SM} pæugòï- id., 'être incliné', {T} pugi-
'bend down, bow (one’s head)'; [2] *bo4g+ktiyi- > WrM {MED} bo4gtu4i-
v. 'bend, step over, bow', Brt b¥gdy- 'bend down, bow low', HlM
bøgtij- 'stoop, bow (nagibat∆så )', Kl {Rm.} bo4kc7ï- 'buckelig sein,
sich bücken, sich vorwärts biegen' ¶ Pp. MA 123, MED 126-7, Luvs. 7 9 ,
82, Chr. 12O, 127, KRS 113, KW 55, Ms. O 85, Ms. H 43, SM 3O6, T 3 5 5
 Tg *bu'k[e]- ({†Bz.} *bo4k[a4]) 'hump' > Ewk Urm/Ucr/Chlm buku, Lm
bo$kço$k‰n, Neg boxon, Ud boxo 'humpbacked', Ul boqo(n-) ≠ bUqU(n-),
Ork bo(q)qo ≠ bUqqo ≠ bUqqU id., 'hump', Ewk Ucr b‰k‰, Nn Nh buku%
'hump', WrMc boXoto , boqto  'camel’s hump' ¶ STM I 1O4, Krm. 2 1 4
 ? pJ {S} *pi~nka~m- 'be twisted\warped' > OJ p[i\ ]i~ga~m-, J: T/Kg higa!m-,
K hi!ga!m- ¶ S QJ #1659, Mr. 688 ¶¶ DQA #185 (A *bi\u"~kæi! 'to bend, t o
bow') ˚  IS I 911 [#25] ˚  ≈ Gr. II #39 (*buk  'bend') (IE, A + qu. Ai, Gil).
192. *b{o6666hi}k''''o 'be white\bright\light (hell), shine white' >  HS: WS
*√bhk' (G   and Sh ) > MHb [BT] √bhk', act. prtc. bo2≤he2k' 'albino' or ' m a n
with white patches on the skin' (BT, Bekh. 45b), Sh hib3≤hïk' {Js.} v.
'shine, be bright', {Lv.} 'glänzen, leuchten', Sr √bhk': Sh ?ab3hEk5 {Br.}
'luxit, splenduit', {JPS} v. 'shine white, glitter', {PS} 'splenduit, fulsit', JA
[Trg.] ?ab3he6k5 v. 'shine'; WS *≤buh[a]k'- ≠ *bahak'- 'white patch', (?) ' r a y
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of light' >  BHb ≤bohak' 'vitiligo alba', MHb ≤bohak' 'weißer, blasser
Glanzfleck', JA [Trg.] aq!e9&B bohâ≤k5-a2, bhk5yt 'white spot on the sk in
due to leprosy', Ar bahaq- 'vitiligo alba, alphus (a mild species o f
leprosy)', Tgr bhQ  bAhak' 'blisters', Hrs b‰ho2k' 'having unco loured
(white) blotches on the skin', Jb bhOk' 'white patches on the skin' ¶ KB
1O8, KBR 112, LH 267, Br. 61, JPS 36, PS 458, Ln. 267, Lv. I 196, Jo. J
24, Jo. H 16, ≈ MiK I #1.33 (S *bahak' '[kind of] skin disease')  Ch {JS,
JI} *√b'g 'white' >  CCh: Gdf {ChC} b'‰!g‰~, Gv {ChL} b'u~ga~ 'white', ? HgNk
{ChL} b'ya, ? HgB {ChL} b'iya id., Mada b'a~k b'a~k 'brûlant' (soleil, feu) »» ?
WCh: Dir {IL} b'a!wa!, {Sk.} b'e2! 'white' (Ch *b' goes back to *bh or is due t o
mt. of the glottalization) ¶ JI I 178 and II 345, ChC, ChL, BrrB 73  Om:
NrOm: Kf {Cc.} bako 'luce', {HWHM} bekko b (sc. bEkko) 'light' »»
?φ SOm: Hmr {Ldl.} pÄk' 'bright' (of light) ¶ R K (book) 272, HWHM 1 4 4 ,
Nnd. AL 146 ¶¶ ≠ MiK I #1.33 (HS *bVhak'+k- 'a skin disease'), ≈  Tk.
LAA-1 113 [#68] (unj. k' in Kf bako) || IE: NaIE *b≈ei\gW-/*b≈oi\gw-
/*b≈igW- 'shine (glänzen)' >  Gk foi6boß 'bright, radiant', [Hs.] a>fikto1ß,
a>fiktro1ß (*-b≈igW-) (with the px. a>- 'un-, not') ' impure ' »» OPrs *bigna-
'Glanz' (in proper names:  Baga2-bigna, >Aria-bignhß) ¶ WP II 138, P
118, F II 1O31-2, otherwise EI 514 (Gk < ?? *g8woi\gWos) || D (in SD)
*puk- ({†GS} *p-, *-g-) 'bright(ness)' >  Tm pukar 'brightness, light,
colour; tawny colour, brown', Ml pukar 'dun colour', Kn pogar
'shine, brightness, lustre, colour' ¶ D #4232 ˚  The absence of t h e
expected laryngeal (from N *h ) in the IE root is still puzzling ˚  The IE
root *b≈ei\gW-/*b≈oi\gw-/*b≈igW- is likely to go back to pre-IE *bhiko
(for *bhik'o) (loss of glottalization due to the IE incompatibility of vd.
aspirates + vl. consonants in the same root) < N *b{o 6666hi}k ''''o (loss of t h e
vw. *o6666 that still neeeds explaining).  
193. ≈ *bËK''''c ' ''' @ @@@É (or ≈ *bËé€aK''''c ' ''' @ @@@É?) 'to tie', 'tie' (‘ 'rope') >  K
*°bac'+c`'(k')- 'rope' >  G bac'k'i 'dünner Faden', ?? bac'ari 'Bindfaden,
Schnur, Seil, Strick' ¶ Chx. 71 || IE: NaIE *b≈ask{o}- 'bundle' >  L fascis
'bundle', fascia 'bandage, bund ' »» OIr basc 'collar', {Vn.}
'assemblage tressé (?), collier', OBrth bascauda 'eherner Spülkessel '
(< 'plaited vessel'?); Brtt ı NE basket »» Gk [Diosc.] faskio1v v. ' b i nd
with bandages', [Hs.] faski1ß (gen. -i1doß) {By., Ch.} 'un paquet lié p a r
une corde ' »» Mcd [Hs.] ba1skioi : desmoi` fry1ganvn ('bundles of d r y
sticks'), baskeytai1 : faski1deß, a>gka1lai ('paquets liés par des cordes ' ) »»
pAl {O} *bakska2 >  Al T bashke4 'together, jointly' (<  {BFU}
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'bündelweise, in Verbindung') ¶ WP II 135-6, Ch. 1181, LS 31O, By.
2O56, WH I 459-6O, Vn. B 21-2, LP § 25.2, O 19, BFU 52, Kf. 48, Ç I 5 9
and II 351 (reconstructs IE *baksk- on the alleged ev. of Lt •bakske
'paquet, fasceau' whithout indicating the lexicographical source; this Lt
word has not been detected so far in any source known to me) || U
*pu4kse ≠ *pikse 'rope' ('Seil, Strick') > Mk/Er piks ' rope ' »» pOs *pu4˝´¬
≠ *pi˝´¬ >  Os: V pu4G´l, D piG´t, Nz piÆG´t 'Tragband, -schnur', Kz
piÆw´tt´- 'die Tragbänder über die Brust zusammenheften' » ?φ  OHg fiu
[fiu4 \] 'funiculus, Seil' (‘  'modus agri, mensura terrae')  Sm: Ne O p1ud
'rope (of bark)', F N p1ut  'rope' ¶¶ Coll. 49, Coll. CG 4O8 (*pu4ksV), UEW
38O (*pikse), Sm. 539 (U, FU, FP *piksi, Ugr *pI"kTI", Sm *pu4to_
'cord'), Ker. II 112 || A: M *bu4c>i 'ribbon, belt' >  MM [HI] {Lew.} bu4c7i
'ceinture, ruban d’un vêtement, ceinture qu’on porte sur la hanche', {H}
bu4Z7i 'belt, loin-cloth', {Ms.} bu4c7i 'ruban à un habit', WrM bu4ci ≠
bu4ce, HlM b¥¢, Brt b¥w´ 'tie, ribbon, band, lace', ? Brt b´h´ ≠
b¥h´ 'belt, sash, girdle', WrO bu4ci 'ribbon, cord, band' , Kl b¥¢ bu4c7i
'ribbon, lace', 'kurze und breite Schnur, Band', Ord bòu$≈c7æi ≠ bòu$≈c7æe
'bande, ruban' ¶ Lew. II 23, H SMG I 18, Ms. H 44, MED 143, Chr. 1 2 8 ,
135, Krg. 376, KRS 132, KW 7O, Ms. O 1O8 || D *poc>c>- ({†GS} *p-)
(partially × N *p ''''oc 7777V 'to plait', q.v.) >  Kui poZ>a v. 'pack, make a bundle ' ,
Ku po2Z>ali v. 'tie up in a cloth', Kn pose v. 'twist, make rope', Krx
poZ>Z >na2 / puZ>Z >yas v. 'wrap (paper, cloth) round some object', Mlt poZ>e v.
'wrap' ¶¶ D #4479 ˚  In IE *b≈ask{o}- the cluster *-sk- is probably d u e
to mt., and the vw. *a in IE and K still needs explaining (something like
N ≈ *bËé€aK''''c ' ''' @ @@@É with loss of *-Ëé€- in IE and K and with reg .
disappearance of N *-é€a-  in U, A, and D?) ˚  AD SShS 3O6-7.
194. *baL{u4444} 'bad, harm' > HS: S *°√blw+y > Ar √bly (pf. baliya, ip. -
blay-) v. 'be worn out' (of clothes), balw- ≠ baly- 'brisé, cassé, usé p a r
les fatigues \ les malheurs', baly- 'usé, râpé' ¶ BK I 165 || IE: NaIE
*b≈alw- 'evil, wicked' > Gt balwa-we2sei 'kaki1a = Bosheit', balwjan
'basani1zein = martern', balweins 'ko1lasiß, ba1sanoß = Strafe, Folter' ,
AS bealu n. 'evil, calamity', adj. 'evil, dire, wicked', ON bo<l 'Unglück,
Schade', bo<lva 'to curse', OHG balo (gen. balawes) ' h a r m '
('Verderben'), 'bad, evil' (n.), OSx balu id. »» Gk fay6loß (IE <  *b≈alwo-
?) 'bad, mean, unfit' ¶ WP II 189, F II 998, Fs. 79, Ho. 17, Ho. S 5, Vr.
7O, OsS 38, EWA I 444-5, Kb. 55, O 31 (Al bolbe4 'mishap, accident;
disorder, trouble' is a loan from Sl and does not belong here), Vs. SAW
8 [#6] || A: Tg *bele- v. 'harm' >  WrMc bele- v. 'harm, ruin, s lander ' ,
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Lm Ol b‰l‰N‰- v. 'harm' ¶ STM I 125  M: HlM {Luv.} balag 'guilt ,
cause' (an obscure word without clear connections within M) (der ived
from WrM {Kow.} bala π  OI bala 'power, strength, vigour, validity'?)
¶ Luv. 59, Kow. 1O74, MW 722  ?φ  pKo *o2i- 'bad, wrong' >  MKo o2i-
id., NKo o2i- id., 'left' ¶ S QK #587, Nam 386, MLC 1221  pJ {S} *ba~r‰~-
'bad' >  OJ wa~r‰~-, J: T/Kg waru!-, K wa!ru~- ¶ S QJ 54O, Mr. 844 ¶¶ ≠
SDM95 s.v. *be2l!a 'bad, harm' (equates Tg *bele-, Ko *o2i-, pJ *ba~r‰~- with
T *bi\a2l!ç 'wound' [highly doubtful]) ˚ Tg *e (< *a) of the first syll. i s
due to regr. as. (infl. of the front vw. of the next syll.) ˚ This N e tymon
may be connected (identical??) with N *baÓl !!!!V 'pain, wound' (q.v.).
195. *bil∏∏∏∏Ë 'be warm, burn; warm' >  HS: C (× N *bÉl!!!!V 'to boil, t o
cook', q.v. ffd.): EC: Or BI {Sr.} bullu-sa vt. 'warm', bullu2k'a 'luke warm ' ,
Or {Grg.} buluk'- 'become warm', buluk'a2 adj. 'warm', {Brl.} bulluqa
'caldo, fervido', Rn {PG} bolXa 'be alight, burn', Arr {Hw.} bol(o)k'-
'catch fire, shine', Dsn {To.} bol- vi., Sa {R} bolol- 'burn', Sml belel- vi.
'burn', belbel, Sml N be!lbe~l, be!le~l n. 'flame' »» Ag {Ap.} *b‰l-/*b‰r-, {AD}
*b‰ÒÒ-/*b‰Ò- v. 'cook, be hot' > Bln, Aw b‰r-, Xm b‰l-, Km b‰lu y- »» Bj
{R} balo2l- vi. 'burn' ¶ Grg. 67, Brl. 66, Sr. 277, PG 79, To. DL 347, 3 8 7 ,
ZMO 38, Abr. S 3O, Hw. A 348, Ap. AV 7, R WBd 48, Blz. CL 177  Ch:
MfG {Brr.} -b‰~l- 'allumer (le feu en faisant tourner deux bâtons)', Gzg
{Lk.} -b‰l-/-bl- 'anblasen (Feuer)' ¶ Brr. MG II 82, Lk. G 118 || U: FU ( i n
Ugr only) *pil+lßV 'warm; to burn' >  Hg fu¡l- v. 'be warm, be heated' »
Vg: Vg T pil´wt- v. 'light (sth.)', LK pO4∏l- 'brennen', P pe2l´mt-
'anzünden', N pe2l- v. 'catch fire', T pa4lt- 'anzünden', P palt-, Ss pa2lt-
'verbrennen' ¶ UEW 879 ||  A: M *bu4li- ı *bu4li-Gen 'warm' >  MM [HI]
bu4li√en, [S] bule√en, WrM bu4ligen ≠ bu4liyen, HlM bul´´n, Brt
b¥le´n, Kl b¥lán bu4la4∏n, Ord bòu$le2n, Mnr H {SM} bi¢eli¢a4n id., WrM
bu4li-s-, bu4li-d-, Brt b¥le´d´-, Kl b¥lád- bu4la4∏d- v. 'warm u p ,
become warm' ¶ H 2O, MED 146, KRS 126, KW 66, Chr. 122, Ms. O 1O2,
Ms. H 44, SM 24.
196. *buLV 'to stir up (liquid); turbid' >  HS: S *√bll, *-bull- 'mix,
moisten' (× N *ba{Ln2222}V 'wash, immerse') >  BHb √bll, -bOl ( p f . ll2B1
ba2≤lal, pf. c. lb1I!<v@way≤ya2-bOl) 'moisten (with oil); mix up' (‘ 'mix u p ,
confuse [languages]'), Sr √bll G  {Br.} 'confudit, miscuit; madefeci t ' ,
Md √bll v. 'mix (together), confuse', Ar √bll G , ip. ya-bull-u
'humecter, mouiller', Jb √bll Sh (pf. eb≤lel) v. 'give (animals) their fill
of water', Gz √bll  G  v. 'moisten; spoil, mix', Tgy √bll (pret. bAlAlA) v.
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'spoil', Ak √bll (inf. bala2lu) v. 'mix, brew beer, make an alloy', ( i n
the stative) v. 'mix up, confuse'; WS *√blbl  v. 'confuse' >  Ar √blbl (p f .
balbala) v. 'mix, confuse', MHb √blbl (pf. bil≤bel) v. 'confuse', Tgr
?abAlbAla v. 'be confused' ¶ KB 128, KBR 133-4, Br. 74, DM 66, BK 1 5 5 -
6, Jo. J 25, L G 96, CAD II 39-44  Eg Md b¿y (<  *bVly-) 'be d a m p
(with perspiration)', b¿yw 'damp' ¶ EG I 417, Fk. 77, Tk. II 44-8  B:
Ah b´lulu 'être très liquid' (un mélange d'un liquide et d'une subs tance
en poudre ou en petits fragments), Tw Ng b´l´wl´w 'être très l iquide'
(mélange d’un liquide et d’une substance en poudre) ¶ Fc. 65-6, NZ 6 8
¶¶ Cal. 6O, Tk. II 44-6 || IE: (+ext. or sx.?) NaIE *b≈l-end- v. ' b e ( c o m e )
turbid, mix', (× IE *b≈lend≈- v. 'be blind' <  N *baL÷3333V 'blind') >  Gt
blandan sik 'synanami1gnys†ai, to be mixed up with', ON blanda,
OHG (gi)blantan, OSx, AS blandan 'to mix', NE blend »» Lt ble>ﬁsti
(prs. blendz7iu~) 'to add flour to sth. and to mix', blendynis
'light\thin mixture (e.g. flour and water)', blandu~s 'dim, dull, cloudy;
misty, foggy', {Frn.} 'not clean, turbid', bli<ﬁsti, ∆ ble<ﬁstis, bla<ﬁstis
'to grow\become dark\dim', 'to become turbid' (of water), sublinﬁdo
'it got dark, night was falling' ¶ P 157-8, EI 147 (*b≈lend≈- ' b e \ m a k e
cloudy'), Fs. 98-9, Vr. 42, OsS 73-4, EWA II 159-6O, Kb. 94, Ho. 26, Ho.
S 8, Frn. 47-8 || A: NaT *bulga-, ? *bulka-, *bula- v. 'mix, stir' >  OT
bulÌa-, bulqa- (Cl.: bulÌa2-) v. 'stir, confuse', Chg, Nog, StAlt bulÌa- v.
'stir, mix', Qmq bulÌa- v. 'stir, stir up', Qrg bulÌa- v. 'stir, soil', U z
bulÌa-, bula- v. 'stir up, muddy', Tv p£îlÌa- v. 'mix, soil', Tf p£ulha- v.
'mix, knead', Xk pulÌa- v. 'mix', ET bulÌi-, Tk bula-, Tkm, Az bula- v.
'stir, mix' ¶ Cl. 337, Ra. 165, ET B 253-7  M: [1] M *bu4le+i- 'stir, c h u r n '
> WrM bu4le-≠ bu4li-, HlM b¥l´- 'beat\churn kumiss with a bea te r ' ,
Ord bòu$li-, Brt b¥l´- 'churn', WrO {Krg.} bu4li- 'stir', Kl b¥l- ' c h u r n
(butter)', {Rm.} bu4l´- , bu4l!- id., 'stir', Dg {Mr.} d. bulure '∈ stirrer'  [2] M
*bulaNgir > MM [HI] buluNgir, [MA] bulanqir [bulaNgir] 'turbid', WrM
bulaNgir, HlM bulingar 'disturbed lees or sediment in liquids;
turbid', Brt bulangir 'dirt', Ord bòuliNgir ± bòulaNgir 'dirt in water ' ,
'dirty, turbid' (of liquid), WrO bulaNgir 'murky, cloudy', Kl {Rm.}
bulN=g ir ≠ bul!N=gr= 'dirty, turbid; dirt, lees', M ı  Ewk bolaNir 'mud (in a
swamp)', bolaNint!i 'turbid'; ?σ M *bulayi > MMgl [Z] bula 'pol luted ' ,
WrM bulai, HlM bulaj 'loathsome, filthy', Kl {Rm.} bula4∏ ≠ bula2
'dirty', {KRS} buzr-bula 'sewage, dirt' ¶ MED 133, 146, Ms. O 1O,
Krg. 375, KRS 12, KW 59, 66, Chr. 123, Mr. D 127, Z 93  ? Tg *bu'le[:]
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'swamp, mud' (× N *pal ßßßßÌV  'mud, swamp, lake', q.v. ffd.)   pJ {S} *pu!r-
'shake up, wave' > OJ pu!r-, J: T Fu~r-, K/Kg Fu!r- ¶ S QJ #779, Mr. 694 ¶ ¶
≈ DQA #2O6 (A *bu"!li 'stir, shake, smear' > T, M *bu4le+i, J) ˚  The loss
of N *u  in IE *b≈l-end- still needs explaining ˚  IS I 185-6.
197. € *b{u4444}l ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!V 'a shoot' >  K: GZ {K, K2} *bibil-, {FS} *bil- ' shoots ,
sprouts; edge '  >  G bibilo- 'comb, crest, tuft (of birds)', Mg birbil-
'catkin, amentum (of tree, tambourine)' ('uwki krugom bubna ,
sereqki na dereve '), Lz bibil- 'comb (of cock); penis' ¶ K 51, K2 1 5 ,
FS K 54, FS E 55, Chx. 84 || D (tr., †GS} *pulßlß- 'small stick, twig' (× N
*P3333uL[V]¿V '∈  tree [poplar or sim.]'?) >  Tl pulla 'a small stick o r
twig', Kn pul5l5e, pul5l5i 'a small bit of very dry wood', Kdg pulßlßi ' fuel ' ,
Tu pullA  'a split, splint' ¶¶ D #4328.
197a. *bVLV 'dove' > IE: NaIE: Ltv balo^dis, Lt balanﬁdis id. »» Oss:
I ba4lon, D ba4la4w 'domesticated pigeon', (× N *P3333el ! !!! ++++l ß ßßßV [= *pel!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV?]
'pigeon') OI ba2la2gra  'dove-cot' ¶ ≈ Frn. 31, ≈ Kar. 1O1 (both: unc.: i n
Blt 'dove' “ 'white'), Ab. I 249 || HS: EC: Or bululla ' co lombo,
piccione', {Brl.} bulalle1 id., 'tortora', ??σ Sd {Gs.} bulo '∈ bird' ¶ Brl.
65, Th. 51, Gs. 49  Ch *(mV-)bËl- >  WCh: Hs bo2!lo2! 'dove' » AG: Gmy
bEl, Cp bul, Su {J}, Ang µbul; Krkr {ChL} b'e!l‰~wi~ id. » BT: Bl {ChC} µbole
'dove', Tng {J} µbole 'turtle-dove' »» CCh: Tr {Nw.} mbo!la! 'dove' »» ECh:
Gabri {AF} be1lu, Kwn M {J) bu!lo2~go! 'dove' ¶ ChC, ChL, Ba. 118. J T 7 5 ,
Stl. ZCh 156 [#1O4], Nw. WLT 42, Lk. ZSS 88 ¶¶ OS # #33O (Or, Ch +
unc. Eg bn '∈ bird', bnw 'phoenix' + err. Kwn b´~lo2!kI! [in fact ' d awn '
rather than 'dove'!]) || D *pelß- ({†GS} *b-) 'dove, pigeon' (× N *P3333el ! !!! ++++l ß ßßßV
'⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ˚  Blz. DA 160 (D, HS) ˚  Qu. because of possible infl. o f
the onomatopoeia and names of colours.
198. *biLu?e6666 (= *bil ßßßßu?e 6666?) 'cloud' >  HS: C: Bj {R, Rop.} ba2l ' c loud ' ,
??? {R} bire ≠ bile f. 'sky', m. 'rain' ¶ Rop. 161, R WBd 46-7, 5O 
NrOm: Dwr bola, Gf bolla 'sky' ¶ Blz. OL, Mrn. O  Ch *bVlV >  WCh:
Kir {ChL} pÈ~lat 'sky' »» CCh: pMM *Mbulum 'sky' > {Ro.}: Mlk c d .
hu!rmbu~lo!m, Zlg cd. g‰~za~mbu~lo!m, Gzg cd. bu~mbu!lvu~n id. » Lgn {Lk.)
b‰!lu~kWi~ 'cloud' »» ECh: Nd D {J} b‰@la@n 'sky' ¶ ChC, ChL, Ro. 327 [#651];
≈ IS I 18O (+ unc. Ch words for 'rain')  Eg fOK by¿ - name of t h e
celestial body of water (Gewässer) in which the Sun-god swims a n d
which is crossed by dead people', (Eg N/G) 'heaven, firmament' ¶ EG I
439, Fk. 8O, Tk. II 128-9 || K: Lz p'ula, Lz A p'ulera 'cloud', Mg p'ula
'steam' ¶  Q 299, Rosen L 34, 37 || U: FU *pilwe 'cloud' >  F pilvi, Es
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pilv id. » pLp *p‰lv‰ >  Lp: N {N} ba6l…va6 {LLO} pal…va, Kld p‰l:v id., S
{Hs.} balve  'trübes Wetter' » pMr *pil!´ 'cloud' >  Er pel∆ p1el!, ∆  p1eyel!,
Mk ∆  peyel! » Chr: KB p´l, U/B p¥l id. » Vt pil!em-, OPrm pil, Z LV/Ud
piv, Z I/Vm piy id. »» Os: V pe"l´N, D pe"t´N, O pa$Æl´N id. » Hg fe4lho¡,
fe4lleg id. ¶ UEW 381, Coll. 49, Sm. 547 (FU *pilwi 'cloud' > FP
*pilvi, Ugr *pI"lg +NI"), MF 148, It. #379, Ker. II 1O7-8, Lr. #858, Lgc.
#4657, Hs. 285-6, LG 221, SZ 186 || A {DQA} *bu"lu+o+a 'cloud' >  T
*bulu+ît (ppT {Md.} *bu2lît ≠ *pîlut) > OT bulut, Tk bulut, Az, Tkm, Uz,
Qrg bulut, Qq, Qzq bult, Nog bulît, VTt bolyt b¥ºl¥t, Bsh bolot
b¥ºl¥ºt, Tv p£ulut, Yk bîlît id., Chv pÁlÁt ± pÁºlÁºt, ∆ pÁlt 'sky, cloud' ¶ S AJ
176 [#15], Rs. W 88, Rs. LTS 156, Jeg. 156, Fed. I 42O, Md. 67-8; acc. t o
IS, *-t goes back to the ending of pl. ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2O9 (T, Tg) || D ( i n
SD) *pu+ilßV 'mist on mountains \ in valleys' >  Kdg pu;lßî 'mist o n
mountains', Td pî¬ßmoZm 'mist in valleys \ on hills' ¶ D #4375 ˚  Mg
and Lz *p'- and D *-lß- (regularly from the N intervocalic lateral
sonorant) point to a lr. (*? ) and to the intervocalic position of *L i n
the N etymon (*biLu?e 6666). D *-lß- suggests a N *-lßßßß- (or *-l !!!!- , ruled out b y
the T cognate), while the U word seems to point to a N *-l- . This
discrepancy is still to be elucidated (a positional change in the precons .
position in the prehistory of U?). Lz and Mg u, T and D *u of the f irs t
syll. are due to regr. as. ˚  IS I 18O, DQA #2O9 (A, IE, D, U, ?K).
199. *bVLV?a 'to blow, to inflate' >  HS: CCh: Gzg D {Lk.} b‰l
'anblasen (Feuer)' » Db {Lnh.} mbu~l v. 'blow' ¶ Lk. G 119, ChC  ?σ Eg
fOK b¿ 'soul' (transcribed in Gk [Horapollon] as bai1) (× N *be?yV
'body, self', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ Cf. also Ch: Ke {Eb.} fu§:li 'blasen, wehen', Kir
{ChL} fWale v. 'blow' (Eb. 46, ChC), but this Ch verb may be b e t t e r
equated with HEC {Hd.} *fo2le 'breath' || K *°be2l- > Sv UB/L {GP, Dn.} li-
be2l-e v. 'cause sth. to swell up; swell up', Sv {Ni.} -ba4l-/-bel- v. 'swell '
(× N *b{o?i}l!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV 'swell', q.v. ffd.) (K 5O, K2 11, and IS I connect the Sv
word with G ber- v. 'inflate' [aor. -ber-e < *-be2r-e, w  GM S 25O, GM SAKS
7O-1], Lz bar-, Mg (m)bar- v. 'blow, inflate' [{K} *bel€-, {K2} *ber-], b u t
this is highly doubtful) (see  N *bV{h}ÂV 'blow, inflate, swell') ¶¶ Ni.
s.v. puxnut∆  and puxlyj , GP 1, 147, Dn. s.v. be2l-, IS I 193, K 5O, K2 1 1 ,
Schm. 97, Chik. 252 || IE: NaIE *b≈la2- (/*b≈el[´]-?) v. 'blow, inflate' ({EI}
IE *b≈l-ehÅ- ÿ *b≈el- 'blow, blow up, swell') >  L fla2- (1s prs. flo2) v.
'blow', fla2tus (gen. -u2s) 'a blowing, blast, breathing' »» Gmc *ble2- >
WGmc *bla2- > OHG bla2en 'to blow, to blow out' ('conflare, inflare,
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spirare'), MHG blAje, blAwen, NHG bla4hen 'to inflate', OFrs ble2
p. 'blew', AS bla2wan 'to blow, to breathe', NE blow; ON blA1r ' gus t
of wind, Windstoß' »» ? Clt: W ffroen-foll 'with wide nostrils', {P} 'wi th
puffed out nostrils' (ffroen is 'nostril') ¶ The puzzling Gmc *e2 (>
WGmc *a2) for the expected Gmc *o2 (< NaIE *a2) may be due to posit ional
factors  ¶ P 12O-2, EI 71, WH I 517, Ho. 26, OsS 73, Kb. 94, EWA II 1 5 1 -
2, Lx. 22-3, KM 81, Vr. 46, YGM-1 227 || A: Tg *°bo3l- >  Ewk bolï- v.
'blow' (of wind) ¶ STM I 92  ˚  IS I 193-4 (K, IE).
2OO. *baL÷3333V 'blind' >  HS: EC {Ss.} *bal÷-/*balla÷- 'blind, one-eyed' >
Or {Grg.} balla2 ± bal?a2 'one-eyed', Or H {Ow} ba!l?a2! m., ba!l?-o!2 f., O r
B/O/Wt {Sr.} balla 2 m., ball-o2 f. 'blind', Or Wl {Brl.} ball-a ' squint-eyed,
short-sighted, one-eyed', Arr {Hw.| balla!k' 'blind person', Sd bal?-ic7c7a ≠
ball-ic7c7a, Ged balla?-a, Hr palla÷-akko, Brj {Hd.} bal≤÷a, {Ss.} bal≤?-a2
'blind', pHEC {Hd.} *ball- v. 'be blind' >  Sd ball-, Ged ball-e?-, Brj bal?-
a2w- »» SC: Kz {E} balangayo 'blind person' ¶ Ss. B 33, Hd. 28, AD SF 1 9 5 ,
AD GDS #1.7O, Hw. A 346, Grg. 35, Sr. 27, Ow. 255, E SC 32O  ?φ Eg:
DEg bl, Cpt: Sd vlle b´lle ≠ B velle belle 'aveugle' (unless the Eg
word goes back to an ellypsis from a cd. with Eg bl  (spelled br) 'eye') ¶
Er. 12O, Vc. 27 ¶¶ Tk. SCC 71 [#1,7], AD GDS #1.7O, OS #2O4 || IE:
NaIE *b≈l-end- v. 'to be(come) blind, not to see' (× IE *b≈lend≈- v.
'be[come] turbid, mix' <  N *buLV 'stir up [liquid]; turbid') >  Gt
blinds, ON blindr, OHG blint, NHG, Sw, Dn, Nr, OSx, AS blind
'blind', NE blind »» Ltv ∆ (π Cur) ble~nst ± blenﬁst (prs. blendu)
{ME} 'schwach sehen', Ltv blenzt 'to stare vacantly' » Sl *bleßsti /
prs.*bleßd-oß v. 'err, lose one’s way' >  OCS bl9sti ble<sti / p r s .
bl9d0 ble<do< 'porney1ein, to be lecherous, to fornicate; to t a lk
rubbish', RChS, OR bl9sti ble<sti 'to stray, to lose one’s way', SCr
blesti, Slv ble!sti, OCz ble1sti 'to talk rubbish\nonsense'; Sl
*bloßditi > OCS bl0diti blo<diti (prs. bl0qd0 blo<z7do<) 'to g o
astray; porney1ein, to be lecherous', R blu≤dit∆ id., SCr blu~diti /
blu!dïm 'to prostitute', Slv blo!dit, Cz blouditi, Slk blu1dit& ' t o
lose one’s way, to roam, to err'; Sl *bloßd¥ > OCS bl0d5  blo<dË, R, Blg
blud 'pornei1a, lechery', P bLa<d, Slv blo•d 'mistake', SCr blu•d
'unchastity, lechery' ¶ P 157-8, EI 147 (*b≈lend≈- 'be\make c loudy '
without distinguishing the root for 'blind' from that for 'turbid'), Fs.
1OO, Vr. 44, OsS 76, EWA II 187, KM 84, Ho. 27, Ho. S 8, Kar. I 134-5 ,
ME I 313-4, ESSJ II 114-5, 125-8, SPS I 27Of., Glh. 136 || A: M *balay
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'blind, dark' > MM [IsV] balay in balay soqor 'blind' (soqor also m e a n s
'blind'), WrM balay 'blind', HlM balaj 'dark, intellectually o r
morally blind', Brt balaj, Kl bala, {Rm.} bala4∏ 'dark, blind', Ord bòala4∏
'stupid' ¶ Lg. VMI 18, MED 78, Kow. 1O74, KRS 78, KW 3O, Ms. O 47 
Tg *ba3l{ï3} 'blind' >  Ewk, Ud bali, Lm, Neg, Ork, Nn balI, Orc ba2li, Ul
ba2lI 'blind', WrMc balu 'blind man', Ewk bali-, Lm, Neg, Ork, Nn balI-
v. 'become blind' ¶ STM I 7O ˚  S and EC suggest a N word-internal l r .
*÷ 3333, while the absence of the expected lr. in Eg bl may be explained
away by accepting the alt. etymology of the Eg word as an ellypsis f r o m
a cd. with bl 'eye' ˚  IS I 178, Blz. LN I 2O1.
2O1. *balßßßß[i]Ìa (or *bal ßßßß [i]Ì{Ë}?) 'to swallow; throat' >  HS: WS
*√bl÷ 'swallow' >  Hb, Ug, Ar, Gz √bl÷ G id., JA √bl÷ G id., ' absorb ' ;
derived nouns for 'throat', 'oesophagus', and the like: Sr ba2la÷t-a2
'guttur', Md bal÷uma2 'gullet', Ar bul÷um 'oesophagus', ? Mh/Hrs {Jo.}
t‰b‰lo2t 'uvula, tonsil(s)', Jb C {Jo.} tObz6O≤÷Ot 'uvula', Sq {L} ≤balÓam
'viveur' ¶ KB 129, KBR 134-5, OLS 1O8, Sl. 221-2, Js. 174-5, Ln. 249, L G
94-5, L LS 88, Br. 77, DM 48, Jo. M 399, Jo. H 126, Jo. J 269, MiK I
#1.36  C *bal÷- ' th roa t '  > Bj A {AD} bala?a, Bj {R} bala id. »» EC: Af
{Bls.} bili÷a 'necklace' ¶ AD SF 198  Eg G b÷÷ 'drink blood', ?φ  Eg fP
b÷n.t 'Hals'; ?? (rdp.?): Eg fP b÷b÷ 'drink' (⇔  Tk. II 159: Eg-S
comparison is improbable with respect to Eg b÷b÷ ) ¶ EG I 446-7, Fk. 8 1 ,
Tk. II 157-9  NrOm: Bdt {C} bala2 'neck' ¶ C SO 6O  Ch: WCh: Bks {J}
bu~le~? 'Kropf', as well as possibly words for 'uvula': Hs be2lï ≠ be2lu2, Su {J}
bE~lbE~l, Bd {Lk.} ba2~l-‰!n »» ?σ CCh: MfG -ba!l- 'donner à manger (à u n
enfant)' »» ECh: Bdy {AlJ} be!le 'gorge, voix' ¶ Brr. MG II 82, J R 14O, Abr.
H 95, AlJ 58, Lk. NB 224 ¶¶ Tk. I 96 || U *palßa- v. 'swallow, bite' >  FU
*pal ßa 'mouthful, piece' >  F pala 'Bissen, Brocken', Es pala 'piece, b i t ' ,
pLp {Lr.} *po2le2 'a bit, small piece' > Lp: N {Fri.} buola  'frustulum', T {TI}
pÈllêE 'Bissen, Bißchen' » Er pal 'piece (of food)' » ? Chr Y/U pult¥s7 ' b i t
(of bread, meet)' »» pObU *pu2lß(-) v. 'swallow', n. 'mouthful, bit' >  Vg
*pu2l 'bit, piece' > Vg T po2l, LK/MK/UL/Ss pu2l, NV pula id.; pOs *pulßV- v.
'swallow' >  Os: V pulßÈ- 'schlürfen, kosten', D pu4l- v. 'swallow', O pul´t-
'gierig\schnell hintereinander essen'; pOs *pulß 'mouthful, bit' >  Os: V
pulß, O pu2l 'mouthful, bit, Vorgekautes', D pu4l 'Bissen, Vorgekautes' 
Sm {Jn.} *pala4- 'schlucken' >  Ne T O pa2l!e- 'verschlingen, verschlucken' ,
StNe pales∆ 'swallow', Slq Tz {KKIH} po2lÈ- id., Koyb {Sp.} pooldola
'a gulp' ('glotok` ') ¶¶ UEW 35O, Sm. 54O (U, FU *paºlaº-, FP *pala-,
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Ugr *pola-, Sm *paºla4- 'bite'), Lr. #995, Ht. 176 [#512], TI 377, Jn .
116, KKIH 152, Ptp. 37 || A: M *bal9u- > WrM bal9u-, HlM balga-,
Kl balh- v. 'swallow; hold water in the mouth', Kl {Rm.} bal˝a-
'swallow, gulp', Brt balga- v. 'swallow' ¶ MED 8O, KRS 79, Chr. 8 5 ,
Rm. KEW 31  Tg *bi3lga 'throat' >  Ewk bilga, Lm bIlg¥, Neg bIlga, O r c
bigga, Ul bIlZ7a, Ork bIlda, Nn bIl9a, WrMc bilXa id. ¶ STM I 82 ¶ ¶
DQA #132 (A *bi\alge 'throat; to swallow') ˚  The origin of the Tg vw.
*i3 (*I) is not yet clear. It may be explained by as. if we reconstruct pN
*balßßßßiÌa ˚  See IS I 173-4 (*bal÷{Ë}: HS [S, Eg, C], A [M, Tg]), AD GD
12 ˚  The change of N *Ì into M *9 and Tg *g (in the cluster *-l ßßßßÌ-)
may be compared with a similar change in N *k{o}Â˝V >  Tg *xurge-
'heavy' (see  N *k{o}÷ 3333ÂV ¬ *k{o}Â÷3333{u 6 666} [probably *k{o}˝ÂV ¬
*k {o }Â˝{u 6666 } ] 'be heavy, be stout\thick']).
2O2. *bVL[h]V 'leaf, leaves, green plants' >  HS: S *°bul- >  Ar ?ubl-
'restes du fourrage vert fauché ou mangé par les bestiaux' ¶ BK 5, GB 5
(•÷ Sr and Hb)  C *bVl- 'leaves' > Ag: Xm {R}bålbålå 'branch' »» Bj
{R} baya 'leaf, leaves' »» EC {Bl.} *ba2l- 'leaf, feather' >  Af bal ' f ea ther
worn by one who has killed a man', Or Wl ba2l-e?, ba2l-a, {Brl.} bal-a
(nom. balli), Or M/Gj {LLC} ba2la, Arr {Hw.} ba2!l 'leaf', Dsn {HL} bal-li
(pl. bal-a 2m) 'feather', Or B ≤ba2l-a (nom. ba2l-ï), Kns pa2l-a, Gdl E pa2l, Sml
ba2!l, Bs {HL} ba2l, {Si.} bal 'feather, leaf', Hr/Dbs/Gln {AMS} pa2l-ho!
'ostrich feather', HEC {Hd.} *ba2lle 'feather' > Brj {Ss.} ba2≤le2, Kmb ba2ll-
ita, Sd {Hd.} balle, ball-ic7o, Hd {Ss.} balla?e id. ¶ Bl. 99, HL 82-3, Brl.
39, Sr. 268, LLC 114, Si. ACh 14, 17, Hw. A 345, PH 67, Ss. B 31 (EC
*ba2l-  'feather'), Hd. 62, 179, 3O9, 352, AMS 178, 216, 272, To. DL 4 8 6
 NrOm *bal- 'leaf, feather' ({Blz.} *bal- 'grass, leaf') >  Gdc {Blz.} ba2lle
'leaf', Wl {LmS} ba2lliya"ò, Dwr {LmS} balle, Gnj {Si.} ≤ba2lo, Kcm {Si.} ≤ba2li
'feather' ¶ LmS 32O, Si. ACh 14  Ch: CCh: Dgh {ChL} b'ule 'leaf' »» ECh:
Nd D {J} pÄ~li~n1 id., ?? Smr {J} ba~Z7e@ id. ¶ ChC, ChL || K *°bal- >  Sv: UB
{TK, GP}, L {TK, Dn.}, LB {TK} bale (<  *bala-i), Sv Ln/Lx {TK} ba4le 'leaf' ¶
TK 141, GP 9O, Dn. s.v. bale || IE *b≈elÓ-, *b≈l(o)Ó-t-, {EI} *≤b≈olom
'leaf' > Gk fy1llon id. »» L folium 'leaf' »» OIr bileo1c ≠ bileo1g ' small
leaf'  (+ *t-ext.) IE *b≈lÓ=d- ({EI} *b≈lh=Åd-) 'leaf' >  ON blaÎ, NNr, Sw,
Dn, OSx blad, OHG blat ± plat, NHG Blatt 'leaf', AS blAd ' leaf,
blade of a sword', NE blade  »» Tc: A pa4lt, B pilta 'leaf' ({Wn.}: <
NaIE *bôl=´-t-) ¶ WP II 114-5, P 122, EI 348, F II 1O51, Ch. 1232-3, WH I
523-4, Vn. B  5O-1, Vr. 41, OsS 74, EWA II 167-8, KM 82, Ho. 25, Ho. S
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8, Wn. 158 || A ({SDM95} *°bolV 'leaf'): ?φ pJ *pa! > OJ pa!, ltOJ [RJ] Fa!,
J: T ha~, K ha2!, Kg/Ns ha!, Sh Fa2!, Ht pa2~, Y ha2! ¶ S QJ #41, Mr. 394 ¶¶ SDM95
s.v. *bolV 'leaf', S AJ 266 [#41] ˚ The supposed J cognate is highly
qu., because here the rec. of pA *-l-  is based on external comparison ˚
Hardly here D: Kn pa2liyu 'ear- lobe'  (“  pa2liyu 'part; edge') ¶ ADM
4 1 8 .
2O3. *beLkVgV (= *bel∏∏∏∏kVgV?) 'belly, waist' > HS: S *°√blg > Ar
éjal0Bu bulg7-at- 'région anale' ¶ DRS 66 || IE: NaIE *b≈elg≈+g8≈- 'bel ly '
(× NAIE *b≈elg8≈- 'leather bag, sack' and possibly *b≈elg8≈- v. 'swell') > OIr
bolg, MW boly, bola, W bol, bola, boly 'belly, sack' »» Gmc: ON
belgr  'belly, leather bag', AS be<lÌ ± byl(i)Ì 'leather bag', NE belly
¶ Valid unless the primary meaning is 'swell' or 'bag, sack' ¶ P 125-6 ,
Vn. B 66-7, Vr. 32, Sw. 81, HDEL 121, qu.: EI 45 ('belly' “ *≤b≈olg8≈is
'skin bag, bolster [made from stuffed animal skin]') || A {S} *be2~lkege
'waist, slope' (× N *P3333el ß ßßß?e 6666 ¬ *P3333e?l ßßßße 6 666 'side of body, side' × ? N [?]
*weÓ++++yLV [or *weLÓV ] '≈  hip, waist') >  M *belkeGe-su4n 'waist' >
WrM belkegesu4(n), HlM b´lx¥¥s 'middle part of the body, waist;
middle of the slope of a mountain', Ord bòel″xu$ ∏s, Brt b´lx¥¥h´(n)
'waist', Kl belk¥sn belku4sn= id., {Rm.} belku4∏sn= 'Mitte des menschl ichen
Körpers, Leib' ¶ MED 98, Ms. O 65, KRS 95, KW 42. Chr. 131  pT {TL}
*be2lk 'waist' > Ch pilÁk 'waist' »» NaT *be2l > OT {Cl.} be2l 'waist', Tkm bïl
id. ('poåsnica , taliå'), Yk bïl, Tk bel, Az, CrTt, Qmq, QrB, Qrg, Qzq,
Nog, Qq, Uz, Ln, Qmn, Tb bel, ET {Nj.} ba4l, ET ∆  {Ml.} bel, bei\l, bii\l, Alt
bòel, SY pel, VTt, Bsh, Slr bil 'waist', Tv p£el id., 'bottom part of a
mountain slope'; NaT ı M: WrM bel, HlM b´l 'waist; declivity,
slope', Brt b´l  'declivity, clope', Kl bel 'foot of a mountain' ¶ pT -k >
NaT -∅  acc. to Mudrak’s rule: pT *-lk > NaT *-l, Chv -l¥k+X or -lÁk+X (Md.
DKCh 22O-1) ¶ Cl. 332, DTS 93, ET B 135-7, Nj. 2O4, Md. 91, Rm. EAS II
212, MED 96-8, Chr. 131, KRS 93  Tg *belge 'lap' > Ewk, Neg, Nn
b‰lg‰, Ud b‰g‰, Ul b‰lZ7‰, Ork b‰l!d‰ 'lap', Lm b‰lg´ 'lap, slope' ¶ STM I
123 ¶¶ The length of *e  in pA may be accounted for by the merger with
N *P3333el ß ßßß?e 6666 ¬ *P3333e?l ßßßße 6 666 ¶¶ TL 268-9 (T, M, Tg) ˚ N *-kVg- was reduced t o
*g in S, pre-IE (>  IE *g≈+g8≈), and Tg, to *k in T, but preserved in M
*belkeGe-su4n ˚ Qu., because the IE and the A supposed cognates have
alt. etl. ties ˚ ADb. SR 3O6 (IE, A + unc. D *par5ka  'rib, side').
2O4. *bal∏∏∏∏[i]{k''''}a 'to shine' >  IE: NaIE *b≈elg-/*b≈l=g-/*b≈leg- id., {EI}
*b≈leg- 'burn, shine' >  OI ≤bharg-as- ntr. 'splendour, radiance', ??
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bhra2≤jate2 'shines, beams, glitters' »» Gk fle1gv vt. 'burn, light up', vi.
'burn, flame', fle1gma 'flame, fire' »» L fulg-o2 ≠ fulge-o2 (<  *b≈l=g-)
'flash, lighten', fulgor 'lightning', flagra2- vi. 'blaze, burn, glow,
flame' »» Ltv ∆ {ME} balﬁgans 'whitish', OLt XVI [Brtk.] bli~nginti (wi th
an infix *-n-) 'to shine (leuchten, glänzen)' »» OHG blecken ≠
blecchen (<  Gmc *blakjan) 'to become visible, to flash', MHG
blecken 'to become visible', OSx bl°kan 'glänzen', AS bl°can ' t o
shine (glänzen, scheinen, leuchten)', blAcern ≠ blacern ' t o
lantern', ON blakkr 'pale, yellowish brown' »» pTc {Ad.} *pa4lk- > Tc
A/B pa4lk- v. 'shine, illuminate', 'luire, briller'  NaIE *b≈lei\g-/*b≈lig-
'light-coloured', 'shine' > AS bla2c, OHG bleih 'white, pale, fallow',
NHG bleich, OSx ble6k, ON bleikr 'pale'; OHG blic 'Glanz' »» Lt ∆
blaiks7ty!tis 'to shine, to clear up' (of weather), bly1ks7ti ' t o
turn\grow pale\white' »» Sl *bliskati ≠ *blistati, *blÁs7c7ati 'to shine, t o
sparkle', *blÁste7ti 'to shine, glänzen' (no traces of IE *g, which had t o
fall in precons. position, see ESSJ II 116-8, 13O-2) ¶ P 124-5, EI 513, IS I
174, M K II 479-8O, 529-3O, M E II 252, 279-8O, F II 1O22-4, WH I 5O-1,
ME I 253, Frn. 48, Vr. 42-3, Ho. 25, 27, Ho. S 8, OsS 75-6, EWA II 171-3 ,
177-8, Kb. 96-7, KM 83-4, Frn. 46, Wn. 354, Ad. 377, Ad. H 64 || U: FU
*°pa{l+lßk}V- >  Os N {Páp.} pÕG´l 'lightning', Os O {KrT} pa˝´l
'thunderstorm, thunder', pa˝´l tut 'lightning' ¶ Stn. D 1124-5, KrT 6 6 6
|| A: NaT *balkî- v. 'shine, lighten' > Cmn balqî- (balki-) 'fulgere', OOg
[Rabg.], Chg [QB] balqî- v. 'shine' ('siåt∆ , svetit∆ '), OOsm balqî-, Tk
∆ balkI-, Qzq, Qq balq(î)-, VTt balq(¥)- v. 'shine' ('siåt∆ ') ¶ ET B 5 6 -
7, Grøn. 48   pKo *pÄ~rk-, MKo {S} pÄ~rk-, {Rm.} pÄlg-, NKo palk-, Ko Ph
pak- 'be light, bright, clear ' ¶ Rm. SKE 186, S QK #1152, Nam 247, MLC
732 || HS: EC *√blk' (≠ *√blg?) v. 'flash, shimmer' >  Or {Tut.} balag
'flashing, shimmering' (n. act.), balagi 'shimmering, flashing, shining'
(n. act.), Or {Grg.} balak'-isa v. 'flash' (of lightning), Or {Tut.} balag
'flashing, shimmering' (n. act.), balagi 'shimmering, flashing, shining'
(n. act.), Sd {Gs.} bele≤k'o 'lightning', Sml {DSI} bilig dheh 'scintillare,
brillare in lontananza', biligbilig 'scintillio', bilig-lee ' luccicare ' ,
Sml N {Abr.} ba!ddu wa2^ bi!li!g bi!li!g le daha~y 'the sea is shimmering', ?φ Rn
{PG} bild'ïXa v. 'shine' ¶ AD SF 254, Grg. 4, PG 78, Gs. 37  NrOm: D m
{Fl.} b'ElX‰n ≠ p'ElX‰n 'bright, shiny' (mt. of glottalization: *b...k' > b'...X
≠ p'...X) ¶ ≈ Fl. OO 317  CS *√blg v. 'shine, flash' >  Ar {BK, Fr.} ∆lB
√blg7 G  (ip. -blug7-u) 'briller, luire' (l'aurore), Sh  (pf. ?ablag7a) ' sh ine '
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(sun), éjal0Ba balg7at- 'clarté (surtout de la fin de la nuit, à l'approche d e
l'aurore)', BHb √blg Sh (pf. gil5b6e5 hib3≤lïg#) 'cause to flash; b e c o m e
cheerful, brighten up'; Cn ı Eg (EgSSc) {Hlk.} bI1-la-ga 'to light up' ¶
KB 126, KBR 132, GB 99, Fr. I 149, BK I 157, Hv. 44, Hlk. #63, SivCR 7 9
˚  N *b...k'''' (suggested by EC and NrOm) yields IE *b≈...g due to the law
of incompatibility of IE vd. aspirates and vl. consonants. CS *g for t h e
expected *k' still needs explaining ˚  IS (MS 331) equated CS *√blg , t h e
A √  (T and Ko), and IE *b≈elg- and reconstructed the N source a s
*balgV. Later (IS I 174) he added the U √  **√palkV and untenably
adduced S *√brk' v. 'flash, lighten' and K *berc'ûq-/*br=c'ûq- 'glänzen,
funkeln' (unacceptable on phonetic grounds, just as the resulting N r ec .
*balûqa). Cf. N *bVÂ[V]k''''á 'to flash, to shine'. NaIE *b≈lei\g-/*b≈lig- i s
likely to point to a N word-medial vw. *i . NaIE *-g- suggests a final N *-
a   ˚ Cf. Gr. II #50 (*belk 'bright' > IE, U, A, Gil *p«la-yu 'be brilliant').
2O5. € *bVl ∏∏∏∏i? ++++÷[V]k''''{u 4 444} 'beat, strike' > K: G blik'vn- 'einen Faustschlag
versetzen' ¶ Chx. 89 || IE ≈ *b≈liÓg8(w)-, {EI} *b≈liÓg8- 'strike' >  NaIE
*b≈lïg8(w)-/*b≈le2yg8- v. 'strike, press' ({P} 'schlagen, schmeißen') >  Gk
A/I fli$bv {EI} v. 'press' »» W † blif 'catapult ' »» L flïg-o2- (inf. -e"re) v.
'beat, dash down' »» Ltv ∆  {ME} blaizI2^t 'to squeeze, to strike, t o
smash', blie^zt (prs. blie6z7u) 'to strike, to chop', Lt blyz7e$ﬁ 'a t o r n
place in cloth' » Sl *blizna, *blizno 'scar, bruise' (“ 'a beaten place i n
the body'), 'Fadenbruch' (“ 'a beaten place in the cloth') >  P blizna
'scar', Cz blizna 'bruise', SCr bli•zna, OR or RChS blizna blizna
'scar', Blg bliz ≤na , R ∆ ≤blizna  'Fadenbruch im Gewebe' ¶ WP II 2 1 7 ,
P 16O-1 (and unc.155 on ≤blizna), EI 549, ESSJ II 118-2O, EM 369, WH
I 517, F II 1O27, YGM-1 47, ≈ Frn. 46-7, ME I 3O8, 317, SPS I 264-5 ˚  IE
*g8(w) in *b≈...g8(w) < N *b.. .k '''' is due to one of the IE incompatibility
laws.
2O6. *ba{Ln2222}V 'wash, immerse' >  K: GZ *ban- v. 'wash, wash oneself '
>  OG ban- id., G ban- id., 'bathe', Mg bon-, Lz (m)bon- id. ¶ K 48, K2 7 ,
Chik. 254-5, FS K 43, FS E 42 || HS *√bln v. 'wash, wet' >  S *°√bll
'moisten, mix' (× N *buLV 'to stir up [liquid]; turbid') >  Ar √bll (p f .
balla, ip. -blul-/-bull-) 'humecter, mouiller', √bll (pf. balila, ip. -blal-)
'être humecté, mouillé', BHb √bll, -bOl ( p f . ll2B1, pf. cons. lb1I!<v@
way≤ya2-bOl) 'moisten (with oil); mix up', Sr √bll G {Br.} 'confudi t ,
miscuit; madefecit', Jb √bll Sh (pf. eb≤lel) v. 'give (animals) their fill o f
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water', Gz √bll G 'moisten; spoil, mix' ¶ BK I 155, Ln. 242-3  Ch [1]
CCh: Mada {BrrB} a~ba~la! v. 'wash (oneself\sth.)', Md {Rs.} ba~la! v. 'wash '
 [2] Ch *√bn  ({Nw.} *b´na id., {JS} *√bn v. 'wash') >  WCh: Bl {Lk.}
bin- v. 'wash oneself' » ? SBc (with puzzling devoicing of *b-): Bg {Sh.,
ChC} pa2~n v. 'wash (sth.\so.), Kir {ChL} pu~na! v. 'wash (things)' » ?? pAG
{Hf.} *vwaN, {Stl. VZCh} *vw⁄aN v. 'wash (things)' (with *v- for t h e
expected *p-, which still needs explanation) >  Su {J}, Ang {ChL, Hf.}
vwaN, {Flk.} vaN, Gmy {Hf.} vwaN, {ChL} vwÈy‰N, Cp v‰N, Kfr {Nt.} vaN
»» CCh: Nz {Mch.} b´n, BtG {Mch.} bo<n 'wash' » Mdr {ChL} ba~ra~ba~re!, Glv
{Rp.} bar- v. 'wash (sth.), Dgh (ChL} pa~ra! v. 'wash' » Gzg {Lk.} bon, {ChL}
bun v. 'wash oneself', buna, {Ro.} b‰!na~ v. 'wash (sth.)', Mada ba~la!, Myn
ba~ra!, Mkt pa~la!y, Hrz bune, Mlk ba~la!y, Mofu p‰~re!y id. » ?φ McDb: D b
{Lnh.} pa@n id., Kola {Sb.} ...pa^N..., Msy {Mch.} pa%N v. 'wash' » Tr {Hf.}
v‰n‰ v. 'wash oneself' » Ktk: Bdm {Cfr.} be~ni! id. ¶ BrrB 68, Nw. #14O, JI I
174-5 and II 338-9, JS 382, ChC, ChL, Hf. AG 18 [#4O], J S 86, Nt. 4 1 ,
Stl. VZCh A #259, Ro. 356 [#789] (pMM *ban v. 'wash')  ?φ Eg BD
bn÷n÷  'baigner, plonger' (÷  is puzzling) ¶ Hng. 253, Tk. II 2O5  C: SC:
Kz {E} bal- 'wash' ¶ E K 1 ('wash'), E SC 134 (interpreted as 'wash, c lean '
due to alleged cognates of other SC lgs.) ¶¶ Tk. l.c. (incl.: E-Ch or E-SC)
|| A: NaT *ba[:]n- (*ma[:]n-) v. 'dip' >  OT ban-, Tk ban-, Cmn, Chg, ET,
VTt man- id. ¶ Cl. 384, Rs. W 325 || ?σ D (in McTm) *van`n`a2-
'washerman' >  Tm van5n5a2n3, van5n5a2tta2n3, van5n5atta2n3, Ml
van5n5ata2n, van5n5a2n id., Tm, Ml fem. van5n5a2tti 'washerwoman', a s
well as possibly D (in McTm) *man`n`- v. 'bathe' >  Tm man5n5u v. ' ba the ,
perform ablutions, immerse oneself in water', vt. 'wash', Ml man5n5a2n
'washerman' ¶ D ##4684, 5241 ¶ The initial *v- and *m- for t h e
expected *p- are still to be explained; if *m- is due to assimilatory
nasalisation, this is the only case known so far || Gk balanei6on 'a ba th ,
bathing-room' and balaney1ß 'bath-man' are probably loans from s o m e
pre-Gk ("Aegean" or "Pelasgian") lge. (words borrowed together with
the previously unknown custom of bathing in hot water) (Pls {Fur.}
ba1lanon 'Bad'), but eventually the stem may be related with the N w o r d
*ba{Ln 2222 }V; this Gk word may be the source of Middle Gk {Kö.} *banei6on
or *ba1neion 'a bath', whence VL *baneo (>  *bani\o) (>  Fr baigner, Port,
Prv, Ctl banhar, Sp ban%ar, It bagnare, Rm baia v. 'bathe', as well
as further Blg banåm  'I wash') and VL {ML} *baneum 'bath' (> It bagno,
Srd L banzu, Fr bain, Prv banh, Ctl bany, Sp ban%o, Port banho, ı
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Bsq mainu); EpL balnea >  VL *bani\a ı Sl *ban1a 'bath house, b a t h
(room)' > OCS, OR banja banja, Blg, R, Uk ≤banå, SCr baànja id., Slv
ba•nja  'bath, wash-tub' ¶ F I 212-3, ML #916, ML G I 477, Kö. 135, ESSJ
I 151-2, F I 212-3, Ch. I159-6O, Fur. VK 37 ˚  IS MS 349 (K, Ch, D
*man`n`-) ¶ The pN consonant cluster *-Ln2222- contracted into *ll in S a n d
to *-n- (or *-n`n`-) in other lgs., but remained as *-l[V]n- in the "Aegean"
(Hittite-Luwian?) source of the Gk words balanei6on and balaney1ß.
2O7. € *bÉl!!!!V 'boil, cook' >  HS: C *√bll v. 'boil' >  Ag *b‰Ò-/*b‰ÒÒ-,
{Ap.} *b´r-/*b´l- v. 'cook, be hot' (×  N *bil∏∏∏∏Ë 'be warm, bu rn ;
warm') > Bln {Ap.} b‰r-, {R} bir- 'cook, be hot', Xm {Ap.} b‰l- (= Xm {R}
bil-) id., Q {R} bel- id., {Ap.} b‰lu y-, Km {CR} bulu y-, Aw {Ap.} b‰r-
id. ¶ AD SF 198, Ap. AV 7  ? S *√nbl[?] 'flame' (× N *n1111ab{?}V 'warm,
heat'  [q.v. ffd.], possibly a N cd. *0n1111ab{?}V *bÉl !!!!V) ¶¶  Hardly here Eg
N/G brbr 'bouillir, sourdre' (eau), 'flamber' (feu) (EG I 466, Coh.
#4O3, Vc. 3O, Tk. II 262-3), because Cpt (Sd vrvr b´rb´r, B verver
berber 'bouillir, sourdre') points to an Eg *r rather than *l (w N
*bur 1111u(-K ''''Ë) 'spurt, gush forth, boil, seethe') || A *bÉl!V >  T *bil!- ≠
*bîl!- (≠ *pil!-?) v. 'ripen, be cooked' >  OT {Cl.} bis7 ± bîs7 v. 'come t o
maturity, ripen', Tk pis>-, VTt bÁs7- ≠ pÁs7-, Bsh bÁs7-, Qmq bis7-, Qzq piÆs7-
, StAlt bòîs7- v. 'ripen, be cooked, be baked', Yk bus- id., 'be ready', CrTt,
ET pis7-, Qq pis-, QrB bis7-, Qrg bîs7-, Tf p£i <s7- v. 'ripen, be cooked', Tv p£îs7-
id., vi. 'finish cooking (up to readiness), gar gekocht werden '
('dovarivat∆så '), Tkm, Az bis7- v. 'be cooked \ baked', Xk pîs-/-z- v.
'ripen, be cooked' ¶ Cl. 376-7, ET B 161-4, BIG 171  M *beled- v.
'prepare' >  MM [S] belet- 'bereitstellen', WrM beled-, HlM, Brt
b´ld´-, Kl beld-, Mnr H {SM} bòi¢eli¢es9a-, {T} beled9a- ' p r epa re ,
make ready'; M *belen 'prepared, ready' > MM [S] belen, WrM belen,
HlM, Brt b´l´n, Kl beln, Mnr H {SM} bòi¢eli¢a4n id. ¶ H 14, MED 97, Chr.
131-2, KRS 94-5, SM 24, T 317  Tg (π  M??) *bele- 'ready; t o
prepare' >  Ewk b‰lin‰-, b‰l‰ki- v. 'prepare oneself to', Sln b‰lx‰- v.
'prepare, b‰lx‰% 'ready', Neg b‰lixï 'ready', b‰lixi- v. 'prepare', O r c
b‰lï-, Ud b‰xil‰- id., Ul, Nn b‰lï- id., b‰lï 'ready', WrMc belxe- v.
'prepare' ¶ STM I 125 ˚  M and Tg point to a pA and a N *a 4444 or *e ,
while T *i is puzzling (infl. of the palatal *l !!!!?).
2O8. *bihl!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV 'shout, call, speak' > IE: NaIE *b≈el[´]- v. 'sound, speak '
>  OI bha2s5ate2 (if <  *b≈al-s-) 'speaks, says, tells' »» L feli-o2 / inf.
fel°re 'to roar' (of panthers) »» ON belja, NNr belje 'to roar, t o
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bellow', AS bellan, OHG be4llan 'to bark, to resound', MHG bellen
'to cry' (of quadrupeds), 'to bark', NHG bellen 'to bark' (of canines) ,
NE bell v. 'bellow, bay' »» Pru bill°t  'to say, to speak', Lt (pra-)bi~lti
(3s prs. bilsta) 'to (begin to) speak', byla~ 'speech' (‘ ' case ' ) ,
bilo!ti 'to say, to tell', Ltv bil^st 'to say, to speak'; ? Lt balﬁsas, Ltv
ba~lss 'voice' »» Tc A/B pa4l-, pa2l- v. 'praise' ¶ P 123-4, Mn. 7 1 ,
otherwise EI 51 (*b≈els- 'yelp, how'  > Gmc, OI) and M K II 497-8 ,
doubts: M E II 261-2; Vr. 32, OsS 49, Kb. 63, EWA I 533-5, Lx. 14, KM 6 4 ,
Ho. 19, Frn. 32, ≈ Kar. I 1O2, 127, En. 151, Tp. P A-D 223-7, Wn. 356, ≈
WH I 474 ¶¶ The lack of visible traces of N *h  in NaIE may be explained
by mt. **b≈eÓl- > *b≈elÓ- with further loss of *Ó in the prevoc. posi t ion
|| D {Km.} *pïlß-/*pilß-V- ({†GS} *p-) > Tm pilir›u 'great noise', pilir›u
v. 'trumpet, roar (as an elephant)', Tl pilucu v. 'call, invite, shou t ' ,
Gdb pil-up-/-ut- v. 'thunder', Kui pr`ï 'cry of agony, scream' ¶¶ D
#4195, Km. 431 [#825] || HS: S *√bhl '≈  say, call' >  Gz √bhl G (p f .
b´hla, js. y´bal) 'say, speak, call', Tgy bAlA, Tgr bela pf. 'say', OSA bhlk
(*bahal-ku) {Rb., Slw.} 'I spoke', OYmn (= Hmr?) {Slw.} √bhl G ' say,
order', Ar ?ibtahala 'implore, beseech', Mh behlït (pl. behe2l), Jb C
bEh≤let 'word', Hrs {Jo.} behele2t, Sq {Jo.} ≤bil‰h 'thing', Ak inf.
ba?a2lu ≠ ba6lu 'to beseech, to pray' ¶ L G 89, Slw. 46-7, Rb. AWA 5 1 ,
Jo. M 4, Jo. H 16, Jo. J 24 ˚  IS I 18O-1 adduces here K *bir- = {K, FS}
*br- 'sing' (> Lz, Mg bir-, ? Sv br- v. 'sing' [Sv L msd. li-br-yal-i], see  K
53, K2 17-8, Chik. 254, FS K 54-5, FS E 56, Dn. s.v. bria2l-). The K √
belongs here only if N *l !!!! may yield K *r.
2O9. *baÓl!!!!V 'pain, wound' >  HS: WCh: Ang {Flk.} pal v. 'feel pain' ¶
Flk. s.v. || IE *b≈eé8l- 'pain, wound' >  NaIE *b≈e2l-/*b≈o2l- >  Tc: A pa4l, B
p°le 'wound' »» Sl *bol!Á 'pain' >  OCS bol6 bolÁ, R bol∆, Uk b¡l∆,
SCr, Slv bo•l, Cz bol, Slk bo6l&, P bo1l 'pain'; Sl *bole7¡ti (1s prs. *bol!-oß)
v. 'ache, be sick' >  OCS bol8ti bole7ti (prs. bol) boljo<) v. ' b e
sick, feel pain', R bo≤lit, P boli, Blg boli, SCr ∆ boli 'it aches', R
bolet∆ (/1s prs. bo≤le√), P bolec1 (/ boleje<), SCr bo~leti ±
bo~ljeti, Slv bole!ti 'to be sick', Cz boleti, Slk boliet& 'to ache' ¶
Mn. 65 (*bhalyo2 'hit, hurt' >  Tc, Sl, as well as ON bella 'stoßen'), Wn.
356, ESSJ II 187-92, Bern. I 71, SPS I 3O2-6, 315-6, Glh. 14O || A *°ba2l!a
>  T *ba2l! 'a wound' >  NaT *ba2s7 >  OT bas7, Tkm ba2s7, MQp bas7, Yk ba2s
'wound', Tf p£as7 'wound, ulcer', Tv paw pæas7 'syphilis' (the initial pæ-
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suggests that the Tv word is a loan), Chv pu4z1ò-ek 'scar, trace of a s o r e '
(an old loan from NaT); NaT *ba2l-î˝ 'wounded' >  OT {Cl.} ba2lî˝ id., Tv,
Tf p£alî˝ id., 'wound', Alt balu 'wound', Tlt {Rl.} palu2 id., 'score', Xk
palî˝ id., 'ulcer' ¶ Cl. 335, 376, Ra. 158-9, Ash. X 95, Rl. IV 1168, BT 2 6 ,
Md. 113, Md. OJ 9O  M: Brt bala 'bruise' ¶ Chr. 83 ˚  See IS I 1 7 2
(IE ≠ T). This N etymon may be identical with N *baL{u4444} 'bad, h a r m '
(q.v.) ˚ ≠ Bm. TPN 29: •÷ S *°√bly v. 'be old, worn out', Sml be2l
(actually meaning 'loss'), and Or be2law- v. 'hunger' (no plausible
semantic ties) ˚ ≈  Gr. II #29O (*bal  'pain') (IE, A + unc. J).
21O. *b{o?i}l !!!! ++++l ß ßßßV 'swell' >  IE: NaIE *b≈el- v. 'swell' >  Gmc: OSw
bulin, bolin 'aufgeschwollen', bulde, bolde, byld 'swelling,
tumour', OHG bolla, polla 'blister, mug, bowl; bulla in aqua ,
folliculus, cotula', MHG bolle 'bud, globular vessel', OSx bollo
'Schale, Napf', AS bolla 'bowl, vessel, pot', NE bowl »» L follis ' p a i r
of bellows, puffed-out cheeks; purse, leather bag' ¶ ≠  P 12O-1, qu. EI 7 1
(*b≈el- 'blow' ‘ 'swell'), OsS 79, Kb. 1O3, EWA II 23O-1, Lx. 24, Ho. 3O,
Ho. S 9, WH I 524-5 || K *°be2l- >  Sv -be2l- 'cause sth. to swell up; swell
up', Sv {Ni.} -ba4l-/-bel- v. 'swell' (× N *bVLV?a 'to blow, to inflate', q.v.
ffd.); the K vowel length represents the lost lr. (from N *bo?il!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV?) ¶
Ni. s.v. puxnut∆  and puxlyj , GP 1, 147, Dn. s.v. be2l- || A: M *bilc>i-yi-
>  WrM {Rm.} bilcii-, Kl bil¢i- v. 'swell heavily', {Rm.} bilc7ï- ' s t a r k
aufschwellen, überaus dick werden', Brt b´lsy- 'be bulging' (eyes);
WrM bilcud- ≠ bilcad- {Gl.} 'cicatrize with a bulging scar' (of a
wound, bone fracture), {Kow.} 's’élever, être un peu enflé' (cela se d i t
des chairs qui sont encore un peu enflées après la guérison d ' u n
ulcère); M *bilc>a˝u >  WrM bilcuu, HlM bålcuu 'bump, blister,
boil', WrM {Gl.} bilcuu 'small knobs on branches of willows and o n
stalks of wormwood'; Ord bòilc7æiru$: 'petite tumeur sur la peau, b o u t o n '
¶ Gl. II 282, KRS 1OO, KW 45, Kow. 1146, Chr. 131, Ms. O 7O || D ( i n
McTm) *polßlß- v. 'swell' >  Tm pol5l5u v. 'blister, swell', pol5l5al 'bl is ter ,
swelling', Ml pol5l5a 'blister, bubble'; D ı Hindi p≈ola 'blister' ¶ D
#4563, Tu. #8398(6) || HS : ?σ S *0√b?+hl > Ak (inf.) ba?a2lu, 3s pf. i-
b?il , 3s prs. i-ba?il  'be abnormally large' (of body parts, liver) ¶ CAD
II 1 ˚  If the N etymon is *bo?il!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV, the loss of *i  in IE still needs
explaining.
211. *bo6666l ! !!!Ù{a} 'tail, penis' >  HS *b{u}lH- ({Blz.} *bul{H}-) >  B *bVlw-
'penis' > Tmz ab´llu, pl. ib´lla, Izd, BSn ab´llu, pl. ib´lwan, Sll {Ds.} a-
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b´llu, ab´llul, Si aba2la2l, SrSn {Rn.} a-ba2la2l id., t3a2-ba2z7a2t≠t3a-ba2la2t ' pe t i t e
verge d'enfant', Rf {Rn.} a-bRuR 'penis', ? Izn {Rn.} a-bez7la4l id., Izd
{Mrc.} a-b´llu, pl. i-b´lla ≠ i-b´lwan, Sll {Ds.} a-b´llu, a-b´llul, a-b÷alu2l,
Mz {Dlh.} ta-b´llal-t (pl. ti-b´llal-in) 'penis ' ¶ MT 18, Ds. 291, Dlh. M
7, Rn. 294, Mrc. 261, Wlf. EAW 47, NZ 55  C: EC: Arr {Hw.} balla!
'penis', ?σ Brj {Ss.} bolo!kko ≠ bulu!kko 'testicle'; EthS: Grg So (<  C?)
bÈllÈt 'penis' ¶ Hw. A 34, Ss. B 38  Om: NrOm {Blz.} *bull- 'penis' >
Bsk {Fl.} bu!lli, Doka bulli id. ¶ Blz. OLBP #88  Ch: WCh: Hs bu2~Ra!, Bl
bola 'penis', Bks {J} b'we!l id. (glottalization is puzzling), Klr {J} bye^l, {IL}
bEl 'tail' »» CCh: Bt G {Srp.} bo"lle"! 'penis' » Ktk: Glf {Röd. [in Lk. ZSS]}
belewe, Shoe {Lk.} belesoe id. »» ECh: EDng {Fd.} pE2!lE~ id. ¶ ChC, JI II
316-7, Lk. ZSS 148, 154, ≠ Sk. HCD 26  Eg Md/RT b¿Ó  'phallus' ([bi?H-
] < *bilH-) > Cpt Sd va2 bah 'penis', where Cpt a is a reg. reflex of *i
in a closed syll. ¶ EG I 419, Fk. 77, Vc. 33, Tk. II 76-8O ¶¶ Cf. Blz. OLBP
#88 (*bul{H}- >  Eg b¿Ó, Om, C, B 'penis'; •÷ Ak baltu [misinterpreted
as 'penis' after Holma NK 99, while in fact the word is the name of s o m e
thorny plant, w  Sd. 1OO]); w  also EG I 419, 46O, Rn. 294, Mrc. 261, Dlh.
M 7, Abr. H 12O, Ba. 132 || IE: NaIE *b≈l=⊥o- (= *b≈l=no-, *b≈l=Óo-?)
'penis' >  Gk fallo1ß id. »» NGr Hs bille 'penis', AS bealluc ' testicles' >
NE ballock »» Phr balli1a 'generative organ(s)' ([Hdt.]: balli1a : ai>doi6a)
¶ Not here OIr ball ferda 'membrum virile', ball fe1ili ' pudenda ' ,
because the basic meaning of ball is likely to be {Vn.} 'membre' ( c p .
ocht mbullu 'huit parties') ¶ The identity of the cns. after *l=
remains unclear ¶ F II 987-8, Hofm. 39O-1, P 12O-1, Ho. 17, Vn. B 1 2 ,
unc. EI 71 (fallo1ß and OIr ball ferda < *b≈el- 'blow, swell') || U: FU
*pol!a 'tail' >  pMr {Ker.} *pu2l´ >  Er pulo pulo, Mk pula pul´ ± pula"
'tail' » ? pLp {Lr.} *pe2c1‰- '(short) tail' >  Lp: N {N} bieZ7a6, {Fri.} biec7a
(gen. biec7c7am), Kld {SaR} pi2q∆ pïz7! 'short tail (of a reindeer, ha i r ,
sheep, etc.)', S {Hs.} ¿ beetj´eh 'tail of a fish' »» pObU {Ht.} *pa2l!Vk
'tail' >  pVg *pa2l!´k >  Vg: LK/UK po2l!´x, MK po2l!´k 'tail (of elk a n d
reindeer)'; pOs *pal!ak >  Os K pat!a$NX 'tail (of reindeer and elk)', Os Kz
pO¬!X 'Stutzschwanz (des Bären, Elentiers, Renntiers, Hasen)', Os Nz
pOs1nat 'tail', Os Pym paº¬!´q 'hind leg of a bear' ¶ Coll. 1O9, UEW 393-4 ,
Ps. B 175, Lr. #931, Lgc. #3982, Hs. 3O8, SaR 255-6, Ker. II 121, Ht. 1 7 7
[#517] || D *pulßlß- or *pull- ({†GS} *b-) 'penis' > Kn bulla, bulli 'ma le
generative organ', Tl bulla, bulli 'a child's penis', cp. Mrt bulï,
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bullï  id. and cognate words in other NInA lgs. ¶¶ D #43O9, Tu. # 9 2 9 2
(1) ˚  ≈ Blz. DA 155 [#31] (D, IE, EC, Ch, B, Eg).
212. *ben```` ++++n 1 111V 'younger relative' > HS: S *bin- / (stem of pl.) *ban-
'son' > BHb NB4 be2n (pl. Min%B1 ba2≤n-ïm), Ph, M’b, Ed, Ug bn, Ar ?ibn- (p l .
nom. ban-u2na, accus.-gen. ban-ïna), Sb bn, OAk, Ak OA/LB {Sd.} binu,
{CAD} bïnu id.; *≤bin-at- (pl. *ba2≤n-a2t-) 'daughter' >  BHb tB2 bat3 (p l .
t&nB1 ba2≤n-o2t3), Ph, Amn bt, Ug bt (pl. bnt), Sr ›r 2∫a ba<r>t ([bat3])
cs., pl. æ4ono∫= b´na2≤t3a2, Ar bint- (pl. ban-a2t-), Sb bnt, Ak {Sd.}: MB
bintu, OA buntu id., Gz b´nt in b´nta ÷ayn 'pupil of the eye' (l i t .
'daughter of the eye') ¶ KB 131-3, 158-9, HJ 168-72, Br. 93, Sd. 1 2 7 ,
136, CAD II 238-9, 242-3, 319   Ch: CCh {OS} *bin- >  LamP {ChL} bin
'brother', ?σ Ms {Cait.} ba~na 'friend', ?σ Azm {Pc.} banad'a ' (ma le )
friend', ba2@na~ 'friend!' (greeting, calling) »» ?φ,σ WCh {OS} *mV-bVn- >
Buli {ChL} mb‰n, {Sh.} mban 'person' (unless akin to Grn mbaliN and J m
mbar id.) ¶ ChL, ChC, Cait. 48, Pc. 83 ¶¶ OS #28 || A: Tg *bene- 'wife’s
sibling' (×  N *wa4444n ` ```V ¬ *[ÙV]wa4444n ` ```V 'relative [of a younger\the s a m e
generation] of the opposite exogamous moiety within an exogamic
system of tribes', q.v. ffd.) || D *pen`[tßV] ({†GS} *p-) 'girl, woman' (if “
'young female relative' “ 'younger relative') (possibly from N
*0ben```` ++++n1 111V {?}atV with *{?}atV 'female, woman') >  Tm pen5 'woman,
daughter, girl', Ml pen5 'a female' (esp. 'girl, maidservant, bride'), Kt
pen` 'female', Kn pen5, pen5n5u 'female, woman', Kdg pon`n`î 'wife,
female', Tu pon5n5u 'girl, female, maid', Tl pen5t5i 'female ( o f
animals)', Klm pen`tßï 'female', Gdb pen`tßi 'female sheep'; D ı OI
pan5d 5a-  'eunuch, effeminate man' ¶¶ D #4395 (a), Tu. #7717.
213. *bVhán2222yV 'bone' (esp. 'bone of a limb') > HS: S *bu+ih[V]n-
'thumb, (big) toe' >  BHb Ne37B ≤bohEn 'thumb, big toe', Ar ?ibha2m-
'thumb, toe', ∆ biha2m-, ba2him- id., Hrs Ha2-be2n (pl. Ha2-bo2n‰t) 'thumb, big
toe' (Ha2- does back to an article), Mh ∆ {SSL} ha2≤be2n id., Ak uba2n-
'finger, toe' ¶ KBR 112, KB 1O8, Jo. H 55, Sd. 1398, SSL LNPM 219, MiK I
#1.34  NrOm: She {CR} bon 'foot, leg'  WCh: Bgm {J} µba~n, {JI} ba~n
'leg, foot' ¶ JI II 22O, J ChMGB 22O ¶¶ Tk. LAA-1 12O [#12O] (Om, Ch)
|| IE: NaIE *°b≈oi\no- (mt. *-i\n- < N *-n2222y-) > Gmc *bai\na- 'bone, leg' (“
*bone of the leg'?) >  ON bein 'leg, bone; upper thigh (Oberschenkel) ' ,
Sw, Dn ben be2n 'bone, leg', OSx be6n, AS ba2n, OHG, MHG bein ' leg,
bone', NHG Bein 'leg', Yid NjB beyn 'bone', NE bone ¶ Vr. 3O, Ho. 1 6 ,
Ho. S 6, EWA I 515-6, Lx. 12, KM 63 || A *pæÉn1V or *pæÉni\V 'bone, b o n e
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of a leg' >  Tg *pen1-Nen 'knee' >  Ewk h‰nN‰n, Sln ‰N‰%, Lm h‰nN¥n, Neg
x‰n1N‰n, Orc x‰NN‰≠x‰N‰n, Ud x‰N‰, Ul p‰n1‰(n-), Ork p‰n‰≠p‰N‰(n-),
Nn Nh p‰yN‰% 'knee' ¶ STM II 366, Krm. 3O8  pKo {S} *s-pi\´!⁄ 'bone' >
MKo spi\´!⁄, NKo p2i\´⁄, Ko: Ph p2i\´⁄, Sl/Chs p2i\O, Hm p2i\O^, Ks p2i\´^⁄ ¶ Ko *s- is a
px. (e.g., *s-ko~ri! 'tail', *s-pi!r 'horn') ¶ S AJ 251 [#1O], S QK #1O, Nam
258, MLC 774  pJ {S} *p‰~ni\a! 'bone' > OJ po~ne~, J: T/Kg hone!, K ho!ne, Ns
Fu!nÈ~, Ht pu~òni!, Sh/Y Fu~ni!  ¶ S QJ #1O, Mr. 414 ¶¶ S AJ 39, 271 [#9], ≈
DQA #1735 (A *pæe~i\n1e! 'bone' >  Tg, Ko, J) ˚  A *pæ- (> Tg *p-) may b e
expained as going back to a cluster *bh- <  N *bVh- ˚  ≈ Gr. II #47 (*pon
'bone') (cp. N *{p '''' } on 3333 { d }V  '≈  leg, foot').
214. *bán2222t ' '''V (≠  *bán2222dV?) 'to tie' >  HS *√bnt' >  Eg N/G bnd
'einwickeln, bekleiden' Ï *bVnVt' (a k. of garment) (ı  Gk by1nhtoß
'∈ an Egyptian garment' and BHb yn4b6a2 ?ab3ne2t' 'sash of an official or a
priest'; this loan in Hb suggests that Eg d was pronounced as t') ¶ EG I
465, KB 8, KBR 8-9, Lmd. 146, Tk. II 237-41  Ch: CCh: Lgn {Lk.} b'‰!n v.
'tie', Ngl {Dsb.} bani id. »» WCh: ? pAG ≈ *b'waÌat ({Stl. VZCh}
*b'wa⁄gad) >  Su {J} b'waÌat, Ang {ChL} b'at, Gmy {ChC} b'o2t, Mnt {Fp.}
badni v. 'tie' (Stl.: 'privåzyvat∆ ' = 'tie, attach') (glottalized *b'- in Ch
is due to transfer of glottalization from *t' of HS *√bnt') ¶ Lk. L 76, Sö.
57, Dsb., ChL, ChC, J S 6O, Ba. 114, 1169 ¶ Not here Ar dn0Ba band- ' l ien,
lacs, lacet' (π  ClNPrs band n. 'band, tie, bandage') || IE: NaIE {P, EI}
*b≈end≈- v. 'bind' >  OI badh≤na2ti, Av bandayeiti 'he binds', OI
ban≤dhah5 n. 'binding, bond, tie, fetter', Av banda- 'Bande, Fessel',
MPrs band 'Schlinge, Band', ClNPrs dn0Ba band '⇑ ' ı G band-i 'Band,
Riemen, Binde' Ï G band- 'knüpfen, heften, schnüren; auf-, zurück- ,
hinhalten, verzögern' (Chx. 63) »» Gk pei6sma (<  *pen†sma) 'rope, a
ship’s cable' »» Thr bend- v. 'bind' »» L offend°x 'chin-band on priest’s
cap' »» OIr buinne 'band, ring, bracelet' ¶ P 127, EI 64, M K II 4O6-7,
M E II 2O8, Vl. I 255-6, Sg. 2O1, F II 492, WH II 2O5, Vn. B 115 || U: FU
{UEW} *pa4+entV- v. 'cover, close', {Sm.} *pinta4- v. 'fasten' >  pPrm *po$d-
v. 'close' >  Z p‰dlav-nÈ 'to close', p‰dan 'oven-door', Yz po$dnal- v t .
'close', Vt podÈnÈ  'to pinch' » (acc. to Sm.) F pinne  (< *pinte) ' t ens ion '
»» pObU *pe2nt- >  pVg *pa4Ænt- v. 'close' >  Vg T/LK/MK/UK/P/NV/SV/ML
pa4nt-, UL/Ss pant- id.; pOs *pent- ({∫Hl.} *pa4Ænt-) v. 'cover' >  Os
V/Vy/D/Kz/O pent-, Ty pa$Ænt- id. » Hg fe4d-, fo4d- 'decken, b e - \ z u -
decken' ¶ Coll. 78, UEW 371, 879, Sm. 547 (FU, FP *pinta4-, Ugr
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*pI"nta4- 'fasten'), SK 568-9, Ht. 178 [#525], MF 187, LG 227 ˚  IS I
194 [#3O] (HS [Eg, Ch], IE) ¶¶ The N emphatic *t '''' is reconstructed o n
the HS ev. IE *d≈- in *b≈end≈- points to *d in N *bán2222dV .
215. *boNÉ 'bosom, breast (front of the body)' >  HS: S *bam- ' ches t '
or 'back (Rücken)' >  Ak bam-t-u 'chest, front of the chest', BHb em1B1
ba2≤ma2 'back (Rücken)' (Dt. 32.29), Ug bmt 'back (of an animal,
human)'; ‘ S *bam-at- 'hill' >  Ak bamtu 'slope of a mountain', BHb
em1B1 ba2≤ma2 'mountain ridge, hill; high ground, high place of worship ' ,
Ug bmt  'alto, monte' ¶ KB 13O-1, KBR 136-7, OLS 1O9, CAD II 78, MiK
I #1.216 (*p/ban/md(-at)- 'back, podex') || U: FU *poNe-(sV) ' b o s o m '
>  F povi (gen. poven) 'bosom, breast', Es po%u (gen. po%ue), ∆  po2
'Busen, Schoß', pLp {Lr.} *po2N‰ 'bosom, breast' >  Lp: S {Hs.} buoNe id.,
N {N} buogNaº≠ vuogNaº -N- 'breast of a bird', L {LLO} puokNa ' d e r
bauschige Teil des Lappenrockes oder Lappenpelzes', T {TI} pÈ∏NN(a"), Kld
{TI} pu2NN(a") 'Busen (des Kittels, des Renntierpelzes)' » pMr {Ker.} *poN¥
≠ *poG¥ >  Er pongo poNgo, Mk pov pov, ∆  pova" 'bosom' » Chr H
pongyw poNg¥s7, L pomyw, U/B pom¥s7 'bosom' » Prm *pi, *piy
'bosom' >  Z Ss pi, Z US/LL piy, Prmk pi, Vt pi, Vt G pij id. »» pObU
*pu2w+G´T 'Busen (im Kleide)' >  pVg *pu2t >  Vg: T po2t, LK/MK/UK pu2t,
P/NV/SV pu4∏t, LL po4∏t, UL pu2t!i≠puwt!i, Ss pu2t!i id.; pOs *pu˝´¬ >  Os:
V/Vy/Ty pu˝´¬, Y puw´¬, Nz puX´t, Kz po"X´¬ id. ¶ UEW 395, LG 222-3 ,
Lr. #1OOO, Lgc. #532O, Hs. 384, TI 4O6, Ker. II 118, ERV 498, Ht. 1 7 5
[#498] || ?σ A: Tg: Ewk boNko 'belly, stomach' (influenced by Tg
*bok[an] > Neg bo2xan≠boxon 'stomach', Nn baqa id., Ork boqqo 'belly') ¶
STM I 94 || D: [1] *po+amm- ({†GS} *b-) 'breast' >  Klm, Nkr pamme, Nk
pomme id., Gnd bomi ± boma2 ± boma ± bomo ± bommu id., bom ' u d d e r '
¶¶ D #3935  [2] *pom- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'embrace' >  Png pom-, Ku pom-,
pom-/pomb- id., Mlt pamge v. 'take between the legs (as the trunk of a
tree while climbing)' ¶¶ D #4527 ˚ S *-m-  and D *-m(m)- suggest N *-
N-  (rather than *-Ng- ) .  
216. *beN[÷3333 ++++Ù]i '≈  head' >  HS: S ?φ *°√bn÷+H >  Ak MB bibe2n-u
{CAD} 'head' ({Sd.} 'temple, Schläfe'), bibe2n (appis7u) {Sd.} ' (Nasen-
)Spitze' ¶ CAD II 219, Sd. 124  If Ak bibe2n- means 'temple', it m a y
be equated with Ke p‰!na!y 'temple' ('Schläfe') ¶ Eb. 88 || U *pa4Ne ' h e a d '
(× N {p ''''}a 4 444NV 'forehead' [q.v. ffd.]) || A: T *meN1i [= *meNyi?]
({Md.}*be"'n1+Ni) 'brain' >  OT meNi ≠ meyi id., Chg XV ma4yin, miya4, MQp
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XIII ba4yin, XIV [CC] ma4N, Tk beyin, ∆ meyni, Az beyin, Tkm beyni, U z
miya, ET miNa4, ∆ miN, miNi, CrTt, Kr, Qmq, Qq miy, Qzq, Nog mîy, Bsh
mÁyÁ, VTt mi, Qrg, Alt, Tv me2, Tf m1E%—, Xk mii mï, Ln mega4, Yk ma4yï,
Chv mime mime, ∆ mim´ ± mine id. ¶ Cl. 348-9, Rs. LTS 2O1, Rs. W 7 O
(*ba4N1), ET B 1O6-7, Md. 91, 131, 135, 173, Rl. IV 2O85, Nj. 726, BT
1O9, Ra. 2O7, Jeg. 134 ˚  T *meN1i points to a N *e , while U *a4 belongs
to the heritage of N {p''''}a4 444NV ˚  Highly doubtful because of rather loose
semantic connections and because U *pa 4Ne  'head' has an alt. et.
217. *buNga 4444 'thick; to swell' >  IE *b≈eng8≈-/*b≈n=g8≈- 'lump, thick' ({IS}
'wiwka , kom , tolstyj ') and d. {EI} *≤b≈eng8≈u-s (gen. *b≈n=≤g8≈ou\s) ' th ick ,
abundant' >  OI ba≤hu- (<  *b≈n=≤g8≈-u-) 'much, abundant, large', c m p r .
≤bam$bhiya2n 'very strong\thick', Blc baz 'tight' »» Gk pacy1ß ' th ick ,
tight' »» ON bingr 'part of room, bed', Ic bingur 'heap, store', NNr
binge 'Düngerraum', ON bunga 'Klumpen', Dn, Sw, Nr bunke
'heap', MHG bunge 'clod, lump', Dt bonk 'piece, clod' »» Ltv bi~ezs
'thick, dense'  ?σ Ht panku- 'entire, complete; every', n. 'mul t i tude,
the people; assembly', pangarit  adv. 'in large numbers, en masse' ¶ ¶
P 127-8, EI 3, M K II 424-5, M E II 22O-1, F II 484-5, Vr. 37, 65, Vr. N 7 6 ,
Lx. 28, Kar. I 125, CHD P 87-92, Ts. W 59 || U *puNka >  FU *puNka
'swelling, bump, lump' >  F punka 'korpulenter oder dicker Mensch', Es
pung (gen. punga) 'Hervorragendes und Rundliches: Knolle, Knospe,
Knauf, Beule, etc.' » Lp: N {N} bug…ge / -gg- 'bump, lump', L {LLO}
pugge2 'weiter\dichter\zottiger Pelz; kleiner und d icker
Mensch\Renntier' » pMr {Ker.} *puk´-l!´ > Er pokol! 'Klumpen, Stück', M k
pok´l! 'Knäuel, Geschwulst, Stück' » Prm: Z bugÈl! 'eye apple, eye', ? Vt
pog 'Klumpen' »» pObU *pu2Nk´lß >  pVg *pu2kl´p >  Vg Ss pO2xlip 'Knopf';
pOs *puNk´lß >  Os: Ty puNl´lß, D/K poNX´l, Nz puNX´l, Kz po"Nq´lß 'Knollen
am Baume', as well as pOs *puNk´t >  Os: Ty/Y puNq´t, D/K poNX´t, Kz
poN´t 'Geschwür'  pY {IN} *po4Nk´ 'hill; excrecence' > Y: K/T {IN} puNk´
'hill', T {IN} po4Nk´ta2 {Ku.} pønk´taa 'excrecence, cone (of a t r ee ) ' ,
{Ku.} pønk´t´´ 'cone', ? pøngig´j- vi. 'swell up a little' ¶¶ UEW
4O4, Coll. 1O9, MF 1O7-8, LLO 748-9, Ker. II 117, LG 41, Ht. #529, IN
234, Ku. 231-2 || A : Tg *bu3Na 'lump, small ball (warik )' >  Nn BK boNga,
Nn Nh boNglI 'lump (of snow, etc.)', Ewk bUNn1Uka, bUNn1UlI 'small ball,
lump', Ud {STM} buNi, {Krm.} bu2Ni 'testicles' ¶ STM I 11O-1, Krm. 2 1 5
|| ?σ D *poNk- 'swell' (× D *poNk- 'boil') >  Tm poNku 'be swollen (as a
boil or sore), Kn poNgu 'swell, be elated', bugut5i,bugud5u
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'swelling', Kdg poNN- 'swell (as grain or stomach)', Tu boNketuni, Nk
p≈ugay-, Gnd po2N-, Ku poNg-, Mlt poGole v. 'swell', Krx pu2xna2 'to swell',
pu2xka2 'swelling' ¶¶ D #4469 ˚  D *poNk- 'swell' is a quest ionable
cognate, because it may be a semantic variant of D *poNk- 'boil' ( D
#4469); in any case the vw. *o  in D *poNk- 'swell' belongs to t h e
heritage of *poNk- 'boil' ¶¶ D #4469 ˚  Cf. otherwise IS I 182-3 [#17]
(IE, U, ? Tg *boNV 'thick, large', D *poNk- 'vzduvat∆så , vykipat∆ '). In
the first syll. of the N stem it is better to reconstruct *u (on U and Tg
ev.) rather than *o (as in IS on the basis of D and inexact data of Tg
available to IS in the 196O's).
217a. *bÉPt ''''V  'lip(s), mouth' > HS: NrOm: Gdc ba2dde, Zs {Bnd.} bad'e,
{C} ba2de2 'mouth', Gnj {Fl.} pod'oro, Hrr {CR} pod5uro, Gcm {Si.} pOt'o≤ro2,
Krt {Si.} FOddOrO, Bdt {C} poduro2 'lip'  ¶ Fl. OWL, C SE III 2O1, CR H
656, C SO 62, Si. ACh 17  ? B *°-bu2dœ- >  Kb a-BuÎœ 'goulot (d’un p o t ) ,
bec de cafetière' ¶ Dl. 12, NZ 28 || U *°pÉptV (or *°pÉps7V) >  Sm {Jn.}
*pepta4n ≠ *pipta4n, {Hl.} *pepten ≠ *pipten 'lip' > Ne T pibtå’, Ne F
{Lh.} pïbòt!″i ± pïpt!″iN 'lower lip', En X {Cs.} fite?ﬁ, En B {Ter.} pite, {Cs.}
pite?ﬁ, Ng {Prk.} fe2bòtiN, {Cs.} fea1bteN, {Mik.} ≤heptÈn, Mt M {Hl.}
ho4bten ≠ hibten, Mt K ho4btet 'lip'; d.: Slq: Tz {KKIH} pepta4l!, Ke {Cs.}
peptei, UO {Cs.} peapta1i, NP pepti 'chin' ¶ Jn. 122, Ter. 261, KKIH
148, Cs. 71, 95, 165, Hl. M 247 [#3O7] || D *pet- 'lip' >  Tl pedavi id.,
Klm, Nkr pedave, Nk peddave, Gdb pedave ± pedive, Gnd pilivi ±
pilvï, Knd bedve id., Klm pedde2l 'lips' ¶¶ D #44OO  || A: ?φ  Tg *peJ{u}-
n 'lip' > Ewk h‰Jun 'upper lip', Lm huJin, Neg x‰Jun 'lip (of a re indeer ,
elk, etc.)', Orc xuZ7‰ 'soft internal side of cheeks and lips' ¶ STM II 3 6 O
 ?σ T *bîÎîk (*m3îÎîk) 'moustache' (× N *P3333{u}tV 'feather, hair', q.v.
ffd.) ˚  ??σ,µ: A very dubious cognate: Eg G bb.t 'Kehle, Kehlkopf'
(metanalysis from *bbt < *bbt'?) (see  EG I 455) ˚ B and T suggest N
*b- , the cs. p-  (< *p'-?) in some NOm lgs. may be due to as. N *b...t'''' >
*p'...t'. Tg *peJ{u}-n (if it belongs here in spite of the unexplained palatal
voiced *-J-) points to an ancient *p- or *p'- (suggesting an assimilation
*b...P > *p+p'...P). Sm provides evidence for a N cluster *-PÊ- , which
may account for the long *u2 in B (*°-bu2dœ- < **-buwdœ- < **-bubdœ-). The
rounded vw. in NrOm, B, and Orc may be due to the infl. of the adjacent
labial consonant(s) ˚  Blz. LB #112g and Blz. DA 153 [#1O] (NrOm, D).
218. *bVûûûûqa6666 (= *boûûûûqa 6666?) 'side of body, side' >  K *°poûq- (× N
*{p}oqÉZ7777V ≠ *{p}oZ7777VqV 'thigh, haunch'??) >  Sv UB/LB/L/Ln {TK} poûq
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'thigh, side of body, crupper of horse' ¶ TK 766, Ni. s.v. bedro , GP 2 6 4 ,
Dn. s.v. poûûq, Wrd. 629 (p&hoq 'thigh') || HS: EC *bak-≠*bok- 'side o f
body, side' >  Af bagu 'belly, stomach', Sml bog, Sml N {Abr.} bo!g ' f lank
of body', Or {Grg.} bukke2 'beside', Or W {Brl.} bukke1 'side (f ianco,
lato)' ¶ AD SF (*bakkW-), ZMO 43, Abr. S 34, Grg. 64, Brl. 65, PH 66 ||
IE: NaIE *°b[≈]ok[W] >  Sl *boŸk¥ 'side of body' >  SCr bo•k, gen. boŸka, Slv
bo`k, gen. bo1ka, Blg ∆  bok, R bok, gen. ≤boka, Uk bik, gen. ≤boku, P,
Cz, Slk bok ¶ ESSJ II 17O, SPS I 3OO-1, Glh. 139-4O, Vs. I 185 || A
*bVkæV ({SDM95} *bÈ∏kV, {SDM97} *bu4∏ka) 'side of body, hip' >  NaT
*bîkîn id. >  OT bîqîn 'hip, flank', Chg bîqîn 'joint, articulation', T k m
bîqîn 'side of body', XwT bîqîn, Tv bygyn p£îÌîn 'flank (lower pa r t ) ' ,
Xk pîXtî 'groin' (acc. to Rs. W, “ 'his flank', sc. *pîXîn + ppa. 3s), Tlt
{Rl.} pîkkîn, MQp XIV bîqîn, XV bîÌîn≠bîqîn 'groin', Qzq, Qrg mîqîn id .
(m- <  *b- due to neutralization of nasality in the word-initial posi t ion) ,
Kü {Rl.} pîkt 'part of the body below the arm-hole'; a form *bîq wi thout
sxs. has been possibly preserved in SbTt Kk pîq 'waist' (unless it h a s
resulted from phonetic reduction: pîq  <  *bîqn+t <  *bîqîn) ¶ Cl. 316, ET B
3O4-5, Rs. W 73, TvR 128, Rl. IV 13O4, 13O7, BIG 171, Tm. 18O  Tg
*bo2k-(an) 'hip, thigh' >  Ewk bo2kan, Lm bo2qam, Lm O/Sk bokan id., U d
{Krm.} bo2? 'front muscles of the thigh', ? WrMc buXi {Z} 'front side o f
the thigh', 'lap', {Hr.} 'Oberschenkel'  ?σ Tg *bok[an] >  Neg bo2xan ≠
boxon 'stomach', Nn baqa id., Ork boqqo 'belly' ¶ STM I 9O, 94, Krm.
213, Hr. 119  M **ba+oqaBur (> *ba+oqa˝ur) '≈ anus, hip, loins' > MM
[L] {Pp.} ba˝awur 'After', [MA] {Pp.} baqa√u2r 'nates', [IM] {Ms.} ba˝u2r,
[S] bokorai\ ≠ bokore ≠ bo'ere 'Lenden, Hüften', WrM {MED}
buqur, HlM buxuur, {Ms.} buXar 'buttock, rump', Ord {Ms.} bòuXu2r
'derrière, cul, anus', Mgl bu˝a 2r  'After, der hintere Teil' ¶ Pp. MA 111, H
17, MED 143, Rm. M 24, Ms. O 92, SDM97 41 (M *bokaur)  pJ {S}
*ba~ki 'side of body' > OJ wa~ki\i~, [RJ] wa~ki~, J: T waki!, K wa!ki~, Kg wa~ki!
¶ S QJ #271, Mr. 567 ¶¶ DQA #174 (A *bi\u2~kæa 'side [of body], thigh'  >
T, M, Tg) ˚  The pN vw. of the first syllable is hard to reconstruct. A
possible hypothetic vw. is *o , that is preserved in Tg and probably in M,
but turned to *î  in T due to as. (**o...î > *î...î); the IE, K, and C data d o
not contradict this hyp.
219. *bÅrV 'earth, land; dust' >  HS: S: [1] S *barr- ' (uncul t ivated)
land' >  BHb rB2* bar* (pausal form r"B1 ba2r) 'open field', JA ar1B1 ba2≤r-a2
{Lv.} 'Außenseite, freies Feld', JA [Trg.} aa1r!B1 ba2ra2≤?-a2 {Js.} 'external ,
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not belonging to', JEA {Sl.} ar`1B2bar≤r-a2 'external, outer', Sr {Br.} '∆oro∫a
barra2≤ya2 'agrestis, exterior, externus', Ar barr- 'Festland', Ar H d r
{Lnb.} barr- 'country' (barru-l-÷arbi 'pays des Arabes'), Mh {Jo.} a-≤barr
'outside', Sq {L} bar 'côté, éloignement', ba-barr 'dehors', Tgr bAr
'continent, country', Ak {Sd.} barru 'uncultivated country ' , {CAD} ba2ru
'open country'  ?? [2] S *°baray- >  Ar ÈrABa bara2(n) 'terra' (Fr.: “ ' p a r s
superior et pulvis') ¶ KB 146, Sl. 24O, Js. 189, Br. 88, Jo. M 51, L LS 9 8 ,
LH 274, CAD II 12O, Sd. 1O7  C: [1]  ? Brj {Hds.} ba2r-iy- ' b e c o m e
muddy' (unless to HS {Tk.} *bVr- 'dirty')   [2] C {AD} *bËr÷- 'sand, d u s t '
(× N *bo6666ri{Ì}Ë 'loose earth, dust', q.v. ffd.) ¶ Hw. A 349, PH 74, Rop.
163, Blz. CL 177, Tk. LAA-124 [#15O]  Ch *√brbr 'dust' (× HS ≈ *bur÷-
'dust' <  N *bo6666ri{Ì}Ë '⇑ ' [q.v.]): WCh: Krkr {Lk.} b‰!rb‰~r 'dust' » Ngz
{Sch.} bÈ!r∑bÈ~r∑, Bd {ChL} b‰!r∑b‰~r∑‰!n id. »» CCh: BM {ChL}: Bu bU~r∑bU!r∑, Cb
bÈ!r∑È!bÈ~r∑, WMrg bUr∑bUr∑≠bÈrbÈr, Klb bÈ!RbÈ!R, Hld bUbUru, Wmd bU!bU~r£,
Mrg {Hf.} b‰~rb‰!r id. » McHg {ChL}: HgNk bÈ~r∑È~bÈ~r∑È~, HgB bÈ~rU~bÈ~rU, FlK
bUr£bU~r£, FlM bU~r∑bU!r∑(U) id. » BB {ChL}: Gude bÈr∑bÈra, Nz bU~rbÈ~rE, Bcm
bU~rbU~rEN, Mln bU~bU~ru! id. » McMdr: Mdr b'u!rb'U~re! id. » Gdr {Cfr.} b‰@rb‰!r
id. » Lgn {Lk.} ≤bu2ra 'sand, dust' ¶ Stl. ZCh 157-8 [#117], ChC s.v. ' d u s t '
and 'sand', JI II 28O-1, ChL, JA LM 72, J R 14O, 213, Gr. LC 91, Lk. LS 8 7
|| K: MG, G bre 'dust (pyl∆ , prax)', G Ing bre ' chaff '  ¶ Chx. 1O4, DCh.
117 || D (in SD) *parÀV ({†GS} *p-) 'plateau, tableland' >  T m
par3ampu 'hill', par3antalai\ 'desert', Ml par3ampu 'higher or d r y
ground laid out in terraces, fields (too high for rice cultivation),
orchard, garden', Kn ∆  padavu 'a hill top', Kdg parambî 'large f lat
pasture land', Tu padavu 'plateau, tableland' ¶ D #4O26 || A: AdS  o f
T *bo2r '∈ (barren) soil\ground' (< N *bo6666ri{Ì}Ë 'loose earth, dust, [?]
sand', q.v. ffd. × N *maÂV 'sand, dust, earth'); the vw. *o2 in T *bo2r i s
inherited from N *bo6666ri{Ì}Ë ˚  IS I 187 [#22] includes the S and Ch
stems and G bre into his N etymon *bur(Ó)ÿ/*bor(Ó)ÿ 'loose ea r th ,
dust' (together with what belongs to N *bo 6666 r i {Ì}Ë ) .
219a. *beÂV 'mud, swamp' > HS: S *0bir- > Ak bi+era2tu ' swamps
(?)' ¶ The vw. a2 proves that in the var. reading bera2tu there is no infl.
of S *?+H (causing the change of S *a  into  Ak e) ¶ CAD II 206-7 || U: FU
*perV  'mud, swampy place' (× N *P3333eÂV 'ground, earth', q.v.) > Prm: Vt
{Wc.} ber-gop 'swamp, quagmire; Moorpfütze', Vt Sr pera 'weicher ,
schwarzer Morast, mit welchem man Tuch färbt', {Mu.} 'damp place
with black earth (chernozem)'; Z Le pereb 'moss-covered river-bank i n
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a forest' (infl. of R bereg 'bank [Ufer]'?) »» OHg XII 'Hain', XVIII
'Moor', Hg bere4k 'swampy meadow; grove, bushes (Hain, Gebüsch)' ¶
UEW 374, LG 22O, MF 1O6, EWU 98 || IE: NaIE *°b≈{o2}r- > Sl *bara
'swamp, stagnant water, (?) small ruver' (× N *b{u}Ùr1111a  'watercourse ,
river', q.v.) > Slv ba!ra, Cz ∆ bara 'swamp', Blg bara ' small
river\stream, stagnant water, puddle', McdS {IS} bara 'puddle', SCr
baàra  id., 'meadow'.
219b. *borV 'mountain, hill'  > HS: EC *bËr- > Sml bu2r 'mounta in ,
bare-topped hill, summit of mountain (cumulo), mucchio', Rn bu!r (p l .
burra!r) 'hill', ?σ Or O {Sr.} bu2ra 'forest' ¶ DSI 71, ZMO 48, PG 81, Sr.
278 || A: Tg *bor 'hill' > Ewk Ald/Z/Uc borï 'rocky hill', Ewk S k h / U r m
borï 'a height (with burnt forest)', Ewk Skh bor 'small moun ta in
(covered with dwarf-shrubs and dwarf-trees) ' , borikta 'hill', Ork bo2ri ' a
height (without trees or shrubs)'; Tg ı Brt bo2ri 'a height' ¶ STM I 9 5
|| D {tr.} *porÀrÀ-, {GS} *podÀ- 'mountain, top', (in SD) *po2r- ({†GS} *b-)
'(top of a) hill' (× N *p''''or{a 4444}÷V 'summit, tip', q.v. × N *parÊV ' r o c k ,
hill'. q.v.) >  Tm por3ai\, por33r3i 'mountain, hill', Ml por3r3a ' a n
elevation in rice grounds', Klm pode 'high, up, the top; on', Nkr pode
'top; on', Nk por 'hill, the top', Prj podi 'top, above', Gdb poyta 'top o f
sth.; on, upon', Gnd parro2 'on top', parro 'on, above, top', Krx parta2
'mountain, hill' ¶¶ D #4567, GS 151 [#381], 71 [#232] ˚  ≈ Blz. LB
#111b, ≈ Blz. DA 16O-1 [#87] (EC, D + unc.: Tg *bur- 'island').
22O. *buÂu  (or *buÂu 4444) 'break' > IE: NaIE *b≈reu\- 'break, tear', {EI}
*b≈reu\- 'cut, break up', (+ext.) *b≈reu\s- 'break' > ON bro1ma ' spl inter ,
piece', brjo1ta 'to break, to destroy', OHG bro2di 'easily b r o k e n
(fragilis), weak, thin' (< *b≈rou\-tyo-), AS bre1aÎ id., breoÎan ' t o
destroy', bre1otan  'to break', bry2san  'crush', NE bruise » » ?σ Al: T
breshe4r, G breshe4n 'hail' »»Ltv ∆ {ME} brauﬁna, brauﬁn>a 'Schorf ,
Schuppe, die beim Häuten oder Auskriechen aus Hüllen nachgelassene
Haut, Eingeweide' » Sl: Cz brn-ka (< *b≈run-) 'placenta' »» OIr bruid
'breaks, crashes', MW breu 'brittle' »» L frustum 'piece' »» ? OI
bhru2≤n5a-m 'embryo' ({P}: “ 'that has broken the egg-skin') ¶ P 1 6 9 -
7O, EI 81, Vr. 58-9, OsS 85, EWA II 355-6, Kb. 12O-1, Ho. 33-4, ME I
327, Ma. CS 44; M K II 533-4 and M E II 284-5 (no definite et. of the OI
word) || A *bu~r+r1V- 'break, crush '  > M *burc>i > WrM burci- ' b r eak ,
crush; raze, destroy', WrO {Krg.} burcaq 'fraction' ¶ MED 137, Krg.
372  Tg *°bur- > Lm bur- v. 'strip (a film, the inner side of hide)' ¶
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STM I 111  pJ {S} *b‰~r- 'break; bend' > OJ wo~r-, J: T o!r-, K/Kg o~r- ¶ S
QJ #1494, Mr. 742 ¶¶ DQA #212 (A *bu~+o~ro) || HS: WS *√brw  ' c u t ,
trim' > Ar √brw G  (ip. -bru2) 'dégrossir avec une hache'; rogner', OSA
{DRS} √brw Sh†(pf. hbrw) 'tailler en pièces' (× N *buÂV (or *bu4444ÂV)
'flint') ¶ BK I 119, DRS 82-3 ˚  May be originally connected with N
*bu ++++ u 4 444ÂV  'flint' (‘  'to cut\carve with a flint').
221. *bËrV 'turn round, rotate' >  HS: B: Ty {PAM} b´rur´y ' r ou l e r
(objet sur une surface)' ¶ PGG 16   EC: Sml bu2r- 'make round' ({Abr.}
'make into a ball') ¶ Abr. S 36  S (+ext.) *°√brm, *-brum- >  Ar √brm
(ip. -brum- ) 'tordre, tresser (une corde) en tordant les fils\tortis' ¶ BK I
117-8 ¶¶ Tk. LAA-1 125 [#154] || K: GZ *br- v. 'twirl, whirl, rotate' >
OG bru-y 'Schwindel', G bru- 'schwindlig machen', bru, tav-bru
'giddiness, vertigo', brun- (<  *br(w)-in-, caus.) 'sich drehen, kreisen,
rotieren', borbal- 'wheel, potter's wheel, whirlwind'; Ï GZ *brun- v.
'spin, whirl ' >  OG brun- 'rotate', G brun- id., v. 'spin', Mg burin- {Kl.}
'throw with spinning; whirl' ¶ K2 17, 19, Chx. 1O7-8, Schm. 98, GM S
314, FS K 58, FS E 6O, NCh. 155, DCh. 119 || U *pa6rw+GV 'turn, revolve '
(× N *P3333o6 666ÂwV 'turn, revolve' [q.v.]) >  Mr (pMr {Ker.} *pu{G}r´-): Er
puvor- puvor-, ∆  puvr1a-, Mk puvorå- puv´r1a-, ∆  puv¥r1a- ' d r ehen ,
winden' » ? Vt Sr poryal- 'sich drehen, kreiseln', 'kruqit∆så ' »» ObU
*pe"˝´r (× N *p''''er1111K ' '''V[÷a] [or P3333eÂK''''V[÷V]?] 'turn round, twist'??) >  pVg
*pa4ÆG´r 'round' >  Vg T pa4w´r, LK/MK pa4∏w´r, UK pa2w´r, P pa4Æwr, UL
powr, Ss puwr 'rund', d.: Vg T pu4wa4∏rt-, LK/MK/UK pa4Grt-, P/NV/SV/LL
pa4∏rt-, UL/Ss powart- 'wälzen', MK {Kn.} powrit- 'sich herumwälzen'; ?
pOs *pe"N´r˝´- ({∫Hl.} *piÆN´r˝´-) >  Os Ty/Y pe"N´rG´- 'sich umdrehen' »
Hg forog- vi. 'turn, revolve'  Sm: Slq NP pÈrru¢olds7a-, Slq Ch purolda-
'umwenden, sich umwenden', Slq Tz {KKIH} purÈl!t, LTz {KD} pu2rolta2
'whirlpool (Wirbel im Wasser, vodovorot)' ¶¶ U *-w+G- is inher i ted
from N *P3333o6 666ÂwV ¶¶ UEW 414 (*pa6rk+ÌV), MF 214-5, Coll. 78, , Ker. II
126, LG 38-9, 41, Ht. 175 [#5O4], Hl. rHt 73-4 (on conditions of t h e
coalescence of FU *-w- and *-G- in pObU), KKIH 153 || A: NaT (× N
*murV '≈  twist, roll, go round, tie'): [1] *bur(a)- v. 'turn round' >
OOsm bur-, Tk bur- 'twist', Tkm, Ggz, Az, CrTt, Qmq, QrB, Nog, Qq,
Uz, ET bur-, Qzq b¨r- bu"r-, VTt, Bsh bor- b¥ºr-, StAlt pur-, Chv L pa€r-
p¥r-, Chv H p¥ºr- id. ('krutit∆ , zakru¢ivat∆ '), Qrg, Kr/Qzq {Rl.} bur-
'(ver-\ zusammen-)drehen, umdehen', Alt/QK/Tlt/Shor/Brb {Rl.} pur-
id., 'schrauben'; [2] *bu4r- v. 'twist, wind round' >  OT bu4r- id., ' sc rew
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together', MQp XIII, XwT XIV bu4r- 'twist', Tk bu4ru4- 'wrap, cover', Tlt
{Rl.} pu4r- 'aufrollen, zusammenlegen' ¶ Cl. 355, ET B 264-7, 294-6, Rl. IV
1365, 1397, 1816, 1887 ¶ The variants with -u- ≠ -u4- are due t o
contamination with different N words, e.g. *bu4444ryi 'to cover' (q .v . )
(whence Tk bu4ru4- 'wrap. cover') and *bo6666r 1 111{a} 'pierce, bore' (q .v . )
(whence Alt pur- 'drill', etc.)  Tg: Ewk Ucr buruk, Ewk Tk buruku2n
'whirlpool' ¶ STM I 114 ˚ Cf. IS I 186-7 s. v. *burÿ 'to bore, to dri l l '
(to which IS ascribes some of the reflexes of the etymon in question).
222. € *buÂV  (or *bu 4444ÂV ) 'flint' (‘  'to cut\carve with a flint') or ' t o
cut\carve' > (‘ 'flint' ) > HS: C: Bj {R “  Stz.} ber≤rawe 'flint' (R: •ÿ
berr- 'steppe') ¶ R WBd 52  WS *√bry 'cut, carve' >  Ar √bry G (p f .
îraBa ba2ra2, ip. -briy-) 'tailler, couper (un roseau à écrire, une p lume) ' ,
É"raBa bara2t- 'plane/couteau pour adoucir le bois, une flèche, etc.', OSA
{DRS} bry  'monument sculpté' (× N *buÂu  'break') ¶ BK I 119-2O, DRS
82-3 || A: Tg *bu3rV 'flint' > Ewk buru, Sol boro, Lm bUr, Orc bu, burakta,
Ud bu2, Ul, Ork bUraqta, Nn boraqta 'flint', Neg burokta 'amber' ¶ STM I
114, Krm. 214 || AdS of IE: NaIE *b≈er- 'work with a sharp ins t rument ,
cut' (< NaIE *b≈er- v. 'bore, pierce' <  N *bo6666r 1 111{a} 'pierce, bore', q.v. f fd . )
˚  N *bu++++u 4 444ÂV 'flint' is not necessarily identical with N *bo6666r 1 111{a} ' p ierce ,
bore' (≠  S CNM 4).
223. *buÂV , *buÂ[V-]{K}V 'storm, stormy wind' (‘  [in U and A]
'snowstorm') > HS: B *-bVru2r- 'hail' > Sll {Ds.} ibru2riY≠ibrïriY, Shl {La.}
ibrurin, Kb ab3ruri 'hail', Dmn abrïro 'small hailstones', Zmr, Iz t3bru2ri
'hail', Nf t´bruri 'snow', Izd tibruri, Gd tabruru ¶ La. MChB 186, Mrc.
131, Lf. II #O1O1, Dl. 396, Ds. 446, NZ 124  C {AD} *bVr-, {E} *bar-
/bur- > Bj {R} ba2r (pl. bar) 'Geruch', bar-am- ps. 'Geruch zugetragen
werden durch die Luft', bara2m 'Geruch (der zugetragen wird), Luft,
Wind' »» SC {E} *bu!r- v. 'blow' (of wind) (× N *bV{h}ÂV 'blow, inflate,
swell', q.v. ffd.) ¶ E PC #5, E SC 14O, R WBd 49, 51  Ch: CCh: ? Dgh
{Frk., ChL} ma!bu!ra~ 'storm', Db {Lnh.} bu~rtO!tO!y id. »» ECh: Mu {J} bu~ru!ndu!l
'storm', Kwn {J} ka!-ba2@r 'wind' ¶ ChC, ChL  HS {Tk.} rdp. *bVbVr- ( =
*bubir-?) '(whirl)wind' >  HEC {Hd.} *bobire 'wind, storm' >  Kmb bobira
'wind', Brj bubbe2 'storm', Sd bubbe 'strong wind' ¶ Hd. 168, 4O6  Ch:
WCh: AG {Tk.} *vivir 'whirlwind' (*v < *b) >  Su {J} fi!vi!r, Mpn {Frz.}
v‰@vi!r id. »» CCh: Msg {Mch.} be5!rbe5!r, {Rlf.} be1rbere, {Brt. in Lk.
DQM} bebe2r 'wind', Bld {Trn.} vu~vu!r 'tornade' or 'tourbillon', Mlw
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{Trn.}{ a!-vu~rvu~lï! 'tourbillon' ¶ ChC, ChL, Lk. DQM 12O, J S 65, Frz. M
199, Trn. B 56, Trn. MVM 2O7 ¶¶ Not here (⇔ IS I 188) Ar ba2riH- ' v en t
chaud, particulièrement qui vient du côté du Yémen' (BK I 1O7), which
is an act. prtc. of √brH v. 'come from the right side' (in Ar ' sou th ,
Yemen' literally means 'the right side') ¶¶ Tk. LAA-1 1O3 [#2] (C, Ch)
|| ?σ K *°bu+or- >  eNG {SSO} bor-i 'haze of dust', G bur-i ≠ bor-i {NCh.}
id., {DCh.} 'haze, mist (mgla , tuman )', {Chx.} 'leichter Nebel, Mist,
Dunst', {NCh. RKL} bur-i 'buran ' ('storm'?) ¶ SSO I 11O, Chx. 97, 1 2 1 ,
DCh. 124, NCh. 153,  NCh. RKL I 87 || IE: NaIE {AD} *b≈er-/*b≈eu\r- v.
'be stormy', 'storm' (×  *b≈eu\r- v. 'move rapidly >  OI bhu≤rati id., Gk
fy1rv v. 'mix') > YAv bar-  vi. 'rage, storm' (of wind), 'be stormy' (day) ,
'stream quickly' (of water)  (bar´nti ... aya<n 'an einem s tü rmenden
Tage') »» ON byrr 'fair wind', NE Shetl bir(r), borr 'wind', ME bu4r, bir
'strong wind', Frs E bur 'wind', MDt bo4re-lo2s 'without wind' »» Sl
*bu¡r1a ≠ *bu¡ra 'storm' >  OCS burja burja 'procella, tempestas', Blg
≤burå 'storm, thunderstorm', McdS bura 'storm', SCr buŸra ' s t o rm ,
strong wind', Slv bu!rja 'north-eastern wind', OCz bu1r7e7 'storm', P
burza 'storm, thunderstorm', R ≤burå 'storm' ¶ Not here L fur-o2 /
fur-e"re vi. 'rage, rave', furor 'madness, raving', furio2sus ' raging,
raving, furious' (< IE *d≈use/o- ÿ *d≈wes- 'breathe'??) ¶ Brtl. 943, WH
I 26O, Vr. 68, ESSJ III 97-8, SPS I 453-4, Glh. 157,  ≠ P 132-3, M K II 5O8-
9 (they do not distinguish between the stem in question and s o m e
homonymous stems), EI 82 (L fur-o2 < *d≈use/o-) ¶ Two variants of t h e
IE stem (IE *b≈er-/*b≈eu\r-) are reconstructed because *b≈er- alone d o e s
not explain Sl *bur1a≠*bura, while *b≈eu\r- fails to explain Av bar-; th is
alternation of two "états" (like *b≈egW-/*b≈eu\g- v. 'run, flee') is a n
expected reg. reflex of a two-fold diphthongization of N *u (N *buÂV >
*b≈wer-/*b≈ewr- >  *b≈er-/*b≈ewr-, w AD NGIE) || U *purka
'snowstorm' >  F purku 'snowfall', purkusa4a4 ' snowstorm
(Schneegestöber)', pLp {Lr.} *pork‰ id. >  Lp:  Kld {SaR} po2rkk, {TI}
por:]k:(aò) id., N bo<r…ga6 -rg- 'cloud, spray of snow (either falling o r
whirled up from the ground by a strong wind)' » Mk porf porf
'snowstorm' » Chr B/U purG¥z7 'Schneegestöber', StChr L purG¥z7 ' snow-
drift (Schneehaufen, Schneewehe, sugrob , zanos )', purG¥z7- vi. ' d r i f t '
(of snow), 'cover with snow' (of snowfall\wind) ('mesti , zanosit∆
snegom '), Chr U purGa- 'stöbern, wirbeln' (Schnee, Staub) » Prm ( 1 )
*pu+u$r- > Vt purZ1-ÈnÈ 'to rise' (of dust), Z Vm/I/Lz/Le/Sk/Ud pÈrZ1ÈnÈ ' t o
powder with snow\dust' (of wind) ('porowit∆ , zanosit∆ [snegom ,
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peskom ]'), Z LL pÈra 'snow-drift (heap of snow)', Prmk pÈrZ1et- v. ' d r i f t
on sth. (by the wind)' (of snow, etc.); (2) ? *pur- >  Z purk‰d- 'rise' ( o f
snow, dust), 'be a snowstorm' »» ObU *po"rkVy >  pVg *pO"rkÈ∏(y)
'Schneegestöber' >  Vg: T pork‰2, LK paºrx, MK paºrk, P pork, Ss porxay, N
{Mu.} porxey id.; pOs *po"rkay ({∫Hl.} *pu"rkay) 'smoke' >  Os V/Vy/Y
po"rqÈ, Kz po"rXa, O pa"rXa id.  Sm: (1) Ne T O pa2ronta2y 'snowdrift', Slq
LTz purqa2lc1e- 'verschneien, verwehen', Slq Ch pura2yiNpa2t 'es stöbert, e s
ist Schneegestöber, es weht heftig', Slq Tm purqa2t 'Schneegestöber'; ( 2 )
pSm *pur[k]- 'smoke' > Ne T pur" pur5 'Feuer gegen die Mücken', Slq Tz
{KKIH} purqÈ 'smoke', ?φ  Kms ber, b¥r, bor id. ¶¶ Coll. 52, UEW 4O6, It.
#198, Lr. #956, Lgc. #5O76, SaR 265, TI 396, Ker. II 124, PI 216, 219, LG
233, 236, SZ 312-3, 37O, Ht. 179 [#539], Jn. 131, KKIH 153 || A
*bu+or[V]KV, *bur+r1a 'snowstorm, wind' > M: [1] M *bora˝an ' snows torm '
>  MM boro√an, boro√on, boroXon id., WrM boru9an 'rain, ra iny
weather', ca9an boru9an, qata9u boru9an 'hail', HlM boroon
'rain, rainy weather', Ord bòoro2n, Brt b, Brt Ag boroon 'rain', Brt
bordoho(n) 'snowstorm, blizzard', Kl bora2n 'snowstorm, b a d
weather'; M ı T lgs. (Yk burXa2n, Tkm boraÌan, bo2ra2n, etc.) ¶ H 1 9 ,
MED 121, Ms. O 81, KRS 11O, KW 51, Chr. 1O5-6  ?σ [2] M *burgi- >
WrM burgi-, burgi-ra-, HlM burgi- v. 'rise in clouds', 'whirl ( a s
dust, water, or storm)' (× N *bur 1111u(-K ''''Ë) 'spurt, gush forth, boil', q.v.
ffd. × N *bo6666ri{Ì}Ë 'loose earth, dust')  NrTg *bu'rki >  Ewk burki, Lm
börqö 'first snow, fine snow (porowa , melkij sneg )' (× Tg *bu're-ki
'dust' < N *bo6666ri{Ì}Ë '⇑ ', q.v.) ¶ STM I 113, ≠  S AJ 224 [#281] (does n o t
distinguish this root from Tg *bureki 'dust' [<  N *bo 6666ri{Ì}Ë])  pKo {S}
*pÄ~rÄ~m 'wind' >  MKo pÄ~rÄ~m , NKo param id. ¶ S QK #111, Nam 2 4 1 ,
MLC 7O4 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #194 *bo"!ru (¬ -a, -o) 'dust, smoke, whirlwind'; incl.
M, Tg, Ko], Lee CSMK ¶¶ IS I 189 adduces OT bor 'storm' (suggested b y
V. Thomsen in Turcica 94, note 2), but Cl. 357 (s.v. borc<a2) denies t h e
existence of this word; other words of Turkic lgs. adduced there by IS
(Yk buray- vt. 'disperse, scatter [rasseivat∆ , razmetat∆]', Qrg boro-
'buwevat∆ , rage' [of wind]) are not valid genetic cognates either: Qrg
boro- (actually meaning 'be a snow-storm, v∆√qit∆ ') cannot b e
separated from Qrg boro2n 'snowstorm' and is probably a Mongolism,
and the Yk word is semantically too distant ˚  Cf. IS I 188-9O (HS, IE, U,
A). The meaning 'snowstorm' is likely to be a Uralo-Altaic innovation
(partially parallel to the B semantic development: 'storm' ‘ 'hail ').  
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224. *ba{?}eri 'hold, take' >  HS: S *°√b{?}r >  Ak ba?a2ru (inf.) ' t o
catch (fish, birds), to hunt' (prs. i-bar, p. i-ba2r ≠ i-ba?ar),
ba2?iru 'fisherman, hunter' ¶ CAD II 2-4, 31-3, Sd. 1O8  B *√Óbr >
Ah ab´r (pf. yub´r) 'saisir à pleine main', ETwl/Ty {GhA} ab´r (3m pf.:
ETwl ol¥m, Ty yol¥m) id., 'saisir à pleine bouche' (animal) ¶ Fc. 8O-1,
GhA 9, 246-7, ≈ NZ 92-3  C *√br (E: *ber- v. 'grasp') >  Bj {R} √bry
pcv. 'auf- \ zusammen-bringen, besitzen, haben'; prs. ≤a-bari ' I
possess', ta-ba≤riya 'du besitzst' has the form of past, suggesting a
semantic development: 'have taken\seized' ‘ 'possess' »» Ag: Bln {R}
bårbår- v. 'take honey out of a hive', Q {R} båråbår-, Xm {R}
birbir- v. 'pillage, plunder'; Ag ı Gz √brbr (pf. barbara) id.†»» (¿)
EC: Sa I {PW} bar- v. 'grasp, hold', Af Tjr {MLuc.} be5ra 'il empor t e '  »»
SC {E} *°ber- v. 'touch' > Kz belet- id. »» ?σ Dhl {EEN} b'er- id. ¶ E SC 137, E
PC #8, R WB 84, R QW 43, R WBd 49-5O, L G 1O2, PW SSI 381, MLuc.
198, EEN 33 || K *°bar- >  G bar-: gada-bar- 'etw. übernehmen, auf s ich
nehmen', mi-bar- 'etw. entgegennehmen, übernehmen', c7a-bar- 'an s ich
nehmen, entgegennehmen, übernehmen' ¶ Chx. 64-5 || IE: NaIE *b≈er-
v. 'take, bring, carry' (×  N *ba4444r?V 'to give' ×  N *berÉ?a 'to give b i r t h
to' [q.v.]) >  OI ≤bharati, Av baraiti 'carries, bears', OPrs bar-
'carry', NPrs -rB ba4r- prs. (inf. ˆdrB bor-da4n) 'carry, bear, bring', KhS
bar- id. »» Arm berem beR-em 'I carry' »» Gk fe1r-v id. »» L fer-o2 id.,
fer-t 'carries', Um FER- 'carry' »» Phr ab-beret 'at-tulit' »» OIr ber-
'carry' »» pAl {O} *berya >  Al bie 'bring' »» Gt baI1ran, ON, Nr bera,
Sw ba4ra, Dn bAre, OFrs, OHG, OSx, AS beran, NE bear 'to carry' »»
Sl *bÁra-ti 'to take' / *beroß 'I take' > OCS inf. b6rati bÁrati (1s p r s .
ber0 bero<), Cz brati (1s prs. beru), Slk brat&, P brac1 (1s p res .
biore<), R brat∆ (1s prs. beru) id., SCr braàti (1s prs. be`àre2m), Slv
bra!ti (be!rem) 'to gather in, to pluck', Blg bera 'gather ( f ru i t ) ,
pluck, take' »» pTc {Ad.} *pa4r- > Tc A, B pa4r- v. 'bear (away), ca r ry
(off)' ¶ P 128-32, EI 90 (*b≈er- 'carry'), ≈ EI 56 (no distinction be tween
*b≈er- 'bear [a child]' and *b≈er- 'carry'), M K II 473-6, M E II 246-9 ,
Hinz 72, Sg. 173, Horn 45-6, Bai. 27O-1, F II 1OO3-5, WH I 483-5, Bc. G
335, Vn. B 38-4O, Pln. II 735-6, Fs. 75, Vr. 33, OsS 5O, EWA I 546-8, Ho.
21, Ho. S 6, Slt. 78-9, ESSJ III 162-3, Wn. 361-2, Ad. 371 || A *ba2!ri- v.
'hold, take, possess' ‘ v. ' ea rn ' ,  A *ba2ri 'property' (≈  {SDM97} *ba2rV
'goods, possess, earn') >  NaT *ba2r 'there is', *barî-m  'property' >  OT ba2r
'there is', Tk var, Az var, Tkm, Yk ba2r id., OT barîm 'property' ¶ S AJ
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191 [#159], Rs. W 62, Cl. 353, 356  M *bari- v. 'hold' >  MM [S, MA]
bari- '(er)greifen, (fest)nehmen', v. 'hold', WrM bari- v. 'hold, grasp,
take, seize', HlM bari- id., Kl ba4r- bár- 'hold, take into one’s hands ' ,
Dx bari- v. 'hold, catch', Mnr H {SM} bòari- ≠ wari-, Dg bari-, ? Ba wa2r-
v. 'hold, take', Mgl {Rm.} bari- '(in die Hand) nehmen, greifen' ¶ KW 3 8 ,
Rm. M 23, H 13, SM 22, KRS 92-3, T DgJ 125, T DnJ 112, T BJ 135, T
316, Pp. MA 433  pKo {S} *p´2⁄r > NKo p´2⁄l- v. 'earn' ¶ S AJ 257 [#159] ,
S QK #159, MLC 765 ¶¶ S AJ 287 [#268], ≈ DQA #1O8 (A *ba2!ra 'goods;
to possess, to earn '  > T, M, Ko) ¶¶ The pA high-tone long vw. is t h a t
represented by length in pT and by shortness in pTg || D *perÀ- ({†GS}
*p-) v. 'get, obtain' >  Tm per3u 'get, obtain, lay eggs', Kn per3- id., Tu
perga  'winnings made in a game', Tl perayu v. 'obtain' ¶¶ D #4422 ,
Km. 435 [#844]; in some D lgs. there is homonymy and probably a
merger with D *perÀ- 'give birth' <  N *berÉ?a id. ˚  Ak -?- and the pT
length of the vw. *a  suggest a pN lr. The lack of vowel change *a > e i n
Ak  points to pS (and pN) *? or *h, while the lack of vowel lengthening
in pIE *b≈er- and the zero reflex in K suggest the "lightest" N lr. *? ; D *-
rÀ- (from an intervocal *r ) suggests that there was a vw. between N *?
and *r ˚ IS I 176-7 [#8] (*bari >  HS, IE, ?D, A), AD GD #1OO (IE, A)
˚ ≈ Gr. II #382 (*per 'take') (IE and A [mixing of reflexes of N
*ba{?}eri 'hold, take' and N *ba 4444r?V 'give'] + err. J, Ai, Gil, CK).
225. *bË?ÂV (probably *bo?ÂV) 'to dig; a pit, well' >  HS *b{u}?[V]r-
>  S *≤bu?r- 'pit, well' >  BHb r&B bo2r 'cistern, pitfall; separate grave', Ar
bu?r-at- 'fosse', Har bu?ur, bu2r 'deep', Grg Ch/Sl/Wl/Go/Z bur, Grg M
bW‰r 'pit, well', Ak bu2ru 'pit, hole; well, pond, pool', bu2rtu 'well,
cistern; fish pond; waterhole; hole, pit', ? Gz maba2ro2 'means of digging';
delabialized variant WS *≤bi?ir- >  Ar bi?r- 'puits', BHb ra4B6 b´≤?e2r 'well
of underground water, watering place', Ug bïr, and Ph (AkSc) bi?ru2
'well' (in place-names), Pun, IA, Nbt b?r 'well, cistern', OA, IA arib
byr? id. (em.), JA ar1a4B6 b´?e2≤r-a2, Sr be2ra2, bïra2, Md bira, Mh bayr
(pl. b‰≤yawr‰t) 'well'; an ambiguous case (unk. vowels):  M’b br
'cistern' or 'well', OSA b?r 'well, cistern', Cn ı Eg (EgSSc) {Hlk.} ba-
÷i-r 'well'; WS verb *√b?r >  Ar √b?r (ip. -b?ur-) 'creuser (un pui ts ,
une fosse)', Sb √b?r v. 'dig a well or a cistern', Tgy  √brw 'fendre l e
sol' ¶ KB 1O2, 111-2, KBR 1O6, 116, JH 32, HJ 141-2, 155, DR KAI III 5 ,
A #488, OLS 99, Hrs. G 85, BK I 78-9,  119, BGMR 25, Av. G II 123-4, Jo .
M 4O, L ESAC 12, L EDH 39, L EDG III 15O-1,  L G 328, CAD II 335-9, 3 4 2 -
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3, Hlk. #55, SivCR 79  B: ETwl b¥r¥ww¥t 'fosse' ¶ PGG 16  LEC *bo2r-
> Sml {R} bo2r- 'dig', bo2r (df. bo2r-ti) 'Loch, Grube', Sml C bo2ra2n
{ZMO} 'deep\large hole', {DSI} 'buca profonda, fossa; grande tana', Sml
N {Abr.} bo2!ra2 !n 'hole in the ground'; Or {C, R} bor- (bo[:]r-) v. 'dig', ? O r
Wl {Brl.} borr-ac7c7-u 'to dig earth with horns' (of infuriated bulls) ¶
DSI 64, Abr. S 34, R SS II 87, C SE II 194, Brl. 63, ≠ AD SF 45  Ch: WCh:
Ron: Fy {J} b'ur 'bury, dug in', Bks {J} b'or v. 'dig', DfB {J} b'u2r, Sha {J} bur
v. 'bury' » SBc: Tala ya~ b'o~ri^ v. 'dig' » ? BT: Krf {ChC} burre!, Pr {Frz.} pu!re~
'grave' »» CCh: Bdm {Cfr. in ChC} b‰~ra@m 'a well' »» ECh: Kbl {Cp.} bï&r
(bi~i!r) v. 'dig' ¶ J R 84, 14O, 213, 283, JI II 1O4-5, ChC s.v. 'dig', ChL,
Frz. P 48 ¶ Glottalized b'- in WCh corroborates the presence of a lr. i n
the HS √  ¶¶ Tkc. LAA-1 132 [#2O3] || IE: NaIE *b≈er- v. 'dig' (× N
*bo6666r 1 111 {a} 'pierce, bore') >  Arm -bir -biR 'aufgrabend' (in cds.:
getnabir getn-a-biR 'that burrows in the earth ' , ho¬abir hoÒ-a-
biR  'digging the earth'), brem bR-em 'I dig, I hoe, I hollow' »» L fora2- v.
'bore' »» Gk fa1roß 'plough', faro1vsi 3p prs. 'they plough' ¶ ≈ WP II 1 5 9 -
61, P 133-5, WH I 481-2, F II 994, Ch. 1179, Hü. 429-3O, Slt. 1 3 7
(derives Arm -biR, bRem from Arm bir biR 'large stick, club, cudgel ' ) ,
≠  EI 549 (unc.: faro1vsi, L fora2- , and Arm bRem < IE *b≈er- 'strike') |
?σ NaIE *b≈re2u\-r= / b≈re2u\-n-/ b≈ru-n- 'spring (fons)' (× N *bur 1111u(-K ''''Ë)
'spurt, gush forth, boil, seethe'?) >  Arm a¬biyr aLbiwR ≠a¬beyr
aLbewR (gen. aLbeR) 'source, spring' (<*b≈re2wr-) »» Gk fre1a2r (<
*frh6war) / gen. fre1a2toß 'a well'  »» OIr tipra 'spring' (possibly <  *to-
ek8s-b≈re2wr=) »» pGmc *bruno2 / *brun(e)n- 'well, spring' >  Gt brunna
'phgh1, source' ({Fs.} 'Brunnen'), Gt Cr brunna 'fons', OHG brunno,
NHG Brunnen, ON brunnr 'well, spring', AS brunna (×  burna)
id., 'creek'; AS burno, NHG Born 'spring, well', MLG borne ' c r eek ' ,
NE bourn ¶ P 144, Dv. #33O, M K II 5O9-1O, M E II 25O-1, F II 1O4O-1,
Hü. 415, Slt. 28O-1, Me. EAC 147, Vn. T  74, Fs. 1O8, Vr. 61, EWA II 3 8 1 -
3, KM 1O, Ho. 39, Ho. S 11 || K: G {DCh.} bar- 'dig', {NCh.} bar- id .
('kopat∆ zastupom '), {Chx.} ga-bar-, gada-bar- '(das ganze Feld)
umgraben'; G bar-i {NCh.} 'spade (zastup )', {Chx.} 'Spaten, Schaufel' ¶
DCh. 97, NCh. 149, Chx. 64-5, 67 ¶¶ Hardly here Sv -b´⁄rZ7-≠-barZ7-±-
ba4rZ7- v. 'dig, hoe' (< N *b{i}Âk++++gV [≠ *p{i}ÂgV?] 'to dig', q.v. ffd.) ||
D *po2rÀ- ({†GS} *b-) 'hole, hollow in the tree' (× N *P3333o9ËrV 'hollow', ' t o
gap', 'to be open' [of a hollow], q.v. ffd.) || A *b{u4}rV 'spring, well' > M
*bu4rdu4 'spring of water, small lake' > WrM bu4rdu4 {MED} 'small lake,
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pool', {Cev.} 'spring (of water)', HlM {Luv.} b¥rd id. ('krinica '), Kl Ö
{Rm.} bu4rdü 'Sumpf, Sumpfsee mit Quelle' ¶ MED 12OO, Luv. 95, Cev.
117, KW 35 (WrM bu4ru4du4 - spelling at variance with other sources )
 pKo {S} *u~-  'well' >  cds.: MKo u~-mî!r, NKo umul (mîr 'water') ¶ S QK
#884, Nam 389, MLC 1239  pJ {S} *bi~- (¬ *bu~i\- ¬  *b‰~i\-) 'well' > OJ
wi~, J T i ¶ S QJ #78O, Mr. 42O ¶¶ ≈ DQA #162 (incl. M *bu4ru4-du4 [sc.
*bu4rdu4], Ko, J) ˚ K *a, D *o, and the absence of vw. after *b≈- in IE m a y
be interpreted as tentatively suggesting a N vw. *o  in the first syll.,
while M *u4 (and presumably A *u4?) may be due to regr. as. ˚ Cf. IS I
186-7 s.v. *burÿ 'to bore, to drill' (to which IS ascribes some of t h e
reflexes of the etymon in question).
225a. (€?) *b{Å}÷3333VrV '∈ ungulate' > HS: S *≤bu÷[V]r-, (d.?) *ba≤÷ïr- >
Ak bu2ru  'young calf; foal, young of quadrupeds' » Sb b÷r 'cattle, h e a d
of cattle; camel', Mn {MA} b÷r 'camel', Gz b´÷´r 'ox, bull, h o r n e d
cattle', Tgr, Tgy b´÷´ray 'ox, bull' (ı Sa {R} be÷e2ra2, Bj {R} be?≤ra2y
'ox [Ackerstier]'), Mh {Jo.} b‰≤÷ayr 'camel', coll. {Jo.}: Mh h‰-bE2r, Hr s
H‰-bya2r, Bth H‰be2≥‰r 'camels' » BHb ba2≤÷ïr-* (att. +ppa.: 3m &rio5B6
b´÷ï≤r-o2, 3p Mr!io5B6 b´÷ï≥r-a2m) 'cattle (as property)', JA [Tg.], JEA, Sr
b´÷ï≤r-a2 'grazing animal, cattle', Ar ba÷ïr- 'camel; (any) beast o f
burden' (ı Sq/Hrs {Jo.} ba≤÷ïr id.) ¶ CAD II 34O-2, L G 84-5, ≈ KB 1 3 6 ,
Js. 182, BK I BGMR 26, Jo. M 41  C: Ag {Ap.} *bir-a > Bln, Xm {R}, Km
{CR} bira2 'ox, bull' (π  EthS?) »» HEC {Hd.} ≈ *bo2ra 'bull, ox'  >  Kmb
bo2ra id., Sd bo2r-to 'cow', Hd ba2ra 'young bull' ¶ Ap. IV 6, Hd. 1O9, AD SF
2O4  B: Zng ta-barar-t 'female camel'; ??? Ah {Fc.} ´-here 'menu bétail
(chèvres et moutons)', Tmz {NZ} ta-burr-it ' t roupeau '  ¶ NZ 94, 125, Fc.
639, Tk. LAA-1 124 [#145]  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *bara 'antelope' ({AD}: a n d
'buffalo'?) >  Gera bara  'buffalo', Hs {Ba.} ba~Re@2wa@ 'red-fronted or do rcas
gazelle (Gazella rufifrons)', Ngz {Sch.} b‰!ri! 'herd of animals' » P’ {MSk.}
ba~ba!r 'roan antelope', Sir {Sk.} babari 'dama gazelle', Cg {Sk.} bura2m‰n
'gazelle' » Jm {Csp.} bu~ra!, ? Grn {Csp.} mbo~ro~ 'sheep' »»  CCh: Bdm {Nc.}
ba1rie2 'bull' » ?σ: Ms {Sk.} bo?ora, Bnn {ChC} ba~ra 'antelope' »» ECh: Mkl
{J} bu!ru! 'bœuf' ¶ ChC, Stl. ZCh 154 [#9O], Ba. 86, MSk. 166, Sk. NB 1O-
1, Lk. B, J LM 7O, Csp. 32, Sch. DN 16 ¶¶ ≈ Tc. LAA-1 124 [#145] || D
*parÀrÀ- ({†GS} *b-) 'buffalo' >  Tl  bar3r3e 'female buffalo', Klm barre
'buffalo' ¶¶ DED #3321 || ?µ K: G barak'euli 'heifer, young cow' (unless
a loan from an unknown source, which seems likely) ¶ Chx. 65 || ?φ  A
*bir1a(gu) or *bur1a(gu) 'young herbivore (calf, lamb, etc.) ' (× N
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*w{i}ÂZV 'young herbivorous mammal [calf, lamb, etc.]', q.v. ffd.); if
it is a valid cognate, the unexpected palatalized *-r1- may be due t o
derivation (*bi+ur1a- < **bi+ur-ya-?) ˚  ≈ Blz. DA 157 [#53] (S, C, WCh, D
*parÀrÀ- + unc. D *po2r 'bull', see N *p''''{o}r[w]V '[female, young?] ungulate
[esp. bovine]').
225b. € *bohrV 'loose earth, dust' > HS: S *0√bhr > Ar ?abharu ' so l
mou, doux', ?σ  baha2r- 'pepper' ¶ BK I 171, Hv. 49 || A: NaT *bo2r ' dus t ,
sand, clay', '∈ (barren) soil\ground' > Tk bor 'virgin soil', Tkm ∆ bo2r
'lime(stone)', CrTt, Kr, Qmq, Qzq, Qq. Nog, Qrg bor, Uz bör, VTt, Bsh
bur, Chv pur¥ 'chalk', Brb {Rl.} aq por, Tv pæor 'clay', Yk bu¢or 'clay,
ground', Tf bòOr 'sulphureous ground (sernistye soloncy )' ¶ Acc. t o
St AJ 288 [#298], T *bo2r <  A *mo2+o4∏rV 'sand, dust', cp. pKo *mo~r(N)a!i
'sand' ¶ Tv pæor  is likely to be a loan from another T lge. (because of t h e
irreg. pæ- for p£ ) ¶ ET B 192-3, Ra. 72, 164, Jeg. 165, TL 1OO, 375-6, Rl.
IV 1269.
226. € *bËhÂV 'be light' (of colour) > HS *√bhr v. 'be light' ( o f
colour) >  CS *√bhr id., 'stand up as white against a darker background '
>  Ar √bhr G (ip. -bhur-) v. 'shine, shine brightly', BHb rie5b6m2 mab3≤hïr
'shining, bright', BHb rie5B1 ba2≤hïr '(?) brilliant, bright' (h. l. Job 37 .21:
≤?o2r ba2≤hïr hu2 b3as7s7´Ha2≤k'ïm [KJB] 'light which is bright in the skies', [LXX]
to` fv6ß thlaygh1ß ]estin… 'the light which is far-shining …'), MHb {Js.}
rie5B1 ba2≤h°r, r&eB1 ba2≤ho2r {Js.} 'white, white spot' (cloud), {Lv.}
'glanzfleckig', JA ar1ie5B6 b´h°≤ra 2 'glänzend, leuchtend', Md √bhr G v.
'illuminate'; BHb tr#e3B2 ba≤hErEt3 'white patch in the skin', JA [Trg.]
bah≤ra2, bahar≤ta2 id., b´hï≤ra2 'light' (colour), 'clear' (sky) ¶ KBR 111-2, L G
1O3-4, Fr. I 115, Ln. 196, 265, Lv. I 197  NrOm: Ym (Fl.) boro2, ? {Wdk.}
po@ro@ ≠ fo@ro@, {Lm.} foro~ 'white' ¶ Wdk. BY 122, 182, Lm. Y 342  Ch
*√br 'white' >  CCh: MfG {Brr.} ma!-ba~ra! 'white, clean', Gzg D {Lk.}
babaraN, Db {Lnh.} ma@ba~ri@n, Gdr (Mch.) ba1bara 'white' »» ECh: Kbl
{Cp.} bu~ru~wa!, Ll {Grgs.} bo~re!, Kwn {J} b‰@re@ti!n, Smr {J} bu@ra@ge! 'white', Ke
{Eb.} gi~-bi~rwi! (f. b‰~rwa!) 'white, light (colour)' ¶ JI II 345, ChC, Eb. 5O,
Brr. MG II 162 (connects MfG ma!-ba~ra! 'white, clean' with -p‰r- v.
'wash'), Blz. EChWL #97  || A *buÂÉ >  Tg *bu'r... >  Ewk burbi 'wall-eye',
Nn burix‰ id. ¶ STM I 111  Ko {Rm.} puru 'white' in puru-mÄl 'whi te
horse' (mÄl is horse') ¶ Rm. SKE 211, Rm. EAS I 57 ˚ The Om and Ch
words may also belong to HS *√brh v. 'shine' (whence S *√brh v. ' b e
light' [of colour], 'shine' >  Ar √brh [pf. bariha] v. 'be light i n
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complexion', Gz √brh v. 'shine', 'be light' [of colour], b´ru2h ' l ight '
[colour], 'bright' [KB 1O8, BK I 118-9, 17O-1, L G 1O3-4]); EthS >  Sa {R}
√brh v. 'be light' (of colour), birïh 'light' (colour) (<  N *bÅrh{e 6666 } ' t o
shine' [q.v.]).
227. (€?) *bV{h}ÂV 'blow, inflate, (‘ ?) swell' > HS: C: SC {E} *bu!r- v.
'blow' (of wind) (× N *buÂV , *buÂ[V-]{K}V 'storm, stormy wind') > Kz
{E} bul- v. 'blow' (of wind), Alg {E} bur- v. 'fan' »» Dhl {EEN} b'u!ri 'fart' (b'
< **b? < *b[V]h?) »» EC: Sm barar-, Boni {Hn.} bar?e2r- '(an)schwellen' ¶ E
SC 14O, EEN 34, Hn. SL 75  Ch: ECh: Ke {Eb.} bo2~re! v. 'blow (blasen) ' ,
Kwang {J} bo2@re!, EDng {Fdr.} a!bi?~re~ 'blow' (wind) »» CCh: Msg {Dec.}
barawe 'wind', Msg P {Trn.} baraway 'tornade sèche', Mbara {TrnSL}
ba~ra~wa!y 'tornade', Ms {Caït.} biri ' o rage '  ¶ Lk. DM 47, Trn. LM 7 6 ,
TrnSL 254, Caït. 38, Fdr. 2  B: Wrg bb´rb´r 'monter, se gonfler e n
fermentant (pâte)' ¶ NZ I 94  ?σ S *°√bhr >  Ar √bhr G  ps. (p f .
buhira ) 'be out of breath', buhr-  'breathlessness, short-breathing' ¶¶ Tk.
LAA-1 129 [#18O] || K: GZ *be2r- 'blow, inflate, distend' > G ber- v. id .
(aor. -ber-e < *-be2r-e, w GM S 25O, GM SAKS 7O-1), Lz bar-, Mg (m)bar-
v. 'blow, inflate' ¶ IS I 193, K 5O, K2 11, Schm. 97, Chik. 252 || ? A: M:
WrM bartaira  'swell, distend (as eyes, face, etc.)' ¶ MED 89.
228. *{b}uÙrV 'back, rear' >  U *purV- 'rear part, behind' >  pOs *pÈr
> Os: V pÈr, D pir, Kz piÆr 'hinter etw. befindlich, Raum hinter etw.' » Hg
far 'Arschbacken, Hinterteil, Gesäß', 'hindquarters, (hotse’s) c roup ,
(person’s) posterior', farol- 'rückwärts gehen'  Sm: Ne T O {Lh.}
purda2- 'sich nach hinten, gegen den Strich wenden' (z. B. die Strömung,
die Haare bei einem gereizten Tier), purda2rï? 'zurück', Slq Tm {KD}
pa2ran-  'um-, zurück-kehren/-gehen, sich wenden' ¶¶ UEW 4O7, MF 1 8 2 -
3, EWU 356, Lh. 366 || D (in SD) *purÀ- ({†GS} *p-) 'buttocks, anus' >
Tm pu2r3u 'anus', Ml pu2ru, pu2r3am 'buttocks, vulva', Kdg pu;rî 'vulva '
¶ D #4379 (unconvincingly adducing Tu pu2t5i 'vulva' and Tl pud5a
'anus' [that in my opinion belong to N *pu[w]t''''É or *p''''u[w]t''''É 'hole' ‘
'vulva, anus'], as well as the etymologically unclear Brh pundßu2 ' b o t t o m
of a receptacle, buttocks, anus') || HS **√bÙr 'back, back part of t h e
body': B *°√bÙr (or *√bzr) >  Ah a-ba2har (pl. ibu2ha2r) 'dos nu d ' u n
animal portant une charge', ´bh´r '(se) mettre à cru sur le dos ( d ' u n
animal)' ¶ Fc. 4O, Pr. H 34 (#23), NZ 40  CCh: Db {Lnh.} mbu~r, mbu@r
'buttocks', Gv {ChL} mbu!r∑ta~, mbu!r∑te~, Dgh {Frk.} kfi!mbr=!te~ id. ¶ ChC, ChL.
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229. *ba4444r?V 'to give' >  HS: S *°√br? >  Ar {Dz.} √br? G 'hand ove r '
('livrer, remettre, céder') ¶ Dz. I 62  Ch *√br ({Nw.} *bar´, {JS}
*√br) v. 'give' > WCh {Stl.} *bar- > BT: Krkr {Lk., J} bar-, Krf (imv.) ba!ri!
'give!'; after Stl. ZCh: Bl, Ngm bar, Glm ba2!r, Gera ba^r 'give' » pSBc {Stl.}
*b‰r >  Grn {Sh.} bu~r, Grn Mb {Sh.}, Tule {Sh.} b‰!r, Sy Zk/B/Z {Sh.}, Zar
K/GL/L {Sh.) v‰!r, Zar {IL} v‰~r id. » Ngz {Sch.} ba~ru! id. »» CCh: Tr {Nw.}
v‰ri id. » McMdr: Gdf {Sh.} bar-, Gv {ChL} b‰~ra!na~, Dgh {Frk.} bi~re!,
bi!rbge~, Nkc {ChL} ba!rbi~ga! id. »» ECh: Mu {Lk.} ba2!ra!, {J, Lk.} ba!r, Kjr
buruno, ? Kjk fa2ro, Bdy be~r, Jg {J} bir, Brg {J} bi~ri~, EDng {Fd.} be!re~, Mgm
{J} bi!r-a!w id. ¶ Stl. ZCh 154 [#88], Nw. #57, JI I 76 and II 158-9, JS 1 1 6 ,
JA LM 7O, Sh. SB 35, Sch. DN 22, Blz. EChWL #34 || K ≈ *bar- >  G (da-
)bar- 'hinterlassen (z. B. Auftrag)', {DCh.} 'entrust, commission so. ( t o
do sth.), charge (with a task)', Sv UB {GP} li-bra4y-e v. 'to hand over', Sv
{Ni.} -bra4e 'give' ¶¶ Chx. 64, DCh. 97, Ni. s.v. 'dat∆ ', GP 148 || A *ba4∏rV
(or *be2rV?) v. 'give' >  T *ba4∏r- ({ADb., DQA} *be2r-) v. 'give' >  OT be2r ( =
{∫Cl.} be2'r), Tkm ber- (acc. to IS, secondary shortnening due to the infl.
of r), Az ver-, Afsh ve2r-, Tk SW ve2r, Yk bi¢a4r-, Chv par- (acc. to ADb. SR-
D and Pp. J 54, Yk -i¢a4- and Chv -a- suggest pT *-e2-) ¶ Rs. W 7O, Cl. 3 5 4 -
5, S AJ 178 [#34], ADb. SR-D 57-8, Jeg. 143, Fed. I 384-5  ?φ  pJ *pa~ra!-
p- v. 'pay' > OJ pa~ra!p-, J: T hara!-, K ha!ra!-, Kg ha~ra~- id. ¶ S QJ #187, ≠σ S
AJ 282 (treats this J word as going back to pA *ba2rV 'property; t o
posess, to earn'), Mr. 684   ??φ Tg *bu'2- 'give' > Ewk, Sln, Neg, Orc, Ud,
Ul, Ork, Nn bu2- (high series of vw. harmony), Lm bo$—-, WrMc bu- ¶ STM
99 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #154 (A *bi\o2!r{e!} 'give, take, collect'; incl. T, Tg) || D ( i n
McTm) *paric>- 'gift' >  Tm paricu, paricil 'gift, donation, p resen t ' ,
pariyam ≠ paricam 'brideprice, hire of a prostitute', Ml pariyam
'token given by bridegroom to bride' ¶ D #397O ˚  IS I #1O (*ber[Ó]ÿ:
HS, T -?K) ˚ ≠ Gr. II #382 (*per 'take') (A [mixing of reflexes of N
*ba4444r?V and N *ba{?}eri 'hold, take'] + err. IE, J, Ai, Gil, CK).
23O. *berÉ?a 'to give birth to; child' >  HS: S: [1] WS *bar- 'son' >
Aram bar, Mh cs. b‰r, abs. H‰-bre2, Jb C bEr id.; for pS we m a y
reconstruct a suppletion system: sg. *bar-≠*bin- 'son', pl. *ban- + pl .
ending (see  N *ben```` ++++n 1 111V 'younger relative'); the suppletion pair *bar-
/*ban- is preserved in Aram and SS (OSA/Mh/Jb/Sq)  [2] ? WS *√br?
v. 'give birth to, create' (or SS *√brw  'give birth', WS *√br? 'create') >
Mh {Jo.} √brw (pf. b‰ro2), Jb C √brw (pf. ≤biri), Sq {L} √br?+w (p f .
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bere) v. 'give birth', Sb brw 'child, son, offspring', Hb, Aram, Ar
√br? v. 'create', OSA √br? v. 'build, create' (in Hb, Aram, Ar, and OSA
a coalescence with different roots is almost certain) ¶ Jo. J 28, Jo. M
54, KB 146-7, KBR 153-4, BGMR 3O, 32, Bll. 57, Av. G II 176-7, 184 
EC: Rn ba2^r 'brother-in-law, wife’s brother' (“  *'brother' “ * 'born one ' ;
s≡: below NaIE *b≈ra2ter-) ¶ PG 72  WCh: Fy {J} b'ara~ 'Kind, Kleines' ¶ J R
84 ¶ b' due to mt.: **bVr? > **b?Vr > b'ara~?  +ext: B *√brdœ >  Ah a-
baradœ 'boy', ta-barat 'girl', ETwl/Ty a-bar¥dœ 'boy, young man', Gh abaradœ
'boy' ¶ Fc. 86-7, GhA 9, NZ 1O3 || K *°b{e}r- 'child' >  Lz bere 'child,
son', Mg ber- 'son' in family names (beria, gigi-beria, etc.); ?φ G I b˝ari
'child' ¶ Chik. 21-2, Chx. 126 || IE: NaIE *b≈er-/ *b≈ôr- v. 'give b i r th ' ,
'child', {EI} *b≈er- 'bear a child' >  Gt baI1ran, OHG, AS beran, OHG,
OSx gi-beran, NHG geba4ren 'to give birth to', NE bear 'give b i r th ' ,
Gt be2rusjo2s 'parents'; Ï Gmc *burTiz 'b i r th '  > ON byrÎ (ı ME
birthe, NE birth), Dn byrd, Gt ga-bau1r†s, AS Ìe-byrd, OHG
burt, giburt, NHG Geburt id.; Gt bau1r m. 'genneto1ß (a b o r n
one)', ON burr 'son', AS byre 'son, child' »» pAl {O} *bira >  Al bir
'son'  Ï  (prtc.) *b≈er-no- 'foetus, child' >  Gmc {Zlz.} *barnan ' ch i ld '
>  Gt, ON, OHG, OSx barn, AS bearn 'child' »» Ltv be2~>rns 'child', Lt
be!rnas 'fellow, lad, chap; farm labourer' »» pAl {O} *barna2 >  Al
barre4 'foetus'  Ï IE b≈reé-te2r ({EI} *≤brehÅte2r) > NaIE *b≈ra2-ter-
(nom. *b≈ra2te2r / obl. *b≈ra2t(e)r-) 'kinsman of ego’s generation and o f
the same exogamous moiety' ‘ 'brother' (“  *born one', s≡: above Rn
ba2^r) > OI ≤bhra2tar- (nom. ≤bhra2ta2), Av, OPrs, KhS bra2tar-, ClNPrs
rd"rB bira2dar, NPrs beråda4r, Psh wro2r 'brother', Oss (mt.): D a4rvada4
id., I a4Ærvad 'kinsman, brother' »» Gk I [Hs.] frh1thr 'brother', Gk A
fra@thr, fra@tvr 'kinsman of the same phratria' »» Arm e¬bajr eÒbayR
'brother' »» Phr bratere dat. 'to (the) brother' »» Vn vhratereiid.
(dat.) »» L fra2ter, Um FRATER 'brother', Osc fratru1m gen. pl. ' o f
brothers '»»  OIr bra1thair, W brawd (pl. brodyr), MCrn braud,
Crn broder (bf. from pl. breder), MBr breuzr, Hm breur (p l .
breudeur) 'brother' »» Gt bro2†ar, ON bro1Îir, Nr, Sw, D n
broder, OHG bruoder, NHG Bruder, OSx bro2thar, AS bro2Îor
id., NE brother »» Pru bra2ti (voc. brote), Lt (“ d im. )
brotere$ﬁlis 'brother', Ltv ∆  {ME} bra2tarI2tis 'Brüderchen' ({P}:
'lieber Bruder!'); shortened form: Lt bro!lis, Ltv braﬁlis 'brother' » Sl
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*bra¡tr¥ id. > OCS bratr5 bratrË, Slv bra•ter, OCz, Cz, HLs
bratr, Slk brat(e)r, LLs brats7; Sl *bra¡t¥ id. > ChS brat5 bratË,
Blg, R, Uk brat, SCr braŸt, Slv bra!t, Cz π , ∆ , Slk, P brat »» Tc: A
pracar (du. pratri), B procer 'brother'  Possibly also L forda
'pregnant (of animals)',  OIr birit  'sow' (acc. to Vn., from 'p regnant ' ) ,
combrit 'féconde, prolifique', Sl *berdja2 'pregnant' >  ChS br8qd6
bre7z7dÁ, RChS br8qii bre7zii, SCr breàdja 'pregnant', Slv bre!ja,
Cz br7ezI1 'pregnant' (of animals), R ∆  be≤reqaå, Uk bereqa
'pregnant' (of a mare), Blr berëqa 'pregnant mare' (× sds. f r o m
*b≈er- 'carry' <  N *ba{?}eri 'hold, take' [q.v.]) ¶ IS I 32 ¶ ≈ P 128-31 ,
163-4, ≈ EI 56 (no distinction between *b≈er- 'bear [a child]' and *b≈er-
'carry'), EI 84, 333, M K II 53O-1, M E I 328-9 and II 28O-1, Mrg. 9O,
Bai. 313, Ab. II 437-8, F II 1O39-4O, ≈ WH I 527, 541-2, Pln. II 683, 7 3 6 ,
Vn. B  52-3, 8O-1, and C  168, YGM-1 53, Hm. 1O8, Zlz. M I #4.5, Fs. 7 5 ,
82, 84-5, 1O6-7, 175, Vr. 27, 65, 67-8, Ho. 18, 21, 36, 4O, Ho. S 5-6 ,
1O, OsS 41, 5O, 86, 24O, EWA I 346-8, 481-2, II 385-8, 472, Kb. 58, 6 5 ,
125, 137, 337, KM 1O3-4, 237-8, Frn. 4O, 59-6O, O 19, 26, ESSJ I 1 8 8 -
9, II 238,, III 7-11, Glh. 146-7, Slt. 37, Wn. 387, Ad. 421-2 || ?σ U: pBF
*pereh- 'family' (“  'children [of…]') > F perhe, Es pere, Krl pereh, Vo
pere 'family' ¶ SK 523, SSA II 339 || D *perÀ- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'beget, b e a r
(a young)' >  Tm per3u id., Ml per3uka v. 'bear, bring fo r th ' ,
pir3appu, pir3avi 'birth', Kt perv- v. 'be born', Td perÀp, pe;r 'act o f
birth', Kdg per-, Tu pedpini, pedduni, Tl pet5t5u, Nkr petßtß- v. 'give
birth', Klm petß- v. 'bear young' ¶¶ D #4422 ¶¶ × D *perÀ- v. 'get' (<  N
*ba{?}eri) ¶¶ Hardly here (⇔  Blz.) SD *pa2r- 'child, young of a n
animal', because of the vw. *a2 and *-r- (regularly from N *r-clusters)
(see  N *P 3333År [? ]V  'to bring forth, to give birth', 'young of animals', q .v.)
|| A ?σ *berÉ 'girl' > M *beri 'daughter-in-law; bride' > WrM beri , HlM
b´r id., MM beri [HI] id., 'younger brother’s wife', [S] 'daughter- in-
law', [MA] 'bride', Dg {Mr.} beri 'bride; man’s daughter-in-law', Dg {T},
Brt b´ri, Kl ber 'son’s \ younger brother’s wife, young mar r i ed
woman', Kl {Rm.} ber´ 'bride, son’s wife', WrO {Krg.} beri 'bride, wife',
ShY {Ktw.} be2rÈ 'belle-fille', Mnr H {SM} bòi¢eri 'wife, woman', Mgl (ArSc)
{Wr.} bai\r° 'bride'; Ï M *beri-gen 'elder brother’s wife' > MM [HI]
bergen id., [S] ber(i)gen 'sister-in-law (Schwägerin)', [IM] berigen
'bride', [MA] berigen beri 'younger daughter-in-law, elder brother’s
wife', Brt b´rig´n 'elder brother’s wife', Kl bergn id., 'son’s wife',
{Rm.} bergn= 'Frau des älteren Bruders oder Schwagers; Schwägerin',
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WrO {Krg.} berge(n) 'sister\daughter-in-law, brother’s wife, young
married woman', Dg {Mr.} beregen 'sister-in-law', Dg {T} b‰rig‰n, Dx {T}
b‰g‰n  'elder brother’s wife'; sx. *-gen like in *eme-gen 'old woman, o l d
wife', *ku4r-gen 'son-\brother-in-law', *ebu4-gen 'old man', {Rm.} *eli-gen
'relatives-in-law'; M ı Yk ba4rga4n ≠ ma4rga4n 'husband’s brother’s wife',
Ewk Brg b‰rig‰y 'brother’s wife', WrMc berxu 'husband’s younger
brother’s wife, husband’s younger sister' ¶ MED 99, Ms. H 4O, H 14-5 ,
Pp. MA 118, 433, SM 25, Krg. 342-3, KRS 95, KW 4, Chr. 132, Mr. D 1 2 ,
Ktw. OuJ 444, T DnJ 113, T DgJ 126, Wr. B 122, STM I 126 ¶¶ DQA
#122 (A *be"~re! 'daughter-in-law, younger relative-in-law'; incl. M, J) ˚
IS I #32 (*bÿrÿ  'child': HS [S, B, dubious C cognates], K, IE), ≈ Blz. DA
156 [#44] (added WCh and unconvincingly D *pa2r-) ˚  S *√br? a n d
WCh (Fy b'ara~ 'Kind, Kleines' < **b?Vr < **bVr?) point to a lr. *?  within
the N word. This N lr. is also responsible for the NaIE vowel lengthening
in *b≈ra 2-ter  and for the interconsonantic zero reflex in *b≈er-no-. D *-rÀ-
suggests that N *-r-  was between vowels. The solution is N *berÉ?a  (* -
É-  in the light of pBF *pereh- and A *berÉ).
231. *bu4444 ++++ur[?]V 'lock of hair, down' >  K: GZ *burt'ûql=- 'down a n d
plumage' > G burt'ûql- id., Mg but'ûqu- 'soft'; K *burt'ûql=- is likely to go b a c k
to a N cd. ≈ *0bu4444 ++++ur[?]V dVlûûûûqa6666 (lit. 'hair feather', w N *dVlûûûûqa6666
'feather') with as. *dûq > *t'ûq ¶ K 55, K2 21, FS K 65, FS E 68 || D *pu2r-
({†GS} *b-) 'down, body hair' >  Klm bur 'fur', Nkr bu2r 'down, f ine
feather', Gnd bu2ra2 ± bura 'down' ± bura2 'feather', Knd bur`us ±bulus
'pubic hair, feathers, hair on legs and chest', Png bu2ra 'small feathers ,
down, wool, pubic hair', Mnd bu2riN 'pubic hair', Kui bu2ri, bu2ru 'hair, fu r ,
feather, wool', Ku bu2rka (pl.) 'down', Mlt purgu 'hair on the body' ¶ ¶
Png and Mnd point to D *-r- (hence to N *bu4444 ++++ur[?]V), while Knd -r`-
suggests pD -r`- (×  N *P3333or 1111÷V 'hair') ¶¶ D #4358 (does not distinguish i t
from D *pu2tß- > Ml pu2t5a 'down of birds', Brh putß 'hair', etc., as well a s
from D *purÀ+rV 'eyelash, eyebrow', see  N *bu6666ru6666ÓV 'eyebrow, eyelash') ,
GS 159, 173-6, 181-3 (on D *-r`- and *-r-), Berger BZ 42 [fn. 85] || HS:
Eg N br {Hng.} 'hair tuft' (in br n sd 'tuft of the tail' [n sd 'of t h e
tail']), {AnC} 'touffe (de la queue d’animal)' ¶ Hng. 256, AnC-1 #1277 ,
Tk. II 249-51  C: Bj {Rop.} ba"r 'camel-hair', bera2ri 'mane', {R}
be≤ra2re 'mane (of lions, horses, pavians)' »» EC: Sml {ZMO} ba2r
'eyelashes; hairs of the camel’s hump' »» SC: Irq {E} bori 'body hai r ,
facial hair', {MQK} bo2ri 'beard on the chin', Brn {Kß.} bo2ra 'goat’s
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beard', ı  Mb {E} bﬁu!ru 'goat’s tail' ¶ Blz. EDB 6, Blz. SCL s.v. 'hair', Rop.
162, R WBd 51, ZMO 24, Siy. 29O, E SC 14O  ECh: Smr {J} ba~ra~ ' t r e sse
de femme, cheveux tressés' ¶ J ms.  ¶¶ Tk. SCC 72 [#1.4] (C, Eg + u n c .
√bHrr ≠ √bhrr ≠ √brr 'tail' in B lgs.), Tk. LAA-1 127-8 [#171]  ?µ S:
Ar bura2?il- 'plumes fines formant le collier de certains oiseaux (p. ex.,
le coq, le pigeon)' ¶ BK I 117 ¶ The etymological structure of bura2?il- i s
unknown; it may go back to a phrase (two words), and it is not cer ta in
that ? belongs to the first root (presumably √br?) || A: NaT *bu4rça4k
(originally a d.?) 'curly hair, forelock' >  OT [MhK] bu4rc7a4k ' fore lock ' ,
Osm bu4rc7ek ≠ bu4rc7u4k 'curly hair', {Rl.} pu4rc7u4k id., 'nap (of cloth)', Tk
pu4rc<ek 'curly hair, fringe hair\fibres (baxroma )', Az birc7a4k, Tki
{Vmb.} ˚'8rvB, {Rl.} bu4rc7a4k 'curly hair, curl, lock (of hair)', Qzq
b¥rw¡k  'nap (of velvet, etc.)' ¶ Cl. 357, MM 111, Rl. IV 14OO, 1892 ˚
The long vw. and the quality of r in D are likely to suggest the p resence
of a lr. The ev. of K (glottalization *d > *t') and S (if ? in Ar bura2?il-
belongs to the ancient root) suggests that the N lr. was *? .
232. *ba4444r÷ 3 333a 6 666 'bud, leaf' >  HS: S *°bi+ur÷- >  Ar bur÷- 'bud'  ECh: M u
{Lk., J} b'e!ri!yo~ (pl. b'e~re~), Mjl {Blz.) berri^o 'leaf' ¶ Lk. ZSS 18O, ChC,
Blz. EChWL s.v. 'leaf' ¶ Mu b'er- < **b?Vr- < (mt.) **bVr?- < *bVr÷-  ?
B: Kb bb´rB´r ≠ BB´rB´r 'étre feuillu, former rideau' ¶ Dl. 36 || IE: H t
parsdu {Frd.} 'bud, sprout', {Ts.} 'sprout', {CHD} 'leaf, foliage' (×  N
*porV 'leaf', q.v.) ¶ Frd. HW 164, Ts. W 61, CHD P 19O-1 || U: FU
*pa4rV 'bud' (×  N *p''''{e}rV 'fruit', whence U *e >  pVg *e2+a4, Hg e4) >  Chr
par≤Îa 'bud', Chr H {Rm.} pa4rtn1a4 'catkin (on birch-trees)', {Ep.} pa4rtn1a4
'bud', {Rm.} pa4rca4 'catkin (on birch-trees\willows), bud', {Ep.} pa4rca4
'the part of tree branches that carries buds' »»  pVg *pe 2r-  or *pa4r- >  Vg T
{Kn.} pEr 'cone (of a birch-tree, of an aspen)', {MK} pe$r 'bud ' » Hg
be4rke 'bud, catkin on trees' ¶ MF 1O6-7, Coll. CG 123-4, Rm. BT 9 9 ,
Ep. 89, Ü 153, MK 431 (hyp.: Vg π Tatar, cp. VTt børe bÁºrÁ and Tlt
pu4r 'bud' [Rl. IV 1397]) || A: NaT *b+pu4r '(small) leaf, bud, needle(s) o f
a conifer' and M *borc>u9uyi 'cone of trees' (× N *porV 'leaf', q.v. ffd.; T
*u4 and M *o  belong to the heritage of N *porV ) .
233. *boru 6666÷ 3 333V (or *baÂu 6666÷ 3 333V) 'trunk' (‘ 'log') >  HS: S *bur÷-≠*bura2÷-
'reed' >  Gz b´r÷ 'reed', Ak buru6  'reed mat' (>  Sr bu2ra2 id.) ¶ Sd. 1 4 1 -
2, L G O11-2, Br. 95  B *-bu2ray 'stick' >  Gd ta-böri-t (pl. t´-böray),
Ah ta"-bu2ri-t, Gh ta-buray-t id., WTwl, Ty ´-bora"y 'bâton attaché au piège
par une corde pour empêcher l’animal de s’enfuir) ¶ Lf. II #O135, Fc.
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81, GhA 11, NZ 125  ?φ  Eg N bry ∈ 'stick', {Hoch} 'a type of w o o d
used in chariots', {DLE} 'chariot' ¶ EG I 465, DLE I 158, ≈ Hoch 1OO-1
(Eg “ Sh ), Tk. II 258-9; the loss of the expected final *÷ still needs
elucidation ¶¶ SSAAJ I 87 [#1O7], OS #228, Tk. AANM 2 || IE: NaIE
*b≈ruÓ- ≠ b≈reÓw- > NaIE *b≈ru2- ≠ *b≈re2u\- 'log' >  ON bru1 'bridge', ON
bryggja, Sw brygga 'bridge; landing-place, embankmen t
(Hafendamm)', NNr bryggja, Dn brygge 'landing-stage', OHG
brugga, brucka, ∆ prucca, MHG brucke, bru4cke, NHG
Bru4cke, OSx bruggia, AS bryc1Ì1 'bridge', NE bridge; NGr B
Bruck 'Bretterbank am Ofen', NGr Sw bru4gi 'Holzgerüst' »» Gl Briua
brïva  'bridge' (<  *b≈re2wa), preserved in Latin place names (Wb. I 5 4 2 ) ,
such as Briua 'Brive-la-Gaillarde', Briua Sugnutia 'Brèves', etc. »»
Sl *brÁvÁ, {Sls.} *br¥vÁ 'trunk, log' >  Blg ∆  br`v ≠ br`f 'tree u s e d
as a bridge across a river\stream; small bridge, cross-beam', SCr br•v
'small bridge, cross-beam', ∆  brv 'small bridge; log as a bridge ac ross
a river', Slv br•v 'foot-bridge, gangway, gangplank', OR, RChS br6v6
brÁvÁ, br5v6 brËvÁ 'log', berv6 bervÁ 'raft, embankment d a m ' ,
OCz br7ev 'small bridge', Uk ber 'small wooden bridge'; Ï Sl
*brÁvÁno ≠ *brÁvÁn¥ ≠ *brÁvÁna (= {Sls.} *br¥vÁno) 'log' >  OCS
br5v6no brËvno, Blg br`v≤no, ≤b`rven, R brev≤no id., SCr
brvno 'log; wooden foot-bridge, plank-bridge', OP birzwno, P
bierwiono, bierzwiono, bierzwno 'rafter, beam' ¶ P 173, Vr.
59, 6O-1, OsS 86, Kb. 122, Ho. 37, Ho. S 1O, Billy 35, LP § 18, ESSJ III
71-3, Bern. I 92, Brü. 26, SPS I 4OO-1, Glh. 153, Drd. 44, Kmc. 525 || U:
FU  *pora 'logs used as a raft\bridge, a board' >  pLp {Lr.} *pO2re2ve2 >  Lp: N
{N} boar…re 'logs placed together to form a primitive bridge over a
river\lake; a board used as a floating raft', L {LLO} parre2 'raft', T {Gn.}
poarrew 'Brett' » Prm {LG} *pur 'raft, ferry' >  Vt pur id., Z pur 'raft', Z
LL pur 'raft, ferry' »» ObU *po2ra2 'raft' >  pVg *pa2ra2 >  Vg: T para2,
P/NV/SV/LL/ML/UL po2ra, Ss pO2ra id.; pOs *pa"ra ({∫Hl.} *pÈÆra) >  Os:
V/Ty/Y pa"r´, Vy pa"ra, K/O pa"r, Kz po"r id. ¶ Es parv 'ferry' may go b a c k
to the merger of this stem with U *parwa 'Haufen, Gruppe' (UEW 3 5 6 -
7) ¶ Coll. 46, UEW 395-6, Lr. #974, Lgc. #5148, LG 232-3, Ht. 1 7 9
[#534], Db. OS xi, It. #35 || ?σ D *paru+inc>- ({†GS} *p-) 'hilt of a sword '
>  Tm parin1cu, Ml prin1n1u, Tl paru2Zu id. ¶¶ D #3969 ˚  If t h e
questionable D cognate is rejected, the N vw. of the first syll. is *o , a n d
the N etymon is *boru 6666÷ 3 333V . But if *o in FU *pora is due to the infl. of *p-,
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the D root and Es parv may be interpreted as pointing to a N *a  (N
*baÂu6666÷ 3 333V) ˚  AD GD 12 (IE, U), IS MS 332 (IE, U), AD NM 67 [#84].
234. *bo6666ri{Ì}Ë 'loose earth, dust, (?) sand' >  K *°bu+irÌw- 'dust' >
Sv: UB {TK, GP), LB {TK}, L {TK, Dn} birÌw, LB/Ln {TK} bi˝w, UB/L {TK,
Dn.} bur˝wïr, Ln {TK} bu˝wïr 'dust', Sv UB {IS “ ?} burÌw- 'raise d u s t '
¶ TK 154, GP 91, Ni. s.v. pyl∆ , Dn. s.v. mirGv and burGv°r|| HS: C
{AD} *bËr÷- 'sand, dust' (× N *bÅrV 'earth, land; dust'?) >  Bj {Rop.}
bu2r 'earth, land', {R} bu2r 'earth', Bj A {AD} f. to2 ≤bu2r 'earth', m. ?o2 ≤bu2r
'sands, sandy country, semi-desert '  (with articles to2 f. and ?o2 m.) »» EC:
Sml {ZMO} bur÷o 'sand hill, dune', Sml N {Abr.} bu!r÷o 'sand dune', {R}
bur÷o 'sand', Sa {R} bure 2, {CR} bu2re2 'sand', ? Sd Hb {C} berrino2
'dust'; Af {PH} bu!rta 'soil', Arr bo2 !re 'earth' ¶ AD SF 315, ZMO 47, PH 7 4 ,
Hw. A 349, PH 74, Rop. 163, Blz. CL 177  Ch *b'urV >  WCh {Stl.} *b'urV
'sand, dust' >  Su b'ur id., 'ash', Ang {Gr.} b'ur 'dust' » Ron {J}: Bks, DfB
b'u!ra~ id. »» CCh: Lgn {Lk.} ≤bu2ra 'sand, dust' » McMs: Zm b'ir, Lame
bU~ri!mi! 'dust' »» ECh: Mgm {J} bu~ru!ntu~lle!, EDng {Fd.} bu!ri~nta~l pl. (sg. r
bu!ri~nti~lo~) 'dust' (possibly a N phrase *0bo6666ri{Ì}Ë nu du6666Ól !!!! ++++l ß ßßßV with
*du6666Ól!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV 'dust')  Cf. also Ch *√brbr  'dust' (<  N *bÅrV '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ¶
Stl. ZCh 157-8 [#117], ChC, JI II 28O-1, ChL, JA LM 72, J R 14O, 213, Fd.
1O1, Gr. LC 299 || U *porV 'dust, sand' >  F poro, Krl, Vo poro 'd regs ,
dust, ashes', ?σ Es pori , ∆ po%ri 'mud, mire', {W} 'dünner Kot, Dreck' »
? Chr L puraka≤Nas7 'to be(come) covered with dust' »» Vg: LK paºrs7, N pors
'rubbish' (d. with a sx.)   Sm: Kms pu$rE 'sand' ¶¶ SK 6O4-5, SSA II 3 9 9 ,
W ESS 847, ≈ LG 233, Coll. 5O, MRS 469, Hal. USz III 443-4 || A
{SDM95} *b{o}rV (or *boru?) >  NaT: [1] *bur 'dust, soot' [{SDM95}
*bur(u2)] >  Qrg bîr, Xk pîr 'fine dust (in corn, on clothes)', Alt/Tlt {Rl.}
pur 'Asche, die vom Feuer aufgewirbelt wird und wie Spinngewebe a m
Dache hängen bleibt', Tv {Rs. “?} p£uru 'smoke, dust', Tf {Ra.} p£îr ' s o o t
(suie, noir de fumée)', SbTt Bkl pîr, SbTt Tö por 'soot' (×  pT *bo2r ' dus t ,
sand'?), ?φ  SbTt EuCh pîrîm 'soot', SbTt Tm burîm 'smoke, soot', ?σ Yk
buru¢o 'smoke (dym , ¢ad )', [2] AdS of  NaT *bo2r 'dust, sand, clay' ,
'∈ (barren) soil\ground' (see  N *bohrV 'loose earth, dust', q.v. ffd.) ¶
Rs. W 89, Jud. 171, Rl. IV 1364, Ra. 167, BIG 17O, Tum. 47, 175, 1 8 1 ,
Pek. 57O  M {S} *burgi- v. 'rise' (of dust, smoke)' (×  N *bur 1111u(-K ''''Ë)
'spurt, gush forth, boil, seethe', q.v. ffd.)  Tg *bu're-ki 'dust' >  Orc, Ul
bur‰xi, Nn bur‰xi% id., WrMc buraki  'dust' ('pyl∆ , prax ') ¶ STM I 1 1 3
¶¶ ≈ DQA #194 (incl. T, M, Tg; does not distinguish this root from t h e
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reflexes of N *buÂV , *buÂ[V-]{K}V 'storm, stormy wind', q.v.), Rs. W
89, S AJ 193 [#188], 255 [#111], 224 [#281], STM I 113 ¶¶ Tg *bu're-ki
suggests that M *burgi- goes back to *burV-Ki- || D *pu2r`-/pur`- ({†GS}
*b-) 'dust, earth' >  Tm pu2r›i 'powder, dust, sacred ashes', pu2r›ti
'dust', pur›uti dust, powder, dry eardh', Ml pu2r›i, pur›uti ' dus t ,
earth put to the roots of trees', Tl bu2d5ida 'ashes', Klm bu2d'di 'ash', ?
Prj por`mil 'rubbish', Mlt porsi 'sweepings' ¶¶ D #4316 ˚  D *-r`V < **-
ryV < N *-ri{Ì}Ë  ˚  IS I 187-8 (*bur(Ó)ÿ/*bor(Ó)ÿ 'loose ea r th ,
dust', corresponding to our two etymons: N *bo6666ri{Ì}Ë  and N *bÅrV
'earth' [q.v.]), Rs. W 89 (F, T).
235. *bÅrh{e6666} 'to shine' >  HS *√brh >  WS *√brh >  Ar √brh G (p f .
bariha, ip. -brah-) v. 'be(come) white', barahrah-at- 'a white girl \
female \ woman', Gz √brh G (pf. barha, js. -bra2h) v. 'shine, b e
bright', Tgr, Tgy √brh id. (whence Bln {R} barh- 'licht werden'), Gz
b´rha2n 'light, brightness'  cp. CS *√bhr 'be light' (of colour), ' s t and
up as white against a darker background' < N *bËhÂV 'be light' ( o f
colour) (q.v. ffd.) ¶ KBR 111-2, L G 1O3-4, Fr. I 115, Ln. 196, 265, Lv. I
197  ?φ Eg L b¿x1 {EG} 'aufgehen' (Sonne), 'hell glänzen' (Milch) ¶ EG I
423, Tk. II 83-4  EC *√br? (≠ *√brÕ) >  Or {Grg.} bari?- v. ' b r e a k '
(day), barï 'morning', Or B {Sr.} barï id., 'dawn', bari- v. 'dawn', ' b r e a k '
(day), Kmb {L} birre? v. 'clear up' (weather), Sa {R} bera 'morning,
tomorrow', Af {PH} ≤be2ra 'tomorrow', Sml {DSI} beri- v. 'dawn', {DSI,
ZMO} beri 'day', berri 'tomorrow', Sml N {Abr.} wa2gu wa2^ beriyyayya
'the day is dawning', Rn {PG} ba!ryo~ 'early dawn', Arr {Hw.} barri! ' dawn,
tomorrow', Bs ge-bar-i, Dsn be!r-i~ka~, Elm b'a!r-ri 'tomorrow', Sml be!r-i
'east', Or bar-i, Kns, Gdl par- v. 'dawn', Elm b'u!r-re 'morning' ¶ EC *?/Õ
is a reg. reflex of HS *h (sc. it corresponds to S *h), w AD WIL 63O-1 ¶
AD SF 4O, Bl. 151, Grg. 41, Sr. 271, Hw. A 346, ZMO 38, DSI 55, Abr. S
31, PG 75 ¶¶ Dk. p.c. ‘ AD SF 4O (C, S *√bhr), L G 1O4 (C, S √brh) ||
IE *b≈er[Ó]- (= *b≈eré8-?) >  NaIE *b≈er[´]- 'shine (glänzen)' (× IE *b≈er-
'brown' <  N *bor1111[?]u 6666 'brown, yellow') >  OSx, MLG, AS bru2n 'shining
(glänzend)', ON brunn id., 'polished'   IE *b≈eré8- +ext. >  NaIE *b≈re2-
g8- ({EI} IE *b≈erÓg8- 'shine') >  OI ≤bhra2jate2 'shines, beams, glit ters ' ,
bhra2j- 'Glanz', Av bra2zaîti 'beams, glitters', NPrs z"rBa ba4rå2z
'ornament, decoration; beauty', {Vl.} 'ornatio, pulchritudo, boni tas ' ,
ˆdaYz"rBa ba4råzï-da4n 'to decorate, to render beautiful \good' »» Lt
bre$!ks7ti (prs. bre$!ks7t-) 'to dawn', 'to break' (the day) » Sl *bre7sk¥
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'dawn'  > Slv bre•sk, Slk bresk, P brzask id.; Sl *°bre7skati seß ≠
*°bre7s7c7iti seß > Slv ∆ bre•ckati se 'to dawn', P † brzeszczy sie< ' i t
dawns'; *bre7zg¥ ≠ *bre7zga > ChS, OR br8zg5bre7zgË, OCz br7ezk, R
∆ brezg, brezga 'dawn'; Sl *bre7z7Z7iti ≠ *bre7z7Z7ati > Slv ∆
brez7dz7i!ti, bre!z7ati, brez(d)e!ti`, Cz ∆ br7I1z7iti se, Slk
briez7dit& sa, P brzez$dz$yc1 sie< 'to dawn', Plb brezd!oje" 'it begins t o
dawn', R brezqit∆, OCz br7e7z7diti se 'to begin to dawn' ¶ P 136-7 ,
EI 513-4, M K II 529-32, M E II 279-8O, Horn 45, Vl. I 2O9-1O, Sg. 1 6 7 -
8, OsS 87, EWA II 375, Ho, 36, Vr. 61, Wn. 34, Frn. 55-6, ESSJ III 16-2O
|| D *par- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'dawn, shine' >  Kt par par in- (/ idÀ-) ' ( coun t ry
{na;r `}) becomes a little light before dawn', Kn pare v. 'dawn', OTl {Km.}
para%gu v. 'shine', Kui pari inba v. 'dawn, break (dawn)', Mlt parc>e v.
'shine brightly, be seen clearly' ¶¶ D #398O, Km. 426 [#797].
235a. € *bÅr{h}V 'be hungry, want' (‘ 'love') > HS: S *√br{h+?} G  '≈
be hungry' (‘ 'love') > OA, Ak ∀ inf. baru6 'be hungry, starve', Ar
√brr G  'be good\pious; love (one’s parents)' ¶ BK I 1O3-4, CAD II 1 1 8 -
2O  ? B *√BrÓ 'love, want' > Gd √Br (imv. ´Br, 3m pf. ya4Br) 'vouloir ,
désirer, aimer, avoir l’intention de', Ah ´r, Tnsl ´rh, Ty {ABs.} ´r ≠ ´ru,
Kb ´r, Shl, Tmz iri 'love, want', Twl {ABs.} ´rhu ≠ ´ru, {PGG} irœu v. ' love,
want, wish, need'; ? √{B}r > Tw Ng {NZ} ihar ± ´w´r 'être nécessaire d e ,
avoir le devoir de' ¶ Lf. II #0096, Fc. 154-51, Pr. H 86 [#588] (B
*√rh€h⁄), NZ 9O-1, PGG 264 || D *pari 'love' > Tm pari v. ' b e
affectionate, love', pari n. 'love, affection', Ml parivu 'love', Kn
paral5iga  'paramour', Tl perima  'love, affection' ¶¶ D #3964.
236. *borÓu6666 '≈  belly', 'internal organs' >  HS: EC: pSam {Hn.} *be2!r
'stomach, liver' > Sml be2r, Sml N be2~r 'liver', pBn {Hn.} *be2^r ' s tomach ,
liver' >  Bn {Hn.}: Bi/J/Ba be2 ^r id., 'liver', K be2 ^r 'entrails', be^r 'liver' » ? Brj
{Ss.} ba!ra 'chest' »» SC: ?σ Brn {E} baro?o 'spleen' ¶ Hn. S 54, Hn. BD 1 1 6 ,
13O, Abr. S 3O, Ss. B 33, E SC 32O, 338  ? (+ext.?) WS *bar[V]k- > Sq
{L} ≤berak 'poitrine', {SSL} ≤be(:)rak 'chair sur poitrine des animaux', Ar
bark- 'poitrine (chez l’homme); poitrail dont le chameau agenouillé
touche la terre' ¶ L LS 95, SSL CLS 1OO-1, BK I 116, MiK I 1.35-6 [#38]
|| IE: NaIE *b≈ru2-n- > OI bhru2≤n5a-m 'embryo' »» MHG briune,
bru2ne  'pudenda muliebria' »» Cz brnka  'placenta', {M} 'Kindsfell' » ?σ
Ltv brauﬁna  'scab, slough, cast skin of a serpent' ¶ ≈  P 169, M K II 5 3 3 -
4, ≈ M E II 283-4, Lx. 26, Ma. CS 44, ME I 327 || D *po2r-, {†GS} bo2r-
'chest, breast' > Tl bo2ra id., Knd bo2ra 'chest', Ka bo2r(a)la, bo2r(a)lu
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'upside down' ¶¶ D #4592 ˚  D *-r-  (reflex of N *r-clusters) and of t h e
long vw. in D suggest the presence of a N lr. ˚  NaIE *-u2- in *b≈ru2-n- (<
IE *b≈ruÓ-(n)-) may be explained by mt. (*-Óu 6666-  > IE *-uÓ-) ˚  Blz. DA
154 [#21] (HS, D, IE; tacitly includes the IE reflexes of N *bVÂ÷3333u 6 666c 7 777V '≈
belly', q.v.).
237. € *bu6666ru 6666ÓV 'eyebrow, eyelash' >  IE {EI} *≤b≈ruÓ-s >  NaIE *b≈ru2-
'eyebrow' >  OI bhru2- (nom. bhru2h5, gen. bruvah5), Av brvat-,
NPrs vrB"a4bru2, vrBba4ru2 »» Gk o>fry1ß (gen. -y1oß) id. »» Mcd [Hs.] a>bru6teß
'eyebrows' »» OIr bra1 , nom. du. broI1 , accus. du. bru , gen. du. bru1ad
id., forbru1 (accus. pl., gen. pl.) 'supercilia ' »» ON bru1n, pl. brynn,
Dn Øjenbryn, Sw o4gonbryn, OHG bra2wa, NHG Braue, AS bru2
'eyebrow', ME browes pl. 'eyebrows', NE brow, eyebrow »» Lt †
bruvis, Lt bru~ve$ 'eyebrow' » Sl *brÈ (gen. *br¥v-e) > OCS br5v6
brËvÁ  'eyelash, eyebrow', P brew, OCz brev 'eyebrow', SCr † br•v,
Blg ∆  µ  b`rva 'eyelid', Cz µ brva 'eyelash', Slk pl. µ brvy
'eyelashes, eyebrows', OR br5v6 brËvÁ, R brov∆ 'eyebrow' ¶ WP II
2O6-7 (and 169), EI 188, Bc. 219, M K II 534-6, M E II 282-3, Horn 16, F
II 454, Vn. B  75, Thr. §§ 31O, 314, Ho. 36, Vr. 6O, OsS 82, EWA II 3O2-
5, KM 96, Frn. 57, ESSJ III 63-4, Vs. I 215 || D *purÀ+rV ({†GS} *b-) >  Klm
bu;r 'eyelash, eyebrow', Gdb burgul 'eyebrows', Ku kanu bu2ru ' eyebrow'
(kanu is 'eye') ¶¶ ≈ D #4358 (does not distinguish it from D *pu2tß-
'down, hair' and from D *pu2r`- 'down, hair on the body', see  N
*bu 4444 ++++ ur [?]V 'lock of hair, down').
238. *barqV (≠  *barÙV) 'go, go away, step' >  K *b{a}rq- (or *berq-
?) '≈  step, walk' > Sv: {Ni.} ba4rq, U {TK} ba4∏rq (pl. ba2rqa4r), UB {TK, GP}
ba4∏q (pl. ba2qa4r), LB/Ln {TK} ba4q (pl. baqa4r), L {TK, Dn.} ba2q (pl. ba2qar)
'step', Sv {Ni.} Xwi-ba4rqi v. 'I step' ('waga√ '), Sv LB {GP} na-barq, UB
{GP} na-ba2qw 'foot-mark; overstepped (by so.)', Mg d. la-baX-u 'passage
in wattle-fence', ?σ OG perq 'foot', G peX- 'leg' ¶¶ The irreg. vowel
corrs. and the vowel lengthening in Sv UB/L may be due to the cns. r
and its loss ¶¶ K 5O and K2 12 (*berq- 'leg, step'), TK 149, GP 9O, Dn.
s.v. ma2q, Ni. s.v. wag`  and wagat∆ , FS 47 (+ err. G baq-baq-i
'unschönes Laufen', baq-baq-  'sinnlos herumlaufen'; err. rec. of K *baq-)
|| HS: WS *√brH v. 'flee, run away' >  BHb, Ph, JA √brH G id., Ug {OLS}
brÓ adj. 'huidizo, escurridizo; fugitivo', Ar √brH G 'leave (a place) ,
cease', Gz √brH D 'flee, escape, run' (×  barr´Ha 'enter the wilderness,
take to the woods' ÿ Gz baraHa2 'wilderness' ÷  Ar bara2H- 'bare s t r e t ch
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of land') ¶ KB 149, KBR 156-7, OLS 115, Sl. 243, ≈  L G 1O4-5  C *bVr-
>  Bj {R} ber- scv. 'auswandern', ? √sbr (1s: p. a-s≤ba2r, p r s .
asta≤bïr) pcv. md. 'sich flüchten, davon laufen' (if it goes back to a
causative stem sV-bVr) »» ¿ Dhl b'ariZ7- {E} 'go out, depart' (unless t h e
right interpretation is {To.} 'depart on dawn' or {EEN} ∫arij- 'rise [sun],
stay till dawn', connected with Dhl {To.} b'ariti 'dawn') »» ??? SC: Ehret
(E PC #4) adduces a pSC stem *bariy- v. 'travel' ı Mb -ba!ri v. ' t ravel '
and the above Dhl verb ¶ R WBd 5O, 52, 195, E SC 135, E PC #4, EEN 3 3 ,
To. D 13O || A: T *bar- v. 'walk, go, go away' (× N *mÅr{u6666} 'trace, pa th ;
to follow, to trace'?) >  OT bar- v. 'go, go away', Tkm, VTt, Qrg, Qzq,
Nog, ET, Yk bar-, ET ∆ ba2r-, Uz bår-, Tk var-, ∆ va2r-, Az var-, StAlt bòar-
v. 'walk, go', Chv pîr-, ∆  pur- v. 'gehen, fahren' ¶ Shch. SF 195 (*ba2r-
with unj. long *a2 on supposed ev. of some ds. of ET, Tk, and Qzl); i n
view of the reflexes in Tkm and Chv, the vw. was short ¶  Cl. 354, ET B
64-65, Rs. W 62 (unc.: ÷  M *bara- 'ein Ende machen, zu Ende br ingen ' ,
see KW 34), Jeg. 173, Fed. I 465-6, Md. 1O5, 173; ET B 64-5 (unc.: *a2), S
AJ 194 [#2O6], DHST 294 (*be4∏r [= *b‰2r] on supposed ev. of Xlj b‰2r)
|| D *par- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'run, go away, flow' (× N *p''''År[y]V 'run, f lee ' ,
q.v. ffd.) || E par- 'gehen, reisen': AchEl par-u 'gehend, reisend', pa-
ri-is7- 'sie gingen, zogen, reisten', pa-ri-is7-da 'er ist gegangen,
gereist' ¶ HK 123, 149-5O, 161 ˚  Hardly here Ht pars- v. ' f lee,
escape' (Frd. HW 163, Ts. W 61, CHD P 179-8O), better explainable a s
going back to N *P 3333VÂÇV  'flee, run (from, after smb.)' (q.v.). The K √
points to N *q , while S *H is likely to go back to N *X ; the p rob lem
needs further investigation (a positional change?).
239. *bu4444ryi 'to cover' > HS: B *√brbr ≠ *√brr v. 'cover, be covered '
>  Ah b´rub´r´t 'couvrir, être couvert, se couvrir', Gh (caus.) sb´rb´r
'couvrir, boucher', Gd b´rb´r 'être couvert, être enveloppé', Gdm {Lnf.}
b´rb´r 'être couvert', Kb sb3erb3er 'se voiler', sburr 'se couvrir ,
s’envelopper', Shw ssb´rb´r id., Mz bb´rb´r 'couvrir entièrement'; ?? B
*√FÓr v. 'close' >  Ah ´h´r 'fermer, boucher', Gd EB´r (3m pf. ïBEr)
'fermer au verrou bloqué ou à clef (une porte)' (B *√FÓr may b e
alternatively or even better equated with Ak apa2ru v. 'put a covering
on so.'s head ' )  ¶ Fc. 84, 633, Nh. 146, Lf. I 238, II ##OO93, O1O8, Dl.
36-7, Pr. H #355, NZ 9O-2, Dlh. M 1O  Ch: CCh: Mlw {Trn.} bi~ri!
'étendre (un tissu), couvrir (avec un tissu)', Mbara {TrnSL} ba~r ' couvr i r
(une maison)', Masa {Caït.} ba~r 'se couvrir ' »» ECh: Dng {Fd.} bO2^rE~
'couvrir' ¶ Trn. MVM 282, Caït. 36, TrnSL 254, Fd. 92 ¶¶ Tk. LAA-1 1 2 6
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[#163] || K *bur- v. 'cover, muffle up, wrap up; darken' >  G bur- 'muff le
up, darken', {Chx.} bur- (ft. gada-bur-) 'in Nebel\Dunkel hüllen, b e -
\über-decken', bur- (ft. da-bur-) 'in Nebel\Dunkel hüllen, verhüllen,
verschleiern, be-\ver-decken', Lz bur- v. 'patch up', Mg bur- id., v.
'darn', Sv bur-/bwr- 'darken' (UB/KB/Lx/L msd. libwr-e 'to darken s th . ,
to get dark', L prs. i-bruvi 'it is darkening', aor. ed-bura2n(da) 'n ight
fell', ft. ed-bur  'it will get dark'), Sv UB {GP} r´⁄hi-y-bur-i 'life' (lit. ' l ight
and dark'); ds.: OG da-h-bur-es tavsa '(they) blindfolded him' (Lk.
22.64), G da-bur-uli tûqe 'dense forest', Sv {TK}: USv mubwir ≠ mubir, L
mubur 'dark', {Ni.} nambwr ' da rkness '  ¶¶ K 55, K2 2O, Chx. 119-2O, FS
K 64-5, FS E 67, TK 427, 573-4, GP 147, 221, 256, Dn. s.v. bur-, Ni. s.v.
temnyj  and temnít∆  || A *bu4rÉ- 'cover' > T *bu4re- ≠ *bu4ru4- v. ' cover ,
wrap' >  Tkm bu4re-, Chg bu4ru4- v. 'cover', Tk bu4ru4- v. 'cover, envelop,
wrap', d. *bu4rke- >  Qmq bu4rke- v. 'cover, wrap', Qzq, Nog, Qq, ET ∆
bu4rke-, StAlt bòu4rke- v. 'cover', Tv b¥rg´´r p£u4rG1e- 'wrap, b e c o m e
cloudy, Uz burka4- v. 'wrap', Qrg bu4rko4- vt. 'cover, close', VTt børke-
bÁºrkÁ- id. (ı  Chv pu4rke- vt. 'cover'), Xk pu4rge- v. 'wrap, envelop,
cover', Chv pÁrke-  v. 'cover, wrap (the whole body, including the h e a d ) '
¶ ET B 296-8, Jeg. 172, Fed. I 422-3, TvR 128  M *bu4ri- v. 'cover' >
MM [S] buri- 'bedecken, beziehen', WrM bu4ri-, HlM b¥r´- v. ' cover ,
envelop', Kl bu4r- v. 'cover'; *bu4rku4- id. >  MM [HI] bu4rku4- id., WrM
bu4rku4- v. 'grow\become cloudy, cover, cover up, envelop', HlM
b¥rx´- 'cover, be covered, cloud over', MMgl bu$rk 'clothed', Mgl
bu$rku$na$ 'he covers', Dg bu$rku$- v. 'cover' ¶ H 23, Ms. H 45, MED 15O,
Iw. 94, Pp. IM 5O-1, KW 68-9  Tg [1] Tg *bu'ri- v. 'cover' >  WrMc
buri- id., Nn, Ul buri- v. 'cover, wrap' ('pokryt∆ , obtånut∆,
okleit∆ ') ¶ STM I 114, Pt. 27  [2] ?? Ewk bu2- v. 'shade (light)' ¶ STM I
99 ¶¶ Pp. VG 111, KW 68-9, DQA #22O (A *bu2~ru [¬ -i\u2-, -e] 'to cover, t o
shade' >  T, M, Tg *bu2-) || D {Pf.} *pu2r`-/*pur`-V- ({†GS} *p-) v. ' cover ,
bury' >  Kn hu2r›u id., pu2r›(u) v. 'inwrap, insert, cover, bury', Ml
pu2r›uk v. 'be buried', Kdg pu;lß- v. 'bury', Tl pu2d5u v. 'be filled a n d
closed up (as a pit)', pu2d5(u)cu v. 'bury', Nkr purp- id., Krx putt- v.
'set' (of the sun) ¶¶ D #4376, Pf. 88 [#585], ≠  Km. 434 [#839] ˚ D *-r`-
may be explained as going back to *-ry- ˚ IS I 191-2 (*bu4ri in K, HS,
D, A; IS adduces [with a query] IE *wer- 'cover', which is hardly
acceptable) .
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24O. € *bVÂ÷3333u 6 666c 7 777V '≈  belly' >  HS: S: Ar bur÷uT- 'derrière, cul' ¶ BK I
113 || IE: NaIE {Vn.} *b≈reu\s-/*b≈rus- '≈ chest, belly' > Clt (< d. *b≈ruso2
/ gen. *b≈rus-n-os) > OIr bru1 (gen. bronn) 'sein, ventre, matrice', W
bru 'womb, belly', W, MCrn bron (Clt < *b≈rusna2-) 'breast', Br
bronn 'sein, mamelle' »» Gmc: Gt brusts pl. 'spla1gcna, sth6†oß', {Fs.}
'pluck' (actually 'heart'), 'breast', OFrs brust, burst, MDt, D t
borst, OHG brust, NHG Brust 'breast'; Gmc {Vr.} *breu\sta > ON
brjo1st, OSx briost, AS bre1ost 'breast', NE breast »» Sl *br1uxo ≠
*br1ux¥ 'belly, paunch' > OR brUxo brjuxo, brUx5 brjux ' ven ter ' ,
OCz br7uch 'stomach (venter), belly', Cz br7icho, Slk brucho, OP
brzucho, P brzuch, R br√xo 'belly, paunch' ¶ P 17O-1, ≠ EI 5 6 1
(words for 'breast' and 'belly' ÿ *b≈reu\s- 'swell'), Vn. B 99-1OO, Hm.
114, Fs. 1O8-9, Vr. 57-8, Vr. N 79-8O, EWA II 399-4O2, KM 1O5, Ho. 3 4 ,
Ho. S 1O, ESSJ III 33-4, Vs. I 225, Bern. I 25 ˚  May be connected with
(derived from?) N *borÓu 6666 '≈ belly', 'internal organs'.
241. *bÅÂ[V]dV 'to pass; way, road' >  K: GZ *bo(r)d- v. 'wander ,
roam' (‘ v. 'rave') >  G bod- v. 'wander, roam', 'be delirious, rave', G I
bodial- 'kopflos\ziellos hin- und herlaufen, umherstreifen', Mg bordis7-
v. 'rave', bond- id., Lz bod- v. {K} 'rave', 'dart in trouble, bespokojno
snovat∆ ' (of a b rood-hen)  ¶ ≈ K 52 and ≈ K2 17 (*bod-), Chx. 93-4 ,
DCh. 111 || HS: B *√brd 'road' >  Izn abrid3 'road', Rf AU, AT abrid3, p l .
ibrid3´n 'chemin, route', Kb ab3rid3, pl. ib3´rd3an 'chemin, route, r u e ,
passage', Ah a.barid, Gd abrïd, pl. bErdan ≠ bridawEn  'chemin', Nf brid
'route, sentier' ¶ Fc. 86, Rn. 293, Lf. II #O11O, Dl. 41-2, NZ 1OO  ?φ  S:
Sr {Br.} pl. æ4o∆or=∫‰ be2ry-a2t3-a2 'via' (sg. be2r°≤t3-a2), Sr {JPS} æ4o∆ri∫e
bEr°≤t3-a2 'street, broad place' (unless f rom  N *bÅrV 'earth, land;
dust') ¶ Br. 88, JPS 55   ?φ  Ch: WCh: Bd b‰dum, budm {IL} 'path' »» CCh:
Mdr {Eg.} ba~ra!ma ~ id., Glv {RpB} ba!ram(a), bara2!ma~ 'road (in town), s t ree t ,
way' »» ECh: Smr {J} b‰!rm‰~ 'road', Nd D {J} bÄ^m 'road', Tmk {Cp.} bwO2&m
'path', Mu {Lk.} bO~dO~l, {J} bodo~l 'road' ¶ ChC, RpB 14 || IE: NaIE
*b≈re(:)d≈- v. 'pass, leap over, wade' >  pAl {O} *breda >  Al G/T  breth
(aor. brodha) {AlED} v. 'roam, wander; run, go fast; frolic, leap a b o u t '
»» ¿ W {Mn. “ ?} bridd (*b≈re2d≈-) v. 'leap forward' (absent in YGM a n d
SB) »» Lt bri~sti (prs. brendu~, p. bridauﬁ), Ltv brist ( p r s .
briedu) 'to ford, to wade', Lt bryﬁdis n. 'wading', brude$ﬁ ' t r ack ,
trace, trail', ?σ braﬁdas 'fishing' » Sl *bred-/*brÁd- (*bred-oß ≠ *brÁd-oß,
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inf. *bresti) >  OCS bresti bresti / prs. bred0 bredo< v. 'wade,
ford', Slv bresti / bre!dem, OCz br7I1sti / br(e)du ≠ br7du, Slk
brst5 / brdu! id., R bre≤sti / bre≤du 'plod one’s way, drag oneself
along'; Sl *brod¥ 'ford' >  ChS brod5 brodË, Blg, R brod, SCr, Slv
bro•d, Cz, Slk brod, P bro1d id. ¶ WP II 2O1, P 164, Mn. 1OO-1, Glh.
152, O 34, BFU 66, Kf. 55, Ç I 75-6 and II 357, Frn. 58-9, ESSJ III 14-5 ,
36-7, SPS I 368-9 || D *patßi ({†GS} *b-?, *-dß-) 'way, manner' >  Tm pat5i
'manner, mode', Kn pad5i 'manner, method, way', Tl bad5i, vad5i
'manner' ¶¶ D #3851 ˚  The meaning 'rave, be delirious' (attested i n
GZ, Ltv [brist 'Albernes sprechen'], and Sl [R ≤bredit∆ 'to rave']) is
likely to have derived from 'roam' ˚  IS MS 332 s.v. brod  1 (IE, K), IS
SS #12.2O, K 52 (IE, K).
242. *bur[u]dV{9}V (≠ *bar[u]dV{9}V?) 'facial hair, animal’s b o d y
hair, down' >  K: GZ *burd˝a- 'down, plumage'  >  G burd˝a-, Lz bund˝a-
≠ burd˝a- id., Mg burd˝a- 'down, shaggy'; Ï GZ *br=d˝-wn- v. ' p luck
(bird) '  > G brdÌu-, brdÌvn-a (≠ bdÌvn-a) v. 'pluck (fowl)', OG na-
bdrGu-en-i 'Flaum, Daunen', Mg burdÌ- v. 'pluck', Lz o-burdÌ-ol-u ≠
o-bundÌ-ol-u v. 'pluck (fowl)'; acc. to FS, G burdÌa 'plumage, down '  is a
loan from Zan; K *°bardÌ- (?) >  G P bardÌl-i '(Tier-, Fell-)Haar' ¶ K 5 5 ,
K2 18, 2O-1, FS K 59, FS E 61, Chx. 66, 72 (s.v. bdGvn / bdGven), a n d
1O4, Abul. 317, Ghl. 6O || IE: NaIE *b≈ard≈a2 'beard' >  L barba id. »»
Gmc: OHG bart, NHG Bart, Dt baard, AS, NE beard, ON barÎ id. »»
Lt barzda~, Ltv ba2~rda, ba2rzda, Pru bordus id. » Sl *bor≤da (accus .
*bo•rdoß) id. >  OCS brada brada, Blg brada, R boro≤da (accus .
≤borodu), Uk boro≤da, SCr bra!da (accus. bra 8du), Slv bra!da, Cz,
Slk brada, P broda ¶ WP II 135, P I 11O, EI 251 (*b≈ard≈-ehÅ-), Mn.
65-6, Dv. #327, SPS I 317-9, Vr. 26, Vr. N 24, Ho. 17, EWA I 488-9O, KM
54, Frn. 36, En. 153, Tp. P A-D 24O-2, ESSJ I 197-8, SPS I 317-9, Glh.
144-5 ¶ The variant with *-sd- >  -zd- in Lt and Ltv is not yet explained
(infl. of *b≈ars- 'ear of barley'?) || A: [1] *bur[u]Ê[g]V 'facial hair' >
NaT *murut 'moustache' >  Chg {Rl.} †vrvB burut, ET burut, Brb {Rl. ‘
Tm} murut, SbTt {Tm.} m¥ºrt ± murt, Tkm murt, Qzq m¨rt mu"rt, Qq,
Uz ∆  murt id., Nog murt 'tips of moustache' ¶ Rs. W 9O, Rl. IV 1 8 2 5 ,
2193-4, Nj. 219, TkR 459, MM 248, Tm. 153, 155, KrkR 467, NogR 2 2 8 .
UzR 272  ?φ Tg *bu{r}ga-kta ≠ *gurga-kta 'beard, moustache' >  Nn Nh
bo9aqta ≠ boZ7aqta ≠ 9o9aqta, Ul buZ7aqta, Orc baZ7akta ≠ guggaqta, U d
guakta, Ewk gurgakta, Sln gUggakta ≠ gUrgakta, Lm gUrg¥t, Neg
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goygakta id. ¶ The root-internal *-g- may go back to N *9 (*burga <
**burdga < N *bur[u]dV{9}V). The initial *g- may be due to as. ¶ STM I
173 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #213 (≈ A *bu"rda 'beard'; incl. T, Tg)  [2] ? M *barba-
yi- 'be broad and thick' (of a beard) (× N *bar1111?V 'big, much, th ick ' ,
q.v. ffd.); M *barba9ar > WrM barba-9ar, HlM baravgar 'hairy,
shaggy', 'broad and thick' (of a beard), 'coarse' (of textiles), Kl
barvhr barw´˝´r, Brt barbagar 'hairy, shaggy' ¶ MED 84, KRS 8 1 ,
KW 35, Chr. 87 ¶ M -b- in *barba-yi- and *barba9ar still needs explaining
|| HS: ?φ,σ S: Ar {BK} burd-at- 'pièce en étoffe de laine et qui sert p o u r
s'envelopper et coucher dessus', burd- '∈ textile' ¶ BK I 1O7-8 ¶ The loss
of the expected *˝  may be due to the infl. of the Semitic t r iconsonant ic
pattern of root structure ˚  The variation *u ≠ *a  in the first syll. m a y
be due to as. *-aru- > *-uru- in descendant lgs. Alternatively, *a in IE, i n
G bard˝li, and in M barbayi-, *barba˝ar may be due to the infl. of a
different N word or to internal vw. changes in lgs. (such as IE **Vu\r >
*Vr  before a syllable boundary).
243. *b{i}rVgÉ 'high, tall' >  K {FS} *br=g- 'tall and s t rong '  >  G brge
'tall, broad-shouldered' (Chx.: 'hochgewachsen, breitschultrig'), Sv {Ni.}
b´⁄g-i 'thick rope (kanat )', Sv UB {GP} b´⁄g-i 'firm; bold', Sv -bg- ( m s d .
{Ni.} li-bg-i, UB/LB {TK, GP} li-bge) 'strengthen', na-bg-i {GP} ' f i rmness ' ,
{Ni.} id., 'strengthening' ('ukreplen¡e , tverdost∆ ') ¶¶ FS K 58-9, FS E
6O-1, GM S 99, Chx. 1O4, TK 425, GP 92, 147, Ni. s.v. || HS: B: Ah
burg1´t (aor. pret. -bburg1´t <  *-w-brg) 'être soulevé, se soulever', ETwl,
Ty b¥rg¥t 'être soulevé', Gh b´rZ7´d v. 'stand up suddenly' ¶ Fc. 88-9 ,
GhA 1O, Nh. G 173, NZ 1O5  C: Bj {Alm., R} ≤birga 'high' »» EC: O r
{Tut.} borgi 'eminence, hill (Anhöhe, Hügel)', adj. borgi ' r ising,
eminent; erhaben, ansteigend', ? pSam {Hn.} *bu2r- 'big' (of things) ' ,
{AD} 'high, big' >  Rn {PG} bu!2r 'big', Sml {ZMO} bu2r 'mountain, ba re -
topped hill', Sml bu2ran {Hn.} 'stout', {ZMO} 'fat, plump, corpulent ,
obese', {DSI} 'essere grasso \ robusto \ grosso', Sml {ZMO} bu2ra2n
'stoutness' ¶ R WBd. 52, Hn. S 55, PG 82, 147, DSI 71, ZMO 48, Tut.
439, IS I 177  var. *√bgr (< *√brg) > S: Gz √bgr G v. 'grow, b e c o m e
physically developped', MHb √bgr G v. 'mature' ¶ Ls. G 89, Sl. 1 8 5
 (mt.) Eg fBD bZ¿ 'Mastspitze'  ¶ EG I 488  Ch: WCh: Kir p‰go~re, Kir
Mn bago!ra 'big' » Bd {Lk.} ‰~vgor 'long' »» Bdy {AlJ} bege~r 'dépasser ,
surpasser' ¶ Csp. 42, Lk. Bd 71, AlJ 58 ¶¶ Tk. LAA-1 111-2 [#55] || IE
*b≈erg8≈- 'high' (Ï *b≈erg8≈o-s 'mountain', *b≈r=≤g8≈u-s 'high', etc.), {EI}
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*b≈r=≤g8≈u-s, *b≈r=≤g8≈ent- 'high' >  OI br=ha!nt- 'groß, hoch', Av
b´r´zant-  'high', b´r´z-  'high; height, mountain', ClNPrs zrBa barz ≠
zrBu burz, NPrs zrBu borz 'height, tallness; tall', KhS balysga- 'high' »»
Arm -ber3 -beRZ *'high' (in: erkna-ber3 eRkna-beRZ ' h immelhoch ' ,
le®na-ber3 ler2na-beRZ 'berghoch') (<  *b≈erg8≈o-s), bar3r baRZR
(gen. baRZu) 'high' (< *b≈erg8≈u-s) »» ? OL [Fest.] forctus (< *forg-tos <
*b≈org8≈-to-s), L fortis 'strong', Osc FORTIS adv. cmpr. {Bc.} 'pot ius ' ,
{Pln.} 'fortius' (÷ L fortius) »» Clt: Gl brig- 'high' (in n. pr., w  Evn.
316), briga- 'height' (in n. l., w  Wb. I 525), OIr brI1 'hill' (accus. go
brigh  'towards the hill'), W bry ≠ fry  'en haut', brig 'top, summit ' ,
W, MBr {Ern.} bre 'hill, highland', Crn bre2 'hill', Br bre 'hill,
mountain'; W bera 'rick, stack', Crn bern id., 'heap', Br bern ' t a s ,
meule', MBr bernou  'monceaux', berniaff  'élever' »» Gt bai1rgahei
'highland', ON bjarg, berg, Dn bjerg, NNr, Sw, OHG, OSx berg,
NHG Berg 'mountain', AS beorh ≠ beorÌ 'hill, mountain; heap o f
stones', NE barrow; ON borg 'a height; fortress, city', Gt baurgs
'city, tower', Dt borg, borcht, OSx, OHG burg 'castle, town;
stronghold', NHG Burg 'fortress, stronghold, castle', AS burÌ id.,
'city', NE borough, barrow »» Sl *berg¥ 'bank, coast' >  OCS br8g5
bre7gË, Blg bråg, SCr bre•g ± brije•g, Slv bre5•g, P brzeg, Cz
br7eh, Slv breh, R, Uk ≤bereg »» pTc {Ad.} *pa4rk- > Tc A/B pa4rk-, A
park- v. 'arise', 'rise' (of celestial bodies), A pa4rka4r, B pa4rkare
'long'   Ht parku- 'high', park-, parkiya- v. 'raise, rise' ¶¶ P 14O-
1, EI 269, Bc. 296, M K II 445-7, M E II 232, Bai. 272, Vl. I 218, WH I
535-7; ≈  EM 382-3 and ≈ Pln. I 384 (both: L fortis and Osc FORTIS <
*d≈r=g•≈-to- ÿ *d≈erg•≈- 'hold'), II 39, 6OO-1, 683, Bc. G 316, Vn. B 87, LP
§ 37.2, YGM-1 44, 53, 55, ECCE 214-6, Ern. 58, 8O, Hm. 76, Billy 34, Fs.
75-6, 85-6, Vr. 39, 5O, Vr. N 96, OsS 51, 92, EWA I 553-4 and II 457-6O,
KM 66, 111-2, Ho. 2O, 38, Ho. S 6, 11, ESSJ I 191-3, SPS I 2O3-4, Glh.
15O-1, Hü. 428, Slt. 68-9, Wn. 362-3, 39O, Ad. 372-3, Ad. H 124, 1 3 8 ,
Ts. W 6O-1, CHD P 155-61 || D (in SD) *pe2rÀ (≠ *pirÀ-?) ({†GS} *p-) >
Kdg pe;r 'steep slope', Td po4;rÀ 'cliff'; IS adduces here also Kn pe2r5h- v.
'lift up' (sc. Kn {BE} pe2r3u v. 'lift up and put upon, lod, pile up'), which
goes back to D {GS} *pe2dÀ- > Ml pe2r3u 'a load', Tm per3r3u 'a pile ' ,
pir33akku v. 'heap' (as in D #4446, GS 64 [#195]) ¶ D #4448 ¶ D *-rÀ-
(regularly from N intervoc. *-r- ) suggests a N vw. between *r  and *g ||
A: Tg *bir...- >  Sln {Iv.} b¡raxa1n 'mountain', ?φ WrMc biyoran ( =
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[b!oran] or [bi\oran]) {Z} 'ravine with red ground, cliffy bank' ('krasnyj
år` , obryvistyj utes` berega '), {Hr.} 'hohes Ufer aus kahler Erde'
¶ STM I 84, Z 545, Hr. 1O2 || U *pir+Îka4 'high' > Sm {Hl.} *pirke, {Jn.}
*pirka4 'high' (× U *piÎe(-ka4) 'high, long'  < N *be6666Z 7 777Ë([-qV]) ¬
*be6666Z 7 777[V]qV 'big, high', q.v.)  >  Ne T pircå, Ne T O {Lh.} pirc1e2, Ne  F
{Lh.} p1i¬!s1s1´a4Æ, En X {Cs.} fid!e, En B {Cs.} fise, {Ter.} pize 'high', Slq
Tz {KKIH} pirqÈ 'high, deep', Slq MTm {KD} pu4rg 'high', Kms {KD}
pæu$r;z7e, {Cs.} phirz7e, Koyb {Sp.} pric´, Mt {Hl.} *hirge (> Mt M {Mll.}
≤hyrgi, Mt M {Mll.} ≤hu4rgu4, Mt K {Pls.} chirge`) 'high' ¶ UEW 377-8 ,
Jn. 125, Jn. UK 225, Hl. M 246 ˚  D *e2 in *pe2rÀ is still to be explained ˚
IS I 177 [#9] (HS [B, C, Ch: Jg bu@lgi^t 'high' qu.], ? K, IE, ?D, Sm); Blz. LN I
2O2 derives the Sm stems from U *piÎe(-ka4) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #2O4 (*pirka
'high') (IE, U + err. A + qu. CK).
244. € *b{É}ÂV{k}V 'knee' >  HS: S *≤birak- 'knee' >  BHb K6r3B3 ≤bErEk3
id., Mi%ƒ2r^B5 bir≤kayim 'knees' (pl. “ du.), Me3ik4r^B5 birk3e2≤hEm (<
*bir´k3e2≤hEm) 'their knees' (suggesting the original pl. **b´ra2≤k3ïm
'kneres'; the fricative k3 of birk3e2≤hEm points to a preceding vw. in the pl .
form, which provides ev. for a vw. in the second syll. of S *≤birak-), Ug
brk, (AkSc) {Hnr.} birku, BA, JPA aƒ1r^B5 bir≤k-a2, Sr bur≤k-a2, M d
burka, Mh/Hrs {Jo.} bark, Jb {Jo.} bErk, Sq {Jo} b‰rk, Gz b´rk, Ak
birku ≠ burku 'knee'; Ï  [1] WS *√brk v. G  'kneel' >  BHb √brk G
'kneel down', Ar √brk  'kneel' (of camels), Mh √brk (pf. b‰≤ro2k) id.; [2]
CS *√brk v. D   and L  'bless' (“ *'make kneel') >  Hb, Ph, Ug √brk D id. ,
Ar √brk D  and L id.; pp. G means 'blessed', e.g. in BHb K6urB1 ba2≤ru2k3
'blessed', (of God) 'praised', Amn, Ug brk, IA bryk (= *b´≤rïk3), JA
[Trg.], JEA K6ir%B6 b´≤r°k3, Sr b´r°≤k3-a2 'blessed'; Cn ı Eg (EgSSc)
{Hlk.} bI1-ra-ku1 v. 'bless, serve (as an acolyte)' and (?) bI1-r-ku1 'gif t '
¶ KB 153-4, KBR 159-61, OLS 116, Hnr. 115, Sl. 245, Br. 96, Jo. M 5 2 ,
Sd. 129, 14O, CAD II 255ff., L G 1O5, DRS 84-5, HJ 198-2O2, Hlk. ##6O-
1, SivCR 57, 79, MiK I #1.39  Ch: CCh: Gzg Mj {Lk.} poporok 'knee' »»
possibly WCh *burum  'knee' (loss of *k): BT: Grm {Sch.} bu!rmu~N, Dr {J}
bo!-b‰~r‰~m, Tng {J} purum, Bl {IL} burum  'knee ' » AG: Su {J} fu~ru~m, Ywm
{J} furum id. » NrBc: My {Sk.} wu!ru~m, P’ {MSk.} bu~rmi!, Jmb vu^rmu! id.»
SBc: Tala va2ra^m, Kir ka2-fu!rum id. ¶ JI II 214-5, Sch. BTL 134, Lk. G 1 3 4
|| K: pZn *br=g-Vl- 'knee' > Mg Z birgul-, Mg Sn, Lz A/VAr burgul-, Lz X
burgil- id., ? Lz A birgiZ7i 'elbow' ¶ Q 2O3-4, Marr 131-2, Chik. 64 ˚
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pZn *g (for the expected *k) still needs explaining ˚ IS I # 3 1
(*bÿrKÿ).
244a. *b{i}Âk++++gV (≠ *p{i}ÂgV?) 'to dig' > HS: B *√brk ≠ *√Frk
'dig' >  Ah ´br´k, ETwl ´br´g ≠ ´br´k (3m pf. ibr¥g≠-k), Gd EBr´k ( 3 m
pf. iBrEk), Gh ´br´k 'piocher' ¶ Fc. 91, GhA 9-1O, 246, Lf. I 225 and II
#O12O, NZ 119  Ch {JS} *√brg, {AD} *√prg ≠ ?? *√brg v. 'dig' >  ECh:
Ke {Eb.} f‰~rgi! v. 'dig' »» CCh: Ms {ChC} vu~ro~k ¶ JS 85 || K *°bVrg- >  Sv:
UB {TK} -b´⁄rZ7-≠-barZ7- (msd. lib´⁄rZ7e, libarZ7e) 'dig', Ln {TK} li-ba4rZ7e ' t o
hoe', L {Dn.} li-b´⁄rZ7-e 'to dig with a hoe', Sv {Ni.} -b´⁄rZ7- ≠ -b´⁄rd- ' d ig '
¶ Chx. 65, TK 427, GP 148, Dn. s.v. b´rZ7-, Ni. s.v. 'kopat∆ ' || A: M
*°[F]irga- > WrM ir9a-, HlM årga- v. 'dig hole\burrow' (of animals) ¶
MED 414.
245. UA  € *buÂ[u]k++++gV 'run, jump' >  U: FU *°purkV >  pObU *po"rk- >
pVg *pO"rk- 'hop, jump (hüpfen)' >  Vg T pork-, Vg LK parG-, Vg P porr-,
Vg Ss porG- id. ¶ UEW 414 (adduces Ne T O partam 'p lötzl ich
aufspringen', which may be better explained is going back to N *p''''arV
'to fly, to jump') || A: M *buru˝ud- >  MM [HI] {Ms.} buru˝ud- ' s e
retirer, éviter, fuir', WrM buru9ud-, HlM buruuda- v. 'flee' ¶ Ms. H
44, MED 139.
246. (€?) *bo6666raK''''É (or *bo6666ra K''''É) 'to fall, to fell, to throw' >  IE: NaIE
*b≈rek8- v. 'fall, fell' > Vd bhra2s1-/bhras1-/bhr=s1-: ni-bhra2≤s1ai
'fällen, stürzen, niederschlagen', ≤bhra2s1(i)ya- 'was zum Fallen
gebracht werden kann', (≤adhi)- bhras1at 'soll entfallen', with a nasal
infix: OI bhram$s1ate2 'falls, falls out\down, drops', pp. bhras5≤t5ah5
'ausgefallen, entfallen', KhS bras1s1- v. 'fall', Oss a4lva4s‰n 'être p ro je té
(de sa place) ' »» ? Sl *°br¥si-ti, iter. *°br¥sati >  R ≤brosit∆, ip .
bro≤sat∆ 'to throw', Uk brositi 'to throw, to throw away' ¶ P 1 6 8 ,
M K II 525-6, M E II 276-7, MW 769, Ab. I 132, Bai. 313, Vs. I 218, ESSJ
III 55-6, SPS I 398-9 || A: T *burak- ≠ *bîrak- v. 'throw' >  OOsm (QB,
IM) bîraq-, Tk bIrak-, ∆ burak-, Az buraX- 'leave, release, let out', CrTt
bîraq- v. 'throw, leave', Yk buray-, Chv pa€rax- p¥rax- v. ' t h row,
abandon'; the variant *bîrqa- is represented in SbTt Tö bîrqa-, Bsh ∆
b¥rÌa- v. 'throw', Shor purka- v. 'cast' ¶ ESTS II 3O7-8, Rs. W 74, Jeg.
148, Fed. I 399-4OO, Hüs. 6O ¶ Chv ¥ suggests pT *u   Tg *°bu'rgi- >
Ewk PT burgi- vt. 'drop, let fall, lose, sink' ¶ STM I 113 || ?σ D (in GnD)
*po2k(k)- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'throw away' (× N *b{o}ka 'put out, throw o u t '
[‘ 'sweep out'], q.v. ffd.); the pre-history of the D stem may b e
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reconstructed as *po2k(k)- < *pork- < *borak'- || HS: ?σ S *√brk't'+d vt., vi.
'knock down on one's back, turn back', S *burk'id+t'- 'on one's back' >
Ak purk'idam 'auf dem Rücken (liegen), auf den Rücken (fallen)', Ar
√brqtœ: tabarqatœa '(il) tomba à la renverse', barqatœa '(il) se r e t o u r n a
pour regarder derrière soi' ¶ BK I 115, Sd. 881 ||| A variant N s t e m
without *K ''''É may be reconstructed as *bo6666r{Å} 'to fall, to let fall' >  U: FP
*pa6ra '(nieder)fallen' >  pMr {Ker.} *p´+ura- >  Er, Mk pra- v. 'fall, fall
down, fall out' ({UEW} 'fallen, stürzen') » pPrm *pö$r- >  Z p‰r- vi. 'fall,
overturn', Yz ≤pu$r-(nƒÚ⁄) 'fall down' ¶ UEW 742, LG 229, Ker. II 122 || A:
Tg *bu'ri >  Ewk burï- vt. 'drop, let fall, lose, sink', Ewk buruwk‰n ≠
burupk‰n- 'drop, let fall, knock down, knock down from so.’s feet', Sln
burï-≠b‰rï- 'untie, let go', Lm b‰ri- v. 'lose', Orc bui- id., Mc
burubu- (ps.) 'disappear, get lost '  ¶ STM I 113  pKo *pÄ~ri!- ' t h r o w
aside\away, abandon '  >  MKo pÄ~ri!- ≠ p´2⁄ri!-, NKo p´⁄ri- id. ¶ Rm. SKE
192, S QK #6O5, Nam 241, MLC 759-6O || HS: WCh: Bl {Lk.} bur- v.
'niederwerfen, fallen lassen' ¶ Lk. PVB II 134.   
247. *bVÂ[V]k''''á 'to flash, to shine' >  K *°brk'- >  OG, G brk'ial-
'glitter, shine (glitzern, glänzen)' ¶ Abul. 35, Chx. 1O6, DCh. 118 || HS:
S *√brk' v. 'flash, lighten' >  BHb, Ug, Aram, Sb, Gz, Ak √brk', Ar √brq
id., Mh {Jo.} b‰r≤k'awt, Hrs {Jo.} b‰rk'o2t, Jb C {J} ≤bO≤rO≤k'Ot vb. n. ' t o
lighten, to flash', Mn {MA} √brk5 vi. 'briller'; S *ba≤rak'- 'lightning' >
BHb qr1B1 ba2≤ra2k', Ug brk5, IA brk5?, Sr bar≤k5-a2, Ar Œr0Ba barq- (<
*≤barak'-, a metatonic variant of *ba≤rak'-), Mh {Jo.} bo2r‰k', Hrs {Jo.}
h‰be2r‰k', Jb C {Jo.} bErk', Ak birk5- id., Sb brk5 'rainy season, monsoona l
storm'; S ı Cpt Sd (e)vriCe (e)bre2ce  'lightning' ¶ KB 155, KBR
162, HJ 2O3, OLS 116, Sd. 122, Jo. M 53, BGMR 31, MA 23, L G 1O6,
CAD II 258ff., Ws. 23, Crn. ED 33, Vc. 39, SivCR 79  Eg fP b¿k5 ' ( b e )
bright, white'; Eg (EgSSc) {Hlk.} bu-r-k5a 'glitter' = Eg N brk5 v. 'gli t ter,
reflect' (about water) ['glitzern'] ¶ EG I 424-5, 466, Fk. 78; Vc. 39 a n d
Hlk. #59 (they suppose that brk5 is a loan from S, but borrowing of a
verb [not through derived nouns] in highly inflected lgs. is possible only
if the verbal morphology of the borrowing lge. and the source lge. a r e
similar, which is not the case for Eg and S; on the other hand, the EgSSc
for the word [with preservation of r before a cns.] suggests that it is a
loan; we may see here a merger of the inherited Eg word with a
Semitism), Tk. II 91-3  C *√brk' >  EC {Ss.} *bark'-/birk'- 'lightning', v.
'lighten' >  Elm i-birg°°°-a, ?φ  Sd bank'-o, ?φ  Hd ba2nk'-o 'lightning', ?φ  Brj
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buk'k'- v. 'lighten', Dsn birgac7 'flashing', ?i!r birgamu 'lightning' (?i!r
'rain') »» Ag *baÒk'- > Xm {R} berqa2 ≠ barqa, Bln {R} barq ' l ightning',
Xm √brq v. 'flash'; *m-bVÒk'- 'lightning' >  Xm {R} mirqa2, Bln {R}
mirka2, Q merka2 id. »» Dhl {EEN} b'i!rik'k'i!na, {To.} b'irikinna id. ¶ R WB
86, 274, AD PmbC, Ss. PEC 49, Ss. B 42, E SC 32, EEN 34, To. D 13O, To.
DL 487  NrOm: Mch {L} p'ari~k'k'i(ye!) v. 'lighten' ¶ L M 45, Fl. OO 317 
?φ  Ch: DfB {J} ba~Ra 'lightning and thunder '  »» CCh: Bdm {Lk.} barme!l,
{Nc.} ≤barmïl 'lightning' ¶ J R 212, Lk. B 91 || IE ({EI} ? *b≈erk8-
'shine'): NaIE *b≈erk8- / *b≈rek8- v. 'shine, glitter' > Gk [Hs.] forko1n 'white,
gray-haired' »» MHG brehen 'plötzlich und stark aufleuchten, glänzen,
funkeln', ON brja2, bra2 (< *breho2n) 'to shine (glänzen), to sparkle', AS
breahtm ≠ bearhtm 'glance', 'Glanz, Augenblick' »» OIr brecc, W
brych 'speckled' »» Vd ≤bhra2s1ate2 'shines, glitters' (a2 due to the infl.
of ≤bhra2jate2 'shines, beams, glitters' < NaIE *b≈re2-g8- < N *bÅrh{e6666}
'shine' + ext.)  ?σ Ht parkuis  'clean' ¶¶ P 141-2, EI 514, M K II 5 3 2 ,
≠ M E II 28O (claims that Vd bhra2s1- is a var. of bhra2j-), F II 1O36, Vr.
57, Ho. 17, Lx. 26 ˚  IS I #5 equates HS *√brk' with T *balqî- v. ' sh ine ' ,
U **palkV (>  Os N pa˝a"l 'lightning'), and IE *b≈elg- v. 'shine', which is
not plausible because of the liquid (HS *r is not cognate with IE, U, a n d
T *l) and because HS has better parallels in IE and K with reflexes of N
*r . On these roots of T, U, and IE see N *bal∏∏∏∏[i]{k ''''}a 'to shine'. Neither is
plausible the comparison with K *berc'ûq-/*br=c'ûq- v. 'flash' (with a n
unexplicable *c', while there is a better K cognate *°brk'-) .
248. *baÂmV '∈  stinging insect' >  IE: o†NaIE amb *b≈rem- 'a buzzing
insect' (× o  NaIE *b≈rem- v. 'buzz') >  OI bhrama≤r-ah5 'bee' »» OSx
bre$mmia, OHG brema 'gad-\horse-fly', bremo 'horse-fly', eNHG
[Luther], NGr ∆  Breme '∈  stinging insect', d. MLG bromese ı NHG
Bremse 'horsefly, gadfly' »» Sl *broßk¥ 'beetle '  >  Cz brouk, LLs, HLs
bruk id., R Nvg br√k 'dung-beetle' ¶ The connection with the NaIE
onomatopoeic verb *b≈rem- v. '≈ buzz, growl' (> L fremo2, OHG
breman, Sl *brÁme7ti) is secondary; hardly here Gk fo1rmigx, -ggoß
'phorminx (∈ lyre\harp)'  ¶ P 142-3, ≈ EI 24 (OI bhrama≤ra- 'bee ' ÿ
b≈rem- 'make a noise'), ≠  M K II 528-9 (denies any genetic connect ions
of OI bhrama≤r-ah5 because of its onomatopoeic associations), M E II
279, F II 1O36-7, WH I 544-5, Ho. 33-4, Ho. S 1O, OsS 83, EWA II 315-6 ,
KM 98-9, ESSJ III 22, 44 (Sl *broßk¥ ÿ *breßkati), 68-9, Sls. I 46, YGM-1
54 || U: FV *parma '≈ gadfly, horsefly' >  F paarma, ∆  parma ' gad-
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\horse-\deer-fly', Es parm 'horsefly (Tabanus, slepen∆ )' » Er promo
promo, ∆ puromo id., Mk purom ≤pur´m 'botfly (ovod )' » Chr KB parm¥,
U pormo 'Pferdefliege, Bremse', B pormo 'Bremse' ¶ UEW 724-5, Coll.
1O7, It. #31, ERV 519, PI 226 || HS: WCh: Zar {IL} b‰~R‰!m n. 'fly' ¶ ChC.
249. *baÂZ1111V 'be uneven, rough; bristle' >  K: GZ *barZg-/*br=Zg-, {FS}
*barZg- ' thorn '  > G {FS} barZg-i ≠ baZg-i 'thorny plant', Mg buZga-
'needles of a chestnut fruit'; Zn ı G burZg-al- {DCh} ' tease l '
('vorsånka '), G I burZg-i {DCh.} 'bristle, ∑etina ', {FS} 'Stachel, Dorn ' ,
burZgalai 'needles of a chestnut fruit', G buZg-i 'small hedgehog'; d.: G
burZg-n-, Mg buZg- ≠ biZg-, Lz buZg-in- vi. 'bristle up, ruffle' ¶ ≈ K DE
361 and ≈ K2 21 (GZ *burZga- 'bristle', *burZg- v. 'bristle [up], ruff le ' ) ,
FS K 66, FS E 46, Chik. 256, DCh. 125 || IE: NaIE {P} *b≈ars-, *b≈r=sti-,
*b≈ =rsti- '≈ bristle, point, spike' >  OI bhr=≤s5t5i-h5 'point, spike, edge,
corner ' »» pGmc *bursti- >  ON burst 'bristle, ridge of a roof', NNr
bust, Sw borst 'bristle', Dn bØrst id., 'brush', AS byrst, OHG
burst 'bristle, prickle', NHG Borste 'bristle ' , Bu4rste 'brush ' , NE
brush; Gmc *barza- (< *b≈ars-) > ON barr 'conifer' (“  *'needles of a
conifer'), Ic, Sw barr, NNr bar 'needles of a conifer' »» OIr barr
'summit, tip (of tongue, finger)', MBr barr 'summit', MW bar , OBr, Br
barr id., 'branch', Crn bar 'summit, branching bough' »» L festu2ca
'stalk, straw' (<  *fers-tu2ka), fastïgium 'point\spike (Spitze), t h e
gable end, pediment of a roof', fastiga2tus 'pointed' »» P, Bern., a n d
ESSJ adduce here Sl *b¥rs7c7Á (P's Sl *b¥rstjo-) 'Heracleum sphondyl ium'
('Bärenklau, bor∑evik ') >  Slv br~s7c7, Slk brs7t, HSrb bars7c1 id., OR
bor∑`, P barszcz id., whence the name of heracleus soup and la te r
that of soup of beet and cabbage (R, Uk bor∑, P barszcz); t h e
reason of this designation of the plant is not clear ({Bern.}: "die
Benennung erfolgte nach der Gestalt der Blätter") » Ltv {ME} pl .
burks7k<i, burs7ki, burks7i, burs7i {Bern.} 'Aegopodium
podagraria', {ME} 'Hundspetersilie', sc. 'cicely, Aethusa' (the reason o f
the designation is probably the form of its long naked haulm and i ts
parsniplike poisonous root)   Acc. to WH, the stem has a var iant
*b≈orz-d≈o-/b≈rez-d≈o- >  OIr brot 'pointe, aiguillon', Crn bros, Br
brous 'thorn', OCrn [VC] bros 'aculeus', broud 'aiguillon (+ err. Al
bredh 'fir-tree', see  O 34) ¶ P 1O9, EI 439 (*br=≤sti-s 'point'), M K II
523-4, M E II 273, Vn. B 19-2O, 98, Flr. 8O, Hm. 68, ECCE 213, WH I
461-2, 489, Vr. 27, 65, Bv. 65, Ho. 41, OsS 93, EWA II 471-2, Kb. 1 3 7 ,
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KM 93, 113, Bern. I 1O9, ESSJ III 131-2, SPS I 422, ME  I 353-4, Kf. 55 ||
A: M *barZ>a-yi- >  WrM barZai-, HlM barzaj- v. 'become uneven \
rough', Brt barzaj- 'be rough (byt∆ weroxovatym , koråvym )', Kl
barza- barZa4∏- 'be uneven\rough', Ord bòarZ7òa4∏- 'présenter un aspec t
rugueux, avoir des aspérités'; M *barZ>a9ar > WrM barZa9ar, HlM
barzgar, Brt barzagar 'uneven, rough', Kl barzhr barz¥Ì¥r id .
('nerovnyj , weroxovatyj , bugristyj '), Ord bòarZ7òa9ar ' couver t
d’aspérités, raboteux'; WrM barZigir, HlM barqgar, Brt
barqagar 'uneven, rough '  ¶ MED 9O, Kow. 1111, Chr. 87, KRS 8 2 ,
Ms. O 52.
25O. *b{Å}r1111V 'old' > HS *√br? 'old, grown-up' > S: the S adj. (<  p p . )
*ba≤rï?- 'fat, stout' (of animals and humans), 'healthy' (>  BHb air%B1
ba2≤rï adj. 'fat', f. b´rï≤?-a2 id., MHb air%B1 ba2≤r° 'healthy, strong, fat', JA
{Js.} b´≤rï, JEA {Sl.} ir%B1 ba2≤r° id., Ar bari?a 'was\became fat') is likely
to go back to a merger of several N etymons (becoming homonymous
in S), among them the etymon in question ¶ KBR 156, Sl. 244, Js. 1 9 2 - 3
 C: EC: Sa {Morin} ≤ba2rra, {R} ≤bara2 'old man', {Morin} ba2r≤ra, {R}
ba≤ra2 'old woman', Af {PH} barra 'wife, woman', ? Rn {Oo.} o≤borri, {PG}
o~bo2!rri~ 'women, wives' »» SC: Irq {Wh.} barise2 'old men', SC ı Mb {Fl.}
m-bora 'woman' ¶ Oo. 73, PG 238, R S II 84-5, Morin p.c., PH 69 || K
*°ber- >  OG, G ber-i 'old man', ber- v. 'make old' ¶ Chx. 78, DCh. 1O4,
Abul. 31 || U: FP *porV 'old (aged)' >  pLp {Lr.} *pO2re2s id. >  Lp: N {N}
boares / -rras- 'old', S {Hs.} boaºries, L {LLO} paùre2s 'old', Pa {TI}
pö"˘a˘re;s¯, Kld {TI} pu´res¯ 'old' (of humans, animals, things) » Vt peres1
'old', 'Ahn', Z p‰rÈs1, Prmk p‰ris1 'alt, altersschwach, hinfällig' ¶ UEW
737, Coll. 74, LG 229, Lr. #975, Lgc. #5149, Hs. 352-3, TI 385 || D {tr.,
GS} *par`a- 'old' >  Tm par›a 'old' (of things), Ml par›a 'old', par›ama
'oldness, old age', Kt pay-/pa- 'old', Td pa;w/pa;- 'old', Kn par›a, par›e,
Kdg palße 'old', Tu para  'old, worn out', Tl pra2-  'old' (in cds.), Png pr`a2n
'old' (of things), Mnd pr`an(c>a) 'old', Kui pr`a2dßi, Ku pra2?i id. ¶¶ D #3999 ,
GS 226 [#555], 165 [#413] ˚  FP *o may be explained by t h e
assimilative infl. of the labial cns. *p- .
25Oa. *bor1111V or *bur1111V 'sun, day' > HS: EC *barr- 'day, year' >  Elm
parr-ac 'daytime', Sml ber-i 'time', Gwd, Hr per-ko 'year', par-a 'when ' ,
HEC *barr- 'day' > Sd barr-a 'day, time', Ged barra, Kmb bar(r)a, bari
'day', Hd ball-a 'day, date'; Brj {Ss.} berr-i 'year'; (× N *b{Å}r1111V ' o ld ' ,
q.v.): Or bar-a 'year, time, age', Kns par-a 'year, age' ¶ Ss. PEC 14 (pEC
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*bar-r- 'time'), Ss. B 35 (pEC *bar(r)- 'time, age, year'), Hd. 47 (pHEC
*barra 'day')  ECh: Kwn {Mch.} bur 'day (journée)' ¶ ChC ¶¶  Not h e r e
Ak be2ru 'double hour, one twelfth of a full day' (which is obviously a
metaphore based on be2ru  'a «mile» , measure of length'; the pS e tymon
must be *ba÷+Hru) (CAD II 2O8-11) || D *por`ut- 'sun, day' > T m
por›utu, po2r›tu, Kt por`t, Kn por›tu, portu 'sun, time', Ml
por›utu 'sun, day, auspicious time', Td pîs7t ± pos7t 'time, luck', Tu
portu 'sun, daylight, time', Tl p(r)oddu 'day, morning, time', Klm
pod 'sun', appudß, a;pudß 'then', e;pudß 'when?', Nkr podd 'sun', Nk pod ' sun ,
day', Prj apotß 'that time', ipotß 'this time', Gnd por`d 'sun, time, hour' ±
por`d(u) 'sun, day', Knd podu id., Png padna ≠ podna 'time' ¶¶ D #4559 ||
U {UEW} *purkV 'time (Zeit, Mal)' > Prm *pu$r > Z, Vt pÈr 'always;
immediately' »» ObU: Vg: T pa2r, LK/MK/P/SV po2r, NV po4∏r, LL pO2r ' t ime
(Zeit, Mal), opportunity'; pOs {Ht.} pÈ˝´r > Os: V/Vy ki-pÈ˝´r, Ty kit-
pÈ˝´r 'double' (kit 'two')  Sm: Slq LTz {KD} paº:r 'time (Mal)', Slq Tz
{KKIH} pO2r id., ukkÈr pO2r 'once' (ukkÈr 'one') ¶¶ UEW 4O7, Coll. 53, LG
236, Lt. 195, Ht. #8O2, KKIH 152 ˚  The discrepancy between D *o a n d
U *u is still to be explained ˚  The semantic filiation: 'sun' ‘ 'day' ‘
'year, time' ˚  ≈ Blz. DA 164 [#115] (D, EC, U + err.: L -ber in n a m e s
of months and S).
251. *bo6666r 1 111{a} 'pierce, bore' >  HS: WS *√brr, *√bry ≠ *√brw v.
'pierce, sharpen' >  Gz √brr (js. y´-br´r) v. 'pierce', BHb rurB1 çh4 ≤Hec'
ba2≤ru2r 'sharpened arrow', urib5e1 ha2≤bïru2 v. Sh 2p imv. 'sharpen ( t h e
arrow)!', Ar √bry (pf. îraBa bara2) 'tailler, couper (un roseau à écr i re ,
une plume), exténuer, amaigrir (une bête de somme)', √brw (pf. "raBaa)
'dégrossir avec une hache, adoucir avec une plane' ¶ L G 1O7, KB 1 5 6 ,
KBR 163, BK I 119  Eg fOK wb¿ v. 'drill' (w- is a px.), Eg fP b¿b¿ ' ho l e '
('Loch, Höhlung) >  Cpt Sd/B viv be2b  'caverne, nid' ¶ EG I 29O-1, 4 1 9 ,
Fk. 58, 7, Tk. II 56-63, Vc. 25; IS I 186 misquotes Eg wb¿  as wbr || IE:
NaIE *b≈er- v. 'bore, pierce' (×  N *bË?ÂV 'to dig' [q.v.]) >  L for-a2- v.
'bore', fora2men 'hole ' »» ON bora 'hole', bora, OSx, OHG boro2n,
NHG bohren, AS borian 'to bore', NE bore »» ? Irn: NPrs ˆdYrwBu
borrï-da4n ≠ ˆdYrBu borï-da4n 'to cut', Av tiz7i-ba2ra- 'mit schar fer
Schneide' »» pAl {O} *bira2 > Al T/G bire4 'hole' »» Arm bah bah ' spade ,
hoe' (gen. -i -i) (<  *b≈r=-ti-) »» OIr bern, berna 'crack, cleft, gap ' ,
{Vn.} 'fente, brèche, trouée'  Possibly words for ploughing (“
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'piercing the soil'): Gk fa1roß 'plough, ploughing', fara1v ≠ faro1v v.
'plough' »» Sl *borna  'harrow' >  Blg bra≤na, McdS brana, SCr bra!na,
∆  bra•na 'harrow', Slv bra!na, Cz, Slk pl. bra1ny, LLs brona, HLs
bro1na, OR borona, R, Uk boro≤na, Blr bara≤na id. ¶ P 133-5, WH I
481-2, M K II 533, F II 994, Ch. 1179, Vr. 49-5O, EWA II 246-7, KM 8 9 ,
Ho. 31, Ho. S 9, Vl. I 232, Horn 49, O 2, ≈ Vn. B 41 (OIr bern < IE
*b≈er- 'strike, cut'), ≈ ESSJ II 2O4-6, Vs. I 196-7, Drd. 39 || U *pura
'borer (tool)', *pura- v. 'bore, drill, pick a hole' >  F pura ' c rowbar ,
drill', puraa- v. 'pick holes (Löcher stemmen)', Es pura ' Ins t rument
der Schmiede zum Durchschlagen von Löchern in Eisen' » Lp: N {N}
bo<rre / -r- 'edge', L {LLO} paºrre2 'borer (tool)' » Prm {LG} *pu$r- v t .
'drill, gouge, peck', Prm *pu$r 'through', *pu$ric1 'ice-pick' >  Vt Sr pÈr, Kz
p‰r, Prmk pÈr 'durch, hindurch', Vt pri¢ 'ice-pick, ice-spike', {W}
pÈrÈZ1 'Hohleisen', Z pÈr-n1‰v 'gimlet' ({TmK} pyrnëv 'burav¢ik '),
pÈriZ1 'long crowbar, ice-pick' (= 'lange Brechstange, Eishaue'), Z {TmK}
pÈr‰d- 'drill a hole, perforate, durchbohren' »» ObU *po"r 'awl, borer' >
pVg *pO"rÈ∏ >  Vg T por‰2 'Ahle, Pfriemen'; pOs *po"r ({∫Hl.} *pu"r) 'borer' >
Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y/Nz/Kz po"r, K/O pa"r id. » Hg fu1r- v. 'bore, drill', fu1ro1
'Bohrer; bohrend'  Sm *pVr-, {Jn.} *p¥r¥y¥n 'Bohrer' > Ne T pa€r´’, T
O par;‰255, Ne F L par:È∏ id., Ne T par´˜oc∆ 'to perforate, du rchbohren ' ,
F parrÈN;o2s1 id., Slq Tz {KKIH}, Slq Tm pur 'a borer', Slq Tz {KKIH} para4N
'ice-pick', Slq UKt pariN 'Eishaue', Kms p´riyan, p´r1N 'borer', par1aN
'Brenneisen zum Anbringen der Löcher in den Schneeschuhen, Bohrer '
¶¶ UEW 4O5, Coll. 52, Sm. 539 (U, FU *puraº, FP pura, Ugr *pu"ra,
Sm *po_ro_ v. 'bore'), MF 221-2, LG 236-7, TmK 587-8, It. #197, Ht. 1 7 8
[#531], Jn. 114, KKIH 147 || A: T *burga 'borer' >  ET burÌa, Uz burgi,
Qrg burÌu, buro2, Qq burÌÈ, burau, Qzq burÌÈ, Tk burgu, Az burÌu,
Tkm, Nog buraw, Bsh, VTt b¥ºrau\, Chv p¥ra id.; as to Qzq {Rl.} bura-
'schrauben, bohren' and Alt ∆  pur- v. 'drill', they may be semant ic
derivatives from T *bura- v. 'turn round' or result from a merger o f
both roots ¶ Jeg. 147-8, Fed. I 398, Rl. IV 1817, ≠ ET B 264-7 (considers
this stem to be a variant of and a d. from *bur- v. 'turn round, ro ta te ' ) ;
the loss of palatality in *r1 is due to the precons. position (acc. to Hl. 's
hyp.) || D *po2r`- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'split', n. 'hole, opening, cleft' >  T m
po2t<u 'hole, opening, cleft', Kt bo;tß 'hollow in tree trunk, hole that goes
through', Kn po2r›al 'hollow in a tree', Tu pot5t5A 'hollow of a stalk o r
a tree'; the D √  results from the merger of two ancient roots: the √  i n
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question and another one meaning 'cleave, split': D *po2r`a ({†GS} *p-) v.
'split, cleave' >  Tm po2r› v. 'be cleft, split; split, cleave open', Kn po2r› v.
'cleave, split', Prj po2r `- v. 'split, cleave' ¶¶ D #4599; the length of the vw.
and the meaning are connected with the infl. of D *po2rÀ- 'hole' (<  N
*bË?ÂV 'to dig; a pit') ˚  The discrepancy between the U and T ev. f o r
the N vw. *u  and the D ev. for *o  is still to be explained ˚ IS I 1 8 6 - 7
s.v. *burÿ  'to bore, to drill', to which he ascribes together the reflexes
of N *bo6666r 1 111{a} 'pierce, bore', those of N *bËrV 'turn round, rotate' a n d
those of N *bË?ÂV 'dig'.
252. *bur 1111u(-K ''''Ë) [or *bur 1111u 4 444(-K ''''Ë)] 'spurt, gush forth, boil, seethe' >
HS: Eg N/G brbr '≈ kochen' >  Cpt: Sd vrvr b´rb´r, B verver
berber 'bouillir, soudre' ¶ EG I 466, Vc. 3O, Tk. II 262-3  B *√Óbr v.
'boil' >  Mz, Wrg ab´r (pf. yub´r), Gd a2B´r (pf. yu2BEr) 'bouillir', Awj 3 s
pf. yu≤vïra, Nf ≤awer (pf. yo≤wer≠yo¢u≤wer) id., Gh ab´r v. 'boil' ¶ Dlh.
M 1O, Dlh. Ou 27, Beg. 22O, Lf. I 253 and II #OO95, Prd. 161, La. S 2O5,
NZ 9O  ?φ  S *°-pu2r- >  Ar √fwr (ip. ya-fu2ru) 'bouillonner, être e n
ébullition' (une marmite) ¶ BK II 645  EC *burk'- 'spring (Quelle); t o
spring' > Or: {Ss.} burk'- v. 'spring', burk'-a, B {LLC} burk'a n. 'spring', {Th.}
'fonte', M {LLC} burk'a2 'spring', burk'- v. 'spring up', Kmb bu≤k'-uta ' spr ing ' ,
Hd buk'-, bubuk'- v. 'spring', Sml buq- v. 'leak' ¶ Ss. B 42-3, LLC 194, Th.
51-2 || IE: NaIE *b≈reu\-/*b≈erw- 'boil' ({EI} *b≈reu\- 'brew') >  L ferve2-
re, ferv-e"re v. 'boil, seethe' »» OIr berb-aid (3s prs.) 'boil, cook ' ,
W berw-, Br birvi- ≠ birvi- vi. 'boil', MBr {Ern.} beru ' d u
bouillon', bero @ 'bouilli' »» ON, NNr brugga 'to brew', OHG {OsS}
briuwen ≠ bru2wen ≠ brouwen vt. 'to brew, to boil' ( n o t
mentioned in EWA, mentioned as briuwan and gibriuwan wi thout
translation in Kb., but reconstructible from ds. and cds.: OHG brower
'Brauer, caupo', briumeistar id., briuwino 'Bierbrauer, caupo ' ,
and briu-hu2s 'brewery'), NHG brauen, OSx gi-breuwan, AS
bre1owan 'to brew', NE brew; OHG brower 'Brauer, caupo', OSx
brou-hu2s, OHG briu-hu2s, NHG Brauhaus 'brewery'»»  R ∆  bru≤å
'Strömung', bru≤it∆ 'stark reißend strömen' »» ?σ OI bhur≤van5i-
'restless, excited' ¶ P 143-5, Mn. 75, EI 199, WH I 487, Vn. B 4O-1, Ern.
59,  Vr. 6O, OsS 85, EWA II 367, 35O-1, Kb. 12O, KM 96-7, Ho. 34, Ho. S
1O ¶ The variant *b≈rew- is original, while *b≈erw- (in L and Clt) is a
secondary Schwebeablaut variation  (here??) NaIE *b≈re2u\-r= / b≈re2u\-n-/
b≈ru-n- 'spring (fons)' (× N *bË?ÂV 'to dig; a pit, well', q.v. ffd.) || U:
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FU *purV- >  Es S {W} pura- vi. 'bubble, seethe (klokotat∆ , burlit∆ )',
Es {W} purise- 'sprudeln, hervorsprudeln, mit Geräusch fließen', F
(∆?) {MF} pura-ta, puraan 'sprudeln' » Er purams 'strudeln', puramo
'Strudel, Wasserwirbel' » Prm **bu$r- >  Vt bÈrekt- 'boil', ' s ieden,
aufsieden, aufkochen', ?σ Z bÈrkm‰s 'buttermilk' »» Hg forr- v. 'boil ,
seethe' ¶ F poris- v. 'murmur' (of water), 'qur¢at∆ ', porina n. ac t .
'murmur of water, qur¢anie ' and Es porise- {W} 'brodeln, verworren
und undeutlich schallen' are either onomatopoeic and do not belong
here or have their irreg. -o- due to onomatopoeic connections (e.g.
with F pore n. 'bubble'); F pore 'bubble' and Sm *p¥+aºr id. (>  Ng {Cs.}
fa6r, far id., Kms {Adl.} phor 'vesica', Koyb {Sp.} pår` 'puzyr∆ ') a r e
likely to belong to a different etymon ¶ MF 215-6, W EDW 896-7, Jn .
114, ≠ LG 45, UEW 414, SK 5O2-3 || A: T *bu4rku4-, *bu4rku4r- v. ' spu r t ,
gush' (× N *mVÂ[V]K''''a 'moist, liquid; to moisten'?) > OT bu4rkir- ≠
bu4rku4r- v. 'spurt, gush', bu4rkek in ko4∏k bu4rkek boldî∏ 'the sky poured d o w n
rain', MT XIII burku4k 'spray', Tkm pu4rk- v. 'sprinkle, splash', Uz purka-,
VTt børk- bÁºrk-, CrTt bu4ru4k-, Qmq, QrB, Qzq, Qq, Nog bu4rk- id. ,
'spray', Alt/Tlt {Rl.} pu4rku4-≠pu4rku4r- v. 'splutter', Xk pu4rgu4r-, ET pu4rk(u4)-,
Chv pe€re€x- pÁrÁx- 'sprinkle' ¶ Cl. 363-4, DTS 133, Rl. IV 1399, Rs. W
93, Jeg. 156, TkR 538, Sht. 63, KumRS 89, RKB 51, Md. 64, 175 (*pæu4rk-
)  M *burgi- (×  N *buÂV , *buÂ[V-]{K}V 'storm, stormy wind' × N
*bo6666ri{Ì}Ë 'loose earth, dust') >  WrM burgi-, burgi-ra-, HlM
burgi- v. 'rise in clouds', 'whirl (as dust, water, or storm)', O r d
bòurgi- 'jaillir, bouillonner', 's’élever en tourbillonant' (p. ex.
poussière), Mnr H {SM} pæuZ7i-ra2- 'jaillir, sortir avec violence' ( eau ,
fumée, etc.); the M verb <  the A (and N) etymon in question × N
*bo6666ri{Ì}Ë '⇑ ' (q.v.) ¶ H 19, MED 121, 138, SM 3O6, S AJ 243 [#215] ,
Chr. 1O5, Ms. O 81, 98 || D {Pf.} *pur`-V-k- / *pur`-VNk- ({†GS} *p-) v.
'boil' >  Tm pur›un$ku v. 'be steamed \ parboiled', pur›ukku v. 'boi l
(paddy) before husking', Ml pur›un$n$uka v. 'be boiling \ stewed \
steamed', pur›ukkuka vt. 'boil', Td pusßk- v. 'boil (potatoes)', Kn
pur›gi 'rice boiled with pulse', Tu purguni v. 'be well-boiled ( a s
rice)', Krx pu2x- vt. 'to boil' ¶¶ D #4315, Pf. 42 ˚  IS I 19O-1 (*bur1a) .
253. *b{u}Ùr1111a  'watercourse, river' >  HS: WS *≤baH[V]r- 'watercourse ,
river' (‘ 'sea') >  Ak be2rtu 'stream of water, watercourse', Ar baHr-
'sea, large river', Sr (π  Ar) baÓ≤r-a2 'sea', Sb bÓr 'sea, coast', Gz
∫!R  ba2Ór  [baHr] 'large river, lake, sea', Tgr baHr, Tgy baHri 'sea' ¶ Sd.
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122, BGMR 27, L G 91  C: Bj {R} be≤ha2r ≠ be≤har 'river, sea' (π  Ar,
EthS?) ¶ R WBd 45-6  Ch: WCh: pAG {Stl. VZCh} *vwo⁄Ìor ' r iver ,
b r o o k '  >  Ang {Flk.} fwo2r 'river, stream', Ywm {Fp.} ver id., Su {J}
vO!ÌO!r 'Bach, Wasserlauf' » ? Ngz {Sch.} wu!ri!ya^ 'open pit where wa te r
can collect' »» ECh: Mu {Lk.} bu~rO2!lO! 'river', Ke {Eb.} vo~r 'river, lake' ¶
ChC, Lk. ZSS 181, J S 86, Stl. VZCh A #257, Sch. DN 173, Eb. 1O1 || IE:
NaIE *b≈{e}r[u]-/*°b≈{o2}r- 'body of water' >  OI L bha≤ru-h5 'sea' »» pSl
*bara 'small river, stagnant water' (× N *beÂV 'mud, swamp', q.v.) >
Blg bara  'small river\stream, stagnant water, puddle', McdS {IS} bara
'puddle', SCr baàra id., 'meadow', Slv ba!ra, Cz ∆ bara 'swamp' »» ?φ
AS brim, brymm 'sea, flood'; ??σ,φ Gmc *bro2ka- > OHG 'mar sh ,
swamp', NHG ∆ Bruch 'feuchte Wiese', NLG bro2k, Dt broek
'Morastgrund', AS bro2c 'brook, stream, river', NE brook ¶ Ho. 35; M
K II 479 (OI bha≤ru-h5: "möglicherweise eine ganz künstl iche,
schwerlich nachzuzeichnende Genesis hat"), MW 748, Bt. IV 252, Ho.
33-5, 37, ESSJ I 153-4, KM 103, Ho. 35 || U: BF *pur- > F puro ' b r o o k ,
creek', Krl puro id., 'small ditch', Krl N purakko 'brook', ? F ∆  purakko
'damp country' ¶ SK 655, SSA II 437 || A: Tg *bi3ra >  Ewk, Sln bira, Lm
bIra, WrMc bira, Jrc {Kiy., Md.} bira ' r iver' , Neg bIya 'small r iver,
spring', Orc bia-ka ≠ biya-ka 'brook, spring', Ud {STM} b'ea4sa, {Shn.}
biyasa, Ud Sm {Krm.} ba4∏?sa 'river, small river', Ul bIra 'brook, gulf', Nn
Nh bIra%, Nn B/KU bIra 'brook, small river' ¶ Ci. 297, STM I 84, Krm.
212, Kiy. SJL 99 [#O4O], Md. ChF 135 ¶ Hardly here Ewk Ucr buruk, Ewk
Tk buruku2n 'whirlpool' (< N *bËrV 'turn round, rotate', q.v.) || D ( i n
SD) *pËr`a ({†GS} *p-) 'river' > Ml pur›a, Kt pey, Td pa;w, Kn por›e, Kdg
polße id. (with *Ë  for the expected *i  due to the labializing infl. of *p-?),
as well as probably SD *pïr 'flow' >  Tm pïr 'abundant flow, mi lk
flowing from a woman's breast', Ml pïra 'milk of grated coconuts', Tu
pïruni v. 'exude, percolate' ¶ D ##4222 and 4318  ˚  The Tg
delabialization (N *u  > *i3) is still to be explained (see  Introduction, §
2.4). Cp. similar cases: N *K''''umV 'sand' > Tg *xi3mana- v. 'snow', N
*k''''u++++od{a}HV 'p ierce '  > ?σ Tg *xidar- v. 'hurt by pricking', N *pulßßßßu ( o r
*pulßßßßu 4 444?) 'to spring forth' >  Tg *bi3lku- vt. 'moisten, wet' ˚  IS MS 3 6 9
(*birÿ >  Tg, D *pïr-), ≈ Blz. LB #96c (suggested to add Sl *bara a n d
Gmc *bro2ka), ≈ Blz. LNA #5 (N *buHrV ≠ *burHV; suggested to add BF
and Ewk buruk).
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254. *bar1111?V 'big, much, thick' >  HS: EC: Sml bïr- 'aumentare', bir-s-
'crescere'; pSam {Hn.} *bu2r 'big' (of things) > Rn bu2!r id., 'large; plenty ' ,
Sml bu2r-an 'be stout'; Dsn bu!rnab 'be many '  ¶ DSI 57, 71, PG 82, Hn. S
55, To. DL 488, Blz DL s.v. 'many '   NrOm: Hrr {Abb.} be2ra2, {Fl.} bera
'big', Bsk {Fl.} barinc 'long' ¶ CR H 641, Fl. OWL, Blz. OL #183  Ch:
WCh: Zul ba~ri~, Buli b‰~ri!, ? Sy {Sh.} vW‰~ri~ 'large' »» CCh: Gudu bu!ro~m id.,
Lm b'‰!R‰!m 'many' »» ECh: EDng {Fd.} bE~rE~l 'big', ? bu~r bu~r 'many' ¶ ChL,
ChC  The CS adj. (< pp.) *ba≤rï?- 'fat, stout' (of animals and humans ) ,
'healthy' (>  BHb air%B1 ba2≤rï adj. 'fat', f. b´rï≤?-a2 id., MHb air%B1 ba2≤rï
'healthy, strong, fat', JA b´≤rï ± ba2≤rï id., Ar bari?a 'was\became fat') i s
likely to go back to a merger of several N etymons (becoming
homonymous in S), among them the etymon in question ¶ KBR 156 ||
IE: NaIE *b≈er- 'good, big' >  Gk Hm fe1r-isto-ß sprl. {P} 'best', Gk fe1r-
tatoß   'bravest, best' »» Arm bari baRi (gen. baryoj baRwoy) ' g o o d '
»» L fere2  'almost, nearly', 'as a rule, generally' (“  'mostly'), ferme2 (<
*ferime2 sprl.) 'almost, nearly' »» OHG bora- (or < *r=) px. 'very '
(bora-lang 'very long'), OSx bar- px. 'very' (bar-wirthig ' s e h r
würdig') ¶ IS I 175, Mul. 177, ≠ WP I 858, ≈ WH I 48O-1, ≈ F II 1OO2,
OsS 8O, EWA II 242-3, Hlt. S 5 || A *bar1a >  T *bar1îk 'thick' > MT XIV
[AH] bazuq 'stout person', MQp XIV [CC] bazîq 'dick, grob', Qmq, Blq
bazîq, Kr bazîq ≠ bazîk ≠ bazîX 'thick (dick)', VTt bazîq ' th ickse t
(korenastyj )', Bsh baÎîq  'hefty, firm' ¶ Rs. W 66, KumRS 59, TatR 5 2 ,
KRPS 97-8, BR 69-7O, RKB 628  Tg *bara(n) 'much' >  Ewk baran,
baradin id., barama 'many', Sln bara%, Lm baran 'much', Neg baya id.,
bayan 'many', Ork bara  'much, many', WrMc baran 'a lot, multitude' ¶
STM I 73  M: [1] *barda-, *barda-˝an >  WrM barda9an ' abundance ,
abundant; efficiency', HlM bardaa(n) id., Kl barda- barda2- ' b e
stout' (as well as possibly M *barda- 'be sure about one’s success,
boast '  > WrM barda- id., Brt d. bardaastaj 'self-confident', d .
bardam, Kl d. bardm 'swagger, boasting', Mnr H {SM} bòardòo%N
'fanfaron, présomptueux') ¶ MED 85, Chr. 87, KRS 82, SM 21  [2] M
*barbayi- 'be thick' > WrM barbai-, HlM barvaj- 'be broad a n d
thick' (of a beard), 'be coarse' (of textiles), 'be thick' (of lips), Kl
barva-  id., 'be hairy\shaggy', {Rm.} barwa4 ∏- 'kompakt und haarig sein ' ,
Brt barbaj- 'be hairy\shaggy' (× N *bur[u]dV{9}V 'facial hai r ,
animal’s body hair, down' [q.v.]?) ¶ MED 84, KRS 81, KW 35, Chr. 87 
pKo *pÄ!r ' fa thom'  > MKo pÄ!r id., as well as NKo pa2l id. (× < MKo pa2r
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'armful') ¶ S QK #668, Nam 246, MLC 723  pJ *pi~r‰~- 'wide; fathom' >
OJ pi\i~r‰~ 'wide', J: T/Kg hiro!, K hi!ro~ id., OJ p[i\ ]i~r‰~, J T hiro 'fathom' ¶ S
QJ #6O1, Mr. 4O8, 828 ¶¶ DQA #96 (A *ba" ~r 1{i} 'wide' [actually 'broad '?] ,
'thick') || D *par- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'become large', adj./n. 'large' >  T m
paru id., Ml paru 'gross, big', Kn hari, hariba 'a mass, mul t i tude ' ,
Tu pariya 'plenty, much', OTl prabbu v. 'increase', Krx pard- ' g row
in number, grow in size or age' ¶¶ D #3972, Km. 444 [#894]
(reconstructs pSD *par-ump-/-amp-) ˚  Cf. also FP *para ' g o o d '
(probably from N *paÂ[a ]Ùi  '≈ happy, dear', q.v., which is semantically
nearer) ˚  IS I 175 [#7] (IE, U, D, A) ˚  The presence of *?  in t h e
original N form is suggested both by S *? and by the reflex *-r- in D
(going back to N *r++++r 1 111 + cns., while the N intervocalic *-r 1111 -  yields D *-r`-).
An alt. solution: N *bar1111V 'thick' and N *bar?V 'big, much' (the reg. D
reflex of N *-r?-  is *-r-) ˚ ≈ Gr. II #235 (*pare 'large') (IE, U, Ai + q u .
CK, Gil).
255. *bor1111[?]u 6666 'brown, yellow' >  HS: EC (Ss.) *bo?r- id., 'red, da rk -
coloured' >  Rn {PG} bo2~ra!n 'brown', Sml {Ss.} bor-a 'gray, dirty', {ZMO}
bo2re 'gray, ash-colour' (of cloth)' (× ÿ  bo2r 'dust'), Or bo2r-u2 ' a sh-
coloured, dim, dull', {Th.} bo2ra 'pale (bianco sbiadito), gray (cener ino ,
grigio)', {Grg.} bo2ra 'brown' (colour of cow), 'mud-colour', Kns po2r, p l .
pu??ur-, Gdl po2r- 'black', Arr {Hw.} burri!, {Ss.} bur-iy-d'a, Dsn bu!r, Elm
burr-i-d'a 'red', Arr {Hw.} burrahad'- 'become red', burras- v t .
'redden', Brj ≤bo2r-e2 'yellow colour', Sd bo2ra 'ash-coloured', Kmb {L}
bora 'gray, brown, dirty colour' ¶ Ss. B 39, PG 8O, DSI 64, ZMO 44, Gs.
45, Th. 47, Grg. 56-7, Hw. A 35O, L EDH 44, To. DL 488  B {†Pr.}
*√brh⁄m (<  √*br?+hm) >  Ah b´rum´t, ETwl, Ty ibram / b¥ram 'être d e
couleur jaune paille', Ah eb´rim 'chameau jaune paille' ¶ Fc. 95, GhA
1O, NZ 113-4 || IE {EI} *b≈er- 'b rown'  >  NaIE *b≈er- id. (‘  'a bea r ' ) ,
*b≈reu\Ó- id., *b≈e-b≈ru- 'brown' (‘  'beaver'): [1] *b≈er- >  Lt be$!ras, Ltv
be2^<rs 'bay (horse)' (with *e in the L-grade of apophony) »» ON bjo<rn,
NNr, Dn bjØrn, Sw bjo4rn, OHG be4ro, NHG Ba4r, AS bera n. 'bear' >
NE bear  [2] *b≈reu\Ó- >  pGmc *bru2na- 'brown' >  OHG, OSx, AS
bru2n, NHG braun, NE brown  [3] *b≈eb≈ru- 'brown' (‘  ' beaver ' )
({EI} *≤b≈eb≈ru-s 'beaver') (rdp.) >  OI ba≤bhruh5 ' reddish-brown,
brown', Av bawra- 'beaver', pIrn *bawra- 'brown, yellow' >  Ygn, Shgn
vur id., Oss I bu2r, Oss D bor 'yellow', ClNPrs {Vl., Sg.} rvB bo2r, NPrs rvB
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bu2r 'red, colour of the pistachio nut'; Irn ı Sl: R ≤buryj, P bury
'brown'; Ary ı Ak Nz babrunnu 'bay' »» L fiber ≠ feber ' beaver '
»» Gl bebru-, Crn (π OCrn) befer, Br {WH} bieuzr id. »» Gmc
*beB(u)raz 'beaver' >  ON bjo1r-r, OHG bibar, NHG Biber, OSx
bivar, AS be(o)for, NE beaver »» Pru bebrus, Lt beﬁbras, Lt ∆
bebru~s, Ltv be>brs id. » Sl *bebr¥ ≠ *bo~br¥ id. > ChS, OR bebr5
bebrË ≠ bobr5 bobrË, Blg bob`r, ∆ beber, SCr daàbar, ∆
boàbar, Slv bo>!ber, Cz bobr, Slk bobor, P bo1br, R bo≤bër, bobr,
Uk b¡br id. ¶ P 136, EI 57, 85, M K II 4O9, M E II 21O, Vl. I 274, Sg.
2O6, Horn 49, Ab. I 271-2, WH I 49O-1, ECCE 213, OsS 52, 59, 87, EWA I
563-5, II 6-8, 374-7, Kb. 68, 71, 123, KM 5O-1, 73-4, 97, Ho. 2O-1, 3 6 ,
Ho. S 8, 1O, Vr. 4O-1, SPS I 453, Frn. 38-9, En. 15O, Tp. P A-D 2O3-5,
Vs. I 18O-1, 249, ESSJ I 174-5 and II 145-6, Glh. 186-7 || A: T *bor1
'gray' >  OT boz id. ({Cl., Dr.} OT bo2z with unj. long o2), Tkm boÎ, Tk
boz 'brown, gray', Az boz 'gray', Ggz bo2z id. (with puzzling length o f
the vw.); Tkm provides ev. for a short vw. in this stem; Chv p¥v¥r(l¥),
∆  purl¥ 'roan' (that was often adduced as a proof of a long vw. within
the stem reconstructed as •bo2r 1) has been convincingly interpreted by IS
as a loan from M *bu˝ural ≠ *bu˝urul 'roan' ¶ Cl. 388-9, Rs. W 82, IS I
183, ET B 171-73, Jeg. 146, Fed. I 394  M *bora+u 'gray' >  MM [MA]
bora, [S] boro id., [HI] boro 'cendré', WrM boru, HlM bor, Brt boro,
Kl bor boro, Mnr H {SM} bòoro, {T} boro, Dx boron 'gray', Mgl boro2
'dunkelgelb, gelbbraun' ¶ Pp. MA 121, H 19, Ms. H 42, Lew. II 21, MED
121, KRS 11O, KW 51, Chr. 1O6, SM 28, T 318, T DnJ 112, Rm. M 24 ¶ ¶
DQA #191 (A *bor1V 'gray') || ? E: NEl pu-ur-na 'brown' ¶  HK 242 ˚
Cf. IS I 183-4.
256. ? *bV{r1111}[V]dV 'hail' (and 'snow'?) >  K *°bard-(a)n- ' ( f r e sh )
snow' >  G bardni 'Schneepolster (z. B. auf Ästen)', bardn- 'schneien ( i n
dichten Flocken)' ¶ Chx. 66 || HS: WS *ba≤rad- 'hail' >  BHb dr1B1 ba2≤ra2d3
'hail', JA, Sr bar≤d-a2 id., JEA {Sl.} bar≤d-a2 'ice', Md barda 'hail, ice ' ,
A r draBa barad- 'hail', Sb brd 'cold weather, hailstorm', Gz barad 'hail ,
snow, hoarfrost'; WS *√brd G 'be cold, hail' >  Ar √brd (pf. barada) v.
'be cold, hail', √brd (pf. baruda) v. 'be cold', BHb √brd G v. 'hail', Gz
√brd G 'be cold, be covered with hail' ¶ KB 147, KBR 154, Sl. 242, Br.
95, MD 50, L G 1O3, Fr. I 1O5 || A: T *bu2r1 'ice, hail' >  OT buz, Tk buz,
Tkm bu2Î, Az, Ggz buz, CrTt, Kr, Qmq, QrB, Nog buz, Uz, ET, Qq, Qrg, Slr,
Ln muz, Qzq mu"z, VTt b¥ºz, Bsh b¥ºÎ, Alt mus, SY pîz, Xk pus, Yk bu2s ' i ce ' ,
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Chv p¥r 'ice, hail' ¶ Cl. 389, ET B 238-9, Jeg. 147, Fed. I 398 ˚  Qu.,
because we cannot rule out a S origin of the G stem; the T cognate is
problematic due to the absence of reflexes of N *d . The latter may b e
explained (ad hoc) as contraction *-r1d- >  *-r1-, causing a compensa tory
lengthening of the vw.
257. (€?) *b{i}r1111{u 4 444w}ûûûûqa (or *b{i}r 1111 {uw} ûûûûqa?) '∈  edible fruit' >  K {K}
*brûqen, {K} *berûqen, {FS} *berûqwen 'wild pear, wild plum' >  G ∆
b(e)rûqena 'willow-leaf pear (Pyrus salicifolia)', Sv: UB barûqwend, Ch
ba4rûqwen, Lx ba4rûqen, L/Ls barûqwen 'wild plum' ¶¶ K 54, K2 12, Chx. 8O,
FS K 5O, FS E 51, TK 144, GP 91, Dn. s.v. barûqven || IE: NaIE *b≈ru2g-
'fruit', v. 'use (as fruit)' (P: 'genießen, gebrauchen' “ 'sich Früchte z u m
Genusse abbrechen oder abstreifen', Mn.: 'use, benefit, p roduc t ,
profit') >  L fru2g- (nom. fru2x, gen. -gis) 'fruit', Um accus. pl. FRIF,
FRI 'fruges', L fru2g° (dat.: *'zum Gebrauche' =) 'useful', fruor ( inf .
frui, pfc. fru2ctus sum) 'enjoy', fru2mentum 'corn', fructus
(gen. -u2s) 'enjoyment; produce, fruit', Osc fruktatiuf
(*fru2geta2tio2nis) 'fructus' »» Gt bru2kjan (p. bru2hta) 'to make u s e
of', OHG bru2chan, bru2chen, NHG brauchen, OSx bru2kan ' t o
need, to use', AS bru2can  'make use of, enjoy', NE brook; Gt bru2ks,
OHG bru2hhi 'useful (brauchbar)', AS bry2c1e 'useful' »» ? amb Gk
frykto1ß 'lottery bean, bean for voting' (unless derived from fry1gv v.
'roast' and originally meaning 'roasted [bean]') ¶ P 173, WP II 2O8, Mn.
1O6, WH I 552-3, EWA II 365-7, Bc. G 317, 336, F II 1O46, Ch. 123, Fs.
1O7, OsS 86, KM 96, Ho. 36 || ? D *pir`{ï}ka (≠ *pir`{ï}la) ({†GS} *p-)
'green mango fruit' >  Kn pir›ika, pr›ïka, pir›ka, Png, Mnd pr1ïla id.,
Kui pr`ia, Ku pr`ïla 'unripe mango fruit' (unless akin to S *≤piriy- ' f ru i t ' )
¶¶ D #4184 || HS: ? S: amb Ar birqu2q- ≠ burqu2q- 'prunum, m a l u m
Armeniacum \ Persicum' (unless π Gk preko1kkion ≠ proko1kkion id .
π L praecox 'ripe before the time' [Plinius: "Post a u t u m n u m
maturescunt Persica, æstate præcocia"]) ¶ Fr. I 112, Steph. VII 157 ˚
Cf. N *p '''' {e}rV  'fruit'.
258. ? € *bËs1111++++c@ @@@V 'rub, grind' >  IE {P, EI} *b≈es- 'rub (off\away)' >  OI
bhas-: prs. ≤babhasti 'chews, masticates, devours' (3p ≤bapsati),
bhas≤ma 'ashes' »» Gk πai1v, πa1v 'I rub away, grind down' »» ? Al
fshij- 'sweep, wipe, brush' ({EI}: < *b≈s-in-ye/o-) (but O 1O4 proposes
a different et.)  ? amb  Ht pes(s)- 'rub, scrub (with soap, etc.)' (unless
somehow connected with IE *pei\s- 'zerstampfen, zermalmen', w  P 7 9 6 )
¶¶ P 145-6, EI 49O, M K II 4O9, M E II 57, F II 1127, Frd. HW 1O8, Ts. W
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62-3, CHD P 315 || U: FU *pus1+c1V-nV or *pus1nV 'flour' (× N *P3333oNs1111V
'dust') > Prm *puz1 / *puz1n- >  Vt, Z pÈz1 'flour' »» pVg *pa"s´n (or *po"s´n)
'flour' > Vg: T {Mu.} paºs´n, {Kn.} P pos´n, ML pas´n id. ¶ It is not c lear
if Vt pÈz1na-nÈ and Z pÈz1nav-nÈ 'to pour (schütten)' belong here ¶ UEW
4O8-9, Coll. 11O, LG 235; Rd. supposes that this root refers to f lour
made of wild cereals ˚  Qu., because FU *pus1+c1[V]nV has an al t .
etymology. IS MS 358 (s.v. 'razmel∆¢at∆ ' *ba{s1}V) equates the IE √
with U {Coll.} *pas1V (which is less plausible, because here the semant ic
distance is greater: acc. to UEW 357-8, U *pas1V means 'Loch, Öffnung,
Spalt, Riß').
259. *bu?[V]s2222V ' bad '  > HS: S *√b?s7 'be bad' >  Ak bi?is7u, bïs7u
'bad', ba?a2s7u v. 'be of bad quality, smell bad', Ar bi?sa 'wie
widerlich!', √b?s (pf. ba?isa) v. 'be wretched, be unfortunate', BHb
√b?s7 G (pf. Sa2B1 ba2≤?as7) v. 'stink', N (pf. Sa2b6n5 nib3≤?as7) 'be hated', IA
b?ys7 'bad, evil', BA f. aT1S6ia5B6 b´÷ïs7-≤t-a2 'böse', IA b?s7 {HJ} adj. ' b a d ,
evil', JA √b?s7 (pf. b´≤?es7) v. 'be bad, unpleasant, wicked', JEA {Sl.}
√b?s7 ± √bys7 'be sick, displeased', SmA √b?s 7 G 'displease', b?s7 n .
'disease', Sr G  √b?s7  'be bad', '3oj∫o ba2ys7a2 'poor', Md √bys7 'be b a d ,
evil', bis7, bis7a 'bad, evil, wicked', OSA √b?s7 v. 'be bad', Gz √b?s
(pf. ba?asa, subj. y´-b?as) id., 'become worse' (ı Q {R} bis-
'schlecht\elend sein') ¶ CAD II 4-5, 27O-1, HJ 142, L G 82-3, R QW 4 4 ,
Vinn. SAN IV 2O1, KB 1O3, KBR 1O7, Sl. 183, Br. 56-7, Tal 78-9, DM 6 3
 EC *bus- 'be bad' > Sd {Hd.} bus7a 'bad', bus7- 'be worse\bad', Hd/Kmb
{C} bus7- 'be cheap', Hd {Hd.} bus7- 'become cheap', Or {Brl.} bosa
'lazy', bos-awu 'become lazy' ¶ AD SF 53, Hd. 23, 38, 273, 355, Brl.
63  Ch: WCh: Ang b‰!s, Cp bi~s, Su bi!s7 'bad' » Fy {J}  %bus7ï! id. »» CCh: Dgh
{Frk.} b´za~ id. ¶ ChC, ChL, J S 59 || IE: NaIE *°b≈ou\s- >  Gmc *bau\si,
*bau\su- >  OSx bo6sa 'Posse', gi-bo6si 'Possen', OHG bo2si 'useles,
cowardly, weak', bo2sa 'hardness, nothingness; Possen, lappisches
Treiben', NHG bo4se 'bad, wicked, angry', OFrs ba6s-feng ' unzücht iger
Griff', Sw ∆  bo4s 'wild' ¶ Ho. S 9, OsS 8O, EWA II 252-5, Kb. 106, KM 9 3
|| A: M *bus[a]- >  WrM busaki, HlM busxi 'bad, wicked'; Kl
busrmg 'bad, evil, mean' ('durnoj , skvernyj , nedostojnyj ') ¶
MED 14O, KRS 122 ˚ ≈ Blz. LB #7b (incl. C, S, IE, M).
26O.  *bus6666V 'to uncover, to peel', 'bare' >  HS: C: Ag: Q {R} bes7- v.
'be naked, deprived of sth.' »» SC {E} *bas6- v. 'be stripped bare or c lean '
>  Irq bas6a 'field cleaned and dug up for cultivation, Kz bal- v. 'wash,
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clean' »» Dhl b'as6e2Î- v. 'strip bark away' ¶ AD GDS #1.29, E SC 134, EEN
32  NrOm: Kf {C} bes7o2 'except (for)' ('eccetto, fuori di…') ¶ C SE IV
416  Ch: WCh *bus6- (= {∫Stl.} *buc6-) v. 'untie' >  Bl b‰d'-, Krkr b‰~d'u id. »
NrBc *bu{c6}- > Wrj b‰c6-, Sir buz6u, Jmb mbuz6 id. » SBc: Sy {ChL} b'‰z6tu id. ¶
Stl. ZCh 151 [#66], ChL; on my interpretation of S's WCh *c6 as *s6 see  AD
LOHS and LOHSa  S *°√nbs6 > Ar √nbs7 'déterrer, tirer au clair'; S
(+ext.) *√bs6r v. 'peel, skin' > Ar {BK} √bs7r 'peler en enlevant l ' écorce ,
dépouiller d'écorce \ de peau extérieure', Jb √bs6r (pf. ≤bO≤s6Or) v.
'remove the old roof of a hut to put on a new one; skin (as an orange) ' ;
S d. *ba≤s6ar- 'skin' ([in several S lgs.]:‘ 'flesh' ‘ [in Ak] 'one’s child']) >
Ar bas7ar- 'peau extérieure (chez l'homme), épiderme', 'homme, genre
humain, l'humanité', bas7arat- 'épiderme', Mh b‰s6‰re2t ' sk in ,
complexion', BHb rß1B1 ba2≤s6a2r 'skin' (π  1O2.6, 119.12O, Hiob 4 .15) ,
'flesh, meat', MHb rß1B1 ba2≤s6a2r 'flesh, meat; body', Pun bs7r ' f lesh;
child, descendant', Ug bs7r {A} 'flesh, body', {OLS} 'flesh', IA bs7r
'flesh', BA rß2B6 b´≤s6ar 'flesh, people, animals', JA rx2B6 b´≤sar,
ar!x6B5≠ ar!ß6iB5 bis≤r-a2 'body, flesh, meat', JEA ar!x6B5 ≠ ar!ß6iB5
bis≤r-a2 'flesh, meat', Sr b´≤sar, bEs≤ra2 'flesh, body', Sb bs6r ' f lesh ' ,
Har, Grg Ch/Ez/Ed/En/Mh/Ms/Go/Gt ba4sa4r 'meat, flesh', Ak bis7ru
'little child' ¶ BK I 128-9, II 1184, Hv. 74O, Js. 199-2OO, Jo. J 29-3O,
Jo. M 56, KB 156-7, KBR 164, JH 45, HJ 2O4, A #598, OLS 119, GB 12O,
899, Sl. 2O7, BGMR 33, L G 11O, L EDG III 159, CAD II 27O, MiK I # 1 . 4 1
¶¶ ≈ Tk. LAA-1 169 [#41] || IE: NaIE *b≈oso-, {EI} *b≈o≤so-s ' naked ,
bare' >  pGmc *baza- >  OHG bar  'bare, naked, alone', NHG, Sw, Dn bar
'naked, bare', AS bAr  id. (> NE bare), ON berr 'naked; visible, c lea r '
»» Ltv bass 'bare', Lt baﬁsas id., 'bare-foot' » Sl *boŸs¥ (f. *bo≤sa, dadj .
*bos¥j¥) 'bare-foot' >  OCS, OR bos5 bosË, Blg bos, SCr bo•s ( f .
bo~sa), Slv bo$ •s, Cz bosy1, P bosy, R bos, bo≤soj id. »» Arm bok bok
(< *b≈oso-go- or {EI} *b≈os-ko-?) id. ¶ P 163, EI 45, OsS 4O, EWA I 465-6 ,
Kb. 56, Ho. 15, Vr. 34, Slt. 347, Frn. 36, SPS I 34O, ESSJ II 223-4, Vs. I
199, Glh. 142 || U: FU *pus6+s1V- v. 'peel, pluck, be worn out' >  Vt Sr
pos1t- 'abgetragen werden, sich zerfetzen' »» Hg foszt- v. 'pluck ( a
fowl), peel', foszl- v. fray, get threadbare' » ObU: Vg: N {MK} paºsli-
≠paùsli- 'sich abwetzen', Ss {Kálm.} posl- 'sich zu einem Loch
benutzen'; Os V pus in l!opÈ pus 'abgenutztes (Ober-)Kleid' ¶ UEW 4O9,
MK 466, MF I 960.  
261. *bËs6666÷V (or *bËs6666˝V?) 'breath' (‘  'odour, steam, smoke') >
HS: S *°√bs6÷ > Ar √bs7÷ 'avoir l'haleine fétide' ¶ BK I 13O, Ln. 2O9 || U:
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FU *pËs6V ≠ *°pis6V (< **pu4s6V?) 'breath, smoke' >  pObU *po2s7(-´m, -´N)
'smoke' > pVg *pa"s7´m id. > Vg: LK paºs7´m, P pos7´m; pOs *pOs´N id. >  Os:
Nz pus´N, Kz pö8s´N, O pos´N » Hg fu4st 'smoke, steam' »» pPrm *pos7
(acc. to LG) 'breath, vapour' >  Z pos7-ÈktÈ/-kÈ- v. 'puff, pant', ?σ Z LV
pos7 'greedy for… (padkij na…)' ¶ LG 226, Ht. #544, MF 226, KrT 7 4 2 ,
Stn. D 1231 || A: T *b+pu[:]s 'mist, fog, steam' >  OT bus, pus ({Cl.} bu2s,
pu2s 'mist, fog', {MKD} bu2s 'mist, vapour'), Tk pus, ∆ bus 'light fog ' ,
Bsh boß b¥ºT, Tv bus p£us 'steam', Tf p£us 'fog over an unfrozen patch o f
water in winter', Shor pus, ET bus, Chv pa€s p¥s 'steam' ¶  Cl. 37O, MKD
82, ET B 277, Rs. W 9O, Jeg. 149, Fed. I 4O3-4, Md. 57, 175, Ra. 82 ¶ Cl.
and Dankoff (MKD) reconstruct a OT long u2 on the only basis of t h e
Arabic plene spelling, which is rather shaky.
262. *b{a}tV '≈ luck, good' >  K: GZ {Fn.} *bed- 'luck' >  G bed- ' fa te ,
luck', Mg u-bad-o 'unlucky, unhappy' (u- 'un-), ?σ Lz bad- 'wrath' ¶ Fn.
SK 92 [#25] || IE: NaIE *b≈{e}d-, {P} *b≈ad- '≈  good, fortunate' ({EI} IE ??
*b≈ehÅd- 'good') >  OI bhad≤ra- 'fortunate, blessed, delightful', Av hu-
baÎra ' for tunate ' (hu- 'good') »» Gmc *batiz ≠ *bataz 'better' adv. >
ON betr, OHG, MHG baÔ (> NHG baS), OSx bat, bet, OFrs, AS be$t
id., Gmc *batizan 'better' >  Gt batiza, ON betri, AS be$tera, OHG
beÔ Ôiro, NHG besser 'better', NE better; Gmc *batistaz 'best ' >
ON beztr, OSx, AS be$tst, OHG beÔ Ôist, NHG, NE best »» Sl {ESSJ}
*°bedrÁn¥ > OCS bedr5n6 bedrËnË 'plu1sioß = plentiful, abundan t '
¶ P 106, EI 236, M K II 467-8 (rejects the relationship between OI a n d
Gmc for phonetic reasons [without explicitely mentioning them]), M E II
244, Lunt B 128-33, Fs. 83, Vr. 34-5, OsS 43, EWA I 5O3-5, 577-8, KM
55, 7O, Ho. 21-2, Ho. S 5-6, ESSJ I 182-3, SadA IV 261, ESJS 58 || A:
?σ Tg *badi3 'yet, more, noch -er' >  Neg badI, badIgda 'noch ( m e h r ) ' ,
'noch' + cmpr., Orc ba2dá, ba2dï, Ork baZ7e id., Ud badi id., 'still
more\stronger', Nn baZ7I 'noch' + cmpr., 'too, very', Ul badI≠ba2dI
'more (noch), again; too (zu); {PSchm.} 'more (bol∆we )', badal-badala
'more and more (increasingly more)' ¶ STM I 63, Krm. 211 || HS : C: Ag:
Bln {R} bit- , Q {R} bet-  'satt \ reich \ wohlhabend sein' ¶ R WB 9O  ¿
S *°√btt > amb Ar √btt 'omnino perfecit, perfectum reddidit', unless a
secondary development from √btt 'to cut' ¶ Fr. I 81, BK I 81 ˚  Cf. Blz.
KM 113 [#2] (K, IE, A), ≈ Blz. 129-3O [addition to #2] (added Ag + u n c .
C and Ch reflexes of N *bÅdV 'many', q.v.). The IE reflex of the medial
cns. suggests a N *-t- , the Tg reflex is ambiguous (N *-t- or *-d- ),
while K *-d- may be explained by assimilation.
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262a. € *botV 'dust' or 'ashes' > HS: Ch ≈ *but 'ashes': WCh: Bl {IL}
bu~to!, Krkr {IL} butaw, Grm {Sh.} bu~ta!, Krf }Sch.} bu~to! id. » Dir {Sk.} bu~tu~
id. » Ngz be!be!d' id. »» CCh: Ms {Mch.} bu!du, ZmB {J} bu~t, LmP {ChL} bWut,
Bdm {Nc.} bude1n, {Cfr.} p‰@d‰!n id. »» ECh: EDng {Fd.} bu~tu~, Mgm {J}
bi!tti!, Brg bu~ti~, Bdy bu~to! 'ashes', Jg {J} bu!t 'flour', bu!t kO ?O1k 'ashes ' ¶ JI
II 4-5, ChC, ChL, AlJ 61  Om: NrOm: Ym {Wdk.} be~dna@, Wl {LmS}
bidinta, Dwr {LmS} bittenta, Malo budo!, Dk {Fl.} buda, Bsk buda, Oyda
{Bnd.} bu2dO, Drz {Bnd.} bUddu 'ashes' » SOm: Hm {Fl.} bidin-, Ari {Bnd.,
Fl.} bind-, Dm {Bnd., Fl.} bInd- id. ¶ AD SF 241, Wdk. BY 119, LmS 3 1 5 ,
Bnd. AL 144, Fl. OWL  ¶¶ ≈  HSVA #75 (HS *b´t5 'ashes' >  Ch + unc.: Eg
wbd 'burn; soot', Ah a-batœul 'roasting, baking in ashes'), ≈ OS # 3 5 3
(HS *buwut'- >  Ch + unc. Eg wbd 'burn') ||  D *potßi 'powder, dust' >
Tm pot5i id., 'ash', Ml pot5i, Kt poyr`, Kn pud5i 'dust, powder', Kdg podßi
'powder, flour', Tu, Tl pod5i id., 'dust' ¶¶ D #4481, Zv. 1O2 (suggests
an alternation *-tß-/*-tÀ-, finding *-tÀ- in Td pir`y 'dust', Prj por, podil, poyl
'flour, husk dust', Gdb poddu2l 'flour') ˚  ≈ Blz. LB #4d (Ch, D), ≈  Blz.
LNA #4 (N *budi 'ashes'; hesitantly suggested to add M *buZar 'd ir t [y] '
to the HS-D equation).
262b. *b{á}9ËtV 'thigh, (calf of) leg' > HS *ba˝+÷Vt- > S: Gz ba÷a2t,
Amh, Gft bat  'calf of leg', ?φ Amh {R} ∫!T baÓt 'Hüfte, Oberschenkel '
¶ L G 85, L GD 149 ¶ Gz a2 may be due to a S derivational pattern  C:
Dhl {To.} b'o2ti 'thigh' »» EC: Sml {ZMO, DSI} bowdo f. 'thigh', {R} ba'udo
f. 'Hüfte, Oberschenkel', Sml N {Abr.} bo!wdo 'thigh' ¶ To. D 13O, ZMO
45, R SS II 69, Abr. S 34  NrOm: Kf {C} ba2to2 'gamba, arto inferiore' ¶
C SE IV 417  CCh: Ms {Caït.} ba!t 'jambe, patte' ¶ Caït. 37 ¶ ¶  ≈ Tk. LAA-
1 1O6 [#15] (HS *√bt  'leg') || A: NaT *bu2t 'thigh' >  OT bu2t 'thigh, leg '
(OT U but 'leg', OT QU [MhK] ÊvBu 'thigh'), Tk but, bud- ' r u m p ,
buttocks', Tkm bu2t 'thigh (bedro , låqka )', Az bud 'Schenkel', Chg but
'leg', Xlj bu2ut 'Schenkel, Oberschenkel', Yk bu2t 'thigh, leg', etc. ¶ ET B
28O-2, Cl. 297, DTS 129, Rs. W 9O, TrR 136, Rh. 391, DT 96; Doerfer
adduces here Chv pÁz1òÁ 'thigh' (in his opinion from •bu1t-sî 'his th igh ' ) ,
which is doubtful (because the T allomorph *-sî does not appear a f t e r
cnss.); ET B 25-6 equates Chv pÁz1òÁ with Tk bacak and Ggz, CrTt, Kr
baZ7aq 'leg'; Jeg. 158 believes that Chv p´z1ò´ is from NPrs á*'P på2c7e ' f ee t
(of sheep, calves, or other animals, esp. when boiled)' [Sg. 229], cf. Qrg
∆ pa4yc7a4 'animal’s leg' ¶ T *-tæ < *-tt < *-9t?  Tg: [1] *begdi 'leg, foot ' >
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Ewk, Orc, Ud bEgdi, Sln b‰ldïr, Lm bo¿2d¥l, Ork b‰gZ>i, Nn b‰gZ7i ' leg,
foot'  [2] *bVti-ke 'leg, thighs' >  Jrc {Md.} bodixe, {Kiy.} bodihe, {S}
budixe 'leg', WrMc betxe 'leg, foot; leg (of a bird)', Mc Sb {Y}
/bet´x´/ ·b‰tx‚ ≠ /bet´k´/ ·b‰tk‚ 'leg, foot, foreleg, hind leg, l imb' ,
Neg b‰tix‰ 'the upper part of the "untï" (fur boots that cover t h e
thighs)', Nn b‰c7x‰ 'the part of shorts that covers the thighs' ¶ STM 1 1 8 -
9, 127, Y ##137, 2285, Hr. 89, Kiy. 125 [#5O5], Md. ChF 135, S AJ 2O9-
1O [#45] ¶¶ S AJ 289 [#3O3] equates T *bu2t 'thigh, leg' with the Tg √
|| D (in GnD) *p{o}tta > Png, Kui pota, Mnd pata 'calf of leg' ¶ D # 4 5 1 3
˚  N *á  is tentatively reconstructed on the ev. of Tg *begdi (cp. a lso
WrMc betxe  and *a  of the first syll. in S and other HS lgs.).
263. *bit[V]{?}V 'to hold' > HS: EC: Af {PH} i-bbidße v. 'grasp, hold ,
keep', Sa {R} -bidß-, p. 3s i-bidßa4 (R: bal5, p. i!-bil5å) 'nehmen, erhal ten ' ,
'rauben, nehmen, ergreifen' ¶ R S II 82-3, PH 132  ?σ S *°√bt? >  Ar
√bt? G (pf. bata?a) ≠ √btw G (pf. 'taBa bata2, ip. -btu2) 's'arrêter, fa ire
halte' ¶ BK I 82, 84  Ch: Mu {Lk.} bo~da! 'ergreifen', {J} bu2di! v. 'hold', bo!t
/ bu~wa2!t id. ¶ Lk. ZSS 181, ChC || U: FV *pita4- v. 'hold' >  F pita4-, Es
pida (prs. pean) id. »» Er ped!a- vi. 'stick to, cling close to, press to' ¶
But not here (⇔ UEW) ObU *pa4t-/*pit- v. 'fall'; see  N *p''''a 4 444tV 'to fall' ¶
Coll. 1O8, UEW 386, Ht. 18O [#551] || D *pitßV v. 'grasp, hold' >  T m
pit5i v. 'catch, grasp, carry, keep back', pit5i n. 'hold, clutch, se izure
by hand', Ml pit5i  'grasp, hold, closed hand', Kt pir`c>- v. 'clench (hand ) ,
pir`y 'handful', Kn pid5i v. 'seize, hold', Kdg pudßi- v. 'catch, hold', Tu
hid5i n. 'hold, grasp', Tl pid5i 'handle, hilt, handful', Prj pidßk- v.
'embrace', Gnd pïdßana2 v. 'snatch, catch' ¶¶ D #4148 ˚  Sa, Af -dß- po in ts
to the presence of an ancient lr. (-dß- < *tÓ-), which  is probably N *?
(on the ev. of S *√bt? , if it belongs here) ˚  IS MS 339 s.v. 'derqat∆ '
*{p}itÿ (U, D).
264. *bo6666t{÷}V 'to grow' (intr.), 'to sprout' > HS: S *°√bt÷ > Ar bit÷-
'big, tall' (of a person), √bt÷ G  (pf. bati÷a) 'avoir une belle encolure ,
longue et robuste' (of a horse), 'être robuste et ferme' ¶ BK I 83 || D
*potß- ≠ *putßtß- v. 'grow, sprout' >  [1] Tm pot5i- 'spring up, shoot', Ml
pot5iyuka v. 'spring up, ooze out', pot5ikka id., 'sprout', Krb podße
'sprout of grain', Kn pod5e 'a pregnant ear of corn, an ear of corn jus t
before shooting forth', Tu pot5t5A 'tender ear of corn', Tl
pot5t5akar3(r3)a 'unopened ear of corn, tender ear of corn jus t
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formed', Prj potß 'grain in embryonic stage'; [2] (× *putß- 'be born ' ) : Td
putß- vi. 'grow (of grass, tree, hair), Kdg putßtß- 'be born, (seed) sp rou t s '
¶¶ ≈ D ##4264, 4482 || A *butæ- >  NaT *buta- 'sprout, bough, twig' >
Nog butaq id., Qzq bu"tanaq 'small bough, branch, snag', ? bu"ta ' bush ,
shrub', Qrg butaq  'twig'; (× T but- 'cut' < N *but''''V 'cut, cut off, cut i n to
pieces'): Qzq bu"tala- 'cut shoots\twigs', Qrg buta- 'cut twigs, clean t h e
tree from twigs\branches' ¶ Rs. W 8, NogR 91, MM 116, Sht. 66, Jud .
163  M *buta '≈ tuft (touffe) of plants, thicket (Gebüsch), bush' > MM
[S] {H} buta 'Dickicht, Grasbusch, Gestrüpp', WrM buta, HlM but
'bush, brushwood, thicket', Ord {Ms.} bòu¯tæa 'buissons, broussailles,
touffe', Kl but butu 'bush, shrub; bunch of flowers', {Rm.} 'Gebüsch,
Strauch', Mgr H {SM} bòudòa2 'herbes\plantes croissant en touffe', Mgr H
{T} buta2, Mgr M {T} buta 'bunch (pu¢ok )' ¶ H 24, MED 141, KRS 1 2 2 ,
KW 63, Ms. O 1OO, SM 31, T 32O  ˚   A *-tæ- < N *-t÷- . We recons t ruc t
N *÷  rather than *˝  because the A reflex of the N cluster *-t˝-  is likely
to be *-d- rather than *-tæ-.
265. UA  € *bat''''V '≈ cold; to feel cold, to freeze' >  U: FU (att. in Ugr)
*pa6ttV ≠ *pa6tV 'snow-\ice-crust', v. 'freeze, feel cold' >  pObU *pu2t-
'ice-crust' >  pVg *pu"t- id. >  Vg: Yk put, Ss put id., Sg put-wit 'Wasser
über dem Eis (am Moor, Fluß)'; pOs *put >  Os: D/O pot, Nz put, Kz pOt
'Schneerinde, Eisschicht', pOs *pat- >  Os: V pat- 'frieren, ge - \ zu - \ e r -
frieren', D pot- id., 'kalt werden', O pat- id., 'sich abkühlen', Vy pat-,
Ty/Y paºt-, K pot-, Nz/Kz pOt- 'frieren' » OHg fa1z-, Hg fa1zik ' f reeze ,
feel\be cold' ¶ Ht. #549, MF 185-6, ≠ UEW 414-5 (Ugr ÷  [with a query]
Sm *p¥raº- vi. 'burn' [w  Jn. 114]; pU *pa6rV), ≠ Rd. UJ 43 [#5O] (U ı Y
K {IN} pe2d‰ 'burn') || A: Tg *batun 'frozen g round '  >  Ewk batun, Ul
ba2tU(n-), Nn bato%, batU% id., Lm bat¥n id., 'hard, hardened' (of f round ,
ice, snow), bat¥n- 'get frozen' (of ground, ice)', WrMc batun ' f rozen
ground, lower layers of ice '  ¶ STM I 77 ˚ Not here the D s t em,
represented by Tm pad5isemu 'a cold, catarrh, Prj padßc>om id., Gnd
par`sa id., ∆ por`sa 'rheum of nose', ∆  parsa2, parsum 'a cold', which, acc .
to D App. #48, goes back to OI pratis1ya2ya- (>  Marathi padßse) ' co ld
in the head' (Tu. #86O4).
265a. *bit''''V 'louse', '≈ parasitic insect' > HS: C: Ag {Ap.} *b‰t;-
'louse' > Bln {R} bi≤ta2 ≠ be≤ta2, Q {R} be≤ta2, Xm {R} bet≤ta2, Km {CR}
biÆta2 (pl. bi"t) 'louse' ¶ R WB 9O, CR K 181, Ap. AV 8  ?φ  B √fVdœïdœ
> Ah afu2dœidœ 'petit pou gris de chameau', Izn, Rf/SrSn {Rn.} afÎœiÎœ ' t i que
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(acarien femelle gros et gris)', Shl afdœudœ 'tique d e s
moutons\chameaux\bovins',  Fgg afdœidœ 'parasite des chameaux', BSn
afdœidœ 'pou des chiens' ¶ Fc. 3O5, Rn. 297, NZ 532  Ch:WCh: Ngz {Sch.}
b'a~b'´!t 'flea' »» ECh: Smr {J} ba!d'a~da!r 'flea', as well as (?) words f o r
'mosquito': Smr {J} be!de@ 'mosquito', Nd D {J} bi!de!, Tmk {Cp.} bet‰, b‰2‡d
¶ ChC, Sch. DN 28 || A: T *bit ≠ *bît, {Md.} bîÆtæV 'louse' > OT, Cmn
XIV, MOg XIV bit 'louse', MQp bit 'bug', Tk bit, Tkm, Az, Ggz, CrTt, Kr,
Qmq, QrB, Qq, Qzq, Qrg, Uz bit, Nog biyt, VTt, Bsh bet bÁt, Xk pIt, Yk
bît, Tv, Tf bòî<t, SY pis7t, Chv pyjta " pÈydò¥ 'louse' ¶ Cl. 296, ET B 151-2 ,
Rs. W 76, Md. 75, Jeg. 172 || D (in NED): Krx putuNgï ≠ putuNgï
'midge', Mlt putgi 'sand-fly'; D ı OI puttika2- 'gnat' ¶ D #42O3 ||
?φ K: Mg bic7'a 'tick' ˚ D *u (from N *i ) may be due to the labializing
infl. of N *b- . An alt. rec. (N *bu4444t ' '''V) implies a hyp. of T delabialization
(without any imaginable cause) and hence is less plausible ˚ AD GDRV
61 (C, T); Blz. LB #1O5a and Blz. LNA #6 (suggested to add D).
266. *but''''V 'cut, cut off, cut into pieces' > HS *√bt' > WS *√bt't' >  Ar
√btœtœ (pf. batœtœa) 'percer un ulcère \ un clou', Amh {DRS} bAt't'a
'entailler', as well as possibly CS *√bdd v. 'separate' (<  **√bt't' by as.?)
>  Ar √bdd id., BHb dd1B1 ba2≤d3a2d3 'alone', (act. prtc. G ) bo2≤d3e2d3 ' a lone,
solitary' ¶ BK I 134, KB 1O5, KBR 1O9-1O, DRS 59-6O  B *√bdœÓ >  Kb
´b3Îœu (pf. 3s y´b3Îœa) 'partager, séparer', Tdq {Fc.} ´bdœu 'être séparé, s e
séparer', Izd bdœu (pf. 3s i-bdœa, hab. b´tœtœa) 'partager, séparer', BSn ´bdœa
id., CM bdu  'partager, être partagé', Sll {Ds.} "´bdœU (pf. ibdœa) 'partager' ¶
Mrc. 233, Dl. 11, Fc. 32, NZ 27-8  C {AD} *bVt'- >  LEC *bVd'- >  Sa {R} -
bal5- (= -badß-), p. ≤i-bidßa4 'abtrennen, wegreißen', aba≤l5a2, a≤bl5a2 ' p a r t ,
half', Af {PH} abdßa 'half, part', Sml {ZMO}, Sml N {Abr.} badß 'half' ¶ R S II
82-3, ZMO 26, PH 28, AD SF 248  NrOm: Kf {C} boto2 'share, part' ¶ C
SE IV 417  Ch: WCh: Bl {Lk.} b'ot-, Gera {ChL} b'e!di~-mi~, Grm {ChL} b'a!t v.
'cut' (mte. *b...t' > *b'...t) ¶ JI II 96, ChL || A: NaT *buta- ≠ {Cl.} *butî- v.
'cut off branches, prune a tree' >  OT {Cl. after MhK} buta-, butî- v.
'prune', {MKD} butî- 'cut branches of a tree', OOsm, MQp buda- v.
'prune', Tk buda- 'die Zweige beschneiden', VTt bøta- b¥ºta-, StAlt
bòuda-, Xlj pu;ta- id. ¶ Rs. VW 91, Cl. 3OO, DTS 129, MKA II 141 and III
317, MKD 82, DHST 296  M *buta- > MM [MA] buta- 'cut off, hit'; M
*buta adv. 'in fragments\pieces', 'into pieces' (× N *ba÷3333 ++++9ut ''''V ' k ick ,
push'?) > WrM buta , HlM, Kl but, Brt buta adv. 'in f ragments \pieces ,
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into pieces';  M butara- > MM butara- vi. [MA] 'disintegrate, break t o
pieces (raspast∆så , razvalit∆så , rassypat∆så)', [S]
'auseinanderstieben', WrM butara- , HlM butra- v. 'break to pieces,
smash', Brt, Kl butar- vi. 'break, be smashed', Kl butr-, {Rm.} butr=-
'be dispersed, zerstreut werden', Ord bòu≈tæara- 's’échapper sous f o r m e
d’étincelles (feu)', Mnr H {SM} pæudò‰ra2- 's’élever dans l’air (comme l a
poussière), se disperser', caus. MM [HI] butara√ul- 'laisser se disperser ' ,
WrM butara9ul-, HlM butruula- 'let desintegrate' ¶ H 24, Ms. H
44, Lew. II 22, Pp. MA 126, Pp. VG 121, MED 141, Chr. 116-7, KRS 1 2 2 ,
KW 63, Ms. O 1OO, SM 3O4  Tg *bute, *butekte- 'break into pieces ' ,
*butekte 'piece' (×  N *ba÷3333 ++++9ut ''''V 'kick, push'?) > Lm bU2t- 'break, bea t ,
split', Ewk butukt‰ 'piece' , Neg boktaxa2n, Nn Nh boqta2 'splinter'; Ewk
but‰2kt‰-, Ud bukta- 'split', Lm bU2t¥q- 'break off', Orc buktaga- ' b r eak ' ,
Ul bUqta-, Nn boqta2- 'crack' ¶ STM I 116 || D {Pf.} *putt-/ *put-V-, *put-
V-k- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'cut off, cut in pieces' >  Klm put- v. 'cut in pieces,
pluck (flower), break (rope), Nkr put- v. 'cut, pluck', Nk put- vi. ' b e
cut, break', Krx pudug-na2 v. 'pluck out (hair, etc.), strip (fowl) b y
plucking' ¶¶ D #4277, Pf. 75.
267. €  *but ''''V  'pistachio (and terebinth?) tree\nut' >  HS : S *≤but'[u]n+m-
id. >  BHb p l . Min%y6B1 bOt'≤nïm 'nuts of terebinth', JA but'≤m-a2, JEA {Sl.}
am1y5uB but5≤m-a2, Sr bEt5m-´≤t3-a2 id., Ar butœm- 'térébinthe ( a rb re ) ,
térébinthine', Gz (π Ar?) b´t5m ≠ bu2t5m 'terebinth tree', Ak but5n-
u 'terebinth t ree \wood ' , bu5tn-atu, but5um-t-u, but5t5utu
'pistachio tree\wood\nut' ¶ KB 117, KBR 121, Sl. 190, Js. 147, L G 1 1 4 ,
CAD II 358-9, Löw I 192|| A: NaT *buturga2k > OT (Cl.) buturÌa2q 'a t h o r n
tree shaped like a pistachio tree, which has thorns which catch t h e
clothing' (MKA I 5O2), {MKD} 'burr', SbTt Tr {Rl.} buturÌaq 'a t r e e
which has split and is bound round to save it from collapse'; NaT
*°bitrik 'pistachio nut' >  OT [MhK] bitrik id. ¶ Cl. 3O7, 3O9, MKD 7 4 ,
82, Rl. IV 1857, DTS 1O4, 13O ˚  AD NM #58, S CNM 14, ≠  Vv. AEN 9
(rejects the T etl. doublets on the false presumption denying the very
existence of doublets, though in fact they do exist in lgs. if a √  is f o u n d
in different phonetic conditions (incl. phonetic infl. of affixes),
undergoes lexical attraction, analogy, etc., as in NE off and of, life
[lai\f] and live [liv], Fr homme  and on, BHb ≤leb3 'heart' and le2≤b3a2b3 id .
- both from *≤libab-um).
268. *ba÷ 3333 ++++9ut ''''V  'kick, push' > HS: CS *√b÷+Ìt' >  BHb yob √b÷t' G v.
'kick', {KB} 'ausschlagen', MHb, JA √b÷t' G {Js.} v. 'trample, s t r ike,
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kick', JEA {Sl.}, Sr  √b÷t' G  v. 'kick' ¶ KB 136, KBR 142, Js. 18O-1, Sl.
224, Br. 83, JPS 5O, DRS 74  EC: Af {PH} bo÷to 'bang, clang, knock ,
tap', Sa {R} bot5≤÷o2 'Schlag, Hieb, Stoß', bot5÷o2Æ- 'einen Schlag\Hieb
bekommen', bot5÷-is7- 'einen Schlag\Hieb\Stoß geben' ¶ PH 72, R S II
92  Ch: WCh: pAG {Stl.} *bet v. 'push' >  Su {J} bE~t 'niederschlagen,
stoßen', Ang {Flk.} be"t/ba"t v. 'push, butt', Cp {Kr.} bEt v. 'push' ¶ Stl.
ZCh 24O [#1], J S 59, Flk. s.v., ChL || IE: NaIE {Mn.} *b≈au\d- (= {P}
*b≈a2Æwd-) / {P} *b≈ud- v. 'beat, chastise', {EI} *b≈eu\d- (prs. *≤b≈ou\dei\)
'strike, beat' >  Gmc {Wt.} *bau\t- v. 'strike' > ON bauta 'to beat', AS
be1atan / p. beo(f)t) id., NE beat; MLG bo2ten, OHG bo2Ôan or bo2
Ôen ± pauÔ en / p. bieÔ  'push, strike (contundere)', {EWA}
'(zer)stoßen, (zer)schlagen', MHG bo2Ôen 'to strike, to beat', bo2Ô
'Schlag' »» OIr {Vn.} buailid 'il frappe\bat\attaque'; ?σ MBr {Flr.}
bevez 'guilty', OIr {Vn.} bibdu id., 'enemy' (<  *b≈e-b≈ud-wots) »» Lt
bauda~ 'fine, penalty', bauﬁsti (prs. bauﬁdz7iu) 'to punish' ( ' s t ra fen ,
züchtigen') ¶ P 112, EI 549, Mn. 67-8, Vr. 29, Ho. 18, OsS 81, EWA II
27O-2, Kb. 1O9, Lx. 25, Vn. B 49, 1O9, Flr. 82, AHDI 6, ≠ Frn. 6 2
(bauda~ ÷  Lt bude$ti 'to be awake') || A *butæV 'beat, hit' > pKo {S}
*putî5ic>- 'hit, bump, collide' > MKo putî5ic>-, NKo putic- pudit- ¶ S QK
#928, Nam 265, MLC 812  pJ {S}  *pu~t- 'beat, hit' > J: T bu!t-, K/Kg bu~t-
¶ {S}: an expressive voicing *p- > *b- ¶ S QJ #1397, Mr. 68O  M *buta-
> MM [MA] buta- 'cut off, hit', ?σ M *buta adv. 'in f ragments \pieces ' ,
'into pieces' (× N *but''''V 'cut, cut off, cut into pieces', q.v. ffd.)  ?σ Tg
*bute- 'break into pieces' (“  'beat'?), *butekte  'piece', *butekte- ' b r e a k
into pieces' (× N *but''''V, q.v. ffd.) || D [1] D *potß- ({†GS} *p-) v.
'winnow, strike, beat' >  Tm put5ai\ v. 'winnow, thresh, beat, s t r ike ' ,
pot5i v. 'be broken to pieces', Kt por`c>- v. 'winnow', Td pur`f- id., v. ' f lap
(a branch of leaves in cleaning house)', pur` 'beating', Kn pod5e v.
'strike, beat', Tu pud5epuni, pod5epuni v. 'winnow, fan', bot5t5uni
v. 'beat (as a drum), hammer (as metal), knock (as a door)', Tl
pod5ucu v. 'fight', Gdb po2dßu 'fight', Png podß- v. 'hit (not to miss)'  [2]
D (in SD) *po2tß- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'strike, cast' >  Tm po2t5u v. 'cast down,
strike, beat, stamp', Ml po2t5uka v. 'strike (as a wedge into t imber ) ,
put', Tu pa2d5uni v. 'throw, cast, fling' ¶¶ D ##4252, 4481, 4581, Km.
439-4O [#871] ¶¶ D *-tß- points to a de-emphatized *-t- < *-÷3+9t'- < N *-÷ 3333
++++9ut ''''-.
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 268a. *ba9[V]t''''{i} 'be quick; sudden' > HS: S *°√b˝t > Ar √b˝t G
'arriver \ survenir soudain et à l’improviste', ba˝t-at- ' évenement
inattendu', éAta90Ba ba˝t-at-an 'soudain, subitement, à l’improviste' ¶ BK I
144-5  Ch: WCh: Ang {Flk.} vwo"t, Anf H {Flk.} bwo"t 'quickly, a t
once', Dr {Nw.} bu!t 'suddenly, on the run' ¶ Flk. 154, Nw. KL 122, ≈ Tk,
LAA-1 1O7 [#22] || A: M *bac>im (< *batî-) 'hasty, urgent, quick' >
WrM, WrO bacim, HlM ba¢im id., Brt bawam 'urgent, pressing
(spewnyj )', Kl ba¢m bac7¥m id., {Rm.} bac7m=, bac7im 'schnell, hur t ig ' ,
Ord bòac7æim Z7òoc7æim 'à l’improviste', bòac7æimdòa- 'être très pressé' ¶ MED
65, Chr. 92, KRS 86, Krg. 329, KW 36, Ms. O 58  T i  *ba2t ≠ *pa2t
'quickly, extremely' > OT bat 'quickly', Chg bat 'quick(ly)', Tk pat, U z
båt, ET {Nj.}, ET Tr {Rl.} pat, Qrg bat 'quickly, soon', Tkm ba2dîna
'immediately, right away', Tv pæat 'extremely, completely' ¶ Cl. 296, Rs.
W 65, TkR 65, TvR 345, Nj. 238, Rl. IV 1173, 15O8 ¶¶ Pp. VG 134 (M,
T), Rm. SKE 146-7 (Ko, M, T), ≈  SDM97 (A *pa4∏tæe 'quick, swift', incl. T,
M) || D (in SD) *patß(tß)- ({†GS} *p-) 'hasty, sudden '  > Tu pat5t5a
'suddenly', Kt patßakn 'suddenly, with a jerk', Tm o€ pat5apat5t5appu
'precipitancy', pat5apat5a  'be overhasty' ¶ D #3842 ¶ D *-tß- < pre-D *-
d- < (as.) *-˝t'- ˚ T *p- (for *b-) may be due to the ideophonic fac tor .
In view of S and M a rec. of N *p-  is less plausible.
269. *b{u4444} {9}a 6666t ' '''V 'hunt, try to catch' > HS: WCh: pAG {Hf.} *b'wa˝at
v. 'tie, hobble' (if from *'catch by a lasso') >  Gmy b'o2t, Su b'wa˝at, Ang
{Hf.} b'a2t id., Ang {Flk.} ba2t 'tie, bind', Su {J} b'wa˝at 'binden', Kfr {Hf.}
b'wa˝at, {Nt.} b'wo9at v. 'tie' ¶ Mte.: N *b...t'''' > *b'...t ¶ Hf. AG 18, Flk.
s.v. ba2t, Nt. 46, J S 6O  S *°√b˝t > Ar √b˝t '(suddenly) come u p o n
so., take so. by surprise' (“ *'catch') ¶ Deglottalization *t'''' > S  *t ¶ Ln.
228-9, BK I 144-5 || U {UEW} *pu4wta4- v. 'hunt, catch (game), f ish' ,
'follow the trail' (of an animal) >  F pyyta4-  v. 'hunt, fish, catch (game) '
(‘ 'ask, request, invite'), Vp pu4∏ta- v. 'hunt, catch (game\fish)', Es
p4uu4d- / pu4u4a- 'catch, try'  Sm: Slq: Nr {Cs.} pu4—dap, Tz {Cs.}
pu4—talZ1am 'follow the trail (of an animal)', Kms {KD} pæidEr´- id .
('verfolgen, auf der Spur folgen') ¶ Not here (⇔ UEW)  Ne: T pi2de-
pïd!e- v. 'chase away', T O {Lh.} pïd!e-, F Ny {Lh.} pïc1ï- 'chase away (e.g.
beasts of prey)' ({Lh.} 'verscheuchen, vegjagen', {Cs.} 'treiben, jagen') ;
this word belongs together with Slq Tz {Prk.} pitÈ-  'frighten' <  pSm {Jn.}
*piyta4- id. ÿ pSm {Jn.} *piy- 'be afraid' ¶¶ Coll. 54, UEW 387 ( U
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*piwta4 'die Spuren eines Wildes folgen'), SK 676-7, ZM 446, Jn. 124-5 ,
Ter. 462, Cs. 222, 17O, KD 52 ||  A: AmTg *bogatu- v. 'hunt' >  Orc ba2tu-
, Ul ba2tI- ≠ bUatI- v. 'hunt', Neg boatU- ≠ bo˝atU-, Nn Nh boato-, Nn B
ba2tU- v. 'hunt (esp. for sable)', Ud ba2tu- 'spend the hunting season i n
the forest' (of hunters) ¶ STM I 87, Krm. 211 ¶ N *-9-  is preserved i n
Tg as *-g-  (a rare case). Cf. the cases of preservation of lrs. in U. The Tg
back vw. *-o-  of the first syll. (<  N *-{u 4444 } -) may be due to vowel ha rmony
(infl. of *-a- of the next syll. ˚ The Tg root with *-t- and the WCh r o o t
with *b'...t (< *b...t') (if it belongs here) point to a N *t ''''.
27O. *bu[w]t ''''V 'the hinder part of a quadruped's body, the lower
part of a human body, bottom' > HS: S *°bu2t'- >  Md but5a ' b o t t o m ,
anus', NMd bo2t'a 'Hintern, Anus', Sr '†ow∫u bu2t5a2 'anus, podex', NNEA
{Mcl.} '†—wË∫ bu2t5a2 'penis'  WS (or CS?) *≤bat'[V]n- 'belly' >  BHb Ny3B3
≤bEt'En 'belly, internal organs', OCn [EA] ba-at5-nu-ma 'belly', IA Nyb
bt5n id., JA [TrgOJ] an!y6B2 bat5≤n-a2, JA {Js.} an!y6B5 bit5≤n-a2 'belly', JEA
anyb bt5n? (unk. voc.) 'womb', Sr bat5n-a2 'conceptio', Ar batœn-
'ventre', Tgr bAt'n, Har bAt'ni id. ¶ KB 116-7, KBR 121, JH 34, HJ 151, Sl.
198, Js. 158, DM 54-5, 58-9, Mc. NM 2O5, PS 464, 513-4, Mcl. 27, BK I
138, DRS 51, 6O, MiK I #1.42 ¶ If the Tgr and Har words are Arabisms,
the stem is CS  B *bu2dœ- >  BSn bo2dœ 'fond', Mz budœ 'fond, cul' (p l .
ibudœaw´n ≠ ibatœtœ´n), Izd {Mrc.} abudœ (pl. ibatœtœEn) 'fond, extrémité ,
orifice anal', CM abudœ ≠ budœ 'fond, partie basse', Fgg budœ 'fesse; anus ' ,
Shw budœ 'fond, pied de végétaux', Ah {Fc.} buy´dœ 'avoir des fesses
décharnées', Ntf abud œ  'bottom of a vessel', Nf {Beg.} bu2tœ 'base, pied'  ??
B *√{F}dœn >  Ah a-hadœun 'la 15m e  nuit du mois lunaire' (<  **'middle')
(× N *P 3333an 2222t ' '''VhV  'belly', q.v.) ¶ Fc. 518, ≠ Pr. H 29, NZ 28-9, Beg. 278 
C: EC: Rn be~ydßo! 'buttocks', be~dße!y 'buttock', Sml {ZMO} badßi ' bu t tocks ,
tail of sheep', Sml N {Abr.} ba!dßi! 'buttocks; buttocks of sheep', ? Dsn
{Fl.} bedi 'foot', Sd bad'e 'back, behind', {Mrn.} 'dorso, dietro '  ¶ PG 7 6 ,
ZMO 26, Blz. DL s.v. 'foot', Hd. 351, Mrn. S 2O7  ?σ NrOm: Kf {C}
ba2to2 'leg, hind leg' ¶ ≈ AD SF 24O-1, C SE IV 417  Ch: WCh: Hs b'u2!tï~ya2!
' anus ' »» ECh: Brg {J} ba~JÔa~ 'anus', EDng {DjM} ba!d'ya2~ 'fesse'  (× N *bodV
'body, belly'?): {Stl.} *b'u{t'}V 'belly, womb' >  Su {J} b'ut 'Bauch, Inneres ' ,
Ang {Flk.} b5ut 'belly, pregnancy', {Brq.} b'wu!t 'stomach', Mnt b‰2t
'belly', Kfr {Nt.} b'u@t 'belly, side', Gmy {Hf.} b'et, Tal {Sh.} b'ut≈ 'belly' ,
Chip {ChC} yi~m-b'ut 'entrails' » Gj {Kr.} b'o!ti~ id. » Fy {J} b'u!to! 'belly' »» ECh:
Brg {J} bu~tu~ri~ 'belly' ¶ Stl. ZCh 157 [#113], Abr. H 127, DjM 32, J S 6O,
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Nt. 4, Hf. AG 17, Brq. AP, ChC s.v. 'belly, 'anus' ¶¶ Tk. LAA-1 104 [#7]
(*√bt' 'bottom. back') and ≈ 1O4 [#4] (HS *√bd 'bottom, lower p a r t '
[B, CCh.]) || IE: NaIE *b≈ud≈-men 'lower part, bottom' (in some lgs.
transformed into *b≈ud≈-mo-,*b≈ud≈-no >  *b≈und≈o-), {EI} *b≈ud-≤no-
'bottom' (× N *bodV 'body, belly' [q.v.]) >  OI budh≤nah5 ' b o t t o m ,
ground, base', Av bu"no2 id. »» Gk py†mh1n 'hollow bottom or stand of a
cup, bottom of the sea, bottom\stock\root of a t ree ' »» L fundus
'bottom of sth., ground, soil' »» OIr bond, bonn 'plante de pied, base ,
sol' »» Gmc: OSx bothom, OHG bodam, NHG Boden, ON, Ic, NNr
botn, Sw botten, Dn bund, AS botm ≠ bodan 'bottom, g round ' ,
NE bottom ¶ WP II 19O, P 174, EI 247, Dv. #443, M K II 438, M E II
228-9, F II 62O-1, WH I 564-5, EWA II 222-5, Vn. B 69, Ho 31, Ho. S 9 ,
Vr. 51, KM 88 ¶ IE *-d≈- for *-t- is due to the IE incompatibility law ( n o
mediae aspiratae + tenues in the same √ ) and to contamination with N
*bodV '⇑ ' || U: FU *putV 'rectum, large intestine' (× N *pu[w]t''''É [ o r
*p''''u[w]t''''É?] 'hole') > Lp S {Lgc.} puœ≈t!E-k£Eœ 'rectum' »» pObU *pu2tV >  Vg N
{MK} puti  'large intestine', Os Nz pu"t´, Os Kz pu"tiÆ id., 'rectum',  ¶ UEW
41O (<  ?), Lgc. #687, MK 487 || ?σ,φ D (in SD) *putßa- ({†GS} *p-, *-dß-)
'side, place' (“ *'bottom') >  Tm put5ai\, put5am 'side, place', Ml
put5a, Kn hod5e 'side', Tu pud5A 'border, edge, side' ¶ D #4254 ¶ D
{†GS} *-dß- (for the expected *-t-) is still to be explained ˚ Hardly h e r e
NaT *bu2t 'thigh' and Tg *bVti-ke 'leg, thighs', which are more likely t o
belong to N *b{á}9ËtV 'thigh, (calf of) leg' (q.v.) ˚ IS II 1O2-3: N
*pæoZ7qa/pæodqa 'thigh', sc. N *{p}oqÉZ7777V ≠ *{p}oZ7777VqV ' thigh,
haunch' (q.v.) with unconvincing adduction of T *bu2t ' th igh '
(reconstructed as *pu 2t) .
271. *b{i}Xa (or *b{i}qa , *bu4444yX++++qa?) 'beat, strike' >  IE *b≈ei\Ó- /
b≈iÓ- ({EI} *b≈ei\hÅ-) 'strike' >  NaIE *b≈ey´-/b≈ï- v. 'beat' >  Av {P}
byente 'sie bekämpfen, schlagen' »» ? Arm bir biR (gen. bri bRi)
'large stick, club, cudgel' »» ? L [Fest.] perfine2s ; "perfringa \s" (2s cnj .
'break [through, in pieces]') ({EM}: *-na2-present of *b≈ei\Ó-) »» OIr ben-
'strike, beat', ro-bI1th 'was beaten', bI1the 'beaten', 1s ft. bI1u
'(whom) shall I beat?', {P} be1imm 'Schlag' (<  *b≈ey-smn=), OW
etbinam [g] 'lanio', W {YGM} bid 'lopped hedge', {Vn.} bidio ' tai l ler
une haie', OBr [g] bedioc 'caedes' ({Flr.} 'action de t rancher \ ta i l le r ' ) ,
MBr benaff, Br benan% v. 'cut' »» Sl inf. *bi¡-ti 'to beat' >  OCS biti
biti / prs. b6) bÁjo< ≠ bi) biy-o<, SCr bi Ÿti / bi Ÿje2m, R bit∆ /
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b∆√, Uk biti, Slv, Cz biti, Slk bit&, P bic1  NrIE d. {Mn.} *b≈iy´-lo-
s≠-li-s 'striker, axe' >  OIr biail, OW bahell, W bwyell, bwyall,
Br bouc5hal≠bouhal 'axe' »» OHG bïhal 'axe', MHG bïhel,
bï(e)l, NHG Beil, Dt bijl 'axe, hatchet' (<  IE *b≈iy´-lo) ¶ WP II 137-8 ,
P 117-8, EI 549, Mn. 78-9, EM 498, WH I 5O3, EWA II 35-8, Vn. B 32-4 ,
48, Flr. 8O-1, YGM-1 45, Hü. 429, ≠ Slt. 137 (unlike Hü., connects Arm
biR with the verb bRem), ESSJ II 99-1O3, Db. SA 2O4, 212-3, SPS I 251-2 ,
Glh. 132, StSS 84-5, OsS 62, KM 6, Vr. N 58 || K: GZ (att. in Zn) *°beX+q-
v. 'beat, strike' >  Mg baX- 'beat so., give a beating' ({Chik.} 'Cema,
pokolotit∆ ', {Q} 'bit∆ '), Lz baX- 'beat so., thresh' ({Marr} 'bit∆
(¢eloveka ), molotit∆ ', {Chik.} 'Cema, mobegva, pokolotit∆ ') ¶ Q
2O2, Marr 13O, Chik. 253 || HS: C: EC: Sa {R} buw- scv. ' hauen ,
schlagen' »» ? SC {E} *baH- v. 'kill (animal)' >  ? Asa bahat 'trap', ı M b
b'aH- v. 'kill' ¶ R S II 94, E SC 136  Ch: CCh: Bcm {Sk.} b'i!yo_ v. 'break' »»
WCh: pNrBc *b'a {Stl.} id., {AD} 'beat, break' >  Wrj b'‰b'‰, Kry b'a2!- v.
'break', My b'a1- v. 'beat, break', Cg b'a2!-≠b'o2!-, Mbr, Jmb b'a2- v. 'break' »»
ECh: Kbl {Cp.} b‰~yi~, Kwn {J} ba~yi@, Ll {Grgs.} bo~y, Smr {J} bi~ id. ¶ In WCh
and CCh b'- <  *bÓ ¶ Stl. ZCh 249 [#23], ChC, ChL || A: Tg *bu3ya- ' b e
broken' >  Orc buya- 'broken', buya- v. 'be broken\torn apart', Ul bUya
'broken', Ork bUya id., 'fragments' (oskolki '), bUya- 'be b roken ,
destroyed', Nn boya2- id., boya2 'broken', Lm bUyak- ' spoil '  ¶ STM I 1 O 3
˚ If the pN vw. of the first syll. was *i  (as suggested by IE, K, and CCh),
the labialized vw. in Tg and EC may be due to the assimilative infl. of *b-
.
272. *bayV 'place', 'to be (somewhere)' (= 'estar') >  HS: S *bi- ' i n ' ,
'with' (instr.) > BHb b´-, ba2- id., Ph, Pun, OA, IA b , Ug b , by , (AkSc) bi-,
JA, Sr b´-, Ar bi-, Gz b´- (with pronouns: b´-ka 'in you'), ba- (wi th
nouns) id., Tgy ?‰b- id., b‰- (in b‰-yA 'I have', lit. 'in me'), Ak in bas7u
v. 'be' (<  *ba-s7 3u 'in him'?) ¶ Br. G II 363-77 [§§  237-41], KB 1OO-2, HJ
137-41, OLS 97-8, Hnr. 112, L G 82, Sd. 112, DRS 39-4O  Eg fOK bw
≠  by.t 'place' ¶ EG I 433, 45O-2, Fk. 81-2, Tk. II 172-5  C {AD} *bay-
'place' >  EC: HEC {Hd.} *bay-(c7c7o) 'place' >  Sd bay-c7c7o, Hd be2yyo, Kmb
*be2c7c7u » Or O/Wt {Sr.} biyya 'place; sand', Or H {Ow.} biyya! ' l and,
country', Dsn {To.} bï 'soil, ground; world', Arr {Hw.} biyy 'land, ea r th ,
field' » Dl: Gln {AMS} pi!ye 'earth, land', Dbs {AMS} piye 'land, world ' ,
Cm {Hab.} bï!ye 'earth' »» Bj -b, locative case sx. »» Ag: Q {R} -wa2,
directive case sx. ¶ AD SF 38-9, Hd. 113, Hw. A 348, Sr. 274, Ow. 2 5 6 ,
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To. DL 487, Blz. CL 177, Blz. DL s.v. 'earth', AMS 18O, 239  NrOm: Kf
{C} bic7 'towards' ¶ C SE IV 41O  Ch {AD} *bVyV (≈  {Nw.} *ba) ' p lace '
> WCh: pHAB {Stl.} *beyi id. > BT: Bl {Lk.} beyi, Krkr {Lk.} biyi, Dr {Nw.}
bo!i~, {Kr.} bWo@yi~, Ngm {ChL} be~?i!, Gera {ChL} bi! id. » pAG {Hf.} *pe2, {Stl.}
*be2 > Su {J} pE2 id., Ang {Flk.} pe 'place, spot', {Hf.} pï, {Brq.} pi! 'p lace ' ,
Mnt {Fp., Gr.} bi, Gm {Hf.} pe2, {Fp.} be, Kfr {Hf.} pe2, {Nt.} pe~, Mpn {Frz.}
pe2@, Cp {ChL} pe~ 'place' »» ECh: ? Skr {ChC} ba@ 'place' or 'where' ¶ Hf. AG
17, Stl. VZCh, Nw. 3O [#97], Nw. KL 121, J S 78-9, Nt. 32, Brq. AP, Frz.
DM 91, Gr. LA 6O ¶¶ Tk. I 1O3 || IE: NaIE *-b≈ei\/-b≈i, postposit ive
marker of locative: Gk Hm -fi, case ending with the meaning of instr . ,
loc., dat., abl.; marker of instr., dat., and abl. in several lgs.: IIr *-b≈is
instr. pl. (> OI -bhih5, Av -bïs7, OPrs -bis7), *-b≈ayas dat.-abl. pl. (> OI -
bhayah5, Av byo2), L -bus abl. pl., -bis in nobis, vobis (dat. a n d
abl.-instr. of nos 'we', vos 'ye') (w Shl. IENI 5O-2); IE *kWo-b≈ey
'where?' >  L ubi, Ht kuwapi ¶ Ts. W 43-4, Pv. IV 229-31, Brg. KVG
398-9 (incl. a table), 4O6 (incl. a table), Ch. GH I  234-41 || U: Y: K
{Krn.} -nubo, -nube, -be, T {Krn.} -nube, sx. od nomina loci: K pieda2l-be
'place under a rocky bank, under a rock' (ÿ  pie 'stone' + a2l ' unde r ' ) ,
l!ie-nube 'place of residence' (ÿ  l!ie- 'be, stay'), T a2wa-nube 's leeping
place' (ÿ  a2wa- 'sleep') ¶ Krn. JJ 26 || A: M *bayi- 'stand, stay, be' >
MM [PP] bayi- 'be', [IM]  bay- 'remain, stop (s’arrêter)', [HI] bayi-
'stand, stand up', [MA] bayi- 'stand', [S] {H} bayi- 'daliegen', bai\yidal
'Stellung, Stand, Posten', [IsV] bay  ipv. 'be quiet!', WrM bai-, HlM baj-
'be' (copula), 'stay, exist, live, reside', Brt baj-, Kl b´´- ' s t and ,
remain, be (ci essere)', b´´n´  'there is', Kl {Rm.} ba4∏- 'stand, remain, b e
(sein, sich befinden)', Mnr H {SM} bòe2¯- 'stand, stand up, s t o p
(s’arrêter)', Dg {Mrm.} bai\- ≠ ba$i\- 'stand', {Pp.} bòei\ 'is', Dx {T} bai\- id.,
'stop (s’arrêter)', Mgl {Rm.} beina$ 'is, stands, remains standing', Mgl
(ArSc) {Wr.} ba'i  ipv. 'stand!' ¶ Ms. H 39, Pp. PP 12O, Pp. MA 115, 4 3 3 ,
Lg. VMI 18, H 11, 14, MED 72-3, Chr. 8O-2, KRS 88-9O, KW 3O-1, SM
23, Klz. D I 112-3, Rm. M 24, Wr. B 122, Iw. 89  Tg *bi\a2 ' lying-place
(within the house\hut), bed' >  Ud {Shn.} bea4, {Krm.} ba4 ∏, Ork be2 'parts o f
the house on both sides of the hearth near the side walls where people
sleep, eat, and work in the daytime', Ewk be2 id., ∆  'bed, plank b e d
(postel∆ , nary )', Lm ba4∏ 'animal’s bed (leqbi∑e )' ¶ STM I 78, Krm.
211 ¶¶ DQA #131 (A *b[i\ ]aya 'place; to be located') ˚  The semant ic
and grammatical change from a noun ('place') to a pre- \post -posi t ion
(‘  case ending) can be easily seen in HEC: Hd manc7o be2yyo (lit. m a n ' s
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place) actually means 'towards the man, chez l'homme', just as in NE:
my place = R u menå, Fr chez moi˚  Gr. I 144-7 ("locative BH" i n
IE, Y, Tg, Gil, qu. Ko and J).
273. € *bVyV (or *bVy?V ) 'bee' > HS: Eg fOK by.t 'bee', fMK by.t-
y 'apiculteur' (>  Cpt Sd eveIt ebeit id.), Eg fOK by.t ({Vc.} byy.t)
'honey' >  DEg ìby id. >  Cpt Sd/B evIO ebio2 id. ¶ EG I 434, Fk. 79, Er.
26, Vc. 38, Tk. II 1O7-1O || IE *b≈ei\[Ó]-/*b≈oi\[Ó]-/*b≈iÓ- (× N o  *bu6666z 1 111V
'∈  insect' [q.v.]) ({EI} *b≈i-≤kWo- and *b≈i- + other sxs.) 'bee' >  NaIE
*b≈ey-/*b≈oy-/*b≈ï- 'bee' >  ON by1, Sw, Dn bi, NGr Al bï, NGr B beij,
Dt bij, Gmc *bï-on- >  OHG b°a, AS b°o, NE bee; +ext. *n
(reinterpretation of the obl. cases with *-n- of the "weak declension?):
OHG bini, b°na, NHG Biene, NGr Ö Bein 'bee' »» +ext. *-t-: Lt bi~te$,
biti!s, Ltv bite, Pru bitte 'bee' »» W bydaf 'swarm of wild bees ,
bee-hive' ¶ P 116, EI 57, Dv. #868, Vr. 66, Ho. 24, EWA II 3-6, KM 7 5 ,
Frn. 45, En. 152, Tp. P A-D 233, YGM-1 63 ˚  NaIE *b≈ï- suggests t h e
presence of a pIE root-final lr., which may be of a pN origin. The
absence of any lr. in Eg by.t points to N *?  or *h  as the only possible
pN lr. Alternatively, the lr. in IE may belong to the heritage of N o
*bu 6666z 1 111V  '∈  insect'.
274. *be?yV  'body, self' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  'soul') > HS : Eg ∀ b¿,
Eg (GrSc) bai 'soul' (× N *bVLV?a 'to blow, to inflate'?) > DEg by ' sou l '
> OCpt vaIbai 'spirit, soul' in nevvaI nebbai 'lord of the soul' a n d
in vaI nxvx bai nk˙bk˙ (name of a demon, lit. {Vc.} 'soul o f
darkness') ¶ EG I 41O-4, Fk. 77, Vc. 25, Tk. II 6-9  C: Bj {Rop.} b°ye
'self' (≤ane i-≤b°ye ≤ad?e 'I myself did it') (but Reinisch interpreted i-
b°ye  as 'meine Glieder' ‘ 'ich selbst'; if the meaning 'Glied' is indeed
primary, the Bj word does not belong here) ¶ Rop. 166, R WBd 54 || A
{DQA} *be2~ye, {AD} *be2+a4∏ye 'body, man, self' > M *beye 'body, pe rson ,
(one)self' > MM [MA, IM, PP, HI] beye, [S] beye(n-) 'body', [L] 'yayB {Pp.}
biye 'Körperbau', WrM beye(n), HlM bie 'body, person', Mnr H {SM}
bòïye, {T} biy, Dg beye 'body, (one)self', Kl bij, {Rm.} bï, bïy´ id.,
'one’s personality ¶ Pp. L II 1267, Pp. MA 118, 433, Ms. H 4O, H 15, Pp.
KP 146, MED 94-5, SM 26, T DgJ 125, KRS 98, KW 47  Tg *beye ' body ,
person, oneself '  >   Neg b‰y‰ id., Sln b‰i ≠ b‰y‰ 'person, oneself', Ewk
b‰y‰ , Lm b‰y  'person, man, male', Orc, Ud, Nn b‰y‰, Ul b‰y‰(n-) ' body ,
(one)self', Ork b‰y‰ 'body', WrMc beye 'body, life, personality,
(one)self', Jrc beye  'body' ¶ STM I 122-3, Z 485-6, Kiy. 124 [#49O]  p J
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{S} *b‰~ 'man' > OJ wo(noku\o), J (ds. , cds.): T/Kg otoko!, K o!toko, Ns
Z>iNga!, Sh Z>i!ki!ga@, Ht bi~du~mu~, Y bi~Nga~ 'man' ¶ S QJ #46, Mr. 5O7, 513 ¶ ¶
DQA #115 ¶¶ A less probable cognate is A {DQA} *be!yo 'an ungulate
animal' > T *bÉye, M *bayita-sun, Tg *beyu2-, pJ {S} *bi! ¬ *b‰!i\, ffd. s e e
DQA #116 || D *pe2y 'soul' (‘  'ghost, demon, god ')  >  Tm pe2y 'devil,
goblin, fiend', Ml pe2, peyi 'demon', pena 'ghost, spirit', Kt e;y
'demon', Kn pe2, he2 'madness, rage', pe2tu, he2de 'demon', Tu pe2yi
id., Gnd pe2n 'idol, god', Kui pe2nu, ve2nu 'god, spirit', Ku pe2nu 'god, devil '
¶¶ D #4438.
275. *baÙyV  ¬ *baÙi '≈ abundant' > HS: S: Ar {Ln.} √bHbH v. 'take a
wide \ an ample \ a large range', √bHH: ?ibtiHa2H- 'opulence' ¶ Ln. 1 5 4 -
5, DRS 55-6  amb Eg fOK b÷Óy 'have abundance, be inundated', b÷Ó
'abundance, inundation' (×  N *b{i}9e6666 'much' and N *b{e}÷VHyV ' t o
pour'?) ¶ EG I 448-5O, Fk. 81, Tk. II 17O-2  EC: Sam {Hn.} *bu2!H-i/*bu2~H-
ic7a~ v. 'fill' > Rn {Hn.} bu!Hi, {PG} bu2Hi-, Sml bu2Hi, Bn bu2!hi / bu2~hi!a id.; Sam
{Hn.} *bu2H 'be full' >  Rn {Hn.} buH, {PG} bu2H-, Sml bu2H-so, buH ¶ Hn. R
215, Hn. S 54-5, PG 82, ≈ Tk. SCC 73 [#1.8] || A *ba2~ya ({SDM94}
*ba2ja) 'rich' >  T *ba2y 'rich' >  OT {Cl.} ba2y 'rich, a rich man', MQp, Chg
bay 'rich', Tkm ba2y id., 'rich man', Yk ba2y 'rich', CrTt, QrV, Nog, Qzq,
Qrq, Qrg, VTt, Bah, ET bay, Uz båy id., 'rich man', Chv puy- ± poy-
'become rich', puyan ± poyan- 'rich, rich man' ¶ Cl. 384, ET B 27-9  M
*bayan 'richness, rich' >  MM bayan, WrM bayan, HlM bayi%, Dx, ShY
bayan, Ba bayaN, Mnr H {SM} bòaya2n, {T} bayan id., Brt baån 'rich m a n ,
richness', Kl bajn bayn= id. ¶ Pp. MA 114, 433, MED 76-7, SM 23, T 3 1 6 ,
T DnJ 111, T BJ 134, Mr. D 8, Chr. 93, KRS 77, KW 29  Tg *baya(n)- v.
'be rich', bayan 'rich' >  Ewk bay, bayan 'rich, rich man', Sln
baiJi≠bayaJi, Neg bayan- v. 'get rich', Orc, Ud, Ul, Ork baya(n-), Nn
baya%, WrMc bayan, Jrc {Md.} bay-yan 'rich', WrMc baya- v. 'get r i ch '
¶ STM 65, Md. ChF 135 ¶¶ SDM94 s.v. *ba2ja ¶ ¶  Part of the forms m a y
be borrowings (M ı some Tg lgs., etc.) || D *-va[y] - sx. of pl. (↔ *-t
of sg.): Tm av≠avai\ 'those things' (pl. of atu), uv≠uvai\ ' t ho se
things' (pl. of utu ), Ml ava 'those things', Kn avu, Prj av (pl. of ad),
Gdb O au (pl. of ad) id., etc. ¶¶ D ##1, 557 || ?σ U : FU ≈ *°po[:]ya > Lp N
{N} boaw…je  'gathering of near relatives; company, clique' (supposedly
Lp N oa < FU *o2 < *aÓ) ¶ Coll. 74 || possibly K: GZ *-eb-, sx. of pl. (<
collectivity sx.), which is more probably connected with N *bV ( p c .
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forming compound [‘ derived] nomina abstracta, q.v. ffd.) ¶ K 78 ||
IE: one may try to adduce here NaIE *-b≈o-s, *-b≈a2, sx. of abstract n o u n s
preserved in Sl *-ba and Lt -be$, but the N etymon in question is only
one of many possible sources of this pattern of abstract nouns (cp. N
*bV '⇑ ' [q.v.] and N *b{i}9e6666 'much' [q.v.]) ˚  If GZ *-eb- belongs he re ,
the N rec. must be *baHyV  ¬ *baHi .
276. ?σ *b{e}yÙV 'tear, cut into pieces' > HS: S: Ar √byH D (p f .
bayyaHa) 'couper en petits morceaux [la viande]') ¶ DRS 62  Ch: WCh:
Kry {Sk.} b'u2! v. 'cut' ¶ ChC || U: FU (att. in Ugr) *peyV ' u n d o
(auftrennen)' >  Hg fejt- id., 'unstitch, separate' » ObU: Vg LK (Xul)
pa4∏y-, P pa4∏y- 'dress a fish' ('Kopf wird weggeworfen, der Fisch wird v o m
Rücken bis zum Schwanz gespaltet'); ? Os N ≤payit-, ≤pa2yit- ' abnehmen ,
herunternehmen, abwerfen', sam ≤payit- 'beat off the scales (of a f i sh) '
¶ UEW 878, MF 19O-1 || D: Tm piy- v. 'be tattered, torn off, torn in to
bits' (unless this verb goes back to D {†GS} *pis- < pD *picc-/pin1c- v.
'tear in pieces') ¶ D #4171.
277. *b{e}÷VHyV 'to pour' > HS: Eg fOK b÷Óy vi. 'be inundated, have
abundance, be well-supplied', vt. 'flood, inundate', b÷Ó ' inundat ion,
abundance', as well as possibly Eg G b÷y (a word used to deno ta te
inundation) ¶ EG I 448-5O, Fk. 81, Tk. II 17O-2 (×  N *baÙyV ¬ *baÙi
'abundant' [q.v. ffd.] and N *b{i}9e6666 'much'?)  B *-ba2y- >  Ah tabayo2t
'fine and penetrating rain without wind' ¶ Fc. 41, NZ 143  C: SC *bu?-
v. 'pour' > Alg bu?-, SC ı Mb -butu »» Dhl b'u?- id. ¶ E SC 142  Ch: CCh:
Mf {BLB} mb‰!ha?a, mb‰!h-mb‰!ha?a 'en giclant (comme le lait quand o n
presse un sein ou le jus quant on presse un fruit)' »» ECh: Mkl {J} b'o2^
'full' ¶ BLB 245, J LM 73, JI II 157 »» possibly also WCh: Mbr {Sk.} va˝-
≠vow-, Cg {Sk.} vo-≠vu-, Grn {Jgr.} vWa2- 'pour' ¶ Sk. NB 35, Jgr. 1 8 7 ,
≈ Tk. NB 185  ?σ S: Ar SL √bHbH 'donner largement, rendre abondan t '
¶ DRS 55 ¶¶ Tk. SCC 73 [#1.8] || K *b- v. 'pour' >  Mg, Lz, Sv b- id. (Sv L
li-b-em 'to pour in, nalit∆ ', stt.: maba 'it has been poured on m e ' ,
Xaba  'it has been poured on him') ¶¶ K 47, K2 6, FS K 4O-1, Chik. 25O-
1, Dn. s.v. b-2 || D *pey-≠*poy- ({†GS} *p-?) v. 'pour, rain' (× N *p''''{i}gV
'to pour; rain'?) >  Tm pey v. 'rain, pour down', Ml peyyuka v. ' p o u r ,
rain', Kn poy , puy v. 'pour, cast', poyy- v. 'rain', Kdg poyy '(rain) rains ,
(wind) blows', Krg pï-, Tl po2yu, Klm pai\yeN v. 'pour', Nk pï-, poy
'(water) pours, flows', Gnd poy- vi. 'pour, be spilled', Ku boi\yali v.
'overflow', bo2- v. 'be spilled', Krx po%yy- v. 'fall' (of rain), pui\%d- v. ' p o u r
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some water on rice', Mlt poye v. 'rain' ¶¶ D #44O7, ≠ Pf. 62 [#385]
(does not distinguish the √  *pey-/poy- from *pec- v. 'drizzle'), Km. 4 4 3
[#889] .
278. (€?) o  *bu 6666z 1 111V  '∈  insect' > HS: B *bVzïz- 'cicada', *bu2zïz- ' bee t le '
or sim. >  Tmz {MT} a-b´zziz (pl. i-b´zziz-n), Kb a-b3zœizœ (pl. i-b3zœizœ´n ≠
i-b3zœazœ) 'cigale', Rf W/B a-bziz (pl. ibziz´n) 'bousier, cafard', SrSn
abuz7iz7 (pl. ibuz7iz7´n) 'bousier', CM ab´zzi, BSn abziz 'cigale', CA abziz
'sauterelle'; B ı Ar Mgr b´zïz (in normalized spelling of BK zyziBa
baz°z-un) 'grillon' or sim.; Ar Mgr *bu-bzïz (in normalized spelling
zyziBa vbuà ?abu2-baz°zin) ı Mz bu-bzœizœ 'cigale'  ¶ Dl. 62, MT 4 1 ,
Dlh. M 17, Rn. 292, NZ 148 ¶ The emphatization of *z in some B lgs. is
due to the onomatopoeic associations and/or to re-borrowing from Ar
Mgr || K o *buz(w)- 'a fly' >  OG buzu-, G buz-i 'a fly', ?σ Lz d. ma-buz-
al-e- ≠ ma-p'uz-al-e- 'wagtail', Sv UB/L buzu2l {GP} 'a fly', {TK} id., ' b ee ' ,
Sv Ln {TK} buzul id., Sv {Ni.} buzul 'fly, wasp' ¶¶ FS K 64, K 51 (refers t h e
G and Sv word to the K o  √  *bzu- v. 'hum, buzz'), K2 2O, Chx. 1 1 7 ,
Abul. 37, TK 157, GP 92, Dn. s.v. buzu2l, Ni. s.v. muxa and osa  || D ( i n
SD) *puc>c>i 'insect, worm' (× N ?φ  *puc7777[V]n1111V 'worm, snake', q.v. f fd . )
|| IE: IE *b≈ey[Ó]-/*b≈oy[Ó]-/*b≈iÓ- >  NaIE *b≈ey-/*b≈oy-/*b≈ï- ' b e e '
(×  N *bVyV [or *bVy?V] 'bee' [q.v. ffd.]). NaIE *-ey-/*-oy-/*-ï-
belongs to the heritage of N *bVyV  (except for the length of *-ï-) .
279. *b{a}hz 1111V  'strike, thump' >  HS: WS *√bhz >  Ar √bhz G ' f r appe r
de la main, du pied ou de deux mains (p. ex., en se frappant l a
poitrine)', Tgr {DRS} √bhz Sh  (pf. ?abhazA) 's’abbatre sur, éprouver' ¶
BK I 172, DRS 47 || K: GZ *bez- v. 'beat so. soundly, belabour' ({K}
'sil∆no kolotit∆ ', {Schm.} 'gründlich verprügeln') >  G I/R bez- id. ,
Mg, Lz baz- id. ¶ Schm. 97, K 49-5O, K2 1O, FS K 48 || U: [1] FU (att. i n
Z) *°pas1V > Z pas1 mun- v. 'break in pieces' ('in Trümmer zerbrechen') 
[2] FU (att. in Prm) *°pasV- >  pPrm {LG} *paz- >  Z paz‰d- v. 'break i n
pieces, scatter', Prmk pazdÈnÈ 'to break, to crush', ? Vt paz1a- v.
'scatter'. The cns. *-s- in *°pasV- needs explaining ¶ LG 214, ≠ UEW 3 5 7
(ascribes Z pas1 to U *pas1V  'hole, split').
28O. *baz7777e 6 666 'ripen, be cooked (gar werden)', 'cook, (?) prepare '  > K
*°baz+z `- v. 'ripen' >  G I/G baz- v. 'ripen' (of beans, maize, etc.) ¶ Chx. 5 9
|| HS: S (+ ext.) *√bs7l G  v. 'ripen', D  v. 'cook' >  BHb, JA √bs7l G  vi.
'grow ripe; boil, get cooked', JEA {Sl.} JA √bs7l G pp. 'cooked, roas ted ,
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baked', SmA √bs7l G 'ripen', D  vt. 'cook', BHb ba2≤s7e2l 'ripe, boiled,
cooked', BHb √bs7l D  vt. 'boil, cook, fry', MHb ba2≤s7e2l 'ripe', BHb, JA
√bs7l D vt. 'cook, boil, roast', {Sl.} 'cook, boil, suppurate', Ug √bs7l vt .
D  (or G ?) 'cook', Sr √bs7l (G : pf. b´≤s7El, ip. ne-b33≤s7al) v. ' r ipen ,
boil, melt' (intr.), Md √bs7l G vi. 'boil, cook', Ar √bsl Sh (pf. ?absala)
'cuire des dattes non mûres et les sécher ensuite', Mh, Hrs √bhl (p f .
b‰he2l, sbjn. y‰bho2l) v. 'be cooked, ready', Jb E/C √bs7l (pf. ≤bes7‰l, sbjn.
Jb C y‰-b≤s7Ol) id., Sq {L} √bhl (pf. behel), Sb mbs7l 'cooking place ' ,
Gz √bsl (js. y´bs´l) v. 'be cooked, be ripe', Ak √bs7l G v. 'boil, roas t ,
become roasted, ripen' ¶ KB 157, KBR 164, OLS 118, Lv. I 273, JPS 5 6 ,
Tal 12O, DM 71, CAD II 135-7, BK I 127, Jo. M 45, Jo. H 16, Jo. J 3O, L
G 1O9, BGMR 32, DRS 89 || IE: NaIE *0b≈o2- vt. 'warm, ? roast' >  OHG
ba2(h)en 'to warm, to foment', {OsS} 'bähen, gelinde rösten ' (>  NHG
ba4hen vt. 'durch Umschläge wärmen, Brot rösten', 'warm, heat, t oa s t ' )
 ? +ext. *-g+g8-: *0b≈o2g+g8- >  Gk fv1gv v. 'roast, toast, parch' ¶ P 113, KM
44, EWA I 425, Kb. 52, F II 1O57 || U: FP *pas7e- v. 'fry, bake, roast' > F
paahta-, ∆ pahta- id. » pPrm *po$z7- v. 'bake, get cooked' ( ' g a r
werden') >  Z po™qav- p‰z7aw- 'bake', po™q- p‰z7- 'bähen, b rühen ;
schmoren', 'gar werden' (Speisen), Yz ≤pu$z7- v. 'steam (milk in an oven,
twigs before twisting, etc.)', Vt pÈz7È- v. 'bake, fry' ¶ Db. OS x, LG 227-8 ,
UEW 725, Lt. J 172 || ?σ A: M  *baZ>a{˝}a- >  WrM baZa9a- v. ' p repa re ,
get\have ready', HlM, Brt bazaa-, Ord bòaZ7òa2- id.; M ı Sln baJa-
'prepare' ¶ MED 93, Chr. 77, Ms. O 43, STM I 63-4.
281. *bËyz6666V '∈  fur-bearing animal' > IE: NaIE *b≈el- '≈ marten', {EI}
'wild cat; any small carnivore' >  L fe2le2s  'wild cat, marten, polecat' »» W
bele (< *b≈elego-) 'marten' »» OI L  bharuja- 'jackal', ? Mld balu ' d o g '
¶ Hardly here  OHG bilih ± pilih, MHG bilch, NHG Bilch
'dormouse', likely to be a loan from Sl *pÁlx¥ id. (>  ChS pl5x5
plËxË, SCr puàh, Slv po!lh, Cz plch, Blr pou€x, R ∆ pol¢ok id., P
pilch 'gopher', Blg pl`x  'rat') ¶ WP II 177, EI 91, WH I 474, Mul. 1 7 5
(adduces OHG bilih), YGM-1 43, EWA II 54-6, Lx. 21, KM 76, Vs. III
319-2O, Glh. 511 || U {Coll.} *poyz6V 'ermine' >  pLp {Lr.} *po2yt‰k id. >
Lp: N {N} buoida6 ≠ buoi…da6ga6, L {LLO} puoita, T {TI} pÈï\]têEg", Kld
{TI} puï\]tA˝"  Sm: Ne T piå, T O {Lh.} pïy:e, Ne F pYïy:ea\ ± pïy:ea\, Ne T
piåko, T O pïy´k:o, En B {Cs.} fie1da, Ng {Cs.} f°d!u, p°d!u, Mt {Hl.}
*hu4yV 'ermine' (Mt M {M} hu1je, {Pl.} hudja 'ermine') (unless
identical with Mt {Hl.} *hu4n1e id. [Mt K/T {Mll.} hu1ne, K {Pl.} chuuni~])
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¶¶ Coll. 6, Coll. CG 4O5, Lr. #99O, Lgc. #5298, Lh. VJS 4O, 1O5, Ter.
472, Cs. 36, 72, 95, 234 ¶¶ Originally Ne piåko and pLp *po2yt‰k were
dim. forms (w  Cs. 36) || A: M *bul{u}9an 'sable' > MM [MA] bul˝an, [HI]
buluqan (= bulu9an), [S] {H} buluh5an (= bulu9an), WrM bula9an,
HlM, Brt bulga(n), Kl bulhn bul˝an, Ord bòula9a id. ¶ MED 133, Chr.
111, KW 6O, Pp. MA 125, Ms. H 43, H 22, Ms. O 93 || ?σ D {GS} *pul-i
({†GS} *p-) 'tiger' > Tm puli, pul, Ml, Kn, Tl puli, Kt puZ>, Td pu4sÀy, Tu
pili, Krg hili, Klm, Nkr pul, Nk pul(a), Gdb pullu ± pulu ± berpul, Gnd
pullï ± puli ± pul; D ı Prkr pulli- 'tiger' ¶¶ D #43O7, GS 179 [#455] ,
53 [#136] ˚  AD NM #38, Vv. AEN 12 (doubts because "semantic is t o o
broad" and the M cognate is isolated within A).
281a. € *boÛV 'hair, feather' > A (infl. of N *P3333utV 'feather, hair '?) :
M *°boZ>u9u >  WrM boZu9u, HlM bozgo 'small bird feathers; tufts o n
the head of birds' ¶ MED 123  NrTg *buJi 'feather' >  Lm bUJI id., Ewk
buJi 'new feather (after moult)' ¶ STM I 1O2-3 ¶¶ The voicing of t h e
inicial cns. still needs explanation || D *poc>c>˛ ({†GS} *boc1c1-) 'ha i r ,
down, wool' >  Tm poccu  'quantity of hair', Kn boccu  'wool, fine hai r ,
down', Tl boccu  'hair, down, wool', Nkr buc>ur`a 'knot of hair', Prj boc>c>a
'eyebrow' ¶¶ D #4477 ˚  NrTg *u  is still to be explained.
282. *be6666Z 7 777Ë([-qV]) ¬ *be6666Z 7 777[V]qV 'big, high' >  HS: S *°√bÎX >  Ar
√bÎX  'être grand\haut' ¶ BK I 1OO-1, ≠  DRS 47  B *√bd[y] 'be h igh '
>  Kb b3´d3d3 'être debout', ´b3d´d3 'se tenir debout', Ah ´bd´d , Gd EBd´d ( 3 m
pf. iBdEd) id., Izn, Rf ab´ddi, SrSn ib´ddi 'hauteur', Shl {NZ} b´dd /
biddn, Si {NZ} bd´d 'rise, stand' ¶ Rn. 291, Dl. 7, Fc. 19-2O, Lf. I 24O a n d
II #OO17, NZ 15-7 || U *piÎe(-ka4) 'high, long' >  FU *piÎe(-ka4) > F
pitka4 (cmpr. pitempi ≠ pidempi) 'long', ∆  piteva4 'long a n d
narrow', Es pikk, ∆  pitk 'long' »» ObU *pe"l- (= {Ht.} *pa4Æl-/*pe"l-)
'high, long' >  pVg *pa4Æl(V)t- 'Länge' >  Vg: P pa4∏lt 'Länge, so lang wie' ,
LK/MK/LL pa4∏lt 'so lang wie', Vg N palit 'Länge, Entfernung'; pOs *pe"l
({∫Hl.} *piÆl) 'high' >  Os: D/K pe"t, Kz pa"¬, O pa$Æl 'high', pOs *pe"lVt
({∫Hl.} *piÆlVt) 'height' >  Os: V/Vy pe"la4t, Ty pe"¬it, Nz pa"tat, Kz pa"¬at,
O pa$Æla$t » Hg fe4l, fo4l 'up (aufwärts, hinauf)', ∆  'surface, upper part' 
pSm *pir¥ 'height' >  Ng fira 'hoch, gewachsen', En: T {Pl.} ≤pyrro
'high (vysoko )' (adv.?), En X fir7uddio, En B firuddio 'erhöhen', Ne T
pir, Ne T O pir 'Höhe', Slq Tz {KKIH} pïrÈ, Slq NP pïrV 'height'; pSm
{Jn.} *pirka4, {Hl.} *pirke 'high' (× N *b{i}rVgÉ 'high, tall') >  Ne T
pircå, Ne T O {Lh.} pirc1e2, Ne F {Lh.} p1i¬!s1s1´a4Æ, En X {Cs.} fid!e, En B
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{Cs.} fise, {Ter.} pize 'high', Slq Tz {KKIH} pirqÈ 'high, deep', Slq MTm
{KD} pu4rg 'high', Kms {KD} pæu$r;z7e, {Cs.} phirz7e, Koyb {Sp.} pric´, M t
{Hl.} *hirge (> Mt M {Mll.} ≤hyrgi, Mt M {Mll.} ≤hu4rgu4, Mt K {Pls.}
chirge`) 'high'  pY {IN} *puÎ- 'top' >  Y: K pude, T pure ' above,
outside', Y Kf {IN} pudenme2, OY Ch {Mat.} pudanmej 'high' ¶¶ UEW
377-8, Ht. 176 [#5O6], KKIH 15O, Hl. M #3O5, IN 244, 318, Ku. 241 ||
A: T {Rs.} *beÎu4- ({SDM} *ba4Îu4-, {S} *bu4Îu4-) v. 'be(come) big, high' >  OT
beÎu4-; T d. *beÎu4-k 'big, large' >  OT beÎu4k 'big, great', Osm bu4yu4k 'big,
large, high', Tk bu4yu4k, Az bo4yu4k 'large', Tkm beyik, VTt biek bijÁk
'big, high', Tv p£edik 'high'. Rs.’s reconstruction of *e of the first syll. i s
preferable, because VTt/Bsh *i suggests pT *e rather than *a4, while
Osm, Tk bu4yu4k and Az bo4yu4k go back to *beyu4k by as. Not here Yk bo4do4N
'big, large, coarse', which is a loan from M (cp. HlM b¥d¥¥n ' large,
huge, big', see  N *bu4444d[V]÷3333V 'be thick') ¶ S AJ 175 [#5], ET B 288-9O,
Cl. 299, 3O2-3, Pek. 517-8   Tg *b{e}JVn > Lm b‰J‰n 'ten re indeer ' ,
WrMc buZu baZa 'very much', buZun 'multitude', 'very (much)' (×
WrMc buZun 'hundred thousand' π Chn bo-qian id.) ¶ STM I 1O3,
12O  pJ {S} *piyi(n)ta- ¬ *pui(n)ta- 'surpass' > OJ p[i\ ]iida-, J: T/Kg
hiide!-, K hi!i!de!- ¶ S QJ #115O, Mr. 688  ?σ M *buZ>a9ay[i] > WrM
buZa9ai, HlM buzgaj 'strong, sturgy; hard, firm, durable', Kl Ö
buz˝a4∏ 'very, strong' (× buz˝a4∏ 'schrecklich, abscheulich'  ÿ buzr= <
*buZ>ar 'dirt'?) ¶ MED 143, KW 64 ¶ Valid unless the meaning ' s t rong,
hard' is a µφ  from 'awful, abominable' “ 'dirty') ¶¶ ≈ DQA #124 (A
*be2Z 7u  'numerous, great'; incl. M, Tg) ˚  The U cognate points to the N
vw. *i , while T and Tg suggest *e . This discrepancy is still to b e
elucidated. If M *buZ>a9ay[i] belongs here, its vw. *u is explained by as .
(infl. of the labial cns. *b-) .
283. *bÉG[V]Z7777V 'ungulate animal (deer and sim.)' >  HS: EC *bÉ÷iz-
'oryx' >  Sa {R} b´÷i1d-a2 'antelope', Af {HP} bi÷id, bi?i!d- 'oryxes ' ,
singulative m. bi?i!d-da 'oryx', Sml bi!÷ï~d 'oryx', EC ı EthS: Gz {L “
Ludolf} b´÷´z-a2 'kind of antelope', Amh b‰?‰z, b‰?‰za2 id.; pEC *-z-, los t
in the modern LEC lgs., has been preserved in EthS loanwords of EC
origin; the EC stem may be derived rather than primary, sc. its vocalism
may be not original ¶ L G 85, AD SF 4O, PH 7O, Abr. S 32, DSI 56 || U:
FU *pa4Gc7V or *pa4c7VGV (in ObU only?) >  pObU *pE2c7´˝ 'reindeer fawn '
> pVg *pa4∏s7´G id. >  Vg UL/Ss pa2siG id.; pOs *pec7´˝ ({∫Hl.} *pa4Æc7´˝) id. >
Os V/Vy pec7´G, K pec7´, Nz pes7´, Kz pes7Á id. »» Prm: ?amb Z *pez7 'new-
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born reindeer' found in the cd. pez7-ku 'fur of new-born re indeer ,
pyqik ' (akin to Os, unless it is a loan from it) ¶ Ht. #483, LG 218 ;
Rédei (UEW 387) tries to explain the ObU word as belonging to U *poc7a
(w N *boc7777a '(young) deer'), which is not accurate from the phonet ic
point of view || A *beyV 'an ungulate animal' > T *biya4, {DQA} *bÉye
'mare' (< N *ma{?}a(-yV) 'mother'?) > OT, MQp XIV be2, [CC] bey, Chg
≥ XV, CrTt, Kr Cr, Nog, Qzq, Qq biye, VTt biya4, Bsh bÁya4, Qrg be2, Alt bòe2,
Tlt/QK {Rl.} pe2, Qmn/Tb {B} pe2, SY pie ± pi, Qb pï, Tv, Tf bòe, Xk pey ≠
pï, Yk bi¢a4 'mare' ¶ Cl. s291, ET B 133-4, B DK 241, B DChT 144, Rs. W
175, Rl. IV 1743, 179O, Ra. 73, 16O, ≈  Shch. SF 194 (*pa4∏ 'mare')  Tg
*beyu2-n 'wild ungulate animal' > Ewk b‰yu2n 'elk, reindeer', ∆ b‰yu2n 'wild
reindeer', Lm buyu2n id., 'wild animal', Neg b‰yu2n, Orc b‰yu(n-) 'elk', U d
bu(y)i 'wild animal', Ul boyo(n-) ≠ buyu(n-) id., 'elk; bear', Ork biy(n-)
≠ buyu(n-) 'wild reindeer; bear', Nn Nh/KI buyu% ≠ b‰yu%, Nn B buyu(n-)
'elk, red deer, wild game (ungulate)'; Tg *beyu2- v. 'hunt ungulate
animals' > Ewk b‰yu2-, Lm buyu2-, Nn b‰yuntu- id., Neg b‰yu2-, Orc b‰yum‰-
v. 'hunt elks' ¶ STM I 121-2  ?σ pJ {S} *bi! ¬ *b‰!i\ 'pig' > OJ wi!, J T
i(nos1is1i) ¶ S QJ #794 ¶¶ Hardly here (⇔ DQA) M *bayita-sun ≠ bayida-
sun 'a 3- to 4-year old animal (esp. mare) which has not yet b o r n
young', which is akin to T *baytal  'mare' (ET B 36-7) ¶¶ ≈ DQA #116 (T,
Tg) ¶¶ The A cognate is valid if under some (not yet known) condi t ions
N *-Z7777- yields A *-y- (> Tg *-y-).
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284. (€?) *c 1111É  'that' (distal or intermediate deixis) >  U {UEW} *c1e ≠
*c1i {AD} 'that, ille' >  F se 'it; that (iste, ille)', Es see, se 'this; t h a t
which' » Er s1e, Mk s1a4 'that, this, that which' »» pOs *c1i(-) >  Os: V çi, O
s1i 'iste', V çit, Nz s1iÆt 'this'  Sm: En {Cs.} sed!eo 'der, jener', Ng {Hl.}
sÈtÈ, {Cs.} sete 'he', Kms {KD} s7Ú´2 'dieser dort, der dort' ¶¶ UEW 33-4 ,
SK 987-8, Cs. GSS 35O, 358, Cs. 9O, Hl. US 137, KD 145 || A: pKo *c> ~´⁄
' this '  > MKo c>´`⁄ ¶ S QK #6O6  AdS  of M c>a- and Tg *ça-, d e m .
pronominal stem of distal deixis (<  N *c7777a id. [q.v. ffd.]) ¶¶ DQA # 2 2 5
|| ? K *-s (≠ *-c), verbal ending of 3s >  OG, G -s, Mg -s ≠ -c, Lz -s id.,
Sv -s id. (in the optative); according to Klimov, the primary usage of t h e
affix is in the opt. mood, from which it spread to other moods in OG, G,
and Zn ¶¶ K 161, FS K 263, FS E 292, Q O56 ¶¶ In K there is
desaffricatization (typical of grammatical affixes).
285. (€?) *c@@@@uqbÉ or *c@@@@u 4 444qbV 'carry away, throw (away)' >  IE: NaIE
*skeu\b≈- {P} 'dahinschießen (flink), schießen, werfen, schieben', {EI}
'push away, push ahead' >  Gt af-skiuban 'push away', ON sku1fa ≠
sky1fa 'shove, push away (fortstoßen)', OHG sciaban, NHG
schieben, AS sc1e1ofan ≠ sc1u2fan 'to shove, to push', NE shove »»
Lt sku~bti 'to start hurrying' (× *skeub- > ON skopa 'to run, to j u m p ' )
Ï skube$!ti 'to hurry, to make haste, to run in a hurry' ¶ WP I 3 7 7
and II 551, P 955, EI 471, Fs. 9, Vr. 5O6, 5O8, Ho. 284, Schz. 257, KM
646, Frn. 82O || HS: S *√sXp 'throw down, throw away', 'wash away
the soil' (of rain) >  BHb √sHp G (prtc. Fh4&x so2≤He2p3 'washing away' [of
rain]), MHb {Lv.} √sHp G 'fortschaffen, abrasieren', JA {Lv.} √sHp v. G
'stürzen, auf etwas legen, werfen', {Sl.} 'place upside-down, p lace
above, cover, throw down', SmA {Tal} √sÓp G 'scatter', Md √shp G
'cast down, throw down', Ak √sXp G (inf. saXa2pu) 'umwerfen ,
niederwerfen', ?? Ar √sHf G 'emporter' (se dit du vent qui emporte les
nuages) (H  for the expected X due to contamination with √sHf G
'enlever le poil de la peau, raser'?) ¶ KB 7O8, Tal 578, Lv. III 497, Sl.
798, ≈ Js. 371, BK I 1O6O, DM 32O, 325, Sd. 1OO4 ¶ S *p is due to as .
(*-qb- > *-qp-) || ?σ A: NaT *ço4b 'sediment, dregs, rubbish' (“ *'what is
to be thrown away'?) (× N *c6666 ' '''apV÷3333É 'filth, dung', 'rubbish' [q.v. ffd.]?).
286. *coG ++++Xc7777V or  *c7777oG ++++XcV 'sweep, rub\scrape away\off' >  K
*c`oc`X- 'besom' >  G cocX-i, Sv c7ec7X ± c7a4c7X id., Mg {FS} *c7orc7X- ı G
Gr/A c7orc7X-av-s '(he) sweeps', c7orc7X-va 'to sweep' ¶¶ K 23O, K2 2 7 3 ,
FS K 413-4, FS E 466, SSO II 341, Chx. 2O24 || HS: S: Ar √s˝s˝
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'arracher, tirer de sa place à force de remuer' ¶ BK I 1O95 || U {Db.}
*c7o2c7V 'wipe off, rub off, sweep' >  F huosi- ' (ab- \auf- )schwabbern;
schaben, kratzen', huosia 'Schwabber; Besen, Wischer' » Vt ¢≥uq-
c7uz7- v. 'sweep, sweep away' »» ObU {Ht.} *c7a2c7- 'sweep' > pOs *c7ac7- >  Os:
V/Vy c7ac7-, Ty/Y c7aºc7- id.  Sm: Slq UKe {KD} c7u2tc7- 'schaben' ¶¶ Db. OS
xxiii; ≈  UEW 6O, and ≈  Ht. #89 (both adduce pOs *c7ac7´m- 'pour o u t '
and pVg *s7a2s 7- 'pour [out], strew', that are likely to belong to FU *s7Vc7V
[Coll. 7, Stn. WV 171, BV 1O7]), KD D 74 || A: Tg *çu'çu'- 'scrape' >  Neg
çoço-, Ewk çuçul‰-, Lm ço$tl‰- v. 'scrape clean the inner side of hide', O r c
çoçolo-, Ork tottolo- ≠ tuttulo-, Nn Nh/KU tuc7ul‰- 'scrape hide', Neg
çoçon ≠ çoçun, Ewk çuçun, Lm ço$çun, Ork çoço(n-), Ork totto ≠ tuttu, Nn
Nh/KU tuc7u % 'round notched scaper for cleaning the inner side of hide' ¶
STM II 418 ˚  In K, U, and in the prehistory of Ar there was as. of t h e
original affricates: N *c.. .c 7777 or *c 7777 . . .c changed into K *c`...c`, U *c7...c7 a n d
S *c...c (> Ar s...s). In K there was a reg. mt. (a lr. moves to the pos t -
obstruent position) bringing about formation of a "harmonic complex"
*c`X.
287. *c1111{u 4 444}dV 'outstretched hand, span' >  K: GZ *cid- 'span of t h e
thumb and forefinger' ({FS} 'halbe Daumenlänge' [¿]) ({K} *mcida- ' s p a n
of the thumb and forefinger') >  OG cid-i , cid-a  'hand-breadth' (in the G
version of the OT [Ezek. 4O.43, II Chron. 4.5] cid(a) = LXX palaisth1 ' a
palm of the hand [four fingers’ breadth] as a measure of length' = H b
hf27y ≤t'op3aH ≠ hf2y3 ≤t'Ep3aH 'hand-breadth'), {FS} 'halbe Daumenlänge '
[¿]), G cida- {DCh., Chx.} 'span of the outstreched thumb and forefinger
(altes Längenmass: so lang, wie man Daumen und Zeigefinger
auseinanderspannen kann)', Mg {Q} ci(n)da id., Lz {Chik.} mcida ' s p a n '
¶ K 141, K2 266, Chik. 75, FS K 399-4OO, FS E 45O, Abul. 516, DCh.
1593, Chx. 2OO3-4, Q 37O, SSO I 376 || HS: S *°√s+s7dw >  Ar √sdw
(ip. -sdu2 / -sduw-) 'étendre\allonger la main vers qn.\qch.' ¶ BK I 1 O 7 3
|| D *c>utßtß- ¬ *c>otßtß- ({†GS} *Z-) 'span' >  Ml cot5t5a-cca2n5 'span of t h e
thumb and forefinger', Kt c>o;tß 'breadth of four fingers', Kn co2t5u,
cut5u, Kdg c>u;tßi 'the small span of the thumb and forefinger', Tu
co2t5(t5)u ≠  con5t5u id., cut5t5i 'a span', Tl jut5t5ili 'the small span' ¶ ¶
D #2834.
288. *c@@@@od÷Ë '≈ defect, evil deed' >  K  *°c+c`od[w]- >  OG, G cod(v)- v.
'sin', codva n. 'sin', ??? Lz {BU} cudi, mcudi 'a lie' (unless it is identical
with Lz mcudi  'vain, idle, vergeblich', cognate to G cudi 'vergeblich' a n d
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Mg cud- 'be bad', see  FS K 452) ¶ Abul. 518, Chx. 2O18-9, DCh. 1 5 9 8 ,
BU 419 || HS: S *°√s+s7d÷ >  Ar éOad0Sa sad÷-at- 'mal, accident fâcheux' ¶
BK I 1O71 || D *c>otßtß˛ 'defect, blame; insinuation, disparaging r e m a r k '
(× N ?σ *c 6666ËdV  'be weak, be damaged, be weary' ×  N *s 6666ot ''''V  'to exercise
magic', [in descendant lgs.]: ‘ 'to curse', 'to bless']?) >  Tm cot5t5u
'defect, insinuation', Ml cat5t5u 'fault', Tl sod5d5u 'defect, fault; b lame,
imputation' ¶¶ D #2837 ˚  If Lz (m)cudi  belongs here, it points to a pK
*c- and a pN *c1111- .
289. *ÇegV 'breast, milk' >  K: Sv: UB/L lï-s7gi, LB li-s7gi, Ln li-s7k'i
msd. 'to milk' ¶ TK 49O-1, GP 178 || A: M *c>eGeZin 'breast, chest' >
MM [S] c7e√eZ7i 'Brustkorb', [MA] c7e2Z7i(n) 'breast, chest', WrM
cegeZin, HlM c´´q 'upper front of body, chest, breast, bosom', WrO
ce2Zi 'chest, bosom, breast', Ord c7æe2Z7òi, Kl ¢eeœ c7e2Z7, {Rm.} c7e2Z7i, Brt
s´´q´, Dg c7e2Z7i {T} 'breast, chest', {Mr.} 'chest (of body)', Mgl {Rm.}
c7eiZ7i 'breast'; ? M ı Chv Ll. ¢e€¢e€ c7ÁZ7òÁ 'female breast' (unless a n
independent Ll.) ¶ Pp. MA 132, H 26, MED 7O, Kow. 2124-5, Gl. II 3 6 5 -
6, Luv. 624, DRM 132, Krg. 625, KRS 646, Ms. O 699, T DgJ 181, Mr. D
128, KW 438, Rm. M 25, Chr. 4O5 ¶ Merger with N *c7777ayVd[V]yV
'female breast' cannot be ruled out || D *c>e2- ({†GS} *c+c1e2-) 'milk' >  T m
ce2kku 'breast milk', ce2kkai\ 'woman’s breast', Kn ce2pu ' gu sh \ spu r t
as of milk', Kdg c>e;pu v. 'secrete' (of milk), Tl ce2ﬁpu ± ce2pu ' b e c o m e
full of milk' (of breasts), 'be secreted' (of milk), Gdb se2mpap- ' b e c o m e
ready to be milked' ¶¶ D #28O3.
29O. € *c@@@@okV 'shelter, primitive house' >  HS: S *sukk- ' t empora ry
shelter' >  Hb ek`1x8 suk≤ka2 'hut', t&ƒx`8e2 gh2 ≥Hag# hassuk≤ko2t3 'feast o f
tabernacles', SmHb pl. sakkot 'tabernacles', Ak OB sukku ∈ ' shr ine ,
chapel'. SamHb s- proves that the S initial cns. is *s- rather than *s6-
(while in Jewish Hb the cns. s may go back to earlier Hb s6 as well) ¶
CAD XV 361-2, KB 711, KBR 753 || U: FU *c1okV-mV (or *c1oGV-mV)
'temporary shelter' ({UEW} 'zeitweiliges Obdach'), 'cave of beasts' >
Prm *c1om ({LG} *c7 !o¿m) 'shelter made of branches', 'cabin' >  OPrm c1o'm
'shelter made of branches (walaw )', Z ¢om c1om id., 'kennel', Z I c1om
'reindeer breeders’ tent (¢um )', Yz c1u$m 'barn' »» pOs *so˝´m ({∫Hl.}
*sa"˝´m <  *sO"˝´m) >  Os: V/Vy so˝´m, Lk sa˝W´m, Ty (+ppa. 3 s )
su˝m´¬ 'cabin dug out of snow, Schneehütte', 'cave or winter den o f
animals, burrow' ¶ UEW 38, LG 3O9, Stn. D 1318, KrT 837.
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291. € *Ço{k}{u 4444} 'small, little' >  HS: C: pAg {Ap.} *c>‰gW- ({∫Ap.}
*c´gW-) 'be small, little ' > Bln {R} s7egW- ≠ seGW- 'be few\small', Xm
{R} c5ik5W-, Q {R} s7egW-, Km {CR} s7´gW- 'be small' »» EC: Kns {Ss.} s7akk-
'small', {Fl.} s7‰ka 'few, small', Brj s7ak-an-e2 'light' (of weight)', ? Sa/Af
{Ss.} -isissik- 'be fast, light, easy, leight-weight' (of a person)' ¶ AD SF
258 (Ag *-g-, -gW- < C *-k-, *-kW-), ≈ AD SF 119, Ap. AV 2O, Ss. B 1 7 1
|| A: M *c>o4Gen > MM [HI] c7o4√en, [MA, IM] c7o4∏n 'little' (of quantity), ' few' ,
WrM co4gen, HlM cøøn 'little, few, sparce, rare', Ba {T} c7oN, Mnr {T}
c7io2n 'little' (of quantity), 'few', {SM} c1æio2n 'peu nombreux, en pe t i te
quantité, peu' ¶ Pp. MA 136, 435, Ms. H 47, MED 2O1, SM 454, T 231, T
BJ 151.
292. i  *c@@@@ ++++c ' ''' @ @@@iK''''aK''''a 'to tickle' >  IE: NaIE i  *°skek-/*°skok- id. >  Sl: ChS
sk5k5tati skËkËtati, R ∑ekotat∆ 'to tickle', Blg ≤skokot, R
∑ekotka n. 'tickling', ?φ SCr c7ka~kljati 'to tickle' ¶ Vs. IV 5OO || U:
FU *c1ikkV- v. 'tickle' > Lp N {N} c7a6ga6rdi- 'be ticklish', c7a6ga6lduvva6-
id., 'have a ticklish feeling', Lp L {LLO} tjaka2rtit v. ' t ickle' » Chr: H
c´G-´lt´-, E c1iG-ilt¥- id. »» Hg ∆  csikol-, Hg csikland- id. ¶ MF 1 1 6 ,
N I 351-2, LLO 1124 || A: Tg: Lm çaka-çi-, Orc c7akac7a-, Nn B caqasI-,
c7iqasI-, Ul cikir-c7i- v. 'tickle', Ul c7ikiruwli adj./adv. 'ticklish, i t
tickles' ¶ CinR 685, STM II 378, Sun. UJ 257 || D *c>akkulß- ({†GS} *-{s1}-)
v. 'tickle' > Tm akkul5u id., Ml akkul5am 'tickling', Kn akal5a (a t e r m
used in tickling), akkal5ike 'tickling', cakkalagul5i 'tickling ano the r ' ,
∆akkulisu v. 'tickle, touch', Kdg kakkulßi 'tickling' (k- due t o
ideophony), Tl cakkilgili 'tickling', Mlt {Drs.} ce1qlku1nd5e v. ' t ickle ' ;
? D *c>akkVl+lß- armpit' > Tm akkul5, Ml akkul5am, Tl cakkili id. ¶¶ D
#2274 ˚  IS I 2O4.
293. *cik''''P 3 333V 'branch, shoot of a plant' >  K: GZ *c`kip- 'small b r a n c h '
>  G I ckip-i 'small broken branch', Mg c7kip- 'fork', ?? Zan ı G Gr
c7kvip-i  'shoot of a tree' ¶ K2 274, FS K 415, Ghl. 679 || HS: S *√sk'p >
SmA Fvqx sk5wp 'offshoot', Mh √sk'f (pf. s‰≤k'au\f), Jb C √sk'f (p f .
≤sO≤k'Of) v. 'roof a hut with branches', Mh sak'f-, Jb E/C sEk'f 'roof o f
branches on a hut or pen', 'roof', Ak zik5pu 'shoot (of a tree o r
another plant), sapling' ¶ Tal 6O9, Jo. M 347, Jo. J 227, CAD XXI 1 2 7 - 8
|| A: NaT *çî:b+p- 'thin slender branch' (×  N *c7777 ' '''i÷P3333a 6 666 'branch, bough,
rod', q.v.) > OT c7îp 'thin slender branch', Osm {Rh.} πv* c7up 'little b i t
of wood, stock' (× π NPrs ıv* c7u2b 'log, wood [as material], tree' [π
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some T lge?]), Yk {JkR} sîp 'thin twig' (in sîp kurduk 'thin as a t h in
twig'); Ï NaT *çî∏b-îk ≠ *çî∏b-uk (Cl., Dr: dim.) 'flexible rod, switch' >
OT c7îbîq, OT QU c7îvîq id., MU c7îbîq, MQp ≥XIII c7îbuq ≠ c7î∏bîq, XwT
dalnîN c7ubuqî 'a willow shoot', XwT, Chg c7ubuq, Tkm c7î∏bîq 'rod, switch' ,
Az c7ubu9 id., twig', MQp, QrB c7îbîk, Chg c7ubu˝ ≠ c7ubuq, XwT c7ubuq, Tk
c>ubuk 'rod, branch', Ggz c7îbîq ≠ c7ubuq, CrTt, Qmq, ET Tr {Rl.} c7ubuq,
ET, Uz c7iviq, Qzq, Qq, Nog s7îbîq, VTt s7 !¥b¥q, Qrg c7îbîq, StAlt c1îbîq, Bsh
s¥b¥q 'switch, rod (prut , xvorostina , rozga)', Uz c7ibiq ≠ c7iwiq, Xk,
Shor sîmîX, Tv s7îBîq 'rod, switch (prut , xvorostina)', Tv d. s7îqpî∏r id.,
Qmn c7îbuq ≠ c7îbuX 'twig, rod', Yk sî∏paX '∈ small willow (tal∆nik) with
twigs used in loops for catching birds'. Stems with c7ub- are due to t h e
analogy of NPrs ıv* c7u2b 'wood (material), tree, log' and to t h e
labializing infl. of *-b-  and the ending *-uk ¶ Cl. 393, 395, TL 118-9, Rs.
W 1O6, Rl. III 2O99-21OO, 2185, Sg. 4O1, Dr. TM III #1O59, Sg. 4O1-2,
Rh. 733-4, GRM 552, 554, BN 32, UzR 519, BT 182, Sht. 235, KrkR 7 4 5 ,
NogR 419, KumRS 36O, RKB 5O5, 551, 686, TatR 643, BR 487, Jud. 88O,
B DK 269, B DChT 166, B DLT 223, BIG 2O7, TvR 585, 587, JkR 36O,
Pek. 2472 ¶ Compensatory lengthening of *î (evidenced by Tkm) is d u e
to the loss of N *k'''' and *÷  (N *cik''''P 3 333V and *c7777 ' '''i÷P3333a 6 666 > *çî:b+p-).
294. *Ç{a}lßßßßV (= *c'''' @ @@@{a}l ß ßßßV?) 'cold' >  IE: NaIE *°k≈ol-d- (×  N *K''''ÉL[Ó]V
'cold, q.v.) > Sl *xo8ld¥ n. 'cold' (gen. *xo8lda) > OCS xlad5 , Blg xlad,
SCr, Slv hla•d, Cz, Slk chlad, P chLo1d, R, Uk ≤xolod (gen. ≤xoloda)
¶ ESSJ VIII 57-9, Vs. IV 256, Glh. 262-3 || D *c>alß- 'cold' >  Tm cal5i
'cold, chilliness', Kn, Tu cal5i, cali, sal5i 'coldness, cold, coolness ' ,
Krg talli 'cold', Tl cali 'cold' (n.), Gdb c>alandi 'cold rice serving f o r
breakfast', Knd salaN 'cold, cool', Ku salma 'cool'; (× N *c7777al ! !!![Ë]gV
'snow' or 'hoarfrost') Kn cal 5i  'snow' ¶¶ D #24O8 ||  A : NaT *çol ' icicle '
> Alt/Tlt/QK {Rl.} c1ol id., *0çolda- >  Tlt c1olda- 'zu Eiszapfen gefrieren' ¶
Rl. III 2O22-4 ˚  The IE and D cognates point to a N vw. *a in the f irs t
syll. The NaT vw. *o still needs explaining (regr. as. in N *Ç{a}l ßßßßo?) ˚
On N *c'''' @ @@@- as a possible source of NaIE *k≈- see  s.v. *c'''' @ @@@a÷{i}dV ' t o
advance with effort'.
295. *c1111el∏ ∏∏∏e 6 666 'to peel' > K: GZ *cl- v. 'peel' >  OG, G cl- vt., vi. 'peel' ( o f
fruit peel, skin), Mg rc(w)-, Lz prc- id. » Sv UB/L cil 'bark, crust, skin' ¶
K 225, Q 313, ≈ K2 263 (Sv cil ÿ Sv cel-/cl- 'tear, strip off' [actually
{TK} 'tear asunder, split' or {FS} 'cut', see  N *c1111al ! !!![É÷]o 'to split, t o
cut']), TK 473, 837, GP 277 || HS *√sl (de-affricatization *s- < *c-) >
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SC: Kz {E} sil- v. 'pluck bird', C ı Mb {E} -si!lo 'bare, naked' ¶ E SC 1 8 O
(s.v. *si!l- v. 'strip bare')  S *√√s7l- +ext.: CS *√s7lX v. 'skin' >  Ar
√slX G  v. 'skin (sheep or other animals), take off clothes', JA s7lÓ G
{Lv.} 'ablegen, ausziehen', {Js.} 'throw off, undress, flay', {Sl.} ' r emove
clothes, flay', SmA √s7lÓ 'strip', Sr √s7lÓ G 'doff, take off, strip of f
(clothes)'; BHb hl2S3 ≤s7ElaH 'hide', MHb hl2S3 ≤s7ElaÓ, JA ah1l6S5 s7il≤Ó-a2
{Js.} 'hide, fresh skin', Sr Xla£ s7´≤laÓ, 'xol£e s7El≤Óa2 'hide, skin', Plm
s7lÓ  'skin', Ar ≈UlSa salX-  'peau quand elle est ôtée d’un animal éco rché '
¶ KB 14O4, HJ 1142, Tal 897-8, Sl. 1147, Lv. IV 558-6O, Js. 158O, JPS
578-9, BK I 1121, ≈ MiK I #1.244 (•  ÷ OAk, Ak mas7lu6 'leather bucket ;
hide [used for wrapping]')  ? CCh: Bcm {Sh.} s7i@la!re~, {ChL} sUlari, Mln
{ChL} s7i~ra, Bt G {Mch.} s7i"!re< 'skin' ¶ JI II 297, ChC, ChL || IE: NaIE
*skol- 'peel' (n.) >  Gmc *skoljo2 >  Gt skalja 'ke1ramoß, tile' ({KM}: “
*'Schindel, Schuppenartiges'), OHG scala 'shell, scale (patera)', OSx
ska2la 'Schale, Muschel', NHG Schale 'skin, peel, shell', ON skel, AS
sc1iell 'Schale, Muschel, Schuppe', NE shell » Sl: R ∆ skalina ' b a r k ' ,
RChS skol6ka skolÁka 'shell' (< IE *skelÓ- v. 'split' <  N *c1111al ! !!![É÷]o '⇑ '
[q.v.]) ¶ Fs. 427-8, Vr. 488, Ho. 277, Ho. S 65, Schz. 257, Kb. 865, KM
633, Uhl. G 127, ≠ Mn 1173 || U *c1el+lße '(rub\scratch in order to) ge t
the skin off', v. 'bark' >  Lp N {N} c7a6lla6-/-l- v. 'rub the antlers against
sth. to get the skin off', Lp L {LLO} tjalla- 'abkratzen, abschälen,
abreißen' + + Sm: Ne O {Lh.} s1ela2- 'das Geweih von der Haut reinigen, d ie
Rinde von einem Baum reiben' ¶¶ UEW 35, LLO 113O, Lh. 436 || A: NaT
*çe+a4l 'film, thin skin' >  Tlt c7a4l 'film (on an egg\meat\eye)', Qrg c7el
'film on the inner side of skin; wall-eye', Qzq s7el 'thin layer o f
epidermic fat; wall-eyed', Brb {Tm.} ca4l 'placenta' ¶ Rs. W 1O3, Jud .
856, Sht. 233, MM 395, Rl. III 1975, Tm. 236, TL 392.
296. *c1111Él ∏∏∏∏V 'be quiet, wait' >  K *°cel- >  Mg cal- (cal-eba, da-cal-eba,
aor. va-cal-i) {Q} v. 'give time (dat∆ vremå ), wait' ¶ Q 369 || HS: SES
*√slb >  Mh, Hrs, Jb, Sq √slb v. 'wait' ¶ Jo. M 348, Jo. H 11O, Jo. J
228 || U: FU *c1{u4}l+lßV 'be quiet\still' >  pPrm *c1O$l 'quiet' >  Z ¢o≥v c1‰v
'quiet' (adj.), n. 'silence', Z U/V c1‰l n. 'silence, quiet', Yz c1o$l, Vt ¢al
c1al 'without noise, silently' (acc. to Lt., before l pPrm *O$ yields Vt a) »»
Hg csillapod- 'become silent' ¶ MF 117, LG 31O, Lt. 129, SZ 416. Acc.
to IS I 164, U *u4 >  pPrm *O$ under certain conditions (including t h e
position before *l?) .
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297. € *col ßßßß ++++ l ! !!!V 'be\make empty' > K : GZ *c`al-/*c`l- v. 'empty; be idle '
>  OG mo-cal-/mo-cl- v. 'be idle', G cal-/cl-, Mg c7ol- v. 'empty; have
spare time', G calieri 'empty, idle' ¶ K 227, K2 269, FS K 4O6, FS E 4 5 7 -
8, Q 366, Chik. 377-8, DCh. 1587, 1596-7, Chx. 2O12-5 || D *c>olßlß- ' b e
empty, carious' >  Tm col5l5ai\ 'that which is decayed, worm-eaten,
carious', Ml col5l5u 'stunted, worm-eaten', Kn jol5l5u 'unsubstantiali ty,
emptiness, state of being without stuff', Tu colle 'cripple', Tl sol5l5u
'empty' ¶¶ D #2864 || HS: ?? AdS  of S *√s7ll v. 'take out\away' (< N
*s 7777 e l ! !!!V  'take away\off, destroy, pull off').
297a. *c@@@@aÙol∏∏∏∏V (o r *c@@@@oÙal ∏∏∏∏V?) 'to wind (round sth.), to tie' >  HS: S
*°s+s7aHl- > Ar saHl- 'ficelle', √sHl G  'faire de la ficelle' ¶ BK I 1O62 
WCh *{Ç}Vl- ({OS} *c'al-) 'rope' >  Bl {Stl. “ ?} coli, Ang {Flk.} sa2l ' a
tree supplying bark to make ropes from' »» CCh: Mln {ChL} sa2~lu, Bcm
{Sk. in ChL} sa~like ¬ sa~lake 'rope' ¶ ChL, ChC, Flk. s.v. sa2l ¶¶ OS RPV I
67 || U *c1ol+lßV 'bind, tie', *c1ol+lßme 'knot', v. 'bind' >  FU {UEW} *c1olme-
v. 'tie', *c1ol+lßme n. 'knot' >  F solmi 'knot', solmi- v. 'knot, tie', Es
so%lm 'knot, loop' » pLp *c1o2lm‰ 'knot' >  Lp: S {Hs.} tjuolme, L {LLO}
tjuol…ma, N {N} c7uol…bma / -lm- id.; L {LLO} tjuol…ma- ' knüpfen ,
knoten', S {Hs.} tjuolmedh 'zubinden, zuknoten' » pMr *s1ulm¥ >  Er
s√lmo s1ulmo, Mk s√lma s1ulm´ ± s1ulma 'Knoten, Bündel', Er/Mk
s√lma- '(zusammen)knüpfen, (zu)binden, stricken' »» Hg csomo1
'knot', 'Knoten, Bündel'  pY {IN} *c7 !aºlaº- 'bind, add, nadstavlåt∆
(patch on?)' > Y {IN}: K c7 !olo-, T c7 !ala- id. ¶¶ UEW 38-9, Lr. #194, Lgc.
#765, Hs. 1346-7, Ps. sL 6O, Ker. II 149, IN 216, Ku. 316 || A *ç[æ]ali >
NaT *çalî- v. 'wind' >  Qmn {B} c7alî- vt. 'wind round, entangle (obvit∆ ,
zaputat∆)', QK {B, Rl.}, Tlt {Rl.} c7alî- 'embrace, entangle (obnåt∆ ,
zaputat∆)', Kr cal-, VTt {Bu.} s7 1al- v. 'wind', Qmq c7al- v. 'plait'; Ï NaT
*çal-ma >  Chg XV c7alma 'stripe of cloth wrapped round the head', MQp
XIV [CC], OOsm XVI c7alma, Tk c>alma 'turban', Alt, Qmn, Tlt c1alma
'loop', VTt ¢alma s7 !alma, Kr calma ± c7alma 'turban' ¶ Cl. 42O, Rs. W
97, KRPS 611-2, B DK 266, B DLT 22O, Rl. III 188O, 1892, Bu. I 464, TL
395  Ko {MLC} c>arî- v. 'tie up tight'; cp. also pKo {S} *c>Ä~rÄ~ v. 'hang u p ,
strangle' >  MKo c>Ä~rÄ~-, NKo c>arî- id.; MKo c>Ä~ro~,  c>Ä~rÄ~, c>Ä`r, NKo c>aru
'handle' ¶ MLC 1376, S QK #726, Nam 412, 416 ¶¶ Rm. SKE 24, KW 4 2 1
¶¶ Hardly here (for phonetic reasons) M *c>ilbu[˝u]r 'bridle, rein' (>
MM [HI] c7ilbur 'longe', WrM cilbu9ur, HlM culbuur 'long lea ther
cord attached to the headstall of a halter or bridle', WrO culbuur
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'rein, guiderope, lead; halter', Kl culvur culwu2r 'Leitriemen,
Leitzügel', '(bridle) rein, ¢embur ', see  Ms. H 47, MED 182, Krg. 6 4 9 ,
KRS 64O, KW 433) ˚ If we could have taken for granted that Orël a n d
Stolbova's rec. of the WCh root as *c'al- 'rope' is reliable, we would
have assumed that the pN initial cns. was either *c'''' or *c1111 ' '''; but in m y
opinion their WCh rec. is highly qu., because even the primary sou rce
(in the case of Bl coli) is still to be checked, and there is no ev. of t h e
initial cns. being emphatic. IS I 2OO reconstructed the U √  as *s1olme,
and this √  served as one of the arguments for his hyp. about N *c1111 (h i s
*c) yieldings U *s1. But in view of recent research both the U rec. (w
UEW 38-9) and IS's hyp. must be revised.  
298. € *c@@@@il ∏ ∏∏∏ÙV 'to defecate' >  HS: S *°√slH (or *°√s7lH) v. 'defeca te '
>  Ar √slH G 'defecate' (of a person) ¶ BK I 112O ¶ An alt. et l .
conjecture connects this verb with EC *sa2l- 'cowdung' (Bl. 1OO, Ss. PEC
32, Ss. B 164) and Mb ki-sa!lo 'mud; dung of large animals' (E SC 3 2 6 ) ,
but it fails to explain the absence of the reflex of HS *H  in EC || A: T [1]
*°çîla >  OT {Cl.} c7îla2 'dung'; [2] *çîl!- v. 'defecate' >  OT {Cl.} c7îs7
'urination, defecation', MT [AH, IM] sîc7- v. 'defecate', Tk sIc>-, Kr {Rl.}
sîc7-, QrB c7îc7-, Qzq tyw- tîs7-, VTt ty¢- t¥s7 !-, QK {B} s7îs7-, StAlt {B},
Qmn {B} c1îc1-, Tel/Alt {Rl.} sîs-, Chv sîs/zò- id.; here T *-l!(-) <  **-l-y(-)
with *y going back to a sx. ¶ Cl. 418, 43O, Rs. W 414 (s.v. syc7-), Sht.
2O7, Rl. III 2O94, IV 657, 661, B DK 271, B DLT 227, BT 184.
299. *c@@@@oLK''''V (≠ *c@@@@oLkV) 'to advance with effort (to creep, t o
crawl, to climb, etc.)' >  IE: NaIE {P} *slenk- (≠  *sleng-) 'creep, crawl ' ,
{Mn.} v. 'crawl, trudge, amble' >  MBr lencr 'glissant' ({P}
'schleichend'), as well as possibly a Brtt word for 'intestinal worm(s) ' :
W llyngyr pl. 'intestinal worms', MBr lnquernenn, Br lenker(n)-
enn 'intestinal worm' »» ?φ L lumbr°cus id. (unless < IE *slend≈-
'crawl') »» OSw slinka  'kriechen, sich schmiegen', AS slincan ' c r e e p '
> NE slink; d.: OSx, OHG slango, NHG Schlange 'snake'; OHG {Kb.}
zuo-slingan 'to slide away', MHG slingen 'to crawl along', {Lx.}
'sich schlängelnd winden, kriechen, schleichen', AS slinÌan {Sw.} ' t o
worm one's way', {Ho.} 'sich schlingen, winden, kriechen' »» Lt slenku~
/ slinﬁkti 'creep, crawl' (of a snake), 'move slowly', 'slink' »» OI
[Dhat.] sran$k-  'go, move, creep' ¶ P 961-2, Mn. 121O-1, MW 1O95, M
K II 554 (considers OI sran$k- ≠ sran$g- not fit ["nicht geeignet"] f o r
etl. comparisons), Ern. 362, LP § 63, WH I 831-2, Ho. 299, Ho. S 67, OsS
818, 823-4, Kb. 906, Lx. 198, KM 653, Frn. 832-3, unc. σ: EI 607 (*slenk-
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'turn, twist [like a snake]') || HS: CS *√slk' >  BHb qlx √slk' ' a scend ' ,
BA, Sr √slk' v. 'ascend, climb', SmA √slk5 'go up', Ar {Fr.} √slq G
'run', TD  (pf. tasallaqa) 'climb\scale (a wall)', ? (with deglottalization)
Ar √slk v. G  'travel, go along' ¶ KB 716, BDB #5267, KBR 758, Fr. II
344, Tal 592-3, Br. 477, Ln. 141O || ?σ,φ K: G slik'in- 'gleiten,
schlittern, rutschen' ¶ Chx. 1268 || A: ?σ M *°c>olgi- >  WrM colgi-,
HlM colgi- 'come to the surface, emerge', M *°c>olgi-la- > WrM
colgi-la, HlM colgilo- v. 'hasten, rush' ¶ MED 197 || D *c>okk-
({†GS} *s1- or *s-) v. 'climb' >  Klm sok-, Nkr sokk-, Prj c>o-pp-/c>o-tt-/
c>okk- id., Ku ho?- (p. hott-) id. ¶¶ D #2828 ˚  The IE var. √  *sleng- a n d
M *c>olgi- point to a N var. *c@@@@oLkV at the pN level (progressive as .
from *c@@@@oLK''''V?).  G s- (for the expected c-) may be due to a
desaffricatization in the precons. position.
3OO. *c@@@@a 4 444l ß ßßß û ûûûqV 'lean, thin' (of a body), 'reduced' > HS: S *°√s+s7lk (as .
*s...k < *s...k' [< N *c @@@@ . . . û ûûûq]) >  Ar [Qam.] {Fr.} musallak- 'tenuis, gracilis
(homo)' ¶ Fr. II 346  C: HEC *°√c7'lk (× N *c7777 ' '''a4 444l ß ßßßV 'feeble, lean; t o
shrink, to diminish'?) >  Hd {PB} c7'erak- 'mager, dünn, schlank sein ' ,
c7'eraka 'mager, dünn, schlank' (Hd -r- <  EC *-l-; HEC *c7'- goes back t o
both emphatic and plain vl. affricates) ¶ PB 179, ≈  AD SF 12O || K
*°c'+c`' ûqal- > G c'ûqal- 'grow lean, abmagern' (reg. mt., creating a "harmonic
complex" *°c'+c`'ûq-) ¶ Chx. 22O8 || U *°c1a4lßkV (or *c1a4GlßV) >  ObU *c1e2lß´˝
'thin' (× N *c7777 ' '''a 4 444l ß ßßßV) >  pVg *c1a4∏l´G 'thin' >  Vg: T c1a4∏l´w, LK s1O4∏lï, MK/UK
s1O2liÆ, P s1O2liG, Km (NV) s1O2li, LL s1O2la, UL/Ss s1a2liG; pOs *c1elß´˝ ({∫Hl.}
*c1a4Ælß´˝) id. > Os: V/Vy c1elß´G, Ty c1a$Ælß´G, Y c1a$Æl´G, D c1el´, Nz s1el´, Kz s1elßiÆ,
O s1el ¶ Ht. #77, Hl. rHt 71, KrT 9O7-8, Stn. WV 177 || D (in SD) *c>akk-
({†GS} *c+c1-) 'lean' > Kt c>ak 'lean' (of meat), c>akn 'lean man', Tu cakk´
'stunted, short, lean', cakke 'a weakling, lean person' ¶ D #2268  ?φ
possibly also D **c>irk- (> *c>iNk-/*c>ikk-) v. 'become thin, meager' >  T m
cin$ku v. 'diminish, wane, decrease', cikal v. 'diminish, decrease ,
perish', Kdg c>ikk- v. 'become tired', Tu tirkani v. 'be lean, weak ' ,
tirkU, cirk´ 'fading, weakness', tirkot5A 'a lean\weak man', Gnd
sira2na2 v. 'grow thin', Knd sik- v. 'be reduced (as body)'; D ı pInA
*sikka-/*siNga > Prkr sin$ga- 'lean, thin' ¶¶ D #25O3.
3O1. *c1111al ! !!![É÷]o 'to split, to cut' >  K *cel- v. 'mow, cut' Ï *cel-
'scythe' >  G cel- v. 'mow', cel-i 'scythe' (ı Mg cel-i id.), Mg cal-i id.,
cal- v. 'mow', Lz (n)cal- id. (Lz (n)cal- v. 'sharpen' may go back to a
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derivative from Z *cal- 'scythe') » Sv {K2} cel-/cl- 'tear, strip off', Sv LB
{TK} li-cel msd. 'tear asunder, split (gaxeva, gaxleÇa, gapoba)', Sv
UB/L {FS} cil- (msd. li-cel) v. 'cut, cut asunder' ¶¶ IS I 196, K 223, FS K
396, FS E 445-6, GM S 77, ≠ GM S 313, TK 473 || HS: CS *√sl÷ v. ' spl i t '
(Ï *≤sal[V]÷- 'a cleft in the rock' [‘ 'rock']) >  Ar ølS √sl÷ v. G
'split', øl0Sa sal÷- 'cleft in the rock', Hb ol2x3 ≤sEla÷, JA ao1l6x5 sil≤÷-a2
'rock' ¶ KB 715-6, KBR 75, Tal 591-2, Js. 996  B: Sll {Ds.} i-sli
'rocher', Izd {Mrc.} i-s´lli 'grosse pierre' ¶ Mrc. 353, Ds. 25O  Ch:
WCh {Stl.} *sVl- v. 'cut' > Gera s7a~ll‰!-mi! id., Gw s7a!ra id., 'reap', Hs sa2!Ra~
'fell (tree), chop, cut' (Hs {Ba.} su!lu~lu2 'a handleless knife', adduced i n
Stl ZCh, is qu.) » Bd {Gr. “?) salo v. 'cut' ¶ Stl. ZCh 179-8O [#319], Ba.
9O3, Mts. G 1O6, Gr. LA 51 [#2] ¶¶ IS I 196 adduces some C words: Bj
sal- (misunderstood as an adj. 'sharp', but actually being a verb with
the meaning 'sharpen', w Rop. 231), Xm sil- 'knife', Q sål- v. ' b e
sharp'. In my opinion, the meaning of these words is too remote t o
justify the connection; besides, Bj sal- and Q {R} sål- are likely to b e
loanwords (maybe from Amh ßl  salA v. 'sharpen' going back to t h e
EthS root √sHl, see Gz s1l saHala id.) || IE *skel[éx]-/*skl=[éx]- ' spl i t ' ,
{EI} *skel- 'split (apart)' > Ht is7kalla(i)- v. 'slit, slash, split, tear'  Gk
ska1llv 'I hoe' »» Arm çelum c≈el-um 'I split' (c≈- < IE *sk-, as shown i n
Me. EAC 32), Arm skalim skal-im v. 'open the chinks, split, gape,
crack' »» Clt {RE} *skolt- v. 'split '  > OIr scoilt- v. 'split, divide u p ' ,
scoilt 'fente, fissure', Brtt: W holtti, ?φ Crn falsa, felja [{Vn.}
felz7a], ?φ MBr feutiff, ?φ Br faoutan% 'to split', W hollt, ?φ MBr
faout, faut 'fente' (Clt *sk- > Crn, Br f- is still to be explained)  OIr
sceilim v. 'slice', scailt 'fente' »» ON skilja 'to split, to separa te ' ,
AS a2-sc1iellan, to2-sc1iellan 'to separate, to divide' »» Lt ske!lti
(prs. skeliu~) v. 'split', Ltv s7k>el ^t (prs. s7k>el>u) 'split lengthwise' » Sl
*ska¡la 'rock, splitter' >  O R skala , R, Blg ska≤la, P skaLa 'rock', U k
∆  ska≤la 'stone', SrCr ska~la 'rock, slice, bit', Slv ska!la 'rock, chip ' ,
Cz ska1la 'rock', ∆  'Steinbruch', Slk skala 'stone, rock'; Sl *sc7elÁ >  R
∑el∆ (dim. ∑ël-ka), Uk ∑¡l∆, P szczelina, † szczel 'c left ,
crevice, chink, slot', Slv s7c7a!lja n. 'split' ¶¶ P 923, Pv. I-II 4 1 3 - 5
(invokes Arm skal-im), EI 538-9, F II 715-6, Vn. S  29, 48-9, RE 134, Vr.
492, Ho. 277, Frn. 8OO, Kar. II 347, Vs. III 63O-1 and IV 5O1, Brü. 5 4 3 ,
ZVSZ 383-4, Glh. 552-3, GK 552, Slt. 1O5, ≈ Ach. III 225 (derives skal-
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im from Iranian *sik-), 452-3 || U: FU (in Prm) *c1al!V- v. 'cut off ,
separate' >  pPrm *c1al!- v. 'cut off, split off, separate' >  Z ¢all∆y-
c1al!l!‰- 'cut off (e.g., the upper green leaves of cabbage)', ¢ales c1al!es
'bran', Z UV c1al!g‰d- v. 'cut off, separate', Prmk c1al!d‰t-≠c1ayd‰t- ' spl i t
off '  ¶ LG 3O1 (adduces Er ¢alga- c7alga- v. 'brake [flax, h e m p ] '
[obviously a sd. from c7alga- v. 'tread', see  ERV 737]) || A *c>aL{Ë} >  T
*çal(u)- v. 'knock down, beat (in order to split, to break, to s laughter) ,
mow' (× N *c7777alV 'beat, knock down, fell', q.v. ffd.) ¶ T *-l- (for t h e
expected *-l !-) is inherited from N *c7777alV  Tg *çalu-≠*çolI- 'cut off' >
Neg ço2li3- id., 'trim', Ul c7a2lu3- ≠ c7a2li3- 'cut, cut off', Nn Nh c7a2li3-, Nn B
cali3-, WrMc coli- v. 'cut' ¶ STM II 4O5 ¶¶ The M forms quoted in IS I
196-7 and DQA (after KW 42O) are qu.: WrM cali (adduced by Rm. a s
a cognate of Kl cali≠ ca4li 'Schärfe, scharf') is not confirmed b y
standard dictionaries of WrM (Kow., Gl., MED) or by the main sources
of MM. The Kl {Rm.} word cali≠ ca4li is cognate with Brt salii- ' b e
pointed' and saligar 'pointed (gespitzt, ostrokone¢nyj)' (Chr.
383) and goes back to  M *c>ali[˝]- 'pointed, sharp', without reliable
semantic connection with the meaning of the N √ . The latter is true a lso
of pJ {S} *tu~ru~[n]ki~ 'sword' (> OJ tu~ru~gi\i~ ≠ tu~ru~ki\i~, J T curugi!, see  S QJ
#1586, Mr. 557) (adduced in DQA) ¶¶ DQA #267 (A *c>æa~lu~ 'sharp; t o
cut') || D *c>al-, {GS} *sel- v. 'cut, split' (×  N *s6666a 4 444l[V]qË 'cleave, c u t
asunder', q.v. ffd.). D *l (rather than *lß < N *l !!!!) is inherited from N
*s6666a 4 444l[V]qË  ˚ Cf. IS I 195-7 (IE, K, HS, A + unc. U *s1+s6ale- ≠ *s1+s6a4le- v.
'cut, split' [= {UEW} *s1ale-, UEW 459-6O]). In view of the fact that t h e r e
is no other known √  with U *s1- or *s6- from N *c1111 (= N *c- in t h e
notation of IS), I prefer to adduce here FP *c1al !V-.
3O2. *c{i?Å}mV (or *ciyÅmV) '∈ grass' >  K {K} *c`'am-/*c`'em-
'grass' >  OG, G c'am- *'grass' (in OG, G c'am-al- 'medicine, drug'), Lz
(n)c7 'am- 'medicine, drug', Sv UB (TK, GP), Sv Ln/L {TK} c7'em ({K2} Sv c7'e2m
with an err. e2?) 'hay'  Compound stem GZ *lel-c`'am- 'reed Arundo
donax' >  OG ler-c'am-, G ler-c'am- ≠ lel-c'am- 'reed', Mg larc7'am- ≠
larc7'em-; the first component of the cd. is GZ *lel- 'reed Phragmites
communis' (K 12O-1)  ?σ Mg (r)c7'em- 'pubic hair', Sv {K} c7'ïma id. ¶ ¶
K 121, 249, K2 3O6; FS K 457-8 and FS E 518-9 (both: *c`'am- in G and Sv
without Zan), Q 314, ≈ Rog. C ∀, TK 861, GP 28O || HS: S *samm- ' g rass '
(‘ in descendant lgs. 'medicinal grass, perfume, etc.') (infl. of  N ?
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*c7777amVc1111V 'get sour \ ro t t en ' ??) >  Ak s7ammu 'plant, grass; hay,
fodder; herb, medicinal plant', BHb Mim`5x2 sam≤m-ïm 'spice (used i n
incense)', 'spices (Spezereien)', MHb Mx2  sam, JA am`1x2 sam≤m-a2 ' d r u g
(healing or deleterious)', JEA {Sl.} am`1x2 sam≤m-a2 'drug, medicine, dye ' ,
Sr sam≤m-a2 'drug, poison, pigment', Ug smm 'perfume', Ar samm-
'poison' (π  Aram?) (ı Mh, Sq sam, possibly Jb E sEm, Jb sEhm
'poison'), Ak LB (π  WS?) sammu2tu 'fragrance' ¶ The S √  belongs
here unless it is *s6amm- (as tacitly suggested by BDB) ¶ CAD XV 1 2 O
and XVII/1 315-21, Sd. 1167, BDB 7O2, KB 716, OLS 404, Js. 998, Sl.
817, Br. 479, Jo. M 35O  ?σ B *√smm v. 'be sour' (if “ ' s o u r \ b i t t e r
grass', cp. S) >  Rf, Izn ´sm´m 'aigrir, fermenter, être aigre', Sll ismum
'sour', Kb ismum 'be sour', Ah ismam 'be bitter', Zng {TC} s7a4mœumœ (Z
s7emœumœ) 'bitter', pf. yes7mem 'il a rendu amer' ¶ Fc. 1836, Rn. 318, Ds.
1O, Dl. 776, TC D 8, TC Z 308 ¶ Semantic infl. of N ? *c7777amVc1111V ' g e t
sour\rotten' cannot be ruled out  Eg fP sm.w 'plants, herbage;
vegetables; pasture' ¶ EG IV 119-2O, Fk. 225  C: Bj {R} se≤ya2m ≠
si≤ya2m 'grass' »» SC: ? Kz c'emal-iko 'straw' ¶ R WBd 2O7, E SC 2O1 ¶
OS #395 adduces Irq camo  'kind of grass', but I have not been able t o
find the word in the available sources  ECh: Mkl se2~mi! 'hay', Smr {J}
se!mde! pl. 'grass' »» ? Hs c'a!wre2 ! (regularly from *c'amr...) '∈ a tall, coa r se
grass' ¶ J LM 172, ChC, Abr. H 881 ¶¶ Hardly here Ak sam°du ≠
sim°du  '∈ spice plant or vegetable' (CAD XV 114-5) (the stem pa t t e r n
in Ak sam°du suggests that this is an adj. from the root *√smd
[=*√cmd], making the connection with HS *c{i}m- 'grass' implausible)
¶¶ OS #383 (*camid- 'grass': Ak, Smr), #395 (HS *cim- 'grass, p lant ' :
Eg, Mkl + erroneously interpreted or dubious seeming cognates in S, Ch,
and C), Tk. PAA 3 (Kz, Hs) || A: NaT *çî[:]m 'sod, turf' >  OT c7îm ' t u r f ,
peat', Az c7im 'turf, sod', Osm {Rh.} c7im id., 'grassplot', Tk c>im 'grass ,
greensward', ET c7im 'turf, peat (dØrn , torf )', Uz c7im, Qzq, Nog s7îm,
Qrg c7îm 'turf (dØrn )' ¶ Cl. 421-2, Rs. W 111, Äz. 395, Rh. 747, BN 3 1
|| D *c>amp- ({†GS} *Z+Z1-) '∈ reed, elephant grass' >  Tm campu
'elephant grass, Typha elephantina', Kn jamb- '∈ reed or sedge, Typha
angustifolia', Tl jambu 'a bulrush, sedge' ¶¶ D #2347 ¶¶ D *-p- m a y
go back to an original sx. ˚  K *c'`-, Kz c'-, and Hs c'- < *c...?- ˚  The
vowel(s) of the N word are not clear. It may be tentatively suggested
that there was a pN word-internal sequence *-i?Å- or *-iyÅ- (still
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preserved in Bj as -iya- ≠ eya-, but contracted into a, e2, i, or î in all
other descendant lgs.).
3O3. (€?) *c1111{o}mé€É 'to smear, (?) to stroke' >  K {K2} *cwem-
/*cwm-  v. 'smear with fat' >  Sv {TK} msd.: UB li-cwm-en-i, L li-cweni,
licwieni, Ln li-cwem-i 'to smear, to grease', UB {GP} li-cwm-i ' t o
plaster (stucco)'; Ï GZ {K2} *c[w]mel-, {FS} *cm-el- n. 'fat' >  OG cmel-
id. (Lev. 8.25), G cmel- {FS} 'Fett, Schmiere', Mg c‰mu- ± cimu- ' f a t ,
scum (Schaum, nakip∆ )', {Q} c‰mu- 'fat (qir` , tuk` )', Lz cimu-lu˝-
'overripe figs' (lu˝- 'figs') ¶¶ K 225, K2 265, FS K 396-7, FS K2 577 (K
*cem- v. 'smear'), FS E 446, TK 475, GP 183, Q 373 || IE: NaIE *sme2- ≠
*smei\-d- v. 'smear, stroke' ({EI} ? *smei\d- 'smear') >  Gk inf. smh6n, a o r .
smh6sai 'smear, wipe' »» Arm mic mic 'mud, mire, dirt' (<  *smidi\o-) »»
Gt bi-smeitan ' ]epicri1ein, to smear upon', ga-smeitan id., ' t o
spread on', OHG bi-sm°Ôan to smear upon, to soil', sm°Ôan
'(an)streichen, schmieren', AS {Fs.} be-sm°tan  'to smear upon', {Ho.}
sm°tan 'to soil, to dirty', NE smite »» ?σ Sl *sme7d¥, *sme7djÁ ' d a rk -
coloured' >  ChS sm8d5 sme7dË 'mayro1ß, me1laß', SCr smeàD ' b rown ' ,
Slv sme•5d, OCz sme7dy1, OP s1miady 'dark-brown' (as well as Cz
sne7dy1, P s1niady with n  due to the infl. of hne7dy1, gniady ' b rown ' ) ;
see  also NaIE *(s)meru- 'fat, ointment' (w s.v. N *s2222ámi  'fat') ¶ WP II
685-6, P 966-7, EI 528, F II 748, Ch. 1O27, Fs. 95, Schz. 262, Ho. 3O2,
OsS 834-5, WW 266, Kb. 919, KM 663, Vs. III 684, Mikl. L 866, Brü. 5 3 3 ,
Glh. 565 ¶ The initial *s- (rather than *sk-) is due to t h e
preconsonantal position and possibly to the unfluence of t h e
synonymous NaIE *smeru- 'fat, ointment' (< N *Ía4444mirV 'fat') || ?φ D
(in KK) *°c>o2mp- ({†GS} *s+s1-) > Kui ho2mb- v. 'rub, stroke', Ku Kt hombali
± ho2mbinai\ v. 'scour, scrub' ¶ D #2879 || HS: Ch: Bl {Lk.} sam- v.
'einreiben' ¶ Lk. PVB II 138  C: (+ext.) Bj {R} √s7mt pcv. 'grease t h e
hair, smear butter on it; anoint, rub (pomadisieren, frottieren, r e iben) '
(1s: p. ≤as7mit, prs. as7am≤m°t) ¶ R WBd 216 ¶ × N *c6666iXmV  'fat'? ˚
Without the K cognate we would have reconstructed here an initial N
sibilant *s1111- . The absence of traces of the N lr. in NaIE *smei\d- (unl ike
*sme2- < IE *smeé8-) still needs explaining.
3O3a. ? € *c1111VmûûûûqË  '∈ fruit, berry' > K {FS} *cimûqw- 'strawberry o r
bilberry' >  G cmûqva, Mg c´m÷wa, cim÷wa 'strawberry', Sv UB {TK}
cïnûqa, UB {GP}, LB/L {TK} cinûqa, Sv Ln {TK} cinaûqa 'bilberry'; N
*0maÂ[y]V c1111VmûûûûqË (= K *maÂ[y]V 'berries' + N *c1111VmûûûûqË) >† K
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*marc'ûqw- 'strawberry' >  eNG {SSO} marcqy marc'ûqw-i, eNG, G
marcqvi marc'ûqv-i, Sv UB/Ln ba4sûqi, Sv UB/LB ba4sûq id. ¶¶ w K 2 2 4
(*cinûqwa), FS K 4OO, FS E 45O, TK 838, GP 277 || HS: CS ( m t . )
*s7Vk''[V]m- (*s7uk'[V]m-?) ≠ *s7awk[V]m- 'sycamore' and possibly
'sycamore fig' > BHb pl. Mim5q^S5 s7ik'≤m-ïm, JA am1q^S5 s7ik5≤m-a2, Sr
s7Ek5≤m-a2, ChrPA s7wk5m 'sycomore', Ar sawqam- 'figuier d’Adam,
figuier sycomore', Aram ı Gk syka1mi2noß 'mulberry' ¶ KB 1516-7, BK I
11O9, Fr. II 817-8.
3O4. € *c{u}n2222c 7 777V or  *c7777 {u}n 3333cV 'to crawl' >  K: GZ *c`oc`- 'crawl, c reep ,
clamber' >  G coc- v. {Chx.} 'creep, crawl' (err. {K2} 'climb'), Mg c7oc7- v.
'clamber' (≠ {K2} 'climb'); Zan ı G c7oc7- 'clamber, drag on', Arm ∆
{K2} c7≈oc7≈- 'crawl, creep' ¶ K 23O, K2 273 (GZ *c`oc`- 'climb'), FS K 4 1 3 ,
FS E 465-6, Chx. 1945-6, 2O23, Q 651 ¶ The semantic in terpre ta t ion
'climb' (in K2) may be due to inaccurate rendering of the R polysemic
verb lezt∆ || U *°c7u+inc7V >  pSm {Jn.} *c>¥nc>V 'kriechen' >  En d. 1 s
aor. {Cs.}: En X toddoNaro, En B toddoNado id. »» Sq Ke {Cs.} d. 1 s
aor. canZonnaN, Kms {KD} d. 1s prs. tæaºn‰"r´l!am id. ¶ Jn. 31, Cs. 1 4 5 ,
243 ˚  Assimilation *c...c7 (or *c7...c) >  *c...c (for K) and *c7...c7 (for U).
3O5. € *Ç++++Ç''''u 4 444n 3 333dV '∈ mouse' >  A: Tg *çu4ndV-kV '∈ small rodent' >  O r c
çubduki  'harvest mouse (Micromys minutus)', Ud c7undiΗ‰, {Krm.} c1unde2
'shrew-mouse', Lm Ol/B/P çI2d¥˝a, Lm Pkh çIdaga 'arctic spermophi le
(Citellus)', Lm KO çid≤Na 'lemming' ¶ STM II 39O, Krm. 312, Ci. 89-9O
(on Tg *u4) || D *c>un`tß- ({†GS} *c+c1-) '∈ mouse' >  Tm cun5t5an3 'g ray
musk shrew', cun5t5a2n3 'Mus urbanus', Ml cun5t5-eli 'mouse, musk -
rat', Kn sun5d5a, Tu sun5d5-eli, Kdg c>in`dß-eli 'house-mouse, field-
mouse', Tl cuncu  'mouse, musk-rat', Klm c>indßrag 'musk-rat', Gnd c>u2c>i
'musk-rat', ∆  c>utßi 'small rat', ∆  c>otße 'mouse', Krx c>otßtßo2 'mouse' ¶¶ D
#2661 .
3O6. *cuNV 'to know' (“  'to have seen'?), 'to see' >  HS: Eg L swn
({EG} s1wn) 'know, recognize', (with the prep. m ) 'von etwas wissen' >
DEg swn, Cpt: Sd sounsoun, B sOuen so2uen 'wissen' ¶ EG IV 6 9 ,
Vc. 2O1  B *-sin- / *√wsn 'know (savoir)' (× N ≈ *c6666{i}?{a 4444}n 2 222a 6 666
'recognize, know [connaître]', q.v.): *-sin- >  ASgr aor. -sin, *√wsn >
Ah ´ss´n, Ty, ETwl ´ss´nœ, Gh ´ss´n / pf. iss´n, Gd  ss´n, Izn/Rf/SrSn
{Rn.} ´sn / pf. iss´n, Sll {Ds.} iss´n≠´ss´n / pf. iss´n, Kb ´ss´n / p f .
issin, Tmz {MT} ss´n / isin id., Zng {TC} ess´n / pf. y´ssen 'savoir'; t h e
cns. *w is reflected in the gemination of *s and in the vw. u of the Ah
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caus. s-us´n ¶ ABs. LBV 97, Fc. 1837, GhA 176, Dl. 782, MT 647, Dlh.
Ou 3OO, Lf. I 245 and II #223, DCTC 285  Ch ≈ *c{i}n/*cun or {AD}
*s⁄{i}n/*s⁄un 'know' >  Hs s7i!na~, sa!ni~, (with an object) sa!n, Gw {Mts.}
s7i!na id. » DfB {J} sun, Bks {J} s7a!Ni^, Klr {J} si\en, {IL} sE2n » Wrj/My {Sk.}
s‰n, Cg {Sk.} s‰~n, Kry/Jmb {Sk.} s‰!n, P’ {MSk.} sIne~, Sir {Sk.} s‰~nï!wi!,
Mbr {Sk.} s‰@ni!, Dir {Sk.} c7‰!n id. »» Cb {IL} z‰ndi, {ChL} zU~nI~, Hb {ChL}
zin, Hld {ChL} sI~nI~, Wmd {ChL} sâ~nI~ id. » HgNk {ChL} sâ~na~ta, HgG {ChL}
sU~na~g‰y, HgF {ChL} sâ~n‰~gi, FlG {ChL} sânaki, FlJ {ChL} sI%, FlB {ChL} s7IN,
FlM {IL} s7ïn id. » Mtk {ChL} suna?, {Sb.} s‰n id., pMM {Ro.} *s‰n (>
Mada/Myn sa!l, Mkt s‰!;, Hrz send'ika, Mlk sa!r, Gzg s‰!n, Mofu s‰~ra~da!,
Glv {Rp.} s‰r 'know', Mf {BLB} s‰!n- 'reconnaître, découvrir ' ) » Db {Lnh.}
sI2n, Kola {Sb} -s‰^N- 'know' » Gdr {Mch.} s‰n id.» Lgn {Lk.} s‰!n id., Bdm
{Lk.} hi!n 'I know' » ?σ Mrg sini 'know, remember' »» Ll {Grgs.} se~n
'wissen, kennen' » NdD {J} h‰@naﬂ, Tmk {Cp.} ha~n 'know' » Mkl {J} su2~ne! id .
¶ Dir c7‰!n suggests a pCh initial affricate; the original vw. is likely t o
have been *i , while forms with *a  are likely to go back to a derived *a-
imperfective (suggested by Gr. and J) ¶ JI I 1O7 and II 216-7, ChC, ChL,
Ba. 896-8, 94O, Ro. 278-9 [#4O5], BLB 323-4  EC: amb Or se2na2
'memory' (unless d. f rom se2n- v. 'enter' or belong to N *{s6666}an 2222a 'word ,
say' ‘ 'think' [q.v.]) ¶ Grg. 354, Brl. 371 (sena  'ricordo, memoria') ¶ ¶
OS #2198 (HS *saniÓ-≠*siniÓ- 'know, remember'), #2294 (HS *sun-
'know'), Tk. I 128-9 || U *{c1u}NV >  Sm *s¥N¥ 'see, look' >  Ne T d .
sa˜o 'a glance, look', T O {Lh.} saNu2Ú 'Blick', Ne F {Lh.} XaNNuÚ2 id.,
XÈNNÈ∏r÷´" 'sieh', Ng {Mik.} d. s‰Nu4rs1a 'see, look', En X {Cs.} d. so6Naro',
En B {Cs.} soNiNado' 'sehen, betrachten', En {Mik.} sENid! 'see', Slq Tz
{KKIH} saNa- 'try, check' ('poprobovat∆ , proverit∆ '), Mt {Hl.} *sia4-
(?) 'see' (Mt: T {Mll.} schischa4guram 'video', M {Mll.} ingu4msi!a4
'non video' [ingu4m- 'I do not'])  FU *c1+s6unc1V (or *-ns6-) >  pVg *s7uns7-
v. 'look, glance' > Vg {Stn.} T s7o$ns7-, LK s7ons-, MK sons-, UK/UL/Ss suns-
¶¶ Jn. 133, Cs. 91, Lh. 397-8, KKIH 168, Hl. M #875, Stn. WV 275, MK
575 || K: GZ *c`an-/*c`n- 'know, learn, recognize' (× N ≈ *c6666{i}?{a 4444}n 2 222a 6 666
'recognize, know [connaître]' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  A: DQA reconstructs pA
*c7i ~NV  'listen, consider', presumably reflected in T *t£îNla- 'hear, l is ten '
(> OT tîNla-, Tv t£îNna-, Tk dinle-, Az, Tkm diNle-, etc.; it may b e
derived from the Chinese loanword π Chn tæi@N, MChn tæeN 'listen'), i n
M *c>iNla- 'listen' (> WrM cingla-≠cingna-, HlM ¢agna-; to m y
mind, may be a loan from T), and in Tg •*Z7iN  'consider' (in fact, WrMc
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Z7iN ≠ Z7in 'exactly, just' π Chn Z1i&n 'completely' and\or Z7e~n ' jus t ,
exactly'; in other Tg lgs. the word is a loan from Mc). This alleged pA
root (based on controversial phonetic hypotheses) cannot be taken in to
consideration ¶¶ ≈ DQA #238. Cl. 522, MED 19O, STM 258, Z 982, Is.
93, 19O, 23O ˚  IS I 2O1-2 [#42] (*c1inÿ  'know': K, HS).
3O7. *c@@@@u 4 444N÷3333V 'finger, finger knuckle' >  U: FU *c1{u4}NV, {UEW} *c1ÉNV
'finger, (finger) knuckle' >  Prm {LG} *c1Én1i >  Z ¢un∆ c1un1, Vt ¢in∆y
c1in1È 'finger', Yz c1u$n1 'finger, toe' »» Os: D ço"Nen-uX id. (uX 'head'), Kz
s1o"N´n 'finger knuckle' » Hg csu4d, ∆ c7u4∏d ± c7u4g ± c7u4∏g ± c7o4g 'pastern ( o f
a horse), foot (of a bird)' ¶ UEW 49, LG 314, MF 129, EWU 238 || D
*c>un`tß-≠*c>utßtß- ({†GS} *s-) v. 'point at with the finger, indicate' (×  N
*c 1111 ' '''u 6 666dV 'point with a finger', q.v.) >  Ml cu2n5t5uka 'to point at, to a im ' ,
cun5t5al-viral 'forefinger', Tm cut5t5u 'to point out, to indicate', Kn
sut5t5u, Kui su2tßa 'to point at with the finger', Kui su2tßa vanZ>u, Ku hu2ta
vwa2nZ>u 'the index finger', Tu tun5d5uni 'to aim, to point at', Tl
jut5t5a-vre2lu 'forefinger' ¶¶ D #2658 || HS: S *°{s}in÷- >  Ar sin÷- ' o s
de la paume de la main qui joignent les doigts à la main; poignet à
l’endroit où l’avant-bras se joint à la main, os du pied où la jambe s e
joint au pied' ¶ BK I 1152 ˚  ADb. MSR 22 [#33] (U, D).
3O8. *c@@@@ ++++c ' ''' @ @@@{a 4 444}NKV 'to break' >  HS: WCh {Stl.} *cink- 'break (e.g. a
stick)' > Hs c'i!nka~ v. 'snap (a thread, a rope)' » SBc: Dw c‰N vi. 'snap ( a
stick)' ¶ Stl. ZCh 182 [#344], ChL I 227, Abr. H 885-6 || U: FU {UEW}
c1+s1a4NkV, {It.} *c1eNka4 'break' > Er s1ive- vi. 'break, brechen, abbrechen' »
Prm *c1e'g- >  Z ¢eg- c1eg- vt., vi. 'break, break off' ('slomat∆ , -så ,
otlomit∆ , perelomit∆ '), Yz ≤c1ig- id., Vt ¢igyny c1ig‰- vi. ' b r e a k '
('slomat∆så , perelomit∆så ') »» pObU {Hl.} *sE2Nk-, {Ht.} *se2Nk- >  pVg
*sa4∏Nk- >  Vg: Vg T sa4Ng-, LK/Nz saNk- 'brechen', P saNk- 'schlagen'; pOs
{Ht.} *so4Nk- ({∫Hl.} *sO4ÆNk-) >  Os: V so4Nk-, Ty/Y sa$ÆNkW-, D/Kz seNk-,
Nz/O seN- 'schlagen' » Hg szeg- 'cut (bread), break (the neck)' ¶ Coll.
117, UEW 31/2, Sm. 549 (FU, FP *s1aNki- 'cut, break', Ugr *s1a4NkI"-),
LG 3O3, Ht. #598, Hl. rHt 71, MF 575-6 || A: Tg *°çeN >  Ewk PT ç‰Ndit-
/ç‰Ndiç- 'tear (clothes), tear out (a piece of sth.)' ¶ STM II 421 ˚
Hardly here G c'vnik'- 'zerkleinern' (Chx. 2157), because it is certainly
derived from c'vnik'-i 'klein, winzig, melkij ' (Chx. l.c., DCh. 1676).
3O9. € *cV{p''''}V 'to cover', 'roof, a covering, shelter' >  HS: CS (+ext . )
*√spn > BHb √spn (pf. c. N7px6I%v@wayyis≤pon) v. 'cover, lay a table', Np8x5
sip≤pu2n 'ceiling (of a room)', Pun mspn  'roof (?), ? IA √spn v. '(?) c a r e
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for, respect' (“ *'protect' “ *'cover') ¶ KB 722, KBR 764-5, HJ 6 6 6 ,
798 || IE: NaIE *(s)kep- v. 'cover' >  Gk ske1paß (gen. ske1paoß) ' a
covering, shelter', Gk A/I ske1ph id., 'protection', Gk ske1pv, skepa1v,
skepa1zv v. 'cover, shelter' »» Lt kepu~re$ 'cap', Ltv ce>pure 'cap, ha t ' ;
Blt ı F kypa4ri, kypa4ra4 'helmet, casque' » Sl (originally d im. )
*c7epÁcÁ 'head cover, cap' >  OR hep6c6 c7epÁcÁ 'head-dress, h e a d
cover', R ¢e≤pec Ï ≤¢ep¢ik, P czepiec, Cz c7epec, Slk c7epiec,
Slv c7e•pec, HLs c7e7pc, LLs copc ± cepc 'cap', SCr c7e~pac 'cap ( o f
women)' ¶ WP II 559, P 93O, F II 724-5 (sceptical about the Gk-BSl
connection), Frn. 241, Bern. I 143-4, ESSJ IV 58-9 (no IE et. of the Sl
word), Srz. 1499.
31O. *c1111Éû ûûûqV (= *c1111a 4 444 û ûûûqV?) 'to jump' >  K *°caûq- >  Mg co÷- v. 'walk in a
jumping gait' ¶ Q 371 || HS: S *°√nsk' (or *√ns6k'), prm. *-nsak'- >  JA
[Trg.] √(n)sk' (ip. -ssak', imv. sak') 'go up' [JEA (BbV) sak5≤k5u6 lis7≤la2m
l´≤wa2t3 ?ab3u6≤k3o6n 'get you (pl.) up in peace unto your father' - TrgO
of Gen. 44.17], Sr √nsk' (Qés`ño nO≤sek' 'ascendit' - Peshitta, Apoc.
14.11); *n-  goes back to a px. of intransitive verbs ¶ Lv. T I 116-7, Lv. III
4O9, Spr. BA I 76, Js. 918, PS 24O1 || U: FP (+ext.) *c1a4kc1e- 'jump, leap
(springen, hüpfen)' >  pLp {Lr.} *c1e2kc1‰- v. 'kick', 'Fußtritte geben, m i t
dem Fuß stoßen' >  Lp: N {N} c7iek…c7a6- / -vc7-, L {LLO} tjektja-, Klt P
{It.} c7i\e"¿X:c7;A- id., S {Hs.} tjie4ktjedh 'kick with the foot' » Prm *c1Ec1c1-
({LG} *c7 !e Útc7!-) 'get up', (“ ?) 'jump up' >  Z ¢e¢¢y- c1ec1c1È- 'get u p ' ,
¢e¢¢ywty- c1ec1c1Ès7tÈ- 'jump, jump up', Vt t´t¢y- tec1c1È (t- due t o
dis.) ¶ UEW 612-3, LG 3O4, Lr. #149, Lgc. #6O4, Hs. 1316-7 || ?σ A:
NaT *çîk- 'go out, come out' >  OT c7îq- id., Chg c7îq- 'come out, r ise ' ,
Tkm c7îq- 'go out, appear, climb', VTt ¢yg- s7 !¥˝-, Qmq c7îq-, Qzq, Q q
s7îq/˝- , Alt c1îq- 'climb up, ascend; go out, appear (on the surface)', Nog
s7îq- 'go out, appear' ¶ Cl. 4O5-6, Rs. W 1O7, MM 4O1, Sht. 237, TkR
745, BT 183.
31Oa. *ciûûûûqË '∈ small rodent (mouse?)' >  K: GZ *c`iûqw- > G ciûqv-i
{KEGL, Chx.} 'squirrel', {DCh.} 'loir (Glis glis, sonå-pol¢ok )', G mciûqv-i
id., {DCh.} 'qitnik , mus agraria', Mg c7'uk'-i 'mouse' ¶ In Mg c7'uk'i t h e
intervocalic cns. -k'- may be due to contamination with N i *c''''Ék''''V
'small' and with the GZ source of G M c'uk'ana 'very small') ¶ KEGL VIII
634, DCh. 923, 1596, Q 393; K 2 316 and FS E 529-3O (both: Mg c7'uk'-i ÷
G M c'uk'ana 'very small', likely to belong to N i *c''''Ék''''V '⇑ ' [q.v.]) || HS:
S: Gz {L} s'´k'W´nk'W´n ≠ s'´k'W´nk'We2n 'field mouse, ∈ lizard, crocodile' ¶
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L G 562 || D *c>ikk- ({†GS} *c1-) 'mouse '  > Kdg c>ikn, Gnd c>ikka2l id., Tu
cikkeli  'a small variety of mouse' ¶¶ D #124-5 ˚ Mg c7'- and Gz s'- a r e
due to assimilatory glottalization.
311. *c1111arV (or *c'''' @ @@@arV) 'hard\firm, hardened crust, h a r d \ r o u g h
surface' >  K  *°cer- >  Lz {Marr} cara 'hard unfertile ground' ¶ Marr 2 1 4
|| IE: NaIE *sker- '≈ hard\dry skin, crust' >  NNr, Sw skare ' h a rdened
surface of snow', with exts.: ON skra1  (<  *skraho2) 'piece of dry lea ther ' ,
MLG, MDt schra2 'dürr, mager' »» Lt skre<ﬁsti (1s p. skrendauﬁ),
skre~sti (1s p. skretauﬁ) 'get covered with a dry crust of dirt' (<
*skr-end-, *skr-et-) » Sl *skora >  OR skora, R ∆  skora ' h ide ' ,
≤skorka 'crust of bread', Uk ≤sk¡ra, ≤sk¡rka 'skin', Blr ≤skura, Cz
skora, P sko1ra 'skin, hide' (ı  R wkura 'hide'?), HLs skora, LLs
s7kora 'cust', Slv sko!ra, sko5!rja 'skin' ¶ P 933, Hlq. 928, Vr. 5OO-1,
Frn. 816, ≈  Vs. III 65O and IV 451, Srz. III 381-2, Ma. CS 447 || U (× N
?σ *cÅÂ[V]˝V ¬ *cÅ˝ÂV 'freeze, feel cold' [q.v.]?): FU *c1arV- ' h a r d ,
firm; frozen hard surface layer of snow' >  Lp N {Fri.} c7arrok ' r igidus,
asper', {N} c7a2res / c7arras- 'coarse' (of wool); stiff (of hair a n d
bread), Lp L {LLO} tja2(r)re2s ≠ tja2rris 'difficult, coarse' » Prm: [1]
*c1orit ({LG} *c7 !o¿rit) 'hard (tverdyj )' >  Vt ¢uryd c1urÈd, Z ¢oryd
c1orÈd, Z US c1örÈd, Yz ≤c1uro$t; [2] Z c1ar‰m, Prmk ca1≤r‰m, Yz c1a≤ru$m ' i ce
crust on the snow', as well as Z c1ars 'hard ice crust on the snow' 
Possibly Sm {Jn.} *sÈraº 'snow' (× U *s1{ï}rV- or *c1{ï}rV- '[crust of ]
snow\ice '  < N *z1111 ++++Z 1 111{i}Âé€V ¬ *z1111 ++++Z 1 111{i}é€ÂV 'be very cold', q.v. ffd.) ¶ ¶
Coll. 7, UEW 3O, 464-5 (ties in Hg ∆  szirony ≠ szilony ≠ szirogy
≠ szilogy≠ sziroty ≠ szityor 'frozen surface layer on the snow
after melting weather' and reconstructs *s1arV [in spite of Prm *c1-]), LG
3O2, 31O, Lt. 68, Jn. 14O, Ter. 574, Cs. 66, 91, 274, 3O3, Lh. 412-3, Hl.
M #891 ||  A: T: Alt, Tel {Rl.} c1arîm 'hardened surface of snow'; acc. t o
Ps., Blgh ı Z c1ar‰m id. ¶ TL 3O, BT 176, Rl. III 1865, LG 3O2, Ps. ES 1 8 4
(Blgh ı Z), UEW 464-5 (rejects Ps.’ hyp.; supposes that Z c1ar´m is f r o m
U *s1arV 'frozen snow, ice crust on snow' with a "sporadic phonet ic
development" *s1- >  c1-), see  s.v. N *z1111 ++++Z 1 111{i}Âé€V ¬ *z1111 ++++Z 1 111{i}é€ÂV 'be very
cold'  M *c>ar >  WrM car, HlM, Kl car 'hardened layer of frost o n
the surface of snow', Kl {Rm.} car 'crust, hard surface (of snow, o f
melted fat)', ? WrO ca2r 'scabs, mange'; the abscence of a final vw.
suggests that the word is borrowed (from an unattested T source?) ¶
Merger with N *c7777 ' '''VÂ?V 'hoarfrost' is not ruled out ¶ MED 165, KRS
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625, KW 422, Krg. 621 ¶¶ KW 422, Vv. AEN 15 (suggests that the M
word and Tlt c1arîm 'layer of frost' are loans from Tib 'khyag.rum i n
modern Tib C pronunciation, w Jäschke TG 7)  ?σ Tg: Ewk ç‰rï
'excrescence (naplyv ) on the bark of a birch-tree' ı+π Yk c7a4ri ≠
c7a4rï id. ¶ STM II 421 ¶¶ DQA #287 (pA *c7æera+o 'crust, snow crust') ||  D
*c>ara- ({†GS} *c+c1-) 'rough on surface' >  Tm caracara 'rough o n
surface', caral5, caral5ai\ 'gravel, laterite', curacura 'be rough ,
have a rough surface', Ml caral, carakkalu 'gravel', Tu caratA
'what is coarse', Kui srogu 'a rough surface' ¶¶ D #2354 || HS: ?σ WS
*c'arna+i÷-at- ≠ *c'urna+i÷-at- 'scab, ∈ skin disease' (originally a cd.?) >
Hb to2r@c1 c'a2≤ra÷at3 '∈  skin disease', JA ao1r^uc c5ur≤÷a2 (em. at1o9r^uc
c5ur÷â≤t3-a2 ≠ at1o9r^c5 c5ir÷â≤t3-a2), and SmA s5r÷t ≠ s5wr÷t ' l eprosy '
(< *c'ar≤ra÷tu ≠ *c'ur≤ra÷tu < *c'ar≤na÷tu ≠ *c'urna+i÷-at- due to the infl. o f
the derivational pattern *Ça≤Ç:aÇt- of nouns of diseases), Gz s'´rn´÷´t
'scab, malignant ulcer', Ak {Sd.} s5ennettu ≠ s5ernettu, {CAD}
s5enn°tu≠ s5irnittu '∈  skin disease' ¶ KB 989, Tal 744, JA 1272, L
G 564, Sd. 1O9O, 1588, CAD XVI 127, MiK I #1.257 ˚  If we accept t h e
Lz cognate and reject the questionable comparison with S, the N r ec .
must be *c1111arV, but if the S cognate rather tham the K one is
recognized, the rec. is *c'''' @ @@@arV ˚ IS 2O5 [#45] *Çarÿ  (= *Ç!arV) ˚  It i s
also possible that there were two N words: one beginning with *c1111- a n d
meaning 'hard, rough' and the other with *c'''' @ @@@- (*c'''' ++++c ' ''' 1 111-) and meaning
'crust', 'skin', or the like, both words coalescing in those lgs. that los t
the difference between N *c-  and *c'''' ++++c 1 111 ' '''-, which brought about t h e
meaning 'hard crust' and sim.
312. *c1111ÉÂV 'small, little' >  K: GZ *m-cir-e 'little, small' ({K} d. with
the derivational pattern *m(e)-...-e that builds nomina of quality-
bearers, w K 131) >  OG, G mcire 'little, small, few', Mg cira 'girl' ¶ K
14O-1, K2 129 || U: FP *c1ÉrV 'small' > Chr H {Rm.} c´ra4 'sehr fein, s e h r
dünn', Chr L {MRS} ¢yr 'small', 'short' (of time), {Ü} ¢y€ry€k gy€na
'a wee bit, ¢uto¢ku ' » pPrm {LG} *c1ir- >  Z c1ir 'tiny par t ic le \grain
(mel∆¢ajwaå ¢astica , krupica )', Prmk tu≤run-c1ir 'feines Heust reu ' ,
? Vt ¢yry c1ÈrÈ, ¢yry-pyry c1ÈrÈ-pÈrÈ, Vt Kz c1‰r(i)-p‰ri
'Kleinigkeit, Kleinsachen' ¶ UEW 615, MRS 685, LG 3O6-7 || IE: NaIE
(att. in Gmc only) *°sk•+ker- (+exts.) 'lean', v. 'shrink, wrinkle, shrivel '
(×  N *c'''' @ @@@ËrV 'narrow' [q.v.]) >  NNr skraºna (<  Gmc *skraxnan) ' t o
shrink (verschrumpfen)', MLG schra2, NGr NrF schrah (both f r o m
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Gmc *skre2xa-) 'dürr, mager', ON skra1 (<  *skraho) 'thin leather', NE
Ork (π  NrGmc) skrue 'Maß von Trockenheit', Nr ∆  skranta ' b e c o m e
lean (mager werden)', Nr skrinn (<  *skrenTa-) 'dürr, mager ,
unfruchtbar', MLG schra2de  'dünn, mager, kümmerlich' ¶ ≈  P 933, Vr.
5OO-1.
313. ?σ *cËÂV 'to move (go, swim, fly) away (or from one place t o
another)' >  HS: WS *-su2r-≠*sïr- 'go away, leave' >  BHb -su2r- ' leave,
deviate', Hb/Ph/Pun √swr Sh   'remove', ?σ SmA √swr 'turn aside ' ,
?σ JA √swr G {Js.} 'turn around\away, go astray', JEA √swr G  {Js.}
'turn aside', Ar √syr (ip. -sïr-) 'go, walk, go away, leave', Ar NY √ysr
(ip. -sïr) 'go', Mh {Jo.} √syr (pf. s‰yu2r, sbj. y‰sye2r), Hrs {Jo.} √syr
'go' ¶ KB 7O6-7, HJ 781, Sl. 797, Tal 576, Js. 969, BK I 1174-5, Bns. NJ I
2OO, Jo. M 355 ¶ ¶  ≠ Tk. PAA 3 (Hb √swr Hiph‘il 'remove' ÷  Irq -
cawa!r- 'choose') || K: GZ *c`ur- vi. 'swim' >  OG cur- id., G cur- v.
'swim, slide', Mg (n)c7ur-, Lz (n)c7ur- ≠ (n)c7vir- ≠ nc7ir- ≠ mc7vi(r)-
'swim' ¶ K 23O, K2 273-4, FS K 414-5, FS E 466-7, Chx. 2O31-2 || A: Tg:
Lm çordUn- vi. 'gallop' (of animals), WrMc curXun 'flight (of b i rds
from place to another)' ¶ STM II 4O9, 417.
314. *c{awe}rV 'finger, hand' >  K: GZ *c`e2r- 'thumb' >  G cer-, Mg
c7an(Z7)- id. (Mg -a- pointing to a pK *e2) ¶ K 228, K2 271, FS K 414-5 ||
HS: ?σ S *°√s+s7wr >  Ar siwa2r- (pl. su2r-) 'armring', ?aswa2r- id. ¶  BK I
1163  ?φ WCh {Stl.} *sa2rV 'hand' >  AG: Su {J} sa!r, Gmy s'a2, Ang {ChL},
Kfr {Nt.} sar » BT: Krkr, Bl, Ngm, Maha sara, Krf s7a~ra! ¶ JI II 178, Stl. ZCh
179 [#314], ChC, ChL || A: NrTg *çaratkï 'toe, (?) finger' >  Ewk çaratkï
≠ çirat-kï 'toe', Sln {Iv.} c1a≤ratki, Neg {PSchm.} c7ayatlï 'finger' ¶  STM
II 385 || D *c>e2rÀ- ≠ *c>e2r- ({†GS} *c-) 'handful' >  Tm ce2r3ai\ id., ce2rai\
'palmful (quantity that can be held in the hollow of the palm)', Kt de;r
'handful (with open hand)', Kn sa2re ≠ se(:)re , Tu se(:)rA 'the p a l m
of hand bent so as to receive\hold anyth.', Tl ce 2ra  'the hand hold so a s
to contain anyth.', ce2re2d5u 'handful', Gnd\Ku hera, Knd se2ra id. ¶ ¶  D
#2821 ˚ In addition, one shoud pay attention to S *°√s6r÷ >  Mh {Jo.}
s6‰≤rayn 'leg', {Nak.} ≤s6rayn (pl. s6‰≤rant‰n) 'leg, foot', Sq {Jo.} ≤s6‰r÷‰ha2n
'legs' (Jo. M 182, Nak. 9). If S *°√s6r÷  belongs here (?σ ), but Ar siwa2r-,
aswa2r- and WCh *sa2ra are not, the N rec. may be *c6666aÂ÷V (with N *÷
responsible for the length of the vw. in K and D, but the quality of the K
and D vw. *e2 remains unexplained). Ar √swr  and WCh *sa2ra rule out a
pN *c 6666-  (N *c6666- yields WCh *c6-, see  items ##448, 458, and 465a). For
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semantic reasons WCh *sa2rV 'hand' and Ar siwa2r- 'armring' a r e
preferable as cognates (more than the SES root for 'leg'), therefore w e
have to reject a N rec. with an initial *c 6666 - .
 315. € *c@@@@á÷3333ÂV 'to burn sth.' > HS: S *°√s÷r (or *°√s7÷r) >  Ar √s÷r
(pf. sa÷ara) v. 'kindle' ¶ BK I 1O91-2 || U: FU *°c1a4+er- >  ObU *c1e"r-
'verbrennen' >  pVg *c1a4ÆrVy- >  Vg: T c1ira4∏y-, LK s1a4Ær´y-, MK/P/NV/LL
s1a4∏r´y-, UL s1ary-, Ss s1ariy- id.; pOs *c1e"r´y- ≠ *c1e"r´˝-, *c1e"rV ({∫Hl.} *-iÆ-)
>  Os: Nz s1a"riÆy-, Kz s1a"riÆ-, O s1a$Æri- 'verbrennen', Nz s1ar´, Kz s1ar, O s1a$Ær
'verbranntes Stück' ¶ Ht. #84 || K: AdS  (accounting for the meaning
'fever') of OG, G cXro- 'fever', Lz c7ec7Xur- 'fever' < K (GZ) *c`Xro- ' co ld ,
fever' <  N ?σ *cÅÂ[V]˝V ¬  *cÅ˝ÂV 'freeze, feel cold', 'fever' ¶ K
232-3, FS K 418, Chik. 236-7, Q 369.
316. *c1111oé€[V]rV 'to drip, to leak, to flow; drops' >  HS: WCh {Stl.}
*cVÓVr 'dew' >  pAG {Sch.} *s‰˝‰⁄r id. >  Su {J} s‰!g‰!r, Ang {Sch.} s‰2r
({Hf.} su_u_r, {Flk.} su4∏r), Kfr M s‰˝‰r, Gmy {Sch.} s'‰2r id. »» BT: Krkr
{Sch.} s‰~w‰2!r, ? Bole {ChL} si~nsori, ? Ngm c7inc7ir, Gera {Sch.} si~nsi~ri id .
»» SBc: Gj sisil, Plc sisir, Buli, Sy sisirE, Dw susu^r id. ¶ Stl. ZCh 1 8 3
[#347], Hf. AG 2O [#1O7], Sch. ChV 48  S: Ar sarïy- (pl. ?asriyat-,
surya2n-) {Ln.} 'rivulet, streamlet' ¶ Ln. 1356, Fr. II 313 ([Qam.] ' r ivulus
qui ad palmas deductus est'), BK I 1O86 ('rigole creusée au pied d’un
palmier pour l’arroser') || K *cwar-/*cur- 'drip, flow' >  OG cwar- /
cur- v. 'drip', Sv {Zhgh.} li-cu2r-e 'to flow'; *cwar- 'drop, drop of dew' >
OG cwar- 'drop, dew', G cvar- 'dew', Mg cunZ7-i ≠ cund-i 'dew', Sv cwar
'drop' (< pK or π  G) ¶¶ K 224, K2 265, FS K 399, FS E 449, GM S 4 5 1 ,
Q 371, Zhgh. SP 79 || U: FU *c1orV 'leak, flow, drip' (× N [?] *c'''' 1 111or1 111V ' t o
drip, to trickle') >  F soro 'a falling drop', sorotta- v. 'drip' »» ObU
{Ht.} *c1V∏r´˝- >  pVg {Ht.} *c1u"rG- 'flow, leak, drip' ({MK} 'fl ießen,
rinnen, tröpfeln', {BV} 'te¢∆ , so¢it∆så ') >  Vg: T c1ork-, K s7orG-, Yk
{Vxr.} s7 ! !´rj-≠s7 !u4rj-, P s1urr-≠s1u4rr-, Ss s√rg- s1urG-; pOs {Ht.} *c1or´˝- v.
'flow' >  Vy çor´˝-, D ça"r´ ± ço"r´-, Nz s1o"riÆy-, Kz s1o"riÆ-, O s1a"ri- » Hg
csorog-, csurog- v. 'flow, drip', csordul- 'spill, overflow',
csurran- 'spill, pour out, drip' ¶ ≈ UEW 4O (U *c1orV), MF 123, Ht .
#87, MK 6O7, BV 111 ¶ Hardly here (⇔  UEW and IS) Sm: Ne T
s√rmba€s∆ 'to run', Slq N s7ormba- 'tropfen, fließen', etc., because
they go back to pSm {Jn.} *ku4r(¥)- 'run' (Jn. 79-8O) || A: [1] NTg
*çurg[ï[- > Ewk çurgï- vi. 'drip, leak', çurgï n. 'drop', Lm c>Urg¥- vi. ' d r ip ,
flow'  [2] A *çËr- 'pour, stream' (×  N [?] *c'''' 1 111or1 111V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) || D
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*c>o2r-/*c>or- 'trickle, pour, flow down' >  Tm co2r- vi. 'trickle down,
drop, ooze out', cori v. 'flow down, rain, spill', Ml co2ruka vi. 'flow,
ooze, tickle, leak', coriyuka vi. 'flow down, pour, shower', Kt Z>o;r-
'run in streams', Kn so2r vi. 'drop, drip, trickle, ooze', suri vi. 'f low,
drop, pour (as tears)', Kdg ∆  c>o2r-, Krg Z>ori vi. 'leak', Tl so2runi vi.
'leak, ooze, run', Gdb c>o 2r- 'pour' (of water), Gnd Z >oree  'the flowing of a
liquid', Krx c>urX- vt. 'pour, let fall in drops, leak', Mlt c>ur9e 'ooze o u t ,
fall in drops', Brh c>urriN vi. flow, gush'; the meaning 'flow' may b e
partially induced by a paronymous reflex of N *Z@@@@u 6 666r 1 111{u 6 666} 'to stream'   cp .
also D *c>o2r `- 'trickle, drip' (<  N [?] *c '''' 1 111or 1 111V '⇑ ') ¶¶ D ##2883, 2893 ˚  IS I
198 [#35]. N *c 1111-  regularly yieds U *c1- (⇔  IS, who considered this reflex
an exception). If Ar sariy- 'rivulet, streamlet' belongs here (which is
highly doubtful), the N lr. must have been *?  or *h .
317. ?σ € *cVÂ[V]˝V ¬  *cV˝ÂV 'freeze, feel cold', 'fever' >  HS: S
*°√s+s7÷r 'fever, painful heat' >  Ar sa÷r-  'douloureux, cuisant', √s÷r (p f .
sa÷ara) 'communiquer la maladie l’un à l’autre', 'brûler, causer u n e
douleur cuisante' (influenced by the homonymous root √s÷r ' ignite ' ) ,
su÷r- 'contagion, miasmes', sa÷r-at- 'toux' ¶ BK I 1O91-2 || K: GZ
*c`Xro- {K2} 'cold, chill; shivering' >  OG, G cXro- 'fever' ({DCh.}
'lixoradka ', {Chx.} '[Wechsel-]Fieber, Malaria'), {K2} 'chill, shivering',
Mg c7Xuru n. 'severe cold', c7Xur-i adj. 'cold', Lz c7ec7Xur- (<  *c7Xe-c7Xur-)
'fever' ({K2} lit. 'fever-shivering'); (× N ? *c7777 ' '''VÂ?V 'hoarfrost') (mt.) K
*°c7X+qar- >  G T c7Xar-i 'hoarfrost' ('Rauhreif') ¶ K 232-3, K2 277, FS K
418, Chik. 236-7, Q 369, Chx. 1961, 2258, Ghl. 668 || see  also U: FU
*c1arV- 'frozen hard surface layer of snow' (from N *c1111arV or *c'''' @ @@@arV
'hard\firm, hardened crust, hard\rough surface' [q.v.]?) >  Z c1ar‰m,
Prmk ca1≤r‰m, Yz c1a≤ru$m 'ice crust on the snow', as well as Z c1ars ' h a r d
ice crust on the snow'  cp. also Sm {Jn.} *sÈraº, {Hl.} *sÈra ' snow '
(from N *z 1111 ++++Z 1 111 {i}Âé€V  ¬ *z 1111 ++++Z 1 111 {i}é€ÂV 'be very cold' [q.v. ffd.] × N *c1111arV
or *c'''' @ @@@arV '⇑ ' [q.v.]) ¶¶ LG 3O2, UEW 464-5 (ties in Hg ∆  szirony ≠
szilony ≠ szirogy ≠ szilogy ≠ sziroty ≠ szityor ' f rozen
surface layer on the snow after melting weather' and recons t ruc ts
*s1arV [in spite of Prm *c1-]), Jn. 14O, Ter. 574, Cs. 66, 91, 274, 3O3, Lh.
412-3, Hl. M #891 ˚  If the Ar root √s÷r is rejected, the initial N cns .
may be reconstructed either as *c-  or as *c6666- , and the lr. is *X++++˝ . Not
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here IE *srïg- 'cold', HEC *sirga 'cold', and the abovementioned Hg
word (see s.v. N *s1111VÂiXk3333a 'cold').
317a. *c@@@@u 6 666Â{k}a 'watch, (?) watch over' > IE: NaIE *swerg[≈]- 'wa tch
over, be concerned about' >  ON sorg, OHG s(w)orga, AS sorÌ
'sorrow, care (angor, cura)' (> NE sorrow), ON syrgja 'to b e
concerned about', AS sorÌian 'to grieve, to be anxious about', Gt
sau1rga 'sorrow, care' »» Pru but-sargs ' householder ' ,
abserg°snan 'protection', OLt, Lt se!rge$ti (prs.: OLt se!rgmi, Lt
se!rgiu), Lt ∆  serge$!ti 'to guard, to keep (behüten, bewahren)', Lt
sarga~ '(Schild)wache, (Ob)hut', sa!rgas 'Wächter, (Be)hüter ' ,
'guard', Ltv sar^gs id., Pru abserg°snan accus. 'Schutz' »» OI
su2rks5ati  'takes care of' ¶ The IE variation *-we-/*-e- is explained b y
a kind of Schwebeablaut (*-we-/*-e- < **-u\e-/**-eu\- with loss of t h e
glide before a sonant < N *u++++u 4 444) (see  AD NVIE and NGIE) ¶ ≈ EI 636 (IE
*swerÓK- 'watch over, be concerned of'), M K II 495, Kb. 1OO7, Ho.
3O7, En. 136, 155, Frn. 762-3, 776-7 || K (reg. mt.): G cker-/ckir-
'blicken, schauen' ¶ Chx. 2O34-5 || U: FU *{c1}VrkV 'look' > Chr L
¢urge ≤c7urge '(look, stare) fixedly, intently' »» Prm *Z1Ork- > Z ZorgÈ-
'look\stare vacantly (as a new-born baby)', ∆ ZorgÈ-  'stare at one point ,
fix one’s eyes', Vt ∆ Z1urkkÈ uc1k- 'stare at one point, look vacantly (as a
new-born baby)' ¶ LG 92, MarR 679.  
318. *c@@@@{a 4 444}r 1 111V 'dirt, dung, excrement, rubbish; defecate (cacare ) ,
excrete' > HS: S *°√syr > Mh √syr T (pf. ≤saty‰r) 'have diarrhoea', ShT
(pf. ‰st‰yur) 'go to stool, to excrete' ¶ Jo. M 355 || IE *sk8er(-d≈)-
'defecate (cacare), excrete; dung, excrements', {partially according t o
EI} *≤sok8r=- (gen. *s(e)k8≤n-os) 'excrement, dung' (metanalysis
reintepreteing -r- as a heteroclitic sx.?) (× N *c''''ËyrV 'rot, stink' [q.v.])
>  YAv sairya- 'dung, manure (Dünger, Mist)', MPrs sarge2n, NPrs
ñygrS sa4rgïn 'dung' » OI s1ardhate2 'farts'; ? chr=≤n5atti,
chardayati 'vomits' »» Gk skv6r, gen. skato1ß 'dung' »» L mu2scerda
'mouse-dung' (metanalysis mu2s-scerda >  mu2s-cerda, whence
bu2cerda  'cowdung', ovicerda  'sheep-dung', etc.) »» MIr {WH, P “?}
sceirt- v. 'spit out, vomit' »» ON skarn, MLG, MDt scharn, OFrs
skern, AS sc1earn 'dung, manure', NE sharn »» Ltv sa2rn>i pl. 'slag,
dross, rubbish, faeces, menstrua', Lt s7a!rvas, pl. s7a!rvai 'p lacenta ,
menstrua' » Sl inf. *sÁrati / prs. *seroß ≠ *ser1oß 'defecate' >  SCr sraŸti /
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seŸre•m, Blg se≤ra, Slv sra!ti / se!rjem, Cz sra1ti / seru ( 3 s
se1r7e), P srac1 / siore< (2s sierzesz), R srat∆ / sru (3s sre≥t ≠
≤seret) id.; R sor  'rubbish'  ? Ht sakkar (gen. sak-n-as) ' faeces '
¶¶ P 947-8, EI 186 (IE *≤sok8r=- [gen. *s(e)k8≤n-os] 'human excrement'), Vl.
II 284-5, M E I 557, ≈ M K I 4O9 and ≈ III 31O, Brtl. 1568, McK 74, Sg.
677, F II 746, WH II 133-4, Vn. S  39, Vr. 485, OsS 781, Ho. 274, ≈  Frn.
966, ≈  Kar. II 156, Vs. III 72O, 74O, Glh. 573, Ts. W 67 || U: FU *c1arV
'dung' (×  N *s 1111 ihar 1111 u  'dirt, earth', q.v.) >  Os: Nz s1Or '(reindeer’s) dung ' ,
Kz s1Or 'dung' »» pMr {Ker.} *s1ar´- > *s1a4r1´- 'defecate' > Er s1er1n1e-, ∆
s1a4r1n1[´[-, Mk s1a4r1´n1d!´- id. ¶ UEW 4O5-6, Ker. II 138  || D *c>ar`ap-
'cowdung' >  Prj c>arpi, Gdb sar`pi ≠ sadßpi, Gnd sara2pi, sar`a2pi ≠ sadßa2pï,
Knd, Png, Mnd r`a2pi, Ku r`a2pi ≠ ra2pi  id. ¶¶ D #24O2b.
319. € *c @@@@ÉtV  'to cover' > HS: WS (with ext.) *√str v. 'cover, hide' >
BHb √str N 'hide, conceal', JA [Trg.] √str D  id., SmA √str G ' h ide
oneself', JEA {Sl.} √str Sh  'conceal', Sr r∆4iß s´≤t3ïr ps. p r t .
'concealed', Ar √str v. G 'veil, conceal, hide', Gz √str 'hide, conceal '
¶ KB 728-9, BDB #5641, Js. 1O32-3, Ln. 13O4, L G 518, Sl. 834, Tal 6 1 4 ,
Br. 5O3, JPS 394 || IE: NaIE *(s)k8ed- 'cover' >  OI L ≤chadati, OI
cha≤dayati v. caus. 'covers, wraps', cha≤d-is5- n. 'lid, cover', Av
sadayant°- '∈  part of garment' »» ? Gmc (without *s mobile): MHG
ha2Ô 'garment, cloth', NGr Sw ha4s, geha4s 'Kleidung, Wäsche', AS
hA2teru pl. 'clothes', NE hater ¶ M K I 4O3, M E I 554-5, Ho. 1 4 6 ,
OsS 377, Lx. 82, ≈ WP II 558, ≈ P 919 ˚  IS I 198-9 [#36].
32O.  *cowV 'look at, look after, protect\guard' >  K: GZ *c`ew-
/*c `w-  v. 'protect, take care, watch' >  OG cev-/cv- id., G (da-)cav-/cv-
'protect (verteidigen, schützen)', Mg c 7(w)-  v. 'preserve, keep safe; t a k e
care; hide', Lz c7(v)- v. 'watch, wait' ¶¶ K 229, K2 27O (unc.: + Sv li-lc7e,
actually Sv UB/L li-lc7e, Sv Ln li-lec7e msd. 'preserve, defend, gua rd
[watch over]'), Chik. 372-3, FS K 4O5-6, 417-8, GP 158, Chx. 1971, TK
44O || IE: NaIE *(s)kew- 'worauf achten (beobachten, schauen)' >  Arm
çuçanem c≈uc≈anem v. 'show, indicate, point out', çojç c≈oyc≈
'showing, indication' »» Gk Hm {Ch.} †yo-sko1oß 'prêtre qui examine les
sacrifices' »» ON skoÎa  'to behold, to inspect', WGmc {Vr.} *skau\wo2n >
OSx skauwon, MDt scouwen, Dt schouwen 'to inspect, to view',
OHG scouwo2n 'to see, to look' (> NHG schauen), AS sc1e2awian
'look at, behold', NE show »» Pru au-schauditwei ' ve r t rauen ' ,
auschaud°snan, auschaudisnan : "Zuversicht, Treue, Hoffnung"
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 without *s-: L cave2- 'be on one’s guard, beware, take care for' »» OI
ka≤vi- 'wise, skilful; seer, sage, poet', a2-≤kuvate2 'beabsichtigt' »» Gk
koe1v 'I notice, hear' »» ? Sl *c7u¡-ti (1s prs. *c7u¡j-oß) 'to feel, to perceive'  >
OCS huti c7uti / hu) c7ujo< 'feel, notice, learn (noscere)', OR
hËti c7uti 'to feel, to hear, to understand', SCr c7uàti, Uk ¢uti ' t o
feel, to hear', Blr ¢uc∆, Slv c7u1ti, Slk po-c7ut& 'to hear', Blg ¢uå ' I
feel hear', Cz c7I1t, P czuc1 'to feel', R ¢u√ 1s 'I feel' Ï inf. ¢uåt∆
'to feel'¶ P 587-8, Ch. 448, 551, Slt. 268-9, Ho. 275, DM 638, Vr. 4 9 6 ,
Vr. N 62, Skeat 559, Kb. 89O, M K I 187-8, WH I 186-7, En. 148, Tp. P A-
D 161-3, Vs. IV 39O, ESSJ IV 134-6, Glh. 182 || D *c>o2v-/-pp- v. 'watch,
notice' >  Kn so2vu, so2he 'trace, mark, sign', Tu so2vu 'spying,
watching, observing secretly; trace, mark, sign', Kui Z>o 2pa v. 'watch over ,
guard, lie in wait for' ¶¶ D #2892 ˚  IS MS 367 s.v. *c 1ÿwÿ  'stere¢∆ '.
321. *c1111aw{h}V 'to cover, to dress, to put\hang (on)' >  K *cw- v.
'put on\in\into, wear, string\hang (on)' >  OG cw-, s7ta-cw- v. 'put o n ' ,
a˝-cw- 'hineinstecken', s7e-cw- v. 'string (on sth.)', G cv- 'put o n ,
string', Mg cun- {FS} 'verschließen', mo-cun- v. 'put on', o-cun-
'darinstoßen', Lz o-con-  'auffädeln, aufreihen', do-cun- 'hineinstoßen', Sv
xa-cw-e 'er hängt es daran', Sv UB li-cw-em 'to hang (sth.) on t h e
back', {GP} 'to shoulder (sth.) ' ¶¶ FS K 396, FS E 448, K 226, K2 2 6 4 ,
Chx. 1994-6, 2O48, GP 183, TK 475 || HS: S *°√swy >  BHb ev#x6m2
mas≤wE2 'covering, veil, hull', MHb ev#x6m2 mas≤wE2 {Js.} 'cover, shea th ' ,
Pun (pl.) mswy?t 'clothing, dress'; BHb su2-t3* 'garment' (+ppa.: e7tux
su2≤t3-o2 'his garment'), Ph swt 'garment', Pun *swyh (cs. swyt) 'veil,
curtain (?)', SmA vxm msw, evxmmswh n. 'veil' ¶ KB 572, 7O7, KBR
6O5, 749, HJ 663, 78O-1, Js. 8O4, Tal 573  Eg s {EG} hier. *'ein Tuch ' ,
{Gard.} hier. *'folded cloth' ¶ EG IV 1, Gard. 507 [#S-29]  C: Ag {Ap.}
*sa4-: *sa4-t- v. 'dress oneself', caus. *sa4-s- v. 'dress so.' >  Bln {R} så-r-,
Xm {R} si-t-, Km {Ap.} sAy-, Aw {Ap.} set-/sey-/si!t- 'dress oneself', Bln
{R} så-s-, Xm {R} si-s-, Q {R} så-s7- vt. 'dress' »» SC: ? Irq {Wh.} -c'ï-t-
'wear', {Mgw.} -c'ï!-t- v. 'dress', -c'ï-t-i!s v. 'clothe' ¶ R WB 291-2, Ap. AV
18, Wh. SI, Mgw 1O3 ¶¶ ≈ Tk. PAA 4 (treats Irq and SC *c' as c) || IE
*(s)k[≈]eu\Ó- ({EI} *(s)keu\(Ó)-) 'cover, wrap '  >  NaIE *(s)k≈eu\´- ≠
*(s)k≈e2u\´- v. 'cover' >  Arm çiy c˙iw 'roof, tiling'; from *k≈eu\-: Arm
xuç Xuc≈ 'cot, hut, cell, small room' »» Gk ]epi-sky@nion 'the skin o f
the brows which is knitted in frowning', r sky@nia pl. 'eyebrows', sky1loß
'animal’s skin, hide', ? kv6aß (pl. kv1ea) 'fleece' »» Gmc: [1] AS scu(w)a
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'shadow, darkness, protection', OHG scu2wo 'shade (umbra)', ON
skuggi id., 'mirror', Gt skuggwa 'mirror', ON skja-r ' t r ansparen t
calf skin used to close windows', skja1 'window closed with a
transparent film'; [2] ?? ON sky1 (<  *skeu\yo-) 'cloud, clouding', OSx
skio 'Wolkendecke', AS sc1°o 'cloud' (unless ÷  OIr ce1o 'fog') »» Sl
*xova- v. 'hide; take care of' >  Cz chovati id., Slk chovat& 'to feed,
to keep (livestock)', 'to conceal, to keep', HLs chowac1 'to keep, t o
conceal, to hide', OP, P chowac1 'to hide, to conceal; to feed; to bury ' ,
OR XIV xovatis9 (v5 zakon8 svoem5) 'to keep oneself (in one’s
religion)' (sc. 'to remain faithful to one’s religion'), R S/W/Psk/Kl
xo≤vat∆ 'to bury, to hide, to conceal', R Tv/Rz xu≤vat∆ 'to hide', U k
xo≤vati, Blr xa≤vac∆ 'to hide, to keep, to bury', OCrt K hovati ' t o
put, to place' »» OI [Dhat., Bhatt.] sku- v. 'cover', skuna2ti ' covers ' ,
KhS {Bai.} bu-s5kve 'covered', khauca 'covering, face' ¶ Mayrhofer
(M K III 5O8, M E II 751) rejects the connection of the OI √  sku- with
words for 'skin', because skuna2ti 'covers' is "vereinzelt und jung",
but the late attestation of the OI word does not rule out its ancient
origin (confirmed within IIr by the KhS cognate) ¶ WP II 546-8, P 951-3 ,
EI 134, MW 1257, Bai. 76, 3O1, F I 541, Ch. 36O, Ho. 279, 284, Ho. S
66, Vr. 5O6, 5O8, Kb. 9O2Fs. 435, Slt. 338-9, ESSJ VIII 86-8 (all of t h e m
do not mention the connection of Sl *xov- with the IE √  in quest ion) ,
Srz. III 1377 ¶ NrGmc and Gt Verschärfung (ON -ggj-, Gt -ggw-) po in ts
to the presence of a lr. ||  D  *c>avalßi 'cloth' (× N *c7777 {a?u}ba 'cloth, sack ' ,
q.v. ffd.) ˚ The NrGmc and Gt Verschärfung (yielding ON -ggj- and Gt
-ggw- ) points to the presence of an IE lr., which is likely to go back t o
N *h  (a lr. liable to be lost in HS and K).
322. ?σ *c1111a ++++oXu6666 '≈ mix, process grains' >  K: GZ *ceX- v. ' t h resh ,
knead', {K2} 'remove stubble' >  OG sa-ceXu-el- 'mowing board', {FS}
sa-ceXwl- 'flail', G I/G {Chx.} v. ceX- 'husk (e.g. maize), cruck (rice)', G
{DCh.} ceX- 'thresh', {K2} ceX-†'remove stubble', Mg caX- 'knead' ({Q}
'mísit∆ '), {K2} 'grind, crush' ¶ FS K 397-8, FS E 447, K2 264, Chx.
1994, DCh. 1994, Q 37O || HS: C: Bj √s7wy {R} 'mix, add' ({R} 1s: p .
a≤s7a2wi ≠ a≤s7a2u6, pqpf. ≤°s7wa, prs. es7u≤w° ≠ ≤e2s7wi) ¶ R WBd 2 1 8 - 9
 ?σ S: Ar √sHH 'flog, strike' ¶ Ln. 1313 || ?σ IE: NaIE *ske2u\-
'poke\rake\stir (the fire)', 'stochern' >  OI {MW} sku- 'pluck, pick,
poke, tear': Vd cos5ku2yate2 'stöbert auf, bringt durcheinander ,
stochert', OI [S :B] a2 skauti 'verkleinert durch Stochern', [Ap.] danta-
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skavana 'das Stochern in den Zähnen', KhS bus5kuta 'burst' »» ?σ
AdS  of Blt *sku2- ≠ *skut- 'scrape, scratch, peel' (mt. from NaIE *kes-
/*kseu \-  v. 'scratch, comb' <  N *k''''a{c 6666}Ë 'to scratch, to scrape off scales ' ,
q.v. ffd.) ¶ WP II 552-3, P 954, M K III 5O8, M E II 751, MW 1257, Bai.
3OO ˚ Qu. (loose semantic connections).
323. *c@@@@ {i}XÉ 'sweep, rub\scratch away' >  HS: CS *√sHy ' sweep
(away)' >  Ar √sHy 'sweep away', BHb ehx √sHy+w N (ip. 3 p m
yis≤sa2≤Hu2) 'be swept away', √sHw+y D  'sweep away', s´≤Hï 'litter', SmA
√sÓy G 'wash', JEA {Sl.} √sHy G 'wash oneself, bathe', JA, SmA √sHy
D 'wash, cleanse, bathe' ¶ KB 7O7, Sl. 797, Tal 576-7, Js. 971, BK I
1O63-4 || A: Tg: Ewk çï- 'scratch away, clean away' ¶ STM II 388 || D
*c>ï- ({†GS} *c+c1+s-) >  Tm c° v. 'sweep off, brush away, wipe off', c°y
'sweep', Gnd heya2na2 ± hey- ± hay- ± ey- id., Krx c>iﬁ:c>- 'rub with sth. so f t
for cleaning, wipe away', Mlt {Drs.} cI1ce v. 'wipe, clean' ¶¶ D #2599 ||
IE: ?φ Ht sanh-  'sweep, wipe away' ¶ Frd. HW 182, Ts. W 7O.
324. *c'''' @ @@@a or *c @@@@a   (= *Óic @@@@ ++++c @ @@@ ' '''a?), a marker of relative constructions ( i n
descendant lgs.: ‘  sx. of adjectives and singulatives [‘ diminutives]) >
HS: C: EC: Or -ic7c7a ± -ic7a , sx. of snglt. m., Brj -ac7c7o, -ic7c7o, -c7o, -c7c7a, Sd
-ic7c7o, -ic7c7a, -c7o, Kmb -(c7)c7u, Alb -c7o, Hd -V(c7)c7o, Dsn -(V)c7 id. »» ??
Dhl -Z7e id. ¶ It belongs here unless it goes back to *-ay-t- (snglt. *-ay-
[as -ay- in Bj: ta≤wïg-ay- 'a mosquito' ↔ taweg 'mosquitos'] + HS snglt.
*-at- > pS *-at- id., Sa -t- id. [{R} adam-to 'a man', etc.]) ¶ Zab. MNPC
3, 21, 125, 133-4, 219-24, To. DL 75 || IE: NaIE *-isk-, sx. of relative
adjectives: Gmc *-isk-, Lt -is7ka-, Sl *-Ásk-: Gt mannisks 'männl ich ' ,
OHG irdisc 'irdisch', Lt de$vis7kas 'göttlich', OCS n8bes6sk5
ne7besÁskË 'himmlisch', as well as ? Gk -isko- dim. (paidi1skoß ' ch i ld '
[dim.]) and possibly amb Arm gen.-dat.-abl. pl. -ç- -c≈- ¶ Brg. KVG 3 2 7 ,
Me. EAC 71-2 || U *-c1V, qualifying sx.: F karitsa 'lamb' (cp. karja
'cattle'?), Mr kurc1a 'shoulder yoke' (cp. Prm {LG} *ker  'beam' >  Z ker, Vt
kor), Chr L kuw¥lc1¥  'hen capercalzie' (a qualifying sx. used to denote a
female), Os: O a$ps1i, Kz aps1i, Nz ap´s1´ 'younger brother, nephew
(younger than ego)', as well as Vg: N/ML {MK} a2ps1i ≠ aps1i, Ss apsi
aps1i id. ({MK} π Os) (cp. Vg: N/ML a2pÈG ≠ apÈG, Ss apyg ' nephew,
grandson')  Ne -c1, -c1e, dimin. sx. ¶¶ SSA I 313, Lh. 2O6, 212-3, Stn. D
15O, MK 46, BV 17 || A: NaT [1] *-ç, sx. of diminutives and forms o f
endearment: OT o4gu4c7u4m 'mein Mütterchen' (ÿ  o4g 'mother'), atac7îm
'mein Väterchen' (ÿ  ata 'father') (Gbn. ATG 59), atac7 'das Kind, d a s
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den Vater spielt', anac7 'Mädchen, das die Mutter spielt' (Rm. EAS II
215), etc.; [2] *-ça/-ça4, diminutive and intensive >  OT: anc7a 'ein Paar',
azraq-c7a 'ganz wenig' (Gbn. ATG 59-6O, Deny § 517) (acc. to IS), [3] *-
çî/-çi , sx. of n. agentis (trade, etc.) (× N *c 7777 {u 4 444 }  'that of…, that which') ( ¶
SIGTJM 144-6, Kon. GJTRP 84-6, Gbn. ATG 6O)  Tg ≈ *-çan:  Rm.
mentions Nn diminutive -c7a (amac7a, abac7a 'Väterchen', mamac7a
'Mamachen' [mama  'old woman']), but in grammars and dictionaries o f
the Tg lgs. I have found only Nn {On.} mamac7a2n 'old woman' (dim.) ÷ Ul
{Sun.} mama-c7a(n) 'old woman', cp. also Ewk -çika2n (including Tg d im.
*-ka2n, e.g. oronçika2n 'young of a reindeer' ÿ oron 'reindeer') ¶ Rm. EAS
II 215-8, On. 256, Sun. UJ 212, Vas. 797  Ko {Rm.} -c>i: apac>i [abaZ7i]
'Väterchen', ´⁄m´⁄c>i [´⁄m´⁄Z7i] 'Mütterchen' ¶¶ Rm. EAS II 215-8 ˚  IS I
2O4 (N *-Ç!a ) ˚  The N rec. *Óic @@@@ ++++c @ @@@ ' '''a  is based on the presence of *i in IE
*-isk- and in EC ≈ *-ic7-. It is quite possible that the N pc. *c'''' @ @@@ ++++c @ @@@a ( =
*Óic@@@@ ++++c @ @@@ ' '''a?) goes back to the N noun *é⁄ic@@@@XV ¬ *-c'''' @ @@@- (¬ *é⁄ic@@@@G ++++hV)
'father, head of a family' (q.v. ffd.). A semantic parallel: Ar ?abu2 ' f a the r '
as a marker of relative constructions, as well as the use of words f o r
'son' in similar constructions in Hb, Aram, Berber, and Chinese.
325. € *c1111 ' '''á 'away, downward' > K: GZ *c'a- 'downward, away' >  OG, G
c'a- pv. 'away', Mg, Lz c'o- pv. 'downward'; Ï GZ *c'a-re- (≠ *c'a-le-?)
adv. 'downward' >  OG preverb c'ar-, G adv. c'are, Mg, Lz c'ale ¶ *-re is a
morpheme of adverbs of place, e.g. GZ *ga-re 'outside' (>  OG gare, Mg,
Lz gale) ¶ K 59, 241-2 || IE: NaIE *°sk8- >  Sl *s¥ (+ gen. [< abl.]) p r e p .
'downward from' > OCS, OR s5  sË , R s  / so , OCz, Cz, OP s  / se , SCr s
/ sa, (× Sl *jÁz 'from'): Uk z, P z / ze, Slk z / zo; preverb *s¥-
'downward from sth.' >  OCS, OR s5- sË-, R s- / so-, Uk s- / z-, P
ze- / s-, OCz, Cz s- / se-, Slk z- / s-, Slv s-, Blg s- »» possibly Arm
gen.-dat.-abl. pl. -ç- -c≈- (×  IE adjectival suffux *-isk- <  N *c'''' @ @@@a ¬ *c@@@@a , a
marker of relative constructions [q.v.]) ¶ Me. EAC 71-2, ≈ Vs. III 5 4 O
(unc.: Sl *s¥ < NaIE *k8om 'with'), ≈ ESlSJ-SGZ I 244-6, 249 -55
(unjustiied rec. of *-n  in Sl *s¥n), Rcz. 437.
326. *c'''' @ @@@ ++++c @ @@@i or  *c6666 ' ''' ++++c 6 666i, a marker of verbal frequentativity\iterativity >
IE sx. *-sk8-, a marker of iterativity\frequentativity >  AnIE: Ht i terative
sx. -sk-  (denoting iterative and durative stems), Lw, HrLw, Pal -ss-, -s-
'id. (?)'  NaIE *-sk8- >  Tc: B -sk-/-s5s5-, A -s-, caus. sx. (“ i terative-
intensive): Tc B {KT} ritta4s5s5a4m5 'verbindet', 3p ritta4skem5
'verbinden' vs. ritteta4r  'paßt sich, ist verbunden', also without caus .
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meaning: {Ad.} a4na4skem  'we breathe'  in most other branches of NaIE
*-sk8- functions as a marker of the ip. aspect ("present"): *gm=-≤sk8-eti
({Bks.} *gWm-≤ske) 'goes, is going' >  OI ≤ga-cch-ati, Av (3s) jasaiti
id., Gk (1s) ba1skv id., NaIE *g8no2-sk8-o2 ({Bks.} *g8nh‹-≤ske) 'I recognize,
know' >  L (g)nosco2, Gk Ep gnv1skv id., OPrs xs7na2-s-a2tiy ' nosca t ' ,
NaIE *prk8-≤sk8-o2 'I ask' >  OI pr=c≤cha2mi id., L posco2 'I ask, reques t ' ,
OHG forsco2n (>  NHG forschen) 'to explore, to inquire', NaIE *is-
≤sk8e-ti 'he requires, looks for' >  OI ic≤chati 'requires', fossilized a s
part of the stem in Sl *jÁskati 'to look for' (>  OCS iskati iskati, R
is≤kat∆, etc.), Lt ies7ko!ti id., OHG eisco2n 'to require' (>  NHG
heischen id.), AS a2scian 'to ask, to require' (>  NE ask) ¶¶ Brg.
KVG 519-62O, Szem. EVS-7O 253-4, Bks. 228, Bks. VT 271, 274, Kb.
28O, Vn. A  86, Ivn. OPA 139-72, Bn. TIE 96, KT 174-5, Ad. H 76-8, Ad.
292, ESSJ VIII 238-9, Frd. HEB I 14O-1, Mer. SGA 33O-1 || U: FU *-c1e-,
sx. of frequentative verbs: F -tse (with partial loss of c lear
frequentative semantics): ruoskitse- v. 'flog, whip', 'give a terr ible
beating' » Lp Vfs {Lgc.} -s7-, sx. of durative verbs and verbs of s ta te:
gòw˘a;rya;s7it v. 'lie' (cp. gòu$˘;r¥yEt 'lie down') » Mk -s1´-, Er -s1e-, sx. o f
frequentativity: Mk mor-s1´- v. 'use to sing', pil-s1´- v. 'saw frequently ' ,
Er yak-s1e- v. 'stop frequently', {Ps.} sovs1e-ms, suvs1i-ms, frq. f r o m
suvams v. 'go in, enter' »» ObU *{c1}> Vg N {Rmb.} -s1-, -s-, sxs. o f
durative verbs: po2y´ks1(a)- v. 'pray' (sc. 'be begging, imploring' [ÿ
po2yk(u)- v. 'beg, implore']), wa2Nks(a)- v. 'be crawling, polzat∆ ' (ÿ
wa2Nk(u)- v. 'crawl [in a certain direction], polzti '); ObU c o m p o u n d
sx. *-c1l-, marker of durative and iterative verbs >  Os N -s1l-: la2ulas1lem ' I
am waiting' (durative of la2ullem 'I wait'), Vg UL {Lh. [“ Mu.?]}
e2rGe$s1le'im 'I sing now and then, I often sing' (ÿ e2rGi- v. 'sing') ¶
Lh. PUAS 218-22, Srb. IMMJ 229-3O, Sz. 1O6, Rmb. 172-3 ||  A: M *-c>i-,
sx. of verbal intensivity: WrM kemke-ci- v. 'break into pieces' ÿ
kemke 'into pieces', compound sx. *-c>a9a-/*-c>ege-, marker o f
polypersonality: WrM -ca9a-/-cege-, HlM -cgaa-/-cgoo-/-cg´´-
/-cgøø-, e.g. WrM yabuca9a- v. 'walk\go' (of many people) ÿ
yabu- 'go, walk' ¶ Pp. GWM 63, 66, Snz. SMJ 66  Tg *-çi-, sx. o f
intensive and durative verbs >  Nn xola-c7i- v. 'go on reading', Ul gu$p‰l-
c7i- v. 'shake (many times)', Lm tan-çi- v. 'draw (with effort)' ¶ Bz. 1 1 9 ,
Pt. UD 71 || HS: possibly (but not certainly) the S root-extension *-c'-,
e.g. CS *√s7pc' D  (> JA, MHb çpS√s7pc' D  v. 'repair'),  cp. CS *√s7py
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v. 'sweep bare' (>  MHb efs√s7py , Ar √sfy id.) ˚  This N pc. is likely
to go back to some aux. verb (forming a construction that meant '≈
used to..., tries to...'), e.g. to the N verb *c6666ih{i} '≈ carry, bring' (q.v.
ffd.) ˚  IS I 2O6 (IE, U, A), ≈ Gr. I 2O6-9 ("conative SK" in IE + qu. FU
{Sz.} *-sk- of frequentativity, intensivity, etc., + err. Tg conative *-ksi,
?? ChK, EA).   
327. *c'''' @ @@@oÙibV 'belly' >  HS: S *°√c'Hb >  Jb C s'aHb 'belly under t h e
navel' ¶ Jo. J 237 || U *c1oywa ≠ *c1owya 'belly, stomach' >  pLp {Lr.}
*c1O2vye2 id. >  Lp: S {Hs.} tjoaºjjie, L {LLO} tjaºi…ve2, N {N} c7oaw…je / -
wj-, Kld c7ov4v4y id.  Sm {Jn.} *c>+teyw¥ ({Jn.} *t1ejw´8) 'stomach' >
Ne: T tiv, T O {Lh.} ts1i;B id., F L {Lh.} c7i\e;B 'Pansen, Inhalt des Pansens';
Kms {KD} s7u$i\‰º 'Magen, Bauch, Inneres', {Cs.} s7o4yo4 'das Innere' ¶¶ Coll.
CG 4O1, UEW 4O, Lr. #18O, Lgc. #667, Hs. 1326-7, Jn. 156-7, KD 66 ||
D (in GnD) *°c>ipp- ({†GS} *s+s1-) 'upper belly' >  Gnd Ch sïpi id., Gnd B
sïpï 'the part over the liver', Ku sïpa-dßaki ± hïpa-dßaki 'chest' (cp. Kui
dßaki 'breastbone, chest') ¶ D #262O ˚  D *-pp- <  *-Ùb-. In U the var iant
*c1owya  (in Lp) is due to metathesis.
328. € *c'''' @ @@@u 4 444 ++++ub[V]9V 'dip in' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'dye'), ' immerse '
> HS: S *√c'b˝ v. 'dye, dip' >  BHb, IA, BA obc √c'b÷ G , NNEA √s'b÷ G
v. 'dye', Ar ªbC√sœb˝ v. G   'dye, dip', Sr √s5b÷ G  'dip, moisten, dye ' ,
JA √s5b÷ G  'dip; dye', JEA {Sl.} √s5b÷ G  id., 'moisten', SmA √s5b÷ G
'wash, rinse', Md √s5b? G  'baptize, immerse, dip in; dye', Gz √s'bX G
'dip (into a sauce)', Sq {L} √s5b÷ 'paint', Ak NB s5a2bu6 'dyer'; (×  N
*c'''' 7 777É[y]p''''V 'sink, immerse; swim; flow'): Ak fOB s5abu6 'to soak, t o
bathe' ¶ KB 937, 1768-9, KBR 998-9, HJ 958, Tal 72O-1, Js. 1259, Lv. IV
165, Sl. 951, JPS 472, Br. 62O, DM 388-9, BK I 13O7-8, L G 546, CAD
XIII 45-6, 55  EC {Ss.} *c'ub[V]÷- ({∫Ss.}*d5⁄ub÷-) v. 'dip in' >  Or {Ss.,
Th.} c7'up'-/c7'ub- id., {Grg.} c75u2p- (= c7'u2p'-) v. 'dip', Dbs t'upa÷- v. 'swim', Ya
t'o2b- v. 'sift', HEC: Brj {Hd.} c7'u2b-, Ged {Hd.} c7'u2p'- 'immerse' (infl. of HEC
*c7'e2p'- v. 'immerse' <  N *c'''' 7 777É[y]p''''V '⇑ ') »» ?? Bj {R} -d<if pcv. 'dye' (1s: p .
a≤d<if, prs. an<≤d<°f) ¶ Ss. PEC 3O, Grg. 89, Th. 72, Hd. 184, 235, ≠ Hd.
83 (Brj, Ged < HEC *c7'e2f-), R WBd 73  B: Izd -zœubb 'plonger la tête d a n s
l’eau' ¶ Mrc. 196 ¶¶ But HEC *c7'ep'- v. 'immerse' is to be kept apa r t ,
because it belongs together with FU *c7eppV- v. 'immerse, drown' and M
*c>ibki- v. 'dive, dip' from N *c'''' 7 777É[y]p''''V (q.v.) || A: NaT *çu4b{i}tæ >  OT
QU [MhK] {Cl.} c7u4wit, {DTS} c7u4wu4t '(∈ ) dye-stuff', Tk c>ivit ' indigo,
ultramarine', Tlt {Rl.} c7ibit 'ochre' ¶ Cl. 395, Rl. III 2155, TL 399  ?σ
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Tg *çopV ¬ *çobb- v. 'drown, dive' >  Ewk çopo- id., Neg çop tIk- v.
'disappear (in water), drown', Orc çubb‰- vt. 'drown, immerse' ¶ STM II
4O8.
329. *c1111 ' '''u6 666dV 'point with a finger', (‘ ) 'true, just' >  K *°√c'wd >  Sv
√m-c'od in Sv L mac'wdi 'right, innocent, found not guilty' ¶  Dn. s.v.
mc5od || HS: WS *√c'dk', *-c'dak'- >  Hb √c'dk G  (c'a2≤d3ak / -c'dak'-) ' b e
right, be in the right, be just', IA c'dk' G  'be (considered as) just', Amr
{G} √s'dk' 'be just', JA √c'dk' G 'be right, true', JEA {Sl.} √c'dk' Sh  ' m a k e
right\legal', Sr √c'dk' D  (Sr c5ad≤dek5 'justificavit'), SmA √s5dk5 'give
charity', Ar √sœdq G  'être vrai, sincère', Sb {BGMR} s5dk5 v. (D ?, Sh )
'perform\fulfil (a duty\obligation), justify', Qtb {Rk.} s5dk5 v. D ? ' g r an t
one his due', Mn {MA} s5dk5 id., 's’acquitter d’un devoir', Gz √s'dk' G ( js .
y´s'dak') 'be just \ justified\ righteous \ true'; WS *≤c'id[V]k'- (≠
*≤c'ad[V]k'-?) >  BHb ≤c'Ed3Ek' 'rightness, righteousness, justice', Ph/Yd/OA
{HI} s5dk5 'correct \ justifiable conduct', legitimacy', Ug {OLS} 'justicia,
legitimidad', {A} s5dk5 'Zuverlässigkeit, Tugend', Amr {G} s'idk'-um
'justice', SmA s5dk5 'righteousness, justice', Ar sœidq- 'veritas, sinceri tas ' ,
sœadq- 'truth' (ı Mh s'adk' id.), Sb s5dk5 'right, justice, justification,
truth', Qt {Rk.} s5dk5 'goodwill, concurrence, favour', Mn {MA} s5dk5
'droit', Gz s'´dk' 'justice, righteousness, truth'; BHb qid`5c2 c'ad≤dïk' ' jus t ,
righteous', JA {Js.} c'ad≤dïk', c'addï≤k'-a2 'virtuous, just, pious man', IA, JEA
{Sl.} c'ad≤dïk' 'righteous, righteous man', SmA s5dyk5 'righteous', Ph s5dk5
'legitimate', Pun s5adyk5 'correct\justifiable in conduct, legitimate', IA
s5dyk5 adj. 'being entitled to, having the right', n. 'just\righteuos o n e ' ,
Ar sœadïq- 'amicus, amicus sincerus' ¶ KBR 1OO3-7, BDB ##6659-66, HJ
961-4, A #23O5, OLS 414, G A 34, Js. 1262-4, Sl. 952, Tal 724, Fr. I 4 8 8 -
9. L G 548, BGMR 141, Rk. 133-4, MA 93, Jo. M 35, Siv. GAG 269 || D
[1] *c>utßtß- / *c>untß- ({†GS} *s-) v. 'point at with the finger, show' (×  N
*c@@@@u 4 444N÷3333V 'finger, finger knuckle', q.v.) >  Kn sut5t5u 'point at with t h e
finger', sut5t 5unbe  'the index finger', Kn, Tu cu2t5i, Tl su2t5i 'aim', T m
cut5t5u v. 'point out, show, designate, indicate', Ml cut5t5u 'point ing ' ,
cu2n5t5uka v. 'point at, aim', Kui su4t5a v. 'point with a finger', Ku hu2tß-
± hu4tali v. 'point out'  ?σ [2] *c>utßtß- / *c>u2tß- ({†GS} *s-) 'clever' >  T m
cut5t5i 'intelligent person', Ml cut5t5i, Kn su2t5i 'smartness, quickness ' ,
Kn sut5i 'clever, able', Td sutßm 'cleverness, skill', Tu cut5i, sut5i
'smart, clever', Tl su2t 5i  'clearheadedness' ¶¶ D ##2656, 2568.
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33O. ?σ *c''''a[?É]dV 'hunt, hunt for, wish' > HS: S *√c'yd 'hunt, h u n t
for '  > Ar √sœyd G 'chasser, prendre à la chasse (une bête fauve, e tc . ) ' ,
JEA √c'wd G 'catch creatures', Sb √s'yd G 'hunt, perform a r i tual
hunt', d.: Mh pf. ‰s't‰yu2d, Jb E/C ‰s6≤tOd v. 'fish'; WS *≤c'ay[V]d- n. ' h u n t ,
hunting' > BHb di%c2 ≤c'ayid3, JA ad1ic4 c5e6d3-a2, Sr s5ay≤d-a2 id., Ar sœayd-
id., 'killed game', Md s5aid 'Jagd, Fischfang', Ug s5d 'killed game', Pun
s5d (??) 'sacrifice of game', Sb {Bll.} s5d ≠ s5yd 'hunt; game, h u n t e d
animals', Mh s'ayd, Jb E s'ud, Jb C s'od, Sq {Jo.} ≤s'od‰h 'fish'; d.: JA ad1I!c2
c5ayya2≤d3-a2, Sr s5ayya2≤d3-a2, BHb dI!c2 c'ay≤ya2d3 (π Aram) 'hunter', JEA
{Sl.} c5ayya2≤d3-a2 'fisherman', Ak s5aya2du {Sd.} id., {CAD} 's ta lker ,
stalking (hunter)', Mh s'‰yyo2d, Ar sœayya2d-, Sb s5yd 'hunter', Jb E
s'‰b≤bEdi, s'‰b≤di, Jb C s'e2d 'fisherman' ¶ KB 956-7, HJ 959, A #23O2, OLS
414, Js. 1274, Sl. 953, 959-6O, Ln. 1753, BK I 1389, Bll. 421-2, Jo. M
369, Jo. J 243, Sd. 1O75, CAD XVI 66  Dhl {E} t'a2t†ikuÎ- 'long for' »» SC:
(here?) Qz {E} salim- 'want, need' ¶ E SC 226 (SC *t!'a2dß- 'want, n e e d ' )
|| K *c`'ad- v. 'wish, desire' >  OG, G c'ad- v. 'wish, desire', Sv had- /
hd(w)- 'wish' (inf. li-hdw-i) ¶¶ K 242, K DE, K2 3O6, FS K 457, FS E 5 1 7 -
8 || U *c1a2Îa- v. 'rut' (× FU *c1a2Îa- v. 'run, race' [of animals] < N
*c'''' @ @@@a÷{i}dV 'to advance with effort', q.v.) > FU: F suota 'group o f
mares which are in heat', suoti-  v. 'rut, be in heat' (BF *o2 <  *a2) » Lp: N
{N} c7uoDDe-/-D- v. 'go outside the herd to look for female re indeer '
(of a weak male reindeer), c7uoDDeli- 'set off to look for female
reindeer' (of a male reindeer in the rutting season) » Prm: Z Vc c1u‰d-,
StZ ¢uav-ny c1uav-nÈ, Z Ud c1ual-, Yz c1u≤lal- v. 'rut'  ? Sm: StNe T
sa”e-, Ne BZ/W {Ter.} sa?ye-, Ne E/Y {Ter.} saye-, T O {Lh.} sa2y;e2- v.
'rut' (of mammals and birds) ¶¶ Coll. 58, UEW 28 (Lp N misquoted with
c- for c7-), SK 112O-1, N I 428, LG 312-3 ¶ ¶  {UEW}: Z *-‰d-, -al-±-av-
are sxs.
331. *c'''' @ @@@a÷{i}dV 'to advance with effort (run, climb, etc.), to step' >
HS: WS *√c'÷d v. 'step, climb' > BHb doc √c'÷d G 'stride solemnly, walk
along (sth.), climb', ≤ca÷ad3 'step', Ar √sœ÷d (pf. sœa÷ida, ip. -sœ÷ad-) v.
'ascend, step' ('monter par degrés, monter sur une échelle; m a r c h e r
d’un pas affecté et saccadé, marcher sur une pente; aller, se dir iger
[vers un lieu]'); possibly also ??σ d.: OYmn s5÷d ({Slw.} sœu÷d) ' t r i pod
(cooking-stand)', Ar Y sœu÷d id., Ar D sœu÷d 'âtre fait de trois pierres', Ar
B {Stace} sœu÷d 'cooking-stand for pots', Amh {L} t'adA 'put a
kettle\griddle on the fire (on the cooking-stand)' ¶ GB 688-9, KBR
1O4O, BK I 1337-8, Slw. 133, Lb. 2131, Stace 4O, L EDG III 612  ?φ C:
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SC: Irq {Wh., Mgw, Wd.} -c'a÷-am- 'climb', Irq/Alg {E} -c'a÷am- id. ,
'mount' ¶ Wh. SI, Mgw. 1O4, Wd. #381 ¶¶ ≈ Tk. PAA 2 (SC ÷ Hs c'aya
'stand') || ?φ IE: NaIE *k≈ad- or *k≈´d- '≈ go, walk' >  Gk ca1zomai ' g o
away, draw back, retire' »» Sl *xodi- v. 'walk', n. act. *xod¥ >  OCS, OR
xod5, Blg, R xod, SCr ho•d, Slv ho~d, Cz chod, P cho1d n. act. o f
'walk'; OCS xoditi, Blg ≤xodå, SCr ho~diti, Slv ho!diti, Cz
choditi, P chodzic1, R xo≤dit∆ 'to walk' ¶ F II 1O61, Kzl. GSC 384, ≈
ESSJ VIII 48-52 (unconvincingly connects the Sl root with IE *sed- ' s i t ' ) ,
F II 1O61 (no cognates of the Gk word) || U: FU *c1a2Îa- ({UEW} *c1aÎa-
≠ *s1aÎa-) v. 'run, race' (of animals) (× U *c1a 2Îa- 'rut' < N ?σ *c''''a[?]ÉdV
'to hunt for, to wish', q.v.) >  FU: Lp I {It.} ≤c1u$´ÎÎE2 'Renntierstier, d e r
besiegt wurde und der danach die Flucht ergriffen hat' »  Prm: Z ∆  c1ulav-
v. 'elapse, vorbeigehen' (of time), Prmk c1ulav-, Prmk N c1ulal-, Prmk In
c1uav- ≠ c1uvav- 'vorbeigehen, vorübergehen (z. B. an einer Kirche)' ,
'pass, be over, elapse' (of time, winter, etc.)' »» Hg szalad- v. ' r u n ,
flee' ¶¶ Coll. 58, UEW 28 (Lp N misquoted with c-  for c7-), SK 112O-1, N
I 428, LG 312-3, KPR 547-8 ¶¶ {UEW}: Z *-al-±-av- and Hg -ad- are sxs.
¶ ¶  Lp and Prm data suggest (or are compatible with) the rec. of U *c1-,
while Hg sz- requires a special explanation || A: Tg *çi3da6- v. 'run' ( o f
animals) >  Neg çIda- id., Ul c7Idu- ≠ c7Idu- v. 'trot, gallop' (of horses) ¶
STM II 389-9O ˚  NaIE *k≈ad- or *k≈´d- belongs here if NaIE *k≈- may g o
back to N *c''''- or *c'''' 1 111- (cp. NaIE *k≈ar- 'pointed, sharp', [?] ' r o c k '
probably from N c '''' 1 111 orV  'tip, top, edge' and NaIE *°k≈ol-d- 'cold' probably
from N *Ç{a}lßßßßV [= *c'''' @ @@@ {a}l ß ßßßV?] 'cold').
332. *c1111 ' '''uy˝a4444 'thorn' > K {K2} *cXwi- id., 'arrow' >  Mg o-cXva-cXvi-
n-aia 'thorny, burning' ({IS} 'needles of cereals') (IS: <  *sa-cXwe-cXw-
in- with rdp. of *cXw-), Sv: UB/LB/Ln cXwi, L cXu 'arrow' ¶¶ IS I 1 9 7 ,
K2 26, TK 843, GP 277 || HS: S (+ext.) *°√c'÷n >  Ar musœa÷÷an- ' t e rminé
en pointe, effilé' (se dit, par ex., des oreilles de quelques animaux) ¶ BK
I 134O || IE: NaIE *sk≈wei\[´]- 'thorn', {EI} *≤skwe2i\-s (gen. *sku≤y-os)
'needle of a conifer, thorn' >  pAl {O} *skuna (with a secondary *n-sx.
from earlier *skuya) >  Al T hu 'stake, pole, ox-goad, penis', Al G hu6,
(with the article) huni 'penis' »» Clt: OIr sce1 (gen. pl. sciad <
*sk[≈]wiy-at-) 'thorny bush, haw (Crataegus)'; Brtt *spii\at- >  OW dir
ispidatten 'up to the thorny bush', MW yspydat '(bark of) haw' ,
W {Vn.} yspyddaden 'Spinus albus, Spina acuta', ysbyddad 'Santis,
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Leucacanthe', Crn spethes, {Ern.} spedhes 'thorny shrubs', MBr
spezaden snglt. 'groseille' »» Lt skuja~ 'needle of a conifer', Ltv
skujas (f. pl.) id. » Sl *xvoja ≠ *xvojÁ 'needles of a conifer' >  OCz
chvoje7, Cz chvoje, R ≤xvoå id., Slv ho^ja 'fir-tree, conifer', P choja
'conifer, pine-tree', Blg ≤xvoå  'pine-tree'; Sl *xujÁ 'penis' >  Blg, R xuj,
P chuj ¶ P 958, EI 8O, Frn. 821, Vn. S 37, Ern. 642, O 15O-1, Bern. I
4O8, ESSJ VIII 114, 125-6 || A: NaT *çu4y(a4) 'needle of a coniferous t ree ;
coniferous tree' >  Alt c1a4 ∏ 'young coniferous forest', ET I c7u4a4 'penis', Nog
s7u4y, VTt s7 !Áºy, Bsh sÁºy 'nail, wedge', Tkm c7u4y 'wedge', Tk c>ivi id. (<
*çu4y-i < [as.] *çu5y-a4)  NTg *çïye+a > Ewk çïy‰, Ewk Nk çiya 'needle of a
coniferous tree (fallen out to the ground); an animal hair (that h a s
come out)', Neg çiya 'dog’s hair (that has come out)' ¶ STM 39O || D
*c>ï[ya]- ({†GS} *s-) 'thorn' and *c>ï[ya]-kka2y 'soap-pod' (lit. ' t ho rn -pod ' )
>  Tm c°-kka2y, c°ya-kka2y 'soap-pod wattle, Acacia concinna', Ml
c°ya-kka2yi, c°kka-ka2yi 'Mimosa abstergens', Td sï-x 'Acacia
dealbata, Acacia melanoxylon', Kn s°ge '∈ a climbing prickly shrub ;
Acacia concinna', Tu s°gA, s°ge-kayi 'pods of Mimosa abstergens
reduced to powder and used as soap', Tl s°-kaya 'Acacia concinna ' ,
Knd sïko  'soap-nut tree' ¶¶ D #26O7 (a) ˚  IS I 197 [#34] (*cujh5a o n
the basis of K, IE, Tg, and D) ˚  The S cognate points to a N voiced cns .
*÷  or *˝ , while the presence of *X  in K suggests that it was *˝ . In K
there is assimilation *c' (from N *c1111 ' ''') + *˝  >  *cX- .
333. *c'''' @ @@@ak[É]÷V '∈ snow, ice-crust, hoarfrost '  > HS: S *√c'k'÷ >  d. Ar
sœaqï÷- 'hoarfrost' ¶ BK I 1353  C: Ag {∫Ap.} *c´q-/*caq- (= *c>‰k'-
/*c>ak'-) 'rainy season' > Bln s7‰q, {R} s7iq, Xm {R} Z7a2, {Ap.} c7'a-ra, Xm T
{CR} c75ar ({AD} = c7a˝?), Km s7aGi, Q {R} s7a2g$e, Aw c7‰!G ¶ Ap. AV 2O, AD
SF 1O3-4, 2O5-6  S ?φ *s+s7ak't'- > Ar saqtœ- 'snow, dew' ¶ Hv. 326 || U:
FU *c1aka 'drift-ice; thin ice' > pLp {Lr.} *c1o2ke2 'ice-crust on snow'  > Lp: S
{Hs.} tjuo4gie id., L {LLO} tjuohke2 'ice-crust on the ground', N {N}
c7uokke / -gg- 'ice-crust on pasture' »» ObU: pOs *c1o˝ > Os V {KrT}
t!o˝ 'thin floating ice (before freezing of a river)', Vg ML {Mu.} saIº
'drift-ice' » Hg ∆ zaj , szaj , saj  'Eisstoß, Eistreiben; dünne Eisdecke a u f
der Wasseroberfläche' ¶ UEW 29, Lr. #19O, Lgc. #755, KrT 898  U
*c1a4ke(rV) >  FU: pLp {Lr.} *c1e2k‰r 'winter pasture for reindeer '  > Lp: S
{Hs.} tjiege4re, L {LLO} tjiekar, N {N} c7ie©a6r, Kld c7ï˝ar; Lp ı F
kiekero4 id. » ObU *c1V˝´r >  Vg: LK s1o2r, UL s1iGr, Ss s1aGr ' t r ampled
snow'; Os: V t!È˝´r 'snow-drift, Schneewehe, sugrob ', Y t!a"˝´r, O s1a"X´r
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id., 'winter pasture (with trampled snow) for reindeer and elks'  Sm
{Jn.} *sekV(-rV)- > Ne T s1ehe 'large snowball, hard snow', s1eheri
'allgemeiner Winterweg' ¶¶ Lr. #147, Lgc. #6O8, Ht. #82O, Trj. S 4 9 2 ,
Trj. VD 195, ≈ Resh. NEN #1 (err. adduction of Kms {KD} s7‰2r ' r e indeer
pasture', while in fact Kms *s7- is from *k-) || A: Tg *çi\a2ga 'thin ice-
crust over snow' > Ewk çe2Ga, Lm çakay, Lm A ça2kay id., WrMc {Z} caqZa-
v. 'arise' (of ice-crust over snow), {Hr.} caqZa- ' verkrus ten ' ,
caqZaqa-bi 'hat sich verkrustet, ist an der Oberfläche gef roren '
(Schnee) ¶ Tg *-i\a2- is likely to go back to N ¶ STM II 381, Hr. 135  M
*c>a[˝]-sun 'snow' >  MM [MA, IM, IsV, L] c7asun, WrM casun, HlM
cas(an), Kl cas´n, MMgl [Z] c7a2sun, Mgl {Rm.} c7o2sun, Dg c7as, Dx c7asun,
Ba c7asoN, Mnr H {SM} c1æi\a4s‰, {T} c7ase, Mnr M {Pot.} ¢axse, ¢asun,
{Rkh.} chekseu, Mnr H {Pot.} ¢asy ¶ MED 166, T 378, KRS 626, KW
423; -x- and -k- in Pot.'s and Rkh.'s records of Mnr M are likely t o
point to M *˝. KW 423 connects this M word with WrM caN
'hoarfrost', cai-  'become white', and ca-9an  'white' (w  MED 158, 16O,
164), which is possible, but still qu. If Rm. is right, this will co r robora t e
the assumption of a pM √  *c>a ¶¶ DQA ##3O4 (A *c>æi\aga 'cold, f rozen
snow'  >  T, M + unc. pK {S} *c>≈Ä~- 'cold') ˚  The HS glottalization **k >
*k' is due to the infl. of *÷  and/or that of the initial *c '''' @ @@@ - . Tg *-i\a2- is likely
to go back to N *-a...É- (see AD AVD) ˚ Resh. NEN #1 (A - U).
334. i  *c''''Ék''''V 'small' > K: GZ {K2} *c`'ik'u- 'tiny, wee; small things', {FS}
*c`'ik'- 'small' >  G T c'ik'-u-y 'very small, crumb', G K c'ik'-o-mak'-o {FS}
'winzig kleines Stoffstück', {K2 “ Ghl.} 'small things', G Kzq c'ik'-a-mak'-a
'ganz kleiner Kram, Kleinigkeiten', ? G M c'uk'ana 'very small', Mg c7'ik'-u
'small' ¶ FS K 465, FS E 527, 529, Fn. KW-4 37 [#75], Ghl. 7O2, K2 3 1 3
|| HS: Om: SOm: Dm {Fl.} c7'Ek'k'-‰nd 'small' f. »» NrOm: Male {HLw.} c'ik'o
'small' ¶ Fl. OO 32O || D {tr.} *c>ikk-, {GS} *c1ik- 'little, small' >  Tl
cikiciki id., Tm cikka 'in brief', Ml cikkin5i 'young, small' ( o f
girls), Kn cikka, ciga 'little, small, young', c°ku 'smallness', Kdg
c>ikk-adßake 'very young, tender areca-nut', Tu cikka 'little, young,
small, short', Tl cikiciki 'small, little', as well as possibly words f o r
'mouse, muskrat': Kt c>ikn 'mouse', Tl cikkeli '∈ small variety o f
mouse', Gnd c>ikkal ± c>ikka2l 'muskrat', c>ikka2l 'mouse' ¶¶ D #2495, GS
122 [#317] || A *c>æ{e}ka > M *c>aqa (< *c>æ{e}ka by as.?) > MM [S] {H}
c7aqa 'child', WrM caqa, HlM cax 'small child, infant', WrO {Krg.}
caXa-s  'child(ren), infant(s)' ¶ H 23, MED 166, Krg. 614  T: [1] *çek-
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> OT c7eku4n 'the young of the marmot'  [2] (?) T *ça29+qa (< *c>æ{e}ka b y
as. π  M) 'child' > OT U [IS] c7a˝a 'boy, young dancer', Chg {Bu., Shaw}
é(a'8 c7a˝a 'nestling', Chg {Rs. “ ?} c7aqa, Osm c7a˝a 'little boy', T k m
¢aga c7a2˝a 'child' ¶ Tz. UIS 87, Rs. W 96, Bu. I 458  Tg: Ewk ç‰ks7‰
'tarbagan (Marmota sibirica)' (σ≡  OT c7eku4n) ¶ STM II 419  pKo {S}
*c>i\a2k- ≠ *c>i\‰2k- 'small' > MKo c>i\a2k- ≠ c>i\´2⁄k-, NKo c>ak-, Ko: Ph c7ak-, Sl
c1≈akt∏a, PhN c1akt∏a, Hmg c1aòkt∏a, Chj t!akt∏a, Chs c7ogî!n, Ks c1´2⁄gî!n, Kw c7aGîn
¶ S QK #79, Nam 419, 425, MLC 1386 ¶¶ DQA #3O9 (pA *c>æi\a2!kæe+u o r
*c>æekæa 'small: T, M, Tg, Ko), Rm. SKE 2O, Rm. EAS I 64 ˚  Sp chico
'little, small' (phonetic similarity without etl. connection with N
*c ''''Ék ''''V )  confirms the ideophonic character of the N word.
335. *c'''' @ @@@Él ∏ ∏∏∏V (*c'''' @ @@@eyl ∏∏∏∏V?) 'to jump' > HS: S *°-c'u2l- ≠ *°√c'll >  Ar √sœwl
(ip. -sœu2l-) v. 'dart furiously upon' (of beasts), 'assault', ??σ BHb lc2l1c6
c'´la2≤c'al 'locust' (h.l., Dt. 28.42), Jb C √s'll (pf. s'ell, 3m sbjn. ≤yOs's'‰l)
'be startled, jump in fright; run fast'   deglottalized: ? MHb √sll D {Lv.}
'sich hin-\her-schwenken, sich erheben' ¶ Fr. II 533-4, Hv. 41O, KB 9 6 5 -
6, GB 685, Jo. J 238, Lv. III 532  C: HEC: Kmb {Hd.} c7'a2l-, Hd {Hd.} c7'a2ll-,
c7'alal- 'jump' » SC: Kz {E} c'al- v. 'fly' ¶ Hd. 86, 273, 312, E SC 194  Ch:
Hs c'a!lle2! 'jumping' »» ECh: Ll {Grgs.} c7a2‡l 'jump' ¶ Abr. H 875, ChC s.v.
'jump' ¶¶ OS #411 (*c5a?al-/*c5awal-), Tk. PAA 2 (SC, Hb √sll, Hs )
|| IE: NaIE *(s)k8el- 'jump' >  OI s1ala≤bha-h5 'grasshopper', s1a2lu2ra-h5
'frog', OI L s1a2lu-, s1a2luka- id. »» MHG schel 'aufspringend,
auffahrend' »» Lt s7u!olis, s7uolyﬁs 'Sprung, Auf-\Emporspringen', Ltv
so^lis 'step' ¶ WP II 6OO, P 929, ≈  M K III 313, M E II 616 (mentions OI
s1ala≤bha- without et.), Lx. 181, ≈  Frn. 1O35 || U: FU *c1Él+lßV- o r
*c1eyl+lßV- ({IS} *c1elV-) 'jump' > pLp {Lr.} *c1E2lO1- id. > Lp: L {LLO} tja4∏llo2t,
K {Gn.} c7ealleÎ id., N {N} c7Allot / -A2l- 'make long jumps\bounds' »
Z Ss {Wc.} c1il- in c1il-nÈ mun-nÈ 'vom Wasser zurückprallend hüpfen
(Stein, wenn man "Seejungfern" wirft)' (-nÈ is a sx. of inf., mun-nÈ ' t o
go') »» Hg Sz csillai- 'jump (skakat∆ )'; LG 3O5 mentions Hg
csillen- 'obskakat∆ , pereprygat∆ ' (= 'outgallop'?) (“?) (not f o u n d
in standard Hg dictionaries and in the dialect dict. UMT) ¶ The vowel
corrs. within FU are irreg. (Lp points to *e  or *e2, while Z and Hg suggest
*ï); a possible solution is to postulate pFU *c1eylV ¶ Lr. #129, Lgc.
#54O, N I 454, Wc. FUAA 192, Wc. SW 3OO, ≠  LG 3O5 (connects Z c1ilnÈ
munnÈ with Z ¢ilgy-  'cast [a disk, etc.]') ˚ IS I 2O3 [#44] (*c1 5elÿ).
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336. *c'''' 1 111u 6 666l ß ßßßV 'stalk, stick' >  K *c'wel- 'dry stem, straw' (‘ 'staff') >
OG c'wel-i 'stalk(s)' (Mark 4.28) (in the Gk text co1rtoß 'fodder', but K
243 translates it as 'stebel∆' ['stalk']), 'a straw (Strohhalm)', G c'vel-i
'chaff', {FS} 'straw', Mg c'u- id., Lz c'u- 'straw (stalks), stem', o-c'val-e
'barn of chaff (måkinnik )', {FS} 'Scheune', Sv UB/LB/L c'uw, c'wi {FS}
'straw, stalk(s)' ('Stroh, Halm'), 'stem of a plant', Sv UB {GP} c'wi ' b lade
of grass' ¶¶ K 243 (GZ *c'wel), K2 294-5, Q 382, FS K 443, FS E 5OO-1,
Chx. 2154, GP 279, TK 856 || HS: B *-zœil[y]- ¬ *-zœul[y]- 'branch' >  Ah a-
zœ´l (pl. i-zœl-a2n) 'branche', ETwl a-zœ´l (pl. i-zœ´l-an), Ty a-zœ´l (pl. ´zœl-an),
Gh azœ´l (pl. izœlan), Sll ta-zœ´ly-ït (pl. ti-zœ´ly-a2) id. ¶ *i+u is
reconstructed on the ev. of ETwl and Ty *´, because pB *a yields
ETwl/Ty *¥ [= *a"], while ETwl/Ty *´ goes back to pB *i and *u ¶ Fc.
1955, GhA 221, Ds. 45  ?σ S *°{c'}ill- ¬ *°{c'}ull- 'thorn' >  Ak OB/OA
s5illum, Ak OB s5ullum id., 'pin, needle'; a deglottalized CS variant
*salw- ≠ *sall- ≠ *sull- may be suggested by BHb N&l`x2 sal≤lo2n ' t h o r n ' ,
JA [Trg.] {Js.}, JEA {Sl.} av!l6ix5 sil≤wa2, JEA {Sl.}, Sr sal≤w-a2 id., and Ar
sulla2?- 'épines du palmier' ¶ KB 714, KBR 756-7, Js. 993-4, Sl. 8O4, Sd.
11O1-2, CAD XVI 193-4, BK I 1117 || U: FU *c1u4+ilßV ≠ *c1ulßV ' s ta lk,
stick' >  Chr L ¢ylyk c1¥l¥k 'a thin twig\rod used to clear pipes', Chr
H cy™ly™k c´l´k 'a pipe of the Cheremis Dudelsack', Chr L ¢ylym
c1¥l¥m 'pipe' »» pOs *c1o"lßV ({∫Hl.} *c1u"lßV) >  Os Kz s1ö$ÆlßiÆ¯ 'Knüttel b e i m
s1O;r-Spiel, Knüttel zum Schleudern von Zirbelzapfen', s1ö$Ælßö$Æw 'Knüttel
beim s1O;r-Spiel; eigens zum Abschlagen von Zirbelzapfen hergestel l ter
Stock' ¶ Ü 251, MRS 684, Ep. 141, KrT 9O7 || A: ?σ Tg: Sln {Iv.} çol!ço≤xu
'transverse perches of the roof' ¶ STM II 4O6, Iv. 34 (¢ol `¢oxu 1), ≠  Vv.
AEN 14 (rejects the Sln cognate as isolated within A; misquotes Iv. b y
ascribing a non-existing length to the first o) || D (× N *c7777u6 666LV ' s ta lk ,
branch' × N *s6666 ++++s 1 111ul ∏ ∏∏∏V 'trunk, log'??): [1] (in SD) *c>ulßikk˛ ({†GS} *c+c1-)
'stick' >  Tm cul5ikku 'pikestaff, sharp-pointed stick carried b y
travellers', Kn cul5ike 'a stout stick to beat cotton with'; [2] *c>ulßlß-
({†GS} *c1-) 'stalk, branch' >  Tm, Ml cul5l5i 'dry twigs, b ranch ,
brushwood', Knd c>ulßk 'long pliable stick, stalk' ¶ D ##27O1, 27O6 ˚
AD NM #85, S CNM 4 (÷÷ NrCs, ST).
337. *c@@@@ ' '''{u 4 444}l ∏ ∏∏∏Ë (or *c@@@@ ' '''il ∏ ∏∏∏Ë?) '≈ entire, intact, pure' > HS: WS *√c'll
'purify' > Ar √sœll G  (ip. -sœull-) 'clarify (a beverage), clear wheat f r o m
dust', Pun {HJ} s5ll 'purified', BHb llc √c'll G  {Drv.} 'be c leared
(gate) of traffic', MHb {Js.} √c'll G  'settle, be cleared' (of l iquid),
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clarify', pp. lulc1 c5a2≤lu2l 'clarified', JEA √c'll G  'be clear', JA [Trg.]
pp. lilc6 c5´l°l 'clarified', Sr √s5ll D  'cleanse, purify', pp. G  s5´≤l°l
'limpid, clear, transparent' (of air, water), 'clarified' (of wine, honey,
ointment), Gz √s'll G  'percolate, filter; be filtered'  ¶ Hv. 4O2, BK I
1355, HJ 568, Drv. HH 62, Js. 1284, Sl. 965, Br. 627, JPS 478, L G 5 5 6
|| U: FU (att. in FP) *c1i+u4lV or *c1i+u4lßV 'entire, pure' > pChr {Ber.} *c1ila >
Chr: H cila ci≤la, L ¢yla c7¥≤la 'whole, all, all kind of (ves∆ ,
vsåkij), Uf/B c1¥la 'alle, alles' » Prm {LG} *c1il- or *c1u$l- > Yz c1il!
'entirely, quite', Vt {Bor.} ¢ylkak, Vt Sr c1Èlk-ak 'im ganzen, re in ' ,
{Wc.} c1ÈlkÈt 'rein, klar' ¶ UEW 613, Ber. 7, MRS 660, Ep. 138 (Chr H
cila 4), LG 3O6 || A: M *c>ulu '≈  entire, pure, monolithic' > WrM {MED}
culu, HlM cul 'pure, unmixed; solid, monolithic; monochromat ic ' ,
{Kow.} WrM culu 'compacte, qui n’est pas vide; fort, inébranlable', IM
{MYC} c7ul ± cul 'pure, unmixed', Kl {Rm.} culu 'ganz (nicht gelöchert ,
nicht hohl), kompakt, komplett, ungemischt, lauter', Ord c7æu¯lu¯ ' q u i
présente une masse compacte, massif', Brt sula Brt sula 'entirely ' ,
'robust' (of health, healthy person), 'pure (splownoj )' (e.g.
'splownoe måso , meat without bones'), Mnr E {MYC} c7ul ' p u r e ,
unmixed'  ¶ MED 2O7, Kow. 22O5, KW 433, Ms. O 719, Chr. 396, MYC
581 ˚  If the N etymon is *c@@@@ ' '''il ∏ ∏∏∏Ë, the first vw. of M *c>ulu is probably
due to as. ˚  ≈σ,φ Blz. LNA #7 (N *c1ilu 'all' > FP, M).
338. € *c'''' @ @@@VLV 'bend, incline' >  HS: WS (or CS) *√c'lw >  JA √c'ly ≠
√c'lw G  (pf. il4c6c5´≤le6 ≠ al1c6c5´≤la2) v. 'turn, incline, bend', JEA √c'ly
G  {Sl.} 'turn aside, incline', Sr «oç s5´≤la2 'se inclinavit, inclinatus est ;
flexit', Md √sl?  'bend, incline', Ar Y sœala2 prep. 'in die Richtung auf, z u ,
nach', ??σ √sœly L  (pf. sœa2la2, ip. yusœa2lï) 'be opposite\vis-à-vis', OYmn
{Slw.} √s5ly (L ?) id. (unless ÷  Sb s5lwt, s5lw 'façade, portico'), ? Gz
√s'lw (pf. s'alawa) v. 'listen, incline (the ear)', s'´l´wa l´bb
'inconsistent, non constant' (lit. 'inclining [his] heart'), ?σ Sb s5lt
'prayer, supplication' ¶ Br. 628, Lv. IV 191, Js. 1283, Sl. 964-5, L G 5 5 6 ,
Slw. 134-5, BGMR 143 || IE: NaIE *skel- 'bend, be bent\twisted' >  Gk
skolio1ß 'curved, winding, twisted' »» pAl {O} *s7c7ala >  Al c>ale4 ' cr ippled,
lame; wrinkled' »» OHG sce4lah 'sloping, squint-eyed' (>  MHG
sche4lch 'scheel, schielend, quer, krumm', NHG scheel ' squint-eyed '
‘  NHG scheel 'envious; Ï  MHG schilhen 'schielen, blinzeln', NHG
schielen  'to squint, to be cross-eyed'), AS sc1eolh 'wry, oblique', ON
skjalgr 'schief, schielend' »» ?σ L scelus / gen. sceleris ' c r ime,
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evel deed' »» ?φ  Arm xe¬ XeÒ 'crippled, maimed', 2el s7el ' squint-eyed,
goggle-eyed' ¶ P 728, Mn. 1155, Mn. AHG 38, F II 723-4, WH II 492, Vr.
495, Ho. 275, OsS 787, Kb. 874, Lx. 181, 183, KM 64O, 647, O 49, Slt.
35O-3, Bedr. 28O, 547, ≈  EI 142 (unc.: adduces Pru culczi ' h ip ,
haunch', Lt ku~lnas 'heel', and Blg kulka 'thigh' and h e n c e
reconstructs *s-  mobile in *(s)kel-  'crooked').
338a. *c'''' 1 111u 6 666÷[V]lßßßß ++++l ! !!!V 'small' > HS: S *°√c'÷l > Ar sœa÷al- 'état de ce q u i
est mince', sœa÷l- 'qui a la tête petite est le cou mince' ¶ BK I 134O || K:
GZ *c'wl-il- 'little, small' > OG (m)c'ulil-, c'uril- 'small, little, narrow', G
c'vril- 'small', Lz c'ulu- 'little, small' ¶ K2 295, Abul. 552 || D *c>ulß- ' l ight
(not heavy)' > Tu culaka, Ku su2lkara id., Kn culaka, culuku
'lightness of temper', Tl culuka(n) 'lightly, with slight or disregard,
easily', culukani 'light, easy'; (× π InA: OI sulabha- 'easy'): T m
cul5uvu 'ease', Kn, Tl sul5uvu 'facility', Kt c>ulßv 'easy work, easy'. The
cns. -lß- proves that these words are not simply loans from InA, but have
a D source as well ¶¶ D #27O3 || A: M *°c>o4lu4yi- v. 'decline, diminish '
and pKo {S} *c>u2r- v. 'shrink, grow less' (× N *c6666 ' '''Ë?{il}[w]V 'little, small ' ,
q.v. ffd.) ˚ ≈ Blz. KM 13O-1 [#2] (K, D, M, Ko).
339. *c''''u 6 666l ! !!! ++++l ß ßßßÌV 'to prick, to wound' > K : GZ *c`'ûqal-/*c`'ûql- v. 'wound' >
OG, G c'ûqal-/c'ûql-, Mg c7' ûqol- id. ¶ Schm. 157, K 254, FS K 468, FS E 532 ||
HS: WS *√c'l÷ (and with deglottalization: *√sl÷) >  Gz s'al÷ ≠ s'´l÷
'abscess, wound, ulcer, sore', Tgr √s'l÷ (pf. sAl÷a) v. 'be wounded ' ,
sal´÷ 'wound', Sb {BGMR} ols sl÷ v. 'quarry stone, dig', Ar √sl÷ v. G
'cleave, wound' ¶ L G 554, BK I 1124, Hv. 331, BGMR 138  SC: Irq c'il-
v. 'sting', Kz {E} c'al- v. 'stab', c'el-et- v. 'drill' ¶ E SC 193  WCh: Su {J}
su~l 'dig', Mpn {Frz.} su@l 'pierce, make a hole', Sha c7ul- ' du rchbohren ,
erstechen' ¶ J S 82, Frz. DM 57, J R 284 ¶¶ Tk. PAA 5 (SC, Sb, WCh) ||
D (in SD) *c>ulßlß- ({†GS} *Z+Z1-) v. 'prick' >  Tm cul5, cul5l5u 'pungency ' ,
cul5l5-it5u v. 'prick', Ml cul5ucul5e2 'with sharp pain', cul5ucul5ukka
'feel hot, irritated by the touch of nettles, piercing pain', Kn Cr Z>ulßlßu v.
'prick' ¶ D #2699.
34O. *c'''' 1 111il∏ ∏∏∏ÓÅ (= *c'''' 1 111il ∏ ∏∏∏hÅ?) 'be wet\moist', 'moisture (water, etc.)' >
HS: S *°c'Vll- 'heavy rain, moisture' > Ar sœall- 'pluie abondante', sœall-at-
'terre humectée', sœull-at- 'reste\résidu d’eau dans un vase', 'mollesse
des viandes trempées et humides' ¶ BK I 1355-6 || IE: NaIE *sk8le2-k- /
*sk8l´-k 'wet', 'splash, sprinkle' >  ON slag 'Näße (von Regen)' ,
sleginn 'wettened', Nr slagen 'moist', MLG slagge, Sw slagga-
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va4der 'schlackiges, regnerisches Wetter', MDt slagge ' ra iny
weather', NLG slack 'large heavy drops', NHG Schlack 'rain with
snow', schlackig, schlackerig 'rainy, wet, sloppy, slushy' ( o f
weather), NE ∆  slaggy, slack 'swamp' »» Lt s7la2kas 'drop, spo t ,
splash (of)', s7lake$!ti (1s prs. s7laku~) 'to drip, to dribble, to d r o p ' ,
s7le$ﬁkti (prs. s7lekiu~) 'to sprinkle', Ltv slaka 'drop, besprinkling' ,
slacI 2 ^t  'to (be)sprinkle, to water, to asperse' ¶ WP II 6O2-3, P 957, Vr.
512, Paul 5O8, Frn. 998, Kar. II 213 || A: NaT {Cl.} *çî∏la- v. 'moisten' >
OT {Cl.} c7î∏la-, {DTS} c7ila4- ≠ c7Ila- id., Tk An c7ile- v. 'drizzle, be mois t ' ,
VTt {∂Rl.} s7 !¥lan- 'befeuchtet \ bewässert \ naß werden', s7!¥lat-
'bespritzen, begießen, naß machen, bewässern' ¶ Cl. 418, DTS 146, Rl.
III 2O55, 2O85, 2135-6  ?? Tg: WrMc cilci- 'rise' (of water during t h e
rising tide), but Nn c7ilkan 'flood-time' belongs to Tg *tilkan id. ¶ STM II
18O-1 ||  ??φ K: GZ *c'ûqal- 'water, well' >  OG, G c'ûqal-i 'water', Mg c'ûqu-
'well', c'ûqu-rgil-i 'spring' ¶ Mach. K 91, FS K 455,  ≠ K 159-6O (*rc'ûqa-
'water') || A possible D cognate: D *c>il- ({†GS} *c+c1-) v. 'flow' (× N
*s2222ilV 'to be[come] liquid, to melt, to flow', q.v.) >  Tm cilucilu v.
'rain gently', cilu-n°r 'raindrop dripping from the leaves' (n°r
'water'), cilumpu v. 'flow\gush out', Kt c>ilk v. 'drizzle', Kn
cilkun°ru  'water in fine drops', jilipu  v. 'ooze', Krg c>ilbi v. ' sp lash
water', Tl ciluku vt. 'sprinkle, shed', vi. 'be spilled', cilacila i
(imitation of flowing), Ku silk- vi. 'splash'; D ı Prkr cilicilia2
'shower' ¶¶ D #2569 ¶¶ But D *c>il- ({†GS} *s-?) 'pond, brook, r iver '
hardly belongs here, because its initial cs. is likely to be *s- (see  N
*siz6666V 'stream, small body of water [lake and sim.]'); for the s a m e
reason it is dangerous to adduce here D *c>ele ({†GS} *s-) 'spring o f
water' (D #2785) ˚ The only N laryngeal that both can disappear in S
and produces vowel lengthening in IE is *h ˚  It is possible that *c'ûq-
may go back to **c'1...?- (cp. K *t' ûqu- < N *tu4444?{o} 'two') < N *c1111 ' ''' . . . {h}  ˚  ≠
Blz. KM 132 [#4] (equates the K root with IE *skol- 'wash', D *c>el-
'spring', and T *ça4la4k- 'bucket, pail').
34Oa. *c'''' 1 111{i}LHV '(char)coal, soot' >  K *°c'a+ol- > Mgr c'ola 'soot' ¶ Q
381 || HS: EC *c'ilH- ({Ss.} *d5⁄ilh5-) ≠ *c'ulH- >  Sa dilH-eno ' charcoal ' ,
{R} dilheno2 'live coals', ?? Rn {PG} Z7i~la!H 'burning charcoal, glowing
coal' (× N *Z1111u 4 444[hV]l∏∏∏∏˝V [or *Z1111u[hV]l ∏∏∏∏˝É] 'to smoulder, to burn'), O r
≤c7ile?, {Grg.} c7'ille2, c7'illa2ttï, {Th.} c7ile, {Brl.} c7ile1, Or H {Ow.} c7'i!le2!, O r
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B {Sr.} c7'ile2, c7'ile2tï, Or O/W {Sr.} c7'illa2tï (<  **c7'ile-e2 <  **c7'ilH-e2?), Kns
{Bl.} ≤d'il-a2, Gdl {Bl.} ≤d'ilH-a2, Sml dßuHu!l, Ya {Ss.} t'e2ho 'charcoal', ? Gwd
d'ili v. 'burn' »» Dhl {EEN} t'˘i!liHa, {E} t'i≤liHe, {To} t'ili!He (pl. t'ili!Ha)
'embers' »» AdS  of SC: Irq c'iriH- v. 'glow' (< N *t''''era 'to heat, to roas t ,
to fry') ¶ Bl. 2O2, 215, Ss. PEC 22, 3O, R S II 1O6, PG 167, Grg. 82-3, Th.
68, Sr. 281, Ow. 256, To. D 148, EEN 17, E SC 175, E PC #127  Om:
SOm: Gll {Fl.} c7'ils7i 'charcoal (used in smithy)', Hm B {Fl.} c7ils7i ' s heep
with black skin' »» NrOm: Gm {Hw.} c'ï!c'inci, ?φ Kf {C} ≤c75ic7ino2
'charcoal' ¶ Fl. OO 317, C SE IV 419, Hw. EG  ??σ S *°√c'+T'lH >  Gz
s5i —la2Ó  'filth, dirt, mud' ('dirt' “ *'soot, charcoal'?) ¶ L G 555 || A: M:
LM cildeN qara 'jet-black', HlM ¢ild´n xar 'black as soot' (qara,
xar 'black'), Kl {Rm.} c7ilm= Xara mo4rn=, {KRS} ¢ilm xar mørn
'kohlschwarzes Pferd, absolutely black horse' (Xara" mo4rn=, xar mørn
'black horse').  The word may have been assosiated with the sys tem
represented by LM celbeN sa9an, HlM c´lb´n cagaan 'white a s
snow' ¶ MED 171, 183, KW 440, KRS 650 ˚  The K vw. stil needs
explaining ˚  ≈ Blz. KM 13O [#1] (Mg, HS + unc.: D *c>ulßlß-/*c>u2lß-
'fireplace' [see N *Z1111u 4 444[hV]l∏∏∏∏˝V or *Z1111u[hV]l∏∏∏∏˝É 'to smoulder, to b u r n ' ]
and T *çul! 'heat').
341. *c@@@@ ' '''ÉmV (= *c1111 ' '''ÉmV?) 'to maim, to torment' >  K *°c'am- ( o r
*°c'+c'`am-?) v. 'torment' >  G c'am- id., Lz c'am- id. (π G?) ¶ Chik. 392-3 ,
Chx. 21O2 || HS: S: [1] WS *√c'my > Ar √sœmy 'tomber roide mort, ê t r e
tué sur place' (×  √sœmy  'tomber à l’improviste'), Sq {L} s5ame v. 'die' ¶
L LS 353, BK I 1373  [2] ? WS *√c'mm 'have a damaged ear, be deaf '  >
MHb Mim`5uc c5um≤m°m, Mm`1uc c5um≤ma2m 'a person whose auricles a r e
a shapeles mass', Sr s5am≤m-a2 'deaf and dumb', Ar √sœmm G (p f .
sœamma) 'become deaf', 'be obstructed' (ear-hole), Gz √s'mm G  ' b e
deaf\dumb' ¶ Js. 1268, Br. 631, BK I 1366, Hv. 4O4, L G 32O, MiK I
#2.64  || IE: NaIE *sk8em- 'mutilated, hornless' >  OI ≤s1ama- 'hornless ' ,
≤s1amala-m 'stain, spot, fault' »» Lt s7mu~las, Ltv sma~uls 'hornless' »»
Gmc: [1] ON skammr, AS sc1amm, OHG scam 'short'  [2] NaIE
*°k8+ko+am- OHG ham (aadj. hamme2r) 'mutilated'  ?φ NaIE *ko+am-Vl-
> AS hamola 'one whose head has been mutilated or shaved', OHG
hamal 'mutilated; wether', NHG Hammel 'wether', ON hamla ' t o
mutilate', AS hamelian id., OHG hamalo2n 'to castrate' »» Sl
*komol¥(jÁ) 'hornless' >  R ko≤molyj, Slv komo^l, OP komoLy, P
gomoLy id., Cz komoly1 'truncated, tailless, hornless', komoliti ' t o
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mutilate' ¶ P 929, ≈ M K III 2O8-9, M E II 61O, Vr. 2O7, 482, Sw. 81, Ho.
171, 271, OsS 368, 776, Kb. 866, KM 286, Frn. 1O15, Vs. II 3O4, Ma. CS
216, ≠ EI 273 (*k8em-  'hornless' without taking into account OI) || ?σ A:
M *c>imad- > WrM cimad- v. 'reproach, blame; be dissatisfied'  ¶ MED
184  pKo {S} *c>Ä!mh- 'endure, bear '  > MKo c>≈Ä!m-, NKo c>≈a2m- ¶ S QK
#727, Nam 448, MLC 1571  pJ {S} *tamar- 'endure' > J T tamar- ¶ S QJ
#65O ¶¶ ≈ DQA #268 ˚  If Lz c'am- is of G origin, the pK word is to b e
reconstructed as *°c'+c'`am-, hence the N etymon is *c@@@@ ' '''ÉmV (sc. e i ther
*c1111 ' '''ÉmV or *c ''''ÉmV). If the Lz word is not borrowed, it points to a pK
*°c'am- < N *c1111 ' '''ÉmV ˚  IS MS s.v. 'uve¢it∆' *c5ÿmÿ. IE *k (for t h e
expected *k8) in *ko+am-Vl- needs explaining.
342. *c'''' 1 111{i}mV 'eyelid', 'to blink (eyes)' >  K *c'am- 'a blink' (‘
'moment, instant'), 'eyelash' >  OG c'am-i 'a blink', 'eyelash', G c'am-i
'moment, second', Mg c'um-i 'minute, second', ak'a-c'un-s 'in a
minute\second', Sv UB/Ln c'a4m, L c'am 'moment' ({Dn.} 'mig ,
mgnovenie '), c'am-c'am 'quickly'. The pGZ word *k'amc'am- ({K}
*c'amc'am-) 'eyelashes' (> G c'amc'am-, Lz k'amc'am- id.) may go back to a
word group, cp. D: Kn Hl kEnZ>Eme 'eyelid' (D #2545) with the f irs t
component D *kan`n`- 'eye' (D #1159, Zv. 42, 116, 171) ¶¶ K 242, K2
292, FS K 439-4O, FS E 496-7, Chik. 45, Chx. 21O3, DCh. 1634, NCh. RKL
I 515, Mol. AGG 225, Dn. s.v. c5am, TK 851 || D *c>imV ({†GS} *s1-?) v.
'wink', 'eyelid' >  Tm imai\ v. 'wink', imai\ 'eyelid', cimir` v. 'wink,
blink', Ml ima, cima 'eyelash', imekka v. 'blink', Kn ime, eme
'eyelash, eyelid', cimut5u v. 'twinkle\wink with the eyes', Kdg cimm-  v.
'twinkle', Tu imA , simA , simmA 'eyelash, Tl cimut5u v. 'wink' ¶ ¶
D #2545 || HS: C: EC: Brj {Ss.} c7'immiy- v. 'close\cover the eyes', Kmb
{Hd.} t'imbï?-, Ged {Hd.} himmi has- id. (has- 'do') »» Bj {R}
s7imbeha2ni ≠ s7imba2ni, {Rop.} s7amb´≤hani 'eyebrows' (unless t o
N *s1111a 4 444m[V]9V '[lock of] hair, fine hair' [q.v.]) ¶ Ss. B 48, Hd. 4 2
(reconstructs C *t'-), R WBd 215 (equates Bj with Bl s7ebka2 'hair'), Rop.
238  ?σ S: Gz s'amla2t 'bleary-eyed, who has no eyelids', Tgr c7'AmtAlA
'be bleary-eyed', Tgy c7 'AmtAlA  'be blind, lose an eye' ¶ Likely to go b a c k
to a cd. with the first element **c 'Vm-  'eyelid' ¶ L G 557 ˚  Blz. DA 1 5 4
[#16] (D, C).
343. (€?) *c'''' @ @@@amgV 'cold' >  U: FP *°c1amKV- >  Z UV c1amgi- 'begin t o
freeze hard' (of frost) ¶ ≈  LG 3O1 || HS: WS *√c'nn >  MHb, JA, ChPA
√c'nn 'be(come) cold', JEA {Sl.} √c'nn D  vt. 'cool', BHb c'in≤na2* (att. cs .
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tn`2c5 c'in≥nat3 'coolness'), SmA encc5nh, envcc5wnh n. 'cold', JA at1n`6c5
(≠ at1n`6ic) c5inn´≤t3-a2 id., Qtb (ArSc) Îa2t s'annat[i] '(goddess) o f
coolness' ¶ GB 688, KB 972, Js. 1278, 1292, Sl. 968, Tal 737  WCh:
DfB {J} c7ye~n 'wind, air' ¶ J R 213 ¶¶ ≈  OS #119 || A: ?σ M *c>aN
'hoarfrost' >  WrM caN , HlM can(g), Ord c7æaN, Brt s´n (with puzzling
´ ), Kl ca˜ id., Kl {Rm.} caN 'Reif, Frost' ¶ MED 164, KRS 625, KW 4 2 1 ,
Chr. 4O3, Ms. O 694 ¶ The word is not attested in MM and has a s t range
phonetic shape (no final vw.), which suggests borrowing.
344. *c'''' @ @@@ÉmpV (or *c@@@@-?) 'bent, crooked' >  IE: NaIE *(s)k+k8emb-
'crooked' ({IS} *(s)Kemb-, {EI} *(s)kamb-) 'curve' >  Gk skambo1ß
'crooked' ({IS}: <  *skabo1ß <  *sKm=b- with reintroduction of m due to t h e
infl. of different words of the same √ ) »»  OIr camm, W cam ' c r o o k e d '
¶ ≈ P 918, EI 143, F II 716-7, Vn. C   28-9 || U: FU *c1ÉmpV ({IS} *c1impa)
'≈ (sth.) bent; to bend' >  pLp {Lr.} *c1impe2 >  Lp: N {N} c7ibbe, U {Schl.}
tjibbee 'knee' (“ 'bent'), L {LLO} tjibbee c7Ibbe 'lower part of t h e
human leg' » ?φ  Chr L c7am≤bal 'hummock, tussock' (irreg. c7 and the vw.)
» Prm: Z Z1ib / Z1iby- 'a salient height, hillock, hill', ban Z1in 'the salient
part of a cheek' »» ObU *c1a4∏mp´l >  pVg *c1a4∏mp´l >  Vg Ss s1a2mp´l
'Schwebung', s1a2mpala2l- 'sich nach beiden Seiten neigen (die Ente, b e i m
Herabfliegen)', ? Vg N {Mu.} s1ampe$la2li 'hin und her drehen, erwägen '
(×  s1ampe$lti 'drehen'); pOs *c1a4mpla4 >  Os D/K/Kr/C ça$mpla$
'schwankend, schaukelnd' (Boot) ¶ LG 9O, Lr. #137, Lgc. #566, LLO
1151, Ht. #78, MK 587 || HS: S: Gz √s'np'w (pf. s'anp'awa) ' twist ,
disturb', s '´np '´w  'distorted, twisted' (unless “ √s'np'w 'crush', s'´np'´w
'crushed, shattered') ¶ L G 561 ˚  IS I 2O6-7 (*Ç!impa : IE, U).
345. *c''''en 2222V  'tie, bind, plait' > K *°{c' `}an-/{c' `}n- v. 'wicker' > G (da-)c'an-
/c'n- v. 'plait, wicker', c'nuli 'wicker-work' (e.g. 'basket'), 'Geflecht'; ?σ
GZ *c`'n-el- ' rod '  >  OG, G c'n-el-i, Mg c7'in-i ± c7'´n-i, Lz c7'inu ± c'7unu ' r o d ,
sapling (Rute, Gerte)' ¶ FS K 458, FS E 519, FS K2 66O; K 252 and K2
3O7 (*c' `nel- 'rod'), Chx. 2187-8, DCh. 456, 1699, KEGL VIII 116O-2, SSO
II 386 ¶ K *{c' `}an-/{c' `}n- v. 'wicker' is a legitimate rec. if in GZ *c'`n-el- t h e
meaning 'rod' is from 'staff for wickering' || HS: CS *s'inn- ≠ *s'ann-
'basket' > JA {Dl., Lv.} an`!c5c5in≤n-a2 'basket, wicker-work as conta iner ' ,
{Js.} an!ic5 c5ina2 ≠ an!c1 c5a2na2 'basket of palm-leaves', JEA an`!c2c5an≤n-a2
'basket', Ar sœinn- 'panier à couvercle dans lequel on met le pain', BHb
rdp. tn#c3n^c5c'in≤c'EnEt3, SmHb sœaºn≤sœe2nEt3 'basket' ¶ KB 973, BK I 1373, Sl.
967-8, Js. 1277 and 129O, Lv. IV 2O2  WCh: pAG {Hf.} *J°in v. 'tie' >
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Gm d'in v. 'tie (e.g. a goat)', Ang {Hf.} J°in id., Su {J} d'ï@n ' fes tbinden
(Tiere, Boote)', Kfr J°in 'tie (a goat, cloth round waist)', ? Kfr {Nt.} J°a~n
'tie up, bind' (pl. obj.) ¶ Hf. AG 23 [#166], J S 64, Nt. 11 || U *c1en+n`V
'tie, bind; a tie' > pLp {Lr.} *c1‰n‰- v. 'tie, bind'  > Lp: U tjad…na-t id., N
{N} c7a6dna6-t / -n- id., 'fasten by tying; catch and tie (a reindeer)', L
{LLO} tjatna-t 'binden, fest-\an-binden', P {TI} c7‰Únna"- 'binden'  Sm:
Ne T O {Lh.} s1a2n 'halter (in reindeer bridle)', s1a2n, Ne T {Ter.} sån ' t w o
flat bones within the halter', Ne F P {Lh.} sa2nnï 'Halsband, womit d a s
Argischrentier den vorangehenden Schlitten gebunden ist' ¶¶ UEW 3 7 ,
Lr. #112, Lgc. #469, Lh. 429, Ter. 6OO ˚  The rec. of N *c''''- is legitimate
only if GZ *c' `nel- 'rod' is derived from the K verb for 'wicker' (which i n
this case must be *c' `n-), otherwise we remain with an unspecified N *c@@@@ ' '''-
(= *c'''' ++++c 1 111 ' '''-) .
346. ?σ,φ *c@@@@ ++++c ' ''' @ @@@aN++++n 2 222V 'be of a shining white', 'be bright', 'moon' >  IE
(+ext.) NaIE *skend- ≠ *skand- 'be of a shining white', 'moon', {EI}
*(s)kend- 'shine', 'moon' >  L candeo 'be of a shining white, shine,
glitter' »» OI ≤candati 'shines, is bright', can≤dra-h5 (in cds. -
s1can≤drah5) 'moon', canis1cadat 'shining billiantly' (RV 5.43.4) »»
pAl {O} mt. *ksanda2 >  Al T he4ne4, Al G ha6ne4 'moon ' ¶ ≈  P 526, EI 3 8 5 ,
M K I 372-3, WH I 151-2, Huld 24 (Al <  IE *skan-neÓ), 15O, O 146-7 (IE
*skend-) || D *c>aNk- ({†GS} *Z+Z1-) 'moon' >  Nk Z>aNgo, Gnd Z>aNo ≠ Z>aNgo
id. ¶¶ D #2287 || HS: Ch: WCh: Tng {J} saNN 'bright, clear' » Ngz {Sch.}
s6a~nu! 'become light\enlightened', d'a2~ s6anÈ-5gara 'it has dawned' (d'a2~ ' i t ,
country') ¶ J T 141, Sch. DN 53, 162, Stl. ZCh 199 [#5O5] (pWCh *c6an-
) .
347. € *c'''' @ @@@aP3333V (or *c'''' @ @@@aP3333K ' '''V, *c'''' @ @@@aK''''P 3 333V?) 'stalk, pointed stick, spear' >
IE: NaIE skep- 'stalk, spear' >  Ltv s7k>e2~ps 'spear, lance' »» OHG scaft
'spear, shaft', NHG Schaft 'shaft, handle', OSx skaft 'spear, shaf t ' ,
ON skapt 'Schaft, Stab, Stange, Griff', NE shaft »» L sca2pus 'stalk o f
plants, weaver’s beam' ¶ ME IV 32-3, Ho. S 65, OsS 772, Kb. 864, KM
632, Vr. 483, WH II 49O, ≈  Kar. 348, ≈  P 93O-3 || A *c>æapkV ' spear ,
pointed stick' ({SDM97} 'spear, axe') >  Tg *çapka 'fish-spear (ha rpoon ,
ostroga )' >  Ewk, Neg çapka, Ul c7aqpa, Nn Nh c7aqpa%:, Nn B ca(f)qa, Nn
KU c7apqa2 id., Ork c7apqa id., 'fork' ¶ STM II 384  pKo {S} *°c>ak- >  NKo
c>ak-sal, c>ak-suNi 'fish-spear' ¶ S QK #715, MLC 1387  M *c>aqu o r
*c>aqa '≈ wooden prop, support, peg' >  WrM caqu ≠ caqa, HlM cax
'prop, support', Kl cax 'rack (ko ∫∫∫∫zly )', {Rm.} caXa 'Zapfen, Pflock,
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hölzerner Nagel (um etwas aufzuhängen)', Brt saxa 'wooden pla t form,
cross-beam serving as a rack for drying clothes' ¶ MED 167, KRS 6 2 6 ,
KW 419-2O, Chr. 386  NaT *çakV 'pointed stick, knife' >  Osm {Rh.}
c7aqî, Tk c>akI 'clasp-knife, pocket-knife', Kr c7aqi 'Klappmesser', Tlt
c7aqî 'Pfosten zum Anbinden der Pferde' ¶ Rl. 1834, Rs. W 96, Rh. 7 O 7
¶¶ SDM97 s.v. *c7æapkV (T, Tg, Ko), ≠ DQA #271 (A *c7æapæ(V)-kæV ÿ A
*c7æa"pæa+u+i 'to chop, to hit', see N *c '''' @ @@@ap '''' [÷]a  'beat, strike, chop').
348. € *c'''' {i}p ''''V 'navel' > K *°c'`ip'- 'navel' > Mg c7ip'(e)-, c7'ap'an-, Lz c'ip'a-
id.; Zan ı G c7'ip'-i id. ¶ Lz c'- is still to be explained (is c'ip'a- a loan
from an unattested G word?) ¶ ≈  K 255 (reconstructs GZ *c7'ip'-, b u t
finds no explanation for the irreg. reflex of *c7'- in Zan other than a
"symbolic quality" of the word), Chik. 69 || HS: Ch: Hs c7'ï!bi~ya2! 'navel '
(loc. form c7'ï!bï~) (ı P’ {MSk.} sipiya id.), ? Bg {Sh.} swap, ? Kir {ChL}
sap id. ¶ Abr. H 139, Stl. ZCh 175 [#281] (*sap'Vw/y).
349. πo *c'''' @ @@@ip ''''u(-r1111V) 'small bird' > HS: S: [1] CS *c'ippur- '(small) b i rd ,
sparrow' >  BHb r7pc5 ≠ r&pc5 c'ip≤po2r (pl. Mir%p0c5 c'ippá≤rïm) ' b i rd (s ) ' ,
MHb r&pc5 c5ip≤po2r, Pun s5pr, SmA s5pwr, s5pyr 'bird', JA r&pc5
c5ip≤por, em. ar!p6c5 c5ipp´≤r-a2 'fowl, bird', JEA {Sl.} ar!p6c5 c5ipp´≤r-
a2 ≠ arvfic c5ypwr' (unk. voc.) 'bird, fowl', DA s5pr, IA s5npr '∈
bird, sparrow', Plm s5pr?, Sr æroπçe s5Epp´≤r-a2 'bird', Ar ÷usœfu2r-
'sparrow, small bird'; [2] *c'i{pp}ar- > JA rp2c5 c5ip≤par, Sr rπaçe
s5Ep≤par 'bird', Ak L s5iba2ru '∈  bird' (probably 'sparrow') (π
Aram?) ¶ KB 98O, HJ 973, Js. 1298, Lv. IV 213, Sl. 962, BK II 272-3, Br.
635, Tal 743, CAD XVI 155, Sd. 1O97  ??φ,σ Ch: WCh: Hs za2~bo2!, Gw
{Mts.} Z7a~bu~wa~ 'guinea fowl' » Mbr {Sk.} ≤c7a!pu~r, Jmb {Sk.} Z7a2!bu_~r, Wrj
{Sk.} za@bri!ya!i\, {Gw.} zabriye, Cg {Sk.} sa2!b'u!n, Kry {Sk.} za!bu@r, My {Sk.}
za!bu~rku_!, {ChL} Za~bâ~ra~ku!, P’ {MSk.} Z7a~vu_!na, ? Sir {Gw.} zuhunchi, Dir
{Sk.} Za2vu!na@ id. » Bg {Sh.} s7a~p, Kir {ChL} s7a4!pm=~, Tala {Gw.} zubben, Plc
{ChL} z6i~bIn, Zar {ChL} z6Ubm~, Zar K {Sh.} z6e~pm id. » Ngz {Sch.} za2!ba~nu!, Bd
{ChL} sa2!va~n1i!n id. »» CCh: Tr {Nw.} c7i!va~n id. » Br {ChL} c7È~vUr, Mrg {ChL}
c7ÈvU~r, Klb {ChL} c7ivÈ~r id. » HgF {ChL} zÈ~vÈnu, HgG {ChL} sU~vU~ne id. »
Gude {ChL} zo~vÈ~na id. » Lmn {Lk.} z‰v‰~na2~ka! id. » Glv {Rp.} z7A!b‰~ra!, Gv
{ChL} z7abura~, Dgh {ChL} za~vÈ~ra, {Frk.} za~v‰ra! id. » Mtk {Sb.} za~pa^n, pMM
{Ro.} *Zavan > Gzg {Lk.} c7ivoN ± cuvoN, {Ro.} c7u~vu!n, {Ro.}: Mkt za~vu!r,
Mada za~va!r, Myn, Mofu Za~va!r, Hrz sa!vna~ id. » Db {Lnh.} za~vI!n id. » Gdr
{Mch.} zavuna id. » Lgn {Bou.} sa~fa~N id. »» ECh: Smr {J} s7i!b‰@Ri, EDng
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{Fd.} zo~pu~lo~, Mgm {J} zo!bi!lo!, Mkl {J} su~bi~lo!, Jg {J} zo!bo!lo!, Brg {J} zo~bo~lo!
id. ¶ Abr. H 959, ChC, ChL, Sch. DN 181, JI I 84 (Ch *√zbl 'guinea-
fowl') and II 174-5, Ro. 265, Fd. 393 ¶ The vd. -b- and -v- in the Ch lgs.
still need explaining || IE: NaIE *sper-, *sperw- 'sparrow, small bird' >
Gmc: Gt sparwa, OHG sparo, MHG spar, sparwe, ON spo<rr, AS
spearwa 'sparrow', NE sparrow; MDt spre6we, Dt spreeuw,
NLG spra2 ≠ spre2a 'starling', dimin.: MHG sperlinc, NHG
Sperling 'sparrow' »» ? Clt: Crn fraw 'crow', Br {P} fra6o, {Hm.}
frav 'crow, raven' (<  *sprawa) »» Tc: A s5pa2r (nom. pl. s5pa2ra2n1), B
{Ad.} s5para2- '∈ bird' ('sparrow'?), s5para-ya4kre '∈ bird of p r ey '
('sparrow-hawk'?) (Tc < IE *spe2rweÓ) »» Gk [Hs.] (s)pe1rguloß :
]orni†a1rion }agrion 'a small wild bird', Gk [Hs.] spara1sion : }orneon ]emfere`ß
stru†ô6  'a bird resembling sparrow' »» Pru spurglis 'sparrow' ¶ WP II
666, P 991, EI 534 (*sper-), Ch. 1O4O-1, Fs. 443, OsS 847, Kb. 93O, Ho.
3O8-9, Vr. 54O, Vr. N 684, Lx. 2O3-4, KM 724, LP § 26, Hm. 297, En.
253, Wn. 46O, Ad. 666-7 || (πo?) K: G R/Lch c'ip'ia ' e b e n
ausgeschlüpftes Truthahn- \ Gänse- \ Enten-junges' ¶ Qu., may b e
purely onomatopoeic, cp. R cyplënok 'a chicken' ¶ Chx. 2174 || A:
Tg *çi3pi3- 'small bird' >  Ewk A/UL/I/Urm çivka2n, çipka2n 'small b i rd ,
sparrow' (-ka2n is a diminutive sx.), Ewk PT/Y/I/Np/Tp çipiça2 ' small
bird', Lm çI2prI 'nestling (not fully fledged)', çIptaka 'young o f
partridge', Lm çi3wka-ça2n ± çu3qa-çan, Neg çi3wi3t-ka2n, çiw(ka2)-ka2n ' small
bird', Ud {Shn.} c1iwyau 'sparrow', Nn Nh c7i3pi3aqo ≠ -u, Nn KU c7i2f!aqo,
Nn B c7i3fqo 'swallow', WrMc {Hr.} cibin id. ¶ STM II 398, Hr. 144 
pKo {S} c7i\´2⁄pi~ 'swallow' (×  N *s2222ipV '[young of a] bird') >  MKo  c7i\´2⁄pi~,
NKo c>e2bi 'swallow' ¶ S QK #183, Nam 425, MLC 1464  ? NaT *çîbî
'young of a bird' >  Qrg c7îbî(y) id.; rdp. i  (πo) NaT *çîbçîk ≠ *çîmçîk
'small bird, sparrow' >  MQp c7îpc7uq, Bsh s¥ps¥q, Chg c7ipc7ik ≠ c7imc7ik,
{TL “ ?) c7upc7uq, 'sparrow', Tk c>imc>ek / -g"i '∈ small sparrow', Kr
cipcik ± cypcyk 'small bird, sparrow', ¢yp¢yx 'bird', ? ¢ip¢´
± ¢ip¢å ± cipcé 'chicken', Kr T {Rl.} c7îpc7îX, ET c7ipc7ik, Qzq s7îbîs7îq,
Qzq/Qq s7îms7îq, Qrg c7îmc¶îq, Uz c7umc7uq 'sparrow', Nog s7îms7îq ' any
small bird', VTt ¢yp¢yk s7 !¥ps7!¥q, Qmn {Rl.} c7ibilc7ik '∈  bird' ¶ TL
176, Jud. 88O, NogR 422, TatR 646, RKazS, KrkR 748, Rl. III 2O98, 2 1 5 5 ,
2161, KRPS 614, 617, 628-9, 637, Bu. I 5O8  ?? pJ {S} *tupa-mai\/-ia n .
'swallow' >  OJ tubame, J T cubame ¶ ≈ S AJ 293 ¶¶ Rm. EAS I 63, DQA
#3O8 (pA *c>æi"~pæ{u!} 'small bird') || D (in GnD) *c>ïpp- (≠*c>ïv-),
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*°c>ïppVr`- 'young of birds' (× N *s2222ipV '[young of a] bird', q.v.) >  Knd
sïpr`i, sïpi 'chicken', Gnd c>ïva ± c>ïwa2(l) ± c>ivna2ﬁ ± çiva2 'young o f
birds, chick', Kui sïpa, Ku hippa ± hipa2 ±hïpa 'chicken, chick' ¶ D
#2636 .
35O. *c'''' 1 111oP3333V 'watch, look out, spy' > K : GZ *c'ap- {K2} v. 'study, l ea rn '
>  G c'ap- v. 'teach, study, learn', OG, G m-c'ap-el-i 'leader', Lz c'op- ≠
nc'op- v. 'study, learn' ¶ K2 293, FS K 441, FS E 497-8, Chx. 2119-2O,
Chik. 4O2 || HS: S *√c'pw v. 'watch, look at' >  BHb efc √c'py (p f .
c'a2≤p3a2) 'watch; reconnoitre, keep a look-out; spy, look', Ug s5p n. ' l ook
(Blick, mirada)', JA {Js.} ifc √c5py D  'look out, wait', JEA {Sl.} ifc
√c5py G  'look', SmA √s5py G  'look, observe', Mh s'‰fo2t 'news,
information; knowledge', Jb E/C ≤s'e≤f‰t id., Mh caus. pf. s7‰s'fu2, sbjn.
y‰s7‰s'f, Jb E caus. pf. s7‰s'≤fe, Jb C caus. pf. s>‰s'≤fe 'gather news, f ind
out', Ak s5ubbu6(m ) 'mit Abstand ansehen'; the Ug variant √  √Gpy (<
*√T'py) v. 'spy, observe' is irreg. ¶ KB 977-8, KBR 1O44-5, OLS 158-9 ,
419, Tal 741, Sl. 97O, Js. 1297, Sd. 1O82, Jo. M 359 || IE: NaIE
*°sk+k8ep- >  Gk ske1ptomai 'I watch, look about, look after', skopo1ß
'observer', skope1v , skope1omai 'look at\after, behold, contemplate' ¶ c p .
NaIE *(s)pek8- 'look, observe' < N *p''''{É}K''''yV 'to track (game), to follow
the tracks of' (q.v. ffd.) ¶ ≈ P 984, ≈ Ch. 1O14-5, and ≈ EI 5O5 (all o f
them believe that *°sk+k8ep- is a mt. of *spek8- 'spähen, scharf h insehen ' ,
but in fact both directions of mt.  are possible), F II 725-6 || D *c>o2v-/
*c>o 2pp- v. 'watch over, guard' >  Tu so2vu 'spying, watching', Kui Z>o2pa v.
'watch over, guard, lie in wait for' ¶¶ D #2892 ˚  On IE *sk- < N *c'''' 1 111o-
see  Introduction §§  2.4 .  
351. o  *c'''' @ @@@ap ''''[÷]a 'beat, strike, chop' >  IE: NaIE *skep[Ó]- ≠ *skeÓb[≈]-
'split' >  Gk ske1parnoß 'carpenter’s axe' »» Lt skaﬁplis id., skoﬁpti /
skapiu~ (≠ skopiu~), skoﬁbti / skobiu~ 'hollow\gouge out' ({Frn.}
'mit dem Beitel, Schaber oder Dechsel [{AD} sc. 'Dächsel'] aushöhlen ' ) ,
skaﬁptas 'gouge, chisel', Ltv s7k>e2pele 'splinter' » Sl: [1] *skopiti ' t o
castrate' > OCS skopiti skopiti, Slv skopi!ti, Cz skopiti, P
skopic1, R skopit∆ id., Blg skopå 'I castrate'; [2] *s7c7epa-ti 'to split,
to chop (wood)' >  P szczepac1, LLs s7c1e7pas1, Blr ∑e≤pac∆ id., R
∑e≤pat∆ lu≤¢inu 'to chop up sticks'; Ï Sl *s7c7epa ≠ s7c7ep¥ ' w o o d
chips' >  OR ∑epa s7c7epa id., R ∑e≤pa id., 'splinter' (Ï  ≤∑epka
'chip, sliver'), Slv s7c7e~p 'wood chips, shaving', P szczepa  'log, billet' ¶
F II 724, Frn. 812, ≈ Kar. II 348, Vs. III 65O and IV 5O2-3, ME IV 32-3 ,
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Bc. 1391, ≈  P 93O-3 || HS: [1] WS *√c'p÷ >  Ar √sœf÷ 'taper légèrement
le derrière de la tête à quelqu’un; donner un soufflet', Mh/Jb {Jo.}
√s'f÷ (pf.: Mh h‰s'fE2, Jb E/C es'fa!÷) 'make a rude noise with the tongue
protruding between the lips, blow a raspberry'; [2] IS adduces S r o o t s
with *s- and ext.: *√spk'  'strike with noise' (>  Hb √spk', Ar √sfq) a n d
*√spd id. (Ug √spd id., Hb and Ak √spd 'wail'), which is less
plausible, the more so that there are similar onomatopoeic roots with
*c': *√c'pk' (>  Ar √sœfq 'frapper avec qch. de manière à faire en t end re
un bruit', Mh {Jo.} √s'fk' 'clap one’s hands'), etc., so that IS’s
conclusion about the S non-glottalized initial *s- loses its basis ¶ BK I
11O1, 1347-8, Jo. M 358, Jo. J 235, GB 549-5O, A #222 || o  U *c1appV
'strike with noise, chop; clap one’s hands' >  Vp c7appa- ' schlagen,
dreschen; brechen (Flachs, Hanf)' » pLp {Lr.} *c1o2pp‰ 'chop, cut, cut u p '
>  Lp: N {N} c7uop…pa6- / -pp- id., 'amputate', S {Hs.} tjuoppedh ' c u t
(off), chop', L {LLO} tjuohpps- '(auf)schneiden, aufhacken (z. B.
Fleisch\Fisch zum Kochen)', K {Gn.} c7u2hpe- 'cut, chop' » Mk c1apa-
'schlagen', Er c1apa- 'clap one’s hands' » Prm *c1ap-kV- >  Z ¢apky-
c 1apkÈ-  'throw (for the object [a small stone, etc.] to fall flat)', Yz c1apki-
'throw, hurl', Vt G {Wc.} c1apkÈÆ- 'clap one’s hands', ¢apkyny id.,
'strike with the palm of the hand' »» Hg csap- 'strike, hit, flap, slap' 
Sm *saº{p}paº- (or *s¥{p}paº-) v. 'chop' >  Ne T sa€pa€-s∆ id., T O {Lh.}
sa¿p;a2-, Ne F {Lh.} Xa≈p;æ´"- v. 'hauen, schlagen (mit der Axt)', Koyb {Sp.}
d. sabytobdem` 'vybiva√ ', Mt {Hl.} *sab´t+d- 'chop' (Mt M {Sp.}
sabyd∆åm` 'podseka√ ', sabatte 'obruba√ ') ¶¶ UEW 29, Lr. #2O3,
Lgc. #794, Hs. 1348-9, MF 113, LG 3O2, Lh. 399, Hl. M #832, ≈  Jn. 1 3 4
(Sm *s´8t‹p´8 = *s¥c>+t+k+sp¥ without sufficient justification of ´8 and t‹)
|| A: T *çap(a)- v. 'strike' >  OT, MQp XIV c7ap- id., Chg XV c7ap- ' s t r ike
with the sword, behead', ET c7ap/b-, Uz c7åp-/b-, Qzq s7ab-, VTt ¢ab/p-
s7 !ab/p- 'chop, mow', Tkm c7ap/b- 'chop, strike with a sabre', Qrg c7ap-,
Xk sap- 'strike, beat', Chv L ßup-  s1up/bò- 'slap in the face', VTt qul s7 !ab-,
Bsh qul sab-, Alt qol c1ab-, Chv ala€ ßup- 'clap one’s hands' (qul, qol,
ala€ 'hand') ¶ Cl. 394, Rs. W 99, Jeg. 219  M *c>abc>i- v. 'hew, chop ,
cut (with a weapon)' >  MM [IM] c7abc7i- 'hew, chop', [MA] c7abc7i- ' c u t
(with a sword)', [S] {H} 'ab-\durch-schlagen, abhauen', WrM cabci-,
HlM cav¢i- 'hew, chop', 'blink', 'kick the forefoot\forefeet' (of a
horse)', Brt savwa- 'chop, mow', Ord {Ms.} Z7 òabòc7æi- 'hacher, couper ' ,
Mnr H {SM} Z7 òi¢a4bòZ7 òi- id., 'clignoter (yeux)', Mnr H/M {T} c7i¢avc7i- v.
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'hew' ¶ Pp. MA 129, 434, H 25, MED 154, SM 76  Tg *çapçV- >  Neg
çapça-≠çapçI- v. 'destroy, break', Ewk çapça-kï ≠ çapçikï ≠ çapçukï ' ch ip ,
sliver (of wood)', Ewk Tmt çapçikït/ç- 'place of chopping wood', U d
c1apc1a- v. chop wood', Nn Nh/KU c7apc7I-, Nn B cafc7I- 'chop, split'; t h e
forms of Ud, Nn, and some other lgs. may be of M origin ¶ STM II 3 8 4
¶¶ KW 437, ≈ DQA #271 *c>æa"pæa+u+i 'to chop, to hit' (T, M •÷ Tg *çapka
'fish-spear' and pKo *c>ak- id., see  N *c'''' @ @@@aP3333V or *c'''' @ @@@aP3333K ' '''V ¬  *c'''' @ @@@aK''''P3 333V
'stalk, pointed stick, spear') || D: [1] D (in SD) *c>avVr- ({†GS} *c+c1-)
'cut (off, down)' >  Kt c>avr- 'cut down (standing plants, bushes)', Kn
savaru 'cut off side branches', 'chip, cut, cut down', Tu ta(v)uru-
ni 'to strip off, to cut away (leaves of a tree), to cut away brushwood ' ;
[2] D *c>app- ({†GS} *c1-) 'clap hands', 'slap' (× N o†*z1111ap''''V or *z1111aP3333?V ' t o
strike' [q.v.]) >  Tm cappa2n5i, Tu cappal5i 'clapping hands', Kn
cappat5e, cappal5i id., capparisu v. 'slap, pat', Kt c>apatß 'noise of a
hand-clap', Tl cappat5a, Nkr c>apatß, Mnd hapar`, Ku sapor` 'a slap of t h e
hand', Gnd c>apur ± c>a2ptßa 'a blow with the hand, slap'; D ı OI
capet5a2- 'slap with the open hand' ¶¶ D ##2335, 239O, Tu. ##4673 ,
4696 ˚  Some of the forms (e.g. those meaning 'clap hands') may be o f
independent onomatopoeic origin ˚  IS I 2O1 [#41] (*c1apæa) ˚  S *÷
may go back either to N *÷  or to N *˝ , but N •p''''˝ is hardly plausible
(this cluster of obstruents would have been assimilated almost certainly
to *b˝ , while the approximant *÷  does not usually cause as.).
352. *c'''' @ @@@Ép''''÷V ([as.] > *c'''' @ @@@Éb÷V) 'finger' >  K *°c'+c`'ip'- >  G M/X c'ip'-i
'Verbindungsstelle zwischen Daumen und Zeigefinger' ¶ Chx. 2146 ||
HS: S *c'{u}ba÷- (>  *?uc'ba÷-) 'finger, toe' >  BHb ?Ec'≤ba2÷, (TV) oB2c6a3
?Ec5≤ba÷ id. (in ltHb T [basis of the Masoretic BHb spelling] word-final
*-a2÷ yielded -a÷ rather than -aº÷ [spelled o 1- -a2÷], w Blau BNPA), Sr
s5Eb3≤÷a2 'finger, toe', Ug üs5b÷ 'finger, claw', IA s5b÷ (pl. s5b÷n) ' f inger ' ,
BA pl. No1B6c6a3 ?Ec'b´≤÷-a2n, pl. em. at1o1B6c6a3 ?Ec'b´÷-a2≤t3-a2 'fingers, toes ' ,
JA {Js.} oB2c6a3 ?Ec5≤ba÷ / em. ao1B6c6a3 ?Ec5≤b´÷a2, JEA {Sl.} ao1B6c6a2
?ac5≤b´÷a2, SmA ?s5b÷ ({Tal} = is'ba), Ar ?isœba÷- (≠ ?asœba÷-, ?asœbi÷-,
?isœbu÷-), Ar Cr sœuba÷, Ar Hm usœba÷, Mn s5b÷, Sb ?s5b÷, OEth *?´c'ba÷t (>
Gz ?´s'ba÷t ?´s5ba2÷t), Tgr c7‰b÷‰t, Tgy pl. ?as'ab‰÷ti 'finger, toe', M h
{Jo.} s7'‰≤ba÷, Hrs {Jo.} Ha-s7'ba÷, Jb C {Jo.} ?is'≤ba÷, Sq {L} ≤?es5baÓ,
≤s5obeÓ id., Eb is7-ba-um (= {Krb.} ?is'ba÷um), ?µ Ak L nes5bettu
'finger' ¶ GB 61, 896, KB 79, 1573, OLS 55-6, Tal 72O, Js. 11O, Sl. 1 5 9 ,
Br. 62O, BK I 13O7, BGMR 14O, MA 93, L G 45, LH 627, Bsn. 58O, Jo. M
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397, Jo. H 126, Jo. J 5, L LS 7O, 345, Krb. 18, Blz. EP, CAD XI/2 19O (Ak
nes5bettu π WS), Sd. 782, MiK I #1.256  Eg fP Zb÷ 'finger' >  DEg
tb÷ > Cpt Sd tiive te2e2be, Cpt B tiv te2b; Eg d. Zb÷.t 'signet (on a
signet-ring)' ı  BHb to2B2y2 t'ab≤ba÷at3 'signet-ring, ring' and possibly B:
Gd {Lf.} ta-dœaBöt (pl. t-dœ´Bwa) 'bague d’argent', ({Rö. ‘ Tk.} ¿
'Fingerring'), ? Tw {Rö.} ta-dœ´hot 'finger-ring' (not mentioned in Fc.) ¶
EG V 562-5, Fk. 321, Er. 625, Vc. 21O, KB 353, Wlf. EAW 48, Rö. SL 1 3 2 ,
Lf. II #O337, Pr. H 28  B: Zmr a-tœad (pl. i-dœubdœ-an) 'finger' ¶ Wlf. EAW
48  NrOm: HzMa za2b- / zaba, Sz za2b-i 'finger' ¶ Bnd. RL 343 ¶¶ OS
#434, Tk. I 98 || U : FU *°c1ÉppV 'finger-tip' (× N i  *Z1111ip ''''V 'to pinch', [?]
'a pinch' [q.v.]) >  Chr: H {MRS} cy≥vewta-, {Ep.} cy≥vewta≥-
c´≤wes7ta4- v. 'pinch, nip', cy≥vewty≥w c´≤wes7t´s7 n. 'pinch', L
¢yvywta- c7¥w¥s7ta-, U c1¥w¥s7te-, B c7´w´s7ala- v. 'pinch' » Prm *c1ep-
, *c1‰pel!- ({∫LG} *c7!eœpel!-) n. 'pinch, finger-tip', v. 'pinch' >  Z S c1ep‰l! ' a
pinch', Prmk {UEW} ce≤p‰l! 'finger-tip', {KPR} 'pinch', Z ¢epo≥l∆t-
c7!ep‰l!t-, Prmk c1e≤p‰l!t- id., Vt ¢epyl∆t- c7!epÈl!t- v. 'pinch, j a m '
('u∑ipnut∆ , pri∑emit∆ '), Z ¢epo≥lå c1ep‰l!a 'tongs, tweezers', Z U d
c1ep‰r 'Zwick, Kniff', c1ep‰rt- v. 'pinch (zwicken, kneifen)', Yz ≤c1epl!al-
'kneifen, rupfen' »» OHg, Hg csI1p 'pinch, nip' ¶ UEW 49 (convincingly
rejecting the adduction of F hyppy, hypi 'finger-tip' and of Lp Kld
ciehp  'finger, toe' because of the initial cns. going back to FU *c7-; in m y
opinion, the F and Lp words belong rather to N *c7777 ' '''Ëp''''V(ÂV) ' f ingernail,
claw' [q.v.]), MRS 682, Ep. 14O, MF 118-9, EWU 217, LG 3O3, Szin. 2 8
˚  An alt rec. is pN *c'''' @ @@@Éb÷V with further contraction *-b÷- > *-p'- t h a t
underlies K *-p'- and FU *-pp-.
353. € *c ''''VqV 'make dirty; revile' > HS: WS *√c'Xy id., 'be dirty' >  Sr
√s'Hy D (pf. s5aÓ°) 'revile', s5uÓ≤y-a2, Sr W s5uÓ°t3-a2 (Sr E s5o2Ó°≤t3-a2)
'reviling, abuse', Ar √sœXy (pf. sœaHiya) 'être sali, abîmé' (se dit d e s
habits), ≈ICa sœaXi(-n) 'sali, abîmé', ?φ Gz ç!W s5a2Ów [s'aHw] 'f i l th,
rubbish' (unexpected H  for X  due to contamination with a different √ ? )
¶ Br. 625, JPS 475, 477, BK I 1317, L G 553 || K: GZ {K} *c'`ûqew-/*c`'ûqw-,
{FS} *c`'ûq- v. 'curse, damn' > OG {K} c'ûqev-, {FS} c'ûq-ew-, G c'ûqevl- id., caus .
c'ûqevin- 'make so. curse', Mg c7'ûq(u)-, Lz (n)c7'k'- v. 'curse' ¶ Assimilation
pre-K **c`'q > K *c`'ûq ¶ K 253, K2 318, FS K 47O-1 (GZ *c'` ûqew-), FS E 5 3 1
(GZ *c'` ûq-), Chx. 2122, DCh. 1698, Q 393.
354. i  *c 1111 ' '''o û ûûûq[a]÷É 'beat\hit (so.), hurt; pain' >  K : GZ *c' ûq- v. 'feel pa in '
Ï  *c' ûq-Vn- 'ache, hurt' > Lz c'k'- id. (m-c'k'-up-s 'es schmerzt mich'), Mg
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c'ûq-in-/c'ûq-´n- v. {Q} 'be pained\bored', OG c'ûq-en-/c'ûq-in- {FS} ' be t rüben ,
belästigen' (momec'ûqona cXorebay 'I am weary of life' - Gn. 27.46), G c'ûq-
en-/c'ûq-in- 'do harm, grieve; feel hurt (by), resent' ¶ Chik. 399, K 2 4 7 ,
K2 3O3, FS K 454, FS E 514, Chx. 2212-3, Q 384 || HS: S *°√c'k'÷ >  Ar
√sœq÷ 'strike\beat (so.)' ¶ Ln. 17O6-7, BK I 1352-3 || IE: [1] (+ext . )
*skeÓ-t[Ó]- ({EI} *sket[≈]- or *skeh⁄t[≈]-) 'injure, harm' >  NaIE *ske2-t≈-
/*sk´-t≈- 'hurt, injure' >  Gk Hm ]a-skh†h1ß 'unhurt, unscathed' »» OIr
sci!th 'fatigué, las', escid {Vn.} 'infatigable' (‘ 'vif, alerte'), Br
skuizh 'fatigué', Crn squyth id., 'las' »» Gt ska†jan (p. sko2†) ' t o
do wrong, to damage ( ]adikei6n, bla1ptein)', ON skeÎja 'to harm, t o
damage', AS sc1ieÎÎan 'to injure'; sc1eaÎian 'to damage', ON skaÎa,
OHG scado2n,  NHG schaden 'to harm'; n. act.: Gt ska†is ' damage,
wrong-doing ( ]adiki1a)', OSx skatho, OHG scado, AS sc1eaÎa
'damage', NE scathe (Gmc ı Cz, Slk s7koda, OP, P szkoda ı OR
wkoda s7koda, Uk, Blr, R wkoda 'damage'); NHG Schade ' damage ' ,
ON skaÎi 'harm, damage (Schaden, Verlust)'  [2] ?σ {WP} (+ext . )
NaIE *°ske2-n- 'push, strike' >  OIr fo-scann- 'throw, push, winnow' ¶
WP II 557-8, 564, P 95O, EI 312, F I 164, Ch. 124, Vn. S 32, 46-7, Hm.
739, Fs. 429-3O, Vr. 479-8O, 487, OsS 771, Kb. 862, KM 63O, Ho. 2 7 4 ,
278, Rcz. 859, Brü. 549, Vs. IV 449 || A: M *c>oki- 'hit, beat, s t r ike,
knock, peck' (× N *c7777Åk''''{Ë} 'to prick [stechen], to gouge', q.v. ffd.) >
WrM coki-, HlM coxi- v. 'hit, beat, thrash, strike; knock, peck', WrO
coki-, Kl cok- cok´- 'beat, strike', Kl {Rm.} cok- 'schlagen, hauen' ¶
MED 196, Krg. 641, KRS 636, KW 429 || D (in GnD) *c>okk- ({†GS} *Z-) >
Gnd Z>ak- 'kill' ± Z>okka2na2 'strike, kill', Kui soka ± so2ka- 'strike at', ' b i t e '
(of snake, dog, etc.) ¶ D 2831.
355. *c''''a û ûûûq[a]{l ! !!!}V (or *c''''a û ûûûqV) 'elbow, ∈ part of a limb' >  K *c`'ûqr=ta
'elbow' (whence in the descendant lgs.: [1] 'ell', [2] 'door-post, jamb o f
a window\door') >  OG c'ûqrta 'cubit', G c'ûqrta id., 'ell', Mg c7'ûq‰(r)ta -≠
c7 ' ûqi(r)ta-, d. G c' ûqirtl- '(door\window)post', as well as G c'irtXl-i id., Sv
UB {GP}, Sv LB/Ln {TK} c7'itX 'ell, cubit' (both from *c`'r=tXa - mt. +
fricativization of *ûq - GM S 96, 99, Gm. DS 1O) ¶¶ K 254, K2 3 1 5
(*c`'rtXa-), FS K 471-2, FS E 534-5, K DE 358 (reconstructs pK *c`'r=tXa- (>
Sv c7'itX ÷ G c'irtXl-i) as a different √ ], GP 28O, TK 861 || HS: EC *c'ikl-
'elbow' >  pBn *c7i~ki!le~ (>  Bn: Bi c7'i~ki!le~, J/K/Kj J°i~g°i!le~), OSml *J°ik'ali (>
Sml Og c7iqil), Rn {PG} dßi!kki~l, {Oo.} ≤dikil, Arr (mt.) c7i~li~g (pl. c7ilk-o!),
Or {Grg.} c7'ik'ile2, Kns d'ikl-, d'iqil-, Gdl d'ilk, Hr t'ihi!le, Gln t'ihi!lle, Gwd D
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d'ixilxo!, Hd t'unk'ul- id., Brj tangil- 'elbow, heel', ? ingi≤lays7 'elbow', Ya
t'okl-e; 'forearm' ¶ Lm. SKE 536, Ss. PEC 3O, Ss. B 1O5, Bl. 216, Hn. BD
1O4, Grg. 83, AMS 189, 226, 239, PG 96, Oo. 66, Hw. A 35O  ? S
*°≤c'uk'[V]l- >  Ar sœuql- 'flancs' ¶ BK I 1354 || IE: NaIE *°sk+k8el- >  Gk
ske1loß 'the leg from the hip downwards' (× N *c6666 ' '''{i}l[V]÷V 'side o f
body', 'hip', q.v. ffd.) || A *c>æa[y]kæa '≈ elbow, forearm' ({ADb.}
*c>a[y]kæa-) 'elbow' (<  **c>akæyV <  **c>akæl!V) >  NaT {ADb.} *çaykæan Ï
[1] *çaykæanak 'elbow' >  Chg {Rl.} Œ'n'q'* c7aqanaq id., 'wrist' ({Rl.}
'Ellenbogen, Elle = lokot∆ , zapåst∆e '), Alt {BT} ¢aganak c1a˝anaq,
Tel {Rs.}, Qmn {B} c7a2naq, QK {Rl.} c7aNnaq, Sg {BIG} sî˝anaX, {Rl.}
sa˝anaq, Shor {Rl.} s7a˝înaq, {Dyr.} wyganak 'elbow', Nog s7î˝anaq, Q q
s7˝anaq, Qrg c7îqanaq, Xk c7î˝anaX, ET Z7a4yna4k, {LQ} c7a4na4k 'elbow', SY
c7ikenek, MQp [CC] c7î˝anaq, VTt {∂Rl.} s7!¥˝anaq 'elbow, door -hook ,
hinge (of a door)', Tbl c7¥˝anaq 'elbow, door-hinge', bf.: ET ∆ c7oqa
'elbow'; [2] *çaykæan-çak/-çîk 'elbow'  >  Alt c1aNc1aq, Tlt {Vrb.} c1aaNc1aq,
QrB c7înac7îq, Qq s7întaq id., Qzq s7întaq 'elbow, ell', s7întaq su4ek ' funny-
bone' (Ï Uz ∆ c7întaq id.) ¶ TL 249-5O, ADb. SR 169-71, Rs. W 9 6 ,
1O7, Rl. III 1833, 1851, 2O63, IV 262, 938, BT 174, B DK 265, BIG 2O5,
325; ≈  ADb. TMCT (•÷  Osm {Rs.} c7a4kin 'shoulder [near the neck]' a n d
Chg {Rs.} c7ikin 'Nacken, Schulter', belonging to N *c7777ikË 'base of l imbs
[shoulder, hip]' [q.v.])  Tg *çaka  'forearm' >  Nn Nh c7aXa%, Nn B caXa(n-
)  'ell (forearm as a unit of length)', ?? Ewk çakça  'calves of legs' ¶  STM II
378, 38O, ADb. TMCT 119 ¶¶ ADb. SR-D 447 (pT *c7ajkan ' e lbow') ,
458 (pT *c7aka 'forearm') ¶¶ But T *ço4k- v. 'kneel' does not belong
here (w N *c6666 ' '''oK÷É 'to sink to a kneeling\squatting\lying position') ˚
Blz. KM #3 (K, C •÷ A [T *ço4k-]) ˚  Altaic *y is likely to suggest N *l!!!!.
The transformation of a N lateral cns. into K *r  needs investigating.
356. *c@@@@ ' '''{Å}ÂV (= *c1111 ' ''' {Å}ÂV?) 'to cross', 'across, over' (d i rect ion) ,
'through' >  K : GZ *c'ar- {Schm.} 'durch-, vorüber', {K, Chx.} 'down, away,
off' > OG c'ar-, G c'ar- ≠ c'a- id. (ı  Zan c'a-), Mg. Lz c'o- id. ¶ K2 292-3 ,
Schm. 154, Chx. 2O97 || IE: NaIE *(s)ker(-s)- 'across, through' >  Gk
]eg-ka1rsioß 'athwart, oblique', ]epi-ka1rsioß 'athwart, crosswise' »» BSl
*(s)kersa- >  Pru kirscha, kirschan, kerscha, kerschan ' over ,
more than', Ltv s7k>e2~rs, s7k>e2~rsam 'quer', Lt skerﬁsas, Ltv s7k>e2rss
'transversal, cross', Lt skersiai  'across' » Sl *c7ers¥ 'over' (d i rect ion) ,
'through' (≠ *c7erz¥ with voicing on the analogy of some o t h e r
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prepositions) >  RChS, SrChS hr8s5 c7resË ≠ hr8z5 c7rezË, R
≤¢erez, Blg ¢rez, SCr c7reŸz, Slv c7re5•z ≠ c7re~z, Slk cez, ∆ c7ez
'over' (direction), 'through' ¶ P 949-5O (•(s)kert-(s-) with a n
unjustified *-t-  [based on the arbitrary conjecture connecting this s t e m
with *(s)kert- 'to cut']), F I 637, ME IV 35-6, Frn. 8O2-3, En. 193-4, Vs.
IV 338, ESSJ IV 76-7, ESlSJ-SGZ I 49-52 || HS: Eg fP Z¿y v. 'cross, fe r ry
(so. across water)' ¶ EG V 511-3, Fk. 318  S *°√c'ry >  Ar √sœry (p f .
îraCa sœara2, ip. -sœriy-) 'cut through \ asunder' ('retrancher e n
coupant') ¶ BK I 1336 ||  A : ?σ OT Og {Cl.} c7er 'the opposite of sth.' ¶ Cl.
427 ˚  IS MS 372 ('¢erez ' *c5ÿrÿ (K, IE]). K *a usually goes back to N
*a , *a 4444, or sometimes *o . In the light of the T cognate N *a 4444 (or *a ) is t o
be preferred.
357. *c'''' 1 111orV (¬  *c'''' 1 111awrV ¬ *c'''' 1 111arwV?) 'tip, top, edge' >  HS: EC: O r
{Ss.} c7'ara 'tip, top, edge', Brj c7'ar(a) 'edge, blade', c7'ari 'point, summit ,
peak; pointedness, sharpness', c7 'are- v. 'sharpen (knife)' ¶ Ss. B 46, Hd.
183 || K: GZ *c'wer- 'tip, point (Spitze)' >  G c'ver-i id., Mg c'vanZ7i ≠
c'vandi 'tip, top', OG mc5uerwal- 'summit' ¶ K 243, K2 311-2, FS K
443-4, FS E 5O1 (all of them do not distinguish this √  from K *c'we2r-
'beard' [>  G c'veri, Sv we2re ± wa4r(e) id.]), Chx. 2155 ¶¶ It is possible
that in pK the √  in question coalesced with *c'we2r- 'beard', which m a y
be helpful in explaining the unexpected *w in GZ *c'wer- 'point, tip' ||
D (in KK) *c>o2rÀ+ru ({†GS} *s+s1+Z-) 'hill, mountain' > Kui so2ru id., Ku ho2ru id.,
'rock' ¶ D #2887 || IE: NaIE *k≈ar- 'pointed, sharp', (?) ' rock ' (< N
* ûûûûqaé€r 1111V 'hard, firm' [q.v. ffd.]) > OI khara-  'sharp, hard, rough'; NPrs
"r'X Xå2rå2 'very hard stone, flint, rock', possibly NPrs r'X Xå2r ' t h o r n ,
thistle' »» Gk ka1rcaroß 'sharp-pointed, jagged' ¶ WP I 355 (*k≈ar- ' scharf ,
spitz') , M K I 3O2, Vl. I 634-5, Sg. 487, Horn 1O2 ˚ D *o2 and K *w
point to the presence of a labial element in N (N *c '''' 1 111 awrV  or *c '''' 1 111 a rwV ) .
358. *c'''' @ @@@ËrV 'narrow' >  HS: S *c'arr- 'narrow, tight (?)' >  BHb rc2 c'ar
'narrow, tight', √c'rr 'be narrow' (rc2 c'ar 'is narrow'), SmA s5ry
'narrow passage', ¿ Ak s5arir 'is narrow (?)' (s7ummu muXXas7u
s5arir  'if the top of his head is narrow' [?] [followed by Xabis7 , rapas7
'is wide']), Ar sœarr- 'serré, noué' (infl. of the verb √sœrr ' s e r re r ,
nouer'), √sœrr  Gt (pf. ?isœtœarra) 'be narrow' (of a hoof), masœru2r- ' s e r ré ,
noué; étroit, pincé'; WS *√c'rr 'tighten (by wrapping, tying up)' >  H b
√c'rr, Sr √s5rr, Ar √sœrr G  'bind, tie up', Mh/Hrs/Jb {Jo.} √s'rr ' t i e
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the foreskin before circumcision' ¶ KB 984, 99O, BK I 1325-7, BDB 8 6 4 -
5, Tal 741, Jo. M 365, Jo. J 241, Jo. H 116, CAD XIV 1O7 || IE: NaIE
(att. in Gmc) *°sk+k8er- (+exts.) 'shrink, wrinkle, shrivel; lean' (× N
*c1111ÉÂV 'small, little'?) >  NNr skraºna (<  Gmc *skraxnan) 'to shr ink
(verschrumpfen)', MLG schra2, NGr NrF schrah (both from Gmc
*skre2xa-) 'dürr, mager', ON skra1 (<  *skraho) 'thin leather', NE O r k
(π  NrGmc) skrue 'Maß von Trockenheit', Nr ∆  skranta 'become lean
(mager werden)', Nr skrinn  (<  *skrenTa-) 'dürr, mager, unf ruch tbar ' ,
MLG schra2de 'dünn, mager, kümmerlich' ¶ ≈  P 933, Vr. 5OO-1 ¶ In
the light of expernal comparisons NaIE *°sk+k•er- is likely to go back t o
earlier *sk+k•eu\r-(on the loss of IE glides that precede sonants see  AD
NGIE and NVIE) || A: NaT *°ço[:]r 'tight, dense' >  OT {Cl., MKD} c7o2r,
{DTS} c7or id. ¶ Cl. and Dnk. reconstructed an OT long vw. o2 on t h e
insufficient basis of the plene  spelling with v  in Mah >mûd al-Kas ]g ≥arî ¶ Cl.
428, MKD 95, DTS 94 || ?φ  D: [1] D (in McTm) *c>ur- >  Tm curam
'narrow and difficult path', Ml curam 'difficult road'; [2] D *c>ur- ≠
*c>⁄ur- 'shrink, wrinkle, contract' (× N *c6666 ' '''VP3333ÂV 'to twist, to plait' × N
*c '''' @ @@@ { u 6 666 }9rV 'to be small, to diminish', q.v. ffd.).
359. *c''''áGrV 'be in pain, feel hurt, resent' >  K *c`'ûqar-/*c'`ûqr- ' t a k e
offence (at), be angry (with)' (“  *'resent') >  Mg (n)c7'ûqor- id., OG, G
c' ûqer-/c' ûqr- id. (Chx.: 'ärgerlich\böse sein'), Sv {Fn.} c7' ûqr- (msd. li-c7'ûqr-un-
a4l) 'sich sträuben, sich widersetzen', {K2} v. 'bristle' ¶¶ FS E 533, K 2 5 3 ,
K2 318, FS K 469-7O, Mach. XS 266ff. (on *a in this √ ), Zhgh. ChMP ( o n
the prothetic n- before the dental\lingual cnss. in Zan), Chx. 2 2 2 2 ,
2227, DCh. 17OO, Q 395, Fn. KW-4 37 || HS: WS *√c'˝+÷r 'be in pain,
suffer, grief' >  MHb ro2c2 ≤c5a÷ar 'pain, grief, trouble', JA ro2c2 ≤c5a÷ar
/ em. ar!o9c2 c5a÷â≤r-a2 id., JEA {Sl.} ar!o9c2 c5a÷â≤r-a2 'trouble, distress,
pain', SmA s5÷r, s5÷rh 'distress', Md s5aiarta 'pain, grief', Gz √s'÷r
(js. -s'÷ar) 'be in pain, suffer', ç)R s5a2÷r [s'a÷r] n. 'anguish, t o rmen t ,
pain' ¶ Lv. IV 2O9, Js. 1294-5, Tal 74O, L G 544  ??φ Ch: WCh {Stl.}
*Z6uwar {AD} 'pain, anger' >  Ngz {Sch.} z6È~ra! 'internal bodily ache \pa in ,
being in pain, being warlike\belligerent' » Ang {Flk.} do4∏r, du4∏r 'anger' »
My {Sk.} z6uwar, Kry {Sk.} s6iw‰r 'be angry' » Fy {J} d'o2@r 'Ärger, Unwillen'
¶ Stl. ZCh 2O4-5 [#552], Sch. DN 46, J R 83, Sk. NB 1O || U: FU *c1a4rke-
v. 'ache, pain' >  F sa4rke- id. (ı  Lp N {N} sAr…ga6- / -A2rg- v. ' ache ,
be painful'), Vp sa4rge-, s1a4rg1e- v. 'ache, pain' » ? Lp: N c7e2rgiidi- 'go t o
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sleep' (of limbs), L {LLO} tjierækijtit id., 'become numb' (of l imbs),
U {Schl.} tja4r…ka 'scharfes Prickeln in eingeschlafenen Gliedern', Pa
{TI} c7 !e'"a4Ær2g2ò¥- v. 'ache (of a wound)' »» ObU {Ht.} *c1a4∏r´˝- >  pVg *c1a4∏r´G-
> Vg: Ss s1a2r´G- v. 'ache, pain', UL/SS s1a2rG-, UL/Ss T c1a4rk-, LK/MK s1O4∏rG-,
P/NV/LL s1arr- v. 'deplore'; pOs {Ht.} *c1a4r´˝- ≠ c1O4r´˝- v. 'ache, pain' >
Os Ty çer´G-, K ça$r´y-, Nz s1ar´y-, Kz s1ariÆ- id. » OHg se1r 'be h u r t
(verletzt werden), ache', Hg se1rt- v. 'injure, damage, harm, hurt', ∆
se1re1s 'pain, ache, illness' ¶ FU *-ke may be due to contamination with
FP *s1a4rke- 'break, split' ¶ MF 551-2, Ht. #86, LLO 1161, TI 653, EWU
1322, ≈  UEW 32-3 (does not distinguish between this √  and FP *s1a4rke-
'break, split' <  U *s6a4rke- <  N *s6666a 4 444ÂK''''e 6 666 '≈ break, split, cut') || A: NaT
*çer '≈ illness' >  Qzq {Rl.} s7er 'langjährige, alte Krankheit', Qqz {MM},
Qq s7er 'grief', Nog s7er 'illness', Qrg {Jud.} c7er 'tumour', Shor {Rl.} s7a4r
'Schwindsucht', ? Chg {Rl.} c7ir (= c7er?) 'Pickel, Geschwür', VTt ¢ir
s7!ir 'illness' (>  Chv c7ir id.), Bsh sir id., Tk c>o4r 'illness' (×  c>o4r 'devil ' ) ,
Az c7a4r-la4- 'be ill' ¶ Rs. W 1O4, Rl. III 2122 and IV 1OO4-5, Jud. 858, Jeg.
326, DTS 144, MM 395, NogR 41O, TrR 199 ˚ FU *c1a4rke- points to a N
*a 4444, while T *çer  suggests a N *e . This discrepancy still needs explaining.
36O. *c'''' @ @@@{u 6 666}9rV 'be small, diminish' >  K *°c+c`X[w]r-/ *°c+c`X[w]er- >  G
cXra-, cXer- v. 'wane' (of the moon), {DCh.} cXroma n. 'wane of t h e
moon' ¶ DCh. 161O, Chx. 2O44 || HS: S *√c'˝r G v. 'be small' >  BHb
√c'÷r G 'klein\gering sein\werden', Ak √s6Xr G (inf. s5eXe2ru ≠
s5aXa2ru) 'become small\few\young', ? Sr √s'÷r  (pf. s'´÷ar) 'beschimpft
werden'; S *c'a˝ïr- 'little, young' >  BHb c'a2≤÷ïr 'jung, klein, gering', PH,
PUN s5÷r 'small', Ug s5Gr 'small, young', SmA s5÷yr 'young', Sr s5´≤÷°r /
s5´÷°≤r-a2 'despised, vile', Sb s5Gr 'little', Ak s5eXru ≠ s5aXru ' small ,
few, young' ¶ BK 69O, KB 974-7, HJ 971-2, A #234O, OLS 415, Grd. UT
#2182, Tal 739, JPS 482, CAD XIII 12O-4, Sd. 1O87-9 || D *c>⁄ur- ≠ *c>ur-
'shrink, lessen' (× N *c '''' @ @@@ËrV 'narrow' × N *c6666 ' '''VP3333ÂV 'to twist, to plait') >
Tm curun$ku 'shrink, lessen, be reduced', Ml curun$n$uka v.
'shrivel, shrink, decrease', curukkam 'contraction, shortness', Kt
c>urk- 'make small, draw up (legs, fingers), shrink', Td tu;r`- vi. ' shr ink ' ,
Kn surku, Tu surun5t5u-, surut5u- v. 'contract, shrivel, shrink', Tl
suru2gu v. 'shrink', Prj c>urk- v. 'shrivel', ?? Krx {Hahn} cog5re2 ' p e r s o n
with sunken cheeks'; cp. Brh kurring, kurre2nging v. 'shrink f rom,
contract' ¶¶ D #2687, DED #2213, Em. DS 365 ¶¶ D The initial *c>⁄- (>
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Brh k-) is likely to reflect N *c6666 ' '''- in *c6666 ' '''VP3333ÂV, while Krx cog5re2 (if i t
belongs here) reflects N *c1111 ' ''' ++++c ' '''- of *c '''' @ @@@ {u 6 666 }9rV  and\or *c '''' @ @@@ËrV .
361.*c'''' @ @@@a 4 444{h}u4444 ++++urV 'circle; to twist' > HS: CS *-c'u2r- ≠ *√c'rr v. 'twist, t i e
around' (a merger with several homoionymous roots) >  Hb rvc√c'wr
(ip. -c'u2r, imv. ruc c'u2r) {GB} 'zusammenschnüren', {KBR} 'tie up (in a
bag), bind (money in one’s hand)' (sc. 'carry money wrapped up in t h e
hand'), MHb {Js.} rvc √c'wr G  v. 'tie around, wrap', JA {Js.} rvc
√c'wr G  v. 'tie around', JEA {Sl.} √c'wr G  v. 'besiege', Md √s5wr G,
√s5rr G v. 'surround, hem in, tie in', Ar rwc√sœrr  G  'tie up (a purse ) ,
tie up with a lace (the udder of a female camel)' ¶ KB 951-2, 99O, KBR
1O15, GB 678-9, Js. 127O-1, Sl. 956, DM 391, BK I 1325-6 || ? K: G c're
' c i rcle '  (unless DCh. is right in claiming that the word is a loan f r o m
Arm, but to my mind the resemblance of the G word with Arm c®em
cr2em v. 'bend, bow', cran- cRan- v. 'become round', or crabolor
cRaboloR 'circle' is not close enough to suppose a borrowing, because
there is no Arm word  able to be the source of G c're) ¶ KEGL VIII 1 1 6 8 -
9, Chx. 2194, DCh. 1693, NCh. 454, Xud. I 548-9, Bedr. 316 || U: FP
*c1{a4yË}rV 'circle, spindle '  >  Es so%o%r s´⁄:r1 'circle', {W} so%o%r s´⁄:r1 ≠
tso%o%r ts´⁄:r1 'Kreis, Umkreis, runde Scheibe' » Prm *c1a4rs 'spindle, axle '
>  Z c1‰rs, Yz c1o$rs, Vt c1ers id., Vt c1ersÈnÈ v. 'spin' ¶  LG 311, Lt. 157, W
EDW 1O8O, 12O8 || A: NaT *ça4+ebu4r- v. 'twist' (<  **ça4+ewu4r-) >  OT {Cl.},
XwT c7a4vu4r-, Chg c7ewu4r- v. 'twist, turn (sth.)', Osm {Rh.}, Az c7evir- v.
'turn, turn round', Osm {Rh.} ‰rv* c7evre 'circumference, circuit ' , Az
c7evra4 'circle', Brb {Tm.} c7u4ra4 'around' ('vokrug , krugom '), {Rl., Tm.}
cu4 ∏r- vi. 'turn round' ¶ Cl. 398, Rh. 735, 741, Hüs. 342, Tm. 243, 247, Rl.
IV 213 ˚ FU *-y- and Pre-T **-w- developped in hiatus. The only N l r .
that can disappear in intervoc. position both in S and in K is *-h- .
362. *c''''ËyrV 'rot, stink, be spoiled\bitter' > HS: S *°c'Vr[V]y- >  Ar
sœiry- ≠ sœary- 'stagnated water with spoiled taste' ('aqua diu res tagnans
ut sapor corruptus sit'), sœary- 'depravatum saporem habens' ¶ Fr. II 4 9 6
|| K : GZ *c` 'ar- v. 'be bitter', d. *m-c` 'ar-e 'bitter' > OG, G m-c'ar-e ' b i t t e r ' ,
Mg gito-c7'or-ap-a- {FS, K2 131} 'remove the bitter taste', {K2 3O7} ' ca lm
down, cool down' ¶ FS K 458-9, Abul. 3O9, ≈ K2 131 (*m-c`'ar-e ' b i t t e r ' ) ,
3O7 (*c`'ar- v. 'anger; irritate') || IE *(s)k8er-(d≈-) 'cacare; dung,
excrements' (×  N *c@@@@{a 4 444}r 1 111V 'dirt, dung, excrement, rubbish; defeca te '
[q.v. ffd.]) || U: FU *c1{uy}rV 'bitter, spoiled, rotten' >  pPrm *c1u$r- >  Vt
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¢yrs c1Èrs 'sour', c1Èrsa- v. 'turn sour, be fermented', Z ¢ir- c1ir- v.
'turn rancid\bitter\tainted, turn sour' »» pObU {Ht.} *c1a"r- >  pVg {Ht.}
*c1a"r- v. 'turn bitter' (of fish) >  Vg: P s1a"r-, NV/SV/LL s1ar-/s1ar, UL/Ss
s1or- id.; pOs {Ht.} *c1a"r-, {Hl.} *c1ÈÆr- v. 'turn tainted\bad' (of fish a n d
meat) >  Os: V/Vy/Ty/D ça"r-, Nz/Kz s1o"r-, O s1a"r- ¶ LG 3O7, Ht. #82 || A
*c>æu4yri- or *c>æu4∏ri- v. 'stink, be rotten' >  T *çu4∏ri- or *çu4yri- id. >  T k m
c7u4yre-, Tk c>u4ru4-, Az c7u4ru4-, Chg, ET Tr {Rs.} c7u4ri- 'verfaulen, verros ten ' ,
Qmq, ET {BN}, Uz, Qrg, Qmn {B}, Tlt {Rl.} c7iri-, Qzq, Qq, Nog s7ir(i)-,
StAlt ¢iri- c1iri-, Tki {Rl. “ Shaw} -vry8 c7iru4-, VTt ¢ere- s7!ÁrÁ-
(inf. ¢er¥ s7 !Áru4), Bsh sere- sÁrÁ-, Qzq w¡r¡- s7iÆriÆ- (inf. s7iÆru4), Qq,
Nog s7iri-, Chv ße€r- s1Ár-, ∆  s1Áºr- vi. 'rot', ? ET ∆  {Jr.} c7o4ru4- ≠ c7u$ru$-
'become worn, decayed, rotten'; Ï *cu4∏ri-k 'rotten' >  Tkm c7uyrek, Tk
c>u4ru4k, Tbl, Tlt {Rl.}, ET, Qrg, Qmn, Tb c7irik, SbTt Tö, Brb cîrîk, StAlt
c1irik id., VTt ¢erek s7!ÁrÁk id., n. 'rot, dust of rotten wood', Bsh
serek sÁrÁk, Nog s7irik n. 'rot, rotten stuff' ¶ Rs. W 121, Md. 64, 1 6 3 ,
TkR 74O, Tum. 245, TatR 634, Rl. III 2124-6, 2194, BN 32, Nj. 4O8, J r .
77, Jud. 863, B DK 268, B DChT 165, Jeg. 211-2, Fed. II 111-2  Tg
*çi3ri3- v. 'stink, be fetid' > Ewk çiri- id., Nn B c7IrIftala- v. 'be fetid', Ewk
çiripçu adj. 'stinking' ¶ STM II 399  pKo *c>iri- v. 'be foul, emit a foul
odour' >  NKo c>iri- ¶ S QK #722, MLC 1531 ¶¶ DQA ##3O1 (*c>æi~re
'stink, be rotten' >  Tg, Ko + unc. M *c>er 'phlegm, tumour' and T *çer
'bodily heaviness') ˚ K *a  is likely to suggest that the pN labialized vw.
was *o (N *c ''''oyrV).
363. *c''''{e}r[a]÷V '∈ (stinging?) insect' >  HS: CS *c'ar[V]÷+˝- '∈ stinging
insect (wasp or sim.)' >  BHb eo1r^c5 c'ir≤÷a2 'hornet' or 'wasp' (?), SmH
≤sœaƒraƒ id., SmA atirc c5ryt? id. (unless the original meaning is
'leprosy', as in JPA B eorc  c5r÷h - w  Sl. P 47O-1) ¶ GB 695, KB 989, Tal
T I 32O (SmA atirc in Ex. 23.28 and Deut. 7.2O) || K *mc`'er- 'fly,
insect' >  OG mc'er-: Za˝lis mc'eri = LXX kyno1myia 'dog-fly', G mc'er-
'insect', † 'fly', Mg c7 'anZ7-≠c7 'and-, Lz mc7'aZ7-, Sv UB/L me2r, Sv Ln mer 'fly';
Zan ı Arm 4an4etn c7anc7etn 'fly, flies' ¶¶ K 141, K2 131, DCh.
93O, Chx. 878, Q 386, TK 57O, GP 217 || ?φ  A *c>æar- + sxs. ({SDM97}
*c>æarc>æu) '∈ insect (locust, dragon-fly)' >  M *c>arc>a >  WrM carca,
carca9a(i), carcaqai, HlM carcaaxaj 'locust, grasshopper ' ,
{Luv.} carcaa 'locust', WrM damZi9ur carcaqai 'dragon-fly', Kl
{Rm.} carca, carca2, carca2Xa4∏ 'grasshopper, locust', Dgr c7a2rc7a2n ' locust ' ,
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Mnr H {SM} c7æi\arZ7òi\a9ò 'sauterelle, cigale' ¶ MED 165, Luv. 6O5, KW 4 2 2 ,
T DgJ 18O, SM 443  NaT *sarînçga 'locust' (×  *sarîg 'yellow'?) >  OT
[MhK] sarîc7˝a, MQp [AH] sarînc7qa, sarînc7qan, Qb {Rl.} sarîsqa ' locust ' ,
Sg {BIG} sarîsXa 'grasshopper', Xk sarîsXa 'kobylka  (grasshopper ,
locust)'; T ı  R saran≤¢a 'locust' ¶ Cl. 845-6, Rs. W 4O4, TL 187, Rl.
IV 325-6, BIG 183  Tg: WrMc cacaraqu '∈ locust' ¶ STM II 486 
??φ pJ {S} *sunsu-musi (*musi 'insect') >  OJ suZumusi, J T suZumus1i
'∈ cricket' (×  N i  ≈  *Z7777Ën2222{c 1 111 ' '''}Ë 'ant, stinging insect' [q.v.])  pKo {S}
*c>Ä~nc>a!ri! >  MKo *c>Ä~nc>a!ri!, NKo c>amc>ari 'dragon-fly' (×  N i  ≈  *Z7777Ën2222{c 1 111 ' '''}Ë
'⇑ '?) ¶ S QK #293, Nam 416, MLC 1396 ¶¶ SDM97 s.v. *c7æarc7æu  ' locust ,
dragon-fly'; KW 422 (M, T) || D *c>e2rÀ- ({†GS} *c+c1- ≠ *Z+Z1-) '∈  insect' >
Kn jar3i 'centipede, scolopendra', Ml ce2rat5t5a ≠ te2rat5t5a, Tu
te1ran5t5A ± ce2rat5e ≠ s1e2ra(n5)t5e 2 'centipede, millipede', Tl jer3i,
jer3r3i, Prj Z>erri ± cer3r3i, Gnd Z>er ± Z>erru, Knd serÀi 'centipede' ¶¶ D
#2797 ˚  D *-rÀ- (the reg. reflex of the N intervoc. *-r- ) suggests early
loss of N *÷  or the presence of a vw. between N *r  and *÷ . The length o f
the D *e2 reflexes the lost lr. On the ev. of D the N etymon is likely t o
have had a front vw. (*e ), while A *a may be explained by regr. as. ,
possibly N *c''''era÷V > **c>æara-.
364. *c''''irya6666 'to scratch\chisel, to shape (an object), to fashion' >  K
*c' `er- 'scratch; depict' >  OG c'er- v. 'write', 'produce an image' (Z7uaris
dac5era 'made a sign of cross', sc. 'cross oneself'), G c'er- 'depic t ,
write' (Z7varis dac'era v. 'cross oneself', lit. 'depict a cross'), G Kzq
c'erva-  'make paintings on windows\doors', G M ga-c'era- 'depict a l ine' ,
Mg c7'ar-, Lz (n)c7'ar-, Sv yr- / r- / e2r- (msd. UB li-yr-i) 'write'; FS adduces
here OG, G c'ert'- v. 'prick (stechen)', c'ert'-il-i 'point', which is doubtfu l
(because of the unexplained -t'-) ¶¶ K 249-5O, K2 3O9, FS K 461, FS E
521-2 (+ err. K *mc`'er- 'fly, insect', w N *c''''{e}r[a]÷V '∈ [stinging?]
insect'), Chik. 4O7, GP 163, Chx. 2142 ||  HS : CS *c'u2r-/*c'ïr- v. ' fashion,
shape' > BHb √c'wr G  (pf. c. rc2I!v@way≤ya2-c'ar) 'fashion, delineate', JEA
{Sl.} √c'wr G  'fashion, draw, form', Plm √s5wr v. 'paint', Sr √s'wr
(pf. s5a2r) 'form, fashion, paint'; D : Ar √sœwr v. D  'shape out (a th . ) ,
paint, picture', MHb/JA √c'yr  D  id.; CS *c'u2r-at- 'drawing, form' >  BHb
er!uc c'u2≤ra2 'form, fashion', ChrPA æ®∑ç s5wr?, Plm s5wrh 'Bild', Sr
s5u2r≤-t-a2 'form, image, statue', Ar ÉravCu sœu2r-at- 'shape, exter ior
appearance, picture' ¶ KB 954, Sl. 956, JPS 476-7, BK I 1383-4 || A: T
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*çir1- ≠ *çîr1- v. 'scratch, draw a line' >  OT U ≥ VIII {Cl.} c7îz, {Gbn., DTS}
c7iz- id., Osm {Bu.} ˚Mz*i c7iz-ma4k ≠ œMz*i c7îz-maq 'to draw a line, t o
mark a boundary path', {Rh.} ˚Mz*i c7iz-mek 'to draw (a line, m a r k ,
scratch), sketch, delineate', Tk c>iz-, Ggz c7iz-, Qrg sîz-, Qrg S c7îz- v.
'draw a line, mark', Az ¢izi c7iz-g1i 'line, stroke (liniå , wtrix )',
Tkm ¢yz- c7îÎ- 'draw a line, draw (¢ertit∆ ), scratch' ¶ Cl. 432, Rs. W
112, DTS 147, Bu. I 476, Rh. 72O, Hüs. 345, TkR 743, Jus. 675, 883, Rl.
III 2148-9  Tg *°çi'rçï'- > Ewk çirçï- (3s çirçï-r‰n) 'scratch off (skin o n
the face)' ¶ STM II 4OO, Vas. 522 ¶¶ ≠ DQA ##322 (A  *c>æire ' c u t ,
scrape': Tg + unc. T *çÉrt- 'cut') ||  D  *c>ïran`- ({†GS} *c+c1-) 'small chisel '
(× N *c 7777 ' '''VÂV  'flintstone, knife'?) > Kn c°ran5a, c°rn5a, j°rn5a 'a small
chisel, esp. used in cutting metals', Tl c°ran5amu  'a small chisel' ¶¶ D
#2627 .
365. € *c'''' 2 222a 6 666Â[i]pV (≠  *-b-?) 'scratch\chisel, hew, cut' >  IE: NaIE
*skerb-/*skreb- (≠ *-p-), *skrei\b/p- 'scratch, scrape' > AS sc1eorpan
'to scratch, to gnaw', OHG scarbo2n 'to cut', scarpf 'sharp', MHG
scharf adj. 'cutting', NHG scharf, AS sc1earp 'sharp', NE sharp;
AS sc1eorf 'Einschnitt', OHG scurfen 'aufschneiden', NHG
schu4rfen  'leicht abkratzen', 'to dig (for sth.)'; MHG schreffen, AS
sc1repan 'scratch'; NE scrape »» BSl: Lt skrebe$!ti˜ 'to scrape', Ltv
skra2pe2t 'to scratch, to scrape', skrabt (1s prs. skrabu) id., ' t o
scoop, to hollow out', s7k>irﬁba 'chink, split, gap', Ltv ∆ skrI2pa2^t
'einritzen, kratzen ' » Sl *skreb- (inf. *skresti) > ChS oskreb0 o-
skreb-o< 'I scrape off', R skreb-u (inf. skresti), Uk skreb-u
(inf. skrebti), Sln s7kre5!bljem (inf. s7kre!bati) v. 'scrape', Slk
{Ma.} inf. s7kret& 'to scrape'; d. (iter.): Cz s7krabati 'to scratch, t o
scrape', Slk s7rabat& id., P skrobac1 'to scrape, to scrub, to erase' »» L
scr°b-o2, -e"re 'write' »» Clt: OIr scrI1p- ({Vn.}: -p- = [b]) 'scratch', NIr
scrI1obaim 'scrape, rub the surface, scratch', Brtt {∂RE} *skrebami
' scra tch '  >  W scrapo, Crn scravynyas 'to scratch, Br skaran% ' t o
scratch, to rub' »» Gk skari2fa1omai, skari2fe1v 'die Oberfläche eines
Körpers aufritzen', 'scratch an outline' ¶ P 943-7 (unj. adduction o f
homo-\paro-nymous words of different origin), ≈ Frn. 815, Kar. II 2O3,
355, F II 72O, WH II 499-5OO, Vn. S  55, RE 126, Ho. 274-6, 282, Kb.
869, KM 635-6, 684,  Vs. III 656, Ma. CS 5O, Srz. II 73O || HS: WS
*√c'rb > Gz √s'rb G  (js. y´s'r´b) 'hew, do carpentry', Sb s5rbt ' ( ? )
cutting of a road' , ?σ s5rb n. 'harvest', Mh {Jo.} m‰s'ra2b, Jb C {Jo.}
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m‰s'≤rEb 'saw-edged knife used to cut grass', Sq {L} √s'rb G , Ar ırc
√sœrb G  v. 'cut', BHb tb3r#c1 c'a2≤rEb3Et3 'scab, scar (of a sore)' (× H b
√s'rb 'burn, scorch' < CS *√s6 'rb 'kindle'?) ¶ L G 56, BK I 1327, Hv. 3 9 3 ,
Ln. 1674, KB 985-6, BDB 863, BGMR 144, Jo. M 365, Jo. J 241.
366. ? *c'''' 1 111or 1 111V (or *c ''''or 1111V?) to drip, to trickle' >  HS: S *°{c'}rr > Ak fOB
√s5rr G  (p. is5rur) 'flow, drip', 'libate, pour out' ¶ Sd. 1O84-5, CAD
XVI 1O5-6 || K *c'ur- 'squeeze out, strain' (×  N *c'''' 1 111Ë÷r1111V 'squeeze o u t
[liquid], strain, sift' [q.v. ffd.]) || U {UEW} *c1orV 'leak, flow, drip' (×  N
*c1111oé€[V]rV 'to drip, to leak, to flow; drops' [q.v.]) || D *c>o2r`- ({†GS}
*c+s-?) 'trickle, pour, flow down' (× N *Z@@@@u 6 666r 1 111{u 6 666} 'to stream') >  Prj c>o2r`- v.
'trickle', Png ho2r`- v. 'drip'; cp. also N *c1111oé€[V]rV '⇑ ' (q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ D
##2883, 2893 ||  A *c>Ër- 'pour, stream' (×  N *c1111oé€[V]rV '⇑ ') > M: Ba
c7ur- vi. 'pour' (of tears) ¶ T BJ 151  Tg *çor- 'stream', 'run' (of wa te r )
>  Ul c7orZ7u3- id. ('struit∆så '), 'flow down', ?φ Nn B caoqa 'rivulet ( i n
the mountains)', WrMc adj. i cor seme 'welling out, spouting' ¶ STM
II 4O9 ˚ Doubtful, because the etymon has an uncontaminated reflex
in Ak only. Due to the loss of the opposition "emphatic ↔  plain
voiceless" in U and D and the loss of the lr. *÷  in K it was doomed t o
coalesce with paronymous N words of a similar meaning.
367. € *c'''' 1 111Ë÷r1111V 'squeeze out (liquid), strain, sift' >  K *c'ur- ' squeeze
out, press; strain', {K2} 'flow out' (× N ? *c'''' 1 111or1 111V 'to drip, to t r ickle '
[q.v.]) >  OG c'ur- 'squeeze out' (gamo-w-c'ur-e sasumelsa s7ina 'I p ressed
[the grapes] into the cup'- Gen. 4O.11), G c'ur- 'squeeze out (juice, e tc . ) ,
strain', Mg c'ur- / c'ir- (≠ c'‰r-), Lz (n)c'or-/(n)c'ir- {FS} id., Sv nc'ur- /
nc'‰r- 'strain, drain off (a vessel)', ?σ Mg c'ur- {K} 'fall, sink' ¶¶ K 2 4 6 ,
Fn. KW-4 #66, FS K 451-2, FS E 511, Chx. 2199-2OO, Q 382 || HS: Eg G
Z÷r  'sieve' ¶ EG V 541.
368. (€?) *c ''''otV 'drop' > K  (GZ or pK) *c`'wet- n. 'drop' >  OG c5uet-,
G c'vet-, Mg c7wet- ≠ c7wat- id., Lz d. o-c7'ot-u-a {FS} 'Tropfstelle', o-
c7'wet-el-a ≠ o-c7'ot-ur-a 'place for litter in the yard'; GZ *c`'wet-/*c`'wt- v.
'drip, drop' > OG c'wet-/c'wt-, G c'vet-, Mg c7'wat- id.; ?? Sv {K} wed- n.
'drop, dew', adduced in K 25O, is considered very problematic in K2 ¶ ¶
K 25O, K2 31O-1, FS K 462, FS E 524, Chx. 2152-3, Abul. 551 || D *c>otßtß˛
({†GS} *s-) n. 'drop', *c>otßtß- v. 'fall in drops' >  Tm cot5t5u, Kt c>otß, Td
swîtß, Kn tot5t5u, Brh c>utß 'a drop'; Tm cot5t5u, Td swîtß- 'fall in d rops ' ,
Kt c>otß-, Mlt c>ate id., leak', Brh c>uttiN v. 'drip' ¶¶ D #2835 || HS: S
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?σ,φ *°{s}a≤day- 'dew' >  Ar îdAsa sada2 'night dew', √sdy (pf. sadiya)
'copiosum habet rorem (terra)' ¶ Ln. 1335-6, Fr. II 3O2 ¶¶ S *s (= *[c])
is from a deglottalized *c'. S -d- (for -t-) still needs explaining.
369. *c@@@@ ' '''{u 4 444}tV (or *c@@@@ ' '''{u 4 444}t ' '''V?) 'throw, fling, pour' >  K o  *°-c'+c'i`t'- >  G -
c'it'- 'zwischen den Zähnen ausspucken' ¶ Chx. 2176 || IE: NaIE
*(s)keu\d-/*(s)kud- 'throw, cast', {EI} *(s)keu\d- >  pAl {O} *skeu\da >  Al T
hedh- (aor. hodha), Al G {Mn.} hudh v. {AlbED} 'throw', {Mn.} 'fl ing'
(= Al G {Kf.} hudh, hudhi 'ri1ptv') »» ON skjo1ta, AS sc1e1otan ' t o
shoot, to throw', OHG scioÔan 'to shoot (arrows), to throw', NHG
schieSen, MDt scieten, Dt schieten, OSx skiotan 'to shoo t ' ,
NE shoot »» Sl *ki _¡da-ti / pfv. *ki _¡(d)-noß-ti 'to throw' > ChS {Mikl.}, OR
k7dati kûdati 'to throw', OCS isk7dati is-kûdati 'to t h r o w
away', R ki≤dat∆ (pfv. kinut∆), Uk kidati 'to throw, to cast, t o
fling', Cz kydati 'to throw, to throw away', SCr kiŸdati id., 'to c lean
the cattle-shed', ki Ÿnuti 'to throw, to cast', Slv ki!dati, Slk kydat&
(pfv. kydnut&), P kidac1 'to throw', HLs kidac1, LLs kidas1 'to p o u r
out, to shake out' ¶ WP II 554, P 955-6, EI 581, ≈ Mn. 116O-1
(unconvincingly adduces OI co2dati v. 'incites, animates', Lt skudru~s
'quick'), Kf. 135, 138, O 143-4, Vr. 496, Ho. 276, Ho. S 66, OsS 797-8 ,
Schz. 257, Kb. 885, KM 647-8, Vs. II 23O, ESSJ XIII 252-4, Glh. 316-7 ||
HS: Eg fP sty 'throw (out\away), pour, shoot (arrow)' (× N *s2222idV
'sprinkle, pour' and possibly Eg sty 'lay' < N *{s7777}a 4 444tV 'sit, sit down ' ,
accounting for the unexpected s-) ¶ EG IV 328-9, Fk. 252   ?φ  WS *-
s+s7u2t'- v. 'pour, spill' > Gz -su2t'- (pf. so2t'a, js. y´-su2t') id., ? Ar sawtœ- ' p lace
where water collects', {BK} 'mare d’eau stagnante; le superflu d’eau
d’un vivier qui déborde'; here some scholars adduce dubious Sb and H b
forms (h. l.) that are semantically interpeted on the basis of this et. ( a
vicious circle!): Sb tiSa ?s7yt5 ({BGMR} 'rainwater cisterns' [?]) and H b
y&S†s7o2t' in the phrase ≤s7o2t' s7o2≤t'e2p3 (interpreted by some as ' f l ießender
Flut', w discussion in GB 814); if the Hb and Sb parallels are c o r r e c t
(which is highly qu.), the S √  is to be reconstructed as *√s7wt';
otherwise both *√swt'  and *√s7wt' are possible ¶ L G 521, BGMR 13O,
BK I 1164 || A: M *c>it+dqu- 'pour (schütten, gießen)' >  MM [MA] c7itqu-
'schütten', WrM çidqu-, HlM cutga- v. 'pour, pour into, smelt, cas t ' ,
WrO cudXu- 'pour in, flow into', Kl {KRS} cutx- cutX¥- v. ' c a s t
(metal, glass); drive out (a gopher from its burrow by pouring water i n
it)', {Rm.} cutXa-Xa 'gießen, in Formen gießen; sich ergießen' ,
'ausfließen' (ein Fluß) ¶ Pp. MA 135, MED 177, Krg. 649, KRS 642, KW
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434 ˚ The de-emphatization and desaffricatization of the initial N *c'''' ++++c 1 111 ' '''
in HS is a typical process. In K the glottalization of the stem-final cns., if
not original, may be due to the ass. infl. of the N initial *c'''' ++++c ` ``` ' '''. The S √
with its final *t' belongs here only if the glottalized *t' is original. In th is
latter case the IE tenuis *-d- is hard to explain. The causes o f
delabialization of *u 4444 in M (whence M *i) need investigating.    
37O. *c''''ÅÓtV ¬ *c''''ÅÓdV (= *c''''Å÷++++HtV ¬ *c''''Å÷++++HdV?) 'red' >  K: GZ
*c`'it- 'be(come) red' >  OG, G c'it- id. (OG, G c'it-s 'is red'), Mg c7'it-
'become red'; Ï GZ *c`'it-el- red' >  OG, G c'itel-, Mg c7'ita-, Lz (m)c7'ita
id. ¶ K 251, K2 313, FS E 526, Chx. 2162-3, Q 388-9 || HS: ¿ S *°√s÷+Hd
>  Ak {Sd.} se2d-um 'red' ¶ Sd. 1O34; CAD XIII 2O6 considers t h e
meaning of this word uncertain  C: SC {E} *c'e!d- 'red' >  Brn {Wh.} c7'e2de,
Irq/Grw {Wh.} c'e2!re, Alg {Wh.} c'e2re 'blood', ?? SC ı Mb m-se!re ' r e d ( -
brown) cow' »» ?φ  Dhl {EEN, To.} c'i!rara?e 'red' ¶ Wh. IC 22, E SC 179, E
PC #171, EEN 17, To. D 149 ¶ Ehret reconstructs the pSC meaning ' r e d '
on the ev. of Mb and Dhl (which he considers as belonging to SC) ¶¶ ≈
Tk. PAA (pHS *cayd- red', SC *ce2d- id.) || D *c>a2t- ({†GS} *Z+Z1-) ' r e d
colour' >  Kn ja2ju ≠ ja2du id., 'colour of red ochre', Tl ja2ju ≠ ja2du
'redness' ¶¶ D #2437 ¶¶ D *-t- is likely to go back to the N cluster *-
Ót-  (D *-t- usually goes back either to N *-t ''''- or to a *t-cluster). ˚ If
Ak se2d-um means 'red', the N etymon is *c ''''Å÷ ++++HtV   or *c ''''Å÷ ++++HdV .
371. *c'''' @ @@@oQt''''V 'dark, darkness' >  K *°c'+c`'ûqud- (dis.  from **c'+c`'ûqut'-?)
'dark' >  OG c'ûqwdiadi, c'ûqudeva 'darkness (mrak )', G c'ûqvdiadi id.,
c'ûqviadoba 'darkness (temnota )' ¶ Chik. 2OO, DCh. 17O1 || IE: NaIE
*skot- 'shade, darkness, shadow', {EI} *≤skoto-s 'shadow, shade' >  Gk
sko1toß 'darkness' »» OIr (L-gr. of apophony) sca1th 'shade, shel ter ,
shadow, reflection (in a mirror)', W ysgodigo 'être ombrageux', MW
ysgawd ≠ isgaud 'ombre, obscurité, esprit nocturne', cy-sgaud
'shadow, image', W cy-sgod, OCrn scod, MCrn scos, NCrn ske2z, MBr
squeut  'shadow', Br skeud 'shade, shadow' »» Gt skadus ' shadow' ,
Dn, Nr skodde 'fog', OHG scato (gen. scatuwes) 'shadow', NHG
Schatten id., 'shade', Dt schadow 'shadow', AS sceadu ( da t .
sceadwe) 'shade, shadow', NE shade, shadow ¶ WP II 6OO. P 9 5 7 ,
AHDI 61, EI 5O8, F II 739-4O, Vn. S  36, Ern. 646, YGM-1 151, Hm. 7 2 8 ,
Fs. 427, Skeat 552, Schz. 255, OsS 782, Kb. 87O, KM 637-8 ¶ IE *sk- f o r
the expected *skW-  has not yet been explained || U: FP *c1o2ttÉ 'black' >
Prm: pZ *c1o$t- ({LG} *c1o$¿t-) >  StZ ¢o™d c1‰d / c1‰dy-, Z ∆  c1‰d, Yz ≤c1u$d
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'bilberries' » Chr L {Ü} ¢oty€r c7ot¥r 'dark-haired person' ¶ LG 31O, Lt.
148, Ü 246.
372. *c'''' 1 111owV 'inform, make know\hear' >  K: GZ *c'aw-/*c'w- v.
'communicate, inform, announce' > OG, G sc'av- v. 'mean, designate,
inform, teach' (< 3m px. *s-  'to him\her' + *c 'aw-), Mg c'(o)- v. ' in form,
tell', Lz c'(v)- v. 'speak, tell' ¶ K2 291-2, Chik. 393-4, Fn. KW-4 54, FS K
438, FS E 494-5 || HS: CS *√c'ww (≠ *√c'wy+w?) > Ar ÉvWCu sœuww-at-
(pl. îvACu s œuwa-n) 'pierre qui indique la route; écho, retentissement d e
la voix \ d’un son', ? Hb uc2 c 'aw n. 'command, ordinance', √c'wy+w v. D
(pf. eu!c5 c 'iw≤wa2) 'command, order, lay charge upon' (×  S *√wc'y >  Ar
√wsœy G  'recommend, appoint as executor ' , Sh †[pf. îCa◊0à ?awsœa2]
'order, command') ¶ BK I 1388 and II 1551-2, KB 946-8, BDB 845-6 ||
A: M *°c>obu˝a > WrM cobu9a, cobu9u, HlM covoo 'clever, smar t ,
quickwitted, alert' (usually of children) ¶ MED 193.
373. € *c''''VXË  'be alive\healthy' >  K: GZ *c`Xow- 'live' Ï [1] GZ {K}
*c`Xo(w)n- 'save (soul)' >  OG cXown- 'save (so.), make so.\sth. whole '
(gacxovna s7en 'hath made thee whole, Mt. 9.22), cXond- ps. 'live', G
cXon- 'save (soul), be saved; live, be alive', cXovneba 'life', cXovr- v.
'live', Mg c7xon- v. 'save'; [2] GZ *c`Xow-el- 'living, animal' >  OG cXowel-
'alive, animated, animal', G cXovel- 'animal', Mg c7xo-u ≠ c7xu ≠ c7xu-u
'cow' ¶ K 232, K2 276, FS K 417-8 || HS: WS *√c'HH v. 'be alive, heal thy '
> Mh s'‰H, Jb C s'a≤Hi 'alive, awake, healthy', Hrs s'‰H 'alive, healthy', M h
s'‰HHa2t, Jb E/C s'‰≤Hat 'health', Ar √sœHH G  'be in good condition, b e
healthy', Ar sœiHHat-, Sb s5Ó, s5ÓÓ 'health, good condition' ¶ BK I 1O56,
131O-1, Jo. M 36O, Jo. J 238, Jo. H 115, BGMR 142 ˚  In K there is a
compulsory glottal as. (here deglottalization) within "harmonic" cns .
clusters (here *c`' + *X  >  *c`X).
374. € *c 7777a , dem. pronoun of distal deixis >  A: Tg *ça-, p ronominal
stem of distal deixis (×  N *c 1111É  'that' [distal or intermediate deixis]?) >
Nn Nh c7adU 'there' (place), Ul c7adu id., 'there' (direction), Nn Nh c7ala
id., Ul c7ala 'there' (direction), ? Ud {Krm.} c1ayla 'far away', Ewk ça2wu2 ±
ça2˝u2 'that which is farther, the following', Lm ça2˝ id., 'that which is fa r ' ,
Sln ça2˝U2 'the opposite, that on the other side', WrMc casi ({Pp.} c7a2si)
'there' (direction), 'to the other side', cala 'there, on the other side' ¶
STM II 376-7, Krm. 3O9  ?σ M *c>a(˝a)-, {Pp.} *c>a-: M *c>a˝ada ({Pp.}
*c7aga2da) > MM c>a√ada 'bei, jenseits' ({H} 'eng, nahe'), WrM ca9ana
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{Kow.} 'au delà de, plus loin', {MED} 'farther, beyond, behind, yonder ,
trans-, after', HlM {MED} caana id., {Pp.} ca2na 'on the other side'; M
*c>a˝asi > WrM ca9asi 'away from, farther', HlM {MED} caaw id.,
{Pp.} cais7i 'in jener Richtung, weiter dorthin', WrM {Kow.} ca-si  ' u n
peu de côté, un peu plus loin' ¶ MED 158, 187, H 24, Lg. VMI 24, Kow.
2O88, 2O96  AdS  of pKo *c>´~⁄ 'this' > MKo c>´~⁄ (< N *c 1111É  'that') ¶ S QK
#6O6 ¶¶ Pp. VG 26 (M, Tg), DQA ##255 (A *c>æa 'that, beyond [not very
far]') || HS: CS *≤Tamma 'there' (place) >  Hb MS1 s7a2m, M’b, Ph, DA s7m,
Ug Tm, BA em`1T2 ≤tamma2, JEA {Sl.} MT2 tam, JA {Js., Lv.} MT1 ta2m, Sr
tamma2, NNEA {Mcl.} tama, Md tam, Ar µW@aTamma id., SmA tm ' t h e n '
¶ KB 143O-2, 1799, OLS 495, Js. 1675, Lv. IV 649,  Mcl. 322, Br. 82, Tal
953 ˚  Related to N *c 7777 {u 4 444 }  'that of…'? (q.v.).
375. *c7777 {u 4 444} 'that of…, that which' > K *c7we-, first component of poss .
pronouns: [1] K {Gm.} *c7wem[i] 'my' ({K2} *c7(w)em-, {K, FS} *c7em[i]
'my') > GZ *c7em[i] > OG, G c7em-i, Mg c7kim-i, Lz c7kim-i ≠ s7kim-i 'my' »
USv mi-s7gu ≠ mi-s7gwi, Sv L mi-s7gwi, Sv Ln mi-s7k'wi 'my' ¶¶ K *-w- i s
preserved in Sv, but was lost in GZ (dis. due to the presence of *m?) ¶ ¶
K 219, K2 255, FS K 387, FS E 434-5, Gm. SSh 41-2, TK 571, GP 22O, Dn.
s.v. mis7gvi, Top. SJ 83  [2] *c7wen- 'our' >  OG c7uen-i, G c7wen-i,
Mg c7k‰n-i ≠ c7kin-i, Lz c7kun-i ≠ s7kun-i ≠ c7kin-i ≠ s7kin-i 'our', Sv {TK}:
UB gwi-s7gwey ≠ gu-s7gwey, LB gwis7gwe ≠ gus7ge, L gus7gwe, Ln gus7k'we
'our' incl., UB {GP} ni-s7gwe2(y), LB {GP} nis7gwe 'our' excl.; ‘ GZ *c7wen
'we' >  OG c7wen, G c7wen, ∆  c7on, Mg c7k‰ ≠ c7ki, Lz c7kun ≠ c7kin≠ s7ku
'we' ¶¶ K 219-2O, K2 256-7, FS K 388-9, FS E 436-7, Q 367, TK 183, Top.
SJ 83, GP 94-5, 237  [3] pre-K **c7w-sen- >  K *s7wen- 'thy' >  Sv UB
{TK} isgw-i ≠ isgu, Sv L isgwi, Sv Ln isk'wi 'thy' »» GZ *s7en- >  OG, G
s7en-i 'thy' (‘  OG, G s7en 'thou'), Mg skan-i, sk'an-i, Lz skan-i, ckan-i
'thy' ¶¶ FS E 427-8, K 216, K2 25O, Schm. 142, TK 299, Top. SJ 83, GP
299 ¶¶ These K poss. pronouns emerge from N constructions *0c7777{u4 444} mi
'my' (*mi  'I'), *0c7777{u4 444} n2 222V 'our' (*n2222V  'we' excl.), *0c7777{u} s1111{u4 444} nu ' t h y '
(*s 1111 {u 4 444 }  'thou', *nu  'of' ‘ [in descendant lgs.] marker of obl. cases) ||
HS: S *T-, nota genitivi >  OAk sg. m. nom. T-u, accus. T-a, gen. T-i
'which', sg. f. nom./accus. T-at , gen. T-at-i , pl. m. nom./accus. T-u2Æt,
gen. T-u2t-i, pl. f. nom./accus. T-a2Æt, gen. T-a2t-i (T  = s7 ↔  s1 <  S *s7
and *s6), Ak s7a 'which', ? BHb [Deborah’s Song] s7a +gmc.
(subordinative cnjc.) 'that', MHb s7E + gmc. cncj. 'which, that', Ph s7, Pun
(LSc) SA , SY  ¶ Sd. G § 46, KB 1271-2 || IE: NaIE *-ist(≈)o-, sx. of t h e
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superlative degree >  Gk {hdistoß, OHG suo2Ôisto, OI ≤svadis5t5has
'sweetest', Gk plei6stoß, ON flestr, Av frae2s7ta 'plurimus', Gk
me1gistoß, OI ≤mahis5t5has 'greatest', Gk ]ela1cistoß, OI ≤laghis5t5has
'longest'; acc. to Hirt, *-ist(≈)o- goes back to *-is-st(≈)o-, where *-is-
is a sx. of cmpr. (it means that the N prototype of the IE sprl. may b e
reconstructed as nomen + N *0{y}iyo sÉ c7777{u 4 444} [lit. 'than / related to +
he\she + that which'], see  s.v. * {y } iyo  'which' [rel.], 'that which, re la ted
to')  Acc. to Hirt IG III 196, *-t(≈)os of some ordinal numerals (OI
catur≤thas 'fourth', s5as5≤t5has 'sixth', etc.) is of the same origin ¶
Hirt IG III 195-6, BD II/1 659-6O, Bks. 199 || A: Tg *-çï, nominal sx.
with several functions: [1] sx. of ordinal numerals: Ewk -çï (u2mu2c>ï
'first', Ju2çï 'second', ilaçï 'third') WrMc -ci (emuci 'first', ilaci
'third'), Nn -c7i\a-/-c7i\‰ (toyNgac7i\a 'fifth', nadac7i\a 'seventh', n1uNgunc7i\‰
'sixth'), [2] sx. of adjectives denoting age (d. from numerals): Ewk Ju2çï
'two-years-old', ilaçï 'three-years-old'; probably here also Nn -pc7i t h a t
forms adjectives from words of time: bala-pc7i 'ancient custom' (ÿ
bala  'long ago'), [3] sx. with the meaning 'having X', 'having relation t o
X', e.g. Ewk hut‰-çï 'who has children' (ÿ hut‰ 'child'), Tg *oro(n)-çï
'reindeer-breeder' (ÿ *oron 'reindeer') >  Ewk oroçï  ' re indeer-breeder ' ,
Lm or¥ç id. (a name for Lamuts of some regions), Orc oroçi, Ud oroc1i,
Ul oroc7I, Nn oroc7e 'Orochi' (ethnic name “ 'reindeer-breeder'), WrMc
oronco 'reindeer-breeder' ¶ Vas. 797, Avr. GNJ I 221-2, 239-42, Hrl.
4O, STM II 25  NaT *-çi, denominative sx. for names of professions
and other nomina agentis (possibly × N *c'''' @ @@@a ¬ *c @@@@a , a marker of relative
constructions > sx. of adjectives?): OT -c7i /-c7î, {Cl.} -c7ï / -c7î∏, e.g. {MhK}
a4mc7i 'medicine man', a˝î∏c7î 'treasurer', umduc7î 'beggar', aya2qc7î 'bowl-
maker', o4tu4gc7i 'intercessor', as well the cognate sx. of later T lgs.; it i s
theoretically possible that the T sx. *-nç of the ordinal numerals (OT
u4c7u4-nc7 'third', bes7inc7 'fifth', etc.) belongs here as well, but it is b e t t e r
explained as related to FU *-n1c1- of ordinal numerals ¶ MKD 315, Cl. xl,
53, 8O, 136, 157, 271 ˚  AD PP ∀ .
376. *c7777 ++++c 7 777 ' '''ibV 'stem of a tree, log' > IE: NaIE *ste2Æb(≈)- 'post, pillar,
stem of a tree', ‘ 'staff, stick' (× N *s1111{o}b[V]t''''V or *sVb[V]t''''V ' s t em,
piece of wood' [q.v.]): [1] *steb≈-, *steb- >  Gk stafylh1 'grape vine,
bunch of grapes', {P} 'Weinstock, Weintraube' »» OIr {P} sab ' shaf t ,
arrow, stick', {Vn.} 'tige, pieu, bâton servant d’appui' (P: <  *st´b[≈]a2),
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NIr sabh 'bolt\bar of a door\gate; a short, thick stick' »» ON staf-r
'staff (Stab, Stock)', OHG stab 'staff, stick, club' (>  NHG Stab ' s taff ,
stick'), AS stAf 'staff, stick' (>  NE staff) »» Ltv stabs 'post, pole ,
pillar', Lt staﬁbas id., 'idol', Ltv stebe 'mast' »» NaIE °steb- '≈ pillar' >
ON sto<pull 'post, pillar', {Vr.} 'dicker Pfahl', AS stapol 'pillar, p r o p ,
stem'   [2] NaIE *stob[≈]-Vr- >  Lt staﬁbaras 'stalk, stem, d r y
twig\branch ' » Sl ≈ *stobor¥, {Vs.} *st¥b¥r¥ >  SrChS stobor5
stoborË 'column', d. OR, RChS stoboriE stoborije 'row o f
posts, colonnade', SCr † stoàbo•r 'column, pillar', Slv {Kmc.} stebe~r
id., 'pier (of a bridge)', {Vs.} 'idol', Blg ≤stobor ≠ sto≤bor ' pa le
fence' »» Gmc: Dn stavAr 'high mast, high pole', Sw ∆  {P} 'pa le
(Zaunpfahl)' ¶ P 1O11-3, EI 442 (*sth=€b≈o/eÅ- 'post, pillar'), F II 778-9 ,
Vn. S  3, Dnn. 585, Vr. 541, 559, Ho. 314-7, Kb. 947, OsS 861, KEN 6 4 7 ,
Tr. 28O, Frn. 89O-1, Mikl. E 323, Mikl. L 885, Kmc. 819, Vs. III 762-3 ||
U: FU (+ext.) *°c7iwÎ+lV > ObU {†Hl.} *c7ïw´l '∈ beam' > pVg *s7ïw´l!
'cross-beam' > Vg: LK s7e2w´l!, MK/UK se2w´l! id., P s7a4w´lta4p 'Gestell ';
pOs *c7i˝´l ≠ *c7e˝´l 'supporting beam' > Os: K/Km c7eG´t id. ¶ Ht. # 9 8
|| D *c>ivva ({†GS} *c1-) '≈ piece of wood, stick' > Nkr s1ivva 'wood ' ,
Klm sivva 'piece of fuel', ? Tl cuvva 'twig, small flexible stick o r
cane' ¶¶ ≈ D #26OO ˚  Qu., because the IE √  has an alt. et.
377. € *c7777u 6 666bV 'bend, turn, turn back, give back' > HS: WS (or S?) *-
Tu2b- 'return, give back' >  BHb √s7wb  G  (ip. -s7u2b3-), OA bvs [√Twb] G
, JA, Sr √twb  G  (ip. -t3u2b3-), Ar √Twb  G  (ip. -Tu2b-) 'turn back ,
return', JEA √twb  G 'answer, raise an objection', Ug √Twb 'turn back;
turn to; answer', Sb √Twb G 'repair; comple te \execute
(construction); reward, recompense', Mn {MA} √Twb G  'decree', Q t
{Rk.} √Twb  G 'succeed; offer', Mh √Twb  G  (pf. Twu2b), Jb C/E √Twb
G  (pf. Twu2b) 'requite (so.)', ??σ Ak fOB √s7wb (p. i-s7u2b) ' t remble ,
sway' ¶ KB 1326-31, A #2828, OLS 484-5, Sl. 1196, Ln. 361ff., BGMR
151, MA 99, Rk. 178, Jo. M 419, Jo J 285, CAD XVII/1 16  Eg MK ws7b
v. 'answer' ¶ EG I 371-2, Tk. I 313 ¶ -s7- (for the expected -s) may b e
due to contamination with a different √ , namely HS *s6Vb 'answer' (>
Ch *√s6b 'answer' > WCh: AG *lap [< *s6ab] > Ang {Flk.} lap, Su {J}, M p n
{Frz.} la!p id., Chip l‰p gWe, Gm ni la~p v. 'answer' » Bl {Lk.} low- [<  *s7ob-
], Ngm lap, Dr lu~wi id. »» CCh: Pdl s6‰~wa! 'answer' » Hld s7uwa2 [s7- for s6- i s
puzzling] » FG z6u~ba~ti! » ? Mwl u~lu~a!pa!  id. » Db ti z7o~wu~la~ id., cf. ChL, Nw.
22 [#1], J S II 72, Frz. DM 31, Lk. PVB II 137) ¶¶ Tk. I 2O3, 399 (Blv.’s
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law: Eg w- ÷  S *-u2-) || IE: NaIE {P} *°steu\b[≈]-ma, *°stou\b[≈]-ma > Clt: W
ystum  n. 'bend' ‘ 'shape, posture', Br stumm 'forme, aspect' ¶ ≈  P
1O34, YGM-1 447, Hm. 765 || ?φ  Gil: Gil A (Zo-) = zo-/ço-/Jo- v t .
'bend' ¶¶ ST 88.
378. *c7777{a?u}ba 'cloth, sack' >  A: M *c>uba '≈ fur coat' >  WrM cuba
{Rm.} 'large fur coat', {Ms.} 'short fur vest', {Kow.} cuba degel '∈ coat
(manteau)' (degel 'jacket'), WrM {MED} cuba, HlM cuv, Brt suba
'raincoat', Kl cuv 'sheepskin coat, fur coat (tulup , wuba )', Kl Ö / T
cuwu 'Überrock, großer Pelz, großer Regenrock' ¶ MED 2O3, Chr. 3 9 5 ,
Kow. 22OO-1, KRS 639, KW 435  pJ *ta~pa~ra 'sack' > OJ ta~pa~ra, J: T/Kg
tawara!, K ta!wa~ra~ ¶ S QJ #665, Mr. 544  ?σ pKo *c>ar 'sack' ({DQA}: <
*c>awar- < *c>abar-) > MKo c>aru, NKo c>ar ¶ S QK #751, MLC 1392 
?σ Tg *Japu(ku) 'quiver' > Orc Z7apu, Z7apku, Z7apuku, Ul Z7apaU(n-), Nn B
Z7afU id., WrMc Zabqu 'small quiver' ¶ STM I 251 ¶¶ DQA #221 (A
*c7a"~ba~ ' sack '  >  Tg, Ko, J) || HS: S: Ar Tawb- '(any) cloth' ¶ BK I 24O-1
|| D *c>avalßi '(any) cloth' (× N *c1111aw{h}V 'to cover, to dress') >  T m
caval5i 'cloth, piece-goods', Ml caval5i, Kn javal5i 'any cloth', Tu
javal5i, jaul5i 'cloth', Tl javal5i 'cloths, drapery' ¶¶ D #2394 || ? K:
G c7ob-al-i 'Netz (Teil des Bauchfells)' ˚ Tg and pJ *-p- < N *-?Vb- .
379. (€?) *c7777ayVd[V]yV 'female breast '  > HS: WS *≤Taday- id. > BHb
pl. (<  du.) Mi%d2S1 s7a2≤d3ayim 'female breasts', sg. (ÿ pl.\du.) dS1 s7a2d3,
BHb B sg. s7ad3 'mother’s breast' (acc. to Nld NB 121 and GB, BHb T d7S
s7od3 id. is an erroneous vocalization for dS1 s7a2d3), Ug Td ≠ Îd, JA pl .
NiD5T2 tad≤d°n / aI!D2T2 tadday≤ya2 pl., Sr t´≤d3-a2, SmA td, Ar ¥Ud0@a
Tady-un, îdA2a Tada-n, Mh To2di (pl. Tï≤day?), Hrs To2di, Jb E/C ≤TOdE?, Sq
{Jo.} ≤todi 'breast'; hardly here Ak fMB s7addu '∈  a chest or conta iner '
¶ KB 1316-7, A ##2723, 2842, OLS 139, 487, Tal 942, Js. 1647, Br. 8 1 6 ,
Jo. M 415, Jo. H 132, CAD XVII/1 42, MiK I #1.28O  AdS  of Eg fP s7dy
v. 'suckle' (from  N *s6666u 4 444n 3 333ZV 'milk; to suck[le]' × N *su4444t[y]V ≠
*su4444[y]tV 'to drink, to suck [milk]; milk') ¶ The unexpected Eg s7- ( f o r
s- , which is the reg. cognate of S *T) is due to the above merger with N
*s6666u 4 444n 3 333ZV ¶ EG IV 564-5, Fk. 273-4, Tk. I 314 || A: Tg ≈ *ç{ai\}Ja+en ≠
*çad+Jan 'breast, female breast' >  WrMc ceZen 'upper part of t h e
chest', Ewk Uc Jadan, Lm J‰Jin ± JaJan, Lm A JeJ 'udder', Neg † Joyan,
Ork dada-qta 'female breast' ¶ STM I 242 and II 419  pKo {S} *c>i\ !´⁄c>
'female breast' >  MKo c>i\´!⁄s, NKo c´⁄c c>´⁄t ¶ S QK #11, Nam 426, MLC
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146O  AdS  of M *c>eGeZ>in 'breast, chest' (< N *ÇegV 'breast, milk ' ,
q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ ≈ DQA ##26O *c>æa"~yZ>V 'breast' (M, Tg, Ko •÷ pJ {S} o *ti~,
*ti~ti~ 'female breast' •÷ T *çiçig ≠ *çîçîg 'ewe; fat tail'), S AJ 32-3, 7 6 ,
88, 279 ¶¶ A *-Z>- < *-dy- || ?φ IE: NaIE *d[≈]ed≈- ({P} *d≈ed≈n-, {Dv.}
*dad≈-) 'milk' (× N *dod[é€]V  '≈ tip, nipple') > OI ≤dadhi 'sour milk' »»
Pru dadan 'milk' »» pAl {O} *dedi- > d. (dim.) djathe4 'cheese' ¶ If t h e
IE √  belongs here, *d[≈]- (for the expected *st-) may be due to as. a n d
the Ll.-factor ¶ P 241-2, EI 382 (*≤d≈ed≈h⁄i [gen. *d≈ed≈≤nos] 'coagulated
[sour] milk'), Dv. #934, M K II 15, M E II 923-3, En. 155, O 67; M, O, a n d
EI suppose that the IE word is derived from *d≈e2i\- 'suck'.
38O. € *c7777ÉgV 'to prick' (‘  'to butt') >  K {F} *°c7ig- >  G X c7ig- v.
'butt', c7ig-av-s 'butts with horns' ¶ Chx. 1934 || IE: NaIE *steg≈- v.
'prick' >  ON *steggi (*'pricker') in andarsteggi 'male duck ,
drake' (andar- < pGmc *anuÎi- 'duck'), Ic, Far steggi 'male fowl' ,
Sw stagg 'Nardus stricta' ({WP} 'steifes und stehendes Gras ' ) ,
'stickleback (Gasterosteus)' »» Lt P steﬁge$, ste$ﬁgis 'stickleback', Ltv
stagars, ∆  stagaris 'stickleback, tittlebat' (with a puzzling r) » Sl
*steg- v. 'quilt' (“  v. *'prick') >  R ste ≤gat∆  'to quilt; to whip, to lash ' ,
≤ste≥qka  'a quilting, stitch', P s1cieg, s1cig, Cz steh 'a stitch' ¶ WP II
622, P 1O14-5, Vr. 545, Bv. 696, JM 41O, Hlq. 1O63, Tr. 285, Frn. 9OO,
ME III 1O37-8, Turk. 628, Ma. CS 471, ≈  Vs. III 751, Mikl. E 32O ˚  Fn.
KD #59 (+ err. D *c>ik- 'split', at variance with the reg. sound corrs. [D
*-k-  does not correspond to K *-g-], hence it is preferable to connect D
*c>ik- with IE *(s)teig- 'prick' <  N *c 7777ika  'to prick, to split' [q.v.]).
381. *c 7777a {h }a 'to stop, to stand (up)' (‘  'to raise') >  HS: S *°√Twy >
Ar √Twy (ip. -Twiy-) v. 'halt, remain\settle (in a place), stay' ¶ BK I
243, Hv. 74, Ln. 365-6 || IE *steé- (= *ste´€-) / *stée- / *sté=-  >  NaIE
*sta2- / *°st≈e- (preserved in OI only) / *st´- 'stand' >  OI (1s aor.) a-
stha1-m id. »» Gk (1s aor.) }esthn id. »» L sta2- (prs.), Osc stai!t ( 3 s
prs.) id. »» Clt: Brtt {RE} *stabïmi ' s tand '  > OBr sab, MBr saff, sav;
vb. n. with the sx. *-il: MW seuyll, W sefyll, Crn, Br sevel ' t o
stand' »» Gmc: Dt, NNr, Sw staº, OSx sta2n, OHG sta2n ≠ ste2n, NHG
stehen 'to stand'; (d.?): Gt, OSx, AS standan, ON, NNr, Sw standa,
OHG stantan 'to stand', NE stand »» Lt sto!ti (1s prs. sto!ju) ' t o
stand (up), to take one’s stand', Ltv sta2t 'to stop, to cease'; Ï ( r e s . )
Lt stove$!ti, Ltv sta2ve2 ^t 'to stand' » Sl *sta- (inf. *sta¡ti) 'stand u p ,
halt' > OCS stati stati, SCr staàti, Slv sta!ti, Slk stat5 'to s t and
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up, to halt', Cz sta1ti se (1s fut. stanu se) id., 'to become'; d .
(res.?) *stoja¡ti 'to stand' (1s prs. *stojoß) >  OCS stoAti stoyati, R
sto≤åt∆, Uk sto≤åti, SCr sta~jati, Slv sta!ti, Cz sta1ti (1s p r s .
stojI1m), Slk sta1t5, P stac1 id., Blg sto≤å 'I stand'  rdp. *sista2- >
Gk prs. {isthmi 'I stand' »» Av his7taiti 'he stands', OPrs a-is7tata ' h e
stood' (3s ipf.), OI tis5t5hati 'he stands' (t- due to t h e
morphophonemic law preventing an initial s5-) »» OIr siss- ' s t and ' ,
tair-issem  'fait de se tenir ferme \ persévérer \ s’arrêter' (< *to-air-
siss-) »» L caus. sisto2 'I put', Um SESTU id. ¶ P 1OO4-1O, M K III 5 2 6 -
7, M E II 764-6, F I 739, WH II 596-9, Bc. G 324,345, Vn. S  118-2O a n d
T 13, RE 135, Hlq. 11O1, Ho. 317, Ho. S 7O, OsS 863-4, Kb. 95O-1, KM
743, Vr. 543, Frn. 914-6, Vs. III 748, 769, Glh. 579-82, ≈ EI 5 4 2 - 3
(*(s)teh€-  'stand' with unc. *s-  mobile that us based only on Tc B ta2ka
'will be') || A: Tg: WrMc ca- 'raise' ¶ STM II 374 || ?σ D *c>a2- ({†GS} *s-
) v. 'die' (if from *'stop') (×  N *c6666 ' '''Å÷3333V 'be lost, die', q.v. ffd.).
382. *c7777ika 'to prick, to split' >  IE: NaIE {EI} *stei\g- 'prick' ( o r
*(s)tei\g- v. 'prick', 'pointed') >  Gk stig-  (prs. sti1zv, pfc. ps. }estigmai)
v. 'mark with a pointed instrument, tattoo', sti1gma 'the mark of a
pointed instrument, tattoo-mark' »» L in-st°ga2- v. 'goad, incite,
stimulate' (“  'spur on') »» Gt stiks 'stab, puncture, point', OSx
stiki, MLG steke, MHG stich, NHG Stich 'prick, puncture, s t ab ' ,
AS stic1e 'stab, puncture', NE stitch; OHG ste4chan ± stehhan
'to stitch, to stab', NHG stechen 'to prick'; OHG sticken 'to st ick,
to stab', NHG sticken  'to embroider', AS stician 'to prick, to goad,
to pierce', NE v. stick »» ??σ,φ Ary: OI te2jate2 'is\becomes sharp ,
sharpens', tejah5 'blade, point (Spitze)', Av bi-tae2Ga- ' double-
bladed', bro2i†ro2-tae2z7a- 'with sharpened edge', Av tiGra-, OPrs
tigra- 'pointed', ? NPrs ªyTi {Vl.} te2˝, {BM} tï˝ 'sword, blade, blade o f
a weapon, knife, razour, awl', {Vl.} 'point of a spear\arrow, blade of a
knife, awl' ¶ WP II 612-3, P 1O16-7, EI 451, M K I 525-6, Sg. 342-3, BM
142, Vl. I 492, F II 797-8, WH I 7O6-7, Fs. 453, Ho. 321, Ho. S 71, OsS
868-71, Kb. 956, 964, KM 742, 748, Dv. #645 ||  K : GZ *c7ic7k-wn=- v. 'd ig
in, rummage in' (× N *c6666Éc7777kV 'to crush, to split') >  eNG {SSO} c7ic7kna
'dig badly', G c7ic7kna 'dig (the surface of the ground), dig\rummage in,
peck\pick at', {NCh.} 'kopat∆ , kovyråt∆ ', {DCh.} 'kovyråt∆ ', Mg
c7kic7kon- 'dig\rummage in, tear asunder' ¶ K 22O, K2 257, FS K 389, FS E
437-8, Chx. 194O, DCh 158O, NCh. 431 || D *c>ik- ({†GS} *{c}ig-) 'spli t ,
tear' >  Kn sigi v. 'split (as wood), tear\rend with the teeth (as sugar-
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cane)', Tu sigipu ≠ tigipu- ≠ tigupu- v. 'split, slit, cut, saw, t ea r ' ,
Prj c>ïk-, Gnd M hika2na2, Gnd G/Mu/HMS hik- v. 'tear', Kui siki inba ' b e
torn\split'; cp D *c>e+akk-, {GS} *c1ek- v. 'chip' (< N *c6666Éc7777kV '⇑ ') ¶¶ D #
2 4 9 1 .
383. *c7777ikË 'base of limbs (shoulder, hip)' (‘ ' thigh ')  >  HS: WS
*TVkVm- 'shoulder' > Hb†Mk3S3†≤s7Ek3Em ≠ Mk3S6†s7´≤k3Em id., Ug Tkm {OLS}
'shoulder', {A} 'Nacken mit Schulter', Gz √skm G 'carry on t h e
shoulders, carry a burden' ¶ HJ 1266, GB 826-7, A #2866, OLS 489, L G
496, MiK I #1.282  Ch: WCh ({Stl.} *c'ikuni): Hs c7i!n1a~ 'thigh' ({Stl.} <
*c7ic7in1a <  *c'ikin1a), Gw {Mts.} c7i!ri!n1a id. » SBc: Bg {ChL} s7igÈn, Zul {ChL}
c7Igu~ni~, Gj {ChL} c7i@kÈ~n, Buli {ChL}, Kir {Csp.} c7igÈn, Kir Mn {Csp.} s7u2n, Dw
{ChL} c7uGin, Plc {ChL} cÈGÈn, Zar {ChL} c7Ègn=, Zar K {Sh.} c7ikN, Grn {J} s7i~N
id. » ? pAG *c7ï 'thigh' >  Su {J} c7ï~, Ang {Flk., Hf.} c7ï, Gmy {Hf.} s7ï, {ChL}
s7i! id., Kfr {Nt.} c7i~ 'thigh, leg' »» ECh: Kwn M {J} c7Ä~wgÄ^ 'thigh' (or c7o2^ko!
'leg') ¶ Stl. ZCh 184 [#357] (WCh *c'ikuni with an arbitrari ly
reconstructed glottality of the initial affricate), Abr. H 146-7, JI I 167, II
324-5, 221, ChC, ChL, Jgr. 188, Csp. 36, 69, Hf. AG 22, Flk. s.v. c° , Nt. 5
|| IE: NaIE *(s)tei\gW-, {Mn.} *(s)t≈ei\gW- 'shoulder, thigh' >  A r m †ékn
t≈e6kn /  †ikan†t≈ikan {Bdr.} 'top of the shoulder, shoulder-bone,
shoulder, arm' (< *stoygW-no-) »» Clt *toi\bos (< *toi\gW-os) > OIr to1eb,
to1ib, W, Crn, Br tu 'side' »» pSl *steg≤no 'thigh' > OCS stegno stegno
'femur', SCr ste~gno, Slv ste!gno, R †, Uk steg≤no, Blr scåg≤no, Cz
stehno, P (with secondary nasalization) s1cie<gno (<  *steg-no-)
'thigh' ¶ WP II 614, P 1O18, Mn.168 (IE *sthegno-≠*sthigno- >  Arm, Sl
•+ Gk stegno1ß 'water-proof, covering'), Vn. T  91-2, ZVSZ 4O7, Vs. III
751 (rejects the comparison of Sl with Arm and Clt), Glh. 583, ≈ EI 5 1 8
(*tei \gW-  'side'; no account of Sl) ¶ The traces of the alternation *ei\/*e
in IE are expected in the light of my theory of the prehistory of the IE
vowels (AD NVIE) || A: NaT *çe+ikin ({ADb., TL} *c7Ékn) 'shoulder' >  OT
U {Bai.} c7ikin 'part of the body between the neck and the shoulder ' ,
MQp c7igin ≠ s7igin 'shoulder', Chg ≥XVI c7ikin 'upper part of the shoi lder
between the neck and the shoulder-blades', Chg {PC}, Tki {Zn.} c7iqin
'shoulder', Osm ñky8 ¢é˚in c7e'kin, {Rh.} c7eyin 'the ridge of t h e
shoulder between the neck and the shoulder-joint', Tk c>ekin
'shoulder(s)', Az c7iyin, Tkm c7igin, Xlj c7i∏n, ? SY Zigin id., ?? Chv † s1an
'body'; cp also OT {Cl.} c7u4gde 'the projecting bone behind the ear' ¶ Cl.
414-5, TL 238-9, ADb. SR 129-3O, 19O, Bai. TK 293, Rh. 72, Rl. III 1 9 4 9 ,
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TrR 177, TkR 781, Hüs. 345, PC 3O8, Zn. I 379, DT 1O1  M *°c>eg+G+ke >
WrM {MED, Gl.} cege 'the hind flat part of the ankle-bone', {Kow.}
ceke 'åmka u lodyqki , le côté de l’osselet qui a un trou'; ?? MM
cekeray ≠ cekerey 'breast, neck' ¶ H 26, Pp. MA 132, MED 1 6 9 ,
Kow. 2124-5, Gl. II 365-6, Luv. 624, DRM 132, KRS 646, KW 438, RKS
124, T DgJ 181, Mr. D 128  ?σ pKo {S} *c>i\a~ka!i\- >  MKo *c>i\a~ka!i\5i\a1m,
NKo c>aga4mi 'groin, inguinal region' ¶ S QK #119O, Nam 419, MLC 1 3 7 2
¶¶ Hardly here  Tg *°çaka 'forearm, ell' (< N *c''''a û ûûûqV 'elbow, ∈ part of a
limb', [cf. item 355 s.v. N *c''''a û ûûûq[a]{l ! !!!}V or *c''''a û ûûûqV]) ¶¶ DQA ##264 (A
*c>æakæe ' forearm'  >  T, Tg, Ko) || D *c>{e}k- ({†GS} *c-, -k-) >  Tm cekil
'upper part of the shoulders', Kn tegal 'shoulder', ? (× N *Íu6666gV ' b a c k
of the neck, back') Kui sukor`i ≠ sukoli 'shoulder-blade' ¶¶ D #2696 ˚
*m in S and *-nV in Sl, Ch, and T may go back to ancient derivational
sxs. or last components of a compound (word group) ˚  Blz. LB #6j (S,
IE, T, M), ≈ Blz. LNA #8 (*c7ayku 'back'; unconvincingly adduces the T
and Tg reflexes of N *c''''a û ûûûqV 'elbow') ˚  Cp. pCK {Md.} *c7u"Nma 'ple¢o ,
predple¢∆e ' (Md. ECK 25).
384. *c7777Åk''''{Ë} 'to prick (stechen), to gouge' > HS: S *°√Tk'b v. ' p ie rce '
>  Ar √Tqb  G  'percer, forer' (*b  due to the infl. of the synonymous ve rb
√nk'b?) ¶ BK I 228 || K  *°c7ek'- > G c7a-c7ek'- 'zerstechen, zerlöchern', c7ek'-
i 'Feuerhaken, Schür-\Schab-\Kratz-eisen, Scharre' ¶ Chx. 1919 || A
*c>æok{Ë}- v. 'peck, gouge' > : NaT *çoku- v. 'peck' > OT {Cl.} c7oq-, Alt {Rl.}
c7oqI-, StAlt {BT} c1oqu- v. 'peck, peck out', Tkm c7oq- v. 'peck, st ing' ,
Osm {Rh.}, ET {Nj.} c7oqu-, Qzq s7oqu- v. 'peck' ¶ Cl. 4O6, Rs. W 114, Rh.
738, Nj. 394, BT 18O, Sht. 235  M *c>oki- v. 'hit, beat, knock, p e c k '
(× N *c1111 ' '''o û ûûûq[a]÷É 'beat\hit [so.], hurt; pain', q.v.) >  WrM coki-, HlM
coxi- 'hit, beat, knock, peck', MM [S] coki- v. 'bore', Kl {Rm.} cok-
'schlagen, hauen', nu4dig cok- 'das Auge aushacken', Mnr H {SM} c7æugòu-
v. 'peck' ¶ MED 196, H 29, KW 429, SM 44O  Tg *ço[:]k(i)- ({DQA}
*c7o2k(i)-) v. 'peck, gouge' (‘ 'dig') >  Ul, Nn Nh c7oqI- v. 'peck', Ewk
ço2k-, Ewk Tp çoki- v. 'dig, dig out', Ewk Urm çok- v. 'pick o u t
(vykovyrivat∆)', Lm çuq- id., v. 'take out the eyes (of a s laughtered
animal)', Neg çok- v. 'gouge, carve (an ornament on birch-bark)', O r c
c7okto 'woodpecker' ¶  STM II 4O3  ?φ pKo {S} *c>≈Ä!- v. 'kick' > MKo
c>≈Ä!-, NKo c>≈a- ¶ S QK #5O9, Nam 447, MLC 1562 ¶¶ KW 429, DQA # 3 3 6
(A *c7æo2kæa+u 'peck, gauge') || D *c>akk- > Krx c7akk≈-/cakk- v. 'pierce with
a prick, prick', Mlt c>aqe v. 'sting, pierce, stab', Brh Z7axxiN 'to run in to ,
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to pierce' ¶¶ D #2278, Pf. 19O [#1OO], Hahn KG 3 (on the Krx p h o n e m e
k≈), An. JB 19-21 (on Brh cnss.) ˚  The vw. *o  in A may be explained b y
regr. as. (N *Å...Ë  > *o...Ë) ˚  NaIE *(s)tei\g- v. 'prick' cannot b e
adduced here (≠ φ ), it belongs rather to N *c7777ika 'to prick, to spl i t '
(q.v.) ˚  IS MS 344 'kolot∆ ' (A, D).
385. *c7777{o}K''''V 'much, heavy' >  HS: S (+ext.) *√Tk'l v. 'weigh' >  H b
√s7k'l G , Sr √tk5l G  id., Pun √s7k5l, IA √s7k5l ≠ √tk5l, BA/JA/Md
√tk'l G  'weigh, weigh out', JEA √tk'l G  vi. 'weigh, be even \ equal t o ' ,
Ar √Tql G  'peser un objet dans la main pour en apprécier le poids;
égaler en poids; rendre pesant', Taqïl- 'heavy\weighty', Mh, Jb, Hrs
√Tk'l 'be heavy', Gz √sk'l G  'weigh, suspend, hang up', Ak √s7k5l {Sd.}
'(ab)wiegen, darwägen'; Ï S *≤Tik'il- 'weight' >  BHb lq#S3 ≤s7Ek'El (p l .
s7´k'a2≤l-ïm) 'weight, sheqel (a unit of weight)', Ph (GkSc) sigl, sikl ı
Gk si1kloß, si1gloß (name of a Persian coin), Pun. s7k5l, Ug Tk5l, OA s7k5l
[*T´k'al], IA tk5l, BA lq$T6 t´≥k'el, JA al1q^T5 tik5≤l-a2 'shekel, sikl (a un i t
of weight, coin)', JEA al1q^iT5 tik5≤l-a2 'weigh, shekel', Yd ?tk5l ' shekel
(unit of weight)', Sr sEk5≤l-a2  'weight, ponderous mass', Ar Tiql- 'weight,
burden', Ak s7ik5lum 'sikl, a unit of weight', Eb s7a-gi-lum (Tak'il-);
the meaning 'suspend, hang up' (in EthS) is secondary, the semant ic
change 'weigh' ‘ 'suspend' (from a basic meaning 'weigh b y
lifting\hanging' [as suggested in L G 51O]) is typologically possible ( c p .
R derqat∆ na vesu) ¶ KB 1515-6, 1779-8OO, Beyer AHG 26, HJ
1187-8, A #293O, Grd. UT #2735, Sl. 12O7, 1227, JPS 618, Tal 96O, L G
51O, Jo. M 418, Sd. 1178-9, 1248, Krb. EG 16, Lok. #188O  ?φ C: Ag:
Xm {R} s5iqaw- 'be heavy, weighty' ¶ R Ch II 1O2, R WB 338 || U: FU
*c7okkV 'dense', 'thick' (of grass, hair) >  Chr: L ¢oka  c7o≤ka id., H/B c1oka
'dicht; fest, kompakt', YO c1oka 'dicht', L ¢okata c7oka≤ta 'dense' » Prm
*c7o$k- ({LG} *c7o$¿k-) (or *c7Ek-) > Z two 4kyd c7‰kÈd 'dense', Z LV/Lu, Prmk
c7`‰k id. »» pVg *s7È∏w >  Vg: T s7aw, LK s7O4∏w, P s7aw, Ss sa2w 'much' » Hg
sok 'much, many' ¶ Most cognates suggest FU *o, while Hg o
(seemingly pointing to a FU *u) is still to be explained; one cannot ru l e
out the possibility (mentioned in Rm. W 113) that Hg sok is a loan
from T ¶ UEW 62-3, Coll. 114, MRS 664, 668, 673, Ep. 141, Wc. FUsc ]T
31, LG 29O, SZ 386, KPR 497 || A: NaT *çok 'much, many' >  Chg, XwT,
MQp c7oq id., Kr/Sg {Rl.} c7oq 'much, too much', Osm {Bu.} c7oq ' m u c h ,
many, too much, very', Tk c>ok 'much, many', Az ¢ox c7oX, Sg ƒ {Rl.}
c7oq id., 'very', ET c7oq 'very' ¶ Cl. 4O5, Rm. W 113, Bu. I 495, S AJ 1 8 O
[#51], BN 33, Rl. III 2OO4  M *c>o9c>a 'heap, pile, mass' >  WrM co9ca,
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HlM cogc id., Kl cogc co9c¥, {Rm.} cokc¥º 'heap, pile', Ï M *c>o9c>a-
la- v. 'accumulate, heap' > WrM co9cala-, Mnr {SM} c1u4Z1òi\olo- v.
'accumulate' ¶ MED 194, KRS 635, KW 429, SM 46O  ? pJ {S} *ta!ku!-
pa!p- v. 'hoard, assemble' > OJ ta!ku!pa!p(a)-, J: T/Kg takuwae!- ≠ T
ta~kuwae-, K ta~ku~wa~e~- ¶ S QJ #144, Mr. 762 ¶¶ DQA #265 (*c>æa!kæo ¬ *-
k-  'many, be full, enough' >  T •÷ Tg *çak- 'full' and pKo *c>≈Ä!- 'be ful l ' )
|| Gil: Gil A çæo˝ / so˝ 'group, flock' ¶¶ ST 45O  ˚  IS MS 331 ('big'; A,
U), Blz. LB #11, UEW 63 (FU, T, M) ˚ ≈ Gr. II #261 (*c7ok 'many') (U, A
d + qu. K, CK + unc. J).
386. *c 7777ÅlV 'stalk' > K *°c7al- > G c7ala 'straw, reed', c7al- 'cut stalks o f
maize' ¶ Chx. 1874 || HS: S *°√TlTl >  Ar TilTil-a2n-, TulTul-a2n- 'hay' ¶
BK I 233 || IE: NaIE *stel- 'branch, stalk, stem' (×  N *c7777u6 666LV ' s ta lk ,
branch' [q.v.]) > Arm ste¬n steÒn 'branch, bough, stalk, stem' »» Gk
ste1lecoß 'bottom part of the trunk, stump' ({LS} 'crown of the r o o t ' ) ,
stelea1, steleo1n 'haft\shaft of an axe' »» L: [1] stolo2 / -o2nis ' r o o t -
shoot'; [2] stilus / -° 'pointed stake, pale; Stiel, Stengel, Griffel z u m
Schreiben' (× NaIE *stoi-lo- > Av sta2ra- 'mountain-summit') »» AS
stela 'stalk', OHG stil 'Handhabe, Pflanzenstiel, Stengel', NHG Stiel
'haft, handle' »» Ltv stul ^ms 'top of a boot' ¶ P 1O19-2O, ZVSZ 415, WH
II 592, 599-6OO, F II 785-6, Sw. 161, Ho. 319, OsS 872, Kb. 964, KM
749, Slt. 332-3, Kar. II 313 || A {SDM95} *c>alu > pKo *c>u~r-ki! ' s ta lk,
branch without leaves' >  MKo c>u~rki!, NKo c>ulgi, c>ulg´⁄ri ¶ S QK #16O,
MLC 15O7 ?σ Tg ≈ *Jali-kta 'haw-thorn' >  Ewk Jalikta ≠ n1alikta, Neg
Ja2lta, Orc Z7arakta, Ud Z1alikta, Ul Z7araqta≠Z7arIqta, Nn KU Z7alIqta, Nn
Nh Z7arIqta id., Nn B/KU Z7alaqta 'willow' (the last meaning is under t h e
infl. of a different Tg stem represented by Ul Z7atala 'willow') ¶ STM I
246, 253, Krm. 231  ? pJ {S} *tu~ru~ 'willow', 'vine' (“ * 'rod'?) >  OJ
turu 'willow, vine', J: T/Kg curu!, K cu!ru~ 'vine' Ï (?) J T curu- v. 'angle
(for fish), fish with rod and line' ¶ S QJ 189, Mr. 557, Kenk. 2O73 ¶¶ S
AJ 288 [#278] and SDM97 s.v. *c7alu 'a kind of broad-leaved plant ' .
Not here (⇔ S AJ and ADM97) T *tæal 'willow' (reconstructed by S with
a lenis *t£ [= {S, SDM} *d-], in spite of the Tkm and Tv ev. for *tæ-). The
T √  probably belongs to N *t''''al ß ßßß÷V ≠ *t''''a÷lßßßßV '≈  shoot, sprout, twig'
(q.v.). Not here pJ *tu~ru~ 'willow, vine', which is semantically related t o
the T stem ||  D (in SD) *c>all- ({†GS} *Z1+Z-) 'reed; ∈ grass' >  Ml call- '∈
grass\reed', Tm calli 'reed; ∈  grass', ? Kn jalle 'sugar-cane', ' b a m b o o
pole', Kdg Z>alle 'sugar cane' ¶ D ##2382-3.
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387. *c7777alV 'beat, knock down, fell' >  HS: S *°√Tll: Ar √Tll
'détruire, renverser, démolir' ¶ BK I 231  ? B *°√zll >  Kb t3izl´llit3
'coup vigoureux' ¶ Dl. 942 || A: T *çal(u)- v. 'knock down, beat ( i n
order to split, to break, to slaughter), mow' (× N *c1111al ! !!![É÷]o 'to split, t o
cut') >  OT c7al- v. 'knock down, beat, beat out (fire)', Qzq s7al- v.
'slaughter', Qrch c7al-, Balq cal- v. 'mow, cut', Qmq c7al- v. 'cut off ,
slaughter', Chv L s1ul- v. 'mow', etc. ¶ Cl. 417-8, Rs. W 97, Ash. XII 2 O 8
and XIII 17, Fed. II 132, Rl. III 1876, 1887, IV 965 ¶ T *-l- is inher i ted
from N *c7777alV rather than from N *c1111al ! !!![É÷]o || D *c>al- ({†GS} *s1-)
'beat' >  Tm alai 'beat, slap', Gnd: Mu {Bh.} hal-, HMS {Lind} hala2sna2,
ChM {LuS} halsna2 'beat' ¶¶ D #2374.
388. *c7777ÅlV (=*c7777ÅlË?) 'to plait' >  HS: ECh: Ke c7i!li! v. 'plait (a m a t ) '
»» CCh: Azm {Pc.} silapa 'weave' ¶ Eb. 36, Pc. 35O || K: G c7elt'-i
'wickerwork' ¶ Chx. 1919 || U: FU (att. in ObU) *°c7Ëlk+wV ( o r
*°cËG+wlV) >  ObU *c7o˝+w´l '(piece of) linen cloth' >  ObU *c7o˝+w´l >
pVg *s7O"w´l {Hl.} 'stripe (in a garment)' ('Streifen im Kleid'), {MK}
'Leinenband' >  Vg: LK/MK/UK sowl, P/LL s7owl, UL/Ss sow´l; pOs
*c7o"˝´l 'linen cloth' ({∫Hl.} *c7u"˝´l) > Os: D c7o"X´t, Nz s7o"X´t, Kz s7oX´¬ ¶
Ht. #97 (*Ë in FU needs explaining), Hl. rHt 71-4, MK 537 (Vg saul,
so∞ul, saºwe$l 'Leinenband'), BV 1O5 (Vg Ss sovlomt, Vg K
sowlOps1(´)X 'loskut ') || D *c>a2li- ({†GS} *c-) (+ sx.) 'weaver' >  T m
ca2likan3 ≠ ca1liyan3 'a caste of weavers', Ml ca2liyan, Kn sa2liga,
sa2liya, Tl sa2liﬁ:du, sa2levaﬁ:du, Ku sa2liesi 'weaver', Tu ta2lye id.,
'spider', Tu {Shanm.} sa2lye, Tl sa2le 'caste of weavers', Gdb sa2le
pindßake 'spider' ¶¶ D #2475 ˚  The FU rounded vw. is puzzling. If t h e
final vw. of the N word was rounded (as suggested by *w in FU
*°c7Ëlk+wV or *°cËG+wlV), FU *Ë may be explained by regr. as.
389. *c7777eLV 'pull away, take away\out, rob' >  HS: WS *√Tll v. ' t a k e
out, rob' >  BHb llS†√s7ll (ip. -s7oll-) id., Sb Tll 'carry off (booty)' ¶
GB 835, BGMR 15O  C: ?σ Dhl {EEN} cola2Î- v. 'pick up' ¶ EEN 9 || IE:
NaIE *stel- v. 'rob' >  pGmc *stel- v. 'steal' >  Gt stilan, ON stela,
OHG ste4lan, NHG stehlen, OSx, AS stelan 'to steal', NE steal »»
Arm††alnem†t≈alnem,††allem†t≈allem v. 'pillage' ¶ Mn. 1283 (Gmc,
Arm); Fs. 453-4, OsS 869, KM 743, Vr. 546 (all of them do not find any
IE parallels for Gmc), Ho. 319, Ho. S 7, Kb. 959, ≠ EI 543 (tries to derive
Gmc *stel- from IE *ster- 'steal')  ¶ Mn. unconvincingly adduces Gk
ste1llv v. 'send', Ltv stelu id., and OCS steljo< / stla-ti v. ' s p r ead '
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(??σ) ¶ On Arm † t≈ as the reg. reflex of IE *st w Mn. AIE 166-8 || D
{Km.} *c>elß- ({†GS} *s-) v. 'draw, pull (of\out), rob' (× N *s7777el! !!!V o r
*s 7777e l ß ßßßV  'take away\off, destroy, pull off', q.v.) >  Kn sel5e v. 'draw, pull,
pull off, rob', Tu sel5A 'force', Tl {Km.} celuku v. 'pull out ( a s
eyeballs)', ? Kui Z>elka v. 'pull', Z>elba v. 'pull, draw' ¶¶ D #2791, Km.
363 [#472] ˚  D *-lß- may belong to the heritage of N *s7777el! !!!V or *s7777el ß ßßßV,
hence we cannot identify the N lateral cns.
39O. *c7777u6 666LV 'stalk, branch' >  HS: S *°{T}u2l- >  Ak s7u2l- ' reed-stalk ' ;
+ext. (with the sx. *-p+b-) is the S stem *≤Tul[V]p+b- >  Ak s7ulp- 'a s t raw,
reed, tube', Ug Tlb 'flute' ¶ Sd. 1269-7O, OLS 49O || D *c>ulßlß- ({†GS}
*c1-) 'stalk, branch', *c>ulßikk˛ ({†GS} *c+c1-) 'stick' (× N *c'''' 1 111u 6 666l ß ßßßV ' s ta lk ,
stick' [q.v. ffd.] × N *s6666 ++++s 1 111ul ∏ ∏∏∏V 'trunk, log'??) ¶¶ D #27O1, 27O6 || IE:
NaIE *stel-/*°stwol-o- 'branch, stalk, stem': [1] NaIE *stel- (× N *c7777ÅlV
'stalk', q.v. ffd.)  [2] *°stwol-o- >  Sl *stvol¥ >  Cz stvol 'stalk', R
stvol, Blg cvol 'stem', OCS stvoliE stvolije 'nettle' ¶ P 1O19,
ZVSZ 415, Vs. III 749, Vr. 549 (s.v. stjo<lr), Sw. 161, Slt. 332-3 ¶ In IE
there is a reg. Schwebeablaut *ew/*we (/*wo) with loss of the glide
*w preceding the sonant *l, which is a normal IE reflex of N *u6666 (AD
NVIE) ˚  D *-lß- may belong to the heritage of N *c'''' 1 111u 6 666l ß ßßßV 'stalk, s t ick ' ,
hence we cannot identify the N lateral cns. ˚ ≠ AD AltAD #13 (HS, D,
IE, A [Tg, M + •÷ T]).
391. € *{c7777}V÷3333LV(-bÅ) '∈ canine' > HS: S *Tu≤÷al- 'fox' > Hb lo1uS
s7u÷a2l, OA s7÷l [T-÷-l], JA (incl. JEA) al1o9T2 ta÷â≤l-a 2, Sr ta÷la2, Md tala,
Ar Tu÷al- ≠ Tu÷a2l- 'fox', Ug T÷l (n. pr.)  S *Ta÷lab- ' fox'  > Ar Ta÷lab-, Ak
s7e2lebu(m) id. ¶ KB 1341, Lv. IV 657, Sl. 1223, A #291O, OLS 483, BK I
225, Sd. 121O, CAD XVII/2 268  Ch {Stl.} *c7{u}lib- 'wolf, jackal' > CCh:
Msg c7e-c7elebe 'jackal' »» ECh: Mkl su~lli!be~ 'wolf' ¶ Stl. IF 73, J LM 178 ¶ ¶
OS #464 || U: FP: Lp N {Fri.} c7a4lp ≠ c7ellup ≠ c7olp 'wolf', Lp T {TI}
c7 !aœ$Ò∏p id. ¶ Fri. 75O, TI 645, Coll. 8 ˚ HS data suggest a N *c7777- , while Lp
c7- is likely to point to *c @@@@ - , *c@@@@ ' '''- , or *s 1111 - .
391a. € *c7777ÅlVmV 'orifice, pit' or 'breach' > HS: S *°√Tlm > Ar
Talm- 'brèche, cassure', Tulm-at- 'brèche, trou', √Tlm G  'ébrécher' ||
D *c>alVm- ({†GS} *c>-) 'orifice' (× N *s1111alVmV 'collect on the b o t t o m '
[of liquid], 'a place [a depression] where water collects') >  Kn calame,
calime, calume, cilume 'orifice, a bore, small pit, hole dug in t h e
dry bed of a river', Tu cilimbi ≠ cil(i)mA 'a small tank' , Tl
celama 'hole\pit dug for water in the dry bed of a river\rivulet', Ku
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salma 'well' ¶¶ D #2367 ˚  ≈ Blz. DA 161 [#93] (HS, D; does n o t
distinguish this N etymon from N *ÍilV  'hole').
392. *c7777al! !!![Ë]gV 'snow' or 'hoarfrost' >  HS: S *≤Talag- 'snow' >  H b
gl3S3 ≤s7ElEg#, BA gl2T6†t´≤lag#, JA (incl. JEA) gl2T6†t´≤lag#, em. aG1l6T2
tal≤ga 2, SmA tlg, Sr em. "gøl¢a tal≤g-a2, Ar ∆l02a Talg7-, Ak s7alg-u id.;
SCn *≤Talag-ı Eg (EgSSc) {Alb.} sa-ra-qu, {Hlk.} sa1-l-qu 'snow' ¶ KB
1392, EG IV 2O4, Burch. AFEÄ #81O, Alb. VESO 55, Hlk. #199, SivCR 8 4 ,
Sl. 12O8, Tal 949, Lv. IV 644 ¶ The posttonic *a has been recons t ruc ted
on the ev. of BA and the Eg reflex of SCn + +  B: Kb {Dl.} a-salu (pl. i-sula)
'thick layer of snow'; unless the B word goes back to N *s6666[aÓ]{u 4444}L÷V
'dew' (q.v.) ¶ Dl. 771 || U: FU *°{c7}{a}l![G]V >  pVg *s7al!- 'hoarfrost' >  Vg
S: T s7al! ± s7aºl!, Vg W (P/SV/NV/LL) s7al!, Vg E: LK s7aºl!, MKo/U saºl!, Vg N
(UL/Ss) sol! id. ¶ Kn. VW 78, Stn. WV 231 || A: Tg *Jalka 'fine snow' >
Neg Jalka id., Jalka- v. 'snow' (of fine snow), Ud B Z1aka- 'be a snow-
storm' ¶ STM I 246, Krm. 231  ?? pJ *tu~ra!ra! 'icicle' > OJ tu~ra!ra!, J: T
cu~rara, K cu~ra!ra!, Kg curara! ¶ S QJ #154O ¶¶ Acc. to S and DQA (‘AD
NM), the Tg word is akin to T *t…ol! 'ice' (>  NaT *t…os7 >  OT {DTS} tos7
'glacier in the mountains', etc.)'; but this comparison is based on S’s
highly contoversial hyp. on pA *c7- >  T *t…- (= *d of his notation), Tg *J-
(= his *Z7-), and pJ *t- (S AJ 14) and therefore cannot be unequivocally
accepted (as I did in treating this word in AD NM). Nevetheless cases o f
N *c7777- yielding M *J- should be studied carefully because they m a y
reflect an ancient phonemic opposition. Vovin’s criticism of my et. i n
NM (Altaic *c7 … is never reflected as *t in proto-Turkic" - Vv. AEN 8) is
justified, but another of his remarks: "Altaic does not have a *c, b u t
only *c7" is based on misunderstanding of my system of symbols: in m y
notation A *c> (not *c!) is a sign for the unspecified vl. affricate (sc. o n e
without specification of its place of artuculation, which is the case i n
pA) ¶¶ ≠ DQA #244, Vv. AEN 8 (critical remarks based on m y
etymology in AD NM; the change from A *c7 to pT *t£- [as in m y
etymology in NM] is S’s hyp., that still has to be checked). On the N e t .
of T *t…ol! see  N *t''''Ël !!!!V 'to drip; drops of water, dew' || ? D: Kn cal5i
'snow' (× D *c>alß- 'cold' [D #2408] < N *Ç{a}l ßßßßV [ = *c '''' @ @@@ {a}l ß ßßßV?) 'cold').
393. *c7777{i}ma6666 'to be(come) quiet\silent' >  HS: B *√s-wsm v. ' k e e p
silence' >  Ah {Fc.}, Izn {Rn.} sus´m, BSn su2s´m id. ¶ Fc. 1833, Rn. 3 4 7 ,
Ds. B 335-6 || K: GZ *c7um- 'calm down, be quiet' >  G c7um- v. ' c a lm
down; fall silent; quiet', G Kzq c7uma  'a quiet person', G c7umi 'leise, still,
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ruhig', Zan ı Sv Ln c7kwim 'quiet, calm' ¶ Chx. 195O-1, K2 258, TK
833 || A: Tg *çi3m-, *çi3mçam- 'be quiet' >  Ewk Okh çInmUn 'calm down,
abate' (of a wind, storm), Orc çimça2mdi 'in silence', Nn Nh c7Imo-c7Imo,
c7Imc7am 'fallen silent (primolknuv )', Ul c7Imc7am id., 'quietly, wi thout
noise', Ork c7IptamdI bu 'be quiet!', 'hush', ? WrMc cibse 'be quiet ,
silent' (of a person)', cibsen n. 'quiet, silence' ¶ STM II 396  NaT
*çîm 'quiet, silent' >  QK {Rl.} c7îm, {B} s7îm 'quiet', {Rl.} c7îmc7a- v. ' b e
silent', Qmn {B} c7îm 'quietly, withou stirring', Tb {B} c7îm 'quietly', StAlt
{RAS} c1îm 'motionless' (adv.), 'quietly', Tv ¢ymaargaj c7îma2rÌay
'quiet, shy' adj., ¢ymaarar- c7îma2rar- v. 'become quiet\shy' ¶ Rs. W
2O1, Rl. III 21O2-3, B DLT 224, 227, B DK 271, B DChT 166, RAltS 7 5 6 ,
TvR 557 ˚  K *u  from N *i probably under the assimilative infl. of *m .
394. € *c 7777oma 'wild bovine' > K  *°c7oma > G I c7oma 'cattle (Rindvieh)' ¶
Chx. 1943 || D (in GnD) *c>oma 'wild buffalo' >  Png homa, Mnd hama
'bison', pKK {†GS} *soma > Kui soma 'wild buffalo', Ku homma ± homa
'sambar (Cervus unicolor)' ¶ D #2849, GS 13O ˚  AD NM #4O, S CNM
1O (÷÷  NrCs).
395. ? € *c7777amVc1111V 'get sour\rotten' >  U: FP *c7amc1V 'sour, foul' ( o f
food) >  Lp: N {Fri.} Lp: N {Fri.} cuo4bZa ± cuovZ ± cuo4bca ±
cuo4pca 'putridus', T {TI} cÈ∏m:c ({Gn.} cIùmc) 'verfault', {Gn.} cIùmcIº
'verfaulen' » Chr: L {MRS} wa¢ka s7ac1≤ka 'tasteless' (of beverage), B
puran s7ac1koÎ¥n 'das Bier ist überständig' » Prm {LG} *s7oZ1y- ({LG} *s7o¿Z7!j-
) 'turned sour, turned too sour, turned tasteless' >  Z z7oZ1a (y‰v) 'mi lk
that is turning\turned sour', Z US z7o¿Z1Z1a id., Z ∆  z7oZ1m- v. 'turn sour, b u t
not clotted' (of milk), Vt C s7uZ7Z7am 'tasteless' (of kvass), 'not boi led
enough' (of water, milk), Vt Tl s7uZ1Z1am 'turned too sour, grow mouldy '
(of kvass) ¶ UEW 617-8, Gn. 877, TI 634, Fri. 74O, LG 1O2 || A: T: OT
tînc7î- ≠ to+unc7î- v. 'be(come) putrid, smell foul' ¶ Cl. 516-7 ¶
Dissimilation *ç...ç > *t...ç? The OT vw. remains puzzling || ? HS:
Possible semantic infl. on S *samm- ('grass' ‘ drug, perfume') and B
*√smm v. 'be sour' (see  N *c{i?Å}mV '∈ grass', q.v. ffd.). The al t .
connection with WCh *c'ami 'sour' <  N *c7777 ' '''a 4 444m[V]XV 'sour, bitter' (q .v . )
is less plausible because the sibilant in B and S is not emphatic.
396. *c7777in2222V 'other' >  HS: S *Tin- 'two' (m.: nom. *Tin-a2, gen . /accus .
*Tin-ay, df. [‘ abs.] nom. *Tin-a2-ni, gen./accus. *Tin-ay-ni) >  BHb cs .
in$S6 s7´≥ne2, abs. Mi%n@S6 s7´≤nayim, Ug m. Tn(m), JA/Sr m. abs. t´≤re6n,
JEA Nir4T6t´≤re6n, SmA tryn, JA cs. ir4T6 t´re6,  Ar m. cs. nom. ?iTna2,
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gen./accus. ?iTnay-, abs.: nom. ?iTna2-ni, gen./accus. ?iTnay-ni, Sb m .
Tny, Mh {Jo.} m. T‰ro2, Troh, Hrs {Jo.} m. T‰ro2, Jb E/C {Jo.} m. Troh, Sq
{Jo.} trO, Ak m. s7ina2; S f. *Tin-at- 'two' >  BHb Mi%T2S6 ≤s7tayim
[traditional spelling for ?Es7≤tayim], Ug Ttm, Tm, SmA trtyn, JA
iT4r^T2 tarte6 ≠ NiT5r^T2 tar≤t°n ¶ KB 1482-3, Lip. 282-3, OLS 4 9 8 -
5OO, Sl. 1233-4, Tal 963-4, BGMR 171, Jo. M 418-9, Sd. G 91  B *sïn-
/ *sin- 'two' >  Ah {Fc.} m. ´ssïn, f. s´na2t, Gd {Lf.} m. s´n, f. s´nEt, Kb
{Dl.} s´n, f. snat3, Sll {Ds.} m. sïn, f. sna4∏t, Si m. s´n, f. s´n(´)t, Zng {TC}
s7inen »» Gnc {Wlf.} *sini, f. *sinetti (Gnc. GC [?] {Mlt. “ NicR}
smetti, Gnc T {Mlt. “?} sijn 'two') ¶ Fc. 1841, Lf. II #1479, Dl. 7 8 1 -
2, Ds. 94, AiM 176, 214, Bs. NLB I 389, TC Z 304, Nic. 60, Wlf. 635, Zl.
ÄHD 226  Eg ∀ sn.wy m. 'two', {Vc.} *siny- id. (>  Cpt: Sd/B snay
snaw, A sney snew ≠ sno sno), sn.ty f. 'two' (>  Cpt Sd s 2nte
s´nte, B snuT snuti) ¶ EG IV 148-5O, Vc. 196 (Eg stem *siny-) 
C: Ag *sVn- 'equal, similar' >  Bln/Q/Dmb {R} såna2, Km {CR} sa2na2
'Gleichnis; wie, gleich wie' ¶ R WB 3O6, AD SF 111 || K *c7+s7Vn- >  USv,
Sv L is7gen, Sv Ln is7k'en 'other' ¶ Ni. s.v. drugoj , GP 121, TK 311-2 || A:
M *c>ina 'the other side' >  MM [S] {H} c7ina-na, c7ina√un, c7inaru 'on t h e
other side', MM c7inadu 'jenseitig', WrM cina-du  'the other or opposi te
(side)'; WrM cina9si, Ord {Ms.} c7æa2s, Mnr {SM} c1i\a9òs‰ 'on the o t h e r
side, further'; WrM cina9siki-, HlM ¢anagwxi 'being on the o t h e r
side'; MM [S] {H} c7inaZ7i 'on the other side', [MA] {Pp.} c7inac7i o4du4r, {Lg.}
c7inaZ7i o4du4r, [IsV] {Lg.} c7anaZ7i o4du4r 'the day after tomorrow', [ZhY]
c7inaZ7i u4du4r {Lg.} id. (but {SM} 'le jour qui suit l’après-demain'), Shrn
{Lg. “?} c7inaZ7i, Mnr M {Pot.} chene1ta, MMgl {Z} c7inaz7da, {Lg.}
c7ina2z7da 'the day after tomorrow', Mnr H {SM} c1æina2dòa9ò, {T} c7inadag, Dx
{T} c7îna-er id. ¶ H 27-8, MED 186-7, SM 442, 451, Pp. MA 134, Lg. VMI
24, T 38O, T DnJ 141, Iw. 96.
397. *c7777{a}n2222dV 'rise, emerge, jump (up)' >  K: GZ *c7n=d- ' appear ,
emerge' > G c7nd-, Mg (r)c7kind-, Lz c7kind- id. ¶ K 22O, ≈ K2 257-8 (*c7n-
d- with a ps. sx. *-d-), ≠  FS K 385-6 and FS E 433-4 (•ÿ *c7an-/c7en-
/c7in-/c7n- 'be seen, know') || IE: NaIE *skand- 'jump up, rise' ({WP}:
'aufschnellen, in die Höhe gehen'), {EI} 'jump' >  L scand-o2 / -e"re /
scand° / scansum 'climb' »» OIr {Vn.} scend- 'sauter, s’élancer ' ,
MW cy-chwynnu v. 'aufspringen' > W cychwyn 'to rise, to stir' (‘
'to start, to begin') ({Vn.} 'partir', {WP} 'auffahren, aufbrechen') »» OI
≤skandati  'jumps; spurts out' ¶ The cluster *sk- for the expected *st-
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is due to the IE law (of dis.?) ruling out *st-...-Ê-roots: in the p resence
of an IE root-final dental stop N *c7777- and *c7777 ' '''- yield IE *(s)k- and *(s)k8-,
see IE *skai\d- (L caedo2) < N *c7777 ' '''aydV  'strike, beat' [q.v.] ¶ WP II 54O-1,
EI 323, WH II 488, M K III 5O6, M E II 749, LP § 25.2, Vn. S  41, YGM-1
118 || U *c7anc7a (≠ *c7antV?) 'jump, gallop, trot' >  FU *c7anc7a >  Er
s7ans7ne, Mk s7anc7k ard´- 'galoppieren, in vollem Galopp fahren', s7anz7a ' a
long step, jumping' »» ObU *c7u2c7- >  pVg *s7u2s7- v. 'wade' >  Vg: T s7o2s7-, LK
s7os7-, P s7us7-, Ss su2s- id.; pOs *c7Oc7- > T soc7-, D c7us7-, O sos- 'schreiten, z u
Fuß gehen'  Sm {Jn.} *c>+t¥nt+c>V- 'run, trot' (of animals) >  Ne T d .
ta€neta€-s∆ 'run at a moderate trot' (of draught-reindeers), T O {Lh.}
tan1;et'a2˘, F K {Lh.} ta˘n1n1 ¢´a4¿t;a˘s7! id.; Ng d. {Ter.} (bam´) t´neuradu45o ' ( m y
dog) started running (pognalas∆ )', d. {Cs.} 3s (aor.?) tanta6ju1a; En d .
{Cs.} 1s aor. todde'ero' ± todde'edo 'run'; Kms 1s prs. {KD}
tæu˘no2˘l!a$m- v. 'gallop'; Mt {Hl.} *tand´l- 'rennen, schnell rennen' (Mt M
d. {Sp.} 1s tandalnym` 'sko¢u ') ¶¶ The U √  belongs here if i t s
meaning is 'to gallop, to jump' (as in Coll.) rather than ' schrei ten,
gehen' (as in UEW) ¶¶ FU medial *-c7- for the expected *-t- by as.? ¶ ¶
Coll. 6O, UEW 53, Jn. 147, Ter. 625, Hl. M #955 ¶ The change 'jump' ‘
'run quickly' ≡σ R skakat∆.
398. € *c7777u 4 444NV 'smoke, smell' > HS: S: [1] d. *°√Tnt > Ar √Tnt 'have a
bad smell' (of meat) (ÿ **TVn-at- n. ÿ **TVn-); [2] ? *°√{T}nn >  JA
[Trg.] Nn!T6 t´≤na2n (em. an!n!T6 t´na2≤n-a2) 'smoke', 'stink' (Is. 34.3), Sr
t´na2≤n-a2 'smoke'; JA/Sr √tnn  G  'emit smoke' ¶ BK I 238, Lv. T II 5 4 7 ,
Lv. IV 655-6, Br. 828  Eg MK/G snsn v. 'smell (sth.)', Eg BD snsn
'rot' or 'stink' (of a corpse), Eg {Mks.} snsn.t 'perfume' ¶ × N *su6666NV
'to smell (sth.)' × N *s7777ËNÉ 'to breathe' (q.v.) ¶ EG IV 172-4, Mks. III
2634, Tk. I 13O (Eg sn ≠ sny 'smell, breathe' with HS cognates
referring to N *su6666NV '⇑ ')  ? some Ch words for 'nose': Wrj {Sk.}
c7i~nna!, Jm {Sh.} ic7in, Gj {Sh.} i~c7i~n, Bt {Mch.} cinne5, Gudu {IL} c7in, Bdm
{Cfr.} c7enai\, {Lk.} c7inay, Ms {Mch.} cin, ZmB {J} c7i!n, ZmD {KNC} c7i@n ¶ JI
II 258-9, KNC 4 || U: FU *c7u4NV 'smoke, fog, steam' >  Prm {LG} *c7u$N
'smoke' > Z twyn  c7Èn, Vt ¢™yn c7Èn, ∆  c7ÈN id. »» ObU {Ht.} *c7u4∏Nk- ' fog '
>  pVg *s7ïkW, *s7ïNWkW id. >  OVg S Vt ¢eg`, OVg S SSs schu4cht,
tscho4cht, OVg W P we(x), OVg W Sol ¢e1xu id., Vg: T s7ïkW, LK s7e2xW,
s7e2NWkW-, P s7e2xW, LL s7exW, Ss se2NWkW id., T d. s7ïkWïta4∏kt- ' s ich
abkühlen'; pOs {Ht.} *c7u4˝ 'fog' > Os: V/Vy c7u4G, Ty c7iGW, Y/D/K c7iw, Nz
s7iÆG, Kz s7iÚw, O siw id.  pY {IN} *c7iN- > Y T {IN} c7!iN-i-c7!´ 'mgla
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(haze?), darkness, night' (-c7 !´ is a nominal sx.) ¶¶ UEW 59, LG 291-2, Lt.
197, IN 216 ˚  Possible infl. of N  *c7777 ' '''iwnV 'smell, stench, malodorous
sweat' (q.v.) ˚  ≈  IS I 2O7-8 [#51] (*c7u4ngÿ) (adduces S, Ch, and FU
words that do not belong here).
399. € *c7777 ++++c 7 777 ' '''aN[k]a6666 '≈ push, kick, stumble' >  IE: NaIE *steng[W]- ({WP}
*steng-) v. '≈ kick, stumble' ({WP} 'stoßen, mit dem Fuße [an]stoßen') >
Gt stigqan 'zusammenstoßen', bi-stigqan, ga-stigqan vi.
'stumble, strike against' ({Fs.} 'anstoßen', [NT] prosko1ptein), ?
stigqan h.l. 'meet (a hostile army)' ({Fs.} 'zusammenstoßen'), d. ga-
stagqjan vt. 'anstoßen, prosko1ptein', d. bi-stugq n. ' s tumble ,
stumbling' ('Anstoß, pro1skomma, proskoph1') »» W sangu {YGM} ' t o
tread', {WP} 'treten' »» OI ≤taNgati 'stumbles' ¶ The Gt cognate poin ts
to IE *gW , while W suggests lack of labiality ¶ WP II 618, 627, Fs. 452-3 ,
≈  M K I 469 (the OI-Gt connection "ist unerweisbar") || U: FU *c7aNV-
'strike, push, kick' >  Er c7avo-, Mk s7av´- 'strike, beat' » Chr: H {MRS}
¢angaw ≤c7aNga-s7 'to notch logs (for building a house)', {Rm.} ≤c7!aNga-s7
'einhauen, einschneiden', L ¢oÕaw {MRS} c7oN≤ga-s7 'to erect a house ( o f
logs), to build', Uf {Ps.} ≤c7oNem 'Einschnitte in die (Enden der) für e inen
Blockverband bestimmten Balken hauen' »» ObU {Ht.} *c7u2Nk- >  pVg {Ht.}
*s7È∏NWkW- > Vg: T s7a2˘Nk-, LK saNx-, MK s‰2NkW-, P s7aNk-, NV/LL s7‰Nk-, SV
s7‰NkW-, s7‰xW- 'ausschlagen, einen Fußtritt geben', N {Mu.} sa2NXw-
'stoßen', Ss {BV} saNxW-, Yk {Vxr.} sa4Nx- 'kick with the foot'; pOs {Ht.}
*c7ONk- 'kick' > V/Vy c7O˝-, c7o˝- 'ausschlagen, einen Fußtritt geben', T/Y
c7oq-, K c7oNX-, Nz s7uNX-, Kz s7ö$NX-, O soNX- 'mit dem Fuß s toßen
(pnut∆ ), aussschlagen (lågnut∆ )', D c7oNX- id., 'ein Bein stellen, d u r c h
Beinstellen umwerfen' ¶ UEW 53-4, Ht. #1O7, BV 99, Stn. WV 195, Ps.
OT 154, Rm. BT 157, Stn. D 255, ≠ LG 312 || AdS  of K: G c7ant- ' j em-m
einen Fußtritt versetzen' (< N *c7777o{Nt''''}V '≈ to step, to tread' [q.v.]) ¶
Chx. 1894 ˚ If the K cognate is ignored (as of ambiguous origin), w e
lose the distinction between N *c 7777 and *c7777 ' ''', so that the N rec. must b e
*c7777 ++++c 7 777 ' '''aN[k]a6666.
4OO. (€?) *c7777o{Nt''''}V '≈ to step, to tread' >  K: G c7ant- 'jem-m e inen
Fußtritt versetzen' (possibly influenced by N *c7777 ++++c 7 777 ' '''aN[k]a6666 '≈ push, kick,
stumble'?) ¶ Chx. 1894 || U *°c7ontV (or *t+s+s7- and -nc7+s7+s-) >  Sm {Jn.}
*c>aºnt¥- (or *t- and *-c>-) v. 'step, tread (treten') >  Ne T tana€-s∆, T O
{Lh.} tan;a2˘ , Ne F L {Lh.} ta2nna-, En d. {Cs.} 1s aor. obcj. taddu'abo id.,
Kms {KD} 1s prs. tæo˘n;im 'gehen, wandern', d. {Cs.} thono'l!am, {KD}
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tæo2˘nu5l!om 'treten', d. {KD} tæo2˘no¬a5l!;a$m 'zertreten' ¶ Jn. 151 || ?φ HS:
CS *√T÷t' > BHb ty2o9S2s7a÷â≥t'-at3 n. cs. 'stamping': s7a÷â≥t'-at3 par≤so2t3 ' d a s
Stampfen der Pferdehufe', Ar √T÷tœ G  {Fr.} 'contudit in par tes ,
comminuit', {BK} 'casser, concasser' ¶ GB 853, KB 1487, BK I 224, Fr. I
217 ˚  If the S cognate is legitimate, it means that under s o m e
conditions N *N  yields S *÷.
4O1. *c7777apa 'sack, vessel' >  K: G c7ap-i 'earthenware jug', 'a measu re
for liquids (36 Russian pounds [19th c.])' ¶ Chx. 19O6, DCh. 1562, SSO
II 316 || U: FV *c7awa 'sack, vessel' >  Krl A hoavo 'Sack(stoff), Beutel,
Säckchen', Krl Ld havad, huavo, hoavo, Vp havad 'sack' » Er c7ava 'd ish ,
bowl' ('Schale, Napf'), {ERS} 'bl√do ', Mk s7ava 'wooden dish\bowl' ¶
UEW 619, ZM 111, ERV 734, PI 3O1 || A *c>æap- 'container, vessel' >  ?µ
T: NaT *çapçaq  '(wooden) container' > CrTt c7apc7ak 'tub' ('Zuber'), VTt ∆
¢ap¢ak s7!aps7!aq id., 'barrel', Bsh sapsaq 'tub (made of a log)', ∆
'hollow of a tree-trunk', Brb cspcaq 'barrel', Alt ¢ap¢ak c1apca1q {BT}
'tub', {Rl.} 'barrel', Shor s7apc7aq 'barrel', Tlt {Rl.} c7apc7aq 'bucket ' ¶ Rl. III
1927, Rs. W 99, TatR 631, BT 176, BR 463  pKo {S} *c>apa- (or *c>i\apa-)
'earthenware jar, bowl'  > NKo c>aba4gi ¶ S QK #1129, MLC 1379 ¶¶ ≈
DQA #316  (pA *c>æi\opæe~ 'water container, vessel': T, Ko + [unc.] pJ {S}
*t‰~pi^ ¬ *tu\a~pi^ 'gut ter '  [without unequivocal ev. for *-p-] [> J: T to!i, K
to~i^, Kg toi!] + unj. pM *c>o4˝eru4m 'pond, small lake, pool').
4O2. € *c7777ÉqV (or *c7777ÉXV) 'chop, cut' >  K *°c7eq+X- >  G c7eX- ' c h o p
(wood), split' ¶ Chx. 1929-3O, DCh. 1576 || HS: Ch: WCh {Stl.} ci- v.
{AD} 'chop, cut (wood)' >  Tng {J} se23 'cut (wood, tree), chop; slay (wi th
a sword), hew, fell' » Sir {Sk.} cï 'cut, chop' ¶ Stl. ZCh 181 [#336], J T
142, ChC, Sk. NB 17  ?σ Eg L sx1 ({EG} s1h3) 'injury', 'wound' or sim. ¶
EG IV 267 ˚  If Eg sx1 belongs here, the N rec. must be *c 7777ÉqV .
4O3. *c7777aqyV  (or *c7777aXyV?) 'to shine' >  K: G c7aXc7aX- 'glänzen,
strahlen', c7aXc7aX-i 'Glänzen, Gleißen, Strahlen' ¶ Chx. 1918 || A: M
*c>ay- v. 'be(come) bright\white, shine' >  MM [S] c7ayi- v. ' b e c o m e
bright\white', [MA] c7ai\- v. 'become white', WrM {MED} cai-, HlM caj-
v. 'be(come) white, turn pale, dawn, grow light', Ord {Ms.} c7æa4∏- ' b e c o m e
white', Mnr H {SM} c7æi¢e2- 'devenir blanc, jaunir (moisson)', o2r c7æï- v.
'dawn' ('commencer à faire jour'), WrM [AT] ciu4gen ≠ ceu4gen
'shining' ¶ Pp. MA 13O, H 25, MED 18O, 12OO, Kow. 2O75, SM 4 4 1 ,
447, AT 8 || HS: Eg NK sX÷y 'shine' (of the sun) (unless “ Eg fP sX÷y
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'appear') ¶ EG IV 237-8 ˚  N *-q-  if the Eg cognate is valid, otherwise
we must reconstruct *-q ++++X-  (*c 7777 aq ++++XyV ) .
4O4. *c 7777Ë[?]ÂV  'stand, stand up' > HS: CS *-Tu2r- > Ar √Twr (ip. -Tu2r-
) v. 'become raised, stirred up' (of things), 'leap', SmA -tu2r- ip. G
'raise' ¶ Ln. 364, BK I 241, Tal 946  WCh: NrBc {Tk.} *c'urw-≠*c'‰rw-
'stand, stop, wait' ¶ Sk. NB 142, Tk. NB 17O ¶ The hissing (rather t h a n
hushing) cns. finds no explanation ||  K : G (ga-)c7er- v. 'make (so., s th . )
stop' ('zum Stehen bringen, anhalten, abstellen') ¶ Chx. 1925-6, DCh.
1576 || A *{c>}urV- ({S AJ} *c>urV, {SDM97} *c>u"~ra) v. 'stand' >  Tg *°Jur-
v. 'stand still' >  Ewk JUrUl-  v. 'stand still, in silence' ¶ STM I 278 ¶ Tg *J-
< N *c7777- (cp. also Tg ≈ *Jali-kta 'haw-thorn' < N *c7777ÅlV 'stalk', Tg
*Jalka 'fine snow' < N *c7777al ! !!![Ë]gV 'snow' or 'hoarfrost', and Tg *Japakun
'quiver' < N *c7777apa 'sack, vessel')  S AJ and SDM97 adduce here p J
*ta~t- v. 'stand' >  OJ tat-, J: T ta!cu, K ta~tteru, Ns/Sh tac7- ¶ S AJ 2 6 7
[#7O], S QJ #7O, Mr. 765 ¶¶ S AJ 1O1, 277 [#66], ≈ SDM97 (A *c7u"~ra
'even, straight'), ≈ DQA #247 (A *c>i\ur1i id. >  Tg *Jur- •÷ T *t…u4r1 [>  OT
tu4z 'level, flat, even'], that goes back to N *t''''u 4 444ryV ¬ *t''''uryÉ or *t''''u 4 444r 1 111V
¬ *t''''ur 1111É 'row, line; to string' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  The initial glottalized cns. i n
Ch suggests a glottalizing factor, which cannot be an initial ejective
(ruled out by the K cognate) and is better explained by supposing t h e
presence of a N lr. (most probably *? ) .
4O5. (€?) *c 7777 { i }9ÂV  (≠ *c 7777 { i }Â{9}V?) 'to stop up, to thrust, to plug, t o
dam' >  HS: S *°√T˝r >  Ar √T˝r 'remplir, boucher (le trou, l a
crevasse); barrer, barricader un défilé contre l’irruption de l’ennemi' ,
?σ Sq {L} pf. G  (y)ho÷or 'split' ¶ BK I 225, ≈ L G 481 || K ?σ  *c7Xer- /
*c7Xir- / *c7Xr- v. 'pick (with stick)' > OG da-c7Xer-, G c7Xir-/c7Xer- {K2}
id., {Chx.} '(hinein)stecken' (×  K *c7Xir- 's t ick'  >  G c7Xir-, Mg *c7XinZ7-
[ı  Abh a-c7X´nc7 ≠ a-c7X´nZ7], Sv c7Xir ± cXir), d. GZ *c7Xr-ek'-/*c7Xr-ik'-
/*c7Xr=-k'- v. 'pick (with stick)  >  G c7Xrek'-/c7Xrik'-, Mg c7Xirk'-, Lz c7Xrak'-
id. ¶ G X <  *˝ due to the law of compulsory as. within c lusters
("harmonic complexes") ¶¶ K 2 259-61, Chx. 1963-4, Abul. 132 || A: M
*°c>ir9a- > WrM cir9a- v. 'stop up, dam'; M ı WrMc cir9a- {Z} ' ho ld
in (within some limits), dam, fill with mud' ({Hr.} 'stecken bleiben, i n
der Klemme sein'), {Hr.} cir9a-bu- 'stecken bleiben lassen; anhal ten
(Atem); stauen (Wasser)' ¶ MED 191, STM II 399, Z 941, Hr. 151 ||  AdS
of D: SD and SCD *c>er- v. 'shove in, thrust, insert' (< D *k!er- < N
*s 6666 e 6 666 rwV 'insert, thrust in, stop up' [q.v. ffd.]; see  also N *c7777ÉÂé€V ' t o
stick in, to gauge, to chisel').
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4O6. *c7777År{h}{u 6666} 'to spread, to scatter' >  IE: NaIE *ster-, *steru-
/*streu\-, *ster´-/*stro2+a2- id., {EI} *ster- 'spread out' (× N *t''''ar 1111ÙV
'throw, disperse, scatter' [q.v.]) >  OI √star-: str=≤n5a2ti, str=≤n5o2ti
'spreads, scatters', 'streut (hin)', Av st´r´na2iti 'sternit', Phl
vistar-tan 'to spread', NPrs ˆdrtasgu gosta4r-da4n id., 'to expand; t o
make a bed' »» Gk sto1rny2mi, store1nny2mi v. 'spread', strvto1ß adj. ' sp read ' ,
strv 6ma  'anything spread\laid out for lying\sitting upon' »» L stern-o2 /
-e"re (pfc. stra2vi , pp. stra2tus) 'stretch\spread out, strew, spread ' ,
stra2men 'straw, litter' »» OIr sern- {Vn.} 'étendre, joncher ,
distribuer'; OBr strouis 'stravi', MBr streoui ' joncher ' ,
streuein v. 'to strew, to spread' ('parsemer, éparpiller'), Br
strewin% 'joncher, éparpiller, répandre' »» pAl {O} *strinya >  Al
shtrij v. (prs. strinj) 'stretch (out), spread' »» pGmc *strau\jan t o
spread, to strew' >  Gt straujan, ON stra1 'to strew',  OHG
strewen id. (>  NHG streuen 'to strew, to spread'), AS
stre1(o)wian 'to strew, to scatter' (>  NE strew); ON stra1 (ı ME
stra2, stro2 >  NE straw), OFrs stre2, OHG strou ± stro2 (>  NHG
Stroh) 'straw' (“ *'sth. spread\scattered') »» Lt sti~rta 'stack, r ick ' ,
∆  straja~ 'Streu(stroh)' »» Sl *pro-sterti to spread, to stretch' >  OCS
prostr8ti pro-stre7-ti, R pro-ste≤ret∆, Slv prostre5!ti ' t o
stretch, to extend', SCr pro ~stre2ti ± pro~-strije2ti id., 'to spread ,
to spread out', Blg pro- ≤stiram v. 'I stretch, extend', Cz prostr7I1ti
'to spread (out)' ¶ P 1O29-3O, EI 539, M K III 517-8, M E II 756-7, Vl. II
1OO2, Sg. 1O89, F II 8O2-3, Cowg. EG 155ff., WH II 59O-1, Vn. S  93-5 ,
Flr. 3O9, Ern. 662, Hm. 76O, Ho. 326, Fs. 456, Kb. 976, OsS 878, Schz.
273, Kb. 973, KM 757-8, Vr. 552, O 442, AlbED 844, Frn. 9O9-1O, 9 1 7 ,
Vs. III 379 || HS: S *°√Trr > Ar √Trr 'séparer, disperser, disséminer' ¶
BK I 22O || D *c>a2r- ({†GS} *s-?) v. 'spread, extend' >  Tl sa2rincu id.,
Knd sa2r- v. 'spread (e.g. sore)' ¶¶ D #2466 ˚  D *-r- (regularly from a
N cluster *r⊥) and IE *ster´- suggest the presence of a lr.; the m o s t
probable lr. (liable to disappear in S) is *h ˚  ≠  IS MS 359 (equates IE
*ster(Ó)- with HS *d3r- 'scatter').
4O7. (€?) *c7777ÉÂé€V (= *c7777ÉÂ÷V?) 'to stick in, to gouge, to chisel' >
K: G c7r- / c7ar- 'hinein-\durch-stecken, hinein-zwängen\stopfen' ¶ Chx.
1946-8 || A: Tg: Ul c7irg‰- v. 'gouge, chisel' ('dolbit∆
dolotom \stameskoj ') ¶ STM II 399 || D: AdS   of SD and SCD *c>er- v.
'shove in, thrust, insert' (< D *k!er- < N *s6666e 6 666rwV 'to insert, to thrust in ,
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to stop up' [q.v. ffd.], see  also N *c7777{i}9ÂV [≠ *c7777 {i}Â{9}V?] 'to stop u p ,
to thrust, to plug, to dam') || ? HS: WS *√{T}r÷ >  Sr √tr÷ ' fregit ,
perfregit; perfodit', {JPS} 'break through, force a passage', JA [Trg.]
√tr÷ 'zerbrechen, zerschlagen', MHb (< Aram?) eo1ir%T6 t´r°≤÷a2 'Riß,
durchbrochener Ort', SmA √tr÷  G  'breach' (pp. try÷ 'breached'), Ar
√Tr÷  'être importun à qn. par ses visites très fréquentes' (if a µφ  f r o m
'thrust, shove [oneself] in') ¶ Valid if Ar √Tr÷ belongs here, otherwise
the S root is √tr÷ and does not belong here ¶ Tal 965-6, Br. 836-7, JPS
621, Lv. IV 673, ≈ L G 481.
4O8. *c7777VÂuqV (or *c7777VÂu4444qV?) 'pile up, put\lay on\over' >  IE: NaIE
*streu\[´]- / *strou\[´] / *stru[:]- 'pile up, build' >  L stru-o2, -e"re (p fc .
stru2xi, pp. stru2ctum) 'pile up, put in layers (schichten); bui ld ' ,
strue2s (gen. struis) 'a heap', Um struhc>la, struc>la, STRUS `LA
'struiculam, struem' (accus. dim. 'a heap') »» Lt ∆  stru2ﬁnyti, Lt Z
striu2 !nyti  'errichten, erbauen' ¶ It is tempting to suppose that -k- i n
L stru2xi, stru2ctum is somehow connected with N *-q- ¶ WH II
6O7-8, Bc. G 347, Pln. II 756, Frn. 927, ≠ EI 539 (L struo2  'build up' <  IE
*ster- 'spread out') || K: G c7Xor-i n. 'heap, piling up' ( 'Anhäufung,
Haufen'), c7Xor- v. 'unordentlich anhäufen oder bauen' ¶ Chx. 1965 ||
HS: B *√srÓ >  Kb {Hy.} ti-sri 'tas de claies\planches'; ? BSn {Ds.} a-
s7ars7u2r (pl. i-s7ers7a4∏r) 'tas de pierres (sacré)' ¶ Dl. 79O, Ds. B 338  Eg
fMK srX ¿ 'memorial stone (Denkstein)', possibly also Eg fXVIII srX
'throne' (if “ *erected') ¶ EG IV 2OO, Fk. 234.  
4O9. *c7777 {a}w{u6666} {ry}V 'bull, calf' > HS: S {AD} *≤Tawar- 'bull, ox' > BHb
r&S ≤s7o2r, pl. Mir5v!S6 s7´wa2≤rïm, ? Ph †vr, Ug Tr (To2r-), BA pl. Nir5&T
to2≤rïn, JA ar1&Tto2≤r-a2, Sr ÆÂo„¢ataw≤r-a2, Ar rv0@a Tawr-, OSA Twr, Gz
ÍR so2r, Tgr ÍR sor, Ak s7u2r-, Eb s7u-lum (= To2+u2r-um) id.; S ı IE
*tawro-s 'bull, aurochs' >  Gk Mc tawros, Gk tay6roß 'bull', pAl {O}
*tau\ra (>  Al ter 'bull ') , L taurus, Osc accus. tayrom, Um accus. pl .
turuf, TORU 'bull', Gl TARVOS, OIr tarb, NIr tarbh, W tarw, MBr
{Ern.} taru, Br tarv, Crn tarow id., ON †jo1rr, Sw tjur, Dt ∆
deur 'bull', pSl *tur¥ (>  OCS tur5 turË 'aurochs'), Lt tauﬁras
'aurochs', Pru tauris  'bison'; Blt ı F tarvas 'reindeer' ¶  KB 1 3 4 6 -
8, 1797-8, AD PhSS 1O-1, AD PSH 93, Br. 819, OLS 5O5, Siv. GAG 2 8 1 ,
Sl. 1199, L G 511, Sd. 1287, IS DIES 3, WP I 711, P 1O83, Mn. 137O, EI
135, F II 86O-1, WH II 65O-2, Bc. G 325, 349, Vr. 614, Frn.1O67-8, En.
263, Vn. T  31, Ern. 681, Hm. 777, YGM-1 4O5, Hamp AIEW 15O, O 4 3 2
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 Eg: OK s¿ 'young bull' ({Mks.} 'taurillon'), ?? MK {Fk.} s¿ 'byre' ¶
Mks. I #3325, Fk. 2O7, Hng. 654  SC ı Mb c7uru! 'bull' ¶ E SC 2 2 7
(err. SC supposed cognates) ¶¶ Tk. PAA 7 || IE: NaIE *steu\r-/stou\r-
'bull' ({EI} *steu\ros 'large domestic animal') > Av staora  'large cat t le ' ,
MPrs sto2r 'draught animal', NPrs rvtS sotu2r ≠ rvtS" ostu2r 'beast o f
burden (horse, mule)' »» Gt stiur  'male calf, (young) bull', ¿ ON {Ho.,
KM} stjo1rr (not mentioned in Vr.!), OHG stior 'bullock', NHG
Stier  'bull, bullock', Dt stier, AS ste1or 'bullock, steer', NE steer
¶ WP I 6O3-4, P 1O1O, Mn. 1316-7, EI 23-4, Vl. I 95 and II 227, Sg. 5 5 ,
656, Fs. 454, Ho. 32O, OsS 873, Kb. 966, KM 749, Vr. N 699 || ? A:
NrTg *çur- (≠ *çi3r-?) (+ext.) >  Ewk çurup 'wild deer ( two/ three-year -
old)' and possibly Ewk Urm çirak, Ewk M çira2p 'elk (four-year-old)', Neg
çIrap 'male elk (three/four-year-old)' ¶  STM II 399  T: possibly
Alt/Tlt/QK c1ar 'ox (Ochs, Arbeitsochs)', Brb/Kü c7ar 'ox' (Rl. III 1 8 5 9
and IV 192) ı WrM {Rm.} car, Kl car, HlM war 'castrated ox' (in th is
case N *-awVÂ- > A *-aÂ-) || D: [1] D {tr.} *c>ar`- > Gdb sar`it 'bul lock ' ,
Knd P sar`a 'bull', Ku sr`ahnu ko2dßi 'bullock' (ko2dßi 'cow, ox') ¶¶ D #24O2
 [2] ?? D (in CD) {tr.} *c>ir, {GS} *cir 'buffalo' > Klm sir, Nkr s1ir
'female buffalo', Nk sir id., 'buffalo', Prj c>ir, Gdb sir ± c>irru 'buffalo ' ;
D ı OI sai\ribha id. ¶ D #2554, GS 127 [#33O] ˚  D *-r`- ≠ *-r- a n d
pT *-r suggest N *-ry-  rather than *-r 1111- (which cannot yield T and D *-
r) ˚  AD NM #41, Vv. AEN 19 (legitimate doubts about the supposed
cognates in the Altaic lgs.).
41O. *c7777{i}ÂkV 'pus, rotten\filthy liquid' >  HS: S *°{T}ark- >  Ak s7ark-
'pus' ('Eiter') ¶ Sd. 1187 || IE: NaIE *(s)terg8+g- / *(s)treg8+g- ' r o t t e n
liquid, filth' >  Gk [Hs.] sterga1noß : koprv1n {LS} 'sterquilinium' ( ' dung-
heap'), Gk ta1rganon 'wine vinegar, spoiled wine' »» ON †rekkr, MHG
dre4c / gen. dreckes 'filth, dirt' >  NHG Dreck 'mud, dirt, filth' 
NaIE *(s)terk8- / *(s)trenk8- '≈ excrements, urine' >  L stercus / gen.
stercoris 'excrements, dung, muck, manure' »» Br stronk
'excrements (ordure, crotte)', troazh 'urine', W trwnc ' u r ine ' ,
troeth (<  *trokta2-) 'lye, urine', troethi 'to urinate' »» pAl {O}
*streka >  Al shtrek (pl. ≤shtriqe) 'corpse, carrion' »» Lt terﬁs7ti
(prs. ters7iu~) 'to soil, to make dirty', Lt tre~s7ti, Lt E tre<ﬁsti ( p r s .
tre<siu~) 'to manure, to dung', Lt tra<s7a~ 'manure', tras7kanos ' p u s
in the eyes' ¶ P 1O31-2, WH II 589, F II 79O, 856, Vr. 62O, Lx. 32, KM
141, YGM-1 418, 42O, Hm. 763, 815, Frn. 1O83, 1112, 112O-1, O 441 ¶
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The variation *g8+g ≠ *k8 still needs investigating || A: NaT *çirk ' d i r t ,
pus' >  Az c7irk 'dirt, pus', Osm {Rh.} c7irk 'dirt, pollution, matter, pus ' ,
Tk {RYS} c>irk 'dirt, rust', ∆ 'pus, matter; manure', Tkm c7irk ' s ta in,
stained spot'; T ı  G c7irk- 'pus' ¶ Rh. 718, Chx. 1937, Rl. III 2127 ˚  ≈
IS I 2O7 [#5O] (*c7iru 'gnoj , qiqa ').
411. (€?) *c7777i{t}V 'to clean, (?) to wipe' >  K: G I c7it- ' s äube rn
(Reben)' ¶ Chx. 1934 || U: FU {Coll.} *°c7ïc7V- v. 'wipe' >  Lp: Ar {Lgc.}
cih_:;cuÚo't, Vfs {Lgc.} ca4˘h_;co˘t 'abwischen' ¶ FU *-c7- for the expected *-t-
is probably due to the infl. of the paronymous FU root *c7o2c7V (<  N
*coG ++++Xc7777V or  *c7777oG ++++XcV 'sweep, rub\scrape away\off' [q.v.]) ¶ Lgc.
##3O5, 353, Coll. 75 (Lp cicco / ciZo- 'wipe'; •÷ Prm and Vg words
belonging to the abovementioned U *c7o2c7V) || ? HS: S *°√Tdm * 'strain,
filter (a liquid)' >  Ar Tida 2m-  'linge, etc., qu’on applique à une vase p o u r
filtrer\coller un liqueur' ¶ BK I 22O.
412. i? *c7777it ' '''[H]a 'small bird' >  K *°c7it'- 'small\young bird' >  G c7it'-
'small bird', c7it'- v. 'bring up nestlings' (of a bird); possibly some K lge.
ı Arm cit cit 'sparrow' ¶ Chx. 1938, DCh. 1579 || HS: EC: HEC
{Hd.} *c7'id'a 'bird' >  Brj {Ss.} c7'ïd'd'a2, {Hd.} c7'ï≤d'a, Ged c7'ïc7c7o (<  *c'id- +
snglt. -c7o), Kmb c7ïc7c7u-ta, Alb c7ic7uta 'bird' »» ? SC {Tk.} *c7'id÷- ({E} *c7'ir÷-
) 'b i rd '  >  Irq c'ir÷i, Alg/Brn c7'ira÷a, Asa s7ira÷a id.; *-d÷- < (as.) *dH- ¶
Hd. 27, 183, Ss. B 47, E SC 226, Tk. NB 176  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *c7'ita
'bird', {AD} 'small bird' (mte. *c7...t' >  *c7'...t) >  Hs tsita c'ï!ta~ '∈ small
bird' » Mbr {Sk.} ≤c7'o2@ti!, Dir {Sk.} a~≤c7'i!da@ 'bird' »» ECh: Nd {J} c7a!di!n1 id. ¶ Stl.
ZCh 193 [#443], Ba. 1O41, ChC  ? Eg XXII stÓ '∈ bird' (t  for t h e
expected *d due to as. *t'H >  *tH), Eg MK sZÓ id. (affricatization *t' >
*Ç') ¶ EG IV 345, 394 || o U {UEW} *c7ic7a (≠ *c7inc7a) '∈ small bird' >  pLp
{Lr.} *cice2- '∈ a small bird' >  Lp: N {Fri.} cicce, sicce / -c- ' passer ,
avicula', {N} ciZas7 / -aZ7- 'Calcarius lapponicus', (last part of cds . )
'sparrow, small bird', S {Hs.} ts1u4jtse-ke, L {LLO} tsihtse2 '(∈) ' small
bird', Kld {SaR} cyza cÈza 'a bird belonging to the order o f
Passeriformes (sparrow and sim.)' » Prm: Z I Z7iZ7 'small bird', Z7iZ7 kay
'Arctic sparrow', Z US/MS Z7ÈZ7È, Prmk Z7ÈZ7, Yz Z7iZ7i 'swift (Apodida)', StZ
dqydq Z7ÈZ7 id., 'sand martinet (Riparia)' »» Os: D c7en`c7 'a small b i rd ' ,
Kz s7es7 'a song-bird', K s7is7 'goldfinch'  Sm: Slq Tm {KD} c7ïc7i 'a small
bird', Slq Tz {Erl. “ JP} c7ic7ik, c7ic7ika 'a small bird' ¶¶ UEW 58-9, Lr.
#81, Lgc. #355, Hs. 137O, SaR 382, LG 89, Erl. 239 ¶¶ The unexpected
*-c7-≠*-nc7- (for *-tt-) are due to onomatopoeic associations (and t o
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as.?). The additional cns. -n`- in Os D and in prePrm (*-n`c7- >  Prm *Z7) still
needs explaining || D *c>itßtß- '∈  small bird' >  Tl jit5t5a (the generic
name of several birds: warblers, babblers, wagtails, etc.), Kn cet5t5i
'hen-sparrow', Kt gugr-cetßy 'pigeon' (lit.: 'a bird that says gugr '); D ı
OI cat5aka- 'sparrow' ¶¶ D *c>itßtßa (preserved in Tl jit5t5a) >  pSD
*c>etßtßa (*i > SD *e before *a of the next syll.) Ï  Kn cet5t5i and Kt cetßy
¶¶ D #2763, Zv. 65-6 (*i  >  SD *e), Tu. #4571 ˚  In WCh and D there is
shift of etymological emphaticity N *c7777...t' ''' >  *c7 '...t (>  D *c>...tß) ˚  An al t .
rec. is N *c 7777 ' ''' it [H]V , that presupposes a shift of emphaticity in K ˚  If Eg
stÓ (≠ sZÓ) belongs here, the N etymon is *c7777it ' '''[H]a (the combined
ev. of Eg Ó and of K ∅ suggesting N *H ). But if SC *c7'id÷- belongs he re ,
the N etymon may be *c7777it' '''÷a (Eg tÓ < *-t'÷- [assimilative
deglottalization and devoicing]).
413. ?σ € *c 7777ÅyV 'bring, give' >  HS *c7ayy- >  CS *Tayy- 'gift, dona t ion '
> BHb iS2 s7ay, EpHb is s7y id., Ug Ty {A} 'Votivgeschenk', {Grd.}
'tribute, gift', Yd s7y [*Tay-] 'gift, donation' ¶ KB 1368, A #2857, Grd.
UT #2666, HJ 1125  WCh: NrBc {Tk.} *c7ay-≠*c7iy- > Wrj {Sk.} c7a-, J m b
{Sk.} s7i ≠ s7a, My, Mbr c-, Kry c7iy- 'give' ¶ Sk. NB 23, Tk. NB 174  Eg
OK sw , sw.t, ysw  'Ersatz, Lohn, Entgelt' ¶ EG I 131 ¶¶ ≈ Tk. PAA 1 7 - 8
(S, NrBc, Eg + err. pSam *≤si^: 'give' [in fact, <  N *c6666ih{i} '≈ carry, br ing '
‘  give', q.v.]) ||  ?σ D  *c>ay- 'leave, let go, (?) give' > Klm say- 'leave, l e t
go, release', Nk say-, Prj c>a2y- 'leave', Nkr sa1y-, Gdb O {Bh.} sa2y- ' leave,
abandon', Gdb {BBh.} sa2y key- 'leave, let loose', Gdb K sa2y- 'leave, hea l '
»» ? Td toy- 'give the slip to'  AdS  of D *c>ï- / *c>iy- ({†GS} *s1-) v. 'give'
(‘  'allow') (< N *c6666ih{i} '⇑ ' [q.v. ffd.]); it is not likely to be the d i rec t
reflex of N *c 7777ÅyV  because of D *-ï- / *iy- and D {GS} *s1- ¶¶ D **2458,
2596, Zv. 1O5.  
414. € *c7777 ' '''á++++abV{y}V '∈ horned animal' > HS: S *≤T'abay- 'gazelle' > Ak
fOB s5ab°tu(m) (Ak ° < S *ay), Ebl za-ba-a-tum, BHb ib5c6 c'´≤b3ï
(pl. Mia5b1c6c'´b3a2≤?-ïm ≠ Mii%b1c6c'´b3a2≤y-ïm), Ug T5by, OA s5by [T'{a}bVy-],
IA t5by, JA (incl. JEA) ai!b6y2 t5ab3≤y-a2, Sr t5ab3≤y-a2 ≠ t5´b3°-≤t-a2, M d
t5abia, Ar ¥Ub07a Îœaby- id. ¶ CAD XVI 42-4, Sd. 1O71, Krb. EG 42, KB
937, HJ 419, 958, OLS 551, Grd. UT #1O45, Sl. 493, Br. 266, DM 1 7 3 ,
BK II 132, Ln. 19O8  Eg OK Zbn.w '∈ antelope' ¶ EG V 568 || A {DQA}
*c>æapæi ¬ *c>æepæa '∈ horned animal' > T {DQA} *ça4+epil! 'kid' >  OT c7epis7 ' a
kid more than half grown', Osm c7a4pis7 'half-year-old kid', Tkm c7ebis7,
c7ebs7ek id., Az c7a4pis7 'one-year-old kid', Qzq s7îbîs7 'one-year-old goa t
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(she-goat?)', Qq s7îbîs7 'goat that has kidded once', Qrg c7ebic7 'kid of t h e
second year' ¶ Cl. 399, Rs. W 1O5, Shch. Zh 12O  ?σ M: *c>a{B}a > WrM
ca, ca bu9u, HlM caa 'domesticated reindeer', Kl † ca(a) ca2
'reindeer', ?φ Brt sagaa(n) sa9a2(n) 'sire reindeer' ¶ Kow. 2O73, MED
154, Gl. III 333, KRS 62O, Chr. 382  Tg: Ewk I çe2waku2n, Ewk çubukï
'mountain sheep' ('gornyj \ kamennyj baran ') ı Yk c7u(b)buka ≠
c7u(b)buku id. ¶ STM 41O ¶¶ DQA #273 ˚  A *-pæ- < **-b...?- < N *-b. . .y-
.
415. *c7777 ' '''Vc7777 ' '''X++++ÌV 'be born; a young (of an animal)' >  K: G c7'ic7'ûqina
'∈ young fish, fry' ¶ Chx. 226O || U *c7ac7a (≠ *c7anc7a) ≠ (Ugr) *c7oc7V
'be born' >  FU: Er s7ac7o- ≠ c7ac7o-, Mk s7ac7´- id., 'appear, be a ( g o o d )
crop' » Chr: L s7oc7a- (inf. wo¢aw s7o≤c7a-s7), B s7oc7a-, Uf s7oc1a-, H s7ac7a-
(inf. wa¢aw ≤s7ac7a-s7) 'be born' » Prm *c7uz7- id. >  Z ¢uq- c1uz7- id. ,
'appear, germinate', Prmk, Yz c1uz7- id., Vt ¢ 4yqy c7Èz7È 'clan', ¢4yqy-
vyqy c7Èz7È-vÈz7È 'clan, relative(s)' (vyqy 'root, clan') »» ObU {Ht.}
*c7o"c7´˝ >  pVg {Ht.} *s7O"s7´G ≠ *s7O"s7Ga2 'native land' >  Vg: LK/MK saºs´, P
s7os7iG, Ss sossa id.; pOs {Ht.} *c7o"c7´˝ ≠ *c7a"c7´˝ 'of this country, local,
indigenous' > Os: D/K c7a"c6´, Nz s7o"s7´, Kz s7o"s7iÆ, O sa"si  Sm: Ne T t´nz,
T O {Lh.} tenc 'clan, tribe; kind', En X {Cs.} tid!o, En B {Cs.} tiso, {Mik.}
tÈz 'Geschlecht', Ng {Hl.} tans´ 'clan', Slq {Cs.}: O c7aZ7, MO ≤c7aZ7eak ≠
c7ac7eak, NP c7atc7eak, Ke ca1ceak, B c7eZ7ijea4, Tz c7ec7et!a4, c7ec7eja,
tetet!a4 4 'Geschlecht' ¶¶ UEW 52, MRS 722, LG 312, Lt. 216, U3S 49O-1,
Ht. #92, Stn. D 241, Ter. 69O, Hl. US 139, Cs. 89, 134, 228 || A: NaT
*ço2çug+k ≠ *ço2çka '≈ young of an animal' (‘ 'young of a pig'), 'child' (“
*'born') >  OT c7oc7uq, Trm œoœu˚ Z7o2Z7uq, Az ¢owga c7os79a, QrB c7oc7Xa
'suckling pig', Tk c>ocuk / c<ocug"- 'child', Ggz c7oZ7uq 'boy, son', U z
¢u€¢˚a c7öc7qa, ET, Qmq c7oc7qa, Qzq/Qq/Nog s7os7qa, VTt ¢u¢ka s7 !us7 !qa,
Bsh susqa, Qrg c7oc7qo, StAlt ¢o¢ko c1oc1qo, Qmn {B} c7oc7qa ≠ c7oc7qo ≠
c7o4c7ko4, QK {B} c7oc7qa ≠ s7os7qo, Xk sosXa 'swine' ¶ Cl. 4OO, MKD 94, Rs. W
113, TkR 326, BT 18O, B DK 269, B DLT 223, RKB 455 ¶ The length o f
the vw. *o2 reflects the loss of the N postcons. lr.
416. *c7777 ' '''aydV 'strike, beat' >  K *c7'e2d- / *c7'a2d- v. 'hammer (meta l ) ,
forge; nail' >  OG c7 'ed- (aor. -c7 'ed-e <  *c7 'e2d-) v. 'hammer (metal), forge', G
c7'ed- (aor. -c7'ed-e) id., v. 'nail on, affix, shoe', Mg c7'k'a(n)d-, Lz c7'k'ad- v.
'nail, shoe', Sv -s7k'a4∏d- / -s7k'id-, Sv L -s7k'a2d- id. ({TK} msd.: UB lis7k'a4∏di,
LB/Ln lis7k'a4di, LB lis7k'di, L lis7k'a2di) ¶¶ K 254-5, K2 32O, Chik. 412, FS K
474, FS E 537-8, Chx. 2238-4O, TK 462; on the phonological basis of t h e
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full-grade aorist in G: Vogt AVG 133 and GM S 269-7O ¶¶ The K long
vw. goes back to N *ay || D *c>atß- v. 'strike, beat' >  Tm ca2t5u v. ' bea t ,
trample, gore, kill, destroy', ca2t5t5u v. 'beat, strike', Tu cad5a 2yisu-  id. ,
'flog', Kn jad5i 'beat, pound, crush', Tl sad5incu v. 'pound, beat', Prj
c>adßp- v. 'strike, beat, hammer', Kui Z>ar`sa 'a whip, scourge', Mlt {Drs.}
ja 1r 5e  'beat\shake down as fruits' ¶¶ D #23OO || IE: NaIE *[(s)]k(≈)ai\d-
'strike' >  L caed-o2 / -e"re (pfc. cec°d-°) 'strike, beat, kill, c u t
(trees)' »» OI khe2d- {MW} 'strike, press, press down', {M} 'd rücken ,
stoßen' (to keep apart OI {M} khe2d-  'tear'?) ¶ ≈  WH I 129, MW 339-4O,
≈ M K I 3O9, ≈ M E I 454-5 ¶ Though the IE *s mobile is not attested i n
any language, there is indirect ev. of it: the OI aspirated kh- i s
accounted for by NaIE *(s)k≈- <  N *c7777 ' '''- ¶ The cluster *sk- for t h e
expected *st- is due to the IE law (of dis.?) ruling out *st-...-Ê-roots ( i n
the presence of an IE root-final dental stop N *c 7777 - and *c 7777 ' '''-  yield IE *(s)k-,
*(s)k8-, *(s)kW-, cp. IE *skand- <  N *c7777{a}n2222dV 'rise, emerge, jump [up] '
[q.v.]) || HS: ?φ EC {Ss.} *c'+d'ït- v. 'kick' >  Or {Grg., Sr.} d'ïta , Arr {Hw.}
d'it-, Ya dït- {Ss.} v. 'kick', Hr {AMS} d'ïc7- 'treten' ¶ Ss. PEC 26, 3O, Grg.
126, Sr. 297, Brl. 118 (Or d5it-u 'pestare, calpestare, pigliare co i
piedi'), Hw. A 356, AMS 155.
417. *c7777 ' '''Ëka (or *c7777 ' '''Ëk[V?]V?) 'to shut, to stop up, to cover' >  K: G
c7 'ek- 'vollstopfen' ¶ Chx. 2245 || IE: NaIE {P, EI} *(s)teg- v. 'cover' >  OI
sthagayati  'covers, hides' »» Gk ste1gv 'I cover, protect' »» L teg-o2, -
ere v. 'cover' »» ON †ekja, OSx bi-the$kkian, OHG decken ±
decchen ± thechen, NHG decken, AS Îe$c1c1an 'to cover', NE
thatch »» Lt sti!egti (prs. sti!egu) 'to roof, to thatch'  Ï NaIE
*(s)tego-s ≠ *(s)togo-s 'roof' >  Gk ste1goß, te1goß, ste1gh, te1gh ' r oo f ,
house' »» OIr tech, OW tig 'house' »» ON †ak, AS ÎAc, OHG dah ±
dach ± thah, NHG Dach 'roof' »» Lt sto!gas, Ltv sta2 ^gs, OPrs
stogis  'roof' ¶ P 1O12-3, Dv. #1O9, EI 134, M K II 523 (the adduct ion
of OI "remains questionable"), F II 78O-1, WH II 654-5, Vn. T   39-4O,
Vr. 6O5, 6O7, OsS 94-5, Schz. 1O5, 1O8, Ho. 35'Kb. 147, KM 119, 1 2 4 ,
Frn. 9O4, 911, En. 257 || U *c7ukka- 'versprerren, verstecken' >  Hg
csuk-  'sperren, versperren, zuschließen' »» ? Vt c1uka- vt. 'hamper, b a r '
('zaderqat∆ , pregradit∆ ')  Sm: [1] ¿*c>Vk- >  Slq Tz {Cs.}
c7akac7am ≠ takatam 'einschließen, verschließen'; [2] ?φ  Sm {Jn.}
*t¥k- v. 'hide' >  Sq Tm {KD} takku 'xranit∆ ' (= 'keep'?), Sq N {Cs.} 1 s
pf. tahhap 'I buried'; Ï Sm {Jn.} *t¥kk¥l- 'verbergen' >  Ne T
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taka€l-c∆ 'to hide, to conceal', {Lh.} takÆkal- 'verbergen, vers tecken ' ,
Ne F 2s obcj. imv. ta5kkarOt, Slq Tz {KKIH} taqqÈl- v. 'gather', {Cs.} ? En
X/B teka2- 'sich verstecken' ¶¶ UEW 62, Coll. 7, MF 126, LG 313, Jn .
146, Cs. 133, KKIH 179, Ter. 617 || A: ?σ Tg *çoku- v. 'screw up one’s
eye, close one’s eye' >  Ewk çokon- ≠ çokor- id., v. 'take aim (when
shooting)', Lm çoka2n- id., Neg çoxot-, Ork c7oqorIc7I- 'take aim (when
shooting)', Orc c7okc7omic7i- v. 'cover one’s eyes with the hand' ¶ STM II
4O4 ˚  U *-kk- and Tg *-k- (the regular reflexes of N *-K ''''-) may b e
explained as going back to post-N *-k'- < *-k?- < N *-kV?- .
418. € *c7777 ' ''' ++++c 7 777ik''''V 'to cut' >  K: GZ *c7'ec7'k'- v. 'cut (fine)' >  G c7'ec7'k'-, Mg
c7'k'ac7'k'- id. ¶ K 255, K2 321, FS K 474-5, FS E 538 || A: Tg *çi3ka- >  Ewk
çika2- v. 'cut off', Lm çIqI, Neg çIXa ± çIka id., 'cut into pieces', Ork c7ik‰
'a support (piece of log, etc.) on which sth. is chopped, cut, broken u p ,
crushed' ¶ STM II 39O ˚ The N initial cns. may have been either *c7777 ' '''-
(preserved in K) or *c7777- (glottalized in K by as.) ˚ IS MS 361, IS I 2 1 O
[#55] (K, A).
419. *c7777 ' '''É÷k''''V (or *c7777 ' '''a 4 444÷ik''''V?) 'squeeze; tight' >  K: G c'7ik'n- 'prallvoll
machen, vollstopfen' ¶ Chx. 2251 || HS: WS *√{T'}÷k' >  Gz √s'÷k' G ' b e
squeezed, pressed' and possibly BHb √c'wk' Sh  (pf. qic5e4 he2≤c'ïk') 'dr ive
(smb.) in the corner, press (smb.)', he2≤c'ïk' l´- 'harass, press h a r d '
(absence of *÷ due to contamination with CS *√s6'yk' 'be nar rowed,
pressed' <  N *c6666 ' '''iK''''V 'tight, narrow, dense' [q.v. ffd.] × N *c6666 ' '''V[Ç''''][V]ûûûûqV
'squeeze, press' [q.v. ffd.]) ¶ L G 543-4, KB 951, KBR 1O14, BK II 49, OLS
42O-1, Js. 1O56 ||  U : FU *c7a4kkV 'tight; to press, to suffocate' >  Prm: Z
dqagyd Z7ag‰d 'tight' (e.g., of a collar), Z7ag‰d-nÈ 'to press, to s trangle
(with a loop)', Z7agav-nÈ 'to strangle oneself', Yz ≤Z7agal- 'hang oneself ' ,
Vt q≥okany Z7oka- vi. 'suffocate', Z7okat-ÈnÈ vt. 'to strangle, t o
suffovate', Z7ok-Z7ok pÈcanÈ 'to close tightly \ hermetically' »» ObU {Ht.}
*c7a4∏k- > pVg *s7a4Æk- Ï *s7a4Æk-Vt- vt. 'suffocate' >  Vg T s7u4kït-, Vg P s7a4∏k´t-
id., pVg *s7a4 ∏k-Vp- vi. 'suffocate' > Vg: LK/P s7a4∏k´p-, MK sa4∏k´p-, LL s7a4∏ka4p-;
pOs {Ht.} *c7a4k´n-, {†Hl.} *c7a4∏k´n- vi. 'suffocate' > Os: V/Vy c7a4k´n-,
Ty/Y/D/K c7a$k´n-, Nz/Kz s7ak´n, O sa$k´n- id. ('ersticken') ¶ UEW 55, LG
88, Ht. #132, Stn. D 247 || A: M *c>iqul 'narrow, tight; pressed '  (× N
*c6666 ' '''iK''''V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.).
42O. *c7777 ' '''a 4 444l ß ßßßV (or *c 7777a 4 444?l ß ßßßV) 'feeble, lean; to shrink, to diminish' >  K: GZ
*m-c7'l-e 'lean, thin' (with the derivational circumfix *m- -e) >  OG, G
mc7'le, Mg c7'k'ola id. (*m- is regularly lost in Mg) ¶ K 143, K2 133, FS K
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472 (*c7'el-/c7'l-) || HS: SES *√Tll v. 'be weak' (animal, person) >  Jb E
TEl 'weak', Jb C m‰≤TOl≤lOt 'weak, sickly' (cow), m‰≤Ti≤lel 'weak' (pe r son ,
young animal), Jb eT≤lel v. 'cause (animals) to be weak', Mh Tal, Hrs Tel
'weakly goat' ¶ Jo. H 132, Jo. J 284, Jo. M 417  AdS:  Eg MKL s¿ ' m i t
schwachem Arm'  (×  N ?σ  *s 7777uw?V  'weak' × N *s2222ul ß ßßß{u 6 666} 'lax, loose') ¶ EG
IV 14  C: SC: Kz {E} c7'el- 'slow down' ¶ E SC 199 »» AdS  of EC *°√c7'{l}k >
Hd {PB} c7'erak- v. 'be lean, thin' (×  N *c@@@@a4 444l ß ßßß û ûûûqV 'lean, thin', q.v.) ¶¶ Tk.
PAA (S, Eg, SC) || U: FU *c1{a4}lßV 'a small thing' >  pPrm *Z1öl!y- id. >  Z Z1ol!,
Z1ol!l!- id., Z1ol!a 'small', Z UV Z1‰l!a id., Prmk Z1ol! 'a few' »» pObU {Hl.}
*c1e2lß´˝ 'thin' (× N *c@@@@a 4 444l ß ßßß û ûûûqV, q.v.) > pVg *c1a4 ∏l´G id. > Vg: T c1a4 ∏l´w, LK s1O2lï,
MK/LK s1O2li", N s!a2liG; pOs *c1elß´˝ ({∫Hl.} *c1a4Ælß´˝) id. >  Os: V/Vy çelß´G, Ty
ça$Æ¬´G, D/K çel´, Nz s1el´, Kz s1e¬iÆ, O s1el ¶ LG 91-2, Rd. rLG 422, Ht. # 7 7
¶ FU *c1- (for the expected *c7-) is puzzling; Prm *l! is due to the infl. o f
the following *y || A: NaT *°çal- >  OT cal-în- v. 'be emaciated (¬azaEa
hazala)' (of a horse), 'isxudat∆ ' (MKA 342:3) ¶ Cl. 421, DTS 137 
Tg: WrMc celmeri {Z} 'slender, lean' ('strojnyj , s tonkoj taliej ,
suxo∑avyj '), 'thin and dense' (of cloth), {Hr.} 'schlank, rank' ¶ STM II
42O, Hr. 142, Z 929  M: [1] M *c>ile- > WrM cile-, HlM ¢il´-
'be(come) ill \ weary \ tired \ exhausted', Kl ¢il- 'run low, b e
exhausted (is¢erpat∆så , kon¢it∆så)', {Rm.} c7il(´)- 'ein Ende
nehmen, zu Ende gehen, kraftlos\krank sein', Ord c7æile- 'éprouver de l a
fatigue; être épuisé' ¶ MED 182, KRS 65O, KW 44O, Ms. O 7O1  [2] ??σ
WrM cilger {MED} 'slender', {Gl.} 'strojnyj stanom ', HlM {MED}
¢ilg´r 'slender' ¶ MED 183 || D *c>alßlß- ({†GS} *c- or [?] *c1-) 'weak,
feeble, undevelopped' >  Tm cal5l5ukkay 'tender and undevelopped
green fruit', Ml cal5l5u 'unsubstantial, unripe', Kn jal5l5uga 'a weak,
feeble man', Kn Cr salßke 'lean', Tu cal5l5´ 'stupid, weak', Kui sadßu ' a n
empty ear of corn, an unformed grain' ¶¶ DEDS #1951, D #2415 ˚ U
*-lß- and D *-lß- suggest N *-lßßßß- ˚ ¶ S *T- and Eg s- either result f r o m
deglottalization (N *c7777 ' ''' >  *c7 >  S *T, Eg s) or represent N *c7777a 4 444?l ß ßßßV. If
*c 7777a 4 444?l ß ßßßV  is the right N rec., K *c7 '- and Kz c7'- go back to N *c7777 + *? .
421. € *c7777 ' '''{o}l ∏ ∏∏∏[w]V 'shadow, shade, dark' >  HS: S *≤T'ilal- 'shadow' >
Hb lc4 c'el 'shadow' (pl. Mil5l1c6 c'´la2≤lïm), Ug T5l, Amr {G} s'illum, JA
t5´≤lal / em. t5´la2≤l-a2, t5ul≤l-a2, SmA t5l, Sr \olo†e t5Ela2la2 (= t'´lO≤lO), Ar
¬ëº&i Îœill-, Gz d. s'´la2lo2t, Ak s5illu id., JEA t5´la2≤la2 'ceiling'  (+ext.) S
*√T'lm 'be\grow dark' > Ak √s5lm G (inf. s5ala2mu) 'be b l ack \da rk ' ,
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s5almu 'black, dark', Ar µl7√Îœlm G (pf. Îœalima) 'be dark', Ug T'lmt
≠ ˝lmt 'darkness', Gz √s'lm G  'grow dark, be darkened\black' ¶ KB
96O-3, KBR 1O24-5, OLS 551, G A 34, Tal 311-2, Js. 537, Sl. 5O5, Br.
275-6. L G 555-6, Sd. 1O76-8  EC: Ged t'illo 'black' »» Ag: Aw {Hz.}
ca!rka! id. ¶ ≈ AD SF 113-4, Hd. 263  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *{c7' }Vla- ' shade ,
shadow' >  Sha c7ala^, Ang Z7il id.  ? (+ext.): Tmk d‰@lmï& ≠ du@lmï& ( f .
d‰@lm‰2 &r, pl. d‰@lma~w) 'black' (unless from Ar) ¶ Stl. ZCh. 194 [#455], J R
233, Flk. s.v. Z7il, Cp. 53, Blz. EChWL s.v. 'black'   Om {Blz.} *c7'al-/*c7'il-
'black' or 'green' >  NrOm: Gm {Hw.} c7'ili!lo, Drz {Fl.} c7ilila, Malo {Fl.}
c7'Ililo, Oyda {Fl.} c7'ililo, Bsk {Fl.} c7'ulla, Na’o {Fl.} c7'ilu, Mj c7'Il-Is, Gmr
{Fl.} c7'il, Cha {Fl.} s'ilata, Hrr {Fl.} Jiluk'a 'green' »» SOm: Ari B c7'al-
'black', Ari G -c7'al, -c7'El, Dm c7'ilo 'green', Ari {Bnd.} c7'alE-mi 'b lack,
green' ¶ Blz. OL #197, Fl. AGC 623, Hw. EG, Bnd. AL 145, 151  ?σ B
*√dœlw+Ó: Ah ´dœlu v. 'be green and profuse' (of vegetation) (× B *dal
'green, dark'), Shl {NZ} dœlu ≠ dlu 'be(come) black', Sll i-dœili 'black', Ntf
dlu 'be black', Zng {TC} eÎey 'black', 3m pf. yeÎiy / 3m aor. yiÎiy
'become black' ¶ Fc. 271, Ds. 199, Dray 335, NZ 463, DCTC 296 ¶ To
distinguish from B *dal  'green, dark' (NZ 326-7) || U *°c7+t+s7ol+lßwV >  Sm
{Jn.} *c>+talw¥ 'dark' > Ne T talv, Ne T O {Lh.} taÒB 'the darkest part o f
night (in winter)', Ne F {Lh.} pït ta2nÄ id., Kms {KD} tæo2¬u 'dark', Koyb
{Sp.} to2lo  'temno ' ¶ Jn. 151, Ter. 618.
422. € *c7777 ' '''V÷++++H++++hmV 'to taste, to eat' >  HS: WCh {Stl.} *√c7'm 'to t a s t e '
>  Hs {Ba.} c'a2 ~me2 ! 'a small amount of food taken (out of a pot on the f i re)
to taste if it is good' (×  Hs c'ama v. 'take, pick out') » Ang {ChC} c7a~m v.
'taste', Kfr {Nt.} c7a@m id., 'touch (in darkness)', Mpn {Frz.} c7a@m v. ' t as te ,
feel, touch, test sth.' » Fy {J} c7a!mi^ 'taste, touch' »» ECh: Mu {J} c7a!m ' e a t
(hard food)' ¶ Stl. ZCh 193 [#446], ChC, ChL, Ba. 1O26, Flk. s.v. ca"m,
Frz. DM 9, Nt. 5, J R 84 ¶¶ OS #111 (+ err. Ar √Tm? 'make food fa t ,
feed with fat food' [in fact, the basic meaning of Ar √Tm? is 'fat']) || K
*c7'a2m-/*c7'm- 'eat' >  OG, G c7'am- (aor. -c7am-e <  *-c7'a2m-), Mg c7'k'om-
≠c7'k'um-, Lz c7'k'om-, Sv L {K2} e2m-, {Dn.} em- (aor.: 1s l-oXw-em 'I ate', 2 s
laX-em, 3s lal-em, 1p l-oXw-e2m-d, 2p laXe2md, 3p lale2m-X) ¶¶ K 254, K2
319-2O, Schm. 157, FS K 472-3, FS E 535-6, Dn. s.v. em-; on the length
of the pK vowels evidenced by the G aorist: GM S 241, 244, IS rGM 1 3 2 -
3 ˚  IS I 211-2 [#57] (+ err. S *√t'÷m 'taste') ˚  The long vw. in K
points to a N "light" lr. (*h , *÷ , or *H , less probably *? ) .
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423. *c7777 ' '''a 4 444m[V]XV 'sour, bitter' >  K [1] G c7'maX- v. 'become sour' ( o f
wine)', c7maX-i 'sour' (wine); [2] ?φ GZ *mc7'aXe- (< **m-c7 'maX-e-?) ' s o u r '
> OG mc75aX-, G mc7'aXe-, Lz mc7'oXa- id. ¶ FS K 231, K2 133 || HS: NrOm
*√c7'm 'bitter' >  Hrr {CR} c75a2m-, Wl {C} c75am-, Kf {C} c75a2mm- v. ' b e
bitter', Mch {L} c7'ammo 'bitter', Anf {MYTY} s'a2mo 'bile' ¶ C SE IV 421, L M
24, MYTY 118  Ch: WCh: Hs c'a2 !mï! 'acidity, sourness', Gw cami » Tng {J}
s7Em, {Kr.} so~m 'sour, -ness' » P’ {MSk.} c'È@mu!wu~ ≠ c'‰@mu@mu! ' sourness ' ,
Mbr {Sk.} s'a2!min, Dir {Sk.} n‰! ≤sa@n≤sa@m 'sour'; ?? NrBc *√s6'mm 'bitter' >
Cg {Sk.} s6'e2@ma!ma@, P’ {MSk.} s6'a@m(u~)ma2!, Sir s6'a2!ma2@mi id. (or akin to J m b
{Sk.} J°a~ma!J°a~ma! 'bitterness', Kry {Sk.} d'e!md'e!m‰~na@ 'bitter'?) »» CCh: Pdl
s7om s7om 'sour', ZmB {Sa.} ci~ce~m, ZmD {KNC} c‰~mo~k, Zm {Kr.} c7umok
'sour' »» ECh: Brg {J} J°e2 ~ma! 'bitter' ¶ Ba. 1O27, ChC, ChL, JS 43, JI II 26-7 ,
Sk. NB 13, 41, MSk. 2O8-9, KNC 28 ¶¶ OS #58O, ≈ Sk. HCD 268 ||  U: FU
*c7a4[:]mV 'sour', vi. 'ferment' >  Prm *s7o$m ({LG} s7o¿$m) 'sour' >  Z wom
s7om, Z US s7o¿m, Prmk {UEW} s7‰m, Yz s7u$m 'acidifying ferment; sour', Z
Ud/I s7om 'leavened dough', Vt wo≥m s7‰m 'taste, acidifying ferment' »»
Os: Ty c7im-, O sim-  vi. 'ferment, rise' (of dough) ¶ Prm *o$ suggests a FU
a4, while Os i points to a FU long *a4∏ ¶ UEW 56-7 (FU *c7emV), LG 321-2 ,
KrT 949 || D {tr.} *c>am- v. 'go bad, become rotten' >  Nk sam- ' b e
rotten', Prj c>am-, Gdb sam-, Krx c>anx- v. 'turn stale' (of food), ' t u r n
mouldy' (of bread), (?) Krx c>a%:wa%:r- 'get an unpleasent taste', Mlt c>an9e
'be(come) rotten', c >an9ro  'rotten' ¶¶ D ##2341, 2424, Pf. 5 ˚  IS I 2O9-
1O (*c7 5a4mV HS-U), Tyler DU 8O7 (U, D), Blz. C (D, U).
424. *c7777 ' '''iwnV(-c7777 ' '''V) 'smell, stench, malodorous sweat' >  HS: SES
*√T'wn ≠ *√T'nw >  Mh T'o2ne2t (pl. T'‰≤want‰n) ({Jo.} d3 °o2ne2t,
d3 °´wa1nt´n), Hrs T'‰nwe2t 'bad-smelling, malodorous sweat', Gz, Tgr
√s'nw 'be fragrant, smell (of sth.), emit an odour', Tgy √c7'nw (p f .
c7'enAwA) v. 'smell (odorare o puzzare)', c7'Ana 'odour' (c7'- due t o
Cushitic infl.?), Amh t'ena 'odour, smell'; a variant with an unexpalined
change S *T' >  *c' is represented in Ar sœuna2n-, sœinn-at- 'bad odour, fet id
smell of arm-pits', ?s œanna v. 'be altered, stink', in Sr s5´na2≤n-a2 'smell o f
arm-pits; savour\smell (esp. of roasted meat)', and in Md s5anta
'stench' ¶ Jo. H 3O, Jo. M 85, Lonnet p.c. (on the phonetic meaning o f
{Jo.} d3 ° in Mh/Hrs/Jb), L G 562, LH 646-7, Bsn. 937-8, BK I 1373-4, Br.
632, JPS 481  EC: Brj {Hd.} c7'inc7'-, c7'inc7'ay- vi. 'smell', {Ss. “ Hw.}
c7'inc7'ay-, {Ss.} c7inc7ay- 'smell, esp. pleasant', Or {Th.} c7inc7awu
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'puzzare, essere nauseante', {Brl.} c7inc7-awu 'puzzare ( d i
bruciaticcio), bruciacchiare', Or B {Vnt.} c7inc7a2 / c7inc7ofta ' puzzare ,
essere nauseabundo', {Sr.} c7'inc7'a2 / c7'inc7'o2fta v. 'transpire abundantly' ¶
Hd. 184, Ss. B 48, Th. 68, Brl. 78, Sr. 281, Vnt. 3O  NrOm: Kf {C} c7'in-
'smell (odorare)', {C} c7'inno2, {HHM} 9iˆ  c7'inno¨†{Bbr.} c7inno n. smell
(profumo)', Gm {Hw.} c'i!nk'o 'smell foul' ¶ C SE IV 422, HHM 3O2, Hw.
EG ¶¶ ≈ OS #442 || K: G c7'enc7'i n. 'sweat', G K c7'enc7'eXi id., G Lch c7'enc7'- v.
'sweat' ¶ Chx. 224O-1 || U: FU (att. in FV) *c7iwn+n`V 'smell, stench' >
Lp: N {N} c7iwna6  'which has a smell of burnt hair or cloth or the like', L
{LLO} tsiuna 'scharf\bitter schmeckend, stinkend', Kld {TI} cÈu2≤n(a")
'stench of a stoat (and a cat)' » Er ¢ine c7in1e, ∆  c7iyn1e, Mk s7in1a4 ' smell ,
stench' ¶ UEW 621 || D: [1] D (in SD) *c>ïn`tß- 'bad smell' >  Tm c°n5t5u
'stench (as of rancid curd)', Kn sin5d 5u  'a disagreeable \ nauseous smell
(as of sheep, tiger, rancid butter, etc.)', Kdg c>indî 'scent (found by d o g
in hunting, etc.)', Tu jid5d5u, jid5d5a 'rancidity'  [2] D (in NED) ≈
*c>ÉnÀ- > Krx c>a?(a)na2 (p. c>a%:c>as) v. 'stink, give forth an offensive smell;
smell', Mlt c>enÀye (p. c>enÀc>a) 'emit odour' ¶ D ##2264, 2523 ¶¶ The
original pD nasal cns. is *-nÀ- (< N *-n- ). The cns. *tß in *c>ïn`tß- is due t o
regr. as. (infl of *tß) .
425. *c7777 ' '''en 2222?V 'narrow, thin' > K: G {NCh., DCh.} c7'ani 'lean, meager', G
c7'navi id., 'skinny' (Chx: 'mager, ausgemergelt') ¶ Chx. 2265, DCh.
17O2, 1713, NCh. 457, 459 ||  HS : EC: Brj c7'in?-a {Ss.} 'very small', {Hd.}
'small, little' ¶ Ss. B 48, Hd. 183 || IE: NaIE *°sten- 'narrow' >  Gk A
steno1ß, Gk I steino1ß 'narrow' ¶ WP II 627, P 1O21-2, and EI 391 (all o f
them suggest a highly qu. comparison with Gmc: ON stinnr, OFrs
st°th, AS st°† 'steif, fest, hart, stark'); F II 788-9 and Ch. 1O51 ( n o
et. of the Gk word) ||  U : FU (att. in FP) *c7e2n+n`V 'small, thin, eng' ( 'k lein,
dünn, schmal') >  F hieno, Krl Ld hien, hieno id., 'fine' » pZ {LG} *Z7enit
({∫LG} Z7e¿nit) 'short' > StZ, Z US Z7en1Èd, Z UV Z7en1id, Prmk Z7enÈt, Yz ≤Z7inÄt
id. ¶  UEW 62O-1, LG 89, Lt. J 118 ˚ The stem-medial lr. is tentatively
reconstructed on the ev. of the long *e2 in U. The lack of traces of the N
lr. in IE and K suggests that it was *?  (confirmed by the C reflex) ˚
Trnt. NE 159 (IE, U).
426. *c7777 ' '''{a 4 444}n 2 222c 7 777 ' '''V (or *c@@@@ ' ''' {a 4 444}n 2 222c 7 777 ' '''V) 'tip, (back) end, tail' >  K: G c7'oc7'i
'Spitze, Ecke', 'spout (of a jug') ¶ Chx. 2267 || U: FU *c7a4n`c7a4 'tail, b a c k
end' >  F ha4nta4 (gen. ha4nna4n), Es ha4nd 'tail' » Lp Vfs {Lgc.} ca$˘cka;
'Fleisch am Hinteren' »» ObU *c7u4Æn`c7 ({Ht.} *c7u4Ænc7) 'back (dorsum)' >  pVg
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{Ht.} *siÆs7 id. >  Vg: T/LK/P/NV/SV/LL s7is7, MK/UK/UL/Ss sis; pOs {Ht.}
c7un`c7 id. > Os: V/Vy/Ty c7un`c7, Y c7unc7, D/K c7u4nc7, Nz s7u"ns7, Kz s7u"s7, O sus 
Sm {†Jn.} ≈ *sa4+aºn1V{s}-≠*sa4+aºnt- 'tail' >  Ne T W sane” san1e? / obl .
sanes- san1es-, Ne {Cs.} san1a', san1e' 'tail', En {Cs.} soddaki 'bird’s
tail', Ng {Cs.} santu' id. ¶¶ Sm *s- (the reg. reflex of U *s1) is
accounted for by dis. *c7a4n`c7a4 >  *s1a4n`c7a4; an alt. conjecture: if U *c1- yields
Sm *s- (which has not been demonstrated), the N etymon may b e
*c@@@@ ' ''' {a 4 444}n 2 222c 7 777 ' '''V, whence U *c1a4n`c7a4, while G c7'- and FU c7- are due to as. ¶¶ Coll.
81, UEW 56 (rejects the Sm cognate because of Sm *s-), Lgc. SL #2779 ,
Ht. #1O5, Ter. 529, Cs. 29, 65, 91 || HS: B *√zœzœ >  Kb t3i-zœzœi-t3 (pl. t3i-
zœzœi-yin) 'barbe de grain d’orge, brindille', Izn {Rn.} t3azœa 'quill of a
porcupine, thorn'; ?σ Ah {Fc.} ti-zœzœ 'anus' (if “ 'back part of t h e
body'), ??σ ETwl {GhA} ti-zœzœ (pl. tizœzœaw´n) 'vagina' (if “ 'anus' o r
'penis') ¶ Dl. 927, GhA 219, Rn. 32O, Fc. 1927  ECh: Kwn {J} c7i!n1, Kbl
{Cp.} c7i~nda& 'tail' ¶ JI II 317  || ?φ  A: i  pKo {S} *c>a(:)c>i >  NKo ça(:)çi
c>a2Z>i 'penis', çoç c>ot id. ¶ S QK #718, MLC 1383, 1488  Tg i  *çVçu >
WrMc coco, Ud c1ic1ko, Ork tUtU, ? Nn {PSchm.} c7ilc7u2 'penis', Ul c7Ic7U
id., 'spout (of a tea-pot)', Nn Nh ç 7Ic 7I- v. 'pour water through a spout' ¶
≈  STM II 4O3  ?φ M *c>ic>i > Kl {Rm.} c7is7 'kurze Stange, spitzes Holz ' ,
WrM cicigu4r 'thorn, prickle', Kl ¢i¢¥r 'crow-bar, boar-spear', Kl Ö
{Rm.} c7ic7u4∏r 'Instrument, um etwas durchzustechen', d. Ord Z7òic7æin
'droit au but'; bf.: M *c>ic>i- v. 'poke, thrust, prod, prick, stick' > WrM
cici-, HlM ¢i¢i- id., Ord Z7òic7æi- 'piquer, aiguillonner', Kl ¢i¢-x
c7ic7´x´ 'to prick, to pierce (with a spear), to punch', {Rm.} c7ic7-x´
'durch-stechen/-bohren' ¶ MED 176, Ms. O 2O5, KRS 654, KW 442 ¶¶ ≈
DQA *c7æ{i}c7æu 'spout, prick, penis' (Tg, Ko, M) ¶¶ The Ko and Tg words
for 'penis' may be Lallwörter.
427. *c 7777 ' '''Ëp ''''V(ÂV) 'fingernail, claw' > HS: S *≤T'up{a}r- 'fingernail, c law'
>  BA t'´≤p3ar* id. (ie5&rf6y5 t'ip3≤ro2hï 'his fingernails', Er@f6y5 t'ip3≤rah ' h e r
claws'), JA rf2y6 t5´≤p3ar, em. ar!f6uy t5up3≤r-a2, SmA t5pr, Sr ærof†e
t5Ep3≤r-a2 'fingernail', JEA ar!f6uy t5up3≤r-a2 'finger-\toe-nail, hoof', M d
t5upra  'claw, nail, hoof', Ar rf0&u Îœufr- ≠ rf0&i Îœifr- ≠ rfu&u Îœufur- id.,
'claw', Jb C {Jo.} ≤T'i≤fEr ({∫Jo.} d3 °i!fE!r), Hrs {Jo.} T'‰fïr ' f inger\ toe-nai l ' ,
Mh {Jo.} T'fe2r ({∫Jo.} d3 °fe2r) id., 'claw', Sq {Jo.} ≤t'‰yf‰r, ≤t'‰fh‰r, {Nak.}
≤t'ifher 'fingernail', Gz s5´fr (pl. s5´far) id., 'claw', Tgy s'‰f‰r ' f inger-
\toe-nail', Tgr s'‰fr id., 'claw', Ak s5upru(m) 'finger-\toe-nail, claw,
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hoof', BHb d. Nr37pc5 c'ip≤porEn 'fingernail' ¶ KB 983, 1716, GB 693, 9O8,
Dlm. 1174, Spr. BA III 176, Lv. II 183, Sl. 498, Br. 286, Tal 322-3, DM
178, Jo. M 83, Jo. H 49, Jo. J 48, Nak. 6 [#48], L G 549, LH 65O, Bsn.
975, Sd. 1113, CAD XVI 25O, MiK I #1.285  ? AdS  of B *°√tfr ' f r o n t
part of the foot (including the toes)' (< N *t''''VP3333ÂV ≠ *t''''VÂP3333V '∈  p a r t
of the foot', 'foot', q.v. ffd.)  C (mt.): SC: Brn/Alg c7'arafu {Wh.}
'fingernail', {E} 'nail, claw' »» ?φ  Ag: Q {R} Z7erfa2, Xm T {CR} za≤fer
'finger' »» ?φ  EC: Kmb {L} zurupm-ic7-uta (pl. zurupm-ata) 'finger', Alb
{CR} zurum'a, {PB} zur'ma 'thumb' ¶ AD SF 129, Wh. IC 23, E SC 3 2 9
 ?φ  NrOm {Blz.} *{Z7}Vpn- ≠ *{Z7}abar- >  Kf {C} yafaro2 ≠ yabaro2
'fingernail', Mch {L} yabaro, Anf {Gt.} ya≤bero, Ym {C} difna2 id., amb
Shn {Lm.} Z7a2!ba~ 'branch', kis7i-Za2!ba~ 'finger' (kis7a~ 'hand') (× HS *√cb÷ >
S *√cb÷  'finger') ¶ Blz. OLBP s.v. 'fingernail', AD SF 129, C SE III 72, Lm.
Sh 321-2, 331  Ch: WCh: Su {J} c7ib'En, Krkr {Mk.} yarfetu, Bd {RLk.}
s6‰!ba~r-‰!n 'fingernail ' »» CCh: Mdr {Mch.} s6i!rba id., 'claw', Msg {GKrs.}
≤dufra ≤bino 'finger, toe', ? Msg Ng {Rlf.} dzhrum id., (× HS *√cb÷ >
S *√cb÷ 'finger'): FlJ {ChL} amb Z7È~vi~s7I^Nga~ c7È~vu% 'finger' (c7È~vu% ' h and ,
arm'), FlMc z7IvÈ~c7IgÈc7i 'finger' ¶ JI II 246-7, ChL III 6, Lk. DQM 93, RLk.
NB 222 ¶¶ AD SF 129 [C, Om, S, Ch], OS #12O (*c7'upar- 'fingernail') [S,
C, Om] || U *c7ËppV (≠ *c7eppa4?) 'finger' >  F hyppy, hyppi ' f inger-
tip', hyppynen 'finger-tip, finger’s end; finger' » pLp ≈ *cE2ppV >  Lp
Kld {TI} ci\e¿;p;(¥ò), {SaR} ce2hp, Lp T {TI} ci\e¿:p(¥ò) ≠ ci\e]ppA ' f inger,
toe'  Sm {Jn.} *topaº, {Hl.} *topa 'claw, hoof' >  Ne T toba 'hoof', Ne T
O to2bòa"˘ 'toe (of a ruminant), hoof', Ne F L {Lh.} to2p;o¥ id., Slq Tz {KKIH}
topÈ 'foot', Mt {Hl.} *toha+o 'hoof' (Mt K {Pl.} tohoto` 'its hoof') ¶¶ SK
93, TI 632, SaR 378, N I 311-2, Jn. 166, Ter. 664, Lh. 492, KKIH 185, Cs.
148, Hl. M #1O44, UEW 49 ¶ The pLp vw. *E2 (a regular reflex of FU *e)
still needs explaining (contamination with a different √ ?) || A: Tg
*çop{a}-, *çopar- 'claw' >  Ewk çowomo, Ewk I ço2bi, Ewk Skh /Tng /Urm
ço 2wi  'claw (of a bird)', Neg çowokï 'claw, bear’s paw', Orc c7opokto, U d
{Krm.} c1ofo?o 'claw', WrMc s7oforo 'claws (of a hunting bird)', ' a
pinchful (of five fingers)' ('∑Øpot∆ ') ¶ STM II 4O2, Krm. 311.
428. *c7777 ' '''Vp''''V(-tV) 'thong' > HS: C: Ag *c>VpVt- >  Bln {R} ≤s7aber (p l .
≤s7afet), Xm {R} ≤s5aber 'leather-strap (Lederriemen)'; Ag ı Tgr
s'AfarA 'pack-rope, leather-strap', Amh {L} t'Af‰r 'leather-strip, thong' ¶
R WB 316, LH 65O, L CAD 236  S *√°T'pp >  Ar √Îœff G  (pf. ƒW7a
Îœaffa) 'lier, serrer (les pieds d’une chamelle)' ¶ BK II 86-7 || K: G
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{DCh.} c7'ap'-i 'leather-straps of footwear', G R c7'ap'-i 'Riemen z u m
Zubinden der Kalamani (Art Ledersandale)' ¶ DCh. 17O3, Chx. 2232 ||
U : FU (att. in Vg) *°c7ippV{tt}V >  pVg {Stn.} *s7iÆpVt >  Vg {Stn.}: T s7Epa4't,
LK s7´pt, MK s´pt, P/SV/LL s7Ipt, NV/ML s7ipt, UL/Ss sipat 'Schnur a m
Netzrand' ¶ Stn. WV 3O3, Kn. VW 49.
429. *c7777 ' '''i÷P3333a 6 666 'branch, bough, rod' >  K *°c7'ep'l=- 'rod' >  Mg {FS} c'k'ap'ul-
'Gerte, Rute', Zan ı OG, eNG {SSO} c'k'ep'l-, G c'k'ep'la-, c'k'epel-, G ∆
c' ûqep'la- 'Gerte, Rute' ¶ Chx. 218O-1; ≈  K 244 and K2 298 (GZ *c'k'ep'l=- ÿ
GZ *c'k'ep'- 'o split, splinter'); ≈ FS K 447 and ≈ FS E 5O5 (GZ *c'k'ep'l-) ¶ *-
l=- is likely to go back to a sx. || A: NaT *çî[:]p 'slender branch' (× N
*cik''''P 3 333V 'branch, shoot of a plant') >  OT c7îp 'thin slender branch', O s m
{Rh.} πv* c7up 'little bit of wood, stock' (× π NPrs ıv* c7u2b 'log, w o o d
(as material), tree' [π some T lge?]), Yk {JkR} sîp 'thin twig' (in sîp
kurduk 'thin as a thin twig'); Ï NaT *çî∏b-îk ≠ *çî∏b-uk (Cl., Dr: d im. )
'flexible rod, switch' > OT c7îbîq, OT QU c7îvîq id., MU c7îbîq, MQp ≥XIII
c7îbuq ≠ c7î∏bîq, XwT dalnîN c7ubuqî 'a willow shoot', XwT, Chg c7ubuq, T k m
c7î∏bîq 'rod, switch', Az c7ubu9 id., twig', MQp, QrB c7îbîk, Chg c7ubu˝ ≠
c7ubuq, XwT c7ubuq, Tk c>ubuk 'rod, branch', Ggz c7îbîq ≠ c7ubuq, CrTt,
Qmq, ET Tr {Rl.} c7ubuq, ET, Uz c7iviq, Qzq, Qq, Nog s7îbîq, VTt s7 !¥b¥q,
Qrg c7îbîq, StAlt c1îbîq, Bsh s¥b¥q 'switch, rod (prut , xvorostina ,
rozga)', Uz c7ibiq ≠ c7iwiq, Xk, Shor sîmîX, Tv s7îBîq 'rod, switch (prut ,
xvorostina)', Tv d. s7îqpî∏r id., Qmn c7îbuq ≠ c7îbuX 'twig, rod', Yk sî∏paX
'∈  small willow (tal∆nik) with twigs used in loops for catching b i rds ' .
Stems with c7ub- are due to the analogy of NPrs ıv* c7u2b ' w o o d
(material), tree, log' and to the labializing infl. of *-b-  and the ending *-
uk ¶ Cl. 393, 395, TL 118-9, Rs. W 1O6, Rl. III 2O99-21OO, 2185, Sg.
4O1, Dr. TM III #1O59, Sg. 4O1-2, Rh. 733-4, GRM 552, 554, BN 32, UzR
519, BT 182, Sht. 235, KrkR 745, NogR 419, KumRS 36O, RKB 5O5, 5 5 1 ,
686, TatR 643, BR 487, Jud. 88O, B DK 269, B DChT 166, B DLT 223, BIG
2O7, TvR 585, 587, JkR 36O, Pek. 2472 ¶ Compensatory lengthening o f
*î  (evidenced by Tkm) is due to the loss of N *÷  and *k '''' (N *c7777 ' '''i÷P3333a 6 666 a n d
*cik''''P 3 333V >  *cî:b-)  Tg (att. in NrTg) *çi+u4pa- 'sharp stick' > Lm çIpan
'sharp head (tip) of the braking stick (used when driving a dog-sledge) ' ,
Neg çIp-çip- 'pointed' (of sticks, pencils) ¶ STM I 398 ¶¶ DQA ##327 (A
*c7æïpæa 'branch, sharp branch') || D *c>ivv- (≠ *c>uvv-?) >  Tl cuvva,
cuvaka 'twig, small flexible stick or cane', Klm sivva 'piece of fuel ' ,
Nkr s1ivva 'wood', suvval pl. 'fuel' ¶¶ ≈  D #26OO || HS: Eg P Z÷b
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'sceptre' ¶ EG V 536 ˚  Eg b and D *-v- are accounted for by as. N *-
÷P3- >  *-÷b-. The N lr. *÷  is reconstructed on the ev. of Eg ÷, K *∅, a n d
the D length of the vw.
43O. *c'''' 7 777É[y]p''''V 'sink, immerse; swim; flow' >  HS: HEC *c7'e2f- v.
'immerse' >  Hd {Hd.} c7'e2f-, Kmb {Hd.} c7'ef- v. 'immerse' ¶ Hd. 83 (HEC
*c7'e2p'- > Hd c7'e2f-, Kmb c7'ef-, as well as erroneously Brj c7'u2b- and Ged c7'u2p'-
'immerse' that belong to EC *c'ub[V]÷- v. 'dip in'  < N *c'''' @ @@@u 4 444 ++++ub[V]9V ' d i p
in', q.v.), 273, 313  CS *-T'u2p- (*√T'wp) 'float, overflow' >  BHb √c'wp
(pf. Fc1 c'a2p3, ip. -c'u2p3-) 'overflow', Sh†(pf. Fic5e4 he2≤c'ïp3) 'cause to flow
over, to cause to float', MHb √c'wp G  'flow, overflow, float', JA √t'wp
(ip. -t'u2p3-) {Js.} 'float, bubble up, come to the surface; drip, b e
inundated', SmA √t'wp v. Sh†'flood', t5wpn 'déluge', JEA √t'wp v. S h
'inundate', Md √t5wp G 'overflow', Sr √t5wp G 'float, overflow, b e
inundated' ¶ KB 94O-1, BDB 847, Js. 525, Br. 271, Sl. 497, Tal 3O7, DM
181  B (deglott.) *√syf v. 'stream', 'swim' (or 'float') >  Kb ´s7s7´f
'ruisseler, suinter', Si {La.} sïy´f (pf. isïy´f), Izd {Mrc.} s7s7ef (p f .
is7s7ef) 'nager', Tmz {MT} s7s7´f 'être baigné, se baigner, nager'   B *su2f
≠ *sïf 'river, stream' (×  N *s2222ap''''V 'riverbank, river', q.v. ffd.) ¶ La. S
264, 289, Msq. Z 527, Hy. 456, Mrc. 174, 4O2, Ds. 131, Rn. 313, Dlh. M
184, MT 617, 685, Dl. 78, 759, Beg. N 317, Fc. 18O6 || U: FU (att. i n
Ugr) *c7eppV 'einsinken, versinken, untersinken' >  Vg K se$—p-
'untersinken', Vg LL {Kn.} s7ep-, ML/LL {MK} se2pi, Ss {Kn.} se2p- {MK}
'untersinken, ertrinken' » OHg ßepedu4k , Hg su4pped- 'einsinken, s ich
senken, sich setzen, versinken' ¶ UEW 841-2, MF 557-8, MK 542 || A
*c>æiPV >  M *c>ibu4- v. 'become submerged, drown' >  WrM cib-,
ci(b)bu4-, HlM ¢iv´-x v. 'sink, become submerged', Kl c7iw- v.
'drown, become submerged' ¶ MED 174, KRS 647, KW 443  ??σ T: OT
[MhK, QB] c7ap- 'swim' (highly qu., because it may be a sd.  of NaT *çap-
'run quickly' >  Chg XV, Tkm, Qrg c7ap-, Alt c1ap- 'run', Osm {Rh.}, ET c7ap-,
Uz c7åp- id., 'gallop') ¶ If the OT c7ap- 'swim' belongs here, its vw. a m a y
be due to contamination with c7ap- 'run quickly' ¶ Cl. 394, TkR 722, BN
2 7 .
431. *c7777 ' ''' {a}rV 'to cut' >  HS: S *°√T'rr >  Ar √Îœrr (pf. rW7a Îœarra, ip. -
Îœurr-) 'rendre aigu\tranchant (p. ex. une pierre à fusil)', 'égorger ( u n e
bête) à l’aide d’un instrument tranchant de pierre'; × S *T'{u}r[a]r- (>  Ar
rw7i Îœirr-, rra7u Îœurar- 'pierre tranchante propre à couper comme u n
couteau', Ak s5urru(m) 'obsidian, flint-stone', Hb br#h3 r7c c'or ≤HErEb3
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'blade of a sword' [≤HErEb3 'sword']) (<  N *c7777 ' '''VÂV 'flintstone, kni fe '
[q.v.]) ¶ BK II 132, KB 985, KBR 1O52-3, Sd. 1114  Eg: amb Cpt: Sd
HOr Zo2r, HOOr Zo2o22r, Her- Zer-, Hoor- Zoor-, B Hor- Zor-
'aiguiser, affiler' (in Eg and DEg texts this word is not attested) (× N
*c7777 ' '''VÂV '⇑ '?) ¶ Vc. 331  EC: Or {Grg.} c7'ir- v. 'cut', Or B/O/W {Sr.} c7'ir-
v. 'cut into pieces', Or H {Ow.} c7'ir- v. 'cut, slice', Rn {PG} c7u2ra ' t r i m
lower edge of a girl’s hair, cut girl’s hair', Sd {Gs., Hd.} c7'ir- v. ' shave
(beard)', Brj {Ss.} c7'ir- v. 'chop', {Hd.} c7'ir- v. 'clear (forest)' ¶ Grg. 8 4 ,
Sr. 281, PG 87, Gs. 58, Hd. 184, 357, Ow. 256, Ss. B 49 (Brj π Or) ||  K
{K2} *c7'er-/*c7'r- v. 'cut, chop' >  OG c7'r- v. 'cut, reap', G c7'er-/c7'r- (prs. -
c7'r-i, aor. -c7'er-) v. 'cut, chop, fell', G Gr c7'ar-/c7'r-, Lz c7'k'i(r)-, c7'k'or-, Mg
c7'k'‰r-, c7'k'ir- v. 'cut, chop, reap', Sv d. la2-r-e 'meadow' (lit. 'place o f
mowing'), Sv {TK}: UB/L la2re, LB/Ln lare 'hayfield (saTibi), field' ¶ ¶
On the loss of K *c7' in consonant clusters in Sv see  K 22 ¶¶ K 255-6, K2
321, FS K 473-6 (*c7'ar-/*c7'r-), GM S 234, 354, Chx. 2256, 2272, GP 1 3 6 ,
TK 387-8 || ?σ D *c>arÀ+r- to be split, to be torn, to be cut' >  Prj c>ar- v.
'be torn (cloth, etc.)', Gnd ∆  sarra2na 'be split as wood, be torn' ( o f
clothes, etc.), Gnd HM aG-, ∆  har- ≠ ar- v. 'be torn', Krx c>arr- v. ' t e a r ,
rend', Mlt c>are v. 'cut as with the teeth or scissors' ¶¶ D #2416 || A:
pKo {S} *c>Ärî- 'cut off, chop off' > MKo c>Ärî-, NKo c>arî- ¶ S QK # 9 1 2 ,
Nam 413, MLC 1376  pJ *ta~t- 'cut (off)' > OJ ta~t-, J: T ta!t-, K/Kg ta~t-
¶ S QJ 11O9, Mr. 766  ? NaT amb*çar 'whetstone' >  Alt ¢ar c1ar, Tel
{Rl.}, Qmq c7ar, VTt ¢ar s7 !ar, Brb/SbTt Tom {Tm.} car, Qzq, Qq, Nog,
Shor {Rl.} s7ar, Bsh sar id. ¶ An alt. et. (more plausible semantically, b u t
with an irreg. vowel corr.) derives the T √  from N *c7777 ' '''VÂV ' f l intstone,
knife' (q.v.) (S CNM 8) ¶ Rs. W 99-1OO, BT 176, Tm. 234, Rl. III 1 8 5 9 ,
BR 463, KrkR 726, NogR 4O6  Tg *°çari- > Ewk çari- v. 'tear' ¶ STM II
385 ¶¶ DQA #274 (A *c>æa~ro 'cut off, tear off') ˚  IS I 2O9 (HS, K, D).
432. *c7777 ' '''ÉÂV 'look after, guard, observe' >  K *c7'ir- 'care, need'(× N
*c 7777 ' '''ÉÂ{há} 'heavy, hard, stiff, difficult' [q.v.]) >  OG c7'ir- v. 'care', G c7'ir-
v. 'need' (m-c7 'ir-s  'mir fehlt [etwas], ich leide [an]'), c7'ir- 'Not, Unglück' ,
G X c7'ir- 'Trauer', Mg c7'k'‰r-, c7'k'ir-, Lz A c7'i(r)- ({IS}: Lz A c7'- <  Zn *c7'k'-) v.
'need, be in want of', Lz c7 'k'‰2r-, nc7'k'‰r-, c7'ir- n. 'need', (?) grieve', Sv LB -
nc7'k'´⁄r-, Sv L -c7'k'´2⁄r- v. {FS} 'need; grieve', Sv {TK} msd.: UB/L li-c7'k'´2⁄r-e,
LB li-nc7'k´⁄r-e, Ln lic7'k'´⁄re 'to think, to grieve, to worry', Sv c7'k'´⁄ra ' c a re ,
meditation', {K2} 'anxiety, thought' ¶¶ K 255, ≈ K2 32O, 322, FS K 4 7 6 ,
FS E 539-4O, Chik. 41O, Chx. 2255-7, TK 482 || HS: S *√nT'r v. ' gua rd '
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> BHb rcn√nc'r G 'observe, watch over; keep from; protect, preserve;
observe, comply with', Ug nGr {OLS} 'atender; proteger, guardar', Amr
{G} √ns'r, IA, JA, SmA, Sr √nt'r G 'guard', Ar √nÎœr G  'look at, watch ' ,
naÎœar- 'regard; soin, surveillance', Sb √nT'r  'observe', Gz √ns'r  D  ' l ook
at', Ak √ns5r G 'bewachen, schützen, bewahren', Eb {Krb.} √nT'r G
(inf. na-za-lum = naT'a2rum, 3m i-na-sar) v. 'guard' ¶ KB 678, KBR
718, OLS 32O-1, Br. 426, Sl. 745-6, Tal 51-2, BK II 1287-9O, BGMR 1O2,
Bll. 3O3-4, Sd. 755, Krb. EG 34; S *n- apparently goes back to a px.
 Ch: Hs c'a!Re~ v. 'guard, protect, preserve' ¶ Abr. H 879, Ba. 1O3O ¶ ¶
OS #5O6, ≠  Sk. HCD 269 || IE: NaIE *ster-g-, *ster-k- v. 'guard, ca re ,
take care of' ({P} 'sorgend worauf achten, hegen und pflegen') >  Sl
*sterg- (inf. *stergti, prs. *stergoß) >  OCS str8∑i stre7s7ti ( p r s .
str8g0 stre7go<) 'to guard', R ste≤re¢∆ / stere≤gu, Slv stre!c7i /
stre5!z7em, Cz str7I1ci / str7ehu, P strzec1 / strzege< id.; Ï Sl
*storz7¥ >  OCS straq6 straz7Á, Blg straq, P stro1z$, R, U k
≤storoq 'watchman, guard (Wächter, Wärter)'; Sl *storz7a ' gua rd
(Wache), watch' >  OCS straqa straz7a, Blg straqa, SCr, Slv
stra•z7a, P stro2z$a, Uk, R ∆ sto≤roqa » ?φ (loss of *t due t o
contamination with NaIE *serg≈- v. 'languish' < N *s2222ir 1 111ka ≠ *s2222i{r 1 111}ga
'pain; to be ill\wounded, to pine, to languish', q.v.) Blt: Lt se!rge$ti
(prs: OLt se!rgmi, Lt se!rgiu) 'to guard, to watch (over)', Pru
abserg°snan 'Schutz'; Lt sa!rgas 'watch(man)', Ltv sar^gs id.,
'guard, guardsman', Pru but-sargs 'Haushalter' »» Gk ste1rgv 'I love,
am fond of', storgh1 'love, affection' »» OIr serc, W serch n. ' love ' ,
MBr serch , Br T serc&h 'concubine, one who lives in concubinage'; IE
*st- > Clt *ts- > *s- is reg. (LP § 25.5)  cp. also NaIE *0ster- >  Sl
*starati seß 'to exert oneself, to do one’s best, to take care of' (w  N
*c7777 ' '''ÉÂ{há} 'heavy, hard, stiff, difficult', q.v. ffd.) ¶ ≈  P 1O32, F II 79O,
Vs. III 746, 757, 768, Glh. 587, Ma. CS 469-7O, 481, Frn. 762-3, 776-7 ,
En. 136, 155, Vn. S  91-2, Ern. 623, Tp. P A-D 52-3, 274, ME III 716 ˚  IS
I 21O-1 s.v. *c7 5irÿ.
433. *c7777 ' '''u6 666rV 'seize, take, carry' >  HS: WS *√T'wr (*-T'u2r-) ' ca r ry ,
support' >  Gz √s'wr (pf. s'o2ra, js. -s'u2r) 'bear, carry, wear (c lothes) ,
support (old parents)', Sq {L} √s5wr 'carry (porter)' (caus. sbjn. ≤l-
(y)o-s5ir, ps. pf. is5≤rauwoh), OSA {Mü.} √T5wr 'mit Pfeilern
stützen', T5wrm 'Pfeiler', Sb {Rk.} T5wr 'besiege', Mn T5wwr {MA}
'entourer d’un mur', {Mü.} 'mit Pfeilern stützen', Qt {Rk.} hT5r (√T'wr
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Sh ) 'fortify, establish', Mn {MA} tT5wrt, Nbt t5wr 'wall (mur), Ar
Îœu?a2r- 'pierres placées sous une marmite pour la soutenir', √Îœ?r L (p f .
Îœa2?ara) v. 'nurse an other’s child', r`07i Îœi?r- 'nurse', ' fos ter-father ' ,
and 'buttress, Strebepfeiler' ({Rk.} 'buttress', {BK} 'colonne, pi las t re ' )
[from the basic meaning 'support'], OYmn T5?rh› ({Slw.} Îœi?ra)
'Strebepfeiler, Tragestange' ¶ The cns. *? in derived forms in Ar a n d
OYmn is due to adaptation of a biconsonantic √  to t r iconsonant ic
derivational patterns and to hiatus-closing development ¶ L G 567, L LS
347, BK II 131-2, Hv. 445, Rk. 78, MA 111, Mü. WMT 77-8, Slw. 143 ||
K: GZ *c7'er-/*c7'r- ≠ *c7'ar- 'hold, catch, grasp' >  G Gr/X c7ar-, OG *c7'er-
/c7'ir-, G c7'er-/c7'ir- (<  proto-G *c7'ar-) id., Mg d. c7'k'or-i 'slave' ¶ K2 32O,
Schm. 157; FS K 473 and FS E 536 (both *c7'ar-); Mach. K 6O, Chx. 2 2 4 1 -
4, 2286, DCh. 17O5; for the change a >  e in G w Mach. XS 269ff. a n d
Gm. SSh 55, 61 || D *c>u2rÀ- ({†GS} *{s}-) 'rob, plunder' >  Tm cu2r3ai\
'robbery, pillage', Td su;rÀy 'loot', Kn su2r3e, Tu su2re 'p lundering,
pillaging', Tl cu2r3a  'plunder, loot', Ku Z>uria 'dacoit' ¶¶ D #2744 ˚  The
lack of labialized vw. or *w  in K is still puzzling.
434. *{c'''' 7 777 }{u}ÂV 'to soil, to stain; dirty' (infl. of N *c7777{i}ÂkV ' pus ,
rotten\filthy liquid' [q.v.]) > HS: EC *c'ur- ({Ss.} *d5⁄ur-) v. 'be dirty' (× N
*t''''oX++++qËryV or *t ''''ËX++++qr 1111V 'dirt; be dirty') > Kns JÔur-e2ta, Sd, Hd t'u2r-, Brj
c7'u2≤r-e2 'dirt', Kns JÔur-a2w- 'become dirty', as well as (unless exclusively
from N *t''''oX++++qËryV ¬  *t''''ËX++++qr 1111V): Or {Grg.} t'ur-ï 'dirt, filth', Or H
{Ow.} t'u!rï! 'dirty', Arr t'ur-aw- id., t'ure! 'dirty thing', ?? Ya t'Er- 'bad' ¶ Ss.
PEC 29, 31, Ss. B 49, BlSO 54, AD SF 56-7, E PC #76, Grg. 386-7, Ow.
272, Hw. A 398 || A: Tg: ?σ Ewk Ald çurarga- v. 'get dark' (of a face) ¶
STM II 416  ?φ M: Dg c7ire 'dirt, soilage'; ? Kl {Rm.} cer 'Schleim in d e r
Gurgel, Speichel' ¶ The vowels i and e need explaining ¶ Mr. D 13O, Rs.
KW 427 || D (in SCD) *c>u2r(-) 'soot' (× N *c7777 ' '''u 6 666rtV 'soot', q.v. ffd.) || IE:
NaIE *(s)ter- 'filth, filthy liquid', v. stain, dacay' ('unreine Flüssigkeit,
Mist; besudeln; verwesen') (× N *t''''Ër[V]yV 'litter, dirt, dust' [q.v.]) >
Av star- 'be stained' »» Arm †arax t≈aRaX {Xud.} 'pus (of wounds) ,
ichor' »» Nr stor 'Faulen, Verwesen' »» pSl *stÁrvÁ 'carrion' >  Blg
str`v, SCr, Slv str•v, P † s1cierw id., RChS st6rv6 stÁrvÁ
'corpse'; morphological variants with *-o, *-a: P s1cierwo, R †
sterva  'carrion' ¶ P 1O31-2, Mn. 1285-6, WH II 589, O 441, BFU 5 5 3 ,
Xud. I 427, Glh. 591-2, Srz. III 586, Chrn. II 2O2 || ?σ K: G curcli
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'droppings (of mice, etc.)' ¶ Chx. 2O32 ¶ G c- (for the expected c'7-) is
likely to be due to asimilation.
435. (€?) *c7777 ' '''VÂV 'flintstone, knife' (coalesced in some lgs. with N
*c7777 ' '''{a}rV 'to cut') > HS: S *≤T'urar- ≠ *≤T'ir[a]r- >  Ar rw7i Îœirr-, rra7u Îœurar-
'pierre tranchante propre à couper comme un couteau', Ak s5urru(m)
'obsidian, flintstone', Hb br#h3 r7c c'or ≤HErEb3 'blade of a sword' (≤HErEb3
'sword') ¶ BK II 132, KB 985, Sd. 1114  amb Cpt: Sd HOr Zo2r, Her-
Zer-, Hoor- Zoor-, B Hor- Zor- 'aiguiser, affiler' (× N *c7777 ' '''{a}rV '⇑ '
[q.v.]) (in Eg and DEg texts this word is not attested) ¶ Vc. 331 ¶ Ap. AN
22 supposes that the Cpt word is a loan from the Ar verb √Îœrr ' r e n d r e
aigu\tranchant', but this alt. etymology is rather weak because of t h e
phonetic distance between Ar Îœ (or Egyptian Ar dœ) and Cp Z [Z7] (Cp d i s
nearer)  ?σ B *zœVru2/a2 'stone, rock' >  Kb a-zœru 'pierre (mat iè re
première); pierre, caillou; rocher', Ah a-zœ´ru 'muraille rocheuse', Tmz
a-zœru (pl. i-zœra) 'rock, large stone', ti-zœra 'small stone'; in B the √
coalesced with the cognate of S *T'urr- 'rock' (unless the latter belongs
to the etymon in question, too) ¶ Dl. 955, MT 826, Fc. 1988   Ch: WCh:
Hs c'u2!ra~ 'knife\sword without handle' »» CCh: Gude c7Èr∑a~, FlM c7UrU, FlB
c7ÈrIn 'hoe' ¶ Abr. H 392, Ba. 1O46, ChL, Sk. HCD 276 ¶¶ OS # 5 1 4
(*c7 'ur- 'flint, flint knife' in S, B, Ch) || A ({S} *c7æi\ora): Tg *çi\u'ru-[k]e(n-)
'knife' > Sln s7 !irUxa%: 'knife', Ul c7u2r‰(n-), {PSchm.} c7urun, Nn Nh c7u2ru‰%,
Nn KU c7iur‰% 'knife used by women to carve ornaments' ¶ STM II 4 2 6
 ? NaT amb*çar 'whetstone' > Alt ¢ar c1ar, Tel {Rl.}, Qmq c7ar, VTt ¢ar
s7 !ar, Brb/SbTt Tom {Tm.} car, Qzq, Qq, Nog, Shor {Rl.} s7ar, Bsh sar id. ¶
The vw. *a is puzzling; an alt. et. (less plausible semantically, b u t
without phonetic problems) derives the T √  from N *c 7777 ' ''' { a }rV  '⇑ ' (q.v.) ¶
Rs. W 99-1OO, BT 176, Tm. 234, Rl. III 1859, BR 463, KrkR 726, NogR
4O6 ¶¶ AD NM #8O, ≈  S CNM 8 (suggests to adduce here T *çar
'whetstone'), Vv. AEN (suggests to reconstruct Tg *çu4ru-{k}an) || ? D
*c>ïran`- 'small chisel' (× N *c''''irya6666 'to scratch\chisel', q.v. ffd.) ˚  AD
NM #8O, S CNM 8 (÷÷ ST *c1+Z1Vr(Ó)- 'hoe, pick-axe').
436. *c7777 ' '''ohrV 'vessel', (“ ?) 'basket' >  HS: S *°T'Vh[V]r- >  Ar re0&a
Îœahr- 'old cooking-pot' ¶ Ln. 1929, BK II 146 || K: GZ *c7'ur- 'vessel' >
OG c7'ur- 'vessel', G c7'ur- 'vessel, thing', Mg c7'k'uZ7-, c7'k'ud- 'vessel, ship' ¶ K
256, K2 323, FS K 477, FS E 541, ≈ Marr AI 3-4 || D: D *c>o2ra ({†GS} *c+c1-
) 'vessel' >  Krg c>o2ra 'milk-pot', Prj c>o2ra 'earthern pot', Gnd B {Tr.} so2r5a2
'a large earthern vessel for holding water', Gnd Ch {BB} so2ra 'pot', Gnd
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M {Wll., Ph.} so2ra2 'pitcher'; D *c>ur- ({†GS} *c1-?) 'basket' > Ml curiyal
'round rattan basket', Gnd G {BB} c>urki, Gnd M {Ph.} curk°, Knd, Ku
surki 'a small basket' ¶¶ Apparent different Gnd reflexes of t h e
affricate in the words for 'vessel' and 'basket' may be due to dialectal
disparity, therefore they do not necessarily point to a differnce at t h e
pD (and hence the N) level ¶¶ -r5- in Trench’s record of Gnd B ( 1 9 1 9 -
21) is likely to be a mistake for -r- (w the quite reliable records of Gnd
Ch [T. Burrow and S. Bhattacharya, 1958] with -r-) ¶¶ D ##2691, 2 8 8 6
˚  D *-r-  (rather than *-rÀ-) reflects a pN cns. cluster (*-hr- ) .
437. *c7777 ' '''u 6 666h[V]rV 'top, edge, highest point' >  HS: S *≤T'uh[V]r- ' t o p ' ,
'the highest point (of the sun in the sky)' (‘ 'noon') >  BHb re27c ≤c'ohar
'roof', Mi%r@e0c1 c'Ohá≤rayim 'noon' (<  loc. *c'Ohá≤ra2m reinterpreted as a
form of dual) (“ 'the point of culmination of the sun'), Ug T5r ' b a c k
(espalda, dorso), highest point', JA ar!e9iy5 t5°∏hâ≤r-a2, JEA {Sl.} ar!e6iy5
t5°∏h≤r-a2 'noon', Arre07u Îœuhr- 'noon' (ı Sq {L} dœuhr id.), Sb b-T5hr
'on the back of, upon', Ak s5u?ru ≠ s5u6ru (π WS?) 'back'. In CS th is
stem influenced S *≤s6'ah[V]r- 'back (of a body)' (< N *c6666 ' '''ehrV ' b ack ' ,
q.v.), bringing about a contaminated CS stem *≤T'ah[V]r- 'back, noon' >
Ar re07a Îœahr- 'back (dorsum), noon' (ı Mh T'ahr, Jb C ≤T'Ohur ' n o o n ,
midday'), Ug T5r 'shoulder, back, top', and Sr t5ah≤r-a2 'noon'. The
contamination is probably based on interpretation of the back (of a n
animal) as its highest point. The stem *s6'ah[V]r- 'back' (wi thout
contamination) is attested outside CS: Mh s6'a2h‰r 'back (of a camel) ' ,
Hrs s6'ahr, Jb E/C ≤s6'Eh‰r 'back', Ak s5e2r-u 'back (of animals a n d
humans)', 'over, on top of'. The Ak word s5u?ru ≠ s5u6ru 'back' m a y
be a loan from WS (w CAD XVI 261) and reflects a CS contamination o f
both stems ¶ KB 946, KBR 1OO8, A #2378, OLS 552, Sd. 1O93-5, 1 1 1 5 ,
CAD XVI 138-47, 261, Br. 269, Lv. II 142, Sl. 5O1, BGMR 171, Jo. H 1 5 1 ,
Jo. J 48, 324, Jo. M 83, 475, L LS 361, ≈ MiK I #1.284 (S *T'Vhr- ' b a c k ' )
 AdS  of EC: Or c7'ara 'tip, top, edge', Brj c7'a!r-i ≠c7'e!r-i 'point, top, p e a k '
(<  N *c'''' 1 111orV 'tip, top, edge', q.v.) || K: G c7'er-i 'ceiling, roof' ¶ Chx.
2245, DCh. 17O5 || IE: NaIE *stu(:)r- ({Mn.} *st[≈]u2Ær-) 'edge, tip, p e a k '
> ? Gk sty1rax 'a spike at the lower end of a spear-shaft' »» Ltv stu2~ris
'corner', Lt ∆  stu~ris ± stu2ryﬁs 'Winkel, Ecke, Kante'  ? NaIE {Mn.}
*st´u\ro- 'post, stake' >  Gk stayro1ß 'upright pale\stake', ON staurr
'Stütze', OHG stiura {Kb.} 'rudder, support' ¶ Mn. 133O (•÷  NPrs
‰rts" ostore  'razor', which is in fact d. from ostor- v. 'shave, erase', w
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Bai. 42), P 1OO8-9, Ch. 1O44-5, 1O67, Hofm. 332, F II 778, ≠ F II 8 1 4 ,
Frn. 932, Kar. II 316-7, ME III 111O, Vr. 544, OsS 874, Kb. 966 || D
*c>u2r- ({†GS} *c-) 'edge of the roof' > Kn cu2ru, su2r, su2ru 'the part o f
the sloping roof that projects beyond the walls', Tu cu2ri  'border of t h e
roof', Tl cu2ru 'eaves, edge of a roof', munju2ru 'eaves', Prj mun1ir,
Knd munzuru id. ¶¶ D *-r- points to a N (or post-N) cluster (here N *-
hr- or post-N *-hr- < N *-hVr-) ¶¶ D #2729 ˚  In addition, we m a y
draw attention to a possible (though rather dubious) cognate in A: M:
WrM corui-, HlM coroj-x v. 'rise up on the hind legs' ( o f
quadrupeds), 'rise on tiptoe and raise one’s hands' ¶ MED 199 ˚  ≈ Blz.
LB #6e (N *c7 'ahri 'back').
438. ? € *c7777 ' '''VÂ?V 'hoarfrost', (‘ ) 'frozen soil' >  HS: S *°√T'r? >  Ar
Îœur?- 'frozen earth, frozen mud' ¶ BK II 133 || K: (+ ext.?) G c7'irXl-
'hoarfrost', c7'irX(v)l- 'es reift'   K *°c7X+qar- (× N ?σ *cÅÂ[V]˝V ¬
*cÅ˝ÂV 'freeze, feel cold', q.v.) >  G T c7Xar-i 'hoarfrost' ( 'Rauhreif ' )
¶ Chx. 1961, 2258, Ghl. 668 ||  A : An additional source of M *c>ar ' layer
of frost on the surface of snow' (going back mainly to N *c1111arV [ o r
*c '''' @ @@@ a rV ] 'hard\firm, hardened crust, hard\rough surface', q.v. ffd.) ˚ ≈
IS I 2O5-6 (*Ç!arÿ  'hardened crust') ‘  S CNM 2 ˚  AD NM #9, S CNM 2
(÷÷ NrCs, ST, Yn).
439. *c7777 ' '''ÉÂ{há} 'heavy, hard, stiff, difficult' >  HS: Eg MK/N Zry
'strong' (of walls, etc.), {BnH} 'fest, hart', Eg MK {Fk.} Zrì 'be h a r d ,
solid', Eg XVIII-XX Zry 'difficult (schwierig, mühselig)', 'strong ( fes t ) '
(of stones, walls) >  Cpt: Sd HOOre Zo2o2re, B HOrI Zo2ri 'fort, sol ide '
¶ EG V 599, Fk. 323, BnH s.v. Drj, Vc. 33O || K: G {Chx.} c7'irv-/c7'ir- ' b e
heavy, difficult'; K *c7'ir- v. 'need, suffer a misfortune '  (× K *c7'ir- ' c a re ,
need' < N *c 7777 ' '''ÉÂV  'to look after, to guard' [q.v.]) > G c7'ir- v. 'need', Mg
c7'k'ir-, c7'k'‰r-, Lz c7'k'‰2r-, nc7'k'‰r-, c7'ir- n. 'need, grieve', Sv c7'k'´⁄r- 'worry ,
upset'; K *c7'ir- 'need, plague'  > G c7'ir- n. 'want, need, plague', Sv d .
c7'k'´⁄ra- 'anxiety, thought (concern)' ('zabota , duma ') ¶¶ Chx. 2255-7 ,
K2 322, K 255, FS K 476, Chik. 41O || IE *(s)terh8- ({EI} *(s)terh⁄- ' s t i ff '
> ) NaIE *(s)ter[´]-/stre2- v. 'be stiff, be firm, be hard, be strong' (‘
'exert oneself') >  Gk stereo1ß 'stiff, stark, firm, solid', strhnh1ß ' s t rong,
hard', ste]r[ro1ß 'stiff, firm, solid, strong', Gk strhnh1ß 'strong, hard' »» L
stre 2nuus  'strong (kräftig)' (‘ 'brisk, prompt, active, vigorous') »» W
trin 'battle' (“  'effort'?) »» ON stirÎ-r 'stiff, heavy', stirÎ-na ' t o
stiffen'; Gmc *stara- 'stiff, fixed' (esp. of eyes) >  ON stara, OHG
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stare2n ≠ staro2n 'to gaze', AS starian 'to stare, to look fixedly a t
(starren, stieren)', NE stare; ON, NHG starr 'stiff, rigid' »» Lt ∆
stari~nti (prs. starinu~) 'angestrengt ziehen, spannen, s t raff
anziehen, steifen, straffen', Ltv ∆  starI2 ^gs 'assiduous, zealous' ({ME}
'strebsam, tätig, fleißig'), Pru stu2rnawiskan  'sternness' » Sl *starati
seß 'to take care of, to exert oneself, to do one’s best' (×  N *c7777 ' '''ÉÂV '⇑ ') >
SCr staàrati se id., Cz starati se, Slk starat5 se 'to take c a r e
of', P starac1 sie<, R starat∆så, Blg staraå se vr. ' endeavour ,
exert oneself' »» pTc {Ad.} *s1c7a4re2n- (= *s1c1a4re2n-?) > Tc: A tsa4r ' h a r d ,
rough', B s1cire 'hard, harsh' (of words) ¶ P 1O22, EI 547, WH II 6O1-
2, F II 79O-1, 8O9-1O, YGM-1 417, LP § 26.2, Vr. 543-4, 549, Ho. 3 1 7 ,
OsS 865, Kb. 953, KM 74O, Frn. 896, Ad. 639-4O, Ad. H 41, Vs. III 7 4 6 ,
Chrn. II 198-9, Ma. CS 469-7O, ME III 1O45 ¶ Hardly here (⇔  P) Al
shte4roj 'run dry, dry up' ÿ shter- 'stop flowing, dry up' (see  O
439) || U: FU *°c7+s7VrkV >  ObU {Ht.} *Ta4∏r˝´t-≠*Ta4∏˝´rt- 'heavy' >  pVg
{Ht.} *ta4∏rG´ç- >  LK tO4∏rw´ç, ta2rw´ç, MK tO4∏rw´ç, P ta2rw´ç, S ta2rwit
'heavy'; pVg *ta4∏rG´ç-VN id. >  Vg: T ta4rk´ça4∏N, P tarw´ç´N, ta2rw´ç´N,
NV/LL ta2rw´ç´N id.; pOs {Ht.} *¬a4˝´rt >  Os: V la4G´rt, Vy ya4G´rt, Ty/Y
¬a$G´rt, D/K ta$G´rt, Nz taw´rt, Kz ¬aw´rt id. ¶ Ht. #161 || A: M
*c>irday- >  WrM cirdai-, HlM ¢ardaj- 'make sth. with great effor t ,
exert oneself', Kl ¢ird´-x c7irda4-X id. ¶ MED 191, KRS 653  Tg *çi3ra-
'taut, tense, strong; to stretch sth. taut' >  Nn Nh c7Ira2 'taut (tugoj ,
tugo )', c7Irambo2- v. 'stretch sth. taut', c7Iran- v. 'be stretched t au t ' ,
WrMc cira 'strong, tight', 'taut' (bow), ({Hr.} 'fest, hart, kräftig'), Mc
Sb c7ira2 'severe, strict, tight' ¶ The Tg cognate is valid unless the Mc a n d
Nn words are loans from M *c>iGira9 'strong, firm' (see  N *t ''''iÂga
'force, strength, effort') ¶ STM II 399, Z 939, Hr. I 15O, Pt. 156, Y # 2 4 6 8
˚  The NaIE long vw. *e2 (regularly f rom  IE *eh8+x8) and the absence o f
laryngeals in the Eg and K cognates suggest  N *-há .
44O. *c7777 ' '''u 6 666rtV 'soot' >  K *°c7'wart'(w)l- 'soot' >  G c7'vart'l-i id.,
c7 'vart'(v)l- (trans. cj.) v. 'make sooty', (ps. cj.) v. 'become sooty' ¶ Chx.
2247, DCh. 17O6 ¶ ¶  -t'- for the expected -t- is due to as. || D *c>u2r(-)
'soot' (× N *{c'''' 7 777 } {u}ÂV 'to soil, to stain; dirty') >  Tl G c>u2ru in: poga c>u2ru
'smoke to coat walls, roof, etc. with soot', Prj c>uruk 'deposit of soot o n
the ceiling or on any object that has been close to the fire', Gdb suygur,
Kui sro2bi±sro?i, Ku ro?va ± ro2?ya ± roowa 'soot' ¶¶ D #2686, Km. 3 6 O
[#453] ¶¶ D *-r- is a reflex of *r-clusters (in this case *-rt-), hence N
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*c7777 ' '''u 6 666rtV (rather than *{c '''' 7 777 } {u}ÂV) is the main source of the D √  || IE:
NaIE *swordo- 'black, dirty' (× N *s @@@@ËÂtV 'dirt[y]', q.v. ffd.).
441. *c7777 ' '''u 6 666÷r1 111V ≠ *c7777 ' '''u 6 666r 1 111÷V 'to see, to look' >  HS: Eg fMK Z÷r ' s ea rch
out, investigate, seek' (with the variant Eg Z÷ [<  *Z¿÷ <  *Ç'Vr÷-?] id.) >
Cpt Sd HOr Zo2r, Hoor- Zoor-, Cpt B Her- Zer-, Hor- Zor-
'examiner, étudier' (×  N *g{u4444}÷rV 'look, look for', q.v.) ¶ EG V 5 3 4 ,
539, Fk. 32O, Vc. 33O  B *√zœrÓ (pf. *-zœraÓ ≠ *-zœruÓ) 'see' (Pcj. I A 7 ,
Fcj. 25) (× N *z1111{É}hÂV ¬ *z1111{É}Â?V 'see, know'??) >  Kb zœ´rœ (3m pf .
y´zœrœa) 'see, know; look', Tmz {MT} zœ´rœ 'see, look', Sll {Ds.} z´rœ (p f .
izrœa), Mz {Dlh.} zœ´r (pf. y´zœru) 'see', BSn {Ds.} z5e1r (pf. i5i!z5ruº
[≤yizœrö]?), Zkara {Ds.} z´r (pf. izri), BMn {Ds.} zer (pf. izru) 'voir ,
apercevoir', Wrg {Dlh.} zœ´r (pf. y´zœru), Izn {Rn.} zœ¥r 'see, look ' ,
Izn/BSlh {Ds.} zer (pf. izra) 'see, perceive', SrSn/Rf {Rn.} zœar 'see, look ' ,
Izd {Mrc.} izœirœ (pf. izœrœa) 'avoir connaissance', Nf {La. “?} z´r (pf. izru)
(not registered in Beg. N), Si {La.} zœ´r, Skn {Srn.} zœorr (pf. y´rzœa), Gd π
{Lf.} Ezœ´r (pf. izœrö2), Zng {TC} imv. zœzœu?rœ / 3m pf. yuzœzœa?rœ 'voir' ¶ Dl.
953, MT 826, Ds. 296, Ds. B 37O, Fc. 2OO1, Pr. M VI-VII 1O9-1O, Mrc.
59, 365, 355, Dlh. M 254, Dlh. Ou 395, Rn. 323, La. S 313, Lf. I 2 5 8 - 9
and II #1838, DCTC 293 || K +ext. *°c7'wret'-/*°c7'writ'- >  MG [VTq.,
Vsr.], G c7'vret'- 'look at', G (gan-)c7'vret'- / c7'vrit'- 'forsee (voraussehen) '
¶ Chx. 2248, DCh. 17O6, NCh. 458 || D *c>u2r`- 'look, see' (× N *z1111 {É}hÂV
¬ *z1111{É}Â?V '⇑ ') >  Svr su2r`-, su2dß-, Gnd su2r`- ± su2r- ± hu2r`- ± hu2r-, Knd
su2r`-, Png/Mnd hur`-, Prj c>u2r`-, Gdb su2r`- ± c>u2dß-, Kui su2r`a 'see', Tl cu2d5-
'see, behold, look', Tm cu2r› v. 'deliberate, consider, know' ¶¶ D #2735 ,
Zv. 56, ≈  Km. 359.
442. (o?) *c 7777 ' ''' awXV 'to cry, to exclaim' (‘  'to praise', 'fame') >  HS: S:
CS *√c'wH (prm. *-c'waH-) 'cry' > BHb √c'wH G  (ip. paus. 3p yi-≤c'wa2H-
u2) 'cry aloud', MHb √c'wH (pf. c'a2≤waH) 'cry', Ug √s5w+yÓ G (pf. s5Ó)
'call, exclaim, invite', Amr {G} √s'yH 'call', JA G {Js.} √c'wH (p f .
c'´≤waH) 'cry (schreien), complain', JEA G  {Sl.} √c'wH 'shout, p ro tes t ,
complain', SmA √s5wÓ 'cry', Sr √s'wH (pf. s5´≤waÓ, ip. -s5waÓ)
'scream (as an eagle)', BHb c'´wa2≤H-a2 'Klagegeschrei', Sr s5´ waÓ-≤t-a2
'Gescrei', Ar √sœyH (pf. sœa2Ha, ip. -s3ïH-) 'cry aloud, call out'  S: ?φ  Gz
√s'w÷ D  (pf. s'aww´÷a) 'call, call upon\out', Tgr √s'w÷ G  'call' ¶ KB
949, KBR 1O11-2, A #2313, OLS 415-6, Grd. UT #2162, Sl. 953-4, Tal
725-6, G A 34, Js. 1266, JPS 476, L G 566, LH 644  C: Ag *c>Vw- >  Bln
{Plm.} s7iw-, {R} s7°w-, Dmb {R} s7åw- 'ask for, demand', Q {R} s7ew-
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'cry (schreien), beg, demand', Xm {R} c75aw- id., 'go begging' ¶ ≈  AD SF
1O5, R WB 331-2, R Ch II 52, R QW 128-9, Ap. AV 2O ¶¶ The change HS
**c7 '- (< N *c7777 ' '''-) > S *c'- may be interpreted as loss of a marked phonemic
feature (which sometimes occurs in S and has been mentioned by IS i n
OS I 21O); it is likely to be a conditioned phonemic change (that will
account for the unusual rareness of the phoneme *T'- in S and for t h e
total absence of 7Îœ- in Ar roots with II rad. w and y) ¶¶  This HS r o o t
may have contaminated with the HS source of S *√c'w˝ 'ask' (> Gz
√s'w÷ D  'call, call upon\out') and NrBc {Tk.} *c'a˝-≠*c'i˝- 'ask' (Tk.
NB 169) || K: G c7'ûqav-il-/c7'ûqa(v)-/c7'ûqavl- 'heulen, jaulen, schreien' ( o f
a beast) (as. *c7 'X > *c7 ' ûq) ¶ Chx. 2279 || IE: NaIE *steu\- {EI} 'praise' >  OI
√stav-: ≤stauti 'praises' (aor. ≤asta2vi), pp. stu≤ta- 'gepriesen,
angerufen', Av staomi  'I praise', ≤stu2t- 'song of praise' »» ? Gk H m / A
stey 6tai  3s prs. 'promises\threatens that he will, makes as if one would '
({P} “*'rühmt sich') ¶ WP II 62O, P 1O35, EI 449, M K III 519-21, M E II
757-8, F II 793-4 || A: NaT *ça2b 'shouting, rumour, fame' >  OT c7a2v
'fame, good reputation', XwT XIV c7av 'fame', OOsm XIV, Chg XV c7av
'reputation', Osm {Rl.} c7av 'Geschrei, Schrei, Ruf', Tk c<av 'voice,
sound', † 'news', Tkm † c7a2v 'fame', Alt {BT, Rl.}, QK/Tel {Rl.} c1ap ' f ame,
rumour (Ruhm, Ruf)', Brb {Rl.} cap, Qmn {B} c7ap id. ¶ Rs. W 93, Cl. 3 9 3 ,
TkR 715, Rl. III 1915, 1934, IV 196, SDD I 31O, BT 176, B DK 266  M:
WrM cuu, HlM cuu 'sound, noise; fame', Kl {Rm.} cu2 'Schrei, Getöse,
Gelärm' ¶ MED 2O7, KW 435  Tg *çab- 'sound, (make) noise' > Nn KU
c7awalI- v. 'resound', Ewk çiwi-, Neg çawgI-, Ud c1augda-, Ul c7a2U9alI-,
Ork çayIqotçI-, Nn Nh c7ao9I-, Nn KU c7aogI-, Nn B caol9I- 'make noise ' ,
Ewk çiwin, Nn Nh c7ao2 'noise' ¶ STM II 389  ? pJ *tu\a!p- v. 'address; a s k
(a question)' > OJ tu\o!p-, J: T to~- ≠ to!-, K to!-, Kg to~- ¶ S QJ #15O4, Mr.
771 ¶¶ Pp. VG 44 (T, M), DQA ##277 (A *c>æa2!bu 'sound, fame') ˚  IS MS
337 ('govorit∆ ' *c5ÿwÿ) (HS, K). The length of *a in T is likely t o
reflect the N lr. ˚  Qu., because the word is likely to have
onomatopoeic associations.
443. € *c6666u 4 444c ' ''' @ @@@V (or *s6666-?) 'clean; to clean' >  HS: WS *-s6u2c'- v. ' c lean
one’s teeth' >  Mh pf. s6o2s' / sbjn. y‰s7o2s', Jb C pf. ≤s6Os' / sbjn. y≤s6es', Ar
√s7wsœ ≠ √s7ws (ip. -s7u2sœ- ≠ -s7u2s-) id. ¶ Jo. M 388, Jo. J 258, BK I 1 2 8 7
|| U: FU *su4c1V ≠ *c1ic1V (both most probably from **c1u4c1V by dis.
**c1˜c1˜ > *s˜c1˜ and delabialization **u4 > *i) 'clean' >  Prm {UEW} *so$Z1 >
Z so™dz s‰Z1 'transparent, clean, clear, pure', Prmk, Prmk Zz s‰Z1, Yz so$Z1
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id., StVt suzåny suz1a-nÈ, Vt Sr s1uZ1al-, Vt Kz/Gl s1u$z1al- v. 'clean' »»
pObU *c1ïc1- ≠ *c1ic1- (both from FU *c1ic1V) >  Vg MK/N s1e$:s1
'immaculated, clean' (MK s1e$:s1 oaºy 'virgin', lit. 'immaculated girl'), Os:
Os Ty çe"t-wa"˝ 'Glocke', K/Kr çiç-wa"X 'money' (< *'pure meta l \money ' ;
Os wa"˝, wa"X means 'metal, money ' ) » OHg szu¡z 'rein, unvermischt ' ,
Hg szu¡z (accus. szu4zet) 'jungfräulich, keusch; Jungfrau, Jungfer' ¶
UEW 441-2, Lt. 224, LG 262-3, Ht. #822, KrT 2O8-9, 923, PD 956.
444. *c6666Éc7777kV 'to crush, to split' >  K: GZ *c`ec7k- ({K, K2, FS} *c7ec7k-)
'crush, split' ({K2} v. 'hollow, break') >  G c7ec7k- 'crush, beat to pieces '
({FS} 'zerstoßen, zerklopfen', {K2} 'hollow, pound', {NCh.} 'tolo¢∆ ',
{DCh.} 'izmåt∆ ', {K} 'dolbit∆ ', {Chx.} (da-)c7ec7k- ' ze rs toßen ,
zerquetschen; weich klopfen', (ga-\da-)c7ec7k- j-n. durchdreschen'), Mg
c7kac7k- 'break (e.g., an apple), split', Lz c7ac7k- v. 'pound' ¶ Lz c7- points t o
an initial K *c`-, while G c7- (for the expected c-) and Mg c7k- (for c7-) a r e
due to as.: G **cac7k- >  c7ac7k-, Zan *c7ac7k- >  Mg c7kac7k- acc. to Gudava’s
law of Mg reduplication of the velar element of the stem-final c lus ter
("harmonic complex") *⊥K after the initial dental cns. or affricate
(identical to that of the cluster) [w K 23]; K’s and FS’s rec. of the initial
GZ *c7- fails to explain Lz c7- ¶ K 219, K2 256, FS K 388, FS E 435-6, Chx.
1928-9, NCh. 43O, DCh. 1576 || HS: S *√s6kk, *-s6ukk- 'split, cleave,
pierce' >  Ar √s7kk G {BK} 'fendre, pourfendre (le bois)', Mh/Jb {Jo.}
√s6kk v. G  'skewer (meat)', Ak √s7kk (p. -s7ukk-) v. G  'harrow' ¶ BK I
1252-3, Sd. 1134, Jo. M 377, Jo. J 25O ¶ The loss of the reflex of the N
stem-medial *c 7777  is due to the S law that rules out roots with sequence o f
two similar cnss. (hence **√s6Tk >  *√s6kk) ¶ The S √  belongs h e r e
unless it is connected with S *s6ikk(-at)- 'thorn', 'pin, nail' <  N
*?áz6666ÉkË 'thorn, hook' (q.v.)  ? Ch: Ngz {Sch.} s7a!s7ku!, v. 'hollow o u t '
¶ Sch. DN 148 || D {tr.} *c>e+akk-, {GS} *c1ek- v. 'chip', n. 'chip, spl inter '
> Tm cakkai\ 'chips, small wooden peg', Kt c>ek, Kn cakke, cekke,
sakke, sekke 'chip', Tu cakke, cekkA id., 'split, splinter', Tl
cekku v. 'pare, cut the side\rind of', cekka 'piece, chip, slice', Klm
sek-  'make pointed (piece of wood)', sekka  'bark of tree', Nkr s1ekka id.,
s1ekk- v. 'chip, scrape', Prj c>ekk- v. 'chip, scrape, plane', c>ekka 'p iece,
slice', Knd sek v. 'plane, fashion things out of wood', Ku sekali ' s c rape
(with a hoe)', Krx c>akta2, Mlt caka 'slice'; D ı OI s1akala- 'p iece,
fragment' ¶¶ D #2748, GS 115 [#3O5] ˚  In some lgs. this N word m a y
have contaminated or coalesced with N *s 6666ak ''''a 'to split, to cleave' (q.v.).
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445. ?σ *c6666ËdV 'be weak, be damaged, be weary' >  K: GZ *c`we{d}-
/*c`u{d}- 'sexually impotent' (of a male person), 'vain' >  OG cud-i 'vain,
futile', G cvedan- 'impotent', Mg c7ut-u id. ¶ K 229, FS K 41O, DCh.
16O2-3, ≈ K2 271-2 (OG, G, Mg ÿ *c`wet-/*c1ut- 'wear out') || HS: SES
*√s6dd > Mh s6dod, Jb E/C ‰s6≤ded v. 'get tired' ¶ Jo. M 372 || D *c>+k!otßtß-
({†GS} *s-?) 'defect, fault' >  Tm cot5t5u 'defect, blemish', Ml cat5t5u
'fault', Tl sod5d5u 'defect, fault' ¶¶ D #2837.
446. (€?) *c6666Vd{i}(-ka[?V]) '≈ wait, stay, have leisure' >  K: *c`ad-
/*c`d- 'have time, wait' >  OG cad- 'wait, let (do sth.)' (acade p'irvelad
ganZ˝omad s7vilta 'let first the children get sated' [Marc. 7.27]), G cad-
/cd- 'wait, delay', Lz c7od- 'have spare time', Mg c7od- id., 'wait', Sv -c7d-
'be, exist' ¶¶ K 227 (GZ *c`ad- 'have leisure, wait'), K2 269 (GZ *c`(a)d-
'have time, wait'), FS K 4O5 (GZ), FS E 456 (GZ), Ser. 195, Chx. 1979, Q
366, Chik. 377-8 || HS: Eg N s7ds7d.ty {EG} (?) 'wait (for so.)', {Hng.}
id., (?) 'lie in wait\ambush' ¶ EG IV 569, Hng. 845  B *√zdŒ (<
**√sdŒ by as.) 'stay, remain, dwell' >  Sll {Ds.} (e)zdeºG ´zd º´Œ id .
('rester, habiter'), Wrg ´zd´˝ 'habiter, loger', Tmz {MT} zd´Œ 'habi ter ,
loger, demeurer', Kb ´zd 3´Œ  'habiter, loger', Ah {Fc.} ´zz´Œ, Nf/Snd {La.}
´zd´Œ 'habiter', Gh {Nh.} ´zz´Œ, Ttq {Msq.} ´zzaŒ, Izn/Rf/SrSn {Rn.}
´zdaŒ, BSn {Ds.} ´zd´Œ, Izd {Mrc.} zd´Œ, Gd {Lf.} EzdE÷ 'habi ter ,
demeurer' ¶ Ds. 149, Ds. B 93, 161, 248, MT 192, Dl. 936, Dlh. Ou 3 8 4 ,
Fc. 1993, Msq. 81, 146, Mrc. 77, 135, 441, Rn. 321, La. S 246, Lf. II
#1758  AdS  of SES *√s6dd 'get tired' (×  N ?σ *c6666ËdV 'be weak, b e
damaged, be weary') || ?σ IE: NaIE *stei\g- '≈ stand still' >  Lt stygti
(prs. sty!gau) 'to keep quiet, to stand still', † sti~gti (prs. stingu~)
'auf einer Stelle ruhig weilend aushalten', Ltv stigt 'to get stuck' »»
OHG {OsS} stecchen, stecke2n 'festsitzen', {Kb.} stecke2n vi. ' t o
stick, infigi', NHG stecken  'to be, to stay, to remain; to stick fast', AS
stician vi. 'to remain fixed, to stick', 'to be inside', 'to lie' ( o f
direction, boundary') >  NE stick vi. ¶ Frn. 9O5, Turk. 632, PiesS 6 7 3 ,
Sw. 161, Ho. 321, ≈  P 1O16-7, ≈ OsS 86 (OHG stecchen ÿ
ste4chan 'to prick'), Schz. 27O, Kb. 959, ≈  KM 742, ≈  Ho. 321 ¶
Secondary association with NaIE *(s)tei\g- vt. 'stechen', 'spitz' (P 1O16-
7) ˚  B *Œ (< *k') tentatively suggests a glottalizing factor (*? ) within
the additional component of the etymon (*-ka [ ?V] ) .
447. € *c6666odhV 'break (esp. a body part), strike' >  HS: S *°√s6dh >  Ar
*√s7dh v. 'break (the head)' ¶ BK I 12O6 || D (in SD) *c>+k!otßtß- v.
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'beat\strike (with fingers)' >  Tm cot5t5u v. 'strike with knuckles, t a p
gently (the udder of a goat for inducing the free flow of milk)', v. ' bea t ,
hit, peck (as a crow)', Ml cot5t 5u  a slap on the head', cot5t5uka v. ' r a p
with the knuckles, knock with the fingers (esp. on the head)', Tu
so2n5t5uni v. 'box with knuckles of the fingers' ¶ D #2836 || AdS  of K:
GZ *c`wet-/*c`wit- v. 'cut, chop' (from  N *c6666i[w]tV [or *c6666u 4 444tV?] ' t o
split' [q.v. ffd.]).  
448. *c6666Vd[V]ûûûûqV ¬ *c6666VûûûûqVdV 'to tear, to split' >  IE: NaIE *sk(≈)ed-
/*skend- 'split' (× N *c6666i[w]tV [or *c 6666u 4 444tV?] 'to split' [q.v. ffd.]) ||  HS: S
*√s6dk' v. 'tear', *≤s6id[V]k'- 'chink, crack' > Sr √sdk' (pf. s´d3ak5) G ' t e a r
asunder', SmA √sdk' G  'be cleft', JA [Trg.], MHb √sdk' G  'split, t e a r
asunder', JEA {Sl. √sdk'  G  'split', MHb qd3x3 ≤sEd3Ek5 'Spalt, Risse', SmA
sdk5 n. 'cleft', Ar s7idq- ≠ s7adq- 'coin de la bouche, à l’endroit où les
deux lèvres se joignent' (“ *'slit, chink'), Gz √s6t5k5 G  vt., vi. 'cleave,
split, tear asunder', Ak √s7tk5 'abspalten' ¶ Br. 46O, JPS 361, Sl. 7 8 9 ,
Tal 568, BK I 12O5, Lv. III 48O, L G 537-8, Sd. 12OO  Ch: WCh {Stl.}
*c6akt- v. 'tear' >  Tng sugd-/sukt- 'make a hole' » SBc: Dw {ChL} z6aktiy,
Zr K {Sh. in ChC} z6aktI, Plc {ChL} s6EXtu, Zl {ChL} ya~ s6ati~, Buli {ChL} s6adu
v. 'tear' ¶ Stl. ZCh 199 [#5O1], J T 147, ChL, ChC ||  K  *c`'ûqwed-/*c`'ûqwid-
/*c` ' ûqwd- v. 'tear, break' >  OG c'ûqwed-/c'ûqwid- {FS} 'tear off (abre ißen) ' ,
{DCh., Ser., K} 'exterminate', G c'ûqvet'-/c'ûqvit'-/c'ûqd- 'break, tear; cease,
end', Mg c7'ûqvad-/c7'ûqvid- id., 'strike', Lz c7'k'vad-/c7'k'vid-/c7'k'id- 'tear o u t ,
decide', Sv s7ûqed-/s7ûqad-/s7ûqd- {FS} 'tear off (abreißen), fall', {GP, K, TK}
'fall', Sv L {Dn.} s7ûqad-/s7ûqad- 'throw, be thrown, fall', ka2n-s7ûqad ' ( e r )
sprang her', em-s7ûqad 'u menå upalo ' ¶¶ K 253, K2 319, FS K 471, FS E
534, Chik. 413-4, Ser. 119, NCh. 456, Chx. 2213-4, GP 18O, Dn. s.v.
s7ûqad-/s7ûqed-, TK 466.
449. *c 6666ih{i} '≈ carry, bring' (‘  'give') >  HS: WS (or SES) *√s6hy >  J b
C √s6hy in es6≤het 'carry sth. under one’s arm on a rope over one’s
shoulder', Mh √s6hw+y (pf. s6hu2) 'carry under the arm sth. supported b y
a rope over one’s shoulder', Sq {L} s6e 'give', ??? Ar s7ay?- 'thing' (if “
*'sth. brought') ¶ Jo. M 378, Jo. J 25, L ESAC 53  B ? *√Ósy v. ' c a r ry '
>  Sll {Ds.} asii\ (pf. yu2sii\) 'porter, transporter', Izd {Mrc.} asi (pf. yusi)
'porter, contenir' ¶ Ds. 226, Mrc. 198, 3O8  EC: Arr {Hw.} sih-is-
(imv. si!h / 2s sit≈) 'give', pSam {Hn.} *≤si^: ≠ *≤si!:c7a~ 'give' >  Sml, Jbr sï~,
Rn {Hn.} ≤si^: ≠ ≤si!c7a, {PG} sïc7- / imv. sï~, Bn si^:, ≤sï!a id.; Dsn {Bnd.} s7iyE,
{To., Ss.} s7ï-(s77) (1s pret. s7ï), Elm sï!se id. ¶ Hw. A 393, Hn. S 73, PG
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26O, To. DL 528, Blz. CL s.v. 'give' || K: GZ *c`- 'give' >  OG, G c- 'give' ,
Mg, Lz c7- 'give, feed' ¶ K 227, K2 269, FS K 4O4, FS E 454-5 (both K a n d
FS identify GZ *c`- 'give' with GZ *c`- 'beat' [highly qu., though not ru l ed
out]), Chik. 369-7O || A: pKo {S} *c>i~- 'carry on the back, bear' > MKo
c>i!-, NKo c>i- ¶ MLC 1527, Rm. SKE 31, S QK #6O1 || D *c>ï- / *c>iy- ({†GS}
*s1-) v. 'give' (‘  'allow') >  Tm °- 'give (to inferiors), agree', Knd °-
'give, allow, permit', Tl iccu (°-/iyy-, ivv-) id., Klm si;-, Nk s1ï-, Gnd
sï-± hï- ± ï-, Mnd, Ku hï-, Kui sïva, Krx c>i'i- id., Mlt ciye 'give away'
¶¶ D #2596, Zv. 1O5 ˚  One is tempted to adduce here IE : NaIE *(s)ta2i\-
'deprive so. of sth. secretly, steal', *ta2yu-s-, ta2ti-s 'thief', and AnIE
*tay- 'steal', which cannot belong here (≠ φ : IE *(s)t- does not go b a c k
to N *c 6666 -). It is preferable to equate it with Eg s7dy  'take, take away, t a k e
out' and T *sat-  'sell' (w  s.v. N *s6666at ''''{ahi} '≈ to take away').
45O. *c6666Ék÷V ¬ *c6666Ék ''''÷V , ? *-rV 'to step, to tramp, to trample d o w n '
> K: GZ *c`ek'- v. '≈ step, tramp' > G cek'-v-a v. 'dance', Mg c7ak'- v. ' t r a m p
and waddle while walking' ¶ FS K 4O7-8 || HS: SES *√s6k'÷ >  Mh √s6k'÷ G
v. 'step' ¶ Jo. M 379 || ?σ U *c1a4ke(-rV) 'trampled groundsnow; t o
trample down (snow)' >  FU: pLp *c1e2k‰r 'snow-field which has b e e n
trampled and dug up by reindeer feeding there' >  Lp: N {N} cie©a6r / -
kk- id., L {LLO} tijekar id., S {Hs.} tjie4gere id., 'hole in the snow
made by reindeer looking for lichen', Nt {Gn.} c7ieGar, Kld {Gn.}
c7°Gar 'reindeer pasture' »» pObU: Vg: LK s1o2r, UL s1iGr, Ss s1aGr
'niedergetretener Schnee', LK s1or´y-, P s1O2rt-, UL s1iGrt-, Ss s1aGrt- v.
'trample down'; ?σ Os: V çÈ˝´r, Y ça"˝´r, K ça"X´r, O s1a"X´r ' snow-drift ' ;
Os Vy {Stn.} c1a"˝- 'den Kopf des Nagels hutförmig schmieden, d u r c h
Schlagen einen "Kopf" machen (z. B., an der Spitze des Ladestockes') 
Sm: Ne T s1exe 'hard snow', s1exeri 'winter road', Ne F s1ixa2 'winter
pasture of reindeer', Kms s7e2˘r 'reindeer pasture' ¶¶ Coll. 7-8, UEW 3 1 ,
Lr. #147, Gn. 733-4, Hs. 1316, Ht. #82O, Stn. D 246-7 || A *c>æikV ( o r
*c>æiga) v. 'tramp, ram, trample down (ground)' >  NaT *çîg-ru- >  OT
[MhK] c7î˝ru- v. 'trample down (ground)'; NaT *çîgîr ≠ *çagîr ' t r a m p e d
ground\snow'  >  OT QU [MhK] c7a˝îr (read by Cl. as c7î˝îr) ' foot-path ,
narrow track', Chg ≥XV c7îgîr 'snow which has become hard owing t o
wind action', Osm c7î˝îr 'track\path through snow, the track left by a n
avalanche', Tk ∆ c7î˝ra 'goat’s path', Uz ∆ c7îbîr 'footprint of sheep ' ,
Qzq s7îyîr 'tramped place, sth. tramped', Tv s7î:r 'stamped snow' ¶ Cl.
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4O9-11, TL 533, TvR 59O  M *°c>igZ>i- v. 'stamp, ram down' >  WrM
cigZi-, HlM ¢igqi- v. 'ram down; calk, make waterproof\airtight b y
filling tracks; cork, close an opening'; M ı Yk c7igdi 'stamped h a r d
snow', c7igdia4n id. (ı Ewk Ald/Ucr çigJan, Lm çiççaN id.) ¶ MED 18O,
STM II 389  Tg *°çiki- >  Ewk Tmt çiki 'stamped snow' ¶ STM l.c. ¶ ¶
DQA ##262 (A *c>æika+u 'to stamp ram; stamped path') ˚  T *-g- <  N *-
k÷- regularly (cp. N *hak÷V 'stand, stop, stay, be' >  T *a2g- v. 'rise' a n d
N *tek÷V  'touch' > T *t£eg- id.).
451. € *c6666uK''''V 'thorn, point (‘  blade), summit' >  HS: S *s6ikk- ' t h o r n ,
nail' (× N *?áz6666ÉkË 'thorn, hook', q.v. ffd.); WS *s6awk- >  Ar v0$a
s 7awk-  'thorn, prickle, point', Gz s6o2k 'thorn, spine (of hedgehog), s t ing '
¶ GB 783, KB 1236, Js. 988, 993, L G 529, Sd. 1234 || U: FU *c1ukkV
'summit, hill; sharp edge' (× N *z1111o 6 666g[V?]Ë ¬ *z1111o 6 666gË[?V] 'hill' [q.v. ffd.])
> Lp Kld {SaR} ¢o2gk 'sharp' »» Os {KT}: Ty ça$k 'vorragendes Ende,
Spitze', D ça$k '(Spitze einer) Landzunge; vorragende Spitze, Ecke', O s1a$x
≠ s1a$k 'Hammer' ¶ UEW 42, Lr. #159, Lgc. #45O, SaR 398-9, KT 897, Stn.
D 1495 ¶ The FU √  has two semantic variants: [1] 'sharp edge' ‘ ' edge,
hammer' (< N *c 6666uK ''''V ) and [2] 'hill' (<  N *z1111o 6 666g[V?]Ë ¬ *z1111o 6 666gË[?V], q.v.
ffd.), while the meaning 'summit' is derivable from both ˚ Qu. ( b o t h
the U and the S cognates are ambiguous).
452. *c6666alV 'to pour (out)' > HS: S *°√s6ll >  Ar √s7ll (pf. s7alla)
'verser, répandre' ¶ BK I 1262 || IE: (+ ext.) NaIE *selg- ({WP, P, EI}
*selg8-) v. 'pour out, let go\flow, discharge', {EI} 'release, send out' [× N
*s1111ilkV 'let out', (in descendant lgs.) ‘ 'to throw', 'to fall out', q.v.
ffd.)] || U: FU (+ ext.) *c1o2l+lßta- (<  **c1a2l+lßta- <  *c1a2l+lß-Óta?) 'throw, p o u r '
> Prm {UEW} *c1o$lt- ({∫UEW} *c1o$¿lt-), {LG} *c1a4lt- > Z c1‰vt- v. 'throw, p o u r
(soup from a kettle to a bowl)', Yz c1o$lt- v. 'throw', Vt c1‰lt- v. ' t h row,
cast lots' » FP *c1o2lta- v. 'draw out, pour, separate' >  F suolta- 'z iehen;
allmählich ausziehen, ausreißen und verschütten', pLp *c1o2lt‰ {Lgc.}
'separate' >  Lp: N {N} c7uol…da2, S {Hs.} tjuo4ld´edh id., L {LLO}
tjuolte2- 'ausscheiden, aus-\absondern' ¶  UEW 613, LG 31O, 158, Lr.
#196, Lgc. #768, Hs. 1345-6 || D {tr.} *c>+k!all-, {GS} *cal- v. ' p o u r ,
sprinkle (water)' (× N *z1111 {u}9[V]l !!!!V [¬  *z1111V9{u}l !!!!V?] 'flow, pour'?) >  T m
callu v. 'sprinkle water', Kn callu v. 'scatter, pour out, shed, spill ' ,
{Km.} cal5e, cal5eya, cal5aka 'sprinkling', Kdg c>ell- v. 'throw away
(liquid), scatter (grain)', Tu callu-  vi. 'spill, shed', cellu- v. ' sprinkle,
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spill', Tl callu v. 'sprinkle, scatter', jallu 'rain, a shower, spray o f
rainwater', Nkr sall- v. 'sprinkle', Prj c>al- 'rain falls in a shower', Gnd
Z>al- v. 'strain water from boiled rice', Z>all- v. 'swill with water', Ku Z>al-
v. 'throw out liquids' ¶¶ D #2384, Km. 351 [#413], GS 35 [#55].
453. *c 6666o {h}l ∏ ∏∏∏V  'similar; as; alone, one of two' >  K : GZ *c`a2l- 'similar' >
G cal-i id., 'one (of two)', {Chx.} 'ebenbürtig, gleichkommend; der e ine
(von zweien)', Sv {FS} s7a2l, Sv UB/L {GP, TK} -s7a2l, LB/Ln -s7al (pos tp . )
'like' ¶ FS K 4O6-7, GP 271, Chx. 1973, TK 812 || HS: S *°√s6wl >  M h
s6‰≤wayl (pl. s6‰≤wo2l), Jb E {Jo.} ≤s6il, Jb C s6El 'like, likeness', Mh ≤s6atw‰l
v. 'look alike, seem alike' ¶ Jo. M 388 || IE: NaIE *°so2lo- >  L so2lus
'alone' ¶ WH II 557, ≈ P 884 || A: NaT {Cl.} *çol- Ï ({Cl.} deverbal
noun/adj.) *çola6k >  OT {Cl.} c7oluq '(a person) with one arm', ET c7olaq ≠
c7ulaq id., Tk c>olak, Kr c7olaq 'a person with one arm or with a
paralyzed arm', Tkm c7olaq, Az c7ola9, Qzq s7olaq 'cripple, crippled', Q q
s7olaq 'a person with one arm or with one leg', Nog s7olaq 'a p e r s o n
without arms or with one arm', Qmq, Ggz c7olaq id., 'a person with a
palalyzed arm', Qrg c7oloq 'a person with one arm\leg, wi thout
arms\legs', Uz ¢u€lo˚ c7ölåq 'lame, a person without arms\legs', VTt
¢ulak s7 !ulaq, Bsh sulaq 'a person with a crippled arm'; VTt ı Chv
c7¥lax id., 'cripple' ¶ Cl. 419-2O, Rs. W 115, TkR 735, Jeg. 319, Sht. 2 3 4 ,
BN 33-4, Fed. II 4OO  M: WrM {MED} cile-n 'as, according to, l ike' ,
{Kow.} cile-n ku 'de même que, pareillement, ainsi' ¶ Qu., because
the morphological structure is not clear ¶  MED 183, Kow. 2162 ˚ The
K, IE, and S cognates point to a N lr. *h , because this is the only lr. t h a t
both causes Ersatzdehnung in K and IE and may disappear in S.
 453a. *c6666umV 'to lift, to raise' >  HS: S *°√s6mm >  Ar {Ln., BK}
s 7amïm-  'high, elevated' (of a saddle)', {BK} 'haut, élevé', {Ln.} √s7mm G
'magnify oneself'  ¶ Ln. 1593-4, BK I 1264-5, Hv. 375 ||  D  *c> +k !um-, {Em.}
*k!um- v. 'carry on head' >  Tm cuma 'bear, support, carry a bu rden ' ,
Ml cumakka 'carry a burden', Kn simbi, simbe 'ring\cloth to b e
put under a burden (vessel, etc.) upon the head', Kn H to2mpatßa
'carrying on the head', Tu tumbu ≠ sumbu ≠ humbu 'bear, ca r ry
on head', Nkr cumma 'pad on head for carrying', Prj/Gdb kumt- ' c a r ry
on head', Krx kum'na2 'take and carry on the head', Mlt kume ' t a k e
upon one’s head' ¶¶ D #2677, Em. DS 365  || A: ?σ M *c>o4mu4- > WrM
co4mu4-, HlM cømø-  v. 'pluck, pick (as fruits and flowers)', Ord c7æo4mo4-
'arracher, cueillir', Mnr: H {SM} c1æimo2- 'cueillir (des fruits, des pois ,
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etc.)', H {T} c7imo2, M {T} c7umu- 'gather, reap (sobirat∆ )' ¶ MED 2O2-3,
Ms. O 715, SM 45O, T 379 ¶ Valid if the primary meaning is 'to p i ck '
(“  *'raise from the ground') || U (+ext.) *c1unÇ+t+s+s7a > Sm *c¥nc+taº-
'rise (steigen)' > Ne: T tana-s∆ 'to rise, to climb on sth.', T O {Lh.}
ta¯n;a2˘-, F {Lh.} tann¥a-s7!  'climb' ('klettern, auf etwas steigen'), T {Ter.}
tan  'rising slope (pod`Øm )'; En {Ter.} toda- v. 'rise'; Slq Ch can;- ' r i se '
¶ Jn. 31, Ter. 624.
454. *c 6666 iXmV  'fat (Fett)' >  K  *c`Xim- n. 'fat, grease' >  G cXim- id., Sv
UB {GP} m´⁄c7Xim id. ¶¶ FS K 417, K 232, K2 276, GP 224 || HS: S
*s6aH[V]m- 'fat (of meat)' >  Ar s7aHm- id., √s7Hm G (pf. s7aHuma) 'be f a t '
(of animals, humans), ?σ Jb C {Jo.} s6H‰≤mEt 'temple (as far as the eye ) '
(it is cut in a slaughtered animal to see how much fat is on the carcass) ,
Ak LB s7e2mu 'fat, grease', f. pl. s7e2me2tu id. ¶ Ln. 1513-4, BK I 1 1 9 9 ,
Jo. J 25O, CAD XVII/2 276, 287, MiK I #1.263  B *√siÓm 'fat' (×  N
*s 2222ámi  'fat' [q.v.]) >  Ah {Fc.} e-sïm, Ttq {Msq.} i-sI6m 'melted tallow',
Kb t3a-(s)s´m-t3 'tallow' ¶ Fc. 1835, Msq. 141, Dl. 778  ?? C: Bj {R}
√s7mt pcv. 'grease the hair, smear butter on it' (× N *c1111{o}mé€É ' t o
smear', q.v. ffd.) || A: M *c>imu4gen >  MM [HI] c7imu4gen, WrM
cimu4ge(n), HlM ¢ømøg, Kl ¢imgn c7img´n ≠ c7imgn=, Mnr H
c1æimugòe, Dg {T} s7imug, {Mr.} s7imehe 'marrow'; M *c>imu4ge-le- >  WrM
cimu4gele-, HlM ¢ømøgløx v. 'put on weight, become fat' ¶  MED
186, Ms. H 47, SM 451, T 38O, T DgJ 183, KW 44O, KRS 651, Mr. D 216.
455. ≈ *c6666 {i}?{a 4444}n 2 222a 6 666 'recognize, know (connaître)' >  K: GZ *c`an-/*c`n-
v. 'know, learn, recognize' (× N *cuNV 'to know' [“ 'to have seen'?],
q.v. ffd.) >  OG, G can-/cn- 'know, learn, recognize', Mg {Q} c7in- v.
'know (so.), recognize', Lz c7in- v. 'recognize' ¶ K 229, K2 27O, FS K
4O7, FS E 458-9, Chik. 376-7 || HS: WS *°√s6?n G  v. 'know (conna î t re ) '
Ú *°√s6ny G  v. 'see' >  Ar √s7?n G  'connaître, s'informer', (× N *Íon2222V
'hear') Mh {Jo.} √s6ny (pf. s6ïni, sbjn, y‰s6nE2, ps. s6(‰)nay), Hrs, Jb, Sq
√s6ny v. 'see' ¶ BK I 1179-8O, Jo. M 381-2, Jo. J 253, Jo. H 12O-1  B *-
sin- / *√wsn 'know (savoir, connaître)' (× N *cuNV  '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) || A:
STg *çende- >  WrMc cende- {Hr.} 'nachprüfen, erproben', {Z} v. ' t ry ,
examine, taste', Jrc c7entemei tuvanZ7ila 'to examine' ¶ STM II 421, Hr .
143, Z 927-8, Kiy. 142 [#8O4]  T {ADb.} *sîyn ({AD}: or *sî∏n?) {AD}
'observation, external appearance' > OT sî∏n 'external appearance ,
stature; human body', Tkm Tî∏n 'observation (nabl√denie , obzor )',
Nog sîn 'a man’s figure, outward appearance', Qzq sîn id., 'test, tr ial ,
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exploration', Qmq sîn 'outward appearance', Qq sîn id., 'criticism', ET
sin  'a man’s stature \ figure \ appearance', VTt s¥n , Bsh h¥n id., ' image,
picture', 'statue over the grave', Qrg sîn 'test, trial', StAlt sîn ' s t a ture ,
trunk of the body', Tv sîn 'Menschengestalt (stan , telosloqenie),
stature', Xk sîn  'stature; truth', Tk sin  'grave', 'age'; T *sî ∏na- or *sîyna-
v. 'watch, observe, test (so.\sth.)' > OT sîna-  v. 'test', XwT XIV, MQp XIV,
OOsm ≥XIV, Chg ≥XV sîna-, Tkm Tî∏na-, Tk sIna-, Az, Qmq, Qq, Xk sîna-,
VTt s¥na-, Bsh h¥na-, ET, Uz sina- 'test, try', Qzq sîna- ' investigate,
explore, try, test', Nog sîna- 'watch, notice; test, try', Qrg sîna-, Chv
(π  VTt?) s¥na- 'observe, test' ¶ The rec. *sîyn is suggested by the d .
{ADb.} *sîyn-ak- >  Qzq, Qq sîyaq 'appearance (of a person), exter ior ,
outward arrearance', Qrg sîyaq id., 'face', n. 'similar (to)', Nog sîyaq
'exterior', ET siyaq 'shape, appearance', Uz siyåq 'face, appearance' ¶
Cl. 832, 835, DTS 5O3-4, Rs. W 417, TL 266-7, Pp. VG 115, Jeg. 181-2 ,
TkR 6O4-5, Sht. 181, 183, Jud. 679-8O, NogR 32O-1, 323, KrkR 6O3,
6O7, KumRS 293-4, TatR 495-6, BIG 2O7-8, Rl. IV 628-9, BT 136, TvR
397, Jud. 683, Nj. 54O  ?σ NKo s´⁄ng´⁄p- (spelled si\´⁄n-) ' b e
interesting' ¶¶ ≠ DQA #2O75 (T ÷  M *sonus- 'hear') ˚  If ADb.’s pT r ec .
*sîyn is right, it suggests a pN rec. ≈ *c6666 {i}?{a 4444}n 2 222a 6 666. The prehistiry of t h e
pT vw. *î is still to be investigated (possibly *i?a4444...a6666 > *î?a...a+o+u [ due
to vw. harmony]  > *îya > T *îy). STg *e is a reg. reflex of *a4444. Contrary
to IS's opinion (IS I 2O1-2), K *c`an-/c`n- cannot be equated with DEg
swn v. 'know', Hs sa!ni~, Mrg s‰~ni v. 'know', and the related words o f
other Ch lgs., because these DEg and Ch words represent HS *s- ( n o t
akin to K *c`-) and go back to N *cuNV  'to know' (q.v.).
455a. (€?) *{c 6666 }un 2222 [ ? ]V  'to sound, to utter' > IE: NaIE *swen- ' p r o d u c e
sounds' (× N *ÍËN[g]{o} 'produce loud vocal sounds [call, make a n
incantation, weep]') > OI svan- v. 'sound, roar, be noisy, rattle', Av
paîtis7-Xvana 'Gegen-Lärm', KhS hvan- 'speak', Phl Xvan- 'call, r ead ' ,
NPrs -ˆ"vXXwa2n- Xån- id., 'sing' »» L sona2- 'sound, resound, make a
noise', sonus  'a noise, sound'  »» AS swinn  'music' »» ?φ OIr senn- v.
'jouer (d’un instrument de musique), faire de la musique', senim ' fa i t
de jouer d’un instrument; musique; son' ¶ WP II 542-3, P 1O46-7, Mn.
1346, M K III 56O-1, Brtl. 838, Bai. 5O2-3, BM 199, WH II 559-6O, Ho.
338, Vn. S  86 || A: Tg: Neg çu2n- 'cry' (of a baby) ¶ STM II 414 ||  HS:
?σ S *°√s6n? G  > Ar √s7n? G 'avouer qc.', 'acknowledge, give smb. h is
right' ¶ Ln. 16O3, BK I 1274  ?σ Ch *°{c6}u2n- > Hs s7u2!na~ v. 'urge\incite t o
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fight, direct smb. to a place' ¶ Ba. 943, Stl. IF (on Ch *c6- > Hs s7-) ˚ IE
*s- (if cognate with Tg *ç- and Hs s7-) may go back only to N *c6666- . If Ar
√s7n?  belongs here, the N rec. is  *c 6666un 2222?V .
456. ?σ € *c6666a++++Én2222c 7 777 ' '''V 'large' (‘ 'high, broad') > U *c1a+Én+n`c7V > Sm {Jn.}
*c>a+a4nc>¥, {Hl.} *c>a4nc>o 'broad' >  Ne T d. tåne™j id., Ne F L {Lh.} c1e\a$;n
'breadth', c1e\a$;n1n1u$ 'broad', Ng {Mik.} tant‰g‰2 id., trant‰Îu 'breadth', En
d. {Cs.} tedde 'broad', Slq Tm {KD} c7 ~a2nZ7 ~ 'id., Slq Tz {Prk.} ta2ntÈ
'breadth, broad', Slq Kat/Tz {Cs.} ta2nd, ta2nZ7, Slq Nr {Cs.} c7a2nZ7e, Slq
B/Tz {Cs.} c7a2nZ7, c7a2nZ7e, Kms {KD} tæaºn;o ≠ tæano 'broad', Mt {Hl.}
*ta4ndu4[h] 'broad' (Mt K {Pl.} de1endu id.) ¶ Jn. 32, Erl. 248, KD 68, Cs.
134, Hl. M #985 ||  HS: S *°√s6nT' >  Ar s7anÎœa2t-, s7unÎœuwat- (pl. s7ana2Îœï)
'summit of a mountain' (“  *'high') ¶ BK I 1233.
457. *{c 6666}e{p}V  'heel, foot, part of leg' >  HS: S *s6a[y]p- 'foot, track' >
Ak s7e2p-u, Ak OB s7ïp-u ≠ s7e2p-u, Sq {Jo.} s6ab ± s6af 'foot' Sq ∆ {SSL}
s6ab ± s6≈af ± s6O2f ± sa2f 'foot, leg', Jb s6Ef 'trace, track; foot under t h e
ankle', Mh s6af 'trace, track', Hrs s6e2f 'foot, footprint' ¶ Sd. 1214, Jo. J
246, Jo. M 373, Jo. H 119, L LS 424, SSL LSNP 1472, SSL CLS 97, MiK I
#1.269 (S *s6ayp'-; (S *s6ayp'-; + err. Grg c7a4mba ± c7a4mba4 'sole of foot a s
measure' [in fact loans from C])  ? C: Ag *c>a2p-/*c>a2np- > Bln {R} s7a2f-a2,
pl. s7a2f 'sandal ' , ≤s7a2nf° 'sole of foot, sandal', Xm {R} c5aba2 'foot, heel ,
sandal', Km {CR) s7amba2 'sandal, shoe' ı Grg En/Gt c7a4mba, Grg Ed
c7a4mba4 'sole of foot serving as measure' ¶ AD SF 12O-1, R WB 317, 3 2 6 ,
L EDG III 173 || A: Tg *°çebe 'heel (?)' >  Ewk ç‰w‰ 'prop' (of a s t ick
supporting a kettle suspended over the fire) ¶ STM II 419 || U: FU ( +
ext.) *s1+s6ewc1a '∈ part of the leg' >  Lp N c7Aw…Z7a, c7Aw…Z7e 'hock o f
reindeer or other quadruped ' ,  'calcaneus, the heel-bone of reindeer' »»
pOs *so˝´[n1]c1 ({∫Hl.} *sa"˝´[n]c1) >  Os: Ty sa"˝ W´n1ç 'heel', Kz s1ö8X´s, O
s1oX´s1 'Hinterseite der Fußwurzel \ des Unterschenkels', Nz s1uX´s1
'Rückseite des Unter-\Oberschenkels'; pOs *s- is evidenced by Os Ty
and some other dialects (Kr, Likr, etc.) recorded by Karjalainen, while
s1- in Os Kz/Nz/O is due to as. caused by the final -s1 ¶ w Coll. 75, Stn. D
132O-1, KrT 84O ¶ If this is a valid cognate, FU *-c!a must be cons idered
a sx. ˚ FU *s1+s6- for the expected *c1- may be explained by dis. *c1...c1 >
*s1...c1 (or *s6...c1).
458. *c 6666 {ay}P 3333V  'vegetation, leaves' >  IE: NaIE *sai\p- 'thicket', ' hedge '
>  Gk [Aesch.] a[imo1ß 'copse, thicket' (P: <  *sai\p-mo-?), Gk a[imasi1a 'wall
(of stones, thorns)' »» L saepe2s / -is 'hedge, fence' ¶ P 878, WH II
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462-3, Fr. I 39 || HS: SC: Alg {E} s6aba 'bush, thick undergrowth' »» Dhl
{To.} s6a2!bu, {EEN} s6a2!Bu 'leaf, leaves' (snglt. s6a2!bune, s6a2!Bune) »» EC: Rn {PG}
se2^b, Arr {Hw.} se2!b 'leaf'; HEC: Ged {Hd.} s7afa, Hd/Qbn {OS “?} s7a4f-ita
'leaf', ? Sd {Gs.} s7afinc7o 'branch of the ensete plant' ¶ PG 358, Hw. A
392, Hd. 89, 259, Gs. 298-9, To. D 142, EEN 26, E SC 2O8 (SC *s6a!b-
'foliage, vegetation')  S *°√s6p[?] >  Jb C ≤s6Efe? 'untouched \
uncropped grass' ¶ Jo. J 246   Ch ({AD} *√s6€p 'leaf, leaves') >  WCh
{Stl.} *c6api >  Hs s7a2!fi~ 'one side of a leaf (of paper), one side of a
writing-board \ of a slate' » NrBc {Tk.} *s6ap-≠*s6ip- 'leaf' >  {Sk.}: My,
Kry s6ipi!, Sir s6a2^pi! leaf', Mbr s6i!pu!zu! 'leaf of corn-plant' »» CCh: Bnn {ChL}
s6a!ba~na~, ZmB {Sa. in ChC} s6a!pa!, {ChL} s7ab', ZmD {KNC} s6a!p, Lame {ChL}
s6a@b, LamP s6ab, Mdr {Mk.} s6apa 'leaf' ¶ AD ChCS #44, JS 16O-1, Stl. ZCh
197 [#489] (pZCh *c6api 'leaf'), Abr. H 797, Ba. 921, ChC, ChL, Sk. NB
28, KNC 25, Tk. NB 179  ¶¶ On the alt. (and less plausible) et. of Dhl
s6a2 !bu and the Ch √  see s.v. N *l ßßßße {?}a 4444pa 'leaf, foliage' ¶¶ OS #54O, # 2 3 1 8
(*s6ab- 'plant') || D (in SD only) *c>app˛ (actually *s-) 'leaf, foliage' > Ml
cappu 'leaf', Tm cuppal, cuppi 'twigs', uval(ai\) 'twigs a n d
sprays, dried leaves', Kt c>op 'broth made of plants, plants used i n
making broth', Kn sappu , soppu 'green leaves of plants, foliage', Kdg
c>appala 'leaf', Tu coppu, ‘soppu 'leaf, foliage, greens' ¶ D #2673 ˚
Hardly here (⇔  Blz.) IE *sop- 'cane' (Mn. 1247) and S *√s6bb 'g row,
grow up' (actually 'ascend, climb') (> Ar √s7bb 'grow, grow up', s7ubb-
'jeunesse'), Mh √s6bb  'climb, grow up') ˚ ≈ Blz. LB #98c and ≈ Blz. DA
16O [#85] (suggested to add D).
459. *c6666iP[V]÷á (= *c 6666ib[V]÷á?) 'eat one’s fill, feed to satiety' >  HS:
pS *√s6b÷ 'have eaten one’s fill, be sated' >  BHb obß √s6b÷ G id. ,
'have\get enough of…', adj. o@b4ß1 s6a2≤b3e2a÷ 'satt'), ob27ß ≤s6ob3a÷
'satiation', Ug √s7b÷ G , OA ___ s7b÷ (= √s6b÷), IA obss7b÷ ( t radi t ional
spelling for √sb÷) (DR KAI ##222-3), SmA √sb÷ G  'be sated', Sr
√sb÷, Ar øb$ √s7b÷ (pf. s7abi÷a) id., JA obß ≠ obx √sb÷ ' b e
satiated\ satisfied', Sb Sh †ob_e hs6b÷ v. 'give in abundance', Sb, H d r
{MA}, Qt {Rk.} mob_ s6b÷-m 'abundantly, to satiety', Mn {MA} Tob_ s6b÷t
'satisfaction', Mh pf. s6ïba, sbjn. y‰s6≤bE(?), Hrs pf. s6o2ba, sbjn. y‰s6≤b‰?, J b
C pf. s6e2÷, sbjn. y‰s6≤ba÷, Sq pf. ≤s6eba÷ v. 'be satisfied', Ak: A ( inf . )
s7aba2÷u, B s7ebu6(m) v. 'be satisfied (satt sein)' ¶  KB 1214-6, KBR
13O2-4, DR KAI ##222-3, A #2579, OLS 428, Js. 1516, Sl. 1188, Tal
561-2, BK I 1184-5, BGMR 131, MA 85, Rk. 164, Sd. 12O7, MiK I # 2 . 6 5
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 ECh: Ch: Ke {Eb.} se!pe! 'sättigen' ¶ Eb. 91 || IE *speh8- 'be sated' ({EI}
*speh⁄-, *speh⁄(i)- 'be satisfied, be filled, thrive; be sated, prosper') >
Ht {Pv., Ts.} ispa2i\- / ispiya- 'eat to satiety, be filled, get full' (ispai\
<  stative pf. *spoh 8ye-, 3p ispiyanzi <  *sph 8≤y-onti)  NaIE *sp(≈)e2i\-
/*spï- and *sp≈e2-/*sp≈´- 'be filled \ sated, prosper' (× N *p''''u 4 444Ó++++QyV ( =
*p''''u 4 4449yV?) 'to boil, to get ready' [food], 'to ripen', q.v. ffd.) > OI
√spha2-: prs. spha2yate2 'grows fat, increases (wird feist, nimmt z u ) ' ,
Oss D a4fsadun, Oss I a4fsad‰n v. 'eat to satiety', KhS spata- ' s a t ed
(gesättig, satt)', spai-  v. 'be rich, abundant, satisfied' ¶¶ Ts. W 3O, Fr.
HW 429, Pv. I-II 429-3, Pv. EA 91-2, WP II 68O, P 983, EI 458, 5OO, M K
III 541-2, M E II 776-7, Ab. I 479-8O, Bai. 437, Ho. 312, Vs. III 734, StSS
62O, Frn. 866, WH II 375-6, 573-4 || A: NaT *°çib- >  OT {DTS, absent i n
Cl.} c7iva4g 'nutritiousness, satiety', {Cl., DTS} c7ivgin n.\adj. ' fa t tening
(food)', c7ivginlen-  v. 'be nourishing for the body' ¶ Cl. 396-7, DTS 1 4 7
 ?σ Tg *sab[u]li- 'treat (a guest with food)' >  Neg sawlI-, Orc sawli-
≠ sauli-, Ud sauli-, Ul saUlI/U-, Nn saolI- id. ¶  STM II 52) ˚  If the Tg
stem is adduced and the T one is not, the N rec. must be ≈ *s6666 {a}P÷a .
Hardly here Sv Z7u2b- 'fill one’s mouth with food' (most probably from  N
*ZËwV 'to eat, to taste', q.v.), unless we can explain the voiced Sv Z7-
(for the expected c7-, if the Sv word belongs here) ˚  If the accurate N
rec. is *c 6666ib[V]÷á , the IE cns. *p is due to as. (**sb- > *sp-).
46O. *c6666a 4 444 {÷ 3 333Ë}ÂV 'the calf of the leg, shank' >  IE *seÓWr-VÓ >  NaIE
{P} *so2[u\]ra2 'the calf of the leg' >  Gk Hm }avroi '(those) without calves '
( }avroi po1deß 'legs without calves'), Gk I }vrh ∈ 'part of a sacrifice
animal', 'the calf of the leg' »» L su2ra  'the calf of the leg' ¶¶ P 98O, WH
II 632, F I 2O5 || HS: mt. SES *√s6r÷ >  Mh {Jo.} s6‰≤rayn 'leg', {Jahn}
s1rayn 'shank' ('Unterschenkel'), Sq {Jo.} ≤s6‰r÷‰ha2n 'legs' ¶ Jo. M 3 8 2 ,
Jahn 242, Nak. 9 [#8O] (Mh s6rayn 'leg, foot') || U: FU *c1a4yVrV ' sh in ,
forearm' >  F sa4a4ri  'shank, shin, leg, calf (of the leg)', Es sa4a4r ' shank ,
shin, the leg below the knee' » pMr {Ker.} *s1a4y´r1´ > Er pil!ge-s1ejer1ks, M k
pil!g´-s1a4ja4r1 'the lower part of the leg' (pil!ge, pil!g´ means 'leg'), Er ked!-
s1ejer1ks, Mk ka4d!-s1a4ja4r1ks 'forearm' (ked!, ka4d! means 'arm') » Prm *c1a4+o$+O$r
> Z kok-c1‰r 'shank' (kok- means 'leg') (× FU *s1arV 'stalk' >  Z I c1‰r ' s ta lk
of plants'). LG reconstructs here *c1a4r, but in the absence of Vt and Yz
data no unequivocal rec. of the pPrm vw. is justified ¶ UEW 612, LG 3 1 1 ,
Raun EKET 167, Ker. II 134.
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461. *c6666u÷rV 'vulva, vagina' >  K *°c`ur- id. >  Mg, Lz c7uri id., possibly
also G cur-i 'udder', cur-i-tavi 'nipple' (× N *c6666 ' '''a 4 444r÷V 'female breas t ,
udder') ¶¶ FS K 415 || HS: S *°√s6÷r >  Ar ?as7÷ar, pl. s7u÷r- ' pub is
(surtout de la femme), bord du vagin' (× S *s 6÷r  'hair' < N *s6666a 4 444Ìoy[i]ÂV
'hair') ¶ BK I 1237-9  B: Ah t´s´sse2rut 'vagina of a female animal' ¶
Fc. 165O || D *c>+k!u2rÀ- ≠ *c>+k!u2tt- (<  **c>+k!u2rÀ-t-) 'private parts' >  Kui suti
'female urinal passage', Tm cu2r 3u  'anus', cu2ttu id., 'private parts', Ml
cu2ttu  'testicles, penis' ¶¶ D #2724.
462. *c 6666Ër 1111V  (or *c 6666Ëry++++?V ?) 'to twist, to twine' >  K *c`ar- id. >  Sv li-
nc7r-e id. ('drehen, winden, zwirnen'), G (da-)car- v. 'unbraid, untwine
(a rope)', {Chx.} 'aufdröseln, aufdrehen (Strick)'  ¶¶ FS K 4O7, Fn. KW-3
51, Chx. 1976, 2O48 || HS: SS *°√s6ry >  Gz √s6ry G (pf. s6araya) v.
'weave, spin', Tgy √sry (pf. sArrAyA) v. 'weave' ¶ L G 536 || U: FU
*°c1or[V]kV >  ObU *c1a"r´k 'fest gedreht, fest gebunden (Schnur)' >  pVg
*c1arka2 ≠ *c1Èrka2 'fest gebunden (Schnur)' >  Vg: T c1arka2, LK s1irx´,
MK/UK s1ork´, P s1irka id.; pOs *c1a"r´k 'fest gedreht' >  Os: Ty *ça"r´q, Nz
s1o"r´X id. ¶  Ht. 131 [#85] || D: [1] *c>+k!ur`-, {GS} *c1ur`- v. 'whirl, spin,
move round' >  Tm cur›al  v. 'whirl, spin, rotate', Ml cur›ali 'whirling',
cur›al 'revolving', cu2r›a 'round about', Kt c>ulßy 'whirlpool in river', Kn
tor›al v. 'move round, turn round', Tu sulipini, sulipuni ' t o
whirl, to go round', ? Tl sud5i a whirl, circle', sud5iyu v. 'turn r o u n d ' ,
Kui dßur`i 'rolling, writhing' ¶ ¶  D #2698 (a), Km. 5O1 (proposes a
different et. for Tl sud5iyu), GS 172 [#431], 53 [#134]  and/or ? [2]
? *k!ur- (= {Pf.} *ku2r-/*cu2r-) v. 'wind spirally, roll, rotate' >  Tm curi v.
'be spiral as conch, whirl round', Ml curul5uka v. 'be rolled u p ' ,
curut5t5uka v. 'roll up', Td tu;lß- v. 'be rolled up', Kt c>urn`- v. 'lie i n
coils (snake, rope)', Kn surut5u, surun5t5u vi. 'coil, roll up', Kdg
turÈdß- v. 'be rolled up', turÈtß- vt. 'roll up', Tu sural5i, surul5i 'coil ,
roll of sth.', Prj c>irdß- v. 'turn', Gdb sirl- v. 'revolve, rotate', Gnd surundß-
v. 'roll', Krx ku2r- v. 'tie a sari round one’s waist', Mlt kur`ge v. 'roll u p ' ,
Brh ku2ruN id. ¶¶ D #2684, Pf. 66-7, Em. DS 365 ¶¶ By D *k! (= {GS} *kj)
we denote a phoneme yielding c> in SD, CD, but k in Krx, Mlt, and Brh
(for discussion w  Em. DS 363-9, GS 2O3-7) ˚  If the D cognate is *c>+k!ur`-
, the N rec. is *c 6666Ër 1111V , but if it is *k!ur- (a less plausible alt.), we have t o
rec. N *c6666Ëry++++?V  because D *-r- represents N *r-clusters, and the only
N cnss. compatible with the S ev. are *y , *h , and *? .
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463. € *c6666atV 'to separate, to scatter' >  HS: S °*√s6tt >  Ar √s7tt G v.
'separate, disperse' ¶ BK I 1189 || IE {EI} *(s)ked- 'scatter' >  NaIE
*(s)k(≈)ed- v. 'scatter, disperse' >  Gk skeda1nnymi 'I scatter, disperse' »»
AS {Skeat} scaterian 'to scatter, to squander', {Ho.} to-
sc1eacerian ({Ho.} to read: -terian) 'zerstreuen' > ME scateren
'to scatter' >  NE scatter; possible lexical interaction with the sou rce
of ME schetteren 'to scatter, to disperse' and NE shatter
(etymological doublets of scatter??) »» Tc: A ka4t-, kat- ' r épandre ,
jeter, disséminer', B {Wn.} ka4t-, kat-, s1a4t- id., {Ad.} ka4t- 'strew ( t o
some purpose), sow' ¶ P 918-9 (does not distiguish this √  from NaIE
*sk(≈)ed-/*skend- < N *c6666Vd[V]ûûûûqV ¬  *c6666VûûûûqVdV 'to tear, to spl i t '
[q.v.]), EI 5OO, F II 721, Wn. 211, Ad. 157, Ad. H 18, 47, Skeat 539, 5 5 4 ,
Ho. 274, HDEL 116O.
464. *c6666i[w]tV (or *c 6666u 4 444tV?) 'to split' >  K: GZ *c`wet-/*c`wit- v. ' cu t ,
chop' (× N *c6666odhV 'break [esp. a body part], strike') >  OG c'ina-da-
cuet-/-cwit- v. 'circumcise'- , da-cwet id. (Ges. 17.24, Lev. 12.3), Lz
c7it- v. 'cut, chop' (e.g. dis7ka p-c7it-up 'I chop wood') ¶ FS K 41O, Ser.
211, DCh. 1682, ≈ K2 271-2 (OG cwet-/cwit- 'citcumcise' “ 'wea r
out') ||  HS: WS (+ext.) *√s6tr G  'split, tear' > BHb √s6tr N  (pf. nis6tar)
'burst open' (of ulcers, boils), Ar √s7tr G  'cut, split', IA √s7tr
'einbrechen', Gz √s6tr G  'rend, tear to pieces' ¶ GB 795, KBR 1363-4 ,
BK I 12O6, L G 537 || IE: NaIE *(s)ked- ≠ *skei\d- (/ with a nasal infix:
*(s)kend-) 'split' (× N *c6666Vd[V]ûûûûqV ¬ *c6666V ûûûûqVdV 'to tear, to split' [q.v.]):
[1] *(s)ked- / *(s)kend- > OI [Dhat.] skhadate2 'splits' (<  *sk≈n=d-?) [M:
"fraglich"], Av sc7andayeiti 'breaks to pieces, destroys', skand-
'break', NPrs -ñka$i s7eka4n- vt., vi. 'break' (inf. s7eka4sta4n), KhS hatcan%-
'break' (< *fra-sc7anday-) »» Arm 2ert s7eRt 'splinter of wood, chip' (<
*sk≈edri) »» pAl {O} *c7enya >  Al {Hamp} c>anj, c>aj, {O} c>aj ( a o r .
c>ava) 'split, cleave, smash' »» Lt skederva~, skederla~ 'splinter', Ltv
∆ s7k>e>de2<rns 'abgespaltenes Stück' » Sl *skoßd¥ >  OCS sk0d5 sko<dË
(renders Gk ]endeh1ß) 'too small quantity, scantiness', adv. po(-)sk0du
po-sko<du 'little (wenig)', sk0do 'little (wenig), scanty, scantily', R
≤skud-n-yj, Blg o≤sk`den, SCr o~skudan 'scanty, poor'  [2]
*skei\d- v. 'split' > OI √chid- (3s prs. chi≤natti, chindati, caus .
che2dayati) 'cut off\through, hew, chop, split', Av sae2d- v. ' spl i t ' ,
Blc sindag id. »» Arm çtem c≈tem 'rub the skin off, scratch, bruise' »»
Gk sci1zv 'split, cleave' »» L scindo / sc°d° / scissum v. 'cut, r e n d ,
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tear asunder, split' »» MBr {Ern.} squegaff 'to cut', skigea, skija
'découper, déchiqueter', Br skejan% 'couper, tailler, inciser' »» Gt
skaidan, OSx ske6than, AS sc1e1adan, OHG sceidan, NHG, D t
scheiden 'to separate ' »» Lt skied- (inf. ski!esti, 1s p r s .
ski!edz7iu) 'separate (a fiber from a flax stalk \ from a thread)', ? Lt
ki~sti (1s prs. kindu~, p. kidauﬁ) 'to get worn out' ¶  P 918-9 ( d o e s
not distinguish IE *(s)ked- 'split' from the paronymous √  *(s)k(≈)ed-
'scatter', w N *c6666atV 'to separate, to scatter'), P 919-21, Hamp AIEW
148, O 49, M K III 5O6-7, M E II 561, Horn 175, BM 314, Bai. 449, F II
838-4O, Slt. 269, Ern. 645, Hm. 727, Frn. 233, 259, 799, 8O5-6, StSS
483, 6O8, Vs. III 661, Wn. E-5 464-5, Fs. 427, KM 64O-1, Kb. 872, ≈ Ho.
272, Ho. S 66, HDEL 1191, Skeat 554 || D *c>itV ({†GS} *c+c1-) v. ' h a r m ,
crush' >  Tm citai\ 'be injured, spoiled, be broken', Tl cituku,
ciduku, cidiyu 'be crushed\broken\smashed',  Knd sidli- ' b e
crushed (as an overripe fruit)', Mlt cithge v. 'squeeze out the seed o r
stone from a fruit' ¶¶ D #2526, Km. 354-5 ˚  D *-t- (prob. f r o m
postcons. N *t , unlike D *-tß- < intervoc. N *-t- ) and GZ *w suggest t h e
presence of *w  in the N etymon ˚  IE *k in *(s)ked- ≠ *skei\d- belongs
to the heritage of N *c6666VûûûûqVdV ˚  An alt. conjecture: two N words: [1]
N *c1111 ++++c 6 666otV 'split' >  GZ *c`wet- / *c`wit-, NaIE *sk[W]ed-/*sk[W]end-, D
(in SD) *c>otßtß- v. 'beat\strike (with fingers)' (>  Tm cot5t5u v. ' s t r ike
with knuckles, tap gently [the udder of a goat for inducing the free flow
of milk]', v. 'beat, hit, peck [as a crow]', Ml cot5t 5u  a slap on the head ' ,
cot5t5uka v. 'rap with the knuckles, knock with the fingers [esp. on t h e
head]', Tu so2n5t5uni v. 'box with knuckles of the fingers' ¶ D # 2 8 3 6 )
and possibly amb  WS *√s6tr  (if the latter belongs here, the N etymon h a s
an initial *c 6666 -), [2] N *c2222 ++++c 6 666 ++++c 1 111 ' ''' ++++c 6 666 ' '''itV (or *c6666ithV?) 'split, crush '  >  NaIE
*skei\d-, D *c>itV- v. 'harm, crush', and possibly S *0√s6dh (> Ar √s7dh
'break [the head]'); D *-t- (rather than *-tß-, the reg. reflex of the N
intervoc. *-t- ) may go back to a cns. cluster, but the voiced S *d has n o
explanation.
465. *c6666a ++++o{t ' ''' }V 'deviate from the right path, incline, be lame\cr ipp le '
>  K *°c`+cet'- >  G cet'- 'unbesonnen handeln', cet'-i ' unbesonnen ,
leichtfertig' ¶ Chx. 1991-2, DCh. 1591 || HS: WS *√s6t'y 'deviate f r o m
the right path' >  BHb √s7t'y+w (pf. ey1ß1 s7a2≤t'a2, ip. 2m/3f ey3ß6T5 ti-s6≤t'E2,
ip. 3m y6ß6i$ ≤yes6t'(´)) id., MHb √st'y (pf. ey1x1sa2≤t5a2), JA pf. iy4x6 s´≤t5e2
≠ ey1x5s´≤t5a2, JEA √st'y G 'deviate', SmA √st5y G 'turn aside\away', Sr
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√st'w (pf. ætoß s´≤t5a2) 'deflexit, aberravit', Md √st5? G 'turn aside,
deflect, lead astray', Gz d. √t-s6t5y (pf. tas6at5ya) 'deviate from t h e
right path, be bent, lean to one side', s6´t5yat 'misleading', Ar µ  √s7tœtœ
(pf. 6W$a s7atœtœa) 'be(come) far off' (“  *'go beyond the due dis tance ' ) ,
'go beyond the due bounds in offering a th. for sale and demanding a
price for it' ¶ KB 1227, GB 782, Js. 972, Sl. 798, Br. 467, Tal 58O-1, DM
323, Ln. 1548, L G 578 || U: FV *c1attV 'limp, be lame' >  Prm *c1Ot- ( =
{LG} *c7 !oÚt-) id. >  Z ¢ot- c1ot-, Vt ¢ut- c1ut- id. » Chr E {MRS} ¢a≤tan,
Chr Uf {Ü} ¢atan 'a lame person, cripple' (belongs here if ¢ = c1) ¶ ≈
UEW 611 (*c1atV, although Chr -t- and Prm *-t- point to *-tt-), MRS
241, Ü 668, LG 31O || D: [1] D (in SD) *c>+k!ott- ({†GS} *c-?) 'lame' >  T m
cotti 'lameness, crippledom; lame person', Ml cotti-kai\ 'wi thered
hand', Kt c>ot 'deep depression on the arm where rope\chain has b e e n
tied', c>ot gay 'one arm smaller than the other' (sc. 'is withered'), Kn
cottu, sottu 'crooked(ness)', cotta, sotta 'a male with
crooked\crippled limbs', cotti , sotti  'a woman with crippled l imbs' ;
[2] (less certain) D *c>otßtß- ({†GS} *c1-?) 'crooked, lame' >  Tm cot5t5ai\
'crookedness, bend as in the sheath of a sword', Ml cat5t5u ' lameness ' ,
cat4t4a 'person with bent feet, lame', Kn cot5t5a, cot5t5i, cot5t5u,
sot5t5a, sot5t5u 'crooked(ness)', Tu cot5t5u, cot5t5a, sot5t5a 'handless ,
maimed in the hand', Krg c>on`tße 'lame person', Tl cot5t5a, sot5t5a
'lame(ness), crooked(ness)', Gdb m. sotßatßondß / f.\ntr. sotßitße, Png c>otßa,
Ku so2ti ± sotta, soto ± sotßa2 'lame', Brh c>o2tß 'crooked' ¶¶ D #2838 ¶¶ In
D *c>otßtß- the unexpected cns. *-tßtß- is probably due to a prehistoric sx.
or to contamination with a different word.
466. *{c6666} {u 6 666}w[?]V 'meat' > HS: Ch: WCh: NrBc: Kry {Sk.} s6i!wi~, My
{Sk.} s6i!wi!ya!, P’ s7u!wi!, Sir s6u~yi!, {IL} *s6u!wi~, Wrj {Sk.} s6u2@na@, {IL} s6u!na~, Cg
{Sk.} s6u!n 'meat, animal' » SBc: Kir {Sh.} s6o, Tala {Sh.} s6u2!, Jm {Grgs.} s6o,
Buli }Sl.} s6u2^, Tule {Sh.} s6awo~, Wng {Sh.} s7au~, Zar {Sh.} s6u,  Bg {Sh.} sa!w
'meat' » Ngz {Sch.} s6u~wa!i\ (pl. s6u~wa~wi!n) 'meat, animal' »» CCh: Tr {Nw.}
z6u~, Hona {Mk.} s6ua 'meat' » HgNk/FlK {ChL} s6ti~ id. » Lmn {Mk.} s7ui id. »
Mdr {ChL} xIwa~, {Mk.} hyuwa, Glv {Rp.} s6u~w, {ChL} s6Uwa~, Gdf {IL}
s6u!wÄ~, Dgh {IL} s6u!we~, Ngs {IL} s6‰!b'o! id. » Mtk {Sb.} z6u!we^d' 'meat', MfG
{Ba.} a!s6aw, !s7aw 'viande; chair animale (viande ou poisson)', pMM
{Ro.} *s6aw > Mkt {Ro.} s6‰~b', Myn {Ro.} a~s6o!, Vm/Zlg {Ro.} s7u~we/a 'mea t ' ,
Mada {BaB} os6s6o 'meat, flesh' » Gdr {Mch.} s6wa 'meat' » Ktk {Bou.} s6u~,
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{Mch.} s6u, s6wa id. ¶ JI II 232-3, JS II 177 (pCh *s6Vw- 'meat'), ≈ Nw.
ChCR 29 [#83] (pCh *hl´w- = *s6i+w- 'meat, anumal'; does n o t
distinguish this root from WCh {Stl.} *luwV 'animal, meat'), Stl. ZCh
2OO [#515] (WCh. *c6aw{a}y 'meat'), Sk. NB 31, Sch. DN 163, Ro. 2 5 3
[#278], 29O [#459], Ba. MG II 78, BaB 163  C: Bj {R} sa?, {Rop.} s7a2
'meat' »» EC *so?- 'meat' > Or fo2-ni, Kns {Bl.} so!w-a2, Gdl {Ss.} so?-a ±
soh-a, Msl so!h-a2, Gato, Bss so!?-a, Bs so2, Dsn {To.} so!, Elm sow?, Arr
{Hw.} so!? 'meat' ¶ R WBd 2O8, Rop. 235, Bl. 2O5, Ss. PEC 5O, 52, To. DL
526, Hw. A 394  possibly (not certainly) S *s6ay- 'sheep' > BHb eß3 s6E2
(+ppa.: &iß4 s6e2≤y-o2 ≠ uei$ß6 s6´≤y-e2hu2 'his sheep'), Ph, Ug s7, OA s7?t, Ar
s7a2?- (coll.), sglt. s7a?t- ≠ s7ahat-, Sb s6h, Ak fOB s7u6m, s7u6'u, Ak mA
s7u2bu  'sheep' ¶ KB 1221-2, HJ 1O94-5, A #2561, OLS 424, Ln. 1623-4 ,
BGMR 132, Sd. 1255, CAD /3 417 || IE: Ht {Ts.} zuwa 'food, bread' ¶
Ts. W 111 || D *c>{u}v- 'flesh, meat' > Brh su2, Gnd savi ± savvi ±
sawwi ± sa2wi, ?φ Tm tu2, tu2vu, tu(v)vai\ id., ?φ Ml tuva ' r a w
flesh' ¶¶ D #3373 || See also E : MEl, NEl s7uhi (unknown meaning, b u t
possibly connected with 'sheep': it is used after the word for 'sheep': 26
hi-du-me s7u-hi '26 sheep s7u-hi') ¶¶ HK 1176†˚  MfG {Ba.} a!s6aw
'viande; chair animale (viande ou poisson)', Myn {Ro.} a~s6o! 'meat', Mada
{BaB} os6s6o 'meat, flesh' may be alternatively equated with NOm ≈ *ac7-
'meat' (>  Bnc {Wnd.} a!c7 ~, Jnj {Wnd.} a~s7a~, Wl {LmS} as7uwa, etc. ' m e a t '
[see  LmS 298-9]), with Awn {LmS}  ‰s7s7 'meat, flesh' and with T *a4çku4
'goat' (Cl. 24) ˚  The N lr. *?  is suggested by Ngs and Mkt -b'- (< *-w?-)
and by EC *-?-. Alternatively, a N lr. *-h-  may underly Ar, Gdl, and Msl -
h- and Sb h. Ht z- [c-] suggests that the N initial cns. was an affricate
(*c 6666-  rather than *s 6666-) ˚  Blz. DA 152 [#2] (D, HS, E).
467. € *c6666VXV 'to burn' (trans.) >  K *c`X- v. 'burn, make h o t ' ,
'scorch' (of the sun) >  Sv s7X-, s7iX- vt., vi. 'burn', UB/LB msd. {TK, GP}
li-s7X-i vt. 'burn', OG, G cX- v. 'make hot, scorch' (of the sun) (Marc
4.6), 'be hot' (of hot weather), Mg d. c7Xana- 'heat, hot weather', Lz c7X-
v. 'be hot' (of weather), 'roast', Sv s 7X- , s7iX- 'burn' ¶¶ K 231, K2 274-5 ,
FS K 415-6, TK 467, GP 18O || HS: C {E} *s6aH[aw]- vt. 'burn' >  Bj -luw
pcv. 'burn, burn up, light' (1s: p. a≤luw, pqpf. ≤°luw, prs. an≤l°u6;
prtc. ≤luwa), {Rop.} -liw vt. 'burn', rf. -lau 'be burnt', 'burn' ( in t r . )
(× N *LahPV 'flame; to burn, to shine'?) »» Ag {E} *la4x- 'fire' >  Aw leg
id. »» Dhl {To.} s6aH- v. 'put on fire', {EEN} s6aH- burn up' »» C ı Mb -
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s6aHa!?iZ7a vt. 'burn', -s6aha! vi. 'burn' ¶ E PC #567, R WBd 16O, Rop. 213, E
SC 21O (reconstructs SC *s6aH- vt. 'burn' on the basis of Dhl and Ma'a) ,
EEN 26, To. D 142.
468. *c6666Vy[÷]V 'girl, (younger) sister' >  K *°c`+ca >  G Gr ca (voc. ca-
v!), cica 'girl' ¶  The form cica is on the analogy of G cicav- ' liebevoll
ansehen' or due to ideophonic associations (Ll.?) ¶ Chx. 1972, 2O11 ||
IE: NaIE *°sey[Ó]- 'sister' >  BSl *sey- >  Lt (∆ ?) {Otk.) se!ja ≠ se$!ja id. »
SCr se!ja id. end ¶ Otk. DME 195, Tls. 539 || U: FU *°c1VyV 'sister' >  Prm
*c1oy >  Z ¢oj c1oy id., Z I c1ojko id. (end; -ko is an endearment sx.) » ? F
sikko, Krl c7 !ikko, Vp c7ika 'sister' end; BF *-kko is an diminutive sx. ¶
The adduction of BF is valid unless these BF words are a hyporist ic
contraction from •sisar-ko , a diminutive from *sisar 'sister' (a BF loan
from Baltic) ¶ LG 3O8-9, Wc. FUAA 254 || HS: S *°√s6y+w÷ >  Ar éOa'4a
s7a2÷-at- (<  *s6aya÷-at-?) 'woman, wife' (unless derived from the ve rb
√s7y÷  'accompany').
469. € *c6666 ' '''Å÷3333V 'be lost, die' >  HS: S *°(-)s6'u2÷- >  Ar *-Î^œu2÷- G  'per i sh ' ,
'be lost, led astray' (of a thing) ¶ BK II 47, Hv. 423 ||  D  *c>+k!a2- ({†GS} *s-
) 'die (sterben)' >  Tm ca2-, Ml ca2ka-  / p. catt- id., Kt ka2r` c>a2v ' p e r s o n
who dies somewhere so that his body is not found' (ka2r` 'jungle'), Tf
soy-, Kn sa2y, Kdg c>a'lß (p. catt-), Tu sai\pi-, Tl caccu / ca2- / ca2v-,
Png, Mnd, Ku ha2-, Prj c>ay-, Gnd say- ± c>ay- ± sa2-, Knd sa2-, Kui sa2va ( p .
sa2t-), Krx xe?e-na / kec>as, Mlt keye / kec-, Brh kahiN 'die' ¶¶ D #2426 ,
Em. *C 366.
47O. *c6666 ' '''{a}?bV '(∈ ) fish' >  HS: S *°√s6'?b >  Ar ∫`0%i Î^œi?b- {Fr., BK}
'animal living in water, animal marinum', {Bel.} 'fish' ¶ Fr. III 1, BK II 1 ,
Bel. 428  ? NrOm: Ym {Wdk.} c7'o@p'a@ 'fish' ¶ Blz. OM #173, Wdk. BJ 1 2 O
 ? Eg G ZbÓ '(ein Gewässer mit dem Netz) durchfischen', ZbÓ.w '(∈ )
Fischer', ?? Eg Md Zdb '(∈ ) fish' ¶ EG V 568, 633 ¶¶ ≈ Blz. OM # 1 7 3
reconstructs HS *c'abu?/÷ 'water creature' >  NrOm, SC (Brn c6ambe?u,
Alg c6embe÷u 'frog'), WCh (Hs c'u`mbe2 '∈ frog'), and S; but the SC and WCh
words can be better explained as belonging to HS {OS} *c'6amb- ' l izard,
frog' (see  OS #581) || A: T *çap£ak (>  *çabaq ≠ *çapaq) '(∈ ) small
sweetwater fish' (= 'Cyprinidae'?) >  OT [MhK] c7abaq '(∈ ) small
sweetwater fish', Chg [San.] c7abak '∈ small fish', Tk c>apak, Az c7apa9,
Qq s7abaq, CrTt c7apaq 'bream (Abramis)', Tkm c7apaq, Nog s7abaq 'Caspian
roach', Uz c7åvåq 'roach', Qmq, Kr c7abaq 'fish', Qzq s7abaq balîq {Sht.}
'bream, small fry', {MM} 'small fish (rybewki )', VTt ¢abak s7 !abaq, Bsh
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sabaq 'roach (plotva , soroqka )', Qrg c7abaq '(all kinds of) small f ish' ,
QK {B} c7abaq 'small fish, all kinds of Cyprinidae fish', Alt/Tel {Rl.}
c7abaq '(∈ ) small fish', StAlt c1abaq '¢ebak  (∈ small fish)', Tv s7ava˝a
'small fish', Chv s1ubòaX ± s1obòaX 'bream' ¶ TL 177, Cl. 395, Dr. TM III
#1O61, DTS 135, KumRS 351, Sht. 227, MM 385, KRPS 619, Jud. 831, B
DLT 219, Rl. III 1928, BT 174, Jeg. 219 || D *c>opp- '(∈ ) fish or sim.' >
Krx {Hahn} coppo2 'young frogs', çoppo2 injo2 'prawn fish' (injo2
' fish'), Mlt {Drs.} cope-mi1nu 'cuttlefish' (mi1nu means 'fish'), ?? D
(in McTm) *c>amp- >  Tm campai\ 'fish', Ml campa 'a fish, boat- load
of fishes' ¶¶ D ##2348, ≈ 2848, Hahn KD 33, 69 ˚  The vl. *-p£- in pT
and the glottalized p' in Ym are due to the infl. of N *? , sc. N *-?b-  >  T
*-p£ (>  -p-/-b-), Ym p'. D *o (rather than *a) may be due to t h e
assimilating infl. of *p .
471. € *c6666 ' '''abV?V 'war', 'warriors, host' >  HS: S *√s6'b? v. 'make war ,
fight' >  BHb √c'b? G, Sb √s6'b?, Gz √s65b? G ≠ (late spelling) √s5b? G
id., Ak √s5b? G (inf. s5abu2) 'zu Felde ziehen'; the n. act. ('war' >
'host') is represented in BHb ab1c1 c'a2≤b3a2 'military men, troops', Ug {A}
s5b? 'troops, army' (not mentioned in OLS!), Sb s65b? 'military opera t ion ,
battle', Gz s5ab? 'war', Ak s5a2bu 'people, soldiers, army'; Cn ı Eg N
Za-bi-?i, Za-bi€-?u‹ (= *c'abi÷u) 'troops, army' ¶ KBR 994-7, KB 9 3 3 -
5, A #2299, L G 544-5, BGMR 4O, EG V 562, Hoch #573 || A: Tg
*çab[u]ka 'army, war' >  Neg çawxa ≠ çaUxa, Nn c7aoxa, Ul c7aUxa id., Sln
ço≤Ga, Orc c7aUxa, Ud {Krm.} c1awa 'army', WrMc cooXa 'army, soldier ' ,
Jrc {Kiy.} c7auXa eZ7ehei 'military commission' (Gru.: an e r r .
interpetation as 'military official' based on an error in copying the Chn
translation) ¶ STM II 4O2, Krm. 3O9, Kiy. 112 [#278], Gru. SSJ # 2 7 8 ,
Md. ChF 138  T *çabul![ç] > OT c7abus7 'military commander', Tk c>avus>
'sergeant, guard'; T ı Prs ¢v'*  c7åvus7 'Feldgendarm, Hofwächter' ¶
Cl. 3O9, Dr. TM II #1O55, ≈  Rs. W 1O1 (T π Prs)  M *c>a˝ur > WrM
{Vld.} coura 'alarm\turmoil of war', HlM {Vld.} cu2ra" 'war, t roubles
(civil war), army', Brt su$—r 'revolt, war, army' ¶ Vld. 2O9  pJ {S} *tupa-
> OJ tupa-mono 'army, weaponry', J: T cu~wamono, K/Kg cuwamono!
'soldier' ¶ S QJ #111O, Mr. 558 ¶¶ DQA ##257 (A *c>æabu  'army, war').
472. *c6666 ' '''áb÷3333V 'shoulder' >  HS: S *°≤s6'ab[ V]÷- >  Ar øb0%a Î^œab÷- ' a r m ,
upper part of the arm', √Î^œab÷ Gt (pf. øaba6a%0ì ?iÎ^œtœaba÷a) v. ' w r a p
oneself in a cloak in covering the left shoulder and leaving the r ight
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uncovered' ¶ Hv. 413 || U : FU *s6epa4 'neck, nape of the neck' >  F sepa4,
F ∆  sepi, sevi 'hochgebogener Vorderteil des Schlittens', Est seba
id., 'Heunetz, welches das Heufuder umschließ', F sepalus 'collar' »
pLp {Lr.} *c1E2pe2tte2 ≠ *c1E2pO2tte2 'neck' >  Lp: N {N} c7A2be"t / c7A2ve" ' n e c k
(whole of) or throat (outside); collar on clothing', L {LLO} tjiepe2t, S
{Hs.} tjea4buoh, Kld c7a;]p:åt 'neck' » pMr {Ker.} *sïw´ >  Er sive
s1iv1e, Mk sive s1iva4 'collar on a shirt' » Chr L wu 4j, E {Ps.} s7u4y, M/B s7u4y
'neck', Chr H {Ep.} wu 4 'collar' » pPrm *s1È- in Z siko™tw s1i-k‰c7 ' b eads '
(lit. 'neck-circle') and in pPrm *s1iyes (<  *s1Èyes) 'horse’s collar' >  Z
sijo™s s1iy‰s, Yz s1i≤yÄs, Vt sies s1iyes id.; pPrm *s1u$-l- 'neck' (*-l- is a
sx.) >  Z s∆yl¡ s1Èli, Z LVc s1ili, Yz s1Ä≤li id., Z s1Èv- in s1Èvy‰ ‰s7‰dc1ÈnÈ
'to throw oneself on so.’s neck', Vt sil∆s∆o™r s1il!-s1‰r 'nape' (lit. ' h i nd
part of the neck') »» ObU *s7ïp(V) 'neck' >  pVg *s7iÆp >  Vg (partially i n
cds.): LK s7ip, MK/UK/UL/Ss sip, P s7ip ≠ s7Èp 'collar'; pVg *s7iÆp-lu"w
'neck' (*lu"w means 'bone') > LK s7iplow, P s7Èpluw ≠ s7upluw, Ss sipluw
'neck'; pOs *sa4p´l 'neck' >  Os: V/Vy sa4w´l, Ty/Y sa$p´¬, D/K sa$p´t, Nz
sap´t, Kz sap´¬, O sa$p´l ¶ UEW 473-4, Sm. 548 (FU, FP *s1epa4, Ugr
*sepa4 'neck'), It. #334, Ht. #6OO (and #352), LG 255, 271, Lr. #13O,
Hs. 131O, MRS 74, Ep. 157, Ps. OT 132, SZ 357, Lt. J 181, 183, Ker. II
143-4 || D *c>+k!app- ≠ *c>+k!epp-, {GS} *Z1abb- 'shoulder, outer side of t h e
thigh' >  Tl jabba id., Tm cappai\ 'hips, haunch, shoulder b lade ' ,
ceppu 'hip', ? appu 'thigh', Kn cappe 'the hip bone', ∆  jabbe
'outer side of the thigh', Prj Z>abba, Knd zeba  'shoulder', Gnd atßa Z>aba id .
¶¶ D #2339, GS 9O [#261] ˚  The U cognate and D *c>+k!epp- point to N
*e , while D *c>app- (and S *°s6 'ab÷-) suggests N *a4444 (or *a).
473. *c6666 ' ''' {i}bVÌV (or *c6666 ' ''' {i}bV÷V) 'hyena' > HS: WS *≤s6'abu÷- ≠ *s6'a≤bu÷-
id. > PBHb [BS] c'a2≤bo2÷, BHb [Mas.] o@ubc1 c'a2≤b3u2a÷ 'hyena' (u2 for o2 due t o
folk et. interpreting the words as a pp. o@ubc1 c'a2≤b3u2a÷ 'a dyed one'), pl .
Mio5&bc6 c'´b3o2≤÷-ïm, Sr '90oƒæ å?ap3÷-a2 (?- <  ÷- by dis.), Ar øbu5a Î^œabu÷- ≠
øb05aÎ^œab÷-, Gz *B) s6'´b÷ 'hyena' ¶ GB 672, KBR 997, L G 147, Br. 42, KB
936 || A: Tg *°çi3b+pka >  Ewk A çipkaku2 'wolf' ¶ STM II 399 || D
*c>+k!ivVNki 'hyena, tiger-wolf' or sim. (× N *s2222ibV÷3333V 'beast of prey' ×
N *Z@@@@iwVm[V]gÉ 'leopard') >  Kn sivan$gi 'tiger-wolf, hyena', Tl
civa%gi, civva%gi, civvan$gi, siva%gi, sivan$hi, sivvan$gi
'hyena', as well as Tm civin$ki 'Indian lynx, hunting leopard', Ml
civin$n$i 'hunting leopard' ¶¶ D #2579 ˚  AD NM #2, ≠  S CNM 1 4
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(rejects the comparison, because in his opinion Ewk çipkaku 'wolf' is a
loan from Alt c1epke 'wolverine', which is hard to believe because of t h e
enormous distance between the Altay lge. in Southwestern Siberia a n d
the Ayan dialect of Ewk [close to the Pacific coast]), ≠  Vv. AEN 1 4
(doubts about Ewk çipkaku  as a cognate, because it is isolated within A).
474. ?σ € *c6666 ' '''o6 666bVÂV 'press together, squeeze (as in a fist)' >  HS: S
*°√s6'br > Ar rb% √Î^œbr (ip. -Î^œbur-) {Ln.} 'make (books, writings) i n to
a bundle; collect together (books, writings), collect together an a r m y
for war', {BK} 'assembler, réunir les feuillets en cahiers', √Î^œbr D
'assembler, réunir' ¶ Ln. 1764, BK II 5 || U: FU *°s6+s1u+owVr- >  FP
*s1u+owVr- 'squeeze, press together' >  Er s√vord-ams s7uvorda-,
s1urda-, Mk s1uv´rda- 'press together, squeeze (in a fist)' » ?σ Lp S {Hs.}
tjuoveridh 'müssen, sollen, dürfen' » Es so%o%ruta- 'make milk flow
(by rubbing the teats)' (“ *'squeeze') » Prm {LG} *s1ur- 'collect, ga ther
in one place' >  Z s√rt¢y- vi. s1urtc1È- 'accrete, grow together', ' un i t e
into one group', s√rt- s1urt- vt. 'tuck up (podtykat∆) (a haystack
after stowing the hay)' ¶ LG 275, MF 594-5, Hs. 1349-5O, ≠  UEW 4 8 7
(FU *s1orV 'eng; eng werden, sich verengen' >  Prm *s1ur-, ObU [{Ht.}
*sa"r-] > Vg {Ht.} *sa"rÈ 'kleiner Sumpf, schmaler Landstreifen' and Os
{Ht.} *sa"rt 'enge Straße zwischen zwei Seen' [see  Ht. #6O1], Hg
szorul- 'sich verengen' [and related Hg word with the root szor-];
does not recognize the connection of Prm *s1ur- with t h e
abovementioned BF and Lp words).
475. € *c6666 ' '''V[Ç''''][V]ûûûûqV (possibly *c6666 ' '''Vc7777[V]ûûûûqV ≠ *c6666 ' '''Vc'''' û ûûûqV) ' squeeze ,
press' >  HS : SC: Irq c6 'eq- 'squeeze', Kz c6'ak'- v. 'pinch' ¶ E SC 36O, E K 2 O
 S *√s6'yk' 'be narrowed \ straitened \ pressed' (× N *c6666 ' '''iK''''V ' t ight ,
narrow, dense', q.v. ffd.) || K: [1] GZ i  *c7'ec7'ûq- 'press, squeeze' >  G
c7'ec7'ûq- id., {Chx.} '(zer-)drücken, (zer-)quetschen, (zer-)malmen, ( ze r -
)treten', Mg c7ûqac7'ûq- {FS, K) 'press, squeeze', [2] GZ i  *c'ûqec'ûq- ' squeeze ,
press' ('einklemmen, quetschen, drücken') >  G {FS} c'ûqec'ûq-, Mg c'ûqac'ûq-
id. ¶ K 255, FS K 455, 475, FS E 515-6, 538-9, Chx. 2246 ¶ The initial
affricates *c7 '- and *c'- are due to as. ˚  Doubtful, because the S cognate
has a good alt. etymology ˚  It is possible that both the HS and the K
items belong together with N *c6666 ' '''iK''''V 'tight, narrow', which in such a
case must be reconstructed as *c 6666 ' ''' i û ûûûqV .
476. (€?) *c6666 ' '''VHwV 'to burn' (vt.) (‘  'to warm' [of the sun], 'heat o f
the day') >  K *c`'w- vt., vi. 'burn', vt. 'bake, fry' >  OG c'uw-, G c'v- v.
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'burn, roast', Mg, Lz c7'(v)- v. 'burn, be hot' (of the sun), 'fry', Sv -c7'-
(prs. -a4c7'i) v. 'bake (up to dryish consistency), scorch', msd. UB li-c7'-i
¶¶ Mach. K 29-3O, K 25O, K DE 359, K2 31O, Chx. 2144-7, DCh. 1674, Q
392-3, Dn. s.v. -c7'-, GP 187 || HS: WS *√s6'Hy >  Ar Î^œiHH- 'soleil, éclat d u
soleil', Î^œuHa2, Î^œuHayy- 'heure du jour où le soleil est déjà élevé s u r
l'horizon; soleil', OEth *s6'aHay >  Gz (modern pronunciation), Tgr, Tgy
c¡Y s'AHay 'sun' ¶ BK II 1O, 13, L G 149  C: SC: Alg {E} c6'ah- v. 'set o u t
to dry'; ??φ Irq {MQK} c'e2÷ama 'sunshine, midday sun, warmth', c'ï÷- v.
'get hot, be at sth.’s highest temperature' ¶ E SC 36O (reconstructs pRt
*c'6ah-), MQK 1O8 || ? A: NaT *°çaba2r > OT c7avar 'kindling' (Cl. ED 398 ) ;
the T √  is ambiguous: it may belong to N *c 6666VXV 'burn' (trans.) as well.
477. € *c6666 ' '''oK÷É (= *c6666 ' '''og÷É?) 'sink to a kneeling\squatt ing\lying
position' > HS: WS *√s6'g÷ v. 'lie down' >  Ar øj% √Î^œg7÷ G 'lay d o w n
one’s side upon the ground, lie down', 'set' (of a star), Gz √s6'g÷ G  v.
'make up a bed, lean upon', Tgr s'Agg´÷a  v. 'lean against, lie down' ¶ Ln.
1769, BK II 9, L G 148-9   WCh: [1] NrBc: Wrj {Sk.} cakWat v. 'kneel ,
squat', Cg {Sk.} z7ugu id. » ? Ngz {Sch.} Z7o2ku!lo!lo@k 'in a squatting position' 
[2] ? WCh {Stl.} *c'ug- v. 'squat' >  Hs c'u!gu~na2! 'squatted on heels', c'u~gu~ne!
'act of squatting' » pNrBc {Stl.} √cg v. 'sit' >  Wrj {Sk.} c‰g‰, My/Mbr
{Sk.} c'‰g‰, Cg {Sk.} c7‰gu »» ECh: Bdy {AlJ} Z7o!ko~m 'squat (s’accroupir)' ¶
Sk. NB 28, 4O, Stl. ZCh 184 [#355], Sch. DN 85, Abr. H 89O-1, AlJ 85 ¶ ¶
≈  Sk. HCD 275 ¶¶ The voiced cns. *g  in S and Ch may be either original
or resulting from an as. *k+k'÷ >  *g÷ || A ({SDM} *c>æokæi): T *ço4k- ( =
{Md.} *çæo4kæ-) v. 'kneel down' (‘  'sink') >  OT c7o4k- v. 'kneel' (esp. o f
camels), 'sink' (ko4Nu4lu4m c7o4kti qorqtî 'my heart sank and was afra id ' ) ,
XwT c7o4k- v. 'kneel, collapse', Chg c7o4k- v. 'subside', MQp, Qrg c7o4k-, StAlt
{BT} c1o4g-o4do4- v. 'kneel', Tk c>o4k-, Qzq s7o4k- v. 'sink, kneel', Tkm c7o4k-, Q q
s7o4k-, Nog s7o4k-/s7o4g-, Uz ¢u€k- c7ök- v. 'kneel, sink', Az c7o4k- v. 'sink', diz
c7o4k- v. 'kneel', ET {Nj.} c7o4k- v. 'sink', tiz c7o4k- v. 'kneel', Ggz c7o4k- v.
'sink', Qmq c7o4k- v. 'squat, sink', VTt ¢¥g- s7 !u 4g- v. 'sink' (of a building),
Bsh su4g- id., 'kneel', Yk so4x- v. 'sink', ? su4g-u4ru4y-, Chv ∆  c<a"k- s1¥k/gò-
'sink (as ears of cereals)', Chv c<a"ka"n- s1¥gò¥n-, {Md.} s1¥ºk¥ºn- v.
'kneel'; T (Tk?) ı  OG [KC], G c7ok- v. 'kneel down (niederknieen)', c7ok-
i 'knieende Stellung', Mg c7ok- v. 'kneel' ¶ Cl. 413-4, Rs. W 117, TkR
738, Sht. 239, TatR 651, Nj. 392, BT 181, Pek. 2312, 2379, Jeg. 2O5,
Fed. II 9O-1, Md. 51, Chx. 1944-5, DCh. 1581, KEGL VIII 532  M: MM
[MA] c7oke- v. 'squat, make (a camel) squat' (π T?) ¶ Pp. MA 136  Tg
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*çoko- v. 'squat' >  Ewk çoko- v. 'squat', Ul c7oqc7oZ7o- v. 'squat down,
squat', Nn Nh c7oqc7omIa- v. 'squat down', c7oqc7ora2c7I- v. 'be squatting' ¶
STM II 4O4  pJ {S} *tuku-(m)pap- v. 'squat' >  OJ tuku-bap-, J T cukuba-
id. ¶ S QJ #564  pKo {S} *c>u~k- v. 'squat; bow \ incline' ‘ v. 'die' Ï
*c>u~k-yo~- v. 'kill' >  MKo c>u~k, NKo c>uk- v. 'die', MKo c>u~sku~r- v. ' squa t ' ,
MKo c>u~kyu~-, NKo c>ugi- v. 'kill' ¶  SDM97 55, S AJ 252 [#17], S QK # 1 7 ,
Nam 63, 433-4, MLC 219, 147O, 1494, 15O3-4 ¶¶ KW 431 (Kl co4ko4-
'elend sein, mutlos sein' •÷  the above T √ ), S AJ 286 [#252] (A *c>æo4kæu4),
and DQA #329 (A *c77õo"kõi 'to incline, to sink' > T, Tg, Ko, J; shares
Rm.’s opinion by unconvincingly adducing M *c>o4ku4- 'elend sein', ' lose
all hope').
478. *c6666 ' '''iK''''V 'tight, narrow, dense' >  HS: S *-s6'u2k'- ≠ *-s6'ïk'- v. ' b e
narrow, tight' (× N *c6666 ' '''V[Ç''''][V] ûûûûqV 'squeeze, press'?) >   BHb Sh †pf. qic5e4
he2-≤c'ïk', ip. qic5i! ya2-≤c'ïk v. 'drive (so.) into a corner, press (so.)', he2≤c'ïk'
l´- 'harass, press hard', Ug √s'y+wk' Sh†'exert pressure', JA √÷y+wk' (p f .
qo1 ÷a2k5) v. 'be narrow(ed), pressed', JEA √÷wk' D  'cause t rouble ,
distress', SmA √÷wk' G 'be in dread', ÷yk5h 'distress', Ar œy% √Î^œyq
(pf. Î^œa2qa, ip. -Î^œïq-) v. 'be straitened, be narrow', Mh s6'ayk' ({∫Jo.}
z1ayk5), Jb E s6'ïk' ({Jo.} z13°k5) 'narrow, cramped', Hrs s6'‰k' ({Jo. HL} z1ek5,
{Jo. ML} z1´k5) 'narrow', Ak -s°k5- (inf. sia2k5um, sa6k5u) v. ' b e ( c o m e )
narrow\tight' ¶ KB 951, KBR 1O14, Js. 1O56, Tal 627-8, OLS 42O-1, Js .
1O56, Sl. 848,BK II 49, Fr. III 35, Hv. 424, Jo. M 479, Jo. H 132, Sd.
1O39, CAD XV 169-7O  B: Ah zœukm´t v. 'be narrow (a place)', ?? Zng
{TC} azœzœïg 'étrangler', pf. yuzœzœa2g ¶ Fc. 1952, DCTC 287, TC Z 306 || U:
FU (att. in FP) *s6+s1ikV ≠ *s6+s1ikkV 'dense' >  pMr {Ker.} s1iG´-d!´ >  Er
seede s1eyed!e, ∆ s1a4yed!e, Mk side s1id!´ 'dense\thick (forest, fence)' »
F sikea4 'deep (sea), heavy (sleep)' » Prm *s1ik >  Vt {U3S} s1ik ' f o res t '
(“  *'thicket'), {Set.} s1ik 'dichter Wald' ¶ Set. FULL 267, UEW 774 (FV
*s1ikV), Lt. 182, ERV 575, Ker. II 134, U3S 389, KC 192, PI 248, ≠  LG 2 5 5
(Vt <  Prm *s1ik 'set of homogeneous objects'), Ps. sL 32, 74-5, SK 1 O 2 2
¶ In FV the stem has *-k-, in Prm it has *-kk-; the lack of gemination i n
FV is still to be explained || A: M *c>iqul 'narrow, tight' (× N *c 7777 ' '''É÷k ''''V  [ o r
*c7777 ' '''a 4 444÷ik''''V?] 'squeeze; tight'?) >  MM [HI] c7iqul 'étroit, resserré', WrM
ciqul, HlM cuxal 'narrow, tight', Ord {Ms.} Z7òu¯Xu¯l id., WrO {Krg.}
cuXul  'close, narrow'; ?φ M *c>i9+g+q > WrM {Rm.} cig ≠ ci9, WrO ciq
'dense' (ciq modon 'dense forest'), Kl Ö c7i9 'eng, schmal, gedrängt ' ,
?σ,φ M *c>iq '≈ thicket' >  MM [MA] c7iq 'brushwood' ('zarosli
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kustarnika '), [HI] c7iq 'treillis de bambou' ¶ MED 193, Kow. 2143, Ms.
H 47, Ms. O 216, Krg. 636, 648, Pp. MA 134, KW 438 ¶ The structure o f
M *c>ig+9+q 'dense' and M *c>iq 'thicket' is not typical of M and the re fore
is likely to suggest its foreign (T?) origin, but no plausible source o f
borrowing has been found so far || D *c>+k!ikk- v. 'thicken; congeal' ( o f
liquid), 'harden' (× N *s6666iK''''{Ë} 'to get\be cold; cool'?) >  T m
cikkan3avu 'hardness', Kn jigi 'stickiness, thickness', cikani ' th ick ,
hard', Klm sikotß 'sticky', Knd sika 'thickness (of fluid)', sikani ' t h i ck '
(of fluid), D ı OI cikka 'gum, birdlime' ¶¶ D #2488, Tu. #478O ˚
Cf. N *Z 6666ek ''''V 'be tight\cramped, tighten' (q.v.) ˚ There are two K r o o t s
(GZ i  *c7'ec7'ûq- 'press, squeeze' and GZ i  *c'ûqec'ûq- 'squeeze, press') and a
SC one (Irq c6'eq- 'squeeze', Kz c6'ak'- v. 'pinch') that may belong here. If
this is so, the N etymon must be reconstructed as *c 6666 ' ''' i û ûûûqV  (see  above s.v.
*c6666 ' '''V[Ç''''][V] ûûûûqV 'squeeze, press').
479. *c6666 ' '''Ë?{il}[w]V 'little, small ' > K *c`'ul!- ({K2} *c`'ul-, {K} *c'⁄uz⁄-)
'(male) child, boy' >  OG c'ul- 'child', G c'ul- 'baby, (male) child', Sv {TK}:
UB c7'u4s7, c7'wis7, L c7'us7 id. ¶¶ K 252, K2 316, FS K 463 (*c`'ul-), TK 863 ||
HS: S *°√s6'?l >  Ar √Î^œ?l G (pf. Òaòu5a Î^œa?ula) 'be lean \ thin \ little \
mean ' ¶ Fr. III 1, Hv. 412 || A {AD} *c>æolwe ({SDM97} *c>æole) v.
'diminish, shrink' >  M *°c>o4lu4yi- v. >  WrM co4lu4i-, HlM cølij-x
'decline, decay, deteriorate, diminish' ¶ MED 2O2  Tg *°ç{u}lbi- v.
'grow thin\lean, lose flesh' >  Ewk PT çulbI-, çulbIn- v. 'get lean (pe r son ,
animal)', Ewk Tmt çu2lbI2n- v. 'be starving', Ewk PT çulbIka2, çulbI2n ' l ean
(person, animal), thin (tree)' ¶ STM II 413  pKo {S} *c>u2r- v. ' shr ink ,
grow less' >  MKo c>uri-hi- id., NKo c>u2l- 'reduce, diminish, decrease' ¶ S
QK #725, MLC 15O8-9  ?σ NaT {DQA} *°çu4lik- > OT [MhK] c7u4lu4k-
{MKD, Cl.} 'be in a shabby condition', {DTS} 'fall into decay', {Rs.}
'vernichtet werden' ¶ Cl. 42O, MKD 96, DTS 157 ¶¶ Rs. W 121 (T, M,
Ko), DQA ##337 || D *c>+k!ill- ({†GS} *c-) 'small' >  Ml cillar3a ' small ,
trifling matter', Kn cillar3a 'smallness', Tu cillarA 'small money', Tl
cillara 'small, unimportant', Ku cillera pra2ncu v. 'retail' ¶¶ D # 2 5 7 4
˚  K *l! (> G l, Sv s7) is likely to go back to *-yl- (contraction of N *-?il-
?). N *-w- is suggested by Tg *-b-. The adduction of D is tentative a n d
highly qu.; it is possible on assumption of a N medial *-i- . If the D a n d
T dubious cognates are accepted, the N original lateral is *-l-  (because
N *-l ßßßß- would have yielded D *-lß-, and N *-l!!!!- would have b e e n
represented by D *-lß- and pT *l!). A contamination with N
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*c6666 ' '''Ë?{il}[w]V 'little, small' (in some daughter lgs.) cannot be ru l ed
o u t .
48O. € *c '''' 6 666 ++++ c 6 666VhLV  'be compassionate, have mercy' >  K: GZ {K2} *c`'ûqal-
'feel sorry (for), regret, spare' >  OG, G c'ûqal- id., Mg c7'ûqol-op-ua ' char i ty '
¶¶ K 252, K2 317, FS K 468-9 || HS: SS *°√s6hl (deglottalization f r o m
*√s6'hl?) >  Gz tas6a2hala, tas6a2hale2 v. 'be gracious, have mercy, b e
compassionate', Tgy sAhlA v. 'be benign', Tgr sAhala v. 'be merciful' ¶ L
G 528.
481. *c6666 ' ''' {i}l[V]÷V 'side of body' (‘ 'rib'), 'hip' (‘  'thigh') >  K *c`'el-
'loins, waist' (‘ 'guts, entrails') (× N *÷Vc''''VLV 'guts') >  OG c'el-i
'loins' [Luke 12.35], 'guts', G c'el-i 'waist, loin; intestine', pl. c'el-eb-i
'guts', Mg c7'‰-, c7'i-, Lz (m)c7'u-, ? Sv UB/L {TK, GP} rdp. c7'inc7'il ' gu t ,
intestine' ¶¶ K 249, K2 3O8, FS K 46O, FS E 521 (K *c`'el- 'gut'), Ser. 2 O 9
(OG c'el- 'loins, waist'), Chx. 1973, 2135-6, DCh. 1671, NCh. 448, Chik.
69-7O, Q 396, GP 28O, TK 862 || HS: S *s6'i≤la÷- ≠ *≤s6'ila÷- 'rib', 'side ( o f
body)' >  BHb ol1c4 c'e2≤la2÷ id., Ug s5l÷ 'rib; meat on a rib', BA ol2o9*
÷â≤la÷* (pl. Nio5l6o5 ÷il≤÷ïn) 'rib', IA pl. cs. iolo ÷l÷y 'ribs of…', JA {Js.,
Dlm.} ao1l6(i)o5÷il≤÷-a2, JEA {Sl.} ao1l6io5÷il≤÷-a2, SmA ÷l÷ 'rib', Sr ?El≤÷-
a2, Ug s5l÷ {OLS} 'rib', {A} 'Rippenstück', Ar øl0%i Î^œil÷- ≠ øla%i Î^œila÷-
'rip, side (of body)', Sb d. s6 5l÷t  '(?) malady affecting the chest', M h / H r s
{Jo.} s6'a2la÷, Jb C/E {Jo.}, Sq {Jo.} s6'al÷, {L} s6alÓ, Sq ∆ {SSL} s6'Ol‰÷ 'rib', Ak
fOB s5e2lu 'rib, side (of body), side'; Cn ı Eg (EgSSc) {Hoch} Zi-ra-÷-
tu (*c'ila÷tu) 'plank' ¶ KB 965, 176O, A #232O, OLS 416-7, HJ 864, Sl.
855, Dlm. 314, Js. 1O85, Tal 641, Br 22, JPS 18, BGMR 41, Jo. M 4 7 6 ,
Jo. H 152, Jo. J 325, L LS 361, SSL LSNP 148O, Sd. 1O9O, CAD XVI 1 2 4 ,
Hoch #592, MiK I #1.272 || IE: NaIE *(s)k[≈]el- 'hip, thigh; rib' (× N
*c''''a û ûûûq[a]{l ! !!!}V [or *c ''''a û ûûûqV] 'elbow, ∈ part of a limb'?) >  Gk ske1loß 'the leg
from the hip downwards', (?φ ) sceli1deß pl. 'ribs of beef', kvle1a ' thigh-
bone with the flesh on it' »» ?? BSl: Lt ku~ls7e$, ku~ls7is 'hip, haunch', Pru
culczi 'hip' » Sl *k¥lka ≠ *k¥lk¥ 'hip' >  ChS kl5ka klËka ' h a m '
({Mikl.} ' ]agky1lh, poples'), SCr kuàk 'hip joint, hip', Slv ko~lk ' h ip ,
haunch', Blg ≤k`lka id., thigh'; the BSl word is adduced by WP and P,
but not accepted as a cognate by ESSJ and Frn.; it is doubtful because o f
the unexplained stem-medial *k  ¶ WP II 597-8, P 929, Frn. 3O8, En. 1 9 9 ,
Tp. P K-L 256-62, ESSJ XIII 188, Mikl. L 29O, Mikl. E 154, F II 6O-1, 7 2 3 -
4, 837-8,  Ch. 1O13, ≠ EI 142 (F, Ch, and EI connect Gk ske1loß with
*skel- 'bend') || D (in SD) *°c>+k!ïlaman`dß- (× N *s6666i{l ! !!!}wV ' shank ,
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flesh\meat of a limb') > Tl cïlaman5d5a, (ı ?) Kn cïlaman5d5e ' ank le '
(D *man`t ß-  means 'knee', see  D #4677) ¶ D #2633 ˚  The IE data do n o t
contradict the possibility of a N *i . Acc. to AD’s theory (AD NGIE, AD
NVIE), the pre-IE *i\ (<  N *i ) was lost before sonants. IE *(s)k- for t h e
expected *s- may be due to the contamination with N *c''''a û ûûûq[a]{l ! !!!}V ˚  ≈
Blz. KM 131 [#3] (incl. K, S).
482. (€?) *c6666 ' '''Vé€[V]mV 'daylight' > K *c` 'am- 'morning' > Mg c7'ume ' t o -
morrow', oc7'umara 'morning' , Lz c7'uman- 'morning', c7'umen- ' t omor row ' ,
Sv UB/LB ham 'morning' ¶¶ K 247-8, K2 3O6, Chik. 19, TK 892, Q 3 9 3
|| HS: SC: Alg {E} c6'ehemu 'sun, daylight', Brn {E} c6'ema 'sun', c6'emati
'today', Irq {E} -c6 'emu in amec6 'emu 'noon', ?φ Asa {E} demok 'morning' ¶ E
SC 36O (reconstructs pRt *c6'ehem- 'day, daytime, daylight')  ? NrOm:
Hrr {Abb} z5ompe2 'artificial light' (Abb: z5 = [EthSc] 8) ¶ CR H 668, AD
SF 122 || A: ?σ M *c>omur >  WrM comur 'clear, legible, evident;
accurate; suitable', Brt somor 'orderly' (of a person) ('akkuratnyj ,
sobrannyj ') ¶ MED 197, Chr . 39O.
483. *c6666 ' '''Vm[V]{s}V 'to interlace, to plait\tie\wrap together' >  K: GZ
*c`'mas`- v. 'interlace, twist; plait\braid together' >  OG, G c'masn- v.
'weave, interlace tightly', Mg c7'imos7-, c7'umos7- v. 'twist, tie up ( t obacco
leaves, etc.)', Lz c7'imos7- v. 'interlace, twist (ropes)' ¶ K 251-2, K2 3 1 4 ,
FS K 465 || HS: S *√s6'md (from *√s6'ms7 + a sx.?) v. 'tie\bind together ,
attach' >  Ak √s5md G 'an-\zusammen-\ver-binden, anschirren', Ar
√Î^œmd G v. 'dress a wound, anoint, and bind (the head)', BHb √c'md N
(pf. nic'≤mad3) 'attach oneself to' ({KBR} 'be involved with'), ≤c'EmEd3
'team\pair (of oxen/donkeys)' ('Gespann'), MHb √c'md G v. ' join,
attach', Ug s5md  'pair; pair of oxen', Gz √s6 'md G  v. 'yoke, harness, b ind
together', s6 '´md 'yoke; pair (of animals, objects)' ¶ KB 967, KBR 1O32-3,
Hv. 42O-1, OLS 417, Sd. 1O8O, L G 149-5O  Eg fP (mt.) dmZ
'assemble, bring together; unite' ¶ EG V 457-9, Fk. 313  SOm: ( m t . )
Ari sud'umt- v. 'gather' ¶ Bnd. AL 151 ¶¶ Tk. I 259 (Eg, S, Om)  WCh:
NrBc {Tk.} *c6'im- 'sew' > Sir c6'imu, Jmb s6im-, P’ c6'imba ¶ Sk. NB 39, ChC,
Tk. NB 178  || U *°{s}im{s}a (*{s} = *s+s7+t) (as. from *s6imsa?) >  pSm
*t¥mtaº/¥ 'wrap round, bind, (um\zusammen)wickeln' >  Ne T {Ter.}
ta€mda€c∆, Slq Tz {KKIH} tamtÈl- ' zusammen-drehen\ - ro l len- \ -drücken '
¶ Jn. 147, KKIH 178 || A: ?σ M *c>amc>a[y] 'shirt' >  MM [S] c>amc>a, [MA]
c7amc7ay, WrM camca, HlM camc, Kl † camca, Kl Ö camca id., WrO
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camca id., 'blouse' ¶ The second *c> <  *s by as.? ¶ H 25, Pp. MA 13O,
MED 164, Krg. 617, KRS 625, KW 421.
484. € *c6666 ' '''{a}n?V 'to give birth' >  HS: S *°√s6'n? >  Ar {Ln.} ¡n0%a Î^œan?-
'children, offspring', ¡n%√Î^œn? G 'have many children' (of a woman) ,
'multiply, become numerous' (of cattle), Î^œana?at 'she brought f o r t h ' ¶
Ln. 18O6, BK II 41, Hv. 422  Eg fP Z¿n.w 'junge Leute' (“ *'children ')
¶ Metathesis *n? >  *?n ¶ EG V 524 || D *c>+k!anÀ- ({†GS} *c-?) ' foe tus ' ,
'be(come) pregnant' >  Ml cana 'pregnancy', canekka v. 'conceive '
(of animals), Kn jane, Tl jena 'yolk of an egg', Kn tane, tene
'foetus of beasts, pregnancy', Tu tanA, sanA 'conceiving, breeding '
(of cattle, sheep, etc.); (with a puzzling i) Tm cin3ai\ 'embryo, foetus ,
pregnancy', cin3ai\ v. 'be impregnated' ¶¶ D #2592.
485. ?σ *c6666 ' '''Éˆ[V]qV 'to press, to squeeze' > K: GZ *c`'neq+X/*c`'niq+X- id .
>  OG, G c'neX-/c'niX- v. 'press (grapes)', G sa-c'Xen-el-i 'press-vat ( f o r
grapes)', Mg c7'inaX- v. 'press', {FS} o-c7'inaX-u , {Q} o-c7'inaX‰, o-c7'‰naX-i,
o-c7'‰naX-u 'press-vat', Lz c7'inaX-u 'press, squeeze', o-c7'inaX-u
'auspressen, keltern', n. 'press-vat' ¶ K 252, K2 315, FS K 466, FS K2
671, FS E 527-8, Q 389 || HS: CS *√s6nk' (<**√s6nûq <  **√s6'nq - mte.) >
Ar {Ln.} √s7nq G 'hang smb. by the neck till he dies', 'bind a camel with
the s7ina2q-' [⇓], 'bind the head of a beast\horse', s7anaqa-l-qirbata ' ( h e )
bound the mouth of the water-skin with the bond called wiqa2?- a n d
then bound the extremity of its wiqa2?-  to its fore legs', {Fr.} √s7nq (ip. -
s7niq-, -s7nuq-) 'strangulavit', 'ligavit (camelum) fune vel loro Œ'n$
[s7ina2q-] appellato'; {Ln.} s7ina2q- 'a rope\cord with which the head of a
camel is pulled; a cord\thong with which the mouth of a water-skin is
bound'; MHb qnx √snk' G 'press, stuff', JA {Dlm.} √snk' D  ' e rd rücken
(?)', {Lv., Js.} √snk' D 'stuff, press' or (acc. to some scholars) ' choke ,
cause loss of breath' ¶ Ln. 16O6-8, Fr. III 457-8, Lv. III 558, Js. 1OO8,
Dlm. 283 || D *c>+k!e2Nkk- ({†GS} *s1-) 'breathe with difficulty' (“ *'be
suffocated') >  Ml e2n$n$uka 'breathe with difficulty', en$n$a' 'b rea th ing
with difficulty', e2kkal 'asthma', e2kkam id., 'hard breathing', T m
en$kal 'asthma in children', Tu se2n$ku- v. 'pant, b r ea the
quickly\heavily', se2n$kA 'panting, breathing quickly', Kui se2ke
'panting, gasping for breath', Ku se2ke se2ke ne2nZ>inai 'pant' (ne2nZ>inai\
'breathe, gasp') ¶¶ D #28O4, An. SG 137 (D *-Nkk-) ˚  ≠ Kap. ALM 1 3
(equates the K √  with the non-existent Ak sana2k5u 'to press', sc .
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actually with S *√s6nk, as well as with Arm 4n2el c7ns7-el 'to press, t o
squeeze ' ) .
486. *c 6666 ' '''Ën 1111tV  'mucus' (in descendants lgs.: 'sweat', 'dung, filth') >  K:
G c'vint'li 'nasal mucus' ¶ Chx. 2157 || HS: SS *°s6u+in[V]t- >  Gz s6´nt
'urine', (bf.?) SS *°-s6ïn- > Gz √s6yn (pf. s1e2na, js. y´s1ïn) v. 'urinate', Tgr
√s6yn (pf. s1ena), Tgy pf. s7enA, s7AnA id. (possible infl. of S *√Tyn
'urinate') ¶ L G 54O || IE: NaIE {P, EI} *swei\d- v. 'sweat', *swei\des n .
'sweat', *swoi\do-, *sweidro-/swidro- id. >  OI ≤svidyati, ≤sve2date2
'sweats', Av xvïsat3 'geriet in Schweiß'; OI ≤sve2dah5, Av xvae2Îo2 n .
'sweat, perspiration' »» W chwys id., chwysu 'to sweat' »» Gmc
*switjan id. >  OHG swizzen, NHG schwitzen, AS swA2tan id.,
NE sweat v.; Gmc *swai\ta- n. 'sweat, perspiration' >  OHG sweiÔ ,
NHG SchweiS, OSx swe6t, MDt sweet, Dt zweet, AS swa2t id. »»
Gk Hm (e)]idi1v, Gk A ]idi1v v. 'sweat' »» L suda2- id. »» Ltv svI2^st id.,
svie^dri n. pl. 'sweat, perspiration' »» Tc B sya2- v. 'sweat' (< *swidye-
+ a2-)  NaIE *swoi\d-o2s 'sweat' >  L sudor, -o2ris id. ¶  P 1O43, WP II
521, EI 56O, Mn. 164, M K III 57O, M E II 798-9, WH II 623-4, YGM-1
158, LP §  153, F I 7O9-1O, KM 691, 695, Kb. 999, 1OO7, Kar. II 34O,
Wn. 448, Ad. 721, Ad. H 38 ||  U : FU *s6+s1ontV >  FP (or FV) *s1ontV ' d i r t ,
dung' >  F sonta id., Es so%nnik 'dung, muck, manure' » Chr: H {Ep.}
≤s7and¥ 'excrements, urine', {Wc., Ü, Ep.} ≤s7and¥ 'lavatory', {Ep., MRS}
≤s7and¥ 'urine with blood (an illness of animals)', L d. {MRS, Ü} s7on≤dan,
Uf {Wc.} ≤s7ond¥ 'dung, urine', d. {Ü} s7ondem 'lavatory' » ? Vt Sr zud
'black mud (used as dye)' ¶ UEW 764-5, SK 1O72, It. #122, Wc. TT 9 2 ,
MRS 691, Ep. 146, Ü 257, 268, LG 269 ˚ If W. Müller (p.c. to L) is r ight
in supposing that Gz √  is √syn (rather than √s6yn, which in h is
opinion is not the etl. spelling), the Ethopian Semitic cognate is to b e
rejected, so that the N etymon will be *c '''' @ @@@ ++++c 6 666 ' '''Ën 1111tV .
487. i  *c6666 ' '''aNË 'jump, skip' >  HS: S *°√s6'md >  Jb √s6'md (pret. s6'u%d) v.
'jump a certain height', s6'´mdu;n 'a good jumper' ¶ Jo. J 325 || U: FU
(att. in Ugr) *s6a+oNa6- v. 'gallop, jump' (× N *s6666a ++++oN ÷3333V '≈ run, jump,
climb' [q.v. ffd.]) || A: Tg: Nn c7aNgoar, c7ansoap, Nn B c7onsoq, Nn KU
c7amsop 'quickly, suddenly (to get up, to rise, to jump up)' ¶ STM II 3 8 4
|| D *c>+k!aNk-, {GS} *c1aN- v. 'jump, climb' (× N *s6666a ++++oN ÷3333V '⇑ '?) >  Kn
can$gu, cen$gu v. 'jump, skip', Tl cen$gana2lu 'leaping, frisking,
gambol', cen$guna 'nimbly, agilely, quickly' (applied to leaping), ∆
cen$gu, jan$gu 'agility', Nk c>aNgay- v. 'climb' ¶¶ D #2285, GS 1 2 7
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[#333] ˚  N *-Ë is suggested by Tg and by S *m (probably from N *-N-
near a labialized vw.).                                                                                             
488. *c'''' 6 666apV 'clay, mud; to smear, to moisten' >  HS: C: SC: Alg {E} c6'ufa
'mud' »» EC: Sml dßo2bo 'mud, dirt, soil, clay', dßo2b- v. 'mould (out of clay),
plaster, daub with mud' ¶ ZMO 122, E SC 328 (s.v. SC *c6 'u2f- 'mud') || K:
GZ *c`'eb- vt. 'glue' >  G c'eb-, Mg, Lz c7'ab- id., OG c'eb-* ≈ id. (att. within
verbs with pxs.); GZ *c`'ebo- n. 'gum (vegetable glue)' >  Mg, Lz c7'abu-
'gum (vegetable glue), mistletoe' (glue was extracted from mist letoe) ,
OG, G c'ebo- 'gum, glue' ¶  K 248, K2 3O8, FS K 459, FS E 52O-1, Abul.
541 || A: M *c>aba{˝}un 'glue' >  MM [IM] {Pp.} c7abu2n n. 'glue' ([ArSc]
with a spelling mistake: ˆvsbj), WrM cabau ≠ caba9u, HlM
cavuun, Brt sabuu(n) sabu2(n) 'glue', Ord {Ms.} c7æawu2¯ 'colle fo r te ' ,
WrO {Krg.} cabaq, Kl {KRS} cavg cawa9 'starch', Kl Ö {Rm.} cawa9
'glue, fish-glue'; M *cabu9 'sth. glued' >  WrM cabu9, HlM cavag
'layers of paper\cloth glued or pasted together', WrM cabu9-la-, HlM
cavagla-  v. 'paste layers of cloth\paper together' ¶ Pp. MA 435, MED
154-5, Ms. O 697, KW 423, Krg. 615, KRS 621, Chr. 379  T {DQA}
*°çap- > OT [MhK] c7ap- v. plaster' (a4r a4vin c7apdu 'the man plastered h is
house [with mud]'), Uz c7api-, ET {Nj.} c7ap-li-, ET Tr {Rl.} c7ap-la- v t .
'plaster (a wall\house)', Qrg c7ap-ta- 'glue up, stick up, stop u p
(zakleivat∆ , zakuporivat∆)', ? Chv {Ash.} s1öp- 'zavora¢ivat∆
pirog ' (= 'wrap the filling of the pie with dough'?) ¶ Cl. 394, Rs. W 9 9 ,
Nj. 279, Rl. III 1925, UzR 515, Jud. 847, Ash. XII 247-8  Tg *°çap >  Ewk
PT/Y/I çawiJa, Ewk PT çawida ≠ çapida 'white clay' ¶ STM II 74 ¶¶ DQA
#272 (A *çæa"pæa+u+i 'glue, clay' >  T, M, Tg), KW 427 || D *c>ava
'brackish\saline earth, fuller’s earth' (× N ?σ *s1111ah{i}bV 'desert; saline
earth', q.v. ffd. ×  N *s 1111ab {? }V  'clay')   D *c>avar- ≠ *c>amar- ({†GS} *s-
) v. 'smear, oil, rub in (oil, etc.)' (×  N *s2222ámi  'fat') >  Kn savaru v.
'smear, oil, rub in or apply to (water, oil, etc.), convey a st icky
substance to a vessel', Tl camuru 'oil, any oily\unctuous substance ' ,
camuru v. 'smear, daub, run as with oil', EpTl samaru 'ghee' ¶ ¶  D
#2389, 2674b ˚  IS SS #12.24, IS MS 344 s.v. 'klej' *c1 5abÿ.
488a. (?i ) *c6666 ' '''aPV 'to grasp, to take' >  K: GZ *c`'ap- v. 'grasp, take' >
Mg, Lz c7'op- v. 'take, grasp, hold', OG c'ap- ('acquire, take much' > ) v.
'drink greedily', G c'ap- v. 'drink greedily, steal' (s≡: R nabralså
'took much' ‘ 'got drunk') ¶¶ K 248, Chik. 418 || HS: WS *√s6'bt' v.
'take' > Hrs √s6'bt' (p. s6'a1ybet'), Mh √s6'bt' (pf. s6'a2t') v. 'take', Jb √s6'bt' (p f .
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s6'e2t') v. 'hold', Sq z6e1bat5 (= s65e1bat5) v. 'be apprehended', Ar √Î^œbtœ
'firmiter tenuit' ¶ Jo. M 473, Jo. H 151, Fr. III 4, BK II 6 || A *c>æapV (≠
*c>æabV ) > Tg *çap- ≠ *çab- v. 'grasp' >  Ewk çawupça- v. 'grasp, squeeze
so.'s hand', Neg çawa-, Ul çawaqtala- Ú çapaqtala- v. 'grasp'  pKo {S}
*c>a~p- v. 'catch, take hold' (× Altaic *Z>abV < N i  *Zap''''V 'hold, seize,
catch', q.v.) > MKo c>a~p-, NKo c>ap- id. ¶ S QK #512, MLC 1397 ¶¶ STM II
375, SDM97 (A*Z7abV v. 'catch, hold'; equates pKo with Tg *Jawa- v.
'catch, hold' [STM I 24O-1] and reconstructs pA *Z7+c7abV) ˚  The w o r d
may be ideophonic (cp. R cap , an ideophone of grasping) and hence i ts
pN origin is qu.
489. *c6666 ' '''ip''''a 6 666 (or *c6666 ' '''u 4 444p ' '''a 6 666?) 'be narrow, be compressed' >  HS *√s6'pp ≠
*√s6'bb id. >  CS *√s6'pp v. 'be narrow, crowded' >  MHb c'a2≤p3u2p3 (pp. o f
√c'pp) 'crowded', Ar Î^œaff- 'narrow, straitened', √Î^œff G 'se presser e n
foule', WS *√s6'bb v. 'be narrow, compressed' >  Gz √s5bb G ( la te
spelling for √s6 'bb?) id., Ar (derived √ ) √Î^œbn G  'be narrow' (of p lace)
¶ Ln. 1794, BK II 3O, Lv. IV 212, L G 545  C: Ag *√c>bb >  Bln {R}
s7a(b)baw- 'enge\schmal sein', Aw {Hz.} cebeb- 'be narrow' »» EC: O r
Wt {Sr.} d'ip'o2 'narrow', d'ip'u2 'narrowness', Or Wl {Brl.} d5ibu 'valle,
depressione, strettoia' ¶ AD SF 118-9, R WB 316-7, Hz. VS 113, Sr. 2 9 8 ,
Brl. 11O || K  *c`'{i}p- 'thin' > Mg c7'ipe, Lz mc7'ipe id., ?? Sv UB/L me-c7Xpe,
Sv Ln me-c7Xepe 'lean' (a person) ¶¶ Chik. 231, GP 219, Ni. s.v. xudoj ,
GP 219, TK 567 || U: FU *s6+s1uppV 'narrow (schmal, eng)' >  F suppa
'schmal, nach oben schmaler werdend' »  ? Lp N {N} c7o<p…pe 'bag-shaped
end of a rug', Lp L {LLO} tjuhppa 'Spitze, Zipfel' » pPrm *s1op- ({LG}
s1o¿p-) 'tight, narrow, compressed (zusammengedrängt)' >  Z {W} s1opÈd
id., Vt s√beg  'narrow', Vt {Mnk.} s1uba4g 'tight' (of footwear, etc.) »» Hg
∆  szupojko1, szupujko1 'plötzlich schmaler werdend; d ü r r ,
eingeschrumpft; klein; schlank, dünn, mager' ¶ UEW 44 ( recons t ruc t s
*c1uppa, though Prm and Hg suggest *s1- or *s6-), LG 252-3, MF 6O1-2 ||
A: NrTg *çi3p- 'squeeze (with fingers)' >  Ewk çipak- id., ? Ewk Ald
çïwka2n- v. 'choke', Neg çIpIxIla- 'grip in one’s hand, squeeze o u t
(liquid)' ¶ STM II 389, 398-9  pKo {S} c>i~p- 'pick up, pinch' > MKo c>i~p-,
NKo c>ip- ¶ S QK #1O18, MLC 1554  pJ {S} tu!mp‰!m- v. 'stuff, press i n to '
> OJ tuboma-, J: T cu~bome-, K cu!bo!me!-, Kg cubome!- ¶ S QJ #1498, Mr .
771 ¶¶ DQA #3OO (A *c>æi!pæu 'press [with fingers], pinch': Tg *çi3p-, Ko,
J) ˚  K, Tg and Ko suggest pN *i ; U and pJ *u may be due t o
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assimilation (infl. of the cns. *p?) ˚  ≈ Gr. II 275 (*cupa 'narrow') (U,
A, Ko + qu. OJ tipisa 'small').
49O. *c6666 ' '''apV÷3333É 'filth, dung', 'rubbish' >  HS: WS *√s6'p÷ ' excrement ,
filth' >  BHb pl. cs. k  c'´p3u2≤÷e2, q c'´p3ï≤÷e2 'animal’s droppings, dung', Ar
Î^ œaf÷- 'elephant dung', √Î^ œf÷  G  v. 'fart and go to stool' » Mh s6'o2f‰˝, Jb E
s6'Of˝, Jb C ≤s6'Ofu˝ 'partly formed almost liquid cowdung', Hrs s6'o2fa?
'cowdung', Gz s6'´f÷ ≠ s6'af÷ 'filth, excrement', Tgr c7'Af‰÷ ≠ s'Af‰÷, Tgy
s'Af÷ï 'cowdung' ¶ KB 981, KBR 1O48, BK II 32, Jo. H 151, Jo. M 473, Jo .
J 323, L G 148, LH 631, MiK I #1.273  C: ? Ag: Bln {R} dif≤fa2 'faeces o f
animals' ¶ R WB 98 || A: T *ço4b 'sediment, dregs, rubbish' (>  ' s th .
worthless, rubbish' > 'splinters, bits of chaff, straw', acc. to Cl.) (× N
*c @@@@uqbÉ  or *c @@@@u 4 444qbV  'carry away, throw [away]'??) >  OT  c7o4b ({DTS} c7o4p,
{Cl.} c7o4∏b) 'residues, dregs, sediment', Chg XV, OOsm XV c7o4p ' rubbish ' ,
MQp XIV c7o4b id., [CC] 'residue', OOsm, Az c7o4p, Tk c>o4p 'rubbish', T k m
c7o4p 'mote, small sticks', VTt ¢¥p s7 !u4p, Bsh su4p, Qmq, Qrg c7o4p, Alt,
QK/Tel {Rl.} c1o4p, Nog s7o4p, Xk so4p 'rubbish', Qzq s7o4p-s7alam, Qq s7o4p-s7ar
id. (and Qzq, Qq s7o4p, Qrg, Alt c1o4p 'grass, hay'?); Tb {B} c7o4∏p ' rubbish ' ,
c7o4pte- vt. 'litter, stain (zasorit∆ , zamarat∆)' »» Chv s1u4p, s1u4bòÁ
'rubbish, sweepings' »» T ı  M: WrM co4b, HlM cøv 'deposit, sed iment
(left after melting butter); cracklings' ¶ In Az, Tk, and Tkm the meaning
was influenced by NPrs ıv* c7u2b 'wood', as well as possibly b y
onomatopoeia ¶ Cl. 394 (OT c7o4 ∏b with the long vw. based on the Arabic
plene spelling of Mah >mûd al-Kas ]g ≥arî, which is not a sufficient p roof ) ,
DTS 155, Rs. W 118, MM 4O4, Rl. III 2O47, B DChT166, Jeg. 223, Fed. II
148, MED 2OO ¶ Tkm provides ev. for a short *o4 in pT; Tb o4∏ is not a reg .
reflex of T *o4∏, but must be explained otherwise  Tg: [1] ?σ Tg *çapa
' roe '  > Ewk çapa 'soft roe', Orc, Nn Nh c7apa, Nn B safa ≠ cafa, Nn KU
c7afa 'hard roe', Neg c7apa 'roe-bladder (of fish)' ¶ STM II 384  [2] ??φ,σ
Ewk çupa 'flour porridge', Ewk Brg çupa 'sediment (left after distillation
of araq)' (π  M?) ¶ STM II 415 ¶¶ DQA #2724 (A *c>æopæi+e 'dregs, d i r t ' )
|| D (in SD) *c>+k!avarÀ- ({†GS} *c+c1avvarÀ-) 'rubbish' >  Tm cavar3u
'rubbish, sweepings', Ml cavar3u, cavar 'green leaves and rubbish
used as manure, sweepings', Td tofÈr 'afterbirth' ¶ D #2395 ˚  The
labialized T *o4 (in *ço4b) may belong to the heritage of N *c@@@@uqbÉ o r
*c@@@@u 4 444qbV 'carry away, throw (away)'; it may also be ascribed to the ass .
infl. of *p .
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491. € *c6666 ' '''VP3333ÂV 'to twist, to plait' >  HS: S *√s6'pr v. 'braid, plait ,
weave' >  Ar √Î^œfr G 'braid', Î^œafïr-at- 'crown, diadem', BHb er!if5c6
c'´p3ï≤ra2 'wreath, garland', ¿ Ug {KB} s5pr 'winden (Ranken)' ( n o t
mantioned in Aistleitner and OLS), Gz √s6'fr G  'braid, plait, weave,
interwine', Ak √s5pr G (inf. s5epe2ru) v. 'strand (hair\linen), d res s
(hair)', s5ipirtu '∈ a sash woven or treated in a special technique' ¶
KB 981, 983, L G 148, CAD XVI 132-3, 2O1 || IE: NaIE *sper- ' t u r n ,
twist' , {EI} 'wrap around' (× N *P3333o6 666ÂwV 'turn, revolve' [q.v.]) >  Gk
spei 6ra f. 'anything wound\coiled', pl. spei 6rai 'coils\spires of a se rpen t ' ,
sy-speira1omai 'be coiled up', 'be formed in close order', Gk Hl
speira1omai 'be coiled \ folded round'; Gk spei1ra ı L spïra 'anything
coiled\wreathed\twisted', 'a coil of a snake' »»  OLt spartas 'Band' ¶ P
991-2, EI 644, F II 761, Frn. 861.
492. *c6666 ' '''ÉPt''''V 'to close, to shut, to hide' >  HS: S *°√s6'pt' >  Ar 6f%
√Î^œftœ 'serrer avec des cordes, ficeler', 'constringere' ¶ Fr. III 23, BK II
32 || U *s6ÉptV- v. 'close, cover' >  Prm *s1ipt- >  Z s1iptÈ-, Yz s1ipti- v.
'close (a door, a window, a stove)' »» pVg *s7a4pt- >  Vg : T {Kn.} s7Ept-, ML
{MK} s7a4pti≠ sa4pti, LL {MK} s7e2pti, P {Kn.} s7e\E;pt-, {MK} s1a4pti, MK
{Kn.} s7!a4;pt-, K {MK} s7a2pti≠ s1a4pti, N {MK} sapti ≠ sa4pti v. ' bury ,
hide'  Sm: Kms s7a5bd´- v. 'hide, conceal' ¶¶ Coll. 57, Coll. CG 4O8, LG
256, Wc. SW 25O, WVD VII 327, MK 529, KD 61 || A: Tg: Ewk PT çipça-
v. 'hide, conceal' ¶ Vas. 522 || ?σ D *c>+k!a2tt- v. 'wear (clothes)' >  T m
ca2ttu v. 'put on', Tl ca2tu v. 'wear' ¶¶ D #2449, Km. 352-3 [#416] ||
IE (mt.): Ht istap(p)- v. 'shut, close' ¶ Pv. I-II 471-5 (proposes a
connection with OI stabh-  v. 'make firm', etc.) ˚  Cf. AD SShS 3O9.
492a. *c6666 ' '''ehrV 'back' > HS: S *≤s6'ah[V]r- 'back (dorsum)' > Mh s6'a2h‰r
'back (of a camel)', Hrs s6'ahr, Jb E/C ≤s6'Eh‰r 'back', Ak fOB/OA s5e2r-u
'back (of animals and humans)', 'over, on top of', Ebl za-lum (*[s'ahr-
um]) 'back'; it influenced S *≤T'uh[V]r- ≠ *T'ah[V]r- 'top' (< N *c7777 ' '''u 6 666h[V]rV
'top, edge, highest point', q.v. ffd.), bringing about a contaminated CS
stem *≤T'ah[V]r- 'back, noon' >  Ar re07a Îœahr- 'back (dorsum), n o o n '
(ı Mh T'ahr, Jb C ≤T'Ohur 'noon, midday') ¶ ≈ MiK I #1.284 (S *T'Vhr-
'back'), BK II 14, 23, Fr. III 16, Ln. 1787, Jo. M 83, 475, Jo. J 48, 3 2 4 ,
Jo. H 151, Sd. 1O93, 1115, CAD XVI 138-47  B *-zœïr- shoulder' > Ah
a-zœir, Gh a-zœir, ETwl ¥-zœir, Ty ´-zœir id. ¶ Fc. 1288, PGG 39O || U: FU
*°s6+s1ÉrV (× N *{s 1111 } {É}rV  'back (dos), nape of neck', q.v.) >  Prm *s1{o$}rV-
>  Z Ud s1‰r 'space behind sth.' (karta s1‰r 'behind the cattle-shed'), Vt
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s1‰r- in sil∆s∆o≥r s1il!-s1‰r 'occiput' (sil! 'neck'), s∆o≥r s1‰r ' behind ,
over' (bakc7a s1‰rti 'behind the kitchen-garden', s7ur s1‰rÈn 'over t h e
river'), s∆o≥rlan∆ s1‰r-lan1 'in the opposite direction, back (di rec t ion) ' ,
s∆o≥rlasån∆ s1‰r-las1an1 'from the back side' ¶ U3S 4O3, LG 27O || D
*c>er- 'back of the neck, shoulder '  > Tm eruttu 'nape of neck', Ml
erattu, Kui se2rki 'the back of the neck', Ku he2rki ± herki ' shoulder ,
neck' ¶¶ D ##2817, 2419.
493. *c6666 ' '''a 4 444r÷V (or *c6666 ' '''a 4 444rË÷V?) 'female breast, udder' >  HS: S *≤s6'ar÷-
'female breast, nipple, teat, udder' >  Ar Ør05a Î^œar÷- 'mammelle', Sr
s5Er≤÷-a2 'mamma lactis plena' (dis. ruling out the expected sequence
*÷...÷, w Br. G I 237 [§ 85.db]; or a Canaanism?), Tgr s'Ar‰÷ 'udder', Ak
s5er(re)tu 'female breast, udder' ¶ Br. 638, Sd. 1O93-4, BK II 14, 2 3 ,
Fr. III 16, Ln. 1787, ≈ L G 637 (unc.: Tg π Ar), MiK I #1.274  Eg fP
ss7r ({EG} s1s7r) v. 'milk, suck (a cow’s udder)' (s- is a verbal px.) ¶ EG
IV 295 || U: FU *°s6+s1{a4}rV >  pObU *s7+sa4∏r- ≠ *s7+s1ïr- >  pOs *sa4r- / *sir-
'front, front part' >  1) Os: V/Vy sa4r, Ty/Y sa$r ≠ sir- 'front' (adj.), 2 )
Os: V/Vy siri-, D/K sir´-, Nz s7iÆr´, Kz siÆri 'earlier' ¶ Stn. D 16O-1 || D
(in GnD) *c>+k!ar+rÀ- 'udder, breast' >  Gnd harva ± rawa 'udder', Kui
Z>ra2mbu id., sr`a2ngu ± sra2ngu 'breast', Kui ra2Ngu id. ¶ D #2364 || K
*°c`+cur- 'udder, female breast' >  G cur-i 'udder', cur-i-tavi 'n ipple '
(tavi 'head') ¶ FS K 415, Chx. 2O32 ˚  Alternative solutions of t h e
irreg. corr. of K *c`+c- and S *s6'- are possible. One may envisage t w o
solutions: [1] to assume secondary de-emphatization of N *c 6666 ' ''' -  in K (infl.
of *÷, namely N *c6666 ' '''a 4 444r÷V >  **c6'÷VrV >  K *c`ur-??? or contamination with
N *c6666u÷rV 'vulva, vagina'), [2] a less probable solution: to a s sume
secondary glottalization in S (caused by some unknown factor, e.g.
lexical attraction of some semantically related word). The la t te r
solution is seemingly supported by the Eg cognate (though a possible
contamination with N *c6666u÷rV invalidates this argument). In order t o
explain the K vw., one may suppose a N etymon with an Inlaut *Ë : N
*c6666 ' '''a 4 444rË÷V > **c6'÷ËrV > K *c`ur-.
494. €*c6666 ' '''er[V]ÙV 'wing, feather' >  HS: S *°√s6'rH 'wing' >  Ar d .
Óra50Ma maÎ^œraH- adj. 'having large wings' (of a bird) ¶ BK I 21 || D
*k!erÀ+r- (≠  *c>erÀ-?) (also + sxs. *-Vkk-, *-Vk-) 'wing, feather' >  T m
cir3ai\, cir3aku 'wing', Ml ir3aku, cir3aku, Kt kerNgl ≠ kergl ' fea ther ,
wing', Kn er3ake, r3akke, r3ekke, Kdg rekke, Tu kedi ' f ea ther ' ,
edin$ke, ren$kA, Tl er3aka, r3ekka, Ku rekka 'wing', Tm ir3ai\,
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ir3aku, Kt rek 'wing, feather', Gnd RSr {Bh.} rekka 'wing-feather', Gnd
DM {Mitch.} reka 'feather', Gnd KM {Pat.} reka 'wing', {BB} gerN(g)
'feather', Knd r 3eka  'wing, upper arm' ¶¶ D ##1983, 2591, Em. DS 366.
495. € *c'''' 6 666ot' '''V 'mud' >  HS: WS *√s6'wt ≠ *√s7'wt' >  Ar Î^œawïtœ-at-
slime' ('limon au fond d’un réservoir d’eau'), Gz c'o2t 'mud, mire' ¶ L G
565, Di. 13O2, BK II 45 ||  D *c>ott- 'mud, mire' (× N *s@@@@ËÂtV 'dirt[y] '??)
>  Ml cotta , Krx c>otor 'mud, mire' ¶¶ D #2843.
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496. € *d{i} , a marker of imperfective (“  an aux. verb?) >  K *-d-, sx.
of the ip. aspect >  OG, G, Mg, Sv -d-, Lz -t'- ≠ -d- ≠ -t- ¶¶ Dt. 133-42 ,
Shan. G 77-9, K 67 || A *-d{i} >  T *-Îî/*-Îi, (after cnss.) *-tî/*-ti
(postcons. neutralization of the opposition *Î ↔ *t), marker of the Past
Categoric (Past Obvious) tense >  Chv -r¥/-rÁ id., (after cnss.) -t¥/-tÁ
id. (1s muxta-r¥-m 'I praised', 2s muxta-r¥-n, 3s muxta-r-Á, 1p muxta-
r¥-m¥r, 2p muxta-r¥-r, 3p muxta-r-Ás1; pÁl-tÁ-m 'I knew', 2s pÁl-tÁ-n,
etc.) »» NaT *-tî/*-ti, marker of the Past Categoric tense (generalization
of the postcons. al lomorphs)  >  OT O -dî/-di, after voiceless cnss. -tî/-
ti (1s bar-dî-m 'I went', 2s bar-dî-˝ ≠ bar-dî-n, 3s, 3p bar-dî, 1p bar-dî-
mîz, 2p bar-dî-˝îz ≠ bar-dî-Nîz), Tk -dI/-di/-du/-du4, after voiceless
cnss. -tI/-ti/-tu/-tu4 (1s al-dIm 'I took', 2s al-dI-n, 3s al-dI,
etc.), VTt -d¥/-dÁ/-t¥/-tÁ, Qq, StAlt -dî/-di/-tî/-ti, ET -di/-du/-ti/-tu,
Uz -di, Xk -dy -dî / -d¡ -dI / -ty -tî / -t¡ -tI, Tv -dî/-di/-du/ -du4/-
tî/-ti/-tu/-tu4, marker of the Past Categoric tense, Yk -tî/-ti, marker o f
the Past Immediate tense. There is an alt. hyp. drawing back this t ense
to a -dî/-di-prtc. (B PdTJ, Bii. PFPV). On other hypotheses of the origin
of this T tense form see  Rs. MTS 229-3O and Shch. OSMG 78-81 ¶
SIGTJM 373-88, Shch. OSMG 78-82, DmG GChJ 885, Rm. EAS II 125-6 
M *-Z>i/*-Z>u / (after certain cnss.) *-c>i, converbium imperfecti >  MM -
Z>i/-c>i ≠ -Z>u/-c>u, WrM -Zu / (after b, s, 9, r, d) -cu, HlM -Z7iÆ/-c7iÆ,
Ord, Mgl -Z7i/-c7i, Mnr H -Z1i, Dg -Z1i/-c1i, Kl -Z7Á/-c7Á. In some modern M
lgs. this form or more probably a compound form *-Z>i˝ay has got t h e
meaning of Past Imperfect: HlM -Z7a4∏/-c7a4∏, Brt -z7a/-s7a ¶ Pp. IM 265-7 ,
276-7  ? Ko: MKo -it- [-id-] >  NKo -at-/-´⁄t-, marker of the past ¶
BooK 94 ¶¶ Pp. IM 266 (T, M), Rm. EAS II 23-6, IS I 218 (T, M, ?Ko; •÷
Tg *-da/*-de, marker of "aorist", while in fact *-d- [and -d- <  *-r- i n
some cns. clusters] is a derivational sx. of certain verbal stems r a t h e r
than a tense marker, w Sun. G 44-9, 53-4, 69-73, 1O6, 313-6) ˚ ≈ IS I
218-9 (N *-di , sx. of p. >  D *-t(t)- of p., A [T *-ti/-tî ≠ -Îi/-Îî of t h e
definite past, M *-Z>i/*-c>i of the converbium imperfecti + •÷ Tg *-
da/*da4 of the "aorist"], with a query: IE: Gmc *-Îa, marker of the p a s t
[but an alt. etymology drawing back *-Îa  to the IE pp. sx. *-to- is based
on good arguments and is preferable, w Me. OG 1O7-1O], K *-di,
misinterpreted as marker of the past, while in fact this sx. *-d- is a
marker of the ip. aspect, which is not connected necessarily with t h e
past tense [it is used for both past and future, as well as imv., etc.]; IS
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did not distinguish between N *d{i} of imperfectiveness and N *t''''V
[marker of passive participial constructions]).
497. *di÷e6666 (≠ *dVÓË) 'to put, to place' >  HS: WS *√(w)d÷ >  Ar
√wd÷ G (ip. -da÷-) 'poser, placer, mettre', Sq {L} √dH, ps. dyaÓ ' ê t r e
posé, être couché', caus.-rf. ≤s 7edaÓ  's'appuyer, se coucher', Mh √wd÷
Sh (pf. {Jo.} s7‰wdE2, {DRS} s7‰wda2) {Jo.} 'keep safe, keep sth. safe f o r
so.}, {DRS} 'conserver un dépôt', ?? Mh √dHw  (pf. d‰Ho2) v. 'pull oneself
along by oneself’s arms' ¶ BK II 15O8-9, L LS 125, Jo. M 68, 421, ≈ DRS
5O3  ? Eg fOK d(w) inf. 'place, put', {EG} wd, {Fk.} wdì v. 'place, p u t '
(<  **√(w)d÷  due to metanalysis of *√wd÷ as w-d 'extend the hand ' ? )
¶ EG I 384-7 and V 421, Fk. 72, 3O8-9  C: Bj {R} ? da2-s-, dada2-s-
'legen', √wd? pcv. (1s: p. ≤auda?, pqpf. ≤°wda?, prs. awan≤d°?)
'setzen, stellen' ¶ R WBd 56, 236  Ch *d'V v. 'put' >  WCh: Gmy {ChL}
(ni)d'u^ 'put down' »» CCh: Lgn {Lk.} d'‰! 'legen, stellen' »» ECh: Mu {J} d'i!r /
d'e2^s / d'e^r /d'i!rra~ 'mettre, poser' ¶ ChC, ChL, Lk. L 88 || K *dew-/*d(w)-
v. 'lay, put' > G d- / dev- / dv- (vt., neutral version) 'lay, legen' (1s p r s .
v-deb, 3s aor. -v-do- ≠ -v-dw-a, 1s aor. -v-dev-i), (ps. of state) v. ' l ie '
(s-dev-s, u-dev-s 'liegt bei'), Mg dv-≠Zv- v. 'put' (b-dvank 'I put', a o r .
k´do-b-dvi 'posui'), Lz dv- v. 'put, lay', Sv {FS “ Det.} d- v. ' p u t ' ,
'hinlegen', Sv L {Dn.} d- 'put, put on (clothes)', msd. L li-d-i ¶¶ FS K
1OO-1, FS E 1O6-7 (*dew-/*dw-), Chik. 269-27O, Q 224-5, Chx. 22O-3,
Marr 138-9, GP 15O, Dn. s.v. d-, ≠ K 72-3 (*d(w)- v. 'lie, put'); in fact ,
the meaning 'lie' is secondary and is conditioned by grammatical f o r m s
(G passive of state) ¶ The element *-w- is likely to go back to a sx. ||
IE *d≈eh8- / *d≈ei\h8- v. 'put, lay', {EI} *d≈eh⁄- 'put, place' >  Ht {Ts.} te-
/dai- (≠tai-) 'setzen, legen, stellen', {EI} da2i 'puts, lays' (< *d≈eh⁄-i\-
ei\); Lc ta- ≠ ta2, Lw duwa- 'placer', HrLw tu(wa)- 'me t t r e ' ,
'aufstellen, setzen, legen', Lc tuwe- id. ({Ts.} 'errichten'), Ld cu(ve)-
'errichten, erbauen' are more likely to go back to the N variant e tymon
*dVÓË ; but Ht da-  v. 'take' and HrLw ta- id. belong to N *t''''É÷Ë ' t a k e '
(q.v.), while Lc M {ABIv.} da-/du- v. 'give (?)' and Ld da2n 'I give ( ? ) '
belong rather to IE *deÓW- v. 'give' <  N *toÓ{u 4444} ≠ *ta++++áÓ{u4444} 'br ing,
fetch, give' (q.v.)  NaIE *d≈e2- / *d≈´- v. 'put, place' >  OI ≤a-dha2-t ' h e
put, placed', ≤dadha2-ti 'he puts, places', Av daÎa2îti 'setzt hin, br ingt '
»» Arm ed ed aor. 'posuit' (1s prs. dnem dnem 'I put') »» Phr edaeß ' e r
hat gesetzt' »» Gk }e-†h-ka 'I put, placed', ti1†h-mi 'I put (now), I place' »»
L ab-do2 / inf. ab-de-re / pfc. ab-did° / sup. ab-ditum 'put away' ,
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ad-do2 / ad-de-re 'add', con-do2 / con-de-re 'put together, p u t ,
place', per-do2 / per-de-re 'lose', sub-do2/ sub-de-re
'put\place\set under, substitute', cre2do2 / cre 2de-re  'trust, believe' (<
*k8red d≈e2- lit. 'put the heart', cp. OI ≤s1rad asmai\ dhatta 'trust h i m ' )
»» Gl dede {P} 'he put' (p.), {Billy} 'he gave' »» Lt de$ !-ti 'to put, to lay', Ltv
de2 ^t  'to lay (eggs)' » Sl *de7¡ti 'to put, to place' > OCS d8ti de7ti id.,
rf. d8ti s9 de7ti se<, OP, P ∆ dziac1 sie< 'wohin geraten', Cz dI1ti
se, Slk diet& sa id., 'to get lost', SCr deàti ± djeàti, R det∆, U k
d¡ti 'to place (somewhere)', Slk diet& 'to put, to hide', Blg dåna ' I
put' »» Tc A ta2-, ta4s-, tas- 'ponere', p. prtc. to, B ta2- v. 'place, se t ' ,
tes-, ta2s- 'lay, set'; ta4tta2- sbjn. 'lay, set' < rdp. *d≈id≈e-) ¶¶ P 2 3 5 -
9, EI 472, 5O6, Ts. W 8O-1, 89, Ts. E III 5-11, 19-23, 291, Frd. HW 2O1-
3, 22O, Mer. SGA 261, 4O4, Mer. HHG 114-5, 119, 134-5, Lar. 1OO,
Gsm. LW 94, 96-7, Shv. SHS 265, ABIv I 85 and II 11O, M K II 15, F II
897-8, WH I 3, 286-7, 362-3, Billy 62, Tum. 359, Slt. 86-7, Wn. 464-5 ,
Ad. 283-6, Ad. H 65, Frn. 9O-2, SJSS X 552, ≈ Glh. 199-2OO, ≈  ESSJ IV
229-3O (does not distinguish Sl *de7ti from *de7jati 'to act') || A: NrTg
*dï3- v. 'put in' > Ewk ¿dï-, Lm Ol ¿dï- v. 'put in, insert'; ?? Tg {DQA} *de2- '
to lie' >  WrMc dedu- v. 'lie down, lie' (of person or animal), Mc Sb
d‰du- id., Orc d‰2- 'bed, sleeping place' ¶ STM I 2O2, 227 ¶¶ ≈ DQA
#377 (A *de2 ~ 'lie [liegen]' >  Tg *de2-) ˚  The variant *dVÓË is suggested
by K *dew-/*d(w)-, Mh √dHw, Eg d(w), Lw duwa-, HrLw tu(wa)-,
and Lc tuwe- ˚  IS I 224 (*dÿ÷ÿ: IE, S, C, Ch, Eg wdy 'stellen', K, U
*teke- v. 'do', D: Brh tix- 'put') ‘ BmK 261-2 (*diy-/dey- ' t h row,
cast, put, place': IE, S ¿ *wa-day-, *na-day id. [reconstructed f r o m
some WS New Perfect forms like BHb ya2d3a2 and from the Ak inf. nadu2,
both misinterpreted as the basic forms of the verb], Eg).
498. *du6666bV 'edge, end' >  HS: Eg N db.w 'riverbank', Eg ∀ ìdb id.,
'riparian land, shore of flood' >  Cpt top top 'edge' ¶ EG I 153, 4O9, V
434, Fk. 35, Vc. 218  C: Bj {Rop.} dibba 'mound of earth; bank ,
moving sandhill ' »» Ag: Bln {R} ≤dibba (pl. ≤d°fef, ≤d°fu"f) 'das freie
Feld, die Weite' (↔  'village') »» EC: Af {R} ≤dubu2 'Steppe, Wüste, Wald',
Sa {R} ≤dibo2 'Steppe, Wüste; gathering place of men in front of t h e
village' ¶ Rop. 168, R WBd 59, R A II 43, R S II 98  ECh: ?φ Ke {Eb.}
te !we!  'beenden' ¶ Eb. 96 ¶¶ Tk. I 396 (Eg, C) || A: Tg *dube2 'end (of a n
object), top' >  Ewk duw‰2 ≠ duG‰2, Neg duw‰, WrMc dube, duben id.,
'point (of a sword)', Mc Sb {Y} duv´, duvu 'tip, point, end', {Mrm.}
dube 'oberes Ende, Spitze, Schluß', Lm duw‰t 'top (of tree), po in t ' ,
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Orc, Ul du(w)‰, Ud, Nn du‰ 'end, edge; point' ¶ STM I 218, Krm. 229, Y
#26O4, Klz. MS 14O  pJ {S} *tu!pi! 'finish' (*t- is due to t h e
contamination with N *tup÷V 'tail, back', q.v. ffd.) > OJ tu!pi\i! ' f inish' ,
J: T/K cu!i-ni, Kg cui!-ni 'atlast, finally' ¶ S QJ #37, Kenk. 2O48  pKo {S}
*tu2i\h 'behind, back, North' (× N *tup÷V 'tail, back'??) >  MKo tu2i\ / tu2i\h-
, NKo tu\ï ¶ S QK #367, Nam 168, MLC 517 ¶¶ S AJ 71, ≈ DQA # # 2 2 6 4
(*tu!+o!bV 'end, edge'  > Tg, Ko, J) || D (in SD) *tuvakk-/-Nk- ({†GS} *t-)
v. 'begin' >  Tm tuvakku, tuvan$ku, Kt tovk-, ? Td twÈTk- v. ' s t a r t ,
begin' ¶ D #335O ˚  This N word may be identical with N *dub[?]V
'back, honder part, tail' (q.v.).
498a. *dVbV 'hill ' > HS: C: Bj {Rop.} dibba 'mound of earth; bank ,
moving sandhill', {R} ≤dibba, ≤dubba 'hill' »» Ag: Bln {R} ≤dibba (p l .
≤d°fef, ≤d°fu"f) 'hill near a village (used as the gathering place for t h e
popular assembly of the village); das freie Feld, die Weite' (↔  'village'),
Q {R} deba2 'mountain' ¶ Rop. 168, R WBd 59, R WB 95 || U: FP *ta4we
'hill, island' (× N *t''''a 4 444hipe6666 'high place, top, hill') >  Lp N {N} dievva / -
v- '(roundish) hill', Lp L {Wk.} ti¢evva-, ti\evva-, {LLO} tievva2 'hill' » Z
d¡ di, Yz di 'island, small island', Z Lu di 'island, peninsula, hill' ¶ UEW
794, Wk. LLW 144, LG 94, Lt. J 11O, SZ 1O8, TmK 198 || A: M *dobun
'hill' (× N *to6666{p' '''}á 'head, top') >  WrM dobu, -n, HlM dov 'hill,
mound, knoll', Ord {Ms.} dòowoN 'monticule, colline', Kl {Rm.} down=
'hill' Ï WrM {Gl.} dobo9un 'summit of a mountain, peak'; M ı Yk
dobun 'Erhöhung'; the variant with t- (in Kl towxn= <  {Rm.} *tobu-qan} is
probably a loan from T ¶ Kow. 1818, MED 255, Gl. III 177-8, SM 64, Ms.
O 155, KW 97, 4O4  ?φ Tg {DQA} *du4∏- ≠ *du4b- 'upper (on t h e
mountain\hill); top' (× N *d[oy]a 'place (within, below), inside'?) >  Ewk
dïw ≠ dï˝u2 'upper (on the slope), dï-l‰2 'at the top', 'forest on t h e
mountain slope', dïn 'upper part of the mountain', Lm da4 'moun ta in
peak', d‰2yi ± d‰2w ± d‰3G 'upper, found at the top', Neg dï- (+ppa . )
'top, peak', Orc dï-l‰, Ud dïxi 'farther from the river bank', Ork dï-si
'up from the bank', dipti  'upper part of the tent', Ork duww‰2, Nn duy‰
'the side from the river bank to the woods', Nn Nh duwuy ' f a r ther ' ,
WrMc dele 'top' ¶ STM I 2O2-3  ?φ pJ {S} *[d]i!pa~ 'rock, cliff' > OJ
i!pa~, J: T iwa!, K i!wa~, Kg i!wa ¶ S QJ #1242, Mr. 429 ¶¶ ≈  SDM97 (A
*topæÉ 'hill, top' > T, M), DQA #4OO (A *t+du!ype~ 'hill, top' > M, Tg, J) ||
D *tipp-/tiv- ({†GS} *dibb-?) 'hill, heap' (× N *t''''a 4 444hipe6666 '⇑ ') >  T m
tippai\ 'mound, elevated ground', Kt tip 'rubbish heap', Kn tippe
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'heap, hillock, dunghill', dibba, dibbu, tevar(u) 'hillock', Tu
hippA 'heap, hill', Tl tippa id., 'mountain', dibba 'hillock, heap ' ,
Prj dßippa 'heap', dßibba 'mound', Gdb dibbe id., 'hillock', Gnd dïbe
'heap', dippa 'highland for cultivation', Kui dßepa 'rising ground, high
land', Ku debbe, dibba 'hill', Krx dßippa2 'mound, hillock', Mlt tube
'rubbish heap' ¶¶ D #3229.
499. *dub[?]V 'back, hinder part, tail' >  HS: S *≤dubur- 'back, r e a r
part', *√dbr D  v. 'turn the back' (× N *dagorV 'shoulder-blade, u p p e r
part of the back'?) >  Ar dubr- 'partie postérieure, derrière; dos ,
derrière', dubur- id., 'cul', dabr- (pl. dubu2r-) 'derrière, par t i e
postérieure', Md dibra  'back, tail', BHb √dbr D  (pf. rB4D5†dib≤ber) {Eit.}
'turn the back', {KB} 'den Rücken kehren, sich abwenden', {KBR} ' t u r n
aside, drive away, pursue', Mh √dbr (pf. ado2b‰r, sbjn. yado2b‰r) v. ' t u r n
the back', Hrs √dbr (pf. ade2b‰r, sbjn. yade2b‰r) v. 'turn away ( f rom) ' ,
with mt.: Mh {DRS} arde2b 'nuque et haut des épaules', Hrs {DRS} arde2b
'nuque'; Gz {L} √dbr TD  (tadabbara) 'lie on one's back', ? Ak √dpr D
(inf. duppuru) 'go away, sich entfernen' ¶ BK I 665, KB 2O1, KBR
2O9-1O, Eitan 33-4, DM 1O2, L G 121, Jo. M 63, Jo. H 22, CAD III 1 8 6 ,
Sd. 177, DRS 212-4, MiK I #1.46  EC: LEC {Bl.} *dub- (Ï *dab-) ' tail ,
hinder part' >  Bn tib 'tail', Sml dab-o id., dib (<  *dub-) 'short tail ( o f
goat, etc.)', Rn {PG} du!b 'tail; buttocks, backside', Bs deb-e, Elm dup ≠
tup 'tail', Arr {Hw.} du~b 'buttocks, anus', Or {Grg.} du2ba2, {Th.} du2ba
'after, behind', Or B/O {Sr.} du2ba id., duba  'a sheep’s fat tail', Or H {Ow.}
du2!ba! 'behind, in back', Kns tup-a 'behind', tupp-a2 'upper back', Gln
{AMS} tup-e2-nu 'hinter; später', tup-e2 'später', Gwd {Bl.} ≤tup-en, tu≤p-e2te
'behind' » HEC {Ss.} *dubb- 'tail, after, behind' >  Ged duba 'tail of sheep ' ,
Brj dob≤ba-ka 'younger brother' (lit. 'he who is behind') ¶ Bl. 177, Ss. B
57, Ss. PEC 15-6, PG 1O3-4, Oo. 72, HL 88, Hw. A 353, Grg. 113, Th. 1 1 1 ,
Sr. 289, 291, Ow. 258, AMS 226, Hd. 237 ¶ The EC variant *dab- may g o
back to (or be influenced by) N *ZeybÅ 'tail' (q.v.)  B *√dfr ≠
*√dœfr > Ah dœ´ff´r 'derrière', CM d´ffir ± t´ffir, Izn d´ff´r, Rf d´ffar,
Awj d´ff´r 'behind, after', Gh √dœfr v. 'be behind, follow', Kb, Gd, ETwl,
Ty, Rf √dfr id., Shl {NZ} dfur, CM dfurœ ± tfarœ 'follow' ¶ Fc. 261, NZ 2 9 6 -
7 ¶ The variant *√dœfr may be connected with N *tup÷V 'tail, b a c k '
(q.v.)  Om {Blz.} *dub- 'tail' > NrOm: Dwr {AlA} dup'-iya, {Bnd.} du2wiya
id. »» SOm: (× mt. N *Z7777an 2222[Vb]V 'tail, back'?) Hm B {Bnd.} do2bana, Hm K
{Bnd., Fl.} dibini 'tail' ¶ Blz. OLBP #95, Bnd. AL 159, Fl. OWL s.v. ' ta i l ' ,
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AlA ODS #134  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *dubV {AD} 'anus', (‘ ?) 'penis' >  Su {J}
du!p, ? Ang {ChL}, Cp dÈp, ? Gmy dE~p 'penis' »» CCh: pMM {Ro.} *d‰b'a
'back' >  Hrz, Vm, Zlg d‰~b'a! id., MfG {Brr.} !d‰b'a!, MfG M {Brr.} !d‰ba! ' dos ,
derrière', Mf {BLB} d‰b'a 'dos', Gzg {Lk.} duba ≠ d‰ba 'Rücken', d‰baN
'hinten' » Glf {Lk.} dagbe 'Hinterer', {Röd.} dabe1 'Arsch' » Msy {Mch.}
du!wo%N, Db {Lnh.} da~wïn, Kola {Sb.} dU~w‰~N 'Hinterer, buttocks' » Gdr
{Srp.} deboko!, {Mch.} du!bo5 id. » Msg P {Mch.} d´ba5 id. » Zm {Sa.} du~b'u~
id., ZmD {KNC} du@b' 'back (dos)', ?? Azm {Pc.} da2@pa~ v. 'finish', dabid'a
'end, last' » FJ {ChL} d'u!ba~ku%! 'buttocks' »» Kwn {J} ta~wa! 'back' ¶ Stl. ZCh
169 [#221], ChC, J S 63, ChL, Abr. H 227, Brr. MG II 99, BLB 1O7-8, Ro.
2O5 [#37], Lk. G 12O, Lk. ZSS 148, 15O, Sk. HCD 5O, KNC 5, Pc. 11O,
113 ¶¶ Blz. OLBP #95 (HS *duby-: S, Om, C, Ch + •÷ B [in fact a n
Arabism]), OS #731 (*dub- 'back, tail') and #691 (*di(m)bur- 'back': S,
CCh: WMrg dimbur 'buttocks') || U: FU *tuppV 'back, backbone' >  Chr
H/L tup 'back (dorsum)' » Vt tybyr, Vt Kz t‰b‰r 'back (do r sum) ,
backbone' »» Hg ∆  top 'der dicke Teil der Schweinskeule oder d e s
Schinkens' ¶ UEW 537-8 || A: Tg *du'be(kï) ≠ *debe(kï-) 'lower part o f
the back, pelvis, croup' >  Ewk duwukï ± duGukï ± d‰w‰kï, Lm d‰wki
± do$wki, Neg do2xi ≠ d‰w‰xi 'pelvis, pelvic bones, lower back, c r o u p
(of a horse\reindeer)', Sln d‰b‰xi ≠ d‰w‰xi 'side of the body', U d
d‰uxi, Ul, Nn Nh d‰w‰, Nn KU d‰uki 'pelvis, pelvic bones', Ork d‰w‰
id., 'croup of reindeer', WrMc {Z} du 'pelvic bone', 'croup, lower b a c k '
¶ STM I 218, Z 828 ˚  This etymon may be identical with N *du6666bV
'edge, end' (q.v.) ˚  FU *-pp- is a regular reflex of N *-b?- ˚  D {†GS}
*tu2v-/*tupp- 'feather' (not 'bird’s tail', as interpreted by Blz.!) [D
#3393] is hardly to be adduced here (≠ σ ). We may suppose genetic t ies
between this D word and Gil (dòubòr) (= (t£up£r)) 'feather' ˚  ≠ Blz. DA
155 [#3O] (HS, D).
5OO. € *dÅdV 'thick, fat, large' > HS: NrOm: Kf {C} dadd- v. 'be fa t ' ,
daddo adj. 'fat', Shn {R} doddo id. ¶ C SE IV 426, R K 277  ECh: Mkl
{J} do1ddi!re~ 'long, big' ¶ J LM 83  SC: Alg {Wh.} da2dir 'large' (or to N
*didV  'large, big'?) ¶ Wh. IC 27 || D *tatß-, {GS} *datß- 'large, th ick,
stout' > Tm tat5a 'large, broad, full', Ml tat5a 'large, great', tat5i
'stout, robust', Kt datß '∈ thick thread', Kn dat5t5a 'state of being
thick\stout\robust' ,  Tu dat5a 'thickness; thick', Krg dadßdßa 'big', Tl
dat5t5amu 'thick, dense', Klm dadßpa2, Nkr d≈ar`apa2 'good', Gnd dßarga2l
'pot-bellied man', KLnd dßatßam 'too much\many; thickly', Kui dßa2tßa2
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'strength; strong', dßa2d ßa v. 'increase in number', Krx dßar`ya2 'stout. th ick ' ,
Mlt dßatße 'difficult' ¶¶ D #3O2O, GS 176-7 [#445] ˚  Connected with N
*didV  'large'? May *dÅdV and *didV be two contractions of N
**dÅ{y}idV?
5O1. *didV  'large, big' >  HS: C: Ag: Xm {R} diden v. 'be thick, b e
voluminous (umfangreich), be fat', rel. adj. sg. m. didn-aw 'thick \
voluminous \ fat', f. diden-≤dåy, pl. didn-aWk id., {BSW} ≤dïnn‰w
'thick', Xm T {CR} didno adj. 'fat' »» SC: Brn {Wh.} didir 'large'   Ch: ¿
Gdr {IS “ ?} dïde 'big' ¶ AD GDS 72, R Ch II 352, BSW KhWL 7, Wh. IC
27, IS I 219 ¶¶ AD GDS 72 || K: pGZ *did- 'big' >  OG did-i 'great', G
did- 'big, elder', Mg, Lz did- 'big' ¶ ¶  K 73, Chik. 234, FS K 1O3 || IE:
NaIE *°d[≈]id[≈]-(i-) 'big' > Lt di~dis, Ltv diz7s 'big, large, great', Lt did-
(prs. did-auﬁ, inf. di~sti) v. 'become big\large' ¶  ≠ Frn. 93, Kar. I 2 2 2
˚  IS I 219, AD GDS 72 ˚  Connected with N *dÅdV 'thick, fat, large'?
5O2. *dod[é€]V  '≈ tip, nipple; to suck (mother’s breast ) '  > HS: B
*√[w]dœdœ v. 'suck (the breast)' >  BSn ´"tœtœ´dœ, BMn ´tœtœ¥dœ, Izn ´tœtœ¥Îœ, Rf,
SrSn ´tœtœadœ, Izd tœ´dœ, Ty ´tœtœ´dœ, Kb ´tœtœ´Îœ 'téter, être tété', Izn, Rf, SrSn
uœdœuœdœ 'allaitement, action de tétér', Shl/CM {NZ} √tœtœdœ 'téter', Zng {TC}
adœdœuÎœ 'allaiter' ¶ Rn. 311, Mrc. 249, GhA 3O, Dl. 835, La. S 3O2, DCTC
289, NZ 433-5  EC: Or t'u2t'a v. 'suck (e.g. with a straw)', Arr {Hw.}
d'ehad'- 'suck marrow out of a bone', HEC {Hd.} *t'u2t'- v. 'suck' >  Ged t'u2t'-
v. 'suck (e.g. a lemon)', Hd t'u2t'- v. 'gulp', Sd t'u2t'- v. 'suck, drink b y
sucking (e.g. with a straw)'; ? C ı Amh t'ut't'o 'nipple' (unless a Ll.) ¶
Hd. 146, Gs. 331, Grg. 384, Hw. A 355  ?σ S: Ak dada6 '∈ a tho rny
plant' ¶ Sd. 148 ('eine Dornpflanze'), CAD III 17 (dada6  [plant]) || D  ( i n
SD) *totßtßª ({†GS} *t-) 'point, nipple' > Ml tottu, Tu tot5t5u 'nipple o f
the breast', Kn tot<t<u id., 'point' ¶ D #3488 || K *dud- 'point, t ip ,
upper end, nipple' >  G Gr/UA/F dud-i 'sinciput, crown\top of the head ,
cock’s comb', Mg dud- 'head', Lz dud- 'crown of the head, top, tip', Sv
{K} dudu2l- 'nipple (of breast)', Sv UB {GP} dudu2l 'breast, nipple' ¶¶ K 7 5 ,
K2 42-3, Ghl. 213, Chik. 44, Zhgh. ChT 8, GP 97 || IE: NaIE *d[≈]ed≈- ({P}
*d≈ed≈n-, {Dv.} *dad≈-) 'milk' (× N *c7777ayVd[V]yV 'female breast', q.v.
ffd.) ˚ Cf. IS I 222 [#72] (*du’ÿ ) (D, K + [hardly acceptable] U *tuz6ka
'point, upper end'), IS MS 352 ('okone¢nost∆ ' *du’ÿ), and IS SS 3 2 3
[#3.2] (the same comparison); in my opinion, FU *tuz6ka- belongs to N
*tulßßßß ÷ 3 333V 'tip, sprout, sth. protruding, summit' (q.v.). In B and EC t h e
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glottalization of the cns. is due to onomatopoeic or Lallwort influence
˚ The semantic history in some descendant languages may have been:
'point, nipple' ‘ 'suck the nipple\breast' ‘ 'suck' (encouraged by t h e
Ll.-factor for the meaning 'suck the breast').
5O3. *d{u4444}ga 'suitable, fit, good' >  A {SDM97} *do4~ge ({DQA} *di\o~ge)
'good, better' > NaT *Jeg ({S} *Ja4[:]g) 'better' > OT jeg, Tk yeg", Tkm, Az
∆  jeG id.; S. Tezcan reconstructs here *je2g, Starostin (S AJ 196) a n d
(after him) SDM reconstruct *ja4[:]g, but there is no ev. for the quality
*a4 and for the length of the vw.; S AJ 196 [#234] adduces here Chv s1iy-
el 'upper', but this is probably another pA √  (represented by WrM
degedu4 'upper, high') ¶ w Cl. 9O9-1O, Rs. W 194, DTS 252, ET J 1 6 5 ,
Tz. UIS 1O7, TkR 3O1, Fed. II 115-6, S AJ 196 [#234]  ?φ  i  M *Z>a˝a '≈
all right, yes' >  WrM (π HlM) Za, HlM zaa 'all right, yes, very good ' ,
IM {T} Z7a2 ± Z7E2 id., Brt zaa 'well, all right' (answering a request), Dg Z7e2
≠ Z7a2, Dx/ShY {MYC} Z7a id., Ord Z7òa$: 'bien, eh bien, oui', WrM Za9abala
'for certain, absolutely' ¶ MYC 416, MED 1O16, 1O22, Ms. O 176, Chr.
239, SM 81, 87, T VM 151, T DgJ 143, Mr. D 176  pKo *ti\o2h- 'good' >
MKo ti\o2h-, NKo ço2h- c>o2-, Ko: Sl c1o2!tt≈a, Ks c1o2tt≈a` ¶ S AJ 252 [#36], S QK
#36, Nam 162, MLC 1488  pJ *d‰~- 'good' > OJ yo-, J: Tk ï!, Ky e2~, Sh yu-
ta- ¶ S AJ 265 [#32] ¶ S QJ #32, Mr. 845 ¶¶ SDM97 (A **do4~ge >  T, Ko,
J), DQA #388 (A *di\o~ge 'good, better'), S AJ 275 [#3O] || HS: S
*°√dwg >  Ar √dwg7 Ï Ar duwa2g7- ≠ duwwa2g7- 'beauty' ( ' n i to r ,
pulchritudo') ¶ BK I 746, Fr. II 68 || IE: NaIE *d≈eu\g≈- v. 'be ready,
prepare', {EI} 'be useful, produce sth. useful' (‘ ?? *d≈eu\g≈- 'fortune') >
Gk tey1cv 'I prepare, make' »» Ir {P} du1al 'suitable, fit', NIr {Dnn.} dual
'right, proper, natural' (<  *d≈ug≈-lo-) »» ON duga, Gt dugan, AS
duÌan, OHG tugan 'to suit', NHG taugen 'to be useful\fit'; Gmc p . -
prs.: Gt daug, AS de1aÌ, OHG toug 'is fit for, taugt' »» Sl *dug¥
'strength' >  OR dËg5 dugË, OCz, Cz duh id. (Cz slouz7iti \ jI1ti k
duhu, Slk byt& k duhu 'to be of benefit'); ? BSl: Sl *duz7ÁjÁ ' s t rong,
big' >  Uk, R ∆  ≤duqij id., OR dUqii djuz7ii, R d√qij, P duz$y
'strong, big', Cz duz7i1, Slk du1z7i 'strong'; Sl *duz7e 'very, much '  > R ∆
d√qe id., P duz$o, Uk ∆ duqe 'much', OP duz$o, Blr duqa 'very' » Lt
dauﬁg 'much' ¶ P 271, EI 211, 614, F II 888, Dnn. 266, ESSJ V 15O, 1 6 7 -
8, ≠ SPS IV 195 (pSl *doßg¥ 'strength' rather than *dug¥), ≈ Vr. 86, Fs.
116, 127-8, Ho. 7O, 79, OsS 965-6, Schz. 288, Kb. 1O43, KM 773, Frn. I
84, ESSJ V 15O, 167-8 || ?? amb K: it is tempting to adduce K *°dg-
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/*°deg- > G (gamo-)dg- v. 'be useful, fit, suitable' (Chx. 293), unless th is
is a sd. of the √ *dg- 'stand' ˚ NaIE *d≈eu\g≈- and S *°√dwg point to a N
labialized vw. of the first syll., while the T aand M vowels are n o t
labialied. The problem needs firther research ˚ Cf. AD AltAD #1.
5O4. € *da4444hgË 'watch, look at' >  HS: [1] HS *√dhg > SES *√dhg
'look, stare' >  Jb C {Jo.} √dhg (pf. e≤doh‰g) v. 'look down, have a fixed
stare', √dhg (pf. ed≤heg, sbjn. 3m ≤yEdh‰g) v. 'look fixedly', Mh √dhg
(pf. d‰he2g) v. 'look at sth. with such concentration that one does n o t
hear what is said to one',  √dhg (pf. h‰dho2g) v. 'look into the dis tance
not thinking' ¶ Jo. J 36, Jo. M 66   Eg fP dgy, Eg fMd dg¿ v. 'see, l ook '
('sehen, [er]blicken, betrachten') ¶ EG V 497-8, Fk. 316  C: Bj {R}
√dgW (1s p. a-≤du3g, prs. an≤d°u3g) 'examine (nachsehen,
überschauen, prüfen)' »» LEC {Ss.} *-d'eg-/-d'og- pcv. 'recognize, perceive '
(× N *tu?{g}V [or *t''''u?{g}V?] 'listen, hear') >  Rn degey ≠ degeh v.
'scout, spy', Sa {Wlm.} -dßig- ≠ -dßeg-, {Ss.} -edßeg- v. 'recognize, perceive ' ,
Af {PH} -e2dßege 'know, understand' (3m p. ye2dßegeh), Arr {Hw.} -tteg-/-
ttig- 'know' (1s ?i!ttige, 2s, 3f te!ttege, 3m ye!ttege), HEC: Kmb {Hd.}
dag- 'know, find'; Sa/Af *-d'- may go back to the cluster *?- (the px. o f
1s) + *-d- (see  the secondary emphatization of the stem-initual cns. i n
the 1s forms in Aw) ¶ AD SF 255, R WBd 62, Clz. 115, PG 1O2, PH 9 5 ,
255, Hw. A 453, Hd. 313  ECh: Ke {Eb.} d'i!gi! 'think' (× N *t++++t ' '''u?{g}V '⇑ ' )
¶ Eb. 43 ¶¶ AD SF 255 (Eg, C), OS #618 (*dag-> Eg, EC, Kr), Tk. I 2 2 6 - 7
(S, Eg, C, ECh)  [2] HS (+ext.) *√d[h]gl > S *√dgl v. 'look at' >  Ak
√dgl G  (inf. daga2lu) 'look, look at', BHb (<G, ps. prtc.) lugD1 da2≤g#u2l
'outstanding' (“ *'seen'), Sr √dgl  G  'contemplate, examine' ¶ KB 2O5,
KBR 213, Br. 141, Sd. 149, CAD III 21-2  Ch: WCh: Ngz {Sch.} du~gu~ru!
'look (at)' »» CCh: Mlw {Trn.} d'u~gu~li! 'look (at), see', MsgP {Trn.} d'uguli
v. 'visit', d'ugol n. 'visit' ¶ Sch. DN 5O, TrnSL 196, Trn. LM 85 ¶¶ Mlw,
MsgP d'- < HS *dh-? ¶¶ OS #757 (*dVgol > Eg, S, Ch) || U: FU (att. i n
Ugr) *ta4kkV- v. 'look, watch' >  Hg tekint- v. 'look at' » Os V/Vy
ta4G´n- 'im Gedächtnis, im Sinn behalten, sich erinnern, Kenntnis h a b e n '
¶ UEW 893 ˚  The comparison is valid if FU *-kk- can be explained b y
the devoicing effect of N *h  (*-hg- > *-hk- > *-kk-).
5O5. *dagorV 'shoulder-blade, upper part of the back' >  HS: S
*≤dubur- 'back (dos)' (× N *dub[?]V 'back, hinder part, tail', q.v. f fd . )
|| A *dagar(in) or *dagarVm ({ADb.} *ÎaÌrVm) 'the waist part o f
backbone' >  NaT *Jagrîn 'shoulder-blade as part of the back' (×  T
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*Jagîrîn ≠ *Jagîrnî 'back of a pack-animal ÿ NaT *Jagîr ' back \wi the rs
of a horse' < N *z@@@@VgÉrV [or *z@@@@VrgV?] 'back [dorsum]') >  OT jarîn
'shoulder-blade', MOg XIV [IM], XwT XIII, OOsm XIV, MT [IM] jaÌrîn, U z
jaÌrin, VTt {Rl.} Z7awr¥n, ∆ jawr¥n, Qzq jawrîn, Alt Z1arîn, SY jarîn, Xk,
Tv c7arîn id., Tk yag"rIn id., 'upper part of the back', Tb Jarîn, QK jarîn
'shoulder-blade, shoulder', Tkm ∆ jaÌ(î)rîn, SbTt yaw¥r¥n, Q q
z7awîrîn, Yk sarîn 'shoulder', Blq z7avrun ± z7au\run 'shoulder-blade', Qrg
Z7o2run 'shoulder-blade (bone)', Bsh jawr¥n 'zaple¢∆e ' ('place beh ind
the shoulders'?), jawr¥n qapsî˝î 'rucksack' (lit. 'sack behind t h e
shoulders'), jawr¥ntaq '(a man) having large shoulders', Nog jawîrîn
'shoulder-blade, shoulder', Qmq jawrun 'upper part of the back' ¶
ADb. SR 139-41, DTS 241, ET J 65-7, TL 242-3, Bai. TK 293, Cl. 9 7 O
(considers jarîn to be the original form, while the variant jaÌrîn
'shoulder-blade' in the T lgs. is in his mind a result of the infl. of jaÌîr
'saddle-gall', which "perhaps evolved from 'the part of the animal
where saddle-galls occur'" [Cl. 9O5]; but if DTS is right in interpret ing
OT jaÌrîn-la- as v. 'strike on so.’s shoulder-blades' in MKA III 343 [DTS
225], it suggests that *yaÌrîn 'shoulder-blade' existed in OT), San.
333v4, PC 528-9, Rl. III 42-3, Bu. II 356, TTDS 563, BR 728  M
*da˝arin 'saddle-sore' >  MM [S] da√ari, [MA] da2ri id., WrM da9ari,
dair, HlM dajr 'saddle-sore, abrasion'; M ı Tg: Sln dagari, Lm
da˝¥r¥n, WrMc darin, Mc Sb darin 'saddle-sore', d.: Ork da2ri-, WrMc
dari- 'make a saddle-sore on horse’s\reindeer’s back' ¶ H 3O (da5ari
'Geschwür\Druckstelle auf dem Rücken'), Pp. MA 139, MED 218, 2 2 2 ,
STM I 188  ?φ Tg *darama >  Ewk darama 'waist', Ewk I, Neg darama
'waist, back', Ewk Brg/O darama 'waist, backbone', Sln darama ' b ack ' ,
Lm dar¥m 'waist, vertebra near the waist', Orc da2ma 'waist', Ud da2ma
'waist, waist part of the backbone', Ul darama 'waist, back', Ork darama
id., 'backbone, vertebra of the waist', Nn darama ≠ darma 'back', WrMc
{Z} darama, darma, dara 'waist, sacrum, back', Mc Sb {Y} dar´m´
'spine, the line of the backbone' ¶ STM I 198, Y #95 ¶¶ ADb. SR-D 4 4 3
[#1], 452, ADb. MSR, ≈ DQA ##349 (A *dagV 'shoulder bone, back': T,
M) || D *tßokorÀ+r- ({†GS} *dß-, *-g-) 'back (dos)' >  Klm dßogor 'back', Gnd
dßogor per`eka 'backbone', ? Kui tßo2koli 'rear part of the cranium' ¶¶ D
#2979 ˚  D *o  of the first syll. (for the expected *a) is probably due t o
regr. as. (**a...o > *o...o). The unexpected D *-k- ({GS} *-g-) still needs
explaining. S *-b- in *≤dubur- belongs to the heritage of N *dub[?]V ˚
ADb. SR-D 443, 452 (A, D, EA).
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5O6. *dVw9++++˝V 'sun, day, morning' (‘  'be bright as the sun') >  HS:
Eg dw¿.w  'morning' > Cpt B tooyI toui id. ¶ ¿ for the expected ÷ m a y
be due to a change *d...÷ > d...¿ (evidenced by the absence o f
combinations d÷, dw÷, and dy÷ among Eg stems, except for t h e
Semitism yd÷  'clever') ¶ EG V 422-5, Vc. 317  Ch: CCh: Msg {Rlf.} doe2
'morning', {GKrs.} da1wai, {Brt.} dawoI2 'to-morrow' »» ECh: Smr {J}
da@wa@, Tmk {Cp.} de@w, Nd D {J} Z7o!w 'sun' » Ll {Grgs.} tu~wa, Kbl {Cp.}
ta~ba~ id. » Ke {Eb.} c7‰!wa !, Kwn {Lk.} tua, {J} to~wa@ ma2 ?a!na!N, Kwn M {J}
tu!wa! ma!-a!na~N id. ¶ JI II 313, ChC, Lk. M 49, 51, Cp. 52, Eb. 36 || K
*dÌe 'day' >  OG, G dÌe-, Mg dÌa- (pl. dÌal-), Lz (n)dÌa- (pl. (n)dÌal-)
'day' »» Sv: UB lada4Ì, UB/L ladeÌ, LB/Ln la4de˝ 'day' (<  K d. *0s`a-dÌ-e)
¶¶ K 75-6, K2 43, FS K 1O1-2, Chik. 193, IS I 155 (on K *s`- [{IS, K} *s⁄] >
Sv l-), GM S 146, Test. KV 67, TK 359, Dn. s.v. lade˝, GP 133 || A: Tg:
WrMc duwarga usiXa 'morning star' (usiXa is 'star') ¶ STM I 2 1 8
 ? M *do[:]rona 'east' (if *o[:] < *VwV) (× ÿ M *doura ≠ *do2ra ' be low'
[> WrM doura]) >  MM [HI, S] dorona, WrM dorun-a, HlM dorno,
Brt durna, WrO dorono 'east', Ord dorono 'eastern', Kl dord dord¥
'east' (× dord  'lower') ¶ MED 263, H 37, Ms. H 5O, Krg. 656, KRS 2O8,
Chr. 2O3, Ms. O 153 || ?σ D (att. in McTm) *tav- > Tm tavan5ai
'fixed term of payment of a due, limited time', Ml tavan5a ' f ixed
time\term' ¶ D #31O8 || ?σ IE: NaIE *d≈ew[´]- 'be bright, shine'  > OI
dhava≤la- 'dazzling white' »» Gk [Hs., Theo.] †e1v 'hell glänzen', ' shine,
gleam', 'be very bright\white' (e.g. of teeth) ¶ P 261, M K II 95-6, LS
796, F I 669  ˚ The D cognate suggests a N vw. *Å in the first syll.,
while the Mc and M rounded vowels are likely to be due to t h e
labializing infl. of *w ˚ ≠ IS I 221 [#7O] (*di9a 'bright'; IS equated K
*dÌe 'day' with IE *dheih- (sc. *d≈eyé-) v. 'see', which is unc., because
IE *d≈eyé- is obviously nearer to EC *dey-/*doy- v. 'look at', w N *di{h}a
'look at'), BmK 27O-1 (*daG-/*d´G-: K + IE {Phv.} *d≈og8≈o- 'day' + S [Gz
dagdaga v. 'be early in the morning'] + D i  [Tm taka-tak-en3al - a n
onomatopoeic expression of dazzling, etc.]), ≠  S NSR 4-6 (err.: equa tes
K with IE *dei\(w)- 'shine; daylight' [in fact from N *ti?u6666 'shine, b e
bright'] and reconstructs pN *dW-; his IE-K comparison is unacceptable
because IE *dei\(w)- has no lr.).
5O7. (€?) *di{h}a 'look at' > HS: EC *dey-/*doy- v. 'look at' ({Bl.} pLEC
*do2y-) >  Sml day v. 'examine', Bn day- v. 'try, test', Arr {Hw.} do2y- v.
'look at', Kns, Gdl to2y- v. 'look at, watch', Elm {Ss.} dOy- v. 'regard', {Bl.}
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an-d'oy-a v. 'consider, regard', Or {Th.} doya (nom. doyan)
'observation', {Ss.} doy-a2 id., do2!y-a? 'spy, scout', Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} do2ya2
'spies, robbers', Hd do- v. 'lurk, spy', as well as possibly Arr {Hw.} day-
v. 'find, obtain', Hr tay v. 'find', and Ya tey-  v. 'find, get' ¶ Ss. PEC 16, Bl.
263, Th. 1O9, Sr. 289, Hw. A 352-3  ? S: Ak OA da2tum ' not ice ,
information'; the word is not likely to go back to S *°di≤÷at-um
'knowledge' (>  BHb eo1D4 de2≤÷a2 id.) from the S root *√wd÷  'know' (>  Ak
edu6) (as suggested by Sd.) because the presence of S *÷ would have
brought about a vw. change S *a >  Ak e; a contamination of N *di{h}a
'look at' and N *we6666t{Ì}V 'look, see' may have produced Ak OB
diXatu, daXatu 'notice, information' ¶ CAD III 13O-1, Sd. 168 || IE
*d≈eyé=- / *d≈yeé- / *d≈ié- v. 'see, look at' >  NaIE *d≈ey´-/*d≈ya2-/*d≈ï- >
OI ≤d°dhe2ti 'perceives', ≤adïdhe2t 'he looked at', dh°≤tih5 ' thought ,
idea', dhya2-ti 'schaut im Geiste', sc. 'denkt, sinnt' (prtc. dhya2-ta ≠
dhï-≤ta-), dhya2 'das Denken, Sinnen', Av da2(y)- v. 'see', a2-diÎa2îti
'betrachtet', prtc. paiti-dïta- 'erblickt', NPrs ˆdyD dïda4n 'to see, t o
look' »» Gk sh6ma, Gk D sa6ma 'sign' (<  *d≈ya2-mn=, cp. OI dhya2man-
'thought') »» pAl {O} *dïya > Al G/T di- v. 'know' ('savoir'), Al G {LamP}
dij 'he knows' ¶ P 243, M K II 45, 1O5, Sg. 551, Horn 132, F II 695-6 ,
My. 66, Ç I 125 and II 372, O 64-5, Mn. AIE 357, Kf. 81, LamP 147 || ?σ
A: M *Z>i√a- (or *Z>i˝a-?) 'point out, show' >  MM [S] Z7i√a- ' ansagen,
mitteilen', WrM Zi9a-, HlM, Brt, Kl zaa-, Ord Z7òa2- v. 'point out, show,
demonstrate', Dx {T} Z7a- 'show, point out', Mnr H {T} Z7a2- id., {SM} Z1òia2-
'indiquer, promettre' ¶ H 89, MED 1O49, KRS 234, Chr. 24O, Ms. O 1 7 5 ,
SM 75, T 332, T DnJ 118 ¶ WrM -9- may be a secondary spelling device
that reflects a syllable boundary ˚ The presence of a N lr. is evidenced
by IE, while the zero reflex of the lr. in C may suggest either N *h  or *? ,
but *?  is ruled out by the IE form *d≈ey´- (because N *? does not yield a
syllabic lr. [>  *´] in IE). Therefore the reconstructed N lr. is most likely
to be *h ˚ ≠ BmK 264-5 (*day-/*d´y-: IE, C, S *dïn- v. ' judge '
[interpreted as *day-an- on the basis of deverbal nominal WS New
Perfect], D *te2t ß- v. 'seek').
5O8. *d{É}é⁄a 'with', 'together with' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'and') >
HS : LbB *dV  'and, together with' >  ONum d 'with' and\or 'and' » B *id ≠
d[i] 'with, together with, and' >  Ah, Ty, ETwl d, ´d, d´, Gd d, ´d, Shl, Si d
'with, and', Izd, Mz, SrSn d 'et', Izd d, id, Kb Î, yiÎ, iÎ-, Zng iÎ ' avec ' ;
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cp. also Si {La.} da"÷a 'also' ¶ Fv. QSL 27O, Fc. 14O-4, Lf. II #O229, Mrc.
29, 1O7, GhA 15-6, Dl. 125, AiM 181, 23O, La. S 198, NZ 269-7O  C:
Ag *-dï 'with' > Q {R} -dï 'with, together with', Bln {R} -dï id., 'and' ¶ R
WB 93, R QW 46  Ch: WCh: Hs da~ 'with, together with', da~ ... da~ ' b o t h
… and' »» CCh: Glv {Rp.} d‰~- 'with', Gude {Hsk.} d‰ 'with' (instr.) »» ECh:
Kwn {Mch.} d´~, Ke d‰~ 'with' ¶ Abr. H 153, RpB 27, ChC s.v. 'with', ≈  Sk.
HCD 38, Hsk. 171 || IE: Ht ta 'and'  NaIE *0d[≈]a2+o2  > pSl *da ' a n d ,
but' >  OCS da da 'and', OR da da 'and, but', R da, Uk † da id., U k
ta, Blr dy 'and', P † da 'and, but', Blg da ≠ ta 'and', SCr † da ' b u t '
¶¶ Ts. W 8O, Ts. E III 1-3, ESlSJ-SGZ II 145-7, SPS II 323-6 || K (in GZ)
*da[:] 'and' >  OG, G da, Mg, Lz do 'and' ¶¶ K 68-9 ¶¶ Without Sv ev. w e
cannot distinguish between pK *a and *a2 || A *da2 >  T *-ta2 / *-ta4∏
(postnominal) 'and, also' >  OT da / da4 / ta / ta4, Tk da / de / ta / te,
Tkm -da2 / -de2, Az da / da4, Qzq da / de, Qq, Nog da / de / ta / te, VTt da /
da4 / ta id. (ı Chv ta ta ≠ te te 'and'), Bsh da / da4 / Îa / Îa4 / ta / ta4
'also, and', Uz -da  'and, ved∆ , qe ', StAlt da/ de / ta / te 'and', Xk, Tv -
daa -da2, Yk da 'and'; VTt da, da4  ¶ Rs. MTS 236, Shch. OSMN 116, Kon.
GTJ 356-7, Fed. II 159-6O ¶ T *t for the expected intervoc. *Î is due t o
the generalization of the postcons. morphophonemic variant. The
shortening of the vw. in Yk may be due to prosodic factors  Tg *-da2 /
*-de2 ({Bz.} *da2) 'and, also' (an enclitic pc.): Nn -da / -d‰, Ud -da / -do / -
d‰, Lm -da2 / -de2 / -ta2 / -te2 id. ¶ Bz. 143, On. RN 83, Shn. 24, CiR RES
196-7 ˚  IS I 214-5 (*daÓÿ, an emphatic and coordinating article; •÷
Sml {R} rhematizing pc. -da2 [a≤minka-≤da2 'gerade, neben jetzt']; t h e
pc., which is cognate with Bln {R} -ta2, goes back to the dem. p r n .
connected with the N dem. prn. *t ''''a 4 444). The Slavic jussive\optative cnjc.
*da 'ut' and M *-da / -*de (identifying pc. underlining consent o r
impatience - w  MED 211) (both adduced here by IS) hardly belong he re ,
because they are semantically too far from 'with' and 'and'; ≠ BmK 2 7 5 -
6 (they do not distinguish between the etymon in question [in IE, K, Ch]
and the N locative pc. *da  'in' [< N *d[oy]a  'place', q.v.]; they adduce
NEl/AchEl da 'also', though it goes back to MEl tak 'also' - w HK 2 4 5 ,
27O) .
5O9. *de{?o}Óe 'make, do' >  HS: C: Bj {R} -di? (p.: 1s a-di?, 3 f
ted≤?it, prs. 1s a-danï?, prtc. ≤dï?a) v. 'prepare, make' ¶ R WBd 5 6
 CCh: FlJ {ChL} d'e~, FlM {ChL} d'i! v. 'do', Bcm {Sk.} d'a@ v. 'make' » D b
{Mch.} di  'faire', {Lnh.} dI~ya~ v. 'make' » Gude {Hsk.} d'a 'do, make' ¶ ChC
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s.v. 'make', ChL, Mch. D 117, Hsk. 182 || IE *d≈eé8- v. 'make, do' >  OPrs
a-dada2 'he created (schuf, machte [zu etwas])' »» L facio, inf.  face"-
re / pfc. fe2c-ï / sup. factum 'make, do', Osc fakiiad, Um fac>ia
'faciat', Osc (pfc. cnj.) FEFACIT 'fecerit', Um FEITU, fetu 'facito' »»
OHG tuo-m ≠ to2-m, AS do2-m 'I do', inf. OHG tuo-n, NHG tun, AS,
OSx do2-n 'to do', NE do; p. OHG teta, NHG tat 'I did', NE did »» Sl
inf. *de7ja-ti, 1s prs. *de7j-oß > OCS inf. d8Ati de7jati / 1s prs. d8)
de7jo< 'do, act', Blg ne dej 'do not do!', Slv deja1ti 'to do' ( secondary
homonymy with deja1ti 'to say' and deja1ti 'to put'), OCrt dieti,
diem v. 'do' (homonymy with dieti, diem v. 'say'), Cz di1ti 'to d o ' ,
Slk dejat5 'to do', OP dziac1 'to do', R ∆ ¯deåt∆ 'to do'  d. NaIE *d≈e2-
l-/*d≈o-l- > pSl *de7lo 'deed' > OCS d8lo de7lo, SCr deàlo ± djeŸlo, R,
Blg ≤delo id., Slv de!lo, Cz dI1lo, Slk dielo 'work', P dzieLo 'work ,
deed' »» ON dAll  'easy, facilis' (<  Gmc *daliz) ¶ P 235-9, Hinz 42, WH I
44O-4, Bc. G 316, 335, Schz. 289-9O, KM 796-7, Kb. 1O48, Ho. 75, Ho.
S 13, Vr. 92, SJSS X 553-4, StSS 2O5; ≈ EI 472, 5O6 and ≈ ESSJ IV 2 2 9 -
3O (both fail to distinguish between *d≈eh8- 'put' and *d≈eé8- v. 'do' [ and
between their Sl reflexes *de7- and *de7ja-]), ESSJ V 7-8, SPS III 126-33 ||
U: FV *tewe 'work (Arbeit, Werk)' >  F tyo4 'Arbeit, Beschäftigung, Tat ' ,
Vp to4, Es to4o4 'Arbeit, Werk' » pMr *tev´ >  Er t!ev, ∆  t!a4v 'affair ,
business, work (delo , zanåtie , rabota , Sache, Werk)', Mk t!ev ' a ffair '
¶ UEW 796, Ker. II 167, KC 212, PI 268 ˚  IS I 224 [#75]. The timbre o f
the IE lr. *-é8- suggests a N palatal vw. (*e  or *a 4444) in the stem-final
position, while U *-w- is better accounted for by a N labialized inlaut-
vw. *o ; but *-w-  may go back also to a sx. or to hiatus before a suffixal
vw. The scholars have not distinguished between this word and N *di÷É
'to put, to place' (at the pIE level, as well at the level of subgroups o f
lgs. and at that of individual lgs.) considering the semantic difference
secondary (w P, Bn. PLG [ch. XXVII], etc.), but the lgs. which have
preserved the distinction (Slavic, Beja) suggest that this widespread
opinion is to be rejected. On the other hand, it is certain than in m a n y
lgs. (such as FU) the reflexes of N *de{?o}Óe and *di÷É  merged. IS
adduces here FU *teke- v. 'do' (unacceptable [≠φ : FU *-k- is not a reg .
reflex of N *-÷- ]); FU *teke- v. 'do' and *teke- v. 'put, place' are b e t t e r
accounted for by N *t'''' {e}kÉ 'to build, to shape, to make, to do' (q .v . )
and by N ≈ *t ''''e {h}aka?e 6666 'to put, to set' (q.v.) respectively. I am grateful
to V. Dybo (p.c.) for drawing my attention to the distinction be tween
*d≈e2- v. 'do' and *d≈e2- v. 'put' at the IE and the pSl level.
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 51O. *daka 'back (dorsum), back (rear), behind' >  HS: EC: Or {Th.,
Brl.} dugda (nom. dugdi) 'back (dorso, schiena), rear part', {Grg.}
dugda ≠ dubda ≠ dudda 'back' ¶ Th. 115, Brl. 125-6, Grg. 111  WCh:
Ngz {Sch.} d'È~gu! v. 'follow (a person, an animal)', d'È~ga!u\ v. 'follow ( a
road)', Bd {Sch. in ChL} ‰~d'‰~ga^n v. 'follow' ¶ Sch. DN 52, ChL || U *taka
'back part, rear' >  F taka-  'back' (e.g. taka-ovi 'back door'), takaa
'from behind', Es taga 'Hinterraum', 'behind, in the back of', pLp {Lr.}
*to2ke2 'that which is behind so.\sth.' >  Lp: N {N} duokke, L {LLO}
tuohke2, S {Hs.} duo4gie, T {TI} tÈkÏkÏen4 id., Kld {TI} tu2]k:en4 ' beh ind '
(postp.)  Sm {Jn.} *ta4k- ≠ *ta4k¥- 'das Hintere, hinten' > Ng {Cs.} taka
'back side', {Mik.} dat. tag´, loc. tak´ni, En X {Cs.} dat. teho'
'hinterhin', loc. tehone 'behind', En B {Cs.} dat. taha', tahu'
'hinterhin', loc. tahane, tahane 'behind', Ne T tåxa≤ ( adv . )
'further', (postp.) 'over (¢erez , za  (¢to-l .])' (direction), tåxa€na
(postp.) 'behind', Ne F {Sm.} c7aha2na id. » Slq: Tz {KKIH} to2£qqÈn(È) pos tp .
'behind', Tm {KD} ta¿kæ 'das Hintere' » Kms dat. tæaºk¯t´ ' b eh ind '
(direction), loc. tæaºk¯k¯ån 'behind' ¶¶ Coll. 61, UEW 5O6-7, Lr. #1292 ,
Lgc. #8O68, Hs. 466, SaR 359, Jn. 154, Cs. 6O, 88, Ter. 7O5, KKIH 1 8 7
|| A *dakV- v. 'follow, go behind so.' ({SDM97} *da~ki 'near; follow') >
M *da9a- v. 'follow, go behind so.' >  MM [S, HI] daqa- (= [da9a] o r
[daÌa]) id., WrM da9a-, HlM daga- v. 'follow so., accompany', Kl
daXa-, Dx daÌa-, Dg dag- id. ¶ MED 216, H 31, Ms. H 48  pKo *ta(h)-
'following' >  NKo taî-m ¶ S QK #13O, MLC 388 ¶¶ For Tg *daga- v. ' b e
near' and T *Jak-în, *Jaguk 'near' see  N *d{Ë}{K''''}V 'to approach; n e a r '
¶¶ ≈  DQA #351 (A *da"~kæi~ 'follow, near'; does not distinguish be tween
the reflexes of N *daka 'back, behind' and those of N *d{Ë}{K''''}V '⇑ '
[q.v.]; adduces pJ *ti~ka! 'near' >  J T c1ika!i-) ˚ Coll. 146 and UEW 5O6-7
(both: U, A [M, Tg]), ≠ IS I 215-6 (*daK'a 'near', does not distinguish
between the etymon in question and N *d{Ë}{K''''}V '⇑ ') ˚ ≈ Gr. II # 3 6
(*tak ≠ *tek 'behind').
511. *d{Å}k{o} (≠ *d{Å}g{o}?) 'to burn' (trans.) > K *dag- vt. '≈ b u r n '
>  G dag- (aor. da-v-dag-e) 'niederbrennen, einbrennen, b randmarken ,
quälen', Sv {Fn.} dg- (msd. li-dg-e) v. 'niederbrennen' (unless identical
with dg-/lidge 'extinguish') ¶¶ Chx. 227, Fn. KW-1 34, #12 || HS: C: ? Bj
{R} √tkWy (1s: p. ≤atkWi, prs. atan≤kW°) vt. 'cook' (× N *t''''okV?V ≠
*t''''o{h}ákV 'to burn; fire') »» Dhl {To., EEN} d'ak- v. 'cook' ¶ R WBd 2 2 5 ,
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EEN 34, To. D 131, E SC 189 (equates the Dhl word with Asa rakas7 ' d r y '
and reconstructs *dßak+x- v. 'dry over fire'); the Bj word belong here only
if -tkW- is from *-dkW- by as.; otherwise it may belong to N *t''''okV?V ≠
*t''''o{h}ákV)  CCh: Zgw {ChL} du~ga!ya ~ v. 'burn' || IE: NaIE {P, EI}
*d≈egW≈- vt., vi. 'burn' > OI ≤daha-ti, Av daz7aîti vt. 'burns' »» Gk H m
te1fra2, Gk I te1frh 'ashes', ? Gk [Hs.] †e1ptanoß: [apto1menoß 'kindled (?)' (÷
Lt de~gtinas 'wer\was zu verbrennen ist') »» L fove2- v. 'warm, k e e p
warm', fo2-culum 'brazier', fo2-mentum 'poultice, fomenta t ion ' ,
fo2mes (G fo2mitis) 'touchwood, tinder', favilla 'glowing ashes' »»
OIr daig (gen. daiged, dega) 'flame, pain', Brtt {RE} *debïmi vt. ' t o
burn '  > Crn dewy, dywy id., OBr [g] deuu-eticion : "cremata",
MBr deuiff, Br devin% 'to burn, brûler', MW deifyaw, W deifio ' t o
scorch, to singe' »» pAl {O} *dega > Al djeg (aor. dogja) vt. ' b u r n ,
scorch, singe' »» Lt de~g-ti (1s prs. deg-u~) vi. 'to burn', vt. 'to kindle ' ,
Ltv degt vi., vt. 'to burn'; Lt degu~tas 'tar', Ltv de<guts ≠ de<gots
'birch-tree tar' » Sl {Glh.} *z7egti (1s prs. *z7egoß ≠ *z7Ágoß) vt. 'to burn' >
OCSqe∑i z7es7ti / prs. q6g0 z7Ágo<, SCr z7e~c1° ± z7eàc1i, OCz z7e1ci /
z7ehu, P z$ec / z$ge<, R qe¢∆ / qgu; the change *d- > *z7- may b e
accounted for by as. (*deg- > *geg- > Sl *z7eg- or {∂ Brandt} 2s *z7e+ÁZ7es7i
< *de+ÁZ7es7i and 3s *z7e+ÁZ7etÁ < *de+ÁZ7etÁ after *z-prefixes, such as *v¥z-
); *d-  is preserved in a d.: Sl *deg¥tÁ ' t a r '  (> OCz dehet, P dziegiec1,
R dëgot∆ / G dëgtå, Uk degot∆) »» Tc: A tsa4k-, tsak-, B tsa4k-,
tsek- vt., vi. 'burn' ¶ WP I 849-5O, P 24O-1, EI 87, M K II 29, F I 6 6 3
and II 888-9, WH I 466-7, O 68, AlbED 173, LP § 39.1, RE 85, YGM-1 1 6 6 ,
Frn. 85-6, Vs. I 493 and II 38, Glh. 7O6-7, Wn. 526 || A: NaT *Jak- v.
'ignite' >  MT XIV [IM] ja2q-, XwT XIV jaq- vt. 'ignite, burn', Chg XV jaq- v.
'ignite', Tk yak , Tkm, VTt, Bsh, Nog, ET, Ln jaq-, Xlj ja;q-, Uz jåq-, Qrg
Z7aq-, Qzq z7aq- vt. 'burn', Qq z7aq- vt. 'burn, strike fire', Yk saX- v. ' s t r ike
fire' ¶ ESSJ IV 81-2, DT 221, JkR 319, Rs. W 18O; Cl. 897 supposes t h a t
the verb is derived from *Ja- (his *ya2-, that he finds in *Jal- 'b laze,
burn, shine' and *Jan- 'burn, blaze up'), but S (AJ 175 [#13]) re jects
this assumption, because, acc. to him, the T sx. -k-/-q- never f o r m s
transitive verbs  Tg *Jegde- ≠ *degJe- (acc. to S AJ and DQA,
originally *deg-Je-) vi., vt. 'burn' >  Ewk J‰gdï- vt. 'burn', vi. ' b u r n
oneself, get sun-burnt', J‰gdï 'forest-fire', Lm J‰gd‰, J‰gd‰k‰G 'site of a
forest-fire' ('gar∆ , poqari∑e '), Neg J‰gdï-, Orc, Ud, Ul Z7‰gdï-, U d
Z1‰gdï- vt. 'burn', Ud Z1‰gd‰- vi. 'burn, get slightly burnt' (of food), Ul
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Z7‰gd‰- 'be burnt, burn down (sgoret∆ )', Ork d‰gd‰- vi. 'burn', d‰gd‰-
ktu 'site of a forest-fire', Nn Z7‰gd‰- 'be burnt', Z7‰gd‰ ' ( forest-)f i re ' ,
WrMc deyZi ≠ deZi, Mc Sb dEZ7I-≠diZ7I- vt. 'burn' ¶ STM I 281-2, Y
#483, Krm. 235  pKo {S} *thÄ~- vi. 'burn' > MKo t≈Ä~-, NKo t≈a- id., MKo
t≈Ä~i\5o!-, NKo t≈a4u- vt. 'burn '  ¶ S KD #12, Nam 46-7, MLC 1684, 1 6 9 7
 pJ *da!k- vt. 'burn' > OJ yak-, J: T ya~ku, K ya!k-, Kg ya!], Ns ya~kY, Sh ya~c7-,
Ht ya~g-, Y da~g- vt. 'burn' ¶ S AJ 269 [#1O9], S QJ #1O9 ¶¶ DQA #367 (A
*de"!ka~ 'burn' [tr., intr.]), Cl. 897, S AJ 35-6, 279 [#1O2] ˚ Illich-Svitych
(IS SS #1O.11 and IS MS 337) assumed that IE *d≈egW≈- goes back t o
earlier •tegW≈- and equates it with A *tæoga (>  Tg *toga 'fire'), with HS
*{t'}kW (>  Eg tk¿, Bj √tkW), and with U *ta4{G}Vt (actually *tewV-tV)
'fire' and reconstructed a N etymon *t5{o}gÿ, which I do not accept. I
prefer to distinguish between three paronymous N words: *d{Å}k++++g{o},
*t''''okV?V ¬ *t''''o{h}ákV 'to burn' (whence the mentioned Tg √ , as well
as possibly the Eg √ ) and *t{e}Ìaw{a} 'fire' (whence the mentioned U
√ ). This hyp. of three N words allows us to explain many m o r e
observed facts than IS's etymology and does it on a more regular basis.
It is corroborated by the fact that in some lgs. the distinction be tween
these N words has been preserved, e.g. N *d{Å}k++++g{o} >  Tg *degJe- ≠
*Jegde- vt. 'burn' and N *t ''''okV?V ≠ *t''''o{h}ákV > Tg *toga 'fire'. In t h e
N word in question the quality of the medial cns. is problematic: K a n d
IE suggest N *-g- , while C and T suggest *-k- . To my mind, the reflexes
of *-g- in K and IE may be explained by as. (originally in forms with t h e
zero-grade of the apophony?), where pre-K and pre-IE *d-k- was
assimilated to *d-g-. As to the C and T vl. reflexes of N *-k- , they c a n n o t
be but original. Hence I am inclined to reconstruct the N word a s
*d{Å}k{o} . Blz. KM 114 [#4] equates K, IE, and A with D *tï-≠*tu2- ' f i re '
(D #3266) (unacceptable because of the quality of the D vw.). On the D
√  see N *t{e}Ìaw{a} 'fire' and GS 2O2 [#511]. Cf. also AD GD #121 (IE-
U-A-HS without distinction between the reflexes of N *d{Å}k{o} a n d
*t''''okV?V ≠ *t''''o {h}ákV), Mng. DA 139-4O, IS MS 337 (draws back IE
*d≈egW≈ from  N *t5{o}gÿ) ˚ Cf. Gr. II #54 (*taku 'burn') (IE, A, Gil).
512. *du6666k{Ë} 'strike, beat' > HS: S *√dwk , *-du2k- id. > Ak -du2k- ( inf .
da6ku) v. 'kill, break, beat', BHb √dwk G (ps. 3p ukD1 da2≤k3-u2) ' poun d ,
zerstampfen', Ug dk G 'zermalmen' (× S *√dkk 'reduce to f ragments ' ,
probably from N *daK''''V 'small, thin, short'), Ar √dwk G  (pf. da2ka. ip .
-du2k-) 'smash' ¶ DRS 234, Sd. 151-2, KB 2O7-8, A #739, OLS 131, Hv.
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222  WCh *√dkW 'beat, kill' > Krkr du~kWa! id., Krf du~GWa!, Wrj /Mbr
{Sk.} t‰@G- Sir {Sk.} t‰!G‰~ 'kill', Hs do2~ka2!, Klr {J} duk 'beat', Ngz sa~dgu
'beat, thresh' »» ECh: Mnj du2!k, ? Ll di~gri~ 'kill' ¶ Stl. VZCh #42, ChC, Sch.
DN 39, Blz. EChWL #44  ?φ B: Ah {Fc.} duqq´t 'frapper de la po in te
(avec un objet un peu pointu mais non piquant)', Ah d´Œd´Œ, Tdq
d¥˝d¥˝ 'frapper à plusieures reprises de la pointe' (infl. of B *√dg
'prick' < N *dÉÓik{a} 'pierce, dig')  ¶ Fc. 237, NZ 361 || K: GZ (+ext . )
*tkwep- / *tkwip- 'beat, beat up' (× N *t ''''ab[V]qa  'hit, strike') > OG a˝-
tkwepa  vb. n. 'beating up', G tkvep-/tkvip- 'beat up', {Chx.} 'schlagen' ,
Mg tkvp- 'beat up', Lz tkvap- 'beat, beat up' ¶ K 76, FS E 166 ( b o t h
sources do not distinguish the root from the homonymous ve rb
*tkwep- 'mix'), Chx. 5O6 || A: Tg * ¿dug- v. 'beat, str ike '  > Ewk duG-, Sln
dukt‰- id., Ewk Ald dukt‰- vt. 'pound, crush', Lm du- ± duw- ± du˝-,
Orc, Ork, Nn du2- 'beat, strike', Ud dukt‰- 'beat', Ul duksin- ' s t r ike ' ,
WrMc du- ≠ du2- 'strike (with a stick), thresh' ¶ STM I 219.
513. € *dÉÓik{a} (=*dÉ÷ 3333ik{a}?) 'pierce, dig' >  IE: NaIE *d≈e2i\g- /
*d≈o2i\g- / *d≈ïg- 'pierce, stick' > L f°g-o2, -e"re / f°x° / f°ctum ≠
f°xum 'fix, fasten', Umb fiktu 'figito' »» ON dI1ki 'ditch; puddle ,
morass', OSx, OFrs d°k, MDt dijc, Dt dijk 'dike' (ı  Fr digue Ï
diguer 'to dike' ı NE dig), MHG tI6ch 'dike, dam, p o n d ,
embankment' (> NHG Teich  'pond'), MLG d°ch 'dike, dam' (ı MHG
dI^ch > NHG Deich 'dike, dam, embankment'), AS d°c1 'ditch, moat' >
NE ditch; ME dyk, dik 'dike' (π  MDt dijc?) > NE dike »» Lt
di!egiu / di!egti v. 'stick, set, plant', Ltv die^gt 'to tack, to s t i tch
together, to baste'; Lt dygu~s 'prickly', dy!gti 'to spring, to shoot, t o
sprout'  a NaIE root variant *0d≈e2i\gW- seems to be represented by OL
[Cato] f°v-o2 'figo' ¶ WP I 832-3, P 243-4, EI 472 (IE *d≈ei\gW- o r
*d≈ei\ÓgW- 'stick, set up' with *gW  based on OL f°v-o2, but incompatible
with the Gmc *-k- and L -g-), WH I 495-6, Bc. G 335, ≈ KM 775, Vr. 7 6 ,
Vr. N 116, Lx. 226, Ho. 72, HDEL 369, ≈ Skeat 169, 177, Frn. 93 || HS:
Ch {Stl.} *dig- 'dig' > WCh: Mnt {Fp.} dik id.; P’ {MSk.} Z7i!ga2 'dig,
uncover'; Hs da2!gi 'iron implement for digging holes' »» CCh: Gzg dik,
MfG -da!d‰g- 'enterrer'  (?) Ï *diga 'hoe' > Hs di!ga~ 'pickaxe' (unless
π NE digger) »» Mf {BLB} d‰ga 'pioche' »» Ll diga, Tmk d‰!ga~ id. ¶ Stl.
IF 58-9 (Ch *dig-/*ÓVdig-), BLB 111, Brr. MG II 1OO  ?σ CS *√d÷k
(× N *dik[É]˝{Ë} 'rumple, knead, press') > Ar ékaO0da da÷k-at- 'partie l a
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plus foulée du chemin', mad÷u2l- pp. 'foulé, abîmé par le grand n o m b r e
d’allants et de venants', JA, MHb √d÷k G  'crush, stamp upon' ¶ BK I
7O2, Js. 316, DRS 29O-1  B *√dg  'prick' (× N *du6666k{Ë} 'strike, beat') >
Wrg dugg 'poignarder, frapper avec une pointe', Ah ´d´g1, Tw Ng ´d´g
'piquer, percer', Gh ´dd´Z7 'piquer (avec une pointe\aiguille\épine)' ¶
NZ 3OO-1.
514. € *dak[V]?Ë  '(young of an) equid' >  HS *dVk'W- 'donkey' >  C
{AD} *dV(k')k'WVr-, {E} dik'W- id.: Ag {AD} *d‰k'WaÒ- / (pl.) *d‰k'k'WaÒÒ-
(= *d‰k'k'Wall-), {Ap.} *d‰˝War- id. >  Bln/Xm {Ap., R} d‰xWara, pl. {R}
d‰k'Wal, Q {Ap.} d‰˝WAra, {R} dewo3ra≠ dehora, Dmb {R} d´q$Wara
≠ degWara, pl. d´gWal-t, Aw {Ap.} d‰˝Wari!, {CR} duxWari id. »»
EC: Or Brr {Fl.} dongorra 'donkey' ı Amh dAnk'oro 'stupid, ignorant ,
deaf' »» SC: Irq {Wh.} da2!qWay (pl. da2!qWa2!ye), Grw {Fl.} dogWay, Alg {Wh.}
daqWi, {Fl.} ndagWay, Brn {Fl.} daqWa, {Wh.} daqWay, Kz {E}
dak'Wak'Wayiko, {Fl.} dagWagWay-ko 'donkey' (Ehret reconstructs Rt
*dak'W-, *dak'Wayi); Irq daketi, Alg deketi 'zebra' (Rt {E} *dak'-et-) ¶ AD
SF 275, AD GDS 7O, L CAD 197, Wh. SI, E PC #4O6, E SC 345, R WB 1O3,
R QW 48, R Ch II 353, Ap. AV 9  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *dakWi 'horse' >  Hs
do2!kï~ id. » BT *dakWi id. >  Krkr {Lk.} do2!ku!, Bl {Mk.} doku, Ngm doku, D r
{J} do2!k id., {Nw.} do!k, Krf {ChC} pl. du!kku~s7i!n 'horses ' !, Grm {Sch.} du2~wa!
(pl. du~c7c7A!nZ7i!) 'horse' » NrBc {Stl.} *dakWi 'horse' >  {Sk.}: Wrj du@hu!na!,
Mbr da2!ku~, My du!wa~k‰~, Sir du~kWi!, Cg da2!k‰@n, Jmb da2!kWa~, P’ {MSk.} Z7i~ki!,
Kry du!hu@, Sir du@kwi! » Ngz {Sch.} du2~ka~, Bd {ChL} du~wu!n id. »» CCh: Mrg
{Hf.} ta!gu!, Klb {Mk.} ta!ku~, Hld {ChL}, Wmd {ChL} tagu id. » Higi: HgK
{Mk.} tuku, FK {ChL} tU~ku, FG {ChL} tI~kU id. » Gude {ChL} tU~xWa, {Mk.}
tuhwa, Bt {Mch.} du!we, Bcm {Sk.} de~we! id. »» ECh: EDng {Fd.} de~wki~
'antilope cheval' (Sk.: = 'roan antelope') ¶ Stl. ZCh 17O [#232], ChC,
ChL, Sch. BTL 29, 115, 135, 147, JI II 194-5, Fd. 186-7, ≈  Sk. HCD 49 ¶
In the BT, NrBc, and CCh lgs. this word for 'horse' may be a loan f r o m
Hs ¶¶ OS #667 (*dawak- 'horse': SC, Ag?, WCh) || A: M *da{˝}aqan
'colt' > WrM da9a9an ≠ da9an, HlM daagan 'colt between one a n d
two years', Ord da2˝a 'poulain de deux ans', WrO daGa2n ' two-year-old
colt', daGa2 'a colt of 1-2 years', Kl daahn 'two-year-old colt', Mnr H
{SM} dòa2Xa 'poulain, ânon', Dx da9an, Ba daXaN 'colt'; M ı WrMc
daXan 'colt (from 2 to 5 years)' ¶ SM 4O, MED 216, T 328, T DnJ 1 1 7 ,
T BJ 138, Krg. 534, Z 777 ˚ Ag and SC point to a N word-internal *-k''''-,
but the M cognate suggests a N *-k++++g- . The discepancy may be resolved
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by reconstructing a pN etymon *dak[V]?Ë  (with *-k[V]?Ë > C *-
(k')k'W-).
515. *dik[É]˝{Ë} 'rumple, knead, press' >  HS: EC: Sa {R} dakah- ≠
takah- 'die Polenta umrühren', Af S dakHa (pl. dakoH) 'pastry', Af N
dakHa (pl. dakoH) 'porridge' ¶ R S II 1O5, PH 79  S (mt. *√d÷k <  *√dk÷
?): CS *√d÷k '≈ crush, rub' >  Ar √d÷k (ip. -d÷ak-) 'frotter, lisser e n
frottant', JA/MHb {Js.} √d÷k v. G  'crush, stamp upon' (absent in Lv.
and Sl.!) ¶ BK I 7O2, Js. 316, DRS 29O-1 || K *dÌw- v. 'mix' (‘ v.
'splash'?) > Lz dÌval- v. 'mix' ('peremewivat∆ '), ?σ Mg dÌvab- v. ' f lop
into water', ?σ Sv {K} dÌul- /dÌ´⁄l 'splash of milk when milking a
cow\goat', Sv UB/L {TK} d˝u2l, Sv UB/Ln d˝ul id. ¶¶ K 76, Chx. 3 2 9 ,
Chik. 271, TK 199 ¶¶ K *-Ì- <  *-kÌ- ? || IE: NaIE *d≈ei\g8≈- 'knead', {P}
'Lehm kneten und damit mauern oder bestreichen', {EI} 'work clay,
smear' >  OI de2h- (prs. 1s ≤de2h-mi, 3s de2gdhi) v. 'smear, anoint' »»
Gk †igga1nv (aor. inf. †ig-ei6n) 'touch with the hand, handle' »» L
fing(e")- (pp. fic-tum) vt. 'shape, fashion, form, mould', {WH}
'knead\mould out of clay, wax, or sim.' »» Gt digan 'to knead, to f o r m
out of clay', daig-s 'dough' (<  *d≈oi\g8≈om), OHG teik ≠ teig (>  NHG
Teig), AS da2Ì id., NE dough »» Sl *de7z7a 'trough for kneading dough'  >
OR d8qa de7z7a , R deqa, Uk d¡≤qa, Cz dI1z7e, di1z7, Slk diez7a, P
dziez$a id., Slv de!z7a 'kneaded dough', SCr ∆ di!z7a, di•z7va, dijez7va
'milk pail' ¶ WP I 833-4, P 244-5, EI 649, WH I 5O1-2, M K II 62, F I 6 7 4 -
5, Fs. 118-9, OsS 924, Kb. 1O14, KM 775-6, Ho. 69-7O, ESSJ V 23-4 ,
Bern. I 198, Vs. I 494, Mn. 181, 195 || A: Tg *Ji'g- (<  *dig-) >  Ewk
Jigir‰2- v. 'warp, get wrinkled from fire' (of leather), v. 'shrink' ( o f
cloth), Jigir‰2 'warped, wrinkled, shrunk', Nn Z7i9da- v. 'press, t r e a d
down' ¶ STM I 255 || D (in GnD) *tik- ({†GS} *tig-) v. 'press down' >
Knd tig- v. 'press down hard, lay pressure on', Png, Mnd tig- v. 'push' ¶
D #32O5  ˚ IE *g8≈ suggests a following N front vw., while K *Ìw
suggests a final rounded vw.; at the same time both HS and K provide
ev. of N *Ì . Therefore (and in the light of Sa and Af data, where t h e
reflexes of N *k and *Ì are separated by a vw.) one may assume t h a t
originally there was a vw. between N *k and *Ì , so that there probably
were a front vowel (*É ) and a rounded one (*Ë ): N *dik[É]˝{Ë} . If it i s
right, Tg and D lost the final syll. (N *-ÌË ) without traces, while in IE
the front vw. palatalized the velar cns. (N *kÉ >  pre-IE *g8) and later t h e
pIE cluster *g8Ó (with *Ó < N *Ì) yielded NaIE *g8≈.
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516. *daK''''V 'small, thin, short' > HS: S *dak'k'- 'small, fine' >  Ug dk5,
(AkSc) dak'k'u 'small', BHb qD2 ≤dak' (f. dak'≤ka2, pl. dak'≤k'ïm) {BDB} ' th in ,
fine, small', Pun dk5  'fine, pulverized', IA dk5k5 'fine' (of salt), JA qD2 dak5
'dünn, fein, zart' (pl. em. ai!Q!D2† dak5k5a2≤ya2 'die dünnen, kleinen
Därme'), Ak dak5k5u 'small'; d. *dak'ïk'- adj. 'small, fine' >  Ar daqïq-, Sb
dk5k5 'flour', Ak dak5ïk5- 'small'; JEA dak5≤dak5 'very small' ¶ KB 22O, KBR
229, GB 167, BDB #1851, Sl. 349, BGMR 36, OLS 135, Hnr. 119, Grd. UT
#695, CAD III 1O7, Lv. I 418, HJ 257-8, DRS 3O5  EC {Ss.} *dik'k'-
'small' >  Or B/Wt {Sr.} dik'a2 m., dik'o2 f., Or H {Ow.} di!k'k'a2! m., di!k'k'o2! f .
'small, little', Hr tïk'k'-assa 'small', ?σ Sml dïq- v. 'become faint, b e c o m e
tenuous', dïq  'faintness'; ?φ Af {PH} dago  'one who is small' ¶ Ss. PEC 5O,
Sr. 287, Ow. 257, PH 79  Om: SOm: Ari B {Fl.} toko-mi, {Bnd.} tok-, U b
{Fl.} tokWmi, Ari {Blz.} tokîmi (= tokÁmi?) 'small' »» NrOm: Male {Fl.}
d'ak'a id. ¶ Fl. AJ, Fl. SO, Bnd. AL, Blz. OL  Ch *√dk[W] 'small, shor t ' :
WCh: BT: Grm {ChC} d'e~k;‰!m, {Gw.} dekumu 'small' » SBc: ? Grn Z7eka
id., ?? Wnd {ChL} nduk 'short' » ? Ron: Klr n=~dïkY‰2 'small' »» CCh: Higi: FlG
{ChL} dUkU 'short', HgB {Kr.} tiku 'small' » Glv de~ykWa~ id., Gv {ChL} de!xYe~,
Dgh {Frk., ChL} du!kWe~ id.» Db {Lnh.} duk, Kola {Sb.} dU!k id. » Lame da!ke
id. »» ECh: ? Mu {J} √dgs (da~ga~s!e / de!gi!s / di~ga2!s) v. 'be short' ¶ ChC,
ChL, Sch. BTL 135, 138 ¶¶ OS #7O4 (S, C) || A: Tg: WrMc daqdaXun
'short' (of garment) ¶ STM I 191, Z 777 || D *takatß- ({†GS} ≈ *tagadß-)
'thin and flat' >  Tm takat5- 'quality of being thin and flat', Ml
takat5u, takit5u 'thin metal plate', Tu tagad5u id., Kn tagad5u ' f la t
piece or sheet of metal', Tl tagad5u 'plate, sheet, leaf of foil\metal' ¶ ¶
D #2995.
517. *dik''''V 'edible cereals\fruit' >  K: pGZ *dik'- 'wheat' >  G dik'a
'Triticum carthlicum (a kind of spring wheat)', Lz dik'a 'wheat' ¶ Chik.
141-2, Chx. 313, FS K 1O4 || A **dik£- Ï [1] A *di[k£]-kta4 ' edible
berries' >  NaT *Jigda4 'edible berries (of Zizyphus and possibly
Eleaeagnus)' ({ET}: 'the berries Zizypha rubra') >  OT [MhK] jigda4 {Cl.}
'jujube tree (Zizyphus angustofolia) and its fruit (an edible be r ry ) ' ,
{DTS} 'Elaeagnus' ([MhK]: jigda4 talqanî 'flour of dried Elaeagnus
berries'), Tkm iÌde 'Elaeagnus and its berry; date fruit', Tkm ∆  Z7igde
'Elaeagnus', Tk ig"de {TrR} 'Elaeagnus, Zizypha rubra (dqida ), wild
olive', Az iyda4, Qrg, Qq Z7iyde, Qzq Z7Áyde, Uz Z7iyda ≠ ∆ Z7iyda4 'Elaeagnus
and its berries' ¶ Cl. 911, DTS 26O, ET Gl 325-6  Tg *Jikte ' ber r ies ,
Vaccinium' >  Ewk Jikt‰ 'berries', Orc Z7ikt‰, Ud Z1ikt‰- 'bog bi lberry
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(Vaccinium uliginosum)', Neg Jikt‰ id., 'bilberry (Vaccinium myrti l lus) '
¶ STM I 256, Krm. 233  [2] A: NaT *Jig[d]ellek 'berr ies '  > Tk c>ilek,
Ggz c7ilek, Tkm c7iGelek, QrB Z7lek, Qmq Z7ielek 'strawberries', VTt Z7ila4k,
Bsh Z7Ála4k, Qzq z7ide ≠ z7idek 'berries' (unless f rom  *Jigda4), Alt Z1ilek
'berries', Nog jelek id., ' fruit ' ¶ TL 122 || D (in NED) *°tik[k]Vl+lß- >  Krx
tïx¥l  'rice, paddy cleansed of its husk', Mlt tiqalu 'rice' ¶ D #3271, Pf.
192 || HS: Eg fMK dk5r 'edible fruit' (general name), {Fk.} dk5r.w ' f ru i t '
¶ EG V 495-6, Fk. 316  AdS  of ? B *dœa2Œ- 'grain, seed' (< N *t''''owK''''a 6 666
'germ', 'seed' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  Fn. KD #58 (K, D) ˚  S CNM 1O (rejects t h e
Tg cognate and unconvincingly considers it to be a loan from M
**Z7edegene 'berry' allegedly borrowed from T *Jigda4; ÷÷  NrCs *dik'wi
'∈ cereal [millet, rice]'), Vv. AEN 18 (rejects the "teleological rec." of *K
in A *diK-kta4; on legitimacy of "teleological recs." see  AD NMI 41-2 a n d
above: Introduction, §  8.7).
518. *doK''''e 6 666 '≈ observe, learn (erfahren)' >  HS: CS *-du2k'- v. 'observe,
inspect' >  Ar √dwq  (ip. -du2q-, pf. da2qa) v. 'taste (food)', BHb √dwk' S h
pf. c. qd3I!v@way≤ya2d3Ek' (h. l.) [LXX] 'h>ri1†mhsen' ({L} 'inspect, review', {KB}
'[?] mustern, aufbieten'), JEA, ChrPA, SmA, Sr, Md √dwk' Sh ' scrut inize '
¶ KB 2O8, KBR 217, BK I 751, DRS 238 || U *°tok[k]e (or *s7-, *c1-) >  pSm
{Jn., Hl.} *t+c>ok¥- ≠ ? *t+c>ok- v. 'learn' > Ne T toxo-s∆, Ne O {Lh.} to;xo2
id., Ne F {Lh.} 3s aor. toXu2NNå"´ id., Slq Tz {Prk.} d. togÈltÈ-qo 'to read, t o
count', Mt {Hl.} *tok[´]- 'get accustomed' Ï *tokt´- 'learn, t e ach
(erlernen, lehren)' (Mt M {Sp.} mandooxom`  'I get accustomed' [man
'I'], toxtiåm` 'I learn' ['nau¢a√så '], toxtyåm` 'I teach') ¶ Jn .
165, Hl. M ##1O49, 1O51 || IE: NaIE *dok8+k- v. '≈ make clear, t each ,
believe' >  L doce2- (pfc. docui, sup. doctum) v. 'make clear, t e ach '
»» Gk doke1v (ft. do1xv, aor. }edoxa) 'videor mihi, suppose, think, have a n
opinion', (here?) dokey1v 'keep an eye upon, watch narrowly' ¶ An al t .
(less plausible) et.: NaIE *dok8- ÿ NaIE *dek8- v. 'be fit, suit' (EI 564) ¶
WH I 331, F I 4O4-6 ¶¶ IE *d- (for the expected *d≈-) is due to the IE
incompatibility law rejecting combinations of media aspirata and t enues
in roots.
519. € *d{Ë}{K''''}V 'to approach; near' >  HS: C (acc. to AD SF) *t'VKV
'near >  EC: Sa I {R} d5aga2 'proximity', postp. 'chez' »» Ag: Aw dig- ( 1 s
dik-) v. 'approach'; C ı Gz t'ak'a2 ≠ t'´k'a2 'proximity, near', Tgy t‰X°a
'proximity' ı Bln {R} ta≤Ga2 'Seite, neben' Ï taGa-t- vi. ' approach ' ,
Xm {R} t5ak5e-t id.; for further (rather qu.) cognates in C lgs. see  IS I
215 ¶ AD SF 55-6, L G 595, R WB 334, R S II 123 ¶ Secondary
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glottalization of the initial cns. (mte. *d...k' >  *t'...K?)  Ch: WCh: Gmy
{Kr.} duk, Kfr {Nt.} du~k 'near' »» CCh: Gude {ChL} ndukW(U) id. » Bnn {ChL}
tOkt‰~N, BnnM {ChL} tOk id. ¶ ChL, ChC ¶¶ Coh. #339, Gr. LA 6O [#53] ,
AD SF 55-6 ¶¶ If we had accepted O. Rössler’s theory (Eg ÷ < *d), w e
would have adduced Eg fP ÷k5 'enter, come in', Eg N ÷k5÷k5 ' be t re ten ,
(jemanden) erreichen' (EG I 23O, 234, Fk. 49) || A (*d{o4}k{i}- v.
'approach, be near'): M *do4ku4- vi. 'approach' >  WrM do4ku4- v.
'approach, move closer, be close to', HlM døxø- id., Brt d¥x´- vi.
'approach' ¶ MED 266, Chr. 213  T *J[i\ ]ak- v. 'approach' >  NaT *Jak-
> OT {Cl.} jaq-, ET ∆  jaq- id.; variant pT verb *J[i\]agu- 'approach' >  OT
{Cl.} jaÌu2- v. 'approach, be near to', Chg jawu-, Nog juwî-, Qrg Z7u2-,
Qzq z7uw- v. 'approach'; d. NaT *Jak-în adj. 'near' >  OT {Cl.} jaqîn, Tk
yakIn, Qq, Nog, SY, Ln jaqîn, VTt, Bsh jaq¥n, Uz jaqin, ET jeqin, Az
jaXîn, Qzq z7aqîn, Xk c7aÌîn id. ¶ Cl. 896-9, 9O4, ET J 81, 84  Tg *daga
≠ *d{i3}ga 'near' >  Jrc {Kiy.} digasa, {Md.} diGa-sa id., Ewk daGa ± daa ±
daga, Sln daga, Neg daGa 'near', Lm daG¥m v. 'approach', daksa- id. ,
da2sæa 'near' ¶ STM I 187-8, Gru. SSJ #681, Kiy. 135, Md. ChF 136 ¶ Tg *-
g-  for the expected *-k-  still needs explaining  ?φ pJ {S} *ti~ka!- 'near' >
OJ tika-, J: T c1ika!i, Ky c>i!kai, Kg c7iòke!, Ns c7iòkya!-, Sh c7ika!-, Ht sÈòka!-, Y
ta2!- id. ¶ S QJ #1OO, Mr. 142 ¶¶ ≈  DQA #351 (A *da"~kæi! 'follow, nea r ' ;
does not take into account M *do4ku4- and does not distinguish be tween
A *d{o4}k{i}- 'be near' and A *dakV- v. 'follow, go behind so., w N *daka
'back  [dorsum], back [rear], behind'), STM I 188; on the vowel co r r s .
justifying the rec. of A *do4ki- see  SDM VC (A *o4 (with *i of the second
syll.) > T *i\a, M *o4, pJ *i); in Tg *daga ≠ *d{i}ga 'near' the vowels *a ≠
*i  (for the expected labialized vw.) have not yet been explained ˚ IS I
215-6 (*daK'a  'near', adduces the U and A reflexes of N *daka '⇑ ').
52O. *dal ßßßßV  'tasty, sweet' >  IE: NaIE *dl=≤k+k8u-  'sweet' (< N *dalßßßßV + N
*Laûûûûqu6666 'tender, mild' [‘] 'sweet', q.v.) >  L dulcis (<  *dl=k+k8wi-s)
'sweet, pleasant' »» Gk glyky1ß, glykero1ß 'sweet' (P: gl- <  *dl- due t o
dis. from the word-medial -k-) ¶ WP I 816, P 222, EI 56O (*dl=ku-s ≠
*gluku-s), WH I 379-38O, F I 314-5, Ch. 228-9, Hofm. 46 ¶¶ IE *d- ( f o r
the expected *d≈-) is due to one of the IE incompatibility laws (*d...k'''' >
pre-IE *t...k' >  IE *d...k) || HS: ECh: Mu {J} d'i!l / d'e2^l / d'i!lla~ 'être sucré ' ,
{Lk.} d'ï!li!t 'sweet', Mkl {J} da~lu^l 'gentillesse, douceur' ¶ Lk. ZSS 181, J
LM 78 ¶ The glottalized d'- in Mu still is still to be explained || A
{SDM97} *dalo 'tasty, sweet' >  NrTg *dal- id. >  Ewk dalli ± daldi, Lm
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dalr¥ ± dalda ± dald¥ ± dalla ± dall¥, dalsI ± dalhI, Neg dalIgdI2 id. ¶
STM I 195  Ko *tÄ~r- 'sweet' >  MKo tÄ~r-, Ko tal- v. 'be sweet' ¶ S KD
#545, Nam 14O, Rm. SKE 253  ?σ NaT *J{a}l- > OT [MhK] {Br.} jalînc7˝a
(as7), {Cl.} jîlînc7˝a (as7) '(food) which has no fat in it, or salt, or t a s t e '
(unless from T *Jalîn, *Jalîn{J}aq 'naked', see  ET J 1O4-6); o t h e r
possible Tk words of this √  are Alt {GAJ} Z1alîm-c1î 'fresh water' (GAJ
167) and VTt z7 !alam¥k 'feiner Grießbrei' (Rl. IV 37) ¶ Br. MT 75, Cl.
931, DTS 266 ¶¶ Rm. EAS I 5O-1, DQA #353 (A *dalo 'sweet, tasty') || D
{tr., †GS} *ta2lß- v. 'season\flavour food with spices' >  Tm ta2l5i id., Ml
ta2l5ikka, Kn ta2l5isu, OTl {Km.} ta2la2boyu, Tl ta2lincu, ∆  ta2la2bo2yu
v. 'season food', Kn ta2l5ida, ta2l5ada, ta2l5da, ta2l5l5u 'boiled a n d
seasoned vegetables', Tl ta2limpu 'seasoning, a seasoned curry', OTl
{Km.} ta2lupu n., Knd ta2lep 'seasoning of food with spices' ¶¶ D
#3186, Km. 381 [#56O].
521. *d{i}l∏∏∏∏a (= *d{i}l ßßßßa?) 'sunshine, daylight, bright' > HS: SC: I rq
{Wh.} de!lo 'day' (as opposed to 'night'), Alg {Wh.} de!lu id., Kz {E} deles-
'yellow', ?? Asa {E} -dili?i 'red' ¶ Wh. IC 23, E SC 346 [#11] (pRt *del-
'daylight') || K  *°dila 'morning' > OG, G dila 'morning', OG dila ' dawn ' ,
'to-morrow', diliti 'in the morning' ¶ DCh. 478, Ser. 58, Abul. 142 ||
IE: NaIE *d≈el- 'sun, bright' >  Arm de¬in deÒin (gen. deÒnoy) 'yellow,
pale' (<  *d≈eleno-) »» ? pAl {O} *delwa, {Huld} *dieÒ 'sun' >  Al: G/T
diell, {Kf.} G dill 'sun', {Huld} SG/Ba diÒ, Sh dïÒ, D/Be/Ç dieÒ, A dyeÒ,
P dïeÒ id., dïeÒna id. ({P} <  *del-no-) »» OIr {P} dellrad 'Glanz', ? NIr
{Dnn.} dealrach  'bright, shining' »» ON Dellingr 'father of the god o f
day (Dagr)', MLG {P} ge-telle 'hübsch, artig' ¶ P 246 (does not adduce
Al and reconstructs *d≈el- 'leuchten, hell'), Vr. 72, 75, Kf. 81, ≈ O 6 5
(qu.: pAl *delwa <  IE *g8≈elw- 'yellow' with a tabooistic change), Huld
5O-1, ≠ Slt. 349 (unc.: Arm deÒin connected with Arm dalar dalaR
'green, fresh' [which, acc. to P 234, goes back to IE d≈al- {P} 'b lühen,
grünen']), Dnn. 228-9 || A ({DQA} *di" ~lo 'sun, sun cycle, year'): NaT
*Jîl 'year' >  OT jîl, Tk yIl, Tkm jîl, VTt, Bsh j¥l, Az il, Qzq, Qq z7îl,
Qrg Z7îl, Uz, ET, SY jil, StAlt Z1îl, Xk, Tv c7îl, Yk sîl 'year'; T ı M: WrM
Zil , HlM, Kl, Dg Z7il 'year' ¶ Lack of the final vw. in the M word suggests
that it is a loan from T ¶ ET J 275, S AJ 186 [#1O5], 239 [#118], Rs. W
2OO, Cl. 917, TL 7O-2, MED 1O54  NrTg *di3laça2 'sun' >  Neg ∆  dilaça,
Ewk dilaça2 id. ¶ STM I 2O6, S AJ 238 [#2O1]  pKo *tolc>+s 'full year ,
anniversary (cycle)' >  MKo tors, NKo tot (tols), tol id. ¶ S AJ 2 5 6
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[#131], S QK #131, MLC 478  pJ *t‰~si~ 'year' >  OJ to~si~, J: T tos1i!, K
to!si~, Kg to!s7i!ò, Ns tu~s7i!, Sh tu!s7i!, Ht tu~òsÈ!, Y tu~tc7i~ id. ¶ S AJ 269 [#1O7], S
QJ #1O7, Mr. 551 ¶¶ S AJ 31, 88, 278-9 [#1OO], ≈ DQA #382 (A *di"~lo
'year; sun, sun cycle' >  T, Tg, Ko, J) || ?σ D *tÉlß- ({†GS} *t-) >  Tm tel5,
Kn til5i, tal5i v. 'become clear', Ml tel5i 'clearness, brightness', Td tu4lßy
'clear', Tu tilßi 'transparent, clear, distilled', teli 'clear, pure, f i l tered' ,
Tl teli 'white, pure', Klm telmi, Gdb tellan, Knd telani 'white' ¶¶ D
#3433 ˚ IS I 219-2O [#28] (K, IE, A [T, M, Tg]) (‘ BmK 273-4: IS’s
comparison + SC + D). If the D cognate is valid, the reconstructed N
etymon must be *d{i}l ßßßßa .
522. *dul∏∏∏∏i 'fire; to heat' > U *tulß +le 'fire' (× N *t''''u 6 666l ∏ ∏∏∏V 'fire; to kindle
[a fire]') >  F, Es tuli 'fire' » pLp {Lr.} *tol‰ >  Lp: N {N} dolla6, S {Hs.}
daºlle, Kld to2li id. » pMr {Ker.} tul > Er/Mk tol tol id. » Chr: L tul tul,
H tyl t¥l id. » pPrm *tu$l >  Z tÈv, Vt tÈl id.  Sm {Jn., Hl.} *tuy id. >
StNe T tu, Ne O {Lh.} tu2, Ne F {Lh.} tu;, Ng {Ter., Mkl.} tuy, En {Cs.} X tu6,
B tu » Slq Tz {KKIH} tu4, Tm {KD} tu4∏, Ch {Cs.} tYu4 id. » Kms {KD} s7u$:, s7u$
'Feuer, Licht', Koyb {Sp.} s√ 'fire' » Mt {Hl.} *tuy 'Feuer, Feuerzeug' (Mt:
M/T tui, K {Mll.} dui, A {Msr.} thui, {Strl.} thuy 'fire', M {Sp.} tuj
'ognivo  = flint\steel for striking fire') ¶¶ UEW 535, Coll. 63, It. #2O5,
Sm. 54O (U *tulÈ, FU, FP *tuli, Sm *tuj), Lr. #1266, Lgc. #7914, Hs.
415, Ker. II 168-9, Ep. 124, LG 292, Jn. 166, Hl. M ##1O85-6, KKIH 1 8 9 ,
KD 66 ¶¶ Sm *-y <  U *-l+lßi || A  *du2 !li- 'be(come) hot\warm' >  NaT *Jîlî-
v. 'be(come) hot ' >  OT {Cl.} jîlî- id., Tk IlI-, Tkm jîla-, Bsh j¥l¥-, U z
jili-, ET ili-, Qrg Z7îlî-, Qzq z7îlî-, StAlt Z1îlî-, Xk, Tv c7îlî-, Yk sîlîy- v.
'become warm \ warmer'; d. NaT *Jîlîg ≠ *Jîlug adj. 'hot, warm' >  OT
{Cl.} jîlîÌ id., QK jîlîÌ, SY jilîÌ, Az ilîÌ, Tkm, Qmq jîlî, Bsh j¥l¥, Tk
IlI, ET jiliq, Uz jiliq ≠ iliq, Qrg Z7îlu, Qzq z7îlî, StAlt Z1îlu, Xk c7îlî˝, Tv
c7îlîG 'warm' ¶ Cl. 919, 925, ET J 275-6, Rs. W 431, Dr. TM III 281-2  M
*dula-˝an 'warm' >  MM [HI] {H} dulah5an 'lau', {Ms., Lew.} dula√an
'chaleur modérée', WrM dula9an, HlM dulaan dula2n, Kl dulan, Brt
dulaa(n), Dg, ShY dula2n 'warm; warmth'; (× N *tul !!!! ++++ l ß ßßßV 'be bright, b e
light [hell]', q.v. ffd.): WrM dul, HlM dul 'clear, serene, bright' ( o f
weather) ¶ H SMG I #73, Ms. H 51, Lew. II 36, MED 272, KRS 214, Chr.
2OO, T DgJ 138, S AJ 238 [#1O1]  Tg *du23l- vt. 'warm' (of sun) >  Ewk
du2l-, Lm dU2l- id., Jrc {Md.} duluhun 'warm', {Kiy.} dulhun 'sunny (?)' ¶
STM I 221, Gru. SSJ #2O, Kiy. 97 [#O2O], Md. ChF 136  pJ *du~ ' w a r m
water' >  OJ yu, J: T yu!, K yu2&, Kg yu~ ¶ S AJ 72, 271 [#17O], S QJ #17O,
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Mr. 578 ¶¶ S AJ 51, 72, 284 [#215], ADb. KL, SDM95 (A *du2li (-u4∏-)
'warm'), SDM97 (A *du4∏lu id.), DQA #392 (A *di\i2lu id.) || D {tr., †GS}
*tulß- v. 'shine, sparkle, be bright' (×  N *tul !!!! ++++ l ß ßßßV '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) || HS
*dVl- >  CS *√dlk' vi. 'burn' >  BHb qld†√dlk' G  'set on fire', JA, Sr,
MHb √dlk' G  vi. 'burn' ¶ BDB #1814, KB 214, KBR 223, GB 163, Js. 3 1 1 ,
Sl. 34O, Br. 155, DRS 268-9  ? EC: Sa dilH-eno 'charcoal', {R} dilheno2
'live coals' (×  N *Z1111u 4 444[hV]lßßßß˝V or *Z1111u[hV]lßßßß˝É 'smoulder, burn' [intr.],
'live coals', q.v. ffd.)  ? WCh *ÊVl- 'hot', (?) v. 'heat' >  Ang {ChL} tal
vt. 'burn', Su {J} ta@l 'heiß, fiebrig', Kfr {ChL} ta~l 'hot' » Tng {J} tu~ldu~l
'warm', ? tE~lE~ v. 'fry, put in\on fire, roast' ¶ J T 152, 157, J S 84, ChL,
ChC, ≠ Stl. ZCh 173 [#254] (WCh *dVl- with *d- on the presumed ev. o f
Hs dallaro2, actually meaning 'protrude' rather than {Stl.} 'kindle ' ) ˚  IS
I 221-2 [#71] (‘ BmK 274-5). Since this N etymon is not the m a i n
source of D *tulß-, the latter does not provide legitimate ev. f o r
identifyng the N lateral. Hence we reconstruct it not as N *l ßßßß, but as a
less specific N *l ∏ (sc. *l ++++ l ß ßßß). The delabialization of N *u  in T (producing
T *î) occurs in several N words, but the conditions of th is
delabialization still need investigating.
523. (€?) *daÓl∏∏∏∏V ¬ *dal∏∏∏∏ÓV 'lick' > A *da2l{u} > T **Jal{u}˝a- > *Jalga-
≠*Jala- v. 'lick': [1] *Jalga- (≠ *°Jalwa-?) > OT jalga- ≠ [MhK] jalwa-,
Xlj jal˝a-, SY jal˝a-≠ja˝la-, Xk c7al˝a-, Tv c7îl˝a-, Tf c1îl9a-, Yk sala2-
id.; [2 ] T *Jala- id. > Tk yala-, Tkm. Ggz, Az, Kr, Nog, VTt, Bsh, ET, Ln
ja2la-, Uz jala4-, Qzq, Qq z7ala-, Qrg Z7ala-, Alt Z1ala-, Chv s1ula- id. ¶ Cl.
926-7, ET J 87-8, Rs. W 182, DTS 228, 23O, MKD 211, DT 219, Ra. 1 9 9 -
2OO  M *do2lu˝a- (≠ *do2li˝a-?) 'lick' > MM [MA] dola2-, [IM] dolo2-,
WrM dolu9a- ≠ doliya-, HlM doloo-, Brt dolëo-, WrO dolo2-, Kl
dola- dola2-, Ord, Dg dolo2-, Mnr H {SM} dòo2li-, T} do2li-, Dx dolu-, Ba
dol‰-, ShY do2l-, MMgl do2l!- ¶ The lenghth of *-o2- is evidenced by MMgl ¶
Pp. MA 142, 436, MED 259, Krg. 562, KRS 2O5, KW 94, SM 59, T 33O, T
DnJ 118, Iw. 98, Ms. O 15O, Hatt. LV ∀  (on pM long vowels preserved i n
Mgl)  Tg *dala- v. 'lap' (of animals)' > Ewk, Neg, Ud dala-, Ork dal(l)a-
, Ewk dal- id., Ï: Neg dalaw-, Orc dalau-, Ul dakan-, Ork dalaw-,
dallaU-, Nn dalo ± dala- v. 'feed (dogs)' ¶ STM I 193 || HS: Ch: WCh:
Tng {J} delme- 'lick' »» ECh: Mkl {J} da6ld'a!- id., v. 'taste' ¶ ChC, J T 79, J
LM 78 || ?φ K: GZ *t'lek'- 'lick, lick oneself' (× N *{t ''''}il ∏ ∏∏∏V(-K''''o) ' t ongue ' )
> G t'lek'-, Mg t'irk'- 'lick, lick oneself' ¶ K *t'- (rather than *d-) is due t o
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the abovementioned merger and possibly to regr. as. ¶ K 182, Fn. KW-1
36, K2 19O.
524. € *du4444 ++++u[Ó++++w++++y]lV 'itching, lust' >  A: *du4∏+ulV >  T *°Ju4∏l- >  Yk su4∏l-
'be in heat' (of male reindeer, stallions, capercaillies, etc.), su4 ∏l 'heat ( o f
male animals)' (×  N *du 6666 l ß ßßßËhV  'be mad, be stupid' [q.v.]) ¶ JkR 352, Pek.
2887, ≈ Md. 66, 163, ≈  Rs. W 213  J: OJ turub- v. 'copulate' ¶¶ DQA
#4O4 (T < A *du2!li 'mad, crazy', see  N *du6666l ß ßßßËhV) || D *tu2l- ({†GS} *d-)
>  Kn du2le  'itching, lust', Tl du2la  'itching, itch', Prj dulkar`n1id, dulada2ma
'cow-itch' (kar`n 1id '∈  creeper'), Gnd M {LuS} doorwa 'Indian cowhage' ,
Knd du2la 'itch' ¶¶ D #3392 ˚  The long vw. in T suggests the p resence
of an additional cns. (a lr., *w , or *y ) in the pN word.
525. *du6666l ß ßßßËhV 'be mad, be stupid' >  U: FU (att. in ObU) *°t{Ë}lßV
'mad' >  Os (partially in composita) *tulß 'mad' >  Os: V/Vy/Ty tulß, Y tul,
D/K tu4l, Nz tu"l id.; Vg Ss tul (<  Os?): tul-pa2Nq 'sinnlos machende r
Fliegenpilz' ¶ Ht. #827 || A ({AD} ≈ *du2lwÉ, {SDM97} *du2lbi, {DQA}
*du2 !li 'crazy, stupid' [‘  'deaf']): T *Ju4 ∏l-, {Md.} *Ju4i\l´- 'be crazy', ' ange r '
> Alt Z1u4∏l- 'be crazy, mad', ET Tr {Rl.} Jo4∏la4- 'be a sleep-walker, rave', Chv
ßile€ s1ilÁ ≠ {Fed.} s1il 'anger, fury', possibly also Yk su4∏l- 'be in h e a t '
(of male reindeer, stallions, capercaillies, etc.), su4∏l 'heat (of ma le
animals)' (× N *du4444 ++++u[Ó++++w++++y]lV 'itching, lust ' )  ¶ Rs. W 213, BT 6O, JkR
352, Pek. 2887, Md. 66, 163, Ash. XII 152-5, Fed. II 117, Rl. III 6O8, 6 2 8
 M *du4ley 'deaf' > MM [MA, IM, IsV] du4lei\, [L] du4lï, WrM du4lei, HlM
dulij, Kl d¥lá, {Rm.} du4la4∏, Mnr {T} dulï, {SM} dòulï, Dgr dulï, Dx
duley id. ¶ KW 1O5, MED 28O, T 331, T DgJ 138, T DnJ 118, Pp. L III 5 7 ,
Pp. MA 147, 436, Lg. VMI 28, KRS 218  Tg *du3lbu- v. 'become stupid' >
Ewk Údulbu- id., Lm dUlbUr 'fool, stupid', WrMc dulba 'stupid' ¶ STM I
221-2  ?σ pKo {S} *tor 'wicked, base, wild' >  NKo tol id., tul- ' s tupid ,
clumsy' ¶ Rm. SKE 272, S QK #869, MLC 478, 5O9-1O ¶¶ DQA #4O4 (A
*du2!li 'mad, crazy') || HS: S (or WS?) *°√dlh 'go mad' >  Ar √dlh G
'perdre la raison, être frappé d’aliénation mentale; tomber dans l a
stupéfaction; éprouver un violent trouble, perdre la tête (d’amour, d e
chagrin, etc.)', da 2lih-un  'qui a perdu la tête; aliéné, fou', Ar O dilih, Hr s
(π  Ar?) (≤deleh) ≤de2leh 'foolish, silly' ¶ BK I 726-7, Jo. H 24, DRS 262.
526. *dalqa++++Ë 'wave' > HS *°√dlX v. 'rise in waves, stir up' > S *√dlX
id., 'agitate' >  BHb √dlH G  'make turbid (water)', IA, JA, Sr √dlH G
id., 'stir up' (? Aram *√dlH v. 'mix' ı Ar Îulla2H- 'milk mixed with
water'), Ak fOB/OA √dlX v. 'stir up, roil (water), blur (eyes)', Ak OB
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dilXu 'trouble, confusion' ¶ KB 213, KBR 222, Js. 3O9, DRS 264, CAD
III 43-6, 141-2   B: Ah d´l´Œ  'être trouble' (of water) ¶ Fc. 196, NZ 3 3 2
|| IE *°d≈elÓ- >  Ï Gk †a1lassa, Gk A †a1latta 'sea' (<  *d≈l=∏-tya; *d≈l=∏- <
*d≈l=H-), Mcd [Hs.] dala1gcan accus. 'sea' ¶ F I 648-9, Ch. 42, ≠ EI 5 O 3
(the Gk word π non-IE lge.) || D {tr., †GS} *tall- v. 'be agitated, wave '
>  ds.: Kn tallan5a 'agitation, amazement, alarm, fear, grief', Tu
tallan5a 'wavering, vexed', Tl tallad5amu 'agitation, commot ion ,
anxiety, turmoil' ¶¶ D #31O4 || A: Tg *dalan 'flood, inundation' >  Neg
dalan, Ul dala(n-), Nn dala2 id. ¶ STM I 193  [1] M *dal{a}y (unless t h e
word as a Chn loan, w Cl. 5O2: Clauson treats OT taluy as a loan f r o m
Chn ta 'large' + lei\ 'Sang-kan river') >  MM [S] dalay 'sea, lake', [HI]
dalay 'sea, ocean', WrM dalay, HlM dalaj 'ocean, sea, great lake ' ,
Mnr H dòale2 'sea'; M *dal{a}y ı OT taluy 'sea, large body of water' ¶ H
31, Ms. H 48, MED 224, SM 41, T 327, Cl. 5O2  [2] M d. *doli-gi- >
WrM dolgi- v. 'wave, undulate, be tempestuous; Ï M *doligi˝a2n
'wave' >  MM doligiye2n, dolgiyan, WrM dolgiya(n), Dg dolg1e2N, dolg1a2n,
HlM dolgio(n) 'wave' ı Ewk A to2lga2n 'whirlpool', WrMc dolcin
'wave', Yk dolgun, Tkm tolqun, Qzq tolqîn, Az dalÌa, Tk dalga 'wave' ¶
MED 259, IS AD #6.43, Pp. AU 1OO, Pp. IM 77, Rm. VMT 15, 55, KW 9 4
 ?σ T *t£a2l!(È)- v. 'oveflow' >  OT, XwT XIV, Chg ≥XV tas7- id., MQp XIV
tas7- v. 'boil over' (of a pot), Tkm da2s7, Ggz, Kr tas7- 'overflow', 'overflow
its banks' (a river), ET tas7-, Uz tow- tås7- id., 'run over', Tk tas>, Az
das7, CrTt tas7- id., 'boil over' (of water\milk in a pot), Xk tas- 'run over ,
overflow its banks' ¶ Cl. 559, ET VGD 169-7O  ¶ T *t£- for the expected
*J- (<  A *d-) may be due to the infl. of T *t£ o2l- v. 'be filled, be full' (s e e
N *toé€l∏∏∏∏V ¬ *tol∏∏∏∏é€V 'to fill, to pile up; full') ¶ T *-l!- < **-ly- < **-
lVy- (cp. M *dal{a}y) ¶¶ ≠ The origin of u in OT taluy and of *o in M
*doli-gi-  remains obscure (presence of some rounded vw., e.g. *Ë in N
*dalqË?) ¶¶ ≠ DQA #2719 (A *c7alV 'sea' (>  M *dalay 'sea' + unc. T *t£
a2l- [actually meaning 'immerse, dip, dive', see  ET VGD 133-4] and Tg
*°Jal- [in fact *°Ja2l-] 'overflow, be filled with water' > Lm Ja2l- id. [STM I
245-6]); in an earlier version of DQA: A *ta2l!V (>  T *t£a2l!(È)-, M *dalay
'sea', Tg *dalan 'flood'), ≠ SDM95 s.v. *ti\olV 'wave, shallow place' (•÷
pKo *to!r 'ditch' and pJ *tu~ 'ford'; the T words [Yk dolgun, Tk dalga,
etc.] are considered inherited A words representing pT *t£alKu 'wave ' )
˚  IS I 216-7 (*dalq{u}), cp. IS MS 334 (*t{o}lgÿ) ˚  N *q  i s
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recontructed on the ev. of S *X and IE *Ó ˚  ≠ Resh. NNE # 1 1
(phonetically unjustified comparison of A *ta2l!V with FU *ta4wÎe ' full ' ,
see N ≈≈  *t''''a 4 444wodV 'be full').
527. *dáLbV 'to gouge, to dig, to cut through' > IE: NaIE *d≈elb≈- v.
'dig, gouge', {EI} 'dig' >  OHG bi-telban ± -telpan, OSx bi-delvan
'to bury', MDt, Dt delven, OFrs delva, AS delfan 'to dig\bury', NE
delve »» ?? Blt (× N *tal ßßßß ÷ 3 333 {o}  '≈  [back of the] neck, shoulders'): Lt
da~lba 'crow-bar, lever', Pru dalptan ; "Durchschlag" 'crow-bar ( f o r
punching holes)' » Sl *dÁlb-ti / 1s prs.*dÁlboß v. 'gouge' >  OR, RChS
d5lbsti dËlbsti ≠ dl5bsti dlËbsti, Uk dov≤sti / p r s .
dov≤bu, Blr dau€b≤c¡, Blg d`l≤b`, SCr du!psti / prs. du!be2m, Slv
do!lbsti / do!lbem, R dol≤bit∆ / µ dol≤bl√ ¶ WP I 865-6, P 246-7 ,
EI 159, Mn. 179, Vr. N 11O-1, OsS 825, Kb. 1O16, Ho. 71, Ho. S 12, Frn.
81, En. 156, Tp. P A-D 291-4, Bern. I 25O-1, ESSJ V 2O6, Glh. 213, SPS III
36, 246-8 (*dl!=ba-ti, *delb-ti) || A: M *delbe >  WrM delbe, HlM
d´lb´ 'through and through, to pieces, asunder', M *delbere- >  WrM
delbere-, HlM d´lb´r´- v. 'burst, crack asunder'; WrM
delberkei-, HlM d´lb´rxij  'split, cracked; crack, cleft, crevice', Kl
{Rm.} delwr=kE2 'tiefer Riß; tief gespalten' ¶ MED 248, KW 87 || HS: S:
(mt.) Ar dubl-at- (pl. dubal-, dubul-) {Ln.) 'the hole of a h o e \ a d z \ a x e ' ,
{BK} 'trou dans la hache, qui sert à la suspendre' ¶ BK I 668, Ln. 85O ˚
Cf. BmK 268-9 (*dal-/*d´l- v. 'cut, prick, pierce, gash, notch, wound ' ,
based on semantically and phonetically shaky comparison of t runca ted
roots: IE d≈el-b≈- v. 'dig, hollow out', *d≈el-g- 'sharp object', C *√dl÷ v.
'be cracked', v. 'gash, notch', D *tall- v. 'beat, crush', M delbere- (w
above), Tk delik  'hole').
528. ?σ  *dáL{k}a  'to prick' >  IE: NaIE *d≈elg- v. 'prick', n. ' t h o r n ' ,
{EI} 'sting, pierce', 'pin' >  OIr {P} delg 'thorn, needle' »» ON da1lkr
'fastening needle (fibula)', 'spina dorsalis piscium', 'dagger, knife', AS
dalc 'buckle, bracelet', possibly LG dolk, NHG Dolch, NGr ∆ Tolch
'dagger' »» Lt dilgu~s 'stinging', di~lge$ 'nettle'  ?σ possibly words f o r
'sickle, scythe': Lt dalﬁge$, Ltv dalgs, Pru doalgis 'scythe' »» L falx
(gen. falcis) 'sickle' ¶ P 247, EI 424, 428, Vr. 72, Ho. 7O, KM 137, Paul
129, Frn. 81, En. 162, Tp. P A-D 354-6, WH I 449-5O ||  A: ?σ Tg *delkV-
v. 'split' (× N *ta4444LV 'cut (split, trim, cleave]', q.v.) >  Ewk d‰lki- v.
'split\chop into pieces', Lm d‰lk¥-  v. 'separate, chop into pieces', Lm Sk
d‰lk´- 'split, chop (a tree) into pieces', Nn d‰lki- v. 'split (reed in o r d e r
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to plait mats)', WrMc delxe- vi. 'separate', Mc Sb d‰l˝‰- ' b e
disconnected \ ripped off; come off, go off, peel off', Jrc {Md.} delxe-,
{Kiy.} telxe- v. 'separate' ¶ STM I 232-3, Y ##12OO, 1713, Kiy. 1 1 9
[#39O], Md. ChF 136 ||  ?φ  HS: SC: Brn {E} dela÷- v. 'gash, notch', Kz {E}
dala-  v. 'shoot (with arrow)' ¶ E SC 345 ˚  Doubtful (Tg *delkV- has a n
alt. explanation, the ev. of SC is phonetically imperfect) ˚  ≈ Gr. II # 2 9 5
(*tel 'pierce') (IE, Tg + err. A, Ko, J, Gil + qu.  CK).
529. ?σ € *deL[V]P3333V 'to flap, to wave', 'to fly' (“ 'to flap wings'?) >
HS: S *°√dlp > Ar dalu2f- 'rapide dans son vol' (of eagles, birds) ¶ BK I
724 || A: T *Jelpi- v. 'flap, fan, winnow'  > OT jelpi-n- v. ps. ' f a n
oneself', jelpi-t- v. caus. '≈ order to fan', jelpir- 'blow' (of wind), T k m
jelpe-, Kr, Qmq, Nog, Uz jelpi-, ET ja4lpu4-, Bsh jÁlpÁ-, VTt z7 !ilpÁ-, SbTt
Tb {Tm.} inf. jÁlb-u4-, Brb {Tm.} Jilba4-, Qzq, Qq z7elpiÆ-, Qrg Z7elpi-, Alt
{BT}, Tlt {Rl.} Z1elbi- v. 'fan', 'blow (on so.\sth.) (of wind) '
('obmaxivat∆ , obduvat∆ '), Xk c7elbe- 'wave hands, produce wind', Tv
c7elbi-, Tf c1elpî-, Yk sippiy- 'winnow'; T *Jelpik n. 'fan, waving object '  >
Az jelpik 'fan', Shor c7elbeg 'fortune telling by letting a cloth wave i n
the air' ¶ Cl. 92O, ET J 182-3, Rl. III 356-7, 1981, BT 52, Tm. 77-6, Ra.
195  M: [1] M *delb{e}- > Dg {T} delbur, {Pp.} dò‰lbu$—r, {Mr.} delebure,
{Mrm.} delwur ≠ delgur 'fan', WrM delbe-gene-, HlM d´lb´gn´-,
WrM delbe-lZe-, HlM d´lb´lz´- vi. 'move\sway' (of f la t \pro t ruding
objects), Kl {Rm.} delwl=z´-x´ inf. 'flattern, fächeln'  [2] M *dele- ( loss
of *-b(e)- due to metanalysis?) > WrM dele-, HlM d´l´- v. 'wave, f lap
(as wings), fan', Brt d´li- 'swing (razmaxivat∆ (-så ])', Kl del-
'flap (wings), take wing (fly up)' ¶ MED 238, 247-8, KRS 198, KW 8, Chr.
21, Klz. D I 122, T DgJ 136.
53O. *dVlûûûûqa6666 'feather' > HS: CCh: Glv {Rp.} z6a2kWa~ 'feather', Gdf {ChC}
z6a~kWa~ d'I2ka 'feather' (lit. 'bird feather', where d'I2ka means 'bird'); t h e
Ch √  is acceptable if z6- goes back to the cluster *dl- ¶ RpB 31, ChC ||
K: pGZ *burt' ûql=- 'down and feathers' > G burt' ûql- id., Mg but' ûqu- 'soft'; pGZ
*burt'ûql=- is likely to go back to a N phrase *0bu4444 ++++ur[?]V dVlûûûûqa6666 ( l i t .
'hair\down feather', see  N *bu4444 ++++ur[?]V 'lock of hair, down' [q.v.]) ¶¶ K
55, FS K 65 || U *tulka 'feather, wing' >  FU: pLp {Lr.} *tolke2 'feather' >
Lp: N {N} do<l…ge / -lg-, Kld taºlê:g, T tolê:gêe id., L {LLO} taºl…ke2 id., ' d o w n '
» pMr {Ker.} *t¥lga > Er/Mk tolga 'feather' » Prm {LG} *tu$l > Vt tyly, Z
Le tÈl id., Yz t Ú´l id., 'fin of fish', StZ tyv tÈv 'Schwung- o d e r
Schwanzfeder' »» Hg toll 'feather' » ObU *to"˝+w´l id. >  pOs *to"˝´l
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({∫Hl.} *tu"˝´l) > Os: V/Vy to"˝´l, Ty to"˝´¬, Y to"w´¬, D/K/Nz to"X´t, Kz
to"X´¬, O to"X´l id.; pVg *tO"w´l >  Vg: T to2l, LK/MK/UK/P/NV/LL/ML
towl, SV tawl, UL/Ss tow´l id., 'wing'  Sm {Jn.} *tu¥\y, {Hl.} *tua
'feather, wing' >  Ne T to, T O {Lh.}, Ne F {Lh.} to2, Ng {Mik.} t!u4¢‰, {Cs.}
t!u5, t!u5a, En {Cs.} tua, Slq Tz {KKIH} tu2, Mt {Hl.} *tu[g]a, ? *toga id. ( M t
M {Sp.} tu, K {Pl.} to1ga 'feather', M {Sp.} tuda 'its wing') ¶¶ UEW
535-6, Coll. 62, ≈ Sm. 54O (U *tuxlÈ ' feather '  >  FU *tulkaº, FP
*tulka, Ugr *tu"lka, Sm *tuo_j), MF 637, It. #216, Ker. II 169, LG
292, Lt. J 186, Ht. #624, Lr. #1267, Lgc. #7912, Jn. 166, KKIH 188, Hl.
M #1O7O || A *°da4+el[V]kæ- >  NaT *Jela4k '(large) feather' >  Tk yelek,
Osm {Rl.} ja4la4k (lY, eélé˚) 'feather (of a wing, an arrow)', Tkm jelek
'feather, down', Xlj ja$la$k 'feather' (DHST 3O9, but not mentioned i n
DT), Az la4la4k 'feather, plumage' (l- for j- <  *J- by as.), SbTt Tr jÁla4k
'comb\crest (of a bird)', SbTt Tö d. jÁlbÁrca2k id. ¶ ET J 179, DHST 3O9,
Rl. III 347, Tm. 77-8 ˚ Gr. II #145 (*tul 'feather') (U, A, Ko, CK, EA +
unc. Ai).
531. *dÉ9l!!!!a 6 666 (= *du 44449l ! !!!a 6 666?) 'bush(es), shrubs, thicket' >  HS: S *°daÌl- >
Ar daÌl- 'thicket', √dÌl Sh (pf. ?adÌala) v. 'be bushy' (of land) ¶ BK I
7O8, DRS 295  B *°√dly >  Ah te-d´le 'gros tronc d'arbre', Ttq ti-d´li
'tronc d'arbre' ¶ Fc. 192, Msq. 341, NZ 328 || U: FU *tÉl!V (= *tu4l!V?)
'young thick forest, shrubs' >  pPrm {Lt.} *teÚl! >  Z t¡l∆ til!, t¡l∆söd
til!s‰d 'thick pine forest, young thick coniferous forest', Prmk, Yz tel!
'young thick forest', Vt C t´l∆ tel! 'forest', Vt N tel! 'low wood,
underwood, shrubs' »» Ugr: OHg {Seb.‘LG} to4lgy 'shrubs', but hardly
here OHg to4lgy ≠ to4l, Hg to4lgy 'oak' (π  Alan, cp. Oss: I tuldz
tu2lZ, D tolZá id.) ¶ LG 279, Seb. WUS 326, EWU 1539-4O, Ab. III 3 1 5 - 6
|| A *d{ï}l!a6: T *J{ï}l! '(∈ ) forest' >  OT jî∏s7 or jîs7 'mountain fores t ' ,
Qmn/QK {Rl.} jîs7, {B} Z1is7 'forest', StAlt {BT} d∆yw Z1îs7 'thick forest', Tb
{Rl.} jîs7 id., 'taiga', {B} d∆yw Z1îs7 id. ('¢ern∆ , tajga '), d∆iw Z1is7
'forest', Xk ¢ys c7îs 'mountain forest' ¶ Cl. 976 (OT jî∏s7 with a long vw.
on the unsufficient ev. of Mah >mûd al-Kas ]g ≥arî's Arabic spelling), Rl. III
497, B DChT 116, 118, B DLT 145, B DK 213 || D (in GnD) *tËl+lß- (†GS}
*d-) >  Knd dolu 'a creeper plant, shrub, plant of shoot height', Png dol
'plant', 'stem, trunk', Mnd dul 'plant; sapling', Ku ku2li-dolu 'rice p lant ' ,
dulomi 'plant' ¶ D #3517.
532. *du6666Ól !!!! ++++l ß ßßßV 'dust' >  D *tu2lß-, {†GS} *du2lß- id. >  Tm tu2l5, Kn du2l5(u)
'dust, powder, pollen', Ml tu2l5, Tu du2l 5u, d˙u2l5u 'dust', Prj du2l- v. ' r i se '
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(of dust), Mnd tulve 'earth, soil'; D ı OI dhu2li- 'dust, powder ,
pollen' (which has influenced Tu d˙u2l 5u 'dust' and Ml dhu2l5uka- v. 'fly
about as dust') ¶¶ D #3283 (does not distinguish this √  from D *tukalß-
'dust'), Tu. #6835 || IE: NaIE *d≈eu\[´]l-/*d≈u2l-/*d≈wolo- 'dust '  > OI
dhu2li-, dhu2lika2 id. »» Gk †olo1ß 'mud, dirt' »» L fu2l°go 'soot; powder
used for darkening the eyebrows' (but EI: ÿ 'smoke') »» Lt du2!lis
'punk, piece of rotten wood', † {Ju.} 'Nebel, Dunst, Baummoder z u m
Beräuchern der Bienen', Ltv du2ﬁlais, du2ﬁlis 'fumigator (Räuchermasse
zum Fortttreiben der Bienen)' ¶ ≈  P 265, ≈ M K II 11O, ≠ F I 677, WH I
56O, ≈ Frn. 1O9, ≠  EI 160 (rejects IE *d≈u2li- 'dus t ' )     Not here NaIE
*tel- >  L tellus / -u2ris 'earth' and OIr talam id.; in the light o f
comparative ev. within IE the original meaning of NaIE *tel- is likely t o
have been 'flat surface' (see  N *t''''al ∏ ∏∏∏HV 'flat') ¶ P 1O61 || HS: NrOm
{Blz.} *tul(l)- 'ashes, dust' >  Ym {Wdk.} tu~lo@, {C} tulo2 'dust', Kf {Fl.}
tullo, {C} tullo2, Mch {L} ≤tullo, Shn {Fl.} tulla, {Lm.} tulla~ 'ashes', Dwr
{Bnd.} d'ïliya 'sand' (Blz. p.c. 2OO1) ¶ NrOm *t- < *d...Ó-? ¶ Blz. OL
##99-1OO, Wdk. BY 136, C SE III 85, C SE IV 5O6, L M 54, Lm. Sh 3 8 8 - 9
 ECh: Mgm {J} bu~ru!ntu~lle!, EDng {Fd.} bu!ri~nta~l pl. (sg. r bu!ri~nti~lo~) ' d u s t '
(possibly a N phrase *0bo6666ri{Ì}Ë nu  du6666Ól !!!! ++++l ß ßßßV, sc. N *bo6666ri{Ì}Ë  ' loose
earth, dust' +  [?] N *nu  genitive + N *du6666Ól !!!! ++++l ß ßßßV 'dust') ¶ JA LM 72, Fd.
1O1 ¶ One may try to adduce here Ch {JS} *y>il (= *J°il?) 'earth', but it i s
more likely to belong to N *?ul∏∏∏∏V 'sole, foundation, earth' (q.v. f fd . )
 ?σ ('dust' ‘  'earth'): LEC *d'ul- > Sml dßul, Sml N {Abr.} dßu!l 'earth, soil;
country, land', Kns {BlSO} d'ula 'field, cultivated area', Bs {HL} u2l ' e a r t h '
(×  EC *?ul[l]a 'earth' < the abovementioned N *?ul ∏∏∏∏V), ? Sa {R} du2l
'country (Bezirk, Gebiet, Landschaft)' (influenced by Tgr dAwAl
'district, country') ¶ LEC *d'- < *dÓ-? ¶ AD SF 59, DSI18O, ZMO 124, Abr.
S 69, R S II 1O6, HL 66, BlSO 25 ¶¶ Blz. OL (Om *{y}all-≠*yill- <  HS
*yil-≠yul-), Tk. I 62 (on the Eg - Ch parallel), EG I 26, Hng. 22 ˚  Cf.
Blz. SNE I 241 [#5] (*ÊulV; compares C, IE, D, and unacceptably K
*(m)t'wer- 'dust').
533. *deql !!!! ++++ l ß ßßßV  '(to be) thin' >  HS: S *°√dXl >  Ar √dXl G  'amaigrir ' ,
madXu2l- 'maigre, amaigri' ¶ BK I 678 || K *dVtXel- (> *ttXel-) v. ' b e
thin' >  OG, G tXeli 'thin, sparse', Mg tXitXu, Lz tutXu ≠ tittXu id., Sv
UB/LB/L/Ln {TK, GP, Dn., Ni.} d´⁄tXel 'thin', Sv {Ni.} nadtXeli th inness '
¶¶ K 93-4, Chik. 239, ≈ K2 71 (GZ *ttX-el-), ≠ FS K 1O2-3 (*dtX- v. ' b e
thin'), Abul. 185, TK 199, Ni. s.v. tonkij , GP 97, Dn. s.v. d´tXel || D
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(in SD) {tr., †GS} *telß- 'thin' >  Kn tel5, tel5u 'thinness', tel5upu id.,
Kdg t´⁄lßlßane 'thin' (of person or thing), Tu telpu 'thinness'; D ı OI
talina- 'thin, fine' ¶ D #3434 ˚  The corr. K *X - S *X is irreg.; t h e
solution may be found by supposing a change: pre-K *tq- >  K *tX- ( i .e.
N *deql!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV > reduplicted *dVdqVl- > [as.] *dVtqVl- > K *dVtXel-).
534. *dÅ++++ol! !!! [V]÷V (= *dÅl!!!! o÷V or *dÅl!!!! [V]÷o?) 'to push, to press ,
(?) to squeeze' > HS: SES *°√dl÷ > Jb C √dl÷ G (pf. ≤dela÷, sbjn. ≤yOdla÷)
v. 'shove, push' ¶ Jo. J 38-9, DRS 267  Ch: [1] WCh: Dr {ChL} di~le~ v.
'push'  [2] ? (× N *da4444{z6 666}V 'to strike', q.v. ffd.): Ch *√dl >  ECh: EDng
{Fd.} de!le~ 'frapper' »» WCh: NrBc: P’ {MSk.} Z7il, {IL} Z7ili, Sir {Sk.} Z7i~li!
'mortar' » SBc: Gj {IL} t≈u~li! id. ¶ ChC, ChL, Fd. 187 || U: FU *tol!V- v.
'push' >  pPrm {LG} *to+o4y- vt. 'push, shove' (× FU *tekV- v. 'push' < N ≈
*t''''e{h}aka?e6666 'to put, to set'?) >  Z LL toy-nÈ 'to prick, to pierce, t o
thrust, to poke', StZ toy-Ès7t-nÈ 'push' (mom.), toylav-nÈ 'push, p u s h
out', Z US töylal-nÈ, Yz ≤tu$y- v. 'push', Vt Uf tu4y- (<  *tuy-) 'push in ,
thrust', StVt tuyÈlÈnÈ id., 'stick in ([hinein-]stecken)', cau lk
(konopatit∆ )', Vt Sl tuy-Ès7t- vt. 'stick in '(hinein-)stecken' »» Hg †
toly- , Hg tol- , ∆  toy- 'schieben, rücken, stoßen' ¶ Coll. 119, UEW 5 2 8 -
9 (*toyV), LG 281, U3S 427 || D {Km., †GS} *talß- v. 'push' (× N *t''''al ß ßßßk ' '''a
'strike, push') >  Tm tal5l5u v. 'push, force forward, expel, reject', ' b e
removed\lost', Ml tal5l5uka v. 'push, reject', tal5l5u n. 'thrust, push', Kt
talß-, Td tolß-, Kn tal5l5u 'push, shove away, thrust', Tu talluni ≠
tal5l5uni 'push in', OTl {Km.} tala%gu, talu%gu (and Tl talgu)
'remove, shove away, expel', OTl tala%gu / tal- 'be lost (as wealth,
kingdom)', 'get out of the way (as crowd)' ¶¶ D #3135, Km. 379 [#549]
(*talß-), 38O [#552] (s.v. talu%gu) || ?σ,φ K: Sv: {Ni.} ot-tile v.
'squeeze', Ln {TK}, UB {GP} li-tle
Erro r!
535. (€?) *damV or *damVdV 'to cover, to close' > HS: WS *√dmm
>  Ar √dmm (ip. -dumm-) v. 'stop up, level, cover' ({Fr.} 'illinivit [e.g.
gypso domum], texit\obtexit aequaliter', {BK} 'boucher les trous [avec
de la terre, de la boue]; enduire'), Gz √dmm D  'close, cover, fill u p ,
heap up, level', Tgr √dmm L (pf. damAmA) v. 'close the udder' ¶ BK I
128, L G 134, Fr. II 53, LH 515, ≠ DRS 274  B *dïm- or *diÓm- >  Kb t3a-
d3im-t3 (pl. t3i-d3im-a) 'bouchon, couvercle', Shw dimi 'pièce d e
mousseline qui se met sur la table' ¶ Dl. 14, NZ 341 || A: M *°damda- >
WrM {MED} damda- v. 'cover, enclose, close', {Gl.} 'be covered,
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hidden, screened' ¶ MED 228, Gl. III 65 || ?σ U *°{t}Vm{t}a- >  Sm {Jn.}
*t¥mtaº- ≠ *t¥mt¥- 'wrap, fold' >  Ne T ta€mda€c∆ vi. 'shrivel (as b i rch-
bark in fire, worms) (zusammenschrumpfen)', vt. 'crumple', {Lh.}
ta¿mda¿c1 'zusammenwickeln, zusammenfalten'; Ï *t¥mtaºl- vt. ' fold,
roll' >  Ne T ta€mda€lc∆, {Lh.} ta¿m≤talc1 'zusammen-wickeln, -packen, -
rollen', Ne F tamta2rOt imv. 'wickle zusammen!', Slq Tz tamtÈl- {KKIH}
'twist\roll together, wrap', Slq Tm 1s aor. tamd´nabò ¶ Jn. 147, Ter.
623, KKIH 178, Lh. 464.
536. *dÅmV 'steam, mist, dust' >  HS: CS *dïm- 'mist, fog' >  Sr
d°m´-≤t3-a2 'nebula tenuis cineri simila', {JPS} 'mist', Ar dïm-at- 'pluvia
continua et tranquilla'; EthS *√dmn >  Gz dammana2 'cloud', d´mmu2n
'cloudy', dammana v. 'cover with clouds, be dark', Tgy dAmmAna≠
dAbAna, Tgr dAmAna≠dAbAna 'clouds' (ı Ag: Aw {L} damma4na4, Km
da4mma4na 'cloud[s]', as well as probably Bln {Bnd.} dEmna, Xm {R}
dimena id.) ¶ Br. 151, JPS 9O, L G 134-5, AD SF 51, DRS 274-5, L G 1 3 5
¶ An alt. (less likely) hyp. is that the EthS word is a Cushitism  EC: O r
{Grg.} du2messa, Or Gj {LLC} dume2nsa, Or B {Sr.} du2mansa, Or O du2masa,
Or T {Mrn.} dume2sa2, Or M {LLC}, Or Wl {Brl.} dumessa 'cloud', Or H
{Ow.} dummesa!, Rn {PG} du2~ba!t, {Oo.} du2≤bat 'fog, mist', Bs dumbo ' fog ' ,
Brj {Ss.} du2≤banc7i 'dense fog', ? Hd du2ba 'c loud' ¶ Ss. B 58, Grg. 115, Sr.
291, Brl. 128, Ow. 258, LLC 37, Th. 116, PG 1O5, Oo. 67, Blz. RL 2 5 7 ,
Blz. CL 177  NrOm: Bdt {Ss.} du2ma 'cloud' ¶ Ss. B 58  Ch *dVmVn-
'rainy season' >  WCh: Hs da2~mu!na2! ± da2mina ± da2mana id. » Ngz {Sch.}
dÈ~ma!n, Bd {ChL} d‰~ma~n‰!n id. »» CCh: Lgn {Nc.} ≤de2man id. ¶ Gr. LA 6 1 ,
ChL, Lk. L 88 ¶¶ Gr. LA 61 (S, C, Ch), AD SF 51 (S, C, Om, Ch), OS # 6 7 8 ,
≈  Sk. HCD 42 || ? K *°da[:]m- >  amb G dam-i 'steam' (unless a Persian
loanword [which is less plausible, because NPrs ˜da da4m means {Sg., BM}
'breath, air, scent', {Vl.} 'halitus, spiritus; odor' rather than 'steam']) ||
IE: NaIE {P} *d≈em- v. 'smoke', 'fly about' (dust), 'blow (blasen, wehen) '
(the meaning 'blow' is from N *dVmV 'to breathe, to blow' [q.v.]) >
Oss I dæm- da4m-, Oss D dym- d‰m- v. 'blow, smoke', Tati da4mi
'tobacco-pipe' »» pGmc *dem-b-/*dumb- >  Sw ∆  dimba ' s t eam ' ,
dimba- 'dampfen, rauchen, stieben', dumba 'Nebel, Dunst', NNr
damb 'dust', ON dumba 'dust, cloud of dust', NIc, Far dumba 'mis t ,
cloud of dust' ¶ Hardly here OI ≤dhamati 'blows', OCSd5m0 dËm-o<
/d0ti do<-ti, R du-t∆ v. 'blow', etc. (< N *dVmV '⇑ ') ¶ P 247-8, Vl.
I 898, 9O6, Sg. 536, Ab. I 382-3, Vr. 87 || A *da[:]m >  NaT *°Ja[:]m >  OT
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ja[:]m 'a piece of dust' ¶ Cl. 933 ˚ It is not yet clear if this N word is
genetically identical with (and is a sd. from) N *dVmV 'to breathe, t o
blow', or these are different N words that contaminated in IE. In
addition, in IE there was a merger with *d≈em(´)- 'dark' <  N *d{u6666}hmV
≠  *d{u 6666 }mhV  '(be) dark' (q.v.) ˚ Cf. BmK 267 (IE, S, C).
537. *du6666mV 'be motionless, be silent, be quiet' >  HS: WS *-du2m-,
*√dmm (prm. *-dumm-) (and a secondary root *√dmy+w) v. 'be quiet ,
silent' >  BHb em1uD du2≤ma2 'silence', eI!m5uD du2miy≤ya2 'silence, stillness,
rest', Mm1uD du2≤m-a2m (fossilized loc. of *du2m-) 'quiet, silence' (“ ' i n
silence'), Ug {OLS} √dm G 'quedarse quieto', Ar -du2m- (√dwm, ip. ya-
du2m-u) 'être tranquille, être en repos'; BHb Mmd √dmm G  (imv. M7D
≤dom, imv. f. im5`7D†≤dommï, ip. 3m yid≤dom) v. 'stand still, keep quiet, b e
motionless \ rigid', MHb √dmm G  'be silent', IA dmy 'rest, calmness
(?)', Gz √dmm T (pf. tadamma, tadamama) v. 'be silent, stop, b e
immobile, be stupefied', {KWK} d´ma2m 'silence'; BHb √dmy G  (ip. 3 f
em3d6T5 tid3≤mE2) 'still sein; zur Ruhe kommen, enden (Träne)' ¶ KB 2O8,
216-7, KBR 216-7, 226, BDB ##1745, 1747-8, 1826, OLS 132, BK I 7 5 2 -
3, Ln. 935ff., L G 134, JH 58, HJ 252, Lv. I 413, DRS 236-7, 274  C: Bj
dim-, dum- v. 'be silent' ¶ R WBd 66 || K *°dum- > G dum- v. 'be si lent '
¶ Chx. 324 || A ({IS} *du4nga): M *du4Nsu4yi- > WrM du4Nsu4i-, HlM
d¥nsij- 'be silent' ¶ MED 281  AmTg *duNgV- > Nn {On.} duNgiri¢‰n,
Nn Nh {STM} duNgur‰- 'become silent\calm', Nn KU {STM} duNgur‰l adv.
'quietly, in silence', Nn, Orc, Ul duNgum id. ¶ STM I 223 ¶¶ ≈ DQA # 2 2 7 1
(A *ti\u"m(k)u 'silent, calm'  >  M, Tg + err. T *dIm-, sc. *t[æ]îm ' s i lence '
[in fact from N *t'''' {i}m[Vn]V 'be quiet, be calm']) ˚  ≠ IS I 222-3 s.v.
*du4nga. IS equates the HS and K √  with Ltv dinﬁgt and A *du4NgV, b u t
this may be accepted only if the sound corr. IE *-ng[W]≈ ÷ A -Ng- ÷ HS *m
÷  K *-m-  is proved to be reg.
537a. (€?) *dVmV (=  *dimV?) 'to breathe, to blow' >  IE: NaIE
*d≈em- v. 'blow (blasen, wehen)' >  OI ≤dhamati 'blows, blows u p ,
kindles by blowing', NPrs ˆdyMd da4mïda4n 'to blow (blasen, wehen), t o
breathe', ˜d  da4m 'breath, air, scent', Oss I dæm- da4m-, Oss D dym-
d‰m- v. 'blow', Yzg dam- v. 'inflate, blow with bellows', Av da2‹maînya
'sich aufblasend, blähend' »» Lt du~mti  (prs. dumiu~) 'to blow (blasen,
wehen)', du~mple%s  'bellows', Pru dumsle  'urinary bladder' » Sl *doß-ti
/ 1s prs. d¥m-oß 'blow', OCSd0ti do<-ti / 1s prs d5m0 dËm-o<, R
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du-t∆, SCr duàti / prs. dme•m, Cz douti / prs. dmu, P da<c1 v.
'blow'; in some lgs. contamination with Sl *duŸti / prs. *dujoß 'blow' (< IE
*d≈eu\Ó-/*d≈ou\Ó- < N *duqV or *du4444qV 'blow [wehen, blasen], b rea the ' ) ,
whence the prs. forms: R du√, SCr duàje2m, Blg duå 'blow', as well a s
Slv du!ti  'to blow') ¶ P 247-8, Ab. I 382-3, M K II 92, Sg. 534-6, Frn. 8 8 ,
51O, En. 164, Tp. P A-D 391, Vs. I 555-6, ESSJ V 99-1OO, 166, Glh. 2 1 3 -
4 ¶ cp. N *dÅmV 'steam, mist, dust' || D *tïm (?) ({†GS} *t-) >  Tu
tïmpuni v. 'snort, breathe heavily, snivel', Knd ti;m ik- 'sob' (v.) ¶¶ D
#3276 || HS: ?σ S *√dmm, *-dumm- v. 'wail' (“ *'moan, b r ea the
heavily' “ **'breathe'?) >  BHb Mmd √dmm G (imv. M7D ≤dom) v. 'wail ' ,
Ug √dmm  G 'gemir, lamentarse', Ak √dmm  G  'jammern, klagen' ¶ KB
217, KBR 226, Sd. 155, CAD III 59-61, DRS 274, Grd. UT #674, OLS 1 3 3
˚ In IE *d≈em- v. 'blow' contaminated with *d≈em- 'stieben, rauchen' (<
N *dÅmV '⇑ '); the two N stems may be genetically identical.
538. (€?) *d{u6666}hmV ≠ *d{u6666}mhV '(be) dark' >  HS: S *√dhm >  Ar
duhm-at- 'blackness', duhm- 'tres noctes mensis illunes', duha2m- ' b lack ' ,
?adham- 'black, dark green', Jb {Jo.} ≤do≤hum, Jb C dhum ' heat -haze,
shimmer, morning mist', Mh d‰ho2m 'heat-haze, shimmer', Jb C {Jo.}
ed≤him (sbjn. ≤yEdh‰m) v. 'come upon so. unexpectedly at night ( t o
steal, to attack), do sth. by stealth at night, sleep with one's wife when
children or guests are sleeping in the same room', Mh {Jo.} h‰dho2m v.
'have sexual relations with one’s wife at night when another p e r s o n
(usually a child) is in the sleeping area', Ak √d?m G  (inf. da?a2mu)
'become dark' ¶ Fr. II 66, Jo. J 36, Jo. M 66, CAD III 1, DRS 227  EC
*dum-, *√dm v. 'become dark' >  Sa, Af, Sml dum- id., ? Brj {Ss.} damm-
v. 'spend the night', ? Or {Grg., Th, Brl.} dimimmisa 'twilight', Or {Brl.}
dimimmis-awu 'imbrunirsi, oscurarsi, farsi notte' ¶ Ss. B 52, 5 8 ,
Th. 1O4, Brl. 114, Grg. 1O5  WCh: SBc: Zul {ChL} dÈ~mu!ni!, Gj {ChL}
dÈ~ms7a^l, Buli {ChL} dum, Jm {Csp.}, du!mlu~ko2@, Tala tum {Csp.}, Tala Z {Csp.}
tu~m, Kir Mn tu!m 'dark' (Tala/Kir t- < pSBc *d-, see  Sh. SB 16) ¶ ChL,
Csp. 14, 46 || IE: NaIE *d≈em(´)- 'dark' (× *d≈em- v. 'smoke', 'fly a b o u t '
[dust] < N *dÅmV 'steam, mist, dust'), {Mn.} *d≈emy-o2 v. ' da rken ' ,
*d≈em´ro-s 'dark, gloomy, grim' >  Gk †e1meroß 'serious, grim', †emerv6piß
'grave and sedate of look' »» OHG timbar 'dark', OSw dimber, ON
dimmr id., dimma 'darkness', AS dimm 'dark', dimmian v.
'darken', NE dim »» OIr {P} dem 'black, dark', {SB} deim ' düs te r ' ,
deme 'darkness' ¶ WP I 851, P 248, Mn. 182, F I 66O, SB 147, Vr. 7 7 ,
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OsS 939, Kb. 1O18, Ho. 73 || A: ?φ Tg: WrMc duNgi ≠ duNki 'dark' ¶
STM I 224.
 538a. ≈ *dËm[?]u6666  (= *d{o}m[?]u 6666?) or *dËNwV (= *d{o}NwV?)
'(∈?) big tree' > HS: S: Ar dawm- {Ln.} 'doum palm (Hyphaene thebaica) ' ,
'big tree of any kind' ¶ Ln. 937, BK I 753  C: Bj {R} do2m 'doum p a l m '
(π Ar?) ¶ R WBd 66  Ch: WCh: NrBc: My {Sk.} du_m, Cg {Sk.} dI!ni!, Kry
di^n, Wrj {Sk.} d‰~na!i\, Mbr {Sk.} dI^N, Jmb {Sk.} di!na! (inChC} ' tree ' » AG:
Ang {CL} tÈN, Su {J} ti!N, Ywm {IL} t≈‰N, Cp ti&N ' t ree ' » Bd {ChL} d‰~ma!n
'tree, wood', Ngz {Sch.} d‰~m 'wood (for fire, etc.), stick of wood' ¶ Stl.
ZCh. 253 [#59] (NrBc *dVmV  'les '), ChC, ChL, Sk. NB 45, Sch. DN 34 ||
IE: NaIE *d≈onu-/*d≈onw- {EI} 'fir '  > Ht tanau 'fir' or sim.  Gmc
*danwo2- (< IE *d≈onwo2n-) > OSx danna, MDu, MLG danne, OHG
tanna-, NHG Tanne 'fir (Abies)'; Gmc *dannio- > OSx de<nnia, D t
den 'spruce' »» OI ≤dhanvana- 'Grewia asiatica', as well as possibly OI
≤dhanu-h5, dha≤nu-, ≤dhanvan-, ≤dhanus5- 'bow' and Av Tanwar´
id. ¶¶ EI 2O2, Ts. W 84, WP I 825, P 234, M K II 9O-1, KM 769, Kb. 1 O 1 2
|| A: It is worth paying attention to WrM dom, HlM dom ' l ime-tree,
linden' (MED 26O) that makes the impression of being a loanword
(because of its un-Mongolian phonetic shape [a WrM noun without final
vw.] and its absence in MM and the Mongolian lgs. other than WrM a n d
HlM). The source of the loan is unknown. Is it Tib ∆ ≤dum-po ' t r u n k ,
body of a tree' <  Classical Tib ≤sdoN-po id. (Jäschke D 296)? ||| N
*dËm[?]u6666 p ' '''u?i (≠ *dËm[?]u6666 bu?i?) or *dËNwV p''''u?i (≠ *dËNwV
bu?i?) '(∈?) big tree' (with *p''''u?i [≠ *bu?i?] 'tree, bush', q.v. ffd.) >
IE: NaIE *0d[≈]omb[≈]- (or *0d[≈]amb[≈]-?) 'oak' > BSl *dombo-s id. > Sl
*doßb¥ id. > OCS d0b5 do<bË, Blg d`b`, SCr du8b, Sln do8b, Cz, Slk,
HLs, LLs dub, P da<b, R, Uk, Blr dub id. » Blt *damba-s id. (lost in Lt a n d
Ltv) ı FV *tammV 'oak' > F tammi id., Er tumo, Mk tuma id., Chr: H
tum, L tu;m¥ id. ¶ ESSJ V 95-7, It. #45, SSA III 265, Coll. CG §  3O9 (FV
*tomma) ¶ The alternative hyp. of a FU source (FV *tammV) of the Sl
word is hardly acceptable, because it does not explain the Sl cns. *b a n d
because there is no geographical proximity between the areas of pSl
and early FU (see TpT 246) || U: FU *0tom-puwe > Prm **tum-pu > *tu-
pu (*pu 'tree') > OPrm tupu , Vt tÈpÈ 'oak' ¶ LG 286, Coll. CG § 3O9 (FV
*tomma) || D: [1] D *tump- 'Acacia arabica (babool t ree) '  > Tl
tumma, Kl tumba2 ± tumba, Gnd tumma (π Tl?); [2] D *tump- ' ebony '
>  Tm tumpi 'Diospyros tomentosa, Diospyros ebenum (two kinds o f
ebony tree)', Kn tumaki, tumari, tumbar-a≠-i, tumburu, Tl
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tubiki , tumiki  'wild mangosteen tree (Diospyros embryopteris)', Tl
tumida, Klm, Nkr tumki, Prj tumbri 'Diospyros melanoxylon', Gnd
tumrï ± tumri ± tumir ± tumer(i) id., 'ebony' , Nk tumik 'tendu t r ee ' ,
Gdb tumur, Ku du2ri 'ebony', Kui duri, dureni ± du2ri 'Coromandel ebony '
¶¶ D ##3329, 3335 ˚ If *-m-  in U, M, and HS may go down to N *-Nw-
, the N rec. is likely to be *dËNwV . If, on the contrary,  the N c lus ter
*-m?-  yields *-N- (and later -n-, *-nw-) in pIE and some Chadic lgs., t h e
tentative N rec. is *dËm[?]u 6666. The vw. *o in M and the absence of t h e
glide *u\ in NaIE *0d[≈]omb[≈]- and *d≈onu- suggest that the N labialized
vw. was *o  ˚ Blz. 159 [#77] (D, HS, FP, M).
539. *dim[V]Na++++á  'rubbish, dirt, animal faeces' >  HS: CS *≤dim[V]n-
(or *≤dum[V]n-) 'rubbish, dung' >  Ar dimn- 'débris, ordures; c ro t t in ,
fiente de bêtes; tas de fumier', √dmn v. G  'manure (a field)', BHb Nm37D
≤domEn 'dung' (the variant *≤dum[V]n- (in BHb ≤domEn) may be explained
by as. *i >  *u close to a labial cns.) ¶ GB 164, KB 217, KBR 227, BK I
735, DRS 274-5, MiK I #1.53  C: Bj √dmr pcv. ({R} 1s: p. a≤da2mer,
prs. ed≤m°r) 'be dirty', ≤da2mra 'dirty' ¶ R WBd 67  Ch: CCh: D b
{Lnh.} da~m 'dirt' »» WCh: ? Hs {Abr.} da!wd'a~ id. (w  <  *m before a cns.) ¶
ChC, Abr. H 199, ≠ Sk. HCD 46 || IE: NaIE *°d≈eng≈+g8≈- 'rubbish, dung,
dirt' (‘ 'earth') >  Gmc (× NaIE *d≈eng≈- v. 'cover' <  N *doNa  ' t o
cover'?): OHG tunga 'dung', tung 'cellar, g round-house '
('unterirdische zur Abwehr der Kälte mit Mist bedeckte Stätte als
Winterwohnung'), ON dyngja 'dung-heap; underground room f o r
women', OSx dung 'underground weaver’s work-room', AS dunÌ
'dung; prison', Ic, NNr dyngja 'dung-heap', OHG tunga 'Düngung,
stercoratio', NHG Dung, Du4nger, Sw dynga, Dn dynge 'dung', NE
dung ¶ ≠ P 25O, Vr. 9O, OsS 969-7O, Kb. 1O46, ≈ KM 147, Ho. 8O, Ho.
S 14 || A: NaT *JiN ≠ *Jin 'faeces, mucus' >  OT {Cl.} ji+eN, {DTS} jiN
'nasal mucus', jin 'animal faeces', SY jiN ≠ jin 'faeces of sheep; cud', Tv
c7in 'faecal mass', Qq, ET z7in 'contents of animals’ stomach; cud', Qrg
Z7in 'contents of guts and stomach', Alt Z1in id., 'excrements', 'cud', Qzq
z7în 'cud', Xk nin nIn, Tb {Rl.} n1in, Tlt/Brb {Rl.} jin 'contents of gu t s '
¶ Cl. 941, DTS 261-2, Rs. W 2O3, ET J 27-8, TL 148-9, BIG 118, Rl. III
514, 632 ˚ An alt. et. is also plausible: the S and the Gmc words f o r
'dung, rubbish' go back to a N etymon  *dom[V]Na 'to cover' (to b e
reconstructed instead of N *doNa  'to cover', q.v.) with a parallel
semantic change in S and Gmc: 'cover' ‘ 'cover the field with manure ,
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düngen', whence ds. for 'dung'; but the latter et. does not account f o r
the T word.
54O. € *dVmPV (= *dVmp''''V?) 'back, rear part, tail '  >  HS: C: Ag
*damb- >  Bln {R} dånbï ≠ dåmbï 'back, backbone', (pos tpos . )
'behind' »» ? EC (×  EC *zanb-/zinb- 'tail' < N ?? *Z7777an2222[Vb]V 'tail, back ' ,
Ss. WOKS 14O): Sml {DSI} dambe 'behind, after; later', ka dambe2 ' b e
behind, come after, follow', Arr du!mm 'tail', Dsn {To.} du!m 'tail tip' ¶ R
WB 1O7, DSI 13O-1, ZMO 83, Hw. A 353, To. DL 492  NrOm: Kf/Anf
{C} dombo2 'vulva', Anf {MYTY} dombo 'vagina' (“  *'anus') ¶ C SE IV
43O, MYTY 116  CCh: WMrg dimbur 'buttocks' ¶ ChC || IE: NaIE
*°dumb- 'tail, penis' >  YAv duma- 'tail', ZPhl dum, dumb, dumbak,
NPrs ˜du dom, ∫Mdudomb (< *dum[h]ma-), KhS dumaa- id., BdhSgd ırz-
Îwnp?k 'long-tailed' (Îwnp?k = [Îu2mba2k]), Oss I d‰ma4g, Oss D
duma4g 'tail' »» OHG zumpfo 'penis' ¶¶ P 227, Brtl. 75O, Vl. I 9OO, Sg.
534-5, Horn 128, Bai. 161, Ab. I 381, Kb. 1265, OsS 13OO ˚ Qu.: t h e
attested forms may alternatively go back to N *Z7777an 2222[Vb]V '⇑ ' (if Sml,
Om, CCh *d- and IE *d- are legitimate reflexes of N *Z 7777-) ˚ IE *d- ( f o r
the expected *d≈-) may be accounted for by the IE incompatibility law
that rules out media aspirata and tenues in the same √ , implying t h e
rec. of N *p'''' (*dVmp ''''V ).
541. *d{o}n2222V 'flat, low', (‘ ?) 'lowland' >  HS: WS *√dwn (≠ *°√dn?
≠ *°√dny?) >  Mn {MA} b-dwn 'en aval', Sb {BGMR} ?dyn ' i r r igated
field',  ¿ Ug {Blz.“?) dn.t 'lowland' (absent in Aistleitner and OLS), Ar
√dn? G  (pf. dana?a ≠ danu?a, ip. -dna?-) 'be mean' ('être vil, bas ' ) ,
dana2?-at- 'baseness, weakness', dany- 'vil, bas; faible' ¶ BK I 678, Br.
15O, DRS 277-8, BGMR 37, MA 27 || ?σ K: G done ≠ doni 'level' (Chx:
'Niveau, Stand, Stufe') ¶ Chx. 318-9, Fn. SK 94 [#65] || IE: NaIE *d≈en-
'palm of hand; plain, lowlands' >  OI ≤dhanuh5 'sandbank, island' ,
≤dhanvan- 'dry soil, shore' »» Gk †e1nar 'palm of hand, surface of t h e
sea' »» OHG te4nar, te4nara 'hollow hand', MHD te4ner, te4nre
'palm of hand' ¶ P 249, MW 5O9, M K II 9O, F I 361, OsS 925-6, Kb.
1O16, Lx. 225 || ?φ U: FV ≈ *tantVr[V] < F tanner (gen. tantere-n)
'field, lowland', pLp {Lr.} *to2nt‰r 'bare mountain, woodless highland' >
Lp: N {N} duodda6r 'bare mountain, high mountain moorland', S {Hs.}
duoddere 'Hochgebirge', L {LLO} tuottar id., 'waldloses Land', Kld
tu2ndar 'bare mountains, woodless highland'; Lp ı F tunturi ' b a r e
mountains in Lappland', R ≤tundra 'tundra' ¶ UEW 41, Lr. #1299, Lgc.
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#8O65, Hs. 464-5, SK 1224, 14O2 || A: Tg *du'nse 'land' (<  *dun-nse,
with the sx. *-nsa/e of n. coll.) >  Ewk dunn‰ ± dundr‰ ± dund‰ ± dunr‰
'land', Lm do$:nd¥ ± do$:nn‰ ± do2nd‰ ± du2nd‰ ± do$:nr‰ 'mainland; fores t ' ,
Ud {STM} du4Ηo$, {Krm) du4ho4 'mainland', Ul, Nn du‰nt‰ 'forest' ¶ Ci. 1 9 9 ,
STM I 224, Krm. 229 ˚  If FV ≈ *tantVr[V] belongs here, its vw. *a i s
still to be explained ˚  Blz. KM 114 [#5] (K, ?S, IE, ??U, Tg) and 13O.
542. *do 6666n ` ```V  'to cut' >  HS: S: Tgr √dnn G  (or D ?) 'cut off' ¶ LH 5 3 1
 Eg fMK dn v. 'cut off' ¶ EG V 463, Fk. 313 || A *°d{o2}nV >  T *Jo2n- v.
'cut' >  OT {Cl.} jon- v. 'cut, wound', Tkm jo2n-, Tk yon-, Az, Qmq, Nog,
ET jon-, Qzq z7on-, Qrg Z7on-, VTt, Bsh jun-, StAlt Z1on-, Tv c7on-, Tf n1On-,
Chv L s1un- v. 'hew\plane (wood)' ¶ Cl. 942, ET J 221-2, Rs. W 2O6, Jeg.
218, Fed. II 136, Ra. 21O, TkR 316 || D {tr., †GS} *tun`- >  Tm tun5i ' b e
sundered\cut', Ml tun`i 'piece', tun5iyuka v. 'cut short', Kn
tun5aka, tun5aku, Tl tuniya 'fragment, piece', Nkr tunke 'ha l f
portion', Gnd tunkï  'piece', Knd tuns-  v. 'be broken in pieces', Png, M n d
tßu2n` v. 'cut, slaughter', Ku tßun`- v. 'cut (with axe)', Kui tßu2n`u 'log of w o o d '
¶¶ D #33O5 || IE: NaIE *°d{≈}en- >  pAl {O} *den-ta >  OAl [Bgd.] dhend
> Al G dhe6nn 'haue aus, schneide'; pAl {O} *ga-den-ta >  Al T gdhe4nd
v. 'form with a bladed tool: chisel, carve, whittle, sculpt; engrave', Al G
gdhe6nd id. (unless akin to Gmc *dang-/*ding- >  ON danga 'p rügeln ' ,
MHD tingelen 'klopfen, hammeren', OGH tangal 'Hammer', i n
which case the primary IE meaning must be 'hit', so that the semant ic
distance from other N lgs. becomes too great to be reliable) ¶ WP I 8 5 3 -
4, P 249-5O, Hamp AIEW 144, AlbED 25O, O 112 ˚  The length of t h e
vw. in Tkm (hence in pT) remains unexplained so far (does it suggest a
N *d{o}n ```` [V]ÓV  with complementary lengthening of the vw. *o: *donÓV
> T *do2n-?). The discrepancy between the T ev. for a N vw. *o  and the D
*u (pointing to N *u 6666) is still puzzling. Not here G dana 'knife' (a loan
from Arm danak  danak id.) ˚  BmK 263 (*donY-/*dunY- 'to cut off ,
to cleave, to split': S, Eg, D, IE *d≈en-/d≈on-/d≈n=-).
543. *dun 2222V  (or *du 4444n 2 222V) 'to stream, to flow' >  HS: C: HEC {Hd.} *dun-
v. 'leak' (e.g. bag, roof), 'pour' >  Sd dun- id., Hd dun- id., v. ' spr inkle ' ,
Ged, Kmb dun-  v. 'leak' (of a bag, a roof), *dun-am- v. 'leak' (of liquid) >
Sd, Hd, Kmb dunam-, Ged dunem- id. » ??φ,σ Dsn {To.} Îa!nu- 'swim' ¶ Hd.
89, 238, 276, 314, 36O, To. DL 496  WCh: Su {J} du!N 'river', Kfr {Nt.}
du!N 'lake, pool, spring', Cp du~Nko!N 'lake', Mpn {Frz.} du!N 'swampy a rea ,
pond' » ? Bd du~wa^n 'lake' ¶ J S 63, 2O8, Nt. 8, ChC s.v. 'lake', Frz. DM 1 2
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|| K *dn- / *dwn- ({FS, K2} *dn-, {K} *dn-/den-) v. 'melt, thaw' >  OG dn-,
G dn- / dwn-, Lz din- / (n)dun-, Sv n- id., Mg d‰n- / din- v. 'disappear, ge t
lost' ¶¶ K 74, K2 41-2, FS K 1O6-6, Schm. 1O5, Chik. 271, Chx. 316-7 ||
IE: NaIE *d≈en- v. 'stream, flow, leak', {EI} 'run, flow' >  OPrs
danuvatiy 'flows', OI ≤dhanvati 'runs, flows', ? dha≤nayati ' s e t s
in motion, runs' (if the semantic change 'flow' ‘ 'run' is typologically
plausible) »» L fo2ns / font- ' spring' ('Quelle'), ? Um {Pln.} FONDLIRE
'in fontulis' »» Tc: A tsa4n- vi. 'flow, stream (couler)', B d. tsen1e n .
'river, stream, current'  Ï NaIE *d≈o2nu- ({EI} *d≈o2nu- or *dehÅnu-)
'river' > Av da2nu-, Oss don id.; Irn ı names of rivers Don (Gk Tana !˝ß
≠ Ta1na˝ß, OR don5 donË), Dnieper (OR d5n8pr5 dËne7prË, U k
Dn¡pro, R Dnepr, Gk Da1napriß), Dniester (OR d5n8str5
dËne7strË, Gk Da1nastriß, L Danastius, Danaster), etc. »» Clt: W
Donwy (river name), Gl ı L Da2nuvius 'Danube' ¶ P 249, EI 4 9 1 ,
486, M K II 9O-2, WH I 525, Pln. II 738, Wn. 527, Ad. 741, Ab. I 366-7 ,
Vs. I 518-9, 528-9 || D (in NED) *tunt- v. 'pour, spill' >  Krx tund-na2 ' t o
be poured out, to spill, to pour out', Mlt tunde v. 'spill, shed, throw o u t
as water' ¶ D #3321 ˚ BmK 271-2 (*dan-/*d´n-: IE, K, C).
544. *don 1111c 1 111É  'large', 'heavy' (of load) >  D (in GnD) *to2c>- ({†GS} *d-?)
v. 'carry a load' >  Gnd B to2c>a2na2 'to put (a load) on one’s head', Gnd KM
to2s- 'carry (a load) on the head', Knd do2s, Png Z>o2s-, Kui dßu2sa, Ku Z>uc>c>-
± duc>c>- id. ¶ D #354O || A: NaT (att. in Og) *°Ju4ça4+e 'high' >  MT [TAG]
'jvY ju4c7a4 'back (Rücken), highest part, high', OOsm [AH] ju4c7a4, Tk
yu4ce, CrTt {Rl.} ju4Z7a4, Az uZ7a 'high' ¶ TAG 1O9, ET J 263, Rs. W 212 ||
possibly IE *0d[≈]+tes- >  Ht dassu- 'strong, heavy; mighty' ¶ Ts. E III
259-66, ABIv II 113 || HS: Eg fMK dns 'be heavy', 'heavy' ¶ EG V 468-9 ,
Fk. 314  ? WCh: Su {J} d'E!s 'big; much, many', {Sh.} d'E@s 'big' »» Fy {J}
d'e!s 'big, powerful' ¶ ChC, J R 85, J S II 64 ˚  The loss of the nasal cns .
in IE points to a N  *n 1111 (*don1111c 1 111É > *doyc1É > *d≈ei\s- > AnIE *des-); if so ,
the adjacent affr. must have been palatal (*c 1111). The glottalized d'- in Su
and Fy still needs explaining.
545. *doNa  'to cover' >  HS: B *√[Ó]dn v. 'cover' >  Izn aÎ´n, BSn
a2Î´n, Skn, Nf aÎ´n (pf. 3m uÎ´n), Gd a2d´n 'couvrir, mettre e n
couvercle', Awj ud´n 's’habiller, se vêtir', Kb id3ni 'couverture d e
chaume', Zng {NZ} edden 'couvrir une calebasse ou un puits ' ¶ Rn.
31O, Lf. II #O289, NZ 348-5O  Ag: Bln {R} dang- 'verhüllen d a s
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Gesicht beim Trinken' ¶ R WB 1O8  AdS  of WS *√dmm, *-dumm-
'stop up, cover' (< N *damV 'to cover, to close', q.v. ffd.) || IE: NaIE
*d≈eng≈- v. 'cover, press on' >  Lt 1s prs. dengiu~, inf. denﬁgti v.
'cover, wrap', danga~ 'Decke' »» OIr dingid, for-ding 'oppresses' »»
Gmc (× NaIE *°d≈eng≈+g8≈- 'rubbish, dung' < N *dim[V]Na++++á  ' rubbish ,
dirt, animal faeces'): OHG tung 'cellar, ground-house (unter i rdische
zur Abwehr der Kälte mit Mist bedeckte Stätte als Winterwohnung)', ON
dyngja 'underground room for women', OSx dung ' unde rg round
weaver’s work-room', AS dunÌ  'prison' ¶  ≠ P 25O, Frn. 88-9, Thr. 3 5 5 ,
Vr. 9O, OsS 969-7O, Kb. 1O46, Ho. 8O, Ho. S 14 || U *toNe- v. ' cover ,
patch' >  pLp {Lr.} *to2kN‰- v. 'patch' >  Lp N {N} duog…Na6t, Lp S {Hs.}
duoNedh, Lp L {LLO} tuogNat, Lp Kld tu2vNeÎ id. » ? Er tavado-
tavado-, Mk tavado- tavad´- v. 'cover' (the vw. a is not expected,
therefore E. Itkonen and K. Rédei reject the Mr cognate) » Chr H/L
tumyw tum¥s7 'patch', Chr H tumyq tum¥z7 'constipation ( o f
animals)' » pPrm {LG} *do$m- >  Z d‰m- v. 'patch; dam (a river) f o r
fishing', Z d‰mas, Yz ≤du$mas 'patch', Z Ud d‰m‰ 'patches' (v., 3s), Z
d‰m‰d, Yz ≤du$m´Ú⁄t 'dam used for fishing with fishing-baskets'  pY {IN}
*tuN- v. 'cover' > Y T {IN, Ku.} tuN- v. 'cover', tuNu-l! n. 'patch'  UEW
798 mentions a Sm √  that is represented in individual lgs. as follows:
StNe T to?(n-) to?ﬁ / ton- 'covering garment for men at night, b lanke t '
(= Ne O {Lh.} to25 'Decke'), Ne F L {Lh.} to2n"dY 'Decke', StNe T tonda- ( =
Ne O {Lh.} to2nta2-) v. 'cover', Ng {Cs.} tYu5i 'Decke', Slq Tz {KKIH}
taqÈtÈ- vt. 'close, shut' (= {Cs.} takatam 'zuschließen'); UEW
mentions Slq ta2gada 'bedecken (mit einem Tuch)' without indicating
the dialect and the source], Kms {KD} tu$ydu$l- 'decken, bedecken'. Rédei
does not accept this Sm cognate "aus semantischen Gründen". But if t h e
meaning of the U √  is 'to cover' (‘ 'to patch', sc. 'to cover with a
patch') (rather than 'to patch' only, as interpreted by UEW) and if t h e
phonetic corrs. are accurate (still an open question), the Sm cognate is
valid ¶¶ Coll. 9, UEW 798 (FU *toNe- 'flicken, usbessern'), Lr. #1293 ,
Lgc. #8O84, Hs. 468, MRS 597, Ber. 78, KKIH 179, LG 96, Lt. J 112, Cs.
64, 144, Lh. 489, IN 248-9, Ku. 278 || ?φ  A {SDM95} *tæuNV 'a cover' >
Tg *tuNke 'a cover, covering' >  Nn Nh/B tuNk‰, Nn KU tumk‰, ? WrMc
tuxe 'a cover (of a cauldron)', ? Mc Sb tuGe 'roof', ? Jrc {Kiy.} tuko
'outer garment', ? Ewk Brg tuk-çargu 'roof (Überdachung, naves)
between buildings' ¶ STM II 21O, 216, Kiy. SJL 127 [#544], Md. ChF 1 3 7
¶¶ SDM95 s.v. *tæuNV 'a cover' (adduces also M *tu˝ur9a 'felt walls
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[covering] of a tent' >  WrM tu9ur9a, HlM, Brt tuurga); the A
cognate is qu. because of the initial *tæ-  for the expected *d- .
546. (€?) *du4444N[g]a 6666 '(be) quiet, silent' >  IE: NaIE *°d[≈]eng+gW[≈]- >  Ltv
dinﬁgt 'to be quiet, to keep one’s temper' ('ruhig sein, s ich
beherrschen'), sa-dinﬁgt 'erstarren' ¶ ME I 469 and III 61O-1; t h e
unexpected preservation of *n  in Ltv suggests that the words go back t o
a loan from Curonian or some other Baltic lge preserving the c lus ter
*ng || A *du4ngV >  M *du4Nge- >  Kl du4NgE2- v. 'be silent' (<  *du4Nge-yi-),
d.: WrO du4Ngu4gu4r 'quiet, peaceful', Kl {Rm.} du4Ng´gr= 'schweigend';
d.: WrM du4Ng-su4-i- v. 'be silent, maintain one’s silence', HlM
d¥ngsij- id.; ¶ KW 1O5, MED 281, Krg. 578  AmTg i  *du'Ngu >  Orc ,
Ul, Nn duNgu-duNgu, duNgum, Nn duNgumZ7i, duNduyg‰n 'quietly, i n
silence', Orc duNgus‰- v. 'be quiet, taciturn', Nn KU duNgur‰l 'quietly,
silently', Nn Nh duNgur‰2n v. 'get quiet' ¶ STM I 223 || ?φ HS: WS *-du2m-,
*√dmm (prm. *-dumm-) (and a secondary √  *√dmy+w) v. 'be quiet ,
silent' (×  N *du 6666mV  'be motionless, be silent, be quiet', q.v. ffd.)  ECh:
?φ Kwn {J} de2~we@ 'silent' ¶ ChC ˚ If S *m in S *-du2m-, *√dmm belongs t o
the heritage of the N etymon in question (rather than to that of N
*du 6666mV ), it suggests a N rec. *du4444Na6666 (N intervoc. *-N-  [near *Ë] > S *m
reg.) ˚ Cp. IS I 222-3 (s.v. *du4nga); Illich-Svitych compares IE, S, a n d
A + unc. Q zem y-, Km zI"m y- ans Sd sammi y- 'be silent'; besides,
he adduces Bj {R} dum-, dim- 'be silent' and K *dum- ' b e ( c o m e )
silent', but this may be accepted only if the change N *-N-  >  Bj, K *-m-
(following N *u 4444) is proved as reg. In my opinion, the Bj and K words
belong to N *du6666mV (q.v.).
547. *daPV(K''''V) 'to stick (adhere), to glue' >  HS: CS *√dbk' (≠
*√t'bk') v. 'stick to' > BHb √dbk' G  (pf. qb2D1†da2≤b3ak' ≠ qb4D1 da2≤b3ek', ip. -
dbak') v. 'stick to, cling to', BA dab3≥k'ïn 'they stick together', IA √dbk5 G
'cling, adhere, be contiguous', JA [Trg.] √dbk' G  (pf. qb4D6 d´≤b3ek5 ≠
qb2D6 d´≤b3ak5) 'stick to (kleben), adhere to', JEA {Sl.} √dbk' G  ' adhere ,
touch', Sr √dbk' G  (pf. Q∫a∂ d´≤b3ak5 ≠ Q∫e∂ d´≤b3Ek5) id., Ar √dbq G
(pf. dabiqa) 's’attacher, s’agglutiner (de manière visqueuse)', CS
*≤dib[V]k'- 'soldering' (n.), 'glue' >  Ar dibq- 'bird-lime, glue', M d
dubk5a, Sr dEb3≤k5-a2 'glue', BHb qb3D3† ≤dEb3Ek' n. 'soldering, welding
together', PBHb {Js.} qb3D3†≤dEb3Ek5 'glue, paste; junction' ¶ KB 2OO-1,
KBR 2O9, Sl. 312-3, Js. 277-8, BK I 667-8, HJ 238, DRS 211-2 || U
*°tappÉ (or *ta4ppa6) >  FP *tappV- ≠ *ta4ppV- v. 'stick, adhere, press t o
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sth.' >  Hg tapad- v. 'stick, adhere, cling (to sth.)', OHg XIII-XVI
tapasz 'klebriger Stoff, Lehm, Wandbewurf', Hg tapasz 'lute, put ty;
plaster' »» pLp {Lr.} *top‰ >  Lp N {N} doppa6t vi. 'stick, get stuck in' »
pPrm *tOp-, *tOpal- >  Z top‰d- vt. 'cover tightly, press together, k n o c k
together, unite', Vt tupa- v. 'fix, repair, fix to' ¶ LG 282, MTE III 842-3 ,
EWU 148O, Lr. #127O, N I 564 ¶ Hg a suggests FU *a, while Prm *O
suggests *a4 (or *e), and pLp *o suggests FU *u (ass. infl. of *p?); m o s t
probably, *tappV ≠ *ta4ppV are two variants of the same √  based o n
different synharmonic generalizations of an ancient eU root having
both a front vw. and a back vw. || A : M *dabirqay  'resin of a coniferous
tree' >  MM [MA] dabirqay id., WrM dabirqai, HlM davirxaj, Brt
dabirxaj, Ord dòa˘wirXa4∏ id., 'pitch'; M ı Ewk dabirkay 'resin of a
coniferous tree'; M ı Yk dabarXay id. ¶ Pp. MA 137, MED 212, Chr.
179, Ms. O 13O, STM I 184  Tg: Ewk dapkaldï- vi. 'be adjusted well, f i t
together well' (of building details, handicraft wares), Ewk PT dapka2n- v t .
'unite, attach', Ewk Y/I/Np dapkar 'juncture, joint (of two details)' ¶
STM I 197.
548. € ≈ *du6666p ' '''V 'to squat', 'to hide' (intr.) (‘ 'to steal') >  HS: EC: Sa
{R} dafay-≠ dåfåy- ≠ dif°- 'sit down, sit', Af {PH} daffe2- 'sit down,
sit up' ¶ R S II 1O2, PH 78  SOm {Bnd.}: Ari dif+, Ari G dïb+, Dm de2b+
v. 'steal' ¶ Bnd. AL 159 || IE: NaIE *teu\p- (for *d≈eu\p- due to one of t h e
incompatibility laws) v. 'squat', 'cover (also in order to get h idden) ' ,
{EI} *teu\b≈- 'steal' >  Lt tuﬁ2pti (1s prs. tupiu~, {Krsch.} tu2piu~) ' t o
squat, to crouch' ({P} 'sich hinhocken, sich in die Knie se tzen ' ) ,
tupe$!ti 'to squat', Ltv tupe^2t 'to squat, to cover', tupties vr. ' t o
squat' »» Gmc: Gt †iubjo2 adj. 'secret, concealed', †iubi ' thef t ' ,
†iubs 'thief', ON †jo1fr, NNr tjuv, tjov, Sw tjuv, Dn tyv, OSx
thiof, OHG diob, NHG Dieb, AS Îe1of 'thief', NE thief »» ¿ Gk Hm h .
l. e>n-typa1ß (if it means 'kauernd, hockend', which is not obvious) »» Tc
B cowai\ ta4rk 'rob' (lit. 'commit a theft') ¶ P 1O85, WP I 714, Vr. 6 1 3 ,
Hlq. 1195-6, Fs. 495-7, Ho. 363, Ho. S 78, OsS 1O5, EWA II 665-7, KM
131, Frn. 1141-2, Kar. II 442, F I 525-6, Ad. 257-8.
549. *d{a4444?i}pV 'to wave, to flap, to wave the wings, to fly; wing' >
HS: S *°√dpp >  Ar √dff G  'agiter les ailes, voler en agitant les ailes' ¶
BK I 71O  Ch: WCh: AG: Kfr {Nt.} d'i!p 'feather, wing' »» CCh: Msg {Trn.}
d'V~fV~lV~ v. 'fly' ¶ Nt. 1O, ChC s.v. 'fly' v. || U: FU (att. in BF) *°tïpe ≠
*°tïpa (> *√tî∏pa) 'wing' > F siipi, Es tiib (gen. tiiva), Es S sïb (p l .
sïva5, sïvo5), Lv tïb¥z (pl. tïb¥d) id. ¶ SK 1O16-7, SSA III 176 || A: M
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*debi- > WrM debi- v. 'wave, flap (as wings), fan', 'winnow' (of grains) ,
HlM d´v´-x, Brt d´bi- id., Kl dew- 'soar (schweben), float in the air ;
take wing', {Rm.} 'die Flügel heben, sich zum Fliegen anschicken' ¶ Pp.
VG 95, MED 238, KRS 191, KW 9O  Tg *dep- v. 'flap (wings), fan ' ,
*depsi- id. >  Ud d‰Fi- 'flap (wings)', Orc d‰ps‰- v. 'fan\wave away
(mosquitoes, midges) ', Ul, Nn Nh/KU d‰psi-, Nn B d‰fsi- 'flap, wave,
maxat∆ ', WrMc debsi- ≠ debs7e-, Mc Sb d‰ps7i- ≠ d‰ps7‰- ' f lap
(wings)'; Tg *dapsi- > Ewk dawsi-, Lm daws¥- v. 'wave, flap (as wings) ' ,
Neg dawsI-, Ork dapsI- 'wave (one’s hands)', Orc dapsuku 'fan', WrMc
dasiXa- v. 'fan\sweep away, dust (sth.)' ¶ STM I 186-7, 228  ?σ T:
Osm {Rl.} ja4p- 'mit Sprüngen entlang laufen', {Rh.} ˚mpY jep-mek ' t o
run along with leaps' (adduced as a cognate by Rm. [KW 9O] with a n
underlying assumption of a semantic change: 'die Flügel heben, s ich
zum Fliegen anschicken' ‘ 'run by leaps') ¶ Rh. 2197, Rl. III 384 
?φ pJ {S} *t‰!mp- v. 'fly' >  OJ to!b-, J: T to~b-, K/Kg to!b-, Sh/Y tu~b-, Ns
tu~by-, Ht tu~p- id.; (Ï ?) pJ {S} *tumpasa 'wing' > J T tubasa ¶ S AJ 11O,
275, S QJ ##28, 16O8, Mr. 768 ¶¶ KW 9O (M, T), ≈ SDM97 s.v. *de"!pæe
'wave, flap; fly' (> M *debi, Tg, J *temp- + err. T *Jelpi- 'flap, winnow'
[see  N ?σ *deL[V]P3333V 'to flap, to wave, to fly']); qu.: DQA #2646 (A
*di\upæu! 'wing, fin' > J *tumpasa ÷ M *Z>iber 'fin of fish') ˚  Ch *d'-
suggests N *d.. .? . FU *-p- points to N *-p- . An alt. pN rec. is *dÉp''''V
(with mte. in Ch), but it fails to explain the discrepancy of vowels (FU
*ï , but A *e) and the length of the vw. in FU.
55O. *dap''''[V]˝V ≠ *da˝op''''V 'to push' >  HS: WS *√dp÷ >  Ar øFd
√df÷ G  (ip. -dfa÷-) 'repousser, pousser', Gz √df÷ G  'thrust, push'; S
*√dHp v. 'push (away)' > BHb Fhd†√dHp G 'push away', MHb, JA √dHp
G  'push (stoßen)', Gz ∂!F da2Óf [daHf] 'pushing out, explulsion', ? Ak
√d?p G  (inf. da?a2pu, p. id?ip) {Sd.} '(an\weg)stoßen', {CAD} v.
'push, press, knock over' ¶ *H- in *√dHp is due to the infl. of WS
*√dHw v. 'push, press' (<  N *daÙwV 'to press, to push') and possibly
to as. *-÷p- > *-Hp- ¶ KB 21O, KBR 219, Sl. 325, Js. 293, Sd. 146, L G
124, 127, CAD III 1, DRS 247, 299-3OO  EC *d'ïp-, {AD} *t'ïp- ( m t e .
from *√dp') >  Or d'ïb- v. 'push, annoy', {Grg.} d'ïb- vt. 'push forward ' ,
Or B/O {Sr.}, Or H {Ow.} d'ïb- 'push' (Or ı Brj {Ss.}, Ged {Hd.} d'ïb- v.
'push'), Sml N dßïf- v. 'bully', Sd {Hd.} t'ïb-, {Gs.} t'ïwa v. 'push' ¶ Abr. S
59, Gs. 327-8, Grg. 124-5, Sr. 297, Ow. 259, Hd. 238, 397 , ≠ Ss. B 6 4
(does not distinguish this √  from EC *d'⁄ïb- v. 'press, squeeze'), Hd. 1 1 9
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(HEC *d'ïb- >  Ged, Brj d'ïb-, Sd t'ïb-)  WCh {Stl.} *dap- v. 'push' >  Hs
da!2fa2~ v. 'press on with one’s palm' » Su {J} tu!p v. 'push', Ang {Flk.} tup
'stir soup while cooking' » Ngz {Sch.} da~ba!u\ (n. act. da!bi!) v. 'push' ¶ Stl.
ZCh 169 [#217], J S 86, Sch. DN 38, ChL, Flk. s.v. tup ¶¶ ≈  OS #753, ≈
Sk. HCD 39 || IE *depÓ- >  NaIE *dep≈- 'trample, push, knead, s t r ike '
(× N ? i *t''''a 4 444bÓa or *t''''abÓÉ 'to trample, to kick', to crumple, to p re s s '
[q.v. ffd.]) || K: G {Chx.} d˝veb-/d˝vib- 'make butter by churning' ¶
Chx. 329 || i  U *tappV- v. 'strike, beat' (partially × N ? i  *t''''a 4 444bÓa o r
*t''''abÓÉ '⇑ ) >  F tappa- 'totschlagen, ermorden; schlachten ' ,
tappele- 'sich schlagen, kämpfen', taputta- 'klopfen', Es tapa- v.
'kill, slaughter' » pMr *tapa- >  Mk tapa- 'break (glass, etc.), smash', Er
tapa-  'defeat\smash (an army, host)' »  pPrm *tap- >  Prmk tap‰d- ' s t r ike
with a feast; einen Faust in den Rücken stoßen', Z tapkÈ- 'strike with t h e
hoof of a forefoot'; but pPrm *tap- v. 'flap' is obviously a different √  o f
onomatopoeic origin; the same may be true of Prm root *tap-
represented in Vt tapÈr- 'stamp one’s foot', Z tapkÈ- 'walk\step slowly
(medlenno wagat∆ )', though a contamination of an inherited FU r o o t
and a recent onomatopoeic factor is quite probable  Sm: Ne O tapar-
'mit dem Fuß treten, stoßen', Slq Tz {KKIH} tapÈr-qo 'to kick with fee t ' ,
tappal-qo id. (mom.) ¶¶ UEW 5O9-1O, PI 266, KC 2O9, LG 278, Ker. II
164, KKIH 179, Lh. 466 || A ≈ *dap[i]-, ≈ *dab- v. 'push, press' >  M (× N
*t''''a{p''''}É 'to squeeze, to press' ×  N *daÙwV [≠  *dawÙV?] 'to press, t o
push'?) > [1] dabi- > WrM dabi-, HlM davi- v. 'spur on a horse', O r d
dòa˘wi- 'frapper les pieds contre les flancs du cheval pour le faire al ler
plus vite' ¶ MED 212, Ms. O 13O  [2] *dabta- v. 'forge, rivet' >  MM [S]
dabta- vt. 'hammer', dabtamal 'gestampft', WrM dabta-  v. 'forge, bea t ' ,
{Kow.} vt. 'battre, forger, aplatir', HlM davta- , Brt dabta- , Kl davt-
v. 'forge, rivet', WrO dabta- 'strike repeatedly, forge'; M ı WrMc
dabta- id. ¶ MED 213, Kow. 16O9-1O, H 3O, Krg. 537, KRS 175, Chr.
179, Z 784  Tg *dap- v. 'press' >  Ork dapa2w- 'squeeze, press', ?amb
Ewk (unless a loan from M): Ewk PT/Y/Np dapça-, Ewk Al/Z/Ucr dapta- v.
'flatten, crush flat; hammer out; tap with one’s palm', dapçarawça2 ≠
dapçarapça2 'pressed to', Ewk PT dapçaran- 'clutch, squeeze, pinch' ¶ STM
I 197-8 || D *topp-, {†GS} *dobb- v. 'push' >  Kn dobbu ≠ d5obbu ≠
dabbu≠ d5abbu, Tl d(r)obbu v. 'shove, push', Tu dobbu 'pushing,
shoving', dobbuni v. 'push, shove, put off' ¶¶ D #334O, ≠ Km. 4 O 6
[#687] (suggests that OTl drobbu v. 'push, trust' goes back to *tor-b-
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<  *tor-upp- / -v-, but remarks: "the following are confusing: Kn d5obbu,
dobbu v. 'shove, push, thrust', Tu dobbuni id.") ˚ S *√dp÷-, IE *depÓ-
(<  **d≈epÓ-  due to one of the IE incompatibility laws), and D *tobb- ( o r
*dobb-) suggest a N cns. cluster *-PÓ- , while S *√dHp (<  *d÷p by as . )
and the C long vw. suggest that the lr. preceded the labial stop (a mt. a t
the pHS level?). The presence of *˝ in K suggests N *-P˝- ˚ ≈ Gr. II
#208 (*tap 'hit') (IE, U, M, Tg + unc. T, Ko + qu. J, CK).
551. € *dÉqV 'earth' >  HS: B *√dÓy (unless it is *√dFy) 'sand, ( ? )
pebbles' >  Ah {Fc.} ed´hi 'sable fin' (pl. id´ha2n), ted´hit 'petite d u n e
basse de sable fin', ed´y´n 'plaine unie de sable fin', Ty/ETwl {GhA}
ed´hi (pl. id¥han) 'colline', Gh {Nh.} id´hi (pl. id´han) 'petite colline d e
sable', Rf A {Rn.} t3id3it3, Rf B {Rn.} t3audit3 'galet, caillou roulé' ¶ Because
of the root-final *y , ETwl, Ty -h-, and Rf -∅- this word cannot belong t o
B *{w}dz 'piler' (> Ah ´dd´h, ETwl ´dd´z, Kb d3d3´z) or to B *{w}dF ' p i le r '
(>  Ah ´dd, Gd ´dd´B) ¶ Fc. 186-7, Pr. H 35 [##37-8], GhA 21, Nh. 2O3,
Rn. 3O7  ?σ Eg N dX.w.t 'Steinblöcke' ¶ EG V 484  S ?σ *°√dXy >  Gz
√dXy G  (js. y´-dXay) v. 'excavate, dig up' ¶ L G 13O, DRS 249 || K: pGZ
*diqa 'soil, clay' >  Mg diXa ≠ deXa 'soil, earth, land, place', Lz (n)diXa
'earh, soil'; Zan ı G Gr diXa 'earth'; OG tiqa 'clay', G tiXa 'clay, m u d '
(acc. to Mach. K 22 and FS K 1O5, assimilation K *d...q >  *t...q); d- h a s
been preserved in G Gr diXa 'earth' (infl. of Zan?) ¶¶ FS K 1O5 (*diq-),
Chx. 316, Q 227, ≠: K 94-5 and K2 72 (*tiqa- with *t- > Zan d-) ˚  ≠ IS I
22O [#69] (*diqV >  K *diqa and IE *d≈g8≈em- 'earth') (‘ BmK 269-7O:
IE, K); I prefer to connect IE *d≈g8≈em- with N *t''''ogá 'dust, earth' f o r
phonetic reasons: IE *g8≈ is a reg. reflex of N *g  rather than of *q .
552. € *duqV or *du4444qV 'blow (wehen, blasen), breathe' (‘  ' s m o k e ' )
> HS: S: Ar duXX- ≠ daXX- 'smoke', duXa2n- id. ¶ BK I 677, 68O, DRS 2 4 9
 ?φ C *√{d'}÷ 'wehen' >  EC: Sml {ZMO} dßa÷-, {R} d5a÷- 'blow' (wind), Ya
{Hn.} dEhmo (pl. dEhmai) 'wind' ¶ If the rec. of pC *d'- is valid, i t s
unexpected emphaticity may be due to the infl. of *÷. The C cns. *÷ as a
cognate of the vl. S *X (< N *q?) still needs explaining ¶ AD SF 315-6 ,
Hn. Y II 137, DSI 15O, R SS II 528, ZMO 1O6 || IE *d≈eu\Ó- v. ' shake ,
blow' ({EI} *d≈eu\[Ó] 'be in [com]motion, rise [as dust or smoke]') >  OI
dhu2-≤no2-ti, dhu≤vati 'shakes', pfc. dudha2va »» Arm dedeyim
dedewim vi. 'I vacillate, totter, shake' »» Gk †y$v {LS} v. ' r u s h
on\along' (of a rushing wind) »» ON dy1ja 'to shake' »» pAl {O} *deg-ska-
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>  Al T deh v. 'become intoxicated, get drunk'; pAl {O} *deg-nya >  Al
dej- ± de4nj-, G {Ç, Kf.} dej {Ç} 's’enivrer', {LP} dejshem 'drunk' »» Lt
duja~  'Stäubchen, feiner Regen, Nebel' » Sl *duŸti / prs. *dujoß 'blow' > R
dut∆ / prs. du√, SCr duàti / prs. duàje2m, Blg duå, Slv du!ti ' b low'
(inf. *duŸti coalesced in some lgs. with Sl *doß-ti 'blow' < NaIE *d≈em- < N
*dVmV 'to breathe, to blow')  Ï *dhuÓ-mo- 'smoke, steam', {EI}
*d≈uh€≤mo-s 'smoke' > OI dhu2≤mah5 'smoke, steam' »» Gk †y2mo1ß ' b r e a t h '
‘ 'soul, life, Lebenskraft' »» L fu2mus 'smoke, steam' »» Lt du2!mai
(pl.), Ltv du2ﬁmi (pl.), Pru dumis 'smoke' »» Sl *dÈm¥ 'smoke' >  OCS
d7m5 dûmË, Blg, Uk dim, SCr, Slv di Ÿm, R dym, Cz dy1m, Slk, P
dym »» OIr {P} dumacha (pl.) 'fog' (<  *dum-) »» OHG {Kb., EWA}
doum, {OsS} toum, thoum 'smoke, steam', MHG toum ≠ doum,
NGr Sw tau\m, Nr B da6um, da4m id., OSx do6mian 'to steam' (< *dou\m-)
 Ht tuhhui- ≠ tuhhuwai- 'smoke' ¶¶ P 261-7, EI 388, 529, Frd.
HW 227, Frd. HW EH II 25, Ts. E III 47-9, F I 693-4, 697-8, WH I 561-2 ,
Vr. 89, OsS 948, Kb. 163, EWA II 744-6, Ho. S 13, Slt. 242-3, O 57-8, Ç I
111 and II 368, AlbED 155, Kf. 77, LamP 147, BFU 92, Frn. 1O9-11O, En.
164, Wn. 519, M K II 1O7-9, ESSJ V 99-1OO, 2O3, Vs. I 555-8, Glh. 1 9 6 ,
213-4, SPS V 2O7-8 ˚ ≠ IS I 217-218: IS equates IE *d≈eu\Ó- v. ' shake ,
blow' with WrM debi- 'winnow (grain), flap (wings)' and with Lm d‰wu2
'whirlwind, hurracan, wind', d¥wu22- 'brausen, toben, aufwirbeln' ( o f
wind, snow-storm) (Pp. VG 45, cp. LW 18O-1), but this is hardly
acceptable because Lm d¥wu- ± d‰Gu2- 'brausen, aufwirbeln' and d‰wu2
± d´gu '(whirl)wind, hurracan' go back to Tg *deg- [STM I 228-9], while
M debi- belongs together with Tg *dep[i]- 'flap' (>  Ud d‰Fi-, etc.; c p .
STM I 228).
553. *diûûûûqa 'goat' (or '∈ ruminant'?) >  HS : NrOm {Blz.} *dVg- ≠ *dVk'-
{AD} '∈ ruminant' >  Oyda doge 'greater kudu (antelope Tragelaphus
strepsiceros)', Bsk dak'is7i, Doka dakis7a 'lamb', Bdt {Hw.} deggele ' goa t s '
¶ Blz. OL #152  Ch: WCh: AG: Cp dÈ~gun 'he-goat', Kfr {Nt.} d‰gu!N
'castrated male goat, ?? Su {J} du@gu@m ≠ du@Gu@m 'male antelope' » Ron: Fy
{J} %da!ku~s 'he-goat' »» CCh: Pdk {Mch.} du!g-zuma5 id. » Tr {Nw.} Z7ïg
'goat' »» ECh: Nd {GD} dihi, Nd D {J} d'‰!ga^, Tmk {Cp.} Z7ig 'goat' ¶ ChC, JI
II 167-9, ChL, J S 62, Nt. 7 || K *dqa- 'she-goat' >  OG, NG tXa, Mg tXa-
(pl. tXal-), Lz (m)tXa- (pl. (m)tXal-), Sv: UB/LB/L/Ln daq´⁄l (pl. UB/Ln
daq-a4r, L daql-a4r) ¶¶ K 77, ≈ K2 8O (*tqa-), TK 188, GP 95, Dn. s.v.
daq´l || IE: NaIE {EI} *≤dik-s (gen. *di≤g-os) ({P} *dig≈-, {Dv.} *dig≈-
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≠*dik-) 'goat' >  Gk ∆  [Hs.] di1za; a}ix ('goat'); Fick and P supposed t h a t
this gloss is Thracian, which is not accepted by Grgv., Durid., Russu,
and Dechev »» OHG ziga 'goat' (>  NHG Ziege), with a hypothetical
"consonant sharping" OHG zick°, zick°n 'kid' ('Zicklein'), AS
tic1c1en id., Nr ∆ tikka 'sheep' »» Arm tik tik 'leather bottle, goat’s
skin' ¶ Huld 59 adduces here StAl T dhi, Al: SG dhi, D/P Îï, T Sl/V/F
Îi  'goat', but O 83 suggests that this Al word goes back to pAl *ai\Ziya
'goat' related to Gk a}ix id. ¶ WP I 814, P 222, Dv. #978, EI 229, F I 39O-
1, OsS 125, Kb. 1250, , KM 882, Ho. 346, O 128, Slt. 335-6, Jokl KA 2 4 1
˚   IE *-k- <  N *- ûûûûq-; the origin of the IE cns. *-g- is not clear; the IE
initial *d- for the expected *d≈- is probably due to the IE root s t ruc tu re
rejection of the **g≈et-structure (asp. vd. + vl. cns. in the same √ ). The
deglottalization of * ûûûûq  in K is still to be explained ˚  AD NM #43, S CNM
1O (÷÷ NrCs, ST).
554. (€?) *dÅrV 'have a suitable size (be just right, byt∆  vporu )' >
K *°da[:]r- >  G dar-/dr- 'j-m gleichkommen, ebenburtig sein', dar-i
'gleich, gleichartig, gleichwertig, ähnlich' ¶ Chx. 254-6 || D *tarÀ- ({†GS}
*t-) v. 'be fit' (× N *dar[VÓ]V 'hold, hold fast, fasten') >  Tm tar3u v.
'wear tightly as a cloth', taram 'opportune moment, time, t u r n ' ,
tarun5am 'right time, proper season', Ml tar3ayuka v. 'be fixed',
ta2r3u 'wearing clothes tucked in', taram 'time, opportunity', Kn
tari 'state of being joined, fixed, or settled', Tl tar3i 'oppor tuni ty ,
proper time', ? Ku dari 'next' (adv.) ¶¶ D #3142 || A: ?σ M: WrM
daru-, HlM dara- v. 'outshine, eclipse, excel' (×  “ WrM daru-, HlM
dara- v. 'press, push down'), (?) darui, HlM daruj ' immediately ' ,
MM [HI] darui-tur 'aussitôt après' ¶ MED 233-4, Luv. 147, Ms. H 48 ˚
Fn. KD #14 (K, D). FU *terV 'Raum oder Platz haben oder f inden,
hineingehen' does not belong here because of its vw. *e. It r a t h e r
belongs to N *t '''' eÂV 'to contain  (aufnehmen können)' (q.v.).
555. *duri (or *dori??) go, walk' >  A: Tg *du\ere- ({DQA} *du2re2-) v.
'walk' >  Nn, Ul du\‰r‰-, Orc duw‰-≠du‰-, Ewk du2r‰2- v. 'walk', Neg du2y‰2-,
Ud du‰- v. 'walk along the bank (near the waterline)' ¶ STM I 226, Krm.
229  NaT *Jorî- ≠ *Ju4r- v. 'walk, go' >  [1] *jorî- > OT jorî-, SY jor-
Z7or-, Alt Z1or- id., Uz, ET H {Ml.} jur-, Tv c7or(u)-, Tf c1æoru-≠ c1æorî- v.
'walk, ride, go'; [2] *Ju4∏r- ≠ *Jo4[:]r- >  Tk yu4ru4-, Az ju4ru4-, Ggz, ET jo4ru4-,
Tkm jo4re-, Qzq z7u4r-, VTt jÁºr-, Bsh jÁºrÁº-, Blq z7u4r(u4)- ≠ zu4r-, Qzq z7u4r-,
Nog ju4r-, Qrg Z7u4r-, Xk c7o4r-, Shor c7u4r-, Yk su4∏r- v. 'walk, move', Qq z7u4r-
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'move', StAlt Z1u4r- v. 'walk, ride; be', Chv s1u4re- 'walk, move' ¶ Cl. 9 5 7 ,
DTS 274, Rs. W 2O7, ET J 229-31, Ra. 197  ?σ pJ *d‰!r- v. 'approach' >
OJ jor-, J: T yo~r-, K/Kg yo!r- ¶¶ S AJ 284, S QJ #169, Mr. 787 ¶¶ DQA
#399 (A *do2re 'go, walk, approach' > T, Tg, J) || D  *tu2rÀ(-) v. 'enter' (× N
*t''''or{Vh}a 'to pass over; through', q.v.) >  Tm NA tu2r v. 'enter', Kn
tu2r3u v. 'enter, enter a hole as a mouse, go through a hole or eye as a
thread, penetrate, pierce', Tl tu2r3u ≠ du2r3u to enter, penetrate', Gnd
turrv- v. 'thrust into', dorra2na2 v. 'penetrate', Ku du2h- v. 'pierce, go r ight
through', Krx turd- v. 'pass through a narrow aperture, fall through a
hole, ooze out', Mlt tuTr-kat ße v. 'pass through a place, pass through ( a s
an arrow)' ¶¶ D #3399(a) || HS: WS *-du2r- v. 'roam (of nomads), g o
and come back, wander about within some territory' >  Mh √dwr G
(pf. do2r, sbjn. y‰-do2r) v. 'wander about, herumgehen; go and c o m e
back', Hrs √dwr (pf. do2r, prs. y‰do2r) v. 'go round', Jb √dwr (pf. dOr) v.
'come between, in front of', (pf. dE2r) v. 'wander about', Ar rvd √dwr G
'aller tout autour, tourner, tournoyer', ? (× S *-du2r- 'turn round', s e e
DRS 239): BHb √dwr G  {KB} 'rundherumschichten' ¶ Jo. M 76, Jo. J
42-3, Jo. H 26, KB 2O8-9, Fr. II 69, BK I 747, DRS 239-41 ˚ Cf. AD
AltAD #11.
556. *durV (or *du4444rV) 'hole, hollow' >  K: pGZ {Fn.} *duro >  G duro
'deep hole', Mg duru  'hollow, depression, hole, pit' ¶ Chx. 325, Fn. KW-1
34 [#16] || IE: NaIE *d≈we(:)r- / *d≈wo(:)r- / *d≈ur- / *d≈wr=-, {EI}
*≤d≈wo!r (gen. *d≈u≤r-os)  'door, gate' (×  N *du6666ÂV 'log, stick', q.v. f fd . )
¶ P 278-9, EI 168-9  NaIE (in BSl) *°d[≈]ur-/*°d[≈]u2r- > Sl *dÈra 'hole' >
OR d7rjadûrja, R dyra, Plb dara" id. » Lt du~rti 'to thrust, to s t a b '
¶ Vs. I 2O5, ESSJ V 2O5. Frn. 113 || D *to+urÀa- ≠ *to+ura- 'hollow, hole ,
cavity' (× N *tu4444ÂV or *tuÂÉ 'pierce, stick into; hole'???) >  Ml tura
'hole, burrow', Kn tor3alu, tor3al5e 'hole', tor3e, d5or3e 'hollow, hole ' ,
Tl tor3a, tor3ata, tor3r3a 'hole, cavity in a tree', Gnd ∆  dora 'hole i n
tree'  D {Pf.} *tu2r-/*tur-V- (≠ *turÀ-) v. 'make a hole' >  Tm tura v.
'tunnel, bore', Ml turavu 'burrowing, mine, hole', Kn turi,
turuvu v. 'hollow, bore, drill, make a hole', Tl tur33umu v. ' s c rape
with a toothed instrument', Krx tu2r- v. 'pierce through, perforate', Mlt
tu2re v. 'scratch out' ¶¶ The variant with *-r- (reg . from N *r-clusters)
may be due to the infl. of N *t '''' o r {Vh}a  'to pass over; through'. Tm, Ml u
and Kn, Tl o  may go back either to *u or to *o, but Krx and Mlt point t o
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pD *u(:) only ¶¶ D #3533, Pf. 135 [#1167] , Zv. 65-6, Km. 111-8, Em.
DCPh § 14 ˚  Blz. KM 115 [#7] (K, D) and 133 (added R dyra ).
557. *du6666ÂV 'log, stick' >  HS: Eg L dr 'prod, goad' ¶ Jsn. 22 || K
*dwire- 'log, beam; squared beam' > OG dwire- ≠ dire- id. ('plank' i n
Mt. 7.3), G dire, G Gr dviro-, G I diro- 'log, squared beam', Mg d´re-
'cross-beam', Sv: UB/L dïr, Ln/LB dir, LB dƒr 'beam' ¶¶ K2 4O, ≠ Rog.
GRL (K π Gk) (⇔  K2 4O), TK 196, GP 97, Dn. s.v. d°r || IE: NaIE
*d≈we(:)r- / *d≈wo(:)r- / *d≈ur-/ *d≈wr=-, {EI} *≤d≈wo!r (gen. *d≈u≤r-os)
'door, gate' (× N *durV (or *du4444rV) 'hole, hollow', q.v.) >  OI nom. pl .
≤dva2r- 'door' (nom. pl. ≤dva2rah5, accus. pl. du≤rah5 ≠ ≤durah5, n o m .
du. ≤dva2rau\, nom. sg. ≤dva2h5), Av accus. sg. dvar´m 'gate' »» Arm pl .
dur˚  duR-k≈ 'door' »» Gk †y1ra, Gk I †y1rh id. »» pAl {O} *dwo2ra2, {Huld}
*derÄ 'door, gate', pl. *du4er- >  Al T/G ≤dere4 (pl. T, G ≤dyer, G dyr),
{Huld} SG de2r / du4∏r, D de2r / du4∏er, B der / du4er »» L foris 'door', p l .
fore2s 'folding-doors' »» W do6r, MBr {Ern.} dor, Crn {P} dor ' d o o r ' ,
OIr dorus, W drws 'door' »» OHG turi, NHG Tu4r, ON dyrr ' d o o r ' ,
Gt dau1r, OHG tor, NHG Tor 'gate', OSx duru 'door', dor 'gate', AS
duru , dor 'door, gate', NE door »» Lt accus. pl. duri~s 'door', gen. pl .
du~ru<, OLt, Lt EA du~res, Lt du~rys d. id., Ltv duris, du~rvis pl .
'door', Pru pl. dauris 'big gate' (ce. for duaris?) » pSl *dvÁri pl .
'doors' >  OCS dv6ri dvÁri, Blg †, R ≤dveri, Slv dve!ri, duri, Cz
dver7e, P drzwi, ∆ dz1wierze, Uk dver¡ 'door(s)', SCr ∆ dve^ri
'middle gate of the altar'; secondary sg.: pSl *dvÁrÁ ' door '  > OCS
dv6r6 dvÁrÁ, R dver∆, SCr † dva^r »» pTc *twere > Tc B twere
'door'  ?? NaIE {Mn.} *°d≈r=n- > ON drumbr (name of a slave “
'Klotz'), Icl drumbur 'Holzklotz', OSw drumber 'Keule' ¶ P 278-9 ,
EI 168-9, M K II 83-4, F I 695-6, WH I 529-3O, LP §§ 117.2, 178.2, 268 .1 ,
296, Fs. 117-8, Vr. 91, OsS 946, 972, Kb. 1O51, Ho. 75, 8O, Ho. S 13-4 ,
KM 783, 797, Frn. 112-3, En. 157, Tp. P A-D 3O9-1O, Bern. I 241, YGM-1
194-5, Ern. 192, O 6O, Huld 49, Kf. 77-8, SPS V 14O-2, ESSJ V 171-2 ,
Wn. 52O, Ad. 323-4, Vr. 85, Mn. 2O5, 212 ˚  ≠ S NSShS #4 (K ÷ A
*tæi\or(g)e 'beam, prop' ÷ IE derw- 'tree', see  N *tar1111u 6 666 '[∈] tree, log'), ≈
Blz. KM 132 [#6] (K, IE °d≈r=n- + unc.: names of trees in HS, U, and the T
lgs., as well as D *tur Àu 'bushes, thicket').
558. € *dËÂV 'deaf' > HS *dur- > B *√dœrdœr ≠ *√drdr, *dœu2rdœVr v. ' b e
deaf', *dœVrdœu2r ≠ *d´rdu2r 'deaf' >  Sll {Ds.}, Shl {NZ} dœurœ≤dœerœ v. 'be deaf ' ,
Izd dœurœ≤dœ´rœ id., adœ´rœdœurœ 'deaf', ZAS aÎœ´rÎœuÒ (pl. iÎœ´rÎœurr) id., BSn {Bs.}
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aÎ´rdœu2r, Izn {Bs.} aÎerÎu2r, Ntf {La.} ad´rdur, Zmr {La.} *aÎ´rÎur 'deaf' ¶
Ds. 267, Mrc. 24O, Loub. 518, La. MChB 147, NZ 482 ¶ In the light o f
external comparative ev. we may suppose that here the emphatic *dœ i s
secondary; one of possible explanations may be a cd. (such as *t'Vr-du2r
> *dœ´r-du2r or *dVr-t'u2r >  *d´r-dœu2r) in the pre-history of B, whence, d u e
to as., two variants (*dœ´rdœu2r and *d´rdu2r)  C: Bj ≤dundur 'deaf a n d
dumb' (acc. to IS, from *dum 'silent' + dur 'deaf') ¶ R WBd 68; IS I 2 2 3
equated it with Bln {R} dira2 'deaf' (R WB 11O) (untenable because t h e
Bln pl. form did and the cognate words in Q/Xm [de≤da2] suggest t h a t
here Bln -r- goes back to a dental s top)  Ch: Hs du~ru!ma~ 'a deaf a n d
dumb person' (and du~Ru!ma~ 'a blind person'?) ¶ Abr. H 238, Ba. 284 ||
K: Lz: Ar durani, X dura, A t'ura 'deaf' (Lz A t'- <  *d is a typical dialectal
change within Lz) ¶ Zhgh. ChT 14O ˚  IS I 223-4. IS suggested to adduce
here M *dulei  'deaf' (hardly tenable [≠φ]).
558a. € *d{u 6666}rV 'woods, bush(es)' > HS: C: Ag **duÒ- 'thicket' (× N
*t''''u++++o[w]r{u6666} 'grow, grow densely, sprout forth, become bushy, thrive;
thicket, thick bush\grass ' )  >  Xm {R} dir 'Gebüsch, Wald; Wüste', Xmt
{CR} dur 'woods, forest; edge of a hill'; Ag ı Gz du2r 'forest', do2r
'wilderness', Amh dur  'wood, forest', Tgy dur {YGE} id., 'thicket, bush' »»
EC: Sml {R} d°r f. 'Dickicht, Gebüsch, Dschungel', {ZMO, DSI} du2r
'jungle, woods, forest, wilderness', 'boscaglia, luogo disabitato', ?σ Rn
du2!r 'rocky / impassable place; large pile of boulders' »» SC: Irq {MQK}
darma  (pl. dare2mi, dare2mo2) 'wilderness (large and far from habitat)' ¶ R
Ch II 4O, R SS II 116, L G 141, ZMO 1O3, DSI 2O3, PG 1O5. MQK 2 8
 Ch: ??φ CCh: FlJ {ChL} d'orn 'bush (woods)' »» ??µ ECh: Kbl {Cp.}
dr=~rosug‰! id. ¶¶ ChL, ChC || D *tu2rÀ 'bushes' ({GS} *t-?) (× N *t''''u ++++o[w]r{u 6666}
'⇑ ') > Tm tu2r3u 'bushes, shrubbery, thick underwood, low jungle', Kt
tu;r 'bushy bunch of leaves of tree', Td tu;rÀ 'branch with leaves;
bushes', Knd to2rÀu 'thicket, bush' ¶¶ D #34O1 ˚ Blz. 259 [#74] (HS
[without SC], D).
559. € *du4444rV or *dËrÉ 'entrails, heart' >  HS ≈ *dur- > C: SC: Irq {E}
durumi 'first stomach', Brn {E} durumiya 'large intestines' »» Dhl {To.}
du2 !ra 'bowels', {E} d†u2 ~ra 'intestines' ¶ E SC 167, To. D 132  Ch: WCh: Ang
{ChL} dur 'heart' »» ECh: Ll {WeibP} du~re~ ≠ du~ro~ 'milieu, centre' ¶ ChL,
WeibP 18  B: Izd {Mrc.} ta-duwwar-t (pl. ti-dur-in) 'tripe' ¶ Mrc. 4 0 4
 ?φ Eg LL ìdr 'heart' (× N *?u6666ÓdV(ÂV) 'breast') ¶ EG I 155 ¶¶ Tk. I
241 (C, Ch, Eg) || A *du4rVkæV 'heart' (×  N ? *Z@@@@u6 666rV 'inside of body,
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heart'?) >   T *Ju4r-a4k 'heart' (ffd. see  N ? *Z@@@@u 6 666rV)  M *Z>u4+iru4ken (<
**diru4ken) 'hear t '  (×  N ? *Z@@@@u6 666rV '⇑ '?) > MM [HI] {Ms.}, [MA] {Pp.}
Z7u4ru4ken, [S] {H} Z7u4ru4ge(n) ≠ Z7iru4gen, [IM] {Pp.} Z7u4ru4ke, [L] {Pp.} ´0kar0vJu
Z7u4rke, WrM Ziru4ken, HlM z¥rx(´n), Brt z¥rx´(n), Ord {Ms.}
Z7òu$re″xe, WrO Zu4reke(n), Kl z¥rkn zu4rk´n, {Rm.} zu4rkn=, Mnr H {SM}
Z1òi¢ergòe, Mnr H/M {T}, Ba {T} Z7irge, Dg {Pp.} Z7u$rgu$, Dx {T} Z7uge, Mgl
{Pp.} Z1u$rka$, {Rm., Pp.} Z7u$rka$ 'heart' ¶ Ms. H 69, Ms. O 225, Pp. MA 2 1 1 -
2, 439, Pp. L II 1273, Pp. SD I 28, Pp. MDG 28, H 91, 95, MED 1O62, Krg.
687, KRS 26O, SM 87, KW 483-4, Rm. M 42, T 334, T DnJ 12O, T BJ 1 3 9
 ?σ pJ {S} *d‰~k‰!si~ 'spleen' > OJ y[u\]o~k[u\]o!si~ ¶ S QJ #1668, Mr. 576 ¶ ¶
S AJ 282 [#176], DQA #2624 (A *Z7u"~r(V)kæe 'heart, inner organ'), ≈
ADb. SR 5 (T, M + unc. Tg *Jurga 'of high moral standards, brave') ˚  If
the cns. d- in SC, Dhl, B, and Ch may have developped from N *Z@@@@- , all
the abovementioned words belong to N ? *Z@@@@u 6 666rV, so that this rec. of N
*du 4444rV  ¬ *dËrÉ  will be null and void.
56O. *da?urV  'stand, stay' > A: T *tæur- (≠  *t£ur-?) >  OT tur-, Tk
dur-, Az, Ggz, Tkm, SY dur-, VTt, Bsh tor- t¥ºr-, Qzq t¨r- tu"r-, Qq,
Nog, Qrg, ET, Uz, Xk, Yk tur-, Tv tæur-, Tf dòur- id., Chv L ta€r- t¥r-, Chv
H t¥ºr- 'stand up, stand' ¶ Tv tæ- suggests a pT *tæ-, while Tf dò- and d- i n
the Og lgs. point to a lax *t£- ¶ Cl. 529-3O, Rs. W 1OO, Ra. 176, Fed. II
195, S AJ 182-3 [#75], Md. 58, 18O (pT *tæur-) || HS: CS *dawar-
'sojourn, abode, place to stay, dweling place', S *daw[a]r- 'dwelling
place, camp site' and CS *√dwr (*-du2r-) v. 'dwell (wohnen)' (× N
*dur1111V 'camping-site, abode', q.v. ffd.)  ¶ S *dawar-  goes back probably
to earlier **da?{u}r-  WCh *√d'r 'stand, stop (remain standing)' > AG
*d'a!r >  Su {J} d'a!r 'stehenbleiben, bleiben', Kfr {Nt.} d'a!r v. 'stay, s t and ' ,
Ang {Flk.} da2r id., Mpn {Frz.} d'a!r 'stand' (living beings, trees), ' s t and
up' » Ngm d'ire  'stand, stay' » Fy {J} d'ar 'stand' »» ECh: Mu {J} d'a!r ' r e s t e r
debout', {Lk.} 'sich hinstellen, stehen', Mjl {DB} d'E!yru~, Kwn {J} J°e~re@
'stand' ¶ JI II 3O4-5, Stl. ZCh 174 [#269], J S 62, Nt. 9, Flk. s.v. da2r, Frz.
M 14, ChC, Blz. EChWL #78 ||  D: SD *tar- 'stop, stand still' > Tm tari
id., 'rest, abide', Kn tarahara n. 'staying, exercise of pat ience,
forbearance', Tu tariyuni  'stay, stop' ¶ D #3O94 ˚  Ch *d'- and T *tæ-
< N *d + *? ; D *-r- is a reg. reflex of *r-clusters (here N *-?ur- > *-?r- >
D *-r-) ˚ Alternatively, we may reject the S cognate *dawar- a n d
adduce SES *°√t'rH > Jb C {Jo.} ≤‰t'raH v. 'stay, stop, cast anchor' (Jo. M
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412). In this case we have to reconstruct N *t ''''VrVÙV , but the p rob lem
of the vowels (*a  in Ch and D, *u  in T) will be harder to solve.
56Oa. *de9arV 'hill, summit' > HS: B *dra2r- (< **d[u]raÓr-)
'mounta in '  > Ah a-drar, Shl, Tmz, Shnw a-drar, Kb a-d3rar (pl. i-d3urar),
Rf, SrSn, Izn a-d3ra4r, Nfs drar, Gd adurar 'mountain', Si a-drar id., 'hill' ¶
NZ 371, Fc. 234, PGG 42, Dl. 153, Ren. 3O8, Lf. II #O3O5  S: SES
*√d˝r > Jb C ≤da˝‰r 'top, edge, point', Mh d‰˝≤rayr (pl. d‰˝ro2r)
'point, summit, peak'  ¶ Jo J 35, Jo. M 65  ? EC: Bss {Bnd.} tarra
'mountain'   NrOm: Wl {LmS} deriyaò , Zl {C} darya2, {Mrn.} darya, Gf
{AlA, Mrn.} dere, Hrr {CR} dare2, Malo/Oyda {Fl.} dEre, Cha {C} dera2,
Kcm {LmS} dare 'mountain', Gm {LmS} dare 'mountainous country' ¶
LmS 348, C SO 29, 43, C SE III 166, CR H 644, Fl. OWL. AlA ODS 8, Mrn.
O 14O-1 || D: SD: McTm *te2ri > Tm te2ri 'sandhill', Ml te2ri 'h i l lock '
¶ D #3461 || A: T Jar ({Md.} *Ja2¿r) 'steep bank, ravine, cliff' (×  N
*z1111{a}[Ó]rV 'low place, valley', q.v.) > OT ja[:]r ({Cl.} ja2r) 'a vertical
bank of a river eroded by water or a gorge cut through a mountain s ide
by water', Tk yar, Qmq, Nog jar, Ln jay 'precipice', Tkm Z7ar, ET ja(r)
'ravine', Alt Z1ar, Xk c7ar 'steep ravine (å r )', Qq z7ar, Qrg, Uz Z7ar id.,
'precipice, steep bank', Qzq z7ar 'ravine, steep bank', Chv L ßyr s1Èr
'precipice, steep bank', ? Yk sî∏r 'small hill, a height' ¶ Cl. 953-5 (OT ja2r
with a long vw. on the basis of the Arabic spelling), ET J 17-8, 135-7, Rs.
W 188-9, Jeg. 219-2O, 225, Fed. II 139, 155-6, Md. 99, 16O, TrR 9 1 2 ,
Fed. II 155-6, Pek. 2475 ˚ SES *√d˝r  suggests the presence of the cns .
*9 in the N etymon. T *a (that cannot go back to N *e ) may b e
explained if the N etymon was *de9arV . This rec. suggests that D *-r-
(a reg. reflex of N *r -clusters) goes back to a cluster *-Ór- from N *-
9ar- . B *dra2r- (< **d[u]raÓr-) suggests a mt. in the prehistory of B ˚  ≈
Blz. LB #111a (incl. B, C, Om, T, and D), Blz. DA 161 [#9O].
561. *da4444[y]ÂV ¬ *da[y]ÂÉ  'be(come) stiff\firm' >  HS: S *°√drr
'robust, strong' >  Ar darïr- 'fort, robuste, et aux chaires fermes e t
compactes' ¶ BK I 682 || U: FP *tarV 'get stiff with cold' (<  **da4ra6 d u e
to the vw. harmony or from the original **dara4) >  Er tard!e- 'get stiff
with cold, be chilled' » Prm {LG} *tur- > Z turav- v. 'get stiff with cold', ?
turdÈ-  id., 'be frozen' ¶ UEW 792, LG 287, ≠ Lt. 217 (connects the Prm √
with F turtua v. 'get stiff') || A: M *°dereyi- v. 'become stiff' >  WrM
derei- id., HlM d´rij-x {MED} id., {Luv.} 'be stiff anf stick out' ¶
MED 253, Luv. 17O  ? NaT *°Jarp (× N *yoÂV(-bV) 'firm, s t rong,
hard' [q.v.]) > OT jarp 'firm, solid' ¶ Cl. 957 || IE: NaIE *d≈{ ï }r- / *d≈er-
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'firm' ({EI} *d≈er- 'be immobile; support, hold up') (× IE *d≈er- v. ' ho ld '
< N *dar[VÓ]V 'hold, hold fast, fasten') >  OI ≤dh°rah5 'firm, steady' »»
L firmus, EpL f°rmus 'firm' »» AS darian 'be motionless, lurk' »»
Arm dadarem dadaRem 'become quiet, s top ' »» Av da2rayat ' ho lds
fast' ¶ M K II 1O5, P 253, EI 27O, WH I 5O5-6, ≈ Slt. 373-4 ˚  NaIE *ï
suggests the presence of a N *y (lost in S, A, and FU).
562. *der?{i} 'thrust back, drive away' >  HS: S *√dr? > Sr √dr? G
'thrust back (so.)', Ar √dr? G  'éloigner, chasser (qn.)', L (pf. da2ra?a)
'repel (so.)', Sq {L} ?edre 'chasser', Ak OB/YB {Sd.} durru6 ' abs toßen
(?)' ¶ BK I 685, Hv. 2OO, L LS 135, Sd. 178, DRS 3O6  Eg fP dr, Eg MKL
dr ≠ d¿r 'entfernen' ¶ EG V 473-4  NrOm: Kf {C} dar- 'drive away' ,
'divorce (a wife)' (unless π Ar √dHr 'drive away') ¶ C SE IV 433 ¶ ¶
Hardly here (⇔ C) Af {R} da÷ar- 'wegschicken, fortschicken', likely t o
be connected with Af {PH} da÷a2r- 'go, leave' (PH 77); neither should w e
adduce Ar √dHr G  'drive away' and Gz √dHr G  'divorce' ¶¶ OS # 6 6 O
|| IE: NaIE (+ext.) *d≈rei\b≈- 'drive away, push', {EI} 'drive'  > Gmc: Gt
dreiban id., OHG tr°ban 'to push, to expel', NHG treiben ' t o
drive, to expel', OSx dr°van, AS dr°fan id., NE drive »» ?σ Lt
dre$ﬁbti (prs. drebiu~) 'to throw down (a thick liquid)' (unless ÿ
dri~bti 'to fall, to drop') ¶ P 274, EI 17O, Fs. 124-5, Ho. 77, Ho. S 1 3 ,
OsS 953, Kb. 1O32, KM 788, Sw. 44, Frn. 1O4 || D (in SD} *te2r- ({†GS}
*d-) 'drive (away) '  > Tu de2ru- 'drive, drive away', Kdg do;t- ± de;t- ±
dƒ't- 'drive away (cattle, persons)', Ml te2ruka v. 'attack, pursue' ¶ D
#3472 ˚ D *-r- (a reg. reflex of N *r-clusters) and S *? suggest t h e
presence of a N lr.
563. *d{u6666}r[?]V 'dirt' >  HS: S (+ext.): Ar √drn G  (ip. -dran-) v. ' b e
dirty', darin- 'dirty', ? Tgr {DRS} dArA '∈ éruption cutanée' ¶ BK I 6 9 3 ,
DRS 315  Ch: WCh: Jmb ad‰ri 'dirt' »» ECh: Kwn {J} do!ru!wo@ 'dust' ( c p .
N *t''''oX++++qËryV ¬ *t''''ËX++++qr1111V 'dirt; be dirty') ¶ ChC, ChL, ≈ Stl. ZCh 2 5 3
[#71] || IE: NaIE *d≈er-(k-), *d≈eri\-/*d≈rei\- 'defecate; faeces' > L foria
pl. 'Durchfall (bei Schweinen), dünne Exkremente', forï- 'defecate' »»
Gmc.: ON drI1ta, Ic, Far, NNr drita, Dn drite, NLG dr°ten, AS
dr°tan 'to defecate', OHG tr°Ôan  'to urinate', NE drite; OHG tr°Ô-
stuol  'chamber pot, Nachtgeschirr' »» Mcd (?) [Hs.] dardai1nei : moly1nei
('he stains, sullies') »» Lt derﬁk-ti (prs. derk-iu~) 'mit Unrat besudeln,
den After leeren' » ? Sl driskati (d. with *-sk-) ≠ *dristati 'to have
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diarrhea '  > SCr, Slv dri!skati, Slv dri!stati, Cz dr7I1stati, Slk
drI1stat&, P ∆ drzystac1, R dristat∆, Uk dristati id., Blg ( 1 s
prs.) driskam  'I have diarrhea' ¶ P 251, 256, WH I 527-8, Vr. 84, Ho.
78, Kb. 1O35, ESSJ V 116 || D {tr., †GS} *tur- >  Tm turu ' r u s t ,
verdigris, flaw', turicu 'blue vitriol', Ml turis1u id., turumpu,
turuvu 'rust', Tl t(r)uppu 'rust' ¶¶ D #3343 ˚  The D cognate
suggests a N *r-cluster (*r  + lr.?). The only N lrs. liable to be lost in S
are *?  and *h (*?++++h = *?  of our notation) ˚ BmK 266-7 (S, IE, D) ˚  Cf.
N *t ''''Ër [V]yV  'litter, dirt, dust' (q.v.).
563a. € *dÅr÷3333V 'ashes' > HS: C: EC {Ss.} *dar÷- id. > Or da2r-a2, Kns
{Ss.}
tar-a, Gato {Fl.} tara, Gdl {Ss.} ter?-ata ({Bl.} terd'-ata), Brj da2r-a, Gwd,
Hr, Gln tar÷-o »» SC: Irq {MQK} da÷ara, {Wh.} da!÷a!ri!to^?o (pl. da!÷a!ra) id. ¶
Ss. PEC 16, Ss. EDB 51, AD SF 2O5, Bl. 2O7, MQK 24  Ch: WCh: Dr }J}
dud'a! 'ashes' (unless from N *t''''u 4 444t ' '''{a} 'dust, ashes') »» ? ECh: Kwn {Mch., J}
dÄ@rw‰! 'ashes' (unless from *√dbr, see  Tmk d‰~b‰!r, Smr, Nd d‰brin1 id . )
¶ JI II 4-5  ??σ S: Ar du÷r-, du÷r-at- 'pourriture (du bois)' ¶ BK I 7OO
¶¶ HSVA #314 (EC, Ar √d÷r v. 'smoke\steam\rot ')  || D (in GnD)
*°taramp- ({†GS} *d-) 'ashes' >  Ku darmbu ± darambu ≠d≈armbu ' ashes ' ,
Mnd nïy-darambu id. (nïy- < D nïrÀ- id.), Png (ÿ  Mnd?) darmu id. ¶ D
#3O92 ˚  This etl. connection was discovered by Blz. in 1989 (Blz. LB
#4e); see also Blz. LNA #9.
564. *dar[VÓ]V 'hold, hold fast, fasten' >  IE: NaIE *d≈er(´)- v. 'ho ld ,
hold fast, hold up', {P} 'halten, festhalten, stützen', {EI} 'hold up' (× N ??
*da4444[y]ÂV ¬ *da[y]ÂÉ  'be[come] stiff\firm') >  OI dha2≤rayati 'holds ,
bears, preserves, keeps' (pfc. da2≤dhara, pp. dhr=≤tah5), Av v°-
Îa2rayeîti 'supports' (pp. d´rÉta-), OPrs da2raya2miy 'ich hal te ' ,
Sgd Î?r 'hold', Oss dar‰n v. 'have (domestic animals); support ( a
family); wear', OI dha≤run5a 'haltend, stützend', dhar≤tar ≠
≤dharitar 'Halter', dhar≤tra- 'Halt, Stütze', Av dar´†ra- ' d a s
Festhalten, Begreifen' »» Gk †ra1omai 'be seated' (“  'be suppor ted ' ) ,
†ra2noß 'bench, form' ({F} 'Tragbalken, Bank, Schemel'), Gk †rh1sas†ai
aor. inf. 'to sit down' ({F}: “ '≈ sich aufstützen, sich aufstemmen'), Gk
†ro1noß 'a seat, chair', †rh6nyß 'footstool' »» L fre2-tus 'relying on', U m
FRITE (abl. or loc.) 'fretu, fiducia', ?σ L firmus (≠ EpL f°rmus)
'firm, strong' »» Lt dere$ !ti / prs. deru~ v. 'be fit, suited', caus. dary!ti
and Ltv darI2 ^t 'to do, to make, to prepare' ¶  P 252-4 (adduces here H t
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tarh- v. 'win', better explainable as belonging together with NaIE
*ter´- v. 'win', w ABIv II 155-6O), OsR 183, EI 27O, M K II 1OO, Mn.
185-6, 198, F I 678-9, 686-7, WH I 5O5-6, Bc. G 336,  Frn. 83 || U: FU
*tarttV- v. 'hold, seize' > F tarttu-, Vo tarttu- v. 'grasp, grip, seize' »»
OHg ≥XIII tart- 'hold, keep', Hg tart- v. 'hold' ¶ ≈ UEW 5 1 1 - 2
(*tarttV- 'steckenbleiben, klebenbleiben'), SK 124O, MF 616, EWU
1487 ¶ Cf. FU *°tarka- > Er ≤targa-(ms) 'take out, draw out' <  N *t''''aÂV,
*t''''aÂV-ÓVgV 'to drag, to pull' || D *tarÀ- ({†GD} *t-) v. 'fasten, s t ick '
(× N *dÅrV 'have a suitable size') >  Tm tar3u v. 'wear tightly as a
cloth, fasten', Ml tar3ayuka v. 'be fixed', ta2r3u 'wearing c lothes
tucked in', Td tarÀ- v. 'get stuck (in mud)', Tu tarapuni, tarpuni v.
'rivet, fasten firmly', Tm tar3upu v. 'join together, amass (wealth)', Ku
dari 'next' (adv.) ¶¶ D #3142 || HS: C: SC ({E} *dar- v. 'handle, m a k e
with the hands'): Kz ?σ,φ dal- v. 'make, do, prepare', SC ı Mb -da!ra v.
'grip, hold' »» Dhl dar- v. 'put (a lot of things)' ¶  E SC 166 ˚  The N l r .
*[Ó]  is evidenced by the IE vw. *´ (preserved in L e2). D *-rÀ- <   N
intervoc. *-r- , suggesting the presence of a vw. between *r and *Ó ˚  ≠
BmK 3O7 (D, SC + •÷ IE *derg≈- > Gk dra1ssomai v. 'grasp, clutch').
565. *du6666r[Vh]V 'to deceive, (?) to outwit' >  HS: CS *dr? >  Ar √dr? G
(n. act. duru2?-) 'sortir soudain et fondre sur quelqu'un' (se dit, e. g.,
d'une troupe qui attaque l'ennemi à l'improviste), Sb √dr? v. 'make a
sudden assault on'; S *°√drh >  Ar √drh G  'survenir à l ' improviste,
tomber sur quelqu'un' ¶ BK I 683, 693, BGMR 36, DRS 3O6, 312 ¶ In t h e
variant √dr? the cns. ? <  *h (a rather typical case of weakening)  EC:
Sa {R} di≤ra2b 'a lie, libel, calumny', dira2b-it- v. 'lie', Af {PH} dirab /
pred. dira2b-a 'falsehood, lie' ¶ PH 85, R S II 112-3 || IE *d≈wer(Ó)- >
NaIE *d≈wer(´)- v. 'deceive, seduce' ({P} 'durch Täuschung, Hinterlist z u
Fall bringen'), (+ext.) {P, EI} *d≈reu\g≈- 'deceive' >  Vd ≤dhru-ti-h5
'misleading, seduction', Av druz7aiti 'stiftet Unheil, betrügt', OPrs
aduruJ7°ya ipf. 'he told lies' »» L fraus, -dis 'deceit, decept ion,
fraud', fru2stra 'in error', fru2stro, fru2stror v. 'd isappoint ,
deceive, trick' »» OHG triogan, NHG tru4gen, betru4gen, OSx
driogan, bidriogan 'to deceive' ¶ P 276-7, EI 154, WH I 543-4, M K
II 118-9, OsS 957, Kb. 1O34-5, Ho. S 13, KM 784 || U: ? Sm: Slq:
Ke/Ch/UO/B {Cs.} tuernaN v. 'steal', Tz {Hl.} t‰r-Èt-qo id., Tz B {Cs.}
tuerennaN id. ¶ Cs. 15O, 284, Hl. (p.c., 1976) || D *tu2rÀ- ({†GS} *d-)
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v. 'slander, blame' >  Tm tu2r3u v. 'traduce, slander', n. 'ca lumny,
slander', Ml du2r3u v. 'blame, slander', tu2r3r3uka v. 'abuse, blame', Kn
du2r3u v. 'bear tales, report evil of others, blame', Kdg du;rÈ
'information laid against so.', Tu du2ru 'aspersion, blame, r ep roach ' ,
du2runi v. 'accuse, complain, blame', Tl du2r3u v. 'reproach, b lame,
censure', Kui doh-pa v. 'mention a name of so., cite, accuse, blame ¶¶ D
#3397 , ≠ Km. 4O3-4 [#67O] (reconstructs pSD *tu2rÀ- / -rÀrÀ-, "ultimately
to" *tu2- + *-rÀ-).
565a. € *darÓV or *daÓrV 'path, way' > HS: EC: Ya {Hn.} da2r ' p a th ,
road', ? Sa {R} do2r- 'follow' ¶ Hn. Y II 131-2, R S II 111  WCh: Ywm der
'road' » Krkr ndaru, Mh d'ore, Grm {ChC, ChL} nda~ru~ id. » My {Sk.} de!ra~hi!,
P’ {MSk.} da^rhi!, Mbr {Sk.} de2!ri@, Kry {Sk.} derahi, Jmb {Sk.} da2^ru! ' r o a d ,
path, way' »» ECh: Jg {J} de!ri~p 'road' (× N *der{?}u6666bV 'way, path') ¶ Stl.
ZCh. 172 [#248], Sk. NB 37, ChC, ChL ¶¶ OS #657 (HS *dar- 'road'; incl.
WCh and Ya) || D *ta2ri ({†GS} *d-) 'way, path' > Tm ta2ri, Kn, Tu, Tl
da2ri 'way, road, path', Kt a;da;ry 'road, path' ¶¶ D #317O ˚  Blz. DA
163 [#1O5].  
566. € *der{?}u6666bV 'way, path' > HS: WS *darb- > Sr dar≤b-a2 ' r o a d ' ,
Ar darb- {BK} 'rue; chemin, route; défilé dans les montagnes', {Ln.}
'narrow pass', Jb C {Jo.} dErb 'village street' ¶ DRS 3O7, BK I 684, Ln.
866-7, Jo. J 4O  ECh: Jg {J} de!ri~p 'road' (× N *darÓV or *daÓrV
'path, way') ¶ ChC s.v. 'road' || D *teruv- 'road' > Tm teru,
teruvam, teruvu 'street, highway, public road', Ml teru ' s t ree t ' ,
Kt tervi; 'neighbourhood', Bel teru 'way', Tl teruvu 'way, road, p a t h '
¶¶ D #3422 ˚  D *-r- (regularly from *r-clusters) suggests t h e
presence of an additional N cns. that was later lost in S (most probably,
a N "weak" lr. *?  or *h ) .
567. *daÂuga or *daÂu4444ga 'tremble, shake' >  ? HS: S: amb Ar ÔriÆda
da2rig7- 'tremblant' (se dit du timbre de la voix du chanteur), unless “
Ar Ôrd √drg7 G  'walk' ¶ BK I 685 || IE: NaIE *d≈reu\g[≈]- v. ' t r emble ,
shake' >  Lt drugyﬁs 'fever', (here?) 'butterfly', Ltv drudzis ' co ld
fever; fever' » Sl *dr¥g-a-ti (seß), {SPS} *dr!=gati 'to tremble' >  Slv
dr!gati, P drgac1 'to tremble', drygac1 'to hop, to skip', Slk, Cz ∆
drgati 'to shake', OR, RChS rf. dr7gati s9 drûgati se< ' t o
tremble', R ≤drygat∆ 'to shake'; Sl *dr¥g-noß-ti 'to tremble' (mom.) >
OR drygnuti, R ≤drognut∆, P drgna<c1; Sl *dr¥z7a-ti 'to tremble' >
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OCz drz7e7ti, dr7ez7eti, P drz$ec1, OR droz7ati, R dro≤qat∆, U k
driqati »» ? Gk toi†ory1ssv 'shake violantly', toi†ory1ktria ' t ho se
shaking voilently', ?φ  tan†ary1zv 'quiver, shake' ¶ P 275, F I 852, Frn.
1O5, ESSJ V 137-8, 144, Vs. I 54O-1, SPS V 43-5 || U: FU *tar(k)V- v.
'tremble' >  [1] FP *tarV (<  **tarVGV??) >  Z tarz1È- v. 'tremble' » Er
tarno- tarno- id., 'quake', Mk taro- tar´- id., vi. 'swing'  [2] FU
*tarkV >  Z tark‰d- 'knock', vt. ' shake '  »» pObU *ta2r´˝- v. 'tremble' >
pVg *ta2r´G- > Vg: UL to2rG-, Ss tO2rG- id.; pOs *tar´˝- > Os: Vy ta"r´˝-, Ty
taºr´˝-, K tor´y-, Nz tOriÆy-, Kz tOriÆ, O ta"ri- id. ¶ LG 278, Ht. 189 [#647]
|| A: M *°dorgi- > WrM dorgi-, HlM dorgi- 'tremble, shake, v ibra te '
¶ MED 262  Tg *dargi\a- v. 'shake; threaten by shaking one’s
feast\hand' >  Nn darg1an ≠ dargIan 'raise one’s hand against so.', WrMc
{Z, Hr.} dargi- 'tremble', dargiya- {Z} 'threaten by shaking one’s
feast, brandish a sword', {Hr.} 'ausholen (mit Faust, Schwert, Stock
usw.)';  Tg *dergi- v. 'tremble' >  Ul d‰rZ7i-, Nn d‰rgi- ≠ Z7‰rgi- id., Ewk
d‰rgi- 'quiver (vzdrognut∆), shake one’s head' ¶ STM I 2OO, 237, Z
795-6, Hr. 181, Vas. 137  ?φ pJ {S} *du!r- 'shake, sway' > OJ jur-, J: T
yu~r-, K/Kg yu!r- ¶ S QJ #826, Mr. 788 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #374 (A *de!ru ' shake ,
sway' >  Tg *der(gi)-, J) ˚  M *-o- in *°dorgi- (for the expected *-a-)
may be due to the assimilative infl. of some labialized vw. (< N *u++++u 4 444) o f
the next syll. in pA or ppA. The front vw. *e in Tg *dergi- suggests t h a t
it was influenced by a front vw. of the next N syll. (most probably *u 4444 >
Tg *i).
568. *dáÂ{h}Vga ≠ *dáÂ{h}VkV  'to walk, to run; way, path' >  HS:
S: [1] S *√drg >  Ar Ôrd √drg7 G  'walk', Ak √drg G  ' schre i ten ' ,
daraggu 'path'  [2] CS *√drk v. 'walk, tread' (×  N *d{o}r1111[V]kV ' t o
tread, to trample', q.v.) >  BHb Krd √drk G  (ip. -d3rok3) v. 'tread, p res s
out (juice by stamping)', Ph/IA {HJ} √drk G  'go (to), enter', Ug {OLS}
√drk G  'pisar, hollar (?)', Ar √drk v. 'follow, pursue'; Cn *≤dar[V]k-
'road, way' >  BHb K6r3D3†≤dErEk3 id., Ug {OLS} drk 'traficante (¿)'; ?φ  (×  S
*√drk' > Ar √drq G  'walk hastily') Ug {A} √drk5 'herankommen', Ug
(AkSc) dark'u 'path' and {Grd.} tdrk5 n. 'tread, gait' ¶ KB 221-2, KBR
281, HJ 261, BK I 685-6, Hnr. 119-12O, A #794, OLS 137, Grd. UT
#7O8, DRS 3O8-9, 313-4  ?? WCh: Kry {Sk.} de!ra~hi!, My {Sk.} da^rhi!
'road' ¶ ChC, ChL || IE: [1] {EI} *d≈reg≈- 'run' > Lt {Frn.} dro!z7-ti
'ziehen, gehen', de!rz7-ti 'mit großen Schritten gehen', Lt pa-dro!z7-ti
'go\run away, scamper away', Ltv dra2z-t 'rush, speed', {Frn.} ' s ich
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schnell wohin begeben, laufen' »» Gk tre1cv 'run' (× IE *treg≈- ' r u n ' )
 [2] NaIE *°≤d≈or´g[≈]- >  pSl *do¡rga 'road, way' >  OR doroga 'way', R
do≤roga, OCz, Cz, Slk dra1ha, P, LLs droga 'road', SCr arc draàga
'way', SCr draàga 'narrow gulf, ravine'  [3] ?σ NaIE *d≈rog≈o-, {EI}
*d≈ro≤g≈o-s 'wheel' (×  N *doÂk''''á [≠ *doÂgá?] 'to bend, to turn, t o
wrap', q.v. ffd.) ¶ P 273, EI 64O, EI 491 (on IE *d≈reg≈- and *treg≈-), Bc.
#1O.76, Frn. 1O6, F II 927-9, Thr. §  22O, Slt. 3O1, ESSJ V 74-5, Bern. I
212, DbZN OSA 1O-42 (on the acute intonation and the 1st accentual
paradigm in pSl and their IE origin), SPS IV 113-5 (*droŸga 'wyz ˘¬obienie,
wg¬e µbienie; bruzda wymyta przez wode µ, wydeptana przez byd¬o, ludzi
lub jez ;dz ;co ;w', 'semita, callis', 'via, iter') ¶ Sl *do¡rga has no plausible
direct cognates within the IE family. ESSJ V is right in rejecting all
earlier etl. hypotheses, but its own et. (repeated in EI 471) (ÿ  Sl
*dÁrga- 'to jerk, to pull, to pull out, to pinch' through the meaning o f
*do¡rga as 'a cleared one, ras¢i∑ennaå ') is unc. || A: M *derkÉre-
'∈ run quickly' >  WrM derkire- v. 'run, race', Kl derkr=-x´ ≠ derkl=-x´
'(schnell, im Fluge) rennen\fließen, um die Wette rennen', O r d
dòer″xere- 'aller l’amble ou d’un pas rapide' (of donkeys and mules) ¶
MED 253, KW 89, Ms. O 141  ? pKo {S} *tÄ~r?i! >  MKo tÄ~r?i! {S} ' r i de
quickly', NKo talli {MLC} v. 'run (canter, gallop)' (of a horse), ' r u n ,
rush, hurry' (unless an iter. from *tÄd- 'run') (<  the A √  in question ×
pA {DQA} *tæi\or(g)i- 'quick, swift', w DQA #2394 and N *t''''Ér 1111gÉ ' r u n ' )
¶ S QK #511, Nam 141, MLC 4O5 ˚  Cp. also D *teruv- 'road' ( D
#3422), but on the ev. of its *-v-  it is more likely to be akin to Ar darb-
'rue; chemin, route', 'narrow pass' (see  N *der {? }u 6666 bV  'way, path').
569. *dVÂ[é€]Vg++++K ' '''V 'sediment (in food), refuse' >  IE: NaIE
*d≈er´g≈- 'sediment, residue' > L frace2s 'dregs of oil, olive-cake' (WH:
<  *d≈r´k-s ÿ *d˙ere2g˙- [= *d≈re2g≈-/*d≈er´g≈-]) »» Lt ∆ drage$s
'sediment of fat from cooked smelt fish', {Frn.} 'was sich beim Kochen
des Stints zwecks Trankgewinning am Boden absetzt', 'yeast', Pru
dragios 'yeast', Ltv ∆ dradz7i (π  Cur) 'sediment in melted butter' »
Sl {ESSJ} *droz7dz7-a, -i. *-Áje > OCS droqdi( droz7dije< f. pl. ' leaven,
yeast', Blg † ≤droqdie id., SCr dro~z7da 'residue, husks', Slv droz7je, P
droz$dz$e, OR droqdi droz7di, R ≤droqqi 'yeast' »» Gmc {Vr.}
*dragjo2 >  ON dregg 'yeast' (ı ME dreg(ge) >  NE pl. dregs), Sw
dra4gg 'yeast', d. Gmc *drahsta >  AS drAst, dArst(e) 'leaven', p l .
'dregs, lees' (>  NE † pl. drasts 'dregs, lees'), OHG trestir pl .
'husks', NHG Trester pl. 'residue of brewery and grape-pressing' »»
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pAl {O} *draga2 > Al G dra6, -ni , StAl T dra, -u 'waste residue left f r o m
melting butter; dregs, lees, sediment' ¶ P 251, EI 17O (IE *d≈rog≈-
'dregs'), WH I 539, EM 251, Vr. 82, Hlq. 157-8, Sw. 4O, Ho. 69, Kb.
1O31, OsS 953, KM 789, Frn. 1OO, En. 162, Tp. P A-D 363-5, ESSJ V
128-9, Kf. 85, FGjSSh 365, AlbED 179, O 71 || K: G durdo 'sediment i n
wine' (as. from *durgV?) ¶ Chx. 325 || A: M: WrM Zirig 'litter o f
grass\leaves under an animal being flayed' ¶ MED 1O8O  ?σ T amb
*Jogurt (mt.) >  OT {DTS} [MhK] jo˝urt ≠ OT [QB], BdUig jo˝rut, OT
{Cl.} ju˝rut 'coagulated curded milk', Tk yog"urt, Tkm, Osm jo˝urt,
SY jo˝urt ≠ ju˝urt, Az jo©urd, Qmq juwurt, Nog juwirt, QrB
Z7uwurt, Qrg Z7u2rat, Sg {Rl.} c7o2rt, Yk su¢orat id. ¶ Belongs here unless it i s
from A *zu4kæo 'rotten, turbid' <  N *z6666Ë û ûûûqË 'putrefy, turn sour, spoil,
become turbid' (q.v.) or derived from T *Ju˝ur- v. 'knead (dough ,
etc.)' ¶ DTS 27O, Cl. 9O5-6 (derives ju˝rut from ju˝ur- v. ' k n e a d
[dough]' - hardly convincing), ET J 2O7-8, Rl. III 542, 2O2O.
57O. *doÂk''''á (≠ *doÂgá?) 'to bend, to turn, to wrap' >  K: pGZ {K}
*drek'-/*drik'-/*derk'- v. 'bend, bow' >  OG drek'-/drik'-/derk'-, G drek'-
/drik'- v. 'bend, curve', Mg dirak'-/dirik'-/dirk'- 'bend, stoop', Lz drak'-
/drik'-/druk'- 'bend' ¶¶ K 74-5, Chik. 27O, ≈ K2 42 (*dr-ek'-/*dr-ik'-/*dr-
k'-) || IE: NaIE *d≈erg8≈-/*d≈org8≈-/*d≈r=g8≈-/*d≈reg8≈-/*d≈rog8≈- v. 'turn' >
?σ NPrs {Sg.} zrda da4rz 'seam, suture ' , ‰zarda da4rze 'a rent in a ga rmen t
which has been seen' »» Arm da®nam dar2nam (<  *darZnam) ( a o r .
dar3aj daRZay) vi. 'turn, turn about, return' »» pAl {O} *dreZa >  Al
dredh (aor. drodha) v. 'twist, spin, curl'  ? NaIE *d≈rog≈o- 'wheel '
(× N *dáÂ{h}Vga ≠ *dáÂ{h}VkV 'to walk, to run; way, path') > Gk
troco1ß 'wheel' (× ÿ tre1cv 'run' <  IE *treg≈- id.?) »» OIr droch 'wheel '
»» Arm durgn duRgn 'potter’s wheel' ¶ P 258, 273, Sg. 511-2, H o r n
122, Thr. §  22O, AlbED 179-8O, O 73, Slt. 3O1 || HS: S *√drk ≠
*√drg v. 'roll, wrap' > Ak OA √drk v. G 'pack (cloth)', Ar Ôrd √drg7 G
v. 'roll' ('rouler\ployer [étoffe, papier] ') , Sh (pf. ?adrag7a) ' rou le r ,
ployer', durg7-  rouleau de papier, pli', Tgr √drgg (pf. dArgAgA) v. ' m a k e
roll down, roll away, ?? Jb C ‰≤durg v. 'wrap in a white cloth, ensh roud '
(×   d. from a noun for 'white cloth', cp. Mh darg 'white cloth') ¶ BK I
685-6, Sd. 163, Jo. J 4O, Jo. M 73, LH 523, DRS 3O9, 314 || A: NaT
*Jo4rga4+e- v. 'wrap' >  OT jo4rga4- v. 'wrap up, swaddle', Tki jo4rga4-, Ln
jo4jgo4-, Tv c7o4rG1e-, Yk so4ro4∏- v. 'wrap', ET jo4rgo4- ≠ jo4go4- id., ∆  ju$rgE- id.,
v. 'pack, roll, wind (a string\rope)' ¶ Cl. 965-6, DTS 276, ET J 234-5, J r .
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162, Rl. III 449 ˚  IE *g8≈ and the cns. *g in S *√drg and in NaT *Jo4rga4+e-
point to the variant *doÂgá of the N etymon. Another possibility is
that the Ar verbs are derived from durg7-, and the latter is akin to M h
darg  'white cloth' and does not belong to the etymon in question. S *k is
a case of reg. de-emphatization ˚  ≠ BmK 272-3 (*dar-/*d´r- v.
'bend\twist\turn' reconstructed by "kernel comparison" between IE, K,
and S (*√drg v. 'wrap') with arbitrary truncating the third cns. a n d
with untenable adduction of IE d≈reg≈- v. 'run' and S *√drg v. 'go', t h a t
belong to a different etymon - w  N *dáÂ{h}Vga ≠ *dáÂ{h}VkV  '⇑ ').
571. *dur1111V 'camping-site, abode' >  HS: S (× N *da?urV  'to stand, t o
stay'): S *≤daw[a]r- 'camping-site, abode' >  BHb r&D do2r ' t en t -camp,
dwelling-place', Md daura 'home, abode, dwelling', Ak du2ru
'Stadtmauer, settlement', Ug {A} dr 'house, dynasty' (but Ug {OLS} dr
'círculo, agrupación, cabildo' does not belong here, but is connec ted
with S *dawr- 'circle'); CS *da≤war- 'sojourn, abode, place to stay,
dweling place' >  Ar r"da da2r- 'Haus mit Hof', {BK} 'demeure, séjour;
habitation, lieu habité où il'y a plusieurs maisons ou tentes', Sr æ¢o®∂o
da2r-≤t-a2 'domus, domicilium'; CS *√dwr (*-du2r-) v. 'dwell (wohnen) '
> BHb, JA [Trg.], JEA, SmA, Sr, Amr √dwr G  id. ¶ KB 2O8-9, KBR 2 1 7 ,
A #785, Js. 288, Sl. 321, DM 99, BK I 748, Hff. 183, G A 18, Br. 147, DM
99, DRS 239-41  B {Pr.} *(-)ddVr- (<  {Pr.} *√{y+w}dr) v. 'live' (“*
'dwell'?) > Kb ´d3d3´r, Mz, Izn, SrSn, Rf, Shw {NZ}, Gh, Ah, Ty, ETwl ´dd´r,
Gd {Lf.} Edd´r (pf. iddEr), Tmz {MT} dd´r (pf. idir), Izd {Mrc.} dd´r (p f .
idd´r), Sll {Ds.} ´"dd´r (pf. idd´r), Si ´dd´r (pf. idd´r) 'vivre'; B *tadda2rt
(<  {Pr.} *ta-{y+w}da2r-[V]t) 'house, abode' >  Gd {Lf.}, Wrg {Dlh.}, Tmz
{MT} taddart 'maison, demeure', Mz {Dlh.}, Nf {La.} taddart, Izd {Mrc.}
taddart (pl. tadd´rwin, tiydrin), Izn {Rn.} t3idda4rt3, Rf Wr {Rn.} t33adda4rt3
'maison', Kb {Dl.} t3 3ad3d3art3 'village' ¶ Fc. 226, Lf. I 243, II ##O298, O3O2,
Dl. 151-2, Dl. VK #456, Dlh. M 31, Dlh. Ou 56, MT 7O-1, GhA 25, Mrc.
16O, 264, Ds. B 295-6, La. S 256, 312, Nh. 215, NZ 368-71  ECh: Mkl
{J} da~rma~ 'case au mur en terre cuite et toit de paille', EDng {Fd.} da2~rne~
'village', ???φ Kwn M {J} t‰!r 'house', ? ti~r 'village' ¶ ChC, JI II 2O3, J LM
79, Fd. 183 || IE: NaIE *d≈wor-/*d≈ur- 'courtyard, abode', {EI}
*≤d≈woro-m 'enclosure, courytard' >  OI duro2≤n5a-m 'dwelling, h o m e ' ,
Av accus. sg. dvar´m , loc. dvar´  'courtyard' (while accus. dvar´m
'gate' belongs to IE *d≈we(:)r- 'door' <  N *durV or *du4444rV ' ho le ,
hollow', q.v.) »» L forum 'market place, open square', Um FURO furu
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id. »» Lt dvaﬁras 'estate, landed property, manor' » pSl *dvo~r¥ / gen.
*dvo≤ra (accentual paradigm B) 'courtyard, large house with cour tyard ,
farmstead (usad∆ba )' >  OCS dvorË 'aula, o‘ikoß, domus', ' cour tyard ' ,
OR dvor5 dvorË 'dwelling, house, farmstead, courtyard', Blg dvor,
Slv dvo~r, Cz dvuºr, Slk dvor, HLs, LLs dwo1r 'courtyard', SCr dvoŸr
id., 'palace, house', P dwo1r, R dvor, Uk dvir 'courtyard, fa rmstead
(usad∆ba )', Plb do4r 'farmstead' ¶ M K II 51, WH I 537-8, Bc. G 336, ≈
Frn. 112-3, ESSJ V 169-7O, DbZN OSAS I 185-9, SPS V 13O-4, Glh. 214-5 ,
≠ P 278, ≈ EI 168-9 (*≤d≈woro-m ÿ *≤d≈wo2r 'door, gate') ¶¶ The
connection of IE *d≈wor-/*d≈ur- 'courtyard' with IE *d≈we(:)r- ' d o o r '
('courtyard' interpreted as 'a place in front of the doors') (<  N *du6666ÂV
'log, stick' × N *durV or *du4444rV 'hole, hollow') is secondary (popu la r
et.) || A: T *Ju2r-t 'camping-site, dwelling place, abode' >  OT jurt id.,
MQp [CC], OOsm ≥XIV jurt 'dwelling place', Chg jurt ' res idence,
mansion', MQp XIII jurt 'stopping place, inn', Tkm ju2rt, Tk yurt
'house, homeland, country', Az jurt 'house, tent', Xlj ju2rt 'dwelling
place', Nog jurt 'homeland', Uz jurt, Alt Z1urt id., 'country', Qq z7urt, Qrg
Z7urt 'country, people; abandoned camping-site', Qzq z7urt, Tv c7u<rt, Tf
c1æu<rt 'camping-site', Az jurt 'dwelling place, tent, house', Qmq jurt
'home, village', VTt, Bsh j¥ºrt 'house', Yk su2rt 'camping-site, (land f o r )
pasture', Chv L s1urt 'house' ¶ Cl. 958, Rs. W 211, ET J 254-5, TL 49O-1,
DT 23O, Jeg. 221, Fed. II 144-5, Md. 68, Bich. 52 (on the origin of u< i n
Tv c7u<rt), Ra.19, Rl. III 548-51 ¶ *-rt- < **-r1t- acc. to a law discovered b y
Helimski (Hl. TRN 71): pre-T *r1 >  T *r in precons. position || D *tor`(-)
({GS} *t-) 'cattle-stall, stable, pen for cattle' (× N *t''''u 4 444 ++++ur 1111i 'turn r o u n d ,
surround, enclose', q.v. ffd.) ˚  D *o (for the expected *u) and t h e
long vw. in the T root still need explaining.
572. *du6666{r 1 111}V[9++++qV] 'lamb, kid (of a wild ram, etc.)' >  HS *d{u}r[VX]-
'ram, sheep' ({Blz.} *duri  'ram') >  Om {Blz.} *dur- 'sheep, ram' >  NrOm:
Wl {Beke} du"rsa, Wl/Zl/Gf/Cha {C} dorsa2, Bdt/Zs {C} doro2, Oyda
{Fl.} duro, dorsa, Zs {Fl.} doro, Bsk {Fl.} do2ri 'sheep', She {C} dor 'ram' »»
SOm: Ari {Bnd.} derti! 'sheep', Dm {Bnd.} de…r 'goat' ¶ C SO 29, 67, C SE
III 166, Blz. OL #153, Bnd. AL 151, 158, Fl. AGC 681  ?φ  C: Bj {R}
≤dirfin 'lamb' ı+π Tgr DRFN d‰rf‰n 'lamb, ram' ¶ R WBd 7O, LH
523-4   Ch: WCh {Stl.} *dVr-, *dVr-gas6i 'ram' >  Ron: DfB {J} 5duﬂ:r, Bks
{J} ?a-5du^r (pl. 5dura!y), Sha dur 'ram' » NrBc: Mbr {Sk.} darNg1a!z6i@, J m b
{Sk.} ti@rZ7e2^z6i@ 'ram' »» CCh: ? Mtk {Sb.} drO~k, {ChL} d'rOk id. ¶ ChC, ChL, Stl.
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ZCh 172 [#251]  S: Ug drX 'mountain goat' ('cabra montés'), ¿ Ak
{Sd.} dariu 'Opferschaf' (not confirmed by CAD) ¶ Sd. 164, OLS 1 3 7
|| K: G {Fn., Chx.} duraûq- ≠ duraÌ- 'yearly ibex' ({Chx.} 'einjähriger
Steinbock'), {DCh.} duraÌ-i 'junger Steinbock' ¶ Fn. SK 93 [#61], Chx.
325, DCh. 484 || D (in SCD) *tu2{r`}a ({GS} *d-) >  Tl du2d5a 'calf', Knd
du2r`a id. (π Tl?), Gnd dßudßdße 'female young of buffalo' ¶ D #3378 ˚
Blz. KM 114-5 [#6] (NOm, Ch, K, D).
573. *d{o}r1111[V]kV 'to tread, to trample' >  HS: S *√drk 'tread' (× N
*dáÂ{h}Vga ≠ *dáÂ{h}VkV  'to walk, to run; way, path'?) > BHb Krd
√drk G  (ip. -d3rok3) v. 'tread, press out (juice by stamping)', Ug {OLS}
√drk  G  'pisar, hollar (?)', Ar Mgr {DRS} √drk G  'fouler, bourrer', Tgy
{DRS} pf. dArrAha 'opprimer'; ? (× S *√drk' > Ar √drq G  'walk hasti ly ')
Ug {Grd., Hnr.} tdrk5 n. 'tread, gait' ¶ KB 221-2, KBR 281, Hnr. 1 1 9 -
12O, OLS 13, Grd. UT #7O8, DRS 313-4 || K (mt. and as. within t h e
cns. cluster ["harmonic complex"]): G tker-/tkir- 'trample under foot ,
trample\tread down' ¶ Chx. 5O5 || D *tor`[i](kk)- ({†GS} *t-) v. ' t r ead ,
trample, kick' >  Kn tur ªi, Tl trokku v. 'tread, tread on, t rample ,
crush to pieces with the feet', Ml torªikka v. 'kick, beat the b reas t
from grief', Tu torpuni v. 'kick, tread', {MBhK} toripu v. 'kick', Krg
tolßi ± tori id., Ku tur`b- v. 'trample, tread out grain' ¶¶ D #3522 ¶¶ The
absence of the expected *-kk- in Kn, Tu, Krg, and Ku still needs
explaining.
574. *dVs7777tV 'moon' (‘ 'star') >  K *dus`te- ≠ *tus`te- 'moon' >  OG
twite, ttue, tue, G tve 'month' (Ï Sv {Ni., GP} tew 'month'), G
mtvare 'moon', Mg tuta-, Lz (m)tuta- 'month, moon', Sv: UB/LB/L dos7d-
ul, Ln dos7t'-ul 'moon', UB do4s7d-is7 ≠ dwes7dis7, LB des7dis7, L dos7dis7, Ln
dwes7t'is7 'Monday' ('lunae [dies]', lit. 'of the moon') ¶¶ K 75 (*du(s⁄)te-
), K2 74 (*tute-), Chik. 27O; FS K 1O7 and FS E 113-4 (*dute-), TK 1 9 7 -
8, Ni. s.v. mísåc` , GP 96-7, 1O6, Dn. s.v. dos7dul and dos7dis7 || U: FU
(att. in FV) *ta4s7ta4 'star; sign' > F ta4hti (gen. ta4hden) 'star', Es ta4ht
'star, sign' »  pLp {Lr.} *ta2ste2 'star' >  Lp: S {Hs.} daastaa, Klt ta4s4tÏ:, Kld
ta2s4;tÏ, T tas4;tÏe id. » pMr {Ker.} *ta4s7t!´ >  Er tewte t!es7t!e 'star', M k
tåwte t!a4s7t!´ 'star, sign' » pChr {Ber.} *tis7t¥ 'sign' >  Chr H/YU tis7t´,
Chr M tis7te id. ¶ UEW 793, SK 1472-3, It. #272, Lr. #1233, Lgc. #7752b ,
Hs. 4O6, Ker. II 167, Ber. 76 [#4O9] || HS: Ch: ECh: Smr {Lk.} disu, Ll
{Grgs., WeibP} te~se!, Kbl {Cp.} ta!sa2, Skr c7i!zo@ 'star' »» ? WCh: Diri {Sk.}
adi!≤su@ id. ¶ ChC, Blz. EChWL #79  ? SC: Alg {Wh., E} tic7a?i, I rq/Grw
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{Wh.} c'a!c'e2!÷i, Brn {Wh.} c7'ic6'a?iya, {E} c7ic7a?e 'star' (infl. of SC *√Ç'? [{E}
*t!'a?-] 'to light') ¶ Wh. IC 25, MQK 1O7. ≈ E SC 226-7 ˚  This et l .
comparison (together with others) suggests a law: the pre-K clusters
*Ít (= *st, *s7t, *s`t) yielded K *s`t >  G, Mg, Lz t, Sv s7d (cp. also S
*s6i≤taw- 'winter' ÷  K *s`to[w]- v. 'snow' [Ï *s`towl- 'snow'], S
*÷as6a≤rat- 'ten' ı K *as`t- 'ten', etc.).
575. *doÊgi?u6666 'fish' >  IE {EI} *d≈g8≈uÓ- >  NaIE *d≈g8≈u2- 'fish' >  Gk
i>c†y6ß id. (<  *g8≈d≈u2-, sc. mt.  from *d≈g8≈u2-) »» Lt z7uvi~s, Ltv zivs, ∆
zuvs id., with a *k-sx.: Pru suckis ([z-]) id., accus. pl. suckans »»
Arm†3ukn†Zukn 'fish' ¶ Acc. to Me., Lej., Schw., and Ch., the initial i>-
in i>c†y6ß is of prothetic origin; acc. to Frisk, Arm -kn  is a sx. ¶ WP I 6 6 4 ,
P 416-7 (*g8hDu2 ¬ *g8hyu2), EI 2O5, Ch. 474, F I 745-6, Slt. 317-8, Frn.
1323, En. 258 || HS: CS *≤dag- or *°da≤wag- 'fish' >  BHb gD1†≤da2g#, Ug dg
'fish'; MHb -du2g#- v. 'fish', BHb Mig5u!D2†dawwa2≤g#-ïm pl. 'fishers', JA [Trg.]
{Js.} ag!ugD6 d´g£u2≤g£a2, {Lv.} tigugD6 d´g£u2≤g£ït3 'fisher boat' ¶ KB 2O4-6,
KBR 213, 215, A #725, OLS 13O, Js. 279, Lv. I 376, Lv. T I 162-3, DRS
217 ¶¶  Cf. {†Rö.} Eg XVIII/G ÷dw '∈ fish' (EG I 237), but it is probably
from N *÷ 3333at ''''Ë '∈ fish' (q.v.) ||  U *totke '∈ a cyprinid fish' >  Es to%tkes
'tench, Tinca tinca', F totke  (in the n. l. Totkija4rvi) » pMr *tutk¥ >
Er tutko tutko, Mk tutka tutka 'tench' » Chr: KB tat¥, M toto id. »»
Vg T {Mu.} taºxt id., {Kn.} takt-ko2l id. » Hg tat-hal 'a worthless fish;
tench'  Sm: Slq: Tz {KKIH} tutÈ 'crucian carp, Carassius', Tur {Lh.}
tu2tÈ, Kt {Lh.} tutto, Tm {KD} tuta4 id. ¶¶ UEW 532, Coll. 63, Coll. CG 4O9,
Sm. 55O (FU, FP *totki, Ugr *taºtkI" 'Tinca'), Ker. II 173, ERV 6 8 4 ,
KKIH 189 || A {SDM95} *do4!g+ki 'fish' > Tg {S} *Jog+yi 'Salmo lenoc' >  Nn
Z7oI, Ud Z1u4i-so, Neg Joyo id., Neg Joyolan 'minnow, Phoxinus phoxinus' ¶
STM I 262, Krm. 235, S AJ 218 [#174]  M *Z>i9a-sun 'fish' >  WrM
Zi9asun, MM [MA] ñvsu'9Ji Z7iÌasun, [S, HI] Z7i-Xa-sun Z7iÌasun,
HlM Zagas, Kl zaÌasn=, Dx Z7aÌasun, Dg Z7ause, ShY Z7aÌas´n, Mnr H
{SM} Z1i\a49òas‰ ¶ KW 463, MED 1O5O, Pp. MA 2O5, 439, H 89, Ms. H 6 7 ,
SM 78, Mr. D 176, 269, Pot. 419, T 333, T DnJ 119  pKo {S} thi ({Vv.}
*c>VÓi) 'fish' in fish names: MKo ka~mo!-t≈i 'eel', NKo kamul-c>≈i id., sam-
c>≈i 'mackerel' ¶ S QK #1147, Vv. AEN 9  ?? pJ {S} *[d]i!wua!, {Vv.}
*[d]iwo 'fish' > OJ iwo, J: T u~o, Kg i!wo, Sh i!yu, Nk ?yu!, Ht yu@, Y i~yu! ¶¶ S
AJ 265 [#27], S QJ #27, Vv. AEN 9 (suggests the Ko cognate, rejects t h e
J one [because pJ *-w- does not reflect A *-g-], unconvincingly re jects
the M reflex) ¶¶ DQA #2611 (A *di\a!gi ¬ -i\o- 'fish') ˚  The N cluster *-
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Êg-  is likely to have been reduced to the reflex of N *g in S, A, and IE
˚  The M vowels *i...a  are puzzling (mt. of vowels?) ˚ IS I 219: S, IE,
M (‘ BmK 269: S, IE, M), AD SShS 3O3 (U, S, IE, M), MichMR 1 1 - 1 3
(they reject the FU cognate and reconstruct N *digÓË); w  AD AltAD # 1 4
˚  AD NM #74, S CNM 7 (÷÷ Yn *t‰?9 'perch').
576. *daÙwV (≠  *dawÙV?) 'to press, to push' > HS: WS *√dHw id .
> BHb √dHw+y G  (pf. eh1D1 da2≤Ha2, ip. eh3d6i% yi-d3≤HE2) v. 'push (down)', JEA
√dHy ihd G  (pf. ah1D6†d´≤Óa2) id., Sr æ˙∂ √dHw+y G , JPA ihd†√dHy v.
'repel, push', Ar √dHw G (pf. 'hada daHa2)  'pousser violamment e n
portant à quelqu'un un coup par derrière; jeter, lancer', Hrs √dHw G
(pf. deHo 2) v. 'press (dates into a bag)' ¶ KB 21O, KBR 218, Js. 291-2, Sl.
P 142, Br. 148, Fr. II 13, BK I 676-7, Jo. H 34, DRS 244 || IE: NaIE
*d≈o+aw- v. 'press' > Av dav-  'drängen' »» Gt {P} af-dojan*  (att.: n o m .
pl. pp. af-dauidai ' ]eskylme1noi, geplagt, angehetzt') (a controversial
interpretation) »» Sl *davi ¡ti  'to press' > OCS daviti davi-ti / p r s .
davl(davljo<, R da≤vit∆ / da≤vl√, Uk daviti, P † dawic1, Slk
da1vit&, SCr, Slv da!viti 'to press, to strangle', Cz da1viti id. (da1vi
'he vomits'), Blg davå v. 'suffocate, oppress' ¶ P 235, EI 15O, Brtl. 6 8 7 ,
Fs. 4, Vs. I 481, Glh. 19O, ESSJ IV 198-9, ≠ EI 15O (OCS davi-ti
'strangle' < IE *d≈eu\- 'die') || A (≈ *dab- (×  N *dap''''[V]˝V ≠ *da˝op''''V
'to push', q.v.): >  M: [1] *dabta- v. 'forge, rivet' >  MM [S] dabta- v t .
'hammer', dabtamal 'gestampft', WrM dabta- v. 'forge, beat', {Kow.}
vt. 'battre, forger, aplatir', HlM davta-, Brt dabta-, Kl davt- v.
'forge, rivet', WrO dabta- 'strike repeatedly, forge'; M ı WrMc
dabta- id. ¶ MED 213, Kow. 16O9-1O, H 3O, Krg. 537, KRS 175, Chr.
179, Z 784  [2] *dabi- v. 'spur on a horse' > WrM dabi-, HlM davi-
v. 'spur on a horse', Ord dòa˘wi- 'frapper les pieds contre les flancs d u
cheval pour le faire aller plus vite' ¶ MED 212, Ms. O 13O.
577. € *d{á}wV÷3333 ++++9V 'wolf' or 'jackal' >  HS: EC: pSam {Hn.} *dawa÷o
'jackal' (× N *Z7777á?VbV '∈  beast of prey [wolf or sim.]') >  Sml {DSI}
dawa÷ 'male jackal', dawa÷o ≠ da÷awo, Sml N da!wwa÷(-ï) 'ma le
jackal', da!wwa!÷o (df. dawwa÷a!dï) 'female jackal', Rn {Hn.} do≤wo!Ho,
{Oo.} dßo≤woHo 'jackal', {PG} do~wwo!Ho~ 'black-backed jackal, Canis
mesomelas' ¶ Hn. S 56, Abr. S 52, DSI 123, 139, Oo. 68, PG 1O3  CCh:
Msy {Mch.} md´1va5 'jackal' ¶ ChC || A: Tg: Ewk Sm d‰w‰N‰ 'wolf' ¶
STM I 228.
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578. *dVw[V]yV 'be ill\weak, die' >  HS: WS *√dwy (*-dway-) v.
'be ill', *da≤way- 'sick' >  BHb ev#D1 da2≤wE2 'faint, sick', Ug {A, OLS} dw,
Ar îvAda dawa2-(n) 'sick', Ug {OLS} √dwy G 'fall ill', JA ivd√dwy G (p f .
av!D6†d´≤wa2) 'betrübt sein', {Js.} 'mourn', JA [Trg.] {Js.} iv@D6 d´≤way,
JEA {Sl.} ai!v!D6 d´wa2≤ya2, Sr E d´wa2≤ya2 'grief', Sr √dwy+w G  (pf. Ô„i∂
d´≤w°  ≠ Æ„oÎ d´≤wa2) 'tristis\miser fuit, afflixit, anxit', Ar √dwy G  (p f .
dawiya, ip. -dway-), Gz √dwy G  (pf. dawaya) v. 'be ill' ¶ KB 2O7, KBR
216, OLS 138, Lv. I 381, Js. 284, Sl. 317, Br. 143, PS 828-9, Fr. II 74-5 ,
BK I 755-6, MiK I #2.12  C: EC: Dsn {Fl.} d'Ed' 'die', {To.} d'a!t ' dead '  » LEC
{AD} *du?- v. 'die' >  Or {Th.} du-a (nom. du-nni, du-ti) ' dea th ' ,
{Grg.} du?-a, Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} du-a v. 'die', du?a 'death', Kns ≤to2ta, Gdl
≤to?ot 'death' »» SC: Kz di?ako 'sick person' ¶ Blz. DL s.v. 'die', To. DL
493, ≈ Bl. 1O8, 2O5 (LEC *du÷- with unj. *÷), Th. 111, Grg. 11O, Sr. 2 8 9 ,
E K 5  Ch: CCh {ChL}: HgNk d'‰~wa!, Kps d'a~wa! 'fever' »» ECh: Ke {Eb.}
de~we! 'weak' ¶ ChL II 134, 154, Eb. 39 ¶¶ OS ##666, 684 ¶¶ In Ch t h e r e
is an apparently similar √  for v. 'kill' (represented by Su {J} tu~, Ang tu~,
Dr/Bl {IL} du~wi!, SBc {Sh.}: Zar K d'u2!, Zar L d'u~, Zar GL d'u!, Sy Zk du~, Ds D -
duyie~-, Skr {Sx.} de2¶, EDng {Fd.} dE2&, Mgm {J} di!ya!w, Mkl da2!ya~, and Jg {J}
di~ya! v. 'kill' and partially adduced by Illich-Svitych [IS I 225]), but i n
view of the cognates with medial -k-, -kW-, -GW-, -G- (Krkr du~kWa!, e t c . )
it should belong to N *du6666k{Ë} 'strike, beat' (q.v.) rather than here || IE
*d≈eu\-, d≈wei\[Ó]- v. 'die, faint', {EI} *d≈eu\- 'die' >  Gt diwans (<
*≤d≈ew-ono-) 'mortal', OHG touwen ± tewen, OSx do6ian, ON
deyja (/ do1 / da1inn), AS d°eÌ$an 'to die', NE die; Gt dau†s, ON
dauÎr, OHG to2t, NHG tot, OSx do6d, AS de1ad 'dead', NE dead; Gt
dau†us, OSx do6th¨†OHG to2d, NHG Tod, AS de1aÎ, ON dauÎ-r
'death', NE death ; the meaning 'faint' is represented by ON da2 (<  Gmc
*dawa) 'Ohnmacht' »» Clt: OIr di1th 'end, death' (<  *d≈wïtu-); ?σ Clt
'person' (if f rom *'mortal'): OIr duine 'person' (<  *d≈u-n-yo-) (p l .
do2ini < *d≈ewen-yo-), Brtt {RE} *doni\os 'person' >  W dyn, OCrn den,
Crn de2n, OBr don ≠ den, MBr, Br den id. »» Arm di di (gen. dioj
dioy) 'corpse' ¶ P 26O-1, EI 15O, Fs. 118, 122, Vr. 71, 74, 76, Ho. 7O,
73, Ho. S 12-3, Kb. 1O25, OsS 942, 946-8, KM 78O, 784, Slt. 299-3OO,
LP § 22 , RE 118, Flr. 149 || U: FP *tVyV 'illness' >  Z doy 'pain, bruise ,
trauma', Z US dOy 'wound', Yz doy 'furuncle', Vt dey 'hernia' » Chr L
tujo tuyo 'sick' ¶ LG 95, MRS 5O5 ˚  The unexpected glottalized d' i n
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Dsn and in some Chadic lgs. may go back to *dV?V- < *dVwV- ( a
hiatus-?), as attested in Or du?a and Kz di?ako ˚  IS I 224-5 (‘ BmK
2 7 3 ) .
579. *d[oy]a (> *da ) 'place (within, below), inside' (‘ locative pc . ,
'in') >  HS: C *da 'place', *-d[a], locative >  Ag: Aw {Hz., Plm.} -da ' i n '
(kani-da! 'on a tree' [direction], b‰ti!-da 'in his land'), Bln {Hz., Plm., R} -
d 'in, to' (loc.-dir. case) (R: ≤dårb-iÆd 'auf dem Wege', ba≤÷a2l-d ' a m
Festtage', låbba≤ka-d 'in the heart') »» EC: Sa {R} -d 'in, into' ( loc.-dir.
case) (≤÷a2re2-d 'into\in the house', ≤ba2d-ad  'in the sea', ≤dik-id 'in t h e
village', san≤du2k5-ud 'into the box\chest'), Brj -ddi 'in' (dawa-ddi ' i n
the road'), ? Sd {Mrn.} -(t)te 'in' (an≤ga-tte 'in the hand[ful]', do≤gotte ≠
do≤go2te 'in the road') <  *-t-de with the feminine ending *-t »» Dhl {To.}
da-  'in, at' »» Bj {AD, TB} -da 'towards' (Bj A {AD} ?U ta≤kïda 'to a m a n ' )
»» SC: Irq {E} di, Brn {E} da 'place', Alg {E} di 'places' ¶ AD SF 238, R WB
92, R S II 95, Hz. VS 75-6, Hz. AL 16-7, Mrn. NLB 357, E SC 191, To. D
152  B: [1] *d[V]  'in' (preposition) >  Ah, Ty, ETwl d 'in' (Ty {PGG} d-´s
'dans lui', Ah {Fc.}: mu2sa i\eqqïm d ´s´n 'Musa sits in them' [sc. ' am ong
them'], tallit s´tœtœ "´fet u d ´s tidaw´n 'le mois noir non dans lui ils s e
marient', sc. 'people do not marry in the black month', n´"y´q q ewa d
insa"  'je l’ai vu au lieu que dans il a été couché', sc. 'I saw him in a p lace
that he was lying in'), Wrg di- 'in' (e.g., di-s 'en lui'), BMn di, BHlm d3i
'in' (the forms di , d3i may also go back to a compound preposition *dV-
Ì 'in', present as d´Ì in many B langages); *d 'in' should b e
distinguished from its homonyms: B *d 'with' (probably of different
origin) and B *d 'here' (pc. of proximity, belonging here only if it goes
back to sth. like *da ?e 'here', lit. 'in this')   [2] *d, a directional
(en)clitic 'to, towards' (after a verb or a chain of other clitics); in Tmz,
Shl, Dmn, ASgr, Kb, and many other B lgs. the directional d is opposed
to the ablative n 'from' (<  N *nu  'from, of', q.v.): Kb awi-d3 'bring' ↔
awi-n 'carry away', Tz idda-d 'come' ↔ idda-n 'go away', Ntf ´ks7´m d
'come in' ↔  ´ks7´m n 'come out', Ah a4ns-a4d 'lie down here' ↔  a4ns-ïn ' l ie
down there'; in some other B lgs. (Shw, Shnw, Nf, Awj, etc.) this d i s
opposed to zero (ablative): Shw awi-dd 'bring' ↔  awi 'carry away', Nf
as-d  'come' ↔  as-  'leave') ¶ Fc. 14O-1, GhA 15, PGG 23, Dlh. Ou 44, Bs.
ZOu 85, AiM 226-7, Ai. MCB 117-8, 2O8 [table 26], Pr. M I-III 2O8ff., NZ
266-8, ≈ 272 (*dV 'in' < *daŒ 'in'), AD BR § 1  ? Eg N dy 'hier, d a ,
dort' ¶ EG V 42O ¶¶ Tk. SCC 78 [#4.5] || K : [1] *-da 'towards', directive
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case ending >  OG -da id., 'to X's place, chez' (dir., used with p ronouns :
s7en c7em-da moxvala 'do you come to me?' [Matth. 3.14], s7en-da
'to(wards) thee', mowida ˝merti tkuen-da 'God came to you' [Ex.
2O.2O]), Mg, Lz -da (directive case ending) (Mg c7kim-da 'to(wards) m e ' ,
skan-da 'to(wards) thee', s7kin-da ≠ c7kin-da 'to(wards) us', tkvan-da
'to(wards) you' pl.), Sv -d 'to(wards)': mis7gwas7w-d 'to(wards) m e ' ,
isgwas7w-d ''to(wards) thee' (reinterpreted as one of the variants o f
the polysemantic "circumstantial" case)  [2] K *-d, *-ad,
"circumstancial (adverbial) case", having many semantic variants,
including directive >  OG -d (betlem-d 'to Bethlehem', sion-d 'to Zion',
adgil-d 'to the place', lot s7ewida segor-d 'Lot entered into Zo‘ar' [Gen.
19.23], ganved vel-ad 'go out to the field!'), Lz -t (fossilized ending i n
some forms: o-Xap'arapu-t 'for a conversation', mo-d ≠ mo-t 'what for? ' ) ,
Sv -ad, ending of the polysemantic circumstancial ( t ransformat ive)
case, including the directive meaning: zi-ad 'nach oben, aufwärts ' ,
tXum-ad 'up to the summit'; this "adverbial case" has resulted f r o m
convergence of several ancient postpositions  [3] GZ *da- pv .
'downward' >  OG da- id. (OG da-sxedir manda 'sit down there!' - Gen.
22.5), G da- {Chx.} pv. 'hununter, hunab', Mg, Lz pv. do- 'downward' ¶ ¶
K 43, 68-9, 78, K S 78-87, FS K 93-4, Fn. GAS 119, Ser. 44, Q O41, M a r r
29, Dt. 14, Chx. 224, Imn. SBDzK 736, Test. S 5 || IE: NaIE *-d≈e,
locative ending ('in') in adverbs: *ku-d≈e 'where?' >  OI kuha, GAv
kuda2, OCS k5dekËde, Osc puf, Um pufe PUFE 'where?', as well a s
in other adverbs: OI i≤-ha, Pali i-dha, OPrs ida2 'here', OCS s5de sË-
de 'here', on5de onË-de 'elsewhere', Gk pro1s†e(n) 'in front, before ' ,
}ener-†e(n) 'beneath, from beneath', i>†a-genh1ß 'born here, indigenous' ,
loc. of place names ] Alvpekh6†e, ] Eleysi2no1†e  NaIE *-d≈i, locative
ending >  OI ≤adhi  'on', Gk po1†i 'where?', {o†i 'where' (rel.), to1†i ' t he re ' ,
o]iko†i 'at home', o]yrano1†i 'in the sky\heaven', OL ibei, L ibi 'where? ' ,
OL ubei , L ubi  'there' ¶ *-i in *-d≈i goes back to N *-oyV (the IE z e r o
grade of apophony) ¶ BD II/2 728-3O, Bks. 22O, M K I 249, F I 569-7O,
WH II 739-4O, Bc. G 343, Pln. II 7O2, 752 || A: [1] *°do2 'place, p lace
within' >  Tg *do2 'inside' >  Ewk, Lm, Orc, Ul, Ork, Nn do2, Neg do2(n)
'inside', Sln do2 'heart', do2-la2 'inside, within' (place, direction), U d
{Krm.} do2, WrMc do 'inside' ¶ STM I 2O9, Krm. 227  [2] A *-da ≠ *-dË
'in', locative ending >  T *-ta / *-ta4 (originally after cnss.), *-Îa / *-Îa4
(after vowels), loc. case ending >  Chv -ta / -te (after cnss.), ra / -re (<
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*-Îa / *-Îa4) (after vowels), NaT *-ta / *-ta4 (generalization of t h e
postcons. allomorph) >  OT -da / -da4, (after stem-final l, n, r) -ta / -ta4,
Tk -da/-de (after voiced cnss. and vowels), -ta/-te (after vl. cnss .) ,
Ggz, VTt, Bsh, ET, Kü -da/-da4/-ta/-ta4, CrTt, Nog, Qq, Qzq, Xk, Shor, Tv -
da/-de/-ta/-te, Tf -dòa/-dòe/-ta/-te, Brb -da/-da4/-ta/-ta4, (after s t em-
final n, N, m ) -na/-na4, Kr T -da/-dYa/-ta/-tYa, Az -da/-da4, Qrg/Alt ( a f t e r
vd. cnss. and vowels) -da/-do/-de/-do4, (after vl. cnss.) -ta/-to/-te/-to4,
Trkm, Qmq, QrB -da/-de, Uz -da 'in'; on the ablative (>  partitive) *-t£a /
*t£a4 in Yk, OT, Xlj, and Az ∆  see  N *t{a 4444} 'away, from'; in Yk the locative
meaning of the ending survived in the compound sx. -ta2-˝î (adj.) ' t h a t
in' ¶ pT *t£ <  N *d  after cnss.; pT *Î <  N *d between vowels ¶ Rs. MTS
61-2, Sev. KP 53-5, Gbn. AT 38, Gbn. ATG 88, IsxP 135, Ra. MTJ 31  M
*-da/-de (locative-directive-dative case ending) >  MM -da / -de, ( r a r e
after vl. cnss.) -ta / -te ([PP] s7ine-de 'at the time of the new m o o n ' ,
daruqas-da 'to the chieftains', [MA] s7iru2-da 'into the earth', [S] merkit-
ta 'to the Merkits [∈ a tribe]), PClWrM -da/-de (oracid-da 'to t h e
physicians', cima-da  'to thee'), HlM, Brt, Kl -d¥ / -d¥º / -d´ / -d´º / -t¥
/ -t¥º / -t´ / -t´º (dat.-dir.-loc. case), Dg {T} -da / -de / -do /-d; i n
Classical WrM the form with -da/-de is not used, except for fossilized
adverbs: ende 'here', tende 'there', urtuda 'for a long t ime ' ,
nasuda 'always', o4nide 'long ago'; in WrM and some new M lgs. th is
ending of loc.-dat. forms has been partially or completely replaced b y
the ending *-du and the (compound) ending *-dur >  MM -du / -tu, Mgl,
Mnr -du, Ord -du / -tu, WrM -dur / -tur (≠ -du / -tu) ¶ Pp. IM 1 8 5 -
99, Snz. SG 164-8, Vz. 63-4, T DgJ 42-3  Tg *-du[e] (dative case
ending) ({Bz.} *dua?) (× N *÷adV  'limit, edge'? ‘ 'up to, until, towards ' ,
q.v. ffd.); Tg *-du-la2 (ending of loc.) (<  N *d[oy]a 'place [within,
below], inside' + N *l ßßßßÅ , locative pc.) > Ewk, Neg, Sln, Lm -dula2, Orc, Ud,
Ul -dula, Nn -dola; Tg *-du-ki3 (ending of abl.) (< Tg *-du[e] + N *kV ' o u t
of, from') > Ewk -duk, Sln -duxi, Ud -digi, Orc -duy(i), Nn -duy) ¶ STM I
2O9-1O, Ci. 256, Bz. 79, 83, Krm. 227, Y #2989, Kiy. 42, 93, Lg. IDT 1 4
 [3] pKo {S} *tÄ!i\ 'place, inside' > MKo tÄ!i\, NKo te id., {Rm.}: Ko tÄi\
'place, site', ida4 <  yƒ-dÄi\ 'here' (yƒ 'this'), c>ƒda4 <  c>ƒ-dÄi\ 'there' (c>ƒ ±
Ko N ti\ƒ, tƒ 'that'), ƒda4 <  wƒ-dÄi\ 'where?' (wƒ <  pKo *mƒ 'what?') ¶
Rm. SKE 248, S QK #1O57, Nam 147, MLC 454 ¶¶ The M ending *-du, Tg
*do23, and Ko *tÄ!i\ may be explained as going back to a hypothetical N
*d[oy]a ¶¶ Rm. SKE l.c., Pp. IM 195 || U: Y T locative -da in qa-da
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'where?', ta-da 'there' ¶ Krn. JJ 2O6-7  ? FU: Os {KrT} -t ( loc.) :
V/Vy/Ty ko-t 'where?', t‰-t 'here, dort (nahe)' ¶ KrT 367, 967 || D: *-
tßtß{u}, locative-ablative case ending (× N *t{a 4444} 'away [from], f rom ' ,
ablative [separative] pc.)  , *-ttV (loc.) >  OTm *-(a)ttu (loc. case
marker: par ªan3a-ttu 'in the fields'), Tu -t5i ≠ -t5u- ≠ -d5i ≠ -at5i
({Zv.} -tßÈ ≠ dßÈ), Tu Br -t5u loc., Knd -tßo ≠ -rÀo ≠ -t(u) ≠ d(u) (loc.-dir.:
unrÀi na2tßo sor`ad 'it went into a village' - from na2rÀu 'village', dßokri gusil-
du bastad 'the older woman sat on a stump'), Brh -atßï 'in, into', Tl
{Shanm.} -an-du 'in' (loc.: u2dßl-andu 'in the village'), Prj -t-i (-el-ti ' in ' :
meram-el-ti 'in the jungle'), Gnd -te (loc.), Kui KK -ta (loc. cae ending)
({BB} dßedßi-ta 'on a tree', neppi-ta 'on the shoulder') (unless from -t-a
with the presuffix -t-, as in Ku kadßdßa-t-a 'in the river', cp. kadßdßaNa-n`-a
'in the rivers'), Klm -t (loc.-dir.: ella-t 'in the house, into the house ,
pa2l-t 'in milk') (unless <  *-t-a with the presuffix *-t-) ¶¶ Shanm. DN
273, 31O-1, 326, 33O-3, 34O, 348, 369, BB KKK 128, Zv. CDM 28-3O, IS
I 213, An. SG 22O-1 (hyp.: the forms with gingival *-t-≠*-tt- go back t o
the increment [presuffix of the oblique cases] *-t-) ¶¶ The variant *-ttV
may go back to pre-D *-t'V <  *-d?V <  **do?V < N *d[oy]a  ˚  N *-y-
survives in Ko as -i\, in IE *-d≈i as *-i, in B as *-i (Wrg -di, etc.), in Tg a s
the length of the vw. (in *do2) and possibly as *-[e] in *-du[e] ˚  IS I 2 1 2 -
4 (*da, locative pc.: HS [B, C], K, IE, D, A + qu. U ablative *-Îa/*-Îa4),
Gr. I 155-9 ("locative TA" in IE, U, A, ? Gil, ? Ai).
58O. *da4444{z 6 666}V (or *da4444?{z 6666}V?) 'to strike' >  HS: Ch *√dl (× N *dÅ++++ol ! !!!
[V]÷V 'to push'?) >  WCh: NrBc: P’ {MSk.} Z7il, {IL in ChC} Z7ili ' m o r t a r ' ,
Sir {Sk.} Z7i~li! id. » SBc: Gj {IL} t≈u~li! id. »» ECh: EDng {Fd.} de!l‰~ 'frapper' ¶
ChC, Fd. 187, JS 183, Sk. NB 32  C: Dhl {EEN} d'as6- v. 'split', {E} d'as6- v.
'be split\torn', {To.} d'as6id-, {EEN} d'as6e2Î-, {E} d'ale2Î- v. 'tear' »» SC: Irq {E}
das6o 'crushed malt' ¶ E SC 188 (s.v. SC *dßas6- v. 'be split, crushed'), EEN
35, To. D 131 ¶ Dhl d'- still needs explaining (from *?V-d- in an ancient
prefix-conjugated form: *?V-d-  of 1s or perhaps *?V-d- < *yV-d- of t h e
3rd prs.?); an alt. hyp.: N *da4444?{z6666}V and Dhl *d' < N *dV?- || IE: NaIE
(+ext.) *°d≈elg[≈]- v. 'strike, beat' > AS dolÌ, OHG tolc ≠ tolg ≠ dolg
'wound', NLG dalgen, daljen 'schlagen', MHG talgen 'kneten', NGr HsN/EP
dalken ± talken 'prügeln, schlagen' »» ?σ Gk †e1lgv v. 'enchant, bewitch '
(“ 'bewitch by striking', acc. to Hvr. W 19O-4) ¶ P 247, Hofm. 112, Ch.
427, F I 658-9, Ho. 74, Kb. 1O23, OsS 94, Lx. 224 || A *°da4+eL- >  M
*deled- v. 'beat, strike' > MM [S] delet(9u) 'schlagen', WrM delde- v.
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'strike, beat, knock', Kl deld- 'strike; play (a musical ins t rument ) ' ,
{Rm.} deld- 'schlagen, klopfen', Brt d´ld´- 'beat, strike'; M *deles- >
WrM deles- , HlM d´ls´-  v. 'beat, hit, pluck; beat, pulsate', Kl dels-
'flutter' (of flaggs, etc.) ¶ H 35, KW 85, MED 248-9, Chr. 216, KRS 1 9 7 - 8
|| D *talß- v. 'beat, knock, pound' (×  N *tÅl!!!!V 'to tread, to pound', [ in
descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to thresh', q.v. ffd.).
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581. *g{Ë}  'we' incl. >  K *gw- 'us' incl. >  Sv gw- 'us' incl. (ob jec t
px.), OG gw-, G gv- 'us' (object px.); Sv {TK}: UB gwi-s7gwey ≠ gu-
s7gwey, LB gwis7gwe ≠ gus7ge, L gus7gwe, Ln gus7k'we 'our' incl.; t h e
element -s7gwe goes back to K *c7we- (a component of possessive
pronouns) < N *c7777{u 4 444} 'that of…, that which' (q.v. ffd.), see  also N
*wVyV 'we'.  The inclusive prn. *g{Ë}  is opposed to the exclusive p r n .
of 1p *n2222V (q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ Top. SJ 83-4, Fn. GAS 81, K 6O, Dn. IE, Dt. 3 4
|| HS: Ch: WCh: Ron {Blz.} *gYan 'we' incl. (aut. prn.), *-gYa 'us' incl., *-
i-gYan 'our' incl. > Sha gYa!, Klr g%Ya! 'we' incl. (subject px.), Klr -m-i g%Yan
'our' incl., Sha -a~-m-igYan id. m., -ma-gYan id. f. » NgzB {Blz.} *gwa 'we ,
us' incl., *-gwa 'our' incl. >  Bd a-gWa~ 'we' incl., gWa~ 'us' incl., -gWa~
'our' incl. (as well as Ngz wa~ 'we, us' incl., -wa~ 'our' incl.?); ?? NgzB
*gYa 'we, us' excl., *-gYa 'our' excl. >  Bd Z7a~, Ngz a-Z7a` 'we' excl., -Z7a~, Ngz
(a2)-Z7a~ 'our' excl. (unless Z7- is from *y-, which is a typical Ch marker o f
1p excl.) »» CCh: ? McTr {Blz.} *ga?an 'we' excl. >  Tr Nga?an 'we' excl., -
ga?an-c7i 'us' excl. (object) ¶ Kr. RChP, ≈ Blz. PPCh2 4O-1 (*-g-, *ga- as a
morpheme in the above pronouns of Ron, pNgz, and pTr), J R 374 ¶ In
the NgzB lgs. and in CCh the morpheme got the meaning of 1p excl. d u e
to opposition to *mun  1p. incl. (see  N *mi ?a  'we') ¶ The traces of th is
ancient prn. are hard to detect accurately, due to numerous phonet ic
changes and morphological restructuring in the history of branches a n d
subbranches of Ch || A: NaT *-k 'we' (subject marker of 1p in s o m e
tenses, including past with the ending -tæV/*-t£V) >  OT, Qzq, Qq, Nog,
Uz, ET, StAlt -q/-k (postcons.: -îq/-uq/-ik/-u4k in most lgs., -iq/-uq/-
ik/-u4k in Uz, etc.), e.g. OT ka4l-tu4-k 'we came', StAlt bar-dî-q 'we went ' ;
*-k (>  -q/-k) in 1p optative: StAlt baraq 'let us go' ¶ The T vl. *k (< N
*g ) in the word-final position? ¶ Shch. GTVT 155-6, B SS 266, 27O, BT
277-86 .
582. € *ga?i  or *ga?yV 'high' >  HS: CS *√g?y v. 'be\become high' >
Hb eag √g?y+w (pf. ga2≤?a2, ip. -g#?E2) v. 'be\become high, grow tall', JA
[Trg.] √g?w+y 'be high', Sr √g?y+w TD 'bear oneself grandly,
magnificently, with pride'; Hb ea3G4 ge≤?E2 'exalted, proud; hochmutig' (>
MHb 'proud'), Sr W æ'o©e gE≤?a2, '∆o'©a ga?≤ya2 'glorious, stately, p r o u d ' ,
Hb ev!a9G2 ga?â≤wa2 'majesty, pride', pCn *ga≤?a2n- >  BHb N&aG1 ga2≤?o2n
'height, majesty; pride', Pun [Poen.] pl. cs. GUNE BEL 'exaltation o f
Ba‘al', Ug {OLS} gän 'arrogancia' ¶ KB 161-2, KBR 168, BDB ##1342-4 ,
1346, HJ 2O7, OLS 142, JPS 57, DRS 92 || U: FV *kayV- v. 'rise, b e c o m e
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visible' >  Prm: Z kay- v. 'rise, climb, go up-stream' » Lp: L {LLO}
kuojijtit v. 'rise' (of the moon), N {N} guojeti- v. 'appear in a
wood\mist; get clearer' (of weather) » Er {W} kaye- 'aufgehen (Saaten) '
» Chr H koyas7, kayas7 v. 'appear, be visible' ¶ Tv. WG33 125-6, LG 115, ≠
UEW 642-3 (rejects the Z cognate and interprets the stem as meaning
'be visible, appear').
583. € *gu?a (or *gu 4444?a) 'to butt, to stab, to strike' >  HS: C *gWa?-
{AD} v. 'butt, strike', {E} v. 'strike' >  Bj √gW? (1s: p. a-≤gW‰? ≠ a-≤gWa?
= {R} a-gu"!? ≠ a-gu"a1?, prs. a-ngWï?) 'stoßen, puffen, einen Stoß
geben' ({E} v. 'knock, thump, give a blow') »» SC: Irq {E} gWa?aN ' b r o k e n '
(stem gWa?-) (not mentioned in MQK) ¶ E PC #57, R WBd 86 WS
*√wg? (pr. st. [> Ar ip.] *0-ga?-) v. 'stab\butt\hit '  >  Gz √wg? (js. -
wga?) v. 'pierce\prick\butt\gore\hit ' ,  Tgr √wg? ≠ √wg÷ G  ' p ie rce ' ,
Sq {L} ?oge v. 'hit', Ar √wg7? (ip. 3m ya-g7a?-u) 'percussit (cultro vel
manu)', v. 'hit with the knife or with the palm of the hand' ¶ L G 6O7,
Fr. IV 436, BK II 1486-7, DRS 488  Eg {Vc.} ≈ *wig?at- 'coup' >  Cpt Sd
oyaCe uace, Cpt B vaHI baZi 'coup'; in the Eg texts (Dynasty XX)
only a specialized term wg¿  is attested; it was interpreted by EG as 'Ar t
Getreide oder Verarbeitung desselben', but in Vycichl’s view it actually
meant something like 'blé battu' ¶ Vc. 242, EG I 376 || A: Tg *guya- v.
'butt' >  Ewk guya2-, Lm gu3y-, Neg goya-, Ork 9u3ya- v. 'butt', Neg goya
'horns', Orc guya 'fang (of a wild boar, of a musk deer)', Ud 9u3ya,
{Krm.} guya, Nn 9oya 'fang' ¶ STM I 168, Krm. 223 ¶ Tg *-y- is likely t o
have appeared in hiatus after the loss of *-?- ˚  The origin of t h e
initial *w-  in WS and Eg is not yet clear. It may have resulted from m t .
(**√gw? > *wg?) or from some restructuring of the root in the WS
perfect tense and in the Eg derived noun ≈ *wig?at-. The original f o r m
of the verbal stem (without *w- ) is preserved in C *gWa?- and in the Ar
ip. (-g7a?-).
584. *ga÷u 6666 'catch, take, receive' > K : (pK or GZ) *g- / ?*gw- ' acquire ,
gain, have' >  OG g- 'possess' (mo-i-g- 'mitnehmen'), G g- 'acquire, gain
(sth.)' (3s aor. mo-i-go <  *-gw-a), Mg {Q} g- id., 'win', Lz g- 'gain': inf.
o-g-apu 'to gain (sth.)'; ? Sv: UB/L {TK} l´2⁄-g, UB {GP} and LB/Ln {TK} l´⁄-
g 'stands, there is' (adduced by FS) belong here only if *g- 'be (exis t ) '
(>  OG g- id.) is the same √  (which is not certain) ¶¶ K2 24-4, Chik.
457, K 57, FS K 69-7O, Ser. 17, 1O3, Q 211, TK 544, GP 15O, 198 || HS:
Eg MK Z÷ v. {EG} 'catch fish', {Fk.} 'spear fish' ¶ EG V 534, Fk. 32O || IE
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*g≈eéu\- > NaIE *g≈a2u\- 'receive, catch' >  Lt ga!uti 'to receive, to get, t o
obtain', Ltv gu2ﬁt id., 'to gain', {ME} id., 'to catch, to snatch (fangen,
haschen)', {ME} gaut  'to snatch (haschen), to try to obtain, to receive '
»» YAv gaona- n. 'gain (Gewinn)' ¶ Frn. 141, ME I 613, 687, Brtl. 4 8 2 - 3
|| A: Tg *ga- 'take' >  Ewk, Lm ga- 'take, receive, buy', Sln, Orc, Ud ga-,
Ork 9a-  'take, buy', Neg ga-  'buy; marry (a woman)', Ul, Nn 9a- 'ob ta in ,
buy; gather (berries)', WrMc 9ay-  'take, receive; marry (a woman)', Mc
Sb {Mrm.} ga4- ≠ ga$i\- ≠ ga4i\- 'take', {Y} gá- 'take, be given, get, receive ' ,
Jrc gai\-bi 'take' ¶ STM I 133-4, Klz. MS 176, Y #14O2, Kiy. 135 [#68O]
 pKo {S} *ka~- > MKo ka`-c>i!-, NKo kaZ7i-, ∆ ka- 'take' ¶ S QK #1O, Nam 8 ,
MLC 27, Rm. SKE 83  T: [1] ?σ T *°k[æ]a2- > OT {Cl.} qa2- '≈ heap, pack' 
[2] ?φ Chv xÈv-  'grasp with the mouth' ¶ Cl. 57, Jeg. 314 ¶¶ DQA # 4 7 O
(A *ga 'take, put'), Rm. SKE 83 (Ko, Tg) ˚  IS I 225 [#77] (*ga[Óÿ ]).
585. (€?) *gu÷V 'to perceive, to care' >  HS: SC: Irq {MQK} ga÷aw-
'look at\after', {E} ga÷- v. 'watch', ga÷aw- v. 'guard', Brn {E} ga÷id- v.
'nurse in sickness', Kz {E} ga?am- v. 'understand' »» Dhl {EEN} ga÷- v t .
'smell' ¶ E SC 236 (s.v. *ga÷- v. 'feel, sense, take notice of'), MQK 3 6 ,
EEN 3O  Eg L wZ÷ 'offenbar sein' (w- going back to the HS px. o f
intransitivity?) ¶ EG I 4O6 ¶¶ Tk. SCC 87 [#18.5] || IE: NaIE *g≈ow(e2)-
({EI} *g≈ou\-) v. *g≈ou\- 'perceive, pay heed to' > L fave-o2 / -e2re / fa2v°
/ fautum 'be favourable to, help; speak no words of bad o m e n '
(fave2- <  *fove2- in view of the Um cognate), Um FONS 'favens' (p l .
FONER) (< *fowenis) »» ON ga1 (< *gawo2n) 'achtgeben, sich k ü m m e r n ' ,
geyma, AS Ìi1eman, OSx go6mian, OHG goumen 'beachten, sorgen
für, hüten, sich kümmern', {Kb.} 'to care, to guard', bi-goumen
'watch, care for', NGr Sw gaume 'to care for little children', Gt
gaumjan  'to notice'; ON gaumr, gaum 'attention', OHG gouma ±
gauma 'prüfendes Aufmerken', (‘ ) 'enjoyment' ({Schz.} 'Genuß ' ,
{OsS} 'Wohlleben'), gouma ne4man 'pay attention, notice' »» OCS
gov8) / gov8ti 'e]ylabei6s†ai 'religiose vereri, be pious', R go≤ve√
/ go≤vet∆ 'prepare oneself to confession \ the Eucharist; to fast', SCr
goveti (prs. go ~ve 2m) ± go~vjeti (prs. go~vije2m) 'to obey', Cz
hove7ti 'to indulge in sth., to give oneself up to', {P} 'begünstigen,
schonen, nachsehen' ¶ WP I 635-6, P 453, EI 418, WH I 464-6, Bc. G 3 3 5 ,
Vr. 151,158, 165-6, Schz. 153, OsS 345, Kb. 4O2, Ho. 129, Fs. 2O7, Vs.
I 423-4, ESSJ VII 72-3 || ???σ A: NaT *k[æ]u4∏ (≠ *k[æ]u4g) 'rumour; fame,
reputation' (o€ ; × N *K '''' { a ?e }wV  'to hear, to notice', q.v. ffd.).
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586. *gabV(-lßßßß ++++l ! !!!V) 'head' (‘  'top', 'skull') >  HS: S *gabb- 'top o f
sth.' >  BHb bG2 gab3 / -BG2 gabb-  'back of the body' (so called because it is
the highest part of pack animals), 'elevation (of altar)', 'mound ( f o r
illicit worship)', 'boss, or convex projection, of shield', gab≥bo2t3 ÷e2≤na2w
(sc. 't7BG2 of his eyes') 'his eyebrows', Ug {OLS} gb 'lomo, dorso', JA bG2
gab3, em. aB1G2 gab≤b-a2 'back (dorsum)', ab1B6G5 gibb´≤b3a2 'hill', Sr
{Br.} 'bojbi© g´b3°≤b3-a2 'hump-backed (gibbosus)', Ar √g7bb (pf. ∫Wja
g7abba) 'surpasser (en mérite, en vertu)', Ak gabbu 'forehead (of a n
animal)'  +ext.: [1] S *√gbh v. 'be high' > BHb, JA e`bg √gbh 'be high \
haughty', BHb E@7bG1 ga2≤b3o2âh 'high', EpHb gbh 'height', IA gbh v. ' b e
high', v. 'be haughty' (of voice), JEA Ebg √gbh G 'rise up, be raised', Ar
g7abh-at- 'forehead', g7abah- 'prominence of forehead', Mh g‰bhe2t
'front', Jb E g‰b≤hEt id., 'brow', Ak gab?u 'summit (Gipfel)' (probably
here rather than with *√gb÷  because *÷  would have caused a change o f
*a to e); [2] CS *√gbn > MHb Nib5G6g´≤b33°n 'eyebrow', JA Nib5G6 g´≤b33°n,
em. an!ib5G6 g´b3°≤na2 id., JEA g´b33333°≤na2 {Sl.} 'eyelid', Sr (pl.) 'nej=bi©
g´b3°≤n-e2 'eyebrows', 'nojbi© g´b3°≤na2 {Br.} 'vertex, cacumen', {JPS}
'eyebrow', {Br.}ra2m g´b3°≤n-e2 'superbus' (lit. 'high-eyebrowed'), IA
gbyn, Ar ñybiJa g7abïn- 'forehead' ¶ KB 163-4, KBR 17O, 167, OLS 1 4 2 ,
BDB ##1354, 136O-4, 1389, Js. 2O3-8, Sl. 254, 256-7, Br. 1OO-2, JPS
59, BK I 246, 249-5O, L G 179, Jo. M 113, Jo. J 69, A ##617, 62O, Sd.
272, HJ 2O8-9, DRS 94-7, ≈ MiK I #1.66 (S *gabb-(at)- • 'eyebrow, eye-
pit, front'), #68 (S *gVbh(-at)- • 'forehead, front'), #69 (S *gVb(b)ïn-
• 'eyebrow, front')  C: SC {E} *gab- 'above, upon' > Irq {MQK} gawa
'top, place higher up', Kz {E} gawato 'hill' »» Dhl {EEN} ga!ppo 'on, above ' ,
{To.} ga!bbo 'above, upon' »» EC: Arr {Hw.} gubba! 'top, upper side' (× N ?
*g{Ë}b÷V 'hill, mountain'), ?φ Rn ga!mba~r 'top part of a camel’s h u m p '
(× N ? *gu4444 ++++ub++++pÉ 'heap, hump, hunchback' and N *gumbV 'back [dos],
[?] hump') ¶ Hw. A 363, PG 121, E SC 234, MQK 37, To. D 133, EEN 3 O
|| IE: NaIE *g≈eb≈-el-/-ôl-/-lo- 'head, top', {EI} *g≈eb≈o2l 'head' >  Gk
kefalh1 id. »» Mcd [Hs.] keb(a)lh1 'head' »» Gmc: [1] OHG ge4bal 'skull ,
forehead', gibil  'skull', gibilla 'skull, head', MHG gebel 'skull'; [2]
AdS  of Gt gibla, OHG gibil 'summit', NHG Giebel 'gable(-end)', π
'summit', AS Ìafol, Ì1eafel 'gable', ON gafl 'Giebelseite', Spitze e iner
Insel' (< N ? *g{Ë}b÷V (LV) 'hill, mountain'); NrGmc Ï Fr gable
'gable' ı NE gable »» Tc A s1pa2l 'head' Ï s1pa2lu 'excellent' ¶ P 4 2 3 ,
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EI 26O, F I 8O6, 835-6, Vr. 152, Ch. 5O8, 522, OsS 281, 32O, Kb. 3 2 1 ,
334, KM 257, Ho. 122, HDEL 536, Wn. 488, Ad. H 131 || A: Tg *ga{b}un-
> Ul 9aUnI, 9aUnI-qta, Ork 9awnaXI ≠ 9aUnaXI, Nn Nh/KU 9aon1a, Nn B
9aoF1a(n-) 'high ground, hill' ¶ STM I 144  ¿ M *9abala 'skull' >  WrM
9abala ≠ g#abala 'skull' (× π  OI kapa2la 'skull'), HlM gaval, Dg
{T} gaval, {Pp. SD} gavil id. ¶ MED 394, T DgJ 129  pJ {S} *ka`mpu1
'helmet' > OJ k`Abu!tu'o, J: T ka!buto, K ka~bu!to~, Kg kabuto! ¶ S QJ # 8 7 5 ,
Mr. 431 || D *kavul!- 'cheek, jaw' (× N * ûûûûqÅbV 'jaw, cheek', q.v. ffd.) ˚
≈ Blz. LB #111g (added Tg and SC to the comparison with IE *g≈eb≈-, b u t
did not distinguish between the reflexes of N *gabV and those of N ?
*g{Ë}b÷V 'hill, mountain' [q.v.]) ˚  ≈  Gr. II #2O1 (*kabel 'head') (IE,
OJ kabu(ri) 'head' + unc. A, Ko, Gil, CK, EA).
587. € *gobV 'plain (Ebene), (?) earth' >  HS: HS *g[W]Vbb- ' e a r th ,
plain' >  S *√gbb >  Ar g7aba2b-at- 'plaine, champ, désert', g7abu2bat-
'morceau\motte de terre \ de boue', ? Ak gabïb- ∈ 'land suitable f o r
pasture' ¶ BK I 246, CAD V 6, DRS 94-5  Eg P gbb 'the earth-god Geb
(Gk Kh6b)' ¶ EG V 164, Fk. 288  EC: Sd {Mrn.} goba ≠ gobba
'campagna, fuori', {C} guoba2 'fuori', {Hd.} gobba 'country, outs ide,
exterior', {Gs.} gobba 'world, earth, the country where one lives', {Gs.,
Hd.} gobba 2 adv. 'outside', {Gs.} gobba2 no dargi 'the place in front of t h e
house', Ged {Mrn.} goba 'fuori', ?σ Rn {PG} go2^b 'village, clan' ¶ Mrn. S
218, C SE II 2O1, Gs. 124, Hd. 366, PG 137 ¶¶ Coh. #119, Cal. 2 1 4
[#88O] || A: M *9obi 'sandy steppe without grass, desert, the Gobi' >
WrM 9obi, HlM gov∆ id., WrO Gobi, Kl Ö {Rm.} 9o4wÁ≠ 9owÁ, Dgr
gobi 'sandy steppe without grass, desert'., Brt gubi, Brt A 9ub!i ' deser t ,
steppe'; M ı Tv Xovu 'steppe, field' ¶ Pp. IM 29, MED 357, KW 1 5 3 ,
Kow. 1O25, Krg. 313, T DgJ 132, Chr. 159, TvR 478 ˚  IS MS 8 5 8
ravnina , IS SS #6.14.
588. ? *gu4444 ++++ub++++pÉ 'heap, hump, hunchback' >  HS: WS *≤g{u}b[V]n-
'hump' >  JPA atnibg gbynt? id., 'hill', ¿ Ar {KB “?} ñb0ju g7ubn-
'hunchback', BHb NB4G5 gib≤be2n 'a hunchbacked person' (derived b y
means of the pattern 1i2'2e_3  used to denote persons with a deformity o r
another [usually abnormal] physical\psychical quality), ¿ Gz {DRS “?}
gW´b´n 'hunchbacked', Grg Mh {L} gW‰b‰n, Grg Go {L} gWAbana id. ¶ KB
167, KBR 174, Sl. P 119, DRS 96, L EDG III 257, ≈ MiK I #1.67  EC: O r
{Grg.} go2ba 'hump of cattle', Or B {Sr.} gobo2 'hump of a cow\camel', O r
O {Sr.} gobo2 id., 'hunchback', Or Wt {Sr.} go2wo2 'hump of a camel', Or Wl
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{Brl.} gobo  'gobbo, gibboso' ¶ Grg. 18O, Sr. 313-5, Vnt. 62, Brl. 177 ||
A: M *gu4+o4be-Ge(n) 'hillock, knoll, mound' (× N ? *g{Ë}b÷V (LV) 'hill,
mountain') > WrM gu4bege(n), HlM g¥v´´ 'hillock, knoll, mound', Kl
{Rm.} ko4wE2 'small flat hill'; M *gu4bey- ≠ *go4bey- v. 'rise as a hillock' >
WrM gu4bei-, HlM g¥v´j- v. 'protrude, stick out; rise (as a hil lock) ' ,
Kl go4wE2- 'etwas hügelig sein, sich wie ein Hügel erheben' ¶ MED 3 8 8 ,
KW 138 || D: *kup-(Vr)- 'hump' (× N *K''''uP 3333Vr 1111V  'hump', q.v. ffd.) || IE
(× NaIE *gei\b≈- 'bend' < N *kibV 'hump, bent; to bend', NaIE *g≈eu\b-
'bend' <  N *gu{?b}V 'to bend' [trans., intr.]): L giÆbbus, VL {ML}
*gu"bbus 'hunchback' > Port gebo, Ctl gep, It gobbo, It Pv gu4b id., d.: It
gobbino 'humpbacked' ı Fr gobin id. ¶ ML #3755, WH I 597 ˚
Qu. (the S word can be expained as belonging to the root *√gbn  ' b end ' ,
and alt. connection may be found for M and D as well). Mentioned h e r e
as one of the alternatives ˚  ≠ IS I 237 (the M √  •< N *gu4pÅ 'to b e n d '
[tr., intr.]).
589. € *ga?bV 'thick, dense; large' > HS: S *°√g?b > Ar g7a?b- 'épais ,
massif, vigoureux' ¶ DRS 92  C: SC {E} *ga!b- 'stout, strong, thick'  > I rq
{MQK} gawid 'hard, difficult', {E} gawit 'hard', ? gawi 'huge calabash ' ,
SC ı  Mb -ga!bi 'become fat' »» EC *ga?b- ({Ss.} *gab?-≠*gob?- or *ga?b-
) {AD} 'fat, thick' > Yk {Ss.} ke?p-ey- 'become fat', Or B {Sr.} gabb-a2 ( f .
gabb-o2) adj. 'fat, thick', Af {PH} gabule- 'become fat', Bs {Bnd.} k'ab-i
'fat', Kn {BlSO}, Gdl {Bl.} kapp-, Gwd {AMS} ko2pi adj. 'fat', Gln {AMS}
ko2!p-o 'Körperfett', ko2!po-lakko! 'fettleibig'; fettes Fleisch' »» Bj {Rop.}
gaba  'rich; satiated', gab- 'be rich \ satisfied', ¿ {Blz.“ Bnd} go2b ' f a t '
¶ Ss. EDB 74, Sr. 3O8, BlS 66, Bl. G 132, H 1O7, AMS 2O9, 241, Rop.
183, Blz. CL 178, Bnd. LE s.v. ' fat ' , E SC 234, MQK 37 || A: NaT *Ka2ba
'thick' (of hair), 'bushy', 'plump' >  OT {Cl.} qaba2 'thick, p ro t rud ing '
(esp. of hair, beard, etc.), VTt, Qzq qaba , Qq qapa   'bushy' (beard), O s m
qaba id., 'coarse', Tk kaba 'thick' (of tapets, feather-beds), ' large ' ,
Tkm 9a 2ba  'bushy' (beard), 'thick' (hair), Az 9aba 'rude, bulky', Ggz kaba
'soft, fresh' (bread), 'light, loose' (soil), ET X qowa 'large' ¶ Cl. 58O-1,
Rs. W 21, ET KQ 158.
59O. *gu{?b}V 'to bend' (trans., intr.) >  IE: NaIE *g≈eu\b-/*g≈ub-
'bend' (trans., intr.), 'bent, crooked' >  AS Ìeap 'crooked, curved ' ,
'cunning, deceitful', MHG go4ufler 'thief', go4uflich 'diebisch,
raubschützenmässig' »» Lt dvi~-gubas 'twofold, double', tri~-gubas
'threefold, triple', Ltv gubt  'to sink, to bow down', guba2 ^t 'to s toop ' ,
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guba2^tie2^s vr. 'to crook, to bend, to stoop' » Sl *g¥b- (<  *g≈ub-) /
*gÈb- (<  lengthened grade *g≈u2b-) Ï *g¥bez7Á n. 'bend, curve' >  OR,
RChS g5beq6 gËbez7Á 'id., 'joint (articulation)', *g¥b-¥k¥-jÁ
'flexible' >  Blg ≤g`b`k, Cz, Slk hebky1 id., *gÈb-¥k¥(-jÁ) id. >  McdS
gibok, gipka, SCr gIàbak, Slv gi!bek, Cz, Slk hybky1, P gibki, R
≤gibkij id.; Sl  *g¥noßti (<  **g¥b-noß-ti) vt. 'to bend' >  RChS, OR
g5nËti gËnuti ≠ g5bnËti gËbnuti id. (the variant gËbnuti
with restitution of b on the analogy of the forms preserving b, like t h e
ip. -gËbati), Blg ≤g`na, P gia<c1 / gne< v. 'bend', HLs hnuc1 vt. ' t o
bow', LLs gnus1, R gnut∆ 'to bend'; ip. *gÈbati 'to bend '  >  SCr
gi!bati, OP gibac1, P ∆ g1ibac1, R ∆ gi'bat∆ id., as well as with pxs.:
OCS s5g5bati sË-gËbati 'bend, sognut∆ ', R s-gi'bat∆, iz-
gi'bat∆, vy-gi'bat∆ ip. 'to bend', etc. ¶ P 45O, Ho. 125, Lx. 75, Frn.
14O, ESSJ VII 187-9, 216-9, StSS 647 || HS: WS *√gwb ≠ *√gbb >  M d
√gwb ≠ √gbb, JA/MHb {Js.} √gbb G  vt. 'curve', JEA {Sl.} √gbb G vt .
'bend, bend over', Sr g´b3°≤b-a2 'humpbacked', Gz √gbb D (p f .
gabbaba) 'be bent', Amh √gWbb (pf. gWAbbAbA), Tgr gAb belA v.
'incline'   OSA wgb 'return, zurückkehren' ¶ Sl. 256, Js. 2O3-4, DM
79, Lb. I 3O7, Jo. M 127, Jo. J 8O, L G 177, LH 582, DRS 94  Eg G gb
'sich neigen, sich verbeugen', Eg OK wZb  '(sich) umwenden' ¶ EG I 4 O 8
and V 162  C: EC: Af {Clz.} gu2b- 'piegarsi, curvarsi, inchinarsi', ≤gu2ba
'curvamento, piegamento, inchino', Or {Brl.} gugguf- 'chinarsi ,
curvarsi, piegarsi' ı Dhl {EEN} guguB-it †- v. 'stoop' ¶ Clz. 117, ≈ Brl.
187 (Or gugguf- is not a frq. of gufaw- 'urtare, inciampare'), E SC
33O, EEN 32  Ch: CCh: Msg {Trn.} gW 1b' 1 'se pencher' »» ECh: Ke go~be! vi.,
vt. 'bend (biegen, sich biegen)' ¶ Eb. 51, ChC ¶¶ ≈  IS I 235 (•÷   S
*gawb- 'shield' [>  Ar D ıv0Ja g7awb 'shield', Mh gawb, Jb C/E gub
'shield'] and the corresponding C word for 'shield'), Tk. SCC 8 8
[#18.11], Tk. I 4OO ||  A: pKo {S} *ko~p-, *kup- 'be bent', MKo ko~p-, kup-,
NKo kop-, kup- 'be crooked, bent' ¶ ≈  Rm. SKE 124, S QK #1O66, Nam
52, 63, MLC 163, 2O2, 22O  ?σ Tg: Ewk giw‰ 'mimo , vorbei' (acc. t o
IS I 237, possibly from 'crooked, bent') ¶ STM I 148, IS I 237 || K: Sv L
gib-  v. 'dislocate (a limb)' ¶ Dn. s.v. gib- ˚  Not here M *gu4be- ≠ *go4be-
'hillock, hill' (⇔  IS I 237), w N ? *gu4444 ++++ub++++pÉ 'heap, hump' and N ?
*g{Ë}b÷V 'hill, mountain' (q.v.) ˚  The discrepancy between the IE a n d
Or ev. (both pointing to a N *p ) and that of S, Eg, Af, ECh, Tg, and K
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(indicating N *b ) may be explained by postulating N *-?b- , suggrested
by Msg -b'-. The N lr. *?  is the only one leaving no traces in NaIE (as well
as sometimes in S and Eg). IE points to a N *u ; the Ewk and Sv vw. i i s
still to be explained ˚  IS I 236-7 [#92] (N *gu4pÅ ).
591. *ga÷bV (or *ga˝bV?) 'hold, seize; collect' >  HS *√g÷b >  S
*°√g÷b > Ar ∫oJ√g7÷b (ip. -g7÷ab-) v. 'collect', 'ramasser, réunir' ¶ Ln.
428, BK I 298  C: Ag *gab- v. 'hold; (‘ ) prevent, refuse' >  Bln {R}
gab- 'hold', Q {R} gab- 'verweigern, abschlagen, verwehren,
verhindern', Xm gigeb- 'verweigern, abwehren, verhindern' ¶ R WB
134-5, R QW 61, R Ch II 46  Ch: WCh *{g}Vb'- v. 'hold, seize' >  Bl {Kr.}
gW‰~b-, Ngm {Kr.} Ngap- v. 'seize' ∏∏ SBc: Bg {Kr.} kUbye v. 'hold, seize', Gj
{Kr.} ngib'i, Plc {Kr.} gubu~n 'hold', Dw {Kr.} k‰b'iy v. 'seize' ∏∏ NrBc: M b r
{Sk.} g‰f- 'hold' ¶ Stl. ZCh 214-5 [#647] (*g/h5ab- v. 'hold, seize') ||
IE: NaIE *g≈ab≈- v. 'seize, hold' ≠ *g≈ab- v. 'seize', {EI} *g≈ab≈- ' t ake ,
seize' >  Vd gabhastih5 'forearm, hand', KhS ggos1ta4 'hand', Wx
gawust 'fist' »» L habe2- v. 'hold, have', Osc HAFIEST ' habebi t ' ,
HIPUST 'habuerit', ?φ Um HABE habe 'has', haburent 'ceperint' »»
OIr gab- 'take' (ga(i)bid 'takes'), W gafael 'to grasp, to hold, t o
grip' »» Gt gabei, OHG gebigi 'wealth', OHG Al kepic, AS Ì1iefiÌ
'rich', ?φ Dt gappen 'to filch' »» Lt gabana~, gaﬁbana, Ltv gabana
'armfull' » pSl *gaba-ti (< L-gr.) >  Slk MS haba-t& 'to take, t o
appropriate (with greed)', Slk haba-t& 'to take (from so.)' ( ' b r á t ,
zabavovatß), 'to rake\shovel up, to seize greedily' ('hrabat, chamtive ]
brát'), Cz {Kott} habati, Uk {Grinch.} ≤gabati 'to grasp', Cz ∆
habati 'to appropriate', Blr ga ≤bac∆  'to grasp, to take, to touch'  ¶ P
4O6, EI 563, Mn. 31O, Dv. #535, M K I 322-3, M E I 463-4, Bai. 91, WH I
63O-1, Bc. G 317, 336, LP §  34, Thr. § 756, YGM-1 23O, Fs. 175-6, Ho.
129, WW 94, Kb. 322, ≠ Vr. N 183 (“  Moo. I 319) (an unc. hypothesis:
Dt gappenπ Yid NB ≤Gaver 'thief' ÷ Yid rbh ≤Xaver 'comrade' π
Hb rb4h1 Ha2≤b3e2r id.), Frn. I 126-7, ESSJ VI 76; Ma. CS 119, GK 12O || D
*kav-a- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'grasp' (× N *k''''ÅHwV 'seize, grasp, hold' and N i
*K''''apa ≠ *K''''ap''''a 'seize'?) >  Tm kavar v. 'seize, grasp, catch, steal ,
receive', kavvu ({Km.} <  *kavi+avu) v. 'seize, grasp with eagerness ' ,
Ml kavarte, kavate 'taking by force, seizing, plundering ' ,
kavaruka v. 'plunder', OTl {Km.} kavvu (*kaviyu) v. 'seize, seize b y
mouth, take away by force', OTm {Km.} kavavu ' embracing,
copulation', OTl {Km.} kavayu v. 'embrace, copulate'; D ı OI
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kavarak°- 'a captive female prisoner' ¶¶ D #1326, Km. 327 [##264 ,
266] (<  *kap-V-) ¶ The D √  is ambiguous (*-v- may go back either t o
ppD *-v- or to ppD *-p-) || A: NaT *Ka2ba- >  Tkm  qa2ba- v. 'pen ( sheep) ,
besiege, fence in, blockade'; (×  NaT *Kama- v.
'surround\encircle\besiege [enemies], drive [cattle, horses] into a n
enclosure, capture' < N * k amV  'to grasp, to press', q.v. ffd.) >  Chg {Rl.}
qaba-  'umgeben, belagern, umschließen, schließen', [BL] {Brv.} 'besiege' ,
Chg {Bu.} qaba- ≠ qab˝a- 'encircle', ET X {Ml.} qaba- 'surround', ??σ ET ∆
{Mng.} qaba- 'um… herumlaufen' ¶ ≈ ET KQ 159, Ml. X 157, Mng. G 7 7 3 ,
Bu. II 2, Brv. BL 21, Rl. II 435 ˚  In several lgs. there is coalescence with
N i *K''''apa ≠ *K''''ap''''a v. 'seize' (q.v.).  Both N *ga÷bV and N i  *K''''apa ≠
*K''''ap''''a may be ideophonic words or have ideophonic associations. Cf. IS
I 313-5 s.v. *k5aba ≠ *k5apæa 'xvatat∆ '.
592. *g{uy}bV 'to heat' (‘ 'to cook, to roast, to burn, to dry') >  HS:
S *°√gbb >  Ak D   √gbb v. 'roast'  EC *gub- vt. 'burn' >  Sml, Rn, O r
gub-, Bn kub-, Kns kup-, Ged {Bnd.} gu^bY- (π Or?) id., Ya {Ss.} kup- ' r o t '
»» Dhl {EEN} guB- vt. 'burn', guB-it†- vi. 'burn' ¶ Bl. 182, BlSO 89, Ss. PEC
17, Hn. S 61, PG 128, Sim 15, 25, Grg. 184, EEN 32, Blz. CL 177  Ch:
WCh: Sy {Kr.} gU!bm~= vt. 'burn' ¶ ChL I 212 ¶¶ AD SEC 132 [#6.7] || K
*gab-/*gb- vt. 'cook, boil' >  G gb- v. 'cook (e.g. silk thread), boil', Lz
gub-, gib-, Z7ib- v. 'cook, boil', Mg g‰b- ≠ gib- v. 'boil silk thread', Sv
Z7a4b-/Z7b- v. 'cook', Sv UB/Ln li-Z7ab, Sv L li-Z7bi msd. vt. 'cook\boil s th . ' ,
vi. 'be cooked, boil' ¶¶ K 58, K2 25, FS K 7O-1, Chx. 182, GP 191, TK
487 || ?σ U: FU *kuywa- 'dry' > F kuiva adj. 'dry', Es kuiv 'dry, a r i d '
» ?σ Lp: Lp L {LLO} kui 1fe2, kuffi 'wer nicht begreift, wem es schwer
fällt lesen zu lernen' ("dry-brained"), Lp Sw {SK} kuife, kuiwe
'dumm, einfältig', Lp Vfs {Lgc.} gòu$ff‰, ku$ffE 'dumme, unwissende
Person' »» Os {KrT}: Os V qo"y´m-, Os D/Kz Xo"y´m- 'fallen, s ich
vermindern' (vom Wasser) ¶ UEW 196-7, Lgc. SL 63 [#88O], Lgc. #2763 ,
SK 231, LLO 253 || A: Tg *°gub-, NTg *°gïb- >  WrMc {Z} guvaxån∆
9uwa-xiyan 'fireplace, furnace', {Hr.} gu6wahiyan 'Kochloch' ,
'Gestell, an dem der Kochtopf über dem Kochloche hängt', Ewk gï- v.
'smoke, cure in smoke, dry (meat\fish over weak fire)', gïwun ' p lace
for smoking meat\fish' ¶ STM II 147, 165, Z 354, Hr. 397  ?σ T
*k…u4beç 'eartheware cooking pot' > OT {Cl.} ku4vec7 '∈ pot', XwT XIV ku4vec7
'cooking pot', Tk gu4vec>, Az gu4va4Z7 'earthenware cooking pot', T k m
go4wec7 'juweller’s crucible', Uz ∆ ko4wa4s7 ± ka4wa4s7 'eartherware pot, p o t
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for milk', Ggz gu4vec7 'large bowl of clay (makitra )', ? Alt ∆  {Vrb.} ko4∏s7
'skull' ¶ Justified only if the primary meaning is 'cooking pot', r a t h e r
than 'eatherware pot' in general  ¶ Cl. 687-8, ET VGD 53-4, GRM 1 2 1
 pKo {S} ku2b- 'bake, fry' > MKo ku2p- (¬ ku!5È!-), NKo ku2p+w- ¶ S QK # 5 3 5 ,
Nam 63, MLC 22O  pJ {S} *ka!w‰!r- v. 'smell' [vi.], ' fumigate '  > OJ
kawor-, J: T ka~or-, K ka!o!r-, Kg kao!r- ¶ S QJ #897, Mr. 7O3 ¶¶ DQA # 5 3 7
(A *gi\u2be 'to smoke, to roast') || IE: NaIE *0g[≈]ob[≈]- or *0g[≈]Wob[≈]-,
*0g[≈]ub[≈]- 'fire' > OLt {Mnhr., Schleicher} gabija ≠ gubija, 'fire', Lt
gabija {Frn.} 'von der Hand verfertigte Wachskerze, Leuchter', OLt
{Blz.} Gubija ({Las. ‘  Mnhr.} Gubie) 'fire-goddess' ¶ Frn. 126, Blz. LN
I #14, Blz. CS § 7.2.5 (compares the Lt word with Insular Clt *gobenn-
/*gobann- 'smith' and with L faber  'smith'), Mnhr. 51, 172 ˚  Blz. KM
115 [#8], ≈ Blz. LN I #14 (suggested to add OLt + err. φ FU *ku4pe(-n1V)
'sparkle') ˚  The absence of the reflex of N *y  in the Blt word still
needs explaining.
593. *g{Ë}b÷V (LV) 'hill, mountain' >  HS: S *√gb÷ 'hill' >  Ug gb÷
{A} 'mountain, rock', {OLS} 'hill, height, summit', Hb eo1b6G5 gib3≤÷a2, JA
at1o9b6G5 gib3÷â≤t3a2 'hill', Ar g7uba÷- - a place name (KB: 'k leine
Hügelstadt'), ? Ak gab?u 'summit (Gipfel)' (why did not *÷ p r o d u c e
the regular change *a  >  e?), ¿ Amh {DRS} guba 'colline, tertre', ? Amh
gb†gAbAta (< **gab÷at-) 'high hill' ı Gz gb† gabata2 id.  with loss
of *÷ due to rdp.: CS *gabgab- 'hill' >  JA ab1B6G5 gibb´≤b3a2 'hill', Ar
g7abg 7ab-at-  'pierre\rocher dont quelque part sort de l’eau'  +ext. *-l-: S
*gabal- 'mountain' >  Ar ÒbaJa g7abal-, Mh {Jo.} g‰be2l, Jb E/C {Jo.} gi≤El
id., Hb d. lubG6 g´≤b3u2l id., 'landmark, boundary', Ph, Yd gbl ' bo rde r ,
boundary', Ug gbl {A} 'mountain, rock', {OLS} 'peak, mountain', Ar
g7ubl-at- 'bosse du chameau' ¶ KB 163-4, 167, KBR 171-4, BDB ##1354 ,
136O-4, 1389, A ##617, 62O, OLS 143, Js. 2O3-8, Br. 1OO-2, BK I 2 4 6 ,
249-5O, L G 179, Jo. M 113, Jo. J 69, Sd. 272, HJ 2O8-9, DRS 94-7  EC
{Ss.} *gub(b)- 'mountain' >  Af gubb-i 'high spot in undulating count ry ' ,
Or gubb-a2 'up, above; top', {Grg.} gubba postp. 'above, over, on', gubbe2
'top (of head)', {Th.} gubba  'il disopra, cima, sommità, tetto; sopra, i n
alto', Arr {Hw.} gubba! 'top, upper side', Dsn {Ss.} gum , Hr, Dbs gu!po~, Gln
g°u`po!, Gwd qupo, Brj ≤gubba 'mountain', Dsn {To.} gu~mmuti 'hill' »» Dhl
{EEN} gi!pe '(ant-)hill', {E} gipe 'hill, mountain' »» ?σ SC: Kz {E} kipeto
'ant-hill' (× N *k '''' uP 3333V 'heap, hill; cone, protuberance') ¶ Ss. B 85, Ss. PEC
15 (Dsn -m <  *-b), AMS 159, 2O1, 233, Grg. 184, Th. 175, Hw. A 3 6 3 ,
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To. DL 5O1, EEN 31, E SC 237, Blz. CL 179   NrOm {Blz.} *°gVpp+bb-
'mountain' >  Kf {C} geppo 2, {Msr., HHM} geppo 'hill', {Beke} ≤gubbo
'hill, mountain', Mch {L} ≤ga4ppo 'slope, hill' ¶ Blz. OL #1O9, C SE IV 4 3 6 ,
446, L M 29, 32, Msr. 161 and 138 (Kf geppo 'colle, montagna'), 2 3 2
(Kf geppo 'collina'), HHM 118, Beke LDA 98  Ch {JS} *√gW{b'}
'mountain' > CCh: Gdf {IL} Go!b'a~, Gv {ChL} Gu!b'a~, Nkc {ChL} Gu~ba!, Glv {Rp.,
ChL} GWa~, Dgh {Frk. in ChC} gWa~?a~, Ngs {IL} Gwa! id. » Gude {IL} giwa,
Gudu {ChL} g1iNwa~ id. » Lmn {Lk.} gwa~ id. » ZmB {J} g‰b'‰!N, ? {Sa.} gWo~?i~,
? Zm {ChL} goy id. ¶ JS 186, ChC, ChL ¶ Ch *-b'- <  *-b÷-  ???σ,φ Eg P
wZb 'river-bank, riparian lands, shore' (only if from 'hill, high p lace '
and if b  goes back to *b÷) ¶ EG I 4O9, Fk. 76 ¶¶ Tk. I 4OO (Eg, EC, CCh)
¶¶ OS #223 || IE: NaIE *°g≈+g8≈Vb[´]- >  MHG gupf(e) 'höchste Spitze '
Ï dim. MHG gu4pfel, gipfel >  NHG Gipfel 'summit', ON gafl
'Giebelseite, Spitze einer Insel', AS Ìafol, Ì1eafel 'gable', (×  N
*gabV(-lßßßß ++++l ! !!!V) 'head', q.v.): Gt gibla, OHG gibil 'top\summit', NGH
Giebel 'gable, pediment'; NE gable (< ME π MFr π a Gmc lge.) goes
back to the same source ¶ OsS 281, 32O, Kb. 334, KM 257-8, Ho. 1 2 2 ,
HDEL 536, ≈ P 423 || D *kop- ≠ *ko+upp- (<  N *k''''uP3333V 'heap, hill' [q.v.])
>  [1] *kop- ({†GS} *k-) >  Td kofoy 'top of a hill', Kn kobe, Tu kubA,
Krg kobe 'top of a coconut tree', Kn kobal5u, Tu kubal5´, Krg kobalÈ
'top of a roof'; [2] *ko+upp- ({†GS}*gËbb-?) >  Tl gubbali 'mounta in ,
hill', ? goppu  'small elevation in a field', Prj koppa 'small hillock', Gnd
gubbal, Kui kupa, Ku kupli 'hillock', ? Tl koppu 'the crest or ridge of a
roof', kopparamu , kopramu  'top, summit' ¶¶ D #1731 (a) and ( b )
¶¶ ×  D *kupp- v. 'heap', {GS} *kup- 'heap' (D #1731 (a), GS 5O [#124] )
|| U: FU *ka4[:]ppa4 'hill' >  F ∆  ka4a4ppa4 'hill, stony ground (in a field),
heap of stones', Es ka4a4p (gen. ka4a4ba) 'aufgeworfener Hügel,
Grabhügel' (×  ka4a4bas id. [<  East Baltic *ka2pas, represented in Lt
kaﬁpas, Ltv kaps 'Grab, Grabhügel']) »» Vg: T/LK/P ka4p, UL kap 'hill' ¶
UEW 138 (FU *ka4ppa4) || A: M *gu4+o4be-Ge(n) 'hillock, knoll, mound' (× N
? *gu4444 ++++ub++++pÉ 'heap, hump, hunchback', q.v. ffd.) ˚  Ch *-b'-, Om and FU
*-pp-, and D *-p- ≠ *-pp- go back to the N cluster *-b÷-  ˚  D, M, EC,
and Ch point to a pN labialized vw. of the first syll., while the FU and IE
roots are explainable if the pN vw. was *a  or *a4444 (infl. of N *gabV
'head'?) ˚  ≠ IS I 237 (the M √  •<  N *gu4pÅ  'to bend' [tr., intr.]), ≠ Blz.
DA 161 [#92] (unc. equation of HS with D *kË[y]-  'mountain' [D #2178]
[reconstructed by Blz. as *ku[v]i-]).
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594. *{g}abHÉ ≠ *-Hb- 'blunt, weak' >  HS: SS *√gbH >  Mh g‰bH
'blunt', go2b‰H v. 'blunt', gïb‰H v. 'be blunt', Jb C g‰b≤Hun 'blunt', Tgr,
Tgy √gbH G  'become blunt' ¶ Jo. M 113, LH 583, DRS 95 || IE: NaIE
*k≈a2b≈- ≠ *k≈o2b≈- 'blunt(ed), weak, powerless (abgestumpft, kraftlos)' >
Gk kvfo1ß {LS} 'blunt, dull, obtuse', khfh1n 'drone; a worn-out, decrepi t
person', Gk [Hs.] kafa1n 'drone' »» L hebes / hebetis 'blunt, dull ' ,
hebeo / -e2re 'be blunt\dull' »» Sl *xab-i-ti 'to spoil, to blunt' (*-i- is a
caus. sx.) >  ChS {Mikl.} xabiti xabiti 'corrumpere', Blg xa≤bå v.
'work in vain, spoil, blunt', SCr habiti, Cz chabI1ti 'to spoil'  ¶ WP I
348-8, F II 64, WH I 637-8, ≠  ESSJ VIII 8-9 (looking for different IE
connections of the Sl verb) ¶¶ NaIE *k≈ is likely to go back to N *g + a
vl. lr. || A: T *k…a4b- 'weaken' >  OT QU/U {Cl., MKD} ka4v- (aor. ka4va4∏-r)
vt. 'weaken', [MhK] ku4c7ï ka4vdim 'I weakened his strength', Osm ga4vs7a4k
'loose, lax, slack; relaxed, weak, feeble', Ggz gevs7ek 'weak, meager ' ,
Qrg ko4ps7o4k 'schlaff, welk (ryxlyj , dråblyj )',  Tk gevs>ek 'weak,
locker', OT kevre- vi. 'weaken', Az {Rl.} ku4vra4- 'become weak\br i t t le ' ,
Tk gevre- v. 'weaken', Chv xavwa- xavs7a- 'crack with dryness
(rassyxat∆så )' (of tubs, barrels), 'weaken, become flabby', xavwak
'weak, decrepit, flabby (welk, dråblyj), locker' ¶ ET VGD 9-1O, Cl.
687, 691, MKD 1O4, DTS 3O4, Jeg. 283, Fed. II 3O4-5, Md. 37, 167, Rh.
1595, Rl. II 1524  Tg: WrMc gebsehun 'lean, meager, emacia ted '
({Hr.} 'abgemagert, spindeldünn'), gebsere- v. 'become lean, meager ,
emaciated' ¶ Z 318, Hr. 839.
595. *gub[V]ÂÉ  ≠ *guÂbV  'back, back side, nape (of neck)' >  HS: S:
Ak guba2ru  'nape (of the human body)' ¶ CAD V 117  C *gWVrVb- >
Ag *gWVrb- > Bln {R} gu"r≤båt 'back (dorsum), back part', Xm {R}
Z7irba2, Q {R} gibra2 id.; Ag ı Amh Z7årba id. and Tgr {Mnz.}
gurbåt 'back (dos)' ı  Sa {R} gu"rbåt id. » EC (mt.): Sml garab, Sml
N ga!rab (pl. ga!rb-o!), Rn {PG} ga!ra~b (pl. ga~rbo!) 'shoulder, shoulder-
blade', garbo! 'shoulders, upper back', pBn {Hn.} *ka!ra~b 'shoulder' >  Bn
Bi ka!rub, Bn Sa/J/Ba ka!rab id., Or {Grg.} gurmu 2 id., {Brl.} gur≤mu
'spalla, collo', {Th.} gurmu id. {'la spalla presa nell’insieme'), Or Wt
{Vnt.} gurmu-ni, Or B {Anr.} gurmu5 ' shoulder '  ¶ Hn. S 6O (pSam
*≤ga!ra~b- 'shoulderblade'), Hn. BD 127, ZMO 154, Abr. S 87, PG 121, AD
SF 73, R WB 16O, LH 575, Brl. 191, Grg. 188, Vnt. 66 || IE: [1] NaIE
*0g[≈][W]urb[≈]- > Sl *g¥rb¥ 'back (dorsum)' > Blg gr`b, McdS grb,
SCr, Slv gr•b, OR, RChS g5rb5 gËrbË ≠ gr5b5 grËbË≠ gorb5
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gorbË, R ∆ gorb 'dorsum'; to separate from Sl *g¥rb¥, *g¥rba
'hunchback' (> Blg g`rba, SCR gr•b, gràba, Cz hrb, P garb, R gorb
id.) (related to Lt kupra~, L gibber id.) ¶ ESSJ VII 199-2O1, ≈ Ma. C
183   [2] NaIE *gWerwa2 ≠ *gWrïwa2 'nape of neck' (× N *ko6666ri{H}u 6666
'throat, neck', q.v. ffd.) ¶ The merger with N *ko6666ri{H}u6666 accounts f o r
the loss of the precons. *b≈ and for the cns. *gW- (instead of t h e
expected *g≈W-) || A: Tg *gu're-Ke 'nape' (× N *gur1111÷ 3 333É or *gu4444r 1 111÷ 3 333V
'throat, neck') >  Nn Nh gur‰x‰, Nn B gur(‰)x‰, Nn KU gurux‰ ' n ape ' ,
WrMc gurexe 'a large sinew on cattle’s neck, breite Sehne a m
Rinderhalse' ({Z}: 'bol∆waå stanovaå qila '), gurexe-le- ' t i e
around (a bow or sth. broken) with oxen’s sinews (to strengthen it)' ¶
STM I 174-5, Z 364-5, Hr. 385 ¶¶ In pA there is no phonemic
opposition between the N *w  and *b , so that the loss of N *b in th is
word may be understood as follows: N *gub[V]ÂÉ >  *guBÂÉ (≈
*guwrÉ) > A *gu2rÉ ˚ Blz. LB #6b (EC, Sl + unc. Eg gb¿,  g¿b 'arm' a n d
Gmc *kruppaz 'Kropf').
596. (€?) *gic7777 ' '''V 'injure, irritate' >  HS: S *√gT'T' >  Ak gas5s5u ' raging,
furious', √gs5s5 v. 'gnash the teeth', v. 'bare the teeth', v. 'rage, b e
raging' (× HS *√gWÍ  'tooth' > C *√gWÍ id. - w AD SF 7O-1), Ar √g7ÎœÎœ
(pf. 7Wja g7aÎœÎœa) 'tourmenter, affecter d'une peine \ d’un chagrin ' ,
√g7wÎœ (pf. 7a'Ja g7a2Îœa) 'affecter quelqu’un, lui causer du tourment \
des inquiétudes \ des craintes' ¶ CAD V 52-4, BK II 298, 356  ? Ch:
WCh {Stl.} *gac- v. 'insult' >  Hs {Abr.} gatse ga~c'e2! 'replying rudely a n d
recklessly to a superior' » Ang {Flk.} kass  'abuse, cursing, defilement' »
?σ Tng kWadE v. 'fight over sth.' ¶ Stl. ZCh 216 [#662], Abr. H 311, J T
1O7, ≠ Sk. HCD 8O-1 (Hs gatse“ Hs ga2tsa 'bite') || IE: NaIE {Mn.}
*g8≈ei\sd- ≠ *g8ei\sd≈- v. 'rile, irritate, injure' >  OI h°d5- v. 'make angry,
vex', h°d5i≤ta- 'erzürnt, aufgebracht', he2d5ah5 (he2das) n. ' anger ,
hatred', OI BdhSk he2t5hati 'verletzt, beleidigt', Av zo2iz7dis7ta- ' d e r
abscheulichste' »» W † gwyth 'anger, wrath' (< *g8≈ei\sd-) »» Lt
z7eidz7iu~ / z7eiﬁsti v. 'injure, wound', z7eidi~mas 'injury, wounding' ,
z7aizda~ 'wound'  Ï  *g8≈oi\sd- > Lt z7aizda~ 'wound'   var. *°g8ei\sd≈-
>  AS c1°dan 'to chide' ({Ho.} 'streiten, klagen'), NE chide ¶ Mn. 4 1 3 ,
M K III 6O1, M E II 819, MW 13OO, 13O3, Ho. 47, Frn. 1285, 1296, ≠  WP
I 547, 554, P 427 || ?σ U: FU {UEW} *kic7V 'illness, be sick' >  F kitu-
'be tormented, suffer pain; languish, suffer', Es kidu-, kidi-
'kränkeln', kidune-  'grow sickly, be in bad health', kide (gen. kide)
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'Kränklichkeit' » Prm: Vt G kÈz7 'Krampf', {Wc.} kÈ"z7 'Krankheit,
Krankheitsgeist', Z {W} kÈz7 'totgeborenes Kind' »» Os: V ke"c7´, O qas7i
'illness, sick', D ke"c7´ 'illness' ¶ UEW 153, Sm. 543 (FU *ki+eci ' i l lness'
> FP *kic7i, Ugr *kI"c7i") ˚ FU *kic7V belongs here if the semant ic
change was 'to wound' ‘ 'to cause illness'.
597. € *gi{c6666}V (or *gic6666 ' '''V?) 'hip, thigh' > HS: S *gi{s6s6}- 'thigh, h ip ,
flank' >  Sr 'so©e gEs≤sa2 'side, flank, haunch', Ar D g7is7s7a 'corpse, d e a d
body', Mh g‰s6s 6e 2t 'body, corpse', Jb C {Jo} ≤ge≤s6‰t (pl. ≤gi≤s6E?) 'side', Ak
gils7u≠ gis7s7(um) 'hip, flank', MHb xx3G3 ≤gEsEs, JA ax1x6iG gis´≤s-
a2 'side, arm' ¶ Br. 126, JPS CSD 75, Js. 241, 261, Lb. D 283, CAD V 7 3 ,
Sd. 288, Jo. J 79, Jo. M 126 DRS 195-6, MiK I #1.97 (*gis6s6- ' t o r so ,
body')  Ch {Stl.} *gos6- 'shoulder' >  WCh: Mnt {ChL} ta!N-g%o!l id. » Plc
{ChL} n=~gW‰!s6 id. »» Gude {Hsk.} gWa!la~ 'upper arm' »» ECh: Skr {Nc.} ≤ko2-
gol id., Mgm {JA} gu!2l (pl. go~lli~lla!), Mu {Lk., J} go~l 'shoulder' ¶ Stl. IF
196, JA 89, Lk. ZSS 35, 182, ChC, ChL || D (in CD) *kitßtß- ({†GS} *k-)
'hip, waist' >  Prj kitßtßa 'hip', Gdb kitßtße 'waist', kitße pu2n 'hipbone' ¶ D
#1537 ¶¶ This is the only known case of D *-tßtß- apparently from N *-c 6666-
(but there are several cases of D *-tß- or *-tßt ß- going back to N *-c 6666 ' '''-). The
problem needs investigating. A possible solution: N *gic6666 ' '''V with HS
deglottalization of *c6666 ' ''' || AdS  of IE: NaIE {P} *kei\s- 'arm, thigh, s h a n k '
(×  N *k ''''ic @@@@V  'thigh muscle' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚ The IE cns. *k- proves that t h e
main source of IE *kei\s- is N *k ''''ic @@@@V  rather than N *gi{c 6666 }V .
598. *gad{a} 'bank, shore, side of sth.' >  HS: CS *≤giday- ≠ *≤guday-
'bank, side of a river', *°gadd- id. >  BHb vit1&dG6 g´d3-o2≤t3-a2w ≠ vit1&id6G5
gid3y-o2≤t3-a2w 'its banks' (presumably forms of ei!d6G5* *gid3≤ya2), Md gada,
gida, g(i)dada 'bank, riverside, waterside', JA aD1uG gud≤d-a2 'wall ' ,
JEA gud≤d-a2 'wall, side', Ar dwJu g7udd- 'côté, bord (de toute chose)', dwJi
g7idd-, ÉdWJi g7idd-at- 'bord, rive (d’un fleuve)', dwJa g7add- 'rivage, b o r d
(d’un fleuve), surface de la terre' ¶ KB 171, KBR 178, GB 13O, BDB 1 5 2 ,
Js. 218, Sl. 265-6, BK I 26O, DM 73, 88-9, DRS 1OO-1  ?σ B: Ah e-
g1e2de, ETwl agidi 'dune de sable', Sgl {NZ} igidu, igidi id., 'sable', Gh
iZ7idi 'colline de sable', Izn, Rf, Shw, Mz, Wrg, Jrb iz7di 'sable', Kb iz7di
id., 'gravier', Si iz7di, Nf z7idi 'terre'; B belongs here only if the meaning
'dune, colline de sable' is primary ¶ Fc. 394, Dl. 359, NZ 721-2  C
*√gdm >  Bj {R} ge≤dim (pl. gidma) 'edge, bank, side' »» Ag *gVdVm
'side, range, bank' >  Bln {R} g´dum  'side, edge, bank'; Ag ı Gz GDM
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g´dm  'side, direction', Tgr g‰d‰m 'edge, side', Tgy g‰dmi 'side, bank'; ?
Bln {R} ≤gad° 'river-bed, valley, wadi' (unless π Ar wadi id.) »» EC: Sa
{R} ≤gade ≠ ≤gadde (pl. gadu≤wa2) 'river-bed, valley, wadi' (unless π
Ar wadi) ¶ E PC #44 (+ unc. EC *gudm- 'shoulder'), R S II 145, R WB 1 3 9
¶ An alt. hyp.: Bj ge≤dim and Bln g´dum π EthS g´dm (possibly
connected with the Gz verb √gdm 'be in horizontal position, b e
inclined'); but this latter hyp. fails to explain the et. of the EthS words
 Om {Blz.} *gad[d]- 'earth, land' >  NrOm: Oyda {Fl.} g‰dde id., Zs {C}
gade2 'terra, paese', Wl/Zl/Gf {C} gade2 'paese', Bdt {C} gada2 id., Mch
{L} gado! 'clod of earth' »» SOm: the meaning 'bank of river' is likely t o
have been preserved in Ari {Bnd.} gidib (unless π Amh gAdAb 'd ike ,
dam, barrier') ¶ Blz. OL #1O5, C SE III 2O2, Fl. OWL ms., L M 3O, Bnd. AL
145  Ch: WCh: Ngz {Sch.} ga~dÈ~r∑a~ 'lake, pond', ¿ Ngm {OS “?} godo
'lake' ¶ ChC, Sch. DN 63, OS #869 ¶¶ R WB 139 (C, S), OS #869 (S,
WCh, Ag, Sa; •÷ Bdm {Nc.} Nga1da 'river', actually a loan from Knr {Lk.}
Nga!da~ 'small river' [Lk. B 121]) || A : M *9ada  'outside, the outside' >  Dg
{Mr., T} ga2da 'the outside, out of doors', {Pp.} gòadò 'outside' (d i rect ion) ,
Ba {T} 9ade 'outside, out of doors', Mnr H {SM} 9òadòa, Mnr M {Pot.}
xata id., d.: MM [MA] 9adadu 'external', Dx 9ada-du id., MM [HI]
qada√un 9ada√un, WrM 9ada9un 'à l’extérieur'; *9ada-na 'outside' >
MM [HI] qadana 9adana 'à l’extérieur', WrM 9adana, HlM gadna
(adv., adj., postp.) 'outside, exterior', Dx 9adane  'outside, out of door s ' ,
Mgl {Rm.} Gadana 'außen, außer'; *9ada-9a >  WrM 9ada9a 'out of ,
outside, outer', Dg {T} ga2dag ≠ ga2dig 'outside'; *9ada-9-si ' ou twards '
>  WrM 9ada9si, HlM gadagw 'outside' (direction), MMgl {Iw.}
Gada2qs7i 'outside, outwards', Mgl {Rm.} Gadaqs7i 'nach außen', Dx
9adas7È 'outwards', Mnr H {SM} 9òadòas‰ 'vers le dehors' ¶ MED 342-3 ,
Rm. M 28, Iw. 1O4, SM 114, T 324, T DnJ 115, T BJ 137, Pot. 412, Pp.
MA 173, Ms. H 85-6 ¶ In M *9ada-na the element *-na goes back to t h e
locative pc. *na <  N *?in2222 {Å} 'place' (q.v.) || D *katß(-ay) ({†GS} *kadß-)
'end, side, beach' >  Tm kat5ay 'end, limit, boudary', Ml kat5avu
'beach', Kt kar` pa't 'the end, at last', Td kadc> 'end (of thing, event)', Kn
kad5e 'end, termination, limit', Kdg kadße 'end (of row, event, etc.)', Tu
kad5e 'verge, margin, end', Tl kat5t5akad5a 'the very end', Prj kadßa ' e n d ,
side'; D ı OMrt kadße, kadßa 'edge, side' ¶¶ D #11O9, cp. GS 2O6-7
[#522], 28 [#16], 164 [#4O7], 166 [#417] (*kyadß- v. 'pass th rough ,
c ross ' ) .
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599. *gadV '(to be) suitable\good; luck' >  HS: WS *gadd- 'happiness ,
fortune' >  Hb dG2 gad3 'fortune', dg2B6 b´-≤g#ad3 'feliciter', Pun, Nbt, Plm, H t r
gd, JA [Trg.], JEA {Sl.} aD1G2 gad≤d-a2 'genius, god of fortune; luck', Sr
gad / gad≤da22 'fortune, luck, success', Md gada 'fortune, success,
luck, fate', NMd ga4d 'Glück, Chance', Ar dwJa g7add- 'good luck, chance ,
fortune', Gz gD gadd 'luck' ¶ KB 169, KBR 176, Js. 21O, Sl. 26O, HJ
212-3, JPS 6O, DM 73, Mc. NM 2O7, L G 18O, DRS 1OO  C: Ag: Aw
{Hz.} gud 'good, nice', {ZL} gudi 'good' »» ?σ Bj {R} gu2d ≠ gud 'Menge,
Größe', gu2d- 'be many\much\big' »» EC *gudd-≠*gu2d- 'big, much' > Kns
kutt- id., Or gu!dd-a?, Dsn gudd-u, Elm {Bl.} g°u2t-id'a 'big', {Ss.} gu2t 'many ' ,
Arr gud'd'a! 'big', gud'd'a-had'- 'grow big, become many\much'; ?σ Sml
gi!dd-i 'whole, entire', Bs gidd-i, ? Af gadd-a 'wealth' (unless π EthS);
HEC (π EthS?): Hd {L} gada?a 'luck' ¶ L G 18O, Hz. NSA 138, ZL Ag 8, R
WBd 9O, Bl. 1O6, 14O, Ss. PEC 16, ZMO 162, Hw. A 363, To. DL 5O1, PH
1O8, Blz. CL 18O   NrOm: Ym {Wdk.} ga~da@ 'beautiful' ¶ Wdk. BY 1 2 3 ,
Lm. Y 345 || IE: NaIE *g≈ed≈-/*g≈od≈- v. 'be suitable\good' > Gmc *go2Îa2
'suitable' >  Gt go2†s 'gut, tüchtig, schön', ON go1Îr, OHG guot, NHG
gut, OSx go2d, AS Ìo2d 'good' , NE good; Gmc *gaÎ- 'gefallen' >  MLG
gaden id., OHG gi-gat ± ge-gat 'suitable' »» Sl *goditi (seß) v. ' t o
suit, to be fortunate' >  OCS goditi 'to satisfy', 'gratum esse, m o r e m
gerere, placere', Blg god9 v. 'arrange, prepare', ne mi godi 'is n o t
to my advantage', SCr go~diti 'to make a deal', Slv to mi godi 'it i s
pleasant, I like it', Cz hoditi se, R go≤dit∆så 'to be suitable', P
godzic 1 'to bring to an agreement', godzi sie< 'it is permit ted\ lawful ' ;
Ï Sl *god¥ 'appropriate time' >  OCS god5 'time (hora, t empus) ;
year; appropriate time', SCr go•d 'holiday, year, appropriate time', Cz
hod  'religious feast', OR, RChS god5 'time, year', R god 'year'; Ï Sl
*god-Án¥(jÁ) 'suitable, appropriate' >  ChS god6n5, Blg ≤goden, P
godny, R ≤godnyj id. » Ltv gadI2^ties 'to happen, to occur, to b e
found', Lt {Bg.} godyti 'aufspüren, ausfindig machen', Ltv go~ds
'honour, glory', Lt guoﬁdas, Lt Zh goda 'honour' »» ? OI ≤gadhya-
'what one readily holds fast, what suits one' (× ÿ gadh- 'cling t o ,
hang on to') »» pTc *ka2tk- > Tc A/B ka2tk- 'rejoice, be glad' »» amb Gk
gh†e1v, Gk D ga2†e1v 'rejoice' (×  IE *ga2wed≈-, whence L gaude2- ' rejoice,
be happy') ¶ P 423-4, ≈ EI 64 (unc.: Gmc *go2Îa2 'suitable', etc. < IE
*g≈ed≈-  'join, fit together'), Fs. 218-9, F I 3O3-4, M K I 320-1 (gadhya-
ÿ gadh-), Vr. 181, Kb. 345, 416, Schz. 148, 155-6, OsS 246, 358, KM
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277-8, Ho. 134, Ho. S 28, ESSJ VI 187-92, StSS 173, Wn. LE 32, Wn. 1 9 7 -
8 (Tc ÷ Gk), Ad. 15O, Frn. 159-6O, Tr. 74, F I 3O3-4 (Gk < *ga2wed≈-)
|| D *katß- ({†GS} *gadß-) 'fixed time' (× “ *katß- v. 'pass' [<  N *gat''''÷V
'to pass through\over', q.v.] and/or *katß- 'end' [< N *gad{a} ' b ank ,
shore, side of sth.']) >  Tm kat5u, ket5u 'fixed time, period, term', Ml
gad5u, ket5u 'term, instalment', Kt gadßv, gayr` 'fixed or appoin ted
time', Td kodßf 'stipulated period of an agreement', kor`y 'fixed pe r iod
(of imprisonment or purgatory), fixed time for paying a loan', Kn
gad5a, gad5avu, gad5i, gad5u, gad5uba, gad5uvu 'limit, limited t ime,
period', Tu gad5u 'a time, fixed time or place', Tl gad5uvu ' t e r m ,
period, limit of time' ¶¶ D #11O9 ˚  Hardly here T *kata  'times' ( ' m a l ' )
>  OT qata id. (Cl. 596), which is semantically conceivable as a
cognate, but the vl. T *-t- for the expected *-Î- makes the connect ion
hardly acceptable.
6OO. *gádi  'back part; occiput, nape of neck' >  A {DQA} *ge"!di~
'back, behind' >  M *gede ≠ *geZ>i (<  *gedi) 'nape of neck, occiput ,
back part' >  WrM gede id., WrM geZige, HlM g´z´g 'nape of neck ,
plait\braid of hair, pigtail, queue', Brt g´z´g´ 'plait of hair', Brt W
g´z´g´ 'occiput'; MM [MA] gedergu4, Mnr {SM} gòidòiergòu, {T} gedergu
'backwards' ¶ MED 372, 381, Pp. IM 118, Pp. MA 169, SM 136, T 3 2 2
 Tg *gedi 'occiput' >  Ewk g‰dimuk ± g‰d‰muk, g‰tk‰2n, Neg g‰d‰muk,
Ul g‰ki(n-) id., Lm g‰d‰k‰, g‰d‰m‰k ≠ g‰d´m´k id., 'occiput bone', U d
g‰dig‰ 'occiput, nape of neck' ¶ STM I 177  NaT *Ka4+eÎi-n
'backwards' >  OT, Chg ka4Îin 'behind', ET keyin ≠ ka4yin, Qrg kiyin adv.
'afterwards, later', postp. 'after', Qzq keyin id., 'backwards', {Rl.} kein
'behind', Alt kiyin, Ln kiin 'back part', Qq, Uz keyin 'backwards;
afterwards, after', Xk kiz¡n  kiziÆn adj. 'hind' (of animal’s legs, wheels,
etc.), Sg/Qb/Qc {Rl.} kezin, Kü/Shor {Rl.} ka4zin 'back part, backwards ' ,
adj. 'hinder'; hardly here T *ko4t 'backside, buttocks' (Cl. 7O) ¶ Cl. O4,
ET KQ 23-4, BIG 73, ET KQ 23-4, Rl. II 1O54, 1137-8, 1176-7, 1344-6 ,
Rs. W 246  pJ {S} *ki!ta~ 'North' > OJ ki!ta~, J: T kita!, K ki!ta~, Kg ki!ta ¶ S
QJ #811, Mr. 452 ¶¶ DQA #492, ADb. KL, S AJ 71 || ?φ K: GZ *ked-
'back of head, neck' > OG ked-  'neck', G ked-  'nape of neck', Mg kindir
id., 'back of head' ¶ K2 214, Chx. 1546 || HS: Ch *gidaÓ- ' neck ,
occiput ' , {Stl.} *giÓad-≠*gidaÓ- 'neck' > WCh: AG: Su {J} Z7Et, Kfr {Nt.}
Z7e~t 'occiput' » BT: Krkr, Krf {Sch.} Ngid'o~, Glm {Sch.} Ngi~rya~ 'neck' »» ECh:
Tmk {Cp.} ge2‡r`, EDng {Fd.} ga2!J°a !, Skr ge!t-im, ? {Sx.} gE~rE~, Kjr kïda id. ¶ J S
II 67, Nt. 16, Stl. IF 174 (without AG), Sch. BTL 57, 87, Cp. 62, Fd. 3 1 2 ,
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Blz. EChWL #59   C: Ag: Xm T {CR} g°d- adj. 'de derrière' »» EC: Sd
{Hd.} gidensa, gedensa 'after', {Gs.} gedensa 'last, the end', gedensanni,
gedensa2 'aftewards', Sml {DSI} gada2l 'behind' ('dietro, indietro') ¶ AD SF
239, Hd. 19, Gs. 179, DSI 248  ? NrOm: Gf {Mrn.} gedo(n) ' beh ind ' ,
gedon 'dopo' || ?φ IE: NaIE *g8≈ed- 'anus', (‘?) 'defecate' (× NaIE
*0g8≈+g≈ed- 'hole' >  ON gat, OFrs jet 'hole, opening', AS Ìeat ' doo r s ,
opening', OSx gat  'hole') >  Gk [Hs.] co1danon accus. : th`n {edran ' podex ' ,
Gk ce1zv 'defecate' »» OI ≤hadati 'defecates', Av zaDah- 'podex' »»
Arm 3et Zet 'tail'] »» pAl {O} *Zec7a or *Zetya >  Al dhjes ( a o r .
dhjeva) 'defecate' ¶ The contamination with NaIE *0g8≈+g≈ed- 'hole' m a y
explain the cns. *d for the expected *d≈ ¶ WP I 571-2, P 423, M K III 5 7 3 -
4, F II 1O78-9, LS 1996, O 83, Slt. 176-7 ¶ IE *g8≈ed- was adduced h e r e
by IS MS 342 (‘ S CNM 5), but omitted in IS I ˚  The roots of M, Ch, C,
and (if here) IE suggest a N *g- , while K (GZ) *k- still needs explaining
˚  IS MS 342, IS I 227-8 [#81], AD NM #1O6.
6O1. (€?) *gudV (or *gu4444dV?) '∈ to cut, to tear' > HS: S *√gdd ≠ SS
*√gdy 'cut, chop' >  BHb √gdd TL  (Hithpo‘el) (ip. dd27Gt6i% yit3go2≤d3ad3)
'make incisions in one’s own body', MHb √gdd G 'cut, cut off', BA
√gdd G (imv. pl. uD7Ggod≤du2) 'umhauen', Sr √gdd G  'cut off\out', {Br.}
'abscidit, amputavit; discidit', Md √gdd 'cut off, put an end to', Ar
√g7dd  (pf. dWJa g 7adda) 'cut out (a garment), cut off (a fruit)', ? Sb √gdd
Sh†'(?) assign (allouer, attribuer)', √gdy Sh†(pf. hgd) 'make a grant o f
land', gdyt 'grant of land', {Rk.} 'allotment', Qt {Rk.} gdyt ' por t ion ,
allotment, assignment', {DRS} s7gdd 'repartir, accorder', Tgr pf. G
gAdda 'tear off, separate', Gz g´ddu2 'piece of wood cut off with a n
axe\saw', Ak L  √gdd G  (inf. gada2du) 'chop'; +ext.: CS *√gd÷ v. ' c h o p
(off)' (< *√gdd  influenced by S *√k't'÷ 'cut\break off' < N *K''''ut÷3333V [ o r
*K''''ut ''''÷ 3 333V?] 'cut off, tear [off]', q.v.) > Hb, JA, Sr √gd÷ G id., Ar ØdJ
√g7d÷ G  'cut off' ¶ In Aram there was a merger with  S *√gÎÎ ' cu t ,
break to pieces'  (> Ar 3wJ √g7ÎÎ G  [pf. 3WJa g7aÎÎa] id.) ¶ KB 169-7O,
173, 1685, Js. 21O, 213-4, Br. 1O3, 1O5, JPS 6O, Hv. 79-81, BGMR 4 9 ,
Rk. D 52, ≈  Rk. 36 (gdyt 'allotment'“ {Lnd. SD 52} Qt\Sb gdyt
'renewal'), L G 18O, CAD V 8, DRS 99-1O2  Ch: Ngz {Sch.} gÈ~du! vt .
'snap in two (a rope, etc.) by pulling, pluck (fruit from tree)', ga~du! vi.
'snap in two' (as a rope), 'snap off (fruit off tree)', 'break loose ( s th .
tied by rope)' ¶ Sch. DN 59, 64 || A: AmTg *gude- v. 'be torn apart' >
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Orc gud‰-, Ul, Nn Nh gud‰2-, Ork gud‰d‰- id., Nn Nh gud‰2- 'hole ( i n
clothes), rags'; d.: AmTg *gude-çi 'tear asunder' >  Nn Nh gud‰c7i-, O r c
gud‰ti-, Ud guZ7asi- id. ¶ STM I 167 || ?φ IE: NaIE *gWed≈- 'destroy' (× N
*{k''''}o 6 666dV 'destroy, break, cut' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  If NaIE *gWed≈- does n o t
belong here, the N etymon may be either *gudV  or *gu 4444 dV .
6O2. *gudV ≠ *gutV 'belly, middle' >  HS: C {AD} *gWVd- 'middle ,
belly' >  EC *gud- >  Af {PH} gude (pl. gude2da) 'middle, waist', Sml {DSI,
ZMO} n. gudo, {ZMO} gude n., Sml N {Abr.} gu!di 'inside' (and Or goda,
gadi {Ss.} id., {Grg., Sr.} 'down'??), Hd {Ss.} gud-a 'half, middle'; EC {Ss.}
*gidd- 'middle' >  Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} Z7idd-u2 id., 'between', Or Wl {Brl.}
giddu id., Z7iddu 'inside' (adv.), 'between', Or H {Ow.} Z7iddu2!
'between', Hr, Dbs, Gwd kitte 'middle', Gln kitte id., 'half', HEC {Hd.}
*giddo 'inside' > Sd, Ged giddo, Brj {Hd.} giddi 'inside, interiour'; ? HEC
{Hd.} *godoba 'belly' >  Sd {Gs.} godoba!, Ged godoba, Hd godabo, Kmb
godaba id. »» Bj {Blz. “ Rop.} gWada2b (pl. gWadaba) 'chest, front p a r t
of the body' ¶ AD SF 239-4O, PH 116, DSI 277, Abr. S 97, ZMO 168, Ss.
PEC 16, 18, Grg. 139, 176, Sr. 339, Brl. 175, 265, Ow. 265, AMS 1 6 4 ,
2O8, 258, Hd. 26, 84, 193, 242, 279, 318, 365-6, Blz. CL 176 (Bj ÷
HEC), ≈ Blz. EDB 13  Ch: WCh: Ngz {Sch.} ga!da2^va~ 'between' »» CCh: Gdr
{Mch} g‰d‰f 'belly', ? Bcm {Sk.} Z7e~de~ id. »» ECh: Ke {Eb.} gï~d‰~, ? Nd D {J}
gu2Z7, Kwn ka!Z7a2 'belly' ¶ JI II 21, Sch. DN 63, Eb. 51, Blz. EChWL s.v. 'belly '
|| IE: NaIE *gud-/*geu\d-, *gudo-m 'gut '  > OI gu≤dam id. »» Mcd [Hs.]
go1da: }entera 'guts, bowels' »» Gmc: NLG ku4t 'gut', NGr B ku4tz '∈ part o f
bowels', MDt ku4t Weichteile im Tierkörper', Dt kuit, kiete ' f ish
roe, calf of the leg', N E ∆ kyte, kite 'belly, stomach (Magen)' ( b u t
not NE gut , which is of different origin!) ¶ P 393, M K I 339, EI 179 ||
K : GZ *guda 'leather bag, wineskin' > OG, G, Mg, Lz guda- id. ({K} GZ π
IE gudo- 'entrails') ¶ K2 34-5 || A: M: [1] M {∂Pp.} **gu4diGe >  *gu4Z>eGe
'stomach of animals' >  MM [MA] gu4Z7e2ni ac7a√an 'pack carried on t h e
belly', WrM gu4Zege, HlM g¥z´´ id., 'rumen used as container f o r
butter, kumiss, etc.', Brt g¥zøø(n), Dg {T} gu$Z7e2, MMgl {Iw.} gu$z7a$n
'belly', Kl g¥z´n gu4za4n 'paunch, peritoneum, belly', {Rm.} gu4zE2n
'Wamme, third stomach of the ruminants (Blättermagen)', Ord gòu$Z7òe2
'panse de ruminant, ventre', Mnr H {SM} gòuZ1òi¢e2 'stomach, paunch', {T}
guZ7i¢e2 'stomach, belly'; ı Ewk PT/Brg/Y/I/Nr gudiG‰2, Sln gud‰g‰,
gud‰g‰% 'belly, peritoneum', Ud gudi‰, {Krm.} gude2, Mc Sb guZ7ug‰
'peritoneum, container for liquids (made of a dried stomach)'   [2 ] with
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delabialization *u4 >  *e: M *gede-su4n 'belly' >  MM [HI] gedesu4n
'intestine', MM [IM] ˆvssuga gesu4su4n (Iw.: < *gedsu4n), WrM gedesu4(n)
≠ gedu4su4(n), HlM g´d´s, g´ds´n, Brt g´d´h´(n) 'belly,
stomach', Kl {Rm.} gesn=, Ord {Ms.} gòedòusu, Mnr NR {SM} gòidòi¢es‰, M n r
H {T} gedese, Dg {Pp.} gò‰dò´s, Dx kiZ7i¢esun 'intestine, belly', Mgl {Rm.}
gesa$n 'stomach' ¶ Pp. MA 172, Pp. DN s.v. g Úó ºd Úó "s, Ms. H 56, Ms. O
274, MED 373, KRS 148, KW 135, 14O, Rm. M 28, STM I 167, Krm. 2 2 3 ,
SM 136, 14O, T 322-3, T DnJ 123, T DgJ 2O, Iw. 1O3-4  Tg *gu\edi(-
ke) 'belly, peritoneum' >  Ewk ∆  gudï, Lm gudi 'peritoneum, s tomach ' ,
Neg gudi 'peritoneum, content of an animal’s stomach', Nn Nh guZ7‰%
'stomach (of animals)', WrMc guweZ7ixe 'stomach' (some of these
words may be loans from M) ¶ STM I 167 || U: FU *ku4te 'middle ,
middle of the body'  (× N *k{o}t''''e 6 666 'belly', q.v.) >  Chr: L kydal k¥≤Îal
'waist (poåsnica )', H ky≥dal ≤k´Îal id., {Rm.} k¥Îa4l 'Hüfte', H
ky≥dalaw k´≤Îalas7, {Rm.} k´Îa4la4s7 adj. 'middle, L k¥Îa≤lan 'in t h e
middle', Uf k¥Îal 'middle of the body, middle', B k¥Îal 'Weichen' »»
ObU {Ht.} *ku4Æt 'middle' >  pVg {Ht.} *ku4Æç´l! >  LK/MK/UK kWa4çl!, UL/Ss
koçl! id.; pOs {HT.} *ko4Æt > Os: V/Vy ko4Æt, Ty/Y ko$Æt, D/K qo"t, Nz/Kz qu"t, O
qut 'space between', d.: V ko4Æt´w, O qut´p 'middle', D qo"t´pn´ 'in t h e
middle' »  OHg ko4z n. 'middle', Hg ko4z 'interval, intermediate space' ¶
UEW 163, Coll. 91, Sm. 544 (FU, FP *ku4ti, Ugr *ku4ÆtI" 'middle'), MRS
264, 275, Ber. 15, Rm. BT 46, MF 379-8O, Ht. #337, Trj. VD 145 || D
*kutß- ({†GS} *k-) 'entrails' (× N *ûûûûquZV 'entrails, pluck', q.v. ffd.) ˚ U
*-t- and IE *-d- suggest pN *-t-, C, Ch, and K *-d- are likely to point to a
N voiced *-d- , while M and Tg *-d- may go back to both. The cause o f
the variation *-t- ≠ *-d- is still to be discovered. IE *g- for t h e
expected *g≈-  still defies explanation ˚ Blz. LNA #15 (suggested to a d d
the D cognate).
6O2a. *gu[?]dÉ ¬ *gu4444[?]dV (or *gu[?]Z7777É ¬ *gu4444[?]Z 7777V) 'to guard, t o
watch, to be on the watch for' >  HS : C: Bj √gW?d  pcv. 'guard' ({R} 1s: p .
a-gu"≤?ad, pqpf. ≤°-gu"?ed, prs. agu"a≤n°d) »» pEC **ga{z}- (or **ga{Z}-
?) > EC: Or {Th.) ga2d-, {Brl.} gad- v. 'spy', 'darsi al brigantaggio', {Grg.}
ga2d- v. 'plot against, plan to destroy, spy on', {L} gado2 'thief'; possibly
(but not certain): HEC {Hd.} ga2Z- v. 'wage war, raid', *ga2Zo 'war ,
campaign' >  Kmb {L} ga2Z7Z7o 'raid', {Hd.} ga2zu 'war, campain', ga2z- v.
'wage war', Tmbr {L} gaZ7Z7e 'raid', Hd. {Hd.}, Sd {Gs.} ga2d- v. 'wage war ' ,
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ga2do n. 'war, campaign'; without HED the EC rec. may be *gad- ¶ AD SF
3O1, Hd. 164, 278, 317, 363, L Z 12O, Th. 144, Brl. 158, Grg. 154  ?σ
S *°√gÎw >  Ar √g7Îw (pf. "3aJa g7aÎa2) 'se tenir d’un pied ferme s u r
qch., se dresser sur les doigts du pied (pour mieux voir)' ¶ BK I 27O, ≠
DRS 1O3 || A: NaT *Ku4∏Î- ≠ *k+k… u4∏t- v. 'wait, lie in wait for' >  OT {Cl.}
ku4Î- id., Qq ku4y- ≠ ku4t-, Az ¥d- g1u4d- 'trace, track (sledit∆ ,
vysleqivat∆ ), look for', Tki ku4t-, Qrg ku4t-, VTt, Bsh kÁºt-, Uz kut-, ET
ku4t- 'wait', Qzq, Nog ku4t- 'wait for', Ln ku4t- 'wait, lie in wait for', Yk ku4∏t-
; the variant *k[…]u4∏t- is based on metanalysis (from forms like ku4ttim
(ku4Î-ti-m) 'I waited') ¶ Cl. 7O1, Rs. W 312, ET VGD 1O7-8, Az. 188 ||
E: El ku-te- 'sehen, schützen' ¶¶ HK 544-5 ˚  The rec. with N *Z 7777 is
valid if the Ar and HEC cognates are accepted.  But if they are re jec ted
(for semantic reasons), a better N rec. will be *gu[? ]dÉ ¬ *gu 4444 [? ] dV .
6O3. *ga[y]di (≠ *ga[y]ti?) 'kid, young goat', ? '(∈ ) antelope' >  HS:
S *≤gadiy- 'kid' (‘ 'lamb') >  BHb id5G^ g´≤d3ï 'kid, lamb' (pl. Mii%d1G^
g´da2≤yïm with -a2- possibly due to the generalized model of pl. of t h e
segolate nouns), EpOHb idg gdy , Pun gd?, [Plt.] GADE, Ug gd(y) {OLS}
'kid (cabrito)', pl. {A} gdym, OA gd? 'goat', JA [Trg.] ai!d6G2 gad3≤y-a2
'kid, lamb', JEA gad3≤y-a2, Sr '∆od©a gad3≤y-a2, Md gadia 'kid, young
goat', Ar g7ady- 'kid (chevreau)', Ar NY Z7adi ± Z7idi id., Ak NB gadu6
'male kid' (π  WS) ¶ KB 171, KBR 178, HJ 213-4, OLS 144-5, Lv. T I
126, Sl. 26O-1, JPS 6O, DM 73, BK I 267, Ln. 393, Bns. NJ I 2O6-7, CAD
V 9, DRS 1OO-1  B *Œai\d 'kid, (young) goat' >  Ah {Fc.} e-Œ´i\d (pl. i-
Œ´i\d-´n), Ty, ETwl e-Œ¥yd (pl. i-Œ¥yd-¥n, Ty i-Œ´yd-¥n) 'chevreau', Gh
{Nh.} i-Œid (pl. i-Œid-´n), Gd {Lf.} a-÷ïd (pl. ÷id-a2n) id., Izd {Mrc.} i-
Œ´yd (pl.i-Œ´yd-´n) 'young he-goat (jeune bouc, chevreau)', Tz a-Œaºdœ
'he-goat'; fem. *tV-Œai\dV-t  'she-goat, female kid' >  Ty, ETwl te-Œ¥yd´t
'chevrette' (pl. Ty tiŒ´ydad, ETwl s7iŒidad), Gd ta÷idœEt (pl. t´÷idœa2dœ) id.;
Gd te2-÷atœ ≠ te2-÷Et, Kb t3´-Œatœ (pl. t3i-Œ´tœtœin), Tz ta-Œaºtœtœ (pl. ti-ŒI2dœ-In),
Izd {Mrc.} ta-Œatœtœ (pl. ti-ŒItœtœ´n), Si t˝a2tœ (pl. t˝a2tœin), SrSn t3aŒat ' she -
goat' ¶ Fc. 1711, Lf. II ##1869, 1876, 1921, Mrc. 37, 51, Stm. 16O, 2 2 7 ,
GhA 75 ¶ The emphatic *Œ (for the expected *g) is puzzling  EC: O r
{Brl., Th.} gadamsa 'kudu antelope', Or B {Vnt.} gadamsa (nom. -ni),
Brj {Ss.} ga≤dama 'greater kudu antelope', Ged gadansa ' an te lope,
buffalo' (π Or?) ¶ Ss. B 75, Brl. 157, Th. 142, Brl. 157, Sr. 3O8, Vnt.
57, Hd. 2O, 192, 24O  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *gada '∈ antelope' >  Hs ga~da2!
'common (crested) duiker (antelope) Cephalophus Grimmi ( =
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Sylvicopra grimmia)' » BT: Gera gadere 'bushbuck' » NrBc: P’ {MSk.}
ga~tara! 'buck' » ? SBc: Jm {Gw.} kito, Gj {ChL} kiti, Buli {Gw.} k°t, Zar
{Gw.} kiddi, Sy Zk {Gw.} kidu 'antelope', Dw {ChL} kidi 'duiker' » Ngz
{Sch.} ga!du~wa~ 'crested duiker' »» CCh: ZmB {J} go!da~y, {Sa.} gu!tay ' buck ' ,
Dgh {Frk.} G‰!d‰! gi!re~ 'antelope' ¶ ChC, ChL, Abr. H 282, Sch. DN 64 ¶ ¶
Sk. HCD 74 || IE: NaIE *g≈+g8≈ai\do- '(young) goat', {EI} *g≈ai\do-s 'goat' >
L haedus 'kid, young goat' »» Gt gaits, ON geit, OSx ge6t, OHG gei
Ô  'goat', NHG GeiS 'she-goat', AS Ìa2t 'goat ' , NE goat ¶ P 4O9-1O, EI
229, WH I 632, Fs. 186, Schz. 15O, Kb. 324, KM 242, Ho. 124, Ho. S 2 6
¶¶ The media *-d- (for the expected *-d≈-) is puzzling. It may b e
explained if the IE word is a loan from HS or from one of its b ranches
(w IS DIES 4 [IE π S], AD IEH 14 and fn. 11 [IE π early pS]) || D
*k{a}tß-, {GS} *kyadß- 'young male of horned domestic animal' >  T m
kat5a2, kat5avu, kat5ay 'male of sheep\goat\buffalo', kat5a2ri,
kit5a2ri 'heifer, young cow', kit5a2 'buffalo, bull, ram', Ml kat5a2, kit5a2,
kit5a2vu  'young male of cattle', Kt kar`c> na;g 'buffalo calf between 2 a n d
3 years', kar`c> kurl 'cow calf between 2 and 3 years', Kn kad5asu, Kdg
kadßÈc>i, Tu gad5as´ 'young cow\buffalo', Gnd ka2r`a2 'young buffalo', Knd
gr`a2lu, Kui gra2dßu 'calf', Kui kr`ai\ 'young female buffalo\goat', Krx kar`ï
id., kar`a2 'young male buffalo', Brh xar` 'ram', xara2s 'bull, bullock'; D ı
pInA {Tu.} *katßtßa- and *kadßdßa- 'young male (horned domestic) animal '
(*katßtßa- >  Kshm katß≈ 'ram, sheep in general', Lhn katßtßa 'buffalo calf ' ,
Hnd katßiya2 'buffalo heifer'; *kadßdßa- >  Ori kar`a2 'castrated male buffalo ' ,
kar`a2i\ 'young buffalo cow') and OI Sk kat5aha2- 'young female buffalo '
¶¶ D #1123, Tu. ##2645, 2658, GS 166 [#416], 28 [#15] ˚ The B a n d
IE precons. *i\ / *y and D {GS} *-ya- suggest the presence of *y  be fo re
*d  (or *t ). Alternatively, a mt. (possibly favoured by root s t ruc tu re
patterns in B and IE) may be assumed (if we believe that S *≤gadiy-
preserves the original position of *y). IS DIES 4 supposed that IE
*g≈ai \do-  is a loan from S, because the root-internal vw. *a is not typical
of IE. But I do not find it a sufficient argument for a loan hypothesis
because there are still other genuine IE nominal roots with an internal
*a ˚  AD NM #49.
6O3a. *ge{d}u4444s 6 666V 'late, evening' (‘ 'yesterday') >  HS: S *≤gawis6- >  Ar
{Fr., Ln.} ›v0Ja g7aws7- 'middle of the night' (or 'part of the night') ‘
{Fr.} 'iter per totam noctem factum', Ak (from lists of synonyms)
ge6s7u, translated in CAD and by Sd. as 'spend the night', ' übe rnach ten '
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¶ CAD V 64, Sd. 287, Fr. I 325, Ln. 487, Dc 1O9 ¶ The Ak vw. -e6- cou ld
have pointed to a lost S *÷ or *H (inf. •gaHa2s7+T+s6um, •ga÷a2s7+T+s6um,
•gas7+T+s6a2÷um, or •gas7+T+s6a2Hum), which would suggest a lr. in the N √ , b u t
this is ruled out (the expected lr. is absent in the IE cognate). A
preferable solution is to assume that the Ak word is not a *ÇaÇa2Çum-
infinitive, but a different nominal pattern, possibly S *≤ÇaÇiÇ- (like S
*≤ra?is7- 'head' > Ak re6s7um), sc. S **≤gaw+yis6- from HS **√gwc6 (wi th
*c6 < *d+ts6) with reg. *a√i >  Ak e2 ¶ The Ar word g7aws7- is likely to resul t
from merger of S *≤gawis6- 'night' and S *°≤gaw[V]s6- 'breast, middle' (>
Ar g7aws7- 'breast, middle of the man'), hence the meaning 'middle o f
the night' (one of the semantic variants registered by mediaeval Arab
lexicographers and later by Lane)  Ch {AD} *ga{s6}-, {Sh.} √gs€ ' n ight '
> WCh: Gj {Sh.} ga~si~, Buli {Sh.} n=ga~sI, Tule {Sh.} gas6‰~, Zul {ChL} g‰~si! id .
¶ JI II 258, ChC, ChL  ?? NrOm: ?? Kf {HHM} Yt=î  (yˇc7i) yic7i
'yesterday' » ? Dzd: Mj {AY} gota ± go2t, Shk {AY} go2ta, {Fl.} got‰, Na {Fl.}
god‰? id. ¶ HHM 421, Fl. OWL, AY WShND s.v. 'night' || K: OG, G gus7in
'yesterday' ¶ Ser. 73, Chx. 217 || IE: NaIE {P} *g8≈Dyes / ? *g8≈Dis (>
simplified variants *g8≈e(:)s, *g8≈yes) 'yesterday' >  OI ≤hyas 'yes terday '
(< *g8≈yes), hyastanah5 'gestrig', OPrs diya(ka), NPrs ©Yd dïg ≠ îd
dï, Sgd ?zyy myÎ, Oss: I znon and D a4zina4 'yesterday' (<  *zi-na-) »» Gk
c†e1ß 'yesterday', Gk El [Hs.] ser-o1ß (ser- < *g8≈yes) id. »» pAl {O} *de >  Al
dje id. »» L heri2Æ, here" id. (<  IE *g8≈esi), hes-ternus 'gestrig' »» OIr
in-de1 (*≤g8≈Dyes), MW, W doe, OCrn {doy, Crn de2, MBr dech, Br {LP}
deac&h, {Bc.} dec&h 'yesterday' »» ON i1 gA1r (<  Gmc *ge2z-), OSw i
ga1r id. (<  IE *g8≈e2s), AS Ìeostra(n), NE yester-day, OHG
gesteron ± gestere6n, NHG gestern, MDt gisteren
'yesterday', ?σ Gt gistra-dagis 'to-morrow' ¶ P 416, Bc. 1OOO, EI
654 (*(d≈)g8≈yes 'yesterday'), M K III 614, M E II 822, Ab. IV 313, Vl. I
946, 953, LP § 28, SEv. 221, YGM-1 193, ECCE 231, Huld BAE 53, O 68, F
II 693, Pis. AIHÇ, Vr. 197, Fs. 215, Kb. 33O, Schz. 151, OsS 311, Ho.
128, KM 254 || A *°{g}e2çV >  T *k… e2ç 'late, evening' >  OT {Cl.} ke2c7 ' la te ,
lateness', Cmn kec7 'late', Chg ≥XV kec7 'late, slow; long time', gec7 qurun
'late evening', Tk gec>, Tkm gïc7, Az e˙ geZ7, Ggz, Qmq gec7, CrTt, Qrg
kec7 'late', VTt kis7 !, Bsh kis 'evening', Blq kec7 ± k!ec, Kr Cr, Uz kec7, ET
ka4c7, Alt kec1, Nog, Qzq, Qq kes7 'late, evening', Chv kaß kas1 'evening,
night'; (Ï ) T *k… e2ça4 'late in the evening' (‘ 'night', 'yesterday') >  OT
{Cl.} ke2c7a4 'late in the evening, late evening', Ggz geZ7a4 '(by) night, late i n
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the evening', Tk gece id., 'late evening', Tkm gïZ7e, Az e˙á geZ7a4 ' ( b y )
night', Qmq gec7e, Nog kes7e, Qrg S kec7e, VTt † ki¢á kis7 !a4 'night', VTt
ki¢á kis7 !a4, Qz kes7e, StAlt kec1e 'yesterday', Bsh kisa4, Qq kes7e id.,
'evening', Uz kec7a 'night, yesterday', ET kec7a4, Xlj {DT} kï'e\c7a4 'evening,
night', Xk (d.?) ki¢<ee kiZ1e2 'yesterday', Tv kez7e2, Tf kYeZ1E, Yk ki¢a4sa4 ≠
ki¢a4sa4∏ 'evening, in the evening' ¶ Cl. 692-3, Rs. W 245, ET VGD 5O-2,
Md. 35 (*ke2c1 'late, evening'), GRM 1O7-8, KumRS 99, Jud. 383, Nj. 6 6 6 ,
BT 81, KrkR 32O, NogR 164, BIG 78, DT 15O, Ra. 2O2-3, Pek. 1O77, Jeg.
93, Fed. I 237-8 ˚ The original structure of the word is problematic .
The proposed tentative N rec. *ge{ d}u4444s 6 666V suggests the following la te r
phonetic changes: [1] N **gedu4444s 6 666V >  **gu4du4s6V >  **gu4ds6V >  K *gus7V
and HS *gus6V (> Ï S *≤gawis7- and Ch *gas6-), [2] N **gedu4444s 6 666V >
**g8edis6V > pre-IE **g8diÍV > IE (stressed) *g8≈Dyes / (unstresed) *g8≈Dis,
[3] N **gedu 4444s 6 666V  > **gejs6V > **ge2ÇV (complementary lengthening) >  A
*°{g}e2çV > T *k… e2ç.
6O4. *ga÷3333u 4 444gá 'covet, long for', (‘ ?) 'mate, copulate' >  IE: NaIE
*g≈ei\g8≈- 'covet' > Gt faihu-geigan 'to covet', ga-geigan 'to win, t o
obtain', with the *n-infix: OHG gingen 'to long for', gingo ' d a s
Verlangen', ginge2n  'to require' »» ? Lt {P} giez7u!os 'heftig verlangen' ,
Lt pa-gieﬁz7ti 'to crave for revenge', pagiez7a~ 'rancour, craving f o r
revenge' (unless ÿ Lt gi~z7ti 'to become sour', gaiﬁz7ti 'to b e c o m e
bitter') ¶ P 427, Fs. 136, 181, Schz. 151, Kb. 363, Frn. 129 || U: FU
*kÉyGV- v. 'utter a mating call' (of birds in courtship ritual), v. ' s ing '
(partially × FU *ku4ye [or *keye-] 'lust, amorous calling sounds' < N
*k''''uyÉ 'be hungry, desire, want', [in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'be in hea t ,
lust') >  pLp {Lr.} *kik‰- v. 'emit amorous calling sounds, mate' ( o f
birds) >  Lp: L {LLO} kihkat v. 'mate' (of birds), N {N} gikka6t, Kld
kÈgge-(Î) id. » Prm *koy- ({LG} *ko¿y-) >  Z N koy-, Z US ko¿y- 'utter a
mating call, mate' (of birds), Z ∆  koyt, Yz ≤kut! 'mating place of b i rds
(tok )' »» pObU {Ht.} *ke2y- ≠ *ko4∏y- v. 'mate\copulate' (of birds), ' u t t e r
a mating call' >  pVg *ka4Æy- id. >  Vg: T kiy-, LK/MK/UK/P/SV/LL ka4∏y- id.,
LL/Ss kay- id., 'sing a magic song' (of shamans); pOs {Ht.} *ko4y- ({∫Hl.}
*kO4 Æy-) 'mate, utter a mating call' ({Trj.} 'tokovat∆ , vorkovat∆ ') >  Os:
V/Vy ko4y-, Ty kO$Æy-, Y ko$Æy-, D ke"y-, K ka$Æy-, Nz/Kz key- id., O qoy- v.
'prophecy, exerise magic by singing' » Hg ke1j 'carnal\sensual pleasure;
pleasure, enjoyment' ¶ Coll. 79, UEW 143-4, Sm. 543 (FU *kixi ' ru t '  >
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FP *kixi-, Ugr *kI"gi"-), LG 128, MF 346-7, Ht. #231, Hl. rHt 71, Stn. D
596-7, Trj. S 167, Lt. 45 ||  A : NaT *Ku4 ∏g- 'be in heat, mate' >  OT ku4∏g ' t h e
mating of rams and wild animals in the mating season', Qrg ku4∏-go4 kel-
'be in heat, be ready to be mated' (of female animals) (lit. 'come [kel-]
to [-go4] the heat'), Qzq ku4ylo 4- v. 'mate' (of cattle, sheep, and dogs) ¶ Cl.
7O9-1O, Jud. 472-3  M *9uyu- v. 'ask, implore, require, beg' ({Pp:
'bitten, betteln') (× N *gÉho6666wyV 'to go\drive away', q.v. ffd. ×  N
*ga6666[?]yV 'to wave one’s hand, to point with one’s hand\finger' [‘ ' t o
wave to so., to beckon']) ¶ MED 365, ≠ Pp. VG 49 || HS: S *°√g÷g÷ >
MHb o@uGo6G5 gi÷≤gu2a÷ 'longing for, paternal love', ? Ar øajao0jaTa
tag7a÷g7a÷a v. 'throw oneself on the ground out of grief' (unless ÿ
g7a÷g7a÷a 'kneel' [of camels]) ¶ Lv. I 35O, Js. 261. Hv. 91 ˚ The S r o o t
suggests an internal *÷3333 within the N word. The contraction of the N
internal *-a÷3333u 4 444- accounts for the long vw. in T. The transformation of N
*-a÷3333u 4 444- into IE *-ei\- still needs investigating.
6O5. *gÉho6666wyV 'go away, drive away (forttreiben)' >  HS: WS *√ghh
≠ *√ghy 'run away' >  Ar √g7hh (pf. ´WJa g7ahha) v. 'drive away', {BK}
'chasser ignominieusement', Sr √ghw+y (pf. æho© g´ha2) 'flee, escape ' ,
Md √ghw+y (act. prtc. gahia) 'flee from', Gz √gWyy (js. y´-gWay)
'run, run away, flee', Tgy √gWyy  G  'flee, run way', Amh (‰n)gW‰y ' o n e
who flees', Sq {L} *√gwy 'flee' Ï s7i-guha 'fugitif', ? ge v. ' f lee,
hurry', ¶ Br. 1O6, DM 81, L G 2O9, L LS 1O5, BK I 341, DRS 1O4  SC
({E} *gow- 'go out\away'): Irq {Mgw.} go2!w v. 'flee', {MQK} go2w-, {E}
gow- 'run away'; Ï (caus.) pRt *gu-s- >  Irq {MQK} gu2s- 'chase, dr ive
away', {E} gus- 'drive out', Alg {E} gusim- 'chase away' ¶ E SC 2 3 8 - 9
[##36, 42], Mgw. 114, Wh. SI, MQK 4O, 42  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *gWa / *ga8
(= *gaw+y) vt. 'chase, drive' ('treiben') >  Ang (rdp.) kwok v. 'dr ive
away; gallop' » pBT √gy v. 'run (away), chase', Tng kay- (vb. n. ka!yi3) v.
'chase, drive, pursue', kai3 pï^ 'run after!', Krkr {Lk.} guy- 'run away', ?σ
Bl {Lk.} gay- 'ride' » Bks g%a@ 'wegtreiben', Fy g%We~ id., 'wegstoßen', DfB g%a^h
'weg-\ver-treiben, verjagen', g%a@h '(weg-)treiben (wie ein Hirt)' ¶ Stl.
ZCh 219 [#695], J R 86, 142, 215, J T 96, Flk. s.v. kwok ¶¶ ≈  OS # 9 1 O
(BT, SC, Gz; does not distinguish this √  from S *-gï?- to come', EC *gay-
'arrive', CCh *gWV- 'enter', and ECh: Kbl giy‰ 'come'), Stl. ZCh 2 4 6
[#43], Lk. PPV 135, J T 96, ChC || IE (IE {EI} *g8≈eh⁄- 'leave [go away]'):
NaIE *g≈e2(i\)-/*g≈i- or *g8≈e2(i\)-/*g8≈i- v. 'go away' ('fortgehen'),  (× N
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*g{a}z7777V 'to go; way, path') >  OI ≤jih°te2 'geht fort\hervor', {MW}
'start forward' (× md. of the √ *g8≈eÓ€- 'leave, abandon ' )  > OI √ha2-],
Av a2-za2- 'herangehen' »» Gk Hm kica@nv, Gk A kigca1nv (based on t h e
prs. form *ki1-ch-mi) v. 'reach (erreichen, erlangen)' (“ *'go' “ *'go
away') »» Gmc: OHG ga2-n ± ga2-en ± ke2n, NHG gehen, OFrs, OSx ga2-
n, AS Ìa2-n, OSw, ODn ga1, Sw, Dn gaº, Gt Cr geen 'to go', NE go »» Blt
(× NaIE *gWa2- < N *ku÷3333a 'to go, to advance, to follow', q.v.): Lt  ∆ go!-ti
'to go', Ltv ga2 ﬁju  'I went' ¶ WP I 542-4, EI 349 (*g8≈eh⁄-), 115 (on IE
*gWehÅ- 'come' see N *ku÷3333a '⇑ '), ≈ M K I 426, MW 1296, F I 861-2, Ho.
123, Ho. S 24, Schz. 146, Kb. 312, Hlq. 316, Fs. 182, 213, Frn. 161, Kar.
I 337-8, F I 2O8-1O ¶ It is doubtful that OI ≤jaha2te2 'leaves, abandons '
and Av zaza2hi 'entlasse' belong here ¶¶ NaIE *g≈e2(i\)- may be a lso
explained as going back to *g≈e2u\(i\)- ¶¶ AD NGIE || U *kuyV '≈ drive
(so., sth.)' > Ugr *kuyV {Rd.} 'treiben, jagen' >  Vg: Ss {BV}, LK/Ss {Kn.}
xuyt- v. 'entice (an animal), set (a dog) on', 'verführen, antreiben', N
{MK} Xujti-, ML khujti-, P khujte$ti- [xuyt´ti-], khwoÀjti ≠
khujti 'hetzen, aufbringen, aufreizen, rufen, locken, treiben', P {Rd.}
kuyt- 'entice (manit∆ )' » OHg hajt- '(zu etwas) bewegen, treiben', Hg
hajt- v. 'drive (treiben, jagen); incite, urge on (anreizen, anziehen,
antreiben)'   Sm *ku-  vi. 'drive by the water stream', vt. 'drive sth.' ( o f
a stream\wind) >  Ne T d. xu¿-la-s∆ ≠ xu¿les∆, Ne F {Lh.} XuL;a 2,
Xu2˘l!;o2˘ 'von der Strömung getrieben schwimmen', Ne T BZ xuv, Ne T Y
xu2, Ne F {Lh.} Xu2B ± Xu2 'vom Wasser an das Ufer getriebener Baum',
?φ,µ Slq Tz {Prk.} kurÈ- ≠ qurÈ-, {KKIH} d. kurÈ-qo 'carry sth.' (of a
stream, wind), 'swim with the stream' ¶¶ UEW 858, BV 142, MK 1 1 7 ,
EWU 515, Jn. 76, KKIH 122, WVD 14O || ?σ A ({ADb.} *gow- v. ' h u n t ,
pursue, look for'): T *k[æ]ob- 'follow, pursue, chase' (×  T k[æ]og- < N
*gokÉ [= *goki?] 'track' [‘ 'way'], 'follow the tracks of', q.v. ffd.) 
Tg *gob(Jo)- v. 'hunt, drive (a wild animal)' >  Ewk PT goG-, Ewk Tmt
gowyo-, Ewk SB/Skh/Urm gowjo- v. 'hunt with a dog for sables', Lm A
gobJa- 'hunt by driving (a wild animal)', Lm ∆  obJa- 'hunt with a dog,
hunt for mountain rams', Neg gobjo-  'hunt with a dog (on fresh snow) ' ,
Orc gobZ7ono- 'drive sables on snow', Ork 'hunt with a dog, hunt f o r
sables, hunt in winter' ¶ STM I 157  ?σ M *9uyu- ≠ *9uyi- ' a sk ,
implore, request, beg' ({Pp: 'bitten, betteln') (“ * 'pursue') (× N
*ga÷3333u 4 444gá 'covet, long for', N *k''''uyÉ 'be hungry, desire, want') >  MM
[HI, S] 9uyu- 'ask, solicit, require', [MA] {Pp.} 9uyu-* 'ask' ( a t t .
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9uyulduba tedenle2 'asked together with them'), WrM 9uyu-, HlM guj-
x 'ask, request, beg, solicit', Kl {Rm.} 9u2-Xa 'bitten, werben', 9ul! 9u2-Xa
'to beg for alms', {KRS} huu-x ˝u2-X¥ id., Ï M *9uyuli > WrM 9uili,
HlM gujl∆, Kl huul∆ ˝u2l! 'begging, alms', {Rm.} 9u2l!iÆ, 9ul!n= 'alms', M n r
H {SM} 9òue¯s1Z1òi ≠ 9òu‰c1æi 'beggar', ? 9òue¯rla- 'demander avec instance,
prier, mendier' ¶ Ms. H 92, Pp. MA 18O, H 74, MED 365, KRS 171, KW
156-7, SM 124-5, ¶¶ Pp. VG 24, 49, 137, ADb. KL 1O.
6O6. € *gokÉ (= *goki?) 'track' (‘ 'way'), 'to follow the tracks of' >
HS: C {AD} *gWVg+k- > Ag *gu2k- >  Bln {R} gu2g- (pl. gu2k´k), Xm T {CR}
gWug 'way' »» Bj {R} g°g- scv. 'go away' »» HEC: Hd {AD, Hd.} go2go
'road', Kmb {C} goggo 2 'way'; ?σ C Ï Gz √ggw (pf. go2gawa, js.
y´go2gu2) v. 'err' ¶ AD SF 256, AD MLX s.v. go2go, R WB 144, R WBd 9 3 ,
Hd. 28O, L G 185, qu. Ap. ANH 23 (suggests assimilation from HEC
*do2go 'way' as an alt. et. of Hd go2go and Kmb goggo2)  Om: NrOm: Zs
{Si.} ≤goge 'road', Shk {Bnd.} ko2ku, Mj {C} kok »» SOm: Ari {Bnd.} go2gi!
'road, path' (loans from HEC?) ¶ AD SF 256, Bnd. AL 157, Si. ACh 6 
Ch {JS} *√gk 'path' >  WCh: Dr {J} go!ko!, Bl {Mk.} gOgO 'road', Pr {Frz.}
ko!kko~ 'way' ¶ JS 2OO, ChC, Frz. P 36 || A: T *k[æ]og(V)- v. 'follow t h e
tracks of, track (game), hunt' (× T *k[æ]ob- 'follow, pursue, chase' < N
*gÉho6666wyV 'go away, drive away') >  OT [QB, MhK] qov- v. 'follow,
pursue, chase', MT XIII [a Tefsir] qov- v. 'hunt', Chg, XwT XIV qaw- v.
'pursue, drive away', MQp qow-  v. 'pursue', Osm qow- ≠ qo˝-, Tk kov-
, ∆ qo˝- ± go˝-, Tkm qow-, Az 9ow-, Xk Xo˝-, Kr Cr, Qmq, Blq, Nog,
Qzq, Qq, Uz quw- , Ggz ku2- 'chase, follow, pursue', Qrg, Alt qu2-, Tlt {Rl.},
Tb/QK {B} qo˝-, VTt qu-, Bsh q¥w- 'follow the tracks of, pursue', Q m n
qo- 'keep an eye on, pursue, look for', Sg/Qc/Qk/Qb {Rl.} qo˝-, Xk
xo©- Xo˝- v. 'follow so.', ET qo˝-li- v. 'pursue, chase, follow' »» Chv
xa€v- x¥v-, Chv L xu- xu-, Chv ∆  x¥ºv- 'drive away, chase, pursue' ¶
We cannot distinguish between T *k…- and T *kæ- for lack of Tv and Tf
cognates. But if Tv † xo2-r 'to invite (e.g. a shaman)' belongs here (?σ ) ,
the pT initial cns. is *kæ- ¶ Cl. 58O (? T *ko2b with a long *o2 [unj. rec. o f
length on the unsufficient ev. of MK’s spelling with v ] [at variance with
the ev. of Tkm]), DTS 461, Rs. W 275 (*qo˝-), ET Q 9-1O, Rh. 149O,
TkR 4O2, Hüs. 83, Nj. 6O5-6, BN 124, BT 97, B DChT 128, B DK 223, B
DLT 164, BIG 283, Rl. II 515, 663, 883-4, 1O4O, KRPS 372, Jeg. 288, Fed.
II 315-6, MM 455, Jeg. 288, Fed. II 315-6, ≈  Md. 44, 169 (pT *kæo ⋅b- with
unj. *kæ-), TvR 483  ?σ,φ M *gu4yi[yi]- 'run' > MM [S] {H} guiyi-
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'laufen, rennen', [HI] {Ms.} gu4(y)i-, [MA, IM] {Pp.} gu4i\- 'run', WrM gu4i-
≠ gu4yu4, HlM g¥j- 'run, flow', Mnr H {SM} gòue2¯- id., {T} guï-, Mgl
{Rm.} gu$ï-, Brt g¥j- 'run', WrO gu4u4-,  Kl g¥¥- gu4∏- 'run, flee', O r d
gòu$i\- 'run, gallop', Dg {Mrm.} gui- 'laufen, rennen' ¶ Pp. MA 172, 437, H
52, Ms. H 57, 59, Ms. O 275, MED 389-9, SM 14O, T 323, Krg. 775, KRS
15O, KW 14O, Rm. M 28, Chr. 164, Klz. D I 135  Tg: Nn Nh/KU 9Iqo- v.
'run at a trot'  pJ {S} *ka~ka!- 'run, gallop, flee' >  OJ kaka-, J: T kake!-,
K/Kg ka~ke~- ¶ S QJ #8O4, Mr. 7O2 ¶ STM I 149 ¶¶ DQA #53O (A *gi\o"~{k}o!
'run, send: T, M, Tg)  || AdS  of U *koke- v. 'see, experience, find' (× N
*K ''''oK ''''e  'to look, to see' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚ IS I 3O9-1O [#183] (*Koki 'idti
po sledu, sledit∆ ': U, A), AD NM #31, Vv. AEN 12 (doubts about t h e
T cognate because [as far as Vv. thought] it is isolated within A), S CNM
6 (÷÷ NrCs, Yn, ST).
6O7. *gaKt{a4444} 'couple, one of a pair' >  HS : NrOm: Gng: Kf {C} gut- v.
'be two', gutto2 'two', {Fl., Msr.} gutto, Mch {L} ≤gutto, Anf {MYTY}
gutto, {Gt.} gutto1, {C} gutto2, Mch {Lm.} gutto, Amuru {Fl.} gitta, Shn
{Lm.} gi!tta~  'two' ¶ C SE IV 3O8, 451, L M 34, Lm. Sh 316, Fl. OWL s.v.
'two', Msr. 86, Gt. 353, MYTY 117 ¶ Acc. to C and Lm., the Gng numera l
is a loan from EthS k´l?e2tt- 'two' (hardly convincing)  Eg {EG, Vc.}
*Zwt  'twenty' (this approximate reading of the numerical sign for ' 2 O '
is assured by two wordplays) >  Cpt: Sd HoyOt Zuo2t, B HOt Zo2t
'twenty' ¶ EG V 252, Vc. 333 || U *kakta ≠ *ka4kta4 'two' >  F kaksi
(gen. kahden), Es kaks (gen. kahe) id. » pLp {Lr.} *ko2kte2 >  Lp: N {N}
guok…te, S {Hs.} guokte, L {LLO} kuokte, Kld ku2x4:t id. » pMr {Ker.}
*kaGt¥ >  Er kavto kavto, Mk kafta ≤kaft´ id. » pChr *kokt¥ >  Chr
H/L/E attr. kok kok, subst., pred. L koktyt kokt¥t, H kokty kokt¥
id. » ltPrm *ku$k >  Z, Vt kÈk, Yz kÄk id.; acc. to Lt. 192, Prm *u$ (for t h e
expected *O$ <  FU *a4) is due to the infl. of *u$t 'one', the original *O$
being preserved in Z ko≥k`åmys k‰kyamÈs, Z I, Prmk ∆  kÈk≤yamÈs, Vt
XVIII kyk`åmys 'eight' >  Modern Vt tåmys id. »» pObU *kït(V)
'two' >  pVg *kiÆtV id. >  OVg kitta ± kita, Vg: T kiç, LK/MK/UK/P,
NV/SV, LL/UL/Ss kit; pOs *kit- / *ka4t- id.: the variant *kit- is found a s
a bound morpheme in derived and compound forms of Os E and s o m e
other dialects: V/Vy {Trj.} kitt´, Ag/Uy/Ty/Y {Trj.} kit´nti, Sl {Trj.}
kit´nt´, UY {Trj.} kit´mti, Sh {Stn.} ki"t´m-tak 'both', Sl {Trj.} kitko"t!a$N
≠ -o$N 'twelve', Ag/Ty/Uy {Trj.} kitsa$t 'two hundred', Sl {Trj.} kitsir ' o f
two kinds (dvoåkij )', kitm´t´G 'for the second time (vtori¢no )',
while in the free morpheme (the attr. numeral 'two') and the subs t .
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numeral 'two' the stem is always (in all Os dialects) {Ht.} *ka4t >  {Ht.}
V/Vy ka4t, Ty/Y ka$t, D ke"t, K/O ka$Æt, Nz/Kz qa"t, {Stn.} Sh qa"t ' t w o '
(attr.), subst. numeral: V {Trj.} ka$tk´n (-k´n is a du. formant), Sh {Stn.}
qat´n 'two' »» Hg ke1t (attr.), ketto¡ 'two'  Sm {Jn.} *kita4, {Hl.} *kite
'two' >  Ng {Mik., Hl.} s1iti, {Ter.} sit¡ siti¯, En {Ter.} ≤siÎE, En {Cs.} X
sire, B side, Ne T sidå, T O {Lh.} s1id!e;, Ne F {Popova} /≤s7 !it!a/
[s7 !ic1c1á], {Lh.} s1ic1‰a44Æ, Slq Tz {KKIH} s7ittÈ, Slq Tm {KD} s7iÆd´, Kms {KD}
s7idE, Koyb {Sp.} syda, {Pl.} tschida4 dqidå, Mt {Hl.} *kid[d]e (Mt: M
{Sp.} kydy, {Pl.} kidda4, K {Pl.} gide, M/T/K {Mll.} kidde)  ? Y: T
{Krn.} kiyon1, {Ku.} kiyu\on1 'are two', {Ku.} kiyu\ol- 'be two', {Jc. ‘ Ang.}
kijol 'two', kiji 'zu zweit' ¶¶ Coll. 21, Coll. CG 4O6, UEW 118-9, Sm.
537 (U, FU, Ugr *kekta4, FP *kakta), SK 146, Lr. #5O9, Lgc. #288O,
Hs. 686-7, Ker. II 51, Ber. 18, LG 14O, 151, Lt. J 13O, Ht. #339, Trj. S
1O4, 114-5, Trj. VD 58-9, Stn. OG 58, 144-5, Jn. 71, Ter. NgJ 149, Ter.
EJ 446, Cs. 92, KP 191-2, Hl. MNJ 214, Hl. M #481, Ppv. 121, Ptp. 5O,
1OO, Krn. JJ 182-4, Ku. 91, Ang. 117, ≈ Rd. UJ 37 [#16] (Y π U) || A
*gagta 'one of a pair' >  Tg *gagda (≠ ¿*gakta) 'one of a pair' >  Ewk,
Neg, Orc gagda, Nn B/KU 9a9da, WrMc 9aqda ≠ 9aqta, Mc Sb gad‰
'one of a pair', Lm ga2d id., 'half', Ud gagda  'one of a pair, the other o n e ,
second' ¶ STM I 135, Ci. 299, Vas. 8O  pJ {S} *ka~ta~ 'one of two s ides '
> OJ ka~ta~ id. ¶ S QJ #1311, Mr. 442  M *9a9c>a  > MM [MA] {Pp.}
9aqc7a, [HI] qaqca (= 9a9c>a), [IsV] qaqc7a (= 9a9c7a) 'alone', [S] {H}
h5ahca 'einzig, allein', WrM 9a9ca 'alone, single, the only one', Kl
{Rm.} 9akca" 'allein', Ord 9òa9òc7æa, WrO 9aqca 'sole, only', Dg {Lg.}
9as7˝a2, {T} 9as7qa2(r) ' a lone '  (<  d. *9a9c>a˝ar id.); the var. *9anc>a ' a lone '
(> WrM 9anca, HlM ganc, Brt gans, Kl hanc, {Rm.} *9a{N}c>a, O r d
9òanc7æa) is akin to WrMc 9anZ7i 'whole' and may result f r o m
paradigmatic merger of both mentioned roots ¶ Pp. MA 175, Ms. H 8 8 ,
H 56, Lg. VMI 41, MED 343, Ms. O 287, Krg. 31O, KRS 15, KW 141, 1 4 3 ,
Chr 145-6, T DgJ 131, Z 3O1  T *k…ata 'time(s) (Mal)', 'whole' (× T
*k…at 'layer, row' < N *kan```` ++++n 1 111V(-t''''V) 'stalk, trunk of a tree') >  OT {Cl.}
qata  '(so many) times' (bir qata 'one', u4c7 qata '3 times', qac7 qata ' m a n y
times'), OT [MhK] {Rl.} qada 'time (Mal)', MT [Tefsir], OXwT XIV qata id.,
Tk kat, Kr T/G kat, Qmq, VTt, Bsh qat 'time (Mal)', Chv xut  Xut ± Xot
id., Chv L xuta xudòa 'whole' (kun xuta '[for] the whole day ' ) ,
xutaw xudòas7 'together', Az 9at '-fold\-ple' (with numerals: u4c7-9ata
'threefold, triple'); Shor/Sg/Bltr/Qc {Rl.} qada , Xk xada Xada, Tv qatay
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'together', StAlt qatay id., 'side by side (rådom )'; ? Yk Xat 'for t h e
second time, again' (“ *'the other one' “ *'one of a pair') ¶ Cl. 5 9 3 ,
596, ≈ ET KQ 335-6, Jeg. 31O-1, Ash. XVI 25O-2, 257, Fed. II 371-4, Rl.
II 3O5-6, BIG 262, TvR 231, JkR 488, Pek. 3393-4  ¶¶ DQA #472 (A
*ga2~gta 'one of a pair') ˚ AD SShS 299-3OO (U, A, HS).
6O8. *g++++koK''''É (rV) 'chest, breast' (‘ [in descendant lgs.] 'belly' ,
'heart') >  HS: Ch: ECh: Mu {Lk.} ga~k (pl. go2~gu!k) m. 'chest', f. ' female
breast', Tmk {Cp.} gO~g‰~r` m., Mkl {J} gi!ggi~re! 'poitrine' »» WCh: Klr {J}
ku!ko^h 'Brustkorb' ¶ Lk. ZSS 182, Cp. 64, J LM 1O1, J R 353  ? S: Ak
kukku(b)bu 'pig’s stomach' ¶ Sd. 421 || U: FP *koktV 'belly' >  F
kohtu 'womb', Es ko%ht (gen. ko%hu) 'belly, abdomen, s tomach
(Magen)' »» Prm: Vt ko™t k‰t 'belly, stomach', Vt Sr/Kz {Wc.} k‰t 'belly,
heart', Vt G {Wc.} k‰t 'stomach, heart', Z I kot 'belly' in cds.: kot-ku
'peritoneum' (ku 'skin'), kot-ku u2 'bottom part of the belly' (u2
'bottom'), Prmk {W} k‰ta  'pregnant' ¶ UEW 67O || A ({SDM95, SDM97}
*ko"kæe 'breast; to suck' [‘ 'chest', 'belly']): [1] T *k…o4ku4r1 'chest, b r eas t '
>  OT ko4ku4z ({Cl.} ko4gu4z) id., MQp, Cmn ko4gu4s ≠ ko4vu4s 'breast, female
breast', Tkm gøv¥s go4vu4T, Az ko4ku4s ≠ ko4ks, ET ko4ku4s ≠ ko4gu4s, SY
ko4ku4s ≠ go4s, Ln ko4ku4z id., Uz ku€ks köks 'breast, heart, soul', Tk
go4g"u4s 'breast, bosom, thorax', Ggz gu4∏s, Alt ko4gu4s, Xk ko4giÆs ' b reas t ,
thorax', Yk ko4Gu4s 'breast, middle of the back, spine' »» Chv ka€ka€r
k¥gò¥r 'breast, female breast'  [2] NaT *k…o4ku4ra4k 'chest, upper part o f
the body' >  Chg XII [San.], Tkm ku4krek, Blq ko4ku4rek, Bsh kÁºkra4k, Nog,
Qzq, Qq ko4kiÆrek, Qrg ko4ku4ro4k, ET ko4kra4k 'chest, breast', Qmq ko4ku4rek,
VTt kÁºkra4k, Uz ku€krak kökrak 'breast, female breast', Brb {Rl.} ko4kro4k
'chest, upper part of the body', MQp {Rs.} ko4kra4u4 'Rumpf, Oberkörper ' ,
Tv ko4kerek 'ankle-bone of cattle', Slr {Tn.} ku4pra4x ≠ ko4p¢Færix 'breast' ¶
Cl. 712, 714, Rs. W 288, ET VGD 54-5, ET KQ 136-7, Grøn. 15O, Jeg. 9 8 ,
Fed. I 249, BIG 87, Hüs. 173, Äz. 213, Nj. 652, UzR 229, Tn. SJ 393, 3 9 8
¶ The T stem *k…o4ku4r1 (if originally 'female breasts') may represent a n
ancient word group with N *yi ('a couple' >  a pc. of dual) (*-rV yi >  *-
ry- >  -r1-), while in the stem *k…o4ku4ra4k 'chest' no marker of dual is
present  M *ko4ku4n 'female breast' >  MM [MA] ko4ken, [S] kokan
[ko4ka4n] (pl. kokot [ko4ko4t]), WrM ko4ku4(n), HlM xo™x 'female breas t ,
nipples', Kl køkn ko4kn=, Dx gogo, Ba kugo, ShY hgo4n id., Mnr H {SM}
kæugòu¢o 'mamelle, sein', MMgl {Iw.} ko4kA 'nipple', Mgl {Rm.} ko4ka$ 'Zitze';
M *ko4ku4- v. 'suck (mother’s breast') >  WrM ko4ku4-, HlM xøxø- id., Kl
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køkx ko4k´ºx´ v. 'suck (breast), suck in', MM [MA] ko4ke- v. ' s u c k
(breast, water)', [S] koko-  [ko4ko4-] v. 'suck, suckle', MMgl {Iw.} ko4kA- v.
'suck milk', Mgl {Rm.} ko4ka-na$  'sucks (mother’s breast)' ¶ Pp. VG 1 3 2 ,
S AH 234 [#13], MED 483, SM 2O8, Pp. MA 22O, H 1O3, Iw. 112-3, KW
237, KRS 313  Tg *xu'ku'-n 'female breast' >  Ewk ukun, Ewk UL hukun,
Ewk Hng hukuhu, Lm o$k´n, Neg o$xo$n, Orc oko(n-), Ud {Shn.} oko, Ul
ku‰(n-), Ork qo2(n-) ≠ qu2(n-), Nn Nh ku%, Nn Bk ku(n-), Nn KU ukun1, WrMc
XuXun, Mc Sb xuxun 'female breast'; Ï Lm o$k´n1 'milk', Sln uxu%, Neg
o$xo$n1o$ 'milk'; Tg *[x]u'ku'- v. 'suck (mother’s breast)' >  Ewk  ¿uku-, Neg
o$xo$-, Lm o$k- id. ¶ STM II 254-5, S AJ 2O8 [#18] ¶ S, AD, and Md.
(SDM95) reconstruct Tg *xukun ≠ *kukun 'female breast', but for t h e
variant with *k- there is no ev. (Ul •kukun is not registered i n
dictionaries) ¶ Tg *x-  may be due to as.: A *kokæe >  **kæokæe >  Tg xu'ku'n
 pKo *kokÄi\- 'heart (of wood), pith, core' >  MKo kokÄi\yaN, NKo
koga4Ni ¶ S AJ 256 [#138], S QK #138, Nam 45, MLC 134  pJ *k‰~k‰~r‰
'heart' > OJ ko~ko~ro!, J: T koko!ro, K ko!ko~ro~, Kg kokoro!, Ns ko2~ro!, Sh ku!ku!ru!,
Ht ku~òku~ru!, Y ku~gu~ru~ ¶ S AJ 27O [#138], S QJ #138, Mr. 454 ¶¶ DQA
#867 (A *ko"~kæe 'breast; to suck; heart'), S AJ 32-3, 28O [#128], ADb. SR
13 ¶¶ A *k...k- for the expected *g...k- is probably due to t h e
Lallwörter-factor (cp. NHG Zitze , R siså  'mother’s breast').
6O8a. *gawK''''V 'long, high, far' > U: FU *kawka 'long' > F kauka
'das Ferne', kaukaa  'from afar, at a great distance', kauan 'long, f o r
a long time', Es kaua id., kauge 'distant, far, remote' » Er kuvaka, M k
ku≤vaka 'long' » ? Lp Ar ka2wæka¿s-sa¿yI\en 'an einem entlegenen,
langweiligen Ort' »» Os: V ko˝, D Xo"w 'long, far, remote'; V kokk´, D
Xo"wa, O Xo"wi 'far' ¶ UEW 132 || A ({DQA} *go!kæi~ 'high; peak') :  Tg
*gugda 'high' > Ewk gugda. Sln gUgda, Lm gU2d, Neg gogda, Orc, Ud gugda,
Ul, Ork, Nn B 9U9da, Nn Nh/B 9o9da, WrMc 9odoXon 'high'; wi thout
the sx. -da: Ud gugana- v. 'jump up' (of animals) ¶ STM I 166  M
{DQA} *go4gde-gu4r 'hilly' (ÿ **go4gde *'hill') > WrM go4gdu4gu4r 'hilly',
Kl {Rm.} go4gd´gr= 'hügelig, uneben' ¶ MED 386, KW 137  pKo *ko~ka!i\
'peak, height' > MKo ko~ka!i\, NKo koga4 ¶ S QK #222, Yu 61, MLC 134  pJ
*ku!ki~ 'peak' > OJ kuki\i, NJ [RJ] ku!ki~ ¶ S QJ #293, Mr. 462 ¶¶ DQA # 5 4 9
(supposes that Tg *-da and M *-de go back to a sx.) || IE: NaIE *ko+au\k+k8-
'high' > Gmc *≤hau\ha-/*hau\≤ga- id. > Gt hauh-s, ON ha1r (from OScn
*hau\ha-R), OHG ho2h, NHG hoch, AS he2ah 'high', NE high »» ? pTc
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{Ad.} *keu\c7 > Tc: A koc, B kau\c 'high, up, above' ¶¶ Fs. 249, Vr. 21O,
KM 312, Ad. 2O9, ≈ P 589 || ?φ HS: B *√Ógg >  Ah ag1´g1, WTwl ugag, Ty
igag, Shl T {Stm.} agug 'be far\remote, go\move away (s’éloigner, s ich
entfernen') ¶ Fc. 4O5, PGG 82 ¶ The origin of B *Ó- (a px.?) is still to b e
discovered ˚  IE *k- (rather than *g≈-) is due to the IE incompatibility
law that rules out a vd. asp. and a vl. stop in the same root. The A
labialized vw. (for  N *a ) may be due to the infl. of N *w ˚  Blz. LB
#1O4d (IE, FU), ≈ Blz. LNA #31 (N *k'awk+ga 'high, long'  >  IE, FU), ≠ Blz.
LNA #11 (equates the A root with FU *kokka 'Hervorstechendes, Spitze' ,
Y ko1ka4 [sc. pY *ko4k´] 'head', and D *kukk- id., see  N *k''''akË [ o r
*k '''' okË?] 'hook' and N *K ''''a 6 666ÂK ''''ub ++++ pV 'top, summit, crown [of the head']).
6O9. *gaLÉ 'shout, cry' (‘ 'weep', 'ask for') >  IE: NaIE *g≈el- v. 'call ,
shout (rufen, schreien)', {EI} 'cry out; sing' >  ON gjalla ≠ gella ' l au t
tönen, schreien', OHG ge4llan {EI} 'to resound loudly' (>  NHG gellen
'to shrill'), AS Ì1iellan 'to shout, to yell', NE yell; ON gala (p. go2l) ' t o
shout, to sing', AS Ìalan 'to sing, to call, to shout', OHG galan ' t o
sing, to conjure, to enchant'; WGmc cd. *nahta-galo2n 'nightingale' (“
'cantatrix noc turna ' )  > OSx, OHG nahtagala ≠ nahtigala, NHG
Nachtigal, AS nihtegale 'nightingale', NE nightingale »» R ∆
≤galit∆ 'to shout, to cry, to weep', 'to shout in a fit of anger, to b e
angry', na≤galit∆ 'to shout\sing rythmically (while working)'  ???σ
names of birds: Gk celi2dv1n (< celidwv1n ) 'swallow', rdp. ki1clh, Gk D
kich1la 'thrush', ?? Sl *gal¥, *gal¥ka 'jackdaw, crow' >  Blg gal
'jackdaw', McS ∆  gal 'crow', OR gal¥ka, R ≤galka 'jackdaw', etc. ( t h e
Sl words may alternatively be connected with Sl *gal- denoting b lack
colour, w ESSJ VI 96-7) ¶ WP I 628, P 428, EI 89, Vr. 169-7O, OsS 2 5 2 ,
296, 635, Ho. 123, 129, 236, Ho. S 54, Kb. 311, 324-5, KM 245, 5OO,
ESSJ VI 93 (does not distinguish this R verb from homo- a n d
paronymous verbs such as ga≤lit∆ 'to play pranks', OCS galiti ' t o
jump, to rejoice'), 96-7, F I 862 and II 1O84-5 || A: Tg *gele- v. ' a s k
for, beg' (× N *gol∏∏∏∏V 'look, look for, wish') >  Ewk g‰l‰2-, Orc g‰l‰- v.
'ask, wish', Sln g‰l‰2- v. 'look for, ask', Lm g‰l‰- id., ∆  v. 'wish', Neg
g‰l‰2- v. 'ask', Ud g‰l‰- v. 'call for, ask for, wish', Ul g‰l‰- ≠ g‰li-, O r k
g‰l‰-  v. 'ask, require, look for', Nn Nh/B g‰l‰- v. 'ask, invite, look for ' ;
Tg *gel[e]ne- v. 'go to fetch (sth.)' > Ewk g‰ln‰2-, Sln g´l‰2n‰2-, Lm g‰ln‰-,
Orc g‰nn‰- ≠ N‰nn‰-, Ud g‰2n‰- id.; Tg *gele[:]kte- v. 'look for' >  Ewk
g‰l‰2kt‰-, Lm g‰l‰t- ± g‰l‰ç-, Orc, Ul, Ork, Nn g‰l‰kt‰-, Ud H galakta-
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id. ¶ STM I 179, Krm. 224 || HS: WS *-gïl- ≠ *-gu2l- >  Ug {OLS} √gl v.
'rejoice (regocijarse)', gl 'an ecstatic cry of joy (grito estentóreo, d e
júbilo)', Hb √gyl (3m ip. lig5i! ya2-≤g#ïl) v. 'shout in exultation, rejoice ' ,
liG5 gïl 'rejoicing', Tgr √gwl (pf. Ì¬ gola) v. 'dance and sing', ?σ Ì¬
gola 'banquet, revelry', Tgy goY¬ gWAyla '∈  popular dance' ¶ OLS 1 4 5 ,
KB 182, KBR 189-9O, LH 591 ˚ Tg *gele- < **gale- (regr. as.).  
61O. *gaLu4444 ++++u (¬ *ga{ya}Lu 4444 ++++u) 'tortoise' >  HS: CS *gall- id. >  MHb lG2
gal (pl. Mil`5G@ gal≤l°m) id., Sr \o©a ≠ «o'©a gal≤la2, Md gala id. ¶ Lv. I
328, Br. 115, DRS 126  WCh: Dr {Kr.} gu~ldu!ku! ' small  tortoise' ¶ ChL I
133 || IE {EI} *≤g≈eluÓ-s > NaIE *g≈elu2 ≠ *g≈(e)lo2u\ 'tortoise' > Gk ce1ly2ß,
cely1nh id. »» Sl *z7elÈ / *z7el¥v- >  RChS qel7 z7elI_, gen. qel5ve
z7elËv-e, SCr (∆ ?) z7eàlva, Slv z7e•lva, OCz z7elva, P z$o1Lw, gen.
z$o1Lwi, R ∆ qolv∆  'tortoise' ¶ WP I 631, P 435, EI 595, F II 1O86-7, Vs.
II 41, Ma. CS 593, HlK 443 || A: Tg: WrMc giyaltu (g1altu) '∈ a mar ine
fish that resembles a long belt' (or 'cuttlefish'?) ¶ The palatalized initial
stop (giy-  [g1-]) is still to be explained ¶ STM I 138, Z 372, Sin. TM 2 7 2
(on palatalized cnss. spelled as Çiy-) || ?φ  D: [1] D *kull- ({†GS} *g-)
'∈ shellfish, shell' >  Tu gulla '∈ small shellfish', Tl gulla 'a shell, a
white pustule', Prj gula 'snail', gulli 'shell, cowrie', Kui gola, goli ' shel l '
(reborrowing of the D word from Oriya?)  [2] Tm kil5in1cil 'bivalve,
mussel, oyster-shell', Ml kil5in1ci 'a shellfish', kil5in1n1il 'oyster shell '
¶¶ D ##1585, 1795 ˚  The odd element -iy- in the Mc cognate
suggests that the original word had some additional internal phonemes ,
so that the N etymon may be something like *ga{ya}Lu4444 ++++u (cp. WrMc
giyo2lo 'crown of head' [{STM} g1o2lo ≠ g1o2lu] and Mj gaylli 'head', b o t h
possibly from N *goyVLu  'skull' [see s.v. *goLu 'skull']). Tm kil5in1cil
points to a N word-final *u4444 as preferable to *u . The pIE final *Ó m a y
point to a final *-ÓV at the pN level, but it seems more plausible t o
ascribe it to some morphological analogies of declension. The latter is
suggested by the short y in cely1nh. If the D words belong here, t h e
vowels of the first syll. in D (*kull-, Tm kil5in1cil, and Ml kil5in1ci)
need explaining.  
611. *gÉlV  (or *gÉ?alV ) 'stalk, twig' (‘  'stick', 'trunk of a tree') >
IE: NaIE *g8≈alg(≈)- '(flexible) twig, pole' ({EI} 'pole, stake') >  Arm
3a¬k ZaÒk 'rod, switch, stick' (<  *g8≈alga2) »» Gt galga 'pole, c ross ' ,
OHG galgo 'gallows, cross', ON galgi, AS ÌealÌa, OFrs galga, OSx
galgo, NHG Galgen 'gallows' (“  'cross'), NE gallows »» Lt z7alga~
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'perch, pole, rod', {Ju.} z7alﬁgas id. ¶ Ptrs. H 155 explains t h e
alternation *-g≈-/*-g- by different generalizations in the paradigm
*g8≈olg≈ / gen. *g8≈l=g≤n-es. The extension *-g≈-/*-g- is of obscure origin
(as almost all extensions) ¶ WP I 54O, P 411, EI 442 (*g8≈alg≈ehÅ-), Slt.
314-5, Fs. 189, Ho. 125, Ho. S 24, Schz. 146, Kb. 311, KM 229, Vr. 1 5 3 ,
Frn. 1284-5 || K: eNG, NG gal-i 'tree trunk without boughs' ¶ SSO I
13O, DCh. 16O, Chx. 152 ||  U: FU (< d.?) *°ka4Lta >  ObU ≈ *ka4LtV (× N
*k''''{a 4 444}l ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!{h}u6666 'stick, hook, bar' [q.v. ffd.])  >  Vg Ss {Ht.} kalt 'po le ,
Stange' in pa2ts-kalt 'a pole of the pereves  (a device for catching
ducks)', Vg N {MK} pat´s-ka4lt 'Stange des Vogelnetzes'; pOs *ka4lt >  Os:
V/Vy ka4lt, Ty/Ag ka$¬t, Y ka$¬(t), Kr/K ka$t, O ka$lt 'a long po le
supporting the net for catching ducks' ('eine der beiden langen
Stangen, zwischen denen das Entennetz [pereves] aufgehangt ist'), Nz
qat, Kz qa¬t id., 'poles on both sides of the opening of a f ish-trap
(Reuse)' ¶ Ht. #747, Trj. S 1O1, MK 188, BV 7O, Stn. D 622 ¶ Since
there are no ObU words with *lßt or *l!t (in contrast to the existing
cluster *lt, w  Ht. ##59O, 684-5), we may suggest that the opposition *l
↔ *lß ↔ *l! was neutralized before *t (a cluster *Lt) || HS: S: Ar éLa'Ja
g7a2l-at- 'washer(wo)man’s beetle' ('battoir de blanchisseur') ¶ BK I 5 1 9
|| D ?φ *kïl(-) ({†GS} *k-) 'peg, pin, nail' > Tm kïlam 'nail, pin, spike ' ,
Ml kïlam 'wedge, bolt, nail', Td ki;sÀ 'handle (of pot, spoon, axe,
knife)', ku;l 'hinge of box', Kn kïl, kïlu 'pin, peg', kïla 'stake, peg ' ,
Tu kïlË , kïl5Ë 'joint, hinge, peg', Tl kïlu  'joint, hinge', cïla 'iron nail,
wooden pin'; probably D ı OI (attested in the Mahabharata a n d
reconstructed from later InA lgs.) kïla-h5 {MW} 'sharp piece of wood,
stake, pin, peg, bolt, wedge' (Ï OI kïla-ka-h5 id.), reborrowed i n
some D lgs. (e.g., Tm kïlakam 'pin, bolt, wedge, joint'). An alt. e t .
(proposed in D 51O [App. #51O]) is that the D √  is a loan from InA,
but the OI word has no clear IE et., except for postulating (after M) t h a t
*kl= —-lo-s is derived from NaIE kela2-'strike' and connecting it (at the level
of "Wurzelverwandschaft") with Sl *kol¥  'stake, picket' (the connect ion
with OHG kïl, NHG Keil 'wedge' is rejected by M, because OHG kïl
goes back to Gmc *kï≤Îla-, w WP I 544) ¶¶ DED #1346, D 51O, M K I
216, Tu. #32O2, WP I 436-8 ˚  The discrepancy between the ev. of IE
*g8≈- (suggesting a front vw. in N) and that of IE *a (pointing to N *a )
may be resolved by supposing that the N source was  *gÉ?alV . The
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latter may be interpreted as *gi?alV on the ev. of D *ï, but t h e
absence of the expected traces of N *i  in IE is against the rec. of *i .
612. *giL{Ë}  'illness, pain, distress' >  IE: NaIE *g8≈el-/*g8≈ol-/*g8≈l=- ( o r
*g8≈´l-?) id. >  OIr galar 'illness, grief', W galar {YGM} 'mourning ,
grief' (IS: Clt from NaIE *g8≈l=-) »» ON, Ic galli 'defect, vice', OSw galli
id., 'pain', MLG galle 'wounded place on the skin', AS Ìealla 'galled
place on the skin', NE gall  id. »» Lt z7ala~ 'harm, hut, injury', Ltv zalba
≠ ze<lba 'injury, wound, pain' » Sl: R ∆  na≤zola, na≤zol ' so r row,
annoyance, grief', na≤zolit∆, do≤zolit∆ v. 'vex, distress', U k
na≤zoliti id., zo≤lok 'painful place in a wound'  ?σ: Ped. H 3 8
(and after him Szem,. P, C}op, and EI) adduced here Ht kallar- adj .
'ungüstig, unheilvoll', {Pv.} 'inauspicious, unpropitious, nefarious', {EI}
'sth. evil\unpleasant' (highly qu.) ¶¶ ≈  P 411 (*g8≈al-, *g8≈al-ar-), EI 4 3
(*g8≈alÓ-r/n-, BSl < *g8≈alÓ-o/ehÅ-), SB 1O8, LP § 284, YGM-1 23O, Vr.
154, Bv. 211, Frn. 1286, Vs. II 39, Dal II 417, Pv. IV 2O-1, Ts. E I 465 ||
K: GZ *glow- 'grieve, deplore' (× N *golßßßß ++++l ! !!!V 'to weep' [q.v. ffd.]) || HS:
SS *√gl{w} ≠ *√gyl >  Mh {Jo.} √glw (pf. ge2l‰w, sbjn. y‰-≤gl‰w) ' b e
ill, fevered, have a short illness', Hrs √glw (pf. ge2l‰w, sbjn. y‰glo2w)
'be fevered, have fever', Jb E/C ≤gi≤z6i 'be ill, fevered', Mh, Hrs go 2l‰w , J b
E/C ≤gOlE?, Sq {Jo.} ≤golE 'fever', Sq {L} ≤g(y)ole 'illness', Tgr guyul p p .
'von einer schleichenden Krankheit befallen' ¶ Jo. M 119, Jo. H 4O, L LS
1O9, LH 596, DRS 1O8 || A: Tg *gil(a)-, gilk- >  Ul ge2l-, gil-, Nn Nh/KU
gIlkI2 v. 'ache (nyt∆ , bolet∆ )', WrMc gila- ' b e
sad\melancholy\worried', Lm Sk gIlko- v. 'ache' (of the heart), gIlkon
'melancholy, sadness, anxiety', Ork gilçi- v. 'ache' (of a wound, a n
injury) ¶ STM I 151, Vas. 1OO, Ci. 3O1 ¶¶ DQA #2655 (pA *gi\o~lo ' b e
unhappy, endure') equates Tg *gil(a)- 'ache' with T *Kol- 'beg', M
*9olu- 'abhore, contemn' (MED 359) and pJ *k‰~ra!pa!- ¬ *kua~- ' e n d u r e '
(> OJ k(w)orapa-, J T korae!- id.), which is too risky both phonetically
and semantically. The M and J verbs may be alternatively ( a n d
phonetically better) connected with N *golßßßß ++++l ! !!!V '⇑ '. If nevetheless the T,
M, and J cognates are accepted, the N rec. must be something like
*giyoL{Ë}  ˚  IS I 229 [#83] (*gilÿ).  
613. *goLu (or *goyVLu?) 'skull' >  IE: NaIE *gW≈olw-/*gW≈olu-
/*gW≈elu- (or *g≈olw-/g≈olu-/*g≈elu-) 'head' >  Arm glux gluX (gen .
glxoj glXoy) 'head' »» Lt galva~, Ltv gal^va id., Pru galwo 'toe of a
boot', glawo (conjecture for galwo) 'head', galbo [galvo] id. » Sl
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*gol≤va (accus. *go8lvoß) 'head' >  OCS glava glava, Blg gla≤va, SCr
gla!va, Slv gla•va, Cz, Slk hla1va, P gLowa, R golo≤va (accus .
≤golovu), Uk golo≤va ¶ P 39-5O, Me. EAC 36, Slt. 298, Frn. 131-2 ,
En. 174-5, Tp. P E-H 261, Glh. 23O, ESSJ VI 221, ≠  EI 45 (BSl and Arm <
*g[≈]olÓ≤w-ehÅ- 'bald-pate') || HS: S *gulgul[l]-(at-) 'skull' >  Ak
gulgullu, gulgull-at-u id., BHb tl37Gl6G8 gul≤golEt3, JA {Js.}
aT1l6uGl6uG gulgul≤ta2 ≠ aT1l6G2l6uG gulgal≤ta2, JEA {Sl.} aT1l6G1l6uG
gulgOl≤ta2 id., Ar {RB} élajul0Jug7ulg7ul-at- id. (the word is not ment ioned
in dictionaries of Classical Ar {Fr., BK, and Ln.}, but only in those of t h e
modern lge., but its existence in Ancient Ar is suggested by its ClAr
metaphoric sd.: ¬jul0Ju {Ln.} g7ulg7ul- 'small bell, consisting of a hollow
ball of metal'), Sr ga2gu2l≤t3a2 'Golgotha' (π  JA?), Ar éjalaJa g7alag7-at-
'skull, head' ¶ KB 183, KBR 191, Sl. 268, Js. 221, RB 426, BK I 311, Ln.
438, JPS 6O, DRS 118, MiK I #1.79  Eg fOK Z¿Z¿ 'head' ¶ EG V 53O-1,
Fk. 319  NrOm: Mj {Fl.} geli, gaylli, Mj DJ ga6li 'head', Shk geri, gari
id. (-r- < *-l-) ¶ Fl. OAM 28  Ch: ECh: Kwn {J} go!lo~, Kwn M {J} go~lo!
'head' »»  CCh: Mkt g‰~l 'head' ¶ Ba. 4O6, JI II 183 ¶¶ Tk. I 322||  A: Tg:
WrMc giyo2lo ({STM} g1o2lo ≠ g1o2lu, {Hr.} giyolo) 'crown of head' ¶ STM
I 16O, Z 375, Hr. 368 ˚  WrMc giyo2lo 'crown of head' ({STM} g1o2lo ≠
g1o2lu) and Mj gaylli 'head' may be interpreted as suggesting an e lement
*yV  within the N etymon (*goyVLu?) (cp. WrMc giyaltu [g1altu] < N
*ga[ya]Lu4444 ++++u 'tortoise', see  s.v. *gaLu 4444 ++++u) ˚  IS I 237-8 [#94] (*gËl!ÿ
'round, ball': IE, S [words for 'skull, head'] + Hs gu~lu2 !lu~ 'ball of earth'; •÷
words meaning 'round', 'turn round').
614. *gol∏∏∏∏V 'look, look for, wish' >  IE: NaIE *gW≈el- ≠ *g≈el-, {EI}
*gW≈el- v. 'wish' >  Gk ]e†e1lv ≠ †e1lv  'I want, wish', Gk [Hs.] fali1zei :
†e1lei 'wants' »» Sl *z7ele7- ≠ *z7ela- v. 'wish' >  OCS qel8-ti z7ele7-ti,
qela-ti z7ela-ti 'to desire, to wish' (' ]epi†ymei6n, †e1lein'), SCr
qe ~leti ≠ z7e~ljeti / prs. qe ~li 2m, z7e~li ∏m, Slv z7ele15ti†Ø†z7eli!m, OCz
z7eleti / z7eleji, Slk z7elet&, Blg qe≤la-å, R qe≤la-t∆ / p r s .
qe≤la-√, Uk qe≤la-ti v. 'wish' »» MHG gilen 'betteln', ON gilja
'verlocken, verführen', Dn gilje, NIc, Far, NNr, Sw gilja 'zur Liebe
verlocken, werben', ON gildra, gildri 'trap, snare', OSw gAl-,
giAlskaper 'Unzucht' »» ? Arm ge¬3 geÒZ 'a wish, Sehnsucht' ¶ The
Gk cognate points to IE *gW≈-, while the Gmc cognate suggests *g≈, t h e
Sl and Arm reflexes being ambiguous ¶ P 489, EI 629, F I 258-9, 447-8 ,
Vr. 167, Lx. 73, Vs. II 4O-1, Glh. 7O7, Ped. GDIE 2Off. (adduces Arm
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geÒZ), Slt. 33-4, Xud. I 269 || A: [1] NaT *Kol- v. 'ask for' (× N
*k{a}l ∏∏∏∏Ù{o} 'call [appeler], shout', q.v. ffd.)   [2] The √  in ques t ion
influenced the A root {DQA} *ge"~la  'search, hunt', whence Tg *gel- v.
'ask, beg' (< N *gaLÉ 'shout, cry' [‘ 'weep', 'ask for', q.v. ffd.])  ? p J
{S} *ka~r- 'hunt for, demand, search; drive' > OJ ka~r-, J: T ka!r- ≠ ka`r-,
K/Kg ka!r- ¶ S QJ #1367, Mr. 7O4  AdS  of T *k[æ]a4+ele-l!c7- 'woo, ask i n
marriage' > Qmq geles7 id. (× π T *k…a4lin 'bride' < N *ka4444lu 6666 'a woman o f
the opposite exogamous moiety within an exogamic system of t r ibes ' )
¶¶ The variant [1] (the A √ , represented by T *Kol-) is preferable
because of its vw., corresponding to the N vw. suggested by the IE
cognate ¶¶ DQA #494 (A *ge" ~la 'search, hunt' > Tg, J, T *k[æ]a4+ele-l!c7-) ||
HS: Ch: ECh: Ke go~le! v. 'look', go~lde! v. 'seek (suchen)', Kwn {J} kald'e! id.,
Kbl {Cp.} gowO!l, Ll go@o!l v. 'see' »» CCh: Glv {Rp.} ˝al v. 'beg, beseech,
want, ask', ?m Gdr {MCh.} Ngel v. 'want', ?m Msg {Trn.} d' ~gW ~l ! v. 'look' »»
WCh: NrBc: Jmb {Sk.} gul-, Sir {Sk.} Ngu!lu- v. 'see' » SBc: Zar K {Sh.} gali
id. ¶ JI II 284-5, ChC s.v. 'look for', 'want', and 'see', Eb. 52, RpB 42 
SC: Kz gal- v. 'see', SC ı Mb -gali v. 'try' ¶ E SC 235 (equates Kz a n d
Mb with Irq giris- v. 'select' and reconstructs SC *gal- or *ga2l- v. ' l ook
at, look over')  ??σ Eg XIX g¿w 'staunend blicken, beaufsichtigen' ,
g¿g¿w  'staunen über, staunend blicken auf' ¶ EG V 151 ¶¶ Tk. I SCC 8 7
[#18.3] .
615. *goLV 'foetus, baby' >  IE: NaIE (in the prehistory of Indic, Gk,
and Gmc) *gWelb≈-/*gWolb≈- 'womb; young (of an animal)' ( f r o m
earlier **gW≈elb≈-?) ({EI} *g[W]elb≈u-s 'womb') >  OI garbhah5, Prth
gr?b, YAv gar´ıa- 'womb', Av g´r´bus7 'young of an animal' »» Gk
delfy1ß, gen. delfy1oß 'womb', de1lfax 'young pig', delfi1ß, -i1noß ' do lphin '
(sc. 'womb-[fish]') »» ON kalfr, OHG calb, NHG Kalb, AS c1ealf ±
c1ielf 'calf', NE calf; Gt kalbo2 'female calf, heifer', OHG kalba2
'female calf'; OHG kilburra ± kilbra ± kilbira ± chilburra
'lamb', AS c1ilfor- / c1eolforlamb 'ewe lamb', NGr Sw kilbor
'young ram'  NaIE (in Indic and Gk) *sm=-gWelb≈(e)yo- 'born from t h e
same womb' >  OI ≤sa-garbhyah5 id., Gk Hm/I ]adelfeo1ß, Gk A ]adelfo1ß
'brother' ¶ P 473, ≠  359, EI 615, M K I 329 and III 414, M E I 474-5, Bai.
81, F I 19, 863, Ch. 18-9, Fs. 3O5-6, Schz. 179, Kb. 525, 54O, OsS 4 6 9 ,
487, Ho. 45, 48 ||  HS: C: Ag *ga4Ò ({Ap.} *ga4r) 'calf' >  Bln {R} går (p l .
gål), {Plm.} gÄr, Q {Ap.} ga4r, {R} gAr, pl. gålt°, Km {Ap.} ga4r, {CR}
går (pl. gålta2 ≠ gålt°), Aw {Fl.} gara ¶ R WB 157-8, Ap. WLQ 4 
NrOm: Wl {dL} gallua 'calf' || A: M *go4lu4ge 'young animal', e sp .
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'young dog' (× N *gËHl!!!!É '≈ canine animal', q.v. ffd.) ˚  The element *-
b≈- in the IE cognate goes back to N *bÅ (adjectival pc. forming
analytical [‘ derived] names of quality bearers, nomina possessoris,
and animal names): IE *gWelb≈- < N *0goLV bÅ.  The plain voiced *gW-
(for the expected *gW≈-) in the attested IE languages may be due t o
regr. dis. (a kind of Grassmann's law, but functioning not only in Indic
and Gk, but in Gmc as well; for other cases in Gmc see  Prok. CGG 2O3-4
and Collinge 57-8).
615a. € *goLV 'tail' >  HS: Om {Blz.} *gol- id.: SOm: > Ari {Bnd.}
go(:)li, Dm {Bnd.] go(:)lan, Hm {Fl.} gulo ≠ goli id. »» NrOm: Bsk {Bnd.}
gOl!si, Dk {Fl.} golse, Dwr {Lm.} goilano, Wl {Lm.}, Gf {Mrn.} goyna, Gm
{Hw.} goi\na! id. ¶ ≈ LmS 38O-1, Hw. EG s.v. 'tail', Bnd. AL 159 || D ( i n
NED only) {†GS} *g+kol+lß- 'tail' >  Krx xola2, Mlt qoli id. ¶ D #2135 ˚  Blz.
DA 155 [#29] (D, Om).
615b. *golßßßß ++++l ! !!!V 'to weep' > HS: B: Si g´ls v. 'weep' (× N *kaLc7777V 'voice;
to speak\cry\weep') ¶ La. S 279, NZ 786 || D *ko2lß- ({†GS} *go2lß-) 'grief;
weep' >  Td go;lß, go;lßm 'sorrow', Tu go2lu, go2l5u 'grief, lamentation', Tl
go2la 'wailing', ? go2d5u 'grief, affliction' ¶¶ D #2252, GS 159-68 ( o n
reflexes of D *-lß-) || K: GZ *glo(w)- 'grieve, deplore' (× N *giL{Ë}
'illness, pain, distress'?) >  OG gl-  / glov- , G gl-, glov- 'grieve, dep lo re '
(m-gl-an 'ich bedaure', lit. 'it saddens me', e-glov-s 'er betrauert'), Mg
rg(w)- 'mourn' (v-i-rg-‰n-k 'ich trauere') ¶ K 63 (*glo-), K2 3 1
(*glo(w)-), Abul. 94, Q 3O4, Chik. 259, FS K 82 and FS E 86 (*gl-) || ?σ
A *go[:]lV '≈ suffer' > M *9olu- 'abhor, contemn' > MM [HI] {Ms.} qolu
[9olu]- 'trouver mauvais, avoir en aversion', WrM 9olu- , HlM golo-x,
Brt golo-xo 'abhor, be fastidious; reject', WrO {Krg.} 9olo- ' re ject ,
be dissatisfied, neglect, despise', Kl hol- id., {Rm.} 9ol- 'mit e twas
unzufrieden sein, ausmustern' ¶ MED 359, Ms. H 9O, Krg. 314, KRS 1 6 6 ,
KW 15O, Chr. 156  pJ {S} *k‰~ra!pa!- ¬ *kua~- 'endure' > OJ k(w)orapa-,
J: T korae1-, K/Kg ko~ra~e~- ¶ S QJ #887, Mr. 712 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2655 (pA
*gi\o ~lo 'be unhappy, endure'; incl. M, J).
616. *gu6666lÉ  'go (away), start going (away), set out' >  K *gwal- 'go!'
(used in imv. only) >  OG gwale  'go!' (imv.), Sv (π G?): UB {FS} gwa4le,
{TK} gwa4l, L {FS} gwal 'go!' (FS: 'geh, mach dich auf!') ¶¶ K 6O, K2 2 8 ,
FS K 78, FS E 81-2, TK 179, Top. Sh III 69 (Sv π G) || HS: S *√glw
'depart, leave one’s place\country, be sent away (out of one’s coun t ry ) '
>  BHb elg √glw+y (pf. el1G1 ga2≤la2) 'leave; go into exile', tulG1 ga≤lu2t3
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'exile', JA √glw+y (pf. il4G6 g´≤le2 ≠ el1G6 g´≤la2) 'go into exile, go away,
disappear', JEA ilg √gly G  vi. 'emigrate, go into exile; withdraw', Sr
√glw (pf. g´≤la2) 'go into exile, flee', Md √gl? D v. 'exile, send away,
banish', gluta 'exile, banishment', Ar √g7lw G  (pf. }aJa g7ala2) ' g o
forth, emigrate', Sh (pf. îlaJ0! ?ag7la2) 'cause to emigrate' (d rought ,
etc.), 'emigrate', Jb C {Jo.} √gl? ≠ glw+y: ‰g≤tOl‰? 'move from one’s
place', e≤goli  'shift (animals) from one place to another', e≤gle vt. ' shif t
from one place to another', Gz tagalgala pf. 'was taken into exile', Ak
{Sd.} NA/NB galu6 'go into exile' (π Aram?) ¶ KB 183-4, KBR 191-3 ,
BDB 162-3 [#154O], Js. 248, Sl. 286, Br. 115, DM 92-3, BK I 319-2O,
Hv. 96, Jo. J 74-5, L G 19O, Sd. 27, DRS 12O-1  B *√glÓ 'go, go away'
> Ah ´g´l (pf. igla. <  pB *y´-glah) 'go away (partir, s’en aller)' (Fcj. 2 5
= Pcj. I A 7, pattern {∫Pr.} *-BCih/-BCah), ETwl, Ty ¥glu ({Pr.} *a"glu)
'partir, passer, continuer son chemin' (Pcj. I A 7), Gh taZ7´li  'départ', Kb
{Dl.} jlu (= {∫Dl.} glu) (pf. y´-jla) 'go'; ? Izd {MT}, Tmz AH {MT}, CM
{NZ} gulu  'arriver, parvenir à' ¶ Fc. 241, 2OO1, Crt. 24, GhA 51, Dl. 2 5 4 ,
MT 152, NZ 767-8  ?σ C: EC *gal- 'enter, go home' >  Sml gal- ± gel-,
Bs, Brj gal-, Rn gel-, Bn kal- 'enter', Or gal-, Kns, Gdl kal- 'enter, r e t u r n
home', Dsn ga!l 'go and spend the night', Arr gal- 'enter a house, g o
home', HEC *gal- 'stay overnight' >  Sd, Ged, Kmb gal-, Hd ga2r- id. » Dhl
{EEN} ga2liy-, {E, To.} ga2lij- 'go home' »» C ı Mb -gale 'go home' ¶ Bl.
182, Ss. PEC 17, Ss. B 76, AD SF 61, PG 124, Grg. 161-2, Hw. A 359, E SC
235, EEN 31, To. DL 499, To. D 133 (Dhl ga2lij- π Or) ¶¶ OS # 8 7 9
(*gal-  'go, enter') ||  A: Tg *gu'2li- 'set out\off' >  Orc gu2li-, gu2lin-‰- ' s e t
out, go away', Ud gulin-‰  'set out', Ork, Nn gu2lin-, Ewk PT gu2lisin-, Ewk
{Cs.} gu2lina-, Lm Ol/P gu2l´n-, Lm O gu2l‰n- id., 'move on (to a n e w
place)' (of nomads) ¶ STM I 17O ||  U : FU *kulke 'move, go (on land o r
on water), stroll' >  FU: F kulke- 'go, walk, travel, wander', Es kulge-
'proceed, take one’s course, pass' » pLp {Lr.} *kolk‰- vi. 'run (of water ) ,
float, roam, wander about' >  Lp: L {LLO} kaºl…kaº-, N {N} go<l…ga6- id., S
{Hs.} gaºlgedh, Kld kolke- 'flow' » Er  kol!ge-, Mk kol!g´- 'drip, run' ( o f
liquid), 'leak' » Prm: Z kÈvt-, Z ∆  kÈlt- 'swim (with the s t ream) ' , Z ∆
kÈlal-  'swim\travel on water (with the stream), float, drift on water', Yz
{UEW} kÄlt- 'flow (with the stream)' »» pOs *kO˝´l- > Os: V qO˝´l 'walk,
step (schreiten)' (↔  'run'), D XoX´t, Kz Xö8X´¬- 'run' » OHg halad-
'vorangehen', Hg halad-, ∆  hallad- 'go, make way, advance, go o n ,
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proceed, travel' ¶ UEW 198, Coll. 26, Sm. 544 (FU, FP *kulki-, Ugr
*ku"lkI"- 'run'), Lr. #442, Lgc. #1896, Hs. 552-3, Ker. II 64, LG 149, Trj.
VD 148, MF 525, EWU 516-7 ¶ Both Coll. and UEW adduce the Sm s t e m
of Ne T xu”las∆ 'be friven by the stream', but since U *-l- is n o t
preserved in Sm, while -l- of the Ne form belongs to a sx., t h e
comparison of the underlying Sm {Jn.} *ku- vi. 'treiben' with FU *kulke-
is not reliable (≠σ,φ) .
617. *gu4444l ∏ ∏∏∏Å 'dwelling, (‘ [in descendant lgs.] house') >  U: FU *ku4l+lßa4
'dwelling, house, village' (× N *K''''ul ∏ ∏∏∏{a 4 444} 'clan, village') >  F kyla4, Es ku4la
'village', F ∆  ku4la4 'dwelling, house' »» pLp {Lr.} *k‰l‰y- v. 'visit, pay a
visit' > Lp: L {LLO} kal…je2, N {N} ga6l…li-, I {TI} kolli-, Kld k‰llÁ"yeÎ id. »»
Vg: T ku4l, LK kWa4l, P kWa4l, ka4l!, Ss kol 'house' ¶ Coll. 93, UEW 155-6, Lr.
#3O3, Lgc. #2343b:2, TI 1O5 || A *gu4!:lV (or *-u2!-) 'dwelling, cottage' >
T *k…il ≠ *k…u4l 'house, home' >  Tk gil {Deny} 'la famille, le chez soi,
l'habitation', Xzr (in names of towns): Es-kil, Es-gil (lit. ' o l d
city\village'), Sar-kel likrs *[s7arke+il] (lit. 'white city'), Yk ku4∏la4
'porch (seni ), covered passage in a building' (unless from Tg), ? Chv
kil , ∆  ku4l 'house, dwelling' ¶ Rm. EAS I 48, Rs. W 27O, Deny GLT 3 4 7 ,
Ash. VI 2O8-9, VII 69, Fed. I 291-2, Gomb. BTL 2OO  Tg *°gu2le >  Ewk
gu2l‰ 'dwelling, house, hut' ¶ STM I 171  pJ {S} *ku~ra~ 'shed' >  OJ kura
id., J: T kura! 'go-down, warehouse, store-house, cell, cellar', K ku!ra~, Kg
ku~ra! id. ¶ S VL 218, S QJ #259, Mr. 464, Kenk. 11O8 ¶¶ S l.c. (pA *gu4!:lV
or *-u2!-), DQA #575 (A *gu2~li~) || HS: EC: Sml {R} gol 'Zimmer, Stube ' ,
{DSI} gol 'piega nella parte anteriore della futa, dove le donne u s a n o
mettersi oggetti', {R} gola 'eingeschlossener Raum, Gemach, Stall f ü r
das Vieh', {ZMO} gole 'enclosure, chamber; meeting place', Or Wt {Sr.}
gola 'room', Or {Grg.} gola 'innermost private part of house', Or Wl
{Brl.} gola 'ambienti separati in capanne Galla per diversi usi; s tanzino;
cella; camera', Sd {Gs.} gollo 'stable, cowshed, manger; inside of'; EC
ı  Wl {C} guolle2 'house'; EC ‘ EthS: Gz go2l 'stable, crib, manger', Tgr
gol  'stable' ¶ R SS II 168, DSI 271, ZMO 164, Sr. 314, Gs. 27, Grg. 1 7 7 ,
Brl. 179, L G 189  Ch: ECh: Ke kuli 'village, house', Kwn, Smr ku~lu~, Ll
ku!l 'hut' (× N *K''''ul ∏ ∏∏∏{a 4 444} 'clan, village', q.v. ffd.) ˚ The delabialization *u4
> *i in T *k…il ≠ *k…u4l (< N *gu4444l ∏ ∏∏∏Å) needs investigating ˚ IS MS 3 4 1
(*gu4lÿ 'qili∑e '; U, Tg).  
618. *gu4444La6666 'bend, be crooked' > IE: NaIE *g8≈wel-/*g8≈ul- id., ' g o
astray'  > OI ≤hvarate2 'goes crookedly, goes astray, deviates ' ,
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hvalati  'gerät auf Abwege, strauchelt', hva≤la2- 'das Irren', Av zbar-
'go crookedly', Prs zu2r 'false; liar' »» L fall-o2 / -e"re / fefelli /
falsum 'deceive' »» Lt pa-z7vi~l-ti 'sich neigen', paz7ulnu~s 'sloping,
slanting', Ltv zvalti^tie^s 'to reel, to stagger', 'wanken, schwanken' »
Sl *z¥~l¥ (f. *z¥≤la, ntr. *z¥≤lo, dadj. z¥l¥-jÁ) 'bad, wicked'  > OCS
z5l5 zËlË id., Blg z`l, SCr za`ào (f. zlaà, ntr. zloà, aadj. zli•), Slv z‰ àl,
Cz, Slk zly1, P zly, Uk zlij id., R zloj (pradj. zol) 'wicked, cruel ,
angry' »» Gk folko1ß 'bandy-legged' ¶ WP I 643-4, P 489-9O, ≈ M K III
619-2O, Frn. 23-4, 56O, Glh. 692, Vs. II 99-1OO || HS: Ch: WCh:
Gmy/Cp {ChL} kul, Ang saR-kul, Kfr {Nt.} da!-ku~l 'left (gauche)' »» CCh: Mf
{BLB} gu!la!, MfG {Brr.} !gu~la~, Lgn M {Bou.} ge2~liŸ, Ms {ChL} gulu, BnnM
{ChL} gula id. »» ECh: Ll {Grgs.} ka~b gu~la~, Kbl {Cp.} k‰~bi-gu~la&, EDng {Fd.}
ge2!le~ id., Ke {Eb.} gu~la~ 'links', Mgm {JA} n`u~-gi~la! 'left hand', n`u~gu~l
'gaucher; de gauche' ¶ ChC, ChL, BLB 158, Brr. MG II 124, Eb. 53, JA LM
112, 153  ?σ S *√gl÷d (< d. or cd.?) > Ar √g7l÷d D  'renverser' ¶ BK I
317, DRS 131 || K: G Kzq glun-i '(am Ende) gekrümmter Stock ( z u m
Spielen)' ¶ Chx. 198 || A: M: [1] {Rm.} *°9ulu-yi- >  Kl {Rm.} 9ulï-
'seinen Kopf seitwärts wenden, schief sein, schielen (mit den Augen)' ¶
KW 154  [2] M *9ulZ>a- 'bend' (× N *gu6666LZ @@@@V 'bend, twist', q.v. ffd.) ˚ ≈
Blz. LB #99b (IE, Ch, M + unc. EC *gur- 'left').
619. *goHlV 'fire, glow of coal', 'to burn (brûler)' >  HS: WS *√gHl v.
'glow as coal' >  Hb ga≤HElEt3 'glow of coal', pl. g´Ha2≤lïm id., Ar Y g7ayhal,
mig7hal 'stick for raking coals', Amh ga2la v. 'be red-hot' ¶  KB 18O, KBR
188, Rb. AWA 26, Ulld. 169, DRS 112 ¶  Here we reconstruct S *H
(rather than *X) because of the incompatibility of an initial *g a n d
medial *X in the same √  in pS || D *ko2l- ({†GS} *go2l-) >  Tl go2lincu,
Gnd RSr go2lis- vt. 'fry' ¶¶ D #2246 || K: [1]  *°gwal- v. 'parch by i ts
heat' (of the sun parching the soil) > G gval-/gol- id.   [2] GZ *gwal-
'be' (of drought) (× N *g{Ë}l!!!!V 'season without vegetation' [ 'd rought ,
dry season', 'winter'], q.v. ffd.) ¶ K2 28, Chx. 189, Abul. 97, DCh. 3 1 7
|| A ({SDM97} *go4l{a}, {DQA} *gi\ol+l!a 'burn' [tr.], 'fire'): M *9a2l 'fire' >
MM [MA] accus. îl'(Ga2l° (9a2l-i∏), [IsV] Ò'qqa2l ([9al]), [HI, S] qal ( =
[9al]?), WrM 9al, HlM gal 9al 'fire, conflagration', Kl, Ord 9al, Dg
galYi ≠ galYÁ ≠ galY, MMgl [Z] Ga2l, Mgl ˝aº:l (aº: due to the impact of t h e
Persian-Tajik labialization a2 è aº: ≠ O2), Mgl M ˝a2l, Mnr H {SM} 9ar, Ba {T}
xal, {Pot.} gal 'fire'; M *9olumtan 'hearth' >  MM [MA] 9olumtan id., [S]
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h5olumta 9olumta 'Feuerbecken, Herd', WrM 9olumta, HlM
golomt 'fireplace in a yurt, hearth in a tent' ¶ MED 346, 359, T DgJ
13O, T BJ 149, Ms. H 87, H 57, 65, Pp. MA 174, 179, Lg. VMI 41, Iw.
1O5, Pot. 411, KW 141-2, Rm. M 28, Wr. 177, S AJ 235 [#31] ¶ M *a i s
still to be explained (infl./reflex of the A final *-a, as suggested i n
DQA?)  Tg *gu3l- v. 'glitter, kindle, light a fire' >  Ewk  Úgul- v. 'gli t ter,
flash', Lm gu3l-, Nn B 9ola- v. 'kindle, light a (camp-)fire', Lm gu3lu3- v.
'catch fire', Ewk guluwun, Lm gu3lu3n, Neg golowun 'a (camp-)fire', O r c
gogZ7o(n-), Ul, Nn B 9olZ7o(n-), Nn Nh 9olZ7o%, WrMc 9olon tuwa ' f i res
(by night in a road\field\camp)' ¶ STM I 169, S AJ 225 [#291] ¶¶ S AJ
294 [#49O] (*gu\al-), SDM95 s.v. *gualV 'burn, fire', SDM97, DQA
#526, Pp. VG 24, 75 | This N word may have semantically influenced A
*°kæu4lV 'ashes, cinders, charcoal' (< N *k''''{u 4 444}l ß ßßß˝V [or *k''''{u 4 444}l ß ßßß ÷ 3 333V?] 'd i r t ,
mud', q.v. ffd) ||  ?φ  IE  (mt.): NaIE *g≈lo2- (or *g8≈lo2-) 'coals, charcoal' >
ON glo1Î, AS Ìlø2d, OFrs gle2d, OHG gluot 'glowing coals, red-heat ' ,
NHG Glut  'embers, heat', OHG gluoen 'to burn, to glow', AS Ìlo2wan
'to glow', NE glow »» Clt: W glo 'coal', Crn glow 'charcoal', OBr {SB}
glaou id. (not confirmed by Flr.), Br glaou 'charcoal', MBr {Ern.} d .
Glouher n. pr. (“ 'charbonnier', cp. Br ∆ gloaou4ae4r id. and W
glo4wr 'coal-miner, collier'), snglt.: W gloyn, MBr {SB} glouenn, Br
glaouenn 'piece of coal' ¶ Vr. 175, Ho. 133, Schz. 153, OsS 338-9 ,
Kb. 397, KM 263, SB 12O, ≠  P 433 (unc. et. of the Brtt word), YGM-1
235, ECCE 246, Ern. 261, Hm. 315 ¶ NaIE *g≈+g8≈lo2- represents a
metathetic variant **gol ßHV; the labiality of the guttural stop was lost i n
the precons. position ˚ Cf. AD AltAD #15 ˚ D *-l- suggests a N plain
*-l- ˚ S NS #17 equates A *kæi\alu (> T *kæu4l 'ashes', Tg *xi\al ' coa l ' )
with IE *g8eu\l-/*g8u\el- 'coal'. In my opinion, they go back to different N
words (Altaic f rom  N *goHlV 'fire, glow', IE f rom  N *ku6666l ß ßßßV 'glowing
coals; to heat\roast\fry\cook').
62O. *gowlu  (or *gowlu4444?) 'deep; valley' >  IE: NaIE *g[≈]el(u)- ( o r
*g[W≈]el(u)-) 'deep; valley' >  Blt: Lt gilu~s, Ltv dzil>s7, Pru (f. accus . )
gillin 'deep', Lt gyﬁlis, gelme$ﬁ 'depth', Ltv dzelme / dzelmenis
'depth, deep place (in water)' »» Clt: OIr glenn, Ir gleann 'valley', W
glyn, Br glen 'valley', Crn glyn 'deep valley' ¶ Frn. 151, Kar. I 2 5 3 ,
En. 177, Maz. PKP I 55O, Thr. 215, ECCE 246, YGM-1 236 || HS: EC *golË
'valley' >  Af {PH} golo 'gorge into which a stream runs, valley', Or E golu2
'valley', Or gola 'gorge', Sml gol 'foot of hill', Gln/Gwd {AMS} ko!lle,
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Gwd {AMS} kolle! 'river', Cm {Hab.} gole 'small river', Brj golo2 'slope', a s
well as possibly Or gola 'corner, edge' and EC {Ss.} *gel- {AD} 'below,
under, (?) deep' >  Or Z7al-a (ı Brj Z7a!lo), Kns, Gdl kel-a 'below, unde r ' ,
Hr, Dbs, Gln kala! 'under', ka!lu 'below', Sa {R} gale 'deep' ¶ Ss. B 8 3 ,
1O9, PH 115, Abr. S 94, Bl. 183, Th. 172, AMS 242, 275  Ch: WCh: Hs
gu!lbï! 'river' »» CCh: Dgh {Fk.} gla!gWa~, {ChL} gu!la!gWa~ 'river' »» ? ECh: Ke
{Eb.} k‰l‰mi 'deep' ¶ Eb. 67, ChC, ChL  ? B *√glmm >  Ah a"g1´lmam,
ETwl ag´lmam, Ty eg´lmam, Tdq ag1´lmam, Gh aZ7´lmam 'lac, bassin,
mare', SrSn {Rn.} aggW´lma4m, Izn ay´lma4m 'lake, pool, puddle', Shl {NZ}
agWlmim 'mare, étang', CM {NZ}, Rf ag´lmam ± ay´lmam ± az7elmam,
Shw ag´lmam, ag´lmim id., 'abreuvoir, bassin', BSn g´lmam 'small lake ' ,
Kb agW´lmim  'pont d’eau stagnante, mare' ¶ Rn. 354, NZ 781-2  S: Ar
ı'eal0Ji g7ilha2b- 'valley' (going back to a HS cd.?) ¶ BK I 319 || A
*gow[V]lu 'valley' >  NaT *Ko2l id. >  OT {DTS} [MhK] qol 'valley, wadi ' ,
{Rs.} [QB] qol 'lowland, river-bed', Tkm 9o2l 'lowland', Qmq qol 'valley',
SY qol 'water-bed', Tv Xol 'dry riber-bed', VTt qul id., 'ravine', Xk Xol
id., 'valley', Qrg (in place-names) qol 'river-bed, river valley', Sg/Shor
{Rl.} qol 'lowland, valley (without river), Chg/ET {Rl.}, SbTt Tr {Rl.} qol
'lowland, river-bed', QrB {Rs.} qol 'small valley, brook' ¶ Rs. W 277, ET
Q 43-6, TL 9O, DTS 453, Rl. II 582-3, BIG 285  M *9owl 'valley, r iver
bed, river' > WrM 9oul, HlM gol  'river, river-bed, valley', Ord 9ol id.,
Kl {KRS} hol ˝ol, {Rm.} 9ol, Brt gol 'river, middle', Mnr {T} 9ol ' r iver ' ,
Mnr Nr {SM} 9u¢or 'river, valley with a river, or dry river-bed', Mgl ˝o2l
'river bed' ¶ The absence of the expected final vw. in pM still needs
explaining ¶ MED 362, SM 125, T 325, Rm. M 28, KRS 165, KW 149-5O
 Tg: WrMc 9olo 'middle, main deep part of the river-bed, valley;
province', Mc Sb {Mrm.} golo, {Y} /gol´/ [9Ol] 'province' ¶ Z 341-2, Hr .
347, Klz. MS 182, Y #1O32  pKo {S} *ko2r >  MKo ko2r, NKo ko2l 'valley' ¶
S QK #683, Nam 51, 9O  pJ {S} *kura > OJ kura, kura-tani  ' d e e p
valley' ¶ S QJ #16O4 ¶¶ SDM97 (A *gowVlu 'valley'), DQA #543 (A
*goblu 'valley'), Rm. SKE 121 (Ko, T, M, Tg), STM I 16O (M, Mc) || D
*kolli ({†GS} *k-) 'valley' >  Ml kolli 'valley, corner', Kn kolli, kolle
'a bend, corner, gulf, bay', Klm kolli 'small stream with rocky bed', Tu
kolli  'a bay' (the meaning 'corner, bend' may be due to contaminat ion
with a different √ ) ¶¶ D #1839 ˚ The expected initial cns. in IE is
*g[W≈]-. In the prehistory of Clt the labiovelar cns. is likely to have los t
its labiality in the preconsonantic position ˚ Hardly here FU *kolßV
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'crack, slit, gap' (> F kolo 'hole', Vt kwald- 'sich spalten', pOs *kOlß-
/*kolß- 'Spalte, Zwischenraum', etc.;  see  UEW 174-5) because of t h e
cns. *-lß- and for lack of typologically reliable semantic connect ion
(⇔ Blz, LNA) ˚ ≠  IS I 231-2 #86 (*golÓÿ 'heart' in K *gul- id. and A
{IS} *gol{V} 'middle'), ≈ Blz. DA 161 [#94] (suggested to adduce Clt,
WCh, and CCh + unconvincingly U).
621. ? € *gu4444 ++++u[?]l∏ ∏∏∏V (= *gu4444 ++++u[?]l ∏ ∏∏∏V(-mV)?) or *gu4444 ++++u[?]LV(-mV) '≈
roe deer, antelope, (?) goat' >  HS : S *°√glm >  Ar µlaJa g7alam- (coll.), p l .
g7ila2m- {BK} 'espèce de mouton de Taïf (aux jambes hautes, dépourvues
de laine); bouc; chevreau' ¶ Fr. I 298, BK I 318  C: Bj {R} gu"la2h
'female Sterpsiceros antelope' ¶ R WBd 95 || A: NaT *kæu4lmiz 'roe d e e r '
(Capreolus) >  OT QU ku4lmiz 'female roe deer', Shor, Xk ku4lbu4s, Tv
x¥lb¥s 'the male of the wild goat', Alt ku4lmu4s, Sg/Qb {Rl.} ku4lbu4s, Tf
hu$lbu$s 'male roe deer' ¶ Cl. 718, Shch. Zh 121, ET KQ 139, TL 153-4, Ra.
192, BT 99, BIG 95, Rl. II 1479 ¶ STM II 264 ˚ NaT *kæ- may b e
explained as going back to N *g ...? . If the NaT cns. cluster *-lm- i s
ancient, the original *-l!!!!- cannot be exluded, hence the N etymon is t o
be formulated as *gu 4444 ++++u[? ]LV(-mV) .
622. *gol[?]V 'belly, entrails' >  K *gul- 'heart, breast' >  OG, G gul-i
id., Mg, Lz gur-i, Sv: UB/LB/Ln {TK} gwi, L {TK} gu, ∆ {K “?} guh- ' h e a r t '
¶¶ K 66, K2 35, FS K 88-9, and FS E 93-4 (in all four sources *gul-); K p .
c. (*gwl=-) (w in IS I 231 fn.), Schm. 1O3, Chik. 65-6, TK 181-2 || D
*ko2l- ({†GS} *k-?) 'belly, entrails' (× N *kVl[V]yV 'lumbar region'?) >
Krx ku2l 'belly, stomach, womb', Mlt {Drs.} ko1li 'abdomen', Brh xo2l
'womb, entrails'; D ı OI L ko2≤la- 'breast, lap', Prkr ko2li ' b reas t ,
bosom', Lhn kolï  'chest of an animal', etc. (w  Tu. #36O7) ¶¶ ≈ D # 2 2 4 4
(hyp. with a query: D π InA), ≈ Pf. 169 (the same hyp.), Tu. #36O7
(admits that the word is originally not Aryan) ¶ To my mind, the D
word was borrowed not from, but into InA at an early epoch (probably
from the northern dialects of D, with which OI first came into con tac t )
|| IE: NaIE *g≈el-ond-/*g≈ol-n=d- 'entrails' >  Gk cola1deß 'entrails, guts ' ,
co1likeß id. »» Sl *z7eloßdÁ, *z7eloßd-¥k¥, *z7eloßd-ÁcÁ 'stomach' >  OR
z7eludÁ, z7eludËkË, RChS z7eludËkË, R, Uk qe≤ludok, Blg
qe≤l`d`k, SCr z7e~ludac, Slv z7elo^dec, Cz z7aludek≠ z7aloudek, P
z$oLa<dek id. ¶ P 435, F II 11O8-9, ≠  Vs. II 44, Glh. 7O7 ¶ The lack o f
labialization in *g≈-  still remains unexplained ||  HS: ECh: Ll {WeibP} mu!-
gu!lu!, {Grgs.} mu!glu!, Ms {ChL} mugula, Bnn {ChL} mo%gu%la, BnnM {ChL}
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mugulna, Msm {ChL} mugul 'heart' ¶ WeibP s.v. mu!-gu!lu! 'heart', ChL III
˚ The long vw. in D (and the short *e  in IE) may point to a lr. after t h e
N cns. *l . The loss of that eventual N lr. in IE (*g≈ol-n=d-) suggests t h a t
the lr. could be only *? ˚ ≠ IS I 231-2 #86 (*golÓÿ 'heart' in K *gul-
id. and A {IS} *golÿ  'middle'). In the light of the facts known today, t h e
A word is not akin to K *gul- 'heart', but belongs to N *gowlu  ( o r
*gowlu 4444?) 'deep; valley' (q.v.).
623. € *go[yV]l÷3333V 'pudendum muliebre '  > HS: WS *√gl÷ 'cl i toris,
foreskin' > Mh {Jo.} g‰lo2t, Jb E/C {∂Jo.} gis6'≤÷Ot 'clitoris' (assimilatory
glottalization *-l÷- > *-s6'÷-), Sr g´la÷≤t-a2 'foreskin', Ar ølJ √g7l÷ G
'ôter\enlever le prépuce (dans la circoncision)' (×  Ar √g7l÷ G  ' ô t e r
l'habit, le vêtement') ¶ Jo. M 118, Jo. J 75, JPS 71, Br. 119, BK I 3 1 6 ,
DRS 131, MiK I #1.76  SC: Irq {MQK} gWala2y (pl. gWale2), {E} gWalay,
Qz {E} gila?iko 'vagina' ¶ E SC 372, MQK 42  CCh: Bcm {Sk.} gu~le!,
{ChL} gWu~lE!y 'vagina', Msg {Mch.}, Msg Ng {GKrs.‘ Lk.} gi≤liN, Msg
{Röd.‘ Lk.} ≤gili 'pudendum muliebre' ¶ ChC, ChL, Lk. M 56 || D ( i n
SD) *ko[yV]lli ({†GS} *{g}-) 'pudendum muliebre' > Kn, Tl golli, Tu
koyilA id. ¶¶ D #2138 ˚  Blz. DA 155-6 [#37] (D, SC, Ch).
624. *gil∏∏∏∏{h}o 'to shine, to glitter, to sparkle' >  IE  *g8≈el{éW}-/*g8≈leéW-
({EI} *g8≈el- ≠ *g≈el- 'yellow') > NaIE *g8≈el´- / *g8≈lo2- 'yellow, green' >  OI
≤hari-h5 'pale, yellowish, greenish', Av zaîri- 'yellow(ish), gold-
coloured', Av zaîrita-, Phl zart, NPrs drz za4rd 'yellow, pale', rz za4r
'gold', KhS ysar- 'be reddish, yellow', ysaru2na 'yellow, red', NPrs
ˆvYrz za4r-yu2n {Sg.} 'yellow; green and pleasant', Sgd zrGwn 'g reen ' ;
Ï OI ≤hiran5yam, Av zaranya-, OPrs daraniya-, Sgd zyrn 'gold ' ,
KhS ysarrnaa- 'golden' »» Gk colh1 'gall' (“ *'yellow'), clo1h ' f i rs t
green shoot of plants', clvro1ß 'greenish-yellow, pale green' »» L
helvus 'honey-coloured, isabel-yellow', (h)olus, -eris, † helus
'culinary vegetable, pot-herb' (“ *'green') »» OIr gel, NIr geal 'br ight ,
white', W gell 'yellow', OBr {Flr.} gel 'brun, roussâtre', MBr guel(l)
(gell) 'bai, roux, brun', Br gell 'brown' ('brun, bai'); a Clt lge. ı L
gilvus 'pale yellow' (of horses) (Ert. ED 169-7O) »» ON gulr, OHG
ge4lo (aadj. ge4lawe2r), NHG gelb, OSx gelo, AS Ì1eolu 'yellow', NE
yellow »» Ltv zel>u / zel^t 'become\grow green', Lt z7eliu~ / z7e!lti
'grow, sprout' (of plants), z7el ﬁvas  'greenish, yellowish'; Lt z7aﬁlias, Ltv
zal>s7, Pru saligan ({En.}: [zalyan]?) 'green' » Sl *zelen¥(jÁ) 'green' >
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OCS zelen5 zelenË, Blg ze≤len, SCr ze~len, Slv zeleàn, Cz, Slk
zeleny1, P zielony, R pradj. ≤zelen, attr. ze≤lënyj, Uk ze≤lenij
id.; pSl *zelÁje >  OCS zelije 'la1canon, vegetables', OR zelije id.,
'potion', R ≤zel∆e  'potion', Blg ≤zele , Cz zelI1 'cabbage', SCr ze •¬e =
ze•lje 'greens; sorrel', Slv ze!lje 'grass'  Ï NaIE (dial.) *g8≈el-t-
/*g8≈ol-t- 'gold' (ÿ  NaIE forms that had lost *´ in the prevoc.
position?) >  Gmc: Gt gul†, ON gull ≠ goll, NNr gull, Sw, Dn guld,
OHG gold, NHG Gold, AS Ìold 'gold', NE gold »» Ltv ze<~lts 'gold', Lt E
z7eltas  'golden, gold-coloured' » Sl *zolto 'gold' >  OCS zlato zlato,
Blg ≤zlato, SCr zla•to, Slv zlato•, Cz, Slk zlato, P zLoto, R, U k
≤zoloto ¶ P 429-3O, Mn. 413-4, M K III 581, M E II 8O5-6, F II 11O4-6,
11O9-1O, Vl. II 126, Sg. 612-7, Gersh. AM 25, 29, Bai. 346-8, WH II
6OO, 639, 654, SB 112, Flr. 173, Ern. 296-7, Hm. 311, Dnn. 354, Ern.
296-7, OsS 296, 34O, Kb. 325, KM 244, 264, Ho. 127, 134, Ho. S 25, Vr.
194, Hlq. 311-2, Fs. 224-5, Frn. 1287, 1296-7, En. 241, Glh. 694-7, Vs. II
92-3, 1O3-4, ≈ EI 654 (*g8≈el- ≠ *g≈el- 'yellow' with the var. *g≈el- ba sed
on Lt gelﬁtas 'yellow' [that in fact belongs to IE *gW≈el- 'yellow, gall' >
L fel 'gall', etc.]) || HS: S **√gl{h} > *°√glw+y > Ar vlJ√g7lw (pf. }aJa
g7ala2) 'rendre brillant \ éclatant \ resplendissant', n. g7ila2?- ' éclat ,
brillant', and n. act. of √g7lw 'rendre brillant' ¶ BK I 32O-1 || U: FU
(att. in BF) *kïl~+lV- v. 'glitter, shine' >  F kiilu- v. 'glimmer, glisten',
kiil-ta4- v. 'shine, glisten', Es kiilas 'glossy, glazed', Vp kiÒtata- v.
'shine (glitter, sparkle)' ¶ SK 191, ZM 2O5 ¶ The BF √  is ambiguous. It
might alternaively belong together with IE *g8el- 'bright; to shine', b u t
the corresponding M and Tg roots indicate that the initial cns. was
voiced, hence it is preferable to equate all of them with IE *g8≈eléW-,
which is confirmed by the long ï  in BF (pointing to a presence of a lr. i n
N) || A ({DQA} *gi~le- v. 'shine, glitter'): M *gilu4-, *gila- >  MM [MA]
gile- in gilec7iku4 hodut 'shining stars', WrM gilu4gen ' shimmering,
bright'; WrM {MED} gilai-, {Rm.} gilai- ≠ gilui- v. 'shine', Brt gilai-,
HlM g1alay- id., as well as possibly M *gilu+u4N >  WrM giluN ≠ gilu4N,
Ord gòo4lo4N, Mnr {SM} Zò1ilo2n 'shimmering, bright, smooth', Kl gil´g
'smooth, shining' ¶ Pp. MA 172, MED 382-3, KW 136, SM 87  Tg *gil-,
*gi3l-ta- ≠ *gil-te- vi. 'shine' > Ewk PT/Brg/Y/Np giltana-, Ul gilt‰n-, Nn
Nh/B gilt‰2n-, Sln gilu2t‰- id., Ew Ucr/Chmk geltan, Ewk Brg giltas adj .
'shining', Ork gil‰mJi 'shining' (of eyed), WrMc giltaXuN, giltari
'shining, clean, bright' ¶ STM I 151-2  pJ {S} *ki~ra~- 'shining, glittering'
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> OJ k[i\]i~ra~-k[i\]i~ra~ id., J: T ki!ra-kira, K ki!ra~-ki~ra~, Kg kira-ki!ra
'glitteringly', T/Kg kira-me!k-, K ki!ra!-me!k- v. 'glitter, glisten, sparkle' ¶ S
QJ #8O5, Mr. 7O8, Kenk. 969 ¶¶ DQA #51O ˚  The N lr. is tentatively
reconstructed as *h  (which is the only N lr. that both yields *´ in NaIE
and is liable to be lost in S [between vowels], later yielding Ar -?- i n
certain hiatus positions) ˚  In some lgs. we observe the meaning
'smooth' (Lv kïlaz, M *gilu+u4N), either resulting from an independent
metonymic change (smooth things [such as ice] are shining) or induced
by words going back to the paronymous N etymon *gËlßßßß[É]HË ' b e
smooth') ˚  ≈  IS I 229-3O [#84] (*gi{L}h5u = *gi{lß}Hu 'smooth a n d
shining': IE, FU, M, Tg; •÷ words for 'smooth' [our N *gËl ßßßß [É]HË]) ˚
Gr. II #337 (*kel 'shine') (IE, U, and A [all = IS], J + qu. Gil).
625. *gËlßßßß[É]HË 'be smooth' >  IE *g≈leéW-d≈-/*g≈lé=W-d≈- ' b e
smooth', {EI} *g≈leÓd≈-(ro-) 'smooth' >  NaIE *g≈lo2d≈-/*g≈l´d≈- ' b e
smooth' >  L glaber 'smooth, without hair, bald' »» ON glaÎr, OFrs
gled, OHG, MHG glat, NHG glatt 'smooth'; the semantic variant ON
glaÎr, OHG, MHG glat 'shining, glänzend', AS ÌlA+A2d id., 'glad,
pleasant', NE glad is due to the infl. of (or goes back to) the reflexes o f
N *gil ∏∏∏∏ {h}o 'to shine, to glitter' »» Lt gluodnu~s, gluoﬁdnas, glodu~s
'(uo  <  *o2 <  *eéW) 'smooth', {Frn.} glo!dz7iu / glo!sti v. 'pol ieren,
schleifen, glätten', Ltv glas7tu / gla2ﬁs(t)I2^t v. 'stroke, caress', Pru
glosto 'whetstone' » Sl *°glad¥ >  SCr † glad 'smooth'; Sl *glad¥-
k¥(jÁ) id. > OCS glad5k5 gladËkË, Blg ≤glad`k, SCr glaàdak, Slv
gla!dek, Cz, Slk hladky1, P gLadki, R, Uk ≤gladkij, Uk glad≤kij
id.; caus. v. Sl *gladiti 'make smooth' (‘ v. 'iron, stroke') >  OCS
gladiti gladiti id., etc. ¶ P 431-2, EI 529, WH I 6O3, OsS 335, WW
115, Kb. 325, Lx. 73, KM 26O, Ho. 132, Frn. 158, En. 179, IS I 23O,
Bern. I 3OO-1, ESSJ VI 114-7 || HS: WS *√glH 'be bald' >  BHb, JA
[Trg.], JEA hlg√glH D  (caus.) 'cut\shave the hair', Ar √g7lH (pf. a˙liJa
g7aliHa, ip. -g7laH-) 'lose one’s hair on both sides of the head', (pf. a˙laJa
g7alaHa) 'eat away the bark of trees, leave the tree "bald" (wi thout
bark)' (of camels), g7alaH- 'boldness on both sides of the hair', Gz
√gWlH (pf. gWalHa) 'be shaved', Tgr √glH G  'be bald, shave one’s
hair', Tgy √gWlHy  (pf. gWAlHayA) 'raser la tête (pendant la période d e
deuil)' ¶ KB 185, KBR 193, GB 141, Sl. 285-6, Js. 247, Ln. 441-2, BK I
312, Hv. 94, L G 191, LH 441-2, DRS 123  C: Bj {R} gWaºl?a 'ba ldness
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in the fore part of the head' || K *°glu[w]- 'smooth' >  G glu, gluv-i
'smooth, even', gluv-  'be smooth' ¶ Chx. 198, DCh. 324 || U: FU *ku4lßV
'be smooth, slippery' >  Prm *gu$lit >  Vt gÈlÈt  'smooth, slippery', Z gÈlÈd
'slippery, slipping (skol∆zå∑ij )', 'good for skiing \ driving in a
sledge' (of snow-covered ground) » ?? Lv kïlaz 'smooth, covered wih
ice' (×  N *gil ∏∏∏∏ {h}o 'to shine, to glitter', as suggested by the final -az,
common with Es -as [Es kiilas 'glossy, glazed']) »» pOs *ko4Ælß´ ({∫Hl.}
*ku4Ælß´) 'smooth, slippery' >  Os: V/Vy ko4Ælßi, Y ko4Æli, Nz qu"l´, Kz qu"lßi, O
quli ¶ UEW 156, Coll. 8O, LG 84, Stn. D 625, Hl. rHt 71, Tv. FUl 54, Kt.
133 || ?φ  A: (× N *gil ∏∏∏∏ {h}o '⇑ ') M *gilu+u4N 'smooth, bright' >  WrM
giluN ≠ gilu4N, Ord gòo4lo4N, Mnr {SM} Zò1ilo2n 'shimmering, br ight ,
smooth', Kl gil´g 'smooth, shining' ¶ MED 382-3, KW 136, SM 87 ˚  IE
*g≈- (rather than *gW≈-) because of its preconsonantal position ˚  ≈  IS
I 229-3O [#84] (*gi{L}h5u 'smooth and shining': S, K, IE; •÷ words f o r
'shining' [our N *gil ∏∏∏∏ { h }o]).
626. € *gu6666LZ@@@@V 'bend, twist' > HS: S *°√glz > Ar √g7lz G  'p l ier ,
ployer, rouler; tortiller, tordre avec force' ¶ BK I 314, DRS 122  B: [1]
*√glz > Rif s´-gill´z 'bouleverser'  [2] ?σ B *√gllz > Kb glil´z, Wrg
glill´z 'se rouler, se vautrer sur le sol'; SB with the px. *zV-: Ah z´-
g1g1´l´ll´h, ETwl, Ty z´g´llul´z, Gh pf. isZ7´lal´z 'se rouler dans l a
poussière  ¶ Dl. 258, Pr. H 41 [#1OO], Fc. 435, Dlh. Ou 96-7, NZ 791 ||
A: M (× N *gu4444La6666 'bend, be crooked'?): *9ulZ>ayi- v. 'bend' > WrM
9ulZai-, HlM gulzaj- id., d.: [1] Kl {KRS} hulœi- 9ulZ7i- ' b e
bent\crooked', {Rm.} 9ulZ7ï- 'seinen Kopf abwärts oder seitwärts
drehen' (vom Pferde), Ord {Ms.} 9òulZ7òï- 'être recourbé en bas; laisser
pendre la tête', [2] WrO 9ulzuu 'turned, twisted', Kl {KRS} hulzu
9ulzu2 'twisted' (adj.); M *°9ulZ>a9ayi > WrM 9ulZa9ai, HlM gulzgaj
'awry, twisted, bent, slanting'; M *9ulZ>a9ar > WrM 9ulZa9ar, HlM
gulzgar 'bending under its own weight', Kl {Rm.} 9ulZ7i˝a"r
'schiefhalsig; schiefäugig; schief (nicht gerade aus), sich seitwärts
biegend' ¶ MED 367, KRS 168-9, KW 154, Krg. 319, Ms. O 312.
626a. € *gÅl!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV 'wind (ventus)' > HS: ECh: Smr {J} ga~le@, Nd D }J} ga2@l,
Tmk {Cp.} ga2~l 'wind' » Lai: Kbly {Cp.} ka~l‰, Ll {Grgs.} ka~lo@ 'wind' (a [reg.?]
devoicing *g- > Lai k-) ¶ ChC || D: [1] *ka2lßi 'wind' > Kn ga2l5i, ga2l5, Tu
ga2li, ga2l5i, Knd, Ku ga2li, Tl ga2li 'wind, air', Kdg ga;lßi, Klm ga;li, Nkr
g≈a2lßi, Nk g≈a2y, Gnd ga2l 'wind'; ? [2] Tm ka2l 'air, wind', Ml ka2lu 'wind '
¶¶ D ##1499, 1481 ˚ ≈ Blz. DA 162 [#97] (suggested to equate Ch
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with D and erroneously with T *kal-, sc. with OT {Cl.} qalîq ' a i r ,
atmosphere, [visible] sky', sc. 'space above the earth' [in fact der ived
from OT qalî- v. 'rise in the air', see  N *k''''al ∏ ∏∏∏ {h}i 'high; be high' and Cl.
62O]) .
627. *g{Ë}l!!!!V 'season without vegetation' ('drought, dry season ' ,
'winter') > K: GZ *gwal- 'be' (of drought)  (× N *goHlV 'fire, glow o f
coal', 'to burn' [trans.]) > OG gual-, G gval-/gol-, Mg golop- 'be' ( o f
drought), OG gualva , G gvalva 'drought' ¶ K2 28, Chx. 189, Abul. 9 7 ,
DCh. 317 || HS: EC *gi[:]lal- 'dry season, winter' > Sml {DSI} Z7ïla2l
'stagione secca; stagione di siccità e carestia; inverno', Sml N {Abr.}
Z7ï!la2l 'dry season', Af {PH} gilal 'winter', Sa {Wlm.} gïlal 'h ighland
harvest season' ¶ DSI 344, PH 113 || A: T *k…îl! 'winter' (× N
*gil !!!![V#]?V{d}V  'ice, frost; to freeze' [q.v.] or its initial com ponen t
*gil !!!!V) > OT {Cl.}, XwT XIV, OQp XIV qîs7, Tk kIs>, Tkm, Az 9îs7, Ggz, Kr
Cr, Qmq, Blq, Ln, Qrg, Alt, Xlj qîs7, Nog, Qzq, Qq, SY, Yk qîs, VTt, Bsh
q¥s7, Uz, ET qis7, Xk Xîs, Tv, Tf qî<s7, Chv xe€l xÁl 'winter' ¶ Cl. 67O, ET Q
253-4, Rs. W 268, Ra. 224, Md. 7O, 131, 168, IS AG 342 [fn. 15], Pek.
1438, Jeg. 297, Fed. II 341-2 ¶ Possible contamination with (or infl. o f )
T *Ko4l!- (> NaT *Ko4s7-) 'feel cold' (see  N *ku4444l ! !!!V or *kul!!!!É 'cold; t o
freeze') ˚ The delabialization N *u  > T *î occurs in several N words
and needs further investigation. It is not necessarily explained by t h e
infl. of N *gil!!!!V  ˚ ≠ S NSShS (equates GZ *gwal- with A *kæo+u+o4la
'get\make dry', see  N *K '''' oÙl ∏∏∏∏ a  'be dry').
627a. *gËHl!!!!É '≈ canine animal' > HS: B: Ah {Fc.} a-g1u2l´h 'male wolf '
(< *gu2lVB < N *0gËHl !!!!É bÅ  with *bÅ of animal names?) ¶ Fc. 429, Pr. H
#95, NZ 779  C: Bj {R} ga≤la2b (pl. ga≤lab) 'striped hyena' < N
*0gËHl!!!!É bÅ »» SC: pRt {E} *gWeHela 'jackal' or 'dog' >  Kz {E} gWehela
'jackal', Brn {E} gWehera, Alg {E} gWiHira, gWeHera 'dog' ¶ R WBd 95, E
SC 328  Ch: WCh: Grn {Jgr.} gYu~lu!m 'hyena' »» CCh: Gudu {ChL} kU4!l‰m
id., ? Mtk {Sb.} Ng‰~lE!Ng‰lE~, ?? Glv {Rp.} NgElaxb'a!g‰va~, {ChL} Nelexb'agu~va~
id. ¶ Jgr. 185, ChL, ChC || K: GZ *mgel- 'wolf' >  OG mgel-, G mgel- ≠
gel-, Mg ger-, Lz mge(r)- ≠ gwer- ≠ mZ7wer- 'wolf' ¶ K 13O, Chik. 87 ¶
The initial *m-  is a nominal px. || A (≈ *go∏4l!{e}kæV 'young canine, whelp '
[or 'young mammal'?]'): M *go4lu4ge (× N *goLV 'foetus, baby') >  WrM
{Kow.} go4lige, {MED} go4lige ≠ go4lu4ge 'pup (young dog)', HlM
gøløg id., 'kitten', Ord {Ms.} gòo4lo4gòo4, Kl {Rm.} go4lg´, {KRS} gølg
go4leg 'young animal', esp. 'young dog', Mnr H {T} golgo, Mng Nr {SM}
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gòu¢orgòu¢o 'pup, young dog'; these M words have also the meanings
'sprout, shoot', but in the light of the T cognates these must b e
secondary sds.; WrM {MED} go4lu4gele-, HlM gøløglø-x, Kl go4lgl=-x´
v. 'whelp' ¶ The M element *-ge may be connected with the M dim. sx.
*-qan/*-ken (w Pp. GPMJ 1O7, Pp. IM 239) ¶ MED 386, Kow. 26O2, SM
143, T 323, KW 137, KRS 146  T *k[æ]o4∏l!ek >  Blgh ı Hg ko4lyo4k
'young of an animal; whelp, puppy, kitten' »» NaT *k[æ]o4∏s7a4+ek 'a young
animal' >  OT {Cl.} ko4s7a4k id., MQp ko4∏s7ek 'camel colt', Tk ko4s>ek, T k m
ko4∏s7ek, Az ko4s7a4k, Ggz, Qq ko4s7ek, Uz ∆ {Shch.} ku4s7a4k, ku4s7a4la4k id., Osm XIV
ko4s7ek id., {Rl.} 'young of an animal' ¶ Cl. 753, Shch. Zh 1O6, ET KQ 1 2 6 -
7, Rl. II 13O5 ¶ T *kæ- < A *g- regularly (IS AG 339-42) ¶¶ Pp. VG 25, 7 8 ,
IS AG 341, DQA #898 (A *k+go2!l!i+e(kV) 'young of animals') ¶¶ The pA
semantic component 'young' is probably conneccted with the dim. sx.
*-kæ.
628. *gil !!!! [V#]?V{d}V  'ice, frost; to freeze' (and *gil!!!!V 'ice, frost') >
IE: NaIE *g≈el´d- 'ice, hail' >  NPrs Ò"r òz7å2l , ‰La"r ò z7å2le 'hoarfrost, dew;
hail', Tj qola 'hail, dew' (acc. to Rast. SGZIJ 107, *-ld- > pIrn *-rd- >
NPrs and Tj -l-) »» Gk Hm ca1laza n. 'hail' »» Sl *z7eld- >  OCS ql8dica
z7le7dica 'frozen rain', Slv z7le7d 'ice-covered ground, Glatteis', P
z$Lo1dz1 'frozen rain, ice-covered ground', Uk oqe≤leda 'rain with
snow, ice-covered ground' ¶ WP I 629-3O, P 435, EI 287 (*g≈el[h=€]d- ≠
*g≈l=(h€)ed- 'hail'), Vl. II 175 (NPrs ‰La"r ò 'hail'), BM 265, Sg. 636, H o r n
152, RTdS 187, 975, F II 1O65-6, Mikl. E 4O7-8, Brü. 665 || HS: S √gld
'freeze' >  Ar √g7ld (pf. daliJa g7alida) 'be frozen' (of ground), dyliJa
g7alïd- 'hoarfrost, ice', JA {Trg.}, JEA ad1il5G6 g´l°≤d3-a2, MHb dil5G6
g´≤l°d3 'ice', Sr ædojli©g´l°≤d3a2 'ice, crystal', ?ag#l°≤d3-a2 'ice, f ros t ' ,
NNEA {Orh., DRS} ædjl© gl°da2 'ice'; in the S lgs. there is secondary
association and sometimes coalescence with the root *√gld ' b e ( c o m e )
hard' ¶ BK I 313-4, Hv. 95, Lv. I 331, Sl. 287, DRS 118, JPS 7O, Orh. 8 6 ,
DRS 119 || A: [1] A *gil![d]V 'cold' >  Tg *gi3l{d}V 'cold' >  Ewk gilli ±
gildi, Neg gIlIgdI ≠ gIlIsI, Lm gild´ ± gilr´ ± gilla adj. 'cold' (of a
liquid), Ud {Rm.} gilihi adj. 'cold' ¶ STM I 151, Krm. 222  [2] A *gil!V
> T *k…îl! 'winter' (×  N *g{Ë}l!!!!V 'season without vegetation' [ 'd rought ,
dry season', 'winter'], q.v. ffd.); it may go back to N *gil!!!!V without t h e
second N component *?V{d}V , as in pCK {Md.} *˝i"l  'ice, block of i ce '
(Md. ECK 42) ¶¶ DQA #511 (A *gi " ~l!o~ 'cold') ˚  The IE velar *g≈- is qu i te
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reg. In the framework of AD’s theory on N vowels in the IE prehis tory
(AD NGIE and NVIE) it is explained as follows: N *gil !!!!- >  pre-IE *g≈ai\l- >
*g≈al- (loss of glides before a sonant) >  IE *g≈el- (*a  is transformed in to
the apophonic vw.). IE *g≈...d for the expected *g≈...d≈ is still to b e
explained (ds.?).
629. € *g{Å}mV (and *g{Å}m÷V?) 'altogether, full' >  HS: S: [1] CS
*√gmm  'be full; gather' >  Ar √g7mm (pf. µWJa g7amma) id., 'be filled u p '
(of a well), 'collect in a well' (water), 'fill', Ar Mgr √g7mm D 'remplir l a
mesure jusqua’au bord', possibly also BHb MG2 gam , Ug gm , M’b, J’d gm
'also'; [2] (+ext.??): WS *√gm÷  (× S √gm÷  'fist, handful' < N *go÷3333mV ¬
*gom÷3333V 'hand, fist') >  Ar ømJ √g7m÷, Mh √gm÷ (pf. gu2ma, sbjn.
y‰gmE2 ≠ y‰g≤mE?), Jb C gï÷ v. 'gather', Ar g7um÷- 'totalité, le tout' ¶ BK I
321-2, 326-9, HJ 225, KB 187-8, KBR 195-6, OLS 147, Jo. M 12O, DRS
141-3  B: Shl gum , 3m igum  'be enough', Kb g#1g£!´mg´m 'être plein à r a s
bord' ¶ NZ 797, 799, Dl. 259  C: HEC *gum?a 'all' (for phonet ic
reasons hardly from Ar g7um÷-) >  Hd, Kmb gu?ma 'all', Sd {Gs.} guma- vi.
'assemble, gather' »» SC: Brn {Blz.“?} goN 'all' ¶ Hd. 19, 28O, 319, Gs.
133, Blz. RL 256  Ch: WCh: AG {Hf.} *gam 'fill, be(come) full' >
Gmy/Mnt {Hf.} gam id., Su {J, Hf.} gam, {IL} ga~m, Tal {IL} ga~m 'full', Su {J}
vt. 'fill', Ang {Lax} ga@m id., {Flk.} gam vt. 'fill, complete' » BT: Dr {Nw.}
g‰!mi~, Pr {Frz.} ke!mo~ 'fill' (*g- >  Pr k-), ? Bl {Lk.} gom-
'zusammentreffen', ? BT *N-gVm- >  Ngm {Sch.} Ngama 'full', Bl {IL}
NgWo!ma!ni 'full', Krkr {Sch.} nZ7a~mu! 'fill', Gera Ngu~mti~-mi!, Glm {Sch.}
Nga~nd-a2!la~ vi. 'be full', vt. 'fill', Grm Na~m-ta2& 'fill'; ? Pr ko!mu!-ra~y
'everybody' »» ECh: Ke {Eb.} g‰~m 'also' ¶ JI II 156, ChC, J S 66, Hf. AG 2 4 ,
Flk. s.v. gam, Nw. K 125, Lax 113, Sch. BTL 87, 119, 137, 144, Lk. PPB
135, Frz. P 36-7, Eb. 5O ¶¶ OS #888 (*gam- 'be full': S, WCh) || A
*g{a4}m- 'all, filled in' >  Tg *ga[:]m ≠ *gemu 'all': *ga[:]m >  Orc ga2m 'a l l
(of them), every, all kind of', WrMc 9anZi  'all (of them, of him, of i t ) ' ;
*gemu > Ork {Pt.} g´m g‰m ≠ gym (?: there is no Ork phoneme y ) 'al l
of them, all, everything', WrMc gemu 'all (of them), alltogether (alle,
insgesamt, sämtlich)', Mc Sb {Mrm.} gem, gemu 'alle, alles, sämtlich,
insgesamt', {Y} /gum´/ [9um] 'all', Jrc {Kiy.} gemur 'a l l together ' ,
gemur ina  'all of it' ¶ STM I 138, 179, Pt. JO 72, Z 3O1, 321, Hr. 3 3 4 ,
343, Klz. MS 177, Y #2816, Kiy. 138 [#757], 145 [#841], S AJ 2O7 [#2]
(Tg *gemu)  pJ {S} *k‰~m- 'be filled in, stuffed' > OJ ko~m-, J: T ko!m-,
K/Kg ko~m- ¶ S QJ #865, Mr. 712 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #496 (A *ge~mo 'to complete ,
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to fill in'; incl. Tg, J) ˚  It is hard to decide if the basic HS √  is *√gm
or *√gm÷, hence the N etymon may be either *g{Å}mV or *g{Å}m÷V
(*gVm˝V  being less probable, because the cluster *m˝  is more likely
to undergo as. to *N˝ that the cluster *m  + approximant *÷ ). We
cannot rule out the possibility that the N word with *÷ and that wi thout
it are two different words.
63O. *g{e}mV 'strong, firm' >  HS: S *°√gmm >  Ar √g7mm (pf. µWJa
g7amma) 'be abundant', 'be rich' (of vegetation), ?σ Jb {DRS} gimm
'abonder, se collecter à nouveau' (water after being deple ted)
(× √gmm 'gather') ¶ BK I 321-2, Hv. 97, Jo. J 76, DRS 141  Eg: DEg
{Er.} gm 'Kraft, Stärke', Cpt: Sd Com com, B Hom Zom 'force, power '
¶ Er. 58O, Crn. 33O, Vc. 34O  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *gam- 'be strong' >  Su
{J}, Ang {ChL} kam, Gmy {ChL} k'O~m » Krkr {Stl.} n-gam, Tng {J} kwamInIN
'firm' (*g- >  Tng *k- regularly) » ? Hs gamza  'strong man' ¶ Stl. ZCh 2 1 7
[#674] (AG, Krkr), ChC, ChL, J T 187 || U *k{e}ma4 > FU *ka4mÅ ' h a r d ,
firm' >  F ka4ma4 'stiffness, rigidity, inflexibility', ka4mea4 'thick, firm' »
Er keme, Mk kema4 'hard, firm' »» Hg keme1ny id.  Sm: Slq Ke/NP {Cs.}
ko6m, Slq B {Cs.} ku6m 'zäh, hart', Slq LTz {KD} qo2men, Slq Tm {KD} qo2m
id., Kms {KD} kom;dÉl!a$m vt. 'harden', baºzaº kom;dÉl!a$m 'harden i ron ' ,
{Cs.} komdel!am, komdl!a4m '(Eisen) härten'  pY {IN} *kim- ' s t rong,
firm' > Y: K {IN} kimZ7 !ï- v. 'fight' (-Z7 !ï- is an iterative sx.), kimZ7!´s7-
'stand firm (psychologically), krepit∆så , muqat∆så ', K {AD} kimJi-k
imv. id., 'bear up!' ('krepis∆ '), {Jc.} (Jc. JR) kimZ7eck 'stand f i rm,
take heart\courage' ('krepit∆så , muqat∆så '), {Ang. “ Jc. [texts]}
kimdes7-, kimdies7- 'fest bleiben' ¶¶ UEW 137, Coll. 87, Sm. 545 (FU,
FP *ka4ma4, Ugr ka4ma4- 'hard'), MF 349-5O, ERV 251, Cs. 121, 181, 2 3 2 ,
DK 32, Ang. 117, Jc. JR, AD YN, IN 227, 3O6, ≈ Rd. UJ 37 [#2O] (Y π
U) || D (in SD) *ke2m- ({†GS} *k-) 'strong, hard' >  Ml ke2mam
'strength, solidity', Kn ke 2ma  'callosity, as that of a wart' ¶ D #2OO3 ˚
The correspondence between FU *a4 and D *e2 is irregular; it may b e
suggested that FU *a4 goes back to U *e (as. *e...a4 > *a4...a4), cf. pY *i ˚
Blz. SNE #2 (U, D, ? Hs)¨†≈ Blz. KM 134-5 (incl. Ch, Eg, D).
63Oa. € *gËmV 'heavy' > K: Sv: UB, LB, Ln gwa4mi, Ls gwami 'heavy' ¶
TK 179, Ni. s.v. tåqelyj , GP 93 || HS: CCh: Msg Ng {Lk. “ GKrs.}
guma1, Msg P {Trn.} g‰ma, Mbara {TrnSL} gi~ma!y, Mlw {Trn.} gÈ~ma2^
'heavy' ¶ TrnSL 262, Trn. LDM 24, Trn. LM 9O, ChC, ChL ˚  Conected
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with N *g{e}mV  'strong, firm'? ˚  ≈ Blz. KM 134-5 (incl. K and Ch; d o e s
not distinguish this etymon from N *g {e }mV  '⇑ ').
631. *go÷3333mV ¬ *gom÷3333V 'hand, fist' >  HS: WS (or CS) *√gm÷
'hollow\closed hand' >  Sr Æ4o0mo© g´ma2÷´t3a2 'handful, fist
(manipulus, pugillus)', Ar øm0Ju g7um÷- 'fist, back surface of the f is t '
('poing, poignée, main fermée; partie extérieure de la main, les doigts
étant fermés)', ? Jb {DRS} Z7iﬁ÷, ≤yama, ≤yami, ya2m÷ah 'fist' ¶ Br. 121, BK I
327, ≈ DRS 143  C {AD, HL} *gana÷- 'hand, palm of hand' >  Bj R
gan?a id., Bj A {AD} tU ≤gana?a 'palm of hand' »» EC: pSam {Hn.} *ga÷a2m
'hand, arm' >  Sml ga÷a2n, pl. ga÷a2mo, Sml J ga2!N, pBn *ka~?a!n >  Bn Bi
ka?an, Bn J/Ba/K ka?a!n; Bs gene 'hand, arm'; Elm {HL} gene 'hand', Kns
kan?a2-ta, Gdl {HL} kana(?)a-ta, {Ss.} kana÷-at, Gato {HL} kan÷a-te, Or Wt
{Hn.} gana!?, Or BI {Sr.} gana2 'palm of hand', Hr/Gln {AMS} pl. kana!÷÷e,
Gwd {AMS} kan÷ate, Brj {Ss.} gana?, {Hw.} ga≤na2 'palm\ball of hand', Sa
{HL} ginna÷-ta 'palm of hand', Af {PH} genna÷, genna1÷a 'palms of hand ,
soles of foot' (snglt. genna÷-ta), Ya {HL} kinne?e 'hand'; see  also Sa/Af
{R} ga≤mad (pl. ≤ga2mo2d) 'hollow hand, fist' (but the Af word is n o t
found either in PH or in Clz.) ¶ AD SF 316, Bl. 161, Hn. S 82, Hn. BD
111, Hn. W 62, R S II 156, R A II 59, Ss. B 77 (EC *gan÷- 'hand'), HL 9 9
(C *gana÷- 'hand, arm'), PH 112, Sr. 31O, AMS 167, 2O7, 247, Blz. CWL,
Blz. CL 178 || U *komV(rV) 'hollow hand' > pLp {Lr.} *kO2me2re2 ' handfu l '
or sim. >  Lp: Kld {TI} ku‰mmer4 'handful', N {N} goabmer 'the t w o
curved open hands put together to receive\catch sth.' » ?? F kahmalo,
kamahlo, Vp kamahÒ ± kahmaÒ ± kahma2, Es kamal 'hollow of o n e ' s
hamds', Lv koÚ2mal, Lv W kaº:mal 'handful'; -hm- in F and Vp and the vw. a
may be due to the infl. of the BF verbs represented in F kahmaa-
'blindlings greifen' and F kahmi- 'nachschnappen, xvatat∆ '; it i s
tempting to suppose that this h  is a trace of N *˝ , but in the light of U
comparative phonology such conjecture is not valid » Er komoro
komoro, Mk komor kom´r 'handful' » Z {W} kamÈr id.  Sm {Jn.} *ka4maº
≠ *kemaº '(outstretched) arms' >  Ne T seva id., d. sevaj 'armful', Ne
O {Lh.} s1e2B;a˘;i, Ne F {Lh.} s1ie;mma" id., Slq Tm {KD} qæaº:m ' ou t s t re tched
arms', Slq Tz d. qo2 …mal- v. 'embrace', Kms {KD} d. qæaº:m´ru5 ' ou t s t reched
arms'; ? Ï  Sm *ka4mVr- (≠ *ka4mVl-, *kemVl-) v. 'embrace' >  Mt {Hl.}
*ka4m´r- 'umarmen, mit beiden Händen umfassen' (Mt M {Sp.}
kamyrnam`  'I embrace') ¶¶ UEW 175-6 (rejects the BF cognates), Lr.
#472, Lgc. #2639, TI 134, Ker. II 65, Kt. 149, ZM 175, Jn. 63-4, KKUH
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164, KD 24, Hl. M #464 || ?φ A {DQA} *ko~mpo 'fist, wrist' > Tg *kombo-
'wrist, ∈ part\bone of the hand \ fo rea rm '  > Neg komboxI2 'wrist ,
metatarsus, radius (bone)', Orq qomU% 'wrist, funny-bone', Nn: Nh
qombIo, KU qombI 'back side of the hand, wrist' ¶ STM I 4O9, On. 2 2 4 ,
ADb. SR 26O, 3OO-1  pJ {S} *k‰~mpusi 'fist' > OJ ko~bu~si~, J: T ko~bus1i,
ko!bus1i, K ko~bu!s1i!, Kg kobu!s1i ¶ S QJ #883, Mr. 453  ?φ NaT *k…opa,
*k…opa-k 'fist, wrist' > Qrg qobuq 'arthritis of metacarpus', Tb, QK qoboq
'wrist', Tv qowades, Tf {Cs.} kofades7 'fist' ({DQA}: < *k[æ]opa-adîl!) ¶
ADb. SR 194 (acc. to ADb, the Tv-Tf word may be a reborrowing of t h e
Tk word from Tg and Ket, which is rejected by DQA)  ¶¶ ≈ DQA # 8 7 5
(A *ko~mpo 'fist, wrist'; incl. Tg, J, T) ¶¶ The change A *-mp- > T *-p- i s
not yet clear ˚  The devoicing of N *g-  to A *k- still defies explanation
(as. *g...p > *k...p or infl. of the A reflex of N *K''''ap''''{a 4 444} 'palm of hand ,
sole of foot'?).
632. *gumbV 'back (dos), (?) hump', (‘?) 'hill' >  HS: C: EC: Sml
gumbur  'small hill, low isolated hill', Dsn {To.} gummuti (pl. gummusam)
'hill', Rn {PG} ga!mba~r 'top part of a camel’s hump' (× N ? *gu4444 ++++ub ++++pÉ
'heap, hump, hunchback' and N *gabV(-lßßßß ++++l ! !!!V) 'head') ¶ ZMO 169, To.
DL 5O1, PG 121, ≈ Blz. DL s.v. 'mountain'  Om: SOm: Dm {Fl.} gumb
'back', Ari {Bnd.} gemar, Hm {Bnd.} ≤gEmEr 'mountain, hill' »» NrOm: Kf
{C} gubbo, Mch {L} gu!bbo 'back (dos) '  ¶ Fl. OO 316, C SE IV 436, L M
29, Bnd. AL 155, Blz. DL s.v. 'mountain'  ?φ  CCh: Gdr {Mch.} ≤g‰bbo
'buttock' ¶¶ But Hb gab3, Ug. gb, and JA gab≤ba2 'back' do not belong
here (⇔  Blz. DA), but go back to S *gabb- 'top of sth.' (the back is t h e
highest point of animal’s body) < N *gabV 'head' (q.v. ffd.) || U: FU
(or FV?) *kumpV 'hill' > F kumpu 'hill' » Lp L {LLO} kaºbbaº 'Anhöhe,
kleiner Berg, Hügel' » Mk kumba 'hummock. tussock' »» ?φ  pVg *ka4Æmp
'hill, heap' ({MK} 'Hügel, Haufen') >  Vg: T/K {MK} ka4mp, N {MK}
kamp ¶ LG 83, MK 19O, ≈ UEW 2O3 (does not distinguish between th is
√  and U *kumpV 'wave') || D (att. in SD) *kump- 'back' >  T m
kumpam 'upper part of the back between the shoulders', Ml ∆
kumbi 'buttocks', Td kub 'back; behind' ¶ D #1747 ˚ ≈ Blz. DA # 2 7
(D, HS, including [unc.] S *gabb- [presumably 'back'] and HEC *go2b-
' n eck ' ) .
633. € *gim[V]c'''' @ @@@V 'to make a grimace with one’s mouth a n d \ o r
nose' ([in some descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to grin, to smile, to mock, t o
laugh') > HS: S *√gnc' > Ak StB L √gns5 G , Ak StB D  (inf. gunnus5u)
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{CAD} 'sniff, wrinkle one’s nose', {Sd.} 'Nase, Lippen hochziehen', Sr
{PS} æcoñow©u guna2s5a2 'derisio, subsannatio, irrisio'; ?σ Ar √g7nsœ D
(pf.çan WJa g7annasœa) 'ouvrir\écarquiller les yeux (de frayeur)'; ?φ  WS
*√km+nc' >  Ar √knsœ D (pf. kannasœa) 'renifler, remuer le nez pour s e
moquer de quelqu’un', EthS: Gz k´msu2s 'one who smiles', Tgr k‰ms‰s
bela, Tgy k‰m‰ss bAlA vb. clc. 'smile' ¶ The vl. k- in Ar and EthS still
defies explanation (lexical attrraction of a different word?) ¶ CAD V
4O, Sd. 28O, PS 755, BK I 339, L G 286, DRS 16O  Ch: WCh: Ngz {Sch.}
ga~msu! 'laugh' » NrBc: Kry {Sk.} ˝‰m‰c‰, Wrj {Sk.} ˝‰nc-, My {Sk.}
˝ama!?s-, Mbr {Sk.} ˝‰!n?sa, Jmb wumas7- id. » SBc: Bg {Sh.} ko!ma!s, Zr K
{Sh.} gYa~ms6e!, Grn {Hrn.} Nga!Nsi! id.»» CCh: Bu {Hf. from unprofessional
records} kums7i 'laugh, laugh at' » ? Gude {Srp.} wu!si~n 'laugh' » Mtk
NgWas id. » Dgh {Frk.} gb'a~sa! id., Glv {Rp.} ˝ubas- 'laughter' »» ECh: M b
{Lk.} ge~mi!s, {J} ga~ma~se!, Jg {J} gims-, Brg {J} ge~msi! 'laugh' » Tmk {Cp.}
ga@Z7, Nd D {J} g‰!sa^ id. ¶ Nw. #79 (Ch. *gams´), JI I 1O8 (Ch. *√gms€)
and II 218-9, Sch. DN 68, Sh. BZ 36, Hrn. G 46 [#265], Jgr. 186, Hf. B
26O, RK 9O, Cp. 6O, Lk. ZSS 182 || D (in SD) *kic>-/*kinc>- 'make a
grimace by showing the teeth, grin' >  Kt ginZ>- '(dog) shows teeth with a
snarl', kic>v- 'make a grimace (of derision, etc.) by opening mouth a n d
drawing back lips', Kn kisi 'expand\open\withdraw the lips from t h e
teeth so as to show them; grin', Tu kisË 'grinning, kis1i-kis1i 'a t i t ter ,
laugh'; D ı  InA *khiss- v. 'grin' ¶ D #151O, Tu. #3889 ˚ Lack of as .
*-mc'+c1'- >  *-ˆÇ'- in Ch (and EthS?) suggests the existence of a vw.
between the Inlaut cnss. and its loss in the prehistory of S and D.
634. *g{u}m[V]c '''' @ @@@V  'to incline, to bow, to bend' > HS: S *°√gmc'+T' >  Gz
√gmc' v. 'incline, bend', Tgr g‰mc7'uy 'crooked, perverted' ¶ L G 1 9 5 - 6
 ?φ,σ Ch {Stl.} *guZ7i-n 'knee' > CCh: Mdr {Mk.} ugZ7e, {Mch.} u1kje<, Glv
{Rp.} ˝u~nZ7a, Gdf gWi!ZÄ~, Dgh {Frk.} gWi~Z7e!, {IL} gWi!Ze ~, Gv {ChL} gWi!Za~,
Nkc ˝WunZ7a id. »» ECh: Kbl {Cp.} guZ7a& id. ¶ JI II 215, Stl. IF 193, ChC, ChL
|| U: FU *k{u}n1c1V (or *ko+an1c1V) 'bent' >  ObU {Ht.} *ku2n1c1 id. >  pVg {Ht.}
*ku2s7na2 >  Vg: ML {Mu.} khaºs7ne$, K {Mu.} khaºsne$- ≠ khaºsna4-
'elastisch, biegsam', N {Mu.} Xaºsne$, ML khasna4 'der elastische Teil
des Holzes', Ss {Kn.} xu2sna 'der aus Birkenholz bestehende Teil d e s
Bogens'; ?? possibly Vg: T {WVD} k¯o$Ús6k¯-, MK {WVD} k¯WaºsG-, P {WVD}
ko"s7s7-, LL {WVD} k¯Bas7s7- (= kWas7s7-) '(seinen Kopf) neigen, s ich
verbeugen'; pOs {Ht.} *kun1c1- > Os: V/Vy/Ty qut!-, D Xun1t!-, Nz/Kz Xu"s1, O
Xus1  'obere Birkenholzlage am Bogen' ¶ Ht. 153-4 [#298], MK 112, WVD
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VII 13O || D *kunc>- ({†GS} *k-) '≈ low; to bow' >  Ml kun1cuka v.
'stoop, bow', Td kwîc> 'humble, low', Tl kuncu v. 'depress' ¶¶ These
words belong here unless they are connected with Tm kuruNku v.
'bend', Ml kuNkuka v. 'sink low', etc., as in DED #1474 and D # 1 7 6 7
¶¶ ≈ DED #1474 ˚ The lack of as. *-mc'+c1'- >  *-ˆc'+c1'- in HS suggests t h e
existence of a vw. between the word-medial (‘  root-medial)  cnss. a n d
its loss in the prehistory of U and D.
635. *g{a4444}m[V]s@@@@a '∈  waterfowl, ∈ bird (a shore bird?)' >  IE: NaIE
*g8≈ans- 'goose' >  OI ham$sa-h5 'goose', ham$s-° 'female goose, swan '
»» Gk ch1n (gen. chno1ß), Gk D/B ca@n (<  *canß, gen. *canso1ß) 'goose' »»
OIr ge1iss 'swan' (<  f. *g8≈ans-ï ÷  OI ham$s-°) »» Gmc *gans-iz
(transformed into a noun with an *i-stem) >  ON ga1s (pl. gA1s), OHG
gans (*i-stem), NHG Gans, AS Ìo2s (pl. Ìe2s) 'goose', NE goose (p l .
geese); Gmc *gans-iz ı Sl *goßsÁ 'goose' (an inherited word would
have had an initial *z-) >  Blg g0s m., Slv go•s (gen. gosi•), OCz, Cz ∆ ,
Slk f. hos (gen. husi) f. 'goose', Cz (restructured) husa f. 'goose', P
ge<s1, Blr gus∆ (gen. gu ≤s¡) f. id., Uk gus∆ f. 'female goose', OR gËs6
gusÁ, R gus∆ m. 'goose' »» Lt z7a<si~s ( z7a<ﬁsi<), Ltv zo~ss, Pru sansy
({En.}: [zansi]) id.  with a sx. *-er-: L a2nser (<  *ha2nser) 'goose ' ,
Gmc: MHG ganzer ≠ ganser 'male goose', NHG (with res t ruc tur ing)
Ga4nserich id. ¶ P 412, ≈  EI 236 (*g8≈an-s, "perhaps derived f r o m
*g8≈an- 'yawn, gape'"), M K III 571, M E II 799, F II 1O94-5, WH I 52, LP §
26.1O, Vr. 157, Ho. 135, OsS 261, Kb. 316, Lx. 53, KM 231, Frn. 1292-3 ,
En. 242, ESSJ VII 88-9 (unconvincingly rejects the Gmc origin of Sl
*goßsÁ), Bern. I 342-3 (recognizes this Gmc origin as a possibility) ||
HS: Eg MK Zms ({EG} d3ms1) {Fk.} 'avocet (Pecurvirostra, a shore b i rd ) ' ,
{EG} '∈  Vogel (mit aufwärts gebogenem Schnabel)'†¶ EG V 574, Fk. 3 2 2
|| A {S} *gasV '∈  bird (∈ waterfowl?)' >  Tg *gasa 'waterfowl, bird' >
Orc gasa, Ul, Ork, Nn 9asa 'waterfowl, duck', Ud gaΗa4 'bird, duck ' ,
{Krm.} gaha4 'duck', Neg gasa 'swan', Ewk gasa 'crane', WrMc 9asXa, Mc
Sb 9as‰X‰ 'bird' ¶ STM I 143, S AJ 2O7 [#1O], Krm. 221  ?σ M *geske
> WrM {Kow.} geske 'faucon\épervier qui a sur la queue et les ailes
une raie blanche', Kl {Rm.} gesk´  'Fischadler, weißgeschwänzter Adler' ¶
Kow. 2458, KW 135 ¶¶ S AJ 289 [#338], DQA #484 (A *gaso+i ' c r ane ,
aquatic bird') || U: [1] *°ka6ns1+c1V > Sm: Kms {Cs.} konzu' 'gull (Möwe) '
| [2] ?φ  *kas1V (or 0-c1-) '∈ duck' >  Prm *ku\osV ({∫Lt.} *ku\o¿sV) >  Vt
kwas1i 'male duck' »» ObU *ka2s- >  pOs *kas- >  Os: V/Vy qas, Ty/Y qaºs,
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Kz XOs 'merganser', D Xos  'a wild fish-eating duck with a pointed b e a k '
| [3] ?φ  FU *k{o2}sV >  Chr: L kos, E koso 'goldeneye  (Bucephala)' » Prm
*k{o$}sÈs1 {∫Lt.} k{o$¿}sÈs1) > Z kosÈs1 'gray duck', Yz ku$sis 'merganser' » ?? F
koskelo 'mercanser (Gänsesäger, Gans-, Sägetaucher), Es koskel '∈
waterfowl' (Prm *o$ points to a pFU *o2) ¶¶ The adduction (UEW 111) o f
Slq (Slq LTz c7eN kuec7e 'graue Wildente', Slq Ke kuetj ≠ kuettj´ ≠
kodje, and Slq N kuec7 [in compound names of species of ducks]) is
highly questionable for phonetic reasons ¶¶ Cs. 181, ≈  UEW 111 (*kac1V
≠ ? *kan1c1V), 673, MRS 225, Ü 75, Lt. 51, Lt. J 139, LG 135, Trj. S 1 4 6
˚ The lack of as. *-mÍ- >  *-nÍ- in the prehistory of Eg suggests t h e
presence of a vw. between the N word-medial cnss. ˚ Gr. II # 1 8 2
(*ka(n)s 'goose) (IE, A, CK).
636. *gÅn```` ++++n 1 111V  'see, perceive' > HS: Ch {JS} *gan- ≠ *gin- 'see' >  WCh:
Hs ga!nï! 'see, look at' » Tmbs {Sh.} a~ gï~ni! 'you see!' »» ECh: Skr {Sx.}
gE!ni~ye@, {Lk.} ge!na-go2 'see' ¶ JI II 284-5, Abr. H 298-9, ≈  Sk. HCD 77 ||
K: GZ *gen-/*gn- 'learn (erfahren), apprehend, unders tand ' >  G gen-
/gn- 'learn, understand' (s7e-v-gen 'I learned, ich erfuhr', s7e-gn-eba
{DCh.} 'to understand, to learn, to guess', {FS} 'erfahren, e rkennen ' ) ,
Mg gin-, g‰n- 'understand, learn' (v-i-gin-en-k 'I unders tand ,
apprehend', ki-i-b-g‰ni 'I learned [erfuhr]', kï-gin-u 'he learned'), Lz
gn- 'learn', {K2} 'hear' (n-a-gn-u 'er begriff', o-gn-u 'erkennen', o-gn-i ' I
understood'), Sv (π G?) ma-mg´⁄n-a 'I suppose' ¶ K 63, K2 27-8, FS K
75-6, FS E 79, DCh. 14O1-2 || D {Pf.} *ka2n`- / *kan`- ({†GS} *k-) 'see' >
Tm, Kn ka2n5, Ml ka2n5uka, Kt kan`-/ka;n`-, Td ko;n`-, Kdg ka;n`-, Tl kanu,
Brh xaniN 'see', Tu ka2n5Ësa2vuni ≠ ka2n5isa2vuni v. ' show,
represent', Klm kandßt, kandßakt 'seen, visible', Nkr kank er- 'appear', Prj
kandßp- 'look for, seek', Gdb kandßp- v. 'search', Krx xan- 'be pleasant t o
the eye'  possibly also D *kan`, *kan`n`˛, {Pf.} *kan`, {GS} kan`- 'eye' >  Tm,
Kn kan5, Ml kan5, kan5n5u, Kt, Gdb, Knd, Mnd kan`, Td kon`, Kdg kan`n`i, Tu
kan5n5Ë, Tl kanu, Klm, Nkr, Nk, Prj, Gnd kan, Png kan`ga, Kyu kanu, Ku
kan(n)u ≠ kannu2, Krx xann, Mlt qanu, Brh xan id. ¶¶ D ##1159, 1 4 4 3 ,
Pf. 2, GS 168 [#425].
637. *genu6666 'jaw, cheek' >  IE: NaIE *g8≈enu-/*g8≈enw- 'jaw, chin' >  OI
hanu-h5 'jaw', Av zanu- id. (attested: accus. du. zanva 'jaw f r o m
both sides'), Prt znx, KhS ysanuwa 'jaw-bone', ZPhl za2nak ≠ zanak
'jaw', NPrs ≈Naza za4na4X, Psh zana 'chin' »» Phr a-zh1n (accus. a-ze1na)
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'beard' ({EI}: < *h⁄n=-g8en- '[that which] on the chin') »» Clt (× IE *g8+genu- <
N *ka4444n 2 222[y]u [or *ka4444n 2 222Vyu[ 'cheek, side of the face'): OIr gin (gen .
geno) 'mouth', W ge6n (pl. genau) 'jaw, chin', OBr {Flr.} gen ' jaw' ,
MBr {Flr.} guen 'cheek'; Brtt {RE} *genowes (ancient pl.?) > W, OCrn
genau, MCrn ganow, OBr, MBr, Br genou 'mouth' »» Tc (× IE
*g8+genu- < N *ka4444n 2 222[y]u '⇑ '): Tc A {Wn.} s1anw- (att.: du. s1anwe-m$,
{Ad.} s1anwe-m) 'jaw' ¶ WP I 587, P 381-2, M K III 576, M E II 8O1, Brtl.
1662, 1689, Vl. II 149, Sg. 624, Horn 118, Bai. 345, Mrg. 1O2, Fs. 3 1 2 ,
Vr. 3O9, OsS 489, Ho. 49, Ho. S 41, KM 369-7O, LP § 72, RE 113, Flr.
174-5, YGM-1 233, Hm. 312, Wn. 47O-1, Ad. H 11O, ≈ EI 322 (OI
hanu-h5 < IE *g8enu- 'jaw' [unt. because of h-], see  N *ka4444n 2 222[y]u ' c h e e k ' )
|| HS: C: Bj {R} ge≤nu2n (pl. ge≤nin) 'jaw, jaw-bone', {BechG} gu≤nu2!n
'jaw' (but Rop. translates the word as 'gum [of teeth]') ¶ R WBd 9 9 ,
Rop. 136  Ch: WCh: AG {Hf.} *gen 'cheek' >  Gmy {Hf.} gen, Mnt {Hf.},
Kfr {Nt.} g‰n, Su {J} ge‡n id. » BT: Gera {ChL} geni 'face', Dr {J} g‰!nga!
'cheek' » NrBc: Wrj {Gw.} gana 'chin', P’ {MSk.} ga~nc7‰!ka ' cheek ' » SBc:
Sy gU!˝n=~, Buli gu~NÈ! 'cheeks' »» CCh: ZmD {KNC} gi@n, {Srp.} gin, ZmB {Sa.}
gi~ %n 'cheek', Lame {ChL} gi!ni!, LamP {ChL} ngYen 'cheeks' »» ECh: Mb {Lk.}
gi^n (pl. ge!nyo!) 'forehead' ¶ JI II 68-9, 76-7, Stl. ZCh 218 [#678], Hf. AG
25 [#218], ChL I 72, 196, 2O8, III 197, 2O5, Lk. ZSS 182, KNC 8  WS
*√?gn ≠ *√wgn >  Ar ?ag7n-at- ≠ ?ig7n-at- ≠ ?ug7n-at- {Fr.} 'gena,
praesertim superior ac prominentior malae pars oculis et t empor ibus
proxima', {BK} 'pommette, partie saillante de la joue au dessous d e
l’œil', wag7(a)nat- ≠ wag7inat- ≠ wug7nat- 'joue saillante', Ar Eg {DRS}
wagna 'cheek', Ar O {DRS} wag7na 'pommette', Mh w‰gne2t ' cheek-
bone', Hrs w‰gne2t (pl. w‰ge2n) 'cheek', Jb E/C {Jo.} ≤Eg‰nt ' cheek-
bone', Jb C {Jo.} o2g‰n 'have prominent cheek-bones' ¶ Fr. I 16, BK I 1 4
and II 1494, Jo. M 424, Jo. H 134, Jo. J 288, DRS 493-4, ≈ MiK I # 1 . 8 4
(S *gu/in-, *?/wVgn- '[area including] cheek-bone and eye-socket') 
B (a root with an ext.?) *√gnz 'forehead' >  Sll {Ds.} i-g‰nzi, Shl {NZ}
ignzi, Tz {Stm.} i-ginzi, Dmn {Rn.} tagunza, Kb {Dl.} ta-gW´nza
'forehead', Ntf taunza  'frisettes du front' ¶ Stm. 188, La. MChB 112, Ds.
136, Rn. 356, Dl. 266, Dray 229, NZ 841 ¶¶ Blz. EDB 11-2 (Bj, Ch, B) ||
D (in SD) *kenÀnÀ- ({†GS} *k-) ' cheek '  > Tm cen3n3i, cen3n3ai\, Tu kenni,
kennA id., Ml cenni, kenni 'temples', cennam 'jaw, cheek', Kt
keyn `  'cheek just in front of ear', Kn kenne 'the upper cheek'; D ı OI
kena2ra- 'temples, upper part of cheek' ¶ D 1989 ˚  In some of t h e
descendant lgs. there was mutual infl. (sometimes coalescence) of t h e
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etymon in question and N *ka4444n 2 222[y]u 'cheek, side of the face' (q.v.) ˚
WS *?- and *w- in *√?gn ≠ *√wgn are likely to be due to t h e
restructuring of the root in the derivational and phonetical prehis tory
of Semitic words ˚  ≈ Blz. DA #6 (D, IE, HS *gin, gun 'face, cheek ,
forehead' without distinguishing between the reflexes of N *genu6666 and N
*ka 4444n 2 222 [y]u  '⇑ ').
637a. *g{o?a}nV 'much, big' > K: Sv: UB/Ln gun, L gu2n 'very; plenty
of' ¶ TK 176, GP 94 || HS: EC *ga2n- 'be(come) big' > Brj ga2n- id., gann-
an-e2 'big', Kns ka2n- 'be left to grow big', Gdl ka2n- 'big', Dbs ka2na 'b ig ' ,
ka2n- 'grow' »» Dhl ga2 ~no 'big, large' »» SC: Kz {E} kanta?awu 'very', ?σ Brn
{E} goN 'all' ¶ Ss. B 73, 78, AMS 16, E SC 236 (pSC *ga2N- 'very, very
much'), E K 14, To. D 133  WS *√gnn >  Ar √g7nn (pf. g7unna) ' b e c o m e
abundant \ dense \ luxuriant' (of herbage), Tgy √gnn G  (pf. gAnAnA)
'be numerous\strong', Gz √gnn G  (pf. ganna, sbjn y´gn´n) ' b e c o m e
important', Tg √gnn G  (pf. gAnnA) 'exceed the measure', Amh √gnn G
'être abondant, augmenter', Grg So √gnn (pf. gAnnAnA) {LRS} 'be very
large', {L} 'exceed' (s‰mAw yAgAnnAnA 'famous', lit. 'whose name is
exceeding'), Grg Wl genA 'large' ¶ Ln. 462, L G 198, L EDG III 284, LRS
146-7  ? WCh: Mnt {Nw.} kun 'big' »» CCh: Nd D {J} g´!na^ 'thick (dense ) '
¶ NwM CChPhL 241, 232, ChC  Eg fP gn '≈ angesehen sein, mächt ig
sein' ¶ EG V 173  B: Shl gigan ≠ kigan 'beaucoup' ¶ NZ 818 || IE: NaIE
*gW≈ono-s 'üppig, reichlich', *gW≈en- 'be abundant '  > Gk e]y-†hn-i1a
'plenty, prosperity' »» Arm jogn yogn 'much, many' ({P}: < *i + *o-
gW≈on- or *-o-gW≈no-) »» ?σ: Lt gana~, Ltv gan(a) 'enough' » Sl *gone7ti >
OCS gon8ti gone7ti 'be enough' »» ?σ OI gha≤na- 'dense, c o m p a c t '
¶ EI 3, P 491, M K I 84, 357, F I 586-7, Frn. 132-3, ESSJ VII 22 || D: SD
*kanÀ- '≈  heavy' > Tm kan3a 'heavy, stout, abundant', Ml kanakka
'become solid, heavy', Td ken 'densely' (of shade) ¶ D #14O4 || ?φ A:
AdS  of T *k… e2N 'wide, broad' (< N *ga4444nHV 'side [of sth.], width', q.v.
ffd.) ˚  The discrepancy of vowels (C and D *-a(:)-, Sv u), the labial
element in IE *gW≈- and the length of the vw. in EC and Sv L may b e
accounted for by a highly hypothetical N **-o?a- ˚  ≈ Blz. KM 1 3 4
[#1O] (incl. K, C, Ch, Eg, IE, D).
638. *g{o}?in2222V 'to beat, to strike' >  IE *gW≈en-/*gW≈on-/*gW≈n-
/*gW≈n=- 'strike' >  OI 3s prs. ≤han-ti 'strikes, kills' (3p prs. ≤ghn-
anti, imv. ja≤hi, pp. ha≤ta-), ≤hatya- 'Erschlagen', ha≤tya2 n. act. f .
'killing', Av Z7aîn-ti 'strikes', OPrs a-Z7anam 'ich erschlug, (‘ )
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besiegte' »» Arm gan gan (gen. gani gani) 'bastinado, blows with a
stick\whip\lash', ganem ganem 'I cudgel \ scourge \ whip', £nem
Z7n-em 'I beat \ cudgel \ whip' »» Gk †ei1nv 'I strike', rdp. }epefnon ' I
killed', n. fo1noß 'murder' »» L of-fend-o2 / -e"re 'strike, knock, d a s h
against', de-fend-o2  / -e"re  'repel, ward off, defend' (-n-  is not an infix
of prs., which is evidenced by the pfc. of-/de-fendi and the sup. of-
/de-fensum) »» OIr gonid '(he) wounds\slays' »» Gmc *gunTi\o2 (÷  OI
hatya2 'Tötung' <  *gW≈n=ti\a2) >  ON gu†-r, gunn-r, OSx gu2th, AS
Ìu2Î  'fight, battle', OHG gunda 'fight' »» Lt ∆  ginc7ia~ (<  *gW≈n=ti\a2), Lt
ginﬁc7as 'argument, controversy', ginﬁklas 'weapon' » Sl *gon- v.
'struggle, harm' >  SCr pre !gon ± prije!gon 'fight', *gon-oba, -ob¥ >
Slv gono!ba 'damage, ruin', Uk go≤noba, Blr ∆  ≤gonab ' annoyance,
vexation' Ï Sl *gonob-i-ti 'to ruin, to harm' >  Slv gonobi!ti id., R ∆
gono≤bit∆ 'to tire, to cause suffering' »» Tc A {Wn.} kun%ac< ' f ight,
battle' ¶ It is possible (but not certain) that the BSl verb for ' chase ,
drive' (>  Sl *z7en-oß / *g¥na-ti id., Ltv dze>nu / dzI2t id., Lt genu~ /
ginﬁti 'drive [to the pasture]') belongs here as well, the underlying
semantic development being 'beat' ‘  'push' ‘ 'chase, drive away'   H t
kuen- 'smite, raze, slay, kill', Ld {Gsm.} qa2n-/qe2n- in f-is-qa2n- v.
'destroy' ¶¶ WP I 679-81, P 491-3, EI 548, Mn. 379-8O, M K III 575-7, M
E II 8OO-1, Slt. 8O-1, F I 657-8, Ch. I 425-6, WH I 332-3, Thr. §  756, Vr.
195, Ho. 14O, Ho. S 29, OsS 357-8, Kb. 415, Frn. 152-3, ESSJ VII 24-5 ,
196-7, Tls. 433, Wn. 243, Pv. IV 2O6-12, Ts. E I 6O4-6, Gsm. LW 127 ||
HS: C: EC gan- 'beat, strike' > Sml {DSI} gan- v. 'strike, shoot, throw', Rn
{PG} gana v. 'shoot; bleed an animal for food', Sd {Gs.} 'beat, strike, h i t ' ,
{Hd.} 'hit', Ged {Hd.} gan- 'hit, whip', Hd {Hd.} gan- 'hit, thresh b y
driving ox', gan-am-  v. 'fight' (lit. 'hit each other') ¶ DSI 254, ZMO 1 5 3 ,
PG 121, Hd. 8O, 241, 271, Gs. 112, AD VZ 211  S: Ak L  genu6 'to bu t t ,
to gore', ¿ Gz {Dillm.} gWan?a 'thresh' (unless a misinterpretation of 2
Esdras 23.15, as supposed by L) ¶ CAD V 6O-1, Sd. 284, Dillm. 1177, L
G 196 || A: Tg: Ewk Uc gunça-, Ewk Z/Sm/Tkm g‰nç‰- v. 'punish'  T
*kæ îyna- 'beat (so.), cause suffering' (× ÿ ¿ T *Kîy- 'be difficult', if Qrg
qîyît- 'make difficult\tormenting' is derived from it rather than f r o n
*qîyn-) >  VTt, Bsh q¥yna- 'beat', Tv Xîyna- 'be difficult, torment', ET
qiyni/a- ≠ qiz7ni-, Qzq, Qq, Nog, Qmq, Qrg, StAlt qîyna- v. ' t o rmen t ,
torture', Uz qiyna- id., 'make difficult', Chv xe€ne€- xÁnÁ- 'beat, flog', ?
Osm qîyîn-, Tk kIyIn- 'feel languor and aching in the limbs' (unless d .
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from *qîy-  'cut'); T *kîyn 'punishment, torture' >  OT qîyn, OT QU qîn ≠
qîyîn, MT [Tf.] {Cl.} qîyîn, Chg qîn id., XwT XIV qîn 'pain, torture', Cmn
XIV qîn 'suffering, martyrdom', VTt {Rl.} q¥y¥n 'punishment, flogging'
('Strafe, Prügel'), StAlt qîyîn 'punishment, torture, suffering,
oppresion', Qry {KRPS} qîyîn 'suffering', OOsm qîn 'torture, pain', {Rl.}
'Qual, Plage', Qmq qîyîn  'labour, work', Tk kIyIn 'oppression, cruel ty ' ,
Chv xe€n xÁn 'suffering, misfortune', T ı OHg, Hg kI1n 'pain, t o r tu re ,
torment ' ; in some lgs. ‘ 'difficult, complicated': VTt, Bsh q¥y¥n, Qrg
qîyîn, ET qiyin ≠ qiz7in 'difficult', Qmq, Nog, Qzq qîyîn, Uz qiyin id.,
'complicated', Qq qîyîn  'complicated' ¶ Cl. 631, ≈ ET Q 218-9, Rl. II 7 1 8 ,
726, Rh. 151O, TatR 3O9, BR 355, BT 1O3, Jeg. 298, Fed. II 342-3, KrkR
379, Sht. 272-3, BN 122, Nj. 632, Gomb. BTL 95, EWU 753, Ash. XVII 2 1 -
4 ˚  The transformation of N *-{o}?i-  into T *-îy-  and the origin of Ewk
‰ still need investigatiing. In IE the loss of the pre-sonantic *i\ (< N *?i )
is a phonetic law. T *kæ- < N *g.. .?- . N *-?i-  may be helpful in solving
the problem of Ak e, because *a?i regularly yields Ak e2 (cp. S *≤ra?is6-
'head' >  Ak re2s7- id.). But why here the vw. e is short? ˚  ≈ Blz. LNA
#12 (N *gon(y)V  'kill'; he suggested to add [unconvincingly] ¿ Hb/Aram
√gn?  'concussit', ¿ Eg gn.t  'wound, slit' [absent in EG; does he mean Eg
gn 'gravieren, einritzen'?], and Kl {Rm. “ Zw.} gonn= 'die Toten').
639. € *gÅÓnV 'lie (liegen), sleep' >  HS: B √gÓn v. 'lie, sleep' >  Ah
{Fc.} ´g1´n (pf. i-g1´n) (Pcj. 3O) 'être accroupi (les membres antérieurs e t
postérieurs repliés)' (of camels, oxen, etc.), ETwl/Ty ´g´n (pf. ETwl i-
g¥n, Ty y´-g¥n, Pcj. I.A.5) id., Tnsl iZ7¥n 's’accroupir' (of a camel), Gh
´Z7´n 'kneel' (animal), Kb j´n v. 'sleep, lie', Shl, Izd √gn, Tmz Iz, ASgr
{MT} gen ≠ z7en id., Zng {TC} egun 'baraquer' (of an animal) ¶ Fc. 452-6 ,
2OO2, GhA 55, 246, Pr. M VI-VII 1O2-6, Dl. 262, MT 158, NZ 816-8 ,
DCTC 289 ¶ Pcj. I A 5 (= Fcj. 3O) implies the presence of a lr. in t h e
root *√ÇhVÇ  Ch: BT {Stl.} *gandV v. 'lie down' >  Bl {IL} gandi, {Lk.}
gand, Maha {Stl. “?} gandi id., Dr {Nw.} ga!nde~ 'put down (a mat), lay
down (a person)' ¶ Stl. VZCh, Stl. ZCh 246 [#39], Nw. M s.v. gandi, Nw.
K 125, Lk. PVB II 135, ChC || D {tr., GS} *kanÀ- ({†GS} *k-) v. ' d r e a m ,
sleep' > Tm kan3avu- v. 'dream', kan3a2, kan3avu n. 'dream, sleep', Ml
kina2vu, kana(:)vu, Kt kanc>n, Td konof (obl. konot-), Kn kana,
kanasu, Kdg kenac>i, Tu kana, n. 'dream', Gnd kanc>k- ± kanZ>k- ±
kansk- ± kanisk- v. 'dream', Krx xandr-, Mlt qandre v. 'sleep', Mlt qanqe-
n. 'sleep' ¶¶ D #14O7, Pf. 93 (*kan- <  kal-n-), GS 158 [#392b], 32 [#38]
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˚  D *-nÀ- (the usual reflex of N *-n-  outside cns. clusters) suggests t h a t
the lr. was lost in pre-D prior to the change of N *-n-  into D *-nÀ-.
64O. *gun2222[h]i ¬ *gu[h]n2222i (or *gun2222[?]i ¬ *gu[?]n 2222i) 'to think' >  K
*gon- 'think, (try to) remember' >  OG gon- 'think' (me esre mgonies ' s o
I think', Rom. 8.18), gonebay 'understanding (Verstand)', G gon- (aor. -
gon-e- ) 'think, (try to) remember', gun-eba 'state of mind, thought', Mg
gon-: mo-gon-ua 'to recall (sich erinnern), to make up (a story), t o
feign', Lz (n)gon-: mo-vi-ngonap 'I remember, il m’en souvient
(pripomina√ )', Sv gwn- ± gn- / gon-: {FS} li-gn-ew-i ' ausdenken,
suggerieren, zu verstehen geben', aor. at-gon-w-e 'er suggerierte, e r
gab ein', Sv {TK}: UB li-gwn-ew-i, LB lignewi, L lignwi, Ln li-gon-a4w-i
msd. 'to invent' ¶¶ K 63-4, K2 31, GM S 288, IS I 284, Fn. KW-4 #5, ≈  FS
K 81, ≈  FS E 87-8 (*gon- 'think'; •÷ forms belonging to K *gn- ' h ea r ' ) ,
Chik. 262-3, Q 21, Marr 135, TK 429 || HS: Eg fP gn.t 'Andenken', Eg
MK {Fk.} gn.wt 'records, annals' ¶ EG V 173, Fk. 29O || A: M *9uni- >
WrM 9uni-, HlM guni- v. 'grieve, be afflicted\sad', Kl {Rm.} 9un1i-
'traurig sein, leiden, betrübt sein', Kl Ö {Rm.} 9un1i9ò 'Kummer,
Traurigkeit, Langweile' ¶ MED 368, KW 155  Tg *gu2n- 'think, say' >
WrMc 9uni- 'think, remember' (Rm.: 'denken, nachdenken'), Mc Sb
{Mrm.} guni- 'denken, nachdenken', WrMc 9unin , Mc Sb {Mrm.} gunin
'thought', Ewk, Neg 9u2n- 'say' ¶ Z 347-9, Klz. MS 184, ≈  STM I 1 7 1
 pKo {S} *kî~nî~r- 'take care of, look after '  > MKo kî~nî~r5u~-, NKo kînîrî- ¶
S QK #754, Nam 66, MLC 232  pJ {S} *k‰~n‰~-m- {Mr.} v. 'like, be f o n d
of' > OJ ko~no~m-, J: T kono!m-, K ko!no!m-, Kg ko~no`m- 'like, fancy, be f o n d
of' ¶ S J #21O, Mr. 712, Kenk. 1O5O  T *k…un '≈ thought '  > VTt kon
q¥ºn 'attention, care', Alt/Tlt {Rl.} qu2n 'Geist, Seele, Wunsch', Bsh ∆ q¥ºnt,
Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Uz qunt 'attention, care', VTt ∆ , Bsh q¥ºnar, Qrg qunar
'usefulness', VTt ∆ q¥ºn¥ºq- v. 'get used, become accustomed', Chg {PC},
Alt, Tb {B} qunuq- 'grieve (about\for)', Tv qunuq- v. 'yearn', Chg {PC, Rl.},
Tki {Zn.} qunuq  'sad, grievous', Tv qunuq id., 'impressionable, sensitive' ¶
ET Q 147-5, TvR 265, Zn. II 723, PC 44O, Rl. II 9O8 ¶¶ ≈  S AJ 2 9 1
[#4O5]; ≈ S VL 218 (pA *gu2 !ni- 'think': M, Tg, pJ), ≈ DQA #577 (A *gu2~no
'think': M, Tg, Ko, J, T)  ˚ IS I 234 [#89] (*gu{nÓ}i 'think'; K, A [T,
Tg]) ˚ The long vw. in Tg suggests the presence of a N lr., that, acc. t o
the K data, may be *? , *h , *÷ , or *H . The Eg cognate favours the rec. o f
a N *h  or *? (the laryngeals most liable to be lost in Eg).
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641. *ga 4444nHV 'side (of sth.), width' >  K *°gan- 'side, width; outside' >
OG, G gan- id., G ganieri 'broad'; ?σ GZ *gan- 'outside, ou twards '
(preverb) > OG gan-, G ga(n)-, Mg, L go- id., 'out of, from'; c o m p o u n d
preverbs: K {K} *ga-mo- 'heraus-, out of' >  OG ga-mo 'out of, from', OG,
G ga-mo-, Mg, Lz go-mo- id.; compound adv.: GZ *ga-re '(in the) outs ide,
beyond' >  OG, G gare, Mg, Lz gale id. ({Q} 'voilà, outside, outdoors'); K
*°-gan > OG, G -gan 'from, out of' (case ending) < N *0ga4444nHV nu ' f r o m
the side (of)' (see  N *nu  'from, out of, of') (× N *0gayV nu 'from t h e
side', see  N *gayV 'side, outside') ¶ K 59, K2 26-7, FS K 72-3, Ser. 1 7 ,
21-36, Q 212-3, 218, Dt. 14 ¶ This K √  may have contributed to t h e
meaning and form of K *gan- 'outside' <  N *gayV '⇑ ' (q.v.) || HS: WS
*√gnH >  Ar ˙n0ji g7inH- 'side, side of the road', ˙n0ju g7unH- 'side, place a t
the side of a road (where people stop to rest)', Ó'n aJa  g7ana2H- 'arm, wing',
Jb {Jo.} ≤gEnaH 'wing', Sq {Jo., DRS} ganH 'side' ¶ BK I 337-8, Jo. J 7 7 ,
DRS 157, MiK I #1.86  ?σ SC: Irq {MQK} gaNge2fi 'edge of the higher
area around a house, screen, shield', {E} gang‰fi 'rim of hat' ¶ E PC
#378, MQK 37  Eg P ZnÓ 'wing', ? Eg XVIII ZnÓ 'leg or its part' ¶ EG V
577-8 ¶¶ MiK I #1.86 || D (in McTm) *°ka2nÀ-al 'seashore' >  Tm ka2n3al
'seashore, salt marsh', Ml ka2nal 'sandy barren land' ¶ D #15O8 || A:
NaT *k… e2N (≠ *k… a4∏N?) 'wide, broad' > OT {Cl.} ke2N, MQp XIV, XwT XIV keN,
Chg ≥XV geN id., Tk gen, Az en g1en 'wide', Tkm gïN, Qmq geN, Blq keN
≠ geN, Nog, Qq, Qrg, Alt, Tb, Uz, Ln, SY keN, VTt, Bsh kiN, ET ka4N, Yk
{Pek.} ki¢a4N, {Md.} ka4∏N 'broad, wide' (Md.: T *e2 >  Yk a4∏ after k-), d.: Tk
genis>, Ggz genis7, Az g1enis7 'broad, wide' ¶ Cl. 724-5, ET VGD 46-7, Rs.
W 254, Pek. 1O74, Md. 9, 167 ˚  T *-N is probably a normal reflex of N
*-nH- . The long vowels in D and T point to the loss of a ancient lr . ,
while D *-nÀ- suggests that the loss of the N lr. *H  preceded the change
of the N intervoc. *-n-  into D *-nÀ-. The T vw. *e2 (besides the expected *
a4∏) still needs explaining.
642. *gVn2222[V]bV  or  ≈ *gVn2222[V]b?V 'side, edge' > HS *ganb- 'side ( o f
the body, of sth.)' >  WS *ganb- id. >  Plm gb id., Sr gab≤b-a2, Ar g7anb-
'side of man’s body, side', BA gab3, gabb- 'side(?)', Mh, Jb C ganb, J b
{DRS} yanb 'side'; Ï WS *√gnb v. 'put aside (auf die Seite bringen)' >
Ar √g7nb G 'put aside (mettre sur le côté)', Mh ≤gatn‰b Gt  v. 'take so .
aside from the group', Md √gnb v. 'put aside, steal', Hb √gnb G
'steal, take by stealth', Pun, IA √gnb v. 'steal, rob', JA, Sr √gnb G
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'steal' Ï OA, IA gnb, JA, Sr ganna2≤b3-a2, Md ganaba ' thief'; Aram
ı BHb gan≤na2b3 id.; Sb √gnb v. 'be beside, se trouver à côté de' ¶ GB
145, 899, KB 163, 19O-1, KBR 198, BK I 334-5, HJ 2O7, BDB 1 7 O
[##1589-9O], OLS 142, Sl. 293-4, Js. 256-7, DM 77, 95, Jo. M 122, Jo. J
77, BGMR 5O, DRS 15O, MiK I #1.85  C: EC *gabb- ({Ss.} *gab-) 's ide;
near, at' >  Af gabbe 'side (of back)', Sml gebi 'riverbank', Kns kapa
'next to, near', Brj ≤gaba, Hr, Dbs kape, Gln ka!pe, Gwd kapa 'side'; a
variant EC *gamb- may be represented in Af ga!mbi 'side, d i rec t ion '
(unless an Arabism) and in Or gama  'direction' »» Ag {Ap.} *gap- 'side' >
Bln {R} gaf 'side of body, side, half', gaba 'side, riverbank', Xm {Ap.}
g‰wa 'near', Q {R} g(a)ba 'side, near', {Ap.} gab-‰l 'near'; Ag ı EthS:
Gz gabo2, Tgr gAbo, Tgy gobo 'side' »» Bj {R} gåb ≠ geb 'side', gebi
'near' ¶ AD SF 234 (C *gVp'(p')-), Bl. 136, R WBd 87-8, Ss. B 74, 76, AMS
268, PH 1O9, Ap. AV 1O, E PC #378 (Bj, Ag, Irq), L G 176  ? Ch: Hs
ga2!b'a~ 'bank of a river or stream' (unless a sd. of Hs ga!b'a~ 'joint, limb') ¶
Ba. 335, Sk. HCD 73  ?? Eg ∀ wZb 'riverbank, riparian lands, sea-
shore'; ? Eg [WCP] gb¿ '(eastern, western) side' (unless a sd. of Eg MK
gb¿ 'arm') ¶ EG I 4O9, V 163, Fk. 76 ¶¶ AD SF 234 (C, S), OS 1 9 3
[#856] (C •÷ Hs, cf. S, Eg) || IE: NaIE *g{a}mb≈a2 '≈ jaw' >  Gk [Lyc.]
gamfai1, Gk gamfhlai1 'jaws (of animal)' »» amb Sl *goßba 'mouth; jaws ( o f
animal) (Rachen)' (×  Sl *goßba 'lip, mushroom' < N *kan2222 ++++mpV ' so f t
excrescence [lip, mushroom]', q.v.) >  OCz hu1ba, Cz, Slk, HLs huba,
ULs guba 'muzzle, mouth', Blg ≤g`ba, Uk ≤guba, P ge<ba ' m o u t h ,
muzzle', SCr ∆  guàba, SCr d. gu¡bica, Slv d. go8b´c 'mouth ( o f
animals), muzzle', R Vlg/Vt guba 'chin' ¶ WP I 534; ≠ F I 288, and Ch.
2O9 (Gk gamfhlai1 'jaws of animals', bf. gamfai1 ÷ go1mfoß ' bo l t ' ,
gomfi1oß 'grinder-tooth'); ≈  Vs. I 468, ≈  ESSJ VII 78-8O, ≈  Glh. 2 5 2
(refers Sl *goßba exclusively to N *kan2222 ++++mpV) || U: FU *°kVmpVlV >
ObU {Ht.} *kïm(p)´l- 'Saum, Rand' >  pVg *kïmplï >  Vg: T kiplï,
LK/MK/UK/NV/LL ke2p´l, UL/Ss ke2mpli id.; pOs *kim´l id. >  Os: V/Vy/O
kim´l, Ty/Y kim´¬, D/K kim´t, Nz kiÆm´t, Kz kiÆm´¬ id. ¶ Ht. #272 ˚  Eg
gb¿ '(eastern, western) side', Ag {Ap.} *gap- 'side' (acc. to AD SF 2 3 4 ,
from C *gVp'(p')-), and Hs ga2!b'a~ 'bank of a river\stream' suggest a lr. *?
within the N etymon (to be reconstructed as ≈ *gVn2222[V]b?V). NaIE
*g{a}mb≈a2 '≈ jaw' (for the expected *g≈{a}mb≈-) may be somehow
connected with the infl. of the N lr. *? in ≈ *gVn2222[V]b?V ˚  IE *g...b≈
(rather than *g≈...b≈ < N *g.. .b) may be due to a kind of dis. similar t o
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the later obligatory dis. in OI (*g≈...b≈ > g...bh) and in Gk (*g≈...b≈ >
*k≈...p≈ > k...f).                                                                              
643. *gán3333du 6666 'male' >  A: M *gendu4(n) >  MM gendu4 'male animal', [S]
gendu4, WrM gendu4(n) 'male of carnivorous animals; small ma le
panther; male tiger', Kl {KRS} gendn gend´n 'male (of some animals) ' :
gendn noxa 'male dog', gendn bars 'male tiger', {Rm.} gendn=
'male (of any animal)' ¶ H 49, MED 376, Mub. 137, KW 133  NaT
*Kent£u4 '(him/her/it)self' >  OT {Cl.} ka4ntu4 ± ka4ndu 4, Chg, Qp, OOsm
ka4+endu4, Ggz kendi id., Tk kendi, ∆  {Rs.} ka4ndu4, g1a4ndi id., 'one’s own ' ,
Yk kini 'he, she, it' ¶ On the ev. of Yk we have to reconstruct T *e
rather than *a4 (the Og lgs. do not distinguish between pT *e and *a4) ¶
Cl. 728-9, ET KQ 38-9, Rs. W 252, Rs. MTS 38-9 ¶¶ Pp. VG 25, ≈  KW 1 3 3
(M, T; •÷ Tg *Nen 'dog' •÷ Kms men 'dog'), DQA #498 (A *gentV ¬ *k-
'male, self') || HS: C: SC: Irq {EldM, MQK} gWanda, Alg {EldM} gWandu~
'ram', Brn gondi 'male sheep' ¶ EldM 61, MQK 42  B: Rif {Rn.} a-
g´nduz, Izn/SrSn {Rn.} ay´nduz, Kb {Dl.} ag#´nd3uz 'calf', Tmz {MT}, BSn
ag´nduz ≠ ay´nnuz 'veau (à sa naissance)', CM {NZ} ag´nduz ± ay´nnuz,
Snd ag´ndus 'calf', Shw ag´nduz 'calf (2 years old)'; B ı Ar Mrc {Bss.}
≈ g´nduz 'calf', Malt {Aq.} gendus 'a bull, young ox'; the final -uz ≠ -
us suggests reborrowing of a Berber word from African Vulgar Latin
(Afro-Romance) ¶ Rn. 356, MT 159-6O, Dl. 264, NZ 827-8, Aq. BM 3 O 1
¶¶ Tk. SCC 89 [#18.15] (SC, B)  ?σ CS (or Aram ı Ar?) *gund- >  IA F
gnd? 'band, troop', JA aD1n^uG gunda2 id., {Lv.} 'Heer, Schar', JEA
gunda2 'troop of soldiers', Md gunda  'army', Ar dn0Ju g7und- ' comrades ,
body of warriors, army', 'any kind\species of creatures or c rea t ed
things, regarded as alone \ by itself' ¶ HJ 228, Lv. I 312, Js. 223, Sl.
269-7O, DM 84, Ln. 4OO-1, BK I 338, DRS 153-4 || D {tr.} *kan`tß-, {GS}
*gandß- 'male (person, animal)' >  Tm kan5t5an3 'warrior, husband ' ,
kan5t5i 'buffalo bull', kan5avan3 'husband', Ml kan5avan id., kan5t5an
'male' (esp. of cat), Kt gan`dß 'male', Td kodßn` 'Badaga husband', Kn
gan5d5u 'male sex, a male, man; strength, manliness', gan5d5a ' s t rong
manly male person, husband', Kdg kan`dß´⁄ 'male' (of dogs and wild
animals), Tu gan5d5u 'male, valiant', Tl gan5d5u 'male' (of the lower
animals), 'bravery, strength', Nkr gar `ek  'man, male', Mlt gen`d ßa 'male'; D
ı OI L gan`d5a-, gan5d5°ra- 'hero' ¶¶ D #1173, GS 25 [#8], 1 8 4
[#462] ˚  The semantic change 'male person' ‘ '-self' (in T and Ar)
has parallels in other lgs., such as Lt pa~ta, Av -pati- himself' f r o m
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NaIE *poti- 'husband, lord'. The vw. *u in S is probably connected with
the N *u 6666 of the second syll. ˚  The T cognate suggests N *e , while D
points to N *a 4444 (or *a ). ˚  IS I 226-7 [#79] (A, D). This discrepancy
needs investigating.
643a. € *gon3333dV '∈ ant' > HS: C: Ag: Xm {LmS} gW´ndAn (= {R}
gu"n≤dån) 'ant'; Ag ı Amh guN∂N gundan '∈ black ant' »» EC: Or {Grg.}
gonda2 '∈ ant' ¶ LmS 38O, Grg. 180, L A 214, R Ch II (s.p.) 47  WCh: DfB
{J} ga!ndi^f 'small red ant' » Dr {J} gu!õda!m 'ant' ¶ J R 214, ChC || D *kon`tß-
'∈ ant' > Gdb kondßkï ≠ kondßke, Gnd go2dße ± go2dßo 'large black ant', ?? Klm
kandßa 'big ant' ¶¶ D #2O96 ˚  Connected with N ≈ *go6666t ' '''V 'ant'?
644. *ga4444n[V]{p''''}V (≠  *ga4444n[V]pV?) 'stem, stalk, stick, stake, p icke t '
(“  'thin trunk'?) >  IE: NaIE *g+g8omb[≈]- ≠ *g+g8omp- (<  **g≈+g8≈omp-?) ≠
*°g+g8nob[≈]- 'stake, picket, (a cut off) piece of wood' (× N *kan```` ++++n 1 111V(-t''''V)
'stalk, trunk of a tree', q.v.): [1] *°g+g8omp- >  ON kumbr, AS cumbor
'wood-block', MHG kumpf  'sth. pruned, blunt (gestutzt, stumpf)', ? Nr
∆  kump 'Klumpen', ? NNr {Ar.} kump 'meat dumpling'  [2]
*°g+g8genb[≈]-/*°g+g8onb[≈]-/*°g+g8nob[≈]- (× N *kan```` ++++n 1 111V 'stalk, trunk of a t r e e '
[‘ 'log']) >  Gmc: OHG kembil 'Fesselblock', ON kumbr 'Holzklotz ' ,
ko<ppusteinn 'Rollstein', Dn kampesten id., NE chump; Gmc
*knab(b)-, *knap(p)- > NGr ∆  Knabe 'Stift, Bolzen', ON knefill ' s take ,
pole, stick', NHG Knebel 'short and thick packing-stick, clog', Sw ∆
knape 'Pflock, Knoten'; ON knefill 'pole', MLG knevel 'short a n d
thick transom (kurzes, dickes Querholz)', NHG Knebel 'branch, c lub ' ,
Sw ∆ knavel 'thin pole'  [3] NaIE *g8omb≈o-s 'tooth' (× N *k''''a 4 444b?a6666 ' b i te ' ,
q.v.) > OI ≤jambha-h5 'tooth, tusk' »» Gk go1mfo-ß {EI} 'large wedge-
shaped bolt or nail', Gk gomf-i1o-ß 'grinder-tooth, molar' »» pAl {O}
*Zamba > Al: T dhe4mb, G dhamb 'tooth' »» Sl *zoß¡b¥ (gen. *zoß≤ba) id. >
OCS z0b5 zo<bË, Blg z`b, SCr zu•b, Slv zo•b, Cz, Slk zub, P za<b, R,
Uk zub » Blt *z7ambas 'tooth' (ı  BltF *s7ambas > F hammas id.) >  Ltv
zo!bs id., Lt z7amﬁbas 'sharp corner, edge', d. z7amﬁbis 'wooden
plough' »» OHG kamb 'comb', {Kb.} 'crest, crown', ON kambr, NNr
kamb, Sw, Dn kam, OSx kamb, NHG Kamm, AS camb 'comb', NE
comb »» pTc {Ad.} *keme > Tc A kam, Tc B keme 'tooth' ¶ P 3 6 9 ,
378-9, Vr. 334, 342, Ar. 411, 465, Ho. 54, 63, Kn. 534, ≈ OsS 5OO-1,
Lx. 111, 118, KM 38O-1, F I 319-2O, O 82, Glh. 699-7O2, BES I 65O-1,
SJSS XII 692, XIII 755, XXIII 524-5, and XXVI 115, Frn. 1288-9, 1294-5 ,
Srz. I 1O15, Vs. II 1O2, 1O6, 11O-1, Glh. 699, 7O1-2, Vr. 299, Ho. 4 3 ,
Ho. S 4O, OsS 47O-1, Slt. 254-5, Wn. 186, Ad. 194, Ad. H 34, 38, EI 5 9 4
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(*≤g8omb≈os 'tooth', *g8emb≈- 'show the teeth, bite') ||  HS: C: Ag *g‰np- >
Bln {R} genbi ≠ gembi / pl. genfu"f, Aw {R} gumb, gumbi, Xm {R}
gib 'stick, staff', but in the Q-Km branch with k-: Q {R, CR} kenb°
'stick, staff, rod', Km {CR} kembe2 , ka4mb° 'stick, staff, pole' »» EC: Sml
{R} gamba2l 'Keule, Totschläger', Qbn {L} gumma! 'stick', Ya {Lm. “?}
kuma 'club' ¶ R WB 154, R Ch II 44, R QW 84, R SS II 171, CR 214 
NrOm: Kf {C} gumbo2 'long stick', Mch {L} ≤gumbo, Anf {MYTY} gumbo,
Dwr {L} gomba 'stick', Gm {Hw.} gu2pe! id., {Lm.} gu2fe, Shn {Lm.} gum≤ba
'club, stick' »» SOm: Ari {Bnd.} gufa 'stick' ¶ Lm. Sh 3O9, C SE III and IV
444, L M 31, MYTY 117, Bnd. AL 159, Hw. EG s.v. 'stick' || D *ka2mp˛
({†GS} *k-) 'stalk, trunk, bamboo' >  Tm ka2mpu 'bamboo; flower-stalk,
handle, shaft', Ml ka2mpu 'bamboo; stem, stalk, stick', Kt ka;v, Ku
kamba ≠ ka2mba 'handle', Td ko;f 'hollow stem, handle of tool', Kn
ka2mu, ka2vu, Tl ka2ma 'stem, stalk, handle', Gdb ka2me2 'stalk of a
spoon', ka2me 'handle of ladle', kanve 'stick', Kdg ke;mbi 'bamboo (≈
Oxytenanthera monostigma)', Gnd ka2me2 'stalk of a spoon' ± ka2me
'handle of ladle', Ku kamba ± ka2mba 'handle' ¶¶ D ##1454-5 || U: p p U
≈ **ka4mwÉ >  FU *ka4∏mÉ (/ *kËmÉ?) '(hollow) stalk' >  F ka4a4mi
'winding-spool, quill' » Lp N {N} ga6bme / ga6me- 'long feather; stalk o f
a feather, caulis pennæ' » Prm *g{o$}mV 'hollow stalk' >  Z gum (gen .
gumy-) 'hollow stalk; staff (of a flail)', Vt gumÈ, Vt Ur gu$mo˘ 'hol low
stalk'; the Prm vw. may go back to FU *a4∏ with the labializing infl. of *m
and\or the infl. of the labial element (*w) of the next syll. ¶ Coll. 8 6 ,
LG 82, ≠  UEW 422 ¶ The absence of the expected labial stop may b e
explained as follows: *ga 4444n [V]pÉ  >  pre-U **ka4n+mwÉ >  *ka444mwÉ ˚  Qu.
˚  If the original N etymon is *ga4444n[V]{p''''}V, the IE initial *g8+g- ( r a t h e r
than *g8≈+g≈-) is accounted for by the IE law ruling out combination of a n
aspirated voiced stop and a vl. one in the same √  (**g≈+g888≈omp- >
*g+g8omp-).
645. *gan2222tV 'hold, carry' >  IE: NaIE *g≈end-/*g≈n=d- 'hold, get ,
contain' >  Gk canda1nv (aor. }e-cad-on) 'take in, hold, contain' (1s f t .
md. cei1somai) »» L prehend- (<  *prai\-hend-) 'lay hold of, seize, g rasp '
»» OIr ro-geinn 'is contained, finds place in' (<  *g≈n=d-ne-t), eNW
{DvM} genni 'contineri, comprehendi, capi', W genni † 'to b e
contained' ¶ Not here Gmc *git- (> NE get, etc., see  N *ga4444t ' '''a 6 666 ' g rasp,
take, possess') ¶ P 437-8, Mn. 319, 326-7, F II 1O71-2, EM 8O3f., WH II
359, Vn. R 4O, SB 111, YGM-1 233, ≈ EI 564 (*g≈e(n)d≈- 'seize, take i n '
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with unj. *-d≈-) || U *kanta- 'carry' >  F kanta-, Es kand- v. 'carry' »
pLp *ko2nte2- 'carry' >  Lp: L {LLO} kuodde2- id., N {N} guod…de-/-dd-
'carry, bear', Kld {TI} ku2înte- 'carry', S {Hs.} guo4dd´e-me 'das Tragen '
(“ n. act. of *guo4dd´edh 'carry') » Er kando- kando-, Mk kando-
kand´- 'carry, bring' » pChr {Ber.} kond´- 'bring' >  Chr: L/H kande-
kande- id., Uf {Ü, Wc.} konde- id., {Ps.} 'tragen (•?), bringen' »» ObU
*ku2nt-≠*kÈ∏nt- 'carry (on the back)' >  pVg *ku2nt- 'carry' (>  Vg: P/NV
kunt-, UL/Ss xu2nt-), pOs *kant´m- 'carry on the back' (>  Os: V/Vy
qant´m-, Ty qaºnt´m-, D/K Xont´m-, Nz XOnt´m-); ObU *ku2nt≠ *kÈ∏nt
'basket carried on the back' >  pVg *ku2nt- id. (>  Vg: T ko2nt ≠ ko2t, LK
xu2t, MK kut, UK ku2t, P kunt), pOs *kÈnt id. (>  Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y qÈnt, D/K
Xent, Nz XiÆnt)  Sm {Jn.} *kaºntaº-, {Hl.} *kanta- v. 'carry' > Ne T xana-
s∆, Ne F {Lh.} ka2nna$ ∏s1, En {Ter.} kada-s1 'to carry', Slq Tz {KKIH} q‰ntÈ-
'carry away', Slq Tm {KD} 1s aor. ku¢‰¯ndabò id., Kms {KD} qun1;im, qun1;om,
qundo˝am, qundu˝am I carry away', qundol!a$m 'I carry, bring, lead', Koyb
{Sp.} kunaldygam`, kunadlagam` 'I carry', Mt {Hl.} *kand´- v.
'carry, drive (fahren)' (Mt M {Sp.} kandyåm` 'vezu ' [vt. 'ich fahre ' ] ,
kand¡åm` 'nowu ' ['ich trage'], kandI"åm` 'ta∑u ' ['ich schleppe ' ] )
 Y: T {Krn.} qandeyl 'to accompany (provoqat∆ )', K/T {IN} qont´-
'carry away, lead away (otnosit∆ , otvodit∆)', K {IN RJ} xonto-m
qont´- 'carry' ¶¶ UEW 124, Coll. 22, ≈ Sm. 538 (U *kaºnÈ- 'carry' >  FU
*kaºntaº-, FP kanta-, Ugr *kaºnta-, Sm *kaºn-), It. #21, Lr. #521, Lgc.
#2863, Hs. 683, MRS 175, Ep. 38, Ü 73, Ps. OT 45, Wc. TT 56, Ber. 1 9 ,
Ht. #292, ≈  Jn. 59-6O (Sm *kaºntaº- ÿ *kaºn- 'go'), Hl. M #415, KKIH
16O, KD 34, IN 278, IN RJ s.v. nesti , ≈ Rd. UJ 37 [#17] (Y π U) || D
(in NED only) *kVnt- 'possess, purchase' >  Krx xe2nd- / xindyas v. 'buy ,
purchase', Mlt qende-  'take along with, possess' ¶ D #2OO1 ˚  ≈  AD LRC
#136, ≈ IS MS 332 s.v. 'brat∆' *kantÿ.
646. € *gËn 1111V  or *gËn ````V  male genitalia' >  HS: EC: Dsn {To.} gun-u (p l .
gunti) 'testicles' ¶ To. DL 5O1  Ch: WCh: Ngz {Sch.} gÈ~n1i~ (pl. gÈ~n1a~n1i!n),
Bd {ChL} g‰~n1a2!n 'penis' »» Pdl {ChL} gWu~n, Tr {Nw.} g°un, Mtk {ChC} NgW‰n
id. ¶ ChC, ChL, Sch. DN 6O, Nw. WLT 38 || D (in SD) *ku+on`n`V ({†GS} *k-
) 'penis' > Ml kun5n5a, Kn ∆ kun5n5e mari, Kdg kun`n`e, Tu kun5n5A id. ¶
D #1697 ˚  Blz. DA 155 [#32].
646a. *gaNV (or  *ga?oNV??) '≈ flesh of leg, thigh, buttocks' >  IE:
NaIE *g≈eng≈-/*g≈n=g≈- '≈ leg\thigh\buttocks' > Gk kocv1nh (<  *kacv1na2 <
*kn=c-) 'perineum', {F} 'Stelle zwischen den Schenkeln, Hinterbacke' »»
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OI ≤jan$gha2 'shank, lower par of leg', 'Unterschenkel', ja≤ghanah5 m .
'rear part, buttock, pudenda', Av zanga-, z´nga- 'ankle', bi-
zangra- 'having two legs', c7aÊıar´-zangra 'having four legs', Phl
zang  'ankle, shank', Oss: I za4ng, D za4nga4 'shank' ¶ P 438-9, F I 937, M K
I 411-2, Ab. IV 297 || HS: ECh: Mkl {J} gi^Ngi~n1e! 'cuisse' ¶ J LM 1O2 || D
(+ext.) *kan`t ß- 'flesh of thigh, flesh' > Kt kan`tß-po;t 'flesh of hind thigh o f
animal', kan`tß-ka;l 'calf of leg', Kn kan5d5a 'flesh, meat', Kdg kan`dßa
'piece\lump of meat', Tl kan5d5a id., 'flesh', Nkr k≈an`dße 'piece, piece o f
flesh', Gnd k≈a2ndßum ± k≈a2n`dß 'flesh, mutton', Knd kan`dßa 'meat, flesh,
muscle'; in some D lgs. (esp. in Nkr and Gnd) there is contaminat ion
with the loan from OI khan5d5a- 'piece' ¶¶ D #1175, Tu. #3792 || A:
NaT *k…oN > OT qoN a4t 'muscle, firm flesh' (a4t is 'flesh, meat'), Qzq {Cl.}
qoN , qoN eti 'the thick part of the thigh', Qzq qoN 'croup of a horse', Qrg
{Jud.} qoN 'the soft flesh of the thigh', Qrg T, ET qoN 'hind part, h ind
quarters', Tv qoN e<t 'meat without bones' (e<t 'meat'); T ı Kl XoN ' t h i ck
flesh of the croup' ¶ Cl. 632, ET Q 58-9, DTS 456, Jud. 4O3, Nj. 6O6, ≈
Rs. W 28O (T π M)  M: [1] ?? WrM {Cev.} qoN9u, HlM {Luv.}
xongo 'fleshy rear part of the thigh', Kl {Rm.} ch XoNga4∏ ≠ XoNga2
'buttocks'  [2] M (+ëxt.?) *qoNZu-sun 'junction of the two thighs,
crotch; back part' (× N *koN{Û}V 'crotch', q.v. ffd.), Kl d. XondasXå
'flesh of the thigh, rump'  [3] M *qondulayi > WrM qondulai, HlM
xondloj 'rump, hip', Kl {Rm.} Xondala4∏ id., muscle, thigh', Brt
xondoloj 'buttocks' ¶ MED 962-3, KW 185, Chr. 583, Cev. 689, Luv.
536 ˚  The unexpected M *q-  (for *9-) and the T and M vw. *o (for t h e
expected *a) may be explained if we suppose the existence of a n
internal lr. *? and *o within the N etymon (*ga?oNV) that will accoun t
both for the A devoicing *g- > *k-  and for the A vw.
647. i  ≈ *gu4444÷ 3 333aN{o} 'voice; to produce a sound' (‘ 'call', etc.) >  IE:
NaIE *g8≈wen-/*g8≈won-, {EI} *g8≈wono-s 'a sound, voice' >  Arm 3ajn
Zayn 'voice, sound, cry (shout), noise' (<  *g8≈won-yi-) »» pAl {O} *Z7ana,
{Huld} *zan (gen. *zan-i) >  Al T ze4 (pl. ze4ra), Al G za6 (pl. zana)
'voice' »» pTc {Ad.} (?) *kene > Tc: A kam$, B kene  'melody, tune' »» pSl
*zvÁne7-ti 'to ring' >  OCS zv6n8ti zvÁne7ti, Slv zvene!ti, Cz
znI1ti, Slk zniet&, R zve≤net∆ id., Blg (prs.} zvini≤å v. 'ring', pSl
*zvon¥ (≠ *zvono?) 'ringing, clanging' >  OCS zvon5 zvonË, McdS
Zvono, SCr zvo•n, zvoàn, zvo•no, Slv zvo•n, Cz, Slk zvon, P dzwon,
R zvon, Uk (d)zv¡n  variant stems **g8≈weng{≈}- ≠ **g8≈wenk- i n
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BSl: Lt z7ve!ng-ti (1s prs. z7ve!ngiu), Ltv (π  Cur?) zvanﬁdzina2 ^t ' t o
neigh', Lt z7vange$ !ti  'to clank, to clang, to ring, to tinkle, to clatter'; Sl
*zvoßk¥ 'sound' > R, McdS zvuk, SCr zvok, Cz, Slk zvuk; Sl *zveßk¥ >
Blg zvek, McdS Zvek, SCr zve•k, Slk zveàk 'ringing, clanging, chime', P
dzwie>k 'sound' ¶ P 49O-1, EI 534, Slt. 315-6, Huld 134, O 521-2, Glh.
7O3, Vs. II 87-8, Frn. 1325-6, Wn. 186, Ad. 193, Ad. H 27, 37 || HS: S
*°√g÷m > Ar √g7÷m (pf. µaoiJag7a÷ima) 'have a gruff voice', Sh†(pf. µaoaJ0à
?ag7÷ama) 'groan' ¶ BK I 3O1-2  B: ?o  Gd g1´ng1´n 'have a gruff voice,
speak with a gruff voice' ¶ Lf. II #O518 || U *kaNV 'call, ask' >  ?? OHg,
Hg hI1v- 'call, name, summon'  Sm {Jn.} kaºN-, {Hl.} kaN- 'call, a s k
(for)' >  Ne T xanz∆, Ne T O {Lh.} Xa1n1c1 id., En {Pu.} ka2Na 'er ruft', En B
{Cs.} 1s aor. obcn. kaNabo 'I called, asked', Mt {Hl.} *kan- ' b i t ten(?) '
(Mt M {Sp.} d. kagnam` 'prowu ') ¶¶ UEW 125-6, Coll. 14 (*kÈNa-),
EWU 564, Jn. 56, KP 79, Hl. M #424 || A: Tg *gi\aNna- >  WrMc
giyaNna-  'explain, interpret (tolkovat∆ ), declare', Orc, Ul gaNga ' a s k
riddles', Ud gaNiNa 'riddle'; ? Ewk gund‰- 'speak' ¶ STM I 14O, Krm.
22O, S AJ 225 [#295]  ? T i  *k…îN- + ext.: [1] *k…îNîra- v. 'ring, clank' >
Tv qîN9îra-, StAlt qîNîra- id., Qrg qîN9îra- v. 'jingle, clank', qîn9îr ' s o u n d
of jingling\clanking'; [2] Tlt {Rl.} qîNîla- 'leise für sich singen', qîNsî-
'heulen, wimmern, winseln', Tlt/Alt/QK/Shor {Rl.} qîNzî- 'wimmern', Alt
{RAlS} qîNzî- v. 'yelp' (of a dog) ¶ Jud. 491, RAltR 2O4, OTS 179, Rl. II
7O9-1O, RAlS 55 || ??σ,φ D: McTm *kumurÀ- > Tm kumir3u v.
'resound, trumpet, bellow', kumur3al 'oaring, resounding', kumur3u
v. 'resound, roar', Ml kumur3uka v. 'make thundering sound' ¶ D
#1744 ˚  A N final labialized vw. is suggested by S *m (<  N *-N-  near a
labialized vw. [reg .?]), but it could not be either *u  or *u 4444 (that survive
a IE *u\/u), so that it must have been N *-o ˚  T *î (in *k…îN-) resul ts
from delabialization (*î < *u) and regr. as. (*u < *u 4444). The
delabialization *î < *u is rather typical and needs investigating ˚  Qu.
(onomatopoeic associations of the word [‘ root] at different historical
levels).
648. *g{a 4444}N{Ù}a 'to step, to climb' >  IE: NaIE *g8≈eng≈- v. ' s t e p '
('schreiten'), 'step' ('Schritt'), {EI} 'step, walk' >  Gmc *ginxti ≠
*°ganxti ({Pk}: <  g8≈eng-ti ≠ g8≈ong-ti): AS Ì°ht 'going (Gang)', MHG
g°ht id., 'trip', Gt ga2hts in cds.: fram-ga2hts 'prokoph1, progress ' ,
inn-at-ga2hts 'entry', un-at-ga2hts ' ]apro1sitoß, unapproachable ' ;
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*o-grade: Gt gagg 'way, road', ON gangr, AS ÌanÌ, OHG gang n. ac t .
'going', 'course, way', MHG ganc , NHG Gang n. 'going'; Ï *gangan ' t o
go' >  Gt gaggan (3s prs. gaggi†, 3s p. gaggida), ON ganga, OSx,
OHG gangan, AS ÌanÌan id. »» OI ≤jam$hah5 ntr. {MW} 'moving,
going, course', {P} 'Schritt, Flügelschlag' (but OI {Bt., M} ≤jam$hah5
'Schwinge, Flügel' is likely to belong together with OI ≤jan$gha2 ' shank ,
lower par of leg' to NaIE *g≈eng≈-/*g≈n=g≈- '≈ leg\ th igh\but tocks '  < N
*gaNV [or  *ga?oNV??] '≈ flesh of leg\thigh\buttocks', see  s.v.) »» Clt:
W rhy-gyngu 'to amble' »» Lt z7enﬁgti (1s prs. z7engiu~) 'to step, t o
walk, to march', z7inﬁgsnis  'a step' ¶ P 438-9, EI 546, M K I 41O-2, M E
I 562-4, Bt. II 246, MW 4O7, Ab. IV 297, Ho. 123, 13O, Kb. 314, Lx. 5 3 ,
73, Fs. 164, 181-2, Vr. 156, Schz. 147, KM 23O-1, Frn. 1299-3OO, F I
937-8 || HS: S *°√gnH >  Ar ˙nJ √g7nH 'walk quickly', Gt  ' m a r c h e r
d’un pas précipité' (of a camel) ¶ BK I 337 || U: FU *kaN[k]V 'c l imb,
step up' >  Z kay-, Yz ≤kay- 'climb' »» ObU {Ht.} *kÈ∏Nk- 'climb (k le t t e rn ) '
>  pVg *kÈ∏Nk- >  Vg: T ka2˘Nk-, LK xa2nx, MK/SV k‰2Nk-, UK/NV/LL k‰Nk-, P
kaNk-, ML ka2Nk-, UL/Ss xa2Nx- id.; pOs {Ht.} *kONk- ≠ *kaNk- id. >  Os: D/K
XonX-, Nz XuN-, Kz X¨8Nk-, O XoN- » Hg ha1g- 'step up, mount, ascend' ¶
UEW 127, MF 239, LG 115, Ht. #3O1 || A: ?σ Tg: Nn Nh ganI- v. 'ski' ¶
STM I 539 ˚  Here we may suppose peculiar phonetic developments
within clusters of *ˆ  + uvular consonants: in the prehistory of IE a n d
FU the N lr. *Ù  is likely to have merged with the preceding *N  into t h e
IE cluster *-ng≈- and the FU cluster *-Nk-. An alt. solution: Ar √g7nH is a
loan from another S lge. or dl. (merging S *X and *H) and goes back t o
S *√gnX < pre-S *√gnq with S de-emphatization from *√gnûq, so t h a t
the pN etymon can be reconstructed as *g{a4444}N û ûûûqa > FU *kaNkV and IE
*g8≈eng≈- (for **g8≈enk- due to the IE incompatibility law that rules out a
vd. asp. and a vl. cns. in the same root) ˚  The U and Tg *a ( m o s t
probably from *a 4444) may be due to synharmonic as. (regr. as.).
649. *guN{K''''}É ¬ *gu4444N{K ''''}V 'nape' (‘  'neck'), 'rear part of the h e a d '
>  A: Tg *°gu'ngV >  WrMc {Hr., PSchm.}  ¿9un9u 'back of the head ' ,
¿9un9ulu 'tuft\crest of birds (Haube, Federtolle, Schopf)', {Hr.}
9uN9uluNge  'having a tuft on one’s head' (a bird); see  also WrMc {Z}
9unqan 'Adam’s apple' ¶ STM I 172-3, Hr. 384, Z 349 || D (in SD)
*ku+oNk- 'nape, neck' >  Ml koNNa 'throat', kun1ci 'nape of neck', Kn
kuNke id., 'shoulder', goNka  'throat', ? go1n5 'neck' ¶ D #1645 || HS:
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Om: NrOm {Blz.} *gan[n]- >  She {C} gonno 'collar-bone, clavicle', Cha
{C} ganne2 'neck', Kcm {Blz. “?} gonno 'nape of neck', Gnj {Si.} ≤gonil,
Drz {Fl.} gana-morge, Oyda {Fl.} ganna 'neck', Dk {Blz. “?} g‰nna! ' u p p e r
back' ¶ Blz. OLBP #8O, C SE III 135, Fl. OWL s.v. 'neck', Si. ACh 17  Ch:
CCh: Tr {Nw.} gana~ (cs. gande~) 'back', Bdm {Lk. “ Nc.} ≤Ngunï 'Nacken' »»
?σ WCh: Ang {Flk.} gwongwon 'Adam’s apple' ¶ Nw. WLT 38, Lk. B
123, Flk. s.v. gwongwon ¶¶ Blz. OLBP #8O (Om, CCh) || IE: NaIE
*knok(k)o- / knek(k)o- 'nape of neck; hill' (× N *NiK''''a [or *n````iK''''a?]
'jugular vertebra, neck, nape of neck' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  ADb. MER 1O [#59]
(Tg, D) ˚  In Tg there is progressive assimilation *g...K' >  Tg *g...g.
649a. ?φ ≈ *goN{Ó}a4444lV ≠ mt.: *gol{Ó}Vn2222V ' forearm'  > HS: C: Bj {R}
gWen≤ha2l 'forearm (Vorderarm bis zum Ellenbogen)', gu"l≤ha2n ( =
gW´lha2n), ≤gu"lhe (= gW´lhe) 'forearm' »» ??,φ SC: Kz {E} guhuluko
'ankle' ¶ R WBd 95-9, E PC #534  ?φ  B *Œïl-/*Œall- 'arm' (if *Œ < HS
*g+X) (× N *ûûûûqawlV  or *ûûûûqawÉlV  'leg, bone of a limb', q.v.) >  Ah, BSn
aŒil (pl. iŒall´n), BMn Œil, Izn aŒil, Gd a2Œil (pl. ŒallEn) 'arm', Zng
{TC} i?y 'avant-bras' ¶ Fc. 1719, Lf. II #1219, TC D 4, TC Z 310 || A: Tg
*Na2la 'hand' > Ewk Na2l‰ ± Na2la, Sln na2la ± na2li, {Iv.} Nala, Lm Na2l, Neg,
Orc Na2la ≠ Nala, Ud, Ul Nala, Ork, Nn Nala, WrMc 9ala, Jrc {Pvn.} Nala
id. ¶ STM I 656-7, Pvn. 262 || U: (with loss of N *goN-) FU *a4lV ' space
between the arms, armful; lap, bosom (of a garment)' > Chr: H ´ltem
eltem, L ´lte el≤te, Uf o4lto4, o4lt´s7 'armful', H elta4le-, Uf o4ltala-, B
eltala- 'put one’s arms round, embrace, carry in arms' » Er el!, Mk a4l!
'bosom of a garment' » Prm {LG} *o$l- id. > Vt {Bor.} al 'id., 'lap', Yz o$liZ1,
Prmk o4lo4Z1, Z: LLz oloZ1, USs ‰l‰Z1 'bosom of a garment used to ca r ry
things' »» ObU {Ht.} *a4∏l {AD} 'lap, space between the arms' > pVg *a4∏l >
Vg: Ss a2l-ta2Gl 'armful' (ta2Gl 'full'), T a4l, LK/MK/UK/NV O4∏l, P/SV/LLz O2l
'lap'; pOs *a4l 'lap' > Os: V/Vy a4l, Ty a$¬, D a$t, Nz at, Kz a¬, O a$l id., N
a2l-te2l 'armful' (te2l 'full') ¶ It. 291, Coll. 77, UEW 23, MRS 773, Ep. 1 8 ,
LG 61, Ht. #18 || AdS  of IE *ÓWelVn- ({EI} *h‹elVn)- 'elbow, fo r ea rm '
> NaIE  *o2Ælena2, *o+elni- id. (< IE *xWel- or *Ùol- 'elbow'  < N *GËLV
'knee, elbow', q.v. ffd.).
65O. *gup''''{u6 666} 'hollow, empty, hole' >  HS: WS *gawp- 'hollow' >  Ug
gpt (= *go2p-a2t-) 'caves', Ar ƒv0Ja g7awf- 'hollow, inside of a house ,
belly', g7awfu-l-layli 'middle of the night', pl. ?ag7wa2f- 'entrails', Tgr gof
(pl. ?agwa2f ) 'interiour, heart, soul', Mh, Hrs gawf- 'chest'; S *°√gwp
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(prm. *-gwap-) 'be hollow' >  Ar √g7wf (ip. -g7waf-) id., 'be empty' ¶ ≈
KB 176-7, BK I 357, Hv. 1O5, A #684, LH 594, Jo. M 127, DRS 1O8, ≈
MiK I #1.1OO (*gawp- 'chest and abdominal cavities of body \ co rpse ' )
 EC: Sml N {Abr.} go2~f 'empty hollow in ground', 'empty well, dr ied-up
well', Sml {ZMO} go2f 'dried-up well', 'dry river-bed', {DSI} go2f id.,
'socket of the eye (orbita dell’occhio)', ?φ Arr yu2^b 'hole, den' (for *g- >
y- cp. Arr yirr 'upper arm' < N *gÅrV '≈ hand') ¶ Abr. S 93, DSI 2 7 3 ,
ZMO 165, Hw. A 4OO  Ch: ECh: Smr {J} gu!b‰~ 'hole' »» WCh: Dw {ChL}
gup, Zar {ChL} gU&p 'chest' » Dir {Sk.} gu@ba~d'u@ 'chest' »» ?? CCh: Gude {ChL}
gu>wa, FlJ gu~w>I`, Nz {Mch.} go15we<, {ChL} go~?o, FlB {ChL} gu~?u~n, Bcm
{ChC} gwe@, {ChL} gwE~y, FlM {ChL} E~gWo2& 'hole', Lmn {Lk.} o~ghu~bu~,
o!ghbu~ id. ¶ ChC, ChL || IE: NaIE *geu\p-/*gou\p-/*gup- 'hollow, pit' >
Gk gy1ph [Call.] 'cave', [Hs.] 'hollow in the earth; lurking-place, den ;
vulture’s nest' »» Gmc: ON kofi  'small chamber, hut', Ic kofi  'hut', NNr
kove 'larder, store-room', MHG kobe 'stall, pig-sty; cage; cavity
(Höhlung)', NHG Koben, NLG Kofen 'pig-sty', AS cofa ' cave,
chamber, pig-sty', NE cove  'concavity or recessed place in a s t ruc tu re '
»» Sl *z7upa > P z$upa, Uk ≤qupa 'salt-pit', OCS d. qupi∑e z7upis7te
'grave' ¶ IS I 232, F I 335, Ch. 243, Vr. 323-4, Ar. 452, Lx. 112, KM 3 8 6 ,
Paul 338, Ho. 56, Vs. II 65-, St SS 321 || U **ko2ppÉ (× N *kohp''''V ' cave,
pit') > FP *ko2ppa 'hollow; sth. hollow' > F kuoppa  'pit', Krl K ku¢oppa Krl
A ku¢oppu, Krl Ld ku¢op:, Vp kop 'pit', Es koobas (gen. koopa), Es ∆  ko2p
'cave, cavern, grotto' » pLp *kopV- 'hollow out' >  Lp L {Wk.} ko¿po- id.,
pLp {Lr.} *kope2 'hollow, depression' >  Lp: N {N} goppe / -b-≠-v-
'hollow; round-shaped bottom', S {Hs.} gu4ppie˜ 'Loch, Tunnel', L {Wk.}
ko¿pe- 'Aushöhlung; enger, runder Alpental', Fr/O {Wk.} gòu¿pWE ' s ledge
produced by hollowing out a tree trunk', Krsv {Lgc.} k…oh_pi\E ± k…o_pi\E
'pit' ± 'depression, small valley in the mountains', Klt {It.} kaƒp4p4, Kld {TI}
ko]p:e"ò, {SaR} koabp∆ 'pit' » Prm *go$p ({∫LG} *go$p) 'pit, depression' (<
**gu$p <  pre-Prm) *ku2ppV <  *ko2ppV) >  Vt gop 'pit, depression'; hollow,
narrow gully', Z g‰p  'small pit, hole (in the ice), puddle, small lake', Yz
go$p 'deep quiet place in a river, depression, pit'; Prm *go$p (⇔ Rd. rLG
421) may belong here, suggesting the following prehistory: FU *ko2ppa >
(due to the labializing infl. of *pp) *ku2ppV >  pre-Prm *gu$p >  Prm *go$p ¶
Rd. rLG 421 is right in pointing out that F uo does not correspond t o
pPrm *O$ (= {∫LG} *o$), but in his etl. dictionary (UEW) he does n o t
propose any et. either to F kuoppa or to the Prm √ . To my mind, th is
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phonetic discrepancy may be explained by postulating a pre-harmonic
U *ko2ppÉ , that due to vw. harmony may have yielded both *ko2ppa (>  BF
*ko2ppa > F kuoppa) and *ka4ppÉ (>  Prm *kO$p) ¶ SK 24O, Lr. #456, Lgc.
#2561, N II 177, Wk. EUL 272, Wk. LLW 45, Hs. 697-8, TI 147, SaR 1 1 3 ,
LG 8O, Lt. J 1O6, ≈ IS I 233 (•÷  F koppa 'basket' [not 'hollow'] and M r
and Os words for 'skull', better explainable as belonging to N
*k'''' {a}w[o]p''''É or *k''''{a}w[o]p''''VyV 'skull; occiput', N *ûûûûqËb÷{É} ' baske t ' ,
and/or N  *K''''ab{É?}V 'wickerwork, bag, vessel' [q.v.]) || A: T: [1] NaT
*Kobî 'hollow, ravine, pit, depression between hills\mountains' >  OT
[MhK] qovî 'hollow', Az 9obu 'hollow in the ground, ( na r row)
gorge\gully', ∆  9obu ± 9obî ± 9ovu 'ravine, pit, depression (o f t en
flooded)', StAlt qobî 'ravine, narrow gully, hollow in the g round ' ,
Alt/QK {Rl.} qo2bî 'ravine, Talhöhlung ohne Fluß', MQp [BMTQ] {Zaj.}
qoba 'creux, cavité, fosse', Osm {Rl.} ´BvQ qoba 'Loch, Grube, Graben '
(ı G Kzq ûqob-i 'Grube; Stelle im Wasser, wo sich die Fische sammeln ' ) ,
Qzq, Alt qobî, Tb qobî ≠ qo2bî, Tk ∆ qobu ± qowu, Qmq ∆ qowu
'depression between hills'  Ï [2] NaT *Kobuk 'hollow, empty' > OT
qovuq id., 'a hollow', MQp [CC], Osm {Cl.} qovuq 'hollow', MOg qowuq
'anything holowed out and empty', Osm qo˝uq ≠ qovuq, Tk kovuk
'hollow' (n., adj.), 'cavity, cave', Tkm qowuq, Tk ∆ govuk, go˝uk,
qawuq, gawîk 'hollow, a hollow', Xk, Sg XaX 'hollow' (a tree), 'hollow
of a tree-trunk', ET ∆ quaq  'empty' (of a melon, water-melon), Az 9ovu9
'bubble'; [3] T *Kobu-l! > MQp [CC] XIV qovus7, Nog quwîs 'hollow', VTt
kuyw quw¥s7 id., 'hollow of a tree-trunk', Bsh q¥w¥s7, Qmq quwus7 ' a
hollow', Osm qo˝us7 ≠ qovus7 'large hall, dormitory', Tk kog"us ≠
kovus> 'cell (in a prison)', Az go©uw 9òo˝us7 'hollow of a t ree- t runk ' ,
Qzq, Qq quwîs 'cavity, hollow body', Nog quwîs 'a hollow
(depression)', Chv xa€va€l x¥v¥l id., cavity' ¶ Cl. 583, ≈  Cl. 581, Rs. W
273, ET Q 5-7, 18-2O, Hüs. 83, Rh. 149O, Jeg. 282, Md. 44, 169, MKD
144, DTS 461, BT 84, Zaj. VAKBM I 39, Rh. 149O, AzDDL 144, Rl. II 6 5 7 -
6O, Bu. II 69  M [1] *°9obiya >  Kl D {Rm.} 9o4wa4∏ 'niedrige Stelle, Tal';
M *9obil 'cavity, hole' >  WrM 9obil, HlM govil id., 'pit, hollow,
groove; depression'; M ı Qrg qobul 'groove, rut (in the ground)', Tv
Xovul, Tf hObOl 'groove'; T ı Brt xobol, Kl xovl id., Oyr qobul id.,
'small hole' ¶ MED 357, Kow. 1O25, KW 152-3, Krg. 313, Chr. 153, Jud .
361, TvR 478, Ra. 189  [2] *qo˝u-sun 'empty', ? 'hollow'  (×  N *kohp''''V
'cave, pit', q.v. ffd.)  Tg: [1] WrMc qobi 'hollow, depression' ({Hr.}
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'konkave Stelle, Einbuchtung, Aushöhlung, Vertiefung') (× N *kohp''''V
'⇑ ') ¶ STM I 4O2, Z 28O, Hr. 692  [2] ?σ,φ AmTg *gebu'(n-) 'empty' >
Orc, Ork g‰wu(n-) ≠ g‰un(n-), Ud g‰u, Ul, Nn B g‰u(n-), Nn Nh g‰u% id .
¶ The vw. *e is probably due to vw. harmony ¶ STM I 176  pJ {S}
*ku!mpu\a! 'cavity' >  OJ ku!b(u\)o!, J T kubo id. ¶ S QJ #669, Mr. 461 ¶¶ ≈
SDM97 (A *kopu 'hollow, cavity'), ≈ DQA #859 (A *ko"!bu! id., incl. T
*Kobuk, J, M *qo˝usun, and Tg *qobi) || D (in McTm) *ku+opp- >  Ml
koppam 'pitfall for catching elephants', Tm koppam 'keddah ( a n
enclosure constructed to trap wild elephants)' ¶ D #21O3 ˚  FU *o2
belongs to the heritage of N *kohp ''''V . M *o  (as a representative of N *u )
still needs explaining. The vowels of the second syll. in the A lgs. (T *î
and *u , Tg *u', pJ *u\a) point to a N high labialized vw. (*u  or *u 4444) ˚ IS I
232-3 [#87] (*gopõa  'hollow, empty').
651. € *gá{?}ËpV 'body' > HS: WS *gu2p- ≠ *0gïp- 'body' > BHb ef1uG*
gu2≤p3a2* 'corpse' (att. cs. tf2uG gu2≥p3at3, pl. t&fuG gu2≤p3o2t3), JA, MHb FuG
gu2p3 'body' (JA em. af1uG gu2≤p3a2), JEA gu2≤p3a2 'body, self', Htr gwp
'person' (or 'corpse, dead body'), Ar éfayJi g7ïf-at- 'corpse', Jb C
mgOf≤fOt, Jb E m‰g‰≤fOt 'corpse, carcass' ¶ ≈ KB 176-7, ≈ DRS 1O8, ≈
MiK I #1. 1OO (all of them connect the root with WS *gawp- 'hol low'
[see  N *gup'''' {u 6 666} 'hollow, empty, hole'], which is semantically unj.), Sl.
27O-1, BK I 362, Jo. J 72, HJ 231  CCh: Lmn {Lk.} ˝‰~va~, HgN gwa~, Kps
gU~va~ 'body' ¶ ChC, ChL || A: T: [1] *k…e+a4bre 'body, trunk of a body' >
OT {Cl.} ko4vre 'body', Tkm gøvre go4wre 'trunk of a body'; [2]
*k…o4bde(N) id., 'body, corpse' >  OT k+go4vdo4N, Tkm go4wde 'corpse, t r u n k
of a body', VTt gá¥dá ga4wda4, Nog kevde kewde 'body, trunk of a
body', Qzq keude kewde 'torso, trunk of a body, chest', Qq gewde ≠
kewde id., 'body', Qrg ko4∏do4(n), Uz gavda, Chv Xewdòe ≠ XÁwdòe ' t r u n k
of a body; energy, strength', Tk go4vde, Az øvdá g1o4wda4 'trunk of a
body\tree' (× N *K''''op''''V 'trunk, log', accounting for the semant ic
narrowing: 'body' ‘ 'trunk of a body'?) ¶ Cl. 688, 69O, Rs. W 688, ET
VGD 52-3, TL 267, TkR 193, TatR 12O, Jeg. 297  M: [1] *keGu4r
'corpse, dead body' > WrM kegu4r, HlM, Brt x¥¥r id., WrO ku4u4r, Kl
k¥r, {Rm.} ku4∏r, Ord {Ms.} kæu$—r 'corpse'; [2] *keberdek > WrM {Krg.}
keberdeg, WrO ko4bo4(r)do4q 'torso, trunk', Kl køvrdg ko4vr=d´g
'trunk (of a body), torso, breast', {Bdm.} 'trunk of a b o d y
(tulovi∑e )', Kl. Ö {Rm.} ko4wr=d´k 'Brust, Brustknochen, Rumpf', O r d
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kæemerdòek 'thorax, poitrine' ¶ MED 443, Krg. 736, 746, KRS 3O9, 3 2 6 ,
Bdm. 84, KW 242, 25O, Ms. O 413, 438, Chr. 634  Tg {DQA}
*°[x]eburen 'corpse' > WrMc eoren≠ oren ≠ u2ren id. ¶ STM II 2 8 9 -
9O, Z 6O, 131, 177  ?φ pJ {S} *ka!mpa!na!i\ 'corpse' > OJ ka!ba!ne!, J T
kabane ¶ S QJ #138O, Mr. 431 ¶¶ DQA #992 (A *kæe!ba! ' corpse '  > T
*k…Ébre, M *keGu4r, Tg, J), Ci. EApk 124 ˚  M *k- and Tg *x- (< A *kæ-)
are likely to go back to N *gV?- .
652.  (€?) *goPK''''a '(∈ ) tooth, hook, sharp s t ick '  > A: M *9oqa ' c r ook ,
hook' > WrM 9oqa, HlM 9oX, Brt 9oXo, Kl 9oXo id. ¶ MED 363, KW 1 4 9
 ? Tg *gu\akV 'hook' >  Nn go\aqo 'hook for hanging up a cauldron', Ewk,
Orc goko 'hook', Mc goqon 'hook, hook for hanging up sth.'; some o f
the forms present in Tg are loans from M (e.g., Nn and Neg goXo
'hook'), for other forms (with medial -k-, -q-) Mongolic origin is less
plausible, but not ruled out || U: FU *kopkka (or, with an al t .
phonologogical interpretation, *kopka) 'crook, hook, sharp point' >  F
koukka, koukku 'crook', Es ∆  kouk (gen. kouga) '(∈ ) hoe', pLp
{Lr.} *kO2kke2 (× U *kokka 'protruding point, hook' × N *k''''akË [ o r
*k''''okË?] 'hook') >  Lp: N {N} goakke 'hoe', I {It.} koa4kkê, Kld ku´]k´ò
'hook', K ko$a?kk´ 'hoe, hook' » Chr kopka 'ploughshare' (Üpÿmarij
quotes the word only within the cd. kopka-parn1a 'crooked end of a
ploughshare', lit. 'ploughshare's thumb', Coll. quotes Chr kopka ' p lough '
without indicating the source) » ?? acc. to LG 77, Z gogÈn , Z US gOgÈn, Yz
gog´Ú⁄t 'scraper (skobel∆ )' (≠ Rd. rLG 421) »» pOs *ka˝´p 'fish-hook' (×
FU *°kok[k]VpV '∈ hook' <  N *K''''a 6 666ÂK''''ub++++pV 'top, summit, crown [of t h e
head]' [q.v. ffd.]) > Os {KrT} Vy qa˝´w, Y qa˝´p, Try qaº˝´p, qu˝p-, Os D
{KrT} XaX´p  'wooden fish-hook for pikes' ¶ Coll. 9O, UEW 171-2, Stn. D
459, SK 2O8-9, 225-6, Ü 74, Lr. #468, LG 77, Trj. S 142, KrT 291-1 || ?
IE: the expected IE cognate is likely to have coalesced with the the IE
reflex of N *k ''''akË , which is NaIE *kog-/*keg- 'hook, claw' >  Gmc *xo2ka-,
*xakan-, *xe2kan- 'hook' >  ON høkja 'Krücke', OHG ha2co ≠ ha2kko ≠
ha2go, NHG Haken, AS ho2c 'hook', NE hook »» Sl *kog¥tÁ ≠ *kog¥t¥ >
OR, R ≤kogot∆, Cz ∆ koha1t 'claw', HLs kocht 'awn, b r o m e  (Bromus) '
¶ P 537-8, Vr. 278, OsS 365, Kb. 423, KM 283, Ho. 167, ESSJ X 1O9-1O,
Trof. 86 ˚ In all reflexes, except for U, there is assimilation within t h e
cluster N *-PK''''- è *-K'K'- (è*-kk-, *-k-). In the history of this N lexeme
the date of vw. breaking of *o is under doubt: if all attested words o f
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the Tg lgs. are Mongolisms, the vw. breaking took place not in pA, b u t
rather in Nn ˚ Cf. AD AltAD #19.
653. *ga4444 {p}sÅ 'paw, hand' >  IE *g8≈es-r-, *g8≈es-to- 'hand': [1] IE
{Sturt., Pis., Hamp, F, Ch., EI} *g8≈esr- >  Ht kessar (dat. kesri) id.,
SAn: Lw is(sa)ri-, HrLw istr(i)-, Lc izr(i)- id. ({Pv.}: before f r o n t
vowels IE *g8≈- >  SAn zero)  NaIE *g8≈es-r- 'hand' (but hardly NaIE
*g8≈er- 'hand' [P 447, Dv. #27O], see  N *gÅrV '≈  hand') > Gk cei1r /
gen. ceir-o1ß 'hand', Gk D ch1r / chro1ß, Gk Ae accus. sg. ce1rr[a], p l .
ce1rraß id. »» Arm 3e®n Zer2n (gen. 3e®in Zer2in) id. (<  accus. *g8≈esr-
m=) »» pAl {O} *da2ra2 (singularized ntr. pl.) >  Al T dore4 (pl. duar), G
dor 'hand' »» Tc A tsar, Tc B s5ar id.  [2] NaIE *g8≈esto-, {EI}
*≤g8≈osto-s 'hand' >  OI ≤hasta-h5, Av zasta-, OPrs, KhS dasta-, NPrs
†Sda  da4st 'hand' »» ? L praesto2 adv. 'present, at hand' (<  *prai\ hesto2d
'at hand', cp. Gallius: praesto 'quod prae manibus est') »» Lt pa-
z7aste$ ﬁ, pa-z7asti~s  'space under the arm, armpit' ¶¶ P 447, EI 254, Slt.
316-7, F II 1O82-3, Ts. E I 558-63, Sturt. CGHL 89, 118, Pis. SLS 1 2 1 ,
Hamp PA 115, F II 1O82-3, Ch. 1251-2, M K III 588, M E II 812, WH II
356, Huld 54, O 7O-1, Horn 126, Frn. 56O, Wn. 521, Ad. 649-5O, Ad. H
128, 146, Pv. IV 16O-5, Ivn. SA 153, Ivn. XJ2 85  || HS: Ch: WCh: SBc:
Buli {ChL} ga~pu@s6a~ 'shoulder' » Gmy {ChL} kÈs7at id. » ? Ngz {Sch.} ga!pta^ id .
»» CCh: Lmn {Lk.} ˝a~ba~Za~k id. »» ?? ECh: Ke {Eb.} ko!si!, Kwn {J} kosï ' h and ,
arm' (unless ko- is a px.) ¶ Eb. 73, ChC, ChL || U: FU *kÉps{a4} (*ka4psa4 ≠
*kipsa4) 'paw, animal’s leg\foot, fell from a paw/leg' (×  N *K''''ÉP3333Vz2222V
'paw, hoof') >  F ka4psa4  'hare-foot (for dusting, etc.)', Krl A ka4pc7u4 ' f o o t
(of ducks and other birds); paw', Krl Ld ka4pc7 ≠ ka4ps7 'foot (of bi rds ,
etc.)', Vp ka4ps7 '(hen’s) foot; paw (of dogs, otters)', Es ka4ps 'heel', {W}
ka4ps-jalad 'cooked pig-feet' » Chr: B ku4ps7 'nap of cloth' (<  * 'nap
made of the skin of animals’ legs'), L ku4ps7 'strands of wool in h o m e -
made woolen cloth' » Prm *ku$s 'fell from an animal’s leg' >  Z kys kÈs
id., 'footwear made of a fell from an animal’s leg with the fur on t h e
outside', 'a fell from a leg used to line up the bottom side of ski ( f o r
braking when skiing uphill) ' , Yz ko$s 'skin of the legs of an animal
(horse, elk, etc.) (used as brakes under the ski when skiing uphill)', Vt
kusla- v. 'brake (when skiing uphill)'; {UEW}: Prm *u$ <  *i or *a4 due t o
the labializing infl. of *p »» ObU {∫Hl.} *ko4Æp´T ({Ht.} *ko4∏p´T) 'fell f r o m
an animal’s leg (Pfotenfell)' >  pOs {Ht.} *ko4p´¬ ({∫Hl.} *kO4Æp´¬) id. >  Os:
V/Vy ko4w´l, Ty kO$Æp´¬, Y ko$Æp´¬, D/K/Nz kep´t, Kz kep´¬, O kop´l; pVg
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*ku4Æt 'skin of an elk’s leg' > Vg: LK/MK/UK kWa4∏t, P ka4∏t ≠ kWa4∏t, NV/SV/LL
kWa4t, UL/Ss kot id.; ObU *o4Æ, Cht u4, and Prm *u$ are due to t h e
labialization caused by *p (w Rd. rLG 421) ¶ Coll. 87, UEW 159-6O, ≈
Sm. 544 (FU, FP *ku4psV 'leg skin', Ugr *ku4ÆpT-; does not take in to
account BF), LG 154, Lt. J 133, Ht. #3O3, Hl. rHt 71-3 ||  D  {tr.} *kac>+yV,
{Pf.} *kay/*key ({†GS} *k-) 'hand, arm' >  Tm kai\, Ml kai\, kayyi, Kt,
Kdg kay, Tl ce2yi (accus. ce2ti), ce(y)yi, Klm ki; ± key ± kïy ± kiyu,
Nkr kï, Kui kayu, kagu, Ku ke2yu(:) ± ke(y)yu ± kayyu, Krx xekk≈a2 id., Ml
kayyu, Tu kai, Tl ke2lu, kai\\, Nk kï, Prj, Png key, Gdb ki ± kiyyu ±
kiy, Gnd kay, Knd kiyu ± kivu, Mnd kiy, Mlt qeqe 'hand', Kn kay,
kayi , kayyi , key  'hand, forearm' ¶¶ If GS’s pD rec. *ke˝- 'hand, a r m '
is right, the D word does not belong here ¶¶ D #2O23, IS I 227, Pf. 4 5 ,
GS 186-7 [#471] ˚  ≈  IS I 227 [#8O] (IE *g8≈es-, D *kac>- + qu. Om *√kc7'
'hand'; •÷ FU *ka4te 'hand', w  s.v. N *K ''''a 4 444tV  'hand').
654. € *gÉqu6666 'to pour, to flow' >  IE: NaIE *g8≈eu\-/*g8≈u- v. ' p o u r ' ,
*g8≈eu\-mn= 'sth. poured, libation' >  OI ju≤ho2ti  v. 'sacrifices' (esp. ' p o u r s
butter into fire'), hu≤tah5 pp. 'sacrificed', ≤ho2man- ' l ibation,
sacrifice', Av zaotar, zaoÊr- 'priest, sacrificer', OI ≤ho2tra2 ' a n
offering, sacrifice (Opfergabe)', Av zaoÊra2 'libation' »» Gk ce1(w)v ' I
pour', Gk Hm aor. }eceya 'poured' (<  *e-g8≈eu\- + *-sa), Gk cey6ma ' t h a t
which is poured, a stream, libation' »» Phr [Hs.] zeyma1n : phgh1n accus .
'stream [?]' (<  *g8≈eu\-mn=) »» Arm 3ojl Zoyl 'what is smelted \ cast \
founded', n. 'font, cast' (<  *g8≈eu\lo-), 3ulem Zulem 'I cast, smelt ,
found »» L fu2-tis 'water(ing)-can', fu2-tilis 'easily poured, brittle' »»
pTc *ku- > Tc A, B ku- v. 'pour' ¶ WP I 563-4, P 447-8, EI 448, M K I
442, M E II 821, F II 1O9O-3, WH I 563-4, Slt. 259, Wn. 239, Ad. 179-8O
¶ The abscence of traces of the expected lr. (<  N *q ) needs explaining.
One may suggest a mt. + subsequent loss of the lr.: *gÉqu6666 >  eIE *g8≈Óeu\
> IE *g8≈eu\- || HS: CS *-gïX- ≠  *-gu2X- v. 'pour forth, gush out' (of wa te r )
>  Hb √gyH (-gïH-) 'burst forth' (of dashing water, of sea), JA [Trg.]
√gyH G 'break forth, stir up', Sr √gwH (pf. ga2Ó, ip. n´≤gu2Ó) ' gush
out, pour forth' (of water), 'flow' (of tears), ?σ Ar √g7w+yX (pf. Ùa'Ja
g7a2Xa) 'ronger et enlever la berge' (of water) ¶ KB 181, KBR 189, BDB
161 [#1518], Js. 237, Br. 1O8-9, JPS 63, BK I 35O, DRS 1O7 ˚  An alt .
comparison (with better semantic connections, but with phonet ic
problems): N ? *kÉ÷3333u 6 666 'pour, flow' (q.v.) >  IE *g8≈eu\-/*g8≈u- v. 'pour' ÷
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HS: S *°√k÷w 'pour', SC: Irq {MQK} ku?u2s-, Brn ku?us-, Alg ku?umis- v.
'spill, pour'.
655. € *gÅrV '≈ hand' > HS: Eg fP Zr.t 'hand, handful' ¶ EG V 58O-5,
Fk. 323, Tk. I 319  EC: Arr yirr 'upper arm' ¶ Hw. A 4OO ||  A  *garV >
M *9ar(i) 'hand, arm' >  MM [MA] 9ar, [IM, IsV] qar, WrM 9ar, HlM
gar, Kl 9ar, Dgr 9ari, 9arÁ, Ba Xar, MMgl {Iw.} 9ar, Mgl qar, ? Dx qa
'hand, arm' ¶ MED 35O, T 325, T DgJ 13O, T DnJ 124, T BJ 136, Mr. D
19, Iw. 1O4, Rm. M 31  T *k…ar 'upper arm (brachium)' or ' forearm'  >
ET U qar  'upper arm', Chg qar  'arm', Qzq, Qq qar  'forearm', Bsh ∆ qar i n
qus7-qar 'forearm' (lit. 'double arm'), Qrg qar-Z7ilik 'humerus', SY {Tn.}
qar sîmîq 'a bone in the forearm' »» Chv L xur xur 'double cubit ( t h e
double distance from the elbow to the tip of the middle finger)'   d. (“
a form with ppa.?): T *k…arî (Md.} *k…aºrî) 'forearm' >  OT, MT, MQp qarî
'forearm; cubit ("arshin")', Chg qarî ≠ qaru 'arm, upper arm, ∈ cubit',
OOsm qaru 'arm, hand', Osm {Rl.} qaru-Z7a, Brb {Rl.}, Qrg qarî ' uppe r -
arm', Az ∆ 9arî 'upper half of animal’s leg', Xlj qarî 'half-fathom', T k m
9arî id., 'lower leg of a quadruped, shin-bone', VTt ∆ qarÁ 'length of a n
arm from elbows to fingers', Nog qarî 'length of a forearm', QrB qarî
'cubit', Qzq, Qq qarî 'forearm (of humans and animals)', Chv {Ash.}
Xur¥  'a unit of length (≈ 2 m)', ET Tr keri 'arm’s length, cubit', Uz qari
'a unit of length (2 arshins)', StAlt, Shor, Uz ∆  qarî 'upper arm', Tv qîrî
'ulna', Tf qîrî id., 'forearm', Yk Xarî, Xarî∏ id., 'lower part of the foreleg '
 d. (substantivezed adj.) T *k…ar-a '∈ part of arm\leg' > VTt qara  'unit o f
length (≈ 1 m)', Uz qara san 'shin', Yk Xara 'upper arm, ulna' ¶ Cl. 6 4 4 -
5, ADb. SR 16O-4, 195-8, ET KQ 278-83, Dr. TM III #1477, Jud. 355, BT
74, Ra. 223, Jeg. 3O6, Fed. II 361, Md. 1O3, 166  Tg: WrMc 9ar9a,
9ar9an 'limbs (arms and legs)' ¶ STM I 141, Z 31O ¶¶ SDM95 s.v.
*gara 'upper arm', SDM97 s.v. *ga+era 'arm' (adduces pJ *ka~ta!
'shoulder' [>  OJ kata, J T ka!ta], alternatively equatable with N ≈
*K''''u 4 444[y]t[V]P3333V 'shoulder' or with N *K''''a 4 444tV 'hand') ||  ¿¿ IE: acc. to P
447, NaIE ?? *g8≈er- 'hand' (> Arm 3e®n  Zer2n 'hand' »» Gk cei1r 'hand' »»
pAl *da2ra2 >  Al: T/G dore4 [pl. T duar, G duer] 'hand'), but in t h e
light of Ht kessar- 'hand' Pokorny’s rec. is to be replaced by pIE
*g8≈esr- (see N *ga 4444 {p}sÅ  'paw, hand', q.v. ffd.) ¶ Dv. #27O (g8≈er- ' m a n o
come cosa attiva'), P 447 (s.v. *g8≈esto-), O 7O, Huld 54, Sturt. CGHL 8 9 ,
118, Pis. SLS 121, Hamp PA 115, Slt. 316-7, F II 1O82-3, Ch. 1251-2, Pv.
IV 16O-5, Ts. E I 558-63 ˚  If P’s rec. of the alleged IE cognate is
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accepted, the N rec. should be *ga4444ra (the A *a of the first syll. being
accounted for by regr. as. *a 4444 . . .a  > *a...a), otherwise we reconstruct a n
unspecified *Å  (*a4444 ++++a) in N *gÅrV .
655a. € *gÉÂV  'entrails' > HS: S: Ar éyWrwiJi g7irrïy-at- ≠ é`aYrwiJi g7irrï?-
at- 'estomac (d’oiseau)' ¶ BK I 272  C: Ag *giÒ- (*gir-/*gil-) 'gu t (s ) ,
entrails ' > Bln {R} gir ≠ Z7ir (pl. gi≤lil ≠ Z7ilil), Q {R} Z7ir, Xm {R}
zil≤la2 id., Km {CR} Z7´r 'entrails' »» amb Bj {Rop., Fl.} gari 'body, t r u n k '
(× N *gÅr÷3333V 'belly, inside', q.v. ffd.)  ¶ ≈ AD SF 2O5, R WB 158 ¶¶ ≈
AD SF (C, S) || IE: NaIE *g8≈er- 'gut(s), *g8≈or-na2 'entrails ' > OI ≤hira-h5
'band, strip', hi≤ra2 'vein, artery' »» Gk cordh1 'gut, string of gut' »» L
haru-spex 'one who foretold the future from the inspection o f
entrails', h°ra 'gut, intestine' »» ON go<rn 'gut', pl. garnar ' entra i ls '
(< *g8≈or-na2), OHG mitti(la)-garni, AS micÌern, OSx midgarni
'internal fat, suet '   »» Lt z7arna~ (accus. z7a!rna<), Ltv zar^na 'gut' ¶ P
443, EI 18O ˚ ≈ Blz. LB #73 (IE, HS + unc. U, HS, D reflexes of N
*guÂV 'belly, body' and N *gÅr÷ 3333V  'belly, inside' [q.v.]).
656. € *geÂV 'throat' >  HS: WS *girr-, *√grr >  MHb er1G4 ge2≤ra2
'neck' (Lv.: 'der Hals, eig. der Ort, wo das Tier die Speise heraufbr ingt ' ) ,
Tgy goRÂ gWAr´ro 'throat, trachea'; CS *gira2n- >  BHb N&rG1 ga2≤ro2n ( c s .
g´≥ro2n, st. pron. g´ro2n-, pl. [attested in MHb] g´ro2≤n-o2t3) 'throat, n e c k '
(ga2≤ro2n is a bf. from the stem g´ro2n- in cs., st. pron., and pl.), Ar ˆ"raJi
g7ira2n- 'front part of a camel’s neck';  rdp.: S *gVrgVr- 'throat, gullet' >
BHb pl. t. t&rG1r^G2* garga2≤ro2t3* 'throat', (‘ ) 'neck' (att: +ppa. 2 m :
K1it3(&)rG6r^G2 garg´ro2≤t3E2k3a2 'thy throat')  ({KBR} 'pharynx' ‘ 'neck'), MHb
tr3G3r^G2 gar≤gErEt3 'Gurgel', Ug {OLS} grgr 'garganta (?)', Sr
gaggar≤t-a2 'throat', Md gangarata 'throat, tonsils' (pl.), Ar [Nbg.]
rji"raja g7ara2g7ir- 'throat (?)' (originally pl. fractum), Tgy gW´rgW´≤rit
'goitre' (Bsn. 'gozzo'), Ak gaggur°tu '∈ part of the body of a n
animal: ? throat' ¶ GB 147-8, KB 194, KBR 2O1-2, OLS 151, Lv. I 3 5 5 ,
358, Br. 1O3, DM 77, Hv. 87, Bsn. 872, L G 2O1, CAD III 9, DRS 175-7 ,
MiK I #1.95 (S *gira2n-), #1O2 (S *gWar(gW)ar(at)- 'throat, gullet')  C:
Ag: Aw {Hz.} gure!r 'throat' ¶ Hz. NSA 139-4O  B *°√grgr >  Ntf {La.} a-
g´rgur, {Dray} ahengur, agergur, CM ag1´rgur, BSn ag´rgur, Izn
ag1´rg1ur 'goitre' ¶ La. N 57, Dray 243, NZ 854  Ch: ?? ECh: Tmk ge2‡r`
'neck' (unless to N *gádi  'back part; occiput, nape of neck') ¶ Cp. 2 6
»» cp. also CCh *√grd' 'throat; to swallow' (> Msg G {Trn.} gurd'ok, Mlw
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{Trn.} gu~rd'o^k 'throat', Mtk: Mf {BLB} g‰rd'- 'swallow with difficulty', MfG
{Brr.} g‰!rd'an 'palate', see N *gur 1111÷ 3 333É  or *gu4444r 1 111÷ 3 333V 'throat, neck'), Kfr {Nt.}
ga~ga@ra!k 'throat' (×  N *guÂ{k}{Ë}  'throat'?), Tr {Nw.} g°ora 'neck' (if t h e
glottalization of g reflects the HS lr.), Mu {J} go2 !ro! (pl. go2 ~ra~r) 'neck', e t c .
(×  N *gur1111÷ 3 333É or *gu4444r 1 111÷ 3 333V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ ≈  OS #96O || U: FP *kerV
'throat, gullet' > F kero , kerus id., Es ko%ri 'throat, larynx' » pLp {Lr.}
*k‰r‰s  'windpipe, trachea' >  Lp: S {Hs.} g 1îrse, L {LLO} karas id., Kld
k‰rs 'throat, windpipe' » Prm *gOr- ({∫LG} *goÚr-) ' th roa t '  > Z gorw gors7
'throat, larynx', Z US goÚrs7, Yz gors7 id., Z Le goran1 'Adam’s apple' (acc. t o
LG, -s7 and -an1 are likely to be dim. sxs.) ¶ UEW 66O, SK 184, Lr. # 3 1 9 ,
Lgc. #1268, Hs. 612, LG 79.
657. *g{i}rV 'hate, be hostile' >  HS: S *√gyr ≠ *√gry >  Mh √gyr
(pf. g‰yo2r, sbjn. y‰-gye2r), Jb √gyr (pf. Jb C gE2r, Jb E gEr) v. ' oppress ' ,
Ak √gry (inf. geru6, p. -gri) 'be hostile', ge2ru6 'foe', Ug √gry G
'attack', IA √gry G  'sue, institute suit against'; ?σ (× *√gry ' incite,
provoke') BHb √gry D 'stir up strife', √gry TD  'engage in strife', JA
√gry TD  (ir4G1t6i%yit3ga2≤re2) {Js.} 'attack', {Lv.} 'sich reizen', JEA √gry
TD  'fight, contend', Sr √gry TD  (pf. Ôri©a›æ e ?et3gar°) 'provoke \
stir up strife, pick a quarrel' ¶ Jo. M 128, Jo. J 81, CAD V 61-3, OLS
152, HJ 234-5, KB 195, BDB 173, Js. 268, Lv. T I 359, Sl. 3OO, JPS 77 
Eg fP Z¿y 'be hostile', fMK Z¿y.t 'wrongdoing', Z¿yw 'opponent', ?? Eg:
{EG} MK ZrZr 'fremde Länder', ZrZr 'aus der Fremde kommen' ( o f
birds), NK ZrZr 'fremder Mann', ZrZr 'fremd\feindselig hande ln
(gegen den Bruder)', MK {Fk.} ZrZrì 'stranger', ZrZry 'strange' ¶ EG V
514-8, 6O4, Fk. 318, 324 ||  IE: [1] ?? Ht kurur 'enmity (Feindschaft),
enemy'  [2] (+ ext.) NaIE *g≈ers- 'repugnance, abhorrence' >  Arm
gar2im gaRs7im 'I abhor, detest, hate' »» ON gersta 'ärgern, b ö s e
machen', MHG garst 'rancid taste, stench', MHG, MLG garst
'rancid', Dt garstig 'rank, rancid, musty', NHG garstig id., 'nasty ,
foul, disagreeable' ¶¶ Not here (⇔  P) Av gr´2hma-, interpreted by P a s
'Sünder, Frevler', but actually meaning '≈ gift' (Bai. 442, Brtl. 53O) ¶ ¶
Ts. E I 665-7, Pv. IV 28O-6, ≈ P 445, Slt. 371-2, Vr. 165, Vr. N 185, Lx.
53, KM 233 ¶¶ Acc. to AD’s theory of vw. changes in the prehistory o f
IE (AD NGIE, AD NVIE), the lack of palatality in the NaIE initial cns. is
reg. (*gi > *g≈ai\ > *g≈ei\ > *g≈e [loss of a glide before another sonant ] )
|| D *kirÀ-ukk-, *kerÀ- ({†GS} *k-) >  Tm cer3u v. 'hate, dislike',
cir3ukku 'be angry with', Kt c>irv- id., Td kÈrÀk 'violent anger', Tl
cir3r3a, cir3r3u 'anger, displeasure', Brh kire2N 'abuse' ¶¶ D #1597.
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657a. ?σ € *giÂV 'leg, ≈ bone of the leg' > HS: Ch: WCh: Wrj {Sk.}
g‰~rda!i\, Cg {Sk,} g‰~rde! 'leg' »» CCh: Zm {J} gu~ra~y 'thigh', ZmD {Srp.}
gore, BtD/BtG {Srp.} ge"rgac7e" ! 'leg' ¶ JI II 22O, ChC, ChL || A: Tg
*gi3ram 'bone' > WrMc giran, Mc Sb giram 'bones, corpse', WrMc
giraNgi, Jrc girangi 'bone(s)', Ewk giramna id., Sln giranda, Ul
9Iramsa 'bone', Lm O gIramna, Neg gIyamna 'skeleton', Orc giamsa
'bone(s)', Ud gea4maΗa, Ork 9iransa, Nn Nh/KU 9Irmaksa, Nn KU
gIramna, Nn B 9Irmasa id., 'skeleton' ¶ STM I 154, Kiy. 125 [#51O] ˚
Doutful because of the semantic difference between 'leg' and ' b o n e '
(but compare German Bein ) .
657b. € *guÂV 'belly, body' > HS: C: SC: Irq {MQK} gura? 'belly,
interior', Irq/Alg {Wh.} gu^ra, Grw/Brn {Wh.} gura?a 'stomach' ¶ MQK
41, Wh. IC 25 || U *kurV 'body' > Lp: N {N} go<rod ≠ go<rog ' body ,
carcass', L kaºrot id., 'trunk of a living animal', I koro2dò 'carcass' »»
ObU *ku"r 'body '  > pOs *ko"r > Os: Kz e¬-Xoßr 'body, surface of a b o d y '
(e¬ 'body'), V ko"r 'shape\image (of a guardian spirit, person, animal) ,
Vy/Ag/Ty/Y {Trj.} ko"r 'shape, appearance (obraz , vid )'; pVg *ku"rÈ∏
'shape, image', {Alq.} 'Schattenbild, Gestalt' > Vg: P is-kor, Ss is-Xor
'Schattengestalt', MK is-kWaºr id., 'spirit' LK Xor, Ss {Ht.} Xuri 'Bild,
Gestalt, Form'  Sm: Ne T {Ter.} Xar- 'self' (Xar?n 'myself', Xart
'thyself', Xarta  'him'\her-self'), En: X keÎe?, B kere? '-self' (rf. prn.) ¶ ¶
UEW 216, Trj. S 183, Ht. #312, Ter. 891 ˚ ≈ Blz. LB #73 (SC, U + u n c .
HS, D, and IE reflexes of N *gÉÂV 'entrails' and N *gÅr÷3333V 'belly,
inside' [q.v.]).
657c. *guÂV 'forest' > HS: Ch: CCh: Ms {ChL} guruda, BnnM gura
'forest', Bnn {ChL} gora 'bush (forest)' » ECh: Mb {J} gu~ra! 'bush', Nd D {J}
g‰!rmi§N 'forest' ¶ Cp. also Hs ku!rmï~ 'forest' ¶ ChL, ChC || IE: NaIE ( a t t .
in Blt) *°g[W≈]er- > Lt giria~, Lt Z gi~re$, Ltv dzir>a ≠ dzire ' fo res t ' ,
Pru garian ≠ garrin 'tree' ¶ ≈ P 478, ≈ Frn. 153 (both equate it with
Sl *gora, OI giri-, and Av gairi- 'mountain') || U *kurV ' fores t ,
bushes (Gebüsch)' > Er kuro kuro 'bush (shrub), bushes (Gebüsch) »»
Os: D Xa"r 'coniferous forest, forest with much game', Kz Xa"r 'woods '
(Xa"r ta"XiÆy ma"ntiÆ 'move to the forest for hunting [whole families]'); Vg:
T {MK} khaºr(e$)p 'grove (Hain)', {Knn.} k‰2l!-ka2rp 'birch wood' (k‰2l!
'birch'), N/ML {MK} khwaºrp ≠ khuorp 'birch wood (bereznåk )',
LL/P {MK} kho2rp, K {MK} kho2re$p ≠ khwore$p ≠ kh(w)oÀre$p
'pine\fir-wood'  Sm: Nn F {Lh.} ku2r 'thicket (thick wood\bushes) o n
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riverbanks' ¶¶ {Rd.}: FV *-p- is a sx. ¶¶ UEW 217, ERV 31, MK 1O9, Lh.
2 1 3 .
658. € *gËÂV 'to roll' >  K *gor-/*gr- vi. 'roll, wallow' >  OG gor-,
ngor-, G gor- vi. 'roll, wallow' ('rollen, sich wälzen'), Mg gorgol-, Lz
ngor-/ngr-, Sv gur-/gwr- v. 'roll' ¶¶ K 64, K2 31, FS K 83-4, FS E 88-9 ,
Chx. 2O2, Abul. 96, Ser. 41 || HS: EC: Sa {R} gu2r- 'rollen, wälzen, i n
Kugelform bringen' »» SC: Irq {E} gWangWara?a- v. 'roll (downhil l) ' ,
{MQK} gWaNgWara2?- 'roll, roll down' ¶ R S II 16O-1, E SC 372, MQK 43 
WCh: Hs ga!ra~ v. 'roll any circular object rapidly along the ground' ¶ Ba.
362  ?σ Eg P g¿¿ v. 'turn over (kentern)' ¶ EG V 149 ¶¶ ≈ Tk. SCC 8 9
[#18.13] .
659. € *gu4444ÂV 'beast' > IE: NaIE *g8≈we2r- ({EI} *≤g8≈we2r / gen. *≤g8≈wer-
os) 'wild animal' >  Gk: A †h1r (gen. †hro1ß), L fh1r, Th fei1r 'beast' »» L
ferus (f. -a, ntr. -um) 'wild' (L e [rather than e2] is due either t o
Celto-Italic shortening of long vowels [Dybo's law, w Db. SDKI 13] or t o
generalization of {EI} *g8≈wer- obl.) »» BSl: Lt z7ve$ri~s, Ltv zve>2^rs
'beast', Pru accus. pl. sw°rins ([zv-]) » pSl *zve78rÁ 'wild beast' >  OCS
zv8r6 zve7rÁ, Blg zvår, McdS Zver, SCr zve •r± zvije•r, Slv zve•r,
Cz zve7r7, Slk zver, P zwierz, R zver∆, Uk zv¡r (in BSl the w o r d
was transferred to the *i-declension on the basis of the accus. sg. f o r m
with Baltic *-i, Sl *-Á < IE *-m=, *-n=s) »» Tc B d. s1erwe 'hunter' ({Ad.}: <
*g8≈wer-wo- 'he of the animal'), d. s1er- v. 'hunt' ¶ WP I 642-3, P 493, EI
23, F I 671-2, WH I 487-8, ME 409, Tr. 374-5, Frn. 1327, En. 261, Vs. II
87, Glh. 7O2, Ad. 633-4 || A (× N *goÂÓá 'to track [game], to smell,
to hear; ear']): M *go4reGen 'wild animal', *go4reGe-su4n 'wild herbivorous
animal, antelope' >  [1] *go4reGen 'wild animal' (×  M *go4regen n. ' h u n t ,
chasing; game' < N *goÂÓá) > MM [S] go4re√e 'Wild', Kl {Rm.} go4rE2 'wild
animal, deer, game'; [2] *go4reGe-su4n 'wild herbivorous animal,
antelope' > MM [S] go4re√esu4n id., [MA] go4re2su4n 'wild goat' , [IM] go4re2su4n
'antelope', WrM gu4regesu4n ≠ go4ru4gesu4n, HlM gørøøs(øn) id. ,
'game, wild beast', Ord {Ms.} gòo4ro4∏su4 'game, wild beast', Brt
g¥røøh´(n) 'wild goat, roe', Kl {KRS} gør´sn go4ra4s´n ' saiga
antelope (Saiga tatarica)', {Rm.} go4rE2sn= 'wild animals, deer o r
antelopes', MMgl {Iw.} go4rAsu$n 'wild ass', Dg {T} gure2s 'antelope, wild
beasts', {Mr.} gure2se 'a quadruped, wild animal', ?φ  Mnr H {SM}
kæu\oros‰ 'bête féroce, bête sauvage; sauvage' ¶ SM 215, Iw. 1O4, H 5 1 ,
Pp. MA 172, 437, MED 387, KRS 147, KW 138, Chr. 166, Mr. D 153, T
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DgJ 133  Tg: [1] *gurma-(kun) 'hare' >  Nn 9ormaXo% ± 90rmaXo(n-),
LMa 9ulmaXun, Jrc {Kiy.} 9ulmahai\ 'rabbit'; Nn Nh 9urm‰ toqsa
'sacred hare', 9orma-qsa 'hare’s hide'; [2] NrTg *gurn- '∈ small fu r -
bearing animal '  > Ewk gurnun 'squirrel', Lm ≤gurnata 'weasel' ¶ STM I
161, 174, Kiy. 1O5 [#15O]  pKo {S} *ko~ra!ni! >  MKo ko~ra~ni! 'deer, e lk ' ,
NKo korani 'elk' (× N *gur{Ù}a  'antelope') ¶ S QK #271, MLC 138, Rm.
SKE 125, Choy 9O2-3, Vv. ANE 16 (suggests that Ko is a loan from pChK
*qoraNi  'reindeer') ¶¶ S CNM 6-7, DQA #572 (*gu!+o!ri+e 'deer, game') ||
AdS  of U  *koyra  'male animal' (×  N *koyÂV  'male animal' [q.v. ffd] × a
derivative from U *koye 'male, man '  < N *goyV 'man, people') ˚  IS I
237 [#93] (IE, M). Cf. N *gur{Ù}a  'antelope, male antelope' (≈ Gr. II 8 :
*gura  '[wild] animal').
659a. *gÉ{?}orV  (or *gÉworV??) 'grain' > HS: Ch: [1] WCh {OS}
*gi?ur- 'millet '  >  Hs {Ba.} ge2~Ro2~, ∆  {Sk.} gyauro 'bulrush-millet', Gw
{Mts.} g1ero 'millet' » Su {J} g1ewuro id. » Sy {Sk.} g!oro 'sorghum' » Ngz
{Sch.} ga~v‰!rka~ ≠ ga~vr‰!ka~ id. »» CCh: Zm {Srp.} guirany 'corn' »» ECh:
Smr {J} g‰!ra!we '∈ corn'  [2] *gVr- 'bean(s)' > WCh: Ang {ChL} gÈr´m » ?
Fy {J} kerem id. »» CCh: Mnd {Mch.} g°!re5, {ChL} ©ire, Glv {ChL} ?a!gU~ra~,
{Rp.} a2~g‰ra, Gv {ChC} Ng‰RE~, Nkc ngÈre, Dgh {Fk.} N!gre~  id. »» ECh: EDng
{Fd.} ge~rJ°e~N, Jg {J} gi!r(k) id. ¶ ChC, ChL, Sk. HCD 83, Ba. 377, Sch. 2 1 9
 S: [1] S *gir(-at)- '≈   small grain'  > MHb er1G4 ge2≤ra2 'seed of c a r o b
(St. John’s bread, Ceratonia)', Ak giru2 'twenty-forth part of a sheqel '
ı BHb er1G4 ge2≤ra2 id.  [2] CS *gargir- 'a berry, small grain' > BHb pl .
Mir%G6r^G2 garg´≤r-ïm 'ripe olives', MHb rG4r^G2 gar≤ge2r, JA [Trg.] ar!G6r^G2
garg´≤r-a2 'berry, small grain, Ar g7irg7ir- 'bean' ¶ DRS 177, 181, KB
193-4, Klein 1O8, Js. 266, Löw II 4O3, Ln. 4O1, BK I 274-5, Sd. 291 ¶ ¶
OS #211 || D *korÀ- 'millet, a grain' >  Knd kor`eN 'a grain', Tm kural
'Italian millet', Kt koylß, Kui kueri 'Setaria italica', Kn kor3ale, Tl
kor3r3alu, Prj koyla 'Panicum italicum (a kind of millet), Gnd kohala(:)
± ko?la 'Panicum miliare', gorraN 'mand >eya corn, Eleusine coracana' ¶ ¶
D #2163 ˚ The D and S data suggest that the N internal cns. was n o t
*w  (but most probably a weak lr. *?  or *h ). If this is true, the cns. -w-
in several Ch languages is a hiatus-based innovation influenced by t h e
labialized vowel ˚ ≈ Blz. DA 16O [#82] ||| Cp. also ?? N € ≈
*gÉÂVÍdV (or cd. *gÉ{?}orV ÍVdV?) '∈ cereal' > IE {EI}
*≤g8≈resd≈(i)- (gen. *g8≈r=≤sd≈-os) 'barley'  > NaIE: L hordeum id. »» OHG,
OSx ge4rsta, NHG Gerste, Dt gerst id.  »» ?φ  Gk Hm kri6, Gk kri†h1
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id. »» Al drithe4 'grain'  Ht karas ntr. ({EI} = [kras], [kars]?') {Ts.}
'wheat (?)', {EI} '∈ wheat' (absent in Pv.) ¶¶ EI 51, P 446 (IE *g≈erzd(≈)-),
GI 565 (IE *g8≈(e)rd≈-), Bc. # 8.44, WH I 656-7, KM 25O, O 75, Ts. W 3 4 ,
Ts. E 498 || HS: CCh: Msg {Rlf.} gerda 'sorghum', {Ov.} girda 'Korn,
Getreide' ¶ ChC, Lk. DQM 56.
659b. *gi?{o}rV '∈ grass' > HS: S: Ar g7a?r- 'herbe grande, longue,
d’une végétation riche' ¶ BK I 244 || IE (mt.; ×  N *gorho ' b e ( c o m e )
big\long, grow'?) *g≈reéW-/*g≈ré=W-: +ext.: NaIE *g≈ro2s-/*g≈r´s- 'grass ,
herbs' >  Gt gras 'co1rtoß, la1canon (grass, garden-herbs)', OFrs gres,
gers, OSx, OHG gras, NHG Gras, AS ÌrAs, ÌArs 'grass', NE grass
»» L gra2men 'grass, turf' (< *g≈r´s-men) »» Sl *groŸzd¥ (gen. *groŸzda),
*groŸzdÁ 'cluster' >  OCS grozd5 grozdË, Slv gro~zd 'cluster o f
grapes', SCr gro•zd id., 'grapes', Blg grozd, R grozd∆, ∆  grozd
'cluster (of berries, grapes, etc.)', OR, RChS grozd5 grozdË  'grape'  
+ another ext.: AS ÌrA2d  'grass' »» L herba  'springing vegetation, g reen
plant' (×  N *gorho 'be(come) big\long, grow', q.v.)  Ht {Pv.}
kariyant- 'grass', karitasXa 'grassland, lawn' ¶¶ WP I 645-6, P 4 5 4 ,
KM 268, 272-3, 275, Schz. 154-5, Kb. 413, Ho. 137-9, Ho. S 28-9, Fs.
22O, Bern. I 355, ESSJ VII 142-3, Glh. 25O, WH I 639-4O, Pv. IV 8O, Ts. E
I 5O7, 51O || A: NaT *k[æ]o4ra4n 'sedge' >  VTt, Bsh ku4ra4n, SbTt ku4ra4N, Brb
{Rl.} ko4ro4n, Xk ko4reN ot, Alt, Tlt {Rl.} ko4ro4n id. ¶ ET KQ 147-8. Rl. II 1 2 5 1 ,
1454  M: Kl {Rm.} ku4rsn= 'eine Pflanze (giftig), sedge (Carex),
henbane'; WrM ku4rmeli, Hlh x¥rm´l 'sedge (Carex)' ¶ KW 2 4 8 ,
MED 5O6, Kow. III 265O || D *kïr- 'greens, vegetables' > Tm kI2rai id.,
'pot-herbs', Ml cI2ra 'greens, eatable leaves', ∆  kI2ra, cI2ra ' sp inach ' ,
Kt ki;r, Td ki;ry 'Amarantus', Kn kI2re, kire '(various species o f )
greens', Tl kI2ra, kI2re 'herb, vegetable, greens' ¶¶ D #1617 ˚  T *kæ-
and M *k- are probably from *g? < N *gi?- ˚  Blz. LB #71c (suggested
the comparison between IE, D, and T).
66O. *ge{÷V}rV  'to fence around, to encircle; enclosed place' (‘  ' t o
build walls\huts') >  HS: C: EC: Ged {Hd.} go2?re, Brj {Hd.} go2re 'shed f o r
animals', Or {Grg.} go2rro2 'partition, wall' »» SC: Irq {Wh.} ga^r≤?ai (p l .
ga!r≤?a^we) 'wall of the verandah', {E} gar÷ay 'verandah of house', {MQK}
gar÷a2y 'front of the house, area near the house' (×  N *gÅr÷3333V 'belly,
inside'?) »» Bj {R} ga2?ra ≠ gar?a ≠ gara 'fenced courtyard a r o u n d
the house'; eBj or Ag *ga÷rat ı (or π?) Tgy {R} œ)rT k'a÷rAt ı
Bln/Sa {R} ≤qa2÷rat id. ¶ Tgy k'a÷rAt is isolated within S and EthS, while
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Bj ga2?ra has cognates among the C lgs., suggesting a C origin of t h e
Tgy word ¶ R WBd 87, R WB 234, Grg. 181, Hd. 94, 242, Wh. SI, MQR
37. ≈ E SC 233 (pSC *ga2d- 'dwell, reside, abide' based on an u n c .
comparison  of the Irq word with Dhl *ga2d†- 'stay')  Ch: WCh: Hs
ga!Rga!Rï! 'low wall or mound to prevent rain water from flowing into a
booth' »» ECh: Mkl {J} ga2^ra~ (pl. ga^r-d'a~ri!) 'clôture d’épineux' ¶ Ba. 366, J
LM 98 ¶¶ ≈  OS #852 (*ga?ur- 'wall, yard'), #956 (*gor- 'wall, house ,
dwellng') ||  A  *ge√{i}rV {AD} 'house, tent, wooden framework of a t e n t '
> M *ge√ir 'house' > MMgl {Iw.} gehir 'house', MM [S] {H} geyit pl .
'houses', [LM, S, MA, IM, IsV] ger, WrM, WrO ger, HlM g´r, Ord, M n r
H {SM} gòer, Brt g´r, Mgl {Rm.} ger, Ba {T} gar, Dg {Mrm., T} geri, ger1
'house' ¶ H 49-5O, Pp. MA 17O, 437, Pp. L III 69, Lg. VMI 3O, MED 3 7 7 -
8, Ms. O 259-6O, Krg. 77O, Chr. 171-2, M 133, T 322, T BJ 136, T DgJ
131, Klz. D I 133, Iw. 1O3  T *k…era4kæu4 'lattice-work wooden frame of a
yurt (tent)' > OT {Cl.} ka4ra4∏ku4∏, {DTS} kereku4, Tkm † gerege, Bsh kira4ga4,
Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg kerege, Alt/Tlt {Rl.} ka4ra4Ga4, Uz keraga id. ¶ Cl. 7 4 4 ,
ET VGD 24-5, Rl. II 1O9O, Sht. 125, KrkR 315, UzR 2O9, Dr. TM III
#1629  AdS  of (infl. on) Tg *gerbe-  'make perches, clean trunks f r o m
boughs' <  N *gorVb++++pV 'scratch, scrape', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ ≈ DQA #5O3 (T,
M, Tg) || D *kerÀ- ({†GS} *k-) >  Kn kir3 v. 'confine, close, shut, b lock
up, make a fence, cover', Tm cer3u v. 'control (as the senses), h inder ,
prevent', cir3ai\ v. 'restrain, imprison, dam up', Ml cer3iyuka ' b e
thronged', cer3ukkuka 'dam up, enclose', cir3a 'enclosure', Kt c>er
'imprisonment', Td kerÀf- '(water) is dammed', Tl cer3a 'p r i son ,
emprisonmnt', Knd ke®À- v. 'close, shut (as a door, box); build a b o a r d
(as enclosure)' ¶¶ D #198O || ? K: G da-v-h-gurgur-eb 'ich hege um' ¶
Chx. 217 ||  Possibly an AdS  of IE (NaIE) *g8≈or-to- 'encircled land'; t h e
N etymom in qurestion is hardly the main source of NaIE *g8≈or-to-,
because the latter has no long vw. (the expected trace of the N lr.) (s e e
N *ga4444rdV 'encircle, surround, fence in', q.v. ffd.) ˚  It is tempting t o
adduce here FU k{a4}rV >  Prm *kar 'settlement, fortified settlement', b u t
the FU vw. {a4} (>  Prm *a) suggests that the word belongs to N
*ûûûûqV{yo}ÂV 'heap of stones, (walled) settlement' ˚  The N l r .
(probably *÷ ) is suggested by the reflexes in Bj (? ), Tgy (÷ ), K (lack o f
*˝ ), and M; the N vw. between *{÷}  and *r  is suggested by the M and D
ev. (D *-rÀ- <  intervoc. *-r-  rather than <  *r-cluster).
661. *g{u 4444}÷rV 'look, look for' > K *°g{o2}rV (or *°ga+a2rV) >  Lz, Mg gor-
v. 'look for' ¶ Chik. 264-5; GM S 334-5 and Test. KV ∀ (both on t h e
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origin of Lz and Mg o) || HS *√g÷r >  S *°√g÷r *'see' >  Ar éna"rao0Ji
g7i÷ra2n-at- 'eye' ¶ BK I 3OO  Eg fMK Z÷r v. 'search out, investigate;
seek' (×  N *c7777 ' '''u 6 666÷r1 111V ≠ *c7777 ' '''u 6 666r 1 111÷V 'to see, to look' [q.v.]) ¶ EG V 539, Fk.
32O  EC: Af {PH} gorrise v. 'look for, search, seek', goran ' searching,
studying', Sa, Sa Ir {R} gu2r- 'look for', {Wlm.} gu!ro-kio 'I shall look f o r '
¶ PH 115, R S II 161  ? B: Nf s´-gg´r 'look for', possibly also *√grw
'find' > Ah, Tdq ´g1ru, ETwl, Ty ´gr´w, Gh ´Z7raw, Tnsl iZ7r¥w id. ¶ La. S
214, NZ 857, 895-6  Ch {JS} *√gr  'look for' > CCh: Db {Lnh.} gI~r, Msy
{Mch.} g´r, Ms {J} ga2@ra@, ? Bdm {Lk.} ke›ra id. ¶ ChC, ChL, JS 171 || IE:
NaIE *°g8[≈]er´- ≠ ? *°g8[≈]wer´- > Sl *zÁre7ti / *zÁr1oß 'look' > OCS z6r8ti
zÁre7ti / z6r) zÁrjo<, SCr zreàti / zre•m, Slv zri•ti / zreàm, R
zret∆ / zr√, P z1rzec1 / zrze<, Cz zr7i1ti / zr7i1m » Lt z7iure$!ti ' t o
look (at)' ¶ Frn. 1316, Tr. 366, ≈ Glh. 7OO (??σ: Sl *zÁre7ti <  IE *g8≈er´-
/*g8≈re2- 'shine') || A: T *k…o4r- v. 'see' >  OT, MQp, XwT, Chg ko4r-, Tk
go4r-, Az, Tkm, Qmq go4r-, ET, Blq, Kr Cr, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Alt, SY, Xk,
Tv, Yk ko4r-, CrTt kor1-, VTt, Bsh ku4r-, Uz kör-, Qzl {Dom.} ko4r-, {Jk.} ko4∏r-
≠ ko4r, Qb {Cs.} ko4∏r-, Tf kO$r-, Chv kur- kur- ± kor- 'see'; T *k…o4r1 ' eyes '
(<  N *0g{u 4444 } ÷rV yi , where *yi  'a couple' is a marker of dual) >  OT {Cl.}
ko4∏z, XwT, MQp ko4z, Chg, OOsm go4z, Tk go4z, Az g1o4z, Tkm gøz go4Î, CrT
goz1 ≠ koz1, Qmq go4z, XT {Dr.} ge;z, Blq, Kr Cr, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Tb, ET,
Ln, SY ko4z, Uz köz, Alt, Xk ko4s, VTt ku4z (ı Chv kuß kus1 ≠ kos1), Bsh
ku4Î, Qmn ko4z ≠ ko4 ≠ ku4s 'eyes' ¶ Cl. 736, Rs. W 292, 295, ET VGD 6O-3,
77-9, Ra. 24O, Md. 49, 17O, Fed. I 31O-1, 314-5 (Chv kuß π VTt ku4z),
≠ Md. 5O (T *k…o4r1s 'eye')  Tg *°gur- 'understand' >  Sln guru-
'understand, learn (uznat∆ )' ¶ STM I 174  M *9ori 'hope, expect t ion '
> WrM 9ori, HlM gor∆, Brt gori id., Ord 9òori-ugWï 'c’est en vain,
cela n’ira pas' (with -ugWï 'without') (÷ WrM 9ori u4gei 'wi thout
hope) ¶ MED 361, Ms. O 3O7, Chr. 157  pKo {S} *kî!ri~-  'long for, miss,
think of' > MKo kî!ri~-, NKo kîri- ¶ S QK #915, Nam 68, MLC 237 ¶¶ DQA
#554 (A *go"~re 'see, understand'; incl. T, M, Ko, Tg *°gur-) || D *kurÀ-[i]
({†GS} *g-?) 'mark, sign' >  Tm, Ml, Kn kur3i 'mark, sign, aim', T m
kur3i-  v. 'draw, sketch outline in painting, design', Kt guryv 'good a im ' ,
Td kurÀy 'aim', kurÀp 'a mark (made by a person to show he was the re ) ' ,
Kn kur3i v. 'mark, take note of, regard', Kdg kuri 'drawing, sectar ian
mark', kuri- v. 'paint', Tu guri 'aim, mark', Tl gur3i 'an aim, design' ,
Ku gur- v. 'aim at', Mlt kurke v. 'write' ¶¶ D #1847 ˚  If the N vw. was
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*u 4444 (suggested by IE), we still have to expain the M back vw. *o  (regr. as .
**u4...a6 > *o...V??).
662. *gáhÂV ¬ *gáÂhá 'sunshine, day, light (Licht)' >  IE *g8≈eré8-
/*g8≈reé8- >  NaIE *g8≈er´-/*g8≈re2- '≈   shine' >  OIr grI1an f., NIr grian
'sun' (<  *g8≈re2i\na2) »» ON gra1-r, NNr, Dn graº, OFrs gre2, OHG gra2o,
NHG grau, AS ÌrA2w, ÌrA2Ì1 'gray', NE gray ≠ grey ('gray' “
*'bright') (Gmc *e2 <  NaIE *e2 <  *eé8); with the sx. *-u\-: ON gry1jandi f .
'dawn' »» Pru sari ([z-]) f. 'Glut', Lt z7ara~ f. 'aurora, sunray', z7aﬁras
id., z7ere$ !ti 'to shine, to sparkle, to twinkle', Ltv zars 'ray' » Sl *zo≤r1a
(accus. *zo àr1oß) 'sunrise, aurora' ("stem I" *g8≈er´-) >  OCS zorja zorja,
McdS zora, SCr zo~ra, Slv zo!rja, Cz zor7e, P zorza, R pl. ≤zori, R ∆
zo≤rå, pl. R zori; Sl *zar1a id. >  OCS zarja zarja, Blg, R za≤rå, Slv
za!rja, Cz za1r7e ¶ P 441-2, Thr. §§ 222, 47O, ≈ Bc. 54, Dnn. 383, Vr.
185, Schz. 154, Kb. 4O5, KM 268, Ho. 135, Frn. 129O, En. 242, Glh.
699-7OO, EI 514 (*g8≈er- 'shine, glow') || HS: WS *√ghr > Ar reJ√g7hr
G  v. 'dazzle so. with the sunlight' (of the sun), Sr √ghr G  ' b e
dazzled' (of the eyes), Mh {Jo.} √ghr (pf. g‰he2r, sbjn. y‰gho4r), Jb E/C
√ghr id., Sq {L} √ghrr 'être\devenir clair', Tgr √ghr G  v. 'glow, coa l
(verkohlen)' ¶ BK I 343, Hv.1O2, Br. 1O7, JPS 62, L LS 1O4, Jo. M 1 1 7 ,
Jo. J 73, LH 559, DRS 1O4  Ch: Hs ga~Ri! 'sky' »» Msg {Rlf.} gerna
'day', Msg G {Trn.} gÈ~rna^, Msg P {Trn.} g‰rna, Msg {Ov.} girna! ' t oday ' ,
Msg G {Trn.} gÈ~rvÈ~di^ 'day-time', Msg P {Trn.} g‰rv‰d‰y ' m o m e n t ' ,
g‰rv‰d‰y marbay 'noon' (marba- 'in the middle') ¶ Ba. 367, Trn. LM 9O,
Trn. LDM 17, 23, Lk. M 56, ChC || A: M *gere 'light, brightness' (×  N
*g{e}[y]r1111a 6 666 'fire, hearth') >  MM [IM] gere 'light', [S] gere 'br ightness
(Glanz)', WrM gere, HlM g´r´´ id., 'light, lustre', Kl {Rm.} ger´
'torch, wick', Ord gòere 'light, brightness', Mnr H {SM} gò‰ri¢e2 ' lumière ,
clarté, éclat, rayon', {T} gere 'brightness, lustre (siånie , blesk )', Dx
gi¢eren 'light, ray'; Ï M *gerel 'light, brightness, beam of light' >  MM
[HI] gerel 'light', [S] gerel 'Glanz', WrM gerel, HlM g´r´l ' l ight,
beam of light', Kl gerl ger´l ≠ gerl= 'light, ray, brightness' ¶ Pp. MA
437, H 49, Ms. H 56, KW 134, MED 378-9, KRS 139, SM 134, T 322, T
DnJ 114  Tg: WrMc gere- v. 'dawn', Mc Sb {Y} ger´m´ 'to break' (of a
day), WrMc usiXa geris7e-mbi 'a\the star shines' ¶ Z 324, Y # 2 6 6 2
¶¶ ≠ DQA #A1535 (A *gari 'light [lux]'; M + unc. Tg *garpa 'ray of light,
arrow') ˚  IS I 228-9 [#82].
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662a. *gaÓrV (= *ga?rV?) '(∈?) fish' > HS: Eg G gr  'fish' (coll.) ¶ EG
V 18O  ? SOm: Hm {Ldl.} kara 'fish' ¶ Bnd. AL 15O || U *ko2re  '∈  f ish '
('whitefish'?) > F kuore / kuoree- 'smelt, Osmerus', Krl ku¢oreh, Vp
kor1eh id.; BF ı R kor√xa, kor√wka id. » ? Z , Vt gurina ' gudgeon '
 Sm: Slq: N {Cs.} kor, UO {Cs.} kuor, Tz {Cs.} kuor, ko6r, Kar {Cs.}
ku6r 'Coregonus muksun (a Siberiaan whitefish) (Castrén’s k is very
likely to represent Slq q), Kms {Pls.} kuru ' lenok ('Salmo lenoc' [=
'Brachymystax lenoc'?]), Koyb {Coll.“ Pls.?)} hurru 'Salmo
corregonoides' ¶¶  Coll. 29, SSA I 441-2, Vs. II 344, LG 83, Cs. 118, 1 8 1 ,
Pls. Z #C-356, Rs. W 282, BIG 287, Rl. II 55O || D: McTm *ka2rai\ >  T m
ka2rai\ 'a sea-fish', Ml ka2ra  'a fish' ¶ D #1476  ˚ D *-r- (reg.  from *r-
clusters) and the long vw. in U and D suggest the presence of a lr. ( sc .
D *-r- < N *-Ór-); U *o2 < pre-U *a2 < N *aÓ ; on U *o2 < pre-U *a2 see  Db.
OS xxv-xxvi. The absence of the lr. in Eg suggests that the N lr. was *?
(= *? or *h , which are the only laryngeals liable to be lost in Eg) ˚ ≈
Blz. DA 158 [#65] (suggested to equate D with T, U, SOm + unc. with
Tg).  
663. (€?) *gu6666{w}rV '(roof of a) hut; to dwell' >  HS: WS *-gu2r- v.
'dwell' >  Hb -gu2r- (pf. rG1 ga2r, ip. rugi! ya-≤g£u2r) 'dwell (as alien a n d
dependant)', MHb -gu2r- (rG1 ga2r / rugi! ya-≤g£u2r) 'dwell (wohnen)', Ug
{TOu-1} gr (√gwr) 'être un hôte, séjourner', {OLS} √gw+yr N
'hospedarse, acogerse', √grgr 'avecindarse', Md guara ' t empora ry
dwelling, (?) exile', Sb √gwr v. 'visit (a sanctuary)'; Ï WS *ga≤wir-
'inhabitant' >  BHb rG4 ge2r 'protected citizen, stranger living in so . ' s
country', MHb rG4ge2r , JA [Trg.], JEA {Sl.} ar!&IG5 giyyyo2≤r-a2 ' s t ranger ,
proselyte', Sr giyo2≤r-a 2 'alien, foreigner, stranger; proselyte', Ar r'Ja
g7a2r-, Gz ÌR go2r, Tgr, Tgy ÌR gor, Mh g‰wayr, Hrs gor, gwïr
'neighbour': Ï: Gz √gwr TL (pf. taga2wara) 'dwell together in a
neighbourly way', Jb C pf. s>‰ge2r (sbjn. y‰s>≤gEr) 'become so.’s
neighbour' ¶ KB 193, KBR 184-5, 2O1, TOu I 588, BGMR 51, Js. 2 3 6 ,
OLS 15O, Sl. 278-9, JPS 68, DM 82, L G 2O7, LH 592, Jo. M 128, Jo. H
42, Jo. J 8O, DRS 1O9  EC: Sml {ZMO} guri 'house, home', Rn gu2ra
'move to a new dwelling-place', ?σ  Arr gu2r- 'migrate' (unless akin to Arr
gor 'road, way'), Sd {Gs.} gare 'tribe, people, village' ¶ ZMO 17O, DSI
281, PG 131-2, Hw. A 32-3, Gs. 116  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *garV 'town' > Bl
{ChL} gÈ~r∑wu!, {Bnt.} ≤goru, ¿ Ngm {Stl. “?} gargu, Krf {Sch.} gi~ri! ' t o w n '
» Hs ga~Rï!, Gw {Mts.} ge~ri@ 'town, inhabited environment' » Dw {ChL} g‰~ri!
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(π Hs ga~Rï!?) 'town', Jm {Gw.} girga 'village' »» ECh: Jg {J} ge2!r
'village', EDng {Fd.} gE2!gE~r 'town' ¶ Stl. ZCh 218 [#685], Stl. VZCh 6 7 ,
Abr. H 3O5, Bnt. LWS 22, Sch. BTL 54, ChL, ChC ¶¶ Not here Wl {C}
guolle2 'house', which is probably a loan from Or (Or {Brl.} gola ' a
room within a hut', {Sr.} gola 'room', {Th.} gola 'capannuccia') (see  N
*gu 4444 l ∏ ∏∏∏Å 'dwelling' [‘ 'house']) ¶¶ ≈  Sk. HCD 78-8 || D *ku2r- ({†GS} *k-)
'≈   roof, hut' >  Tm ku2rai\ 'sloping roof (commonly thatched with
grass or palm leaf), small hut', Ml ku2ra 'hut, thatch', Klm kurodßi ' hog-
house' ¶¶ D #19O4 || A (if AmTg is *gu'r-): AmTg *gu'r+y- v. 'roof' >  O r k
gui-≠guy(u)-, Nn Nh gui-, Nn B guyu- id., Ul guyu2- id., 'v. 'thatch'; d . :
Ork guid‰≠guyd‰, Nn Nh guic7E, Nn B guyc‰, Ul guic7‰ ≠ guyc7‰, guipt‰ ' a
roof' ˚  The N cluster *-{w}r-  yields D *-r- (while intervoc. *-r-  would
have yielded D *-rÀ-).
664. *gar{÷ 3333}i 'old' >  HS: EC: pOr {Bl., Ss.} *ger÷- 'grow old' >  Arr ge2~r
'old man, elder, husband', Or Z7a2r- (<  *Z7a?r- <  [mt.] <  *Z7ar÷-), Gato,
Turo, Kns ker-, Msl, Bss ker?-, Gdl {Ss.} ker?-, {Bl.} kerd'- id., Arr gair
'old', Or {Grg., Brl.} Z7arsa 'old person', {Brl.} Z7ar-ti 'old woman ' ,
?φ Arr Z7a~?a!r 'old woman' (generic) ¶ Bl. 2O7, Ss. PEC 37, AD VZ 2O8,
Hw. A 36O, 369, Grg. 229  Ch {JS} *√gr ({Nw.} *garü) 'grow old' >
WCh: » BT: Krkr {ChL} ga~ra~ 'old', Krf {Sch.} ga2~ro~ 'old' (of a thing) » NrBc:
Wrj {Sk.} GA@ra@ 'grow old', ga@ra2! s‰@nna 'old (person)', ga@ri~ya!k'Wa@i ' o l d
woman', ? gYa~ra!na@ 'old' (of a thing), Cg {Sk.} ga2!rIi@s‰!n 'old' ( m a n ) ,
ga1ru@me! 'old woman', Kry/Mbr {Sk.} Ga@r-, Jmb {Sk.} Ga^r- 'grow old', My
{Sk.} Ga!ra~ho@z‰~h‰~ old man', Ga!ra~ho@za@ku~ 'old woman', P’ {MSk.} ˙ara~
'grow old', Sir {Sk.} G‰!ra@ id., Ga^rwa! 'old (thing), g‰^ra! 'old woman' » SBc:
Grn {Gw.} garan 'old man', {Hrn.} ga~ga~ri~n 'old person', Buli {ChL}
go~rmba~m id., go~rmÈs6È~ 'old woman' » Ngz {Sch.} ga~ru! 'grow old' » ? Hs
gi!Rma~2 'exceed in age, be older than' (unless ÿ Hs gi!Rma2! 'bigness; t o
grow big') »» CCh: Tr {Nw.} gor‰, ? Gzg {Nw.} gal 'grow old' »» ECh: ? Skr
{Lk.} gu!e@ 'grow old' ¶ ChC, ChL, Nw. #64, Ba. 39O-1, Hrn. #17O, Sch. DN
69, Sk. HCD 85, Lk. ZSS 33 || IE: Ht karu2 'early, formerly ' ,
karu(u)ili 'former, ancient' ¶ Pv. IV 112-5 || A: NaT *k…arî 'old' ( o f
human beings and animals) > OT, MQp XIII, Osm ≥XIV, Chg XV  qarî, T k m
garry, Qq 9arrî, Qq, Qrg, Alt qarî, Uz qari, ET qeri, Xk kirI id., Q z q
{DQA} qa4ri id., {MM} qariya 'old man', ET qeri, Xk kir¡ kirI id., Az
9arî 'old woman', Tk karI, Ggz qarî 'wife, married woman', d.: Q q
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qarîya 'old man'; pT *k…arî- ({Md.} *k…a¿rî-) >  OT qarî- ({Cl.} qarî—-)
'be(come) old', Tk karI-, Tkm 9arrî-, Uz qari-, ET qeri-, Qrg, StAlt
qarî-, Tv, Tf qîrî-, Xk kir¡- kirI-, Yk kîrîy- 'grow old', Az 9arî- ' r ema in
unmarried after the common age for marrying' (of a woman) ¶ The
variant with i, î, or e of the first syll. may be due to the infl. of t h e
reflex of N *kir 1111Óa 'old' (q.v.) ¶ Cl. 644-5, ET KQ 311-2, Ra. 223, Ra.
223, Md. 1O3, 166 ¶¶ ≠ DQA #775 ˚  The rec. of N *÷3333 is based on EC
{Ss.} *÷, which is only tentative (what is certain is that it is a l r .
resembling *?  and lengthening the preceding vw. in Or). Therefore o u r
N *{÷ 3333} here is tentative and not free of doubts .  A hypothetical
connection between this N etymon and N *gorho 'be(come) big\ long,
grow' may be suggested only if one can explain away the discrepancy
created by the difference between the laryngeals and the final vowels
involved ˚ Gr. II #283 (*kara 'old') (IE, A + err. J + qu. EA).
665. € *gÅr÷3333V 'belly, inside' > HS: pC {E} *gar÷- > LEC {Bl.} *gar÷-
'belly' > Gwd {AMS} kar÷-e!tto, Gln {AMS} kar÷itto, Hr/Dbs {AMS} kara÷-
c7e!, Or gara-? ({Bl.}: < *gara-a < *gar÷-a), Kns ka!r-itta, Turo ke!r-itta,
Gato ka1r-a, Msl, Bss kar?-a, Gdl kard', Dsn ge2re, Elm ©e!re, Arr gere1? id. »»
?? amb Bj {Rop., Fl.} gari 'body, trunk', Bj A {AD} garoyy- 'self', e. g. ?U
ga≤ro2y-u 'myself', ?U garo2≤yok 'thyself' (× N *gÉÂV 'entrails', q.v.) »» SC:
Irq {MQK} gar÷a2y 'front of the house, area near the door', {E} gar÷ay
'verandah' (× N *ge{÷V}rV 'to fence around, to encircle; enclosed
place', q.v.) ¶ E PC #5OO,  ≈  AD SF 2O5, R WBd 87, Rop. 186, Bl. 2O7,
AMS 167, 2O7, 232, Hn. NBLK 2O5, Hw. A 36O, To. DL 49, MQK 37 || D:
SD *kar(alß)- 'entrails' > Ml karal5, karul5 'lungs and heart; liver,
bowels; heart', Ml karil5, Kt karl 'heart', Kn karul4, karal5u ' a n
entrail, the bowels', Kdg karî 'interstines', Tu kar(a)l4u 'bowels, l iver '
¶ D *-r- < *-rÓ- ¶ D #1274  ˚  ≈  Blz. LB #73a (incl. C, D; no dist inction
between the reflexes of N *gÅr÷3333V, N *gÉÂV 'entrails' [q.v.], and N
*guÂV  'belly, body' [> U *kurV 'body, SC *gurV 'belly']).
666. *gir÷3333V 'to cut' >  HS: WS *√gr÷ 'cut' >  BHb org √gr÷ ' c u t
down, trim (a beard), diminish', JA √gr÷ 'cut (head hair, bea rd ) ,
diminish', JEA √gr÷ G 'be inferior, shave the head', Sr √gr÷ ' shave
(hair\beard), deprive of hair, make a tonsure', Plm atorg gr÷t? pl .
'hairdressers', Mh √gr÷ (pf. go2ra, sbjn. y‰≤grE?) 'shave (usually t h e
head)', Jb C √gr÷  (pf. ≤gera÷, sbjn. ≤yOgra÷) 'cut, shave off (all the h e a d
hair)', Sq {L} √gr÷ (pf. ≤gara÷) 'cut (hair)' ¶ KB 195-6, KBR 2O3-4, Lv.
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I 363, Sl. 3O4, Br. 134, JPS 79, HJ 235, L ESAC 16, Jo. M 123, Jo. J 7 8 ,
DRS 19O  EC: Sa, Af √gr÷ 'cut (off)' >  Sa {Wlm.} -igre÷- id., Sa {R}
√gr÷- (p. ≤i-gri÷å, imv. e≤gr°÷ ≠ i≤gr°÷) 'ab-\ein-schneiden', Af
{R} √gr÷- (p. ≤i-rgi÷å, imv. i≤rg°÷) 'abschneiden (Baum, Hals)', {PH}
irgi÷e 'cut, cut down, harvest', gara÷e v. 'cut off in the middle of doing
sth.', garu÷ 'harvest, mutilation', ?φ Arr k'u2r- 'cut, reap, castrate, c u t
down'; but EC *gawra÷- v. 'cut the throat' is probably derived from t h e
reflex of N *gur1111÷ 3 333É ¬  *gu4444r 1 111÷ 3 333V 'throat, neck' (q.v.) ¶ AD SF 316, R S II
161-2, R A II 6O, PH 11O-1, 137, Hw. A 381 || U *kirV > FP *kira4- ' hew,
strike' (× N *k '''' { i }ru 6666 ÷V 'strike, hit' [q.v. ffd.])  pY {IN} *kir(e) 'knife' >
OY O {Mat.} kire or kir∆e id. ¶ IN 3O6, ≈ IN 228 || A: Tg *gi3ri- ' c u t
out, cut out cloth for dress-making' >  Ewk  Úgir-, Lm gIr-, Neg gï- ≠ gIy-
, Orc  Úgï- ≠ Úgiyi, Ud gï-, Ul, Ork, Nn 9IrI- id., WrMc giri- v. ' t r im;
cut off (grass, branches)' ¶ STM I 153-4, Bz. 21-2 (*gIrI-), S AJ 2 2 4
[#280] (*giri-)  pJ *ki~r- 'cut' >  OJ ki\i~r-, J: T ki!r-, K/Kg ki`r- ¶ S AJ
272 [#194], S QJ #194, Mr. 7O9  ? pT *°Kir- > MT [IM] k{i}r- 'cut off ,
clip' ¶ Cl. 643 ¶¶ S AJ 298 [#297], ≠ DQA #528 || D *kirV ≠ *kerV
({†GS} *k-) 'shave, cut (with a sickle)' (partial coalescence with N
*K''''ir{Ù}V 'scrape, scratch') >  Tm cirai\ 'shave, cut with a sickle', Ml
cira 'shaving', Kn kiri 'shave', Tu kirejuni 'cut (as straw, grass-
stumps)', Klm kerk-, Nk ker-, Mlt qe1re- 'shave', ? Brh kar˝iN ' shear ,
crop down, mow down' ¶ Tm cira2y 'get scratched', Ml cirekka
'(shave), scrape', and Kn kere 'scratch' go back to N *K''''ir{Ù}V '⇑ ' ¶ ¶
D #1564.
667. *goÂ÷V '≈   hill, (small?) mountain' >  HS: S: Tgr GR) g‰r÷
'Bergkamm, mountain-ridge' (hardly “ g‰r÷ 'neck, throat'), ??σ Ar
g7ar(a)÷-at- 'monticule de sable, terrain sablonneux' (if 'monticule' is
the primary meaning) ¶ LH 576, BK I 281  C: [1] EC: Sml {DSI} guro ' t h e
highest point of sth., summit', Or {Ss} go2rro2 'mount, small hill', {Th}
go2ro 'elevazione, collinetta, terrapieno', {Brl.} goro ' t e r rapieno,
mucchio, luogo elevato, collinetta' (Brl. did not indicate the length o f
vowels)  [2] C *g{a2}r- (×  N *garÓa4444 'sharp bough, sharp stick, s h a r p
point') >  Ag: Q {R} gara 'rock' »» EC: Or {Th.} ga2ra (nom. ga2rri)
'montagna, catena di montagni, altezza', {Grg.} ga2ra 'mountain', Sd
{Gs.} ga2ra 'hill, small mountain' ¶ DSI 282, Ss. B 84, Th. 151-2, 173, Brl.
182, AD SF 61, Grg. 157, Gs. 175   NrOm: Shn {Lm.} gura!, Anf {Grt.}
gura1, HzMa {Fl.} gura, Na {Fl.}  gYara, Shk {Fl.} g‰ra 'mountain' ¶ ≈ Lm.
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Sh 311, Grt. 352, Fl. OWL  Ch: WCh: Sir {Sk.} gi^ri! 'rock' (but EDng
{Fd.} gi~rpi~ and Mgm {JA} gu^r`bu1 'rock' are plausibly cognate with S
*√grb 'rock, highland') »» ? CCh: Gdr {Srp.} girma2!a, {Mch.} g´rma5
'mountain' ¶ ChC, JA LM 89 || K: GZ *go2ra- 'small mountain, hill' >  G
gora, Mg gola- ≠ gvala- 'mountain', Lz gola- 'summer roaming place' ¶
K 64, K2 31-2 || IE: NaIE *°g[W][≈]er- (att. in BSl) 'mountain', ? ' fo res t '
(× N *kur[Vh]V 'hill, mountain', q.v. ffd.  × N *guÂV 'forest') > pSl
*go≤ra (accus. *goŸroß, accentual paradigm C) 'mountain' >  OCS gora
gora, R, Uk go≤ra, SCr go~ra, Cz, HLs hora, P, LLs go1ra id., Slv go<!ra
id., 'mountain forest', Blg go≤ra 'forest, wood(s)', Slk hora id.,
'woody mountain' » Lt giria~, Lt Z gi~re$, Ltv † dzir>a, dzire ' fores t ,
wood(s)' ˚  Cp. FP *kurV 'hill, steep slope' and D *kurÀ- ({†GS} *k-) 'hill
country' (both most probably from N *kur[Vh]V '⇑ ') ˚  ≈  Blz. LB
#111d (suggested to add Shn, Anf, Dng, and Mgm), ≈ Blz. KM 1 3 3 - 4
[#7], ≈ Blz. LNA #17 (•÷ OSA √grb 'campus montanus, saxum', M a n d
pJ words for 'stone').
668. (€?) *gVÂá÷u6666 '≈   to fell, to strike; to fall in' >  IE: NaIE *g≈re2u\-
/*g≈r´u\-/*g≈ru2- 'fall upon, fall in' > Gk craei1n inf., Gk Hm }ecra(w)e 'fall
upon, attack, assail' »» L ingru-o2, -ere 'fall upon, assail' »» Lt
gria!uti (prs. gria!uju) 'to bring\throw down, to overthrow; to t e a r
down, to demolish', Ltv gr>au^t (prs. gr>au^ju, p. gr>a ^2vu) 'to dest roy,
to wreck', Lt griu2!ti (prs. griu<2vu~) 'to fall (down), to c r a sh \ tumble
down, to fall in', Ltv gr>u2t 'to collapse, to break down' ¶ ≈  WP I 647-8 ,
≈  P 46O, F II 1114-5, WH I 7OO-1, Frn. 171 || HS: S *°√gr÷ >  Ar ØrJ
√g7r÷  Gt   'break (a piece of wood), Sh† (?ag7ra÷a) 'fall' ¶ BK I 28O  EC:
Sml gara2÷- 'nock, beat, thrash' ¶ DSI 25, ZMO 154 || ?φ  K: G ngr-
'destroy; fall in' ¶ Chx. 927-8, DCh. 977.
669. *garÓa4444 'sharp bough, sharp stick, sharp point' >  IE *g≈er-,
*g≈eré8-/*g≈reé8- > NaIE *g≈er-, *g≈er´-/*g≈re2- 'sharp point' (partially × N
*g{a}Âz7777V '≈  to stretch, to drag') >  Gk ca1rmh 'point of a lance, spear -
head' (<  *g≈r=- without lr.) »» Nr ∆  gare 'point (Spitze)'; *g≈re2-ti- >
MHG gra2t (pl. grAte) 'sharp fish-bone (Fischgräte), awn, peak (of a
mountain), mountain-ridge', NHG Grat 'edge, ridge', Gra4te ' f ish-
bone', MDt graet id., Dt graat id., 'ridge' »» Sl *grot¥ 'sharp point' >
Cz, Slk hrot id., P grot id., 'arrow, dart' ¶ P 44O, F II 1O7, Lx. 75, KM
268, Vr. N 217, ESSJ VII 14O || U *kara 'sharp bough (of a coniferous
tree), stick' >  F kara 'peg, bar (of a lock), tang (of a knife), (me ta l )
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rod, denuded tail of a bull', karahka 'bough, young fir-tree', karas
'young fir-tree, long bough of a fir', Es {W} kara 'denuded tail of a n
animal (entblößre Rute der Tiere)', jummi-kara 'icicle'  Sm: Ne: T
xarv, T O {Lh.} Xa2rB, F {Lh.} ka2rB 'larch'; Ng {Cs.} ≤karu 'dry larch', En
B {Hl.} kaÎï, {Ter.} kaÎÈ 'spruce', {Cs.} kadi, {Prk.} kade 'fir-tree', En
Kr {Dolgix} kaÎi, En X {Cs.} kari id.; the metonymy 'bough' ‘ 'tree' is
parallel to that found in F karahka , karas  ¶¶ SK 16O-1, W EDW 2O8,
Ter. 747, Lh. 166-7, Cs. 47, 245, KP 8O || A: Tg *gara 'bough' >  Ewk
gara 'bough, dry branch, stick', Sln gar, gara 'branch', Neg gaya, Orc ,
Ud ga2, Ul, Ork, Nn 9ara  'bough, branch, rowlock (made of a bough) in a
boat', ? WrMc 9ar9a , 9ar9an  'bough, branch' ¶ STM I 141  pKo {S}
*ka!rh 'knife, sword' > MKo ka!r / ka1rh-, NKo k≈al ¶ S QK #415, Nam 1 9 ,
MLC 1669  pJ {S} *ka~ta~na~ 'knife' > OJ ka~ta~na~, J: T katana!, kata!na, K
ka!ta~na~, Kg katana! ¶ S QJ #419, Mr. 443 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #483 (A *ga"!r1{a~} ' s h a r p
edge'; incl. Tg, Ko, J) || D *°kar˛ >  Tm karu 'prong, barb, spike', D
*karVkk- ({†GS} *k-) > Tm karukku 'teeth of a saw\sickle, jagged
edge of palmyra leaf-stock', Ml karukku 'teeth of a saw\file, t h o r n s
of a palmyra branch', karikku  'edge of teeth', Kn kar3aku, karku ' a
jag, notch, dent, toothed part of a file\saw', Tl karagasamu 'a saw '
¶¶ D #1265 || HS *gVr[Ó]- 'thorn, sharp point' ‘ ? 'summit of a
mountain' >  WCh *√gr 'thorn' >  Klr {J} gi!ri! m. (pl. gi@re2@r), gï!Ri! f. (p l .
gï!Rye!r) 'thorn' » Ang {ChL} gÈ~r ' thorn ' » ? Hs ga!rsa!nï! '∈ a very t ho rny
weed', ? ma!ga!Rya2! 'jujube (a thorny tree)' ¶ Stl. ZCh 225 [#741]
(*hœ+garV 'thorny plant'), ChL, J R 352, Ba. 369, 744  C *g{a2}r- ' r o c k ,
mountain' (×  N *goÂ÷V  '≈ hill, (small?) mountain', q.v. ffd.) ˚  ≈  IS I
226 [#78] (IE, U, D, Tg; •÷ M *9ar- 'go\come out, emerge, appear'); OS
RPV I 67 #4 (adduction of the Hs and Ang words to N) ˚  IE and D (D *-
r-  goes back to N cns. clusters with *r ) suggest the presence of a lr. The
absence of traces of the N (and IE) lr. in Gk ca1rmh  is puzzling.
67O. i  ≈ *gÉrÓV 'to belch, to eruct' >  HS: B [1] *√gry 'belch' >  Ah
ag1ri v. 'belch', Ah ta-g1ray-t (pl. ti-g1raïn) ≠ tug1rayt (pl. tug1raïn), Gh
ta-Z7ray-t (pl. c7i-Z7rain) n. 'belch, eructation'; [2] ? i  eB *√gr÷ > ı Ar
Mgr √gr÷ 'belch' (in Ar Mrc {DMA} pf. gerra"÷ 'cause to belch', p f .
tgerra÷ 'v. 'belch, burp') ı Kb {Dl.} G1G1´rg´÷, {NZ} g£g£urr´÷, BMn {Bs.}
gurra÷, Izd {Mrc.} g´rra÷, Shl/CM/Fgg/Shw/Mz {NZ} √grr÷, CA gurr´÷,
Zng {NZ} ag´rra÷ v. 'belch' ¶ Fc. 483, Dl. 273, DMA I 44, 167, NZ 8 9 9 ,
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9O3 ¶ The root is likely to originate in eB (at the time when *÷ still
existed in B) or have its *÷ due to onomatopoeia  ECh: Ke {Eb.} g‰~rhi! v.
'belch' || U: FU *kerV 'belch, ruminate' >  Prm *go4rZ1- ({∫LG} *go¿4rZ7 !-)
'belch' > Z gordz∆o≥d- gorZ1‰d-, Yz ≤gurz1o$t-, Vt gurz≥yny gurZ1-, Vt B
go$rZ1-, Vt SW gu$rZ1- id. »» Vg: T ke2rk´n1ta4∏kt-, LK ker´l!t- 'belch', Sg ke2ral!t-
id., 'ruminate' » Hg ke1ro¡dz- 'ruminate' ¶ UEW 151, MF 354, LG 78 ||  A
≈ *ka4∏kæÉr- ({S} *ka2~kæirV) 'belch' >  T *k…a4∏kir- ({Md.} kæa4∏kir- = {∫Md.}
*kæe2kir-) >  OT ka4gir- ≠ ka4kir-, Tk geg"ir-, Tkm ga4∏Gir-, Az ájir-
g1a4yir-, Xlj {DT} ga4∏gu4r-, VTt, Bsh kiker- kikÁr-, Qzq kek¡r- kekiÆr-,
Uz kekiÆr-, ET kekiÆ(r)- ± kekiy-, CrTt, Qry Cr, Qmq, QrB, Nog, Qq, Qrg
kekir-, StAlt kegir-, Tv kegir- keG1ir-, Xk kig¡r- kigiÆr-, Yk
kéª´rt- keGert- (with shortnenig *a4∏ >  e in a polysyllabic stem), Chv
kaka€r- kagò¥r- id. ¶ Cl. 712, Rs. W 248, ET VGD 37, TkR 239, Jeg. 8 5 ,
Fed. I 213, Md. 35, DT 117  M *kekere- 'belch, eruct' >  MM [MA]
kekere-, WrM kekere-, HlM x´xr´-, Brt x´x´r-, Kl kekr- kekÁr-,
{Rm.} kekr=- id. ¶ Pp. MA 213, MED 446, KRS 29O, KW 223  o†Tg
*keker- v. 'belch' >  Ul k‰x‰r‰c7u-, Nn k‰2r‰c7i- id., WrMc kekere- id. ,
'hiccup' ¶ STM I 445 ¶¶ S VL 2OO ¶¶ The A √  ≈ *ka4∏kæÉr- may b e
explained by rdp. and as.: reduplicated *gÉrÓV-gÉrÓV >  **gÉrÓgÉrÓV
>  **gÉrkæÉrÓV (*Óg >  *kæ) >  (regr. as.) *kÉrkæÉrV >  *ka4∏kæÉrV (loss o f
*r with Ersatzdehnung) ||  ?? o  D : Kn gar3r3a (sound in imitation of l oud
belching), Tl gar3r3u (sound produced in belching) ¶¶ Kn, Tl a < N *a4444,
unless this word is an independent onomatopoeia ¶¶ D #14O1.
671. *gorho 'be(come) big\long, grow' > IE *g≈reÓW-/*g≈rÓ=W- > NaIE
*g≈ro2-/*g≈r´- 'grow, become green' >  ON gro1a, OHG gruoen ' t o
flourish, to grow', OSx gro2ian 'grünen', AS Ìro2wan 'to grow', NE
grow  Ï ON grøn-n, NNr, Dn grØn, Sw gro4n, OHG gruoni,
NHG gru4n, OFrs gre2ne, OSx gro2ni, AS Ìrø2ne 'green', NE  green  
+ ext.: (× N *gi?{o}rV 'grass') AS ÌrA2d 'grass' »» L herba 'springing
vegetation, green plant, weed'  ?? WGmc *grau\ta- 'big' > AHG groÔ,
NHG groS, OSx gro2t, Dt groot, AS Ìre2at id., NE great ¶¶ WP I
645-6, P 454, Vr. 19O, 192, KM 268, 272-3, 275, Schz. 154-5, Kb. 4 1 3 ,
Ho. 137-9, Ho. S 28-9, Fs. 22O, WH I 639-4O || HS: S *°√grhm >  Ar
˜'Ear0Ji g7irha2m- 'huge' (of a camel), 'huge camel', g7ura2him- 'big, huge '
(Fr: 'magnus', BK: 'gros, corpulent') ¶ Fr I 271, BK I 284  B *-Ógur- (>
*-:gWVr) 'be bigger than', ?? *√grw 'be much\many' >  Kb {Dl.} ajWar
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(3m pf. yujWar), Sll {Ds.} agW´r (3m pf. yu2g´r), Ah {Fc.} ag1´r, Izn, Rf
{Rn.} az7´r v. 'surpass', Tmz {MT} ag´r (pf. ug´r), ASgr {MT} az7´r id., ' b e
older \ bigger \ more numerous \ better', ETwl {GhA} ag´r (3m pf .
og¥r) 'être plus grand que, être supérier à', Gd {Lf.} a2g1´r (3m pf. yu2g1er)
'l’emporter sur, surpasser, être plus grand que', Ntf {Dray} agur (3m pf .
yuger) 'surpasser', Zng {TC} pf. yuger 'être plus grand', ?? Izn {Rn.} y´rru
({Rn.} √grw) 'be much\many' ¶ Fc. 468, GhA 56, 246 (on Pcj. I A 3 ) ,
Rn. 352, MT 162-3, Dl. 267-8, Ds. 27O, Lf. I 255 and II #O524, Dray
452, DCTC 289 (fn. 29), NZ 846-8  Ch: [1] *√gr v. 'surpass' >  WCh:
BT {Stl. VZCh} *gar- id. >  Krkr {Lk.} gar-, {ChL} gi~ra^n, g‰ru-, Ngm {ChL}
gI~ra!, {Nw.} garaN id. »» ECh: Kwn {Lk.} gara!te 'big'   [2] *gVr- 'long' >
WCh: Ngm {ChC} g‰~ra^, Bl {IL} garaN id. » CCh: Nz {ChL} gÈr, Bcm {ChC}
gu~ro_!gu_~ro_@ 'long' ¶ Stl. VZCh #71, Stl. VZCh B #93, JS 257, Blz. EChWL s.v.
'big' || K *°gwar- >  G gvar- 'wachsen, gedeihen' ¶ Chx. 189 || A: Tg
*gora 'far', 'long' (of time) > Ewk goro, Lm gor, Orc, Ud go2, Nn 9oro,
WrMc 9oro id., Sln goro 'far' ¶ STM I 161-2  ???σ M: MM gu4r [HI]
{Lew.} 'universel, général, vaste, grand', {Ms.} 'universel, ent ier ,
multitude', [S] {H} 'universal, allgemein, sämtlich, gesamt'  ¶ H 52, Ms.
H 58, Lew. 39, Rs. W 319 ¶ The M cognate may be valid only if Lew.’s
interpretation as 'vaste, grand' is justidied || D ?φ *kar- ({†GS} *k-) >
Tm karumay 'strength, greatness', Ml karu, kar3u 'stout, hard', Kn
kara , karu  'greatness, abundance, power', Tl karamu 'much, great ,
very' ¶¶ D #1287 ˚  IE *éW, S *h, and D *-r- (regularly from N *-rÓ-
rather than from N *-r-  between vowels) point to a presence of a lr. i n
the N etymon ˚  A hypothetical connection between this N etymon a n d
N *gar{÷ 3333}i 'old' may be suggested only if one can explain away t h e
discrepancy created by the difference between the laryngeals and t h e
final vowels involved ˚  ≈ Blz. LNA #13 (N *gori 'long, far, high' >  Ch,
A, WGmc •÷ K *gr=Zel- 'long' [see  N *g{a}Âz7777V '≈  to stretch'], FV *korka
'high' [see N *K ''''a 6 666ÂK ''''ub ++++ pV 'top, summit']).
671a. *goÂÓá 'to track (game), to smell, to hear; ear' >  IE: NaIE
*gW≈re2- vt. 'smell, scent out, feel' (× N *g{o}ÂZ@@@@á 'to feel' [q.v.]) >  OI
jighra2ti, ≤ghra2ti 'smells (sth.)' (pp. ghra2≤ta-), ghra1n5am,
gra2n5a2 n. 'smell, nose' »» Gk ]os-frai1nomai 'catch scent of, smell, t r a c k '
(<  *odes gW≈r-) (Gk A aor. ]vsfro1mhn)  Ï NaIE *gW≈re2-ti-s n. 'smell ,
smelling (Geruch)' >  OI gra2tih5 id., Gk }os-frhsiß 'sense of smell,
smell' ¶ WP I 697, P 495, M K I 433, F II 438-9 || HS: B *√grÓ >  Zng
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{TC} Ogrïh 'hear', {Bs., Msq.} g´ra (pf. igra) 'listen, hear', ?σ: Ah ´g1ru
'discerner (comprendre et distinguer)', ETwl ¥gru, Ty ´gru 'd iscerner ,
apercevoir', Tnsl {Pr.} ´Z7r´h 'discerner', {DTM} pf. iZ7r¥h 'd iscerner ,
comprendre, voir' ¶ Bs. MS I 169, Msq. Z, Pr. H #106, DCTC 288, NZ
876-8,  Ks. VZ 84-5 (claims that -h in Zng is secondary, but cf. Tnsl) 
Eg Md gry.t  '∈ a part of the ear (ear-hole?)' ¶ EG V 181, DW 921  EC:
Kns kurra!, Mos koworo! 'ear', Or: {Th.} gurra, nom. gurri, {Grg.,
Brl.}, B/O {Sr.}, W {Sr., Hn.} gurra, T {Mrn.} ≤gurra2, H {Ow.} gu~rra!, M
{AD} ≤gurra", nom. gu≤rri5 'ear', W {Sr.} gur(r)ï 'earwax'; an unknown C
lge. ı  Amh Z7oro 'ear' ¶ Th. 18O, Brl. 191, Grg. 188, Sr. 317, Hn. W 6 7 ,
AD MsO, Lm. SKE 534 ¶¶ Blz. DA #12  AdS  of S *°√grH >  Ar ÓrJ
√g7rH G  'look for, try to obtain (as animals looking for food)' (< N
*ga4444rHV 'try to obtain, wish, need') ¶ BK I 275 || A: M *go4reGen n .
'hunting, chasing; game' (× N *gu4444ÂV 'beast', q.v.) >  WrM go4ru4ge(n),
HlM gørøø n. 'hunting, chasing; game', Kl gøre go4re, {Rm} go4rE2 n .
'hunt'; *go4reGe-le- v. 'hunt' >  WrM go4ru4gele-, HlM gørøølø-x, Kl
gør´l-x gi4ra4l-x´, Brt g¥røøl-x´ id. ¶ MED 387, KRS 147, KW 1 3 8 ,
Chr. 166 ¶ The M stem either contaminated with M *go4reGe-su4n 'wild
herbivorous animal' (<  N *gu4444ÂV '⇑ ' (q.v.) [whence WrM go4ru4ge(n)
'game']) or goes back to it. In the latter case the M √  does not belong
here || ?φ D *kur`- 'ear-ring, ear' (× N *ûûûûqËÂ[w]V [= *ûûûûqËr1111[w]V?] ' e a r '
[q.v. ffd.] × N ? *ko{r 1111}[w]V 'external ear') ˚  Blz. DA 152  [#13] (D,
HS).
672. *ga4444rHV 'try to obtain, wish, need' > HS: WS *√grH > Ar ÓrJ
√g7rH  'look for, try to obtain (as animals looking for food)', {Ln.} 'apply
oneself with art and diligence to get \ obtain \ gain \ acquire', Ar D {L
“ ?] Ar rhJ√gHr  G   (mt.) 'emporter', Sq {L} √grH  G   'ramasser' ¶ BK I
275, Ln. 4O5, L LS 115 || IE *g8≈er[éx]- >  Ht kar-i(ya)- 'be gracious
towards, gratify', Ht kargaranti 'readily, willingly, eagerly' (acc. t o
Ts., a fossilized dat.-loc. of a prtc. from *kar-kar- with intensive rdp . ;
according to Pv. π Lw sg. ntr. prs. prtc. [in -anti-] of *kar-kar-)
 NaIE *g8≈er[´]-, {EI} *g8≈or-(ye/o)- 'desire' >  OI √har-: ≤haryati
'yearns for, likes, is fond of', ¿ Av zara-  'striving, aim' (if this semant ic
interpretation of the word is valid) »» Gk cai 1rv v. 'rejoice', ca1riß 'g race ,
favour' »» Um heri 'vult', HERIEST 'volet', L horior, hor(i)tor v.
'urge on, incite' »» OHG gir°  'greediness, covetousness, ambition', NHG
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Gier, Gt  gaI1rnei n. 'wish, desire', OHG ger 'covetous, greedy '
({Schz.} 'verlangend, begierig nach'), gerno 'voluntarily, greedily' ,
NHG gern(e) adv. 'willingly, gladly, with pleasure', ON gjarn, AS
Ìeorn 'desirous, eager', Gt gaI1rnjan, ON girna, OHG gero2n ' t o
desire, to wish, to strive to', NHG begehren 'to covet, to desire', AS
Ìiernan id., 'to yearn', NE yearn ¶¶ Pv. IV 8O-1, 89, Ts. E I 511, Frd.
HW 1O1, P 44O-1, EI 158, M K III 583, M E II 8O4, F II 1O62-5, WH I 6 5 7 -
8, Bc. G 336, Fs. 186, Kb. 327-9, 369, Schz. 15O-1, KM 6O, 25O, 2 5 7 ,
Vr. 168, 17O, Ho. 127, 129 ||  U  *karma- v. 'want, wish' >  Er/Mk karma-
v. 'want, intend'  Sm: Ne O {Lh.} Xarwa2- v. 'wollen, Lust haben ,
mögen', En X {Cs.} ko1ma, B {Cs.} koma- v. 'want', Ng {Cs.} karbutu-
id., Mt {Hl.} *kar‰nZ7‰r- (or *har‰nZ7‰r-?) 'want' (Mt: M {Sp.}
xaryndqe≥rgam` 'I want') ¶¶ Coll. 22, UEW 128, Cs. 3O4, Hl. M
#429 || ?φ,σ A: NaT *k…a4rga4- ≠ *k…a4ra4k- 'be necessary' >  OT {Cl.} ka4rga4-
'be deficient (?), be worthy (?)', OOsm ˚mKrK, Tk gerek-, CrTt, Nog
kerek-, SbTt ka4ra4k- 'be necessary'  Ï NaT *k…a4rga4-k 'necessary ' ,
'necessity'  > OT {Cl.} ka4rga4k id., Tk gerek, Az árák g1a4ra4k, T k m
gerek gerek 'is necessary', 'necessity', Qmq gerek, CrTt, Qry Cr, Nog,
Qzq, Qq, Qrg, SY kerek, Bsh ka4ra4k 'is necessary', Blq, Alt kerek id.,
'need'; T ı M: WrM kereg, HlM x´r´g 'need, necessity', ' th ing '
(abstr.), 'matter' ı Tv xerek, Alt kerek, Xk kirek, Yk kereX 'business,
matter' ¶ The Og lgs. provide ev. for pNaT *k…-, while the apparent ly
conflicting ev. of Tv x- is not valid (because the Tv word is from M);
Bsh and SbTt point to a NaT *a4 of the first syll. ¶ Cl. 742-3, Rs. W 2 5 6 ,
ET VGD 25-7, TvR 475, MED 455-6 || ?σ D (in SD) *kar- ({†GS} *k-) ' a i m
at, intend, think, point' >  Kn karu v. 'point, aim at', Tm karutu v.
'intend', Kt kart 'purpose, aim strenuously striven for' ¶ D *-r- <  N *-
rÓ- ¶ D #1283 ˚  Ar H  and Ht zero point to N *H . The absence of t r aces
of the lr. in NaIE is still puzzling. But cf. NaIE *°g8[≈]er´- 'look' (see  N
*g{u4444}÷rV 'look, look for'). U *a in the first syll. of *karma- is likely t o
be due to vw. harmony: eU *ka4rma- > U *karma- ˚  ≈  Gr. II #93 (*keri
'desire') (IE, U, A, Ai, EA).
673. *gur[É]wV(-ÊV) 'young (carnivorous) animal' >  HS: S
*≤gur[i]w- id. >  BHb ruG gu2r 'cub (of a lion, jackal, etc.)', JPA ruG gu2r
'cub', JEA airvg gwry?, Sr '∆®w©u gur≤y-a2 'young lion', Ak gerru
'young carnivore', Ar vr0Ju g7urw- id., 'cub' ¶ KB 177, KBR 185  B: Rf
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Bq a-g´rrud3 'young partridge', SrSn awarrud3 'young of an animal' ¶ Rn.
352, NZ 866 || A: NaT *Ku2rt- 'wolf' >  OT, OUg MOg, Chg XV qurt, XwT
qurd, Tk kurt, Tkm 9u2rt, Az 9urd, CrTt {Rs.} qurt, XT 9urt ± 9u'rt ±
9oºrt ± 9oºr"t, Bsh ∆ q¥ºrt 'wolf', Ggz kurt 'predator' ¶ Cl. 648DTS 2O3,
Rs. W 3O3, ≈ ET Q 167-8, ≈ TL 16O (unc.: “ *kurt 'worm' as an Og
tabuistic replacement; in fact, the word is present in different ds. of OT
and in different branches of NaT, within proper names and in the t o t e m
name idi qurt ['lord-wolf'] of ancient Turks, see  TL 643), DH ChT || D
{tr.} *kur- ≠ {tr., GS} *kurÀ-  'young of an animal' (×   N *kËr1111V 'young o f
an animal, child', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ The D root *kur- may belong here only if
N *-rw-   (or pre-D *-rw- <  N *-rVw- ) yields D *-r- (a reg. reflex of N
*r-clusters).
673a. ? (€?) *g{o}ÂVÓwV 'to pound, to scrape' or sim. >  IE: NaIE
*g≈+g8≈r´u\- 'scrape, rub away' >  Gk cray1v* (att.: cnj. aor. cray1sê) v.
'scrape, graze, wound slightly' »» ON grjo1n 'groats, flour' (<  * 'ground
corn)', Far gro1n, gry1n, NNr grjon, Dn, Sw gryn  'groats' ¶ ≈ P 46O-2
(*g≈re2u\-/*g≈r´u\-/*g≈ru2- reconstructed due to adduction of highly q u .
cognates and stem variants with extensions), Vr. 19O, F II 1115-6 ,
112O-1 || U: FU *k{o}rwV 'scrape, whet, rub' (× N *gorVb++++pV ' s c ra tch ,
scrape', q.v. ffd.) || ?φ A: M: WrM 9uranZu, HlM guranz
'whetstone' ¶ MED 369.
674. *gur{Ù}a  'antelope, male antelope' >  HS: C {AD} *√gWr{H} >  Bj
{R} garuwa 'antelope' »» EC: Sd {Gs.} guru?≤m-ic7c7o (pl. guru?me) id.,
'gazelle, roe' »» SC: Irq {MQK} gWare2H, {Wh.} gWarE^Hi, Grw {Fl.}
gWera?ahi, Alg {Fl.} gWera?ai, gWarehe 'dik-dik antelope', Brn {Fl.}
gWereha 'decula antelope' ¶ AD SF 72-3, Wh. DI, MQK 43  NrOm:
Wl/Dwr {C} ga2ra2 id. ¶ C SO 3O, Blz. OL #157  Ch: WCh: Gmy Z7irri ≠
z7irri 'roe', Ngz {Sch.} gÈ~ra~fi~ya~ '∈ antelope' »» CCh: Bdm Ng‰!ri!, Lgn (Lk.}
garia  'antelope' ¶ ChC s.v. 'duiker' ||  A: M *9u2ra(n) 'antelope', {STM}
'male roebuck' >  MM 9ura {IS “ ?} '∈  hornless antelope', WrM
9ura(n), HlM 9ur {MED} 'roebuck, wild goat', {Gl.} '(male) saiga ( a
sheeplike antelope Saiga tatarica)', Brt {Chr.} gura(n) 'male roe', Kl Ö
{Rm.} 9uru 'roebuck; male antelope, male saiga', Ord D {IS “?) 9urun
id.; M ı Ewk S gu2ran 'wild goat'; the length of pM *u is suggested b y
the loanword in Ewk ¶ MED 368, Gl. II 23O, KW 155, Chr. 16O  pKo {S}
*ko~ra!ni! > MKo ko~ra~ni! 'deer, elk', NKo korani 'elk' (× N *gu4444ÂV 'beast') ¶
S QK #271, MLC 138, Rm. SKE 125, Choy 9O2-3, Vv. ANE 16 (on the ev.
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of Ko ∆ koraNi ± koreNi ± koreN he suggests that Ko is a loan from pChK
*qoraNi 'reindeer') ¶ ¶  SDM97 s.v. *gË+u4rË 'deer, roebuck', see  DQA
#572 (on Ko *ko~ra!ni), Rm. SKE 125 || D *ku[:]r- ({†GS} *k-) '∈ deer,
antelope' >  Ml ku2ran 'hog-deer', Klm kori, Prj kuri, Ku kurhu ± kruhu
± kluhu 'antelope', Gdb kuruy 'deer', Gnd kurs 'deer, antelope', Kui
kruhu ± krusu 'barking deer, jungle sheep'; D ı OI kuran$ga-
'∈ antelope', 'antelope/deer (in general)' ¶¶ D #1785 ¶ ¶  D *-r- suggest
an original cns. cluster (*-rÓ- ), because the intervocalc N *r  yields D
*rÀ ˚  IS I 234-5 [#9O]. Cf. N *kore6666 '≈  ∈ deer, antelope' and N *gu4444ÂV
'beast' (≈ Gr. II 8: *gura '[wild] animal') ˚  AD NM #36, Vv. AEN 1 6
(doubts about the Ko reflex), S CNM 6-7 (÷÷  Sino-Tibetan, Yeniseyan;
suggests a different interpretation of M *9u 2ra , equating it with pTg *Nu2r
'male' [of small wild animals] and probably with T *uri  'male child, s o n '
< pA *Nura [*N- > *g regularly]).
675. *gorVb++++pV 'scratch, scrape' >  IE: NaIE *g≈reb≈- id., 'dig' >  Gt
graban, ON grafa 'to dig', AS Ìrafan, OHG graban 'to dig, t o
carve', NHG graben, OSx gravan 'to dig' »» Ltv grebt ( p r s .
grebju) 'to carve, to hollow out, to scrape', greblis 'gouge,
scraper', Lt gre!$b-ti 'to rake', greblyﬁs 'rake' » Sl *greb- v. ' sc rape ,
rake, dig, row' >  OCS greb0 grebo< / greti greti, R gre≤bu /
gre ≤sti v. 'row', Blg gre ≤ba  'draw (liquid), dig, row', SCr gre~be2m /
gre~psti 'scrape, scratch', Slv gre!bem / gre!bsti 'dig, scratch', Cz
hr7ebu / hr7ebsti, hr7esti 'bury', Slk hriebu! / hriebst& 'dig,
rake up', P † grzes1c1 'to bury'; Ï Sl *grebÈ (gen. *grebene) 'comb' >
Blg ≤greben, SCr greàben, Slv grebe•n, VCz hr7eben, Slk hreben7,
P grzebien1, R ≤greben∆, Uk ≤greb¡n∆  Ï  NaIE *g≈rob≈- (wi th
sxs.) 'pit' >  Gt graba 'Graben', AS Ìrafu 'cave, grave', ON gro<f id.,
'pit', OSx graf, OHG grab 'grave, tomb', NHG Grab, AS ÌrAf 'grave ' ,
NE grave »» Sl *grob¥ 'grave, pit' >  OCS grob5 grobË, Blg grob
'grave, tomb', SCr groàb, Cz, Slk hrob, P gro1b, Uk gr¡b 'grave', Slv
gro~b id., 'pit for potatoes', R grob 'coffin' ¶ WP I 653-4, P 455-6, EI
159, Fs. 218-9, Vr. 184, 193, Ho. 135-6, Ho. S 28, Kb. 4O3-4, Schz. 1 5 3 ,
KM 266, Kar. I 31O-1, Frn. 165-6, ESSJ VII 1O9-13, 133-4, Glh. 245-9 ||
HS: WS *√grp (prm. *-grup-) 'sweep away, (?) scrape' >  BHb √grp G
(ip. yi-≤g£rop3) {BDB} 'sweep away', Ar √g7rf ÏrJ G  (ip. yag7rufu) id.,
MHb, JA [Trg.] {Js.} √grp G  'scrape, sweep', JEA {Sl.} G  'rake ( a n
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oven), scrape clean', Ar SL ÏrJ √g7rf  G   vt. 'rake up', Mh {Jo.} √grf
G  (pf. g‰ro2f, sbjn. y‰gre2f), Jb E/C √grf G  'sweep \ muck out', {DRS}
'balayer' ¶ Hv. 86, BK I 28O, Jo. J 78, Jo. M 124, BDB 175, Js. 272, Sl.
3O5, ≈  DRS 19O-1 || U: FU *k{o}rwV 'scrape, scratch, rub' (× N ?
*g{o}ÂVÓwV 'to pound, to scrape' or sim., q.v.) >  F karvi- ' sc rape ,
scratch, graze, rub, polish' » Prm {LG} *kur- (or *kÉr-) 'scrape, r a k e
(out, together)' >  Vt kuryarÈ-, Vt Ur ku$ryal-, Vt B ko˘ryal- ({∫LG}
ko_rjal-) 'scrape, eat the rest of the food', Z kur-av- 'scrape\rake o u t ,
gather, eat the rest of the food', kurt- v. 'rake (hay), kuran n. 'rake' »»
Vg MK kars1´l- '(mit der Angel kratzend) umhertappen, (mit d e m
Hamen im Teiche) durch das Wasser ziehen (um Fische zu fangen)' » Hg
∆  horol-, hurul- 'rub, whet, scratch' ¶ F -i- in karvi-, Prm *-al, *-yal-,
Vg -s1´l-, and Hg -l- are sxs. of frequentativity ¶ UEW 188-9, MF 3O2-3,
LG 146, Ht. #239 || D *ko2rÀ- v. 'scratch' >  Kn go2r3u id., Tm ko2r3ai\ ' a
scratch (as on the body)', Tl ko2r3a vt. 'scrape with a grater, sc ra tch ' ,
Kui gro2pa  / p. gro2t- vt. 'claw, scratch' ¶¶ D #2257 ¶¶ The length of *o2 i s
due to the loss of *w in the cluster **rw (Ersatzdehnung). The ancient
cns. *r changed to D *rÀ after the loss of *w || ?φ  A: Tg *gerbe- ' c lean
trunks from boughs, prepare perches (incl. those used in building a
tent)' > Ewk g‰rb‰- id., Lm g‰rb‰n- 'prepare perches from trunks', O r k
g‰lb‰n- id., 'cut (sticks, boughs)', Neg g‰yb‰- ± g‰db‰- 'go to p r e p a r e
perches', Orc g‰bb‰- 'prepare perches', Nn g‰rb‰- 'make perches b y
cutting trunks, prepare rods, cut twigs' ¶ STM I 181 ¶ The unexpected
vw. *e still defies explanation (infl. of A *ge√{i}rV 'house, tent, wooden
framework of a tent'? [see  N *ge{÷V}rV 'to fence around, to encircle;
enclosed place']).
676. (€?) *gaÂu6666{c 6 666}a 'crush, break to pieces' (or *gVÂu6666s 6 666 ++++c 6 666V ' c r u s h ' )
>  HS: WS *√grs6 'crush, crumble' >  Ar ›rJ√g7rs7 (pf. g7aras7a, ip. -
g7ris7- ≠ -g7rus7-) v. 'bray, bruise (wheat, salt)' (Ï  é4ari'Ja g7a2ris7at-
'hand-mill for groats'), BHb xrg √grs G 'be ground' , (‘ ) ' languish' ,
xr4g6I@v@ wayya-g#≤res 'caused (teeth) to grind' (x s <  s6 in late BHb), IA
{HJ} √grs D 'grind', JA/MHb {Js.} √grs D  'crush, split, grind', SmA
√grs G 'crush, mash', Sr √grs G  (pf. g´≤res) 'be broken to pieces,
shattered, crumbled', JEA, Sr √grs D 'break to pieces', Amh √gWrs
(pf. (a)gWArrAsA) 'make coarse-ground flour', Gz d. ga2rs6a2 'soft o r
powdery food'; Ï CS (or WS?) *≤gar[V]s6- 'crushed grain'  > BHb ßr3G3
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≤gErEs6 'crushed grain, groats', Sr ga2r≤s-a2 {JPS} 'meal, flour', SmA grs
'crushed grain'; Ï CS *garïs6- 'ground' >  Ar ¢YriJa g7arïs7- 'coarsely
ground, roughly milled (wheat); groats', MHb xir%G6 g´≤r°s 'groats', JA
ax1ir%G6 g´r°≤s-a2 id., 'crushed beans' ¶ KB 195-6, KBR 2O3-4, HJ 2 3 5 ,
Sl. 3O4, Js. 27O-1, Tal 159, Fr. I 266, Hv. 85, HJ 235, JPS 72-3, L G 2O3,
DRS 192-3 || IE: NaIE *g≈reu\s-/*g≈rou\s- vt. 'crush, break to pieces' >  Sl
*grus7iti 'to crush, to pound' >  SCr gru!s7iti 'to pound', Cz hrus7iti
id., 'to crush', R ∆  gru ≤wit∆  'to destroy, to break, to break to pieces ' ,
Blg ≤gruwa v. 'destroy'; Sl *grus7a >  Slv gru!s7a 'coarse sand, gravel ' ,
possibly Sl *gruxati > Blg gruxam vt. 'thresh (corn), pound (corn)', R
Ps ≤gruxat∆ 'to rumple, to press in (måt∆ , vminat∆ )' »» Gmc: MLG
gru2s 'broken stones' ¶ ESSJ VII 156-7, ≠  155, ≠ P 4O5-6 || A: ?φ  Tg:
WrMc 9arZa vi. 'fall to pieces, burst, break to pieces' ¶ STM I 141, Z
312  Cf. also (??) T: OT qîrc7at-, qîrc7al- 'hit and split' (<  N *K'''' {i}Âu6666Ça 6666
'to strike', q.v.) ¶ Cl. 647 ˚  If the Tg cognate is rejected, the N r ec .
must be *gVÂu6666s 6 666 ++++c 6 666V .
676a. € ≈ *gVÂc1111VûûûûqV or *gVÂûûûûqVc1111V '∈ stinging insect' > K: GZ {K}
*grc'ûq-il- 'flea' > OG grc'ûqil-, G (r)c'ûqil-, G X girc'ûqil-, M c'ûqir-≠c'ûq‰r-, Lz
mc'k'i(r)-, mc'ir- ¶¶ ≈ K2 33 (G, Zan + unc. adduction of Sv zisûq-≠z‰sûq-
'flea') || HS: CS ≈ **gVrk'Vs > '∈ stinging insect' > Sr {DRS} garga2≤s-a2
≠ garg°≤s-a2 '∈ mosquito', Ar SL g7irg7is- 'bedbug', ? Ar qirqis- '∈ petit
moucheron' ¶ DRS 18, BK I 275 and II 723  Om: SOm: Dm {Fl.} garsi
'clothing louse' »» NOm: Gf {Blz. “ ?) angarc5o '∈ insect' ¶ Fl. OWL,
Blz. KM 134  Ch: CCh: Mlw {Trn.} NÈ~rsa^, Msg P {Trn.} N‰rsa 'louse' »»
ECh: Kwn {J} Na^rsi!, Ll {Cp.} Ng‰!rssa~, Nd D {J} %g‰!rsa~, Tmk {Cp.} Ngi!rsa@ ≠
Ng‰!rsa!, Skr {Lk.} Ngi!rsa, Mkl {J} ge~rse! id. ¶ ChC, Trn. LDM 27, Trn. LM
1O9, Cp. 88, J LM 1O1 ˚ ≈ Blz. KM 134 [#8] (incl. K, Om), ≈ Blz. LNA
#1O (Om, Ch, K + unc. EC *?azgir- 'louse').
677. *ga4444ÂdV 'encircle, surround, fence in' >  IE *g8≈erd≈- ≠ *g≈r=d≈-
/*g≈ord≈-: [1] *g8≈erd≈- 'surround, encircle; a fence' >  Lt z7a!rdiena
'abgeschlossene Wiese um das Gerüst zum Erbsen-, Flachs u n d
Getreidetrocknen', z7arﬁdis {Frn.} 'Roßgarten, großer umzäun te r
Weideplatz', {DLKZ} 'aptverta vieta gyvuliams', z7a!rdas 'cattle-pen'; ? Lt
z7a!rdas 'grate for drying flax, peas, and corn' and Ltv za2 ﬁrds (p l .
za2rdi) 'Gestell, worauf Erbsen, Leinsamen usw. zum Trocknen
aufgestellt werden', 'rack, stoqary , vewala ' (unless Lt z7a!rdas a n d
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Ltv za2ﬁrds are loans from Sl [cp. P z$erdz1, Blr qerdz∆, R qerd∆
'pole, rod, grate']), Pru sardis ([z-]) 'Zaun, umzäunter Raum' » Sl
*zord¥ > R ∆ zo ≤rod  'fenced place for a stack; stack' »» Phr (Latinized)
-zordum 'city, town' (in Manezordum and other names o f
settlements) »» Gmc *garda-s (<  IE *g8≈+g≈erd≈- × IE *g8≈ord≈-to- ' encirc led
land' [w  below [3]]) > Gt gards 'house', OSx gard 'field' (pl. ' house ' ) ,
ON garÎr 'fence, hedge, courtyard', AS Ìeard id., 'enclosure', NE
yard; Ï Gmc *gardan >  Gt garda 'stockyard (a]ylh1)' (Joh. 1O.1:
'sheep-fold'), OFrs garda, OHG garto, NHG Garten, OSx gardo
'garden'; Gmc ı OFr Nr gardin (ı  NE garden), MFr jardin (ı
Sp jardI1n, It giardino), Fr jardin 'garden'  amb Ht gurta-
'citadel, acropolis' (<  *g≈+g8≈r =d≈o- or *g8≈or-to-, see  below [3]); the vw. u
is puzzling ({C }op}: gurta- <  IE *g≈ôrd≈o- "mit Schwa secundum
gerundeter Art")  [2] There is a variant stem *g≈r=d≈- / *g≈ord≈-
'fence', v. 'enclose, fence' >  OI gr=≤ha-h5 'house', Av g´rÉDa- 'cave o f
dae \vas' »» Lt garﬁdas  'pen; fence, enclosure' » Sl *gorditi 'to enclose, t o
fence' >  OCS graditi graditi id., 'to build' ('o]ikodomei1n, kti1zein,
ædificare'), Blg gra ≤då v. 'build, erect, fence', SCr gra!diti 'to make ,
to build', Slv gradi!ti, OR goroditi, R goro≤dit∆, Uk goro≤diti
'to enclose, to fence', P gradzic1 'to enclose by a fence', Cz hraditi
id., 'to fortify', R ogoro ≤dit∆  'to fence in, to enclose'; Sl *go!rd¥ (gen .
*gor≤da) 'wall, enclosed settlement' (‘  'town, city', 'garden') >  OCS
grad5 gradË 'murus, civitas, urbs, hortus', Blg grad, P † gro1d, R,
Uk ≤gorod  'city, town', SCr, Slv gra•d id., 'fortress', Cz hrad, P gro1d
'fortress, castle', Slk hrad 'castle', OR gorod5 gorodË ' fence ,
fortress, city\town', Blg ≤grada, R ∆  ≤gorod 'fence' »» pAl {O} *garda
>  Al T gardh 'wicker fence, fence' »» ? Phr -gordum (in n. l., l ike
Mannagordum 'city of Manne')  [3] *g≈+g8≈ord≈-to- > *g≈+g8≈or-to-
'encircled land' (× N *ge{÷V}rV  'to fence around, to encircle; enclosed
place', q.v. ffd.) >  Gk co1rtoß 'enclosed place, farmyard' »» L hortus
'garden', cohors / gen. cohortis 'an enclosure, yard (esp. f o r
cattle, poultry)' (*kon- + IE *g8≈r=tis) »» Clt: Gl {Billy} *gorto- ' enclos ' ,
*gortia2 'haie' ({Wb.} >  Fr gourse, Prov Lm gorso, and place-names) ,
OIr gort ; "seges" 'field', NIr gort 'field, corn-field, garden', MW, W
garth 'enclosure, garden', OBr {Flr.} [g]orth 'enclos' (in cds.), Br
garzh 'haie, clôture', Gl ı It Lm gorz 'siepe, cespuglio' ¶ *-to- i n
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*g8≈ord≈-to- is a sx. of pp., so that *g8≈ord≈-to- has the etl. meaning
'encircle+-ed' ¶ The loss of palatalization *g8≈r=d≈- >  *g≈r=d≈- may be d u e
to the precons. position (the morphophonemic sonant *r= has phonet ic
features of a cns.); the apophonic grade *g≈ord≈- is an Ablaut f r o m
*g≈r=d≈- ¶¶ WP I 6O8-9, P 442-4, EI 199 (*≤g≈ord≈os ≠ *≤g≈ortos ' fence ,
hedge; enclosure, pen, fold'), M K I 344, F II 1113-4, WH I 42-3, 66O, LP
§ 64, SB 115, Dtn. 26O, Billy 84, Flr. 179, YGM-1 232, Hm. 31O, Wb. IV
2OO-1, TF 129, Ho. S 24, Vr. 156, Fs. 197-8, Ho. 125, Ho. S 24, Kb. 3 1 9 ,
Schz. 148, KM 233-4, O 11O, Frn. 135-6, 129O-1, DLKZ 966, En. 2 4 2 ,
Vs. II 1O5, ESSJ VII 35-8, Glh. 242-3, Ts. E I 658-6O, Pv. IV 275-6, C }op
IAU 15, Dv. #668 || HS: WS *√gdr 'fence' >  BHb ed4G1 ga2≤d3e2r ' s t one
wall', JPA ar!d4G6 g´d3e2≤r-a2 id., Ar rd0Ja g7adr- 'wall (mur, murail le);
enclosure, fence', d. g7ida2r- (pl. g7udr-, g7udur-) 'mur, muraille', d.: r"daJi
g7ida2r- id., rYdija g7adïr- enclosed by a wall', Mn {MA} gdr 'wall ( m u r ) ,
enclosure', Mh gïdo2r, Jb E ≤gi≤dOr, Jb C ≤ge≤dOr 'wall, cairn, piled s tones ' ,
Hrs g‰do2r 'cairn, wall', Tgr {d’A} gudur 'parois de la hutte, mur de l a
maison', Tgy {LH} gidaro 'Schuppen aus Holz und Dornen für die Tiere';
Ar rdJ √g7dr (pf. g7adara, ip. -g7dur-) v. 'wall, enclose (sth.) in walls',
Mh √gdr (pf. g‰do2r, sbjn. y‰gde2r), Hrs √gdr (pf. g‰do2r), Jb E/C √gdr
(pf. ≤gO≤dOr) 'pile up stones, build a wall'; Pun *gadir ı B: Ah a-ga2dir,
Gh a-daZ7ir (mt.), Sll {Ds.} a-ga4dir 'mur', Tmz {MT} a-gadir ± ayadir (p l .
i-gudar-n =) 'mur, muraille' (the borrowing is suggested by the vocalisme
of the B form: full vowels for the expected *´ in inherited pB words, s e e
La MChB 3) ¶ KB 173-4, KBR 181, BK 263, MA 36, Jo. M 114, Jo. J 7 1 ,
Jo. H 38, LH 6OO, DRS 1O2, Fc. 4OO, MT 447, NZ 734-5 || A: T *Ka4rta4
>  Bsh ka4rta4 'fence, stall', VTt kirta4 'fence, cattle-pen', SbTt Tö kirta4
'cattle-pen', Chv karta kardòa 'fence, cattle-pen, farmyard' ¶ The
narrowing *a4 > *e (underlying VTt/SbTt *i) is likely to be secondary ¶
Jeg. 91, TatR 258, ≈  Fed. I 232 (unc.: Chv karta ÿ kar- v. ' f ence '
[in fact 'curtain off'] <  T *ker- 'stretch'), Tm. 99 ¶¶ But Sln x‰rJ‰2
'kithen-garden' is hardly a genetic cognate (x- instead of the reg. g-); i t
may be a loan from some T lge. (< pT *Ka4rta4, cp. Bsh ka4rta4 ' fence ,
stall', T ı  R Sb karda) or from Yk Xarc7aX 'a fenced-in pasture' (s e e
STM I 482, Pek. 3367) ˚  The cns. *g≈ for the expected *g8≈ in the IE
variant stem *g≈r=d≈- / *g≈ord≈- still needs explaining.
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678. € *gÉ++++aÂdV 'to plait, to tie, to gird (to wear sth. around o n e ' s
waist)' > IE: NaIE *°g8≈+g≈erd≈- 'gird' > Gmc: Gt bi-gaI1rdan, ON gyrÎa,
AS Ìyrdan, NE girth, OHG gurten 'to gird', Gt gaI1rda, ON gjo<rÎ
'belt, girdle', d.: ON gyrÎill, OHG gurtil ≠ gurtel, NHG Gu4rtel,
AS Ìyrdel 'girdle, belt', NE girdle ¶ ≈  WP I 608-9, ≈  P 444, EI 1 9 9
(*g≈erd≈- 'gird' Ï  *≤g≈ord≈o-s 'fence, hedge, enclosure', see  N *ga4444rdV
'encircle, surround, fence in'), Fs. 9O, 185-6, Vr. 171, 197, Ho. 14O,
Ho. S 24, Kb. 418, Schz. 156, KM 277 || HS: EC: Or B {Sr.} gurda2 v. 'bel t ;
sth. worn around the waist', Or Wl {Brl.} gurda id. ¶ Sr. 317, Brl. 1 9 O
 ? CS *√grd > MHb {Lv.} drg√grd G  'weave', dr3G3 ≤gErEd 3, JA {Lv.}
aD1r^G2 gar≤da2 ≠ aD1riG5 gir≤da2 'Faser\Franse eines Gewebes', Sr {Br.}
æÎor©a gar≤da2 'web (tela, textura)' ¶ In these forms there is
contamination with Hb, JA, Sr v. √grd 'scrape, comb' (BHb dr4G1t6e5
hit3ga2≤red3 'scrape oneself'); Sr 'jo∆oÎr©a gard(´)ya2≤ya2 and JA iaD2r^G2
gar≤day ≠ jD2r^iG5 gir≤day 'weaver' are contaminated with ( o r
borrowed from) Gk ge1rdioß ≠ gerdio1ß 'weaver' ¶ KBR 2O2, Br. 132, Lv. I
356-7, Sl. 299 ˚  Cf. N *kertV 'to tie, (?) to plait'.
679. *guÂ{k}{Ë}  'throat' >  HS: C: Ag *gWÉÒKWVm 'gullet, throat' >
Bln {R} gu"rgu"≤ma2 (pl. gu"rku"m) id., 'Adam’s apple', Knf {TBZAC}
gurgum, Aw {Hz.} gurg‰!m, Dmt {CR, R} gWergem 'neck'; Ag ı Tgy
{Bsn.} gORgOµ gW‰rgW‰mma 'trachea' »» Bj {R} ≤girgu"ma 'Adam’s
apple; gullet, throat, Rachen' »» EC: Sa {R} du3rgu"≤ma2 id., Af {R}
gu"rdu≤me2  'gullet, throat, jaws (Rachen)' ¶ R WB 161, R WBd 1O1, R S
II 114, R A II 6O, Hz. NSA 139-4O, Blz. CWL, Bsn. 872  B *°√grgf >
Tmz, CM {NZ} g´rg´f 'swallow a big gulp of liquid'  B ¿ *gVrgvm >  Si
{Bs.} ta-gorgum 'gosier' (if not a misspelling for ta-gorZ7umt), B (×
AfR reflex of the VL *gu"rga [accus. *gu"rgam] 'gorge' [>  Fr gorge
'throat', OIt gorga 'Kehle, Schlund']) ı Ar Mgr {Bss.} µJrQ qrz7m,
{Dl., Beg.} g´rz7uma ı North Berber words for 'throat, oesophagus ' :
Tmz a-g´rz7um, Kb a-j´rz7um, t3a-j´rz7um-t3, Wrg tkurz7amt, Sll agerz7um, Izd
ag´rZ7um, Nf tagurZ7´ma, Si tag´rZ7umt; in view of the exact corr. of B
**gVrgVm with Bj ≤girgu"ma, Aw gurg‰!m, etc. the VL word cannot b e
the only source of the North Berber word ¶ MT 166-7, Dl. 274, Dlh. M
63, Dlh. Ou 155, Ds. 143, La. S 244, Beg. 236, NZ 874, Dauzat 368, Kö.
#44O1 (VL *gu"rga, *gu"rge"s 'Strudel, Schlund, Gurgel'), ML # 3 9 2 1
 WCh: AG: Kfr {Nt.} ga~ga@ra!k 'throat' (×  N *gur1111÷ 3 333É ¬  *gu4444r 1 111÷ 3 333V ' t h roa t ,
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neck'?) || U: FU *kurk[k]V 'throat, neck' > F kurkku, Es kurk ' t h roa t ,
gullet' » pre-Mr {Ker.} *kurga > pMr {Ker.} *k‰rga ({∫Ker.} *k´rga) ' n e c k '
>  Er kir∆ga kir1ga, Er Kal/Trb {Ps.} korga, Mk krga k´rga id. » Prm
*gu$rk 'hollow (in a tree-trunk)' >  Vt gÈrk id., 'cavity', Z gÈrksa 'having a
hollow' (of a tree-trunk), gÈrk 'cavity within a body (e.g. abdominal
cavity)' (µ φ : 'throat' ‘ 'entrance into a cavity', like Fr gorge in t h e
meaning 'entrance into a flower' or 'entrance into a hollow in t imbe r '
[in carpentry])  ? Sm: Ne T xoraka 'throat; neck opening of a
garment (vorot )', Ne T O {Lh.} Xo2rak;a" 'oberster Teil der Brust u n d
unterster Teil des Halses; Kragen', Ne F {Lh.} korra"˛k;a"¢¥ 'oberster Teil
der Brust', Koyb {Sp.} kuru  'voice, shouting' ¶¶ IS I 235-6, ≈  Coll. 89, ≈
UEW 676, Ker. II 61, PI 13O, ERV 266-7, Ps. M 86, LG 85, Ter. 771, Lh.
192-3; IS rejects the hyp. (shared by SK, Vr., and other scholars) a b o u t
the NrGmc origin of F kurkku and Es kurk (ON kverk would have
yielded F •verkkV) ¶¶ Acc. to Jn [p. c.], the corr. between the FU a n d
Sm vowels is irreg. || A: Tg *go+urka-kta >  Neg gorkakta ≠ gurkakta
'palate', Ork 9oJaqta ≠ 9oJJoqta 'uvula, root of the tongue' ¶ STM I 1 6 1
|| Gil: Gil A qorqr / Xorqr / 9orqr (9or9-r), Gil ES qorqr 'throat' ¶¶ ST
145, Krn. N 476 ˚  ≈  IS I 235-6 [#91] ˚ ≈ Gr. II #39O (*kur ' t h r o a t ' )
(U, Gil + err. IE, A).
68O. *gÅr?ÅmV 'scrape, pound to small pieces, grind' >  IE: NaIE
*g≈rem- 'crumble, grind, zerreiben' >  Gt gramst-a  dat. sg. 'splinter o f
wood', NGr Sw {TF} grummele 'kleiner Brocken, Brosamen, Griebe'
(misquoted in {P} as grummelig 'brockig') »» Lt gre!mz7ti ( p r s .
gre~mz7iu) 'to scrape, to scratch', gra!mdyti 'to scrape', Ltv
gremﬁz7t 'to gnaw'   (+ ext.) NaIE *gW≈rend≈- (< **gW≈remd≈-), {EI}
*g≈rend≈-  'grind'  > Gmc *°grindan 'to grind, to scratch, to rub' > AS
Ìrindan id., NE grind »» L frendo2 / -e"re vt. 'crush, bruise, gr ind ' ,
vi. 'gnash the teeth' »» Lt gre!<sti (prs. gre~ndz7iu) 'to scrape, t o
scratch', int. grandy!ti ¶ WP I 655-7, P 458, EI 247, TF 142, Fs. 2 1 9 -
2O, WH I 545-2, Frn. 167, ≈  172, HDEL 1518, Ho. 137-8 || HS: CS
*√grm >  JA √grm D  'grind bones' (×  gar≤m-a2 'bone), BHb √grm
'gnaw\break bones' (×  ÿ ≤gErEm 'bone'), Ar ˜rJ √g7rm (ip. -g7rim-)
'cut, lop off (a palm tree), shear (sheep), bone (the meat)' ¶ KB 1 9 5 ,
KBR 2O3, BK I 27O, Hv. 86 || D (in McTm) *°karan`tß- >  Tm karan5t5u v.
'scrape, paw (as a dog), gnaw (as a rat)', Ml karan5t 5uka  c. 'scrape t h e
inside of metal vessels with a grating noise' ¶ D #1268 ˚  D *-r- po in ts
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to a N cns. cluster, possibly *-rÓ-  (most probably *-rh-  or *-r?- ,
because the N lrs. *h  and *?  are the only that may disappear in S).
681. *gËran3333dV 'log, trunk of a tree' >  IE: NaIE *g≈rend≈- 'log, b e a m '
>  L [g] grunda {EM} 'gutter of a roof, gargoyle', L suggrunda ≠
sugrunda {EM} 'projecting roof, entablature, dripstone' »» ON grind
'grating, grated door', AS Ìrindel 'bar, bolt', OSx grindil id.,
'plough-handle', OHG grintil 'bolt, bar, plank; Riegel, Balken, Stange' ,
MLG grindel, grendel id., 'transom (Querholz)' »» Lt grindi~s,
grinﬁdas, grinda~ 'floor board', granda~ 'plank in the flooring of a
bridge', Ltv gri~da, gri~ds 'floor', groﬁdi pl. 'planks, beams (of a
bridge, below the floor, etc.)', akas  grodi  'framework of a well, well-
curb', Pru grandico : "Bohle" 'plank' » Sl *greß≤da (accus. *greß8doß) ' log,
beam' >  Blg gre≤da, SCr, Slv gre!da, OCz hr7ada, Slk hrada id., RCS
gr9da gre<da [grYa≤da] 'beams, the top of a building', R ∆  ≤gråda ≠
grå≤da 'cross-beam, shelf', P grze<da 'roost (for hens)', Cz hr7ada
id., 'roof beam, rafter'; Sl *greßd¥ >  RCS gr9d5 gre<dË [grYad], Slv
gre<•d (gen. gredi•) 'perch, beam, shaft'; it is not clear if P grze<da,
RCS gr9da, Uk ≤gråda 'oblong height, ridge, bed in garden', and R
≤grådka  'bed in garden' belong here ¶ P 459-6O, WH I 623-4, EM 2 8 3 -
4, Vr. 189, Kb. 4O9, , Schz. 154, OsS 352, Ho. 138, Ho. S 29, Frn. 17O-
1, Turk. 181, En. 18O, ESSJ VII 12O-2, Glh. 246, Kmc. 572 || D *kurÀan`tß-
({†GS} *k-) 'log, tree trunk' >  kuran5t5u 'log', kuran5t5i 'board u s e d
as seat; stump', kur3at5u 'piece of wood', Td kudß 'large stick, club', Kt
kudß id., 'bar of door, log', Kn, Tl kor3ad5u 'trunk of a lopped t r ee ,
stump', kodan5t5i 'log', Kdg kutßtßÈ 'small piece of wood', Tu kudan5t5i,
kodan5t5i 'small log', korad5Ë 'log, stump'; cp. N *k''''uyrV ' w o o d
(Holz), log' ¶¶ D #1842 || HS: SS *gund- 'trunk of a tree' >  Gz gW´nd,
gund 'log, trunk, stem of a tree', Tgy gW´ndi 'trunk', Tgr g´nday, Amh
g´nd id., Mh g‰nde2t (pl. g‰ne2d), Jb E g‰ndE2t, Jb C g‰n≤dEt (pl. g‰≤nudt‰)
id.; EthS ı Sa {R} ≤gu"nde, Af {R} ≤gu"ndi (pl. Sa, Af ≤gu2ned)
'Holzstrunk, Strunk eines Baumes', Brj {Hd.} gunda2 'trunk' ¶ L G 1 9 7 ,
Jo. M 122, Jo. J 77, R S II 157, R A II 59, Hd. 195, ≠ Ss. B 86 (EC *gund-),
DRS 153  EC *ginde 'tree-stump, (lower) trunk of a tree' >  Ged {Hd.}
ginde, Kmb {Hd.} gide2la id., Rn gindo! 'base, lower trunk of a tree', Arr
gi!n 'base, bottom, bole', gi!na k'oret 'trunk of a tree'; ?σ: Sd {Hd.} ginde
'heel' and Arr ginnb'a ! id. ¶ Hd. 93, 242, 318, 366, PG 125, Hw. A 361 ¶ ¶
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In S and EC *-nd- < **-rnd- (due to S and C morphophonemic laws) || U:
FU *kanta 'stump, tree-trunk' (‘  'basis; Stand, Ständer, Halter') (× N
*kan```` ++++n 1 111V(-t''''V) 'stalk, trunk of a tree' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  The loss of *r
before the cns. cluster in FU, S, and EC (FU *-nt-, S and EC *-nd-) is d u e
to S, C, and U morphophonemic laws.
682. (€?) *gÉÂs2222V (probably *ga 4444Â {s ++++s 7 777 }V , if this is the main source o f
FU *°ka4rs+s7V) 'congeal, grow numb, stiffen' >  HS: B *√grs v. 'freeze' >
Kb ´jr´s id., ajris 'froid glacial; glace, gélée', Ah tag1r´st, ETwl tagr´st,
Tyr tag´r´st, Tnsl taZ7r´st, Awj tegeris7t 'winter', Rf B afris 'gelée', Shl
{NZ} agris ≠ agWrs 'givre, gelée blanche', CM √grs 'geler, être gelé', Gd
Egr´s 'be very cold' (of weather), Zng {TC} ´tga4rs˛ 'saison froide' ¶ Dl.
276, Fc. 487, GhA 59, Rn. 353, Lf. II #0462, NZ 887-9, TC D 11 || IE:
NaIE *g8≈ers- v. 'stiffen', {EI} 'stiffen' (of hair), 'bristle' >  OI {MW}
≤hars5ate2, ≤hr=s5yati v. 'become erect \ stiff \ rigid, bristle' (hair o f
the body), 'become on edge' (teeth), Av zars7ayamna- ' f ea thers
upright', Psh ziz7ß 'rough, stiff', KhS {Bai.} ys°ra- 'rough' »» Gk ce1rsoß,
Gk A ce1rroß 'Festland' »» L horreo, -e2re v. 'be rough, bristle' »» AS
gorst 'gorse', NE gorse ¶ P 445-6, EI 547, MW 13O3, M K III 583-4, M
E II 8O7-8, Bai. 352, F II 1O89-9O, WH I 659 || ? U: FU (att. in ObU)
*°ka4rs+s7V (× N *K''''a 4 444Â[?]u6666s ++++s 7 777V 'to congeal') >  ObU {∫Hl.} *ka4∏r´T- /
*ke"r´T- 'grow numb (with cold, etc.)' >  pVg *ka4∏rt- 'grow n u m b
(erstarren)' >  Vg: T ka4∏rt´wy-, LK kO4∏rt-, MK kO2rt-, NV ka2rt- / kart-,
P/SV/LL/UL/Ss ka2rt- id.; pOs *ke"r´¬- ({∫Hl.} *kiÆr´¬-) 'become n u m b
with cold, from illness, etc. (steif werden, erstarren)' >  Os: K ka$Ær´t-, Kr
keÚrt-, Nz qa"r´t-, Kz qaÚr¬´-, O qaºrl´- ¶ Ht. #32O, Hl. rHt 71, Stn. D 6 7 9 ,
BV 34.
683. *gaÂz7777V '≈  to stretch, to drag' >  HS: S *√grs7 (≠ *√grs6) v.
'drag, trail' > BHb √grs7 G  √grs7 v. 'drive out', 'cast out (a wife)', √grs7
D 'drive out (vertreiben)', M’b grs7 'drive away', SmA √grs7 D  'expel ' ,
? OAk √grs1 G ,  Ak √grs7 G  'come\go to so.'; *°√grs6 >  Mh √grs6 G
'drag, pull out, push', Jb √grs6 G  'drag into' ¶ KB 196, KBR 2O4, HJ
236, Br. 135, Tal 16O, Sd. 272, CAD V 49, Jo. M 125, Jo. J 79 || K
*gr=Z- v. 'stretch' ('natågivat∆ , vytågivat∆ '), be long' > OG, G grZ- v.
'prolong, continue', Mg ginZ-or- v. 'stretch, pull out', Sv {TK}: L gZ-´⁄n-
(msd. li-gZ´⁄n-e), UB/Ln gz-´⁄n- (msd. li-gz´⁄n-e) v. 'stretch'; Ï GZ
*gr=Ze-l- 'long' > OG grZel-, G g(r)Zel-, Mg g‰rZa-/e- ≠ girZe- ≠ g‰nZa-
/e-, Lz ginZe-, gunZe- id. ¶¶ K 65, K DE 361, K2 33, FS K 86-7, TK 4 2 8  ||
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IE *g≈erÓ-/*g≈reÓ-/*g≈roÓ-/*g≈rÓ=- v. 'be salient \ p rominen t
(hervorstechen)', v. 'grow' (of plants) >  Gk coira1ß (gen. coira1doß) {F}
'Meerklippe', {P} 'emportehend, hervorragend; hervorragende Klippe i m
Meer' (< *g≈oryo-), Gk [L] ca1rmh '(?) ]epidorati1ß (point of a lance, spear -
head)', Gk [Hs.] cari1a 'hill, mound' »» ? Sl *grot¥  'sharp point' > P grot
'spear’s head, dart, javelin', Cz hrot 'sharp point, spitzes Ende,
ostrie ', R † grot 'spear, dart' »» Gmc: Nr ∆  gare 'point (Spitze) ' ,
*g≈re2-ti- > MHG gra2t (pl. grAte) 'sharp fish-bone (Fischgräte), awn,
peak (of a mountain), mountain-ridge', NHG Grat  'edge, ridge', Gra4te
'fish-bone', etc. (× NaIE *g≈er-, *g≈er´-/*g≈re2- 'sharp point' < N *garÓa4444
'sharp bough, sharp stick, sharp point', q.v. ffd.) ¶ P 44O, F II 1O75 ( n o
et. of the Gk words), ESSJ VII 14O ˚  The correspondence between IE
*Ó, S *s7, and a K vd. sibilant suggests a N sibilant *z7777, but the affricate
*Z for the expected *z in K is still without clear explanation ( t h e
variation *Z ≠ *z is a rather usual phenomenon in K). The appearance
of a lateral *s6 in SES is puzzling, too.
684. *g{o}ÂZ@@@@á 'to feel' >  K: OG, G grZn- v. 'feel, perceive;
understand' ¶ Ser. 41, Chx. 2O7-8, DCh. 331 || IE: [1] NaIE *gW≈re2- (<
*g≈Wreé8-?) vt. 'smell, scent out, feel' (× N *goÂÓá 'to track [game], t o
smell, to hear; ear' [q.v. ffd.])   [2] ? NaIE (in Blt only) *°g[W][≈]erd[≈]-
> Lt girde$!ti (3s prs. girﬁdi, 1s prs. girdz7iu~), Ltv dzi~rde2 ^t 'to hear' ¶
Frn. 153, ≠ P 478, P 496, ME I 552 || HS: B *√grz > Tmz {MT} t-graz ' s e
repentir, regretter' (used in 3f only in an impers. construction with t h e
[pro]noun of the person as an indirect object: t´rgaz iyi 'I am sorry, I
regret' [literally '{it} sorries to me']), Sll {Ds.} ´t-gWrœ´zœ 'se repentir', Ah
{Fc., Crt.} mu-g1r´zœ 'se repentir de, regretter', ETwl, Tyr m¥-gr¥zœ ( r f . )
'regretter (vivement), se repentir de', a-m¥-gr¥zœ 'regret, repentir', Zng
{MH‘Nic.} 3m aor. i\´mmugraz 'repent' ¶ ≡σ: Sp lo siento
mucho 'I am very sorry about it' “ 'I feel it much' ¶ MT 469-7O, Ds.
247, Fc. 1173, Crt. 4O7, 413, GhA 6O, Nic. 315, NZ 899, 9O1-2 ˚  The K
affricate *Z+Z` and the IE cns. *-d[≈] (in Blt) point to a N affricate *Z@@@@. In IE
*g≈Wreé8- the lr. seems to suggest N *z , but this apparent ev. is n o t
decisive because of the merger with N *goÂÓá .
684a. o  *gÅr1111V({N}V) 'to thunder' >  IE: NaIE *g≈rem- v. ' t hunde r ,
roar, rage', *g≈romo-s ({EI} *≤g≈romo-s) 'thunder, loud and low sound' >
Av gram  'be angry\furious, be angry at so.', NPrs ˜r(  ˝a4r(a4)m ' ange r '
»» Gk cro1mh, cro1moß 'crashing sound', [Hs.] 'neighing of horses', Gk
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cremeti1z-, [Hs.] cremi1z- 'neigh, whinny' (of horses) »» ON gramr, AS
Ìram 'angry', OHG gram 'furious, gloomy', OSx gram 'host i le
(feindselig)', grimman  'to rage, to roar (with anger)', MHG grimen
'to rage with distress or pain (vor Zorn oder Schmerz wüten)', AS
Ìryme$ttan 'to roar, to grunt; to rage' »» Lt grume$!ti 'to t hunde r ' ,
Pru grumins : "dunreyn" 'drizzling rain' ({Bzb.}: “ 'a d is tant
thunder'?), ? gr°mikan 'song' » Sl *grÁme7 ¡ti 'to thunder' >  OCS
gr6m8ti grÁme7ti, SCr gr ~meti± gr~mjeti, gr~mljeti, gr~miti,
Slv grme!ti, Slk hrmiet&, POl grzmiec1, OR, RCS gr6m8ti
grÁme7ti, grem8ti greme7ti 'to thunder', Cz hr7me7ti, hr7mI1ti, R
gre≤met∆, Uk gre≤m¡ti id., 'to produce a crashing sound' , Blg
g`r≤må v. 'thunder'; Sl *gro àm¥ 'thunder' >  OCS, OR grom5 gromË,
Blg, R grom, SCr gro•m, groàm, Slv gro•m, Cz, Slk hrom, P grom,
Uk gr¡m id. ¶ P 458-9, Mn. 337-8, 34O-1, EI 582, Brtl. 529, Vl. II 6O5,
Sg. 885, F II 1116-7, Vr. 184, Ho. 136, 139, Ho. S 28-9, Kb. 4O5, Schz.
154, OsS 347, Lx. 76, Frn. 163, En. 181, ESSJ VII 138, 163-4, Glh. 249 ¶
Some of the words apparently belonging to this IE √  (such as MHG, MLG
grummen 'brummen, murren') may be independent onomatopoe ic
innovations || K *gr=gwin- v. 'thunder' >  G grgvin-, Mg gurgin-,
gvirgvin-, Lz girgin-, Sv gurgwn- id.; K *gurgwal- id. >  G gurgval-, Lz
gurgul- id., Sv g´⁄rgal- 'produce a crashing sound' ¶¶ K 64, 66, K2 3 2 ;
FS K 89-8O and FS E 94 (K *gurgw-) || HS: Ch: Ngz {Sch.} gÈ~r∑‰~n
'thunder, lightning' ¶ Sch. DN 6O || D *kar`a{Â+L}- ({†GS} *k-) v.
'thunder' >  Tm kar›ar3u id., Klm karadil v. 'strike with lightning' (for ' i t
lightens' they say 'the sky [abar] strikes with lightning'), Nk kar`alil v.
'lighten' (ïZ> kar`alil 'the lightening [ïZ>] lightens') ¶¶ D #1354.
685. *ger 1111a or *geÂya 'to step, to walk' > A: T *k…er1- v. 'walk about' >
OT ka4z- id., 'travel, traverse', XwT XIII-XIV kez- 'walk abou t \ t h rough ' ,
Chg ≥XV kez- 'ramble, travel', MQp XIII, Cmn XIV kez- 'traverse', Qry Cr
gez- 'go for a walk (spazieren gehen)', Az g1a4z-, ET ka4z- ≠ ga4z- id. ,
'walk', Tk gez- , Tkm geÎ-, Qmq gez- id., 'travel', Nog, Qrg kez-, Tf k1es£-
'walk about', Uz kez-, ET kez- ≠ ka4z-, Ggz gez- id., 'walk', Qq gez- id. ,
'travel', VTt giz-, Bsh giÎ- 'travel', Tv kez- 'make the round of snares
and traps (to check them) ' ¶ Cl. 756, Rs. W 26O, ET VGD 1O-1, DTS
3O5, KumRS 94, TatR 115, BR 149, Ra. 2O3  M *9ar- 'go\come o u t ,
climb, pass over\across' >  WrM 9ar-, MM 9ar- ([ChSc] Xar-, [ArSc] -
r( Ìar-), HlM 9ar(a)-, Kl, ShY 9ar-, Mnr H 9òari- id. ¶ M *a (rather t h a n
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a front vw.) may be due to regr. as. (*e. . .a  > *a...a) ¶ KW 145, H 6 1 ,
Ms. H 88, Pp. MA 176-7, MED 35O, SM 12O-1  Tg *gi\ari- ≠ *gi3ra- v.
'step, go for a walk' >  Ewk gira-kta-, Nn 9I\ari-, 9Iran-, Ork 9Iran- v. ' g o
for a walk', Neg gIya2n-, Ul 9e2rI-, 9Iran- v. 'step' ¶ STM I 147, 154-5, S
AJ 224 [#285]  J *ka~ti! n. 'walking' >  OJ kati, [RJ] ka~ti!, J: T ka!c1i, K
ka!c1i!, Kg kac1i!  ¶ S AJ 272 [#199], S QJ #199, Mr. 444 ¶¶ S AJ 2 8 9
[#321], SDM97 s.v. *ga4r1{a}, DQA #518 (A *gi\a"~ra! 'to walk, to step') ||
HS: WS *√gry >  Sr √gry+w G  (pf. g´≤ra2) 'run\trickle down, b e
dragged\carried away', ArîrJ √g7ry (ip. -g7riy-) G 'run, flow', M h
√gry (sbjn. y‰-gra2, condit. y‰-≤gr‰y-‰n) v. 'precede', 'pass' (of t ime) ,
Hrs {Jo.} √grw+y G  (pf. g‰ro2, sbjn, y‰grï) 'run' (blood, water), ' f low',
Jb C √gry (pf ≤ge≤re, sbjn. ≤yeg‰r) 'follow, go after' ¶ JPS 77, BK I 284-5 ,
Ln. 415-6, Jo. M 125, Jo. J 79, Jo. H 41, DRS 186  ?φ  B *-gu2r- (<  **-
guyr- or **-guÓr-?) v. 'go, walk' >  Rf Wr/B/A u-Gur (habit. ´ggur), Izn
uyur (habit. ´ggur) id., Mz -Z7urœ (imv. iZ7urœ, pf. yi-Z7urœ) 'marcher, couler ' ,
CM {NZ} ggur- (aor. int.) 'go, go away, walk', Shw ugir ≠ ugWir ≠ uyir,
Nf ugur 'go, walk' ¶ Rn. 352, Dlh. M 7O, NZ 854-5  C: Bj {R}gerwel-
scv. 'walk quickly' || IE: NaIE (+ext.) *g≈red≈- v. 'step, walk', {EI} ' s t ep ,
go' >  Av {P “ SLv.} aiwi-g´r´‹- 'begin' »» L gradior 'I s t ep ' ,
gradus 'step' »» Gt grid (accus. of *gri†s) 'step', MHG [g] griet,
grit, griit 'step', NGr B gritt id. »» (*-n-present): OIr in-/ad-
grenn-, to-grenn- 'pursue' (-enn- < *-n=d≈-n-) »» Lt gri~dyti ' t o
walk, to roam' » (*-n-present) Sl *greßd- (inf. *greßsti, prs. *greßd-) > OCS
gr9sti gre<sti / gr9d0 gre<do< 'go, come', Blg ∆ ≤gredam, Blg
SW ≤grendam id., SCr gre~sti / gre~de2m 'go, walk', Uk grå≤sti /
grå ≤du 'run\drive (fahren) quickly and noisily', R ∆ gredut  'they g o '
¶ WP I 651-2, P 456-7, EI 546, WH I 615-6, Fs. 222, LP §  566, Thr. § §
842, 857, Frn. 17O, Bern. 349, ESSJ VII 123-4, BER 277-8, Glh. 246 ¶ IE
*g≈- was not palatalized (reg. in precons. position).
686. *gor1111á 'hot; to heat; embers' >  IE: NaIE *gW≈er- 'burn, heat': [1]
v.: OI ghr=≤n5a-h5 'ardour, heat', L, G ghr=≤n5o2ti 'shines, burns' »» OIr fo-
geir v. 'heats', guirid 'warms', OIr gorim 'I heat, warm', NIr
goraim id., 'I hatch', NIr, Br gor  'heat', W gori 'to hatch'; Brtt {RE} d .
*guressa2kos 'warm, hot' ({P} < *gW≈re-ns-o-) > W gwresog, Crn
gwresak, B gwrezek id. »» Sl *gore7 ¡ti (3s prs. *gori-tÁ) vi. 'burn' >
OCS gor8ti gore7ti (prs. gorit5 goritË), SCr go~reti ±
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go~rjeti, Slv gore!ti, Cz hor7eti, Slk horiet&, P gorzec1, gorec1, R
go≤ret∆, Uk go≤r¡ti vi. 'to burn', Blg go≤rå vi. 'burn'  [2] NaIE
*gW≈oros ntr. 'heat, embers' >  OI ¿ ≤haras- 'flame, heat' (one of t h e
possible semantic interpretations) »» Gk †e1roß 'summer', †e1romai
'become warm' »» pAl {O} *Z7era > Al zjarr {AlbED} 'heat', {BFU} 'fire' »»
Arm £er Z7eR 'heat, warmth; fine weather' »» Lt gaﬁras 'steam, vapour ,
carbon monoxide in the air', Ltv gars  'steam' » *gW≈e2ro- >  pSl *z7ar¥ >
SCr, Slv z7a•r, P z$ar, R, Uk qar 'heat, embers', Cz z7a1r 'heat'  [3]
*gW≈re2- vt. 'warm, heat' > Sl *gre2-ti (prs. *gre2-j-oß) ≠ µ *gre2ja-ti (ÿ
prs. *grej-) 'to warm, to heat' > OCS gr8Ati gre7jati (prs. gr8)
gre7jo<), RChS, OR gr8ti gre7ti id., OCS gr8ti s9 gre7ti se< ' t o
warm oneself', R gret∆ (prs. gre√), Uk gr¡ti, SCr greŸjati ≠
gri Ÿjati± ∆ greŸti, Slv gre!ti, Cz hr7a1ti, Slk hriat&, P grzac1 ( p r s .
grzeje<) 'to warm, to heat', Blg greå v. 'warm' » Ltv gre2mens ± ∆
gre2ﬁmeles ± ∆ gre2ﬁmes 'heartburn' »» pAl {O} *en-gra2ya > Al ngroh-
≠ ngrof- vt. 'warm'  [4] *gW≈ermo-, *gW≈ormo- 'warm, warmth', {EI}
*gW≈er≤mo-s 'warm' >  OI ghar≤ma-h5 'glow, heat', Av garÉma- adj .
'hot', n. 'heat', KhS gra2ma- 'hot' »» Gk †ermo1ß 'hot, warm' »» L G
formus, L formidus id. »» Gmc *warma- (× IE *wer- < N *war{i} ' t o
burn, to heat', q.v. ffd.) >  ON varmr, AS wearm, OHG, NHG warm
adj. 'warm', NE warm adj., Gt warmjan 'to warm' »» Thr {EI}
germo- 'warm' »» Arm £erm Z7eRm 'warm' »» pAl {O} *Z7erma >  Al G/T
zjarm n. 'fire' »» Ltv gar^me 'warmth', Pru gorme id.  [5] a n o t h e r
d.: *gW≈or-no-s 'oven, heating fire' >  L fornus ≠ furnus 'oven' »»
OIr gorn 'fire' »» pSl *g¥rn¥ ≠ *g¥rno >  SCr gr!no 'burning coal f o r
heating iron in a smithy', Slk grno, OR g5rn5 gËrnË, R, Uk gorn
'forging furnace' ¶ P 493-5, EI 88, 263, M K I 357-8, 36O, III 579, M E I
513, 515-6, II 8O4, Bai. 92, F I 664-6, WH I 532-4, Thr. §  184, YGM-1
245, LP § 38, Hm. 323, Dnn. 378, RE 143, Vr. 646, Kb. 1147, Ho. 3 8 7 ,
Hamp AIEW 146, BFU 642, O 296, 524-5, AlbED 966-7, Slt. 73, Frn. 1 3 4 -
5, En. 179, ME I 652, ESSJ VII 42-3, 116-7, 21O-1, Vs. I 441, 456, II 3 5 ,
Glh. 239, 248, Chrn. I 291-2 || HS: S: Ar ÉrWJa g7arr-at- 'pain cuit d a n s
les cendres'; (× N *g{e}[y]r1111a 6 666 'fire, hearth ' ) : Ar rYi'Ja g7a2yir 'feu; g rande
chaleur dans le corps, causée par la soif\fèvre\colère' ¶ BK I 272, 3 6 1
 C: Bj {R} √gWr v. 'cook, fry' (1s: p. a≤gu2r, prs. an≤gW°r; vb. n .
≤gWa2ri-) ¶ R WBd 99  Ch: WCh: Hs gu2!Ra~ v. 'cause fire to blaze up' »
AG: Ang {Flk.} kur 'charcoal', Su {J} ku2r 'ashes'  »  BT: Tng kuro
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'charcoal' »» CCh: Dgh {Frk.} gw~vre! (sc. gw=~vre!?), {ChL} u~vu~re, Glv {Rp.}
˝u!vra, Gv {ChC} ˝u~vu~ra~ id. » Lgn {Lk.} gurwake 'embers' »» ECh: Ke
ko!ra!y 'ashes', ? Bar garui  'firewood' ¶ Stl. VZCh #72, Ba. 411, J T 1O6,
ChC, ChL, Eb. 73 || A: T: [1] *k…o4∏r1 'embers, live coal' (× N *ku4444r{?}V  ' t o
shine; flame' ‘ 'to produce heat') >  OT {Cl.} ko4∏z, MQp, XwT, Chg,
OOsm ko4z, MOg go4z, Tk ko4z, Tkm køz ko4∏Î, Az ko4∏z, Bsh ∆ ku4Î, Ln, Xk,
Tv ko4s 'embers, live coal', Tf kO$s£ 'live coal', Ch ka€var k¥var, ∆  k¥ºvar
id., 'burning embers'; here Tv, Tf k- suggests a lax pT *k…, while Tk, Az,
Tkm k- is likely to point (but not necessarily) to a pT tense *kæ-; [2]
*Ko[:]r1 'live coal' > Bsh ºuΩ quÎ, Qq qoz id., StAlt qos id., embers' ¶ Cl.
756-7, ET KQ 85-6. ET Q 74-6, TL 365-6, TkR 411, Hüs. 173, Rl. II 13OO,
Grøn. 155, Ra. 2O4, ≈  DTS 321 (OT ko4ze- 'stir'), ≈  Md. 48, 17O (*kæo4∏r1
with unjustified *kæ), ≠  Jeg. 97 ¶ The paronymous T word *Ko2r ' e m b e r s '
belongs to N *k''''aré€{Ë} 'to burn (sth.), to heat' ¶¶ ≠ DQA #1161 (A
*kæu!2r1kV 'glowing coals'; incl. T) ˚ ≈ IS MS 337 (s.v. *g{o}rÿ 'goret∆ '),
≈  IS I 239 [#95] (*gËÂÿ  'burning coal).
687. *gur1111V(dV) (or *gurVyV(dV)-) 'hip, side' ([in s o m e
descendant lgs.] ‘ 'back side') >  K: GZ *gwerd- 'side, flank' >  OG
gwerd-i id., 'rib', G gverd-i 'side, flank', i-gurd-iv 'near, side by s ide ' ,
Mg gverd-i, gwerd-i, Lz gver(d)- 'half' ¶ K2 29, Ser. 42, DCh. 312, Q
216 || HS: B: Sll {Ds.} ag´rru (pl. igurra), Shl {NZ} agrru 'hip ( hanche ) '
¶ Ds. 15O, NZ 848  WS *√grd >  Ar draJa g7arad- 'back (dos)' (“
*'back side' “ *'side'), Tgr Z7Arid '(muscles of the) neck', Grg Sl g‰rdid
'nape of neck' ¶ Fr. I 264, BK I 276, LH 55O, L EDG III 291, MiK I # 1 . 9 2
 Eg fOK {EG} Zrww 'Rippengegend des Körpers, Seite', {DW} Zrw(w)
'Seitenfläche; hintere Rippengegend; Seitenfläche der Nase', {Fk.}
Zrww 'side, flank (of a body)', 'wall (?)' ¶ EG V 6O2, DW 19O9-1O, Fk.
324  Ch: CCh: ZmD {ChC} gu~ra~y, {KNC} gu@ra@y 'thigh', ?? Mln gi~rga!ti~gi!
id. (unless derived from or compound with CCh *girV 'bone') »» WCh:
Cg {Sk.} ga!ra!bu~n 'rib' ¶ ChC, ChL, KNC 9 || A: T *Kur1 >  NaT *Kuz >  OT
{Cl.} quz 'the northern (shady) side of a mountain', Tk kuz, ∆ koz ±
guz 'shady side'; NaT *Kuza{y+Î} > Az guzej 9uzey ≠ g¥zej gu4zey ' t h e
northern (shady) side of a mountain', Tkm 9uÎay 'shady side (of a
mountain, house, etc.)', T kuzey  'north'; d.: Tb {Rl.} qusqay ' n o r t h e r n '
¶ Cl. 68O, ET Q 1O6-7, Rl. II 1O15, Hüs. 86, 89, TkR 2O7 || D {tr.}
*kurÀV[N]k˛, {GS} kudÀuN 'thigh, loins' (× N *k''''u 6 666r {Ë} 'foot, hoof', q.v.) > T m
kur3an$ku, Kt korg, Tl kur3uvu, Klm kudug, Prj kudu ± kudßu, Gdb
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kuyug, Gnd kuruku ± kurki ± koXki, Knd kurÀgu, Mlt qos9e, Kui kuZ>u
'thigh', Ku kudugu id. ± ku2dgu2 id., 'lap', Ml kur3aku, kur3avu ' thigh,
loins, quarter of animals', Krx kosga 2  'leg, thigh' ¶¶ D #184O, Zv. 51, 9 5 ,
139, GS 151 [#382], 55 [#152] || ? Gil: Gil A k‰dr / G‰dr / g‰dr (g‰dr)
'back (dos)' ¶¶ ST 125 ˚  D *-r À- (rather than the expected *-r`- < N *r 1111)
may be due to the merger with N *k''''u 6 666r {Ë}. Alternatively, T *-r1- may g o
back to **-ry- < N *-rVy- .
688. *g{e}[y]r1111a 6 666 (or *g{e}?ir 1111a 6 666) 'fire, hearth' >  HS: S *g{i}rr-, *√grr ≠
*√gyr > Ak fOB girru 'fire', Amh √grr (pf. gArrArA) {L} ' b e
scorching' (sun), {DRS} 'étinceler, être brûlant (feu)'; Ar rYi'Ja g7a2yir
'feu, grand chaleur dans le corps (causée far la soif\faim\colère)' (×  N
*gor 1111á  'hot; to heat; embers') ¶ CAD III 93-4, L CAD 2O7, BK I 361, DRS
192  Eg G Zr '≈ fire' ¶ EG V 595  C: EC *gïr-a 'fire' >  Sa, Af gira id.,
HEC *gïra id. >  Sd, Hd, Ged, Kmb gïr-a 'fire', Brj Z7ïr-a 'flame', Sd, H d
gïr- vt. 'burn' »» SC: Brn {E} gi?ru, Alg {E} gi?ri 'embers', ?? Irq gil?i {E}
id., {MQK} id., 'red-hot charcoal' ¶ Ss. B 11O, Hd. 64, 279, 366, E SC
238, MQK 39 ¶¶ ≈ OS #21O || U: FP *kerV- {UEW} 'offener Steinofen' >
Es keris (gen. kerise, kerikse), ∆ kiris (gen. kirise) {W} ' u p p e r
part of a stove (in peasants’ houses), light-house', {Slv.} keris
'vaporizing furnace (with big heated stones)' » Prm {LG} *gOr ({LG} *goÚr)
'stove' > Vt gur  gur, Vt B/SW gur, Prmk, Yz gur 'stove', Z gor / gory-, Z
US goÚr 'stove in a sauna\barn' ¶ UEW 66O, LG 78, W EDW 265, Slv. 1 1 O
|| A: T *k… îr1- 'get hot' >  MT XIV [IM] qîz- 'be warm', MQp XIV, Chg ≥XV,
OOsm qîz- 'be hot', Cmn qîz- 'glow with heat', Tk kIz-, Qmq qîz-, VTt
kyz- q¥z-, Bsh q¥Î-, Tv qîs-, Chv xe€r- XÁr- 'get very hot', Tkm 9îÎ-,
Nog qîz- id., 'get warm', Az 9îz-, Qzq qîz- 'get warm', Ggz kîz-, Qq qîz-
'get very hot, flame up', Yk kî—s- 'flare up'; NaT *kîzî- > Qrg qîzî-, Uz, ET
qizi- 'get very hot', Alt qîzî- id., 'catch fire'; it is possible (but n o t
certain) that one may adduce here the pT verb *kî[:]r1- 'get red' (>  OT
qîz- 'get ruddy' [of complexion], Tv qîs-, Yk kî∏s- 'get red'), and its d .
*kîr1îl 'red' (> NaT *kîzîl, Chv XÁrlÁ, ffd. see  ET Q 194-6)  ¶ ≈ Cl. 6 8 1
(unc.: qîz 'be hot' “ qîz- 'be red'), ET Q 187-9, 194-7, Md. 7O, 1 6 8 ,
TkR 228, Jeg. 298, Fed. II 343, Ra. 223-4, Rl. II 875, PC 447  ?? M
*gere 'light, brightness' (×  N *Neh{Ë}r{i}  'light, fire', q.v. ffd. × N
*gáhÂV ¬ *gáÂhá 'sunshine, day, light [Licht]') ˚ ≈ IS MS 337 (s.v.
*g {o}rÿ  'goret∆ ', vi. 'burn'), ≈ IS I 239 [#95] (N *gËÂÿ  'burning coa l ' )
˚ The SC cognates (Brn gi?ru, Alg gi?ri) and the long i in EC suggest
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the presence of a lr. (*?  = *?+h) in the N etymon (unless both SC *? a n d
the EC vw. length are of prosodic origin) ˚ If the N etymon is *geyr1111a 6 666,
the N vw. *-e- was narrowed to a pre-T *-i- (> T *-î- due to vw.
harmony) under the infl. of the adjacent *y or *? i .
688a. *gur1111÷ 3 333É or *gu4444r 1 111÷ 3 333V 'throat, neck' >  HS: EC {Ss.} *gawra÷- ' c u t
the throat' (×  EC *√gr÷ 'cut' <  N *gir÷3333V 'to cut', q.v.) >  Sml gowra÷-,
Rn go2rraHa 'slaughter an animal by cutting its throat', Bn ku2ra?-, Sd
gor?-, Kmb gor-, Or gorra?- 'slaughter an animal'; Or ı Brj gorra?- v.
'slaughter' ¶ Ss. B 84, Abr. S 96, ZMO 166, Grg. 182, PG 127  WS
*gur÷- 'throat, gulp (gorgée)' >  Gz gW´r÷e2 'throat, neck, palate', Tgr
GR) g‰r‰÷ 'throat', Ar éOar0Ju g7ur÷-at- ≠ éOar0Ja g7ar÷-at- 'gulp (gorgée,
ce qu’on boit et avale d’un coup)', √g7r÷ (pf. ØaraJa g7ara÷a) 'swallow a t
one gulp' ¶ L G 2OO-1, BK I 28O, Hv. 8, ≈ DRS 175-6  Ch (× N *geÂV
'throat'?): WCh: AG: Kfr {Nt.} ga~ga@ra!k 'throat' (× N *guÂ{k}{Ë}  ' t h roa t ' ? )
» BT: Krkr {Kœ.} gurgosli 'throat' » P’ {MSk.} gu~rgWa~s6'a! id. » ? Hs
garefa 'trachea, windpipe' »» CCh: Msg G {Trn.} gurd'ok, Mlw {Trn.}
gu~rd'o^k 'throat' » Mtk: Mf {BLB} g‰rd'- 'swallow with difficulty', MfG
{Brr.} g‰!rd'an 'palate' » Tr {Nw.} ˝u~˝Wa~r id., g°ora 'neck' (if t h e
glottalization of g reflects the HS lr.) » BB: Gude {Hsk.} i  gu~r‰!k
'swallowing noisily' » Lame {Sa.} i  gu~ro~k id. »» ECh: Mu {J} go2!ro! (p l .
go2~ra~r), Tmk {Cp.} ge2‡r`, Kwn {J} k‰!r∑ ± k‰~ri!, Ke {Eb.} ku@r 'neck' (in KwK
*g- >  k- regularly) »»» Cf. also nouns with supposed pxs.: Ngz {Sch.}
ngu!r∑¬a!¬i!ya! 'throat', Db {Mch.} mungurlum, Hs ma~k'o2!gwa~Ro2, Gw
{Mts.} ma~ko!ngo~ro id. ¶ Hsk. 194, Nt. 14, Ba. 758, ≈ Sk. HCD 194-5, MSk.
179, Sch. DN 127, Cp. 62, Nw. WLT 38, Trn. LM 92, Trn. LDM 22, BLB
149, Brr. MG II 12O, Mch. D 196, Sa. L II 5O2, ≈ Stl. VZCh #76, ChC, ChL,
Eb. 75 ¶ Gude gu~r‰!k and Lame gu~ro`k are results of secondary
ideophonization (cf. R [in fairy tales and literature for children]
zaj¢ik pryg-pryg 'the hare jumped', lit. 'little hare jump-jump' ,
where the deverbal d. pryg [without being ideophonic by origin]
functions as an ideophone) ¶ The Tmk and Tr words for 'neck' belong
here if the retroflexity of r in Tmk and the glottalization of *g in T r
reflect the HS lr. in N *gur 1111÷ 3 333É ¬ *gu4444r 1 111÷ 3 333V  B *-gurÎœ/tœtœ- 'neck' (possibly
<  *gur÷-at-) >  Kb ag£W´rÎœœ (pl. ig£W´rÎœ´n, ig£W´rœyaÎœ) 'neck-opening of a
garment, collar (encolure, col)', Awj {Par.} a-≤gaºraºtœ (pl. g´r≤tœaº:w´n)
'neck', Zng {MH ‘ Nic.} agarÎ (pl. garÎun) 'gosier; haut du c o u ' ,
{Bs.} 3rg" agard3 'gosier', {Nic., Bs.} ﬁrg" agardœ 'goulot', Izd {Mrc.}
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ag´rœdœ (pl. igurœd œan) 'cou, goulot, encolure', Ah eg1´r´dœ 'têtière (de licol) ' ,
ETwl, Ty eg¥r¥dœ (pl. ig¥r¥dœ¥n) id., 'nape of neck', ZAS {Loub.} ag#´rÎœ,
Zn {Rn.}, Tmz {MT} a-g´rdœ 'shoulder', Tmz √grdœ (imv. g´rdœ) 'tordre l e
cou; avoir le cou tordu'; d.: Sll {Ds.} amgg´rœdœ (pl. imgrœa2dœ), Izd {Mrc.}
dim. tamg´rœtœ (pl. timgrœadœ), Zn {Rn.} amgr´dœ 'neck', ZAS {Loub.} amg´rÎœ
'cou, col', Kb amj´rœÎœ (pl. im´jrœaÎœ) 'neck, nape of neck'. Cf. also Wrg
{Dlh.} a-g´rdu÷ (pl. i-g´rda÷) 'gorgée longue de liquide' (survival of *÷
in a B dialect??). In addition, it is worth paying attention to B
*guÓrVz[Vy] (<  **gurÓVz[Vy]?) > Ah a"-g1u2r´h 'larynx', ETwl, Ty a-
gurz¥y (pl. i-g´rzan) 'throat', Ttq {Msq.} korzï 'throat over the Adam’s
apple', as well as to Kb a-j´rœz7œuz7œ ≠ a-j´rz7uz7 (pl. ij´rœz7œuz7œ´n) ' t h roa t ,
larynx, trachea' and to Ntf {La.} a-g´rgur  'goitre' (×  N *geÂV  'throat') ¶
Par. A 163, Rn. 352, Ds. 77, MT 465-6, Dlh. Ou 62, Fc. 48O-2, Loub.
547, Mrc. 64, 281, Pr. H #11O, GhA 58, 6O, Dl. 273-4, Msq. 139, Msq. Z
5O1, Nic. 313, Bs. MS I 124, La. N 57, NZ 868-9 || A: M *gu4re-Gen '(∈
part of the) neck' >  WrM gu4rege(n), HlM g¥r´´(n) 'area of t h e
neck below and in front of the ear', Kl {Rm.} gu4rE2n ≠ gu4rE 'neck', MM
[IM] gu4ru4∏n sudusun 'arteria cervicalis', WrM gu4regen-u4 sudasu, Kl
{Rm.} gu4rE2n sudasn= 'jugular vein' (sud¥sn=, sudusun is 'vein, sinew'), ?
StKl {KRS} g¥r´ gu4ra4 'vein'; M ı Chg [MA] ku4ru4∏n in ku4ru4∏n tamur
'arteria cervicalis', Qrg ku4ro4∏, ku4ro4∏ tamîr 'jugular vein', WrMc gurexe
id. (gu- [rather than 9u-] being possible in loanwords only) ¶ MED
392, Pp. MA 172, KRS 149, KW 139, Jud. 47O-1, Z 363, Hr. 385, ≈  STM I
175  Tg *gu're-Ke 'nape' (× N *gub[V]ÂÉ 'back, nape [of neck]', q.v.
ffd.) || D *kur`uNk- ({†GS} ≈ *gur`uNg-) > Nk gur`uNga 'neck', Gnd B gur`nÀga2
'oesophagus', Gnd Ch/G/HMB/KM gur`Nga 'throat', Gnd DM gur`Nga2 id.,
'neck', Gnd RSr gur`uNga, Gnd A gurNa2 'Adam’s apple', Ml kon$n$a2, Kn
gon$ke 'throat', ? go2n` ≠ go2r› 'neck' ¶¶ D #1645  The N word i n
question may be an AdS  of D *kËral- 'throat, voice' (< N *ko6666ri{H}u 6666
'throat, neck', q.v. ffd.) ˚  D *kur`uNk- (≈ *gur`uNg-) suggests N *-r 1111-,
while D *kËral- (if it belongs here) points to N *-rÓ-  (unless D *-r-
belongs to the heritage of N *ko6666ri{H}u6666 ˚  M *u4 suggests either a N *u4444
or a N vw. *u  ifluenced by the front vw. of the next syll. ˚  The N
etymon is qu. and hard to reconstruct, because the potential cognates
outside HS are not distinguishable from N *ko6666ri{H}u6666 '⇑ ' (due to t h e
neutralization of the glottal oppositions in anlaut) ˚  ≈  IS I 235-6 [#91]
˚ ≠ Gr. II #39O (*kur  'throat') (A + err. IE, U, Gil).
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689. € *gÉyVs6666V 'to cast (spear); spear' ([in S]: ‘ 'wage war'; ' h o s t
[armed force]') >  IE: NaIE *g8≈ai\so-s, {EI} *g8≈ai\≤so-s ≠ *g8≈ai\ses- ' javelin,
spear' ({EI} 'throwing spear') >  OI ≤he2s5ah5 'weapon', {EI} 'missile' (??
Ï hi≤nas-ti ≠ Vd ≤him$sati 'injures, hurts, destroys ') »» Gl ı L
gaesum and Gk gai6soß ≠ gai6son 'long heavy javelin (originally a
Gaulish weapon)'; OIr ga1e 'spear', fo-gae (later foga) ' javelin
(Wurfspieß)', OW {Flr.} guoiu, MW gwaew, W gwayw, Crn gew
'spear', Br goaf  'lance; gaffe, perche munie d’un croc' (×  Fr. gaffe) »»
Gmc *gaizas >  AS Ìa2r, OSx ge6r, OHG ge2r, NHG Ger, ON geirr
'javelin, spear' »» ?? Gk cai6oß 'shepherd’s staff' (µ φ  from 'spear'?) ¶ WP
I 528, P 41O, EI 537, WH I 575-6, SB 1O4, Flr. 2O4, YGM-1 26O, Hm.
32O, LP §§  14, 23 (3), 34 (3), Billy 76, F I 282-3 and II 1O61-2, Vr. 1 6 1 -
2, Kb. 327, Schz. 15O, Ho. 124, Ho. S 25, KM 249; ≠  M K III 595, 6O1,
611 and M E II 82O-1 (≤he2s5ah5 •ÿ  his5-/he2s5- 'injure, hurt' without IE
et.) || HS: WS *≤gayas6- 'host, armed force' >  MHb xi%G2 ≤gayis (<  AHb
*≤gayis6) (pl. t&xi!G6g´ya2≤s-o2t3), JA axig (*gay[y´]≤sa2) 'troop; pack o f
robbers', JEA {Sl.} ax1ii^G2 gay[y´]≤sa2 'band of marauders\robbers', Sr
W 'saj©a gay≤s-a2 'troop, army', Ar ¢y0Ja g7ays7- 'army', Sb _ig gys6
'unit, detachment', d.: Mh √gys6 (pf. g‰yo2s6) v. 'rally, collect the t r ibe
(in troubled times)', Jb E √gys7 (pf. ≤gEs6), Jb C Sh†s>‰ge2s6 id. ¶ Dlm. 7 3 ,
Br. 114, Sl. 279-8O, ≈  Lv. I 325 (erroneous vocalization MHb xj1G2
gay≤ya2s), BGMR 52, Jo. M 128, Jo. J 81, DRS 116  C: EC *√gs7
({Ss.}*-gs7i) pcv. 'kill' > Rn {Ss.} -gis-, {PG} -gïs- / p. -gis-/-ga2s- (n. ac t .
o~go2!s), pBn {Hn.} *-iga2s- / *-igis- (>  Bn K -iga2s-/-igis-, B/J -iya2s-/-ïs-
), Arr {Hw.} -ek'es- / (ip.) -ak'as- (1s ?igis-, imv. 2s ?igi!s) 'kill', Dsn
{Ss.} -e2s-, {To.} ?a!s / -es- (pcv.),  Elm -ekis-, whence scv.: Or {Ss., Grg.}
aZ7e2s-, Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} iZ7e2s-, Kns {Ss.} ikas7-/is7s7-, HEC ({Hd.} *siy-): Sd
{Ss.} s7iy-, Kmb/Ged {Ss.} s7i-, Hd {Ss.} s7-, Brj siy- 'kill', Brj si≤ya2
'warrior' »» Bj {R} √gWs7? (1s: p. a-≤ugs7a?, prs. agWan≤s7°; p r t c .
≤gWis7?a) v. 'cast a spear' (and *'throw' ‘ √gWs7? 'zu Boden s t recken,
unterjochen'?) »» SC *√g?s 'kill' > Kz ga?is-, Asa gas, Alg, Brn gas-
'kill', Irq ga2s- 'kill, break'; SC ı Mb -ga?a 'kill ' ¶ R WBd 1O3, Ss. B
167, PG 62, 238, Hn. BD 114, Grg. 11-2, Sr. 331, Hw. A 267-9, Hd. 8 6 ,
To. DL 2OO, E SC 263, E K 11, MQK 37, Blz. SCL s.v. 'kill'  ?σ Ch: CCh:
Mofu {Brr.} -ga~z6- 'throw', MfG {Brr.} - 1g‰z6- 'throw, drop' »» WCh: ? Kry
{Sk.} kuse v. 'throw' »» ECh: Jg {J} gis7- 'throw' ¶ JS 267, ChC, Brr. MG II
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121 ˚  FU *ku4s6V- v. 'fall' (Coll. 79, MK 225-6) should be kept apart ( i t
has a better et. connecting it with N *k ''''u 4 444s 6 666 { ÷ }V  'to fell, to fall', q.v.).
69O. *g{a4444}ys6666V?a 'be frightened\sorrowful, worry' >  IE: NaIE *g8≈ei\s-
'be frightened, be scared', {EI} 'frighten' >  Av zae2s7a- 'horr ib le ' ,
zo2i(´)s7nav- zusammenschreckend, schaudernd', KhS ysa4s5t5a
'hateful, hostile', NPrs †$zi zes7t 'hideous, ugly; bad' »» Gt us-
geisnan 'to be frightened', us-gaisjan 'to frighten', Ic geisa ' t o
rage, to be ferocious', geiski n. 'fright, terror', ON geiska-fullr
'frightful' (lit. 'full of fright') ¶ Hardly here (for both phonetic a n d
semantic reasons and against P’s opinion) NaIE *g8≈oi\sd- > OI ≤he2d5a-
'anger', OHG geist 'spirit, soul', NHG Geist 'spirit', AS ÌA2st ≠
Ìa2st 'spirit, ghost', NE ghost; OI ≤he2d5a- 'anger' is likely to belong t o
N *gic7777 ' '''V 'injure, irritate' (q.v. ffd.) ¶ EI 214, ≈  WP I 553-4, ≈  P 427, Brtl.
1651, 1692-3, Bai. 353, Sg. 617, BM 26O, Vr. 162, Fs. 531-2, Kb. 3 2 4 ,
Ho. 122, Bv. 219 || A: Tg *gasa- v. 'worry, grieve' >  Neg, Ork 9asa- v.
'worry', Ul 9asa- 'be sad, grieve (toskovat∆ )', Nn Nh/B 9asa-, Nn KU
9aso- 'be sad, grieve, worry', WrMc 9asa- {Z} 'grieve, be sad', WrMc
{Hr.} 9asa-, Mc Sb {Mrm.} 9asa- 'beklagen, bemangeln; unzufr ieden
sein, sich beschweren' ¶ STM I 143, Z 3O4, Hr. 337, Klz. MS 175  M
*9asal[a]- >  WrM 9asal-, 9asala-, HlM gasla- ' b e
sorrowful\afflicted, grieve', Kl {Rm.} 9asl=- 'betrübt sein, sich grämen ' ,
Ï M *9asalaN > WrM 9asalan+N, HlM gasalan(g), Kl {Rm.} 9as´laN
≠ 9aslN = 'Gram, Betrübnis, Unglück', {KRS} hasl˜ ˝asl¥N 'grief,
sorrow'; the infl. of M *9asal[a]- is the source of meaning 'sorrowful' i n
MM [MA] 9as7u-ba 'was distressed', WrM 9asi9u(n), HlM gawuu(n)
'sorrowful', while the primary meaning of M *9asi˝un (>  MM [HI]
9asi√un, [MA] 9as7u2n, WrM 9asi9u(n), HlM gawuu(n), Mnr 9òas7‰n) is
'bitter, sour', hence M *9asi˝un  hardly belongs here ¶ MED 353-4, KRS
16O-1, KW 146, Pp. MA 178, SM 121, Ms. H 89 || HS: S *°√gs6? >  Ar
¡4J √g7s7? G  'be convulsed, heave (from fear or grief)' (of a soul) ,
{Fr.} 'commota et excita fuit (anima moerore vel concepto terrore)' ¶
Fr. I 279, BK I 295, Hv. 9O.
691. ? € *g{u}s6666V÷a (≠ *g{u}s6666V?V) 'belch, vomit' >  HS: S *√gs6÷ ≠
*√gs6? > Hb (mt.) √g÷s6 TL  (pf. hit3go2÷es6)  'vomit loudly', Sr pf. G
g´≤sa2 (*√gs6?) 'vomit', Ar √g7s7? G  'belch', Gz √gWs6÷ G  'be lch,
vomit', Mh/Hrs {Jo.} g‰s7o2, Sq √gs7÷, Jb C {Jo.} s>‰-≤ges6i 'belch', Ak LB
ges7u6 (*√gs6÷) 'to belch' ¶ KB 2OO, CAD III 64, Br. 126, JPS 75, BK I
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295, L G 2O5, L LS 117, Jo. M 126, Jo. H 42, Jo. J 8O, Sd. 287, Mik I
#2.17  WCh {Stl.} *ga{c6}- 'belch' > Hs gYa2!c'e2~ » NrBc {Sk.}: Wrj G‰~s6-, Kry
G‰@s6‰@, My g‰la- id., Cg ga2~z6an n. 'belch', Jmb Z7iZ7a!s6u!, Diri g‰~≤s6a! v. ' vomi t '
» Ngz {Sch.} ga~d'z6u! 'belch' ¶ Stl. ZCh 217 [#669], ChC, Sk. NB 12, Sch. DN
66, ≈ Tk. NB 178-9 (pNrBc *g‰s6- > *g‰z6-≠*g‰c6'- [secondary
glottalization]) || A: T *k[æ]us- 'vomit' (× N o†*ûûûûqu?[a]se6666 'to vomit, t o
cough', q.v. ffd.) ˚  Qu., because the supposed T cognate has an alt. et.
692. € *gÅ?itV 'body, flesh' > HS: ?σ,φ EC *gid'- 'body, flesh, meat' >
Rn Z7i!dß- 'flesh, meat', Sml Z7idß, Sml J Z7ir` 'body', Hr {AMS} gid'-o 'mageres
Fleisch' ¶ PG 166, ZMO 22O, Hn. S 61 (pSam *gidß), AMS 158, ≈ Ss.
WOKS 133 (EC *gid), Blz. RL 26O  Eg fP Z.t 'Leib, Körper '
(reinterpretation of *Zt?) ¶ EG V 5O3-6 || D: SD *katßtß- 'body, co rpse '
> Tm kat5t5ai\ id., Kn kad5uku 'a headless trunk'; D ı OI kat5a-
'corpse' ¶ D #1152 ˚  EC *-d'- points to the existence of a N *? (*-? . . .t-
> EC *-d'-).
693. € *gu6666{t}[Ó]V 'small, little' > HS: C: SC {E} *gWat⁄-/*got⁄- ({∫E}
*gWat>-/*got>-) 'child' > Irq {E, MQK} garma 'boy', Qz go?olayo 'bul l
calf' »» Dhl {EEN, To.} gWi!cca 'child' »» C ı Mb -gitutu! 'little, small' ¶ E
SC 263, WQK 37, EEN 32, To. D 134 || D {tr.} *kutßtß-, {IS} *kudßdß-, {GS}
*gudßdß- 'small, little' >  Tu gid5d5a 'short, small', Kn gid5d5u, gud5d5u
'shortness, smallness', Tl gid5d5a 'small, dwarfish', ∆  gud5d5u ' sho r t ' ,
Tm kut5t5a 'smallness; young of a monkey', Ml kut5u 'small, na r row ' ,
kut5t5an 'boy, lamb, calf', Td kutß, Kdg kutßtßi 'child (of any caste except
for Coorgs)', Kui gu2t ßa 'short, dwarfish', Krx gudßru 'dwarfish', Brh Gudßdßu2,
gudßdßu2 'small' ¶¶ D #167O, GS 166 [#419], 184 [#465]  ˚   IS supposed
here a lr. sx.: **-t-Ó- >  D *-dßdß- ˚  Both the SC rec. and the pN one a r e
questionable ˚  Cp. N *k ''''Ët ''''V 'small'.
694. *ga4444t ' '''a 6 666 'grasp, take, possess' >  IE: NaIE *g8≈ed- v. ' acqui re ' ,
'acquisition' >  Oss I z‰d, Oss D zud 'greedy, greediness' »» Gmc *git- >
Gt bi-gitan 'to find', ON geta 'to create, to obtain, to p roc rea t e '
(NrGmc ı  ME geten > NE get), OHG bi-geÔ Ôan 'to get (e rha l ten) ,
reach', OSx bigetan 'to find', AS bi-Ìietan to receive, to find; t o
procreate '  (> NE beget) »» OL praida, L praeda 'booty' (< *prai\-
heda) ¶ WP I 589-9O, P 437-8 (*g≈end- and *g≈ed-), Mn. 317 (*ghed-;
•÷ OCS z7adati 'desire'), Ab. IV 317-8, WH II352-3,  Vr. 165, WW 1 1 3 ,
Kb. 331, Ho. 12O, Ho. S 26, HDEL 119, 554  ¶ WP and P postulate a
variative root *g≈end- ≠  *g≈ed-, based on Brugmann’s theory of a nasal
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infix (BD II/3 293ff.), and therefore adduce here the reflexes of IE
*g≈end- (> Gk canda1nv 'ich fasse', L praehendo2 [> pre2hendo2] id.,
etc.), but Mn. is probably right in rejecting it and reconstructing a
separate root *ghed-  (our *g8≈ed- with *g8≈- on the ev. of Oss I z‰d, Oss
D zud 'greedy') ¶ IE *-d- rather than *-t- (< N *-t ''''-) is due to the IE
incompatibility law ruling out voiced aspirates and voiceless cnss. i n
the same root || HS: C: EC {Ss.} *gad'- > Brj gad'- 'take', Rn Xa2ta (< *k'a2t-
< mte. *ga2d'-) 'take; capture, seize', pKns *ke2d'- v. 'take' >  Kns, Turo,
Gato qe2d'-, Msl Ùe2d'-, Gdl k'ed'-, ? Or E (with a caus. sx.) gad'd'ïs- 'set f ree ,
let go' »» Dhl {EEN} get†- 'take, send', get†t†okum- 'carry', {To.} get- 'br ing,
send' »» ? SC (× N *go 6666t ' '''V 'pull, draw'??): Irq {Wh.} -gaga!r-, {MQK} gaga2r-
'carry (a load)', {E} gagar-, Alg geger- 'carry' ¶ Ss. B 75, Bl. 254, PG 1 8 6 ,
≈  AD SF 245, EEN 31, Th. 143 (Or gaddisu ≠ gad5isu ' congedare ,
licenziare, lasciare andare'), ≈  E SC 237, To. D 134, Wh. SI, MQK 36 
?σ S *°√gtt >  Ar √g7tt (pf. †WJa g7atta) 'touch a domestic animal i n
order to know if it is fat' ¶ BK I 251 ¶ S *-t- for *-t'- is due t o
deglottalization in S (likely to be compulsory in certain conditions, a s
can be concluded from the absence of *g-t'-roots in pS) || U: FU
*kattV- v. 'grasp, hold' (*kattV from **ka4tta6 due to vw. harmony?) >
Prm *kut- >  OPrm, Z kut- 'catch, hold', StVt kutyny, Vt S kut-, Vt G
{W} kutÈ- 'catch, seize' »» OHg hat- 'possess', Hg hatalo, ' power ,
violence' ¶ UEW 13O-1, LG 147-8, MF 275-6 || D *kat- ({†GS} *k-) v.
'seize' > Tm katuvu  'seize, grasp', Kn kadubu  'seize or hold firmly' ,
kadi v. 'steal', Tu kadipu, kadupu, kadpu n. 'stealing, theft', Tl
kadumu  'seize' ¶¶ D #12OO, ≈ Km. 322 [#242] (*kac>- > kat-).
694a. ≈ *go6666t ' '''V 'ant', (?) 'worm' > HS: EC: Sd {Gs.} go2t'a2mo coll.
'∈ ants', go2t'a2n-c7o 'ant', Ged {LmS} k'o2t'a2mo 'ant', and Sml {ZMO} qudßa2nyo
'ants' (as. *g…t' > *k'…t'), ??? god '∈ ant' (in godka qura2nyada), Dsn {LmS}
ku2d'in 'worm' ¶ AD SF 249, LmS 38O, ZMO 334, 452, Gs. 13O  NrOm:
Wl {LmS} gut't'un-iyaò 'worm', Omt {Mrn.} gut5une, Gf {Mrn.} guc5´ne
'worm', Gm {LmS} guc'une 'worm, meat worm', Malo {LmS} gus'ine,
Dc/Zs {LmS} guc'ume 'worm' ¶ AD SF 249, LmS 38O  ECh: Ke {Eb.}
go~d'no~y '∈ ant' ¶ ChC, Eb. 51|| U: FP {UEW} *kutke 'ant' > Es kuk-lane
(gen. kuklase) 'ant', Lv kukki 'bug, insect' » pLp {Lr.} kotk‰ 'ant' > Lp:
S gaºrke, U gaºdhka, L kaºr…hkaº, N {N} got_…kaº, Kld kot:k » pMr {Ker.}
*kutk¥- > *kotk´- > Er kotkudav, {W} kotkodov id. » pChr {Ber.} kutk¥-
id. > Chr: H kytky ≤k¥tk¥, L kutko ≤kutko, Uf/B kutko » Prm: pZ *ko¿t+d
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> Z kodzuvkot koZ1uv-kot, Z US ko¿Z1ul-ko¿, Z K kot-koZ1ul 'ant' (koZ1ul
'ant') ¶ UEW 678-9, Lr. #463, Lgc. #2581, ERV 298, Ker. II 68, Ber. 2 5 ,
MRS 25O, 272, Ep. 53, LG 135 || D *°kott- ({†GS} *g-) > Kn godda
'∈ black ant' ¶¶ D #2O96 ˚  Blz. 159 [#72] (C, NrOm, D).
695. € *go6666t ' '''V 'pull, draw' >  HS: C {AD} *√gWt 'draw, pull' >  Ag: Xm
{R} gWit- id.; Ag ı Tgr {LH} gAtAt ?abla, Tgy gWAtAta id. »» ?? EC:
pSam {Hn.} *gït/*≤gï!ta~ v. 'pull' (unless it is EC {Ss.} *zit- v. 'pull' < N
*z1111ed[h]u4444 ++++u 'pull, drag, draw', q.v. ffd.) >  Sml Z7ïd-, Rn {Hn.} Z7it / ≤Z7ita,
{PG} Z7ïta 'pull, drag', pBn {Hn. BD} *(ha2! ª)-s7ïªd or {Hn. S}  &s7ï!d 'pull' >  Bn:
Bi (ha2!ª)-s7ïªd, J/Kj ha2!ª-s7ïªd, K ho2!ª-sïªd »» ??φ SC (× N *ga4444t ' '''a 6 666 'grasp, t ake ,
possess'): Irq {Wh.} -gaga!r-, {MQK} gaga2r- 'carry (a load)', {E} gagar-,
Alg geger- 'carry' ¶ AD SF 245, Hn. S 61, Abr. S 14O, Hn. BD 122, Sim
11-2, 15, PG 166, Wh. SI, MQK 36 || A: Tg: WrMc 9oci- v. 'pull, d r a w '
¶ STM I 163 ˚  WrMc -c- points to a N *-t ''''- . HS *t results f r o m
deglottalization of N *t '''' (a redular process) ˚  It is tempting to adduce
here FU •*kutV- v. 'tear, draw' (reconstructed in MF 3123-3 from Vg
T/P kat-, Vg LK/Ss xat- v. 'tear'), but the Vg Sn xu2pt- 'put on boots, p u t
load on one’s back' and the Os cognate (Os Ty qopÈtV 'zerstückeln', Os
D Xa"p´t- 'fällen', Os O Xa"p´t- loswinden') point to a pUgr *kup‰-t‰-
'pull, draw' (UEW 859).
696. *gat''''÷É 'to pass through\over, to get through, to cross' >  HS:
WCh: BT: Bl {Lk.} gad'- 'vorbei-\weiter-\hinein-gehen; über t ref fen ' ,
{Bnt.} ga≤dawo 'pass by', Krkr {Lk.} gad'- id. ?? Tng kadE vt. 'go to m e e t '
¶ Stl. VZCh, Lk. PVB II 135, Bnt. 24, J T 95  S *°√k't'÷ v. 'go th rough ,
cross' >  Ar √qtœ÷ (ip. -qt'a÷-) v. 'cross (a river), traverse (a count ry) ' ,
'migrate (from a cold land to a warm one)' (of birds of passage) '
(unless “ √qtœ÷ 'cut') ¶ Fr. III 465, BK II 768 ¶ The glottalized initial
cns. *k'- is due to as. within forms with a cns. cluster (**-gt'a÷- >  *-k't'a÷)
|| A {DQA} *ga2!tæi~ >  M: [1] M *9atul- v. 'cross (a river \ mountain)' >
WrM 9atul-, HlM gatl-ax v. 'cross a river', Kl hatl- 9atl=-, Brt
gatal- id., 'cross (a mountain)', Ord 9òatæul- 'traverser'  [2] M
*getu4l- > WrM getu4l-, HlM g´tl-´x v. 'traverse, cross, ford, wade ' ,
Ord gòetæu$l- 'cross (a river)', Kl {Rm.} getl=- id., 'wade', {KRS}  getl-
'get rid of', WrO getel- v. 'save from, escape', Brt g´t´l- 'cross ( a
mountain, a river)', ¥bw´nhøø g´t´l- 'get rid of an illness'  ¶ MED
354-5, 38O, KW 135, 147, KRS 141, 161, Chr. 151, Ms. O 29, 263, Krg.
766, Chr. 151, 173  NaT *k…et- 'go, go away' > OT {Cl.}, MQp XIII ket-
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id., XwT XIII, Chg XV get- 'go', MQp [CC] ket-, CrTt, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Ln ket-
, ET ka4t-, ∆ ket-, VTt, Bsh kit-, Ggz get- 'go away', Tk git-, Tkm git-
(aor. gider), Az g1et-, Qmq get-, Nog, Uz ket- 'go, go away' ¶ Cl. 7O1, ET
VGD 49-5O, Rs. W 258  ?σ pJ {S} *ki!ta!-r- 'come, arrive' > OJ ki\i!ta!r-,
J: T kita!r-, K ki!ta~r-, Kg ki~ta~r- ¶ S QJ #1389, Mr. 7O9 ¶¶ DQA #489 || D
{Km., Zv., Pf.} *katßtß-/*katß-V ({GS} *kyadß-) v. 'pass through, cross ( s th . ) '
>  Tm kat5a v. 'pass through, traverse, cross', Ml kat5akka v. ' pas s
over\out, transgress, surpass', Kt kar `v-  (p. kar `d-) v. 'cross (a river)', Td
kadß- v. 'leave, pass, cross', Kn kad5e v. 'pass over, transgress, ge t
through', Kdg kadßa-, Prj kadßp-, Gdb karp-, Mnd kr`a2- v. 'cross', Tu
kad5apuni v. 'cross, ford, pass', OTl\Tl kad5acu, Tl gad5acu,
gad5ucu id., Knd gar`vi- v. 'go beyond the boundary of a village', Kui
gr`a2sa- v. 'pass sth. over\through', Ku gra2nc>ali- v. 'cross over', Krx katßtß-
, Mlt katße- id., v. 'cross', Brh xarr-  v. 'proceed on foot, make one’s way'
¶¶ Zv. 1O1, ≈  D #11O9 (does not distinguish between this √  and *katß-
'end'), Km. 236, Pf. 65 [#4O4], 84 [#534], GS 2O6-7 [#522], 28 [#16] ,
164 [#4O7], 166 [#417] ¶¶ D *-tß- ({GS} *-dß-) is probably from *-d÷- <  N
*-t ''''÷- (as.) ˚  The origin of NaT *-e- (that DQA interprets as pointing t o
A *-a...i) still needs investigating.
697. *ga 4444w÷V  (or *ga 4444w˝V?) 'to call' > IE *g8≈{o}u\(Ó)- 'call to, invite,
invoke'  >  NaIE *g8≈{o}u\(´)- 'call, invoke', *g8≈{o}wo-s 'a call', pp. *g8≈u(:)-
to- 'called, invoked' >  OI ≤havate2 'calls, invokes', hu2≤ta- 'called,
summoned, invoked', Av zavaîti 'ruft verwünschend an', Av zava-
n., OI ≤hava-h5 'call, invocation' »» Gk kayc-a1omai 'speak loud, boas t '
(the vw. -a- is due to contamination with N *kawV 'call [exclaim],
shout') »» OIr guth 'voice' (<  *gutu-s) (×  *g- due to contaminat ion
with N *kawV) »» Lt z7ave$!ti 'to charm, to fascinate', Ltv zave2t ' t o
charm, to cast a spell, to conjure' ('zaubern, hexen') (“ *'to invoke
charms') » Sl *z¥va¡-ti (1s prs. zoŸv-oß) 'to call' > OCS z5vati zËvati
/ zov0 zovo<, Blg zo≤va, SCr zvaàti / zo~ve•m, Slv zva!ti / zo!vem,
OCz zva1ti / zovu, Cz zva1ti / zvu, Slk zvat& / zvem, P zwac1 /
zowe>, R zvat∆ / zo≤vu, Uk ≤zvati / zo≤vu »» Tc B {Wn.} kuwa2-,
{Ad.} kwa2- 'call, invite' ¶ P 413-4 (NaIE *g8≈au\(´)- 'call, invoke ' ,
*g8≈awo-s 'a call', pp. *g8≈u(:)-to-), EI 89-9O (IE *g8≈au\(Ó)-), M K III 585-7 ,
M E II 8O9-11, F I 8O2-3, ≈ LP § 62 (OIr guth < NaIE *gWow- (> Gk boh1
'a loud cry, shout']) Frn. 12O3, Vs. II 85, Glh. 7O2, Wn. 292 (Tc <  IE
*g≈a2u\-), JGH 59, Ad. 235 || HS: CS *√g÷y v. 'call, low' >  Sr √g÷y (p f .
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g´≤÷a2) v. 'call out\upon, implore, low, bellow', BHb √g÷y (pf. eo1G1
ga2≤÷a2) v. 'roar, low', MHb √g÷y (p. ga2≤÷a2) 'cry loudly, roar, low', Ug
g÷t  'lowing of cattle', JA √g÷y  (p. io5G6g´≤÷°, ao1G6 g´≤÷a2) v. 'low' ¶ KB
191, KBR 199, A #679, Br. 127, Js. 261, DRS 164 ¶ The meaning 'to low,
to bellow, to roar' is due to onomatopoeic reinterpretation of the ve rb
 ?φ Eg fP Zwy 'call upon' ('rufen, anrufen') (× N *ûûûûqu6666w{i}{÷}V ' shou t ,
cry, utter sounds' [inter alia of an animal] [q.v.]) ¶ EG V 55O-1, Fk. 3 2 1
¶ The loss of the expected *÷ is still hard to explain ||  D  *kauv- ≠ *kav-
'sound', v. 'call' (× N *kawV  'call', q.v. ffd.) ˚  D *a  suggests that the N
front vw. is to be specified as *a4444, but the D ev. is not conclusive
(because of the ambiguous origin of the D √ ) .
698. *gayV 'side, outside' >  HS: SC: Irq {Wh.} gayu! 'aside', {E} gayu
'beyond, on the other side', {MQK} gayu 'other side (esp. of a r iver) ,
area on other side', ? C ı Mb {E} ga!na, gahana 'outside' ¶ Wh. SI, E SC
237 [#22], MQK 37 || ? K: GZ *gan- 'side, outside' (×  N *ga4444nHV ' s ide
[of sth.], width', q.v. ffd.), K *°-gan > OG, G -gan 'from, out of' ( case
ending) < N *gayV nu 'from the side' (see  N *nu  'from, of') (×  N
*ga4444nHV nu 'from the side (of]', see  N *ga4444nHV 'side of') || U *°ka+oyV
(or *ka+ol!V\*°ka+oz6V) >  Sm {Jn.} *kaºy 'side' >  Ng {Cs} kai, kei, {Mik.}
k‰y is., Slq Tz {KKIH} qo4∏ 'side of body', qo4∏qÈt prep. 'near ' ¶ Jn. 57-8 ,
KKIH 163 || A: Tg *ga 'out!', 'von ! ' >  Neg ga 'out!' (a ritual interject ion
of chasing the illness spirit), Nn 9a id. ¶ STM I 132.
699. *goyV 'man, people' >  HS: S (or WS) *gawy- 'people (Volk)' >
BHb i&G go2y 'people, nation; people (persons)', EpHb pl. gyym ' t h e
heathens', Ph, Pun gw 'community, corporation', Sb gw-m, gwy, M n
gw 'community group', Ak M ga2(?+w+y)-um 'people (Volk)' ({DRS}:
π Cn) ¶ KB 175, KBR 182-3, HJ 215, 221, BGMR 51, MA 57, Sd. 2 8 4 ,
CAD V 59, DRS 1O7 || U *koye 'man (male person), male' >  FU: Lp Kld
{SaR} ku2jj, {TI} kuj, Lp T {Gn.} kIºjj 'husband' »» ObU {Ht.} *ku2y 'ma le '
>  pVg *ku"y >  Vg: MK kuy s1O4∏s1, P kuj s1e2s 'male wolf', Ss xuy s1O2l!s1i 'ma le
ermine'; pOs {Ht.} *kuy 'male' >  Os: V qu / quy-, D/O Xoy ' m a n ,
husband'; (in cds.: animal name X + *kuy): Vy/Ty quy, K/O Xuy, Nz/Kz
Xu"y 'male (X)'  Sm: StNe T xaepa "- v. 'have a husband, be mar r i ed '
(of a woman), Ne T O {Lh.} Xa2yu2-pa2- 'having a husband, married' (of a
woman)  pY {IN} *ko4y 'man (vir) '  > Y K/T {IN} ko4y id., ko4y-p´-d-o4 ' b o y '
(-p´ pl., -d- gen., o4 'child'), K {Krn.} koy 'young man' ¶¶ Coll. 13, UEW
166-7, SaR 131, Ht. #232, Jn. 76, Ter. 72O, 76O, IN 22, Krn. JJ 236, ≈
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Rd. UJ 38 [#21] (Y π U) || A: Tg *goy{i3} 'other, different' (“
*'stranger') >  Ul 9oy ≠ 9oyI, Ork 9oI ≠ 9oy, Nn 9oy id., WrMc {Z}
9uwa, Mc Sb 9ua; 'other, different, strange (fremd)', WrMc {Z, Hr.}
9uwa n1alma 'another person, stranger' ¶ STM I 157-8, Z 353, Hr .
397, Y #3O23 ¶ For the meaning cp. Hb go2y 'people' ‘ 'heathen' ‘  ' n o t
Jewish' ˚  AD LRC #133 (HS, U).
7OO. *ga6666[?]yV 'to wave one’s hand, to point with one’s hand \ f inger '
([later] ‘ 'to wave to so., to beckon') >  U: FU (att. in Vg) **°°ka6yV >
Vg: P {Kn.} kuyt- v. 'wave to so., beckon', LK/Ss {Kn.} xuyt- 'ver führen,
antreiben', N {Mu.} Xujti, ML {Mu.} khujti, K {Mu.} khujti ±
khwo<jti 'hetzen, aufreizen, rufen, locken, treiben' ¶ UEW 858, MK
117 || A: Tg *gayVw- v. 'wave one’s hand, point with one’s
hand\finger' >  Ewk Brg/Z/Np gayiw- 'wave to so., beckon', Ul
9ayawc7u3- ≠ 9ayaoc7i3- v. 'point with one’s finger at', 9ayawc7u3(n-)
c7umuc7u(n-) 'index-finger', Nn Nh 9awa2c7i3- v. 'show the direction t o
dogs', 9ayaoc7i3- ≠ 9ayosi3- ≠ 9ayoc7i3- v. 'point with one’s hand\finger' ¶
STM I 136  ?σ M *9uyu- v. 'ask, implore, require' (“ 'pursue') (× N
*k '''' uyÉ  'be hungry, desire, want' × N *gÉho6666wyV 'go away, drive away ' )
>  MM [HI, S, MA] 9uyu- 'ask, solicit, require', WrM 9uyu-, HlM guj-x
'ask, request, beg, solicit' ¶ Rm. 2O1, Ms. H 92, Pp. MA 18O, H 74, MED
365 || HS: Eg P Z¿y 'extend (an arm), oppose to', {EG} id., 'das Gesicht
jemandem zuwenden' ¶ EG V 514, Fk. 318.
7O1. *ga4444hya 'throw, leave, let' >  U: FU *kaya 'throw, pour' >  Er/Mk
kaya- 'throw away, take off (clothes), pour' » Prm {LG} *koy- ' t h row,
throw away' >  Vt koy- id., Z koy- id., 'scoop out, pour out' » Hg hajit-
'throw, hurl, cast, fling' ¶ UEW 116-7, MF 215-6, LG 128 || IE: NaIE
*g8≈e2(i\)- 'hurl, cast' >  OI √hay-: hi≤no2ti 'hurls, casts, sends fo r th ,
sets in motion, impels', Vd he2-≤ti-h5 'missile weapon', Av zaena-
'weapon' »» Gmc: Lngb gaida  'spear', AS Ìa2d 'goad, point' (“ * 'spear ' )
>  NE goad ¶ WP I 546, P 424-5, M K 595-6, M E II 8O2-3, MW 1 2 9 7 ,
13O3, Ho. 121 || HS: CS *√ghy v. '≈   let, be set free' (×  N *gÉho6666wyV
'go away, drive away'?) >  Sr √ghy (pf. æho© g´≤ha2, ip. nEg#≤hE2) ' f lee,
escape' , Sh†(pf. ?ag#≤h°) 'set free, deliver, eschew', Md √gh? ' f lee,
escape', BHb ee1G4 ge2≤ha2 'healing', √ghy+w G  (ip. yig#≤hE2) 'heal, cure' (“
*'set free from the illness'), Ar √g7hg7h TD  (pf. tag7ahg7aha) 'reculer, s e
reculer, s’abstenir de qch.', √g7hh G (pf. g7ahha) ' chasser
ignominieusement' ¶ Br. 1O6, JPS 61-2, KB 174, KBR 181, BK I 341, DRS
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1O4 ˚  U *a (for the expected *a4) may be due to vowel harmony ( regr .
as . ) .
7O2. *goÙeyV 'light, sunshine, dawn, daybreak, aurora' >  HS: WS
*gawH- 'aurora, dawn' >  Ar D {Lb.} Óv0Ja g7awH (or d. Ó"vaJu g7uwa2H) ' l a
lumière qui précède la lune avant qu’elle se lève, la première clarté q u i
précède le soleil levant, l'aube', Gz go2H, Amh goh 'dawn'; WS v. *√gwH
'dawn' > Gz √gwH  (pf. go2Ha), Tgy goHa v. 'dawn', Ar D √g7wH (pf. ÓvWJu
g7uwwaH) 'luire, briller' ¶ L G 2O7, Lb. 3O8, Lb. D II 9O6-7, DRS 1O7 
EC {Bl., Ss.} *guyy- 'day' >  Or {Bl.} gu!yya?, {Grg.} guyya2 'day', Or M
{AD} guy≤ya5, Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} guy(y)a2 'day, daytime', Or Wl {Brl.} guya
'giorno, chiaro del giorno', Or H {Ow.} guya2 ! 'day', {Th.} guyau, Or Wlg
{Brl.} guya-awu v. 'dawn', Kns {Bl.} kuy≤ua2ta, Gln kuyy-a?-akko! ' day ' ,
kuyyu!, Gwd ku!yy-anko! 'today' ¶ AD SF 22O, Ss. PEC 44, Bl. 134, 213, Grg.
191, Th. 178, Brl. 193, Sr. 318, Ow. 262, AMS 21O, 248, 272  NrOm:
Wl {C} gey- v. 'dawn (albeggiare)' ¶ C SO 3O || IE: *gW≈eéy-/*gW≈é=y-
>  NaIE *gW≈a2i\- ¬ *gW≈´i\- 'light (hell), bright' >  Gk faio1ß 'gray, of any
colour mixed of black and white' (<  *gW≈´+a2i\wos ¬ *gW≈´i\sos)  ?
(d.?) NaIE {EI} *gW≈ai\dro-s 'bright, shining' > Gk faidro1ß 'br ight ,
beaming with joy' »» Lt gieﬁdras 'clear, serene' (of weather, sky, e tc . ) ,
giedra~ ≠ gaidra~ 'fine weather', Ltv dziedrs 'light-blue', dzidrs
'clear, serene', dzidrums 'clearness, serenity, limpidness, lucidity' ¶
If Gk faio1ß is from *gW≈´i\sos, it may be equated with Lt gai ﬁsas 'g low'
¶ P 488-9, F II 981, 984, Frn. 128, EI 83 || U: FU *koye 'redness in t h e
sky (daybreak, evening glow), light in the sky' >  F koi ' dawn,
daybreak', Es d. koit id., cd. koi-valge 'evening glow' » Z kya kÈa, ∆
kÈva 'redness in the sky (aurora)' »» ObU ≈ *ku2y >  pVg *k{u}y >  Vg: T
koy ({MK} kho<j≠ khoj), NV/UL kuy, ML/LL/P {MK} khuj, N {MK} Xuj
{Coll.} 'morning redness', {MK} 'Morgendämmerung', {Ht.} 'zarnica ' ¶
But Hg hajnal  'dawn, daybreak' and pOs *kun1´l ! 'redness in the sky' d o
not belong here (⇔  UEW, MF 246-7), they go back to N *K{u}n2222yaÓl!!!!É ≠
*K{u}yn2222aÓl !!!!É¬*K{u}n 1111aÓl !!!!É 'sunshine, daybreak' (q.v.)  Sm {Jn.}
*kaºyaº, {Hl.} *kaya {AD} 'sun, daylight, bright sky'  > En {Ter.} kaya ' s un ' ,
Ne d.: NeT O {Lh.} Xa2y;era2 'leuchten', StNe T xaera-s∆ 'to s t a r t
shining (zablestet∆ )', 'to become sunny' (weather), 'to clear up' ( t h e
sky), xaere≥-s∆  'to shine, to glimmer, to sparkle' Ï xaer” 'sun', Ne
F {Lh.} ka2yera2- 'klares Wetter sein', Xay;e2r? 'sun', Ng {Cs.} kou 'sun', d .
Ï kouru? 'clear' » ?? Slq: Tz {Cs.} kuet!, NP {Cs.} ku4et!, UO kuet!e
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'Hitze' » Kms {KD} kæuya, Koyb {Sp.} kuå 'sun' » Mt {Hl.} *kaya 'sun, day '
(Mt: T {Mue} chaja, K {Mue.} chaI4, M {Pls.} kajå id., {Mue.} cha1ja
'sun')  ? Y: OY K {Bil.} chail 'God', Y T {Krn.} qoy-Ò, {Ku.} xoj-l, T
K/T {Jc.} xoiL 'god', cds.: T {Ku.} xojniime 'God’s mother', xojn-
©uruul  'divine heaven' ¶¶ Coll. 9O, ≈ UEW 167 (Os < *kuy-n´l), ≈ Sm.
543 (FU, FP *koji, Ugr *kojI" 'dawn'), It. #93, LG 148-9, Ht. #742, MK
116, Jn. 58, Ter. 72O-1, Cs. 124, 236, KD 33, Hl. M #389, Krn. JJ 2 7 4 ,
Ku. 3O4, Ang. 255, ≈ Rd. UJ 38 [#22] (Y π U) || A: Tg *gÉawan
'dawn, daybreak (aurora) ' >  Ewk, Neg ge2wan, Lm ga4∏wUn, Orc ga4∏awan,
Ud {Krm.} ga4wa, ga4∏wa, {STM} ge2a4wa, {Krm.} ga4wa ≠ ga4∏wa, O r k
9e2wa(n-), Nn: Nh/KU 9Iwa%, B 9Iwa(n-) id. ¶ STM I 145, Krm. 2 2 1
 pKo {S} *ku!i 'dawn' > MKo hÄ!i\s-ku!i, NKo ha4k∏u\i ¶ S QK #467, Nam
484, MLC 1815  pJ {S} *ka(i\) 'day, period of time' > OJ ke id., -ka
'days' (sx.): patu-ka '2O days', itu-ka '5 days', etc. ¶ S QJ #1597, Mr .
43O, 448  M *geyi-  v. 'beam, shine, emit light, dawn' > MM [MA] {Pp.}
gei\- 'shine, emit light, glitter', [S] {H} geyi- 'hell werden (Tag)', WrM
gei-, HlM gij- 'shine, emit light, dawn', Brt gii- v. 'dawn', Ord gòï-
v. 'clear up' (weather, sky), WrO gii- 'shine', Kl {Rm.} gï- ' l euchten,
klar machen' ¶ Pp. MA 169, H 5O, MED 374, Ms. O 265, Krg. 773,  KW
137, Chr. 153 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #531 (A *gi\o~yn1u 'day, daylight'; incl. Tg, Ko, J ,
as well as M *gegeGe 'dawn, daylight' [rdp. of M  *geyi-?]) ˚  The IE
lr. *é  (rather than the expected *é8),  NaIE *a2 and *a need explaining. We
may suppose an early loss of the N vw. *É in the prehistory of IE: N
*goÙeyV > **goÙyV > IE *gW≈eéy-/*gW≈é=y- and (+ suffixes) NaIE
*gW≈ai\dro-s. Tg *gÉawan and Sm {Hl.} *kaya suggest a  final vw. *a in N
(*goÙeya ), which is at variance with the FU and M ev. (*-e  in FU *koye,
*-i- in M *geyi-) ˚  IS I 23O-1 [#85]; IS compared IE, U, A, C (Or), a n d
Om cognates, but did not adduce the S root *√gwH 'dawn' (probably
because the Ar D and the appropriate EthS sources where not available
to him). He reconstructed *goÓya, but indicated that on the ev. of U
(lack of lengthening of the vw.) this *Ó is likely to be identified as *H.
Now the S material confirms his theoretical prediction. This is one o f
the cases of IS’s linguistic insight similar to Leverrier’s discovery o f
Neptune. Another case is Jb Xan≤t'i 'front, front part', which was
unknown in the 6O’s and has become a brilliant confirmation of IS’s
historical phonology and of his rec. of the etymon *qant5ÿ ' fo rehead ,
front' (see N *qan 2222 t ' '''V id.).
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7O3. *gaz1111V 'slanting, skew, bent' >  K: G gez-ad 'schief, schräg,
scheel' ¶ Chx. 187 || U: FU *°ka6s1V >  Vg N {MSz.} xusi 'curved' (of a
tree) ({MSz.} 'görbe', {Stn.} 'schief [Baum]'); Os: V/Vy qa"sa˝ 'schief,
gekrümmt (Baum)', D/Nz/Kz Xas´N 'krumm, gekrümmt, schief', Vy
qa"sa˝ lo¿˝ {Stn.} 'Pferd, das den Kopf aufrecht trägt' (misprint f o r
'…nicht aufrecht…'?), D/Kr Xas´ 'Biegung, Krümmung' ¶ Ht. #761, Stn.
D 564 || HS: Eg fMK gs¿ ({EG} gs1¿) 'sich neigen, schief sein', {Fk.} v.
'tilt, favour (so.)' ¶ EG V 2O5, Fk. 292 || A: M *9aZ>i- >  WrM 9aZi-,
HlM gaqi-x v. 'warp, bend, get out of shape', Brt gaqa-  id., ' b e c o m e
crooked', Kl {Rm.} 9aZ7i- 'sich biegen, seitwärts gebogen sein,
schräg\schief sein'; M *9aZ>i9 > WrM 9aZi9, HlM gaqig, Kl haœg
9aZ7¥9 'crooked, bent', Kl {Rm.} 9aZ7i9ò 'schräg, schief, zurückgebogen ' ;
M *9aZ>i˝u 'crooked, curved, slanting' > WrM 9aZi9u, HlM, Brt
gaquu id., Kl {Rm} 9aZ7u2 'krummgebogen, schief, schräg' ¶ MED 356-7 ,
Chr. 139, KRS 152, KW 141  ? T: OT {Cl.} qîyîq 'crooked, cut on a
slant' (unless <  *qîÎîq, as supposed by Cl.) ¶ Cl. 676, ≠ DQA #5O9 (A
*giyo  'notch; to cut aslant'; incl. T) .
7O4. (€?) *g{a}z7777V 'to go; way, path' >  K {K, K2} *gza-, {FS} *gz- 'way,
path' (× N *gu 4444 { Z 1 111 }V  ¬ *gu{Z 1111 }É  'tracks, path; to go, to pass') >  OG gza-y,
G gza 'way, path', Mg za- 'way' (pl. za-l), o-rz-oli 'Wegzehrung', Lz
(n)gza- 'way', o-gz-al-u 'to go', Sv UB/L lï-z-i, Sv LB/Ln lizi msd. 'to g o
away', Sv la2-zi 'wegzugehend', me2-z-i 'hingehend', na2-z 'gegangen', zz-
≠ z´⁄z- v. 'send' (n. act. li-zz-i) ¶¶ K 62-3, K DE 359, K2 3O, FS K 81, FS
E 84-5, Shan. ESh 733-4, 736, TK 489 || HS: S *°-gu2{s7}- >  Ak NA √gws7
(inf. gua2s7u ± ga6s7u, p. -gu2s7) v. 'go, come' ¶ CAD V 58 (de te rmines
the meaning of the word on the basis of recent research), ≠  Sd. 2 8 3
(ga2s7u "etwa 'schnell laufen") || ? IE: NaIE *g≈e2(i\)-/*g≈i- or *g8≈e2(i\)-
/*g8≈i- v. 'go away' ('fortgehen') (× N *gÉho6666wyV 'to go\drive away'
[q.v. ffd.]) ¶ P 418-9 (does not distinguish this √  from the pa ro -
\homonymous verb *g8≈e2-, *g8≈e2i\- 'be empty, lack, abandon'), AHDI 2 1
(considers the stem with meaning 'go' to be the middle voice' of *g≈e2-
'release, let go'), M K I 426 and II 589, M E II 813-4 (connects OI
jih°te2  with the root ha2- 'leave' only) || A: ?σ NaT *kæay- >  Tv xay- v.
'make the round' ('obxodit∆ , delat∆ obxod '), 'pass by', OT qay
'street' (loanshift of meaning ['way' ‘ 'street'] due to the infl. o f
Chinese kai\ 'street') ¶ TvR 472, Cl. 674, Kg. AD #458 ˚  In K *gza-
there is merger of the N etymon in question and of N *gu4444{Z 1 111}V ¬
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*gu{Z 1111 }É  '⇑ '. The main source of the K root is likely to be N *g{a}z7777V ( a s
suggested by the K cns. *z) .
7O5. € *gáZ@@@@V '∈ hair, wool' >  HS: S *gizz- 'wool, fleece' >  BHb zG4
≤gez  'fleece of sheep' (Dt. 18.4, Job 31.2O), MHb zG4 ≤gez 'wool', Sr æzo©e
gEz≤z-a2, Ak gizzu 'fleece of sheep', CS *gizz-at- >  BHb eZ1G5 giz≤za2
'fleece, wool', JEA {Sl.} aZ1iG5 giz≤z-a2 'fleece', JA [Trg.] at1Z6G5 gizz´≤t3-
a2, Sr æ›oz©e gEzz´≤t3-a2, Md gizta id., SmA gz {Tal} n. 'shearing', Ar
ÉzWJig7izzat- 'wool clipped at one time; fleece'; S *gizz- Ï S *√gzz v.
'shear, cut (wool)' >  Hb, Ug, Amr, JA, Plm, Sr, Md, Ak √gzz, SmA
√gzz 'shear (sheep)', Ar √g7zz id. ¶ KB 178-9, KBR 185-6, OLS 154, HJ
219, G A 19, Sl. 273-4, 279, Tal 139-4O, DM 89, BK I 285-6, DRS 1 1 O
 EC: pDl {Tk.} *ga2z- 'hair' > Gln {AMS} ka!s-o, Cm {Hab.} ga2!z-o, Gwd
{AMS} ge2s-o id. » ?σ Sd ga2ze 'long (hair)' ¶ AMS 246, Gs. 117  Ch: WCh
({Stl.} *g{a}ZV) 'hair' >  Hs ga2!s7i~ (pl. ga2!su2!su!wa~, ga2!su2!, ga2!su2!su!ka~) 'ha i r ,
feather', Gw ga!s7a 'hair, beard, feather'; ?? Hs gi~zo2@ 'long matted hair o n
a man’s head', ?? Hs ge2!za@ 'mane' (qu. because of its pl. gi!Ra2~za2@) » NrBc
{Tk.} *g‰z- 'hair' > Cg g‰~≤si1ya!, Wrj g‰z7a!y, Kry g‰!z7i~, P’ nge~za!, Mbr Ng‰!z7i!,
My a!g‰~z7u~, Sir g‰~zi!, Jmb g‰@za 'hair' » Ngz gu~za!i\ (pl. gu~za~zi!n) 'pubic ha i r '
»» CCh: Mtk {Sb.} gWO^c, Gzg D {Lk.} NgWic7 'hair' » Glv {Rp.} gu~Z7a, Gdf {IL}
gWu!ZÄ~ id. » ?φ Tr ˝os id. » ZmD {Srp.} gesau1a, ZmB {Sa.} Ng‰~sa2 wa! id .
¶ JI I 85 and II 176-7, Nw. #66 (pCh *gasi 'hair'), Stl. ZCh 216 [#658] ,
Ba. 37O, 379, 393, Mts. G 42, Sch. DN 77, Sk. NB 25, Tk. NB 172 ¶ The
presence of 3 different roots in Hs suggests that here there are several
Ch roots, only one of them being the legitimate descendant of the N
etymon in question ¶¶ Tk. PAA 16 (NrBc, Dl), ≈  Sk. HCD 83 || A: M
*geZ>ige >  WrM geZige, HlM g´z´g 'plait or braid of hair, pigtail,
queue; hair in general', MM [MA] geZ7ige 'withers (of a horse)', Kl
giœg giZ7´g 'plait\braid of hair' ({Rm.} 'Haarzopf') ¶ M: × *geZ>ige (<
*gedige) 'nape of neck' (>  WrM geZige, HlM g´z´g id., Kl giœg
giZ7´g ≠ giZ7g´ 'occiput'), akin to M *gede-N, *gede-s 'zurück' and to T
*káÎ id., 'back part' ¶ MED 381, Pp. MA 17O, KRS 142, KW 131, 1 3 5 ,
Rs. W 946.
7O6. *gu4444{Z 1 111}V ¬ *gu{Z1111}É 'tracks, path; to go, to pass' >  K *gza- 'way,
path' (× N  *g{a}z 7777V  'to go; way, path' [q.v. ffd.]) || HS: S: [1] WS *-gu2z-
v. 'go, pass' >  Ar zvJ √g7wz (pf. g7a2za, ip. ya-g7u2zu) v. 'go, go th rough ,
walk, pass', SmA √gwz  'go across, pass', BHb √gwz (pf. zG1 ga2z, pf. c .
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zg1I!v@ way≤ya2-g#Oz) 'pass (vorübergehen)', JA, ChrPA √gwz G  ' g o
through', JEA {Sl.} √gwz G  'cease, pass away',   Sb  √gwz (pf. gz) v.
'go, pass, pass through' ¶ KB 175, KBR 182, Tal 134-5, Lv. I 3O9, Sl.
268, BK I 353-4, BGMR 51, DRS 1O6-7  [2] S °*√gz÷ > OYmn √gz÷ ' go ,
go away', Ar Y ØzJ√g7z÷ 'go, go away, pass by' (× S °*√gz÷ > Ar √g7z÷
'cut, cross'; the merger accounts for ÷) ¶ Slw. 61  C *gi[÷]Z- ' r o a d ,
way' >  Ag: Bln {R} gid (pl. giz) 'way'; Ag ? ı Gz g´÷z ' journey,
wandering, walk' »» pEC *giz- > pLEC d. *gitt- (<  gid-t-) >  Af gita ' t rai l ,
road, way', Sml N {Abr.} Z7i~d (pl. Z7idad), Bn s7id 'road', Rn Z7i!t (pl. Z7i~ta!t)
'road, path' ¶ AD SF 6O-1, R WB 139, L G 175, Bl. 184, Hn. S 61, PG 1 6 8 ,
PH 114, Oo. 71 ¶ The origin of Gz ÷ (π  C *[÷]?) is not clear (a merge r
with some other √?) ||  U : FU (att. in Ugr) *°ku4c1V- v. 'follow the t r acks
of, follow the way' >  pOs {Ht.} *ko4Æc1- ({∫Hl.} *ku4Æc1-) v. 'follow the t r acks
of; to find the tracks; to follow' >  Os: V ko4Æt!- 'Spuren verfolgen; n ich t
vom Weg abweichen, den Weg finden', Vy ko4Æt!, D qo"t!-, Nz/Sh/Kz/Sn qu"s1-
'Spuren verfolgen, (ver)folgen' » OHg ki1se1r- v. 'go with, accompany;
to follow (verfolgen)', Hg ki1se1r- v. 'go with, accompany' ¶ MF 3 6 7 ,
EWU 756-7, Stn. D 7O7-8 ˚  The rec. of N *Z 1111 rather than of *Z is based
on K *gza-, but since the latter is of ambiguous origin, N *Z 1111 is n o t
cer ta in .
7O7. ≈ *gËZ7777l ∏ ∏∏∏u 6 666 (¬ ≈ *gËz7777l ∏ ∏∏∏u 6 666) 'laugh, amuse' >  HS: S *°√gÎl >  Ar
g7aÎil- 'merry', √g7Îl (np. -g7Îal-) v. 'be merry' ¶ BK I 269-7O, DRS 1 O 3
 Ch ({JS} *√g[y]l v. 'laugh'): WCh: Klr {J} giJel 'laugh' » NrBc: Sir {Sk.}
Ga~tli! id. »» ECh: Nd D {J} g‰!sa^, Tmk {Cp.} ga@Z7 id. ¶ ChC, Cp. 6O || IE: [1]
NaIE *g≈leu\- (< IE **g≈Óleu\- <  **guz7lu-?) v. 'be merry, joke' >  Gk cley1h
'joke, jest' »» ON gly1 'joy', AS Ìle2o, ÌlieÌ, Ìl°w 'mirth, jest, ridicule;
music; pleasure' »» Lt ∆ gla!uda 'a joke', gla!udoti, Ltv glauda2t ' t o
joke' » OCS glum5 glumË 'a joke', R glumit∆så 'to mock, to j ee r '
 [2] NaIE *g≈oi\los 'merry, wanton' > Gt gailjan 'e]yfrai1nein, to c h e e r
up', AS Ìa2l 'wanton, frivolous', OHG ge4il 'wanton, insolent, elevated' ,
geili 'haughtiness, insolence', NHG geil 'luxuriant, voluptuous', ON
ge1ilig-r 'beautiful' ¶ WP I 634, P 451-2, EI 255-6 (*g≈leu\- 'revel'), F II
11O3, Fs. 18, Ho. 123, Kb. 323, Schz. 149, KM 242, Vr. 161, Bern. I
3O8, Frn. 155 || A: T *k…u4l- v. 'laugh' >  OT, MQp, Cmn, XwT, Chg ku4l-,
Tk gu4l-, Tkm, Ggz gu4l-, Az ¥l- g1u4l-, Uz ku€l- köl-, Blq, Qry Cr, Qzq,
Qq, Nog, Qrg Alt, Yk ku4l-, VTt, Bsh køl- kÁºl-, Chv kul- kul- ± kol- id.,
Xk ku4l- id., 'smile' ¶ Cl. 715-6, ET VGD 98-1OO, Md. 69, 171, Rs. W
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3O7, Jeg. 115, Fed. I 3O4 ˚  The IE and T cognates are likely to go b a c k
to the variant *gËz 7777 l ∏ ∏∏∏u 6 666.
7O8. € *gËZ6666÷V 'wish, be hungry' >  HS: WS *√gs6÷ >  Ar ø4J √g7s7÷ G
{Ln.} 'be affected with the most vehement desire \ eagerness \ avidity',
{BK} 'désirer ardemment qch., en chercher avec avidité', Jb C {Jo.}
g‰s6E≤÷un 'greedy person' ¶ Ln. II 427, BK I 296-7, Jo. J 79  EC: Sml
ga2Z7o, Sml N ga2!Z7o 'hunger' ¶ DSI 243, Abr. S 85  Ch: WCh: BT: Bele gu~hi~
'hunger', gu~Z7-a~mma! 'thirst' (a~mma! 'water'), Glm gu!s7i~, ? Grm ku!Z7u!!
'hunger' » Ngz {Sch.} gÈ~Z7i~, Bd ?‰gZ7an 'thirst' » Zul {ChL} gu~zumi, Plc
guzum 'hunger' »» CCh: Lgn {Lk.} G+˝o'z‰m 'hunger' ¶ JI II 196-7, Sch. BTL
147, 155, Sch. DN 59, ChC, ChL, ≈  Stl. ZCh 221 [#7O7] (*ûquZi ' hunger ' ,
includes words belonging to both N *gËZ6666÷V and to N *K''''as[?]V ' b e
hungry, wish'), Lk. L 95 || A: Tg *guJe(-n)- >  Ewk, Neg guJ‰n-, Lm
guJ‰2n-, Ork guJJil‰-, guJil‰-, guJ‰l‰- v. 'love, caress', vt. 'p i ty
(qalet∆ )', Lm guJ‰2n n. 'love, tenderness', Sln guJ‰2n- v. 'love', O r c
guZ7´n-, guZ7‰si-, Nn B guZ7in- vt. 'pity' ¶ STM I 167-8.
7O9. *9u6666bV 'to plait, to interlace, to wattle' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'to weave') >  IE  *xub- / *xweb- 'plait, interlace' >  NaIE *ub≈-/*web≈- v.
'plait, weave' > OI ubh≤na2ti v. 'laces up', ≤u2rn5a2-≤vabhi- 'spider' (“
*'wool-spinner'), Av ubdae2na- 'made of web' »» Gk [yfh1 'web', {yfoß n .
act. 'weaving', [yfai1nv 'weave' »» ON vefa, OHG weban 'to weave, t o
plait, to spin', NHG weben, AS wefan 'to weave', NE weave; AS
webbian 'anspinnen' »» pAl {O} *webnya (<  *web≈nyo2) >  Al vej
'weave' »» pTc {Ad.} *wa4p- > Tc: A wa4p-, B wa2p- 'weave'  Ht {Pv.}
hup(p)ai-, huppiya- v. 'interlace, entangle, ensnare', hup(p)ala-
'net' ¶¶ WP I 257, P 1114-5, EI 572 (*h€+h‹eb≈- 'weave'), Mn. 1495, M K I
1O7, F II 976-7, Vr. 649-5O, Kb. 1155, Schz. 312, Ho. 387-8, O 498, Pv.
III 384-6, Wn. 557, Ad. 586, Ad. H 35 || K: GZ {K, FS} *˝ob-, {K2}
*˝web- v. 'wattle, weave' >  G ˝ob- v. 'weave, wattle a fence, fence in ' ,
Mg ˝ob- 'plait, fence in', Lz ˝ob- v. 'plait'; Ï K *˝ob-e- 'wattle-fence' >
OG, G ˝obe-, Mg ˝ober-, Lz ˝obe(r)- id., Sv ˝web (pl. stem ˝ob-)
'beehive' ¶¶ K 2O5, K2 225, 231, FS K 35O, FS E 393, DCh. 1354, ≠ K IEK
72-4 (K π IE; unc.: plaiting is not a new technology [as K claimed], b u t
one of the most ancient industrial techniques) || HS: S: Ar √˝bn G
(ip. -˝bunu) 'fold and hem (the edge of a garment, a skin)', {BK} ' fa i re
un pli et le coudre pour raccourir le vêtement' ¶ Fr. III 257, BK II 4 3 3 ,
Hv. 516 ˚  If the Ar cognate is rejected (by those who do not recognize
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the legitimity of cognates that are isolated within HS), the N e tymon
will be reconstructed as *Gu 6666 bV .
7O9a. *9a{c''''}V (or *9a?icV?) '(leafy) branch, bough' >  HS: S
*°ÌV{c''}- ≠ *°Ì+Xa{cc}- > A r Ìusœn- (pl. Ìisœan-at-) 'branch', bough,
shoot', Ak M {CAD} hœass-u 'leafy branch' ¶ BK II 473,  Hv. 526, CAD VI
12   ?σ C: Ag: Xm {R} Xas5a2 (pl. Xas5), Bln {R} a≤s7a2 (pl. as7), {Bnd.}
a2s7a4, Q {R} as7a2, Aw {CR} Xas5°, {Bnd.} ˝uci 'leaf' »» EC: Kns {BlSO} ha2s7s7a2
id., ?σ Hr/Dbs/Gln {AMS} Ha2!s7e 'Kaffeeblatt, Kaffeepflanze', Cm {Bnd.}
Ha2!s7e 'leaf' ¶ AD SF 157, R WB 55, BlSO 34, AMS 163, 253, Blz. CL 179 
?σ NrOm: Dwr {Bnd.} hayca, Anf {Gt.} e2c7o or e2Z7o, She {Bnd.} aisi
'leaf', Omt (= Gf?) {Mrn.} hayca   id. (× or “ hayca 'ear, orecchio') ¶
AD SF 157  || IE *Ùosd-o- 'bough' >  Ht {Pv.} hasduer- 'twigs, st icks,
brush(wood)'  NaIE: Arm ost ost (*o-stem) 'branch, bough' »» Gk
}ozoß, Gk L [Sappho] }ysdoß, Gk Ae }osdoß 'bough, branch, twig, shoot' »» Gt
asts, OHG, OSx ast 'branch, bough' ¶¶ EI 8O (*≤h€osdo-s ' b r anch ' ) ,
Pv. III 239-4O, Mn. 893, F II 353, Fs. 6O, Ho. S 4, Kb. 47, EWA I 373-5 ,
Schz. 91, KM 34, Slt. 324, IS I 277, ≠  P 785 || A: M *ac>an ' b i furca ted
branch of a t ree ' > WrM aca(n), HlM ac(an) id., 'fork', Ord ac7æa
'fourche de bois, branche fourchue, bifurcation', Brt asa 'fork (in a
tree\boughs), pitchfork', Kl ac ac¥ 'bough, branch; bifurcated,
double', {Rm.} aca 'Ast, Gabelung', Mgl (ArSc) {Wr.} a2c7a2 'Astgabel,
Gabelstock (für Zelte)' ¶ MED 7, Ms. O 34-5, KRS 58, KW 18, Chr. 6 Wr.
B 118 ˚ ≠ IS I 276-7 (*÷ÿZ1ÿ 'b ranch ' ; IE + unc. S *÷dœ {IS's
interpretation of S *÷is6'-} 'tree' and allegedly related Eg, B, C, and Ch
words). See AD PNCPh §  B (discussion of the problems of comparison).
71O. ? *{9}oK''''Vs6666 ++++c 6 666V(-ÂV) '∈  canine' >  HS: (mt.) B *√w{sk}n ' jackal '
> BSn, Rif, BSlh, BMn, Kb, Shw us7s7´n, pl. us7s7a2n, Gd {CM} us7s7in id. ¶  Dl.
976, Hy. DFCh 93, Rn. 282  Om {Blz.} *aksi 'dog' (× N *K''''ac6666÷ 3 333V ' young
dog\wolf' and N ? *kaÛV '[young] dog'??) >  SOm: Ari {Bnd.} (?)aksi
'dog', Ari B {Fl.} aks, aksi (pl. aks‰n), Ari U {Fl.} aksi, Ari G {Bnd.} aks7i,
Hm B {Fl., Ldl.} k'aski, Hm K {Fl.} kaski id. ¶ Bnd. AL 148, Fl. OWL s.v.
'dog', Blz. OL #124, Ldl. H  S *°√˝s6r-b >  Ar ˝us7arrab- 'lion' (*-b- is a
sx. of animal names <  N adjectival particle *bÅ forming animal n a m e s
[q.v.]) || U: FU (in ObU only) *°”w’oks6VrV 'fox' (× N *w{Ë}z6666[É]K''''o ≠
*w{o}K''''Vz6666V '∈ a canine', q.v. ffd.)  || A: Tg: Ewk gusk‰ 'wolf' ¶ STM I
175 ˚  Qu., because the sound correspondences are not exact, a n d
several supposed cognates have alt. etymologies.
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711. *9{e}{l}V(-wV) 'to rise in waves' (of water) >  HS: S *°√Ìly >
Ar îl(√Ìly G  (ip. -Ìlï) 'boil' (of a cooking-pot) ¶ Fr. III 292 || K:
OG Ìelva-y 'tempestas (aquae)' (Luke 8.24), 'waves' (Mark 4.37), G
Ìelva 'Wogen, Wellengang' ¶ Ser. 169, Chx. 1619, DCh. 1358, ≠ K2 2 2 2
(˝elva Ï ˝el- 'be nervous') || IE: NaIE *°o+ald≈- 'wave' (*o-gr. of **el-
d≈-?) >  ON alda 'Welle', NIc, NNr, Far, OSw alda, ODan aldA 'wave ' ,
NrGmc ı F aalto, Vp a2lto id., Lp L alta2 'big wave',†Lp Sw (pl.) {Fri.}
aldoh 'fluctus, unda maior' ¶ WP I 92, P 31-2 (≡σ : the NrGmc word “
NrGmc word for 'trough' < NaIE  *ald≈- 'trough'), Vr. 5, SK 1, Fri. 1 7 ,
LLO 23, Qv. 88, Vs. II 54O, Ho. 84 || D *e{l}Vv- 'a wave' >  Klm elava ' a
wave', Gnd helva 'a wave, flood' ¶¶ D #83O.
712. *9u 6666LV (= *9u 6666 lV?) 'to destroy, to fight; war' >  HS: S *°-˝u2l- >  Ar
√˝wl (ip. -˝u2lu) v. 'cause to perish, destroy; attack suddenly' ¶ BK II
518, Hv. 539  C: (pC {AD} √*˝Wl or *˝ull-, {E} *÷ol- v. 'fight'): EC
*÷ol- >  Sml ÷o!l 'army, enemy', Rn Ho!l 'quarrel, argument (involving
physical violence); anger', Bn B/J/K o!l 'war, quarrel', Elm is-olol- v.
'quarrel', Sd {C} ol- v. 'fight', Hd or-a 'fight'; rdp. {∫E} *÷ol÷ol- > **olo2l-
> Arr lo!l 'anger', lol- 'be angry, Or lo2l- v. 'fight' ¶ Bl. 243, Ss. PEC 2 1 ,
Hn. S 77, Hn. BD 136, PG 142, AD SF 162, E PC #492, Grg. 265-6, Hw. A
382 || IE *xul-/*xWel- 'destroy, defeat' > Ht hulla-, hulliya- {Pv.} v.
'smash, defeat' ({Frd.} hulla2i- 'bekämpfen, niederschlagen') ,
hullanza- {Frd., Ts.} 'fight', {Pv.} 'defeat' (× N *hu6666LV 'push, bu t t ,
pierce')  NaIE *ol- (× N *wVL{h}V 'to hit, to attack' [q.v.]?) > Gk
Hm/A }olly2mi (< * }ol-ny2-mi) 'destroy, make an end of', Gk ]oloo1ß
'destructive, deadly'  »» L ab-ole2- 'destroy' ¶¶ Frd. HW 73-4, Frd. HW EH
II 73-6, Pv. III 13-4, 363-8, Ts. E I 273-8O, WP I 87, P 777, EI 1 5 8
(*h‹elh⁄- 'destroy'), WH I 4-5, F II 378-9 (no et. of the Gk words) || K:
GZ *Ìul- 'destroy, beat' > OG {FS} mo-m-Ìul-ali 'destroyed', {FS“Abul.}
'zerquetscht, zertreten, vernichtet', G mo-m-Ìul-ali 'beaten (a t r ack ) ' ,
Lz me-Ìur-u 'vernichten, zerstören, verwahrlosen', me-˝ur-as 'will b e
destroyed' ¶ FS K 358, FS E 4O2, Abul. 27O || ?σ D (in McTm) (× N
*÷ol∏∏∏∏V [= *÷ol∏∏∏∏u 4 444?] 'starve, die'): Tm ulai\ 'perish, be ruined', ulakkai\
'end, ruin, death', Ml ulacai\, ulavu n. 'ruin' ¶ D #671  ˚  One m a y
try to adduce here A *olu4- 'die; starve' (×  N *÷ol∏∏∏∏V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.). If T m
ulai\ and Ml ulacai\, ulavu belong here (which is qu.), the N r ec .
must be *9ËlV ˚  The D root was added by Blz. (Blz. LB #55 and Blz.
LNA #18).   
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713. *9il ßßßß {Ë} 'boy, young man' >  HS: CS *≤˝al[V]m- 'young man, a
youth' >  Hb Ml3o3 ≤÷ElEm, paus. ≤≤÷a2lEm, Ug Glm id., Pun {HJ} ALAM
'[young] man', Plm ÷lm 'servant'; Ï CS f. *≤˝alam-at- 'maid, young
woman' >  Hb em1l6o2 ÷al≤ma2 'young woman (until the birth of her f i rs t
child)', Ph ÷lmt, ALMA 'virgin, maid (demoiselle)', Ug Glmt 'girl
(demoiselle)', Plm ÷lmt  'female servant'; Ï (dim.) CS *˝ulaym- ' boy ,
young man' >  OA ÷lym 'child', IA, Nbt, Plm ÷lym 'servant', JA am1il4o8
÷ule6≤ma2, JEA {Sl.} am1il4uo ÷ule6≤ma2 'young man', Sr ÷´lay≤m-a2 ' boy ,
a youth', Ar ˝ula2m- 'young man, lad, young slave', f. CS *˝ulaym-at-
'maid, girl' >  SmHb aƒlïma 'maid', IA ÷lym{h}, ÷lymt-, Plm ÷lymt?
'female servant', Ar ˝ula2mat-  'young girl, female slave' ¶ KB 79O-1, KBR
835, JH 214, HJ 862, FrdR § 229, A #215O, OLS 156, Sl. 847, Br. 528 
EC *ilVm- ({Bl.} *ilm-) (× ÿ EC *il- 'give birth, beget', cf. Sd, Ged, Kmb
il- id.) > Or {Grg.} ilm-a 'boy', Or B/O {Sr.} ilma 'son', pSam {Hn.}
*ilem- > Sml ilm-o 'child, baby', Sml N {Abr.} i!lmo! 'child', pBn *e!leN >
Bn J/B e!leN (pl. Bn B/K iya2^l) 'boy'; Sd {Gs.} ilme 'young of donkeys a n d
horses' ¶ The Bn pl. form suggests that *-m- may go back to a sx. ¶ Bl.
221, Hn. S 65, Hn. BD 96, Abr. S 128-9, Grg. 224, Gs. 175, Hd. 7O, Sr.
332 ||  U: FU: [1]  FU ≈ *il+lßmV 'person' > F ∆ ilminen, Ing ilmihïn id.,
?? Es inemine id. » ? pLp *‰lm- 'person, man' > Lp: S almedje, P
almmas7, L almatj 'person', N a6lmai 'man' »» Vg: K {Mu.} e2l´m-
Xol´s, W ye2lm-kals, N e2l´m-Xo2las 'person' (Xo2l´s, kals, Xo2las ' s t range ' )
 [2] FU (att. in FL) *°u4Lka4 'boy, young man' >  F ylka4 'bridegroom', Es
{W} u4lg 'Bräutigam, Mann'; pLp {Lr.} *‰lke2 'boy, son' >  Lp: S {Hs.}
a4lgie 'son', L {LLO} al…hke2 'boy (between 8 and 1O years)', I alge ' son ,
boy', Kld {SaR} all∆k, {TI} Al:gò´"ò 'son' ¶ SK 1O5-6, 1859, W EDW 1 2 7 2 ,
Lr. #1O, Lgc. #47, Hs. 234-5, TI 8, SaR 24, SSA I 225, ≈ UEW 8 1 ,
627  (derives F ilminen from *[y]ilma 'sky, heaven' > F ilma ' a i r ,
weather'), ≠ Ht. #189 (derives Vg K e2l´m-Xol´s from pVg *yïl´m
'weather' < ObU *yïl´m 'weather, world') ¶ The labialization *i- > *u4-
in *°u4Lka4 may be caused by N *-Ë . The elements *-mV and *-ka4 a r e
likely to go back to sxs. || A: pJ {S} *iru >  J iro-to, iro-se ' b ro the r s
(rodnye brat∆å)' ¶ The comparison with J was suggested by Starostin
(≈  1974) || D *ilßV 'young, young man' >  Tm, Ml il5a 'young, t ende r ' ,
Tm il5ai\ 'youth, tender age', Td elß 'young', Kt elß id., 'time of youth', Ka
el5, el5a, el5e 'tenderness, youth', Kdg ´⁄lße´⁄ 'youth', Tu el5atË, el5e
'tender, not fully grown', ellya2ye 'a youth, junior', Tl ela 'young,
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tender', Prj iled 'young man, youth', ile 'young woman, girl', Gdb ile
'bride', ? Brh ilum  'brother' ¶¶ D #513 ˚ The rec. of N *l ßßßß is based o n
the ev. of D *lß (reg. from N *l ßßßß or *l !!!!) and of Vg l (reg. from N *l  or *l ßßßß)
˚ Blz. DA 156 [#46] (D, EC, FU) ˚  It may under ly
diminutive/hypocoristic suffzes in K, NaIE, and U (unless they are a
reflex of the N diminutive pc. *lßßßßV, see § 122) >   K *il- ≠ *-Vl-,
diminutive sx. (Pshavi Georgian mam-il-a 'daddy, Väterchen' f r o m
mama 'father', in other Georgian dialects vocative forms: mam-il-o
'daddy!', ded-il-o 'Mütterchen'; Svan dïn-o2l- [dim. of dïn 'girl']) || IE:
NaIE *-elV-/*-lV-, sf. of diminutives, e.g. *pork8-el- '(young) pig' (ÿ
*pork8o- 'swine') >  L porculus, OHG farhil°(n), NHG Pferkel, Lt
pars7eﬁlis id.; Old Ind. s1i≤s1u2la-s 'Kindchen' (ÿ ≤s1is1u- 'Kind'),
Greek ]arkty1loß 'small bear', Latin animula (hypocoristic f r o m
anima 'soul'), OHG niftila (dim. of nift 'niece'), Lith. te$veﬁlis
(hypocoristic of te$ !vas 'father'), mergeﬁle$ 'girl' (ÿ merga~ ' m a i d ' )
|| U *-[i]lßV- ≠ *-[i]l!V-, diminutive sx. > F pyo4ryla4 'small circle, small
ring' (ÿ  pyo4ry 'wheel'), iso-la-mpa 'a bit larger' (from iso-mpa
'larger'), Ziryene gop-al 'small pit' ( f rom gop 'pit', Vasyugan Ostyak
kulal!È 'a small fish' (ÿ kul 'fish'), Hg (dial.) haºn1Ja2l! 'ant' (from Hg
hangya id.) ˚ Blz. DA 156 [#46] (D, EC, FU).
714. *9{o}Lpa  (or *9uLpa?) weak, small' > K : G Gr ˝alp-i 'weak', ? G
I ˝lap'- 'baby' ¶ Shar. GL 71, Ghl. 582, 591 || IE *xWelp-/*x=Wlp- ' smal l '
> Ht huelpi-  'young, new, fresh, unripe; newborn animal'  NaIE *olp-
/ *´lp- / ?*l=p- >  OI ≤alpa- 'small, little' ¶¶ P 33, ≈ EI 528 (adduces H t
alpa(nt)- 'sick, weak' and reconstructs [with "??"] IE *hÅelpos 'weak ' ) ,
F I 64, Pv. III 331-2, Ts. E I 259-6O, Kron. EHS 266, M K I 56, ≠  M E I 1 2 9
(rejects all connections of OI ≤alpa-) ||  A: M *ulba+u- (unless with *F-)
> WrM ulbai-, HlM ulbaj-, Kl ulvi- ulwi- 'be(come) soft, weak,
limp, feeble, exhausted; waste away'; M *ulba+u-9ar > WrM ulba9ar ≠
ulbu9ar, HlM ulbagar, Kl ulvhr ulw¥˝r= 'soft, tender, weak' ¶
MED 672, KRS 531, KW 449 ˚  M *ulba+u- suggests a pN *u , but in t h e
light of the K cognate a N *o  is preferable ˚  ≈ IS I 239-4O [#96] (K +
unt. IE *help- 'weak', Tg alba 'unable', see  N ?σ *{÷}aL[o]pV  'weak,
exhausted ' ) .
715. *9al !!!!V 'cereals' > HS: S (WS?) *√˝ll > Ar ˝all-at- 'crops', OYmn
Glyl ({Slw.} ˝alïl-) 'mixture of cereals', Ar ˝alïl- {Ln., Slw.} ' da te -
stones mixed with †wQa (∈ trefoil) or with dough for a camel, which is f e d
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therewith' ¶ Hv. 531, Ln. 2278-9, Slw. 166 || K: G ˝alva 'zu mähendes
reifes Korn'; ? ˝ala 'reicher Ertrag des Feldes' (unless a loan from Ar
through a third lge.) || IE *xel[V]g8[≈]- ≈ 'cereals, grain' >  Ht halki-
'grain, corn, grain-crop', ? Lc qelehi 'of the grain-god'  Gk }alix
'spelt' ı L (h)alica id. »» Irn *arzana- > NPrs ˆzr" a4rza4n, Psh z7ßda4n
({Asl.} g 5d´n) 'millet' »» Tc B lyeks5ye 'millet' ¶¶ Pv. III 35-9, Juret 2O,
WH I 29 ( }alix ÿ ]ale1v v. 'grind'), F I 73 (quotes the above et. of Gk a s
a possibility), EI 237 (IE ? *h€+h‹(e)lg8[≈] 'grain' or 'millet'; Gk }alix π
AnIE), Mrg. 106, Asl. 486, Ad. 567 || A *°al!V > T *al! 'food' > OT ¢À
{Cl., MKD} a2s 7, XwT XIII, MQp XIV [incl. CC], Chg XV as7 id., Tk as>, Tkm,
CrTt, QrB, VTt, Bsh, ET, Qr, Alt as7, Qzq, Qq, Nog, SY, Yk as, Uz ow ås7
'food', Az as7 'porridge, boiled grains (kawa ), pilaf', Qmq as7 ' food ,
bread', Xk as id., 'corn (cereals)', Tf as7-n1em, as7-c1ïs7kin 'food', Tv a<s7-
c7em, a<s7tî˝-c7emniG 'abounding in food' ¶ T *al! with a short *a on t h e
ev. of Tkm and Yk (⇔ Cl. and MKD) ¶ Cl. 253 and MKD 14 (OT a2s7 with
unj. long *a2 on the unsuffiecient ev. of the spelling ¢À), DTS 62, ET Gl
21O-2, BIG 32, TmR 59, TvR 78-9, Ra. 156 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #32 (A *al!V ' f r e sh
crops, germinated seeds'; incl. T) ˚  AD NM #17, S CNM 13.
716. € *{9}amV 'mouth', (?) '(inside of) cheek' >  HS: EC: Sml ÷an,
÷am- (pl. ÷am-an), Sml N ÷a!n, pl. ÷a!m-a!n {Abr., DSI, R.} 'cheek', {E} ' inside
of cheek' ¶ Abr. S 13, DSI 87, R SS II 59, E PC #475  ? S *°√Ìmm '≈ 
mouth of animal, muzzle' >  Ar d. ˜'ma(i Ìima2m-(at-) {Hv.} 'covering f o r
the mouth of a donkey or a camel', éM'ma(i Ìima2m-at- {BK} 'sac en cu i r
qu’on met sur le museau d’un chameau pour l’empêcher de manger o u
de mordre', ˜'ma(u Ìuma2m- 'prepuce' (“ *'front part\muzzle of a
penis') (× √˝mm 'cover') ¶ Fr. III 292-3, BK II 498-5OO, Hv. 534  ?
Ch: WCh: Wrj {Sk.} GWu~ma!y, My {Sk.} ‰!wu~m 'cheek' »» CCh: Glv {Rp.}
?u2!m‰la 'cheek', FlG ÌWo~lo~mo% id. (mt.?) »» ECh: Mu {J} gu2&mi!, pl. go2~ma~m
'cheek', Mgm {JA} ga2~me~, Nd D {J} da!-g‰~m id. ¶ ChC, JS 65, ChL, RpB 9 6 ,
RpM 15O || A *am{a} 'mouth' >  M *aman id. >  MM [HI, MA, L, IM]
aman, [S] ama(n), WrM ama(n), HlM am(an), Kl amn=, Mnr H ama,
Dx, Ba, ShY aman, Dg am(a") id. ¶ Pp. MA 99, 432, Lg. VMI 16, Iw. 8 5 ,
MED 35, T 314, SM 5, T DnJ 11O, T BJ 133, Rm. M 22  Tg *am[a]-Na
'mouth' > Ewk amNa, ∆ amma, Sln amma, {Iv.} ama!, amaGa!, amGa!, Lm
amN¥ ± amga ± amNa, Neg amNa, Orc amma, Ud, Ul aNma, Ork, Nn amNa
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≠ aNma, Jrc {Md.} amNa, WrMc aNga, Mc Sb aNa 'mouth'; WrMc aN9a
has several meanings: 'mouth, mouth of animal, mouth of a r iver,
orifice, ravine' and hence may go back to a merger of three words: Tg
*aNa 'mouth of animal', Tg *am[a]-Na 'mouth' and a WrMc loanword
aN9a  'fissure, cleft, ravine' (π WrM aN  'fissure, ravine) ¶ STM I 38-9 ,
Kiy. SJL 124 [#494] (amga), Md. ChF 133 ¶¶ S AP I 79-81, II 88-9, 1 8 5 ,
2O5, Ms. H 35, Pp. MA 99, H 6, MED 35, KW 9, Iw. 85, STM I 38-9 ¶ ¶
DQA #34 (A *a"!mo 'mouth'; incl. M, Tg) ˚  Cf. otherwise IS I 244-5: IS
interprets M *ama(n) 'mouth', Tg *aNa or *aNma (sc. *am[a]Na) ' m o u t h ' ,
and T *am 'vulva' (actually from N *ÙamV 'womb, vulva', q.v. ffd.) as a
pA derivative *aNma ÿ *aNa- v. 'open (w  N *?aNga 'to open').
717. *9VmV 'darkness, night' >  K: GZ {FS} *˝am-, {K} *˝amen-
'night', {K} *˝ame- 'last night' > OG, G ˝ame- 'night, at night', Mg ˝uma
'last night', Lz ˝oman ≠ ˝oma 'yesterday' ¶ K 2OO-1, K2 22O, FS K 3 4 2 ,
FS E 384, Chik. 198, Q 352, Ser. 169, DCh. 1356-7 || HS: WS *√˝mm ≠
*√˝my+w 'be dark, dim' >  BHb √÷mm Hoph  (ip. Mo2ui y-u2-÷am) ' b e
darkened' (of gold) ([Vulg.] 'obscuratum est'), MHb [Tos.] Mmo √÷mm
G (pf. Mm2o1 ÷a2≤mam) 'be dim (cease to flame)' (of coals), JA [Trg.],
Mmo√÷mm G (pf. Mm2o9 ÷â≤mam) {Js.} 'be(come) dim', {Lv.} ' b e ( c o m e )
dark \ darkened', JA √÷my+w G (pf. im5o9 ÷â≤m° ≠ am1o9 ÷âma2)
'be\become dark \ dim', ai!m6o2 ÷am≤y-a 2  {Lv.} 'darkness', {Js.} 'd imness ,
twilight', JEA √÷my G 'grow faint', Ar ˝amm- 'dark' ( e . g . laylat-un
˝amm-un  'a dark night') (×  v. √˝mm 'cover'), Mh ˝‰mo2m 'fog', Jb C/E
˝iu%m 'heat-mist, fog', Mh C √˝mm Sh (pf. a˝me2m) 'see only as a
blurred image, see as in a fog', Jb C √˝mm Sh (pf. a˝≤mim) 'make a
smoke-screen \ dust-cloud' ¶ KB 8OO-1, Lv. T II 223, Lv. III 661-2, Js .
1O87, 1O89, Sl. 87O, BK II 498-5OO, Jo. M 137, Jo. J 86  C: Bj {R}
≤humnay ≠ ≤humne 'late afternoon, evening', {Rop.} himni
'afternoon, the period between 2 p.m. up to sunset ' »» EC: Hd he2mac7a
'black', Hd {Hd.} hïmo 'evening, night', Sml J hamï!N id. (× pSam {Hn.}
*hib'e2^n id.?) »» Dhl himmate 'black' »» C ı Mb -ha!me id. ¶ R WBd 1 2 1 ,
Rop. 196, Blz. CL 177, Hd. 282, Hn. S 63 || A Tg: Ewk Sm umulg‰
'shadowy place under a tree' ¶ STM II 27O ˚  IS MS 368 (s.v. *Gÿmÿ
'dark'), IS SS #9.4.
718. *9en````{a 4 444} 'be large, be copious' >  HS: WS *√˝ny > Ar ˝anïy-
'riche, opulent', înA(i ˝ina2(-n) 'richesse, opulence', Mh ˝e≤nay, Jb E/C
≤˝a≤ni 'rich', WS *√˝ny Sh†(caus.) 'make so. rich' >  Ar √˝ny S h
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(af‘ala), Mh pf. he˝no2, Jb C pf. a˝≤ni id., Ar √˝ny T  'become rich', J b
C T  pf. ˝utni id. ¶ BK II 512-3, Jo. M 139, Jo. J 87 || U *en`a4 'big, large,
much '  > F ena4 'big, much' (ena4a4 'more', comp. enempi 'more'), Es
comp. enam 'more' » pLp {Lr.} *E2ne2 'much '  >  Lp: N Adne, S jienje, L
iedne2, Kld ji¢enne- » Er in1e, Mk in1a4 'big' »» ObU *[y]e2n` 'big'  > pVg {Ht.}
ya4Æn´G > Vg: T yin´w ± ya4n´w, LK/UK ya4ni, MK ya4∏ni, P/NV/SV/LL ya4niG,
UL/Ss yaniG 'big', T yu4nt, P/NV/SV/LL ya4∏nt, UL/Ss yanit 'as big as', pOs
{Ht.} *en`a4 'big' > Os: V/Vy en`´, Ty a$Æn`´, D/K en´  Sm {Jn.} *ina4 ' e lde r
brother' >  Ne T dim. nineka, {Lh.} n1in1;e2≤k;a id., Ne F {Lh.} ppx. 1 s
n1iyOka2m 'my elder brother', En {Ter.} ina2 'elder brother', Ng {Mik.} n1in`È
'father’s younger brother', Slq NP {Cs.} inne1 'elder brother' ¶¶ UEW
74-5, SSA I 1O6, Lr. #231, Lgc. #866, Ht. #191, Jn. 27, Cs. 1O7 || A: T
*eN > OT {Cl.} eN (before adj.) '(the) most' (pc. of sprl.), Cum eN, Tk
en , Tk ∆ , CrTt, QrB, Nog, Qzq, Qrq, Qrg, Uz, Alt, Tv eN, Tkm, Qmq, VTt,
Bsh iN, Az a4n, Ggz hen id., T ı (?) Kl eN 'sehr, ganz' ¶ Cl. 166, Rs. W
45, MM 148, ET Gl 365-6, KW 122 ˚ Gr. II #236 (*ena 'large') (U, T, CK
+ qu. M, Tg).
719. € *{9}u6666n 1 111V (or *÷3333u 6 666n 1 111V) drink, eat' >  HS: C: LEC {Bl.} *÷un- >  Sml
÷un-, Rn Hun- eat', Or {Th., Brl.} hun- v. 'sip, take a sip, taste ( a
beverage), suck', Arr {Hw.} ?un-  v. 'taste, drink a small amount of' ¶ Bl.
1O5, 161, 2O7, Th. 2O6, Brl. 219, Hw. A 344, SF 162, Abr. S 243, PG
144  ?σ S *°-˝ïn- (or *°-˝u2n-) > Ar √˝yn G  (ip. -˝ïnu) 'be thirsty' ||
D {tr., GS} *un`- 'drink, eat, suck' >  Tm un5 'eat or drink, suck (as a
child)', Ml un5n5uka 'eat (esp. rice), suck', Td un`- 'drink, take t h e
breast', Kn un5 'eat', un5ike 'taking a meal', Kdg un`n`- 'eat a meal', Tu
un5(u)pini id., 'dine, eat rice', Klm, Nkr, Nk, Prj, Gdb, Mnd un-, Gnd
undßa2na, Knd, Png un`-, Kui un`ba, Ku u2ndali ± un-, Mlt {Drs.} o1ne v.
'drink', Krx o2n-  v. 'drink, eat (rice)', ? Brh kuniN 'eat, drink, bite' (k- b y
contamination with Sindhi k≈a2i \nu 'eat') ¶¶ D #6OO, GS 175 [#443a], 5 5
[#151] ˚  The rec. of N *9- is unequivocal only if the S cognate is valid,
otherwise it may be N *÷- , *˝-  or *9- .
72O. *9ar{i} 'valley, hollow in the ground, cave' >  HS: CS *Ìa2r-
'valley, cave' >  Ar r'(a Ìa2r- 'lowland' (BK: 'terrain plat et plus bas q u e
les lieux d'alentour, terrain encaissé, pays plat entouré de hauteurs ' ) ;
'hole, cavern, cave'; S d. *mV-Ìarr-at- ≠ *mV-Ìa2r-at- 'cave' >  H b
er1o1m6m´÷a2≤ra2, Phtromm÷rt, Ug mGrt, IA cs. trom m÷rt, IA, Plm
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em. atrom m÷rt?, JA [Trg.], JEA at1r6o1m6 m´?a2r´t3-a2, Sr æ¢ør0aµ
m´÷art-a2, Ar êra'9aMa maÌa2rat- ≠ êra'9aMu muÌa2rat- 'cave', Cn (Ancient
Ph?) ı Gk me1gara ≠ ma1gara nom. pl. 'sorte de cryptes dans lesquelles,
aux Thesmophories, on jettait des porcs vivants', (?) Gk Hm me1garon
'grande salle; appartement des femmes', Cn ı Eg N {Alb.} mgrt ' cave '
(in syllabic spelling magarata); cp. also CS (or WS) *≤˝aw[i]r- (ÿ
*Ìa2r-?) >  Ar ˝awr- 'bottom, lowest part', Ug {OLS} Gyr 'depres ión,
pozo, profundidad', and possibly Sq {Ls.} ≤÷eyreh 'lake' ¶ KB 582, KBR
615-6, JH 163, HJ 672, Fr. II 189, Fr. III 3O1, Sl. 697, BK DAF II 516, Ln.
23O7-8, Ch. 674, EG WÄS II 164, Alb. VESO 44, OLS 161, Ls. LS 3O8 || K:
GZ *Ìare- 'gutter, furrow' >  MG [VTq.] Ìar- 'groove' (VTq. 6O8), G
Ìar-  'gutter, furrow', Mg ˝ore- 'gutter of mill; wooden dam' ¶ K2 2 2 1 ,
Chx. 1615, DCh. 1357 || IE *xery- ¬ *xr=y- ({EI} *≤h€eryo-s) 'cavity' (× N
*Xar 1111 {u 4 444 }  'valley, low place, ravine, pit' ×  [possibly] IE *ÓaÓr- 'valley, low
place, cave'  < N *z1111{a}[Ó]rV 'low place, valley') >  Ht hari-s (gen.
hariyas) 'valley'  Lt armuoﬁ (gen. armenﬁs) {PiesS} 'soil, g round;
precipice, abyss' »» Arm ajr ayR 'cavern, grotto, den, antre' ¶¶ Ts. E I
172-3, ≠ WP I 56 and P 5O (in both: Arm ayR ÷  Gk }antron 'antrum', ' a
cave, grot, cavern'), Pv. III 143-4 (IE *Å⁄er-y- ¬ *Å⁄r=y-), EI 96, Frd. HW
57, C}op IGW-2 135, PiesS 55, Xud. I 43, Bedr. 22 || U: FP *arV in t h e
meaning 'valley, ravine' (× N *?arV 'earth, land, place') >  F aro 'vallis
inter colles' » ?? pPrm *{¨}r- >  Vt N {UR} ur-kÈrem 'ravine, gully' (kÈr-
'break through, wash away'), Z k‰Z7-‰r‰m 'old river-bed in the bend o f
the watercourse' (k‰Z7 'bend of river'); of course, the other semant ic
variety of FP *arV ('lowland, [?] low place, river-bed') goes back to N
*?arV '⇑ ', and the meaning 'grasbewachsenes Tiefland' of the F w o r d
aro is probably due to both sources ¶ cp. Coll. 72, SK 24, UEW 17, LG
2O7, UR 31O, Ht. 196 [#712] || A: T: [1] *a2ra (×  N *?arV '⇑ ') ' space
between 2 places' >  OT ara-mîz-da 'among us'; in later T lgs. it is u s e d
in the meanings 'space between 2 objects, interval' and 'middle': Tk
ara, ET, CrTt, Qzq, Qq, VTt, Bsh, Qrg, Alt, Tv ara, Uz åra ' space
between two objects, interval', Tkm a2ra, Kr, Qmq, QrB ara id., 'middle ' ,
Az, Nog, SY, Xk ara 'space between, between', Yk a2ra 'in the way, one i n
the way between two places' ¶ The length of the first vw. (preserved i n
Tkm and Yk a2ra) can be accounted for by the initial cns. of N *9ar{i}
'valley' (whence later the meaning 'interval, space between 2 places ' ) ,
but the meaning suggests a merger of both etymological sources (going
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back to N words); [2 ] another case of partial merger is probably pT *o4∏r1
'valley ' >  OT o4∏z, OOsm, Tk ∆ o4z id., OT QU o4zi 'passage between t w o
mountains', Chv var 'ravine, valley' (Ash.: 'obdernelyj ovrag s
pologimi kraåmi , log , dol '): it is likely to go back primarily to N
*Xar 1111 {u 4 444 }  'valley, low place, ravine, pit' (q.v.) ¶ Ash. V 167, Cl. 196, 2 7 8 ,
281, ET Gl 162-4, ≈ 5O6-8, TL 532, Pek. I 126-7, TkR 47-8, Fed. I 1OO-1
˚  C }op IU-1 32 (IE, FU), ≈ Blz. LNA #21 (N *Óari 'pond, bank'; u n c .
equation of IE and FU with the HS and D reflexes of N *qe[?]rV o r
*qer [? ]V 'brook, stream', q.v.).
721. *9orV 'cry, speak, produce vocal sounds' >  K *Ìar-/Ìr- ' c ry ,
sing' >  OG, G m˝er- 'sing', eNG [SSO], G ˝r- (˝r-ial-) 'shout, bellow,
cry (weap loudly)', Mg ˝or- ± ˝var- v. 'shout, low', Lz m˝or- id., Sv
˝ar-/˝r- 'sing' ¶¶ FS K 343-4, FS E 385-6, K 2O1, Q 352, DCh. 914-5 ,
1366, Chx. 898, 1649-5, Chik. 349 || HS: SES *√˝ry >  Mh {Jo.} ˝‰ro2y
(pl. ˝‰rye2h), Jb C/E ≤˝a≤rO? n. 'talk, speech, language', Hrs ˝‰ro2y (p l .
˝‰rïy‰n) 'speech, language; words'; Mh/Hrs √˝ry Gt  (pf. Mh ≤˝atri,
Hrs ≤˝at‰ri) v. 'speak', Sq √÷ry Gt  (pf. {Jo.} ≤÷Ot‰ri) 'call', {L} pf .
≤÷etiri 'speak' ¶ Jo. M 142, Jo. J 88, Jo. H 46, L LS 326-7  ?φ  Eg
{AnC} Xrw 'crier', Eg fO Xr 'says he, says N' (devoicing *˝ >  X due t o
syntactically conditioned as.?), Eg NK Xrt.w 'utterance (of a god, a
king), oracle' (× N * ûûûûqË[?]l ßßßßV  'to speak, to call'?), ?σ  Eg fP Xrw 'voice' ¶
AnC-1 1O, EG III 317-8, 324-5 || IE *xWe(:)r-/*x=Wr- '≈   speak, call' >
NaIE *o2r-/*´r- >  L o2ra2- v. 'speak, prey', Osc URUST 'oraverit' ({EI} ' h e
pleaded') »» Gk ]ara@, Gk I ]arh1 'prayer', Gk ]ara1omai 'pray, curse', Gk L
]ary1v 'speak, call' »» Sl: R o≤ra-t∆ 'to yell, to bawl', SCr o~riti se ' t o
resound, to be heard' (of a sound)'  Lv h°ru2t- 'curse' ¶¶ H t
ar(u)wai- (not 'pray, worship', but 'prostrate oneself, fall down,
make obeisance') and OI a2rya-nti ({M} 'they acknowledge' r a t h e r
than 'praise'), adduced by some scholars, are to be kept apart ¶¶ P 7 8 1 ,
EI 45O (*h¡+h¢er- 'ask the gods, consult an oracle', *h€eru- '≈   p ray ,
curse'), 536 (*h¡ +h¢er-  'speak a ritual formula'), WH II 224, Pln. II 7O9, F
I 127, 158, Vs. III 149, Glh. 456, Pv. I-II 183-5, M K I 78-9, M E I 172 ||
A *o+urV- >  M *uri- 'shout, call, invite' >  MM [HI] uri- 'call (appeler ) ' ,
[MA] uri- 'invite', Dg {T} ori- 'shout, call, invite', WrM uri-, HlM uri-
'call, summon, invite', Ba {T} ure-, Dx {T} uru- 'call, invite', Mnr uri- {T}
id., {SM} 'invite'; M *u+ori-la >  WrM orila-, orilo-x 'cry out, shou t ,
scream' ¶ Ms. HI 1O6, Pp. MA 366, MED 619, 881, T 369, T DgJ 16O, T
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BJ 148, T DnJ 137, SM 476  Tg *ore2- >  Ewk ore2- 'shout, bellow', Ewk
ore2-, Nn B orInda- 'imitate the beckoning call of a female Manchurian
deer', Sln or1e2- 'call (prizyvat∆ )' ¶ STM II 23  T *orî- 'shout, ou tc ry '
> OT {Cl.}, MT XIV [IM] orî- id.; Ï *or-la- 'make a loud noise, shout '  >
OT orla- id., Xk orla- id., 'howl, bellow, emit a loud noise' (of animals) ,
Qb {Rl.} orla- v. 'moo'; (?φ) Ï *uran > Qzq ¨ran u"ran, Qq uran 'war -
cry; public address (prizyv )', Qzq {Rl.}, Chg {Bu., Rl.}, Qrg {Jud.} ura2n
'war-cry', Tlt {Rl.} ura2n 'Geschrei', Brb {Rl.} uran 'Schrei', uran-la- ' c r y
(schreien)', {Tum.} o2ran 'war-cry', Shor {Rl.} uran-na- 'cry (schre ien) ' ,
'sing' (of drunk people) ¶ Cl. 197, BIG 13O, Rl. I 1O64, 1653-4, Bu. I
121, MM 489, Sht. 29O, KrkR 67, Tum. 162, Jud. 8O6  pJ {S} *u!ru-
ta!pa- v. 'complain, sue' > OJ urutapa-, ltOJ [RJ] utta!p-, J: T u~ttae-,
uttae!-, K u!tta!e-, Kg u~tta~e~- ¶ S QJ #1487, Mr. 781 ¶¶ DQA #1582 (A *o!ru
'cry, shout').
722. *9ËrV 'skin' >  HS: WS *Ì{u}rr- > Ug {OLS} Gr 'skin', BHb r&o
÷o2r (pl. t&r&o ÷o2≤ro2t3) 'skin, leather', Ph ÷rt pl. 'skin', ? Ar ˝urr-at- ≠
˝arr-at- 'pli (d’une peau, d’une étoffe)', rdp.: Mh {Jo.} ˝‰r˝a2r,
˝‰r˝‰ro2t 'side of throat', Jb C {Jo.} ˝Or≤˝O≤rOt, ˝ar≤˝O≤rOt 'dewlap', ?σ
Ar ˝ur˝ur-at- ≠ ˝ar˝ar-at- 'bird’s gizzard' ¶ OLS 159, KB 8O3, Tmb.
256, Hv. 52O, BK II 457, Jo. M 141, Jo. J 88, MiK I #1.1O6 || D *ur[i]- v.
'peel' > Tm uri v. 'peel (skin, bark)', Ml urikka v. 'flay, skin ( a
jackfruit, coco-nut)', Td us7t v. 'take off (ring, bangle, shirt, coat)', Kn
uricu v. 'flay, strip off skin\covering', Tu (u)rumbu v. 'tear off ( a s
leaves from a twig)', rumbu 'stripping, plucking', rumbuni v.
'srip\pluck off', Nkr uyp- v. 'take off (clothes wrapped round middle) ' ,
Prj uyk-  v. 'slough its skin' (of a serpent), Gnd uy?-  id., ∆ uy- 'be flayed',
uysp- v. 'flay', Krx ur-na2 'rub off the leaves of a branch', Mlt ur˝re ≠
urwre 'fall off' (hair), 'slip off'; D *ur[i] n. 'skin, peel' >  Tm uri n .
'rind, bark, peel, skin stripped off', urivai 'skin, hide, peel', Ml uri
'skin', Ku Z>uka  'slough of snake' ¶¶ D #652 || A: M *o4ru4me[n] 'scum o n
boiled milk' >  WrM o4ru4me, HlM ørøm, Brt ¥rm´(n) id., Dg {Pp.}
u$ru$m, {T} urum 'scum', WrO o4ro4mo4 'cream', o4ro4mede- v. ' c r e a m
over, get scummy', Kl ørm o4rm= 'scum on boiled milk, cream', Mnr H
{SM} yermia4n 'cream, cream condenced by cooking'; M ı WrMc
oromo≠ oromu, Ewk urumu 'scum on boiled milk, cream', Yk o4ru4ma4
≠ u4ru4ma4 id., 'film' ¶ MED 644, Krg. 15O, KRS 424, KW 3OO, Chr. 5 1 3 ,
SM 492, T DgJ 171, STM II 288, Z 133 || ? IE: NaIE ≈ *erp≈- (< *Óeu\r-p≈-
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?) / ? *werp≈- '≈   tear off', 'skin (that can be torn off)' > Gk }erfoß ' a
skin (e.g. of a serpent) '  »» ?σ Arm gerπem geRp≈em v. 'p lunder ,
ravage, pillage' »» ?σ Sl *vÁrp-/*vorp- > OR v6rpsti vÁrpsti / p r s .
v6rpË vÁrpu v. 'tear, plunder', {Srz.} 'spoliare', ChS d. navrap5
na-vrapË 'pillage', Kshb varpac 'reißen, ziehen', Slv {Mikl.} z-
vrpati  'entreißen' ¶ Ch. 377 and F I 571 (both: no et. of Gk }erfoß), ≈
Vs. I 355, Srz. I 462, WP I 291-2 ˚  D *-r- (usually going back to a N
cns. cluster wuth *r ) suggest that in the pN etymon there was a cns .
(*w , *y , *??) adjacent to to *r , that later disappeared in t h e
descendant lgs., but the cns. has not been identified so far.
723. *9arÓV 'crush, grind' >  K: GZ *˝er˝- v. 'grind (coarsely)' >  G
˝er˝- id., Mg ˝ar˝- id., 'talk nonsense'; Ï K *˝er˝il- ' coarse-ground
flour' > OG ˝er˝ili 'ground grains', G ˝er˝il-, Mg, Lz ˝ar˝il- ' course-
ground grains' ¶ K 2O2, K2 223-4, FS K 346, FS E 388-9, Chx. 162O-1,
Chik. 173 || HS: S *°√˝+Xrr > Ak L √Xrr (inf. Xara2ru) 'grind' ¶
CAD VI 92 || IE *éerÓ- or *éarÓ- ({EI} *≤hÅerh‹ye/o-) >  NaIE *ar(´)- v.
'plough' >  Gk ]aro1v v. 'plough, till' »» Gt arjan, ON erja, OHG erien,
erren, AS e$rian 'to plough, to till', NE ∆  ear v. 'plough, till'; OHG
art  'cultivation, aratio' »» L a2ra2- v. 'plough' »» OIr ar-  (prs. airim) v.
'plough, till', aired 'arable land', W {P, Vn.} arddu (<  *ary-), {YGM,
Bc.} aredig, Br arat 'to till, to plough' »» Lt a!rti (prs. ariu~), Ltv
art (prs. ar>u) id., Lt arto!jas, Pru artoys  'ploughman' » Sl *ora¡ti
(1s prs. *oŸr 1o ß) 'to plough' >  OCS, OR orati ora-ti (prs. or) orjo<),
SCr o~rati / oàre2m, Slv ora!ti / orjem, Cz orati / or7u, Slk orat&
/ oriem, P orac1 / orze<, R †, Uk o≤rati / o≤r√ id., Blg o≤ra v.
'plough' »» Arm arayr  aRawR 'a plough' »» Tc A, B a2re id. ¶¶ Not h e r e
Ht hars-, harsiya- 'till the earth' (π S *√HrT id.) ¶¶ P 62-3, Bc.
495, EI 434, F I 147-8, WH I 69, Vn. A  43, 81, Fs. 56-7, Vr. 1O4, Ho. 9 4 ,
EWA I 347-9, II 1129-32, Schz. 126, Frn. 17, En. 143-4, Tp. P A-D 1O7-8,
Tr. 13, Vs. III 148-9, Glh. 456, Slt. 126, Me. EAC 152, Ad.49 || D *ar- ( +
suff.) 'a plough' >  Tm araka 'a plough with bullocks, etc.', Mlt are ' a
plough' ¶¶ D 198 ˚  D *-r-  <  N cns. cluster with *r  (in this case *-rÓ-).
In IE and D the N word *9arÓV 'to crush' acquired new meanings: ' t o
plough' (sc. 'to crush soil') and 'a plough', connected with t h e
appearance of agriculture.
724. € *9VÂVbV (or *-p- ) 'dark' >  IE: NaIE {P} *e2Æreb(≈)-/*o2Ærob(≈)-
'dark' >  Gk ]orfno1ß 'dark, dusky', ]orfnai6oß 'dark, murky', }orfnh (Gk I
}orfna2) 'the darkness of night', ]orfi1noß 'brownish gray' »» ON iarpr
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'brown', OHG {OsS} e4rpf 'fuscus', AS earp 'dusky, dark', eorp
'swarthy' ¶ P 334, F II 431-2, Vr. 291, Sw. 48, 52, Ho. 93, OsS 15O ||
HS: S *√˝rb 'dark' >  Ar √˝rb G  (pf. ıari(a ˝ariba) {Ln.} 'be black ' ,
{BK} 'être très noir', Ak fOB ere2pu  'to become dusky\dark', StB erpu
(≠  erbu) 'dark', BHb br3o3 ≤÷ErEb3 'evening'; (×  S *√÷rb ' en ter '  [> Ug,
Ph √÷rb, Ak ere2bu id.], resposible for the unexpected ÷-): Ug ÷rb
'sunset', Sb m÷rb  'west' ¶ BK II 449, Ln. 224O, CAD IV 234-5, 279-8O,
3O4, OLS 87-8, KB 83O-1, BGMR 18, Rk. IQ 123  C: Ag: Bln {R} aråb-
'be black\blue', arå≤ba 'blackness, black colour' »» EC: Sa {R} o6r≤ba2,
war≤ba2  'a cow with black spots' ¶ R WB 47-8 ¶¶ R l.c. (C, Ar).
725. *9u{rir}V (or *9ur1111V ¬ *9ur1111VrV ¬ *9urVr1111V?) 'skill, ruse ,
deceit; to deceive' >  K *˝or- v. 'deceive, tell lies' >  G, Mg ˝or- id., Lz
˝or-  v. 'tell lies, lie to', ˝ord-, ˝erd- 'deceive', Sv ˝r- 'tell lies, deceive '
¶¶ K 2O5-6 and K2 232 (G, Z), Chik. 35O, FS K 351, FS E 394, Chx. 1 5 4 3 ,
Q 351-2 || HS: WS *√˝rr, *-˝urr-≠*-˝rur- v. 'deceive' >  Ar √˝rr G
(ip. -˝urr , msd. ˝uru2r-) 'deceive, allure', ˝arra2r- 'deceiver', Mh, Hrs, J b
E/C √˝rr G 'deceive' (sbjn.: Mh, Hrs y‰˝ro2r), Jb C s<‰˝≤rer 'be l ed
astray' ¶ BK II 445-7, Jo. M 139-4O, Jo. H 45, Jo. J 87 || A *ur1V- >  T
*u2r1 >  NaT *u2z- > OT u2z 'skilled craftsman', Alt, Tv us, ET uz 'mas te r ,
skilful, skilful craftsman', Xk us 'skilful craftsman', Yk u2s id.,
'craftsman', Tk uz 'good, fit', Tkm † u2Î 'good, excellent, beautiful ' ,
Qrg uz  'skilful; skilled craftsman' ¶ Cl. 277, ET Gl 569-7O  M *ura-: M
*ura-n 'skilful; art, craft, skill' >  MM [HI] uran 'artisan', [MA] uran
'skilful, masterly', [IM] uran 'handicraft', WrM uran, HlM ur(an) n . ,
adj., adv. 'artisan, master; art, craft; artistic(ally), master(ly), Ord u¯ran
'habile, habile(té), Kl {Rm} urn= 'Künstler, Meister; Handwerker', M n r
{SM} uran 'dexterité, habileté', Dx {T} uran 'master', Dg {T} uran id.,
'skilled craftsman'; Kl {Rm.} urZ7n= 'Meisterin, sehr geschickte Frau'; M
*ura-la- 'do skilfully, use artifice' >  WrM urala- 'do\make ( s th . )
artistically\skilfully', ura2laci  'artist', WrO {Krg.} urala- v. 'contr ive,
use artifice; be master of, be a craftsman'; WrM uracud, HlM
ur¢uud pl. 'artisans, craftsmen', WrO uraci 'craftsman' ¶ Ms. H
1O6, Pp. MA 365-6, 449, MED 879-9O, Rm. W 451, SM 473, T DnJ 1 3 7 ,
T DgJ 171, Krg. 179 || ?σ D: McTm *orÀrÀ- 'spy out' >  Tm or3r3u v. ' spy
out', Ml or3r3u 'private intelligence, secret information', or3r3an 'a spy '
¶ McTm *o- (for the expected D *u-) needs investigating (cp. SD *o < D
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*u  before a derivative *a , see Zv. 65-7O) ¶ D #1O22 ˚  D *-rÀrÀ- and S *-
r[V]r- suggest the presence of a second *r  in the N etymon. T *-r1- i s
probably from *-ry- < N *-rir-?
726. € *9otK''''V 'popliteal space (back of the knee), armpit' >  HS: S
*°√˝tk' >  Jb C {Jo.} ˝at'≤k'et (pl. ≤˝e≤t'Ok't‰), Jb E {Jo.} ˝at≤k'et 'popli teal
space', Mh {Jo.} ˝‰t≤k'ayt (pl. ˝‰t‰k''t‰n) 'hollow at the back of t h e
knee' ¶ Jo. J 9O, Jo. M 144 || A {S} *oKV 'popliteal space, armpit': M
*o9u-da-sun 'armpit gore of clothes' (or *F-?) >  WrM {Kow.}
o9udasun id. ('chanteau de l’habit de dessous le bras'), Kl {Rm.}
o˝¥ºd¥sn=, ogd¥ºsn= 'Ärmelzwickel' ¶ KW 283, Kow. 365, S AJ 243 [#254]
¶¶ S AJ 297 [#594], SDM97 s.v. *OkæV, KW 283; S l.c. suggests a Ko
cognate *o~ko!m 'popliteal space' (>  MKo o~ko!m, NKo ogîm id., Ko Kw
o˝umpeﬁ {Vv.} 'the inside curve of the knee\elbow'), but Vv. AEN 1 6
rejects it on morphological grounds: o~ko!m ({∫Y} wo~kwo!m) ÿ ok-
'bends (inside) with a nominal sx. -o!m || AdS  of IE: NaIE *aks- ¬
*ag8(e)s- (and/or *ok-?) 'shoulder, armpit' (< *ÙakÉÇV ' shoulder
[Achsel], armpit'): *aks- >  Gmc: OHG {Kb.} uohhisa ≠ uochisa ≠
uohasa 'shoulder (Achsel)', MHG uohse, u4ehse 'armpit'; with a *-
n-sx.: OHG uochsana 'shoulder (Achsel), armpit', AS o2xn ' a rmpi t ' ;
with a *-t-sx.: ON o1st, o1str 'throat-pit' ('Halsgrube'), Nr ∆  o2ste, AS
ocusta ≠ o2xta id., NE oxter 'armpit'; (NaIE *ag8s-el- ¬ *aks-el- > )
ON o<xl, AS eaxl, OHG ahs(a)la 'shoulder' > NHG Achsel »» L a2la (<
*aksla) 'armpit; wing'; L axilla  'armpit' (with a dim. sx. -illa); ı OIr
oxal 'armpit' »» Arm anu† anut≈ (<  *asnut≈) 'armpit' »» ?φ OIr
ochae 'hollow of the armpit' (suggests IE *°ok- without *-s-?) »» Av
as7ayaƒ  gen. du. 'of both shoulders (Achseln)' ¶ P 6, Dv. #243, ≈ EI 5 1 6
(*hÅek8s- 'shoulder[-joint]; axle'; *hÅek8slehÅ- 'shoulder'), WH I 25, KM
6, Vr. 421, 689, Ho. 87, 234, Kb. 11, 1117, OsS 7, 1O58, EWA I 114-6 ,
Lx. 259, Vn. O  6, 36 ¶ On the connection between the meanings
'armpit' and 'shoulder' see  below. Connection with IE *ak8s- 'axis '
(supposed by many scholars) is unc. for lack of sufficient semantic t ies
¶ The connection between *aks- 'armpit' and *aks(-el)- 'shoulder' i s
not clear (derivation, or semantic change [and if so, in which
direction?], or secondary semantic association between originally
unrelated stems?). In any case, connection with IE *ak8s- 'axis '
(supposed by many scholars) is hardly acceptable for lack of sufficient
semantic ties ¶¶ The IE root may belong here if N *tK '''' may yield IE *ks
(cp. AD SShS) or if IE *-s- is a sx. ˚  In AD NM #1O7 I reconstructed t h e
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N word as *9o+atK'É (> HS, A, IE), S CNM 12 (: "*Go+atKe … The A and IE
forms point rather to *Óo+aKe"; this is a misunderstanding: h e r e
"*Go +atKe" is S’s notation for N *9o+atK'É. N *9  yields regularly A z e r o
and IE *Ó; there is a contraction *tK (from N *-tK ''''-) >  *K, so t h a t
*Óo+aKe is a reduced variant of N *9otK''''V); Vv. ANE 16 (rejects the Ko
cognate; misquotes my former rec. of N *9o+atK'É as *go+atK'É).
727. *9uZ7777e 6 666 '≈   sheep, goat' >  HS: S: Ar d. ˝aÎïy-, ˝aÎawïy- ' k i d
(young of goats)', ˝aÎ(aw)ïyu-l-ma2li 'youngs of camels' ¶ BK II 445 
Ch: it is tempting to adduce BT (Bl {Mk.} os7i 'billy-goat', Krkr ?o2~c7i!,
Ngm {Mk.} Os7i id.), but in the light of the Krkr pl. ?o2!ka~i\ 'goats' it s eems
more plausible to equate the BT forms with Jmb a~kWa!  'goat' and similar
forms of other Ch lgs. (<  N *Ó{o}kÉ  'goat' [q.v.]) || U: FU {Db.} *u2c7e,
{UEW} *uc7e 'sheep' (or '∈  an animal resembling a sheep') >  F uuhi
(gen. uuhen), Es utt  (< prt.), ∆ uhe 'ewe' » Mk u¢a u≤c7a, Er Kd uc7!a
'sheep' »  Chr: L uqga uz7≤Ga, Uf/B uz7Ga, H yqga ≤¥z7Ga 'fir coat' » Prm
{LG} *u$z7 > Z, Vt yq Èz7 'sheep' »» ObU {Ht.} *a2c7 id. >  pVg *a2s7 id. (>  OVg
E TM osch, Vg: LK o2s7, MK/UK o2s; OVg W P/Sl ow`, Vg: P os7 [du. o2s7‰2G],
NV/ML os7, SV/LL os7 / o2s7ï; OVg N: SoG/Ber o¢asch, Chd/SoO ow`, Vg
Ss O2s; OVg S: Vt a¢∆, SSS asch, o¢otsch), pOs *ac7 id. >  Os: V/Vy ac7,
Ty/Y aºc7, D os7 ± oc7, K os7, Nz/Kz Os7, O as ¶ The long *u2- (suggested by F
uuhi) may be accounted for by the loss of the initial *9- ¶ UEW 5 4 1 ,
Sm. 552 (FP *uuc7i 'sheep'), Db. OS xxxii, Ker. II 178, MRS 625, 762, LG
328, Ht. #4 ¶ UEW reasonably remarks: "Das Vorhandensein des Wortes
für 'Schaf' in der FU Grundsprache ist noch kein Beweis für d ie
Schafzucht, aber durchaus für das Kennen eines schafähnliches Tieres".
Since wild Oves, Caprae, and Capreoli are (and were) absent in t h e
presumed homeland of FU (both sides of the Urals, Nortwestern
Siberia), but are typical of the Turan and the mountains of Southern
Siberia, this word suggests a southern (Turanic, South-Siberian?)
ancient habitat of the early pU lge. Napolskikh (Nap. IU 122-3) suggests
a possibility of reconstructing pFU *oc7a and supposing that it is a loan
from Indo-Iranian *aZ7a (> OI a≤ja-h5 'male goat', a≤ja 'goat') <  IE *ag8(a)
'goat'. But his *oc7a is at variance with the phonetic laws (F uuhi
cannot go back to *oc7a), so that his hyp. is untenable || A : NaT *u4çku4 ≠
(dis.?) *eçku4 'goat' > Chg ≥XV u4c7ku4, Tv o4s7ku4 'goat', ET o4c7ka4 ≠ ec7ku4, Xk
o4skI 'goat, he-goat', Ln o4c7ku4, SY u4s7ko4, Sg u4skiÆ ≠ u4ska4 'he-goat', OT
e+a4c7ku4, XwT XIV ec7ku4, MQp, MOg, Tk ∆ , Uz, Kr, Qmq, Qrg ec7ki, Alt ec1ki,
VTt ∆ i¢k¡, Nog, Qq es7ki, Qzq es7kiÆ 'goat' ¶ Cf. T *kæa4çi 'goat' < N
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*k''''{a 4 444}c 1 111Ë or *k '''' {a 4 444 }c 1 111VwV 'wild goat', '∈ antelope' (q.v. ffd.) (mutual infl.
of both T roots?) ¶ NaT *-ku4 may go back to a dim. sx. ¶ Cl. 24, ET VGD
35-6, Shch. Zh 117-8.
728. *9ËZ7777V 'feel, smell (sth.)' >  HS: Eg G ÷Z v. 'smell, hear', Eg fMK
÷Z v. 'perceive' ¶ EG I 238, Fk. 51  S *°√˝ÎÎ >  Ar ˝a2ÎÎ- ' sent iment ,
sens, faculté de sentir' ¶ BK II 443 ¶¶ Acc. to Tk. (Tk. I 176-86 a n d
263), the Eg cognate of *Î is z rather than Z. This is true about t h e
word-inirial position, but for for the Inlaut Tk. quotes only two lexical
correspondences: [1] Ar √s7Îf 'obtain, get' ÷  Eg s7zp ' empfangen,
entgegennehmen, ergreifen', [2] Ar √HÎw 'be over against, opposi te
to' ÷ Eg Ózy 'face agressively, meet (enemy), turn back, turn away' .
The example [2] is highly suspicious, because the real meaning of t h e
Ar word (acc. to BK) is 's’asseoir, se placer en face, vis-à-vis à qn.'. Eg
÷Z contradicts Tk.’s law of sound corr. (for the Inlaut position) a n d
suggests the necessity either of reformulating it or to find explanation
of Z in ÷Z || A: M *u4Z>e- v. 'see' (× N *HËZ1111É(- ûûûûqV) 'look, see', q.v. f fd . )
 Tg *°oJV > Lm Ol oJö, Lm O öJö 'heat (of animals) ¶ STM II 7  NaT
*u4Î- v. 'feel passion, sexual desire' (× N *{h}otV 'to smell [odorare, t o
get the odour of]', 'to smell [olere, to have an odour\scent]', q.v. f fd . )
> OT {Cl.} u4Î- 'feel sexual desire' (?); Ï *u4Î-ig 'passion, sexual des i re '
>  OT uÎig id., XwT uÎu4g 'passion' ¶ Cl. 39, 5O || IE *ÓWed-, *Óod- >
NaIE *od- v. 'smell (sth.)', *od-ma2 n. 'smell' (× N *{h}otV '⇑ ') ˚  Qu.,
because the IE, T, and M cognates have alt. etymologies.
729. (€?) *Ì{a}c 7777 ' '''V 'bite, chew' > K (K or GZ) *˝ec7 '- v. 'chew' > G ˝ec7'-,
Mg ˝ac7'-, Lz ˝vanc7''-, Sv ˝arc7'- id.; acc. to Mach. (Gm. SSh 21), Mg ˝ac7'-
goes back to pre-Z **˝ac7'k'- with subsequent loss of *k' due to dis. ( i n
the presence of *˝ ) ¶ Acc. to FS, Sv ˝arc7 '- is a loan from Mg ¶¶ Gm. SSh
21 (G, Zan), K 2O2-3, K2 224, FS K 347, FS E 389, DCh. 1359, SSO II 2 5 O
|| HS: S *°√÷T'T' 'bite' >  Ar 7wO √÷ÎœÎœ L 'bite each other'; ??? (wi th
secondary lateralization?) ∞wO  √÷Î^œÎ^ œ 'bite' ¶ BK II 276-7, 291 || ?φ A:
Tg: WrMc as7u 'put into one’s mouth, hold in one’s mouth, chew', Mc
Sb ?as‰m‰, ?as7um‰ 'hold in one’s mouth' ¶ Z 29, Hr. I 62, STM I 6O, Y
#1538 .
73O. ?φ *Ga4444c7 777 ' '''{Ë} (= *Ga4444c 7 777 ' '''o or *9a4444?ic7777 ' ''' {Ë}?) (∈ ) grass' >  K *°Ìic7'V >  G
Ìic7'a {Chx.} 'Sonchus, Gänsedistel', {DCh.} 'osot , serpuxa polevaå
(Sonchus, sawwort)',  G K/Kx/P Ìic7'-i 'wolfberry (Lycium)' ¶ Chx. 1 6 3 5 ,
DCh. 1363 || U **a4c7Ë >  FP *a4c7V ≠ *ac7o 'meadow, grassland' >  F aho
'meadow', 'clearing (left waste)', {SSA} 'aufgegebene Schwende
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(clearing), Brache, trockenes offenes Gelände', Krl aho 'old clearing o n
which a young forest has grown', Es ∆ ahu 'useless barren field' » pPrm
{LG} *e¿Z7a 'turf (Rasen, dern )', 'fallow land (zaleq∆ )', 'meadow' >  Z
´qa ez7a 'turf, virgin soil, fallow land, meadow, grass', Yz iz7a, Vt oqo
oz7o 'grass' ¶ LG 331, SK 6, SSA 54 || ?φ  A: NaT *ot 'grass, vegetation' >
OT, Chg ot id., Tk ot, Tv o<t, Uz öt, Xlj u¢ot, Az, Tkm, CrTt, Qmq, Nog,
Qzq, Qq, Qrg, ET, Alt, Xk, Yk ot, Ux öt, VTt † ut, Chv udò¥ ≠ vudò¥ ±
odò¥ id., QrB ot 'poison', Tf o<tæ 'unmown grass (used as fodder f o r
cattle)'; KW 291 mentions Kl oto  'Pflanze, Kraut; Kräuter (als Heilmeittel
verwendet)', probably a loan from T ¶ Róna-Tás suggests Tc origin o f
the T word (Tc A/B a2ti 'grass' < IE *ados  'cereals') (see  Dm. NTE 172) ¶
Cl. 34, Rs. W 366, ET Gl 481-3, TL 119-2O, Ra. 213 || ?φ  HS: SC: I rq
{MQK} gic'o2 'grass' ¶ MQK 4O, Blz. SCL s.v. 'grass' ˚  The T word is a
dubious cognate (the supposed change N *c7777 ' ''' > T *t has no parallels i n
other N words). Irq {MQK} gic'o2 (if it belongs here) suggests that N
*Ga4444c 7 777 ' '''{Ë} is to be interpreted as *9a4444c 7 777 ' ''' {Ë}. The vw. *o in NaT *ot may b e
due to regr. as. (N *a4444...o > *o...). The vw. *i in K *°Ìic7 'V and in Irq gic'o2
may be interpreted as suggesting the presence of the vw. *i within t h e
N etymon (*9a 4444?ic7777 ' ''' {Ë}?). Irq g- from N *9-??  
731. *Ìo6666c 7 777 ' '''V 'bone', (?) 'backbone '  > HS: S *≤÷aT'am- 'bone, ( ? )
backbone' > H b Mc3o3 ≤÷Ec'Em (pl. ÷âc'a2≤mo2t3), SmHb ≤÷aº:s'aºm (p l .
÷aº:≤s'aº:maºt), Ph ÷s5m, Ug ÷T5m, Ar ÷aÎœm-, Ak es'emtu, Eb {Krb.} a-za-
mu-um 'bone', Sr ÷at5ma 2 {Br.} 'coxa, latus', {JPS} 'thigh, side', JPA
{Sl.} Myo ÷t5m 'thigh of an animal', Md at5ma 'thigh, side, flank', M h
?a2T'‰me2t, and Hrs ?aT'A≤met 'back', Gz ÷as65m ≠ ÷as5m 'bone' ( e i the r
lateralization of the sibilant due to the infl. of SS *√÷s6's6' 'bone' [>  Jb C
≤÷i≤s6'Es6', Jb E ≤÷ay≤s6'‰s6', Mh, Hrs ?a2≤s6'ays6' 'bone'] or a purely spelling
variation due to the merger of s' and s6' in New EthS [acc. to Voigt]) ¶ KB
622-3, KBR 869, BH IV 215, A #2O82, OLS 96, Br. 52O, JPS 41O, DM 1 3 ,
Sl. P 4O1, Js. 1O63, L G 58, Jo. M 14, 39, Jo. J 39, Jo. H 6, 14, MiK I
#1.25  ?φ Eg G ÓZ 'bones' (dis. *÷Z >  ÓZ?) ¶ EG III 21O  NrOm:
Mj/Shk {Fl.} ?us 'bone' ¶ ≈ Fl. OO 317, Fl. OWL  ECh: Lele {Grgs.} i!sï&,
Kbly {Cp.} ?È~sÈ!, Skr {Sx.} ‰!si!Ni!, {Lk.} o!sseNgi, Mgm {J} ?a~ssu!, Mkl {J}
?o~sse!, Jg {J} ?aso, Brgt ?a!so! 'bone' ¶ ChC, JI II 37, Blz. EChWL s.v. ' b o n e '
|| K: G ÌoZ7-i 'fang, a large tooth' ¶ Chx. 1646, DCh. 1365, K2 232 (G
ÌoZ7-i π Zan ˝eZ7- 'swine'??) ¶ -Z7- for the expected -c7 '- due to as.? || IE
*xWest[≈]- ¬ *xWost[≈]- ({EI} *≤h€ost [gen. *≤h€est-s]) 'bone ' > OI asthi-
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, Av ast- id. »» Gk o>ste1on id. »» L os (stem oss-) id. »» Clt: OIr asna
'rib', MW ass-en 'rib, lath'; W, OCrn asen 'rib', Brtt cd. {RE}
*askornos 'bone' >  MW ascwrn, W asgwrn, OCrn, Crn ascorn,
MBr asco(u)rn, Br asko(u)rn id. (a cd., with the second e lement
seen in W mi-gwrn, Br mi-gourn 'cartilage', W llos-gwrn 'tail') »»
pAl {O} *as7ti+a >  Al asht 'bone' »» Arm oskr oskR id. ({EI} < *h€ost-
wr=) »» Tc B pl. a2sta 'bones'  Ht hastai, hasti-, Lw has(s)a-
'bone' ¶¶ P 783, EI 77, M K I 67, M E I 15O-1, WH I 225-6, F II 436-7, Vn.
A  94-5, RE 84, O 11, Ad. 45-7, Pv. III 233-7, Ts. E I 2O2-3, Ivn. SA 153 ||
A *u2c>[æ]a 'back, backbone' (× N *HË[w]c6666 ' '''V [o r  *HËwVc6666 ' '''V] 'loins, l ap ' )
>  NaT *u2ça 'sacrum, coccyx, backbone, back (dos)' (×  N *HË[w]c6666 ' '''V) >
OT uc7a {Cl.} '≈   loins, haunches, rump', MQp XIV u2Z7a2, [CC] uc7a ' b ack ' ,
OOsm XV uZ7a 'buttocks', Chg '*v" , ´*v" uc7a 'back (dos)', Tkm u2Z7a
'rump; dock (part of animals’ body adjacent to the base of the tail);
sacrum', Osm {Rh.} uZ7a 'a stump, the bottom part of a thing', Tk uca
[uZ7a] 'coccyx', VTt o¢a ¥ºs7 !a, Bsh osa ¥ºsa 'pelvis, buttocks', StAlt u¢a
uc1a 'back (dos), haunch, loins', Alt/Tlt {Rl.} uc7a uc1a, Shor/Sg {Rl.} uc7a
'Hinterteil, Kreuz, Rücken (bei Tieren und Menschen)', Qrg, QK {Rl.}
uc7a, uZ7a ' rump' , QK {Rl.} ÈZ7a, Tb uc7a, Qmn {Rl.} ÈZ7a 'back (dos)', ET, Ln
uc7a 'rump, back (dos)', StAlt uc1a 'thigh, rump, meat of the hind part o f
an animal, back', Sg uc7a 'rump, back, hind part of an animal', SY
uZ7a≠uc7a, Nog us7a, VTt ¥ºs7 !a, Bsh ∆  ¥ºsa 'loins', Tv uz7a 'fatty tail (of a
sheep), rump', Yk uha 'hind part of an animal', Chv {ChVS} ysa wa€mmi
Èzòa s7¥mmi 'sacrum, rump', {Ash.} 'thigh-bone', {ET} ysa Èzòa 'rump' ¶
Cl. 2O, ET Gl 566-7, Rh. 239, Bu. I 116, TkR 656, Rl. I 1384, 1721-3 ,
1734, BT 169, B DChT 162, Ash. V 337, TvR 435, Rs. W 5O9, Pek. 3O75,
ChVS 288. Tkm u2 provides ev. for a long pT *u2, while Yk u is likely t o
point to a pT short vw. (unless this is a shortening in uncer ta in
conditions [before an open second syll.?] mentioned by Poppe - w Pp. J
55) ¶ T ı M: MM [LV, MA, IsV], MMgl [Z] u2c7a, WrM u9uca ' c roup ,
sacrum, loins', HlM u2c id., Brt u2sa 'croup, sacrum', Kl u2ca 'sacrum, b a c k
(dos), hind quarters', Ord u2cæa 'hind quarters of animals', Mgl uc7a ' b a c k
(dos)'. The opposite direction of the borrowing (M *u2c>a ı T *u2ça) is
hardly acceptable for two reasons: [1] chronological difficulties: the T
form uc7a  is attested from the 8th c. A.D., sc. long before the Mongolian
conquers;  [2] pM long vowels lose their length in HlM, Brt, and Kl,
while here the vw. of these lgs. is long; so that the only possible
solution is to accept Ligeti’s proposal (Lg. VMI 71) of the T origin of t h e
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M word] ¶ Cl. 2O, Lg. VMI 71, ET Gl 566-7, Rh. 239, Bu. I 116, TkR 6 5 6 ,
Rl. I 1384, 1721-3, 1734, BT 169, B DChT 162, Ash. V 337, TvR 435, Rs.
W 5O9, Pek. 3O75, ChVS 288  Tg *u+oçVka 'fish fin' > WrMc uciqa
'fish fin on the belly', Neg oçaxa ± oçaka 'fish fin on the back' ¶ Z 1 6 5 ,
STM II 29, 29O, Hr. 942 ¶¶ ≠ DQA #272O (A *u2c>æV 'behind, rump, fish
fin') ˚  The A and SS reflexes of the N word suggest an ancient meaning
'backbone' that coexisted with the wider meaning 'bone'.
731a. ≈ *˝ay{e}c 6666V  seek, look for' > HS: S *°√÷s6s6 (≠ *√{˝}s6s6?) >  Ar
√÷s7s7 (pf. ÷as7s7a) v. 'seek, acquire'; ? Gz √Xs6s6 (js. y´Xs6´s6) v. ' seek ,
look for, desire' (a loan from an unknown C source **√˝s6s6 with
further as. *-˝s6- > -Xs6-?) ¶ BK II 259, L G 266  C: HEC *has- v. 'want ,
seek' >  Brj ha2s-, Ged, Hd, Kmb, Sd has- id. ¶ AD SF 153 (s.v. *h5Ås6-
'iskat∆ ', 'xotet∆ '), Hd. 163, 195, 244, 281, 32O, 369, Ss. B 88 || U:
FU (att. in BF) *°e{c1c1}V- > F etsia4 v. 'seek, look for', Krl A ec7c7i-, Krl Ld
ec1c1i-, Vp ec1-t!a, ec-t!a4, Vo ‰ccia, Es otsi-, Es ∆ o%tsi-, Lv vo˘c7c7´ id. ¶ SK
42, Kt. 5O6 ¶ SK equates the BF word with Lp N occa6t v. 'seek' (<  pLp
{Lr.} *oc‰ id.), but acc. to the reg. sound laws Lp *oc‰ does not belong
here, but is akin to F udella v. 'be curious, inquire' <  FU *uc7c7V, w Krh.
159, SSA I 1O9, Lr. #799 || IE: NaIE *ai\s-, *ai\s-sk8- v. 'seek, wish' ({EI}
IE *hÅei\s- 'wish for, seek out') >  OI ≤e2s5ati 'seeks, looks for', e2≤s5ah5
'wish, choice', ic≤chati (<  *ays-sk8-) 'looks for', Av is7aîti 'wishes' »»
Arm ajç ayc≈ (<  *ays-sk8a2-) n. 'search, inspection' (‘ 'visit') »» L
aerusc-o2 /-a2re v. 'beg, ask', Um EISCURENT 'arcessierint' »» OHG
eisco2n v. 'search, question, require', OSx e6scon, e2scian v.
'require', AS a2scian v. 'try, require, ask (a question)' (>  NE ask) »» Lt
i!es7kau / ies7koti 'look for', Ltv ieﬁska2 ^t 'to louse' » Sl *jÁska¡-ti ' t o
look for, to seek' >  OCS iskati iskati (prs. isk0 isko< ≠ i∑0
is7to<), R is≤kat∆ (prs. i≤∑u) id., Blg ≤i∑a 'I look for', ≤iskam ' I
want', SCr i~skati 'to wish' (prs. i~s7te2m), Slv i!skati, OCz iskati
'to look for', P iskac11 'to louse, to seek, to search' ¶ Dv. #14, P 16, EI
629, M K I 85, WH I 19, Bc. G 333, Ho. 7, Ho. S 17, EWA II 1O22-3, Kb.
196, Frn. 182, Slt. 366, ESSJ VIII 238-9, Glh. 278 || A: M *ic>a- (unless i t
is *Fic>a-) 'hope' > WrM, WrO ica-, Kl ic-ic- v. 'hope for, expect ' ,
WrM ica9, WrO icaq, Kl icg ic´9 n. 'hope' ¶ Gl. I 19O, MED 397, Krg.
99, KRS 275, KW 211-2 ¶¶ ≠ DQA #588 (A *ic>æV 'hope, see' > incl. M )
˚ M *i- < N *-y{e}-?
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732. *ÌÅc6666 ' '''V 'cut, cut into pieces' >  K *°Ìec`'- >  Mg Ìec7'- 'cut (ha i r ) ,
cut' ¶ Q 49 || HS: WS *√÷s6 'w 'divide, separate' > Ar v5O√÷Î^œw (ip. -
÷Î^œu2) 'dépecer (un mouton, etc.), séparer par membres \pa r t i e s ,
partager'; S d. *÷is6'- 'piece, portion' >  Ar ÷iÎ^œ-at- id., Gz ÷´s6', ÷´s6'a2, Tgr
÷‰s', Tgy ÷‰s'a, ÷‰c7'a 'lot' ¶ BK II 283, L G 57  ?σ C: [1] Irq {MQK} hac6'a!?
'different, other', hac6 'ïc 7 'ïm- 'differentiate, sort out', {E} hac6'a 'other'; [2]
??φ SC: Irq {MQK} Hac6'ït- 'share, receive one another, take turns', {E}
hac6'it- v. 'share' ¶ ≈ E SC 336 (reconstructs SC *hac6'- v. 'be separa ted ,
divided up'), MQK 47, 49  Eg fOK ÷Z {EG} 'hacken', Eg MK {Fk.} ÷Z
'hack up, destroy' ¶ EG I 238, Fk. 51 ¶ Hardly akin (⇔  Tk. I 44, 249) t o
Sa {Wlm.} -u÷ug- v. 'dig', Ang {Flk.} ok 'dig', Ll yagi 'dig' || D *ac>- v.
'cut' >  Gnd ac>c>a2na2 v. 'cut off (hand, foot, etc.), split, saw', Mlt asye v.
'chisel' ¶¶ D #46 || ?φ  IE *xat- 'cut, pierce' >  Ht hatt- 'make a ho le
(in), pierce, stab, slash'; AnIE ı Arm hat hat 'cut, cutting; fract ion,
fragment, piece', hatanel hatan-el 'to cut' (not an inherited w o r d
because of -t-, while in an inherited cognate one expects -tæ- <  IE *-t-)
 OIr a1ith adj. 'cutting, piercing' ¶¶ Pv. III 248-255, Ts. E I 215-7, Grp.
IVAA 53, Vn. A   54 ˚  The rec. of N *Ì-  is based on S *÷-, Ht h-, and K
*Ì-. The IE reflex is qu., because it has not been proved that N *-c6666 ' '''-
yields IE *-t-.
733. € *Gu6666dV 'to tie; thong' >  K *˝wed- 'thong, belt, leash' >  OG
˝wed- (Gued-) 'thong, leathern tie of a yoke', {K} 'leash of yoke', G
˝ved- 'thong; leathern belt', G J ˝ved- 'leathern tie of a yoke', Mg
˝ve(n)d-  'thong, saddle-girth', Lz ˝ved-  'thong, leathern belt', Sv ˝wed
'thong, strap' ¶¶ K 2O3, K2 225-6, ≈  K IEK 74-5 (K •π IE), GP 269 ||
IE: *Óeu\d≈-/*Óou\d≈-/*Ówed≈- v. 'tie', n. 'tie, thong': [1] *Óeu\d≈-
/*Óou\d≈- >  Lt inf. a!usti (1s prs. a!udz7iu), Ltv au^st (prs. au^zu)
'weave', Lt u2ﬁdis 'einmaliges Gewebe' » R ∆  us≤lo 'web in the initial
stage of weaving' »» Arm zød  z-o6d 'withe, band; tie, bond', zødem z-
o 6dem  v. 'tie, bind, fasten, attach' (on the prepositional element z- s e e
Me. EAC 94), jød y-o6d 'bond, tie, link; articulation, joint, juncture ' ,
jødem y-o6dem  'I tie, bind, unite', ? ød o6d 'shoe' (Arm ø o6 < eArm
au\)  [2] *Ówed≈- 'attach, tie' >  OI ≤vadhra-h5 'leathern strap' »» Gk
[Hs.] ]e†moi1 : polloi1, desmoi1, plo1kamoi ({Mn.} 'chains', 'ropes', or sim.) »»
OIr fedan 'Gespann, Geschirr', {Mn.} 'yoke, team', OIr fedil, W
gwedd 'yoke' »» Gt ga-widan* 'verbinden' (3s p. ga-wa†), OHG
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we4tan  vt. 'to yoke, to join' ¶ P 75-6, 1116-7, Mn. 1497-8, F I 448, Fs.
211-2, Kb. 1186, OsS 1132, Frn. 26, Vs. IV 171, Slt. 29O-1, ≠  Ach. III
412-3 and IV 6O7-8, M K IV 137 (rejects the connection of OI
≤vadhra- with IE *wed≈-) ˚  Not here WrM u4de- ≠ u4du4- 'fasten with
thongs, cord, or thread passed through a hole or holes', because it goes
back to pM *Fu4de- (> Ba {MYC} Xudu-), see KW 455, MED 995, MYC 6 8 8
˚  IS MS 364 (*9udÿ  'svåzyvat∆ '), IS SS ##3.13, 9.2.
734. (€?) *GËLV 'knee, elbow' >  IE *xWel- or *Ùol- (/ *Ùel-?)
'elbow' >  NaIE *o2Ælena2, *o+elni- id. (× N ?φ ≈ *goN{Ó}a4444lV ≠ mt. :
*gol{Ó}Vn2222V ' forearm'?)  > Gk ]vle1nh, ]vlh1n 'the arm from the elbow
downwards, elbow', [Hs.] ]vllo1n 'elbow' »» L ulna 'elbow bone, half el l '
»» Gt aleina 'ell', ON o<ln 'forearm, ell', AS {Ho.} e$ln id. (>  NE ell),
OHG elina 'elbow, ell, ulna' >  NHG Elle 'ell' »» OIr uilen 'e lbow,
angle', W, MCrn elin, Crn elyn, MBr elin, Br ilin 'elbow' »» OI a≤ni-
h5 ≠ a2≤ni-h5 'the part of the leg just above the knee', ?? NPrs ˆ"rÀ å2rå2n
'ell' »» ?σ Tc: A a2lem du. 'palms of the hands', B alyiye 'palm of t h e
hand'  Ht haliya-  v. 'kneel, genuflect', halihla(i\)- v. 'genuflect' ¶ ¶
P 3O8, EI 176 (IE *h‹elVn- 'elbow, forearm'), WH II 812, M K I 72, F II
1146-7, Vn. U  18, YGM-1 214, Hm. 394, Fs. 35, Vr. 686, Ho. 9O, Kb.
197, EWA II 1O44-9, Horn 5, Ad. 27, Pv. III 28-9, 31-2 || K: Sv: UP
˝ula4y (gen. ˝ula4is7, pl. ˝ula4r ≠ ˝ula4∏r), LB/Ln ˝ula4, L ˝ulay 'knee', L
{Dn.} li-˝wlay-e 'to kneel' ¶ TK 797, Ni. s.v. kolíno , Dn. s.v. ˝ulay, GP
269 || HS: ? EC: Sa/Af {R} helu2f ≠ holu2f 'elbow, ell' (Sa/Af {R} h =
[H]?) (Sa/Af H- is a reg. erpresentative of N *G -  [cp. Af He!ray 'pigs' < N
*GVÂV 'wild boar', q.v.]) ¶ R S II 181.
735. *Gun 2222V  'bend, be bent, sink, fall' >  K: GZ *˝un- >  OG ˝un-/˝on-
'bend', G ˝un- 'biegen, krümmen', Mg ˝un- 'bend' ¶ Abul. 129, 3O3,
Chx. 1655-6, K2 22-3 (adduces OG b˝un- 'bend' and reconstructs GZ
*b˝wen-/*b˝wn-) || HS: Ch: ECh: Kbl {Cp.} wo~Nli~ 'bend' ¶ ChC || A: M
*una- v. 'fall' > MM [MA, IM, L] una-, WrM una-, HlM una- v. 'fall, fall
down', Mnr {SM, T} una2-, Mgl {Rm.} uno2na, Dx una-, Ba na2- v. 'fall' ¶ Pp.
MA 363, 449, Pp. L II 1261, MED 875, SM 471-2, T 368-9, T DnJ 137, T
BJ 143, Rm. M 41  Tg *o2Nk- 'fall flat \ lie on one’s back, (?) turn ove r '
>  Ewk o2Nka2n- 'fall on one’s back', Ewk Np o2Nnï- vi. 'turn over', Lm o2NkI∏,
Neg o1NkankI∏, o2NkIskI∏, Ul o2ndI, Ork o2ndon, Nn Nh o1nZ7I, Nn B UnZ7I, WrMc
oncoXon '(lying\falling) on one’s back', Mc Sb {Y} ?oMc7 !‰h´M, ?oMc7!uhuM
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'facing upwards', {Mrm.} onc7Xon  'ausgebreitet, auf dem Rücken l iegend'
¶ STM II 21, Y #525, Klz. MS 238.
736. *Gon````[V]9a 'fingernail, claw' (‘ 'hook') >  HS: Eg fOK ÷n.t
'fingernail, claw; thumb' >  DEg ?n.t 'fingernail, claw', Cpt Sd eine,
ine, Cpt B ini 'thumb; hache à deux tranchants, instrument d u
charpentier' ¶ EG I 188, Er. 63, Vc. 64-5) (<  *Ì+9oNV) || K: G I/Lch/Gr
ÌvanÌv-al-i {Chx., Ghl.} 'hook\peg for hanging up baskets' ({Chx.}:
'Haken [zum Aufhängen von Körben]', {Ghl.} 'grip of a basket') ¶ Chx.
1622, Ghl. 587 || IE *éWeng[≈]Óo / *éWnog≈[Ó]- '(finger)nail, claw' (>
NaIE *ongW≈[Ó]o-, *nogW[≈]Óo-, ? *´nog≈[Ó]- id.), ({EI} *h‹nog≈(w)-) >  OI
na≤kham 'finger-\toe-nail, claw', pIrn *naxa- >  Oss I nyx n‰X, D niX
'fingernail, claw', ZrPhl n?hwn , NPrs ñxu'Na nå2Xon ≠ ñvxu'Na nå2Xu2n, Ygn
naXna id., KhS na2hune 'nails' »» Arm e¬ungn eÒ-ungn ' f inger- \ toe-
nail, claw, iron hook' (<  a cd. *eÒn-ungn 'hind's/roe's hoof'?) »» Gk }onyx,
gen. } onyc-oß 'fingernail' (acc. to Bks., y  is due to dis.: }onyc- <  *onog≈- <
*Ó‹nogh [sc. *éWnog≈-]) »» L unguis, gen. pl. unguium, [g] unx
' f inger-\toe-nail ' »» OIr {P} ingu, inga, ionga, {Flr.} ingen, OW
eguin, W ewin, OBr {Flr.} euin ≠ eguin, Br ivin 'fingernail' »»
pGmc d.: ON nagl, OHG nagal 'nail' (>  NHG Nagel) (cp. L ung-ul-a
'hoof'), OSx naga, AS nAÌ$l 'nail, claw', NE nail »» BSl: Lt naﬁgas, Ltv
nags  'finger-\toe-nail', BSl d. (dim.?) *noguti- >  Lt nagu~ti-s ' f inger-
\toe-nail' (dim.), Pru nagutis 'finger-\toe-nail', pSl *noŸŸg¥tÁ (gen .
noŸŸg¥ta) id. >  OCS nog5t6 nogËtÁ, R ≤nogot∆, Cz nehet, P †
nogiec1, Slv no•het, Blg ≤nok`t, pl. ≤nokt-i, SCr noŸkat, gen.
noŸkt-a (Blg and SCr -kt-ù*-gt- by as. in the oblique cases and in pl .
with subsequent generalization of -kt-  in the declension paradigm)  BSl
*nog-a2 'hoof' > Lt naga~ id., Ltv nagas pl. 'both hands, hands and fee t ' ,
Pru nage 'foot', pSl *no≤ga 'leg, foot' >  OCS noga noga, R no≤ga
(accus. nogu), Blg no≤ga, SCr no~ga, Slv no!ga, Cz, Slk noha, P noga
»» ?φ pTc {Ad.} *mekwa2 >  A maku pl., B mekwa pl. ' ( f inger \ toe-
)nails' ({Ad.}: *m-  < *n- by as.) ¶ P 78O, Mn. 879, EI 389, Flr. 169, Frn.
478-9, En. 213, Glh. 44O, Vs. III 78-8O, Ma. CS 321-2, M K II 124, M E II
4, Ab. II 217-8, Bai. 181, WH II 818-9, Vr. 4O3-4, Kb. 711, Schz. 2 1 9 ,
Ho. 23O, Ho. S 54, KM 5O1, Bks. IELG 47, Slt. 147-8, Vl. II 1271-2, F II
398-9, Ad. 467 ¶¶ IE *-ng≈WÓ- < pre-IE *-ngÓ- <  *-N9- regularly || U: FU
*oNtV 'thorn, spear' >  Chr L {Ü} umdo umÎo, undo unÎo, Chr M unto
'spear, sting of insects', Chr Uf unÎ¥ 'bayonet, sting of insects', Chr B
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unÎo 'Bärenspieß, spear, sting' »» ObU: pOs *oNt´(p) ({∫Hl.} *a"Nt´(p))
'Bärenspieß, spear' >  Os: V/Vy o¿Nt´w, Ty/Y a"NWt´p, D oNt´, Sh O2Nt´, Kz
ONti, O uNti, N {Ahl.} oNti, uNti id.; pVg *a"wtV 'spear' >  Vg: T awta2,
LK/P owt´, Ss owta, ML {Mu.} aºwta4 ≠ aºwte$ id.  ? Sm *a4Nt¥ ' b lade
(Schneide)' >  Ne T nånd, T O {Lh.} n1a$¯:nt, Ng {Mik.} Nat!´, En {Cs.} Kh
eddo, En {Cs.} B naddo, Slq Tz {Prk.} a2Nti, oNti, Slq Tm {KD} a2Nd, M t
{Hl.} *a4nda4 (misprinted as *a2nda2) id. (Mt K {Pl.} e1ndide id. [+ ppa. 3 s ] )
Ï Mt {Hl.} *a2nd´ka2 (misprinted for *a4nd´ka4 [?]) 'sharp' (Mt M {Sp.}
andyka) ¶¶ Coll. 1O5, UEW 342, Sm. 542 (FU *o+uNtaº ' spear '  > FP
*oNta, Ugr ? *uNta), Hl. rHt 71, Jn. 2O-1, Hl. M #74, Stn. D 144-5 ,
MK 399 || ?φ  D *a2n`i 'nail, peg' >  Tm a2n`i 'nail, small spike, peg,
linchpin', Ml a2n`i, Tu a2n5i 'peg, nail', Kt a2n`y 'nail of metal or wood', Td
o2n`y 'nail', Kn, Tl a2n`i 'nail, linchpin' ¶¶ The word is etymologically
connected with OI a2n5ih5 'pin of the axle' and Pali a2n`i- 'linchpin, bol t ,
peg', but the direction of the borrowing is not clear: Caldwell suggests
that the OI word is from Dravidian, while the 2nd ed. of the Dravidian
Etym. Dict. assumes the opposite direction of the borrowing. Since t h e
IE et. of OI a2n5i- (presumably from IE *el-ni-, whence OHG lun ' bo l t ,
nail of a wheel' and NHG Lu4nse <  *l=-ni, as suggested with a query b y
Mayrhofer) is highly qu., the D origin of the stem is still r a t h e r
plausible. If D *a2n`i is an inherited N word rather than a loan from IAr,
its *a2- (for the expected *o-) remains enigmatic ¶¶ Cald. CGDL2 454ff. ,
DED #295, D app. #1O, M K I 72 ˚  But GZ *nek'[u]- 'little finger' is n o t
related to the abovementioned IE root [⇔ Blz. KM 138], because t h e
change 'finger' ‘ 'little finger' contradicts the laws of semant ic
typology; on the origin of *nek'[u]- see N *n3333ik''''u 'small, little'.
737. *Gan2222{c6 666 ' '''}Ë 'cheek' >  HS: C: SC: Alg {E} ÷unc6'a, Irq {MQK} ÷unc6'a
'inside of cheek', {Mgw.} ÷unc6 'a 'cheek', Brn {E} ÷uc6'a 'cheek' (and/or I rq
{MQK} ÷anc6'amo2, {Wh.} a!nc6'amo 'molar', Brn {Wh.} a2c6'imo 'tooth' [pl.
a2c6'o]?) ¶ AD SF 3O7, E SC 278, Mgw. 115, Wh. IC 26, Wh. SI, MQK 1 5 ,
112 || U: FU: pOs {Ht.} *o"n`c7´˝ 'jaw' >  Os: V/Vy On`c7´˝, on`c7´˝, Ty
o"n`c7´˝, Y o"nc7´˝, D/K uns7´, Kz wö8n`s7i", O onsi id. ¶ Ht. #39 (•÷  Vg *a2n´G
'jaw') ¶ The final *-´˝ in Os may be explained by the infl. of ObU
*{a2}n´˝ 'jaw' (<  N *Ùa4444n 2 222VkV [¬ *Ùa4444NkV?] 'jaw, palate', q.v.) || K {FS,
K2} *˝ac`'w- 'cheek' >  OG ˝ac'u- 'cheek' [Mt. 5.39], 'jaw' [∏ 31.9], G
˝ac'v-i 'cheek', ˝ac'u  'the upper part of a cheek', Sv Lx ˝a2c7'a 'cheek', Sv
π  ˝a2c7'-ol (with a dim. sx.) id. ¶¶ FS K 344, K2 222 || A: NTg *ança
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'cheek' >  Sln ança2, Lm A an1çi, Lm B/O an1çIn, Neg ança2n id., Ewk ança2n ±
han1çan 'cheek, cheek-bone' » ? (cd., d.) AmTg *andasi3 ' cheek '  > Ul, Ork ,
Nn Nh andasI ˚  Not here B *g{a2}zœzœ 'cheek' (> Ah ag1azœ, pl. ig1azœzœ´n, Gh
aZ7´zœ, Gd ag1Ezœzœ, pl. g1EzœzœEn) because of the initial *g-. It guancia
'cheek' does not belong here either, because it goes back to a loan
from a Gmc lge. (probably Gt *waNgo 'cheek', attested in a der ived
word: Gt waggarja dat. 'Kopfkissen') (see KM 837, ML #9499).
738. *Gon2222tV  'heat; to heat' > K: GZ *˝went- v. 'melt (wax, fat)' (×  K
{K2} *˝went- 'stream down'  > Sv ˝we2nt 'drop'?) >  G ˝vent- ( inf .
da˝venteba) 'melt', Mg ˝vant- v. id. ¶¶ K DE2 175, K2 226, Fn. KW-1
#72, FS K 348, FS E 39O || IE *Ùend- 'be hot; set fire to' >  H t
hantais- n. 'heat', Pal (bf.) ha2- 'be hot'  NaIE *°Vnd- (= *ond-?) >
OIr and-  v. 'kindle' (prtc. andithe  'accensus', vb. n. andud) ¶¶ Ped.
H 48 (Ht, OIr), Pv. III 1O7, Ts. E I 154, Vn. A  75 (no satisfactory et. f o r
OIr) || U: FP *onta 'heat, warmth' > Prm: Z o™d ‰d (obl. ‰dy-) 'embers i n
a stove; speed', {Rog.} o™dd 'heat in a sauna', Vt o™dy ‰dÈ  'strength' » Lp
Pa {TI} oÚdò:;¥ò 'Anlage; Eifer' » BF (with an irreg. *i-): Es ∆  ind (gen .
inna) 'rut, heat' (of animals) ('kiima'), F inta 'desire, lust' ( 'ha lu ,
himo'), into 'eagerness, ardour, zeal' ¶ UEW 719 (suggests that t h e
irreg. BF *i- is due to as.), TI 312, SK 1O8, LG 2O9 ˚  The absence o f
the expected labialization in IE (*xWe-  >  *o-) still requires explanation.
739. *Gu6666ru 6666 'to flow, to stream' >  K: GZ ≈ *˝war-/*˝wr- >  G ˝var-
/˝vr- 'pour (out)', ˝var-i 'stream' ('Regen-\Gieß-bach, Strom [von
Schweiß, Blut, etc.]'), Mg {Q} ˝var˝val- vi. 'flow, leek, boil ' ,
˝var˝val-i 'stream, strong current, boiling', ? Mg/Lz {Chik.} ˝var- v.
'get soaked (promokat∆ , moknut∆ )' ¶ Chx. 1622, 1628-9, Q 35O, Chik.
347 || IE *Ùwr- '≈   sprinkle' >  Ht hurnai\-, hurniya- v. ' spray,
sprinkle', Pal huwarninai 'sprinkles'  NaIE *wr=n-/*u2r-/*au\r- v.
'rain, to drip, to trickle' (×  N *w{a}qrV [or *w{a}rqV?] 'to rain, t o
drip, to trickle, to be strained' [q.v.] and possibly N *warV 'stream o f
water' [q.v.]) >  Gk [rai1nv 'I sprinkle' (<  *wr=n-y-o2), [rani1ß (gen. [rani1doß)
n. 'drop' »» L u2r°na 'urine' (semantic infl. of Gk o‘yron 'ur ine '  < NaIE
*wors-/*wers- 'rain, dew' < N *æwVÂÛV ¬ *æwVÛVÂV 'pour, flow',
q.v.), ?σ u2r°nor / u2r°na2ri v. 'dive' »» ON u1r 'light rain, mois ture ' ,
ON u1rigr 'dewy', AS u2riÌ 'moist', ON aur-r (?) 'moisture, wetness '
»» Pru wurs (< Blt *u2ras) 'pond' (× NaIE wer-/*u2r- 'flowing water' < N
*warV  '⇑ ') ¶¶ Pv. III 4O2-4, P 8O-1, 1182, F II 639-4O, WH II 84O, Vr.
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2O, 635, Ho. 372, En. 278, ≈ EI 636 (IE *≤we+oÓr 'water ' )  || A (?*uÂË
'flow'): M *urus- 'flow, run, stream' >  MM [MA, IsV] urus- id., WrM
urus-, HlM ursa-x id., 'float; dissolve', Ord {Ms.} u¯ru¯s- ' couler ' ,
Mnr {SM} uros‰- v. 'flow, leak', {T} urose- 'flow, stream', Dx {T} urusu-
'flow' ¶ Pp. MA 368, Lg. VMI 71, MED 886-7, SM 478-9, T 369, T DnJ
137, Pp. IM 2O3  ?σ NTg *u'rË- >  Ewk urigd´(n) 'creek, back-water
(zavod∆ ), slow stream (tixoe te¢enie )', Lm u'r‰n- ' schmelzen,
umschmelzen' (Blei, Erz) ¶ STM II 284, LW 1O62  ?σ pJ {S} *u~ru~-p- >
OJ {S} u~ru~p-, {Mr.} uruFu, J: T/Kg uruo!-, K u!ru!o!- {Kenk.} 'be mois tened,
be(come) wet\damp' ¶ S QJ #363, Mr. 78O (pJ *uru-pa-pa-)  T: [1] Yk
u4ra4k 'river, brook'  [2] T *o4rs- (> NaT *o4rVs- ≠ *o4z-) 'river', v. 'flow' >
Yk o4ru4s, u4¢o4s, Tk ∆ o4z, Chv var 'river', Az ∆ u4z- v. 'flow, stream'; ı T
*o4rsa4n (> NaT *o4za4n) 'river, river bed '  > Tk ∆ , Qmq, Qzq o4zen, Kr o4zen
± o4z1a4n1 ≠ ezen, CrTt ozen1, 'river', Qrg o4zo4n, Uz u€zan özan 'river b e d ' ,
QbB, Nog o4zen 'valley' (“ *'river bed'), Tv o4zen, Chv vazòan ' ravine
(loqbina , log , lo∑ina )', VTt u4za4n, Bsh u4Îa4n 'valley, depress ion
(dol )' ¶ ET Gl 51O-2, UzR 579, TkR 499, Pek. 1968, 3168, AzDDL 3 9 9
¶¶ Pp. VG 1O2 (M, Tg), DQA #1584 (A *oruso 'river; to flow': M, T *o4rs-
); the J cognate was suggested by Starostin (p.c., 1975) || D *u2rÀ- v.
'spring, flow (as water in a well), ooze' >  Tm u2r3u id., Ml u2r3uka v.
'spring as water, ooze', Kn u2r3u, Tl u2ru id., 'leak out', Td u;rÀ- ' spr ing
forth, ooze', Kdg utt-, Tu u2juni, u2suni, Gdb u2r-e2r- v. 'ooze', Klm u;r-
'(house) leaks', Nkr u2r- v. 'leak, drip', Gnd u2sa2 'flow of water, f lood ' ,
Knd u2sa 'spring', Kui ur-pa / ur-t- v. 'ooze, spring up', Ku u2ta ' spring,
fountain', Mlt orbe  v. 'fall in showers' ¶¶ D #761 ˚ IS I 240-1 (K, D, A
+ qu. S). It is worth paying attention to Sq {Ls.} ≤÷eyreh 'lake' and Ug
{OLS} Gyr 'depresssion, well' ('depresión, pozo, profundidad'), b u t
they are more likely to belong together with Ar ˝awr- 'bottom, lowest
part' <  CS *˝awir- ÿ CS *˝a2r- <  N *9ar{i} 'valley, hollow in t h e
ground, cave' (q.v.).
74O. € *GVÂV 'wild boar' > K: GZ *˝or- 'swine' > G ˝or-, Mg, Lz ˝eZ7-
id. ¶ K 2O5, K2 232, FS K 351-2, FS E 394-5 || HS: EC: Af {PH} He!ray
'pigs' (snglt. Hera!ytu 'pig'), {R} hå≤ra2y, Sa {R} ≤håra2 coll. 'wild b o a r s '
(snglt. -yta2) Or {Brl.} eria 'wild boar'; C ı Gz Hara2wya 'swine' ¶ R S
II 19, PH 128, L G 244, Brl. 138.
741. *˝er?V 'eagle' or sim. >  IE *x8er-/*x8or- 'eagle, big bird' >  NaIE
*er-/*or- >  OIr irar ≠ ilar, W eryr, MBr erer, Br/Crn (hpl.?) er
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'eagle' »» Gmc {P} *aran- > Gt ara, ON ari, o<rn (< Gmc *arnuz) 'eagle ' ,
AS earn, OHG aro id., NHG Aar 'big bird of prey'; MHG adel-ar ( l i t .
'noble eagle\bird of prey') 'eagle' >  NHG Adler id. »» BSl d.: Lt ereﬁlis,
∆  areﬁlis, Pru [El.] arelie (ce.  for arelis), Ltv e2~rglis (<  *e2~rdlis)
'eagle' » Sl *o≤rÁ~l¥ (gen. *orÁ≤la) 'eagle' >  OCS or6l5 orÁlË, Blg
o≤rel, SCr o~rao (gen. o!rla), Slv o!rel (gen. o!rla), Cz orel, Slk
orol, P orzeL, R o≤re™l (gen. or≤la), Uk o≤rel »» Gk }orni2 Æß (gen .
}orni2†oß), Gk D }orniß (gen. }orni2coß) 'bird; cock, hen', Gk }orneon 'bird' »»
Arm oror oRoR 'sea-mew, sea-gull, cob', urur uRuR 'buzzard'  H t
haras, haran-, Pal haras(-) (gen. [ha]ranas) 'eagle' ¶¶ P 325-6, EI
173 (*h‹or- 'eagle'), F II 421-2, LP § 256, Fs. 54-5, Vr. 13, 688, Ho. 8 6 ,
Kb. 44, EWA I 341-4, KM 1, Frn. 122, En. 143, Tp. P A-D 1O1-3, Glh.
455-6, Bedr. 57O, 58O, Pv. III 137-9, Ts. E I 17O-1, Carr. P 8-9 || HS: S
*÷ar[a]y- > Ak OB/MB/NB eru ^ (≠  aru6) 'eagle', Ak LB ara^nis7 'like a n
eagle', OA {HJ} (?) ÷r 'bearded vulture', JA [Trg.] ro2 ÷ar, em. ai!r^o2
÷ar≤y-a2 {Js.} '∈ bird of prey' (prob. 'bearded vulture, Gypaëtus
barbatus'), {Lv.} '∈ eine Adlerart, Aar' (but {Dlm.} ro1 ÷a2r, em. ar!o1
÷a2≤r-a2 '∈ bird of prey') ¶ CAD I/2 231 and IV 324-5, Sd. 247, HJ 8 8 4 ,
Lv. TM I 239, Js. 11O9, Dlm. 3O7  C: Bj {R} ≤e2r?e 'white-tailed sea-
eagle' ¶ R WBd 28 || D (in McTm) *°eruvay >  Tm eruvai\ '∈  kite', Ml
eruva 'eagle, kite' ¶ D #818  ˚  D *-r- goes back to N *r-clusters,
which suggests the presence of an additional cns. after N *r . In the light
of Bj ≤e2r?e and IE it is likely to have been  N *? . The IE evidence favours
N *? , because it is the only lr. lost (rather than yielding NaIE *´) i n
interconsonantal position (see  Gk  }orni2 Æß) .
742. ?σ *˝ÉÂgÉ  'big beast, beast of prey' >  IE *xr=k•to- ≠ *xr=tk•o-
'bear' ({EI} *≤h€r=tk8o-s) >  Ht hart(ag)ga- (= {Pv., EI} hartka) 'bear' 
NaIE {WP, P} *r=k•†o-s id. >  OI ≤r=ks5a-, Av ars7a, Oss ars id. »» Gk }arktoß
id. »» Arm ar£ arZ7 id. »» L ursus id. »» OIr art, W arth id. »» pAl {O}
*ar (> OAl XVII [Bgd.] ar) Ï pAl *arina > Al ari, pl. arinj id. »» Lt
irs7tva~  'bear’s den' ¶¶ Pv. III 2O1-2,WP II 322, P 875, EI 55-6, F I 1 4 1 -
2, LP §  28, Vn. A  91, WH II 84, Slt. 131-2, O 8-9, ≈ Frn. 187 || A ({DQA}
*i\a~rgi+o 'wild beast of prey'): pKo {S} *i!rhi~ 'wolf' > MKo i!rhi~, NKo iri id .
¶ S QK #273, Nam 4O6, MLC 1327  Tg *i\arga 'leopard' > WrMc
yar9a ≠ yarqa 'leopard (with black spots)', Jrc {Kiy.} yarha
'panther', Ud yaga ≠ yag1a4 'leopard' ¶ STM I 337, Kiy. 1O5 [#148] ¶¶ ≈
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DQA #627 (Tg, Ko) || HS: S *°√÷rg > Ar Ô"rOu ÷ura2g7- pl. 'hyenas ' ,
÷urg7a2?-u 'hyena' (the vowels belong to derivational patterns) ¶ BK II
21O ˚  DQA l. c. (A, IE).
743. *Ì{o}rk ''''o 6 666 'bend, be bent\crooked' >  K: OG, G Ìrek'-/˝rik'- id. ,
OG Ìrek'il- 'crooked', Mg Ìirak'-/Ìirik'-/Ìirk'-/Ìirok'-, Lz Ìrik'-/Ìlik'-
/Ìvelik'- v. 'bend', Sv Ìwrek'- v. 'wind' ¶¶ K 2O6, K2 229 (GZ *˝(w)r-
ek'-/*˝(w)r-ik'-/*˝(w)r-k'-; Sv ˝wrek'- "derives from a G source"), FS K
353-4, FS E 397, Chx. 1647, Chik. 27O-1, Marr 2O1, IS I 24O || IE
*éerkW- ¬ *éerku- ({EI} *≤hÅerkwo-s) >  NaIE *arkW- ¬ *´rkW- 'a bow', v.
'be bent' (× N *÷ 3333ar 1111K ' ''' {u} 'sinew' [q.v. ffd.]) >  OL gen. arqu-ï, L arcus,
-u2s n. 'bow', Um arc<lataf 'articulatas, circular cakes' »» pGmc
*arxWo2 (*'belonging to a bow' ‘ ) 'arrow' (ffd. see  N *÷3333ar 1111K ' ''' {u}) ¶ WP I
81, P 67-8, EI 78, EM 78-9, WH I 64, Fs. 56, Vr. 688, Ho. 85, Coll. ULF
174, IS I 24O, F I 142-3 || HS: CS *√÷rk'l v. '≈  twist\distort; stray f r o m
the right way' >  JA [Trg. ] lqro √÷rk'l (pf. ÷ar≤k5el) {Lv.} 'verkehren ,
krümmen, verdrehen' (gab3≤ra2 d3´m´÷ark5´li^n millo6{y}i^ 'ein Mann,
dessen Worte verkehrt sind', Trg. of Prov. 29.19), Sr  Lœr0√?rk'l {PS}
'torsit, implexit, irretivit' (m´-÷ark5el ?u6rÓa2 'tortuosam redd i t
semitam'), Ar ¬qrO√÷rql (pf. ¬aqar00aO ÷arqala) v. 'stray from the r ight
course; distort' ({Fr.} 'deflexit a proposito; distorsit [ se rmonem] ' )
(semantic infl. of *√÷k'l 'turn, twist' [Aram\Sr "Par‘el conjugation"]) ¶
Lv. T II 247, PS 2964, Fr. III 145  Eg: it is tempting to adduce Eg fOK
÷rk5  'bend', but Cpt S d / BOlk o2lk 'plier, courber, contracter' suggests
an Eg word-medial *l rather than *r (Vc. reconstructs t h e
pronunciation of Eg ÷rk5 as *÷alk'), so that the Eg verb belongs here only
if HS *-rk'- yields Eg *-lk'- ¶ EG I 211, Vc. 249 || A: Tg *u'r[x]{u'}- v t .
'bend', adj. 'crooked, slanting' (?) >  WrMc urxu, urxuri {Z}
'crooked, slanting', {Hr.} '(zu)geneigt, schief', urxu- 'zur Seite neigen,
schief sein', Lm uru-, Ork urru- ≠ uru- vt. 'bend', Ewk urik‰2n-, Neg
uyix‰n-, Ul urïn-, Nn uri‰-± ur1‰- vi. 'bend' ¶ STM II 285, Hr. 969, Z 1 7 3
¶ The absence of any reflex of N *k '''' (and Tg *x) in NrTg and AmTg is
puzzling || D  *o2r- 'crooked' >  Td wî∏ry ({Em.} wî;ry) 'steep hillside',
Kn o2ra, o2re 'state of being aslant, oblique, bending; declivity,
crookedness', Kdg o2re 'slanting', Tu o2re 'crooked, bent', Tl o2ra
'oblique, sidelong, bent', Knd o2Ra ki- v. 'bend slantingly' ¶¶ D #1O62 ˚
The N vw. *o of the first syll. is suggested by D and possibly by K (if t h e
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rec. *Ìw- is right). The final *o  or  *u are evidenced by IE (labialized
velar *kW ¬ *-ku). ˚ Cf. IS I 24O (*9ark5u >  IE, K) ˚ The N vw. *o o f
the first syll. is suggested by D and possibly by K (if the rec. *Ìw- is
right). The N final *o  or  *u are evidenced by IE (labialized velar *kW ¬
*-ku). ˚ Cf. IS I 24O (*9ark5u > IE, K).
744. € *ÌVÂ[V]PV 'cloud' >  HS: S *≤÷arap(-at)- (≠ *÷VpVr-) ' c loud '
>  Ak fOB erpetu ≠ Ak YB urpatu, Ak L erpu 'cloud', Ug ÷rpt,
Mh {Jo.} ?a2fo2r, Jb C ≤÷a≤fOr id., Hrs ?a2fo2r 'cloud, dusty wind' (× WS
*≤÷a≤par- 'dust' > Hb ÷a2≤p3a2r-, Ar ÷afar- 'dust'); but we should keep a p a r t
(because of the pS cns. *˝-) the word *˝ara≤pill- 'dark cloud' >  BHb
lf3r1o9 ÷âra2≤p3El (pl. MHb Mil`5p5r^o2 ÷arpil≤lïm) id. (>  NHb lf3r1o9 (÷)ara≤fel
'fog'), Ug Grpl 'nube, nubarrón', Sr ÷arpEl≤l-a2 'dark fog, mist, th ick
darkness' ¶ Sd. 243, 1432, CAD IV 3O2-4, OLS 9O, 16O, A ##21O2, Jo .
M 15, Jo. H 7, Jo. J 8, KB 84O-1, Br. 549, JPS 429  C: Bj B {Alm.}
≤afrat, Bj {Rop.} afrad (pl. afrada), {R} ≤afra 'cloud' ¶ Alm. BS III
2, R WBd 9, 358, Rop. 145 || K: MG [VTq.], G ˝rub-el-i 'cloud' ¶ Chx.
1652, DCh. 1567 ˚ Not here (⇔  Tromb. CCS II 149 and Bm) NaIE
*erb≈-/orb≈- 'dark' and S *√˝rb (≠ *√÷rb??) 'evening, sunset', see  N
*9VrVbV (or *-p- ) 'dark' ˚ ≈ Blz. LB #25c (does not distinguish
between these two N etyma).
745. (€?) *˝VÂ[V]{ ûûûûq}V 'to gnaw' >  HS: CS *√÷rk' v. 'gnaw' >  BHb
√÷rk' (G sprtc. pl. m. Miq5r^7o ÷o2r≤k'ïm) 'gnaw away', Sr √÷rk' G 'gnaw,
crunch', Ar √÷rq G 'strip (a bone) of the flesh' ¶ KB 841, KBR 8O8-9,
Br. 55O, JPS 429, Hv. 466 || K: GZ *˝er˝-, *˝r˝-wn=-, {FS} ˝r˝- v.
'gnaw' > G ˝r˝n-, Mg ˝ir˝on-, Lz ˝ir˝ol-; G ˝er˝- ¶ K 2O7, K2 235, ≠
223 (*˝er˝- not distinguished from *˝er˝- 'grind'), FS K 356 || ?φ
possibly IE (with several assimilative transformations a n d
onomatopoeic infl.) *gWruk8+k- ≠ *gWru(:)g8≈-/gWrou\\g8≈ ≠ *gWru(:)g8-
/gWrou\g8- v. 'gnaw, bite' (× N *kiÂu 6666 [é]gá 'to gnaw') >  Gk bry1kv 'I b i te ,
eat greedily', bry2 !cv 'I gnash my teeth; I bite' »» BSl (<  *gWroug8[≈]-
/gru(:)g8[≈]-) > Lt gra!uz7ti (1s prs. gra!uz7iu), Ltv grau^zt 'to gnaw' »
pSl *grÈz-ti / prs. *grÈz-oß v. 'gnaw' >  OCS gr7z0 grûzo< / gr7sti
grûsti v. 'bite, gnaw', Blg gri≤za 'gnaw', SCr griàsti, Slv gri!sti, Cz
hry1zti, P gryz1c1, OR, RChS gr7ztigrûzti, R gryzt∆ 'to gnaw' »»
Arm krcem k´Rcem (<  *kurcem <  NaIE *gWrug8-) v. 'gnaw, nibble' ¶ P
485-6, F I 272-4, Slt. 447-8, Frn. 164-5, ESSJ VII 16O-1, Glh. 237.
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746. (€?) o *GVÂGVé€ÊV (= *9VÂ9Vé€ÊV?) '∈ waterbird' >  K
*ÌarÌa2d- 'goose' >  OG ÌerÌed- ≠ ÌerÌet'- id., Mg ÌorÌonZ7-, Lz
ÌorÌoZ7-, Sv: UB ÌarÌa2d, LB ˝ar˝ad, L ˝ar˝a2nd id. ¶¶ K 2O1, K2 2 2 1 ,
Chik. 1O3, TK 792-3 || IE *Óer[Ó]e+oÓd- '∈ waterbird' ({EI} ? *h⁄orÓdehÅ-
≠ *h⁄r(o)ÓdehÅ- id., 'heron [?]') >  NaIE *´+aro2d-/´+ar´d- >  Gk ]erôdio1ß,
=ôdio1ß, ]arôdio1ß 'heron' »» L ardea id. »» ON arta, OSw a4rta ' t ea l
(Kriekente, Anas crecca)', AS earte , ON d. ertla 'wagtail (Motacil la) '
»» SCr ro!da 'stork' ¶ WP I 146-7, P 68, EI 268, F I 572-3, WH I 64, Mn.
31, F I 572-3, Vr. 15, 1O5, Ho. 86 || ?φ  HS: S: o Ar ˝ar˝arat- ' female
partridge' ¶ BK II 457 ˚ Cf. AD LRC #67 (K, IE). If Ar ˝ar˝arat- belongs
here (rather than is an independent o ), the N rec. must b e
*9VÂ9Vé€ÊV.
747. *Ì{u4444}s 6 666V 'live' >  IE *xwes-/*xeu\s- 'live, dwell, stay' ({Pv.}
*Å⁄e!ws-/*Å⁄we!s-) 'live', {EI} *h€wes- 'dwell, pass the night, stay') >  H t
hues- / hwis- / hus- 'live, be\stay alive', ¿ Ld {Gsm.} ves1fa- 'living
(?)'  NaIE *wes- 'be, live, dwell' > OI ≤vasati 'dwells, lives, stays', Av
vaNhaîti 'verweilt' »» Gt wisan 'to be, to remain', ON vesa, vera,
NNr vera, Sw vara, Dn vAre, AS wesan (whence NE p. was, p l .
were), OSx, OHG wesan 'to be', NHG p. war 'was', prtc. gewesen
'been', Wesen n. 'being, essence' »» MIr fo 1(a)id 'passes the night,
stays', {SB} foss 'Bleiben, Ruhe', MW, W guesti 'lodging', W gwest
'lodging, rest' »» Arm goj goy 'is, there is', gon gon '(they) a r e ' ,
aganim aganim 'spend the night' »» Tc B wa4s- v. {Pv.} 'rest, res ide ' ,
{Ad.} 'dwell, abide, remain, lie (on)' » ? Gk ]iay1v (ny1ktaß) (<  {Pv.} *Å⁄i-
Å⁄ew-s-) / aor. }aesa (ny1kta) (<  {Pv.} *Å=⁄wes-s-m=) 'pass the night,
sleep' (⇔  F I 7O6, Ch. 454) ¶¶ Pv. III 332-41, Ts. E I 265-6, P 117O-1, EI
171, 281, M K III 171-2, SB 277-8, YGM-1 265, Fs. 567-8, Vr. 657, Ho.
391, Kb. 1183, Schz. 32O-1, KM 854, Gd. 41, KT 21O, Wn. 564-5, Ad.
597-8 ||  HS: WS *-÷ïs6- 'live' >  Ar √÷ys7 G (ip. -÷ïs7u) 'live' ({Fr.} 'v i tam
duxit'), ¢y0Oa ÷ays7- 'life', Mh √÷ys6 (3m pf. ?a2yo2s6, sbjn. ya2ye2s6), J b
√÷ys6  (pf. ÷E2s6, sbjn. y÷O2s6) 'live, survive' ¶ Fr. III 249-5O, Jo. M 38, Jo. J
2O || D *uc>-, {GS} *us- v. 'live' >  Tm uy- 'live, subsist', Ml uyir ≠
us1ir, Kn usir, usur, usiru, Tu usuru, usulu, Tl usuru,
usur3u, Knd usur 'life, breath', Kt uc>r, Td u4;r, usÈr 'life', Kdg usÈrÈ
'breath', Krx uZ>Z>- 'have life, reside, become animated', Mlt uZ>e v. ' l ive' ,
n. 'life' ¶¶ D #645, Zv. 56, 75, 112, GS 124-5 [#32O], 53 [#133].
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748. (€?) *{Ì}is6666VbV 'to grow; vegetation' >  HS *√÷s6b 'grass; t o
grow' >  S *√÷s6b v. 'grow luxuriantly' (grass) >  Ak inf. G es7e2bu id.; S
*≤÷is6[u]b- 'grass' >  Hb bß3o4 ≤÷es6EB, p l . t&Bß6o5 ÷is6bo2t3 'herbage, weed ' ,
BA aB1ß6o5 ÷is≤ba2, JA {Js.} aB1x6o5 ÷is≤ba 2 'herbage, grass', JEA {Sl.}
aB1ß6io5≠ abxo ÷is≤ba2 'herb', Plm ÷s7by pl. 'herb', Sr Bseº ÷´≤sEb3 /
'bosºe ÷Es≤ba2 'green herb, grass', SmA bxo ÷sb  'grass', Ak is7babtu
'∈ grass\weed', Ar ∫40ù ÷us7b- 'green grass'; Cn ı Eg (EgSSc) {Hlk.} ÷a-
s1-bu  'grass (?)' ¶ KB 842, KBR 889, HJ 89O, Js. 1O97, Sl. 86O, Tal 6 4 8 ,
JPS 42O, BK II 26O, Sd. 253, 392, CAD VII 233, Hlk. #39, SivCR 78  B ≈
*a-ks7i+uB >  Gd a-s7s7´B 'herbe bonne pour le bétail', Ty, ETwl a-kœ¥sa, p l .
i-kœ¥sat¥n, Ah a-kasa, pl. i-k´sa2t´n 'herbe fraîche et abondante' ¶ Lf. II
#O167, GhA 1O1, Fc. 9O9  CCh: Mdr {Eg.} È!sba! 'grass' ¶ ≈ JS 123, ChC
 ?σ EC: pSam {Hn., Bl.} *÷usub 'new' > Sml ÷usu!b 'new, fresh', Rn Husu!b
'new' ¶ ZMO 73, PG 144, Hn. S 78, Bl. 243  || A: Tg *iseb- v. 'grow,
vegetate' (× N *wis6666?V 'to grow'??) >  Lm isu- v. 'grow, vegetate', Neg
is‰w- id., Ewk is‰w- v. 'grow', Ud {Krm.} yiu-, {Shn.} y‰Ηu- v. 'grow' ¶
STM I 332, Krm. 242 || ?φ  K: G Kx ÌoÌos7-i 'junges Gras; Trieb d e s
Keimes' ¶ Chx. 1646.
749. (€?) *G {o}wV 'wild sheep\goats', (‘ or “ ) 'wild game' >  HS: Eg
fOK ÷w.t 'small cattle (goats and sheep)', 'wild game', 'quadrupeds' ¶
EG I 17O-1, Fk. 39  ?? Ch: WCh: pAG {Stl. VZCh} *ÌV 'goat' > Su {J, Hf.}
Ì‰2@, Ang Gu_2 {Hf.}, Ywm G‰2, {J} Gmy ?u_2 {Hf.} » Ron: Fy {J} ?o2! id. » ? Wrj
{Sk.} a@wa@y id. »» CCh: BB: Nz {Mch.} ho5we<, d Bt G {Srp.} hu"e1 id. » Mdr:
Nkc oGWa {Blg.}, Glv ?a1gWa` {Kr.}, a2!gwa~ {Rp.}, Dgh G =!we~ {Frk.}, GWe` {Kr.}
id., pMM {Ro.} *aw(-ak) id. > Gzg ?a!w, Mada, Myn, Mkt, Vm, Zlg a~wa!k,
Hrz a~wa!, Mlk a!wa~k; McMs: Zm {Srp.} hu, ZmB {Sx. in ChC} u1hWu1 id. »» ?
ECh: Skr {Sx.} a2@-tu@ (pl. a@w-ti!) 'wild mountain goat', EDng {Fd.} a1w-ko`
id. ¶ JI II 166-7, ChC, J R 88, J S 67, ChL, Hf. AG 25, #226, Stl. VZCh A
#8, RpB 4, Lk. G117, Ro. 26O [#311] || IE *x[W]owi- ({EI} *≤h€owi-s,
gen. *≤h€ewy-os) 'sheep' >  Ht {Ts.} UDU-is7 [*haw-is], Lw xawi-, HrLw
{Mer.} ha-wa-s, Lc Xawa% id.  NaIE *[h]owi-(s) 'sheep' >  OI ≤avi- id .
» Wx yobc (< Irn *a2vi-c7i-) 'ewe' »» Gk }o˝ß, Gk A o‘iß, Gk Arg }owiß ' s heep '
»» L ovi-s id., Um OUI, accus. pl. uvef 'oves', uvem accus. 'ovem' »»
OIr o1i 'sheep' »» ON Ar 'ewe', OHG ou, (?) ouwi 'ewe', OSx e$wi, AS
e1owu, e1owe 'ewe lamb', NE ewe, d.: Gt awistr 'sheep-cote, sheep-
pen', awe†i 'flock of sheep' »» Lt avi~s, Ltv avs 'sheep'; Lt aﬁvinas,
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Ltv a~uns, Pru [El.] awins ' r am' » Sl *ovÁ-≤ca (accus. *ovÁ-≤coß) (“
dim.) 'sheep' > OCS ov6ca ovÁca, SCr, Slv o!vca, Cz ovce, Slk
ovca, P owca, Blg, R ov≤ca, Uk v¡vcå 'sheep'; Sl *ovÁ~n¥ 'ram' >
ChS, OR ov6n5 ovÁnË, SCr o~van ≠ o!van, Slv o!ven, Blg o≤ven, Cz
oven »» Arm hoviy hoviw (<  *[h]owi-pa2-) 'shepherd'; in addit ion,
Mn. and Grgv. adduce OArm aydi˚ aw-di-k˙ 'sheep' (pl.) (di ' f lesh,
body', -k˙ marker of pl.) »» Tc B eye ({Ad.}: < *h€owe2i\s) 'sheep', pl .
awi  'ewes' ¶¶ WP I 167, P 784, EI 51O, Mn. 897, M K I 59, M E I 135, F II
367-8, WH II 329, Bc. G 34O, Vn. O 14, Mn. AIE 56, 179, Me. EAC 3 1 ,
Grgv. BEO 128 (believes that OArm awdi 'sheep' goes back to a Phr
loan from DM), Slt. 174 (denies the existence of Arm reflexes of this IE
√  rather than hoviw , but does not mention awdi ), Vr. 681, Fs. 7O-1,
Schz. 23O, Kb. 751, 754, OsS 134, Ho. 93, Ho. S 17, Frn. 28, En. 1 4 9 ,
Tr. APS 679, Tp. P A-D 178-8O, Vs. II 113, 116, Glh. 461-2, Ad. 92, Ts. E
I 23O, Mer. HHG 58-9 || ?σ,φ A *a2bV 'wild game, hunt; to hunt' (× N
*Xawi[?V]  'drive, chase, pursue', q.v. ffd.) ˚ Cf. Bm. TPN 265 [#252]
(IE, Eg) ˚  ≈  AD NM #42, S CNM 1O (compares A *a2ba with IE *´wa2 v.
'wound, hurt' [which I reconstruct as *wa2-/w´-] and equates it with Eg
wÓ¿ 'hew [stones]; pluck; cut [crops]'); ÷÷  ST, Yn), ≠  Vv. AEN 1 7
(rejects the A cognate because of unj. doubts about the metonymy 'wild
game' ‘ 'hunt' in A).
75O. *GoyV 'carry, bring' >  K {K} *˝w- 'have, carry', {K2} *˝(w)-
'take, take away', {GM, FS} *˝- v. 'carry' >  OG ˝w-, G ˝(v)-, Mg ˝- /
˝v- 'take, carry, have (sth.)' (msd. ˝vena 'have'), Lz ˝-, Sv ˝-/˝w-
'have (sth. inanimate); take off (some article of clothing)' ( m s d .
li˝we2ne 'to have', lï˝e 'to take off') ¶¶ K 2O3 (*˝w-), K2 224, Chik.
343-4, Q 347-9, Schm. 138; FS K 341 and FS E 382-3 (in both *˝-), GP
175 || HS: B *√Ów{y} > Ah awi 'carry, bring', Gh {Nh.}, Snd {Prv.} awi
d 'bring' (3s aor. iwi d; d 'her-'), Izn, Rf, SrSn, Sll awi 'carry (away) ' ,
awi d 'bring', SrSn T uwi id., Zng 3m aor. yuwa-dda4h 'brings' ¶ Fc. 6 4 ,
Nh. 123, Prv. 99, Rn. 283, Ds. 18, 226, TC FL 2  ??φ C {AD} *√Hyw
'give' > Bj {Rop.} -hi(w)- 'give' (pret.: 1s a≤hE, 2m ≤th°a, 3m yi≤he¨
2p ≤th°na, 3p yi≤h°n, imv. m. ≤h°a, neg. imv. m. ≤bah°wa, n. ac t .
m°au\), Bj A {AD} -hiy-/-he » Ag *?‰w- 'give' > Bln {Bnd.} ‰w-, {R}
uw-, Xm {R} (i)ew-≠uw-, Xmt {CR} iyw-, Q {R} yuw-, Aw {Hz.} ‰y-
»» EC {AD} *-Hiw-/*-Huw-/*-Huy- 'give' > Sa {Wlm.} -u-Hoy-/-o-Hoy-/-a-
Hay-, pf. -o-Hoe, imv. uHu, Af {Ss.} -eHe-, {PH} 1s pf. eHe2 (imv. aHuw /
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aHuy / uHuy), HEC {Ss.} *uw(w)-, {Hd.} *uww- > Sd {C} uw-, (w)oy-,
{Mrn.} o- ≠ u-, Hd/Ged {Hd.} uww-, Brj {Ss.} uww- id. ¶ Blz. CL 1 7 9 ,
AD SF 151-2, Rop. 79, Ss. EDB 185-6, 230 (EC *-huw-), PH 95, Hd. 7O,
224, 264, 3O2 ||  D {tr., GS] *oy- 'carry, drag' >  Tm oy- v. 'drag a long '
(as a flood), 'launch (as a boat), 'send forth, give', Td u4y- v. 'chase', Kn
oy, uy v. 'carry off, carry, convey', Tu oyipuni v. 'draw, pull, d rag ' ,
Knd o- 'carry, take away', Prj uy-, Gnd oy-/o2- id., 'take', Png o2-, Mnd u2-
'take', Kui opa / ot- 'lead away, take away (persons)', Ku oi\yali-, o2- ' t a k e
away, remove', Krx ho?o= 'take, receive, transport', Mlt oye- 'take away'
¶¶ D #984, GS 72 [#233].
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751. i  *ha , deictic pronominal pc. ('ille', distal deixis)  (≥ N *h{e}
'hic' [proximal deixis] ≥ N i  *{h}i 'iste' [or 'hic] ≠ N i  *{h}u ' i s te '
[intermediate deixis?]) >  HS: WS *ha2- >  Ar ha2Îa 'this', (× N *Óan2222V
'other'?) > *han (≠ *{h}al?) 'this' >  df. art.: BHb ha- + gmc., Ph, M’b,
Amn, Ed, Lh, Sf, Tmd h-, Hdr -hn, Sb, Mn, Qt -n, ?? Ar ?al- ¶ KB 225-6 ,
HJ 263-4, GBr. JJAP 49-5O, GBr. DJA 177-8, Bst. 31, ≠ BL H §  262 ( H b
ha- < *ha2)  C: Ag: Aw a!-n 'that' (≥‰!-n 'this') » Af {PH} a ' t h i s \ these '
(proximal dem. prn.) ¶ Hz. NSA 134, PH 27, 235  NrOm: [1] ( a n
inversion of the relation?): Wl {LmS} ha 'this' ({C} a) (≥ he 'that'), Zs
{C} a2 'this' (≥ e2 'that'), Gf {Bnd.} ha 'this', Bsk {Bnd.} ˙a 'this' m., [2]
Ym {Lm.} a 'der\die da' ¶ LmS 81-4, Bnd. MO 16-7, C SO 15, C SE III
19O, Lm. Y 85-7  Berber *-a2, a dem. pronominal sx. ({Pr.}: a n
anaphoric dem. suffix [≈ 'the', 'ce'] of the 'état libre' = {Pr. PE}
'nominative [absolute] case'), Tmz, Kb a ({Dl., MT}: dem. sx. o f
proximal deixis) ¶ Pr. M I-III 191, Pr. PE ∀ , Dl. 1, MT 1-2  ¶¶  But t h e
collective prn. B *a2 > Tw a is more likely to go back to the N pc. o f
plurality *?a  (q.v.) || K *[h]a 'this' >  G a-ka 'here', a-se 'so', Lz ha ≠ a,
Mg as7o- 'here' (direction), as7i- 'so', Mg, Lz a-k 'here', Sv as7 'so' ¶¶ K 4 1 ,
44, 46, K2 1, 4, Schm. 92, Shan. G 51-2 || IE: *{?}o/e-no-, {Pv.} (?) *o-n-
yo- , ?? {EI} *hÅen- 'that' (× N *hÉn2222V 'iste' × N *Óan2222V 'other'; t h e
element *-no- or *-n- may be alternatively explained as going back t o
the N genitive pc. *nu ) >  Ht an(n)i- 'ille' (remote deixis), annaz,
annisan 'formerly, once upon a time', anna(l)i-,  anna(l)a-
'former, earlier, old', Pal anni (dem. prn.)  OI a≤n-e2na, a≤n-aya2
instr., OPrs ana2 instr. '(with) this', Av ana- this' »» Lt anﬁs, ∆  ana~s
'that' » pSl *on-  'that' (m. *on¥  / f. *ona  / ntr. *ono / pl. m. *oni / pl. f .
*one7) > OCS on5 onË 'that, he' / ona ona 'that, she' / ono ono
'that, it' / oni oni 'those, them' (m.) / on8 one7 'those, them' (f . ) ;
later 'he, she, it, them': m.: R m. on, Uk v¡n, SCr o•n (≠ oàn), Slv o~n,
Cz, Slk, P on 'he', f.: R m. ona, Uk vona, SCr. o`na, Slv o!na , Cz, Slk,
P ona  'she', ntr.: R ono, Uk vono, SCr. o`no, Slv ono•, Cz, Slk, P ono
'it', but still with remote deixis: R vo vremå ono 'long ago, jadis '
(lit. 'in illo tempore'), Blg on-zi (f. onazi, ntr. onova) ' t ha t ' ;
prnl.: OCS, OR on7i onûj, SCr o~na2j, Blg onå 'ille' »» Clt: OIr an-d
'here' »» ? Gk D th6noß 'ille' (< *te1-enoß or *th1-enoß, cd. with the d e m .
prn. *te/o-) »» OHG U e5ne2r prn. 'that', ON enn ≠ ?φ inn id. »» Arm
sojn so-yn 'this, that, he, self, the same' (< *k•o-eno-) ¶¶ Pv. I 51-5 ,
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Carr. P 5O, M K I 32, 56, Schz. 123, Kb. 522, Vr. 286, KM 332, Frn. 1O,
ESlSJ-SGZ II 529-34, 565-6, Chrn. II 5, Glh. 454, 461, Vs. III 116-7, 14O-
1, Srz. II 673-4, ≈ Bks. 2O2 (BSl *on- < *h€en 'there'), F I 476, 515, II
894, EI 458 ¶¶ It is possible that IE *?e-  'this\that' (>  Ht a- 'this, that', -
a-  'he, she, it', OI, Av a-  'he' in the obl. cases: gen. m. sg. OI a-sya, Av
ahe, dat. m. sg. OI asma2i, Av ah-ma2i, etc., w Pv. I-II 3-7, P 2 8 1 - 3 )
goes back to a merger: N *ha  'that, ille' × N *h{e}  'this' (hence t h e
distance-deictically undifferentiated meaning 'he, she, it') || U *a, *an
'that' > FU *a id. >  Hg a-z 'that', pChr *aº- >  Chr H a-n1-¥s7, Chr L o-n1-¥s7
'dorthin', ? Prm: Z Ud ata 'here (?)  pY {IN} *an- pc. of distal deixis >
Y: K/T aduN, K aduben id. ({IN} < *an-tuN, &an-tuben) ¶¶ Coll. 73, IN 218-9 ,
≠: UEW 332 and MF 1O2-4 (Hg and Z < U *o ≠ *u) || D *a2≠*a ' t ha t ,
yonder' (dem. base for remoter persons or things) >  Tm a-, avv-, Ml
a , a2 id., Kt, Td a-  'that (distant from the speaker)', Kn a- (remote d e m .
base), Kdg a;- 'that' (adjective prn.), a- 'that' (m. av´⁄n, f. ava, inanim.
adî), Tu a2-, a- 'that', Tl a2-, Klm a, Nkr, Prj a2 'that', Knd aya ' t h a t '
(adjectival pronoun), Kui, Krx a- 'that over there', a2 id. (in adjectival
function), Mlt a2 (= a2 ?) id. ¶¶ D #1 || A  {SDM95} *a 'that' (deictic √ ) >
T *°a (>  SY a 'that'), T *a-n- (obl. cases of the prn. *ol 'that') >  OT an-
(gen. an-îN), Tk an-, Az, Tkm, Qrg an- 'that', Chv gen. una€n un-¥n ±
on-¥n, etc. ¶ Rs. W 19, Cl. 165, ET Gl 444-6, ≈ 147-9  pJ *a!!- ' t h a t '
(distal) >  OJ a- id., J: T a~re, K a!re 'that, he\it', T a~-no, Sh a!-nu~, Ns a!-M= ~,
Kg a!i 'that' ¶ S AJ 268 [#76], S QJ #76, Mr. 376 ¶ ¶  SDM97 (A *a
'that'), ⇔ DQA # 4O6 (qu. pJ *a! < A *e!, see  N *h{e}  'this') ˚ Cp. IS I
258-9. I do not share IS's opinion that S *ha(:)- 'this' has a secondary
*h- for the original *?-: Aram -a2 a-! 'the' (adduced by IS as a n
argument) provides no information as to the identity of the original
initial lr. The S and Om cognates point to the HS and N initial *h-. The
apparently deviant loss of the expected IE strong lr. (regularly from N
*h ) is due to the grammatical use of the particle (its history may b e
described as N *ha  [× N *h{e}] > pre-IE *?V > pIE *[?]e). Cp. Gr. I 8 7 - 9 1
("demonstrative A ≠ E" [in IE, U, A, Ainu, Gil]).
751a. € *{h}a , particle of collectiveness > HS: B: pB {Pr.} *a2 (or *ha) >
Tw a, indefinite collective prn. ('pronom d’appui collectif') ↔ Tw i,
indefinite singulative prn. ¶ Pr. M I-III 185-7, Vc. UB 321 (Tw indefinite
and relative prn. a)  S (× N *?a , pc. of plurality?): nomina collectiva
(‘  plural forms) with the prefix *?a-: Ar ¬UJur0à ?a-rg7ul-un 'feet' (ÿ
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rig7l-un 'foot'), ?a-yya2m-un 'days' (ÿ  yawm-un 'civil day [24 hours] ,
sutki '), ?amtœa2r-un 'rains' (ÿ  matœar-un 'rain'), OSA ?b÷l ' owners '
(ÿ  b÷l 'owner'), ?hgr 'towns' (ÿ  hgr 'town'), Gz ?a-zna2b ' ta i ls '
(ÿ  zanab 'tail'), ?adba2r 'mountains' (ÿ dabr 'mountain'), ?as6'ra2r
'enemies' (ÿ s6'arr 'enemy'), ?abya2t 'houses' (ÿ be2t 'house'), ?aHk'u2l
'fields' (ÿ Hak'l 'field'); this patterns is used mostly (but not always)
with inanimate nouns; if used with inanimate nouns, it is syntactically
treated (in the predicate verb) as f. sg.    S *-a2, ending of pl. in t h e
fem.-and-inanimate gender: pred. *-a2, nom.*-a2-t-u(m), accus.-gen.*-a2-
t-a(m); pred. f. pl. *-a2 > Ak -a2 (mars5-a2 'they [f.] are ill'); in WS t h e
stative turned into a verbal form denoting state and later into a "new
perfective", accordingly the form with *-a2 became a form of f. pl. o f
this aspect of state and of the "new perfective": *mawit-a2 'they (f.) a r e
dead' ‘ 'they (f.) died' (>  Ar ma2t-a2 'they [f.] died'); nom. *-a2-t-u(m),
accus.-gen. *-a2-t-a(m) are S forms of f. pl.: *ban-a2-t-um nom. f. pl. df . ,
*ban-a2-t-im accus.-gen. f. pl. df. 'daughters' (> Ar ba2na2tun  nom. ¨
bana2tin accus.-gen. 'daughters', BHb ba2≤n-o2t3 'daughters' [without case
distinctions]) ¶ Br. AG 98-9, Bst. 26, GBr. JJAP 56, Di. G 267-72, Jo. M
61, Sd. G 1OO-1, 8* || IE *-h= / (with thematic nomina) *-e/o-h (*e/o-
belonging to the stem), ending of nom.-accus. ntr. pl. > NaIE *-´/-a2 > OI
-a2 / -i, Gt -a, pSl *-a, Gk -a, L -a, e.g: with *-e/o-stems:  *yuga2 ' yokes '
(↔ sg. *yugo-m) > Vd yu≤ga2, Gk zyga1, L iuga, Gt juka; with
consonantic stems: *b≈er-ont-´  acp. pl. ntr. 'carrying' (> OI ≤bharant-
i, Gk fe1ront-a), *no2men-´ 'names' >  Av na2m´n-i, cp. Gk ]ono1mat-a
'names'  AnIE: Ht -a (genuwa 'knees' ↔ sg. genu; aniyatt-a
'Leistungen' ↔ sg. aniyaz ; salla 'big' ntr. pl. ↔ sg. salli) and a z e r o
ending with lengthening of the preceding vw. in the s t e m
(compensatory lengthening?) (udda2r 'words, things' ↔ sg. uttar);
acc. to Rsk., in Lw, Lc, and Ld the ending of ntr. pl. is also -a   IE *-he
within the pIE "primary" ending of 2p *-the ({Bks.} th⁄e): OI -the, pSl *-
te (> OCS -te -te), Lt -te, Gk -te, L -tis, Gt -†, OIr -the (e.g.
beirthe 'fertis'), Ht -teni ¶¶ Brg. KVG 393-4, Schmidt PN ∀ , Szem.
IEL 16O, 186, Rsk. 54-63, Kron. VLFL 1O7, Bks. 232-5 ˚ The pN e tymon
is tentativly reconstructed with *h- , because it is the only lr. that m a y
turn into *?- and zero in S and be vocalized as *´ in NaIE. The AnIE
representation of *h-  as zero is probably conditioned by t h e
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grammatical functioning of the morpheme (unlike autosemant ic
words\roots where N *h-  usually yields Ht h- ) .
Cp. on one hand N *ha  'ille', N *{h}i  'iste' (or 'hic'), N *hÉn2222V ' i s te ' ,
N *há[? ]w{Ë} 'to fall, to sink' (partially grammaticalized in Ht), where
N *h  yields Ht zero, and on the other hand N *halV 'call out, call,
pronounce magic words, rejoice', N *hu6666LV 'push, butt, pierce', N
*hu6666?Én++++NV 'wave', N *huP3333Ë 'bad', N *hirVgV 'kill' or 'die', and N
*haÂK '''' a  'hold\grasp', where N *h  is reptresented by Ht h. The part icle
*{h}a  may be etymologically connected with N *?a{h}a   ' th ing(s) ' ,
collective pc. of inanimate (q.v. ffd.).
752. ? € *{h}á ≠ *0{h}Ë , dual marker (for nomina animata) >  IE *-
Ó(e) ≠ *-Óu\, dual ending (nom., animate gender) >  [1] (wi th
consonantic stems) *-Ó(e)  > Av -a, Gk -e, OIr -Ø, [2] (with *-o-stems)
*-o-Ó ≠ *-o-Óu\ > OI -a2≠ -a2u, Av -a≠ -aº, Gk -v, L -o2 (ambo2 'both'), Lt
-u~, OCS -a-a, [3] (with *-u-stems): *-u-Ó > OI -u2, Av -u, OIr {Bks.} *-u2,
Lt -u~, OCS -7 -û, [4] *dwo-éW ≠ *dwo-Óu\ 'two' nom. >  OI dva2 ≠
dva2u, Gk dy1v, L duo, OIr da1 ≠ dau (or da1u), Gt ntr. twa, AS n t r .
tu2 ≠ twa2, OHG ntr. zwa2 ≠ zwo2, Lt du~, OCS d5va dËva, [5] NaIE
*we2 'we' du. nom. for nomina animata (<  N *0wVyV {h}á  [with
*wVyV 'we'])  > OCS ve7, Lt ve$(-du), Av G va2, OI Vd va2m (= va2-
am), AS wit (-t goes back to the IE numeral *dwo-éW 'two) ¶ Bks.
194-5, 214, Brg. KVG 364, 387-8, 399 (Übersichtstabelle), Hirt UG II
1O8-9, Me. VIEJ 3O6-7, 342 || HS: S *-a2, marker of the dual n u m b e r
(nom. and pred.) of nouns, adjectives, and pronouns, *-a 2-ni  (marker o f
nom. dual df. [with the determiner *-ni  <  N *nÉ, dem. dual prn., q.v.]),
*-a2, marker of du. in verbal forms >  Ar -a2 / -a2ni in nouns (nom.), -a2 i n
pronouns and verbal forms (2nd and 3rd persons), Gz -a2 in A#® ÷´s6r-
a2 'twenty', Ak nom. du. -a2-n (with the ancient determiner *-ni > -n),
Ak OB/OA nom. -a(:) in s7ena 'two', es7r-a2 'twenty' ¶ Br. G I 455-9 [§
244], Sd. G §§ 61c, 63h ˚  This marker of dual (“ prn.) is used f o r
nomina animata or for the active case, while there is a different N
marker of dual *yi (q.v.) for the nomina inanimata or for the n o n -
active cases (>  S *-ay [du. ending for oblique cases], IE *-o-i\ / *-i(:)
[du. for nomina inanimata], T palatalization [**y in **r+y >  *r1] f o r
paired nouns). Cf. also the N dem. dual prn. *nÉ  ˚  The variation o f
vowels (N *{h}á ≠ *0{h}Ë) still needs explaining. Qu. because of t h e
problem of vowels.
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753. i  *h{e}  'this', deictic pc. (proximal deixis) > K *[h]e >  G
K/R/Lch/I/A e 'hic, iste', G Ing he 'this', OG e-se, G e-s(e) 'hic', OG e-
ge, G e-g(e) 'iste', Mg e 'this', e-na 'this one, he', Lz he 'that', he-m id.,
he-a- 'that one, he'; *e-g-, dem. pronominal stem: OG ege, G eg- ' th is ' ,
Sv eZ7i, eZ7a, Sv U aZ7a id.; K *e-s`- > G ese 'so', Mg es7i, Lz es7e 'so, t he re ' ,
Sv es7 'so' ¶¶ K 77-8, K2 45, 47, Mrtr. N 146, Ghl. 216, Chx. 333, 351, Q
192 s.v. aTe, aTena, Marr 25-6, TK 244, Shan. G 51-2; acc. to IS I
271, K *e- did not change into a- in Mg and Lz due to the deictic n a t u r e
of the stem || HS *{h}É > NrOm: Wl {LmS} he 'that, those' (prn. of distal
deixis) ¶ LmS 81-3 ¶ Inversion of the opposition hic  ↔ ille  (see  s.v. N
*ha  'ille')  C: Ag: Aw ‰!-n 'this' ¶ Hz. NSA 134 || IE *?e- > NaIE *e-
(gen. *e-syo) *'he, this' may be suggested (as one of the solutions) o n
the basis of the gen. OI asya, Av ahe 'of this', the dat. OI asma2i, Av
ahma2i 'to this', OLat em 'him', L ecce (<*e-d-ke), Osc ekkum
(<*ed-ke-um) 'item', Sl *e sÁ, *e se 'ecce '  (> OCS Ese je-se, OR ose
ose, Uk os∆ id., Blg ∆ ese 'this, ceci [vot ´tot ]', Slv esej / esa /
eso 'this'), Sl *e t¥ (f. *e ta, ntr. *e to) 'voici, this '  (>  Blg eto, SCr
eàto 'voici', Sln ete / eta / eto 'this', but hardly R ´tot / ´ta /
´to  'this' [a new interjection é +  prn. tot / ta / to 'that']), as well
as IE *{e}-tos 'from here' >  OI a-≤tah5 'von hier'   NaIE *°e-m- (× N *ha
'ille') > Brtt {RE} *em- 'he' > OW em, MW e, ef, W ef, fe, Crn ef, OBr
em , MBr eff, Br hen% ¶¶ WP I 43, 99, P 282-4, M K I 13, 27, WH I 39O,
399-4OO, Bc. G 315, RE 1O2, ≈ ESSJ VI 8 || U *e- 'this' > FU: Er e-t!e (p l .
e-n1e) 'this', e-s1e (pl. e-s1-n1e) 'that', Mk e-sa 'da, dort', pPrm*e'-: *e'-Z1
'vot tak, in this way' >  Vt oZ1, Yz i!Z1i id., pPrm *e'-tis1 'from there' >  Vt
otis1 id., Hg e-z, e 'this' (↔ a-z 'that')  Sm: ? En {Prk.} eke, {Ter.}
ekkE  'this', eo  'hierher'  pY {IN} *e(-n)- 'this, hic'  > Y K ediN id. ¶ ¶
UEW 67, LG 332, Lt. 134, ≈ MF 167-9, KP 73-4, IN 219 || A {SDM97} *e
'this' > M *e-gu4n- 'this' (stem of obl. cases) correlating with *ene n o m .
and *ene-n- for obl. cases (<  N *hÉn2222V 'iste' [q.v.]); pl. M *e-de ' t he se '
(>  MM/WrM ede, etc.) ¶ ffd. see  Pp. IM 226-8, IS I 272  Tg *e-,
proximal deictic stem (e.g. *e-du/e 'in this, here', where*-du/e is a
locative sx.) >  Ewk ‰-r 'this', ‰-du2, ‰-lï 'here', Sln ‰(j)j‰, ‰r(i) ' th is ' ,
‰l!‰ 'here', Lm ‰r 'voici', ‰du 'here', Neg ‰-du2 'here', ‰y 'this', Orc ‰du
'here', ‰2li 'through this place', ‰i 'this', Ud ‰ji, Ul, Nn ‰j, Ork ‰j‰,
‰r(i) 'this', WrMc ere, Mc Sb ‰r‰, ‰ji 'this', WrMc e-de, Mc Sb ‰-d‰
'in this, here', Jrc {Md.} e(r)se 'this' ¶ STM II 46O-2, Ci. 267, Md. ChF
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133, Krm. 313 ¶¶ DQA #4O6 (A *e! 'that' [deictic root]; incl. M, Tg, J), S
AJ 111-2, 277 [#141] ˚  The particles of pronominal deixis *ha  ' i l le ' ,
*h{e}  'this', *{h}i  'iste', and *{h}u  'iste' form a paradigm of N deictic
particles. Therefore it may be tentatively suggested that not only *ha
(in which *h-  is reflected by S *h-), but all particles of this paradigm
(even those, in which N *h-  cannot be demonstably distinguished f r o m
*?- ) had a N *h- .
754. i  *{h}i  'iste' (or 'hic'), demonstrative pc. >  HS: B: Tw i,
indefinite singulative prn. ¶ Pr. M I-III 185-7  ?? Ch {Sch.} *-i, m a r k e r
of definiteness (× N *h{e}  'this'): Dr ga!m-i^: 'the  ram' (↔ ga!m 'ram'), Zr
gÈma2n-i 'the husband' (↔ gÈma2n 'husband'), EDng a~k-i! 'the  fire' (↔ a~ko~
'fire') ¶ Sch. ED 158-6O  EC *-i[:], marker of the theme ‘ marker o f
the subject case (nom.): Or -n-i, -i ({HW} nam-ni nom. ↔ abs. nama
'man', nom. fa2rd-i ↔ abs. fa2rda 'horse', nom. mu2k-i ↔ abs. mu2ka
'tree'), Sd -i ({Mrn.} nu≤gus-i aZ7≤Z7aZ7ino 'the king ordered', ≤min-i
mi≤namino 'the house was built'), Rn nom. (of f.) -e~, Sm nom. -i (la~f-
i~ nom. ↔ la!f abs. 'bone', dßa~gHa~n-i~ nom. ↔ dßa~g≤Ha!n abs. 'stones', with
dem. endings: nom. -ka~n-i~ 'this' ↔ abs. -ka~n 'this'), as well as Sml -ï
within the df. art. of the remote type: m. -k-ï, f. -t-ï »» ? Ag: Xm {Ap.} -
i-/-y- , def. art. m. (in the obl. case, preceding the case ending): ÈZ7Èr-i-
z yÈwun 'I gave it to the   man' ¶ HW 145, Mrn. S 26-7, Hn. NBLK 2 2 4 ,
PG 17, 1O6, AD KJ 34-5, Anr. DSN 119, Ap. DAX 16-22 || K *[h]i ' t h a t '
(distal deixis) >  G Im/R/Lch/Mt/P/HA i 'that', G i-s 'he; that', i-gi id.,
Mg i-, Lz hi- 'that', Sv i- id.; K *i-ma- (deictic stem for remote objec ts )
> G ima-, Mg imu, Lz (h)imu- id., Sv im-eg 'there'  GZ *-i, marker o f
nom. (>  OG, G, Mg, Lz -i), which in the final account goes back to a
dem. pronominal pc. (article?) *i ¶¶ K 99-1OO, K2 8O-1, Q 23O s.v.
eTi, Chx. 519-533, Ghl. 257 || IE: AnIE: HrLw ï-, nom. ï-s 'this' ¶
Mer. HHG 61-7  IE *?ei\-/?i (or *h8ei\-/*h8i- ?), anaphoric dem. p r n .
{Bks.} 'that, the (just named)' (×  N *yi  'he', [?] 'that' [anaphoric], q .v.)
> OI a≤y-am m., GAv ay-´2m m., OI i≤y-am f., OI i-≤d-am ntr., OI i≤m-
am , OPrs imam m. accus. 'eum' »» Gk Cp }in 'eum, eam' »» L i-s m., i-d
ntr., e-a  f. (dem. pronouns 'he/it/she', 'this/that') »»  OIr e1 ≠ he1 'he' (<
*i-s ), ed ≠ hed (< *id or *id-a2) 'it', pl. he1 »» Gt i-s 'he', accus. in-a,
ntr. ita 'it', pl. eis 'they', ORu e®, i®, ia® rel. 'that, which', ON es,
later er , OHG er  'he', iÔ ≠ eÔ 'it', NHG er  m. 'he', es  ntr. 'it' »» Lt ji~-s
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he', ji~ 'she' » Sl *j-  dem. 'is, ille', rel. 'which': m. nom. *jÁ, f. nom. *ja,
ntr. nom.-accus. *je > OCS, OR m. i i, f. A ja, ntr. E je; Sl *j- in t h e
obl. cases: OCS gen. m.\ntr. Ego jego 'of him, of it', dat. m . \ n t r .
Emu jemu 'to him, to it', etc. || U: Sm *i- 'iste' (>  En {Cs.} ino6?
'dorthin', Kms {KD} ïd´  'dieser da, der dort', Mt {Hl.} *idi 'jener' [Mt K
{Mll.} idi-]) may go back either to U *i- or to U *e-  FU *i- ' t h i s '
(from the functional point of view a variant of *e- 'this', w N *h{e}
'this') may be discerned in Es i-ga 'such', Hg i-tt 'here' (≥o-tt
'there'), i-de  'here' (direction) (≥ o-da 'there' [direction]), i1gy ' s o ' ,
pOs *i- (proximal pronominal stem) >  Os: V/Vy/Ty in , Nz iÆn 'just now' ,
Os K {Ps.} in 'der, er' (von einem nicht näher Bekannten, Entfernten),
Os Sh/Sn iÆn, LK {Ptk.} ïn '´tot , dieser, jener' (von einem oder e twas
schon Erwähnten), V/Vy/Ty/Y it  'now (jetzt)', O {Stn.} itta$ ' sofort '  ¶ ¶
UEW 67-8, Jn. 26, Hl. M #336, Stn. D 2-3 , ≈ MF 167-9 || A *i 'iste' >
pKo *i! >  MKo i!, NKo i 'this' ¶ Rm. SKE 66, S QK #88, Nam 397, MLC
1316  pJ *i 'iste' >  OJ {S} i ({Syr.} 'thou' mostly in depreca tory
speech), as well as possibly the first element i- in the OJ {Mill.}
spacially indefinite dem. idu- (in the dem. prn. idure, place adv. idu-ku
' there\here', direction word idu-ti 'thither\hither') ¶ Syr. DJ 92, Mill.
JL 341-2, S QJ #235, Mr. 42O  T *i- in Xk ¡di Idi, Sg {Rl.} i-da4 ' so ' ;
*in- in dem. pronouns\adverbs  (< N *{h}i nu [with the N genitive p c .
*nu ]): Yk innik (*in-lik) 'such', inja4 'so, there', Blq in-ol 'that', Az, Chg
{Rl.}, Brb {Dm.} indi, SbTt Tb {Tum.} inde (= [indÁ]?) 'now', Bsh inde
indÁ 'now, already', VTt inde indÁ 'already' ¶ Pek. 24O, 256, BIG 6 5 ,
Rl. I 145O, 15O6, Hüs. 147, Dm. JBT 139, Tm. 56, BR 2O6, TatR 1 6 9 ,
Ktw. PLA 2O-3 ¶¶ SDM97 (A *i > Ko, J, as well as T *o4∏r11 'inside'), ≈ DQA
#582 *i (a deictic √ ; Ko, J, T + T, M i- 'he ' ;  no distinction be tween
reflexes of N *{h}i  'iste' and N *yi  'he') || D *i 'hic (the nearer to t h e
speaker)' >  Tm i-, ivv-, Ml i, ï, Kt, Td i- 'this, hic', Kn i-, p roximate
dem. base, ï  'this', Tu ï , Klm i;, Nkr, Prj, Gdb, Png, Mnd, Kui, Ku, Krx ï,
Knd iya, Mlt i! (= ï?) 'this', Brh i-, a base declined for case ¶¶ D # 4 1 O
˚ Sm and J suggest the original meaning 'iste', while other lgs. point t o
the meaning 'hic' ˚ The N initial *h-  is tentatively reconstructed o n
the analogy of N *ha  'ille', because the paradigm of the deictical
particles is likely to presuppose their similar phonological structure ˚
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Cp. IS I 27O-2 (combines together N *{h}i  [incl. our *yi ] and N *h{e}  a s
two variants of the same word *?i /(?)?e ) .
755. i  *{h}u  'iste', dem. pc. (intermediate deixis?) >  HS: C: Bj H d
{Rop.} u2 (df. art. nom. m.), o (accus./obl. m.), {R} u2≠wu2 (df. art. n o m .
m.), o2≠wo2 (accus. m.) (allomorphs with w- when preceding a n o u n
beginning with ?-, otherwise allomorphs without w- ), Bj B {Alm.} u2 (d f .
art. nom. m.), o2 - (accus .  m.), Bj A {AD} ≤?o2≠?u2≠?U≠hU (df. art. n o m .
m.) (e.g. ≤?o2 gaw 'the house' nom., ?u2 ≤tak 'the man', ?U ≤hadßa 'the l ion' ,
hU ≤?or 'son, boy, child', hU ≤?e2w 'the kudu antelope', hU ≤?ab 'the k id ' ) ,
≤?o2≠?o2≠?o≠ho2≠ho (obl. m.) (?o2 ≤tak 'den Menschen', ?o ≤hadßa ' d e n
Löwen, dem Löwen', ≤?o2 gaw obl. 'the house', ho2 ≤?awi obl. 'the s tone ' ,
ho ≤?o2r 'den Jungen, das Kind'); the variants with h- occur when t h e
article precedes a noun beginning with ?- , otherwise the variants with ?-
are used »» EC: Sd {Mrn.} marker of subject case (nom.) ≤-u ( n o m .
nugu≤s-u ↔ abs. nuguse 'king', nom. maga≤n-u ↔ abs. maga≤no
'God'), Bn J -u2 nom. (i!r-u2 nom. ↔ i!r‰ abs. 'goat', mo2f-u2^ nom. ↔ mo2!f‰
abs. 'snake', ba2^'l-u2^' nom. ↔ ba2^l abs. 'feather'), Sml -u (marker of n o m .
with dem. suffixes of nouns: -ka~n-u~ nom. ↔ -ka!n abs. 'this' m.,  -ta~n-u~
nom. ↔ -ta!n abs. 'this' f., -ke2~r-u~ nom. ↔ -ke2!r abs. 'that' m.) » ? Af wo2
'that\those' (remote for both speaker and addressee) ¶ Mrn. S 26-7 ,
Hn. BD 28, PG 146, AD KJ 35, PH 235  LbB: B *w-a m. sg. / *w-i m .
pl., dem. and rel. prn. >  Shl, Tmz, ASgr wa sg. / wi pl. 'this', relative
'that of, which', B *w-i- m. pl. (>  Tw w´-), px. of the dependent s t a t e
(état d'annexion, that Pr. proposes to call 'cas subordonné'), typical,
among others, to the postverbal subject noun (*w- is likely to go b a c k
to a thematic focalizer or "singulatif défini", acc. to Pr., or df. art., acc .
to Vc. “ dem. prn.), compound pronouns: Tmz/ASgr wa-n, Shl wa-
hin, Kb wa-hi 'that' »» Gnc gua (<  *wa) 'that of', guan id. (<  *wa +
nota genitivi *n): guan chinec 'that of Chinec, the man of Chinec' ¶
Pr. M IV-V 11-6, Pr. PE ∀, Ai. SKBJ I 17-22, 49-52, AiM 176, 21O-1, 2 1 8 ,
Brugn. EAB, Brugn. SNBO ¶¶ In my opinion, we may adduce here the HS
ending of the subject case **-u >  pS *-u (>  Ar, Ug -u), ending of t h e
nominative case sing. (“ thematic focalizer “ dem. prn.), pEC *-u (≠*-
i) id.; the S morpheme group *-u-m - nom. df. (>  OAk -um nom. st. r . ,
Ar -un nom. indf., Ug -u nom.  abs.); it would be tempting to equate S
*mu≤t-u-m 'the man' nom.  df. (>  Ak mutum 'man' st. r.) with Hs
mutum ·mu~tu^N‚ 'man' (<  AncHs *mutum, the final *-m recons t ruc ted
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on the ev. of the gen. mutumin  ·mu~tu!m-i~n‚) and thus to suggest t h a t
the ending *-um existed already at the pHS level. We may also adduce
the ending *-u of the pS relative mood (= Dk.’s pS "subjunctive", u s e d
in subordinated clauses)  > Ak -u (rel. mood = traditionally called
"subjunctive"), CS *-u of the new ip. (> Ar -u id.); its semant ic
prehistory: N dem. *{h}u > rel. *-u 'that which'  > *-u of the rel. m o o d
¶¶ w  Ss. CCSB 111-126; on the pS endings and their meaning w AD MN
∀ and AD PhSS 7, fn. 12; on S *mu≤tu-m w AD PhSS 3; on the pS re l .
mood see Dk. JDPA 254, 3O4, ≈ Eil. SA ∀ (equates the Ak -u-mood with
the Ar -u-ip., but believes that the pS *-u-mood is indicative) || K *u-
'it', marker of the objective version of the verb having a recipient o f
the 3rd pers. >  G, Mg, Lz u-, Sv u-≠o-: OG X-u-ûqo ≠ h-u-ûqo 'er tat e s
ihm\für ihn', NG u-c'er-s 'il l'écrit pour lui', u-c'er-t 'il l'écrit pour eux '
¶¶ K 185, Vogt GLG 122-3, Shan. G 74 || IE *?u- / *?ou\-/ *we- / *wo-
'iste', deictic pc. >  Ht u-ni- 'jener, der da, der erwähnte; iste'; t h e
former opposition of degrees of proximity to the speaker and h e a r e r
('hic'≥ 'iste'≥ 'ille') (that probably existed in the pronouns eni-,
uni-, and anni-) was lost when these Ht pronouns b e c a m e
predominantly anaphorical; pv. u- '(hier)her' (↔ pe- 'hin', e.g. H t
uda- '(her)bringen' ↔ peda- 'hinschaffen, forttragen', uwate-
'herbringen' ↔ pehute- 'hinbringen', etc.), ? Ht -un (a rare OHt
form) 'him, her' (side by side with -an) ¶ Ts. W 63, 95-8, SomF HAB
161, Frd. HEB 68, Mer. SGA 324  NaIE *u-/ *ou\-/*we-/*wo- 'iste' (‘
'ille', 'hic') >  Sl *ov¥ / f. *ova / ntr. *ovo 'that', OCS, O R ov5 ovË
'that' (usually ov5 … ov5 'that\one … the other'), SCr †, ∆ , Sln, OCz
ov , P o1w 'that', prnl.: SCr o~v-a2j (f. o~v-a2, ntr. o~v-o2) 'hic', P o1w ' i l le ' ,
OCS {Mikl.} ovË 'hic', {SJSS} 'hic, ille' »» ? OI, Av ava- 'jener', OI u-
'and, also, further, on the other hand'  *u in OI asau, Av ha2u ' i l le ' ,
OPrs hauv 'this'; with a *r- formant: OI avah5, Av avar´
'downwards', Um uru 'illo';*we2, *wo- 'on the other hand' ‘ ' o r '
(× *wu 'whether') >  OI/Av/OPrs va2, Gk h>-(w)e1 > }h, L -ve" 'or'; th is
morpheme is to be kept apart from the paronymous NaIE word *au\ ' o r '
(< N ? *?{a}wu6666 'whether?', 'or') in Gk a‘y 'again, once more', L aut
'or', autem  'but, however', Osc AUT avt , AUTI  'aut, autem' ¶¶ P 73-5 ,
F I 183, 619, WH I 87, II 74O-1, Bc. G 313, 35O, Mikl. L 486, Mikl. E
229, ESlSJ-SGZ II 558-61, SJSS XXII 5O8-9, Brtl. 163-76, 173O-2, M K I
58, 66, ≈ Bks. 2O2 (NaIE *ow- < *h€eu\ 'away, again') || U: FU *°u-≠*°o-:
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FU *°u- is represented by Hg o-da  'dahin, dorthin, dort', oly 'such, so ' ,
ott  'there', u1gy  'so', FU *°o- or *°u2- is reflected by Chr H {Rm.} umpal
'jene Seite, die andere Seite', Chr L/H {Ü} umbalne 'there, in t h e
distance ' ,  umbalan 'there, to that place ' ,  umbake 'there, to t h a t
point', umbac7´n 'from there', FU *°u- ¬ *°o- > pMr *o- in Er ombo, M k
omba, oma 'other, second' (Chr and Mr -mb- <  FU *-mpa/a4, sx. o f
cmpr.); Rédei (UEW) explains irreg. sound corrs. by mixing of different
deictic stems, IS attributes FU *o- to the infl. of the interr. *ko- ¶ UEW
332, IS I 258 || A *o ≠ *u, {SDM95} *o 'this, that' (deictic pc.) >  NaT *o
'jener dort' >  Tk o, ∆  o≠u, Az, Ggz, CrTt, Kr Cr o, ET, Bsh u, U z
u±o±wu≠hu, SY, Ln o≠u 'that', Xlj o' 'he, she, it, that'; but T *ol ' t h a t '
(> OT ol, Tkm, Qzq, Yk, Tv ol, Chv va€€ €l v¥ºl) does not belong here, it i s
better explained as going back to N *{? }ol ∏∏∏∏V  'that (visible)' ¶ ET Gl 4 4 4 -
6, Bu. I 1O6, DT 167 , ≠ SDM97 (A *o(lV) 'this, that')  Tg {Bz} *u-
'iste' in derivatives: WrMc uba hoc', urala 'hicce', Ud uti 'this, i t '
(stem uta-: accus. utawa, dat. utadu, loc. utala) ¶ Bz. 114, STM II 2 9 3 - 4
 pJ {S} *‰!- 'this' (a deictic √ ) >  J: Sh u!-nu~, Ns u!-M= ~, Ht u~-nu~, Y u~-nu! ¶ S
QJ #147 ¶¶ DQA #1554 (A *o 'this, that ' ,  incl. T, Tg, J), S AJ 2 8 O
[#136] (T, J) || D *u 'iste', deictic base and demonstrative pc.\adj. >
Tm, Kn u- (a dem. base indicating a person\place\thing occupying a n
intermediate position or a position near the person[s] spoken to), T m
u≠uvv, Kn u2, Ku u2, Krx hu2 'iste', dem. adjective prn. ¶¶ D #557 ˚
The ancient meaning is best preserved in D. Cp. UEW 332 (U, IE, T), IS I
257-8 (considers U *o to be a variant of the U deictic *a, arisen due t o
the infl. of the interr. *ko; adduces T *o) ˚  On the reason of o u r
tentative rec. of N *h-  in this and other N demontrative particles s e e
above (s.v. *h{e}  and *{h}i ) .  
756. € *hedV 'to break '  > HS: S *°√hdd >  Ar √hdd G vt. ' b r eak ,
crush' ¶ Hv. 818, ≈  DRS 373  Eg MK hd 'break stones' ¶ EG II 5O5 ¶ ¶
But not here (⇔  Tk.) Ch *√hd' 'break' (JS, Stl. ZCh 228 [#766]) ,
because Ch *h hardly coresponds to S and Eg *h-; Ch *√hd'  is m o r e
likely to correspond to S *√Xtt (>  BHb th2n% ni≤Hat3 'was broken', Ug
{Grd.} Xt 'broken', Tgr Xatta 'was torn') ¶ KB 36O, LH 81, Grd. UT
#1O2O) ¶¶ Tk. I 147 (Eg, S + err. Ch) || D (in NED) *etßtß- > Krx etß-na2
'tear in pieces, lacerate', Mlt et ße v. 'deface, destroy' ¶ D #785.
757. *hu6666di  'rot, dissolve (by boiling), boil' >  HS: WS *√hdy >  Gz
√hdy v. 'dissolve by overcooking, cook completely', Ar √hÎy Sh  p f .
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?ahÎa2) 'boil meal to shreds' (π a S lge. with *-d- >  -Î-) ¶ L G 215, Di.
18, BK II 14O8 || A: M *u4Z>ire- vi. 'rot' >  WrM u4Zire-, HlM ¥qr´-(x)
id., Brt ¥q´-(x´) vi. 'rot, go bad' (in Brt loss of r?) ¶ *-Zi- <  *-di- ¶
MED 1O17, Chr. 496 || D *utß- > Tl ud5uku v. 'boil, seethe, bubble with
heat', ud5ikincu, ud5iki(l)lu vt. 'boil, cook', Gnd udßk e2r 'hot water ' ,
Ku udßku 'heat', Krx ur`tur- 'be boiled or cooked, be be tired up t o
excitement' ¶¶ D #588.
758. *hu++++od[V]?V 'be motionless, sleep' (‘ 'be sleepy\giddy') >  HS:
S: [1] WS *√hd? 'be motionless, quiet' >  Ar √hd? G (hada?a / -hda?u)
'take a rest, stop (somewhere)', acp. ha 2di?-  'motionless, quiet', √hd? D
vt. 'calmer, apaiser, adoucir', Mh {Jo.} ho2di 'quiet' (of a pe r son) ' ,
{Jahn} ho2d° 'quiet' (of a wind)', Hrs {Jo.} hedï, Jb E/C {Jo.} ≤hudi
'quiet', Sq {L} ≤hyode 'se calmer', Tgr √hd? G 'se calmer'; [2] + ext.:
WS *√hdm 'be sleepy\giddy' >  Ar huda2m- 'giddiness' ({BK} 'mal d e
mer'), Gz √hdm v. D  (pf. haddama) 'sleep, slumber' ¶ BK II 1397-8 ,
14O2-3, Jo. M 152, Jo. H 5O, L G 214, DRS 371  EC {Ss.} *hudr- ' s leep '
> Rn udur / urd-, Sml (mt.) hurd- id. ¶ Ss. PEC 4O, PG 285, DSI 319   Ch:
ECh: Brg ?o2~J°i!, Kjk aud'u, ? Mu {Lk.} he~yi!t, {J} ha~yya~d'e! 'sleep', Mgm ?o2~J°o~
'se coucher' ¶ JI II 299, JA 113, Lk. ZSS 189 || U : FU *oÎa- v. 'sleep, l ie '
>  pLp {Lr.} *O2Îe2- v. 'sleep' >  Lp: S {Hs.} oaºr´e-dh, L aºdda2-, N {N}
oaDDe-t (/-D- ), Kld {TI} Üu¢‰]çò>e-Î3 / Üu¢aÎam3 / Üu¢öÎi; id. » Er udo-
udo-. Mk udo-n ud´- id. »» ObU {Ht.} *wo2Î- / ? *wa"Îa2- > pVg {Ht.} *a2l-
/*a"l- >  OVg S Vt ololanty 'I am dozing (dreml√ )', OVg S Kg
alalax`  'sleep'; pOs {Ht.} *a:la- / *ol- v. 'lie (liegen)' > Os: V/Vy a"la-,
Ty a"¬a- / o"¬-, Y a"¬- / o"¬-, D/K a"t-, Kz o"¬- id., d.: Y a"¬t´-, Nz utt´-, Kz
wö8¬t´-, O olt´- 'schlafen legen' ¶ UEW 334-5, Sm. 542 (FU *odaº
'sleep' > FP *oda, Ugr *aºdI"), Lr. #817, Lgc. #4543, Hs. 1O35, Ker. II
179, Ht. #662  || A: T *uÎî- v. 'sleep' >  OT uÎî-, XwT uy[u]-, MQp XIII
u2y°-, XIV uyî-, [CC] uyu- id., Tk uyu-, Ggz, Qmq uyu-, SY, Xk,
Shor/Sg/Qb/Qc {Rl.} uzu-, Tv udu-, Tf udòu-, Yk utuy- id., VTt oe- ¥ºy¥º-
(inf. o√ ¥ºyu), Bsh ojo- ¥ºy¥º- v. 'doze, slumber; grow numb' »» It i s
possible that T *u 2 n. 'sleep' (> OT u[:], Xlj u2, and Yk u2) goes back to a n
earlier **u[:]Î (so Cl. 2, Rs. W 5O8, and Pek. 3O98), but the alternative
et. relating T *u2 to A *N{u}[:]ya- 'sleep' (< N *Nuhy{a} 'to rest, to lie, t o
repose' [‘ 'to sleep], q.v.) is more plausible ¶ The vw. *u in the ve rb
*uÎî- was not long (⇔  Cl.), as evidenced by Yk utuy-; if the noun *u2
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'sleep' belongs here, the length may be compensatory (for the loss of *-
Î) ¶ ET Gl 579-81, DTS 6O5, Cl. 1-2, 42-3 (derives *uÎî- from *u2 n .
'sleep'), TAG 44, Ra. 236, TatR 4O8, 417, BR 412, Pek. 3O64-5, 3O98,
DT 2O9-1O, Rs. W 5O8 (err. initial •u2 in Yk utuy-) ˚  Comparison of U
and A: Rs. UAW 42, Coll. 147, IS MS 367, IS SS #1.14, UEW 334-5 (U, T
+ •÷ M umta- 'sleep').
759. € *hakV  'slow, inactive' > HS: SS *√hky >  Gz √hky (pf. hakaya)
'be lazy\sluggish\inactive\weary', Tgr √hky (pf. hakka), Tgy √hky (p f .
hakAyA) 'be weary\indolent' (EthS ı Bln {R} hakay 'tired, weary', Km
{CR} ake2t 'laziness'), Mh {Jahn} √hky (pf. Gt ≤håtk° 'abhangen, s ich
nach unten neigen') ¶ L G 216-7, Jahn 187, ≈ DRS 4O7 || A: NaT *akur-
'do slowly' >  OT {Gbn.} aqur- id., {Cl.} aq(u)ru, OOsm XIV arqîn ≠ arqun
≠ arXun 'gently, quietly, slowly', XwT XIV aqru(n) 'quietly, peacefully' ,
Cum aqrîn ≠ arqun 'slowly, quietly', QBl, Qzq, Qq, Qrg aqîrîn, VTt, Bsh
a4krÁn 'slow(ly), quiet(ly)' ¶ Cl. 89-9O, DTS 49, ET Gl 123-4, Gbn. ATG
295, Br. OTG §§ 1O4, 136, Rs. W 14  M *a˝aZ>i- Ï *a˝aZ>i-9u >  WrM
a9azi-9u, HlM aaqu 'slow(ly), M *a˝azi-m id. >  WrM a9azim, HlM
aaqim id.; cp. also WrM a9as7ar, HlM aawar 'for a while, leasurely'
¶ MED 13-4.
76O. *h++++Ù{a 4444}ka 'to need, to lack' >  IE *Óeg+g8- ({EI} *h⁄eg- 'be in need ,
lack') >  NaIE *eg+g8- 'lack' >  L ege2- 'be in need, want' »» ON ekla n .
'lack, want, need', OHG ecko-ro2di, ecko-ro 2do 'just, merely ( n u r ,
bloß, allein)' ¶¶ Hardly here (⇔  EI) Ht ak(k)-/ek- 'die' ({Pv.}: ÷ Vnt
ekupeTaris ≠ ecupetaris ≠ equpetars 'tombstone' < IE *[?]ek-
die')  ¶¶ P 29O, ≈ EI 343, WH I 394-5, Vr. 9, Kb. 196, EWA II 945-7 ,
Schz. 122, Pv. I 17-23 ||  HS: HEC: Ged {Hd.} ha2k- vt. 'lose, miss', vi. ' b e
unable', ?φ  Brj hok'- 'be absent' ¶ Hd. 243, Ss. B 1OO   ? S: Gz ?akko2 ' b y
no means, no' (unless <  *?al-ko2), Tgr ?ikon  'not, no' ¶ L G 14 || A: NaT
*a4gsu4 (× N *Ùa{?u 4444 }gá  'to lack, to want', q.v.) 'be(come) defective,
deficient, lacking' >  OT a4gsu4- ({Cl.} egsu4-) id., OT (BrSc) {Gb.} a4gso4-,
ET o4gsu4-, Tk eksi-, Ln o4ksu4- vi. 'diminish, lessen, decrease', Chg o4ksu4-
id., vt. 'diminish, reduce', Tkm eGiT- 'diminish, reduce', Qrg o4ksu4- ' b e
lacking' ¶ Cl. 117, ET Gl 257-8, DTS 168, Rl. I 687, 1188.  
761. *{h}awk{a} 'light (lux); bright' > IE: NaIE *au\g- v. 'shine' Ï NaIE
*au\g-a2, -o2(n) 'light, gleam' >  Gk a]ygh1 id., 'daylight', pl. 'sun-rays' »» pAl
{O} *au\ga >  StAl T ag 'twilight, dusk', agu i drite4s 'Morgengrauen ' ,
agu i syrit 'pupil of the eye', a≤goj v. 'dawn', {Ç} 'il fait jour ' »» NLG
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auken ± ooken 'attic, garret' »» ? W gwawl 'light (lux)' ({Mn.} <
*au\glo-?) »» ?? pSl *jug¥ 'south, southern wind' >  OCS Ug5 jugË, Blg,
R, Uk √g, Slk juh 'south', OR ug5ugË, SCr juàg, Slv ju~g, Cz jI1h id.,
'southern wind', as well as SCr juàgo 'south', Uk √ga 'drought' ¶ WP I
25, P 87, EI 314 (*h€eu\g- 'shine, become bright'), Mn. 41, F I 183-4 ,
YGM-1 259, Ch. 137, Hofm. EWG 28, BFU 29, Kf. 38, Ç I 3O-1, II 344, O
2, Vs. IV 526, Glh. 3O2 || HS: [1] S *0√wky > Gz √wky L (pf. wa2kaya)
'shine, glisten, glitter'; *0√h+?kk? Ak akaku2tu 'brandon, t ison,
rougeoîment du ciel' ¶ L G 612, DRS 537  [2] (× N *Óa4444NkË ' f i re ' ,
q.v.): Ch {Nw.} *aku ≠ *akWa 'fire', {Stl.} *?akuw- id. >  WCh: Ngz {Sch.}
a!ka^, Bd {IL} a!ka~ id. » Cg {Sk.} a2^kWe!, Kry {Sk.} a~ku!, My {Sk.} a@ku@, Jmb {Sk.}
akWa!, Dir {Sk.} aku!wa!, Wrj {Sk.} k‰~wa@y, Sir {Sk.} ku@wi!, Mbr ku~wa! id. »»
CCh: Db {JI} ku id. » G’nd wa2-ta id. » ? BM: Mrg {IL} ?î!?î~ (= {∫IL} ?U!?U~),
Cb u!?u~ id. » Mtk {Nw.} akWa, Mada {BrrB} okkWo, {Ro.} a~kWa!, Mofu {Brr.}
a!wO~w, MfG {Brr.} a!wa~w, Gzg D {Lk.} ?avo; {Ro.}: Mkt a!ka~l, Myn a~ku!,
Hrz, Vm a!kWa~, Zlg a~kWa!, Mlk a~ko! id. » Msg {Trn.} a~fu! id. » Lmn {Lk.}
u~uvu~ id. » Suk {IL} k≈u^ id. » Ms {Nw.} aku-da, {J} ku!da!, ZmD {KND} ku@,
{Srp.} ku, ZmB {J} ku!, LamP ku, Lam kWu, Bnn ku-da id. »» ECh {Stl.}
*?ako+uw- > EDng {Fd.} a~ko~, Bdy ?a~ko, Mgm {JA} o!kko~, Mkl {J} ?u~wwo! id .
» Skr {Sx.} o~ko!, {Nw.} o!ko id. » Jg {J} ?O2!k, Brg {J} ?a~ku~, Mu {J} ke2¶wi! id. ¶ JI
II 138-9, Nw. 26 [#48], Stl. IF 124, KNC 13, Ro. 252 [#271], Brr. MG II
149, BrrB 151, Fd. 14, Blz. EChWL. #27  C (× N *Óa4444NkË 'fire'): EC: Arr
{Hw.} ?e2g, Elm ≤e2k, Yk iku, {E} ?eku 'fire', ?σ Dsn ?e!ge 'ashes ' »» Dhl ?e2!ga
'fire' »» SC: Asa {To.} yogot, {E} yogo 'fire' ¶ Blz. CL 178, BlzT D 2, To. D
128, Hw. A 338, To. DL 481, Hn. NBLK 2O4, ≈ AD SF 262-3, E PC #1O6, E
SC 318 || A: T *a2k 'white' >  OT, Tkm a2q, Tk ak, Az a˝, Ggz, CrTt, Kr,
QrB, Nog, Qzq, Qq, VTt, Bsh, Qrg, Alt, Shor, Tv, ET aq, Uz åq, Tf aqò, Xk
aX id. ¶ Rs. W 12, ET Gl 116-7, TL 679-8O, Ra. 154  pJ {S}: [1] *aka-
'be bright; red, bright' >  pJ *a!ka !  'red, (?) bright' ({S} *a!ka!-ru! 'bright') >
OJ {Mr.} aka- 'red, bright', {S} 'red', [RJ] a!ka!- 'red', J: T/K a~kai-, Kg
akaka, Ns ha2!-, Sh a~ka!-, Ht a!ga~-, Y a~ga!-nta!ri! id., OJ {Mr.} akaru- v. ' ge t
bright\red', a!ka!-ru 'bright, light', akasu  'red, bright'; [2] *a~ka~- v. ' d awn '
> OJ aka-/ake- id. ¶ S AJ 11O [#58], 267 [#6O], S QJ #6O, Mr. 675, 8 2 5
¶¶ ≈ DQA #634 (A *i\a2!ka 'light, white': incl. T, J) ˚ The tentative r ec .
of N *h-  is based on indirect ev.: the only N lrs. liable to disappear in S
are *h-  and *?- , but N *?-  yields IE *?, which is unable to p r o d u c e
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colouring effect on vowels. Hence the only N lr. to be reconstructed is
*h- .
762. € *hËwa4444ke 6666 'move, walk' > HS: S [1] WS *-hu2k- >  Gz √hwk (js. -
hu2k, pf. ho2ka) v. 'stir, stir up, move', ? Ar √hwk TD (pf. tahawwaka)
'tomber dans qch. par étourderie ou témérité'; [2] ?σ S {KB} *°-ha2k- >
OA √hk  'go' (1s ip. ?hk , 3pm ip. yhkn), IA, EpJA √hk, BA K6e1i^ y´-≤ha2k3
'go' ¶ L G 22O, Di. 1O, BK II 1458, KB 1697, HJ 281-2 (s.v. hlk), ≈ DRS
387 || U: FP *wa4ke 'run, walk' or 'come' >  pLp {Lr.} *ve2k‰- 'run, walk '
> Lp: L {LLO} viehka- 'run, walk', N {N} viekka6- / -g- 'run' » Prm *vo-
'come, arrive' (‘ 'ripen') >  OPrm vo-, Z vo- vo-(nÈ), Z US voÚ-nÈ, Yz
vu-nÄ id., Yz vois 'he came', Vt vu-yny vu- reach, arrive, ripen' ¶
UEW 817, Lr. #1395, Lgc. #867O, LG 63 ˚  Qu.
763. *hak÷V 'stand, stop, stay, be' > HS: S *°√hk÷ >  Ar √hk÷ G  ' t a k e
rest, halt' ¶ BK II 1433, Hv. 831  C {AD} *√?k v. 'be, become' >  pAg
{Ap.} *?ak-/?ax- id. >  Bln {Plm.} ?ax-/?ak-, {R} aG-, Xm {R} aG-, Aw
{Plm.} -aÌ- v. 'be' »» EC *-ik(k)-/*-ak(k)- id. >  Sml {Abr.} ah- v. 'be', Sa,
Af -ekk-, sx. of stative (“  copula), HEC {Hd.} *ik- v. 'become' >  Brj ih-,
Sd ik-/ikk-, Hd, Kmb ik- id. ¶ AD SF 131, 26O, Ss. B 1O3-4, Hd. 25 ¶
The vw. *i in EC *-ik- may go back to the 3m prefix *y- (*y-ak- >  *ik-)
|| ?φ  U: Sm: Kms {Cs.} ig- 'be': iga4m 'sum', iga4l 'es', iga4 'est', e tc . ,
imv. i' 'be!' (sg.), imv. pl. iga4, {KD} ïgEm 'sum' ¶ Cs. GSS 576-7, KD 2 2
|| A: NaT *a2g- v. 'rise' (“ *'stand') >  OT a2Ì- v. 'rise (from sth.), c l imb
(up sth.)', Tkm a2Ì- v. 'climb (over), overflow, exceed (a s t a t ed
period)', Osm, Chg aÌ- v. 'rise', Osm aÌ- v. 'rise, evaporate', QrB aw- v.
'climb (over)' ¶ Cl. 76-7, DTS 16, ET Gl 68-9, Rl. I 142, TkR 22, Rs. W 7
|| D *a2k- v. 'be, become' >  Tm a2ku (a2ki-) v. 'come into existence,
happen, be', Ml a2kuka v. 'be that, become that', Kt a;g- v. 'become', Kn
a2gu v. 'come into existence', Kdg a;g- v. 'become', Tl agu ≠ avu v.
'be, become' ¶¶ D #333 ¶¶ It is not clear if D *a2- (>  Tm a2- v. 'come in to
existence, happen, be', Kt a;- v. 'become' [gerund a;r`y, a;ty], Knd, Png,
Mnd, Ku a2- v. 'be, become', Gnd a2- v. 'be', Kui a2va- v. 'become, b e ,
happen') is originally a morphophonemic variant of the same w o r d
(with N *-k-  > D *-∅-) or a different verb ˚  T *-g- < N *-k÷- regularly
(cp. N *tek÷V 'to touch' >  T *t£eg- id. and N *c 6666Ék÷V  'to step, to t r a m p ,
to trample down' >  T *çigru-  'trample').
764. € *hoK''''Ë 'copulate' >  HS: S *°√hk'k' >  Ar √hqq (pf. haqqa)
'coahabiter avec une femme avec violence' ({Fr.} 'vehementer inivit
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[feminam]'), ha2qq- 'vehementer futuens' ¶ BK II 143O, Fr. IV 398  B
{†Pr.} *√wq{Ó} (*wqu{Ó}-) v. 'copulate' (× N *k''''uyÉ 'be hungry, desire ,
want'??) >  Izn {Rn.} ´qqi, Rf/SrSn {Rn.} ´qqu, Sll {Ds.} qquº (pf. iqquº),
Izd qqu 'copulate', Izd t-uqqu-t 'cohabitation, acte d’amour' ¶ Rn. 3 7 2 ,
Mrc. 54 || A: M *oqu- 'copulate' >  MM [MA, IM] oqaba p. ' copula ted '
(of humans and animals), WrM oqu-, HlM oxo-x, Kl {Rm.} oX¥º-Xa vl
'copulate' (of humans), Ord {Ms.} oXo 'copulate' (of a man) ¶ Pp. MA
266-7, 443, MED 626, KW 284, Ms. O 5O8  Tg: Ewk oko- ' copula te '
(π M?) ¶ STM II 1O ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1564.           
765. o? *halV 'call out, call, utter magical words, rejoice' >  IE: [1]
{Pv.} *xel-t-/*xl-et-, d. *xl=≤tye/o- ({∫Pv.} *Ó⁄l=tye1/o1-) '≈ call' > AnIE {Pv.}
*halt(i)ya- > Ht halzai- v. 'call out, cry, shout, exclaim, howl; cry fo r ,
crave; proclaim, recite, read; call, summon, invoke', Lw (3s prs. m d . )
hal-ti-it-ta-ri  NaIE: acc. to Pv. II 5-64, NaIE *lo2≤ta2 (< IE {Pv.}
*xlo≤ta2) >  ORu la†u n. 'call, summons, invitation', ON lo<Î, AS laÎu
'invitation'; Ï Gt la†o2n, ON laÎa, AS laÎian, OHG lado2n 'to invite,
to call' (>  NHG (ein)laden 'invite') »» ? OL lessus, accus. sg.
lessum 'wailing, lamentation' (acc. to C}op, < *lets-tu-s < *Ó*lets-tu-
s)  [2] ?o: Gk ]alalh1, Gk D ]alala1 'war-cry', and Gk H ]ololy1zv v. ' c r y
with a loud voice' (so Ts. E) ¶¶ F I 63, Pv. II 53-64, Pv. EA 88, Ts. E I 1 3 9 -
4O, C}op IGW-8 96-7, Fs. 323, Ho. 196, Vr. 343, 373, Kb. 585 || HS: S
*√hll '≈   rejoice, cry with exaltation' >  BHb √hll G 'be boastful ,
infatuated', v. D 'eulogize', 'praise (God)', MHb √hll  D 'praise', Aram
√hll G (pf. halla) 'rejoice', SmA √hll D  'praise', Sr √hll D 'sing,
praise', BHb hillu2≤l-ïm 'festival exultation', MHb lul`ie hil≤lu2≤l, JA
hillu2≤l-a2 {Js.} 'singing praises', JEA {Sl.} al1ul`ie5 hillu2≤l-a2 'festivity,
wedding feast', IA [Eleph.] {KB} hi+allu2lat 'noise', Gz √hll T  (p f .
tahalala) 'jubilate, utter cries of joy', Ak fOB √?ll: atlulu 'to s h o u t
ala2la, to brag, to boast', s7u2lulu 'to hail, to acclaim, to utter a cry' ¶
KB 235, 238-9, KBR 245-9, Js. 346, 353, Sl. 378, Tal I 21O, Br. 176, BK II
1434-5, L G 217, CAD I/1 331-2, DRS 414-5  B *√h?l ({∫Pr.} √h€h⁄l)
v. 'diriger un salut (vers un absent)' >  Ah, Tnsl, ETwl, Ty uhal, pf. y´hul,
Gh pf. y´hul ¶ Fc. 576-8, Pr. H #218, GhA 78, 251 (Pcj. II B 3) || U: FU
*alV- v. 'utter magial words, exercise magic forces', v. 'sacrifice' (× N
*÷{a}l ∏∏∏∏V 'burn [esp. sacrifices], use magic means [sacrifices, magic
formulae, etc.] to produce a particular result' [q.v.]) >  Er {Bd.} alta-,
alvta- v. 'promise', {ERV} alta- v. 'promise, dedicate', {Jv.} alta- ' d o o m ' ,
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{Bd.} alsta- 'versprechen, zusagen, weihen; verwünschen' » Chr {Szil.}
ulte- v. 'prey', Chr L {MRS, Ü} ul≤Îa-s7 'to prey, to say one’s prayers' »»
pOs *al- > Os: V/Vy alÈl- v. 'curse, scold', Vy alÈl- v. 'bewitch', V alÈlt´
ko4l 'Fluchwort, malediction', alÈm- v. 'curse, call down curses upon' »
OHg a1ld- v. 'sacrifice, opfern', Hg a1ld- v. 'bless, consecrate', a1ldoz-  v.
'sacrifice, offer; devote to'  ? Y: Y {Jc.} ilete- 'beschimpfen,
schelten', Y K {IN} il!t‰-, Y T {Ku.} il!ete- 'scold' ¶¶ UEW 7, MF I 81, ERV
45, MRS 628, Stn. D 75, Trj. 13, KC 16-7, Jv. 19, Ü 225, EWU 24, ≈  Rd.
UJ 45 [#58] (Y π U) || A *al- >  NaT *alka- v. 'bless, praise, con jure
(supernatural spirits)' >  OT alqa- v. 'praise' (both in the religious a n d
the ordinary sense), v. 'bless', Qmq, Qrg, Qzq alqa-, Tv alÌa- v. 'b less ' ,
Xk al˝a- v. 'bless, thank', StAlt alqa- v. id., Yk al˝a- v. 'bless, praise,
prey, conjure (supernatural spirits), cast a spell' ı Ewk alga- v. 'bless,
pray', alga 'blessing' ¶ Cl. 138, Rs. W 17, ET Gl 137-8, Rl. I 349, Pek. 7 4
 Tg *algi3-n 'fame, rumour' >  Sln algiﬁ 'rumour', Mc algin, Mc Sb
algi\an 'fame, rumour'; Mc algi-, Mc Sb algi\a- v. 'become famous' ¶ ≈
STM I 3O  M *aldar 'fame' >  MM [S] aldar id., WrM aldar, HlM
aldar  'fame, renown, reputation', Kl {KW} aldr= 'fame', Dgr {T} aldar ≠
aldu2r id., 'news', 'honorific name' ¶ H 5, MED 3O, KW 6, T DgJ 12O.
766.  *hal∏∏∏∏V 'this' > HS: S *hal-, dem. prn. >  Ar ?al- (df. art.) and -al-
as a component in compound pronouns (e.g. Îa2lika 'this'), Ak A allu6
'jener', Ug hl {A} 'this', {OLS} '_he aquí, mira!', hlny, (AkSc) {Hnr.}
hallinïya 'here, now then', ? Ar ¬aEahala ≠ }aEahala2 'here' (in Hayya hala
≠ Hayya hala2 'come here'), ??? CS *≤halV?-(as7), *la ≤halV?[i] ' f u r the r ,
onward, thither' (with the directive case ending *-as7 or with t h e
preposition *la 'to') (× N * {h }al [V?]É  'on the other side', q.v. ffd.) ¶ Sd.
37, A #87, OLS 164-5, Hnr. 121, BK II 1435, KB 235,  KBR 245, BDB
#1973, PS 1OO9  (× N *{?}ol∏∏∏∏V 'that [visible]'): EC *?Vl- >  Gdl ?e2!le
(nom. ?e2!lu) 'that' (remote from the speaker), Dsn -(a)l- 'this', Arr -lo!
'this': faraw-lo! 'this horse', ?ummo-lo! 'these children' ¶ Hw. DP 13, Hw.
A 191-2OO, To. DL 226-7 || K: Sv: UB ala, LB ali, L/Ls ale 'he\it' ( n e a r
the speaker); 'this', Sv al 'this' ¶ TK 39-4O, GP 4O, Top. SJ 83 || IE:
NaIE *al- (× N *{h}al[V?]É 'on the other side', q.v. ffd.) in NaIE *al-i\o-s
'other' ({EI} IE *hÅeli\o-s), *°al-ter 'the other from two', IE *°o+al-nei\ > Sl
*olni 'last year' ¶ P 25-6, EI 411, Brg. D 1O7, F I 76-7, Vn. A 31-2, Flr.
155, Hm. 239, YGM-1 11, Billy 6-7, WH I 3O-3, Slt. 27O, Fs. 39, Vr.
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1OO-1, Ma. CS 275, Glh. 368 || A: ? NaT *°al 'that' >  Qrg, Tb al ' t ha t ' ,
unless it is a secondary variant of T *ol 'ille' (w  N *{? }ol∏∏∏∏V '⇑ ').
767. *hÅlV 'to shine; bright' > HS: WS *√hll v. 'shine' (of a heavenly
body), 'be bright' >  Ar hall-  'clair' (se dit des étoffes d’un tissu léger e t
clair), √hll  (pf. halla) v. 'appear' (of a new moon, of a heavenly b o d y
appearing over the horizon), √hll v. TD (pf. tahallala) 'shine', ' b e
bright (face, cloud)', hall-at- {Fr.} 'vas, quo ellychnium et o l eum
continetur', sc. 'lampas', {BK} 'lampe', {Hv.} 'lamp', BHb √hll lle S h
(Hiph.) v. (ip. le4i! ya2≤hel, 3pm ip. ul`e4i! ya2≤hellu2) 'flash forth, light,
shine', Tgr √hlhl D  (pf. hLhl halhalA) v. 'blaze (lodern, f lammen) ,
hLhL† halhalta n. 'blaze (Lohe, Flamme)', ?? Gz {DRS “?) √hll G ' ê t r e
clair, se rasséréner' ¶ Fr. IV 4OO-1, BK II 1434-6, Hv. 832, KB 238, KBR
248, BDB #1984, LH 1-2, DRS 415  B *°√Óll >  Izn {Rn.} iul´lla pl .
'lightning' ¶ Rn. 287 || K *[h]el- v. 'lighten' (× N *yel[ay]V 'to shine;
light [lux]', q.v.) >  OG, G el-, G Ing hel- v. 'lighten', Lz A al- v. ' sparkle ,
lighten', Sv hel- ≠ el- / -hl- (masdar li-el-e ± li-hl-) v. 'lighten', Sv. LB
hel 'lightning' ¶ ¶  ≈  K 78-9 and K2 46-7 (both: *el-; K adduces Mg/Lz
val- 'lighten'), ≈  FS K 122 (adducing Mg/Lz val- and reconstructing K
*wel-); on Mg/Lz val- see  N *w{e}l !!!!V 'to shine, to lighten', IS MS 3 6 2 -
3,, IS I 281-2 || D *all- 'clear' (of liquids) (× N *ÙaLbV 'white') >  Krx
all- 'become clear' (of liquid left undisturbed), Mlt {Drs.} a1le  'get c lear
(as water when left undisturbed)', ? Kui alga 'tidy, clear' ¶¶ D #261, Pf.
184 ˚  To be distinguished from N *÷3333 ++++9{á}él ∏∏∏∏u or *G {á}él∏∏∏∏u ' r eddish ,
yellow, brown' (q.v.).
768. € *hiLV (or *hÉyLV??) 'new heavenly light' (≈ 'new moon, t h e
first star in the sky') > HS: CS (or WS) *hila2l- (≠ *°haylil-?) > BHb ll4ie4
he2≤le2l 'morning star' (scriptio plena of the first e2, as always in BHb,
points to a former *ay), Ug hll {A} 'crescent', {OLS} '∈ divinidad astra l ' ,
Ar hila2l- 'new moon', 'moon at the end of the lunar month', as well a s
Gz {L} h´la2l 'new moon' and Amh h´lal 'moon' (both from Ar?) ¶ KB
235, OLS 165, A #832, BK II 1435. L G 217  B: Ah {Fc.} tallit (p l .
tilil), Ttq {Msq.} tallit (pl. telil), 'new moon, lunar month', Tw U d
{Sdl.} tallit (pl. tilil) 'moon, month', Gt {Nh.} tallit (pl. c7illil)
'month', Kb {Dl.} t3allit3 'moment imprésis: un instant, quelque jours' ¶
Fc. III 982, Msq. 178, 197, Sdl. 3O7, Nh. s.v. 'mois', Dl. 441 ¶¶ Cf. a lso
CCh: Bdm {Cfr.} hYi~llU!gU!, {Lk.} hi!logu 'star' (unless from Knr s7illogu id . )
(ChC, Lk. B 1O4) || A: Tg: Lm Ila2n 'moon', 'month' (“  *'new moon') ¶
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STM I 3O6 ˚  ≠ Blz. LNA #19 (S, B •÷ Sa, Af alsa 'moon, month', AnIE,
D, Tg words for 'day', 'light', 'burn, kindle' [see  N *hÅlV 'to shine;
bright', *yel [ay ]V  'to shine; light (lux)', and *yiLV  'burn, kindle']).
769. € *hiL{Ë}  'stand, be, exist' ([in B] ‘ 'have') >  HS: WS *√hlw
'be, exist' > Gz √hlw D  (pf. hlw hallawa ≠ hlo hallo2) 'be, exist; t h e r e
is', Tgr pf. h¬ halla, Tgy pf. alo  ?allo, Arg pf. halla, Amh pf. al  allA
id., Hmr hl 'be', Ar Y {Mü.} pf. hallo, {Slw.} hall- 'there is' ¶ L G 217-8 ,
LH 5, Mü. rEDG 399, Blv. XJ 69-72, Slw. 214-5, Bns. NJ I 23, DRS 412 
B: Ty ilu (3s pf. ila) [Pcj. I C 2] 'have', ETwl ¥lu [Pcj. I A 9-11], Ah ´l (p f .
ila") [Fcj. 12 = Pcj. I A 11] 'have', Kb ´l (pf. ila) 'have, belong to' ¶ Dl.
437-8, Fc. 974-7, GhA€  1O8, Pr. M VI-VII 119-26 and 143-4 ( o n
conjugations)  C: EC: Elm -el p. / -al-a prs. 'stand', Arr -ell- pf. / -all-
ip., Sml -i∏l-≠-ill- 'live, be' (3m p.: Sml yi∏l, Sml N ˘yi∏l, 3s prs.: Sml N
˘ya∏l, Sml C ya∏l(la)), Rn {PG} -ïl-/-a2l- 'live, dwell (wohnen)', pBn pf. *-
i∏l- / ip. *-a∏l- 'stay' (Bn J 1s p. a~£ki! ª-?-ï~ªl‰£~, 3m p. a~£ki!ª-y-ï~ªl‰£~ ~, 1s prs. a~£ka!£-?-a2~
£la~£, 3m prs. a£~k‰!£-Z7-a2~ £la~£, Bn K 1s p. ki!ª-?-ï~ªl‰£~, 3m p. ki!ª-Z7-ï~ªl‰£, 1s prs. ka!£?a2~ £la~£,
3m prs. ki!ªZ7a2~ £la~£), Dsn ya2^l 'stand' ¶ AD IPSV, Bell 32, 59, Anr. VVMS, Mrn.
SS 1OO-7, 272-7, 357-8, Abr. S 1962, Ss. OKSV 164-9, Ss. G 426-7, Ss.
D 211-2, Hn. S 33-6, Hn. BD 35-9, 57-61, 76, PG 59, 15O, Schlee 17-2O,
Hw. A 267-9, Vg. rSimO 165-7, To. DL 532, HL 67 (pEC *-a2ll- 'stand, b e
present') ¶¶ Coh. 8O [#2O] ||  A (*°iLV  'stand [up]', {DQA} *ilV ' s t and ,
become'): Tg *i3l[i+u]- 'stand up, stop still' >  Orc, Ud ili-, Ul i3li3-≠i3lu3,
Ork i3li3- ≠ i3lli3-, Nn i3li3-, Ewk  Úil-, Lm, Neg i3l-, WrMc ili- id., Mc Sb yili-
id., yIla-  id., 'halt', Sln  Úil- 'stand up', Jrc ili-bun 'standing, vertically' ¶
STM I 3O2-3, Y ##537-8, Kiy. 121 [#424], 131 [#6O4], Gru. SSJ # 4 2 4 ,
Md. ChF 135  ? pKo {S} *ïr- 'become, happen' >  MKo ïr- ' become ' ,
NKo ir´⁄-na- id., ïl- 'happen' ¶ S QK #733, Nam 4O5, MLC 1351, 1 3 5 6
¶¶  DQA # 596, Rm. SKE 71 (connects Ko with Tg ï- 'enter') ˚  IS MS
332 s.v. byt∆  ('be') *le (U, HS + unc. K *r- 'be') ˚  ≈ Gr. II #29 (*le
'be', incl. Y, CK, EA, U *le- ÷ IE *le(i)- 'provide, obtain').
77O. *hu6666LV 'push, butt, pierce' >  IE *Ùwel-/*Ùul- v. 'strike' >  H t
hulla-, hulliya- v. {Pv.} 'smash, quash, defeat', {Ts.}
'(nieder)schlagen' (×  N *9u6666LV 'to destroy, to fight; war')  NaIE *wel-
v. '≈   push, wound, damage' (× IE *welÙ- ' s t r ike '  < N *wVL{h}V ' h i t ,
attack', q.v.) >  L volnus, vulnus (gen. volneris, vulneris)
'wound' »» Gk o]ylh1 'a wound scarred over, a scar', ]ana2li1skv (<  *]ana-
wali1skv) 'waste, spend' ¶¶ Phv. II 363-8 (distinguishes between IE
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*Ùwel-hW- [{∫Phv.} Ó⁄wel-ÅW⁄ >  Ht hulla-] and *wel-[h]- [{∫Phv.}
*wel-(Å⁄)- > *walh-]), Ts. E I 275ff., P 1144-5, F I 74 and II 443-4, WH
II 744-5, 827, Fs. 564, Vr. 642, ≈ EI 567 (see  N *wVL{h}V 'to hit, t o
attack' and N *[æ]w{Å}l[iy]V 'to draw, to pull out\off') || HS: S
*°√hlw v. 'push' >  Jb C {Jo.} √hl? ({Jo.} √hlw) (pf. ≤he≤le?) v. ' p u s h
(animals) into a pen\cave' ¶ Jo. J 97 ||  A : M *oli- v. 'butt' >  WrM oli-
v. 'butt' (of a goat, ram), HlM oli-x 'to butt (with one horn)', Kl
{KRS} ol∆x ol!-x¥, {Rm.} oli- 'butt (with horns)' ¶ MED 6O9, Luv. 2 9 7 ,
KRS 396, KW 285 ¶ The M √  belongs here unless it is *Foli- (which
cannot be ruled out, because no reflexes are known in the lgs.
distinguishing between *F- and an initial zero). If this M root belongs
here, its vw. *o  (for the expected *u  or *u4) needs explaining.
77Oa. *{h}al[V?]É  'on the other side' > HS: C: SC: Irq {Fl., E} alu
'behind, after', {MQK} ?alu 'behind, reverse', {Wd.} alu 'back (s ide) ,
reverse (side)', Alg {E} alu 'behind', Brn {E} aluN 'after, behind, in b a c k
of', Kz {E} alale 'afterwards' ¶ E SC 315-6 s.v. SC *?a!la 'behind, a f te r ' ,
Wd. ##269, 746, MQK 13, cp. AD SF 222  ?σ CS *≤halV?-(as7), *la
≤halV?[i] 'further, onward, thither' (with directive case ending *-as7 o r
with preposition *la 'to') (× N *hal∏∏∏∏V 'this', q.v.) >  BHb ea1l6Æe1 ≤ha2l´?-a2
'further (on), onward, thither', JA al`1e2l l´-halla2, Nl`1e2l6 l´-halla2n
id., Sr Òha¬ l´-hal 'afar, beyond, thenceforth', A r |aEa hala2 ' forward ,
on!', but we must keep in mind possible infl. (or even alt. et.) of deict ic
particles and pronouns, cp. CS *hal 'this' [>  Ug hl, (AkSc) al 'this', Ar
df. art. ?al-] ¶ KB 235, KBR 245, BDB #1973, PS 1OO9, OLS 164 || IE
*?al-, *?ol- 'on\from the other side', {P} 'darüber hinaus' ({EI} *haelnos
'beyond') (×  NaIE *ol- 'that [remote]' < N *{?}ol∏∏∏∏V 'that [visible]') >  L
uls 'on the other side' »» OIr al, all 'beyond', Gl alla 'other', allos
'second', and allo- in the ethnonym Allo-broges (allo- + broga
'pays'?), Brtt {RE} *allos ' o ther '  >  Br all id., W all-tud 'exile', d.: OBr
alall, allall, arall, MBr, Br, MW, W arall, Crn aral 'other' »» OI
≤a2ra2d 'aus der Ferne', ≤aran5a 'fern, fremd'  NaIE *al-i\o-s 'o ther ' ({EI}
IE *hÅeli\o-s) (× N *hal∏∏∏∏V 'this') > OIr aile '(an)other', MW eil, W ail,
OBr, Br eil  'second', Gl ALLOS , ALOS  'second', ALLA  'other' »» L alius
id., Osc ALLO 'alia' »» Gk }alloß '(an)other' »» Arm ajl ayl id. »» Gt
aljis id., aljar 'anserswo', ON elliga(r) 'sonst', ellar, ella id.,
'otherwise', AS elles, OHG alles, elles 'otherwise'  O the r
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derivatives: L alter 'one of two, the other of two', Osc ALTTRAM
'alteram'; Gt alla 'aluid', allos 'the second one'  pSl *olni (<  IE *o+al-
nei\) 'last year' >  ChS lani lani, Blg lani, Cz loni, P Loni, R ∆
lo≤ni(s∆), SCr, Slv la!ni  ¶ P 24-6, EI 64, 411, Brg. D 1O7, F I 76-7 ,
EWA I 162-3, Vn. A 31-2, 57-8, 61, RE 117, Flr. 155, Hm. 239, YGM-1
11, Billy 6-7, WH I 3O-3, Billy 6-7, 35, Slt. 27O, Fs. 39, Vr. 1OO-1, Ma.
CS 275, Glh. 368 ¶ Here, as in S, there may be infl. of deictic and o t h e r
dem. elements || U: FU (att. in Ugr) *a4lV, *a4l[V]-mV 'the other side' >
pObU {Ht.} *a4∏l-, *a4∏l´m >  pVg *a4∏l- >  Vg LK O4∏lw´ (lative case) 'h inüber ,
auf die andere Seite des Wassers', pVg *a4∏l´m >  (in cds.) Vg: T a4l´m,
LK/UK O4∏l´m, P/LL O2l´m-, Ss a2l´m- 'on the other side of...' (e.g., Vg: T
a4≤l´mpa4∏lt, LK O4∏l´mpO4∏lt, Ss a2l´mpa2lt 'hinter, auf der anderen Seite [des
Wassers]', P a2l´mpa2l 'das jenseitige Ufer'); pOs *a4l´m- >  Os: Ya$¬´m, Os:
D/K/Kr a$t´m 'the other (side)', D/Kr a$t´m-pel´k 'the other side of a
r iver\ lake ' » Hg ∆ elv, elu4, el 'jenseitige Gegend', postposition elve1,
elvett 'on the other side', elvo¡l 'from the other side' ¶ UEW 836, Ht .
125 [#19], Stn. D 78, MF 15O || A  *a[:]l- 'on the other side, across' >  M
*alu-s 'on the other side, across' >  MM [S] alus id., WrM alus, HlM
als id., 'farther, beyond; more than', Kl als als= 'at some dis tance ' ,
(with gen.) 'across, over', {Rm.} 'über, auf der anderen Seite'; M ı Yk
olus≠alîs  'extremely, very much, more', Qzq alys alîs 'distant, far' ¶
H 6, MED 33, Klz. MJ 16, KRS 36, KW 8, MM 31  Tg: WrMc aldaN9a
'far, distant; from a distance (izdali )', ?σ Mc Sb ?al´duN´ ' quee r ,
unusual, weird' ¶  Hr. 33-4, Z 39-4O, Y #256O  ?σ pJ {S} *asu ' s t eep
bank, precipice' > OJ asu (aZu) id. ¶ S QJ #12O3  d.: A *a2!l!a- (< *al-ya-
, with compensatory lengthening due to the contraction of the cns .
cluster *-ly-?) v. 'cross (mountains)' (S AJ 197 [#259], S VL) >  T *a2l!- v.
'cross (a mountain\mountains) >  OT a2s7- v. 'cross, Chg as7- v. 'exceed,
surpass', Tkm a2s7- v. 'cross (mountains, other obstacles)', OOsm, ET,
StAlt as7-, Xk as- id., v. 'overflow', Tk as>-, Az, Qrg, VTt, Ln as7-, SY as- v.
'cross (mountains)', Qzq as- v. 'overflow the banks' (“ v. 'cross t h e
banks'), Qq as- v. 'overflow', ET, StAlt as7-, Xk as- v. id., ' c ros s
(mountains)', Yk a2s- v. 'cross, pass' ¶ Cl. 255, Rs. W 3O, ET Gl 212-4, BT
23-4  Tg *ala-, *ala-n- v. 'cross (a mountain ridge)' >  Ewk
Skh/Urm/Uc ala-, alan-, Ewk Ald/Z/Tp alan-, Lm O ala-, Lm Ol/B/P ol¥n-,
Neg alan- id.; Tg *ala-n 'mountain pass, crossing of a mountain ridge' >
Ewk Urm alan 'mountain pass', Lm Ol al¥n, Lm O alan id., 'crossing of a
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mountain pass' (n. act.), Nn ala 'mountain pass' ¶ ≈ STM I 27-8 ¶¶ DQA
#65 (A *a2!l!a 'cross [a mountain]') ˚  Cf. IS MS 372 (IE *Óel- ' over ,
above', A *a2l!- v. 'cross a mountain'), ⇔  AD LRC #64 (IE *al-≠*ol-
equated with A *olam- v. 'wade' and S *÷al- 'on, above, top') and IS I
274-5 (N *÷al!ÿ 'to cross a mountain' >  A *a2l!a- id., HS √*÷l v. 'cross a
mountain, climb, summit', ? IE *hel- 'from\on the other side'). Today,
when it has been shown that HS *÷al- had a meaning different from IS's
interpretation and has a better alt. et. (w s.v. N *÷3333ÅlV 'height, t o p ' ,
'climb, go up'), we must revise the rec. formulated in IS I 274-5 ˚ If CS
*≤halV?- belongs here, the N rec. will be *halV?É , but if this S cognate
is rejected, we have to reconstruct a less specified N *{? }a lÉ .
77Ob. € *{h}ali{w}V 'elephant' > HS: B *√Ólw id. > Ah {Fc.} e2lu (p l .
e2lwa2n), ETwl {PGG} el´w, Ty {PGG} il´w, Gh {Nh.} alu, Zng {Nic.} ´z7´h,
{Bs.} iZ7it (pl. a2Z7a2Î´n) ¶ Fc. 982, PGG 2O1  ? ECh: Mkl {J} ?e^lbi!
'elephant', pl. ?e6lbi~d'i !; ?e^lbi~so! 'female elephant' ¶ J LM 96  ?µ EC: pBn
{Hn.} *a~li!s7i~ 'female elephant' > Bn: J ali!s7i, Kj ali!s7‰, K ale!ss‰ id. ¶ For
the element *-s7i cp. Mkl ?e^lbi~so! 'female elephant' ¶ Hn. BD 1 O 4
 ?σ S: Ak Bg/LB alu2 'bull (as a mythological being)' ({Blz.} 'mythical
giant bull') ¶ CAD I/1 377, ASal. J 167, Dk. ESA 32 ¶¶ Cp. also Gk
]ele1faß (gen. -ntoß) 'elephant' (a loan from some HS [perhaps Libyan]
source?) ¶¶ Blz. EH 3-4  || D: McTm *alliyanÀ > Tm alliyan3 ' s t ray
elephant separated from the fold', Ml alliyan 'female elephant' ¶ D
258 ˚ N *{h}  is very tentatively reconstructed on the ev. of Ak (a-
rules out all laryngeals other than *?-  and *h- ) and B (Ah long e2-
favours a lr. other than *?- ). If Ak does not belong here, we have t o
reconstruct an unspecified N *Ó ++++Q-  ˚ Blz. DA 157 [#5O].
771. € *haLVK'''' {u}  'to step, to walk' > HS: S *√hlk v. 'go, walk' >  BHb
√hlk G id. (pf. K6l2e1 ha2≤lak3, imv. K6l4 lek3, 3m ip. K6l4i$ ye2≤-lek3), Ph √hlk,
Pun pf. ylk, imv. LECH, M’b 1s ip. ?hlk, imv. lk, Ug G √hlk, Nab, Plm
√hlk, Ak √?lk G (inf. ala2ku) id., IA √hlk D 'walk', Md √hlk D
'proceed, go forward, travel, walk', Ar √hlk  G  (pf. halaka) 'perish, pass
away', Sq {L} 1p Gt nah≤tilok 'we perish' ¶ KB 236-8, KBR 246-8, HJ
28O-2, OLS 165, DM 148, BK II 1439-41, Sod. 31-4, CAD I/1 3OO-28,
DRS 413-4  B (mt.) *√Ókl v. 'walk' >  Wrg {Dlh.} ak´l (3m pf. yuk´l)
'follow, walk, travel', Tmz {MT} ak´l ± as7´l (pf. uk´l ± us7´l) ' m a r c h e r
sur, piétiner, fouler', Skn ak´l 'cheminer', BMn {Bs.} k3el (3s pf. ik3la)
'walk', d. verbal stems: Ah sik´l 'marcher au pas' (of animals), Gh
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{Nh.} s7ik´l 'marcher droit son chemin', ds.: n. act.: Ah te2kle 'marche a u
pas', Gh c7ik´lt (pl. c7ikkal), BSn t3is7li, BMn his7li, Zww {Bs.} t3ikli, Wrs
{Bs.} t3ic7li, Nf tikli 'walking (marche)', Kb t3iSli id., 'allure', Shnw {La.}
hik3li 'la marche, le pas' ¶ Fc. 781-3, Dlh. Ou. 142, La. S 193, La. Ch 1 4 3 ,
Nh. 176, MT 331, Dl. 4O, Bs. ZOu 145 || A: M *alqu- v. 'step' >  MM
[MA] alqu-, WrM alqu-, HlM alxa-, Dgr alku-, ShY alg´- id., Kl {Rm.}
alXa- 'steigen, treten, schreiten'; Ï *alqum 'a step' >  WrM alqum,
HlM alxa(m) 'step, pace, gait', Kl {KRS, Rm.} alx alX¥, alxm alX¥m,
Mnr H {SM} ar9òu ≠ ? Xar9òu, MM [MA] alqu, Mnr H {SM} Xargòu, argòu,
{T} Xal9u, Dx hanku a step' ¶ Pp. MA 99, MED 34, KRS 38, T 372, T DnJ
139, SM 13, 161, KW 7 ¶ Mnr and Dx X-, h- is probably accounted f o r
by Md.-Hl.’s law of a Mnr/Dx initial aspiration induced by the r o o t -
medial vl. cns.  pJ {S} a~ru~k- v. 'walk' >  OJ aruk-, a~ri!k- id., J: T aru!k-
'walk, go on foot, step', K a~ru~k-, Kg a~ruk-, Ns a~kkY-, Sh a!tc7-, Ht a~ru~g-, Y
a~i~g- 'walk' ¶ S AJ 27O [#84] ¶¶ S AJ 268 [#84] (*alukæV), S QJ #84, Mr .
677 ¶¶ DQA #22 ˚  HS *k  < N *k '''' (HS deglottalization) ˚  ≠ Gr. II # 1 7 8
(*al 'go') (A, J + unc. IE, Sm, CK).
772. *hÅl!!!!ËK''''{a} 'be in need (hungry, thirsty), covet' >  IE: NaIE *elk-
/*olk- (or *alk-?) v. 'hunger, be hungry' >  Lt a!lk-ti, Ltv alﬁk-t ' t o
hunger', Pru alk°ns : "nüchtern" ({Tp.} 'sober-minded'), Lt a!lkanas
'one on an empty stomach' » Sl *olka-ti 'to hunger' >  OCS lakati
lakati ≠ al5kati alËkati 'to hunger, to fast', OR lakati
lakati (prs. lahË) 'to hunger, to be thirsty', Slv la!kati 'to hunger ' ,
Cz la1kati, Slk la1kat& 'to attract', P Lakna<c1 'to hunger, to be hungry;
to covet, to long for' »» OHG ilgi  'famine' ¶ P 3O7, Frn. 8, En. 14O, Tp.
P A-D 75, Vs. II 452, SJSS I 27-8, Trt. 6-7, Kb. 496 || HS: WS *√hlk >  Ar
√hlk G (halaka / -hlaku) 'être extrèmement avide de qch.', Mh h‰≤l‰kt
'thirst', Mh √hlk  (pf. hïl‰k) 'be very tired and thirsty', Jb C √hlk (p f .
≤helk) id., 'miss so. who has died', Tgr {DRS} hAlkAy 'tired' ¶ Jo. M 1 5 6 -
7, BK II 1439, DRS 413-4 || A: T *al!uk- > NaT *as7uk- > OT as7uq- v. ' long
for'; ??σ  ‘ NaT *as7uk- 'be in a hurry' >  OT, Ln as7uq-, CrTt, Kr Cr, QrB,
Qrg as7îq-, VTt, Bsh as7¥q-, Nog, Qzq, Qq asîq-, Uz ås7iq-, ET os7uq- id. ¶
Cl. 239, DTS 64, ET Gl 217-8 ˚  S *k  is due to deglottalization of N *K''''.
773. *{h}VmP{i} 'venomous vermin\(?)reptile' > IE: NaIE *empi- ≠
*emb≈i- 'stinging insect' >  Gk ]empi1ß (gen. ]empi1d-oß) 'mosquito, gnat' »»
AS imbe 'swarm of bees', OHG imbi, NHG Imme id., NGr Wf ïme
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'bee' ¶ WP I 125, P 311, EI 312 (IE *h⁄em≤pi-s 'gnat, stinging insect') ≠  F I
5O6, ≠  Ch. 344, ≈  Ho. 187, Schz. 173, OsS 443, KM 325, Kb. 496 || D
*ummVlß- '∈ stinging insect' >  Kn ummun5i '∈ insect', Tu umilª ≠
umbl5i 'mosquito, gnat', Nkr ummel 'mosquito' ¶¶ D #638 || HS: WS
*√hmm > Ar ha2mm-at- 'venomous vermin\reptile (scorpions, serpents ,
worms, lice)', Jb {DRS} ha4m 'big snake' ¶ BK II 1443, Hv. 834, DRS 4 2 4
 Ch {Nw.} *ami 'bee' >  CCh: pMM {Ro.} *ama > Gzg {Lk.} ?amam, {Ro.}
a@ma!m, MfG {Brr.} a!mam, {Ro.}: Myn a~mu1, Mlk a~mo!m, Zlg a~mu!m, Mofu
u!wa~m id. »» ECh: Jg {J} ?i!mo!, Brgt {J} ?imi~yu!, Mu {J} ?u2^m 'bee' ¶ ChC,
ChL, Nw. #7O, Lk. G 117, Ro. 2O9 [#57], Brr. MG II 75 ||| Cp. also t h e
N word group *NVl!!!!V {h}VmP{i} 'gnat, mosquito' (q.v. ffd.; the initial
component may be connected with N *n 1111Vl !!!!V  [or *n 1111Vl ßßßßV ] '∈ insect', q.v.
ffd.) ˚  The assimilation N *-mP- > HS **-mm- (> S *-mm-, Ch *-m-)
still needs inquiring.
774. *hanV 'head' ‘  'top' ‘  'on, on the surface, towards' >  HS: Eg G
hn 'head', hn 'bis hin nach…' (unless < Eg fP hn  'box, chest'???) ¶ EG II
491-5, Fk. 158  S *°{h}ana > Ak ana, an 'towards, to' (Sd.: 'zu, [in d e r
Richtung] nach'), ? Gz ne2 'away to', 'towards' ¶ Sd. 47-8, L G 38O  C:
HEC *hana 'over, above' >  Sd a2na 'over, on', Hd, Ged hana id. »» ? Bj {R} -
na 'mit, bei, an, auf' »» C ı Mb {Fl.} ana! 'above' ¶ Hd. 1O9, R WBd
176  ?? CCh: Gudu {IL} yin 'head' » Tr {Nw.} J°in id. ¶ Nw. WLT 37, JI II
182-3 || IE *{x}an ≠ *{x}anu ≠ *({x}a)no2 {P} 'an einer schrägen Fläche
hin, hinauf' >  Av ana, OPrs ana2 'über … hin', 'entlang, auf', Av anu,
OPrs anuv 'nach, gemäß', 'längs, entlang', OI ≤anu 'after, along,
according to' »» ? Arm (h)am- (h)am- verbal px.: (h)am-ba®nam
(h)am-bar2nam 'I raise up', (h)am-berem (h)am-beRem 'ich ertrage' (-
m- for *-n- due to generalization of the variant preceding a nasal cns. o f
the √) »» Gk I/A }ana, a>na1 'up, upon' »» Gt ana , ORu ana , an , ON a1 ' o n ' ,
OHG ana, an 'at, on, over, in', NHG an, AS an, on 'on', NE on »» ? Lt
ano!te , ano!t 'according to' ¶ P 39-4O, EI 612 (IE *hÅen-hÅe 'up [onto] ,
upwards, along'), F I 1OO-1, Fs. 41, Vr. 1, Mkj. DR 119, Ho. 4, Kb. 23-4 ,
EWA I 214-5, M K I 3, Frn. 11 || U *na4 'towards, into, near' >  FU *-na4
'towards, into, to' >  Os: N -na$ 'towards, into' (lative, illative): Xatna$
'into the house', ? E -na4t, -nat 'with'; Vg: T -na4∏, -na2, LK -n´, -´n, -n, P -n´, -
n, Ss -na, -n 'to, into' (direction, lative case) » Hg ∆  -ni, -n1i 'zu', Hg -
nek , -nak 'gegen, auf zu', OHg -na1l, -ne1l 'zu, bei', Hg -na1l, -ne1l ' b e i '
 Sm *na4 (postposition): dat. sg. *na4-N 'zu', loc. sg. *na4-naº 'bei', abl. sg.
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*na4-t¥ 'von' > Ng dat. {Cs.} na6N 'zu', {Mik.} nanu 'bei', En X {Cs.} dat. n e ,
En B {Cs.} dat. ni\e 'zu', Ne T {Ter.} dat. nå÷ 'zu', loc. nåna 'bei', Kms
naº:m¥n 'für, wegen' ¶¶ Jn. 99, MF 461-2, ≠ UEW 3OO || D (in SD)
*an`[n`]- 'upper part' >  Tm an5 'upper part', an5a v. 'lift the hand', Ml
an5n5a 'upwards, above', Kn an5n5e, an5n5a, an5a 'excellence, purity', Tu
an5a2vuni, an5n5a2vuni v. 'look up, lift up the face, gaze' ¶ D #11O ¶
The cerebrality of *n` in the D √  has not yet been explained (*-n- +
suffixal *y > *-n1- > D *-n`-?).
775. *hÉn2222V 'iste' >  HS: WS *hinn- 'here, voici, voilà' >  Ug hn ' aquí ' ,
'he aquí; _mira!; así', Hb Ne4 hen 'voici', {KBR} pc. 'behold', Ph hn id., Ar
?inna 'certainly, indeed', Sb {Bll.} ?n 'behold, lo!', Gz {L} ?´n-ka ' s o
then', ?´nga2 'indeed' ¶ KBR 251, OLS 167, HJ 285-7, Bll. 22, L G 26, DRS
427  B {Pr.} *-hïn, deictic nominal sx. of remoteness and position o u t
of sight >  Twr {Pr.} -(h)ïn id., Kb -ihin, -ihinna, invariable pos tnom.
dem. prn. (remote visible object), -inna, -yinna, invariable pos tnom.
dem. prn. (remote visible person or object), Tmz {MT} -nn, -nna,
invariable postnom. dem. prn (remote or absent), Mz {Dlh.} -n, -´n, -in,
invariable deictic morpheme of remoteness or absence (arZ7az-´n ' c e r
homme-là'), Wrg {Dlh.} -n id. ('that'): argaz-´n 'homme-là, cet h o m m e -
là', ass-´n  'ce jour-là en question', w-´n  'celui-là', t-´n  'celle-là', pl. i-ni
'ceux-là', ti-ni 'celles-là' ¶ AiM 217, Pr. M III 191-2, Dl. 282, 534-5, MT
456, Dlh. M 129, Dlh. Ou 2O8  eEg -n, deictic element of proximity:
m. pn  'this', f. tn , ntr. nn  'this', adv. ÷n  'so' ¶ Lpr. 68-71  C: Ag: Bln
{R} ´nZ7a 'that', Q {Hz.} ‰n 'this', i!n 'that', Km {Hz., Ap.} ‰!n 'this', {Ap.,
Hz.} in 'that', Aw {Hz.} ‰!nn 'this', a!n 'that'; these forms or part of t h e m
go back to N sequences *ha  'ille' + *hÉn2222V and\or *{h}i  (dem. pc.) +
*hÉn2222V, producing the opposition 'this' ↔ 'that' »» EC: Kns {BlSO} ini
'this' »» Bj {R} u2n  nom. this' m. (accus. o2n, pl. nom. a2n, pl. accus. e2n)
»» SC: ? Irq {Nb.} -si!N 'iste, that near you': he2-si!N 'iste homo' ( t h e
element -s- still needs explaining) ¶ Ap. K 321, Nb. 3O-2, Wh. IC 79 ( I rq
-si!N 'that [particular]'), Hz. AL 21, R BedS III 32-6, Rop. 15O  Ch
nominal determiner (m.) *-VnV > Hs do2!ki~-n 't he   horse' (↔ do2!ki~
'horse'), Bd {Sch.} kWa~m-a2^ni 'that   bull' (↔ kWa~m 'bull'), Gude {Sch.}
ra!ha!-na! 'this   axe' (↔ ra!ha! 'axe'), Msg {Sch.} d'if na~ 'this  man' (↔ d'if
'man'), and with loss of gender distinction: Mkl {Sch.} e!tro~wo!-N 't h e
woman' (↔ e!tro~wo! 'woman'), Ke {Sch.} h‰~lg‰!-N@ 't he  woman' (↔  h‰~lg‰!
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'woman') ¶ Sch. ED 156-9 || IE: [1] NaIE *eno-/*ono-, dem. prn. ' t h a t '
(intermediate or distal deixis) (× cd. with N *ha  'ille'?) >  Lt ana~s, anﬁs
'that, that one', an(a~) 'behold' » Sl *on¥ 'that, that one' (‘ ) 'he' ( f .
*ona, ntr. *ono, pl.: m. *oni, f. *one7) > OCS on5 onË m. 'that, that o n e ,
ille', 'he' / ona f. / ono ntr. / oni pl. m. / on8 pl. f., in later lgs.
mainly 'he' / 'she' / 'it' / 'they': R sg. on / o≤na / o≤no, pl. o≤ni, pl. f .
† and ∆ o≤ne, Uk v¡n / vo≤na / vo≤no, SCr o•n (≠ oàn) / o~na / o~no,
Slv o~n / o!na / ono• (≠o!no), Cz, Slk, P on / ona / ono »» OI ana-
'this', base of pronouns (in a≤ne2na, a≤naya2, a≤nayo2h5), Av ana-
(anaya), OPrs instr. ana2 »» Arm sojn so-yn 'this, that, he, self, t h e
same' (< *k8o-eno-) »» Gk cd. ]ekei6noß 'that' (distal deixis) (< *]e-ke-enoß)
»» L enim 'indeed, truly; namely', 'for' (explanatory cnjc.), Osc I1nI1m
INIM eineim, I1nI1 'and' »» Gmc cd. (< IE *y-on-yos): OHG jene2r ' t h a t
one', NHG jener 'that, ille', AS h.l. Ìeon, OFrs jen, MLG jene id., ON
inn ≠ enn 'the', Sw, Dn -(e)n id.  Ht an(n)i- 'that, yonder' (sg.
com. annis ), annaz  'formerly, once upon a time'; acc. to Pv., ann- <
*on-yo- ¶¶ P 319-21, Frn. 1O, Vs. III 14O-1, Glh. 454, M K I 32, F I 4 7 6 ,
515, WH I 4O4-6, Bc. G 317, Vr. 286, Kb. 522, KM 332, Pv. I-II 51-5, EI
458 (*hÅen- 'that')  [2] ? IE *é8e2n (or *?e2n) 'behold!', 'lo!', 'voilà' >  Gk
}hn, h>h1n, L e2n id. (× N *÷3333o 6 666yn2222V 'see, look' [q.v.]) || A: M nom. *ene ' h i c '
('this', 'he, she, it' [hic-deixis]) / declension stem (of the obl. cases)
*ene-n (× N *h{e}  'this', deictic pc. [q.v.]) (with suppletion: *ene nom. ,
*egu4n- for obl. cases and possibly *ede pl. 'these') > MM [S, MA] ene /
obl. [MA] enen-, WrM ene, HlM ´n´ / obl. ´n´n-, Brt ´n´ e¯ne¯/ obl .
´n´´n- e¯ne2n-, Mgl ena$ / obl. ena$n-, Dg ‰n‰, Kl en´, Mgr {Pp.} ni¢e / obl .
{SM} enu2n-, {Pp.} ni¢a4n ¶ Pp. IM analyzes M *ene as *e-n-e (*e- + e lement
-n- that "occurs in all pronouns": *mi-n-u, *c7i-n-u, *i-nu + deictic *-e);
Pp.’s analysis is untenable, because *-n- in *minu 'of me', etc. occurs i n
gen. (not in nom.) and goes back to the N genitive pc. *nu  (q.v.), while
*-n- in *ene occurs in the nom. and hence belongs to the stem ¶ MED
316, ≈ Pp. IM 225-7, Pp. GMPJ 82, GBJ 141-3, SM G 4O-1, Snz. SMJ 5 3 - 5
|| ? K: GZ *-n, subject marker of 3 sg. in verbs > OG, G, Mg, Lz -n ¶ K
144-5 .
776 € *hu6666?Én++++NV 'wave' > HS: Eg N h¿nw 'wave; flood (of the sea)' >
Cpt: Sd 2oeIm hoeim, 2oIme hoime, B 2OImI ho6imi, coll. 2Imi
hime6 'wave' ¶ EG II 481, ≈  Vc. 292  ? C: Bj {R} haymo 'wave '  || IE
*xun- / ? *xwen- >  Ht hunhuwan- 'wave', hunhunessar/n- id., ?
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hunhumazzi- id.  NaIE: pGmc *unTi\o2, *unTu- 'wave' >  ON unnr,
uÎr (pl. unnir), OSx u2thia, AS y2Î, OHG unda id. »» L unda id. ¶ ¶
≈  P 79-8O, Ts. E I 287, ≠ WH I 816-8. Vr. 635, Ho. 413, Ho. S 82, Kb.
1O7O.
777. *hÅwNV 'sense, mind, soul' >  HS: S *°√hwn, *hawn- 'sense' >
Sr 'ño„˙a haw≤n-a2 'mens, intelligentia', JA [Trg.] {Lv.} an!w1e9 hâwa2≤na2
≠ an!&ve9 hâwo2≤na2 'Vernünftigkeit, Einsicht', JPA Nve hwn ' sense ' ;
??σ CS *√hwn 'be easy' (if from *'savoir faire'?)  > Ar √hwn (pf ha2na)
'become easy', BHb √hwn Sh  (3p watta≤hïnu2) 'regard as easy'; ???σ Ph
hwn  'wealth', BHb N&e ho2n 'wealth, sufficiency; enough' ¶ Br. 173, Sl. P
161, Lv. I 458-9, Lv. T I 196, KB 232, BDB 22, HJ 276-7, DRS 388-9  ||
U: FU (att. in FL) *°a+a4Ne 'spirit, ghost' (× N *?aNq{i} 'breathe' [q.v.]) >  F
aave, ∆  a2via, ha2ve, hoave 'ghost; presage, omen', ∆  aavaita vt .
'feel\smell', Es {W} avistama 'erkunden, erkennen' » Lp I vu$ÆA"NNAZ7!ò
'spirit (water-spirit, wood-spirit, incumbent, gnome, etc.)' ¶ SK 3-4, W
EDW 56 || A ≈ *a2NV > T *a2N, {Md.} *aƒN 'mind, intellect, consciousness '
>  OT, Chg aN 'understanding, intelligence', Osm {Bu.} ˚N" ank (= aN?)
'intelligence; intellect, mind' ('smetlivost∆ ; um` , ponåt¡e '), Tk an,
Tkm a2N, Uz åN, ET aN, QrB, CrTt, Qzq, Nog, Qq, VTt, Bsh, Qrg aN, Chv a€n
¥n 'mind, intellect'; T *a2N- v. 'remember, call to mind, understand' >
OT, MQp, XwT aN- id., Chg XV aN- 'understand', Tk an-, Tk ∆, CrTt, Kr Cr
aN-, Az an- an- 'remember, call to mind', Tkm a2N- 'understand, guess,
recognize, feel'; Ï T *a2N-la- v. 'understand' >  OT anla-, Tk anla-, Chv
a€nla- ¥nla-; acc. to SDM97 (s.v. *a+elu+okæV ≠ *a4+o4+u-), WrM aNZira-
≠ anZira- v. 'know, understand, comprehend' (MED 46-7) is a loan
from *aN-sîra-, a word in some Turkic (SDM: "Siberian Turkic") lgs. ÿ
T *a2N- with the sx. *-sîra- (denoting uncomplete action) ¶ Cl. 165, 1 6 8 ,
186, ET Gl 153-4, Dr. TM II #565, Rl. I 123, Bu. I 73-4, Md. 1O4, 159 
?σ Tg *°eNe2- >  Lm ‰N‰2li-, ‰N‰2t/ç- 'peep, observe, spy out, find o u t
(razvedyvat∆)' ¶ STM II 458  pJ {S} ‰~m‰~-p- v. 'think' >  OJ o~mo~p-, J :
T omo!-, K o!mo!-, Kg o~mo~- ¶ QJ #16O, Mr, 471 ¶¶ S AJ 286 [#243] (A
*a2~NV), DQA #462 (A *e2NV 'think, understand' >  incl. T, Tg, J) || D
*unÀn À- 'think, consider, look' (× N *÷3333o 6 666yn 2222V 'see, look; eye', q.v. ffd.).
778. *hËP3333Ë 'bad', 'error, sin' >  IE *xWep-/*xWop-/*xup- '≈   evil' >
Ht {Ts., Pv.} huwappa- 'evil, ill, bad', {Phv.} huwapp- v. ' i l l-treat,
harrow, harass, disfigure, spoil', huh(h)upa- 'evil', huipi- ' ru thless ,
pitiless', HrLw hupasanu- v. 'cause to be harmed'  NaIE: Gk {ybriß
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'insolence, outrage; wanton violence, arising from the pride of s t r en th
or from passion' (“  IE ≈ *xuwappar- / *xuppar-?) »» Gmc (< *xupelo-):
Gt ubils, OSx uvil, OHG ubilo, NHG u4bel adj. 'evil, bad', AS yfel
'evil', NE evil »» OIr fel 'bad' (< *xupelo-) ¶¶ EI 43 (IE *h€+h‹wop- ' t r e a t
badly'), F II 954, Fs. 5O8, KM 799, Kb. 1O61, Ho. 412, Ho. S 82, Ts. E I
29O, Pv. III 358, 36O, 43O-2, Juret VELH 71, Szem. JHS 154 (Ht. ÷ Gk)
|| HS: B *°√{Ó}f > Ah ´h´f 'dévier' ¶ Fc. 521, Pr. H #162  ?σ S *°hu2p- >
Ar hu2f- 'homme lâche et paresseux; peureux; sot, imbécile'; ??? Ar
tahfïf- 'lâche, poltron; sot, imbécile' (unless ÿ √hff 'léger') ¶ BK II
1428-9, 1458 || A: NaT *ubut n. ' shame '  > OT {Cl.} uvut 'modes ty ,
shyness', {DTS} ubut 'shame', MT XII-XIII {Brv.} ovut ≠ o˝ut id.; variants:
*ubat ≠ *uyat (< *ubyat?) 'shame' > OT T {BG} uwyat, ET ∆  {Jr.} ubat ±
uwat, Tkm, Kr, Qmq, QrB, Qq, Nog, ET, Alt, Xk uyat, Qzq u"yat, VTt, Bsh
¥ºyat, Tv îyat, Yk sa2t id.; NaT *ubat- ≠ *uyat- 'be ashamed'  >  ET ∆  {Jr.}
ubat- ± uwat- ± uyat-, Tk ∆, Xk uyat-, Tv îyat-, Yk sa2t- id. ¶ Cl. 6, ET Gl
561-3, Brv. T 23O, 252, Jr. 321, BG AI 467  Tg *°u4b- (or *0i-), {DQA}
*°u4b- >  Ewk ibJa- ± iwJa- 'be ashamed'  pJ {S} *‰p‰p‰- ' p e r tu rbed ,
taken aback' > OJ opopo-si- ¶ S QJ #1525 ¶¶ DQA #669 (A *i\upo ' b e
ashamed, taken aback'; incl. T, Tg, J) ˚  The apparent discrepancy
between T *u- and Tg *°u4- (if the latter is the right rec. of pTg) may b e
explained by regr. as. (infl. of the T and pre-Tg vowels of the secon
syll.).
779. *herV 'disintegrate, fall to pieces' >  HS: CS *√hr≠*√hyr v.
'disintegrate, be destroyed, hurt' >  Ar ryE √hyr ( p f . rayWEa hayyara, D
with factitive meaning) v. 'destroy' (BK: 'détruire, faire c rouler ,
démolir'), {BK} rvE √hwr (ip. -hwar-) 'démolir, abbatre ( u n e
maison)', 'crouler, tomber en ruines' (dit d'un édifice), {Hv.} √hwr
(ip. -hu2ru) v. 'fall to pieces', 'crumble down' (of buildings), ' c r u s h
down' (of people), JA, Sr √hr  Sh  †v. 'do harm, hurt' (Sr pf. ®˙åæa ?a-har,
ip. n-a(?)har, acp. ma(?)har), JA [Trg.] acp. sg. f. er1e9m2 mahâ≤ra2
'beschwert' (krywt? mhrh lby? dgbr? 'Die Krankheit beschwer t
das Mannesherz') ¶ BK II 456, 466, Br. 182-3, JPS 1O6, Lv. T I 2O5, Hv.
839 || IE *é8er(Ó)- (>  NaIE *er[´]-/*´r[´]-) v.  'disintegrate' (IS:
'razvalivat∆så ') >  OI ≤ardh-ah5 'part, side, half', Av ar´Îa- ' s ide,
half' »» Gk e>rh6moß (<  *é8reé-) 'desolate, lone(ly). solitary' (“
*'separated') »» Lra2rus (< *é8reé-ro-?) 'sparse, not dense' (‘ ' r a re ' ) »»
Lt i~r-ti 'to disintegrate, to fall to pieces, to break down' (wi th
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innovating accentuation), Ltv {ME} irﬁt 'sich auf-\los-trennen, s ich
bröckeln', Lt ardy!ti (caus.) 'to unrip, to destroy, to demolish' ({Frn.}
'Zusammengefügtes lösen, auftrennen, zerlegen, abbrechen'), Ltv e~rst
(1s p. e~rdu) 'auseinanderbringen, reffeln, trennen' » pSl *ori- (caus .
with the *o-grade of apophony and with the sx. *-i-) >  OCS oriti ori-
ti 'destroy', Blg orå 'I ruin'; Ï Sl *ob-ori-ti > OCS oboriti
oboriti  'to destroy, to demolish', SCr obo~riti 'to fell', Cz obor7iti
se 'to come down, to collapse'; Sl *orz-ori-ti 'to ruin '  >  OCS
razoriti razoriti '(dia-)ly1ein', SCr razo~riti, R razo¯rit∆ id .
¶ IS I 246, EI 158 (IE *h€erÓ- 'destroy'), F I 557, M K I 51, M E  I 119, WH
II 418-9, Frn. 15-6, ME I 576, 71O-1, ≠ P 332-3, Vs. III 152-3, 435 || U:
FU *era4(-) '(*) to disintegrate' >  F era4 'part, share', era4ssa4 ' separately ' ,
Es {W}a4ra≠ era 'Besonderes, Getrenntes, Eigentümliches', Es S era4 id .
» Lp N {N} A2ra 'another' » Chr L {MRS} i¯r-aw ir(e)- vt. 'disintegrate,
pull apart, destroy, break' ('razvalivat∆ [¢to-l. sloqennoe],
razruwat∆ , lomat∆ ') » pPrm * 4¨r- vt. 'tear off' >  Vt ur-, Vt SW: Vt
Ur/Shm u$r-, and Vt B o˘r- ({∫Lt.} o_r-) vi. 'tear off', 'break' (of a n
abscess), Z or- vi. 'tear off, be torn', Z US ¨r- id.; Lytkin (LG)
reconstructs Prm *¨r-, but the SW ds. of Vt (the only ds. distinguishing
between pPrm *¨- and *¨4 - w  Lt. 75) provide ev. for * 4¨- »» pOs *a4r- >  Os
{Stn.}: V/Vy a4r´G, Ty/Y a$rG´, Nz/Kz ara, O a$rri 'separately, a p a r t '
('getrennt, auseinander') ¶ Cf. IS I 246-7, SK 4O-1, W EDW 71-2, N III
87O, MRS 137, Stn. D 155 , ≠ LG 2O7 || A: T *eru4- (≠*a4ru4-?) v. 'mel t ,
become liquid' (of ice, fat, wax, etc.), 'boil soft in cooking' >  OT {Cl.}
a4ru4-≠a4ri- v. 'melt, become liquid', OXwT a4ri-, Chg eri-, MQp XIV eri- ≠
a4ri-, Cum iri- v. 'melt', Tk eri-, VTt ´r(e)- Ár(Á)-, Ggz i\eri- id., T k m
∆ erï-, Qrg, Qq, Uz, StAlt, Tv eri- v. 'dissolve', Chv irÁl- vi. 'melt', v.
'turn to ashes' (of charcoal), v. 'ravel out, come to pieces' (of clothes);
the Chv stem goes back to a merger: T *eru4- × T *e+a4r1- v. 'knead, m a s h '
(DTS 192, Rl. I 887). The latter T stem may, too, go back to the N
etymon in question ¶ The origin and the age of the variant with
unexpected *a4- in *a4ru4- (if it does exist) are not clear. The stem-final *-
u4- is probably a sx. of intransitivity; Chv ir- vt. 'dissolve' may go back t o
an underived T transitive verb *0er- ¶ Cl. 198, ET Gl 289-9O, DTS 1 7 7 ,
182, Rs. W 47-8, BT 193, Ash. III 131-5 || ?φ  D *irÀª v. 'break in pieces,
smash' > Tm ir3u (ir3uv-, ir3r3-) v. 'break, snap (as a stick)' , ir3u(-pp-
, -tt-) v. 'break off (as a branch), snap asunder, break in pieces', Ml
ir3uka v. 'break, snap', Tl iriyu v. 'be broken, smashed', Kui renga
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v. 'be broken in pieces', Krx esna2 v. 'break, divide by force' (a stick, a
tooth, etc.), 'quell, crush' ¶¶ D #52O ˚  D *i (for the expected *e < N
*e , suggested by U and T) needs explaining ˚  Cf. IS I 246-7: IE, U- A, D.
The root-final lr. in IE (rec. of EI) is probably an innovation (<  sx.?),
because both S and D do not suggest any lr. Another solution is N
*herh ++++ ?V  with loss of N *h++++?  in S and in pre-D (D *-rÀ- < intervocalic *-
r- ) .  
78O. *hoÂ{i}  'conceive', 'newborn, a young' >  IE *éWer- >  NaIE *or-
'child; be born' >  Gk ne-orto1ß 'new-born' »» Arm ordi oRdi (gen. pl .
ordyoj oRdwoy) 'son' (<  *ord≈ii\o-) »» ?? L orior / or°ri / ortus
'be born' (×  orior ' r ise '  < NaIE *or-/*er- 'rise' < N *é⁄erË  ' a scend,
rise') ¶ ≈  P 326-8, Slt. 324-5, WH II 222-3, ≈ F II 423 || HS: S *√hry
'conceive, be(come) pregnant' >  Hb ere √hry, Ug √hry, OA √hry,
Ak fOB/OA inf. aru6 ≠ eru6, Eb ?a`-rI1-tum = {Krb.} harïtym id., Sb
{MiK “ BGMR} √hry 'be pregnant', hry 'pregnancy' ¶ KB 245, KBR
255-6, OLS 169, HJ 293, CAD IV 325, Sd. 72, Krb. 23, DRS 452-3, MiK I
#2.21  B *√Órw v. 'bring forth, bear (a child), beget' >  Ah aru (p f .
yer´w), ETwl arœu (pf. erœ¥w), Ty arœu (pf. y´rœ¥w), Gd a2r´w, Izd aru, Tmz
{MT} arew, Kb {Dl.} ar´w (pf. yur´w), Mz arœu (pf. yirœu), Si {La.} iru
'enfanter, accoucher', Gh {Nh.} aru  (pf. iru) 'enfanter', ´ru (3f pf. c7iru)
'accoucher'; in nouns: Ah a"ra 'child, young of animals', Wrg {Dlh.} ara
'progéniture, enfant', Mz {Dlh.} arœ(rœ)a 'progéniture, bébé', Tmz {MT}
ara 'agneau d’un an', Ah a"rraw, Ty {GhA} arœrœaw 'boy', Kb arraw
'enfantement', Tmz arraw 'progéniture', Si {La.} tarau\wai\n pl .
children', Kb, Wrg tarwa  'postérité, enfants', Mz tarwa id., 'baby', Tmz
tarwa 'enfantement, naissance', Si tarwa 'postérité,  descendance;
enfantement', Gd tarwa  'fils, progéniture' ¶ Fc. 1647-51, GhA 164, 2 4 6
(Pcj. I A), Mrc. 13, Lf. II #1385, MT 559, 591, Nh. 123, 156, Dl. 736-7 ,
Dlh. M 168, 176-7, Dlh. Ou 266, 28O, La. S 23O  C: Ag: Bln {R} er-t-
'conceive' (of a cow) »» Bj A {AD} (hU) ?o2r, pl. (hI) ?ar, Bj {R} ?o2r, p l .
?ar 'son, boy' ¶ R WB 46, R WBd 27-8, ADP BFN, ≈ AD SF 82-3  Eg fOK
ìwr v. 'conceive (a child), become pregnant' ¶ EG I 56, Fk. 13, Vc. 2 4 8
 ECh: Nd D {J} ?‰!ra^ 'be pregnant', Tmk {Cp.} u~r`‰@r` 'make (a w o m a n )
pregnant, be pregnant' ¶ ChC, Cp. 97 ¶¶ Coh. 8O [#9O], OS #12OO (S,
ECh), Tk. I 278 (S, Eg, Bln, ECh) || A: M *°ori (unless it is *°Fori)
'young' >  WrM {Kow., Gl.} ori, HlM {Luv.} or∆ adj. 'young', WrM {Rm.
SKE} ori 'young, boy; young man' ¶ Qu., because not attested in t h e
available sources of lgs. outside WrM and HlM ¶ Kow. 439, Gl. I 2 6 2 ,
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Luv. 31O  pKo *´~⁄ri!- 'young'  > MKo ´~⁄ri!-, NKo ´⁄ri-(ta) adj. 'young' ¶
S QK #958, MLC 1128  Tg *or{o}-kan 'young of an animal', *or- (+ o t h e r
sxs.) id. > Neg oyokon, Orc orko ≠ oroko ≠ oroko(n-) 'young of bears ' ,
Nn Nh oro2ka%, Nn KU oroko% 'young of animals, Ud {Krm.} o2? 'animal', Ewk
oroNa2t 'female bear (three-year-old)', WrMc orXoca, orcun 'small;
newborn (baby)' ¶ STM II 25, Krm. 273 ¶ STM II 25, Krm. 273  ? NaT
*urî[˝] 'child, son' (× A *pæuri 'child, offspring[s]' < N *p''''o 6 666r{i} 'child,
offspring' × N *Ó++++wurV 'male person\animal') >  OT urî 'male child,
son'; (× T *uru˝ 'clan'): Tv uru˝ 'child, girl', Tf uru˝ 'child'  ¶ Cl. 1 9 7 ,
Ra. 237, ET Gl 6O4-6 ¶¶ DQA #63O (A *i\aru 'young of an animal' > incl.
M, Tg, Ko) ˚  IS MS 342 s.v. za¢at∆ *h/u/rÿ (IE, HS). Cp. N
*Ó ++++wurV  'male'.
781. *he[? ++++y]r{É} 'male' >  HS: Eg fP h¿y 'husband' >  Cpt Sd/B 2aI
hai id. ¶ Belongs here unless the variant hy (presumably underlying
the verb hy 'act as a husband') is the original one (as Vc. supposes)
and is akin to Bj {R} hiyo 'husband'. An alternative hyp. is that h¿y
'husband' and the v. hy are not connected etymologically ¶ EG II 4 7 5 ,
Vc. 24O, Tk. I 81  C: EC: Gdl he2ro 'male, man', Or he2r-um- ps. ' m a r r y '
(of a girl)  AdS of EC {AD} *?ar- and Ag: Aw {Hz.} Na4ra (<  *Ni-ara) ' h e r
husband ' (< N *?aÂV 'member of one’s clan\family', q.v. ffd.) ¶ AD SF
2O1, Hd. 82, Hw. A 336, Hw. B II 121, Grg. 2O6, HL 7O  Ch: Bks {J} re
(pl. ?arya) 'man' (×  the abovementioned N *?aÂV) ¶ J R 145  AdS  o f
NrOm: Anf {Gt.} aro2 'man' (< N *?aÂV , q.v. ffd.) || A: T *e2r ≠ *a4∏r
'male, man' > OT er, Tk er , Tkm a4∏r, VTt, Bsh ir, Qq er adam, Tb e2r, Xk
ir, CrTt, Qmq, Qzq, Qq, Nog, Uz, SY, Tv er, Yk a4r, Xlj ha4r, Chv ar 'ma le
person', Az a4r, ET er  'husband' ¶ Chv a- and Tkm a4 ∏r provide ev. for a pT
*a4 ∏-, but VTt/Bsh i- is likely to point to a pNaT *e[:]- ¶ Cl. 192, Rs. W 4 6 ,
Dr. TM II ##178-9, ET Gl 321-2, DT 129, TL 561, 661  M *ere 'ma le
person, male animal' >  MM [HI, LV, IM] ere 'male', [IsV, MA] e're ' m a n ' ,
[S] ere 'husband' (pl. eres 'men'), WrM ere, HlM ´r, Ord {Ms.} ere
'male (person, animal)', Kl {Rm.} er´ 'man, male', Mnr H {SM} re2 'mâ le
non châtré' (of animals); 'masculin, de sexe mâle', MMgl e'rra, Mgl irra$
'male', Dx {T} ere(kun), Ba ere kuN, Dg {T} er 'male person' ¶ H 45, Ms.
H 55, Lg. VMI 32, Pp. MA 161, 437, Pp. L II 1262, KW 123, MED 321, SM
313, Iw. 1O2, T DnJ 144, T DgJ 14O, T BJ 152 ¶¶ DQA #2764 (*a2!ri ¬
*e2 !ra 'man'), S AJ 54, 283 || D *e2rÀ˛ 'male, bull' (× N *qerV '[wild] o x ' )
>  Tm e2r3u 'bull, male of certain animals (pig, deer, buffalo, t iger,
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lion)', Ml e2r3u 'bullock', e2r3an 'bull', Kt e;r 'male buffalo', Td e;rÀ id.,
'bull'; ? (× N *?aÂV 'member of one’s clan\family'): Brh are2 'man (vir) ,
person, husband' ¶¶ D #917 || ? Acc. to IS I 248, possibly IE *é8ers-
/*é8r=s- (≈ {AD} *é8+?ers-/*é8+?r=s-) 'male' >  OI r=s5a-≤bha-h5 'bull', Av, OPrs
ars7an- 'man (vir), male animal' »» Arm ajr ayR (gen. a®n ar2n)
'man', a®ni ar2n-i 'virile' »» Gk I/Cr }ershn 'male', Gk }arshn id. ¶ ≈  P
336 (unc.: ÿ  *ers- 'flow' [‘ 'semen emittere']), F I 152-3, M K I 1 2 5 ,
M E I 26O-1, Slt. 121 ¶ The IE stem belongs here only if *-s- is an ext .
(according to IS l.c., induced by the synonymous IE *Óu\ers- 'male' [>  OI
vr=s5ah5 'bull', Av var´s7na- 'male']) ˚ The long *e2 in A and D
suggests the presence of a N lr. (*?  or *h , to judge upon the HS
cognates) or of *y  after the N vw. *e . The T variant stem with *a4∏- i s
puzzling ˚ IS I 247-8 [#1O8] (misprint {ershn for }ershn) ˚  ≠ Gr. II
#259 (*er 'man') (T, M + err.: IE *r=sen, U, Ko, Gil; cf. N *Ó++++wurV 'ma le
person \an imal ' ) .
 782. *h{o}ÂVbV 'run' >  HS: S *√hrb v. 'flee' >  Ar √hrb G (ip. -
hribu) id., Sb hrb id., Mh, Hrs √hrb (pf. Mh ho2r‰b, Hrs h‰ro2b) 'put t o
flight, smuggle', Jb E hurb, Jb C o≤hurb 'smuggle; run away ( f r o m
prison)', Ak {Sd.} arbu  'fugitive' ¶ Fr. IV 382, BK II 14O9, BGMR 56, Jo .
M 159, Jo. H 52, Sd. 66, DRS 447  ?φ amb Ch {Stl.} *rVw-/*rVy- ' r u n '
>  WCh: Ngz ra~wa!u\ id. » Dir riya, Cg rey id. »» ECh: Mgm {JA} r`o2!r`o!
'galopper', Jg {J} rer  'go' ¶ Belongs here unless akin to Ar √rwH  'go, g o
away' ¶ Sch. DN 138, Stl. IF 133, JA 12O || K: OG rb-i, mi-rb-i v. ' r u n ' ,
G rb-  'run (laufen, rennen)' ¶ Ser. 1O49-51, Chx. 132 || U: FU *{ow}rÉ-
'run' > Er ardo-ms, Mk ardoms ard´-ms 'to run' (of animals), ' f ahren ' ,
Mk arnems arn1´-ms frq. id. » Prm *u$r- >  Z {W} Èrmas1- v. 'hurry', Z
ÈrskÈbtÈ- 'begin to run, start with a jerk (rvanut∆så )', Z Ss ÈrskÈptÈ-
'vor Schreck in Galopp fallen' (of a horse), Vt Èrgat- 'anreizen, he t zen
(den Hund)' (“ *'make run)' »» OHg *ir- (OHg XIV iruele) ' laufen,
rennen', OHg, Hg † iram- 'rennen', Hg iram-od- 'rennen, schnell
laufen', iram  'pace, speed', ir-ul-  'entweichen' ¶ MF 322, EWU 6 2 1 - 2
¶¶ Mr a- and Hg i- apparently suggest FU *o2-, while Prm *u$- can b e
accounted by FU *u2-, but all these vowels together may be accoun ted
for by a pFU *ow- ˚  Hardly here M *or9u- 'flee, escape' (>  WrM
or9u-, HlM orgo-) (if from **orBu-?), which is more likely to belong
together with Nn or9oc7i- v. 'incite'.
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783. (€?) *hu4444Âc@@@@V '≈   wrinkle, rumple, crush, tear down' >  HS: CS
*√hrs, *-hrus- >  BHb √hrs (ip. -hâros) v. 'tear down' ‘ 'annihilate ' ,
M’b √hrs G 'destroy', Ar G √hrs, -hrusu v. {Hv.} 'bruise, bray, c r u s h
down', {BK} 'battre, piler avec force'; cp. also S *√hrs6' >  OYmn √hrs65
({Slw.} harad5a) 'tear (cloth)' ¶ KBR 256-7, BK II 1412, DRS 456-7, Slw.
213 || A: M *u4rc>iy- (unless ir is *Fu4rc>iy-) >  WrM u4rcii-, HlM
¥r¢ij-x v. 'become shrunk and wrinkled; to frown; to wrinkle one’s
face', Kl {Rm.} u4rc7ï- 'sich runzeln, Grimassen machen'; the cognate is
valid unless in pM there is an initial *F- ¶ MED 1O11, KW 459 || IE: ¿
Ht {Ts.} hars-  'aufreißen' ¶ Frd. HW 59, Ts. W 17, Ts. E I 182-3, ≠ Pv. III
184-5 (believes that hars- 'aufreißen' [= {Pv.} v. 'pound'] is a stylistic
usage of the Ht verb hars-  v. '≈ till the soil' [which he considers to b e
a loan from S *√HrT id., see  s.v. N *ÙaÂc 7777V  'rub, scratch']).
784. *hirVgV 'kill' or 'die' >  HS: WS *√hrg v. 'kill' >  BHb, M’b, Yd,
OA √hrg G id., Ar {Fr., BK} ÔrE√hrg7 G (harig7a / -hrig7u) 'kill', Sb, M n
√hrg  'kill, slaughter', Qt √hrg v. 'kill, murder' ¶ KB 245, KBR 255, BK
II 141O-1, Ltm. rRSE-VII/3: 377, BGMR 56-7, Rk. 47, DRS 448 || IE
*xer{g≈}- 'disappear, die' >  Ht har(a)k- 'get lost, disappear', {Ts.}
'umkommen, zugrunde gehn'  NaIE: Tc: B erkau 'cemetery', A {Wn.}
*arka4mn- id. (Ï  adj. arka4mna2s5i) »» Clt (×  NaIE *perg- ' smi te ,
destroy, kill' <  N *P3333a 4 444rga 'to split'): Gl ORGE imv. 'kill!', OIr org-
'smite, slay', OIr [g] orn 'murder', W orn 'killing, destruction' ¶ ¶
Hardly here Arm harkanem haRkanem (aor. haRi) 'smite, s lash '
(probably from *perg- <  N *P3333a 4 444rga) ¶¶ Ts. W 175-6, Pv. III 157-68, P
818-9 (*perg-), Vn. O  3O-1, Billy 116, Wn. 15O, Slt. 257-8, EI 1 5 8
(*h€erk-  'rend, destroy'), Ad. 95-6 || D *irÀ- v. 'die' >  Tm ir3a 'die', Ml
ir3u n. 'riun'; D *irÀVkk- v. 'kill' >  Tm ir3akku id., Kn irku ≠ ikku
'kill, destroy', derivatives: Ml ir3akkuka- v. 'die', ? Kui e∆ga-  v. 'die i n
childbirth' ¶¶ D #514.  
785. (€?) *haÂK''''a 'hold\grasp, keep, keep in one's possession' >  HS:
SWS *√hrk v. 'take as booty, loot' >  Sb mhrk 'booty', Gz m´h´rka2
'booty, spoils, plunder', √mhrk (pf. µHrk ma2hraka [mahraka]) v.
'take as booty, plunder, loot, rob, pillage', Tgr pf. marAka, Tgy pf .
marAk3A, Am pf. marrAkA id.; EthS ı Aw marexWa, Xm, Q mirek id. ¶
BGMR 57, L G 334 || IE *xark- 'hold' >  Ht har(a)k-, har- v. ' ho ld ,
keep, have'  NaIE *ark- >  L arce-o2 'shut in, shut up; keep at a
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distance, hinder, prevent', arx  'stronghold, fortress' »» Gk ]arke1v ' w a r d
off, keep off' »» ? Arm argelum aRgelum 'hinder, restrain, hold b a c k '
¶¶ Pv. III 145-57, Ts. W 173-5, P 65 (*arek-), EI 270 (*h€erk- 'hold b a c k
[to prevent of doing sth.], contain'), F I 141, WH I 62-3 || A: ?σ NaT
*°arkuk- >  OT arquq 'obstinate, refractory' ¶ Cl. 216, DTS 55.
786. *{h}as6666{o} 'burn' (of fire) >  HS: C {E} *a2s6 vi. 'burn' >  EC: Bs {HL}
elen 'fire' »» SC: Irq {Wh.} a^s6a, {MQK} ?as6a, Grw/Alg/Brn {Wh.} as6a, (ı )
Mb mw-a!s6a 'fire' »» ??σ†Ag ({E} *ala4l 'burn ' ) :  Km {CR} alål- v. 'be i n
heat' (of a horse), but of course not Bln {R} alål- 'rosten' (not ' rös ten ' ,
as Ehret has misread it); I have my doubts about the Km word as well: i t
is likely to belong together with Xm {R} ielel- v. 'neigh', so that b o t h
belong to the C √  in question only if the semantic development was a s
follows: vi. 'burn' ‘ v. 'be in heat' (of a horse) ‘ v. 'neigh' ¶ ≈ E SC
297 (s.v. SC *a!s6a ¬ *a2!s6a 'fire'), E PC #341, AD SF 29O, Wh. IC 23, MQK
16, PB 137, HL 67, Gs. 19, R WB 26, R Ch. II 23, CR LK 163, Blz. SCL s.v.
'fire'  ??? Eg XX ìs7f '≈   verbrennen' ¶ EG I 135 || K *°ÓVs`w- >  Sv: L
{Dn.} √:s7w v. 'light\kindle a fire' (aor. 1s oXwa2s7w, otwa2s7w, prs. 1 s
Xwïs7we 'razvodit∆ ogon∆ ', mïs7we 'u menå gorit ogon∆ '), Sv UB
{GP}√:s7w/:s7u ; masdar UB/L lïs7we, LB/Ln lis7we (vt., 2nd version) v.
'set fire to', (vi., 1st vers.) v. 'catch fire' ¶ GP 179, Dn. s.v. [ :]s7u, TK 4 9 1
|| IE *xes- ¬ *Ùas- 'hearth, ashes', v. 'dry' >  Ht has(s)- ' ashes ' ,
hassa- 'fireplace, hearth, fire-altar', Lw Xas7s7aniti 'hearth'  OI
≤a2sah5 'ash, dust' (“ 'burnt') »» La2ra 'sacrificial altar', Osc aasai1 ' i n
ara', Um ase  'arae'; ? L a2re2- 'be dry', a2ridus 'dry, arid' »» ON aska,
OHG asca 'ashes, dust', NHG Asche 'ashes', AS asce, Asce ' a sh ,
dust', NE ash  ¶¶ Acc. to Pv., the paradigm of Ht has(s)- (nom. sg. ha-
a-as, accus. sg. ha-as-sa-an, instr. sg. ha-as-si-it, accus. pl. ha-s-
su-us) reflects IE nom. sg. *Å⁄e2s, accus. sg. *≤Å⁄esm= ¶¶ P 68-9, Mn.
38, ≈ EI 32 (*≤h€eÓo-s 'ash' “ '≈ burnings'), Pv. III 21O-2, 221-4, Ts. E I
196-7, M K I 83, M E I 182-3, WH I 61, 65, Schz. 91, KM 33, Vr. 15, H o
12, Kb. 46, EWA I 364-6 || A (**as6a-?): M *asa- (unless it is *Fasa-) vi.
'burn, catch fire, ignite' >  WrM asa-, HlM asa-, Kl as-, Brt aha- ¶  KW
16, MED 55, Chr. 67  NaT *as- v. 'cook' >  Alt, Tlt, Shor, CrTt, Qzq as-
id., ? Tkm aT- v. 'cook' (in the expression naXar aT-(maq) v. 'cook a
meal' [naXar is 'meal'], etc., unless from aT- 'hang' in contexts like et
aT- v. 'cook meat' “ v. 'hang meat [over the fire]') ¶ BT 22, Rl. I 533-4 ,
TkR 54, NogR 5O, TatR 42, Jud. 74,s MM 43  ? Tg: Ork aladU- v. ' r o a s t
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(podqarivat∆ )' ¶ STM I 29 ¶ Tg *-l- suggests a pA *-s6- (??) < N *-s6666-,
but this is doubtful because in other N words (such as *his6666É ' t o
break') N *-s6666- yields Tg *-s- ¶¶ w  KW 16: M, T *as- v. 'cook'; on M *-s-
and Tg *-l- as reg. reflexes of N *-s6666- see  AD PNPh; S AJ 288 [#283], ≠
DQA #54 *ase (¬ *pæase) 'catch fire; hot' (incl. M) ˚ Otherwise IS I
262-3 s.v. *?aÍa 'fire' (not distinguishing between the N word i n
question and N *?u4444sV 'fire'). I reconstruct N *h- on the joint ev. of HS
and IE: the only cns. yielding X- in Ht and zero in C is N *h- ˚ Gr. II # 5 3
(*as 'burn') (IE, A, CK).
787. *his6666É 'to break' >  HS: S *°√hs6s6 >  Ar has7s7- 'fragile'; +ext: S
*°√hs6m >  Ar √hs7m G 'crush, bruise' ¶ Ln. 2894, Hv. 328, Dz. II 7 5 7 ,
BK II 1422, 1424, DRS 462 || A {S} *isV- v. 'break, break into pieces' >
Tg *ise- (or *xise-?) v. 'break' > Ewk ∆ is7‰- id., Neg isi-kt‰- v. 'slap ( i n
the face)', WrMc isele- v. 'butt each other, rival, compete, argue' ¶
STM I 336 ¶ The Tg cognate is valid unless it is *xise-  pKo *îsîr- v.
'break into pieces, crush' >  NKo îsîr´⁄- id. ¶ S AJ 256 [#142], S QK
#142, MLC 1287  pJ {S} *u~su! 'mortar' > OJ u~su!, J: T u!su, K u~su!, Kg usu!
¶ S QJ #962, Mr. 564  ?σ NaT *îsîr- v. 'bite' >  OT îsîr-, Tk IsIr-,
CrTt, Kr, Tf îsîr-, Xk, Tv îzîr-, Yk îtîr- id. ¶ ET Gl 671-2, Ra. 24O ¶¶ S AJ
281 [#149], DQA #61O (A *i~su! 'crush, grind; bite') ||  D  (in NED) *ic>ik-
v. 'crack' >  Krx isÁg-na2 v. 'open in long slits, chap, crack', isigka2
'crack, slit, chink', Mlt isge v. 'be well parched (as grain), be c r acked
(as the skin)' ¶ D #423, Pf. 185.
788. (€?) *{h}otV 'to smell (odorare, to get the odour of)', 'to smell
(olere, to have an odour\scent)' >  HS : B *°√Ówt  >  Ah awt v. ps. ' sen t i r
(une odeur)' ¶ Fc. 1536  C: EC *?udg- ¬ *?uzg- 'fragrance' > Sml udg-o2n
id., Rn u~yu2^g or u!yu~g 'pleasant smell, fragrance', Or urg-aw- sv. 'exhale
fragrance' ¶ Ss. PEC 57, PG 288 ||  IE *{xW}ed- 'odour' (×  N *9ËZ7777V ' feel ,
smell [sth.]', q.v.) > Arm hot hot 'odour, smell', hotim hotim ' I
smell (sth.)' »» Gk }ozv, Gk D }osdv vi. (pfc. }odvda) 'emit an odour, smell ' ,
Gk Hm ]odmh1, Gk D ]odma$ 'smell, scent' »» L odor 'smell' »» pAl {O} *adma2
>  Al G ame4 {AlbED} 'scent, fragrance', Al T d. am-e4z 'food odour ;
smell (of freshly ploughed ground, of fire)' »» Gmc: Sw os  'odour, smell
of charcoal fumes (carbon monoxide)', Dn, NNr os  (<  *od-s-o-) 'Dunst ,
erstinkender Dampf' »» Lt u!odz7iu (inf. u1osti) vt. 'smell, sniff', Ltv
o^z7u (inf. o^st) vt. 'smell', vi. 'smell (of)' » OCz jadati 'to search, t o
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inquire' (<  *'to smell out') ¶ P 772-3, EI 528 (*h‹ed- v. 'smell'), Dv.
#164, F II 353-5, Slt. 313-4, WH II 2O3, Wnt. AE 1O2-3 (Arm hot m a y
point to the IE lr. *O- = *xW-), Frn. 1167-8, AlbED 13, O 4 || ?σ,φ A: T
(NaT?) *u4Î- v. '≈   feel lust' (×  N *9ËZ7777V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ˚  EC *?- po in ts
to a N *h-  or *?- , but if Arm h-  goes back to an IE lr., it cannot be N *?-
. Hence a tentative preliminary rec. of N *h- .
789. € *hawtV 'call, speak' >  IE *heu\d- > NaIE *°aud- > Gk a]ydh1
'voice, speech', a]yda1v 'I speak'  NaIE *wed- 'utter sounds, speak '  (< IE
**hwed- [{M} *´€u\ed-] × IE *æwed-/*æud- < N *æwot[V?]É ¬
* æwot [É? ]V 'speak, utter sounds; [?] organ of speech', q.v. ffd.) ¶ WP I
251-2, P 76-7, M K III 133-4, F I 184, Frn. 1177-8, StSS 1O8, Ts. W 9 7 - 8
|| HS: S *√hwt (*-hu2t-) > Ar √hwt D 'call after so.', Hb √hwtt Pol 2 p
ip. utt6&eT6 t´-ho2t3´≤t3u2 'overwhelm with reproofs' ¶ KB 247, GB 178, BK
II 1455  Eg RT/G hwt 'jammern, klagen', {Alb.} 'cry' ¶ EG II 485 ¶ ¶
Tk. I 147 (Eg, S).
79O. *hawV 'to desire, to love' >  HS: CS *√hwy (*-hway-) v. ' love,
desire', n. abstr. *hawway- 'desire' >  A r ÈvE√hwy (hawiya / -hwa2)
G 'love, desire', n. a b s t r . ÈvAEa hawa2(-n) 'desire, passion, love', Ug
√hw{y} G  v. 'desire' (ip. 3f thw), Hb √?wy ≠ √hwy: D ip. 3f eu#a2T6
t´?aw≤wE2 'desires, wishes, will wish\desire', 3m pf. eu!a5 ?iw≤wa2
'desired', eu!a2 ?aw≤wa2 n. 'desire', eu!e2 haw≤wa2 n. '(evil) desire' (KB:
'Willkür, Gier'), Amr {G} √hwy v. 'desire' ¶ KB 2O, KBR 2O, 232, A
#82O, OLS 17O, G A 19, Fr. IV 42O, DRS 386  C: ???φ Bj {Rop.} √ywy
'be thirsty' (×  N *Lu6666bV 'be thirsty, be hungry' [q.v. ffd.)] and/or ak in
to S *√Xwy 'be hungry') ¶ R WBd 243 ¶¶ Cal. 36 (S + Eg fP h¿y
[spelled OK h, fMK hy, Eg N h¿y] 'husband' + unc. Bj {Rop.} hiyi
'husband, wife', {R} hiyo id. [Rop. 2OO, R WBd 133]); Vc. (l.c.) re jects
the comparison of these Eg and Bj words with CS *√hwy v. 'love'; I a m
inclined to support Vc.'s criticism both on semantic grounds ( t h e
semantic connection between 'husband' and v. 'love, desire', t hough
quite natural today, is rather unlikely in an archaic society, like that o f
ancient Hamito-Semitic people) and on phonetic reasons (S *h- is n o t
likely to corespond to Bj h-) || IE *éew- (or *?aw-) ({EI} *hÅeu-
'favour') >  NaIE *aw- v. 'like, favour, want' >  OI ≤avati 'is pleased,
strives', ≤avi- 'favourable' »» Gk Ep/Hm e>n-hh1ß (gen. e>n-he1oß) {LS} 'k ind ,
gentle', {F} 'mild, sanft, wohlwollend', Gk a>i5thß, Gk D {Ch.} a>i5ta2ß ' j eune
homme aimé' »» Arm ayiyn awiwn 'libido, fury, enthusiasm' (>
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NArm avjun avyun 'inspiration') »» Lave2- v. 'long for, desire' »» W
awyddu 'to desire', awydd 'desire, eagerness', ewyllys 'will' »» ORu
auja  'good fortune', Gt awi-liu†  'thanks' ¶¶ The connection with H t
uwai- 'Weh, Leid, Not, Schwierigkeiten' (proposed by Mann) is n o t
plausible. Since the AnIE reflexes are unknown, we cannot determine if
the initial lr. was heavy or light. We reconstruct here a pIE unspecified
*a -coloured lr. (denoted as *é-) or *?- ¶¶ P 77, EI 197, Mn. 45-7, M K I
57, WH I 81-2, F I 47, 515-6, LS 565, Ch. 4O, 348, Slt. 133, YGM-1 3 7 ,
Ts. W 98 s.v. uwai- || D *a2v- v. 'desire' >  Tm a2vu, Ml a2vikka v.
'desire', Tm, Ml a2val n. 'desire', Td o2fÈl 'desire to eat', Tl a2ba
'eagerness' ¶¶ D #394 ˚  Cf. AD LRC #8O (IE, HS), IS I 241-2 (IE, HS, D
with references to earlier literature).
791. *how{i}  'become, appear' >  HS: S *√hwy (*-hway-) id., 'be' >
Ak √Ówy/w (inf. ewu6m, OB p. °we < *yi-hwï) 'turn (into), werden
(zu), geschehen, sein', BHb √hyw  (pf. c. wayy´≤hï, js. y´≤hï, ip. yih≤yE2,
pf. ha2ya2) 'become, be (werden, sein, bleiben)', Yd √hwy (pf. 3f hwt,
1s hwyt) 'be, happen', OA √hwy id. ({h}wt  'she was', ip. y-hwh ' h e
will be'), IA, BA √hwy (pf. ave hw?,eve hwh) 'be, become, happen ' ,
Sr √hw? 'fuit, factus est' (with accus.: 'happened to …'), Ar √hwy ' s e
léver, paraître', 'rise' (star) ¶ Nld. NB 92, KB 232-4, GB 177-9, 9O3,
Deg. 76-8, Seg. AAG 3O3-7, BK II 1461, Hv. 841, Sd. 266-7, Sd. G 1 5 3 ,
CAD IV 413-5, HJ 271-6, DRS 386  B ? *°√ÓwÓ v. 'appear' >  Sll aggW
(pf. yuggWa) id. ¶ Ds. 18 ¶ Cp. B *√h?? 'be in' < N *÷++++Ga?V 'g row,
become' (q.v.)  C: [1] Bj {R} ha2y- / -he 2 'be, exist' (3m p. ≤°-he2, imv.
2m ≤ha2y-a) »» SC ({E} pSC *haw- 'stay'): Irq {MQK} ho2t- 'reside, s tay ' ,
Irq {E}, Alg hot- 'live, dwell', Asa hut- v. 'stand (still)' (acc. to E, -t- is a
sx.) »» EC: ? Sa {R} hay- 'live' (if R’s transcription of the lr. is valid a n d
unless the word is not a loan from EthS; if it is a valid cognate, it m a y
have contaminated with HS √Hyw 'live' <  N *Ùay{u 4444} 'live' [q.v.])  [2]
the EC, Bj, and Aw sxs. of person/number/gender of the suffix-
conjugated verbs have developped from prefix-conjugated forms of a n
aux. verb (or verbs), which may have been either *-hay- 'be' (akin to S
*√hyw 'be' and going back to N ? *how{i}) or *-Óa- (< N *?a
'become, be' [q.v. ffd.]) ¶ E SC 381, MQK 52, R WBd 132, R S II 2OO, AD
SF 156 || IE: NaIE *-ew-(o2), *-eu\w-(o2), *-eu\y-(o2) 'be X', sx. of d e n o m .
verbs >  Lt prs. piemeniauju / inf. piemeniauﬁti 'be a shephe rd '
(akin to piemuo 'shepherd'), Gk basiley1v 'be a king' (ÿ basiley1ß
'king'), †erapey1v 'be attendant, do service' (ÿ  †e1raπ, †era1pvn
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'attendant'), OCS slugujo< / slugovati 'be a servant' (ÿ sluga
'servant') ¶ Mn. 256, Me. SC § 234 || A: Tg *o2- 'become, happen' >
WrMc o-, oo-  v. 'become, be', Mc Sb o- id., Ewk o2- (o2-da-n) v. ' become ,
appear, happen', Sln o2-, Lm o2- (o2-d¥-m, o2-d-nI) v. 'become', Neg o2- (o2-da-
n) v. 'become, appear', Orc o2doli-, Ud o-do-, Ul o- (o-sI-nI-), Ork o-sI-
id., Nn o- v. 'become'. The stem should be kept apart (as it is done i n
Vas., but not in STM and in IS) from the homonymous stem *o2- v.
'make' (> Ewk o2- [o2-ra-n] v. 'make', Sln o2-, Lm o2- [o-r¥-m, o2n], Neg o2- [o2-
ya-n], Orc o2- [o2-y-ni], Ud o-≠o2- [o2-i-ni ≠o2-ri-ni], Nn o- v. 'make'). The
etl. relations between the two stems (if any) are not yet investigated ¶
STM II 3-4 , Vas. 312-3 ˚  N *i  is tentatively suggested by IE *-y- in *-
eu\y-(o2)-, by S *y in *-hway- and by Bj -y- in ha2y-.
792. *h{o}wV 'pit, depression' >  HS: CS *haw(Vy)- 'pit, abyss' >  Sy
Æ¢o„˙a haw≤-t-a2 (pl. Æ„e 4Óa ha≤wE2) 'an abyss, deep; great cavern', Ar
ha2wiy-at- 'deep valley, abyss' ¶ JPS 1O3, BK II 1462, ≈  KB 232 || IE:
NaIE *a+owent- 'well, spring' >  OI ava≤ta-h5 (*a+own=to-s) 'well ' ,
ava≤t5a-h5 'cistern' »» Ltv avoﬁt-s (*a+owontos) 'spring' »» ? Clt: Gl
Aventia (name of a well nymphe) and nomina loci ¶ P 78, EI 539 ( ?
*hÅew(o)nt- 'spring'), M K I 57, M E I 13O-1, Kar. I 93-4 ¶ Pokorny
reconstructs IE *a- on the precarious ev. of place names and t h e
nymphe name Aventia; outside this ev. the distinction between NaIE
*a- and *o- is impossible || A: Tg *°oba 'depression, hollow in t h e
ground' >  Lm Al/O o2wa, Lm Sk o2ba id. ('vpadina , kotlovina '), Lm O
o 2wa  'spring (in mountains)' ¶ STM II 4  NaT *o{b}a 'lowland' or 'p la in '
>  Tk ova 'plain, valley', ∆ oba 'plain', Az ova 'plain', Ggz uva
'uncultivated field', ET ova, Uz uwa 'valley', Tv howu 'steppe' (with a
puzzling h-), ?σ Nog oba 'tråsina ' ('marsh' or 'quagmire') ¶ ET Gl
4O3-4, Rl. I 1166, Bu. I 1O6, 161  ?σ pJ {S} *u!wa- 'to plant (pf lanzen) '
> OJ u!wa-, J: T u~e-, K u~e~-, Kg ue!- ¶ S QJ #687, Mr. 777 ¶¶ DQA # 6 5 3
(pA *i\ub{u} 'to dig, hole').
793. *há[?]w{Ë} 'to fall, to sink' >  HS: WS *√hwy (*-hwVy-) v.
'fall' > Sr √hwy+w 'fall' (pf. Æ∑o˙ h´≤wa2), Ar √hwy  G (pf. îvaEa hawa2 /
ip. -hwï) 'fall', 'go down, set' (of a star), Hb √hwy (imv. av$e= ≠ ev$e=
hé≤we2) 'fall' (of snow), 'fall upon (so.)', Mh √hwy (pf. h‰wu2, vb. n .
ho2wi), Jb C √hwy (pf. he2, sbjn. ≤i≤hi, vb. n. ≤hbet) v. 'fall, swoop', Hr s
√hwy  (pf. h´⁄wo2, sbjn. y´⁄hwï) 'fall (upon sth.) ¶ KB 231, KBR 241, K
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II 1461, Hv. 841, Jo. M 162, Jo. J 1OO, Jo. H 53  B *√ÓhÓ (pf. *-
ÓhiÓ-) >  Ah i-hi v. 'fall' ¶ Fc. 498  Eg fP h¿y v. 'come\go down,
descend', Eg fMK h¿y 'fall' > Cpt: Sd 2e he, B 3e Xe, A #e X€e v. ' fal l '
¶ EG II 472-4, Fk. 156, Vc. 285  SC: Irq {MQK} hu2?- 'drop, fall, tumble ' ,
Irq/Brn/Alg {E} hu- 'fall', Asa hu?- 'fall' (of rain) ¶ E SC 381, MQK 52, AD
SF 243  Ch: CCh: Glf {Por. “ Sö.} hawai v. 'fall', Bdm {Lk.} hai, hey
'absteigen' »» ECh: Ke {Eb.} a!we! v. 'fall', ? Jg {J} ?o2 'hinabsteigen' ¶ JI II
131, Eb. 29. Por. IKK 7O ¶¶ Vc. 285 (Eg, Ar) ¶¶ Tk. I 72, Tk. SCC 9 8
[#28.6] || IE *éxou\(e) 'down, away' >  NaIE *o+au\(e) 'down (he rab ) ,
away' >  OI ≤ava 'down (ab, herab); off' (pv. and prep.), Av, OPrs pv.
ava  'down', OI avah5 'herab' »» Pru, Lt, Ltv au- 'away, down' » possibly
Sl *u- 'away, down': *u-pasti 'to fall down' (>  OCS upasti upasti,
Slv upa!sti, R u≤past∆, P upas1c), *u-be7z7ati 'to run away', *u-xoditi
'to go away', *u-jeßti 'to take away, to catch hold of, to seize' (> OCS
uje<ti 'to take away', P uja<c1, Slv uje!ti 'to catch hold of, to seize ' ) ,
*u-nesti 'to carry away', OCS ubez7ati, R ube≤qat∆, SCr u~bec1i, Slv
ubez7a!ti, P ubiez$ec1 'to run away', ChS uxoditi uxoditi, R
uxo≤dit∆, P uchodzic1 ip. 'to go away', R uj≤ti, Cz ujI1ti, Slv ui!ti
pf. inf. 'to go away', R unes≤ti, Cz une1sti, P unies1c1 'to ca r ry
away', etc.  Ht awan in awan arha 'away, off', awan katta
'down' ¶¶ No connection with N *Xawi[?V]  'drive, chase, p u r s u e '
because N *X- does not yield zero in Ht ¶¶ P 72-3,  EI 37 (*h¢eu\ 'away
[from]'), M K I 56, ESlSJ-SGZ I 261-2, Vn. O 1, Frn. 24, Tp. P A-D 142-3 ,
≈ ESlSJ-SGZ II 261, Pv. I-II 245 || A: Tg *ebu- v. 'descend, go down' >
Ewk ‰w- ± ‰b-, Sln ‰wu2- ≠ ‰gu2- ≠ ‰?u2, Lm, Neg, Ork, Nn ‰w-, Orc, Ud,
Ul ‰u-, WrMc ebu-, Mc Sb ‰bu- id. ¶ STM II 433-4  ?φ  M *°ibÉl-
(unless it is *°FibÉl-) v. 'descend' >  WrM ibil- ≠ ibel-, HlM ivl´-x
v. 'descend, come\go down' (unless “  *ibÉl- v. 'flow') ¶ MED 397.
794. € *ho[w]÷3333a (or *ho÷ 3333wa ) 'to flow, to stream; a stream' >  HS: WS
*√hw÷ ≠ *√hy÷ v. 'flow' >  A r ØvE √hw÷ G (ip. -hu2÷-, -hwa÷-) v.
'vomit',øyE√hy÷ (ip. -hï÷-, -hya÷-) v. 'fuse (lead)', Sb √h(y)÷ v. 'flow,
run (water)', hy÷-m 'flow of water, libation' ¶ Fr. IV 418, 424, BGMR
57-8, Bll. 1O9-1O, DRS 4O4  C {E} *wa÷- v. 'run, flow' >  Bj {R} wiya
'rainy season', wa2t 'pus' »» SC: Irq {MQK} wa2÷- 'vomit, flood, overflow,
flow', Irq/Alg/Brn {E} wa÷- v. 'vomit', Irq {E} wa÷am- v. 'flow, t r ickle ' ,
Brn {E} wa÷amu 'well', Alg {E} wa÷amu 'river', Kz {E} wa?amuko id.,
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(Cı ) Mb {E} -wa v. 'ur inate ' »» EC: Sa/Af {Ss.} we÷ 'flowing water', Af
{PH} we2!÷a 'flood, torrent of water', ?? HEC: Hd wo?o, Kmb wa?a, wi?a,
Sd wa2, Brj ≤wa2 (gen. wayin-) 'water' (× N æwete6666 '[flowing] water ' ,
q.v.); ? EC *ya[:]÷- v. 'flow away' > Sml ya2÷- v. 'run away', Gdl ye?- v. 'fall
down in particles, sprinkle down', Or {Grg.} ya2?-, Brj ya?- v. 'flow' ¶ E PC
#586, E SC 313 (s.v. SC *wa[:]÷- v. 'flow'), MQK 113, Grg. 4O4, ≈ Ss. B
186 (a wrong et. for Sa/Af we÷), Ss. B 192, PH 211 || U: FU *{o2}wa (≠
*uwa??) 'stream; to stream' >  F vuo 'stream', Es {W} voo 'S t römung,
Wellengang', ? Lv: E ‰va;, W iva;, Lv Slc u4va 'Strom, Strömung' » Lp OSw
{LÖ} uwe, uvwe 'flumen placide fluxus', Lp N {Fri.} uvve (gen. uve)
'flumen placide labens, fluvium' »» pObU *o2w- v. ' s t ream' , *ow ' s t r e a m '
>  pVg *O"w-, *O"w >  Vg: T/LK/MK/P/Ss ow 'stream', Ss ow- v. ' s t r eam' ;
pOs {Ht.} *o˝-, *o˝ ({∫Hl. *a"˝-, *a"˝) > Os: V/Vy o˝, Ty a"˝W, Y/K/O a"w,
D/Nz/Kz o"w 'a stream', V o"˝a-, Ty a"˝W-, Y/K/O a"w-, D/Nz/Kz o"w- v.
'stream' ¶ Cp. Coll. 125, UEW 544-5, SK 1813-4, Fri. 79O, Kt. 51-2, W
EDW 1386, Ht. 123-4 [#8], Hl. rHt 71. The variant with *{o2}- is
represented by F and ObU, while Lv and Lp are likely to suggest a
variant with initial *u- ( f rom *o- ¬ *o2- under the ass. infl. of *-w-?) ||
Cf. also NaIE *a+owent- 'well' (P 78), which is better accounted for by N
*h {o }wV  'pit, depression' (q.v.) ˚  Cp. IS I 256: IS equates the FU s t e m
with A. He adduces a Tg stem reconstructed by him as *u2(a) 'wave' a n d
the M word for 'water' (WrM usun 'water', etc.). In the light of ex tan t
data this is untenable, because the Tg stem is to be reconstructed a s
*u2ge [=*¨2g‰] (or *u2pe) and in pM there was an initial *F-: Mnr H fuZòu
and ShY xsun≠ husun provide ev. for pM *Fu-sun 'water'.
794a. ? *hVya  'for, for the sake of', directive-designative pc. > HS: S
*°hay > Gz he2, ≈ directive-locative pc.: kW´ll´-he2 'everywhere', kW´lla-
he2 'in every direction' (kW´ll- is 'all, every') ¶ L G 213 || IE: NaIE *-ei\
'to', ending of the dative case  > *ped-ei\ 'to the\a foot '  (> OI pa≤d-e2, L
ped-°), *ma2tr-ei\ 'to the mother' (> OI ma2tr-e2, L matr-°, OCS
materimater-i), dat. of *dyeu\- '(god of) daylight' > OI div-e2, Gk
Di(w)ei1- (in Di(w)ei1-filoß), L Iou°; the dative of thematic n o u n s
underwent morphological changes (metanalysis, etc.), resulting  in t h e
following forms: (dat. of *wl\kWo-s 'wolf') OI vr=k-a2ya, Gk ly1koi, L
lupo2(i), Lt vilkui, OCS vl6kuvlÁku ¶ Szem. IEL 16O-92 || A: Tg:
[1] *-ya as a designative pc.: -ya-n 'for him' in Lm mo2-ya2-n 'einen Baum
für ihn, Holz für ihn' (mo2 is 'tree, wood', -n is 'he'), Neg mo2-ya-n 'Holz
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für ihn'; [2] *-ya , ending of indefinite accusative: Ewk, Sln, Neg -ya ≠ -a,
possibly here also the Orc ending of the designative case -ya ≠ -a ¶ Ci.
256-7, Bz. 82-3  ?σ M *-yi, accusative ending  > MM -yi / -i, WrM -i
(possibly pronounced as [-i\] after vowels and [i] after consonants )
(unless from ppM *-igi / *-îgî, as supposed by Poppe on the basis o f
comparison with OT), pM *-yi in *c>i-ma-yi accus. 'thee' and *i-ma-yi
accus. 'him' (see s.v. N *mÅ [pc. of marked accus.]) ¶ Pp. IM 191-3 ||
?? K *-a-, causative (“ designative) verbal px. (that follows t h e
personal prefix for objects ['me, thee, him']): OG, G -a-, Mgr, Lz -o-, Sv -
a- . e.g. OG m-a-su  'er tränkte mich, gave me a drink' (m-  'me' + -a- + su
'drink'), Sv X-a-tre 'er tränkte ihn' (X- 'him' + -a- + tre 'drink') ¶¶ Kl.
42, Dt. 73-6, 2O7 ˚  Qu., because the S, K, and A cognates are n o t
i r reproachable .  
795. *é€i , pc. of past (preterite) >  HS: B (one of several al ternative
interpretations): *-ï- (marker of the past tense)  >  Shl -i- in the p r e t .
(ft-i-Œ 'I went away', t-ft-i-t 'you [sg. m.] went away' ↔  aor. 1s ftuŒ,
2m tftut) || U: FU *-i-, sx. of the pret.: F sano-i 'he said', Lp N gulla6-
i-mek 'we heard', Lp S {Hs.} go4∏l-i-b ± go4∏l-i-m 'I fished', Er kund-y-
n∆  'I caught' (↔ kund-a-n 'I catch'), Chr L uq-y-m 'I saw' (↔ uq-
a-m 'I see'), Chr G lyd-y-m 'I read' pret. (↔ lyd-a-m 'I read' p rs . ) ,
Z giq-i-m 'we wrote' (↔ giq-a-m 'we write'), Prmk mun-¡-m ' w e
went' (↔ mun-a-m 'we go'), OHg men-I1-k ≠men-e1-k, Hg men-e1-k
'I went', u4l-e1-nk 'we sat' ¶ Sz. 122-3, Hs. 141-54, Fkt. EJ-66 187-9 ,
Kov. LV 231-2, Kov. GM 248, Lt. KZJ 291-2, Lt. KPJ 3O9 || D *-i-, sx. o f
the past tense > Tm -i- (an1∆-i-n3e2n3 'I was scared' from an1∆- v. ' f ea r ' ) ,
Td -y-, Kdg -i-/-È-, Kn -iÎ- ({An.} < -i-†and *-d-), Tu -iy-/-Èy-/-È-, Tl -e-
/-i-, Krx, Mlt -y- ¶¶ An. SG 322-35, An. GTJ 113-7 || K *-e / ? *-i (? <
**-ei \/**-i), sx. of the aorist (in the 1st and 2nd persons) > OG -e, ? Mg
-i, Sv -Ø ¶¶ GM SAKS 62-73 || ? IE *e-augment of the past tenses > OI
a-, Gk ]e-, Arm e- e- ¶ IS I 249-5O [#111] tried to connect this IE *e-
augment of the past tenses with the vw. *i or the cns. *y, which serve
as affixes of the pret. in B, K, U, C, and D (see  above) ˚  This
preliminary comparison may become valid only after reconstruct ing
the prehistory of the corresponding morphological structures (verbal
tenses, etc.). In some cases forms of the past tense are likely to have
been based on analytical constructions with verbal nouns. In any case, a
direct comparison between *i, *e, and *y as markers of past seems is
premature and too shaky to be reliable. There is also a phonet ic
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difficulty: the reg. NaIE reflex of N *é€i  should have been *ei\ r a t h e r
than *e, but this apparent irregularity may be due to generalization o f
*e  before a sonant (where *e  < N *i  regularly).   
796. € *é⁄ic @@@@XV  ¬ *-c'''' @ @@@-  ¬  *é⁄ic @@@@G ++++hV 'father, head of a family' (‘  o r
“ 'master, lord') >  IE *h+?esxo-s ({EI} *h⁄es≤h€o-s) 'master '  >  Ht isha
≠ esha 'master, lord'; AnIE ı Arm i2xan is7Xan 'prince, sovereign'
 NaIE: OL esa, L era 'mistress', L erus 'master of the house\family,
lord, owner' ¶¶ WH I 419, WP I 161 (both: no satisfactory et. of the L
words), Pv. I-II 385, EI 371-2 || U *ic1a4 'father' >  F isa4, Es isa id. » pLp
{Lr.} *‰c1e2 'father' > Lp: S {Hs.} aattjie, L {LLO} ahttje2, N {N} ac7…c7e,
Klt ec7c7ê, Kld A$]c7ê:, T yi¢ec7c7e id. » ? pMr {Ker.} *uc1a4 > Mk ocå oc1a4 ' father’s
elder brother', ∆  'father, grandfather' »  Chr: H y™za ≤´za, KB ´za4, L iza
i≤za, Uf iza, M iz1a 'elder brother; father’s younger brother' »» Vg LK/P
{Kn.} a4∏s1 'mother’s brother' » OHg o¡s 'grandfather', Hg o¡s 'ancestor' 
Sm {Jn.} *eysa4 'father' >  Ne T niså€, Ne F {Lh.} n1i¢es:´a4Æ, Ng {Cs.} jase,
{Ter.} ≤desy, En {Cs.} ese, Slq Tz ‰sÈ id.  pY {IN} *ec7 !e2 'father' ( m o r e
probable than from N *Óac'''' @ @@@ ++++c 6 666 ' '''{i} [= *Ù++++Q++++hac'''' @ @@@ ++++c 6 666 ' ''' {i}?] 'father') >  OY: OY
XVII {Wts.} otje1, OY K {Bil.} etchea, {Merk} aittsche, {Lnd.}
otsche`, OY Ch {Mat.} ete id., OY O ezem` '(my?) father'; Y K es1e2
'father' ¶¶ Coll. 16, UEW 78, Db. OS xxxi, Lr. #2, Lgc. #129, Hs. 22O-1,
MF 516-7, It. #369, MRS 125, 768, Ker. II 1O2, Jn. 22, KKIH 1O9, IN
217-8, 299, ≈ Rd. UJ 35 [#9] (Y π U) ˚ This word may be one of t h e
etl. sources of the N pc. *c'''' @ @@@a ¬ *c@@@@a , a marker of relative const ruct ions
(in descendant lgs.: ‘ sx. of adjectives and singulatives [‘
diminutives]) (q.v. ffd.). Cp. a similar usage of Ar ?abu2 'father of' ˚ Gr.
II #141 (*ece 'father') (U [incl. Y], A, Ko, Ai, Gil, CK).
797. *Óac'''' @ @@@ ++++c6 666 ' '''{i} (or *Ù++++Q++++hac'''' @ @@@ ++++c 6 666 ' ''' {i}?) 'father, ancestor' >  U *a4c1a4 ' f a the r '
> pLp {Lr.} *a2c1c1e2 ± *E2c1e2 'father' >  Lp: S aattjie, L ahttje2, N ac7…c7e,
Kld {SarS} adq∆, K {Gn.} a¿Z7Z7ê id. »» ObU *a4∏c1 > pVg *a4∏c1(V) ' g randfa ther '
> Vg: T a4∏c1ï, K O4∏s1, UL a2s1; pOs *a4c1i 'father' > Os: Ty a$t!i, Nz as1´, Kz as1i, O
a$s1i id.  Sm: Nn T BZ {Ter.} ˆ´cå, Nn T Y ˆacå 'daddy', Nn T O {Lh.}
Na2c1e? voc. 'daddy', 'father!', En K {Mik.} ac7a? 'father'  ? Y: Y K {Jc.}
ec7ie, {IN} es2e2 'father' (×  N *é⁄ic@@@@XV  ¬  *-c'''' @ @@@-  ¬  *é⁄ic@@@@G ++++hV ' f a ther ,
head of a family') ¶ ¶  UEW 22, Lr. #2, Lgc. #129, SaR 2O, Ht. #1, Ter.
391, 425, Lh. 2O, ≈ Rd. UJ 34 [#4] (Y π U) || A: T *a4çi 'ancestor, e lder
relative' >  OT {Grøn.} ec7i 'a close male relative younger than one’s
father and older than ego', Chv ac>a az1òa 'father' (+ppas.: ac>a€r,
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ac>a€va€r 'your [pl.] father', awwe€ 'his\their father'), 'male (animal) ' ;
but Tk † ece 'old man' (and Tk ∆  eZ7e 'elder sibling'?) may be a loan
from M *eZ>en 'lord, master' ¶ Cl. 2O, Grøn. TSK, Rs. W 35, Jeg. 35-6 ,
TrR 259  M *ec>ige 'father' >  MM [S] ecige, [MA, IsV] ec7ige, WrM
ecige, HlM ´ceg, Dg {T, Pp.} ec7ig, {Iv.} ecy1ge, {Mrm.} e≤c7ihe ≠
e≤c7ige, {Mr.} ecihe id. ¶ MED 292, H 41, Lg. VMI 28, Pp. MA 151, T DgJ
141  NrTg *açi 'ancestor, elder relative' >  Ewk Vtm açi 'ancestor', Ewk
{Cs.} ac7i 'cousin', ? i  Sln {Iv.} a≤c7a 'father' ¶ STM I 59  pKo {S} *a~c>Ä-
'aunt, uncle '  > MKo a~c>Ä!mi! 'aunt', a~c>a~pi! 'uncle', NKo aZ7a4 'aunt, uncle ' ,
aZ7um´⁄ni 'aunt', aZ7a4bi 'uncle' ¶ S QK #978, Nam 341, MLC 1O76-7 ¶ ¶
Hardly here M *eZ>en 'lord, master' (rather belonging to N *?ediˆV
'pater familias' or 'owner' [q.v.]) ¶¶ DQA #4 (A *a"!c7æV 'ancestor': T, Tg,
Ko), S CNM 9, Vv. AEN 9 || Gil: Gil A ‰s / ‰z- 'lord, owner' ¶¶ ST 4 6 6 ,
ST RN 448 || D *ac>c>[a] 'father' >  Tm accan3, Ml accan id., Kt aZ> ayn`
'very old man' (and aZ> av 'very old woman'), Kn ajja, Kdg aZ>Z>´⁄, Tu
ajje 'grandfather'; d. words for 'mother': Ml acca (bf.), Kn acci id.,
Kn, Tu ajji, Krx aZ>Z>ï 'grandmother', Mnd aZ>i 'father’s mother' ¶¶ D
#5O (unc.: probably from OI a2rya-, w  Tu. #1347) ||  ??σ IE: Ht hassu
'king' ¶ Ts. E I 2O7-9, ≈ Pv. III 24O-6 (Ht hassu- 'king' “ 'Born O n e '
or 'Begotten One' π Ht has(s)- 'beget'), EI 330 ˚  If Ht hassu
belongs here (⇔  Pv.’s qu. et.), we may reconstruct a pN initial *Ù++++Q ++++h- ,
otherwise the quality of the initial lr. (or uvular cns.) remains
unknown. If this lexeme is a Lallwort, typologcal considerations point t o
an initial *?-  ˚ Several scholars (including AD) equated the A √  with U
*ic1a4 'father' (i.e.  N *é⁄ic@@@@XV ¬ *-c'''' @ @@@- ¬ *é⁄ic@@@@G ++++hV 'father, head of a
family'): ≈ AD NM 9O [#66] (•÷ M *eZ>en instead of M *ec>ige), S CNM 8 -
9 (÷÷  ST), Vv. AEN 9-1O (WrM ecige ÷ U *ic1a4), but in the light o f
recent research it is preferable to adduce the A root here (because o f
its vw.). The original vw. of the first syll. is likely to have been *a  (still
preserved in Tg), while the U, T, and M front vw. (U, T *a4, M *e) m a y
be due to the ass. infl. of the final front vw. (*i?) ˚ Gr. II #141 (*ece
'father') (U [incl. Y], A, Ko, Ai, Gil, CK) (without distinguishing it f r o m
the relexes of N *é⁄ic @@@@XV  ¬ *-c'''' @ @@@- ¬ *é⁄ic @@@@G ++++ hV).
798. *é€ec1111 ' ''' {Ë} (or *é€eé€ic1111 ' '''{Ë}??) 'to sink', (‘ ?) 'to dip' >  K: GZ
*c'(w)- v. 'dip' > OG, G c'-, Mg c'(v)- (n. act. gec'uapa), Lz nc'- (msd.  o-nc'-
u) id.  Cp. GZ *c'a- pv. 'down, away' and *c'a-re ≠ *c'a-le adv.
'downward' (<  N *c'''' 1 111a 4 444 v. 'away, downward' [q.v.]) ¶ K 241, K2 294, FS K
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438, Chik. 391, Q 378, Marr 217 || U *ec1c1V- v. 'sink' (× N q{e6666}c 6 666[V]÷V
'sink') >  Prm *{o4}s1- v. 'fall' >  Z us1- v. 'fall', Z Ud us1‰ 'falls', Vt us1-, Vt SW
u$s1- v. 'fall' »» Hg es-ik v. 'fall, rain' » pObU *És- >  pVg *iÆs- v. 'a l ight '
(of a bird) >  Vg: LK/MK/UK/P/NV/UL/Ss is- id.; pOs {Ht.} *es-´l- ({∫Hl.
*a4 Æs-´l-) v. 'let' ('lassen') >  Os V/Vy e"sel-, Ty a$Æs´l-, Y a$Æs¬´-, D/K est´-,
Nz es´¬-, O es´l- id. (*-´l- is a transitivizing sx., w  Majt. SM 367)  Sm
*Vs- >  Kms {KD} u$zu$l!-Em v. 'fall, go down (fallen, niedersteigen)', Sq
Tm {KD} a4s- v. 'fall', caus.: Sq Tz {KKIH} ‰stÈ-, Sq Ke a4set≤ta-, Sq Nr
{Cs.} a4s-ta-u, Sq NP {Cs.} a4sa-p≤ta-m, Slq UO {Cs.} a4s-≤ta-m v. ' l e t
fall, bring down' ¶¶ UEW 71, Coll. 1O, Lt. 221, LG 298, MF 162-3, Ht .
#67, Hl. rHt 71, Cs. 1O4, KD 82, KKIH 1O9 ¶¶ The rec. of a geminated
*-c1c1- is based on Prm *-s- (while *-c1- would have yielded Prm *-z-) ||
A: M *ic>e- v. 'retire into hibernation' (× N *q{e6666}c6 666[V]÷V 'sink'?) >  WrM
ice-, HlM i¢i-, Kl i¢-(x) ic7-x´ 'retire into hibernation' ¶ MED 3 9 7 ,
KW 212, H 8O, Ms. H 62 || D (in GnD) *ic>- vt. 'soak, steep' >  Kui ihpa
(p. iht-) id., Png ih- (p. ist-) 'soak, steep (grain for preparing landa) ' ,
Mnd ih- v. 'soak, brew (landa)' (landa is beer made from rice o r
mand >eya [BB PnL 227]) ¶ D #426, BB PnL 196 ˚ M *i- and D *i- a r e
puzzling. The problem can be solved by supposing a pN e tymon
*é€eé€ic1111 ' ''' {Ë}  with loss of the internal *-é€i-  in K and U.
799. *é€ËdV (= *HËdV?) 'sister', '∈ female relative' >  K *[u]da
'sister' > OG, G da-, Mg, Lz da(l)- id., Sv UB/L udil-, Sv LB widil- ' s i s ter
(in relation to another sister)' ¶¶ K 69, K2 36, FS K 92-3, FS E 97 (all o f
them reconstruct K *da-), TK 725 || U *{o}ÎV > Es o%de 'sister'  Slq Tz
ÈlEnta, Èlta 'younger niece-in-law, wife’s sister, husband’s sister' ¶ ¶
KKIH 195 ¶¶ The Sq cognate was suggested by Hl. (p.c., 1975) || HS: S:
Ar Hada2d-at- 'wife' (unless ÿ  √Hdd  'empêcher d’approcher')  Ch: Ke
a!dï~d‰~ 'daughter-in-law \ mother-in-law (of a woman); grandmother' ¶
Eb. 23.
8OO. *Óu4444wdV (= *Gu4444wdV?) 'evening, night' >  U *yu4∏tV 'night' o r
'evening' > Chr: L ju™d yu4Î, B yu4t, Uf Ju4t, H {MRS} jyd, {Ep.} jyt y¥t
'night' »» pObU *[y]ït(V) 'evening' >  pVg *[y]ït, {Ht.} *ït >  OVg S Vt
et`, Vg T yït ± ït, Vg LK/MK/UK/NVg/LL ït!, Vg P e2t!, OVg N Ber at`,
OVG N SoG e6t, Vg Ss e2t id.; pOs {Ht.} *a4t 'night' >  Os: V a4t, Ty/Y/D/O
a$t, Nz/Kz at id.; pOs *[y]it´n, {Ht.} *it´n '(in the) evening' >  Os:
V/Vy/Ty/Y/D it´n, Nz/Kz yet´n id.  Sm {Hl.} *u4¥\tV (= *u4∏tV) 'evening'
> Slq: Tz {KKIH} u4∏tÈ, Nr {Cs.} u4∏d, Kr {Cs.} u4∏te, Chl {Cs.} u4∏to4 'evening' ,
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Tur {Lh.} u4∏tit '(in the) evening'; Kms {KD} nu$d!i, Koyb niude, Mt {Hl.}
*n1+nu4 ∏dV 'evening' (Mt T {Mll.} nju1de 'evening', Mt M {Mll.} nju1de id.,
{Sp.} n√2de2 'late', nud√n∆ 'evening', Mt K {Pl.} njuude id.) ¶¶ Coll.
2O, UEW 99, MRS 155, Ep. 33, Ht. #72, KKIH 194, Ps. B 7O, Cs. 11O, Hl.
M #777 || A *u4t+dV >  M *u4den 'evening, in the evening' >  MM [S] u4de,
u4des7i id., 'late', [MA] u4des7i 'evening', u4des7in 'of the evening' ,
'vespertinus', WrM u4de, HlM ¥d , Brt ¥d´  'noon', WrO u4de, Kl ¥d u4d´,
{Rm.} u4du4, Dg {T} udu 'noon, midday', Dx {T} udu, Ba ude(r) 'day', WrM
u4desi, HlM ¥d´w, Brt ¥d´w´ '(in the) evening', WrO u4dus7i
'evening', Kl Ö {Rm.} u4du4s7 'in the evening' ¶ H 158, Pp. MA 373, MED
995-6, Chr. 494-5, Krg. 19O-1, KRS 545, KW 455, T DnJ 136, T DgJ 1 7 O
¶ The semantic shift 'evening' ‘ 'noon, day' in the modern M lgs. m a y
have been influenced by M *edu4r (> u4du4r ≠ o4du4+o4r) 'day' (WrM edu4r,
HlM ødør, WrO o4do4r ≠ o4du4r ≠ o4dur, Kl ødr, {Rm.} o4dr=, Dg udur,
Ba ude(r) id., w  MED 295-6, KRS 412-3, Krg. 139, KW 293, T DgJ 17O) 
Tg: Ewk Nor {Cs. “ Mdd.} o4du4n 'evening' ¶ Cs. T 119  ?σ NaT *o4[:]Î
'time (point\period of time)' >  OT o4[:]Î ({Cl.} o4∏Î) id., 'hour', MU XIII o4z
'time', eChg [Rbg.] 3v" o4Î, MT [IM], Tlt {Rl.} o4y, ET Tar {Rl.} o4t 'Zeit,
Zeitpunkt'; Ï *o4[:]Î-la4g 'time' ‘ 'noon' >  Chg {Rm.} o4zla4k, Tk o4yle
(spelled o4g"le), Kr Cr, Nog u4yle, VTt ∆  u4la4, Slr u4l!e, Tkm o4yla4n, Ggz u4∏len
'noon' ¶ Cl. 35, 55-6, DTS 376-7, 395, Br. MT 138, KW 455, Rl. I 1 1 7 2 ,
1259. ET Gl 516-7, TL 68-9 ¶ Cl. postulates an OT long vw., probably o n
the basis of the Ar plene spelling, which is not a reliable source; T k m
o4yla4n suggests a pT short *o4 (unless *o4 > Tkm o4 in a closed syll.) || HS:
C *√ Ówd 'evening, night' >  Bj A {AD} (?u3) ≤hawa2d 'evening (after t h e
sunset), night', -hawid v. 'come late in the evening', {R} hawa2d 'n ight ' ,
hawid- v. 'spend the evening\night', rest' »» Ag: Q {R} awa2da ' l a te
evening, night' »» EC {AD} ≈ *Óawed- >  Sml N {Abr.} ÷a2!wa ' tonight ' ,
÷a2we2!ysï!n 'time from 7 p.m. to bedtime', Gdl {Bl.} aw≤wed'd', Brj {Ss.}
≤yed'i, {Blz.“?} (hi)yedi 'night', Or {Grg.} (h)eda 'last night', Or BI {Sr.}
e2da id., e2dana 'tonight' »» Dhl {To.} heddo 'evening' ¶ AD SF 239-4O, Abr.
S 17, Bl. G 6, Ss. B 192, Grg. 133, Sr. 3OO, To. D 135, Blz. CL 179   ?φ
B *√Bdœ? ({Pr.} *h€d'h⁄) 'night' > Gd {Lf.} e2BEdœ, {CM} iBadœ, Awj aBotœ, Ntf idœ
≠ iy´dœ,  Nf u´tœ, Ah {Fc.} ehodœ, Ty, ETwl eh¥dœ, Gh ih´dœ, Izn, Izd idœ, Kb iÎœ,
Sll ïdœ, BSn {Bs.} e2dœ, Si itœ, Zng {TC} ïdœ 'night' ¶ Pr. H 21, #145, Fc. 5 1 6 ,
Dl. 17O, Dray 339, Lf. II #OO32, TC Z 3O6, NZ 26, 436-7 ¶ The B √  m a y
belong here only if *-B- is a reflex of *-w-; the emphatic *-dœ- is still
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puzzling ˚  IS I 257 [#12O] (*Óu4tÿ 'rest hours'; U, M, Tg + qu. T *o4Î-
le 'noon'), Sauv. 76 (U, A) ˚  The N precons. *w  is responsible for t h e
length of the vw. in pSm (and pU) , as well as for the vl. *t  in U (N *d  >
U *t  in the postcons. position). Sml ÷- and Dhl h- are likely to suggests
something like initial N *G -  (*˝-  or *9- ) .
8OOa. (€?) *ÓogÉ  'top, above' >  HS: B *√Ó+wgÓ 'be on the top' >  Ah
{Fc.} ag1g1 (pf. yug1g1a), ETwl {GhA} aggu (pf. ogga), Ty {GhA} aggu (p f .
yogga) 'be above (sth.), be higher than (sth.)', Adgg aggY- 'être a u -
dessus de', Gh yuZ7a 'il est élevé \ haut', Sll {Ds.} iggi  'on', Tmz {MT} agg
'see\look at sth. from above' ¶ Fc. 381, 2OO1 (Fcj. 17 = Pcj. I B 5), GhA
47, 248, MT 144-5, Ds. 94, 269, ≈ NZ 698-7OO  C: Ag {Ap.} *?a˝W-,
{AD} *?ak'W- 'top, head' >  Q {Ap.} awa, {R} awa2, Km {CR} awa2, Aw
{Ap.} a˝a, Bln {R} awa1y, Xm {R} u3g$a2 'top, Oberteil'; Ag {AD} *?ak'W-At
({Ap.} ?a˝W-a4r) 'head' (× N *{é€}o 6666kË 'head', q.v. ffd.) ¶ Ap. AV 3, R WB
19, R Q II 23, CR K 162, 172 || A {SDM97} *ogi 'up, above' >  M *o4Ge-
id. Ï [1] *o4Ge-de 'upwards' >  MM [S] o√ede 'entgegen, gegen d e n
Strom, aufwärts', WrM o4gede, HlM øød 'upwards, uphill, ups t ream' ,
Kl {Rm.} o4∏dÁº, o4∏da4∏n, {KRS} øødán 'upwards', Ord {Ms.} o4dòo4 id.,
'upstream', Brt øød´, MMgl {Iw.} o4∏dA 'upwards, above', Mgl {Lg.} o$:da
≠ u\o$da, {Rm.} o4a$da$, {Iw.} o4de1 'upwards'; Ï [2] M *o4gsu4- 'ascend, g o
upstream' > WrM o4gsu4- id., HlM øgsø-x , Brt ¥gs´-x´ 'to ascend, t o
go upstream', Kl {KRS} øgsx o4gs-x´, Kl Ö {Rm.} o4ksÁº-x´ id., 'to g o
uphill' ¶ H 121, MED 63O, 633, KW 294, 3O3, Iw. 121, KRS 412, 4 1 9 ,
Chr. 367, 49O  Tg *u'gÉ- 'top, above, up' >  Ewk uGï 'top', Lm oy ± uy
id., 'upper', oG´G ± o$go$w ± ug‰g 'upper', Sln o4g ≠ ug 'bank (of a
river)', Neg uwu ≠ uGu≠ uu 'upper', uwi- ≠ uGi- ≠ uyi- v. 'ascend', O r c
ui- ≠ uyi- v. 'raise', ui-l‰ 'above, up', Nn Nh/B uy‰ 'upper side, space
above (sth.)', Ul, Ork ui-l‰, Nn uy‰-l‰ ≠ ui-l‰ ≠ uy-l‰ 'above', O r k
uwwe2 ≠ uwu ≠ ui 'upper, upper side, high', Ud ui-xi 'up' ¶ STM II 2 4 5 -
6  pKo {S} *u~h >  MKo u~ / u~h-, NKo wi 'up, above' ¶ S QK #62O, Nam
388, MLC 1258  pJ {S} *u!-pa- id. >  OJ u!pe, J T ue ¶ S AJ 15, 81, Mr .
247  ¶¶ SDM97 s.v. A *ogi  'up, above', S AJ 15, 81, DQA #658 (A *i\u!gu
'up, above' > M, Tg, Ko, J + unc. T *Ju4g- in NaT *Ju4ge+a4ru4 'upwards', s e e
Cl. 915-6, ET J 215, 263-4), Rm. SKE 284 || ?φ,σ U: Y T {Ku.} wa˝a
'face' (<  *'head'), wa˝adÈ∏li ¢e 'kerchief', wa˝adïr  'head part of a br idle
for reindeers (nedouzdok )', wa˝ane, wa˝ine 'own' (“ 'of oneself' “
'of [one’s] head') ¶ Ku. 37-8 ˚  Not here NaIE *agro- 'top, point ,
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uppermost (oberstes)' and Ht {Phv.} hekur  'rock-sanctuary, acropol is '
(P 8-9, Phv. III 287-9), which belong to N *Xako++++aÂV  '≈   top part, t ip ,
extremity' (q.v.).
8OOb. € *ÓÅkV 'leaf', (?) 'b ranch '  > HS: EC: Sd {Gsp.} ho≤ga 'leaf o f
the wêse plant', Gln/Gwd {AMS} a2X-itte! (pl. a2!Xe) 'leaf', Sa/Af {R} hak,
Sa I {Hw.} Hak 'branch' ¶ R S II 179, Gsp. 162, AMS 234 || D *a2k ' leaf ' >
Kn a2ku id., 'young sprout', Tl a2ku 'leaf, petal', Gnd a2k ± a2ki(:), Knd,
Kui a2ku, Png, Mnd a2ki, Ku akku2, a2ku 'leaf' ¶¶ D #335 ˚  Blz. LB #98b (N
*HakV), ≈ Blz. DA 16O [#84].
8O1. *Ó{o}kÉ (= *Ó{o}ku4444 or *Ó{o}ká?) 'goat' >  IE: NaIE *o+ag8- ' goa t '
('he-goat'?) >  OI a≤ja-h5 'he-goat', a≤ja2 'she-goat', YAv aza- 'he-goat ' ,
ZPhl ?z 'goat' »» Lt oz7yﬁs, Ltv a2 ^zis 'he-goat', Pru wosee 'goat' »» pTc
{Ad.} *a2s(e) 'goat' > Tc: A a2s id., B as5iye 'pertaining to a goat' ¶ Not
here (⇔  P) Al dhi 'goat' (<  pAl {O} d. *ai\Ziya2 ÷  Gk a}ix id.; acc. to EI
229, from IE *Óei\g8-s 'goat') ¶ ≈ P 6-7, M K I 23, M E I 51, Bai. 6, Frn.
519, O 83, Ad. 32, EI 229 (*hÅe≤g8o-s 'he-goat') || HS: Ch ≈ *?o+akWV
'goat' >  WCh {Stl.} *?akWi 'he-goat' ({AD} 'goat') >  Hs a~kuya~ 'he-goat ' ,
a~kWi!ya~ 'goat' » Kfr {Nt.} Ok id. » Ron {J}: Df ?a2‡h, Btr a2‡X, Klr ?a2@h id. » Krkr
{Lk, J} ?o2~c7i! (pl. ?o2!ka~i\), Krf {Sch.} wu~c7c7i!, Bl/Ngm {Mk.} Os7i id. » NrBc
{Sk.}: Wrj a@wa@i\, Kry a~hu@n, My a!hu!, Jmb {Sk.} a~kWa! 'goat' » Ngz {Sch.} a2!ku~
id. »» CCh: BuP {Mk.} kWi, Klb {Mk.} kWa, Mrg {Hf.} ku! id. » HgNk {Mk.}
ukWE, FlK {Mk.} ku id. » Gude {Srp.} oxo2a1, {Mk.} ohWa, Nz {Mk.} hoE, Bt
{Srp.} hue1, Bcm {Sk.} ho2~to! id. » Lmn {Lk.} o!gu~ id. » Glv {Rp.} a2!gWa~, Dgh
{IL} O!˝e~ id. » Gzg D {Lk.} ?aw, {Ro.} a!w; {Ro.}: Mada, Mkt, Myn, Vm, Zlg
a~wa!k, Hrz a~wa!, Mlk a!wa~k id. » ZmB {Sa.} u!hWu! id. ¶ JI II 166-9, J R 2 1 2 ,
35O, ChC, ChL, Ro. 26O, Stl. ZCh 231 [#789] || A: M *uquna (≠
*u{9}una?) 'he-goat' >  MM [HI] u˝una ≠ [MA] éNvqv" uquna, WrM
uquna ≠ uqana, HlM uxna, Mgl {Rm.} uqo2na, Dg {T} ukan id., Brt
uxana, Kl Ö {Rm.} uXuna 'young he-goat' ¶ MED 892, Pp. MA 365, Ms.
H 1O5, T DgJ 17O, Rm. M 41, KW 447, Chr. 483 ¶ The variant with M *-
q- still defies explanation ˚  Ch ≈ *?o+akWV and M *uquna suggest a
labialized vw. in the pN second syll., while IE *o+ag8- point to a pN f r o n t
vowel (*a 4444  or *e ); we can suppose here a hypothetic pN *u 4, if in t h e
prehistory of pIE this *u4444 may have lost its labiality. In the prehistory o f
M we may suppose repeated assimilation of vowels: N *o.. .u 4444 > *o...u
(synharmonism)  > *u...u ˚  The initial zero cns. in some Ch lgs.
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(including WCh) may serve as a highly tentative suggestion of a N weak
lr. (*é€- ), if compared with WCh {Stl.} *H- in N *Ù{o}t '''' {i} '∈ fish' (> Wrj
˝‰~da!i\, Cg ˙a2^ti~, Kry ˝‰!de@, My ˝‰!di!), but this issue is still to b e
investigated.
8O2. *{é€}o6666kË 'head' >  HS: C: Ag {AD} *?akW-(at), {Ap.} *?a˝W-(ar)
'head' (× N *ÓogÉ  'top, above') >  Bln {Ap.} ?axWar, {R} ?aGWar (p l .
?aGWat-), Xm {Ap.} aw‰r, {R} awr, Xm T {CR} awu1r, Km {Ap.}
a˝Wa4y, {CR} awe2, aXWa4y (pl. aXWa4t), Dmb {R} aGWe2, aXWe2 ' h ead ' ,
Q {R} aXWe2, awe2 'head, oneself', {Ap.} awa 'top', Aw {Ap.} a˝a ' t o p ' ,
{CR} aGa2 'head, lord' ¶ R WB 19, CR K , Ap. AV 3 || U {UEW} *u+okV
'head' >  FU: ObU {Ht.} *u2˝V, {Hl.} *`È∏wV id. >  pVg *È∏wV 'bear’s h e a d '
>  LK {Kn.} a2wt, P {Kn.} ‰2wt, MK {MK} a4w id., pVg *È∏wa2 {Ht.} 'bear’s
crane' (AD: or 'bear’s head') > UL {Ht.} a2wa 'bear’s crane', Ss a2wa {Ht.}
id., {Mk.} 'bear’s head'; pOs *O˝ 'head' >  Os: V/Vy O˝, Ty o˝W, o˝, Y
ow, D/K/Nz uX, Kz/O o"X id.  Sm {Jn.} *uk¥ 'tip, front part' (× N
*{÷}ok ''''i 'sharp point\edge', q.v.) >  En {Ter.} ubo", ub, {Cs.} ≤ubo ' t ip ,
front part', ? Ne T d. ˜uxud, {Lh.} Nu;Xu2Î, ? Ne F {Lh.} Nu2XuntÈ∏ ±
Nu2Xu2ttá"¢e¯i 'upper lip' (“ 'top'), Slq Tz {KKIH} u2kÈ 'nose ( o f
humans\animals), beak, front part, tip', Slq NP {UEW “?} ugO ' t i p
(Ende), lip', Slq Nr {Cs.} u2g 'Ende, Schluß' ¶¶ UEW 542-3, ≈ Ht. # 9
(without data of Vg LK/MK/P and with pVg *`È∏wV 'bear’s crane'), MK
59, Hl. rHt. 73, Jn. 3O, KKIH 191, Cs. 1O8; Coll. 44 and Hl l.c. equa t e
the ObU word with Lp N oai…ve  'head' and hence with U *oywa ' h ead ' ,
but UEW l.c. rejects it on phonetic grounds, because U *-yw- c a n n o t
yield ObU *-˝- or *-w- (w  UEW 336-7 s.v. U *oywa 'head') || E: El uk-
ku, uk-gi 'head' ¶¶ HK 12O6, 121O-4 ˚  An initial weak lr.*{é€}-  i s
tentatively suggested by Ag *?- ˚  On the possible connection with N
*?{o}kÉ (= *?{o}ku 4444?) 'self' (whence rec. of a N etymon *?{o}ku4444 ' h e a d '
‘ 'self') see s.v. N *?{o}kÉ .
8O3. *Ó{i}K''''á 'eat' > IE *hek8- v. 'eat' > OI as1- (3s prs. as1≤na2ti) ' e a t ' ,
≤as1ana 'eating, food' »» ON, NNr, Dn, Sw agn 'bait, lure' »» ??µ Gk H m
}akoloß 'a bit, morsel' ¶ Cp. N *÷{á}go  'drink' (q.v.) ¶ ≈  IS I 275-6 s.v.
*÷ÉK'u ¶ M K I 6O, M E I 136, F I 55, Vr. 3, 681 || HS: EC: Yk {Hn.} -Ek-
'eat', E!kto! 'food'? (×  N *÷{á}go  'drink') ¶ Hn. Y II 124-5  ?φ ECh: Nd
{J} yi!ga^ v. 'eat (hard food)' ¶ JI II 119 ¶¶ Not here B *√ÓksÓ v. ' e a t ' ,
which is more likely to belong to N ?σ *÷3333ÉK''''V{Z@@@@}V '≈  to peck, to p r i ck '
(of birds and other animals) (q.v. ffd.) || A: T: OT igiÎ- v. 'feed ( a
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person, animal), [MhK] igdil- v. 'be nourished, fed' (× N ?σ
*÷ 3333ÉK ''''V{Z @@@@ }V  '⇑ ') ¶ Cl. 1O, 1O4.
803a. ≈ *{é€}elV 'sprout, twig' > HS: S: ? Ak L elu6 'sprout' (unless
derived from S *√÷ly  'rise') (× N *÷3333 ++++9ol[Vy]V 'leaf'?? or derived f r o m
S *√÷ly 'rise') ¶ CAD IV 114  SC {E} *h+?ale2m- 'branch' (unless akin t o
Sml ÷ale2n- 'leaf' < N *÷3333 ++++9ol[Vy]V ' leaf ')  > Irq halmi, Alg elemi, Brn
alema 'branch' ¶ E SC 336 || U: FU (att. in FP) *el+lßV 'sprout, twig' > Er
il!ev 'twig', ∆ il!ey, il!iy, Mk il!i 'Rute' ('rod, twig') » Prm *ul ' twig,
sprout' > Vt ul ul 'bough', ∆  {Wc.} ul 'bud, sprout', Z uv uv, ∆ ul,
Prmk, Yz ul 'bough, twig' ¶ UEW 624, LG 295, UZS 446 || D *el- 'leaf' >
Tm ilai\ 'leaf, petal', Ml ila, Kt el, Td esÀ, Kn ele, ela, Kdg elakan`dßa,
Tu elA  'leaf', Gnd kor`k-ila 'new leaf' (kor`k 'sprout') ¶¶ D #497.
8O4. *é‹iL{i}  (= *HiL{i}?) (or *é‹i[? ++++y]L{i}??) '∈ entrails' >  IE: NaIE
*ei\li- / *ili- / ? *jeli- (or *ïli-) 'entrails' >  L °lia / -ium (pl.) (>
°lium sg.) 'entrails, guts; loin, womb, Schamgegend', (EM: 'f lancs,
parties latérales du ventre qui s’étendent depuis le bas des cô te s
jusqu’à la naissance des cuisses') »» Gk [Hs.] }ilia : mo1ria gynaikei1a
'(private) parts of women)' (unless to be read dv6ra gynaikei1a, as i n
some codexes), }ilion : to` th6ß gynaiko`ß ]efh1baion dhloi6 ('it means :
woman's pubes') »» Sl {P, WH} *jelito, {ESSJ} *elito 'gut(s), entrails' >
SCr jelito 'sausage', ∆  'gut', Slv jelita '∈ sausage', ∆  olito 'gut', Cz
jelito '∈ sausage', Slk jelito 'sausage, stomach, gut', HLs jelito
'sausage', HLs ∆  je7lto, LLs jelito 'entrails', P jelito 'gut, sausage' ,
Slvnz a4le$ta, Uk åli≤ti 'entrails', Blr å≤lity 'testicles (of animals)' ¶
WH I 678-9, P 499, F I 722, EM 3O8, ESSJ VI 21-2, Brü. 2O6, ≠  EI 356 (L
°lia < IE *isg8≈is ' loins') || K: G ilao {Chx.} '∈  intestinal disease ' ,
{DCh.} 'colics' ¶ Chx. 523, DCh. 579 || HS: HEC {Hd.} *hille2 ' in test ines '
>  Hd hillenna, Kmb hille2ta, Sd hel≤le ¶ Hd. 84, 282, 321, 371 || A: Tg
*°ïlen 'spleen' (and 'liver'?) >  Ewk PT/Vl/Nr ïl‰n 'spleen', Ewk Y ïl‰n
id., 'gall', Ewk I ïl‰n '≈  liver' (unless a loan from some M lge., cp. Brt
´l∆g´(n) id.) ¶ STM I 312 ¶¶ But MM eligen, Brt ´l∆g´(n) ' l iver ' ,
WrM elige, HlM ´l´g 'liver, belly' do not belong here, because ( o n
the ev. of MM [LV] and Mnr) the pM word is *Feligen (w SM 152) ˚  C
suggests that the initial lr. is probably to be reconstructed as *H- . If t h e
IE etymon is *ïli-, the IE and Tg long *ï- suggests the presence of s o m e
lengthening factor after *i  (it is likely to have been either *y  or a
laryngeal; in the light of the K, Sl, and HES zero reflexes of this lr. i t
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may have been *? ). But if the IE etymon is *ei\li- / *ili- / ? *jeli-
(which is preferable in the light of Sl) and if the length of Tg *ï is o f
prosodic origin, no pN lengthening factor is needed.
804a. *Ó{a 4444}l ! !!!V  (= *X++++q{a 4444}l ! !!!V?) 'female' > HS: EC *hal(l)- 'female' >  Sa
{Wlm., Ss.} al-a 'goats' (general and female), Sml hal, Sml N {Abr.} ha!l,
Or hal-a2 'she-camel', Rn al-o! 'female camels', Af {PH} ala 'female camel
which has given birth', Bs {Fl.} hilel ≠ hIlEl 'woman' ¶ Ss. PEC 37, 3 9 -
4O, ZMO 178, PG 6, PH 37  NrOm: Male {Bnd.} la2li 'woman'  ECh:
Gdr ha~la~ 'girl' ¶ ChC ¶¶ AD SF 137, 193 (EC, NrOm) || A: T: OT [MhK]
is7i or (Cl.’s alt. interpretation) e2s7 'lady', MT XIV [IM] is7ler (to be r e a d
es7-la4r?) pl. 'women' ¶ Cl. 256 || D *-alß, SD *-valß, marker of fem. i n
pronouns and nouns >  Ml a-val5 'that woman' (↔ a-van 'that m a n '
↔ a-tu 'that thing'), Td ava 'that woman' (↔ {Shanm.} ave4n ' t h a t
man'), Kt avlß 'that woman' (↔ avn 'that man'), Tu a2lßu 'that w o m a n '
(↔ a2ye 'that man'), Kn Bd avalß 'that woman', ivalß 'this woman', Tm, Ml
mak-al5, Kn mag-al5 'daughter', Kn kiri-y-al5 'girl', kandal-al5
'Geliebte', Kn maduv-al5, Prj kor`-al bride', OTl VII manamar-a2l5u
'granddaughter', MTl ko2d5-alu 'daughter', celi0y-alu ' younger
sister', (?) Png -el, fem. sx.: tor`nd-el 'sister', harukad-el 'small woman ' ,
Kui -ali, marker of fem.: mrïg-ali 'female cousin', ku2-ali 'Kond
woman', gah-ali 'sweeper (woman)', Klm -al, fem. ending: komm-al
'daughter', kor-al 'younger brother’s wife', pod-al 'spouse’s sister', Prj,
Gdb ke2t-al 'widow', murtal 'old woman', Gdb kor`-al 'son’s wife' ¶¶ *-v-
in SD *-valß  may be due to analogy with the marker of masc.*-van t h a t
occurs in the same context: Tm a-van 'that man', a-val5 'that woman ' ,
i-van 'this man', i-val5 'this woman', oru-van 'one man', oru-val5
'one woman' ¶¶ Shanm. DN 3O-14O ˚ According to AD’s hyp. (AD
WIL), EC *h- goes back to pHS *X-, sc. to N *q- .
8O5. *é‹am{Ë}  'be/become quiet, enjoy' >  K: G am- vt. 'quie ten ,
calm, allay (pain)' ('beruhigen, stillen'), 'please (so.)' ¶ Chx. 15-6, DCh.
25-6, NCh. 36 || A *a2m{u}-, {SDM97} *a2mV 'be quiet' >  Tg *a2m- ' s leep,
be sleepy' >  Ewk a2m‰-, Neg, Ork a2ma-, Ul amasI- ≠ amasU-, Nn Nh
a2masI-, Nn B a2mosI- 'be sleepy', Ewk a2mï, Ul, Ork amI, Nn {Pt.} a2mi n .
'sleep', Ewk a2m‰, Neg a2ma, Ud {Krm.} amahi imprs. 'there is sleepiness,
one is sleepy (spat∆ xo¢etså )', WrMc am9a- ≠ amqa-, Mc Sb
am´h´- v. 'sleep, doze' ¶ STM I 2-3, Pt. 16, Krm. 2O6  M *amu- vi.
'rest, feel contentment, be relieved' >  MM [IM] amu- v. 'rest', [HI] ' r e s t ,
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be quiet', [MA] 'rest, feel pleasure', [S] {H} amu- 'ruhig sein, aufhören ' ,
WrM amu-, HlM ama-x vi. 'rest, relax, feel contentment\joy, b e
relieved'; M *amur >  WrM amur, HlM amar 'peace, quiet, calm, res t ;
pleasure', Ord amu¯r 'rest'. Kl amr amr´ 'calm, well-being, r e s t
(pokoj )', {Rm.} amr= n. 'quiet (Ruhe), peace', adj. 'quiet, peaceful ,
healthy, comfortable'; M *amu-ra- 'relax, rest, be relieved, feel
contentment\joy' >  WrM amura-, HlM amrax id., Ord amara- vi.
'rest, be quiet', MM [S] {H} d. amurli-  'be\feel calm\secure', amurul- v t .
'calm', MM [HI] d. amraq [amra˝] 'loving each other', Mnr H {SM}
Xamura2- vi. 'rest, calm, recover, go out (fire)', {T} Xambura-, Ba
hamera-, Dx {T} hamura- vi. 'rest', Kl amr- amr- 'rest', {Rm.} amr=-
'ruhen, Ruhe bekommen, ausruhen' (Mnr X- and Ba, Dx h- are due t o
contamination with the √  of Mnr H {SM} Xamuli-, {T} Xambuli- v t .
'extinguish, efface') ¶ Pp. MA 1O1-2, 432, Ms. H 35-6, H 7, MED 4O,
KRS 41-2, KW 9-1O, SM 153-4, T 373, T DnJ 139, T BJ 15O  NaT
*a[:]m-u+îl (with the derivational sx. *-l [Cl. XIII]?) >  OT amu+îl 'qu ie t ,
mild, peaceable', Tk ∆  îmîl ≠ umul 'quietly, gently'; NaT *a[:]mîra- vi.
'calm, be at peace' >  OT {DTS} amra- v. 'love', Tv amîra- vi. 'calm, t a k e
confort, be glad', Tlt/Qmn {Rl.} amîra- 'sich beruhigen', Alt {Rl.} amra-
id., 'in Ruhe leben'; Ï NaT *amur-t- v. 'quieten, calm (sth., so.)' >  OT
XI amurt- vt. 'calm (sth.)', Tk ∆  amurt- vt. 'quieten, calm'; Ï NaT
*amrî+ul- 'be at peace' >  OT VIII-XIII amru+îl- id.; NaT *amîr >  (or M
*amara- ı ) Tv, SY amîr, Qzq ∆  a4miÆr n. 'calm, peace ' ,
Alt/Tlt/Sg/Qb/Kü {Rl.} amîr id., 'rest (Ausruhen, Erholung)', Xk amîr
'peaceful, quiet ' ¶ Rs. W 19, Rl. I 647-51; ≈  Cl. 16O-3 (claims t h a t
*am(V)r- is based entirely on a loan from M amara-, which is highly
doubtful because derivatives from *am(V)r- are attested in p r e -
Mongolian OT from the VIII c. on; the idea of M origin may be valid f o r
the T noun amîr only, because it is not attested in OT), ≈  ET Gl 59-6O
(does not distinguish between *abra-  and *amra-), DTS 41, TvR 58-9 ¶ ¶
DQA #72 (A *a2 ~mV 'be quiet, sleep'), KW 9, S AJ 292 || D (in SD) *am-
'be(come) still\quiet' >  Tm amai\ 'become still\quiet, abide, remain ' ,
amar- 'v. 'abide, remain\become tranquil', Ml amaruka v. ' subside,
settle, be settled, rest on', amarcca 'calmness, self-government', Tu
amaru-ni 'to become quiet\calm; to settle', amapu-ni 'to quiet' ¶
D #161 || ?σ IE: NaIE *am- v. 'love' >  L ama2- (amo2, -a2re) v. ' love ' ,
amor 'love', am°cus 'a loved one, friend', Mrc AMATENS 'voluer int '
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»» ?φ Phr [Hs.] ]adamei6n : to` filei6n 'to love'; [Hs.] kai` Fry1geß to`n fi1lon
}adamna le1gusin 'Phrygians call a loved one }adamna' ¶ WH I 4O-1, ≠ P 3 6
˚  If the IE cognate is valid, the initial N lr. may be *÷- , *H-  or *h-  (N
*÷++++H++++ha- > IE *he- > NaIE *a-), but not *?-  (N *?a-  would have yielded IE
*e- /zero).
8O5a. *Óomg{u4444} ' b reas t ' >  HS: C ≈ *?VngW/*n=gW- 'breast' > Ag {Ap.}
*?‰ngW-/*angW- id. > Bln ‰ngWi, Xm *‰k'W, Km *‰ngW‰, Aw angW id. »»
EC: Sa, Af angu ({Ap.}: πAg), Sml J {Blz.“?} ?enek id. »» Bj nu2g, nu2gWe
'female breast' (× the etymon of EC *nu2g, Ag *?VngW- 'suck the breas t ' ,
unless the verb is derived from the noun) ¶ Ap. AV 4, Blz. CL 177, R WB
35 (Bln  u3n≤gu2 ≠ u3N≤u\-° 'nipple') || D: SD *oNk- 'woman’s breast' >
Kn oNgu 'teat, pap', ? Tm on1ci ≠ occi 'woman’s breast (nursery)' ¶
D #943 || A: NaT *o4mgen (× NaT *o4mge[:]n '≈ neck' < N *÷3333omKe6666 '[∈ part
of the] neck', q.v.) >  Brb {Tm.}, SbTt Tv {Tm.} o∏4mga4n 'horse’s ches t ' ,
Qzq o4Nmen 'breast, oesophagus' ¶ Cl. 15O, Rl. I 1315, ET Gl 537, Tm.
1 6 5 .
8O6. (€?) *Ó{e}mVn2222V (= *?{e}mVn2222V?) 'oak, tree' >  IE: OIr omnae
'tree, oak' ¶ Vn. O  22 || A: T *ema4n 'oak' >  Tkm imen, Uz eman, ET
ema4n, VTt, Bsh ima4n, QrB, Qmq, Nog, Qq, Qzq, Qrg emen, Kr ama4n, Alt
ermen, Chv √man yuman ± yoman 'oak' ¶ r in Alt still needs explaining
¶ Rs. W 42, Dm. NRTAJ 185-6, Jeg. 348, Fed. II 485, Md. 115, 165 ( T
*i\aman ≠ *emen, NaT *emen), TL 124 (*ermen) || ? HS: Eg fO ìm¿ '∈
fruit-bearing tree (date-palm?); '∈  sacred tree; wood used for s ta tues
and toils\utensils' ¶ EG I 79 ˚  If the Eg word belongs here, the N r ec .
must be *?{e}mVn2222V .
8O7. *Óan2222V 'other' > IE: NaIE *a+on- (× N *ha  'ille'?) Ï: [1] NaIE
*a+on-yo- 'other' >  IIr *ani\o-s 'other, different' >  OI an≤ya-h5, Av anyo2,
OPrs aniya id., Oss anna4 'the other (of two, of many)' »» ? Gk }enh
(ellipsis from }enh [hme1ra [with hme1ra 'day']) 'the day after tomorrow'; [2]
NaIE *a+ontero-s 'the other (of two)' (built on the analogy of *al-tero-s
id.?) > OI ≤antara-, Oss a4nda4r 'other' »» Gt an†ar 'other, the second ' ,
ON annarr (pl. aÎrir), OHG ander, AS o2Îer 'other', NE other »»
Lt anﬁtaras ≠ anﬁtras, Ltv o~trs, Ltv E uﬁtors 'other', Pru antars
≠ antars  'other, the second' ¶ Brg. KVG 4O1, Me. OSJ 352-3, ≈ P 3 7 - 8
(unc.: *anios and *anteros ÿ *an 'there, on the other side'), ≈ EI
411 (*h⁄en- ≠ *h⁄on- 'that', *≤h⁄on-tero-s 'other'), Frn. 12, En. 142, M K I
35-7, Ab. I 545, Fs. 53, Vr. 1O, Ho. 243, EWA I 241-2 || U: Sm {Jn.}
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*aºnV- 'other' > Ne T ˆani, Ne T O {Lh.} Na2n1ï 'other, different', En {Cs.}
an1i' 'aufs neue', Ng {Mik.} Non´ 'and', {Cs.} Nanai 'aufs neue, noch' ¶
Jn. 1, Ter. 383 || A: NrTg *aN- (unless it is *xaN-) > Lm aNIli ' o the r ,
different', Neg anIskI2 ≠ aNIskI2 id., 'otherwise' (may have b e e n
influenced by Tg *xaNgi 'side', whence Neg anIlI2 ≠ aNIlI2 'aside, far') ¶
STM I 46 || ?σ HS: WS *han (dem. prn. )  (× N *ha  'ille') > IA/EpJA hn
{HJ} 'this', BHb ha- +gmc. 'the', Mo, Ph h- 'the', Ar {Nld.} han 'der d a ,
das da' ¶ HJ 287-8, KB 225-6, ≈ Nld. NB 119 (unc.:Ar han 'iste' “ han-
'thing') ˚  If WS *han belongs here, the N rec. is *han2222V, otherwise w e
remain with an unspecified *Ó-  (N *Óan2222V) ˚ ≈  Gr. II #288 (*ena
'other') (IE, U, ?? Gil + err. J, A + unc. CK, EA).
8O8. *éinV (= *ÙinV?) 'other' >  IE:  NaIE *ei\n- >  Sl *jÁn¥(jÁ) ( f .
*jÁna, ntr. *j¥no) 'other, different' > OCS in5  inË (f. ina, ntr. ino),
OR, RChS in5 inË, R i≤noj, Uk ≤inij, SCr i Ÿn, i ~n°, Cz jiny1, Slk
iny1 id., Blg ≤inyj, in (f. ina, ntr. ino), Slv in, OP iny, P inny
'different' »» IIr *ai\n- >  Oss I innæ ïnna4 'the other one (from two) ' ,
the other (from many)', Xwr inï 'other' ¶ Brg. KVG 4O1, Me. OSJ 3 5 2 -
3, Frn. 12, En. 142, ≈  ESSJ VIII 233-4, Glh. 277, Bern. I 432, Me. MSL X
(1898): 254-5, M K I 35-7, Ab. I 545, Fs. 53, Vr. 1O, Ho. 243 || D ( i n
SD) *°e2nÀ- 'other' >  Tm e2n3ai\ 'other, the rest' ¶ D #919 || Gil: Gil A/ES
ena- 'other, belonging to another person, strange', A ena-J, ES ena-nd
'be other, belong to another person, be strange' ¶¶ ST 482-3, Krn. N
493  ||  HS  *-(i)HÉn- within the cd. *?aniHÉn-nV 'we' (aut. prn.) (*?an-
[focalizing topic pc., forming autonomous pers. pronouns] + *(i)Hen- +
*nuV 'we, our' [< N *n2222V 'we' excl.]) (× N *ÙÅn2222[V]÷V 'together, wi th '
[q.v.]?) > S *?a≤niHnu+a 'we' (aut. prn.) (>  BHb unh6n2a9 ?â≤naHnu2, Ph ?nÓn,
BA an1h6n2a9?â≤naHna2, IA ?nÓn(h), Plm ?nÓnw, JA an1h6n2(a9) (?â)naÓna2,
JEA {Sl.} an1h6n2a9 ?â≤naÓna2 ≠ Nn@a9 ?â≤nan,  Sr Nxañ n´Óan ≠ [ a n
obsolete form]  Nnxñæ [unvocalized ?nÓnn , presumably to be vocalized
as Nnaxñaæ ´?´naÓnan], Ar ñuh0NanaHnu, Gz n´Hna, Mh/Hrs {Jo.} n‰Ha2, Jb E
≤nHa, Jb C ≤nHan ≠ ≤nHa, Sq {Jo.} Han ≠ ≤Hanh‰n, Ak (a)n°nu id.), Bj
{RHd.} hi≤nin, {Rop.} he≤nnen 'we, us', {R} ha≤nan, han≤in, he≤nin
'we', etc. This is one of two alternative etymologies of HS *?aniHÉn-nV
'we'. It presupposes that *?aniHÉn-nV  originally meant 'we others' ( l ike
Sp nosotros, Ctl nosaltres 'we' <  L pl. accus. nos alteros ' w e
others', cp. also Fr nous autres). The other alternative explanation
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presupposes that *?aniHÉn-nV originally meant 'we together', with *-
Hen- going back to N *ÙÅn2222[V]÷V '⇑ ' (q.v. ffd.) (>  Eg fP Ón÷ ' t oge ther
with, and') ˚  IE points to a N *i . Tm e2- for the expected reflex of a D
*i- or ï- still needs explaining.
8O9. o  *Óan2222{9}V(t''''V) (or *ÓaN{9}V(t''''V)??) 'duck' >  IE *Ón=Óti- /
*ÓenÓti- ({M} *h€n=h€≤ti-, {EI} *hÅn=hÅti- / *hÅenhÅti-) >  NaIE *an´ti
'duck' >  L anas (accus. anatem ≠ anitem) id. »» Gmc *anud- ≠
*anid- 'duck' >  ON o<nd, OHG anut (≠ aneta), nom. pl. enti, NHG
Ente, Dt eend, OSx anad, AS e$ned »» OI m. a2≤ti-h5, f. a2t° ' duck ' ,
KhS a2ce 'aquatic birds, geese', Oss acc {OsR} 'wild duck; male duck' »»
Gk I nh6ssa, Gk A nh6tta, Gk B na6ssa 'duck' (<  *na2ti \a) »» BSl *a2nt- (<
*an´t-) > Lt a!ntis, Pru antis id. » Sl *oß¡tÈ (gen. *oß¡t¥ve) 'duck' >  ChS
0t7 o<tû (gen. 0t5ve o<tËve), OR Ët7 utû (gen. Ëtove
utove), SCr uàtva, R ∆  ut≤va, Slv {Vs.} o5^tva, {Glh.} o!tva, U k
utva, Blr vutva, uc∆, (dim. ‘) R ≤utka ¶ P 41-2, EI 171, M K I 72-3 ,
M E I 163-4, Bai. 16, Ab. I 27, OsR 61, WH I 44, F II 317-8, Vr. 687, EWA
I 291-3 and II 1O75, Kb. 39,  2OO, KM 167, Frn. 11-2, En. 142, Tp. P A-D
95-6, Vs. IV 174, Glh. 568 || U *aNV '∈  aquatic bird (duck or sim.), ∈
game bird (Tetraonidae, Phasianidae)' >  Lp: N {N} ha6N…Na -NN- ≠
ha6N…Nja 'long-tailed duck; Harelda glacialis', L {LLO} haNNa2 ≠
haNNe2k ≠ haNNo2k 'ice duck, Harelda hiemalis', Kld {TI} aN;N-Òon¯:]t:´ò
'polar duck (Harelda)', U {Schl.} aNNa`lahka 'domestic duck' »» ObU
{Ht.} *È∏Nk 'partridge, ptarmigan' >  pVg *È∏Nka2 id. >  OVg S SSs ango2,
anka ≈ id., Vg S: Vg T {Mu.} a4∏Nghaƒ, Vg MK ‰2Nk´, OVg N BerG ≤anga,
Vg Ss a2Nxa 'ptarmigan', Vg P a2Nka id., 'partridge'; pOs *È∏Nk >  Os: V/Vy
È∏Nq, D/K eNX 'partridge, ptarmigan'  Sm: Ne T {Ter.} ˜a”˜o Na?No
'diving duck (Aythya, nyrok ), long-tailed duck (Clangula hiemalis,
utka-morånka)', {Lh.} Na2Nu2 'polar duck, Anas hiemalis', En {KD} Nau
'duck', Ng {Mik.} NaNoJa 'duck', Slq Tz {KKIH} u2 'partridge', {Prk.} u
'ptarmigan', Slq Nr/Yel/Kar {Cs.} u6 id., Kms uNa 'partridge', Koyb {Pl.}
angat  'Anas rutila', Mt {Hl.} *oN[g]o 'Schneehuhn' or 'Rebhuhn' (Mt: K
{Pl.} onho` 'kuropatka ', [in Pl. Z] 'Tetrao Lagopus') ¶¶ UEW 13, Schl. 6 ,
TI 15, Ht. #45, Ter. 392, KKIH 191, Cs. 1O8, Erl. 282, Hl. M #811, ≠ Jn .
19 || A ({ADb.} *aNgi-, {DQA} *a"NatV '∈ duck'): NaT *aNît {Cl.} ' r u d d y
goose, Anas casarca' (‘ names of other large birds) >  OT aNît {Cl.}
'ruddy goose', OOsm XV aNît id., MQp XIV aNît 'a bird called ’al-’unaysa
(in Ar)', Chg [San.] aNkud, Tk ∆ ankît, Qmq hankut '∈ wild duck', SY aNît
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{Ml.} 'wild duck with yellow feathers', Xk aat a2t 'scoter (Melanitta,
turpan)', ? Yk andî ≠ annî '∈  'black duck', 'scoter, diving duck' (unless
Yk π Ewk aNir) ¶ Cl. 176, TL 172, Ml. ZhU 16, Tn. SJJ 172  Tg *aN[g]i
(≠ *andi?) '∈ aquatic bird' > Nn Nh a2NgI id., Neg anI, Ewk anni ± andi ≠
aNir, Neg anI 'bluebill (¢ernet∆ , Aythya)' ¶ STM I 43  M *aNgir >
WrM aNgir, HlM angir '∈  yellow duck' (×  *aNgir 'yellow'?) ({Cl.}
'black diver'); M ı Alt {Rl.} aNar 'an aquatic bird (smaller than a
goose, with a red-yellow breast)', {BT} aNîr 'varnavka  (∈ a bird)', Qrg
{Jud.} aNîr 'krasnaå utka , atajka ' ('Tadorna'?), Tv aN˝îr, Brt
angir, Ewk Brg aNir 'scoter, Melanitta (turpan )', Ewk I aNir ' haze l
grouse', Mc aNgir n1exe 'scoter; ∈ yellow duck' ¶ MED 445, Cl. 1 7 6 ,
Rl. I 184, BT 19, Jud. 6O, TvR 62  pJ {S} *anti > OJ adi '∈ duck' ¶ S QJ
#757 ¶¶ ADb. KL, DQA #4O || D (in McTm) *anÀrÀil (= *anÀtÀil) '∈ bird' ( =
'∈ duck'?) >  Tm an3r3il '∈  aquatic bird (OI cakrava2ka [=  Anas
casarca?])', Ml annal  '∈ a bird of stately walk' ¶ D #331.
81O. *Óon2222ka (= *éon 2222ka?) 'angle, joint\bend (of a limb, etc.)' >  IE:
NaIE *o+ang- 'joint (of body), angle' >  OI ≤an$gam 'limb' »» Arm
ankiyn ankiwn 'angle, corner' »» L angulus id., Um ANGLOM-E
'ad angulum' »» ON ekkja 'heel', dim. ‘: ON o<kla, OHG ancala,
ancla, anchla 'ankle, ankle-joint; talus', AS ancle2ow 'ankle', NE
ankle »» Sl *oßg¥l¥ 'angle, corner' >  OCS 0g5l5 o<gËlË, Blg ≤`g`l,
SCr uàgao (gen. uàgla), Slv vo85g´l (gen. vo58gla), Cz u1hel, Slk uhol, P
we<gieL (gen. we<≤gLa), OR Ëg(5)l5ug(Ë)lË, R ≤ugol, Uk ≤vugol
¶ ≈  P 45-7 and ≈  AHDI 3 (both do not distinguish between NaIE *ank-
'bend' [see N *X++++q{a}n2222[V]K''''V 'to bend'] and NaIE *o+ang-), M K I 21, M E I
48, WH I 48-9, Ho. 5, Vr. 99, 686, EWA I 26O-1, Kb. 33, ≈ OsS 2O, EWA I
26O-1, Slt. 286-7, Vs. IV 145, Glh. 65O-1 || A: NrTg *o[:]nN- ' co rne r ' ,
*onNï- v. 'bend as to form an angle' >  Ewk o2nNa2n 'internal corner', onNï-
v. 'bend\break a stick in order to form an angle, bend a board ( t o
make a ski with an arched front part)', Lm onIt-≠onIç- v. b e n d
(together)' ('gnut∆ , sgibat∆ '), Neg onNI-≠oNnI- 'bend a board ( t o
make a ski)', Ork o , onI  'angle, corner' ¶ STM II 19  M *o4nc>u4g (unless
with *F-) >  WrM o4ncu4g, HlM øncøg, Kl øncg o4nc´g, {Rm.} o4nco4gò
'external corner, angle' ¶ MED 636, KRS 417, KW 296 ¶ The e lement
(sx.?) *-c>u4g is of unknown origin ¶¶ DQA #1598 (A *o2~ni+e 'angle') ||
HS: C: Bj {R} ≤ankWa 'hump', {Rop.} ankWa 'hump of camel' ¶ R WBd
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24, Rop. 152  ?σ S: Ar ékanaha Hanak-at- 'colline très élevée qui s e
dresse comme un tour' ¶ BK I 5O5.
811. *ÓÉn2222omV (= ? *HÉn2222omV or ?? XÉn2222omV) 'take hold of, have,
own' >  IE: NaIE {WH} *enm-/*nem-/*i\em- 'take, acquire, have' (× IE
*{?}em-/*{?}ôm- v. 'take, get, acquire, have' < N *?emV 'seize, hold' [q .
v. ffd.] × N *qÅmV 'grasp, seize'): [1] *enm- >  *em- >  L emo2, -e"re /
e2mpsi / e2mptum 'take', Osc PERT-EMEST 'perimet', PERT-EMUST
'peremerit', PER-EMUST 'perceperit', Um emantu(r) accipiantur' »»
OIr ar-fo-emat 'they take' »» Lt prs. imu~ / inf. imﬁti 'take', Ltv
jemu 'I take', Pru °mt 'to take' » Sl prs. *Ám-oß / inf. *jeß-ti 'take' >
OCS prs. im0 imo< / inf. (ti je<ti, prs. imam6 imamÁ, a n d
im8( ime7jo< / inf. im8ti ime7ti 'have', as well as the cognate
forms of other Sl lgs.; the Sl form *Ám-oß is proved by the OCS
compound verb v5z6m0  vËz-Ám-o< 'I (shall) take', R voz∆mu 'I shall
take'  [2] *i\em- > OI ≤yamati 'holds'   [3] *nem- >  Gt, AS niman,
ON nema, OHG neman, NHG nehmen 'to take' »» OIr nem 'gift' »»
Lt nu!oma, Ltv no^ma 'rent, lease', Ltv n>em^t 'to take' ¶ WH I 4OO-2,
WP I 2O7, Kb. 719-2O, Frn. 512, ≈ EI 564 (*h⁄em- 'take, dis t r ibute ' ,
*nem-  'take\accept legally') ||  HS: Eg fP x1nm (= h3nm) 'put one’s a r m
around, touch; join' ¶ EG III 377-81, Fk. 2O2 || U: FP *oma ' own,
property' >  F, Es oma id. »» pLp {Lr.} *O2me2 'property; a thing belonging
to smb.' >  Lp OSw {LÖ} aºme 'res', Lp N {Fri.} oabme 'res, pecus ,
proprietas', {N} oabme/-m- 'sth. which belongs to so., property', Lp L
aºpme2 'property, thing', Lp I {SK} oami 'own, property' »» ? Vt umoj
umoy 'good, fit' (“ *'proper to…'), Vt G {Wc.} umoy 'good' ¶ UEW 7 1 7 ,
Lr. #83O, Lgc. #4572 ¶ The prehistory of FP *oma may have been: N
*ÓÉn2222omV > **Éã≤oma > *oma ˚  It is tempting to tie in M *o4mc>in >
WrM o4mci, HlM øm¢ 'inheritance, share of property; property', Kl
øn¢n  o4nc7´n 'inheritance', {Rm.} o4mc7i ≠ o4nc7i 'Erbteil, Anteil' (MED 6 3 5 ,
KRS 417, KW 296), but it belongs here only if the meaning 'property' i s
ancient in M (which is doubtful).
812. € *Ó{a4444}n2 222tV 'kernel' >  IE: NaIE *endr- 'egg, kernel' >  Vd a2n5˜≤d5a-
'egg', du. 'testicles', a2n5˜≤d5i- 'testicles, OI an5d5a- 'egg, testicle', Kls
≤o2ndßrak 'egg' »» Sl *eßdro 'kernel' >  OCS (dro je<dro, McdS jadro,
SCr, Slv je!dro, Cz ja1dro, Slk jadro, P ja<dro, R, Blr å≤dro id., U k
å≤dro 'grain of corn, kernel, testicle', HLs jadro 'kernel, testicle' ¶
ESSJ VI 65-6, EI 5O7-8 (IE *h⁄en≤dro-s 'egg, scrotum', err.: ÿ *h⁄en-
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'in'), ≠  P 774 (unc.: Sl <  IE *oid-), ≠  M K I 26 (rejects the connection o f
an5d5a- with Sl and supposes its Munda origin), M E I 162-3 (considers
the OI - Sl conection "überlegenswert") ¶ NaIE *-r- may go back to a sx.
|| D (in SD) *an`tßi- 'kernel, stone of a fruit' (× N *Ùa4444n ` ```Vt''''V 'grain,
kernel') >  Ml an5t5i 'kernel, stone of mango, etc., nut', Tm an5t5i-
kkot5t5ai 'cashew-nut', Tu an5d5i 'stone of fruit (mangoes, etc.)', Kdg
ma;Nge a;n`dßi 'mango stone'; D ı Prkr an5t5hi, Hnd a%:tß≈ï, Bngl a%:tß(≈)i
'kernel', Ori a2 ﬁt ß≈i id., Hnd Bhj a2 ﬁt ß≈ï 'kernel\pip of fruit' (×  OInA *asßtßi- [>
Sk as5t5i-] 'kernel'); NInA ı Krx atß≈u2 'mango stone', Mlt atßi
'stone\seed of a fruit' ¶ D #126, Tu. #955 ˚  The posit ional
neutralization of the N opposition *n  ↔ *n````  is denoted here by t h e
symbol n2222.
813. *ÓËN{d}V 'root' >  HS: EC *ÓundV 'root' >  Or {Grg.} hunde2 id .
(but not Or Wt {Hn.} hiddaò 'root', Brj ≤hiddi 'root of big t rees ;
bloodvessel, tendon', which are from EC {Ss.} *Hizz- 'root', cf. Ss. PEC
2O, 36) ¶ Grg. 218, Brl. 219, Th. 2O6, Hn. W 62, ≈  Ss. B 95 || U: FU
(att. in FV only) *ontV 'root' >  pLp {Lr.} *O2nte2 id. >  Lp: L {LLO} aºtte2s
'the main root of a tree' ('die größte, dickste, unverzweigte Wurzel,
Hauptwurzel'), ? S {Hs.} vieddie, N {N} vAd…de, Kld vu\en4;d, {SaR}
vu'en4tes2 'root' » Mk unks unks id., Er ∆  {Ps.} unduks ≠ undoks ' r o o t ,
stalk (of a cucumber, etc.), sprout' ¶ UEW 719, Lr. #834, Lgc. #4541 ,
SaR 62-3, Ps. B 13O || A *0u4Nt+de ≠ *{N}u4Nt+de 'root' >  M *u4ndu4-su4n,
{ADb.} *u4nde-su4n 'root' >  WrM u4ndu4su4n, HlM ¥nd´s, ¥nds´n, Kl
{KRS} ¥ndsn, {Rm.} u4ndüsn=, Dg {Pp.} u$ndòu$Æs, u$ndu$su$, {Mrm.}
undusun, {Mr.} unduse, {T} undus id. ¶ MED 1OO7, KW 458, T DgJ
171, Klz. D II 141  Tg *Nu4∏Nte 'root' >  Ewk NïNt‰ ± nïNt‰, Lm Ne2Nt´,
Neg niNt‰ ≠ NiNt‰, Orc, Ud X/I/Sm {Krm.} NiNt‰, Ud B iNt‰, Ul munkt‰
≠ Nunkt‰, Ork, Nn munkt‰ id.; in Ul, Orl, Nn the word is re in te rpre ted
as having a derivational sx. -kt‰ ¶ STM I 662, Krm. 272  pJ {S} *m‰~t‰~
>  OJ mo~to~ 'root, foundation', J: T/Kg moto!, K mo!to~ id. ¶ Valid only if p J
*m-  is a reg. reflex of pA *N-  (which is not indicated in S’s sketch of t h e
J phonetic prehistory, cf. S AJ 67-82) ¶ S QJ 2O9. Mr. 486 ¶¶ SDM97
s.v. *Nu4 ∏Nte 'root', S AJ 18, 39, 92, 291, ADb. KL (A *?uiNte), DQA # 1 5 4 3
(A *Ni\u2~ntæe) ˚ Tg *N- and pJ *m- (< *N-?) are likely to result from as .
(*Ø...N > *N...N) ˚ ADb. NNN 34 (N *N⁄Ëynt'V > A, U, IE) ˚ Hardly h e r e
NaIE *wei\t- 'dyer’s woad, Isatis inctoria (a plant used to produce b lue
dye)' (> L vitrum 'woad' »» Gmc *wai\da- id. > OHG weit, NHG
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Waid, MLG we2d, Dt weede, AS wa2d, NE woad ¶ WP I 236, WH II
8O6, KM 833, Kb. 1164, Ho. 378), because such connection is
semantically unj. (the most important part of the woad [used t o
produce dye] is its leaves rather than its root).
814. *Óa 4444NkË 'fire' > HS (× N *{h}awk{a} 'light [lux], bright', q.v. ffd.):
Ch {Stl.} *?akuw- 'fire'  EC *?e2g- > Dhl {To.} ?e2!ga »» SC: Asa {To.} yogot,
{E} yogo 'fire' ¶ To. D 128, E SC 318 ¶¶ Tk. SCC 95 [#26.2] || IE {EI}
*Ón=gWni-s > NaIE *n=gni-s ({P, Dv.} *egni-/ogni-) 'fire' > OI ag≤nih5 id. »»
L igni-s id. »» Lt ugni~s, Ltv uguns id. » Sl *ognÁ 'fire' >  OCS ogn86
ogn1Á, Blg og`n, SCr o~ganj, Slv ogenj o^g´n1, Cz, Slk ohen7, P ogien1,
R, Uk o≤gon∆ 'fire' ¶ P 293, EI 2O2, Dv. #33, M K I 18, WH I 676, Frn.
1158-9, Vs. III 118-9 || U: FU {UEW} *a4NV ({IS} *eNkV) 'fire', vi. ' b u r n '
> Chr {Szil.} eN 'fire', {Ü} eNdem vt. 'I incandence (on fire), roast, b u r n
(bricks)', Chr: L ¥≤N-as7 vi. 'smoulder' ('tlet∆ , istlet∆ '), Uf/B eNa-, H
´Nga4- 'schwelen, anbrennen, angesengt werden, verkohlen' » Z {Savv.}
yn∆  'flame', {W} Èn1al- 'flammen, entbrennen', Èn1-ed- 'entzünden' »» Os:
Vy ya4Nl´l-, Kz yaN´¬- v. 'roast on fire' » Hg e1g- vi. 'burn' ¶ UEW 26, Ü
297, MRS 774-5 || D (in SD) *anÀal 'fire' >  Tm an3al, Ml anal ' f i re ,
heat', Kn analu  'heat' ¶ D #327 ˚ IS I 245-6 [#1O6] (*Óenka).
815. € ≈ *ÓËp''''V-(tVk++++gV) or *ÓË[P]tVkV ≠ -VgV (*Ó  = *h  o r
*H?) 'stalk (of a plant), stem' >  IE: NaIE {P} *a+o[:]d(e)g[W]o- 'stalk' >  OI
[AthV] ≤adga-h5 'cane, stalk' (×  N *qVtV or *qVp''''[V]tV 'tail, h inde r
part' [q.v.?]) »» ??φ Lt vedega~ 'adze' ({Frn.} '∈ Axt zum Aushauen,
Zimmeraxt'), ?? Ltv ve>dga 'Brechstange (mit hölzernem Griff)' ¶ WP I
175, P 773, M K I 29, M E I 63, Frn. 1164-5 || HS: ?σ Eg hpw.tj '∈
Gestell, Kletterbaum (auf dem die göttlichen Vögel zu s i t zen \hocken
pflegen)' ¶ EG II 489  C: Bj {R} ≤?abka 'Stiel, Handhabe' »» Or hofa {E}
'stalk, stem', {Brl.} 'lancia con punta di legno', {Grg.} hofa2 'spear m a d e
of sharpened wood' »» SC: Brn {E} hopi-na 'handle, haft' ¶ E SC 3O9, Brl.
21, Grg. 211  B ({†Pr.} ≈ *√wdg) > Sll tadda4gt (pl. tadda4gin) ' t ige
ligneuse', Shl {NZ} addag 'arbre, branche' ¶ Ds. 278, NZ 298  S: Ak YB
{Sd.} udugu ≠ edigu 'ein Stock z. B. zum Walken' (but {CAD} edigu
- "meaning incertain") ¶ Sd. 14O2, CAD IV 33 ¶¶ Tk. I 147 and Tk. SCC
98 [#28.4] (Eg, C) ¶¶ The initial HS cns. is rather uncertain. Eg hpw.tj
(if it belongs here) points to *h-, Ak YB edigu seems to suggests *H-
(but its ev. cannot be decisive because Ak YB was not a really spoken
lge.), while the origin of Or h- is less clear (both HS *h- and HS *H a r e
not ruled out, cp. [1] Or he2r-um- ps. 'marry' and Eg fP h¿y 'husband '  <
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N *he[? ++++y]r{É}  'male' and [2] Or hirriba ≠ irriba 'a sleep'  < EC *Hinrib-
'eyelash, eyelid' < N *(HiˆV-)rimPV or *(HimV-)rimPV id.) ˚  Qu.
816. € *Ó{á}ÂV 'goat, sheep '  > HS: C: Dhl {EEN} he2!ri 'goat, sheep' »»
SC: Irq {MQK} ?a2ri 'she-goat', pl. a2ra 'goats', Irq/Grw/Alg/Brn {E} ara
'goats' ¶ EEN 15, E SC 297, MQK 16  ?σ Ch: WCh: Mnt/Ywm ur ' he-goat '
»» ECh: Ll o2re2 'goats' ¶ JI II 167, ChC, ChL ¶¶ EG l.c., Ember ESS #3.b.6, OS
#1O81, Tk. I 54, Tk. SCC 95 [#25.3]  || IE *{ h8 }er(i)- ({EI} *h⁄er- ' l amb,
kid') >  NaIE *er-, eri- 'goat, sheep' (× N *÷iÂ{i} '[male, young] big
ungulate' [q.v.] and N *?erq{i} '∈  ruminant' [q.v.]); I am grateful to Blz.
for drawing my attention to the contamination with N *?erq{i}) >  L
arie2s (gen. arie2tis) 'ram', Um erietu 'arietem' »» BSl (<  NaIE *er-,
*eri- × IE *yeÓr- 'springtime, year' [<  N *æn1111a÷ 3333r 1 111É '≈  young, new-born ' ,
q.v.]) > Pru eristian, Lt (j)e$!ras, Ltv je^rs 'lamb' » Sl *jarÁka ' female
lamb' (× Sl *jarÁka ÿ *jaro 'springtime' <  N *æn1111a÷ 3333r 1 111É) >  OR Ar5ka
jarËka, R ≤årka, ≤åro¢ka 'lamb (female)', Uk, Blr årka, Slk jarka
'year-old sheep', P jarka 'heifer, a lamb of this year' »» ? Arm oro£
oRoZ7 'lamb' (initial o- from *e- by as., according to P)  NaIE *er(i)-b≈-
(with the sx. *-b≈(o)- of animal names) '∈ horned artiodactyl' (× N
*÷iÂ{i} '(male, young) big ungulate', q.v.) >  Gk }erifo-ß 'kid' »» Clt: OIr
heirp (*erb≈-ï-) 'dama, capra', erb(b) (*erb≈-a2-) 'cow', NIr earb
'goat', ScGl earb 'roe (deer) ' ¶ P 326, EI 511, F I 56O, WH I 67, Bc. G
333, KSchm. TE, Ld. A 23ff., Ach. III 586, Frn. 121, En. 17O, Tp. P E-H
72-5, ≈ ESSJ VIII 179-8O.
817. *é⁄erË  'ascend, rise' >  HS: B *√wÓu+ir 'be above' (× N *?u4444r 1 111V
or *?ur 1111É  'top', q.v. ffd.) ||  IE  *her-  (or *hWer-), *h[W]eru- ({IS} *hWer-
) 'ascend, rise'  (× N *?u4444r 1 111V o r  *?ur1111É '⇑ ') >  AnIE: Ht arai-, ariya-
'(a)rise, lift; raise, (a)rouse', Lw ari(ya)- 'raise'; Ht aru- 'h igh ' ,
arriya- 'rouse, stir (from sleep), awaken; start (from sleep), b e
awake', ar- 'stand (by), remain standing'  NaIE *er-/*or- 'rise, move ,
stir' > Gk }orny2mi and ]orny1v v. 'stir, stir up, urge on, incite', md. }orny2mai
(pfc. } orvra) 'arise, start up; stir oneself', [Hs.] }ereto : [vrmh1†h 'was set i n
motion' »»  OI r=-≤n5o2-ti vi. 'arises, moves', Av ´rÉnaoîti vt. 'moves' »»
Arm ja®nem yar2nem 'I rise, stand up' (aor. jareaj yaReay) »» L
orior v. 'rise, arise' »» MW dy-gyf-or 'height, high place' ¶¶ IS I 2 5 4
(*ÓWer-, in spite of Gk }orny2mi), Pv. I 1O4-8, 123-7, 138-9, 177-8, WP I
148-9, M K I 122, WH I 64-5 and II 222-3, F II 422-4, Vn. A  87, Slt. 1O3-
3, ≠ EI 5O6 (orior < *h⁄er- 'set in motion') || D *e2rÀ-, [GS] *e2rÀ+dÀ- >  T m
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e2r3u 'v. 'rise, ascend', Ml e2r3uka, Kn e2r3u v. 'rise, increase', Kt e;r,
e;re;r, e'rr 'up', Td o4;r- v. 'rise high', Kdg ´⁄;r- '(liquor) rises to head', Tu
e2ru- v. 'ascend, climb, rise', Knd e2rÀasi 'steep, steeply rising' ¶¶ D
#916, GS 217 [#532], 61 [#184] || ?φ A: NaT *o4∏r- 'rise' (× N *p''''or{a 4444}÷V
'summit, top', q.v. ffd.)   M *o4rni- (unless it is *Fo4rni-) >  WrM o4rni-,
HlM ørnø-x v. 'grow, increase, rise' ¶ MED 242, Pp. ICML 54 ¶ Qu.,
because the available sources (WrM and HlM) do not distinguish
between *∅- and *F- <  *p-  Tg: Ewk Brg oro- v. 'climb on sth.' ¶ Vas.
327  pKo {S} *o~rÄ!- v. ' r ise '  >  MKo o~rÄ!-, o~r-, NKo orî- id., {Rm.} orî- ≠
oru- v. 'go upwards, rise, go up to' ¶ Rm. SKE 178-9, S QK #991, Nam
38O, MLC 1199 ¶¶ The labialized vw. of the first syll. is probably due t o
the infl. of *Ë of the next syll. ¶¶ ≈  Rm. SKE 178-9 (Ko, Tg + unc. Mg
*oru- 'enter' and T orun 'place, site, bed') ˚  An alt. pN rec. is *é⁄orÉ
(based on the A reflex), but it is less acceptable because of the D
evidence  ˚  The reflexes are sometimes hard to distinguish from those
of N *?u 4444r 1 111V or *?ur 1111É  'top' (q.v.) ˚  IS I 116-7 (*Óora4 with *o in spi te
of D *e2rÀ-). ≈ Gr. II 9 (*or  'arise').
818. *Ó++++wurV  'male person\animal' > HS: NrOm: Wl/Zl {C} ura2 ' m a n
(vir)', Zl {LmS} u2ra, Gf LmS} ura 'man', Wl {LmS} issi-?ura 'someone', Kf
{C} u2ro2 ≠wuro2 'man (vir), 'person, male', Ï u2r-e2 'woman', Mch
{L} wuro! 'male animal' ¶ C SE IV 4O3-4, C SO 25, L M 57, LmS 292 
CCh:? Mdr {ChL} ?ura~ 'man, person' (unless -r- <  *-d-, which is reg.) ||
U: FU *urV 'man, male animal' >  F uros (gen. uroon ≠ urhoon)
'adult man, brave man, hero', uros (gen. uroksen) 'male animal,
two-years-old male reindeer' » ? Lp: N {N} va6rres / -r…ras- ≠ va6res
/ -rras- 'male animal, a male', va6rek '2-year-old male reindeer', I
aºre2k ≠ vare2k id., aºre2s 'male animal', Kld or4es id., adj. 'male' »» OHg u1r
'powerful person; lord, God; husband', Hg u1r (accus. urat) ' lo rd ,
mister; husband'; Ï OHg orsza1g 'reign(ing) (Regierungszeit,
uralkodás); country, empire', Hg orsza1g 'country, state' ¶ Coll. 1 2 1 ,
UEW 545, Sm. 542 (FU *uraº 'male' >  FP *ura, Ugr *u"ra), MF 653-4 ,
MTE II 1O95, EWU 1O7O, 1579 || A {SDM97} *urV {AD} 'male; young
male relative' >  Tg *°u'r > Ewk ur (ur-w‰) 'man (vir), male amimal' ¶
Vas. 45O, STM II 281  M *u4reGe 'young stallion' > MM [S] {H} uri√e
'three-year-old horse', WrM u4rege ≠ u4riye, HlM ¥r´´, Ord u$re2 ' 3 -
to 5-year-old stallion', Brt ¥ri´  '3- to 4-year-old horse', Kl ¥rá u4ra4 ' 3 -
year-old horse', {Rm.} u4rE2 'dreijähriges Hengstfüllen' ¶ H 166, MED
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1O11-3, KW 459, KRS 553, Chr. 512, Ms. O 76O  NaT *urî 'male child,
son' (× A *pæuri 'child, offspring[s]' < N *p''''o 6 666r{i} 'child, offspring' × N
*hoÂ {i }  'conceive', 'newborn, a young') >  OT urî 'male child, son' ¶ Cl.
197  pKo {S} *o!ra~pi!  'brother' >  MKo o!ra~pi!, NKo {S} orabi id., {Rm.}
orabi ≠ ora4bi 'brother (used by and in relation to a sister)', or-´⁄mi
'brother’s wife' ¶ Rm. SKE 177-8, S QK #791, MLC 1197  ? pJ {S} *‰~t‰
'younger brother' > OJ oto, otopi\i, [RJ] o~to~u~to`, J: T/Kg oto2!to, K o!to2!to! ¶
S QJ #368, Mr, 513 ¶¶ SDM97 s.v. *urV  (T, M, Tg, Ko), ≈ DQA #65O (A
*i\o~re 'male, young male' >  incl. Tg, M, Ko, pJ); Rm. SKE 177-8 and Rm.
EAS I 1O7 (in both sources Ko, T + M *ori 'young' [see  N *hoÂ{i}  '⇑ ' ] )
˚  ADb. NNN 34 adduces here Tg *Nur (Ewk Nur 'male dog') ({ADb} < A
*NurË  'young male animal') and reconstructs N *N⁄IrV  'male' ˚  ≠ Gr. II
#259 (*er 'man') (U + err.: IE *r=sen, T, M, Ko, Gil; see  N *he[? ++++y]r{É}
'ma le ' ) .  
819. *é⁄a6666?Vr1111V (= *?a?ur 1111V?) 'long, big' > IE *éx{a+o}éxr- 'long', ( ? )
'far' > OI a2≤re2 loc. 'far, in the distance', a2≤ra2t abl. 'from a d is tant
place' »» Tc A {Wn.} aryu  'long' (of time)  AnIE: Lv {Mlc.} a2rray(a)-,
{Lar.} ara-, a(r)rai-, ari-, HrLv {Mer.} ara- 'long' ¶¶ Wn. 15O-1
(with unc. IE etymology of Tc aryu), Mlc. CL 26, Lar. 3O, Mer. HHG
3O, Ivn. SANA 153 (Lv aryu-), WP I 79 (IE *a2ro- 'die Freie, Weite,
Raum'), ≈ M K I 78 || D: SD *ar`- 'great' > Tm ar5uvam 'greatness ,
abundance', Kn al 5umba  'excess, greatness' ¶ D #287 || HS: ECh: Mgm
{JA} ?a^rro~ adv. 'loin, lointain' ¶ JA 66  S (+ext.) *√?rk ' b e \ b e c o m e
long'  > BHb, Ph, Ug, Aram G √?rk, Ak inf. ara2ku id., Ar G √?rk
's’arrêter longtemps (quelque part)', BA K6ir%a9 ?ârïk3, Sr ?ar°k3, M d
arika 'long', Sb ?rk '(?) duration of time' ¶ HJ 1O8, KB 85-6, 1 6 7 4 ,
OLS 49, Br. 49, Ln. 50-1, BK I 26, CAD I/2 223-, Sd. 83-5, BGMR 7, Bll.
27, DRS 33 || A *ur1a+o+u > T *ur1a- 'be(come) long' > OT uza- ' b e ( c o m e )
long, be long drawn out' (usually of time, less often of space), XwT XIV
uza- 'be long drawn out', Chg ≥XV uza- 'be(come) long', Tk uza-
'be(come) long, last long, be\go far away', CrTt, Uz, Ln, Tv uza-
'be(come) long', Tkm uÎa-, Yk uha- 'get elongated', ET uzay-, Qzq ¨za-
u"za-, Qq, Qmq uza- 'become longer, go away far', Kr G uza- ' b e ( c o m e )
long, last long', Alt uza-  id., 'move far away', Qrg uza- 'go away far'; Ï:
[1] *ur1atî (gerund?) ≠ *ur1ata > ET uzatî 'for a long time', Qrg uzata, Alt
uzada,  Xk uzada id., 'further', Tv uzadî 'prolonging' (gerund), Tf uzadòî
'in a drawling manner (protåqno )'; [2] *ur1ak ' long'  > OT uzaq ' long
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drawn out, long lasting', 'far away, distant', MOsm XV uzaq 'long' ( o f
time)', Chg ≥XV uzaq 'far away, distant', Qrg uzaq, VTt ozak ¥ºzaq, Bsh
¥ºÎaq 'long' (of time), 'for a long time', Tkm uÎaq, ET uzaq, Qzq u"zaq
id., 'lasting; distant, remote', Tk uzak 'remote', Xlj {DT} uza2q, Chv
va€rax v¥ºrax 'long' (of time); [3] T *ur1u[:]n 'long' (of time and space )
> OT, XwT XIV, Chg ≥XV uzun, MQp XIII {Cl.} uzu2n, Tk uzun, Tkm uÎu2n,
Az, Ggz, CrTt, Kr, Qmq, QrB, Uz, ET, Qrg, Alt, Ln, Xk, Tv, Tf uzun, Q z q
¨zyn u"zîn, Nog, Qq uzîn, VTt ozyn ¥ºzîn, Bsh oΩon ¥ºÎ¥ºn, Yk uhun,
Chv va€ra€m v¥ºr¥ºm id. ¶ Cl. 281-3, 288-9, ET Gl 57O-2, Sht. 279, Naj.
123-6, Jud. 798-9, TkR 657, BR 411, Ra. 238, DT 3O7, Md. 59, ≈  Rs. W
518 (unc.: T *ur1 < *pur1-)  M *ur-tu 'long' > MM [L, MA, IM] urtu
'long', [S] {H} urtu 'long, distant', WrM urtu, HlM urt, Brt uta, ∆
urta 'long' (in time and space), 'length', Ord {Ms.} u¯rtæu¯ ' long,
length', Dg {Pp.} oræt ≠ orætæo2 'long' {MYC} ortu, Mnr E {MYC} rd‰ ' long' ;
M *uri-da 'before' (with the locative *-da?), *uridu 'former'  > MM [S]
{H}, [HI] {Ms.} uridu 'der frühere, antérieur', [MA] {Pp.} urida ' b e fo re
(vor, avant)', IM {Pp.} urida 'preqde ', 'perednij ' (mistake f o r
'preqnij , former'?), WrM uridu, HlM urd 'former, past, old', Br
urid, Kl {KRS} urd urd´ 'before' (adv., postp.), Kl {Rm.} urida" ' vo r ,
vorn; früher', MMgl, Mgl urtu, Dg {MYC} ordo2n, Mnr E {MYC} urda
'before, former'; but hardly here (⇔  S, DQA) Mnr H {T} fudur, Mnr Nr
{SM} fudòur, Dx {T} fudu, Ba {T} fdu 'long' (see  N *p''''Ë{h}[V]dV(-ÂV)
'long, spacious, [?] far') ¶ S AJ 23 [#53], H 166, Pp. L I 1255, Pp. MA
366, 449, MED 883-5, KRS 536, KW 45O, Chr. 475-9, Iw. 141, Rm. M 4 1 ,
MYC 68O-1, SM 1O1, T 37O, T DJ 138, T BJ 149  pKo {S} *o~ra! ' la te ,
long ago' > MKo o~ra!, NKo ora4 ¶ S AJ 256 [#146], S QK #146 ¶ S AJ 2 3
[#53] ¶¶ S AJ 34 (unc. adduction of Mnr Fudur), 283 (A *ur1Å), DQA
#2545 (A *i\ur1o 'long, late'; unc. adduction of Mnr Fudur and Tg *[x]i+u4r-
[actually *xu4+ir-] 'be ripe, cooked') ˚  The S cognate is not cer ta in
because of the cns. *k  (from a sx., cp. T *ur1ak 'long'?). If the S cognate
is valid, the initial N cns. was *? . The A cognate is dubious because o f
the deviant vw. *u . A possible solution is to suppose a N *?a?ur1111V with
a syncope (loss of the internal *-u-) in IE and D and with the loss of *a
in A ˚  Blz. LB #1O4c (IE, D, S).
82O. *Óa[wV]s7777V  (= *÷3333awis7777V?) 'male, male person' >  HS: NrOm: Zl
{CR} as7o, {C} asa2, Shn {Lm.} as7s7a~ 'person, man', Bdt {Fl.} ac7e, Hrr {Fl.}
ac7i, Cha {C} asa2, ac7c7a2, Gmr {Fl.} ac, {Bul.} ac`, Bnc {Wdk.} a@c, Ym
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{Wdk.} a~su~ 'person, man (vir), Kf {Fl.} as7(s7)o, {C} as7o2 'person', Mch {L}
?as7o 'man', Amuru {Fl.} aso, Anf {MYTY} as7o, Doka {CR} ass, Wl {C}
asa2, Drz/Malo {Fl.} asa, Oyda {Fl.} a;si ± ass, Male {Fl.} asi, Bsk {Fl.}
as‰, BMa {Fl.} E;se 'person' ¶ The forms with c7, c may be due to t h e
addition of a snglt. sx. (*-tV?) ¶ C SE III 68 and IV 4O6, Wdk. BY 9 7 ,
117, 164, Fl. OWL s.v. 'person', Lm. Sh 272, MYTY 116  C: Ag: Xm {R}
a2s-aw / as-o2 adj. 'male' (aso2 wi≤d°l 'ein männliches Junges', a2so2
du3≤Xara2 'male ass') (× [?] N *?in2222Vs7777e 6 666 'person, man' [q.v.], cp. Bln {R}
nå≤s-a2u\X adj. 'male') ¶ R Ch. II 28  CCh: Msg {Mch.} awus ' m a n ,
male', Mbara {TrnSL} wu~s 'husband, male' ¶ TrnSL M 281, ChC ¶ The Ch
cognate has been suggested by Blz.   ?σ  S *°√÷ays7+s- >  Ar ÷ays- ' s p e r m
of a male' ¶ BK II ¶¶ ≈  Blz. OL #51 (HS *aw[u]s- 'male, strength'), C SE
III 68 (Om, C) || U: FP *°a+os7V 'male animal' > Chr: L oqo ≤oz7o, U/B oz7o,
H oqy ≤oz7¥ 'stallion', L {Ü} oz7o so4sna4 'boar' (lit. 'male swine') »» Prm
*uz7 > Z, Vt uz7 'stallion' ¶ UEW 6O7-8, Sm. 552 (FP *os7ÿ 'stallion'), MRS
371, Ü 14O, LG 296 || A: Tg *as- + sxs.: *as-ï 'woman' (*as- *'male' +
*-ï, probably a fossilized marker of female sex <  N *? {a}yV ' m o t h e r '
[‘ 'female', marker of fem.], q.v.): Ewk asï, Sln as7!e2 ≠ as7 !ï, Lm, O r k
asI, Neg asI2, ? Orc asa 'woman', Ul asI- (with a ppa.) 'wife', Nn asI
'female (animal), asI- (with a ppa.) 'wife'  *as- + other sxs.: *asa2tka2n
'girl' > Ewk asa2tka2n, Lm asatqan, Neg. asatka2n id., *asanta > Orc asanta
'woman', Ul a≈anta 'girl, maiden', etc. ¶ STM I 55 ˚  N *-wV- i s
suggested by CCh (Msg awus). If Ar ÷ays- belongs here, the N r ec .
must be *÷ 3333awis 7777V , otherwise it is to be reconstructed as *Óa[wV]s 7777V .
821. *Óaya 'pursue' >  HS: Ch **√?y v. 'hunt' >  NrBc: P’ {MSk.} nd‰r
?i!ya~, Sir {Sk.} ?i!ya! v. 'hunt' ¶ ChL, Sk. NB || IE *Óai\- (= *éxei\-)/*Ói- >
OI i≤no2-ti, ≤inva-ti 'advances upon, presses upon, drives', Av
inaoîti 3s prs. 'vergewaltigt, kränkt' »» ? Gk a]ino1ß 'terrible' ¶ P 1O, M
K I 87, 128, F I 41, Ch. 35 || U: FU *aya- v. 'drive, pursue' >  F aja- v.
'drive, chase, pursue, hunt; ride', Es aja- v. 'drive, pursue', pLp {Lr.}
*vo2je2 >  Lp N {N} vuoggje-/-j- v. 'drive (a horse, reindeer), dr ive
on\over', Lp L {LLO} vuodje2- 'fahren (mit Renntier oder Pferd)', Lp Kld
vujje-, Lp Nt vu\ajje- 'fahren, lenken' » pPrm *{LG} ¨y- v. 'pursue, r u n ,
rush' {≠ LG: v. 'run, rush'} >  Vt C uyÈ- v. 'pursue', Vt N [URS] uyÈ- v.
'overtake (dognat∆ )', Z voj-†voy- 'run downhill without restraint' ( o f
a horse with a rider), Z Vm/I/Le voy-lÈ- 'begat∆ , nosit∆så ' »» pObU
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**[w]uyt- >  pVg *[w]uyt >  Vg: MK {Kn.} woyt- 'verfolgen', UK {Mu.}
vuyt- id., 'jagen' ¶ Coll. 129, UEW 4-5, Sm. 542 (FU *aºjaº- 'drive' > FP
*aja-, Ugr *aºja-), LG 61, Lr. #1423, Lgc. #8751, MK 744, Mu. AKE 6 2 2
¶ IS (I 243) is right in rejecting the alleged Aryan (IIr) origin of FU *aya-
(presumably from the stem, represented by OI aj- and Av az- v.
'drive'), because the Aryan stem was *az1- ¬ *aZ1-, hence the expected FU
stem should have been •as7!V- or the like rather than *aya-|| A: M *aya-
n 'hunt' >  MM [S] aya(n) 'hunt, military expedition, campaign' ( ' Jagd,
Kriegszug, Jagdzug'), WrM ayan, HlM aån 'travel, journey,
expedition', Brt ayan 'long journey', Kl aån 'military expedit ion' ,
{Rm.} ayN=≠ayn= 'Reise, Weg, Richtung' ¶ H 1O, MED 23, Chr. 4O, KRS 6O,
KW 4  ?σ pJ {S} *a~yu~m- 'walk' ({AD} 'step, walk') > OJ a~yu~m- {Mr.}
'step, walk', J: T ayu!m-, K a!yu!m-, Kg a~yu~m- id. ¶ S QJ #153, Mr. 6 7 9 ,
Kenk. 7O  Tg *a2y-: [1] Nn {On.} a2i- v. 'step (on sand\snow, enter ing
deep in it)'  [2] ?σ Tg *ay[a]- 'run quickly' > WrMc aya-  'run fast' (of a
horse), 'take wing, fly', Ewk ayIN 'swift-footed', 'fast' (of running,
walking), Ork ayamapU(n-) 'begovoj (fast-running?)' (a re indeer ,
horse, dog)', ayamUnZ7I adv. 'fast' ¶ STM I 2O-1, Vas. 44, On. 3O, Z 1O,
Hr. 62-3 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #62 (A *a2~ya 'go, walk'; qu. comparison with IE *ei\-
'go' [< N *?{e}yV  'come, arrive', q.v.]) ˚  Cf. IS I 243: IE, U, A (N {IS}
*Óaya  'pursue, chase').
822. *é€oyV (= *hoyV?) 'by me, my' >  K *{h}w-, agentive px. of 1 s
in verbs >  OG v- / -w- (after the px. X- of 3s objecti), OG X Xw-, OG H
hw- (in the "absolute passive" forms: OG X Xw-i-mal-v-i 'I h ide
myself', Xw-i-qav 'I was'), G v-, G In h-u4- (÷  G v-i-), Mg, Lz v- ( be fo re
vowels), b-/p-/p'- (before cnss.), Sv Xw- - agentive px. of 1s in verbs ¶ ¶
The initial lr. is probably identical with what Mach. (Mach. K 7 1 - 3 )
reconstructed as *h- ¶¶ Dt. 25-7, Fn. GAS 79, Marr 44-5 || HS: [1] HS
**°?uyV >  Eg wy 'I' (enclitic prn.) (× N *wVyV 'we'??)  [2] S *°ya2-
'me' (stem of the prn. in oblique cases): Ak ya2-ti 'me', ana ya2-s7im
'to me'  C: Ag: Xm {Ap.} yÈ-t 'me', Bln { R} yi-t 'me, to me' »» Bj
{RHd.} -e2- (-h-e2~-b 'me', sx. of verbs) »» EC: Sml N i! 'me', ï! 'to me', Rn i-
(verbal px.) 'me, to me', Elm {Hw.} ye-se, yo-lo 'I', Dsn {Hw.} ye abs., yu
nom. 'I', {To.} yu! abs., ya2^ (subject) 'I', ye 'me', Arr ye! 'I', Sd -e2 'me', a s
well as probably Hd. i- 'my'  [3] HS *?Vya 'my' > C: HEC *-?[V]ya ' m y '
> Sd {Hd.} -?ya, Kmb -e, -ï-ha m. / -ï-ta f.; LEC *-ya 'my' > Sml -k-ay(-gu)
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/ -t-ay(-du), Rn {PG} -ka2ya / -ta2ya, Or -k-i(y)ya / -t-i(y)a (in Sm, Rn,
and Or -k- and -t- are gender markers of the noun, Sml -gu and -du a r e
gender-dependent determiners ['≈  the']) »» SC: Irq {Mous} -e2!?, Alg -i!,
Brn -ayi! 'my' »» Ag: Aw {Hz.} yi!- my'  B *-y / *-ï 'my' > Kb, Shl, Tw, Si,
Tmz, Wrg -i, etc. (ffd. see Pr. M I-III 164 and AiM 215-7)  S *-ya ' m y '
(> *-ï  after stem-final cns.) > Ak -ya  / -° , Hb, Aram -ï, Ug -y, Ar -ya /
-ï, Gz -ya ¶ Lip. 3O6-7  Eg -y 'my' ¶ Lpr. 63-4  Ch: Mrg -a!yu~, Msg -a,
-ya, Hs -a 'my' ¶¶ Ap. Kh I 259, 263, Hd. HEC 258-9, Ow. 1O5, Sr. 1 2 1 -
3, Ss. D 2O7, RHd. B 112, AD EPCChL, AD KJ 29-31, Abr. S 125, PG 4O-1,
Hw. A 14, 215, To. DL 21O, Mous 92  [4] HS *?V-, marker of 1 s
subiecti: S {Hz.} *?a- in active G-verbs > Ak a-, WS (in prefix-conjugated
tenses): Hb ?E-  (before cns. clusters) / ?a2- (before single cnss.), Ug ?a-,
BA ?E-, JEA ?i- (before cns. clusters), Sr W ?E-, Ar ?a-, Gz ?´-, Mh, Hrs ,
Jb, Sq ?‰-; in the ps. verbal forms and in derived stems the marker o f
1s is *?- + a vw. that depends on the prehistory of the S ps. voice a n d
derived stems (mostly *-u-) ¶ Hz. VP  C *?V-, 1s marker of prefix-
conjugated verbs >  Bj *?a-, Ag: Aw a-, EC: Sa, Af ?u/i- (p.), ?-a- (p r s . ) ,
Sml, Rn ∅- (Sml N iqïn 'I know' ↔  t-iqïn 'thou knowst' and y-iqïn
'knows', idßi 'I say' ↔   2s t-idßi, 3m y-idßi, Rn amït 'I am coming' ↔ y-
amït '[he] is coming', t-amït 'thou art coming') ¶¶ Dk. SHL 8O-1, Lip.
37O-1, Rsnt. GBA 44, Jo. MSA 15, AD KJ 5O, 118, AD IPCV, PG 43 || IE:
[1] pIE stative marker of 1s *-xe >  Ht -hi, NaIE *-Óa, e.g. *woi\d-Óa ' I
know' (“ 'seen by me') >  OI ve2da, Gk woi6da, Gt wait  [2] pIE
marker ({Bks.} *-h€) of 1s in the medium voice (preceding the voice-
marker *r) (with a complicated and obscure development, yielding H t
pres. -ha(ha)ri, p. -ha(ha)ti, L prs. -o-r, etc.)  [3] NaIE *-o2 (<  *-o-
Ó ), 1s marker in the prs. tense of the thematic verbs (*-o- being t h e
thematic vw. of the stem) >  OI -a2-(mi), Lt -u~, Gk -v, L -o2, OIr -u
(biru 'I carry'), Gt -a ¶¶ Kur. Ap 41-8, Kur. IC 61-2, Wtk. GIV 1O5-6,
Bks. 238-42, Bks. OH 72-6, ≈  EI 467 (1s *-h€ei\, thematic 1s *-o-h€) || D
*y{a} >  Brh ï  'I', NaD *ya2nÀ / (stem of the obl. cases) *yanÀ- 'I' >  OTm ya2n3
/ en3, Ml n1a2n- / en-, OKn a2n / en-, Tu ya2nË ≠ ye2nË / en-, Tl e2nu,
Klm, Prj a2n / an-, Krx, Mlt e2n / eNg-. The NaD element *-nÀ- (<  N *nu ,
marker of genitive‘ marker of obl. cases) is due to the levelling within
the case paradigm of the prn. ¶¶ Zv. 35-6, 128, Zv. CDM 4O-4, An. DL
68-74, D #516O ||  E: MEl, LEl u 'I' <  {Dk.} *hu id.; MEl -h (> AchEl -Ø),
verbal subject sx. of 1s (MEl hutta-h > AchEl utta 'I do'); Dk.’s hyp. is
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based on comparison of u  'I' with this postverbal -h  'I' (h  >  ∅ regularly
in the history of Elamite) ¶¶ Dk. JDPA 1O8, Rnr. EL 76, 89-9O, Paper
RAE 93-7 ˚ The pK (>  OG, G, Sv) syntax (at least in the past t enses )
was ergative, the agens of the transitive verb being expressed by a n o u n
in the agentive (ergative) case. This fact suggests that the agentive px.
of 1s *(h)w-  goes back to a N prn. meaning 'by me'. The existence of a n
etymologically identical 1s px. (*?V-) in HS suggests that in t h e
prehistory of HS there was an ergative period, with the ergative
construction being predominant in the language, hence the prevailing
verb structure with *?V-  as the marker of 1s subiecti. But it is likely t o
have coexisted with a HS nominative construction, as far as one c a n
judge from its scarce traces: [1] the verb yom-mi 'I am' / yon-ti ' t h o u
art' in Kmb, the form of the dependent verb in Hd: 1s ≤yo ! 2-m-o, 2s ≤yo!n-t-
o, ending *-mV / *-tV of certain tenses in HEC (going back to t h e
analytic construction of a verbal noun + the aux. verbum substant ivum
*yon-mi / *yon-ti, w AD PLOG 1O3-1O), suggesting that verbs with *-mi
as the subject ending of 1s (similar to and etymologically identical with
verbs in IE and U) still existed in early pHS, [2] the accus. ending *-mV
that survived in SOm, unlike in all other HS lgs., where its absence m a y
be explained by the predominantly ergative syntax and where pat iens
(later accusative) is the unmarked actant of the sentence ("actant" in I.
Mel'c ]uk’s terminology). The preverbal position of the agentive subject
markers in K (*{h}w-) and in HS (*?V-) corresponds to the syntactic
rules of pN: agentive pronouns do not occupy the post-predicative
(sentence-final) position (as the N subject pronouns *mi  'I' a n d
*t''''{u 4 444}/*s1111{u 4 444} 'thou' do), but are placed before the predicate (as all
object words do). In apparent contradiction to this rule, the pIE stative
marker of 1s *-xe and the other abovementioned pIE endings of 1 s
follow the verbal stem rather than precede it. The contradiction can b e
explained away by supposing that these IE verbal forms go back to a
pre-IE analytic construction of a verbal nominal + a prefix-conjugated
aux. verbs (as in C) ˚ The N vw. *-o-  is reconstructed on the ev. of K
(pointing to a labialized vw.) and IE (*-xe  rules out N *u  and *u 4444) ˚ For
ffd. see  AD PP 67-74, 82-7, 93-1O3, 112 ˚ ≠ Gr. I 67 (connects IE *-Ó
of 1s with "EurA" K  'I' > Hg. -k  1s, etc.).
823. *HË[w]c6666 ' '''V ( o r  *HËwVc6666 ' '''V) 'loins, lap' >  HS: WS *≤Huc'6an- id. >
Hb Nc37h ≤Hoc'En 'fold of garment, bosom', Amr {G} √Hs'n v. ( ? )
'embrace', Ar ˆ50Hi HiÎ^œn- {Fr.} 'pars corporis sub axillis usque a d
hypochondrium aut  pectore et brachiis et id quod inter brachia es t ' ,
{BK} 'sein; toute la partie du corps comrise enre les bras, les aiselles, les
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côtes; l'entre-bras, l’étreinte', Gz !*N H´s6'n (pl. H´s6'an) 'bosom, womb,
lap, embrace', Tgr !CN H‰s'n 'lap'; Aram (dis. *H...÷ > *H...? > H...∅): JA
[Trg. ]an`1ih4 Óe6nna2 'gremium, sinus', {Js.} 'lap, bosom', Sr 'no≈a Óanna2
'lap, privy parts', Md hana 'lap, loins, embrace, privy parts'; hardly
here (because of the initial X-) (⇔  KB and other authors) Ak Xis5nu
'protection' (rather a derivative from the verb √Xs5n 'shelter, receive
in a friendly way') and Xus5annu 'sash, belt' (⇔  MiK) (most probably
a loanword)   d-emp.: ?? S *°Has6- > Ar Has7a-n, Has7wat-, His7wat- 'v iscère
(toute partie intérieure du corps)', ?φ Ak fOB Xas7u 2  {CAD} 'lungs, belly,
entrails' (the unexpected X-  suggests that this is loan from a WS lge.) ¶
KB 33O, KBR 344, GB 252, G A 2O, Js. 481, Lv. T I 269, Br. 242, PS 1 3 1 7 -
8, BK I 435-6, 449, DM 124, Fr. I 394, L G 226, LH 1O2, CAD VI 129-3O,
143, 2O3, 259, Sd. 335, MiK I ##1.128-9 || ?σ K  *°o+ac`'- >  Mg oc7'is7i
'back (of the body)', oc7 'is 7´ 'waist of a garment'; Mg -is7- (<  K *-is`-) is a
sx. of gen., -i is the nominative ending, so that oc7-is7-i means literally
dors-ali-s ¶ Q 295 || A: T *u2ça 'loins' or the like (× N *Ìo6666c 7 777 ' '''V ' bone ' ,
[?] 'backbone' × N *{p}oqÉZ7777V ≠ *{p}oZ 7777VqV  'thigh, haunch', q.v.) >  OT
uc7a {Cl.} '≈  loins, haunches, rump', MQp XIV u2Z7a2, [CC] uc7a ' b ack ' ,
OOsm XV uZ7a 'buttocks', Chg '*v" , ´*v" uc7a 'back (dos)', Tkm u2Z7a
'rump; dock (part of animals’ body adjacent to the base of the tail);
sacrum', Osm {Rh.} uZ7a 'a stump, the bottom part of a thing', Tk uca
[uZ7a] 'coccyx', VTt o¢a ¥ºs7 !a, Bsh osa ¥ºsa 'pelvis, buttocks', StAlt u¢a
uc1a 'back (dos), haunch, loins', Alt/Tlt {Rl.} uc7a uc1a, Shor/Sg {Rl.} uc7a
'Hinterteil, Kreuz, Rücken (bei Tieren und Menschen)', Qrg, QK {Rl.}
uc7a, uZ7a ' rump' , QK {Rl.} ÈZ7a, Tb uc7a, Qmn {Rl.} ÈZ7a 'back (dos)', ET, Ln
uc7a 'rump, back (dos)', StAlt uc1a 'thigh, rump, meat of the hind part o f
an animal, back', Sg uc7a 'rump, back, hind part of an animal', SY
uZ7a≠uc7a, Nog us7a, VTt ¥ºs7 !a, Bsh ∆  ¥ºsa 'loins', Tv uz7a 'fatty tail (of a
sheep), rump', Yk uha 'hind part of an animal', Chv {ChVS} ysa wa€mmi
Èzòa s7¥mmi 'sacrum, rump', {Ash.} 'thigh-bone', {ET} ysa Èzòa 'rump' ¶
Cl. 2O, ET Gl 566-7, Rh. 239, Bu. I 116, TkR 656, Rl. I 1384, 1721-3 ,
1734, BT 169, B DChT 162, Ash. V 337, TvR 435, Rs. W 5O9, Pek. 3O75,
ChVS 288. Tkm u2 provides ev. for a long pT *u2, while Yk u is likely t o
point to a pT short vw. (unless this is a shortening in uncer ta in
conditions [before an open second syll.?] mentioned by Poppe - w Pp. J
55) ¶ T ı M: MM [LV, MA, IsV], MMgl [Z] u2c7a, WrM u9uca ' c roup ,
sacrum, loins', HlM u2c id., Brt u2sa 'croup, sacrum', Kl u2ca 'sacrum, b a c k
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(dos), hind quarters', Ord u2cæa 'hind quarters of animals', Mgl uc7a ' b a c k
(dos)' (on the borrowing see  s.v. N *Ìo6666c 7 777 ' '''V)  Tg *u3{:}ça 'hind part o f
the body' (the length of *u  being suggested by the T and M cognates) >
Orc uc7(c 7)a 'hind part, stern of a boat', WrMc uc7a 'hind part, s t e rnum,
sacral bone', {Hr.} 'weichgekochter Rinder-, Schaf- o d e r
Hirschschwanz' ¶ STM II 29O, Z 165, Hr. 942 ¶¶ DQA #272O (A *u2c>æV
'behind, rump, fish fin') (see  N *Ìo6666c 7 777 ' '''V '⇑ ') || D *Ëtß- 'groin, lap, waist '
or the like >  Ml ot5i, ot5uku 'groin', ut5a id., 'testicle of oxen', Kt or`
'waist', Kn ud5i, ud5a, ud5u, ud5e 'hip, waist', ud5i, ud5alu 'pouch m a d e
in front by folding or doubling a part of the lower garment', Tl od5i ' l ap
(part of body or of clothing)', Nk odßdßi 'lap' ¶¶ D #947.
824. *HaLu6666 (or *HaLwV ) '∈  a leaf-bearing tree' >  HS: S *°√Hlw >  Ar
{Fr.} ?al-Hula2wa2(y) '∈  a small tree', {Ln.} Hula2wa2(y) ∈ a small (ever-
green, or thorny?) tree' ¶ Fr. I 421, Ln. 634 || K: G alva, alvis-Xe
'poplar' || IE *éelis- 'alder' >  L alnus (*als-no-s) id. »» Gmc *aluz,
*aliso  id. > OHG elira ≠ erila >  NHG Eller, Erle, Dt els, ON o<lr,
AS alor >  NE alder'; Gt *alisa ı Sp aliso id.; Gmc lgs. ı Bsq
(s)altza, It Cl au\Zinu id. »» Lt alﬁksnis id., Ltv a~lksnis, Pru
*al(i)skande (attested as abskande) 'alder' » Sl *elÁxa (≠ *olÁxa)
'a lder '  > SrChS El6xa jelÁxa, Blg elxa, SCr jo!ha, Slk jelcha, P
olcha, R ol∆≤xa; Ï *elÁs7a (< *elÁx-ya) id. > Slv je!ls7a, Cz ols7e, Slk
jels7a, P olsza »» Mcd [Hs.] }aliza 'white poplar' ¶ P 3O2-3, WH I 3 1 ,
Vr. 686, Ho. 3, EWA II 1O49-53, OsS 132, Gml. 27, ≈ ML #345a, Frn. 8 ,
En. 136, Tp. P A-D 53-4, Vs. III 137-8, EI 11 (*≤hÅeliso- ≠ *≤hÅelisehÅ-
'alder'), 599-6OO.
825. € *HVLiLV 'flower, a plant with flowers' >  IE *éxlei\l- >  NaIE
*lei\l- ≠ dis. *lei\r- '≈  flower' (?? × N *L++++z 6 666il ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!V [= *L++++z 6 666il ! !!!V?] ' r e ed ,
∈ water-plant', q.v.) >  Gk lei1rion 'lily' »» L lïlium id. (ı Al lil id.,
NHG Lilie id. ı Es lill 'flower', etc.) »» Lt {Mn. “?) lielis
'spearwort, Ranunculus', lielius 'water crowfoot, Batrachium' » Cz
lilek 'nightshade, Solanum' ({Ma.}: a loan from L through Gmc)  H t
{Pv.} alel- 'flower, bloom' ¶¶ Pv. I-II 32-3, Mn. 673, ≈  WH I 8 O 1
(believes that L lilium and Gk lei1rion are loans from an East
Mediterannean lge., like Eg Órr.t 'flower', B alili 'Oleander', but Vc.
31O rejects the Eg origin of the L and Gk word), F II 1OO-1, ≠ Hub. MS
37-9 (ascribes the word for 'lily' to the "Mediterranean subst ra t") ,
Masson ESG 58-9 (Gk lei1rion π S), O 228, Ma. CS 27O, Vc. 31O || HS:
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?φ Eg fXVIII Órr.t 'flower, bloom', DEg Órry 'flower', Cpt: Sd 2rire
hrire, B 2rirI hriri id. (dis. *√Hll >  *√Hlr >  as. √Hrr?) ¶ EG 1 4 9 ,
Fk. 176, Er. 326, Vc. 31O  B *-li[:]li[:] 'oleander, rose laurel '  >
BMn/Grr/Wrs {Bs.}, Sll {Ds.}, Tmz {MT}, Izd {Mrc.} a-lili, BSn {Ds.} aº-
lïli, Izn {Ds.} a-lii\li, {Rn.} a-lili, Mtm {Ds.} a-lïli, SrSn {Rn.} i-lili, Rf
{Rn.} a-r7ir7i id., Kb i-lili, Gh {Nh.} i-lel, Ah {Fc.} e-l´l id. (coll.) ¶ Ds.
167, Ds. B 174, MT 366, Dl. 441, Fc. 1O71, Rn. 337, Mrc. 153, Bs. ZOu
151, Nh. 172 ˚ Cp. also Bsq lili 'flower' ˚  Qu., because some of t h e
connections may be due to borrowing.
826. € *HÉmVdV 'desire, covet' >  HS: WS *√Hmd id. >  Ug, BHb, IA,
JA √Hmd G id., Ph Ómd G id., 'try to secure a coveted object', IA Ómd
'sth. valuable, precious object', JA [Trg.] {Lv.} at1D6m6h3 ÓEmd´≤t3a2 ≠
at1d6im5h9Óâmïd3´≤t3a2 'Lust, Gelüste', MHb eD1m6h3 ÓEm≤da2 {Lv.} id., {Js.}
'sexual appetite', JEA {Js.} aD1m6h2 Óam≤da2 id., {Lv.} aD1m6h3 ÓEm≤da2
'Lust, Gelüste', {Sl.} admh Ómd? (unk. voc.) 'sexual desire', OCn
(AkSc) Xamudu [*Hamu2du] 'sth. valuable, precious object' (pp., a
gloss = Ak iapu 'beautiful', ÷  BHb Ha≤mu2d3 'darling'), Ar √Hmd G
'praise', Sb √Ómd id., 'thank', Mh √Hmd  (pf. H‰mu2d) v. id., √Hmd (p f .
Haym´d) v. 'thank (for a gift), praise' , Hrs √Hmd (pf. s7H´mo2d) v.
'thank', Jb C √Hmd (pf. Ho%d) id. ¶ HJ 38O, KB 312-3, KBR 325-6. Siv.
GAG 171, 223, A #936, OLS 177, Js. 475, Sl. 468, Lv. II 7O, Ln. 638-4O,
BGMR 168, Bll. 178-9, Jo. M 18O, Jo. H 59, Jo. J 111 || K: OG, G imed-
i n. 'hope', G imed- v. 'hope', OG, G imedeuli 'voller Hoffnung', {DCh.}
'obnadØqennyj ' ¶ Abul. 188, Srj. 96, Chx. 525-6, DCh. 58O.
827. *{H}oˆc @@@@a  (or *Xoˆc @@@@a ) (front) end, extremity, edge, tip' >  U: FU
*on1c1a 'front end\part, forehead' >  F otsa 'forehead', Krl oc7!c7!a id.,
'front side', Es ots  'end, extremity, tip, forehead', Lv vu~o¿nca ' f o rehead '
» Chr: L on¢yks, H anzyky ≤anz¥k¥ 'forward', postp. 'in front of', L
on¢yl, Uf on1Z¥l, H anzyl ≤anz¥l n. 'front side\part', adj. 'front' »
Prm *oZ1 ({∫LG} *oZ7 !) 'front, front part' > OPrm u\o¿Z1, Z vodz voZ1, Z US o¿Z1,
Yz ≤uZ1, Vt az∆ aZ1 »» ? OHg agy 'skull, head, brain', Hg agy ' b ra in ,
marrow' ¶ UEW 339, It. #113, LG 591, MRS 28, 383, EWU 12 || A: T *u2ç
'tip, end' >  OT u2c7, Tkm u2c7 id., Tk uc< id., 'summit, edge', CrTt, Kr, Qrg,
Uz, SY uc7, Alt uc1, Chv ve€ß vÁs1 'tip, end', Az uZ7, Qq, Tv us7, ET uc7 id.,
'tip', Ggz, Ln uc7 id., 'edge', VTt o¢ ¥ºs7 !, Bsh ¥ºs id., 'summit', Xk us
'sharp edge' ¶ Cl. 17-8, ET Gl 611-2, TL 578, TkR 665-6, Fed. I 119-2O
||  HS: Eg G x1ss 'corner (Ecke)' ¶ EG III 4OO ¶ The cns. x1 (spelled h3 i n
the tradition of Egyptology) may be explained by reg. sound changes: N
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*H++++Xo-  >  pre-Eg *Hu- >  *Hi\u- >  Eg [x1u-]  SC: Irq {MQK} Hayso2, {Wh.}
Hayi^so, Grw {Wh.} Ha^yso, Alg/Brn {Wh.} Hayso, {E} Hayisi, Kz {E}
hayisowa, Asa {E} hesa 'tail' ¶ Wh. 25, E SC 379, Blz. SCL s.v. 'tail' ˚  IS I
253-4 [#115] (U, T).
828. € *{H}an2222dV (or *Xan2222dV) 'shade, darkness' >  IE *éend≈- >  NaIE
*and≈o- 'blind, dark' >  OI an≤dha-h5, Av ando2 id. »» Gl ı L anda-
bata 'a gladiator who fought with a "blind" helmet (that had n o
openings for the eyes)' ¶ Dv. #32O, M K I 36, M E I 78-9, Billy 11, EI 7 0
(*hÅen≥d≈o-s 'blind') || HS: C: Bj {R} ≤andala 'shade' ¶ R WBd 22  S
(+ext.): Ar √Hnds 'be(come) very dark' (of a night), Hindis- ' ( in tense)
darkness, very dark night' ¶ BK I 5O2, Ln. 655-6 ˚  NaIE *a- suggests a
N lr. different from *?- . Ar √Hnds points to the N lr. *H  or *X ˚  A
comparison of the above IE root for 'blind' with Ht antara ({Pv.} =
andra) 'blue' and Sl *modr¥ 'blue' (proposed by Machek) is hardly
acceptable, because the absence of reflexes of *´- in Sl *modr¥ ru les
out an IE stem *ém=d≈-ro-; but if this difficulty is explained away, the N
etymon will be *H ++++XamdV  (w  Pv. I-II 77-8, Ma. HS 131-2, Ma. CS 3O4).
829. *HË[n2222 ++++m]p''''V?V 'navel' > K: GZ *u[m]p'e+a, {K} *o(m)p'e- 'navel' >  G
up'e, Lz omp'a id., Mg omp'a 'upper log of a roof' ¶ K 186, K2 146, IS I 2 4 8
|| HS: Eg P/BD/Md x1p¿ 'navel' ¶ EG III 365; ≠ Ebb. MÄW 61-3 (in h is
opinion Eg x1p¿  meant 'genitalia' rather than 'umbilica; cord' or 'navel ' )
⇔  DW 62 (note 2), 682 (x1p¿  did mean 'navel')  CCh: MsgP {Trn.} hif-
na 'navel' » Ms {J} hif-da!, {Mch.} hi!fa5, ZmB {J} u!fu!, {Sa.} u!fu@ id. ¶ JI II
251, Trn. LM 256  C: Bj {R} te2fa 'navel' (<  *tV hefa [*tV <  article o f
f. gender]), Bj A {AD} ≤to2fta 'navel' (pl. ≤te2fta) ¶ R WBd 222-3, ADP BFN
¶¶ Tk. I 4O (Eg, CCh)  HS cd.: S ≈ *HVˆPV?V-t'Vb[b]u2r-(at)- 'navel '
(the second component identical with CS *t'Vbbu2r- 'navel' >  MHb
t'ab≤bu2r, BA t'ib≤bu2r) >  EthS (π C??): Gz H´nb´rt id., Tgr H‰mb‰r ≠
H‰nb‰r, H‰nb‰rt, Tgy H‰mb‰rti, HanbArti, Amh, Argb ‰mb‰rt ≠ ‰nb‰rt
id.; EthS ı Xm {R} her≤bir and Q {R} gumbra2 'navel' ¶ L G 236  C
≈ *HVnt'VpVr- id. >  EC *Ha+un≤d'ubVr ({Bl., Ss.} *Ha+und'u[:]r-) 'navel' >  Af
{PH} Hundub, Sa {R} h´ndub id. » pSam *{H}andßu2r ({Hn.} *handßu2!r) id. >
Sml Hundßur, Rn {PG} Ha~ndßu2!r, {Hn.} han≤dßu!r, pBn {Hn.} *ha~≤nu2!r (>  Bn: Bi
hanu§:r, J/Kj/K hanu2!r) » Arr {Hw.} heMc7'ur ≠ heMd'ur, Dsn Óo~n1ir, Elm un1ur,
Or {Grg.} (h)and'u2r-a2, Gdl hund'u2r-t, Gwd Hund'ur-te, Hr Hund'ur-c7e, Ya
hendero id. » Brj {Ss.} han≤?u2r-a, {Hd.} han≤dura, Ged {Hd.} ha≤nura id. »»
Ag: Bln {R} eteba ≠ itiba2 'navel' ¶ AD SF 236-7 (C *xVntVp'(Vr)-), R
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Ch II 58, L G 236, Bl. 1O7, 114, 196, Ss. PEC 24, 3O, 39, Grg. 199, Ss. B
91, PH 131, Hn. S 62, Hn. BD 119, 145, PG 136, Hd. 1O4, 196, 244, Hw.
A 366, To. DL 5O7  B *-Óanbu2tœ- (<  *Óanbu2?-t-?) 'navel' >  CA tahanbut,
Ah t´bu2tut (pl. tibu2tu2tïn), ETwl t´bu2tut, Izn t3a÷abbutt (pl. t3i÷abbud3in),
Izd tabutœtœ, abudœ 'navel', ETwl ´butu, Ty ´butut 'gros nombtil en saillie',
Sll {Ds.} abuºd5 (pl. ibuºd5´n), Shl {NZ} abudœ, tabutœ 'navel, navel string' ¶
Fc. 1O8, Rn. 378, Ds. 199, Mrc. 176, PrGG 18, NZ 29, 136, Coh. #123  ¶
EG III 365, DW 62 (note 2), 682 ¶¶ Coh. #123, OS #35O, err. #1O71 ||
IE *éWemb≈- ("base I") / *éWneb≈- ("base II") ({EI} *h‹nob≈-) >  NaIE
*omb≈-/*neb≈- 'navel' >  Gk ]omfalo1ß 'umbilical cord' »» OI ≤nabhyam
'nave of a wheel', ≤nabhi-h5 'nave, navel, central point', Pali na2bhi
'navel', Av na2fa- 'navel; family, relatives' (with -f- from an anomalous
*-p≈-), naba2-nazdis7ta- adj. 'closest (relatives)', MPrs na2f, NPrs Ï'N
nå2f 'navel' »» L umbil°cus id., umbo2 / -o2nis 'the boss\centre of a
shield' »» OIr imbliu 'navel' (<  *emblio2n- <  NaIE *emb≈-, ba sed
probably on bf., sc. reinterpretation of *omb≈- as an *o-grade o f
apophony) »» ON no<f, OHG naba, NHG Nabe, AS nafa ≠ nafu
'nave', NE nave; ON nafli, OHG nabalo, NHG Nabel, AS nafela
'navel', NE navel; (*omb≈- >) OHG ambon 'belly' »» Pru nabis 'navel,
nave', Ltv naba 'navel' ¶ P 314-5, EI 391, M K II 135, M E II 13-4, Brtl.
1O4O, 1O62, Vl. II 128O, WH II 814, F II 2O1-2, Vr. 4O3, 414, KM 4 9 8 ,
Kb. 71O, Schz. 218, Ho. 231, Kar. I 613, En. 213 ¶¶ The anomality i n
the Irn reflex with -f- (Av na2fa-, MPrs na2f, NPrs nå2f) may suggest t h e
presence of some reflex of N *? || ??φ A: NrTg: Ewk u˝ 'umbilical co rd ;
aorta, vein', Lm O u˝ 'blood vessel', ?σ Sln o2g 'heart' ¶ This is a valid
cognate only if NrTg *-g+˝- may go back to a labial stop (through t h e
stage of hiatus: *up'V > *uwV > *uV > *u˝V?) ˚  IS I 248-9, AD MRV, K
186 (K, IE). The expected triple cluster **ˆp'? (after elision of the s t em-
internal vw.) was simplified by losing the nasal cns. (in G and Eg) or t h e
lr. *? (in EthS and IE).
83O. *(Hin2222V-)rimPV or *(HimV-)rimPV 'eyelid, eyelash' (cd.?) >
HS: C: EC *Hinrib- id. > Sml Hirrib, Sml N Hi!rri!b 'corner of the eye', Sml
C hirrib 'eyelid', Kns {Bl.} hi!rrip-a2 (ı Gln hirrip-e), Gdl hi!rrip-itt
'eyelash', Yaku hereban  'eyebrow', Brj imbi!r-o2 'eyelid', Or {Grg.} hirrib-
a ≠ irriba 'a sleep', Or B/O/W {Sr.} (h)irriba 'a sleep, a nap' ¶ Bl. 1 6 5 ,
Ss. B 1O5, Abr. S 121, DSI 635, ZMO 431, Grg. 21O, Sr. 326, ≈  AD SF
156, Blz. DA #14  ? B *√nÓr (mt?) >  Ah ´n´r (pl. a"na2r´n), Gh anar,
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Tnsl {ABs.} inh´r, anhar, ETwl, Ty {GhA} anœar (pl. anœar¥n) 'eyebrow' ¶
Fc. 1399, Pr. H #56O (*√nÓ€r), GhA 149 || IE: Ht {Pv.} enera-,
enira-, inira-, innari-, inniri- 'eyebrow' ¶ Pv. I-II 271-2 || D
*irÀapp-(ai\) ≠ *irÀamp- 'eyelid' > Tm irappai\, rappai\, reppai\, Kn
r3epper, r3appe, Tl r3eppa, reppa, Knd rÀepa id., Knd rÀema, Ku reppa
'eyelash', Kdg reppe 'eyelid, hair of eyelashes', Tu reppA 'eyelid,
eyelash', rampA 'eyelid', (with kandß- 'eye'): Klm kandß-repa 'eyelid' ,
Nkr kandßle reppa 'eyelash', Gnd kandß reppa 'eyebrow' ¶¶ D #5169 || U
(probably the second element of the N cd.) FL *rim[pV]se > F ripsi, Es
ripse 'eyelash' » pLp *r‰m‰s 'eyelid' > Lp: Ar ramas, L {LLO} rama2s,
N {N} ra6ma6s, Kld re2mas r‰2mas id. ¶ ≈ SSA III 81, ≈ SK 8O9, Lr.
#1OO6, Lgc. #5477, SaR 292 ˚ The first element of the c o m p o u n d
(*Hin 2222 [V]-) may be discerned in SC: Irq {Wh.} Ha!mHamo (pl. Ha!mHa^ma)
'eyelash', {MQK} HamHamo2 'eye-brow\-lid\-lash' (MQK 48). If this Iraqw
word belongs here, the N rec. must be *(HimV-)rimPV. The second
element of the cd. may be somehow connected with N *æribV ' t o
cover' (q.v.) ˚ ≈ Blz. DA #14 (D, C, FU [BF + err. Lp L rapsa
'membrane, napkin']).
831. *Hop''''[V]l ∏∏∏∏É 'flow down' >  HS *√Hp'l v. 'flow, flow o u t
(abundantly)' > S *°√Hpl > Ar √Hfl G  'be copious' (milk, water); ' p o u r
torrents of rain' (sky); 'flow abundantly' (tears) ¶ BK I 46O-1  Eg P
x1¿p v. '≈  flow abundantly', Eg fP x1¿p.t 'Unwetter' ¶ EG III 362 || K
*opl=- 'sweat' >  OG, G opl- id., 'perspiration', Mg up(u), Lz up-, Sv wep-,
wop- 'sweat' ¶¶ K 151, K2 146 || A: NaT *o4pu4l- v. 'be sucked in,
swallowed' >  OT o4pu4l- id., (??) VTt ubyl- ub¥l- 'tumble in, collapse
(v-/ob-valit∆så )' ¶ DTS 387-8, Cl. 1O, TatR 582; reinterpreted a s
the ps. of *op- v. 'devour, suck in' (ET Gl 464-5) || ?φ  U *wo+pta ( o r
*wo+psa, *wo+ps7a) >  Sm {Jn.} *waºptaº- v. 'pour' (× N *wop''''V ' p o u r ,
strew', q.v. ffd.).
832. *H{u4444}rXVc6666V 'to scratch, to comb' > K: GZ *warcX- v. ' c o m b '
(× N *wÅr1111c 6 666V 'rub, scrape', q.v. ffd.) Ï [1] *warcX-wn- v. ' comb '  >
OG, G varcXn-, G Gr barcXn-, Mg rcXon-, Lz (n)cXon- id., msd. o-
(n)cXon-u; [2] GZ *(s)a-warcX-ar- n. 'comb' >  OG savarcXal-, G
savarcXel-, Mg orcXonZ7-, orcXond-, Lz o(n)cXoZ7- id. ¶ K 81, 169, K2 4 9 ,
173, Abul. 336, 356, Chx. 369, Chik. 18O, Ghl. 6O || HS: S (CS?) *√Hrs6
v. 'scratch oneself' > Ar √Hrs7 G 'scratch (gratter)', Ak L √Xrs G
'itch' ≠ √xrs7 id. (?); ı CS *≤Har[V]s6- n. 'scab, itch' > BHb ≤HErEs, JA
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Óar≤s-a2, Sr ÓEr≤s-a2 ≠ Ó´ra2≤s-a2 id. ¶ The unexpected Ak X- and t h e
variation -s- ≠ -s7- suggest that the Ak verb is a loan (from Aram?) ¶ KB
341, BK I 558, CAD VI 92, 96 || D *ir+rÀVc>- v. 'scratch, comb '  >  Gnd
irsa2na2 ± ïr`s- v. 'comb the hair', Krx irc>- 'scratch and turn over ( a s
fowls in the ground), poke, dig into', Mlt irc>e 'scratch the ground ( a s
fowls do)', Brh iris  'a comb' ¶¶ D #493 ˚  Here K *c is strange ( taking
into account that in the initial position the regular K reflex of N *c 6666 is
*c ````).  Is it a special development in a cns. cluster? Unfortunately, n o
other unequivocally reconstructible K roots with reflexes of N *c 6666 ( i n
Inlaut) are known so far.
833. *H{Ë}relßßßß ++++l ! !!!V 'reed' >  K: GZ *le2l- 'cane, ∈ rush' (× N *L++++z 6 666il ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!V
'reed, ∈ water-plant') >  OG lel-i 'cane', G lel-i 'cane, rush (Phragmites
communis)'; cd. {K} *lel-c'`em-, {K2} *ler-c`'em-, {FS} *lel-c'`am- ' cane ,
rush; reed (Arundo donax)' > OG lerc'am- 'reed (ka1lamoß), G lerc'am-i ≠
lelc'am-i 'Phragmites communis', Mg larc7'am-i ≠ larc7'em-i 'reed' ¶ K
12O-1, K2 1O8-9, FS K 199-2OO, FS E 218-9, Abul. 2O8, Ser. 82, Chx.
677-8, Q 27O; *lel-c' `e+am- is a cd. with the √  *c'`em- ({FS} *c'`am-) 'g rass '
(see  K 249, FS K 457-8, FS E 518-9) || HS: S *HËrVll- >  Ak OB/YB
urull- '∈ eine Rohrart', Ar Hall-at- 'grand panier en jonc ou e n
roseau', Hill-at- 'natte oblongue' ¶ BK I 474, Sd. 1436 || D *VrÀelßlß-
'reed' >  Kn rel5l5u 'a reed used to write with, Saccharum sara', Tl
r3ellu, rellu 'a reed, Saccharum spontaneum', Ku relli tuppa
'bulrush' (D *tuppa '∈  small bush' - see  D #3322) ¶¶ D #5171 ¶ The
initial vw. is supposed because an initial *rÀ- (as well as *r-) is ruled o u t
by D morphophonemics ˚  Fn. KD #5O ( K, D).
834. *HÉ[y]s 2222Ë  'faeces, filth' >  HS: Eg P Ós 'excrement, faeces' ( =
{∫Vc.} [Hisy-]) >  Cpt Sd 2as has, Cpt B 2os hos, Cpt F 2es hes
'fumier, excréments' ¶ EG III 164, Vc. 313  C: Bj ≤o2s7a, ≤u2s7a(y), {Rop.}
is7a 'urine', {R} o2s7- v. 'urinate', {Rop.} os7- 'urinate, defecate' »» ??φ EC
*?us- 'contents of stomach (of ruminants)' (highly qu. as a cognate
because of *?- for the expected *H-) >  Sml u2s id., Hr/Dbs/Gln {AMS}
?us-ko id. ¶ R WBd. 33, Rop. 156, DSI 597, Ss. B 185, AMS 227, 261 
NrOm {Blz.} *?ays7- 'dung' >  Kcm {CR} oys7a2 'cowdung', Gnj ?a"s7a ' d u n g '
»» SOm: Dm {Bndd.} ?us7 'faeces, dung' ¶ Blz. OLBP #27  Ch {Stl.}
*{H}esa+i 'faeces' > WCh {Stl.} *?esa id. >  Su {J} J°iyEs. Ang J°i\E~s, Gmy
?ye~s, Cp E~s, Kfr {Nt.} e~s id. » Krkr {Kr.} is7e~, Dr ?is7e id. » Gj ?i~s7i~, Buli ?is7,
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Bgm yïs, Zar yïs id. »» CCh: ZmB ?i!si 'dirt, dregs' »» ECh: Smr ?i~s7i@n1, Nd
?i~si~n, Skr {Lk.} issi@, Jg ?is7, Mu (pl.) ?a~se~, Mkl ?ï~zi!, Ke k-usi, Kwn k-
u~si@(n1) 'faeces' ¶ Stl. ZCh 23O [#786], JI II 128-9, ≈ JS 97, Stl. IF 116-7 ,
ChL, J LM 111 ¶¶ ≈ Tk. PAA 14 (Ang, Eg; he sees here a reg. corr. of Su
gy- with Eg Ó-) || IE: Ht isuwan 'residue, sediment, refuse, scraps ,
waste, remains' ¶ Pv. I-II 486-7, Frd. HW 92, Ts. E I 44O || D (in SD)
*ec>c>-, {†GS} *ec1c1- 'faeces, excretions of the body, remains of f o o d
(defiled by contact with the mouth)' >  Tm eccam 'remains of food ,
spittle, dung (of birds, lizards)', eccil 'whatever defiled by con tac t
with the mouth (saliva, spittle, remains of food), excretions of t h e
body: faeces, urine, sperm', Ml eccam 'dung of lizards and flies', Kt
ecl 'water that has been used to wash hands after eating, remnants o f
food', Td icîl 'pollution of food by being left as a remnant, pollut ion
caused by death or birth', Kdg ecci 'scraps of food that falls to t h e
floor during meal'; × D *enc- v. 'remain' ¶ D #78O, Zv. 115 || ?σ A
*i+ÈysV 'soot, smoke' >  T *îyîs 'soot, smoke' >  OT i+îs 'soot, d i r ty
smoke', Tk is, Az his, Uz is, VTt Ás, Bsh ÁT ≠ yÁT, Qzq, Nog, Qq îs
'soot', Qrg îs 'yellow dirt from smoke; smoking', SY îs 'soot, smoke ' ,
ET, Ln is 'smoke', Yk î∏s 'smoking', Qmq iyis-pus, Chv y¥s-p¥s {Jeg.,
ChVS} 'smoke, fumes' ('¢ad , ugar '), {Fed.} 'bad smell', Chv y¥sl¥n- v.
'smoke (emit smoke)' ¶ Cl. 254, ET Gl 379-38O, TL 37O-1, Jeg. 76, Fed.
I 186-7, ChVS 58, Rs. W 167  M *isu4 (unless with *F-) 'soot' >  WrM
isu4, HlM is 'soot, black', Kl {Rm.} is7 'Ruß, Kienruß' ¶ MED 417, KW
21O-1 ¶¶ Rs. W 167, KW 21O-1, Pp. VG 116, SDM97 s.v. *ijsÿ ' soo t ,
smoke' ˚  Blz. DA #38 (D, C, Om, Ch) ˚  Ht and M suggest a N final *-
Ë . The labialized vw. in Bj, EC, and SOm needs explaining (traces of a n
internal *Ë  in a supposed N *HÉyËs2222Ë  or the influence of the final *-
Ë?).
835. *HËZ1111É(- ûûûûqV) 'look, see'  >  HS: WS *√Hzy+w v. 'look' >  BHb
√Hzy+w G 'see, behold', Ph, OA, IA, Plm, SmA √Ózy G, DA √Ózw G
'see', Ar {Ln.}  √Hzw+y v. G 'divine (particularly from the flight, cr ies,
etc. of birds)', {Hv.} √Hzw v. G 'augur (sth.) from the flight of b i rds ' ,
{BK} 'faire partir les oiseaux de l’endroit où ils se sont abattus, p o u r
augurer de leur vol', {Fr.} √Hzy 'excitans aliquo loco aves ex e a r u m
volatu hariolatus est et omen cepit', {Fr.} Ha2zi(n) 'qui ex membrorum e t
faciei signis hariolatur', Tgr 1Ω Óaza2 [Haza] 'looked for'; ?σ Ug {A}
√Hd{w} G 'nachsehen, prüfen', {OLS} √Hdy G 'look, watch' ( 'm i ra r ,
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contemplar') (apparently reflecting S *°√HÎw+y with an enigmatic *Î
for the expected *z) ¶ KB 288-289, KBR 3O1, HJ 357-61, Tal 259-6O,
Js. 443, Ln. 562-3, Fr. I 376-7, BK I 422, A #9O5, OLS 174 || K: pGZ
*uc'ûq- v. 'see, know' >  OG uc'ûq- 'know', Mg orc'ûq- v. 'see', Lz oc'(k')- v.
'look' ¶¶ K 186-7, K2 196 || IE: Ht aus-  v. 'see' and uski- id. (within
the framework of the Ht morphology uski-  is interpreted as i terative);
the verb aus- was reinterpreted as a variant of au- v. 'see' ( o f
different origin) ¶ Frd. HW 236, Ts. W 1O, 97, Ts. E I 95-98, Pv. I-II 2 3 4 -
244 || A  *u4Z>e- > M *u4Z>e- v. 'see, look' (× N *9ËZ 7777V  'feel, smell [sth.]') >
MM [HI, IM, IsV] u4Z7e-, [MA] (h)u4Z7e- 'see, look', WrM u4Ze-, HlM ¥z´-,
Mnr H {SM} uZòi¢a4-, {T} uZ7e-, Dx uZ7e-, MMgl o4z7a4, Mgl {Rm.} u$z7a$- v. ' s ee ' ,
Dg uZi-, u$Zi- v. 'see, look' ¶ Ms. H 1O8, T 368, T DnJ 137, Pp. MA 19O,
377, 499, SM 465-6, Lg. VMI 72, Iw. 121, Klz. D II 14O  ? NaT *o4∏(y)- v.
'think, remember' >  OT o4-, Cl. o4∏- id., Yk u4 ¢o4y- 'remember, notice' ¶ Cl. 2 -
3, Rs. W 368, ≈ ET Gl 429, Pek. 3137-8  ?? Tg *eJe- v. ' unders tand ,
remember' >  Orc ‰Z7‰-, Ud ‰gZ7‰- 'understand', Ul, Nn ‰Z7‰- v.
'rememeber', Ork ‰d‰mu 'get accustomed', WrMc eZe- v. 'not ice ,
remember' ¶ STM II 439 ¶¶ SDM95 s.v. "?*u4Z 7V ? v. 'see'", ≈  SDM97 s.v.
*eZ 7o +u  'see, understand' (an unc. rec.).
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836. *ko 'whereas, but, also; doch' (adversative-thematic a n d
reminding enclitic conjunction) >  IE: NaIE *gWe (adversative enclitic
conjunction) 'but, whereas' >  Gk de1 (postpositive adversative-copulative
pc.) 'but, whereas' »» pSl *z7e 'whereas, as for; as you know; s a m e '
(enclitic pc. with adversative-thematic function, as well as with t h e
functions of reminding the logical\causal connections of the event [like
NHG doch: R On qe znal; ›to qe delat∆?] and indicating t h e
similarity\identity: 'same', e.g. R tot qe 'the same') >  OCS, OR qe z7e,
R, Uk qe, P -z$e, Cz z7e ¶ Delb. VS II 5O2ff., F I 353, ESlSJ-SGZ II 759-6O,
Vs. II 39, SJSS 592-8 || ? K: OG uk5ue 'qe , uqe ' (cnjc. of causal
reminder, adversative cnjc.), {Fn. in Shan. G} 'denn, folglich' (ray-me
uk5ue ûqopad ars c7uenda 'Hto qe nam delat∆?' ['If so, what shall
we do?'], vitar uk5ue ac5 hXedavs 'wie sieht er denn nun?' [Ioh.
9.19], s7en uk5ue Xara Ze¢y Gmrtisay 'bist du denn Gottes Sohn?'
[Lc. 22.7O]), uk5ue-tu 'but if, if': uk5uetu s7en Xar Ze ¢y Gmrtisay
'[but ] if thou art God’s son' [Mt. 4.3], uk5uetu ara 'but if not'); OG
uk5ue is probably a cd., the glottalization beloging to the f irs t
component ¶ Ser. 169, Shan. G 169 || HS: Ag *-{k}a >  Bln {R} -Ga2 ' n u n ,
also, aber' (R: "wird an Worte angefügt welche als besonders
bedeutungsvoll im Satze hervorgehoben werden sollen") ¶ R WB 131 ||
U: FU *-k[V] 'also, the same, too': F -kin, -kaan / -ka4a4n, Es -ka 'also' »
Er -gak / -kak / -yak id. (son-gak sy ve¢ers 'he, too, will come t o
the party', sonz´-åk primiz∆ komsomols 'they accepted h im,
too, to the Komsomol') » Chr L -gak -Gak in tugak tu-Gak, tygak
t¥-Gak 'also'; ? -ak -ak 'same' after dem. pronominals (t¥Gay-ak ' o f
the same kind\quality', tus7k-ak 'to the same direction') » ? Vt uk 'ved∆ ,
qe ' (cnjc. of logical reminder) (bere kyle≥d uk 'ved∆ ostanew∆så
pozadi \ opozdaew∆ ', 'don’t forget that you will remanin behind \
be late'), ?? ik 'same' (sy¢≥e ik sÈc7e ik 'of the same kind\qual i ty ' ,
ot¢y ik otc1Èik 'to the same direction', tunne ik 'just today, n o t
later than today') »» Vg Ss -kWe, pc. of emotional attitude towards t h e
event ('unfortunately', 'I don't care', etc.): wos-kWe mïni 'let him go, I
don't care' (wos mïni 'let him go'), kan1ikol ti-kWe oyÈGpi
'unfortunately, the vacation are just about to end' ¶ RErS 372, RMarS
172, 751-2, RUdS 242, Rmb. 198 || A: T *°-k+gu >  ET -˝u (pc. of logical
reminder, 'ved∆ , qe ') ({BN} u-˝u 'da on qe! , ´to qe! , ´to ved∆! ' ,
ba(r) ˝u 'ved∆ est∆') ¶ BN 57, 16O  Tg *-ka / *-ke / *-ko (a focalizing
pc. that emphasizes the theme): Ewk -ka/-k‰/-ko id. (bi-k‰ 'å-to , a s
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for me'), Nn -ka/-k‰ (n1oani-ka didesi 'as for him, he will not come ' ,
'on-to ne pridet ') ¶ Vas. 758, Pt. 6O ¶¶ Ktw. PLA 71-3  ? M *ku4, p c .
emphasizing the preceding word (× N *K''''{u 4 444} [dem. pr., q.v. ffd.] × N
*?{o}kÉ [= *?{o}ku 4444?] 'self', q.v.).
837. € *kË , particle of plurality (used mostly with pronouns) >  K: GZ
*tkwen 'you' (pl.), 'vos' > OG tkuen, G tkven, Mg, Lz tkva(n)-; GZ
*tkwen- 'your, vester '  >  OG tkuen-, G tkven-, Mg, Lz tkvan- id. 
*°Ík... > Sv: UB sga4y, L sgay, Ln sga4 'you' (pl.), UB isgwey, L isgwe, LB
isge, Ln isk'we 'your, vester', most probably from K *tkwen influenced
by K *sen 'thou' ¶¶ K 176, K2 75-6, Chik. 223-4, TK 299, 7O3 ¶ This
prn. goes back to a cd. *t'u4 'thou' + *kË of plurality + *nu of genitive;
this suggests that the original meaning of *tkwen- was 'voster = of you,
yours' (pl.), but later it was generalized as the prn. of 2p without case
distinctions (cf. a parallel change in the prehistory of G s7en 'thou' <
'thy' [see  s.v. N *t''''{u 4 444} and its assibilated N variant *s1111{u 4 444} on K *si]) || U
*-k[kV], marker of pl. (×  the N  particle of collectivity *ûûûûqV): [1] with
nouns: pLp {Krh.} -k >  Lp: N -k, S/L -h, -h_, -∅, I -h (pLp {Krh.} *kO2de2-k
'houses' > Lp N goade-k, Rr goaºtieh id., pLp {Krh.} *tuntere-k >  Lp N
duod…darak 'mountains') »» Hg -k, pl. ending of nouns  [2] with
pers. pronouns: BF (nom. case) *-k: Lv me2gò ≠ megò 'we', F, Es me (<
*me-k); but in the oblique cases the marker of pl. is *i\ rather than *-k:
F gen. meida4-n, accus. meida4-t, prt. meita4, iness. mei-ssa4, Krl K:
gen. mi\a4n, accus. mi¢a4t, prt. mei\-d!a4, Vp gen. m1ïd!e ≠ m1ïd!en, iness. m1ïs7,
Vo gen. mei\ye-n, prt. mei\-dòa4, iness. mei\-zò Es prt. mei-d, iness. mei-s
»» Os (verbal pers. ending of 2p): V -t´˝/-t´G, D -t´, O -ti » OHg XII
miv miu4\, Hg mi, ∆  mu4 ± mu4∏ 'we', OHg XII tiv [tiu4\], XVI thew, XVIII
thu4, Hg ti 'you' (pl.) (if OHg -u4\ < *-˝ < *-k); cp. also Hg ∆  mik ± mu4k
± miNk ± mu4Nk 'we'   [3] with possessive pers. endings of nouns: BF
{Mark} (sg. possessi) *-me-k 'our', *-te-k 'your (vester)', *-se-k ' the i r ' ,
(pl. possessi) *-nnek (<  *-n-me-k) 'nostri', *-ndek 'vostri', *-nsek ' t he i r '
> Ing Hv tei\yen valassannegò 'in eurer Macht', hei\yen yumalassegò ' t he i r
god', F (with loss of the final *-k) isa4mme 'our father', isa4nne ' y o u r
(pl.) father', isa4nsa4  'their father'; Vo E -mmagò 1p, -ttagò 2p, F ∆ -me?
1 pl., -te? 2p (palamme? 'we burn'), Es V -mi?, -dòe? » pLp {Korh.} *-mek
1p (>  Lp N -mek), *-de2k ≠ *Îe2k 2p (> Lp N -dek) (see  s.v. N *t'''' {u 4 444}
'thou'): Lp N ac7…c7amek 'our father', ac7…c7adek 'your (pl.) fa ther ' ,
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ac7…c7esek 'their father' » Mr: Er BI -mok/mek 'noster, nostra, n o s t r u m '
(sg. possessi), -nok/-nek 'nostri, -ae, -a (pl. possessi); in StEr and Mk t h e
opposition of sg. ↔  pl. possessi is lost: StEr nok/-nek 'our', Mk -n1ka4
'our' <  pMr {Srb.} -n-mVk »» OHg -mk ≠ -Nk 'our' (uromc ≠ uronc
'our Lord'), Hg -nk 'our', -tok / -to4k / -tek 'vester', -Vk 'their': Hg
ha1zunk 'our house', ha1zatok 'your (pl.) house', ha1zuk ' t he i r
house'  [4] with pers. endings of verbs: amb  FU *-k as marker of pl. i n
pers. endings of 1p and 2p: 1p *-me-k ≠ *-ma4-k, 2p *-te-k ≠ *ta4-k >  Vo
E -mmagò 1p., -ttagò 2p, F ∆ -me? 1p, -te? 2p (palamme? 'we burn'), Es V -
mi?, -dòe? » pLp {Krh.} *-mek 1p (> Lp N -mek), *-de2k ≠ *Îe2k 2 pl. (>  Lp
N -dek) (see s.v. N *t''''{u 4 444} thou') » Mr ∆  -mok, ending of 1p (Er/Mk -nok
id. may go back to *-n-mok) »» OHg -mok 1p (vogmuc 'sumus'), Hg -
tek  / -tok  2p » Os: (sbcj.): pOs {Ht.} *-˝W  'we' (> V {Trj.} -o4ÆG, -˝, -G, -
o4G, Vy {Trj.} -´w); pOs *-t¥˝ / *-t´˝ 'you' pl. (>  V {Trj.} -¥t¥˝ / -´t´G,
MO {Stn., Trj.} -(´)t´, Kz {Stn.} -(´)ti) ¶ Laan. 154-6, 228-3O, Krh. 28O-
3, Rv. N 67-9, 72, Wkm. FOUL 43, Ht. ChrO 38-9,  Srb. IMMJ 52-4, Ber.
GVF 325, Fkt. EJ-66 181. Fkt. MJ-66 2O3-4 ¶ The FU ending *-k i s
ambiguous, because it may belong together with FU *-kkV, suffix o f
collectivity (>  F -kko / -kko4 id. [koivikko 'birch forest', ma4nnikko4
'pine forest'], Hg -k, pl. suffix of nouns) (see  the N collectivity part icle
* ûûûûqV), but the close parallelism with the usage of K *tkwen- ' y e '
suggests that the U - K comparison is more plausible ˚  Hardly h e r e
(for phonological and other obvious reasons) the Arm pl. ending -˚ -k≈
in nouns, pronouns, and verbs (am-k≈  'years', me-k≈ 'we', duk≈ 'you' pl. ,
beri-m-k≈ 'we carry', berri-k≈ 'you [pl.] carry'). But other explanations
of this Arm ending are not plausible either (see  Me. EAC 56-7, 66-72 ,
91-2, 117-9) ˚  ≈ Gr. I 1O1-6 ("dual KI(N)" [partially ‘ pl.] in U, Gil,
CK, EA, and Arm), 115-6 ("plural KU" in EA, CK, Gil).
838. *kV 'out of, from' >  HS: EC: Sa {R} -ko 'from' (Man≤dar-ko
'from Mandara'), used also in the system of verbal cases: ablativus-
conditionalis -m-ko ≠ -n-ko 'since, if'; Sa causalis (a verbal case) -k
'because', Sml ka 'from' (pv. with functions comparable with the abl .
case of nouns: Sml N {Abr.} wa2~n ka te!gey 'I parted from
him\her\it\them', lit. (indic. pc.+) 'I from parted'), 'away' (ka du!rug
'move away from it!'), Bn J k‰!, Bn K ki!- ≠ k‰! 'from, out' (pv.: Bn J mu!N-
ka a-k‰!!!!-bah-a 'I come from this house, lit. 'house-this I-from-come', Bn
K mi!N-ka wo-ho2-k‰!!!!-bah-a id.), Rn ka! postp. 'from' (ko!r ka 'from Korr ' ) ,
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ka!- pv. '(her-/hin-)aus-', probably also Sd {Mrn.} -ka?e 'when' (ra≤we-
ka?e w°di≤ra ful≤tu 'on finishing [their work] they crossed to t h e
other side of the river') ¶ AD KJ 34, 86-7, 89, Abr. S 143, Hn. BD 4 3 ,
67, PG 168-9 || K *-ka 'from' > Sv UB -ka 'out, through', Mg -k, -ki, -k‰
, -ku, Lz -k, -ko (erg. case ending, presumably from an abl., as in NHG
von : agens marker in passive sentences “ 'from') ¶¶ K S 48-52, 111-3 ,
Kiz. ZJ 66-9, Q O21-2, O133, Marr 16, GP US 93 || A: Tg *-du-ki3 / *-tu-
ki3 ({Bz.} *-du-kI) 'from' (ending of abl.) > Ewk, Lm -duk/tuk, Sln -duxi/-
tuxi, Neg -dukkoy, Ud -digi, Orc -duy(i), Nn -duy; the element *-du/-*tu
is likely to go back the Tg dat.-loc. *-d{Ë}[a] 'to, in' (< N *d[oy]a ' p lace
[within, below], inside' and possibly N *÷adV 'limit, edge'? [‘ 'up t o ,
until'] + N *kV 'out of, from') ¶ Bz. 79, Ci. 256-7, Sun. S 16O-2, 21O-
2 5 .
839. *kV ≠ *gV 'thee, thy' >  HS: [1] *ku 'thee' >  S: Ak ku(w)a2ti >
ka6ti ≠ ka6ta 'thee' accus., (ana) ku(w)a2s7im > ka6s7im 'to thee'  C
*ku 'thee' >  EC {Ss.} *ku ≠ *ki 'thee' (no gender distinction) > Sa, Sml,
Bn ku, Af ko2, Rn ki, Dsn ko, Or si, Kns ke, Sd he2, Brj s7e2, Elm ki- pv., Dsn
ku!o 'thou' (subject); Arr ke! 'thou' nom., ke!he 'thee' (the variant *ki
may go back to HS *k-i 'thee', see  below [3]) »» Ag: Aw {Hz.} ko!-wa
'thee' (with the accus. ending -wa)  ?? Ch: WCh: Sy gu/ga (ga belongs
to [2])  [2] *k-a 'thee' m. >  S *-ka id. (verbal sx.) > BHb -k3a2, Ar, Gz -
ka, Ak -ka  B *-´k id. (sx.) > Tw -´k, Shl -´k ≠ -k, Kb {Han.} -ik, Shw -
ik!- ≠ -k!´k, Gd -s7´k, Si -(i)k 'te' accus., Si -a-k, -ka 'tibi' ¶ Pr. M I-III 1 7 2 -
6, La. CBM 78-8O , La. S 1O8-15, Lf. I 352, Han. GK 192-3, Ai. SKBJ I 3 9
 C *ka 'thee' m. > Ag: Bln {R} -ka2 (verbal sx.) »» Bj -ho2-k(a), verbal sx.]
 Ch *ka 'thee' m. >  Hs ka, Bl ka2, Ang/Su {Kr.} ˝a, Gm ga, Bl ka, Krkr
ka~, Mu {Lk.} ka (Kr. RChP ∀, AD EPCChL ∀); probably (with loss of gender
distinction): Sy gu/ga (gu < HS *ku?), Gv Xa, Nkc ˝a  'thee'  possibly Eg
kw ≠ cw  'thee' m. (< *kV-w, where *-w is a sx.)  [3] *k-i 'thee' f. >
S *-ki id. (verbal sx.) > Ar -ki, BHb -k3, Gz -kï, Ak -ki  Eg cw 'thee' f .
(encl.) (<  *ki-w)  C *ki  'thee' f. >  Ag: Bln {R} -k° (sx.) »»  Bj -ho2-k(i),
verbal sxs. »» SC {∂E} *ki 'thou' (“  *'thee') >  Irq ki, kiN, Alg ki, Brn igi
'thou'; the object prn. 'thee' f. in Irq {Mous} is i  (< *ki?)   Ch *ki  ' t h e e '
f. > Hs ki, Bl s7ï, Ngm c7i^, Su yi, Mu {Lk.} ki (Kr. RChP, AD EPCChL)  [4]
*k-am 'thee' f. >  B *-kam 'thee' f. > Tw -ka2m, Kb -(i)k´m, Si -im, Gd -
(i)ka4m ¶ Pr. M I-III 172-6, La. CBM 78-8O , La. S 1O8-15, Lf. I 352, Han.
GK 192-3, Ai. SKBJ I 4O  Ch *kVm > Ngz, Du kÈ~m, Bade g‰~m, Bdm {Lk.}
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-gEm  Eg cm 'thee' f. (encl.)  [5] *ku 'thy' >  C: EC: Hr {AMS} -a2!hu
'thy' (masc. possessoris), Arr -ko , Dsn ku! / ku~  (no genus possessoris) »»
Ag {Ap.} *kW‰- > Bn kO- kW´- (px.) 'thy', ku"-t [kW‰t]  'thee' (-t is a sx.
of accus.), Xm {Ap.} k‰!-t 'thee' accus. (‘ k‰!t 'thou' nom.) »» SC: Brn
{Wh.} og(u!), {E} -g/-og, Irq {Wh.} ok, Alg {Wh.} o!g, Irq/Alg {E} -k/-ok
'thy' (no gender distinction)  Ch: Gj gWa~, Sy wa , Gude -ku/-kWa~, Mln -
gu 'thy' (no genus possessoris); Bl (k)ku~, Tng ko~, Bdm {Lk.} -gu 'thy' ( m .
possessoris)  Eg amb -k 'thy m. >  Cpt -k -k id.  B amb *-´k 'thy' m. >
Tw -(´)k, with kinship nouns: Si -´k, Gd -ik, Shl {La.} -(i)k ¶ Pr. M I-III
164-7O, Lf. I 351, La. CBM 47, La. S 114-5, Ai. SKBJ I 39 ¶¶ Eg -k and B
*-´k are ambiguous: they may alternatively go back to HS *ka 'thy' m .
(see  [6])  [6] *k-a 'thy' (masc. possessoris) >  S *-ka id. >  Hb -k3a2, Ar,
Gz -ka, Aram -k3, Ak -ka  C: Bj -ka" id. »» EC *-ka 'thy' (without genus
possessoris) > pSam {Hn.} -aHa 'thy' >  Rn -aHa, Bn -aha, Sml -a2  WCh:
Hs -ka, Su -˝a2, ? Bl -ko 'thy' (masc. possessoris)  Eg amb -k id. (>  Cpt -
k -k id.)  B amb *-´k id. ¶¶ Eg -k and B *-´k may alternatively go b a c k
to HS *ku  Ch: Hs -ka, Su -˝a 'thy', Krf ka2& 'thy' (masc. possessoris) ,
Pdk ma~-ka, Glv ˝a~, Klb -Na~/-ka~~ 'thy' (no genus possessoris)  [7] *k-i
'thy' (fem. possessoris) >  S *-ki id. >  Ar -ki, Hb, Aram -k3, Gz -kï, Ak -
k°  EC: Hr {AMS} -a2!hi id.  Ch: Hs -ki, Krf c7ï&, Bl (s7)s7i! id.  [8] *k-Vm
'thy' (fem. possessoris) >  B *-Vm ({Pr.} *-´m) > Tw -(´)m, with kinship
words: Shl -m, Gd -im ¶ Pr. M I-III 64, La. CBM 47, Lf. I 351, Ai. SKBJ I
39-4O  CCh: Bdm {Lk.} -(g)um, {Kr.} -‰m 'thy' (fem. possessoris), Ngz
(-a2)-k‰~m ¶¶ AD PP 71, Br. SS §  151, Sd. G §  41-2, AD SF 77-8, 26O, Ss.
PEC 13, Ss. B 172, Bl. 13O-1, R BilS 618-2O, 685-8, Ap. Kh I 263, Ap.
ACA 2O2-11, Hz. NSA 134-5, Hn. S 3O, Hw. A 185, 213, 228, AMS 9 1 ,
To. DL 211, E SC 243, 245-6 (SC *ki • 'thee' f., *ku • 'thy' m., t hough
the extant ev. point to a subject prns. *ki 'thou' f. and *ku 'thou' m . ) ,
Mous 113-7, Wh. IC 17, 58, Blz. PPCh2 ∀ , Brq. PS ∀ , Kr. RChP ∀ || K *g-
'thee, to thee' (verbal px.) > OG, G, Lz g-, Mg g- ≠ r-, Sv Z7-, Z7´⁄- ¶¶ K 5 7 ,
FS K 68-9, Top. SJ 84 ||  A: T (after vowels) *-g, (after cnss.) *-ug / *-u4g
'thy' >  OT (after vowels) -˝ / *-g, (after cnss.) -u˝ / -u4g / *-î˝ / *-ig,
Az ∆ -˝ / -G / -u˝/ -u4G ≠ -w / -uw id. (gen. go4z-u4G-u4n 'of thy eye', baba-
˝-în 'of thy grandfater', accus. at-uw-î 'equum tuum'), Chv L -u / -u4.
The Chv sx. -u / -u4 may go back only to rounded allomorphs *-ug / *-u4g,
hence I am inclined to assume that the OT unrounded allomorphs *-îg /
*-ig are secondary. They are due to labial harmony of vowels, which is
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a rather recent morhophonemic phenomenon. Acc. to Tekin GOT 6 3 ,
"in Orkhon Turkic the labial harmony is at its first stage o f
development". Side by side with the allomorphs *-g / *-ug / *-u4g, t h e r e
are nasalized allomorphs *-(u/u4)N (≠  *-îN/*-iN?). In OT we find b o t h
unnasalized and nasalized variants of the sx. In most later lgs. of t h e
NaT branch, the allomorph *(-V)N is the only one in use. Acc. to Bz.
Tsch 726-7, the nasalized variant is represented by the Chv opt ional
allomorph -¥n- , used in the oblique cases side by side with the usual *-
u/*-u4: the genitive -¥n-¥n 'of thy …' alongside with -u-n. This suggests
that Chv reflects the pT distribution: the allomorph *-(V)N was
originally used in the oblique cases only, and it may be conjectured t h a t
it resulted from nasalizaion of the sx. *-(u/u4)g by the adjacent genitive
ending *-n ¶ CafD A 3O2, Kon. GJTRP 148, Lvt. IM 14-5, Shch. OSMI 7 3 ,
Shir. VL 44-5, Tekin GOT 122-4 ˚  AD PP 71-4, 112.
84O. *ko?{i}  'to call' >  HS: Ar √k?y (pf. ÁÅ¿K ka?aya) {Fr.} 'verbis
dolorem affecit', {BK} 'causer à qn. de la peine par des paroles dures' ¶
Fr. IV 2, BK II 85O  Eg fNK k¿ v. 'say; invoke the name (of some dei ty) ' ,
Eg fXXII k¿ 'name', ? Eg fP k¿ (>  Akk MB ku, Gk -ke- in Mykerinoß, coi-
in Coiak, name of a month) 'Ka (soul, spirit, essence of a being,
personality)'  ¶ EG V 85-92, Fk. 283, Vc. 74 || IE: NaIE *gWe2(i\)-
/*gWo2(i\)-/*gWï- v. 'call, shout' (‘ 'sing') >  OI ga2-: ga2yati ≠ ga2ti
'sings', ga2≤-tu-, ga2≤-ti- 'Gesang', g°≤ta- 'sung', ga2≤tha-, ≤ga2tha2
'song', Av ga2Îa 'sacral song' »» Gt qaino2n 'to mourn, to bewail
(ko1ptes†ai, pen†ei6n)', ON kveina 'jammern, klagen', AS cwa2nian ' t o
lament, to mourn'; cwiÎan 'be-\an-klagen', OSx qu°thian
'wehklagen' »» pSl *gaj-, inf. *gaja-ti > OR gajati gayati (prs. gajo
gayu ) 'to shout, to croak', R ∆  ≤gaåt∆ 'to shout, to speak'; pSl *gaji-
ti  'to shout, to produce noise' >  R ∆  ≤gait∆ id., Cz ∆  ha1jit 'to c h e e p
plaintively' (birds); pSl gaj¥ n. 'cry, shout' >  R ∆  gaj id., 'noise' ¶ WP I
526-7, P 355, M K I 333-4, M E I 482-4, Fs. 385-6, Vr. 336 (no IE et. o f
kveina), Ho. 64, 66, Ho. S 59, Bern. I 291, ESSJ VI 84-6, Ped. TIE 1 8 3 ,
263, ≈ EI 519 (ignores Gmc; *geh⁄(i)- 'sing') || U *ko+a√V >  Sm {Jn.}
*kaº-, {Hl.} *ka- v. 'call, ask for' > Ne T (d.) xanz∆, Ne O {Lh.} xa2n1c1, En B
{Cs.} d. (1s obj. aor.) kaNabo, Slq Tz {KKIH} q‰ri-qo to call (for so . ) ' ,
Mt {Hl.} *kaN- v. ? 'ask for' (Mt M {Sp.} kagnam` 'I ask for, prowu ') ¶
Jn. 56, KKIH 16O, Hl. M #424.
84Oa. *ke÷i  (or €*k ++++K ' '''eyV) 'make, do' > A: M *kï- 'do, act' >  MM [S]
ki-, [PP] kæi- id., WrM ki-, HlM xij-(x), Kl {Rm.} ki-, ke(:)-, MMgl {Iw.}
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kï- id., Mnr {SM} gòi- 'do, act', Mgl {Rm.} ke'na$, kina$ 'power' ¶ Pp. IM 3 6 ,
Iw. 112, MED 462-3  pJ *ki~-tu!k- v. 'build' > OJ ki\iduk-, ltOJ [RJ]
ki~tu!k-, J: T kiZu!k-, K/Kg ki!Zu!k- ¶ S QJ #1185, Mr. 71O ¶¶ DQA #791 (A
**k[æ]i 'do, make'; incl. M, J) || D {tr., GS] *key- 'do, make' >  Tm cey,
Ml ceyka, Kt gey- ≠ key-, Td kÈy-, Kn key≠ kai\≠ gey, Kdg, Gdb key-
, Tl ce2yu, Klm (prs.) ka-, Gnd, Knd, Png, Mnd, Kui, Ku ki-, Brh (p r s .
indef.) ke2- (other variants of the stem in the paradigm [kar-,
kanniN] are due to borrowing and contamination from Blc kan- a n d
Sin J kar-) ¶¶ D #1957, GS 59-6O [#171], 66 [#2O9], Bray I 155 || K:
GZ  *g- 'build' > G, Mg, Z *g- id. ¶ K 57, K2 24, FS E 72  || HS: B *√gÓ
'do, make' >  Ah ´g1 (pf. ig1a), Gh ´Z7 (pf. iZ7a), Mzb ´Z7 (pf. iZ7u), BSn, Izn
´gg, Mtm, BSlh ´Z7Z7 'do', CM {NZ} ´g ± ´y ± ´z7 'do, act', SrSn {Rn.}, Rf
Wr/A {Rn.} ´G, Kb ´g#, Shwy, Nfs ´g, Gd Eg1 (pf. ig1ö) ¶ NZ 694-7, Fc. 3 7 4 -
82, Dl. 246, Dlh. M 67, Rn. 350, Lf. II #469 ¶ In most B lgs. there is a
homonymous verb *√gÓ 'put' (possibly a sd. of *√gÓ  'do')   Ch: CCh:
Gzg ge 'do, make', ? Lgn ˝‰!n id., 'work', LmP {ChC} gi 'do ' »» ECh: ¿ Smr
{OS“?) giya 'build' ¶ Lk. G 122, Lk. L 95, ChC ¶¶ ≈ OS #912 (HS
*gayV÷; incl. B, Ch) ˚  The K and B cognates are valid if K, B, and Ch *g-
are f rom  *k÷ (as.). If they are not, the N rec. (based on A and D only)
will be *k++++K ' '''eyV. But even the latter rec. is valid unless M *-ï-, pJ *-i-,
and D *-ey- may go back to *-oy-  (ass. palatalization of the vw.?), while
the M, J, and D words may be traced back to N *ûûûûqoyV 'make', (?) 'p i le
up, build' (q.v. ffd.) ˚  On N *-eÓi-  > M *-ï- see Introduction, §  2.4 ˚
IS I 3O9 [#182] (*Keyÿ  'delat∆ ' in D and A [T, M]).
841. ? € *kÉ÷3333u6 666 'pour, flow' > IE: NaIE *g8≈eu\-/*g8≈u- v. 'pour', *g8≈eu\-mn=
'sth. poured, libation' (× N *gÉqu6666 'pour, flow', q.v. ffd.) ¶ WP I 563-4, P
447-8, EI 448 (*g8≈eu\-), M K I 442, M E II 821, WH I 563-4, Ad. H 37 ¶
The abscence of traces of the expected lr. (<  N *q  or *÷ ++++˝ ) is still
puzzling. One may suggest a mt. + loss of the lr.: N *gÉqu6666 >  eIE *g8≈Óeu\
>  *g8≈eu\- || HS: S *°√k÷w (or *°√k˝w?) >  Gz √k÷w v. (js. y´k÷aw)
'pour' ¶ L G 272  SC: Irq {MQK} ku?u2s- 'spill', Brn {E} ku?us-, Alg {E}
ku?umis- v. 'spill, pour'; SC ı Mb {E} -ku 'draw water' ¶ E SC 248 [#57]
(pSC *ku~?- or *kÈ÷- 'draw water'), MQK 63 ˚  Qu., because NaIE *g8≈eu\-
/*g8≈u- is phonetically better explained as belonging to N *gÉqu 6666 .
842. *ku÷3333a 'to go, to advance, to follow', (“ ?) 'to track (game), t o
follow the tracks' >  IE *gWeé-/*gWé=- >  NaIE *gWa2-/*gW´- 'go' >  OI
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≤jiga2ti (P: ÷  Gk bi1bhsi*) 'goes', aor. ≤a-ga2-m 'I went (away)' (= Gk
}ebhn), OAv ga2t À 'soll hingehen', Av ga2man-, MPrs ga2m, NPrs ˜'g  gå2m
'a step', OI ga2-≤tu-h5 'Gang, Weg, Raum, Ort', Av ga2tu-s7, OPrs ga2Êu
'place, seat' »» Arm kaj kay 'there is', kam kam 'stand, be' »» Gk }ebh
'went', bh 6ma  'a step, pace', bai1nv 'I go' »» Blt (×  N *gÉho6666wyV 'go away,
drive away'): Lt ∆  go!ti 'to go', Ltv ga2 ﬁju 'I went' (Ï present s t e m
*ga2y- with the present tense sx. *-y-) ¶ WP I 676-7, P 463-4, ≈σ EI 1 1 5
(*gWehÅ- 'come'), M K I 432, M E I 482-3, Vl. II 943, Horn 198, F I 2O8-
1O, Frn. 161, Kar. I 337-8, Tum. 4O7 || HS: S *°√k÷y >  Ar ØI'Ka ka2÷i-n
'qui prend la fuite' ¶ BK II 9O9  C: Ag: Aw {Beke} ka-, Aw Kk {Fl.} ka- v.
'walk', Aw {Wldm.} ka- 'go', Aw {Bnd.}, Dmt {CR, R} kas v. 'walk' »» SC
{E} *kaw- v. 'advance, go forward' > Irq {MQK} kaw 'go to' ¶ E l.c., Blz.
CWL, MQK 6O || U: [1] FU *ku4yV 'follow, follow the tracks of' >  Z Ss
kÈy´d-, Z ∆ {SZ} kÈy´d- ± kÈyed- 'lie in wait for, track (game), follow t h e
tracks of' »» Os V {Trj.} ko4y- 'scurry about, dart about, run to and f ro ' ;
Vg: T ku4y-, UK kWa4y-, K/MK/NV/SV/LL kWa4∏y-, P *kWa4y-/kWa4∏y-, UL/Ss
koy- vt. 'track (game), follow, pursuit' » OHg ko4vet- 'follow', Hg
ko4vet- 'follow, go'  [2] FU *k{u}yV- v. '≈  pursuit, hunt' >  Vg: K/Ss
xuyt- 'lead astray, drive on', P kuyt 'entice (a beast)' » ? Hg hajt- v.
'drive, propel' ¶ UEW 155, 858, SZ 185-6, Trj. VD 141, Ht. #745, LG
151, MZsFUE 2O3, 244-5, 378-9, EWU 826-7 || A: T *Kob- 'follow t h e
tracks of, follow, pursue' (× N *gÉho6666wyV '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ Pp. VG 4 9 ,
Rs. W 275 (both equate T with M *9uyu 'ask, implore', see  N *ga6666[?]yV
'to wave one’s hand, to point with one’s hand\finger' [‘ 'to wave t o
so., to beckon'] and N *k '''' u yÉ  'be hungry, desire, want') || D *ka2- 'go' >
Krx ka2- 'go', Mlt (Drs.} ka1le 'go, come to', Brh ka2- (prs. indef. ka2v, ka2-
s, ka2e, ka2-n, ka2re, ka2r, prs.-ft. ka2va, ka2sa, ka2ik, ka2na, etc.) 'go, depart' ¶ ¶
D #1419 ˚  IE *gW- (rather than *g8W-) points to a N *ku-  (rather t h a n
*ku 4444 -). The vw. *u4 in FU is probably due to vw. harmony (FU or pre-FU
**ku4yÉ < *kuyÉ, if *-É belongs to a sx.). D *-a2- <  N *-u÷ 3333a-
(contraction). FU *ku4yV and T *Kob- are likely to represent the pr imary
meaning of the N word ('follow the tracks of').
843. € *kabV 'sheep, goat' >  IE: NaIE *gab≈- 'goat, lamb' >  Clt (× IE
*kapro- 'he-goat'): OIr gabor, NIr gabhar, W gafr 'he-goat', OBr
{Flr.} gabr, MBr gaffr, Br {Hm.} gavr 'goat', OCrn [VC] gauar,
MCrn gaver »» Um habina(f) 'lambs' (accus. pl.) ¶ WP I 553, Bc. G
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336, LP §  48, SB 1O5, Flr. 173, YGM-1 23O, Hm. 31O, EI 229 || HS: S
*≤kabas6- 'ram, lamb', *≤kabas6-at- 'ewe' > BHb ßb3ƒ3 ≤kEb3Es6 ≠ (mt.) bß3ƒ3
≤kEs6Eb3, SmHb ≤kaù≤baºs7 'young ram', pl. BHb k´b3a2≤s6-ïm, SmHb kaù≤baùs7´m
'lambs', Amr {G} kabs7(a2n)um (f. kabs7atum, kibs7atum) ' l amb ' ,
SmA sbk kbs7 'lamb' (π  SmHb?), Ar ¢b0Ka kabs7- 'ram' (ı  Sr '3ob˚e
kEb≤s7-a 2 id.), Mh {Jo.} ≤kabs6, Hrs, Jb E kabs6 'lamb', Jb C kObs6 'ma le
lamb', Sq {Jo.} kubs6 '(?) lamb', Ak kabsu 'young ram'; S *≤kabas6-at-
'ewe' >  BHb eß1b6ƒ5 kib3≤s6a2 (pl. k´b3a2≤s6o2t3), SmHb kaù≤baùs7a id., Amr
kabsatum p.n., Jb C {Jo.} keb≤s6et 'female lamb', Ak kabsatu ' young
ewe' ¶ KB 438-9, KBR 46O, 5O1, G A 22, BH IV 134, Tal 377, Br. 317, BK
II 855, Hv. 641, Jo. M 2O2, Jo. H 66, Jo. J 125, Sd. 418 ¶ S *≤kabas6- goes
back to a N cd. (word group), accounting for the ext. *s6  B *kVbVÓ
'he-goat' >  Dmn ikbi, NdA akbu (pl. ikba) id., ? Gnc TEGUEVITE,
TEQUIBITE, TEOFUIVITE = (Wlf.) tegebite sheep, female goat' ¶ Wlf.
489-9O, Wlf. EAW 58 ˚ Wlf. l.c.; the B cognate was suggested to me b y
Blz. (p.c.).
844. *kabV 'rise, stand up' > HS: S *°√kbw  >  Ar √kbw (pf. kaba2, ip .
-kbu2) 'rise' (dust), 's’élever en l’air (la poussière)' ¶ Hv. 642, BK II 8 5 6
 C: Ag *kib- 'stand up, rise' > Bln {R} kib-, kibb y- id., Xm {R} c7ib-t-
'remain, wait, stand', Xm T {CR} c75ibic57u! 'si levò in piedi' ¶ R WB 2 1 1
|| U: FU *kawa- 'rise' >  F kavua-, kapua- 'climb (a tree, over a
fence), clamber (over the fence)' (-p-  on the analogy of -p-/-v- s t ems)
»» Os: Vy qa˝a˝´l-, D Xow´t- 'mit dem Wasser aufsteigen', O Xowl´-
'rise to the surface (e.g. fat in a cooked soup, sweat)' ¶ UEW 131-2 ||
A: AmTg *kab- v. 'stand still, stop' >  Ork qaw- ≠ qaU- v. 'stop, s t and
still', Ork qaw ≠ qaU, Nn Nh qawqa ≠ qaoqa adv. 'immovable', qawUn-
vt. 'stop', Nn Nh kaoZ7arac7a- 'remain standing still' ¶ STM I 358.
845. € *kabV 'calabash, gourd' >  HS: Ch: WCh ≈ *kabV id. (× N
*K''''ab{É?}V 'wickerwork, bag, vessel'?) > Hs ka2!bo2~ 'a small calabash f o r
load carried on the shoulder', ka`b'a!kï! '∈ large calabash of food', Ngz
{Sch.} ka!mbi! 'small calabash bowl used especially to store grain' ¶ ≈ Stl.
ZCh 2O5 [#561], Brg. KVG 513, 515, Sch. DN 92-3  C: Dhl {EEC} ki!Bo
'gourd', {To.} ki!bo 'gourd, calabash' ¶ EEN 11, To. D 14O  Eg N kb
'vessel for wine and other liquids' ¶ EG V 117 ¶¶ OS 3O7 [#14O7] (HS
*kab- 'gourd, calabash vessel' >  Eg kb, Dhl, Hs) || A: NaT *Ka[:]b
'pumpkin' > Tk ∆ kap, QrB qab id.; ı NaT dim. *Ka2bak ' pumpkin ,
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gourd '  > OT qabaq 'pumpkin, gourd', MQp XIII ŒBQ, XIV [CC] qabaq
'pumpkin', Tkm (as7-)qa2baq, ∆ qa2vaq, Tk kabak, Az 9aba9, Ggz kabak,
CrTt, Qmq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, VTt, Bsh, Qrg qabaq, Uz qåwåq, ET qapaq,
qava, Ln qava 'pumpkin' (as7 'food' is added in some lgs. [Tkm, Qrg] t o
distinguish the word from its homonym for 'eyelid') ¶ Cl. 582 and DT
173 (both interpret *kabak as 'small container', as if derived from *ka2b
'bag, skin' [see  N *K''''ab{É?}V 'wickerwork, bag, vessel'], but this is a
scholarly "folk et.", which is hardly probable).
846. *kibV  'hump, bend; to bend' >  IE: NaIE *gei\b≈- 'hump, bend' >  L
gibbus  'hump, hunch' (P: "expressive" gemination <  *gïbus), gibber
/ -a / -um adj. 'hump-backed' »» Nr ∆  kei\v 'schief, gedreht, verkehr t ' ,
kei\va 'left hand' »» Lt ∆  giebu~s 'awkward, clumsy (p lump,
ungeschickt)', Ltv g˘eiﬁba ≠ g˘e~iba 'awkward, clumsy person' ¶ P 3 5 4 ,
WH I 597, Frn. 143 || HS: S *√kpp v. 'bend' (× N *K''''upÉ [or *K''''u 4 444pV] ' t o
bend') > JA, MHb, Sr, Ak √kpp id., Sr 'pøjpi˚ k´p3°≤p3-a2 'hump', JA, Sr
afk 'p˚ √kpw+y v. 'bow', ? Htr kpp? '∈ architerctural form (vaul ted
room?)', ?σ Ar √kff 'wrap (the foot) in a rag', {BK} 's’entortiller les
pieds, etc., avec un chiffon' ¶ Sl. 596-7, Js. 661, Br. 339-4O, HJ 531, BK
II 9O9 || A: M *°ko4bu4re- v. 'bend, bow down' (× N *K''''upÉ [or *K''''u 4 444pV] '⇑ '
[q.v. ffd.]) ˚  In many lgs. N *kibV contaminates with N ? *gu4444 ++++ub ++++pÉ
'heap, hump, hunchback' (q.v.). This merger may be responsible for S
*p  (instead of the expected *b ) .
847. *kobV 'to hew, to cut' (‘ 'to plane') >  K: G kwab- 'in Felsen
hauen (z. B. Behausung)' ¶ Chx. 1551 || HS: B: Ah ta-ku2ba 'sword' (p l .
ti-ku2ba-ïn), Gh {Nh.} takuba id. (pl. c7ikubawin); Tw ı Songhai {Sk.
“?} takuba, Hs ta!ko2~bi@ 'sword' ¶ Fc. 726, Ba. 981, Sk. HCD 25O  C: Bj
√kWbb pcv. ' cut '  ({R} 1s: p. ≤a-kbub, pqpf. ≤i-kbub, p r s .
akWaºm≤b°b), n. ag. kWab°b »» Ag {Ap.} *kab-/*ka4b- 'cut' >  Xm {Ap.}
k'a4b-, {R} kab-, Km {Ap.} kab-, {CR} kav-, Aw {Ap.} kew-/kep-, {Plm.,
Hz.} kew- (1s kep- <  *keb-?-), Bln/Q {R} kab- ¶ Ap. AV 12, R WBd 1 3 5
 ?? Ch: WCh {Stl.} *kabi 'long knife' >  Su {J} k‰p 'knife', Ang {Flk.}
ku4p '∈ long knife' » ?µ Hs ta!-ko2~bï 'sword' (if ta- is a px.) ¶ Cp. also Ch
*√gb 'cut' >  WCh: AG: Ang H, Mnt gap, Gmy {ChL} gÈp, Kfr {Nt.} ga!p,
Chip {ChL} g‰p »» CCh: Nz gÈbadi id. ¶ The comparison with Ch *√gb i s
highly qu., because the Ch √  is likely to have more reliable connect ions
with S *°gu2p- 'cut' (>  Ar √g7wf 'pierce the abdomen with a spear') ¶
ChL, ChC, Stl. ZCh 2O5 [#557], 214 [#641], Ba. 981, Abr. H 843, Nt. 1 4 ,
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Flk. s.v. ku4p, Hv. 1O5 || A {ADb.} *kob- v. 'plane' >  Tg *kuba- v. ' p lane
wood (strogat∆)' > Ewk kuwa-, Neg koa- ≠ kowa- ≠ ko˝a-, Orc koa- ≠
ku(w)a-, Ul kua- id., Lm qUwUn 'planing-knife, shaving-knife, skobel∆ ',
Nn KU qoatamsa 'shavings, chips (struqka , ∑epki )', WrMc
quwatiXiya, XuwatiXiya 'scrape off, plane off' ¶ STM I 421  ?
NaT *Kob[V]l!a- >  Qrg qops7o- 'plane around, scrape off, clean the surface
(with a knife, etc.)', ?σ OT [MhK] qovs7a- ≠ qo˝s7a-, OT U qovus7a-
'polish' ¶ DTS 452, 462, Jud. 4O5 || Gil: Gil A k3‰v-/kæ‰v- v. 'hew' ¶ ¶
ST 414, ST RN 374.  
847a. *koé€{a4444}bV (¬  *koé€{a 4444}pV?) 'frog, toad' >  HS: EC *kËp- > Kns
kup-a2ta, Hr/Gln {AMS} hup-e 'toad'; HEC: Brj ko2!p-i {Ss.} 'toad', {Hd.}
'frog, toad' ¶ Ss. B 117-8, Hd. 2O4  Om [1] Bdt koppe 'toad' (πEC?]
 [2]: SOm: Dm {Fl.} gofIr 'frog' »» NrOm:  Bsk {Fl.} gofra 'toad', gob‰r-si
'frog', Kf {C} geppec7c7-o2, geppec7c7-e2 id. ¶ Fl. OO 318, C SE IV 447 ¶
The Om voiced cns. *g- still needs explaining || IE: NaIE *gWe2b≈-a2 / ?
*gW´b≈- 'toad' > Pru gabawo id. (Tr.: < *gW´b≈-) » Sl *z7a¡ba (< pre-Sl
*ge2ba2) 'toad' >  OCS qaba z7aba, Blg, R, Uk qaba, SCr z7aàba, Slv
z7a!ba, Cz z7a1ba, P z$aba id. »» ? L bufo2 'toad' ({Ert.}: π OscU <
*gWo2b≈o2) ¶¶ IE ı K (GZ?) *°Z`+gwebu- > Mg z7vabu 'frog', Lz A mZ7vabu,
Lz X (m)z7vabu 'toad' ¶ P 466, Vs. II 31, Glh. 7O4, En. 174, En. APG 6 2
(on the derivational form of gabawo), Tr. 8, Tp. P E-H 124-7, WH I
121, Ert. ED 13O, K IEK 11O-2 || D *k{a}pp- 'frog' > Kt kepak 'frog, t oad ' ,
Td kopîn, Kn kappe, Kn Hv keppe, Tu kappA, Tl kapp, Gnd kappe,
Knd kapoki, Ku kappa 'frog', Kdg kappe 'toad' ¶¶ D #1224(a) ˚  NaIE *e2
(/ *´?) points to a N lr., that in the light of the K zero reflex must b e
weak (N *é€ ). L -f- and K -b- suggest a pN *-b- , while Bsk, Dm -f- a n d
Kf -pp- are likely to favour N *-p-  (but the devoicing may also be d u e
to the lr.). The discrepancy between D *a (which cannot go back to N
*o  or *u ) and the IE and HS forms (that point to a N labialized vw.) m a y
be explained by supposing a bisyllabic N sequence *-oé€a4444- (*a 4444
suggested by IE *e2 and D *a) ˚  Blz. DA 158 [#64] (suggested to add t h e
EC and D data).
848. *k{a4444}c' ''' @ @@@Ë 'skin' > K *°kic`+cw- >  G kicv-i 'fish-scales' ¶ Chx. 1 5 6 1
|| HS: CCh: BM: Br, Ngx kÈsim, Chb kWuci~, WMrg kWu!c7i~, ku!c7E~ 'skin' ¶
ChL || U: FP *k{a4}c1c1a (> *ka4c1c1a4 / *kac1[c1]V?) 'skin, hide' >  pLp *ka2c1c1{e2} >
Lp N {N} gac7…c7e / -c7c7- 'skin of porpoise or whale' » Prm *kuc1- 'skin' >  Z
ku¢ik kuc1ik id., Prmk ku¢¡k kuc1ik, {W} kuc1 'skin, hide', Yz ku$≤c1ik
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'human skin', Vt {W} kudsi (= kuc1i?) 'skin' (-k is a sx.) ¶ LG 148, N II 4
¶ Lp N gac7…c7e goes back to FU *ka4c1c1a4, while Prm *kuc1- points to a b a c k
vw. (*a or *o) in the first syll. of pFU; the discrepancy may b e
accounted for by vw. harmony: an early (pre-harmonic) stem *ka4c1c1a
with subsequent as.: *ka4c1c1a > *kac1c1a and *ka4c1c1a > *ka4c1c1a4 || A *kac>[æ]{Ë}
>  Tg *kaçu(-ki) 'leather clothes' >  Nn Nh/KU qac7oI ≠ qac7oy≠ qac7uI≠
qac7uy, Nn ∆  qac7iki 'leather garment for men', Ul qac7UI ≠ qac7Uy ' f u r
coat (made of dog fell)', Orc qac7ui, Orc X kac7uki 'garment made of e lk
skin', WrMc qaciki 'old coat from shabby hide (of deer or saiga
antelope)' ¶ STM I 386  pKo {S} *ka~c> 'skin, leather, hide' >  MKo ka~c>o~k,
ka~c>≈ (ka~s), NKo kaZ>uk (Rm.: = kaZ7ok id., Ko Sl kaZ7uk, Ko N {Rm.} kaZugi,
Ko {S}: Ph sal-gat, Chs/Ks kaZ1u!k, Hm kaòZ1u!k, Kw kaZ1uk id., NKo sal-gat
(sal-gac>≈-) 'skin surface', NKo † kat (/kac>≈- 'fur, leather, hide' ¶ S AJ
254 [#77], Rm. SKE 1O2, S QK #77, MLC 25, 63-4, 896 ¶¶ Rm. l.c., S AJ
296 [#573] (*kac7æV  T *k[æ]açaç ({DQA} *Kaç-(g)aç) > OT {Cl.} qac7a2c7
'∈ silk fabric' ¶ Cl. 59O  ?φ M *quc>i- v. 'cover, wrap' > MM quc7i- [MA]
{Pp.} 'wrap (with a coat, a turban, leather)', [S] {H} 'e inpacken,
herumrhüllen', WrM quci-, HlM xu¢i- vt. 'cover, cover up; cover
oneself with a blanket, WrO Xuçi-  vt. 'cover, dress, wrap up', Kl xu¢-,
{Rm.} Xuc7i-, Brt xuwa- id., v. 'roof', Ord {Ms.} 9òuc7æi-, Dg {T} Xoci- ≠
koc7i- vt. cover', Mnr H {SM} XoZ1òi- 'pack\wrap up, wrap' ¶ Problematic
because of the unexpected *u (as. A *a...u4 > **u...u4 and later M *u...i?) ¶
Pp. MA 3O7, H 7O, MED 979, SM 169, Ms. O 518, Krg. 29, KRS 617, KW
2OO, Chr. 6O, T DgJ 178 ¶¶ DQA #695 (A *ka!c>æu 'covering, sk in
[wkura , koqa ]') ˚  Lp proves that the N medial cns. is emphatic (* -
c'''' ++++c 1 111 ' '''-). In K and CCh the word-medial cns. was deglottalized (in K due t o
dis., in HS deglottalization is a typical phenomenon - positional change
dependent on supersegmental factors such as tones or on stress?).
849. *kÉc'''' 7 777 {Ë} ≠ *k{u4444}c 7 777 ' ''' {Ë} (or *-c 7777-) 'knife' >  HS: C: Bj {R} ≤ko2sa ≠
≤ku2sa id.  Ch: CCh: Dgh {Frk.} ki!c7a~, Ngs {ChC} k≈i!c7O~ id. ¶ ChC s.v.
'knife', ChL || U: FU *kec7V ≠ *ku4c7V 'knife' >  pChr {Ber.} *ku4c1¥ ({∫Ber.}
*ku4c1´8) id. >  Chr: L ku≥zo≥ ≤ku4zo4, U/B ku4zo4, M ku4z1u4, H ky≥zy≥ ≤k´z´ »»
pObU {Ht.} *ke2c7´˝ 'knife' >  pVg {∫Hl.} *ka4Æs7ke2j, {Ht.} *ka4Æs6ka4∏y >  OVg: S
SSs kotschlaj, N SoG ke2sche, E TM ka4tschi; Vg: LK/MK ka4∏si ≠
ka4∏sï, UL/Ss kasay id.; pOs {Ht.} *ko4c7´˝ >  Os: V/Vy ko4c7´G, Ty kO$Æc7´G, Y
ko$Æc7´G, D/K kec7´, Kz kes7iÆ, O kesi id. » Hg ke1s id. ¶ UEW 142, Sm. 5 4 5
(FU *ka4ci, FP *ka4c7i, Ugr *ka4c7-), Ber. 28 [#138], MRS 257, 276, Ht .
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145 [#22O] || A: Tg *ku'çe(n-) 'knife' >  Ul kuc7‰(n-), Ork kuç‰(n-) ≠
kuç‰G‰ ≠ kuti ≠ kutiG‰, Ud kusig‰, Nn Nh kuc7‰%:, Nn B kuc‰(-), Mc Sb
kus7!i id., Ul kuc7‰l‰-, Ork kuç‰l‰-, Nn Nh kuc7‰2l‰-, Nn B kuc‰li- v. ' p r i ck
with a knife', Mc Sb kus7 !il‰- v. 'cut with a knife', cp. Tg *[x]uc>i 'knife' >
Ewk uc>i, Sln usx‰%:, {Iv.} uc¡kan, u¢ike1, u¢'ko1 id. ¶ The variant with
*x- (a regular reflex of N *K ''''-) may be due to as. (N *k...c 7777 ' ''' > *k'...c7') ¶
STM I 441 and II 296, Krm. 253 || ?σ K: G K kic7'o 'meat-hook (of a
butcher)' ¶ Chx. 1562 ˚  If the K cognate is valid, the N affricate is *-c7777 ' '''-
, otherwise it is *-c7777 ++++c 7 777 ' '''-. It is tempting to adduce here (in spite of t h e
semantic distance) Bj {R} ko2s 'tooth' and Dsn {To.} ka!c7u id.
85O. € *k{u}c7777 ' '''V or *K''''{u}c7777 ' '''V 'ant' >  HS: EC: Gwd kuc7'a2≤c7ite2 'ant' ¶ AMS
229  NrOm: Kf {C} k5a2c75o2 '∈ red ant', Wl {LmS} k'a2c7'uwa id., {C} k5a2c75oa2
'ant', Zl {C} k5ac75o2, Kcm {LmS} k'ac7'o 'black ant' ¶ C SE IV 483, C SO 3 3 ,
LmS 428  Ch: CCh: Nkc {Kr.} ku~s6e!s6e! 'termite' »» ECh: Ll {Grgs.} gu!si! id .
»» ? WCh: Hs kï!ya2!s7ï! (pl. kï~ya2~su2@) '∈  small ant' ¶ Ba. 615, ChC, ChL || U
*kuc7V 'ant' >  ObU {Ht.} *ko2c7˝a2y 'ant' >  pVg {Ht.} *ka2s7Gay >  Vg
(partially within cds.): T kas7qa2y, LK xos7G´t, pl. xos7ït, UK kosï, P kos7s7iy,
NV/ML kos7s7i, UL xo2ssuy, Ss xO2swoy; pOs *koc7Nay ({Hl. *ka"c7Nay-) id. >
Os: V/Vy qoc7NÈ, Ty qa2c7NÈ, Y qac7Ni, D Xa"s7Na$y, K Xa"s7˝a$y, Nz/Kz Xa"s7Na, O
Xa"sNa$  Sm {Jn.} *k‰c>V (≠ *kÈc>V?) 'ant' >  Slq d.: Tz {KKIH} kÈta, T m
{KD} q‰2Z7òa id.; Ï Sm *k‰c>Vmkaº ≠ *kuc>Vmkaº id. >  Ne T W xudumga,
Ne O Xu2Îumgòá", Kms {KD} kæe2d´"mg´, Koyb {Sp.} kaduma id. ¶¶ UEW
192-3, Ht. #221, Hl. rHt 71, Jn. 65, KKIH 123 ˚  If the N etymon is
*k{u}c7777 ' '''V, NrOm *k'- is due to as., otherwise (if the N word is *K''''{u}c7777 ' '''V)
the EC and Ch intial cns. is due to HS deglottalization.
851. *k{a}d++++tV 'rock' >  A *kada 'rock, hill' >  M *qada 'rock, cliff' >
MM [S] qada 'Abhang, Felswand', WrM qada(n), HlM xad(an) ' r o c k ,
cliff, crag', Kl {Rm.} Xada 'rock, mountain', {KRS} xad Xad¥ 'rock, c rag
(skala , utes )', Dg Xad(a), Mnr H {SM} 9òadòa, {T} 9ada, Dx {T} 9ada id .
¶ H 55, MED 9O2, SM 114, T 324, T DnJ 115, T DgJ 172, KW 158, KRS
565  Tg *kada >  Ewk, Lm kada2r, Sln Xada2r, Neg kada2, kada(˝)a ' r o c k
(skala , utes )', Ud kada 'large stone, stone', Ul qadalI, Orc kada ' r o c k ,
mountain', Ewk kada˝a, Ork qada 'rock (skala )', WrMc Xada, Mc Sb
xada  'rock, peak' ¶ STM I 153-4, Krm. 244 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #699 (incl. M, Tg)
|| D (in GnD) *ka2tß+tï >  Gnd ka2tï ± k≈a2tï 'cliff, bank', Ku ga2ti
'precipice'; D ı InA *g≈atßtßa ¶ D #1449, Tu. #4414 || HS: ECh: Jg{J}
kokode 'stone hill' ¶ J J s.v.  B *ka2tVr ≠ *ga2dïr: [1] *ka2tVr >  Mz t-
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c7at´r-t 'petite levée de terre, petit talus', Wrg t-kat´r-t 'levée de t e r r e ' ,
? Ah t´-ka2t´r-t 'petit bourrelet de terre (naturel ou artificiel) r e t enan t
des eaux'; [2] *ga2dïr > Izn, Rf B a-z7d3ir 'falaise, rocher à pic', Kb a-g#ad3ir
'talus; terrain en forte déclivité, escarpement', Tmz a-gadir 'talus', CA
{NZ} tagudirt 'colline' ¶ Rn. 351, Dl. 251, Fc. 943, MT 147, Dlh. M 2 5 ,
Dlh. Ou 158, NZ 735 ¶ The variants *ka2tVr and *ga2dïr my result f r o m
different directions of assimilation from the original **√kdr  EC: ???
Sa {R} kudo2 'glatt ausgewaschener Felsen über welchen ein Wasserfall
geht' (unless derived [acc. to R] from ku2d- 'laufen, fliehen') ¶ R S II
2O8  ?σ,φ S: Gz katama2 'extremity, summit' ¶ L G 298 ˚  The N r ec .
may be either *k{a}dV  or *k{a}tV .
852. *kudV (or *K ''''udV) 'to plait' >  U: FP *kuÎa- v. 'plait, weave' > F
kuto- id., Es kudu- id., 'knit' » pLp {Lr.} *koÎe2- 'weave, knit' > Lp: S
gu4rr 1edh, U gu4ddeet, L kaºte2t, N goDDe-, K {Gn.} kottêe- » Er, M k
koda- weave, plait' » pChr {Ber.} *ku´- > Chr: H koe- (inf. koaw), L inf.
kuaw, B/Uf kue- 'weave' » Prm {LG} *ku$- > Z ky- kÈ-(nÈ) 'weave, kni t ,
plait' , Prmk {Rog.} inf. kyj-ny, Yz inf. ku$-≤nÄ, 1s prs ku$≤y-a 'weave,
plait', Vt inf. ku-yny 'weave' ¶ UEW 675, Sm. 552 (FP *kuda-), It.
#183, Lr. #44O, Lgc. #2512, Ber. 23, MRS 2O1, 235, LG 152-3, Lt. J 1 3 8
|| D *kutß- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'plait' > Krx kudß- v. 'plait, braid, twist', Prj kudßp-
v. 'weave baskets, etc. out of bamboo', Gdb kurp-  v. 'plait split b a m b o o s
to make baskets', as well as words for wickerwork: Tm kut5alai\
'basket of palmleaf, cover of palmleaf (against rain)', Kn kud5pu ' small
basket', Tu kud5upu 'a strainer made of wickerwork' ¶¶ D #1653 ||
HS (× N *k''''adV 'to plait, to wattle', 'wickerwork; wattle', q.v. ffd.): Ch
{Stl.} *kod'a < *k'oda 'pot'  AdS  of S *kadd- 'jar'.
853. (€?) *ku 4444d {a}  'male person of the opposite exogamous moiety
within an exogamic system of tribes' (‘ 'male relative-in-law') >  U: FU
{IS} *ku4Îu4 'male relative-in-law' >  F kyty 'husband’s\wife’s brother', Vp
ku4du, Es ku4di, ∆  ku4du4 'husband’s brother' »» ObU: pOs *ku4lV 'wife’s
sister’s husband' >  D kit´, O kili 'wife’s sister’s husband'; Os *ku4lV (×
N *ka4444lu 6666 'a woman of the opposite exogamous moiety within a n
exogamic system of tr ibes ' )  >  Os: V ku4li 'wife’s sister’s husband', niN-
ku4li 'wife’s sister' (niN- means 'woman'), Ty ki¬i, Nz kiÆt´, Kz kiÆ¬i
'wife’s sister’s husband, wife’s sister', Kr kit´ 'wife’s younger sister ,
wife’s younger brother’s daughter'; Os ı Vg: UL kil 'wife’s b ro the r ' ,
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{Reg.} 'wife’s sister; sister’s husband', Ss kil 'wife’s sister', N {Mu.} kil
'wife’s brother, sister’s husband; wife’s elder sister' ¶ UEW 154, Trj. VD
143, Trj. S 125, Stn. D 62O, MK 213 || A: T *k…u4Îa4-gu4 'younger sister’s
husband, daughter’s husband' (-gu4 is an adjectival sx.) >  OT ku4Îa4gu
({Cl.} k…u4Îa4∏-gu), Chg ku4ya4v, MXwT ku4Îa4gu4, MQp ku4ya4gu4 ' b r idegroom' ,
[CC] ku4ya4gu4 'daughter’s husband', Tkm giyew, Blq, Nog kiyew, U z
kuyåw, Qrg ku4yo4∏, Alt ku4yu4, Tv ku4de2, ∆ ku4to4∏, Tf hu$da4∏, SY ku4zegî, Xk kIzo4
id., ET ku4yo˝ul id. (cd. with o˝ul 'son'), Tk gu4vey, Ggz gu4va4∏, Az go4yu4-
m (with 1s ppa. -m), ∆ kiya4w ± Z7iya4w, Qmq giyev, Qzq, Qq ku4yew,
VTt kiya4w, Bsh kÁya4w, Chv kÁru4 id., 'bridegroom', Yk ku4tu4¢o4 'daughter’s
husband; sister’s\cousin’s husband, mother’s younger sister’s husband ' ,
Chv kÁru4 (gen. kÁrÁv-Án) id., 'younger sister’s husband; bridegroom' ¶
Cl. 7O3, ET VGD 43-6, TL 297-8, Ra. 192, Jeg. 1O9, Fed. I 283, Pokr. TR
6O-3, TvR 268  M *quda ({Pp.} *kuda2 <  *ku≤da) 'father of one’s son-in-
law or daughter-in-law' (in pl.: 'the heads of two families re la ted
through the marriage of their children') >  MM [S] Xuda , [HI] 9uda id.,
WrM quda, HlM xud, Brt xuda, Mnr H {SM} q£udòa2 id., Kl {KRS} xud
Xud¥ 'father of the son-\daughter-in-law (svat )', {Rm.} Xud¥º ' peop le
related through the marriage of their children'. Poppe (Pp. PLVM 8 )
reconstructs a long *a in the second syll. of this M word (*kuda2) a n d
supposes that originally this *a2 goes back to a stressed vw. (*ku≤da).
Poppe’s rec. is right if his accentual theory of pM is justified ¶ MED 9 7 9 ,
H 7O, Ms. H 59, KW 194, KRS 6O7, SM 123 ¶¶ DQA #9O5 (*kude
'relative-in-law') ||  ?φ K *kwis`-l =- 'wife’s sister’s husband' >  G kvisl-, G
Mt/M kviseli, Mg kvis7il- ({IS} <  *kwis7ol- <  *kwis`-al-), Sv {TK} d.: UB
me-ks7wel (pl. la4-mkos7la), L meks7ol, Ln moks7a4l (pl. lamoks7ala), Sv {K}
me-kws7el ± me-kws7o4l ± mo-ks7a2l (mo < *me- due to the infl. of the los t
stem-final *w, sc. K *kwis`-l=- yields eSv *kws7w- >  Sv ks7w-) ¶¶ K 1 9 8 ,
K2 217, FS E 377 (*kwis⁄-, TK 217 ¶¶ Acc. to sound laws we expect K
*kwid-. The observed pK stem *kwis`-al- may have originated from t h e
genitive **kwid-is`- + sx. *-al- (with a contraction *-ds`- >  *-s`-). This
can be understood if we take into account the K tendency of inflexion
based on case sxs. added to the genitive form, like in the case of OG
t'pil-is-i 'Tbilisi' (stem + gen. sx. + sx. of casus rectus) ˚ IS I 3O2-4 (N
*ku4da), AD NM #11O, S CNM 8 (÷÷ NrCs, Yn).
854. *ko÷3333dV ≠ *kod÷3333V 'filth, dirt; abominable' >  IE: NaIE *gWo2d≈- /
*gWe2d≈- id. >  Gmc *kWa2d- >  AS cwe2ad, OFrs qua2d 'dung, excrement ,
dirt', OHG qua2t ≠ ko2t 'dirt, manure', MHG qua2t ± quo2t ± ko2t ±
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ka2t, NHG Kot 'dirt, filth, mire, mud'; MHG qua2t 'wicked,
abominable', MLG qua2d, Dt kwaad 'wicked, ugly', ME cwe2d 'bad' »»
Sl [1] *ga¡d¥ (<  *gWo2d≈-) 'reptile, vermin, sth.\so. abominable' >  OCS
gad5 gadË 'reptile, serpens', Blg gad 'vermin', SCr gaàd 'disgust ,
nausea; snake', Slv ga~d  'adder (Vipera)', Cz, Slk had, P gad, OR, RChS
gad5 gadË 'reptile, snake', R, Uk gad 'reptile; abominable person ' ;
[2] *z7adati seß (<  *gWe2d≈-) >  OP z$adac1 sie< 'loath, be disgusted a t ' ,
*z7adÁn¥-(jÁ) >  OP z$adny, Slvnz z7adnï 'ugly' » Lt ge$!da '(feeling o f )
shame', Pru accus. gI 2dan  'Schande', nigI2dings 'shameless' ¶ Ho. 6 4 ,
Kb. 577, KM 397, ESSJ VI 81-2, Bern. I 289-9O, Glh. 225, Frn. 142, En.
177, 215, Tp. P E-H 231-3 || HS: S *°√kd÷ >  Ar kud÷-at- 'vil et mépr i sé '
¶ BK II 875  ? B *√kydœ (and secondary *√Ókdœ) 'détester, méses t imer '
(× N *K ''''aÓdV  'grief, sorrow, anxiety', 'anger, hate', q.v. ffd.) ¶ GhA 8 9 ,
1O4, Fc. 749, 769-71, Msq. 87 ¶ The emphatic *dœ is likely to go back t o
the cluster *d÷ || D (in SD) *kott- ({†GS} *k-) 'dirt' >  Tm kottai\
'rotenness, blot, blemish', Ml kotta 'dust, dirt as on the clothes of a
traveller', Tu kottA  'trash, dirt' ¶ D #2O94 ˚  D *-tt- (regularly f r o m
N *-t '''' -  rather than from *-d- ) may be accounted for by the N cluster *-
d÷3333-.
855. o *k++++K' '''ÉdV{s1111 ++++c 1 111}u6 666 'to sneeze' >  HS: S *°√kds7+s id. >  Ar √kds G
'sneeze' (animals) ¶ BK II 874, Hv. 647 || IE: NaIE *kseu\-/*kse2u\- (≠
*skeu\-/*ske2u\-) v. 'sneeze' >  OI ≤ks5a2uti 'sneezes', ≤ks5ava-h5, ≤ks5ut,
ks5uta-m n. act. 'sneezing' »» Sl *k¥xa-ti, mom. *k¥x-noß-ti 'to sneeze '
> ChS k5xn0ti kËxno<ti id., SCr ∆  kaàxnuti, ka~xnuti 'to cough,
to sneeze' (phonetic irregularities due to onomatopoeia); Sl *c 7ixa-to  ' t o
sneeze' >  Blg ≤¢ixam 'I sneeze', Slv c7i!hati, ULs c7ichac1, LLs
ts1ichas1, P czchac1, R ¢i≤xat∆ 'to sneeze' » ?φ Lt c7ia!ude$ti ' t o
sneeze'  The metathetic variant *ske(:)u\- is represented by Lt
skia!ude$ti (prs. skiaudz7iu), Ltv s7k>au^t, s7k<iauﬁdI2 ^t 'to sneeze' ¶ P
953, M K I 287, 291, 295, ≈ M E I 429-3O, Frn. 74, ≠  ESSJ XIII 176, 11O,
EI 133 (? *skeu'- or *kseu\- 'sneeze') ¶ ESSJ and M consider the OI and Sl
verbs to be pure onomatopoeia and reject any attempts o f
etymologizing them || U: [1] (+ext.) FU *kic1na4- v. 'sneeze' >  pLp {Lr.}
*k‰sne2- id. >  Lp: S {Hs.} gasn´edh, L {LLO} kasne2t, N {N} ga6s…tet,
Kld kAs6 êneÎ id. » Er kes7n1a-, kes7n1e-, Mk ks7n1a- » Vt kiz∆ny- kiz1nÈ-, Vt Sr
kiZ1nÈ- id. ¶ UEW 662, Lr. #329, Lgc. #1982, Hs. 573-4  [2] *kÉ{t[V]s1}V
or *kÉ{t[V]c1}V 'sneeze' > Sm {Jn.} *ka4cV- Ï *ka4c¥[y]r-, {Hl.} *ka4cir- id .
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>  Slq Tm {KD} qæaºc7agò (1s aor.) id.; d. (augmentative) verbs: Ne F {Lh.}
s1a$:tar´s1 (<  *ka4c¥r-), Ng {Mik.} katirs1a, En (1s aor.: En X {Cs.}
se1riNaro', En B {Cs.} se2diNado' id., Kms {KD} qaº:d´rl!a$m 'I sneeze ' ,
Mt {Hl.} *ka4d´r- 'sneeze' (Mt M {Sp.} kadyrgam` 'I sneeze') ¶ Jn. 6 3 ,
Hl. M #448.
856. *k++++gog[Ë]Z1111É[?V] 'set fire to, burn (sth.)' >  K: GZ *g(u)z- v.
'kindle, set fire' >  OG, G gzn-, gz- id., G ma-guz-al 'charred log', guzguza
cecXli 'flame (pyla√∑ij ogon∆ )', ma-guz-, ni-guz-al- 'Glut', guzguz-
'Knistern des Feuers', Mg rz-, Lz gz-, z- v. 'kindle' ¶ K 62, K2 3O, FS K
8O, FS E 84, Ser. 4O, Chik. 26O, Q 3O5 || IE: NaIE *ksV∏- (or *kWsV∏-) v.
'burn' (× N *k''''os1111[é€]V 'to kindle', q.v. ffd.) >  OI ≤ks5a2yati vi. ' bu rns ' ,
ks5a2≤ti f. 'singeing, heat', caus. ks5a 2 ≤payati  'makes (sth.) burn' »» ???σ
Arm çay c≈aw 'pain', çasnum c≈asnum 'lose one’s temper, p u t
oneself in a passion', aor. çaseaj c≈aseay  (“ 'hitzig sein'; s < *ps; all
Arm words may go back to *k8sa2p-) ¶¶ The Arm cognate (if valid) poin ts
to IE *k8s-, but for semantic reasons we cannot rely on Arm ev. ¶ WP I
5OO, P 624, M K I 288, M E I 43O (no IE et. of the OI stem) ¶ WP I 5OO, P
624, M K I 288, M E I 43O (no IE et. gor OI) ¶¶ The qu. Arm cognate
(çay c≈aw 'pain', çasnum c≈asnum 'lose one’s temper, put oneself
in a passion'), if valid, points to IE *k8s- ¶ WP I 5OO, P 624, M K I 288, M
A I 43O || HS: S *°gawzVl- (< ?? *gaguzVl-) v. 'kindle' (att. in Aram
lgs.) >  Sr √gwzl (pf.  ÒΩew©a gaw≤zEl) v. 'kindle, set on f i re ' ,
gawza2≤l-a2, gawzal-≤t-a2 'flame, fiery coal, fire, heat', NENA {Orh.}
go6zalta2 id. (π Sr?), ? TA {Rt.} gizlayle 'Festakt am Weihnachtsabend,
bei dem ein Holzhaufen in Brand gesteckt wird' ¶ Br. 111, PS 697-8, JPS
63, Rt. 177, Orh. 75, DC 1O7  Ch {Stl.} *guZ- 'kindle' >  WCh: Tng {J}
kOzE 'light a fire, strike a light' »» ECh: MfG {Brr.} m‰-g‰d'ey 'allumer l e
feu', Mkl {J} go2 ^ze! 'activer\attiser le feu' ¶ Stl. IF 184, J T 1O2, J LM 1O5,
Brr. MG II 279 || A: M *ko4gZ>i- v. 'begin to flame, blaze up' >  WrM
ko4gZi-, HlM xøgqi- id., MM [MA] ko4gZ7i- vi. 'burn, shine' ({Pp.}
ko4gZ7ibe sara 'the moon shone'), Kl {Rm.} ko4gZ7i- 'auflodern, zu b r e n n e n
anfangen' ¶ MED 481, KW 236, Pp. MA 22O || D (in NED) *°ko(c>)c>- v.
'catch fire, inflame, burn' (× N *k''''os1111[é€]V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ˚  S, Ch, and K
*g- is either original (< N *g- ) or due to as. (*k. . .g  > *g...g). M *k-
point to a N *k- . IE *k- or *kW- (rather than *g- or *gW-) is caused b y
as. within the cns. cluster *K[W]s- .
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857. i  *kak ''''É (= *kak '''' i?) (or *k '''' -?) 'angry, bad' ('böse') > K: G kik- v.
'blame, reprimand' ¶ Chx. 1561 || IE: NaIE *k+k8ak+k8- 'bad' >  Gk kako1ß id .
»» NPhr kako(y)n id. (?) (unless a loan from Gk) ¶ Ch. 482, F I 758-9 || A
{ADb.} *kakæi- '(to be) angry' >  NaT *Kak (≠ *Ka4k?), *Kakî- >  OT qakî-
({Cl.} qakî∏-) v. 'be angry' and prob. {Cl.} ka4k 'a desire for revenge' (“
*'malice, spite, secret hatred'), Osm {Rh.} qaqî- v. 'scold' , Tk kakI- v.
'blame, scold' ¶ Cl. 6O9, ET KQ 223-4, Rh. 1419, Dr. TM III 14OO 
ppM *qaqî > M *qaki- {ADb.} v. 'be angry' > WrM qaki-, HlM xaxi- v.
'despise' ¶ MED 915  Tg {ADb.} *kaxi- 'angry' >  Ewk kaki- 'angry,
ferocious', WrMc Xaxi- 'hot-tempered, irascible' ¶ STM I 363 ¶¶ ADb.
SR-D 16 ˚  In most lgs. (except for G and Ewk) the initial cns. is due t o
as. (e.g. IE **g+g8ak+k8 >  k+k8ak+k8-). G *kik- may be explained by mt. of t h e
vw. *i (*kak''''i > *kik-).
858. (€?) ≈ *k{Ého}k''''a 'green\blue, green plants' > IE *k8eh8ko- ({EI}
*k8eh⁄ko-m) 'edible greens '  >  NaIE *k8e2ko- 'green fodder, greenstuff' >  OI
s1a2ka-m, Pali sa1ka 'potherb, vegetable' »» Lt s7e$!kas ' f resh-grass
fodder', Ltv se<2 ^ks 'fresh green forage', ? Pru schokis 'grass' »» Gmc:
[1] {Vr.} *xagWo2 > ON, Ic ha1 'aftermath, after-grass', NNr haº, ∆ haºv,
hov id.  [2] ?φ  *xagWi\a 'hay' (× Ï  Gmc *xawwan 'to hew' < NaIE
*k´w-/*ka2w-/*ku2- v. 'strike, hew' <  N *k''''aXu4444 ¬ *k''''aXyË ' t o
strike\push', q.v.?) > Gt hawi, ON hey, OSx ho6i, ho6gi, OHG hewi,
NHG Heu, AS hieÌ1 'hay', NE hay  Ht kikla- 'greenery, grass' (<
*k8eko-lo-) ¶¶ WP I 381, P 544, M K III 32O-1, M E II 628, Tu. #1237O,
RhDS 7O1-2, Mn. 6O7, Vr. 199, 226, Fs. 252, OsS 377, Kb. 462, KM
3O6, Ho. 158, Ho. S 35, Frn. 97O-1, En. 244, Pv. IV 174, EI 62O || A
*ko4∏~kæe 'green\blue' >  M *ko4ke id. >  MM [MA, IM] ko4ke, [HI] ko4ko4, WrM
ko4ke, HlM xøx, Brt x¥x´, Klm ko4ko4Æ, Dgr kuke, Mgl {Rm.} ku$ka$ id., Dx
kugi\‰, Ba {T} koge, Mnr M {Pot.} kuko, Mnr H {SM} kæuguo 'blue'; MM
[MA, IM] ko4ke 'sky' is a sd. inluenced by the T word for 'sky' (pT *k…o4∏k);
this particular direction of infl. is suggested by the phonetic shape o f
the words for 'green\blue' and 'sky' in some M lgs.: MMgl ko4kA ' b lue '
and ko4k 'sky' (the latter obviously from ET ko4k 'sky') ¶ MED 482, KW
236, Rm. M 31, Pp. MA 22O, 44O, S AJ 243 [#213], T 34O, T DgJ 151, T
BJ 141, T DnJ 123, Ms. H 72, Iw. 112, Pot. 412  T *k…o4∏k ' b lue \g reen '
(‘ 'sky') >  OT ko4k 'blue, blue-green, sky', MT [IM] go4∏k 'blue, sky', Tk
go4k, Ggz go4k, Az go4y, Blq ko4k, VTt, Bsh ku4k 'blue, sky', Tkm go4∏k, CrTt
kok!, Qmq go4k, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, ET ko4k, Uz kök 'blue, green, sky', Alt,
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Ln, Xk, Tv ko4k, Tf kO$k… 'blue, green', Yk ku4¢o4X 'blue', Chv k¥vak, Chv MK
ku'ak 'blue, green, gray-blue (sizyj )'; T ı Hg ke1k 'blue' ¶ Cl. 7O8-9,
Rs. W 287, ET VGD 66-8, TL 6O, 6O4, Jeg. 96, Fed. I 245-6, Ra. 2O4, Dr .
TM I 64Off., Md. 48, 169, EWU 721, Gomb. BTL 21  Tg *kuku
'blue\green, gray' >  Ewk kuku 'blue\green', Ewk I kuku-Gin 'stone, f r o m
which green dye-stuff is produced', WrMc {Hr.} kuku 'grün, blau,
grau', {Z, Hr.} kuku ihan 'a gray cow', kuku fulan {Hr.} 'b laugraues
Pferd', {Z} 'dark-blue horse, gray horse', Mc Sb kuku 'gray' (kuku unihan
'gray cow') ¶ STM I 426, Z 289, Hr. 599, Klz. MS 214 ¶ Both the Ewk
and the Mc words may be of M origin ¶¶ IS AG 34O-1 (A *ko4ke
'green\blue'), DQA #897 (A *ko2!kæe+i id.) || HS: ?φ WCh {Stl.} *9aki
'grass' >  Hs ha!ki~ 'grass' » Ang gak  'high grass on river banks' » ? P’ hYak'a
'stalk' » ? Klr {J} ?akYe!n 'Busch, Wildnis' ¶ Stl. ZCh 223 [#727], J R 35O,
≈ Sk. HCD 1O2 || ?? E: MEl, AchEl ki-ik 'sky, heaven' ¶¶ HK 465 ˚ Tg
*k- and T *k…- point to a N *k- , while IE *k8- (for the expected *g8-) m a y
be due to regr. as. ˚ The N words *k''''ËkÉ 'dark, black' and ≈
*k {Ého}k '''' a 'green\blue, green plants' (even without taking into accoun t
the questionable details of their recostruction) cannot be identical f o r
two reasons: (1) each of those words is represented in M by separa te
roots (M *ko4ge 'soot' <  N *k''''ËkÉ and M *ko4ke 'blue\green' <  N ≈
*k{Ého}k ''''a), and in M there is a phonological difference between t h e m ,
which must go back to a difference in pN, (2) there is a semant ic
difficulty: if the basic meaning is 'dark, black', it hardly can change in to
'green plants', and viceversa ˚ IE *k8- (for the expected *g8-) may be d u e
to as. (*g8...k > *k8...k).
859. *k{a}la  (or *kaliya ≠ *kalaya?) 'vessel, boat' >  K: G {Chx.,
DCh.} kila 'clay pot', G {Chx.} I/G kila '∈  a unity of dry measure ( f o r
corn and flour)', G {DCh.} 'weight measure (≈  1 pud ≈  16 kg.)' ¶ Chx.
1558, DCh. 1339 ¶ One cannot rule out the possibility of borrowing
from some Aram dialect || HS: CS *≤kaliy- ≠ *kalay- '(?) vessel' >  H b
il5ƒ6 k´≤lï 'vessel, receptacle; piece of equipment; instrument' (pausal
form il5ƒ3 ≤kElï, pl. [+ppa.] unil4ƒ4 ke2≤le2-nu2 'our vessels\utensils', MHb pl .
Mil5ƒ4ke2≤l°m), Pun kl, M’b {k}ly 'vessel', EpJA pl. klyn 'vessels', Ar O
{Rnh.} kela2w 'Krüge', Tgr {Mnz.} kle kAle2 'marmite' ¶ KB 456, KBR 4 7 8 -
9, LH 389, Rnh. 17O, Vlr. rRnh. 514, HJ 512  Eg MK k¿y '∈ boat o f
Nubian type', Eg NK kr  'small ship', '≈  boat' ¶ EG V 1O1, 132, Fk. 283 
EC: Or {Grg.} killa 'small bowl for roasted coffee and butter', {Th.}
killa (nom. killa-n ≠ kill-i) 'piatto, coppa, piccolo piatto ro tondo ' ,
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Or Wl {Brl.} killa 'scodella di legno per conservarvi burro e vivande;
coppa; conca; piatto' ¶ Grg. 247, Th. 63, Brl. 232  Ch: WCh: Dr {Nw.}
ki!le!, Ngm kYelle, Krkr k‰li 'pot' »» CCh: Bdm {Nacht.} ka1loe2 'Gefäß' »»
ECh: Brg {J} ko2!li~ 'pot' ¶ ChC, ChL, Nw. K 127, Lk. B 1O8 ¶¶ Coh. #192 (S,
Eg k¿y), OS #1423 (S, WCh, Bdm, Or; pHS *kalVy 'vessel') || A: Tg
*kala(n) 'cauldron, vessel' >  Ewk kalan id., 'iron bowl', Ewk Brg kalan
'vessel, cup', Ewk kawa-kan (dim.) 'kettle', Ud kala(n-), Ul qala(n-), Nn
qala% id., 'saucepan' ¶ STM I 364-5, Krm. 244 || D: [1] *kal- ({†GS} *k-) >
Tm kalam 'vessel, plate, utensil, earthenware, ship', Ml kalam ' p o t ,
vessel, ship', Kt kalm  'clay pot in the making', Kn kala  'pot, vessel', Kdg
kala 'big pot', Tu kara 'earthern vessel', Tl kalamu 'ship', ? Brh
kalland 'broken earthen pot, old pot'  [2] *kall- ({†GS} *k-) >  T m
kallai\ 'plate made of leaves sewn together', Kui kali, Mlt kale ' leaf-
cup', Knd kala id., 'cup', Png kala 'leaf-plate'; D ı Prkr khallaga-,
khallaya 'leaf-cup' ¶¶ D ##13O1, 13O5 ˚ G kila, Or killa, and t h e
WCh word (e.g., Dr ki!le!) may be explained by regr. assimilation
(*kaliya > ≈ **kiliyV).
86O. *kalV 'to lie (liegen)' (‘ 'to spend the night') >  IE: NaIE *gol- /
*go2l- / *gôl- 'lie (down)' >  Lt guliu~ / gulﬁti 'lie down, go to bed', Ltv
gulﬁt 'to go to sleep' (P: <  *gôl-); Lt gule$!ti 'to lie'; Lt guoﬁlis ' b e d ,
couch; lair, den (of animals)', Ltv goﬁl>a 'Nest, Lager' (<  IE *go2l-) »» Arm
{P} ka¬a¬ kaÒaÒ 'cave, lair, or some other sleeping place of wild
animals' »» Gk gvleo1ß {Ch.} 'tanière, trou', {F} 'Höhle, Schlucht' »» OSw
kolder, Sw kull, Nr ∆  kold, kuld 'litter \ brood \ nest of young
ones; children of the same married couple' ({P}: “ 'from the same b e d ' )
¶ P 4O2, Frn. 175-6 (IE *gwol-), Hlq. 522, Ch. 244, F I 336, Slt. 31O ||
HS: EC: Gdl {Fl.} kel-ad'- v. 'lie' ¶ Blz. CWL || U: FU *kalV 'stay overnight '
>  Prm: Vt ko≥lyny k‰lÈnÈ 'sleep, stay overnight', Z voykov / voykol-
'24 hours; time including one night' (<  voy 'night' + kol- 'spending t h e
night'), Z US o¿yk‰l-, Prmk oyk‰l- id. »» ObU {Ht.} *ku2l- 'spend the n ight '
>  pVg ku2l- id. >  Vg: T/P/SV ko2l-, LK/UL/Ss xu2l-, MK/LL *ku2l-; pOs *kal-
id. >  Os: V/Vy qal-, Ty/Y qaº¬-, D/K Xot-, Nz XOt-, Kz XO¬-, O Xal- » Hg
ha1l- id., 'sleep' ¶ Coll. 8O, UEW 12O-1, Sm. 545 (FU *kaºlaº- ' s tay
obernight' > FP *kala-, Ugr *kaºla-), MF 251, Ht. #247, LG 61.
861. *kalßßßß ++++l ! !!!V 'to bark (a tree), to remove vegetation'; ‘ ' b a r e ,
naked'. The etymon has two semantic variants, the second one ( ' ba r e ,
naked') is likely to be a sd. from the first one ('bare' as 'peeled,
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barked'). If so, we have to reconstruct two semantic variants of the N
word: [1] N *0kal ßßßß ++++ l ! !!!V  'to bark, to remove vegetation' >  D {tr., GS} *kalß-
v. 'weed' (× N *ûûûûqÅl!!!! ++++l ß ßßß÷V 'to break, to tear, to pluck') >  Tm kal5 v.
'weed, pluck', Ml kal5a 'weed, tares', Kt kalß, Kdg kalße 'weeds', kalßv-
'take\scoop out, flick away dirt from (semi-)liquid (e.g. clay)', Kn kal5e
n. 'weed', Brh xalliN v. 'uproot (vegetables)'; but D *kalVp- (>  Tu
kalepini, kalepuni v. 'strip off, remove' and Tl kalupu 'weeds') is
likely to belong to N *ûûûûqal !!!!{u 4 444}PV 'to bark (a tree), to cut off', ' b a r k ,
peel' (q.v. ffd) ¶¶ D #1373, GS 167 [#42O] |||  [2]  N *kalßßßß ++++l ! !!!V ' b a r e ,
naked' >  IE: NaIE *go+al- 'naked, bare' >  Gmc *kal-wa- 'bare, naked' >
OHG calo (aadj. calawe2r) ± chalo, NHG kahl, AS {Sw.} calo (gen .
calwes) 'bald', {Ho.} calu, MLG kale 'bald, bare', NE callow; AS
calwa, OFrs kale, MLG kalewe, OHG cal(a)wa 'bareness, mange' »»
Ltv {ME} ga2~le, ∆ ga2la 'thin ice crust (not covered by snow); ice on t h e
ground (in springtime)' (today in: ledus ga2le 'ice crust') » Sl *gol¥
(dadj *gol¥-jÁ) 'naked' > OCS gol5 golË, Blg gol, SCr go•l (f. go~la),
Slv go Ÿl, Cz, Slk holy1, P goLy, R ≤golyj, Uk ≤golij id. ¶ Sw. 32, Ho.
43, OsS 469-7O, Kb. 526, KM 339, P 349, Kar. I 283, ME I 617, Turk.
168, ESSJ VII 14-5, Glh. 236-7, ≈ EI 45 (err. adduction of the BSl w o r d
for 'head' and rec. of IE *gol(Ó)wo-s 'bald, bare ' ) || U: FV: F kalju,
kalja, kalea 'bare, naked, bald, smooth' » ? Mk {Ahl.} kali_s7 ' n aked ,
bald', kali_s7gada 'get bald, remain naked' (unless π R go≤lyw
'naked person\thing') ¶ Ahl. MM 155, SK 148 || D: Td ko¬ß 'wi thout
leaves' (a tree in winter), 'half dry, half green (when tree is being killed
by stripping bark)' ¶ D #1373 ˚  Td -o- still needs explaining ˚  IS I
289 [#156] (IE, D, A, C; •÷ U *kal!V [sc. U {UEW} *kal!wV] 'film, t h in
skin', M *qali- 'bark', Or k5o2la 'skin, hide' [on all of them see  N
*K''''al ! !!!{u 4 444 ++++u} 'skin, film, bark'], Or ka2lle2 'skin, hide', A: T *Kal!-ka ' b a ld '
[see  N *K ''''al ! !!!÷ 3 333u 6 666 'bare, naked']).
862. *ka4444lu 6666 'a woman of the opposite exogamous moiety within a n
exogamic system of tribes' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'female relative-in-
law', 'bride') > HS: S *kall-at- 'daughter-in-law, bride' >  BHb el1`k`2 kal≤la 2,
Ug {OLS} klt, JA at1l~6k`2 kall´≤t3-a2, Sr '4øl˚a kall´≤t3a2, Ak kalla2tu,
Ak A kallatu ≠ kallutu id., Eb {Frnz.} kallatum 'wife, son’s wife
(sposa, nuora)', Ug klt {OLS} 'bride', (?) 'son’s wife', {A} 'Braut ,
mannbare Tochter', Sb hklln  inf. 'to marry (a wife)', Mh k‰lo2n, Jb C/E
≤k‰≤lun 'bride, bridegroom', Hrs k‰lo2n‰t 'bride', k‰la2nïn ' b r idegroom' ,
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Sq {Jo} ≤k‰lan 'bridegroom' ¶ KB 455, KBR 477-8, OLS 216, Js. 645, Sl.
584-5, JPS 216, OLS 216, A #1321, Sd. 426, Frnz. MLE 168, BGMR 77, Jo .
M 2O9 ¶ The origin of the element *-n- in SES is not clear (the hyp. of a
dis. *-ll- >  -ln- is too speculative)  Ch: WCh: SBc {Sh.} >  Gj Mg, Zem D
k´!li~, Gj G ki~li~, Gj B k´~li!, Zem Z ka^l, Zem Ch ka!l´~N, Sy Zk kYe~l, Sy B k‰~l,
Sy Z k‰^l 'woman' » ? Hs Kc ko2!lo!2 'daughters' ¶ Sh. SB 13, ChC, ChL, Ba.
62O-1  ?? EC: Dsn {Fl.} gal!iEt 'woman' ¶ Blz. CWL ¶¶ OS #1419 (S, Ch)
|| K *°kal- 'young woman, maid' >  OG kal-i 'daughter, maid' (asa
mok'uda kali ese 'this maid has not died', Mt. 9.24), kala 'maid' (kala ...
a˝deg 'damsel, … arise!', Mark 5.41), G kal-i 'woman, daughter', (c7emi
\ s7eni  \ misi ) kal-i  '(my \ your \ his) wife' ¶ Chx. 1534, Ser. 165 || IE:
NaIE *g8l=o2u\-/*g8lo2u\-/*g8elu- 'brother’s wife, husband’s sister' >  Gk A
ga1lvß 'husband’s sister' »» L glo2s id., 'brother’s wife' ( secondary
reinterpretation as an -s-stem, hence gen. glo2ris) »» Phr [Hs.] ge1laroß
≠ ga1llaroß (ce.  : -r- for -w-?) 'brother’s wife' »» Sl *z¥ŸlÈ (gen .
*z¥Ÿl¥ve) 'husband’s sister' >  ChS z5l5va zËlËva, Blg z`lva, SCr
zaàova, Slv zo•lva, OCz zelva, P zeLwa, zoLwa,  R ∆ zolva; ds.: R
zo≤lovka, Uk zolvicå id. ¶ ≠ P 367-8, F I 286-7, IS I 295, WH I 61O,
Glh. 692-3, ≈ EI 521-2 (*g8l=h‹-wos 'husband’s sister' with an unj .
morpheme boundary) || U: U (or ppU) {Coll.} *ka4lu, 4 ({It., UEW} *ka4lV-
wV , {Jn.} ka4li-w) 'female relative-in-law' > F ka4ly 'daughter- \s is ter- in-
law' ('Schwägerin, Frau des Bruders, Schwester des Mannes oder d e r
Frau'), Es ka4li, ∆  ka4lu4 'husband’s brother, husband’s brother’s wife' »
pLp {Lr.} *ka2lO2y- 'käly', *ka2lO2y-E2nne2 'sister-in-law' (*E2nne2 ' m o t h e r ' )
({Lgc.} 'gegenseitige Verwandschaftsbeziehung der Frauen zweier
Brüder') >  Lp S {Hs.} gaaluo- '-in-law' (in cds.: gaaluo-jeen´edjeh
'ianitrices, wives of brothers or cousins'), Lp L {LLO} ka2lo2-ji(e)tne2
'wife of husband's brother or cousin', Lp N {N} ga2lo-jAdne 'sister-in-
law (husband's brother's wife)' » pMr {Ker.} *ka4∏l´ >  Mk kel k!el, ∆
kiyal 'Schwägerin', Er k!iyalo kiålo 'brothers’ wifes (in relation t o
each other)' (Ker.: Er k!iyalo <  *kyalo <  *kya4l¥ <  OMr *k!a4l¥ <  p M r
*ka4∏l´) » Prm {LG} *keli 'wife of husband’s brother' >  Z Ud/Lu kev, Z
Ss/Le kel, Prmk K, Yz kelya id., Vt N kal!i 'wife of husband's b r o t h e r
(older than ego)' (address of a younger daughter-in-law to an o lde r
one) »» Os: Ty ki¬i 'wife’s sister', Kr kit´ 'daughter of wife’s younger
brother'; (×  N *ku4444d{a} male person of the opposite exogamous moiety
within an exogamic system of tribes' [‘ 'male relative-in-law']): Os: Ty
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ki¬i, V ku4li, D kit´, O kili 'husband of wife’s sister'; Vg: Ss kil 'wife’s
sister', UL kil 'wife’s sister, wife’s brother'  Sm {Jn.} *kel¥ (= {∫Jn.}
*kel´8) 'relative-in-law' >  Ne O {Lh.} s1e2Ò, Ne F {Lh.} s1i\e;Ò 'husband o f
wife’s sister, wife of husband’s brother', En X {Cs.} se1Òi', B se1ri
'Schwager', Ng {Cs.} s1aluN, sealuN 'Schwager' ('husband of tne wife’s
sister'), Slq Tz {KKIH} s7elÈ 'husband of the wife’s sister', Slq Nr {Cs. ms . ,
Ps.} s7a4l 'svoåk , Schwestermann, Mann der Schwester des Mannes,
Schwager'  pY {IN} *kel- 'relative-in-law'>  Y K {IN} kel-il id. (-il is a
nominal sx.), Y T {Ku.} kel!il 'male relative-in-law (svoåk )', {Coll.} kelil
'the husband of the wife's sister or female cousin; the wife of the wife’s
brother or male cousin; the husband of the husband’s sister or female
cousin; the wife of the husband’s brother or male cousin'; cp. also OY O
{Mat.} kal∆mo 'maid (dívka )' ¶¶ UEW 135-6, Coll. 23, Coll. CG 4 O 6
(U *ka4lu4), Coll. JU 78-9, Sm. 538 (U, FU, FP *ka4la4w, Ugr *ka4la4-, Sm
*kelo_ 'in-law'), Lr. #354, Lgc. #19O2, N II 38, Hs. 517-8, Ker. II 52-3 ,
ERV 269, LG 12O, UR 121, Jn. 67, KKIH 174, Cs. 67, 9O, 277, Ps. B 1 4 8 ,
Ku. 1O7, IN 226, ≈ 245, ≈ Rd. UJ 37 [#19] (Y π U) || A *k{e}lin, *k{e}l-
'female relative-in-law, bride' >  T *k…elin ({Md.} ke'⋅l[i]n) 'bride, son’s
wife' > OT ka4lin id., Chg kelin, OXwT ka4lin, MQp [CC] kelin, Az g1a4lin,
QrB gelin 'bride', Qmq gelin, VTt, Bsh kilen kilÁn, Alt kelin, Xk
kil¡n kilIn, SY, Ln kelin 'daughter-in-law, young brother’s wife', Tk
gelin, Tkm, Ggz gelin, CrTt, Blq, Nog, Qq, Qrg kelin, Qzq kel¡n keliÆn
id., 'bride', Uz kelin 'recently married young woman, daughter-in-law,
brother’s wife', Tv kelin 'daughter-in-law', Chv kin 'young brother’s
wife' (π  VTt kilÁn?), Chv {Ash.} kilÁntÁs7 'young female relatives-in-
law in a household' ¶ Cl. 719, DTS 296, Rs. W 25O, ET VGD 16-8, ≈ TL
3O2, Jeg. 113, Fed. I 295-6, Md. 91, 167, Ash. VI 216-7, 223  The s a m e
root with a different sx. is found in T: VTt ka4la4s7 'bride, young wife', Brb
{Rl.}, SbTt Tb/Tm {Rl.} ka4la4s7 id., 'bride, sweetheart (Geliebte)'. Acc. t o
Xak., the word without sxs. is attested in OBlgh ¬'yaKi (p ronounced
*kii\a4l or *kii\al) 'wife' (possibly with vowel breaking - cp. Chv a <  pT
*a4). M. Erdal (Erd. ∀ ) does not confirm Xak.’s hyp. ¶ Xak. 79, Rl. II 1 1 1 4
 Tg *kelin >  Ewk Ag/Skh/Chmk k‰lin, Ewk Urm k‰li, Lm k‰li (p l .
k‰lin-il), Orc, Nn k‰li, Ul, Ork k‰li / k‰lin- 'husband of the wife’s
sister', Neg k‰li  'husband of a woman from the wife’s clan', WrMc keli
'husband of the wife’s elder sister', 'male relative-in-law', xexe keli
'wife of the husband’s brother' (xexe  means 'woman') ¶ STM I 446 ¶ ¶
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DQA #755 (A *kele+i+o 'daughter-in-law, bride') || D (in NED) *kall[i]
'female relative-in-law' >  Krx xallï  'father’s younger brother’s wife', Mlt
qali 'mother’s sister' ¶ D #1318, Pf. 189 ˚ The meanings 'b r idegroom' ,
'male relative-in-law' are demonstrably secondary and are due either t o
broadening of meaning (by eliminating the semantic element of female
sex) or to back formation (as in Hrs) ˚  The narrowing *a4 > *e in t h e
pre-history of T (or already of A?) is still to be elucidated (cp. N
*ka4444l {h}V 'to walk' > T *k…el(u4)- 'come, arrive') ˚  IS I 295-6 (wi th
further bibliography), AD NM #1O9 ˚  Gr. II #338 (*kal 'sibling-in'law')
(IE, U, Y, and A [all “  IS], Gil,, CK).
863. *k{o}lV 'bough, stick' >  HS: C: *kal- 'stick' (× N *k''''{a 4 444}l ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!{h}u6666 o r
*k '''' {a 4 444 }l ß ßßß ++++ l ! !!! {h}u 6666 'stick, hook, bar') >  Kns xal-itta 'crutch, stick', Gdl hal-itt
'stick', Sml labada kal 'the ulna and radius bones' (“ *'the two st icks ' ) ,
? Dbs kal-te 'door-pole' ¶ Ss. B 114  NrOm: Bdt/Zs {C} kallo2 ' s t ick ' ,
Shn {CR} kullo2 'wood (Holz)' (× N *k''''{a 4 444}l ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!{h}u6666 '⇑ '?) ¶ C SE III 2O4 ||
IE: NaIE *g[W]ol- 'bough' >  Arm ko¬r koÒr  (pl ko¬ea˚ koÒea-k≈)
'bough, branch' »» OR gol6 golÁ 'branch', Cz huºl 'wand'; Ï *golÁje
> R ∆  gol∆≤å, Uk g¡llå 'bough, branch', Blr gollë ' b rushwood ' ,
Slv golje~  'boughs without leaves' (× Sl *gol¥  'naked, bare') ¶ WP I 64O,
P 4O3, Slt. 423, Vs. I 434, Ber. I 326, ≈ ESSJ VII 16-7 (does n o t
distinguish it from *golÁ 'nakedness' < N *kalßßßß ++++l ! !!!V 'to bark [a tree], t o
remove vegetation' ‘ 'bare, naked', q.v.), Srz. I 546 || ?σ A: NaT
*°KoluNa >  OT qoluNa 'the young shoot of a plant or tree' ¶ Cl. 6 2 3 - 4
(supposes that the OT word is a loan from some IE lge.) || D *ko2l ' t h in
twig, stick', {GS} *ko2l- 'stick' >  Tm ko2l 'stick, staff, branch', Ml ko2l
'staff, rod, stick', Kt ko;l, Td kwÈ;sÀ, Kdg ko;lÈ, Gnd ko2la2, Klm kola2 ± ko2la
'stick', Ka ko2l, ko2lu, Tu ko2lË ≠ ko2lu, Tl ko2la 'stick, staff', Prj ko2l,
Gnd ko2la 'shaft of arrow', ko2l 'big wooden pestle', Png ko2l, Mnd ku2l, Kui
ko2dßu, Ku ko2lu2 ± ko2lu 'pestle' ¶¶ D #2237, Zv. 64, GS 69-7O [#226].
864. *k{o}Li (or *k{o}Li?u?) (= *k{o}l ßßßß ++++l ! !!!i [or *k{o}l ßßßß ++++ l ! !!!i?u?]?) ' t o
smear' >  IE: NaIE *glei\- v. 'paste, smear' >  Gk gli1a 'glue', gloio1ß
'glutinous substance, gum' »»  L glu2s / glu2tis, glu2ten 'glue', glis /
glitis  'humus tenax' »» OIr glen(a)id (<  *gli-na2-ti) 'sticks fast' (p. -
gI1uil), W glynu 'to adhere', MBr en-glenaff 's’attacher' »» MLG
klei 'glue', Frs klay, AS clA2Ì1 'clay', NE clay; Dn klAg 'viscous
loamy mud', OHG klenan  'to paint, to glue', ON kl°na  'to smear' »» Lt
glieju~ / glieﬁti v. 'smear, putty' » Sl *glÁjÁ >  Cz ∆ , Slk glej, R ∆
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glej 'clay', Uk glej 'sticky clay', SCr gle•j '∈ clay'  the IE √  with
exts.: *glei\b≈- (>  OHG kle4be2n, NHG kleben 'to paste, to glue ' ) ,
*glei\d- (>  OIr gloe1d 'glue', NE ∆  clite 'glue, mud'), *glei\m- (>  AS
cla2m 'glutinous substance, glue', {Ho.} 'Leim, Mörtel, Klei; Pflaster',
clA2man 'to smear', Lt gle!ime$s 'mucus, slime'), *glei\n-/glin- (Gk
gli1nh 'glutinous substance', Sl *gli ¡na 'clay'  > Blg, R, Uk glina, SCr,
Sln gli!na, Cz hlI1na, Slk hlina, P glina), *glei\t- (>  AS cl°†an ' t o
adhere, to stick to', L glittus 'sticky, adhesive', Lt glitu~s 'viscous,
sticky, slimy'), *glei\w- (Gk gloio1ß 'glutinous substance', Lt gle!ive$s
'mucus, slime', Sl *gle7v¥ > R ∆  gle≥v 'slime of fish, slime on beverage,
gle ≤va 'slime on fish') (ffd. see P 363-4 and ESSJ 125-6) ¶ WP I 612-4 ,
P 362-4, Sw. 6, Ho. 5O, 52, OsS 496-7, Kb. 547, Vr. 317, KM 375, F I
312-3, WH I 611-2, LP §§  34.2, 459.2, Thr. 45, YGM-1 236, Ern. 2 1 1 ,
259, Frn. 156-7, ESSJ VI 121, 125-6, 162, Glh. 231, ≈ EI 1O8 (*gloi\wo-s
'clay') || HS: B *√klÓ (*kulVÓ) > Sll kWli (pf. ikWla) 'smear with s o o t '
¶ Ds. 1O9  Ch: Ngz {Sch.} kÈ~lb'u! v. 'plaster, smear on' ¶ Sch. DN 87 ||
A: M *qolu9a- 'rub' >  WrM qolu9a- ≠ qol9u-, HlM xolgo-
'injure\damage by constant rubbing', Kl {Rm.} Xol˝a-Xa ≠ Xol¥qqa
'reiben, einreiben' ¶ MED 958, 96O, KW 182 || ?σ D (in SD) *kulßi-
({†GS} *k-) v. 'wash oneself, moisten' >  Tm kul5i- v. 'bathe, wash one’s
body', Ml kul5i  'bathing, ablution', Kdg kulßi take bath', Tu kul5un$kuri
v. 'wet, moisten', kol5ambA 'bath' ¶ D #1832 ˚  The apparent ly
irregular D *u may be explained if we suppose a final labialized vw. i n
the pN source (*k{o}l ßßßß ++++ l ! !!!i?u) (suggested by M *qolu9a-) and the regr. as .
N *o...u > D *u...u. IE *g- (< N *ko- ) is reg. in preconsonantal posit ion.
The N rec. *k{o}l ßßßß ++++ l ! !!!i or *k{o}l ßßßß ++++l ! !!!i?u is valid if the D root belongs here.
865. *kulV (or *kuwálV?) 'to work' >  HS: Eg fP k¿.t n. 'work ,
construction', Eg fMK k¿w.ty '∈ worker' ¶ EG V 98-1O2, Fk. 283  S
*°√kll >  Ar √kll D 'faire des efforts, agir avec zèle et empressement
dans qch.' ¶ BK II 918 || A: NaT *k…ul 'slave' >  OT, MQp qul ' (ma le )
slave', Tk kul, Tkm, Az 9ul, Qzq ˚¨l qu"l, Qmq, QrB, Qq, Nog, Qrg, Uz,
ET, Shor, Tv qul, Qzq qu"l, VTt, Bsh q¥ºl 'slave', Xk Xul, Yk kulut 'slave,
servant', Tf hul 'hired farm labourer'; T ı NPrs {Dr.} ÒvQ ˝u2l 'slave', G
ûquli 'slave, hired servant' (×  G ûquli 'coolie' π R ≤kuli π NE coolie
π Tl ku2lI2 'hired labourer, coolie') ¶ Cl. 615, ET Q 12O, TL 318, Ra.
191, TvR 263, Rl. II 966, Dr. TM III ##1519, 1572 ¶ Tf h- is not clear, i t
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hardly points to a pT *kæ-(⇔  IS’s hyp. [IS AG] of Tf h- from T *kæ-, that is
not supported by recently recorded lexical stock of Tf [not yet known
to IS]), cp. Tv qul (Tv q- suggests pT *k…-)  Tg *kelu2me, *ke[:]le
'servant, working person' >  Ewk k‰lu2m‰ id., Lm Ol/Al k‰lm‰ ' servant ,
slave', Lm A k‰2lm‰2, Ork k‰l‰ 'industrious, hard-working, assiduous' ¶
STM I 447  M: Kl {Rm.} keln= 'slave, prisoner' ¶ KW 224 ¶¶ The origin
of Tg *e  and of Kl e  of the first syll. is unknown ¶¶ S VL #84, DQA # 9 4 2
(A *ku2 ~lV 'servant, slave') || D *ku2li ({†GS} *k-) 'working for wages' > Tl
ku2li 'wages, hire, working for wages, ku2l° 'hired labourer, coolie', Ml
ku2li 'hire, wages (esp. daily)', Tm ku2li 'wages, pay', ku2likka2ran3,
ku2liy-a2l5 'hired labourer, cooly', Kn ku2li 'hire, wages, day-labourer ,
coolie', Kdg ku;li 'wages', Tu ku2li 'hire', Prj, Gnd ku2li ' labourer’s
wages', ?φ Kt ku;Z> 'daily wages' ¶¶ D #19O5 ˚  The vw. *e in Tg and Kl
may be explained if we suggests a pN etymon *kuwálV ˚  In T and D
there may be coalescence with N *K''''ul ∏ ∏∏∏{a 4 444} 'clan, village' (whence la te r
'subordinate member of the clan' ‘ 'slave') and N *ûûûûq{ËlË} 'boy, chi ld '
(whence in T and D the meaning 'servant, slave').
866. *kËlßßßßV (or *kVho6666l ß ßßßV?) 'snake, worm' >  HS: Ch: WCh: Ang {Flk.}
kwol  'male snake'; ? Dr {J} kO!rO!l 'cobra', ? Bl {Mch.} kuredi  'snake' »»
CCh: Bdm {Lk.} kuli, Br {ChL} kul‰mn1a~ 'worm' »» ECh: Smr {J} kWa~la@,
{Nacht.} ku1la, Ll {Grgs.} ka@lo@ 'snake' ¶ ChC, ChL, Lk. B 23. Lk ZSS 79, Flk
s.v. kwol  ?σ S: Ar kahu2l- 'spider' ¶ BK II 94O, Hv. 668 || U *ka+o+ulßV
'worm' > Prm {LG} *kol 'intestinal worm' >  Z kov / kovy-, Z Lz kol, Z US
s7koÚl (LG: "with a prothetic s7"), Vt ko≥l k‰l id. »» Os V qulß 'tape-worm' 
Sm: Ne T xaly 'a long worm' (å’ xaly 'earth-worm', sare≥’ xaly
'rain-worm'), Ne O XaÒ;È∏ 'Angelwurm, Regenwurm', Slq Tz {KKIH} qo2£,
Tz/Tm/Ch {KD} qaù 'intestinal worm'  pY {IN} *kel- 'worm' > OY K {Bil.}
kalnindsha, {Merk} kelnyntscha, Y K {IN} kel-iZ7!´ id. ¶¶ Coll. 2 5 ,
UEW 227, LG 125 (U **kulV; broadening of the vw. due to the infl. o f
*l), Ter. 728, KKIJ 164, IN 226, 3O, ≈ Rd. UJ 39 [#3O] (Y π U) || A {IS}
*kuli, {DQA} *kËlV >  Tg * Úkulï-n 'snake', with the dimin. sx. *-ka2n:
*kuli-ka2n 'worm' > Ewk kulïn, Ewk Th kulunay 'snake', Ewk kuli-ka2n, O r k
qola ≠ qolIGa ≠ qolIa 'worm, insect', Neg kolixa2n 'worm, intestinal
worm', Ud kuliga, Orc kula4∏, Nn Nh qola2 'worm, caterpillar, snake', Ul
qolI '∈ an insect (living on water)', qUla 'worm' ¶ STM I 428  pKo {S}
ku~ry´~⁄Ni! 'adder, viper' >  MKo ku~ry´~⁄N5i!, NKo kur´~⁄Ni ¶ S AJ 172 [#18O],
Rm. SKE 132 ¶¶ Rm. SKE 132, S AJ 293 [#438], DQA #912 (A *kulV
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'snake, worm') ||  ?φ K *gwel- 'snake' >  OG guel-, G gvel-, Mg gwer-,
ngwer-, Lz mgwer- id., Sv: UB/Ln {TK} uZ7-a4r, L {TK} uZ7-ar pl. ' snakes '
(whence the bf. sg. Sv UB/Ln/L wiZ7- <  *u4Z7- <  *uZ7-i), Sv ∆ sg. hiZ7w-
'snake' ¶¶ K 61-2 (adduces the Sv cognate), K2 29, FS K 79-8O, FS E 8 3
(rejects the Sv word), TK 744, GP 1O3 ¶ The voicing N *k-  >  K *g- defies
explanation || IE: it is tempting to adduce Gk ce1l-ydroß 'snake' o r
'tortoise\turtle' (the second component from {ydvr 'water'?) and L
colubra  'snake', but the comparison is prevented by the initial Gk c-
and L c- [k-] that cannot go back to the expected IE *gW- ¶ Cp. WH I
248, F II 1O8, Ch. 1253 ˚  IS I 3O8 [#179] (Ch, K, U, A), AD GD 18 (K,
U, A) ˚  Gk c- and L c- may go back to a cns. cluster of a velar cns .
with a lr., suggested by Ar kahu2l- (< N *kVho 6666l ß ßßßV?).
867. *ku6666l ß ßßßV 'glowing coals; to heat\roast\fry\cook' >  IE: NaIE
*g+g8eu\lo-/*g+g8ou\lo- 'glowing coals', {EI} *geu\lo- ≠ gulo- ≠ *gulo-m ' f i re ,
glowing coals' >   ON kol 'charcoal', OHG kolo ≠ cholo, col, NHG
Kohle 'coal', AS col id., 'glowing coal', NE coal; NGr Sw cholle 'glow
(glimmen)' »» Clt: OIr {WP, P} gu1al 'charcoal', NIr gual 'coal' (<
*g+g8eu\lo- ¬ *g+g8ou\lo-) »» Tc B s1oliye 'hearth' ¶ ≈ WP I 563, P 399, EI
1O4, Dnn. 387, Ho. 56, OsS 5O, Kb. 554, KM 388, Ad. 635 || HS: C: Bj
{Rop.} kalo- 'fry', kalona 'frying-pan', {R} kilo2y- scv. 'roast, cook' »»
SC ({E}*ka[:]l-) >  Kz kalemuko, C ı Mb ikale 'charcoal ' »» EC *kul- >
pSam {Hn.} *ku~≤la!i~l 'heat, warmth' > Sml kulayl id., Rn ku≤le^l 'heat', Bn
{Hn.} ku≤le2 ^l 'heat, pain'; Sml {DSI} kul 'calore', Dsn {To.} kulla!? 'hot', Arr
{Hw.} kuld'a! 'hot', kulil- 'warm oneself', Elm {Hn.} ≤ku!lla? 'Hitze' ¶ R
WBd 142, Rop. 2O3, E SC 242, E K 12, Hn. S 67, Hn. E 28O, DSI 373, PG
2O4, To. DL 513, Hw. A 375, Blz. RL 261, Blz. DL s.v. 'warm', HL 118  ||
A *kæu4+o4LV > Tg *xu'ldu4 'warm, heat', (?) 'flame' > Nn xulZ7ï- 'be warmed ' ,
Ul xuldu 'hot', Ork xuldu- 'warm', Ud ugdi v. 'warm, be warmed', Ewk
uldi, accus. uldi-w‰ 'flame'; Nn xul tay, xuluN tay 'warm' (of water) ¶
STM II 26O  M *ko4lc>i- vt., vi. 'warm, become worm' > MM [MA] ko4lc7i-
'warm oneself', WrM ko4lcu4-≠ko4lci- 'warm, become warm\f lushed ' ,
IM {T} xo4lc7i- vt. 'heat, warm (one’s hands)', WrO ko4lce- 'heat up', Brt
x¥lw´-, Ord gòo4lc7æi- ≠ gòo4lc7æo4- 'warm oneself by the fire'; Ï: WrM
ko4lcu4ge-, HlM xøl¢øø-, Kl køl¢á- ko4lc7a4-, {Rm.} ko4lc7E2- id. ¶ Pp.
MA 222, MED 484-5, T VM 24, Krg. 74O, Ms. O 27O, KRS 315, KW 2 3 8 ,
Chr. 619  T *kæu4l 'ashes, cinders '  (× N *ûûûûqËLpV 'hot ashes, embers; t o
roast\heat on embers or hot stones', N *kuz6666mV [or *kuz6666V mV]
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'smoke, ashes' and\or N *K''''É{y++++?}alßßßßa 'to burn' [intr.], 'to burn [sth.] ' ,
'to heat, to be heated, to roast') >  OT ku4l 'ashes, cinders', MQp XIII,
[CC] XIV, XwT XIV , Chg XV ku4l, Tkm ku4l, Tk ku4l, Az k¥l ku4l, Ggz, ET, Ln,
Kr Cr, Qmq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Alt, ET, Qmn, Tb, Ln, Xk, Yk ku4l, Uz kul
kulY, SY kulY, Xlj ku$l ≠ kul, Slr kul, VTt, Bsh køl kÁºl, Tv xu4l, Tf hu$l, Chv
ke€l kÁl, Chv H kÁºl 'ashes' ¶ Cl. 715, DTS 325, Rs. W 3O7, ET KQ 137-8 ,
Md. 43, 171, Jeg. 1O4, Fed. I 269-7O ¶¶ ≈ DQA #114O (*kæuli+e 'to hea t ,
to burn': Tg, M, T), S AJ 281 ¶¶ A *kæ- for the expected *k- may be d u e
to the infl. of the reflex of the abovementioned N *ûûûûqËLpV and\or N
*K''''É{y++++?}alßßßßa || D (in SD) *kolßlß- ({†GS} *k-) 'firebrand, fire' >  Tm kolßlßi
id., Ml kolßlßi 'firebrand, firewood', Kt koylß 'burning firewood', Td kwÈlßy
'firebrand, embers', Kn kolßlßi, kolßlße, Tu kolli, kol5l5i 'firebrand' ¶ D
#2158 ˚ D *o (for the expected *u from N *u 6666) needs explaining ˚ ≈
Blz. LB #4a and ≈ Blz. LBNA #29 (both: IE, T + unc.: FU *kuz6mV ' a shes '
[in fact from N *kuz 6666mV 'smoke, ashes', q.v.] and MKo ki!ri !-m 'soot').
868. *ka[h]lV  'power, force; be able' >  IE: NaIE *g[≈]al- 'be able' >  W
gallu, Crn gallos 'ability, power', 'be able', OBr {Flr.} *gal ' a c t e
violent, activité, passion, force' (in proper names, cds., and d. words ,
e.g. im-ro-galou 'activité, travail actif'), Br gallout v. 'pouvoir ' ,
galloud n. 'pouvoir, puissance', OIr gal 'bravery', Gl ı VL {Wb.}
*galia, {Gml.} *gala 'force', {Diez} *gala 'bravery' (>  ds.: [?] Prv
galhart '≈  brave, jovial fellow' ı Fr gaillard, Port galhardo, Sp
gallardo, It gagliardo) »» Lt galiu~ / gale$!ti 'be able, be allowed',
goﬁle$, galia~ 'might, power', ga!lti 'bei Kraften sein, sich wohl
befinden' ¶ WP I 539-4O, P 351, SB 1O7, LP § 35.7, YGM-1 231, ECCE
245, Flr.173, 22O, Hm. 3O6, Dtn. 258, Bally 76-8, Wb. IV 3O-1, ML
##36511, 3657, Diez 151,  Frn. 131, EI 3 (*gal- 'be physically able') ||
HS: WS: [1] *-w-kal-, *√wkl 'be able' >  BHb lki √ykl id. (3m ip.
yu2≤k3al) 'be able\capable of; endure, comprehend; prevail', BA (TV) lk5i^
y´≤k3il, (BbV) y´≤k3ol 'be able, prevail', IA √ykl id. (ip. 1s ?-kl, 2m t-kl,
3m y-kl), ChrPA {Schlt.} y´≤kol 'be able, have the right to', Nbt ykl id.,
JA {Dlm.} √ykl G  (3m yik≤kol), JEA {Sl.} √ykl G  'be able'; *√wkl
(originally D  and Sh†?) 'entrust to' (“ 'make so. be allowed to') >  Ar
√wkl Sh† 'se confier dans qn.', G  (bf. f rom Sh†?) √wkl 'confier \
racommander une chose\affaire à qn.', OSA wkl (D ?) 'entrust', M h
√wkl (caus. stem) (pf. awo2k‰l) 'entrust with', Jb C {Jo.} √wkl (p f .
o 2k‰l) v. 'trust with, entrust to', Sq {Jo.} √wkl (pf. ≤ok‰l) id.; [2] *√khl
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'be able' >  OA, IA √khl  'be able, have the right to, be allowed', BA p r t c .
D  le4ƒ1 ka2≤he2l 'able', JA, Gz √khl 'be able, can', OSA √khl ' b e
successful, réussir', khlt 'power', Mh/Hrs/Jb {Jo.} √khl 'be able ( t o
do sth.)', Sq {L} khel 'be able, know', ??σ Ar √khl (pf. kahala) ' r e a c h
mature age' (“  *'be in position to do things'), ¬Ue0Ka kahl-(un)  'grown u p '
¶ KB 392-3, KBR 41O-1, HJ 456, 489-9O, Dlm. 183, Sl. 534, Schlt. G §
137, Schlt. 83, BK II 1598-9, Hv. 668, Lb. III 259O, Lb. LAD 6O, 66, Nld.
rLb 417, BGMR 77, 16O, L G 277, Jo. M 2O5-6, 426, Jo. J 128, 29O, Jo .
H 67  C: Ag: Bln {R} kahal- 'be able' (π EthS?), Aw {Hz.} kal(i)-,
{Plm.} kal- 'be able, can' || D *kali ({†GS} *k-) >  Tm kali ' s t rength ,
force', Kn kali 'man noted for valour and prowess, hero', EpTl
kalitanamu 'bravery'; D ı EpOI kali 'hero' ¶¶ D #13O8.
869. *kal ∏∏∏∏ {?}V  'to approach, to come' > HS: WS *√kl? id. > Ar √kl? D
(pf. kalla?a) 'aborder quelqu’un, s’approcher de quelqu’un', Mh √klw
(pf. k‰lu2, sbjn. y‰klï) 'come, bring home (animals, a wife)' ¶ BK II 92O,
Jo. M 2O9  C: EC: pSam {Hn.} *≤ka2!lle~i~ ≠ *ka2!≤le!i!a~ imv. 'come!'  > Sml
ka2lei, Rn ≤kale(y), Bn ≤ka2!le / ka2≤li!a id. »» SC: Rft ≈ *k'Wal- (×  N *k''''o 6 666l ! !!!÷{u 6666}
'track(s), way; to go, to travel') > Irq {MQK} qWala!N imv. 'come!', Brn
{Dempw.} kwale% id. ¶ Hn. S 65, MQK 89, Blz. SCL s.v. 'come'£ || U
*kVl~+lV >  ? Sm: Slq Tz {KKIH} qa4l- v. 'run', qa4ltÈr(È)-, qa4lÈmpÈ- 'walk,
stroll (xodit∆, idti, gulåt∆ )'  pY {IN} *kel- ' come '  > Y K/T kel-, K
{Jc.} kel- 'come, arrive', OY XVII {Wts.} kaltei 'come' ¶¶ Gy. USz 3O4,
KKIH 159, UEW 134, Krn. JJ 273, 282, Ku. 1O6, AD KY, Ang. 112, 122 ||
A *k… a2l[u4]- (with the type of length based on pre-A lengthening in a n
open syll.) >  M *qal(u)- 'come near, approach' >  WrM qal(u)-, HlM
xala-(x), Kl {Rm.} Xala- 'nahe kommen, anfallen, sich über e inen
stürzen', ? MM [S] qalit- 'sich annähern, anschließen'; M ı WrMc
Xala- ¶ MED 916, KW 162, H 58  AmTg *ka2l- > Nn Nh qa2l- 'come nea r ,
approach', Ul ka2l- id., 'attack', Ork qal- 'sneak up to' ¶ STM I 369  T
*k…el(u4)- 'come, arrive' (× N *ka 4444 l {h }V  'to walk' [accounting for the f r o n t
vw.], q.v. ffd.)  pJ {S} *k‰~- 'come' > OJ ko-, J: T/Kg ku!-, K/Ht/Y ku~-, Ns
kY-, Sh c7- ¶ S AJ 265 [#13], S QJ #13, Mr. 616 ˚  In some lgs. there m a y
be coalescence with N *gu6666lÉ 'go (away), set out' (q.v.) ˚  The f r o n t
vw. of the T cognate *k…el- 'come, arrive' may have resulted f r o m
contamination with N *ka4444l {h}V. Alternatively, effect of vw. ha rmony
cannot be ruled out: A *k…alu4 >  T *k…el(u4)- and M *qal(u)-, although i n
this case we would have to expect *k…a4l(u4)-, because under t h e
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palatalizing infl. of vw. harmony *a usually becomes *a4 rather than *e
˚ ≈ Gr. II #71 (*kel 'come') (A *k…el- and Yk kel- 'come, go' + err. U
*ka4la4 'wade' [that in fact goes back to N *ka4444l {h}V 'to walk, to m a k e
one’s way with effort, to wade'] + err. IE *keleu- 'road', as well as Gil.,
CK, ? Ai; Gr.’s neglection of sound laws does not allow him t o
distinguish between three N sources, which proves that his method o f
impressionistic comparison is wrong).
87O. *kol?a  'to die; end' > IE: NaIE *gWel- v. 'die, feel pain' >  Lt
gaﬁlas 'death, end', Pru golis 'death' (accus. gallan) id.,
galintwei v. 'kill' »» AS cwelan 'to die', cwellan 'to kill', OSx
qualm 'death, murder', OHG qualm n. 'ruin, pain, torture' »» OIr at-
baill '(he) dies', OCrn [VC] bal 'pestis', MW baluent 'peste, f léau' ,
W ball 'plague, death', ballu 'to die' (<  *gWl=∏-n-) »» Arm ke¬em
keÒem  v. {Slt.} 'peinige, quäle', {Bedr.} 'wound, hurt' ¶ P 47O-1, Ho. 6 4 ,
Ho. S 59, OsS 692, Kb. 577, Vn. A  98, Frn. 145, En. 174, Tp. P E-H 142-5 ,
275, YGM-1 39, Slt. 380-1, ≈σ EI 349 (gWel- 'strike, stab') || HS: S
*°√kl? >  Ar √kl? v. 'come to the end' (life) ({BK} 'toucher à sa fin,
arriver à son terme' [se dit de la vie d’un homme qui meurt]) ¶ BK I
919, Hv. 662  SC: Irq qa2c6 {MQK} 'die' (of many) ¶ MQK 85, Blz. SCL
s.v. 'die' || U *ko2la- v. 'die' >  FU *ko2la- >  F kuole-, Es koole- » p M r
{Ker.} *ku2l¥- >  Er kulo-, Mk kul´- » Chr H/L/E kole- id. » Prm *kul- >  Vt
kulÈ-, StZ kuv-, Z ∆  kul- »» *ko2l-/*ka"la2- id. >  pVg *ka2l-/*kal-a2- >  Vg: T
ka2l-/ka"l-a2, LK/UL xo2l-, MK/UK/SV ko2l-, P/NV/LL ko2l-/kol-, Ss xO2l-; pOs
{Ht.} *ka"la-/*kol- ({∫Hl.} *kÈÆla-/*ka"l-) >  Os: V/Vy qa"la-/qol-, Ty qa"¬-,
qa"¬a-/qo"¬-, Y qa"¬-/qo"¬-, O Xa"l- and Xa"la$-, D/K/Nz Xa"t-, and Kz Xa¬-
id. » Hg hal-  Sm *kaº¥\- ({Jn.} *kaº´•-), {Hl.} *ka¥\- v. 'die' >  Ne T xa-
s∆ v. 'die', xa-b´j 'dead', Ne F Ks {Lh.} ka2-s1 'to die', ka2-pÈ∏ 'dead', Ng
{Ter.} kodå kuod!a v. 'die', {Cs.} 1s aor. ku$ ∏?am ({∫Cs.} ku65'am) id.,
kua≤bua 'dead', En X {Cs.} 1s aor. ka2ro', En B {Cs.} ka2do' id., En X
{Cs.} ka2be, En B {Cs.} ≤kabe 'dead', Slq Tz {KKIH} qu-qo 'to die', Kms
{KD} 1s prs. kæu$l!em 'I die', {Adl.} ku≥be 'dead', Koyb {Sp.} c m p d .
kulågandam` 'I die', kajma 'dea', Mt {Hl.} *ka2- v. 'die' (Mt: M {Sp.}
xadajbaga 'death', K {Pl.} chaa`sigaani 'to die') Ï Mt {Hl.}
*ka[:]yma 'dead' (Mt: T {Ml.} kchai!ma, K {Ml.} ga1I4ma, {Pl.} ga1ha`ima
'dead', kaima 'mertve¢ina ', M {Sp.} kajma, {Ml.} khaima ' dead ' ) ;
Mt ı Xk xama Xama, xaama Xa2ma, Qc {Rl.} qa2ma, qamî 'carrion' ¶ ¶
Coll. 28, UEW 173, Db. OS xxiv-xxv, Sm. 538 (U *kaºxlÈ- 'die' > FU, FP
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*kooli-, Ugr *kaºlI"-, Sm *kaºo_-), It. #155, LG 143, Ht. #253, Ht. r H t
71-3, Jn. 56-7, Hl. M ##367, 399, KKIH 165, Rs. W 228, Ker. II 79 ¶ ¶
The vowels of the first syll. in Mr, Chr, and Prm suggest a FU stem-final
*a, while -e in F and Es is an innovation (the verb was transferred to a
different class of conjugation) ˚  IS SS #7.4 and IS MS 37O (IE, U; n o t
here K *ûqwil- and D *kol- v. 'kill', that actually belong to N *ûûûûqola ' t o
kill' [q.v.]) ˚  Gr. II #96 (*kola 'die') (IE, U, J, CK).  
871. *kol[V]÷V (or *kol ßßßß [V]÷V?) 'to peel, to bark' >  U: [1] FU *koz6V
'skin, peel ' (× N *K''''oz6666V 'to skin, to bark [wood]', q.v. ffd.)  [2] If F
kolo- (inf. koloa, kolota) v. 'bark, strip, peel' is etymologically
different from F kolo  'hole', it may belong here as well; in this case FU
koz 6V  represents a variant with elision of an internal vw.: N *kol∏∏∏∏V÷V >
*kol+lß÷V > FU *koz6V, while F kolo- represents a var. without syncope ¶
Coll. 89, UEW 165-6, LG 14, SK 212 || HS: S *°√kl÷ >  Gz √kl÷ G  'pul l
out (the weeds), peel off, undress, strip off', Amh pf. kAlla 'take off t h e
clothes' ¶ L G 282 || A *kolV- v. 'bark, skin' >  Tg *kola- id. >  WrMc
qola- v. 'take off the skin (of an animal’s body), bark (a tree), b r e a k
off (tile from the roof)', Mc Sb qol´m´ ≠ qolum´ v. 'peel, pare, shell;
peel off, pare off', Ewk ko2lu2- 'take off a film from sth.', Sln Xo2l-, Xo2li-
'tear off, rip off', Lm qolq¥- 'take off the skin from jerked fish' ¶ The
Ewk and Sln forms may result from coalescence of the inherited Tg
word with Mongolisms (π M *qa˝ula- >  HlM xuula- 'bark a tree') ¶
STM I 4O7, Y ##1166, 1716, Z 281  M *qol-t-ul- v. 'peel off' >  WrM
qoltul-, HlM xoltlo-(x) 'peel off, free from covering', Kl {KRS}
xoltl-x Xolt¥l-X¥ v. 'bark, peel'. {Rm.} Xolt¥c7i-Xa (<  *qolta-c>i-)
'die Rinde abschaben, wegkratzen, losreißen'; M *qoli-: *qoli-sun ' f ish-
skin' (×  N *K''''olV '[big] fish' [q.v. ffd.] × N *K''''oz6666V '⇑ '); M *qolta-sun
'tree bark' >  WrM qoltasun ≠ qoltusun, HlM xoltos, WrO
Xoltosun, Kl xoltxsn XltX¥-s¥n; ? M *°qoli-bar- >  WrO Xolibar-
'fall off, peel off' ¶ MED 959-6O, KRS 594, KW 183, Krg. 275, 277 ||
?φ K : G kil- 'scale off, remove the skin' (×  N *kez6666?e6666 'skin; to skin' [q.v.
ffd.]) ¶ G -i- belongs to the heritage of N *kez6666?e 6666 ˚ IS I 171 (U, A), AD
LZL 363 (HS, U, A).
872. *ka4444l {h}V 'to walk, to make one’s way (with effort), to wade' >
HS : B *√kly v. 'walk' (× N *k''''o 6 666l ! !!!÷ {u 6666}  'track(s), way; to go, to travel') >  Ah
te2kle ({Fc.} te6kle1) (pl. ta2kliwïn) 'marche au pas (marche sans
courir)', Kb t3iSli (pl. t3iSliwin) 'marche; allure; action de marcher ' ;
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cp. B *√wkl v. 'travel, step' (<  N *k''''o 6 666l ! !!!÷{u 6666} , q.v. ffd.) and B *√wkl ≠
*√kwl 'track, footprint' (< N *k''''o 6 666l ! !!!÷{u} [q.v. ffd.] × N *ka4444l {h}V?)  C:
EC: Sa {R} kala2h- 'travel (verreisen, eine Reise machen, wandern) ' ,
kala2Ó n. 'travel (Wanderung, Reise'), ? Sml {DSI} kallah-, Sml N {Abr.}
kalah- 'go (somewhere) in the early morning' »» SC ({E} *kWa2~s6-) v. ' go ,
travel' (× N *k''''o 6 666l ! !!!÷ {u 6666} , q.v. ffd.) ¶ R S II 215, Abr. S 147, E SC 43, 265 
Ch: Ang {Flk.} kel 'wander without aim' ¶ Flk. s.v. ||  U: FU {UEW} *ka4la4-
v. 'wade' > pLp {Lr.} ka2le2- id. >  Lp: S {Hs.} gaal´edh, L {LLO} ka2lle2-, N
{N} galle-, Kld ka2llêe- id.; {UEW (with a query)}: Lp ı F kahlaa- ≠
kaalaa- v. wade' ı Es kahla- v. 'wade, walk in water' » Er kel!e-, M k
kåle- ka4l!´- v. 'wade' » Chr: L ke≤la-w 'walk through mud \wa te r ;
wade', Uf/B kela-, H kela4- id. » Prm *kel- v. 'plod, make one’s way
(through)' >  Z kevny kev-/kel-, Yz ko$l-, kel- id., Vt kolyny 'beat a
track\path (by walking)', Vt G kolÈÆ- v. 'wade', Vt Sr kol- 'ins Wasser
treten' »»  ?σ ObU {Ht.} *ku4∏l- v. 'rise, rise ashore' >  pVg **kWa4∏l- 'rise' >
Vg: T kWa4∏l- ≠ kWa4l-, LK/MK kO4∏l-, NV kWO4∏l- ≠ kal-, P kO2l- ≠ kWal-, kal-, LL
kO2l- ≠ kal-, UL/Ss kWa2l-; pOs *ku4l- ≠ *kO4l´˝- 'rise, rise ashore, land' >
Os: V/Vy ku4l-, Ty ki¬-, Y ku4¬-, D/K kit-, Nz kkiÆt-, Kz kiÆ¬-, O kil- id.;
V/Vy kO4l´G-, Ty ke¬´G-, Nz qatiÆy-, Kz qa¬i- 'zaexat∆ ', UY kel´G- ' a r r ive
to the shore, rise to the shore' » Hg kel- 'rise'  Y: [1] pY {IN} *kil-
'wade' > Y: K {IN} kil-Z7 !ï- id. (-Z7 !ï- is an iterative sx.), {AD} kil!Jiyoy
'wadable' (kil!Jiyoy ?o2≤z7i 'wadable river\stream', lit. 'wadable water ' ) ,
{Jc.} kilJ7iyoi 'brodå¢¡j ', Y K {Jc.} kel- 'fahren'  [2] pY {IN} *kel-
'come' (× N *kal ∏∏∏∏ { ? }V  'to approach, to come', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ It. #245, Coll.
2O, UEW 133-4, Lr. #347, Lgc. #2O81, Hs. 514, LG 12O, MF 347-8, Ht .
#133, Trj. S 118, 125, IN 225-7, Ang. 112, AD YN s.v. kel-, Jc. JR, Krn. J J
273, 282, ≈ Rd. UJ 46 [#64] (does not distinguish Y *kil- 'wade' from Y
*kel- 'come') ¶¶ The meaning 'rise' is a Ugr innovation: 'rise' “ ' r i se
ashore after wading a river' (cp. Os Ty/Y {Trj.} ma ut´ ki¬s´m 'I rose t o
the shore', Os UY kel´˝- 'rise to the shore', Trj. l.c.) || A: T *k…el(u4)-
({Md.} *ke⋅l- = {∫Md.} *ke"'l-) 'come, arrive' (× N *kal∏∏∏∏{?}V '⇑ ', whence
the meaning of the T stem) >  OT {Cl.} ka4l- 'come, arrive' (aor. ka4lu4r ≠
[with analogical generalization of *i] ka4lir), OT U (BrSc) {Gbn.} ka4∏l-,
Chg XV kel- (aor. -u4r, converb -u4) , pOg {Md.} *ga4l-  id. ({∫Md.} *ge"l-) (>
Tk gel-, Tkm gel-, Az g1a4l-, Ggz gel- id.), Qmq  gel-, Uz, Ln, Kr, Blq, Nog,
Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Alt, Yk, Tv kel-, ET ka4(l)-, VTt, Bsh, Xk kil- kil-, Tf kYel-
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id., Chv kil- id., 'walk, go (gehen, fahren)' ¶ T *e is reconstructed o n
the ev. of Ch, VTt, and Bsh kil- ¶ Cl. 715, Gbn. ATG 313, Rs. W 248, ET
VGD 14-6, Ra. 2O3, TvR 237, Md. OJ 172 [§ 2.6.2.2] (on T *e >  Chv i) ,
226 [§ 3.2.2.2], 276, Jeg. 112, Fed. I 292-3 ¶ IS I 294 reconstructed pT
*ka4 ∏l- with unj. rec. of a long vw. on the basis of Tk SW and the Brahmi
spelling of OT U (but not MK’s Arabic spelling without markers o f
length), against the decisive ev. of Tkm and Yk; the quality *a4 was
reconstructed on the alleged ev. of Az, but recent research (Md., Md.
OJ, ADb. SR) has shown that the Az distribution of e and a4 is a n
innovation and does not reflect the pT opposition, which has remained
in Chv and Yk only, so that the correct pT rec. is *k…el-  ? pKo ka!- ' go ,
go away' > MKo ka!-, NKo ka- ¶ S AJ 254 [#72], S QK #72, Nam 2, MLC 6
|| D (in NED) *ka[:]l- >  Krx ka2l- (imv. kala2, gerund ka2la2, ft. ka2los ≠
ka2os, inf. ka2na2 <  *ka2l-na) 'go, lead to (as a road), progress', Mlt {Drs.}
p. ka1le 'go, come to' ¶ D #1419, Pf. 187-8 [#64] ˚  IS I 293-5 [#161]
(IS did not take into account M *qal(u)- 'come near, approach' and Tg
*ka[:]l- 'approach', as well as (probably therefore) did not distinguish
between N *ka4444l{h}V (his *ka4{lÓ}V) and N *kal∏∏∏∏{?}V 'to approach, t o
come' (q.v.) ˚  The change N *a 4444 > T *e is still to be explained (see  N
*ka 4444 lu 6666 'a woman of the opposite exogamous moiety within an exogamic
system of tr ibes '  > T *k…elin 'bride, son’s wife') ˚  ≈  Gr. II #71 (*kel
'come') (U *ka4la4 'wade' [< N *ka 4444 l {h}V] + err. IE *keleu- 'road' + err. A
*k…el- and Yk kel- 'come, go' [< N *kal∏∏∏∏{?}V 'to approach, to come'], a s
well as Gil., CK, ? Ai; Gr. neglects sound laws and therefore c a n n o t
distinguish between these N words, see above N *kal ∏∏∏∏ { ? }V ) .
873. *kalwV 'together, whole' >  HS: S *kull- 'totality, completeness ,
all of' (× N *K''''ul ∏ ∏∏∏{a 4 444} 'clan, village' [‘ 'everybody'], q.v. ffd.); S *k{a}l- >
Amr {G} kala 'all' and possibly SES: Mh ka2l, kali 'all, whoever', Jb E kOl,
kEl-, Jb C kOhl (kOl, ≤kO), kEl-, Sq {Jo.} kOl, kal id.; CS *√kll v. 'uni te ,
include' >  Hb, Aram kll G  id., Ug kll D  {OLS} 'completar, acabar' ¶ KB
457, A #132O, OLS 213-5, HJ 5OO-7, G A 22, Jo. M 2O7, CAD VIII 5O4-6
 Eg fP cnw (if {Tk.} < *√klw) 'every, jeder' ¶ EG V 377-9  C: Dhl
{EEN, To.} ?a!kkale 'all' »» ?σ SC: Irq {E} kila 'very much, completely ' ,
{MQK} kila? 'truly, perfectly, very' ¶ E SC 288, EEN 2O, To. D 127, MQK
6O  SOm {Tk.} *kWull- 'all' > {Bnd., Fl.}: Dm kull, Hm, Hm K wull ' a l l '
¶ Bnd. AL 144  WCh: Pr {Frz.} ka!lu~ 'gather' » ?? Sha {J} hWal‰N 'alle' ¶ J
R 275, Frz. P 35 ¶¶ Tk. SCC 9O [#19.7] ¶¶ The main source of S *kull-,
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SOm *kWull-, and Sha hWal‰N 'all' may be N *K''''ul ∏ ∏∏∏ {a 4 444}, while S *k{a}l-, t h e
CS verb *√kll , Eg k¿, Dhl, and (?) Irq words may go back to N *kalwV
or to both N etyma together || A: Tg *°kalbV (<  **kalwV) 'together' >
Ewk Ald/Ucr kalbuldï v. 'gather (reindeers), Ewk U kalo-kalo
(interjection used to gather reindeers in a flock) ¶ STM I 365 || D *kal-
({†GS} *k-) 'unite, meet' >  Tm kala v. 'unite in friendship, f o r m
friendly\matrimonial alliance with, copulate', kalakku 'joint', Ml
kalappu 'the whole, sum', Kn kali, kale vi. 'join; come together ,
meet', Tl kalayu, kaliyu vt., vi. 'join, unite, meet, copulate', Gnd
KS/RSr kali-, Gnd DM ka2liya2na2 v. 'meet', Knd kali- 'meet, c o m e
together', Ku kalvi a2- 'be united together' ¶¶ D #1299 ¶ The √  is to b e
distinguished from D *kal- v. 'mix' [D #1299] (unless 'mix' is not a
secondary meaning developed from 'join') ≠φ  IS SS 349 [#13.12] (HS ÷
K *ûq(w)l 'all' [sc. *ûqowÉl- 'all, one', see  N * ûûûûqaywÉ(-LV ) ' a lone ' ,
' ent i re ' ] .
874. *k{a}l ∏∏∏∏Ù{o} 'call (appeler), shout' >  HS: S *°√klH >  Gz √klH (p f .
kalHa) v. 'cry (out), shout, howl', Har √klH (pf. kAlaHa ≠ kalHa) v. 'cal l
so. by shouting' ı  Sa {R} kallah- id. ¶ L G 282-3  ? B *°√wkll (× N
*k''''aL[V]HV 'shout, cry, weep, make noise') >  Ah s´kk´l´l ' p l eu re r
bruyamment' ¶ Fc. 785  C: ı Mb {E} -kala!?e v. 'shout' (E [SC 268]: •÷
Irq kWala?- ≠ qWala?- v. 'be joyfull\glad', Kz k'Wa?aliko 'voice') ¶ E PC
#513 (•÷  Bj {R} kWali 'singing', Ya -qE2l- v. 'sing', and Sml qayli v.
'shout, cry'; on the latter see  N *K''''ÅyLa 'shout, call']) »» This N e tymon
may be an AdS  of HEC *kul- v. 'tell' (see  s.v. N *ûûûûqË[?]lßßßßV 'speak')  Ch
(pCh {JS} *k{a}l- v. 'call') > ECh: EDng {Fd.} ko~le~ v. 'call (appeler)', ? ko2^le~
v. 'shout (crier)', Brg {J} ko~le! v. 'call', ko2 ^le~ v. 'shout', Jg {J} kol- ' nennen ,
rufen' »» ??φ CCh: Glv {Rp.} xul-, Dgh {Frk.} xw!la~ v. 'cry' ¶ ChC s.v. 'cal l '
and 'cry', J J 114, Fd. 3O1-2 ||  IE: NaIE *gal- v. {EI} 'call out, speak' >  W
galw 'to call, to summon', OBr galu 'clameur' (<  *gal-w-), MBr {Flr.}
galu 'appel', {Ern.} galver 'celui qui appelle', Br galv 'appel, c r i ' ,
OIr {SB} gall 'famous' (<  *gal-no-s), gleter da1la ' d i e
Versammlungen sind vorgeladen' »» Gmc (× Gmc *kal≤za 'calling [Ruf]' <
NaIE *ga+ol≤so-s <  N *kaLc7777V 'voice; to speak\cry ' )  > ON kalla ' ru fen ,
nennen, sagen' (ı NE call), AS ceallian 'to call', OHG kallo2n ' t o
chatter, to talk' »» Sl *golgol-¥ (<  *gal-gal-) 'speech' >  OCS glagol6
glagolË 'speech, word', Blg ∆  ≤glagul¥, McdS ∆  glagol ' speech ,
conversation', SCr † gla !go¬ ≠ gla Ÿgo¬, OCz hlahol 'speech', Cz
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hlahol 'noise'; Sl *golgoli-, *golgola- v. 'speak' >  OCS glagolati
glagolati, Blg † glago≤lå, SCr † glago ~liti ≠ glago ~¬iti ' t o
speak', Cz hlaholiti, hlaholati 'to produce sounds, to speak' ¶ P
35O, ≈ EI 89, SB 1O7, YGM-1 231, Flr. 173, Ern. 252, Hm. 3O7, LP § 2 5 6 ,
Vr. 298-9, Kb. 526, ESSJ VI 2O4-5 || ?σ D *ko2lß 'slander, tale-bearing'
(× N *K''''ohl !!!! u 4 444 'to hide, to deceive, to tell a lie', q.v. ffd.) || A: NaT *k…ol-
v. 'ask for, beg' (× N *gol∏∏∏∏V 'look, look for, wish'?) >  OT, Chg, OXwT,
MQp [CC], Kr qol- v. 'ask for', MQp XV qol- v. 'pray', Kr qol ± kol-, SY
qol- ≠ qæol- 'beg, beg one’s pardon', Tv (d.) qoldan- v. 'ask for, beg ' ,
qoldanc7î 'beggar' ¶ Cl. 616-7, Rs. W 277, ET Q 36-7, Rl. II 584-5, TvR
246  ?φ Tg *ke2l[e]- v. 'call, ask' >  Ewk PT k‰2l‰2-, Orc k‰2l‰gi- v. ' invite,
call', WrMc Xelne-  v. 'go to ask, ask\call\invite' ¶ STM I 447, Z 411 ¶ ¶
The front vw. of the Tg √  has not yet found explanation (as., vw.
harmony?) ˚  The IE guttural *g- points to the N vw. *a , while D and T
suggest N *o . A possible solution may be connected with vowel as .
(caused by N *o  of the second syll.?). The long vw. in D may be due t o
compensatory lengthening (loss of the original lr.).
875. (€?) *kVl[V]yV 'lumbar region' > HS ≈ *kulay- 'kidney'  > S
*≤kulay-at- id. > BHb pl. t&il1k`6k´la2≤y-o2t3, MHb (BbV) e´il∫k (ce.  for e´ilö
k?) kol≤yO 'kidney' (see  Yv. II 9O5; the Masoretic sg. ei!l6k`5 kil≤ya2 is a
bf. from the pl. form), Ug klyt, Sr æ4ojliw.˚ ko2l°≤t3-a2, A r éyaºl0Kuu kuly-at-,
Gz kW´lït, Mh {Jo.} k‰lyït, Hrs {Jo.} k‰lït, Jb C {Jo.} ku≤z7E!t, Sq ∆ {SSL}
k‰≤lO2y‰t, Ak kal°t-um 'kidney', JA kul≤ya2 id., 'testicle' ¶ AD PSH 4 8 ,
KB 479, OLS 217, Js. 62O, Br. 329, BK II 926, Hv. 664, WKAS I 337, L G
284, Jo. M 2O9, Jo. H 8, Jo. J 131, SSL LSNP 146O-1, ≈ MiK I #1.156 (S
*kWaly-at-)  C {AD} *(m-)kWVllV[?] 'kidney' > Bj {R} aºn≤kWel?a ≠
un≤kul?a, {AD} haNkWala2yt id. »» EC ≈ *kal(al)i id. > Sml kelli, Rn {Bl.}
kalasi, {PG} ka~la2!ssi ({Bl}: < *kalal-ti), Elm kal, Kns xalla2, Gwd xalle, Brj
kala≤tte2, Or kale2, Or M {AD} kulaliti, Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} kale2, Or Wt {Sr.}
kale2ttï id., Or Wl {Brl.} kale1 id., 'side of body', Arr kalan-te! f., kalan-o!
pl.  'kidneys' »» Dhl {EEN} kallu pl. 'kidneys' »» SC: pRt {E} *kWal- ' l umba r
region' >  Irq karutome  'second stomach', Kz koli-ngayo 'backbone' ¶ AD
SF 77, 195-6, E SC 333, 373, Ss. B 113, Ss. PEC 12, Bl. 16, 192, PG 1 7 7 ,
Hw. A 371, Brl. 225, Sr. 343, EEN 1O  SOm: Ari G {Fl.} kela 'kidney' »»
NrOm: Wlt {LmS} killahuwa, Gm {Hw.} kila≤ho 'kidneys', Dwr {C} kille2
'liver' ¶ Bnd. AL 153, LmS 41O-1, Hw. EG s.v. 'kidneys', Blz. OLBP s.v.
'kidney'  CCh: Br {ChL} kuls7i 'kidney(s)' » G’nd ku~lku~la!ra~, Hw ku@lis7a id .
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»» ? ECh: Ke {Eb.} mo-kora! id. ¶¶ AD SF 77, AD SEC 133, Tk. SCC 9 O
[#19.8], E PC #95 || ? D *ko2l- 'belly, entrails' (× N *gol[?]V 'belly,
entrails', q.v. ffd.) || A: Tg *kalda- '∈ internal organ' > Ul qaldamI
'∈ part of stomach of the "kaluga"-fish (used as a medicine)', Ork Xa2lda
'diaphragm, peritoneum', WrMc halda 'spleen of fish; fish-sound;
epiploon of sturgeon (used for curing furuncles)' (ı WrM qalda
'spleen of sturgeon') ¶ STM I 361, Z 39O, MED 918 ˚  Blz. DA 1 5 6
[#2O].
876. € *kaLc7777V 'voice; to speak\cry\weep' > HS: S *°√klT v. ' speak ,
tell' >  Mh, Hrs √klT v. 'tell, speak', Jb √klT v. 'tell' ¶ Jo. M 2O9, Jo. J
13O-1  Ch: DfB {J} kalas v. 'weep'  B: Si g´ls id. (×  N *golßßßß ++++l ! !!!V ' t o
weep'?) ¶ La. S 279, NZ 786 || IE: NaIE *ga+ol≤so-s, -m 'voice, a cry' >
Oss: I x`ælæs qa4la4s, D ˝a4la4s 'voice, throat (glotka)' »» Sl {IS} *gol 8s¥
(gen. *gol 8sa) 'voice' > OCS glas5 glasË, SCr gla•s (gen. gla•sa), Slv
gla•s, Blg glas, df. gla≤s`t, R, Uk ≤golos (gen. ≤golosa), Cz, Slk
hlas, P gLos »» Gmc *kal≤za n. (×  N *k{a}l ∏∏∏∏Ù{o} 'call [appeler], shout') >
ON kall 'calling (Ruf), name' Ï Gmc verb: ON kalla 'to call', AS
ceallian id., 'to shout' (> NE call), AS calla 'Rufer', OHG kallo2n ≠
challo2n 'to chatter, to talk', MHG kallen 'to speak much and loud' ¶
WP I 538, P 35O, Ab. II 288-9, ESSJ VI 219-2O, IS IA 111, Glh. 23O, Vr.
298-9, Ho. 43, 45, OsS 47O, Kb. 526, Lx. 1O3, ≠ EI 89 (Sl and Gmc < IE
*gal-  v. 'call out, speak').
877. *kol !!!!u  'to fly; wing' > IE: NaIE *gWelu- v. 'fly' >  L vola2- v. ' f ly ' ,
volucer adj. 'flying, winged', volucris 'bird ' »» OI garut≤mant-
'∈  bird', garud5ah5 '∈  a mythical bird'; but OI *garut 'wing'
(mentioned in traditional Indian lexicons) is not an attested word, but a
philological abstraction from garut≤mant-  ¶ Cu. GGE 474, Dv. #356a ,
WH II 828, M K I 325, M E I 471, WH II 828 || HS: C: EC *ko2l- 'wing' >  Bn
ko2l-i, Dsn ku1¢ol, Elm ko2l, Or ko2l-a, Kns xo2l-a, Brj ≤ko2l-i, Gwd xo2l-akko, Gln
ho2l-o 'wing', Arr kolla! 'wings' (‘  'leaves'?), Hr ho2l-o 'feather', Or {Bl.}
ko2l-a id., Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} ko2la id., 'feather', Or Wt ko2le2 'feather' »» Dhl
ko2l- v. 'fly' »» ? Bj {R} -kil v. 'fly' (1s p. a-≤kil, prs. aN≤k°l), ke≤la2y
'bird'; but hardly here Bj {R} -kil v. 'kreisen' ¶ Ss. B 117, AMS 1 6 2 ,
2O2, 242, Sr. 346, Hw. A 374, To. D 14O, E SC 245, R WBd 13, To. DL
513 || A: T *k… ul! > NaT *k…us7 'bird' >  OT qus7, Tk kus>, Tkm, Az, Slr 9us7,
Ggz, Uz, ET, Qrg, Tv qus7, VTt kow q¥ºs7, Bsh ºow q¥ºs7, Qzq qu"s, Nog, Q q
qus, SY 9us, Xk Xus 'bird', Xlj 9us7 ≠ qus7 'Sperling, Spatz', Yk kus 'duck' ¶
Cl. 67O, Rs. W 3O5, ET Q 18O-1, TL 168, Dr. TM III #1561, DT 122  ?
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M *quladu[n] '∈  bird of prey' >  WrM quladu siba9un {Gl.} "white
kite" ('belyj korwun '), {Kow.} 'Falco buteo (buse, busard, cassard,
mywelov )' (= 'Buteo buteo'?) (siba9un is 'bird'), Kl {Rm.} Xulda
'Sumpfweihe oder ein weißer Falke', {KRS} xuld Xuld¥, Brt xulda
'harrier (lun∆ )'; M ı Brb quladî 'vulture', Shor qîladî, Chv {Rm.}
x¥lat 'Mäusefalk', {Ash.} x¥lat, Chv ∆  x¥ºlat ± x¥lac7 ± x¥las7 '∈  bird o f
prey (∈ hawk or kite)' ¶ Gl. II 169, Kow. 924, KRS 6O9, KW 195-6, Chr.
6OO, Rs. W 298, Ash. XVI 316-7, Jeg. 29O, Fed. I 321-2 ¶ ¶  SDM97 s.v.
*kæu2l!a+o+u 'a kind of big bird' (T, M + err. Tg *xo2lï 'raven, crow', see  N
*K ''''u ++++ ol ß ßßßV  'raven, crow') ˚  T and M *u (for the expected *o) in the f irs t
syll. may be explained by as. (N *kol!!!!u > **kul!u).
877a. *kul!!!!V 'to flow, to gush, to leak'  > HS: ECh: Mu {J} ki!l / ke2^l
'pour' ¶ J Mu || IE: NaIE *gWel- > OI ≤galati 'drops (träufelt he rab ) ,
falls down' »» Gk bly1v  'gush forth' ('quelle hervor'), {EI} 'well up' »» OHG
quellan, NHG quellen 'to gush, to well', NHG Quell(e) 'a spring' ¶
M E 329, KM 572, ≈  P 471-2, EI 2O7 || U: FU *kul!kV- v. 'stream, l eak '
(× U *kulke- 'swim, move [sich bewegen zu Lande und zu Wasser]') > Er,
Mk kol!ge- 'triefen, rinnen, sickern' » Lp N go<l…ga6-/-lg- 'run' (liquids:
water, tears, blood, etc.) »» ObU {Ht.} *ku2l!´˝- > pOs *kul!´˝-
'rinnen\fließen (Schweiß), fließen (Wasser in einem kleinen Bach)' >
Os: Vy kul!´˝-, Kz Xo"¬!iÆ-, O Xuli- id. ¶ UEW 198, It. #176, LG 149, Ht .
#264, Stn. D 491, Trj. S 189 || D  (att. in CD) *°ku2l ß- v. 'leak', 'run from a
punctured vessel' (water)  > Nkr ku2lß- id., Klm ku;l- (p. ku;tß-) ' (wasser )
run from punctured vessel or tap' ¶ D #1919.
878. *ku4444l ! !!!V or *kul!!!!É 'cold; to freeze' >  IE: NaIE *g8+gel- 'cold', v.
'freeze' >  L gelu2 'frost, icy cold', gelidus adj. 'cold, icy-cold, frosty,
icy', gela2- v. 'cause to freeze', Osc [StB] gelan : pa1cnhn (accus.?)
'hoarfrost' »» ? Gk [Hs.] gelandro1n : πycro1n n. 'cold' or 'cold water' ( b u t
{EI}: gelandro1n "is widely discredited") »» AS calan 'grow cold, coo l
down', ON kala 'freeze, make cold'; Gmc prtc. *kald- 'cold' >  Gt
kalds, ON kaldr, NNr, OFrs, OSx kald, Sw kall, Dn kold, AS ceald,
NE cold, OHG, NHG kalt, MDt cout 'cold'; Gmc *ko2lja- >  OHG
kuoli, NHG ku4hl, Dt koel, AS co2l 'cool, cold', NE cool; OHG kuoli
n. 'coolness', ON ko1lna  'grow cold' ¶ P 365-6, EI 113, WH I 585-6, Pln.
II 683, F I 294 , Vr. 297-8, 325, Fs. 3O6, Ho. 42, 45, 56, Ho. S 4O, OsS
47O, 525, Schz. 179, 187, Kb. 526, 573, KM 343, 411 || K *k[w]Vl- >
Lz kor- ≠ kir- v. 'cool', Mg {Chik.} kir- vi. 'freeze with as tonishment
(gaßeßeba, obomlet∆ '), ? Sv: UB {GP} li-kwe2le 'to cool off ( food) ' ,
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'to be cooled off' (food), Ls {Dn.} li-kwe2l-e 'to cool, to let catch co ld
(o-/pro-studit∆)', Ln {TK} li-kwele id., Sv {Ni.} Xwi-kwel-i ' b e c o m e
cold', Xwi-kwa4l-e 'make cold' ¶¶ Chik. 338-9, GP 173, Ni. s.v.
xolodít∆ , xolodit∆ , Dn. s.v. kwe2l, TK 453 || HS: C: Bj {R} ku"li!nfe,
ku"lu4!mfe 'rainy season' ¶ R WBd 142  Ch (× N *K''''ÉL[Ó]V 'cold '?) :
ECh: Kwn {J} ka2!l, Kbly {Cp.} ka~l‰, Dng {Lk.} ku~lu2!t! 'cold' ¶ JI II 8O-1, Blz.
EChWL s.v. 'cold' || U: FP *ku4l+lßma4 'cold' >  F kylma4 adj. 'cold, cool', n .
'cold', Es ku4lm adj. 'cold', n. 'cold, frost' » pLp {Lr.} *k‰lme2- v. ' f r eeze '
>  Lp: S {}Hs.} galm´edh, L {LLO} kal…me2- 'freeze' (humans), ( imprs . )
'the ground is frozen', N {N} ga6l…bme- / -lm- (imprs.) 'freeze, cause a
frozen crust\ice to form on snow\water', Kld {TI} kAlê:me- ' b e c o m e
cold, freeze'; L {LLO} kalmas, attr. kal…ma, Kld k‰Òm4as 'cold', N {N}
ga6lma6s / -l…bm- 'frozen' » Er kel!me, Mk kel!ma4 adj. 'cold', n. ' co ld ,
frost' »  Chr: L kylme k¥lme, Uf/B k¥lme, H ky≥lmy k´lm¥ 'frozen' »
Prm **ku#nm- >  *ku$n 'frozen', *ku$n / *ku$nm- 'frost, cold' >  Z, Vt kyn
kÈn  'frozen', Vt Sr kÈn, Vt K k‰n / k´nm-, Vt G kÈÆn / kÈÆnm- 'frost, co ld ' ,
Vt, Z Ud kÈnmas 'feels cold' (a person), Vt kÈnmÈnÈ 'be f rozen ,
congealed' ¶ It. #4O8, LG 152, UEW 663, Sm. 552 (FP *ku4lma4), SK 2 5 4 ,
Lr. #3O7, Lgc. #19O3-4, Hs. 555-6, TI 1O5, MRS 267, Ep. 55 ¶¶ In FU t h e
palatality of N *l !!!! was lost in precons. position ||  A  *k[æ]o4l !V >  M *ko4lde-
vt. 'freeze, congeal' >  WrM ko4lde- ≠ ko4ldu4-, HlM xøldø-(x), Brt
xuldé-, Kl køld-x ko4ld´X´ id.; M ı Ewk Nr kuld‰- 'freeze' ¶ MED
485, KRS 314-5, KW 238, STM I 428  T *k…o4l!- > NaT *k…o4s7{i+u4g}- ' feel
cold, freeze' > VTt k¥weg- ku4s7Ág- vi. 'feel cold, be chilled, suffer f r o m
cold\dampness, become numb with cold' (a person), Bsh ku4s7Ág- ' g e t
drenched to the skin', Yk ko4hu4y- (ko4su4y-) 'become numb with severe
cold', Tv ko4z7u4- id., 'freeze', Tf kO$s7u4- id., v. 'stiff', Qrg ko4s7u4- ' b e c o m e
calm, be serene\untroubled', ko4s7u4p uyqu˝a kirgen 'he fell as leep
peacefully', {Rl.} ko4s7u4- 'zittern, beben' ¶ ET KQ 127, TatR 345, JkR 1 8 2 ,
Pek. 1172, Jud. 434, Rl. II 13O6, 1151 ¶¶ Posch AAL 383, DQA #845 (A
k[æ]i\ul!e 'freeze') ¶ A secondary connection with T *k…îl! 'winter' (<  N
*g{Ë}l!!!!V 'season without vegetation' ['drought, dry season', 'winter ' ] )
|| D (in SD) *kulß- ({†GS} *k-) >  Tm kul5ir 'feel cold, be cool, ge t
numbed', Ml kul5ir, kul5ur 'coolness, cool, refreshing', kul5ukul5u
'intense cold', Kt kulßak in-, kulßkulß in- 'feel cold' (hands, feet, body)', Kn
kul5ir vi. 'be cool\cold', n. 'coldness, coolness, cold, snow, frost', Kdg
{D} kulßÈ- 'cold feeling is' ¶ D #1834 ˚  IS I 3O4-5 [#176] ˚  The lack o f
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reflexes of the labiality of the N vw. *u4444 or *u in IE *g8+gel- may b e
explained by the law ruling out any sequence of two sonants in a √ , sc .
N *ku4444 ++++ul ! !!!V >  pre-IE *g8+geu\l- >  IE *g8+gel- (see  AD NGIE § 12). In U t h e
precons. *l! lost its palatality. Hardly here T *k…îl! 'winter', for phonet ic
reasons it is better to refer it to N *gil!!!!V (> pCK {Md.} *˝i"l 'ice, b lock
of ice', see s.v. *gil !!!! [V#]?V{d}V 'ice, frost; to freeze') ˚  ≈ Gr. II # 1 6 8
(*kul ≠ *kel 'freeze') (IE, U, A, Ko, CK).
879. € *kol!!!!?V 'pair, one of a pair' >  HS: S *√kl? 'pair, both' >  Ug
klät du. f. 'both (hands)', BHb Mi%a2l6ƒ5 kil≤?ayim 'of two kinds; b o t h ' ,
Gz k´l?-e2, k´l?-ettu2 'two', Mh {Jo.} k‰lo2(h), f. k‰layt, Hrs {Jo.} k‰lo2, f .
k‰layt, Jb C {Jo.} ≤kOl≤lO(h), Jb E {Jo.} ≤kO≤lO(h), Sq {Jo.} ≤kala 'both (o f ) ' ,
Ak kila2n, f. kilat[t]a2n 'both', (× S *kull- 'all') Ar kill-a2ni ≠ kull-a2ni
'both, the two' ¶ KB 453, KBR 475-6, A #1312, OLS 214, Rb. AWA 69, BK
II 919, Jo. M 2O7, Jo. J 129, L G 282, Sd. 475, CAD VIII 353ff.  SC: Brn
{E} kalel- 'be similar' ¶ E SC 366 ¶¶ Ro. 139, 245 [#24O] recons t ruc ts
pMM *kal- 'be equal', which is (even if reconstructed well) is a loan
from Fulani kala 'pareil' (Zb. 289)  ? Eg fP ky 'other' ¶ EG V 11O-4 ¶ ¶
Tk. SCC 9O [#19.9] || A: T *k…ol! >  NaT *k…os7 'a pair, one of a pair' >  OT
{Cl.} qo2s7 id., Tk ∆ kos> 'pair of horses', Tkm 9os7 'pair (yoke) o f
oxen\horses for ploughing', 9os 7a  'pair, two; double', Kr Cr, ET qos7, Nog,
Qzq, Qq qos, Xk Xos 'pair', SY qos7 'forming a pair', Uz qös7, VTt, Bsh qus7
id., 'double', Qrg qos7 id., 'pair', Tv qos7, Tf qO<s7æ, VTt, Bsh qus7, Uz qös7
'double; twin, consisting of two similar parts', Yk Xos 'additional, t h e
second one (of a pair)'; ET Q 91 mentions VTt qu¥s7 and Bsh q¥w¥s7
('double'?) that are not registered in standard dictionaries and have a
strange change of the reg. u into u¥, ¥w¥ that resemble processes i n
Chv; Ï *k…os7- 'link to' >  Tk kos>- 'add, harness', Tkm 9os7-, Qzq qos-,
Qrg, Alt qos7- 'add, link to', Tv qos7/qoz7- 'add a new part (to the garment ,
footwear); unite in pairs', Tf qO<s7æ- 'add a new part (to the footwear) ' ;
NaT ı M: WrM qos ≠ qous, HlM xos, Kl Xos7 'pair' ¶ Cl. 676, ET Q
9O-3, Ra. 221, TkR 191-2, ≠ Shch. SF 194 (T *ko2s7 with unjustified *o2),
MED 97O, 974  M *qolba- v. 'couple, unite, combine, link to' >  MM
[MA] qolba- 'be combined to, add', WrM qolba-, qolbu-, HlM
xolbo-, Kl {KRS} xolvx Xolw¥-(x¥) 'unite, combine, link to', {Rm.}
Xolwa- 'paaren, vereinigen', WrO {Krg.} Xolba- v. 'couple, join', O r d
{Ms.} Xolbo-, Mnr H {SM, T} Xulo2- 'lier ensemble, joindre, unir'; M
*qolbu˝a 'pair, coupled' >  WrO Xolba2 id. ¶ MED 957, KRS 593, KW 1 8 4 ,
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SM 181, T 377, Pp. MA 3O1, Krg. 276, H 65 [MM qolba(√a)ra-
'vereinigen, zusammentun']  Tg *xulbu4- '(Indian) file \ string o f
objects; move in Indian file, be bound together' > Ewk ¿ulbu-, Lm
ulbuNçi-, Neg ulbul- 'move in Indian file (following one another)', Nn Nh
xu¢elbi- 'bind together, wrap', Ewk, Lm ulbult‰- 'Indian file, l ine\s t r ing
of objects', Lm ulbuk‰ 'vertebral column', Ork ulbumZ7i adv. 'in Indian
file', Nn KU xulbi¢‰, Nn Nh xulbik‰ 'bundle' ¶ STM II 258  pKo {S}
*kÄ2rb- 'compete, match, compare, line together '  > MKo kÄ2rp- (kÄrw-),
NKo kalp- kap-, karu- id.; *kÄ2rb- > Ï MKo kÄ~r5o!- 'form a couple' Ï
MKo kÄ~r5o!-ki!, NKo karogi 'twins' ¶ S QK #348, Nam 21, 23, MLC 12, 4 8
¶¶ ≈ DQA #1115 (A *kæo" !l !ba 'couple; to couple, combine'; incl. T, M, Tg,
Ko).
88O. € *kol !!!!Óa 'oak' >  IE *gWelé-/*gWleé- >  NaIE *gWel´-/*gWla2-
'acorn, oak' > Arm ka¬in kaÒin 'acorn, hazel-nut', ka¬ni kaÒni
'oak, hazel-tree' »» Gk ba1lanoß 'acorn' »» pBlt *gïl-s (< *gWl∏=-s) [gen.
*gï≤les] Ï *gïliya2 ≠ *giliya2 > Ltv zI2le, † dzI2la 'acorn', Lt gi~le$,
gyle$ﬁ, Pru gile id.   +ext. *-nd- > L gla2ns (gen. gla2nd-is) 'acorn' »»
BSl: Lt gile!ndra, gile!ndre$ 'reiche Ernte an Eicheln, Nüssen, Beeren,
Pilzen' » Sl *z7eloßdÁ 'acorn' > ChS qel0d6 z7elo<dÁ, Blg qel`d, SCr
z7e`àlu•d, Slv z7e!lod, Cz z7alud, Slk z7alud&, P z$oLa<dz1, R qe≥lud∆ ¶
Acc. to P, the primary meaning was 'oak' ¶ P 472, Dv. #87O, EI 4 O 7
(*gWelhÅ- 'acorn'), Slt. 166, Kar. II 56O, ME I 556 and IV 732, F I 2 1 3 ,
Frn. 151, En. 177, Tp. P E-H 234-5, Vs. II 44-5, Glh. 7O7, Frdr. PITA 1 3 1 -
2 || A: [1] (A {St.} *ku!l!apæV 'oak-tree' > ) AmTg *kolopo(-kta) '∈ tree' >
Orc † kolobo-kto, kopolo-kto '∈ fir-tree', kopolo 'log', Ud X kofolo-kto
'∈ tree', Ud I/Sm kofolo-kto 'dry thin trunks of fir-tree or larch' ¶ STM II
4O7-8, Krm. 251  pKo {S} *ka~ra~p 'oak' > MKo ka~ra~p, NKo karam-namu
¶ S QK #896, Nam 3  pJ {S} ka!si!pa~ 'Quercus dentata (∈ oak) '  > OJ
ka!si!pa~, J: T ka~s1iwa, K ka~s1i!wa~, Kg kas1i!wa ¶ S QJ #974 ¶¶ DQA # 1 1 1 3
 [2] A {ADb., SDM97} *kæol!a 'oak' (the deviant *kæ- is due to the infl.
of N *k''''o 6 666Â[V]Z1111(VX)V '≈  oak'?) >  AmTg *xoloNkV 'oak' > Nn Nh
XoroNqola, Orc oloNka4∏ ≠ oloNkï, Ud oloNko4 id. ¶ STM II 16, Krm. 2 7 5
 pJ *kasi  'Quercus acuta (∈  oak)' > OJ ka~si~, J: T ka!s1i, K ka~s1i^, Kg kas1i!
¶ S QJ #976, Mr. 441 ¶¶ SDM97 s.v.*kæol!a 'oak' ˚  S NSShS #3O (A, IE).
881. *kama 'peel (rind)' (‘  'dandruff', 'scab') >  HS: S *°√kmy >  Ar
√kmy  (pf. îmaKa kama2) 'se mettre une cuirasse sur le dos ou une casque
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sur la téte', pf. îamiKa kamiya 'être tout couvert d’une armure' ¶ BK II
932  C: Aw {Beke} kama1d 'skin', Knf {TBZAC} ga4ma4d 'bark' (×  N
*kom[V]t''''V 'to cover; lid, cover') ¶ Blz. CWL || U *kama 'crust, r ind ,
peel' >  F kamara 'crust, scalp, callus', Es kamar 'rind, crust' » Chr:
L/B kom 'crust (as of bread)', Uf kom id., 'peel (of fruit\vegetables)', H
kom id., 'shell' » Prm *komel!, ({∫LG} *ko¿mel!) 'peel, crust; > Z Lu komil!, Yz
≤kumil! 'peel of potatoes \ turnip \ radish \ swede', StZ kom‰l!, Z US
ko¿m‰l !  'lump of heavy dough (for baking a crust of pies, etc.)', Vt kumel!
'bark of lime bast'; ? Prm *°k{o}m >  StVt ko≥m k‰m 'crust, peel o f
fruit\potatoes, (egg-\nut-)shell', Vt Sr/G k‰m, Vt Kz ko$m id., 'bark' »»
Hg ha1ml- v. 'peel, scale', OHg ha1mt-, Hg ha1nt- v. 'strip, peel of f
(bark)', OHg ha1mcs, Hg ha1ncs 'inner bark' » ? Vg {Kn.}: LK pO4∏ksa4m-
kO4∏mtol, P n‰2r-kamtul 'nut-shell' (pO4∏ksa4m, n‰2r 'nut')  Sm {Jn., Hl.}
*ka4m¥- '(fish-)scales' > Ne T såv , Ne O {Lh.} s1a$—B 'fish scales', Ng {Mdd.}
kamu; Sq LTz {KD} qaº:m 'scales', Slq Tz {Prk.} d. komta4 'fish scales '
(innacurate spelling for qomta4?) ‘ ??σ {KKIH, Prk.} qomta4 'min t ,
money'; Kms {KD} qæaºm; ≠ qæaºm 'scales (e.g. fish-scales), money'  pY
*kimer 'inner side of hide'  > Y K kimer id. ('mezdra ') (-r is a nominal
sx.) ¶¶ Coll. 23. UEW 121-2, Sm. 545 (FU *kaºmaº 'skin' > FP *kama-,
Ugr *kaºma-), LG 132, MRS 212, RMarS 274, Ü 73, Ep. 46, Lt. J 1 3 5 ,
U3S 216, EWU 522, Jn. 63, Erl. 76, 99, KKIH 162, KD 25, Hl. M #465, IN
227-8 || A: M *°qama- 'be mangy' > WrM qama- id., M *qama˝u ' scab ,
mange' >  MM [IM] vv¡mQ qama[:]√u, Brt xamuu id. ('parwa '), WrM
qama9u, HlM xamuu id., 'scabies, itch', WrO Xamou ≠ Xamuu
'itch, scab, mange', Kl Xamu2 'Krätze', Ord Xamu2 'scab' ¶ Pp. MA 4 4 4 ,
MED 923, Krg. 251, KW 165, Chr. 544, Ms. O 332.
882. *kamV 'grasp, press' >  IE: NaIE *gem- v. 'press, squeeze,
squeeze together, grasp' >  Arm 4mlem c7mlem v. 'press, squeeze,
trample' »» Gk [Hm] aor. ge1nto 'he grasped' (<  *gen-to) »» OIr {SB, P}
gemel, W gefyn 'fetters' »» ON kumla 'to squeeze', NNr kumla ' t o
knead, to press together' »» Ltv gu~mt  (1s prs. gu~mstu ) 'to grasp' » Sl
*z7Ám-oß / z7eß-ti v. 'press, squeeze' >  SrChS q6m0 z7Ámo< / q9ti z7e<-
ti, SCr z7me•m / z7eàti, OCz z7mu / *z7ieti, Cz Mr, Slk z7mu ( inf .
z7mat&, bf. from prs.), P z$me< / z$a<c1, R qmu  / qat∆, Uk qmu / ≤qati
¶ P 368-9, EI 45O (misquotes Ltv gumstu as Lt), F I 297-8, SB 1 1 1 ,
YGM-1 232, Vr. 334, Kar. I 125, Vs. II 36, 59, Ma. CS 591 || HS: B
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*√kmm >  Ah ´km´m 'serrer, presser' ¶ Fc. 81O  ?? S *°√kmw+y: Ak
kamu6 'fetters', ?? √kmw+y (inf. kamu6) 'capture an enemy' (if “
*'bind' or 'grasp') ¶ CAD VIII 128-31   Ch: Hs ka2!ma2~ 'seize, catch' » D r
{Nw.} k‰me 'pick (e.g. beans) one by one' »» Bu {Hf.} kimta
'wegnehmen' »» ? EDng {Fd.} ga2~me~ 'arracher par force (des mains d e
qn.)' ¶ Sk. HCD 134, Nw. K 128, Hf. B 286, Fd. 31O  C {AD} *√kmm
'seize, take possession of, possess' >  Ag: Q {R} kamåm- 'possess', Bln
{R} kim 'Besitz, Macht', kim- 'sich in den Besitz setzen, e rwerben,
bekommen; haben, besitzen', Xm {R} kim- 'possession', Km {CR} kema2
'wealth', Aw {Plm., Hz.} kim- 'steal' »» SC: Irq {Wh., Wd.} -ko2m- 'possess '
¶ AD SF 217, R WB 22O-1, Wh. SI, Wd. #1865 || A: Tg *kama- v. ' p r e s s
(tesnit∆ , priqimat∆)' >  Ewk kama-, Ork, Nn kamalI- id., ' oppress ' ,
Lm kam- 'squeeze, vice', Neg kamalI- 'oppress, forbid', Ul qamawlI ≠
qamaUlI 'tightly (tesno )', qamolZ7U- 'press (tesnit∆ )', encicle ( h u n t e d
animals)' ¶ STM I 369  ?σ NaT *Kama- v. ' sur round\enc i rc le \bes iege
(enemies), drive (cattle, horses) into an enclosure, capture' >  Uz qama-
'drive (cattle, horses) into an enclosure, arrest', Qzq, Qq, Qrg qama-, ET
qami-  id., 'surround (enemies), VTt, Bsh, Qmq qama- 'surround, encicle,
besiege', (× NaT *Ka2ba- < N *ga÷bV [or *ga˝bV?] 'hold, seize;
collect'): Chg [Rabg.] qaba-  'umfassen, umgeben, belagern'; NaT *Kamtî-
>  Qq, Nog qamtî- 'grasp', Qzq qamtî- 'intercept, borrow, snatch' ¶ Rl. II
435, 479, Jud. 335, KrkR 366-8, Sht. 256, Nj. 59O, ≈ ET KQ 159 || D
*kam- ({†GS} *k-) >  OTl kamucu 'hold, seize; occupy, seize by force ' ,
Tl kamucu-  'hold, seize', ? Mlt {Drs.} kam- 'gather one by one' ¶¶ ≠ D
#1326, Km. 325 [#255] (both derive the Tl word from *kav- 'seize') ˚
IS I 29O-1 [#157] (*kamu; S, B, C, Ch, IE, ?D, T, Tg; •÷ U, M, and Ko). U
*komV(rV) 'hollow hand' belongs not here, but to N *go÷3333mV ¬
*gom÷ 3333V 'hand, fist' (q.v.) ˚ ≈ Gr. II #332 (IE, A, CK + err. U).
883. *kamV 'full, whole, all' > IE: NaIE *gem- '(be) full' >  Gk ge1mv v.
'be full' (a ship, etc.), gemi 1zv v. 'fill full of, load' »» Sl *z7ÁmÁnÁ ' handfu l '
> R, Blr, Uk qmenå, Slk z7men7 id., Cz z7emne7 'bundle of two handfuls
of flax' »» Um GOMIA, kumiaf accus. f. pl. 'gravida \s'; Um ı L
gumia 'glutton, gourmand ' ¶ F I 296, WH I 626, Bc. G 336, ≠ P 3 6 8 - 9
(considers it a sd. from *gem- 'grasp'), Vs. II 58, Mikl. E 4O8, Ma. CS
593, Mul. 194, Pln. 737, ≠ EI 45O (ge1mv < *gem- 'press')  ¶ Coalescence
(esp. in Sl) with IE *gem- 'grasp' || HS: C: EC: pBn {Hn.} *komo2m 'all' >
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Bn Bi komo2m, Bn Ba/J komo2mo; Cm {Bnd.} xumme 'all' (if in Cm, like i n
other Dullay dialects, x- <  EC *k-) ¶ Hn. BD 9O, Blz. CWL  B *√kmm
'gather (amasser)' >  Kb S´mm´m, Tmz k´mm´m id., ETwl/Ty kœ¥mm¥t
'ramasser' ¶ MT 334-5, Dl. 4O4, GhA 93  Eg fMK km v. ' complete ;
total up to, amount; put an end to' ¶ EG V 128-3O, Fk. 286  S +ext.
*√kml >  Ar kamal- 'the whole, totalité, le tout', Sb hkml caus. v.
'complete (a work), be successful', Mh √kml (pf. ko2m‰l) v. ' f inish' ,
ko2m‰l id., Jb √kml: Jb C ko%l 'be finished, complete', caus. v. ekuﬁl
'finish', ekmil v. 'finish', Hrs ke2m‰l v. 'finish' ¶ Fr. IV 59-6O, BGMR 7 8 ,
BK II 93O, Hv. 665, Jo. M 21O, Jo. H 68, Jo. J 131  Ch: Pr ke!mo~ v. 'fill '
¶ Ftz. P 36 ¶¶ Tk. I 43 (Eg, Pr) || A *kamV 'together, all' >  M *qamu-
'gather together' >  MM [HI] qamu-, WrM qamu-, HlH xama-x id.; M
*qamu9 'all, whole; everyone, everything' (π  or ı T?) >  WrM
qamu9, HlM xamag id., MM [HI] qamu˝ 'tous'; M qamsu- >  WrM
qamsu-, HlM xamsa- 'be united\combined, come\be together'; M
*qamtu >  MM [MA, HI] qamtu, WrM qamtu, HlM xamt ' toge ther ,
jointly', Mnr H {T} Xamdu, {SM} Xamdòi, Xamdòu, Mgl {Rm.} qamtu, Dx
hantu, Ba hamte 'together' ¶ Ms. H 87, MED 924-5, T 373, T DnJ 14O, T
BJ 15O, SM 153  ? NaT *k[æ]amag 'all, whole' >  OT qama˝ 'all', Chg
qamu9 ≠ qamî9, MQp qamu˝ 'all', OOsm qamu 'all, the whole', Tk †, ∆
kamu  'all', StAlt qamîq 'much, multitude', Xk XamîX , Tv Xamîq 'all', Yk
Xamîy- , Xomuy- {Pek.} 'gather', {JkR} 'arrange, put in order' ¶ Cl. 627, ET
KQ 243-4, Rh. 1473, DTS 414-6, TvR 467, Rs. W 229, Pek. 3291-2, JkR
478. 496 ¶ The word belongs here unless it is an early loan from MPrs
hm?g  [hama2g] (as Cl. believes), which is unlikely in view of its p resence
in Tv and Yk. It may also be a loan from M *qamu9 (w above); the la t te r
hyp. may explain the cns. X- in Tv Xamîq 'all, whole'  Tg *kamur[i]
'together' >  Ul, Ork qamUr ≠ qamUrI, Nn qamor ≠ qamUr 'together'; d . :
Ork qamUr- 'be united', Nn qamorI9o- 'be united; Tg *kamçi- >  WrMc
qamci-  'unite, gather together' ¶ STM I 371, Z 259-6O ||  ?σ  U  *°k{a}mÉ
> Sm *°k{‰}m- > Ng {Hl.} kamsu4r- 'be united with', kams´ru- vt. 'add, join
(prisoedinit∆ )', kamsu4?mal´desa 'to unite with oneself
(ob`edinit∆ s soboj)' ¶ Hl. US 118.
884. *ka4444me6666 (or *kame6666) 'blood' >  U *ka[:]me 'blood' >  Sm *k‰m
({∫Hl.} *keœm), {Jn.} *k‰[¥\]m id. >  Ne T x´ $m≤, Ne O {Lh.} X‰2m5, Ne F {Lh.}
kÈ¢e;m, Ng {Ter, Mik.} ka2m id., En {Hl.} ke?o 'coagulated blood', En X {Cs.}
ki^'ﬁ, En B {Cs.} ki'ﬁ, Slq Tz {KKIH} k‰m, Kms {KD} kæ‰m; ≠ kæEm;, Koyb
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{Sp.} kam`, Mt {Hl.} *k‰m id. (Mt M {Sp.} kem` id., Mt K {Pl.} gomdu
'his blood') ¶ Jn. 65, Hl. TO 43, Hl. M #477, KP 9O [#491], Cs. 81, KKIH
116 || A: Tg *°kem- >  WrMc kemin 'coagulated blood; brain covered
with blood' ¶ Z 27O, STM I 448 || HS: Ch: WCh: AG: Tal {IL} k≈i\Em,
{Sch.} k≈iE~m 'blood' »» ECh: Smr {J} m. kWa~mge@, f. kO~mwi!n, p l .
kWa~mgÄdÄ@, ko~m 'red' »» CCh: Bdm {Cyffer} k‰~me! 'red' » ?φ Higi {ChL}:
HgF G‰~mu!, FlG G‰~m(i), Kps Gu~me, HgG xu~me 'red'  ? Eg fP cms ' r e d ,
ruddy' ¶ EG V 369, Fk. 3O4 ¶¶ NrOm: not here the Anf {Gt.} w o r d
≤kima 'menstruazione' (Gt. 354}, which is identical with Anf {MYTY}
k'immo 'dirt' (MYTY 118) and belongs together with Shn kïma~ 'D reck '
(Lm. Sh 326) || ?µ D *kem- ({†GS} *k-) 'red' >  Tm, Ml cem-, Tu kem-,
Tl kem$- (in a few composita) ¶¶ D #1931 ¶¶ The D cognate is valid
unless *kem- is an extension of D *ke- 'red' >  Tm, Ml ce-, etc. ( D
#1931) ˚  Tg and D *e  suggest a N front vw., while U *a may go back t o
N *a 4444 (regr. as.). But if the D cognate is rejected, there is an al t .
hypothesis: N *kame6666 >  U *ka[:]me and Tg *°kem- (regr. as. of the vw.
from *kame6666). The comparison with D was suggested by Blz. (Blz. C).
But D *kem-  is a qu. cognate both for phonetic reasons (*e  instead of *a
<  N *a 4444) and because it is likely to be an extension of D *ke-, *key- ' r e d '
˚  ≈ Gr. II #45 (*kem  'blood').
885. € *kÉmV (or *kÉmho) 'to give birth' (‘  'family') >  IE {EI}
*g8emÓ-, {∫Pv.} *g8eméW- (= {Pv.} *g8em-A⁄W-) 'marry' (of a male)  > NaIE
*g8em-/*g8me- ({†Pv.} *g8em´-) 'marry', 'relative, relative-in-law' >  Vd
ja2≤mi-h5 'related' (brother and sister), OI (post-Vd) ja2≤mi-h5 ' daughter -
in-law', Av za2maoya- 'son-in-law’s brother', OI ≤ja2ma2ta2 / ja2ma2tar-
, Av za2ma2tar- 'son-in-law', NPrs d'm"d  då2må2d {Vl., BM} id.,
'bridegroom', {Sg.} 'son-in-law; wooer, lover' »» Gk game1v (aor. }e-ghma,
Gk D }e-ga2ma) 'marry' (of males), game1thß 'spouse', ga1moß 'marr iage,
wedding', gambro1ß 'son-in-law'  partially contaminated with IE *g8enÓ-
'give birth' (< N *ka4444n 2 222há id., q.v. ffd., whence L gener / -° ' son-in-
law', Ltv znoﬁts, Lt z7e!ntas 'daughter’s husband', Sl *zeßtÁ id.,
'bridegroom', and AnIE: Ht kaena 'a relative-in-law, kinsman' (mainly
'male ego’s son-in-law or brother-in-law, wife’s brother'), Ld ka2na ( a
kinship term, possibly 'daughter’s husband')  ¶¶ WP I 574-5, P 369-7O,
EI 369, Szem. KT § 2O.3.1, M K I 43O, Vl. I 796-7, Horn 117, F I 287-8 ,
WH I 59O, Frn. 13O1, Kar. II 566, Vs. II 112, SJSS XII 692, Pv. IV 12-4 ,
Ts. E I 459-6O, Gsm. LW 15O-1 || HS: S *°kim- > Ak fOAk, OB kimtu ≠
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kimatu ≠ kintu 'family, kin', Ak LB k°mu 'family' ¶ CAD VIII 375- ,
Sd. I 479  C: Ag: Aw {CR} kaman-, Bln/Q {R} kab´n-, Km {CR}
k´b´n-  'give birth' »» Dhl ke2m- id. »» SC: Asa komit- id. ¶ E SC 243, AD
SF 65 ˚  Identical with N *ka4444me6666 'blood'? ˚  If Pv.’s rec. of IE *g8emhW-
(*g8em-A⁄W-) is right, the N rec. must be *kÉmÓo . But in this case t h e
absence of an Inlaut vw. in Ak kimtu is strange. The only N l r .
conceivable here is *h  (it is reguarly lost in Ak, but yields *´  in NaIE).
886. UA € *ko6666mV 'sth. hollow' > U: FU *k{o}mV 'hollow' (n., adj.) > F
komi, komo id. » Chr H {Rm.} kom in p´lkom 'sky, the vault of heaven ' ,
koman  'with vaulted surface' »» Os: V ko"m in rÈtkom 'Raum unter e inem
umgestülpten Boot', D Xom, Kz Xö8m 'hollow\concavity (e.g. under a n
overturned boat)', V ko"m´r 'hollow under ice', Vy ko"m´lß 'concavity' »
Hg homoru1  'hollow, concave' ¶ UEW 227 || A {DQA} *ku!+o!mi 'hollow,
cavity, inner angle' > Tg *kum- > Ewk kumNa 'hollow (in a tree); hole ,
burrow (of an animal)', WrMc {Hr.} kumdun 'Leere' ¶ STM I 431, Hr .
6OO  pKo {S} *ku~m- 'cavity (vpadina ), hole '  >  MKo ku~mk, ku~mu!
(ku~mu!k), NKo kum´⁄N ¶ S QK #196, Na, 59, 63, MLC 2O1  pJ {S} *ku!ma
'inner angle, cavity' > OJ ku!ma!, J: T kuma!, K ku!ma ¶ S QJ #255  ?σ M
*ko4meg[-] > WrM ko4mu4g, ko4mu4gei 'shed', 'roof' (esp. 'roof over a
portico'), 'eaves; awning, canopy; overhang of a mountain', Brt x¥m´g
'hollow\empty place; gorge, ravine, cleft (u∑el∆e , tesnina ,
rasselina )', ?σ Ord kæo4mo4gï 'le penchant est d’une montagne\col l ine '
¶ MED 487, Chr. 62O, Ms. O 427 ¶¶ DQA #918 (M, Tg, Ko, J) ˚  Resh.
NNE #4 (A, U) ˚  Cf. also HS: S: Ar kumm-at- 'round cap', kimm- 'calyx
of a flower, envelope of the palm-blossom' (BK II 927, Hv. 664), b u t
these words are more likely to be derived from Ar √kmm  'cover'.
887. *k{u}mV(LV)  '(stinging) insect' >  U: FU *°kumVlßV ≠ *°kamVlßV
>  ObU *kO"mVlßVk ≠ *ka2m´lß´k 'beetle' >  pVg {Ht.} *kO"mla2k >  Vg: P
koml´x, Yk {Vxr.} xoml´x ≠ xö"ml´x, NV komla4∏k ± komla2k, SV komla4k, LL
kamla2k, Ss xomlax id.; pOs {Ht.} *kam´lßkay >  Os: V/Vy qam´lßqÈ, Ty
qaºm´lßqÈ, Y qaºm´lqÈ, D Xo"m´lXay ± Xa"m´lXay, K Xo"m´lXa$y, Nz
Xo"m´lXa, Kz Xo"m´lßXa 'small insect, beetle' ¶ Ht. #269, BV 137, Trj. VD
146, Trj. S 144, Stn. D 496-7 || A: T *°k[æ]uml!uy > OT {Cl.} qums7uy
'louse' or 'tick' ¶ Cl. 629  NrTg *ku'mi[r], *kumi-ke2n >  Ewk kumik‰2n,
Ewk Brg kumir, kumirk‰2n '(small) insect', Sln xumïx‰ 'ant'; Tg *kumV(-
ke) 'louse' >  Orc kum‰, Ewk, Lm, Neg kumk‰, Sln XuNk‰, Nn kuNk‰, U d
X/A kumug‰, Ud A kumu‰ 'louse' ¶ STM 43O  pKo *k´2⁄m´~⁄ri! ' leech'  >
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MKo k´2⁄m´~⁄ri!, NKo k´2⁄m´⁄ri ¶ S QK #972, MLC 84 ¶¶ •÷ (⇔  S AJ 2 7 2 )
pKo {S} k´2⁄mîi¿ 'spider' and pJ {S} *ku~mu\a^ id. ¶¶ T *l! and Tg *r for t h e
expected *l still need explaining ¶¶ ≈ S AJ 29O [#378] (A *ku+u4mV),
DQA #847 (A *ki\u+oma+o 'blood-sucking insect') || HS: S *√klm ≠ WS
*√k'lm ≠ WS *√k'ml: [1] *√klm >  Ak kalmatu 'parasite, louse ( o n
animals, plants, and human beings)', JA am1l6ƒ2 kal≤ma2, at1m6l6ƒ2
kalm´≤t3a2 'vermin', (as. *-lm- >  -nm-): Mh {Jo.} k‰n‰mu2t (p l .
k‰≤nawm), Bth {Jo.} k‰n‰mït, Jb E {Jo.} ≤s7init, Jb C {Jo.} ≤s>init, Sq {L}
≤kon´m 'louse', BHb Mn`1ƒ5 kin≤na2m 'gnats' (acc. to the versions in LXX,
Vulg., Philo, and Origen) or 'lice' (acc. to Psh. and Trg.), MHb em`1in5ƒ6
k´≤nim≤ma2 'worm'; [2] *√k'ml ≠ *k'lm >  OA k5ml 'louse', JA at1m6l6q@
k5alm´≤t3a2 'vermin', Sr {PS}  'mølœa k5al≤ma2 'louse', Ar qaml-at- ' louse ' ,
coll. qaml- 'lice, louse', Sb k5mlt, k5lm, k5lmt 'insect pests, (?) locusts ' ,
Gz k5W´ma2l ≠ k´ma2l 'louse' ¶ CAD VIII 86-7, HJ 1O13, Js. 645, 1 3 7 8 ,
Sl. 1O21, PS 3635, Fr. III 5OO, BK II 816, BGMR 1O5, L G 432, L LS 2 2 1 ,
Jo. M 212, KB 461, KBR 483, BDB 487-8 [#3654]  ???σ Eg kmy '∈
snake' ¶ Mks. III #4395  C: EC {Ss.} *kilm- 'tick (insect)' >  Af {PH}
kilim, -i 'ticks', Sa {R} kilin, Brj ≤s7ilm-a2, pSam {Hn.} *c7ilim >  Sml N
s7i!li!n (pl. s7i!lmo!), Rn {Oo.} c7i≤lim, {PG} c7i~li!m, Bn s7i!lm-i! 'tick', Arr silme!,
Or ≤silm-i? ± s7ilm-a / s7ilm-ï, {Grg.} silmï, Or Wl {Brl.} silmi id., O r
B/O/Wt {Sr.} s7ilmï 'small tick (on cows)' ¶ Bl. 156, 19O, Ss. PEC 13, Ss.
B 173, Hn. S 77, PG 85, Abr. S 232, PH 147, Oo. 72, 393, Grg. 358, Brl.
374, Sr. 389  Ch: CCh: Bdm koma2li 'black ant' »» WCh: Hs k'u~ma2! ' f lea
(of rats, dogs)', Gw {Mts.} kuma  'flea of dogs' ¶ ChL, Ba. 637, Mts. G 6 8
¶¶ In S and WCh there is secondary glottalization (*k'- for the expected
*k-) of tabuistic and "expressive" origin and\or due to contaminat ion
with different roots ˚ The vw. *a in FU *°kamVlßV (> ObU *ka2m´lß´k a n d
*kam´lßkay) needs explaining  ˚  IS I 3O8-9 [#18O] (? *kÿmÿ 'stinging
insect'; HS [S, C, Ch], A).
888. *ku 4444ma 6666 (or *ku 4444Óma 6666) 'man, person' >  K: GZ {K, FS} *kmar-, {GM}
*km=ar- ≠ *kmar- 'husband' >  OG, G kmar-i, Mg, Lz komoZ7i ≠ komonZ7i,
Lz kimoZ7i 'husband', Lz i-komoZ7-u 'married' (a woman); K *°km-l=- >  Mg
komoli ≠ kumoli, Mg BM komoi 'man (male person)', Lz komoli ≠
kimoli 'husband' ¶ K 198, Chik. 34-5, FS K 337-8, FS E 379, GM S 462, Q
345 || HS: ECh: Kbl {Cp.} ku~ma~, ? Mgm {J} gi~mu!, ? Bdy {AJ} ge@N, ge@2mo~
'man (person)' ¶ JI II 267, JA LM 87, AJ 77 || IE: NaIE *g8≈om-/*g8≈m-
'man (person)' >  OL hemo2  'person', accus. hemo2nem  (preserved in L
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ne2mo2 'nobody' <  **ne-hemo2), L homo2 (gen. hominis) 'person', Osc
humuns 'homines', Um homonus 'hominibus' »» Gt guma ' ]anh1r,
man', ON gumi, OSx gumo, AS Ìuma, OHG gomo 'person, m a n ' ;
OSx bru2di-gomo, OHG bru2ti-gomo, NHG Bra4uti-gam, AS bry2d-
Ìuma 'bridegroom', NE bridegroom »» OLt z7muoﬁ, accus. [Dk.]
z7mu2ni<, Lt pl. z7mo!ne$s 'men', sg. (d.) z7mogu~s ≠ z7moﬁgus ' pe r son ' ,
(d.) z7mona~ 'woman', Pru smu2ni [zmu2ni] 'person' (accus.?), smoy
([z-]; {P}: to read smoa?) 'Mann' ¶ But pTc *s1a2u\mo (> Tc A s1om
'young man', Tc B s1aumo [pl. s1a2mna] 'person. man') is b e t t e r
interpreted (after Wn. and Ad.) as d. from Tc *s1a1u\- 'live' < IE *gWi\ou\-
'live' ¶ P 415, WH I 654-5, Bc. G 337, Fs. 225-6, Vr. 194, Ho. 14O, Ho. S
1O, 29, Kb. 399, Schz. 1O3, 152, KM 97-8, Frn. 1319-2O, En. 251, Ped. T
1O8, Wn. 486, Ad. 636, Ad. H 118 ¶ The irreg. *g8≈- for the expected *g8-
is due to folk-etl. connection with a different word, possibly with
*g8≈Dem-/*g8≈Dom- ({EI} *d≈g8≈om-) 'earth', like in Hb: ?a2≤d3a2m ' p e r s o n '
linked by folk et. with ?âd3a2≤ma2 'earth' (in fact both going back to the S
root *√?dm  'red') ¶ In IE the labial element of N *u 4444 disappeared due t o
the law ruling out sequences of two sonants in one √  (N *ku4444ma6666 >
**g8[≈]eu\m- > *g8≈em-) ¶ ≠ EI 366 (*d≈g8≈m=-on 'man' ÿ *d≈g8≈om- ' e a r th ' ) ,
248 (*d≈g8≈emon 'man' ÿ *d≈g9≈(e)men 'on[to] the ground'). An
alternative solution of the problem is to reconstruct N *ku 4444Óma 6666  with *4444Ó
lost (quite regularly) in K, ECh, A, and U || A: M *ku4mu4-n (pl. *ku4mu4-s)
'person' > MM [MA] ku4mu4n, [IsV] ku4mu4, [HI] gu4?u4n, WrM ku4mu4n (p l .
ku4mu4s), HlM x¥n. xøm¥¥n, MMgl ku$—, Dx {T} kun, Mnr H {T} kun,
{SM} kæun, Dg {Mr.} xu$—, {T} ku2 ≠ xu2, Ba {T} kuN ¶ Pp. MA 441, Ms. H 5 9 ,
Lg. VMI 52, Iw. 114, MED 5O1, Mr. D 25, SM 211, T 341, T DnJ 123, T
BJ 141, T DgJ 15O  ? Tg *koma6 >  Neg komo 'relatives, kinsmen', Nn B
qomolI 'grand-grand-grandson' ¶¶ ≠  SDM97 s.v. *kiNo 'person; people ,
country' and ≠ DQA #849 (A *ki\u!ne; unc. comparison of M *ku4mu4-n
with T, Tg, and J *K-n-roots) || U *k{o}mV 'man, person' >  pZ *kOm-
({∫Lg} *koÚm-) 'person' >  Z, Prmk komi, Yz ≤komi 'a Komi person ( =
Ziryene, Permyak, and Yazvian)'; Vt kum in set phrases: vÈz7È kum ' a
kinsman' (vÈz 7È  'root, kin'), {W} sara kum 'Ziryene people' »» Vg: T kom,
LK xom, Yk {Vxr.} xøm xo¿"m, P kum, Ss xum 'man (male person)', P kÈm
'husband' » OHg hI1m 'male (animal)', Hg hI1m id., adj. 'male'  Sm:
Slq: Tz {KKIH} qum / qup 'person' (morphophonemic variants; on the i r
distribution see  KHG 143-4), Ke qum, Tur qup id., Tm {KD} kop ' pe r son ,
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man, husband' ¶¶ Coll. 14, UEW 168 (reconstructs *koy(e)-mV wi thout
any direct ev. of *-y-, only on the basis of a supposed derivational l ink
with *koye 'man, person'), LG 132, BV 143. EWU 559, KKIH 165 ˚  The
U and Tg back *o  is probably due to the infl. of the stem-final back vw.:
N *ku4444ma6666 >  *koma6 ˚  AD LRC #154 (IE, K, M, ??U), ≠  SNSShS #5 ( u n c .
comparison of M *ku4mu4-n [allegedly from *k[æ]uNi] with IE *gen´- ' b e
born' [see N *ka 4444n 2 222há 'to give birth'] and K (GZ) *gen-  'calf [suckling]; t o
make suck') ˚ ≈ Gr. II #292 (*kum ≠ *kun 'person') (IE, U, A, CK + e r r .
Ko, J).
889. € *kVmc''''V (or *K''''VmcV) 'to jump' >  K *°kVnc`- >  Mg kenc7- v.
'jump' ¶ Q 342 || HS: WS *√k'mc' ≠ *°√kmz >  Ar √qmsœ v. 'galoper ,
aller au galop', IA [Frh.] k5ms5 'grasshopper', Gz √k'ns' 'leap, spring
away', Jb C/E √kmz 'jump': Jb C pf. ku%z, 3m sbjn. yku%z, prs. yO!kmOz
'jump', Jb E k‰mzE!t  'a leap' ¶ L G 435, Di. 45O, Jo. J 132, Jo. M 212, HJ
1O13, BK II 813 ˚  In the descendant lgs. there is progressive (N *k...c ''''
>  *k...c) and regr. (N *k...c'''' >  *k'...c') assimilation.
89O. € *kamc 6666 ' '''V  (or *K ''''amc 6666 ' '''V ) '(sth. connected with) hand\arm' > HS:
S *√k'm{s6'} ≠ *°√kms6 'handful' (different directions of as. f r o m
*√kms6'?) > [1] *√k'm{s6'}- > BHb çm37q ≤k'omEc' 'handful', Ak NB k5ens5u id .
(?) (π  Aram?), ?σ Ug k5ms5 'un montón de' (a measure); BHb, JA
√k'mc'  G  'enclose with the hand, take a handful\fistful', JEA {Sl.} √k'mc'
G  'take a handful'; [2] *kum[V]s6- > Ar kums7-at-un 'handful' ¶ KB 1O36,
BK II 929,  Js. 1386, Sl. 1O26, HJ 1O36, OLS 368, CAD XIII 2O9 || A: M
*qamc>u[yi]n 'sleeve' > MM [MA] qanc7u(n), [IM] qanc7u, [IsV] qanc7in, WrM
qamcui ≠ qancui ≠ qançu, HlM xancuj, Brt xamsy, WrO
Xanca(n), Kl xancn, {Rm.} Xanca", Xancn=, MMgl {Iw.} qamc7i, Mgl {Rm.}
qamc7i ≠ qamc7u, Mnr H {SM} XanZ1òi, {T} XanZ7i, Dx 9anZ7un, Ba 9anZ7oN, Dg
{Pp.} Xan1c7æi id. ¶ Pp. MA 291, 444, Lg. VMI 42, MED 921, 927, Chr. 5 4 3 ,
Krg. 233, KRS 576, KW 166, Iw. 122-3, SM 156, T 373, T DnJ 116, T BJ
1 3 7 .
891. *kom[V]dÉ '∈ basket, vessel' > U: FU *konte 'knapsack of b i rch-
bark' >  F kontti id. » Prm *kudV >  Vt kudÈ 'bast-basket', Vt Sr ' e ine
Art großer Korb', Z kud 'bent basket of bast, (wickered) bast -basket
(lukowko )', Z Vm kuda  'large wooden box for flour and corn, pudovka '
»» ? amb ObU {Ht.} *ku2nt ≠ *kÈ∏nt 'large basket carried on the back' >
pVg *ku2nt > Vg: T ko2nt, LK xu2t, MK kut, UK ku2t, P kunt; pOs *kÈnt >  Os:
V/Vy/Ty/Y qÈnt, D/K Xent, Nz XiÆnt id. (× ObU *ku2nt- ≠ *kÈ∏nt- 'carry o n
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the back' < U *kanta- 'carry') ¶ Coll. 9O, UEW 124, 177-8, Ht. #292, a s
well as Wc. TLP 76 and LG 741 (both sources suppose a Chv origin of t h e
Prm word) || A: NaT *Komt£a >  QuK {Rl.} qomda 'box', Qb {Rl.} qomda
'coffin', SbTt Tb {Rl.} qumta '∈  ein Schächtelchen', SbTt Bkl {Tm.}
qumta, SbTt Ltm {Tm.} qunta 'box, bag (korobka , sumka )', Bsh qumta
'small box\case'; Volga Qp *qumta ı Chv L kunta€ kundò¥ ' bas t -basket '
¶ Rl. II 671, 1O5O-1, Tm. 133-4, BR 347, Fed. I 3O7-8, ≠  Jeg. 1 1 8
(supposes a FU origin of the Chv word)  M *qobdu 'case; box; quiver '
(× N *K''''op''''V 'trunk, log'??) >  MM [MA] qobdu 'quiver for arrows', WrM
qobdu , HlM xovd  'case; long and narrow box; quiver', Kl {KRS} xovd
'long and narrow box; case (futlår ), quiver', {Rm.} Xobda 'quiver', Brt
xobto 'box, chest (sunduk )' ¶ Pp. MA 299, MED 949, KW 181, KRS
591, Chr. 574  ?? Tg *°komtV- >  Neg komtaxan 'birch-bark box f o r
keeping small objects' (unless d. from *komta-  v. 'close, cover', 'lid' < N
*kom[V]t ''''V 'to cover', q.v.) ¶ STM I 4O9  ?σ pJ *ka!ma!ti!- 'door f r a m e '
> OJ kamati, J: T ka~mac1i, K ka!ma!c1i!, Kf kama!c1i ¶ S QJ #869, ≈ Mr. 4 3 1
¶¶ DQA #876 (A *ko!mtV 'box, frame') || HS: S *kand- 'jug' >  Ug knd
'jug', Ak NB kandu '∈  a container of earthenware or silver, mainly f o r
wine' (π WS?) ¶ A #1337, CAD VIII 148-9, ≠  HJ 487-8 (Ak kandu
•π  WS *kadd-) ˚  UEW 177 (FU, T, M, Tg).
892. *kom[V]t''''V 'to cover; lid, cover' >  U: FP *komta 'lid, cover' >  F
kansi (gen. kannen) 'cover, lid, deck', Lv koÚ2n1c6 (pl. koÚ2nd´dò) ' l id
(Deckel)',  Es kaas (gen. kaane) 'lid, cover (of a book)' » Lp: K {Gn.}
koamploÔs 'lid (Deckel)', T {Gn.} kIºoÔmte 'outer surface', N {N}
goaw…de  / -wd-  'projecting roof' » Er kundo 'lid (of a trunk, tub)', M k
{Ps.} kunda 'lid' » Chr: L/H komdyw komÎ¥s7, Uf komÎ¥s7 'lid' » Z kud
'cover, outer surface' ¶ UEW 671, Sm. 552 (FP *komta 'lid'), SK 1 5 7 ,
Kt. 15O, ERV 314, MRS 213, Ü 73, Ep. 46, LG 143-4, Db. OS x (FU
*kamto- >  *kamte- / *komta-) || A: Tg: Orc kumta- v. 'cover'; Tg
*komtan 'lid (of a vessel, basket)' >  Neg komtan, Orc qumta(n-), Ul
qo2mta(n-), qUmta(n-), Ork qUpta(n-), Nn Nh/KU qomta%, Nn B qoNta(n-)
id.; Ï *kumta-la- v. 'cover with a lid' >  Ul qUmtala-, Ork qUptala-, Nn
Nh/KU qomtala- id.  Tg *ku'mbV-kte 'upper eyelid' > Neg kumbukt‰, Ul
kumbikt‰ ≠ kumt‰, Nn kumukt‰ 'eyelid', Lm {Pp.} k‰md‰mk‰ 'eyelids';
Nn B kumul-kumul ta- 'close the eyelids tightly'  ¶ STM I 4O9, 447  M
*ko4mu4sge 'eyebrow(s) '  > WrM ko4mu4sge, HlM xømsøg, WrO
ku4mu4ske ≠ ku4mu4sku4 ≠ ko4mu4sku4,  Kl k¥msg ku4ms´g, {Rm.}
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ku4msk´ ≠ ko4msk´, Ord kæo4mo4skæo4, Mnr kæu\omosgòu\o; M ı WrMc
Xumsun id.  WrM ko4mu4g, ko4mu4gei 'shed, roof', esp. 'roof over a
portico'   Brt x¥m´dx´  'superciliary arcs; eyebrows', Dg {Mrm.} kumr=k
'eyelid' ¶ MED 487, Krg. 741, 754-5, KRS 324,  KW 239, 246, Ms. O 4 2 8 ,
SM 213, Chr. 62O, Klz. D II 117  ?σ pKo {S} *ku~mi~t  'hair on temples' >
MKo ku`mi~t ≠ kumis id.;  MKo ku\i mit≈ (reinterpreted as 'roots of t h e
ears ' )  > NKo ku\i mit˙ [ku\imit] 'roots of the ears' ¶ S QK #315, Nam
59, 65, MLC 228  ?? T: OT [MhK] qom-: su2v qomdî∏ 'the water was
covered with waves' (legitimate cognate only if it is a bf. from **komÊ-
through forms like *kom-d î∏ < *komÊ-d î∏) ¶ Cl. 625 ¶¶ Pp. VG 19, 68 ( M
and Tg words for 'eyelid'),  ≈ DQA #877 *ku"~mu 'wrap up, cover' (Tg
equated with OT qum-, M *qumi 'fold, gather up, close tightly', pKo
*ka~m- v. 'wind around', and pJ *ku~m- 'plait, interwine, combine'), DQA
#917 (A *ku+omi+e 'eyebrow, hair on temples': M, Tg, Ko) || HS: S ( m t .
and as.) *°√ktm v. 'cover, close' >  Ak √ktm (inf. kata2mu) v. ' cover ,
conceal', katammu n. 'cover, lid (for a kettle or oven)' ¶ CAD VIII
297-3O3  ?σ C: Ag: Aw {Beke} kama1d 'skin', Knf {TBZAC} ga4ma4d
'bark' (×  N *kama  'peel [rind] ' [‘ 'dandruff, scab'], q.v. ffd.) ˚  Coll.
149 (FU, Tg) ‘ UEW 671 (FU, Tg) ˚  Cp. Gr. II #82 (*kom 'cover') (A,
Ko, J, Ai, Gil, CK).
893. *kan2222V 'pair, couple; one of a pair, comrade' >  U: FP (att. in FL)
*°kansa 'pair; one of a pair, comrade' >  Prm *ko4z ({∫LG *ko¿4z) 'pa i r ,
couple' <  Z goz / gozy-, Z US go¿z, Yz ≤guz, Vt kuz, Vt B ko˘z ({∫LG} ko_z)
'pair', Z gozya 'married couple' » Es kaasa, ∆  ka2s 'comrade; spouse' »
Lp: N {N} gaZ…Ze 'household (⇔  'a single individual)', Vfs {Lgc.} nu¢o˘r‰
gòa4ccYE 'young couple' (nu¢o˘r‰ 'young'), Kld {TI} ka2n4c 'comrade' ¶ It i s
not yet clear if F kansa  'people' and Lp N gaZ…Ze 'assembly of people '
belong to the same √  (with the semantic change from 'couple; mar r i ed
couple' to 'household' to 'folk, people'), or it is a homonymous word o f
a different origin (maybe a loan from eGmc *xansa2 [>  Gmc *xanso2 >  Gt
hansa  'troop, multitude', OHG hansa, AS ho2s 'troop', MHG hanse,
hense 'society']) ¶ UEW 645 (FP *kansa 'Volk, Leute; Genosse,
Freund'), LG 77, Fs. 245, Kb. 431 || A *k[æ]an- > M *qani > WrM qani,
HlM xan∆ 'friend, companion, partner', Ord Xani, WrO Xani ' f r iend,
comrade', Kl {KRS} xan∆ 'fellow-traveller, companion', {Rm.} Xan1i, Brt
xani , Dg {T} Xani 'friend, companion'; ? MM [S] qanilqa- 'vergleichen,
gleichstellen' ¶ MED 93O, Ms. O 334, Krg. 232, KRS 576, KW 165, Chr.
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546, T DgJ 173, H 6O  pJ *ka~na~p- v. 'match' > OJ ka~na~p-, J: T/Kg kana!-
, K ka!na!- ¶ S QJ #761, Mr. 7O3  ??φ T *k[æ]oN[u]l!î 'neighbour' (unless a
d. from T *kæon- 'settle down') > OT T kon%us>u (= qoNus7u?)
'neighbour', OT, MQp XIII, XwT XIV, Chg XV qoNs7î, MQp XIV [CC] qons7î ≠
qons7u, OOsm ≥XIV qons7î≠qoNs7î, Tk koms>u, Ggz qoms7u, Qrg qoNs7u,
Nog, Qq qoNsî, Uz qos7ni, ∆ qoN¥c7 ± qoNîs7, Az gonwu 9òons7u, Q m q
Xons7u, ET qos7na ≠ Xos7na, Xk XonZ7îX id. ¶ •÷ (⇔  DQA) T *Konak ≠
*Konuk  'guest' (obviously derived from T *kæon-  'settle for the night on a
journey, settle down', see  ET Q 55-6, Cl. 634, 637) ¶ Cl. 64O, ET Q 66-8 ,
BIG 286 ¶¶ •÷ (⇔ DQA) Tg *xaNgi-, which means not 'other', but ' s ide '
(so in Ul, Ork, Nn), while Lm a2NIlI and Neg anIskI ≠ aNIskI ' o t h e r '
belong to a different N etymon (N *Óan2222V 'other') ¶¶ ≈ DQA #985 (A
*kæa2~no 'match, other side'; incl. M, J) || HS: S *kVna[:]wat- ' comrade ,
person of equal social s tatus '  >  Ak kina2tu ≠ kinattu id.,
'colleague', IA knt 'companion, colleague', BA Et4v!n!ƒ6 (pl. +ppa . )
k´≤na2w-a2t3-e2h 'her colleagues', {GB} 'her comrades', Sr 4no˚ k´≤na2t3,
Æ4ono˚ k´na2≤t3-a2 'companion, fellow-servant, colleague' (Zimmern, Sd.,
Kaufman a.o. suppose that the Aram word is a loan fom Ak) ¶ CAD VIII
381-3, Sod. 479, HJ 52O-1, KB 1725, GB 91O, JPS 22O  B *√knw  'be a
twin' >  Ah ´knu, Kb √knw (imv. iSniw) id.; Ah e2-kne, Sll i-kni ≠ i-
kinnu, Mz a-c7niw (pl. a-cniw´n), Kb i-S´n, Wrg i-kin, akniw, Izn ix1´n,
ax1niw, SnSr ak3´n 'twin', Mz tac7niwt, Kb t3i-S´n-t3, Wrg tikint, takniwt
'female twin' ¶ Dl. 411, Fc. 831, Ds. 163, Dlh. M 23-4, Dlh. Ou 147, Rn.
346 ¶¶ In B and S the reflexes of this N word coalesced with those of N
*kon 2222 i  'woman, wife' (whence the meaning 'co-wife').
894. *kan ```` ++++ n 1 111V(-t ''''V)  'stalk, trunk of a tree' (‘ 'log') >  HS: S *kann- '≈
stem' ‘ 'basis' >  Ak kannu 'slip (of a plant), stalk, shoot (of a t r ee ) ' ,
Sr 'no˚a kan≤n-a2 'stem (of a tree), stalk, root (of a plant)', JA kan≤n-a2
{Js.} 'base, stand', JEA {Sl.} kan≤n-a2 'stem, stalk, original position', ?
BHb Nƒ4 ken 'shoot; stand (base of a wash basin kiy≤yo2r)' (the vw. e i s
puzzling), Md kana  'base, fundament', Tgr ˚nT kan-At (pl. K~N k´nan)
'rowing-pole' ¶ Br. 333, JPS 217. KB 46O, KBR 483, Js. 648, Sl. 587, DM
198, LH 416, CAD VIII 157 ¶ There is probably contaminaion of the S
word in question with a different word, meaning '≈  place'  C: Ag {Ap.}
*kan- 'tree' >  Bln, Xm, Q kana, Aw kani ¶ Ap. AV 12, R WB 221-2  ??
WCh: Buli {IL} kYi!nde~, {ChL} kI!ndÈ! 'tree' ¶ ChL, ChC || D: [1] (in McTm)
*kan`n`- 'sprout, shoot' >  Tm kan`n`i id., Ml kan`n`i 'shoot of betel vines '
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 [2] D *kan`Vkk- 'stick' >  Kt kan`k 'thin dry sticks', Kn kan5ike,
kan5uku 'stalk of millet', kan5d5ike 'stalk, stem', Tu kan5aku
'firewood', Tl kan5ika 'stick', ? Ku kandi 'stick, twig', Krx kaNk 'wood ,
timber', Mlt kanku  'wood' ¶¶ D ##1165, 1185, 1454-5 ||  U : FU *kanta
'tree stump, tree-trunk' (‘  'basis; Stand, Ständer, Hal ter ' )
(× N *gËran3333dV 'log, trunk of a tree'??) >  F kanta (gen. kannan)
'tree-trunk, stem; base; standpoint; heel', kannas (gen. kannaksen)
'tree-trunk; end of sleigh-runner; neck of a land, isthmus', F kanto
(gen. kannon), Es kand (gen. kannu) 'stump' » pLp {Lr.} *ko2ntO2y
'tree-stump' >  >  Lp: S {Hs.} goodde, Kld ku¢‰nd;ò 'windfallen tree', L
{LLO} kuotto2i id., 'stump', N {N} guod…do 'stump' » Er kando, M k
kanda '(wind)fallen tree' »» ObU {Ht.} *kÈ∏ntV >  pVg *kÈ∏nt(V) 'wooden
pillar functioning as the vertical support of a storehouse' >  Vg: P/NV/LL
k‰2nt, UL xa2nta id.; pOs *kant >  Os: Vy (c7om´l-)qant 'each of the t w o
horizontal beams, fixed upon the pillar of a forest storehouse a n d
serving as its base', Ty/Y {Trj.} qaºnt, Kz XOnt 'pillar of the s torehouse ' ,
D Xont  'lattice base at the bottom of a storehouse (support of its f loor ) '
¶ UEW 123, Coll. 85, Sm. 543 (FU *kÈntaº 'tree stump', FP *ke4nta, Ugr
*kÈnta), Lr. #522, Lgc. #2865, TI 166, Ht. #293, Trj. 144 || A: Tg
*kende- 'threshold' >  Neg k‰nd‰, Orc k‰nd‰rku ≠ k‰nd‰r(‰)xi, Ul
k‰nd‰rxi(n-), Nn Nh k‰nd‰rxi%, Nn B k‰nd‰tix‰(n) ¶ STM I 448  T *k…at
'layer, storey (of a house)' >  OT qat, Az 9at, Chv Xut ± Xot 'layer, fold,
storey (of a house)', Tkm 9at , Uz qat 'layer, fold, row', Tk kat , Ggz kat,
Tv qa<t, Tf qa<tæ 'layer, row, storey', ET, SY qat 'layer', Kr Cr, Qrg, Alt qat,
Xq Xat 'layer, row', Qmq, Qq, VTt, Bsh qat 'layer, storey', Xlj qa2t ' fo ld ' ,
Yk Xat 'again' ¶ Rs. W 241, Cl. 593, ET KQ 335-6, Jeg. 31O-1, Ra. 2 1 9 ,
TvR 223 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #764 (A *ke2!ntæV 'threshold, floor') || ? AdS  of IE:
NaIE *°g+g8genb[≈]-/*°g+g8onb[≈]-/*°g+g8nob[≈]- 'peg, stick, piece of wood' (<  N
*ga4444n[V]{p''''}V 'stem, stalk, stick, stake, picket', q.v. ffd.) > *°g+g8genb[≈]-
/*°g+g8onb[≈]-/*°g+g8nob[≈]- (× N *kan```` ++++n 1 111V 'stalk, trunk of a tree' [‘ 'log']) >
Gmc: OHG kembil 'Fesselblock', ON kumbr 'Holzklotz ' ,
ko<ppusteinn 'Rollstein', Dn kampesten id., NE chump; Gmc
*knab(b)-, *knap(p)- > NGr ∆  Knabe 'Stift, Bolzen', ON knefill ' s take ,
pole, stick', NHG Knebel 'short and thick packing-stick, clog', Sw ∆
knape 'Pflock, Knoten'; ON knefill 'pole', MLG knevel 'short a n d
thick transom (kurzes, dickes Querholz)', NHG Knebel 'branch, c lub ' ,
Sw ∆  knavel 'thin pole' ¶ P 369, 378-9 ˚  The N postalveolar o r
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palatal *n ```` ++++ n 1 111 is reconstructed on the ev. of *n` in D *kan`n`- and *kan`Vkk-;
in precons. position (U *kanta , D *ka2mp-) the postalveolarity is lost d u e
to neutralization ˚  Tg *e of the first syll. is probably due to reg. as .
(infl. of the root-final *e) ˚  ≈ AD NM #87, S CNM 4-5 (÷÷  NrCs, Yn,
ST).
895. *{k}onÉ 'to touch' ([in K]‘ 'work up') >  U : FU *°konV- v. ' t o u c h '
> ObU {Ht.} *ka"n- 'anrühren' >  pVg *ka"n- >  Vg: T/O kan-, MK ka"n-; pOs
{Ht.} *ka"n- ({∫Hl.} *kÈÆn-) >  Os: D/K/Nz/Kz Xa"n- ¶ Ht. #276, Hl. rHt 7 1
|| A: M *ko4nde- 'touch, irritate, hurt' (× N *kon2222dÉ 'to harm, to spoil ' ,
'to touch') >  MM [S] ko4nde- 'anrühren', WrM ko4nde-, HlM xøhdø-
'touch, irritate', WrO {Krg.} ko4ndo4∏- 'bother, injure, offend', Kl {KRS}
kønd´-  ko4nd´- 'touch, irritate, cause pain', {Rm.} 'sich fühlbar m a c h e n '
(s7arXa ko4nd[Áº]na4∏ 'die Wunde macht sich fühlbar, schmerzt wenn m a n
sie betastet)'; M *ko4nu4Ge- >  WrM ko4nu4ge-, HlM xønøø- v. ' h a r m ,
injure, hurt; torture, mistreat', WrO {Krg.} ko4no4∏- 'torment, t o r tu re ,
bother' ¶ H 1O4, MED 49O, Krg. 733-4, KRS 316, KW 239  ¶ The
meaning of the M root suggests contamination of N *{k}onÉ 'to t o u c h '
and N *kon2222dÉ 'to harm, to spoil, 'to touch' || K: G (amo-)kn- {Chx.}
'rühren, schlagen (z. B. Eier), einrühren; bearbeiten\gerben (Häute) ;
zer-quetschen\-drücken', {DCh.} vt. 'full (woolen cloth), roll (dough) ,
dress (hides)' ¶ Chx. 1566, DCh. 31 ˚  The K cognate is valid if i t s
primary meaning is 'to touch'. If this is the case, the N initial cns. is *k- .
Otherwise we cannot distinguish between N *k- , *k '''' - , and * ûûûûq- .
896. *kon2222i (or *kun2222i) 'woman, wife' > IE *gWen(-eé) ({EI} *≤gWenhÅ /
gen. *≤gWnehÅ-s) 'woman' >  NaIE *gWen(-a2) / *gun(-a2) id., gen. *gWn-a2s
>  OI gna2 'goddess, divine female', Av g´na2, Gna2 'wife, woman', OI
≤jani-h5, Av J7aini, NPrs ˆz za4n id. »» Arm kin kin 'woman' »» Gk gynh1
'woman', Gk B bana2 (<  *gWôna2) »» Clt: OIr ben (<  *gWena2), gen. sg.
mna1 (< *gWn-a2s 'woman, female', Brtt {RE} *bena2 > OW ben 'women ' ,
benyw id. (“ 'féminin'), OCrn, Crn benen, MBr ben= 'woman', Br e-
ben 'his wife' »» ??? Al zonje4 'lady, woman' (if from *gWen-ya2, a s
suggested by Ped. GA 324.; but O 526 derives it from IE *wik8-pot-ny-a2);
but Al G grue, Al T grua 'woman, wife' cannot belong here (⇔  My.
132 and P 473). because IE *-n- did not rhotacize in Al G »» Gmc: (IE
*gWeno2n >) Gt qino2, OSx quena 'wife', OHG quena ≠ kwena, MHG
quene 'woman, wife', AS cwene 'woman, female serf, whore', NE
quean; NaIE *gWe2ni-s >  Gt qe2ns 'wife', ON kvAn ≠ kva1n ≠ kvo<n
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'woman', OSx qua2n 'woman, wife'; ON kvinna 'woman, wife', NNr, Sw
kvinna, Dn kvinda 'woman', AS cwe2n 'wife, queen', NE queen;
ON kona 'woman', NNr kona, Dn kone 'wife, woman' »» Pru genno
'woman' » Sl *z7e≤na 'woman' >  OCS, OR qena z7ena, Blg qe≤na, SCr
z7e~na, Slv z7e!na, Cz, Slk z7ena 'woman, wife', P z$ona, R qe≤na 'wife ' ,
Uk π  qo≤na 'woman' »» pTc {Ad.} *s1a4na2 > Tc: A s1a4m$ (pl. s1nu), B
s1ana (obl. s1no) 'woman, wife'  AnIE: Lv wanatti ± unatti
'women' ¶¶ WP I 681-2, P 473-4, EI 648, M K I 351, 418, Vl. II 44, H o r n
148, F I 333-5, Vn. B 31-2, RE 147, Hamp AIEW 143, Huld 66, 136, Ped.
GA 324 (Al zonje4 < *gWen-i\a2 or ÿ  *gWia2- 'life'), Fs. 388, Ho. 64, Ho.
GEW 78, Ho. S 59, Sw. 38, Kb. 582, HDEL 1O7O, Vr. 325, 336-9, Schz.
189, Slt. 168-9, En. 176-7, Tp. P E-H 2O7-1O, Glh. 7O8-9, Vs. II 46, StSS
216, Wn. 476-7, Chrn. I 298-9, Ad. 62O, Ad. H 31, 34, 42 || HS: C: Ag
{AD} *kW‰+in- ≠ *?‰k3Win- (pl. *?‰kWin-), {Ap.} *?´xWin-/*?´xW´n-
'woman' > Dmb {R} kW°na2, Knf {TBZAC} kuna, Aw {Hz., Bnd.} ˝una, Aw
D {CR} Xuo≤na 2, Bln {Plm.} ?‰xWina (pl. ?‰kWin), Xm {R} iwna (p l .
ukWn ≠ iokWn), Xm T {CR} eqWen (pl. aqnu), Km {CR} y´w°na ≠
w°na (pl. y´w°n) 'woman' ¶ AD SF 213-4, Ap. AV 6, R WB 18, Blz.
CWL  NrOm {Blz.} *kVn- 'woman' >  Cha {C} kontira2 'woman', ?σ Kf
{C} kenes7o 2, {Msr.} keneso 'cognata', {HHM} kenes7o 'b ro ther- in-
law' »» SOm: Hm K, Ari G {Fl.}, Ari {Bnd.} kan 'sister' ¶ C SE III 17O and IV
462, Blz. OL #62, HHM 295, Msr. 247, Bnd. AL 158  B: Ah te2-kne (p l .
te2knewïn), Tmz ta-kna (pl. ta-k´nwin), ta-s7na (pl. ta-s7´nwin), Kb
t3aSna, Rif, SrSn t3ak3na, Izn t3ax1na, Wrg takna, Sll ta4kna (pl. ta4kniwin),
Mz ta-c7na (pl. tac7niwin, tic7niwin), Izn t3ax1na, Rif, SnSr 'co-wife', Izn
ta-was7un-t 'wife', Ah ´knu, Kb √knw 'be a co-wife' ¶ Fc. 831, MT 3 3 9 -
41, Dl. 4O9, 411, Ds. 68, Dlh. M 24, Dlh. Ou 148, Rn. 346  S: Ak YB
{Sd.} kin°tu 'Nebenfrau (?)' ¶ Sd. 48O  Ch: WCh: NrBc {Stl.} *kina
'co-wife' > {Sk.}: Wrj kinai, Jmb kina, My, Kry kin, Mbr kina2, Cg kïne id .
¶ Sk. NB 16, Stl. ZCh 256 [#12O] ¶¶ In S, Ch, and B there may have b e e n
coalescence with the reflexes of N *kan2222V 'pair, couple; one of a pai r ,
comrade' (> B *√knw 'be a twin') || A: NaT *k…u4ni 'co-wife' (× N
*K''''in?u [>  as. *K''''u 4 444n?{u 4444}] 'exercise magic', ‘ [in descendant lgs.] ' b e
jealous') >  OT, XwT ku4ni, Tkm gu4ni, Az g1u4nu, Qrg ku4nu44 'co-wife', MQp
[incl. CC] ku4ni 'concubine', Tk Erz gu4nu4 'Freundin'; a cd. with *-tas7 (>  -
das7/-da4s7) 'fellow-': Uz kundow kundås7, Qq ku4ndes 'co-wife', ET ku4nda4s7,
Qrg ku4ndo4s7, Nog, Qzq ku4ndes, VTt, Bsh kønd´w kÁºnda4s7 'co-wife, rival '
¶ Cl. 727, ET VGD 1O5-6, TkR 222, SD 688, Jud. 467, BR 28O, Nj. 6 6 4 ,
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UzR 224, Pokr. TR 66 ¶ Og g- points to a pT *k…  pJ {S} *ku\anami ' f i rs t
wife (in polygamy)' > OJ ku\anami\i id. ¶ S QJ #1518, Mr. 456 ¶¶ DQA
#921 (*kune 'one of several wives') ˚  IS I 3O6-8 [#178]. The meaning
'co-wife' in HS and A obviousy reflects the polygamous system o f
marriage. But it is not necessary to share IS’s hyp. (IS I 3 O 8 )
interpreting it as traces of the archaic kinship system in which w o m e n
of one exogamous moiety were potential collective wives of men of t h e
opposite moiety; cf. the traces of this system preserved among t h e
Gilyaks (Shtr. GO 129-284, Krn. N 259-93) ˚  Gr. II #431 (*kun
'woman') (IE, A, J + qu. EA) ˚  The vw. *u4 in T *k…u4ni results from regr .
as .
897. *kun2222a 4 444 'hair' >  IE: NaIE *gou\n-/gun- 'hair' >  Av gaona- ' ha i r ,
colour of hair', Psh ˝u2na 'hair of the body', KhS ggu2na- 'hair', Oss D
˝un, Oss I x`uyn qw‰n id., 'wool', OI gu≤n5ah5 'thread, string, sinew,
chord' (OI -n5- is still puzzling: a prakritism?) »» ? Gt kuna-wida
'fetters ( {alysiß)', OHG kuna-wid 'chain, fetters', cuonio-wid
'fetters', [g] khuna-withi, chun-widi 'catenae' »» ? Sl *guna ≠
gun1a >  SCr gu`ànja 'body hair of a domestic animal', '∈ garment', Blg
guna 'furcoat', Cz ∆ hun7a 'woolen cloth with nap', Cz houn7a, P
gunia '∈ cloak of woolen cloth', R ∆ gunå 'worn-out garment' ±
'furcoat', Uk gunå '(caftan of) coarse heavy woolen cloth' ¶ M K I
338, M E I 489-9O, Mrg. 25, Bai. 86, Ab. III 326-7, Fs. 315-6, Kb. 5 6 9 ,
573, ESSJ VII 175-7, ≈ EI 252 (*≤gowr= / *gu≤n-os 'body hair [of animals] ' )
|| U: FU (att. in FP) *ku4n+n`a4 'hair, wool, feather(s)' >  F kyna4 'feather' »
pPrm {LG} [1] *gu$n > Z gyn gÈn, Z Vsh gu$n 'felt', [2] {LG} *go$n >  Z go≥n
g‰n  'feather(s), wool of horses\cattle', Yz go$n 'woolen mittens, felt', Vt
gon 'wool, dough, hair of the body' ¶ LG 8O, Lt. J 1O7, ≈  UEW 6 6 4
(equates BF *ku4na4 with Z k‰yn‰s 'small long coop') || D (in SD) *ku2ntal
({†GS} *k-) 'human hair' >  Tm ku2ntal 'long flowing tresses of a
woman', Ml ku2ntal 'woman’s hair', Kn ku2dal 'hair (of the head o r
body)', Tu kuZalË 'hair of the head', Krg ku2dlu 'hair'; D ı OI
kuntalah5  'hair of the head, lock of hair' ¶ D #1892, M K I 229 ˚  FU
*ku4n+n`a4 results from synharmonic as.: *kun 2222a 4 444 > *ku4n+n`a4.
898. *k{ay}n2222V (or kan2222V??) (often in cds.) 'wing, feather' >  HS +ext.
(“ cd.?) *kVnVp(Vr)-: S *ka≤nap- 'wing' >  Hb Fn!ƒ1 ka2≤na2p3, Ug knp,
(AkSc) {Hnr.} kanapu, JA Fn@ƒ6 k´≤nap3, em. af1n^ƒ2 kan[´]≤p3a2, JEA {Sl.}
ap1n6k`2 kan≤p-a2 (pl. if4n6k`2 kan[´]≤p3e6), Sr 'føn˚a kan´≤p3a2, Ar ƒnaKa
kanaf-, Gz k´nf (pl. k´naf), Tgr, Amh k‰nf, Tgy k‰nfi 'wing', Ak kappu
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id. (×  kappu <  *kapp- 'palm of hand'), Yd, IA {HJ} knp 'skirt of a
garment'; EthS ı Bln {Plm.} kanfi 'wing', {R} ≤kanf´ 'feather', Aw {CR}
kenf°, Qbn {L} ka2nfWa 'wing' ¶ Brst. 184, KBR 486, GB 353-4, A #1345 ,
OLS 22O, BK II 937, Hnr. 138, Sl. 589, Js. 651, L G 287, HJ 519, R WB
224, MiK I #1.145  C: Ag *kVnp- (unless π EthS): Xm {R} kiff 'wing' ,
Q {R} kamb, kemb id., 'feather', Km {CR} kåmb° 'wing' »» ??φ Bj {R}
?an≤bu2r (pl. ≤?anbir ≠ ?anber), Bj A {AD} (hU) ?anbu2r (pl. hI
?anbir) 'wing' »» EC {Ss} *kimbir 'small bird' > Rn c7imbi!r id., Sa, Af {PH}
kimbir-o, Bs {Ss.} kimbir-i, Dsn {To.} kimi!rri 'bird', Arr {Hw.} kirmate!
'bird(s)', Sml s7imbir, pBn {Hn.} *s7i~mmi!r (>  Bn s7imir ± s7immir ±
simmir) , Or s7imbir-a ± simbir-a ± s7imp'irre2 'bird' »» ??φ SC: Irq {Wh.}
Ha^mpa (pl. HampE2^ri), {MQK} Hampa 'wing' ¶ AD SF 3O (*kÉmpVr- ' b i rd ' ) ,
65 (pC *kanp'- 'wing, feather'), Ss. PEC 13, 15, PG 85, Hw. A 373, To. DL
511, PH 147, Hn. BD 95, E PC #381 (pC *kanf-/kinf-, MQK 48, CR K 2 1 4
 ? SOm: Ari G {Fl.} ka2fi (< *kanfi?) 'wing' ¶ Fl. OO 321  ? Ch: CCh:
Db {Lnh.} kO~pO@k, {Sb.} ko~pO!k ' feather '  »» WCh: Fy {J} ka!ma2~k id. »» EC: Mkl
{J} ka^mbirsa! (pl. ka^mba~ri!) 'wing' ¶ ChC, J LM 118, J R 87 ¶¶ AD SF 6 5
(S, C), OS #1426 (S, Ag) ||  A *k…ayna 'wing, large feather' (‘ 'leaf of a
door\gate') >  M: [1] *qana '∈ feather' >  WrM qana {Gl.} 'the fea thers
(in a wing) immediately behind the "hairy feathers"', {Kow.} 'les pet i tes
plumes des ailes des oiseaux, c. à d. celles qui sont après les quatre o u
cinq premières dans la même rang', Kl {Rm.} Xana 'die grossen Federn
der Flügel, die ebene Fläche der Flügel'  [2] sd. (infl. of T?): WrM
qanan , HlM xana 'section of lattice wall of a yurt; lath; wall', Kl xana
'lattice wall of a yurt', {Rm.} Xana id., 'Wandstücke', Ord Xana ' treillis
de tente, mur', Brt xana  'wall' ¶ MED 927, Kow. 719, Gl. II 68, KRS 5 7 5 ,
KW 165, Ms. O 332, Chr. 544  pT {Md.} *ka⋅i\natV or {AD} *kai\nat o r
*ki\anat 'wing' >  NaT *k… a2nat- 'wing' >  OT qanat, Tk kanat, Az 9anad,
Tkm 9a2nat, Ggz kanat, Qmq, Blq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, VTt, Bsh, Qrg, Alt, ET, Ln
qanat, Uz qanåt, SY {Tn.} qana≈t (with preaspirated t) ≠ qîi\nat, {Mal.}
qanat ≠ qÈi\nat, Xk Xanat, Tv {Ra.} qanat, Tf hanat (Md.: <  *ka?nat)
'wing', Yk kînat ≠ kîy%at 'wing' (Yk î < *a in this position is reg.) »» Chv L
s1unat 'wing' (acc. to Md. OJ 72, pT *kai\- > pre-Chv *ki\a2- >  *xi\a2 >  Chv L
s1u-)  sd.: Tk kanat, Az 9òanadò, Ggz, Nog qanat, Uz qanåt 'leaf (of a
door\window)', Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Qmn/QuK/Tb qanat, Xk Xanat 'a sect ion
of lattice wall of a yurt' ¶ Cl. 635, ET KQ 252-3, TL 5O4, Ra. 186, Rs. W
52O, Md. OJ 72, 217-8, 274, Rl. II 111-3, ESSJ KQ 252-3, S AJ 1 9 4 - 5
[#216], Jeg. 218, Fed. II 137, Tn. SJJ 199, Mal. ZhU 52, 63, AD AltAD
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 pJ {S} *ka!ntu\a~ 'gate' > OJ ka!dwo~, J: T ka!do, K ka~do!, Kg kado! id. ¶ S QJ
#898, Mr. 431 ¶¶ ≈ STM97 s.v. A *kenta 'elbow, angle' (T, Tg + unc. p J
*ka~ntu\a ! 'angle, corner', see  N *k ''''amc 7777 ' ''' { o }  'to bend; bend, corner'), ≈ DQA
#826 (A *ke2n1a 'elbow, angle'; incl. T) ||  D ≈ *kent- ({†GS} *k-) ' f ea the r '
>  Gdb kendutß (pl. kendukulß), Gdb P kenditß 'feather', Gnd kendi, Gdb K
kenditß, Png ke2ndid (pl. ke2ndil) 'hair' ¶¶ D #2OO2 ˚  The D  vw. *e m a y
be explained if it is supposed that N *ay  contracted into Gnd and Gdb e.
HS *kVnVp(Vr)- may go back to a cd. (N *0k{ay}n2222V {p ''''}ur[y]V, see  N
*{p '''' }ur[y]V 'wing, feather(s)') ˚  Blz. LB #53c.
899. *ku4444[y]n ````u 6 666÷Å 'a joint in a limb (knee, elbow); to bend in a joint' >
HS *√kn÷ (× N *{k''''}un2222igË 'to bend, to incline, to bow'?) >  CS *√kn÷ '≈
be bent, bow, incline' >  Ar kanï÷- 'estropié de la main, qui a la m a i n
cassée', ?akna÷- 'mutilé et estropié de la main', √kn÷ (pf. kani÷a, ip. -
kna÷-) 'contractus et corrugatus fuit', 'être contracté\tordu', kana÷a
÷ala2 v. 'submit to', BHb N  pf. on@k6n% ni-k3≤na÷ 'have to submit, b e
humbled, humble oneself', SmA √kn÷ G  vi. 'yield, submit, be humble ' ,
JPA √kn÷ pp. 'depressed, modest' ¶ Fr. IV 64, BK II 935-6, KB 461-2 ,
KBR 484-5, Tal 397, Hv. 667, WKAS K 388 ¶ The Hb and Aram verb m a y
go back to N *{k ''''}un 2222igË '⇑ ' or to result from coalescence of both N
sources  ? B *√knÓ v. 'incline' (×  N *{k '''' }un 2222igË) >  Izd pf. ikna, Sll knu
(pf. ikWna) '(se) courber', Kb ´Snu  (pf. y´Sna) 'se pencher, s’humilier,
se courber', Gd Eknu (pf. yEkna, Lcj. 22) '(se) courber' ¶ Dl. 4O9, Ds.
79, Mrc. 65, Lf. I 264 (on Lcj. 22) and II #O775 || IE *g8enu-/*g8onu-
/*g8neu\- ({EI} *≤g8onu / gen. *≤g8enu-s) 'knee' >  OI ≤ja2nu, KhS ysa2nua-,
Sgd z?nwk, MPrs za2nu2k, NPrsvnu"z zå2nu 2 'knee' »» Arm cunr cunR (p l .
cunk˚ cunk-k≈) id. »» Gk go1ny id. »» L genu2 (gen. genu2s) »» Clt *gnu2-
nes (dis. > *glu2-nes) > OIr glu1n, NIr glu1in, Brtt {RE} *glu2nos > MW, W,
Br glin, Crn glyn »» Gt kniu, OHG knio ± kniu, NHG Knie, AS
cne1o 'knee', NE knee »» pTc {Ad.} *kenw- > Tc: A kanw- ( d u .
kanwem$), B keni (du.) id.  Ht genu, g+kinu-, g+kanu- id. ¶¶ P
38O-1, EI 336, M K I 429, Vl. II 1O7-8, Horn 144, F I 321, WH I 592-3, RE
1O7, LG § 268, Fs. 313, Kb. 551, Schz. 182, KM 382, Ho. 54, Slt. 165-6 ,
Wn. 187, Ad. 193, Ad. H 137-8, Pv. IV 146-51 || U: FU *ku4yn`a4-(ra4-)
'forearm, elbow' >  F kyyna4ra4, kyyna4s, ∆  ku4i\na4ra4 'ell', kyyna4rpa4a4
'elbow' (pa4a4 'end'), kyyna4rvarsi 'forearm' (varsi 'stalk, shaf t ' ) ,
Es ku4u4nar 'forearm, ell' » pLp {Lr.} *k‰rn1e2le2 'elbow' >  Lp: S {Hs.}
garnj´ere, L {LLO} kar…Nel, N {N} gar…dnjel, Kld kar4Nel » Er
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kenere k1en1er1e, Mk kener∆ k1en1er1 id. » Chr: L kynervuj k¥n1er≤wuy
'elbow', H ky≥nervuj k´n1erwuy 'elbow joint' (vuj 'head'), H ky≥ner
k´n1er 'ell' » Prm *gu$r 'forearm' >  Z Ud gÈr 'unity of length for measur ing
linen (ell)', Z gÈrZ1Z1a, Vt gÈrpum 'elbow' »» ObU {Ht.} *ku4Æn`- >  pVg
*ku4ÆnG´l >  Vg: LK kWa4nG´l!, UL konlo2wl, Ss konlO2wl 'elbow'; pOs {Ht.}
*ko4Æn`Na4y ({∫Hl.} *ku4Æn`Na4y) id. >  Os: V/Vy ko4n`Ni, Ty ko$Æn`Ni, Y ko$ÆnNi, D
ko"s7Na$y, K ko"Nna$y » Hg ko4nyo4k id. ¶  Coll. 94, UEW 158-9, Sm. 544 (FU
*ku4na4ra4 'elbow', FP *ku4n1a4ra4, Ugr *ku4Æn-), SK 257-8, Lr. #322, Lgc.
#1957, Hs. 565, MRS 269, 276, Ep. 55, MF 372-4, It. #415, SSK 257-8 ,
LG 85, SZ 97, Ht. #281, Hl. rHt 71 || A: ? Tg *xu4n1çen 'elbow' (× N
*k''''oNc7777 ' '''V '∈ part of leg', q.v. ffd.; this merger accounts for Tg *x-) ¶ ¶
The Tg root is unconvincingly equated in DQA #824 (A *ke2n1V 'e lbow,
angle'; ≈  {SDM} A *ko4∏yna, *kæi\oyna) with M *kai, *kan-c>u 'fronte legs,
sleeve' and pJ *kanai\ 'rule, gusset ' ¶¶ DQA l.c. mentions T *Kaynat
'wing' that goes back to N *kayn 2222V 'wing, feather' || ? D *ku2nÀ ({†GS} *g-
) 'a bend, curve, hump on the back' (× N *{k ''''}un 2222igË 'to bend, to incline,
to bow'?) >  Tm ku2n3, ku2n3al 'a bend, curve, hump on the back', Ml ku2n
'a humpback', Tm ku2n3an3, Ml ku2nan 'humpbacked', Td ku;n
'hunchback', Kn ku2nu, Tu, Tl gu2nu 'a hump', Kn ku2na, gu2na ' a
humpbacked man', Kdg ku2n, Tu gu2nA 'hunchback', Tl gu2ni
'humpbacked', Ku gu?u  'hump of cow', cp. also Kt ku;n- v. 'be in bowed
position', Tm ku2n3u- v. 'curve', Gnd gun- v. 'bend' ¶¶ D #1927 ˚  IS I
3O4 (*ku4yn %Å = *ku4yn`Å), ≈ S NSShS #28 (IE, Tg + unc. M and J) ˚  Gr.
II #128 (*ken 'elbow') (IE, U, A +unc. J, EA).
9OO. (€?) *ka4444n 2 222há 'to give birth' >  IE *g8ené8-/*g8neé8- 'give birth' ({EI}
*g8enh⁄- 'beget a child; be born') >  NaIE *g8en´-/*g8ne2-/*g8no2- >  [1]
thematic present: OI ≤janati  'gives birth', OL gen-o2, Gk gene1s†ai 'give
birth', 3p ip. OI a-jan-anta, Gk ]e-ge1n-ento, cp. Arm aor. cnaj cnay
(1s prs. cnanim cnanim 'I give birth, am born'), OIr gain- 'be b o r n '
(-ga(i)nethar 'is born), cnj. -genathar, as well as W geni 'to b e
born, to bear', Br genel 'to give birth'; [2] reduplicative present :
(athematic) OI jajanti, Av ziz´nti, (thematic) Av zizan´nti ' t hey
give birth'; (zero grade): Gk gi1gnomai 'I become, appear', L gigno2, -
e "re  'bear, beget, bring forth', OI ft. gignethar; [3] pfc.: OI jaj≤n1e2 ' I
am born', 3s ja≤ja2na, Gk ge1gona 'is born', OIr roge1nar (*g8e-g8n-)
'natus sum'; [4] *-sko-present: L na2-scor 'I am being born'; [5] NaIE
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*g8enÓ-o/es- ≠ *g8onÓ-o/es- ntr. 'birth, kin' > OI ≤janah5 / janas- ' r a c e
(Geschlecht, Abkunft)', Av (in cds.) zana- 'people (Volk), h u m a n
race', Gk ge1noß (G ge1neoß) 'race, stock, family', L genus (gen.
generis) id., 'birth, descent, origin; kind', Arm cin cin ' b i r th ,
origin', cp. OIr ganet 'birth'; [6] *-to-prtc. and sim.: *g8n=2-to-s, *-a2,
*g8no2-to-s, *-a2 >  OI ja2≤ta-h5, Av za2ta- 'born', L na2tus (co-gna2tus,
a-gna2tus) (<  IE *g8n=2tos) id., 'son', Plg CNATOIS ' na \tis', Gl GNATUS
(with a long *a2) 'son', GNATHA (with *a2) 'daughter', ON kundr ' s on ' ,
Gt -kunds 'descending from', Gk gnvto1ß 'a relative, brother', Ltv
znoﬁts 'son-in-law'; *g8en´-to-s, -t-a2 >  L genitus 'born', W geneth
'girl' (“ 'daughter'), ? (× IE {Pv.} *g8emhW- < N *kÉmV [or *kÉmÓo] ' t o
give birth' ‘ 'kin, family'): BSl: Lt z7e!ntas 'daughter’s husband', Sl
*zeßtÁ id., 'br idegroom' >  OCS z9t6 ze<tÁ, Blg zet id., SCr zeàt, Slv
ze~t' OCz ze7t&, Cz zet&, Slk zat&, P zie<c1, R, Uk zåt∆ 'daughter’s
husband'; Al: T dhe4nde4r, G dha6nde4rr 'groom'  AnIE (× IE *g8emÓ- <
N *kÉmV or *kÉmÓo  'to give birth' ‘ 'kin, family'): Ht kaena n .
'relative-in-law, kinsman' (mainly 'male ego’s son-in-law or brother- in-
law, wife’s brother'), Ld ka2na (a kinship term, possibly 'daughter’s
husband') ¶¶ Pv. IV 12-4 (suggests that the words for relatives-in-law
belong to the IE √  *g8emhW- [= {Pv} *g8em-A⁄W]), P 369-7O, 375-7, EI 5 6 ,
≈ 369 (L gener and Al dhe4nde4r < NaIE *g8em- 'marry'), M K I 415-6 ,
M E I 567-8, YGM-1 233, Hm. 312, Billy 83-4, LP §  431.19, 554, Thr. § §
549, 597, 737, 756, F I 297, 3O6-8, WH I 597-6OO, Frn. 13O1, Kar. II
566, Vs. II 112, SJSS XII 692, Slt. 97-8, Pv. IV 12-4, Ts. E I 459-6O, Gsm.
LW 15O-1 || D: [1] *kanÀ- ({†GS} *k-) 'bear, bring forth' (× N *K''''anV
'begin, originate, be new') >  Tl kanu 'bear, bring forth', 'beget', Brh
xaniN 'give birth to'; [2] D *kanÀrÀ- 'child, young of animals' (× N
*{k''''}an{É} 'young, child', q.v. ffd.) ¶ ¶ Km. 324, D #1411, Pf. 9O || ?σ
HS: S *°kann- >  Ar kann-at- 'son’s wife, brother’s wife' ¶ BK II 932 ¶ ≡σ:
Ltv znots and Sl *zeßtÁ 'son-in-law'  ?σ Eg XX kn (an epithet of t h e
Sun-god as creator) ¶ EG V 131 ˚  My preliminary working hyp. ( f o r
the time being) is that the basic meaning of this N word was ' acqui re
new relatives' - both through birth (whence the meaning 'give b i r th ,
beget') and through marriage; the latter meaning may be discerned i n
the IE *-t-derivatives meaning 'son-in-law' and in Ar kann-at-
'daughter\sister-in-law' ˚  ≠ S NSShS #4 (equates the IE √  with A
*k[æ]uni 'person; people, country' and K *gen- 'calf; to suck the u d d e r ' )
˚  D *-nÀ- (in *kanÀ- and *kanÀ rÀ-) is not a decisive ev. of a pN *-n- ,
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because *-nÀ- in these D roots may belong to the heritage of N *K''''anV
and *{k '''' }an{É} .  
9O1. *kin2222ho ≠ *kihn2222o 'see, observe, examine, know' >  IE *g8enhW-
/*g8nehW- (= {EI} *g8neh‹-)  'know' >  [1] NaIE *g8en´-/*g8no2- >  OI jn1a2-
'know', ja2≤na2ti 'knows', Av paiti-za2n´nti 'sie nehmen sich a n ' ,
thematic: 2p paiti-za2nata 'you (pl.) recognize', OPrs 3s ipf. a-da2na2
'he knew (kannte)', Av zana2-t∞, zana<n, Psh pe2-z7anï 'recognizes', NPrs
dNa"d då2n-a4d 'is able; it is possible', (d.) ˆtsN"d då2nesta4n 'to know, t o
be able', 'N"d då2nå2 'learned' »» Gk }e-gnvn 'I knew' »» Arm caneaj
caneay 'I recognized', ancan an-can 'unknown', canay†
canawt≈ 'known' »» OIr itar-gninim, asa-gninaim 'sapio' »» Gt,
OSx, OHG kunnan 'to know, to understand, to be able', ON, OFrs
kunna, AS cunnan 'to know', NHG ko4nnen 'to be able', p/prs. (<  IE
pfc.): Gt, ON kann, AS can(n), NE can, OFrs, OSx, OHG kan, NHG
kann 'can'; d.: Gt (ga)kannjan, ON kenna 'bekannt machen', AS
cennan 'to explain, to determine', OSx ke$nnian '(er)kennen', OHG
ir-kennen, NHG erkennen 'to recognize', OHG bi-kennen, NHG
kennen 'to know' »» Lt z7inauﬁ / z7ino!ti, Ltv zinu / zina2^t ' know,
be aware', Ltv zI2ﬁstu ≠ zinu / zI2 ﬁt 'know, recognize, perceive', Pru
posinnat 'bekennen' »» Tc A {Ad.} kna2na2- 'know'  [2] NaIE p p .
*g8no2-≤to-s 'known' >  OI jn1a2≤ta-h5, Gk gnvto1-ß, L no2tu-s id., OIr
gna1th id., 'accustomed', W gnawd  'customary', Gl Eposognatus n .
pr. ('accustomed to horses'), Pru pa-sinna2ts 'known';  [2a]  var iant
pp. *g8n=:-≤to-s 'known (bekannt)' >  Lt paz7i~ntas, Gt kun†-s, ON
kunnr, kuÎr, AS cu2Î, OSx ku2th, OHG, NHG kund  [3] NaIE n .
act. *g8no2-ti- >  OI ≤pra-jn1a2ti-h5 'knowledge (of the way to…)', Gk
gnv1siß, L no2-ti-o2 'knowledge', Sl *znatÁ 'the known people ,
aristocracy' (>  OCS znat6 znatÁ, R znat∆), and inf.: Sl *zna¡-ti ' t o
know' (> OCS znati, SCr znaàti, Slv zna!ti, Cz zna1ti, Slk znat&, P
znac1, R znat∆, Uk ≤znati), Lt z7ino!ti, Ltv zina2 ^t 'to know', Pru
ersinnat  'to recognize (erkennen)'  [4] NaIE *g8no2-sk- > OL gno2sc-
o2, -e"re, L no2sc-o2, -e"re 'become acquainted with, get knowledge o f ' ,
cds.: co-gno2sc-o22, -e"re id., 'get to know, learn', a-gno2sc-o2
'recognize' »» Gk Epr gnv1skv, Gk (rdp.) gignv1skv learn to know,
perceive, mark' »» OPrs cnj. xs7na2sa2tiy 'daß er erkenne'  H t
ganes(s)-, kanes(s)- ({EI}: < *g8ne2h‹-s-) 'recognize, discern, identify;
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acknowledge' ¶¶ P 376-8, Dv. #117, EI 337-8, M K I 429, M E I 599-6O1,
Sg. 5OO-1, Horn 118, Mrg. 1O5, Me. VP 6O, 1O3, F I 3O8-9, WH I 4 2 9
and II 176-8, LP §§  9.1, 431.3, 456, YGM-1 236, Fs. 316-7, Vr. 334, Ho.
46, 63-4, Ho. S 41, 44, Schz. 18O, 185-6, Kb. 535, 569, 571, KM 3 6 4 ,
392, 412, SGGJ IV 412, Slt. 96-7, Frn. 131O-1, En. 232, Tp. P E-H 8 6 ,
Glh. 698-9, Pv. IV 42-6, Ts. E I 478-8O || HS: WS *√khn 'be clever,
foretell' >  Ar √khn (pf. kahana) v. 'foretell, soothsay', Mh ≤kath‰n v.
'pretend (illness, etc.) to attain one’s object', Jb C ≤kOth‰n id., ' b e
cunning'; acp. *ka2≤hin- 'clever person, foreteller' >  Ph, Pun, Ug, IA, Nbt
khn, S r 'ñoh˚o ka2hna2, Md kahna, Gz ka2h´n 'priest', BHb Ne47ƒ ko2≤he2n,
JA Ne4ƒ1ka2≤hen / an1e9k`1ka2hâ≤n-a2, JEA {Sl.} an1e6k`1ka2h≤na2 'priest, k o h e n
(member of the hereditary clergy)', Ar ñEi'Ka ka2hin- 'foreteller, diviner;
pre-islamic priest; businessman', Mh ko2h‰n, Jb E ≤kuhun 'cunning, chea t ' ,
Hrs ke2h‰n 'grown up, adult, clever' ¶ A #1294, HJ 49O-2, KB 44O-1, KBR
461-2, OLS 212, Js. 615, Sl. 554, Br. 319, BK II 94O, L G 278, Jo. M 2O6,
Jo. J 129, Jo. H 67  C *√k{?}n >  Ag {Ap.} *kin-/kan- 'see, learn' >  Bln,
Xm k‰n-t- 'learn', Q kin-t-, Aw kan-t- 'see'; Aw {Hz.} a-q‰N 'I know', ya-
q‰N  '(he) knows' »» EC: Sml (past tense stem) -iqin- 'know': Sml N p.: 1 s
˘iqi∏n, 2s ˘tiqi∏n, 3m ˘yiqi∏n, 3f ˘tiqi∏n, 1p ˘niqi∏n, etc., prs.: 1s aqa2n, 2 s
taqa2n, 3m ˘yaqa2n, etc.; Brj ak'an-d'- 'learn', ak'an-s- 'teach', ? HEC: Ged
ege?n-, Sd egenn- 'know'; Ya -qE2no? 'know' »» Bj {R} -ka2n pcv. (formally
md.) (1s: p. a-≤ka2n, prs. ak≤te2n) 'know (kennen, wissen)', {Rop.,
Alm.} -kan id. ¶ The cnss. k' and q (<  *k') in Aw, Sml, Brj, and Ya c a n n o t
be explained without postulating a glottalizing factor, which may have
been a glottal stop *-?-  that clustered with *k- in the prefixe-conjugated
verbal forms: 3s *yV-k?Vn >  *yVk'Vn; that is why the cns. *k' (>  q) h a s
been preserved just in such verbal forms (in Aw and Sml), as well as i n
Brj and Ya forms presumably going back to similar prefix-conjugated
verbs ¶ AD SF 63-4 (*√k?n), R WB 222, R WBd 142-3, Ap. 13, Hn. Y II
128  ?φ  Eg N cnÓ 'blicken auf …' ¶ EG V 384 ¶¶ Tk. p.c. ( 1 9 9 8 )
(adduction of Eg) || A: M *kina- 'examine carefully, observe, trace' >
WrM kina-, HlM xåna- id., 'investigate', Kl {Rm.} kin-Xa ' forschen,
durchmustern, sorgfältig durchgehen', {KRS} kinx 'be diligent,
assiduous', Brt xina- 'observe; check, revise', Ord kæina- 'faire q c h .
avec soin, avec circonspection, avec prudence' ¶ MED 469, KW 231-2 ,
KRS 3O1, Chr. 572, Ms. O 421 ˚  NaIE ˚  N *i  >  pre-IE *ei\ >  IE *e ( loss
of the glide before a sonant) ˚  ≈ IS I 296-7 [#163] (*kÉˆV; C, IE + K
*gen-/*gn- 'understand, feel' [which to my mind belongs to N *gÅn```` ++++n 1 111V
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'see, perceive']; hardly here S *√kny  v. 'name', Eg cny  'distinguish', ? T
*Ko4n(a4)- 'agree'), ≠ S NSShS #5 (NaIE *g8en´-/*g8no2- equated with K *gen-
/*gn-  and with T *Ko4ne- 'agree, admit, acknoledge' [actually T *kæo4n- ' b e
straight', see Cl. 726-7, ET VGD 74-5]).
9O2. *ka4444n 2 222[y]u (or *ka4444n 2 222Vyu) 'cheek, side of the face' >  IE: NaIE
*g8+genu- id. >  Gk ge1nyß, -yoß 'jaw; side of the face, cheek' »» L gena
'cheek' (instead of the expected *genu on the analogy of mala
'cheek, cheek-bone') »» Clt (×  IE *g8≈enu- <  N *genu6666 'jaw, cheek'): OIr
gin (gen. geno) 'mouth', W ge6n 'cheek, chin' (pl. genau) ' jaw,
chin', OBr {Flr.} gen 'jaw', MBr {Flr.} guen 'cheek'; Brtt {RE} *genowes
(ancient pl.?) > W, OCrn genau, MCrn ganow, OBr, MBr, Br genou
'mouth' »» Gmc (-nn- < *-nw- of the obl. cases, generalized th roughou t
the declension paradigm): Gt kinnus, ON kinn 'cheek', OSx kinni,
OHG cinni ± chinni, NHG Kinn, AS c1inn 'chin', NE chin »» Tc A
s1anwem$ du. 'jaws' (× NaIE *g8≈enu- due to the Tc merger of IE *g8+g- a n d
*g8≈-) ¶ No cognate distinguishes between reflexes of *g- and *g8-, h e n c e
rec. of unequivocal *g8- is justified only if we take into account NaIE
*g8on´d≈- '≈ cheek, jaw' (see below) ¶ WP I 587, P 381-2 (*g8enu-), EI 3 2 2
(*≤g8enu- 'jaw'), F I 298, WH I 589-9O, Fs. 312, Vr. 3O9, Kb. 551, KM 3 6 9 -
7O, Ho. 49, LP § 72, RE 113, Flr. 174-5, YGM-1 233, Hm. 312, Wn. 47O-1
(Tc s1anw- < *g8e2nu-), Ad. H 11O, EI 322 || U: FU (att. in FV) *ko2n1a >  F
kuono 'muzzle, snout, nose, mouth', Vo ko2no 'muzzle, snout', Es koon
(gen. koonu) id., 'chin' ({W} 'Kinn, Rüssel, Schnauze') » Mk kon1a4, Er
kon1a 'forehead' ¶ Db. OS xxv, SK 24O, W EDW 358 || D (in SD) *kanÀnÀ-
({†GS} *k-) 'cheek' >  Tm kan3n3am 'cheek, ear', Ml kannam ' cheek ,
jaw', konni 'cheek', Kn kanna 'the upper cheek' ¶ D #1413, # 1 9 8 9
(Ml konni) ||| N *ka4444n[y]V-dV (originally a cd.?) 'cheek' >  IE: NaIE
*g8on´d≈- / *gn´d≈- '≈  cheek, (?) jaw' >  Lt z7a!ndas 'cheek', Ltv zo2^ds
'chin' »» Gk gna1†oß, gna†mo1ß 'jaw, cheek' »» Mcd ka1nadoi : siago1neß,
gna1†oi 'jaws' ¶ Tr. 365, F I 316, Frn. 1289, P 381-2 || HS: Ch: Hs ku!nc7ï!
'cheek, side of the face' (pl. ku!ma2~tu with m on the analogy of words
having the alternation of a precons. n  [<  *m] and prevoc. m ), ku!ndu~kuki~
'cheek-bone' ¶ Ba. 641 ¶¶ ≠  Sk. HCD 152 || A: Tg *k{a}NtV- >  Neg
koNtovkI2 ≠ koNtopkI2 'nose (of a deer\elk\bear)', Nn B koNtoro 'nose ( o f
a wild boar)', Ewk PT kaNtaka2-, kaNtarat- v. 'grin, bare one’s t ee th ' ,
kaNtarga- v. 'grin (skalit∆så)' ¶ STM I 375, 413 ˚  D *-nÀnÀ- and IE *-n-
suggest that FV *-n1- does not go back to N *-n 1111- . The source of FV
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(actually Mr) palatality is probably a N *-y-  (lost in IE, HA, and D) ,
which is also responsible for the long vw. in FU (complementary
lengthening due to the contraction of the N cluster *-n 2222y-). A different
solution is to suppose that Mr -n1- is due to language-specific M r
processes (a y-sx.?) ˚  FU *o2 <  pre-U *a2 (a reg. change) < *a4: (due t o
harmony of vowels) < *a4 with complementary lengthening). Tg *-{a}- <
A **-a4- (regr. as., "harmony of vowels") ˚  ≈ Blz. DA 153 [#6] (D, IE, HS
*gin, gun 'face, cheek, forehead' without distinguishing between t h e
reflexes of N *ka 4444n 2 222 [y]u  and N *genu 6666 '⇑ ').
9O3. *ken[V]c@@@@VdV 'joint (articulation), shoulder joint' >  HS: S
*√knsd 'top of shoulder' >  Mh k‰nsïd (pl. k‰nso2d) id., Jb C/E k‰n≤sed
(pl. k‰≤nabs‰d), Sq {Jo.} ≤kozi (pl. ≤k‰zho) 'shoulder', Gz k´sa2d ≠
k´s6a 2d  'neck' (s6 is purely graphic, due to the merger of OEth s  and s6 i n
the new EthS lgs.), Ak kis7a2du 'neck, throat, necklace' ı Md ks7ada
{DM} 'throat', {Kfm.} 'neck ornament' ¶ Jo. M 212, Jo. H 69, Jo. J 1 3 3 ,
CAD VIII 446, Sd. 49O, DM 224, L G 296, Kfm. AIA 64, MiK I #1.147 ||
?φ K: G I {Chx.} kinc7-i 'Nacken, Widerrist', G I/Rch {Ghl.} kinc7-i ' n e c k
(kiseri)' ¶ Chx. 1559, Ghl. 571 ¶ -c7- < *-ct-?? || A: Tg *kende(-ke)
'shoulderblade' >  Ewk k‰nd‰k‰2, Lm k‰2nd‰t, Neg k‰nd‰x‰, Ork k‰nd‰ id .
¶ STM I 448  AdS  of M *qonda+u- (< N *K''''{o}n````V 'back, rear', q.v. f fd . )
¶ KW 185, MED 962, Kow. 869, KRS 596, H 66 ¶¶ ≠ DQA #11O3 (A
*kæi\u2~nc>æo 'sleeve, elbow; top of boot [goleni∑e ]') || D *ken`tß-, {†GS}
*gen`tß- 'joint (articulation), ankle' >  Tm ken5t5ay 'ankle', Ml ken5ippu
'joint (articulation)', Kn gin5n 5u , gen5n5u 'joint (as of a finger), knot ( a s
of sugar cane)', Kdg gîn`n`î 'joint in wrist\fingers, knot in cane', Tu
gan5t5Ë, gan5t5u 'ankle, knot in string\reed\cane', Tl gan5t5u, gan5t5a
'knot', Nkr kandße  'joint in bamboo'; D ı  OI gan5≤d5a-h5 'joint' and pInA
*ge2n`dßa- ¶¶ D #1946, Tu. #3998, ≠ M K I 318 (supposes a different D
source for the OI word) ˚  In most lgs. a contraction *-nÇd- >  *-nd-. D
*n` is postalveolar due to the ass. infl. of the following *tß, which is t h e
reg. reflex of N *d .
9O4. *kon2222dÉ 'to harm, to spoil', (“ ?) 'to touch' >  IE: NaIE *gWend≈-
v. 'injure, damage' >  OI [Dhat.] gan≤dh-ayate2 'injures', OI [L]
gandhana- 'Verderben', Pali gandhana- 'injuring' »» Gk de1nnoß
'reproach' (< *gWend≈-no-) »» Lt gendu~  / ge!sti 'spoil; deteriorate', Ltv
g˘instu / g˘int 'be ruined; spoil, damage' ¶ P 466, Frn. 149-5O, Tu.
#4O16; ≠  M K I 321 and M E I 461 (no etl. connections of the OI s t e m
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outside InA), F I 366 and Ch. 263 (no et. for de1nnoß) ¶ The IE √  *gWend≈-
was reinterpreted in some descendant lgs. (in Lt and probably in s o m e
others) as a present stem with a nasal infix, whence (bf.) Lt p. gedauﬁ,
inf. ge!sti , and some derivatives, e.g. Lt pagadas 'damage', gadinti
'to spoil' || HS: NrOm: Kf {C} gond- v. 'harm, damage; be bad', gondo2
'bad', {Cc.} gat- 'destroy (demolire)', Mch {L} gondo 'bad', Shn {Lm.}
go2nda~ 'bad' ¶ AD SF 71, C SE IV 446, R K 42, Lm Sh 3O9  C: Ag *gWa{d}-
>  Bln {R} gWaºt- 'berühren, angreifen, Schaden zufügen', Q {R} gWad-
≠ god- 'harm; touch, attack', Km {CR} gåd y- 'damage, h a r m
(Schlechtes antun)', Aw {CR} gW´d- 'touch, attack; destroy'; Ag ı
Amhgo∂ gWAdda v. 'damage, injure, harm, ruin' »» EC: Or {Grg.} gad'e2
'bad' ¶ AD SF 71, R WB 165, L CAD 217, Grg. 61 || A: M *ko4nde- ' t ouch ,
irritate, hurt' (× N * {k }onÉ 'to touch') >  MM [S] ko4nde- 'anrühren', WrM
ko4nde-, HlM xøhdø- 'touch, irritate', WrO {Krg.} ko4ndo4∏- ' bo the r ,
injure, offend', Kl {KRS} kønd´- ko4nd´- 'touch, irritate, cause pain ' ,
{Rm.} 'sich fühlbar machen' (s7arXa ko4nd[Áº]na4∏ 'die Wunde macht s ich
fühlbar, schmerzt wenn man sie betastet)'; M *ko4nu4Ge- >  WrM
ko4nu4ge-, HlM xønøø- v. 'harm, injure, hurt; torture, mistreat', WrO
{Krg.} ko4no4∏- 'torment, torture, bother' ¶ H 1O4, MED 49O, Krg. 733-4 ,
KRS 316, KW 239 ˚  The voiced initial *gW- in Om and C and t h e
absence of *d in M *ko4nu4Ge- are not yet clear ˚  The meaning ' t ouch ' ,
preserved in Ag and M, may have been primary, so that the semant ic
development may have been as follows: 'touch, irritate' ‘ 'harm, spoil '
˚  IS MS 356 s.v. 'portit∆ ' (*k{o}ndV  in IE and Om).
9O5. UA  € *K{u}n2222yaÓl!!!!É ≠ *K{u}yn2222aÓl !!!!É¬*K{u}n 1111aÓl !!!!É ' sunshine,
daybreak' >  A : T *Ku{n1}a2l! (or *Kuya2l!) {Cl.} 'blazing heat of the (midday)
sun' > OT quya2s7 id., Chg, OXwT quyas7 'sun', MQp quya2s7 'sun’s rays', T k m
∆ quya2s7 'sun, blazing heat of the sun', Tk ∆ guyas7, Kr Cr, Qq, Q m n
quyas7, Uz quyås7, VTt, Bsh q¥ºyas7 'sun', Nog qîyas 'blazing heat of t h e
sun', Yk kuy%a2s 'hot weather, intense heat (Sonnenglut, znoj ) '
 (synharmonic variant of *Kun1a2l !- with the infl. of T *kæu4n 'sun, day'): T
*k…u4n1a4l! ≠ *k…u4na4l! 'sunshine' >  OT ku4na4s7 'sunshine, sunny place', Chg
ku4na4s ≠ ku4na4s7, Tk gu4nes7, ∆ ko4ves7, Az ¥náw g1u4na4s7, Ggz, Qmq gu4nes7,
Kr Cr, Tlt ku4nes7 'sun', Tkm gu4nes7 'sun; blazing heat of the s u n
(solncepØk )', Chv xe€vel xÁvel, ∆  xo4l 'sun' ¶ Cl. 679, 734, Rs. W
3O7, 3O9, ET Q 112-3, ET KQ 1O3-4, Jeg. 297, Fed. II 341 ¶¶ ≠ DQA
#531 (A *gi\o~yn1u 'dawn, daylight'; incl. T) || U: FU (att. in Ugr)
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*°koynVl!V 'glow in the sky' (× U *koye 'Morgenröte)' >  Hg hajnal
'dawn, daybreak' (with loss of the palatality of *l!) » Os {Ht.} *kun1´l! ' r e d
evening- and morning-glow in the sky' ('Röte am Himmel (morgens u n d
abends']) >  Os: V qun1´l!, Vy qun1´l, Ty qun1´¬!, Y qun1t!´¬!, D/K Xun1t!, Nz
Xun1t!´l!, Kz Xo8'n1t!´¬! ≠ Xun1t!´l! (D/K/Nz t! < pOs *l!, -t!´l! ± -t!´¬! in Nz, Kz,
and O may be die to inter-dialecctal borrowung) ¶ Ht. #742, St. D 5 2 2 -
3, EWU 514-5, UEW 167 (Hg-ObU word ÿ U koyV 'dawn' + a n
unknown sx.) ˚  *K{u}n 2222yaÓl !!!!É ≠ *K{u}yn2222aÓl !!!!É ( o r  *K{u}n 1111aÓl !!!!É?) m a y
be a (Uralo-Altaic?) d. from (or a cd. with) *K''''un 2222É 'sun, day' (see  N
*K''''u 4 444n 2 222V ¬ *K''''un 2222É). An alt. hyp.: the FU word is derived from FU *koya
'dawn', while T *Ku{n1}a2l! ≠ *k…u4na4l! is derived from T *kæu4n, so that t h e
resemblance between T *Ku{n1}a2l! ≠ *Ku4na4l! and FU *koynVl!V is casual.
DQA #531 tries to derive the T word from an unc. A •gi\o~yn1u ' dawn,
daylight' ˚  ≠ Blz. LNA #16 (A •÷ U *kuNe 'moon, month').
9O6. *kan2222 ++++mpV 'soft excrescence (lip, mushroom)' >  IE: NaIE {IS}
*gemb-  (or *gWemb-) 'excrecence, tumour, lip, mushroom' >  Psh ˝umba
'tumor, swelling', MPrs gumbad 'dome, fire-temple' (<  convexity') »»
Lt gumﬁbas 'bump; lump, knob; growth, excrecence, tumour', Ltv
gumﬁba  'tumour, swelling, heap' » Sl *goßba 'sponge, mushroom, agaric ' ,
'lip' >  OCS g0ba go<ba 'sponge', Blg ≤g`ba 'agaric, mushroom', Slv
go!ba, Cz houba, Slk huba 'sponge, mushroom', SCr guàba id.,
'tinder; tetter, leprosy', HLs huba  'mouth, muzzle', LLs huba id., ' l ip ' ,
P ge<ba 'mouth, face, muzzle', OR, RChS gËba guba ' sponge,
mushroom', R, Uk gu≤ba 'lip', Blr ≤guba 'lip, mushroom' ¶ McK 3 8 ,
Mrg. 25, Frn. 176, ESSJ VII 78-8O, Glh. 252, ≠  P 396 (includes t h e
reflexes of this √  in an amorphous pool of different *geu-, *g´u-, *gu2-
roots) || HS: B *√knf > BSn {Bs.} t3a4-s7na4∏f-t3 'lip'; B *√knfr 'lip, muzz le '
> Kb {Dl.}, Kb Z {La.} as7´nfir 'lip', Shnw {La.} ac7´nfir 'large lip', Ntf {La.}
k´nfur 'muzzle'; B ı Ar Mgr Xanfo2rœa2 'muzzle' ¶ Dl. 98, La. MChB 1 1 O
 C *kVmpVr- 'lip' >  Ag *kVmpVr- >  Km {CR} kåmbår (p l .
kåmbår-tån), Q {R} kanper, Xm {R} ki≤fir (pl. ki≤fir-t) 'lip'; Ag
ı EthS: Gz kNfR kanfar (pl. kana2f´r), Tgr, Tgy, Amh kNfR kAnfAr
'lip'; EthS ı Bln {R} kanfår ≠ ku"nfu"r (pl. ka≤na2f´r ≠ k´≤na2f´r),
Sa {R} ≤kamfer (pl. kana2fer) 'lip' (the form of pl. [typical of the EthS
lgs.] proves that these words are Semitisms) ¶ R S II 217, R WB 224, R Q
II 85, CR K 214, L G 286-7, LH 418, Bsn. 6O8  S *°kVnpVr- >  Ar kinfir-
at- 'tip of the nose' ¶ Fr. IV 65, ≈ MiK I #1.146 || U: FV *kampV(rV)
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'mushroom' >  pLp {Lr.} ko2mp‰r id. >  Lp: S {Hs.} guobbere, L {LLO}
kuoppar, N {N} guobba6r, Kld ku2mbar, T kÈmbAr id. » Chr ( los t )
*ku4mba ı OBlgh *ku4mpa4 ı Chv ka€mpa k¥mbòa 'mushroom', VTt,
Bsh gømb´ gÁºmba4 'mushroom', and Prm *go4bÉ ({∫LG} *go4¿bÉ) >  Z gob
gob, Z US go¿b 'Bolletaceæ (gub¢atyj grib )', Vt gubi, Vt Ur gu$bi
'mushroom' ¶ Lr. #519, Lgc. #2852, Hs. 68O-1, SZ 81, LG 76-7, Fed. I
253, ≠ Jeg. 99 (Chv π  OR goßba), Sm. 552 (? FP *ko +ampV) ˚  IS I 2 9 1 -
2 .
9O7. *kun1111c 7 777 ' '''e 6 666 (or *kun1111c 7 777e 6 666) (probably = *kun1111c 7 777 ' '''i or *kun1111c 7 777i)
'(finger)nail, claw' >  IE: [1] NaIE *gwisti-s (or *g8Wisti-s) 'finger' >
Brtt: W bys, OCrn [VC] bis, bes, OBr (in ds.), MBr bis, bes, Br biz
'finger'; Brtt ı OIr *biss in biss ega 'icicle' (lit. 'finger of ice') »» ON
kvistr, NNr, Sw, Dn kvist 'branch' ¶ P 481, Vn. B 53, Flr. 83, Ern.
68, Hm. 84, Vr. 339   [2] NaIE *gwosd[≈]o-, *gwosd[≈]i- 'nail' >  W
both 'nave of a wheel, boss of a shield', Gl *bottos 'nave of a wheel '
(ı  VL Gl *bottos >  Fr ∆  bout id., d. bouton, boutil, boutin,
boutel id., and possibly Fr bouton  'button'); ? Brtt ı  OIr bot ' tai l ,
penis', NIr bod 'penis' »» Sl *gvozdÁ (≠ *gvozd¥?) 'nail' >  OCS gvozd6
gvozdÁ 'nail' (' “hloß, clavus'), Blg gvozd, HLs ho1zdz1, LLs go1zdz1, P
gwo1z1dz1, RChS gvozd6 gvozdÁ ≠ gvozd5 gvozdË, R, U k
gvozd∆  'nail', Blr gvozdz∆  'wooden nail' ¶ P 481, Vn. B  73, LP §  25 .5 ,
YGM-1 51, 65, Dnn. 73, ML #1239b, Vr. 339, ESSJ VII 185-6 (•÷  Sl
*gvozd¥ 'forest') ¶ Here we should have expected a NaIE **y (<  N *n 1111) ,
which possibly really existed before elimination of **y due to the IE
laws of root structure || U *ku4n`c7e 'fingernail, claw' >  FU *ku4n`c7e > F
kynsi / kynte- 'fingernail, claw, hoof', Es ku4u4s 'fingernail, claw' »
pLp {Lr.} *k‰nc‰ id. >  Lp: S {Hs.} gadsse, L {LLO} kaddsa id., N {N}
ga6Z…Za6, Kld {SaR} k´2nnc, {TI} k‰n:Z 'fingernail, claw, hoof' » p re-Mr
{Ker.} *kinc7´ >  pMr *kinz7´ >  Er kenqe kenz7e, Mk kenqe ken1z7´ id. »
pChr {Ber.} *ku4c7 id. > Chr: L ku™¢ ku4c7, H ky™¢ k´c7 » Prm {LG} *gu$z7V id. >
Z gyq gÈz7 (/*gÈz7y-), Z Vsh/EV gu$z7, Yz gÄz7 (gen. gÄ≤z7Än), Vt giqy
giz7È, Vt ∆ gÈz7È »» ObU *ku4Æn`c7 'claw, fingernail' > pVg {Ht.} *ku4Æns7 id. > Vg:
T ku4ns7, LK/UL kWa4s7, MK kWa4ns, UK kWa4s, Yk {Vxr.} ka4ns, P ka4s7, NV/SV
kWa4ns7, UL/Ss kos, Ss {BV} kos, kons, N {Mu.} kwass; pOs {Ht.} *ko4Æn`c7
id. > V/Vy ko4Æn`c7, Ty ko$Æn`c7, Y ko$Ænc7, D/K ko"nc7, Nz/Kz ku"s7, O qus  Sm {Jn.}
*k¥taº 'fingernail, claw' (× N *k{u 4444 }t ' '''a  'fingernail, claw, nail' [q.v. ffd.]) ¶ ¶
UEW 157, Coll. 3O, Sm. 544 (FU *ku4nci, FP *ku4nc7i, Ugr *ku4Ænc7I"), It.
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#4O9, Lr. #311, Lgc. #187O, Hs. 543, TI 1O2, SaR 147, Ker. II 55, Ber.
26, LG 84, Lt. J 1O7, Ht. #287, BV 4O, Jn. 55-6 || HS: S *kin+mT'+c'- ' sh in '
>  Ak kims5u ≠ kins5u ≠ kis5s5u 'shin, calf of the leg' (‘ 'knee'), a s
well as Gz k'W´ys' 'leg, shin' ('shin' “ *'hoof', like in Sl *noga 'leg, f o o t '
<  BSl *noga2 'hoof' <  IE *ong≈- 'fingernail' or in OI ≤an$ghri 'foot' f r o m
the same IE √  *ong≈- 'fingernail'); Gz k'- for **k- is due to glottalizing as .
 ?φ S *°√gTw/y > Ar √g7Tw/y (pf. g7aTa2, ip. -g7Tiy- ≠ -g7Tuw-) 'stetit i n
extremis pedum digitis', {BK} 's’élever sur le bout des pieds' ¶ CAD VIII
373-5, Sd. 478-9, L G 457 (does not accept any connection between t h e
Gz and the Ak words), Fr. I 244, BK I 253 ¶ In the highly qu. Ar cognate
the cns. *g- for the expected *k- may be accounted for b y
neutralization of  the opposition vd. ↔ vl. within a cluster of t w o
obstruents (*-kT- ≠ *-gT-)  Ch: Kwn M {J} ki~nZ7i!rgi! 'fingernail' ( a n d
Kwn {J} ki!n1i@rki! 'finger'?), Grm {J} kWanc7a~ 'fingernail'; but hardly h e r e
Cg {Sk.} k'in, Mnt {J} k'a~n-sa!y id., and other words for 'fongernail' in t h e
WCh lgs. without the expected sibilant and especially those with t h e
initial k'-, unless some contamination with a different word can explain
the phonetic irregularities ¶ ChC, JI II 137, ≈ Stl. 212 [#628] || ?φ  A: Tg
*xosï-kta 'fingernail, claw' >  Ewk osïkta, Lm ost¥, Neg o2tta, O r k
XosIqta id., Ul XUsta id., 'nail', Sln us7!ikta ≠ us7ikta 'fingernail, hoof ' ,
Nn Nh/B XosIqta, Nn Nh Xosaqta, Ud {Krm.} wahikta ≠ wai\kta
'fingernail', WrMc wasiXa(n), os7oXo 'claw' ¶ STM II 26-7, Krm. 2 1 9
¶ The unexpected *x- (for *k-) and *-s- (for *-c>-) are due to t h e
association of the noun with the Tg verb *xosï- 'scratch' (STM II 2 6 - 7 )
 pKo {S} *koc> 'spit (for roasting), skewer; awl, gimlet' >  MKo koc> id. ,
NKo kot kos 'a borer, awl, gimlet', k:oZ>i 'skewer' ¶ S AJ 257 [#17O], S
QK #17O, Nam 54, MLC 164, 174  pJ {S} *ku~si~ 'spit, skewer, comb' >
OJ ku~si~ id., J: T/Kg kus1i!, K ku!s1i` id., 'broach, prod' ¶ S QJ #2O1, Mr.
466, Kenk. 112O-1 ¶¶ S AJ 16 and 28O [#347], DQA #1O73 (pA *kæi\u~c>u~
'to scrape; claw, sharp stick') (Tg, Ko, J; proposes a connection with t h e
A verb for [A ≈ *kæÈc7V] 'scratch') ˚  If the S cognate *kin+mT'+c'- is n o t
accepted, the reconstructed N affricate may be either *c7777 ' ''' or *c7777. The
NaIE cognate *gwisti- is likely to confirm the rec. of N *-c7777 ' '''- (cp. N
*Ìo6666c 7 777 ' '''V 'bone' >  IE *xWest[Ó]- ≠ *xWost[Ó]-) ˚  The IE reflex of the N
nasal cns. suggests that before *c 7777 -affricates the neutralization of t h e
nasal cnss. was not complete: N *n2222 (*n ++++n ` ```) was still distinguished f r o m
*n 1111. The Tg vw. *-o- for the expected *-u- still needs explaining.  
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9O8. (€?) *kaNga 'to wrap, to tie' > IE: NaIE *geng≈- v. 'wind, tie, spin,
plait, weave' >  ON *ko<ngur 'winding, wicker-work' Ï ko<ngur-
va2fa ≠ ko<ngul-va2fa 'spin', MHG kanker '∈ spider', NGr ∆  Kanker
id.; ? ON kinga  'Brustschmuck, Brosche'; NrGmc ı F kangas 'web' ,
kankuri 'weaver' »» Sl *goßz7Á > Blg g`q m. 'bandage, turban', Slv go•z7
f. 'leather strap (used to fasten the flail to the handle, the yoke to t h e
pole [Deichsel])', OCz hu1z7e 'rope', Cz ∆  houz7, houz7e 'tight plai t
(qgut )', OR gËq6 guz7Á, R guq 'tug, leather strap or loop (used t o
fasten the shaft of a cart to the shaft-bow, etc.'), R ∆  guq 'rope, s t r a p
of a flail' ¶ P 38O, Vr. 3O9, 342, SK 155-6, Lx. 1O3, ESSJ VII 93-4 || A:
T: Osm {Rh.} ¬'9nQ qaN9al, Tk kangal 'a coil, a skein', Chg, Osm {Rl.}
¬'9nQ qanGa2l 'ein in Form eines Rades zusammengelegter Strick, e in
gewundener Bündel', Osm {Rh.} qan9alla-, Tk kangalla- v. 'coil, wind
in a skein', {Rl.} qaN˝alla- 'zusammenrollen', as well as possibly T k m
ganœyga 9anZ7î˝a, StAlt {BT} kand∆aga qanZ1a˝a, Alt {Rl.} qanZ7î˝a,
Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg qanz7î˝a, Uz ˚anqi©a qanZ7i˝a 'toroka , der h in te re
Teil des Sattels, wo etwas zugebunden wird', Osm {Rh.} qanZ7i˝a ' b reas t -
strap at the front of a saddle', Xk ∆  Xanc7a˝îla- 'tie to the toroka ', a n d
Chg {Rl.} qantar- vt. 'die Zügel des Pferdes an den Sattelknopf
festbinden' ¶ Rl. II 119-22, Rh. 1424-5, TkR 151, Jud. 34O, BT 71, UzR
6O3 || ?σ,φ D: McTm *kamp- > Tm kampai\ 'slips of wood forming t h e
binding of a book made of palm leaves', Ml kampa 'wooden peg which
goes through a native book' ¶ D #1244.
9O9. (€?) *kaNgV '∈ waterfowl' > A: Tg *kaNgu id. >  Ewk Tng kaNgalas
'gosling', Orc kaNgu  'wild duck', Nn {Pt.} ka2ngo, Ul qaNgUlI 'merganser
(Mergus)', WrMc qaNgu n1exe 'loon (Gavia)' (n1exe 'duck'); Ewk ı
Yk XaNalas '∈  goose' ({Pek.} 'gus∆-stervåtnik ') ¶ Vas. 191, Pt. 6 2 ,
Sun. UJ 2O2, Z 252, Pek. 331O  ? pKo {S} *ko!n 'swan' (unless a loan
from Chn) > MKo ko!n, NKo koni ¶ S QK #292, Nam 5O, MLC 136 ¶¶ ≈
DQA #721 (A *ka"~nu 'swan'; incl. Tg, Ko), Rm. SKE 123 || D *kaNkan`am
({†GS} *k-) '∈ waterfowl' >  Tm kan$kan5am id., Tl kan$kan5amu ' a
large bustard with a red head' ¶¶ D #1O83 || ?σ HS: Eg P knm.t '∈ ein
böser Vogel' ¶ EG V 132.
91O. € *koN{Û}V  'crotch  (of body)' > HS: Eg Md kns (< *knz?) ' b o d y
part between the anus and the genitalia (= perineum?)', {DW af te r
Dawson} 'hypogastric region', {Fk.} '(?) pubic region' ¶ EG V 134, DW II
9O7-8, Fk. 286 || A: M *qoNZu-sun 'junction of the two thighs, c ro tch ;
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back part' >  MM [S] qonZ7iya-sun 'Ausscheidungsorgane', WrM
qoNZusu 'junction of the two thighs, crotch', Kl {Rm.} Xondasn= id. ,
Mnr H {SM} 9òu\a4nZ`òi\a4s‰ 'la derrière (des hommes, des animaux)', {T}
9oNZ7ose 'back part'; behind' ¶ H 66, MED 96, KW 185, SM 123, T 325.
911. *kohp''''V 'cave, pit' >  HS: S *°kahp- >  Ar kahf- 'grotto, cavern;
shelter' ({Fr.} 'specus, spelunca larga et ampla' ‘ 'asylum, locus
effugii') ¶ Fr. IV 67, Hv. 668  ?φ  Eg fP cpt.t 'burrow, hole in t h e
earth' ¶ EG V 364-6  ?σ  Ch: WCh: Hs ka~fe2! {Ba.} 'hut made of wood ( o r
corn-stalks) and grass', {Ba., Abr.} 'verandah fixed to a house wall', Hs
{Abr.} ka!fi~ 'hut of cornstalks' »» CCh: Pdl {ChL} kI!pI~, Tr {Nw.} k‰ba,
{Mch.} kIba, Gude {ChL} kU~vWa!, {Mch.} kuva, FlM {ChL} kU~vu!, FlB {ChL}
kU~vU!n 'hut' ¶ Ba. 524, Abr. H 447, ChC, ChL ¶¶ ≠ OS #143O || K
*kwab- 'cave, hollow in the ground' >  OG kwab-, G kvab- 'cave', Mg
kvib- 'cave, hollow in the ground (kotlovina )', ? Sv (π G?): UB/Ln
{TK} kwa4b (pl. kwaba4r), L {TK} kwab, Sv {K} kwa4b, kwaba 'cave'; it i s
possible (but not certain) that G kvab- 'cauldron' and Mg kvib- ' small
cauldron' belong here as well ¶ K 197, K2 216, TK 788 || U: FP *ko2ppÉ
or *ko2ppa 'pit; hollow' (× N *gup'''' {u 6 666} 'hollow, empty, hole', q.v. ffd.) ||
A: Tg: WrMc qobi 'hollow, depression' ({Hr.} 'konkave Stelle,
Einbuchtung, Aushöhlung, Vertiefung') ¶ STM I 4O2, Z 28O, Hr. 6 9 2
 M: [1] M *qobi- Ï WrM qobil, HlM xovil 'groove'; WrM qobiki,
HlM xovxi '∈ chisel with a grooved blade', [2] *qo˝u-sun 'empty' (× N
*gup'''' {u 6 666 }) > MM [HI, S] qo√osun id., WrM qo9usun, HlM xooson
'vacuum, emptiness; empty, void', WrO Xo2son ≠ Xo2sun  'empty, void ' ,
Kl xoosn, {Rm.} Xo2sn=, Brt xooho(n) 'empty', Mnr H {SM} Xo2Zò‰n 'vide,
désert, inhabité', {T} Xo2Zen, Ba {T} XosoN, Dg {T}, Ord {Ms.} Xo2son
' empty '  ¶ Ms. H 9O, Lew. II 45, H 66, MED 949, 953, Ms. O 361, Krg.
272, KRS 597, KW 191-3, Chr. 574, 587, SM 169, T 375, T BJ 15O, T DgJ
178  pJ {S} *ku![m]pu\a! 'cavity' > OJ ku!b[u\ ]o!, J T kubo ¶ S QJ #669, Mr .
461  T *Kobu 'hollow\depression between hi l ls \mountains '  (Ï [1]
*Kobuk 'a hollow; hollow, empty', [2] T *kobu-l! 'hollow, a hollow) (× N
*gup '''' {u 6 666 } , q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ DQA #859 (A *ko2 !bu! 'hollow, cavity'; incl. T, M, Tg,
J) ˚  Eg p and U *-pp- suggest a pN *-p ''''- , which is at variance with K *-
b- ; the apparent controversy may be accounted for by the deglottalizing
(de-emphatizing) infl. of the N lr. *h .
912. *ko{q}pV 'mucus, slime' ([in some B lgs.] ‘ 'saliva'), ' f i l th \d i r t
on the surface (mould, soot)' >  IE: NaIE *°gWe2b≈-/*°gW´b≈- 'slimy' ({P}
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'schleimig, schwabbelig') (‘ 'slimy fish') >  Gmc: Nr ∆  kvapa ' t o
secrete liquid', Sw ∆  kvabba, NLG quabbeln 'von Fettigkeit z i t te rn ' ,
NE quab; OSx {P} quappa 'burbot (Lota)' (absent in Ho. S), MHG
quappe id., NHG Quappe 'burbot and other slimy fish (e.g. rockling,
Enchelyopus)', OHG ∆  ({OsS} OMG) quappa 'cappedo, ein Fisch m i t
breitem dickem Kopfe' »» (× N *koé€{a 4444 }bV [¬  *koé€{a 4444}pV?] 'frog, t oad ' ,
q.v. ffd.): BSl: Pru gabawo 'toad' and Sl *z7a¡ba (< pre-Sl *ge2ba2) t oad ' ,
as well as L bufo2 'toad' ({Ert.}: π OscU < *gWo2b≈o2) ¶ P 466, KM 5 7 2 ,
OsS 692, Vs. II 31, Glh. 7O4, En. 174, Tr. 8, Tp. P E-H 124-7, Ert. ED 1 3 O
|| HS: S: Ar kafX-at- 'écume abondante' ¶ BK II 913  B *√kfÓ ≠*
√kfs (partially i ) 'foam, saliva, slime' (× N i  *K''''upÉ 'to boil' (intr.), ' t o
swell, to bubble'?) >  Wrg {Dlh.} t-kuffi 'mousse, écume, tissu graisseux
et floconneux dans les entrailles d’un animal qu’on écorche', ETwl/Ty
{GhA} t´k´ffe 'mousse, écume', Ah {Fc.} ta"-kuffe 'mousse blanche ( d e
lait qu’on vient de traire; de savon), Kb Z {La.} t3ikuft3a 'mousse', Tmz
{MT} a-kuffi (pl. akuffan) 'écume, masse blanchâtre des liquides', Gh
{Nh.} takufit, Gd {Lf.} tök´ffe, Kb i-kuft3an, BSn {Bs.} a-kuffu, a-kufkuf,
Rf Wr {Rn.} kuffi, Izn, Rf B/A {Rn.} tkuffi, Kb {Dl.} iSuft3an (pl.), Zng
{Bs.} ikuffan 'foam', Shenua {La.} ixufa, BMn {La.} t3ixuffa 'salive', Btw
{La.} kufu 'crachat', Izn {Rn.} t3ikuffa, Rf Tz {Rn.} ikuffa4n, SrSn {Rn.}
ikufa4n, Ntf {La.} t´kufas, Wrg tikufas 'saliva', Zng {Bs.} akuffo (3s pf .
ikuffo) 'écumer'; Ï Wrg {Dlh.} -kk´fk´f-, Ah s´-kk´fk´f v. 'foam' ¶
GhA 89, Fc. 754-5, MT 327, La. MChB 121, Dlh. Ou 14O-1, Rn. 341, Dl.
395-6, 399, Lf. II #O736, Bs. MS I 231 || U: FV *k{o}ppV 'mould' >  pLp
*ko2pp‰ id. > Lp: S {Hs.} guoppe, L {LLO} kuohpa, N {N} guoppa6, Kld
ku2bb » pChr {Ber.} *kup¥- ({∫Ber.} *kup´8-) 'grow mouldy' >  Chr Ch/YO/V
ku"pa-, K k¥pa-, Chr E {Ü} kupa- id., Chr L kupaw ku≤pa-s7, Chr H
kypaw ≤k¥pa-s7 'to grow mouldy, to be covered with mould' (water ) ;
Chr B {Trc.} kup 'mould' ¶ UEW 68O (FV *ka6ppV), Lr. #528, Lgc.
#29O4, Hs. 691, Ber. 24 [#1O9], MRS 246, 27O, Ep. 52, Ü 85 ˚  The
Gmc verb and the B √  have ideophonic associations, which have
influenced their form.
913. *keypV (¬ *ku4444ypV?) 'light (not heavy)' >  U {Coll.} *keypa4 id. >
FU *kepa4 >  F kepea4, kevea4 'light, easy', Es {W} kebja, kebi ' l ight,
quick, weak' » pLp {Lr.} *kE2ppe2 'light (levis)' >  Lp: S {Hs.} g´o4o4ppe-ke,
N {N} gAp…pa6d, Kld ki¢ep4p4es id., L {LLO} kiehppe2 'light, easy', N {N}
gep…pis 'easy' » ? Vt Sr kapc7 !i 'leicht, mild' »» Hg keve1s 'few'  Sm
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{Jn., Hl.} *keypV- 'light (levis)' >  Ne T si2bå, Ne O {Lh.} sïb ™ï, En {Cs.}
se1bi, Slq Tz {KKIH} s7e2pÈ ≠ s7e2£pÈ, ?? {Prk.} s‰peN, Slq Tm {KD} s7ab´"9a
id., Slq Nr {Cs.} sa4beak 'I am light', Mt {Hl.} ¿ *ku4ha4, ¿¿ *kïha4 'levis' ( M t
{Pl.} ku1he ¬ kii!he) ¶¶ UEW 146-7 (U *kepa4), Coll. 24, Coll. CG 4 O 6
(*keypa4), W EDW 258, Lr. #385, Lgc. #2272, Hs. 644, Jn. 67, Lh. 447-8 ,
KKIH 174, Hl. M #57O || A: M *°ku4bki- >  WrM ku4bki- 'be very light
(of weight)' ¶ MED 195, Kow. 2582  pKo {S} *ka~pÄ!i\- 'light (of weight) '
> MKo ka~pÄ!i\-ya!p-, NKo kaby´⁄p- ¶ S QK #499, Nam 5, MLC 17 ¶¶ ≈ DQA
#929 (unc. comparison of the Ko root with M *ko4bu4- 'rise to t h e
surface, float, drift' and Tg *kepu- ≠ *kopu- id.; reconstructs pA *kupæe
'light [of weight], floating on the surface') || HS: Ch: WCh *°kWVf- >
NrBc {Sk.}: Wrj kWo!fu@ra!, Cg ko2~fa!fa!, Kry kWa~kWa!fa@na! 'light (levis)' »» ECh:
Ke {Eb.} k‰faN id. ¶ ChC, Eb. 67 ˚  If the N etymon is *keypV , t h e
labialised *kW- in NrBc and *u4 in M may be explained by t h e
assimilatory infl. of N *p . If we accept the N rec. *ku4444ypV, the U vw. *e
remains unexplained.
914. *kep''''[é€]V (= *kep''''÷V?) 'jaw, chin' > IE *g8ep[Ó]- >  NaIE *g8ep≈- ≠
*g8eb≈- 'jaw, mouth' >  Irn (<  *g8ep≈-): Av zafar-, zafan- 'mouth, jaws
of animal (Maul)', Phl daha2n, NPrs ˆ'Eda da4hå2n ≠ ñEaDa da4ha4n ' m o u t h ' ,
Orm za2nbO 'jaw' »» OIr gop 'bill (of birds), mouth', NIr gob 'bill,
protruding mouth, snout', Gl ı VL Gl *gobbo- (with "expressive"
gemination) >  Fr gobet 'gobbet, mouthful', gober 'to gulp down, t o
swallow (with greed)' »» Gmc: MHG kiuwe ± kiwe 'jaw, jaw-bone' ,
'throat (Rachen) (of animals and the devil)', kiuwel, kivel 'jaw, jaw-
bone', NHG Kiefer, NLG keve 'jaw', ON kjaptr≠kjo<ptr 'jaw, jaws
(of animals)' (Maul, Kinnbacke, Kiefer)', NNr kjeft, Dn kjAft ab
'mouth, throat', Sw ka4ft 'mouth (of animals)', ab 'throat' »» Sl *zob¥ >
R zob 'crop, craw (of birds)', LLs zob, P dzio1b 'beak'  but NGr ∆
kiefe 'gill (of fish)', NLG keve, ON ka1fi id., and Gmc *ke2fala id. (>
AS ce1afl, NE jowl, jole, OSx kaflos) (⇔  EI) belong together with Sl
*z7abra 'gill' < NaIE *ge2b≈- 'gill', which is likely to be a different IE √  ¶ P
382, Vl. I 944, Horn 131, Bai. 222-3, Brtl. 1657, Thr. KR 6O, ML #3814 ,
Kö. #4289, Dnn. 375, Vr. 311, Lx. 1O8, KM 367, Vs. II 31-2, 1O, ≈σ EI
173 (*g 8eP-  'eat, masticate' [usually of animals]) || K *°k'ap'- 'chin, ' jaw'
>  Sv: UB/LB k'ap'-ra4-y, U/LB k'ap'ra4, Ln/L k'ap'ray {TK} 'chin', {GP} ' lower
jaw, chin', Sv {Ni.} k'ap'ra4 'jaw'; d.: *ni-k'ap'- 'chin' >  OG dat. ni-k'ap-sa ' t o
the chin' (p  <  *p' by as.), G ni-k'ap'-i ≠ ni-k'ap-i id., Mg n‰k'‰- ± nik'u ±
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nuk'u- 'chin', Lz nu(n)k'u 'mouth, face', Sv Ln nik'p'a, Sv L nik'ba 'chin', Sv
{Ni.} nik'pa 'jaw' ¶¶ K 148 and K2 142 (*ni-k'ap'- 'chin'), FS K 169, FS E
184, Abul. 329, Q 291, Chik. 49-5O, Ni. s.v. podborodok`  a n d
¢el√st∆, TK 3 4 2  || HS: Ch: DfB {J} ka!pa^k (pl. kapa!k) 'cheek', Ch {Stl.}
*9obi  'chin, cheek' (× N *ûûûûqÅbV 'jaw, cheek', q.v. ffd.) || A: Tg {∫ADb.}
*°kefe ({S} *°kewe) 'lower jaw' >  Ewk k‰w‰ id., Lm k‰w‰2, Lm Sk k‰b‰2
id. 'chin' ¶ STM I 442-3 ¶ The rec. of Tg *-f- is based on A. Dybo’s
version of the Tg historical phonology (ADb SR), where Ewk -‰w‰- a n d
Lm -‰w‰- ± -‰b‰- go back to pTg *-efe- || D *kepp- 'cheek, t emple '
({†GS} *k-) >  Ml ceppi 'cheek', Kn keppate id., keppe 'temple', Tu
keppA, kebbu 'cheek, temples', gebbu 'temples', ? Tl ce2pa
cekkulu 'gills' ¶¶ D #1989 ˚  K *k'...p' < **k...p' (as.) ˚  NaIE *-p≈- ≠ *-
b≈-  suggests the presence of a N lr. The absence of any lr. in K suggests
N *? , *÷ , or *H . Among these three the most plausible is *÷ , because
only *÷  can account for the voicing in IE *-b≈- ˚  Cp. N *ûûûûqÅbV ' jaw,
cheek' and N *k'''' {a}w[o]p''''É or *k''''{a}w[o]p''''VyV 'skull; occiput'. In t h e
descendant lgs. semantic and phonetic infl. of the heritage of these N
words cannot be ruled out.
915. *kopVrV (or *-b-?) 'many, big' >  HS: S *√kbr 'many, big' >
Amr {G} √kbr 'be great', BHb √kbr Sh (caus. verb) 'inscrease' (ip. 3 m
riB5k6i@ y-a-k3bïr 'will multiply [words]'), Yd, IA √kbr 'be plentiful', Yd
kbr 'might (?)', OA kbr 'abundance', Sr ærojbi˚a kab≤b°ra2 'much, big ' ,
BHb kab≤bïr 'strong, mighty; great, much', Ar √kbr 'become s tout \ ta l l ,
grow big', kabïr- 'great, old', JA, Sr √kbr (pf. k´≤b3ar) ' abound ,
increase', Sb kbr  'great', Gz √kbr 'be honoured, great', Ak √kbr ( inf .
kaba2ru) 'be big, thick' ¶ KB 438, KBR 458-9, BDB 46O [##3624 ,
3627], JH 115, HJ 486-7, 531, G A 22-3, Fr. IV 3-4, BK II 853-4, Hv. 6 4 1 ,
BGMR 75-6, L G 274, Sd. 415  WCh: Hs Skt/Kc kabri, StHs ka!u\Rï!, Gw
{Mts.} keberi 'thickness' ¶ Ba. 589 ¶¶ OS #141O, ≈  Sk. HCD 14O-1 || D
*koppVr- ({†GS} *k-) '≈  increase' >  Tl kop(pa)ramu 'increase, r ise,
swell', kopparinta 'increasing', Krx xopo"rxola2, xoporka2 ' abundan t ,
swarming' ¶¶ D #1731 (a) || A: M *°ko4bu4re- >  WrM ko4bu4re-, HlM
x¥vr´-x v. 'grow, sprout, germinate' ¶ MED 477 ˚  The compar i son
with D is qu., because the D words may alternatively go back to p D
*kupp- 'heap' <  N *k''''uP3333V 'heap, hill' (q.v.). If the D root belongs he re ,
its cns. *r (that regularly goes back to cns. clusters with N *r ) needs
explaining. Does it suggest a N etymon *kopVr? ++++ hV  or *kopVrw++++ yV?
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916. *kuP3333sa 'extinguish, exhaust' >  IE *gWes-/*gWo2s- id. >  OI
≤jasate2 'is exhausted' »» Gk sbe1nnymi 'I extinguish' (aor. sbe1s-sai) »» ?σ
Gmc: Gt qistjan 'to ruin', fra-qistnan 'to be ruined', OHG quist
'torment', fir-/ir-quisten 'to destroy' »» Lt ge~sti id. (1s prs. OLt,
Lt Zh ge<su), Ltv dze2!st 'to extinguish' » Sl caus. *gas-i-ti (caus.) id. >
RChS gasiti gasiti, Blg ga≤så, SCr ga!siti, Slv ggasi!ti, Cz
hasiti, Slk hasit&, P gasic1, R ga≤sit∆, Uk ga≤siti id.; vi. *gas-
noß-ti 'be extinguished' >  Blg ≤gasna, SCr gaàsnuti, Slv ga!sniti, Cz
hasnouti, Slk hasnu1t&, P gasna<c1, OR gasnuti, R ≤gasnut∆, U k
≤gasnuti »» pTc *ka4s- > Tc A ka4s-, Tc B ka4s-, kes- {Wn.}
's’éteindre', {Ad.} 'come to extinction, be extinguished'  Ht {Pv.}
kest-, kist-, gist-, {Ts.} kist- (md. v.) 'be extinguished, die o u t ,
perish'  IS I 311 adduces here IE *kWsep- 'dark' (presumably m t .
from *gWpes- with as. *gWs- >  *kWs-) >  IE ≤ks5ap- 'night', Av xs7ap-
'darkness', Gk πe1faß id. (with a puzzling π- [Specht UID 11 supposes a
tabuistic replacement]), Ht ispant-  'night' ¶¶ P 649, EI 188, M K I 2 8 5 ,
425, F II 685-6, Fs. 388-9, Kb. 583-4, Schz. 189, OsS 696, Frn. 149, ESSJ
VI 1O4-5, Ts. E I 4O9-11, 592-4, Pv. I-II 431-5 and IV 167-8, Wn. 21O,
Ad. 177, Ad. H 67, 7O || HS: CS *kbw: BHb ebk √kby+w G  'go o u t '
(fire), D  (pf. eB1ƒ5 kib≤ba2) 'extinguish', JA √kby+w D  id., JA {Js.} √kby
≠ √kbw G , JEA {Sl.} √kby G 'be extinguished, go out', Ar √kbw v. G
(pf. kaba2) 'smoulder in the ashes' (of fire) ¶ KB 435-6, KBR 457, Sl.
55O-1, Js. 6O8, BK II 857, Hv. 642 ¶ The absence of the expected *-s7-
may be explained by weakoning *-s7- >  *-h- >  zero, as in grammatical
morphemes and pronouns || U *kupsa- 'extinguish; die out' (fire) >  Lp
T {TI} kopse- id. » Es kustu- 'be extinguished, die out', Lv kis:t-± ku4s:t-
id. (-i- ≠ -u4- [normally from BF *-u4-] is irreg.; UEW supposes dis.) » Prm
*kus- 'go\die out' (fire) >  Z, Vt kus- »» ObU: Os: V qa"wla-, Ty *ko"p´¬-
id.; d. (with a *t-sx.): V/Vy qow´t-, Ty/Y qop´t- vt. 'extinguish'  Sm
{Jn.} *k¥ptaº-, {Hl.} *k¥pta- vt. 'extinguish', ¿ {Jn.} *k´pt´- 'go out, d i e
out' (fire) >  [1 ] vt.: Ne T xa€btas∆, Ne O {Lh.} Xapta2-, Ne F kapta2-s7 !, Ng
{Ter.} kaptu-d!a, En {Cs.} 1s aor. obcj. ko1tabo, Slq Tz {KKIH} qaptÈ-qo,
Slq Tm {KD} 1s aor. qabòtabò, Kms {KD} 1s prs. qæupt´r "´l!a$m ≠
qu?bt´r´"l!a$m, Koyb {Sp.} 1s prs. kubdrem`, Mt {Hl.} *kabt´- v t .
'extinguish' (Mt M {Sp.} kaptest` 'I extinguish'), [2] vi.: Ne: T
xa€bte≥s∆, O {Lh.} Xapt!″o2, F kap;c1o2 (<  *k¥pt¥-y¥y-), Ng {Cs.} 1s a o r .
kaptua-m (? < *k¥ptaº-y-), En X {Cs.} kotiaro?, Slq Tz {Prk.} qaptey-,
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Kms {KD} qu?bdo2l !a$m 'go out, die out' (fire) ¶¶ Coll. 29, UEW 214-5, Sm.
537 (U, FU *kupsaº-, FP *kupsa-, Sm *ko_ptaº-), It. #18O, Kt. 13O, LG
147, Trj. S 159, 176, Jn. 54, KKIH 158, KD 33-4, Hl. M #372 || ?φ  A:
AmTg *gu2p- >  Nn gu2puv-, Ork gupu-, Ul gu2pu-, go2kpi- 'extinguish', Nn
gu2p-, gu2kpu-, Ork, Ul gu2ptu- 'go out' (fire) ¶ STM I 159 ¶ The cluster -kp-
is to be explained (mt. from *-p-k-, where *-k- is a sx.?). The voicing o f
N *k- ( to  Tg *g-) and the absence of the expected sibilant are still
puzzling ¶¶ DQA #54O (pA *gi\u~pæa+u 'extinguish'; incl. Tg) ˚  In IE the N
cluster *-P 3333 s -  contracted to *-s-; IS suggested (with a query) that in Tg
this cluster may have been contracted to *-p-, which is unc. ˚  IS I 3 1 1
[#185] (*KuPs1a, sc. {∫AD} *KuPsa; IE, U, Tg), AD SSh 297 [#1] (N
*kup'sa , adduces S; an attempt to explain the N word with a sibilant as a
d. from that without sibilant, as in Tg and S) ˚  Gr. II #134 (“IS)
(*kupsa 'extinguish') (IE, U, A + unc. EA).
917. *karV 'twist, turn around, return' >  HS: WS *√krr 'turn, twist '
>  Ar D {Lb.} √krr G (pf. rWKa karra) 'faire un tour, rouler', Ar √krr G
(pf. rWKa karra) come back', 'follow by turns' (night and day), karr-at-
'time (mal), repetition of an action', √krr D  'repeat', Sb krr ' r e tu rn ' ;
with root rdp.: WS *√krkr  'turn round' >  Ar √krkr  'turn the millstone' ,
Ug krkr 'tanzen lassen', {OLS} √krkr 'torcer, retorcer', BHb p r t c .
rƒ4r^k2m6 m´-k3ar≤ke2r 'dancing', MHb √krkr (p. kir≤ker) 'auf- u n d
abgehen, tanzen', ruƒrƒ5 ≠ ruƒriƒ kir≤ku6r {Js.} 'circle, circuit, r o u n d
about way; whirl', JA [Trg.] Nr!ƒ1r^ƒ5 kirka2≤ra2n 'dance', Tgr √krkr (p f .
kArkArA) 'roll', Gz na-kWarkW´r, na-kWarkWa2r 'rotation, rolling, whirl-
pool', √kWrkWr N  ?ankWarkWara 'roll, roll around' ¶ OLS 223, Ln. III
2562-3, BK II 878-9, 888, Hv. 648-9, L G 292, A #1383, KB 476, KBR
5OO, Lv. II 4O7, Js. 669-7O || D *karÀ- ({†GS} *g-) 'whirl, turn around' >
SD: Tm kar3an$ku v. 'whirl', n. 'whirling, gyration', kar3akku vt. ' sp in
(as yarn)', Ml kar3an$n$uka v. 'turn around, whirl', Kt garÀa, garÀagarÀa
'whirlingly, around and around', i  Tu garË, gara, garagara,
garranA 'a whirling noise', Kn gar3a, gar3agar3a 'whirlingly, a r o u n d
and around', ?φ  kor3i, kor3e v. 'whirl' ¶ D #1387 || A: M *qari- vi.
'return' > MM [HI, MA, IM] qari id., WrM qari-, HlM xari-, Ord {Ms.}
Xari- id., 'go back', Mnr {SM, T} Xari-, Mgl {Rm.} qarina, Dx qari-, Ba
Xare- id., Kl {KRS} x´r-x Xa4r-Xe, {Rm.} Xa4r1-Xa 'return' ¶ Pp. MA 2 9 3 -
4, 444, Ms. H 88, MED 937, SM 162-3, T 374-5, T DnJ 125, T BJ 1 4 9 ,
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KRS 59O, KW 177, Rm. M 31 ˚  Not here WP’s and P’s erroneously
reconstructed IE *ger- 'drehen, winden', based on an unc. compar i son
of ON karmr  'Brustwehr' and Sw karm 'Rückenlehne aus Flechtwerk'
with OI gartah5 'high seat in a chariot' (WP and P arbitrarily: “
* 'wicker-work') and with OI gun5ah5 'thread, string' (which c a n n o t
belong here, because in the light of the IIr ev. its original meaning is
'hair', w N *kun2222a 4 444 'hair') (w M K I 327, 338), as well as on adducing
stems with extensions: *gerg-, *gerk-, etc., some of which have the i r
own N connections (w  N *k {a }Âka  'turn, plait, wrap').
918. *kaÂV 'rise, get up, jump up, wake up' >  IE: NaIE *ger- 'rise' >
OI ≤jarate2 'wakes up, is awake' (pfc. ≤ja2gara, ja2≤ga2ra), ( r d p . )
ja2≤garti 'is awake, awakes', Av gaîre2 'zu wachen über…', pfc .
J7aGa2ra »» Gk ]egei1rv 'awake, rouse, stir up', ft. ]egerv6 »» pAl *en-grada >
Al: T ngre 'lift, raise' ¶ WP I 598 & P 39O (*ger-, *gre2i\-), M K I 4 2 1 ,
427, F I 437, Hamp AIEW 145, O 296 || HS: S *°√krr 'jump' >  Mh √krr
(pf. k‰r, sbjn. y‰kre2r), Jb C √krr (pf. kerr, sbjn. ≤yOkkur), Jb C √krr
(pf. ≤ker) 'jump, jump on to so.' ¶ Jo. M 212, Jo. J 131  B: [1] *√wkr
(<  **√w-kr, with the px. *w- of vi.) >  Izn {Rn.}, Si {La.} ´kk´r, SrSn
{Rn.} ´kkar, Gd {Lf.} Ekk´r (pf. ikk´r, Lcj. 8), Kb ´SS´r, Tmz AH {MT},
Izd {Mrc.} (pf.) kk´r 'get up, rise, stand up', Nf {La.} ´kk´r vi. ' awake,
wake up'; [2] *√nkr (< **√n-kr, with the px. *n- of vi., reflexivity, e t c . )
>  Thg {Fc.}, Gh {Nh.} ´nk´r 'get up, awake', Izn, Rf, SrSn ´nk´r ' s e
relever', Sll nk´r, Tmz AH ns7´r 'get up, rise, stand up', Zng {TC} enkur /
pf. yunker  'se lever' ¶ Dl. 412-3, Mrc. 155, Rn. 394, La. S 252, MT 4 8 6 -
7, Fc. 1377-82, Ds. 169, Lf. I 242-4 and II #O789, DCTC 289 || A: M
*qaray[i]- 'jump, leap, skip' > WrM qarai-, HlM xaraj-, WrO qarai-
id., Ord Xara4 ∏- 'monter (une monture)' ¶ MED 233, Krg. 264, Ms. O 339.
919. (€?) *kira6666 or *gira6666 'to scratch' >  A: NaT *k…îr- 'scrape, sc ra tch '
(× N *K''''ir{Ù}V 'scrape, scratch', q.v. ffd.) || D {tr.} *kïrÀ-, {GS} *gïrÀ- v.
'scratch, draw lines' >  Tm k°r3u id., v. 'scribble, write', Ml k°r3u ' a
stripe', k°r3uka v. 'scratch, draw lines', Kn g°r3u id., 'scrape', k°r3u v.
'scratch, scrape', Tl g°r3u id., Kt ki;r 'a mark, line', Tu k°runi,
g°runi v. 'scratch, wound slightly by nails', k°rË, g°rË, g°ru ' a
scratch, superficial wound', Nk k≈ïr, Gdb gïri, Ku giri 'a line', Prj gïr ' a
line, mark', Gnd kirwa2nZ> 'a scratch', Knd gïr, Kui gïra 'line, m a r k ,
scrape'; D ı OI kiraka-  'a scribe' ¶¶ D #1623, GS 19O [#483] || HS:
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B *√krkr v. 'scratch' (‘ 'itch'), 'rake' >  Thg k´rk´r 'gratter ( u n e
chose) (pour en retirer un objet qui y est enfoncé)', ETwl, Ty √krkr
(imv. kœ¥rkœ¥r with secondary uvularization of r) 'gratter, être gra t té ' ,
Wrg {Dlh.} kk´rœk´rœ (pf. y´ttk´rœkurœ) 'démanger, éprouver du prur i t ,
donner des démangeaisons \ du prurit', Shw {Hy.} a-k´rkar (pl. i-
k´rkar-´n) 'rake' ¶ Fc. 874-5, GhA 98, Hy. 36, Dlh. Ou 149 || ?σ IE:
NaIE *°g8[≈]er- v. '≈  rake' >  Lt z7eriu~ / z7erﬁti 'glühende Kohlen
zusammenscharren', Lt E nu-z7erti 'wegwischen, wegscharren' ¶ ≈  P
441 (*g8≈er- 'kratzen, ritzen, scharren'; •÷ Gk cara1dra2 'Erd-riß\spalte,
Schlucht', cara1ssv, A cara1ttv 'spitze, scharfe, kerbe, schneide e in ' ) ,
Frn. 13O2 ˚  The absence of lr. after the N cns. *r is suggested by t h e
D cns. *-rÀ- and by the accentuation in Lt.
92O. (€?) *kore6666 ≈ '∈ deer, antelope' >  ?µ K: G kurcik'i 'Gazella
subgutturosa' ¶ G -cik'- remains unexplained ¶ Chx. 1588 || A: Tg
*ko'2rbe 'male reindeer' (< N *kore6666 bÅ) > Ewk ko2rbe2 ± korbo, Neg ko$:rbo$,
Ork ko2rbo ≠ kurbo ≠ kurbu 'male reindeer', Ewk PT/Urm kurb‰ ' female
elk, female sable' ¶ STM I 414 ¶ The long *o2 is of positional origin: it i s
a reg. reflex of a N vw. in an open syll. ¶ Tg *-be apparently goes b a c k
to the N pc. *bÅ used in animal names (q.v.) || D *korÀ(rÀ)e ({†GS} *g-)
'∈ deer' >  Tl gor3r3e in: kukka-gor3r3e 'barking deer, Cervulus
muntjac', kon5d5a-gor3r3e ≠ kon5d5a-gorre 'deer, antelope', Klm goria
'deer', Gnd KM gorre 'four-horned antelope', Gnd Mrd {Lind} gore
'deer' ¶¶ D #2165b, BB CVG #12O9.
921. o? *kurV ≠ *karV  'crane' >  IE *ger[Ó]- ({P, EI} *ger-) id. >  Arm
k®unk kr2unk id. »» Gk ge1ranoß, Gk [Hs.] ge1rhn id. »» L gru2-s (gen .
gru-is) id. »» W, Crn, Br garan id. »»  MLG kran(e), kro2n, OHG
cranuh ≠ cranih, MHG kran(e), kruon, kranech 'crane', NHG
Kran  'lifting crane'; NHG Kranich, MLG kranek, AS cran, cranoc
≠ cornuc 'crane', NE crane »» Lt ge!rve$, Ltv dzerﬁve, Pru gerwe
'crane'; cp. also Lt garnyﬁs, Ltv ga2rnis 'heron' » Sl *z7eravÁ >  Blg
≤qerav, SCr z7eàrav, Slv z7erja~v, Cz z7era1v, P z$o1raw, Blr ≤qorov
'crane'; Ï Sl *z7eravÁjÁ >  ChS, OR qeravl6 z7eravlÁ, R qu≤ravl∆,
R ∆, Uk qura≤vel∆, SCr z7dra•lj >  z7dra•l id. (“ adj. 'of a crane') ¶ P
383-4, EI 14O-1, F I 299 (no et. of the Gk words), WH I 624, Ho. 59, Flr.
173, Kb. 561, OS 51O-1, Lx. 114, KM 4OO, Ho. 58-9, Slt. 171-2, Frn.
137-8, En. 177, Tp. P E-H 223-7, Vs. II 67-8, Glh. 7O5, IS I 292 ( supposes
heteroclisis in IE), ≈  P 383-4 || HS: S (WS?) *kurk[Vy]- 'crane' (unless
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π Ak π Sum kur.gi 'goose') >  JA {Lv.} ai!ƒ6r^uƒ kurk´≤y-a2 ≠
aI!ƒ5r^uƒ kurkiy≤y-a2, Sr 'jo˚.®w˚u kurk´≤y-a2 (pl. kurkawa2≤t3-a2), M d
kurkia, Ar kurk-ïy- (pl. kura2kïy-) 'crane', Gz ko2rk° id., kWara2k° id .
(Ls: π Ar pl. kura2kïy-); Ar (or EthS) ı Sml {R} ≤kurki id. ¶ Lv. II
4O5, Br. 346, Fr. IV 28, BK II 888, L G 291, R SS II 247, CAD VIII 5 6 1 - 2
|| U [1] *karkV 'crane' >  Lp: L {LLO} kuor…ka, N {N} guor…ga6 / -ra- »
Er kargo, Mk karga  Sm {Jn.} *k¥r¥, ? d. *k¥r¥y¥y 'crane' >  Ne T
xa€re≥, Ne O {Lh.} Xa;r1ö;, Ne F {Lh.} kar1r1ö, En {Ter.} kori (all <
*k¥r¥y¥y), Slq Tz {KKIH} qa≤ra, Slq Tm {KD} qåra, Kms {Cs.} kuro,
(*k¥ry¥y > ) Kms {KD} kæuru?y;u, Koyb {Sp.} kur`erok`; Mt {Hl.}
*ko4ru+o44h (Mt M {Sp.} kurou€, Mt K {Pl.} koru`h, koru`)  [2] *kurkV
'crane' >  F kurki (gen. kurjen), Es kurg (gen. kure)  pY {IN}
*kur- > Y K {IN} kur-c7!eN 'white crane (sterx )' (-c7 !eN is a nominal sx.),
{Ang. “ Jc.} kurceN 'Storch' ¶¶ UEW 128, Jn. 54, KKIH 158, Hl. M
#557, IN 23O, Ang. 129, ≈ Rd. UJ 37 [#18] (Y π U) || A: Tg *°karV
'crane' >  Ewk karan, Ewk ∆  karawul, karal, kraw 'gray crane'; *°korV >
Nn {Prtd.} koro  'crane' ¶ ≈ STM 379 (does not distinguish between t h e
word for 'crane' and that for 'black') || D [1] *kËruk- ({†GS} *k-)
'heron, crane' >  Tm kuruku 'heron, stork, crane', Ml kuriyan, Td
kos7k 'heron', Tu korn$gu 'crane, stork', Tl pegguru ≠ begguru (<
peru-kuru) 'adjutant crane', Gnd Mrd koruku 'crane'   [2] ? *kokk- (<
**kork-) ({†GS} *k-) 'crane' >  Tm, Kn kokku, Tl kokkera, Prj kokkal,
Gdb kokalin, Ku kokor`a 'crane', Ml kokku, Gdb kokkale 'heron' ¶¶ D
#2125 ¶¶ Both *kËruk- and *kokk- are likely to back to pre-D **kork-
with different development of the cns. cluster. D *-r- <  N *r  in a cns .
cluster ˚  IS I 292-3 [#159] (*karV/*kurV) ˚  The variativity of t h e
vw. of the first syll. is due to the onomatopoeic association of the word.
922. *ku++++orV 'thick, fat' >  IE (with exts.): [1] NaIE *gWretso- ' th ick ,
large' >  L grossus 'thick' »» Clt: W bras 'thick, large', Crn bra2s
'great, large', Br bras 'big, proud', OIr {Vn.} bras 'grand; vaniteux,
violent'  ? [2] NaIE ¿*gWrend≈- 'big' ([in Gk]‘ 'proud') >  L grandis
'full-grown, great, large' »» Gk bre1n†oß 'haughty carriage, a r rogance ' ,
bren†y1omai 'bear oneself haughtily' ¶ P 485, EI 574, SB 183, WH I 617-8 ,
623, F I 266 (no et. of bre1n†oß), Vn. B  79, Hm. 1O3 || K *kur- ' th ick ,
stout' >  G kur-i 'a thick cheek of a child', G Xv/P kur-i 'cheek, th ick
cheek', G kur-ul-a 'heap, multitude', Sv kwr-iw {FS} 'beleibt' ¶¶ FS K
34O, FS E 381 || A: T *k[æ]u4r 'thick (dicht), dense '  > Tkm gu4r ' th ick ,
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bushy' (esp. of hair, eyebrows), Tk gu4r, Az gu4r, CrTt gur1 id.,
'abundant', VTt, Bsh kør kÁºr 'fat' (cattle), Tlt {Rl.} ku4r 'fat, stout', Xk
ku4r ot 'thick quick-growing grass', Tv xu4r 'well-fed', Tf {Cs.} k <u4r ≠ hu4r
'grob', Chv k´r 'abundant', 'fat' (cattle), 'thick' (grass)'; T Ï Kl {Rm.}
ku4r 'dick, fest' ¶ Cl. 735, Rl. II 447, ET VGD 1O6-7, Rs. W 3O9-1O, BIG
97, ChVS 84, Cs. KKS 1O1, KW 246  Tg: Ewk I kur 'swelling, t u m o u r ' ,
Ewk Uc korodop- v. 'be swollen and cause pain' ¶ STM I 416  ?σ M
*qur- > WrM qur-la-, HlM xurla- v. 'accumulate fat in the coarse o f
a year' (animals), 'grow in clusters' (plants), Ord Xurlu2l- ' laisser
engraisser (un animal)', WrM qurtai 'having fat accumulated dur ing
the precedung year' (animals) ¶ MED 991, Ms. O 372 ¶ Apparently a
merger with M *qura- 'gather'. The cognates are valid unless they a r e
ds. from *qura- 'gather'  ? pKo *ku2rk- 'thick' > MKo ku2rk, NKo kulk-
kuk- ¶ S QK #445, Nam 63, MLC 219 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #569 (A *gu"ri 'wide,
broad, thick'; incl. Ko, T) || D *korÀ ({†GS} *k-) 'fat (adj., n.), stout' >
Tm kor›u adj., n. 'fat', Ml kor›u adj. 'fat', Td kwalßp 'fat, in g o o d
circumstances', Kn korvu, korbu 'grow fat\thick\stout', Tl
k(r)ovvu 'become fat, fatten', Klm, Nkr koru, Gdb kor`kutß ± kodßukutß ±
kodßukudß, Gnd kor`winZ> ± kurwinZ> ± kor`venZ> ± kor`vonZ>, Png, Ku kor`va,
Mnd kr`uva, Kui kr`o2ga 'fat', Gnd koru2- 'become fat', Knd kor`vu, Ku
korowa 'fat of animals', Prj kor`- ± kor`v-, Png kr`o2- 'be fat', Kui kro2ga ' f a t ,
tallow, suet' ¶¶ D #2146 ˚  Fn. KD #87 (K, D).
923. *k{o}÷ 3333ÂV ¬ *k{o}Â÷3333{u 6 666} (probably *k{o}˝ÂV ¬ *k{o}Â˝{u 6666 }) ' b e
heavy, be stout\thick' >  IE *gWreÓu-/*gWr=Óu- >  NaIE *gWer(´)-,
*gWôru- 'heavy' >  OI gu≤ru-h5 'heavy, important, venerable' ( c m p .
≤garïyan, sprl. ga2ris5t5ha-h5), Av (in cds.) gouru, NPrs ˆ"r©i gerå2n
'heavy' »» Gk bary1ß id. »» L gravis (< *gWr´-w-is) 'heavy, important', L
(π OscU) bru2tus 'heavy, immovable' »» OIr *bair ([g ] accus. pl .
bairi) 'heavy', W bryw 'strong, vigorous' »» Gt kau1rjo2s 'heavy '
(nom. pl. f. of *kau1rus) »» Ltv gru2ﬁts 'difficult', 'hard' (e.g. gru2ti
laiki  'hard times') ¶ WP I 684-5, P 476-7, EI 264 (*gWreÓ-u-/*gWr=Ó-u-
), M K I 34O, Vl. II 959-6O, F I 221-2, WH I 62O-1, Vn. B  8, YGM-1 5 9 ,
Fs. 31O, Kar. I 321 || HS: S *°√k÷r > Ar √k÷r G (pf. ka÷ira, ip. ya-k÷ar-
u) 'be big-bellied' (a child) ({BK} 'avoir le ventre tendu, gros, et ê t r e
gras'), 'be fat-humped' (a camel), ka÷ir- 'big-bellied', 'gras et qui a l e
ventre tendu' (a boy)  ¶ Hv. 658, BK II 9O8 || A *KËÂV > Tg *xurge-
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'heavy' > Ewk urg‰, Lm urg´, Sln urg‰rdi, Neg uyg‰gdi, Orc ugg‰, Ud Sm
{Krm.} ug‰hi, Ul XuZ7‰si, Ork Xud‰2, Nn Nh/B Xuyg‰, WrMc uZ7en ¶ STM
II 283-4, Krm. 3OO; Tg *-rg- may go back to N *-Â˝- (cp. Tg *bi3lga
'throat' < N *balßßßß[i]Ìa 'to swallow; throat', q.v.); the initial *x- ( t h e
regular reflex of A *kæ-) may have resulted from Altaic secondary
aspiratization (*kÓ- > *kæ-)  pKo {S} ?σ *korÄ-≠*koro- > MKo korÄ5oi-,
NKo ku\erop-/ku\erow- v. 'suffer, be troublesome\hard\painful' ,  MKo
koro5om, NKo ku\ero-um 'suffering' ¶ S QK #176, Nam 46, MLC 189  p J
{S} ?σ *ku~ru~-si~- 'hard, difficult, agonizing' > OJ ku~ru~-si, J: T/Kg kurus1i!-,
K ku!ru!s1i~- ¶ S QJ #217, Mr. 833 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1O91 (A *kæi\u~ru 'heavy;
hard, difficult'), ≈ SDM97 s.v. *kæËrV (both adduce Tg *xurga-) ˚  ≈ S
NSShS #18 (IE ÷ A *kæure 'heavy, difficult' [*kæ- based on Tg *x-]).
924. € *ko[w]rV  'embers, hearth' > HS: S *kawr- 'kiln' (‘ ' f u rnace ' )
>  Ak OB/OA/MA ku2r- 'crucible (for metal and glass), kiln, b raz ie r '
([?]ı  BHb ruƒ ku2r, JA ku2r (em. ku2≤r-a2) 'small smelting-furnace', Sr
ku2r, -a2 'a fire, furnace, kiln, crucible, refining-pot', Ar rvKu ku2r-
'blacksnith’s furnace, bellows', 'Esse, Blasbalg'), OSA {Mü.} kwr
'furnace (?)', Gz kawr 'furnace'; Aram ı G kura ' forge-hear th ,
furnace, cooking-stove' ¶ CAD VIII 571, KB 445, KBR 466, Br. 323, JPS
211, BK II 942, WKAS K 431, Hv. 667, Müller WMT 98, L G 3OO, Kfm.
AIA 65, Chx. 1586  ?φ  C: Ag *°kVkVÒÒ- 'hearth stone' >  Bln {R}
ka≤g$al id. ¶ R WB 215-6 || A *k… o2ra6 'embers; burn' > NaT *Ko2r ' e m b e r s '
(× N *k''''aré€{Ë} 'to burn [sth.], to heat'?) >  Tkm 9o2r, Osm rvQ qor, Tk
kor, Az {Äz.} 9or, Ggz koor ko2r, Uz ˚u€r qör, Qrg qor 'glowing coa l
within ashes'; but T *Ko[:]r1 (> Bsh ºuΩ quÎ, Qq qoz 'live coal', StAlt qos
id., embers') belongs to N *gor1111á 'hot; to heat; embers', q.v.) ¶ ET Q
74-6, TkR 189, Hüs. 84, Äz. 11O, GRM 281, Jud. 4O5, UzR 637, Rl. II
548-9  Tg: Ewk PT koro2- vi. 'burn down', Ewk Nk korowka2n- vt. ' b u r n
down' ¶ Vas. 912, STM I 416 ˚  ≈  IS I 239 [#95] (includes this T √ ,
together with several others, into the etymon *gËrV  'embers').
925. € *koyÂV 'male animal' > HS: C: EC *korm- id. > Sml korme
'stallion', Or B korma 'male (animal), bull' »» SC: Irq/Brn {E} karama
'steer', Alg {E} karama 'bull', Irq {MQK} kara2ma (pl. karmu) ' cas t ra ted
animal' ¶ DSI 371, Sr. 347, E SC 262, MQK 39  Eg P, DEg k¿ 'Stier' >
OCpt ko ko 'taureau' ¶ EG V 94-6, Er. 555, Vc. 71 ¶¶ Tk. SCC 9 O
[#19.5] || U *koyra 'male animal' (× N *gu4444ÂV 'beast' [q.v.] a n d
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possibly a d. of U *koye 'male, man '  < N *goyV 'man, people') >  F
koira 'dog', koiras (gen. koiraksen) 'male animal', Es koer, Vp
koi\r 'dog' » Prm *ku$r > Z kyr kÈr 'male' (of carnivorous animals), StZ,
Z UV/I {SZ} kÈr pon 'male dog' (pon 'dog'), Z I {Wc.} kÈr , Yz kÄr 'ma le
dog', Z UV {FF} kÈr-k‰r 'male reindeer', Prmk kÈr 'male' (of mammals
and birds), Z Ud {Wc.} kÈr‰s  'tom-cat' »» ObU {Ht.} *kÈ∏rV 'male animal '
> pVg {Ht.} **kÈ∏r id. >  OVg E TM ka4r, OVg W P ker, OVg S SSs ka4hr,
Vg: T ka2˘r, MK/UK/P/NV/SV/LL/ML k‰2r, LK/UL/Ss xa2r id.; pOs {Ht.} *kar
id. >  Os: V/Vy qar, Ty/Y qaºr, D/K Xor, Nz/Kz XOr, O Xar  Sm {Jn.}
*koraº 'male animal' >  Ne T xora id., 'male reindeer', Ne T O {Lh.} Xo2r;a"
(gen. pl. Xo2r5 <  *kor‰-), Ne F {Lh.} ko2rra"¢´ id., En B {Ter.} kora, {Cs.}
≤kura, En X {Cs.} kuÒa 'not castrated male reindeer', Ng {Cs.} ≤kuru
id., {Hl.} kuru 'bull', Slq Tz {KKIH} qo2rÈ 'male reindeer, sire bull', Kms
{Cs.} kura 'bull (Ochs)', {KD} kæora ≠ qæo2ra id., 'male animal', ku≤ra tæo
'male reindeer' (tæo 'reindeer') ¶¶ UEW 168-9, LG 153, Lt. J 132, TmK
358, SZ 188, Wc. SW 1O9, KPR 213, FF 435, Ht. #319, Jn. 74, KP #6OO,
Cs. 5O, 81, 181, Hl. US 12O, KKIH 163, KD 32, 34, 72, ≠ Sm. 543 (F
koira , etc. belong to FU *koji 'male').
926. *ku4444r{?}V  'to shine; flame' ‘ 'to produce heat' >  IE: NaIE
*g8wer(´)- 'shine; be hot' >  OI ju2r≤n5ih5 'blaze, glowing fire', ≤jvarati
'is feverish', jva≤rah5 'fever', ju2r≤tih5 'fever' »» ? MDt coorts, D t
koorts, MLG korts 'fever' »» Ltv zve2ﬁro^t 'to glow, to glare, to f lash '
¶ WP I 647, P 479, M K I 443, 45O, Vr. N 35O, Kar. II 571-2 || HS: S: Ak
StB kararu6 'brilliance of the sun at midday; midday' ¶ CAD VIII 2 O 7
 C: Ag {Ap.} *kWar- 'sun' >  Bln {Plm.} kWara, {R} kWara, Xm {R}
kWåra  'sun, day', Xm T {CR} XWårå, Q {R} kWa2ra2, Km {Bnd.} kWa2ra
'sun' »» ?? EC: Sml {DSI} qorraH, Sml N {Abr.} qo!rra!H ( secondary
glottalization *k > Sml q?)  ¶ AD SF 77, Ap. AV 14, R WB 225, R Q II 8 6 ,
R Ch. II 63, DSI 5O3, Abr. S 2O5, Blz. CL 18O, ≠ Ss. B 156 (Sml qorraH •<
EC *?orraH)  Ch: WCh: Bele ka2~ra! 'sun' »» ECh: Kwn {J} kÄ~rpÄ2@, Kwn M {J}
kÄ!rbÄ!n 'morning'; Mu {J} ke~re! 'be hot', ke~ri!t 'hot' ¶ Sch. BTL 3O, ChC
¶¶ OS #1433 (Ak, Bele) || D *kur(-) ({†GS} *k-) 'glisten; shining
(glänzend)' >  Tm kuru v. 'glisten', kuru n. 'brilliancy, effulgence' ,
kurumai\ 'lustre, brightness', Kt kurZ> 'beautiful\handsome person ' ,
Klm, Nkr, Gnd kuro, Nk k≈ura 'silver' ¶¶ D #1782 || A: T: [1] T *Ko4∏re-
'catch fire, flame up' > Tkm ko4∏re- id., OOsm {Zaj.} ko4r-, VTt kÁºi\re-
'catch fire', Bsh kÁºi\re- vi. 'burn, glow', Tk ∆  d. ko4rele- vi. 'start burn ing '
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 [2] T *Ko4∏r1e- vt. 'poke a fire' >  OT {Cl.} ko4ze-, Qb {Rl.} ko4ze- 'poke a
fire'; ? Tkm ko4∏Îe- vi. {Cl.} 'burn up', {TkR} 'carbonize' (unless ÿ *ko4∏z
'burning embers'; in any case, *-r1- is due to the infl. of *k…o4∏r1)  [3] T
*k…o4∏r1 (≠ *kæo4∏r1?) 'burning coal\embers' (× N *gor 1111á  'hot; to hea t ;
embers', q.v. ffd.); T *-r1- <  N *-r 1111- in *gor1111á ¶ ET KQ 85-6, Zaj. S II 8 7
 (+ext.?) Tg *ku'rgi 'flame', *ku'rgi- vi. 'burn' >  Ewk kurgi ' f lame' ,
kurgi- vi. 'burn', 'scorch' (the sun), Sln xudJi- vi. 'flame up', Neg kurgi-
sin- 'blaze up, catch fire', i  Ul kurZ7i- vi. 'crackle and buzz' (burn ing
firewood) ¶ STM I 435  ?σ M *kira{˝}a >  WrM {Gl.} kira9a, u4r-u4n
kira9a 'at\before dawn', WrM {MED} kira9a, HlM {MED} xåraa,
{Luv.} ¥¥rijn xåraa 'dusk before dawn', ¥¥r xåraalax ' b e
dawning' (u4r , ¥¥r  'daybreak, dawn') ¶ Gl. III 6O8, MED 47O, Luv. 5 9 7
¶ The M stem is a valid cognate unless the meaning 'dawn' is based
exclusively on u4r, ¥¥r, while kira9a has an auxiliary semant ic
function (sth. like 'border', cp. kira, xår 'summit, ridge', so that t h e
literal meaning of u4r-u4n kira9a is '≈  dawn’s ridge') ˚  D *-r-
(regularly from N *r ++++ r 1 111-clusters, but not from the N intervoc. *-r 1111-) a n d
the traces of the lr. in IE point to a N lr.; since the only N lrs. lost in Ak
and not transforming *a into e are *h  and *? , the N lr. is likely to b e
*H ++++ ? . An alt. rec. is N *ku4444ri{?}V , whence later: [1] **ku4riyV > **ku4ryV
> T *Ko4∏r1e- and *k…o4∏r1, [2] (elision of *i): **ku4r{?}V > T *Ko4∏re- and D *kur-
˚  ≈  IS I 239 [#95] (includes this T √ , together with several others, i n to
the etymon *gËrV  'embers').
927. *kor÷3333V 'eat (greedily), drink, swallow' >  IE *gWer(Ó)- >  NaIE
*gWer(´)- 'devour, eat, swallow' (× N *ko6666ri{H}u6666 'throat, neck' [q.v.]?) >
OI gi≤rati, gr=≤n5a2ti 'swallows, eats', Av J7araiti 'swallows'
('schluckt'), OI ga≤rah5 n. 'drink, poison' »» Arm ker keR (gen. keroj
keRoy) 'nourishment, food, prey', eker  e-keR  'ate' »» Gk bibrv1skv ( a o r .
}ebrvn) 'devour', bora1 'food (of a predator)'  »» L voro2, -a2re ' e a t
greedily, swallow up' »» OIr tu1arae 'food' (*to-gWr-iya2?) »» ON kra1s
'dainty morsel', AS {Vr.} cra2s id., 'nourishment', OHD querdar, NHG
Ko4der 'bait, lure',  »» Lt geriu~ / ge!rti, Ltv dzer>u / dzer^t v.
'drink' » Sl *z7Ároß / *z7e!rti 'swallow, devour' >  OCS poq6r8ti po-
z7Áre7ti 'swallow', RChS q6r0 z7Áro< / q6r8ti z7Áre7ti 'deglut ire ' ,
SCr Sr qdre •m / qdre !ti, SCr Cr z7dre•m / z7drije!ti ' e a t
greedily\much, fressen' (and SCr d. z7de~rati id.), Slv z7re~m / z7re!ti,
OCz z7ru / z7rieti, Cz z7eru / z7ra1ti, Slk z7erem / z7rat&, P z$re< /
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z$rec1, Uk qru / ≤qerti ≠ ≤qrati, Blr qru / qerc∆ id., R qru /
qrat∆ ab 'eat' ¶ P 474, EI 175 (*gWer(h‹)- 'swallow'), M K I 325, 335, F
I 235-6, WH II 836, Vr. 329, OsS 64, KM 387, Vn. T  162, Frn. 148-9, Vs.
II 62-3, Glh. 7O6, Srz. I 89O || HS: S *°√kr÷ >  Ar √kr÷ 'sip in ( l iquid),
drink by sipping in, drink with the mouth without holding the vessel' ¶
BK II 886, Hv. 651 || D *ko2r- ({†GS} *k-?) 'eat (greedily), drink' >  Ml
ko2ruka 'eat greedily', Kn kol5l5u v. 'drink', Tl kro2lu 'drink, eat', Ku
gronZ>- v. 'drink, guzzle' ¶¶ D #2233 ||  A : pJ {S} *ku!ra!-p- 'consume, e a t '
> OJ kura-p-, ltOJ [RJ] ku!ra!F-u, J: T ku~ra-, K ku!ra!-, Kg kura!- ¶ S QJ # 3 6 1 ,
Mr. 716 ¶¶ SDM97 s.v. *kæu4rgo, DQA #1O88 (pA *kæi\u!rge+o 'feed, ea t ' ,
that in fact does not belong here [except for the J cognate] because o f
the initial *kæ- and because its meaning in T, M, and Ko is 'belly,
s tomach ' ) .
928. *kor[V]hV  'be angry\embittered' >  HS: S: [1] with loss of N *h:
CS *-ku2r-, *√krw+y 'be distressed, be in depression' >  BA √kry TD 3 f
pf. ti@r^ƒ2t6a5 ≠ ti@r^ƒ2t6a3 ?i/Et3-kar≤y-at3 'was distressed', JA {Dlm.} ai!r^ƒ2
kar≤y-a2 adj. 'suffering', Sr √kry (pf. Æro˚ k´≤ra2 ≠ Ôri˚ k´≤r°) 'be s a d
\ displeased \ annoyed, grieve', Md √kr? 'betrübt sein'; [2] with
preservation of *h : WS *√krh  'dislike, hate, be angered' >  Ar √krh (p f .
kariha, ip. -krah-) 'disprove, dislike' (ı  Mh √krh [pf. ko2r‰h] 'disl ike ') ,
Mh √krh (pf. k‰ru2h), Hrs √krh (pf. k‰ro2h), Jb C √krh (pf. ≤ker‰h) v.
'hate', Mh karh ≠ kErh, Hrs ≤ker‰h, Jb E/C kOrh 'hatred', Jb C e≤kor‰h v.
'anger'; [3] S *°kur[h]- >  Ak fOB ku2ru 'daze, depression, stupor', inf.
ka6ru 'be in depression, in a stupor' ¶ BDB #3735, Br. 342, Dlm. 1 9 7 ,
JPS 224, DM 222, Nld. MG 365, CAD VIII 24O, 57O-1, BK II 891-2, Hv.
652, Jo. M 214, Jo J 134, Jo. H 69, ≈  KB 1727 (*√kry+ {w}  'be dis t ressed '
“ *√krw+y 'be short')  C: Ag: Xm {R} kWar- ≠ kar-, Dmb {R} kar-
'be angry', Q {R} ka2riN 'anger'; Ag ı Tgy H {R} √kWry (pf. kory
kWArAyA) 'be angry' ı Sa {R} ku"ra2y ≠ ku"ra2 (sc. kW´ra2y ≠
kW´ra2) 'Zorn, Ärger, Betrübnis', ku"ra2y- (= kW´ra2y-) 'zornig sein,
sich betrüben, traurig werden' »»  Dhl {EEN} kor- 'be in trouble' ¶ R Ch II
62-3, R Q II 86, R S II 223, EEN 12  NrOm: Kf {C} ka2r- v. ' ange r
(adirarsi)', ka2ro2 n. 'anger (ira)', ? Anf {MYTY} ka2ro 'fight' ¶ C SE IV
462-3, MYTY 117 ¶¶ OS #1482 (HS *kor- 'be angry')  Ch: Su {J} kWar
'hassen, ablehnen, nicht wollen' ¶ J S 71 ¶¶ OS #1482 (S *√krh, WCh,
Ag, Om, Dhl + err. Sa [in fact π EThS π Ag]) || ?σ IE: NaIE *°gWer[´]-
'scold' (× N *kuÂhV 'shout, cry') >  Gk Lc [Hs.] deiria6n : loidorei6s†ai ' t o
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abuse, to revile' ¶ ≈  WP I 585, ≈  P 478, ≈ F I 358-9 (no et.) || A *k… o2rV >
NaT *Ko[:]r- 'feel\be humiliated, be angry' >  Qzq {Rl.} qor, Qrg, Qq, Q m q
qor 'despised \ humiliated by the society', Qzq {Rl.} 'Schande', Nog qor
'humiliation, abuse', SbTt Tb {Rl.} qor 'shame', SbTt B {Rl.} qor 'Angst,
Qual, Trauer; Tadel, Beleidigung' ¶ Rl. II 549-5O, Jud. 4O6, KrkR 4O1,
Grøn. 2OO, TvR 484, Ra. 19O  M *qoruda- >  WrM qoruda-, HlM
xordo- 'be chagrined, be grieved\sad, repent, hate', Kl xord- ' b e a r
malice, be resentful'; WrM qoora 'embitterment, hate'; M ı Tv
Xorada-, Ewk koro2da2- 'be angry' ¶ MED 968, KRS 599-6OO, Krg. 282-3, Z
282  Tg *ko2r[u] 'anger, resentment' >  Ewk I koru 'angry', Ul qorU(n-),
Nn Nh qo2ro 'resentment', Ul qoroc7I-, Nn Nh qo2rosI- v. 'resent', WrMc
qoro- 'be grieved\sad, anger', qoro 'grief, offence', (M ı?) ' h a r m ,
damage' ¶ STM I 415-6, Z 282 ¶¶ But we cannot adduce here (for lack
of reliable semantic proximity) A*k…o2rV 'harm' > T *k…o2r 'harm', M
*qo2r[a] 'harm', *qo2ran 'poison' (ffd. see  ET Q 73-4, Ra. 19O, MED 9 6 8 ,
973) || D *korÀ- ({†GS} *k-) 'anger' >  Tl kor3alu 'grow angry ' ,
kor3akor3a 'angrily; anger, angry look', Tm i  kor3ukor3u v. ' bubb le
with anger' ¶¶ D #2166, Km. 337 || U: FU *kurV 'anger' >  Er/Mk kor
{Ps.} 'Verdruß, Gram, Ärger', Er XVIII {Dms.} kor ' r ep roach
(ukorizna )', ? Mk {PI} kor 'disposition\temper, envy', ? Er kor {KC}
'disposition, temper', (ERV} id., 'self-respect' »» ObU {Ht.} *ko2r- >  pVg
*kO"r- >  Vg: LK xor-, MK kWaºr-, P kor-, NV kWor-, SV kWo2r-, LL kWa2r-
'scold (zanken)', SV kWarr´kat-, LL kWarkat- id., {Mu} MK khaºrj-,
kho2rj- 'be annoyed\angry, become enraged'; pOs {Ht.} *kor´m- >  Os:
Vy qor´m-, qa"ram-, Ty qo"r´m-, D/K/Nz Xur´m-, Kz Xö8r´m-, O Xor´m-
'take offence at, be sulky', 'refuse to eat from grudge' (children) » OHg
harag  'anger, angry', Hg harag 'irritation, resentment, grudge, anger '
¶ UEW 22O-1, Ps. M 81, PI 126, ERV 292, Fkt. RMS 296, Ht. #3O8, Kn.
WV 72, Stn. WV 132, Mu. AKE 297, Trj. S 173, EWU 527 ˚  IS I 3 O 1
[#172] (all relevant families) ˚  The Ar and NES forms point to a N l r .
*h . D *-rÀ- goes back regularly to a N intervoc. *-r- , which suggests
either the presence of a vw. between N *r  and *h  or the loss of *h  i n
pre-pD before the change N *-r-  >  D *-rÀ- (in this latter case the hyp. o f
an internal vw. is superfluous). In A there is complementary
lengthening of the vw. *o due to the loss of N *-[V]h- . The FU vw. *u
(for the expected *o ) needs explaining.
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929. *kur[Vh]V 'hill, mountain' >  IE {EI} *gWorÓ-/*gWr=Ó- ({P}
*gWer-) >  NaIE {Wtk.} *gWer´-/gWor´- 'mountain' >  OI gi≤ri-h5 'hill,
mountain, elevation', Av gaîri-s7 'mountain(s)' »» pAl {O} *gura >  Al
gur 'rock, stone' »» BSl (× N *goÂ÷V '≈  hill, [small?] mountain', q.v.):
pSl *go≤ra (accus. *goŸroß, accentual paradigm C) 'mountain' >  OCS gora
gora, R, Uk go≤ra, SCr go~ra, Cz, HLs hora, P, LLs go1ra id., Slv go<!ra
id., 'mountain forest', Blg go≤ra 'forest, wood(s)', Slk hora id.,
'woody mountain' » ? Lt giria~, Lt Z gi~re$ 'forest, wood(s)', Ltv †
dzir>a, dzire id. ¶ ≈  P 477-8 (•÷  Gk deira1ß / -a1doß, Gk Cr dhra1ß ' r idge
of a chain of hills', w  F I 358), Dv. #8O1, EI 27O, AHDI 25, M K I 335, O
127, ESSJ VII 29-31, Db. SA 24, Glh. 238, ≈  Kar. I 291-2 (adduces Ltv
gars7 'long'), Frn. 153 || HS: C: EC *kËr- >  Sa {R} ko2ro 'Berg, Gebirge',
Sml {ZMO} kur 'hill, mound', Sml N {Abr.} ku!r(-tï) 'hill, mountain', Rn
{PG} ku!r 'small hill, hillock', Elm ko2!ran 'mountain' »» C: Bj {R} ka2r (p l .
kar) 'hill, height' ¶ R S II 22O, PG 2O4, ZMO 243, Abr. S 155, ≈ AD SF
8O  S: [1] S *kawr- > Sb kwr 'hill', Ar Hdr {Mü.} kawr 'mountain' ¶
BGMR 8O, Mü. WMT 98 [2] Gz karïr '(round) hill' (unless ÿ √krr
'round'); ? Mh k‰r≤mayn (pl. k‰rmo2m) 'mountain'; Ug {OLS} krk ' p ico ' ,
[Ak. sc.] ku-re-ka-at [?] ¶ L G 294, Jo. M 214, OLS 223, Hnr. 14O 
Eg fN krkr  'heap of stones' ¶ EG V 136  CCh: Nz ku~ro~mo! 'mountain' ¶
ChL || U: FP *kurV 'hill, steep slope' (× N *K''''{o}rV 'rock, isolated
mountain') >  ? Es ∆  kuruk (gen. kuruka) 'small ridge of hills (väike
kõrkustik)' » Lp L {LLO} kaºrraº 'long ridge of woody hills' » Chr: H {Ep.}
kyryk, L kuryk ≤kur¥k, k¥r¥k, Uf kur¥k 'mountain', B {Ps.} kuruk
'hill' » Prm *ku$r >  Z kyr kÈr 'high abrupt riverbank, precipice
(obryv ); mountain', Yz ko$r-yo$lo$n 'auf der Höhe' (yo$l 'top, summit') ¶
UEW 677, MRS 249, Ep. 53, Ü 86, 97, Ps. OT 52, LG 153 || D *kurÀ-
({†GS} *k-) 'hilly country' (× N *K''''{o}rV '⇑ ') >  Ml kur3icci id., T m
kur3am 'Kurava tribe of the mountains', kur3inci 'hilly tract', Kn
kur3umba (name of a caste of mountaineers), Tl kor3ava (name of a
tribe of mountaineers), Gnd kurmal 'shepherd' ¶¶ D #1844 || ? A: amb
NaT *k…îr 'crest of the mountain, mountain, high ground; foothills,
slope' (× N *K''''irÓV [= *ûûûûq{i}r÷V?] 'top, summit, crown [of the head] '
[q.v. ffd.] × [in some lgs.] N *K''''irV 'edge, end'; ?? × N *goÂ÷V '≈  hill,
[small?] mountain') ˚  ≠ S NSShS #7 (IE *gWer-/*gWor- •÷ A *kæori 'hill,
embankment, boundary' [actually from N *K''''{o}rV] •÷ K *gora ' small
mountain, hill' [in fact from N *goÂ÷V]), ≠  S NSR 4-6 (the same u n c .
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comparison and rec. of N *gW-],  Blz. LB #111 #c (suggested to add Sb,
Ar Hdr, and EC), Blz. DA 161 [#89] (dubious equation of this N e tymon
with D *kurÀ- island' and Elm ko!ran 'island') ˚  If the rec. of a lr. in IE ( a s
in AHDI and EI) is right, the N rec. may be *kurVhV  with loss of *h  in S
(where N *-h-  is sometimes lost); the N word-medial vw. is suggested
by D (because *-rÀ- is from the N intervocalic *-r- ). Otherwise (if pIE is
*gWer-), N rec. is *kurV .
93O. *kuÂhV 'shout, cry' > IE *gWerÓ- >  NaIE *gWer(´)- 'shout, sing,
praise; wail' >  OI gr=≤n5a2ti, gr=n5°≤te2 'calls, invokes, praises', Av aîbi-
g´rÉnte 'praises', garah- 'a praise, praise song' »» OIr bard, W
bardd  'bard', MBr barz  'village fiddler (ménétrier)', Gl ıL bardus
id. (<  *gWr=2-d[≈]o-s) »» pAl *grisa >  Al prs. ge4r≤shas, aor. grisha
'invite, beckon to come' »» Lt giriu~ / gi~rti v. 'praise, commend', Ltv
(rf.) dzirﬁtie^s 'boast', Pru girtwei v. 'praise'; ? Lt geﬁras 'good' » Sl
*gorn¥, *gorno >  OCS gorn5 gornË, gorno gorno 'verse', Cz
hrany pl., Slk hrana  'funeral knell', HLs hrano 'phrase, dictum', LLs
grono 'speech, conversation; tale; proverb' »» OHG que4ran ±
chue4ran  [xweran] 'to sigh, to moan, to lament' »» Gk Lc [Hs.] deiria6n :
loidorei6s†ai 'to abuse, to revile' (×  N *kor[V]hV ' b e
angry\embittered') ¶ Not here (⇔  EI) Gk gh6ryß, Gk D ga6ryß 'voice,
speech' (see F I 3O5) ¶ WP I 585, P 578, ≈ EI 449 (*gWerÓ-  'praise'), M K
I 343, Hamp AIEW 145, O 115, Vn. B 18-9, Frn. 154, En. 17, Tp. P E-H
247-9, ESSJ VII 49, ≈ F I 358-9 (no et. of deiria6n), OsS 694, Kb. 582 ||
HS: B *-w-kur 'scold' (× N *kor[V]hV '⇑ ', q.v.) >  Thg {Fc.} ´kW´r, Gh
´kZ7´r 'injurier', Izn/Rf {Rn.} akk´r 'insulter', Izn t3yukkWra, Rf t3yukkWar
'an insult' ¶ Fc. 876, Rn. 345  WCh: Ngz {Sch.} ku!ru!wa^ n. ac t .
'shouting' ¶ Sch. DN 1OO || D *kur- v. 'bark, shout, groan' (× N
* ûûûû q ur {H }V  'to bark, to howl', 'to cry, to shout', q.v. ffd.).
931. *ko6666ri{H}u6666 'throat, neck' >  IE: [1] NaIE *gWrïwa2 ≠ *gWerwa2 ' t h e
back part of the neck, nape, neck' (× N *gub[V]ÂÉ 'back, back side,
nape [of neck]' [q.v.]??): [1a] NaIE *gWrïwa2 'nape of the neck, neck' >
OI gr°≤va2, Av gr°va2 id., Phl grïw 'neck, throat', NPrs {Vl., Sg.}
ˆ'bYrgi gerïbå2n, {BM} ˆ'bYrga ga4rïbå2n 'collar, opening\breast of a
garment', Psh gre2wa, grawa 'collar-bone, collar' »» Ltv grI2 ﬁva ' m o u t h
(of river), estuary' (“  *'throat') » Sl *gri¡va 'mane' >  RChS, OR griva
griva, Blgr, R, Uk ≤griva, Blr ≤gryva, SCr griàva, Slv gri!va, Cz
hr7i1va, Slk hriva, P grzywa id.; the ancient meaning '(part o f )
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neck' is better preserved in OR griv6n7i grivÁnûi adj. 'of t h e
neck', griva griva, Slv gri•vna, and Cz hr7ivna 'necklace'  [1b]
NaIE *°gWerwa2 >  Gk A de1rh, Gk I deirh1, Gk Ls derra2, de1ra2, Gk D dh1ra, Gk
Ar derwa  'neck, throat' ¶ P 475, EI 391-2 (*gWerwehÅ- ≠ *gWriÓw-ehÅ-
), M K I 353-4, M E I 5O9, Vl. II 99O-1, BM 422-3, Sg. 1O86, Mrg. 24, F I
367-8, LS 375, Kar. I 317-8, ESSJ VII 129, Glh. 247 | [2] NaIE *gWer(´)-
'throat' (× N *kor÷3333V 'eat, drink, swallow'?) >  OI galah5 'throat', Av
gar´man 'throat, neck', NPrs v l© u golu2 ≠ vl©a ga4lu2 'neck, gullet,
throat', Psh ˝arai\ 'windpipe, throat' »» Gk ba1ra†ron, Gk Hm be1re†ron
'gulf, pit' (“ *'throat') »» Tc B kor 'neck, throat' ({Ad.}: unless to IE
*kuÓr- 'hole, opening') ¶ P 474-5, EI 391-2 (*gWerwehÅ- ≠ *gWriÓw-
ehÅ- 'neck'), M K I 353-4, M E I 5O9, Mrg. 26, Vl. II 1O26, Sg. 1O96,
Horn 2O7, F I 219 (no et. of the Gk words), ESSJ VII 129-3O, Glh. 2 4 7 ,
Wn. 23, Ad. 2O3-4 || HS: S *°√krH > Ar ka2riH-, ka2riH-at- 'gosier, gorge '
¶ BK II 882  B *√krm 'neck, nape of the neck, back (dos)' (× N
*K''''a 4 444m[Ë]r1111V 'shoulder, shoulder-blade' [whence later 'nape'], q.v. f fd . )
 C: Ag {AD} *°√kÒm 'throat, nape' >  Bln {R} kir≤ma2, kr=≤ma2 id. ¶ R
WB 227 || D {tr.} *kËral-, {GS} *koral- 'throat, voice' (in Tm and Ml: × N
*gur 1111 ÷ 3 333É  or *gu4444r 1 111÷ 3 333V 'throat, neck') >  Tm kural, Ml kural, kural5, Kn
koral, koral5, korl5u, kol5, kol5l5u 'voice, throat', Kdg kora 'gullet,
windpipe', Tu kurelË 'nape of the neck', Tl kro2l(u)cu v. 'sing, r e a d
out' ¶¶ D #1774, GS 221 [#539] ˚  NaIE *ï (<  *iÓ) and Ar *H suggest a
N lr. Among the two possible N lrs. (*H  or  *X  >  S *H), the first one is
preferable because it is more compatible with the loss of the lr. in B, Eg
(?), C, and Ch. The expected sonant *i/i\ was lost in the IE variant s t ems
*gWerwa2 and *gWer(´)- probably within clusters of two sonants ( ru l ed
out by IE morphophonemic laws). In the prehistory of D we m u s t
suppose a syncope: N *ko6666ri{H}u6666 > *ko+urÓu+u4 > D *kËr- (D *-r- is a reg .
reflex of N *r-clusters) ˚  FU *kurk[k]V 'throat' (UEW 676) is b e t t e r
equatable with Tg *gorka  'uvula, palate' (STM I 161) and hence does n o t
belong here (see  N *guÂ{k}{Ë}  ' throat ' ) . Neither does D *kur`VNk-
'throat' (D #137O) belong here, because *-r`- goes back to N *r1111 (see  N
*gur1111÷ 3 333É or *gu4444r 1 111÷ 3 333V '⇑ ') ˚ ≠ Gr. II #39O (*kur 'throat') (IE + err. A, U,
Gil).
932. *korVwa 'fade, rot, decay', 'coagulate' (blood, etc.), ' ge t
sour\rancid\bitter'  (of food) >  IE: [1] NaIE (in IIr only) *°g8er- ' decay '
(× IE *g8eré- 'grow, age, mature' < N *kir 1111Óa  'old', hence the palatality o f
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*g8-) >  OI ≤jarati 'decays', Av zaîrina 'aufreibend', Oss la4-za4r‰n ' t o
wear out' (cloth) ¶ M K I 42O-2, Ab. IV 3O5, ≈  P 39O-1  [2] NaIE
*greu\t- 'curds' >  OIr, NIr gruth 'coagulated milk, curds' »» ME
cruddes, curdes pl. 'curds', NE curds, NE Sc croods id. ¶ IE *g-
(rarther than *gW-) is due to its preconsonantal position ¶ ≈  P #4O6,
Dnn. 386, SB 119, HDEL 323, Skeat 149, ≈ EI 451 (? *greu\t- ' compress ' )
|| HS: B *√krw >  Thg a-kru 'coagulated milk', k´r´t ' b e ( c o m e )
coagulated' (milk, blood), ETwl k œ¥r¥w , Ty kœ¥r¥t 'be(come) coagulated '
(milk) ¶ Fc. 842-4, GhA 1OO ¶ In ETwl and Ty there is secondary ( n o n -
phonemic) emphatization of k (typical of these dialects - w GhA VII I)
 S +ext. *°√krz  >  Ar karïz- 'soft sour curds; sour milk' ('caseus mollis
acidusque; lac acidum'), {BK} 'fromage aigrelet' ¶ Fr. IV 24, BK II 8 8 4
 WCh: Jmb k‰~r∑u~wa! 'decay, rot' ¶ ChC, Sk. NB 18 || K: Sv {Ni.} -kwer,
Sv UP {GP} kwer-/kwr- vt. 'rot' ¶ Ni. s.v. gnit∆ , GP 174, 266-7 || U: FU
*ko+arwa 'bitter' >  F karwas (gen. karwaan) 'bitter, acrid' » pPrm
*kurit 'bitter' >  Z kuryd kurÈd, Z kuryt kurÈt » pObU {∫Hl.}
*kor´w+˝ > pOs *kor´˝ ({∫Hl.} *ka"r´˝) > Os: V qor´˝- 'become sour', V
qor´˝-, Vy qo¿r´˝- 'be sharp\pungent' (taste of sour or spicy food ,
strong vodka), 'be biting' (salt in a wound), qor´˝t(´) ul 'sour berry' ¶
UEW 128-9, LG 147, Stn. D 551, Trj. S 173, Hl. rHt 71-4 (on the pOs
vowels and on the problem of pObU *w and *˝) || A: NaT *Kor >  OT
qor  ({Cl.} qo2r) 'the residue of sour milk used to make yoghurt; (baker’s)
yeast, leaven', Tkm 9or  'ferment (residue of sour milk) used to p r e p a r e
c]al (beverage of mare’s sour milk)', Qzq qor {MM} 'ferment for kumiss
(fermented mare’s milk)', {Sht.} 'yeast, leaven, ferment for kumiss', Q q
qor id., Qrg qor 'ferment for buza (alcoholic millet beverage) a n d
kumiss', Bsh qur 'ferment for kumiss; malt', SbTt B/Tr {Tm.} qo2r, {Rl.}
qor 'yeast, leaven', ET qor ≠ qo 'sorrel', Uz qör-qut 'accumulated wealth,
treasure' ¶ Cl. 642, ET Q 72-3, TkR 188-9, MM 449, Sht. 267, Jud. 4O5,
BN 125, Nj. 6O1, Tm. 131, Rl. II 549  M *quru-: [1] Ï *qurusi-
'become rancid' >  WrM qurusi-, HlM xurwi-x 'be(come) ranc id '
(chiefly of fats and meat), Kl xurw-x  'become rancid' (fats); probably
also [2] M *quru-sun '∈ cheese' >  WrM {Rm.} qurusun '∈ cheese (? ) ' ,
WrO {Krg.} qurusun 'cheese', Kl {KRS} xursn Xurs¥n 'dried curds ' ,
{Rm.} Xursn= 'trockener Käse aus saurer gekochter Milch'; [3] *quru2d
'serum, sour milk' >  MM [IM] quru2d 'serum', [HI] qurut (= qurud),
WrM qurud, HlM xuruud '∈  Mongolian cheese' ¶ Pp. MA 446, Ms. H
92, MED 991, Krg. 298, KW 199, KRS 612-3 || D *korÀapp- ({†GS} *k-)
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'sour milk, curds' >  Tu koyapu id., nir-kuyelË v. ' curdle ,
coagulate', Gnd korop ± korrop ± kurrop ± korrup 'buttermilk' ¶¶ D
#2162 ˚  The cnss. *-t- (in IE, Prm, B), *-z- (S), *-s- (M), and *-pp- ( D )
are likely to go back to the second elements of N cds. (some of t h e m
functioning as derivational sxs. in the descendant lgs.) ˚  From t h e
history of culture we may infer that this N word was originally applied
to coagulating blood, to fat, to meat, and possibly to food made o f
corn, but only later (in the independent neolithic history of IE, HS, a n d
D) it was applied to milk ˚  BF (or FU?) *a may be due to part ia l
contamination with N *k''''aÂ[V?]V 'peak, rock, steep mountain'. The
existence of the N internal vw. (*V ) is suggested by D *-rÀ- (<  N
intervoc. *-r-) ˚  An alt.: two N etyma: [1] N *k{u 4444 }ÂV  'fade, rot, decay '
(>  IE *g8er-, Sv -kwer, WCh: Jmb k‰~r∑u~wa! 'decay, rot') and [2] N
*kË ++++ a r [ u ]wa  'coagulate, get sour\rancid' (all the rest).
932a. *kor[Vw]V '∈ a gallinacean' >  HS: S *°√krw > Ar karawa2n-
(pl. kirwa2n-) '∈ partridge' ¶ BK II 892  Ch: WCh: SBc {Stl.} *kW[a]r /
*kVwVr 'hen' (or 'chicken = hen\cock') >  Zar {Sh.} kWa2~r id., Gj {ChL}
kowu~l, Buli {ChL} kor, Plc {ChL} koro 'hen' » Tng {J} kWartE ≠ kWatrE
'guiney-fowl' »» CCh: Mkt {Ro.} kWa!ta~-ku~ru!k 'francolin', Gude {Hsk.}
ku!r‰!ki~n‰ 'chicken house', ? Gude {Hsk.} ku!r‰!ku!ta~, Gudu {ChL} ku!rku!to~
'dove' » ? Lame {ChL} ko~ro!ku!, LamP {ChL} kuruk 'dove' ¶ J T 1O9, Ro. 2 5 6
[#293], Stl. ZCh 264 [#24], ChL, Sh. BZ 28, Hsk. 217  ??φ EC: Brj
go≤r(r)-itte (pl. go≤r-o2!na) 'hen', Arr goro!rri coll. 'partridges, francolins '
¶ Ss. B 84, Hw. A 362 ¶¶ ≈  OS #15O5 (CCh *kurak 'dove, francolin' - S
*kurk- 'crane') || A: M *qoru 'wild gallineacean fowl' (× N *K''''o 6 666r 1 111[i?]É
'∈ a gallinacean', q.v.) >  WrM qoru, {Rm.} qora 'hazel grouse, gray
hen', {Rm.} 'Auerhahn', WrO Xoru id., Kl xor  'capercaillie', (Rm.} Xoro
'Auerhann'; M *qoru ı the T lgs. which are or were adjacent to t h e
Mongols: Qzq {Rl.} qur 'wild gallinaceous fowl' (generic: 'Auerhuhn,
Birkhuhn, Rebhuhn'), {RKazS} qu"r 'black grouse, wood-grouse,
partridge', qara qu"r 'wood-grouse', Qrg {Jud.} qara-qur 'male b lack
grouse', Qq qaraqur  'black grouse' (qara 'black'); later the stem was r e -
borrowed from T into M in the narrowed meaning 'black grouse': WrM
qur, HlM xur, Kl xur xur¥, Brt xura 'black grouse', WrO Xur
'heathcock' ¶ MED 968, 987, Krg. 284, 297, KW 187, KRS 597, 61O, Chr.
6O1, Rl. II 918, Jud. 347, RKazS 131, 3O7, 812  NaT *Ku4r-tu4k ' b lack
grouse' >  Alt, Shor ku4rtu4k, Xk ku4rku4 ≠ ku4rtu4, Chl ku4rtu4, Kü ku4rta4, Tv
ku4rtu4, Tf hu$rt;u$, Yk kurtuyaX id. ¶ TvR 269, Ra. 192, Rs. W 311 ¶ T *u4 (<
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A and N *o) is probably due to regr. as. (infl. of *-tu4k) || D *korÀ- ' fowl '
> Klm kor 'hen', {SR} 'cock, fowl', Nkr kor, Gnd korr, Knd korÀu 'hen', Prj
korr 'cock, hen, fowl', Gdb kor ± korru 'cock', Png kozu ≠ kuzu, M n d
kuy, Kui koZ>u, Ku koyu ± koi\yu2 'fowl' ¶¶ D #216O ˚  ≈ Blz. DA 1 5 8
[#6O] (HS, D + unc. φ IE *kerko- 'cock').
933. *ka{ry}V 'to dig' > HS: WS *√kry >  BHb, MHb √kry+w (pf. er!ƒ1
ka2≤ra2) 'dig, hollow out', ? Pun 3m pf. kr? (√kry) 'cut out, hew', Ug
{OLS} √kry G 'cavar, clavar', JEA √kry+w (pf. ar!ƒ6 k´≤ra2 ≠ ir$ƒ6
k´≤re2) 'dig, drill', Md kr? (√krw+y) 'dig out, excavate', Ar √krw (p f .
"raKa kara2) 'dig (the earth), dig a canal', Sb kry 'pit for trapping game ' ,
Gz √kry (pf. karaya) 'dig (a well, in the ground), make holes, dig u p ,
excvate' ¶ KB 472, KBR 496, BDB #3738, HJ 535, OLS 225, Lv. II 3 9 9 -
4OO, DM 222, BK II 892, Hv. 653, BGMR 79, L G 294-5 || U: FU *kara
'dig' >  Er/Mk kara- v. 'dig; peck, pick; hollow' » pChr {Ber.} *kor´-
'ausgraben' >  Chr: L kore- kore-, H {Wc.} kare- v. 'make small gut te rs
for drainage; furrow', Uf kore- id., v. 'flute' » Prm *ku$r- 'dig, b r e a k
through (a dam), wash away (a bank)' >  Z Le kÈr- 'dig (a gutter)', Z V
kÈr- 'dig around', Z kyr- kÈr- 'be broken through', 'be washed away,
collapse' (banks)', Vt kyr- kÈr-  'break through the dam' (water) »» Os:
D Xer-, O Xir- 'dig' ¶ UEW 221-2, Coll. 85, SZ 188, ≈ LG 153, ERV 234, PI
1O2, Ber. 19 ¶ UEW 221-2 reconstructs either *kurV (if Mr and Chr a r e
exluded) or *kara (if they are not) ||  A: T *k…ar1- ≠ *k…ar1î- 'dig' > OT qaz-
, Tk kaz-, kazI-, Tkm 9aÎ-, 9aÎa-, Az 9az(î)-, Ggz kaz(î)-, CrTt, Qmq,
Blq, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, ET, Xlj qaz-, Nog qazî-, Tt qaz¥-, Bsh qaÎ(¥)-, Uz qaz-
, qazi-, StAlt, Tv qas-, Tf qas£-, Xk, Yk Xas- id. ¶ The lenis *k…- i s
reconstructed on the ev. of Tv and Tf q- ¶ Cl. 8O6ET KQ 185-6, Ra. 2 1 9 ,
TvR 218, DT 176 || D (in GnD) *ka2r- ({†GS} *k-) 'dig' >  Gnd HMB/DM
ka2r-, Gnd Mu {Bh.} ka2r-≠ka2r`-, Knd, Png, Mnd, Ku ka2r-, Kui ka2rpa / ka2rt-
id. ¶ Most relevant lgs. and ds. provide ev. for D -r-, against the ev. o f
Gnd Mu, where a variation -r- ≠  -r`- is observed ¶ D #1467 ˚  T *-r1- a n d
D *-r- may be explained if a N *-ry-  is reconstructed. D *-r- <  N *r-
clusters (in this case of *-ry- ). The original cluster accounts also f o r
the D long vw.
934. € *ka++++áÂ{c@@@@}V 'tie together, plait' >  IE: NaIE *g+g8ers- id. >  Gk
ge1rron 'anything made of wicker-work: oblong shield, wicker body of a
cart', pl. ge1rra 'wattled screens\booths' »» Sw ∆  kars, karse 'basket o f
willow-twigs, small sack', ON kass(i) 'Weidenkorb', Sw ka4rsa ' ba ske t
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for fish, net sack', NNr kjessa  'basket, basket-work of bast' ¶ F I 3OO-
1, ≈  P 392-3 (*g8ers- 'drehen, winden'; *g8- on the ev. of t h e
unconvincingly adducted Arm ca® car 2 'tree' and cu® cur 2 ' c rooked ,
bent'), Vr. 3O3 || HS: S *°√kr{s} >  Ak OB √krs (inf. kara2su) ' t ie ,
fasten' ¶ CAD VIII 2O9.
935. *kËÂcV 'scales, bark; to remove scales, to peel' >  K: GZ *kurc`-
v. 'peel, remove husk' >  OG na-kurc-eni 'peel (of fruit)', G kurc- v. 'peel ,
remove husk', {DCh.} na-kurc-eni 'scales', Lz do-kurc7-ol-a ' removing
maize husk', Mg *kurc7- ı G Gr {Ghl.} kurc7-el-a 'peel o f
onion\garlic\maize, shell of nuts, pod of beans', {K2} kurc7-al-a 'ma ize
husk', G I {Ghl.} kurc7-na 'to peel maize, to remove tassels from maize-
cobs', G (π Mg ?) {Chx., DCh.} na-kurc7-ali {DCh.} n. 'peel (of onion ,
garlic, etc.)', {Chx.} id., 'involucral leaves of maize-cob' ¶ K2 22O, FS K
34O-1, FS E 382, DCh. 966, Chx. 931, Ghl. 193 || HS: S *°kurs+Í'Vm- >
Ak fOB kursimt- ≠ kurs5imt- 'scale (of snakes, of scale-cuirass)' ¶
Sd. 511 || IE: Ht kursa/i- 'skin, fleece, hide'  (× N *K''''or{a} [ o r
*K''''oÂa and *{K '''' }oru 4444?] 'to flay, to bark', 'bark, crust'): NaIE *kru2s- ' c r u s t '
> L crusta 'crust, rind, shell', ?? Osc krustatar {P} '≈  crusta_
(gleba_) tegitor' (but Pln: '≈  cruentantor', Bc.: 'cruentetur' ?) »» (× NaIE
*kreu\s- 'freeze, congeal' < N *K''''a 4 444Â[?]u6666s ++++s 7 777V 'congeal'): OHG (h)roso
{WW} 'ice crust' ('Eisrinde'), {Kb.} 'crust'  ¶¶ Pv. IV 27O-5, Ts. E I 656-7 ,
≈ WH I 295-7, Bc. G 314, Pln. II 69O, ≈  EI 112-3 (unc.:  EI 113 (crusta
< IE *kWrus≤te2n '(freezing) cold'), Kb. 8O3 ¶¶ NaIE *k- for the expected
*g-  is the heritage of *K''''or{a} '⇑ ' .
936. *kiÂu6666[é]gá 'to gnaw' >  IE (with several assimilative
transformations and onomatopoeic infl.) *gWru(:)g8≈-/gWrou\\g8≈ ≠
*gWru(:)g8-/gWrou\g8- ≠ *gWruk8+k- v. 'gnaw, bite' (× N *˝VÂ[V]{ ûûûûq}V ' t o
gnaw') >  BSl (<  *gWroug8[≈]-/gru(:)g8[≈]-) >  Lt gra!uz7ti (1s p r s .
gra!uz7iu), Ltv grau^zt v. 'gnaw' » BSl (<  *gWroug8[≈]-/gru(:)g8[≈]-) >  Lt
gra!uz7ti (1s prs. gra!uz7iu), Ltv grau^zt 'to gnaw' » pSl *grÈz-ti /
prs. *grÈz-oß v. 'gnaw' >  OCS gr7z0 grûzo< / gr7sti grûsti v.
'bite, gnaw', Blg gri≤za 'gnaw', SCr griàsti, Slv gri!sti, Cz hry1zti,
P gryz1c1, OR, RChS gr7zti grûzti, R gryzt∆ 'to gnaw' »» Arm
krcem k´Rcem v. 'gnaw, knibble' »» Gk bry1kv 'I bite, eat greedily' ,
bry2 !cv  'I gnash my teeth; I bite' ¶ WP I 697-8, Slt. 447-8, Frn. 164-5, ESSJ
VII 16O-1, F I 272-3 || K: G I kirkn- v. 'chew (with a toothless m o u t h ) '
¶ Chx. 156O || A: Tg *kirge- v. 'gnaw' > Ewk kirg‰- 'gnaw (a bone)', Lm
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qIrg¥, Ul kirkic7u-, Ne B k‰rk‰- 'gnaw', Ne Nh k‰rki¢‰li-, kErlEli-,
qI¢arqI¢alI- id. (of mice, rats) ¶ STM I 398 ˚  Sl *È and Gk y2 (both f r o m
IE *u2) suggest the presence of a N lr. (*é ). K *-k-  may either go back t o
N *-ég-  or result from assimilative devoicing (N *k.. .g  > *k...k) .
937. € *k{a}Âka or *k{a}ÂK''''a 'turn, plait, wrap' >  IE: NaIE *gerg-
≠*gerk- 'bend, plait' >  Gk gyrga†o1ß ≠ gerga†oß 'wicker-basket, creel ' ,
NGk gerga†i1 'basket' »» ON kro1kr 'Biegung, Bucht, Haken' »» Sl *g¥rc7-
'be bent\crooked, writhe', *g¥rc7Á, *g¥rc7a 'cramp' >  Blg ∆  g`r¢`l
'sth. bent\crooked', Blg XIX {Gerov} gr∆¢∆ 'writhing, convulsion,
cramp', Blg gr`¢, McdS gr¢, SCr gràc7 'cramp', Slv gr!c7iti se ' t o
writhe with pain', SCr grc7a, Slv gr!c7a, Slk hrc7a 'knot (suk ) within
wood' (a merger with Sl *kÁrc7- 'squirm, writhe') ¶ ≈  WP I 593-8, ≈  P
375-8O, ≈ F I 335, Vr. 331, ≈ ESSJ VII 2O1-2, Glh. 245 || HS: S *√krk v.
'turn round, wind, wrap' >  Sr √krk 'encircle, roll\wrap round', Ak
√krk (inf. kara2ku) 'interwine' ¶ CAD VIII 199, Br. 345, JPS 226-7 ˚
If the N etymon is *k{a}Âka , NaIE *gerk- remains unexplained. If th is
etymon is *k{a}ÂK''''a , NaIE *gerg- may be due to as., and the root-final
*k  in S is a reg. result of deglottalization (typical in HS).
938. € *ka4444rÉmV 'wall, walled\fenced enclosure' >  HS: S (WS?)
*≤karim- 'vineyard' (“ *'fenced garden'?) >  Hb Mr3ƒ3 ≤kErEm, SmHb
≤kaƒr´m (pl. kaº≤re2m´m), Ph, Amn, Ug krm, JA [Trg.], JEA am1r^ƒ2 kar≤m-
a2, Sr 'µor˚a kar≤ma2, Ar karm- id., Gz k´rm 'vine, grapevine'; ??σ Ak
karmu  'ruin, ruin heap'; Ak karmu belongs here if its meaning goes
back to 'ruined settlement' “ 'walled\fenced settlement' (which is
suggested by the contexts in the Ak literature) ¶ AD SNSE 78, KB 4 7 4 ,
KBR 498, BH IV 144-5, OLS 223, Sl. 6O3, Js. 671, Br. 347, BK II 889, L G
293, HJ 53, CAD VIII 218 ¶ S *i of the second syll. is evidenced b y
SmHb pl. and Gz  Eg P/OK k¿nw 'vineyard' ({Vc.} = *ka?naw <
*karmaw ≠ *karnaw), Eg fXIX k¿m 'garden (with vine, flowers,
vegetables)' ({Vc.} [= *ka?mu < *karmu]) > DEg k¿m  'garden' >  Cpt Sd/B
COm co2m 'garden, vineyard, field', pl: Sd Coom coom, A Coome
coome id. ¶ EG V 1O6, Fk. 284, Vc. 34O, Er. 557  B *-ŒVrVm- 'walled
settlement, village' >  Ah a-Œr´m (pl. i-Œ´rm-a2n) 'village, ville, bourg;
tout lieu habité par des sédentaires', ETwl, Ty aŒr´m (pl. i-Œ´rman)
'ville', Ttq aŒ´r´m (pl. i-Œ´rman) id., taŒ´r´mt 'village', Tmz {MT} i-
Œr´m (pl. i-Œ´rman), Dmn {La.} 'village, ksar, village fortifié', Mz a-
Œ´rm 'cité, ville, village entouré de remparts \ de murs', Dmn {La.} i-
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Œr´m,  Ntf {La.} tiŒr´mt 'maison flanqué de tours; fortresse' ¶ Fc.
1758-9, GhA 72, MT 2O4, Dlh. M 154, Msq. 357, La. MChB 1-2 || A: M
*kerem 'mound, wall, rampart; walled enclosure' > WrM kerem, HlM
x´r´m id., WrO {Krg.} kerem, Kl Ö {Rm.} kerm= 'wall (Mauer) ,
fortress', Kl {KRS} † kerm, Brt x´r´m 'wall of a fortress, fortress', O r d
{Ms.} kæerim 'rempart, grande muraille'; M ı Sln x‰r‰m 'town wall',
WrMc keremu id., 'rampart (of a military camp)', {Hr.} keremu
'krenelierte Stadtmauer, Zinne, Lagermauer' ¶ MED 457, KW 227, Krg.
725, KRS 296, Chr. 652, Hr. 583, Z 272, STM I 482  NaT *Ka4rma4n
'fortress, town, city' >  MQp [CC] kermen 'civitas', OOsm [AH] ka4rma4n
'town, city', Kr Cr kerman, Kr G k!ermen 'town, city'; T ı Chr L karman,
Chr H ka4rma4n 'fortress', T ı NPrs ñ'mrKi kirma2n kermå2n ' cast le ,
emporium', {Vl.} 'urba munita, castrum, emporium'ı Tk † kirman
'fortress'; T ı OR keremen6 keremenÁ 'fortress' ¶ Rs. W 256, ET
KQ 52-3, TAG 97, Nm. ET 12ff., Rl. II 11O8, Ash. VI 1O2, Dr. TM III # 1 5 1
= 2O96 and IV 3OO-2 (supposes that the Tk word is derived from T
*kir-  'umspannen'), Vs. II 224, Vl. 822, Sg. 1O24, Grøn. 149, Fed. I 23O,
Vl. II 822  Tg *keren 'fence' > Nn Nh k‰r‰%, Nn KU x‰r‰% 'stall for cat t le ,
stable, shed', Ork k‰r‰(n-), Neg k‰y‰(n-) 'fence', Ul k‰r‰(n-) id., 's tal l ' ,
'border, frontier', Ork, Ul k‰r‰n-, Neg k‰y‰n- v. 'fence in', WrMc
heren  'stable (for horses)' ¶ STM I 482-3 ˚  N *a 4444 is evidenced by Chv
a  (<  T *a4 <  N *a 4444). B *Œ-  suggests a N emphatic cns. (*k'''' ++++ û ûûûq-), but *k- in S,
Eg, and Tg point to a N plain vl. *k- .
938a. *kiÂVP3333V '(∈ ?) fish' > HS: Ch *kirVp- ' f ish'  > WCh: Hs kï!fï! »
AG: Tal {IL} kyE~2p, Ywm {IL} k≈iRa~p≈ id. » Klr {J} ki!rï^f id. » BT: Dr s7u!ru1wO!,
Krkr c7arafu~, Bl {IL} kerwo, Gera {ChL} ki~rfa!, Ngm {ChL} kE!ru!wo^ id. »
NrBc: Krf {Sk.} k‰^rfi! id. » SBc: Bg {Sh} kïp, Kir {Sh.} c7ir‰p id. »» CCh: Skr
{IL} k≈i!R‰!f » Gudu {ChC} xir∑fu, Gude {ChC} h‰@r∑fin, {ChL} xUr∑fI~n id. » ZmB
{J} ke1rfe! id.  (infl. of N *K''''olV '[big] fish'?): CCh *k{i+ul}ip- 'fish' > BM
*kVlfV > Klb ka~lfi, Br kÈlfa~, Mrg xilif, WMrg ku!lfa~ ≠ ku^lfa~, Ngx kulfu,
Hld kalfï, Wmd ka!lfi~ id. » Higi sb.: HgNk kÈ~lÈ~pE!, HgB kÈ~lÈ~po!, Kps
ku~lu~pWE!, HgG ku~lu~bi!, HgF ku~lu~pu » McMdr: Mdr ku!lfe~, Glv kI!lfa~, Dgh
ku!lfe~, Gv kilifa, Nkc k‰~l‰~te! id. » Mtk klef, pMM {Ro.} *kilif > Mada, Zlg
kle!f, Myn, Gzg, Mofu ki~li!f, Mkt kli!fi~, Mlk ki~le!f id. » Db {Lnh.} ki~li!f,
Kola {Sb.} kilI!f id. » Ms kuluf-fa, {Kr.} kulufna, Bnn ku!lu~va! 'fish' ¶ Ba.
636, ChC, ChL, Ro. 252 || A: Tg *kirp- > Nn Nh kirpu, Nn B/KU kirfu,
WrMc kirfu 'sturgeon' ¶ STM I 399 || IE: NaIE  *°g+g8Vrb- > Gmc *karp-
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'carp' > OHG karpfo, NHG Karpfen, MDu carpe(r), Du karper, Ic
karfi, Gmc (Gt *karpa?) ı Late L carpa (first attested i n
Cassiodorus [a Latin writer of Gothic origin, 6th. c.]), Sp, Port, It, Prv
carpaı Fr carpeı ME carpe > NE carp ¶ KM 354.
939. *ka 4444ÂtV 'cut (off), notch' >  HS: S *√krt  'cut off' >  Hb √krt (p f .
tr@ƒ1 ka2≤rat3, ip. t7rk6i% yi-≤k3rot3) 'cut off\down, fell', Ph, M’b √krt ' cu t ' ,
Tgy √krt  G  'cut', Tgr √krtt id., Ak √krt  G  'cut off, break off' (but Ak
√krt 'strike' does not necessarily belong here) ¶ KB 476, KBR 5OO-1,
GB 364, BDB #377, HJ 538-9, CAD VIII 215, L ESAC 27, LH 4O1, Bsn.
592-3 || K: G I/R {Chx.} kirc7n- 'in kleine Stücke\Brocken zertei len,
zerstückeln', G Mt karc7n- 'umhacken' ¶ K *c7 < N *t + a sibilant or a n
affricate (belonging to a sx.)? ¶ Chx. 1561 || A *k…a4rtæi- >  T *k…a4rt- v.
'notch' (× N *k''''áÂt''''V 'to crumble, to chop\cut into small pieces'?) >
OT {Cl.} ka4rt- v. 'gash, cut a notch in', Ggz, Nog, Qzq, ET, Alt, QK kert-,
VTt, Bsh, Xk kirt-, Tf k!ert-, Chv kart- 'cut a notch', Tk kert-, Tkm, Uz,
SY kert- id., 'make an incision', Tv kert- v. 'notch, carve (by chopping,
cutting)', Az ka4rtik, Tkm kertik n. 'notch', Qmq kert, Az ka4rt, VTt kirt
'incision', Chv kart 'notch'; the Og words (Tk, Tkm, Ggz, Az) have a vl.
k-, which goes back (acc. to IS’s theory [IS AG 338-41] of Og k- <  pT
*kæ-) to N *K '''' - , hence these words formally belong to N *k''''áÂt''''V, but i t
is better to suppose here a partial coalescence of N *ka4444ÂtV and N
*k ''''áÂt ''''V , the meaning of both represented in different T lgs. ¶ Cl. 7 3 8 ,
ET KQ 54-5, Rl. II 11O2, Rs. W 257, BT 81, RAltS 267, B DLT 162, B DChT
127, TvR 238, Jeg. 91, Fed. I 231, Md. 168 ({∫Md.} *kæe"r5t- = *kæa4rtæ-) ¶
Chv a points to a T *a4, while VTt and Bsh i suggest a pT *e; th is
conflicting ev. may be accounted for by the merger of N *ka4444ÂtV a n d
*k''''áÂt''''V. Tv k- provides ev. for pT k…-, but the Og lgs. are likely t o
suggest pT *kæ- (acc. to IS’ theory [IS AG 338-41] of Og k- <  pT *kæ-);
this and other cases of pT *k… >  Og k- suggest that IS’s hyp. of pT *k… >
Og g- needs a revision (positional limitations?)  M **kerti- >  *kerc>i-
v. 'make incisions, notch' >  WrM kerci-, HlM x´r¢i-x, Kl kerc7- id. ,
ı Neg k‰tçi- id.; but M *kerc>i- 'cut' (> WrM kerci-, HlM x´r¢i-, Kl
kerc7-, etc.) (×  N *k''''VÂc7777 ' '''V 'to cut', q.v.) ¶ MED 455, KRS 296, KW 2 2 8 ,
STM I 453-4, Cl. 738 ˚  An alternative N rec. is *keÂtV , which
accounts for VTt, Bsh, Xk kirt- and for G I/R kirc7n-, but cannot explain
Chv kart (Chv a is a reflex of T and N *a4) and G Mt karc7n- ˚  Hardly
here Ht kartai\-  'cut, clip, severe', because it is obviously realted to IE
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*ker-t- 'cut' (Vd kr=n≤tati, Av k´r´ntaiti, Lt kertu~ / kirﬁs7ti,
OCS c7re7sti) ¶ Ts. E I 523-4, Pv. IV 1O9-1O.
94O. *keÂtV 'to tie, (?) to plait' >  IE: NaIE *°g8+gerd- >  Gk ge1rdioß ≠
gerdio1ß 'weaver', ge1rdiß id. »» L (π Gk?) gerdius id. ¶ F I 3OO, WH I
594 || HS: B *√krd v. 'tie' >  Ah, ETwl, Ty ´kr´d id., Gd Ekr´d v. ' t ie ,
knot' ¶ Fc. 85O, GhA 97, Lf. II #O799 ¶ The voiced *d is probably due t o
the infl. of the reflexes of N *gÉ++++aÂdV 'to plait, to tie, to gird' (q. v . )
|| U: FU {It.} *kert[t]V 'tie together' >  Lp I {It.} kor2t;æAÎ 'anbinden ( m i t
Schlingen)' » Prm *ka4rt- 'tie together' ({∫LG} *kErt-) >  StZ k‰rtav-, Z ∆
k‰rtal- 'tie, attach', Vt kertt-ÈnÈ 'tie, tie together' »» ?φ  Os V ka4rt-, Os
Ty ka$rt- v. 'sew' (unless ÿ pOs {Ht.} *kir- 'sew, put on shoes') ¶ It.
#346, LG 142, ≈  UEW 139 (attaches the Prm word to the FU √  *ka4rV
'tie'), Ht. #31O ˚  On the connection between the Gk word and CS
*√grd 'weave', 'web (tela, textura)' see s.v. N *gÉ ++++ aÂdV  '⇑ ' .
941. (€?) *kVÂÊV (≠ *gVÂdV?) 'scratch, scrape' >  IE: NaIE *°gred-
/*°grod- v. 'scratch' (pointing to N *kVÂtV) >  Gmc *kratto2n (wi th
intensivity gemination): OSw kratta, MLG kretten, OHG krazzo2n
± chrazzo2n, MHG, NHG kratzen 'scratch'; Gmc ı It grattare,
Fr gratter id. ¶ Vr. 331, Schz. 184, OsS 511, Diez 222, KM 4O1, Kb.
561, ≈  P 4O5 || HS: B *√krdœ 'scratch, scrape' (suggesting N *kVÂt''''V)
>  Thg ´kr´dœ 'être raclé, se racler', Gh ´kr´dœ 'racler', Sll k´rœdœ (p f .
ikW´rœdœ), Kb ´Srœ´Îœ, Izd k´rœdœ 'gratter', Tmz k´rdœ ± s7´rdœ '(se) peigner;
racler', Tmz AH s7´rdœ 'gratter' ¶ Fc. 854, TM 345  WS *√grd ' sc rape ,
scrape off' (pointing to N *gVÂdV) >  BHbTD dr4G1t6e5 hit3-ga2≤red3 ' ( h e )
scraped himself', Pun mgrd 'scraper, scratcher', JA, Sr √grd G
'scrape\scratch off', JEA √grd G 'scrape', MHb √grd G  v. ' sc ra tch ,
scrape, comb', Md grida  'scanty, scraped, mere', Ar drJ  √g7rd  G  (p f .
g7arada) 'strip (a branch of its leaves, a tree of its bark, a skin of i t s
hair)', Jb C √grd (pf. ≤gO≤rOd) vt. 'strip (a tree of its branches), strip so .
of his uniform, disarm', Mh √grd (pf. g‰ro2d) vt. 'undress, strip so. o f
everything, cut (a branch of a tree)' ¶ KB 194, KBR 2O2, HJ 594, Js .
265, Lv. I 356-7, Sl. 299, Br. 132, DM 96-7, Ln. 4O5-6, BK I 275-6, Hv.
84-5, Jo. J 78, Jo. M 123-4  ECh: Ke {Eb.} ku!rti! v. 'rub', Mu {J} ko~ro~d'e! /
ku!ru!t 'scratch' ¶ ChC, Eb. 75 || ?σ A: NaT *k…art '≈  scab, eczema' >  OT
qart 'ulcer', Qrg qart 'scab on a wound', sarî qart 'eczema' (sarî
'yellow'), Tv kart  'crust', Tf qa<rt 'bark (of shrubs), bast, nut-shell, pee l '
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¶ Cl. 647, ET KQ 314-5, Jud. 316, 353, TvR 23O ˚  NaT *k…art does n o t
solve the problem of distinguishong between N *r  and *r 1111, because i n
precons. position N *r 1111 yields T *r ˚  The variation of the glottal
features (*t ≠*t'''' ≠ *d , *k- ≠ *g- ) still defies explanation [different
directions of as., ideophonic influences (so called "expressivity" &
"intensivity")?].  
942. *ku?rVt++++ dV  'worm, parasitic insect' > HS: B *ku2r[V]d- 'flea' > Kb
a-Sur´d3 (pl. iSurd3an), Tmz akurdu ≠ agurdu (pl. ikurdan), BMn {Bs.}
k3u2r´d3, Shl {Bs.} akurd, SrSn {Rn.} ak3uœrdu, {La.} ak3urd3u, Rf Wr/B/A k3ord3u,
Izn s7urd3u, Nf kurdi ¶ Rn. 343, La. S 284, Bs. NLB II-III 82, Dl. 416, MT
344  Ch: WCh: Hs kWa^rkWa!ta~ (≠ k'Wark'Wata), Gw {Mts.} kWa^rkWa!ta
'louse' » NrBc: Mbr {Sk. HCD} kurtu_ '(?) flea, louse' (not mentioned i n
Sk. NB, ChC, and ChC) » SBc: Bg {Sh.} kWa2~ri@, Grn {Hrn.} ku!rya!, Buli {ChL}
ko~rgu!do~ id. » ? Pr {ChL} ko!ro!mO~ id. (or to N *K''''uÂmV 'worm, insect'?) »»
ECh: Mgm {JA} ku~rgi~ti!ne~ 'worm', EDng {Fd.} ku~rgi~ta~ '∈  worm', as well a s
(??) Ll {Cp.} kara~ 'louse', Bdy {JA} ku!ra2~ne 'flea of fowls', Mkl {J} ku^ri!le~
'larva of locust' ¶ Ba. 69O, Mts. G 72, AlJ 92, J LM 129, JA LM 1O2, Hrn .
GP #156, Sh. BZ 3O, ChC, ChL, ≈  Sk. HCD 162 ¶ The words of Ll, Bdy,
and Mkl may alternatively belong to N *K''''o 6 666Â{É} 'worm, maggot'  ? S
(mt.  and regr. as.?) *√gdr: Mh g‰de2r‰t (pl. g‰da2rt‰n), Hrs g‰do2r
'worm', Jb E g‰di≤r‰t, Jb C ‰z>di!r‰!t 'small insect that eats wood\c lo thes '
¶ Jo. M 114 || A: T *k… u2rt- 'worm', (?) 'beetle' (× N *K''''o 6 666Â{É} '⇑ ') >  OT,
Chg, OXwT qurt, Tkm 9u2rt, Az 9urd, XT 9urt ± 9oºrt, 9urdaºq ± 9oºrdaX,
NrXT Shi 9urt da≈a, Qzq, Qq, QrB, CrTt, Qrg, Uz, Tv qurt, ET qurut, Yk
Xurt, Tv qurt, Xlj {DT} qu2'r"t 'worm', VTt, Bsh q¥ºrt 'worm, bee', Tf qu<rtæ
'worm, beetle', Yk kurJa˝a 'vermin', Chv xurt Xurt ± Xort ' insect ,
worm' ¶ Cl. 648, ET Q 167-8, TL 181-2, Ra. 222, Rs. W 313-4, DT 18O,
DH ChT, Fed. II 367-8, ≈  Md. 68, 17O and Md. OJ 153, 28O (T •*kæ-) ||
D (in CD) *kurVtß... 'leech' (× N *k''''{u 6 666}Â{÷V}dV ¬ *k''''u6 666Ât''''V÷V 'stinging
insect') >  Prj kurtßubi, Gdb kurtßum 'leech' ¶ D #1798 ˚  B and T *u2 po in t
to a N *uÓ (in the light of the S cognate most probably *u? ), which
may also explain D *r (< N *?r).
943. ≈ *kar1111o (or *k{o}r 1111o?) 'onager, wild ass (?)' > HS: S *°kurr- > Ar
SL kurr- {Shrn.} 'young donkey, donkey colt', {Hv.} 'ass'; S *°kurr- m a y
be the source of the NaIE loanword *k≈o+ar- 'donkey' (> OI ≤khara-h5,
Av hœaro2, KhS khara-, Prs rXa Xa4r, Oss Xa4ra4g id.; pAl {O} *kara > Al
T/G ke4rr 'donkey, foal'); this IE word cannot be an inherited cognate
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of the S word (⇔  Blz. DA), because there is no genetic cor respondence
between S *k- and IE *k≈-, while borrowing (S *°kurr- ı IE *k≈or-) is
phonetically plausible (the non-glottalized S *k- is likely to have b e e n
slightly aspirated, cp. Kartvelian: Georgian /k/ = [kæ] ¶ Shrn. 1O48, Hv.
648, ≈ M K I 3O2-3, Ab. I 57, GI 562 (fn. 2), O 183 ¶ But not here Jb C/E
≤k'e≤raH 'male donkey', Jb C ≤k'ere≤HEt 'female donkey'(possibly f r o m
√k'rH  'be bald, hornless')  [Jo. J 149, Jo. M 235]  NOm: Kf {C} kuro2,
Mch {L} ku!ro, Cha {C} kura 2, Anf {Gt.} kuro, She {CR} kur, Hz {SiW}
kU!rIp 'donkey' ¶ C SE III 171 and IV 463, L M 37, Gt. 355, SiW BA 11, CR
NGS 621  Ch words for 'donkey': WCh: BT {ChC}: Krkr koro, Ngm kO!ro^ »
Ngz {Sch.} kWa2!r∑a!, Bd {ChC} koro »» CCh: Tr {Nw.} ko!ro! » BM {ChL}: Bu, Ngx
kW‰ra, Cb, Wmd, Mrg kWara, WMrg kW‰r‰ ≠ kWara, Hld kWara@ »
McHigi {ChL}: HgNk, HgG kWara~, HgB, Kps, FlK kWara, HgF kW‰ra » BB:
Gudu {ChL} kWa!ra, Bcm {Sk.} kWa~re!to_! » Ktk: Bdm {Cyffer} ko!ro~ » Msg
{GKrs.} kure!k » McMs {ChL}: Ms kOrOta, Lame ka!ro!, LamP koro, Bnn
kW‰rda, BnnM kOrOra »» Kwn {ChC} ku!ra2, Kwn M {J}, Kbl {Cp.}, Smr {J}
ku~ra!, Ng D {J} ku~ro2, Tmk {Cp.} ko@ra ¶ ChC, ChL, Sch. DN 196, ¶¶ OS
#148O (pHS *kor- > S, Ch, Om) || IE *g[W]orde≤b≈o-s {EI} 'wild a s s
(Equus hydruntinus)' or 'onager/kulan (Equus hemionus)' >  OI
garda≤bha- 'ass', garda≤bhi 'she-ass, jenny', Tc B kercapo 'ass' ¶ EI
33-4, ≈ M K I 327-8, P 214-5. Bc. #3.46, Ad. 195-6 || D *kar`ut- ({†GS}
*g-) 'ass' >  Tm kar›utai\, Ml kar›uta, Kt kar`t, Td katy, Kn kar›te ≠
katte, Kdg katte, Tu katte, Tl ga2d5ida, Klm ga;dßdi, Nkr gar`di, Prj
gade ± garad, Gnd ga2r`di, Ku ga2r`de ¶¶ D #1364 ˚ The IE element *-b≈o-
in *g[W]orde≤b≈o- goes back to the N adjectival pc. *bÅ (q.v. ffd.). If t h e
NaIE initial stop was labiovelar (*gW-), it points to a N *o , but if it i s
velar (*g-), it suggests a N *a . The D cognate suggests that N *kar1111o i s
more plausible than *k{o}r1111o (S and Om *u and the initial kW in the Ch
lgs. being explained by regr. as. of vowels) ˚ In the light of the his tory
of the ass and its domestication (in the light of archæological data) i t
may be supposed that the word originally denoted the wild ass or t h e
onager. On the history of the wild ass, onager, and on domestication o f
the ass see  EI 33-5, GI 562-4, Zeuner HDA, Mason EDA, ClB NHDA, Bgl.
464-7, Bökönyi 299, Vogel 119 ˚ ≈ Blz. DA 157 [#55] (suggested t h e
equation between D, HS, and the IE root of OI khara- [considered t o
be a genetic cognate]).
944. *k{a}r 1111V (= *k{a}r 1111Ë?) 'hawk, ∈  bird of prey' > K : GZ *kor- ' h awk '
> OG, MG, G, Mg kor-, Lz kur-, mkur-, mki(r)- id. ¶ K2 218-9, Chx. 1 5 7 6 ,
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DCh. 1344, Chik. 1O3 || A *k+k…artæV '∈  bird of prey' >  T: [1] NaT {Cl.}
*Kartæa2l > OT qartal 'eagle, vulture', Osm {Rh.} qartal 'Arabian vulture,
Vultur monachus', Chg qartal, Tk kartal, Ggz ≤kartal, Az, Tkm ∆
9artal  'eagle', SY qaltar '∈ bird of prey (living in the mountains)'; [2] Yk
kî∏rt 'hawk' ¶ Cl. 648-9, ET Q 316-7, ≈ TL 169, Rh. 1445, Rl. II 2OO, Rs.
W 239  Tg: WrMc qarc7in {Z} 'vulture' ('korwun` '), {Hr.} ' k i t e '
('Milan') ¶ Z 263, Hr. 575, ≠ STM I 379  M *qarc>i (<  **qarti?) >  WrM
{Gl.} qarci 'cormorant (Phalacrocorax, baklan )', Kl Ö {Rm.} Xarc7i
'Wasserrabe (Phalacrocorax carbo)'; M **qarti9ay ı Sg/Qc {Rl.}
qarc7î˝ay 'hawk', Uz qarc7i˝ay, Tkm gar¢ygaj 9arc7î˝ay 'goshawk
(Accipiter gentilis), Tlt/Kr {Rl.}, Qrg {Jud.}, VTt, Qmq qarc7¥˝a, Bsh
qars¥˝a, Qzq, Qq, Nog qars7î˝a, QrB k`artdqyg`a qartJî˝a, ET
{BN} qa(r)c7i9u, Sg/Qrg {Rl.} qartî˝a, Alt {Rl.} qarc1a2 'hawk', Qmn qartaq,
Xk, Tv Xartî˝a, Tf hartî˝a 'falcon', Shor {Rl.} qarta˝a 'hawk, vul ture ' ,
QK dim. {Rl.} qarta2Z7aq (Rl.: <  qarta˝a + -Z7aq) 'small hawk' ¶ KW 17O,
Rs. W 237, ET KQ 317-9, Pp. MA 293, Ms. H 88, H 61, MED 936, Kow.
85O, Gl. II 135, Krg. 267, KRS 581, Rl. II 2OO-4, Jud. 354, ≈ TL 169 ¶ ¶
pA lax *k… is evidences by WrMc qarc7in, unless the latter is a
Mongolism. M *qarc>i9ay may be analyzed as *qarti- + *-9ay, possibly a
nominal sx. of quality bearers which may be identical with the sx. *-
9ay/*-gey forming poss. pronouns from the gen. of pers. p ronouns :
WrM minu4 'of me' Ïminu4-gey 'mine', manu 'of us' Ï manu-
9ay 'ours', etc., as well as with *-9ay/*-gey of nomina imperfect i
(performer of an action that has been and still is: *yabu-9ay 'one w h o
has been walking\going'), w Pp. IM 219-21, 73. T *Karta2l is qu. as a
cognate, because it may go back to a cd. with the first element T *kara,
M *qara 'black' (cp. NaT *kara kus7 'eagle', lit. 'black bird') ¶¶ For m o r e
details on the word in A lgs. see  ET KQ 317-9 (with further l i tera ture)
¶¶ The word was borrowed by some Sl, U, Irn, and some Caucasian lgs.
(see Dr. TM I #278), incl. Chr H k´rs7u4Ng´s7 'hawk' and R korwun ' k i t e '
(Rm. BT 47, Vs. II 342-3) ¶¶ •÷ Tg: Neg karaxI2 'game (ducks, geese,
etc.), Nn qarqay  '∈ bird' and qarmor  'sand martin (Riparia)' [STM I 379] ,
which are better explainable as onomatopoeic and\or derived from Tg
*kara 'black' (π  M, see  N *K''''arhÅ 'black') || D (in SD) *kar`u ({†GS}
*k-) '∈  bird of prey' >  Tm kar›u, kar›uku 'griffin vulture (Gyps
indicus), eagle (Aquilina falconida)', Ml kar›u, kar›uku 'eagle,
vulture', Td kor`¬ß 'kite', Tu karu ± kal5u 'vulture' ¶ D #1362 ˚ If t h e
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final vw. of the N etymon was labialized (as in the D reflex), we may t r y
to explain the vw. *o in GZ *kor- by regr. as. (N *k{a}r1111Ë > *korV).
945. *kor1111u 6 666 'stick, log' > IE: NaIE *gWeru- 'sharp stick, roasting-spit' >
L veru2  (gen. veru2s) ntr. 'javelin, spit', Um berva pl. 'spits (verua) ' ,
berus abl. pl. 'verubus' »» OIr bir (accus. biur) 'spit, spear', NIr
bior, MW ber, W be6r 'spear, lance', OCrn [VC] ber, Br ber
'roasting-spit' »» Gt qaI1ru 'sko1loπ (thorn, pointed stake?)' »» ?σ Gk
{Hs.} bar1yeß : de1ndra 'trees' »» ?σ Pru garian ≠ garrian accus. 'tree' ¶
But Av grava- 'stick, cane',  Phl graw 'cane', and Tc A kru ' r e e d '
belong rather to a different etymon ({Ad.} ? *g[≈]rewo-m 'reed, rush') ¶
WP I 689, P 479, Mn. 357, Brtl. 529, McK 37, LS 3O7, F I 253 (no et. o f
bary1eß), WH II 766-7, Bc. G 33O, Pln. II 729, Vn. B 51-2, YGM-1 44, Fs.
386, En. 175 (Pru ÷ Lt giria`, Ltv dzir<a 'forest', see N *kur[Vh]V 'hill,
mountain'), EI 481 (*g[≈]rewo-m 'reed, rush'), 536  (*gWeru ' spear ,
spit') || HS: B: Sll a-kurœay 'large stick for beating'; ? Thg a"-ka2ra ' pe t i t e
tige de bois (qui se place dans la bouche des chevreaux pour les
empêcher de téter)', Gd {Lf.} a-kraru 'bâton à remuer\tourner les
sauces\bouillies, etc.' ¶ But B *Œari-  'stick' is to be kept apart, it r a t h e r
belongs to N *K 'ar 1111V '(sharp) stick, peg' (q.v.) ¶ Ds. 34, Lf. II #O793, Fc.
848  ? WS *√krk >  Mh k‰rs7‰du2t (pl. k‰rs7e2d), Jb E k‰r≤s7O≤dOt, Jb C
k‰r≤s>O≤dOt (pl. ko≤ros>ud) 'knobbed club'; ? amb Ug krk {OLS} 'p ico ' ,
{Grd.} 'shovel (?)' (× S *°√krk < N *K'ar1111V '⇑ ', q.v.) ¶ Jo. M 215, OLS
223, Hnr. 14O, Grd. #13O3 ||  A : Tg *kori- v. 'build (out of logs)', *kori
'building' (“ **'log') (× N *K''''urV [or *K''''uru6666?] 'p la i t \wat t le \ t ie
together'?) >  Nn qorI- v. 'build out of logs', Ork qorima, Neg koyma
'made of logs', Ork qoruma, Neg koyça 'wall made of logs', Ul, Orq, Nn
Nh qorI, Neg koyçan 'log cabin (srub) for a bear', Ul qorI 'shed (xlev ) ,
stable; cage for birds', Nn qorI  'storehouse for food', Orc koi  (<  *koyi <
*kori) 'wooden storehouse for food; sepulchral cabin (mogil∆nyj
domik )', Neg koy (<  *kori) 'log house' ¶ STM I 415 || D (in SD) *kor`-
'bar of metal' >  Tu koru, Tm kor›u id., Tm, Ml kor›u 'p loughshare ' ,
Kn kur›a, kur›u, gur›a, gur›u id., 'iron use in cauterizing', ? Kt kov
'iron point of plough' ¶ D #2147.
946. € *kor1111V '≈  fig tree' >  HS: B: Izd {Mrc.} a-kurr (pl. i-kurr-an),
{MT} a-kurœrœ (pl. i-kurœrœ-an) 'figue précoce', and with secondary
emphatization k- >  q-: a-qurœrœi-, a-qurœrœu (pl. i-qurœrœ-an) id.; in other B
dialects (with emphatization): {La.} Zmr, Tmz Iz aºqorœrœo (pl. iqorœrœan),
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ASgr qorœrœo, Tfl taqorrit 'green fig'  a Wanderwort presumably o f
Berber origin: B ≈ **√ k{rm} 'fig-tree' (>  Kb a-s7amlal '∈  a kind of fig-
tree'?) ı AfR *karmus ı Ar Mgr {Gass.} éMraKakarama (pl. kiram)
'fig-tree', ßUvMrK karmu2s 'fig', Ar Mrc {DMA} kerœmusœ 'fig' ı Kb
lk´rœmus, ak´rœmus, t3ak´rœmust3 'figuier de Barbarie, figue de Barbarie' ¶
Gass. 8O8, DMA-ME 65, Mrc. 291, MT 538, La. MChB 421-2, Dl. 95, 4 1 9 ,
≠ Zav. LS 99 (in Ar k´rmu2s an AfR ending *-us was added to Ar karm- <
HS *√krm  'vine') || D: Tm kor›in1ci 'trees or plants, as the figs, which
bear without blossoming' ¶ D #2254.
947. *kËr1111V (= *kur1111V?) or *kur1111yV 'young of an animal, child' >  IE:
NaIE *gWerb≈-/*gWreb≈- 'infant, young of an animal' (< *kËr1111V bÅ o r
*kur1111yV bÅ with *bÅ of animal names) > Gk bre1foß 'babe in the womb,
foetus; new-born babe; young of animals (foal, whelp, cub, etc.)' »» OIr
bro(m)mach 'foal' (<  *gWromb≈a2kos), NIr bromach 'colt' »» Sl
*z7er≤b-eß / *z7erb-eßt- 'foal' >  OCS qr8b9 z7re7be<, Blg qre≤be, OSCr
z7drije•be, SCr qdre•be ± z7drije!be, Slv z7rebe~, Cz hr7I1be7, Slk
z7rieba4, P z1rebie<, Uk qereb&≤å, Blr ≤qerebe id., R pl. qere≤båta
'foals', sg. (originally dim.) qere ≤be≥nok  'foal'  amb Ht kurka- ' foal ,
colt', which may be alternatively equated with Phl kurrag, NPrs ‰r∑Ku
korre ≠ ‰raKu kore {Sg.} 'colt of a horse\camel\ass (1 or 2 years o ld) ' ,
Arm (π Irn) ˚u®ak k≈ur2ak 'colt, foal', and Mcd [g] {LS} ky1rnoß
'bastard' ¶¶ WP I 689, P 485, F I 266, LS 1O14, Vn. B   95-6, Dnn. 9O, Vs.
II 48, Glh. 7O5-6, BER I 554, Ts. E I 651, Pv. IV 267-8, Vl. II 826, Sg.
1O26, EI 615 || HS: C *kWVr (≠ *°kVr?) 'young of an animal', {AD}
*kWVrkWVr 'puppy' >  EC: Sa {R} kW´rku2r 'puppy', ? kare (p l .
karuwa) 'dog', Arr ke!r 'dog', ke~r 'bitch' »» Ag: Xm {R} coll.
kW´rkW´r, sglt. kW´rkW´ra2 'puppy', krwur id. ¶ AD SF 77, R Ch II
(s.p.) 63, R S II 22O, 432, Hw. A 373 || A: T *k… î∏r1 'daughter, girl' >  OT
{Cl.} qî∏z, Tk kIz, ∆ gîi\z, Ggz kîz, Az 9îz, Tkm 9î∏Î, Xlj qï'z, Kr Cr, Qmq,
Blq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg qîz, VTt q¥z, Bsh q¥Î, Uz qiz, Alt, Tv qîs, Tf qîs£ ,
Xk Xîs, Yk kî∏s id. »» Blgh ryE {Erd.} h°r id. + ppa. (îryE h°r-{°+i} ' h i s
daughter'), Chv xe€r xÁr 'daughter' ¶ Cl. 679-8O, ET Q 19O-1, Rs. W
269, TL 195-6, TkR 227, TvR 28O, Ra. 223, DT 176, Erd. 46-9, 115 (Blgh
h  is an "alternant" of x; OBlgh °  < pT *î∏), Jeg. 298, Fed. II 344, Md. 7O,
168 || D: [1] D {tr., GS} *kor`- 'young, tender', 'infant', (‘ ?) 'daughter ,
bride, daughter-in-law' >  Tm kur›a 'young, tender', kur›aku
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'youthfulness, beauty, infant', ?σ Tu korA 'weak, small', Tl kod5uku
'son', ko2d5alu 'daughter-in-law', Klm, Nkr kovve 'young of a
bird\animal', Klm koral 'younger brother’s wife', Nkr koralß ' daughter -
in-law, bride', Gdb kor`al, Gnd B koria2r` 'son’s wife, younger brother’s
wife', Nk kola id., 'bride', Gnd M kor`ia2r`, Ku kur`ia ± ku2ria 'daughter- in-
law', Gnd Nr kor`iyar` id., 'sister’s daughter, younger brother’s wife', Prj
kor` 'very young', kor`ol 'bride', Knd kor`o (pl. -k) 'female child', (pl. -r)
'male child', Mlt {Drs.} qo1ro  'infant', Brh xarruni 'wife' ¶¶ D #2149, GS
174 [#439] ¶¶ The D cognate is acceptable on condition that t h e
meaning 'sprout' (present in most D lgs.) is either secondary o r
represents a different homonymous D √   [2] D *kur- ≠ {tr., GS} kurÀ-
'young of an animal' (×  N *gur[É]wV(-ÊV) 'young [carnivorous]
animal'?) >  Tm kuruku 'young of an animal', Kt kurl 'young cow ( u p
to three years)', Tu kurulA, kurlA 'young pig; a baby', Png kurnZ>a
'young male child', kurnZ>i 'young female child', Klm, Nk, Prj kurra, Gnd
kurra ± kurra2 ± kura, Knd kurÀa, Ku kurra dßa2lu 'male calf', Krx kuru2 ' co l t '
¶¶ D ##1791, 18O1, GS 154 [#391] ˚ The length of the T vw. *î∏
suggests that the original vw. was followed by a cluster (*-Ây- ), while
the quality of this vw. is "lautgesetzlich", because T *î  may go back to N
*u . If the vw. of the N etymon is *u  (as suggested by D *kur- ≠ kurÀ-, b y
Ht kurka-, and by T *k… î∏r), the vw. *o in D *kor`- is still to be explained
˚ •÷ Bj ?o2r 'child, boy' and Ag *qW‰Ò-/*?‰qW‰Ò- v. 'beget, child ' ,
that underly my own err. pC rec. *k'WVr- 'child, son' (AD SF 82-3) (s e e
N *hoÂ{i}  'conceive', 'newborn, a young' on Bj ?o2r and N *{÷}ogËlV
[or *é€o ûûûû qË lV ] 'offspring, child; to beget, to bear a child' on Ag *qW‰Ò-
/*?‰qW‰Ò-) ˚ ≈ Blz. DA 156 [#45] (incl. D and T + err. C •k'WVr).
948. *kuhr 1111V  (or *ku 4444hr 1111V?) 'rain clouds, rainy weather, rainy season '
>  HS: S *°√khwr >  Ar kahwar- 'big black cloud'; +ext.: WS *√krm v.
'rain', n. 'rainy season' >  Ar √krm  (pf. karuma) 'yield rain' (clouds), Ar
D el-karama2t 'the rainy months', Gz k´ramt 'rainy season (Juny-July t o
September)' (‘ 'year'), Tgy k´rAmti (>  Bj {R} ke≤rinti), Tgr kArAm,
Amh k´rAmt 'rainy season'; EthS ı: Sml N {Abr.} ka!ra!n, ka!ra!n-ti ' t h e
lesser rainy-season (in the autumn) in Western Somaliland', Sml {R}
ke≤ran  (pl. ke≤ramo) 'lesser rainy-season in October', Sml {DSI} karan
'pioggia di fine estate', Sa {R} √krm (3m p. ≤yi-krima) 'die Erde
befeuchten (der Regen)', kar≤ma2 (pl. ≤karma2m 'rainy season f r o m
July to October', Af {PH} karma (pl. karmo2mi) 'autumn rainy season' ¶
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Fr. IV 28, 67, BK II 888-9, 939, Hv. 652, Lb. II 1455, L G 292-3, L CAD
157, LH 398, Bsn. 59O, DSI 359, Abr. S 148, R SS II 247, R S II 222, PH
144 || K: G kuruX- 'get covered with rainclouds', (‘ ) 'darken, grow
gloomy' (a person’s face) ¶ Chx. 1587 ||  A  *k… u2r1É (or *k… u4∏r1a?) ' au tumn;
rain, storm' >  T *k… u4∏r1 'autumn' >  OT ku4z, Tk gu4z, Ggz, Qmq, Qq gu4z,
Tkm gu4i\Î, VTt køz kÁºz, Bsh køΩ kÁºÎ, CrTt kuz1, Blq, Kr Cr, Nog, Qzq,
Qrg, ET ku4z, Uz kuz, Alt ku4s id., {Pek.} ku4s orto 'mid autumn' (orto
'middle') »» Chv ke€r kÁr, ∆  kÁºr ¶ Cl. 757, Rs. W 312, ET VGD 94-5, Ra.
2O4-5, Dom. 66, BT 1O1, TvR 269, Fed. I 277, Md. 171, JkR 2O1, Pek.
1339-44  M *qura 'rain' >  MM [MA, IM, IsV, HI, P] qura, WrM qura,
HlM, Kl xur, Dx, Ba 9ura, Dg Xwar, Mnr {SM. T} Xura2 ¶ Pp. KP 156, Pp.
MA 31O, 445, Lg. VMI 47, Ms. H 91, MED 987, KW 197, T 377, T DnJ
116, T BJ 138, SM 184, Mr. D 29  Tg *ku'[:]re- 'storm, strong wind' >
Lm kur id., Ewk kurg‰ku2n 'strong wind', Ul ku2r‰(n-) 'storm' ¶ STM I 4 3 6
¶¶ S AJ 294 [#51O], DQA #943 (A *ku2r 1e 'autumn; rain, storm').
949. *kir 1111Óa 'old' >  IE *g8erÓ- >  NaIE *g8er´- 'old, (?) grown up' >  OI
ja≤ra2 'old age', KhS ysar- 'be old', OI ≤jarati 'makes old, grows o ld ' ,
jaran 'decayed', jari≤man 'old age' (heavy base), Av a-zarÉs7ant
'nicht-alternd', zar´ta- 'altersschwach', Phl zarma2n 'old man; o l d
age, decrepitude', NPrs rza za4r 'old person', Psh zo2r`, Oss I za4r, Oss D
za4ra4, za4rwa4 'old age', Oss I/D za4rond 'old' »» Gk ge1rvn / ge1ront- ' o l d
man', gray6ß 'old woman', ghra@skv v. 'age, grow older' »» pAl {O} *gra2wa2
'old woman' >  Al: T grua, G grue id. »» Arm cer ceR (gen. ceroj
ceRoy) 'old, aged; old man' »» Gmc: ON karl  'man, old man', OHG karl
± karal ± charal 'man, husband, beloved', MLG kerle 'free m a n ,
strong man', NHG Kerl  'fellow', AS c1eorl 'man, free man of the lowest
rank; husband', NE churl »» Sl *zÁre7-ti (1s prs. *zÁre7joß) 'to ripen' >
OCS z6r8ti zÁre7ti (1s prs. z6r8) zÁre7jo<), SCr zreàti, Slv
zre!ti, Cz zra1ti, Slk zret&, OP zrzec1, R zret∆, Uk ≤zr¡ti id., Blg
(1s prs.) ≤zreå 'ripen' »» pTc *kwa4r- > Tc: A, B kwa4r- c. 'age, grow
old', B adj. pl. s1ra2n1 'old' (of people) ¶ M K I 42O-2, Vl. II 122, Sg. 6 1 2 ,
Horn 146, Bay. 346, Ab. IV 299, 3O4-5, McK 98, Mrg. 1O3, F I 3O1-2, O
125, Slt. 164, Vr. 3O1, Schz. 179, Kb. 53O, KM 365, Ho. 46-7, Glh. 7OO-
1, Vs. II 1O6, ≈  P 39O-1, Ad. 236, 644, EI 248 (*g8erhÅ- 'grow, age,
mature'), 4O9 || D (in SD) *kir`- ({†GS} *k-) 'old, aged; old age' >  T m
kir›am, kir›at5u 'old age', 'aged person \an imal \ th ing '
(contemptuous), kir›avan5 'old man', kir›avi 'old woman', Ml
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kir›avan 'old man', kir›avi, kir›atti 'old woman', Kn ker›ava,
ker›iva 'old man', Tu k°rË 'ancient, old' ¶ D #1579; on i/e
alternation in SD see Zv. 65-7O || HS: WCh: Hs K ki!Ri!bza! 'anything o ld ' ,
? i  Hs kYa!ra!rra~b'e2 @ 'become old \ infirm \ decrepit' ¶  Ba. 6O9, 7O3  It
is tempting to adduce here the HS root ≈ *√kWr (or *kËr-?) >  SC: I rq
kuru, Brn kori, Alg kWari 'year'; Ch: Zala {ChL} kW‰~rsi~ 'old' (person), Jg
{J} korm- 'aufwachsen', but the HS rounded back vw. makes t h e
comparison too shaky; it is more plausible to equate it with T *Kurt-ga-
'old woman' ||  A : The A reflex of this N word  may have influenced t h e
reflexes of T *k…arî 'old' (< N *gar{÷ 3333}i 'old') in some T lgs., namely ET
qeri, Xk kir¡ kirI 'old', ET qeri-, Tv, Tf qîrî-, Xk kir¡- kirI-, Yk kîrîy-
'grow old' ˚  ≈  IS I 297-8 [#165] (*kirÓÿ 'old': IE, D) ˚  Cp. N
*gar{÷ 3333 } i  '⇑ ' (q.v.).
95O. ? *ko{r 1111}[w]V 'external ear' >  A: Tg *kora-kta 'external ear ( e a r
conch)' >  Ewk, Orc korokto, Ul, Ork, Ne Nh qoroqto id., Lm qor¥t id.,
'ear'; *koro- > Ork qoro-lon- v. 'move one’s ears' (animals) ¶ STM I 4 1 6
|| U: FU *korwV  'ear, leaf' (× N * ûûûûqËÂ[w]V 'ear' [q.v. ffd.]) || ? D *kur`-
'ear-ring, ear' (× N *ûûûûqËÂ[w]V) ˚  Qu., because two of the t h r e e
cognates have an alt. explanation.
951. € *{k}u4444 ++++uÍV 'mouse' >  HS: Ch ≈ *kusVm >  WCh: Hs ku2!su~, Gw
{Mts.} ku!s7u 'rat, mouse' » Su {J} kWuzum, Ang {ChL} gu~zu~m, Kfr {Nt.}
k‰!zu!m, Gmy {Kr.} gÈsÈm, {Sh.} kesem, Chip kÈ~z`È!m {ChL} 'rat' » Krkr {ChL}
c7a~s‰!N, Gera {Sch.} ka~s‰!mi!, Krf ko~to~mu~, Bl {ChL} kW‰~su!, Dr ko!m 'rat' »
DfB {J} ku~su!m 'mouse', Bks {J} ku!s7i^m 'rat' » Kry {Sk.} ku!sa@m, Mbr {Sk.}
ku!s7‰~N 'rat', My {Sk.} ku!sa~m≠ku!s‰~m, P’ {MSk.} ku~sa!nc7iki 'mouse' » Bg
kusam, Kir {ChL} kWa~sÈ!m, Zul kWu!su!mE~, Plc {ChL} ku!su~m, Gj {ChL} ku!s‰~N,
Zar K {ChC} ku~sI~N 'rat' » ?? Bd {ChL} ku~m‰!n 'rat' »» CCh: pMM {Ro.} *ho-
ku{h}um 'mouse' >  {Ro.}: Zlg ko~ho!m, Mofu hWo!m, Hrz, Vm kWa!m, Mada
o~ko!m, Myn a~kfu!m id.; ? Mtk {ChC} kWOm 'rat' » Msg Nh {Trn.} gusu!m, Msg
{GKrs.} kusu1m 'mouse', Msg D {Mch.} ku!sum 'rat' » ?φ  ZmB {ChC}
gwa!…Ûi~n (= gWa5z6i~n ¬ gWaz6'i~n?) id. » Gzg {Lk.} goz6omo 'Hausratte' » T r
{Nw.} ˝um 'rat' »» ECh: Brg {J} kumo, Mb {J} ku~mo!, EDng {Fd.} ku^mno~, Ke
ko~mo~m (pl. ka2!ma!m) 'rat' ¶ ChC, ChL, JI I 137 and II 27O-1 (Ch *√ksm
'rat', incl. 'mouse'), Ba. 658, Nt. 19, Sch. BTL 151, Ro. 295 [#485], Lk. G
123, Fd. 3O3, Eb. 73, ≠  Sk. HCD 157, ≈ Stl. IF 99-1OO (pCh *ku-{H}asami
'rat'; the err. rec. was induced by Kfr {JI} ko1ezu1m, which rep roduces
Nt.’s spelling with oe for ‰, see  Nt. 1: "oe = ´") || A: NaT *k… u4ske,
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*Ku4sÉ 'rat, mouse' >  OT {Cl.} ku4sku4∏ id., SbTt {Rl.}, Tlt/Tln {Rl.} ku4sku4,
Sg/Kü/Qc/Qb {Rl.} ku4ska4, Qzl {Dom.} ku4s7ke 'rat', Xk, Tv ku4ske 'mouse ' ,
Tk ∆ ko4sku4 'mole'; VTt køse kÁºsÁ 'rat', ET ku4sa4tka4, ∆ ku4so4tka4 ' f ield
mouse' ¶ Cl. 75O, ET KQ 153-4, Rs. W 312, Rl. II 15O1, TatR 342, TvR
269, Shch. Zh 15O.
952. € *k++++geÓsV 'warm, hot, hot season' >  HS: B *√(w-)kÓs ' b e
warm, hot' (× N ? *K''''ez6666É 'warm, warm weather'??) >  Ah ukas (p f .
y´kkus) 'être chaud, avoir chaud', (caus.) s-uk´s vt. 'warm, heat', Gh
{Nh.} ´kkus (pf. ikkus) 'be warm, heat' ¶ Fc. 9OO-2  Ch: ECh: Skr {Nc.}
go1ssuNo 'heat', Mgm ga!za2!n1i! 'heat', ga!za~nta~ ≠ ga!sa~nta~ 'hot (as fire)' »»
WCh: Zul {ChL} gisi, Buli {ChL} ki~s 'dry season' ¶ Lk. ZSS 33, JA LM 8 6 ,
ChL || U: FV *kesa4 'summer' >  F kesa4 id. » pLp {Lr.} *kE2se2 id. >  Lp: S
{Hs.} giesie, L {LLO} kiesse2, N {N} gAsse, Kld ki¢es4s4 » pEr *kiz´
'summer' > Er kiz´ kize id., Mk kiza kiza ± kiz´ 'year ' ¶ UEW 66O,
Lr. #393, Lgc. #2294, Hs. 6O3-4, Ker. II 62.
953. *kaswV 'grow, increase; (become) big' >  HS: S *°√ks7+s6w+y ¬
*°√ks7+s6?+h >  OAk kas1a2'um inf., Ak kas7u6 inf. {Sd.} 'stark zunehmen ' ,
{CAD} 'to yield profit', D  kus7s7u6 {CAD} 'to make profit, to m a k e
strong' ¶ Sd. 463, CAD VIII 294 ||  U: FU *kaswa- 'grow, increase' > F, Es
kasva- vi. 'grow, increase' » Er kaso- kaso-, Mk kaso- kas´- id. »
Chr: L kuwka- kus7ka- id., H {Rm.}, Uf/B kus7ka- vi. 'grow' »» OHg
haszon 'Fruchtertrag, Ertrag von Nutztieren; (materieller usw.)
Vorteil, Nutzen; Gewinn', Hg haszon 'advantage, benefit, profit, gain '
¶ UEW 129-3O, Coll. 86, Rm. BT 59, Ker. II 5O-1, LG 91, MF 273-4, EWU
535 || D *kac>- ({†GS} *g-) 'great, big' > Tm kaya 'great', Ml kaya, Png
gaZ>a 'big', Tl gaja  'large', Ku kaZ>a ± kaZ>Z>a 'big, great' ¶¶ D #1O93.
954. *k{u4444}s 7 777?V 'gravel, (coarse) sand' >  IE: NaIE *g8ei\s- 'pebbles' (× N
*k''''É{N}c6666 ' '''V ≠ [?] *k''''Én1111c 6 666 ' '''V 'gravel, pebble[s], coarse sand') >  MHG kis,
NHG Kies 'gravel'; AS ciosol, cisel id., OHG kisil ± chisil, NHG
Kiesel 'pebble', NLG keiserling, keserling, kieserling 'pebble ,
small stone' »» Pru sixdo ({En.} [zigzdo]) 'sand', Lt z7iezdra~ 'gravel,
coarse sand', {Frn.} 'grain of sand \ of coarse sand', z7ie ﬁzdras  'sand' »»
Phr [StB] gi1ssa 'stone' ¶ P 356, Ho. 49, OsS 492, Kb. 546, KM 368, Frn.
13O7, En. 248 || K *°kwis7- >  OG kwis7a, mkwis7a, G kvis7a ' coa r se
sand, pebbles'; G ı Sv {Ni.} kwis7e 'sand', {TK} kwis7a4∏r adj. 'of sand ,
sandy' ¶ Abul. 459, Chx. 1558, DCh. 1339, Ni. s.v. písok` , TK 79O ||
HS: B *√kwzœ ≠ *√kzœzœ 'coarse sand' (× N *k''''É{N}c6666 ' '''V ≠ [?] *k''''Én1111c 6 666 ' '''V '⇑ ' )
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>  Ah e-k´w´zœ 'coarse sand', Tmz {MT} ´kzœazœ 'sand'; B *°Œzz >  Ah
taŒ´zzit 'sable gros' ¶ Fc. 838, , Crt. 43O, MT 358  ? CCh: Bdm {Nc.}
ke2sa 'sand' (unless π  Knr c7e!så~ id.) »» ECh: Smr {J} ku!srain1 'pebbles' ¶
Lk. B 112, ChC, Lk. KL 191  ?φ C: Ag: Bln {R} ≤qu2s7a2 (pl. qu2s7) ' s a n d '
(× N *k''''É{N}c6666 ' '''V ≠  [?] *k''''Én1111c 6 666 ' '''V) ¶ R WB 245 || U: FU {UEW} *ka6c7V ' s and ,
gravel' >  Prm *gö$Z7a 'gravel' >  Vt gyqy, gyq≥ 'grain of sand', Z k‰z7a,
Yz ≤ku$z7a 'gravel' »» pOs *kÈc7 id. >  Os: V/Ty qÈc7, Kz/Sn XÈs7, O -Xis ¶
Coll. 8O (FU *kac7V), UEW 226, LG 139, Stn. D 429 ˚ FU *-c7- is likely t o
go back to **-c7'- < N *-s7777?- ˚ NaIE *g8ei\s- for the expected **g8wei\s- i s
due to the infl. of *k''''É{N}c6666 ' '''V ≠ (?) *k''''Én1111c 6 666 ' '''V ˚ ≈ Blz. KM 135 [#12]
(equates the FU root with reflexes of N *k''''ec1111V 'clay, earth' and N
*k''''É{N}c6666 ' '''V (≠  *k ''''Én 1111c 6 666 ' '''V?) 'gravel, pebble(s), coarse sand'.  
955. *ka4444÷ 3 333s 6 666V 'vexation, anger, quarrel' >  HS: CS *√k÷s6 ≠ *ks6÷ >  BHb
ßo2ƒ2 ≤ka÷as6 ≠ (after the change s6 >  s) xo2ƒ2 ≤ka÷as 'vexation, anger', JA
ax1o9ƒ2 ka÷â≤s-a2 'anger', Hb, IA, SmA, JA √k÷s 'be vexed\angry', JEA
√k÷s 'be angry', Ar √ks7÷ (pf. kas7i÷a, ip. -ks7a÷-) {Bl.} 'être d a n s
l’anxiété', {BK} 'être trouble et inquiet' ¶ KB 467-8, KBR 491, HJ 5 2 8 ,
GB 357, Js. 656, Sl. 594, Tal 4O2-3, Fr. IV 38, Bl. 697, BK II 9O2 ||  U: FU
*°k{a4s6}V > OHg ≥XIV ke1sa 'Kampf, Streit' ¶ EWU 74O-1, ≠ UEW 162 || D
*kac>- ({†GS} *ka{s}-) 'quarrel' >  Ml kayakka v. 'quarrel, abuse', Kt kac>
'party in a quarrel', Tu kacca2t5a 'quarrelling', Tl kayyamu ' quar re l ,
dispute', Prj kayri 'enemy', Gdb kayar 'anger, sorrow', Kui ka2se
'hostility, enemity, blood feud' ¶¶ D #1O89 || A *ka4+esV 'suffer' > Tg
*kese- id. > Ewk k‰s‰2-, Ud k‰s‰- id., Nn B k‰s‰- 'repent', d. (caus.) Ul
k‰s‰uc7u- 'make suffer, torment', ? WrMc kesemburu 'squandrel' ¶
STM I 454-5  pKo {S} *ki\‰s- v. 'suffer, undergo,  experience' > MKo
ki\´~⁄s-, NKo ki\´⁄k∏- ¶ S QK #745, Nam 44, MLC 114  ?σ pJ {S} *kasika-
'exhausted, wasted' > OJ kasika-, J T kaZ1ike- ¶ S QJ #169O ¶¶ ≈ DQA
#777 (pA *kesa 'suffer'; incl. Tg, K), Rs. W 258 (T, M, Tg) ˚  Cf. N
*k''''aZiXV 'to scold'. The phonemic distinction between -s- and -yy- i n
Tl kasaru  'scold, rebuke' (<  N *k''''aZiXV) and kayyamu  suggests
that this distinction is of pD origin, sc. that there was a pD phonemic
distinction between the D reflexes of N *-Z[V]X-  and *-s 6666 - .
956. *kis 6666 [ ? ]V  'tear (off), pinch, pluck' >  HS: S *°√ks6? > Ar √ks7? v.
'peel' (× N *kez6666?e6666 'skin; to skin', q.v. ffd.) || U: FU *kis6+s1kV- v. ' t e a r
(off), pluck' >  F kisko-  'jerk, twitch; pluck; tear; pull (by)' ( ' abziehen,
los-\zer-reißen'), Es kisku- 'tear, pull, pluck' » pLp {Lr.} *k‰s7kO2- ' t e a r ,
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pull, jerk' > Lp: S {Hs.} ga4jku- 'abreißen, abbrechen', L {LLO} kai…hko2-
'zer- \ entzwei- \ los- \ nieder-reißen', N {N} ga6i…ko- / -ik- 'tear, pull
(sth. or at sth.)', Kld kywwk´, K {Gn.} kIºs7ke- 'tear, tear asunder' »
Mk kis∆korå- kis1k´r1a- v. 'pinch', {UEW} ks1t!er1a- 'zwicken, kneifen ' ,
Er skirå- s1kir1a- 'pinch, nibble' »» ?σ Hg ∆ kisa1l- 'ärgern, aufreizen' ¶
UEW 162, Lr. #331, Lgc. #1884, Hs. 547, SaRS 144, PI 114, ERV 591, MF
366-7 ¶ Not here FU *kes6V- v. 'tear' (UEW 151-2) (see  N *K''''És6666Ë (¬
*K '''' {u 4 444 }s 6 666V?) 'to skin, to tear') || D  *kic>c>- ({†GS} *kic1c1-) v. 'pinch, p luck '
> Tl giccu v. 'scratch, pinch', Klm kism-, kïseN, Nk kis-/kic7c7-, Prj kïk-
, Gdb kisk-, Gnd kisk-, kism-, kic>c>-, Png, Mnd kic>-, Kui kisa, Kui, Ku
kic>c>- v. 'pinch', Prj kic>c>- v. 'pluck (strings of instrument with f inger) ' ,
Knd kis- v. 'pinch, nip, squeeze with fingers', Krx kic>c>- v. 'break in to
very small pieces with the fingers', ? Mlt kise v. 'dig out a thorn f r o m
the flesh', Brh kis7kiN v. 'pluck, break off' ¶¶ D #1513, Km. 343 [#363]
|| A: M *kisu- > WrM kisu- ≠ qusu- 'scrape, shave' (× N *K''''És6666Ë [¬
*K '''' {u 4 444 }s 6 666V?] '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.).
957. *katV  'speak, think' >  IE: NaIE *go(:)d- (≠ *g8o(:)d-?) ' speak ,
think' >  OI ≤gadati 'says, speaks' »» Sl *gadati 'to guess, to talk, t o
speak' >  OCS gadati gadati, Cz ha1dati, Slk ha1dat& 'to guess, t o
think (to be of the opinion), to suppose', OR gadati gadati id., ' t o
think (meditate), to discuss', Uk ga≤dati 'to think', R ga≤dat∆ ' t o
guess', Slv ga!dati id., 'to chatter', Blg ga ≤daå v. 'guess', Cz ∆  gadat&,
R Sml ga≤dat∆ 'to speak', Slvnz {Lrz.} ga$ﬁda"c 'to speak, to talk', P
gadac1 'to talk' »  Lt z7aﬁdas 'speech, language', z7oﬁdis 'word, speech ' ,
Ltv zadina2 ^t 'to speak to'; the Blt words have an apparent reflex of IE
*g8-, which still defies explanation ¶ M K I 319-2O, ESSJ VI 77-8, Vs. I
381, ≈  Bern. 288, Frn. 1283-4, 1321-2; ≠  EI 535 (OI < *gWet- say', see  N
*kot''''V ≠ *kut ''''V '≈ magic utterance and its results') || HS: B *√ktÓ ≠
*kty 'think, remember' >  ETwl/Ty {GhA} ¥kœtu id., Thg, Gh ´ktu (p f .
ikta), Gd Ekt´t 'remember', Sll {Ds.} ´kWti (1s pf. kWti˝, 3m pf ikWti),
Tmz {MT} kt´y (pf. kti) id. ± s7t´y (pf. *sti) 'recall, think', Izd {Mrc.}
k3ti 'recall, remember', Zn {Rn.} ´kt3i 'recall', Zng √kty: {MH‘Nic.}
uktay´g-d´≈ 'je me rappelle (vers) ici' (= 'il me revient', 'je m e
prends à me souvenir [que]') ¶ Fc. 923, Nh. 2O8, Ds. 216, 267, MT 3 5 5 ,
Lf. II #O835, Mrc. 214, 24O, Rn. 341, GhA 2O7, Nic. 329  ?φ EC: Arr
ged'- 'say' (× N *kot''''V ≠ *kut''''V '⇑ ') ¶ Hw. A 36O || U *k{a}t[t]V ( o r
*k{a}s+s7V) > Sm *k‰t- ≠ *k‰tV, d. *k‰ttV 'say, relate (erzählen)' > Ne: T
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x´$ta-s∆, O {Lh.} X‰2t;a2, F {Lh.} kÈ\E;t;a- id.; En {Mik.} k!ita-s1 ' r e la te
(erzählen)'; Slq Tz k‰tÈ-qo 'say', Slq Tm {KD} 1s aor. kE"¯da id. ¶ Jn. 6 6 ,
Ter. 8O3, KP 92, KKIH 117.
958. *k{i}t{Ë}  ≠ *k{i}t '''' {Ë} 'to tickle', ? 'to itch' >  IE: NaIE *gei\d- >
ON, NNr kitla, Sw kittla, Dn kildre, AS c1itelian, OSx kitilo2n,
Dt kittelen, OHG {KM} kizzilo2n ± kuzzilo2n, {OsS} chizilo6n,
chuizlo6n, NHG kitzeln 'to tickle' »» ? Arm kcem kcem, kcanem
kcanem v. 'sting, prick, nip, itch' ¶ P 356, EI 451, Vr. 31O, Ho. 5O, OsS
494, Kb. 543, 577, KM 372 ||  A: i  T *Kîtîk- v. 'tickle' >  Tk gIdIk, Ggz
9îdîq, Az 9îdî9, VTt q¥t¥q, Qzq qîtîq, Qq, Nog, Qmq qîtîq, Qrg qîtî˝î,
Uz qitiq, ET qittiq, Chv ka€ta€k k¥dò¥k n. 'tickling', VTt {Rl.} q¥t¥q-la-
v. 'tickle' ¶ Rl. II 787-8, Jeg. 1O2, MM 467  ?σ,φ Tg *xutu- v. ' i tch ,
tickle' (× N *k''''u++++od{a}HV 'to pierce', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ Cp. DQA #1O38 (A
*kæi\a"~da 'itching, pungent') || D [1] *kit- ({†GS} *k-) >  Kui kïti
'tickling', Mnd kiti ki- id., Tu kid¥kil¥, kid(¥)kel¥, kidk¥l¥ ' a rmpi t ,
tickling'  [2] Kt kutß 'clitoris' (× N *K''''o 6 666t ' '''{É} ¬  *ko?Ët''''É ' m e m b r u m
muliebre, anus'?) ¶¶ D ##1551a, 2O49 ˚  IE *-d-  and Kt tß suggest a N *-
t- , while D *-t- points to a N *-t ''''- . The variation is accounted for by t h e
ideophonic association of the word. The vw. u  in Tg and Kt may point t o
a labial element (rounded vw.) at the end of the stem.
959. (€?) *k{a4444}?itV (or *ká?itV?) 'suck, (?) eat liquid food' >  IE:
NaIE *g8ei\d- 'suck' > Lt z7i~ndu / z7i<!sti, Ltv zI2 ^z7u / zI2 ^st (3s prs. zI2d)
v. 'suck' »» Gk Hm neo-gillo1ß (or neo-gi2lo1ß) 'new-born, young ( o f
animals)' (acc. to Scholia Odysseæ, ga1lakti trefome1nhß 'nourished b y
milk'), interpreted by Schw., F, P, and other scholars as 'recent sucke r '
('seit Kurzem saugend') and recostructed as *neo-gidlo1ß ¶ Frn. 1 3 1 4 ,
Schw. GG I 323, F II 3O4, Ch. 744, P 356 || HS: C: Bj {R, Rop.} kad5- ( =
kadß-) scv. 'suck' ¶ R WBd 137, Rop. 2O2 || ?σ D (tr., †GS} *katßtß- ' s o u p
(of pulses)' >  Kn kat5t5u 'the water in which pulses have been boiled,
decoction of pulses', Tl kat5t5u id., 'dal-soup', Tu kat5t5Ë ' essence ' ,
be2l5eta kat5t5Ë 'decoction of pulses', Prj katß 'soup' ¶¶ D #115O ˚  Bj
*-d'- < **-?t- < N *-?it- ˚  If D *katßtß- belongs here, the N rec. is
*ka 4444?itV , otherwise it is *ká?itV .  
96O. *koytV 'filthy liquid, filth' >  IE: NaIE *gWei\d- id. ({EI} 'be foul \
purulent') >  Gk dei6sa 'slime, filth' (P: <  *gWeid-s-a) »» ? Gmc: ON, NNr
kveisa, Sw kvesa 'bump, tumour (Beule, Geschwulst)', Sw ∆  kvisa,
kvesa, MLG que2se 'blood blister' »» Sl *z7id-¥k¥ 'watery' (liquid) (× IE
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*gW≈ei\d-/*gW≈oi\d- > Arm gé£ ge6Z7 / gen. gi£oj giZ7oy 'humid, moi s t ' )
> ChS qid5k5 z7idËkË ' [ydaro1ß, (too) watery', SCr z7i!dak, Slv z7i!dek,
Cz z7idky1, R ≤qidkij 'watery, liquid'; Sl *z7idja >  R ≤qiqa ' s lush,
filthy liquid; liquid part of soup', d.: Blr ≤qyqka  'slush; liquid food' ¶ P
469, EI 49O, F I 359, Vr. 337, Vs. II 53-4, Glh. 7O9, Chrn. 3O2, Ld. A 7 4 -
5 (Sl ÷ Arm) || HS: CS *√ktm 'be dirty, stained' >  BHb (N  prtc.) MT1k6n%
ni-k3≤ta2m 'stained', JA [Trg.] Mit5ƒ6 k´≤t3ïm id., MHb Mt3ƒ3 ≤kEt3Em, JA
am1t6ƒ5 kit3≤ma2 '(blood-)stain', Sr √ktm G  v. 'stain, defile', Ar katam-
'Isatis tinctoria as a dye for hair', {Hv.} 'plant for dyeing the hair b lack '
¶ KB 48O, KBR 5O5, BDB #4387, Br. 352, WKAS I 53, Hv. 644 || ?σ A:
NrTg *kuta 'marsh, quagmire' > Ewk kuta 'peat-bog, quagmire', Ewk Nr
kuta 'clay', Lm kuta 'quagmire, marsh (top∆ )', Neg kota ' swamp,
quagmire' ¶ STM I 439  NaT *Ko4ter ≠ *Ko4tre id. >  VTt Mn/I, Bsh ku4tÁr
'quagmire', Bsh ∆ ku4tÁr 'swamp, puddle', Sg ko4dre 'quagmire, mar sh ' ,
Shor {Rl.} ko4dra4 ≠ ku4dra4, Alt {Vrb.} ku4dre, Chv (π VTt) ku4t´r 'swamp' ¶
ET KQ 154-5, TTDS 286, Ash. VII 89, Rl. II 1286, 1488, Vrb. 189  pJ {S}
*kutai\ 'bog' > OJ kute ¶ S QJ #1383 ¶¶ DQA #938 (*kutæ+ti ' bog ,
marsh')|| D (in GnD) *°kotßtßVr- ({†GS} *g-) 'dirty' >  Kui gotßri 'muddy ,
dirty', Gnd M g≈ontßo, Ku grotßa5 'turbid' ¶ D #2O67 ˚  Qu., because P’s IE
rec. is far from from being reliable, and the S cognate has a n
unexplained extension *m .
961. *ku{t}ÓÉ (or *ku4444 {t}ÓV) 'to rise; (?) high place' >  A: NaT *k… o4t-
'≈  lift up, carry (on the back)' > OT U {DTS} ko4ti- 'rise' (not ment ioned
in Cl.), Az {Rl. ‘ Rs.} g1o4t- 'aufheben, abnehmen' (not registered i n
Hüs., Äz., AzRL, and AzDDL), Az Kz {Dzh.} g1o4tu4- 'raise', Slr {Tn.} kæo4≈t-
≠ ku4≈t- ≠ ku$t- ≠ kut- 'carry in the back', Yk ko4t- 'fly', ko4to4X- 'lift u p ' ;
Ï caus.*k… o4ta4r- ≠ *k…o4tu4r- 'lift up, raise' >  OT {Cl.} ko4tu4r-, ET {Nj.} -
r´tvKko4ta4r-, Uz ku€tar- kötar-, Qmq go4ter-, Blq ko4tu4r-, Nog, Qzq, Q q
ko4ter-, VTt, Bsh ku4ta4r-, Qrg ko4to4r-, StAlt ko4du4r-, Qmn/Tb {B} ko4du4r-,
ko4do4r-, QK {B} ko4do4r-, SY ko4≈tîr-≠ko4Stîr-≠kæo4≈tîr-, Xk kød¡r- ko4dIr-,
Tv ko4du4r- id., Tkm go4ter- 'lift up, carry', Tk go4tu4r-, Ggz go4tu4r- ' c a r ry
(away), bring' (the meaning dependent on the case of the adverbial
modifier of place), Az øt¥r-  g1o4tu4r- id., 'take'; T (or NaT) *ko4ta4r- ı
M *ko4ter- 'lift up' > ¿ WrM {Rm. “?} ko4tu4r-, Kl {Rm.} ko4tr=- ' aufheben,
heben' ¶ DTS 319-2O, Cl. 7O6, ET VGD 86-8, Rl. II 1279-85, 16O2, Rs. W
294, Dzh. 48, Pek. I 1174-8, Tn. SJ 397, Tn. SJJ 189, Nj. 646, TkR 2O4,
TvR 256, TrR 352, Hüs. 187-8, KW 239  M *ku4tu4G+gu4r > WrM
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ku4tu4gu4r 'elevation, hilly country', {Kow.} 'élévation, hauteur, l ieu
élevé; une bosse sur la poitrine'  M *ko4tu4l 'hill, mountain pass' > Kl
køtl, {Rm.} ko4tl=, Brt x¥t´l 'small height, hill; low mountain pass ' ,
WrM ko4tu4l, HlM xøtøl 'mountain pass, low pass' ¶ MED 493, 5O9,
Kow. 2596, KRS 319, KW 242, Chr. 633  Tg *°ku'te- >  Lm ko$t´G n. ac t .
'ascent, climbing (a mountain)', ko$t´N‰ id., 'hill', ko$t´pki 'on the t o p
(of a mounatin), uphill', ko$t´r- v. 'climb (a steep mountain)' ¶ STM I
421 ¶¶ S AJ 288 [#288], DQA #893 (A *ko"tæi; incl. T, Tg, ≈ M), Rm. EAS
I 147 (T, M + unc. Ko k´⁄t- 'aufsammeln, aufrollen, vollenden') || U: FU
*°ku4ÎV (or *ku4la6) >  pObU {Ht.} *ku4∏l- 'stand up' >  pVg *kWa4∏l- >  Vg: T
kWa4∏l-/kWa4l-, LK/MK kO4∏l-, NV kWO4∏l-/kal-, P kO2l-/kWal-, kal-, LL kO2l-/kal-,
UL/Ss kWa2l- id.; pOs {Ht.} *ku4l-/*kO4l´˝- > Os: V/Vy ku4l-, Ty ki¬-, Y ku4¬-
, D/K kit-, Nz kiÆt-, Kz kiÆ¬-, O kil- id. ¶ Ht. #249  || ?σ,φ D *kutßtß-
({†GS} *gudßdß-) ≠ *kuntß ({†GS} *guntß-) 'hill, high place' >  Kn gud5d5a,
gud5d5u, Gnd gutßtßa 'mountain, hill', Tl gut5t5a id., 'heap', gud5d5e ' f ield
on mountain slopes, a high field', Knd gudße  'hill field', Gdb gudßiya ' small
field for cultivation of vegetables', Ku gudßia 'field of dry cultivation' ,
Png, Mnd gutßi 'bank of river', Kdg gudßdße 'heap'; a nasalized variant is
present in Tm kun5t5u 'small hill' ¶¶ D #1682 ¶ Both the phonet ic
shape (presence of a nasalized variant) and the meaning (esp. ' h e a p ' )
raise doubts about the validity of this cognate || ? HS: C: SC: Irq {E}
kutuw- v. 'swell' (a wound, etc.); SC ı Mb -ku!tu 'climb' ¶ E SC 2 4 7
[#43] ˚  The fortis *-tæ- in A (> T, M, Tg *-t-) and the geminated -dßdß- i n
D lgs. suggest a N lr. after the dental stop.
962. *k{o}t ''''e 6 666 'belly' >  IE: NaIE *gWet- 'belly' >  L botulus ' gu t ,
sausage' (π OscU) »» Gt qi†us 'stomach, womb', ON kviÎr 'belly,
womb', AS cwiÎ(a) {Ho.} 'Bauch, Leib', {Sw.} 'womb', OHG quiti
'vulva, womb', d.: MHG kutel 'entrails' »» Gk [Hs.] by1ttoß ' p u d e n d a
muliebria' »» pTc {Ad.} *ka2ca2n- > Tc: A ka2ts, B ka2tso 'belly, s tomach ,
womb' ¶ WH I 113-3, EI 2 (*≤gWetus 'stomach, womb'), Ert. ED 27, 6 8 ,
Fs. 39O, Vr. 338, Ho. 66, Sw. 39, Kb. 584, OsS 691, ≈  WP I 56O, 671, ≈  P
481, ≠ F I 278, ≠ Ch. 2O3, Ad. 156 || HS: Ch: WCh: Dir {Sk.} kWa~t‰@n,
Tala {Sh.} ka2du 'belly' »» CCh: BuP {Mk.} kuta id. » Lmn {Mk.} xudi id.,
{Lk.} xud'i '(?) my belly' » Mdr {Eg.} hu!d'E!, Glv {Rp.} xu~da, Gdf {Sh.} xWoda~,
Dgh {Frk.} xw!d'E~ » Suk {Mk.} xut 'belly' » Mtk {Sb.} hWa^d', pMM {Ro.}
*hWod' > Mlk {Ro.} hWo!d', Mkt {Ro.} hu~d', Mada/Myn {Ro.} ho!d', Mofa {Ro.},
MfG {Brr.} hWa!d' 'belly' »» ECh: Mb {J} ha~t, ? Ke {Eb.} gïd‰~, Nd D {J} gu@Z7 ﬂ
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id. ¶ JI I 9 (pCh *√kt  and *√k'd' 'belly'), JI II 2O-21, Ro. 21O-1, Brr. MG
II 132 ||  U: FU *ku4te 'middle, middle of the body' (× N *gudV or *gutV
'belly, middle', q.v. ffd.) >  Chr: L kydal k¥≤Îal 'waist (poåsnica )', H
ky≥dal ≤k´Îal id., {Rm.} k¥Îa4l 'Hüfte', H ky≥dalaw k´≤Îalas7, (Rm.}
k´Îa4la4s7 adj. 'middle, L k¥Îa≤lan 'in the middle', Uf k¥Îal 'middle of t h e
body, middle', B k¥Îal  'Weichen' »» ObU {Ht.} *ku4Æt 'middle' >  pVg {Ht.}
*ku4Æç´l! > LK/MK/UK kWa4çl!, UL/Ss koçl! id.; pOs {HT.} *ko4Æt >  Os: V/Vy ko4Æt,
Ty/Y ko$Æt, D/K qo"t, Nz/Kz qu"t, O qut 'space between', d.: V ko4Æt´w, O
qut´p 'middle', D qo"t´pn´ 'in the middle' » OHg ko4z n. 'middle', Hg ko4z
'interval, intermediate space' ¶ UEW 163, Coll. 91, Sm. 544 (FU, FP
*ku4ti, Ugr *ku4ÆtI" 'middle'), MRS 264, 275, Ber. 15, Rm. BT 46, MF
379-8O, Ht. #337, Trj. VD 145 ¶¶ FU *-t- (for the expected *-tt-) is
puzzling. Is it due to the merger with N *gud++++tV 'belly, middle' (q.v.)?
˚  NaIE *gWet- points to a N *o , just as FU *u4 (palatalized due to regr .
as. *o. . .e  > *u4...e that caused "harmony of vowels").
963. € *kot''''u 6 666 'to drip, to exude liquid' ‘ 'sap, pitch' >  IE: NaIE
*gWetu 'pitch' >  OI ≤jatu 'lac, gum' »» L bitu2men 'asphalt, b i tumen '
(π Clt or OscU) »» OHG quiti, cuti 'glue, resin' >  MHG ku4t(e) >
eNHG Ku4tt, NHG Kitt 'cement, mastic cement', AS cwidu,
cwiodu, cwudu 'mastic (a gum)' ({Ho.} 'Gekautes, Baumharz'), NE
cud; with apophony: ON kva1Îa, Sw kaºda 'pitch', ODn kvade, Nr ∆
kvAde 'birch sap', ko2da, kvAda 'beestings' ¶ P 48O, EI 5OO, M K I
415, WH I 1O7, Vr. 335, Hlq. I 542, Ho. 65, Lx. 12O, Kb. 584, KM 3 7 2
|| HS: WS *√k't'r 'drip; pitch' >  Ar √qtœr (ip. -qtœur-) 'drip', qatœr-
'resinous juice of the dragon’s blood', qa2tœir- 'dripping; gum', qatœr-at-
'drop', qatœra2n- ≠ qitœra2n- 'wood-tar ' (ı Gz k'´t'ra2n, Sq {L} k5at5ra2n, Fr
goudron 'tar, pitch', Sr {PS} k5a2t5ra2n 'oleum picinum'); a merger with
N *K''''otV(-ÂV) 'smoke' (q.v.): JA √k't'r Sh† †(pf. ?ak5t5ar) 'let t h e
incense rise', Ar r6Q√qtœr v. D  (pf. qatœtœara) 'perfume (clothes) with
the smoke of burning aloes-wood', JEA {Sl.} ar!y1q^ k5´t5a2≤ra2 ' incense ' ,
BHb tr#7yq 6 k'´≤t'orEt3 'incense', JA at`1r^y8q 6 k5´t5ur≤t-a2 'incense', SCn
*k'at'a≤r-o2tu/i pl. (< **k'at'u≤ro2tu/i on the analogy of other segolate
nouns) ı Eg (EgSSc) k5a-da-ru1-ta1 'incense'; Sb mk5t5r 'incense a l t a r '
¶ Fr. III 463-5, BK II 765-7, Hv. 614, KBR 1O95-6, L G 454, L LS 373, PS
3597, KB 1O22-4, Js. 1352, 1357-8, Sl. 1OO8-9, BGMR 1O9, Hlk. # 2 3 9 ,
SivCR 46  C: Ag {AD} *k'W‰t- 'be humid, wet, fresh', {Ap.} *qW‰t- ' b e
wet' >  Bln {R} qWet5- ≠ qu"t5-(= qW´t5-) 'be humid, moist', 'be green,
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fresh' (grass)', Xm {R} qu"t5-(= qW´t5-) id., 'be raw' (meat), 'be un r ipe '
(fruit), Q {R} hWet5- ≠ wet5- 'be humid, moist, raw', Km xota2m ≠
xWaºta2m 'humid' »» ?φ EC: Or {Th.} Z7id5a 'humid, soft, fresh', Z7id5u ' b e
humid\soft\fresh', {Grg.} Z7ïd'a2 'wet, fresh', Or H {Ow.} Z7ï!d'a2 ! 'wet', Or Wt
{Hn.} Z7ïd'- 'be wet', Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} Z7ïda2 'wet, humid' ¶ R WB 247, R Ch.
II 69, R Q II 78, CR K 2O9, Ap. AV 17, AD SF 256, Th. 165, Grg. 235, Ow.
265, Sr. SO 34O, Hn. W 64 ˚  Ag *k'W‰t- may have resulted from m t e .
(*k'W...t < *kW...t').
964. *kot''''V ≠ *kut''''V '≈  magic utterance and its results' (‘ [1]
'public utterances', [2] 'be fortunate') >  HS: S *°√k't't' >  Ar qitœtœ-
'sentence, arrêt (d’un juge)' ¶ BK II 764  C: Bj {Rop.} kwat°
'fortunate, happy', {R} ≤kWati  'happy (glücklich)', {Rop.} kWat°m-  ' b e
fortunate\happy' »» ?φ EC: Arr ged'- 'say' (×  N *katV  'speak, think'?) ¶
Hw. A 36O, Rop. 2O9, R WBd 15O || A *k…utæV >  T *k…ut 'good luck,
happiness' >  OT {Cl.} qut 'the favour of heaven, good for tune ,
happiness', Osm †vQu qut, Tk kut, Tkm 9ut, Qzq, Uz qut 'good luck,
prosperity, happiness', Alt qut  'vis vitalis, foetus', Xk Xut , Yk kut, Tv qut
'vis vitalis, spirit, soul', Tlt {Rl.} qut id., 'spiritual life', Nog, Qq, Qrg qut
id., 'happiness', VTt, Bsh q¥ºt 'soul, spirit, good fortune, happiness' »»
Chv k¥t  'good fortune, happiness' ¶ Cl. 594, Rs. W 3O5, ET Q 175-7, Rh.
148O, Rl. II 99O-1, Jud. 452, BIG 294, TvR 82, Pek. 1261-3, Ash. VII 1 9 4
 M *qutu9 >  MM [HI] {Ms.} qutuq qutu9 'happiness', [S] qutu˝ ({H}
h5utuh) 'holy', WrM qutu9, HlM xutag 'sanctity, holy r ank ;
happiness, bliss; benediction', WrO {Krg.} Xutuq 'holyness, sanctity', Kl
{Rm} Xutu9ò 'Glückseligket, Heiligkeit'; MM [MA] {Pp.} qutuqtu ' happy ' ,
[IM] vn96Qu (misspelling for vt96Qu) qutu˝tu 'blessed', [S] qutu˝tu ({H}
h5utuhtu) 'holy, blessed', WrM qutu9tu, HlM xutagt, Mnr {SM}
Xudòu9òtæu 'saint, holy', ∈ title of the highest clergy ¶ Ms. H 92, Pp. MA
313, 446, H 73, MED 992, Krg. 291, KW 2OO, SM 174  Ko {Rm.} kut
'magic, sorcery' ¶ Rm. SKE 132  ?φ pJ ka!ntu\a! 'ability, talent '  > OJ
ka~dwo! ¶ S QJ #886, ≈ Mr. 432 ¶¶ In Tg (Ewk kutu 'fortune', WrMc
Xuturi id., 'happiness', and Jrc hutur 'happiness', see  STM I 44O, Z
438-9, Hr. 475-6, and Kiy. 116 [#343]) the sound corrs. are not regular ,
and the words are likely to go back to loans from M ¶¶ ≈ DQA #937 (A
*ku~tæa! 'fortune'; incl.  T, M, J) || ?σ IE: NaIE *gWet- 'proclaim, utter' (‘
'ban') >  L vet-o2  'forbid' »» ON kwiÎa 'poem', kveÎa 'say, speak', Gt
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qi†an, OSx quethan, AS cweÎan id., OHG quedan id., 'talk', ON
kveÎja 'anreden, begrüssen, aufordern', ON kvI1Îr 'Mitteilung,
Aussage, Urteil', AS cwide 'what is said, expression, s ta tement ;
proverb, saying; decree', OSx quidi 'speech, word' »» Arm ko¢em
koc7≈em (aor. ko¢eçi koc7≈ec≈i) 'I call, I name' »» ? Irn: Sgd z7ut ' says '
(× N *katV  'speak') ¶ P 48O-1, Mn. 358, WP II 776, Fs. 389-9O, Vr. 3 3 7 -
8, Sw. 38, Ho. 65, Ho. S 59, Schz. 187, Kb. 576, Slt. 381-2, ≈ EI 535 ( ?
*gWet- say'; + unj.: OI gadati 'says', in fact from N *katV  '⇑ ')  ˚  IE
*gWet- and Ar qitœtœ- belong here if their meaning goes back t o
something like 'magic utterance'. Otherwise (e.g. if the original
meaning of IE *gWet- is 'say') we have to do with two homo- o r
paronymous N words, one of them meaning '≈  say', the other one ' b e
fortunate'. There is discrepancy in vowels: IE points to a N *o , while T
(as well as M?) suggests *u. A possible solution is postulating two N
words: [1] *kot''''V 'public utterance' > IE: NaIE *gWet- 'proclaim, u t t e r '
and HS: S *°√k't't' >  Ar qitœtœ- 'sentence, arrêt (d’un juge)' »» EC: Arr ged'-
'say' and [2] *kut''''V 'good luck, happiness' (“ 'magic, sorcery'?) >  HS:
C: Bj kwat° 'fortunate, happy', kWat°m- 'be fortunate\happy', A
*k…utæV >  T *k…ut 'good luck, happiness', M *qutu9 'happiness'. Ko {Rm.}
kut 'magic, sorcery' may belong to either of these N words or to b o t h
(contaminat ion) .
965. *k{u 4444 }t ' '''a  (or *k '''' -?) 'fingernail, claw' (‘  'nail') >  HS: S *°k'ut't'- (× N
*K''''otV 'tip, end, sharp point') >  Gz k'W´t't', k'W´t't'a2 'butt end of spear ,
spear with squared iron part, slender spear' (ass. glottalization of t h e
initial *k-) ¶ L G 452 || K: GZ *k'it- 'finger' (and 'fingernail'?) > Mg, Lz
k'it-i 'finger', G {KEGL} k'it-i ≠ kit-i 'thickened bottom part of a
stalk\trunk near the root', ? G Kzq {FS} k'it-i 'stick', ??σ G {FS} k'it-i
'∈ kind of vine-branch' ¶ FS K 184, FS E 202, Fn. KL 179-8O, KEGL IV
1219 || U *°ku{t[t]}a (regr. as. from *ku4{t[t]}a?) >  Sm {Jn.} *k¥taº, {Hl.}
*k¥ta 'claw, fingernail' (×  U *ku4n`c7e 'fingernail, claw' <  N *ku4444n 1 111c 7 777 ' '''e 6 666 o r
*ku4444n 1 111c 7 777e 6 666 '[finger]nail, claw'?) > Ne T xa€da, Ne T O {Lh.} Xa¿Îa", Ne F {Lh.}
katta"¢¥ 'finger-\toe-nail, claw', En X {KD} ko2Îa, {Ter.} koÎa id., {Cs.}
≤kora, En B {Cs.} ≤koda 'fingernail', Ng {Cs.} ≤katu id., Slq Tz {KKIH}
qatÈ 'finger-\toe-nail, claw, hoof', Slq Ch {Cs.} ≤kac7e ({Jn.’s
interpretation} k¯a2c7e), Kms {KD} kæaº≤da 'claw, hoof, nail', Koyb {Sp.}
koda  'fingernail', kuda  'hoof', Mt {Hl.} *kada 'fingernail, hoof' (Mt: M
{Sp.} kadam` 'my fingernail', kadyde  'its hoof', K {Pl.} chadada ' h i s
fingernail') ¶ Sm *¥  may go back only to U *u (see  Sm. 484 ¶ Jn. 55-6 ,
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Ter. 714, Lh. 16O-1, Ter. SILSJ 286, KP 97 [#541], KKIH 158, KD 24, Cs.
48, 8O, 114, 221, Hl. M #377 || A: Tg *°kita-kun 'finger-\toe-nail' >
WrMc XitaXun ≠ XitXun, Mc Sb ki\at´Xön id. ¶ STM I 466, 384, Y
#76, S AJ 2O8 [#22], SDM97 114 (Tg •*ki\ata-kun; •÷ Ne B qataxI
'brusok , large bar') ¶¶ The delabialization N *u 4 >  K and Tg *i i s
observed in other etl. items as well ¶¶ S AJ 29O, ≈  DQA #74O (incl. Tg]
˚  The rec. of N *k-  (rather than *K '''' - ) is based on the ev. of Tg. S *k'- <
**k-  is due to regr. as., in K one may suppose shift of glottality *k.. .t ' >
*k'...t? An alternative hyp.: N *k''''- and de-emphatization (due to a n
unknown cause) *k '''' -  > *k-  in Tg. ˚  Blz. KM 135 [#13] (adduces K {Fn.}
*k'it-i 'finger').
966. *ka÷3333t ' '''V 'hard, dry' >  HS: S *°√k'÷t' >  Ar √q÷tœ G (pf. qa÷atœa, ip .
yaq÷atœu) 'être sec, desséché, aride' ¶ BK II 782-3 || A *k…atæV 'hard' >
NaT *k…at id. >  Tk ∆  qat 'hard, dry', Qmn {B} qat 'firm'; NaT *k…at-
'be\become hard\firm\tough' >  OT qat- id., Chg qat- 'be ha rd \ t ough ' ,
Tkm 9ata-, Nog, Qq, Qrg, VTt, Bsh, ET qat-, Chv Xît- 'harden', Uz ˚ot-
qåt-, Alt, Tv qat-, Tf qå<tæ-, Xk, Yk Xat- id., 'dry up', Qmq qat- id. ,
'freeze', Qzq qat- 'harden, freeze'; d. *k…atæîg 'hard, firm, tough' >  OT
qatî˝, Tk katI, Tkm 9atî id., Az 9atî 'dense, hard, tough', Uz, ET
qattiq, VTt, Bsh qat¥, Qzq qattî, Qrg qattu, StAlt qatu, Xk Xatî˝, Tv
kadyg, Tf qå<tæî˝ 'hard, tough' ¶ Cl. 395-8, ET KQ 334-5, Ra. 219-2O,
Hüs. 76, TkR 163-4  M *qata- vi. 'get dry, dry up; become hard' >  MM
[HI] qada- 'get dry', WrM qata-, HlM, Brt xata-, Ord {Ms.} 9òatæa-, Kl
{KRS} xatx Xat¥-X¥, {Rm.} Xat¥-Xa 'get dry\hard', 'get t e m p e r e d '
(steel)', Mnr {T} Xada2- 'get dry', {SM} Xadòa2- 'devenir d u r \ s e c \ r o b u s t e ,
se raidir, s’affermir', Dgr {T} Xata-, {Mr.} kate- 'get dry', MM [HI] d .
qata√ar 'manque de pluie, sécheresse', [MA] qata2-qsan adj. ' d r ied ' ,
MMgl {Iw.} d. qata2d 'unobtainable'; d.: M *qata{˝}u 'hard' >  MM [MA,
HI] qata√u id., WrM qata9u, HlM xatuu 'hard, steadfast, tight', O r d
9òatæu2 'hard'; *qatan, *qataNu 'hard, strong' >  MM [S] qatan ' s teel ' ,
qataN9u ({H} h5atangh5u) 'hard as steel, firm', WrM qatan, HlM
xatan  'hard, strong', Brt xatan  'made of steel', WrM qataN9u, HlM
xatanga  'strong, hard, harsh', Brt xatanga adj. 'dried, dry', Mnr {T}
XadoN 'hard, firm', {SM} Xadòo2N 'dur, ferme, fort, constant'; M ı Yk
Xatan ≠ XataN 'hard, firm'; M *qata-˝a- vt. 'dry (make dry), harden' >
MM [HI] qada- vt. 'dry, make dry', WrM qata9a-, HlM, Brt xataa-,
Mnr {SM} Xadòa2- id., Dg {Mr.} kata2- id., {T} Xata2- id., 'harden', Kl {KRS}
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xata- Xata-, {Rm.} Xata2- 'make dry', 'temper (steel)' ¶ H 63, Ms. H
85, 89, Pp. MA 295-6, Iw. 124, MED 943-4, Chr. 56O-1, KRS 582-3, KW
172, SM 146-7, T 372, Mr. D 181-2, Pek. 3399  Tg *kata- >  Ewk Ald/Z
kata 'dry, meager', Ewk K kata 'firm (krepkij )', Ewk PT/Np/Nr kata2
'sharp' (of a knife), Orc kata 'hard, firm', Ork qata, qatta 'firm', Ne ∆
kata%, Ne Nh/KU Xata% 'firm'; Ewk Ald/SB/Tng/Ucr kata2- vt. 'get d r y
(from drought)', WrMc qata- (prs, qata-mbi) vi. 'harden, get d r y '
(Z: 'zasyxat∆ , tverdít∆ poslí syrosti i prosuwki , vysyxat∆ ,
byt∆ provålen` '), Mc Sb qat´-m´ 'become bone-dry'; there is part ia l
contamination with loans from M (e.g., Neg kata- 'temper [metal], Ul
Xata(n-) 'sharp, firm', Ne Xata% 'firm', as can be seen from the i r
meaning ]'temper'] or from their phonetic shape [X-]) ¶ STM I 383-4, Z
255, Y #1819  pKo {S} *ku~t- 'hard' > MKo ku~t-, NKo kut- ¶ S QK # 6 1 4 ,
MLC 216  pJ {S} *ka!ta!- 'hard' > OJ ka!ta!- id., J: T ka~ta-, K ka!ta~-, Kg
ka!ta- 'hard, firm' ¶ S QJ #56O, Mr. 831 ¶¶ S AJ 7O (A *k[æ]atæa ' h a r d ' ) ,
≈ DQA #1O2O (A *kæe!tæo~ 'hard'; incl. T, M, Ko, J) || D *katßtß- ({†GS}
*gatßt ß-) 'hard' >  Tm kat5t5- vi. 'harden, consolidate', Ml kat5t5i 'what is
condensed, solid, ingot', Kt katßy 'solid lump', Kn gat5t5i ' f i rmness,
hardness', Knd g´⁄tßtßi, Gdb gatßtßin 'hard', Tu gat5t5i, gad5ËsË ' f i rm,
hard', Tl kat5t5u 'become hard', gat5t5i, gad5usu 'hard', Klm gatßtßi
'thick (density)', kedßk 'hard', Kui dßr`ahpa 'be hard', dßrai 'hard, stiff', ?
Krx kar`a"r-, kadßr- v. 'congeal, freeze' ¶¶ Km. 321 (D *katß-/*katÀ-), ≈  D
#1148 (does not distinguish between the √  in question a n d
homonymous roots meaning 'tie, bind', etc.) , ≈  An. SG 132 (Tm -t5t5- <
*-n`tßtß-) ¶¶ D *-tßtß- (rather than *-t-/*-tt- as the reg. reflex of N *-t ''''-)
may be accounted for by the preceding N lr. ˚  Tg *k-  points to a N *k- ,
while S *k'- in *°√k'÷t' is due to regr. as. (N *k...t '''' > *k'...t').
967. *kawV 'call (exclaim), shout' >  IE: NaIE *gow-/*gw- 'shout' >
OI ≤gavate2 'sounds', redupl. ≤jogu2- (gen. pl. ≤joguv-a2m) 'praising' »»
Gk go1oß (<  go1woß) 'weeping, wailing', goa1v v. 'groan, weep', go1hß
'incantator'; Gk boh1, Gk D boa1 'a loud cry, shout' (b- < NaIE *gw-) »» OIr
guth  'voice' (< *gutu-s) (× NaIE *g8≈au\(´)- 'call, invoke', pp. *g8≈u(:)-to-
'called, invoked'  < N *ga4444w÷V (or *ga4444w˝V?) to call') »» OHG gi-
kewen  'to call, vocare', AS cI2eÌan  'to call, to call out, to name' ¶ WP
I 634-5, P 4O3, M K I 331, 445, F I 247-8, 317-8, Schz. 18O, Kb. 5 3 9 ,
OsS 485, Ho. 47, ≈ LP §  62 (OIr guth < NaIE *gWow- [> Gk boh1 'a l oud
cry, shout']) || HS: C: Bj {R} ikuw-, ikW- scv. 'lament, wail, shou t ' ,
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'utter a cry' (animals) ¶ R WBd 13 ¶ Initial i- is probably a rest of t h e
personal px. that remained after restructuring the former prefix-
conjugated verb into a suffix-conjugated one || D *kau\v- ≠ *kav(v)-
({†GS} *k-) 'sound', v. 'call' (× N *ga4444w÷V [or *ga4444w˝V?] '⇑ ') >  T m
kauvai\ 'sound, noise, roar', kavar v. 'call, summon', Tu hauji
'noise, tumult, alarm', Prj kavdß-  v. 'curse, abuse', Krx kau\wa2r 'tumult o f
angry voices, roudy shoutings', Mlt kawye v. 'use vile language'; h e r e
also pseudo-onomatopoeic (secondary interpretation a s
onomatopoeia): Kn kava pseudo-imitative ideophone for the sound o f
angry language, Tl kavakava  'aloud' (of laughter) ¶¶ D #1341.
968. *kiw[V]H{e6666} ' s tone '  > HS: Ch *√kw ≠ *√gw (or *kWV? ≠
*gWV?) 'stone' > CCh: Mtk {ChL} kWa? 'stone', Mf {BLB} kWa, {Sb.} kWa6 »
Bdm {Cfr.} ka2~u!, {Lk.} kau\, Ktk Af {ChC} kao » Nz {Mch.} kwa2!<a5, {Mk.}
kwaa id. ¶ ChC, ChL, BLB 198  WS ≈ *√kwH >  Gz kWakW´H (p l .
kawa2k´H) 'stone, rock, stony ground', Ar ka2H-, kïH- 'rugged face of a
mountain, side of a valley consisting of the hardest and roughest s tone ' ,
{Hv.} 'foot of a mountain', {BK} 'versant d’une montagne' (in t h e
prehistory of Ar *VwV >  V) ¶ L G 28O, Hv. 669, BK II 941 || K: GZ
*kwa- 'stone' > OG kva-y, G kva, Mg kua ≠ kwa, Lz (n)kva, mkva id. ¶ K
197, K2 215-6, FS E 376-7, Q 346, Chik. 187 || U: FU *kiwe 'stone' >  F,
Es kivi id. » Er/Mk kev k!ev id. » Chr L/H ku≥ ku4, Uf ku4, B ku4y id. » Prm
*ki 'stone, millstone' >  Vt ko≥ k‰, Vt SW ko˘ 'millstone', Z iz-ki id. »»
ObU {acc. to Hl.'s theory} *ka4Æw 'stone' >  pVg {Ht.} *ka4Æw >  Vg: T ku4w,
LK/MK/P ka4w, UK/NV/SV/LL/ML ka4∏w, UL/Ss kaw; pOs {Ht.} *ko4˝
'stone' >  Os: V/Vy ko4G, Ty/Y ka$ÆGW, Y ka$Æw, D/K/Nz/Kz/O kew » Hg ko¡
(accus. ko4vet) id.  pY *qay- 'stone' > Y T qay-l! id. (nominal sx. -l!) ¶ ¶
Coll. 89, It. #18O, UEW 163-4, Db. OS xxx, Sm. 543 (FU *kiwi, FP
*kivi, Ugr *kI"wI"), Ht. #235, Ker. II 58, LG 123, IN 244 || ?σ IE: H t
ku(wa)nnan 'copper; ornamental stone' (×  N *K''''on{h}V 'yellow'?) ¶
Ts. E I 688-92, Pv. IV 3O8-11 ˚  AD GD 16 (K, U), IS I 298 [#166] (Ch, K,
U), AD NM #83, S CNM 8 (÷÷  NrCs, Yn, ST), Uch. p.c. [May 14, 2OOO]
(drew my attention to the Ht word).
969. *koyV ≠ *kayV 'to draw (schöpfen)', 'scoop, spoon' >  U *koyV
'spoon, scoop' >  Lv {Kt.} koÚ2i ± kaƒi 'spoon' » Prm *koy (∫LG} *ko¿y)
'shovel' >  Z LV koy 'small shovel for throwing in hot stones into t h e
brewery tun', Z USs ko¿y, Yz koy 'hunter’s shovel', Vt M kuy 'spade'; Prm
*koy- ({∫LG} *ko¿y- v. 'draw (schöpfen), shovel' >  Z koy- 'draw liquid
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(from a vessel) and pour it out' (a merger with *koy- v. 'throw'), Z I
koy- v. 'shovel snow'  Sm {Jn.} *kuy 'spoon' > Ne: T Y/E xu , O {Lh.} Xu2;
Ng {Mik.} ku4; En d.: X {Cs.} ku6ri, B {Ter.} kuÎe; Slq Tm {KD} ku¿yagò
'spoon', ? qæu2ya"˘ 'landing-net', Slq MKe {KD} ku4Úy:aN 'puukuppi (wooden
cup\dish)'; Kms {Cs} d. kuigu 'spoon' ¶¶ UEW 117, LG 128 (s.v. koj
and kojny), Jn. 74, KP 1O3-4, Ter. SSJ 2O5, ≠ Sm. 552 (Vt kuy, Z koy <
FP *ka +ojwa 'dig, spade') || A: Tg *ku'yÉ (= {∫Bz.} *ko4yV) >  Neg kuy‰2mi
≠ kuy´3ni, WrMc {Z} k2uj i, k2uj ni (={∫Sin.} kuy-i≠ kuy-ni}, {Hr.}
kuili 'spoon' ¶ STM I 425, Z 288, Hr. 599, Sin. TM 358 (on the value
of Mc {∫Sin.} ku)  M *qayiba > Ord {Ms.} Xa4∏wa tæo9o2 'marmite à large
ouverture et dont le bord s’avance en dehors' (tæo9o2 ' chaudière ,
marmite'), WrM qaiba  'large kettle, frying-pan' ¶ Ms. O 347, MED 9 1 1
|| D (in SD) *kayyil ({†GS} *k-?) 'spoon, ladle' >  Ml kayyil, Tu kai\lË
'ladle, spoon', Krb kïlÈ 'ladle' ¶ D #1257 ˚  U and T point to a r o u n d e d
vw. of the first syll., while M and D suggest a pN *a . This discrepancy
needs explaining.
97O. *ka4444{?}yË '(small) bird' > HS: Eg fXVIII k5y 'bird' ¶ EG V 17  Ch:
WCh: Hs ∆ k'Ya2 !wa~ '∈ a bird'; AG: Ang {Flk.} k° 'fowl', {Brq.} kï~ 'hen', Su
{J} kWE2~, Mnt kiyE id., Gmy {Hf.} ke2, Kfr {Hf.} ko2 'hen, chicken', cp. a lso
{Nt.} kWo@m 'bush fowl', Su {J) kWO2m 'partridge' »» ECh: Kwn {J} ko!yo2
'bird' »» CCh: ?σ Mdr kuye 'hawk' ¶ Ba. 7O5, JI II 23, J S I 71, Flk. s.v.
k° , Hf. AG 24 [#197], Nt. 22, Brq. AP ¶¶ OS #1598 (*koy-) (Eg, AG, ECh,
Mdr) || U *ka4yV (small) bird' >  Prm *kay id. >  Z kaj kay id., Vt
kyjkaj kÈy-kay '(hunter’s) game, wild birds and mammals' (<  *kÈy
'catch, hunt' + *kay 'bird') (rather than *kÈy 'snake' + *kay, as in UEW
133) »» ObU: Vg Ss {Kn.} koy 'small bird (Vöglein)', wa2s-koy 'duckling' ,
lunt-koy 'gosling' (wa2s 'duck', lunt 'goose'), Vg N {MK} koy, koyi
'Sprößling, Kind'; Os Kz qu"y 'young of a fowl ( d u c k \ h e n \ g o o s e \ s w a n ) '
 Sm: Mt {Hl.} *kay 'goose' (Mt: M {Sp.} kaj, {Mll.} khai, T {Mll.} kai,
K {Mll.} gai, {Pl.} gaj, ghai) ¶¶ UEW 133, LG 115, Ht. #743, WVD VII
327, 464, MK 217, Stn. D 597, Hl. MTKV 21, 65, ≈ Hl. M #383 (unc.: M t
*kay π T *kar1 'goose') || A: Tg *kuyu2-ken 'young bird' >  Ewk kuyu2k‰n
'young fowl (duckling, gosling, chicken)', Sln xuyu2x‰%—, Lm kuyuk‰n
'young bird', Neg kuyix‰2n ≠ kuyux‰2n ± kuyuk‰n 'duck', WrMc XoyXo
'tailless chick'; *°kuyu2-kï > Ewk kuyukï ≠ kuy‰kï 'goose' (*-ken/kan is a
dim. sx., *-kï is a sx. of animal names, w Vas. 761) ¶ STM I 425 ˚  The
discrepancy between the words pointing to N *k-  (Tg, AG, ECh) a n d
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those suggesting N *K ''''-  (Eg, Hs) may be explained away by postulating a
lr. (most probably *? ), lost in most lgs., but producing a cluster *k?  (>
*k') in the prehistory of Eg and Hs. The labial element in the first syll.
(in some Ch lgs. and in Tg) is probably due to regr. as.
971. *ko6666{÷}y{u6666} (most probably *ko{÷}y{u 6666 }) 'larva, worm' (‘  ' m o t h ' )
> U: FU {UEW} *koye ≠ *koya id. >  F koi, koja 'moth, maggot, mite', Es
koi 'moth' » Lp Nt {TI} ku¢a"¿i\y´", ku\a"¿je", ku\a"i\ja 'grub that gnaws c lothes
and food', ? Lp Kld {TI} ko$i\;X´ò, K {Gn.} ku\´ºjX 'moth' » Er ki ' c lothes-
moth' » Chr L {Ü}, B {Wc.}, M kiye 'moth' » Prm *ka4y {∫LG} *kEy) 'moth' >
Vt kej , {W} ko4¢i id., Z UV k‰y 'small white hard worm (in meat)' »» ObU:
Vg T {Kn.} kiy ± ka4y 'moth'; Os V {Stn.} key id.  ?φ  Sm {Jn.} *kiwa4
'worm, snake' >  Ne: T sibå€, O {Lh.} s1ib! ™e 'larva of a gadfly u n d e r
reindeer’s skin', F {Lh.} s1iB!: ¢´a4 id.; Slq Tz {KKIH} s7u4 'snake', u4t-s7È ' l eech '
(u4t 'water') ¶¶ UEW 167-9, TI 141, 159, Gn. 125, Ü 67, LG 139, SZ 17O,
Stn. D 596, Jn. 72, KKIH 177, 193 || A {ADb.} *kuyV (= *k…uyV)
'noxious and parasitic insect' >  T *k… u4ya4 'moth' >  OT {Cl.} ku4ya4∏
'(clothes-)moth', Tk gu4ve, Tkm g¥e  gu4ye, Az ¥v´ g1u4wa4, Uz kuya, ET
ku4ya4, Qmq g√e gu4ye, VTt, Bsh kÁºya4, Blq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, StAlt ku4ye, Qrg
ku4bo4, Uz ku4ya, Xk ko4∏ id., Yk d. køj¥¥r ku4yu4∏r  id. ı HlM, Brt x¥jr
'moth', Ewk kuyur 'moth', Lm kuyur 'larva of beetles' »» Chv kÁve, ∆
kÁºve 'moth ' ¶ Cl. 754, ≈ Rs. W 297, ET VGD 94, Hüs. 189, RKumS 4 1 3 ,
RAltS 3O3, Jeg. 1O3, Fed. I 267-8, OMT I 489, STM I 425  Tg *kuyï-kta
'larva of a gadfly (under reindeer’s skin)' >  Ewk kuyïkta ≠ kuwïkta ≠
kuyakta ≠ kuyikt‰ id., Lm ko$yit, Neg kuyikt‰, Ork ku2n1ikt´ ≠ kun1itt‰
'gadfly larva'; Ï (bf.) Ewk kuyï- v. 'penetrate under reindeer’s sk in '
(gadfly larvas), Lm ko$yin- v. 'lay eggs' (a gadfly); Ewk ı Yk kuyukta
'gadfly larva' ¶ STM I 424  pKo *ku!i\t´!⁄ki! 'maggot, worm, grub' > MKo
¶¶ ADb. KL, Rs. W 297, Rs UAW 19 || ?σ IE: NaIE *°gWo2u\- (× *gWo2u\-
'disgusting, filth') >  Sl *gav-e7dÁ, *-e7da coll. 'small creeping animals
(lizards, frogs, vermin) (*-eßdÁ is a sx. of collective and uncountable
nouns) >  Blg ≤gaved  'small creeping animals (gady )', SCr gaàve2d coll.
'wild animals', Cz ∆  have7d& 'parasitic insects', 'poultry', Slk haved&
id., 'rabble', P gawiedz1 'small animals' (‘ 'kiddies', 'gaping c rowd ' ) ,
R ∆ ≤gaveda  'creeping animals (lizards, frogs, etc.); disgusting insects '
¶ P 484, ESSJ VI 11O-1, SBR 186 || HS: EC: Af {PH} ka2!÷ay 'flies', {R} qa2÷i¨
Sa {R} ≤qa2÷e n. 'fly' ¶ R S II 23O, R A II 74, PH 14O ˚  The rec. of t h e
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final vw. *u6666 is justified if IE *°gWo2u\- belongs here ˚  IS MS 349 (*g{o}yÿ
'moth' in U and A) ‘ Gr. II #268 (*koya 'moth') (U, A, Ko, Ai), Rs UAW
19 (U, A).
972. *koy÷{o}  (or *kuy÷{o}) 'fat, healthy' (‘ 'to fatten, to nour i sh ' )
> HS: Eg fMK k¿ 'nourishment, food', ?? Eg fP k¿ 'the Ka (spirit as part o f
personality), strength' > Eg (AkSc) ku, (GkSc) coi (in the month n a m e
Coiak) (unless from k¿ 'name', see  N *ko?{i}  'to call'); Vc.’s
vocalization of k¿ 'the Ka' is *ku ¶ EG V 86-91, Vc. 74 || IE *gWei\éW-
/*gWyeéW- 'be healthy, live' ({EI} *gWei\h‹- 'live') >  OI ≤gayah5 'vital
strength, life', Av gayo2 'life, lifetime' »» Arm keam keam (aor. keçi
kec≈i) 'I live, am alive' (<  *gWiy-a2) »» Gk Hm zv1v (aor. ]ebi1vn) 'live' »»
OIr {Vn.} bîad, biad 'nourriture, tribut de vivres' (the unexpected b-
due to a loan from Brtt and\or the infl. of OIr betha 'life'); W bwyd,
OCrn [VC] buit, OBr {Flr.}, Br boued ≠ boed (<  Clt *gWei-to) ' food ,
nourishment' »» Lt gy!ti 'to get better, recover', Ltv dzI2 ^t 'to recover ' ;
Lt aﬁr-gajus 'rest, Erholung' » Sl *z7i ¡-ti 'to live, to recover' >  OCS
qiti z7iti id., SCr z7Iàti, Slv, Cz z7iti, Slk z7it&, P z$yc1, R qit∆ ' t o
live'; (caus. > ) Sl *goji-ti vt. 'to fatten, to cure' >  Blg go≤å vt. ' fa t ten ' ,
SCr go~jiti vt. 'to bring up (a child), to nurse; to fatten', go~jiti se ' t o
be well fed, to fatten', Slv goji!ti vt. 'to nurse, to fatten', Cz hojiti, P
goic1 vt. 'to cure', Slk hojit&, R ∆  ≤goit∆, Uk goïti ≤hojitI 'to c u r e
(wounds)', OR goiti goiti {Srz.} 'qivit∆ ' »» L v°ta, Osc biI1tam
'life' »» pTc {Ad.} *s1a2w- ≠ *s1a2y-†> Tc: A s1o-, B s1a2y-/s1a2w- 'live'  d. IE
*gWiÓ-wo- > NaIE *gWi(:)-wo- 'alive, living' >  OI j°≤va-, OPrs J7°va-,
Av J7uua-, YAv J7uiia- »» L v°vus, Osc (nom. pl.} bivus id. »» OIr
be1u, be1o id.; Brtt {RE} *biwos id. > W byw,  Crn bew, Br bev id.;
derived verb: W byw 'to live, to dwell', Crn bewa, MBr beva, Br
bevan%†'to live' »» Lt gy!vas, Ltv dzI2 ^vs 'alive, living', Pru g°wu,
giw°t 'live', gi(j)wan 'life' » pSl *z7i•v¥ 'alive, living' >  OCS qiv5
z7ivË id., Blg qiv, SCr, Slv z7i•v, Cz, Slk z7iv 'alive'¨ †R qiv 'is alive', R
qiv-oj, Uk qiv-ij, P z$ywy 'living' » ? (with shortening *ï >  *i) Gt
qius  'living' »»  Gk bi1oß 'life' ¶ P 467-9, EI 356, M K I 324, 439-4O, M E I
467-8, 594-5, F I 237-9, 618-9, Fs. 39O-1, WH II 8O8-1O, Bc. 313, Slt.
98, Vn. B  37, 47-8, RE 11O, Flr. 88, Hm. 95, Frn. 154-5, ESSJ VI 1196-7 ,
Vs. II 51-2, 57, Glh. 71O-1, Db. SDKI (on shortening *ï >  *i in Celto-
Italic and Gmc), Wn. 484-5, Ad. 627, Ad. H 31 || U: FU *kuye 'fat' >  F
kuu 'tallow, fat' » Er kuya, Mk kuya, {Ahl.} kuya4 n., adj. 'fat', Er/Mk
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kuya- 'grow fat' » pChr {Ker.} *koya >  Chr: L koå ko≤ya, B koya ' f a t ,
tallow', adj. 'fat', U koya , H {Ep.} kaya n. 'fat' » Prm *°ko$y ({∫Lt.} *ko$¿y) >
StVt ko≥j k‰y, Vt Sr k‰y, Vt Kz ko$y 'tallow, fat', adj. 'fat', Vt G k‰y n .
'fat'; Prm *koy {{∫Lt.} *ko¿y-) is represented in Vt kuajyny kway-ÈnÈ
'grow stout' »» Hg ha1j n. 'leaf-lard, fat' ¶ UEW 195-6, Sm. 544 (FU, FP
*kuji, Ugr *ku"jI" 'tallow'), Ber. 18, Ker. II 7O, MRS 229, Ep. 36, Ü 7O,
U3S 218, 22O || ?σ A: M *°qoya >  WrO {Krg.} Xoyota2 'sated', Xoya
u4gei 'unsated' (u4gey 'not'), Kl {Rm. “ Gl.} Xoyo, XoyotE2 ' nahrhaf t ,
reichlich' ¶ KW 181, Krg. 279, 281 ¶¶ Hardly here A *k[æ]+guyV {DQA}
'thick, saturated' (sc. 'thick, dense ')  >  T *Koyu-g id., pJ *ku\a!- id., pKo
*k´2⁄-r- 'be thick, fertile' (DQA #9O8) || K: GZ *gw- vt. 'feed, fatten' >
Mg gv- id. (v-o-gv-an-u-an-k 'ich füttere, mäste', i-b-gv-an-u-n-k ' i ch
werde fett'), Lz gv- (gv-an-er-i adj. 'fat', Sv gw-/gu- (lu-gw-ar adj. ' f a t ' ,
li-l-gw-ar-i 'to feed (animals), to fatten') ¶ FS 76-7, FS E 80 ˚  The K
voiced *g- suggests that the N lr. must have had voicing effect in t h e
pre-history of K. It must have been *÷  (because the other N voiced
"laryngeal" *˝  would have been reflected in K as a pharyngeal). In Eg
the N lr. *÷ must have been changed into ¿  due to an incompatibility law
(k÷- is not attested in any word in Eg). If the original N etymon is
*kuy÷{o} (with *u  suggested by FU), the variant *koy÷{o} (underlying
the M and [most probably] the IE cognates) may be due to regr. as. o f
vowels ˚  IS I 299 [#168] (IE, U, M); ≈ S NSShS (A, IE, K).
973. *koyÓV 'skin, bark' >  IE *gWei\Ó- (*gWeÓi\-?) / *gWiÓ- 'skin' >
NaIE *gWe2i\- / *gWï- >  OI j°-na-m, j°-la-h5 'leathern bag' »» MIr {P}
bian  'peau' ¶ WP I 666, P 469, M K I 437-9, ≈ Vn. B  48-9 (Ir bian •< IE
*b≈ei- 'couper') || U: FU *koya 'bark, fruit-skin, fur' >  F koja, Krl koja
'bark' » Lp Vfs {Lgc.} gòu$¢o4;yE- v. 'bark (a tree)', ku˘¢;o˘y;‰ 'bud (of a t r e e
or grass)' » Z {W} k‰ya 'agaric (on a tree)' »» Os Ty qo"y 'fur from t h e
forehead of an animal (reindeer, cow, bear, etc.) used to make soles o f
footwear' » OHg haj 'bark, fruit-skin', Hg ∆  haj, Hg he1j ' fruit-skin,
shell, bark, eye-lid, pillow-case' ¶ UEW 166, Lgc. SL #817, KrT 28O, Stn.
D 44O, EWU 543-4 || A: NaT *k…uy-ka 'skin' (*-ka is a sx.) >  OT {Cl.}
quyka2 'skin, fur', ET quyqa 'skin of the head (of humans); singed a n d
cooked skin of a sheep’s head', Nog quyqa 'tetter, mange', Bsh ºojºa
q¥ºyqa, Qq quyqa 'singed skin', Qzq ˚¨j˚a qu"yqa 'singed head of a n
animal', Tv kujga quy˝a, StAlt kujka quyqa, Sg/Qb/Qc {Rl.} qui\˝a,
Tlt {Rl.} quyuqa 'skin of the head', Qrg kujka quyqa id., 'skin of a
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singed head (of sheep\goats)', Xk xuj©a  Xuy˝a  'skin of the head (wi th
hair)', Yk kuy%aXa 'skin of the head, singed hide' ¶ In ET and Qrg there is
contamination with N *K''''á{h}uyV 'to heat, to singe, to burn (sth.)' ¶
Cl. 676, ET Q 113  M *quyiqa- (×  N *K''''á{h}uyV) >  WrM quiqa, HlM
xujx 'animal skin from which the hair has been singed; scalp', Brt
xuuxa  'skin of the head, scalp', ?σ  Kl xuux 'thick skin'; M *quyiqa-la-
> WrM quiqala-, HlM xujxla-, Kl xuuxl- 'singe, burn (ha i r ,
feathers, grass, etc.)', Brt xuuxal- 'singe (legs and head of an animal
before cooking)' ¶ MED 983, KRS 615-6, Chr. 6O7  Tg *ko2-kta ≠
*ko2kton  'bark' (esp. 'bark of cork oak') > WMc Xoqton 'bark of young
trees used in manufacturing bows; a float', Xoqron moo 'cork o a k ' ,
Neg ko2kta 'float (of a fishing-net)', ko2kta mo2nIn 'cork oak', Orc ko2kto,
Ul qoqto 'a float', Nn Nh/KU qo2qto%, Nn B qoXto 'cork oak, a float', U d
{Shn.} kokto  'Phellodendron bark; a float', {Krm.} 'Phellodendron (a t r e e
with light bark, barxatnoe derevo)' ¶ STM I 4O5, Krm. 25O ¶ Tg *-kta
is a sx. of mass nouns ˚  The vw. *u (for the expected *o) in T and M
needs explaining ˚  AD MR 261 (IE, U), IS I 299-3OO (*koyÓa; IE, U, ?
T).
974. *koyHV 'be strong, overpower, take possession of' >  IE: NaIE
*gWey´- 'overcome, ruin', *gWiya2 'violence' >  Gk bi1a2, bi1h 'bodily
strength, force' »» ON kveita {P} 'to overpower', {Vr.} 'ein Ende
machen, umbringen', ? Gt qistjan 'to destroy' »» IIr: OI jya2, jia2
'power, violence', parama-˜jya2-h5 (-ji≤a2h5) 'having the greatest power ' ,
jya- (prs. ji≤na2ti) {MW} v. 'overpower, oppress, deprive so. o f
property' ¶ The supposed Irn cognates (YAv {M} zinat À ' b r ingt
jemandem um etwas, beraubt', {Brtl.} zinaka adj. 'schädigend' [?],
OPrs ad°n- 'entreißen, rauben', KhS ysa4n- 'carry off', and OI jya- i n
the meaning 'deprive of property') belong here if the meaning 'deprive,
carry of' is secondary (“  'overpower, ruin') ¶ WP I 66-7, P 469-7O, EI
158 (*gWyehÅ- 'physical power; overcome, oppress'), M K I 448, M E I
6O2-3, MW 426-7, Brtl. 1697, Hinz 43, Bai. 35O, F I 235, Vr. 337 || HS:
CS *√kwH 'be strong', *kawH- 'strength' >  BHb h@7ƒ ≤koâH ' power ,
strength', EpHb kh5 'strength', Md √khw 'be strong', Ar √kwH (p f .
ka2Ha) 'overpower', n. act. kawH- ¶ KB 446-7, KBR 468-9, BK II 941, Hv.
669, DM 195, 2O5, HJ 496 || K: GZ *kw-, *kwn- (*kun-) 'have, possess '
> OG kw-, kwn-, G kv-/kon-/kn- 'have, possess', Mg, Lz kun- put on': Lz
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dolo-kun-u 'to put on; clothes', Mg mik'a-kun-ali, ge-kun-al-oba
'clothes' ¶ FS E 381, Fn. G 236, Chx. 1571-4.
975. *ka4444ywV 'to chew' >  IE: NaIE *g8yew-/*gyew- 'chew' >  I rn
*Z7yav- (< *gyeu\-) > NPrs {Horn} ˆdY◊'Ja Z7å2vï-da4n, {BM} ˆdYvJa Z7a4vï-
da4n, Psh {Mrg.} z7o2≤v-ul ± z7o2y´l 'chew' »» OHG kiuwan ± chiuwan,
MHG kiuwen, MMG ku6wen (ı  NHG kauen), MDt cauwen ±
couwen, Dt kauwen, AS c1e1owan 'to chew', NE chew; OHG {OsS}
chuwa6 ± chiwa6 ± che4wa6, MHG kiuwe, kiwe, ke4we 'jaw' »» Lt
z7ia!una 'jaw', Ltv z7auﬁnas f. pl. 'jaw-bone(s)', z7auna2 ^t  'to eat quickly
and greeduly; to eat slowly' » pSl *z7uj-oß / *z7Áva-ti 'chew' >  OCS qu)
z7ujo< / q6vati z7Ávati, OCz z7vu / z7va1ti, Slk z7ujem / z7vat&, P
z$uje< / z$uc1 ≠ z$we< / z$wac1, R qu≤√ / qe≤vat∆ id.; Sl {BER} *z7una >
Blg ≤quna 'lip' »» pTc {Ad.} *s1uwa2- 'eat' > Tc A/B {Ad.} s1uwa2-, {Wn.}
s1wa2-, B s1u- id. ¶ P 4OO, ≈ EI 175 (*g8yeu\Ó-; unc. adduction of ON
tyggja 'chew, eat', with *-Ó- reconstructed probably on the ev. of -
ggj-; on tyggja see  ON tugga 'bite', Vr. 6OO-2), BM 157, Horn 9 3 ,
Mrg. 1O6, BM 157, Vr. N 3O9, Ho. 47, Schz. 181, Kb. 543, OsS 493, Lx.
1O9, Frn. 13O2-3, Vs. II 39-4O, Chrn. I 294, BER I 559, Wn. 49O, Ad.
631-2, Ad. H 65 || A *k… a4 ∏bV- 'chew' > T *k… a∏4b(a4)- 'chew' (the stem-final
*-a4- is evidenced by the OT aorist ka4va4r) >  OT ka4v- id., Osm {Rh.} gev-
'chew; mumble in the mouth, as a beast its cud', Tk {TrR} gev- ' chew
by a mouth without teeth'; d. *k… a∏4bil! 'chewing; cud' >  Tk gevis> id.,
Tkm ga4∏vu4s7, Az g1o4yu4s7, Bsh k¥j¥w kÁºyÁºs7, Qzq k¥j¡s ku4jiÆs 'cud', Ï
*k… a∏4bil!a4- 'ruminate, chew' >  OT ka4vs7e- 'chew the cud', Chg ka4vs7a4-, Az
øvw´- g1o4vs7a4- ≠ øjw´- g1o4ys7a4- 'chew', Tkm ga4∏wu4s7e-, Tk ∆ gevs7en-,
Uz kaws7a-, ET ko4ys7i- ≠ ko4s7i-, ∆ ko4s7a4-, Qmq gu4ys7e-, Bsh kÁºys7a4-, Nog
ku4yze-, Qq gu4yse-, Qzq ku4yse-, Qrg ku4ys7o4-, Qrg, Alt keps7e-, Tv keGz7en-
'ruminate', Ggz gevs7en-, VTt ku4s7a4- 'chew, ruminate', Xk kipsen-
'eat\ruminate (while walking)' »» Chv kavle-  'ruminate' (or < *k… a∏4bilÉ-?)
ı Chr kavulem 'I chew', Er kavl!a-ms, Mk kavÈl!a-ms 'to chew
(slowly)'; *k… a∏ 4bilÉ- > Tk gevele-  'ruminate', etc. ¶ Cl. 687, 692, Rs. W
244, ET VGD 5-7, S AJ 196 [#245], Rh. 16O2, TrR 333, TkR 239, UzR
197, TvR 294, Jeg. 84, Fed. I 21O-1, Fed. ChM 187  M *ke2bi- v.
'ruminate, chew the cud' >  MM kebi-, WrM kebi-, HlM xuv´-x, Kl
kev- kew-, Mnr {SM} kæe2yi-, {T} keyi- id. ¶ Pp. MA 212, MED 439, T
338, KRS 288, KW 229  Tg *°ke[:]b- > Lm k‰2wrï- v. 'gnaw' ¶ STM I 4 4 2 -
3  (??σ) Acc. to Starostin, pJ *ku~p- 'eat' >  OJ kup-, J: T ku!-, K/Kg ku~-,
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Ht ho~-, Y Fu!- id. ¶ S AJ 269 [#119], S QJ #119, Mr. 718 ¶¶ S AJ 6 9
(*ka4bi ¬ *kebi), S VL #23O (*ga2bi), KW 229, ≈ DQA #787 (A *ke2pu
'chew'; incl. T, M, Tg) ||  HS: C: Ag: Bln kWaN- 'chew, bite' ¶ R WB 2 2 4
˚  IS I 293 [#16O] (IE and A [T, M, Tg]), Mng. E-1 ˚  Not here D *kavulß-
'cheek' (D #1337), because the OI loanword kapola 'cheek' (Tu.
#2755) suggests an eD stem with a labial stop (*kabulß-, whence la te r
*kavulß-) and thus favours an etl. connection of the D stem with N
* ûûûû qÅbV 'jaw, cheek' or (less plausible) N *gabV(-l ßßßß ++++ l ! !!!V) 'head' (‘  ' t o p ' ,
'skull') (q.v.).
976. UA  € ?φ *koyw{a}  'birch tree' >  U *koyw{a} id. >  F koivu, Es
ko%iv (gen. ko%ivu) id. » ? Lp P {Set.} ko\aºye"vu2 ≠ ko\aºivu2 id. » pMr {Ber.}
*kiy-/*kuy- + *l-sx. >  Er kilej kil!ey, ∆  kil!eN, Mk kelu kelu ' b i rch-
tree'; *kiy-ker1/*kuy-ker1 (*ker1 'bark') 'birch-bark' >  Er kigor kigor,
giger∆ giger1, ∆  kiv-ger1, Mk kevgor ≤kevg´r, kujgor ≤kuyg´r
'birch bark' (-gor, -g´r-, -ger1 'bark') » pChr {Ker.} *ku 'birch-tree' >  Chr:
L ku´ kue, Ug/B kue, H kugi kuGi ≠ kogi koGi id. »» Vg: T kE2l! ± ke2l!,
LK/So xa2l! id. » ?? Hg hajo1 'ship', ∆ hijjo1, hijo1 'small trough-like boa t ,
made of a tree-trunk' (“ *'boat of birch-bark'?)  Sm {Jn.} *ko¥\y
'birch-tree' >  Ne: T xo, O {Lh.} Xo2, F d. ku˘yOk'u id.; Ng {Hl., Mik.} ku4¢´,
{Cs.} ≤kua; En {Ter.} koa ± ≤kua; Slq Tz {KKIH} qa4∏, {Prk.} qa4, qwa4; Kms
{KD} d. kæu˘i\;u$, kæoi\;u$, {Cs.} ku4yu4, Koyb {Sp.} d. ku√; Mt {Hl.} *ku[g]a
(Mt: M {Sp.} ko, {Mll.} ku1a, K {Mll.} ku`ga, {Pl.} kuga `, T {Mll.} ku1o)
¶¶ UEW 169-7O. Coll. 25, Set. FUS 42, Ker. II 6O, Ber. 22, Ps. OT 5O, Rm.
BT 52, Jn. 73, Hl. US 12O, Hl. M #565, KP 95, KKIH 159 || A ?φ ({ADb.}
*k…aw- 'birch-tree'): M *qu-sun ({ADb.} *kuu\-sun, sc. *quB-sun) 'b i rch-
tree' >  WrM qusun, HlM xus, WrO Xusum, Kl xusm Xusm=, Brt
xuha(n) ¶ Rs. UAW 27, KW 199, MED 991, KRS 613, Krg. 291, Chr.
6O8-9  NrTg *kïbe >  Ewk kiw‰ ± kïw‰ 'birch-bark', Ewk Nr/K kiw‰
'birch-tree', Lm kïw‰, Lm Sk kïb‰ 'birch-bark' ¶ STM I 39O-1 ¶¶ ADb.
KL ¶¶ J kaba 'birch-tree', although phonetically resembling the A word ,
does not belong here, because it goes back to OJ kaniFa <  *kanipa id .
(Mrt. J 431); Pröhle: the U √  (*koywa) •÷ OJ kupa, J kuwa 'mulber ry
tree' (Prl. JUA 171) ˚  IS I 3OO [#17O]. The word may have b e e n
borrowed by the N dialects underlying U and A from aboriginal lgs. o f
Northern Eurasia. The details of the phonetic prehistory of M *qu-sun
and NrTg *kïbe  are not clear.
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977. *kez6666?e6666 'skin; to skin' > HS: S *°ks6? (× N *kis6666[?]V 'tear (off ) ,
pinch, pluck') > Ar √ks7? G  (pf. qas7a?a, ip. yaks7a?u) v. 'peel', ' écorcher ,
dépouiller d’écorce ou de la peau supérieure, de coque', √ks7? G (p f .
qas7i?a, ip. yaks7a?u) 'être pelé\écorché de manière que la peau d e
dessous paraisse sous la peau extérieure' (se dit d’un outre), 'avoir l a
peau dure et gercée au point qu’elle s’écaille' (se dit des mains) ¶ BK II
9OO || K: G kil- 'scale off, remove the skin (from cooked tongue) ,
remove bristles\hair (from the hide\skin of an animal)' (× N
*kol[V]÷V [or *kolßßßß[V]÷V?] 'to peel, to bark'?) ¶ Chx. 1558 || U: FU
*kez6e 'skin, leather, peel (of fruit)' >  F kesi  (gen. keden) 'membrane ,
pellicle, film, scale', kesi- v. 'scale off, peel off', Es kesi (gen. kee)
{W} 'leere Hilse\Schote; abgeworfene Schlangenhaut' » Lp I -katt (gen. -
ka2Îa) in sarve;s-katt 'reindeer skin', Lp T {Gn.} katt 'Fell' » pMr {Ker.}
*ked!´ > Er ked∆, {Ps.} ked! ≠ ka4d!, Mk ked∆ ked! 'hide, skin, skin of f ru i t '
» Prm *kil! (× U *kal!wV <  N *K''''al! !!!{u 4 444 ++++u} 'skin, film, bark', q.v.) >  Z kil!
'seed-coat, surface film, outer (scaling off) layer of birch b a r k ,
dandruff', Vt kil ! 'scales that come off from the bark, dandruff' »»  Vg: LK
-kWa4 ∏l !´n 'hide' (in ya4lp´NuykWa4 ∏l !´n 'deer hide', lit. 'hide of a holy beas t ' ) ,
P -ka4l!´n 'hide' (in wuyka4l!´n 'bear hide', lit. 'beast hide'), NV kWa4l!´m
'bear hide', UL -kol!na 'hide' (in pupakWkol!na 'bear hide' [pupakWe i s
'bear']) ¶ UEW 142-3, W EDW 269, Ker. II 58, ERV 247, LG 124 || A: Tg
*°kel˜ > Ewk Tk/Tmt k‰lk‰2 'fur overshoes', Ewk Ucr k‰lk‰2 id., 'fur b o o t s
(unty ) for children (made of hide on reindeer legs)' ¶ STM I 446.
977a. *kuz6666mV (or *kuz6666V mV ) 'smoke, ashes' >  IE: NaIE *°gWelm- >
Gmc: NHG Qualm 'smoke', NGr Gtn Quulm 'thick smoke', MLG
quallem, NLG, Dt kwalm 'smoke', Dn kval ' s team' ¶ KM 572, Vr. N
373  || U: FU *kuz6mV 'ashes' >  pre-Mr {Ker.} *kul¥m¥ >  pMr *ku2l´w >
Er kulov kulov, ∆ kulow ± kuloN, Mk kulu kulu »» ObU {Ht.} *ku2z6mV
id. >  pVg {Ht.} *ku2l!mV >  OVg: W P ku(l)ma, S Tr xulma, W Sol
ku1l∆m`, Vg: T ko2l!´m, LK/Ss xu2l!´m, MK/UK/LL kul!´m, P/NV/SV kul!l!´m;
pOs {Ht.} *kay´m > Os: V/Vy qay´m, Y qaºy´m, D/K Xoy´m, Nz/Kz XOy´m
» Hg hamu id. ¶ UEW 194-5, Ht. #229, MF 259, It. #239, Ker. II 7O-1 ||
A: T *kæu4l 'ashes, cinders' (× N *ku6666l ß ßßßV 'glowing coals' [q.v. ffd.], N
*ûûûûqËLpV 'hot ashes, embers; to roast\heat on embers or hot s tones ' ,
and N *K''''É{y++++?}alßßßßa 'to burn' [intr.], 'to burn [sth.]', 'to heat, to b e
heated, to roast') || HS: S *°kus6s6- >  ECh: Kwn {J} ki@se!, Ll {WeibP} ku~sa!,
{Grgs} ku@sa! 'smoke', Ke {Eb.} ke!se! id., 'vapour' ¶ ChC, Eb. 65, Blz. EChWL
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#77  S *°kus6s6- >  ?φ Ar kus7s7- 'pollen of palm-trees' (“ *'dust' “
*'ashes'?) ¶ BK II 494, Hv. 855 ˚ Sauv. 92 (U, T), as well as ≈ Blz. LB
#4a and ≈ Blz. LBNA #29 (both sources: U, T + unc. IE *geu\l- 'coal', s e e
N *ku 6666 l ß ßßßV  'glowing coals').
978. ? € *kaÛV '(young) dog' >  HS: Eg MK czm (<  Eg O *czm ¬
*csm) 'hound, dog' ¶ EG V 4O9-1O, Fk. 3O8  B *-KVzïn- ≠ *-KVzzu2n-
(*-kVzïn-, *-kVzzu2n-...) >  as. *-gzïn- and (with secondary
emphatization) *-qzïn-≠*-qVzzu2n- '(young) dog'  >  Sll {Ds.} ikzin, Nfs
ugzin, Skn gzïn, Tmz ikzin ≠ ∆ iqzin, Izn {Rn.} aqzin, Rf A/B {Rn.}
aq´zzun id., Kb {Dl.} aqz7un (pl. iqWz7an) 'dog' (term of abuse); Si
agurz´ni 'dog' (a re-borrowing from a Berberism in a local dial. of Ar,
to judge from the pl. ´lguraz´n?) ¶ Dl. 657-8, MT 357, Beg. N 222, Rn.
37O, La. S 114, NZ 935  C: Ag {Ap.} *g‰z‰N- 'dog' (*-N- < *-m-) >  Bln
g‰d‰N, Xm, Q g‰z‰N, Aw gse!N, g‰se!N, Knfl {TBZAC} kassaN ¶ Ap. AV 1 1 ,
R WB 143, TBZAC 1O2  amb SOm (× N ? *{9}oK''''Vs6666 ++++c 6 666V(-ÂV) '∈ canine'
× N *K''''ac6666÷ 3 333V 'young dog\wolf'): Ari {Bnd.} (?)aksi 'dog', Ari B {Fl.} aks,
aksi (pl. aks‰n), Ari U {Fl.} aksi, Ari G {Bnd.} aks7i, Hm B {Fl., Ldl.} k'aski,
Hm K {Fl.} kaski ¶ Bnd. AL 148, Fl. OWL s.v. 'dog', Blz. OL #124, Ldl. H 
ECh: Brg ka!Z7a~N 'dog' ¶ JI II 1O7 ¶¶ Tk. I 186, Blz. OL l.c. (Om, Ag, Eg, B),
Ap. AV 11 (Ag, Eg) || A: Tg *kaçI- 'young dog' (× N *K''''ac6666÷ 3 333V ' young
dog\wolf') >  Ewk kaçi-ka2n, Sln xas-xa%: id. (-ka2n, -xa%: is a dimin. sx.), Lm
qaça, Neg kaçI, kaçi-xa2n, Ud kas?anZ7iga, {Krm.} kasanZ7iga, Nn B qasqa,
Nn KU qac7qa 'young dog', and possibly (in spite of the abe r r an t
vocalism) Ork k‰çik‰, Nn Nh k‰yc7‰%, k‰yc7‰k‰% ¶ STM I 385, Krm. 246 ¶ ¶
Tg vl. *-ç- for the expected voiced *-J- is puzzling ˚  Tg *k- and Eg c-
point to a N plain vl. *k- . The voiced *g- in Ag and in some B lgs. is d u e
to regr. as. (*kz > *gz). But the emphatic q- in several B lgs. remains
unexplained; in any case, it cannot be ancient (pB), because HS *k',
unless geminated, yields B *Œ  and never *q .
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979. *K 'a , a pc. of request > IE: NaIE {Brg.} *ka2, *kom/*kem, emphat ic
pc. (of request and sim.) > OI kam (Vd ≤tis5t5ha2 ≤su kam$ maghavan
'bleib doch sogleich stehen, oh Herr', ≤ava2 ≤nu kam$ ≤jua2ya2n
yaj≤n1avanasah5 'hilf als Stärkerer den Opferliebenden'); this e m p h .
pc. is used after imv. (as well as after dat. and after other particles) »» Lt
-k, -ki, ending of imv.: eiﬁk, eiﬁki 'go!' » R -ka, ∆ -ko, pc. asking f o r
immediate fulfillment of the request\order (expressed by the imv. o r
otherwise), ? Slk -k- (has moved before the imv. ending): sadkaj(te)
iv. 'sit down!' »» ? Gk ke / (prevoc.) ken, Gk D ka2, enclitic pc. o f
potentiality (convergence with a homonymous particle [or particles] o f
different origin?) (Gk Hm {vß ke1n o[i gai6a ca1noi! 'O, if the earth h a d
yawned for him! [= 'had swallowed him!']) ¶ BD II/3 1OOO-1, ≈ P 515-6 ,
≈ M K I 159 (kam 'well'), MW 251-2 (kam as an affirmative part icle
'yes, well'), LS 847, 933, ≠ F I 8O5, Vs. II 147, Bern. I 463, Ma. CS 1 8 5
|| U *-kV, sx. of imv. > FU: F ∆ -k ≠ -? (2s imv. ending) (lue-k 'read!'), F
-Ø (< *-k) (ending of 2s imv.).: lue 'read!' sg., Vo E lug‰-gò, Lv lu>gò id.;
BF 2p imv. *-ka-ta / *-ka4-ta4 (*-ta/*-ta4 pl.) > F luke-kaa 'read!' pl., Vp
luge-ga-t id. » Lp N -kku-, marker of imv. in 1s and 3s (le4-kku-m 'let m e
be'), *-k > -Ø, imv. 2s (the former presence of *-k is evidenced by t h e
weak grade of the syll.-initial cns.: boade  'come!' < *pota-k) » Mr -k, 2 s
imv.: Er soka-k 'plough!'  Sm *-k, 2s imv. > Ne T -? (-’’, e.g. xaj-’’
'call!'), En, Ng -?, 2s imv. (En mota-?, Ng matu-? 'cut!'), Ng -gu-, m a r k e r
of imv. in 1s (matu-gu-m 'ler me cut'), Slq Kt {Cs.} -k, 2s imv. (t!a2de-k
'set on fire!') ¶¶ Coll. CG 3O4-5, Laan. 235-7, Cs. GSS 524, 533 || A: Tg
*-ka/*-ke, sx. of 2s imv. (with variants: *-kal/*-kel, *°-ki) > Nn KU -ka,
Orc -ka/-k‰/-Ga/-G‰, Sln -xa id., Ewk -kal/-k‰l/-kol, Neg -xal/-kal id.,
WrMc -ki (neutral-polite imv. used when addressing an equal); t h e
suffix *-ki-  is use also in forms of 1s and 3s imv. >  Ewk -gi-, Ul -Z7i-, U d
-hi- ¶ Ci. 278-9, Ci. N 35, Ci. S 236, Bz. 144-5, Vas. 726, 759, Sun. G
187-8, Sun. M 17O, Sun. KUD 1OO, Sin. LM 272 ¶¶ Acc. to IS, here a lso
M *-qu/*-ku4 within the benedictive sx. *-dqu-n/*-dku4-n, which is hardly
convincing, because benedictive is actually a participle, sc. a der ived
noun (ffd. see Pp. IM 253-4) || ?σ  D  *-kV , sx. of optative >  OTm -ka id .
(kaN-ka 'look!', 2s opt.), ClTm {An.} -(u)ka (opt.: sey-ka 'let him d o ' ) ,
Kt -k- (sx. of optative), OKn {Gai} -(u)ge/-ke id. (tan-ge 'prosper! ' ) ,
ClKn -(u)ge/-ke (sx. of opt.: ker`u-ge 'pereat!, pereant!), Tu -k-/-g-,
sx. of imv. in 1s and 1p (pan`u-ke 'let me say', mal5-pu-g-a 'let u s
do'), Tl -ga (kalpuga 'let us study', bar-ka 'let us come', Tl Brh
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{An.} ampugE 'let me do'), Klm -ka- opt.: vakkan(d) 'let him come ' ,
vakkar  'let them come' from va(r)-  'come', Krx -ke≠-ke2, sx. of optat ive
("prospective") (bar-ke 'come, please'), ? Mlt {SKD} -ku, sx. of imv. ft., ?
Brh -ak, emphatic pc. added to imv. (kar-ak 'do!') ¶¶ An. SG 367-71 ,
RmA OTV 772, Sbr. DVM 497-8, Brigel GTL 52, Gai 9O, Hahn KG 4 3 ,
Grnr. 37O, SKD 58 || ?σ HS: EC: Or -ka2, emphatic pc. usually added t o
imperatives (translated by Grg. as 'so, then, therefore' and by Brl a s
'dunque!, quindi!, perciò!, ebbene!) ({Mrn.} kottu-ka2 {IS} 'idi-ka ' ,
{Grg.} naga2tti bulla2-ka2222 '≈  so, spend the night in peace!', sc. 'so, good-
night!', {Brl.} dugi-ka 'dunque bevi!') ¶ Grg. 239, Mrn. O 117, Brl. 2 2 1
˚  IS I 331-2 (IE, U, A, D, ? C), Gr. I 193-6 ("imperative KA" in IE, U, A,
Gil, ChK, EA).
98O. ? *K''''a , substantivizing, singulative, or distinctive (singling o u t )
pronoun, name of quality bearers > IE: NaIE sx. *-k- in IIr *ai\-ka- ' one '  >
MtA *ai\ka- 'one' (in Ht ayka-wartanna), OI e2ka-h5, NPrs ˚Y yek
'one'; OI ≤asr=k  'blood' nom. sg. (↔  gen. sg. as≤nah5) »» L -k- in senex
(sene-k-s) 'old man' (-k- only in nom. sg., cp. gen. sg. sen-is, nom. pl .
senes) »» Gk -k- in kh6ryx 'herald' (cp. OI ka2≤ruh5 'Lobsänger'), my1rmhx
'ant' (cp. Gk my1rmoß, OI vamr° id.)  NaIE *-ko- (f. *-k-a2), sx. of d e n o m .
adjectives and nouns: OI marja-≤-ka-h5 'male', sana≤-ka-h5 'old', OCS
velik5 veli-kË 'big', t5n5k5 tËnË-kË 'thin'. The same sx. is
probably present in the Sl pronominal adjectives and adverbs *jak¥(jÁ)
'what kind of?, which?', *jako ≠ *ako 'how?', *tak¥(jÁ) 'such', a n d
*tako 'so', as well as in Lt to!k-s m., tokia~†f. 'such', Lt E m. to!kias, f .
to!kia id., Lt jo!ks 'irgendeiner'  ¶ Hirt IG III 114-8, Vs. IV 12, 552-3 ,
Fr. 194, 11O5,  ESSJ I 64-5, 171 || A: T *-k, nominal sx. for conc re te
objects: OT qulqaq ≠ qulaq 'ear', qaraq 'eyeball' (acc. to Cl., “
'small black thing' ÿ qara 'black'), bIc7aq 'knife' (ÿ bIc7- ' c u t ' ) ,
kesek  'piece (cut off from sth.)' ÿ  kes-  'cut, cut off' ¶ Cl. xliv, 2 9 3 ,
62O-1, 652, 748-9  Tg *-k > Ewk -k for quality bearer ('the one having
the quality X'), e.g. sagda-k 'the elder person; first-born one' (ÿ
sagdan- 'get older'), n. ag.: Julga2k 'neighbour (person)' ÿ Julga2- ' live
in the neighbourhood' ¶ Vas. 341, 757 || U: U *-k{a}, sx. of d e n o m .
nouns: Lp T {Gn.} ma2yyeg, Lp K {Gn.} ma2ye˝, Krl, F ∆  {Kt.} mai\oaÆ (<
*maya˝a), Er miyav 'beaver', Lp T ka2yeg, Lp K {Gn.} ka2yye˝, Vp kayag,
Vd kayaga, Es S kayak; 'sea-gull', Os Ty {Lh.} wa2s´X 'duck', Ne T O {Lh.}
tar1e2-ha' 'squirrel', En B {Cs.} faeha 'salmo peljet' (cp. Vt paya ' ab ramis
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brama')  FU *-k{a}, sx. of denom. adjectives: Lp N {N} ba6c7c7a6 /
ba6c7≤c7a6g- 'bitter, fetid', Vp vayag, Vd vayaga 'unvollständig', Chr H
{Wc.} yak″≤s7ar-G´, Chr Uf yos7≤kar-G´ 'red, red colour' (Chr yak″≤s7ar ±
yos7≤kar attr. 'red'), Vg LL ya$nÈ-G 'big'  U *-kk-, pronominal sx. o f
distinctiveness (singling out): Er s1eke 'the same, that same' (ÿ  s1e
'that'), Nn T O {Lh.} c7u$k;È∏ 'this', Ng {Cs.} taka2 'iste' ¶¶ Lh. PUAS 333-43
˚ Hardly here Jg {J} ke2 'one', probably from N *ûûûûqaywÉ ' a lone ' ,
'entire' ˚ ≈ Gr. I 123-9 ("absolutive K" in EA, CK, Gil, Ko, T, IE).
981. *K''''o 'who?' >  U *ko- ≠ *ku- 'who' >  F ku-ka 'who?' (↔  mi-ka4
'what?), koska  'when?', Es ku-s  'where (wohin)?, kuhu where?', kui
'when?', kuidas 'how?' » Lp: N gu-, go<-, goa- in derivatives: gutti /
-D- 'who, which', goab…ba 'which of two?', L kÕbba2 id., S {Hs.}
gu4t´te  'which of many?', goaºbba  'which (of two)?', Kld ku2 (gen. ko2n)
rel. prn. 'who, which' » Er kona 'which?', Mk kona 'which' (rel.), Er/Mk
koda 'how?', Er kodamo, Mk kodama 'what for?', Er koso, Mk kosa, koza
'where?' » Chr: L ko4, H ku4 'who?', L kudo, H k¥d¥ 'which?', L kuze 'how?' ,
kus7to 'where?' » Prm {LG} *kod- ({∫LG} *ko¿d) 'who?', 'which?' > OPrm ko¿d-
'who, which' rel., Z kod 'who?', kod- 'which (of two)?', Z US ko¿di 'who? ' ,
Prmk k‰d-, Yz ≤kud-, kudik 'which?', Vt kud kud, kudi≥z kudiz 'which
(of two)'?' »» ObU *ko2- 'who?' >  Vg: T kan, LK xon, xan, xWan, P kon, Ss
xO2Nka 'who?'; Os: V qoyÈ, D Xo"y´, O Xo"y id.  ObU {Ht.} *ku2n 'when?' >
pVg *ku2n id. > Vg: T ko2n, LK xu2n, MK ku2n, UK/P/NV/SV/LL ku2n1, UL xu2n1, Ss
xun1; pOs *kun id. >  Os: D/K/Nz/O Xun, Kz Xö8n, V/Vy/Ty/Y qunt´ » Hg
ho- in hol, ∆  hon, hun 'where?', OHg ha 'when' rel., Hg ha 'if'  Sm
{Jn.} *ku- 'what\who?', 'which? > Ne T O {Lh.} d. Xu;i 'wohin, wer?', Ne T
xa€nåna 'where?', xurka 'welcher?, kakoj?  (qualis?)', Ne F {Lh.}
ku5kkÈ∏ 'who?', Ng {Cs.} d. kua, kunie 'welcher', En {Cs.} ho6ke id., Slq
Tz {KHG} qay 'what?, who?', kutÈ 'who?' (with an irreg. k- for t h e
expected q- <  U, Sm *k-), Kms {KD} qæaº Æd´ 'how', kæu$m;En, Koyb {Sp.}
kumin´ 'how much\many?', Mt {Hl.} *ku- (stem of interr. p ro n o u n s )
(Mt: M {Sp.} kulgu 'what for? [qualis?]', kuj 'from where?'); Sm {Jn.}
dat. *ku-N, loc. *ku-naº 'where?' >  dat.: Ne T xu?, Ne O Xu2?ﬁ, Ne F {Pl.}
kuN, En {Ter.} kuo?, {Cs.} ku6? id.; loc.: Ne T xuna, Ne F kunnå"´, Slq Tz
kun, Mt {Hl.} *kuna (Mt: M {Sp.} kuna)  Y: Y T {Krn.} qadi, Y T/K {Krn.}
xadi (=/qadi/?) 'who?', 'which?', T qu¢odeban, K xodome(je) 'qual is
est?', T qamlal, qabul, qabud, K xamlol, xamun 'how m u c h \ m a n y ' ,
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K/T qa-duNut, qa-duNun 'which one?' (from qa- + tuNut, tuNun 'this'), K/T
{IN} qon 'where?', qodo 'how?', K qay 'when?' ¶¶ UEW 191-2, Brgl. SG 6 1 ,
Hs. 122-9, Kov. LV 23O, Kov. GM 247, LG 125-6, Lt. DPJ 133, Lt. J 9 4 ,
TmK 29O, SZ 158, U3S  224, Ht. #279, Jn. 75, Cs. 49, 82, KHG 296-8, Hl.
M ##563, 571, 576, 589, IN 246, Krn. JJ 88-91, Krn. IMJJ 234-5 || IE
*kWo-/*kWe-/*kW-, a generalized interr. stem, used in combinat ion
with morphemes of deictic, gender-differenciating, and postposit ional
origin, e.g. *kWo-s 'who?' (with *-s, marker of nom. of the active
gender), *kWo-d 'what?' (with *-d of the non-active gender), *kW-i-s
'who?' (with deictic *-i- and active nom. *-s), *kW-i-d 'what?' (wi th
deictic *-i- and non-active *-d), etc.: *kWo-s 'who?' >  OI kah5, Av ko2,
OPrs kas7, Gt Has, OSw hvar, AS hwa2, NE who 'who?', Pru kas, Lt
ka~s, Ltv kas  'who\what?', Gk Hm te1o, Gk A tu6 'whose?' (<  *kWe-si\o),
*kWei\ 'who?' > L qu°, OIr cia, Brtt: OW pui, MW, W pwy, Crn pyu,
MBr, Br piv, piou; *kWe-s 'who?' >  OHG (h)we4r, NHG wer2 id., a s
well as Al T ke4, Al G ka6 'whom?' (<  accus. *kWe-m); *kWo-d 'what?' >
Vd ≤kad, L quod, Pru ka, OW, MW, W pa; *kW-i-s 'who?' >  Av c7is7, Gk
ti1ß, L quis, Osc pis ≠ pI1s PIS, Ht, Pal, Lw kuis id., OPrs c7is7-c7iy
'whoever'; *kW-i-d 'what?' >  Gk ti1, L quid, Osc pI1d, OIr cid, OW pi,
MW, Crn py, OBr pi, pe, MBr, Br pe, Ht, Pal kuit, ? Lw kui 'what? ' ;
*kW-u (and cds.) 'where?' > Vd ≤ku2, Av ku2, L ubïÆ, Osc puf, Um pufe
PVFE, pue  PVE 'where (wo)?, Gk Cr }o-pyi, Gk Sr py6ß (< *pyi-ß) 'where
(wohin)?', MW cw, cwd 'where (wo, wohin)?', as well as ?? H t
kuwapi 'where (wo, wohin)?, when?' (but Ts.: cd. of *kWo-);
according to Ad., in Tc the prn. for 'who?, what?' goes back to a cd. o f
*kWu 'where?' or *kWis 'who?' + dem. prn.: pTc *kuse (accus. *kuc7e) >
Tc A kus (accus. kuc), Tc B kuse (accus. kuce) 'who, what?' ¶¶ P
644-8, Bks. 2O3-7, M K I 192, WH II 41O-3, Bc. G 342, Pln. 7O2, F II
9O3-4, Vn. C  91=2, RE 145, LG §  373, Kb. 117O,KM 853, Frn. 199, En.
19O, Tp. P I-K 244-58, O 2O7, Ts. E I 611-4, 693-4, Pv. IV 218-32, KT
165, Wn. 246, Ad. 186-8, Ad. H 156-7, EI 455-7 || HS: C: Bj {R} ka2-k(W)
'how?' (interr. ka2- + -k(W )  of manner (see  N *K''''uya 'manner' [‘ ' l ike,
as']), {Rop.} ka"k 'how?' ¶ R WBd 138, Rop. 2O3  NrOm: Mch {L} ko
'who?', Kf {C} ko2-ne, ko2-n 'who?', ko2-c7 'to whom?', {HHM} koni,
konoc7i 'who?', Shn {Lm.} ko1nni!, Anf {MYTY, Lm.} ko-nne 'who?' ¶ L M
35, Lm. Sh 328, C SE IV 282-4, R K 53, HHM 4O9, MYTY 113  ?? Ch: Hs
k'a~, k'a2~k'a2~ 'how?', Gw ko~ 'how?'; the structure of k'a2~k'a2~ may be as in Bj
(interr. + *-k'V 'as, like') ¶ Ba. 513, 531, Mts. G 65 ¶¶ Hardly here M h
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{Jo.} ko2 ≠ koh 'how?', 'why?', Hrs {Jo.} ko2(h), Jb {Jo.} E/C koh 'why?' ( =
{Btn.} k5o, adduced by IS with a query), where k- goes back to S *ka- ' a s ,
like', just as in Ar kayfa 'how?' (see  N *K''''uya '⇑ ') || A *kæa-, in te r r .
pronominal stem >  Tg {Bz.} *xa- with sxs.: *xa-i 'what?', 'who?' >  Ul,
Ork, Nn Nh Xa2I ≠ Xay id., WrMc ay, Mc Sb ay 'what?', 'which?', a n d
possibly Sln aGU2 'who?'; Tg {Bz.} *xa-du2 'how much\many?' >  Ul XadU,
Nn Nh/B Xado ≠ XadU, WrMc udu, Ewk, Sln, Neg adï, Lm adI, Orc adi;
Tg *xa-lï 'when?' (<  prolative case) >  Ul, Ork Xa2lI, Nn Nh Xa2lI, Orc a2la4
≠ a2li, Ewk alï, Neg a2lï ¶ Bz. 114, STM I 4-5, 14-5, 32, 286-8 ¶ But Tg
*ya 'what?' does not belong here, it goes back to N *ya  'which?' (q .v . )
 NaT *kæa- (interr. pronominal stem, preserved in ds.): *k[æ]a-n1u
'which?, 'what?' (> OT qayu ≠ qan1u, Qzq qay, Tv. qayî, Yk Xaya 'which?') ,
*k[æ]ac7 'how many?' (> OT qac7, Tk kac<, Ln kac7, SY qac7 ≠ qas7, Xk Xas, Tv
kaw qas7, Tf qå<s7æ, Yk Xas), *kæac7an 'when?' (>  OT, ET, Ln, SY, Qrg qac7an,
Alt qac1an, Tk kac>an, Az hac7an, Ux qac7ån, Bsh qasan, Qzq qas7an, U z
qac7ån, Xk XaZ7an, Tv qaz7an, Tf qa<˙Yîn, Yk Xahan), *kæay-sî 'which?' (> OT,
Qzq, Qrg, ET, Tf qaysî, Tkm XayTî, Uz qaysi, VTt qays¥, Bsh qayh¥, Alt
qaz7î, Tv qayîzi, Xk Xayzî), *kæay-da ≠ *kæan-da 'where?' (> OT qayda ≠
qanda, Tkm Xanda, Uz, ET, VTt, Qzq, Qrg, Alt, Tv, Tf qayda, Bsh qayÎa,
Xk Xayda, Yk Xanna), etc. ¶ Rs. W 226, 232, 271, Cl. 589, 632-3, ET KQ
191-3, 34O, DTS 418, Ra. 217-9, Rl. II 99-1OO  M *qa- in ds.: *qa-˝a
'where?' (>  MM [HI, S] qa√a, WrM qa9a, HlM xaa, Kl Xa2), *qa-mi˝+ya
'where? (place and direction) (>  WrM qami9a, {Rm.) qamiya, Kl
Xama2), etc. ¶ MED 895, 923, Ms. H 85, H 54, KW 164, 175 ¶¶ SDM95
s.v. *kæe/*kæa-, KW 175 (M, T) ˚  The vw. *a (for the expected r o u n d e d
vw.) in T, M, an Tg still needs explaining ˚  The original opposition N
*K''''o 'who?' ↔  N *mi 'what?' was neutralized in IE (where N *K''''o was
generalized as the main interr. prn.) and partially in HS (S, Eg, B, C,
where the generalized prn. was N *mi ). The ancient opposition h a s
been preserved in U (*ko- 'who?' ↔  *mi- 'what?), in Chv (kam kam
'who?' ↔  me€n mÁn 'what?'), and in Itelmen (k'e 'who?' - min 'what fo r ,
which?') ˚  IS I 355-6 (HS, IE, U, A + •  Sml ku-ma 'who?' [in fact ku- is a
marker of masculine] + •÷ words for 'as, like' in HS, which are b e t t e r
accounted for by N *K''''uya 'manner' ‘ 'like, as', q.v., because t h e
semantic change from 'who?' to 'as, like', though not ruled out, is t o o
complicated to be preferable]) ||| In U and A there are f o r m s
traceable back to N (dialectal?) *K ''''É  'who?' (with a hic-deixis?) >  U *ke-
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'who?' >  F ken 'who?', Es kes (gen. kelle) id., 'which?' » Lp: S {Hs.}
gie, Vfs {Lgc.} gòi¢e, gòe¿¢a4 'who?', N {N} g° / gA2- 'who?, 'what kind o f '
(of persons), Kld ki¢e 'who?', 'which?' » Er ki ki, Mk kie kiy´ 'who?' »
Chr: L/Uf/B ko4, H ku4 'who?' » Prm *kin 'who?' >  Z ∆ , Prmk, Yz, Vt kin »»
Hg ki 'who?'  Sm {Jn.} *ki-, *kim(V) ≠ *kÈma4 'who' >  Ne T xibå, Ne
F {Lh.} kim1;´¢a4 (both from *kÈma4) 'who?', En {Mik.} s1ie, {Prk.} sie, {Ter.}
se2a, Kms {KD} cd. s7u$n;de, s7In;≤di ≠ s7in;d´, Koyb {Sp.} sem`, Mt {Hl.}
*kÈm (or *kim) 'who?' (Mt M {Sp.} kym`)  pY {IN} *kin 'who?'  > Y
T/K {Krn., IN} kin 'who?' ¶¶ UEW 14O-1, Lgc. SL 47, Hs. 122, PI 111, Ker.
II 59, Jn. 69, KP #1221, KD 64, 66, Hl. M #486, Krn. JJ 87-9, Krn. IMJJ
233, IN 228 || A *kæÉ 'who?' >  T *kæÉm (*kæim ≠ *kæa4m) 'who?' >  OT
kim ± ka4m, Tk kim, Tkm, Az, Uz, ET kim, Qzq, Qq, Nog, Qrg kim, Slr
ka4m, SY kem ± kim, Alt kem, Qmn/Tb {B} kem, Xk kem, Yk kim, Tv qîm,
Tf qum (labialization from *qîm?), Chv kam ¶ Cl. 72O-1, Rs. W 271, Ra.
222, Jeg. 87, Tz. UIS s.v. kim, Fed. I 219-2O  M *ken 'who?' (a l so
'which?') >  MM ken, WrM ken, HlM x´n, Kl ken, Mnr H {T} ken, {SM}
kæa4n, MMgl [Z] keyan, Mgl ken, Dx ki¢en, Ba kaN ¶ MED 457, KW 265, SM
196, T 338-9, T DnJ 123, T BJ 141, Iw. 111 ˚ IS I 348 (U, A), 3 5 5 - 6
(HS, IE, U, A), Gr. I 217-24 ("interrogative K" in IE, U [including  Y], A,
Ai, ChK, EA + unc. Gil) ˚ Acc. to IS’s hyp., *K''''É is a Uralo-Altaic
innovation, a variant interr. word based on the analogy of the d e m .
particles\pronouns. The opposition of the N iste-deictic *h{e} 'this' (≈
IS’s *?i / (?) *?e) vs. pronouns with back vowels (e.g. N *ha 'ille') was
introduced into the system of interr. pronouns, so that alongside with N
*K''''o 'who?' a new hic-deictic inter. prn. *K''''É 'wer hier?' appeared .
Starostin, A. Dybo, and Mudrak try to unite the A reflexes of N *K''''o a n d
*K''''É by reconstructing pA *kæa[y] (SDM97 s.v.), which is not a g o o d
solution, because the difference between N *K''''o and *K''''É has survived
not only in A, but also in U. The variation *e ≠ *a4 ≠ *i in the U and A
lgs. is still to be explained.
982. *K''''{u 4 444}, dem. prn. (animate?) >  IE *k8e-, *k8ï-, *k8ei\-, *k8(i)yo- ' t h i s '
>  NaIE: Arm s - s- 'this' (anaphoric, hic-deixis), -s -s def. art. (h ic-
deixis) »» Gk *ke- in kei6no-ß, ]e-kei6no-ß 'that person\thing', (]e)kei6
'there', {EI}: Gk Mc za-we-te, Gk sh6teß 'in this year' ({EA}: < *k8yehÅ-
wetes) »» L ce- in ce-do 'give here!', hi-c ' this ' , hi-s-ce 'this', si-c
'so', nun-c 'now', *k8i- in cis 'on this side of', ci-tro 'hither' »» OIr
ce1  'here, on this side' (<  *k8ei\) (in bith ce1 'ce monde-ci'), OgIr coi,
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Gl kui  'here, on this side' »» Gt himma  'huic', hina  'hunc', ON hann,
OHG F he2, OHG [HB] he4r, AS he2 'he', NE he; OHG cds.: hiu-tu
'today' (> NHG heute), hiu-ru (< *hiu-ja2ru) 'this year' (> NHG
heuer) »» Lt s7i~-s, Ltv s7i-s, Pru schis 'this' » pSl *sÁ m. / *si f. / *se
ntr. (prnl. *sÁ-jÁ, *si-ja, *se-je) >  OCS s6 sÁ / si si / se se ' th is ' ,
SCr ∆ sa•j / sa / se, Sln sej, R †, Uk sej »» Al sot 'today' (< {EI}
*k8yehÅ-diÓtei\) 'this year '  > Al sivjet 'this year' (< pAl *cyei\ wetei\
dat.-loc.)  AnIE: Ht ka- / ki- 'this' (the variants ka- and ki-
distributed within the inflexional paradigm of genders, cases, a n d
numbers), kinun 'now', Pal ka-, ki- 'this', Lc ki 'this' ntr., Car ka-t
'here (?)', Lw za-/zi-, HrLw za- 'this one' (z  < IE *k8) ¶¶ P 6O9-1O, Bks.
2O2, Me. AAE 59-61, Gd. 1O7-8 (OArm so- this'), Tum. 272-7, F I 475-6 ,
WH I 193, 222, 644-5, II 187-8, Vn. C   51, Me. AAE 59, Fs. 255, Vr. 2O9,
Krahe GSW II 67-8, Schz. 124, 16O, KM 169, 3O6-7, Zhr. IN 23O, Ho.
15O, Ho. S 31, Frn. 99O, En. 243-4, Vs. III 591-2, Glh. 537-8, O 3 9 7 ,
399, Pv. IV 3-12, ABIv III 215-9, Shv. K 327, EI 453 (*≤k8is 'this [one]') ||
HS *kV- 'this' m. > C {AD} *kV- 'this' m. (↔  *t- f.) >  EC {Ss.} *ka ( n o m .
*k-u) dem. prn. m. (↔  f. *t-pronouns) >  pSam {Hn.} *k-, marker of m .
in dem. pronouns (↔  fem. *t-) (*k-an 'this', *k-a 'this [there]', *k-a2s
'that', *k-o2 'that [there]', *k-ï 'that [referred to earlier]' ↔ fem.: *t-an,
*t-a, *t-a2s, *t-o2, *t-ï), nom. *-k-u (> Sml (-k-) [= -k-/-g-/-h-/-H-]
[marker of m. in dem./poss. pronouns and clitics, opposed to t h e
marker of f. (-t-) = -t-/-d]), Bn -k- m. ↔  -t- f. (Bn J -ka 'this' m. ↔  -ta
'this' f., etc.), Rn -k- m. ↔  -t- f. (e.g., -ka(n) 'this' m. ↔  -ta(n) 'this' f . ) ,
Or Wt ka(n) 'this' (↔  t-a(n) f.), ku~ 'this' nom. (↔  t-u~ f. nom.), ka2 !niò ' th i s
specific' (↔  t-a2!niò f.), Or Wt k- - marker of masc. in possessive
pronouns (-ki 'my', ki!a 'mine' m. posessi [↔  -ti 'my', ti!a 'my' f .
possessi], etc.), Or H {MAZ} ≤kana 'this' m. (nom. ≤kuni) (↔  ≤tana ' t h i s '
f., nom. ≤tuni), k-, marker of masc. possessi in possessive pronouns: ≤k-
iyya  'my' m., ≤k-e2 'thy' m., etc. (↔  ≤t-iyya 'my' f., ≤t-e2 'thy' f., etc.), Dsn
ka (determiner), Elm -k-, masc. gender marker in predicative
demostratives: to2!f i ~~~~-≤k-a2222 ~ ~~~lu ~ ~~~ 'this is the snake' (to2!f 'snake' is m.) ↔
ha!ru!wa!-te! i ~ ~~~-≤t-a2222 ~ ~~~lu ~ ~~~ 'this is a girl', pHEC {Hd.} *ka / nom. *ku ' th is ' ,
demonstrative determiner, m. (↔  *ta / nom. *ti 'this' f., d e m
determiner [f.]), *konne / nom. *ku2ni 'this', dem. prn., m. (↔  *tenne /
nom. *tïni 'this', dem. prn. [f.]) >  Sd {Hd.} ko(nne) / nom. kuni - d e m .
determiner, m. (↔  te(nne)  / nom. tini , dem. determiner [f.]), Ged {Hd.}
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konne / nom. kunni dem. determiner (m.) (↔  tenne / nom. tinni d e m .
determiner [f.])), Kmb {Hd.} ka  / nom. ku dem. determiner (m.) (↔ ta /
nom. ti f.), Hd {Hd.} ka / nom. ku(k) dem. determiner (m.) (↔ ta /
nom. tu(t) f.), Brj {Ss., Hd.} ≤ka (nom. ≤ku) 'this' m (↔  ta, nom. c7i ' t h i s '
f.), Sd {Hd.} konne  / nom. kuni  'this', dem. prn. m. (↔  tenne  / nom. tini
'this' f.) »» Dhl (?u !)kWa  'this' m. (↔ (?)ita f.), (?u!)ku 'that' m. (↔ (?)itu
f.) »» SC: Irq {Mous} qa!? 'that (visible)', ? ka! 'this' (for neuter nouns) ¶
AD SF 258-9, Ss. PEC 62, Ss. B 111, To. DL 225, Hn. S 27-9, Anr. DSN
119, MAZ 11-2, Hn. BD 3O-1, Hn. W 36-8, Hn. NBLK 185, 227-8, PG 4O-
1, C SE II 129-31, Hd. 153, Mous 9O-1, To. D 39, Blz. CL 18O  SOm:
Ari ko[:]na!, ka 'this', kase, konase 'that', Ari G okona, ko2n- (+ sxs.) ' t ha t ' ,
Hm ka 'this, that' ¶ Bnd AL 159-6O  WS *-ku ≠ *-ka, deictic element o f
iste- and ille-deixis, added to dem. pronouns: BA K6D4 de2-k3 'that', f. K6D1
da2-k3, pl. K6l`4a5 ?il≤le2-k3, IA [Eleph.] Kz zk, Knzznk id., Ar Îa2li-ka ≠ Îa2-ka
'iste' m. (f. ta2li-ka ≠ ta2-ka ≠ til-ka, pl. ?awla2?i-ka), Mh {Jo.} Îe2-k, Îay-
k 'that', (as an introductory particle) Î‰-k, pl. elye2-k, Hrs Îe2k, Îïk (p l .
l‰k) 'that', Bth ÎE-k, Î‰-k, pl. ïla2-k, Jb E {Jo.} ≤ÎO≤kun, ≤Îi≤kun, pl. i≤z6O2-k,
Jb C {Jo.} ≤ÎOkun, ≤Îukun, pl. i≤z6O2-k, Gz {Br.} z´-≤ku2 'that', accus. z´-kW-a,
pl. ?´ll´-≤ku2; CS *ka2 'here, so' >  Pun k?, (RomSc) [Plt.] CO  'here', BHb
e7ƒ ko2, Ug {OLS} k, BA eƒ1 ka2 'here, so', Nbt, Plm k? 'here', DA, OA kh,
IA k?  'thus' ¶ Br. G I 318-23 [§ 1O7], Br. AG 3O-1, Fr. I 93, Jo. M 79, KB
439-4O, 1723, KBR 461, OLS 2O7, HJ 483-4, 489  Ch *k-: WCh: Hs
kYa~ni! 'this' (ham kYa~ni! 'this water' ↔ ham 'water'), Ang {ChL} ko~-NYi~
'this', ko~-pWa!na!, ko~-d'a~ 'that', Ngz {Sch.} gu~zÈ~p-gu! 'the slave' (↔ gu~zÈ!p
'slave') »» CCh: Mrg {Hf.} dem. enclitic kî 'this [near]' (↔  ta 'that [ far] '
↔  na  'that [known]'), dem. prn. kî! 'this one' (↔  ta! 'that one [far]' ↔  na!
'that one [known]') » Glv {Rp.} kWa~n, kWa!n 'this', kWa~nna 'this ( o n e ) ' ,
kWax(a) 'that', Gzg ha 'this' (Ngos-a ha 'this woman' ↔ Ngos 'woman') »
Ms kayni 'this', kayna 'that', Lame kWa~m‰~ne! 'this', kWa~m‰~ni! 'that' »»
ECh: EDng {Fd.} ka (ka!) - marker of masc. within demonstratives (↔  ta
(ta!) fem. ↔ ku (ku!) pl.), e.g. i!-ka~ 'that (relative proximity)' m. ↔ i!-ta~ f .
↔  i!-ku~ 'those' pl., {Sch.} bu2~r a&N-ka~ 'this lion' (cp. bu2~ri~ 'lion' m.), Smr ka
'this', alo-ka 'that', Ll {WeipP} ka!N 'this' m. (↔ ta!N f.), koloN 'that' m .
(↔ toloN f.), Jg {J} ko2^ 'this' m. (↔ to2^ f.), Mu ga~N 'this' m. (↔ da~N f . ) ,
Mgm ka2ne~ 'this' m. (↔ ta2ne~ f.), ko2 'that' m. (↔ to 2 f.), Bdy ka2ne~ 'this', ko2
'that' ¶ ChL, RpB 56-7, Hf. M 85-8, Fd. 32, 262, Sch. ED 158-9, PG 1 9 ,
Blz. EChWL ##84-85  || A *k[æ]u4 'this' >  T *Ko4 ({SDM} *k… o4∏ wi thout
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justification of the lax *k…-  and the long vw.) 'that (seen) >  SY {Tn.} go ≠
gu ≠ ko ≠ ku id. ({Ml.} 'von tot '), Qmq {Dmt.} go4ne 'there (far, b u t
seen)' ('von tam '), Qrg ti-gi 'that (seen)' ('tot , von tot '), 'he ( s e e n ) '
({Jud.} 'on , von on'), {Rl.} ti5giÆ 'jener, der dort gegenüberliegende', Xk
t¡g¡ tIgI 'von tot ', Shor/Sg/Qb/Qc {Rl.} tigI, Brb (Rl.} ti-giÆ ' j ener ,
jener dort' »» Chv: L ku  ku 'this', H ko, ∆ k¥v ± k¥ id. ¶ Tn. SJJ 77-8, Ml.
ZhU 23, Dmt. GKJ 8O, Jeg. 114, Fed. I 3OO-2, Lvt. IM 32-4, Jud. 731, Rl.
III 1353, 1419, BIG 227, 416, S AJ 192 [#149] (mentions Slr ku, n o t
confirmed by other available sources)   pKo *kî∏ 'this' >  MKo kî∏, NKo kî
'this' ¶ S AJ 254 [#89]   pJ {S} *k‰!- demonstr. √  >  (1) OJ ko!- 'this', J: T
ko~re, K ko!re!, Kg ko!i, Ns ku!-M~=, Sk ku!-nu~, Ht ku~-nu~, Yn ku~-nu! id.  (2) OJ ka-
'that', J: T ka!-re, K ka!re~ 'he', Ht ka~ò-nòu~, Y ka~nu! 'that' ¶ S AJ 268 [#77], S
QJ #77  ? M *ku4, pc. emphasizing the preceding word, including t h e
preceding dem. prn.: WrM ene-ku4 'the same, the very same' (ene is
'this'), tere-ku4 'the same' (tere is 'that'), MM [HI] ku4 ≠ gu4 {Ms.}
particule corroborative, [S] ku ≠ gu  {H} hervorhebende Partikel; M *ku4
may go back to a coalescence of the N dem. prn. *K'''' {u 4 444 } , N *?{o}kÉ ( =
*?{o}ku 4444?) 'self', and possibly N *ko  'whereas, but, also, doch' ¶ MED
484, H 51, 1O5, Ms. H 57 ¶¶ DQA #895 (A *ko2 'this'; the lax *k [ r a the r
than *kæ-] is not justified), S AJ 56, 1O4, 277 [#73], Rm. SKE 114 (Ko,
M), Ktw. PLA 71-3 (adduces ET ˝u 'ved∆ , qe ' [{BN} u-˝u 'da on qe! ,
´to qe! , ´to ved∆! ', ba(r) ˝u 'ved∆ est∆ '], which may be b e t t e r
explained as belonging to N *ko  '⇑ ', q.v., cp. IE *gWe 'but, whereas' o f
the same origin) || Gil: Gil A ku(-) 'that (absent, just mentioned)' ¶ ¶
Pnf. I 241, ST 22 ˚ HS *k- results from deglottalization of *k', which is
likely to suggest a pN *k''''- (rather than * ûûûûq-), but the argument is n o t
decisive, because the deglottalization could happen after the pre-HS
merger of *k '''' and *ûûûûq ˚ In IE, Mrg, and A (Chv, Ko) the word m e a n s
'this', which may be the original meaning, while in S and SY it has g o t
the deictic meaning of 'iste' or 'ille'. In EC, EDng, and Gmc this word (‘
morpheme in HS) has got the meaning of masc. demonstra t ive
(opposed to HS *tV fem. and IE *t- ntr.), which may suggest that pN
*K''''{u4 444} referred to animate beings only ˚ Gr. I 91-4 ("demonstrat ive
KU" in A [including J], Gil, EA, AnIE).
983. *K''''V (= *k ''''V?) 'towards', directive pc. > HS *k'V ≠ *kV > WS *kV
'at, in' (of time), ? (in Mn only) 'to' >  Mn {CR} k- 'to' (k-?sd 'ad Asad,
Asado'), OSA Sb k-  'when, lorsque', Mh {Jo.} k(‰)- 'at, in' (of time), Hrs
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{Jo.} k-, Sq {L} ke id., Ar SA k- 'at, in' (of time) (k-so2b´H 'in t h e
morning'), BHb k´-/ki- (+ infinitive) 'when' (lit. '≈  at\in... [his] - ing ')
(a&bk6` k´-≤b3o2 'when he came' - Gen. 12.14; o2&mS6k`5 ki-s7≤mo2a÷ 'when h e
heard'), rS3a9k`2 ka-?â≤s7Er 'when' (lit. '≈  at\in which') ¶ KB 433, BGMR
75, Jo. M 2OO, Jo. H 65, L LS 211, CR CAME 165  B *ŒV (<  *k'V)
'towards, in' >  Tmm {BoudL} Œa  'to(wards)' (direction), BMn {Bs.} Œ- id .
(iruH Œ-iXt n tala 'il alla à une fontaine'), Shl {Stm., La., Ds.} Œ- ' i n '
({Stm.} Œ-wulïnu 'in my heart') ¶ BoudL T 5O5, Stm. 1O9, La. CBM 11O,
Ds. 85-6, Bs. ZOu 6O ¶ In my opinion, Rf/SrSn g ≠ gi, Si/Wrs/BMn g,
and Kb g£ 'in' (Rn. 35O, Ib. DRE 159, La. S 13O, Dl. 133, Bs. ZOu 59-6O)
do not belong here, they are rather a reduced form of B *gïg and *dVg
≠ *gVd 'in'  EC *-kV >  Af {R} -ho2, -h 'to' (dative), {Clz.} -ak ' t o '
(dative, directive) (abbak ... ° !yan 'they told the father' ['dissero al
padre'], ≤ba2222÷el-ak a≤mo2d ta≤måta 'venne presso il marito', hal5-
ak '[tied] to the tree'), Sa {R} -ka2, -k, {TB} -ak - marker of dat .-accus.
({R} jo2-k 'to me', {TB} fa!!!!ras-ak illo! oho!ya 'I gave the horse b r ead ' ) ,
Sml N {Abr.} ku  (/gu) (preverbal proclitic) 'on to, on, to' (≤ku!rsigï bu2~ ku
≤fa!d ßïstay 'he sat down on the chair', me!l dßow i!nankïsï ku a!rkay 'he saw
his son in a near place', ≤bu!r÷o bu2~ ≤no! gu yi≤mï~ 'he came to us at Bur‘o'), ?
Bn K -ka (loc.) in hak-ka 'there', Dsn {To.} ka! 'her-, to' (adposition [≈
preverb\postposition] of movement towards the speaker), Elm {Hn.} -ka
'to' (dative) (precedes the indirect object), -ka- 'to, for' (benefact ive)
(precedes the verbal stem) (yese! nu2!m a≤na!N-ka ≤he!le ko2!ne 'I brought t h e
children [hele] food', yese! nu2!m ≤he!le a≤na!N-ka-ko2ne id., yese! mi!n hele aN-
ka!-dis-a 'I built a house for the children'), Sd {Mrn., TB} -ho ' t o '
(dative) (be2≤to2-ho 'to the girl') ¶ R A II 854 [= 62], R S II 2O2, Clz. 7 2 ,
Abr. S 153, Hn. NBLK 196-7, Hn. BD 54, To. DL 232-3, Mrn. S 28, TB LA
515, AD SF 259  NrOm: Na {AY} -k'a 'in' (isi Hay-k'a wu2!ta 'he fell in [sc.
'to'] the water'), Shk {AY} -k'a 'in' (i!nc7u!-k'a 'in the tree'), Bnc {Wdk.} -k'a!n
≠ -kan 'in, at', Omt (= Gf?) {Mrn.} -ko 'towards' ¶ AY NG 25, AY ShM 6 ,
Mrn. O 3O, Wdk. BY 16O  ??φ CCh: Bdm {Lk.} g‰ prep., {Nc.} ge, go,
ga, g 'to' ({Lk.} nac7a g‰ woli-an‰ 'er sprach zu einem Jungen', {Nc.}
do2mo2 u2 ge na 'ich komme zu dir', do2mo gateni g au ' m i c h
sandtest du nach Feuer'), Lgn {Lk.} ga ≠ ga2 'to' (prep. with a n o u n
denoting a person) 'zu, chez, k (komu-l .)': ndOu\ ≤wag‰r ga g‰n‰m ' I
went to the woman'), gi, gï 'towards, to' (direction: ndOu\ ≤wag‰r ≤gï
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˝a≤?a 'ich ging zum Hause hin', ≤ya2lo2 ≤gï ˝ule≤ga2 'sie kamen zur Tür'), ?
ge , ge2 'in' (locative prep.) ¶ Lk. B 67, Lk. L 54 || U {Coll.} *-kkV / *-kV,
directive (= lative, {Hj.} lative-prolative) case marker >  Ing -k (sx. i n
adverbs: ala-k 'nach unten'), -? in F dialects and in Standard F (ala?
'nach unten', lu ¢o? 'towards') » Lp N dir.-loc. -g  (after disyllabic stems), -
kko, -kko", -go", -ko" / -ke" (after monosyllabics): dokko" ' th i ther ' ,
dei…ke" 'hither', da6ggo" 'there, that way' (of a movement), bAi…veg
'by day', ik…ko 'at night', Lp Ar {Lgc.} -k 'in' (temporalis): kirra¿k ' i n
springtime', iyya ¿k  'in the night' » Mk/Er prolative ('along, po ') -ga ≠ -ka
≠ -va ({Srb.}.: intervoc. -v- <  *-˝- <  *-k-) » Chr L -ke ≠ -ko ≠ -ko4
'to(wards)' in adverbs and postpositions: on¢yko ≤onZ7!´-ko ' a h e a d '
('vorwärts'), u4l-ko4 'down, nach unten', c7!od≤ra ≤vel-ke 'towards t h e
forest' »» Os V {Trj.} prolative -o4G / -o˝ (kiriw wa˝-o˝ m´nw´l ' t h e
steamboat sails on [sc. along] the river Vakh'), translative -´G / -¥˝, -
k´, -q´ (ac7-´G y´GiG´n 'turned into a sheep', itn-´G y´m´Ga4 'the evening
came', t´l´kk´ y´m´Ga4 'the winter came' [lit. 'into evening\winter i t
became']), Os Sr {Ht.} translative -˝¥  / -G´ (kaºt-˝¥ '[transformed] in to
a house'); Vg N {Rmb.} translative -G / -ÈG (piyane2r-ÈG patsum 'I b e c a m e
a young pioneer', na2yw-ÈG 'na drova , to be used as fire-wood') ¶ Coll.
CG 295-6, Sz. 58, Hj. US 22O, It. LC 56, Décsy UP 7O, Lgc. SWL 114, Srb.
IMMJ 25-6, Rmb. 54-5, Trj. VD 54-5, Ht. XJ 3O9  Sm: Slq Tz {Hl.}
translative -qo (for nouns with ppas.), -t-qo (<  gen. -n + -qo), a n d
possibly infinitive sx. -qo; it is interesting to note that Cs. and Lh.
sometimes wrote the marker of translative qo as a separa te
postposition: {Cs.} kait qo ippand? 'warum liegst du?' ¶¶ Hl. SelJ
365-9, 371, Kü. SUKF I 99-1OO; Hj. LIKSz 124, 128 and Hj. LIS 271 ( i n
both papers Hajdú explains the Slq endings as going back to U *k-
lative); ≠  Kü. SUKF I 1OO, 145-51 (•: Slq qo interptreted as a p r t c .
*V/ka6 'being') || A: T *-ka / *-ka4 'to' (dative-directive case ending) >
OT O -qa/-ka44, OT Y/U -qa/-qa4/-˝a/-ga4, OT Og -qa/-qa4/-˝a/-ga/-ja/-ja4,
OT (different dialects) (after ppa.) -a/-a4, ET, VTt, Bsh -qa/-ka4/ -˝a/-ga4,
Uz -qa/-ka/-˝a, Qmq, Qzq, Qq, Nog -qa/-ke/-˝a/-ge, Shor, Tv -qa/-
ke/-˝a/-˝1e and (with vowel stems) -: (lengthening of the stem-final
vw.), Qrg -qa/-qo/-ke/-ko4/-˝a/-˝o/-ge/-go4, StAlt -qa/-qo/-ke/-ko4/-
˝a/-˝o/-ge/-go and (with vowel stems) -:, Xk -Xa/-Xo/-ke/-ko/-˝a/-
˝o/-ge/-go4/-:, Yk -˝a with 2O positional allomorphs, Az -a/-a4/-ja-/-ja4-
, Tkm -a/-a4/-:, Tk -a/-e/-ya/-ye, Slr -qa/-ke/-ka4/-(˝)a/ -(g)e/-(g)a4,
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Chv -a/-e ¶ Ajd. 149-53  (wrongly interprets the Runic letter a4 as e - w
Thomsen LM), Kon. GJTRP 149, 153-4, Nas. JTPU 36-8, Isx. IS 1O3-19,
Tn. SJ 1O6-7  M: acc. to Rm. VAJ 39-4O, the fossilized affix *-˝a (<
*qa) (loc. and possibly dir.) is preserved in an adv.: WrM qami-9a ≠
qa9a, HlM xaa 'where?' ({Rm.} 'wo?, 'wohin?'), to which we may a d d
WrM qa9a ya9a 'here and there' ¶ MED 9O5, 923  ?? Tg *-k- within
the lative-prolative sx. *-kï preserved in some adverbs (e.g. *sola-kï
'upstream' >  {Ci.} Ewk solokï, Neg soloxï, Lm holakï, Ud sol!oixi, Ul
soli) and in the compound sx. of the allative case *-ti-kï- (>  {Ci.} Ewk -
tkï, -tikï, Sln -txï, -tixï, Neg -tki, -tixi, Lm -tkï, -takï, Ud -tigi) ¶ Ci.
256, 268-9, Bz. 85-7 ¶¶ Ko: Rm. VAJ 41-2, BooK 51, and after them IS I
369 assume that the Ko cognate of the above A sx. is Ko NW -(e)ge
(dative). In fact, Ko NW -(e)ge goes back to MKo -Äy k´⁄y, sc. gen.
ending -Äi\ + dative postposition k´⁄i\ 'to', e.g. arahanNÄy-k´⁄i\ ≠
arahanNÈy-k´\⁄ 'to the arhat' (w Lee GKS 2O3-4). Lee Gi-Moon ( l .c . )
identifies this postposition k´⁄i\ with the adv. k´⁄i\ 'an dem Ort'. The A
et. of the Ko marker of dative is valid only if MKo k´⁄i\ 'in the place' m a y
be connected with T *-ka/*-ka4, which is qu.  ¶¶ Rm. VAJ 39-42 || D
dative endung *-k˛ (postcons.) / *-kk˛ (postvoc.) (= {Zv.} *-(k)ku) >
OTm, ClTm, Ml -ku/-kku, OTl -ku(n) ≠ -ki(n), CollTm, Tl -ku ≠ -ki,
Irl -(k)ke ≠ -(k)kye, Kt, Td -k/-g, OKn, ClKn -ke/-kke, -ge/-gge, Kdg -kï /
-gï, Tu -kÈ/-gÈ, Klm, Prj, Gdb S -(u)N (< "empty morph" -n- + *-k˛), Prj N
-(u)g, Knd -N, Gnd -k, Kui -gi/-ki, Ku -(t)aki ≠ -ki, Krx -ge(:)/-ke(:), Mlt
-(i)k 'to' (dat.), Brh -ki 'for' ¶ Zv. CDM 29-31, Shanm. DN 264-368 ,
378-81 || ? IE: NaIE *k{u} 'towards' > Sl *k¥(n) id. >  OCS, OR k5, R k /
ko, SCr k / kaà, Slv k, Cz k / ke, Blg ∆  k; in Blg k`m 'towards' t h e
element -m  is secondary (× k`m  'near, okolo ' [÷ L cum 'with'?]) »» Sgd
ku (Sgd B/M ?kw, kw, kw?, ChrSgd qw) 'to' (direction, dative), ' i n '
¶¶ The IE cognate is qu., because there is an alt. et. of the Sl and Sgd
forms drawing them back to IE *kom / *km= (>  OI kam [after dative]
[reinforcing pc.: dat. + kam = 'in order to': s1u≤bhe2 kam 'um z u
glänzen'], Av ka<m [benefactive postposition after dat.] 'in favour o f ' )
¶¶ Vs. II 146-7, LivXr SJ 5O5, Bn. SI 7O-3, M K I 159, M K III 664, M E I
3O4-5, ≠  P 515-6 (an unc. hyp. drawing back Sl *k¥ 'towards' to IE
*ka(:) ≠ *ke ≠ *kom 'wohl'), ESlSJ-SGZ I 99-1O6, ESSJ XIII 17O-1, unc.: EI
646 (Sl *k¥ < IE *ko(m) 'with') || ?? K: MG [VTq] k'en (postposition o f
direction), G -k'en(a) 'to, towards' (marker of dir. case) ¶ DCh. 6O3,
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NCh. 246, Vogt GLG 72, Chx. 365 ¶¶ The G cognate is highly qu. because
this postposition\ending is added to the gen. form of the noun, which
suggests that it goes back to a pre-G or pK noun ˚ IS I 368-9 (HS, U, A,
D), Gr. I 137-9 ("dative KA" in A, Ko, U, Y, Gil, CK). IS I 368 sees a M
cognate in the lative sx. *-9si / *-gsi within adverbs, which is n o t
certain; I prefer to equate this M sx. with the FU translative ending *-ksi
(>  F -ksi, -kse, Mr -ks) and to look for their common N sou rce
without necessarily connecting it to the N etymon in question.
983a. *k''''{Å?i}bV or *k''''{i?Å}bV 'cold, ice' >  HS: Eg fP k5b(b)
'be\become cool', Eg fMK  k5b(b) 'die Kühle', DEg k5b 'kühl sein, kühl ,
sich kühlen' > Cpt: Sd kva  kba ≠ kvo kbo, B xvov k˙bob id. ¶ EG V
22-4, Er. 533, Vc. 71  C: EC *k'ab- 'cold' > Sml qabow, Rn ≤Xo!bo
'coolness; cool', Arr k'abbanow- 'become cold', k'abbat 'cold thing, cold ' ,
Or k'abbana, Kns qappana2w-, Gdl k'appanaw- 'become cool' »» Ag *ka(n)b-
'be cold' (with a puzzling *n): Bln {R} kanb-≠kamb-. Q {R} kab-,
kanb- ¶ Bl. 18O, Ss. PEC 49, Ss. EDB 112, AD SF 81, Hn. S 71 (pSam
*qabo2 'cold'), PG 191, Hw. A 377, R WB 223 ¶¶ AD SEC 135 and OS # 3 3 2
(both: EC, Eg) || K: G k'op'ic7'a 'frozen ground' ¶ Chx. 613 || D (in NED)
*kïv- > Krx kïba2 'frost, ice', Mlt {Drs.} kI1we 'cold, cool' ¶ D #1618 ˚
N *?  is suggested by K (N *-?Vb- >  *-?b- >  K *-p'-) ˚  Blz. LB #26c a n d
Blz. LNA #32 (HS, D) (Blz. LNA: N *k'ibV).
984. *k''''o?bÉ 'to fill; whole' >  HS: S *°√k'?b >  Ar √q?b ' bo i r e
beaucoup et se remplir de' (with min + name of beverage) ,
'manger\boire, prendre ce qui est dans une vase' (× N *k''''a 4 444b?a6666 'bite' [‘
'eat']), ?φ Ak gabbu  'entirely, all, every' ¶ BK II 656, CAD V 4-5  ?? C
(SC?) ı Mb kabuna ≠ xabuna 'all' ¶ E SC 249 || K: G I k'ap'an- ' schwer
beladen', G k'veb- v. 'feed' ('nähren, füttern') ¶ Chx. 549, 576 || A
*k[æ]opæÉ v. 'be full, whole' >  NaT *k[æ]o4p- 'abundant, much' (× N *k''''uP3333V
'heap, hill'?) >  OT ko4p 'abundant, luxuriant, much', Chg, OXwT, O s m
{Rh.} ko4p, ET, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, StAlt, Xk, Tv ko4p, VTt, Bsh ku4p, SY {Tn.}
ko4p≈ ≠ kep≈, Tf kO$ <p 'much, many', Tkm, Kr, Qmq ko4p, Uz ku€p köp id.,
'very'; here also (?) Tv xo4y  'much, many' ¶ Tf k- points to a pT lenis *k…-,
while Osm, Tkm k- (and Tv x-?) favour the rec. of a pT *kæ- ¶ Cl. 686-9 ,
DTS 317, Rs. W 219, ET KQ 1O7-8, Rh. 158O, S AJ 187 [#115], TvR 2 5 8 ,
488, Tn. SJJ 187, Ra. 2O4  M *ko4+u4b-c>in 'whole, all' >  WrM ko4bcin,
HlM xöv¢, xöv¢in 'whole, complete, all, everything', Ord gòu$bòc7æin
'tout, tous', WrO ku4bçin  'entirely, wholly, all', MM [S] gubc7in 'ganz,
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völlig, alles, insgesamt'; M ıWrMc 9ubci id., Mc Sb /guf´c>ï/ [gufc7I;]
'entire, whole' ¶ MED 475, Ms. O 273, Krg. 749, H 51, Hr. 378, Y #2812 ,
STM I 426  Tg: [1] *[x]upka- 'all' >  Ewk upkat/ç-, Ewk
M/Nr/Tk/Tt/Urm upkal, Ewk Tng upka-t, upka-l, Ewk Tkm opkat 'all ,
everybody, whole', Neg opkal, Ud ufal 'everybody' ¶ STM II 281   [2] Tg
*kupu-(-kte, -lV) 'whole' > Ewk ku2kt‰ ≠ kuwukti, Lm kub´ç, Neg, Nn
kupukt‰, Ul kupt‰, Ork qopolo, kupukt‰, kupuc7u 'whole', Sln xokkoJi
'entirely', Ud kufula ± kuful‰ id., 'everywhere' ¶ Tg *k- (for *x, which is
expected in the N context) needs explaining (regr. as.?)  ? pJ {S}
*ku~pa!-pa- v. 'add' >  OJ ku~pa~pa!-, J: T ku~wae- ≠ kuwae!-, K ku!wa1e1-, Kg
kuwae!- ¶ S AJ 271 [#176], S QJ #176, Mr. 718 ¶¶ S AJ 27, 285 [#233] ,
DQA #884 *ko"pæV 'all (ves∆)' (T, M, Tg *kupukte, without pJ, which was
mentioned in earlier versions [SDM95, SDM97]) || D *kopp- ({†GS} *k-)
v. 'be full' (Ï  v. 'fill') >  Prj kopp- v. 'be full', kopip- v. 'fill up', Gdb
kop- v. 'be full', kopup- v. 'fill', koppen 'full', Mnd kupki- v. 'fill', Ku
kuppu a2nay v. 'overfill'; Tm kuppam may go back to a coalescence: D
*kopp- v. 'be full' × *kupp- 'heap' ¶¶ D #1731(a) (does not disinguish
*kopp-  v. 'be full' and *kupp- 'heap'), cp. GS 5O [#124] (*kup-  'heap').
985. *{k''''}u[?]bÉ 'thorn' >  IE: NaIE *keu\b- 'thorn, thorny plant' >  OHG
hiufo  'haw, wild rose, hawthorn', MHG hiefe, NHG Hiefe 'hip, haw' ,
NNr hju2pa, OSx hiopo 'hip', AS he1opa 'hip, brier', NE hip (a p lan t )
»» Pru kaa2ubri ({En., Tp.}: ce.  for *ka2ubri) 'thorn' ¶ WP I 38O-1, P
595 (wrong rec. of *k8-), OsS 4O3, Ho. 157, Ho. S 34, Kb. 471, Lx. 8 8 ,
KM 3O7, En. 186, Tp. P I-K 1O4-6 || HS: CS *kubb- 'thorn, a pricky p lan t '
>  MHb buk` kub3 (pl. kub≤b-ïm, kub≤b-ïn), JA [Trg], JPA aB1uk`, aB1k`8
kub≤b-a2 id., Sr '∫.ow˚u kub≤b-a2 'spina, baculus spinosus', Ar [Qam.]
{Fr.} kubb-  'salsa et amara planta' ¶ Br. 315, Lv. II 282-3, Js. 616, Fr. IV 2
|| ?σ K: G Lch k'op'-i 'nave, hub of a wheel (of a two-wheeled bul lock
car)' (× N *k''''uP3333V 'heap, hill; cone, protuberance'?), as well as possibly
G  k'ubera 'Ährchen (an der Getreideähre)', G I k'ip'k'ip'a 'collar-bone', G R
k'ip'k 'ip'a 'chickens’s forked bone (furcula)' ¶ Chx. 594, 612-3, 635 ¶ The
glottalization of the labial cns. may be due to as.|| ? A: M *ko4gu4l ( i f
from **ko4bu4l) >  WrM ko4gu4l, Kl køgl ko4g´l, {Rm.} ko4gl= ' b lackthorn ,
Prunus spinosa' ¶ MED 481, KRS 31O, KW 236 ˚  If the K words belong
here, the N initial cns. is *k'''', otherwise it is *K'''' (i.e. *either *ûûûûq or *k '''') .
The IE *-b- for *-b≈- is explained by the IE incompatibility law ruling o u t
the occurence of a vd. asp. and a vl. stop  in the same √ . In S there is a
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deglottalized *k- . If the N etymon is *{k '''' }u?bÉ , we have to assume that S
and IE lost the precons. *? , while in Kartvelian the N cluster *-?b-
yielded *-p'-.
986. *K''''ab{É?}V 'wickerwork, bag, vessel' > HS: S: [1] S *k'aby-
'wickerwork; vessel' > Ak {Sd.} k5abu6 'Geflügelstall', k5abu2t-u 'Becher,
Kelch', Sr 'jobœe k5Eb3≤ya2 'Behälter'  [2] CS *kabb- '(∈ ) vessel' > BHb bq@
k'ab3 '(∈ ) a measure of capacity', IA k5b, JA, JEA aB1q@ k5ab≤b-a2, Sr 'boœa
k5ab≤b-a2 id. (S ı Gk ka1boß id.), and ¿ Plm k5b 'crater, bowl (?)' ¶ Ell.
147, BDB 866 [#6894], Lv. IV 232-3, Sl. 977-8, Br. 639, KBR 1O6O , Sd.
889-9O, ≈ F I 75O  Eg fMK k5by 'jar for beer' (>  Cpt B kivI, kavi
'cruche') ¶ EG V 25, Fk. 277, Vc. 71  WCh (mte.) *kab'V 'basket' >  Su
{J} ka~bEn 'game-bag made of leaves' » DfB {J} ka~b'a^ 'basket', Sha kab'a!
'basket for millet' » (× N *kabV 'calabash, gourd', q.v. ffd.) Hs ka`b'a!kï!
'∈ large calabash for food' ¶ ≈ Stl. ZCh 2O5 [#561] (*kab+b'V ' ca labash ' ) ,
Ba. 515, J S 68, J R 216, 286, Sch. DN 92-3 || IE: NaIE *kap- 'vessel,
box' (IE *-p- < *-b?- < N *-bV?-) >  Gk ka1ph 'crib, manger' »» L capula
'scoop', capulus 'coffin', cape2d-o / -inis '(∈ ) an earthern bowl
used in sacrifices', capsa 'box, case (for books, etc.)', capsus
'Wagenkasten' »» OHG hafan , havan  'dish, vessel, kettle', NHG Hafen
'earthern pot\vessel' ¶¶ P 527-8, WH I 157, 162-3, F I 783, Kb. 421, ≈
OsS 361, Schz. 158, KM 28O || A: NaT *kæa2b 'bag, sack' > OT qa2b
'leather bag, wine-skin', OQp XIII ∫Qa qap, Cum XIV hap 'sack', Chg XV
qab 'vessel, wine-skin', Osm XVI qav 'a sloughed snake’s skin', Tkm qa2p
'sack, earthenware', Tk kap 'earthenware, dishes, vessel', Az gab 9ab
'vessel, case', Ggz kap 'earthenware', ET, Ln, SY, Qmq, Nog, Qzq, Qq,
Bsh, Qrg qap, Uz ˚op qåp, Xk, Tv Xap 'sack', VTt qap 'sack of bast m a t ' ,
Alt qap 'leather bag' ¶ Cl. 578, ET KQ 266-7, TAG 86, Df. III #1364, Hüs.
67  M (d.?) *qabtur9an 'bag' >  MM [MA] {Pp.} qabtur9a 'pocket', WrM
qabta9an, HlM xavtga 'bag, pouch, purse; pocket', Ord 9òabòtæar9a
'small bag, purse for tabac and pipe', WrO XabtaGa ≠ XabtaXa 'bag ,
pouch, pocket', Kl xavtx, {Rm.} XaptaXa" 'pocket', Kl Ö {Rm.} Xaptr=˝a"
'Beutel, Tasche'; M ı Alt {Rm.} qaptîr˝a 'small leather bag' ¶ MED
899, Kow. 76O, Gl. II 86, Pp. MA 285, Ms O 282, Krg. 238, KRS 562, KW
167   pJ {S} *ka~pi~ 'shell' > OJ ka~pi\i~, J: T ka!i, K ka!i~, Kg kai! id.; t h e
adduction of pJ *ka~pi~ 'egg' (as in DQA) is unc. ¶ ≈ S QJ #149, Mr. 4 3 3
¶¶ Cp. DQA #972 (A *kæa~pæa~ 'a k. of vessel, box': incl. T *Kapîrçak and M
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*qa˝urc>aq ≠ *qayirc>aq [possibly derived words], J *ka~pi~ 'egg, shell') ||
AdS of K: G k'up'rieli, Sv k'up'r 'wine-skin' (< N *k'''' {u 4 444}ryVpV 'sack, wicker
basket' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  The K root suggests N *k''''- , but since the N w o r d
in question is not the main source of the K word, one cannot distinguish
between N *k ''''-  and * ûûûûq-  ¶¶ DCh. 635, Ni. s.v. míx` , TK 351, GP 132 ¶ K
*-p'- is likely to go back to N *-bV?-
987. *k''''a 4 444b?a 6666 'bite' (‘ 'eat') >  IE: NaIE *g8eb≈- v. 'eat, gnaw, chew' >  Lt
z7e$biu~ / z7e$ﬁbti v. 'eat slowly', z7e$!biu / z7e$!beti 'essen, picken' » Sl
*zoba-: pSl inf. *zo¡bati 'to eat' >  OCS izobati izobati 'to eat u p '
('aufessen, verzehren') (of a person), ozobati ozobati 'to eat off ,
to destroy (e.g. a vineyard)' (of an animal), pozobati pozobati ' t o
eat\peck up' (of birds), SCr zo~bati, Slv zo!bati, Blr za≤bac∆,
≤zobac∆, Uk ∆  zo≤bati, Cz zobati, Slk zobat& 'to eat (esp. c o r n ,
fodder)' (of animals), Blg zobam  'eat (esp. corn, fodder)'; Ï Sl *zo8b¥
'food (corn) for animals' >  Blg zob id., Slv zo•b f. 'fodder corn', SCr
zo•b id., 'oats', Cz zob 'fodder for birds', P zo1b 'fodder (korm )' »»
MHG kifen 'to gnaw, to chew'  NaIE *g8emb≈- 'bite, tear asunder' ( a
variant stem with a nasal infix - probably, originally a stem of t h e
present) >  Arm camem camem 'I chew' (aor. cameçi camec≈i),
cameli cameli 'jaw, cheek' »» OI jambhate2 'snaps at', {P}
'schnappt', caus. Vd jam≤bhayati 'crushes to pieces', Av ha<m ...
z´mbayaÎwem 'zertrümmert!' (imv. 2p) »» Lt z7embiu~ / z7emﬁbti
'cut to pieces' »  Sl *zeßb-oß / *zeß-ti 'tear asunder, lacerate' >  OCS z9b0
ze<b-o< / *z9ti ze<-ti 'lacerare', R zåb∆, Uk zå≤blå 'land ploughed
in autumn for spring sowing '  Ï *g8omb≈o-s 'tooth' (× NaIE *genb≈-
/*gnob≈- 'peg, stick' < N *ga4444n[V]{p''''}V 'stem, stick, stake, picket', q.v.
ffd.) ¶ P 369 (on *g8emb≈-, *g8omb≈o-), M K I 419, F I 319-2O, Kb. 527, Lx.
1O7, O 82, Glh. 699-7O2, BER I 65O-1, SJSS XII 692, XIII 755, XXIII 5 2 4 -
5, and XXVI 115, Frn. 1288-9, 1294-5, Srz. I 1O15, Vs. II 1O2, 1O6,
11O-1, Vr. 299, Ho. 43, Ho. S 4O, OsS 47O-1, Slt. 254-5, Wn. 186, Ad.
194, Ad. H 34, 38, ≠ P 382 (does not distinguish IE *g8eb≈- 'eat, gnaw,
chew' from *g8ep(≈)- ≠ *g8eb≈ 'jaw, mouth') ¶¶ IE *g8- for the expected *k8-
is due to the IE rejection of **teg≈-roots (vl. + asp. vd. cns. in the s a m e
√ ) ¶¶ The IE nasalized stem *g8emb≈- may have been influenced by t h e
reflex of N *K''''emV 'to bite' (q.v.) || HS: WS *°√k'b? ≠ *°√k'?b >  Ar
√qb?  'manger, se remplir de boisson', √q?b 'manger et boire, p r e n d r e
ce qui est dans un vase' (× N *k''''o?bÉ 'to fill; whole'); (??) +ext.: S
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*°√k'bc' > Mh, Hrs √k'bs' v. 'sting, bite' (a scorpion\snake) ¶ BK II 6 5 6 -
7, Jo. M 222, Jo. H 73 || K: GZ *k'b- v. 'bite' Ï *k'b-en-/*kb-in- v. ' b i t e '
> OG, G k'ben- / k'bin-, Mg k'ibir-, Lz k'ibin- v. 'bite'; Ï K *k'b-il- tooth' >
OG, G k'bili, Mg k'‰bir- ≠ k'ibir-, Lz k'ibi(r)- ≠ k'ibr- ≠ k'irb- ≠ c7'ibr- id. ¶
K 1O6-7, K2 87, Schm. 16-7, FS K 171 || A: ?φ  AmTg *kepu- v. 'gnaw,
bite' >  Orc k‰puti- id., 'gnaw through', Ud k‰fug‰- v. 'bite in pieces '
('razgryzat∆ ') ¶ *-p- is from A *-pæ- < N *-b?- ; Tg *k- for the expected
*x- may be due to a secondary association with an onomaopoeic w o r d
(Neg, Ork k‰pur-k‰pur - an imitation of the sound of gnawing) unless
the onomatopoeia is secondary and the Tg word goes back to N *k''''a 4 444b?a6666
'bite' ¶ STM I 452  T *k…ap- v. 'bite' (× T *{kæ}ap- 'seize' < N *K''''apV ≠
*K''''ap ''''V id.) > Az, Tkm 9ap-, Nog qab-, ET {BN} qap- v. 'bite', Qq qap-, Q z q
qab- id., 'seize with the teeth', Uz ˚op- qåp- v. 'bite' (of animals), VTt
qab- v. 'take into the mouth, seize with the teeth', Qrg, StAlt qap- v.
'seize with mouth\teeth', Bsh qab- v. 'bite', Tf qa<p- v. 'seize with t h e
mouth' (of a flying insect), v. 'bite' (of a fish), Chv xyp- xîp/bò- v.
'take into the mouth, eat' ¶ Rs. W 218, ET KQ 264-6, Ra. 218, Ash. XVI
84, Hüs. 73, TkR 154, KrkR 373, MM 419, NogR 131, TatR 2OO, Jud .
343, BT 72, UzR 622, BN 118, Fed. II 38O ¶ The merger of T *k…ap- v.
'bite' with T *k{æ}ap- 'seize' explains the polysemy in Az 9ap- v. 'grasp,
bite', Qq qap-, Qzq qab- id., 'seize with the teeth', Tkm 9ap- v. ' c a t ch
(sth. thrown in the air), seize, bite', Chv xîp- v. 'take into the m o u t h ,
seize', Qrg qap- v. 'seize with hands, seize with the mouth\teeth', etc. ;
there is also infl. of the onomatopoeic factor. The back vw. *a may b e
explained by those two factors and/or by vw. harmony: *k[æ]a4pa6 >  *k…ap-
|| D *kavv- ≠ *kapp-, {GS} *kabb- >  Tm kavvu (p. kavvi), kauvu
(p. kauvi) v. 'seize with the mouth', kavvu n. 'bite, seizing by t h e
mouth (as dog), eating', kappu v. 'gorge, cram into mouth', Ml
kauvuka v. 'seize with mouth, bite', kapuka  'snap at, eat as a dog o r
a madman', Tl kavvu v. 'seize by mouth', ? Png/Mnd kap- 'bite', Kui
kavali giva v. 'chew the cud', Ku gab- v. 'eat fast', ? kap- v. 'eat fast l ike
a dog'; D ıOI kavala 'mouthful, morsel', Pali kabala 'small piece,
mouthful'; the variant *kapp- may be due to contamination with N
*K''''apV ≠ *K''''ap''''V 'to seize' ¶¶ D #1222, GS 1O7 [#279] || ?σ U: FU
*°kapp- > Er ∆ {Jv.} kapodems kapod!-ems 'to swallow', Mk ≤kapodems
kap´d!-´ms id., ∆  {Jv.} 'to take sth. into the mouth' (×  N *K''''apV ≠
*K''''ap''''V '⇑ ') (N *-b?-  >  *-p'- >  FU -*pp- >  Mr -p-) (× FU {Sz.} *kapp- '≈
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grasp, take' < N *K ''''apV ≠ *K''''ap ''''V '⇑ ') ¶ Jv. 176, PI 1O1-2 ˚ The vw. *a
in FU *°kapp- and T *k…ap- is due to regr. as. (N *a4444...a6666 > *a...V) ˚ IS I
313-4 (does not distinguish between N *k ''''a 4 444b?a 6666 'to bite' and N *K''''apV ≠
*K ''''ap ''''V  'to seize') ˚  ≈ Gr. II #60 (*kep  'bite').
988. *K''''ábLV (or *-Lb-?) 'to support, to lean' ([in IE]‘ 'to help') >
IE: NaIE *k8elb- ≠ *k8elp- ≠ ? *g[≈]elb[≈]- 'help' (different results o f
compulsory dis. from the original *k8elb≈-, due to the IE roo t - s t ruc ture
rejection of **teg≈-roots (vl. + asp. vd. cns. in the same √ ) >  Gt
hilpan, ON hjalpa, OSx, AS helpan, NE help, OHG helfan, NHG
helfen 'to help' »» Lt s7elpiu~ / s7elﬁpti v. 'support', (NaIE *g[≈]elb[≈]-
> ) OLt ge!lbti, Lt gelbe$!ti, Ltv g˘elbe2 ^t 'to help', Pru galbimai ' w e
help' ¶ WP I 447, P 554, EI 266 (*k8elb-), Fs. 255-6, Vr. 231, Ho. 154, Kb.
451, Schz. 163, KM 3O2, Frn. 144, 971-2, En. 17, Tp. P E-H 134-6 || HS:
B √kbl v. 'support' >  Ah ´kb´l 'soutenir (empêcher de tomber e n
étayant par dessus ou par côté)', ETwl, Tyr ´kb´l 'soutenir, mainteni r
debout' ¶ Fc. 729-3O, GhA 88 || A: M **kelbe- (× N *K''''iy[V]l!!!!i 'to bend ,
to bow'): *kelbey- v. 'lean, bend to one side' >  WrM kelbey-, HlM
x´lbij- v. 'lean (to one side)', Kl {Rm.} kelwi-x´ 'sich lehnen,
seitwärts biegen', M ı WrMc kelfi- v. 'lean, incline to one side'; M
*kelberi- > WrM kelberi-, HlM x´lb´r´-(x) 'lean, incline'; MM [S]
kelberi√ul- (caus. of kelberi-) 'schief\schräg werden lassen' ,
kelbes  'mir einer Wendung' ¶ MED 446, 45O, 467, Kow. 2531-2, Ms. H
69, H 97, KW 224, Z 269-7O.
989. *k''''{a4 444}c1 111Ë or *k''''{a4 444}c1 111VwV 'wild goat', '∈ antelope' >  K *0k'icw- ≠
*k'wic- 'female ibex', (?) 'colt '  > OG k'icw-, G ∆ , Mg k'vic- 'colt', Sv
UB/LB/L/Ln {TK} k'wic-ra 'female ibex' ¶¶ K2 95, TK 354-5, Ni. s.v. koza
|| HS: B [1] *√Œs{y} 'goat, sheep' >  ETwl, Ty te-Œse (pl. ta-Œsiwen)
'goat, sheep', Ah {Fc.} ti-Œse, Gh {Nh.} c7i-Xsi, Kb t3iXsi 'goat', Izn, Rf t3i-
Xsi (pl. Izn t3iX´swin) 'sheep'  ?? [2] *√kss >  Tmz {MT} a-ksas (pl. i-
ksas-n) 'mouton à laine courte ou frisée', ? Kb √kss 'commencer à
brouter (agneau, chevreau)' ¶ GhA 73, MT 351, Dl. 424-5, 9O8, Fc.
9O8, 1781, Rn. 366  NrOm {Blz.} *kes'- 'goat' >  Bnc {Wdk.} ke@s7, Gmr
{Bul.} k´c` id. ¶ Blz. OL #147, Wdk. BY 1O5  Ch: WCh: Hs ka!c'a!wRi~
'male duiker' (unless from Niger-Congo lgs., w Hehe {Sk. “?} kicimba
'dikdik'), Ngz {Sch.} ga!ska^i\ 'roan antelope (Hippotragus equinus k o b a ) '
»» CCh: Mkt {Sk. “?} kucub' 'gazelle' (unless from the aforement ioned
Niger-Congo source), Klb kus7is7i 'goat' ¶ Ba. 586, Sch. DN 7O, Sk. HCD
937
14O || A: T *kæa4çi or ?? *kæa4çu4 ({Md.} *kæe⋅c7æi) 'goat' >  NaT *kæa4çi or ??
*kæa4çu4 >  OT Og, Chg, Kr ka4c7i, Tk kec>i, Az, Ggz kec7i, MQp {Cl.} ka4∏c7i ≠
ka4s7i, Tkm, NWXT A, NrXT D1/Shu/Ze, NETX G/J/L gec7i, SEXT Chs, SWXT
H/QB/SA ga4c7i, SEXT XO ga4c7c7i, NrXT D2, NWXT ShT gec7c7i, NrXT Dg gec7i',
SWXT J/PK ga4c7i', NrXT L, NEXT M, NrXT Q ge'c7i, SEXT R gatc7i, Xlj {DT}
goc7u4, VTt ka4Z7a4, Bsh ka4za4, ET K {Bu.} ka4c7ki »» Chv ka¢a kaZ7òa, ka¢aka
kaZ7òa-gòa id.; it is not clear if NaT *u4çku4 ≠ (dis.?) *eçku4 'goat' h a s
anything to do with this N word, it may go back to N *9uZ7777e 6 666 '≈  sheep ,
goat' (q.v. ffd.) with the T dim. sx *-kV, but mutual infl. of both et l .
sources is highly probable ¶ ≈  Cl. 24, Rs. W 246, ET VGD 34-6, ≈ TL 4 2 6 ,
DT 1O8, Bu. II 116, Jeg. 95, Fed. I 242, Md. 35 (pT *kæec7æi), DH ChT
#123 (in word-lists of different XT dialects), Shch. Zh 117-8 ˚  The
unexpected *k'w- in K *k'wic- is still to be explained (mt. *k'icw- >
*k'wic-?). If the N etymon is  *k''''{a 4 444}c 1 111VwV (as sugested by Ch), the final
syll. was lost in T ˚  AD NM #44, S CNM 1O (÷÷ NrCs).
99O. *k''''ecV 'to cut' >  IE: NaIE *k8es- v. 'cut, stab, chop' >  OI s1as- v.
'cut down, slaughter' »» Gk kea1zv v. 'split, cleave, Gk Hm kei1vn acp .
'cleaving' »» OIr ces 'spear'  Ï NaIE {P} *k8ôstro- 'knife, spear, javelin',
{EI} *k8os-trom ≠ *k8os-d≈rom 'cutting instrument, knife' >  OI s1astram
'knife, dagger' »» Gk ke1stra {LS} 'hammer, ∈ bolt' ({By.} 'marteau poin tu ,
poinçon') »» pAl {O} *cestra2 > Al thade4r 'adze' »» d.: L castro2, -a2re
v. 'castrate' ¶ P 586, Mn. 494, 614, EI 336, F I 8O6, ≈  F I 82O-1 (ke1stra
ÿ kente1v v. 'prick, goad'), LS 944, WH I 179-8O, M K III 319, M E II
626, Vn. C  79, Vr. 225, YGM-1 84, O 471 || K {IS} *°k'ac`-/*°k'c`- v. ' cu t ' ,
(?) 'chop' >  Sv {Ni.}, Sv UB {IS “ Top.} k'c7- 'chop', {GP} msd. li-kc7-e
'chop down (a tree)', {IS “  Top.} na-k'ac7w 'scar (rubec )', {GP} na-kac7w
'chopped; wounded with a knife', Sv L {IS “ Top.} k'c7- v. 'cut', {Dn.} k'c7-
/k'ic7- 'cut off' ¶ IS I 32O, GP 175, 23O (with k for k' due either to t h e
idiolect of the lge. speaker [Ms. Chato Gudjedjani] or to inaccura te
recording), Dn. s.v. k5ic7 || HS *k'Vs- >  amb S: [1] *°√k'ss >  ¿ BHb √k'ss
Po (3m ip. xx4&qi^ y´k'o2≤ses) 'tear out, pluck out' [Ex. 17.1] (a q u .
traditional interpretation based on the JA Targum translation Fyqi
yk5t5p 'he will pluck'), MHb {Lv.} ex1x1q^k5´sa2≤sa2 (pl. t&xx1q^ k5´sa2≤so2t3)
'abgeschnittenes Stück, Erdscholle', MHb √k'ss (pf. xx2q! k5a2≤sas)
'zerkauen'; [2] S *√k'c'c' ≠ *√k'c'y v. 'cut off' (as. *k'c' <  *k's) (× N
*k''''Ëc''''V 'cut\chop into small pieces' × N *k''''oc1111V 'shorten by cutting' ×  N
*K''''ec'''' @ @@@{a} 'tip, end [extremity]') >  BHb √k'c'c' D  (pf. çC4q% k'ic'≤c'ec') v.
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'chop off, trim', Ug √k5s5[s5] {OLS} 'cut (trinchar)', Sr √k's's' (pf.cœa k5as5)
'cut off', JA {Js.} √k'c'c' G  (pf. çq@ ≤k5as ≠ çc2q^k5´≤c5ac5) 'cut, fell', JEA
{Sl.} √k'c'c' G  'cut down\off', Ar √qsœsœ G  (pf. çWQa qasœsœa) v. 'cut off ' ,
Ak {Sd.} √k5s5s5 (inf. k5as5a2s5u) 'abschleifen'; CS *√k'c'y >  BHb √k'c'y+w
D  (pf. eC1q% k'ic'≤c'a2) 'cut off piece by piece by piece, break\chop off ' ,
Pun √k5s5y D  v. 'cut, extirpate', JA {Js.} √k'c'y (pf. ic4q^ k5´≤c5e2) ≠
√k'c'w (pf. ac1q^ k5´≤c5a2) 'cut, break into pieces', JEA √k'c'y G  'cut off ,
set aside', Sr √k's'w (pf. Æcoœ k5´s5a2), ChrPA æcœk5s5? (= √k's'w) v. ' b r e a k
off (bread)', Ar √qsœw (pf. 'caQa qasœa2) 'couper le bout d’une oreille
(d’une chamelle\brebis)', [3] S *√k'sm v. 'cut' >  MHb {Js.} √k'sm S h
'cut', SmA √k'sm v. G  'divide', Ar √qsm v. G  {BK} 'casser\rompre d e
manière que les deux parties se séparent', {Hv.} 'divide, distr ibute,
separate', Ak √ksm (inf. kasa2mu) v. 'cut (trees, wood), cut weeds,
cut\chop herbs' (with reg. deglottalization responsible for the absence
of *k's-roots in Ak), MHb {Lv.} Mx4iq5 k5°≤se2m 'chip, splinter', JEA {Sl.}
am1x6iq$ k5e6s≤ma2 'chip' (ı NHb Mx1iq$ ke(y)≤sam id.); S *√k'sm v.
'practice divination' (>  Hb, SmA, Sr, Md, Sb, Gz √k'sm id.) hardly
belongs here, it is semantically nearer to WS *≤k'is[V]m- 'share' (‘ ' l o t ' )
(see N *K ''''awc @@@@V  'a share' [‘ 'lot', 'fate']) ¶ CAD VIII 24O-1, BK II 737-9 ,
755-6, Hv. 6O5, 6O7, Klein 577, 585, HJ 1O22, KB 1O41-2, 1O46,
1O5O-1, KBR 1116, 1125-6, BDB ##7O96, 7112, OLS 376, Js. 1 3 9 7 ,
14O5, 14O7, Sl. 1O14, 1O33-4, Tal 789, Sd. 457, Lv. IV 346-7, 362  ?σ
B √Œs (<  *√qs), *√qqs (×  N *k''''Ëc''''V 'cut\chop into small pieces') >
Tz -Œas- (≠ -Œaz-) 'zwicken, stechen', Izd {Mrc.} qq´s ' p ique r
(insecte)', Kb ŒŒusu 'être fendu '  ¶ Stm. 181, Dl. 629, Mrc. 193 || U:
FU (att. in Prm) *°ke+a4c1V- v. 'cut' >  pPrm {LG} *kOc1- v. 'cut' (‘ ' c ause
pain') ({LG} 'rubit∆ , rezat∆ , kolot∆ ') >  Vt ka¢a- kac1a- vt. 'skin a n d
chop to pieces (a carcass)', {Mu.} kac7al- (= kac1al-) v. 'cut\chop t o
pieces (meat, wood), Z ko¢o≥g koc1‰g 'colic', Z Sk koc1‰g bÈc1k‰ 'has a
stitch in his side' (LG consider the correlation Z o ÷  Vt a to be a typical
reflex of *O  when followed by a palatal cns.) ¶ LG 137 ||  ?φ  A : Tg *xeJe-
v. 'unrip, rip up' >  Nn x‰Z7‰-li- ≠ x‰Z7‰-c7i- id., x‰Z7‰-k‰ unripped', Ul
x‰Z7‰-li- ≠ x‰Z7‰-c7‰-, Ork x‰d‰-çi-, Orc ‰Z7‰ti-, Ud ‰Z7‰si-, Ewk, Neg ‰J‰-
, Lm ‰d- / ‰J- v. 'unrip, rip up' ¶ STM II 439, Krm. 313  ¶¶ ≈ DQA
#1O21 (A *kæe2Z>a+o 'rip, tear apart': incl. Tg) ¶¶ The voicing of t h e
intervoc. N affricate in Tg still defies explanation || D (in CD) *ke2c>-
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({†GS} *k-) to shave' (with puzzling quality of the vw.) (×  N *K''''ayÇa4444
'hair'??) >  Prj ke2c>-, Gdb ke2s- v. 'shave', Gdb kesal 'razor' ¶ D #1995 ˚
IS I 32O-1 [#196] (HS, K, IE + •÷ U *ka4c1ÿ / kec1ÿ 'knife, point', ?A
*kæa4sa4, ?D *kacc- v. 'bite'). A {DQA} *kæa"!si 'cut; piece' (>  T *kæa4sa4-)
hardly belongs here because of the irreg. *s (for the expected
affricate). D *kacc- v. 'bite' is not a reliable cognate (≠ σ ). The f o r m s
ascribed by IS to the U √  *ka4c1ÿ/kec1ÿ belong in fact to FU *kec7V
'knife' (UEW 142) and to FU *kac1a 'Ende, Spitze' (UEW 11O) (actually
from N *K ''''ec '''' @ @@@ {a} 'tip, end').
99Oa. *k''''ec1111V 'clay, earth' > HS: WS *k'ac'c'- > Ar qasœsœ- 'gypsum', {BK}
'plâtre', Sq {L} qasœ(sœ) [= k'as'(s')] 'plâtre, argile' ¶ BK II 745, Hv. 6O7, L S
382-3  ??φ,σ WCh: Hs k'a!sa!2, Gw {Mts.} kas7a ± kasa 'earth, soil, land' ¶
Ba. 575-6 || K *k'ec- 'clay, clay vessel' (× N *k''''o?ac1111V ' baske t ,
wickerwork', [in descendant lgs.) ‘ 'earthen vessel') > OG k'ec- 'clay,
earthen vessel, tile', G k'eci, Mg k'ici ± k'eci 'frying pan of clay', Lz k'ic-
'pan of stone', Sv UB/LB/ Ln/L k'ec 'large earthern wine pitcher (dug i n
the eartth)', 'grand pot (creusé dans la terre), kvevri' ¶¶ K 1O8 (GZ
*k'ec- 'clay'), K2 9O, FS K 175, FS E 191, Abul. 197, Chx. 573, 575, Q
259, TK 347 || D: SD *kec>arÀ- 'mud' >  Kn kesar3 'wet soil, mud', Tu
kesarË 'mud, mire' ¶  ≈ D #2O2O ˚  ≈ Blz. KM 135 [#12] (incl. K, S,
Hs, D), ≈ Sk. HCD 168 (Hs, Gw + unc. parallels in branches of HS.
991. € *k''''ic@@@@V (or *K''''ic @@@@V?) 'thigh muscle' >  IE: NaIE *kei\s- ' thigh,
forearm (Vorderarm), thigh muscle' (infl. of N *gi{c6666}V 'hip, th igh '
[q.v.?]) >  Dt hijs, hijze {vD} 'piece of smoked meat ( s t u k
rookvlees)', {P} 'Muskel, Lendenstück, Keule', Dt Lm hies 'popli teal
space' »» Lt kis7-ka~ 'thigh, haunch', {Frn.} 'Kniekehle, Unterschenkel ,
Hesse, Hachse (von Tieren)', Ltv cis-ka 'thigh, haunch' »» ?? OI
kis5ku- 'forearm' (Frn.: k- for the expected c- due to the infl. o f
kaks5a2 'Achselgrube'; it may alternatively be explained as a Dravidism
from ppD **kictß-) ¶ WP I 365, P 543, Frn. 26O, ≠  M K I 213, M E I 3 5 5
(kis5ku- 'Stiel einer Axt' ‘ later 'forearm'), Kar. I 182 (Ltv ciska a n d
Lt kis7ka~ <  *kiks7a2 through mt.) || HS: S *≤kisVl- 'thigh muscle' >  Ak
kislum, kaslu 'thigh, thigh muscle (Lende, Lendenmuskel)', BHb
lx3k`3 ≤kEsEl, JA [Trg.] kis≤l-a2 'loins, side', Ug ksl {A} id. (coll.), {OLS}
'lomo, espalda', SmA (?)ksl 'loins', Ar kisl- {Fr.} 'nervus dimissus d e
arcu', {WKAS} 'die Sehne des zum Krempeln der Wolle gebrauchten
Bogens' ¶ KB 466, KBR 489, BDB #3689, Js. 654, Tal 4O1, Sd. 486, A
940
#1357, OLS 226, WKAS K 194, MiK I #1.153 ˚  Here S *k- results f r o m
deglottalization of N *k''''- (rather than of * ûûûûq-), which suggest a pN *k'-,
but the argument is not decisive, because the deglottalization cou ld
occur later than the merger of N *k''''- and * ûûûûq - .
992. *k''''oc1111V (or *ûûûûqocV) 'shorten by cutting' >  K: either [1] {FS}
*k'wec- 'cut (off), cut hear' >  OG {Abul.} k5uec- v. 'cut\shear ( ha i r ) '
[Acta 18.18, I Cor. 11.6], mo-k5uec-, da-k5uec- v. 'cut off (hair)', m-
k5uec-ari 'barber', G {Chx.} k'wec- 'beschneiden, kürzen, stutzen (z. B.
Haare)', Sv {FS} k'wec-/k'oc- v. 'cut off', Sv {Ni.} k'wc- v. 'cut', Sv UB {GP}
li-kwec, li-kwce v. 'cut short', verbal nouns of result: mekwce ' c u t
off', na4kwic 'cut; fragment', Sv L {Dn.} k'ic-/k'c- 'cut\chop off (a small
part)'  or [2] K *°ûqwVc`- >  Sv L {Dn.} ot-ûqwïc7a 'he cut off (e.g. a
hand)' ¶¶ FS K 183, Abul. 112, 2O5, 257, 267, Chx. 58O, GP 173-4, 2 1 8
(with k  for k' as in the case of kc7- for k'c7-, w s.v. N *k''''ecV 'to cut'), Dn.
s.v. k'ic and ûqwic7 '|| HS *k'Vc- v. 'cut, cut off' > S *√k'c'c' v. 'cut off' a n d
¿*k'ss id. (× N *k''''ecV 'to cut', q.v. ffd.)  Eg RT ìk5s 'abschneiden' ¶ EG I
138  ? C: Bj {R “ Stz.} ≤kWas7a 'Beschneidung' ¶ R WBd 15O || IE:
NaIE *°k[W]es-/*°k[W]os- v. 'cut' >  pSl *°c7es-/*kosa: *°c7es- is preserved
only in Slv c7e~s (gen. c7e~sa) 'splinter, chip' ('∑epka , lu¢ina '); *ko≤sa
'scythe, cutting weapon' is general Slavic: ChS kosa 'falx', Blg, R, U k
ko≤sa, Blr ka≤sa, SCr ko~sa, Slv ko!sa, Cz, Slk, P kosa 'scythe', OR,
RChS kosa 'scythe, pole-axe, battle-axe', OCz kuºsa, kosa 'halberd' ¶
ESSJ IV 91 and XI 133, Glh. 335-6, ≠  P 586 (connects Sl *kosa with IE
*k8es- v. 'cut' [see N *k''''ecV 'to cut'] in spite of the fact that Sl *k- d o e s
not go back to *k8-) || D *kuc>c>- 'splinter', stump' (× N *k''''Ëc''''V ' t o
cut\chop into small pieces', q.v. ffd.) ˚  The rec. of either N *k''''oc1111V o r
N * ûûûû qocV  depends on our choice of the K cognate.
993. *k''''o?ac1111V 'basket, wickerwork' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ ' e a r t hen
vessel') >  IE {EI} *kWas- 'basket '  Ï NaIE *kWas-yo-, *kWas-lo- 'wicker
basket' ('geflochtener Korb'), 'Flechtwerk', *kWe(:)sya2 'vessel': [1]
*kWas-yo-, *kWas-lo- 'wicker basket' > L qua2lu-m ≠ -s id. (<  *kWaslo-
m/-s , as can be seen from the dim. qua"sillu-m/-s - with -s- from a n
emphatic *-ss-) »» pSl *ko~s7Á (*kWasjos) / gen. *ko≤s7a 'basket' > OCS, OR
kow6 kos7Á, Blg, R ∆  kow, SCr koàs7, Slv ko`s7, Cz, LLus kos7, Slk ko6s7,
HLus ko`s7, P kosz, Uk k¡w 'basket', pSl *kos7el¥, *kos7ela, *kos7elÁ
'wickerwork, a wattle, Geflecht' >  LLs ko1s7ela 'wattle-fence', OP, P
koszela, OR kowel6 kos7elÁ 'wicker basket', R ko≤wel∆ id., ' small
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sack'  [2] *kWe(:)si\a2 'vessel' > pSl *c7a¡s7a 'cup' >  OCS, OR hawa c7as7a,
R ≤¢awa 'cup, bowl', Blg ≤¢awa 'a glass', SCr c7aàs7a 'bowl', Slv c7a1s7a
'cup, a glass', P czasza, OCz c7ies7e, Cz c7i1s7e 'bowl' » Pru [El.] kiosi :
"Becher"»» OI ≤cas5akah5 'drinking-cup'; Irn ıArm 4a2ak c7as7ak
'cup, mug, glass' ¶ WP I 5O7, P 635, EI 52, WH II 397, M K I 38O, ESSJ IV
3O-1 and XI 187-9, 195-7, Glh. 173, 337, SPS II 117-8, En. 193, Tp. P I-K
371-3, M K I 38O || HS: S *≤ka?as- '∈ vessel' >  BHb x&k` ko2s, SmHb {BH}
kuwwaºs 'shell-shaped goblet, cup', Ug, Ph, IA, Htr ks, Ph k5s (k' <
*k...?), SmA xk ks ≠ xak k?s 'cup', JA ax1k`1 ka2≤s-a 2 ≠ ax`ƒ2 kas≤s-a2
{Js.} 'cup, calyx', JEA {Sl.} ax1k`1 ka2≤s-a 2 'cup, bowl', Sr S˚o ka2s / 'so o˚
ka2≤s-a 2, Md kasa 'drinking-bowl, cup', Ar ß1Ka ka?s- ' (wine-)cup '
({BK} 'coup à boire [surtout remplie de vin]'), Ak ka2su 'dr inking-
bowl'; SCn *ko2s- ı Eg (EgSSc) {Hlk.} ku`-cI` 'cup', {EG} kc 'Krug a u s
Metall', Eg L kZ 'vessel of silver' ¶ KB 444 (WS π Ak), KBR 466, OLS
225, BH II 491 and IV 136, HJ 521, 1O18, A #1348, PS 1776, BK II 8 4 9 -
5O, WKAS I 13-4, Js. 652, Sl. 59O, Tal 399-4OO, DM 199, Sd. 454, CAD
VIII 253-6, Hlk. #265, SivCR 9, 2O, 47, 86, EG V 148, Hlk. 523 [#265] ,
Tk. AANM 1 ¶ The distribution of the vowels and the glottal stop in t h e
lgs. provides ev. for a pS *≤Ça?aÇ-structure; the hyp. of Sum origin o f
the S word is unfounded (CAD VIII 256)  B *k{u2}ss- 'pot, dr inking
vessel' > Ah, Gh akus (pl. ikass´n) 'pot, vase pour boire', Gd tök´s (p l .
t´k´ss´n) id. ¶ Fc. 911, Lf. II #O317  C: Ag: Xm {R} ku"sku"sa 2 (p l .
ku"sku2s) 'Wasserkrug'; Ag ı EthS: Gz kW´skW´s 'pitcher, pot', Tgy
kW´skW´sti 'phial of glass or metal' (ıAf {R} ku"s≤ku"sti 'Gefäß,
Krug, Schale'), Amh kW‰skW‰st 'water jug' ¶ L G 296, R Ch II 63, R A II
78 ¶¶ Ap. ANH 22 and Tk. AANM 1 (both: Eg kc π S) || K: [1] G
k'vac'ia 'small earthern pot' ¶ Chx. 575  [2] K *k'ec- 'clay, e a r the rn
vessel' (× N *k ''''ec 1111V  'clay, earth', q.v. ffd.) || U: FU *koc1a 'basket ( m a d e
of birch bark), vessel' >  F ∆  kosio, kalakosio 'großer Fischkorb a u s
Birkenrinde' (kala 'fish'), Krl A koi\za, kozi\a 'kleiner Rindenkorb m i t
Henkel aus Birkenrinde' » Lp: N {Fri.} guo4s7s7e 'Rindenkorb', T {Gn.} ki
ºs7s7êe, K {Gn.} ku2is7s 7, Nt {Gn.} kuois7s7 'Tragekorb aus Birkenrinde', Klt
{TI} koc7ek 'schmaler Korb aus Birkenrinde' » Mk kuc√, ∆  koc1u ' s p o o n '
»» ObU *ko"c1- >  Vg Ss {Kn.} sa2n-xos 'kleiner Rindenkorb', {BV} sanxos
'¢uman¢ik ' (∈ 'birch-bark vessel)', Vg LK {Vxr.} sa2nxo"s, sa2nxo"sp id .
(san , sa2n 'Birkenrindenschachtel', '¢uman ' [∈ 'birch-bark vessel]'); Os:
V {Trj.} qot!alßkÈ, A/UA/Ty/Y/UY {Trj.} qo"t!i, Vy {Trj.} qo"t!´q 'a b i rch-bark
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scoop used to drink water from and to scoop out water from a b o a t '
({KrT}: Ty qo"t!i, V qot!alßqÈ 'Trinkgefäß aus Birkenrinde', Vy qo"c1´q
'Rindenschachtel von der Form einer Schöpfkelle, die in die Wiege
gestellt wird') ¶ UEW 192 (FU *kuc1V 'Korb, Schachtel aus Birkenrinde') ,
164 (FU *koc1a id., FU *koc1a or *kuc1a 'Trinkgefäß'), Gn. 194, TI 151, PI
137, BV 99, KrT 345, Trj. S 176, ≈ Sm. 544 (FU *kuc/s7i 'birch b a r k
vessel', FP *kus7i, Ugr *ku"c7I" [what does Sm. mean by Chr kuuz7aa, Vt
koz7, Z kuz7a, where are they registered?], *ku4ca4N id. >  FP *ku4c7a4-,
Ugr *kuÆ4c7a4-) || A {DQA} *kæa2c>æa '∈ vessel (Gefäß)' >  Tg *xaçu-xan
'cauldron' >  Orc xac7uan, Ul Xac7oa(n-) 'cauldron', Ork XaçU˝a(n-)
'suspended cauldron', Nn Nh Xac7oXa% id., Nn KU Xac7oXoa% ≠ Xac7a% id.,
'birch-bark box', WrMc XacuXan mucen 'three-legged cauldron', ?
XancuXa ≠ XancuXan 'cauldron (for coal)' ¶ STM I 464-5, Vv. AEN
1O (believes that in the AmTg lgs. the word id a loan from Mc)  NaT
*Ka2ça '∈ vessel (Gefäß)' > ET ∆ {Ml.} qac7a 'clay bowl', {Jr.} qac7a ≠ qac7a4 ≠
qac7î 'bowl, vessel', Tkm qap qa2Z7aq 'kitchen earthenware', Az qab qaZ7aq
'tableware, dishes, kitchen ustensils', Tk kapkacak id., {Bu.} qap
qac7aq 'pots and pans') ¶ ET KQ 342-3, Rs. W 217, Ml. UN 122, Jr. ET
235, Bu. II 1  ???φ M: WrM ku4ce ≠ gu4ce, HlM g¥c 'small ke t t le
used for tea, oil, etc.', WrM {Kow.} ku4ce  'théière', Brt g¥s´ 'small t ea -
kettle'; this M word makes the impression of being a loan from s o m e
unknown source and therefore is highly qu. as a cognate ¶ MED 3 8 8 ,
495, Kow. 2613, Chr. 166 ¶¶ S CNM 2 (A *kæac7æa) ¶¶ DQA #984 (A
*kæa2!c>æV: T, Tg) || D (in SD) *ku+oc>-a- (+ sx.) ({†GS} *k-, ? *-s-) 'potter' >
Tm kuyam (/ kucam- as the first member of cds.) 'potter cas te ' ,
kuyavan3 ≠ kucavan3 'potter', Ml kuyavan ≠ kus1avan id., Tm f .
kuyatti ≠ kucatti, Ml f. kuyatti 'potter (woman)', Tm ko2, Kn
ko2va, kuvara, Tu kisave ' pot ter ' ¶ D 1762 ˚  ≈  IS I 365 [#241]
(*K'Ëcÿ = {∫IS} *K'Ëc1V}: HS (incl. S *√k'wsr 'basket'), IE, U, ≈  AD NM
#23, S CNM 2 (suggested to adduce the T cognate). The change of vowel
quality in A (*a2 for the expected *o2) is unexpected, the word may be a
loan ˚ Gr. II #75 (*koca  'container') (IE, U, J).
994. € *k''''a[é€]c++++c 6 666V 'young man' (‘  '[grown-up] man') >  K *k'ac`-
'man, person' >  OG, G k'ac-i id., Mg, Lz k'oc7- id., Sv: UB/Ln c'7a4s7, L c'7as7
'husband' ¶¶ K 1O6, K2 87, FS K 17O-1, Schm. 118, Chik. 43, TK 86O-1
|| U: FU *ka[:]c1a 'young man' >  Chr L ka¢e kac7e 'bridegroom, young
man', {Ps.} kac7e, Chr Y {Tv.} ka4c7¥ 'bridegroom' (Chr ı Chv ka¢¢a€
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kac7c7¥ 'unmarried young man'; the direction of the borrowing is
suggested by the fact that the Chv word is isolated in T and A, while t h e
Chr word has obvious cognates within U) »» Vg: N {Mu.} xu2s1, ML {Mu.}
khus1 ≠ khus7, P {Mu.} khus1 'servant; knave (of cards)', LL {Kn.} kxu2s1,
Ss {Kn.} xu2z1ò 'id., 'worker, serf', P/SV {Kn.} kus1, NV {Kn.} ku2s1 'knave ( o f
cards)' » OHg hu¡s ≠ he1s 'young man, hero', Hg ho¡s, ∆  he1s 'hero' 
Sm {Jn.} *kaº¥\sa (= {∫Jn.} *kaº´8sa), {Hl.} *ka¥\sa 'man, person' >  Ng d .
{Mik.} ko2d!umu, {Cs.} kuaju1mu, En {Ter., Cs.} ka2sa, Ne T xasava, Ne O
{Lh.} Xa2saB;a" id., Xa2s1;e 'young man', Ne F Ny {Lh.} kas≤sa 'man, young
man', Kms {KD} kæuza, Koyb {Sp.} kuza 'man, person', Mt {Hl.} *ka[:]sa
'person' (Mt: M {Pl.} kasa, kaza, {Sp.} kazy, K/T {Mll.} cha1ssa, A
{Adl.} chasa) ¶¶ Ps OT 57 (Chr ı Chv), UEW 11O (Chr Y ka4c7¥
'bridegroom' π  Chv), Coll. 15, MRS 184, WVD VII 133, MK 13O, MTE II
159, EWU 584, Jn. 61, Hl. M #438, Fed. I 2 4 2  ˚ IS I 315-6 [#191]
(*k5ac1ÿ 'man, young man': K, U) ˚ Sm *aº¥\(= {Jn.} *aº´8 = {Hl.} *a¥\)
points to a additional element (most probably lr.) within a √ . This l r .
(denoted as *é€ ) may be *? , *h , *÷, or *H (because these are the only
laryngeals that yield zero in K) ˚ AD NM #23, S CNM 7 (÷÷ NrCs).
995. € *K''''awc@@@@V 'share (Anteil)' (‘ 'lot', 'fate') >  IE: NaIE *kau\s-
({WP} *qaus-) v. 'draw lots' >  Gk {LS} kayno1ß 'lot' (*kau\s-no-s) ( n o t
kay6noß, as was believed earlier, w P 537, but kayno1ß, on the ev. o f
Herodianus Grammaticus) »» Sl *k¥s7¥ >  RChS, OR k5w6 kËs7Á ' l o t
(Los), fate', ChS, OR k5witi s9 kËs7iti se< 'sortiri, to cast lots ' ,
pr8k5witi pre7kËs7iti 'to win at dice' ¶ WP I 332, P 537, Ch. 5O6,
LS 932, HrdG I 178, Bern. I 672, ESSJ XIII 247, Srz. I 1416 || HS: WS
*≤k'is[V]m- 'share' (‘ 'lot') >  Ar qism- 'portion, share', qismat-
'repartition, allotment; lot\fate (decided by God)', Hb Mx3q# ≤k'EsEm
{KBR} 'prediction, survey of future events; decision (by means of a n
oracle)', SmA k5sm 'division', JA am1x6q% k5is≤m-a2 {Lv.} 'Zauberei,
Ausspruch', {Js.} 'divination, divining tool', JA {Js.}, JEA {Sl.} Mxq √k'sm
G 'divine', JEA {Sl.} am1x`1q@ k5assa2≤ma2 'diviner', Sr k5Es5ma2 ' lo t ,
sortilege, soothsaying', Plm k5sm? 'soothsaying'; hence some d. verbs i n
descendant lgs.: Ar √qsm G  v. 'divide, distribute', SmA √k5sm v.
'divide', BHb √k'sm G  (ip. -k 'som) v. 'consult an oracle or the spirit of a
dead person, soothsay', JA √k'sm , Sr √k's'm v. 'soothsay', Md √ks5m v.
'tell fortunes, soothsay, bewitch', Gz ?astak'asama, ?astak'a2sama 'divine
by omens, foretell by means of magic'; Ï SmA k'sm prt. G  ' so rce re r ' ,
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Sb mk5sm 'oracular decision' ¶ GB 432, KB 1O42, KBR 1115-6, BDB
#7O81, OLS 226, Js.1397, Sl. 1O3O, Tal 788-9, BK II 737-8, Hv. 6O5,
DM 222, BGMR 1O8, L G 446  SC: Irq {E} qasis- 'divide', {MQK} qasïs-
id., 'distribute' »» Dhl {EEN} k'a2t †a2Î- 'divide' ¶ E SC 25O, MQK 85, EEN 19.
996. *K''''ayÇa4444 'hair' > IE: NaIE *kai\s-(Vr-) '(long) hair' >  OI ke2sara-
'hair, mane' »» L caesarie2s 'hair of head' »» Tc A s1is1ri (< *s1isri-)
'mane' »» ? BSl (×  N *k''''a{c6666}Ë 'scratch', q.v.): Lt kasa~, Ltv kasa ' t ress ,
braid' » Sl *ko≤sa (accus. koŸso<) 'hair of the head; tress, braid '  > ChS
kosa kosa, Blg kosa. SCr ko~sa, OCz, P kosa 'hair of the head', OR,
RChS kosa kosa, R, Uk kosa 'tress, braid' ¶ WP I 329-3O, P 52O, WH I
133, M K I 268, M E I 4O1, Frn. 226, Vs. II 345, ESSJ XI 131-3, Glh. 3 3 5 ,
≈ EI 251 (*k(e)hÅisVr- 'mane'); ≠  C }op IU IV 152 [#49] (equates IE
*kai\s- [his *kai\-s-] with U *kayV 'hair') || HS: Ch: WCh: Grn G/Mb {Sh.}
kYa~sa~r 'hair', Jm {Gw.} kyesko id., as well as (?) Bg {J} kEbsi, Bg/Kir
{Sh.} kYa^psi~ id. » ?? Hs ga2!s7i~ (pl. ga2!su2!su!wa~, ga2!su2!, ga2!su2!su!ka~) 'ha i r ,
feather', Gw ga!s7a 'hair, beard, feather' (if g- instead of k'- may b e
explained by the infl. of nearly-synonymous words like ge2!za@ 'mane' o r
gi~zo2 @ 'long matted hair on a man’s head', w s.v. N *gáZ@@@@V '∈ hair, wool ' ;
alternatively, it may be a loan from Ful ga2sa 'hair ' )  »» ECh: ?? Kbl {Lk.}
kesebo 'hair ' ¶ JI I 85 and II 176-7, Nw. 27 [#66] (Ch *gasi 'hair'), Sh.
SB 47, Ba. 37O, Mts. G 42, Sk. HCD 8O, Zb. 19O, Lk. ZSS 92, Blz. EChWL
#37 || A: NaT *kæ{a4}Ca4 (or *kæeCa4) 'felt' >  OT {Cl.} ka4Ca4∏, Osm XVI kec7a4,
Chg {PC, Bu.} ´8yKkec7a4, Tk kec>e, Ggz kec7a4, Az ke¢´ kec7a4, Tkm kec7e,
Xlj {DT} ka4c7a4, ET ∆ {Ml.} ga4Z7i ± geZ7i, Chv (π a NaT lge.?) kÁs1s1e id.; t h e
rec. of T *a4 in the first syll. is based on the OT spelling only a n d
therefore is qu., because the old etl. distinction of *a4 and *e has n o t
been preserved either in Az or in other modern lgs. with this √  (w ADb.
SR-D 51-6) ¶ Cl. 694, ET KQ 59-6O, Hüs. 16, DT 146, POC 483, Bu. II
116, 174, Jeg. 11O || ?σ,φ D (in CD) *ke2c>- ({†GS} *k-) to shave' (× N
*k '''' e cV 'to cut', q.v. ffd.).
996a. € *K''''a 4 444c @ @@@ ' '''V '(be) cold; freeze' > HS: S: Ak fOB kas5u6 ' b e c o m e
cold, cool off', Ak StB/NB kas5u6 'cool' (of the evening)
(deglottalization *k' > k- due to the Ak law of incompatibility of t w o
glottalized cnss. in the same root) ¶ CAD VIII 269-7O  C: EC {Ss.} *k'ïz-
'cold' >  Sd, Ged, Hd k'ïda, Alb, Qbn k'ï≤za (deglottalization *-c'- > *-z-?)
»» Ag: Bln {R} k5az7k5az7-, Xm {R} k5azk5az-, Q {R} XeXez- ' abgekühl t
sein\werden, kalt sein'; Ag ıEthS: Tgr k'Azk'AzA 'be cold', Amh {L}
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k'AzzAk'AzA vi. 'cool', 'be cold' (of water) ¶ L Z 12O, Ss. PEC 4, R WB 2 4 5 ,
LH 257, L CAD 79  NrOm: Ym {Wdk.} ko2!c7o@ ≠ ko2!c7o! 'be cold' » Shk {AY|
k'ec', Mj {Fl.} k'ec7-us, {AY} k'e?uz, ? Na {AY} k'e?u 'cold' (of air) »» SOm: H m
B {Fl.} k'‰Z7i ≠ k'‰z7i, Hm K {Fl.} k'aZ7a-≠K'az7a-mu, Bk {Fl.}, Ari G {Fl.} k'az7i,
Ari U {Fl.} qaz7i ≠ ?az7i, Dm {Fl.} k'iz7in 'cold' ¶ Wdk. BY 129, 148, AY
WShND, Fl. OWL s.v. 'cold', Blz. OL s.v. 'cold' || U: FP *ka4c1V ' b e c o m e
cold', 'freeze' (of a person)' > Chr H kiz7e- (inf. kiz7a4s7) 'feel cold' » Prm
*kEZ1- > Z ko 4dzyd k‰Z1Èd, Vt kez∆yt kez1Èt, ∆ keZ1Èt 'cold', Z k‰Z7av-nÈ
'become cold' ¶ UEW 648, Ep. 43, Ber. 17, LG 139 ˚  Not here (⇔ Sauv.
106) Mc gecew 'frost' and Nn •gec7i (actually g‰kc7i-) 'freeze' (< Tg
*gekti-, see STM I 178) ˚  Blz. LB #26b (HS, U), Blz. LNA #26.
997. *K''''ec'''' @ @@@{a} 'tip, end (extremity)' >  HS: CS *k'ic'c'- 'tip, end' (× N
*k''''ecV 'to cut') >  BHb çq$ k'ec' / +ppas. k'ic'c'- (k'ic'≤c'-o2 'his end') ' e n d ,
border', Ug k5s5 'end, tip', JA çq$k5ec5 / aC1q% k5ic5≤c5-a2 'end, term', Sr æcoœe
k5Es5≤s5-a2, SmA k5s5 'end'; CS *k'ic'c'-at- > , Ph k5s5t cs., Pun eacq k5s5?h,
Plm k5s5t? 'end, border', Sr æ›<ocœe k5Es5(´)≤t-a2 (cs. ›caœe k5E≤s5at3)
'extremity, outskirt' ¶ KB 1O44-5, KBR 1118, HJ 1O21, A #2434, OLS
375, Tal 793, PS 14O4, JPS 515-6 || U **kec1a 'tip, point, end' >  (vw.
harmony) FU *kac1a ≠ *kec1a4 >  [1] (from *kac1a): F kasa ' s th .
protruding, end (Ecke), corner (Winkel)', Es {W} kirve kadsa ' lower
tip on the blade of an axe' »»» [2] (from *kec1a4): pLp *kE2c1e2 'tip, po in t
(Spitze)' >  Lp: S {Hs.} giedije, L {LLO} kiehtje2, N {N} gAc7c7e, Kld
ki¢eZ7Z7ê »» Hg he4gy 'tip, summit, mountain' (× U *kaz6V 'mountain' < N
*k''''al÷V 'rock, hill, stone')  pY {IN} *kic7 !- 'end, tip' > Y: K {IN} kis1-il,
T {IN} kic7!-il id., T {Ku.} kic7iÒ 'end, edge', K {Jc.} kic7iL 'Ende', kic7-
'Ende', K {IN} kis1i-t´-, T {IN} kic7 !o-t´- v. 'finish' (-l is a sx. of deverbal
nouns, -t´- is a sx. of vt.) ¶¶ Coll. 86, UEW 11O, Db. OS x, xxxi, Lr.
#379, Lgc. #2237, Hs. 591, Ang. 115, Ku. 93, IN 227, ≈ Rd. UJ 4 5 - 6
[#63] (Y π U) || A: M *kic>ir 'ends of a bow' >  WrM kicir, HlM
xi¢ir id., Ord nu2mu2 gòec7æir id. (nu2mu2 'bow') ¶ MED 464, Ms. O 264 ¶
M *i  of the first syll. (for the expected *e ) may be explained by regr. as .
(*e...i > *i...i) ˚ ≈ Gr. II #125 (*kaci 'edge') (U, Ai, ? Ko + err. A *kos7e
'end' + unc. J).
998. *k''''Ëc''''V 'cut\chop into small pieces' >  K {FS} *k'uc`'- id. >  G {Chx.}
k'uc'- 'shred (into small pieces)', '(in kleine Stücken) zerhauen ,
zerhacken, zerstückeln', Mg k'uc7 'u 'small, low', {Q} k'uc7 'u-k'uc7 'u 'small, low-
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statured', {FS} k'uc7'u 'small, low'; Sv {TK}: UB/L k'oc7'o2l, UB k'wec7'o2l, UB/Ln
k'(w)ec7'ol ≠ k'oc7'ol 'little, small, a little' (< N *k''''Ëc''''V ×  N *k''''Ët''''V ' smal l '
[q.v. ffd.]) ¶¶ FS K 195, K2 1O5 (GZ *k'uc`'-), FS E 214, Chx. 647, Q 2 6 3 ,
TK 349-5O, GP SED 131, Ni. s.v. malen∆k¡j || HS *k'uc'- v. 'cut\chop t o
pieces' >  S *-k'u2c'- v. 'cut off', (×  N *k''''ecV 'cut' ×  N *k''''oc1111V [or *ûûûûqocV]
'shorten by cutting'): S *√k'c'c'' v. 'cut off, cut to pieces'>  BHb çcq
√k'c'c' G  v. 'break off, cut off piece by piece; chop off', MHb çcq√k'c'c'
(ip. -k5oc5, 2m çvqt t´≤k5oc5) v. 'cut (off) (e.g. one’s nails, plants)', Ug
√k5s5[s5] v. 'cut (trinchar)', JA [Trg.] çcq√k'c'c' v. 'cut down (a t r ee ) ' ,
JEA {Sl.} √k'c'c' v. 'cut down'off', Sr √k's's' (pf. k5as5, ip. -k5us5, -k5as5) v.
'cut short, clip (wings/beard)', SmA √k5s5s5 'cut', Mh, Jb √k's's' v.
'chop', Mh ak'≤s'ays', Jb C ek'‰≤s'es' v. 'shave\cut off (one’s mous tache) ' ,
Sq {Jo.} k'Es' v. 'cut', Ak √ks5s5 D  v. 'cut short, clip (wings, nails)' (dis .
k'...s' >  k...s5) ¶ KB 1O5O-1, KBR 112O, BDB 893 [#7112], A #234, OLS
376, Js. 1339, Lv. T II 352, Lv. IV 272, 361-2, Sl. 1O34, PS 3699, JPS CSD
512-3, Tal 793, Jo. M 328, Jo. J 151, Sd. 457   B: Kb ŒŒusu (pf. iŒisi)
'être fendu (ustensile)' (× N *k''''ecV 'cut') ¶ Dl. 629  ? C: Bj {R “ Stz.}
≤kWas7a 'Beschneidung' (× N *k''''oc1111V (or * ûûûûqocV) '⇑ '?) ¶ R WBd 15O || ?
Gil: Gil A (qoZ>#l) in qozl moqs '(chopped up) block of wood' ('¢urka ' )
(moqs  is 'piece') ¶¶ ST RN 457 || D  *kuc>c>- ({†GS} *k-) 'splinter', s t u m p '
(×  N *k''''oc1111V or *ûûûûqocV '⇑ ' [q.v.] and N *k''''u[y]s6666V 'tree' [‘ 'Holz '] ,
'trunk of a tree') >  Tm kuccu 'splinter, bit of stick, stalk', kucci
'splinter, peg, stick', Ml kuccu 'chip, piece of straw', ?Kn kutti
'stump', Tu kucci, kutti 'stump of a shrub', Prj kuc>c>i, Gdb kusun,
Knd gusil, ? Png, Mnd gruc> 'stump of a tree' ¶¶ D #164O.
999. *k''''{o}c7777V (or *k''''{o}c7777 ' '''V?) 'bone' > IE: NaIE *k+kWost- 'bone, rib' >  L
costa 'rib' »» Sl *koŸstÁ 'bone' > OCS kost6 kostÁ, R kost∆, P kos1c1,
Cz kost, Blg kost, SCr, Slv ko•st 'bone' ¶ P 617, WH I 281, Glh. 3 3 6 -
7, Vs. II 349, ≈ ESSJ XI 167-173 (unjustified rejection of the obviius L-Sl
connection) ||  K : G k'oc7 '-i 'ankle of the foot' ¶ Chx. 618 || HS: Eg fP k5s
'bone', Cpt Sd/B kas kas id. ¶ EG V 68-9, Fk. 281, Vc. 87-8  B *Œas[s]
'bone' >  ETwl, Ty eŒ¥s (pl. iŒ¥san), Ah {Fc.} eŒ´s (pl. iŒ´san), Gh
iŒ´s (pl. iŒsan), Gd Œ´ss (pl. Œa2s´n), Izn, Rf iŒ´s, Izd iŒs (pl. iŒsan),
Sll iXss (pl. iXsan) œ, Wrg iŒ´s, Si {La.} ïŒ´s (pl. iŒsa2n), Kb {Dl.}
iŒ´s(s) (pl. iŒsan), Zng {TC} i?s˛i ¶ Fc. 178O, Lf. II #1255, Dl. 6 2 9 ,
Dlh. Ou 246-7, GhA 73, TC D 4, TC Z 310  EC: Dsn {To.} g°a!s 'leg' ¶  AD
SF 298-9 (*k'Vc'(c')- 'bone'), To. DL 5O2  NrOm: [1] Na {Fl.} k'us ' bone ' ,
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[2] ?σ {Blz.} *k'us 'foot, leg': Na {Fl.} k'us, HzMa ka4si id. »» SOm: Dm.
{Bnd.} k'Os, {Fl.} k'us 'bone' ¶ Blz. OLBP #2O, Fl. OO 317  Ch {Stl.}
*k'as{i} 'bone' >  WCh: Hs k'a~s7ï! id. » Su {J} JÔes id. »  NrBc {Tk.} *k'as-
'bone' > Wrj k'a2~suna~, Kry k'a2!su~, My ku!si!, P’ {MSk.} k'‰!s-ki~, Cg k'e!-k'e!s‰~-n,
Mbr k'a!-k'a!s‰~, Jmb k'‰~-k'a!si id. ({Stl.}: all either f rom  *Ha-k'asi with regr .
as. or with rdp.) » DfB {J} kYa^s, Bks kYas, Klr gYas7a!w 'bone' »» CCh: T r
gÔ‰s6 id. » HgNk {Kr.} gÔiÆs6a4 id. » Mlw {Trn.} ke~s6-ke!, Msg P {Mch.} kE!x6-kE,
{Trn.} kes6ke, Msk {Trn.} kÈ!s7È!t id. »» ECh: Dng {Lk.} ka2so, ka2!si, EDng {Fd.}
ka2~so~, Ke {Eb.} k‰!sk‰!N, Kwn {ChC} ki!sigi!, Nd {J} gu2se!, Smr {J} gu~sÄ^n1, Bdy
{J} ka!s-ko 'bone' ¶ JI II 36-7, ChC, ChL, Stl. IF 1O3, J R 217, Sk. NB 4 7 ,
Tk. NB 182, Trn. LDM 26, Trn. LM 98, Lk. ZSS 17, Blz. EChWL. s.v. ' b o n e '
 S: [1] ?φ S *°√k'ss or *°√k's7s7 > Ar √qss 'ronger les os' (unless a
semantic derivative of Ar √qss 'chercher', 'seek after sth.')  [2] ??φ S
*°k'ac'c'- >  Ar qasœsœ- 'poitrine, os de la poitrine' ¶ Fr. III 449, BK II 7 3 5 ,
745 ¶¶ If the glottalization in S *c' is ancient (rather than caused b y
assimilation), S *c' for the expected *T' (<  N *c7777 ' ''') is due to the r a t h e r
frequent S (or HS) loss of a marked phonemic feature, which m a y
explain the rareness of the phoneme *T' in S (cp. the same process in N
*c7777 ' '''awXV 'to cry, to exclaim' >  S *√c'wH) ¶¶ OS #1557 (B, Eg, Ch, EC,
Om), Tk. PAA 2O (WCh, Eg, B), ≠ Sk. CDH 168 || ?φ  A: Tg *°[x]a2JV >  Ew
a2J‰ 'bone of elk’s hind leg' ¶ STM I 17 ¶ The length of the vw. a is d u e
to a special Altaic type of lengthening of the vw. in open syllables
(resulting in T short vowels and Tg long vowels). The quality of the vw.
still needs explaining || D (in NED) *ko2c>c>VL 'bone' >  Krx xo2c>ol, Mlt
qoc>lu id. ¶ D #1288 ˚  Not here pMr *kesk´ 'sacrum (Kreuzbein)' (>  Er
kas∆ke kas1ke, Mk keska kesk´) (it goes back to FP *keske 'middle', w
Ker. II 57). If the N etymon is *k''''{o}c 7777V, the K glottalized *-c7'- (and S *c')
may be due to as. (infl. of *k'-) ˚  IS MS 345, IS I 344 ( recons t ruc t s
*K'aÍÿ  'bone': HS [Eg,C,Ch,B], IE + •÷ S and FU), AD SF (HS [C,Ch,Eg,B],
IE), and Blz. DA 156 [#42]. The meaning 'breastbone' in Ar and 'rib' in L
may be ancient ('≈  bone of the breast').
1OOO. *K''''a÷3333c 7 777V 'to advance with effort' >  HS: S *°√k'÷Tl >  Ar √q÷Tl
'tirer un pied après l'autre, comme qn. qui marche dans un bourb ie r
épais et cherche à s’en retirer', 'marcher comme un homme e m b o u r b é '
¶ BK II 776 || U: FP *ko2c7e- v. 'crawl, clime (klettern, kriechen)', ' r u n '
(of animals) >  Lp: N ∆  {Fri.} guoccat v. 'run' ('løbe'), OSw {LÖ}
qwotset v. 'run' (of animals), Tn {Lgc.} kuoc-, A {Lgc.} kuo˛\c- v.
'crawl, kriechen' (of a snake), v. 'run' (of a dog), L {Wk.} ku\o4˛\ca- {∫Wk.}
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ku´Oca-) id., 'klettern', Vfs {Lgc.} kuo4c- 'klettern', Tf kuo˛\c-/kuoc-
'hinaufklettern', I {Tv.} kuos;iÎ 'über das Wasse hinlaufen ( v o n
Schwimmvögeln)' » Vt: {W} gûz7ûlt- 'kriechen', ∆  {U3S} gyqylt- v.
'linger, loiter', Sr/G {Mu.} gÈz7Èlt- 'langsam gehen, kriechen', Uf {Wc.}
gÈz7Èlt- 'schleichen, to walk slowly', M gÈz7Èl!t- v. 'crawl' (of babies) ¶
Tv. IA 7O, Wk. LLW 51, Lgc. #286O, U3S 417 || A: NaT *Kaç-, {Tz.}
*ka;c7- v. 'flee, run away' >  OT qac7- id., Tk kac>-, Tk WAn {Tz.} qa2c7-,
Tkm, Az ga¢- 9ac7-, StAlt, Tb qac1-, Ggz kac7-, ET, Kr, Qmq, Qrg qac7-, U z
qåc7-, Uz Af {Tz.} qa2c7-, VTt ka¢- qas7 !-, Bsh qas-, Nog, Qzq, Qq qas7-, Tv
qaz7-, Xk, Yk Xas- id. ¶ Cl. 589-O, Rs. W 217, ET KQ 34O-2, Tz. UIS 95 ¶
Tv q- (rather than X-) suggests a pT lenis *k…- (for the expected for t is
*kæ-), which is still puzzling. Tz.  UIS 95 reconstructs here a half-long
vw. (on the ev. of Anatolian and Uz dialects) ˚ Cp. IS I 3O9 [#181]
(*Kac7ÿ: U, A) ˚  U (FP) *o2 (< pre-U *a2) reflects N *a÷ 3333 (in U there is n o
*a2).
1OO1. *K''''a 6 666{÷}c7777 ' ''' ++++t ' '''V 'ram, sheep' >  IE: NaIE *k≈et- (?) ({WP} *qhet-)
'sheep' >  OIr cit 'sheep (mouton)' (<  *ketni-?), cite1n ' l amb ' ,
cetnat 'ewe' »» Arm xo3 XoZ 'ram' ({WP} <  *qhoti-), o¢xar
oc7≈XaR 'sheep' ({WP} <  *qhotjuqh-), xa2n Xas7n 'flock of sheep;
sheep' »» ?φ  ON haÎna, MHG hatele, NGr ∆ ha4tte ± ha4ttel ±
hattel 'goat' ¶ WP I 384 (the Ir-Arm comparison is dubious a n d
rejected by Pokorny), Vn. C  1O8, Vr. 2OO || A {ADb.} *k[æ]uc>- ' r a m ,
wether', {DQA} *k[æ]oc>æV 'ram' >  NaT *Koç 'ram' >  OT Og ≥XI qoc7, Tk
koc>, Az, Xlj 9oc7, Kr qoc7, Qq 9os7, Uz ∆ 9oc7 ± 9o2c7 'ram', Tkm 9oc7
'uncastrated ram; ibex', Qzq, Qq qos (a quieting interjection for sheep
during milking), Qrg qoc7 ≠ qos7 (an interjection for sheep), Qq d .
qos7aqan 'lamb', Nog d. qos7anay end 'lamb, kid'; T ı Hg kos, G ûqoc7-i
'ram'; NaT *koçNar '(uncastrated) ram, sire-ram' >  OT {Cl.} qoc7Na2r ±
qoc7˝ar ± qoc7uNar 'ram', Tk koc>kar 'fighting ram', Tkm 9oc79ar ' young
uncastrated ram', Slr qos7qur ± qos7kor ± kos7kor ' ram' , Chg XV qoc7qar
'wild ram, ram', ET qoc7qa(r), Uz, MQp [CC], Qmq, Kr qoc7qar, VTt ∆
qus7 !qar ± quc7qar ± qucqar, Bsh ∆ qusqar, Tv qos7qar 'ram', Qzq, Nog, Q q
qos7qar, Qrg qoc7qor 'uncastrated ram, sire-ram', StAlt qoc1qor 'wild
mountain ram' ('dikij kamennyj baran ') ¶ Cl. 592 (believes that T
[Og] *qoc7 is a loan from M, which is hardly acceptable because t h e
word is attested in Og long before the Mongolian conquest), Rs. W 2 7 4 ,
ET Q 87-9, TL 432-3, TkR 19O-1, DT 119, Tn. SJ 39O, 465, MM 4 5 2 ,
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NogR 175, KrkR 4O5-6, KRPS 372, Jud. 41O, BT 8O  M *quc>a(n) ' r a m ,
lamb' >  MM [IM, IsV, HI] quc7a 'ram', [MA] quc7a 'lamb', WrM quca(n),
HlM xuc id, 'uncastrated lamb'., Ord 9òuc7æi¢a4 'ram', Mnr H {SM} XuZ1òi¢a4
'ram', XuZ1òi¢a4 Xor9òa 'uncastrated lamb' (Xor9òa 'lamb') ¶ Lg. VMI 4O,
Ms. H 91, Pp. MA 3O7, MED 979, Ms. O 318, SM 174 ¶¶ Rs. W 274, ADb.
KL 8 ¶¶ DQA #863 || HS: S *°k'a÷{T'}- or *°k'a÷t'- >  Ar 6o0Qa qa÷tœ- ' t r oupeau
nombreux de moutons' ¶ BK II 782 ¶ S *t' (for the expected *T') is due t o
defricativization of *T' (Ar Îœ) at the pS (or Ar?) level - maybe due t o
borrowing from Aram (where S *T' yields t') ˚  If this comparison is
right, IE *k≈et- may be explained as resulting from mt. of aspiration:
*k≈et- < *ket≈-, the phoneme *t≈ going back regularly to N *c7777 ' '''. If the A
cognate is rejected, the N rec. will be *K ''''a 6 666 { ÷ }t ''''V .  
1OO2. € *K''''ayec7777 ' '''V 'heat, summer heat' >  HS ({OS} *k'ayic7'-): WS *k'ayT'-
'summer' >  OCn [EA] k'e2c'u, Hb çi%q@ ≤k'ayic', Ug k5T5, OA aciq k5ys5? ( =
k'ay≤T'-a2) 'summer', JA {Js.} ay1iq$ k5e2≤t5-a2 ≠ ay1i^q@ k5ay≤t5-a2 ' hea t ,
summer', JEA ay1ii^q2 k5ay≤t5a2 'summer', Sr 'tojœa k5ay≤t5-a2 id., Ar ¶y0Qa
qayÎœ- 'summer heat, the hottest part of summer', Sb *iq k5yT5 ' s ummer ,
summer crops', Mh k'ayT' 'summmer before the rains', Jb E/C k'uT' ' spr ing
(which is hotter than the rainy season)', Hrs k'ayT', Sq {Jo.} ≤k'‰yat'
'summer' ¶ KB 1O26-7, HJ 1O2O-1, A #2439, OLS 379, Hv. 637, BK II
847, Js. 1357, Sl. 1O12, BGMR 112, Jo. M 247, Jo. J 157, Jo. H 81 
NrOm: Bnc {Wdk.} k'eŸc' 'heat', {Bnd.} k'eŸc' 'warm', Kf {C} k5e2c7o2 'heat ( h o t
weather)', Mch {L} k'ec7c7i(ye), {Lm.} k'e2c7c7o 'heat', Shn {Lm.} k'e2ca! ' hea t ,
warmth', Anf {MYTY} koco 'hot', Ym {Wdk.} kï!c7u@ 'hot', Mj {Bnd.} k'ecua
'warm' ¶ Wdk. BY 1O6, 158, 178, C SE IV 482, L M 45-6, Lm. Sh 3 4 5 ,
Bnd. PO 15O, MYTY 121, Blz. OL #198 (pOm *k'oyc7'- 'warm')  ECh: M u
{Lk.} ka~J°a!w 'fever' ¶ Lk. ZSS 187 ¶¶ OS #1563 (pHS *k'ayic7'-), Blz. o .c .
(pHS *k'ayc7 '-) || U: [1] FU *kac7V 'warmth, summer heat, (effects of t h e )
sunlight; be warm' > Prm {LG} *gOz7 ({∫LG} *goÚz7«) 'full blaze of the sun' >
Vt guz7a-nÈ 'be bleached in the sun' (cloth), Z goz7 / goz7y- n. ' sunburn ' ,
goz7 voZÈn '(right) in the sun', Z goz7-yÈ-, Z US goÚz7-yÈ-, Yz goz7-yi- v.
'spend the summer'; Ï Prm *gOz7-‰m 'summer' >  Vt guz7em, Z goz7‰m, Z
US goÚz7‰m, Yz ≤goz7Äm id.»» ObU: pOs *kac7- >  Os: Vy qac7-, Ty/Y qaºc7- ' b e
warm\hot', pOs *kac7´m 'warm', 'maintaining warmth' (of clothes,
house) >  Os: V/Vy qac7´m, Ty/Y qaºc7´m, D/K Xoc7´m, Ni/Kz XOs7´m, O
Xas´m  [2] FU *kec7a4 'sun, day' >  pChr {Ber.} *kec7´ >  Chr: L/B kec7e, H
kec7´, Chr Uf kec7 !e, B kec7e id. » pMr {Ker.} *k´c7i > Er c7i, Mk s7i id. ¶ UEW
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114, 141-2, Coll. 8O, Sm. 552 (FP *kec7c7a4 'sun'), LG 77, SZ 81, Lt. J
1O5, Stn. D 427-8, Ber. 13, Ep. 43, Ker. II 157 ˚  IS I 348-9 [#224]
(*K'Éc75a) ˚  FU *kesa4 'summer' (> F kesa4, etc.) hardly belongs here (⇔
IS l.c.), but probably goes back to N *k++++geÓsV 'warm, hot, hot season '
(q.v. ffd.). This is suggested by FU *-s- , which is not a reg. reflex of N *-
c7777 ' '''-.
1OO3. *k''''a{c6666}Ë 'scratch, scrape off scales' >  IE *kes-/*kseu\- v.
'scratch, comb' >  Gk [Hdt.] ke1skeon 'tow', xe1v 'I scrape', xy1v 'I scra tch ,
scrape' »» OIr ci1r 'comb' ({Vn.}: < *ke2s-ra2] »» Sl *c7es-a¡ti (1s prs. *c7eŸs7oß)
' scratch '  > OCS hesati c7esati / hew0 c7es7o<, SCr c7e~sati, Slv
c7e!sati, Cz c7esati, Slk c7esat&, P czesac1, R ¢esat∆, Uk ¢esati
'to scratch', Blg ¢ewa 'I scratch' » Blt: Lt ka~sti 'to dig', † 'to scrape ,
to scratch (scharren)', iter. † kasy!ti id., Ltv ∆ {ME} kast ( i te r .
kasI2 ^t) 'scharren, Erde aufwerfen, harken'  BSl (×  N *K''''ayÇa4444 ' ha i r ' ,
q.v. ffd.) Lt kasa~, Ltv kasa 'tress, braid', Sl *ko≤sa 'hair of the head;
tress, braid '   ? mt.: Blt *sku2- ≠ (+ext.) *skut- 'scrape, scratch, peel' (×
NaIE *sk[W]e2u\- 'poke\rake\stir '  <  N ?σ *c1111a ++++oXu6666 '≈ mix, process gra ins ' )
>  Ltv sku2t (prs. skuju ≠ skuvu ≠ sku2nu, p. skuvu) ' shave ' ;
(+ext. *-t-): Ltv skust  (prs. skutu ) 'scratch, shave', Lt sku~sti (p r s .
skutu~) v. 'scrape, scour, shave, peel, scale'  Ht kes-, kis(s)-,
kisai- v. 'comb' ¶¶ P 585-6, EI 57O (*kes- 'comb'), Mn. 494, F I 834, II
335-6, 341-2, Vn. C 1O5-6, Vs. II 345 and IV 34O-5O,  ESSJ XI 131-3 ,
Glh. 175, 33, Kar. II 212, Frn. 226, 823-4, ME II 168-9, Frd. HW 1 1 1 ,
1O8, Ts. E I 587-8, Pv. IV 157-9 || K *°k'ac`'+c'wr- (as. from **k'ac`wr-) >  G
k'ac'r- ≠ k'ac'wr- v. 'scratch, kratzen' (× N *K''''Vr[V]c'''' @ @@@V 'to scratch') ¶
Chx. 56O, DCh. 599 || HS: CS *√k's6s6 ≠ *√k's6w '≈  rub, scrape off ' >  Ar
√qs7s7 G 'broyer, écraser en frottant dans la main', √qs7w v. G  'wipe
(the face), bark (wood), skin (a snake)', ? Hb tß3q#ß6q2 k'as6≤k'Es6Et3, p l .
k'as6k'a2≤s6ïm 'scales'; WS *√k's6r 'scales' >  Ar qis7r- 'rind, fish scales', Gz
k'´s6s6a2r 'fish scales, shell', √k's6r D  v. 'peel, scrape, take off scales' ¶ BK II
74O, 744, Hv. 6O5, 6O7, KBR 115O, L G 448  NrOm: Kf {C} k5uc75c75- v.
'scratch', k5uc75o2 'itch, scab', Anf {Gt.} k5usa1 'scabbia' ¶ AD SF 88, Gt.
358  Ch: CCh {Stl.} *ko+ec⁄- 'scrap, scratch' > Gude kWac‰ ' s c ra t ch
slightly' (a mouse) » Dgh {Frk.} xca~ 'shave' » Mf kWec7e-kWec7e
'chatouille', MfG -k‰c7- 'gratter (la terre)' »» Hs ko2!c'a~ 'slight wound o f
abrasing' ¶ Stl. ZCh 221 [#7O8], Stl. IF 182  || A: pJ {S} *ka~su~-r- v.
'scrape' > OJ ka~su~-r-, J: T/Kg kasu!r-, K ka!su!r- ¶ S QJ #497, Mr. 7O5 || D
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{tr.} *kac>c>-, {GS} *kaZ1Z1- 'itch, scab' >  Knd kaZ>Z>i, gaZ>Z>i, Tu gaZZi id.,
Kdg kaZ>Z>i 'itch', Tl gaZZi 'itch, scab', kasi 'itching, desire', Nkr k≈aZ>, Prj
kaZ>ra, Gnd gaZ>Z>i ≠ gaZ>Z>u, Knd gazi, Kui kasa 'itch', Krx k≈asra2 id., xa%—s-
v. 'scratch for relief' ¶¶ D #11O4, GS 9O [#262], 116 [#3O8] ˚ Cp. IS I
343-4 (S, IE, D, his rec. is *K'as7!ÿ) ˚ The sibilants in most descendant
lgs. are regular reflexes of N *-c 6666 - . The glottalized affricate in K and Kf is
explained by progr. as. (N *k''''...c6666 > *k'...Ç') ˚ T *kîç- v. ' s c ra tch
(gratter), itch' and Tg *xosï- v. 'scratch (égratigner)' do not belong
here (≠φ : the vw. of the 1st syll. and the Tg *-s-) .
1OO4. *K''''ac6666÷ 3 333V (= *k''''ac 6666÷ 3 333V?) '(young) dog\wolf' >  HS: WS *√k's6÷(m)
'hyena' >  Jb C {Jo.} ≤k'e≤s6Et (pl. ≤k'e≤s6Os6) 'wolf', Ar qas7÷- 'male hyena ' ,
qus7a2÷- 'cri de l’hyène', qas7÷am- 'hyena', ?'lion' (unless the latter is f r o m
qas7÷am- 'old'), OYmn é4Qqs7h› ({Slw.} qis7s7a) 'beast of prey', Ar Y {Slw.}
qis7a (pl. qis7a2t) id. ¶ Jb, OYmn, and Ar Y are likely to have lost S *÷ ¶ Jo .
J 153, BK II 743, Slw. 178-9, Rossi AS 163  B *qqVzïn ≠*qqVzzu2n
'young dog, dog' (× N ? *kaÛV '[young] dog'?) >  Izd {Mrc.} a-k3zin (pl. i-
k3zin) 'chien, chiot', Izn {Rn.}, Rf Wr/T {Rn.} aqzin (pl. iqzin´n), Rf B/A
aq´zzun (pl. iqzin´n), BSn a-qzïn, Tmz {MT} ikzin (pl. ikzinn), ASgr
{MT} iqzin ≠ aqzin (pl. iqzinn), BMn {Bs.} aqz7un (pl. iqzan), Grr {Bs.}
aqzin (pl. iqzinan), Jrb {Bs.} aŒzim, Kb Z {Bs.} aqz7un, Shw {Bs.} ñzq"
aqzin, {Hy.} agzim (pl.igzemen) 'petit chien', SrSn {Rn.} t3a-qzin-t
'chienne', Kb {Dl.} aqz7un (pl. iqWz7an) 'dog' ¶ Mrc. 51, 291, Rn. 37O, Dl.
667-8, MT 357, 553, Bs. NLB I 31O, Hy. 21, Hy. DFCh 1OO  SOm {Blz.}
*aksi 'dog' (×  N ? *{9}oK''''Vs6666 ++++c 6 666V(-ÂV) '∈ canine', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ Not h e r e
(⇔ Blz.) Eg czm  'dog' and Ag *g‰z‰N- id. (both from N ? *kaÛV '⇑ ') ¶ ¶
Blz. OL l.c. (Om, Ag, Eg, B) || U: FU (att. in Prm) *°kac1[c1]V ( o r
*°kËc1[c1]V) >  Prm {LG} *ku+u$c1V 'young dog' >  Z ky¢i kÈc1i, ky¢an
kÈc1an, Vt ku¢api kuc1api id. ¶ LG 155 || A: Tg *kaçV 'puppy' (× N ?
*kaÛV '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) || ? K: one may take into account Sv {Ni.} k'oc'ol
'young dog' (from K ?*°k'Ë{c'}- and the merger with Sv {Ni.} k'oc'ol ' l i t t le ' )
unless it is a sd. of k'oc'ol 'little' or a mistaken transcription of k'oc7'ol
'little' ˚ The N cns. *c 6666 is reconstructed as lateral on the ev. of S ( a n d
FU, where *c1 < N *c 6666 regularly) and as a vl. affricate on the ev. of U. The
voiced sibilant in B may go back to a cluster: N *-c6666÷- >  (ass. voicing) *-
z6÷- > *-z6- > B *-z-.
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1OO5. *k''''Åc6666' '''V (= *k''''a 4 444c 6 666 ' '''V?) 'to burst, to crack; to split' >  HS: S *-k'ïs6'-
v. '≈ break, skin' > Ar √qyÎ^ œ G  (∞a'qa qa2Î^ œa / -qïÎ^œ-u) v. 'be broken' ( o f
an egg), 'casser (œuf, bouteille)', √qwÎ^œ G  (pf. qa2Î^œa / ip. -qu2Î^œu)
'défaire, séparer les parties qui étaient ensemble', {Hv.} 'destroy ( a
house), pull off (a tent)', BHb Sh ip. çiq%i! y-a2-≤k'ïc' vt. 'demolish' ({KB}
'niederreißen'), vi. 'gape open' ({KB} 'auseinanderklaffen')', ? Ak -k5u2c5-
(inf. k5a2c5u) 'Haut abziehen, schinden' ¶ KB 1O19, KBR 1O9O, BK II 8 3 4 -
5, 846, Hv. 633, 637 || U: FU (att. in Ugr) *kac1V 'burst, tear' >  Vg
{Kn.}: T ku4n-kas1ma2t-, ku4n-kas1l- 'bersten, reißen, abspringen (e ine
Schlittenkufe, ein Brett)', LK el-xas1´ma4∏t-, el-xas1l- 'sich ablösen,
losgehen, abfallen', UL xot-xas1mat-, xot-xas1l- 'zerreißen, sich abnutzen ,
sich abtragen (Kleidungsstücke)' (ku4n-, el-, and xot- are preverbs) » Hg
hasad- v. 'burst, crack', has-I1t- v. 'cleave, split' ¶¶ UEW 854 || K
*°k'uc`'+c'- >  G {Chx.} k'uc'- 'zerhauen, zerstückeln' ¶  Chx. 647 ¶  The K vw.
remains unexplained (×  N *K''''És6666Ë [or  *K''''{u 4 444}s 6 666V?] 'to skin, to tear'?) ˚
FU *kac1V points to a N vw. *a  or *a4444 of the first syll., S *-k'ïs6'- suggests
that N *a4444  is more plausible than *a .
1OO6. *k''''adV 'to plait, to wattle', 'wickerwork, wattle' ( [ in
descendant lgs.] ‘  'to build, to make pottery') Ï  N cd.  or d. *k''''adV-
LV 'wattle-fence' (‘ 'wall', 'building') >  IE: NaIE *kat- 'wickerwork,
wattle-fence' >  L cat°nus 'dip dish\bowl', ?σ cate2na (<  *kates-na2)
'chain'  (× NaIE *kot- 'fence, shed' [‘ 'house'] < N *K''''ot ''''a [≠ *K''''ota?]
'fence, wall, hut, settlement', q.v. ffd.) >  Sl *kot¥, *kot-ÁcÁ 'shed, stall '
»» Gt he†jo 'tamiei6on, Kammer', AS heaÎor 'enclosure, prison' »» I rn
*kat- 'house '  > Av kata- 'chamber' ¶ P 534, ESSJ XI 211, 214-5, H o r n
188, WH I 181-2, ≈ Fs. 254-5,  Ho. 153, ≈ EI 282-3 (*ket- 'room') ¶ IE *-
t- for the phonetically reg. *-d≈-  is due to the IE root-structure rule t h a t
rejects **g≈et-roots (asp. vd. + vl. cns. in the same √ ); in some cases
the contamination with N *K ''''ot ''''a  (≠ *K''''ota?) '⇑ ' may have played a ro l e
as well || K *k'ed-/*k'd- v. 'build' >  G {DCh.} k'ed- 'corner-stone', Lz VAr
k'id-, Lz X k'od- v. 'build', Mg k'id- vt. 'partition with a wall '
('peregoraqivat∆ '); K *k'edel-/*k'del- 'wall' >  G k'ed-el- (gen. k'ed-l-
is), Lz k'ida, k'oda 'wall' (loss of *-l due to metanalysis of the pl. f o r m
k'idal-epe, cp. on such cases GM S 88), Mg Sn k'ida(la)-, Mg SmZ
k'‰da(la)- ≠ k'‰dela- 'wall' (<  *k'del- with an anaptyctic ´ ≠i), Sv: L
c7'wed, UB/LB/L c7'wa4d (pl. c7'wa4d(w)-a4r), Lx c7ed id. ({IS}: *k'ed-l=-(a) >  p r e -
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Sv *c7'ádw > c7'we+ad(w), w IS rGM 129) ¶¶ IS I 316, K 1O7, K DE 358, K2
87-8, FS K 166, 462 (Sv c7'wed-, c7'wa4d- <  K *c7'wad-), Q 257, 261, Chik.
294, Schm. 1O7, Zhgh. LT (on the origin of w in the Sv noun), TK 8 6 4
|| HS: S (with a deglottalized *k-; ×  N *kudV or *K''''udV 'to plait'?): [1]
CS *kadd- 'jar, vessel for liquid' >  Hb dk`2 kad3 (pl. MiD5k` kad≤d-ïm)
'pitcher', Ph kd (*kad(d)] 'pitcher, jar' [ı  Gk ka1d(d)oß 'jar, vessel f o r
water\wine' ı L ca"dus 'jar' and probably Mg k'ot'o 'pot']), Ug kd,
(AkSc) kaddu {A} 'jar', {OLS} '∈ measure of capacity for liquids', JA aD1k`2
kad≤d-a2 'jar', [Trg.] an!d6k`2 kad3≤n-a2 ({Js.}: ce.  for at1d`6k`2 kadd´-≤t3-a2?)
'jug', JEA {Sl.} aD1k`2 kad≤d-a2 'storage vessel', Sr {Cst.} 'ñodo˚a kadda2≤n-a2
'small narrow-necked jug' (in PS and JPS printed as 'ñodo˚ k´da2≤n-a 2), Ar
kadd- 'mortar' (an alt. et. was proposed by B. Podolsky, who suggested
that this S word is a loan from D *kin`tß- jug'); [2] WS *k'VdVr- ' e a r t hen
pot' >  MHb rd4q! k5a2≤d3e2r, er!d4q^ k5´d3e2≤ra2, JA ar!d4q^ k5´d3e2≤ra2 ≠ ar!d6q%
k5id3≤r-a2, Sr Æ®odœe k5Ed3≤r-a2 '(earthen) pot', JEA {Sl.} ar!d6iq% k5id3≤r-a2
'cooking pot', Ar qidr- 'chaudron; marmite en cuivre', qadar-at- ' pe t i t
flacon', Mh k'a2d‰r 'pot'; but the adduction of Ar qadd- and Ak •qadu6
' pot ' (IS I 316 and AD SF 67-8 after Cal. 212 and Coh. #226) is to b e
rejected because the Ak word does not exist, and Ar qadd- has b e e n
quoted after Cal.’s misinterpretation (repeated by M. Cohen); in fact ,
qadd- does not mean 'form' (as in Cal. l.c. and Coh. l.c.), but 'skin of a
lamb\kid ' ‘ 'body, size' [Ln. 2491, Fr. III 4O4, BK II 682-3], which h a s
no semantic connection with the N word in question; [3] N *k''''adV-LV
'wattle-fence' (‘ 'wall') may be represented in CS *≤kutal- 'wall' >  BHb
lt37k`* ≤kot3El* 'wall' (att.: unl4t6k`1kOt3≤l-e2nu2 'our wall'), MHb lt37k` ≤kot3El,
BA lt2k`6 k´≤t3al 'wall', JA [Trg.] al1t6k`8 kut3≤l-a2, JEA {Sl.} al1t6uk` kut3≤la2
'wall', ?σ Sr «o¢w˚u  kut3≤l-a2 'stern, poop', but an alt. hyp. (with b e t t e r
phonetic corrs.) attributes this stem to N *K''''ota 'fence, wall' (‘
'house') (see s.v. N *K ''''ot ''''a  [≠ *K''''ota?]); [4] ?σ CS *√kdn v. 'bind' (‘  v.
'couple, yoke') >  Sr {JPS} √kdn (pf. k´≤d3an) v. 'yoke, couple, join,
bind', MHb √kdn (pf. ka2≤d3an) v. 'yoke', Ar √kdn G  {BK} ' s ’entourer
les reins avec les pans de sa robe en guise de ceinture', {Hv.} ' w r a p
oneself in clothes' ¶ KB 439, KBR 46O, 5O5, BDB #3537, OLS 21O, Hnr .
136, Js. 612, 614, 1318, Sl. 553, 567, 1O1O, Br. 318, JPS 2O5, PS 1O68,
Cst. 151, Js. 614, 627, F I 551-2, Masson ESG 44, Q 261, BK II 686, 8 7 2 ,
875, Hv. 647, HJ 487-8, Lv. IV 248-9, BK II 686, Jo. M 224, ≠ Pod. NHE
199-2OO  Eg fP k5d v. 'make earthenware, build, shape, create' >  Cpt
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Sd/B kOtko2t, ket-ket-, kot-kot- id.; Eg Md k5d 'pot' ¶ EG V 72-5 ,
Fk. 281-2, Vc. 89-9O, Crn. 64-5, Crum 122  NrOm: Zs {Lm.} k'ec7e 'Zaun
des Geheges', Shn {Lm.} kac'c'a~ id., 'Gehege für Rindvieh'. But the O m
word for 'house' (Kf {C} k5e2to2, etc.) belongs not here, but rather to N
*K''''ot ''''a (≠ *K''''ota?) '⇑ ' (q.v.) ¶ Lm. Sh 335  Ch {Stl.} *kod'a < *k'oda ' p o t '
(× N *kudV 'to plait '?) >  WCh: BT: Bl {Mch.} kud'a 'pot', Gera kWa~d'a!
'calabash', Krf {Sch.} kWa~d'o! id., ? kWa~ti~ 'cooking pot' »» CCh: HfF kWadYa
'small pot' »» ECh: EDng {Fd.} kO!d'a~ 'a kind of small jar' ¶ Stl. IF 175, ChC
s.v. 'pot', Sch. BTL 141, 151, Fd. 288 ¶¶ Coh. #226, Cal. 212, Stl. IF 1 7 5
|| ?σ A: NaT *kat- v. 'weave, plait, twist (wool into thread)' >  VTt, Bsh,
Alt qat-, Xk Xat- 'twist, plait, weave (threads, ropes)', SY qat- 'weave ( a
rope)', Tf qatæ- v. 'twist (vit∆ ), plait', Tv {TvR} qa<tta- v. 'weave, twist ( a
thread, rope)' (× qa<tta- 'add layers' ÿ qa<t 'layer'); the irreg. phonet ic
form is probably due to contamination with T *kat-  v. 'mix' (<  N *k''''atV
'mix') ¶ Ra. 219, TvR 233, Cl. 594-5, Rs. W 219, 241, ≈ ET KQ 336-7 ||
D [1] (tr., †GS} *katßtß-, {Km.} *katß- v. 'tie, build' >  Tm, Tl kat5t5u, Ml
ket5t5uka, Kt, Klm, Gdb katß-, Td kotß-, Kdg k´⁄tßtß-, Tu kat5t5uni, Nkr, Prj
katßtß-, Nk katß-/katßtß- id., Kn kat5t5u v. 'bind, tie, dam', Gnd katßtßa2 'a d a m
in the river for catching fish', Knd katßa 'bundle (of hay)', Kui ka2tß- v.
'fix, fasten', Mlt gatßa 'rope, cord'; [2 ] Ï (?) *katßtßï ¬ *kattï 'mat, m a t -
wall' > Gnd katßtßï 'palmleaf mat', katti(:) ± ketti 'mat', Knd kati 'wall ' ,
Ku katti 'mat-wall' ± kati 'wall' ¶¶ D #1147, 12O5, Km. 32O-1 [#234]
˚ IS I 316-7 (*k5adÿ 'spletat∆ iz prut∆ev ', K-IE-A-Ch), AD GD 1 6
(Eg, K, IE), AD NM #91; S CNM 3 (÷÷ NC).
1OO7. (€?) *k''''{a 4 444}d{i} 'take, hold' >  K *k'id- 'take, hang' >  OG k'id- v.
'take, hang' (a˝ik'ida mqarta twista 'she took it on her shoulders', Gen.
21.14), G k'id- 'hängen, aufhängen, aufpacken', Mg k'i(n)d- v. 'take with
the hand', Lz k'id- 'snatch, hang', Sv k'id-/k'ed-/k'ad-/k'd- v. 'take' ¶¶ K
112, FS K 171-2, Chik. 292, Chx. 586-8 || HS: S *°√k'dy >  Sr √k'dy D
(pf. Ôdiœa k5ad≤d°) v. 'keep possession of, not let go, hold fast, retain' ¶
Br. 646, JPS 489  Ch: ?σ WCh {Stl.} *kVt- v. 'get' >  AG: Su {J} ka~t
'bekommen, erlangen, finden', Ang {Flk., Hf.} kat, Gmy {Hf.} kat v. ' f ind,
get', Kfr {Nt.} ka1t v. 'meet, get, find', Mpn {Frz.} ka!t v. 'find' » Bl kut v.
'get', Tng {J} kot- v. 'hold, keep' ¶ Stl. ZCh 2O6 [#57O] (+ Hs kya~uta
'present' [with a query], which is phonetically qu.), Stl. SF, J S 69, J T
1O2, Nt. 18, Hf. AG 23 [#188], Frz. DM 25 || ? A: M *qada9ala-
'preserve, save, keep, take care of' >  MM qada9ala- [S] 'besorgen', [HI]
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'prendre soin de, gouverner', [MA] 'take care of', WrM qada9ala-,
HlM xadgala- v. 'place in safekeeping, preserve, save, keep', O r d
Xadòa9ala- 'conserver, garder, avoir la garde de' ¶ H 55, Ms. H 85, Pp.
MA 285, MD 9O2, Ms. O 321  ˚  K *i suggests that a front vw. in the N
etymon is more likely than *a .  In M *-a-  of the first syll. may be from N
*-a4444- due to vw. harmony || ? E: AchEl ki-ti- 'haben, behalten' ¶¶ HK
489-9O.
1OO8. *{k''''}o 6 666dV 'destroy, break, cut' >  IE: NaIE *gWed≈- 'destroy' (× N
*gudV '∈ cut, tear' [q.v.]) >  ? OI L gan≤dhayate2 'injures' »» Gk
denna1zv v. 'abuse, revile', [Hdt.] de1nnoß 'reproach' »» Blt (×  IE *gW≈end≈-,
cp. L of-fendo): Lt gendu~ / ge!sti v. 'spoil, deteriorate', gadinu~ /
gadi~nti v. 'spoil', Ltv g˘instu / g˘int v. 'be destroyed'  ¶ WP I 665-6 .
P 466-7, 491-2, M K I 321 (OI < IE *gW≈end≈-, cp. L of-fendo), F I 3 6 6
(no et. of denna1zv and de1nnoß), Frn. 149-5O ¶¶ IE *gW- for the expected
*kW-  due to the IE incompatibility law ruling out the occurence of a vd.
asp. and a vl. stop  in the same √ || K: GZ *k'od- vi. 'hew, hollow;
cut\peck\chop\wound' (×  N *k''''u++++od{a}HV [≠ *k''''ad[a]HV?] 'pierce', q.v.
ffd.) || HS: WS *√k'dd (*-k'udd-) > Sr √k'dd v. 'tear\cut away', MHb {Lv.}
√k'dd G  'cut, separate, perorate', Ar √qdd v. G  'cut lengthwise,
dilacerate, cut off into shreads', Gz √k'dd v. 'cut, cut open, tear apart' ¶
Br. 645, Lv. IV 244-5, BK II 682, Hv. 59O, L G 42O ˚ Qu., because the IE
and Ugr recs. are still open to discussion ˚ If the K cognate is
legitimate, the initial N cns. is *k''''- , otherwise it may be either *k''''- o r
*ûûûûq-.
1OO9. ? € *k''''ËdV 'die' >  HS: NrOm: Kf {HHM} k'ito v. 'die, fall' (× N
* {K '''' } oÓadV  'dip, plunge, descend') ¶ HHM 61, 97 || K *°k'wed-/*°kwd-
'die' >  G k'vd- v. 'die', OG m-k'ud-ari 'dead'; cp. Sv {Ni.} k'wa4d ' loss
(caused by death)' (< N *k''''o÷3333[a]dV 'be deprived of') ¶ ≈ K2 91-2, Chx.
575-6, Ser. 1O2, Ni. s.v. 'liwit∆ , liwen¡e '.
1O1O. *K''''Å?{u6666}dV or *K''''u6 666t ' '''V 'neck, (?) nape, shoulder' > HS: S: Ar
qawad- 'length of the neck' ¶ BK II 832  Om: NrOm: Kf {C} k5et5t5o2,
Mch {L} k'a4tto!, Amuru {Fl.} ke!tto, Anf {Fl.} k'E;tto, {C} k5et5t5o2, {Gt.}
k5et≤to, Shn {Lm.} k'e2t-ta, Omt {Mrn.} k5od5e, Wl {C} k5od5e2 'neck', Zl {C}
k5od5iya2 id., {LmS} k'od'iya 'throat', Gf {AlA} k'o2de, {C} k5od5a2, k5uod5a2
'neck', {LmS} k'o2d'a 'throat', Bdt {C} k5od5e2, {LmS} k'od'e 'throat', Bsk {LmS}
k'oc'a, Dk {Blz.} k'o2c', Cha {C} k5it5t5a, Malo {LmS} k'o2de, Dwr {AlA} k'o2d'iya,
Gm {Hw.} k'o2!d'e 'neck', Dc {LmS} k'o2d'e 'throat, neck' » BMa {Fl.} k'itis7E, Sz
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{Fl.} kit'is7i, Sz1 {SiW} ke!s7e~, kete!s7e! 'neck' »» SOm: Ari {Bnd.} k'ada!, ?? D m
{Bnd.} ge2te 'neck, throat' ¶ C SE III 116, 174, IV 489, Grt. 358, Mrn. O
156, LmS 436-7, L M 48, ≈ Blz. OLBP #84, AlA ODS 4 [#26], Hw. EG, SiW
ABK 15, Fl. OWL, Bn. AL 155  ? SC: Brn qosa 'nape of neck' ¶ E SC 2 6 8
(pSC *k'Wat'Ya) || D *kutt- 'throat, neck' > Kn kuttige id., Tl kutika,
kutuka 'throat', kuttuka, kuttuka id., 'gullet', Nkr kutka, Knd
gotika 'throat', Knd Sv kutu 'neck', Prj kunda go2lu 'nape of neck', Png
kuta aspondß, Mnd kuta ahpondß, Ku kuta ve5uri ± ku3t≈a wiuri ' h iccough '
(Ku ve5uri 'hiccough') ¶¶ D ##1718, 5383 || U *ku2ttV ≠ *ku4ttV
'shoulder, back' (×  N ≈ *K''''u 4 444[y]t[V]P3333V 'shoulder', q.v. ffd.)?? ˚  If Ar
qawad- belongs here, the rec. is ≈ N *K''''Å?{u6666}dV with subsequent
contraction *-?Vd- > *-t'- or -d'- (in the prehistory of most descendant
lgs.) ˚  ≈ Blz. DA 155 [#27] (incl. D, Om, SC, U + unc. equation with HS
**k'urti≠**k'urli).
1O11. *k''''o÷3333[a]dV 'be deprived of; deprive of' >  HS: S *°√k'÷d >  Ar
√q÷d G : pf. 3f qa÷ad-at 'had no husband', {Fr.} 'conjuge orbata fuit' (×
qi÷a2d- 'conjux') ¶ Fr. III 471-2, Hv. 617 || K  *°k'wd- > Sv {Ni.} li-k'wdune
'to deprive of', k'wa4d  'loss (caused by death)' (× K *°k'wed-/*°kwd- ' d i e '
< N ? *k''''ËdV 'die') ¶ Ni. s.v. 'liwit∆ , liwen¡e ', ≈ K2 91-2 || IE: NaIE
*ka(:)d- v. 'deprive of, destroy' >  Gk Hm kekadv6n acp. 'depriving of', f t .
kekadh6sei 'will deprive of', Gk ∆  [Hs.] aor. inf. kekadh6sai : bla1πai,
kakv6sai, feisa1s†ai, sterh6sai ( '≈  to harm, maltreat, deprive of') »» OI
kadanam 'destruction' »» ?? Tc A kat 'destruction (?)' ¶¶ *d- for t h e
expected *-d≈- is due to the IE root structure laws that reject **g≈et-
roots (asp. vd. + vl. cns. in the same √) ¶ WP I 341, P 516, M K I 149, F I
811, Ch. 51O-1, Wn. LE 27, Wn. 19O (Tc < IE *(s)kod-) || A: ? T
*°Ko[:]Îur1 >  OT {Cl.} qoÎuz 'a woman who no longer has a husband
because he is either divorced or dead', [MhK] 'femme seule (’al-
mar’atu-ƒ>-ƒ>ayyib)' (unless ÿ qo2Î- v. 'put down, abandon') ¶  Cl. 6O8,
MKA I 3O5, MKD 141 || D *kotßtß-, {†GS} *godßdß- 'having no children,
barren' >  Tm kot5t5u, Kn god5d5i 'barren woman', Kt godßnß 'man who h a s
no children', godßy 'barren woman', Kn god5d5u 'state of being ba r r en ' ,
Tu god5d5u 'barren', Tl god5d5u id., 'empty', Knd godßu 'barren' ¶¶ D
#2O74 ˚  IE *k- points to a N vw. *a (suggesting a pN *k''''o÷3333adV >
[syncope] **k'adV > IE *kad-).
1O12. *K''''aÓdV 'grief, sorrow, anxiety' (‘ [in some IE lgs.] ' c a re ' ) ,
'anger, hate' >  IE: NaIE *k+k8a2d-/*k+k•´d- 'troubled state of mind, anger ,
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hate' >  Gk kh6doß, Gk D ka6doß 'caring about, anxiety, grief, trouble' »» Osc
CADEIS AMNUD 'inimicitiae causa' »» OIr cais n. 'hate; love', OW, Crn,
MBr cas, Br kas 'hate' (<  *k´d-si), W cas 'hateful; hatred', cas
'hater, enemy', casa1u v. 'hate, detest, abhor'; W XVII [Dv.] cawdd
'offensa, ira, indignatio', Crn cu4th 'sorrow, grief, trouble', MBr {Ern.}
cueuz, Br keuz n. 'regret'; MW cadw, cadu 'to care about', W
cadw 'to keep, to preserve, to save, to guard', MBr {Ern.} cuezaff ' t o
regret' (×  N *k''''{a 4 444}d{i} 'take, hold'?) »» Gt hatis 'hate, anger', ON
hatr, heti, NE hate, OHG haÔ , NHG HaS, AS hete 'hatred'; Gt
hatan, OSx haton, OHG haÔÔe2n, NHG hassen, OFrs hatja, AS
hatian 'to hate', NE v. hate Ï n. hate, hatred »» ?? Av sa2dra
'suffering, pain' ¶ P 517, EI 259 (*k8ehÅdes- '≈  concern, hate'), M K III
61-2, F I 836-7, Bc. G 313, Vn. C   22, YGM-1 77, ECCE 229, Ern. 137, Vr.
213, Fs. 247-8, Ho. 15O, 157, Kb. 44O, Schz. 16O, KM 292 ¶ If Av
sa2dra belongs here, the IE etymon will be *k8a2d-) || A: NaT *KaÎgu
'sorrow, grief, anxiety, care' >  OT {Cl.} qaÎ˝u, Tkm 9ay˝î, Tk kaygI,
CrTt, Kr, Qrg qay˝î, Uz qay˝u, Chv Xuy˝ò¥ id., Qmq qay˝î, VTt, Bsh
qay˝¥, Ln qay˝a 'grief, sorrow', Az 9ay˝î, Blq qay˝î 'care ' ¶ Cl. 598-9 ,
ET KQ 2O1-3, Rl. II 8-1O, 295-6, Nj. 596 || D *kat-({†GS} *k-, -t-) v. ' b e
angry' > Tm katavu id., Ml katam 'wrath', Kn ka2ti ≠ kati ' anger ' ,
Klm kati 'anger, hate', ? Ku kandri 'anger' ¶¶ D #486 || HS: B *√kydœ
(and secondary *√Ókdœ) 'detester' (× N *ko÷3333dV ≠ *kod÷3333V 'filth, d i r t ;
abominable'?) >  Ah ´ky´dœ 'mésestimer, avoir la rancune contre …, avoir
du ressentiment contre…', ETwl, Ty ´ky´dœ 'mésestimer, sous-est imer,
détester', Gh akyad œ  (noun) 'hate', Ttq {Msq.} kI6ad5 'détester', ETwl, Ty
ak´dœ id. (n. act. ´kk´dß), Ah ak´dœ 'avoir horreur (aversion ex t rême) ' ,
ikk´dœ 'horreur (aversion extrême)' ¶ The Tw verb ak´dœ belongs to Fcj.
66 = Pcj. I A 3, which apparently presupposes rec. of a pB stem •-Óku+idœ,
but the Ah, ETwl, Ty noun ikk´d', akk´dß suggest that the conjugation
pattern of this verb in Ah is not original, but results f r o m
morphological re-interpreteation ¶ Fc. 749, 769-71, GhA 89, 1O4, Nh.
167, Msq. 87  ? (mt.) S: Ar √Hqd G  (ip. -Hqidu) 'brood a sec re t
hatred' ¶ BK I 466, Hv. 134  If E.’s SC reonstruction is valid, we m a y
add pSC {E} *k'a[:]d+r- 'be angry' >  Asa ÷aririt 'quarrel', SC ı Mb -
xaro  'be angry'.
1O13. *{K''''}oÓadV 'dip, plunge, descend'  > IE *gWeÓd≈- >  NaIE
*gWa2d≈- 'plunge, dip in' >  OI ≤ga2hate2 'dives, plunges into', Av accus .
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pl. vi-ga2Êo2 'Schluchten', guÎa- 'Tiefe' »» OIr ba1idid '(he) plunges,
drowns', W boddi 'to drown, to be drowned', Crn bedhy, bodhy,
{ECCE} bu4dhy (prs.-ft. bu4th), MBr beuziff, Br beuzin% 'to d r o w n '
»» Gk bh6ssa, Gk D ba6ssa 'wooded combe, glen' (< *ba2†i \a), Gk by†o1ß,
bysso 1ß  'the depth of the sea, bottom' (b  for g  due to the infl. of bh6ssa) ¶
WP II 665, P 465, EI 16O (? &gWa2d≈- 'dive'), M K I 334-5, ≠ M E I 486 (OI <
NaIE *g[W]ag8≈-, cp. SCr gaàziti 'treten, waten'), F I 234, Vn. B  6, ECCE
217, YGM-1 49, Ern. 65, Hm. 8O ¶ IE *gW- for the expected *kW- due t o
the IE morphophonemic rejection of **teg≈-roots (vl. + asp. vd. cns. i n
the same √ ) || D (in SD) *ko2tßai\ ({†GS} *k-) 'west '  (“  * 'sunset'?), {GS}
*ko2dß-ai\ 'monsoon' > Tm ko2t5ai\, Kn ko2d5e 'west wind', Ml ko2t5a id.,
'west', Kt ke'r` 'southwest monsoon', Td kwa;r `  'monsoon' ¶ D #22O3, GS
68 [#217] || ?σ HS: S *°√k'dH >  Ar √qdH G  (pf. qadaHa, ip. -qdaH-) ' b e
sunk into it socket (eye)' (× S *√k'dH  G  'perforate' < N *k''''u++++od{a}HV [≠
*k ''''ad[a]HV?] 'pierce', q.v. ffd.) ¶ BK II 684, Hv. 59O, ≠ MiK I #2.35  ??
EC: Brj {Ss.} god- 'go down, descend', Or E {Hw.} gado2 'downhill slope' ¶
Ss. B 81  NrOm: Kf {HHM} k'ito v. 'fall, die' (× N ? *k''''ËdV 'die', q.v.) ||
A: T *k[æ]oÎ- v. 'put (down), let' >  OT qoÎ- 'hinlegen, lassen' ({Cl.} qo2Î-
without direct ev. of the length of o), Tk koy-, Ggz koy-, Qmq, Nog,
Qzq, Qq, Qrg, ET, Ln, Slr, Qmn, Tb qoy- v. 'put ' , Tkm, Az 9oy- v. ' p u t ,
let', Tk WAn 9oyve- 'freilassen', VTt, Bsh quy-, SY quz- v. 'put', Uz quy-
v. 'pour'; with loss of -y-: Osm {Rh.} -vQ qo- (aor. qo-r) 'put, place, se t ' ,
Tk ko- ≠ koy-, Kr {Rl.} qo- id. »» Chv L xur- xur- v. 'put' ('klast∆ ') ¶
Cl. 595-6, Rs. W 273-4, ET Q 27-9, Rl. II 498-9, Rh. 1497-8, TrR 5 5 7 ,
564, Jeg. 3O6, Fed. II 361, Md. 41 || ? Gil: Gil A xut- (xudò) ' b e
drowned', xut-ku- caus. v. 'drown' ¶¶ ST RN 421-2 | ??? Gil A (k…ut…) v.
'fall (from above)' ¶¶ ST 125 ˚  The long vw. in NaIE and D point to a
lr., but its identity cannot be determined by S (because of the ambiguity
of S *√k'dH) ˚  If the HS (S and NrOm) root belongs here, the N initial
cns. is *K '''' - , otherwise one cannot distinguish between N *K '''' - and *k- .
1O14. *k''''Å{H}de6666 'to cover' >  IE: NaIE *k´+ad≈- v. 'protect, cover '
('hüten, schüzend bedecken') >  OHG huoten 'to guard' ( ' behü ten ,
bewachen'), NHG hu4ten 'to guard, to keep, to take care of'; OHG
huota 'hut, cover of a tent', {Schz.} 'Wache', NHG Hut 'hat; keeping,
guard, shelter', AS ho2d (> NE hood), OFrs ho2de 'Obhut', ON ho<ttr,
Ic hattur, ho4tue, AS hAtt 'hat', NE hat »» L cassis / gen. -idis
'helm' (<  *k´+ad≈-tis) ¶ WP I 341, P 516, Ho. 146, 167, Vr. 282, OsS 4 3 3 ,
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Schz. 172, Kb. 492, KM 322-3, WH I 177 ¶¶ The deviation of the IE
incompatibility law (that rules out the occurence of mediae aspira tae
and tenues in the same root) still requires explanation (infl. of the lr .?)
|| HS: S: [1] CS *√kHd v. 'hide' > BHb √kHd D  v. 'hide, conceal ' ,  Sh† v.
'efface; hold', Sr √kHd D  'put to shame', G   'revere, be modest'  [2] ??
WS *√kdn v. 'cover, wrap' (× N *k''''adV 'to plait, to wattle', 'wickerwork,
wattle') >  Ar √kdn: kadana bi- v. 'wrap oneself in (clothes)', {BK}
's’entourer les reins avec les pans de sa robe en guise de ceinture', Ar D
maqdana 'cover of an oven', Gz √kdn G   v. 'cover, wrap, clothe', Tgr
√kdn G   v. 'cover, clothe', Tgy √kdn G   v. 'cover' ¶  KB 447, KBR 4 6 9 ,
BDB #3582, BK II 875, Hv. 647, L G 275-6  C: EC: Or {Th.} k5ada2du v.
'cover, close', {Grg.} k'ada2da 'put a lid on', {Th.} k5ada2da, k5adado
'coperchio, tappo, turacciolo', {Grg.} k'ada2da 'cover, vessel, gourd' »» Ag
*kW‰t- ≠ *kW‰d- v. 'cover' >  Bln {R} ku"t-, ku2t- v. 'cover, veil (be- \
zudecken, verhüllen)', ku"d 'Deckel', Q {R} ku"t-, Dmb {R} ked- v.
'cover' ¶ R WB 23O, Th. 267, Grg. 314 ¶¶ AD SF 35 || K *°k'e[:]t'- >  G
(da-)k'et'- v. 'close' ('schließen, zumachen'), (gamo-)k'et'- 'einschließen,
einsperren', (mi)k'et'- '(zu-\ver-\ab-)schließen' ¶ Chx. 571 || U *ka4Îe
(or *kiÎe, *ka4+ire) >  Sm *ker(¥) v. 'put on (clothes), wear' >  Ne T
sera€(s∆), Ne F {Lh.} s1i\e;ra-s1, Ng {Mik.} s1er´d!i id., En X {Cs.} ≤seÒibo,
B {Cs.} ≤seribo 'anziehen' (1s aor. s/obcj.), Slq Tz {KKIH} s7e2r- v. ' p u t
on, wear', Kms {KD} s7e2r´l!´m id. (1s prs.), Koyb {Sp.} serlå 'I a m
putting on', Mt {Hl.} *ker- vi. 'dress', d. *ker´t(´)- v. 'put on' (Mt: M
{Sp.} kernam` 'I am dressing myself' ['odeva√så '], keryt∆åm` ' I
put on') ¶ Jn. 68, Hl. M ##47O, 472, Cs. 9O, KKIH 174 || A: NaT *k…a4Î-
v. 'put on (clothes, footwear), wear' >  OT ka4Î-, Tk giy-, Qmq giy-, Az,
Tkm gey-, Tk ∆, ET ∆, Ln key-, CrTt, Kr, VTt, Qrg, StAlt, ET, Uz kiy-, Q z q
kiÆy-, Bsh kÁy-, SY kez-, Xk kis- kis-, Tv ket-, Tf k1et…-, Yk ka4t- id. ¶ Cl.
7OO, ET VGD 12-4, Ra. 2O3, Rs. W 246, BIG 78 ¶ The pT vw. *a4 i s
evidenced by Yk ´ a4 (while pT *e yields Yk i, w Pp. J 54, ADb. SR-D 5 1 -
7)  M *kedu4r- v. 'wear (a garment) over one’s shoulders' >  WrM
kedu4r- id., Kl kødr- id., {Rm.} ko4dr=- 'über (seine Schultern) werfen,
sich bemanteln'; M *kedu4rge '(rain-)coat, cover (Bedeckung)' >  WrM
kedu4rge, HlM x´dr´g 'coat', Kl kødrg 'raincoat', {Rm.} ko4dr=g´
'Mantel, großes Tuchstück über die Schultern geworfen, Bedeckung' ¶
MD 442, KRS 312, KW 236  ?? Tg [1] *°[x]a{d}u 'cloth' >  WrMc adu id.,
Jrc {Kiy.} hatu 'dress, clothing'  [2] *[x]etu- v. 'put on, wear' >  WrMc
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etu- id., etuku 'garment', Lm ‰tik 'upper garment of women' ¶ STM
II 469, Z 31, 73, Kiy. 127 [##551, 554] ¶¶ ADb. KL 14 (T, M), DQA # 8 O 6
(*ki\adi or *kæai\di 'put on, wear '  >  T, M, ? Tg *°[x]adu) ¶¶ The pA lenis
*k…- for the expected fortis *kæ- is puzzling; if the Tg cognate really
belongs here, the vl. *-t-  requires explanation (effect of the lr.?).
1O14a. *k''''awudV (r...) (or *k''''awu4444dV (r. . .) ) 'tail' >  IE: NaIE *kau\d-
(more plausible than *kou\d-) 'tail' >  L cauda  'tail', co2da  'tail' (>  f o r m s
of Romance lgs.: Sp coda, Rum coada", Fr queue); acc. to Ernout,
co2da is an early dialectal monophthongization from cauda;
alternatively, cauda may be a hyperurbanism for co2da »» ? Lt
kuoﬁdas  'tuft of hair, of feather' ¶ Ert. EDVL 14O, WH I 185, ≠  Frn. 311 :
believes that Lt kuodas is a bf. from kuodeﬁlis 'Flachsbüschel' (π
Blr ku≤dzelå 'flax tow' <  pSl *koßdelÁ), which is less semantically
plausible than to suppose that Lt kuodeﬁlis 'tuft of flax tow' resul ts
from a merger of kuodeﬁlis 'small tuft of hair' (dim. from kuodas)
with Blr ku ≤dzelå, because the semantic change 'tail' ‘ 'tuft, Schopf '
is widespread (cp. below Mc irge-ce 'schopfig' <  Tg *xu4rgu4 'tail') ¶ If
the NaIE stem is *kau\d-, it suggests a pN *k ''''awVdV , but if it is *kou\d-, L
au for the expected u2 <  *ow is unexplainable. Therefore the NaIE r ec .
*kau\d- is more plausible || K *k'ud- / (?) *k'wed-, {FS} *k'wad- 'tail' >  OG
k'ud- 'tail', G k'ud- 'tail, end', Mg, Lz k'udel-, Sv: UB hak'wa4d, LB ha4k'ed, L
ak'wed-, Ln ak'wat' 'tail' ¶¶ K 117, K2 1O3, FS K 176, FS E 192, Schm.
12O, Chik. 92, GM S 311, TK 891 || HS: B *kVwVdœ- 'tail' >  Izn i-
s7uwaÎœ, Rf Wr/T a-s7uggWaÎœ id. ¶ Rn. 349 ¶ Here s7 <  pB k (cp. Rf B/A t3-
k3ira ÷  Rf Tz t-s7ira, Izn t3i-s7ira 'cire', Rf Bq/A a-k3arra ÷  Rf Tz a-s7arra
'grêle', etc., w Rn. 23: "s7. Stade le plus avancé… d'altération d e
l'occlusive post-palatale {sc. k}. S'observe constamment chez les Tz e t
quelquefois dans les autres parlers")  ? Ch *kVtVr ≠ *kVd'Vr >  WCh
{Stl.} *kitari 'tail' >  BT: Tng {J} ko3do3r, Pr {Frz.} ke!re~t, Grm {Sh.} ki~ti`ri!,
Krf {Sch.} ki~ti!ri!, Krkr {Al.} c7a~t‰!r » NrBc: Wrj {IL} kWa!ta!Re! » SBc: Kir {Sh.}
k‰~r, Tala {Sh.} ki!t‰e, Grn {Sh.} kIrau, {Jg.} k‰~ru, Buli {Sh.} kIdar, Tule
{Sh.} kYe2r‰, Wnd {Sh.} c7Ir, Zar K {Sh.} kï!r, Zar GL kYï&r, Zar L kï^r, Sy B
kYe2r‰, Sy Zk kïr‰, Sy Z kier » Ngz {Sch.} ku~tÈ!r∑, Bd {IL} uktir∑ id. »» CCh: Cb
{IL} kWud'á» Lmn {Lk.} (u~)xtï~ri~ » Mdr ka3!ta3lYa3, Gdf {IL} xo3tHi!l¨Ä~, Dgh {IL}
xo!tHo~le~, Ngs {IL} xtHi!l » Gdr {Mch.} ku!tra5 » Msg P {Mch.} gi!de5r » Ms
{J{ gi~d'e~rda~ ¶ JI II 316-7, CWL, Stl. ZCh 2O7 [#573], Sh. SB 32 ¶ Here infl.
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of Nigritic lgs. is possible; cp. pBantu *-ki!da 'tail' (Mssn. 53) || A {S}
*kæudurgi, {ADb.} *kæudur-, {SDM97} *kæu4dorgV 'tail' > T *k[æ]uÎuruk > OT
{Cl.} quÎruq ,  Tk kuyruk, Az 9uyru9, Slr 9uruX, Ggz kuyruk, Qmq, Blq,
Qrg, StAlt, Qmn, Tb, QK, Uz quyruq, Tkm 9uyruq, ET qu(y)ruq, VTt
kojryk q¥ºyr¥q, Bsh q¥ºyr¥ºq, Qzq qu"yrîq, Nog, Qq quyrîq, Xk Xuzuruq,
SY 9uz(u)ruq, Xlj qurduq, Tv, Tf quduruq, Yk kuturuk, Chv xu4re, ∆  xÁvre
'tail'; Ï *k[æ]uÎurgun 'crupper, Schwanzriemen' >  OT [MhK] quÎur˝un,
{Cl.} quÎur˝u2n id. ı M *qudur9a 'crupper, breeching (ha rness ) '
('Schwanzriemen [des Sattels und des Pferdegeschirrs für Wagen]') >
MM [MA] qudur9a 'crupper (harness)' ('podxvostnyj remen∆ '), WrM
{Rm., Kow.} qudur9an 'Schwanzriemen', 'croupière', {MD}
qudur9a(n), HlM xudraga {MD} 'crupper, breeching', Kl {Rm.}
Xudr=˝a , Dg Xudurga 'crupper under the tail; cp. also WrM qudusqa id .
(probably a loan from T, cp. Chg [MA] quyus7qun id.) ¶ Cl. 6O4-6,
DTS 463-4, Rs. W 296, ET Q 114-7, TL 145, Ra. 221, DT 18O, Jeg. 3 1 3 ,
Fed. II 377, DT 18O, Pp. MA 3O8, KW 195, MD 98O; Md. 62 and Md. OJ
99-1O2 (Md. reconstructs a special pT cns. *z1 for the cases of s o u n d
corr. NaT *-Î- ÷  Chv -y-: pT *kæuz1ruk >  NaT *kuÎruk and Chv xu4re [<
OChv *xuyre], but it is easier to explain these cases, almost always
preceding T *-r- , as a positional treatment of pT *Î before T *r: pT *Îr
> OChv *-yr-, otherwise *-Îr- would have yielded Chv •-rr-, which d o e s
not exist); the pT lenis *k…- (evidenced by Tv and Tf) is still to b e
explained  Tg *xu4rgu4 ({ADb.} <  *xuyrgen) 'tail' >  Ewk irgi, Sln iggi ≠
irgi, Lm irg´, Neg L ïGi ≠ iygi, Neg H idgi, Orc iggi, Ud igi, Ul xuZ7u,
Ork xudu, Nn Nh xuygu id., Mc Sb {STM} irge 'metelka ' (= 'crest o n
bird’s head, Schopf'?), WrMc {Hr.} irge-ce 'schopfig', {Z} irge-ce
n1exe ≠ erge-ce n1exe 'xoxlataå utka ' (= 'schopfige Ente'), {Hr.}
'mandarin duck' ¶ STM I 325, Z 88, 118, Hr. 5O3, Pp. VG 33  pKo {S}
*s-ko~ri! 'tail' >  MKo sko~ri!, Ko: Ph/Chj kkori, Sl kori!, Chs kko!ri, PhN
kkoNdeN, Ks koraNde%, Hm koòriò ¶ S AJ 254 [#86], S QK #85, Nam 5O,
MLC 14O ¶¶ S AJ 53, 284 [#2O8], ADb. KL 9, DQA #1O74 (A
*kæi\u!do(rgV]) ˚ L cauda and B *kVwVdœ- suggest a pN *k''''awVdV,
which in the light of K and A evidence is to be interpreted a s
*k''''awu++++u 4 444dV ˚ IS I 327-8 (K-IE-A-Ch); Md. OJ 1O1-2 (÷  err. φ D *kol+lß-
' ta i l ' ) .
1O15. *K''''o6 666ÙÅdV 'scold', (??) 'shout at' >  IE *kou\Ód-/*kuÓd- >  NaIE
*kou\´d-/*ku(:)d- v. 'scold', (??) 'shout at' >  OI kut-≤sa2 'abuse, b lame ' ,
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kut≤sayati 'abuses, blames', NPrs ˆdyEvkN na4ku2hïda4n ≠ neku2hïda4n
'to despise, to blame' »» Gk kyda1zomai 'am reviled', kyda1zv 'I revile,
abuse', ky1doß 'reproach, abuse' »» Gmc: OGtn huta 'to call i n
(herbeirufen)', Nr ∆  huta- v. 'shout, make noise, shout threateningly a t
(a dog), treat with disdain', ON ho1ta 'to threaten', OSx for-hwa2tan,
OHG wa22Ôan ({P} hwa2Ôan) {Kb.} 'to oppose', fir-wa22Ôan 'to curse, t o
damn'; Gt Ho2ta, ON ho1t 'threat'; *kud-sko- >  AS husc, OHG hosc,
OSx hosk 'insult, mockery' »» Sl *kudi- >  OCS kuditi kuditi
'vituperare', RChS, OR kuditi 'to insult, to blame', Blg ≤kudå v. ' t a lk
scandal, blame', Slv ku!diti, Slk kudit& 'to blame', SCr kuàditi id.,
'to slander' ¶ WP I 348-9, P 595-6, M K I 228, Vl. II 1345, Sg. 1423, F II
4O, Vr. 25O, Fs. 286, Ho. 179, Ho. S 38, Kb. 1153, OsS 419, Schz. 3 1 2 ,
WW 366, ESSJ XIII 82-3 ¶ IE *-d- for the expected *-d≈- is due to an IE
incompatibility law (that rules out the occurence of mediae aspira tae
and tenues in the same root) || HS: S *°√k'dH >  Ar √qdH (ip. -qdaHu)
'speak ill of', {BK} 'attaquer l’authencité de la généalogue de qn.', L  (p f .
qa 2daHa) 'revile one another' ¶ In S (or Ar) there is mt.: N *K''''o6 666ÙÅdV > S
*°√k'dH (or Ar √qdH) ¶ BK II 684, Hv. 59O || U *kotV (or *-a-, *-
tt+[k]s+[k]s7+{s7}k-) >  pSm {Jn.} *kaºt¥ v. 'scold' (× N *k''''aZiXV ≠ *-Z7777- ' t o
scold' [q.v. ffd.]) ||  A: M **qoti- > *qoc>i- 'blame, slander' > WrM qoci,
HlM xo¢ 'mockery', *qocila- >  WrM qocila-, HlM xo¢lo-(x) v.
'slander, vilify; blame; make fun of', Kl xo¢l-x Xoc7¥lX¥ 'to b e
jealous, to suspect', Kl Ö {Rm.} Xoc7l=-Xa 'to rebuke, to reprimand, t o
scold' ¶ MED 951, KRS 6O2, KW 191 || D {tr.} *katßi- v. ' r ep roach ,
scold' >  Tm kat5i- v. 'reprove, rebuke, chide', Mlt qar`ye v. ' r ep roach ,
scold, abuse' ¶¶ A less plausible D cognate: D {tr.} *kat-VrÀ-, {†GS} *gad-
VrÀ+dÀ- 'shout, scream, make noise' >  Tm katar3u 'cry aloud f r o m
pain\grief, scream, yell', Ml katar3uka v. roar, lament', Ka gadar3u
'produce a loud sound', Tu gaddala 'noise', Tl gadumu, gaddincu
v. 'rebuke, scold' ÿ D {GS} *gad- 'scream, yell, scold' ¶¶ D ##1126 ,
1189, GS 25 [#7] ˚  U *-t- and pre-M *-t- (> M *-c>-) (for the expected
vd. consonants) are likely to result from devoicing within the cluster *-
Ùd- < N *-ÙÅd-  ˚  The meaning 'shout' is represented in NrGmc ( a n d
D?) only. Therefore we must either suppose that this meaning belongs
to the ancient heritage and has been lost in most lgs., or to admit here a
typologically rare case of semantic change from 'scold' to 'shout' ( t h e
opposite of the reg. change from 'shout' to 'scold').
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1O16. *k''''u ++++od{a}HV (≠ *k''''ad[a]HV?) 'to pierce' > ?σ IE: NaIE *kWe(:)d-
/*kWo(:)d- v. 'sharpen', *°kWod- 'sharp' (×  N *K''''otV 'tip, end, s h a r p
point' [q.v. ffd.]) > Gmc {Wtk.} *hWatjan > ON hvetja 'to sharpen', AS
hwe$ttan (>  NE whet), MLG wetten, OHG (h)wezzen, NHG
wetzen 'to whet'; AS hwAt, OHG (h)waz 'sharp, quick' »» ? L tri-
quetrus 'three-cornered, triangular' (acc. to WH, <  *tri-kWadros
'three-pointed, 'with three sharp points') ¶ WP I 513 and II 554, ≈ P 6 3 6 ,
AHDI 33, EI 51O (*kWed- 'whet, sharpen'), WH II 7O6, Vr. 272, Ho. 1 7 9 ,
181, Kb. 1186, OsS 437, Schz. 321, KM 856 || HS: WS *√k'dH v. ' b o r e ,
perforate, pierce' >  JA, Sr, MHb √k'dH  G   v. 'bore, perforate', JEA √k'dH
G   'bore through, break through', Ar √qdH v. G  'perforate, make a
hole', Sq {Jo.} √k'dH G   (pf. k'a2daH) 'pierce' ¶ KB 998, KBR 469, Lv. IV
245-6, Br. 645, Js. 1314-5, Sl. 983, Fr. III 4O5, BK II 683-4, Hv. 59O, Jo .
M 223  EC {Ss.} *k'udH- ≠ *k'adH-, {AD} ≈ *k'udaH- (> [var.] *k'adaH-)
'thorn' > Sml qoda!H, Rn ku~dßa!H (cs. kudßakki!), Elm ed', Arr {Hw.} k'e~d'e~h, O r
{Bl.} k'ora2-tti, {Brl.} k5ore1 / k5oratti, Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} k'ora2(t)tï, Gdl
k'ud'd'-e2t, Kns qe2!t-ta ¶ Bl. 18O, Ss. PEC 49, PG 2O3, Hw. A 378, Brl. 346, ≈
Th. 75 (Or kore), Sr. 354, AD SF 81 || K *°k'od- v. 'cut \ peck \ chop \
wound' (× N *{k''''}o 6 666dV 'destroy, break, cut') >  OG k'od- 'hew (wood), G
k'od- v. 'castrate; chop; hollow'; s7emo-k'od- v. 'carve signs on trees', G
k'od- v. 'wound, hurt' ('verwunden, verletzen'); ? Ï GZ *k'odal-
'woodpecker '  > G k'odal-, Mg k'idu- ≠ k'‰d‰, Lz k'id-, (m)k'ud- id.; G W
k'odara- id.; GZ *k'od- 'vessel made of one piece of wood, tub' >  Mg, Lz
k'od- id., MG, G k'od- 'vessel (and measure) for dry substances, tub' ¶ K
113, K2 97-8, FS K 187-8, FS E 2O5-6, Chx. 6O5-6, Chik. 1O6-7, Ghl. 2 9 7
|| A *k[æ]ad- > M *qadqu- v. 'pierce, stab, prick' > MM [MA, S] qatqu- id .
('stechen, stecken'), [IM] qat˝u- 'strike with a spear', WrM qadqu-,
HlM xatga-(x) 'pierce, stab, prick', Ord 9òadòXu- 'piquer', ? Mnr H
{SM} 9òas9òu- id.; M ı Chg {Bu.} qada- v. 'nail (sth. to sth.), p ierce,
prick', Qzq qada- v. 'dive (sth.) in, thrust, stick in; sew', Nog qada- t o
pierce, nail to', VTt qada- v. 'prick', Tv qada- v. 'stick in, thrust', Tf
qada- v. 'nail to, prick'; Cl. believes that this T √  is a loan from M
because it is not attested in the T texts previous to the Mongolian
conquest ¶ Pp. MA 296-7, 444, H 63, MED 9O4, SM 121, Sht. 251, Rs. W
217-8, Ra. 216  NaT *KaÎu- v. 'stitch\sew (a garment)' >  OT {Cl.}
qaÎu- v. 'sew or stitch (e.g. a garment) firmly', Qmq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg
qayî-, VTt qay¥- (ı Chv Xay-), Bsh qay-, Tkm 9aya- 'sew (a garment, a
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hem, etc.) with a small stitch' ¶ Cl. 596, Rs. W 219, ET KQ 199-2OO,
Jud. 324, Sht. 253  ?φ Tg *xidar- v. 'hurt by pricking; (be) prickly,
bitter' > Nn Nh sIdarI 'pain from a blow\needle\splinter in one’s skin ' ,
Nn, Ul sIdarsI 'pricking, burning', Nn, Ul sIdarsI-, Ork sIdarI-sI- v.
'be pricking, smart, burn (one’s skin)', Ork sIda2rUlI- 'sour', Ewk Tt
idar 'bitter (gor∆ko )', Ewk idari- 'feel bitter\sour\piquant taste, feel
acute pain from burning', Lm Id¥r- be sour; turn sour' (fish), Id¥rsI
'pungent, bitter, sour', Neg Idasi 'bitter'  ?σ,φ Tg *xutu- 'itch, t ickle '
(× N *k{i}t{Ë}  ≠ *k{i}t '''' {Ë} 'to tickle, [?] to itch'?) >  Nn Nh XotorIaq ' ( i t
is) tickling', XotorsI- v. 'itch', Ul XotUrsI-, Orc xutunsi- ≠ xutun1isi-,
Ewk utuni ≠ utun1i-, Lm UtUn1-, Neg otoxon- id., Ud {Shn.} utuniΗi, Ud Sm
{Krm.} utunihi, Orc xutun1a4∏, xutun1isi 'it itches' ¶ Tg *i in *xidar needs
explaining ¶ STM I 297-8 and II 294-5, Krm. 3O3 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1O38 (A
*kæi\a" ~da 'itching, pungent'; incl. Tg *xidar-) || D *kutt- >  Tm kuttu v.
'puncture, pierce, bore', Ml kuttuka v. 'pierce, stab', kuttu 'a s tab ,
prick', Kt kut- v. 'pierce, prick', Td kut- v. 'pierce, stitch, sew', Tu
kuttuni v. 'bore, pierce', Knd gut- v. 'stitch, pierce', Mnd kut- v.
'punch with fist', Png kund- id., 'pierce with spear', Kui kuta, Ku kut- v.
'pr ick ' ¶¶ D #1719 ¶¶ D *-tt- may point to a presence of a vl. lr . ,
because the D reflex of N *-t-  is *-tß- ˚  The Tg apparent delabialization
*u > *i is still to be explained. Cp. a similar case: N *b{u}Ùr 1111a
'watercourse, river' > Tg *bi3ra 'river, brook' ˚ The variant *k''''ad[a]HV
of the N lexeme resulted probably from regr. as. *-u ++++ o . . .a-  > *-a. . .a- .
1O16a. €*K''''ÅdÙV 'strike fire, kindle'  > HS: WS *√k'dH id. > BHb
√k'dH G   v. 'set fire to', Pun D  or Sh †(prtc.) {HJ} mqdÓ  'one who lights
(the lamps in the temple)', Ar √qdH  v. G  'strike fire (with flint)' ({Hv.}
'strike fire with a steel'), Sr √k'dH G  'catch fire, blaze up', JEA {Js., Sl.}
√k'dH G  'be inflamed', Mh, Hrs, Jb C/E {Jo.} √k'dH (pf.: Mh ≤k'awd‰H ≠
k'‰do2H', Hrs k'‰do2H, Jb ≤k 'edaH) 'strike a spark \ a light' ¶ KB 998, KBR 4 6 9 ,
HJ 986, Br. 645, JPS 489, Js. 1315, Sl. 983, Fr. III 4O5, BK II 683-4, Hv.
59O, Jo. J 141, Jo. H 73 || D: SD *katt- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'kindle, burn' >
Ml kattuka id., kattikka v. 'set on fire, burn', Kt kat- (p. katy-) vi.
'burn', 'light (lamp)', kat- (p. katc>-) vt. 'set fire to', Td kot- (p. koty-)
vi. 'burn with flame', 'light' (lamp), Kn kattu 'begin to burn with
flame, cause to burn with intensity', Kdg katt- 'burn with a blaze', Krg
kanti v. 'kindle' ¶ D #12O7.
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1O17. *K''''Ëd[V]ÙV 'draw (schöpfen) (water), ladle out' >  HS: WS
*√k'dH id. > Gz √k'dH id., Ar √qdH v. G  'ladle out (soup from the p o t ) ' ,
qadaH-  'drinking cup, bowl', Sb mk5dÓ '(¿) cup\vessel (for offerings)' ¶
BK II 683-4, Hv. 59O, L G 42O BGMR 1O3, Fr. III 4O5 ¶¶ The √  is f o u n d
in C: Bj {R} √gdh pcv. 'ladle out', Ag: Bln {R} k5adak5W- v. 'ladle, p o u r ' ,
Xm {R} qadaq-, Q {R} hedaG- v. 'ladle', but it is probably a loan f r o m
Semitic (Ag from EthS √k'dH, Bj from Ar √qdH) (w ¶ R WB 235, R WBd
91, AD SF 284) || A: NaT *k…uÎ- v. 'pour (liquid)' >  OT {Cl.} quÎ- ' p o u r
out', Qmq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Uz, ET quy-†'pour (liquid)', Tkm quy-, Kr, Qrg
quy-, Yk kut- 'pour (gießen, schütten)', VTt, Bsh q¥ºy- id., ' s h e d
(leaves)', 'shed (hair)' (of animals), Alt/Tlt/QK {Rl.} v. 'cast (metal)', Tv
qut-  'pour, pour in', Tf qut…- 'pour in' ¶ Cl. 596, Rs. W 296, ET Q 1O9-11,
Ra. 222, Rl. II 888-9  AmTg *kodËrpVn '∈  ladle' (a cd.) > Ul qodUrpU(n-
), Nn: Nh qodorIqo/U, Nh/KU qodorpo%/U%, B qodorfo(n-) ¶¶ The A lenis
*k…- (> T *k…-, Tg *k-) for the fortis *kæ- is still to be accounted for || D
{in McTm} *°kotßtß- 'pour\shoot out' >  Tm kot5t5u v. 'pour forth, shower
down, empty the contents of a basket\sack', Ml kot5t5uka v. ' s h o o t
out, empty a sack'; Ï D *ko2tßi ({†GS} *k-) 'passage to carry out excess
of water, outlet (of a tank) for surplus water' >  Kn ko2d5i id., Tm ko2t5i
'weir of a tank, outlet for surplus water', Tl ko2d5i 'outlet of tank' ¶¶ D
##2O65, 2197 ˚  The N intervocalic *-d- regularly yields D *-tßtß-/-tß-,
but some N cns. clusters of laryngeals with *d yield (under condit ions,
which are still to be determined) D *-tt- or *-t- (w N *k''''u ++++od{a}HV
'pierce' > pre-D *kudH- > D *kutt- id.), hence we may suppose pre-D *-
dÓ- < N *-d[V]Ù-.
1O18. *K''''{a}dK''''udV 'tip, top' >  IE: NaIE *kakud- 'peak, summit' >  OI
ka≤kud- (nom./acc. ka≤kut) id. »» L cacu2men 'the extreme point ,
top, tip, summit' »» ? Gmc *xagu- Ï *xagu-la >  *xagila >  OFrs {P “?}
heila  'head' (not mentioned in Stlr.) ¶ P 588-9, ≠  M K I 135, M E I 2 8 7 ,
WH I 127  AdS  of NaIE *kaput ≠ *°k+k8au\put 'head ' (< N *k'''' {a}w[o]p ''''É
'skull; occiput', q.v. ffd.) || HS: S *k'adk'ud- ≠ *k'udk'ud- 'crown (of t h e
head), sinciput' >  BHb d7qd6q! k'Od3≤k'o2d3 id. (+ppa: &dq 0d6q! k'Od3k'á≤d3-o2 ' h i s
crown\sinciput'), JA ad1q^d6q! k5Od3k5´≤d3-a2 id., 'summit', MNA kotke
'skull', Ug k5dk5d 'crown of the head, head', Ar (a derived w o r d )
muqadd- 'le derrière de la tête; partie de la tête et du cou, compr ise
entre les deux oreilles', Ak k5ak5k5adu 'head, top', Eb gag-gu1-tum
k'ak'k'udum (= Sum SAG.IGI '≈  crown of the head' or 'front of the h e a d ' )
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¶ KB 1OO2, KBR 1O71, Js. 1317, A #2392, OLS 363, Js. 1317, Sl. P 4 7 6 ,
OJ M 18O, BK II 683, Sd. 899-9OO, CAD XIII 1OO-12, Krb. EG 12-3, MiK I
#1.159, HR SDW 472-3, 83O-49 || D: [1] D *ko2tß˛/*kotßtß- 'summit, t o p '
(× N *K''''otV 'tip, end, sharp point' [q.v. ffd.] and N *k''''VÂ[V]tV
'summit, top')  [2] NED *kukk- (× N *K''''a 6 666ÂK''''ub++++pV 'top, summit, c rown
of the head') > Krx kukk 'head, extremity', Mlt kuku 'head' ¶ D #163O
˚ IE *d  (rather than *d≈) is due to an incomptibility law.
1O19. *k''''akË (or *k ''''okË?) 'hook', 'tooth, fang'  >  K: {AD} *k'ak'w-
'hook' ( × N *K''''aK''''u 'stalk, rod, stick, cudgeal') >  G k'ak'vi ' h o o k '
('Haken, Häkchen'), Lz k'ok'-a, k'ok'ari ≠ k'uk'ari id. ¶ FS K 167-8 (GZ *k'ak'-
), Chx. 543, BU 219 || HS: S *kakk- '(∈ ) tooth, sharp stick' >  JA, Sr
kak≤k-a2, Md kaka 'tooth, molar', JEA kak≤ka2 'molar tooth', Ak kakk-
u (m ) 'stick, weapon' ¶ Br. 326, Lv. II 325, Sl. 58O, DM 197, Sd. 422 ||
IE: NaIE *kog-/*keg- 'hook, claw' > pGmc *xo2ka-, *xakan-, *xe2kan- ' h o o k '
> OHG ha2ko, ha2go, ha2kko, OFrs hok, MLG.ho2k, MDt hoek, AS ho2c
'hook', NE hook; ON høkja, NNr hØkja 'Krücke' »» Sl *kog¥tÁ ≠
*kog¥t¥ >  OR kogot6 kogotÁ, R, Uk ≤kogot∆, Cz ∆ koha1t ' c law' ,
HLs kocht 'awn, koster∆ (a weed cereal)'  Ht kaka-s 'tooth' ¶¶ P
537-8, Vr. 278, Ho. 167, Kb. 423, OsS 365, ESSJ X 1O9-1O, Vs. II 2 7 5 ,
Pv. IV 14-5, ≈ EI 272 (*ko(n)gos 'hook'; *(n) on the problematic ev. o f
MIr alchaing 'weapon rack' and Lt ke!nge$ 'hook on the wall '
[πMLH henge 'Hänge' ÿ Gmc verb for 'hang'], see  Frn. 239) ¶ The
lack of labialization of the IE stem-final cns. is still to be explained (infl.
of N *goPK''''a '[∈] tooth, hook, sharp stick'?) || U *kokka 'a p ro t ruding
point, hook' >  FL *kokka  >  F kokka  'sth. protruding, a protruding point ;
stem of a ship (Vordersteven); penis', F ∆  kokka 'hook, fish-hook', Krl
kokka 'hook, Vordersteven', Krl A kokku 'penis', Krl Ld kok∏, kokke¯ ' h o o k ,
penis' » pLp {Lr.} *kO2kke2 (× N *goPK''''a '⇑ ') >  Lp: N goakke {SK} ' h o e ' ,
{N} 'hood on a cradle', L {SK} ko2?kke 'ein sich rückwärts biegendes Holz,
das aus dem Vorderteils des Schlittens hervorsteht', {LLO} kaƒhke2
'Holzbogen als Shutzdach der Wiege', Nt {TI} ku¢A?kk´ò, I {It.} koakki
'hook', Kld ku´?k´ò id., {SaR} ku´hk∆ 'hook (vewalka , kr√¢ok )', Lp K
ko$a?kk´ 'hoe, hook'  pY {IN} *ko4k´ 'head (of a fish\animal)' (× N
*K''''a 6 666ÂK''''ub++++pV 'top, summit, crown of the head', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ UEW 1 7 1 - 2
(FU, Y), Lr. #468, Lgc. #2614, Hs. 63O-1, SK 2O8-9, 225-6, Lr. #468, IN
228-9, IN RJ 8, Ang. 122, Jc. JR s.v. ko1ka || A: Tg *xu4∏kte or *xu4ykte
'tooth' (probably <  **xu4∏k-kte or *xu4yk-kte, where *-kte is a sx.) >  Ewk
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ïkt‰  'tooth', Neg ïkt‰  'tooth, canine', Nn xukte  'tooth', ? WrMc weyxe
'tooth, fang, horn', Jrc weyhe 'tooth' ¶ STM I 3OO, S AJ 215 [#129] ,
Kiy. 124 [#182]  ??φ pJ {S} *kunki 'nail, peg, hook '  > OJ ku~g[i\ ]i~ ≠ ku!g[
i\ ]i!, J: T ku~gi, K ku!gi!, Kg ku!gi ¶ S QJ #889, Mr. 462 ¶ On the reflexes o f
Tg *-kt- (incl. *-kt- >  Mc -x-) w Ci. 229-3O ¶¶ ≠ DQA #1128 (A *kæo2ki!
'hinge, hook'; incl. pJ *kunki), Vv. AEN 11 (Tg *xu4∏kte ÷  ltOJ kiba ' f ang '
< pJ *ku+o3-⊥i-n{o2}-pa 'fang-tooth' [Mr. 45O]; denies the connection of Tg
*xu4∏kte with the N etymon in question) || D (tr., †GS} *kokk- 'hook' >
Tm, Tl kokki id., Ml kokka 'clasp, hook', Kt koky, Td kwÈky, Kn
kokki, kokke, Kdg kokke 'crook, hook', Tu kokkA 'hook, clasp ' ,
Gnd kokki 'hoe' ¶¶ D #2O32 ¶ The association of this D noun with t h e
paronymous verb *koNkk-/*kokk- 'bend' is secondary (folk et.). It
brought about merged forms like Tl koNki 'hook' ˚  The rec. *k''''akË
presupposes that the labialization of the vw. in U, D, and Tg is due to N
*Ë  (still preserved in K as *w ); the N vw. *a  is reconstructed on the ev.
of K and IE (initial *k- without labialization or palatalization). The long
*-kk- in U may be explained by as. (N *k''''akË > **k'ak'Ë). But if we p re fe r
to suppose that the labialized vw. in U, A, and D is ancient, the N r ec .
must be *k''''okV (which does not explain IE *k- and K *-a-) ˚  Fn. KD
342 (K, D) ˚  AD NM #91; S CNM 3 (÷÷  ST; suggests to adduce here A
*gekæo  'hook', which is less plausible from the phonetic point of view).
1O2O. *k''''ËkÉ 'dark, black' > K: G I k'uk'un-aX-i 'dark, black', G k'uk'un-
et-i, k'uk'un-at-i 'darkness' ¶  Chx. 638 ¶ K *-k'- (rather than *-k-) is
probably due to as. || HS: Eg fP kkw (= {Vc.} *[kikyaw]) 'darkness' >
Cpt: Sd kake kake, B xaki k˙aki ¶ EG V 142-3, Fk. 287, Vc. 74 ¶ ¶
Blz. KM #1O  suggests to add Ak kukku6  'darkness', but it is likely to b e
a loan from Sum ku1O.ku1O 'darkness' (CAD VIII 499)  || A: M *ko4Ge
'soot' >  MM [MA] ko4ye2, WrM ko4ge ≠ ko4 ≠ ko4gege, HlM xøø, Mnr H
{SM} kæo2 id. ¶ MED 478, SM 2O4, T 339  Tg: WrMc {Z} kuku 'black' (×
kuku  'gray, blue' <  N ≈ *k{Ého}k''''a 'green\blue'), ? {Z, Hr.} ku 'soot o n
the bottom of a kettle' ('Rußansatz des Kesselbodens') (from M?) ¶ Z
288-9, Hr. 597 ¶ Mc k- (regularly from Tg *k-) instead of Tg *x- is d u e
to as. and\or to the merger with N ≈ *k{Ého}k ''''a  ˚  Fn. SK 97 [#16O] (K,
Sum kuku  'verdunkelt, Finsternis'), Blz. KM 116 [#1O] (K, Eg. Ak).
1O21. € Ll. *K''''aK''''a 'penis' > IE: NaIE *kak- 'male genitalia' >  AS haÌan
'genitalia', MHG {KM} hagen, NHG Hagen, NGr ∆  Hegel, NGr Sb {KM}
heigel 'bull kept for breeding' ('Zuchtstier'), Haksch 'Zuchteber ' ,
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NHG hecken 'to mate' (birds), NE hetch; OHG hegidruos,
hegidruosa, hegidruosi 'penis, testicle, pudendum', MHG
hegedruos, heidruose 'testiculus, pudenda' »» Ltv kakale 'penis ,
scrotum' » RChS kohan5 koc7anË 'membrum virile' ¶ WP I 334, Kb.
443, OsS 378, Lx. 83, KM 295, ME II 132; ≠ Vs. II 356-7 and ≠ ESSJ X
1O4-5 (both: kohan5“ koc7an¥ 'cabbage-head') || U: FU i  *°kakk- >
pObU *°ka2k- > pVg *ka2k- 'penis' > Vg: N {Mu.} ko2k, UL {Kn.} ko$:k, {Kn.} Ss
kO2gò id. Ï  Vg N {Mu.} ko2kti 'coire' (the preservation of the stop -k m a y
be due to ideophony or to the Lallwort-association of the Vg noun) ¶
WVD VII 142, MK 218, UEW 172.
1O22. *K''''aK''''u 'stalk, rod, stick, cudgeal' > HS: B: Ah a"-k´kk´wa ' s t i ck '
¶ Fc. 777-8 || IE: NaIE *keku- {P} 'keulenformiger Stock', 'Stock m i t
hammerartigem Quergriff' >  Av c7akus7- n. 'hammer\battle-axe f o r
throwing' ('Wurfhammer, Wurfaxt'), NPrs ¢ku*a c7a4kos7 'a brazier’s
hammer' »» Pru [El.] queke : "Stecle" ('Tannenast als Zaunstab'), Ltv
c7aka {Kar.} 'a cudgel with a side-branch', {ME} 'Knüttel m i t
Knorren\Wurzelende als Griff' ¶ WP I 381, P 543, Brtl. 575, ≈ Kar. I 1 8 4
(connects Ltv c7aka  with IE *k8ak- 'bough, branch', which is err., because
IE *k•- yields Ltv s-), ≈ ME I 4O1 (unc. comparison of Ltv c7aka with Cz
c7akan 'morning star'), En. 2OO, Tp. P K-L 38O-2, Vl. I 5 8 4  ¶ The irreg.
Ltv c7- (for the expected k-) may be due to dialectal palatalization (w
Rudz. LD 3O6-8) or borrowing from a different Baltic lge. || A [1] (<
d.): T *°Kagul- >  OT qa˝îl ({Cl.} qa2˝îl) 'a willow shoot, a rod used f o r
chastisement' ¶ Cl. 61O (supposed that the vw. a was long on t h e
insufficient basis of Mah >mûd al-Kas ]g ≥arî’s Arabic spelling with the le t te r
’alif)  M ≈ *qaqu{˝+B}uli 'fishing rod' >  WrM qaquul(i), HlM
xaxuul∆ id., 'fishhook', Kl {Rm.} 9aXu2li id., {KRS} haxul∆ ˝aXul
'fishing rod', Brt xaxuuli id. ¶ MED 947, KW 141, KRS 162, Chr. 564 ¶
The strange shape of the word and the unexpected long vw. u2 in HlM,
Brt, and Kl suggest borrowing | [2] ?φ  A *kæËkæV 'stalk, root' >  T *kæo4k
'root' >  OT, MU, MQp, Chg [San.], Tkm, Az, Ggz, Kr, CrTt, Qzq ko4k, Tk
ko4k, Tv kø<k, Chv ka€k k¥k, ∆ k¥ºk 'root' ¶ Cl. 7O8, Rs. 287, ET KQ 91-2 ,
TL 1O9, S AJ 182 [#67], Md. 51, 169 (*kæo4kæ)  pKo *ko~kî~ri! ≠ *ko~ko~ri
'stalk' >  MKo ko~kî~ri! ≠ ko~ko~ri, NKo k∏okc>i id. ¶ S QK #481, Nam 4O1,
MLC 133O  pJ *ku~ku~-i 'stem, stalk' > OJ kuki, J: T/Kg kuki!, K ku!ki~ id. ¶
S QJ #166, Mr. 462 ¶¶ In A *kæËkæV the rounded vw. of the first syll.
may be due to regr. as. ¶¶ DQA #1O76 (A *kæi\uykæe~ 'root, stem'; incl.
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T, Ko, J), S AJ 284 [#199] (both papers tie in Tg *xu4∏kte 'tooth', which is
hardly acceptable [≠σ]; w N *k''''akË 'hook', 'tooth, fang')  || K: GZ
*k'ak'w- 'hook'(×  N *k ''''akË '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.).
1O23. *K''''oK''''e 'to look, to see' >  IE: NaIE *kWek8-/*kWok8-, *°kWek8-s-,
*°kWeg8- 'see' >  OI ≤ka2s1ate2 'appears, is brilliant, shines' (medium voice,
which may be interpreted as 'is seen'), caus. (ava)ka2s1ayati ' l äß t
hinblicken', Av a2kasat3 'erblickte', NPrs ‰'gaÀ å2gå2h 'aware, wary;
intelligent, knowing; prudent', ‰'gaNi negå2h ≠ ´gaNi nega4h n. 'look, aspect ;
glance; observation'; *kWek8-s- > OI ≤cas5te2 (3p caks5ate2) md. v. ' sees ,
appears', Av c7as7-te, -a2ite 'teaches', MPrs c7as7°tan 'to teach'; Av,
OPrs c7as7man-, NPrs µ4* c7a4s7m 'eye' »» Gk Ep te1kmvr, Gk te1kmar ' f ixed
sign, fixed mark, boundary' »» *°kWeg8- >  Sl *kaza¡-ti (1s prs. *kaz7oß) v.
'show' >  OCS kazati kazati, Slv ka!zati, R po-kazat∆, ∆
ka≤zat∆ 'to show', SCr ka!zati 'to show, to say', Blg ≤kaqa v. ' say ' ,
RChS, OR kazati, R s-kazat∆, ∆  ka≤zat∆, Uk ka≤zati, Blr
ka≤zac∆ 'to say', OCz ka1zati, LLs kazas1, HLs kazac1 'to order', Cz
ka1zati, Slk ka1zat& 'to preach, to order', P kazac1 'to narrate, t o
preach, to order' »» ?φ  It is tempting to adduce here WGmc {KM}
*guggjo2n > OHG (?) guckan 'to look', NHG gucken 'to look, to peep ' ,
NLG kucken, Yid Nqvq kukn= 'to look', ? Dt kijken id., but both t h e
cnss. and the vowels violate the reg. sound corrs. (ideophonic fac tor ,
as.?) ¶ P 638-9, M K I 2O4, Vl. I 45 and II 1342-3, Sg. 9O, 1424, F II 6 6 -
7, ESSJ IX 168-7O, Kb. 415, KM 276, Vr. N 368-9, KM 276, Glh. 314-, EI
25 (*kWek8- ≠ *kWeg8- 'appear') || HS: C: SC: Kz kekem- v. 'hear' »» Dhl
ke2k- v. 'watch, look at' »» ? Ag: Aw {Hz.} ‰nko˝‰n, ‰nkWa˝‰n, Knf
{TBZAC} egWaw v. 'hear' ¶ E SC 243, E K 13, EEN 11, To. D 139, Blz. CWL
|| U: FU *koke- v. 'see, experience, find' (× N *gokÉ [= *goki?] ' t r a c k '
[‘ 'way'], 'follow the tracks of'?) >  F koke-  v. 'experience, find out', Es
koge- v. 'fear', as well as 'experience, undergo' (a recent innovation
due to the infl. of F) » Lp Kld {TI} kuo]k;a"- v. 'inspect the fishing
equipment'  Sm {Jn.} *ko- v. 'see, find' >  En (1s obj. aor.): En X
koabo, En B kuabo 'suchen, finden', Ne T xo-s∆, T O {Lh.} xo2s1 v.
'find', Ne F {Lh.} ko2-s1 id., Sq Tz {KKIH} qo-qo 'to find, to catch sight of, t o
discover', Kms {Cs.} kul!im, {KD} 1s prs. k¯ul!a$m 'I see, examine,
perceive, find', Koyb {Sp.} kubam` 'I see', kulam` 'I find', Mt {Hl.}
*ko- 'see, find' (Mt: M {Sp.} koåm` 'I find', K {M} ischi~ngo 'I do n o t
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see' [ischin 'I do not']) ¶¶ Coll. 25, UEW 171, SK 2O8, Jn. 72-3, Cs.
8O, 181, KKIH 162, KD 34, Hl. M #513 || D *kokk- v. 'raise the head o r
project the neck in order to see sth.' >  Knd kok- 'raise\project the h e a d
while seeing a distant object', Kui gopka (<  *gok-pa, p. go2kt-) ' s t r e t ch
forth, stretch the neck in order to observe sth.', Ku go 2k- 'look up, await '
¶¶ D #218O ˚ IE *-g8- in *°kWeg8- (> Sl *kaza¡-ti) still needs explaining.
1O24. i  *k''''{o}k''''V 'beak', o†'to peck' (of a bird) > K: GZ *k'ek'- v. ' peck ,
poke (with the beak), knock' (× o ) > G k'ek'- id., 'snatch a hasty meal ' ,
Mg k'ak'- v. 'pound, grind, knock', Lz k'ank'- id.; GZ *k'ek'-wn=- v. 'peck' ( o f
a bird) >  G (amo)-k'enk'- v. 'pick up (grain from a vessel, from t h e
ground with the beak)', (a)-k'enk'- v. 'pick up (grain from the g round) ' ,
(da)-k'enk'- v. 'break sth. with the beak', Mg k'‰k'on-, k'ik'on- v. 'peck' (of a
bird), Lz k'ik'on- id., 'eat a little at a time' ('est∆ ponemnogu ') ¶ K 1O8,
K2 88, FS K 174 (*k'enk'-) || U: FU *°kVkk- v. 'peck' (of a bird) >  pPrm
*kOk- id. > Z kokav-nÈ v. peck, gouge', Z US kOkal- id., Yz kokas1- v. ' have
sexual relations', Vt kukc7as1kÈ-, Vt Ur kukc1as1k- v. 'peck' (of hens) ¶ LG
129, SZ 161 || A: AmTg *xak{o}- ≠ *°xoko- 'beak' >  Nn Nh Xaqoa%, Ul
XaqUa(n-) 'beak', Ud {Shn.} 'ai, {Krm.} a? ≠ ?a id., Ork Xoqo(n-) id. ,
'nose (= front part) of a fish' ¶ STM I 17, Krm. 2O3 || D *kokk- ({†GS}
*k-) 'beak' >  Mnd kokku 'long beak, bill', Kn kokku, Tu kokku,
kokka2yi, ko2ka2yi 'beak, bill', Kdg kokki 'beak' ¶¶ D #2O34 ˚ The
absence of regular correspondence of vowels of the first syll. may b e
attributed to onomatopoeia and ideophony.  
1O25. *K''''alV(-mV) 'spot, stain; be spotty' >  IE: [1] NaIE *kel- ' spo t ,
stain' >  OI kar≤ka- 'white, a white horse', NPrs r08i c7erk 'dirty; m a t t e r
(pus, sanies vulneris)' »» Gk kello1ß 'gray', kelaino1ß 'black'  [2] NaIE
*kel-mo- 'stain' >  OI kalmas5a-h5 'stain, dirt', NPrs {Sg., BM} ´Mr8
c7a4rme 'white\gray horse', Krd c7erme 'white' »» NGr Sw Helm 'a white
blaze on the cattle’s forehead', Sw ∆  hja4lm {Hlq.} 'white blaze on t h e
cattle’s\horse’s forehead', Sw hjalmig  'having a white head or a white
blaze on the forehead' (of cattle\horses)  [3] ?φ  NaIE *ka2l-/*k´l-
'stain' >  Gk khli$ß / khli^doß, Gk D kali$ß 'stain' »» L ca2lidus,
callidus {WH} 'mit einer Blässe auf der Stirn versehen' (of horses) ,
Um CALERSU kaler7uf accus. pl. 'cal(l)idos, with a white fo rehead
(oxen)', ? L caligo 'fog, darkness' »» ? OIr caile, later (MIr) gaile
'stain' »»  Lt kaly!bas, kaly!vas 'white-necked' » Sl *kal¥ 'dirt, mud' >
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OCS, OR kal5 kalË, SCr ka•l ≠ kaào 'dirt, slime', Blg kal 'dirt', Slv
ka•l 'dirt in a puddle', Cz, Slk kal 'liquid dirt, mud', P kaL ' d i r t ,
puddle', R kal 'faeces' ¶ P 547-8, M K I 171, 184, Vl. I 57O, BM 1 6 3 ,
Sg. 891, F I 813-4, 84O-1, WH I 139-4O, Bc. G 33O, Vn. C  11-2, LP §
258, Frn. 2O8, Hlq. 357, ESSJ IX 127-9, Glh. 31O || HS: S *°√k'lm ' s t a in '
>  Gz k'´lm-at 'stain, blemish' ({Di.} 'macula') ¶ ≈  L G 428 || A: M
*qali{˝}un >  MM [S] qali√un 'brown horse with a black mane and a
black tail', WrM qali9un, HlM xaliun 'brown, isabella'; M *qaltar
'variegated, spotted' >  WrM qaltar, HlM xaltar id., 'blemished;
having a white muzzle', Kl {Rm.} Xaltr= 'brown with a bright muzzle or a
white mane'; M ı Alt/Tlt/Sg/Qc/QK/Qb {Rl.} qaltar 'brown with a
white mane' (of horses), R ∆  xaltaryj 'bay with brighter spots' ( o f
horses), WrMc qaltara  'dark-bay with a white breast, a bright muzzle ,
and a white blaze on the forehead' (of horses)' ¶ MED 92O, H 58, KW
163, Rl. II 259, Z 257-8  T *Kal!- 'white blaze' (× T *kæal! 'bare, wi thout
hair' <  N *K''''al ! !!!÷ 3 333u 6 666 'bare, naked') >  Chg ¢'Q qas7 'a white blaze on t h e
forehead of a horse', Xk Xazar- 'turn gray' (of hair), ' b e c o m e
white\bright', Tv qaz7arar- 'go gray' (of hair), 'show white (from afa r ) ' ,
Tlt {Rl.} qaz7ay- id., qaz7ai\˝an c7ac7 'gray hair'; T *Kal!-Ka  'white blaze' >
OT {Cl.} qas7˝a 'with a white head and darker body' or 'with a white
blaze on the forehead', Tkm ∆ , Az 9as7˝a 'white blaze on the fo reehad
of an animal (esp. horse)', Tk ∆ , Uz, ET, Ln, VTt, Bsh, Qrg qas7qa, Blq
qas7Xa, Nog, Qzq, Qq, SY qasqa, Xk XasXa, Chv (π a NaT lge) Xus7ka, ∆
Xurs7ka id. ¶ Cl. 671, ET KQ 35O-1, Rl. II 395, 398-9, TvR 218 ¶ T *l! ( f o r
the expected *l) may be due to the infl. of *kæal! 'bare, without hair ;
bald place' || D (in SD) *kal- ({†GS} *k-) 'stain, spot, mole' >  Ml kala
'mark as of small-pox, scar, mole', Kn kale, kali 'scar of an o l d
wound, mark of small-pox, stain of mud\oil', Kdg kale 'scar, white s p o t
on nail', Tu kalA 'scar, mark, blemish, stain'; D ıOI kalan$ka-
'stain, soil, impurity', kalana-  'stain, blot' ¶ D #1313, M K I 177-8.
1O26. *K''''e 6 666la (= *K''''ela?) 'stalk, a hair' >  IE: NaIE *k8el- 'stalk' (‘
'arrow') >  OI (× N *K''''ÉÂV [= *K''''ÉÂË?] 'hair') s1a≤ra- 'reed (Saccharum
sara), arrow', s1a≤la-h5 'staff', ≤s1ala- 'hedgehog’s needle', s1al≤ya-
'spear-head, arrow-head'; (×  NaIE *k8er- 'hair' < N *K''''ÉÂV 'hair'?) t h e
second part (*s1ala-) of OI ka≤pucchalam 'tuft of hair on the h ind
part of the head' (cd. with *kaput- 'head') »» Arm sa¬ar† saÒaRt≈
'leafy branch, leaf, long hair' »» Gk kh6la ntr. pl. 'arrows' »» OIr ca1il
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'spear (lance, javelot)' (<  *kl=-yo-) »» ON hali 'point of a shaft; tail' »»
Pru kelian 'spear' (a centum-reflex of *k8-), unless it is from IE *kel- v.
'prick' »» pAl {O} *cala > Al thel (< *k8ol-ni or *k8l=-ni) 'big nail, sp ike ' ¶
P 552-3, M K III 3O6, 313-4, M E II 615-6, 621-2, F I 838, Vn. C   1O-1,
Vr. 2O4, En. 192, Tp. P I-K 3O7-8, O 473-4, ≈ EI 537 (*k8el(Ó)-
'[spear]point') || A  {S} *kæîlV(-ka) 'thick hair' > T *kæîlkæ id. >  NaT *kæîl
id. >  OT qîl 'hair' (esp. 'horse hair, bristle'), MU, Tb qîl 'hair of t h e
tail', Tkm 9îl, Ggz kîl, Blq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Alt qîl, Uz, ET qil ' ha i r ' ,
Tf hîl 'horse hair', Tk kIl, Az 9îl, Qmq qîl, Tv Xîl 'hair, bristle', VTt,
Bsh q¥l 'horse hair, bristle', Ln qîl, Xk Xîl 'hair, wool', SY qîl 'wool' »»
Chv xe€le€x xÁlÁx 'horse hair, string' ¶ Acc. to Mudrak’s rule (Md.
DKCh 22O-1), the pT word-final cluster *-lK regularly yields NaT *-l a n d
Chv -l¥k+X or -lÁk+X (distribution of ¥ and Á acc. to the laws of vw.
harmony) ¶ Cl. 614, Rs. W 262, ET Q 2O4-5, TL 196-7, Ra. 192-3, Jeg.
297-8, Fed. II 342, S AJ 178 [#37], Md. 7O, 168  M *kil9a-sun ' h o r s e
hair' > MM [S] {H} kilqasun  'hair of horse tail', WrM kil9asun, HlM
xålgas(an) 'horse hair', Kl {Rm.} kil˝¥sn= id., {KRS} kilhsn ' ha i r ,
horse hair', Dg {Mrm.} xilas, xilase, xilase % 'thread, s tr ing
(Schnur)' {Mr.} s7ila2se, {T} s7ila2s 'thread' ¶ H 1O2, MED 466, Klz. D I
139, Mr. D 216, KRS 3OO, KW 231, T DgJ 183  Tg *xin1-Na-kta ' ha i r ' ,
*xin1Na- 'take off the hair from the hide' >  Nn {Gru.} xin1a-xta, Nn Nh
sINa-qta 'wool, down', Ul sIn1aqta, Ork sInaqta, Orc iNaqta, Ewk
inNakta, Lm InN¥t, Neg i(n1)n1akta ≠ in1Nakta 'animal’s hair, wool, down ' ,
Ud iNakta 'wool, human body hair', Sln iNakta ≠ iNatta 'wool, ha i r ' ,
WrMc iN9aXa 'down (of birds and mammals)', Ewk inNa- ' t a k e \ s c r a p
off the hair from the hide' ¶ STM I 247   pKo {S} *ka2r(h)- 'hair, horse’s
mane' (× N *K''''alyV '[lock of] hair, eyebrow, eyelash') >  MKo ka2rki
'horse’s  mane', NKo m‰ri-k≈arak, m´⁄ri-k≈al 'hair (of one’s h e a d ) '
(m´⁄ri means 'head), ka2lki 'mane', Ko: Chs k≈al, PhN k:al, Ks k≈a!l, H m
k≈a^l, Sl q≈al 'hair' ¶ S QK #115, MLC 43, 6O8  J: Starosin (S AJ 2 5 5
#115) adduces pJ *ka1i\ 'hair' >  OJ ke, [RJ] ke!, J T ke~ (S QJ #34, Mr .
447), but the word may alternatively (to my mind, more plausibly)
belong to N *K''''alyV '⇑ ' (q.v.) || D *kel(l)- ({†GS} *k-) 'hair, feather' >
Gnd kel (pl. -k) id., Knd kelu (pl. -ku), Png kel (pl. -ku), Ku kellu2 (p l .
kelka) 'feather'. Kui kelu (pl. -ka) 'large feather, quill', Krx kalga2
'plumes' ¶¶ D #1973 ˚  The D and IE cognates point to a N *e , so t h a t
the vowels *i  and *î  in the Altaic lgs. are still to be explained ˚  Cp. IS I
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351-2 [#228] (*K'ila 'stalk, a hair'; IE, A, D + •÷ FU *kalke ' h a i r '
[actually belonging to N *K ''''a lyV ]).
1O26a. *{K''''}el ßßßßÅ 'speak, say' > A: T *Ka4la4- v. 'speak, say' (‘ 'ask') >
Chv kala- 'speak, say', Xk kIle- 'ask for', VTt K kela4u4 'to prey', VTt ∆
kela4u4 'to wish'; d.: NaT *Ka4la4çu4 'speech, word(s)' >  OT {Cl., DTS} kela4c7u4,
Chg ka4la4c7i, ka4la4c7u4, Tk ∆ keleZ7i ± geleZ7i, Tk EAn ga4la4Z7i id., Blq keleci,
Qmq gelec7i ¶ The vw. *a4 in the first syll. (unexpected in the light of t h e
D cognate) may be due to the infl. of N *K''''ÅyLa (if it actually
was*K''''a 4 444yLa) 'shout, call' ¶ Cl. 716, Rs. W 248, ET KQ 32-3, DTS 2 9 6 ,
TTDS, Jeg. 85-6, Fed. I 214-5  ? pKo {S} *kÄ~ro!- 'say' (× N *K''''ÅyLa
'shout, call' and possibly N * ûûûûqË[?]l ßßßßV  'speak, call') > MKo kÄ~ro!dÄ!i\, NKo
kalodu\e 'say' ¶ S QK #91, Nam 11, MLC 12 || HS: EC: Sa {R} -k5al- ≠ -
kal- v. 'say, think (sagen, meinen)' (p. ≤åk5ålå ≠ ≤åk5elå, p r s .
≤ak5a2lå ≠ ≤åk5ålå ≠ ≤åk5elå) (× N *ûûûûqË[?]l ßßßßV '⇑ ') ¶ R S II 232 || D
*kelß- ({†GS} *k{e}lß-) v. 'speak' (× N *K''''ÅyLa '⇑ '?) > Tm kil5a- v. ' express
clearly, mention\state specifically', kil5avu 'word, speach', kil5appu
'speech, utterance', Gnd kel(l)-  v. 'tell' ¶¶ D #2O17b ˚  The attempt t o
find a common source of the above words for 'speak, say' and those f o r
'tongue' (our *K '''' {e? ++++ hi}le 6666 'tongue') (IS I 346-7, #221 [*K'a4{lÓ}a4 >  U, A)
and my own former investigation) is less convincing from both semat ic
and phonetic points of view (e.g., the discrepancy between *l  in the N
lexeme for 'speak, say' and *l ßßßß  in that for 'tongue').
1O27. (€?) *k''''el∏ ∏∏∏V (or *k''''e÷l ∏∏∏∏V) 'lack, be insufficient' > K *°k'el-/*k'al-
>  OG, G k'el-/k'l- v. 'lack, be short of, diminish' (× N *K''''a{l! !!!}V '[be] few,
[be] too small\thin\light', q.v.): aor. -k'el (da-v-a-k'el 'ich zog ab, i ch
verminderte'), prs. m-a-k 'l-s  'I lack' (literally 'to me is insufficient'), G X
k'al-/k'l- v. 'lack, be insufficient', Mg, Lz k'or- v. 'need, wish' (acc. to IS I
323, the stem-final r  in a verb suggests a denominative origin: Zan *k'or
'a need' < K *k'al-), Sv m-a-k'u 'I need' (k'u < *k'l=-), k'l- (x-o-k'l-i 'he lacks ' ,
li-k'l-i 'to lack'); acc. to IS, Sv k'l- is a loan from G  Ï GZ *m-k'l-e-
'deprived, lacking' (‘  'short') > OG, G mok'le-, G X mk'le-, Lz mk'ule-
'short', Mg cd. Xe-k'ule 'deprived of a hand' (with Xe- 'hand) ¶ K 1 O 6
(*k'al-), K2 89 (*k'el-/k'l-), 123 (*m-k'l-e-), Schm. 119, F KW3 24, FS K
173, FS E 189 (*k'el-/*k'l- 'diminish, be deprived of, lack'), Chik. 2 9 6 ,
Mach. XS 27O || U *kel+lßV > FU *kel+lßke- v. 'need, must, shall' > pLp {Lr.}
*k‰lk‰- id. >  Lp: S {Hs.} galgedh, U {Schl.} gal…gat id., L {LLO}
kal…kat 'werden, sollen, müssen', N {N} ga6l…ga6t 'shall, must', Kld
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k‰2l:geÎ 'need, shall, must' » Er † kel∆ge- kel!ge-, Mk kel∆go- kel!g´-
v. 'love' »  Chr L ku≥l ku4l (inf. ku≥≤lew), H ≤kelew kel- 'it is necessary,
must', Uf ku4l- v. 'need, must', B ku4l- 'nötig sein, brauchen' » Prm {LG}
*kOl- >  StZ kov-ny, Z US koÚl-, Prmk, Yz kol- v. 'be needed\necessary;
want, like', StVt kul´ kule, Vt Ur/B kule, Vt Shm kuwe 'is nesessary,
should be' »» Hg ke4ll- v. 'be wanted\needed' »» ? F kelpaa- v. ' f i t '
('taugen, annehmlich sein') may belong to U *kel+lßV-, but not to FU
*kel+lßke-  Sm: Slq Nr/Ch {Cs.} kelemna- v. 'lack' ('fehlen, mangeln ' )
¶¶ Coll. 87 (*kelke-), UEW 145 (FU *kelke-), Sm. 543 (FU, FP *kelki-,
Ugr *kilkI"- 'must'), Db. OS xxxii, Lr. #3O5, Hs. 551-2, ERV 25O, PI
1O8, MRS 19O, 258, Ep. 41, LG 125, MF 348-9, Sz. MNyH 122 || A: ?σ
NaT *Kila4- ({Md.} *Kile-) 'wish, ask for' >  Chv ke€le kÁle- id., QrB
kele-  v. 'want', VTt Msh kelå- kÁla4- v. 'wish, want', Xk k¡le- kIle-
v. 'ask, care', Ln kele-, Slr kele- ≠ kela4- ≠ keli- 'ask, wish', Slr U kela4-,
Slr E kele+a4 +i- 'be required, incumbent' ¶ Tn. SJ 379, TTDS 237, Jeg. 1O4,
Fed. I 27O-1, BIG 79, Md. 75, 168 ˚  If NaT *Kila4- belongs here, i t s
deviant vw. *i is to be explained ˚  IS I 323 (*k5elÿ in K, U, Slr •÷ T
*kæa4rga4- 'be insufficient, lack').
1O28. € *K''''ol ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!a 'beat, strike' > HS: S *°√k'ly >  Ar √qly (pf. îlaQa qala2,
n. ag. qaly-) 'frapper qn. à la tête; renverser, abattre d’un coup porté à
la tête', 'frapper le bois qulat-un avec un autre appelé miqla2?- ( j eu
d’enfants)' (élaQu qulat-  'petit morceau de bois placé verticalement sur l e
sol et que l’on frappe et renverse avec un morceau de bois appelé
miqla2?-') ¶ BK II 8O8 || D *kolß- v. 'strike, hit' (× N *K''''ol ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!qa 'to knock ,
to strike, to hit' and partially N * ûûûû qo la  'to kill') >  Tm kol5 v. 'strike, h i t ' ,
ko2l5 'killing, murder', Ml kol5ka, kol5l5ikka v. 'hit', Kt kolß-/kon`- v. 'pa in ,
trouble, Td kwÈlß- v. quarrel', v. '(urine) troubles' (sc. 'troubles o n e
who wishes to urinate'), Tu kon`pini v. 'hit', kol5puni, kolpuni v.
'come into collision', Klm go;l- v. 'beat, shoot with bow', Nkr gor`- v.
'strike, beat, kill' ¶¶ D #2152 || IE: in BSl the expected reflex of N
*K''''ol ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!a (NaIE *°k[W]el- 'strike') is likely to have merged with IE
*k[W]olé-/*k[W]leé- > NaIE *k[W]ol´-/*kla2- v. 'strike, beat' (< N *K''''ol ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!qa
'⇑ ', q.v.), but the accentuation in the BSl infinitive (Lt ka!lti, Ltv kal^t,
pSl *ko¡l-ti), in Lt ka!ltas 'chisel' and ka!lvis 'smith' points to a lr. i n
the IE √ , so that the main source of the IE root is N *K ''''ol ß ßßß ++++ l ! !!!qa .
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1O29. *K''''ola 4 (or *K''''ol[y]a 4?) 'long, far' >  IE: NaIE *kWel- 'far, d is tan t '
>  OI cara≤ma- 'last, the outermost', KhS tcarama- 'last, even' »» Gk
th6le 'far off, at a distance, afar', Gk thlu6, Gk Ae ph1lyi 'afar, far away' ,
Gk pa1lai 'long ago' »» Brtt {RE} *pellos 'far' > OW, MW, W, Crn, Br pell
'far', OBr pell 'far (in time)' ({Flr.}: 'far in space' is not attested), W
pellaf  'the outermost' ¶ WP I 517-8, P 64O, M K I 377, M E I 533, Bai.
136, F II 465, 891-2, RE 93, Flr. 282 (Clt < IE *kWelso) || U: FV *ku4+iLya4
'wide, broad' >  pLp {Lr.} *k‰lye2 'broad' >  Lp: S {Hs.} guljeke, L {LLO}
kal…je2, N {N} ga6l…lje » Er kel!e, Mk kel! 'breadth'; Er kel!ey, kel!ew, kel!eN,
Mk kel!i 'broad' ¶ UEW 663. Lr. #3O4, Lgc. #1911, Hg. 678 || A: M *qola
'far, distant' >  MM [IM, MA, IsV] qola, WrM qola, Hlm xol, Klm Xolo",
Mnr {T} Xolo, {SM} Xolo ≠ Xulo, Ba, Dx Xolo, Dg Xol, MMgl qola2, Mgl
{Rm.} qolo 'far' ¶ Pp. MA 3O6, 445, MED 956, T 376, Iw. 127  ??φ pKo
*ki~r- 'long', v. 'prolong' > MKo ki~r5u!-, NKo kirî- 'prolong', NKo kïl-
'long' ¶ S QK #49, Nam 81, MLC 264, 279 ¶¶ unc.: S AJ 295 [#524] a n d
DQA #829 || HS: AdS  of Eg fP k5¿y 'be high', 'high, tall', k5¿.w 'height ,
length' (its main source is N *k ''''al ∏ ∏∏∏ {h }i  'high; be high'; more likely than N
*ga?i  ¬ *ga?yV 'high' [q.v.]) ¶ EG V 1-4, Fk. 275 || D *ko2l ({†GS} *k-)
> Kn ko2l, ku2l 'length, largeness', Tl ko2lu 'big, huge; much, very' ¶¶ D
#2239  || Gil: Gil A k…´l- 'be long', k…‰la 'long' ¶¶ ST 126 ˚  The IE ev.
rules out pN *-l !!!!- ¬ *-Ly- , because a palatal element within a N w o r d
would have brought about a "movable *s-" in IE. Therefore *y in FV a n d
Eg is likely to go back to a sx. If the FV cognate is *ku4Lya4, its vw. *u4 i s
due to regr. as. ˚ Blz. LB #1O4b and Blz. LNA #27 (suggested to equa t e
A with D).
1O3O. *K''''olV '(big) fish' (or *K''''ol∏ ∏∏∏V and *kalV?) >  IE: NaIE *kWo+al-
'∈ big fish' >  KhS, YAv kara, Sgd krw kpy '∈ monster fish' »» OHG
*hwalis > MHG we5ls >  NHG Wels 'sheatfish, Silurus', Gmc *xWaliro2n
id. >  OHG {P“?} hwelira, NHG {Paul} Weller id. (but OHG walir,
walira 'whale'); Gmc *xWalaz ≠ *xWaliz 'whale' >  ON hvalr, AS
hwAl, NE whale, OHG (h)wal, MHG wal, NHG Wal, Wal-fisch id.,
MHG wels 'sheatfish' »» Pru kalis : "Welz" 'sheatfish, Silurus glanis'
 ?σ Sl {Trb.} *klôb¥≠*klôbÁ 'Gobio fluviatilis (∈ small fish)' > P kielb,
R ∆ kolb∆, kolb id. » Lt kilbu~kas id., 'fish' (unless from P)  ?? A
possible cd. *Ós-kWal- may be represented by Gk }aspaloß 'fish' and L
squalus '∈  a big fish' ({WH} 'Meersaugfisch?') (unless we accept P’s
suggestion that s-  in L squalus is based on the analogy of squatus
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'∈  a big fish' and squa2ma 'scale') ¶ Bai. 53, WH II 581-2, P 9 5 8
(*(s)kWalo-s or *kWalo-s 'eine größere Fischart'?), LS 259, F I 167-8 ,
SevR IEShF, Vr. 268-9, Ho. 179, Kb. 1136-7, OsS 435, 1O82, Schz. 3O7,
Lx. 3O6, 317, KM 834, 851, Paul 719, 734, En. 188, Tp. P I-K 168-71, ≈ EI
510 (*≤(s)kWalo-s 'sheatfish, wels'), Trb. SE29-39: 38 || HS: EC: Af {PH}
ku!llum, Sml {DSI} kallu2n, Sml N {Abr.} ka!llu~2n 'fish', kallu2m- 'catch fish' ¶
PH 151, DSI 357, Abr. S 148, ≠ AD SF 81-2  Ch: WCh: Hs ku!lma2! '∈  large
fish' »» CCh *k{i+ul}ip- 'fish' (× N *kiÂVP3333V '[∈?] fish', q.v. ffd.) >  BM
*kVlfV > Klb ka~lfi, Br kÈlfa~, Mrg xilif, WMrg ku!lfa~ ≠ ku^lfa~, Ngx kulfu,
Hld kalfï, Wmd ka!lfi~ 'fish' » Higi sb.: HgNk kÈ~lÈ~pE!, HgB kÈ~lÈ~po!, Kps
ku~lu~pWE!, HgG ku~lu~bi!, HgF ku~lu~pu id. » McMdr: Mdr ku!lfe~, Glv kI!lfa~, Dgh
ku!lfe~, Gv kilifa, Nkc k‰~l‰~te! id. » Mtk klef, pMM {Ro.} *kilif > Mada, Zlg
kle!f, Myn, Gzg, Mofu ki~li!f, Mkt kli!fi~, Mlk ki~le!f id. » Db {Lnh.} ki~li!f,
Kola {Sb.} kilI!f id. » Ms kuluf-fa, {Kr.} kulufna, Bnn ku!lu~va! 'fish' ¶ Ba.
636, ChC, ChL, Ro. 252  ? SES: Jb {Thm.} ka2l, Mh {Thm.} kell 'whale '
»» ?? Ak kul°l- ≠ kulull-  'a fabulous creature, part man and part f ish '
(a reborrowing from Sum or borrowing of a Sum cognate of the N
word?) ¶ Thm. 1OO, CAD VIII 526-7 ¶¶ OS #1496 || U *kala 'fish' >  FU
*kala > F, Es kala id. » pLp {Lr.} *ko2le2 >  Lp S {Hs.} gu4ollie, L {LLO}
kuolle2, N {N} guolle, Kld ku2llê » Er/Mk kal id. » Chr H/L/Uf/B kol id. »»
ObU *ku2l id. >  pVg *ku2l >  Vg: T ko2l, LK/UL/Ss xu2l, MK/UK ku2l,
P/NV/SV/LL/ML kul, pl. ku2l´t; pOs *kul >  Os: V/Vy qul, Ty/Y qu¬, D/K
Xut!, Nx Xu"t, Kx Xu"¬, O Xul » Hg hal id.  Sm {Jn.} *kaºla4, {Hl.} *kale
'fish' >  Ne T xalå, Ne O {Lh.} Xa2l!;e, Ne F {Lh.} ka2¬!¬!´¢a4, Ng {Mik.} kolÈ,
En X {Cs.} kaÒe, En B {Cs.} kare, Slq Tz {KKIH} q‰2lÈ, Kms {KD} kæo2Òa",
Koyb {Sp.} kola, Mt {Hl.} *ka4la4 (Mt: M {Mll.} cha1lla4, {Pl.} ghalla4,
galle, {Sp.} kele, K {Mll.} cha1lli, {Pl.} kale1, T {Mll.} ka1lla4)  ?? pY
{IN} *qal- 'fish (??)' > cd.: Y T qaldawa {IN} 'scales, hide', {Ku.} 'scales,
bark' (qal- 'fish [?]' + sawa 'hide, skin') ¶¶ Coll. 21, It. #18, UEW 1 1 9 ,
Sm. 538 (U, FU *kaºlaº, FP *kala, Sm *kaºla 'fish'), Lr. #511, Lgc.
#2886, Hs. 689, Ht. #245, Jn. 59, KKIH 161, Hl. M #461, IN 244, Ku.
25O, 295 || A: [1] A *kæolV 'fish' >  M *°qoli-sun 'fish-skin' (× N
*kol[V]÷V [¬  *kolßßßß[V]÷V?] 'to peel, to bark') >  WrM qolisun, HlM
xolis(on) 'fish-skin' ¶ MED 959  Tg *xol-sa 'fish' >  Ewk ollo, Lm
olr¥, Neg olo, Orc olto, Ud {Krm.} oloho, Ul Xolto(n-), Nn Nh/KU Xolto ¶
STM II 14, Krm. 275; the cluster *-ls- is reflected by Lm -lr-, Ud -loh-,
etc. (in spite of Vovin’s doubts [Vv. AEN 3-4])  pKo {S} *ko~ra~i\ 'whale ' ,
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MKo {S} ko~ra~i\, {Vv.} ku\o~la~y, NKo kora4 id. ¶ S QK #1O81, MLC 138  [2] ?
Tg *kali ∈ a  freshwater fish' > Ewk kali 'crucian (carp)' ('karas∆ '), U d
kali  'cisco (Coregonus)' ('sig ') ¶ STM I 366 ¶ The unexpected *k- ( f o r
*x-) suggests borrowing  (a loanword?) M *qalimu 'whale' >  WrM
qalimu, HlM, Brt † xalim id.; M ı (possibly) Tg *kalima 'whale' >
Ewk kalim 'whale', Ewk A kalim id., 'fish in its seasonal running in r ivers
(xodovaå ryba )', Lm qalIm, Neg kalIm, Orc kalima ≠ ka2lma, U d
kalima, Ul qalma, Ork, Nn qalIma, WrMc qalimu 'whale' ¶ MED 92O,
Chr. 538, STM I 366-7, Ci. 3O9 ¶¶ S CNM 2 reconstructs A *kæula a n d
suggests to adduce Ko-J (sic!) *kurV-ra 'whale'; Vv. AEN 3-4 (does n o t
find the reason to reconstruct *-sa  in Tg *xol-sa); ≈ DQA #713 (A *kalu
'a k. of fish'), #1O42 (A *kæu~la 'a k. of big fish'; adduces pJ *ka~ra
'plaice') || D *koll- ({†GS} *k-) '∈ fish' > Ml kolli, Tu koleji '∈ fish'; ?
Gnd kïl 'fish' ¶¶ D #2139 ˚ IS I 288-9 [#155] (*kala >  Tg *kalima, U,
HS), AD GD #161 (U, C, Tg *xol-sa 'fish'), MichMR 8-11, AD NM #73, S
CNM 7 (÷÷  Yn), Vv. AEN 3-4. The vw. *a of the first syll. (for t h e
expected *o) in U *kala and in Tg *kali is puzzling, so that we m a y
suggest two N words: (1) *kalV for U and for Tg *kali, (2) *K''''ol∏ ∏∏∏V f o r
the rest ˚ ≈ Gr. II #156 (*kal 'fish') (IE, U, A, Ko, Gil, CK + qu. EA + e r r .
J ) .
1O31. € *k''''o6 666LV (bÅ) (or *K''''-?) dog\wolf, whelp' > IE: NaIE *°kWol-
/*°kul-, *kWelb-/*kWolb- '(young?) dog' >  Lt kale$ﬁ, kaﬁle$ 'bitch' »» Gmc
*xWelpo-z, *xWalpo-z 'whelp, young dog' > ON hvelpr, Dn hvalp, Sw
valp, AS, OSx hwelp, NE whelp, MDt welp, wulp, wolp, OHG
welpf ± welph, MHG welf, NHG Welf id. »» ? Gk El [Hs.] ky1lla :
sky1lax 'young dog' (or 'young animal') »» Al ke4lysh 'young of animal,
cub' ¶ Vr. 271, Ho. 181, Kb. 1168, OsS 438, Schz. 315, KM 851, Frn.
2O8, F II 47, O 176-7, ≈ EI 168 (?? *(s)koli 'young dog') || HS: S: [1] S
*≤kal[a]b- 'dog' >  Hb bl3k`3 ≤kElEb3 (pl. Mib5l1k`6 k´la2≤b3-ïm), Ph, Ug, IA, Sb
klb, Amr {G} kalbum, JA {Trg.], JEA aB1l6k`2 kal≤b-a2, Sr 'bøl˚a kal≤b-a2
(abs., cs. Ble˚ k´≤lEb3 with E [e] due to a late Aram distribution: t h e
second vw. in nomina segolata is always e unless preceding a lr. or r) ,
Md kalba, Ar kalb-, Gz kalb, Tgr kAlb, Tgy kAlbi, Ak kalbu(m) ' dog ' ,
Sq {L} kalb 'dog, wolf', Mh {Jo.} kawb (pl. k‰lo2b), Hrs {Jo.} kawb ≠ ko2b
(pl. k‰lo2b), Jb E/C {Jo.} kOb (pl. ≤kO≤lOb) 'wolf, dog' ¶ KB 453, A #1313 ,
OLS 214-5, Dlm. 188, Sl. 58O, BK II 921, G A 22, L LS 218, L G 282, Jo. M
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2O8, Jo. J 13O ¶ The SES cognates (Mh kawb, etc.) point to S *≤kalb-
rather than *≤kalab-, because the reg. Mh reflex of *≤kalab- would have
been •k´le2b  [2] a variant without deglottalization: S *°√k'lb in OYmn
k5lwb ({Slw.} qillawb-) 'Schakalwolf' ¶ Slw. 183-4  B: Ty {Fc.} a"ku2l´n
'wolf, lycaon' ¶ Fc. 799  CCh: BM: BuP {ChL} kIla, Bu {ChL) kila~, Cb
{ChL} kIya~, WMrg {ChL} kIya, ki~ya~ 'dog' » Ktk: Bdm {Cfr.} k‰@le!, {Lk.}
ke ªli, Lgn {Lk.} k‰~le~, {Bou.} g‰~le!w, Glf {Lk.} g‰leu (pl. g‰lle2), {Lbf.}
ge'le'w, Ktk Mk {Lbf.} ke'le'ö, Ktk Ks {Lbf.} ke'le', Ktk Af {Lbf.} g‰le'o2 id. ¶
ChC s.v. 'dog', ChL, Lk. ZSS 145, 147, Lk. B 112, Lbf. VC 162 ¶¶ OS
#1521 ˚ HS *k results from deglottalization of *k', which suggests t h a t
in thim etymon the initial cns. was *k '''' - , but *q°°°°- is not exluded either ( i f
the merger of *k'''' and *q°°°° preceded the HS deglottalization) ˚ N *bÅ
(within *k''''o6 666LV bÅ ) is an adjectival pc. forming animal names (see  N
*bÅ) ˚ Cf. Trnt. NE2 2O (S, IE: Gmc, Lt), BmK 474 s.v. *kW·≈‚alp5-
/*kW·≈‚´lp5- (S, IE: Gmc). The identification of the rounded vw. in pN is
still a problem. The Elean Gk and Tayert Tw cognates suggest N *u . Cp.
N *0gËHl !!!!É bÅ  (see N *gËHl!!!!É '≈  canine animal').
1O32. *K''''ul ∏ ∏∏∏{a 4 444} 'clan, village' (‘  'everybody') >  IE: NaIE *kWel- ' c lan,
troop' >  OI kr=≤s5t5i- 'man, people, race' »» Gk te1loß 'body of soldiers' »»
Sl *c7el!adÁ (<  **c7el-jadÁ) 'family', (coll.) ' younger \ subord ina te
members of the family' >  OCS heljad6 c7eljadÁ 'populus, familia' ,
Blg ≤¢elåd, ≤¢eled 'children, family', SCr c7eàlja2d ' w o m e n \ m e m b e r s
of the family' (coll.), 'family', Cz c7eled& 'servants, clan', Slk c7el&ad&
id., 'relatives', OR hel9d6 c7ela<dÁ [c7el!adÁ] 'slaves, servants', R
≤¢elåd∆ 'house-serfs' (coll.); Sl *c7elo-ve7¡k¥ 'person (human being) '
(lit. 'child [*ve7k¥] of the clan [*c7el-o-]) >  OCS hlov8k5 c7love7kË,
Blg ¢o≤vek, Slv c7lo!vek, Cz c7love7k, P czLowiek, R ¢elo≤vek
'person (human being)', SCr ¢o ~vek ± c7o~vjek, SCr K c7lovek ' pe r son ,
man (male person)', Uk ¢olo≤v¡k id., 'husband' ¶ WP I 517, P 64O, M
K I 263-4, F II 871-3, ESSJ IV 4O-2, 48-5O, Glh. 181 || HS [1] C: Bj {R}
≤kilmo 'Gehöft, Dorf' ¶ R WBd 142  Ch (×  N *gu4444l ∏ ∏∏∏Å 'dwelling,
house'?): ECh: Ke {Eb.} kuli 'village, house', Kwn, Smr {J} ku~lu~, Ll {ChC}
ku!l 'hut' »» WCh: SBc: Bg kWa~l 'house, hut', Kir {ChL} kWa~l 'house', Buli
{ChL} kÈla, {IL} ka2!la ~ id. ¶ ChC, ChL, Eb. 74  [2] (× N *kalwV ' toge ther ,
whole'): S *kull- 'all, every, the totality' >  Hb l7ƒ ≤kol / -l`ƒ8 ≤kull- ' a l l '
(cs. lƒ1kOl), Ph, M’b, Amn, Ug, OA, OSA kl, Pun kl, [Plt.] CHYL or CHIL,
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IA, Htr kl ≠ kwl, BA l7k` kol, em. al1`7ƒ kol≤l-a2, JEA {Sl.} al`uk` kul≤l-a2,
BA, JA, JEA cs. lƒ1 kOl, Sr W kul Ò˚u / kull-, Sr E  Òw.˚ kol, Md kul,
Ar ¬wKukull- id., Gz kW´ll- 'all', kW´ll-u2 'every-thing\body, all', Ak kull-
atu 'all, totality'; S *kull-ıB: Tmz kul, ku, Kb kul, mkul, -mkull
(followed by a noun in état libre) 'every, all off' (the hyp. of borrowing
is confirmed by a phonetic argument: in Kb the cns. k has n o t
undergone either lenition or palatalization *k >  S [compulsory f o r
intervoc. *k  in Kb]); S *k{a}l- (*-a- due to the merger with N *kalwV):
Amr {G} kala 'all' and possibly SES: Mh ka2l-, kali-, Hrs kal, ka2l, kall-, J b
E kOl, kEl-, Jb C kOhl, kOl, ≤kO, Sq {Jo.} kOl, kal id. ¶ KB 451-2, 1724, HJ
5OO-7, A #132O, OLS 213-5, Sl. 559-6O, DM 2O6, Nld. MG §  226, Br.
326-7, BK II 918, BGMR 77, L G 281, Jo. M 2O7, Jo. H 67, CAD VIII 5O4-
6, G A 22, MT 329-3O, Dl. 4OO  SC: Irq {E} kila 'very m u c h ,
completely' ¶ E SC 288  SOm {Tk.} *kWull- 'all' >  {Bnd., Fl.}: Dm kull,
Hm, Hm K wull 'all' ¶ Bnd. AL 144 || U: FU *ku4l+lßa4 'dwelling, house ,
village' (× N *gu4444l ∏ ∏∏∏Å 'dwelling, house', q.v. ffd.) || A: NaT *kæul ' s lave '
(× N *kulV  'to work', q.v. ffd. × N *ûûûûq{ËlË} 'boy, child') || D: AdS  of D
*ku2li 'working for wages' (< N *kulV '⇑ ' × N * ûûûûq {ËlË}  '⇑ ') ˚  Not h e r e
Sv L ûqlaw 'child, boy' (⇔  S CNM 9), see  N *ûûûûq{ËlË} '⇑ ' ˚  IS I 3 6 2 - 3
[#239] (*K'u4la4 'community, clan').
1O33. € *K''''{u}l ∏ ∏∏∏V 'brown' >  HS: B *°-Œwa2l- 'be brown' >  Ah, ETwl
iŒwal 'be brown' ¶ Fc. 1746, GhA 74 || A *k{u}lV >  NaT *Kula >  OT
{Cl.} qula2 'dun with black mane and tail' (of horse’s coat), Chg, Osm, Alt
qula  'light brown, brown', Tk ≤kula id., 'red, russet', 'a red horse', Nog,
Qzq qu"la, Nog, Qq, Qrg, Alt, Tb qula, Xk Xula 'light bay with black m a n e
and tale (savrasyj )', VTt, Bsh q¥ºla id., 'light dun, isabella', QT qula
'light dun', Qmq qula  'brown', Ggz kula , Tk ∆ qula 'blond' ¶ Cl. 617, Rs.
W 298, ET Q 121-2  M: [1] (π T?): WrM qula, HlM xul ' fawn-
coloured, tawny; bay, having a black stripe along the spine, with b lack
tail and mane' (horse), Kl {Rm.} Xul¥º 'light brown with a black m a n e
and tail' (horse)  [2] ? M *ku4yilen ({DQA}: dis. from **ku4lilen) 'gray,
bluish' > WrM ku4ilen id. ¶ MED 498, 963, KW 195  AmTg *xol- >  U d
xoligi, xol!o 'yellow', Nn Nh XogZ7o% 'gray, brown' ¶ AmTg 8o (for t h e
expected *u) still needs explaining ¶ STM I 469 ¶¶ DQA #1158 (A *kæu"li
'yellow, brown, gray' > T, Tg, M *ku4yilen).
1O34. *K''''u ++++ol ß ßßßV 'raven, crow' > U *kulßV > FU *°kulßV(kV) 'raven' >
ObU *ku2lßVkV 'raven' > pVg *ku"la2k > OVg N BerG chu!lach, OVg W Sol
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ku1lax`, Vg: T kola2k, LK xol´x, MK kWol´x, P/NV/SV/LL/ML kul´x,
UL/Ss xol´x id.; pOs *kOlß´k > Os: V/Vy kOlß´k, Ty kolß´Nk, Y kol´Nk,
D/K/Nz Xul´X, Kz Xö8lß´X, O Xol´X id.  pSm {Jn.} *kul¥y¥ id. > Ne T
xuly, Ne T O {Lh.} Xu;ÒÈ∏, Ne F {Lh.} ku¬ï, Ng {Ter.} kul´, {Cs.} ku1la, En
X {Cs.} ku1Òuke, En B {Cs.} ku1reke id. » Slq Tz {KKIH} ku4la4, Slq T m
{KD} kula4Æ id. » Kms {KD} kæu2˘ li ≠ kæu$:lï, Koyb {Pls.} kullA, {Sp.} kule
id. ¶¶ UEW 2OO, Coll. 15, MF 292-3, Ht. #259, Jn. 77, KKIH 122 || A: Tg
*xo2lï 'raven, crow' >  Ewk o2lï 'raven', Ewk Ag o1lï, Sln ol!e ≠ olï ' c row ' ,
Lm olInJa '∈ raven (nosa¢)', Neg o2lI2, Ud wali, Orc oli, Ul olI, Ork olI2,
Nn Nh XolI2 'raven' ¶ STM II 13 ¶¶ ≠ S AJ 281 and DQA # 1 1 5 7
(semantically unj. comparison of Tg *xo2lï 'raven, crow' with T *kul!
'bird' and Kl Xuld¥ 'duck-hawk') || HS: ? ECh: Kbl {Cp.} g‰!l‰~g‰ '∈ ' c r o w '
¶ ChC.
1O34a. *K''''u6 666l ß ßßßV 'fall, fall down\apart' > HS: S *-k'ïl- > Ug √k'w+yl G
'fall', Ak OA/OB inf. k5ia2lu≠k5a6lu id. (?), Ak OA k5°lu adj. prone'; ??
Gz k'Walk'Wala 'bring down, go downhill' ¶ OLS 364-5, A #2408, Sd. 9 1 8 ,
CAD XIII 75-6 (k5ia2lu≠k5a6lu "uncertain meaning"), 252, L G 4 3 O
 CCh: Mtk {Sb.} kal-, Gude {ChL} kWu~li@c7(a) v. 'fall' ¶ JI II 131, ChC, ChL
|| U: FU *kulßV (≠ *ku4lßV?) v. 'fall, fall down\apart, drop off, c rumble
away' (× FU *kulV- 'come to end') > Hg hull- 'fall, fall down', Vg: LK
Xol-, P kul-, Ss Xul- 'peel off' (bark of trees) » ObU: Os: Nz kul´y
'crumble' (ice in spring), Kz kö8lß´m- 'zerfallen, auseinanderfallen, s ich
zerkrümeln'; Vg Ss {Knn.} ku2lat- 'abgetragen\abgenutzt werden;
zergehen, so daß nur die Graten übrig bleiben (Fische, wenn sie lange
gekocht haben)' »» Prm: Z gÈlav-nÈ, ∆ gÈlal- 'fall' (of many objects) ,
'fall out', gÈl‰d-v. 'drip' ¶ MF 3O8-9. LG 84, UEW 156, 199-2OO, Coll.
97 || A: T *k[æ]ula- 'fall down, collapse' > Qzq, Uz qula-, Bsh q¥ºla- 'fall,
tumble down', Qq, ET qula- 'tumble down, collapse' ¶ ET Q 122-3  Tg
*[x]u'l- >  WrMc ulu-, uleZe- 'fall down, crumble, collapse' (of ea r th ,
stones on a steep slope, a bank), Ewk PT/Y ulul-, Ewk Ucr ul- id., Ewk
PT/Y ulu 'precipice, landslide, landslip', Lm ölsa- 'collapse' (of g round ,
bank, etc.), ¶ STM II 263 ¶ The Tg √  may result from coalescence of t h e
N word in question with N *k''''u 4 444s 6 666{÷}V 'to fell, to fall' ˚  ≈ IS I 3 5 8 - 9
[#235] (U [unc.: incl. *kula-  'come to an end'], T, Tg), Blz. LB #48.
1O35. *K'''' {e? ++++hi}le 6666 'tongue' > U *ke2le 'tongue, language' >  F kieli, Es
keel id. » pLp {Lr.} *ke2l‰ 'tongue' >  Lp: L {LLO} kiella, N {N} giella6,
Kld kïll id., S {Hs.} gie4le 'voice, language' » Er kel!, Mk ka4l! ' tongue ,
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language' » Prm *ku$l id., 'word' >  OPrm, Vt, Z ∆  kÈl, Z kÈv, kÈvy, Yz ko$l
id. »» ObU: Os V ko4l 'word, news, language', D ket 'word', Kz ke¬ 'word ,
news  Sm {Jn., Hl.} *ke¥\y 'tongue' >  Ne F {Lh.} s1I¢e'; En d. {Cs.}: En X
sioÒo, En B sioro; Ng d. {Mik.} s1e2d!´, {Cs.} sieja; Slq Tz {KKIH} s7e2;
Kms d. {KD} s7ek´, Koyb d. {Sp.} seka; Mt {Hl.} *kÉy (= *ka4∏+e2+iy) id. (Mt:
M {Mll.} ki, K {Mll.} gei, M {Sp.} kawte, T {Mll.} ka1schta4, {Pl.}
kåwtå, K {Pl.} gy4!ste 'his tongue') ¶¶ Coll. 25, UEW 144-5, Db. OS xxi,
Sm. 538 (U *ka4xli, FU, FP *keeli, Sm *keo_y), SK 188, Lr. #419, Lgc.
#2412-3, Hs. 594, LG 149, W SDW 134-5, Jn. 66, Lh. 433, KKIH 174, Hl.
M ##45O, 5O8 || A: M *kele(n) ({IS} *ke'le(n)) 'tongue, language' >  MM
[IsV] ke'len 'tongue', [MA] kelen 'narration', WrM kele(n), HlM
x´l(´n), MMgl {Iw., Lg.} ke'la, Mgl {Rm.} kela$n, Mnr H {T} kili¢e, {SM}
kæili¢e, Dx {T} ki¢eli¢en, Dg keli 'tongue'; Ï M *kele- ({IS} *ke'le-) v.
'speak' >  MM [MA, IsV] kele-, WrM kele-, HlM x´l´-, Mgl kela$-, Dx
ki¢eli¢e-, Ba kele-, Mnr H {T} kili¢e-, {SM} kæili¢e- ¶ Lg. NVMI 113-5, 1 1 9 ,
121-4 and Lg. LML 136 (both on the M vw. e'), Lg. VMI 49-5O, Pp. MA
213, MED 447, Iw. 111, SM 2O3, T 339, T DnJ 123, T DgJ 29, T BJ 1 4 1
 Tg *xilNu4 'tongue' >  Nn siNmu ± sirmu ± ximmu, Ork sinu, Ul sin1u,
Ud iNi, Orc iNi, iNNi, Ewk ilNi ± inni ± in1Ni, Neg in1ni ≠ in1Ni, Sln iNi,
Lm i\‰nN¥, WrMc ileNu4, Mc Sb (y)il‰Nu, Jrc {Kiy.} ileNu ¶ STM I 318-7 ,
Kiy. 125 [#499]  ?φ pKo {S} *hy !´⁄ ' tongue '  > MKo hy´!⁄ id. ¶ S AJ 58 ¶ ¶
S AJ 57-8, 292 [#422] (pA *kæa4li\V; adduced here pKo *hy !´⁄ ' tongue') ,
DQA #1O41 (A *kæi\a"li 'tongue') || HS: ECh: Kbl {Cp.} k‰@la~, Ll {Smn.}
kila@- 'tongue' ¶ ChC s.v. 'tongue', Blz. EChWL #88 ˚  The U long vw. *e2
and the Tg vw. *i suggest a pN etymon *K ''''e? ++++hile 6666.
1O35a. *K''''o 6 666Ól ßßßßa 4 444 ¬ *K''''o 6 666l ß ßßßÓa4444 'lake, small body of water' >  HS: C: Ag {AD}
*kW‰Ò-/*kW‰ll- (= *kW‰ÒÒ-), {Ap.} *kW‰l-/*kW‰l- 'river, valley' >  Bln
{R} ku"ra2, {Ap.} kW´ra, Xm {R} aqu"al, Xm T {CR} qWa4ra, Km kW‰ra »»
EC: Sml N {Abr.} ka!l 'depression full of water' ¶ AD SF 198 (pC
*[?V]kWVl-/*[?V]kWVll-), Ap. AV 14  Ch: WCh: Su {J} kWa~l 'valley' (“
*'river valley') »» CCh: Bdm {Lk.} kÈ!lu 'lake', {Nc.} ≤kulu2 'large body o f
water (the Chad lake, the Shari river)', Ngl {Lk.} kula2 'pond', Lgn {Lk.}
kula 'lake, pond' ¶ J S 71, Lk. L 1O2, Lk. B 112, 115  B ?? Gh {Bs.}
kulama  'sea, river' ||  U  *k{u4}lßa4 'small lake, marsh, bay' > pPrm *kO$l ( =
{LG} *ko$l) >  Vt kalÈm 'puddle (of stagnant water)', {Mu.} kaleºm ' in let
or bay in a river' (LG: *o >  Vt a due to the infl. of l), Z tyko™la tÈk‰la
'small lake' (ty tÈ means 'lake') »» ObU *ku4lß˝ V 'marsh' >  pOs *kO4lß´˝
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id. >  Os: V/Vy kO4lß´G, Ty kelß´G, D ka$l´, Kz kalß; pVg kïl´G (wi th
unexplained delabialization **kWï- >  *kï-) id. >  LK ke2lï (nom. pl .
kelG´t), MK/UK ke2lï, P/UL/Ss kelïG, NV/SV/LL ke2li (nom. pl. kell´t) 
Sm: Slq: ? Tm {KD} ko4l (inexact transcr. for qo4l?) 'Flußbusen', Tz {KKIH}
qalsÈ 'bay in a river or in the riverbed of a tributary (filled with wa te r
in spring), ? Tz {KKIH} qoltÈ large river', {Cs.} t!agandes-kold ' t h e
Yenisei' (lit. 'broad river'), Tz/Yel/B {Cs.} kold, Kar {Cs.} kuld ' t h e
Yenisei', Nr {Cs} kold, Ke {Cs.} koltte, NP kolttu 'the Ob' ¶¶ UEW
134-5 (U *ka4lV) and Ht. 149 [#258] (ObU *kïl˝V) - both recs. a r e
based on the delabialized Vg cognate without explainig Os *O4; Stn. OUV
(pObU *-u4-, which is preferable to Ht.’s rec.), LG 14O, Coll. 21-2, Cs.
118, 238, KKIH 156, 161 || A ({SDM95} *kæo2lV, [DQA *kæo2li]): T *kæo4∏l
'large body of water (natural or artificial), lake, pool' >  OT {Cl.} ko4∏l id.,
Tk go4l, Qrg ko4l 'lake, pool', Tkm ko4∏l, Az øl g1o4l, Ggz go4l, Uz ku€l
köl, ET, Qmq, Qzq, Qq, Qrg ko4l, VTt, Bsh ku4l, Alt, Xk ko4l, Tv xo4l, Tf hO$l,
Yk ku4¢o4l, Chv ku4lÁ 'lake', OQp {TAG} ¬vK ko4∏l 'pool' ('Pfütze') ¶ Cl. 7 1 5 ,
ET KQ 95-6, TL 91, Dr. TM III ##1682-3, Ra. 19O, TAG 1OO, Jeg. 1 2 3 ,
Fed. I 321 ¶ The initial fortis *kæ-  is reconstructed on the ev. of Og ( T k m
k-) and the Tv-Tf lgs. (Tv x-, Tf h-)  ¿ M *ko4l (π  T??) >  Brt x¥l xu4l
'lake' (used in names of lakes), WrO ko4l 'bay', Kl {Rm.} ko4l 'flood (of a
river)' ('Überschwemmung, Wasserflut'); IS I 3O6 mentions WrM ko4l
'bay', but I have not succeeded in detecting this word in any available
dictionary of WrM (Kow., MED, Gl., Boberg). Acc. to IS, in most M lgs.
this word disappeared because of its homonymy with M *ko4l 'foot, leg '
¶ Krg. 739, KW 237, Chr. 617  Tg *xule- 'channel, (whirl)pool' >  Lm u2l
'deep place in a river (omut )', ulgin 'a quiet and deep place in a r iver
(zavod∆ )', Orc, Ud u2le 'channel (protoka )', Ork xulu-pti 'whirlpool ' ,
WrMc ule-n 'canal around the ploughed field (for drainage of r a in
water), ditch (in ploughed fields)' ¶ STM I 477, II 257, 264, Z 158 
pKo *kÄ~rÄ!m 'lake, big river' >  MKo kÄ~rÄ!m id. ¶ S QK #226, Nam 11 ¶ ¶
SDM95 s.v. kæo2lV 'lake, basin', DQA #1129 (pA *kæo2li; incl. T, Tg, Ko]
˚  T and M *o4 (rather than *u4) are more likely to go back to *o++++u  with
subsequent synharmonic palatalization rather than to N *u 4444 ˚  IS I 3O5-
6 [#177], Blz. C (suggested to tie in Gh kulama), ≠ S NSShS #22 (A •÷
IE *gWel-  'spring'). IS reconstructs here N *k-  on the apparent ev. of HS,
but in HS the N emphatic cnss. may have de-emphatized reflexes, as i n
all grammatical words and pronouns (see  above Introduction, § 2.2 .2) .
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The cognates providing ev. for an original N *K''''- are found both in HS
(Xm aqu"al) and in A (Tkm ko4l, Tv xo4l, Tf hO$l, the Tg √  with *x-). The
connection with IE *gWel- v. 'drop, well out' (proposed with a query b y
IS) is unlikely. Cp. N *gowlu  'deep; valley' (in some lgs. that do n o t
distinguish between N *K''''- a n d  *g- , there might have b e e n
contamination of N *K''''o 6 666Ól ßßßßa 4 444 ¬ *K''''o 6 666l ß ßßßÓa4444 and *gowlu ).
1O36. *K''''eÓu{h}lu4444Óe6666 (or *K''''e{h}ul[y]e 6666??) 'hear' >  IE: NaIE {P} *k8leu\´-
/*k8lu(:)- 'hear' >  OI s1r=≤n5o2-ti, Av surunaoiti 'hears' »» Gk a o r .
}eklyon 'I heard', prs. kle1(w)-v, -omai 'I hear' »» L clue2- (clueo, -e2re)
v. 'be called (heißen)' »» OIr cluin- v. 'hear' (ro-cluinethar
'hears'), clu1as n. 'hearing, faculty of hearing, ear', cloth 'news,
rumour, fame', W clod 'fame', Brtt {RE} *kluwami v. 'hear '  > MW
clywaf 'I hear', W clywed, Crn clewes, Br klevout 'to hear' »»
ON hljo1Î, OHG {OsS} hliuth 'Zuhören, Gehör, Laut', Gt hliuma n .
act. 'hearing', OHG (h)liumunt id., 'call, rumour, fame'; (from *k8lu2-
): OHG lu2t, NHG laut, OSx, AS hlu2d 'loud', NE loud »» Sl *slÈ-ti ( 1 s
prs. *sl¥v-oß) 'have the reputation\name\fame of' >  OCS sluti
sluti (prs. slov0 slovo<) 'have the name, be called', Slv slu!ti
(prs. slo!vem, slu•jem) 'be known\famous as', OCz slu1ti ( p r s .
slovu), Cz slouti, Slk slut& id., 'be called', R slyt∆ ( p r s .
sly≤vu), Uk ≤sliti 'have the reputation of' » Ltv ∆ {ME} slu2t {p.
sluva˜), sluve2 ^t {prs. sluv), 'spread' (of a rumour), ' b e c o m e
known' »» pTv *kla2w- > Tc: A, B kla2w- 'be called \ named'  NaIE imv.
*k8lu-d≈i >  OI s1ru≤dhi, Gk kly1†i 'hear!'  NaIE pp. *k8lu(:)-≤to-(s)
'*heard' ‘  'renowned, famous' >  OI s1ru≤ta-h5, Av sru2ta-, Gk klyto1ß,
L (with a px.) in-clutus id., OHG hlot-, hlud- id. (in proper names:
Hlot-hari, Clothilde, Hluderich = Clt Cluto-rigi), Arm lu lu
'the hearing' (in lu a®nel lu ar2nel 'to make known, to bring t h e
news', lu linel lu linel 'to be heard of, to be made known')  NaIE
*k8lewo(s) 'fame, announcement' (‘† 'speech, word') >  OI s1ravah5
'glory, praise, renown' »» Gk kle1oß, Gk Ph kle1woß 'rumour, report, news '
»» OIr clu1 ntr. 'fame' »» pAl *kla2u\sn1a (d. from IE *k8lewos) > Al: T quaj,
G quej  v. 'call, give a name' »» pTc {Ad.} *ka4l!we >  Tc B n1em-ka4lywe
{Ad.} 'fame' »» BSl (L-gr.}: Lt s7love$ﬁ 'glory, humour' » Sl *sla¡va ' f ame,
glory' > OCS slavaslava, Blg, R, Uk ≤slava, SCr slaàva, Slv sla!va,
Cz, Slk sla1va, P sLawa  other ds. include: *k8lou\-so- >  Av srao2s7a-
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'hearing, obedience', Lt klausa ~  'hearing, ear, musical ear', Sl *slu¡x¥ ≠
*slu•x¥ n. 'hearing, rumour '  > OCS slux5 ' ]akoh1', Blg, R, Uk slux
'hearing, rumour', SCr sluàh, Slv slu•h, Cz, Slk sluch, P sLuch
'hearing'; Ï *k8lous- (+ sx.) > OI s1ro2s5ati 'hears' »» Msp klaosi
'hear!' »» Lt klausy!ti, Ltv klausI2t 'to hear', Pru klausiton ' t o
hear, to listen' »  Sl *slu¡s7ati 'to listen' > OCS sluwati slus7ati, SCr
sluàs7ati, Slv po-slu!s7ati, Slk slus7at& 'to listen', Cz slus7eti ' t o
suit, to become (to so.)'; Sl *slÈs7ati 'to hear' > OCS sl7wati
slûs7ati, R ≤slywat∆, P sLyszec1 id., Cz slys7et 'to hear (of, abou t ) ,
to listen', SCr slIàs7ati 'to listen to, to hear out'; Sl *sloŸvo (*-es-stem,
see  gen. *sloŸves-e) 'speech, word' >  OCS slovo slovo 'lo1goß, [rh6ma',
R, Uk, Blg ≤slovo, P sLowo, Cz, Slk slovo 'word', sloveso ' ve rb ' ,
SCr sloàvo 'letter (Buchstabe)' »» pTc {Ad.} *kl!eu\s- > Tc: A klyos-, B
klyaus- {Ad.} 'hear', {Wn.} 'hear, listen', d.: pTc {Ad.} *kleu\ca2(i\a4)n > A
klots (du. klos1a4m$), B klautso (du. klautsne) n. 'ear' ¶ P 6O5-7,
M K II 372-4, Thr. § 338, SB 1O2, WH I 237-9, F I 869-7O, 877, Vn. C
124-8, RE 1O3, Vr. 238, Fs. 264, Ho. 164, Kl. 626, 643, OsS 47-8, Frn.
265-6, 1OO8-9, ME III 942-3, En. 194-5, Tp. P K-L 49-53, Vs. III 664, 6 7 3 ,
678-8O, Glh. 558, 563-4, Chrn. II 173-8, ME III 942-3, Xud. I 476, Slt.
94-5, Wn. 218, 221-4, Wn. KTW 112-4, Ad. 222, 23O, 232-3, 27O, 3 6 3 -
4, Ad. H 16, 7O-1, 137, JGH 222, EI 262 (*k8leu\- 'hear', *k8lu≤to-s ' known,
renouned', *k8leu\s- 'hear'), 192 (*≤k8lewes 'fame'), 534 (*≤k8leu\trom ' a
sound') || HS: S *°-k'u{h}l- >  Ak -k5u2l- (inf. k5a6lu) 'heed, listen' ¶ Sd.
895-6, CAD XIII 72-5  C {AD} *m-k'WVl-/*ma-k'k'WVl- 'ear' (≈  {E}
√mk'Wl 'hear') > Bj A {AD} ?an≤gWïl (pl. ≤?angWil), Bj {Bnd.} angWïl, {R}
an≤gW°l 'ear' »» EC *mak'l- v. 'hear' > Sml maql-, Bs {HL} ma2l-, Dsn {To.}
ma2^l- »» Ag {AD} *?‰nk'W- 'ear' >  Bln {R} ?´nk5Wa!, Q {R} ´nxW´, Aw
‰nko˝i 'ear', Aw ‰nko˝-/´nko!q v. 'hear' ¶ AD SF 183, E PC #14O, R WBd
24, R WB 4O, Ap. AV 4, Bl. 261. 265, To. DL 516, HL 188   Ch: WCh
{Stl.} k'Wal- 'hear' >  AG {AD} *k'{‰}l{‰}N-, {Stl.} *{k'}al-mVk 'hear' >  Gmy
{Hf.} k'eleN, Su {J} k‰liN, {Hf.} k‰liN ≠ k‰l‰N, Ang {Flk.} kalu4ng, Cp
kÈliN, Mnt {Hf.} k‰l‰N, Ywm {IL} k‰@l, {Stl.} kal-mok, Tal {IL} kW‰@l, Kfr
{Nt.} k‰@l‰@N 'hear'; BT: Krkr {Kr.} k‰~la1, {J, Lk.} kal-, Grm ip. ku~la2&, Ngm
kW‰li!, Krf {Sa.} kWa!lu!-wo~ »» CCh: Bt {Mch.} klo5, Bcm {Sk.} ku_!lo_@ id. ¶ JI
II 184-5, ChC, ChL, Stl. ZCh 213-4 [#639], Hf. AG #2O2, Nt. 19 || U
*ku2le- 'hear', 'ear' > FU: F, Es kuule- v. 'hear' » pLp {Lr.} *kul‰- id. >  Lp:
S {Hs.} guvledh, L {LLO} kullat, N {N} gulla6t, Kld kulleÎ » Er kulå-
kul!a-, Mk kule- kul!´- » Chr L/Uf/B/H kola- id. » Prm *ku$l- >  Vt, Z ∆
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kÈl-, Z kÈv- id. »» ObU {Ht.} *ku2l- 'hear' >  pVg *kWa2l- >  Vg: T kWa2l ±
ka2l-, LK/UL xo2l-, MK ko2l-/kol-, P/NV/LL ko2l-, Ss xu2l-; pOs *kul- >  Os:
V/Vy qul-, Ty/Y qu¬-, D/K/Nz qut-, Kz qö8¬-, O Xol- »» Hg hall- id .
 Sm: Ne T xa, Ne F ka2 ≠ ka, En X {KD} ku2?, (Cs.} ku6, En B {Cs.} ko6, Ng
{Hl., Cs.} kou 'ear'  ? pY {IN} *qol- > Y K qol-il 'sound' (× N *ûûûûqË[?]l ßßßßV
'speak, call', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ UEW 197-8, Coll. 93, Sm. 544 (FU, FP *kuuli-
, Ugr *kulI"- 'hear'), Lr. #492, Lgc. #2781, Hs. 7O5-6, It. #233, Ker. II
7O, LG 149, Ht. #246, MF 253-4, KP 93, Hl. US 119, IN 246, ≈ Rd. UJ 3 8
[#24] (Y π U) || A: T *k…ul-ka2k ({Md.} *ku⋅lgak) 'ear' >  OT qulqaq ≠
qulXaq ≠ qulaq, Tk kulak, Az 9ula9, Tkm 9ulaq, Uz qulåq, Qzq ˚¨la˚
qu"laq, VTt kolak q¥ºlaq, Bsh ºolaº q¥ºlaq, Ggz kulak, ET, Qmq, QrB,
Nog, Qq, Qrg, Alt, Ln, Tv, Tf qulaq, CrTt, Slr qulaX, Xlj qula2q, Xk XulaX,
Yk kul˝a2X 'ear' »» Chv X¥lXa id. ¶ Cl. 62O, Rs. W 298, ET Q 124-7, TL
2O4-6, S AJ 177 [#22], Ra. 222, DT 179, Jeg. 291, Fed. II 322-3 ¶ The
lenis *k… (for the expected fortis *kæ-) is still to be explained  M
*qul(a)-qV 'middle ear' (‘ 'earwax') >  WrM qulki, qulaquu, HlM
xulix  'middle ear; earwax', Brt xolxi ≠ xulxi, Klm xulx, {Rm.}
XulX¥ 'earwax'; other ds. of the √ : *qulmay- >  WrM qulmai-, HlM
xulmaj- 'have the ears laid back, be crop-eared', Brt xulmaj- ' have
the ears laid back'; *qulu9ur >  WrM qulu9ur, Hlm xulgar 'laid o r
pressed back' (of ears), 'crop-eared', Kl {KRS} xulhr ' c rop-eared ' ,
{Rm.} Xulu˝¥r id., 'having small ears', etc. ¶ MED 984, Chr. 581, 6OO,
KRS 6O8, KW 196 ¶ The semantic prehistory of M *qul(a)-qV 'middle
ear' is easy to understand on the analogy of Sp oi1do 'middle ear, o rgan
of hearing' (<  L aud°tus 'hearing, Gehör'): like Sp, M distinguishes
between the (external) ear (pM *c>ikin, like Sp oreja) and the rea l
organ of hearing (middle ear) and derives the word for the latter f r o m
the verb 'hear'  Tg *xu2l- 'be heard, sound' (of a sound) >  Nn Nh
Xo2lZ7I-, Ul XoldI-, Lm U2ld¥- id., Ork XUlZ7i 'echo', Ork Xulbun, Neg olbUn-
, Ewk u2lta- ± o2lta- 'be heard' (echo). ¶ STM II 263  pKo {S} *ku!i ' e a r '
(× N *K '''' { a ?e }wV  to hear, to notice', [in descendant lgs.] ‘  'ear') >  MKo
ku!i, NKo ku\i, Ko ds.: Ph ku\i, Chs ku4@:, Ks ku\i^, PhN/Chj ku∏4i, Sl kFi, Kw ku4∏
'ear' ¶ S AJ 252 [#22], S QK #22, Nam 64, MLC 226-7  pJ *ki!-k- ' h e a r '
(< **kil-k- < A *kæuylV-kV) > OJ ki\i!k-, J: T ki~k-, K/Kg ki!k-, Ns ki~ki\-, Sh
c7i~òc7-, Ht sÈ~òk-, Y kæ- ¶ S QJ #37, TS 25, Mr. 7O8 ¶¶ DQA #1156 (A
*kæu2 ~ylu+o 'ear; to hear') || D (in SD) {tr., GS} *ke2lß- v. 'hear, listen' >  Tm,
Kn kel5, Ml ke2l5kka id., Kt, Td ke;lß-, Kdg kÄ;lß- 'hear', Tu ke2n5uni
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'listen, be attentive' ¶ D #2O17(a), GS 17O [#428a], 6O-1 [##174, 1 8 1 ]
˚   The discrepancy between U *-l- and D *-lß- may be explained if w e
suppose the following prehistory of D *lß-: N *-l[u 4444Ó]e 6666 > **-lu4\V > **-lyV
> D *-lßV ˚  Rec. of an alt. (shorter) pN etymon (e.g., *K''''e {h}ul[y]e 6666) is
possible if we admit mt. of laryngeals and\or *w/u-phonemes in t h e
prehistory of some branches of N ˚  IS MS 366 (* ûq{iw}lÿ). Not h e r e
(⇔  IS) K *ûqur- 'ear', which is better explained otherwise (w N
*ûûûûqËÂ[w]V 'ear'). Therefore in the N etymon I reconstruct a n
unspecified *K '''' -  rather than * ûûûûq - .
1O37. *K''''ÉÓËyl{u 4444} 'testicles' >  HS: S ≈ *°√k'lw >  Ar Mgr q´lwa
'testicle' ¶ Coh. 127 [#243]  C {AD} *k'WVl(l)- 'testicle(s)' >  Ag: Bln
{R} k5Wela2 ≠ k5W´la2 '(pair of) testicles' (pl. k5W´lil) »» EC: Kns {BlSO}
kul-a2 'testicles' ¶ AD SF 2OO, R WB 238, BlSO 86  ? NrOm: Bdt {Hw.}
k'o≤lop'p'o 'testicles' (×  N *ûûûûqË{l !!!! ++++l ß ßßß}É 'penis'?)  ??φ Ch: CCh: Bcm {Sk. i n
ChC} kWa~le@y 'testicle(s)' » Gdr {Mch.} ge<1le5 id. » Ms sb.: Zm {J} g1e~l, {Sa.}
g1e@l, LamP {ChL} gi@ ge@l »» ECh: Kwn {J} kÄ!lÄ@sÄ!, Ke {Eb.} k‰!l‰!N, Kbl {Cp.}
g‰~li!, EDng {Fd.} gu2^lla~, Mgm {J} go!li~le~, Brg {J} gu~la2~li~, Mu {J} gu!rli! id. ¶
ChC, ChL ¶ ¶  Coh. 127 [#243] || IE: NaIE {Bern.} *k8e2u\l-/k8o2(u\)l-
'testiculi, scrotum' >  L co2leus 'testicle', co2le° pl. 'scrotum' (>  OIt
coglia, Rum coiu, Prov colh-s 'scrotum', OFr coil, Fr couille
'testicle'), L co2leo2, -o2n-is, (g ) cu2lio2 'testicle' (>  It coglione, Sp
cojo1n, Fr couillon, Prv colho1, Ctl collo1) »» Sl *s7ul!eß(t-) (<  *s7ul-jeßt
with the dim. sx. *-jeßt) >  R (†, ∆ ) nt. wu≤lå, pl. wu≤låta, Blr
wu≤låty 'testicles' ¶  WH I 244, Kö. 286, ML ##2O36, 2O38, Bern.
IeuBS 155, ≈ Vs. IV 486 || U: FP *kol!e 'testicle(s)' >  Es ∆  koli ' test icle ' ,
F kolli 'dog\cat in heat; tom-cat', kolli-kissa 'tom-cat, cat in h e a t '
(kissa means 'cat') » pLp {Lr.} *ko2l‰ 'testicles' >  Lp: N {N} guolla6 ≠
guol…la6, S {Hs.} guole, L {LLO} kuolla, Kld ku2ll » pPrm *ko$l! ' tes t icle '
>  Z Lu k‰l! {UEW} id., Prmk {KPR} k‰l! 'scrotum', Vt S ko$l!an, Vt Uf {Wc.}
k‰l!an 'testicles' ¶ Set. FUS 55 and UEW 175 (both equate this FP √  with
one of the Sm words for 'penis' - w s.v. N *ûûûûqË{l !!!! ++++l ß ßßß}É 'penis'), SK 211-2 ,
Lr. #51O, Hs. 688, KPR 192 || D ?σ *koy{i}l- 'pudendum muliebre' >  Ka
gulli, Tu koyilA, Tl golli id. ¶¶ D #2138 ˚  D *l points to N *l
(rather than *l !!!!), which suggests that FP *-l!- is likely to go back to N *-
yl- ˚ IS SS 335 [#7.3] and IS MS 373 s.v. åi¢ko  (testiculus) * ûqol!ÿ ( i n
both sources U, HS + unc. K *ûqwe2r- 'testicles').
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1O38. (€?) *K''''aw{hÉ}LV 'outgrowh, inflation, abscess, hernia' >  IE:
NaIE d. *ka2w[´]la2 / *ku2la2 'inflation (in a body), hernia' >  Gk I kh1lh, Gk
A ka $lh  'tumour', esp. 'rupture, hernia', 'bump (on a buffalo’s back)' (<
*ka2w[´]la2) »» ON haull, AS he1ala, OHG ho2la 'hernia' (<  *ka2w[´]la2) 2 »»
BSl *ku2la2 (< NaIE *ku2la2) > Sl *ki _ ¡la 'hernia, inflation' >  ChS k7la kûla,
kila kila, Blg ≤kila, Cz ky1la, Slk kyla, P kiLa, Uk ≤kila, ki≤la
'hernia', SCr ki àla 'hernia, swelling, outgrowth', Slv ki!la, R kila
'hernia, outgrowth' » Lt ku2!la 'outgrowth', ku2!las 'hernia' »» Oss: I
k`uyllau k'w‰llaw, D k'ullaw 'hernia' (the glottalized k'- needs
explaining) ¶ WP I 333, P 536-7, EI 268 (*≤k8eu\Ól= / gen. *k8uÓ≤l-os
'hernia'), F I 839-4O, Vr. 214, Ho. 15O, Kb. 476, OsS 414, Frn. 2O6, ESSJ
XIII 262-3, Glh. 317, Ab. I 648 || HS: ? S: Ar qayl-at- ≠ qïl-at- ' he rn ia '
(unless borrowed from Gk I kh1lh  'hernia'), qïllïtœ- id. (tœ on the analogy
of qaltœ- 'deformation'?) ¶ Fr. III 489, 523, BK II 848  ? B *°√glh€+z >
Ah a.g1e2lhah (pl. ig1´lha2h´n) 'hernia' ¶ Fc. 429 || A: M *qolq[uy]- >  WrM
qolqui-, HlM xolxoj- 'be inflated, have a big belly', Kl xolxa-x
'be inflated' ¶ MED 96O, KRS 594 ˚  In NaIE *ka2w[´]la2 the reflex of t h e
lr. (the length of *a) precedes *w, while in *ku2la2 the underlying l r .
follows *u; this controversy still needs resolving ˚  Qu., because the M
cognate has an unexplained final *-qV (from a sx.?), while the Ar words
may be of Gk origin.
1O39. € *K''''oÙl ∏∏∏∏a 'be dry' >  HS: S *°√k'Hl > Ar √qHl G (pf. qaHila)
'become dry, dry up' ¶ BK II 828, Hv. 589 || A {DQA} *kæo!la- v. 'dry, ge t
stale' > Tg *xolga  'get\make dry' > Nn Nh/B Xol9o-, Ewk, Sln, Neg olgo2-,
Lm olg¥- ± olga-, Ud ogo-, Orc ogipta-, WrMc ol9o- ≠ olXo- 'get d ry ' ,
Ewk, Sln olgï-, Lm, Neg olgI-, Orc oggi-, oggiçi-, Ud wagisi-, Ul XolZ7U-
/I-, Ork Xoldo-, Nn Nh/B Xol9I-, Xol9Ic7I-, WrMc walgiya- vt. 'dry' ¶
STM II 12-3  pKo {S} *korh- 'get stale, go bad, rot' > NKo kolh- kol- ¶ S
QK #168, MLC 16O  pJ {S} *ka!ra!- 'dry out, become ripe' > OJ ka!ra!-, J :
T ka~re, K ka1re!-, Kg kare!- ¶ S QJ #493, Mr. 7O4 ¶¶ DQA #1114, Rm. SKE
121-2 (Ko, Tg), S AJ 29O ˚ ≠ S NSShS (equates A with K (GZ) *gwal-
'be (of drought)', see  N *g {Ë} l !!!!V 'season without vegetation').
1O4O. *K''''ÅyLa 'shout, call' > HS: Sml qayl(i)- v. 'shout, call', Sml N
{Abr.} qa!ylo a shout' ¶ Abr. S 2O2, DSI 496 || A: M *qayla- v. 'call ,
shout, weep' >  MM [S, MA, IM] qayla- v. 'shout', WrM qayla-, HlM
xajla-  v. 'weep, cry' ¶ MED 912, H 57, Pp. MA 287-7, 444  ? pKo {S}
*kÄ~ro!- 'say' (× N *K''''{e?++++hi}le6666 'tongue', q.v. ffd.) || D *kelß- v. 'speak' (×
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N *K '''' {e? ++++hi}le 6666 '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ˚  Gr. II #357 (*kel 'speak') (qu. Y, Ko, Gil,
CK, EA + err. IE [< N *k''''aL[V]HV 'shout'], U, A - cp. N *K'''' {e? ++++hi}le 6666
' t ongue ' ) .
1O41. *K''''É{y++++?}alßßßßa 'to burn' (intr.), 'to burn (sth.)', 'to heat, to b e
heated, to roast' >  A {DQA} *kæi\a2la 'hot, ashes', {IS} *kæi\ala- 'be hot, b e
warmed' >  M *qala- v. 'be\become\feel warm\hot' >  WrM qala-, HlM
xala-, Kl Xala- id., M *qala-˝un 'hot, warm' >  WrM qala-9un, MM
(ArSc) ˆvv|Q qala-√u2n, (ChSc) Xala√un, HlM, Kl Xalu2n, Mgl {Rm.}
qalu2n, qalo4un, {Wr.} qÄ≤lOn, M *qala-{˝}a- vt. 'heat, burn' >  WrM
qala9a-, HlM Xala2- ¶ MED 916-7, H 57, Ms. H 87, Pp. MA 288-9, KW
162-4, Rm. M 31, Wr. B 176  Tg *xi\al-(ta) 'embers, charcoal' >  Ewk
e2lla ± e2lda, Lm a4∏lr¥ ± yald¥, Neg e2la, Ud yala≈a, Ul se2lta ± si\alta, O r k
se2lta id., Nn sI\al-ta ± se2l-ta ± xeal-ta ± jala  'coal', Ud {Krm.} yalaha
'coals that have died out'; other ds.: Ewk Np ilakan id., Sln ilg‰% ' live
coals', Tg *xi¢alb{u}[-] > Ewk e2lbikan 'live coals (used to roast meat)', Neg
e2lbU 'live coals', Nn Nh sI\albI, Nn B salbI 'piece of live coal', Ul se2l-bU
± si\albu, Ud {Krm.} yalaha 'coal', Orc (i\)a4∏l-u- v. 'get dirty with coal ' ,
Ewk e2l-la- v. 'char, become charred', Sln ilc>i 'embers, coal', Lm a4∏lr¥ ±
a4∏ll¥ ± e2lla ± i\a44∏ldo ± ya2ld¥, Neg e2la 'coal', Mc yalmaNi 'soot' ¶ STM I
289-9O, Krm. 241  ? T *k[æ]ala- 'burn' > Chg, Slr, ET ∆  qala- vt. ' b u r n ' ,
Az 9ala-, Tk ∆ , ET ∆ , Qrg qala- v. 'fire (a stove, hearth)', Tkm ∆ 9ala-, Tk
∆ gala- ± qala-, Qrg, ET ∆, Ln qala- 'kindle (fire)', StAlt, Tlt {Rl.} qala- vi.
'burn, catch fire'; acc. to Cl. 617, these words are loans from M *qala-
and *qala-˝a- (hence the root is absent in the Turkic texts of the p r e -
Mongolian period) ¶ ≈ ET Q 228-9 (considers *Kala- 'burn' and *Kala-
'put' to be one word), Rl. II 226, IS I 333, Rs. W 294, ET KQ 228-9 ¶¶ IS I
333, DQA #1O4O  ?φ pKo {S} *kî!ri!-m 'soot' >  MKo kî!ri!m, NKo kîrim
(or ÷ J kura 'dark') ¶ S AJ 257 [#186], but absent in S QK ¶¶ DQA
#1O4O (A *kæi\a2la 'hot, ashes' > M, Tg) || D {tr., †GS} *ka2lß- vi. 'burn' >
Ml ka2l5uka id., ka2l5al 'flame', Tl ka2lu vi. 'burn, be baked', Prj ka2l- v.
'smart' ¶¶ D #15OO || HS: S *√k'ly vt. 'roast, fry, burn' (mt. f r o m
**√k'yl??) >  Ak √k'lw+y (inf. k5alu2) vt., vi. 'roast, burn', BHb √k'lw+y
(pf. el1q! k'a2≤la2) v. 'roast', JA, Sr √k'ly (pf.al1q6, Sr \oœ k5´≤la2), Md √k'ly
(spelled kæl') v. 'roast, parch, fry', JEA √k'ly G  vt. 'burn, roast', Ar
√qly+w (pf. Èlaqa ≠<aQaqala2) 'frire dans une poêle à frire', Gz, Tgy qlw
√k'lw v. 'roast, parch', Sb TlqT tk5lt 'burning of limestone for p las ter
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(?)', Sq {L} √k'lV 'roast, fry', {Jo.} ≤k'al´? v. 'roast (corn)', Mh √k'lV v.
'cook, fry', Jb √k'lV v. 'fry' ¶ GB 714, KB 1O29-3O, KBR 11O1, Lv. IV
31O, Sl. 1O17-8, JPS CSD 5O6, BK II 8O7-8, L G 431, L LS 375, BGMR
1O5, Jo. J 145, Jo. M 23O, CAD XIII 69-71  ? Eg NK k5rr [*k'Vli!:l-]
'holocaust (Brandopfer)' >  DEg gll, glyl >  Cpt ClIl clil id., but n o t
necessarily Eg fP k5rr v. 'fire (pottery), broil' (that may belong to N
*k ''''aré€ {Ë}  'to burn [sth.], to heat' [q.v.]) ¶ EG V 61, Fk. 281, Vc. 338 ||
IE: NaIE *k8el- 'warm, hot; warm weather' (×   N ? *K''''ez6666É 'warm, w a r m
weather', q.v. ffd.)  ¶ IS I 332-3 adduces here words meaning 'cold' a s
well (OI s1is1ira-, Lt s7a!ltas id., OCS slana 'hoarfrost', etc., w Mn.
634), which is very doubtful: it is difficult to imagine functioning of a
lge. which has the same stem meaning both 'hot, warm' and 'cold'. In
my opinion, these are rather two different etl. sources (going back t o
two N words), which were somehow (at least accentually o r
prosodically) distinguished. IE *k8el- 'cold' goes back to N *K''''ÉL[Ó]V
'cold' (q.v. ffd.) and is not related to *k8el- 'warm, hot' ˚ Cp. IS I 3 3 2 -
3: S, IE, D, A (T, M, Tung.). Cf. AD AltAD #6.
1O42. *K''''al ∏ ∏∏∏÷ 3 333a (or *k''''al ∏ ∏∏∏÷ 3 333a?) 'throw, leave' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'remain, wait') >  IE *kleé- 'lay' ({EI} *klehÅ- 'spread out flat') >  NaIE kla2-
'lay, spread out' >  Lt prs. klo1ju/ inf. klo1-ti 'spread, make the b e d ' ,
Ltv kla2 ^ju  / kla2 ^t id., 'lay (the table)' » Sl *kladoß/ *kla¡sti 'to lay' >  OCS
klad0 klado< / klasti klasti, McdS klade, Slv kla!dem /
kla!sti, Cz kladu / kla1sti, P kLas1c1, OR kladu / klasti, R
kla≤du, ≤klast∆ id., SCr kla!de2m (≠ klaàde2m) / klaàsti id., 'put' »»
Gt af-hla†an 'beladen', ON hlaÎa, AS, OSx hladan, OHD hladan ±
hlathan,  NHG laden 'to put as a load, to load, to put', NE load ¶ P
599, EI 539, Frn. 274-5, ESSJ IX 187-9, Glh. 32O, Fs. 6, Vr. 234, Ho. 1 6 1 ,
Ho. S 34, OsS 4O5, KM 418 || HS: WS *√k'l÷ 'leave, throw, sling' >  M h
{Jo.} √k'l÷ 'let, allow, leave; leave off', Hrs √k'l÷ 'let, leave', Jb E/C {Jo.}
√k'l÷ 'let, allow', Sq {Jo.} √k'l÷ 'drop, let fall', Hb √k'l÷ v. 'sling
(stones)', JA/Sr √k'l÷  v. D  'sling', Gz √k'l÷ v. G  'throw from a sling, h i t
a ball', ? Ar √ql÷ v. G  'pluck, snatch off; drive (sth.) away; take of f
(one’s clothes)', 'arracher, ôter qc. de sa place', Hb ol2q# ≤k'Ela÷, JA
ao1l6q% k5il≤÷-a2, Sr '999 9 9 9 9 90ølœe k5El≤÷-a2 'a sling', Ug k5l÷ {A} id., {OLS} ' sword ' ;
Sr '0oloœwµu muk5la2≤÷-a2, Ar qula2÷-at- {PS} 'glans fundæ, globulus e
funda iactus', {BK} 'pierre que l’on enlève du sol pour la lancer', Sr
mak5l´÷a2≤n-a2 'ballista, catapulta, funda', Ar miqla2÷-, Gz mik'l´÷ 's l ing'
¶ Jo. M 229, Jo. J 144, Jo. H 75, KB 1O33-4, KBR 11O6, PS 3638-9, BK II
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8O3-4, Hv. 624, L G 426, A #4213, OLS 366  Eg fMK k5¿÷ {Fk.} 'vomit ' ,
{EG} 'ausspeien, ausbrechen' >  Cpt Sd ka vol ka bol id. (vol m e a n s
'außen, außerhalb') (× ÷ S *-k'ï?- 'vomit', see GB 711-2, KB 1O24) ¶ EG V
7, Fk. 275, Vc. 7O  ? B *°√wql (= *°√wŒl) ≠ ? *Œl (*w- goes b a c k
to a px. of middle voice verbs') >  Ah ´qq´l 'wait', ? Zng {TC} aŒyïh
'attendre' ¶ Fc. 1713, DCTC 288, TC FL 2 || U *kaz6a- 'leave, let' (Ï
'remain') >  pLp {Lr.} *ko2Îe- 'leave' >  Lp: L {LLO} kuote2t, N {N}
guoDDet, Kld ku2ddêeÎ » Er kado-, Mk kad´- 'leave, let' » Chr H/L/Uf/B
koÎe- 'leave', koÎa- 'remain' » F katoa- (inf. kado-ta), Es kadu- ' g e t
lost, disappear, vanish' » Prm *kol!- (∫LG *ko¿l!-) 'leave, remain' >  Z kol!-, Z
US ko¿l!-, Yz ≤kul!- id., Vt kÈl!-, Vt B ko˘l!- ({∫Lt.} ko_l!-) 'remain without s th . ,
be deprived of; fall behind, be late' »» ObU {Ht.} *ku2Î!- ≠ *kÈ∏Î!- 'leave' >
pVg {Ht.} *ku2l!- 'leave, abandon (verlassen)' >  Vg: T ko2l!-, LL/ML ku2l!-,
UL/Ss xu2l!-; pVg *ku"l!-t- 'remain (bleiben)' >  Vg: T kol!t-, LK xol!t-, MK
kWol!t-, UK kWul!t-, P/NV/SV/LL kul!t-, UL/Ss xul!t-; pOs {Ht.} *kÈy- (? ≠
*ka"y-) 'leave behind' >  Os: V/Vy qa"y-, Ty/Y qÈÆy-, D/K/Kz/O Xa"y-, Nz
XÈÆy-; pOs *kÈc1- (≠ *ka"c1-?) 'remain behind' > V/Vy/Ty/Y qÈt!-, D/K Xet!-,
Nz XiÆs1-, Kz XÈÆs1 ≠ Xa"s1-, O Xis1-; pOs *kac1´˝- id. >  Ty qaºt!´˝-, K Xat!˝´-,
Kz XOs1iÆ- » Hg hagy- v. 'let, leave'  Sm {Jn.} *kaºya4- 'leave, leave
behind' ('lassen, zurücklassen') >  Ne T xae-s∆, Ne O {Lh.} Xa2y;e2, Ne F
ka2yyi¢e's7 1, Ng (1s aor. sbcj.) {Cs.} koae?ema, En {Cs.} kae- (1s a o r .
kaibo), Slq Tz {KKIH} q‰2c1È- id., Mt {Hl.} *koyo- 'bleiben, (?) lassen '
(Mt: M {Sp.} koe≥-xo 'ostavlå√ '); Sm {Jn.} *kaºy¥-, {Hl.} *kajo-
'remain, remain behind (bleiben, zurückbleiben)' >  Ne T xae≥-s∆, {Lh.}
Xa2y;o1-, Ne F ka2yyo2-s7 1, Ng {Cs.} (1s aor.) ko6u?am, En (1s aor.) {Cs.}: En X
kaijaro?, En B kaijado?, Kms (1s prs.) {KD} qoyo2l!a$m id., Koyb {Sp.}
koe≥gam` 'ich bleibe', Mt M {Sp.} (1s aor.) nemenda-xoe≥gam` ' I
remain'  Y: K {Jc.} kudiel vt. 'leave (lassen)', ?? T {Krn.} kudi¢el ' k e e p
(xranit∆ )', kuderel id., 'put' ¶¶ Coll. 22-3, UEW 115-6, Sm. 537-8 (U,
FU *kaºd!aº-, FP *kad!a-, Ugr *kaºd!a-, Sm *kaºja4- 'leave'), Lr. #5O3, MRS
2O3, LG 131, It. #14, Ht. #227, MF 24O, Jn. 58, KKIH 16O, Hl. M # 5 3 1 ,
Ang. 128, Krn. JJ 273, ≈ Rd. UJ 36-7 [#15] (Y π U) || A *kæa2~la-
'remain, wait' > T {Md.} *k…i\a2l- 'remain' ({†pAD}: < **kæÉal- < **k…a&:l-) >
NaT *k… a2l- id. >  OT qa2l- 'remain, remain behind', MQp, XwT, Chg qal-,
Tkm 9a2l-, Xlj qa2l-, Yk Xa2l-, Tk kal-, Az 9al-, Uz, Tf qål-, Ggz kal-, Qmq,
Blq, VTt, Bsh, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Alt, ET, Tv qal-, Xk Xal- »» Chv jul-
'remain' ¶ Cl. 615-6, ET KQ 226-8, Ra. 217, Rs. W 224, DT 174, Md.
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11O-1, 169 ¶ The lax cns. *k…- (for the expected tense *kæ-) is not ye t
explained  Tg *xala- 'wait' >  WrMc aliya-, Nn Nh Xalac7I-, Nn B
Xalc7I-, Ul Xalac7I/U-, Ork Xala2(t)çI, Orc ala2c7i-, Ud alasi-, Ewk, Neg
ala2t- ≠ ala2ç-, Sln ala2s7 !-, Lm alat- ≠ alaç- 'wait'; WrMc aliyaqa- 'wait a
little, go slowly', aliyan n. 'waiting', Nn Nh XalaNpa2n- 'wait a little
(with)' ¶ STM I 29-3O  ? J {S} *ka!ra- >  OJ kara- 'stay away, get apa r t ' ,
J T kara-re-ru 'be driven by, carried away by' ¶ Kenk. 851  Not h e r e
(↔  SDM97) M *qala >  WrM qala, HlM xal 'hardship; injuriousness,
harmfulness, detriment', Kl Ö {Rm.} Xal 'Mühe, Arbeit' (arbitrari ly
interpreted by STM as 'bitter life experience') ¶ MED 916, KW 161-2 ¶ ¶
S VL 199, DQA #962 (A *kæala+u 'wait, be late'; incl. T, Tg) || ?? ¿ K {IS}
*°k'el- > ¿ Zan {IS} *k'al- > Lz go-nk'al- 'go away', Mg gï-k'l-ip-u 'to r ema in
with empty hands' ¶ Chik. 288 ˚  U *-z6- < N *-l∏∏∏∏÷ 3 333- (reg.); IS
reconstructed N *k''''- (rather than * ûûûûq-) on the precarious ev. of t h e
highly qu. K cognate (¿ Zan *k'al-). If we do not rely on the K ev., the N
word is to be reconstructed with an unspecified *K''''- (sc. *k'''' ++++ û ûûûq-) ˚  IS I
318 (k5a’a 'go away, leave'), AD LZL 358 (N *k'alØa, i.e. *k''''al÷ 3333a) ˚  The
semantic history of this item may be represented as follows: [1] ' t h r o w '
‘ 'leave' Ï 'be left ‘ 'remain' ‘ 'wait', [2] 'throw' ‘ 'put s th .
somewhere ' .
1O43. *k''''aL÷a 'cut, hew, chop, stab' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'slaughter') > IE: NaIE *kel´-/*kla2- v. 'hew, chop' (× N *ûûûûqÅl!!!! ++++l ß ßßß÷V ' t o
break, to tear, to pluck' [q.v.]?) >  Gk di1kella 'two-pronged h o e ,
mattock', ko1loß adj. 'docked, curtal', 'stump-horned' (of oxen a n d
other horned animals) »» Lt ka1l-ti 'to forge, to mint, to coin', ka1ltas
'chisel', ke!lmas 'tree-stump; sth. cut\split', Pru kalo-peilis :
"Hackemesser" 'chopping-knife, chopper', preicalis {Tp.} 'anvil' » Sl
*ko¡l-ti (prs. *kol!-oß) 'to prick\stab, to slaughter' >  OCS klati
'pungere', Blg ≤``kolå v. 'prick\stab, slaughter', SCr kla!ti / koŸlje2m ,
Slv kla!ti / ko!>ljem id., Uk ko≤loti / ≤kol√ v. 'prick\stab, chop', R
ko≤lot∆ / ko≤l√ id., za-ko≤lot∆ 'to slaughter', Cz kla1ti ' t o
prick\stab, to kill', Cz ∆  kla1ti 'to split', P kLo1c1 / kole< v. ' chop \ sp l i t '
(see  also N *K ''''ol ß ßßß ++++ l ! !!!qa  'to knock, to strike, to hit')  Cz kla1t ' t ree-s tump,
log of wood, club\cudgel' »» ? (+ext.) Clt: OIr claidim 'dig', Brtt {RE}
*kla(:)d- id. > Crn cledhya, clu4dhya, Br klazan% 'to dig', W claddu
'to bury, to dig'   NaIE *kla2-ro- 'piece of wood, board' >  Gk klh6roß, Gk
D kla6roß 'piece of wood used as a lot, piece of wood', OIr cla1r, OW
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claur (pl. cloriou 'tabellis') 'board', W clawr 'surface', Br kleur
'limon de charette', 'shaft of a forked thill (in a vehicle)' ¶ P 545-7, ≈ EI
431 (*kl=Ó-ro-s 'plank' ÿ [unj.] *kel- 'strike, hew'), F I 392-3, 872-3 ,
9O2-3, Vn. C  113-4, RE 88, YGM-1 87-8, Hm. 464, 466, Frn. 211-2, En.
235, Tp. P I-K 175-6, Bern. 551-2, ESSJ X 154-6, Glh. 32O ¶ Sl *ko¡l-ti ' t o
slaughter' belongs here rather than to N *ûûûûqola 'to kill', which is p roved
by its acute intonation indicating an IE √  with a lr. (*kel´- rather t h a n
*kWel- resulting from N *ûûûûqola) || K *°k'al- >  G k'l-/k'al-/k'vl- v.
'prick\stab, slaughter, kill' ¶ Chx. 597-8 ¶ The variant k'vl- is probably
secondary || HS: CS *√k'l÷ > Hb √k'l÷ v. 'carve', Ar qil÷-at- (pl. qila÷-)
'piece split lengthwise, morceau coupé ou fendu en long' ¶ ≈ KB 1O33,
≈ KBR 11O6, BK II 8O3, Hv. 625  EC *k'al- v. 'cut off' >  Sa kal- v. ' c u t
off', Sml qal- v. 'carve up', ? Or {Th., Sr.} k'al- v. 'flay' ('scorticare u n a
bestia uccisa'); EC *k'al- v. 's laughter '  (× N *ûûûûqola 'kill') > Or {Th., Sr.}
k'al-, Kns qal-, Gdl k'al-, Dsn g°a!l-, Rn Xala, Hd alale2s- vt. 'slaughter' ¶ AD
SF 68, Ss. PEC 49, Bl. 197, Bl. G 64, BlSO 155, Th. 269, Sr. 351, BlSO
155, PG 187, To. DL 5O2  ? CCh: pBT *kul- v. 'shave' >  Tng {J} ku3le3 id.,
Pr {Frz.} ku!lu~ id., ku!le~ 'act of shaving' ¶ Stl. VZCh B #119, J T 1O4, Frz. P
38 || A: Tg *xaldi- v. 'hew, carve' > Ewk aldi-, Neg aldI-, Orc, Ud agdi-,
Ul XaldI- ≠ XaldU, Ork, Nn XalZ7I, Mc anZi- v. 'hew, trim', Lm ald¥- id.,
v. 'bark (a tree)' ¶ STM I 31  Rm. SKE 14 equates the Tg √  with Ko
aro-sa4gida 'to carve, to cut' ¶¶ M √  *qul- (represented in WrM qulai-,
HlM xulaj-x v. 'have cropped ears' and in Kl {KRS} Xul-˝´r 'having
cropped ears') is not likely to belong here ¶ MED 984, KRS 6O8 ˚
Because of the coalescence of N *ûûûûq and *k'''' in some descendant lgs.
(outside K) the homonymic merger with N *ûûûûqÅl!!!! ++++l ß ßßß÷V 'to break, to t e a r '
(q.v.) is possible.
1O44. *k''''al÷V 'rock, hill, stone' > IE {EI} *kolÓ-o2n- ≠ *kl=Ó-≤n-os 'hi l l '
> Gk kolv1nh, kolvno1ß 'hill' (v < *ow?) »» L collis 'hill' »» Gmc: AS hyll
'hill' > NE hill (< Gmc *xul-ni-z < IE *kol´-ni-s), MDt hill, hille 'hill ' ;
Gmc *xulma(-z) > OSx holm id., ON holmi, holmr 'island'; Gmc
*xulma- ı Sl *x¥!lm¥ 'hill ' > OCS xl5m5 xlËmË, Blg x`lm, Scr
hu•m, Sln. ho5!lm, Cz chlm, P cho1km, R xolm »» Lt ka!lnas, Ltv
kal^ns 'mountain' ¶ WP I 433-4, P 544, EI 27O, F I 9O6-7, WH I 245, Bc.
23-6, Frn. 2O9, Ho. S 35, Ho. 183, Skeat 271, Vr. 248, Glh. 271-2, Vs. IV
255 || HS: S *°√k'l÷ >  Ar qula2÷at- and qulla2÷at- {Fr. after [Jh.]}
'magnum saxum in planitie extans', [Qam., Jh.] {Fr.} 'gleba, saxumve d e
solo avulsum ad iaciendum', {BK} qala÷at- 'rocher séparé des autres s u r
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une montagne d’un accès difficile' ¶ Fr. III 49O, BK II 8O3  B: Kb Z {Bs.}
i-Œil (pl. i-Œall´n), Kb AX {Bs.} t3i-Œil-t3 'hill' ¶ Ds. 19O, Bs. NLB I
158 || K *k'l=de- 'rock' > OG, G k'lde-, Mg k'‰rde-, k'irde- id., Sv {K} k'´⁄lde,
k'(il)de id. (π G?), Sv UB/Ln/L k'oZ7 'cliff, rock' ¶ ¶  K 113, K DE 359, K2
97, GM S 95-6, GP 131, TJ 35O || U *kaz6V ({UEW} *kaz6a} 'mountain' >
Hg he4gy 'tip, summit, mountain' (× FU *kac1a ≠ *kec1a4 < N *K''''ec'''' @ @@@{a} ' t ip ,
end [extremity]')  Sm: Ne T {Ter.} xoj 'mountain, mountain ridge,
hill', Ne O {Lh.} xoy 'Landrücken (Wasserscheide), mountain ridge', En X
{Cs.} ku?eo, En B {Cs.} kuiju 'Landrücken', Ng {Cs.} koaja 'moun ta in
ridge', Slq Tz {KKIH} q‰ ({KD} k¯e1e) 'steep bank' ('å r ', {KD} ' h o h e r
Uferabhang'), 'mountain' ¶¶ UEW 115, Ter. 768, KKIH 16O, Cs. 48, 8 1 ,
116 ¶¶ Acc. to UEW, the front vw. in Hg may be due to the palatalizing
effect of *-z6- (sc. the obstruent *-l!-). An alt. explanation is the infl. of a
front stem-final vw. (vw. harmony) || D {tr., †GS} *kall˛ 'stone' >  T m
kal id., Ml kal, kallu  'stone, rock', Kt, Png kal, Td kasÀ, Ka kal, kalu,
kallu, Kdg kalli, Tu kall˛, Tl kallu, Prj kel, Gnd kal ± kall(i) ± kalu,
Knd kalu, Brh xal 'stone', Nkr k≈albada 'stone slab for pounding' ¶¶ D
#1298 ˚  IS I 334-5 s.v. *K'aLi '(podnimat∆ (så )' (does not distinguish
between N *k''''al÷V and N *k''''al ∏ ∏∏∏ {h}i 'high; be high'). U *-z6- < N *-l÷-
(reg.) (w AD LZL ∀).
1O45. *k''''{u 4 444}l ß ßßß˝V (or *k''''{u 4 444}l ß ßßß ÷ 3 333V?) 'dirt, mud' > HS: CS *k'ula÷- ' m u d ,
silt' > Sr '0olowœu k5ula2÷a2 {Br.} 'lutum, gleba', {JPS} 'lump of earth, ea r th ' ,
Ar qula2÷- 'cracked dry mud\clay, silt' ({BK} 'boue\limon qui se crevasse
pendant la sécheresse') ¶ Br. 669, JPS 494, BK II 8O4, Hv. 625  ? B
*°√nkl v. 'be/make dirty' >  Ah ´nk´l  'souiller, être souillé' ¶ Fc. 1374 -5
|| K: Sv UB {GP}, Sv {Ni.} k'ol 'excrement' (< **k'˝Ël-?) ¶ GP 131 || U: FU
*°k{u4}lßGV > ObU *ku4∏lß˝V ≠ (with delabialization) *kïlß˝ V 'swamp' >  pOs
*kO4lß´˝ > Os: V/Vy kO4lß´G, Ty kelß´G, D ka$lß´, Kz kalß id.; pVg *kïl´G- >  Vg:
LK ke2lï (pl. kelG´t), MK/UK ke2lï, P/UL/Ss ke2liG, NV/SV/LL ke2li, kell´t
id. || A: T *kæu4l 'ashes, cinders' (× N *ku6666l ß ßßßV 'glowing coals; to heat \
roast \ fry \ cook', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ ≈  S AJ 281 [#146] ˚ The N lr. is to b e
reconstructed as *˝  if N *-l ßßßß˝- yields U *-lßG- and if K *k'- goes b a c k
here to *k'˝-; otherwise it must have been *÷3333 (FU *-GV or ObU *-´G
being a sx.); Altaic vw. length is due to the loss of the lr.
1O46. *k''''al ∏ ∏∏∏ {h}i 'high; be high' > IE *kel[Ó]- >  NaIE *kel[(´)]- v. ' b e
high, rise (above)' >  L ante-/ex-/prae-cello2, -e"re v. ' b e
outstanding, excel', celsus (originally a pp.) 'high', columen ' t h a t
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which is raised on high, hight, summit' »» Lt ke!lti (1s prs. keliu~), Ltv
cel^t v. 'raise' ¶ WP I 433-4, P 544, WH I 197, ≈ 249-5O, Frn. 237-8, ≈ EI
27O (columen < *kelÓ-men ÿ *kelÓ- 'project, tower up', whence
*kolÓ-o2n 'hill' [see  N *k''''al÷V 'rock, hill, stone']) ¶ The IE lr. i s
reconstructed on the ev. of the syllabic intonation in Lt and Ltv (IS I
334); but one cannot rule out the possibility of a later morphological
restructuring in Blt || HS: S *°√k'll v. ' l if t \raise ' ≠ *°√k'ly 'high' >  Ar
{Hv.} √qll G ' l i f t \raise ' ,  TL††(pf. taqa2lla) 'rise high' (of the sun), {BK}
'être placé haut', qullat- 'top of the head, summit of a nountain', îalqu
qula2 (√qly) 'summits of mountains; tops of men’s heads' ¶ Fr. III 4 8 5 ,
494, Hv. 622, 626, BK II 794-5  B **√qly (> *√Œly/*√qly) v. 'rise' >
Sll {Ds.} ´"Œli (pret. iŒWli) v. 'climb, rise' ('monter [un escalier, sur u n
arbre\une table\etc.']), Tz {Stm.} Œu≤lii\, hab. aºqqaºÆ≤la2y ' empors te igen ' ,
ASgr {Bs.} eŒliY v. 'rise'  ¶ Stm. 182, Ds. 19O, Bs. NLB I 158  Eg fP k5¿y
(< *k'Vry-) 'be high; high', Eg fP k5¿¿ (later k5¿y) 'hill, high ground', Eg fP
k5¿t id., Eg fXVIII k5¿yt id., 'arable land' (× N *k''''aÂ[V?]V 'peak, r o c k ,
steep mountain', more plausibly than with N *ga?i or  *ga?yV ' h igh '
[q.v.]) ¶ EG V 5-6, Fk. 275  Ch: Hs k'o2!lï!, Hs Kc k'o2!lï~ 'top', Hs
k'o2!lo2!l(u2!)wa2! id. »» CCh {ChL}: WMrg ku~ldi~ v. 'lift' » HgNg ku!lu!tE~, Kps kÈ~ltE~,
HgG ku!lu!dE~ id. ¶ Abr. H 534, ChL ¶¶ Cal. #322 (Eg, S), OS #16O4 (S, B,
Ch), Tk. I 65 (Eg, S, B, Hs)   A possible semantically dubious cognate:
NrBc {Tk.} *k'ul-k'ul- 'deep' >  {Sk.}: My k'ulk'ul, Mbr k'ulk'ulo, Kry kulkulna,
Cg luk'‰luk'‰ id. ¶ Sk. NB 18, Tk. NB 182 || K: Sv: {Ni.} k'´⁄ltX-i, L {Dn.}
k'´"⁄ltX-i, UB {TK, GP}, L {TK} k'´2⁄ltXi, LB k'´⁄ltXi, Ln {TK} k'la4tXi 'h igh ' ,
UB/LB/Ln {TK} na-k'la4tXi, L na(n)k'latXi 'height' ¶ GP 132, TK 355, 6 1 1 ,
Ni. s.v. 'vysok¡j ' and 'vysota ', Dn. s.v. k5´"ltX-i ¶ The element -tX-
may be an ext. (<  the second component of a cd.?) || A: NaT *kæalî- v.
'rise in the air' (‘  v. 'jump up') >  OT qalî- v. 'rise in the air', Tkm 9al-
'stand up, rise', Alt qalî- 'jump over sth.', Tv Xalî- v. 'jump, run', Tlt,
QK, Qb, Sg qalî- v. 'jump, jump up', SbTt Tb {Tm.} qalî(y)- v. 'soar', Yk
kîlîy- 'jump on one foot (a game)'; Ï: [1] *k[æ[al-dîr- ' raise '  > Az
9aldîr-, T kaldIr-, Ggz kaldir-; [2] *Kalk- 'rise' > Tk kalk-, Tkm 9alq-,
Az 9alX-, Gg, Uz, Qmq, Nog, VTt, Bsh qalq- id.; [3] OT {Cl.} qalîq ' a i r ,
atmosphre, (visible) sky', sc. 'space above the earth'; in spite of t h e
English translation 'air', this word has nothing to do with the meaning
'air, wind' and therefore cannot be equated with D *ka2l 'air, wind' o r
with D *ka2lßi 'wind' (⇔ Blz. DA 162 [#97]) (see  N *gÅl!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV 'wind') ¶ Cl.
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617, 62O, ET KQ 224-6, Rl. II 239-4O, Rs. W 226, BT 7O, Tm. 117, ET KQ
224-6  M *qali- > WrM qali-, HlM xali-(x) v. 'fly \ soar \ skim ( i n
flying); flow over the brim of, overflow' (of a vessel\river), Kl {Rm.}
XaliÆ-(Xa) id., {KRS} xal∆-x 'to soar', Brt xali-xa 'to flow over t h e
brim of, to overflow' ¶ MED 919, KRS 572, KW 163, Chr. 538-9 ˚  IS I
334-5 s.v. *K'aLi '(podnimat∆ (så )' (does not distinguish N *k''''al ∏ ∏∏∏ {h}i
'high' from N *k''''al÷V 'rock, hill, stone'). If there was a lr. in the IE
stem, it must have gone back to N *h  (the only lr. easily lost in HS a n d
able to yield *´ in IE) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #3O9 (*kal ≠ *kel 'rise, sky') (IE and A
[“  IS] + unc.: J, Gil, CK, EA).
1O47. *k''''{a 4 444}l ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!{h}u6666 'stick, hook, bar' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'bar f o r
locking') > HS: C *kal- ≠ ?? *k'al- 'stick' >  EC: [1] ¿ Or {Tut.} k5ala
'cudgel'; [2] {Ss.} *kal-  'stick' (× N *k{o}lV  'bough, stick', q.v. ffd.) ¶ Ss.
B 114, AD SF 68-9  NrOm (× N *k{o}lV): Bdt/Zs {C} kallo2 'stick', Shn
{CR} kullo2 'wood (Holz)', ? Kf {C SE III} k5aºllo 'stick (?)' (unless = Kf
k5ullo 'sphere', 'bastone di palla') ¶ C SE III 2O4, C SE IV 485  S
*°√k'l(w) >  Ar qul-at- (pl. quluwa2n-) {Hv.} 'pieces of wood with which
children play', {BK} 'petit morceau de bois placé verticalement et q u e
l’on frappe et renverse avec un morceau de bois plus grand' ¶ Fr. III
493, Hv. 626, BK II 8O7-8  ? Ch {Stl.} *kolu 'hoe' > WCh: Gera {ChC}
kWalli, ? Krkr ka~la~ 'hoe' (unless π Hs) » Jm {Gw.} kwalo id. » ?? Hs
ka2!la!i\ 'worn out long-handled hoe' (unless π Knr {Lk.} kå!le 'old i ron-
piece of a hoe') »» CCh: Wmd {ChL} ku~l, Hld {ChL} kWu~lu` 'hoe' ¶ Stl. IF
95, Ba. 537, Lk. KL 2O7 || K: OG k'lit'e {Abul.} 'bar (for locking), lock ' ,
{Ser.} 'key' (Luc. 11.52), G k'lit'e 'lock' ¶ Abul. 2OO, Ser. 79, Chx. 6 O 2
|| IE *kleÓw- > NaIE *kla2w- ≠ *kle2w- 'stick, hook, locking bar, lock' >
Gk: D kla2i4 !ß / -i6doß, I klhi4!ß / -i6doß, OA klêß, A klei1ß / gen. kleido1ß
'bar\bolt (drawn or undrawn by a lath or thong)', 'key (a kind o f
catch\hook, by which the bar was shot\unshot from the outside)' (‘
later 'key'), 'hook or tongue of a clasp' »» L cla2vis 'key', cla2vus
'nail, spike', claud-o, -e"re v. 'shut, close' »» OIr clo1 (pl. clo1i) 'nai l ' ,
MW clo 'bolt (Riegel, Verschluß)', pl. cloeu 'clavi', OBr Γ  clou {Flr.}
'aiguillon, ferrement', MBr clou 'ferrement', claou 'pointe de fer', W
clo 'lock', Br {Flr.} klao(u) 'verrou', {Hm.} klaouenn ' f e r rement ,
bout de fer' »» Lt kliu2!ti (prs. kliu2vu~) vi. 'to hook (on), to b e
suspended', Ltv kl>austI2 ^tie^s 'to hang, to be suspended', caus. Lt
kliudy!ti vt. 'to hang' »» Sl *kl!u!c7Á 'hook, key' >  OCS klUh6 kl!uc7Á
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'key, hook (for torturing)', Blg, R kl√¢, P klucz, HLs kluc7 'key', Blg
∆  kl!uc7 'hook for hanging a kettle\saucepan over the fire', SCr kljuc7,
Slv klju!c7, Cz kli1c7, OP klucz, LLs kluc 'hook, key'; Sl *kl!uka ' h o o k ,
stick with a bent end' >  R kl√≤ka 'stick with a bent end', SCr kljuŸka,
Slv klju!ka, Cz kli1ka, OP, HLs kluka 'hook', Uk ≤kl√ka 'stick with a
hook, hook'; ? Sl *°kl!una >  SCr kljuŸna 'hook' ¶  P 6O5-6, EI 2 7 2
(*klehÅwi-s 'bolt, bar, [wooden] hook'), LS 957, F I 866-7, WH I 2 2 9 -
31, Vn. C  121, Flr. 1O9, Hm. 464, YGM-1 89, Frn. 274, ESSJ X 5O-6,
SJSS XV 31-2, Glh. 323-4 || U: FU (< d.?) *°ka4Lta >  ObU ≈ *ka4LtV (× N
*gÉlV  'stalk, twig') > Vg Ss {Ht.} kalt 'pole, Stange' in pa2ts-kalt 'a po le
of the pereves  (a device for catching ducks)', Vg N {MK} pat´s-ka4lt
'Stange des Vogelnetzes'; pOs *ka4lt >  Os: V/Vy ka4lt, Ty/Ag ka$¬t, Y
ka$¬(t), Kr/K ka$t, O ka$lt 'a long pole supporting the net for catching
ducks' ('eine der beiden langen Stangen, zwischen denen das Entennetz
(pereves ) aufgehangt ist'), Nz qat, Kz qa¬t id., 'poles on both sides o f
the opening of a fish-trap (Reuse)' ¶ Ht. #747, Trj. S 1O1, MK 188, BV
7O, Stn. D 622 ¶¶ The cns. l in Os and Vg for the expected *lß or *l! i s
accounted for by its position: since there are no ObU words with *lßt o r
*l!t (in contrast to the existing cluster *lt , w  Ht. ##59O, 684-5), we m a y
suggest that the opposition *l ↔ *lß ↔ *l! was neutralized before *t ( a
cluster *Lt) || D *ka2lßa-, {†GS} *ga2lßa- 'hook, fish-hook' >  Kn ga2l5a,
ga2n5a id., Ml ka2l 5am 'fishing hook to catch aligators', Tu ga2l5a, Nkr galß,
Prj ge2lam, Gnd ga2lam 'fish-hook', Tl ga2la(:)mu id., 'a many-hooked
instrument for taking out anything fallen in a well'; D ı OI, Prkr
gala- , Pali gal5a- 'fish-hook' ¶¶ D #1495 ˚  Not here S *≤kil[V]?- (>  H b
al3k`3 ≤kElE2 [≠ ail5k`6k´≤lï] [+ppa. of 3m: &al6k`5 kil≤?o2; pl. Mia5l1k`6 k´la2≤?ïm]
'imprisonment, prison', Ak k°lu  'Festhalten. Haft', w  KB 453, KBR 4 7 5 ) ,
which is d. from the S verb *√kl? 'hold, hinder', but it is still possible
that N *k''''{a 4 444}l ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!{h}u6666 'stick, hook, bar' (‘ 'bar for locking') may have
influenced this S noun. The N front vw. is qu., because it i s
reconstructed on the ev. of Os only (D *a <  both N *a4444 and *a
regularly) .
1O48. € *K''''ÉL[Ó]V 'cold' >  IE: NaIE *k8el- 'cold' >  OI s1is1ira- ' coo l
season, cold', Av sar´ta- adj. 'cold', ZPhl sart, NPrs drS sa4rd, KhS
sa2d5a 'cold', Oss D/I sald 'frozen', Oss I sa4l‰n, Oss D sa4lun v. 'freeze' »»
ON he1la 'hoarfrost' (< rdp. *he-hla), ?µ AS heolca  'hoarfrost', Dt hal
'frozen ground', ? NGr B ha2l 'slippery ice-covered ground' (×  the Gmc
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root for 'smooth, slippery': ON ha1ll id., OHG ha2li 'smooth') »» Lt p r s .
s7a<lu~ (inf. s7a!lti) 'freeze, congeal; be frozen\chilly, feel cold'; Lt
s7a!ltas, Ltv sal^ts adj. 'cold' (<  *k8ol´tos); Ltv sal^na 'light frost o n
the background of warm weather (zamorozki )' (e.g. 'first a u t u m n
frosts, morning frost'), Lt s7alna~ id., 'hoarfrost' » Sl *solna~ ({Glh.}
*sol≤na) 'hoarfrost' > RChS slana, Blg slana, SCr ∆  sla2naà, SCr (wi th
transformed accentuation) sla!na id.; IS reconstructs here a pSl
oxytonic accentual paradigm (preserved in SCr ∆ : nom. sg. sla2naà,
accus. sg. sla2nuà , nom./acc. pl. sla2neà, etc.) ¶ P 551, Mn. 634, M K III
345-6, Bai. 424, Vr. 221, Vr. N 232, Ho. 156, Vl. II 273, Ab. III 27, 6 4 ,
Frn. 96O-1, LKV 6O9, IS IA 155 (on accentuation in Sl), Glh. 557-, ≈  EI
112 (*k8elto- 'cold') ¶ NaIE lost the root-final lr. probably in forms like
*k8elÓV > *k8elV (the lr. in prevocalic position) which were la te r
generalized || HS: EC: Sa {R} qala≤÷-o2 n. 'cold (Kälte), qala÷-it- ' feel
cold' ¶ R S II 232  ? Eg P s-¿k5Ó 'erfrischen' ¶ EG IV 315-6  ECh: Kwn
{J} ka2!l, Kbly {Cp.} ka~l‰, Dng {Lk.} ku~lu2!t! 'cold' (× N *ku4444l ! !!!V or *kul !!!!É
'cold; to freeze' [q.v. ffd.]) ¶¶ Ember ESS #3.b.27, Vrg. PhHE 129 # 2 6 ,
and Tk. AANM 1 suggest to equate the Eg word with S *≤k'ar[V]X- ' i ce '
(see  N *k''''ir[Ë]qa 'ice, hoarfrost'), which is qu. (because Eg Ó is n o t
cognate with S *X) || AdS  of U: FP *ku4l+lßma4 'cold' (× N *ku4444l ! !!!V or *kul !!!!É
'⇑ ' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  ≠ IS I 3O4-5 [#176] (*ku4l!ÿ 'freeze, cold': U, D, A + K
[Zan *kr=-] + IE *g8{gel- 'cold') and IS I 332-3 [#2O8] (*K'ayla 'hot; t o
burn' >  IE *k8el-  'warm, hot' and later 'freeze, cold').
1O49. *k ''''aL[V]HV  'shout, cry, weep, make noise' > HS: WS *°√k'lH (≠
*°√k'lX?) v. 'shout, bellow' >  Ar {Fr.} √qlH v. 'low repeatedly' ( o f
camel), {Fr., BK, Hv.} √qlX v. 'low' (of camel), ?? Gz √klH (pf. kalHa) v.
'cry (out), shout, howl', Har √klH (pf. kAlaHa ≠ kalHa) v. 'shout to call
so.' ¶ Fr. III 486, BK II 798, Hv. 623, L G 282-3 (the Eth word can b e
alternatively (and better] equated with IE *gal- v. 'shout', w N
*k{a}l ∏∏∏∏Ù{o} 'call [appeler], shout') ¶ The variant Ar root √qlX is likely
to be secondary (due to the onomatopoeic factor or to contaminat ion
with a different root)  ? B *°√wkll (×  N *k{a}l ∏∏∏∏Ù{o}) >  Ah s´kk´l´l
'pleurer bruyamment' ¶ Fc. 785 || K : G -k'el-/-k'l- (aor. 1s a-v-i-k'eli, 3 s
a-i-k'lo) 'ingendwo einen grossen Tumult machen, ein Geschrei e rheben '
¶ Chx. 599 || IE *kelh8- {EI} 'call out to '  >  [1] NaIE *kel-/*kôle2-/*kôla2-
(or *kl =-?) v. 'call, shout, make noise' >  Gk kale1v (fut. Gk I kale1v, Gk A
kalv6) 'I call', Gk Ae ka1lhmi id. »» L cala2- v. 'call, summon', U m
kar7itu, kar7etu, CARSITU 'calato, appellato' (<  *kale2to2d) »» OHG
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(h)luoen, luogen 'to roar', MHG lu4ejen id., 'to bellow', AS
hlo2wan 'brüllen; OHG gi-hel 'sounding', {OsS} he4l 'loud, sounding '
('laut, tönend'), MHG hal, NHG Hall 'sound', ON hjala 'to chatter' »»
OI us5a2-kala 'cock' (lit. 'dawn-caller') »» Clt: OIr cailech, W ceiliog
'cock' (≡σ  R petux 'cock' “ *'singer') »» Ltv kal>o^t 'to chatter', Lt
kalba~ 'language', Pru kaltza2, kelsa2i 'sie lauten'  AnIE {ABIv.}
*kalla-, *kle- >  Ht kalles(s)-, kal(l)is(s)- v. 'entice, lure, evoke,
summon up, adduce', Lc kileima 'fame' ¶¶ P 548-9, F I 762-3, WH I
141-2, Bc. G 33O, Frn. 2O7-8, En. 188-9, Vr. 23O, Kb. 347, 641, OsS
384, 4O7-8, Ho. 164, Lx. 79, ≠ KM 3O2, ABIv. III 219, Ts. W 32, Ts. E I
465-6, Pv. IV 22-4, Tp. P I-K 182-4  [2] *klau\- v. 'weep' >  Gk I klai1v,
Gk A kla1v v. 'weep' (<  *klaw-jv, see  ft. klay1somai, aor. }eklaysa, adj .
klayto1ß) »» *klau\n-y- >  pAl {O} *klau\nya, {Huld} *kl!an1- 'cry, weep' >  Al:
T qaj, G qanj, SG/D kyay, P c7ay, Ç klay, Sl kl!a, V k!an1 ¶¶ WP I 49O, P
599, F I 865, O 353-4, Hamp AIEW 146, Huld 1O6, EI 9O (*kelh⁄-) ˚  Gr.
II #357 (*kel  'speak') (IE + indiscriminate pêle-mêle of reflexes of t h r e e
N words: *k''''aL[V]HV 'shout', *K''''ÅyLa 'shout, call', and *K'''' {e? ++++hi}le 6666
'tongue' in U, A, Y, Gil, etc.). Without HS cognates and without ser ious
historical phonology nothing better can be achieved.
1O5O. *K''''ol ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!qa 'knock, strike, hit' > IE *k[W]olé-/*k[W]leé- >  NaIE
*k[W]ol´-/*kla2- v. 'strike, beat' (×  NaIE *°k[W]el- 'strike' <  N *K''''ol ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!a
'beat, strike') >  Lt kal-u~ (inf. ka!l-ti), Ltv kal>u ≠ kalu (inf. kalﬁ-t)
v. 'strike, hammer, forge', Lt ka!ltas  'chisel', ka!lvis  'smith' » Sl *ko≤l!oß
/ inf. *ko¡l-ti v. 'split, slaughter' (×  N *k''''aL÷a 'cut, hew, chop, stab' [‘
'slaughter'], q.v.) > Blg ≤kolå , Slk klat&, R ko ≤l√  / inf. ko≤lot∆ ' spli t ,
slaughter', Slv kla!ti, Slk klat& 'to split, to slaughter', Cz kla1ti, OR
klati klati 'to kill'; but not here the homonymous *kol≤yoß / *ko¡l-ti
v. 'prick' that belongs to N *k '''' aL÷a '⇑ ' (and probably even to a different
IE √  *kolé-/*kleé-), though later in BSl (and Gk?) they were
reinterpreted as two semantic variants of one verb; the differentiation
between Sl *kolti  'to slaughter' and *kolti 'to prick' was first p roposed
by A. Meillet in 19O7 (Me. MSL XIV 374) »» Gk kla "!v v. ' b reak ' ;
??φ ko1lafoß 'a slap, buffet, a blow with the fist', kolafi1zv v. ' s lap,
buffet' ¶ Hofm. 146, 152, Ch. 538-9, Dybo SA 2O3, 249-5O (accentual
rec. of the pSl forms), ESSJ X 154-6, Glh. 32O, Frn. 211-2, F I 866-7 ,
897; ≈  WP I 436-8, P 545-6, and EUC 549 (*kelh⁄- 'strike') (all of t h e m
do not distinguish this √  from NaIE *kel´-/kla2- 'hew, chop, slaughter' [<
N *k''''aL÷a '⇑ ']) ¶ The accentuation in the BSl infinitive (Lt ka!lti, Ltv
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kal^t, pSl *ko¡l-ti) and in Lt ka!ltas, ka!lvis points to a lr. in the IE √
(*kol´- <  *kolé-) || HS: S *°√k'lX >  Ar √qlX G (qalaXa / -qlaXu)
'heurter, frapper un corps sec contre un autre corps sec', D  (p f .
qallaXa) 'frapper qn. fortement avec un fouet' ¶ Hardly here Ar √qly
(pf. îlaQa qala2, n. ag. qaly-) 'frapper qn. à la tête; abattre d’un c o u p
porté à la tête', because this Ar √  has no lr. (expected in the light o f
external comparison) ¶ BK II 798, 8O8 || U: FP *ko{l!}V- ≠ *kaLV- v.
'knock, s tr ike ' :  *ko{l!}V >  F kolata, kolahtaa v. 'knock, s t r ike ' ,
kolhia v. 'batter (up), maul, pound (up)', Vp koÒ‰yta, koÒa2ta v.
'knock, strike', Es kolata-(ma) v. 'kock' » Z USs gol!‰d v. 'clatter' 
*kaLV >  Mk ≤kaltad!´- v. 'knock, strike' » F kalata, kalahtaa v.
'knock, rattle' ¶ This is a √  with onomatopoeic infl. (where t h e
meaning 'noise, rattle' is involved) ¶ SK 146, 21O, LG 77, 131, SZ 82 ||
D *kolß- v. 'strike, hit' (× N *K''''ol ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!a 'beat, strike', q.v. ffd.) ˚  The K √
*k'al-/k'l- (represented in G k'l-/k'al-/k'wl- v. 'prick\stab, slaughter, kil l ' )
is semantically and phonetically nearer to N *k''''aL÷a 'cut, hew, chop ,
stab' (‘ 'slaughter'), q.v. In several descendant lgs. the reflex of *K''''ol ß ßßß
++++l ! !!!qa coalesced with or was influenced by N * ûûûûqola 'kill' (q.v.).
1O51. (€?) *K''''al[w]V 'thick' >  HS: S: Ak k5a2lu {Sd.} 'thick', {CAD}
'solid (?)' ¶ Sd. 895, CAD XIII 72 || A *kæal{w}i- >  T {Md.} *kæalîN >  OT
qalîn 'massive, dense, thick', Tk kalIn, VTt, Bsh qal¥n, Tv qîlîn, Tf
hîlîn, Yk XalîN 'thick' (of flat objects), Az, Tkm 9alîN, Uz qalin, ET
qelin, ∆ {Jr.} qa4lîn, CrTt, Qmq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg qalîN, Xk Xalîn, Chv
xula€n xul¥n ± xol¥n 'thick, dense', 'thick' (as grass, wood) ¶ Cl. 6 2 2 ,
Rs. W 226, ET KQ 238-9, Ra. 193, Md. 166, 1O3 (T ÷ M *9oliy- ' t h i ck ' )
 M *°qalba- >  WrM qalbai-, HlM xalbaj- 'be broad, wide, baggy'
(esp. of garments), WrM qalba9ar, HlM xalbagar 'broad, wide,
baggy', ? Brt xalxagar id., Brt xalbagar 'flat and broad' ¶ MED
918, STM I 365  Tg *[x]albi-n 'broad' >  Ewk PT albin, Ewk Sm ilbun, ?
Ewk Chmk/Skh kalbin, Neg albIn, Ud agbi 'broad'; other words of t h e
same √  (without *-n): Ewk albi-gu2- v. 'broaden', Ud agbi-la-ni ' b r e a d t h '
¶ STM I 3O || AdS  of D *ko2l ({†GS} *k-) 'long, large' (< N *K''''ola 4444 ' long,
far', q.v. ffd.) ||  ? E : El ku-li 'thick' ¶¶ HK 51O-1 ˚  Qu., because t h e
Ak word is isolated within HS and both its meaning and reading (a2 = [a2]
or [e2]?) are questionble.
1O52. *K''''alyV '(lock of) hair, eyebrow, eyelash' >  HS: C {AD}
*k'V{l}nVp+b- >  Ag *k'VÒnVb- >  Xm {R} (el) qer≤nib 'eyelid(s); Ag ı
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EthS: Gz k'´rn´b ≠ k'arn´b ≠ k'arnab 'eyelash, eyelid, top of an ear o f
corn', Tgy k'‰rn‰b 'eyelid, eyelash', Amh, Arg k'‰nd‰b, Grg Sl/Wl k'‰rb,
Grg M/Ms/Go/So k'‰rr‰b 'eyebrow, eyelash' ¶ R Ch II 381, L G 442, L
EDG III 496  NrOm: Kf {C} k5ilfo2 ≠ k5illifo2 'eyebrow(s)' ¶ ≈ C SE IV
285 || U: FU (in FV) *kal+lßke 'hair' > F kalki (gen. kaljen) 'hair, s t raw '
» pLp {Lr.} *ko2lk‰ 'hair' >  Lp: S {Hs.} guolge 'hair', L {LLO} kuol…ka
'hair (but not the hair of the human head)', N {N} guol…ga6 'hair ( o f
human head), coat', Kld ku2lg 'old hair' » Er kalgo kalgo, Mk kalga
'awn, chaff (of flax\hemp)' ¶ UEW 644, SK 149, Lr. #512, Lgc. #2883 ,
Hs. 688-9, Ps. M 72 || A: T *kæa2l! 'eyebrow' >  OT qas7, Tk kas>, Az 9as7,
Tkm 9a2s7, Ggz kas7, Uz, ET, Ln, Qmq, Blq, VTt, Bsh, Qrg, Alt qas7, Nog,
Qzq, Qq qas, Uz qås7, Xlj qa2s7, Yk Xa2s id., Xk Xas 'edge, river-bank', Tf
has7 'hill-side, slope (kosogor )', d.: Chg Œ'yL'Q qalyaq 'Haarschopf, d i e
Stirnhaare der Pferde' (*l! >  l in precons. position) »» Old Chv {Rs.} *xu+ol
ı Chr xal, ol, ul 'eyebrow' ¶ Rs. W 24O, Cl. 669, ET KQ 34, DT 173, Ra.
186  ? pJ *ka1i\ 'hair' > OJ ke!, J: T ke~, K ke2^, Kg ke!, Ns kÈ!, Sh/Y kï!, Ht kï~
¶ S AJ 266 [#34] (believes that the word belongs to A *kæîlV(-ka) ' t h i ck
hair', w N *K''''e 6 666la 'stalk, a hair'), S QJ #34, Mr. 447 || D (in SD) *ka2l-
({†GS} *k-) 'lock of hair in plaiting' >  Tm ka2l id., Kn ka2l 'a strand o r
lock of hair in plaiting, tie-rope (used in tethering cattle)' ¶ D #1482 ˚
T *-l!- and D *-l- point to a N *-ly- . The contraction of this ancient
cluster is responsible for the vowel lengthening in T and D.
1O53. *k''''o6 666l ∏ ∏∏∏yV (= *k''''ol ∏ ∏∏∏yV?) 'round; to turn, to turn around, to rol l
(sth.)' > IE: NaIE *kWel- 'round, circle', v. 'turn around' >  OI ≤carati
vi. 'moves, walks, wanders' »» Gk pe1l-omai (3s prs. pe1lei) v. 'be i n
motion' (π  Gk Ae, hence pe- for *kWe-) »» pAl {O} *c7el[n]a >  Al sjell
'I turn' ('drehe'), sjell rrotull 'drehe herum', sjell 'I t u r n \ d i r e c t
to…' ('lenke auf, richte auf…'), (‘ ) 'I bring'  NaIE *kWek[W]lo- ({EI}
*kWekW≤lo-m ≠ *≤kWokWlo-s) 'circle, wheel'  > OI ca≤kra- 'wheel', Av
c7aXro2, NPrs Ùr* c7a4rX id. »» Gk ky1kloß 'circle'  »» Phr ki1klhn 'Ursa
major' (lit. 'the chariot') »»  ON hvel ≠ hjo1l, MHG we4l, AS hwe1ol ≠
hweohl ≠ hweoÌol ≠ hweowol  'wheel', NE wheel »» pTc {Ad.}
*kuk(a4)le > Tc: A kuka4l, B kokale 'cart, wagon, chariot'  *kWolo-
'circle, wheel'  > Gk po1loß 'axis of the celestial sphere' »» L colus, -u2s
'distaff' »» OIr cul 'vehicle' (<  du. *kWolo2 'two wheels') »» Pru kelan
'wheel' » Sl *koŸlo / gen. *koŸlese  'wheel, circle' (< *kWel-os ntr. / gen.
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*kWel-es-es) >  OCS kolo kolo (gen. kolese kolese) id., Blg kolo
≠ kolo, SCr koàlo, Slv kolo• id., Cz kolo, P koLo, OR kolo kolo
'wheel'; generalization of the stem of the obl. cases: SCr ∆ , Slk koleso,
R koleso 'wheel', Cz koleso 'big wheel' »» Tc B kele 'navel, c e n t r e '
(“  *'nave of a wheel') ¶ P 639-4O, EI 64O, M K I 366, Vr. 232-3, 27O,
Ho. 181, En. 191, Tp. P I-K 3O5-7, ESSJ X 141-4, Glh. 329, O 397, Wn.
239-4O, JGH 6O-1, 71, Ad. 197-8, 2OO || K *k'we[:]l- / *k'wa2l- ' s th .
round' >  Lz k'orkola 'curly hair; sheep-dung', Mg k'var-k'val-ia ' r o u n d '
(dis. *r...r > r...l), Sv: UB k'wa4∏s7i, L k'wa2s7i, Ln k'was7i 'round flat cake o f
maize flour' ('¢urek , mçadi ') (Sv s7 <  *l, w  GM S 82) ¶¶ Lz, Mg *-l- is a
regular representative of K *-l- ¶¶ K 11O, ≈ K2 93 (Lz, Mg < GZ *k'wer-
k'wer-), FS K 181, TK 353, IS I 326 ¶¶ K *k'wer- (G k'ver- 'a round flat
cake', 'a round sugar-loaf, a round cheese' and Lz, Mg k 'war-  'round flat
cake, a round loaf [kolobok ]') are to be kept apart because of the cns .
*-r- || HS: WS *√k'lb 'turn over' >  Ar √qlb v. G  'turn upside down ' ,
'tourner, retourner', Sb √k5lb v. 'till, turn over (soil prior t o
cultivation)', Gz √k'lb v. 'serve, turn over, overturn', Mh {Jo.} √k'lb v.
'turn, return', Sq √k'lb {Jo.} id., {L} 'tourner, rouler', Jb {Jo.} √k'lb v.
'turn, return, overturn' ¶ BK II 796, Hv. 622, L G 426-7, L LS 374, Jo. M
229, Jo. J 144-5, BGMR 1O4  B [1] *Œly >  Ah ´Œli 'tourner a u t o u r
de…, être autour', Gh ´Œli 'tourner autour de…'; [2] *√wql (>
*√wŒl) 'return, become' >  Ah {Fc.} ´qq´l (3m pf. iqq´l) vi. ' r e t u rn ,
become', ETwl/Ty ´qq´l (3m pf.: ETwl iqq¥l, Ty y´qq¥l)
'retourner\revenir à', Gh ´qq´l 'revenir à\chez', Kb qqW´l, uŒal v.
'become', Izd uŒul 'revenir', ? Shl {La.} aŒul id., Tmz {MT} aŒul
'devenir, revenir' ¶ Fc. 1713-8, 1723-7, 2OO2 (on Fcj. 27), La. S 2 8 9 ,
MT 185, Dl. 6O7-8, Mrc. 224, Pr. M VI-VII 92 (on Pcj. I A 2), GhA 6 7 ,
246-7 (on Pcj. I A 2) ¶  B *w- is likely to go back to the px. o f
intransitivity *w- C: Bj B {Alm.} kWa≤la2l 'round' ('kugelrund'), Bj {R}
kWala2l 'round; ball' ('kugelrund, Kugel'), kW´≤le2l (pl. kW´≤lal)
'circle, circumference; bracelet, anklet' ('Kreis, Umkreis; Armband,
Fußring') »» EC: Sml N {Abr.} qo2~l (pl. qo2!la!l) 'loop', Sml {ZMO} qo2l 'ha l ter ,
collar, neck piece', Rn Xa!lli~ 'strip of animal-hide (tied t o
people\animals in traditional ceremonies)' ¶ Alm. BS III 41, R WBd 1 4 1 ,
Abr. S 2O3, ZMO 332, PG 188  Ch: Hs k'Wa!la2!-k'Wa~la2! 'large and round' ¶
Abr. H 579 || U: FU *°koLya 'circle' >  F kolja (pl. koljat) 'necklace
(made of gold\silver)', Lv kol!: (pl. ko2l !´dò) 'ring'  ??φ Sm: Slq Tz {KKIH}
kol!a 'wheel, circle', kol!ak '(go) round' ¶ F kolja <  FU *koLya × π Fr
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collier, whence the F variant pl. form koljeet. The Slq cognate is
highly qu. because the reg. reflex of U *k- is q- rather than k- ¶¶ SK
21O, Kt. 144, KKIH 112 || A *kæËlV- v. 'roll, turn' ({SDM95} *kæolV,
{DQA} *kæu!lo id.) >  NaT *Ku[:]la- v. 'roll (down), fall down' >  Qrg qula-,
Qzq qu"la- v. 'fall down, crash down', Qq, Uz qula- id., v. 'fall', Bsh q¥ºla-
v. 'fall, fall down', SbTt B/Tr q¥ºla- v. 'fall', Nog qula- v. 'go s traight
forward (through water\silt without choosing one’s way)', ET ˝uli- 'fall
down, crash', d. ˝ulat- 'overturn', Slr kulen- ± kulen- v. 'roll' ¶ ET Q
122-3, Jud. 44O, Tn. SJ 395, KrkR 4O8, MM 471, NogR 186, BR 3 3 7 ,
Tm. 127, Rl. II 96, Nj. 565-6, UzR 629  Tg *xuli- v. 'go round, be curve
(way)' >  Ul, Ork Xo2lI- ≠ Xo2lU-, Nn Nh Xo2lI-, Neg olIsIn- v. id., ' e tw.
herum-gehen\fahren', Orc uli-  v. 'go round, double (a promontory in a
river)', Ewk uli-s- v. 'twist\meander' (of a river), Ewk ulika2, ulisin ' a
bend\curve (of a river)', Lm UlIna id. ¶ STM II 261 ¶¶ DQA #1141  pJ
{S} *k‰!r‰!-mp- v. 'roll' > OJ k[u\ ]or[u\ ]ob-, J T ko~rob, K ko!ro1b-, Kg koro!b- ¶
S AJ 271 [#19O], S QJ #19O, Mr. 713 ¶¶ SDM95 s.v. *kæolV 'roll, t u r n ' ,
DQA #1141 (A *kæu!lo 'roll, turn'; incl. T, Tg, J), S AJ 288 [#281]. The J
root is ambiguous, because it may be alternatively equated with M
ko4rbe- v. 'turn over, turn from one side to another', Tg: Ewk kurbu-,
Sln xubbu- ≠ xurb‰-, and WrMc kurbu- id., as well as with WrM
ku4rdu4- 'wheel' (as suggested in Rm. SKE 129) ˚ The possible D
cognates are highly qu.: [1 ] D  *kol-  'bend, curve' >  Tm kulavu id., Kui
klo 3nga  'be contracted, bent up', Krx xolk≈-  'cause one to bend the head ' ,
xolk≈r- ≠ xolxr- 'bend the head, bow', Mlt kolge vt. 'curve, bend' ( D
#2136; the semantic connection with the N word   is not close enough)
 [2] IS I 327 (“ ?) mentions D *ku[:]lß- >  ¿ Tm kul5al, kul5ai ' t u r n
round, vertet∆så ' and Mlt {Drs.} gu2li 'round'; I have not been able t o
find the above Tm root in the available Dravidian and Tamil
dictionaries; IS probably meant Tm kur›al v. 'curl' [D #1818] ( t h e
mistake being caused by the notation l3 for r›, which is current i n
literature) ˚  IE, U (as well as D *kol-) point to a pN *o , while the vw.
*u in T and Tg still needs explaining ˚  IS I 326-7. IS recons t ruc ts
*k5ol!ÿ, but the T cognate (with *-l-) rules out N *-l !!!!- , so that the only
possible N recs. are with *-ly-  or *-l ßßßßy- ˚  ≈ Gr. II #4O2 (*kul ' t u r n ' )
(IE, U, A, J, Gil, CK + qu.  Ko).
1O54. € *k''''aLk''''a (≠ *k''''aLka?) 'to wind, to twist' > IE: NaIE *kelg- vi.
'wind\twist', 'winding; crookedness' >  AS hylc1 n. 'bend, t u r n ' ,
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'Wendung, Drehung; Höcker', NE hulch »» Sl *c7Álga-ti ≠ *c7Álka-ti,
{SPS} *c7l!=ga-ti 'to creep' >  OP czoLkac1 sie<, P czoLgac1 sie<, Slvnz
{Lrn.} c7o_$u\ka"c id., Uk ≤¢ovgati 'to shuffle one’s feet, to walk slowly'
»» OIr celg 'ruse, traîtrise' (ı  W celg 'deceit') »» ?φ  Arm ke¬c˚
keÒc-k≈ 'hypocrisy, falsification', ke¬c- keÒc- v. 'feign, pretend' 
NaIE *kleng- ≠ *klenk- v. 'bend, wind, twist together': *kleng- >  L [Fest.]
cling-o2, -e"re 'cingo' or 'cludo' »» ON hlykkr 'Schlinge, Bucht ' ,
hlekkr 'ring, chain', AS hlenc1e {Vr.} 'a ring (a link) in a chain', {Sw.}
'link', pl. {Sw., Ho.} 'armour, Panzer', MHG gelenke 'Biegung', NHG
Gelenk 'link (in a chain), articulation', gelenk 'flexible, pliable' 
*klenk- >  BSl *klenki\- >  Ltv klence2 ^t 'to hobble', Lt kle!nkti 'to walk
quickly', Sl *kleßc7iti 'to bend' >  Pol kle<czyc1 'to bend into an arc', OR,
RChS kljahiti kljac7iti 'to bend down, to hink', R ∆  ≤kle¢it∆ ' t o
twist tight, to tighten, to tie up'; ?? Sl *kleßc7ati 'to kneel,to squat' >  OCS
kle<c7ati, Slv klec7ati, Cz klec7eti, P kle<czec1, Uk klå≤¢ati ' t o
kneel', SCr kle!c7ati 'to kneel, to squat, to hink'; ?? Sl *kleßkati ' t o
squat, to kneel' >  Blg ≤klåkam v. 'squat', Cz klekati, Slk kl&akat&, P
kle<kac1, Uk klå≤kati, Blr ≤klåkac∆ 'to kneel'; ?? Sl *kleßk-noß-ti ' t o
squat\kneel down' >  SCr kleŸknuti id., Blg ≤klekna v. 'squat down ' ,
Slk kl&aknu1t& 'to squat down', Cz kleknouti, P kle<kna<c1, U k
≤klåknuti  'to kneel down' ¶ WP I 447, 498-9, P 554, 6O3, WH I 233-4 ,
Vr. 237, 24O, Ho. 183, Sw. 9O, 98, KM 244-5, Vn. C  6O, YGM-1 82, Frn.
289, ESSJ IV 141 and X 28-9, 32-4, Bern. I 166, Sls. I 124, Lrn. I 147, SPS
II 21, EI 62 (*kleng- 'bend, turn') || K *°k'lak'-wn=- >  G k'lak'n- ≠ k'lak'vn-
'sich krümmen, winden' ¶ Chx. 599.
1O55. *k''''oLPV (or *K''''oLPV) middle; 'inside, lap, sth. within a n
angle' >  IE: NaIE *kle2p- 'lap', v. 'embrace' >  OHG *hla2ftara >  MHG
la2fter 'fathom' »» Ltv kle2~pis 'lap, a lapful', Lt kle$byﬁs 'length of a n
arm, fathom, armful', kle$!bti 'in die ausgebreitete Arme nehmen ,
umarmen' (b  due to the infl. of gle$byﬁs 'ausgebreitete Arme' ,
'armful'?) »» ?φ  Clt: Brtt {RE} *kalona2 'heart, (?) entrails '  > W calon,
OCrn, Crn colon f. 'heart', Crn colon m. 'guts', OBr calon(n), Br
kalon 'heart'  The variant with an initial *g- (Lt gle$byﬁs '⇑ ', MHG
kla2fter , NHG Klafter  'fathom') is likely to result from a merger with
*gleb- v. 'embrace' (>  Lt gle$!bti, OFrs kleppa id.); the infl. of *gleb-
may be responsible for the meaning 'to embrace, armful, length of a n
arm\arms' in IE *kle2p- ¶ P 6O4, Frn. 156, 267, RE 1O3, Lx. 1O8, 12O ||
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HS: S: [1] S *≤k'al[V]b- ≠ *≤k'abal- 'middle' (‘  'heart') >  Ak k5abl-u,
k5abaltu- 'middle, center', Ar qalb- 'heart' (ı Mh k'a2b, Jb k'Elb id., Hr s
k'alb 'sense, mind, heart', Gz k'alb 'thought, wish')  [2] S mt. *≤k'ap[pa]l-
'middle' >  Sr \opœo k5a2p3´≤la2 'armful, sheaf' ({PS} 'brachii complexus,
manipulus inter brachia comprehensus'), \ofœe k5Ep3≤l-a2 {JPS} ' a n
inmost recess, inner chamber', {Br.} \opœa k5ap3≤la2 'sinus, interiora', ?
Ak kappaltu 'groin, the area between the thighs' ¶ Br. 683, PS 3 6 9 2 -
3, JPS 514, Fr. III 482, BK II 796, Sd. 444, 887, CAD VIII 184-5 and XIII 1 -
12, Jo. H 75, L G 427, MiK I #161 || ? K: G k'alta (<  **k'alpta?) 'lap' ¶
Chx. 545 || A: T *°Kolbiç > OT qolbîc7 'armpit' (a cd.?) ¶ Cl. 617, DTS
454 ˚  T *l  in preconsonsonantal position (in a N cns. cluster) provides
no ev. as to the identity of the N lateral cns. ˚  IE *k- (in t h e
preconsonantal position) is a legitimate reflex of N *k''''o- ˚  If the G
word belongs here, the N etymon must have an initial *k''''- , otherwise i t
is *K''''- .
1O56. *K''''al! !!!{u 4 444 ++++u} (= *k''''al ! !!! {u 4 444 ++++u}?) 'skin, film, bark' > IE: NaIE *kl=no-
'callosity, hard skin' >  L callum, callus 'hardened thick skin,
callosity' »» OI ≤kin5a 'callosity' (π MI <  *kr=nßa) ¶ The stem may have
been semantically influenced by IE *k+k8al- 'hard' (>  OIr calad 'hard') ¶
WP I 357 and P 523-4 (*kalno-, *kl=no- ÿ  *kal- 'hard'), ≈ EI 523 (*kl=no-s
'callosity'ÿ  *kal- 'hard'), M K I 2O8, WH I 14O-1, EM 87, Vn. C  2 5 - 6
|| U: FU {UEW} *kal!wV (< pre-U *kal!Ë-?) ({Db.} *kal!e) 'film, thin sk in '
> F kalvo 'film, membrane', Es ∆ kale, kalu, Lv kal!gò 'cataract (of t h e
eye)' » Prm *kil! >  Z kil! 'seed-coat, surface film, outer (scaling off) layer
of birch bark, dandruff '  (×  FU *kez6e <  N *kez6666?e6666 'skin; to skin'), Vt kil!
'scales that come off from the bark, dandruff' »» Hg ha1lyog, ∆  hajag,
halyag, ha1log 'cataract (of the eye)' » ObU: pOs {Ht.} *ka"l!{È} ' c rus t ,
scab' >  Os {KrT}: V/Vy ka"l!È, Nz Xa"t!´, Kz Xa"¬!iÆ 'scab, crust' ¶  Coll. 8 5 ,
Coll. CG 4O5, UEW 121, LG 124, Db. OS xxxi, MF 256-7, KrT 382, ≈ Ht.
#265 ¶ Not here pVg *ka"l!´p 'outer layer of birch bark' and pOs {Ht.}
*ka"l!´p id., 'dandruff' (Ht. 15O [#265]), which belong (together with S
*√k'lp 'bark') to N *ûûûûqal !!!!{u 4 444}PV 'to bark (a tree), to cut off; bark, pee l '
(q.v.). The Prm √  is ambiguous: it belongs here only if its *i is
accounted for by the ass. infl. of cnss.; otherwise it belongs
unambiguously to FU *kez6e <  N *kez6666?e 6666 '⇑ '. If we take into account t h e
traces of a front root-final vw. (w Dybo l.c.), the pre-U √  may b e
reconstructed as *kalu4 ||  A: M *qali-sun 'the outer layers of sth.; peel ,
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rind, bark, skin' > WrM qalisun , HlM xal∆s, Kl xal∆sn Xal!s´n, Brt
Xal!ha(n) id., Mnr H {SM} XaliZò‰ 'pellicule, membrane, écale, ép ide rme '
¶  MED 92O, SM 151, T 372, KRS 572  Tg *xalu- 'pellicle' >  Ud B alu
'dandruff', WrMc alXuwa 'outer pellicle (of b ra in \k idneys \hear t ) ,
skin of fruit'; Tg *xalu-kta 'film, inner side of hide (mezdra )' >  Lm alt¥
id., Ork XalUqta, Nn Nh/B Xaloqta, Nn KU aloqta, Ewk, Orc, Ud alukta,
Neg alta 'the inner side of hide'; Tg *xalu- >  Nn KU alu- v. 'remove t h e
inner side of hide', Lm al¥w- id., v. 'remove a film' ¶  STM I 33-4  T
*°k[æ]e+a4l! >  Tv kes7 'skin, hide'; possibly also sd. T *kæel! 'quiver, belt '  >
OT, XwT XIV kes7 ({Cl.} ke2s7), Kr {Rl.} ka4s7, Tv NE xes7, Tf h!es7£, Yk ka4sa4X
(with dim. -a4X) 'quiver', OT Y {Ml.} kes7 'belt'; T ı (?) Psh kes7 ' c o t t o n
blanket, shawl; silk cloth (kamka )' ¶ ET KQ 6O-1, TvR 239, Cl. 752, Ra.
188, Ml. JPT 1O7, Shch. SF 195 (*kes7), Asl. 713 ¶¶ DQA #963 (A *kæa2!l!i
'napless skin, membrane', 'wkura bez vorsa , mezdra ') || Gil: Gil ES
{Krn.} hal 'human skin', Gil A hal id., 'human body' ¶¶ ST 422, ST RN
182, Krn. N 398, 49O || HS: EC *k'{o2}l- > Bn B {Hn.} k'ol‰ (pl.} 'bark', Gdl
{Bl.} k'o2le 'skin', Or {Grg.} k'ola 'peel, pod, shell, husk', {Brl.} k5ola
'membrana; scorza; pellicola', Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} k'ola 'bark', Sd {Gs.} k'o2la
'husk, peel, bark' (π Or?), Hr {AMS} qo2!lo 'skin', Arr k'i!l 'leather', a s
well as ? Gdl {Blz. “?} k5o÷alla 'bark' (though in Bl.’s description o f
Gdl there is no phoneme ÷) and Or {Tut.} kalo 'tanned skin' ¶ Brl. 3 4 4 ,
Grg. 326, Bl. G 69, Gs. 266, Hw. A 379, Blz. CWL, AMS 182, Hn. BD 9 3 .
Sr. 354 ||  ?φ K : G k'rol-i 'outer shell of a nut\chestnut' ˚  If the K r o o t
belongs here, the initial N cns. is to reconstruct as *k '''' - . N *K''''al ! !!! {u 4 444 ++++u} is t o
be disinguished from paronymous N words, such as *K''''oz6666V 'to skin, t o
bark (wood)', N *ûûûûqal !!!!{u 4 444}PV '⇑ ', and N *kalßßßß ++++l ! !!!V 'to bark (a tree), t o
remove vegetation' (q.v.). This latter N word (rather than N *K''''al ! !!! {u 4 444 ++++u})
is the source of D *kalß- v. 'weed' (⇔  S, w S CNM 5) ˚  AD NM #94, Vv.
AEN 6, S CNM 5 (÷÷ NrCs, ST) ˚  Gr. II #341 (*kal 'skin') (U, A, Gil, CK,
EA).
1O57. *K''''a{l ! !!!}V '(be) few, (be) too small\thin\light' > HS: S *k'all- adj .
'light, few' >  BHb k'al 'light (levis)' (f. k'al≤la2), Sq {L} qal 'young', Akk
k5allum 'light, scanty'; this adjective in its predicative form was
reinterpreted as a verb (WS verbal form of the "New Perfect" and Akk
stative), so that a verb √k'll came into being: Hb ≤k'al (3p k'al≤lu2, 2 m
kal≤lo2t3a2) 'is small\insignificant, is fast', Ug k5l {OLS} 'ir ligero, co r r e r ' ,
Ar √qll (pf. qalla) v. 'be few in number, small in quantity, rare', Gz
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√qll v. 'be light\easy\slight\swift', Jb C {Jo.} k'ell, Sq {Jo.} k'el 'was
little', Sq {L} qel(l) 'être petit', Ak √k'll (inf. k5ala2lu) v. 'be light'; d .
WS *k'a[l]≤lïl- adj. 'light, quick' >  JA k5al≤l°l, Sr k5all°≤la2, Md k5alil
'light of weight', Ar qalïl- 'few, small, rare', Sb k5ll 'little, scanty, Gz
k5al°l 'not numerous, small' ¶ KB 1O28-31, KBR 11OO-3, OLS 365, ≈ A
#24O9, Js. 1376, Sl. 1O19, Sd. 894, BK II 794, Hv. 621-2, L G 428, L LS
374, Jo. J 144, Jo. M 228, BGMR 1O5  C {AD} *k'all- >  EC *k'all- ( o r
*k'al?-) 'thin, insignificant' >  Or k'alla2 'subtle, thin, meagre', Or B {Sr.}
k'alla2 (f. k'allo2) 'narrow, thin, slender', Kns qalla?- 'thin', Gdl k'alla?-
'narrow', Rn Xalma 'become thin' (ipv. Xa!la~m), Brj k'all- ≠ k'al?- v. ' b e
thin\narrow', k'all-ane2- 'thin' ¶ Ss. PEC 22, Ss. B 124, Sr. 351, AD SF 1 9 6 ,
PG 187-8  NrOm: Kf {C} k5all- v. 'be cheap', Mch {L} k'all-ï- v.
'despise', ? Dwr {L} ge2la 'cheap', ? Bsk {Bnd.} g‰lla 'small' ¶ C SE IV 4 8 4 ,
L M 47 ¶¶ AD SF 196 || A **k[æ]al!- or *k[æ]aLc>- >  M *°qalc>i- >  WrM
qalcii-, HlM xal¢ij- v. 'be(come) too thin or light' (of garment ) ,
WrM qalci9ar, HlM xal¢gar 'light and thin' (of garments) ¶ MED
918  T *Kal!- or *KaLç- >  OT qas7aN 'lazy, underdevelopped, lean', Az
{Rl.} qas7aN 'dünn, fein, zart, schön' (of women), Chg {Rl.} qas7aN
'unansehnlig, mager, abgezehrt', Chg XV {Cl.} qas7aN 'lazy, unpleasant', ET
qas7aN {BN} 'lazy, obstinate, blunt', {Nj.} 'lazy, blunt', ET Tr {Rl.} qas7aN
'stumpf; langsam', Qrg {Jud.} qas7aN 'lazy, sluggish', Alt qaz7aN, Chv (π a
Qp lge) Xaz7òan 'lazy', ET {Jr., Nj.} qas7ar- v. 'become blunt', {Nj.} qas7at-
'make blunt', Qrg {Jud.} qas7ar- v. 'be lifeless' (e.g., of a country), Q q
qasaN, Qrg qas7aq 'lazy', Uz qas7s7åq 'poor, beggar', ? Az Sl kawi qas7i ' o f
poor quality' ¶ Cl. 673, ET KQ 348-5O, BN 119, Jr. 241, Rl. II 39O-1, Nj.
585-6, Jud. 363, KrkR 383, AzDDL 253 || K {K} *k'el-/*k'al- v. ' lacking,
be short of' (× N *k''''el∏ ∏∏∏V or *k''''e÷l ∏∏∏∏V 'to lack, to be insufficient' [q.v.
ffd.]) ˚  The K root suggests N *k''''- , but its evidence is not decisive
(because of its etymological ambiguity). If the G word belongs here, t h e
N etymon must have an initial *k '''' - , otherwise it is *K '''' - .
1O58. (€?) *k''''{u6 666}l ! !!! ++++l ß ßßßV 'short, (?) low' > K: GZ *-k'l- (*'shorten') Ï
{GM} *m=-k'l-e ' shor t '  >  OG mok'le 'short, short-armed', G mok'le, G X
mk'le, Lz mk'ule 'short', Mg k'ule id., Xe-k'ule 'without an arm' (Xe ' a r m ' )
¶ FS K 219-22O, FS K 241-2, Chx. 797-8, Chik. 229-3O, GM 1O6-7 || D
(in SD) *kulßlß- ({†GS} *k-) 'short (of stature)' > Tm kul5l 5am, kul5l5al, Kn
kul5l 5u  'shortness in stature', Kt kul ß 'shortness and broadness of f igure ' ,
Ml ku2l5an 'young, short, stunted', Tm kul5l5an3, Ml kul5l5an, Kt kulß(n`),
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Kn kul5l5a, Kdg kulßlßÄ 'short man' ¶ D # 2137 || ?σ HS: WS *√k'ly (≠
*√k'lw?) 'deep', 'light (levis)' (“ *'low') > Gz √k'ly (js. y´-k'lï) ' b e
deep', k'´lu2y 'deep (like an abyss)', k'ala2y 'depth (of river\sea)', Ar
qilw- 'light (of weight)' ¶ L G 431, BK II 8O8, Hv. 626.
1O59. *K''''ohl !!!! u 4 444 'to hide, to deceive, to tell a lie' > IE: NaIE *k+k8e2l-
/*k+k8o2l-/*k+k8´l(w)- v. 'deceive' >  Gk A khle1v (with an original -h-) v.
'charm, bewitch', ko1lax 'flatterer' »» L calvor, -° v. 'form intrigues,
deceive', calumnia 'false accusation, calumny' »» Gt ho2lo2n
'sykofantei6n, to calumniate, slander', ON ho1l 'praise, boasting', hØ1la
'to praise, to boast', AS ho2l 'slander', ho2lian 'to slander', OHG
huolen 'to deceive' ¶ WP I 446, P 551, EI 154 (*kel- 'deceive'), WH I
143, F I 839, Fs. 267, Vr. 247, Ho. 168, Schz. 17, Kb. 49O || HS: S
*°√k'hl >  Ar √qhl (qahala / -qhalu) v. {BK} 'médire de qn.', {Fr.} ' r e s
turpas memorans vituperavit (aliquem)' ¶ Fr. III 511, BK II 828-9  Ch:
WCh *√k'Wl- ({Stl.} *k'Wal/r-) v. 'lie (lügen)' > Ang {Flk.} kWolin, {ChL}
kWOl‰m, Su {J} kWulap, P’ {MSk.} kWa!li~ v. 'lie', {Sk.} kWali 'a lie', Hs
k'a~Rya2~ 'a lie' (Hs R < WCh *l) »» ECh: Smr {J} ku~la~g‰~ 'a lie' ¶ Stl. ZCh 2 1 3
[#637], ChC s.v. v. 'lie', Ba. 574, Sk. NB 29, MSk. 169, ≠  Sk. HCD 168 ¶
The rec. of a variant with *-r-  is unjustified, because Hs R  is a reg. reflex
of WCh *l || A: M *qula9(u)- v. 'steal' > MM [MA] qulaq-ba, [IM] qula9u-
ba p. 'stole', WrM qula9u-, HlM xulguu- 'steal', Mnr H Xula9òa- id.,
'do sth. by stealth', MM [HI, MA, S] qula˝ai\, WrM qula9ai, HlM
xulgaj 'thief' ¶ MED 983-4, SM 18O, Ms. H 91, Pp. 3O9, 445, H 7 1
 T *°k[æ]o4[:]l!i- 'hide '  > OT {Cl.} ko4s7i- id., rf. ko4s7in- 'shade oneself, b e
hidden' ¶ Cl. 753-4  Tg *xol- ≠ xu'l- 'deceive', [x]u'l{e}k 'a lie, deceit' >
Nn B Xolto-, Xoloqta-, Nn Sn xolo- v. 'deceive', Ewk ul‰2k, Sln o4lo4∏x ≠
‰lo4∏x, Lm o$l‰2k, Neg o$lo$x ± o$lo$k 'a lie, deceit', Orc oloki- v. 'lie, deceive' ,
oloko 'a lier, deceiver', WrMc uluken 'falsely' ({Z} 'loqno ,
boltlivo ') ¶¶ DQA #873 (A *ki\ol!a 'steal, deceive') ¶ STM I 4O7 and II
265-6 || D *ko2lß 'slander, tale-bearing, abuse' (× N *k{a}l ∏∏∏∏Ù{o} 'cal l
[appeler], shout'?) >  Tm ko2l5 'calumny, aspersion, tale-bearing,
falsehood', kol5uttu v. 'slander, calumniate', Kt ko;lß ' laying
information about sth. heard', Kn ko2l5 'calumny, false imputation', Gdb
go2ler- v. 'abuse' , go2le n. 'abuse' ¶¶ D #2251 ˚  The absence o f
labialization in IE *k- can be explained in the framework of AD’s
hypothetical prehistory of IE vowels (AD NGIE, AD NVIE) if we suppose a
stem-final sonant *w , that remained in L calvor, calumnia, but was
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lost in the Gk and Gmc. In this case the prehistory may be hypothesized
as N [??] *K''''ohl!!!! u 4 444 >  pre-IE *kuhlu >  (diphthongization) *käu\hl(u)-
(where *ä symbolized the vw. underlying the apophony *e/*o/zero) >
*kähl(u) (loss of pre-sonantic *w) >  *keé8l-/*koé8l-/*ké8=l(u)- >  *ke2l-
/*ko2l-/*k´l(w)-. M *u (of the first syll.) (for the expected *o) still
needs explaining.
1O6O. *K''''iy[V]l!!!!i (or *K''''iy[V]l!!!!V÷3333i?) 'to bend, to bow' > IE: NaIE
*k8lei\- v. 'bow, incline', {EI} 'lean' > OI ≤s1rayate2 'clings to, leans u p o n ' ,
≤s1rayati {MW} 'causes to lean\rest on, lays on\in, fixes on', Av
srita- 'gelehnt', sray- 'lean' »» Gk kli$nv v. 'make bend \ s lope \ s l an t '
»» L clina2- v. 'incline, bend, lean', clina2tus 'inclined, bent, leaned ' ,
in-clina2- v. 'bend, incline', cl°vus 'a slope, rise' »» OIr clen
'tendance, inclination, désir' »» MIr cle1 'left; defective, bad', W cledd
'left' »» OHG (h)line2n 'to lean', AS hlinian vi. (>  NHG lehnen, NE
lean vi.), OHG leinen,  NHG lehnen, AS hlA2nan vt. 'to lean' (> NE
lean vt.), Gt hleidumei 'left (link)' »» Lt s7lieju~ (Lt Zh s7leju~), inf.
s7lieﬁti 'lean against', paﬁ-s7litas 'windschief, seitwärts geneigt ' ,
{PiesS} pa-s7lyti 'lean on one side' »» ?σ Tc: A kla2(w)-, B kla2y- 'fall ' ;
Tc B kla4sk- 'set' (of the sun) ¶ WP I 49O-2, P 6OO-2, EI 348, M K III
388-9, WH I 234-5, Vn. C 116, F I 873-5, OsS 4O5-6, Kb. 6O1, 619, KM
431, AS 161, 164, Frn. 549, 1OO4, 1OO6, PiesS 518, Wn. 218-21, Ad.
22O-3 || HS: C *√k'l÷ > EC: pSam {Hn.} *qallo2÷- v. 'bend' >  Sml qallo2÷i,
Rn {Hn.} ≤Xo!loXe ≠ ≤Xo!loHe id. ¶ Hn. S 71  ?? S: Gz k'aldad 'arch, c ircle '
¶ Ls CDG 427 || A *kæiyl!{u}- > T *Kîyl!- > OT qîs7- v. 'deviate', MT XIII qîs7-
v. 'turn away', Osm {Zn.} qîs7- 'sich krümmen, sich neigen', Tk gIs>
'deception, swindle, perfidy', Tkm 9î∏s7îq, Qmq, Nog qîys7îq ' c rooked ,
slanting', Nog, Qrg qîys7ay-, Qq qîysay-, ET qiys7ay- vi. 'bow\bend to t h e
side, get crooked', Qzq qîysaqta- vi. 'bow, bend, sway' ¶ Rs. W 268, Cl.
67O, Rl. II 835, Dr. TM III 571-3, Jud. 481, Sht. 272, KumRS 211-2, Nj.
631-2, DQA #11O7  M *kilu- >  WrM {MED} kilui- ≠ kilai-, HlM
xålaj-  v. 'look askance at, squint', Kl {Rm.} kuli- 'schielen, schief a u f
etwas sehen'; WrM kila9ar, HlM xålgar 'cross-eyed, squint-eyed;
askew, slanting', WrM kilab qulub 'looking askance, giving a
squinting\mean look'; M *kilu-r 'squint-eyed'  > WrM kilu-r, Kl kulr=
id.; WrM ıTkm {Rs.} qîlîy, VTt q¥l¥y 'squint, crooked'; ? ext.: M
*kelte- >  WrM keltei-, HlM x´ltij- v. 'incline from t h e
perpendicular, lean, be crooked', Kl {Rm.} keltE-X´ 'auf der einer Seite,
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seitwärts gebogen liegen', M *kelbe- >  WrM kelbei-, HlM x´lbij- v.
'lean or to be inclined to one side' (× N *K''''ábLV [or *K''''áLbV?] ' t o
support, to lean', q.v. ffd.) ¶ MED 45O, 467, Kow. 2531-2, TatR 31O,
KW 224, 244, Rs. W 263, Dr. TM I 472-3  ?φ Tg *xïl- v. 'pass b y
(vorbeigehen) '  > Ewk, Neg ilt‰n-, Lm i\elt´n- ± ilt´n-, Lm Ar ye2lt´n-,
?φ Ul/Ork/Nn sï- id. ¶ STM I 31O-1  ?σ pJ {S} *ku`su` 'strange (“
*'deviating') > OJ ku~su~, kusi ¶ S QJ #1232, Mr. 833 ¶¶ KW 244 (M, T),
DQA #11O7 (A *kæï~yl!u 'to deviate, slant') ˚ A vw. after N *y  i s
tentatively suggested because in a precons. position the N sequence *iy
is more likely to lose the cns. *y or to prodice a long vw. ï (in t h e
descendant lgs.) than in the intervocalic position (while in fact this *y
survived in T) ˚ EC suggests the presence of a laryngeal (*÷ 3333 i n
*K''''iy[V]l !!!!V÷3333i), but then the absence of a lr. in the IE root must b e
explained. It is quite possible that the EC lr. does not belong to t h e
heritage of the N etymon ˚ The K verb *°k'lak'-wn=- (>  G k'lak'(w)n- v.
'bend, swaddle' = 'krümmen, winden', w  Chx. 599) is better explained a s
going back to N *k ''''aLk ''''a (≠ *k ''''aLka?) 'to wind, to twist' (q.v.).
1O61. *K''''al ! !!!÷ 3 333u 6 666 'bare, naked' >  IE *kl=Ówo- > ({WH} NaIE *kôl´wo-)
'bald' >  L calvus 'bald, without hair' »» OI ≤ati-ku2rva-h5 ≠ ≤ati-
ku2 Ælva-h5 'entirely bald', NPrs ¬Ka ka4l 'bald' ¶ P 554 (*kôl´wo-), ≈ EI 4 5
(adduces  Av kauvra-), WH I 144, M K I 243, Sg. 1O39, ≈ Vl. II 8O2,
858 (NPrs ka4l = ka4c7a4l 'bald') || HS: S √k'l÷ >  Ar √ql÷ (pf. qala÷a) ' t a k e
off (one’s clothes)' (unless ÿ {BK} 'arracher, ôter qc. de sa place'), Gz
√k'l÷ G  'uncover, bare, open, strip, unveil', Tgy √k'l÷ (pf. k'Al÷e)
'disclose, uncover' ¶ Hv. 624, BK II 8O2, L G 426 || A: T *kæal! >  Tf has7
'bare, without hair' (of a fell/hide), ? Tv Xas7 'thin dressed leather', d . :
*Kal!-ga 'bald; having a white head or a white blaze' (× N *K''''alV(-mV)
'spot, stain; be spotty') >  OT qas7˝a 'having a white head and d a r k e r
body', 'having a white blase on the forehead' (on animals), Chg qas7qa
id., Qzq qasqa id., 'bald' (of a person)', Nog qasqa, Shor {Rl.} qas7qa ' ba ld
spot, white blaze', SbTt B {Rl.} qas7qa id., 'bald' (of a person)', Qrg qas7qa
'having a white blaze', 'clean, transparent', Bsh, Ln qas7˝a 'white blaze;
bald' ¶ ET KQ 35O-1, Ra. 186, TvR 471, Cl. 671, Rl. II 394-5, Rs. W 2 4 1
 M *qalc>a- 'bald' >  MM [MA] qalc7a˝ai\ 'bald', WrM qalca9ai, HlM
xalcgaj 'bald, bare, hairless, grassless, featherless (spot)', Kl {KRS}
xalcxa 'grassless (ground)', {Rm.} Xalc¥˝a4∏ 'bar, nicht bewachsen;
haarlos, graslos' ı Chg [MA] qalc7È˝ay 'bald'; MM [MA] qalc7aq 'having
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a white blaze'; M *qalZ>a-n 'bald-headed, blaze on the forehead' >  WrM
qalZan, HlM xalzan id., MM [MA] qalZ7an 'having a white blaze', M
ıTv kal¢an 'bald, bald spot, grassless'; WrM qalZai-, HlM
xalzaj- v. 'grow bald', ı Tv kal¢aj- id.; ? M *°qalc>i- >  WrM
qalci-, HlM xal¢i- 'remove unevenness, level off' ¶ Pp. MA 2 8 9 ,
MED 918, 922, KW 163, KRS 571-2, TvR 222-3 ˚  It is tempting t o
adduce here U {UEW} *kal !wV  'film, thin skin' and thus to find a parallel
for IE *-w-, but for semantic considerations it is better to refer the U
root to N *K ''''al ! !!! {u 4 444 ++++u} 'skin, film, bark'.
1O62. *k''''o 6 666l ! !!!÷{u 6666} 'track(s), way; to go, to travel' > IE: [1] NaIE *kelw-
/*kleu\- v. 'travel' > Lt kelia!uti, Ltv cel>o^t id.; Lt keﬁlias 'way, r o a d ' ,
Ltv ce>ls7 id. (acc. to P, a bf. from the verb) »» Gk ke1ley†oß 'way, p a t h '
({Brgm.}: <  *kley†oß on the analogy of ]eley1somai 'I shall come\go') ( a
problematic word: an irreg. succession of two *e-grade syllables,
unexplained -†-; for discussion see F I 815-6)  [2] NaIE *kal-nV- ' p a t h '
> L callis 'narrow track, footpath, cattle track' »» Sl {Glh.} *kol≤nÁcÁ >
SCr kla!nac 'narrow path', Slv ∆  klanec kla!n´c 'gorge, narrow pass
(Hohlweg)' ¶ Frn. 236, F I 815-6, P 554, WP I 356, WH I 14O, Frn. 2 3 6 ,
Bern. I 547, ESSJ X 14O-1 (against the comparison of Sl with L), Glh.
319 || HS: S *°√k'l÷ > Ar qul÷at- 'way' ({Fr.} 'iter, eiusque mobilitas, i t e r
maritimum navi'), {BK} qa2li÷- 'qui part, qui se lève de sa place' ¶ Fr. III
49O, BK 8O3-4  B *√wkl > Ah s-ukel v. 'travel, step (marcher a u
pas)', te2kle n. 'marche au pas (marche sans courir)', Tz, Ntf a2k´l, Zww
a2kul 'piétiner, appuyer avec le pied', BMn k3el v. 'step', Kb {Dl.} aSW´l
'fouler', t 3iSli n. 'marche, allure; action de marcher', Si {La.} ukel  'walk ' ,
Skn {La.} uk´l 'cheminer'  B *√wkl ≠ *√kwl 'track, foorprint' (× N
*ka4444l {h}V 'to walk, to make one’s way') >  Ah t´-kkil-t (-kk- <  *-wk-)
'track, footprint (empreinte de pied)', a-ku2k´l 'trace', BSn tïs7´l id., Kb
t3iSS´l-t3 (pl. t3i-kwal ≠ t3i-SSal) 'fois, moment' ¶ Fc. 781-3, Dl. 4O1-3,
La. S 257, La. MChB 259-6O  SC: [1] ({E} SC *kWa2~s6-) v. 'go, travel' (× N
*ka4444l {h}V '⇑ ') >  Kz kWas6 v. 'go away, depart', (Cı ) Mb kWa, kWas6u! (E
SC 265); see also Mb kWa , kWas6i 'path' (E SC 43)  [2] Rft ≈ *k'Wal- (×  N
*kal ∏∏∏∏ { ? }V  'to approach, to come') > Irq {MQK} qWala!N imv. 'come!', Brn
{Dempw.} kwale% id. ¶ MQK 89, Blz. SCL s.v. 'come'£ || K: GZ *k'wal-
/*k'wl- 'track, footprint' >  OG k5ual-i, G k'val-i 'track, trace', G d .
k'vle-/k'vli-: (ga-)k'vle/i v. 'find the way', mi-k'vle/i- 'auf die Spur
kommen, auf-\aus-spüren', Mg d. u-kul-i 'after, then', Lz i-k'ul-e ' a f te r ' ,
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-k'ule ≠ -kule 'after' ¶ K2 9O-1, Ser. 8O, Chx. 572, 583-4 || U: FU ( i n
ObU only) *°ka6l!V (= *°kol!V?) > ObU *ka6l!V 'track(s), sign' >  pOs *kal! >
Os Kz XO¬! 'Anzeichen'; pVg *kÈÆl! >  Vg: LK xaºl!, MK/UK kÈl!, P kil!, UL/Ss
xil! 'track, sign'. The pOs vw. *a  is a reg. reflex of pFU *o  and *o2, but t h e
origin of the pVg vw. *ÈÆ is not yet clear. If the Vg vw. results from a
conditioned change, the pFU form will be *kol!V. Much less probable a s
a cognate is FU *kulke- v. 'walk\travel\run' (>  F kulke- v. 'walk, go,
travel', Es kulge- v. 'proceed, take one’s course, run' » pLp {Lr.}
*kolk‰- v. 'run' [of water], v. 'float [with the current]' >  Lp N {N}
go<l≤ga6-/-lg-, Lp S {Hs.} gaºlgedh, Lp L {LLO} kaºl≤kaº-, Lp Kld kol;ge- id .
» pMr {Ker.} *kul!g´- >  Er kol!ge-, Mk kol!g´- v. 'leak' » Prm: Z kÈvt-, Z ∆
kÈlt-, kÈlal-, Yx ko$lt- v. 'float' »» pOs *kO˝´l- >  Os: V qO˝´l- v. 'step', D
XoX´t-, Kz Xö8X´¬- v. 'run' » Hg halad- v. 'go, advance, p roceed ,
travel')   ? Sm {Jn.} *ku- v. 'drift\float' >  Ne T xu”la-s∆, xu”lë-s∆
id., Ne T BZ xuv, Ne T Y xu2, Ne F ku2B 'vom Wasser an das Ufer
getriebener Baum', Slq Tz {Prk.} qurÈ- ≠ qu2rÈ- 'tragen\treiben [ d e r
Strom]'). FU *kulke may be accepted as a cognate (d.) only if we f ind
the factor responsible for the depalatalization *l! >  *l and for t h e
discrepancy between the vowels of *kulke and *ka6l!V (where *a6 c a n n o t
be interpreted as *u because of the Os reflex) ¶¶ Ht. 2OO [#748], UEW
198, Lr. #442, Hs. 552, LG 149, Jn. 76, Erl. 82, Ker. II 64 ˚  The n o n -
labialized IE *k- may be explained in the framework of AD’s
hypothetical prehistory of IE vowels (AD NGIE, AD NVIE): if the original
vw. of the first syllable was *u , then N *k''''o 6 666l ! !!!÷{u6666} yielded pre-IE
*kewl(w)- >  IE *kel(w)- (loss of the *u-glide before a sonorant); b u t
even if the N vw. was *o , it changed into *u due to the infl. of the vw.
*u++++u 4 444 of the following syll. ˚  Hardly here M *ko4lgen '(means o f )
transportation' >  MM [HI] ko4lgen {Lew.} 'char, véhicule', WrM
ko4lge(n), HlM xøløg, Kl {Rm.} ko4lgn= 'mount or other means o f
transportation'; M ı Qzq køl¡k ko4lik 'horse and cart; means o f
conveyance', Qrg ko4lu4k 'beasts of burden', Nog ko4lik id. ('tåglo ,
tåglovaå sila '). It is more plausible to suppose that this is a d. f r o m
M *ko4l- v. 'harness, hitch (a draft animal) to a vehicle' (>  MM [S] ko4l-,
WrM ko4l-, HlM xøl(-øx) id.), though a contamination is also possible
¶ MED 484-5, Lew. II 57, H 1O3, Ms. H 72, KW 238, Jud. 421, Sht. 1 3 3 ,
NogR 178, Rs. W 288 ˚  Cp. C}op IU IV 159 (IE, FU) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #71 (*kel
'come') (IE + err. U *ka4la4 'wade' [in fact f rom  N *ka4444l {h}V 'to walk, t o
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make one’s way with effort, to wade'] + err. A *k…el- and Yk kel- ' c ome ,
go' [< N *kal ∏∏∏∏ { ? }V  'to approach, to come'], as well as Gil., CK, ? Ai; Gr.’s
disregard of sound laws does not allow him to distinguish be tween
three N words, which proves that his method of comparison is wrong).
1O63. *{k''''}a4 444m{o} 'to cover' > HS: B *√Œms >  Izn, SrSn √Œms, imv.
´Œm´s v. 'cover oneself with clothes or a blanket', ETwl, Ty ´Œm´s v.
'wrap\cover' ¶  Rn. 364, GhA 69 || ?φ  K: Sv: {Ni.} -kwem v. ' cover ' ,
UB/LB/Ln {TK} -kwem 'put on (clothes)', UB {GP} li-kwem msd. 'put o n
(dress) from above' ¶ Ni. s.v. 'pokryt∆ ', TK 453, GP 173 || IE: NaIE
*k8em- v. 'cover\veil', 'garment' > Gmc *xamiTja- > OHG hemidi  ' sh i r t ,
garment' (>  NHG Hemd 'shirt'), OSx he$mithi, AS hemeÎe ' sh i r t ' ;
Gmc *xamiTja- ı Gl ı  L camisia 'shirt'; Gmc: ON {EI} hamr ' sk in ,
slough', {Vr.} 'Hülle, Gestalt', Sw, Dn, NNr ham 'skin, husk', AS hama
'garment, dress; skin', NE hame 'undergarment' »» ? OI s1a2mulya-
'garment (of a bride)', s1a2mu2la- '∈ garment' ({EI} 'thick woolen sh i r t ' )
¶ WP I 386, P 556-7, EI 134, WH I 147-8, M K III 325, M E II 6, Ho. 1 4 8 ,
154, Ho. S 32, Kb. 455, OsS 388, KM 3O3, Vr. 2O8  || A: M *°qamki- v.
'shut, close, draw together in order to close' >  WrM qamki-, HlM
xamxi- id. ({Kow.} 'fermer, serrer, joindre'); see  also WrMc qamni-
v. 'unite, close'; the word may be a loan from M, which will explain t h e
initial unexpected q- ¶ MED 924, Kow. 813, STM I 37O ˚ The appa ren t
reflex of deglottalization *k '''' -  >  *k-  in Sv still defies explanation. The r ec .
of the N initial *k''''- (rather than an unspecified *K ''''-) depends on t h e
validity of the Sv cognate. The vw. *a in M is due to regr. as. (a kind o f
vw. harmony): *a 4444 . . .o  >  *a...a6. This and the palatal IE *k8 presuppose a N
*a4444. The labial element in of Sv *kw- is due to regr. as. (infl. of a los t
labialized vw. of the second syll.) within Sv (w Test. S) ˚ ≠ Gr. II # 6 8
(*kum  'cloud') (IE *kem-  'hide, cover' ÷ •  FU *kumV 'cloud', etc.), Gr. II
#82 (*kom  'cover' > A [M, Tg, err. T *Kunda-, in fact from N *kom[V]t''''V
'to cover'?], Ko, J, Ai, Gil, CK).
1O64. € *K''''emV 'to bite' >  A *k[æ]emV 'gnaw, bite' >  NaT *k[æ]emir- v.
'gnaw' >  OT {Cl.} ka4mu4r-, Chg kemu4r-, Tk gemir-, Tkm, Qmq gemir-,
Az g1a4mir-, VTt, Bsh kimÁºr-, Qzq kem¡r- kemiÆr-, Uz kemiÆr-, ET
kemiÆ(r)-, Ggz, Kr, Blq, Nog, Qq, Qrg, Alt kemir-, Xk kimIr-, Tv xemir-,
Tf {∂Cs.} hemir- id. ¶ Rs. W 251, ET VGD 18-9, Pp. MA 215 ¶ Tv x-
provides ev. for pT kæ-, while the Og data seem to point to a pT *k-    M:
[1] *kemki- 'bite, gnaw, crack with teeth' > WrM kemki- , HlM x´mx´-
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'bite, snap the jaw'., Kl kemk- 'bite' (of dogs), {Rm.} kemki- 'nagen,
fressen, kauen, Knochen zerhauen'; M ı WrMc kemki- 'bite, g rasp
by teeth'; [2] *kemi+ele- 'gnaw, nibble, chew' >  MM [MA} kemile-, WrM
kemeli-, HlM x´ml´-, Kl keml=-, Ba kam´l-; M ı Yk ko4mu4lla4∏- id. ¶
Pp. MA 215, MED 451-2, KRS 2O3, KW 225  pJ {S} ka~m- 'bite' >  OJ
kam-, [RJ] ka~m-u!, J: T kamu~-, K ka~micuku, Ns ka~mi\-, Sh ka!na2!s, ka!n-, H t
ka~òmò-, Y ka~m- ¶ S AJ 264 [#7], S QJ #7, Mr. 7O3 ¶¶ S AJ 112, 274 [#6],
DQA #759 (A *ke"~ma+o 'gnaw, bite ') || HS: C: EC {Ss.} pcv. *-k'om/*-k'm-
(>  *k'om-) 'chew, bite, eat' (× N *K''''{o}mHV [or *K'''' {o}mXV?] ' ea t ,
swallow'??) >  Sa pcv. -qom-, Af pcv. -okm- 'chew, bite, eat', Rn {Ss.} -
aHam-/-uHum- 'chew', {PG} -aHam- 'eat (sth.)', scv.: Dsn ko!m- 'eat' (k- is
due to the former clustering of *k' and *m), Or k'am- 'chew c]>at', Kns
qom-  'chew', Brj k'a2m- 'eat, chew', ? Sd {Gs.} k'a2ma 'eat\drink sth. mixed
with sth. else' (unless the Bj and Sd words are borrowed from EthS?),
?φ Arr {Hw.} -ohom-/-aham- (= [-o…˙o…m-]/[-a…˙a…m-]) pcv. 'eat' ¶ Ss. PEC
25, Ss. B 121-2, 124, PG 62, Gs. 255, Hw. A 263-5, To. DL 512  ECh:
Smr {J} kWÄ&m 'eat', Kwn {J, Sa.} ka!m 'eat (hard food)' ¶ Smr kW- is d u e
to contamination with N *K''''{o}mHV (or *K'''' {o}mXV?) '⇑ '? ¶ JI II 1 2 1 ,
ChC || IE: The N word in question may have influenced NaIE *g8emb≈-
/*g8m=b≈- v. 'bite' and *g8omb≈o-s 'tooth' (w  s.v. N *k''''a 4 444b?a6666 'bite') ˚ ≈ Gr.
II #59 (*kem 'chew') (A, CK, EA + err. IE *kem´- 'hum').
1O65. *K''''omV(-bÅ) (or *K''''umV(-bÅ)?) 'forehead, front part' [1]
*K''''omV or *K''''umV) >  U: FU *kumV 'forehead, front side' >  Prm *ku$m-
es 'forehead, face' (LG: *-es  is a derivational sx.) >  Z kymo≥s kÈm‰s, Vt
kymes kÈmes 'forehead, face'; Prm *ku$m > Z sin-kÈm 'eyebrow' (sin i s
'eye') »» Hg hom-l-ok 'forehead, front side' ¶ LG 151-2, MF 296-8, ≠
Rd. rLG 424, UEW 2O1-2 (unc. hyp.: the Prm and Hg words <  U *kuma
'gebeugte, umgestürzte Lage; sich beugen'), ≈ Sm. 537 (U *kumaº ' f ace
down' >  FU *kumaº, FP *kuma-, Ugr *ku"ma-, Sm *ko_mo_) || A: Tg
*°[x]omkatV 'forehead' >  Ewk, Neg omkoto, Lm omq¥t ¶ STM II 17 |||
[2] *K''''omV-bÅ  '≈  that of the front part' (see  N *bÅ [pc. of names o f
quality bearers] ffd.) >  HS :  B *Œnb  'face', *Ì´nbu2[b] 'beak'  (×   N *ûûûûqËNa
(-PV) 'nose' [q.v. ffd.]) || ?σ D *komp-ay ({†GS} *k-) '∈ protecting wall '
> Tm kommay  'rampart, bulwark', Kn kumbe  'wall on a flat roof t h a t
serves for a balustrade', Tl komma  'the upper part or coping of a fo r t -
wall' ¶¶ D #2118 ˚  Tg and D point to a N vw. *o  in the first syll., while
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U suggests *u.†The problem created by this discrepancy still needs
resolving.
1O66. *K''''umV 'sand' >  HS: CCh {ChL}: Bnn kunku~ma`, Ms gumgumma,
BnnM gumguma, LmP hum 'sand' » HgNg kW‰~mme~, FlG kWO~kU~ma ' e a r t h
(substance)' ¶ ChL || U *kumV 'thin snow'  > Vt G kÈm id., Vt M kÈm
'hoarfrost' »» Hg ho1 (accus. havat) 'snow'  Sm: Ne Xaw? 'thin h a r d
snow that is over soft snow', Kms {KD} kæamo 'snow crust' ¶¶ UEW 2O4,
≈ Jn. 64 || A *kumV  'sand' > T *kæum 'sand' > OT, MQp, Chg qum, Tkm,
Az 9um, Tk kum , Qzq, Nog, Qrq, Qrg, Uz, ET, Tv qum, VTt, Bsh q¥ºm, Tf
hum; Ï pT kum-aq 'grain of sand' ı M: WrM quma9, HlM xumag
'fine sand' ¶ Cl. 625, Ra. 191, ET Q 133-4, MED 985  Tg *xi3mana- v.
'snow' > Ewk, Sln, Orc imana-, Lm Im¥n-, Neg Imana-, Ul, Ork, Nn
sImana-, WrMc nimara- id. ¶ Tg *i3 needs explaining ¶ STM I 312-3 ¶ ¶
Tf h- and Tg *x- suggest pA *kæ- and hence pN *K''''- ¶¶ Lm kim‰wun ' s e a
shore' and Orc kïma ± kïmma 'beach' hardly belong here (⇔  Gr.) ˚
The Tg apparent delabialization *u  > *i3 is still to be explained. Cp.
similar cases: N *b{u}Ùr1111a  'watercourse, river' > Tg *bi3ra 'river, b r o o k ' ,
N *k''''u++++od{a}HV 'p ierce '  > ?σ Tg *xidar- v. 'hurt by pricking' ˚ Gr. II
#323 (*kum  'sand') (U, A, Gil + qu. Y).
1O66a. *K''''ËmV 'black, dark' > HS: Eg fP km 'be black; b lack '
(√kmm):  [1] v. n. {Vc.} *kama2m > Cpt: Sd kmom kmom, B xmom
k˙mom, [2]  adj. (qualificatif) {Vc.} *ku+o4mmey > Cpt: Sd kim ke2m, B
ximk˙e2m ¶ EG V 122-4, Vc. 81-2  C: EC: Hr/Dbs/Gln {AMS} ku!mma,
Gwd {AMS} kumma 'black', Hr/Dbs {AMS} kumm- 'become black' »»
?σ Ag: Aw {CR} kemana2 'evening', kem- 'get dark, decline towards
evening (ve¢eret∆ )' ¶ AMS  267, ≈ AD SF 86  ?σ NrOm: Wl {LmS}
k'amma, Dwr {Bnd.} k'amma, Bdt {C} k5ama2, {Bnd.} k'amma, Oyda {Bnd.}
k'a2ma, Bsk {Bnd.} k'amma 'night', Gm {LmS} k'amma 'day (of 24 hour s ) ' ,
Gdc {Bnd.} k'a2maniò 'night', Dc {LmS} k'amma 'yesterday', Kcm {LmS}
k'amma-na 'evening' ¶ AD SF 86, LmS 432-3  S: JA [Trg.] Mk`1ua
?uk≤ka2m, em. am1k`1ua ?ukka2≤m-a2 'black, dark-complected', MHb
√?km G  (pf. Mk2a1 ?a2≤k3am) 'be sun-burnt \ black' (< caus. *√s73-km) ¶
Js. 25, 64 ¶¶ Cal. #449 (Aram, Eg) || U  *kumV  'dark' (× N *k''''u 4 444mV(-Êa4444)
'fog, mist', q.v.) > Hg hima1ly  'obscurity, darkness'; twilight, dusk' »» Z
∆ kÈm‰d- vt. 'shade, screen from light' ('zatenåt∆ , zaslonåt∆ svet ')
 Sm: Mt {Hl.} *ku4nd´ha4 'black' (Mt: M/T {Mll.} ku4!ntu4ha4, K {Mll.}
gu1ndeha4) ¶¶ UEW 2O4-5, LG 151, Hl. M ##592-3 || A ({DQA} *kæume
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[or *kæi\ume] 'black, charcoal'): T *kæo4mu4r 'charcoal' > OT, Cmn XIV, XwT
XIV ko4mu4r, MQp XIII ka4mu4r, Chg XV kemu4r ≠ ko4mu4r, Xk ko4miÆr, Tlt ko4mu4r,
Yk ko4mo4r 'charcoal', Tk ko4mu4r, Tkm, Ggz, Az, Qmq, Qrg ko4mu4r, ET
ko4mu4(r), Ln ko4mu4y, Kr Cr ko4mu4r ≠ ko4mir, Nog, Qq ko4mir, VTt, Bsh
ku4mÁr, Uz kömiÆr, Tv xo4mu4r, Chv k¥mr¥k 'charcoal' (today also 'minera l
coal') ¶ Cl. 723, ET KQ 1O2-3, TL 365  pKo {S} *k´2⁄m- 'black' > MKo
k´2⁄m-, k´~⁄m-, NKo k´2⁄m-/k∏´⁄m-/ka2m-/k∏a2m- id. ¶ QK #8, Yu 48, MLC 1 O 1
˚  ≈ Blz. LB #14: Om, C, Ch, A + unc. D *kam- 'be singed', Ch and IE
roots for 'cloud' - see  N *k''''u 4 444mV(-Êa4444) 'fog, mist'), ≈ Blz. LNA # 3 O
(suggested to add Aram' unc.: •÷  D  *kam- 'be singed' and FV *ku2ma
' he iß ' ) .
1O67. *k''''u 4 444mV(-Êa4444)/(-ÂV) 'fog, mist; cloud' >  IE: Ht kammara-
'mist, fog, vapour; shade, dimness (of sight')'  NaIE: Gk [Hs.] ke1mmeroß:
]acly1ß, ]omi1clh 'mist, fog' ¶¶ Gk kem- and Ht kam- may be explained a s
going back to IE *k8Vm- < **k8Vu\m- < N **k''''u 4 444m- ¶¶ Pv. IV 35-7, Ivn. SA
154, C }op IU I-1974 99 || HS: Ch: CCh: Mdr {ChC} ku!mmba~, Glv {Rp.}
a2!ku~mba, {ChL} ?a!ku~mba , Hrz {Ro.} ku!mba~ 'cloud' »» ECh: Ke {Eb.} kamra!
'clouds' coll. ¶ Eb. 62, RpB 4, ChC, ChL, Ro. 227 [#142]  B: Ah kumb-´t
'brouillard humide' ¶ Fc. 8O7 || K {K} *k'wa2m-/*k'wm-, {FS} *k'wam- v.
'smoke, emit smoke' >  OG k5um- v. 'emit smoke' ( ûûqoweli igi mt5ay
k5umoda 'all mountains emited smoke'), OG k5um-, G k'm- ' b u r n
incense', Mg k'um- v. 'smoke', d. o-k'um-apu 'censer, thurible', Lz mk'om-
v. 'emit smoke', Sv {K, FS} k'wa2m- id. (msd. li-k'wa2me, 3s prs. k'wa2m-e)
 Ï K *k'waml=- n. 'smoke' >  OG, G k'waml-i, Sv: UB/Ln {TK, GP}
k'wa4m, L {TK} k'wam, {Dn.} k'wa2m id. ¶¶ K 1O8-9, K2 91 (*k'wa2m-
/*k'wm- v., *k'wa2ml=- n.), FS K 177, FS E 193-4, Chik. 161, 168, TK 3 5 2 ,
GP 13O, Dn. s.v. k'wa2m ¶¶ IS I 312 tentatively adduces (to N {∫IS}
*Ku4mÊa4) Sv UB mu-t'k'win 'fog, dark' (but GP SED: Sv UB mut'k'win ' d a r k
[colour]' without mentioning 'fog' or 'mist'); IS sugests that Sv -t'k'win-
may go back to **-k'wint'- (mt.), which is hardly convincing || U [1]
*ku4mta6- 'fog, haze' > F konto 'fog' (the back vw. o under the regr. ass .
infl. of the final back vw.) » Prm *k{o$}d >  StVt ¢≥ynkyt c7Èn-kÈt ' h a z e
(dymka , marevo )', Vt Sr {Wc.} c7ÌNkÈd 'mist', Vt Kz {Wc.} c7‰Nk‰d
'schwacher Nebel, Dunst' (kÈt , kÈd , k‰d  means 'smoke') »» Hg ko4d ' fog,
mist, haze'  Sm *ku4mt¥ 'smoke' >  Ne T s√n, {Lh.} s1u$n;, Ne F {Lh.} s1u$n
'smoke, steam', Ng {Mik.} kint´, En {Cs.} s1uddo, Slq NP {Cs.} su4mde
'smoke', Kms d. {Adl.} schunju1 id., Koyb d. {Sp.} s√ne≥, s√ne≥∏
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'smoke (dym` , ¢ad` )', Mt {Hl.} *ku4ndu4 'smoke' (Mt M/T {Mll.}
ku4!ndo4, Mt M {Sp.} k√ndu, Mt T 4 {Adl.} kundo, Mt K {Mll.} gu4!ndu
'smoke', {Pl.} gundu`chanu 'mist' [chanu means 'dew, moisture i n
the air']) Ï Mt {Hl.} *ku4nd´ha4 'black' (Mt: M/T {Mll.} ku4!ntu4ha4, K
{Mll.} gu1ndeha4) (× N *K''''ËmV 'black, dark', q.v.) ¶¶ U *-mt- i s
reconstructed on the ev. of Slq ¶¶ UEW 158 (*kintV ¬ *ku4ntV; re jects
the F cognate because of its back vowels), IS I 312 (*ku4mta4; does n o t
mention the F word), MF 37O, Jn. 79 (Sm *ku4nt¥), Hl. MTKV 1O, 36, Hl.
M ##592-3 (Sm *ku4nt¥), Cs. 162, ≈ Sm. 537 (U, FU, FP *ku4nti
'smoke', Ugr *ku4ÆntI", Sm *ku4nto_; does not take into account the F
and Slq cognates)  [2] ? FU *kumV 'cloud' (× N *K''''ËmV '⇑ ', q.v.] > F
kumuri 'small cloud' » Er kovol 'cloud' » Prm: Z kymo 4r 'cloud' »» Vg
Ss se2nki˝ XomXatas 'es wurde nebelig', XomXatas 'es enstand e in
dichtes Schneegestöber, das die Luft ganz verdunkelt' ¶ UEW 2O4-5, LG
151 || A: AdS  of M *ku4deN 'fog, mist' (< N *K''''otV(-ÂV) 'smoke', q.v.
ffd.)  pKo *kïm 'steam, vapour, breath, smell' > MKo, NKo kïm ¶ S QK
#748, MLC 281  pJ {S} ku~mu\a!-M 'cloud' > OJ kumu\o, J: T, K ku!mo, Kg
kumo! ¶ S AJ 264-5 [#11] ¶¶ ≈ DQA #795 || D: Gnd kum 'smoke' ±
kumpodß 'smoke' ¶ ≈ D #1752 ˚  IS I 312 [#187] (*Ku4mÊa4 in U, M [+
unc. T], [?] K: Sv mu-t'k'win), C }op l.c. (IE, U), ≠ Blz. KM 135-6 [#14]
(unc. equation of the K root with the S, Bln, FV, and D reflexes of N
*K''''um?V '[be] hot, smoulder', q.v.), ≈ Blz. LNA #35 (CCh, IE, U, Ko, J ;
unc. adduction of Awn kemana 'evening' and NrOm *k'am- 'night' [see
N *K''''ËmV 'black, dark'])  ˚  ≠ Gr. II #68 (*kum 'cloud') (FU *kumV
'cloud' ÷ • IE *kem-  'hide, cover', etc.).
1O68. *K''''Ë?a4444mV(-nV) 'a hand with five fingers' > IE *de-k8m=t ' t e n '
({Szem., Erh.}: < *d[w]e- 'two' + **k8omt 'hand with fingers') > OI ≤das1a,
Av dasa2, OPrs *daTa, Phl dah, NPrs ‰da da4, Oss da4s, Psh las ' ten ' »» Arm
tasn tasn id. »» Gk de1ka id. »» pre-Al {Hamp} *di\eTat[V] > Al dhjete4
id. »» L decem id., Um *desen 'ten' in DESENDUF 'twelve' »» OIr deich
n-, OW dec, W deg, Crn, Br dek 'ten' »» Gmc *texun 'ten' >  Gt
taI1hun, ON tI1u, NNr tie, Sw tio, Dn ti, OSx tehan, tian, OHG
zehan, NHG zehn, AS tien, NE ten »» BSl (< d. *dek8m=ti- 'decade'): Lt
des7imti~s, Ltv desmit, Pru dessempts ' ten ' , dessimpts ' t e n t h '
» Sl *deseßtÁ 'ten' > OCS des9t6 dese<tÁ, Blg ≤deset, SCr deàset, Slv
dese5•t, Cz deset, Slk desat&, P dziesie<c1, R, Uk ≤desåt∆ » pTc
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*s1a4k > Tc: A s1a4k, B s1ak id. (its prehistory is not yet clear)  AnIE
{Blz.} *deyanta- (< *deg8n=to- < *dek8m=to-) > HrLw tinata- 'tithe', Lc
sn%ta 'ten' (<  d. *dk8m=t-a2)  Ï NaIE *k8m=≤tom 'hundred' (< *dk8m=≤tom
{EI} 'tenth decade', {P} ' (Zehner)dekade ' )  > OI s1a˜≤tam, Av sat´m
'hundred'; Irn Ï Sl *s¥to id.; Ary ı FU *s1atam id. »» Gk [ekato1n
'hundred' (< *sem k8m=tom 'one hundred') »» L centum  'hundred' »» OIr
ce1t, W cant, Br kant, Crn cans id. »» Gt, OSx, AS, OHG (in cds . )
hund id.; cd. ('Hundertschaft' ‘ 'hundred ' ) : ON hundraÎ, OSx
hunderod, MHG hunderit, hundert, NHG hundert, AS
hundred 'hundred', NE hundred »» Lt s7imﬁtas, Ltv si~mts
'hundred' »» pTc *ka4nte >  Tc: A ka4nte, B kante id. ¶¶ Szem. N 6 9 ,
Bks. 213-6, EI 4O3-5 (*≤dek8m= ≠ *≤dek8m[-t- ≠ *dek8u- 'ten'), ≈ EI 4 O 5
(*k8m=≤tom 'unit, large unit, hundred'), ≈ Erh. SIM 93, ≈ Blz. N I 29O-312,
P 191-2, M K II 26, F I 359-4O, WH I 327-9, Bc. G 332, LP §  8.1, Frn. 9 1 ,
En. 159, Tp. P A-D 332-4, Hamp AN 916-9, O 84, Fs. 471, Vr. 59O, Ho.
347, Ho. S 74, Kb. 1242, Schz. 333, KM 877, Glh. 191-2, Wn. 475-6, Ad.
139, 619 || HS: Ch {JS, JI} *√k'mn 'hand' > WCh: P’ {IL} k‰maN, ? {MSk.}
da~k'‰N, Sir {Sk., IL} k'a!mi!, Kry {Sk.} k‰!m, Jm {Sk.} k'a~ma! 'hand', My {Sk.}
k‰m  'arm' »» ? Hs ka2 !mu2 ~ 'arm length' »» ? ECh: Tmk {Cp.} ge@n1 'hand' ¶ JI I
86-7 and II 178-9, ChC, ChL  C ≈ *kË?Vn 'five' > SC {E} *ko?an id. > I rq
{Wh., E}, Brn/Alg {E} ko?an, Irq {MQM} ko2?a!n, Kz {E} ko?ana id. »» EC: [1]
Sa {R} kawan ≠ ko2n, {Bl.} kau6n, Af {PH} konoy (gen. ko2na) 'five'; [2]
*ken- 'five' > Bs keni, Dsn c7e~n, Elm ke^n, Arr {Hw.} c7e!nn, Or {Grg.} s7an, O r
H {Ow.} s7a!ni!, Or B {Sr.} s7ani, Or Wt {Sr.} s7eni, Kns ken, Msl xene, Gdl
he!ne, pSam {Hn.} c7an >  Rn c7a!n, Sml s7an, Sml J s7aN, Bn s7a^N ¶ E SC 2 4 5 ,
MQK 61, PH 149, Bl. 11O, 147, 19O, 296, Ss. PEC 12-3, Hn. S 77, PG 8 3 ,
Sr. 1O4, Ow. 9O, Hw. A 35O, Grg. 368, AD SF 29-3O, To. DL 489 || U:
FU *ka4me(ne) 'palm of hand' > F ka4mmen, Es ka4mmal, ka4mmel ' f la t
of the hand, palm' » Lp: N {Fri.} kiem  (gen. kiemman) 'palm of hand ' ,
Nt {TI} k!¨ ¢a4ma4 'Handteller, Hand' »» Os V ko4m´n-ka"˝´r 'hollow of t h e
hand, fist, handful' (ka"˝´r 'fist, handful') | U *ku4me(ne) 'ten' > F
kymmenen, † kymmen, Es ku4mme (gen. ku4mne) id. » Er, M k
kemen∆ kemen1 id.  pY {IN} *kumne- ' t en '  >  OY O {Mat.} kimnel∆
'ten', Y K/T {IN} kunel! id. ¶¶ UEW 137, 679, TI 1O1, KrT 292, Ang. UJ 7 2 ,
Krn. JJ 182, 191, 282, Krn. IMJJ 115, Ku. 1O2, IN 229 || A: Tg *xu3mnu
'back side of the hand, upper side of the foot (meta tarsus) '  >  O r k
Xu2mnu2, Lm U2nm¥, Neg onmU id., Orc umnu, WrMc umuXun
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'metatarsus' ¶ STM II 274 ˚  SC *ko?an and Sa kawan, as well as t h e
labialized vw. in C, in Tg *xu3mnu, and in U *ku4mene suggest a tentative N
rec. *K''''Ë?a4444mV(-nV); the cognates without labialized vw. or its t r aces
(in IE, Ch, part of EC, FU *ka4me(ne)) are accounted for by the loss of *-
?-  and a subsequent crasis (*Ëa4 > front vw.). The final *-nV may b e
identical with the N genitive prtc. *nu  (turned to a marker of obl. cases
and later generalized in the paradigm of cases).
1O68a. *K''''um?V '(be) hot, smoulder' > HS: Ch: WCh: Bl kume!ni ' h o t ,
hotness' (regular shift: Bl k- < WCh *k'-, see Stl. ZCh 53-6) ¶ G. Nachtigal
mentions Bdm {Nc.} ko1mo2ge ª ≠ ko1mege 'Hitze' and ko1mogua1 'very
hot', but these words are likely to be loans from Kanuri (Knr {Nc.}
ke ªme1 ªge ª 'heat') ¶ ChC, ChL, Lk. B 114  S *°√k'mh+? > Ak fOB and MA
k5amu6 inf. (pf. ik5mi ≠ ik5mu, imv. k5imi ≠ k5umu) vt. 'burn' ¶ CAD
XIII 76-8  ? Eg km hier.  *'heap of burning charcoal' ¶ EG V 122 || U:
FV *ku2ma 'hot, glowing' > F kuuma 'hot, burning', Es kuum ' ho t ;
heat', {W} glühend, heiß, Glut', {W} kuuma- 'glühen', Lv {Kt.} ku2mi
'glühend heiß' »  Er kumuxa kumuxa, {W} kumoka 'fever' ¶ UEW 675-6 ,
SSA I 457, W ESS 424, Kt. 171, ERV 313 || D *kum- 'be hot, smoulder' >
Tm kumai\ 'be hot\sultry', kumpi 'hot ashes', Ml kumur3uka,
kumir3uka 'be hot', Kn kome  'begin to burn', Tu gumulu- 'be h o t ' ,
Tl kummu 'smouldering ashes', kumulu v. 'smoulder, burn wi thout
flame' ¶¶ D #1752 ˚  If Ak belongs here (in spite of the semant ic
distance), the N rec. is to be *K''''um?V , otherwise the reconst ruct ions
*kuÓmV ¬  *kumÓV are possible as well ˚  ≈ Blz. KM 135-6 [#14]
(incl. Ak, Bl, FV, and D).
1O69. € *K''''{o}mHV (or *K'''' {o}mXV?) 'eat, swallow' >  HS: S √k'mH ' e a t '
>  Ar G  √qmH (pf. qamiHa) 'take into the mouth and eat ( pa r ched
food), drink', {BK} 'manger qc. de sec', Gz √k'mH (pf. qM1 k'amHa) ' e a t
(grain or other fodder), graze', Amh k'amA 'swallow without chewing' ,
Har √k'mH (pf. k'AmaHa) 'take a mouthful'; Ï S *≤k'am[a]H- 'cereals ,
flour' > Hb hm2q# ≤k'EmaH, Ug k5mÓ, JA [Trg.] {Dlm.}, Sr k5am≤Ó-a2, JA {Js.}
k5im≤Óa2, JEA {Sl.} k5am≤Ó-a2 ≠ k5im≤Óa2, Ak k5e2mu(m) 'flour', Ar qamH-
'wheat, corn', Gz k'amH 'produce, yield, fruit, leguminous plant' ¶ Lb.
2527, L G 471-2, L EDH 125, KB 1O35, KBR 11O7-8, A #2419, OLS 3 6 7 -
8, BK II 8O9, Hv. 626, HJ 1O13, Dlm. 364, Js. 1384, Sl. 1O23  ? C: EC
{Ss.} pcv. *-k'om/*-k'm- (>  *k'om-) 'chew, bite, eat' (× N *K''''emV ' b i te ' ,
q.v. ffd.) ||  IE: NaIE *kWem- 'swallow' >  OI ≤ca2mati ≠ ≤camati ' ( h e )
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sips, drinks, eats' » pIrn *c7i\am- > Av a-s7am- 'sip', s7a2ma- 'gulp', KhS
tsa2m- 'sip'; NPrs ˜*a c7a4m 'food (cibus potusque)', Oss I cymyn
c‰m‰n, Oss D cumun 'to sup, to sip' »» Arm ˚im-˚ k≈im-k≈ 'palate' »»
Gmc: Ic hvoma [XO2ma] 'to swallow' (<  *hva2ma <  NaIE *kWemo2) ¶ WP I
514, P 64O-1, EI 175, M K I 382-3, Vl. I 589, Horn 99, Ab. I 321-2, Bv.
323, Slt. 343-4 ˚  The exstant ev. does not allow to distinguish be tween
N *H  and *X , but *H  seems more probable, because a cluster *mX
usually tends to change into *NX  (or *nX ) by as., and as long as t r aces
of such as. are not detected, *H  is preferable.
1O7O. *k''''amc7777 ' ''' {o} 'to bend; bend, corner' >  U: FP *k{a}n+n`c7V 'a bend ,
curve' >  Er kan1Z7amo 'popliteal space (lozenge-shaped space behind t h e
knee-joint)' » pPrm *ko$Z7 (= {Lt.} *ko¿Z7) >  Z k‰Z7 'bend of a river', Yz kö$Z7
'large bend of a river', Vt koz7 'quiet backwater in a bend of a r iver '
('zavod∆ , omut ', {LG} 'bay') ¶  LG 138, U3S 2O3 || HS: S *°√knT+s7+s6 o r
*°√kmT+s7+s6> Ak √kns7 vi. 'bend', √kms7 v. 'bend, kneel' ¶ Sd. 431-2 ,
435-6 || K: G k'unc7'- 'j-n in eine Ecke drängen' ¶  Chx. 643 || IE: NaIE
*kant≈o- 'edge, bend' >  Gk kan†o1ß 'angle of the eye' »» Clt: W cant ' r im ,
tyre', Br kant  'circle', Gl *kantos  'iron tyre; rim, edge (Rand, Ecke)' ( i n
glosses and inscriptions: kantem, kantena, kanten) ı L canthus ' t y r e
of a wheel; rim, edge' (Quintilianus: from lgs. of Africa or Spain [sc.
CltI?]) and VL *kantus > Sp, Port, It canto, Prv can 'edge, rim, co rne r ,
side', OFr chant id. (Ï chantel id.) >  Fr chant 'face étroite d’un
objet', chanteau 'hunk of bread' »» Sl *ko!ßt¥ 'corner' >  ChS k0t5
ko<tË, Blg k`t, SCr ku•t, Slv ko!t, OCz, Cz kout, Slk ku1t, HLs/LLs
kut , P ka<t 'corner', OR kut5  kutË  'corner in a house', Uk, Blr, R ∆
kut  'corner' ¶ P 326-7, F I 777-8, Kö. #1851, Krüger GS 219, ML #1616 ,
Vn. C  84-5 (shows that OIr ce1tas 'siège' does not belong here [⇔  P
a.o.]), Hm. 42O, YGM-1 74, GH DAF 99, Dauz. 16O, Dtn. 241, Thr. KR
53, ESSJ XII 75-8, Glh. 363, ≈ EI 143 (*kan-t(≈)o 'corner, a bending') ||
A: pJ {S} *ka~ntu\a! 'angle, corner' > OJ *ka~du\o!, J: T ka!do, K ka~do!, Kg kado! ¶
S QJ #856, Mr. 432 ˚  N *m  is reconstructed on the ev. of Ak √kms7,
in the rest of the cognates *m  > *n+n ` by as. to the adjacent affricate. The
N word-final labialized vw. is suggested by J and by G -u- (regr. as .
*k''''amc7777 ' '''Ë > G k'unc7 '-); the absence of *u or *u\-glide in IE suggests that t h e
labialized N vw. was *o .
1O71. *k''''Ë[y]mVc'''' 6 666V (or *-c ''''-?) ' (≈ ) shin, thigh' >  HS: S *k'{u}ymV{s6'}-
'(∈) part of leg' > Gz k5W´yc5 ≠ k5W´c5 'leg, shin, shinbone, thigh' (a la te
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spelling for *kW´yc'6, *k'W´c'6?), Ak kimc5u, kinc5u, kic5c5u
'Unterschenkel' (in Gz *kW>  k'W by as. to c' or *c' 6) ¶ L G 458, Sd. 478  C
*kWanc6'-/*kunc'6- 'buttocks' (≈  {E}: *kWandl/*kundl) 'buttocks' o r
'muscle' >  Bj {Rop.} kWand<°d< 'buttocks of an ape' »» SC: Irq {E}
kuc'6?ama 'buttocks', ?φ  Kz {E} ku?uko 'muscle, tendon, sinew'; ?? I rq
{MQK} kuc'6u÷umo2 'hip, broad backside' (× ÿ kuc6'u2÷- v. 'bulge, bent, n o t
straight') ¶ E CR #354, E SC 367 (reconstructs pRt *kuc'6- 'large muscle ' ) ,
MQK 63, Rop. 2O8 || K *°k'wVnc`'VX+q- >  Mg k'vinc7'iXe 'thigh, h a u n c h
(bedro , låqka)' ¶ Q 256 || A: NaT *Ko4çu4k 'buttocks' >  OT {Cl} ko4c7u4k
(unvocalized) id., ko4c 7u 4kle- v. 'beat on the buttocks', Sg/Shor {Rl.} ko4c7u4k
'buttocks'; this T cognate is valid unless it goes back to **ko4t-c7u4k ÿ T
*ko4t 'backside, buttocks' (Cl. 7OO) ¶ Cl. 697, Rl. II 1289 ˚  If Irq {E}
kuc' 6?ama is not valid (derived from the v. kuc6 'u2÷-), the N sibilant is *c'''' ++++c 6 666 ' '''.
1O72. € *K''''a 4 444m[Ë]r1111V 'shoulder, shoulder-blade' >  HS: S: Ak fMB
k5uma2r- {Sd.} 'shoulder and upper part of the arm (?)', {CAD} '∈  p a r t
of the arm' ¶ Sd. 824, CAD XIII 3O4  B *-kru2m- 'back (dorsum), n a p e
of the neck, neck' (× N *ko6666ri{H}u6666 'throat, neck'?) >  Skn {La.} ta-kru2m-t
(pl. ta-k´rm-in), Nf {La.} tukrimt 'neck', Shl {La.} akrum, Nf akru2m ' b a c k
(dos)', Wrg {Dlh.} akrum (pl. i-krum-´n), takrumt (pl. tikrumin) ' neck ,
nape of the neck', Mtm t3a-k3ru2m-t3 (pl. t3i-k3´rm-ïn) 'neck, nape ' ,
tik´rmin 'back, spine', Mz ac7rum 'nape' ('nuque, haut du cou der r i è re
la tête'), Gd {CM} takurumt 'neck' ¶ Ds. 98, Dlh. M 24, La. S 2 1 8 ,
Dlh. Ou 153 || A: NaT *kæa4br1e 'shoulder-blade' >  Chg kebze [San.]
'shoulder', {PC} id., 'shoulder-blade', Osm {Rh.} ‰zbK ka4bza4, Tk kebze,
Ggz kebze, Tkm kebÎ, Qzq kebze, ∆  {Rl.} ko4u4\zo4 'shoulder-blade', Az
g1a4bza4 'handle, grip', Qq kebze 'breast', VTt ka4u4\sa4 'trunk of a tree', Bsh
ka4u4 \Îa4 'trunk (of body)' ¶ TL 242-3, ADb. SR 141, 188-9, Rl. II 1198, TrR
528, TkR 386, Rl. II 1218, San. 323, PC 455 ¶¶ ADb. SR 47, 3O6 equa tes
this T √  with Tg *kende 'shoulder-blade' (which is hardly convincing)
and reconstructs A *kemr1e (for Tg *kende cp. N *ken[V]c@@@@VdV ' jo int
[articulation], shoulder joint') ˚  ADb. SR 3O6 (A *kemr1É  ÷  IE *gWerwa2
/ *gWrïwa 'nape, back, arm', D *kentße 'carry under the arm'; cp. N
*gub[V]ÂÉ  'back, back side, nape (of neck)' and N *ken[V]c @@@@VdV ) .
1O73. *k ''''am{t}V 'burn (be on fire)', 'shine' > IE: NaIE *kend- v. ' sh ine '
>  OI [Dhat.] candati 'shines, is bright' »» L candeo / cande2re /
candui 'be of a shining white, shine, glitter', candidus 'shining
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white' »» W can 'white', cannaid 'white, luminous', OBr cann
'shining, white' (in cds.), Br kann 'd’un blanc brillant' ¶ P 526, M K I
372-3, WH I 151-2, Frl. 95 (OBr cant 'frey-haired, shining' [quoted i n
P] does not exist), ≈ EI 514 (*(s)kand- 'shine, glitter') || HS: B *√kmdœ
vi. 'burn' >  Rf, Izn, Shl √kmdœ  ¶ Rn. 345 ¶ In B we may see a mte. **kœmt
> **kmtœ (> *kmdœ) || D *kanÀrÀ- ({†GS} ≈ *kandÀ-) 'be scorched (by sun o r
fire), fade' >  Tm kan3r3u 'be scorched\sunburnt, fade', Ml kannuka
'be scorche', Kn kandu 'be scorched by the sun or by fire, be cha r red ' ,
Tu kanduni 'be fade, wither', Tl kandu 'b lackness\discolorat ion
caused by scorching', kandu 'be scorched' ¶¶ D 141O || K: G
k'amk'am- v. 'shine, glitter' ¶ Chx. 546-7 ˚  If the K cognate is valid, t h e
N etymon has *k '''' - , otherwise it must be denoted as *K '''' -  (= *k '''' ++++ û ûûûq-) .
1O74. *{k''''}an{É} 'young, child' > HS: S *°√k'nn >  Mh k'‰n≤nawn ( f .
k'‰n≤n‰t) 'child; little, young', Hrs k'‰nno2n (f. k'‰n≤n‰t) 'little, small ' ,
'small' (= 'young, of a child'): ‰˝o2rb‰h m-h‰s k'‰nno2n 'I have known h i m
since he was small', Sq {Jo.} ≤k'anhoh 'baby animal', Mh, Hrs m‰k'≤nayw,
Jb E m‰k≤ni 'baby, baby boy', Mh m‰k'≤nawt, Hrs mk'‰no2t, Jb E m‰k'≤nit
'baby girl', Hrs m‰k'nï 'grandson', m‰k'nït 'granddaughter' ¶ Jo. M 2 3 2 ,
Jo. H 76  ? Eg XXII k5ny 'child in its mother’s lap (?)' (unless from Eg
fMK k5ny v., n. 'embrace') ¶ EG V 51, Fk. 28O  EC: Sml {DSI} qa2n
'camel-foal, calf', Sml N qa2~n 'camel-foal'; Or k'onda2la {Hd.} 'young m a n ' ,
{Grg.} 'young soldier; young man of "draft age"' ¶ Abr. S 2OO, DSI 4 7 7 ,
Grg. 327 || IE: NaIE *ken- 'young; child, young of an animal' >  OI Vd
ka≤n°na- 'young', OI kan≤ya2, Av kaine / kain°- 'girl, virgin', YAv
gen. sg. kain°n- id., NPrs ΩynK ka4nïz 'maiden, girl; female slave, maid-
servant', ∆  kïna  'daughter', Krd kanï , ke2nï 'bride', (pIrn *kan-tï- > ) Oss
I c7‰nZ, Oss D kinZa4 'bride, son’s wife' »» OIr cano, cana 'whelp (of a
wolf), puppy', MW ceneu, W cenau (pl. cenawon) id. »» Sl *c7eßdo
'child' (unless a loan from Gmc, cp. OHG kind id.) >  OCS h0do c7e<do,
Blg ≤¢edo , Cz c7ado 'child', R, Uk ≤¢ado id. ¶ Not here (⇔ EI) words f o r
'begin, new' (OCS za-c7eßti 'begin', L re-ce2ns 'new, fresh, recent', Gk
kaino1ß, etc.) (see  N *K''''anV 'begin, originate, be new') ¶ WP I 397-8, P
563-4, ESSJ IV 1O2-4, SPS II 191, M K I 151, 153-4, M E I 297-8, Vl. II
9O2-3, Sg. 1O57, Horn 194, Mrg. 19, Ab. I 6O7-8, SB 76-7, Vn. C  31-2 ,
ESSJ IV 1O2-4, ≈ EI 213-4 (*ken- 'fresh') || ?φ  A (+ext.): NaT *{k…}a4[:]nç
'child, young of an animal' >  OT ka4nc7 id. ({Cl.} ka4∏nc7) id., OT U V I I I
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kenc7 urî kenc7 kîzlar 'young boys and young girls', Osm {Bu.} ∆nK genZ7,
Tk genc, Ggz genc7, Az g1a4nZ7 'young' ¶ Cl. 727, ET VGD 2O-1, TL 657-8 ,
GRM 11O, Rs. W 252, Sht. 124, NogR 16O, KrkR 313, Bu. II 139, Rl. II
1O82  M (π T?): WrM kenZe, HlM x´nz 'child born of old paren ts ,
late-grown crop', Kl {Rm.} kenz´  'late-born (child, young of animals)'; M
ıChg éjnK kenZ7e {Rl., Rs.} 'youngest daughter', {Cl.} 'a child born t o
elderly parents', Qzq, Nog, Qq kenz7e 'the youngest child; las t -born
young (of domestic animals)', ET ka4nZ7i 'last-born (child), late ( c rops ) ' ,
Uz ∆ genZ7a ± ga4nZ7a4, Qmq †, Qrg kenZ7e 'young' ¶ MED 454, KW 226, BN
83-4, ET VGD 2O-1 || D *kanÀrÀ- ({†GS} ≈ *kandÀ-) 'child, young o f
animals' (= {Pf.} *kantÀ-) (× N *ka4444n 2 222há 'give birth') >  Tm kan3r3u 'calf ,
colt, young (of various animals), young tree', Ml kannu (obl. kar3r3u)
'young of cattle, young plaintain tree', kannu  / (obl. c.) kar3r3u- ' ca l f '
(esp. 'buffalo calf'), Td korÀ 'female buffalo calf below one year', Kn
kanda 'young child', kar3u, kar3a, kar3uvu 'calf', kandu 'calf ,
young plaintain trees, foetus of beasts', Tu kan1Zi 'calf', Tl kandu
'infant', Gnd kar`anZi 'half-grown young pig', Krx xadd 'child, young
animal or plant', Mlt qade 'son' ¶ ¶ Km. 324, D #1411, Pf. 9O || ?σ K:
OG k'nin-ak'-i 'very small', MG, G k'nin- 'small, little, tiny, insignificant',
G k'nin- 'diminish, make smaller' (if the semantic connection is
sufficient and unless the G word is an Iranism [from an unspecified
source]) ¶ Srj. 1OO, DCh. 62O, Chx. 6O5 ˚ If the A cognate is valid,
the vw. (*a4 in T, e in M) is due to vw. harmony: N *a.. .É  >  *a4...V ˚
This N word may be identical with N *K''''anV 'begin, originate, be n e w '
(q.v.) ˚  If the K word belongs here, the N rec. must be *k''''an{É},
otherwise it is *K''''an{É} with an unspecified *K''''- ˚  IS I 335-6 [#211]
(*K'anÿ 'give birth, be born'; IE, S, B, C, Om, D) ||| The same N w o r d
underlies diminutive suffixes in A and possibly in IE, K, and U: A: M *-
qan/*-ken, originally dim.: WrM keu4ken 'child, infant' ÿ WrM keu4
(> ku4u4) 'son'; if *-qan/*-ken (> WrM -qan/-ken, HlM -xan/-x´n)
derives words from adjectives, it denotes a slight degree of the quality
and has a hypocoristic connotation: WrM o4ndo4rken 'slightly high' ,
hpc. 'high' (≈ Sp 'altito') (ÿ  o4ndo4r 'high'), saiqan 'nice, g o o d
looking, fine' (hpc. of sain 'good'), ula9aqan (hpc. of ula9an
'red'); with stems of numerals it means 'only': 9urbaqan 'only t h r e e '
(ÿ 9urban 'three'), Brt -xan/-xon/-x´n, dim. sx.: baabgajxan
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'bear-cub' (ÿ baabgaj 'bear'), basagaxan (hpc. of basagan
'girl, daughter'), galxan (dim. of gal 'fire'), g´rx´n (dim. of g´r
'house'), sahaxan 'a snow-flake' (ÿ sahan 'snow') ¶ MED 3 6 9 ,
461, Pp. GPMJ 107, Hmb. 7, GBJ 7O  Tg *-kan/*-ken, dim. sx.: Ewk -
ka2n/-k‰2n/-ko2n (biraka2n 'small river' [ÿ bira 'river'], ayaka2n ]hpc. o f
aya 'good'], dagaka2n 'very near' [ÿ daga 'near']), Neg, Lm, Ul, Nn -
kan/-k‰n, dim. sx. (e.g. Nn d‰r‰k‰n [dim. of d‰r‰ 'table'], morikan ' foa l '
ÿ morin 'horse', tugZ‰k‰n 'young of a lynx' ÿ tugZ7‰ 'lynx'), WrMc -
kan/-ken (e.g. yarg1akan 'more or less true' ÿ yarg1an ' t r ue ' ,
neciken  'almost straight' and dim. of necin  'straight') ¶ Vas. 759, Pt.
23, Z 191, 22O-1  T: OT -aq / -eq / -uq (after vws. and r) -q / -k d im.
sx., e.g. OT ad˝îraq 'young stallion'ÿ ad˝îr 'stallion', o4zek ' small
valley' ÿ o4[:]z 'valley', qasuq 'small piece of bark' ÿ qa[:]s ' b a rk ' ) ;
(rare) {Cl.} -qîn%a / -kin%e,  dim. sx. ¶ Cl. xi-xii, 47-9, 278, 285, 665-6 ||
? IE *-i-k(o)-, *-u-k(o)- dim. (× *-iko-, sx. of nouns derived f r o m
adjectives: Lt jauni~kis 'young lad, bridegroom' ÿ jaunas ' young ' )
>  Lt ranki~ke$ (dim. of ranka 'hand'), mergi~ke$ 'girl' (ÿ merga~
'maid'), oz7iu~kas ≠ oz7u~kas (dim. of oz7y›ﬁs 'he-goat'), Pru wosux
'Bock' (an etymological cognate of oz7u~kas), Lt broliu~kas (dim. o f
bro!lis 'brother') » OCS grad6c6 gradÁcÁ (dim. of grad5 gradË
'urbs, hortus ' ) , s7n5k5 synËkË, R syn-ok (dim.\hypocoristic o f
s7n5synË, R syn ' son ' )  »» OI kumara≤kah5 'little boy' »» L (dim. -
(i)co- + dim.  -ulus, -ula): folliculus 'little sack\bag', mus-
culu-s 'little mouse' »» OI s1is1u≤kah5 'Kindchen' (ÿ ≤s1is1u- 'Kind'),
OI pas1uka2 'kleines Tier', Av pasuka- 'Haustier' (ÿ OI pa≤s1u-, Av
pasu- 'cattle, animal'), OI as1va≤ka-h5 (dim. of as1va-h5 'horse') »» Gk
-ako-, -ak-. e.g. bv6max (dim. of bvmo1ß 'altar'), mei6rax 'young girl'  It i s
tempting to adduce here Gmc *-ke+in- > OSx skipikin 'small ship ' ,
mannekin 'Männchen', early NHG [Luther] So4nichen, Hensichen
(hypocoristic from words for 'son', 'Hans'), NHG -chen (dim. a n d
hpc.), but Gmc *-k-  for the expected *-h- defies explanation; an alt. et . :
the Gmc sx. goes back to the reflex of NaIE *g8en´-to-m 'born' (OHG, OSx
kind  'child', see N *ka 4444n 2 222há  'give birth') ¶ BD II/1: 487-96, Zhr. IN 3 2 5
|| ? K: OG {Fn.} -ak'- dim., e.g. mc'ire-ak'-i 'tiny, small' (ÿ  mc'ire ' small ,
little'), k'idoban-ak'-i 'small box', G -ak'- dim., e.g. gor-ak'-i ' small
mountain, hill' (ÿ  gora 'mountain'), c'ign-ak'-i 'note-book' (dim. o f
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c'igni 'book'), -ik'o, hypocoristic sx. (-o from the voc.): ilik'o (hpc. o f
ilia 'Elias'), tinik'o (hpc. of the female name t'ina), sulik'o 'dar l ing '
(hpc. of suli 'soul') ¶ Fn. GAS 5O, Vogt GLG 227 ||  U: FL *-kka/*-kka4,
dim. sx. > F vasikka  'calf, fawn' (ÿ  vasa  'fawn'), penikka 'whelp,
puppy' (ÿ F XIX peni 'dog' {SSA II 335}, cp. Es peni 'dog'), Ing
va2lakka 'whitish' (from the word for 'white', cf. F valkea 'white'); FL
*-kko/*-kko4, dim. > F pa4a4kko 'small head' (ÿ  pa4a4 'head'), Vo
kotikko (dim of koti 'Sack'), c7iutikk‰ (dim of c7iuto 'shirt') » Mr: Er
surkske surks-ke, Mk surkskå surks-≤ka4 (both: dim. of surks
surks 'ring'), Mk sukskå suks-≤ka4 (dim. of suks suks 'worm'), Er
tatawke tatas7ke (dim.\hpc. of tataj tatay 'toy'), ce4rka c1orka
'boy', hpc. 'son' (ÿ ce 4ra 'son, male person') » Prm: Vt pioke pioke
(hpc. of pi pi 'son'), nylok  nÈlok (hpc. of nyl nÈl 'daughter'), Prmk
nåne 4k n1an1ok (dim. of nån∆ n1an1 'bread'), ko4¢ok k‰c1ok (dim. of ko4¢
k‰c11 'hare') (×  infl. of R dim. sx -ok) »» Os: Kr -k´ dim. (ew´k´,
dim.\hpc. of ewe 'daughter, girl', ma"n1´k´ (hpc. of ma"n1´ ' younger
brother'), Ty it !´ki  hpc. (addressing a young boy, cp. Os O is1i ' younger
brother'); Vg: Ss tu2rk´ (dim. of tu2r 'lake'), ma2n1kW´ (dim. of ma2n1
'small') ¶ Laan. OS 2O9, 222-3, PI 26O, 335, ERV 649, 722, TeplL PJ 1 5 3 ,
Sauer NBO 153  The sx. *-ka/a4 is found within FL *u4Lka4 'boy, young
man' >  F ylka4 'bridegroom', Es {W} u4lg 'Bräutigam, Mann', pLp {Lr.}
*‰lke2 'boy, son' > Lp: S {Hs.} a4lgie 'son', L {LLO} al…hke2 'boy (be tween
8 and 1O years)', I alge 'son, boy', Kld {SaR} all∆k, {TI} Al:gò´"ò ' s o n '
(see N *9il ßßßß {Ë} 'boy, young man') ¶ SK 1859, W EDW 1272, Lr. #1O, Lgc.
#47, Hs. 234-5, TI 8, SaR 24 ˚ The IE, K, U, and T cognates p resuppose
a reduction N *-k''''Vn- > *-k'-, which makes these cognates less cer ta in
(though this kind of reduction in derivational sxs. is typical of lgs.)  ˚
Öhm. 87-9 (FU, IE).
1O75. *k''''an2222{o} (or *k ''''an 2222y {o}??) 'to tie' > K  *k'o2n- v. 'tie together' >  OG
k'ona 'bundle', MG [SSO] k'on- v. 'tie together (flowers, twigs, etc.)', G
k'on- v. 'tie' (s7e-k'on-va 'to tie together', k'on-a 'bundle, sheaf'), Sv c7'we2n-
/c7'o2n-: UB li-c7'we2n-i {K2} 'to tie together', Sv {K2} li-c7'o2n-e 'to b e
wrapped', Sv UB {GP} li-c7'o2n-e 'to tie round, to wrap up', a-c7'o2n-e 'wraps
up', z7-an-c7'o2n-e '(he) wrapped up', l´-c7'o2ne prtc. 'wrapped up' ¶¶ K 1 1 4 ,
K2 98, FS E 2O6, Abul. 2O1, TK 483 || HS *√k'n ≠ *√kn v. 'tie, plait' >
B *-Œa2n- ≠ *-Œu2n- 'rope, band' >  Ah, Gh a-Œan 'corde', Ah ta-Œan-t
'rêne', Tmz ta-Œuni 'footwear'; *√wŒn (<  *√w-Œn) v. 'tie' >  Ah, Gh,
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BSn, Si ´qq´n v. 'tie' ('lier'), Gd Eqq´n, Nf {La.} aqq´n, Mz, Kb ´qq´n, Tmz
qq´n  'lier, attacher', uqun  'lien, attache' ¶ Fc. 1733-4O, Dlh. M 162, La. S
197, MT 192-4, Dl. 667, Lnf. II #1283  Eg: G k5n v. 'weave', MK k5n n .
'mat', MKL k5ny.w 'weavers' ¶ EG V 48, 5O, Fk. 279  S *°kann- >  Ak
kann- 'fetter, band, rope, belt, wisp of straw to bind a sheaf' (×  ÿ
√knn [inf. kana2nu] v. 'twist'?) ¶ CAD VIII 142-3, 156-7   Ch {JS}
*√kn v. 'tie' (?? ≠ *√k'n id.), {Stl.} *k'Vn- 'tie to (attacher)' >  WCh: SBc:
Bg {Sh.} ka2n, Buli {ChL} kÈnnu, {Csp.} kinnu, Tala {Csp.} ka~nu id. » ?? NrBc:
Cg {Sk.} k'u!n- 'tie', unless from pNrBc *√d'kn (>  Wrj {Sk.} d'îk‰n- id.) »»
CCh: Hw k‰!na~N, G’nd {ChL} kÈn‰nc7i, Gbn {ChL} kI_n‰nc7i, Bk {ChL} kI_~na~d'a!,
Tr {Nw.} g‰ni, Pdl g‰na v. 'tie' » Msy {MCh} k´n id. » Lame {ChL} k‰~nwa!
'plait (mat\hair)', ZmB {ChC, ChL} kan, ZmD ka@n v. 'plait (hair)' »» ECh:
Mkl sbjn. ki~ni!, pf. gi~ni!, ip. ko~ni~yo! 'plait (mat\hair)' ¶ JS 269, Stl. IF
1O4, ChC, ChL, J LM 122, KNC 11 ¶ OS #1546 (*k'an- 'plait' in Ch, B, Eg)
|| IE: NaIE {P} *kenk- v. 'gird, tie\bind around, tie on' >  OI L ≤kan%cate2
'binds', OI ≤kan%c° 'girdle, belt' »» Gk kigkli1deß pl. 'lattice gates' »» L
cing(e"re) / cinx° / cinctus v. 'gird' ‘ 'surround, encircle' »» Lt
kinkauﬁ/-y!ti v. 'harness (horses)' ¶ P 565, EI 224 (*kenk- 'gird, w r a p
around'), M K I 139-4O, F I 849, WH I 216-7, Frn. 255 ¶ IE *-k- is a n
extension (originally a sx.?) || A: M *qaNqad- > WrM qaNqad- ' b e
solidly attached' ¶ MED 929  ?φ Tg *[x]un1- 'tie, tie together' >  Ewk un1a2-
v. 'tie\fasten to, bandage', Lm o$:n1‰- 'tie to\together', Orc un1a4∏- ' t i e
together', Orc un1a4∏, ? Ud unZ7u 'bundle', WrMc un1eri 'cord, bowstr ing '
¶ STM II 277 ˚  If the rec. *k''''an 2222[y]{o} is right, the N cluster *-n2222y- c a n
explain both the Tg cns. *-n1- and the long vw. in K (compensa tory
lengthening *-Vn2222y- > K *-V:n-). The quality of K *o2 and Tg *u may b e
due to regr. as. (*-an 2222[y]o > K *-o2nV, Tg *-un1-).
1O76. *K''''anV 'to sing, to sound' >  IE: NaIE *kan- id. >  L cano /
cane"re 'sing', Um kanetu 'canito', ar7-kani 'accinium, priests’
chant' »» Gk ]hi4-kano1ß 'cock' ('morning-singer'), aor. kana1xai ' p o u r e d
with a gurgling sound', kanach1 'sharp sound', esp. 'ring, clang ( o f
metal)' »» OIr can- v. 'sing', Brtt {RE} *kanïmi 'sing'  > OW cana, MW,
W canu, Crn cane, MBr canaff, Br kanan% 'to sing', Br kan 'singing
(chant)' »» Gt, AS hana, ON hani, OSx, OHG hano, NHG Hahn ' cock ' ;
Ï  Gt Cr ano, AS henn, NE hen, OHG henna, han°n, NHG Henne
'hen', with ablaut OSx ho2n, OHG huon, NHG Huhn 'hen' ¶ But Tc A
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kam$ (gen. kanis), B kene 'melody, tune' do not belong h e r e
(because IE *a does not yield pTc {Ad.} *e [>  Tc A a, Tc B e], but goes
back to NaIE *g8≈wonos 'sound', as suggested in Wn. 186, Ad. 193, a n d
Ad. H 27) ¶ P 525-6, EI 519, Dv. #368, F I 776, WH I 154-5, Bc. G 3 2 9 -
3O, Fs. 243-4, Vr. 2O8, Kb. 431, 456, Schz. 164, OsS 37O, 432, Ho. 1 4 9 ,
155, Vn. C  3O-1, RE 128, Ern. 94, Hm. 418 || HS: S: [1] SS *°√k'ny ≠
*√k'nw  'raise a sound of music, sing' >  Gz √k'ny L (pf. k'a2naya) 'raise a
sound of music', Tgy √k'ny (pf. k'anAyA), Tgr pf. k'ana 'sing'; ı Sa k'ana
'song'; [2] CS *√k'yn 'sing' >  BHb en!iq% k'ï≤na2 'funeral song, dirge', Sr
æ4onjœi k5°≤n-t-a2 'song, chant; Hymnus, Klagelied', Md k5inta 'song', Ar
{Dz.} (?a)qyana v. 'sing', énay0Qa qayn-at- {Hv.} 'songstress', {Bl.} 'esclave
chanteuse', {BK} 'fille esclave qui connaît le chant et la musique' (×  ÿ
qiya2n 'slave') ¶ KB 1O25-6, KBR 1O97, BK II 848, Bl. 676, Hv. 638, L G
437, Br. 664, LH 253 ||  A: ?φ  Tg *ken+n1e- 'sing, produce a sound' >  O r c
k‰n‰xi 'voice (of a person capable to sing)', Ewk k‰2n1´- v. 'pra ise ,
thank', Sln x‰2nï- v. 'praise', Neg k‰2n1‰- id., 'be proud of', Ud k‰ni- v.
'scold', Ork k‰n‰- v. 'boast' ¶ STM I 449 || D *kanÀ- ({†GS} *k-) v.
'sound' >  Tm kan3ay v. 'sound (as a drum), bellow, neigh', Ml
kanekka v. 'sound, low (as oxen)', Kt kanv-  '(cow\buffalo) bellows f o r
calf', Td kenf- (p. kent-) v. 'roar' (of wild animals, children), Kn kene
v. 'neigh', Kdg kene '(act of) bellowing', Kui kanar`i 'sound, noise' ¶¶ D
#14O9 ˚  The Tg cognate is qu. because of its *k- (for the expected *x-
) and its palatal *-n1-.
1O77. *K''''anV 'begin, originate, be new' >  IE: NaIE *ken- ≠ *°kan-
'begin, originate, be born, be recent\young' >  Gk kaino1ß 'new' »» L re-
cens / re-cent-is 'new, fresh, young, recent' »» OIr cinid 'il s o r t
de, descend de, est mis au monde', cene1l  'race, peuple, espèce, genre ' ,
ciniud, OW cenetl 'gens, genus, natio', W cenedl 'nation, r ace ' ,
Crn kinethel 'generatio'; Gl Cintus, Cintugna2tus
('Primigenitus'), OIr ce2tne, ce2t- 'first', W cyn(t) 'erst, vor, eher' »»
?σ Gmc: Brgn HENDINOS 'king' »» Sl 1s prs. *c7Án-oß / inf. *c7eß-ti 'begin' >
OCz 1s c7nu / 2s c7nes7 / inf. c7ieti; usually used with pxs.: *na-c7Án-oß /
*na-c7eß-ti v. 'begin' (>  OCS nah6n0 na-c7Án-o< / nah9ti na-c7e<-ti,
Blg na≤¢ena, SCr na~c7e•ti, Slv nac7e!ti, OCz nac7ieti, OP, P ∆
nacza<c1, R na¢≤nu / na≤¢at∆ id.), *po-c7Án-oß / *po-c7eß-ti v. 'begin' (>
SCr po~c7ne•m / po~c7e•ti, Cz poc7nu / poc7I1ti, P pocza<c1), *za-c7Án-oß /
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*za-c7e ß-ti v. 'begin, conceive (of a woman)' (>  OCS zah9ti za-c7e<-ti,
R za≤¢at∆ id., P zacza<c1 'to begin'); Sl *kon¥ 'start, beginning' (‘
'end'; the semantic change is understandable in the light of SCr od
kona do kona 'from the beginning to the end') >  OCS kon- i n
iskoni is-kon-i ' ]ap] ]arch6ß, from the beginning (of times)', R
iskoni 'from time immemorial', SCr kon '⇑ ', OR kon5 konË ' e n d ' ,
Cz kon  (in dokona  'up to the end', dokonati 'end one’s life'); Ï Sl
*kon-ÁcÁ 'end' (>  OCS kon6c6 konÁcÁ, Blg, R ko≤nec, Uk k¡nec∆,
SCr ko~nac, Slv ko!nec, Cz konec, Slk, P koniec) ¶ P 563-4, M K I
151, 153-4, M E I 297-8, F I 754, WH II 423-4, Vn. C  64, 1O3, Mrg. 1 9 ,
Ab. I 6O7-8, SB 76-7, ESSJ IV 1O9, X 195-6, XI 5-6, and XXI 226-7, Vs. II
14O, 3O7, 31O, III 51, Ma. CS 217, Brü. 423-4, Glh. 49O-1, StSS 2 3 4 ,
265, 289-9O, 357, ≈ EI 213-4 (*ken- 'fresh'; no distinction be tween
reflexes of N *K ''''anV  'begin, be new' and N *{k''''}an{É} 'young, child') ||
HS: S *√k'ny+w >  BHb √k'ny+w v. 'create, acquire, buy', Ph, Pun, SmA
√k'ny+w 'create', Ug √k5ny 'create, acquire', Amr {G} √k'ny, Ar √qny
≠ √qnw G  id., IA √k'ny+w 'acquire, buy', JA {Js.} √k'ny ≠ √k'nw
'acquire, obtain', JEA {Sl.} √k'ny 'acquire possession', Gz √k'ny
'acquire', Ak OB √k'ny (p. ik5n°) 'keep for oneself', Ak NA √k'nw ( p .
ik5nu2) 'acquire' ¶ KB 1O38-9, KBR 1111-2, A #2426, OLS 369-7O, Js .
1391, Sl. 1O27-8, BK II 825-7, Hv. 631, Tal 785, G A 29, Sd. 898, Fr. III
5O8-9  B *Œn{?} > ETwl, Ty ¥˝nu 'être commencé, être créé', Ah ´Œnu
(pf. -Œni ≠ -Œna) id., 'avoir son origine' ¶ Fc. 1739, GhA 69  EC: Dsn
{To.} ka2^na 'new' ¶ To. DL 5O9  NrOm: Ym {Wdk.} ko2~nu@ / ko2~nu~
'generate, give birth', {Lm.} ko2n- 'gebären', {C} k5o2n- v. ' genera te
(generare)', {Wdk.} ko~2nto@ / ko2~nto~, {Lm.} ko2n-t-, {C} k5o2n-t- 'be born' ¶ C
SE III 82, Wdk. BY 129, Lm. Y 353-4  WCh: NrBc {Sk.} *k'‰n-≠*k'an- ' b u y '
> {Sk.}: Wrj, Mbr, My k'‰n-, P’ kWan-, Jmb g‰n-, Kry k‰n-, Cg k'an ≠ k'a2n id .
¶ Sk. NB 14, Tk. NB 182 (NB *k'Wan-> *k'an-≠*k'‰n-) || D: *kanÀ- ' b ea r ,
bring forth', *kanÀrÀ- 'child, young of animals' (× N *ka4444n 2 222há 'give b i r th ' ,
q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ Km. 324, D #1411, Pf. 9O ˚  If the K word belong here, t h e
N rec. must be *k''''anV, otherwise it is *K''''anV with an unspecified *K''''-
˚  This N word may be identical with N *{k''''}an{É} 'young, child' (q .v . )
˚  IS I 335-6 [#211] (*K'anÿ  'give birth, be born'; IE, S, B, C, Om, D).
1O78. *K''''Én2222 ++++N{u6666} 'empty' >  IE: NaIE *k8en[(e)w]- 'empty' >  Arm sin
sin (gen. snoj snoy) 'empty, vain' »» Gk Hm kene[w]o1ß, Gk Cp keneyw o1ß,
Gk I keino1ß (<  *kenw o1ß), Gk A keno1ß 'empty' ¶ WP I 39O, P 564, Bc.
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#13.22, Bois. 434, F I 189, Slt. 441, EI 179 (? *k8e≤no-s) || HS: C: Ag: Xm
{R} gin- 'be empty, without (sth. expected)' ('leer, bar, ohne sein ' ) ,
gi≤na2 'emptiness' ¶ R Ch II 47  ?σ,φ S: Gz kantu2 (accus. kanto2)
'nothingness, empty thing, emptiness', in cs. 'vain, empty' ¶ L G 288 ||
A: M *ko4Ndey 'hollow, empty' >  MM [IM] ko4Ndey 'hollow', WrM ko4ndei
≠ ko4ndu4i, HlM xøndij, WrO ko4ndo4i, Kl kønd´ ko4nda4 'hollow,
empty' ¶ pM *-dei  (>  WrM -dei ) is a sx. of nominal derivation ¶ Pp. MA
44O,  MED 487, Krg. 734, KRS 316  Tg: [1] *{x}eNtu'- ' empty '  > O r c
k‰ntu, k‰ntuku, Lm ‰nt´kç‰, ‰nt´r‰n, Neg ‰ntukin 'empty', ‰ntus- v t .
'empty', Ewk ‰Ntukïn  'not full' (a vessel), ‰Ntu-  vt. 'diminish the a m o u n t
(of liquid in a vessel)'   [2] NrTg *keNk- > Ewk k‰Nkut‰2k 'emptiness', Lm
ko$ ∏Nkï- vt. 'empty' ¶ Tg *k- (for the expected *x-) in *keNk- may be d u e
to as. (*K'...k > *k...k) ¶ STM I 45O and II 458 ¶¶ DQA #765 (A *ke"~Ni
'hollow, empty'; incl. M, Tg *keNk-] ˚  ≈ IS I 349-5O [#226] (*K'en%u =
*K'en`u; IE •÷ U *ken1V and A *kæa4n1u4 'light, levis').
1O78a. *K''''{o}n````V 'back, rear' > HS: S *k'inn- (≠ *°k'ayn-?) > Ak fOB/OA
k5innatu 'anus, buttocks; rear', Tgr k'´n 'lower\back part; vulva', Ar
qayn-at-  'derrière, le bas du dos' (“ d. with the dim. infix -ay-?) ¶ CAD
XIII 254-6, LH 252, BK II 848  EC: Or {Grg.} k'ïnt'ï 'spine (esp. at t h e
waist line)', {Brl.} k5inti 'lombi, natiche' ¶ Grg. 322, Brl. 341  Ch:
WCh: Su {J} k‰~no~k, Mnt k'O!N 'back (dos)' »» CCh: Glv {Rp.} ku2!nya, Dgh
{Frk., ChL} kWi!nda~, {IL} kWi!ndo~, Gv {IL} kWi!nda~, {ChL} kWi~nda~, Nkc {ChL}
kWi!nda` 'neck' ¶ But hardly here Hs k'a2!ni~ya2@ because of the vw. a2 in t h e
first syll. and its meaning (not 'anus', as in Blz. LNA, but ' pe r ineum,
female pudenda, anus', where 'anus' is hardly the primary meaning) ¶ JI
II 6, ChC, ChL, RpB 55, Ba. 552 || U: FU *kon`+nV (+ oblique case endings)
'rücklings, auf den Rücken'  > Er kunst kunst 'backward, upon\on t h e
back' (prams kunst 'to fall backwards', awtems kunst 'to lie o n
one’s back'), Mk ∆  {Ahl.} kunc7 'rücklings' »» ObU {†Hl.} *kV∏n`(c7)Vw
({Ht.} *kV∏n(c7)V˝) 'auf den Rücken' > pVg *ka2n´˝ id. > Vg: T kana2w, LK
Xonï, MK/UK konï, P ko2n´˝, NV/SV ko2ni, LL ko2na2, UL Xo2ni, Ss. XO2ni; pOs
*ko"n`c7a˝ id. >  Os: V/Vy ko"n`c7a˝, Ty ko"n`˝È, Y kon˝È, K Xo"nc7a$, Nz/Kz
Xo"ns7a, O Xo"nsa ¶ UEW 179, ERV 315, Ht. #288 ¶ Os *n` may b e
postalveolar due to as. (*ˆc7 > *n`c7) and therefore provides no ev. for a
pFU *n` || A {SDM} *ku+oNtæV 'rump, anus '  > T *k[æ]oN 'buttocks, r u m p ,
thick part of the thigh' > OT [MKs.] qoN a4t 'muscle' (a4t 'meat, f lesh ') ,
Qrg T, ET qoN 'buttocks, posteriors', Qq, Qrg qoN 'meat of the thick p a r t
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of the thigh', Qzq qoN id., 'rump', Tv qoN á<t 'meat without bones ;
carcass (of an animal), tuwa ' (á<t 'meat'); T ı WrM {Rm.“?} qoN,
Klm {Rm.} XoN 'Steiß, das dicke Fleisch am Rückenende' ¶ Cl. 632, MKD
142, ET Q 58-9, Rl. II 899, KW 185  M *qoNdV- ({DQA} *qondu-) ≈
'rump, hind part' (× possible infl. of  N *ken[V]c@@@@VdV ' jo in t
[articulation], shoulder joint'??) > Klm {Rm.} Xondasn= 'die Stelle u n t e n
zwischen den Schenkeln' ({Rm.}: ÷ ¿ WrM qondasun ı WrMc {Rm.}
Xonsun [= WrMc {Ha.} Xonsun 'Hämorrhoidengeschwür'?]); WrM
qondulai, HlM xondloj {MED} 'rump, hip', {Kow.} 'cuisse, par t i e
supérieure d’une cuisse', Klm {Rm.} Xondala4∏ 'das dicke Fleisch, Steiß,
Schenkel', Brt xondoloj 'buttocks, posteriors (of humans), rump ( o f
an animal)', Ord XondòolO4∏ 'croupe', Xondòoc7æoq 'croupe, partie du d o s
située sous la région lombaire', Klm {Rm.} XoNga4∏ ≠ XoN9a2 'der Steiß ( d e r
Kinder)' (in the lge. of children) (÷ ¿ WrM {Rm.} qoN9ai\); Klm {KRS}
xondsx Xond¥sX¥ 'rump, hind part (of an animal)', {Rm.} XondasXa"
'Schenkelfleisch, Steiß, Sitz; Schenkel'; M *qonZ>iya-sun 'crotch, anus '  >
MM [S] {H} qonZ7iyasun 'Ausscheidungsorgane', WrM qoNZusu {MED} ' t h e
junction of the two thighs, crotch', {Kow.} 'soedinen¡e obíix`
lådv¡j , zadnica ', 'l’extrémité des organes excrétoires, l’organ d e
l’excrétion', Brt {Chr.} xonzooho(n) 'anus' ¶ Kow. 869, 874, MED
962, 963, H 66, Ms. O 352, KRS 596, KW 185, Chr. 583-4, Ha. 595  Tg
*kuNdu > Ewk kunNukï ± kundukï ±kuNnukï 'rump (of an animal);
sacrum'  pKo *kuNtuN- 'croup. buttocks' >  MKo kuntuN5i, NKo kuNduNi
¶ S QK #76O, Nam 91, MCL 222 || D *kun`(tß)- 'buttocks, poster iors ,
rump' > Tm kun5t5i 'buttocks, rump', Ml kun5t5i 'posteriors, anus', Kn
kun5d5e id., 'buttocks', Tl kut5t5e, Gdb kundß 'anus', Ku ku2na 'buttock' ¶ ¶
D #1693A ˚  CCh, M, Tg, Ko, and D suggest a N phrase *K''''{o}n````V
[K ++++QV]ÊV ; the meaning of the element *[K++++QV]ÊV is unknown; the Ch
data suggest that it is identical with *K''''Å?{u6666}dV (or *K''''u 6 666t ' '''V) 'neck, ( ? )
nap, shoulder'; it may be also connected with N *K '''' o tV  'tip, end'. FU, T,
and M point to a pN *o  of the first syll., while *u in Tg and D, a l though
within the framework of reg. phonetic correspondences (see  above
Introduction, _  2.4), still needs explaining ˚  The HS-U-D equation was
proposed by Blz. in 1989 (Blz. LB #6g); ≈ Blz. LNA #34.
1O78b. *K''''un````V 'belly, chest '  > HS: NrOm: Sz {Fl.} ka;ni 'belly'; ??σ Wl
kanca, Dwr {Bk.} kanca 'stomach', Gf {Fl.} k'anca, Dc k'ance 'belly', a n d
Gm {Hw.} k'ance! 'belly, abdomen' (unless from NrOm *ganÇ- > Oyda
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ganc7'e, Zl {C}, Hrr {CR} ganZ7i 'stomaco', Shk {AY} gÈns'a, Na {AY} gÈns'u,
Mj {AY} ganzu 'belly') ¶ Blz. OLBP #13, Fl. OWL s.v. 'belly', Hw. EG s.v.
'abdomen' and 'belly'  Ch: WCh: Hs k'u~ndu2 'gizzard of chicken o r
ostrich', ta2 yi k'undu2 'she is pregnant', Jmb {Sk.} kYan 'heart, liver', Ngz
{Sch.} ku~nu! 'stomach (Magen)', Bd {IL} kunu 'belly' »» ECh: Tmk {Cp.}
ge~g‰@n 'ventre' ¶ Abr. H 554, Ba. 641, Sch. ND 98, JI II 2O-1, ChC, ChL,
Cp. 61 ¶¶ Blz. OLBP #13  ?σ Eg fMK k5ny 'Umarmung, Schoß'  >  DEg k5n
'sein', Cpt koyn- kun- 'sein, giron, parties sexuelles', Eg fMK k5ny v.
'embrace' ¶ EG V 5O-1, Er. 538, Vc. 82, Crn. 59 || U: FU *kun`a 'belly' > Z
kÈn‰m, Prmk kÈ≤n‰m, Yz kÄ≤nÄm 'belly' »» Os: V ko"n`, D/O Xo"n id. » OHg
XIV iunhum, yonhan- 'heart, liver', Hg ∆ yoh ± yuh ± e2h ± ïh ' d a s
Innere, Bauch, Magen' ¶ UEW 2O8, LG 152, Lt. KY 132, Trj. VD 152 || D
[1] *kun`tß- (†GS} *g-) 'chest, heart, internal organ' > Tm kun5t5i ' hea r t ,
kidney', Ml ku5t5i-kka2yi 'cashew fruit with the nut' (analogy o f
kidneys), Kn gun5d5ige 'heart', Tu gun5d5igA id., 'breast', gun5d5e
'courage', Tl gun5d5e 'chest, heart', Nkr gundßur-ka2ya 'kidney', Gnd B
gundur-ka2ya2 id., Gnd ∆ gundße 'chest', gundßer kaya 'heart', Knd gun`dßa
'chest', Mlt kondßa 'heart'  [2] ?φ *kumpV >  Kdg kumme, Gnd kummi
'stomach', Kui ku2mba 'lower part of the abdomen' ¶¶ Valid if *-pV is a
sx. (ext.?); otherwise related to A {DQA} *kæe~mi~ 'entrails, liver' (> M
*kim, Tg *xemu-gde, pJ *ki~mu\a~) ¶¶ D ##1693,1757, DQA #1OO2 ˚
Suggested by Blz. in 1989 (Blz. LB #1Oa); Blz. LNA #33 (Eg, Om, WCh, U,
D *kun`tß-).
1O79. *k''''un2222V(r1111V) 'small carnivore (marten, polecat, wild cat, o r
sim.)' >  K (GZ?) *k'wenr- 'marten' >  OG k5uerna-, G k'verna-, Mg
k'vinor-i, Lz k'venur-i id.; Sv: UB/Ch/Ln k'wen, Lx k'en, L k'wen ≠ rk'wen
id. ({K2}: Sv π  G Lc *rk'ven-?) ¶¶ K 11O, K2 92, FS K 18O-1, FS E 19, TK
353 || IE: NaIE (att. in BSl) *°keu\n-/*°kou\n- 'marten' >  Lt kia!une$,
kiaune ﬁ, Ltv cau^na, -e, Pru caune id. » Sl *kuna 'marten' >  ChS
{Mikl.} kuna kuna 'a}iluroß, felis', Blg ≤kuna, McdS kuna, SCr, Slv
ku!na, Cz, Slk, HLs, LLs, P kuna, OR kuna kuna, R ∆  ≤kuna ≠
ku≤na, Uk ku≤na 'marten'; Sl d. *kunica id. >  ChS {Mikl.} kunica
kunica 'a}iluroß, felis', Blg ∆  ≤kunica 'Mustela foina', SCr ku~nica,
Slv ku!nica, P kunica, OR kËnica kunica, R ku≤nica, U k
ku ≤nicå  'marten' ¶ Frn. 249, En. 191, Tp. P I-K 279-83, ESSJ XIII 1O2-6,
Glh. 358-9, Tr. 122 || HS: SC: Irq {Wh.} qai!na^?i/a, {MQK, E} qayna?i
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'civet cat'; ?? SC ı Mb kenda! 'zorilla' ¶ Wh. SI, MQK 86, E SC 252 # 2 4
(SC k'[W]a!yi~na~ ¬ *k'[W]Ä~na!)  ? Ch: WCh: Hs kYa^Nwa~, Pr {Frz.} ka2!nda~ ' c a t ' ,
Bl {Kr.} s7‰nwa 'wild cat' »» ECh: Smr {Nacht.} ko!jna 'cat' ¶ Abr. H 6O1,
Ba. 7O2 (kYa^nwa~), Frz. P 34, ChC, Lk. ZSS 79, ≈ Sk. HCD 163-4  ? S
*°k'VndVr- (<  **k'Vnr-?) >  Ar rdnQ qndr (with unknown vowels)
'beaver' ({Fr.} 'animal ad ripam magnorum fluviorum vivens. Exstruit
sibi domum duabus portis praeditam. Piscibus alitur') ¶ Fr. III 5O3 || A
*Ku4r1a4na4 (= *kæu4r1a4na4?) (mt. from **Ku4na4r1a4) 'marten, polecat' >  T *{k…
}u4r1a4n >  OT {Cl.} ku4za4n 'polecat', XwT, MQp ku4zen, [CC] qara ku4zen id.,
ku4zen 'Mustela', Tkm {Shch.} go4Îen ({∫Shch.} go≥z´≥n), Uz sassi˚
ku€zan sassiq közan, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Alt, Xk ku4zen, ET ku4za4n, VTt
køz´n kÁºza4n, Bsh kÁºÎa4n 'polecat', Qmq go4zen, Qrg ku4zo4n 'marten', Tf
ku4zen 'Siberian weasel', Tv ku4zen id., 'marten' » Blgh ıHg go4re1ny
'polecat' ¶ Cl. 761, Shch. Zh 146, TL 163, RUzS 537, TvR 269, Gomb.
BTL 72-3  M *ku4rene >  WrM ku4rene, HlM x¥rn´ 'skunk, polecat ,
weasel', Kl k¥rn ku4rn´, ku4rn= 'polecat', {Rm.} ku4rn= 'iltis', Ord {Ms.}
kæu$rene ≠ kæu$rine 'espèce de putois' ({Pot.} 'Mustela putorius', sc .
'fitchew') ¶ MED 5O4, Kow. 2636, KRS 328, KW 248, Ms. O 439  ?σ Tg
*[x]urike > Ewk urik‰ 'marmot, souslik (Citellus)', ? Orc (µ φ?) urik‰ ≠
urk‰2 'black seal (nerpa ) with white stripes' ¶ STM II 285 ¶¶ If the Tg
cognate is valid, the initial pA cns. must have been *kæ- (the reg. reflex
of N *K '''' -) ¶¶ TL 162-3 (T, M, Tg) ˚ The word may have denoted s o m e
small carnivore (marten, polecat, wild cat; they are found in different
parts of Eurasia, including Southwestern Asia; in modern Israel t h e
marten is well known as eI!m5n^ nemi≤ya)` ˚ IS MS 346 (K, IE, A), Blz. C
(÷÷ SC, WCh, and Somray); AD NM #91; S CNM 3 (÷÷  NrCs, Yn), Vv. AEN
1O (the supposed mt. in A makes the comparison less reliable).
1O8O. € *K''''u 4 444n 2 222V ¬ *K''''un2222É 'sun, day' >  A: T *kæu4n ({Md.} *kæu4⋅n) ' sun ,
day' >  OT ku4n, Tk gu4n, Az ¥n g1u4n, MQp, OOsm, Chg, Tkm, Ggz, ET,
Ln, Qmq gu4n, XT gïn ± gi;n, Blq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Alt, Xk, Yk ku4n, VTt,
Bsh køn kÁºn, Tv xu4n, Tf hu$n, Uz kun, Xlj kiºn ± ku4n 'sun, day', Kr ku4n ±
k!un1, SY kun, OBlgh {Erd.} ku4en ({RTF, Erd.} ku4wen), Chv L kun 'day' ¶ Cl.
725, ET VGD 1OO-2, TL 64-5, DT 152, Ra. 679, TkR 221-2, Md. 59, 1 7 1 ,
Jeg. 117, Fed. I 3O6-7, Erd. 153-4  T *kæu4nt…u4r1 ({Md.} *kæu4⋅ndu4r1)
'daytime, midday' >  OT ku4ntu4z id., Chg ku4ndu4z 'day', XwT ku4ndu4z ' b y
day', Tk gu4ndu4z, Az g1u4ndu4z, Tkm gu4ndïÎ, Yk ku4nu4s 'daytime, by day ' ,
Qmq, Qrg, ET ku4ndu4z id., 'midday', Xk ku4ndu4s 'midday', ku4ndes 'by day ' ,
VTt kÁºndÁz, Bsh kÁºndÁÎ, Nog ku4ndiz, Qzq ku4ndiÆz, Tv x¥nd¥s, Tf
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hu$ndu$s 'by day', Qrg, ET ku4ndu4z, Uz kunduz 'day, daytime', Yk ku4nu4s
'day, by day', Chv ka€nta€r k¥nd¥r, ∆  k¥ºnd¥ºr 'midday, south' ¶ Acc. t o
Gab. and Md. (TL 78), T *kæu4nt…u4r1 goes back to an adverb with a loc. sx.
*-t…ur1/*-t…u4r1 ÷ M loc. *-dur; cp. T *bal-t…ur ≠ *bîl-t…ur 'last year' (Cl. 7 2 9 ) ,
but in the light of broader comparative ev. the element *-t…ur1/*-t…u4r1 m a y
go back to N ≈≈  *t''''{Ë}r1111i 'heavenly light in the night (moon, star)' (q .v . )
¶ Cl. 729, DTS 328, ET VGD 1O2-3, TL 78, Ra. 192, Md. 59, 171, ≈ Jeg.
99, Fed. I 255  d.: OT ku4ntu4n ≠ ku4ntin 'southern' ¶ DTS 327-8 || HS:
WCh *kWVnV 'day' > Hs kWa2!na! 'a day (period of 24 hours)', Gw kWana
'day' » Krkr {ChL} ?‰~N kWu~ni! 'today' ¶ Ba. 677, Mts. G 71, ChL, ≠ Stl. ZCh
213 [#63O], 22O [#7O1], ≠ Sk. HCD 16O ˚  Cp. N *K{u}n2222yaÓl!!!!É ≠
*K{u}yn2222aÓl!!!!É ¬ *K{u}n 1111aÓl !!!!É 'sunshine, daybreak' (which may be a U-A
d. of the N etymon in question).
1O81. ?φ  ≈≈ *K ''''a {9}Én 2222a  'be hungry\thirsty, desire, long for' >  HS : C (≈
*√k'Hn): EC: Af {PH} i-kHin-e v. 'like, love, be pleased with', kaHa!nu n .
'love', Sa {R} √khn 'love, wish' (p. ≤akhenå ≠ ≤ikhenå, imv.
ek≤he2n), ka≤han ≠ ke≤han n. 'love', Sa I {CR} -kahan-/-kehin-
'love, wish', ?φ  Arr ka?i!m 'lover' m., ka?im-te! 'lover' f. »» Bj {R} √khn
'love' (1s: p. ≤akhan, pqpf. ≤i ∏khan, prs. akan≤hi ∏n; prtc. ke≤hana),
Bj A {AD} -khan id., khanu n. 'love' »» Xm {R} ek5an 'love, wish, des i re '
(imv. e≤k5an, pfc. ek5a≤n-un), Aw {Hz.} ‰nkan v. 'love, like' ¶ AD SF 6 3 ,
R WBd 138, R S II 21O-1, R Ch II 336, PH 134-5, 142, Hw. A 171 ¶ The
pC vl. lr. *H may go back to *˝ due to ass. devoicing  B *√gn 'wish,
desire' >  ETwl/Ty {GhA} a-gna (pl. agnat¥n) 'goût, désir, prédilect ion' ,
Ty {Fc.} a"-gna 'souhait' ¶ GhA 55, Fc. 459 ¶ B *-gVn- < *-g˝Vn- <  ( a s . )
*-k'˝ Vn- < N *K''''a{9}Én2222a. Af -H- is probably from **-˝- (assimilative
devoicing in the cluster -kH- < **-k˝-) || A: NaT *Kîn- v. 'desire, long
for' >  OT {Cl.} qîn- 'long for, covet', Sg/Shor {Rl.} qîn- 'wish', Kü {Rl.}
qîn- 'fall in love', Xk xyn- Xîn- v. 'wish, want, love', Yk kîn- v. 'ma te ' ;
caus. v. *k[æ]în-tur- >  OT/Osm {Cl.} qîntur- 'arouse desires (in so.)'; d . :
*Kînîk- > Tk ∆ qînîq- 'be zealous' ± 9înîk- 'do one’s best to succeed ' ,
Qlt/Tlt/QK/Sg/Qb {Rl.} qînîq- id., 'be excited', VTt ∆ q¥ºn¥ºq-, Chv
X¥n¥X- 'get accustomed', Qrg qînîq- id., 'begin to enjoy', Qq qunîq-
'begin to enjoy' ¶ Cl. 632, 636, Rs. W 264, ET Q 216-7, Rl. II 725, BIG
299, Pek. 1395  ?? pJ *k‰~n‰~-m- v. 'like, wish' > OJ ko~no~m-, J: T kono!m-
, K ko!no!m-, Kg ko~no~m- id. ¶ S AJ 272 [#21O], S QJ #21O, Mr. 712 || U:
FU (att. in Ugr) *°kÉntV 'desire' >  OHg kedv 'benevolence, wish,
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enjoying, temper', Hg kedv  'mood, temper; liking, pleasure' » the ObU
cognate is likely to have coalesced with the reflex of N *K''''Én3333t ' '''V ' b e
angry, be in despair' (q.v.), whence pObU {∫Hl.} *ke"nt 'anger' ¶ UEW
861-2, MF 344, EWU 718-9, Ht. #29O, BV 33-4 || IE: NaIE *kenk- ' b e
hungry, long for' >  OI ka2n$ks5ati 'wishes, desires, longs for', ≤kakate2
'is thirsty' »» (*kn=kru- > ) > Gmc {Fs.} *xuNxru- > Gt hu2hrus,  ON
hungr, OSx, OHG hungar, NHG Hunger, AS hunÌor 'hunger', NE
hunger; Gt huggrjan 'be hungry, suffer hunger', AS hunÌr(i)an,
OSx gihungrian id., OHG hungaro2n, hungaren {Kb.} 'be hungry
for' »» Gk [Hs.] {EI} ke1gkei 'is hungry' ¶ M K I 134, 194, P 565 (•÷  Gk,
ON, and Lt words for 'burn', 'pain', etc.), Fs. 272-3, Kb. 488, Schz. 1 7 1 ,
KM 321, Ho. S 38, Ho. 178, Vr. 267, ≈ EI 284 (*kenk- 'hunger' [“ ' b u r n ,
hurt']) ¶ •÷ (⇔ EI} Lt kanka~ 'Qual, Pein, Marter' (ÿ  kenﬁkti ' t o
harm', see  Frn. 24O) ¶¶ A possible prehistory of IE *kenk-: N ?φ  ≈ ≈
*K''''a{9}Én2222a 'be hungry\thirsty, desire, long for' >  (progressive as . )
*K'aûqVnV > (mt.) *K'an[V]ûqV > IE *kenk- || E: El g+kani v. 'love, want' ¶ ¶
HK 431 || Gil: Gil A -aGn1- 'want' ¶¶ ST RN 448 ˚  FU *É is likely to have
contracted from N *-a {9}É- , while the pT back vw. *î may go back to a
front vw. with the infl. of the heritage of the N word-final *-a  (vw.
harmony) .
1O82. *K''''u6 666yn2222V 'bucket, basket' >  U: FP *ku4yn+n`a4 'wooden vessel,
trough' >  Es ku4na4 'trough', F kyna4 id., 'drinking trough; gutter-l ike
brewing-vessel' (×  F kyna4 'feather' ‘ 'quill' ‘ 'gutter') » Z k‰yn‰s
'kneading trough; wooden vessel for milk', Prmk k‰n1‰s 'tub, vat', Yz
ko$n1is 'id.; to my mind, Z -yn- reflects the original cluster, while
Prmk/Yz *-n1- goes back to *-yn- (a typologically frequent change) ¶
UEW 664-5 (reconstructs FU *kin1a4 ¬ *ku4n1a4 and tries to explain Z *-yn-
by a "sporadic change" *-n1- >  -yn-), LG 139 || A: M *quniya > WrM
quniya(n), HlM xunia  'pot-shaped basket of birch bark' ¶ MED 9 8 6
 NaT *kæo4∏nek (< **kæo4ynek) ({DQA} pT *kæo4∏ynek) ' l ea thern
vessel\bucket\pail' >  OT ko4nek id., Tkm ko4∏nek, Qzq ko4nek, Qrg ko4no4k
'leathern milking-pail', Uz ku€nak könak 'large skin for f e rmented
mare’s milk', Nog ko4nek 'leathern pail', Brb ko4na4k 'bucket, pail', ∆  ku4na4k
'birch-bark bucket', Bsh k¥n´k ku4na4k 'wooden tub (kadka ), bucke t ' ,
høt k¥n´ge hÁºt ku4na4gÁ 'milking-pail' (høt 'milk'), StAlt ko4no4k, Xk
ko4nek 'bucket (of wood or metal)', Qmn ko4no4k 'bucket', Tv xønek
xo4nek 'tea-pot'; T ı M: WrM {MED} ko4nu4g 'bucket, pail', {Kow.}
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'bucket, wooden vessel', HlM xønøg {MED} 'bucket, pail', {Luv.}
'wooden bucket', Kl køng ko4nög 'vessel for milk products and a r a q
(alcoholic drink)' ¶ Cl. 73, ET KQ 1O4-5, TL 52,  TvR 49O, MM 224, BR
294, NogR 179, Dm. JBT 161, Jud. 422, B DK 226, TkR 413, BIG 9O, UzR
23O, MED 49O, KRS 316, Luv. 553, Kow. 2565  pKo {S} *ku~n1i! 'manger ,
trough' > MKo ku~n1i!, ku~n1yu!, NKo kuyu ¶ S QK #1OO5, Nam 6O, MLC 2 O 6
¶¶ DQA #1159 (A *kæu2n1e 'ladle') || HS: CS *k'ank'an[n]- '∈ vessel' >  JA
{Js., Lv., Dlm.} an`1q@n^Q@ k5ank5an≤n-a2 'vessel, jug (Krug)', JEA {Sl.} an1q6n6q2
k5ank5´≤na2, MHb {Js.} Nq@n^Q@ k5an≤k5an 'wine-\oil-vessel; cylindrical
vessel let into the ground of the cellar', {Lv.} Nq!n^Q@ k5an≤k5a2n 'jug, long-
necked vessel', ? Ug kknt {A} 'jugs', {OLS} 'vessel, jug' ¶ Js. 1394-5, Lv.
IV 342-3, Dlm. 367, Sl. 1O3O, A #13O7, OLS 212 ˚  The Tv word poin ts
to a N emphatic *K''''- , while the HS words allow the rec. of both N *k-
and *K''''- (taking into account frequent de-emphatization of N *K''''- i n
HS). We reconstruct N *-yn++++n ` ```- rather than *-n1111- (suggested by the FU
rec. of *ki+u4n1a4, as proposed in FUV) on the ev. of T *-n- (because N *-n 1111-
would have remained in pT as *-n1-) and the preceding pT (>  Tkm) long
vw. *o4∏ (< **o4y < N *uy  [regr. as.]); regr. as. *-uyn2222a 4 444 > pre-T **-o4ynÉ.
1O83. *K''''u 4 444y[a]n2222V 'wolf, dog' >  IE nom. *k8won- / *k8wo2n, obl. *k8un-
'dog' (in nom. the L-grade of apophony) >  OI s1van- / nom. sg. s1va2 /
gen. s1un-as, Vd s1uvan- / s1uva2 / s1un-ah5, Av spa2 / gen. pl .
su2Ænam, Med [Hdt.] spa1ka, Phl sak, NPrs ©S sa4g 'dog' »» Arm 2un
s7un / gen. 2an s7an id. (s7- is not clear) »» Gk ky1vn / gen. kyn-o1ß id. »» OL
cane2s , L cani-s id.; the unexpected form of the word (vw. a , etc.) h a s
no generally accepted explanation; its hypothetical origin is traced i n
Leum. 124, EM 92, and other papers [listed in WH I 153]: gen. *k8wanes
(<  *k8wô≤nes, w Hirt IGV 86) changed into L gen. canis (c- for *qu-)
on the analogy of the nom. *ko2 (<  *k8wo2) and the accus. *konem (<
*k8wonm=), subsequently the stem of canis spread over the en t i re
paradigm, whence the nom. canis  and the accus. canem »» Gl kuno-,
OIr cu1 (gen. con), Brtt {RE} *ku2n (gen. *kunos) 'dog' > MW ki, W ci
(gen. con, pl. cw6n), OCrn [g] KI, Crn ky2, pl. kuen, MBr {Vn.} con
({SB} quy, pl. quon), Br ki / pl. koun »» Gt hunds (< *k8wn=-≤to-), ON
hundr, AS, OSx hund, OHG hunt, NHG Hund 'dog', NE hound »» Lt
s7uoﬁ (gen. s7unﬁs), Ltv suns (gen. † suns, [in Modern Ltv] sun>a),
Pru sunis 'dog' »» Tc A/B ku (accus.: A kum$, B kwem$) id.  AnIE:
Ht {Pv.} kuwan- 'dog, hound', HrLw s1uwanas (gen.?), s1uwanai
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(accus. pl.) 'dog(s)', {Pv.} zuwan-  'dog'; HrLw s1- <  IE *k8 before HrLw -
u-, like in s1urna 'horn' ¶¶ P 632-3, EI (*k8(u)≤wo2n / gen. *k8u≤n-os), M K
III 4O2-3, Vl. II 3O5-6, Horn 164, F II 58-8, WH I 152-3, Fs. 276-7, Schz.
172, Ho. S 38, Ho. 178, Kb. 488, KM 32O-1, SB 92, Vn. C  257, RE 8 9 ,
Dtn. 249, Billy 6O, Frn. 1O33-5, En. 259, Slt. 56-7, Wn. 238-9, Ad. 1 7 9 ,
Ad. H 19, Mer. HHG 112, ABIv III 25O-1 (on HrLw s1- <  IE *k8-), Pv. IV
3O5 || HS: S: Ar [Qam.] {Fr.} qa2nib- 'lupus latrans', {BK} 'loup qui hu r l e '
(in all probability, from N *K''''u 4 444y[a]n2222V + N marker of animal n a m e s
*bÅ; in Ar the word was transferred into a 1a:2i3-pattern due to i t s
reinterpretation as an act. prtc. (of a non-existing verb) ¶ Fr. III 5O2, BK
II 818  B: Gnc GC {Wlf., AiM} CUNA†'dog', Gnc T {AiM} CANCHA ≠
CUNCHA 'dog, puppy' ¶ Wlf. 483-4, AiM 256  Om {Blz.} *ki\an- ≠
*ku\an 'dog': NrOm > Mj {C} kyano, Na {Fl.} kiano, Bnc {Wdk.} kya@n, Shk
{Fl.} keanu, Ym {Wdk.} ka~na~, Bdt/Bsk/Male/Oyda/Drz/BMa {Fl.},
Kcm/Dc/Gm/Dwr {Lm.}, BMa/GaMa {Bnd.} kana, Zs/Cha/Wl {C} kana2,
Wl {Nnd.} k‰na¨†Anf {MYTY, Gt.} kano, {MYTY} kenon, Kf {C} kuna2no,
Mch {L} ku%na;no, Shn {Lm.} kana! id. »» SOm: Dm {Si.} kEnE, Ari G {Fl.} kani
id. ¶ Blz. OL #123, Blz. rLmS 148, 153, C SE III 78, 115, 17O, 2O4, IV
462, C SO 31, 44, L M 37, Fl. OWL, Wdk. BY 1O6, 127, 15O, Bnd. AL 1 4 8 ,
Lm. Sh 227, ≈ HL 12O, MYTY 117, 121, Gt. 354  EC: Ya kohen 'dog', p l .
kwehman ¶ Hn. Y II 123  Ch: WCh: Fy {J} kWe2!N 'dog' »» ECh: EDng {Fd.}
ka~n1a~, Jg {J} kan1, Brg {J} ka!ya~N, Mgm {JA} ka^n1n1a~ id. »» ? CCh: Gmrg {Gr.
“?} ken°, {Bnt.} ke7nee 'dog' ¶ J R 87, J J 59-6O, JI II 1O6-7, JA 9 7 ,
Gr. N 371 ¶¶ Blz. rLmS 153 || U: FP *ku4yn+n`a4 ({IS} *ku4yna4) 'wolf' >  Prm
{IS} *ko$yin ({LG} *ko$in) ¬ *kion) 'wolf' >  Z k‰in, Yz ko$in, Vt G kÈÆyon, i n
other Vt dialects wih as. *Èy >  i(y): Vt ∆  kiyon, StVt kion »» Lp N XVIII
{Leem} gaidne 'wolf' (Wc.: "veraltet"), Lp N {Fri.} ga"idne 'devil
(diabolus, fanden)' (interpreted by LG 139 and IS I 361 as ga6id…ne) ¶
LG 139, Lt. J 129, Wc. EPS-1912 131, U SC 93 || ?φ  A *k[æ]aNV >  pKo {S}
*ka~N- 'dog' > MKo ka~hi! ({S}: < *ka~N-h- < *kaNV-k-) 'dog', NKo ka4∏, Ko ds.:
Ph/PhN/Sl/NW ka4∏, Chs ka4@, Ks ke^:, Hm ka4ò id.; MKo ka~N5a~c>i! > NKo kaNaZ7i
'puppy' ¶ S QK #18, Rm. SKE 84-5, Nam 8, 28, MLC 61, 65  NaT
*k[æ]ançîk ({DQA} *k[æ]aN-çîk) 'bi tch '  > OT, MQp [CC], Chg, Qmq, QbT,
Brb, Qrg qanc7îq, VTt ∆ qans7 !¥q, SbTt qanc7¥q, MQp XIII qanc7î2q, Tk
kancIk, Az gan˙yg 9anZ7î9, Tkm 9anZ7îq, Ggz kanZ7ik, Uz, ET qanZ7iq,
Nog qanz7îq, Qzq, Qq qans7îq, TbTt/Qmn {Rl.} qancîq, Bsh qansay ¶ Cl.
634-5, ET KQ 255-6, TL 19O ¶¶ The A √  belongs here only if the pN
etymon was *K''''u 4 444yan2222V with loss of N *-u4444y- in the prehistory of A ¶¶ S
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AJ 296, ≈ DQA # 723 (A *ka!NV 'dog'; incl. Ko, T) ˚  IS I 361-2 [#238]
(IE, Om, U + unc.: S *kal[a]b- 'dog', Sa kare, Ch *√kr and *√kl ' dog ' ,
Tg *(N)inda- 'dog') ˚ Gr. II #1O5 (*kan ≠ *kun 'dog') (IE, U, A, Gil, CK,
EA + qu. Ko).
1O84. *K''''an````?i 'to hasten, to endeavour' >  IE: NaIE *ken- v. 'hasten t o
do (sth.), strive with zeal' >  Gk [Hs.] konei6n : ]epei1ges†ai, ]energei6n ' t o
hasten to do\act', imv. ko1nei : spey6de, tre1ce 'hasten, run!, Gk ]a-koni2ti1
'without effort', ] eg-kone1v 'I am quick and active' »» L co2nor / co2na2ri
'exert oneself (eine körperliche Anstrengung machen), endeavour ,
attempt' »» pClt *ka2n- '≈  accomplish' >  MW di-goni 'makes, does', MW
dichawn, digawn, W dichon 'can', digoni v. 'labour, be able' »»
?? Sl *kon-ati 'do, achieve' (× *konati 'complete, carry to an end' ÿ
*kon¥ ' end ' )  >  Cz konati 'do, achieve', Slk konat& 'fulfill', Slv
kona1ti 'accomplish', OP konac1 'act', P do-konac1 'fulfill', R ∆
konat∆ 'do, perform', OCS ukonË 'execution, deed' ¶ P 562, WH I
262, ≈ LS 977 (unc.: kone1v 'hasten' “ 'raise dust'), ≈ Ch. 562 (unc.: ]a-
koni2ti1 'without struggle' “ ? *'without dust' ÿ ko1niß 'dust'), YGM-1
173, 181, ESSJ X 181-2, EI 362 (*kon- 'do, make') || HS: WS *√k'n? ' b e
zealous, eager', 'be jealous, envious' >  JA {Js.} √k'ny D 'be zealous fo r ,
be jealous', Gz √k'n? 'be envious \ jealous \ zealous \ eager', BHb √k'n?
D (pf. an`4q% k'in≤ne2, ip. 3s an`4q@i^ y´-k'an≤ne2) (+ -l6 l´- + noun) ' b e
envious\jealous of, fight for, become excited about\against', ChrPA
√k'n? D  'sich bemühen um, nacheifern', Mh/Sq {Jo.) √k'n? 'be jealous '
¶ KB 1O36-7, KBR 11O9-11, Js. 139O-1, L G 433, Jo. M 232 ¶ In the S √
the meaning 'be jealous, envy' is due to the contamination with t h e
reflex of N *K''''in?u 'exercise magic; exercise magic against so., h a t e '
(q.v.) || D *kan`n`- (?) 'hasten, be quick' >  Tm kan5n5a 'speedily,
quickly', ? Tl kranna, krannana 'quickly, rapidly, soon, at o n c e '
(the cns. r is puzzling; n for the expected n5 may be due to as. caused
by a n-sx.) ¶¶ D #1181 ˚  D *-n`- <  palatalized *-n- (both N *-n1111- a n d
positionally palatalized N *-n-  or *n ```` -) . Since pN *-n 1111 -  is ruled out by t h e
IE reflex (because *-n 1111-  would have yielded IE *y), the N word must have
had a nasal *-n ```` -  with a following palatalizing factor (*-i?).
1O85. *K''''in?u (>  as. *K''''u 4 444n?{u 4444}) 'exercise magic; exercise magic
against so., hate' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'be jealous, envy']) >  IE: NaIE
*k 8wen-  'exercise magic' (‘ 'participate in magic ceremonies, sacrif ice ')
> Av cmpr. span-yah  'more sacred, sanctior', sprl. sp´nis7ta- ' m o s t
sacred, sanctissimus', (with an *-es-sx. of abstract nouns) spanah-
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'sanctity' »» Ltv svine2 ^t (prs. svinu) 'celebrate'  NaIE pp. *k8wen-
to- 'magic' (‘ 'holy') >  Av sp´nta- 'holy' »» Gt hunsl 'sacrifice', AS
hu2s(e)l id., 'Eucharist', ON hu1sl ≠ hunsl 'Eucharist' »» Lt s7venﬁtas,
Pru swent- (in place names) 'holy' » Sl *sveß8t¥, *sveßt¥-jÁ id. >  OCS
sv9t5 sve<tË, Blg svet, SCr sve•t, Slv sve5•t, Cz svaty1, Slk
sva4ty1, P s1wie<ty, R svå≤toj, Uk svå≤tij id. ¶ P 63O-1, Brtl. 1 6 1 2 ,
1618-23, Vr. 268, Frn. 1O41-2, Kar. II 339, En. 26O, Glh. 597-8, Vs. III
585, EI 493 (*k8wen(to)- 'holy') || A: M *kinu- >  WrM kinu, HlM
xåna-x  'have a secret grudge; desire the death of a person', MM [MA]
kinetu4 ere 'rancorous man' (ere 'man'), ?φ  Mnr H {SM} c1æinZ1òi ' ange r
(colère)', c1æinZ1òila-, {T} c7inc7ila- 'be angry' ¶ Pp. MA 219, MED 47O, SM
451-2, T 38O  NaT *kæu4ni 'jealousy, jealous; envy' >  OT {Cl.} ku4nï, Chg
ku4ne 'jealousy, jealous', ET ku4na4 'envy', Tk gu4nu4, Tlt {Rl.} ku4∏nu4, Yk ku4nu4∏
'envy, jealousy', VTt kÁnÁ, StAlt ku≥nu≥ ku4nu4 'jealousy', VTt ∆ kÁºnÁº-s7!Áº
'jealous', Bsh kønl´- kÁºnla4-, Xk ku≥nne- ku4nne-, Sg/Qb/Qc {Rl.}
ku4nna4-, Tv xu4nna4∏- 'be jealous', Qq, Nog ku4nle-, VTt kønl´- kÁºnla4-,
Brb/Kr {Rl.} ku4nu4la4- 'be jealous\envious', Alt {Rl.} ku4nu4rko4t- 'make so .
jealous', Kr {Rl.} ku4nu4wc7i 'envious', Uz kunc7i id., 'jealous'; Tv. x- po in ts
to pT *kæ- (⇔ DQA); (× N *kon 2222i  'woman, wife'): T *k…u4ni 'co-wife' >  T k m
gu4ni id., Az ¥n¥ g1u4nu4 'new co-wife', etc. (w  s.v. N *kon 2222i  '⇑ ') ¶ Cl. 7 2 7 ,
ET VGD 1O4-6, Rl. II 1441-2, BN 9O, BT 1OO, BIG 96, Pek. 13O3, TvR
498  Tg *xu'ni- > Ewk uni- 'envy, get one’s feelings hurt, be unsatisfied
(with one’s share)', Lm o$n1- 'get one’s feelings hurt', Ul, Nn Nh xun1i-, Nn
KU un1i- get ill (because so. ate in the presence of so. else and did n o t
invite him to share his food)', Neg un1i- id., 'suffer (emotionally)', un1i-
kt‰ 'hurt feelings', Ud un1i- 'get ill' ¶ STM II 273-4 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #923 (A
*kuni+e 'envy, respect': T, M) and ≈ DQA #786 (A *ke2~n1u 'distress, envy';
incl. M *kinu-) || D *kinÀ- ({†GS} *k-) >  Tm cin3a 'be enraged, be very
angry', Ml cinam 'wrath', Td sinm 'anger', Kn kinisu ' b e ( c o m e )
angry', kinisu n. 'anger, wrath', Tl kiniyu 'be angry \ displeased \
irritated' ¶¶ D #16OO, Km. 33O (pSD *kin-) || HS: WS *√k'n? ' b e
jealous, envious' (× N *K''''an ````?i 'to hasten, to endeavour') >  JA √k'ny D
'be jealous', JEA {Sl.} √k'ny D 'warn one’s wife for unfaithfulness', Gz
√k'n? 'be jealous, envious', BHb √k'n? D (pf. an`4q% k'in≤ne2, ip. 3s an`4q@i^ y´-
k'an≤ne2) (+ -l6l´- + noun) {KBR} 'be envious of, rebel against', {trad.} ' b e
jealous of'), Mh/Sq {Jo.) √k'n? 'be jealous'; the meaning 'be zealous,
eager' of this S verb (BHb/JA/ChrPA/Gz √kn? id.) is due to the merge r
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with N *K''''an ````?i '⇑ ' (q.v. ffd.) ¶ KB 1O36-7, KBR 11O9-1O, GB 716, Js .
139O-1, Sl. 1O28, L G 433, L ESAC 47, Jo. M 232 ˚  The IE, T, and Tg
cognates point to post-N *K''''u 4 444n?{u 4444}, which is probably a secondary
variant resulting from assimialtion *i. . .u >  *u4444...{u 4444} ˚ IS I 352-3 [#229]
(*K'in {u } 'be angry, jealous'; S, T, M, D + •÷ Eg k5nd 'be angry' [belongs
to N *K ''''Én 3333t ' '''V  'be angry']).
1O86. *K''''on{h}V 'yellow' (or '∈ a yellow substance'?) >  HS: Eg fNK
k5ny.t '∈ a yellow mineral used as dye-stuff' ¶ EG V 52  C: SC ({E}
*k'a!n1- 'yellow, tan, gray'): Irq qan1 {MQK} 'white, red, and black d o t t e d
colour of cow (with white stripes)', Asa {E} ?an1et 'gray clay', ?? SC ı
Mb make!n1a 'new grass', -ken1a 'young' ¶ E SC 251, MQK 84-5  S *°√k'n?
>  Ar √qn? 'be red', ?aqna?- 'red' ¶ BK II 818 || IE *kWn=h- / *kWnh=- >
NaIE (+ ext.) {P} *kôn´≤ko- (for *kWôn´≤ko-) (< IE *kWn=h(o)ko- ≠ *kWnh=ko-
)  'yellow (as honey or gold)' >  OI ≤kanaka- (< *≤konhn=ko-) 'gold ' ,
ka2n1cana- 'golden', ka2n1ca≤nam 'gold' »» Gk knh6koß, Gk Mc kanako
'saffron' (Ï  Gk knhko1ß, Gk D kna2ko1ß 'pale yellow, tawny, saffron-
coloured') »» Pru cucan (mishearing or miswriting for *kunkan?)
'brown' »» the Gmc word for 'honey' (× IE *kn=≤éonk-s {AD} 'honey;
honey-coloured' < N *K''''{Ë}n````[Ó]V 'bee'): ON hunang, OSw hunagh,
OSx huneg, honeg, OHG honag, NHG Honig, AS huneÌ1 'honey', NE
honey  AnIE ı  Gk Hm ky1anoß 'cyan, a dark-blue substance (used t o
adorn works in metal)'; ?? Ht ku(wa)nnan 'copper; o rnamenta l
stone' (×  N *kiw[V]H{e6666} 'stone') ¶¶ Hardly here (⇔ WP, P, EI) L
canicae  'bran' (adduction that leads to an unj. rec. of IE *k-) ¶¶ WP I
4OO, P 564-5, ≈ EI 271 (*kn=hÅonk-s / gen. *kn=hÅn=≤k-os 'honey-coloured,
golden'), M K I 195, F I 882-3 and II 37, Ch. 547, Vr. 266, Kb. 478, Schz.
169, Ho. 178, Ho. S 38, En. 198, Tp. P K-L 349-51, Frd. HW 118, 122, Ts.
W 43, Ts. E I 688-92, Pv. IV 3O8-11 || A: M: WrM qoN9ur, HlM
xongor 'fallow, yellow-bay, chestnut' (of a horse) ¶ MED 962 || ?φ D
(in TmM) *°kanÀnÀ- 'copper' >  Tm kan3 'copper work, copper', kan3n3a2n3
'brazier', Ml kanna2n id. (unless a WW , cp. Ht) ¶ D #14O2 ˚  Both t h e
typology of colour-names and the ev. of Eg, Gk, and SD suggest that t h e
N word in question was not a pure colour-name but rather a name o f
some yellow substance ˚  The N lr. that turned to ? in Ar, but survived
in IE, may have been only *h . This lr. has left traces in M and D (N *-
n{h}-  > M *-N9-, D *nÀnÀ-), but lost in Eg. IE and M point to a pN *o ,
therefore the D cognate is dubious because of its unexpected vw. *-a- .
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1O86a. (€?) *K''''{Ë}n````[Ó]V or *k{Ë}n```` ++++n 1 111V 'bee' > HS: EC {Ss.} *kinn-
≠*kann- 'bee' >  Or kann-i-sa, Or B kinn-i-sa, Kns xan-ta, Gdl han-t(a),
pSam {Hn.} *c7inn-i > Sml s7inn-i, Rn c7inn-i ¶ Ss. PEC 6, 24, Hn. S 77  ?
B: [1] *°√kndœw > ETwl/Ty {PGG} k´ndœ´wi 'miel végétal, jus d’anzan m û r
(fruit de l’arbre t¥dant)'  [2] ≈ *Œn{zw} > Tmz {MT} ti-Œinz7ggWa
'guêpes (vivant dans les trous)', Zn {Loub.} aŒ‰%(n)z7uggWi 'guêpe' ¶ PGG
158, Loub. 532, MT 496 ||  D: SD *ku+on`{n`}i 'bee' > Irl, PaK kunni, Kt kun`y
id., Tu kon5i, kon5d5i 'a sting' ¶ D #1867 || ? IE *°k+k8n=≤éonk-/*°k+k8n=én=≤k-
({EI} *°kn=≤éonk-s [gen. *°kn=én=≤k-os]) {AD} 'honey, honey-coloured' (× N
*K''''on{h}V 'yellow', q.v. ffd.) >  Gmc *hunanga- 'honey '  > ON hunang,
Sw honung, Dn honning, OHG hona(n)g ≠ honig, NHG Honig,
OSx huneg, honeg, hanig, Du honi(n)g, AS huneÌ id., NE honey
»» ?? AdS  of Tc B {Ad.} kro(n)ks1e 'bee' (< N *k''''ÉÂé€VZ@@@@V ' ho rne t ,
wasp') ¶ EI 271, KM 315-6, Ad. 217  ˚  If IE *°k+k8n=≤éonk- and B ≈ *Œn{zw}
belong here (which is not obvious), the initial N cns. is *K '''' - , otherwise i t
may be *k- . N *Ó  is to be reconstructed only if the IE cognate is valid
and has inherited the lr. from the N etymon in question rather t h a n
from N *K ''''on{h}V 'yellow' ˚  Blz. DA 159 [#69] (EC, D, Gmc).
1O87. *k''''anyV 'skin, film, bark' > HS: EC: Brj ≤kana, ≤kano2 {Ss.} 'bark o f
tree', {Hd.} 'piece of bark'; HEC d. v. *kan-s- (with the causative sx. *-s-)
>  Brj ka2n-s-, Ged ko2n-s7-, Kmb kan-s7- v. 'peel (e.g. sugar cane)', whence
Brj {Hd.} k'ansa 'strip of bark' and Kmb kans7anata 'strip of bark of sugar
cane' ¶ Hd. 111, 2O3, 2O7, Ss. B 114 || K *k'an- 'skin, bark' >  G k'an-i
{Chx.} 'skin, hide', {DCh.} 'fine skin, skin of fruit, film, fine leather ,
bark', Sv: {Ni.} k'a4n 'bark', UB {GP} k'a4n 'skin of plants', UB/Ln {TK} k'a4n, L
{TK} k'an 'skin' ¶¶ Chx. 547, DCh. 592, GP 128, Ni. s.v. 'kora ', TK 344 ||
IE: NaIE *(s)k+k8en-(d-) 'skin': [1] *k+k8en-(d-) OIr ceinn 'coquille,
écaille', W {Vn., YGM} cen, {P} cenn (<  *kend-n-) 'film, scales', OCrn
cenn-en 'film, skin', OBr {Flr.} cenn-enn 'membrana (pellicule,
enveloppe)', MBr quenn 'skin', Br kenn 'scurf' ('crasse de la t ê te ,
pellicules; scories'), -ken  'skin' in cds.: bu-gen 'skin of cattle', etc. »»
ON hinna  'thin skin, peritoneum' (< *kend-n-), Sw hinna, Dn hinde,
NNr hinne 'film', AS hionne 'meninx' ( 'Hirnhaut ' )  [2] *sk+k8en-
'skin' > Br skant  'scales' (< *skn=to-) »» ON skinn '(stripped off) skin,
hide' (ıAS scinn 'Pelz' >  NE skin), Sw, NNr skinn, Dn skind
'skin, hide, fur', MHG schint 'skin of fruit', Dt ∆  schinde ' sk in ,
hide, bark'; d.: OHG scinten ± scinden, MHG, MLG schinden ' t o
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skin, to mistreat' ¶ WP II 563-4, P 929-3O, Vn. C  55, Flr. 1O2, YGM-1
82, Hm. 446, 725, Vr. 228, 493, Ho. 16O, 279, Kb. 884, OsS 796-7, Lx.
184, KM 65O  || A: T *Kan1ak ( ≠ *Kan1mak >  *Kaymak) 'skin of milk' >
[1] OT qayaq≠ qanaq id., Xk XayaX, Sg/Qb/Qc/Bltr {Rl.}, Shor qayaq
'butter', SY qayaq, Xlj qa2naq 'cream', Yk XayaX ≠ Xay%aX 'butter mixed
with water and milk, white Yakut butter', [2] Chg, MQp qaymaq 'skin o f
milk, cream on the top of the milk', Tkm 9aymaq, Qmq, Nog, Qq, VTt,
Brb, Bsh, ET, Alt qaymaq, Ggz kaymak, Chv X¥yma 'cream, sour c r eam ' ,
Tk kaymak, CrTt, Qzq, Qrg qaymaq, Uz qaymåq 'cream', Blq qaymaq,
Qzl  XaymaX 'sour cream' ¶ Cl. 636, Rs. W 231, ET KQ 2OO-1, TL 4 5 4 ,
DTz. WCh 173, Md. 31, 166, BIG 266, 282, Rl. II 9O, Tn. SJJ 199, Fed. II
319-2O ¶ The variant *Kaymak may be interpreted as *Kan1mak with *-
mak  due to some lexical\morphological attraction (possibly of *Kasmaq
'skin of milk' [>  VTt qasmaq, Chv xîsma, etc.] or other words with t h e
nominal sx. *-mak, which is used to build abstract nouns [‘ nomina
collectiva], w  Rs. MTS 134-5, Jeg. 315, Fed II 383-4, Md. 1O3, 166)  ?
pKo {S} *kÄ~n1Ä~m 'cloth, material' > MKo kÄ~n1Ä~m id., NKo ka2m ' s tuff ,
material' ¶ S QK #967, Nam 13, MLC 49  ¶¶ DQA #2743  (A *ko2!n1i+e
'cloth' > pKo *kÄ~n1Ä~m, T *k…o4∏n 'raw hide for tanning, leather', M *ko4n-
Z>il, i.e. *ko4nZ>ile(n) 'blanket, bedcover, quilt') ˚ Acc. to IS’s theory ,
the *s mobile in IE is connected with the presence of a palatal e lement
(here *y ) within the original √ .
1O88. *K''''a 4 444n ` ```[y]u6666 'light (levis), thin' >  U: FU (in Ugr only) *ku4n`[y]u4 (≠
*kiw{n`}V?) >  ObU *ku4n`´˝-/*ku4Æn`´˝- ≠ *kiÆ˝{n`}- 'light (levis)' >  Vg: T
ku4n1ke-s1, LK/MK k´Gn´, UK kiÆGn´, P/NV/LL kinna; pOs *ko4n`´˝ ({∫Hl.}
*kO4Æn`´˝) 'light, easy' >  Os: MY kO4Æn`´G, Y ko4Æn´G, D/K/Kr/Nz/Sh ken´, Kz
kEn`, Sn ken`, O qon »» Hg ko4nnyu¡ 'light, easy' ¶ UEW 862, Stn. D 648, PD
693 ¶¶ In Ugr one may see assimilative labialization of the first vw. i n
*ku4n`[y]u4 and a mt. of the labial element in *kiw{n`}V || A: M *ko4Nge2n
'light (levis)' > MM [MA, IsV] ko4Nge2n, [IM, HI] ko4Ngen 'light, cheap', WrM
ko4Ngen, HlM xøngøn id., Brt Xu$Ngen 'easy', WrO ko4Ngen, Kl {Rm.}
ku4Ngn= ≠ gu4Ngn=, Ord kæo4Ngen, Mnr H {T} koNgen, {SM} kæu¢oNgòua3n, Dx
koNgen, Mgl {Rm.} ku$Ngo2n 'light' (of weight); M *ko4Nge- 'be(come) light '
> MM [S] d. ko4Ngelegu4- 'erleichtern', WrM ko4Nge- 'become easy', WrO
ko4Ngu4- be easy, light' ¶ pM *-ge2n (>  WrM -gen) is a sx. of nominal
derivation (w  Pp. GWM 45, Pp. GPMJ 95) ¶ Pp. MA 223, 44O, Lg. VMI 5 1 ,
Ms. H 72, MED 488-9, KW 246, Rm. M 31, T 34O, T DnJ 123, SM 2 1 4 ,
Krg. 735, KRS 316, H 1O4  Tg *xen1u ({Bz. *xa4niu4-), *xen1{u}mkun ' l ight
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(levis)' >  Nn Nh/B x‰n1u, Ork x‰n1umi, x‰numi, x‰nuli, Ewk ´n1imku2n, Sln
‰nikku%:, Lm ‰yim, ‰yumkun 'light', Orc x´n1imi, Ul x‰n1u, x´n1umu ' l ight,
(?) easy', Ud {Krm.}: B ‰nim‰s‰?, Sm ‰nimusa? 'easy' ¶ STM II 455-6 ,
Krm. 314, Bz. 38 [§  51b], Pt. 151, Shn. 33, Sun. UJ 255, CiR RES 246  T
*k[æ]a4Na4- 'easy'  > OT [MhK] keNes 'easy' (e.g., of a task), 'shallow
(water)', XwT XIV keNes ≠ keNez 'easy, convenient', OQp XIII keNe2z
'easy', Yk ka4na4n 'simple-hearted, naive', Chv kanas 'idleness, r e s t '
('bezdel∆e , pokoj , otdyx ') ¶ The unexpected *-N- may be due to t h e
infl. of T *keNu4- 'broad, wide' ¶ Cl. 734, Pek. 1O29, Ash. VI 53  pKo {S}
*kÄ!nÄ!r- 'thin, fine' > MKo kÄ!nÄ!r-, NKo kanîl- ¶ S QK #446, Nam 9, MLC
5  pJ {S} *k‰~ma!- 'small (melkij , menu), thin' > OJ k[u\ ]o~ma!ka-, J: T
komaka!-i, K ko!ma!ka~-, Kg komaka!-, Sh guma-, Y guma!- ¶ S QJ #127, Mr .
455, Kenk. 1O37 ¶¶ DQA #1OO4 (A *kæe2~n1o! 'light (levis), thin': M, Tg,
Ko, J, T) || HS: Ch *√k'(y)n 'small' >  WCh: Hs k'a~nk'a!ne~ 'small, little ' ,
Mbr {Sk.} ki!yi~n 'small'»» CCh: Mln {ChL} kYE!N, Bdm {Lk.} ge›na!, Lame
{ChL} kWa!nÈ~ya% ~u% ! id. »» ECh: Kwn {J} konc7e!, Jg {J} ko!ya§n, Kjr kan1i id. ¶ ChC,
ChL, Ba. 554, Blz. EChWL #76  ? S rdp. *°√k'nk'÷ > Ar qunqu÷- ' small ,
short' ¶ BK II 825 ˚  The labialized vowels of the first syll. in pU (*u4)
and pM (*o4) are due to regr. as. ˚  ≈ IS I 349-5O [#226] (*K'en%u =
*K'en`u; U, A + unc. IE *k8en- 'empty'). IS supposed that Tg *-n1- ia a reg .
reflex of N *-n ````- , which is not confirmed by other examples, but is
theoretically possible. I prefer a tentative rec. of *y  following the nasal
*n ````. FU *u4 and M *o4 of the first syll. are labialized as a result of regr. as .
(*-a4444...u6666 > FU *-u4...u4˜ and M *o4...).
1O89. *K''''un2222yV 'ashes, dust' >  IE: NaIE *(s)ken[Ó]- id. (< **(s)keu\n-?)
> L cinis (gen. ciner-is) 'ashes' ({WH}: < **kenis) »» Gk ko1niß (gen .
ko1nioß ≠ ko1nevß) 'dust, ashes' »» Tc B en1cuwan1e kentse 'rust' ( l i t .
'iron ash\dust') »» pAl {O} skina > Al hi ≠ hI6 'ashes' ¶ WH I 217-8, F II
911-2, Ad. 193-4, O 147, EI (? *kenÓi-s 'ashes'), P 559-6O || U: FU
*ko+un+n`V > FP *ko+unV 'ashes, lye' > pLp {Lr.} *kun‰ 'ashes' > Lp: S
guvne, L kutna, N gudna6, Kld kunn id. » Chr: L/H/B kon 'lye' » Prm: Z
Lu/I kun 'lye', Z kunva kun-va 'lye (alkaline solution)' (va 'water')  ?
Yk K {Krn.} kun-te-m 'he soiled (zagråznil )' (acc. to Krn., ÿ kud-u-l
'dirt') ¶¶ UEW 672, Lr #4O6, Lgc. #2796-7, MRS 216, Ep. 46, LG 1 4 6 ,
Krn. IMJJ 24 || A: pKo *kî~n1î~r- 'ashes' > MKo kî~n1î~rî`m, NKo kîrim ¶ S QK
#659, Nam 69, MLC 24O || D *kun`tßa, {GS} gun`dßa 'dust, powder' > Tl
gun5d5a, Mnd gundßa 'powder', Prj gun`dßam id., gun`dßa 'dust', Knd gun`dßa
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'powder, dust', Png gundßa, Ku gundßa ± gu2ndu2 'flour', Krx gun`dßa2 id.,
'powder', Mlt gundßi 'dust'; D ı OI gun5d5aka- 'dust, powder' ¶¶ D
#1692, GS # 466, Tu. #4193 ˚  IE s- mobile and pKo *-n1- suggest t h e
presence of a word-medial palatal element (sc. N *y  in *K''''un 2222yV). As
mentioned in the Introduction (§ 2.4), N *K''''u- (with word-medial *y )
loses its expected labial element in IE *(s)k- (rather than *(s)kW-) ˚
Blz. LB #4c (IE, U; Blz. was the first to adduce the Yk cognate).
1O9O. *k''''on2222c 7 777 ' '''V 'to scratch (so.’s body or sth.), to wound, to m a k e
suffer' (‘ 'to suffer' > HS: S *°√knT' > Ar 7nK√knÎœ G  vt. 'grieve' ¶ Fr.
IV 64, BK II 935, Hv. 667 || K: G k'ec7'n- 'j-m eine Streifwunde
beibringen, j-n streifen, ritzen', 'make incisions' ¶ Chx. 573, DCh. 6O6 ¶
The plain *k'- (for the expected *k'w-) is still to be expalined
(delabialization connected with the mt.?) ||  IE: NaIE *kWent≈- v. ' suf fer '
('leiden, dulden') >  Gk pe1n†oß 'suffering', pa1scv (<  *kWent≈-sk8-) ' I
suffer' (ft. pei1somai <  kWent≈-so-) »» Lt ke<ﬁsti (1s prs. kenc7iu~) ' t o
endure, to suffer' ('aushalten, leiden'), Ltv ci~est 'to suffer, to e n d u r e '
»» OIr ce1said 'he suffers', ce1ss(a)im 'I suffer' (<  *kWent≈-se/o- or <
kWn=t≈-se/o-) ¶ As shown by J. Rasmussen, the prs./ft. forms with *-sk8-
and *-se/o- (Gk pa1scv, OIr ce1ss(a)im) point to a monophonemic
origin of *t≈, otherwise we would have expected *´ preceding the cnss .
(like Gk •pata1skv, etc.) ¶ P 641, F II 478-9, Frn. 246-7, Vn. C 79-8O,
Ped. VG I 53, 87, 178, II 486, Rsm. AT 86, EI 413 (*kWent(≈)- 'suffer') ||
?σ U: FU *kon`c7V {Rd.} 'Striche ziehen, Striche zeichnen' >  Prm: Z {W}
s1era koc7 'a spot (on animal’s hide) (s1era 'many-coloured, motley'), Z
P/Sk/Ss/Ud {SZ} s1era koc7a, Z I (s1era) kuc7a 'pitted, motley' ('råboj ,
pestryj '), StVt, Vt S ku¢≥o kuc7o, Vt Kz k¥c7o 'motley, piebald ( a
horse)' ('pestryj , pegij , ¢ubaryj '), Vt Y ku$c7o, Vt Uf kÈÆc70 'mot ley,
spotted' »» ObU {Ht.} *ka"n`c7- >  pVg *ka"ns7-, *ka"ns7a2N- >  Vg: T {Mu.}
khaºns7-, P {Mu.} khans7-, T/P {Kn.} kans7-, K {Mu.} khaºns-, N {Mu.}
xans- v. 'write', T {Mu.} khaºn≤s7aºN 'bunt'; pOs *ka"n`c7a- / *ka"n`c7È-,
*ka"n`c7aN ({∫Hl.} *kÈÆn`c7a- / - È / -aN) > Os: V qa"n`c7a-, V/Vy qa"n`c7È-, Ty qa"n`c7-,
Y qa"nc7-, D/K Xa"nc7-, Nz Xas7-, Kz Xa"ns7-, O Xa"s-, Xa"ns- v. 'write', V/Ty
qa"n`c7aN, D/K Xa"nc7´N, Kz Xa"n`s7aN 'bunt' ¶ UEW 176, Ht. 152 [#283], SZ
167, U3S 236.
1O91. *{k ''''}un 2222igË (= *{k '''' }unigË?) 'to bend, to incline, to bow' >  IE:
NaIE *knei\gW≈- vi. 'bow, incline, bend' (× N *Na{?}igu  'to bow, to b e n d
[down], to hang [by sth.], to hang down' [q.v.]) >  L co2niveo2 (< *kon-
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knï(g)u\eo2) (inf. -e2Ære, pfc. co2nïvï ≠ co2nixï, pp. co2nixus) ' c lose
the eyes, wink, blink with the eyes', nïtor (inf. nïti, prtc. nïsus ≠
nixus, [Fest.] gnixus) 'lean, support oneself, rest' (nïtor
genibus 'I kneel', nïtor cubito 'I lean on my elbows'), U m
CONEGOS, kunikaz 'conixus' »» Gmc *xnïGW-/*xniGW-/*xnai\GW-:
inf. *hnïGW-an  'to bow, to be bent, to sink' >  Gt hneiwan  / p. hnaiw
'kli1nein, declinare' (of the day) [Lc. 9.12], ana-hneiwands  act. p r t c .
'procumbens' [Mk. 1.7], ON hnI1ga 'to bow, to sink, to fall', AS
hnïÌan 'to bend\sink down, to bow', OSx hnïgan 'sich neigen,
anbeten', OHG n°gan 'to bow (sich neigen vor, niederbücken)', NHG
neigen 'to bend over, to incline' ¶ P 6O8, ≈µ EI 348 (*knei\-gW≈-
'lean'), WH I 261, Som. L2 646, Bc. G 331, Fs. 265-6, Vr. 242-3, Ho. S
35, Ho. 166, Kb. 726, OsS 4O9, KM 5O6-7 || U *kuNk{e} >  Sm {Jn.}
*kuNk¥ n. 'curve, bend' > Ne T † xu˜g , T O {Lh.} xÚu2Nk 'Bug des Bootes ' ,
xÚu;N9a'rc1 'doppelt biegen', Ne F {Lh.} kuNkar˛\t Æas1 'gekrümmte Ränder
haben' ¶ Jn. 78 || A: T *kæîN- (or *kæîN1- ≈ *kæîyN-?) > [1] d. *kæîNîr ( o r
*kîN1îr) 'crooked, squint-eyed' > OT qîNîr id., Qmq, Qzq, Qrg, ET ∆ qîNîr
'crooked', Tkm qîNîr 'angry', Kr qîN˝îr, Uz qiN˝ir, Ln qîni, Xk Xîyîr
crooked', Tv Xîy%îr 'squint-eyed'; [2] Ln d. qîNla- 'become crooked \
leaning on one side', Yk kîNnay- vi. 'incline, bend on one side'; [3] Qrg
qîNqay- 'be leaning over, become crooked'; [4] *kæînçîr > Chg {PC}
ry8nyQ qînc7îr, Uz ("Chg") {Rl., Bu.} qinc7ir, VTt ∆ q¥nZ7¥r ' squint-eyed' ,
Chv X¥nZ7ò¥r id., 'crooked'; [5] Tkm 9îyîq 'crooked, oblique' ¶ The
delabialization *u  > T *î is attested in several roots (cp. N *K''''u[n1111]c 7 777V
'worm' > NaT *°Kîçî 'intestinal worm') and is still to be investigated ¶ Cl.
639, Rs. W 264-5, ET Q 22O-1, PC 452, Rl. II 86O, Bu II 1O6, BIG 2 9 8 ,
TkR 23O  Tg *xuNke- > Ewk uNk‰2ldï- vi. 'bow (before so.) ' , uNk‰ru- id.,
'bow one’s head', Ud x‰Nki-, Ul, Nn k‰Nk‰l‰-, Ned k‰Nk‰t- 'bow (be fo re
so.)' ¶ The cognates with k- are due to as. (?) ¶ STM II 278  pJ {S}
*ku!nku!m- 'be curved\bent' >  OJ kugum-, [RJ] ku!gu!mar- ¶ S QJ #1328 ,
Mr. 715 ¶¶ SDM97 s.v. *kæu4Nka 'to bend, to bow', ≈ DQA #1O82 (A
*kæi\u!Nu v. 'bend, bow'; rec. of *i\ is due to the unc. adduction of M
*kiyi-≠*keye- > WrM keyege 'slanting, leaning to one side', keyede-
'bend dow, lean\slant to one side')  || ¿ K *°k'un{g}- (or *°k'unZ- ?) >  Zan
**k'unZ- ı  G Gr k'unZ- 'sich bücken, ducken' ¶ Chx. 642 ¶¶ Zan *Z goes
back to patalized *g?? || D *ku2nÀ- ({†GS} *k-) 'be in a bowed position' >
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Kt ku;n- id., Tm ku2n3u- v. 'curve', Gnd gun- v. 'bend' ¶¶ D #1927 || AdS
of HS *√kn÷  '≈  be bent, bow, incline' (< N *ku 4444 [y]n ````u 6 666÷Å  'a joint in a l imb
(knee, elbow); to bend in a joint', q.v. ffd.) ˚  D *-nÀ- may go b a c k
either to N *-n-  or to *-N- < N *-n 2222ig- . Therefore an unequivocal rec. o f
a N *-n-  (*{k '''' }unigË) is not justified enough. The rules and condi t ions
of the Turkic delabialization of N *u (*u  > T *î) need investigating ˚
We can be sure about the N initial *k''''- only if the K cognate is valid.
Otherwise we have to reconstruct an unspecified N *K '''' -  (= *k '''' -  or * ûûûûq-) .  
1O92. *K ''''an[K]É 'to singe, to glow' > IE: NaIE *kenk- v. 'parch, dry u p ,
cause burning pain' >  Gk Hm ka1gkanoß 'dry (trocken, dürr)', Gk [Hs.]
kagkai1nei '(he) parches, dries (sth.)', Gk Hm poly-kagkh6ß (di1πa)
'parching', Gk poly-kagkh6ß 'very dry (land)' »» Lt kanka~ ' pa in ' ,
kenﬁkti  'to harm, to hurt' ¶ ≈ WP I 4O1, ≈ P 565 (•÷ Gmc {Fs.} *xuNxru-
'hunger'), ≠ EI 284 (*kenk- 'hunger' “ 'burn, hurt'; •÷ words f o r
'hunger', see  N ?φ  ≈≈ *K''''a{9}Én2222a 'be hungry'), F I 75O-1, Ch. 478, Frn.
240 || A: Tg *xeNg- 'burn slightly, singe' >  Nn Nh x‰2Ngi- v. 'singe', Ewk
‰Ngur‰2- vi. 'burn slightly, singe' ¶ STM II 457 ¶¶ The front vw. is
probably due to vw. harmony (A **kæaNKÉ >  *kæa4NKV >  Tg *xeNg-) || D
*kanÀ- ({†GS} *k-) 'burn, glow, be very hot' >  Tm kan3i 'be redhot, glow,
get angry', kan$al 'fire', Ml kanal 'live coals', ka2nal 'heat, glare', Kt
kan redhot', Kn kanal v. 'glow like live coals', Tl kanalu 'be angry,
burn, give pain', Kui kamba  'be burned\injured by fire' ¶¶ D #14O6.
1O93. € *K''''{É}n2222itV 'louse, nit' >  IE: NaIE *knid- ≠ *k8nid- 'louse, n i t '
(× N ? *Nit ''''u 6 666 'worm[s], maggot[s], nit', q.v.) >  Arm anic  anic  'nit' (c <
*d-s) »» pAl {O} *canida2 > Al: G th(e4)≤ni2, T th(e4)≤ri2 'louse' »» Gk koni1ß,
mostly pl. koni1deß 'eggs of lice, fleas, and bugs; nits' (o on the analogy o f
ko1niß 'dust'?) »» W pl. nedd, Crn ne2th coll. (snglt. nedhen), Br nez
'nits' »» AS hnitu, NE nit, OHG niÔ, MHG niÔ , niÔÔe , NHG NiS,
Nisse  'nit'  In Gmc and BSl there is a variant *g≈ni(:)d- 'nit' (*g≈- d u e
to the infl. of *g≈en- 'scratch'??) >  ON, Nr ∆  gnit, OSw gnether, Sw
gnet, Dn gnid 'nit' »» Ltv gnI2da 'nit', ? Lt gli~nda id. (dis.: < ≈
*gni[n]da and\or × ÷ L lens / lendis?) » Sl *gnida id. >  Blg, R, U k
≤gnida, SCr gnjiàda, Slv gni!da, Cz, Slk hnida, P gnida ¶ P 6O8, F I
912-3, Hm. 598, YGM-1 342, ECCE 774, Hamp AIEW 146, O 476, Ho. 1 6 ,
Kb. 732, , OsS 410, Lx. 152, Vr. 179-80, Slt. 121-2, Frn. 157-8, Kar. I
304, ESSJ VI 173-4, EI 357 (*k8(o)nid- 'nit') ¶ The variant *g≈ni(:)d- m a y
be due to euphemistic, tabuistic, or other "expressive" modifications ||
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HS: WS *kinn- louse' > MHb en`1ƒ5≠ en`1iƒ5kin≤na2, JEA an`1iƒ5, en~iƒ5 kin≤na2
'louse, vermin (Ungezieger)', BHb Nƒ4 ken, pl. Min`5ƒ5 kin≤n-ïm id., {KBR}
'gnat', Jb C s>i!ni!t (pl. ku!nu!m) 'louse', Sq {Jo.} ≤kenum (pl. ≤kenhawm) id .
¶ KB 461, KBR 483, Lv. II 348-9, Jo. J 133  EC: Sml {DSI} qandßi÷il, Sml
N {Abr.} qandßi!÷il ≠ qindßi!÷il 'nits' ¶ DSI 487, Abr. S 2OO ¶ Sml dß (<  *t'
regularly) may be accounted for by an earlier glottalizing as. (*k'...t >
*k'...t')  ? NrOm: Kf {C} c75indo2 'small louse' ¶ C SE IV 422  ? Ch: CCh:
WMrg kWu~nda, kWutna 'worm' »» (× N *n1111É{yË}(-NV) 'larvas, worms,
nit[s]', q.v.) WCh: AG: Gmy n1it, Cp ni~yEt 'worm' ¶ ChL.
1O94. (€?) *K ''''Ånt ''''V  '∈ genitalia', 'gland (esp. of genitalia: glans penis ,
clitoris)' >  HS: C: Bj {Rop.} kant5al 'penis' (t5 = [tß]) »» EC {∂Ss.} *k'anc>'-
({Ss.} *k&and&⁄-) 'gland' >  Sml qanZ7idß 'lymphatic gland', Rn {PG} Xa!ni~dß
'gland', Kns {Bl.} qandßitta 'udder; swollen or abnormally big gland', Brj
{Ss.} ≤k'and'-i ≠ k'an?-i 'clitoris' ¶ Rop. 2O5, PG 189, Ss. B 124  SOm:
Ari/Gll {Bnd.) k'anti ≠ qanti 'testicles' ¶ Bnd. AL 159  CCh: Pdl ka^ndi,
Bk ka2^nda` 'vagina' »» ? ECh: Ll gu!nZ7u~lo! 'testicles' ¶ JI II 323, ChC, ChL  B
*√kndœ (< *√knt') > BSn t3a-kunnïtœ (pl. t3i-kunnïdœ-ïn) 'derrière d e
l’homme' ¶ Ds. B 95 || D (in SD) *kant- ({†GS} *k-) '≈  m e m b r u m
muliebre '  >  Ml kantu 'membrum muliebre', Td kod 'pubic hair' ¶ D
121O || ?? IE: NPrs kun (< ClNPrs ku2n) 'vulva' ¶ ≈ EI 5O7 (IE *kuts≤no-s)
˚ Blz. DA 155 [#34]  (C, Om, Ch, D).
1O95. € *K''''Én3333t ' '''V 'be angry, be in despair' >  HS: CS *√k'nt' id. >  MHb
Sh †yin%q^e5 hik5≤n°t5 'annoy, vex, make angry', Sr √k'nt' G  v. 'fear', Ar
√qntœ G  (pf. qanitœa ≠ qanatœa) 'despair', 'désespérer (de qc.)' ¶ BK II
823, Hv. 63O, Klein 584  Eg fMK k5nd 'be furious\angry, be angry with
(so.)', DEg knt 'anger', Cpt: Sd COnt co2nt, B HOnt Zo2nt ' g e t
angry', Sd Cont cont, B Hont Zont 'angry' ¶ EG V 56-7, Fk. 28O, Er.
565, Vc. 342 || U: FU *°kÉntV > pObU {∫Hl.} *ke"nt 'anger' >  Vg *ka4Ænt >
Vg: MK {Mu.} ka4nt, N {Mu.} kant 'anger', {BV} Ss kant 'zlo ', {Kn., BV}
Ss kant´N 'angry'; pOs {Ht.} *ke"nt 'anger' >  Y/D/K ke"nt, Nz qa"nt ¶ Ht .
#29O, BV 33-4.
1O96. € *K''''En1111V or *K''''EˆyV 'nest '  > HS: S *k'inn- id. > BHb Nq$ k'en (p l .
Min`5q%k'in≤n-ïm), JA an~1q%k5in≤n-a2, Sr 'noœe k5En≤n-a2 id., JEA an`1iq% k5in≤na2,
Md k5ina, Ak k5inn-um 'nest, family' ¶ KB 1O36, Js. 1387, Sl. 1O13,
DM 411, CAD XIII 257, Sd. 922 || A: pKo {S} *ki!n1- 'nest' > MKo ki!n1- v.
'nest', ki!s n. 'nest', NKo kis kit id. ¶ S QK #993, Nam 83, MLC 282 ˚
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K: it is tempting to adduce here G P k'anat'ia 'nest' (Chx. 547), but t h e
structure of the word (its vowels) suggests that it is a loan (from a n
unknown source). If nevertheless the G word is inherited, the N initial
cns. is k''''≠.
1O97. € *K''''{u4 444}n1 111V 'to burn' (intr.) >  A: NaT *kæo4n1- or *kæu4n1- vi. ' c a t ch
fire, burn' >  OT ku4n1-, Alt ku4y- id., Tkm ko4y-, ET ko4y- ≠ ku4y- vi. ' b u r n
down', Xk ko4y- vi. 'burn, burn down', Osm go4y-, Tk go4y- vt. 'burn, b u r n
up', Uz kuy-, Qzq, Qrg ku4y- vi. 'burn', Qq ku4y- 'burn oneself', Nog ku4y-
'be burnt' (food), 'be sunburnt', Yk ko4∏y- 'burn', Tv xu√k '(smell o f )
sth. burnt' ('gar∆ ') ¶ Cl. 726, Rs. W 286, 3O7, 3O9, ET KQ 88-9, Mng. G
746 ¶ Tkm -o4- suggests a pT short *-o4-, the length in Yk is an innovation
(T *o4∏ yields Yk *u4¢o4)  M *keNsi- ≠ *0ko4+u4Nsi- > WrM keNsi, HlM
x´nwi-  vi. 'burn slightly, brown (as food)', Kl {Rm.} ko4Ns7i- ± ku4Ns7i- vi.
'smell of burning'; M *keNsi-gu4n n. 'smell of burning' > WrM
keNsigu4n, HlM x´nw¥¥, Brt x¥nw¥¥ n. 'smell of frying food \ o f
burning', Ord kæeNs7u$— 'relent de friture, odeur de graisse \ d’os \ d e
viande brûlés', WrO keNs7o4u4 'odour, fragrance', Kl k¥ˆw¥ ku4Ns7u4 n .
'smell of burning', {Rm.} ko4Ns7u4∏n n. 'smell of burning bones\fat'; M ı
WrMc kuNs7on ≠ kuNs7un adj. {Z} 'smelling of sth. slightly b u r n t
(food, wool)', {Hr.} 'angebrannt, brenzlich', kuNs7u- v. {Z} 'boil milk ' ,
{Hr.} 'anbrennen (Speisen)'; Kl D {Rm.} ku4Nkün- 'Brand-geruch\-
geschmack haben, abgebrannt sein', WrM {Rm. “?} ¿ ku4Nku4ni- ( id.?)
¶ MED 454, Ms. O 414-5, Krg. 71, Chr. 625, KRS 326, KW 246, S AJ 2 4 2 ,
Z 289, Hr. 6O2  Tg *xeNgV- > Nn Nh x‰2Ngi- vt. 'singe\scorch on f ire ' ,
Ewk ‰Ngur‰2- vi. 'get slightly burnt' (of roasted\fried food) ¶ STM II 4 5 7
 pKo {S} *kî~n1î~r- > MKo kî~n1î~rî~m, NKo kîîrîm 'soot', NKo kîîl- ' b e
covered with soot' ¶ S QK #659, Nam 669, MLC 24O  pJ {S} *ku\a~nka~r-
vi. 'burn' > OJ ku\o~ga~r- {Mr.} 'be burning' (‘  'be passionate, yearning') ,
J: T/Kg kogare!-, Kg ko!ga1re!- {Kenk.} 'burn with passion for'; pJ *ku\anka-
sa-  {Mr.} 'burn, scorch; yearn for' > J kogasu {Kenk.} 'burn, scorch ,
singe, char'  ¶ S QJ #1O74, Mr. 711, Kenk. 1OO3 ¶¶ S AJ 11, 2 8 6
[#256], DQA #1145 (A *kæu~n1e 'burn [intr.], get burnt') || HS: WCh
*k'W+Yan vt. 'burn' > Hs k'o2 !na~ id. » Wrj {IL} k'Ya!nu~na~, {Sk.} kYa@nu2!na!, Cg {Sk.}
k'e2^nu@, Kry {Sk.} kYa@nu!, My {Sk.} kYa!!nu!, Mbr {Sk.} k'a2!nu@ 'smoke' » Kir {Sh.}
kWaNa, Tala {Sh.} kWo2n, Buli {ChL} ko~nu! vt. 'burn'; Kir {Sh.} k‰n, {ChL}
kÈn, Tala {Sh.} kunu, Gj {Sh.} ku~no@, Buli {Sh.} kunI~ 'smoke' ¶ Stl. ZCh 2 1 2 -
3 [#629], ChC, ChL  Om {Blz} *°k'i(e)n- 'burn' >  NrOm: BMa {Fl.} k'YEni
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vt. burn' ¶ Fl. OWL s.v. 'burn', Blz. OL #2O4 ¶¶ ≠ Sk. HCD 174 ˚ Not
here (⇔ DQA #1145) D *kanÀ- 'burn, glow' (see N *K''''an[K]É 'to singe, t o
glow').
1O98. € *K''''on1111{c1 111 ' '''}V 'bark of trees' > HS: EC *√k'unc7'- >  Or {Grg.} k'unc7'e2
'peel, fibre covering on plant stem', Or S {Sr.} k'unc7'e2 'bark of a t r ee ' ,
Ged k'u2nc7 'e 'piece of bark' ¶ Grg. 336, Sr. 356, Hd. 325 || U *kon1c1kV ≠
*koc1kV '∈ bark' > F kosku, koskus 'thick bark of trees', Es {W} kosk
'in langen Streifen abfezogene Fichtenrinde oder dicke Rinde' » Prm
*kac1(ka) '∈  bark' >  Z kac1 'bark of fir-tree (used as food during famine
years)', Yz {Lt.} ≤kac1ka id., {UEW} 'inner layer of bark', Z US/LL kac1 ' b a r k
of trees' »» Os Ty {KrT} qÈn1t! 'sap layer under the bark of pine- a n d
birch-trees' » OHg hassag, hassu 'bast, strifes of linden-bast, l ime-
tree forest', Hg ha1rs 'lime-tree'  Sm {Jn.} *ka4saº, {Hl.} *ka4sa 'bark o f
trees' >  Ng {Mik.} kasu, En {Cs.} ≤sesa, Slq Tz {KKIH} qo2£sÈ, Kms {KD}
k¯aºzaº id. ¶¶ Coll. 91, UEW 179-8O, LG 119, MF 269-7O, W EDW 35O, Lt. J
124, EWU 533, KrT 321, Jn. 65, KKIH 164, Hl. M #474.
1O99. *K''''u[n1111]c 7 777V 'worm' >  HS: C: Ag: Bln {R} k5es7a2 (pl. k5is7), Xm {R}
eq$asa2,  Q {R} Xes7°, Km {CR} X´s7a2 ≠ Xa4s7a2 (pl. Xas) 'worm' »» Dhl
{EEN} k'u!ci 'bee larva' ¶ AD SF 3O, E PC #613, R WB 245, EEN 19 || U
*kun`c7a >  FU *kuc7V ≠ *kun`c7a 'worm (within the body)' >  Chr H kuc7¥
'intestinal worm', Chr Y kuc¥, M kuc1o, YU kuco; ı Chv L ∆  {Ash.}
ku¢¢a€ ("read as ku¢y€") 'intestinal worm' »» ObU {Ht.} *ku2n`c7 >  pVg
*ku2ns7 'intestinal worm' >  Vg: T ko2s7, P/NV/SV/LL kuns7, UL xu2ns id.; pOs
*kun`c7(V) >  Os: K Xunc7, D Xuc7´, Kr pu4y-Xunc7 'tapeworm', Km Xunc7
'intestinal worm (also in fish)'  ??φ pY {IN} *ko4n1c7 !´ 'maggot' > Y K/T
ko4Z7 !´ 'maggot (on a reindeer)', T {Krn.} ko4d!eN 'worm' ¶¶ UEW 2O5, Ash.
VII 57, Ht. #2O5, Stn. D 511, IN 229, Krn. JJ 273, ≈ Rd. UJ 47 [#69] (Y
π U) ¶¶ The unexpected Chr c1 and pY *c7 ! are still puzzling || A: NaT
*°Kîçî (< **Kîyçî?) Tbl/SbTt Tv {Tm.) qîcî, Brb {Tm.} qîc7a ' intestinal
worm', Tbl {Rl.} qîc7î 'tapeworm (Bandwurm)' (unless all of them a r e
loans from FU?) ¶ Tm. 143-4, Rs. W 26O, Rl. II 792 ¶ The delabialization
*u  > T *î is attested in several roots (cp. N *{k ''''}un 2222igË 'to bend, t o
incline, to bow') and is still to be investigated.
11OO. *K''''un1111Z 1 111V ¬ *-n1111c 1 111-, *-n1111s 1 111- (or *g++++kun1111Z 1 111V ¬ *-n1111c 1 111-, *-n1111s 1 111-?) 'star' >
IE: NaIE *°g[≈]woi\sd[≈]- 'star' >  BSl: Lt z7vaigz7de$ﬁ, ∆  z7vaizde$ﬁ ±
z7vaiz7de$, Ltv zva~i(g)zne id., L gvegz7da!te$ 'Sternchen' » Sl
*gve7z≤da 'star' >  P gwiazda, Cz hve7zda, Slk hviezda, Plb gjozda",
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HLs hwe7zda, LLs gwe7zda, OCS Zv8zda Zve7zda, Blg zvízda >
zvezda, SCr zve!zda ± zvije!zda, Slv zvezda, R zvez≤da, U k
zv¡z≤da ¶ Assimilation between the Anlaut and the Inlaut of this long
Baltic stem may have caused variability of the initial cns. (*g...z >  z...z,
*g...z7 >  z7...z7) and the appearance of the unetymological medial g ¶ Tr.
373-4, Frn. 1324, ≈ ESSJ VII 181-3 (derives the BSl stem from IE *g8≈woi\-
'shine' and believes that the Slavic *gv- is a secondary development
from *zv-), Glh. 7O2-3, StSS 223 || HS: Ch: WCh: Ngz {Sch.} gÈ!z7a&u\ ≠
gÈ!s7a&u\, Bd {IL} gusiau\ 'star' » Bole {IL} Z7i~nZ7a! id. » ? Tula, Kir Ngas7 id. (N- i s
a px., as in Tera anZ7inZ7a?) »» CCh: Glv kWa~z6a~z6a~, Gv kW‰~z6‰~z6a~, Suk gu~mz6a~,
Db {Lnh.} gi~mz6a~, {Kr.} g‰!mz6a~, Gudu gWU4@s6u~, Mln gu~mla!, Nz g‰mleki ' s t a r '
¶ ChC, ChL, Sch. DN 62 || U *kun1c1V star' >  Prm {LG} *ko$+oZ1il ({∫LG}
*ko¿$+o¿Z7 !il) 'star' > Z kodzuv koZ1uv, Z US ko¿Z1Èl, Prmk k‰Z1Èv ± k‰Z1Èl, Vt
XVIII kuzeli, Vt kizili kiz1il!i, Vt B ko˘z1o˘l!i ({Lt.} ko_z1o_l!i) 'star' »»
ObU {Ht.} *ku1n1c1V id. > Vg {Ht.} *ku2n1c1V >  OVg S ChusO/Vt kon¢a, OVg
S Kg konså, OVg S Sss koondse, Vg T ko2n1c1; pOs {Ht.} *kOs >  Os: V/Vy
qOs, Ty/Y qos, D/K/Nz Xus, Kz Xö8s, O Xos  Sm {Jn.} *kÈnsVkaºy¥, {Hl.}
*kÈnsVkay¥ 'star' >  Slq Tz {KKIH} qi£s7qa4, Slq Kt qesaqa id., Slq Tm {KD}
q‰s7qasey id., 'moon', Kms {KD} ku$nZ1‰Gey, k‰nZ1‰Gey, kÈnZ1igey, Koyb
{Klp.} kynzy-gei 'star', Mt {Hl.} *kinZ7ikÉy id. (Mt T {Klp.} kins7i-ki,
{Mll.} kinschik-i, Mt K {Mll.} kinschik-ei, {Pl.} gindzschiki, M t
M {Sp.} kindqikej, {Mll.} kinschikei) ¶¶ UEW 21O-1, Coll. 1 5 ,
Sm. 537 (U, FU *kuns1aº, FP *kuns1a, Ugr *kunc1a, Sm *kÈnsV ' s t a r ' ) ,
MF 3O7, Ht. #299, LG 126, Lt. 41-2, Jn. UK 263, Cs. 285, KD 35, Sp. SJM
72, Hl. M #489 || A ({S} kæo2si): Tg *xo2si-kta 'star' >  Nn Nh Xosaqta ≠
XosIaqta ≠ XosIqta, Orc xosaqta, Ul XosIta ≠ Xosta, Ork wasIqta, U d
{Krm.} wahikta, Ewk o2sïkta, Sln o2s7!ikta ≠ o2s7 !itta, Lm o2sIqat, WrMc
usiXa, Jrc {Kiy.} os7iXa, {Md.} hosiXa ¶ STM II 27, Krm. 219, Bz. 23, S
AJ 1O4 [#119], Kiy. 97 [#O12], Md. ChF 134 ¶¶ S AJ 292 [#417], DQA
#1155 (A *kæu2~c>V 'a kind of star'; incl. Tg) ˚  Tg *o2 (for the expected
*u[:]) still needs explaining ˚  AD MR 263, Sin. USN 392-3 ˚  It is n o t
yet clear which of the variants of the stem (that with N *K''''- or that with
*k ++++g-) is the original one. If it is N *K''''un1111Z 1 111V (suggested by the Tg
cognate), the IE initial *g[≈]- (most probably *g-) is due to the IE r o o t -
structure rejection of **teg≈- roots (vl. + asp. vd. cns. in the same √ ) .
11O1. (€?) *K '''' {u 4 444wa}N÷i  '∈ blood vessel (with blood), blood', or sim. >
HS: S *°k'Vn[V]÷- > Ar qin÷- (pl. qunu÷-) 'membrane qui entoure le c œ u r ;
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racine' ¶ BK II 823  ?? WCh: pNrBc {Sk.} *takWan- 'bleeding, cupping
blood' >  Dir, Sir takWana, Mbr takWan, My takWam ¶ Sk. NB 13, S 2 5 O
[#34] ¶ In all probability, NrBc *takWan- ÿ *√k+k'Wn 'blood, bleed' ||
A ≈ *kæu4waNV 'blood, blood vessel' >  M *qana- v. 'open a vein, b leed
(an animal, a person)' >  WrM {Kow., MED, Gl.} qana-, HlM, Brt xana-
id., Kl {Rm.} Xana-Xa 'zu Ader lassen', {KRS} xangdx Xan¥-gd¥-X¥ ' t o
open a vein (puskat∆ krov∆ )', MM [S] teme√en o cisun qana-qu
'to open a camel’s vein in order to collect blood' ¶ KW 166, Kow. 7 1 9 ,
MED 927, Gl. I 68, H 59, KRS 575  pT {Md.} *kæi\a2n 'blood' ({†pAD}: <
**kæÉan < *kæa&:n) > NaT *kæa2n >  OT, MQp qa2n, [CC] qan, OT U, Chg, XwT
qan, Tk kan, Tkm 9a2n, XT, Xlj {DT} qa2n, Slr {Tn.} qa2n ± qan, Tk kan, Az
9an, Ggz kan, ET, Ln, SY, Qmq, Blq, VTt, Bsh, Qzq, Nog, Qq, Qrg, Alt qan,
Uz qån, Xk, Tv Xan, Tf qån, Yk Xa2n »» Blgh {Erd.} xi\an, Chv L √n jun id. 
NaT *Kana- >  OT qana- v. 'bleed (a patient, animal)' ¶ Cl. 629-3O, 6 3 4 ,
Rs. W 23O, ET KQ 251, Ra. 217, Dr. TM III 36O-1, Md. 111-2, 169, Erd.
81, 115, 123, 152-3, 163 Jeg. 349, Fed. II 486, DT 173  Tg *xu3Ni3- v.
'flow' (of blood) >  Ewk Sx/Urm uNi- id.; *xu3Ni3, *xu3Nï3-kta 'blood vessel '
>  Ewk Vl/Y uNi id., Ek uNïkta, Neg oNta2 ≠ oNIkta, Lm UNt¥, Nn Nh/B
XoNgIqta, Nn KU XoNgIaqta, Ul XoN9Iqta ‘ XoN9oqta, Ork XUmUqta, U d
umakta, umukta id. ¶ STM II 278 ¶¶ KW 166 (M, T), S AJ 261 [#151], S
VL 198-9 (pA *kæua2 !NV> T, Tg), Cl. 634 (M qana- π  T), STM97 (A*kæo4∏Na
>  T, Tg), DQA #1O68 (A *kæi\a2!no 'blood, blood vessel' >  T, Tg) || ?σ D
*kun`- ({†GS} *k-) 'root, tuber' > Png ku2n`i id., Knd kun`i, Mnd kuni ' t ube r ' ,
Kui kuna 'tuberous root', Ku kunna  'yam, potatoes', kuna kuc>a 'radish' ¶ ¶
D #1683 ¶¶ The meaning 'vein, sinew' is often transferred to roo t s ,
because both veins\sinews and roots were used as ropes and bonds ˚
D *-n`- is a reg. reflex both of N *n```` and of a palatal(ized) nasal. A N
palatal nasal (*-n 1111 -) is ruled out by the T reflex (N *-n1111- would have
yielded T *-n1-). The remaining option is to postulate a palatal vw. (*-i ,
confirmed by the Tg reflex) that followed the nasal cns. (at the pre-D
level) and brought about its palatalization. By that time the N l r .
(between the nasal and *i ) must have been lost, which is probable if i t
had been *÷ (rather than a stronger *˝ ). Tg *-N- suggests N *-N- . T *-n
(for the expected *-N) needs explaining. The length of the T vw. is d u e
to the contraction of the A *-u 4wa-  ˚ ≈ Gr. II #45 (*kem  'blood', incl. A,
EA + unc. Sm *kem 'blood', Yk c77eme id., actually from N *ka4444me6666
' b lood ' ) .
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11O2. € *k''''oNc7777 ' '''V '∈ part of leg' > K: G k'anc7'-i 'shin, s h a n k '
('Unterschenkel', {DCh} 'golen∆ ') ¶ Chx. 549, DCh. 593 || A *kæoNc>[æ]V
> NaT *kæon[î]c7 (< **kæonc7) '(∈ part of) leg, boot-leg, leg of trousers' >
MQp [CC] qonc7 'gamba', = (∈ part of) leg', Tkm 9onc7 'boot-leg, leg o f
trousers', Tk konc>, Az 9òunZ7, VTt qun¥s7 !, Qzq, Qq, Nog qonîs7, Tbl {Rl.},
Tb qonîc, Qrg qonc7, Alt qonîc1, {Rl.} qonc1, Uz qönZ7, ET qonZ7, Qmq Xonc7
'boot-leg', Tv Xonc7u, Tf hon1Z7u 'leg of trousers' ¶ T *n (rather than *N)
suggests a pre-T (or Early pT) word **kæonc7 (with *n < *N   in t h e
preconsonantic position) ¶ ET Q 57-8, Grøn. 199  Tg: [1] *xoNsV ( o r
*xoMsV?) 'shank, shin' >  Orc uNsi, uNsui, Ul XoNsa, Nn Nh XoNsoa%, Nn
KU omsoqa$, omsoqua%, Ewk PT uNnukï, umuki, Ewk Tt umoki, Neg oNnIxI2,
Ud u‰Nku ± uinki ≠ u‰Nki id. ¶ *-s- may be due to the infl. of a different
Tg or pA root  [2] Tg *xu4n1çen 'elbow' (×  N *ku4444[y]n````u 6 666÷Å 'a joint in a
limb [knee, elbow]; to bend in a joint'?) >  Nn xu4yc7‰%, Orc ïço(n-), U d
X/I/Sm {Krm.} iso4, Ud K {Krm.} iso, Ul unc7a4(n-), Ork u4i\t‰, Ewk, Neg
ïç‰2n, Sln ïnç‰2, Lm i\eç‰n ¶ STM I 336, Krm. 239  ¶¶ ≈ DQA #11O3 (incl.
T, Tg).
11O3. *k''''É{N}c6666 ' '''V ( o r  *k''''Émc6666 ' '''V?) (≠  *k''''Én1111c 6 666 ' '''V?) 'gravel, pebble(s) ,
coarse sand' > HS: S *°√k'as6's6 '- > Ar ∞wQa qaÎ^œÎ^œ- {Br.} 'sand and pebbles ' ,
{Hv.} 'pebble', qaÎ^œÎ^œ-at- 'small pebbles', Ar Y {Slw.} qadœa2dœ 'eine als
Mörtel verwendete Mischung aus roter Erde und Kalk', OYmn {Slw.}
ﬁ5Q qÎ^œÎ^œ D  ({Slw.} qadœdœadœa) 'zementieren' or 'bewerfen' ¶ BK II 7 5 8 -
9, Hv. 611, Slw. 18O-1  B *√kwzœ ≠ *√kzœzœ ≠ *°Œzz 'coarse sand' (× N
*k{u4444}s 7 777?V 'gravel, [coarse] sand' [q.v. ffd.])  C: Ag: Bln {R} k5u2s7a2 (p l .
k5u2s7), {Fl.} qus7 'sand' (× N *k{u4444}s 7 777?V '⇑') ¶ AD SF 88  Om *k'aˆc7'- ' s a n d '
>  NrOm: Kf {C} k'ac'7ino2, Mch {Fl.} k'ac7'-o, Bnc {Wdk.} k'a!mc7', She {Beke}
k5ac7, Gmr (= She?) {Fl. AGC} k'ac7', Malo {Fl.} k'ac7e, Nao {Fl.} k'as'a »» SOm:
Gll {Fl.} k'ac7' 'sand' ¶ Blz. OL #1O1, C SE IV 484, Fl. AGC 617, Wdk. BY
1O6, AD SF 88  WCh: Ngz {Sch.} ka~c7a~r∑ 'small stone, piece of gravel' ¶
Sch. DN 9O || IE: NaIE *g8ei\s- 'pebbles' (×   N *k{u4444}s 7 777?V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ||
K: G k'enc7'-i 'a pebble, small stone' ¶ Chx. 568 || ?φ  A *kæVNÇV >
¿**kæVNn1V (progr. as.) >  Tg *xoNn1V 'sand' >  Ewk on1IN 'sand, dust', O r c
on1okto 'mud (?)' ('gråz∆ '), Ud on1okto 'sand', Ork XoNnoxI 'grain o f
sand', XoNokto 'sand' ¶ STM II 2O ˚ The original affricate may have
been *c 6666 ' ''' (if the G word is a loan from Zan, which presupposes a pK r ec .
*k'Vnc`'-). The cns. *N++++n 1 111 changed into m in Bnc, into *n in K (as. *NÇ  >
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*nÇ), and disappeared in most other descendant lgs. (*VN++++n 1 111c 6 666 ' ''' >  *Vﬁc6' >
*VÇ ). In the prehistory of IE the original cluster *-{N}c 6666 ' '''-  is likely to have
changed into *-n1111c 6 666 ' '''- (regr. as.) >  *-i\s- (N *n1111 >  IE *i\ regularly). An al t .
rec. is *k''''Émc6666 ' '''V, which is less probable in the light of Tg *xoNn1V. The
cause of the de-emphatization in pre-IE (N *k''''- >  *k- [>  IE *g1]) or t h e
voicing in IE (**k- >  *g1-) is still not clear. The unexpected Tg *o of t h e
first syll. still needs explaining (regr. as., as suggested by Orc on1okto,
Ud on1okto, Ork XoNnoxI and XoNokto?).
11O4. *K''''awiNgV 'shoulder joint, armpit' >  U *kawiNV-al+lßV (li t .
'under the shoulder-joint', with *al+lßV 'under') 'armpit' >  FU: F
kainalo, Es kaenal, Vp kai\nal ≠ kai\mol 'armpit', Es ∆  kangla, kangel,
kangle 'shoulder-joint (Achsel)' » pLp {Lr.} *ka2yNe2l(e2) 'armpit' >  Lp: S
{Hs.} gaajnj´ele, Vfs {Lgc.} gòa$i\N1EÒ‰, Ar {Lr.} ka2i\Ngi\el, Nt {TI}
ka$;i\neldòå¿k;, Kld ka˘ïN4el †, T ka$;i\N4el † id. » Er kaval-alks, kaval-al id. (alks,
al  'being under [sth.]') » Chr: L koÕla koN≤la 'armpit gore in a shirt', H
koÕyla koN¥la, B koNla, L/Uf koÕlajymal koNlay¥≤mal ' a rmp i t '
(y´mal 'being under [sth.]') » pPrm *konul ({LG} *ko¿nul) >  Z LV/Ud
kunuv, Z P/MS kÈn1ul, Prmk konuvt, Yz ≤kunul, Vt kunul kunul ' a rmpi t ' ,
Z kunlo≥s kunl-‰s, Z LV kunul-‰s 'armpit gore in a shirt' »» ObU: pVg
{Ht.} *ka"lnV≠*kan´l 'armpit' >  Vg: T kalna2, LK xaºn´l, MK/UK kaºn´l,
P/NV kan´l, UL/Ss xan´l id.; pOs *kuN´n ≠ *kun´N (as. from **kuN´l ≠
**kul´N?) 'armpit' (within cds.) >  Os: Nz XuN´n, Kz Xö8N´n, V/Vy/Ty/Y
qun´N, D Xo"n´N, K Xa"n´N, O Xo"n´m » OHg holna, holnya ' shoulder-
joint (Achsel), armpit', Hg ∆  ho1ln- (+ppa.), ho1ny, hany, Hg ho1n,
ho1n-alj 'armpit'  Sm {Jn.} *ka4l¥N 'armpit' >  Ne: T sål’, T O {Lh.}
s1a$—Ò?ﬁ´", F {Lh.} s1e\a$;Ò ± s1e\a$;ÒN?ﬁ´"; Ng {Cs.} kal!iN, {Mik.} kal!i; En X {Cs.}
se1Òi?, En B {Cs.} s1eri; Slq Tz {KKIH} qo2£lÈn1, Slq LTz {KD} qaºl´n1, Slq T m
{KD} qæa2li¯, Kms {KD} qæa2Ò´N, Xa2Ò´N ¶¶ UEW 178, 645, SK 142, ZM 17O,
Lr. #339, Lgc. #1886, Hs. 511, TI 81, KMS 136, MRS 22O, Ep. 46, LG 1 4 6 ,
SZ 18O, 187, Ht. #282, EWU 573, Jn. 63, KKIH 164, ≠  Sm. 543 (FU, FP
*koni 'armpit', Ugr *konI"-) || A {ADb.} *kæawiN[V] {AD} ' a rmpi t ,
bosom' > NaT {ADb.} *kæo2yn 'bosom, armpit' >  OT qoyîn ≠ qoyun ≠ qoy,
MQp, Qmq, Qrg qoyun, Ggz koynu, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Alt qoyîn, VTt kuen
quy¥n, Bsh quy¥n, Xk Xoyîn, Uz qöyin, Tf hﬁoy% 'bosom', MU qo2y, qo2yun
'bosom, bosom of garment', Chg qoy(u)n, OOsm qoyun 'breast, bosom,
armpit', Tk koyun 'bosom, breast, pocket', Az 9oyun, ET qoyun, Ln
qoyun, qoyîn, qoynî, Xlj qo2n 'bosom, an embrace', Tkm 9oyun ' a n
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embrace', Tv Xoy  'bosom, breast', Yk {Pek.} Xo2y, Xoin 'armpit, bosom' »»
Chv xÁv ≠ xu4 'bosom' ¶ Cl. 631, ADb. SR 158-9, ET Q 26-7, Rs. W 28O,
Jeg. 297, Fed. II 34O, Ra. 189, Pek. 3439-4O, JkR 499, DT 178  Tg
*xawVNi 'armpit' >  Nn XawaNi ≠ Xawani, Ul Xawa(n-), Orc Xawani,
Sln owonï ≠ oGonï, Neg oGonï 'armpit', Ewk oGonï ± owonï ± ‰w‰nï,
Lm oGnI ± a2wnI ± ownI, WrMc oGo ≠ oXo id., 'bosom' ¶ STM II 6 ¶ ¶
ADb. SR-D 449, 454-5 || D {IS} *kavuNkV 'armpit' ({†GS} *k-) >  Kn
kavuNkur›, kaNkur›(a), koNkur›, koNkar›(a), Tm kamukkat5t5u
(with ass. nasalization *-v- >  -m-), Td komkwÈr`, Tu kaNkul5a, Prj
kavkor, kavkodß, Gnd ka2kri, ka2kr`iN 'armpit' (ka2k- due to the infl. o f
Knd/Mrt ka2k≈), Kdg kavNki 'vital spot', Tl kaun$gili 'bosom, breast, a n
embrace', Prj kavNgil, kauNgil, Gnd kalgil 'lap' ¶¶ D #1234 || ?φ  HS:
Ch: CCh: Dgh {Frk.} kwa~kw!se@ 'armpit' »» ECh: Mb {J} ku2&gi!, pl. ka~ya~k id. ¶
ChC ˚  NaT *-n (rather than *-N) still needs explaining (cp. N
*moyÅNV 'neck, nape of the neck' >  T *moyu+în) ˚  IS I 3 4 4 - 6
(*K'awingÿ 'armpit'; U, A, D), ≈ Gr. II #14 (*kon  'armpit').
11O5. *K''''a 4 444NK''''a[hV] 'shell, conch' >  IE: NaIE *k8onk≈o- ≠ *k8ok≈o-
'conch, shell' >  OI s1an$≤kha- 'conch' »» Gk ko1gch, ko1gcoß 'mussel ,
anything like a mussel-shell', ko1cloß 'shell-fish with a spiral shell
(murex), land snail', kocli1aß 'snail with a spiral shell' »» Ltv ∆ {ME}
sence ≠ zence  '∈ Muschel' ¶ P 614, M K III 29O-1 (hyp.: the lexeme is
a Wanderwort), M E II 6O4, F I 889-9O, ME III 816 and IV 713, EI 5 1 2
(*konkh€o-s 'musssel[-shell]') ¶ IE *k≈ or *kÓ still need explaining ( a
trace of a N lr.?) || A ({SDM97} *ka4ka, {S, SDM95} *ki\akta, {DQA}
*k[æ]i\aka 'shell'): Tg *ki\akta (= *ki\ak-kta), *ki\ak-ikta 'conch, shell' >
Ewk ke2kta, Orc ki\akta 'shell', Nn qa4∏Xta, WrMc qayqari, qayqamari
'conch', Ul qIaqta ≠ kiyakta ≠ kYakta 'conch; shell (skorlupa )',
possibly Ewk he2ki-kt ≠ kiki-kta 'skin' ¶ STM I 386-7  pJ {S} *ka~ki^
'shell, oyster' >  OJ ka~ki\i~ id., J: T ka!ki, K ka~ki^, Kg kaki! 'oyster' ¶ S AJ
272 [#219], S QJ #219, Mr. 434 ¶¶ S AJ 293 [#471], DQA #811 || D
*ka2k-/*kakk- ({†GS} *k-) >  Ml kakka 'shell, cockle', Tl ka2ki cippa ' a
bivalve shell', Klm ka2ke 'shell-fish, shell of snail', Nk ka2ki 'shell-fish,
snail'; D ı Sk ka2kin°- ≠ ka2kin5°- 'the shell Cypræa moneta' ¶¶ D
#1423 || HS: S: Ar qinqin- '∈ coquillage marin' ¶ BK II 825  Eg XVIII k5k5
'∈ vessel of alabaster', Eg G k5k5.ty '(?) bark', Cpt: Sd kuke kuke, B
kukI kuki 'skin, bark', ? Eg G k5k5, Cpt Sd/B kOk- ko2k- ≠ kok kok- v.
'bark' ¶ EG V 71, Vc. 74  NrOm: DMa {Fl.} k'ok'as7e, Shn D {Fl.} go2k'a
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'inner bark'; but hardly here Shn {Lm.} go2k'a 'dried skin', Kf {C} gokko
'pelle, pellami', Shk {Lm.} go2k'k'o 'skin', which are loans from C (Sd goga2
'skin', Or {Th., Brl.} goga 'skin, bark', etc.) ¶ Fl. OAM 27, Lm. Sh 3O8,
C SE IV 442, Gs. 126, Th. 171, Brl. 179  WCh: Tal k'‰~k'ON 'bark', ? Ang
{Flk.} kuk 'skin' » Klr {J} a~k≈u2!k≈wE~g 'bark' ¶ JI II 8 ¶¶ Tk. SCC 9 1
[#21.2] (Eg, Om, Ch + unc. Irq qaway 'strip of hide' and Dhl k'awe
'eggshell', see N * ûûûû q ewV 'bark, crust, shell') ˚  Tg *k-  (for the expected
Tg *x- <  N *K ''''-) may be due to as. The IE palatalization of the gut tura l
stop and D *a2 point to a N *a 4444, which suggests that pA {SDM97} *a4 (>  Tg
*i\a) may go back to N *a 4444.
11O6. *{k''''}ap ''''a 'to close, to cover' >  HS: S *°√k'pp, as well as +ext.:
*√k'pl and (with deglottalization) *°√kpr and *√kpn: [1] *°√k'pp >  Ar
√qff (pf. qaffa) 'se fermer comme un panier'; [2] WS *√k'pl >  Ar √qfl
v. G   'lock (serrer)', 'ramaser et serrer dans un magasin', Gz √k'fl
'overlay, cover', Mh/Jb/Sq {Jo.} √k'fl v. 'close, lock'; [3] *°√kpr v.
'cover' > Ar √kfr  G  id., BHb √kpr  v. 'smear, pitch'; [4] WS *√kpn > Ar
√kfn v. G  (pf. kafana) 'cover bread with hot ashes, shroud (a corpse ) ' ,
kafan- 'shroud (linceul)', Gz √kfn G  v. 'cover, veil', Mh, Jb √kfn
'enshroud (a corpse)' (π Ar?) ¶ BK II 786, 791, 916, Hv. 660, L G 2 7 6 ,
424, Jo. M 235, KB 470, KBR 493-5  B *°√kyf > Gd Eke2f v. 'hide' ¶ Lf. I
252, 296-7, II #0732  Ch: ECh: Ke {Eb.} ku!b'i! 'v. 'cover', ku~b'i! n. ' cove r
(Deckel)' »» CCh: ?ZmB {J} ku~bﬁo! v. 'cover', ZmD {KNC} ku~bﬁo~? ?i@ 'close t h e
eyes' »» WCh: Ang {Orm.} kup v. 'cover', {Flk.} kup v. 'close tight, sh i t
up (a fist)' ¶ ChC, Eb. 74, Ormsby s.v. kup , Flk. s.v. kup, KNC 14 || K:
G k'epan-i 'a cover (for covering food)' ¶ Chx. 571, DCh. 605 || A
*kæapa- >  T *kæap(a)- >  Tkm  ∆ 9ap- v. 'close', Tk kapa-, Ggz kapa-, Kr
Cr, Nog qapa- v. 'close, lock', Chv L xup/bò- id., v. 'hide'; Ï T *kæap-gak,
*kæap-ug 'a cover, lid' >  OT qapaq 'lid, cover, eyelid', MQp, MOg qapaq,
Chg qaba˝/q 'eyelid', OOsm qapaq 'eyelid', Tv Xavaq 'forehead', XwT
qabaq eyelid, virgin’s hymen', Tk kapak, Tkm 9apaq, Az 9apa9, Ggz
kapak, Nog, ET, Ln qapaq, Qrg qapqaq, Qzq, Qq, Alt qaqpaq 'a cover, l id ' ,
Xk XaXpaX, Yk XappaX, ET qapaq id., 'eyelid', Chv XobòaX 'eyelid' ¶ Cl.
582-3, ET KQ 263-4, TL 212-3, TvR 46O  M *qa˝a- (< **qaBa-) >  MM
[HI] qa√a- v. 'close (fermer)', WrM qa9a-, HlM xaa- v. 'c lose,
surround' ¶ Ms. H 85, MED 9O5  Tg: Nn {Prtd.} xaptu 'a cloth f o r
covering the face of a dead person', {On.} Xa2pto% 'kerchief covering t h e
head from the chin to the sinciput; a cloth worn by a clan’s judge when
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investigating a case' ¶ On. NRS 455, Prtd. s.v. xaptu || U: FU (in BF
only) *°kapaL- >  F kapalo, Krl A kabalo, Krl Ld, Vp kabaÒ, Es kapala-
vo4o4 'swaddling-band', Vo kapaloi\tta2 'to swaddle, to wrap in swaddling-
bands' ¶ SK 159, SSA I 3O4 || D *kapp-/*kav- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'cover' >
Tm kappu v. 'overspread (as a cloud)', kavi v. 'cover, overspread ' ,
Ml kappuka id., kaviyan 'wrapper, pillowcase', Kt kavc>- v. ' cove r
with a garment', Td kofc>- id., Kn kappu v. 'cover, spread, overspread ' ,
kavi, Tl kappu, Prj kapp- v. 'cover, overspread', Tu kabiyuni v.
'besiege, surround, overspread', Knd kap- v. 'overcast the sky' ( o f
clouds), Ku kap≈´nai\ v. 'outflank', Krx k≈ap- v. 'cover exactly' ¶¶ D
#1221 ˚ Arm kop kop 'eyelid' and kaπuçanem kap≈uc≈anem ( a o r .
kaπuçi kap≈uc≈i) v. 'cover, shut, close' (with an irregular k- a n d
irregular vowels) are likely to be loans from an unknown source ˚ The
N initial cns. is *k''''- unless G k'epan-i is a loanword. If k'epan-i is a loan,
the N etymon is *K''''ap ''''a ˚ ≈ Gr. II #342 (*kapa 'skin, bark, cover( ing) '
(IE, A, Ko, J, Ai + err. U)
11O7. i  *K''''apV ≠ *K''''ap''''V 'to seize' (*K ''''-  = *ûûûûq-?) (with a N variant
*K''''abV - possibly due to the infl. of N *ga÷bV 'hold, seize' and N
*k''''a 4 444b?a6666 'bite') > HS: S *°√k'bw >  Ar √qbw (pf. qaba2, ip. -qbu2) v.
'hold\take with fingers', *k'p- ≠ *k'b- +ext.: CS *√k'ps7 >  Ar √qfs G
'saisir qn. aux cheveux, saisir violamment une chose comme p o u r
l’arracher', {Hv.} 'take hold of so. by the hair, grasp', Sr √k'ps7 D  ' c a t ch
with the open mouth', *°√k'bT > Ar √qbT v. (ip. -qbiTu) 'saisir', *°√k'bc'
>  Ar √qbsœ  (ip. -qbisœu) 'take (sth.) with the ends of the fingers', *°√k'bs6'
>  Ar ∞bQ √qbÎ^œ (pf. qabaÎ^œa, ip. -qbiÎ^œu) 'serrer\fermer la main e n
contractant les doigts', ps. (pf. qubiÎ^œa) 'be seized with the hand, b e
grasped'; less plausibly WS *√k'bl v. 'receive, accept' (>  BHb √k'bl D
'accept, receive', Aram, Sr, Mh, Tgy √k'bl (mainly D ) v. 'receive', Ar
√qbl G  id.) which may be alternatively explained as d. from S *≤k'abil-
'in front of' ¶ KBR 1O61-2, Br. 686, BK II 657-61, 665, 67O, 789, Hv.
584-6, BDB #69O, L G 418-9  Eg P k5fn 'fassen (jems. Hände)' ¶ EG V
32  EC *k'ab- {Ss., Bl.} v. 'catch, have' >  Sa {R} kab- id.; pSam *k'ab- >
Sml qab- {Abr.} v. 'catch hold of, have', {DSI} 'avere, tenere', Rn {PG}
Xab-  'have, possess', Xab-s-  'hold, get hold of; catch, grab'; pBn d. *k'ab-
‰d'- ({Hn.} *ûqab-‰d'-) v. 'catch, seize' >  Bn K k'aba?-, Bn Ba g°abd'-, Bn J
ob‰d'-, Bn Bi/Sa/Kj owd'-; Or {Grg.} k'ab- 'have, seize', Or H k'ab- v. 'have,
hold', Or S k'ab-≠k'aw- v. 'have, catch, seize', Kns {BlSO} qap- v. ' ca tch ,
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have, hold', Gdl {Bl.} k'ap- v. 'catch, have'; Dsn {To.} g°a!b 'have', Arr k'ab-
v. 'have', 'mate' (of a male animal); Gwd {Ss.} g°ap-, g°ep-, Gln {AMS} g°ap-
v. 'catch' ¶ Bl. 197, 317, Ss. PEC 14, 48, Hn. BD 97, Abr. S 196-7, DSI
479, Schlee SSR 133, Sim 16, 26, PG 186, Th. 264-5, Sr. 35O, 352, Grg.
311-2, Ow. 266, BlSO 156, Bl. G 65, Ss. D 216, Hw. A 377, AMS 2OO,
To. DL 5O2  ??σ NrOm: Kf {C} k'ap- v. 'swallow', Mch {L} k'a~p'p'a v.
'finish, take a mouthful' ¶ L M 47, C SE IV 486  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *ûqaf-
'grasp' >  P’ {MSk.} k'‰!fa2~ 'take a handful of', Plc {ChL} gup-tu, Ngz {Sch.}
ga~fa!u\, Bd gaf 'grasp', Tng kO2be 'catch a thing', ? Hs i  kaf 'the security o f
hold'; SBc *kVb'- (mte. from *k'Vb+p-) >  Dw k‰b'iy v. 'seize', Kir kUbye v.
'seize, hold' ¶ ChL, Stl. IF 111 (+ unc. Ang gap 'tongs'), Sch. DN 66 ¶ Plc
gu~ptu, Ngz ga~fa!u\, Bd gaf may alternatively (⇔ Stl.) belong to N *ga÷bV
'hold, seize' || IE: NaIE *kap- v. 'seize' >  Gk ka1ptv v. 'gulp down', kv1ph
'handle' »» pAl *kapa (< IE *kap-) > Al kap  'I seize, grasp'; pAl *kapmi (<
IE *kap-mi) >  kam 'I have' »» L capio / -e"re / ce2pi / captum v.
'take' »» OIr cacht 'maid-servant, bondmaid' (÷  L capta), Brtt (÷  L
captus): W caeth 'slave', MCrn caid 'captivus', Br keaz ' pauvre
(unglücklich), infortuné' »» Gmc: Gt haban 'to hold, to have', ON
hafa, AS habban, OHG, NHG haben 'to have', NE have; Gt hafjan,
ON hefja, OSx he$bbian, he$ffian, OHG hefjan, heffan, hevan,
NHG heben, AS he$bban 'to raise', NE heave; Gmc pp. (÷  L
captus): ON haptr 'Leibeigener', AS hAft 'prisoner, captive, slave' ,
Gt hafts 'married' (“  pp. 'behaftet'), OHG haft 'hold (gehal ten) ,
tied, caught', NHG -haft  (sx. of adjectives: lebhaft, schmerzhaft,
etc.) »» Ltv ka~mpt (prs. ka~mpju) 'to grip, to snatch, to seize '
(generalization of the nasalized form of prs.) »» OI kapat5° ' t w o
handfuls' (×  N *K''''ap''''{a4 444} 'palm of hand, sole of foot') ¶ P 527-8, EI 5 6 3 ,
WH I 159-6O, F I 783-4, Vn. C  3, O 167-9, Huld 142, 145, 167, Fs. 2 2 9 -
3O, Ho. 143-4, 153, Ho. S 31-, Kb. 419, OsS 36O, 362, 378, KM 278-8O,
295, Kar. I 375-6, M K I 154 || i  U: FU {Sz.} *kapp- '≈  grasp, take' >  Er
kapodems 'to grasp, to take quickly', ∆  {Jv.} 'to swallow', M k
≤kapode- kap´d!´- v. 'swallow, seize' and ∆  {Jv.} 'take sth. into t h e
mouth' (× N *k''''a 4 444b?a6666 'bite') »» Vg: ML/LL/P/K {Mu.} khaºpeji
'umnehmen, schnell anziehen (Schuhe)', N {Mu.} XÕpe$ji ≠ Xaºpe$ji id.,
'erwischen' ({Mu.} e$ ≈  [´]) ¶ Sz. 35, KC 89, ERV 233, Jv. 176, PI 1O1-2,
MK 1O6-7 ¶ F kaappaa- v. 'take, capture, lay hold of', Es ka4ega
kaapa- v. 'seize by hand', and Hg kap- v. 'get, receive' are to be k e p t
apart as independent onomatopoeic formations (on the ev. of t h e
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etymologically irreg. phonemes: a2 in BF [F, Es] and k- in Hg) (I a m
grateful to Jn. who helped me to analyze the FU data) || A *kæapæV- v.
'seize, hold' > T *{kæ}ap- v. 'grasp, seize' >  OT qap-, Tk kap-, Ggz kap-,
CrTt, Ln, SY qap- id., Az 9ap- 'snatch, seize', Tkm qap- v. 'catch, grasp,
seize with the teeth \ by mouth', ET qap- , Nog qap/b-  'bite', Qq, VTt, Bsh
qap-, Tf qa<p-, Chv Xîp- 'seize with the teeth, take into the mouth, b i te ' ,
Qzq qab- v. 'grasp, seize with the teeth', Qrg, Alt qap-, Xk Xap- id. ,
'seize', Qmn, Tb qap- v. 'seize, catch', Xlj qap- 'rob', ? Tv Xavîr-
'expropriate, raise (taxes), levy (a tribute) ¶ Cl. 58O, ET KQ 264-6, Rs.
W 218, Ash. XVI 84, S AJ 194 [#211], Hüs. 73, TkR 154, KrkR 373, MM
419, TatR 2OO, Jud. 343, BT 72, B DChT 123, B DK 219, BIG 273, Fed. I
38O, DT 174 ¶ The meaning 'take into the mouth' is due t o
contamination with N *k''''a 4 444b?a 6666 'bite'  M *qabu-la- v. 'grasp' >  WrM {Rs.}
qab(u)la-, {Gl.} qabla- 'catch by hands\mouth', WrO Xablu- ≠
Xabla-  v. 'seize in the mouth or by hands', Kl xavl-x 'catch, seize b y
mouth', 'nachjagen und einholen; festnehmen, ergreifen'; ?σ M *qabu
'skill (esp. in handling a bow), strength' >  MM [HI] qabu-  in qabutan
'bons archers', WrM {MED} qabu ≠ qaba, HlM xav 'skill i n
hunting\handling a bow, etc.', WrM {Kow.} qabu 'exercise, exercise e n
tire d’arc, adresse, agilité', Brt xab 'strength, might, ability', WrO
Xaba 'capacity, comfort', Xab u4gei 'unskilled, a bad shot' (lit. ' n o
Xab '), Xabutai, Xabatar 'skillful', Kl xav Xav¥ 'dexteri ty,
marksmanship', 'Geschicklichkeit (z. B. zum Schießen)' »»» qu. (?σ ) :
SDM97 adduces M *kab- 'pinch, squeeze, grasp' (actually *qabc>i-
'squeeze, pinch' [>  WrM qabci- id., etc.] and *qabsi- 'put together' [>
WrM qabsi- id.]) ¶ Gl. II 86, Ms. H 85, MED 9OO, Kow. 756, Chr. 5 2 4 ,
KRS 561, KW 173-4, Krg. 236-8, SDM97 15O  Tg *xap-ki- v. ' s t rangle,
suffocate' >  Ewk apki-, Lm apq¥-, Neg apkU- id., Ork apqI ≠ XaqpI- ≠
XapqI- id., 'catch by the throat', Ewk Sm apki- v. 'strangle, suffocate;
slaughter (a reindeer)' ¶ STM I 47  ?σ pJ *ka!p- 'buy, exchange' >  OJ
kap-, J: T ka~-, K/Kg ka!- id. ¶ S AJ 272 [#198], S QJ #198, Mr. 7O6 ¶¶ S
AJ 289 [#318] (T, M, Tg, J), DQA #974 (A *kæapæV 'press, grasp') || D
(in SD) *kapp- ≠ *kavv- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'seize with mouth' (× N *k''''a 4 444b?a6666
'⇑ ') >  Tm kappu v. 'gorge, cram into mouth', kavvu v. 'seize with t h e
mouth', Kdg kabb- 'seize with wide-open mouth' (of dogs, tigers, e t c . )
¶¶ D #1222 ˚ Stl.’s WCh rec. *ûqof- (if valid) is likely to suggest a N
etumon *ûûûûqapa ˚ IS I 313-4 (*k5aba/k5apõa 'xvatat∆ ': HS, K *k'b- v.
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'bite', IE, U, D, A); IS does not distinguish between this √ , N *k''''a 4 444b?a6666 ' t o
bite'  (‘ 'eat'), and N *ga÷bV 'hold, seize' ˚ ≈ Gr. II #331 (*kap
'seize') (IE, U, A, J + unc. Ko, Gil).
11O8. *K''''ap '''' {a 4 444 } 'palm of  hand, sole of foot; hoof' >  HS: S *kapp- ' p a l m
of  hand' >  Hb Fk`2 ≤kap3 (pl. t&pk`2 kap≤po2t3), OCn (EgSSc) ka-pa ( =
*kappa), Ug kp, JA [Trg.], Sr kap3, em. kap≤p-a2, Md kapa, Ar ƒwKa
kaff- 'palm of hand', IA {HJ} kp id., 'hand', DA {HJ} kp 'hand', Mh {Jo.}
kaf (pl. k‰fof), Hrs {Jo.} kef (pl. k‰fu2f), Jb E/C {Jo.} ≤kef (pl. Ek≤fOf)
'palm of hand; paw, claw', Gz ka2f 'heel, palm of hand, sole of foot', Ak
(× S *ka≤nap- 'wing') kappu  'arm, hand; wing'; Cn ı Eg (EgSSc) {Hlk.}
ka-pu 'hand' ¶ KB 468, HJ 528-9, OLS 221, ≈ A #1364, Hoch 318, Js .
657, Br. 339, Sl. P 266, JPS 222, BK II 91O, Ln. 658, Jo. M 2O4, Jo. H 6 7 ,
Jo. J 127, CAD VIII 185-9, Sd. 444, Hlk. #249, SivCR 85, MiK I #1.148 ¶
Hardly here WS *XVpp- 'hoof' > Ar ƒwXu Xuff- 'sabot, pied ( d e
l’autruche ou du chameau); plante de pied; bottine', Mh {Jo.} Xaf (p l .
X´≤fawf) 'hoof, sole of foot', Hrs {Jo.} Xef 'paw, hoof', Jb C {Jo.} Xaf
'hoof' (BK I 598, Jo. M 438, Jo. H 14O, Jo. J 298, MiK I #1.135)  Eg P
kb.wy 'soles of feet', Eg fP cb.w 'sole of foot', cb.t, cb.wt id.,
'sandal' ¶ EG V 118, 361-3, Fk. 304  EC: Sml {ZMO} qo2b, Sml N {Abr.}
qo2~b 'hoof of horse \ donkey \ cattle'; LEC {Bl.} *ka+ob- 'sandal' >  O r
{Grg.} kop'e2 'sandals, shoe', Or B ko!be?, Or W kop'e?, Sml ka!b, Bn kob, Arr
kob, Gdl hop-a2, Elm kop, ko@p-o?, Gwd Xope! 'sandal', Gln hop-akko! (pl. hop-
e) '(sole of) foot, sandal', Rn ko!b 'shoe, sandal', Af kab-el, Kns xo!p-ta
(pl. xo!p-a2) 'sandal, footprint', Gdl ho!f-t 'footprint' ¶ Abr. S 2O3, ZMO
331, Bl. 151, 175, 192, Hw. A 374, AMS 2O2, 264, PG 198  ?? NrOm:
Anf {Gt.} kibbo 'arm (braccio)'  Ch: [1] Ch: Hs k'a!fa~ 'foot', ? Hs Kc
k'a2 ~fa2 @ 'hoof', Gw ka!pa 'foot, leg'; ? Ang {Flk.} ka2p 'sandals' »» ? ECh: Kbl ,
Gabri {AF} kob-in 'my hand' (-in is 'my'), Nng {AF} kebu1ng, D r m
{AF} kobo1ng 'my arm' (-ng or -ung means 'my'), Kaba {AF} kobi!
'arm', kabi ka2si 'hand'  [2] WCh *k'+ûqof- 'hoof '  > Hs Sk k'wa2!fa~, Hs
ko2!fato~, Gw ko~ho!to 'hoof', Ang {Flk.} kwe2b, {OS} kWe2p, {Stl. IF “?) kWap
'hoof', {Sk.} kWep 'foot of all hooved animals except horse' »» CCh: Lgn
{Nc.} ka2!be2 'hoof', ? Lgn {Lk.} ko\a!fe, {Mch.} ko5!fe5 'fingernail' ¶ Barg.
527, Mts. G 61, Lk. ZSS 87-92, ≠ Sk. HCD 165 ¶¶ OS #1428 (*kap-
'hand' >  S, Eg kp), #1406 (*kab- shoe, sandal': Wanderwort in Eg, Ch),
Blz. OLBP #1 (S, Om, Ch) || IE: NaIE *ko+ap- 'hoof' >  Gmc (× N
*K''''ÉP3333Vz2222V 'paw, hoof'?): ON ho1fr, NNr, Dn, Sw hov, OHG huof, NHG
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Huf, AS ho2f 'hoof', NE hoof »» Sl *kopÈt-o, -a, -¥ 'hoof' (×  d. from Sl
*kopa- 'dig'?) > Ch, OR kop7to kopÈto, Blg ko≤pito, SCr ko~pito, Slv
kopi!to, Cz, Slk, P kopyto, R kopyto, Uk kopito 'hoof ' »» OI
kapat5° 'two handfuls' (× IE NaIE *kap- v. 'seize'  < N *K''''apV ≠ *K''''ap''''V
'seize') ¶ Av safa- and OI s1apha- 'hoof of a horse' are kept as ide
(they belong to IE *k8opÓ- < N *K''''ÉP3333Vz2222V) ¶ ≠  P 346-7 (IE *k•a+op≈o- > 
Gmc, OI, Av), ≈φ EI 272 (*k8o≤ph€o-s 'hoof'), M K I 154, Ho. 168, Kb. 4 8 9 ,
OsS 431-2, KM 318, Vr. 247; ≈ ESSJ XI 33-8 and Glh. 332 (Sl *kopÈto ÿ
*kopa- rather than < IE *ko+ap-), Ma. CS 276 || U: [1] FU (att. in FV)
*ka4ppa4 '≈ paw, foot' > F ∆ ka4ppa4 'paw' ± ka4(p)pa4 '(seizing) hand', Krl
ka4ppa4 'bird’s foot', Es ka4pp (gen. ka4pa) 'paw', {W} id., 'hand (of little
children)', Lv ka4p;a4; 'foot (of a dog, cat); Ï  BF *ka4pa4la4 > F ka4pa4la4, Vp
k!a4bal! 'paw, foot' »» Er kepe kepe, Mk kåpe ka4pa4 'barefoot' ¶ UEW 6 5 1 -
2 (*ka4pa4 'paw, hand;), SK 26O-1, SSA I 474, W ESS 246, ERV 254  [2]
FU *°ka+pp[p]V >  Chr H kaBal 'heel' || ?φ A: pKo {S} *ku!p 'hoof' > MKo
ku!p, NKo kup ¶ S QK #514, MLC 22O  pJ {S} *ku~pi-(mpi)su~ 'heel '  > OJ
ku~pi\ipi\i!su~, J: T ku~bisu ≠ ki~bisu, K ku!bi~su~, Kg kubi!su ¶ S QJ #487, Mr .
461  ?φ M *qayira- (if from **qaBira-) 'kick with a hind leg' > WrM
qaira-, HlM xajra- v. 'kick forward with a hind leg', Ord Xa4∏r- ' k i ck
aside with the hind leg', WrO Xaira- 'flail out, kick' (of horses), Kl
xáár- Xa4∏r- v. 'kick with the hind legs' (of cows, bulls, and camels) ,
Brt xajra-  id. (of cows, camels, sheep, goats)' ¶ MED 913, Ms. O 3 4 6 ,
Krg 253, KRS 587, KW 18O, Chr. 534 ¶¶ DQA #835 (A *k[æ]i\a~pu ¬
*k[æ]e+apu 'hoof, heel') ˚ Eg b  for the expected p  is still to be explained.  
11O9. *k ''''ÅP3333V 'leaf' > K: OG *k'ep-i 'sheet (in a book)' (Jer. 36.23), G
*k'ep-i 'sheet (of paper)' ||  A *°kæapV... >  Tg *xabda 'leaf (of a plant) >
Ewk abdanna, Ewk Tkm awdan, Lm ‰bd´nr´± ‰nd‰nd‰, Neg abdana,
abdaha2n, Orc abdasa ± abdaha, Xamdata, Ud {Krm.} abdehá, Ul Xabdata,
Ork Xamdata, Ul, Nn Nh Xabdata, Nn KU abdana, Nn B XaftaNa, Xabtaca
≠ Xabca ≠ Xaftaca, WrMc abdaXa id., Neg abda-xa2n 'small leaf,
flower'; Tg *°[x]apa-qa 'leaf' >  WrMc {Z} afaXa 'leaf (floating o n
water)', {Z, Hr.} 'sheet of paper', Mc Sb af‰h‰ 'leaf', {Mrm.} afXa ' leaf;
sheet of paper, paper, Jrc {Kiy.} abuha 'leaf' ¶  STM I 3, 5, Z 26, 56, Hr .
12, Krm. 2O3, Kiy. 1O4 [#119], Y #2137, Klz. MS 93 || HS: ECh: Kwn {J}
ka2!pi@ 'leaf', {Blz.“?} k‰!pa~N id. ¶ ChC, Blz. EChWL s.v. 'leaf'.
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11O9a. *k''''{a}p''''{Ë} 'bird' > HS: Om: NrOm: Kf {C} kafo2, {Msr.} ka≤fo,
{HHM} kafo, Amuru {Fl.} ka1ffa, Zl {C} kafo2, Zs {Si.} ka≤Fo, Zrg {Si.}
≤kapo, Wl {LmS} kafuwaò , {C} kafo2, {Fl.} kafo, Gf {C} kafa2, Gm {Hw.}
kapo!, Omt {Mrn.} kap5o ≠ kafo, Bdt {C} kabo 2, {Fl.} kaffo, Anf {Gt.}
kafo, {C} kafo 2, Cha {Fl.} kafa, Shn {Lm.} kafa!, {C} kafa 2, Dwr {LmS}
kafwa ≠ kaffo, Bnc {Wdk.} ka@p, Gnj {Si.} ka≤ho, Gcm ka≤Fo, Hz {Siw}
k‰!bbi, Sz 1 kawiÆ?, Sz II kawi?, Malo {Fl.} kafo1, Bsk {Fl.} kafa » Mj {LmS,
C} ke2bi, Na {C} kap˙u, {Fl.} kab3, Shk {Fl.} kEbi, {LmS} kafo 'bird' ¶ C SE
IV 46O and III 2O4, C SO 31, 44, 5O, 61, 69,  Lm. Sh 325, LmS 4O9,
Wdk. BY 143, Si. ACh 12, SiW BA 1O, Fsl. OWL s.v. 'bird', Gt. 354, HHM
11, Msr. 195, Hw. EG s.v. 'bird', Mrn. O 148  Ch: CCh: Kola {Sb.}
ka!b'a!ra^m, FlJ xu~bwa~ti~ 'bird' »» WCh: Zul kib'uri, Kir kukWa~bÈr, Buli kubÈ~r
'dove' ¶ ChC, JI II 23, ChL  ? Eg fMK k5bÓ.w 'waterfowl' (pl.) ¶ EG V
3O ¶¶ A connection of this root with S *ka≤nap-, C {AD} kanp'- 'wing' ,
and C *kVmPVr 'bird' is not convincing enough (see   s.v. N *k{ay}n2222V
'wing, feather', AD SF 65) ¶¶ Blz. OL #159 || D: SD *kuppulß- 'bird ' >  Kn
Hv kuppulßu 'a bird', Tu kupulu ≠ kup(u)l5u 'crow-pheasant' ¶ D
#1735 || ?σ IE: NaIE (+ext.) *kops- 'b lackbird '  >  Gk ko1π-icoß id., Sl
*kos¥ id. > RChS kos5 kosË, Blg, McdS kos, SCr, Slv ko•s, Cz, Slk, P
kos, Uk ∆ k¡s id. ¶ P 614-5, EI 7O, F I 93O, ESSJ XI 175-8, Glh. 3 3 5
|| K: G {Chx.} k'ap'oeti ± k'ap'ueti 'a bird older than 1 year', '∈  bird o f
prey', {DCh.} k'ap'oeti 'a year-old bird' ¶ Chx. 55O, DCh 593 ˚ The
glottalized -b'- in Kola and Zul and the geminate *-pp- in D may b e
accounted for by a N emphatic *p''''. In Ch there is deglottalization *k''''- >
*k-. The voicing *p'''' > Eg b defies explanation (a reflex of the second
component of the underlying cd. [voiced cns. + *VH+X]?). SD *u of t h e
first syll. may be due to regr. as. ˚  The equation witween Om, Ch, a n d
D was suggested by Blz. (Blz. LB #12b).
111O. *K''''op''''V 'trunk, log' >  HS: Ch: ECh: Ke {Eb.} k‰!pa~N 'tree', Mgm
{JA} ku2^pe~ '(∈) tree' ¶ ChC, Eb. 68  ?φ  S *°gu2b- > Sr '√ow©u gu2≤b3-a2, cs .
gu2b3 'beam, joist, plank' ¶ JPS 62, Br. 1OO || U: FU *k{o}pp{É} 'log, b o a t '
> Vt kypy kÈpÈ 'log (koloda )' »» pObU {Ht.} *kÈ∏pV 'boat (Kahn)' >
pVg {Ht.} *kÈ∏pV > OVg: S ChusO ka6eba, S VT/Kg kaba, S SSs kahbe,
W P kap`, E TM ka4 ^p, Tb kyp`, N SoG chap, N SoO xa `ab`; Vg: T
ka2˘p, MK/OK/P/NV/SV/LL/ML k‰2p, LK/UL/Ss xa2p id.; pOs {Ht.} *kap id. >
Os: K Xop, Nz/Kz XOp, O Xap ¶ Coll. 93, U33S 244, Ht. #3O2 || A: [1]
*°k[æ]oPV 'trunk, log, trough, box' >  M *qobu{˝}a >  WrM qobu9a, HlM
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xovoo 'trough, well bucket', Kl xova Xow, {Rm.} Xowa2 'well b u c k e t
of leather' (ı  T: Tkm qowa, etc.; ffd. see  ET Q 12-3)  ¶ MED 95O, KRS
591, KW 191  ?? AdS  of T: >  Tk go4vde, Az g1o4vda4 'trunk (of a
tree\body)' (< N *gá{?}ËpV 'body') ¶ ET VGD 52-3, Cl. 688  [2]
*kæopæÉrV 'bridge'  > M *ko4˝u4rge 'bridge' > MM [HI] ke√u4rge, WrM
ko4gerge(n) ≠ ko4gu4rge, HlM xøørøg, Ord kæo4∏rgo4, Brt x¥¥rg´,
Mnr H {SM} kæo2rgòu¢o, {T} ko2lgo id., ?? Kl {Rm.} gu4∏r '(small) bridge' ¶ Ms.
H 71, MED 48O, SM 2O5, T 34O, KW 14O, Chr. 634, Cl. 69O (M π T
*ko4pru4g)   T *ko4pu4r, -u4g 'bridge' > [a] QrB, Kr Cr ko4pu4r, Tk ∆ ko4pu4r ≠
ko4per ± ku4per, Qzq, Qq, Nog ko4pir, VTt, Bsh ku4pÁr, Slr ko4mur, Chv
k´bòer; [b] OT {Cl.} ko4pru4g, MQp XIII ko4prï, XIV (incl. CC) ko4pru4∏, XwT XIV
ko4pru4(g), Chg ≥XV, ET ko4pru4k, Uz köpriÆk, ET ko4vru4k, Tv kö<vu4ru4G, Tv NW
xo4vu4ru4g, Tf kö <prig ≠ ke<prig, Tk ko4pru4, Tkm ko4pri, Az ko4rpu4 'bridge' ¶
Cl. 69O, ET KQ 112-3  Tg *xupuru 'bridge, rift (in a r iver) '  >  J r c
hufurun 'bridge', Nn B xurfu, Ewk o2ran 'rift in a river (porog , perekat ,
'Stromschwelle)' ¶ STM I 479 and II 23, Dr. TM 136 [#561]  ??σ pJ
*ka!pa!ra! 'shallow sandy place in a river or on its bank' >  OJ kapara, J: T
ka~wara, K ka!wa!ra1, Kg kawa!ra ¶ S QJ #1372, Mr. 446 ¶¶ DQA #1125 (A
*kæo!pæi~ra 'rift [in a river], bridge': T, M *ko4˝u4rge, Tg, J), ≠ Rm. SKE 1 3 1
¶¶ The primary menaing of *kæopæÉrV is likely to have been 'br idge ' ,
whence (a µφ ) 'shallow place in a river (natural bridge)'.
1111. i *K''''upÉ 'to boil' (intr.), 'to swell, to bubble' >  IE: NaIE *keu\p-
'boil, evaporate' >  OI ≤kupyati 'is excited, is angry' (“ *'is boiling'),
≤ko2pa-h5 'fury, passion, wrath, anger' »» Gk ka1poß, [Hs.] ka1pyß ' b r ea th ' ,
Gk kapno1ß 'smoke' »» OL uapo2s (< *ku\apo2s), L vapo2r 'vapour, s t eam' ,
L cupio 'I desire, long for' (“ *'boil with desire') »» OIr {Thr.} ad-
cobra (<  *-kupra2t) 'desires' (“ *'boils with desire'), vb. n. accobor
»» BSl: [1] Lt kvaﬁpas 'breath, smell', kvepe$!ti vi. 'to smell (of s th . ) ' ,
kve$ﬁpti 'to pant, to breathe', Ltv kupt 'to ferment' (of wine), Pru
kupsins 'fog'; [2] (with a long vw. *u2): Lt ku2pu!o-ti 'to pant, t o
breathe with difficulty', ku2pe$!ti vi. 'to boil', Ltv ku2 ^pe ^2-t 'to smoke, t o
reek, to steam' » Sl *kÈpe¡7ti vi. 'to boil' >  OCS k7p8ti kûpe7ti, Blg
ki≤på, SCr ki!peti ± ki!pjeti, Slv kipe!ti, Cz kype7ti, Slk
kypiet&, P kipiec1, R ki≤pet∆, Uk ki≤p¡ti id.  IE *keu\pÓ-/*kwÓ=p-
(>  NaIE *kw´p-) (from *keu\p- + sx. *-Ó-) >  Gk Hm kekafho1ta †ymo1n
'breathing forth one’s life' (prtc. pf.) »»  Gmc (with anomalous Gmc *p <
*pÓ?): Gt af-Hapjan 'to suffocate, to extinguish', af-Hapnan ' t o
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extinguish', MHG verwepfen 'to get stale\ropy' (of wine), ON {Fs.}
hvap 'dropsical flesh', Ic hvap {Bv.} 'flabby flesh\muscle' ¶ P 596-7 ,
M K I 23O, F I 781-2, WH II 732-3, Thr. § 227, Frn. 313, 325, En. 1 9 9 ,
Tp. P K-L 296-3OO, ESSJ XIII 265, Glh. 318, Fs. 7, Lx. 285, Bv. 319, ≈ EUC
529 (*kWhÅwep- or *k[w]uhÅp- 'smoke, seethe') || A: T *kæo4p(V)- v.
'swell, foam, boil over' (*kæ-  on the ev. of the Og lgs.) >  MQp ]CC] ko4b-,
Osm XVI ko4p- 'swell', MQp XV ko4p- 'boil over', Az, Blq, ET, Xk, Yk ko4p-,
Qmq go4p-, Nog ko4b-, VTt ku4b- (ı Chv ku¡p- ku4bò-), Bsh k¥be- ku4bÁ-,
Qq kep- 'swell, be blown up', Alt/Tlt/QK/Kü {Rl.} ko4p- 'swell
(anschwellen)', Shor ko4p- v. 'foam, ferment (schäumen, säuern, s aue r
werden'), Qrg ko4p-mo4 'swollen'; Ï T *kæo4pik 'foam, froth' >  OT ko4pu4k,
Tk ko4pu4k, Qzq køb¡k ko4bik id., Az køp¥k ko4pu4k, Chg, OXwT, OQp,
Ggz, Tkm, ET ko4pu4k, Qmq go4bu4k, Qq, Nog ko4bik, VTt, Bsh k¥bek ku4bÁk,
Qrg ko4bu4k, Xk ko≥b¡k ko4bIk, Tv ko4Bu4k, Tf {ET} kO$ <pu$k, Chv ka€pa€k
k¥bò¥k 'foam', SY {Ml.} kevîk ≠ kivek 'foam (in camel’s mouth)' ¶ Cl.
687, 689, ET KQ 1O9-11, Rs. W 291, Bu. II 143, Rl. II 131O-1, Hüs. 1 7 4 ,
GRM 287, Jud. 413, 426, Jeg. 1OO, 124, Fed. I 255-6, 323-4 ||  ?φ  U: FU:
Lp T {TI} kÈ¢´ vva- 'boil up, foam (up)' (p. 3s kÈ¢´vai, 1p kÈ∏vvAn) a n d
possibly vt. 'cook' {SK}: Lp T kÈp;te-Î, Kld ki];t;e-Î, Nt kYe'];tte-dò ¶ TI
127, SK 178, UEW 143-4, Coll. 23 ¶¶ IS I 364 suggests to adduce words
of other branches of Uralic that have no traces of *p  (F keitta4a4, e tc . ) ,
but this is too speculative to be accepted, the more so that they have
been explained by UEW as going back to U *keye- vi. 'boil', 'be cooked ' ,
'be ready' (of cooked food), 'ripen' (UEW 143-4) || HS: B *√kff ≠
*√kfy >  ETwl uk´f, Ty ´k´f 'se gonfler, être gonflé' (both from B
*√wkf with a HS md.-ps. px. *w-), Zng {IS “?} ukfey v. 'boil', {Bs.}
√kf{w} (akuffo, aor. yakuffo) v. 'foam', u-kfuc7 'ébullition', ? i  Kb
SS´fk´f 'faire un bruit d’eau qui court en bouillonant'  B *√kfÓ ≠*
√kfs (partially i ) 'foam, saliva' (× N *ko{q}pV 'mucus, slime' ‘ 'saliva'
[q.v. ffd.]) ¶ GhA 89, Fc. 754-5, MT 327, Dlh. Ou 14O-1, Rn. 341, Dl.
395-6, 399, Lf. II #O736, Bs. MS I 231 ˚  IS I 363-5 [#24O] (*K'u4pa4 i n
IE, T, M, Zng √kfy, Lp T kÈp;te-). Cp. N *K''''{u}p''''V 'bubble, pustule ,
blister' (belongs here as a sd.?) ˚  The front vw. in T may be due to vw.
harmony.
1112. *K ''''upÉ (or *K ''''u 4 444pV) 'to bend (a joint of the limbs: elbow, knee ,
etc.)', 'elbow' >  HS: S *°√k'py ≠ *°√kpy ≠ *-ku2p- ≠ *√kpp: *°√k'py
'elbow' >  Mh s7'‰f≤fay (pl. s7'‰fo2f), Hrs ≤s7'´ffi ≠ s7'‰f≤f‰y, Jb E ≤s7'e≤fEf, Jb C
≤s>e≤fEf 'elbow'; °√kpy v. 'bend (a knee), bow' > JA {Lv.} afk √kpy+w, Sr
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√kpy (pf. 'fa˚ k´≤p3a2) id., JBA {Sl.} √kpy 'bend over, overturn'; S *-
ku2p- >  Ak StB ka6pu v. 'bend (?)', JA {Js.} Fvk √kwp id. (act. p r t c .
Fia5ƒ1 ka2≤?ip3 ≠ Fi%ƒ1 ka2≤yip3 ≠ Fj4ƒ ka2≤yep3), Sr √kwp id. (pf. F˚o
ka2p3 'flexit'), 'πow˚a kaw≤pa2 'flexio'; S *√kpp (×  N *kibV ' h u m p ,
bend') >  BHb √kpp G  (pf. Ff2ƒ1 ka2≤p3ap3) v. 'bend, bow down', JEA {Sl.}
√kpp  G  vt. 'bend, overcome', Sr √kpp  (pf. F˚a  kap3) v. 'bow, bend ( a
knee)', JA √kpp (pf. Ff2ƒ6 k´≤p3ap3 ≠  Fif4ƒ6 k´≤p3ep3) v. 'bend, curve', Ak
√kpp 'bend', Sr k´p3°≤p3-a2 'hump', ? Htr kpp? '∈ architerctural f o r m
(vaulted room?)', ?σ Ar √kff G 'wrap (the foot) in a rag', 's’entorti l ler
les pieds, etc., avec un chiffon' ¶ KBR 484-5, Lv. T I 378, Sl. 594-7, JPS
222, Js. 623-4, 661, Br. 323, 339-4O, BK II 9O9, Hv. 658, Jo. M 398, Jo .
H 126, Jo. J 268, CAD VIII 192, HJ 531, BK II 9O9  Eg fP k5fn ' (Arme
[in Demut]) beugen' ¶ EG V 32  Ch {Stl.} *gufi- 'knee' > WCh: Hs
gWï!wa2~ id. » Ngz {Sch.} ku~fu! id. » ? Buli {Sh.} ga2~fi~n id. »» CCh: ZmD {Srp}
giffi, Msm guf id. »» ECh {J}: Mgm gi~ppi~, EDng gi!po!, Bdy ge~pe! id. » Jg
giFo, Brg gi!fi, Mu gi~p (pl. go2~bu!b) id. » Smr {J} gu~be!, Tmk {Cp.} gu`b, Nd D
{J} gu@b} id. ¶ Stl. IF 164-5, ≈ JI I 1O6 (*gVp- < Ch *√grp 'knee') and II
214-5 || IE: NaIE *k+k8eu\b- 'sich im Gelenk biegen' >  Gk ky1boß 'hol low
above the hips of cattle', [Rh.] 'knucklebone' ‘ 'a dice' (ı L cubus
'Kubus, Würfel, Kubikzahl'), Gk [Poll.] ky1bvlon 'elbow' »» L cubitus
'elbow' »» Gmc (× N ≈ *K''''u 4 444[y]t[V]P3333V 'shoulder', q.v. ffd.) ¶ P 589-9O,
Mn. 579, WH I 297-8, F II 39-4O, Fs. 277-8, Ho. 184, Kb. 484, OsS 4 2 8 ,
KM 319 || A: M *°ko4+u4bu4re- v. 'bend' (× N *kibV 'hump, bend') >  WrM
ko4bu4re-, HlM x¥vr´x v. 'bend, bow down, incline' ¶ MED 477  pKo
{S} *ko~p-,†*kup- 'be bent' > MKo ko~p-,†kup-, NKo kop-,†kup- ¶ S QK #1O66,
Nam 52, 63, MLC 163, 22O ¶¶ ≈ DQA #883 (incl. M, Ko).
1113. *K''''{u}p''''V, *-lßßßßV 'bubble, pustule, blister' >  U: [1] FU *kuppV
'abscess, tumour' >  F kuppa 'bubble, blister, tumour', Es kupp
'bump, boss', {W} 'Blase, kleine Beule, Knopf; Buckel' » Mk kopa kopa
'boil, furuncle (Geschwür, Beule), Er {W} kopa 'Beule; Schamgegend' »»
Hg ∆  hupolyag, hup(p)alag, hupojag 'pustule, water-bubble o n
the skin, furuncle-like tumour; swelling (on a tree, etc.)'  [2] FU
*kupe(-n+n`a) 'fish-sound, swimming-bladder' >  F kupinas, Krl kupino
id. » Lp: I ko;ppæa"n, Pa ko¿p;A"n id. (π Krl?) »» Vg: T ka2p´n, LK xu2l-xo2p´n, P
kul-ko2p´n, Ss xu2l-xO2pna id. (xu2l, kul 'fish')  [3] FU *kup{lß}a ' bubble ,
foam bubble' >  F kupla 'water bubble, fish-sound, swelling, t u m o u r ' ,
Es kubel, {W.} kubl 'bubble, blister, wheal' » pLp {Lr.} *kople2 ' bubble ,
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fish-sound' >  Lp: Kld {TI} ko]p:lA"s, Nt {TI} ko]pp´òÒA"s id., N {Fri.} goblo,
Vfs {Lgc.} gòoÚboÚÒu¢o˘ 'lung' » Chr L kuvyl kuw¥l, Uf kuw¥l, H k¥w¥l
'water-bubble' »» ObU: ?φ Os: K Xo"m´l 'bubble, pustule, wheal, corn ( o n
the foot)', V qomlß´N, D Xo"m´lso"X, Nz Xo"mlaso"X 'fish-sound' (soÚX ' fel l ' ) ,
Vy yeÚNki qo"mlß´N 'water-bubble, wheal', K XoÚml´Xint- 'produce water-
bubbles' (of burned skin); Os m is irreg. » Hg ho1lyag, ∆  ho2jig, hojog,
holag, howlag, ho2lag 'bubble, urinal bladder, water-bubble', (∆ ) ' f ish-
sound' ¶ UEW 212-4, Lr. #457, Hs. 539, W EDW 413, PI 125, TI 148, MRS
236 || D (in SD) i  *ko+upp-, ko+upp{a}lß- ({†GS} *gobb- ≠ [?] *kopp-)
'bubble; pustule, blister' >  Tm koppal5am, koppul5, koppul5am id.,
koppal5i, koppul5i v. 'blister, rise in bubbles (as water)', koppu2r›
'pustule, blister', Ml koppul5 'bubble, pustule', Kn kupal5isu v.
'blister', Kn T gObbe, Tu gobbuli 'bubble' ¶ D #21O6 || A
*0kæ{Ë}bV(kV) ≠ ?φ *kæabV >  M *quBqana9 'scrotum of animals'  >  WrM
quqana9, HlM xuuxnag, Brt xuuxanag ¶ MED 993, Kow. 875, Gl.
147, Chr. 6O7  ?φ T *k[æ]abuk 'bladder' > OT {Cl.} qavuq ≠ qa˝uq, OQp
XIV, Chg ≥XV qawuq, OOsm ≥XIV qavuq, Tk kavuk, Tkm, Az 9owu9, U z
˚ovu˚ qåwuq, Qzq, Qq, Nog quwîq, VTt quw¥q, Bsh q¥w¥q, Xk Xo2X,
Yk XabaX id., Osm {Rl.} qawîq 'hollow object' ¶ Cl. 583, ET KQ 174, Rl. II
467-8   ?φ Tg *xap- 'fish bladder' > Ewk a˝, Ul Xa2pa (ı  Neg L xa2pI),
Neg U a2pI, ?φ Ewk kapata id. ¶ STM I 11, 376 ¶¶ DQA #1O49 (A
*kæi\o"ba(kV) ¬ *kæi\a"bu(kV) 'bladder, scrotum') ¶¶ The vw. *a in T a n d
Tg is puzzling (infl. of a different A root [or N word]?) ˚  Is i t
connected with N *K '''' u pÉ  'to boil' (intr.), 'to swell, to bubble'?
1114. *k ''''uP 3333V 'heap, hill; cone, protuberance' > HS: S: [1] *°k'upp- >  Ar
quff- 'hill, a height (terrain ou pays plus élévé que les entours); b a c k
(dos, dessus d’une ch.)'; [2] WS (or CS?) *kupp- ≠ *kipp- > MHb ep1ƒ5,
ep1iƒ5 kip≤pa2 'heap, pile', Ar ku2f-at- 'mound of sand', 'mont icule
arrongie de sable' ¶ BK II 786, 944, Hv. 619, 670, Js. 635, Lv. II 375 
SC: Kz {E} kipeto 'anthill' ¶ E K 12 || IE: NaIE *kou\po- 'pile, heap, hill,
mountain '  > OPrs kaufa-, ClNPrs ‰vK ko2h, NPrs ‰vK kuh 'mounta in ' ,
NPrs ñ'EvK kuhån 'camel’s\yak’s hump', Av kaofa- 'mountain, camel’s
hump' »» pAl {O} *ku2pa > Al qipi ' s tack'  »» OSx huvil 'hill, hil lock' ,
OHG hubil 'hill', NHG Hu4bel 'hillock'; NNr hov 'a height, small hill '
»» Lt ka!upas ≠ kauﬁpas 'heap, pile', ku~pstas 'hill' » Sl: [1] *kup¥ >
OCS kup5 kupË, Blg kup, SCr kuàp, Slv ku~p 'heap', Cz kup id.,
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'multitude'; [2] *kupa >  OR, RChS kupa kupa, Cz, P kupa, R ∆ , U k
kupa 'heap', SCr kuàpa 'heap, cone', Blg kupa 'heap, pile, stack' ¶ P
591-2, Brtl. 431-2, Ho. 168, Ho. S 38, Kb. 484, OsS 427, KM 318, O 3 6 1 ,
Frn. 23, StSS 299, ESSJ XIII 1O7-8, 114-5 || K *k'op'- >  G k'op'-i
'bump\lump (on one’s head)', Sv {Ni.} k'wep' id., ? Sv UB {GP} k'wep'
'button of clothing' ¶¶ Ni. s.v. wiwka  || A: NaT *k…o4p ¬ *kæo4p
'multitude, many' (× N *k''''o?bÉ 'to fill; whole' [q.v. ffd.]) || D: [1] {tr.}
*kupp- 'heap, hill', {GS} *kup- 'heap' > Tm kuppam 'multitude, heap ' ,
Ml kuppa 'heap (of dirt\refuse)'. Kt kip 'heap of weeds\rubbish', Td
kîp 'rubbish', Tl kuppa 'heap, pile', Kn kuppe, guppe id., ' dung-
hill', Kdg kuppî 'a dropping of dung', Tu kuppA, guppA 'heap', Prj
kuppa 'stack, mound', koppa 'small hillock', Gdb kuppa, Mnd kupa ' h eap ' ,
Gnd kope  'hill', Knd kupa  'heap of grain', Png kupa  'heap, stock', Kui kupa
'hillock', Kw ku2pa 'mound', kuppa 'stock', Mlt qope 'hep, pile'  [2]
*kupp- ({†GS} *gubb-) 'knob, protuberance' > Kn gubbi id., kuppu,
guppu 'an abnormal globular excrescence of the body', Ml kuppi
'brass knob on tip of bullock’s horn', Tu gubbi, gubbA 'stud, k n o b ,
button', Tl gubba  'knob, protuberance, woman’s breast', Knd koparam
hump of bullock', Mlt guper` 'hump of ox' ¶¶ D ##1731, 1743 || ?φ  U:
FU (att. in BF) *°ka4pu4 'cone (of conifers) '  > F ka4py, Es ka4bi id. ¶ The
unexpected vw. *a4 needs explaining ¶ SK 261, SSA II 475.
1115. *K''''uP3333V 'box, basket' >  HS: S *k'upp(-at)- >  Ak k5upp-u(m)
'box' ('Kasten'), MHb ep1uq k5up≤pa2 'basket, box' ('Korb'), IAr qph
(emph. qpt?) 'basket', JPA at1p6uq, et1p6uq k5upp´≤t3a2 'basket, t u b ' ,
NSr {PS} 'π—WËœ k5uppa2 'cophinus cum manubrio instructus', NENA
{Mcl.} 'π—WËœ k5u6pa6 'basket with a handle for marketing', Md k5upa,
k5upta 'basket, round basket-boat', Ar éfWQu quff-at- ' cophinus \qua lus
(pec. ex foliis palmae contextus) in quo mulier gossypium reponit' ¶ Sd.
928, Lv. IV 270-1, Js. 1338-9, HJ 1019, PS 3552, Mcl. 274, DM 409, Fr.
III 478  Ch: ECh: Mkl {J} ko2^p 'boîte', ??σ Mgm {JA} ku2^pe~ '(∈) tree' »» AdS
of WCh {S} *kab'V 'basket' (<  N *K''''ab{É?}V 'wickerwork, bag, vessel '
[q.v. ffd.])  ¶ S ZCh 205 [#561], J S 69, J R 216, 286, J LMok 126, JA LM
102, Barg. 515, Sch. DN 92-3 || ? K: G k'ubo 'coffin' (here, unless it is a
loanword [from L cu2pa, cuppa '⇑ '?]) ¶ Chx. 635, DCh. 632 || IE: NaIE
*kou\p-/*kup- '≈  vessel' (× N *ûûûûqËb÷{É} 'basket', [in descendant lgs.] ‘
'vessel') >  Gk ky1pellon 'a big-bellied drinking vessel, beaker, gublet ' ,
ky1proß '∈ a measure of corn' »» L cu2pa 'cask' or 'butt', L [g], VL
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cuppa 'cup, beaker' >  Rum cupa", Fr coupe, Sp, Prt, Ctl copa id.,
ı OHG kopf ± chopf 'head, mug, bowl, NHG Kopf 'head', AS
cuppe 'cup', NE cup »» Pls (?) ı Gk ko1foß {LS} 'basket-load', ko1finoß
'basket' ı  L cophinus  'basket, hamper' > It cofano, Sp cue1vano
id., OFr, Fr coffin id., 'coffin' (ı  NE  coffin), Fr coffre ı NHG
Koffer »» ? Gmc: ON hu1fr 'hull of a ship', NLG Wph hu4∏ve, AS hy2f
'beehive', NE hive ¶ Long *u2 in some lgs. may be due to the heritage o f
N *ûûûûqËb÷{É} ¶ P 591,WH I 31O-1, Wn. P 1O3, F I 936-7 and II 51-2, ML
##22O7, 24O9, Vr. 265, Kb. 555, Ho. 63, 183, EUC 444 (? *kuÓp- 'wa te r
vessel') || A *k[æ]oPV > M *qobdu > MM [MA] qobdu 'quiver', WrO {Krg.}
Xobdo 'quiver, case', WrM qobdu, HlM xovd, Kl xovd, {Rm.} Xobda"
'case, long and narrow box; quiver', Ord Xobòdòo 'coffin', Brt xobto
'box, trunk (coffre)' (× N *ûûûûqËb÷{É} '⇑ ' × N *kom[V]dÉ '∈ basket,
vessel') ¶ MED 949-5O, KRS 592, KW 191  Tg *xobu-r / *xebu-r ' coff in '
> Nn Nh x‰ur, Nn KU x‰wur, Ud x‰u (π STg), Ul x‰uli, WrMc Xobo,
xobor(9on), Mc Sb (hov´) [xov] 'coffin' ¶ STM I 464, 467, Y # 7 5 2
 pKo {S} *kobVr 'coffin, box' > MKo ko2r ¶ S QK #1O35, Nam 54  pJ
{S} *k[u\]i 'coffin' > OJ ki\i ¶ S QJ #1329, Mr. 449  NaT *kobur ≠
*kabur >  Chg {Rs.} qobur 'Gefäß, Etui', Kü {Rl.} qo˝ur 'coffin'; OT [MhK]
{Rs.} qabîrc7aq,  {Cl.}  qabîrc7a2q 'box, coffin', OQp XIV qaburc7aq ' box ,
casket', Chg {Rs.} qoburc7aq 'kleine Büchse' ¶ Rs. W 235, 274, Rl. II 5 1 8 ,
Cl. 586-7 ¶¶ DQA #1O72 *kæi\ubu 'box, coffin' (A *kæi\ubu 'box, coff in '
with unjustified *i\), Lee CSMK 112 (Ko, Tg) ˚  IE and U point to a pN
vw. *u  of the first syll. Therefore the M, Tg, and T vw. *o (<  A *o?)
needs explaining.
1116. *k''''aé€áP3333V (= *k''''aháP3333V?) 'chop, dig' >  K *k'a2p-/*k'e2p'- ({IS}
*k'a2p-/*k'e2p-) v. 'chop, cut': K *k'a2p- >  G k'ap- (aor. -k'ap-e <  *-k'a2p-) v.
'beschneiden, stutzen; (in Stücke) zer-hauen\hacken', {DCh.} ' c h o p
(wood), beat, kill', G {DCh.} k'ep- (aor. -k'ep-e < *-k'e2p-) v. 'chop, cut', Sv
*k'a2p- > Sv UB k'ap- v. 'cut into small pieces (se¢∆ )', Sv L l´⁄-k'a2p-´⁄ p r t c .
'chopped, cut'; K {FS} *k'e[:]p'- v. 'chop into small pieces' >  G {DCh.} k'ep'-
≠ k'ep- 'chop, cut', {Chx.} k'ep'- 'chop\cut into small pieces' (aor. da-k'ep'a
'er zerhackte in kleine Stücke', inf. k'ep '-va), Sv {FS} k'´⁄p'- 'chop\cut i n to
small pieces' (msd. li-k'´⁄p-n-e id., c7wad-k'´⁄p'-n-e 'er zerhackte in kleine
Stücke') ¶¶ IS rGM 133, IS I 318, FS K 174, FS E 19O, Srj. FLK 23, Chx.
557-8, 568-9, DCh. 597-8, 6O4-5 || HS: EC: Sd {Gs.} kofa 'to make a
dam', Or {Grg.} ka2ba 'to put soil up around a plant', Or {Vit.} ko2f- v.
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'dig', ?σ Or Wt {Sr.} koffa 'vagina' ¶ Sr. 346, Gs. 196, Grg. 239  NrOm:
Kf {C} k5app- v. 'chop, hew', {HHM} ∏koppo 'hew', ˚‡  kap5p5o ' spl i t '
¶ C SE IV 486, HHM 118, 313  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *k{a}p- v. 'dig, bury' >  Hs
ka!fta~ v. 'dig ground deeply with big hoe (preparatory to planting
cassava, etc.)' » SBc: Kir k‰be, Zul {ChL} ya k‰!pe, Buli {ChL} k‰bu 'bury' ¶
Stl. ZCh 2O5 [#556], ChL, Ba. 525  S *°-k'u2b- > Ar √qwb  (ip. -qu2b-) 'd ig
(the ground)' ¶ BK II 829, Lv. 632  ? Eg Md kfy vi. 'gape' (of a w ound )
¶ EG V 12O, DW 9O4 ¶¶ The plain vl. k in Eg and C is due to the HS
deglottalization || IE *ke[é8]p- > NaIE *ke(:)p- v. 'chop, dig' > NPrs ˆtF'K
kå2f-ta4n 'to split, to cleave, to dig', v'K kå2v 'excavation, digging' »» Gk
ko1ptv  'I cut off, chop off, fell (trees)', ft. ko1πv, aor. }ekoπa, pfc. ke1kofa
(×  ko1ptv 'I strike' of a different origin) »» pAl *kapa >  (umlautized) Al
kep vt. 'sharpen, hoe, dress (a stone) by flaking' »» OHG habba,
heppa 'vine-knife, bill-hook, scythe (Rebmesser, Sense, Hippe)', NHG
Hippe 'pruning knife, scythe' (< Gmc *xe2Bjo2) »» Lt kapo!ti, Ltv kapa2^t
'to chop' » Sl *kopa¡-ti 'to dig' >  OCS kopati kopati, R ko≤pat∆, Blg
ko≤paå, SCr ko~pati, Slv ko!pati, Cz kopati, P kopac1 ¶ P 9 3 1 - 2
(does not separate this IE √  from forms belonging to IE *skep-  'split' <  N
*c '''' @ @@@ap '''' [ ÷ ]a  'beat, strike, chop', q.v.), Horn 186, Vl. II 775-6, 786, F I 9 1 5 -
6, OsS 272, Kb. 419, KM 31O, Frn. 217-8, ESSJ XI 18-2O, Glh. 331-2 ,
StSS 29O, Vs. II 317, AlbED 376, O 175 || D *kapp˛ ≠ *ka2v˛ ({†GS} *k-)
>  Kn kappu 'dig', kappu, kappa 'hole in the ground, pit', Tl ka2vu
'pit, well' ¶¶ D #1223 ˚  The most probable N laryngeal (yielding IE*[é8],
K length of vw. and a zero in S and Eg) is  *h  ˚  IS I 317-8 [#193] ˚  ≈
Gr. II #87 (*kap 'cut off') (IE, Sm, A, EA).
1117. *K''''oé€ap{Ë}  (= *K''''o? ++++÷ap{Ë}?) 'bark', (?) 'skin' >  HS: C ({E}
*k'a2f- 'hull, rind') >  Ag *k'app- >  Aw {Bnd.} qap, Bln {R} k5a2f 'bark' »» SC:
Irq {Mgw.} qafi (pl. qafo2) 'membrane, cover', {Bnd.} qafi, {E} qafa
'bark', {Wh.} qa^fta 'peel of fruits', Alg {E} qafa?i, Brn {E} qafa 'bark' »» ?
EC: Rn Xa~bdßa!H 'dry tree bark' ¶  AD SF 67, 233, E SC 386, E PC #145, R
WB 236, Mgw. 1O5, PG 186, Blz. SCL s.v. 'bark', Blz. RL 257  Ch: WCh
{Stl.} *kWaÓabV 'bark' >  Hs kWab+p+f-to~, Ang ko2p, Su kWa˝ap, Zar K
kWa~b'a~, Zar GL ka~bu!, Sy Z ko!b‰k, as well as possibly Gj gu~ps6IN 'bark', Bg
ko~ps6aN id. »» CCh: Tr {J} g‰~b'a~, Pdl {CWL} gÈb'‰r 'bark', as well as possibly
(but not necessarily) Gude {ChL} kUvU?Un and Nzn ku~vWO 'skin' »» ??
ECh: Kwn {J} k‰@b‰!ro!w, Smr k‰~b‰~r‰!w 'bark' ¶ ChC, ChL, Sh. SB 2O, Stl.
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ZCh 2O5 [#558], Blz. EChWL s.v. 'bark' || U *kopa 'bark' >  Es ko%ba ' f i r
bark' » Er kuvo 'crust, rind', Mk kuva id., 'bark' » pChr {Ber.} *kuw´ >
Chr ∆ kuwo ± kuwu" ± kuw¥ ± ku"wo {Szil.} 'Hilse, Schale, Schuppe', {Ü}
kuvo 'chaff' » pPrm {LG} *ku 'bark, skin' >  Vt ku id., Z ku 'fell, skin' 
Sm {Jn.} *kopaº, {Hl.} *kopa 'skin, bark' >  Ne T xoba€ 'skin (of a n
animal), wkurka ', Ne F L {Lh.} ko2p:a", Ng {Cs.} ≤kufu, En X/B {Cs.} ≤koba
'skin', Slq {KKIH} qopÈ 'fell of an animal, skin, bark, rind', Slq K/NP {Cs.}
koppa 'skin', Kms {KD} kæuba, kæuBa 'skin, hide, leather', Koyb {Sp.}
kuba 'skin', Mt {Hl.} *koha+o 'skin, hide, (nut)shell' (Mt M {Sp.} ko2
'skin', Mt K {Pl.} kogoto 'his skin') ¶¶ UEW 18O-1, Coll. 25, Sm. 5 3 7
(U, FU, Sm *kopaº, FP *kopa), Ber. 26, Jn. 73-4, Cs. 81, 121, KKIH 1 6 2 ,
KD 33, Sp. SJK 41, Sp. SJM 75, Hl. M #52O || A {SDM97} *kæa2!pæa ' b a r k ,
skin' > T *kæa2buk 'bark, shell' > OT qavîq, [QB] qavuq 'bran', Tk kabuk,
Az 9abî9, Slr 9oX, Nog, Qrg qabîq, Bsh qab¥q, Ggz kabuk, Blq qabuq, CrTt
qabuX, ET {Rl.} qobuq 'bark, shell', Tkm 9a2bîq, Qzq, Qq qabîq, VTt qab¥q,
Qmq qabuq, Uz qåbiq, Chv L Xubò¥ 'bark, peel (of a fruit)', Xk XabîX, Tv
Xawîq 'husk' ¶ Cl. 583, ET KQ 168-7O, Jeg. 3O5, TvR 46O, Rl. II 66O-2
 M *qa˝uda-sun (< *qaBuda-sun) 'bark' >  WrM {Kow., MED}
qa9udasun, HlM xuudas, Brt xuudaha(n) 'sheet of paper', Kl
xuuds Xu2d¥s id., {Rm.} Xu2d¥sn= 'bark'; M *qa˝ura- (*-˝- < *-B-) v.
'peel' >  WrM qa9ura- ≠ qaura-, HlM xuura-x v. 'peel off'; M
*qa˝ul- (*-˝- < *-B-) v. 'peel' >  MM [S] Xa√ul-Xu v. 'skin, pee l '
('abhäuten, abschinden'), WrM qa9ul-, HlM xuula-x, Kl xuul-x
Xu2l-x¥, {Rm.} Xu2l-Xa v. 'peel off, skin, flay', Mnr H Xu2¯li- id. ( 'pe le r ,
écorcher, écorcer'); 'ab-reissen\-schaben\-ziehen'); M *qa˝urqa (*-˝-
< *-B-) >  WrM qa9urqai, Kl {Rm.} Xu2rXa4∏ ≠ Xu2rXa2 ' losgerissen,
abgerissen (z. B. die Rinde, ein Blatt aus einem Buche)', Mnr H Xu2¯ra2-
'se peler, s’écorc(h)er, se détacher'; M *qobqul- v. 'peel, flay' >  WrM
qobqul-, HlM xovxlo-x id. ¶ MED 9O9-1O, 951, KW 2O1-2, KRS
614, Kow. 744, Chr. 6O5, SM 18O, 184, H 63  ?σ Tg *°[x]abda- v. ' c lean
a tree from branches ' (× N *k''''ÅP3333V 'leaf'?) >  WrMc {Hr.} abdala-
'abbrechen', {Z} abtala- 'clean the tree from branches, c lean
branches' ¶ STM I 5, Z 26, Hr. 2  pKo *ka~p≈- (≠ *k´~⁄p≈-) 'bark' >  MKo
ka~p≈î!r, k´~⁄pc7i~r 'bark', NKo k∏´⁄pc>il 'skin, bark, shell', k∏´⁄pteki id., ' husk ,
peel', Ko: Ph k∏´⁄pc7il, PhN k∏´⁄pc1il, Ks k∏´⁄pc1i~, Hm k∏O^pc1iò, Sl k∏O!pt!il, Chs
kopte!gi, Kw k´⁄ptegi 'bark', Chj k∏´⁄ptegi id., 'skin' ¶ S AJ 251 [#3], MLC
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1O3  J: pJ *kapa 'skin, leather; bark' >  OJ ka~pa~, J: T kawa! id., Kg
kawa, Ns ko!, Sh ka2!, Y ka id., K ka!wa! 'skin',  ka~wa! 'leather' ¶ S AJ 2 5 8
[#3], 26 [#3], S QJ #3, Mr. 445, Kenk. 88O ¶¶ S AJ 274 [#2], SDM95 s.v.
*kæa2!pa 'bark, skin', DQA #988 (A*kæa2!pæa~ 'bark, skin') ¶¶ Acc. to DQA
#1OO7, the A √  has a variant *kæe~pæa~ ({SDM-95} *kæe2pæo) 'husk, shell' >
pJ *ka~pi~ 'egg, shell', T *kæebu4k 'bran, chaff' anf M *kebe 'bran, husks ' .
These two variants may represent two different results of synharmonic
levelling, suggesting the existence of a front vw. in the second syll. o f
the N word ˚  The presence or traces of a rounded vw. (*o?) in U a n d
Ch as opposed to the presence of *a in A and C may be explained b y
assuming a trisyllabic etymon with both *o and *a . This hyp. is directly
suggested by Su kWa˝ap 'bark' and indirectly by the long vw. in T
*kæa2puk. In view of Su kWa˝ap the etymon *K''''oé€ap{Ë} is preferred t o
•K''''aé€opV ˚  IS MS 344 ({ûq}opÿ 'bark'); IS proposed to equate U
*kopa  'bark' with M *qobu˝a 'well bucket (usually made of skin)' (MED
95O, KW 191) and with ET qobuq, qobuzaq 'bark' (which is a labialized
var. of pT *kæa2puk 'bark'). His rec. of *{ûq}- is based on comparison with
K *t'ûqab-/*t'ûqaw- 'skin, fell', which is hardly acceptable (≠ φ ). The Ag *-
pp- and the cns. *-b'- in some Ch lgs. may be explained by the p resence
of a N lr. (*? or *÷ ). The rec. of this lr. will help resolving t h e
contradiction between the ev. of U *-p- (suggesting N *-p- ) and that o f
A *-pæ- (apparently suggesting N *-p ''''- , but also explainable from *-?p-  ¬
*-÷p- ). In T *ka2puk and possibly in Ch (Sy Z ko!b‰k) one may discern
traces of a suffixed element. There is a interesting parallel between M
*qa{B}urqay and ECh (Kwn k´@b´!ro!w, Smr k´~b‰~r´!w 'bark') ˚  ≈  AD NM
#93 (*K'a{p+?+÷}{É}), S CNM 5, Vv. AEN 6.
1118. *k'''' {a}w[o]p''''É or *k''''{a}w[o]p''''VyV 'skull; occiput' ([in B, IE] ‘
'head') >  HS: WS *k'a≤pay- 'occiput, skull' > Sr k5a2p3[´]≤y-a2, k5´p3a2y-a 2,
k5appa2≤y-a2 'nape of the neck', Ar 'fAQa qafa-n id., {BK} 'derrière du c o u ,
nuque; derrière de la tête, occiput', ñfaQa qafan- 'back of the head', H a r
k'afAt, Grg Sl/Wl/Z k'AfAt 'forehead', Mh/Hrs {Jo.}  k'‰fe2, Jb C {Jo.} ≤k'e≤fE
'back (dos)'; cp also a S variant stem *°≤k'{i}Hap- >  Ar qiHf- (pl. qiHaf-at-
) 'os de la tête qui garantit le cerveau', {Hv.} 'skull' ¶ Br. 683, JPS 5 1 3 ,
BK II 679, 792, Hv. 589, 621, ≈ MiK I LIX, #1.164, L EDH 122, L EDG III
473, Jo. M 226, Jo. H 74, Jo. J 142  B *Œafi (<  *k'api or *k'apVy)
'head' >  Ty, ETwl e-Œ¥f (pl. i-Œ¥f¥w¥n), Ah eŒ´f, Wrg iŒ´f, iXf, Si
aXfi, Nf iŒaf, Zng {TC} i?f 'tête' ¶ Fc. 17OO, GhA 65, Dlh. Ou 237, La. S
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3O1, TC Z 310  ECh: Jg {J} koFo 'occiput, brain', Mgm {J} ku!po!, EDng
{Fd.} ko~po~ 'occiput', Mu {J} ko2&bo! 'nuque' ¶ J J 114, JA LM 1O2, ChC s.v.
'occiput' ¶¶ OS #337, MiK I #164 || K *k'ap- >  Mg k'ope ≠ k'op'e ' c rown
of the head', USv {TK} k'a4p 'nape', Sv (rdp.): UB {TK} k'ak'a4p, LB {TK}
k'ok'ep, L k'ek'epay, Ln k'ek'epa 'nape, skull'; G {SSO, DCh.} k'epa ' occ ipu t '
may have a deviant vw. e due to the merger with an Aramaism (cp. Sr
k5´p3a2y-a 'nape of neck'), while G J ûqap'a 'skull' may be a loan from Ar
'fAQa qafa-n (or from Aram?) ¶¶ TK 341, 343, GP 128, ≈ Fn. KW-1 3 4
({Fn.} *k'ep- 'occiput, crown of head' >  G k'epa, Sv k'ek'ep-a 'skull') ¶ Cp.
also K *°k'ap'- 'chin, ' jaw' < N *kep''''[é€]V (= *kep''''÷V?) 'jaw, chin' (q .v . )
|| IE: NaIE *kaput ≠ *°k+k8au\put 'head' (× N *K''''{a}dK''''udV 'tip, top', q.v.) >
L caput / gen. capit-is 'head' »» Gmc: ON ho<fuÎ, Gt haubi†, ON
haufuÎ, OHG houbit, NHG Haupt, OSx ho6vid, AS he1afod ' h ead ' ,
NE head »» OI ka≤pucchalam 'tuft of hair on the hind part of t h e
head' (a cd. with s1ala- 'hair'), kapus5n5ika2 'tuft of hair on each s ide
of the head' ¶ But *kapVl-  'occiput, skull' (> OI ka≤pa2lam 'cup, skull ' ,
AS hafola 'head') belongs to N *K''''aP3333VLV 'occiput, skull' ¶ ≈ WP I
346-7, P 529-3O, EI 26O-1 (*kaput), M K I 155-7, M E I 3OO, 3O2 (no e t .
of OI words), WH I 163-4, Vr. 279, Kb. 481, Schz. 17O, OsS 42O, 15O,
293-4, Ho. 147, 15O || U: FU *koppa 'skull; hollow object '  > F koppa
'the front part of the skull, forehead; basket, pannier, shell' (×  N
*ûûûûqËb÷{É} 'basket') , pa4a4-koppa 'skull' (pa4a4 is 'head'), Es ∆ kopp
(gen. kopa) 'Schale, kleines Gefäß' » Lp: Kld {TI} vÈ∏s7ne-kÈppe 'skull', Nt
u¢eyv-ku¢e≈p id. (vÈ∏s7ne 'brain', u¢eyv 'head') » Mk {Ahl.} prea-kopas7ka
'skull' (prea 'head') »» ObU: Vg (in cds.) T kap‰2, LK xaºp, MK/P kop, Ss
xopi 'skull'; Os Z Xo"p´ id. ¶ Coll. 9O, UEW 181-2, SK 217, SSA I 4OO, TI
173O, 1744, Ht. #754, KrT 324, Stn. D 53O ˚  The hypothetical N *o  i s
preserved in FU *koppa (with a syncope *-awo-  > *o) ˚  IS I 319-2O (S,
B, ECh, K, IE, U + qu. Om: Kullo {Brl.} hupea 'head').
1119. *k''''{a 4 444}yap''''V (or *q°°°°- and *-p- ) 'sharp stone\rock\cliff' >  IE:
NaIE *k8ei\po-/*k8oi\po- '≈  sharp object' >  OI ≤s1e2pa-h5 'tail, penis' »» L
cippu-s 'pointed pale, stake' »» pAl {O} *cai\pa > Al thep 'sharp peak ,
sharp point' ¶ P 543, WH I 219-2O, O 474, ≠  M K III 372-3 || HS: S
*≤kayap- 'stone, rock' > Ak ka2p- id., BHb Fƒ4* ≤ke2p3* 'rock' (att.: pl. Mif5ƒ4
ke2≤p3ïm), ChrPA af1aƒ4ke2≤p3a2, Sr E ke2≤p-a2, Sr W ke≤p3a2 'stone', JA [Trg.]
Fik`4 k5e2p3, em. af1ik`4k5e2≤p3a2, JPA {Js.}, JEA {Sl.} af1ik`4 k5e2≤p3a2 'stone, r o c k '
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¶ Sd. 445, KB 467, KBR 492, Lv. T I 361, Dlm. 187, Js. 634-5, Sl. 577 ||
A: NaT *kæaya '(sharp) rock, cliff' >  OT qaya 'rock, sharp outs tanding
rock or rocky cliff', Tk kaya , Az, Tkm 9aya, Tkm ∆ 9a2ya, Ggz kaya, Blq,
Nog, Bsh, SY, Alt qaya, Qq, Qrg qîya, VTt q¥ya, ET qiya, Uz qåya, Xk, Yk,
Tv Xaya, Tf haya 'rock, cliff' ¶ N *-p''''- (or *-p-?) has been lost (a reg .
loss at the beginning of the third syll.?) ˚  S *k- results f r o m
deglottalization of *k'-, which suggests a pN *k''''- , although N *q°°°°- is n o t
exluded either (if the merger of *k'''' and *q°°°° preceded the HS
deglottalization) ¶ Cl. 674-5, ET KQ 198-9, TL 96, Ra. 185.
112O. € *K''''aP3333VLV 'occiput, skull' > HS: S *°≤k'ap[V]l- > Ar élaf0Qa qafl-
at- 'occiput, derrière de la tête' ¶ BK II 791 || IE: NaIE *kap(e+e2)lo-
'skull' > AS hafol, OFrs he1ila (< *havila) 'head' (× N *k'''' {a}w[o]p''''É o r
*k''''{a}w[o]p''''VyV 'skull; occiput') »» OI ka≤pa2lam 'cup, bowl, skull' ¶
WP I 346, M K I 155, M E I 3OO, Ho. 147, EI 261 (*kapo2lo- '≈  head ,
skull ' ) .
1121. € *K''''{u}P3333Vr1111V 'hump' > IE: NaIE *k{u}pVr- id. >  OHG hofar ≠
hovar, AS hofer 'hump' »» Lt kupra~, Ltv kupr(i)s 'hump, hunch' ¶
P 591-2, Kb. 473, OsS 411, Ho. 168, Frn.314 || D (in GnD) *kupVr`-
'hump' (× N ? *gu4444 ++++ub++++pÉ 'heap, hump, hunchback') >  Gnd koparam
'hump of bullock', Mnd guper` 'hump of ox', ? KK: Kui kopa 'hump, cow’s
hump', Ku gu?u  'hump of ox' ¶ D #1731a.
1122. € *K''''aP3333[V]Ía 'box' (unless a WW )  > IE: L capsa 'box, case '
ı  Gk ka1πa id. ı MHb ex1f6uq k5up3≤sa2 id. ¶ WH I 162-3 || A *kæapsa
>  T *k[æ]apsa, *k[æ]apsak >  MQp [CC] qapsa 'box, coffin' (unless π L),
Tk ∆ qapsa 'large basket', Tk kabsak  'basket' ¶ ET KQ 277  Tg *xapsa
> Ewk awsa ± absa 'box, bag', Lm aws¥ 'small bag', Orc apsança ' long
narrow bag for hunt equipment', Ork Xapsaw ≠ XapsaU 'small bag ( f o r
women)', WrMc 'birch-bark box, boat'; Mc ı M: WrM absa(n), HlM
avs(an)  'coffon, casket' ¶ STM I 9, MED 5.
1123. *K''''ÉP3333Vz2222V (= *K''''ÉP3333VzV?) 'paw, hoof' >  HS: S *°√k'pz >  Ar
[Qam.] {Fr.} ?aqfaz- 'anteriores pedes atque genua albicantes habens
(equus)', {Br.} 'qui a les pieds de devant blancs jusqu’aux genoux
(cheval)', Ar quffa2z- 'long felt-gloves (up to the elbows)' ¶ Fr. III 48O,
BK II 788, Hv. 62O || IE: *k8opÓ- >  NaIE *k8op≈- 'hoof, claw' >  OI
s1a≤pha-  'hoof of a horse, hoof', Av safa-  'hoof of a horse', KhS saha-
, Psh swa, Oss I/D sa4f-t-a4g 'hoof' »» ON ho1fr, OHG huof, NHG Huf,
AS ho2f 'hoof', NE hoof (× NaIE *ko+ap- < N *K''''ap''''{a 4 444} 'palm of hand, sole
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of foot; hoof', q.v.) ¶ Sl *kopÈto 'hoof' hardly belongs here (because o f
*k- for the expected Sl *s- < IE *k8-; see N *K''''ap '''' {a 4 444} '⇑ ') ¶ WP I 346, P 53O,
EI 272 (*k8o≤ph€o-s 'hoof'), M K III 297, M E II 6O8, Ab. III 55-6, Mrg. 7 1 ,
Bai. 423, Vr. 247, Kb. 489, OsS 431-2, Ho. 168 ¶¶ IE *Ó  <  N *z or *z1111 ||
U: FU *kÉps{a4} 'paw, fell from a paw/leg' (× N *ga4444 {p}sÅ  'paw, h a n d '
[q.v. ffd.]).
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1124. *k''''arV 'curse, scold, (?) be hostile', ? 'punish' >  K: G k'rul- v.
'curse, damn' ¶ Chx. 633 || HS: WS *√k'rw+y >  Sb √k'rw+y Gt ( ip .
yk5trn) 'be punished', ? Ar √qry TD  (pf. îrWqaTa taqarra2) ' p u r s u e
(fugitives)', ??φ Jb C {Jo.} ≤k'era÷ 'get into a rage', k'ar≤÷un  'quick t o
anger' ¶ BGMR 1O7, Bll. 467,  Jo. J 148  WCh: Su {J} ka!riÆ, Ang {Flk.}
ka2r v. 'punish' » ?σ NrBc {Tk.} *k'War- >  Jmb {Sk.} k'War, P’ {MSk.}
ak'War, Sir {Sk.} akur 'be angry' » ?? Tng {J} ku3rmu3s 'annoyed, vexed' ¶ J
S 69, Flk. s.v. ka2r, ≈ Stl. ZCh 213 [#635], Sk. NB 1O, J T 1O5 ¶¶ Tk. PAA
(NrBc., Jb) || IE: NaIE *kar- v. 'abuse, blame, punish' >  Gk [Hs.] ka1rnh :
zhmi 1a  'damage' or 'penalty' »» L carina2- v. 'jeer' »» OIr caire f. ' faul t ,
blame', OW cared 'nequitiae', W caredd 'fault', kerydd ' b lame ' ,
MBr karez id., Crn cara v. 'blame' »» OHG harewe2n, {Vr.}
harawe2n v. 'mock, deride' ({OsS} 'exasperare'), AS hierwan v.
'despise, deride, blaspheme, condemn', hornian v. 'insult', ON
herfiligr {Vr.} 'verächtlich' »» Ltv karina ^2t 'to tease', Lt E ki~rinti
id., Lt ka!irinti 'reizen, aufbringen, erbittern' » pSl *kori-ti ' t o
blame', *kor¥ 'blame' >  OCS kor5 korË 'contumelia, {ybriß ', ukor5
ukorË id., {StSS} 'oskorblenie , ponowenie , uniqenie ', koriti
koriti 'probris onerare', OR, RChS koriti koriti 'to scold, t o
abuse, to blame', R ko≤rit∆, Slv kori!ti, SCr ko~riti 'to r ep roach ' ,
Blg ko≤rå v. 'reproach, scold', Cz kor7iti 'to humiliate', P korzyc1 ' t o
reproach, to humiliate'; Sl *kara 'punishment' >  ChS kara kara, R
≤kara, SCr ka!ra, Cz ka1ra, P kara ¶ WP I 353, P 53O, F I 79O, WH I
168-9, Vn. C  2O-1, Ho. 159, 17O, Vr. 223, Ho. 159, OsS 272, Mn. 4 7 4 -
5, Frn. 183, 2O3-4, ESSJ IX 151 and XI 74-7, Glh. 334, Mikl. L 3O4,
1O46, StSS 733 || A: NaT *Karît 'abuse, insult' >  OT [MhK] qarît n .
'abuse, insult'; NaT *k…arga- v. 'curse, invoke charms on' >  OT qarga2 ≠
qîrga2-, Chg ≥XV, MQp XIV (incl. CC) qar˝a-, Tk kargI-, Az 9ar9î-, Slr,
VTt, Bsh, Qmq, Qzq, Qrg qar˝a-, Qq qar˝a- ≠ 9ar˝a-, Xk Xar˝a-, Yk
kîra2- v. 'curse', Qrg qar˝a- id., 'invoke charms on', Tkm 9ar˝a-, Bl,
Nog, Uz, Alt, Tv, Tf qar˝a-, Kr T/G kar˝a- 'curse; scold, insult' ¶ T *k…-
(evidenced by Tv and Tf) (rather than the expected *kæ-) is still to b e
explained ¶ Cl. 648, 655, DTS 428, ET KQ 3O4-5, DTS 426, 428, Rs. W
237 ˚ ≠φ,σ Gr. II 6 (*kor  'angry').
1125. € *K''''aÂV 'to bend; crooked' >  IE: NaIE *ker- 'bend' >  Gk
korvno1ß 'curved, crooked', korv1nh 'anything hooked or curved', kyrto1ß
'hunched, hunchbacked, convex' »» L curvus 'bent, bowed, a rched ,
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curved', curva2- v. 'bend, arch, curve' »» ?σ OIr cor 'mouvemen t
tourant, détour, curcuit', OBr (in cds.) cor {Flr.} 'cercle; courbure ,
torsion, repli', W cor-wynt 'whirl-wind', Br cor-uent ' ouragan ,
rafale, tourbillon' »» pAl {O} *karnutya > Al ke4r≤rus v. 'bow, bend' »» Sl
{Bern.} *k¥rt¥ka 'squatting position' >  R ≤korto¢ki id., sidet∆ na
≤korto¢kax 'to squat', ??σ Uk kor≤tatiså 'sich durchhelfen,
rackern' »» ? Tc A akrita4r (akritar) 'round' (<  NaIE [+ext.] *krei\t-)
¶ P 935 (reconstructs IE *(s)ker- on the only ev. for *(s)- in Av
skar´na- 'round' [no sufficiently near semantic connection] and i n
the IE stems with extensions like *skrek- [in NHG schra4ge, etc.] ,
which are not reliable cognates either, because the additional *-k-  is n o t
explained), ≈ F I 927-8 (korvno1ß, korv1nh “ korv1nh 'crow'), WH I 317-8 ,
Vn. C  2O4-6, Flr. 118, O 184, Bern. I 671, Wn. KTW 112 || HS: S *√k'rr
>  Mh ‰k't‰ru2r v. 'turn up (as e.g. sth. stolen)', Ak fOB √k5+grr ( inf .
k5 +gara2ru ) 'sich krümmen, schlängeln' ¶ Jo. M 233, Sd. 9O2-3.
1126. *K'''' {a}ÂV  'to hang' >  IE: NaIE *ko(:)r- vi., vt. 'hang' >  Lt kariu~
/ ka!rti v. 'hang, hang on the line', Ltv kar>u / kaﬁrt vt. 'hang', Pru
paccaris : "Riemen" 'thong' »» Gk krema1nnymi, kri1mnhmi vt. 'I hang' ¶
WP I 412, P 573, F II 13-4 (no et. of the Gk words), Frn. 224-5, En. 2 1 8
|| HS: S *°√k'rr 'remain (somewhere)' >  Ar √qrr (pf. qarra) 'substi t i t ,
mansit (aliquo loco)', {BK} 'rester, se fixer dans (un endroit)', {Hv.}
'settle in (a place)' ¶ Fr. III 415, BK II 698, Hv. 594  B: Ah k´riri vt., vi.
'hang' ¶ Fc. 891  C: Ag *kaÂkaÂ- v. 'hang' >  Bln {R} karkar-, Q {R}
kåkår- id. ¶ R WB 226 || Gil: Gil A eGro-/xro-/kæro- vt. 'hang' ¶¶ ST
477, ST RN 82 ˚ ≠ Gr. II 185 (*kar 'hang') (IE + qu. J, Gil + unc. A, Ko,
CK).
1127. *k''''aÂV 'to fight; war, troop' >  K: G k'riv- 'boxen, mit d e n
Fäusten kämpfen' ¶ Chx. 631 || IE: NaIE *koro-, *koryo- 'war, t r o o p ' ,
*koryo-no-s 'commander in war' >  Lt kaﬁras, kaﬁrias 'war', Ltv kar>s7
'army', Pru [El.] kragis (ce.  for kargis) [karjis] 'troop', Pru
caryawoytis 'Heerschau' (accus. sg.), karigewayte 'Ansprache
an das Heer' »» OPrs ka2ra- 'host, people', NPrs cd. r"ZR'K kå2r-zå2r
'battle, battlefield' ({Vl.} 'locus pugnae') »» Gk koi1ranoß (<  *koi1ronoß)
'captain, ruler; king' »» OIr cuire 'troupe, armée', Gl (in names) -
corio (Tricorii 'those of three tribes', Petrucorii 'those of f o u r
tribes) »» Gt harjis 'army', ON her (pl. herjar), AS here id., OHG
hari, heri 'army, crowd, troop' >  NHG Heer 'troop' ¶ P 615-6, Mn.
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535, Brtl. 465, Vl. II 764-5, F I 894, Kb. 457, Vn. C  275, Frn. 22O, En.
189, Tp. P I-K 221-4, EI 3O-1 (*koryo-s 'war') || HS (with r o o t -
extensions) *√k'rb, ? *0√k'r[w] > S *√k'rb 'fight' >  BA, BHb br!q^ k'´≤ra2b3
'battle' (Hb π Aram), JA [Trg.], Sr k5´ra2≤b-a2, Md k5raba id., JEA
k5´ra2b3a2 id., 'war', Ak MB tak5rubtu 'fight', Aram ı Ak NA
k5ara2bu 'battle, fight' ¶ KB 1O59, 1775-6, KBR 1135, Js. 1411, ≈  Sl.
1O38 (Aram π Ak), Br. 691, CAD XIII 125-6, Sd. 1324; KB and KBR
interpret Hb k'´≤ra2b3 as 'hostile approach, battle' on the basis of the i r
err. etymologizing of k'´≤ra2b3 as a d. from √k'rb 'be near'  B **k'rp >
*Œrf 'people, tribe' >  Ah a-Œr´f id. ¶ Fc. 1773  Ch {Stl.} *ûqaraw- ≠
*ûqawar- 'fight, war' > Hs k'a2!Ro2! n. act. 'fighting (with so.'; WCh {Stl.}
*k'{i}raw 'wrangle' >  Hs k'e2~rauk'e2~rau 'wrangling' »» Ang {Flk.} ko4∏r v.
'quarrel, wrangle' »» CCh: Glv {Rp.} ˝Wa!ra! 'war' »» ECh: Ke {Eb.} ku2ri v.
'fight', Tmk {Cp.} k‰raw  'war' ¶ Stl. IF 11O, Stl. ZCh 213 [#634], Flk. s.v.
ko4 ∏r, Ba. 572, 596.
1128. *K''''a 4 444rÉ 'trunk, (piece of) wood' >  HS: S *k'a2r-, *k'ar- 'trunk of a
tree, log' (× N *k''''uyrV 'wood (Holz), log') >  BHb er!&q k'o2≤ra2
'timberwork, beam', MHb {Js.} k5o2≤ra2 'joist, beam, post; trunk of a
tree', Sr em. k5ar-°-≤t3a2, abs. kar° {Br.} 'trabs, lignum', {JPS} ' b eam,
plank', Ar qarïyat- 'stick, yard of a ship (Rahe)', 'poutre dans laquelle
on emboîte pilliers qui supportent la maison', ?σ Ak fOB k5a2r°t-u
'storehouse, granary' ¶ KB 1O2O, KBR 1O91, Hv. 6O3, BK II 731, Js .
1342, Lv. IV 275, JPS 519, Br. 696, BK II 731, Wehr 9O3, Hv. 6O3, Sd.
9O3-4, CAD XIII 132-3 || U: FU *°ka4rÉ > Prm *ker / *kery- 'log' > Z ker /
kery-, Yz ker, Vt kor id. ¶ LG 121 || D {tr., GS} *karÀ- 'wood ( l ignum) ' ,
{GS} 'stick' > Tm kar2al 'firewood, fuel', Tl kar3r3a 'wood, timber', ? Kt
garl 'quill of feather', Klm garr 'quill of porcupine', Prj karra id., ' t o o t h
of comb', Gnd KM karra, Knd garÀï 'shaft of arrow', Gnd B karre2 'a long
thin pole of a carrying yoke', Knd karÀu 'piece of wood\twigs used a s
fuel' ¶¶ D #1389, GS 153 [#389] || ?σ IE: NaIE *0kred- (or *0k8red-?) ≠
*0k[W]ord- 'top of a building, beams, roof' (× N *k''''VÂ[V]tV ' summit ,
top' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  IE *k- (rather than *k•-) is reg. in the precons .
position ˚ ≈ Blz. KM 136 [#15] (adduces IE and K, namely Mg), Blz. DA
159 [#75] (HS, D) (without distinguishing between this etymon and N
*k ''''uyrV 'wood [Holz], log').
1129. *k''''a4 444rV 'tie' (‘ 'rope'); to tie'' > K *k'ar-/*k'r- v. 'tie together ,
sew' >  G k'ar-/k'r- 'tie together' (Chx: '[zusammen]binden, fesseln'), Mg
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k'‰r-, *k'ir-, Lz *k'or-, k'ir- 'tie together', G k'er-, Sv c7'ar-/c7'r- v. 'sew' ¶¶ K
1O6, K DE 359, FS K 169-7O, FS E 185 || HS: S *°karr- >  Ar karr- ' r o p e '
 WS *√k'rn v. 'attach sth. to, bind together' >  Ar √qrn G  id., {Hv.}
'conjoin (sth. with), couple (two horses)', {BK} 'atteler (p. ex., deux
chameaux ensemble avec une corde)', Tgr √k'rn (pf. k'ArAnA) v. ' couple
under the yoke, zu zweit anjochen', Tgy √k'Wrn (pf. k'WArAnA) v. ' b i nd
two things together', Amh kWarAn1n 1A  'shackle', Gz ?astak'Wa2rana v. ' b i nd
in pairs'; EthS ı Bln {R} k5arån- 'einjochen die Ochsen, ane inander
binden', Sa {R} √k'rn (sbjn. e≤k5run, p. ≥o-k5ronå) 'einjochen d ie
Ochsen zum Pflügen' ¶ BK II 726-7, 879, Hv. 6O2, 648, L G 442, R WB
243, R S II 237, LH 242-3  B *√qrw (>  *√Œrw) >  Ah aŒraw
'cordelette', ? Zng {Nic.} t-Œarr-´k 'j’enveloppe' ¶ Fc. 1778, Nic. 284 ||
IE: NaIE *k8er- 'cord, thread in a weft', v. 'plait, conjoin' ({P} 'Schnur ,
Gewebefaden; flechten, knüpfen') >  Arm sari-˚saRi-k≈ 'cord, band ,
rope, sinew' (<  *k8ôreya2), sard saRd / gen. sardi saRdi (<  *k8r=ti)
'spider' »» Gk kai6roß (<  *k8ôryo-s) 'the row of thrums in the loom ( t o
which the threads of the warp are attached)', kairo1v 'I make fast t h e
threads of the warp' »» ? OI s1r=n$khala2 'chain, fetter' ¶ WP I 4O9, P 5 7 7 -
8, F I 756, M K III 368-9, MW 1O57, Slt. 33O-1 || U: FU {UEW} *ka4re v.
'tie, bind, tie with string' >  Mk ka4rks 'garland, row, cord', Er {Rv.} ker1ks
'Bund, Aufgefädeltes', {ERV} 'bunch (of beads, ring-shaped cracknels) ' »
Chr H {Wc.} kera4- v. 'thread a needle, string (beads)' » pLp {Lr.} *ke2re2
'thread, cord' (>  'catch with a cord') >  Lp N {N} gierre 'a twist
(twisted cord\rope)' (= {Fri.} 'snur, tvind'), S {Hs.} d. gie4restakke
'Laufschlinge (z. B. an einem Lasso)', L {LLO} d. kierastit 'mit d e m
Fangleine\Lasso einfangen' » ?? BF: F, Es ka4a4ri- v. 'wrap', Krl ke¢a4ri¢e
'bunch' (adduced by IS with an assumption of a secondary lengthening
*a4 >  BF *a4∏ [Jn. in a p.c. rejects the BF cognate]) » possibly also Z go≥ro≥d
g‰r‰d and Vt gerd gerd 'knot' »» ObU *kïr- >  pVg *kïr- 'einflechten' >
Vg: T/LK/MK/UL/Ss ke2r-, UK/P ke2r-/ke2r- id., T ke2ra4∏y- ± ka4ra4∏y- id.; pOs
{Ht.} *kir- > Os: V/Vy kir- 'put on shoes', D/O kir-, Nz/Kz kiÆr- v. ' sew' ,
V/Vy ka4r´nt´G´l- 'put on shoes'; amb: V ka4rt-, Ty ka$rt- 'sew' (cp. N
*keÂtV 'to tie, [?] to plait') » Hg ∆ ku4r- ± ku4∏r- ± ker- ±  ko4r- 'e injochen,
in das Joch spannen' ¶ UEW 139-4O (does not mention the BF and Lp
cognates), Lr. #428, Lgc. #2439, N II 98, Fri. 223, Hs. 598, LLO 217, MF
38O-1, Ht. #31O, LG 142 ¶ Prm *ka4rt- v. 'tie together' (>  Z ko≥rtav-
ny, Vt kerttyny) [which UEW mentions as belonging here] may b e
alternatively explained as going back to N *keÂtV '⇑ ' (q.v.) || ? D ( i n
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McTm) *karÀr À- 'bundle' >  Tm kar3r 3ai  'collection (as of hair), bundle ( a s
of straw, grass)', Ml kar3r3a 'bundle (as of grass), sheaf of corn'; the D
cognate is valid unless its ancient form is *kanÀt ÀtÀ- = *kan Àr ÀrÀ- ( a s
supposed by An. on the ev. of Kn kante 'bundle'; IS tentatively ties i n
the Kn word by assuming that in goes back to *karÀ-nt-) ¶ D #14OO, An.
SG 129 || A: T *Ka4ra4m or *Kera4m 'rope' >  Bsh kira4m 'flat strap, r o p e
(used to climb boughless trees)', Blgh *ka4ra 4m >  Chv kar¥m 'snare m a d e
of ropes'; Blgh ı Chr k!erem 'rope'; IS and SDM97 tried to adduce h e r e
T *ka 4r-  'stretch, spread out' (supposing that the original meaning of t h e
verb was 'strain' “ *'tie tightly'), which is unc. on semantic grounds; a n
additional obstacle is its initial cns. *k… in *k…a4r- (>  Osm/Az *g- in ger-)
instead of the expected fortis *kæ- ¶ Chv kar¥m suggests *a4 in the f irs t
syll. (*Ka4ra4m), while Bsh kira4m points to a pT *e (*Kera4m) 4; the p rob lem
needs resolving ¶ Ash. VI 94, Rs. TschL 98, BR 263, Cl. 735, Jeg. 9O, Rs.
W 254  M *keru4- ({DQA} *kere-) v. 'attach, tie, bind' >  WrM keru4-,
HlM x´r´-  id., 'weave', Kl k´r-  'tie together' ¶ MED 458, KW 227, KRS
296  Tg *xerke- v. 'tie together' > Ewk ‰rk‰- id., Nn Nh/B x‰rk‰- v. ' t i e
around', Ul x‰rk‰- v. 'wrap' ¶ STM 369-7O  pKo {S} *k´2⁄r- 'hang o n ,
put on sth.' > MKo k´2⁄r-t≈i!- id., NKo k´2⁄l- id.. k´2⁄lc>≈i- id., 'spread out' ¶
S QK 578, Nam 38, MLC 97, 1OO  pJ {S} *ka~ra~m- v. 'wind around, cling
to' >  OJ ka~ra~m-, J: T/Kg kara!m-, K ka!ra!m- ¶ S QJ #53, Mr. 7O4 ¶¶ KW
227, ≠ Rm. SKE 1O4 (connects Ko k´⁄r+l- 'hook on, fasten' with M kere-
), DQA #771 (A *ke~ra 'bind, wind around'; incl. M, J) ˚ IS I 321 [#197]
˚ Gr. I #421 (*kir 'weave' (A, J, Ai + unc. EA +  err. IE *kert- 'plait').
113O. *k''''áÂV (or *k''''ÉÂV) 'horn' >  HS: S ≤k'aran- 'horn' >  Hb Nr3q3
≤k'ErEn 'horn', du. µMi%n@r6q@ k'ar≤nayim, pl. (with secondary [derived]
meanings of the noun) t&nr1q^ k'´ra2≤no2t3, SmHb ≤qÕr´n, pl. cs. qÕ≤rÕni, Ph,
Ug k5rn, Amr {G} k'arnum, JA [Trg.] Nr@q^ k5´≤ran, em. an!r^q@ k5ar≤n-a2,
JEA an!r^q@ k5ar≤n-a2, Sr 'ñorœa k5ar≤n-a2, abs. ˆreœ k5´≤rEn, Ar ˆr0Qa qarn-,
Gz k'arn, Mh k'o2n (pl. k'‰ru2n), Hrs k'o2n (pl. k'‰ro2n), Jb E/C k'un (pl. ≤k'e≤run),
Ak k5arnu(m) 'horn' ¶ KB 1O67-8, A #2456, OLS 372, Lv. T II 389, Js .
1423, Sl. 1O44-5, BK II 727, G A 29, Sd. 9O4, L G 442, Jo. M 236, Jo. H
77, Jo. J 149, MiK I #1.168  Eg NK kr.ty '(two) horns' ¶ EG V 134 
NrOm: Kf {C} k5aro2, Mch {L} k'a!ro, Anf {MYTY} k'aro 'horn', as well a s
possibly Shn {Lm.} k'alla~ and Ym {Wdk.} ka~la@ id. ¶ Lm. Sh 338, C SE IV
488, L M 48, MYTY 118, Wdk. BY 127 || K *°kr- 'horn' (× K *rka- ' h o r n '
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< N *rVk[Ë?]V '∈ horn') > Zan *kr-a > Lz kra, ka, Mg {Q} ka, {Brs.} -kra
(written with an Abkhazian article a- as a-kra); more ancient f o r m s
are discernible in a derived verb: Lz n-kin- ≠ n-kir- v. 'butt' a n d
possibly (with a semantic change) Mg kirin- v. 'wave, wave sth. against
so. (vzmaxivat∆ , zamaxivat∆så)'; but G karassa 'horn of ibex', Sv UB
{GP, TK} ka4ra4Xs, {TK} karaXs, L {TK} keraXs id., 'small horn for dr inking '
are likely to be loans from Gk ke1raß 'horn' ¶ Q 341, Brs. 74, ≠ K 157-8 ,
DCh. 1327, Ni. s.v. rog` , GP 266, TK 78O ¶ The deglottalization of t h e
initial *k'- still defies explanation || IE: NaIE *k8er-, *k8er-w/u-, *k8er-´s-
'horn' >  Av sru2-, srva2- 'horn' »» Gk ke1raß, Gk Ep gen. ke1raoß id., Gk
Mc ke-ra 'horn (material)', ke-ra-yo 'made of horn', Gk kory1ptv
'butt with corns' »» Tc B karse  '≈  deer, stag' (< ≈ *kr=so- 'horned o n e ' )
 Ht kara2war 'horn(s), antler(s)', Lw {EI} zarwani(ya)- 'of h o r n '
 IE *k8r=no-, *k8orn- 'horn' > L cornu2 id. »» Clt: OIr corn 'corne à boi re ,
trompette, cor', ? cern 'récipient (d’une certaine capacité', Brtt {RE} ¿
*kornos  'horn' > MW, W, Crn corn, Br korn 'horn', OBr [g] corn ;
"scypho"; Gl [Hs.] ka1rnon : th`n sa1lpigga accus. 'war- t rompet ' (the I r
and Brtt words may be loans from L, but the r o o t   in Gl points to i t s
original presence in Clt) »» Gmc: ORu accus. horna, Gt hau1rn, ON,
NNr, Sw, Dn, OHG, AS horn, NHG Horn 'horn', NE horn »»  pSl *sÁrna
'chamois' >  RChS sr5na srËna, OR s6rna sÁrna, R ≤serna, U k
ser≤na, Blg s`r≤na, McdS srna, SCr, Slv sr!na, Cz srna, P sarna
id. »» OI s1r=n$ga-m 'horn'  HrLw {Melch.} zurni 'horn' ¶¶ P 574-7, EI
272-3 (*k8er- Ï *k8r=nom, *≤k8erh=€(s) 'horn'), ≠ EI 273 (*≤k8oru ' h o r n '
instead of 'horned animal', see  N *K ''''ÉÂu 6666  'deer, roe'), M K III 369-7O, F I
825-7, WH I 276, Vn. C  76, 21O, RE 1O5, Fs. 251, Vr. 249, Fs. 251, Ho.
17O, Kb. 479, Schz. 16, KM 316-7, Vs. III 6O9, Glh. 577, Ad. 145, Nsb.
∀ν, Pv. IV 77-9, Iv. SA 162  ˚  IS I 35O [#227] (IE, K, HS + •÷ [with a
query] U: BF *kïrek 'occiput, crown of the head') ˚  *-n- in IE *k8er-n-
and in S *≤k'aran- go back to the N genitive postposition *nu  (q.v.) (>
the IE marker of oblique cases *-n- in the so-called IE heteroclisis, w
Ptrs. H 5-7: IE nom. *k8oru, gen. *k8er-≤n-es) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #2O2 (*ker
'head') (IE, Ai kirawe  'horns' + unc. CK).
1131. *k''''a 4 444rV(-k''''a) (= *k''''a 4 444rË(-k ''''a)?) 'small stone' >  HS: C: EC: p O r
{Bl.} *k'irr- 'gravel, small stone' > Or c7'i!rr-ac7c7a {Grg.} 'coarse sand', {Bl.}
'small stone(s)', Kns qi!rr-itta 'small stone', qi!rr-a 'gravel' »» ?? Ag
*kVÒ´N 'stone' >  Bln/Xm/Q {R} kriN id. ¶ Bl. 198, R WB 227, Grg. 8 4
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|| K: GZ *k'urk'a- >  G k'urk'a- 'stone of a fruit', Lz k'urk'a id., 'grain' ¶ K2
1O4, DCh. 636 || IE: NaIE *k8orka2 'gravel' >  OI ≤s1arkara2 f. 'gr i t ,
pebbles, gravel', OI Ep s1arkara >  Pali sakkhara2-, Prkr sakara-,
Hindi sakkar 'granulated sugar' (an InA source ı Gk sa1kcar(on),
NPrs rk$ s7a4(k)ka4r, Ar sukkar- 'sugar', and the words for 'sugar' in t h e
European langages [It zucchero, NHG Zucker, Fr sucre, NE
sugar, R ≤saxar, etc.]) »» Gk kro1kh, kroka1lai ' abgerunde te r
Kieselstein am Meeresufer' ¶ P 615, M K III 3O8-9, M E II 618-9, Vl. II 4 9 -
O, Sg. 752, Ch. 985, F II 22, BK I 1114 || D *karVc>- ({†GS} *g-) 'gravel' >
Kn garasu, garusu, Tl garusu id., Tu karn$kallu id., 'hard s a n d '
¶¶ D #126O ˚  K *-u- is puzzling (mt.: GZ *k'urk'a- < *k''''a 4 444rË-k ''''a?). D *-r-
(regularly from a cns. cluster with N *r ) needs explaining.
1132. (€?) *K''''áÂV ≈ '∈ pod, fruit of a leguminous plant' >  HS: WS
*k'VrVT'- id. >  Sr '†oraœe k5Erat5≤t5-a2 'fruit of the locust or carob tree'; S
ı Gk kera1tia, keratvni1a 'carob tree'; Ar 7UraQa qaraÎœ- 'fruit of acacia ' ,
OYmn k5rT5 ({Slw.} qaraÎœ-) 'Acacia arabica and its leaves', Tgr {LH}
kArAs' 'Acacia etbaica, Acacia mellifera', Tgy kArAs' '∈ mittelgroßer
Baum Osyris abyssinica', ??σ SmA yrq k5rt5 'grass'  ¶ Br. 694, JPS 5 1 8 ,
PS 3742, BK II 716, Ln. 2517, Slw. 177, LH 245, Tal 799  Ch: WCh: Fy
{J} kerem 'bean(s)' »» ECh: Kwn ki~rï, Ke kï!ri!, Jg gi!r(k) id. ¶ ChC, Eb. 7 1
|| IE: NaIE *k8ik8er- 'pea(s)' >  Arm sise®n siser2n 'chick-pea' »» L
cicer id. »» Gk krio1ß id. (P: <  *kikrio1ß) »» Mcd [Hs.] ki1kerroi 'birds’
pease (Lathyrus ochrus)' »» pAl {O} *cera2 > Al thjerre4 'lentils' ( f r o m
the original IE unreduplicated variant *k8er- or with loss o f
reduplication: *k8ik8er- > **k8k8er > *k8er-?); × IE *k8er- v. 'grow' (see  N ??
*K ''''ÉÂV  'grow, be[come] big') ¶ P 598, ≠ F II 21-2 (krio1ß 'chick-pea' “
krio1ß 'ram'), WH I 212, Slt. 331-2, O 479, EI 1O6 (*k8ik8er- 'chick-pea' ≠
'garbanza'), 248-9 (Al thjerre4 < IE *k8er- 'grow') || ?σ A *Ke+a4rtVmV
>  T *Ke+a4rtma4+e 'pear '  >  MQp [CC] kertme 'pear', [AH] 'elma', QrB
kertme, Nog kertpe 'pear', Qmq gertme 'wild pear (Holzbirne)'; T ı
OHg ≥XV, Hg ko4rte, OHg ≥XI, Hg ko4rtve1ly 'pear'; ?? Tk ∆ g1a4rma4s7ik
'red dogwood, Cornus sanguinea' ¶ Rs. W 257, Grøn. 141, Rl. II 11O5,
NogR 163, RKB 127, EWU 822  ?φ  M: WrO kedme(n), Kl kedmn,
{Rm.} kedmn= 'pear' (“  T?) ¶ KW 222, Krg. 718, KRS 288  pJ {S}
*ku~(n)ta~m‰~n‰~ 'fruit' > OJ ku~da~mo~no~, J: T kuda!mono, K ku!da!mo~no~, Kg
kudamono! ¶ S QJ #11O1, Mr. 461 ¶¶ KW 222 (T, M), ≈ DQA # 8 3 6
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*ki\o~rte~me 'pear, fruit' ˚  Sem. *-T'- and A *-tVmV may go back to t h e
second part of composite nouns ˚  AD NM #61; S CNM 11 (÷÷  NrCs).
The A cognate is acceptable if the semantic change 'leguminous p lan t '
‘  'fruit, pear' is attested in other lgs.
1133. (€?) *K''''ÉÂu6666 'deer, roe' >  IE: NaIE *k8erwo-/*k8rwo- 'deer' ( a n d
d.: *k8erw-a2 'female deer') >  L cervus 'deer, stag', cerva ' female
deer' »» W carw 'stag', Crn carow, MBr {Ern.} caru, Br {P} karo
'deer' (<  *k8r=wo-, {EI} *k8eru) »» Gmc {Vr.} *herutaz > ON hjo<rtr, AS
heorot, OSx hirot 'deer, stag', OHG hiruÔ {Kb.} 'red deer' »» Blt
*s7irvis >  Pru sirwis 'roe' ({En.} 'stirna')  and a loanword: F hirvi
'deer, elk'  NaIE *k8erwa2 'female deer' was borrowed by BSl from a
centum-lge. (acc. to Trubachev, Clt) with a semantic change ' female
deer' ‘ 'cow', whence Sl *ko¡rva 'cow' (>  ChS krava krava, Blg
≤krava, SCr kraàva, Slv kra!va, Cz kra1va, Slk krava, P krowa, R,
Uk ko≤rova) and Blt: Pru curwis 'ox' and Lt ka!rve$ 'cow' (wi th
replacement of *-a by the Lt female-marking sx. -e$) ¶ ≈ P 576-7 and ≈
WH I 2O8 (both dictionaries derive the stem from *k8e/or- 'horn'), ≈ EI
273 (*koru  'horn' - instead of 'deer, horned animal'), Vr. 234, Kb. 4 7 1 ,
Ern. 1OO, YGM-1 77, En. 199, 248, ESSJ XI 1O6-112, Glh. 345-6, Frn.
225 || A: Tg *xirun 'wild deer' > Nn Nh siru%, Ul {Sun.} sIrU(n-), Orc iyu,
Neg iyun, WrMc iren id., Ewk Skh/Urm/Chmk iru2n, Ewk O / T k m / U r m
ir‰2 id., 'male elk'; Tg *xirki > Ewk irki 'wild deer, Ud sigisa
'Manchurian deer' ¶ STM I 327-8, Sun. UJ 234 ¶¶ ≠ DQA #1O61 ( e r r .
comparison of Tg with T *k[æ]or1î 'lamb' & M *quri-9an id.) || ? U: FU:
Prm: Z ko≥r k‰r (/ k‰ry-), Yz {Lt. “ Gn.} ko$r 'deer' (unless this is a loan
from Ne O Xora 'male animal, male wild reindeer', as suggested by Rd.
[UEW 168-9], see N *koyÂV  'male animal') ¶ LG 141, Lt. KY 129.
1134. ?? € *K ''''ÉÂV  'grow, be(come) big' > HS: ?µ B **√mk'r >  *√mŒr
'be(come) big' (× N *m{a}K''''VÂV 'big, long') >  Ah √mŒr (pf. imŒar)
'be big', Kb √mŒr (in geminated forms mVqqWVr) 'be/become big '
(imv. imŒurœ ≠ umŒurœ, pf. m´qqW´r), Izd √mŒr 'croître, grandir ' ,
mqqor 'grandir', Gh ´mŒ´r 'be big', m´qq´r 'big', Gd {Lf.} m´qqur 'be big '
¶ Mrc. 13O, Fc. 1235-8, Dl. 5O8 ¶ pre-B *√mk'r ÿ **√k'r || IE: NaIE
*k8er- v. 'grow, make grow, breed, feed' >  Arm serem seR(-em) v.
'breed, beget', serim seRim  'be born, grow' »» ?σ: Gk aor. ]eko1resa / f t .
kore1-sv 'sate, satiate', ko1roß one’s fill, satiety, Sättigung' »» L Cere2s, -
eris 'goddess of fertile land', Cerus manus 'creator bonus' (-r- i n
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the OL spelling stands for -rr- <  *-rs-), L pro-ce2rus 'tall' (“ ' g rown
upwards'), crea2- v. 'produce, create', cre2-sc- v. 'grow' »» ON hirsi,
OHG hirso (<  *k8ers-ion-), hirsi, hirsa,  NHG Hirse 'millet' »» Lt
s7eriu~ / s7e!rti v. 'feed, fodder', paﬁs7aras 'fodder, forage' »» ?? pAl
{O} *cera2 > Al thjerre4 'lentils' (×  N *K''''áÂV '≈  ∈ pod, fruit of a
leguminous plant', q.v.)  *korwo- 'adolescens' >  Gk *ko1rwoß >  Gk A
ko1roß, Gk Hm/I ku1roß, Gk D kv1roß 'adolescens', Gk Mc ko-wo 'boy' »»
Irn: Krd kur 'son' ¶ P 577, WH I 2O4-6, F I 218-9, Vr. 229, Kb. 47O-1,
OsS 4O2, KM 311, Frn. 975, Slt. 265-6, O 479, EI 248-9 (*k8er- ' g row' ) ,
656 (? *korwo-s  'youth') || AdS  of D (in SD) *kir`-a- 'old (aged)' (<  N
*kir 1111Óa 'old' [q.v.]) ˚  Highly qu. Valid unless B *√mŒr goes b a c k
exclusively to N *m{a}K ''''VÂV 'big, long' (q.v.).
1135. *K''''ÉÂV (=  *K''''ÉÂË?) 'hair' >  HS: S: Gz k'´rn´b ≠ k'arn´b ≠
k'arnab, Tgy k'´rn´b 'eye-lash, eye-lid' ¶ L G 442 || IE: NaIE *k8er- 'hair' >
Gmc {Vr.} *xa2ra 'hair' > ON ha1r, NNr, Dn, Sw haºr, Dt haar, OSx, OHG
ha2r, NHG Haar, OFrs he2r, AS hA2r, NE hair »» Lt s7eryﬁs 'br ist le ,
animal’s hair', ∆ s7iryﬁs 'hair', Ltv sars  (usually pl. sari) 'bristle, ha i r
of horse’s mane\tail; mane, hair', Lt s7e!r-ti-s (prs. s7eriu!os), Ltv
se2rtie^s 'to lose one’s hair'; Blt *s7arya > F harja 'bristle' »» ???φ t h e
second part (*s1ala-) of OI ka≤pucchalam 'tuft of hair on the h ind
part of the head' (cd. with *kaput-  'head') (×  N *K''''e 6 666la 'stalk, a hair'?) ¶
≈ WP I 427, ≈ P 583, M K I 156-7, Vr. 21O, Vr. N 229, Schz. 16O, Ho.
145, Ho. S 31, Kb. 434, KM 278, Frn. 973, ≈ EI 252 (*k8er(es)- '≈  ( r o u g h )
hair, bristle') || A: T *kæu4rk 'fur' > OT, MQp XIII, [CC] XIV ku4rk id., Chg
XV ku4rk 'fur, wool', Tk ku4rk id., Ggz, Az, CrTt {Rl.} ku4rk 'fur coat', T k m
∆ ku4rk 'sheepskin coat', Chv ke€re€k kÁrÁk, ∆ kÁºrÁºk 'fur coat' ¶ Cl. 7 4 1 ,
Rs. W 311, ET KQ 148-9, TL 475-6, Dr. TM III #1628, Rl. II 1457-9, Ash.
VII 288, ≈ Jeg. 1O8 ˚  Identical with N *k''''a4 444rV 'tie' (‘ 'rope'); to t i e '
(q.v.)? ˚  T *u4 may be due to the labializing effect of the N labialized
vw. *Ë  of the next syll.
1136. (€?) *K ''''irV  'edge, end, (?) bank (Ufer)' >  HS: Eg N k5r 'end ( o f
a book)', DEg k5r >  Cpt kro kro , kra kra, xro k˙ro 'bank (Ufer)' ¶
EG V 58, Vc. 85  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *k'Vr- v. 'finish' > Hs k'a2!Re~ v. ' comple te ,
finish', Buli {ChL} kYeru v. 'finish' »» ECh: Kwn {J} kÄ!r id. ¶ Abr. H 4 8 6 ,
Stl. ZCh 213 [#631], ChC, ChL, ≠  Sk. HCD 166 || A *kæîr{a} ≠ *kira >  T:
[1] T *Kir >  Chv xÁr- (+ppa. of 3s: xÁr-Á, xÁrr-i) 'bank of a river, edge
of a forest'; [2] T *Kîr (= *k…îr?) '≈  edge, border' (× N *K''''irÓV ' t o p ,
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summit, crown [of the head]' [q.v.] × N *kur[Vh]V 'hill, moun ta in '
[q.v.] × ?? N *goÂ÷V  '≈ hill, [small?] mountain') > OT QU {Cl.} qîr ' d a m ' ,
OT {Rs.} qîr '(river)bank, dam', Ln qîy, Uz qir 'bank of river\lake', VTt,
Bsh q¥r, Qmq ∆ Xîr, Qq qîr 'edge, facet (gran∆ , rebro )', Tv qîr id.,
'side (of a solid)', Qzq, Qrg qîr 'edge, facet', Alt qîr id., 'river-bank', Xk
Xîr 'edge, river-bank', Tlt/Sg {Rl.} qîr 'edge' ('Ecke, Kante'), QK {B} qîr
'edge, high bank', ET 'slope, hilly steppe, edge', {Nj.} qir ' boundary
(between plots of land), edge (as of a table)', StAlt qîr, Xk Xîr ' edge
(kraj , gran∆)'  [3] NaT *Kîrîg > Qmq qîrîy 'edge (kraj)', Sg Xîrî˝, Xk
xri Xri, Yk kîrî∏ id., 'river-bank', Qrg qîru2, ? Chv xÁrÁ 'edge (kraj ,
kromka)', VTt q¥r¥y 'edge, facet'  [4] NaT *kæîrga2g 'edge' >  OT [MhK]
qîr˝a˝  'the selvages of a garment and its edge', OT Og [MhK] qîraX, Az
gyrag 9îra˝, Tk kIrak, kIran, Xlj qîra2˝, ET qi(r)˝aq, ∆ {Jr.}
qîr˝aq, Ln qîyaq, Uz qiÆr˝åq 'edge, bank', Tkm 9îra id., 'sea-shore', U z
qirra 'edge, facet', Tv Xîra 'a margin (kajma ) (made of bone or me ta l )
of the saddle pommel', qîrî 'side (of a solid), facet'; T ı M: WrM
kirqa9 'border, edge', as well as possibly Mnr H {SM} c1æiri¢e2 ' b o r d ,
limite' and {T} c7ire2 'edge, brim of a hat' ¶ Cl. 641, 653, DTS 445, ET Q
225-7, 242-4, TL 95, Md. 7O, 168 (*k…È⋅rV 'edge'), Jeg. 299, Fed. II 3 4 4 ,
TkR 233, Nj. 623, Sht. 275, Jud. 493, BT 1O5, B DK 23O, B DLT 175, B
DChT 134, DT 172, TvR 278-9, 5OO, MED 47O, 473, KW 232, Rs. W 2 6 5 -
6, Rl. II 732-3, Br. MT 155, DTS 445, TatR 31O, BR 358, KrkR 428, BIG
3OO, Hüs. 92, JakR 211, SM 458, T 38O ¶ T *kæîrga2g has the expected
initial *kæ-, while in *kîr the lenis *k- (evidenced by Tv q-) still defies
explanation  M *°kira >  [1] WrM kira, HlM xår 'slope; a s t r ip
(usually of horn) attached to the front and rear edges of the saddle '
(homonymous with kira, xår 'summit\ridge of a mountain', w N
*K ''''iÂÓV  '⇑ '); M ı  Tg: Ewk kira, Oc kia ≠ kiya, Ud {Shn.} k‰a4, {Krm.}
ka4∏, Ul, Ork, Nn qIra 'edge', Lm qIr¥˝ ≠ qIr¥n id.; [2] WrM kirbegele-
v. 'trim, border; furnish with a hem or fringe' ¶ MED 47O-1, STM I 3 9 7
¶¶ DQA #99O (A *kæa2~re 'edge'; incl. T, M) || ?σ D (in SD) *kirÀ- ({†GS}
*k-) >  Ml kir3i 'corner of the mouth', Kdg kiri 'lip' ¶ D #1591 ˚
Hardly here K *ûqur- 'edge' ([to my mind]“  K *ûqur- 'ear') ¶¶ K 213, FS K
374-5, FS E 42O.
1137. *K''''or{a} (or *K''''oÂa and *{K''''}oru 4444?) 'to flay, to bark', ' b a r k ,
crust' >  HS **k'{u}rm, **k'ur-: CS *√k'rm v. 'bark; crust' >  Ar √qrm v. G
'bark (a tree)', qarm-at- 'morceau de peau enlevé par incision du n e z
d’un chameau', MHb Murq% k5´≤ru2m 'crust, membrane', JA am1r!q^
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k5´ra2≤ma2 'skin, membrane', {Lv.} 'Haut, Kruste', JEA {Sl.} k5´ra2≤ma2
'membrane, thin skin', Sr 'µoroœ k´ra2≤m-a2, abs. ˜roœ k5´≤ra2m 'layer \
plate \ covering (of metal, wood, skin), bed-spread'   (× N *K''''uÂm{E}
'to cover'): BHb √k'rm  G 'cover above' (of skin, with skin), JA √k'rm G
'overlay, cover (as skin)', Sr √k'rm v. G  'overlay, plate, encrust' ¶ Lv.
IV 381, Js. 1414,1421, Sl. 1O43-4, BK II 723-4, Hv. 6O1, KB 1O67, Br.
696, JPS 52O  B *-Œurm-/*-Œru2m- 'crust' >  Ah a-Œrum 'crust o f
bread', t´-Œormit 'thick crust (of a wound)', Tz {Stm.}, Tmz {MT} a-
Œrum, Kb {Dl.} pl. i-ŒW´rm-an 'bread' (“  *'crust of bread') ¶ Fc. 1 7 5 8 ,
Stm. 16O, MT 2O3-4, Dl. 626-7  Ch {JS} *√kWr 'skin' >  WCh: SBc
{Sh.}: Kir kWa2r, Tala, Buli ku2r, Wnd kur id., Plc {ChL} ko~ri^ 'bark' (×  N
*k''''oÂup''''V ≠ *k''''aÂup''''V 'bark of trees' [∈?], 'skin') » NrBc: P’ {Grgs.}
kurri 'skin (of human body)' » Hs k'i!Rgi~ 'untanned ox-hide' »» ECh:
EDng {Fd.} kurgumne 'outre en cuir pour transporter le mil'; ?? Smr {J}
ga~re!, ga2~re!, Nd D {J} g‰@re! 'skin' ¶ JS 231, JI II 296-7, Fd. 3O6, Ba. 6O9 ¶ ¶
But Bj {R} ≤kW´rbe ({∫R} ku" !rbe) 'skin (Haut)' (R WBd 245) is b e t t e r
explained as going back to N *k''''oÂup''''V ≠ *k''''aÂup''''V '⇑ ' || IE: [1] Sl
*kora 'bark' (× N *k''''ayerV '∈ bark, film') >  OCS kora kora, Blg, R
ko≤ra, SCr koàra, Slv ko!ra, Cz kuºra, P kora 'bark'; [2] ?? IE (× N
*kËÂcV 'scales, bark'): Ht kursa/i-  'skin, fleece, hide'  NaIE *krus-
'crust' (ffd. see N *kËÂcV ) ¶¶ Pv. IV 27O-5, Ts. E I 656-7, ≈  WH I 2 9 5 -
7, Pln. II 69O, ≈  EI 112-3, Kb. 8O3, ESSJ XI 44-5, Glh. 332-3 ¶¶ The
presence of the consonant *s suggests the importance of t h e
etymological ties of Ht kursa and NaIE *krus- with N *kËÂcV || U
*kora- v. 'flay, skin' > ObU {Ht.} *ko"r- >  pVg {Ht.} *kO"r- >  Vg: T kor-, LK
xWaºr-, xor-, MK kWaºr-, LL kWar-≠kWa2r-, P kWor´t- v. 'peel, flay (schälen,
enthauten)'; pOs {Ht.} *ko"r- > Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y qo"r-, D/K/Nz/Kz/O Xo"r- v.
'flay, bark'  ?φ  Sm {Jn.} *kÈraº-, {Hl.} *kÈra- v. 'flay' >  Ne T xyra(-
s∆), Ne O xÈr;a2-, Ne F kÈrr´-, Slq Tz {KKIH} ki£rÈ-, Kms {KD} kæ‰ºr;´"l!im,
{Cs.} khirl!im, Koyb {Sp.} 3s kyrle, Mt {Hl.} *k[i]r´- v. 'flay' (Mt M
{Sp.} kr¡åm` 'I flay')  Y: OY K {Bil.} char, Y K {IN} xaar qa2r ' sk in ' ,
{Ang. “ Jc.} Xar ≠ (?) Xa2r 'Balg, Fell, Haut' ¶¶ Coll. 26, UEW 184, Ht .
#3O6, Stn. D 542, Jn. 69, KKIH 117, Hl. M #495, IN 332, IN RJ s.v.
koqa , Ang. 252, ≈ Rd. UJ 46 [#66] (Y π U) || A: NaT *°Ko4[:]ru4- >  O s m
{Rl.} ko4ru4- v. 'die Haut abnehmen, abkratzen' ¶ Rl. II 1252 ¶ But T
*kæo4∏ru4k 'bellows' (> OT ko4ru4k, Tkm ko4∏ru4k, Yk ku4¢o4rt, etc., see  ET KQ 1 1 8 )
is either akin with or borrowed from M *ko4Gerge 'bellows' (> WrM
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ko4gerge, HlM xøørøg, see  MED 48O)  M *ko4ru4-su4n 'bark, peel ,
rind' >  MM [S] korisu = ko4ru4su4 'skin, uppermost stratum of ea r th ' ,
WrM ko4ru4-su4n, HlM xo≥rs(o≥n) id., 'peel, rind', Kl ko4rsn= 'bark, h a r d
crust, skin' ¶  H 1O4, MED 491, KW 24O  Tg *xura-kta n. 'bark' >  Lm
Urt¥, Ud wakta, uakta, Ul Xoraqta ≠ XUraqta, Ork Xuraqta, Nn Nh/B
Xoraqta, ? WrMc uriXa 'film, membrane'; Tg *xura- vt. 'cover with
bark' > Lm Ura-, Ork Xura-la- ¶ STM II 282  ? pKo {S} *ku!r 'oyster' (“
'shell') >  MKo ku!r >  NKo kul ¶  S AJ 257 [#181]  ? J {S} *ku~ri! '≈
shellfish (and its shell)' >  OJ pama-guri >  ltOJ Fa~ma~-gu~ri ! >  J T hama!-
guri 'the shellfish Meretrix meretrix L.' ¶  S AJ 272 [#218] ¶¶ S AJ 3 8 .
128 [fn. 75], 291 [#441] (A *kæora- 'bark, shell'), ≈ DQA #1O92 (A
*kæi\u"~ru! 'bark, shell'; incl. M, Tg, Ko, J) ˚  NaT *°Ko4[:]ru4-, M *ko4ru4-su4n,
and (possibly) IE *krus- suggest a N etymon *{K''''}oru 4444, while U *kora, Sl
*kora, and Tg *xura-kta point to a N word *K''''oÂa . It is not yet clear if
these are two different N words or variants of the same word. But if *-u4-
in NaT *°Ko4[:]ru4- and M *ko4ru4-su4n goes back to a sx., a N etymon *K''''or{a}
may be the best rec.
1138. *k''''oru  (or *k''''oru 4444) 'bite, gnaw, chew, eat away' >  HS: (+ext.) CS
(or WS) *√k'rs6' >  Ar √qrÎ^œ (pf. ﬁaraQa qaraÎ^œa / ip. -qriÎ^œ-u) 'gnaw' ( o f
mice), Ug k5rs5 'bite', ?σ  Gz √k'rs6 ' 'lacerate, tear away' (semantic infl. o f
√k'rs' 'incise, scar'?) ¶ BK II 713, Ln. 2514-5, Hv. 598, OLS 373, L G
44O-1, 444 || IE: NaIE *kWeru- v. 'chew' >  OI ≤carvati 'grinds with
the teeth, chews' »» Gk [Hs.] py1rnoß : πvmo1ß 'morsel, bit' »» W pori v.
'graze, browse, eat, pasture', por≤fau v. 'pasture, graze' ¶ P 642, F II
63O-1, M K I 379, Fw. WE 49, YGM-1 366 ¶ IE *kWeru- v. 'chew' ×
*kWeru-  v. 'crush' (< N *k ''''ur[V÷]u 6666 'to hammer, to pound') || K: G k'ril-
'gnaw, make holes' (of woodworms) ¶ Chx. 631 || U: FU *ko+arV- v.
'bite' >  Prm *kurtc1- 'bite (ukusit∆ )' >  Z kur¢¢yny kurc1c1ÈnÈ, Vt
kurt¢yny kurtc1ÈnÈ » ?? Lp: OSw {LÖ} karva- 'rodere', Vfs {Lgc.}
gòa$ra$Æwaº˘sti 'beißen, schnappen' (going back to a FU root variant with
*a4 - probably due to vw. harmony) » ?? Chr kar- 'eat' (unless f r o m
*kac7k-, as supposed by UEW) »» Hg harap- v. 'bite, take a bite out o f
sth.' ¶ UEW 129 (rejects the Lp and Chr cognates), LG 147 || D {tr.}
*korÀ-, {GS} *kodÀ- v. 'bite, nibble' >  Tm kor3i v. 'nip off the husks o f
grain, nibble grain', Ml kor3ikka v. 'nibble (as a mouse); eat grains b y
nipping off the husk', Kn ko3uku, kor3aku, kur3uku, Tl kor3uku v.
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'bite, gnaw', Kdg kori-  'eat grain by cracking husk' (of rats), 'strike' ( o f
snakes), Tu ko∆al` v. 'gnaw' (as rats), Klm kork- v. 'bite, sting, nibble ' ,
Nkr kork- v. 'bite', Prj kork- v. 'cut with the teeth, gnaw, nibble', Gdb,
Gnd kork- v. 'gnaw', Knd ko®Àk- 'crush wuth the teeth, bite' ¶¶ D #2164 ,
GS 149 [#377] ˚  IS I 358 [#234] (IE - A; supposes that N *K'orÿ [sc.
{AD} N *K ''''o 6 666Â {É}] 'worm' is identical with the etymon in question).
1139. (€?) *K''''{o}rV 'rock, isolated mountain' >  HS: S *°k'u2r- >  Ar
(coll.) qu2r- Ï (sg.) Ar qa2r-at- 'knoll of a mountain, isolated hill ' ,
'colline isolée, énorme rocher isolé' (× N *k''''aÂ[V?]V 'point, rock, s t eep
mountain') ¶ BK II 833, Hv. 633 || A *kæËrV- >  NaT *kæorum ' rock(s ) ;
stones (fragments of rock)' (× ÿ *Kor- 'crumble, collapse' [> Tkm ∆
9or- id.]) > OT {Cl.} qorum  'a massive rock; pile of rocks', Xlj {DT} gurum
'Hügel, Anhöhe', ET ∆ {Jr.} qoram ± qoyam ± qura2m 'rock', Qzq ∆ qoru"m
'small stones', Qrg qorum 'pile of rocks (big rock stones); big s t one
(valun )', Alt, QK, Tb qorum 'fragments of rock (rossyp∆ )', Tv Xorum
id., 'burial mound', Tf hOrum 'rock', Xk Xorîm id., 'very big rocks ' ,
QK/Shor/Tlt {Rl.} qorum 'Bergsturz; das Geröll, das sich d u r c h
Einstürzen von Feldmassen gebildet hat' ¶ Cl. 66O, ET Q 8O-1, Ra. 19O,
Jr. 252, Jud. 4O9, BT 88, Rl. II 562, BIG 279, TvR 485, B DChT 129, B
DLT 166, DT 121  Tg *xure 'mountain' >  Ul xur‰(n-), Sln ur‰ id., O r k
xur‰(n-) 'mountain, wood(s)', Nn Nh Xur‰%:, Nn B Xur‰(n-), Nn KU ur‰%
id., Ewk ur‰ ± ur‰2 'mountain, mountain woods', Neg uy‰2 'mounta in ,
isolated hill (sopka )', Lm ur‰kç‰n id., 'stone' ¶ STM II 289, S AJ 2 1 2
[#79] ¶¶ DQA #1148 (A *kæori 'hill; embankment [nasyp∆], boundary ' ;
incl. T, Tg) || ? U: FP *kurV 'hill, steep slope' (× N *kur[Vh]V 'hill,
mountain', q.v. ffd.) || ? D *kurÀ- ({†GS} *k-) 'hilly country' (× N
*kur[Vh]V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ˚  There may have been other cognates, b u t
because of reg. phonetic changes in some descendant lgs. they
coalesced with reflexes of other N words. Namely, in lgs. that los t
certain vowel oppositions the reflexes of N *K''''{o}rV 'rock' may have
coalesced with those of N *k''''aÂ[V?]V 'point, rock, steep moun ta in '
(q.v.) .
114O. *K''''o 6 666Â{É}  (or *K ''''o 6 666Â[V]wÉ?) 'worm, maggot' > A: M *°qorV >  Kl
T {Rm.} Xor 'maggots of gadfly'; M *qoru-qay 'worm' >  MM [MA]
qora˝ay, [IM] qoru˝ay, WrM qoruqay, HlM xorxoj, Kl xorxa,
{Rm.} XorXa4∏ 'worm', MM [HI] qoroqay 'insect', [IsV] qor˝ay, WrO
XoroXoi ≠ XoroXai, Dx 9ugi, Dgr {T} Xor9o, Mnr {SM} Xor9òuï
'worm, insect' ¶ KW 187-8, Pp. MA 3O2, 445, MED 97O, T DnJ 116, T
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DgJ 177, SM 173, Krg. 283, Ms. H 9O, Lg. VMI 45  Tg *[x]u2re
'earthworm' >  Ewk u2r‰2, Neg, Ud uy‰ ¶ STM 289 ¶¶ S AJ 54, 282 [#224]
 T *k… u2rt 'worm' (× N *ku?rVt++++dV 'worm, parasitic insect', q.v. f fd . )
¶¶ ≈ DQA #1O69 (*kæi\o2!ro 'worm, gadfly'; incl. M, T) || U *°ku4rV >  Sm
{Jn.} *ku4r 'maggot, fly' >  Ng {Cs.} kir 'maggots in tainted meat', {Mik.}
kir 'fly', Kms {KD} s7u$r; 'worm', d. {KD} s7ur´"l!a2r, {Cs.} s7u4rea4r ' f ly ' ,
Koyb d. {Sp.} surusari, Mt {Hl.} d. *ku4ra4r(a4) 'fly' (Mt M {Sp.}
kurår`, kurårå id.) ¶ Jn. 79, Hl. M #6O5 || IE: NaIE (att. in Sl)
*°k[W]r=wi- 'worm' >  Sl *c7Á!rvÁ 'worm' >  OCS hr6v6 c7rÁvÁ, Blg
≤¢erev, SCr cr•v, Slv c7r•v, Cz, Slk c7erv, P czerw, OR, RChS h6rv6
c7ÁrvÁ, hr6v6 c7rÁvÁ, herv6 c7ervÁ, R ¢erv∆, Uk ¢erv ¶ ESSJ IV
171-2, ≈ Glh. 167-8 (unc.: Sl *c7Á!rvÁ < IE *kWer- 'make'), ≠ EI 649 (Sl
*c7ÁrvÁ < IE *kWr=mi-) || ?σ HS: ECh: Ll {Cp.} kara~ 'louse', Bdy ku!ra2~ne ' f lea
of fowls', Mkl {J} ku^ri!le~ 'larva of locust' (×  N *ku?rVt++++dV '⇑ ') »» WCh:
Hs k'wa^rk'wa!ta~ ≠ kwarkwa!ta~ 'louse' ¶ AlJ 92, 156, J LM 129, ChC, Ba.
69O, Abr. H 592 ˚  The Tg and T long vw. and *w  in IE (Sl) and Hs m a y
point to a N *-w-  (*K ''''o 6 666Â[V]wÉ) ˚  ≈ IS I 358 [#234] (*K'orÿ  'to gnaw;
worm': IE *kWr=mi-, A [M, as well as T *Ku2rt 'worm']). Cp. N *K''''uÂmV
'worm, insect', N *k''''{u 6 666}Â{÷V}dV ¬ *k''''u 6 666Ât''''V÷V 'stinging insect', N
*k''''iÂgV (or *k''''iÂk''''V) '∈ stinging insect', and N *k''''ÉÂé€VZ@@@@V ' ho rne t ,
wasp' (some of them originally connected as derived or c o m p o u n d
words?) .
1141. *k ''''urÉ(-c @@@@V)  'run, run away' > K  (+ext.) *°k'urc+c`Xl- >  G k'urcXl-
v. 'run away, race, gallop' ¶ Chx. 645-6 || IE: NaIE *kers- v. 'run' >  L
curro / cucurr° / cursum v. 'run' (curr(e)- < *kr=so-) »» Gk ]epi1-
kuroß 'assistent' (“ *'running to help') (-kuroß <  *korso-s ÷ L
cursus n. act. 'run') »» MW carrawc >  W † carrog 'torrent' »»
MHG hurren vi. 'to move quickly, to hasten' »» Lt karﬁs7ti ( p r s .
kars7iu~) 'to go quickly, to run' »» pTc {Ad.} *kwa4rsa4r > Tc B
kwarsa4r, A kursa4r {Ad.} 'league; course, path'  Ï NaIE *kr=so-s
'vehicle, chariot' >  L currus 'chariot' »» Clt: OIr carr 'vehicle ({Vn.}
'charette, fardier, camion, voiture'), MW carr, W car, OBr carr
'vehicle', Br karr 'voiture, char', Gl [ED] {Billy} ka1rroß, ka1rron 'char à
l’usage militaire' ı L carrus '∈ four-wheeled baggage-waggon' ¶ P
583-4, ≈ EI 491 (*k8ers- 'run' with unj. *k8-), WH I 215, F I 537-8, Vn. C
41-2, Flr. 97, YGM-1 77, Billy 44, Lx. 96, Frn. 224, Wn. 245, Ad. 234, Ad.
H 17 ¶¶ IE *kers- < pre-IE *k'eu\rs- with loss of a glide *u\ besore a sonan t
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|| U *°ku4+ir+Îe >  Sm {Jn.} *ku4r¥ 'run away, flee' >  En B {Cs.} 3s a o r .
simi^ 'er lief davon' (<  *ku4rw´-?), Ne T d. s√rmba€-s∆, T O {Lh.}
s1u$rmbòa2- v. 'run' (<  *ku4r´-mpV-), Ne F {Lh.} s7 !u˘rBa- id., ? Slq Nr {Cs.}
s7o1rmba 'es tropft, fließt', Kms {KD} s7u$rl!Em 'run' ¶ Jn. 79, Ter. 59O-1,
Cs. 132, KD 66 ¶¶ Not here F karata 'run away' (⇔  AD GD #166) ||
A: NaT *k[æ]u4ra4- v. 'run away, desert' >  OT ku4ra4- id., SbTt Tv/Tar ( =
Qurdaq, Turalï) {Rl.} ku4ra4- 'auseinanderlaufen, auseinanderfließen', Yk
ku4ra4∏- 'flee, go away', ku4ra4n- vi. 'run away, hide, avoid' ¶ Cl. 737, Rs. W
32O, ET KQ 146, DTS 238, Rl. II 1448-9, Pek. 1226, JkR 2O1  NKo
kIlk-  [kîk-] 'run away, escape' (of a criminal) ¶ Rm. SKE 115, Gale 1 2 6 ,
S QK #1112 ¶¶ Ewk koro- 'drive away' (< Tg *0kora-) (STM I 416) hardly
belongs here (because of Tg *k- and *o for the expected *x- and *u) ¶ ¶
≈ DQA #93O (A *kure 'to run, quick'; incl. T, Ko, Tg) ˚ ≈ Gr. II # 3 1 9
(IE, Sm, A. Ko, Ai, Gil + err. FU + qu. CK).
1142. *k''''u 6 666r{Ë} (= *k''''ur{Ë}?) 'foot, hoof' (‘  'hand') >  A {ADb.} *kæuru
>  Tg *xu3ru-n 'hoof' >  Ewk uru2n, Ork XU2rU2 'hoof (of a reindeer)', O r c
u2Nki, Ud u, Nn Nh Xo2ro2 ≠ Xo2roa%, Nn B Xoro(n-) 'hoof'; Tg *xuru ' handfu l '
> Ewk ur, uru2, Ud u2, Ul, Orc xUrU ≠ xUrU¢o, Nn xoro ¶ STM II 287-8  M
*quru˝u+an 'finger, toe' (“ 'hoof') >  MM [IM] qurGan, [IsV]
quru√un, [MA, LV] quru2n, WrM quru9un, HlM xuruu, Mnr H
{SM} Xuri, {Pot.} xur√, Mnr M {Pot.} kuru, MMgl [Z] quru2n, Mgl
{Rm.} quru2n, Dx {T} 9urun, Dg {T} qoro2 'finger, toe' ¶ MED 991, Pot. 4 1 7 ,
Pp. MA 312, 445, Pp. L III 63, Iw. 129, Rm. M 32, SM 185, T 378, T DgJ
3O, T DnJ 117 || IE: NaIE *kern-/*korn- (or *k8+korn-, if the Sl cognate is
rejected) 'hoof, (?) handle' >  Clt: W, Crn carn 'hoof', OBr carn id .
('ungula caballi, sabot de cheval'), Br karn  'hoof' ('sabot de bête') »» ?
Sl *c7ern¥ 'handle' >  Blg, R ≤¢eren 'handle, haft, graft', SCr creàn, Slv
c7re•n, HLs c7rona, P trzon id. ¶ YGM-1 76, Flr. 97, Hm. 426, ESSJ IV
69-7O, ≠ P 576 (<  *k8er- 'das Oberste am Körper'), ≠ EI 272 (W carn <
IE *k8r=nom 'horn') || U: FP *kurmV 'hollow of the hand' >  Chr H
kormyq ≤korm¥z7, Chr L/Uf/B korm¥z7 id., 'handful' » Mk kurmoz∆
kurm´z1 'handful' » Prm {LG} *ku$rim 'hollow of the hand' >  StZ kyrym
'hand', Z I/Ud, Prmk kÈrÈm  'hollow of the hand, handful', Yz kÄ≤rÄm, Vt
kyrym  'handful' ¶ UEW 677, MRS 223, Ker. II 73, Ep. 46, Ü 75, LG 1 5 4 ,
Lt. J 132 || D {tr.} *kurÀV[N]k˛, {GS} kudÀuN 'thigh, leg, loins' (× N
*gur1111V(dV) or *gurVyV(dV)- 'hip, side', q.v.) > Tm kur3an$ku, Kt
korg, Tl kur3uvu, Klm kudug, Prj kudu ± kudßu, Gdb kuyug, Gnd kuruku ±
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kurki ± koXki, Knd kurÀgu, Mlt qos9e, Kui kuZ>u 'thigh', Ku kudugu id. ±
ku2dgu2 id., 'lap', Ml kur3aku , kur3avu  'thigh, loins, quarter of animals ' ,
Krx kosga2 'leg, thigh' ¶¶ D #184O, Zv. 51, 95, 139, GS 151 [#382], 5 5
[#152] || HS: S *k'ursull- 'ankle' (< N *k''''u6 666rV s1111u6 666{l}V '∈  bottom [bone]
of the leg\foot', ffd. see  N *s1111u 6 666{l}V 'heel, sole of the foot, bottom') ||
K: GZ *kursl=- 'heel' (< N *k''''u6 666rV s1111u 6 666{l}V, ffd. see  N *s1111u 6 666 {l}V) ˚  If the Sl
cognate is accepted, the IE √  has an initial *k-, in that case the pN r ec .
must be *k''''ur{Ë} (N *u  >  *u\ is lost in IE if it is followed by a root-final
sonant). But in this case the (otherwise plausible) connection of the N
etymon with the cd. *k''''{u 4 444}ru6666-ÌVcV 'shin' (with a front vw. suggested
by IE *k8- in *k8ru2s- > Arm sRun-k≈ 'leg[s], shank[s]') is ruled o u t .
Otherwise, if the qu. Slavic cognate *c7ern¥ 'handle' is rejected, the N
etymon is likely to be *k ''''u 4 444 r {Ë} , in accordance with its connection with N
*k''''{u4 444}ru6666-ÌVcV ˚  The D, IE, and U cognates are likely to go back to a
cd. or cds. (≈  N *k''''u 6 666r{Ë} n 2222V.. . , *k''''u 6 666r{Ë} mV.. . ) ˚  The meaning of D
*kurÀV[N]k˛ 'thigh, leg, loins' may be explained as a semantic change
from N 'foot', influenced by the contamination with N *gur1111V(dV) o r
*gurVyV(dV)-  'hip, side'.
1143. *K''''urV (= *K''''uru 6666?) 'plait\wattle\tie together' >  IE: NaIE
*kWer[u]- 'build, make' (Ï *kWer[u]- 'pot, kettle') >  OI ka≤ro2ti,
kar=≤n5o2ti (pp. kr=≤-ta-) 'does, makes', Av c7o2r´t À 'er schafft ' ,
k´r´nao 'they will make', YAv k´r´ta-, OPrs (unvocalized scr ip t )
krt  pp. 'made', KhS kar 'do, make'; OI ca≤ru- 'pot, kettle' »» W paraf
'I make, accomplish'; OIr cruth, W pryd 'form (Gestalt)'; OIr
co(i)re, W pair 'kettle' »» ON hverr, OHG (h)wer 'kettle', AS
hwer 'kettle, pot' »» BSl: [1] Lt ku!rti 'to make up, to create, t o
build', Pru ku2ra 3s p. 'built' or 3s prs. 'builds' » Sl *c7ara 'cup, bowl,
goblet' > OR hara  c7ara, P czara id., R ≤¢ara 'goblet', Uk ≤¢ara, R,
Uk ≤¢arka 'wineglass'; ??? ChS k5rhii kËrc7Ëji and R † kor¢,
kor¢ij 'blacksmith, boiler-maker' (more likely to be a loan from T,
smth. like OQp *qurc7-c7î Ï OQp qurc7 'steel' (see  Cl. 647)  ?σ [2] (‘
* 'practive withchcraft'): Lt keraiﬁ pl. 'witchkraft, spell, sourcery ' ,
kere$!ti 'to practice witchcraft' » Sl *c7ar¥, *c7ara 'witchcraft, magic,
spell' >  OCS, RChS, OR har5 c7arË, RChS, OR hara c7ara 'spell ,
witchkraft', Cr c7ara, Slv c7a•r, c7a!ra, Cz c7a1ry id., P czary, R ≤¢ary
id., 'charm', Blg ¢ar 'charm', Uk ¢ar 'magic potion' ¶  On t h e
typological acceptability of the semantic change 'make' ‘ ' p rac t ice
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witchcraft' see  Bern. I 136-7 and Bu. 494-6 (≡σ : Sp hechizo < L
facticius); an alt. connection of the BSl stem for 'witchcraft' is NaIE
*kar- v. 'abuse, blame, punish' (<  N *k''''arV 'curse, scold', ? 'punish ' ) ,
because abusing and blaming may be originally perceived as magic  ¶ ≈
P 641-2, EI 362 (*kWer-  'do, make, build'), M K I 169, 258, M E I 3O7-9,
Frn. 241-2, 319, Vs. IV 316-7, Vn. C  256, Vr. 272, Ho. 181, Kb. 117O,
OsS 439, En. 199, Tp. P K-L 3OO-7, ESSJ IV 21-6, Glh. 171-2 || U *kurV-
v. 'fold, bind, tie with string' >  F kuro- v. 'gather, pucker up (in a
garment)', {UEW} 'fälteln, mit Falten versehen, kräuseln; abschnüren ,
schnüren', kure 'gather, pucker; wrinkle, crumple; fold' » pLp {Lr.}
*kor‰- 'tie together' >  Lp: S {Hs.} gaºrredh ' ( a n - \ u m - \ z u - \ z u s a m m e n -
)binden', Vfs {Lgc.} kOrro˘t 'tie together', L {LLO} kaºrraºt ' t i e \ s t i t ch
together (with strings, twigs, root fibres, etc.), N {N} go<rra6- ' t i e
together', Kld ko'rrå-dÆ v. ' t ie '  Sm {Jn.} *ku(y)raº-, {Hl.} *kura- v. ' t ie ,
plait', vi. *kur¥- 'be tied, plaited' >  Ne T xuras∆ id., {Lh.} Xu;ra2 ' d i e
Last im Schlitten festschnüren', Ne F {Lh.} kur;¥"\a;s7! id., Ng {Mik.} ku4ru4d!a
'entangle, enmesh (zaputat∆ )', Slq Tz {KKIH} kurÈ- id., v. ' bandage
('zabintovat∆ '), En {Ter.} 3s aor. sbcj. kuraza 'he tied up, s t r apped
(uvåzal )', Kms {KD} k…u4rl!a$m, Koyb {Sp.} kurlåm`, Mt {Hl.} *kur´- v.
'plait' (Mt M {Sp.} kuram` 'I plai t ' )   pY {IN} *kur- > Y K {Jc.} ku1rit
'scepivwis∆ ' ({Ang.} 'sich verkettet habend')  A variant FU (FP)
stem *korV (proposed in IS I 359) >  Krl {It.} koruo- v. 'stitch' » pLp
{Lr.} *kO2rO2 'sew' >  Lp: S {Hs.} goaºrudh, L {LLO} ka`ùrro2t, N {N}
goarrot, Kld koarreÎ » Prm {LG} *ko$r- >  Z ko≥r- k‰r- 'gather (in a
garment)'  U *kurV ≠ *korV is probably the source of some words f o r
wicker-work: Chr E kuruks7 'basket of bark' »» ObU {Ht.} *ku2r´˝ ≠
*kÈ∏r´˝ 'sack' >  pVg *ku2r´G >  Vg: T ko2r´w / pl. ko(:)rk´t, LK xu2ri, MK
kurï, UK ku2rï, P ku2riG / pl. kurret, NV/SV ku2ri, LL ku2ri / kurr´t, UL/Ss
xu2riG; pOs *kÈr´˝ id. > Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y qÈr´˝, D/K xer´, Nz xiÆr´, Kz XiÆr,
O Xir  Sm *kor 'vessel' >  Ne T xor” Xo2r? 'bucket, keg', 'Fass', Ne F P
{Lh.} ko2¬ 'birchbark bucket', Ng {Ter.} kur, {Cs.} ku6r 'barrel', En {Cs.}
ku? id., 'box (Kiste)', Slq Tm {KD} kor¥ÆnZ7a4 'birchbark basket', Kms {KD}
qo2ri? 'small box for fat' ¶¶ UEW 215, Coll. 29, Lr. ##459, 48O, Lgc.
##2568, 2668, Hs. 566, TI 149, It. LC 115 (Lp N goarrot, Krl), LG 1 4 1 ,
Jn. 74, 76, KKIH 121, Hl. M #6O1, Ht. #321, IN 23O, Ang. 13O || A
{SDM97} *k[æ]uru 'wattle, fence, enclosure, building' >  T *Kur- 'put s th .
in working order, erect (a building), establish' >  XwT XIII qur- 'set u p ' ,
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Chg XV qur- id., 'erect', Tk kur- 'install, build', Tkm, Az 9ur-, Uz, ET,
Nog, Qmq qur-, VTt kor- q¥ºr-, Bsh ºor- q¥ºr- 'build, erect', Qzq qu"r-,
Qq, Qrg qur-  'set up, establish, build' ¶ Cl. 643, Rl. II 92O, ET Q 156-7 
?σ M: [1] *qori- 'enclose, shut in' (× N *K''''oÓri 'to cover, to p ro tec t ' ,
q.v.) >  WrM qori-, HlM xori- 'enclose, shut in', Mnr Xu¢ori-
'enfermer, enprisonner, mettre à l’étable'; M *qori{˝}ul >  WrM
qori9ul, HlM xoriul 'enclosure, enclosed place'; M *qori{y}a˝an
'courtyard with houses' >  MM [S] qoriya√an 'Hofraum, umfr iede ter
Platz, Schutzwehr', [HI] qoriyan 'cour avec habitations', WrM
qoriyan ≠ qoru9a, HlM xoroo 'courtyard, enclosure', Dg {T} Xor1e2
'courtyard, fence', {Mr.} horie2 id., 'stockade for horses and cat t le ,
corral'  [2] M *ku4riyen >  MM [HI] {Ms., Lew.} gu4riyen 'enclos', WrM
ku4riyen, HlM x¥r´´ 'anything girding \ encircling \ enclosed; fence;
enclosure, yard', WrO ku4re2 'enclosure, monastery', Kl k¥rá, {Rm.}
ku4rE2 'monastery; circle (for games)'; WrM ku4riyele-, HlM x¥r´´l´-
v. 'fence off, enclose', WrO ku4re2le- 'surround, encircle' ¶ Ms. H 5 8 ,
9O, MED 5O6, 966-7, H 67, Lew. II 39, SM 183, T DgJ 177, Mr. D 1 6 4 ,
Krg. 758, KRS 326, KW 247  AdS  of Tg *kori- 'build (out of logs) ' ,
'building' (basically from N *kor1111u 6 666 'stick, log', q.v. ffd., as can be s een
from Tg *k- < N *k-)  ? pJ {S} *kuru-wa 'rampart of a fortress, q u a r t e r
in a city' > OJ kuruwa id., J: T ku~ruwa, K ku!ru!wa!, Kg kuruwa! ' a n
enclosure, quarter in a city; district' ¶ S QJ #891 ¶¶ DQA #931 (A *kuri
'wattle, fence, enclosure, building': T, M *ku4riyen, Tg, Ko, J) || D ( i n
SD) *kurVv-, *kur- 'basket' (× N *k''''{u 4 444}ryVpV 'sack, wicker basket', q.v.
ffd.) || ?σ HS: CS *k'Vwr- 'thread' >  Hb ruq k'u2r 'thin thread, spider’s
web', Ar qawr- 'good and strong cotton-rope; new cotton' ¶ KB 1O2O,
KBR 1O91, BK II 833, Hv. 633 ˚  IS I 359-6O [#236] ˚  D *-r- suggests
the presence of some cns. following *r in the pre-history of D (reg.: D
*-r- <  N *r + another cns.) The most probable additional cns. for th is
case is *w or *y (the lrs. are ruled out for lack of traces in S and IE).
Such pre-D *w  may go back to N *-u  or *-u 4444. Direct traces of N final *u6666
may be discerned in OI ca≤ru and in D (Ml kurutti, Kn kurve, Tu
kurvA) ˚  Gr. II #258 (*kur 'make') (IE, U, A, J, Ai).
1144. *K''''{u}rV 'short' > IE: NaIE *ker-t-, *ker-... 'short' >  OI kr=≤dhu-
'shortened', Av k´r´dus7a2 'in Kürze' »» L curtus 'short' »» Sl *kor≤t-
¥k¥ id. (f. *ko!rtr¥ka, ntr. *ko!rt¥ko) >  ChS krat5k5 kratËkË, Blg
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≤krat`k, SCr kra!tak, Slv kra!tek, Cz kra1tky1, P kro1tki, R
ko≤rotkij, ≤korotok »» ?φ  Gmc: ON kortr, kurtr, OSx kurt,
OHG kurz ± churz, NHG kurz 'short' ¶ WH I 316-7, M K I 26O, M E
I 393, ESSJ XI 1O1-4, Glh. 345, Vr. 327, Ho. S 44, Kb. 575, Schz. 1 8 7 ,
KM 414 ¶ IE *ker- <  **keu\r- is due to the law requiring the loss of any
sonant preceding the final sonant of the √ . Gmc *k-  for *h- is still to b e
explained ¶¶ The connection (if any) with IE *(s)kert-  'cut' is secondary
|| HS: WS *√kry 'be short' > Sr √kry (pf. Ôri˚ k´r° ≠ ÆRo˚ k´ra2) ' b e
short', Sq {L} kiri 'be short ' ¶ Br. 342, L LS 225  B *√kry 'be t o o
short' (of stature, etc.) >  Sll kri (pf. ikri) 'be short', Kb √kry ( imv.
´Sri ) 'être malingre, de petitte taille pour son âge', ? Ah ´kru  'avoir u n e
petite figure chiffonnée', ??φ  Zng {TC} yikyïy 'devenir court' ¶ Ds. 7 9 ,
Dl. 421, Fc. 842, DCTC 291 || A *kæorV 'short; be diminished' >  NaT
*Kora- > OT qora- 'be diminished, suffer losses', Qrg qoro- vi. 'diminish,
decrease', Tlt qoro- 'sich verkleinern, sich verringern, abnehmen', Xk
{BIG} vi. Xora- 'diminish', Sg/Qb/Shor {Rl.} qora- 'sich vermindern' ¶ Cl.
645, Rl. II 551-2, Jud. 4O7  M *qoru- vi. 'diminish, decrease' >  WrM
qoru-, HlM xoro-, Kl {KRS} xor- id., Kl {Rm.} Xor-
'knapper\weniger\kürzer sein\werden', ? MM [S] qoro- {H}
'verbrauchen, vergeuden, abschaffen' ¶ MED 968, KW 188, H 68, KRS
6OO  Tg *xu3rum- 'short' > Nn xurumi, Ork xurumi, xurdumi, Ul xurmi,
Orc u2mi, Ewk, Lm urum-kun, Sol. u3ru3Nku3(n) id., Ewk urumu2r- vt. ' s ho r t en '
¶ STM II 287-8, Ci. 326, Vas. 454  pKo {S} kor- vi. 'diminish' >  NKo
kol-da ¶ Rm. SKE 122, S AJ 257 [#177] ¶¶ S AJ 292 [#435] || D *kurÀ-
({†GS} *k-) 'short' (of stature) >  Tm, Tl kur3u 'short, dwarfish', Ml
kur3u 'short, little, brief', Kt ku2r 'shortness of stature', Td kurÀx- ' b e
short', kwarÀ- 'be reduced in size or esteem', Kn kur3u ' smallness ' ,
kor3e 'grow little\less\short, diminish', Kdg koru 'defect, deficiency',
korate 'diminishing', Tu kora  'brief, short', kuru  'little, small', Gnd M
kurra2 'short of stature', Knd kurÀi 'short, shortness'; ?? D *ku2r`- >  T m
ku1r ªai\ 'that which is short' ¶¶ D ##1851. 1914 ˚  IE *ker-t-, *ker-
rules out the possibility of recontructing *o in the N etymon. Hence t h e
T and the M vw. *o  (together with pA *o) (for the expected *u) is still t o
be explained. IE *ker(-t-) is likely to go back to **keu\r- < *K''''urV ˚  IS
MS 345, IS I 367-8 (*K'Ërÿ  'short'; HS [S, Ch], D, A, ?IE).
1145. *K''''oÓri 'to cover, to protect, to guard' >  A *kæo2rV ' p ro tec t ,
guard (i. a., by covering, fencing in)' >  NaT *Ko2rî- >  OT {Cl.} qorî- v.
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'fence in, protect (a piece of ground)', Chg XV qoru- v. ' res t r ic t ,
protect', Chg [MA] qoru- 'defend', Qrg qoru- 'protect (against s th . ) ,
guard, fence in', Tk koru- v. 'protect, defend, spare', Tkm 9o2ra-
'protect (against so.\sth.), defend' ({ET} qo2ra-), Az 9oru-, Qmq, ET qoru-,
Qrlq qorî-, Uz qöri- 'guard, protect, defend', Qzq inf. ˚oru qoruw,
Nog qorî- v. 'defend', StAlt qoru 'defence, (protective) fence
(ograqdenie )', Tv Xoru- v. 'forbid', vi. 'lurk\hide out of fright' ( o f
birds and other animals); ? Chg {Rs.} qor˝a- 'mit einer Mauer umgeben '
¶ Cl. 645-6, Rs. W 282, ET Q 76-8, TkR 189, Jud. 4O9, BT 88  M *qori-
'protect; shut in, confine' (×  N *K''''urV [or *K''''uru6666?] 'p la i t \wat t le \ t ie
together', q.v.) >  MM [S] d. qori-laldu- 'sich gegenseitig oder einer d e m
andern (den Zutritt) absperren', ? qoriya√an 'Hofraum, umfr iede ter
Platz, Schutzwehr', WrM qori-, HlM xori- 'protect, prohibit; shut in ,
confine', Ord qori- 'forbid', Mnr H {SM} Xu¢ori- 'enfermer, empr isonner ,
mettre à l’étable, prohiber, défendre'; MM [MA] qori- v. 'defend' (× π
OT or MT qorî- id.) ¶ Pp. MA 3O3, MED 966, SM 183  Tg *xura-
({SDM97} *xura2-) 'escape a danger\death, return to life, recover ( f r o m
an illness)' >  Ewk ura2- ≠ u2ra-, Ud uya-, Nn Nh Xora-, Lm u3r- 'escape a
danger\death', Lm u3r-, Ul Xora-, Xu3ra-, Ork Xu3ra-, Nn Nh/B Xora9o-
'regain consciousness', Ewk ura2- ≠ u2ra- vt. 'save (so.)', Sln d. Urgï-, Lm
Ur-  'recover (from an illness)', Lm u3r, Neg oyaygi3-, Orc uwa- ≠ uya-, Ul
Xora- ≠ Xu3ra- 'return to life' ¶ STM II 282  pKo {S} *kÄ~ri! v. ' cover ,
shield'>  MKo kÄ~ri!-, NKo kari- ¶ S QK #742, Nam 13, MLC 13 ¶¶ DQA
#1131 (A *kæo2!ra+o+u 'to protect, to guard') , Rm. SKE 98 || HS: WCh: Tng
ko3rne3 v. 'protect, guard, keep, preserve, shelter' » Ang {Flk.} k°r v.
'tend (as of cattle)', Su {J} kyE2r 'hüten, bewachen; füttern' » ? (× N
*ûûûûqÅru6666é€V 'keep [sth.] out of sight, hide') Hs ka2!Re~ v. 'protect, guard;
interpose (sth.) to screen from view', ka2!Rï!ya~ 'protection; interposing
an object to prevent (sth.) from being seen\hit; screening off a place' ¶
Stl. ZCh 21O [#6O4] (pWCh *ka[y]ar- 'protect, guard'), Flk. s.v. k°r, J S
I 71, J T 1O2, Ba. 567, 57O, ≈ Sk. HCD 137 ¶ BK II 719  ? SC: Kz k'ulum-
vi. 'hide' (acc. to Ehret, Kz -l- goes back to pSC *-r-) (× N *ûûûûqÅru6666é€V
'⇑ ') ¶ E K 14, E SC 254 ¶¶ Hardly here Eg XIX k5r÷.w 'shield', because
Cpt Cl 2 c´l ± Cal cal points to an Eg [l] (EG V 59, ≠  Sk. HCD 137) ||
U: FU *korV (or *-u-) 'roof, covering (Bezug) of an object' >  pLp *°kO2r-
>  Lp N {N} goara6n 'hairy skin covering fastened round a reindeer’s
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drag-rope' »» ObU *ku"r >  pVg *kurÈ∏ >  Vg: UL xuri 'roof of a boat', Ss
xa2p-xuri id. (xa2p is 'boat'), xuri 'roof, birch-bark tilt of a sledge'; pOs
*ko"ra 'roof\tilt (over a boat\sledge), cover' >  Os V/Vy/Ty/Y qo"r´ id .
(V/Vy kiriw qo"r´ 'roof a boat', pec7ka4n qo"r´ 'case of a rifle', Ty/Y a"˝W´l
qo"r´ 'tilt of a sledge', Ty sa"k qo"r´ 'cover of a coat'), V/Y qo"r´ 'roof (of a
house), D Xo"r´ 'birch-bark tilt of a boat, leathern case of a rifle', Nz
Xo"r´, Kz/O Xo"r 'roof\tilt of a boat\sledge' ¶ UEW 188, Coll. 79, Ht .
#313, Trj. S 184, Stn. D 548-9.
1145a. *ûûûûKa[é€]rV 'sharp' > HS: EC *k'ar- 'point, peak; sharp' >  Sml
qa!r, Or k'a!r-a? 'edge', k'ar- v. 'sharpen', {Grg.} k'ara n. 'point, sharpness ' ,
Gdl k'a!r 'blade', k'ara 'sharpness', Kns qa!r-ta 'tip, blade, sharpness', HEC
*k'ar- v. 'sharpen (knife)', *k'are 'point; sharp' >  Ged k'ara 'sharp', Sd
k'ara 'point', k'ar-a2mo 'sharp, pointed', Hd {Ss.} k'a2ra 'sharpness' ¶ ZMO
325, DSI 489, Bl. 198, Ss. PEC 49, Ss. B 46, Grg. 317, Hd. 131-2, 415 ||
IE: NaIE *k≈ar- 'sharp, pointed, rough' (×  N *c'''' 1 111orV 'tip, top, edge' [q.v.]
×  N *ûûûûqaé€r1111V 'hard, firm', whence the meaning 'hard' in NaIE *k≈ar-) >
OI khara- 'hard, rough, sharp', NPrs r'X Xå2r 'thorn, thistle' »» Gk
ka1rcaroß  'sharp-pointed, jagged' ¶ WP I 355, M K I 3O2, Vl. I 634-5, Sg.
487, Horn 1O2, F I 796 ¶¶ NaIE *k≈ar- < pIE *kÓar- <  (mt.) N *ûûûûKa[é€]rV
× N *ûûûûqaé€r1111V || D *karÀ- ≠ kar- ({†GS} *k-) 'sharp' >  Ml kar3u ' r ough ' ,
karuma 'sharpness of sword', Kn kar3aku, karku 'sharpness', Tl
kara 'sharp', kar3aku, kar3uku 'rough(ness), sharp(ness)', Gnd
karkara 'sharp', Tm karat5u 'roughness', Ml karat5u, Kn karad5u
'what is rough and uneven', Tu karad5Ë, karad5u 'rough, coarse' ¶¶ D
#1265 .
1146. *k''''u[w]Â{É} '(severe) cold' >  HS: WS *k'urr- 'cold' (noun) >
BHb r7qkor, Ar qurr-, Sr æ®owuœ k5u2r-a2, Gz k'W´rr id.; CS *k'arr- adj. ' co ld '
>  BHb rq@ k'ar, Ar qarr- id. ¶ BK II 699-7OO, L G 443-4, KB 1O52-3,
1O71-2  EC *k'orra >  Or {Grg.} k'orra 'cold, coldness', k'orra v. ' f reeze ,
make cold', {Th.} k5orra  'freddo intenso, gelo', k'orru 'congelarsi', Or M
{AD} k'orra 'cold, hoarfrost', Sd {Gs.} k'orra- 'become\feel cold, f reeze ' ,
k'orra 'frost, hoarfrost, severe cold', Ged {Hd.} k'o2rra 'frost' ¶ Gs. 2 6 9 ,
Grg. 332, Th. 28O, Hd. 251  ? B *√krr  (× N *k ''''ir[Ë]qa 'ice, hoa r f ros t ' )
>  Rf ak3arra 'grêle' ¶ Rn. 343 || K *°k'w{a}r- >  Sv UB/LB/L/LB {TK}
k'warem, Ln {TK} k'wa4rem 'ice', Sv {Ni.} k'warem 'frost, ice', lu-k'ura4me
'frozen', Sv UB {GP} k'warem 'ice', k'warmob 'frost, freezing', li-k'wremi
v. 'freeze' ¶ GP 13O, 156, Ni. s.v. lØd` , moroz` , mØrznut∆ , mØrzlyj ,
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TK 3 5 2  || U *ku[w]ra6 'hoarfrost' >  F kuura, Krl A ku2ru id., 'whi te
frost', Es † kuureg, ∆  kuurukene (gen. kuurukese) 'k leiner ,
über den Weg gewehter Schneestreifen' » pLp *korV >  Lp L {LLO}
kÕrra2lahka 'ice crust on trees, sheet ice (Glatteis)', kÕrro2-
'hoarfrost covers the trees' » pPrm {LG} *gu$er 'white frost, hoarfrost' >
Vt gÈr, Vt Tl gÈ‰r, Vt NE gÈer id., Z gyo≥r gÈ‰r, Z US gÈ‰r, Z UV gÈver
'hoarfrost' »» ? Hg † ho1harmat 'hoarfrost', Hg harmat 'dew'  ?
Sm: Slq UKe {KD} kur 'fine snow, hoarfrost', Kms {KD} quro 'Reif, Frost '
¶¶ UEW 215 (U *kura), SK 251, LLO 336, LG 85, KD 34 || A: M *ko4r[u4]-
v. 'cool off, freeze, congeal' >  MM *ko4r- (MM [HI] p. pf. ko4rbei\) v.
'freeze, congeal', WrM ko4ru4-, HlM xo≥ro≥, Kl ko4r- id., 'cool off, b e c o m e
cold', Ord {SM} kæo4r-, Mnr kæuori- v. 'freeze, congeal'; WrM ko4r, HlM
{Gl.} xo4r 'snow (frozen to ice) on grass', {Luv.} xo4r car 'hardened snow '
(absence of any final vw. due to the infl. of T *Ku4rt?)  ¶ KW 24O, MED
49O, KRS 319, SM 215, Ms. H 72, Gl. III 665, Luv. 555  T *k[æ]u4rt >  T ∆
ku4rt, VTt {Rs., TatR} kørt kÁºrt 'heap of snow, snow-drift', VTt {Rl.}
ku4rt  'hochaufgestürmter Schnee', Shor {Rl.} ku4rt 'avalanche', ET Tr {Rl.}
ku4rt 'frisch gefallener Schnee', Qmq, Alt ku4rt, Chv kÁrt, ∆ {Md.} kÁºrt
'snow-drift'; d.: T *kæo4rtæ-ik 'snow-drift, deep snow' > OT, Tlt {Rl.}
ko4rtu4k, Xk ko4rtIk, Tv xo4rtu4k, Tk ∆ , Qrg ku4rtu4k, Qzq ku4rtiÆk, Nog ku4rtik,
Yk ku4rJu4k ¶ Cl. 739, ET KQ 149-5O, Rl. II 461, Rs. W 311, TatR 328, Md.
55, 17O (kæo4+u4rtæ-ik)  ?φ Tg {DQA} *°kuri- (sc. *ku'r{i}-) '≈ freeze' > Ewk
kurer- 'cover (windows) with ice, freeze (on windows)', kurilk‰ ' snow-
drift (sugrob , namØt) after a snow-storm' ¶ STM I 436-7 ¶ The Tg
cognate is problematic because of the cns. *k- (for the expected *x-)
(πM?)  pJ {S} *k‰~r- 'freeze' > OJ ko!r-, J: T/Kg ko!r-, K ko~r- ¶ S QJ
#618, Mr. 713 ¶¶ DQA 886 (A *ko!re  'to freeze').
1147. *k''''ayerV '∈ bark, skin' > A *kæayÉrV >  M *qayir[V]-sun ' scales '
>  MM [HI] qairsun 'fish scales', WrM qairsun ≠ qairasun, HlM
xajrs 'scales (of fishes and reptiles), Kl Ö {Rm.} xa4∏rsn= 'scales, h a r d
bark, callosity' ¶ Ms. H 86, MED 914, KW 18O  T: [1] VTt {Rs.} qayraq
'hard tumour' (homonymy with qayraq  'whetstone' causes a popular et . :
'tumour as hard as a whetstone'), VTt qayr¥ 'bark, lime bast (kora ,
lub , kor∆Ø )', Chv: L xuja€r xuy¥r, H {Md.} xoy¥r 'bark', ? Qzq qayraN
'hard ground\bottom (of lakes\rivers)'  [2] T *k[æ]a[:]r1 'bark of t r ee s '
(*r1 < *yr?) > OT {Cl.} qa2z ≠ qa2s, OT U qas, Qb {Rs.} qas, Tlt {Rl.} qa2za
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'birch bark', Az ∆  9azma˝  'a crust of bread which remains on the walls
of the furnace' ¶ Cl. 665, Rs. W 223, Rl. II 363, TatR 212, MM 423, Fed.
II 352 ¶ SDM95 (s.v. *kæejir), SDM97 155 (pA *kæeyro)  Tg *xere- v.
'bark (a tree)' >  WrMc ere- v. 'bark a birch-tree', Ul x‰r‰- v. ' scale
(dried fish skin)', Tg *xere-kte n. 'bark, skin' >  Ewk ‰r‰kt‰ id., Neg
‰y‰kt‰, Ul, Ork, Nn Nh/B x‰r‰kt‰, Orc ‰2kt‰ 'skin', Lm ‰rt¥ id., ' scales '
¶ STM II 466-7  ? pKo {S} *kÄ!r-c7≈i\´ ~⁄N >  MKo kÄ!r-c7≈i\´ ~⁄N 'young skin o f
a plant' (mentioned in SDM95, but absent in SDM97 and DQA)  p J
*ka!ra~ 'shell' > OJ ka!ra~, J: T kara!, K ka~ra!, Kg ka!ra ¶ S QJ #48O, Mr. 4 3 8
¶¶ SDM97 s.v. *kæejro  'bark', ≈ DQA #996 (A *kæe!r1a~ 'bark': M, Tg, J, T
*Kar1), S AJ 38 || IE: NaIE *ker- 'skin, hide, bark', (Ï ) *kermen- ' sk in '
>  OI ≤carma 'skin, hide', Av c7ar´man- 'hide, leather', OPrs
c7arman- 'leather' »» L corium 'thick skin, hide, bark' »» Gk kv1rykoß
'leather sack' »» Clt: ? W corwg, cwrwg 'coracle' (unless π NE
coracle) »» Pru ke2rmens 'body', ? Lt karna~ ≠ karda~ 'lime-bast' »
Sl *kora  'bark' (×  N *K''''or{a} 'to flay, to bark', 'bark, crust') >  OCS kora
kora, Blg, R ko≤ra, SCr koàra, Slv ko!ra, Cz kuºra, P kora 'bark' ¶ P
939-41 (does not distinguish between the IE √  in question and o t h e r
*ker- and *(s)ker-roots), M K I 378, F II 63-4, YGM-1 1OO, ≈ Frn. 2 2 1 ,
En. 192, Tp. P I-K 326-31, ESSJ XI 44-5, Glh. 332-3, WH I 256, ≈ EI 5 2 2
(*≤kermen; unc.: ÿ *(s)ker- 'cut') || K: G k'rol- 'shell of a nut' ¶ Chx.
633 || U: [1] pre-U **≤kayÉrV >  **kayrV >  **ka2rV >  FP *ko2rV ' sk in ,
bark' >  F kuori  'skin, peel, bark, crust, shell', Es koor  'shell (of eyes) ,
peel, bark' » Er/Mk kar1 'bast shoe' » Prm {LG} *ko$rs1 > Z kÈrs1 'bark'  Sm
{Jn.} *ka4r (?) 'skin, shell' >  Ne T sår” 'skin, surface', Ne O {Lh.} s1a$Ær?
'harte Innenfläche der Tierhaut', Ne F {Lh.} s7!a;r? in nu2m s7!a;ræ
'Himmelsgewölbe', Slq Tz {Prk.} qora 'hide'  pY {IN} *qar 'skin, hide' >
Y K {IN} qar id., {IN RJ} Xa2r 'skin', s7a2n-Xa2r 'bark' (lit. 'tree-skin'), OY K
{Bil.} char 'skin', tshangar 'bark ' | [2] pre-U **ka≤yerV '∈ bark' >
FU *kere >  F keri 'the bark which grows on the birch tree after t h e
first bark has been removed', Es {W} kere 'lime-bast' » pLp {Lr.} *k‰r‰
'bark' > Lp: S g´îrre, L {LLO} karra, N {N} ga6rra6, Kld k‰rr » Er ker∆
ker1, Mk kår  ka4r 'bark, sheet of lime bast (lubok )' » Chr: H ky≥r k´r, L
ku≥r ku4r, B ku4r id. » Prm {LG} *ko4r > Z kor / kory- 'peel', (in a set ph ra se )
'sheet of lime-bast (lub )', Z Lu kor 'upper layer of bark', Z US ko¿r
'bark', Vt, Prmk kur kur, Vt SW ku$r, Vt B ko˘r 'lime-bast' »» ObU {Ht.}
*kïr(V) 'bark' >  pVg *kïr >  Vg T/LK/MK/UL/Ss ke2r id.; pOs *kir ' snow
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crust' >  Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y/K kir, Nz/Kz/O ker id.; pOs *ka4r 'bark' >  Os:
V/Vy ka4r, Ty/Y/D/K/O ka$r, Nz/Kz kar » OHg ke1r 'Zwerchfell', (in cds . )
-ke1r 'thin skin, film', Hg ke1re4g 'bark, crust' ¶¶ UEW 148-9, 184-5 ,
Db. OS xxi, xxiii, Sm. 543 (FU *keri+a4 'bark' > FP *keri, Ugr *kira4),
It. #3O8, Lr. #318, Lgc. #1963, Hs. 611, LG 133, 154, SZ 164, Ht. # 3 1 7 ,
MF 133, Jn. 64-5, IN 245, 326, 332, IN RJ s.v. 'koqa ' and 'kora ', W EDW
263 || One may try to adduce here HS (S *√k'rm, B *k'rm >  *√Œrm
'crust', Bj {R} kW´rbe 'skin', Ch √kWr 'skin'), but I prefer to connec t
this HS √  with N *K''''or{a} (or *K''''oÂa and *{K''''}oru 4444?) 'to flay, to ba rk ;
bark, crust' and (in the case of Bj) with N *k''''oÂup''''V ≠ *k''''aÂup''''V ' b a r k
of trees' (∈?), 'skin' ˚ N *-e-  is suggested by U *kere; M *qayir[V]- a n d
Tg *xere- also point to a front vw. in the N internal syll. ˚ IS I 3 4 1 - 3
(*K'ar1a4 misprinted as *Kar1a 4), Vv. AEN 6, S AJ 38, S CNM 5 (÷÷  NrCs,
ST; suggests to adduce G k'rol-i; believes that FU *ko2rV belongs toge ther
with A *kæi\uru 'bark, shell' and is to be regarded as a different N
etymon). In my opinion, this A √  (reconstructed by me as *kæo4ru-)
belongs together with U *kora-  v. 'flay, skin' to N *K''''or{a} 'to flay' (q .v . )
˚ ≈ Gr. II #26 (*ker  'bark').
1148. *k''''uyrV 'wood (Holz), log' >  HS: EC {Ss.} *k'or- 'wood' >  Sml
qor-  v. 'trim timber', qor-i 'wood', Dsn g°o!r 'tree, wood', Kns {Bl.} qo!r-a2,
{Ss.} qoyr-a, Gdl k'o1r-a2, Elm o!r-o?, Arr {Hw.} k'o!r m., Or {Bl.} k'o!r-a2ni
'wood', {Grg.} k'ora2n 'firewood', Rn {PG} Xo!r-o~ id., Arr k'o~r f., Dsn g°o!r
'tree' »» Dhl k'oro ' t ree '  ¶ Bl. 111-2, 197, Ss. PEC 48, Hw. A 38O, Grg.
181, PG 193, To DL 5O2, To. D 138, Blz. CL 18O  S *k'a2Ær(iy)-at- ' b eam,
trunk, stick' (× N *K''''a 4 444rÉ 'trunk, (piece of) wood', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ AD SEC
135 (S, EC) || K *°k'war- > G {Chx.} k'var-i 'Kienspan' ı Mg {Q} k'vari
'chip of wood (lu¢ina )' ¶ Chx. 575, Q 255  || IE {EI} *kWr=sto-
≠*kWr=sti- 'woods' (× N *k''''o 6 666Â[V]Z1111(VX)V '≈  oak') > W prys 'woods ' ,
OHG horst, As hyrst 'wood, wooded eminence' ¶ EI 598-9, P 633, ≈
F II 595 || U: FU *kuyrV 'a hollowed-out log, trough, boat, wooden
vessel' >  F kuiru 'long and narrow boat', kuiri, kuirilo ' spoon;
boat' » Prm *gu$r / *gu$ry- 'wooden mortar' > Z gÈr / gÈry-, Z Vsh/EV gu$r,
Yz gÄr, Prmk, Vt gÈr »» ObU {Ht.} *ku2rV 'trough, wooden vessel \quiver '
>  pVg {Ht.} *ku"ra2 >  Vg: LK xor´ 'wooden quiver for arrows', MK kWor´
'box for fish', Ss xura 'trough, dish (Schüssel)', n1a2l-xura 'box f o r
arrows', s1a4y-xura 'cup for tea'; pOs {Ht.} *kurÈ 'trough' >  Os (partially
in cds.): V/Ty qurÈ, Y quri, D ku4r´, Nz Xu"r´, Kz Xu"r, O Xuri id., V yu-qurÈ
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'mortar, trough' ¶ UEW 196, Coll. 26, LG 85, Ht. #316 || D *kurÀan`tß-
'piece of wood, log, trunk' (× N *gËran3333dV 'log, trunk of a tree', q.v.
ffd.) ˚ ≈ Blz. KM 136 [#15] (adduces IE and K, namely Mg), Blz. DA
159 [#75] (HS, D) (without distinguishing between this etymon and N
*K ''''a 4 444 rÉ 'trunk, [piece of] wood').
1149. *k''''aÂ[V?]V 'peak, rock, steep mountain' >  K: G k'ark'ar-i 'h igh
rock, cliff, steep slope', k'ark'at'ovani 'steep mountain', ? k'ort'oX-i 'hill,
high ground' ¶ DCh. 596 ||  HS: B: Sll i-Œa4r 'hill', Ntf i-Œir 'rock' ¶ Stm.
188, La. N 117  ?  HEC {Hd.} *k'ara 'edge, blade'  > Hd {Hd.} k'are?alla
'edge' (× N *K''''arÙV 'bank [Ufer], edge'), *k'ar- v. 'sharpen (a knife)' ¶
Bl. 198, Ss. PEC 48-9, Ss. B 46, Grg. 317, Hd. 131-2, 415  Eg fP k5¿¿
'hill', later k5¿y.t  'high ground' (×  N *k ''''al ∏ ∏∏∏ {h}i  'high; be high' [q.v.]) ¶ EG
V 5, Fk. 245, Tk I 65  S: Ar qa2r-at- 'knoll of a mountain, isolated hill ' ,
'colline isolée, énorme rocher isolé' (×  ÿ qu2r- id. [coll.] < N *K''''{o}rV
'rock, isolated mountain', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ OS ##1551-2 (*kar- ' f inish' ,
*k'ar- 'mountain') || IE: NaIE *ker- 'rock, stone' >  Arm ˚ar k≈aR (<
*kr=-) 'stone' »» ? Gk kranao1ß {LS} 'rocky, rugged' »» OIr carrac ' r o c k ' ,
OW carrecc (<  kr=s-?) 'rock, stone' »» Gmc: Nr ∆  horg ' r o u n d
mountain-top', ON ho<rgr 'heap of stones, place of heathen sacrifice' ,
AS hearÌ 'heathen temple', OHG harug 'grove, place of sacrifice' ,
{OsS} 'lucus, nemus, fanum'; NrGmc ı F harju 'mountain ridge, cliff'
¶ P 532; F II 6 and Ch. 577 (both propose no et. for the Gk word), Vn. C
42-3, Vr. 281, Ho. 152, Kb. 438, OsS 375 ˚  N *? is siggested by t h e
second ¿ in Eg k5¿¿ ˚  IS I 34O-1 (*K'arÿ  'rock, steep height' in HS [S, Eg,
B, C, Ch], IE, D •÷ A *kira 'edge').
115O. *k ''''eri?Å  'cry, shout, call' > HS: S √k'r? v. 'call' > BHb, JA [Trg.]
{Lv.} arq√k'r? 'call, proclaim, recite, read', IA √k5r? 'call, declare', JA
{Js.} √k'r? ≠ √k'ry G , JEA {Sl.} √k'ry G 'call, summon; read', Ph, Pun
√k5r? 'invoke', Ug k5r? 'call (rufen, anrufen), invite', Amr {G} √k'r?
'call', Ar √qr? G  'read, recite, trasmit salutations', OYmn {Slw.} √k5r?
v. G  'call (rufen)', Sb, Mn √k5r? v. G  'order, command', Ak k5ara2?u ≠
k5aru 6 ≠ k5eru6 inf. 'to invite', Eb {Krb.} k'ara?um (ga-ru⁄€-um ≠ ga-
ra-um) 'to call' ¶ KB 1O53-5, KBR 1128-31, Slw. 176, BK II 7O1, Hv.
395, BGMR 1O6, MA 72, A #2448, OLS 37O-1, Lv. T II 382, Js. 1418, Sl.
1O39-4O, G A 29, BDB #7121, CAD XIII 242-3, HJ 1O25-8, Krb. EG 18ff. ,
Krb. PE 44  B **√k'rÓ >  *ŒrÓ >  Ah ´Œ´r (pf. iŒra") 'call (appeler ) ,
mention, read', Gh ´Œ´r pf. iŒra), SrSn, Rf Wr ´Œ´r (habit. ´qqar), Sll
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{Ds.} Œ¥r (pf. iŒWra), Izd Œ´r (pf. iŒra) 'call', Tmz Œ´r 'call, invite' ,
Izn Œar (habit. ´qqar), Kb Œ´r (pf. y´Œra), Zng {TC} aŒri 'read' ¶ Fc.
1761, Rn. 361, Ds. 18, La. S 195, Dl. 621, MT 197-8, Mrc. 22, DCTC
288, TC Z 311 || K {IS} *°k'ïr- (or *k'ïl-) 'cry, shout' >  Lz k'ir-, k'iy-, Mg
rk'i- (mt.) ¶ Chik. 297-8, IS I 328, Zhgh. ChMP 75, ≠  K 112 || U: FU
*ker[y]a4- v. 'call; beg, ask (for)' >  F kerja4a4-, Es kerja- v. ' b eg
(betteln)' »  Prm *kOr- 'call, ask' >  Z kor- kor-, Z US kOr- 'call (zvat∆ ),
ask, beg (betteln)', Yz kor-  'call, invite, ask', Vt kuryny, Vt SW/B kur-
'ask' »» Hg ke1r- v. 'ask' ¶ UEW 149 (FU *kera4-), LG 133, SZ 165, Lt. J
128 || A: Tg {Ci.} *xe2rï- v. 'shout, call' >  Ewk ‰2rï- id., 'invite', Sln ‰2rï-,
Lm ‰2ri-, Ul x‰2rsi-, x‰2rsu-, x‰2rc7i-, x´2rc7u-, Nn Nh x‰2rsi- v. 'call', Neg ‰2yï-
'shout, call' ¶ STM II 464   M {DQA} *kari+aya- > WrM qariya-, HlM,
Brt xaraa-, Kl xara-, {Rm.} Xara2-, Mnr H Xara2-, Dx qara-, Ba Xara-
'curse, swear, abuse', WrO Xara2- v. 'curse' ¶ MED 938, Vld. 2O1, Chr.
549-5O, KRS 578, KW 168, SM 159, T 374, T DnJ 125, T BJ 149, Krg.
261 ¶¶ DQA #1O24 (A *kæe2ro 'to shout, to speak') || IE (+ext.): Sl
*krik¥ n. 'shout' (>  ChS krik5 krikË, R krik, P krzyk, etc.) a n d
*kric7ati 'to shout' (>  OCS krihati kric7ati, R kri≤¢at∆, P
krzyczec1 , etc.) may belong here, in spite of the onomatopoeic f ac to r
involved. The loss of the expected palatalization of *k- in IE is
accounted for by its precons. position ¶ ESSJ XII 149-5O, 154-6 || D
*kïrÀ- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'shout' >  Kt kiry-, Td kirÀc>- v. 'shout', Kn k°r3u,
c°r3, c°r3u, Kui kihpa v. 'scream, cry out', Tl c°ru ± c°r3u v. 'cal l ' ,
Ku kïrr` 'shout, moan', Brh kireN v. 'abuse', Tm kir3a2vu 'cry (as a
peacock)' ¶¶ D #159O ˚  IS I 323-4 [#199] (*k5erja4) ˚  S *? and B *Ó
suggest an ancient N lr., D *-rÀ- rules out a N cluster *-ry- , so that *-y-
in BF (if it belongs to the N heritage) is accounted for by a N vw. *i
between *r  and *? . The N final vw. is likely to be *a (>  *a in M, as well
as *a4 in FU due to vw. harmony). The change from N *e  to D *i may b e
due to regr. as. (N *k''''eri- > pre-D **kiri- > D *kïrÀ-). M *-a- of the f irs t
syll. may be due to regr. as. (*e. . .*a  > M *a...a) .
115Oa. *K''''aru6666÷ 3 333V (or *K''''aru 66669V) 'female breast, milk' >  IE *kruÓ-t- >
NaIE *kru2t- 'female breast' > Lt kru2ti~s, Ltv kru2~ts 'breast, bosom' »»
W croth  'breast, uterus, vulva' ¶ ≈ P 624, ≈ Frnk. 291 || HS: CS *√kr÷
(or *√kr˝?) > Sr '0oro˚ k´ra2≤÷-a2 'first milk after birth, curdled milk ' ,
?σ (× N *kor÷3333V 'eat [greedily], drink, swallow'): Ar √kr÷ v. G  'sip in ' ,
'humer, boire en humant, en aspirant l’eau' (“ *'suck milk') ¶ Br. II
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348, Hv. 651 ¶ If Ar √kr÷ does not belong here, the S root is *√kr÷+˝
 B *°kruÓ > Ah a-kru, Tyr a-kœru 'curdled milk' ¶ Fc. 844. PGG 161  C:
Bj kar 'butter' ¶ R WBd 144 || D: SD *karÀ- v. 'milk' > Tm kar3a v.
'milk, yield milk (as a cow)', Ml kar3akka v. 'milk to flow out, milk,
give milk', kar3ava, kar3avu, kar3r3u 'milking', Kt karv- v. 'milk', Td
karÀ- v. 'milk, give milk', karÀ n. 'milk', Kn kar3em kar3i v. 'milk, cause t o
milk', Kdg kara v. 'milk' ¶ D #1385 ˚  Blz. DA 163 [#113] (HS, D).
1151. *k''''{i}ru6666÷V 'strike, hit' >  HS: WS *√k'r÷ (× N *k''''ur[V÷]u6666 ' t o
hammer, to pound') >  Ar √qr÷ v. G  'beat, strike, knock', Jb √k'r÷ v.
'strike a spark; sting', Gz √k'r÷ 'hit the head with a stick', mak'r´÷
'means of hitting the head, whip, stick' ¶ BK II 716-8, Hv. 599, Jo. J
148, L G 439  Ch: WCh ≈ *k'ir-  v. 'forge, pound' (× N *k''''ur[V÷]u6666 '⇑ ' ,
q.v.) > Glm {Sch.} ki!r 'mortar' » ? Hs k'ï!Ra~ 'forging, smithing', k'e2!Re~ v.
'forge', Gw {Mts.} kYi!ra id. ¶ Sch. BTL 85, ChL III 11, Ba. 596, 6O7 || K:
OG k'r- (inf. k'rva) v. 'strike, hit', G k'r- (inf. k'vra) trans. class ( two-obj.
form) prs. -k'r-av 'jemandem mit etw. einen Schlag\Hieb\Stoß
versetzen' ¶ Chx. 62O-6, 654, DCh. 628-9 || IE: NaIE *°k8+kreu\´ - * ' s t r ike '
>  ?σ Gmc: OHG (h)riuwan (h)riuwan 'bereuen, beklagen, Buße
tun, reuen' (>  NHG reuen 'regret, repent'), AS hre1owan 'to cause
sorrow\repentance', hre1ow 'grief, sorrow, repentance; sad', ON
hryggr 'sad (betrübt, traurig)' ¶ WP I 48O-1, P 622-3, Kb. 8OO, Schz.
24O, Ho. 173, Vr. 262-3, Lehm. GEL 213 (ON -gg- as ev. of a lr.) || U:
FP {It., UEW} *kira4- 'strike, hew', {Sm.} *kira4- 'hit' (× N *gir÷3333V ' t o
cut'?) >  Er ker1a- v. 'hew, fell' » Chr L k¥≤r-as7, k¥r-em v. 'beat, s t r ike,
thresh', Chr E k¥≤r-em, Chr M ki≤r-em 'to strike (with a stick\hammer)' »
Prm *ker- v. 'hew' >  Z kerav-, Yz keral-, Vt kora- id. ¶ It. #398, UEW
666, Sm. 552, LG 121-2, MRS 27O, Ü 97 || D {Zv., Pf.} *ke2rÀ-, {GS} *kye2dÀ-
v. 'winnow' >  Ml ce2r3uka, Td ko4;rÀ-, Kn ke2r3u, ∆  ge2r3u, Tl cerugu,
Nkr, Nk ke2d-, Prj ke2d-, ke2dß-, Gdb ke2y-, Gnd he2c>- ± he2h-, Png Z>e2c>- v.
'winnow', Kt ke;r-, Klm ke;d-, Krx ke2ﬁs- v. 'winnow with up-and-down
motion', Png, Mnd, Ku he2c>i, Kui se2si 'winnowing fan', Mlt ke1se v. ' s i f t '
¶¶ D #2O19, Zv. 6O-1, 117, Pf. 383, GS 2O5-6 [#519], 151 [#383] ˚
The origin of the D vw. {Zv., Pf.} *-e2- ( {GS} *-ye2-) is still to b e
investigated.
1152. *K''''irV÷3333V 'to tear, to break' >  HS: CS *√k'r÷ v. 'tear' >  BHb,
JEA, JPA orq √k'r÷ G  v. 'cut up in pieces, tear; rip to pieces (as sign o f
mourning or excitement)', JA [Trg.] √k'r÷ D  'tear, rend', Md √k'r? G ,
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Ar Mgr {GB} √qr÷ 'tear' ¶ KB 1O69-7O, KBR 1146-7, Js. 1424, DM 4 1 5
|| D {tr., GS} *kïrÀ- > Tm k°r3u v. 'slit, tear, cut', k°r3u 'gash, cut, slice,
piece', Ml k°r3u  'rag, shred', k°r3uka  'be slit, torn; tear, rend', Kt, Kdg
ki;r-, Td ki;rÀ-, Tl g°r3u v. 'tear', Tu k°runi v. 'split', Gnd kirr ± kir ' a
wound' ¶¶ D #1624, GS 44-5 [#1O3] || IE *k8erÓ- >  NaIE *k8er´-
'destroy, break' >  OI s1r=≤n5a2-ti, aor. a-s1ar°-t  'smash, crush, break' (°
is a lengthened grade of *i <  *´), Av a-sar´ta 'unbroken' »» Gk
kera˝ !zv 'slaughter, ravage, plunder' »» pAl *cera >  Al ther v. 'p ierce ,
hew, slaughter' »» L carie2s 'rottenness, decay' »» OIr ar-a-chrin
'falls to pieces' ¶ P 578, M K III 371-2, F I 842-3,WH I 167-8, Vn. C  2 3 7 -
8, O 474-5 ˚  The vw. (*V ) following *r  in N is suggested by D *-rÀ-,
which is the reg. reflex of N *-r- in the intervocalic position only, while
a N cluster *r÷  would have yielded D *-r- ˚  N *K''''irV÷3333V 'to tear' m a y
be a semantic variant of N *k '''' { i }ru 6666 ÷V 'strike, hit'.
1153. *k''''ur[V÷]u6666 'to hammer, to pound' ([in IE] ‘ 'to grind') >  HS: S
*°√k'r÷ (× N *k '''' {i}ru 6666÷V 'strike, hit', q.v.) >  Ar √qr÷ v. G  'knock at ( t h e
door), beat (the drum), hit the butt (arrow)' ¶ BK II 716-8, Hv. 599 
C: EC: Or {Grg.} k'ura?a v. 'hit, beat' »» Dhl kur- v. 'mince' »» SC {MQK}
kare2ra2 pl. 'smiths', Irq {E} kareramo 'blacksmith', {E} karerus- v. ' forge ' ,
Brn {E} kirara 'axe', C ı Mb m-kirane! 'blacksmith' ¶ EEN 13, Grg. 3 3 7 ,
MQK 59, E SC 244  Ch: CCh: FlJ {Kr.} kura v. 'forge' »» WCh ≈ *k'ir-  v.
'forge, pound' (× N *k '''' { i }ru 6666 ÷V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ OS #161O (S, Or, Ch), ≈
Sk. HCD 17O || K: G k'ver- 'kalt hämmern, (an)legen (z. B. Weg)' ,
gamo-k'ver- v. 'forge', k'ver-i 'hammer' ¶ Chx. 579 || IE: NaIE *kWeru-
v. 'grind' >  OI ≤carvati 'grinds with the teeth', cu2rn5a-m ' f lour ,
powder' »» Gk Hm py1rnon (pl. py1rna) 'wheaten bread' ¶ P 642, F II 63O-
1, M K I 379, 397-8, ≈ F II 63O-1 ¶ The IE √  has coalesced with t h e
homonymous *kWeru-  v. 'chew' of different origin (N *k ''''oru  'bite, gnaw,
chew', q.v.) || D *kurÀ- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'pound, strike' >  Tm kur3u v.
'pound in a mortar, husk', kur3r3u v. 'pound, strike', Gnd A kurkal
'pestle' ¶¶ D #185O (a) ˚  The lr. *÷ in S *°√k'r÷ is not necessarily
ancient, it may belong to the heritage of N *k '''' { i }ru 6666 ÷V 'strike, hit'. The D
cns. *rÀ (that goes back to *r outside cns. clusters) may go back e i ther
to N *k''''uru 6666 or to *k ''''urV÷u 6666.
1154. *K''''u 4 444 ++++ur÷3333V 'sharp' >  HS: S *°√k'r÷ >  Ar ?aqra÷-u 'very sharp a n d
excellent' (of a sabre) ¶ BK II 719 || A: M *°ku4ru4- > WrM ku4ru4- v.
'sharpen an arrow' ¶ MED 12O6 || D *ku2r- ({†GS} *k-) >  Tm ku2r- ' b e
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sharp (as the edge\point of an instrument)', ku2r 'sharpness, po in ted
edge', Ml ku2r 'sharpness, point of an arrow', Kn ku2r, Tu kurpu
'sharpness', Tl kru 2ru  'sharp' ¶¶ D #1898 ˚  IS MS 363 (D, U + •÷ HS
√k'wr), ≠  Cald. 6O8 (D •÷ Hb ku6r 'to pierce, to bore' •÷ "Sanskrit
khur 'to cut'" [he probably meant Sk Bd khurah5 'knife' π MI
khura- <  OI ks5ura-h5 'knife']) ˚  D *-r- suggests a N cns. c luster ,
therefore the preferable S cognate is *√k'r÷ rather than *√k'wr ' b o r e ,
pierce' (as suggested by Cald. and IS MS).
1155. *K''''arhÅ 'black' >  HS: S *°√k'rh >  Ar √qrh (pf. qariha) ' b e
black or dark blue due to blows' (of skin, body) ¶ BK II 729  NrOm:
Ym {Wdk.} ka~ra@, Wl {LmS} kare2-tta, Zl {C} kareca2, Chr {C} karta2, Zs
{C} kartc, Gf {Mrn.} karet5a ≠ karec5a, Gm {Hw.} kare!-cci~, Bdt kar-
ci, Hrr {CR} karz5a2 'black', Kcm ka2r-c'a id., ka2r- 'make black' ¶ LmS
416, Lm. Y 355, Wdk. BY 127, AD SF 2O6-7, Blz. OL #196 (HS *kari
'black'), Hw. EG s.v. 'black' || IE: NaIE *ker- '≈  black, dirty' >  Gk [Hs.]
karymno1n : me1lan accus. sg. 'black' »» OI kardamah5 'mud, d i r t ' ,
kardah5, kardatah5 id., NPrs ‰darh\a c7a4rde 'colour; bay horse; blackish
locust' »» AS hru2m 'soot', OSx hro2t, Dt roet, NHG RuS id.  +ext.:
*kers-n-, *kr=s-no- 'black' >  OI kr=s5≤n5ah5 'black, dark', OPrs kirsna-
'black' »» Pru kirsnan 'black' » Sl *c7Á!rn-¥ id. >  OCS hr5n5 c7rËnË,
Blg ≤¢eren, SCr cr•n, Slv c7r!n, R ≤¢e≥rnyj, Cz c7erny1, P czarny »»
pAl {O} *c7a2rsna2  'crow' > Al sorre4  id. ¶ WP I 485-6, P 573, 583, M K I
173, 264, Vl. I 569, Sg. 391, Ho. 176, KM 616, En. 194, Tp. P K-L 26-8 ,
ESSJ IV 155-7, Glh. 166-7, O 399, ≈ EI 69 (*kWr=s≤no-s with unj. *kW-) ||
A *k[æ]ara 'black' >  T *k…ara id. >  OT qara, Tk kara, Ggz kara, Az, Tkm,
SY 9ara, ET, CrTt, Qmq, Blq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, VTt, Bsh, Qrg, Alt, Tv, Tf, Xlj
qara, Uz qåra, Xk, Yk Xara, Chv L xura xura ¶ Cl. 643-4, Rs. W 235, ET
KQ 286-8, TL 592-6, Dr. TM III 426, Jeg. 3O6, Fed. II 362, Ra. 218  M
*qara 'black' >  MM [MA, IM] qara, WrM qara, HlM xar, MMgl qara2,
Mgl {Rm.} qaro2, Mnr {SM} Xara, Dg qar, Dx qara ¶ Pp. MA 292, 444, MED
931, SM 158, T 347, T DgJ 28, T DnJ 125  pJ {S} *ku~ru\a~- id. >  OJ
ku~ru\o~-, J: T ku!roi, K ku!ro~i, Kg kuro!ka ¶ S AJ 264 [#8], S QJ #8, Mr. 8 3 3
¶¶ S AJ 54-5, 274 [#7], DQA # 734 (A *k[æ]aru 'black') || D: [1] D {tr.}
*kar(-) ≠ *ka2r(-) 'black', {GS} *kar- >  *kar(-) > Tm karu, Ml kari,
karu, Kt kar, Kn karidu, Kdg kari, Krg kardi, Nk karen, karan, kareyan
'black', Td kary  'charcoal'  [2 ] *karÀ- ({†GS} *k-) 'grow black; black' >
Tm kar3u 'grow black', ka2r3u 'be blackened', Ml kar3a 'b lackness ' ,
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kar3u 'black', Kt kar id. (or to [1]?), karp 'blackness', Td karÀ ' d i r t ,
stain', karÀf- 'become black\dirty', Kn kar3e, kar3i 'b lackness ' ,
kar3an$gu  'turn black', Kdg kara- 'become black', Tl kar3a  'blackness, a
stain', kar3i, Gdb karka2l 'black', Knd kar3i 'blackness'; *ka2r(-) > Tm, Ml
ka2r 'blackness, darkness', Kt ka;r, Klm ka2ri, Gnd ka2rial 'black', Kn ka1r
'blackness', Tu ka2rË, ka2ri 'black, dark', Tl ka2ru 'black\dark co lour '
¶¶ D ##1278, 1395, GS 34 [#5O] ¶ In the variant *kar ≠ *ka2r the cns. *-
r goes back to a cns. cluster (N *-rh-?), while in the variant *karÀ- t h e
cns. *-rÀ- is a normal reflex of a former intervocalic *r (loss of the N l r .
in some position?) ˚  Ar √qrh  and D *kar/*ka2r suggest the presence o f
an ancient lr. (*h ) ˚  IS I 337 [#213] (*K'ar{a4}) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #44 (*kura
' b lack ' ) .  
1156. *k''''aré€{Ë} (= *k''''arh{Ë}?) 'to burn (sth.), to heat' >  HS: Ch:
WCh: Gmy {Sh.} k'u2@r, Krkr {Lk.} ka2r- vt. 'burn' »» CCh: Glv {ChL} ka~ra~ id. ¶
ChC, ChL  ?? Eg fP k5rr v. 'fire (pottery), stoke (a kiln), broil' (unless
akin to Eg NK k5rr [*k'Vli!:l-] 'holocaust, Brandopfer', which is read b y
Vc. as [*k'Vli!:l-] on the ev. of DEg gll ≠ glyl and Cpt ClIl clil id.) ¶
EG V 61, Fk. 281, Vc. 338 || K: OG *k'era-y 'fire-place, hearth' (ı Sv:
UB k'era4y, LB k'era4, L k'eray, and possibly Sv U k'a4ra4 id.), G k'era id. ¶ Chx.
569, Ni. s.v. o¢ag` , T 346 ¶ The G vw. e (for the expectes *a) still
defies explanation || IE: NaIE *ker´- vt., vi. 'burn' >  Gt hau1ri ' coa l ' ,
ON hyrr 'fire' »» Ltv {ME} ce>ri pl. 'Glutsteine auf dem Gewölbe d e s
Riegen- oder des Badstubeofens' » ? Sl {Bern.} *c7ern¥, {ESSJ} *c7ere7n¥ > P
trzon  'hearth', Uk ¢e≤r¡n∆, Blr ¢arén∆ 'bottom of the hearth', Blg
{Ger.} ¢Aren`, ¢eren` 'upper part of the hearth', SCr MN
¢erjen 'place over the fire'  ?? +ext.: (1) *-d- after the lr.: OI
ku2d5ayati 'scorches, burns' (if from *kr=2d-) »» (2) L carbo 'coal' ¶
But hardly here NaIE *k+k8ert- (>  OHG herd 'oven, stove', OSx herth,
AS heor† 'hearth', NE hearth), which is likely to belong to N
*K''''{o}Ât''''V 'flame' (q.v.); but the latter N word may have influenced L
carbo  and OI ku2d5ayati  (hence the root-medial dental stop) ¶ P 5 7 1 -
2, Fs. 25O-1, Vr. 275-6, Kb. 457, Kar. I 167-9, ME I 375, WH I 165-6, M
K I 252, Bern. I 146, ≈ ESSJ IV 64-5 (Sl *c7ere7n¥ 'net'), EI 88 (*k8er-,
*k8erÓ- 'burn') ||  D (in SD) *karV- >  Tm kari (ft. -v-, p. -nt-) ({†GS}
*k-) v. 'be charred, scorched, become black' (× D *kar- 'black' <  N
*K''''arhÅ 'black'), kari (ft. -pp-, p. -tt-) v. 'char', kari ' charcoal ,
charred wood', Ml kari, karu 'charcoal', Kt kayr 'charcoal, soot', Td
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kary- (p. kars-) 'be singed, scorched', kary- (p. karc7-) v. 'heat ( n e w
pot to purify it), Kn kari v. 'be scorched, singed, charred', 'fry, roas t ' ,
Kdg kari- 'be singed', Tu kari 'soot, charcoal' ¶ D #1278 (a) || ? A:
AdS  of NaT *Ko2r 'embers, burning coal' (<  N *ko[w]rV ' embers ,
hearth', q.v. ffd.) ˚  IS I 34O [#215] (*K'arÿ ; HS (Eg •÷ S •÷ B), IE, D, ?
U *korpe- 'burn' [qu. on phonetic grounds]), earlier: AD GD 17 (HS, IE),
≈  IS I 239 [#95] (attributing the T word to N {IS} *gËÂÿ  'burning coal').
1157. *K '''' irÓV  (= * ûûûûq {i}r÷V?) 'top, summit, crown (of the head)' >  IE
{M} *k8r=Ó-, NaIE {P} *k8r=- ≠ *k8ir- 'head' >  OI s1irah5 (s1iras) / gen.
s1°rs5≤n5-ah5 ntr. 'head, top' (M: *k8r= \´€-os / *k8r=´\€s-≤-n-es), Av sa2ra-,
sarah-, Sgd sr- 'head', MPrs sar, NPrs rS sa4r 'head, top', Oss sa4r
'head, upper part' »» Gk kra1ß 'head' (Gk Hm gen. kra1atoß <  *k8r=´\€s-n=-),
ka1rhna ({F}: < *karasna) 'heads, mountain peaks', Gk kra2ni1on 'the u p p e r
part of the head' ({P}:< *k8r=´\€s-n-, {F}: < *kra@satoß), Gk ka1ra2, Gk I ka1rh
'head' ({F}: <  analogical *ka1rasa), ]epi` ka1r 'headlong' »» L cernuus
'falling headlong', cerebrum 'brain' (<  *kerÓ=s-ro-) »» OHG hirni,
hirn, NHG Hirn, ON hjarni 'brain', Dt hersens,  hersen-en (p l . )
'brain' (WP: <  *k8ersniom), ON hjarsi 'crown of the head' (WP: <
*k8erson)»» OBr [g] cirn-am 'in fronte' ({Flr} “ 'pointe élevée, s o m m e t
[de la tête]'), MBr quern, quernn 'tonsure, crâne' (actually ' c rown
of the head'), 'sommet (d’une montagne)', qern ar penn 'crown o f
the head', Br kern id., W cern 'side of the head', {CSWD} 'cheek, jaw'
»» Tc B kra2n1i (< &k8r=Ósn-i-) '(nape of the) neck' ({Ad.}: “ *'occiput') 
Ht cd. kit-kar 'at the head (of)' ¶¶ WP I 4O3-8, P 574-7, M K III 3 4 1 ,
M E II 638-9, Horn 16O-1, Brtl. 1565, 1572, Ab. III 73-6, F I 784-5 and II
6-7, LS 99O, WH I 2O6, Vr. 231-2, Vr. N 254, Kb. 47O, OsS 4O2, Flr.
1O8, Ern. 55O-1, Hm. 453, YGM-1 84, CSWD 45, Ad. 214, Pv. IV 2O1-2,
EI 26O (*k8r=≤reh€ / *k8r=≤h€-os, snglt. *≤k8orh€sr=, coll. *k8erh€or 'head') || U:
FU: BF *kïrek >  F kiire, Es kiir 'sinciput, crown of the head', Lv ki?r
'occiput, crown of the head' ¶ SK 191, Kt. 129 || A *k[æ]îra >  M *ki[:]ra
>  WrM kira, HlM xår hYar 'summit\ridge of a moun ta in '
(homonymous with kira, xår 'slope; a strip attached to the edges o f
the saddle' [w  N *K ''''irV  'edge, end']), Kl Ö {Rm.} kir´ 'Bergwiesen', u2lin
kirE2r, u2lin kira2r 'die Seiten des Bergrückens entlang' ¶ MED 47O, KW
232  NaT *{k… }îr 'isolated mountain, crest of a mountain' (× N
*kur [Vh]V  'hill, mountain' ×  [in some lgs.] N *K''''irV '⇑ ', q.v.) >  OT qîr
'isolated mountain or block of mountains, crest of a mountain, high
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ground; foothills, slope', MQp qîr 'top of a mountain', Chg {Cl.} qîr id.,
'a height', Uz qir 'high ground, hilly steppe', Qzq, Qrg, Alt qîr
'mountain ridge', Tb {B} qîr 'mountain', Qmn {B} id., 'crest of a
mountain', Qrg qîr 'crest of a mountain', Qq qîr 'mountain-ridge, high
ground', Xk Xîr 'mountain, high ground, hill', Qrg, Tv qîr 'mounta in-
ridge', Qzq qîr id., 'high ground with pastures and areas u n d e r
cultivation', Qq qîr id., 'a height', ? Tkm 9îr 'hilly stony steppe', (?) Tk
kIr , Ggz kîr, Nog qîr 'field, steppe' ¶ Cl. 641, DTS 445, ET KQ 225-7, TL
95, TkR 233, MM 463, Jud. 493, BT 1O5, B DK 23O, B DChT 134, BIG
3OO, Rl. II 732-3, TvR 278-9 || ?σ HS: S *k'ur[V]÷+˝- > Gz k'W´r÷ ' he lmet ,
headpiece' ¶ L G 439 || ??σ K: *°ûqir- >  G {Chx.} ûqira n. 'Kopfstand' ,
ûqiramala 'upside down (mit dem Kopf nach unten)', 'head fo remos t
(kopfüber)' ¶ Chx. 1694-5, DCh. 138O ˚  If K *ûqir- and Gz k'W´r÷
belong here, the N etymon is * ûûûûq { i }r÷V , otherwise we remain with a less
specific N *K ''''irÓV .
1158. *k''''ir[Ë]qa 'ice, hoarfrost; to freeze' >  HS: S *≤k'ar[V]X- 'ice' >
BHb hr2q# ≤k'EraH 'ice, frost', Sr k5arÓ-a2, Ak k5arX-u 'ice', Ak √k5rX
(inf. k5ara2Xu) v. 'freeze, ice up' ¶ KB 1O64, KBR 114O, Sd. 9O3, CAD
XIII 126, 131  ? B *√krr (× N *k''''u[w]Â{É} '[severe] cold') >  Rf ak3arra
'grêle' ¶ Rn. 343 ¶¶ Ember ESS #3.b.27, Vrg. PhHE 129 [#26], IS I 353-4 ,
and Tk. AANM 1 suggest to equate the S word with Eg P s-¿k5Ó
'erfrischen' (EG IV 315-6) (Tk. AANM 1: Eg s.¿k5Óπ S), which is
doubtful for both phonetic and semantic reasons (see  N *K''''ÉL[Ó]V
'cold') || K: G Lch k'ruX-va n. 'cold' ('Kälte') ¶ Chx. 634 || IE: NaIE
(with extensions) *≤k8erno-s, *k8er-m-, *k8er-sn- 'ice crust (naled∆ ), snow
crust, hoarfrost' >  Arm sa®n sar2n (gen. sarin saRin) 'ice, f ros t ' ,
sa®num sar2num 'freeze' »» Gmc (<  *≤k8ernos): ON hjarn ' f rozen
snow crust', OHG hornung 'February' (“ *'month of ice \ snow
crust') »» pSl {IS} *se!rn¥ (gen. serna~) (<  *≤k8ernos) >  RChS sr8n5
sre7nË, OR seren5 serenË, P s1ron ≠ s1rzon 'hoarfrost', Blg
≤seren 'snow that has frozen together', Cz str7I1n, str7I1nI1 'ice o n
branches of trees'; with traces of the new acute intonation: R ∆  se≤re™n
'hoarfrost', Uk [Ber.] {Ves.} se≤ren 'frozen hard snow', Slk srien7, ∆
srien 'hoarfrost'; with secondary accentuation change (mobi le
accentual paradigm): Slv sre<8n, R ∆ , Uk ≤seren id. » Blt (< *k8er-sn-,
*k8er-m-): Lt s7erﬁks7nas, Ltv se2rksnis, se2<rsna 'hoarfrost', Lt
srs7ny!ti 'to get covered with hoarfrost', s7arma~, s7arﬁmas, Ltv
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sar^ma ≠ ser^ma 'hoarfrost' ¶ P 573-4, EI 287 (*k8er(s)no-,
*k8or(mo/mehÅ), Slt. 329-3O, Vr. 231, Kb. 48O, Schz. 17O, IS IA 136, Vs.
III 6O8, Frn. 965, 973-4, Kar. II 173 ¶ The absence of the expected lr. i n
the IE stem *k8erno- suggests that the reflex of N *q was lost in t h e
intercons. position (which is quite natural for a stop that cannot b e
syllabic) || U: [1] FU *°kirV >  ObU *°kïr >  pOs {Ht.} *kir (= {Hl.} *kïr)
'snow crust' >  Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y/K/Kr kir, Nz/Kz/O ker id.  [2] +ext.: FU
*kirte ≠ *kerte 'snow crust, frozen soil' >  BF *kirte >  F kirsi (ob l .
cases kirte- ) 'frost on the ground, ice crust', Es {W} kirs 'Eisschicht';
BF *kerte >  F kersi 'thin snow crust' » Chr H k´rt 'snow crust' »» Os
{KrT}: D ka$;rdò´m, Kr ka$rt´m 'thin snow crust', Ty pæo¿"i\ qæa¿;rtæ´X 'thin ice
crust on the snow' (pæo¿"i\ means 'snow crust') ¶ The variant *kerte (>  BF
*kerte, Os Ty ka$Ært´G, and possibly Chr H amb k´rt) is due to the infl. o f
the FU word *kere 'bark' (UEW 148-9) ¶ UEW 15O, Coll. 89, KrT 4 1 8 ,
435, Ht. #317 (does not distinguish pOs *kir 'snow crust' from pOs
*ka4r 'bark' and pVg *kir id. of different origin), ≠  ItK 372 (BF *kirte π
Lt skirsti 'to be covered', apskirsti 'to freeze' [??]) ‘ LCm. NLP 1 5
|| A ({DQA} *kæi\a2rV, {SDM97} *kæa4∏re 'snow, hoarfrost'): T {Md.} *kæi\a2r
'snow' ({†pAD}: < **kæÉare) > Chv L √r jur 'snow' »» NaT *kæa2r 'snow' >
OT {Cl.} qa2r, Tkm 9a2r, Az 9ar, Ggz kaar ka2r, Xlj qa2r, Tk kar, Qmq, Blq,
Nog, Qzq, Qq, VTt, Bsh, Qrg, Alt qar, ET qa(r), Uz qår, Xk Xar, Tf qår
'snow', Tv Xar, Yk xaar Xa2r id., 'year (of age)'   d.?: Tk kIrc>
'abundant hoarfrost', Ggz kîrc7 'hoarfrost, ice crust (izmoroz∆ ,
naled∆ , inej )'   another d. or cd.: NaT *Kîrlaç 'the coldest part o f
winter' > VTt †, ∆ q¥rlas7 ! id., Qrg qîrdac7 'six coldest days of the winter ' ,
Xk Xîrlas, Chv (π  VTt) k¥rlas1 ≠ k¥rlac7 ≠ k¥rlac7¥ 'two coldest
months of the year' ¶ Cl. 641, Rs. W 235, ET KQ 284-5, ET Q 237-8, GRM
311, Md. 112, 169, Ra. 218, Fed. II 49O, DT 173  M *kira˝un
'hoarfrost' >  MM [HI] kira√u, WrM kira9u(n), HlM xåruu, O r d
kiru2, Brt x√ruu, Dx qîreu id., WrO kiriu4n id., 'frost, rime', kirGun
≠ kiriu4 ≠ kiru 'frost', kiruu 'hail, frost', Kl {KRS} kir¥ kiru4
'hoarfrost', {Rm.} kiru2 id., 'frozen dew', M *kira˝un ı NaT *kæîragu
'hoarfrost' >  OT [MhK] qIra2Gu2, Chg qîraw 'hoarfrost that falls f r o m
the sky', XwT qîra˝u, MQp qIrawu2, [CC] kirov, Tk kIrag"I, Tkm, Kr,
Qmq, Nog, Qmq, Qzq, Qq, Xlj qîraw, VTt, Bsh q¥raw, Alt quru, Az
gyrov 9îrow, Uz qiÆråw, Yk kîrî¢a, Tv, Tf Xîra2 'hoarfrost' ¶ Md. a n d
SDM97 (M *kira˝un ı T), Vv. AEN 15 (M ı T, as evidenced by t h e
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presence of the M 9u-sx. in T), Rs. W 265-6, ≈  Cl. 656 (M *kira˝u π
T), ET Q 23O-1, TL 36, DT 177  M *kira-ma9 'fine snow, first snow' >
WrM kirama9, HlM xårmag, Brt xirmag ≠ xårmag, Kl {Rm.}
kirma9 id., {KRS} kirmg kirm´g 'newly-fallen snow' ('porowa '). The
element *-ma9 is a diminutive sx. (w Pp. GWM 41). M *kira-ma9 ı Yk
kîramaX ≠ kîramay 'newly-fallen snow' and possibly T *kîrpaq ' f i rs t
(thin) snow' (> Tkm, QrB, Qmq qîrpaq id., VTt q¥rpaq 'thin snow', Bsh
q¥rpaq 'newly-fallen autumn snow', Xk XîrbîX 'fine snow', Chv ∆
X¥rp¥k ≠ X¥rp¥X 'thin fine snow') ¶ Pp. IM 41, MED 47O, Ms. H 72, T
DnJ 126, Krg. 732, KRS 3O2, KW 232-3, Chr. 572, 656-7, Rs. W 267, TL
28, Ash. XVI 363 ¶¶ SDM97 s.v. *kæa4 ∏re 'snow, hoarfrost' (T, M + err. Tg
*ximansa 'snow'), ≠ DQA #978 (incl. T *kæi\a2r). If pA {SDM97} *a4∏ is a
good rec., it points to a reg. change of N *i  into A *a4 (supported b y
some other examples) ˚  IS I 353-4 [#23O] (*K'irÿ 'inej ': IE, U, A [T,
M], HS > S *√k'rX + •÷ *√k'rs7, B *Œrs [see  N *K''''a 4 444Â[?]u6666s ++++s 7 777V ' t o
congeal'], and Eg s-¿k5h 'erfrischen' [see  above]); AD NM #1O; S CNM 3
(÷÷ NrCs, ST).
1159. *k ''''aÂ {iwu} 'come in contact (meet, come across, touch)' >  HS:
WS *√k'ry v. 'meet, encounter; happen' (× N *ûûûûqËrV 'reach, enter', [‘]
'happen', q.v.) >  Sr √k'ry (pf. æroœ k5´≤ra2) 'meet, encounter; happen ' ,
Hb erq √k'ry+w ≠ arq √k'r? id., 'happen to', Ug {A, OLS} √k5ry
'treffen, begegnen, sich entgegenstellen; toparse, encontrarse con, salir
al paso', Ar √qry îrQ G  v. 'receive (as a guest)', Gz √k'ry (pf. k'araya)
id., 'give hospitality' ¶ KB 1O61-4, KBR 1131-2, 1137-8, Hv. 6O3, BK II
73O, A #2454, OLS 374-5, L G 445  Eg fMK k5ry {Fk.} 'draw nea r ,
attend', {EG} 'bei jem./etw. sein, sich zu jem. gesellen', 'zu jem.
hinkommen' ¶ EG V 59, Fk. 28O || K: G k'ar- v. '(let) approach, t o u c h '
(Chx.: 'heran-, zu-lassen, anrühren, berühren, sich nähern') ¶ Chx. 5 5 1 -
2 || IE: NaIE *krei\- 'über etw. drüberhinstreifen, berühren' >  ON
hri1na 'come across, touch', AS, OSx hr°nan, OHG (h)r°nan
'touch' »» Ltv kreju, kre~ju, kri!et 'take the cream off (from t h e
milk)' ¶ P 618, Vr. 256, Ho. 174, Ho. S 37, Kb. 793, Schz. 239, ≠  Kar. I
425-6 || A **kæarw{u} > NaT *Karba- 'grope for, touch, grasp'  >  OT {Cl.}
qarva2- v. 'grope for' (“ 'touch'), Tk kavra-  'grasp, take hold of', T k m
9arba-, Yk Xarba2- 'grasp', Xk Xarba- 'grope for, grasp with hands, take a
handful', QK/Sg/Kü/Shor {Rl.} qarba- 'mit den Händen fassen' ( a
paronymic merger with T *k[æ]arma- 'packen, ergreifen'?) ¶ Cl. 646, ET
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KQ 3O2-3, BIG 276, Rl. II 213, 216  M *qar9u- 'come across, meet' (<
**qarBu-?) >  WrM qar9u- {Kow.} 'heurter contre qch., r encon t re r ' ,
WrM {MED} qar9u-, HlM xarga- v. 'meet with, encounter', Kl
xarh- Xar˝¥- id., {Rm.} 'gegen etw. kommen, begegnen, treffen' ¶
MED 936, KRS 597, KW 169, Kow. 845 ¶¶ Altaic *w may point to a labial
element at the end of the N word (e.g., N *k '''' aÂiwu , *k ''''aÂu 4444, *k ''''aÂyu , o r
*k '''' aÂwi?) or go back to a sx.
116O. *k''''u 4 444rwV ¬ *k''''urwÉ 'hard roe, young of a fish' >  IE: NaIE
*krek- 'fish eggs, frog spawn' > ON hrogn 'roe' (ı ME row , NE roe),
OHG rogan 'roe, spawn', NHG Rogen 'roe' »» Lt kurkulaiﬁ, Ltv
kur^kulis 'frog spawn' »» Sl *krek¥ ≠ *kre7k¥ id. >  Slv kre$!k, z7abo-
kre$!c7ina, kra•k, OP, P (rare) krzek, R ∆ krek, kre≥k, kråk id.; in Sl
there is contamnation with the onomatopoeic imitation of c roak ,
whence the unexpected variations in the form ¶ P 619, AHDI 32, EI 2O5,
Frn. 316, Vr. 259, Kb. 8O1, OsS 425, KM 6O4, ESSJ XII 114-5, 144, Vs. II
391 || A: Tg *xu'rbe- v. 'spawn' >  Ewk irb‰ 'spawning', Ewk irb‰-, Ul
xulbi-, Nn Nh/KU xurb‰-, Nn B xurbu- v. 'spawn' ¶ STM I 324  ?? T: Az
ku4ru4, {Rl.} ku4ri 'hard-roe' (Hüs. 176, Rl. II 1454), unless a loan from Lzg
ku4r id. <  pLzg *kWir (S CNM 14); S CNM adduces "T *ko4rpe ' newborn ,
newborn lamb'", but the T word does not belong here, because i t
actually means 'produced late\early in the season' (of animals a n d
crops) (> OT [MhK] ¬(" 'brK ko4rpa4 o˝ul 'a boy born in summer', ko4rpa4
'a lamb born late in the season', Qzq ko4rpes7 'lamb born before t h e
regular lambing-season', Qrg {Jud.} ku4rpo4N 'a lamb born in winter ,
before the regular lambing-time', ko4rpo4 'early lucern', Qzq {Cl.} qu"rpî
'early crop like lucern', Tkm ko4rpe 'youngest' [of a son], 'fresh, ear ly '
[of vegetables]') ¶ Cl. 737, Shch. Zh 114, Jud. 429, 471, TkR 415-6 ||
K: G {DCh.} kvirita 'hard roe, soft roe', {Chx.} kviriti 'spawn o f
fish\frogs' (unless π Abkh a-kW´rt id., but  G ı Abkh is possible,
too) ¶ Chx. 1557, DCh. 1338, DCh. RGS 128, 17O, NCh. 4O3 ¶ The lack
of glottality in the initial cns. is irreg. ˚ NaIE *krek- may be explained
as going back to pre-IE **kru\ek- < N *{k''''}u 6 666rwV + ext. ˚  AD NM # 7 8 ,
Vv. AEN 12-3 (suggests to reconstruct Tg *xu4rbe, which is not different
from my rec., because his *u4 = my *u'), ≠  S CNM 14.
1161. *K''''arÙV 'bank (Ufer), edge'  > HS *k'arH- > Eg fOK k5÷Ó 'Ecke,
Winkel, Seite' = {Vc.} *[k'a÷Haw] (as. *?H > ÷Ó), DEg k5Ó 'angle, co rne r ,
side', Cpt: Sd koo2kooh, B ko2 koh 'angle, corner' ¶ EG V 19-2O, Er.
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547, Vc. 91, Crn. 68, Crum 132  HEC {Hd.} *k'ara 'edge' (× N ?
*k''''aÂ[V?]V 'peak, rock, steep mountain') >  Hd {Hd.} k'are?alla 'edge' ¶
Hd. 131-2  ? S *°√k'rH >  d.: Ar qura2Hïta2ni 'les deux flancs, les
hypocondres' ¶ BK II 7O8 || A: Tg *xari 'border, hem' > Nn Nh Xa2rI-,
Ul XarpU-  v. 'hem with a border,  border (clothes)', Nn N/KU Xa2rIc7a, Ul
Xa2r(I)c7a 'hem, edging (of clothes)', Nn Nh Xa2rpI%, Nn B xarfI(n-) ' h e m ,
ornament on the border of a robe' ¶ ≈ STM I 371 || D *karV ' shore ,
bank, edge, boundary' > Kn kare, Tu karA id., Tm karai\ id., ' r idge
of a field, border of cloth', Ml kara 'shore, riverside', karal ' bo rde r ,
margin, edge', Kt, Td kar 'stripes on end of cloth', Kdg kare 'bank', Tl
kara 'shore, bank', Brh karrak id., 'brim, border', ? Gnd kar(r)um ±
karuN ± garre 'near' ¶¶ D #1293 ¶¶ D *-r- < N *-rÓ-  (reg. ) ˚  ≈ DQA
#99O (A, D).
1162. *K''''ir{Ù}V 'scrape, scratch' >  HS: WS *√k'rH 'scratch, b e \ m a k e
bald' >  BHb √k'rH G  'have one’s head shaved', eh1r^q! k'Or≤Ha2 ' ba ld
patch', JA √k'rH G  'make bald, become bald', JPA Bz √k'rH 'make bald ' ,
JEA √k'rH G  'be bald', Sr √k'rH v. G  'become bald', k5´ra2Ó 'bald', Ar
√qrH G  'creuser en vain la terre pour trouver de l’eau', qurH-at- 'whi te
spot on horse’s forehead', Gz √k'rH D  'shave, make bald'; (× N
*K''''ur{Ùu6666}  'blood'): Ar √qrH G  vt. 'wound', qurH- 'ulcère, plaie qui fai t
mal' ¶ KB 1O63-5, Js. 1415, Sl. P 5O4, Sl. 1O39, Br. 693, JPS 518, BK II
7O7, Hv. 596-7, MiK I  #2.38  Ch: Bdm {Nc.} ka2ru v. 'scratch, rub' ¶
Lk. B 11O || D *kirV ≠ *kerV ({†GS} *k-) v. 'scratch, scrape, shave' >
Tm cirai\ v. 'shave, cut with a sickle', cira2y 'get scratched', Ml cira
'shaving', Kt kekarv, kekrv- v. 'scratch lightly', Td kerf- v. 'scratch, egg
on', Kn kere v. 'shave, scrape, scratch', Tu kerepuni v. ' sc rape ,
polish', Klm kerk-, Nk ker- v. 'shave'. Prj kir-, kirv- v. 'scratch', Mlt
{Drs.} qe1re v. 'shave' ¶¶ D #1564 || A *kæir(a)- >  T *kæîr(a)- ' sc rape ,
strip (hair)' (× N *kira6666 or  *gira 6666  'to scratch') >  OT qîr- v. 'scrape, s t r ip
(hair)', Chg qîr-  'scrape, shave', Tkm 9îr-  'rub, scrape', VTt kyr- q¥r-,
Bsh ºyr-  q¥r-, Qzq, Nog qîr- 'scrape, shave', Qq, Qrg, Alt qîr-, ETt, U z
qir-, Xk, Tv Xîr-, Chv xîr- 'scrape', Tf qîr- 'scrape, scrape clean a h ide
with a special scraper' ¶ Cl. 643, ET Q 227-8, Rs. W 265, TkR 234, Nj.
624, Ra. 223, TvR 5OO, BT 1O5, BIG 3OO ˚ IS I 354 adduces IE *k8erÓ-
'destroy, break', which is actually nearer to N *K''''irV÷3333V 'to tear, t o
break' (q.v.). The assumption of a N lr. is confirmed by the D reflex,
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because D *-r- is a reg. reflex of N *-rÓ- , but not of N *-r-  (that yields
D *-rÀ-) ˚  IS I 354 [#231; HS, D, T + •÷ IE, M, and Tg].
1163. *K''''ur{Ùu6666} 'blood' > IE: NaIE *kreu\Ó-/*kruÓ- 'blood (in the b o d y
of an animal\human)', 'flesh with blood' >  OI kra≤vis5- 'raw flesh with
blood', kravyam 'blood', YAv xru2m accus. 'piece of flesh', {Brtl.}
xrv°Æs7-yant- 'blood-thirsty' »» Gk kre1aß 'flesh, meat', kre1a 'raw f lesh '
»» L cruor 'the blood which flows from a wound, gore; the b lood
circulating in the body', cruentus 'bloody' »» OIr cru1 (<  *kru2s)
(gen. cra1u) 'sang répandu', cro1 (<  *kruwos), MW creu, W † crau,
Crn crow 'blood' »» Lt krauﬁjas, Pru crauyo, accus. krawian
'blood' » Sl *krÈ• (< *kru2-s) id., gen. *kr¥Ÿv-e (<  *kreu\-es) >  OCS kr5v6
krËvÁ / gen. kr5ve krËve, Blg kr`v, SCr kr•v / gen. kràvi, Slv
krI• / krvI•, Cz krev / krve, P krew / krwi, R krov∆ / ≤krovi »»
?σ ON hra2r 'raw, fresh, juicy' (“  *'with blood'), OHG (h)ra2o, ro2
'raw, rough', NHG roh, OSx hra2o, AS hre1aw 'raw', NE raw ¶ WP I
478-9, P 621-2, EI 71 (*≤kreu\ÓÅ / *kru≤hÅ-os, *≤kreu\hÅ-s, *≤kreu\hÅ-yo-
'blood [outside of body], gore'), M K I 277, M E I 411, Brtl. 539, F II 1 1 -
2, WH I 294-5, Bc. 2O6, Vn. C  248-9, Frn. 29O, En. 197, Tp. P K-L 1 5 9 -
65, ESSJ XIII 67-7O, Glh. 355-6, Vr. 251, Kb. 8O1, OsS 422, KM 6O5, Ho.
172, Ho. S 36 || HS: Eg P/NK cr 'blood' ¶ EG V 386 (interpreted t h e
word cr [att. in NK] as "Bezeichnung für Blut" without explicit
justification), Mks. III #3496 (cr 'blood' on new textual ev.)   B
*√krÓy >  Ah a-k´rray (pl. i-k´rray-´n) 'piece of cooked meat' ¶ Fc.
87O  S *°k'VrH- (*°k'urH-?)  >  Ar qurH- 'ulcère, plaie qui fait mal', {Hv.}
qarH- 'wound, ulcer', (× N *K ''''ir {Ù}V 'to scrape, to scratch') √qrH G  v t .
'wound' ¶ BK II 7O7, Hv. 596 ¶¶ Tk. I 41 (rejects any comparison with
Kwn ko~wa2@r 'blood' and Ke kor id., explaining these ECh forms a s
containing a px. *kV- + Ch *bVr- 'blood') ¶¶ The HS plain *k
(underlying Eg c-  and B *k-) is due to HS deglottalization of *K'- || D ( i n
SD) *kuruti ({†GS} *kurudi) 'blood' >  Tm kuruti 'blood, red co lour ' ,
Ml kuruti 'blood', Kn kurudi 'coloured red water', Tu kurdi,
kurudi  'red liquid (used for auspicious purposes) ¶ D #1788 ˚  IE *-
Ó-, S *-H-, and D *-r- (going back regularly from N *-rÓ- , but not f r o m
N *-r- ) suggest a lr. within the N word. The loss of the N lr. in Eg needs
explaining ˚  IS I 36O-1 [#237] (*K'urÿ  in IE and D).
1164. *k''''or{u 4444y}V (or *k''''or 1111i) 'lamb' >  K: GZ *k'raw-/*k'rw- 'lamb' >
OG k'raw-, G k'rav-, Mg k'‰rib- ≠ k'irib- ¶ K 115, K2 99-1OO, FS K 19O, FS
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E 2O8 || HS: S *karr- 'lamb' >  BHb rƒ2 kar 'young ram', Ug {A} kr
'lamb', OAk {Sd.} kerru, Ak M {Sd.} karru 'ram', Ak {CAD} kirru
'(∈ a breed of) sheep' ¶ KB 472, KBR 496, A #1387, OLS 222, Sd. 4 6 8 ,
CAD VIII 41O-1  B *-kVÆrar- >  Ah e2-kr´r, Ty e-kœr¥r ({GhA} e-k5ra"r)
'ram', Nf a-krar 'billy-goat', B *karr-, *karrï >  ETwl ¥-kœ¥rr ({GhA} a"-
k5a"rr), Izn i-x1´rri (pl. ax1rar´n), Rf Wr/B/A, SrSn i-k3arri (pl. ak3rar´n),
Rf is7arri, Kb, Mtm i-S´rri, BSn i-s7´rri 'ram', Sll t3i-k3´rr-´t3 'ewe'; B
*kVrw- 'lamb' >  Ah {Fc.}, Gh {Nh.} a-k´rwa2t, pl. ik´rwa2t´n, Ty/Twl ¥-
k´rw-¥ ({GhA} a"-k5´rwa) 'lamb', Sll i-kru 'young ram' ¶ Fc. 888, 89O,
GhA 99-1OO, Rn. 343, Dl. 416, La. S 2O4  EC: Arr ka2riy-te! (coll. ka2ri!y)
'heifer goat' ¶ Hw. A 371  Ch: WCh: Ang {Flk.} k°r 'fattening r a m ' ,
Wnd/Sy {ChL} k‰!ro~ 'ram', Zar K {ChC} ka!ro~ 'sheep', Tng {J} ka2!rwa ' ca t t le '
¶ J T 94, Flk. s.v. k°r , ChC, ChL, Stl. ZCh 2O9 [#6O1] ¶¶ OS #1432, Rö.
SL 134 || A *k[æ]or1i 'lamb' >  T *Kor1î (or *Kur1î?) 'lamb' >  NaT *Kozî (≠
*Kuzî?) > OT {DTS} qozî, {Cl.} quzî, MU, MOg, XwT quzî, MQp qozî ≠
quzî, Chg qu+ozî, Tk kuzu, Tkm quÎî, SY quzî ≠ qozî, Xlj quzî, Nog, Qzq,
Qq, Qrg, Ln qozî, Uz qözi 'lamb', Az 9uzu, Ggz kuzu, Blq qozu, VTt †
quz¥ 'lamb, young sheep' , ET qoza 'sucking lamb', Tv kozaga qoza˝a
'kid (of a wild goat)' ¶ Cl. 681 (*-u-), ET Q 1O8-9 (*-o-), Df. III # 1 5 5 9
(*-o-) DTS 462, Rs. W 285, ET Q 1O8-9, TL 433, TvR 245, Shch. Zh 1 1 3 ,
TatR 293  M *quri- Ï [1] *quri-9an 'lamb' >  MM [IsV] ñ'qYrQ
quriqan, [S] quri˝an, [MA] qura˝an, WrM quri9an ≠ qura9an, HlM
xurga, Kl Xur˝n=, Mnr {SM} Xor9òa, {T} Xur9a, Mgl {Rm.} qurGana
[sic], Dx qu9an, Ba Xur˝aN 'lamb', MMgl qur˝an 'lamb, kid'; [2] *quri-
sqa  'skin of a newborn lamb' >  WrM {Rm.} qurisqan, Kl Ö XursXa, Kl
D xu4r1sXa id. ¶ H 72, Pp. MA 31O, MED 987, KW 198-9, Gl. II 124, SM
172, Lg. VMI 47, T 378, T DnJ 126, T BJ 15O, Iw. 129, Nov. IE 118 ¶¶ ≈
DQA #1O61 (A *kæi\o"r1o+u 'lamb, deer'; incl. T, M) || D *korÀi, {GS} *korÀ-i
'sheep' >  Tm kor3i, Td kurÀy, Kdg kori, Tu kuri, OTl gor3iya, Tl gor3e,
gor3r3e, gor3r3iya, Klm, Nkr, Nk gorre id., Kt kory a;r` id. (a;r` 'goat'), Ku
go2ri ≠ gorri ≠ go2re, Gnd gorre ± gore id., 'goat', Ml kor3i '∈ a small
kind of sheep', Kn kur3i, kor3i 'sheep, ram', Knd gorÀe 'goat' ¶¶ D
#2165 (a), GS 153-4 [#39O], 68 [#22O] ˚  The discrepancy be tween
the ev. of T *-r1- (suggesting an ancient palatal element) and that of D *-
rÀ- (suggesting a N intervoc. non-palatal *-r- ) may be removed if w e
reconstruct N *k''''or{u 4444y}V, whence pre-Altaic **koryV >  A *kor1{i} >  T
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*Kor1î, while in the prehistory of D the N intervoc. *-y-  was lost: N
*k''''oru4444yV >  *k'oru4 >  D *korÀi. An alt. explanation (proposed by IS): in N
we should reconstruct *-r 1111i , but in pre-D the palatality of *-r 1111- was
neutralized before *-i . The K and T reflexes suggest an emphatic N *k''''-,
which lost its emphaticity (was deglottalized?) in HS due to a reg .
change (*k '''' -  >  *k-) in some unknown (prosodic?) conditions ˚  IS I 3 O 2
[#173] (*kOr1i), Mng. E-3 264-9 (T, D).
1165. *K''''ur{y}V 'sprout from a root' (‘ 'sprout', 'root') >  IE: NaIE
*kWer-/*kWor- 'root' >  Sl *korenÁ 'root' >  OCS koren6 korenÁ, SCr
koàre2n ≠ koàrije2n, Slv kore^5n, Cz kor7en, P korzen1, R ≤koren∆
(gen. kornå) id. » Lt keﬁras, Lt Zh keﬁre$ ' s tump' , ?σ Ltv ce>rs ' bush ,
shrub ' »» Gk pre1mion 'bottom of the trunk of a tree, stump', Gk [Hs.]
pre1mion : pa6n [ri1zvma 'any root' »» ?? OIr crann 'tree; wood (Holz)' ¶ F
II 59, Vn. C  222-3, ESSJ XI 62-6 and XIII 242 (on Sl *k¥rÁ 'bush', which
was erroneously interpreted by scholars as meaning 'root' a n d
belonging to IE *kWer-/*kWor-), Bern. I 57O, Glh. 333, Frn. 241, Me.
SKK 85-6 || A: M *°qur >  WrM qur 'shoots, sprouts from the roots' ¶
MED 987 || D (in SD) *kur- ({†GS} *k-) 'shoot, sprout' > Tm kuruttu,
kuruntu 'sprout', Ml kuruttu, kurunnu id., kurukka ' t o
sprout, shoot', Kn kurul5e 'plantain sprout', Tu kurulA, kurlA
'fresh shoots of grain' ¶ D #1791 (coalesced with *kur- 'young of a n
animal') ||  ?σ  HS  *√k'ry  'stick' (× N *K ''''a 4 444rÉ 'trunk, [piece of] wood') >  S
*°√k'r{y} 'stick' > Ar éYWriQaqarïy-at- id. ¶ BK II 731, Hv. 6O3  B **k'ry >
*Œry 'stick' > BSn t3a-Œrï-t3, Izn t3a-Œreyt3, Rf Tz pl. t3i-Œary-in, Tz {Stm.}
akurœay id.  C *k'Vr- 'stick' > Sml N {Abr.} qa2!r(-tï) (pl. qa2!rro!) 'big-
headed stick', Sml {DSI} qa2r (pl. qa2rro) 'clava, grosso bastone' ¶ DSI
478, Abr. S 2OO ˚  The D cns. *-r- (usually from N clusters with *r )
suggests an additional cns., which (on the ev. of HS) is likely to have
been *y . The absence of final vw. in WrM qur  needs explaining.
1166. *{k ''''}arb++++p{i}  'belly, inside' >  HS: S *≤k'ar[V]b- (or *≤k'ir[V]b-)
'inside' >  OAk k5erbum, Ak B k5erbu(m), Ak OA k5arbu ≠ k5erbu
'inside, inner part, middle', Eb {Krb.} kir-bux (k'irbu) id., BHb br#q#
≤k'ErEb3, SmHb ke2r´b 'entrails, inward parts', Ug k5rb 'inside of the body;
within, in'; ? Ar qurb-, qurub- 'side, flank' (unless from S *√k'rb ' b e
near') ¶ KB 1O59-6O, KBR 1135, BH IV 253, OLS 371, CAD XIII 216, Hv.
596, BK II 7O4, Krb. EG 22, G OA 226, MiK I #1.165 ¶ Ak OA k5arbu
provides ev. for a pS *a (*≤k'ar[V]b-), while SmHb apparently suggests *i
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(*k'ir[V]b-). The controversy may be solved if we know more on t h e
prehistory of the SmHb vowels  Eg fMK k5¿b 'intestine, middle ( o f
land)', m k5¿b 'in the midst of' ¶ EG V 9-1O, Fk. 175  B: Ah akb´r (p l .
ik´br´n) 'bas ventre' ¶ Fc. 735  ?φ  C: Ag: Bln {R} ge≤ro2b, gro2b (p l .
ge≤ro2f, gro2f) 'shape, body' ('Gestalt, Leib, Körper') »» LEC *garb-
'belly' >  Af garba 'belly', Sa {R} garba2 id., 'stomach, womb', pSam
{Hn.} *≤ga!ra~b (pl. garb-o) >  Rn {Bl.} ≤ga!rab 'back', {PG} ga!ra~b- 'bes ide ' ,
Gwd {AMS} kerpe 'breast'; (× N *gub[V]ÂÉ 'back, back side, nape [of
the neck]', q.v.): Sml ga!rab (pl. garb-o&) 'shoulder', Bn ≤ka!rub (p l .
karo2b≤t‰) id., Rn {PG} ga!ra~b id., 'shoulder-balde' ¶ Bl. 181, R WB 159, R S
II 162-3, Hn. S 6O, PG 121, AMS 236 ¶¶ OS #343 (*k'irVb in S, Eg, Gwd),
Tk. I 59 (Eg, S) || K ≈ *°karb-a 'belly' >  Lz korba, Mg Sn kora, Mg SmZ
kvara id. ¶ Chik. 68, Q 345 || IE: NaIE *kerp-/*krep- (or *kWerp-
/*kWrep-) 'body, belly' >  MPrs karp 'body', Av k´r´fs7 (pl. k´hrpo2)
'appearance, visible shape (das sichtbare Äußere, äußere Gestalt)' ( t h e
earlier meaning 'body' is still discernible in the cd. k´r´fs7-xWar
'Leichenfresser'), OI ≤kr =p  'shape, beautiful apperarance' »» L corpus /
corpor- 'body' »» OIr crI1 ({EI}: < *kr=ps) 'body, flesh' »» Gmc: AS hrif
'belly (Unterleib), womb', OHG (h)re4f 'lap, womb' ¶ WP I 486-7, P
62O, EI 76 (*≤krep-s / gen. *kr=≤p-os 'body'), WH I 277-8, Dv. #349, M K I
26O, Brtl. 467-9, Kb. 776, Schz. 235, OsS 422, Ho. 174 || A: M *qarbi-
sun 'uterus, placenta' >  MM [S] qarbisun 'placenta', WrM qarbisun
'uterus of an animal, plecenta' ¶ H 61, MED 935  T {ADb.} *kæarîm
({Md.} *kæa$rîn) 'belly, abdomen' >  NaT *kæarîn > OT qarîn id., Tk
karIn, Az 9arîn, Qmq, Alt, Xlj qarîn, Bsh qar¥n, Uz qårin 'belly,
abdomen (Bauch)', Tkm 9arîn, Ggz karîn, Blq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg qarîn,
VTt qar¥n, Xk Xarîn, Tv Xîrîn, Tf hîrîn id., 'stomach (Magen)', Nog qarîn
'womb, belly', Yk Xarîn  'stomach, first stomach of the ruminants' »» Chv
Xîr¥m 'stomach, belly, womb' ¶ Cl. 661, Rs. W 238, ET KQ 321-3, TL
277, 353, Ra. 193, Md. 1O3, 166, Pek. 3375-6, Jeg. 314, Fed. II 382 ¶ pT
*-m- may go back to  **-b-n- (with **-n- < N genitive pc. *nu  'of': N
*{k''''}arb++++p{i} nu  > **k'armnV > **kæarm >  pT *kæarîm)  pJ {S} *ka!ra!-
(n)ta! 'body' >  J: T ka~rada, K ka!ra!da!, Kg kara!da id. ¶ S AJ 269 [#115], S
QJ #115, Mr. 438 ¶¶ S AJ 281 [#147] (T, J + •÷ pKo *kari 'rib') || D
{GS} *karb- 'uterus, foetus' >  Tm karu 'foetus, embryo, young o f
animal', karuppai\ 'womb', Ml karu 'embryo, yolk', Kt karv ' foe tus
of animals', Td kef  'pregnant' (of animals), Tl kari 'uterus of animals ' ,
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karuvu 'foetus', Prj kerba 'egg' ¶¶ D #1279, GS 3O-1 [#3O] ˚  IS I
338-4O [#214] (*K'arb {i} 'belly, entrails').
1167. (€?) *K''''{i}Âu6666Ça6666 (= *K'''' {i}Âu6666c 7 777a 6 666?) 'to strike' >  IE: NaIE *krou\s-
'push, strike' >  Gk kru1v  'I push, strike' »» ON hrosti 'mashed malt' »»
Lt kru~s7ti (prs. krus7u~) v. 'smash, crash; grind, bruise', Ltv kra~use2^t
'stamp, trample' » pSl *krux¥, *kruxa 'piece' (“ 'broken') >  ChS
krux5 kruxË, Cz kruch id., Blg krux 'piece of salt', SCr kruàh
'bread'; Sl *krus7i ¡ti 'to break to pieces, to crumble' >  Slv kru!s7iti, P
kruszyc1 id., OR kruwiti krus7iti, R kru≤wit∆ 'to break t o
pieces'; Sl *kr¥xa 'crumble' >  ChS kr5xa krËxa, SCr † krha id., R
kro≤xa id. (Ï  dim. ≤krowka id.) ¶ P 622-3, F II 27-8, Frn. 3O2-3, Vr.
261, ESSJ XIII 41-52, Glh. 354, EI 549 (*kreu\(-s)- 'strike'), Vs. II 384 ||
A: T *°Kîrça- >  OT qîrc7a- {Cl.} v. 'hit the side of', {DTS} 'zadet∆
(brush\strike against)' (cp. also N *gaÂu6666 {c 6 666}a 'crush, break to p ieces ' )
¶ Cl. 647, DTS 445 || ?σ HS: ?σ S *°√k'rT > Ar √qrT (pf. qariTa) 'grieve
(affliger)' ¶ BK II 7O6, Hv. 596 ˚  If Ar √qrT belongs here, the N et. i s
*K '''' { i}Âu 6666c 7 777a 6 666. IE *k-  (rather than *k8-) is due to its precons. position.
1168. *k''''{u4 444}ru6666-ÌVcV 'shin' >  HS: S *kura2÷- (≠ *ku≤ra÷-?) 'shin' >  Ug
kr÷ {OLS} 'jarrete, artejo', JA [Trg.] {Lv.} Nio5r^k`2 kar≤÷ïn, em. aI!o2r!k`6
k´ra2÷ay≤ya2 'die Schenkel, Unterschenkel', JEA {Sl.} ao1r!k`6 k´ra2≤÷a2
'leg, foot', Sr '0oro˚ k´ra2≤÷-a2 'leg\shank\shin (of animals)', BHb d u .
Mi%o2r!ƒ6 k´ra2≤÷-ayim '(two) lower legs, fibulas' (from *kura÷- or a n
Aramaism), Ar kura2÷- {BK} 'la partie la plus mince de la jambe entre l e
pied et le genou chez l’espèce ovine et bovine; os du tibia', {Hv.} ' shank ,
trotters (of sheep\oxen)', Ak kur°tu 'shin (of animals)', Sb kr÷ ' leg
of a camel', ? Gz kW´rna÷ 'elbow, forearm'; CS *√kr÷ 'buckle at t h e
knees, kneel '  > BHb, Ug {A} √kr÷ G  id., JA [Trg.] {Lv., Js.} √kr÷ G
'bow, bend the knee', JEA {Sl.} √kr÷ G  'bow down' ¶ KB 47, KBR 5OO
(or!ƒ6* *k´≤ra2÷ 'lower leg, fibula'), Lv. T I 39O-1, Br. 348-9, Sl. 6O4, ≈ Js .
673 (ao1r^k`2 kar≤÷a2 'knee, leg'), BK II 887, Hv. 651, Sd. 51O, CAD VIII
56O, L G 293, BGMR 78, ≈ MiK I #1.157 (S *kWira1÷-), A #1389 || K
*k'wirc`x- ≠ *k'warc`X-, {FS} *k'warc`X-, {K} *k'warc`Xl=-, {K2} *k'wi(r)c`X-
'foot, bottom part' > OG *k5uarcXl-, MG, G *k'varcXl- 'foot' (in OG c d .
k5uarcXlbe(r)k5-, MG k5varcXlberk5- 'footstool, pedestal'), OG
mk5wircX(l)-, G m-k'wrcXl- 'pedestrian', Mg k'uc7X-, Lz k'vcXe- ' foo t ,
leg', Sv UB {GP} c7'is7X 'leg', Sv {TK}: UB/LB/L/Ln c7'is7X 'noga , Pexi'
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('foot' or 'leg'), pl.: UB/LB c7'´⁄s7Xa4r, L c7'´⁄s7Xa4r ≠ c7'is7Xa4r ¶¶ K 1O9, K2 9 5 ,
FS K 178, FS E 194-5, Srj. 1O, Chik. 63, Q 262, GP 281, Chx. 575, Abul.
2O1, TK 862-3 || IE: NaIE *k8ru2s- 'shin, shin-bone' > Arm srun˚ sRun-
k≈ (pl.), gen. sranç sRanc≈, sruniç sRunic≈ 'leg(s), shank(s)' »» L
cru2s / cru2r- 'shin, shin-bone, leg' ¶ WP I 49, P 62, WH I 295-6, Slt.
431-2 || D *kurac>- ({†GS} *g-) 'hoof' >  Tm kuracu, kuraccai\
'horse’s hoof', Kn gorasu, gorase, gorise, gorusu, Tl gorija,
gorise 'hoof' ¶¶ D #177O ¶¶ D *-r- < pre-D *-rÓ- (reg.) < N *-rVÓ-
˚  The reflex of N *c  was lost in S due to the tendency towards
triconsonantic roots (sc. due to analogy) ˚  The etymon may be a N c d .
with the first element *k'''' {u 4 444}ru 6666 'foot, hoof' (see  N *k''''u 6 666r{Ë} 'foot, hoof ' ) ,
but only if the latter has a front vw. (N *u 4444) in the first syll. (which
would mean that the supposed Sl cognate *c7ern¥ 'handle' does not g o
back to N *k ''''u 4 444r {Ë}) .
1169. € *K''''uÂVc@@@@ ' '''V 'sharp' > HS: WS *√k'rc' v. 'pinch, prick' >  MHb
√k'rc' v. 'pinch', JA (incl. [Trg.]) {Lv.} √k'rc' 'pinch, sting, make a n
incision', JEA {Sl.} √k'rc' 'bite, sting', Sr √k'rs', Md √grs5 'prick', Ar
√qrsœ  G  'pinch, sting (gnat)', Gz √k'rs' G   'incise, scar, cut' ¶ Lv. IV 3 8 5 ,
Lv. T II 389-9O, Sl. 1O46, Br. 699, JPS 52O, Hv. 598, LM 97, L G 444  ||
A: M *qurc>a 'sharp, acute' >  MM [S, MA, HI] qurc7a, WrM qurca, HlM,
Kl xurc, Mnr H {SM} XuZ1òia4, {T} XuZ7a, Brt {Chr.} xursa, Kl {KRS}
Xurc¥ id. ¶ Pp. MA 311, 445, Ms. H 92, H 72, MED 988, SM 174, T 3 7 7 ,
KRS 612-3 ¶¶ Pp. VG 121  NaT *Kurç 'sharp' (× T *Kurç 'tough, hard' <
N *k''''{u}ÂVc'''' @ @@@V 'hard') >  StAlt, Qmn kur¢ qurc1, Tb {B} qurc7, Tlt {Rl.}
qurc7  'sharp', Qrg qurc7 'sharp, steel' ¶ ET KQ 17O-1 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #944 (A
*ku2~rV 'cut  out', 'sharp'; incl. T, M) ˚  Identical with N *k''''{u}ÂVc'''' @ @@@V
'hard' [q.v.]?
117O. *k''''{u}ÂVc'''' @ @@@V 'hard (qestkij )', 'to dry up, to harden' >  HS: S
*√k'rs > JA [Trg.] pp. k5´≤r°s 'hardened', MHb √k'rs N , Sh†(π Aram?)
'zusammenschrumpfen, verhärtet werden', Sr √k'rs (pf. Íreœ k5´≤rEs)
v. 'dry up, harden', 'ßorœa k5ar≤s-a2 'cold, dry', Ak k5arsu 'dry, h a r d '
(π Aram?), ?σ Ar √qrs (pf. qarasa ≠ qarisa, ip. -qris-) 'être t r è s
rigoureux (le froid)', {Hv.} 'be severe' (winter), 'be congealed' (wa te r
(× N *K ''''a 4 444Â[? ]u 6666s ++++s 7 777V  'to congeal'); Ar qars- 'severe cold' ¶ Lv. IV 385, Br.
698, HJ 1O35, BK II 71O, Hv. 597, Js. 1425 || K: G Kx k'orac'- v. ' b e
completely dry' (bread), k'orac'-i 'completely dry bread ' ¶ Chx. 613 ||
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IE: NaIE *k+k8ers- 'hard' (partially × N *ûûûûqaé€r1111V 'hard'?) > NNr herren
'stiff, hard', MHG hersten ' e rs tarren ' »» Lt s7iurks7tu~s,
s7iurgz7du~s 'rough, coarse' »» Sl: OR serex5k5 serexËkË 'tracy1ß,
rugged, rough', R ∆ ≤worox 'rough surface', R wer≤wavyj ' r ough ' ,
weroxo ≤vatyj  'rough, rugged', Cz Mr srchky1 'hard' (of flax, h e m p ,
cloth), Cz L srchly, Slv srhek  'rough' ¶ ≈ P 583, Lx. 87, Frn. 994, Vs.
IV 431-2 (misprint traco1ß for tracy1ß), 467-8, Srz. III 34O, Ma. CS 4 6 8
|| A: T *Kurç 'tough, hard' >  OT [MhK] qurc7 'solid and hard (mus >m a t
s >alb)', kurc7 a4ra4n 'hard (s >ila:b) men', [QB] kurc7 a4ra4n 'hard\tough m a n ' ,
[MhK] qurc7a- to become hard', qurc7 ta4mu4r 'hard iron', sc. 'steel', Kr T
qurc7 'strong, firm', Nog qurîs7 'fragile, brittle'; in younger T lgs.
particularly applied to metals, whence 'steel' and 'sharp' (of steel ,
sword) (× N *K''''urVc@@@@ ' '''V 'sharp'): StAlt kur¢ qurc1, Tlt {Rl.} qurc7
'sharp', Qrg qurc7 'sharp, steel', ET ∆  {Jr.} qurc7 ≠ quruc7 ≠ quyuc7, Uz Sr t
{Rl.}, Kr {Rl.} qurc7, VTt kory¢ q¥ºrîs7 !, Bsh ºoros q¥ºr¥ºs, Tbl {Rl.}
kuruc, Chv L xura€ß xur¥s1, xurßa€ xurs1¥, ∆ xor´s1 'steel', Qzq {Sht., Rl.}
˚¨ryw qu"rÈs7 'white steel', Uz qurc7 'bronze', but also with the meaning
'brave' and sim.: Alt {Rl.} qurc1 kiz7i 'brave man', Qrg {Jud.} qurc7 Z7igit ' a
daring man of decision', Qmq k`ur¢ qurc7 'courageous, dar ing
(bravyj , udaloj; bodryj )'; with the original meaning: Uz qurc7
'dense; weighty', Bsh ºoros q¥ºr¥ºs, VTt kory¢ q¥ºrÈs7! 'firm, s t rong,
stable' (Bsh ºoros ºully kewe 'a man with strong hands') ¶ Cl.
647, 665, Rs. W 3O3, ET Q 17O-1, DTS 467, BT 96, Rl. II 952-3, Jud .
451, UzR 632, Jr. 256, Sht. 282, BR 339, Jeg. 3O8, Fed. II 367, KumRS
2O7-8  M *qurc>a 'fat\rich' (of food) >  WrM qurca, HlM xurc ' t o o
oily\greasy, rich' (of food), Kl {KRS} Xurc¥, Brt {Chr.} xursa ' f a t \ r i ch ,
qirnyj ' (of food) (Brt xursa måxan 'fat meat', xursa h¥n ' f a t
milk', xursa w¥l´n 'fat soup, strong broth') ¶ H 72, Pp. MA 311, Ms.
H 92, KW 199, MED 988, KRS 612-3, Chr. 6O2-3, SM 177, T 377  ?φ M
*9orZ>- > WrM 9orZui- ≠ 9orZai- v. 'dry up, harden (as skin)' ¶ MED
362  ? M *°ko4rZ>- (× N *K''''ÉÂVc7777V 'rough hair, prickly\rough object ,
bristle'?) > WrM ko4rzei-, HlM xørzij-x 'become rough, uneven,
hard' ¶ M 492.
1171. *K''''Vr[V]c'''' @ @@@V (= *K''''arËc'''' @ @@@V?) 'to scratch' >  IE: NaIE *kars-
'scratch, rub', {EI} 'scratch; comb (wool)' >  OI kas5ati  'scratches, r u b s '
»» Lt kars7iu~ / karﬁs7ti v. 'card, comb', Ltv ka2~rs7u / ka2~rst id. » Sl
*korsta 'scab, itching skin disease' (×  NaIE *krus- ' c rus t '  < N *kËÂcV
'scales, bark', q.v.??) >  OCS krastakrasta 'crusta lepræ, scab', Blg
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≤krasta 'scabies', SCr kraàsta 'scab, smallpox, leprosy', Slv kra!sta,
Slk chrasta, R ko≤rosta 'scab', OCz kra1sty 'tetter', Cz chra1sta
'tetter, scab', chra1sty  'scabies', P krosta 'rash, scab' »» L carr-o / -
e"re  'comb (wool)' »» MDt harst  'rake' ¶ ≈ P 532-3, EI 57O, WH I 1 7 3 -
4, Frn. 224, ESSJ XI 93-4, M K I 19O || K *°k'ac'+c`'[w]r- >  G k'ac'r- / k'ac'vr-
v. 'scratch' (× N *k''''a{c 6666}Ë 'scratch, scrape off scales' [q.v.]) ¶ Chx. 56O ¶
mt. of N *r  and *c''''++++c' ''' 1 111 || HS: WS *√k'rc' v. 'nip, pinch' (× WS *√k'rc'
'prick' < N *K''''uÂVc@@@@ ' '''V 'sharp') >  Hb √k'rc' Pu  'be nipped off', Ni%o2 çr@q!
k'a2≤rac' ≤÷ayin {KBR} 'screw up one’s eyes, blink', ? Ug √k5rs5 {A, OLS}
'gnaw (nagen, abkneifen; mordisquear, roer)', Ar √qrsœ G  'pinch', Mh,
Hrs, Jb √k'rs' v. 'nip' ¶ KB 1O7O-1, KBR 1148, A #2457, OLS 373, BK II
712, Hv. 598, Jo. M 236, Jo. J 15O, Jo. H 77 || A: NaT *Kurç- v.
'scratch, itch' >  Osm {Rl.} é*rvQ qurc7a 'scratching (das Kratzen)', Tk
kurca 'scratching, excitation', kurcala- v. 'scratch', Tb {Rl.} qurc7aN
'scab (Grind, weluda ), Chg {VZ} œmL'8rvQ qurc7al-(maq) 'sich blutig
kratzen', Qq qurs7aNqî 'tetter (parwa ) of horses', Nog qurs7aNî 'tetter o f
sheep', VTt kor¢aˆgy q¥ºrs7 !aN9¥, Bsh q¥ºrsaN9¥ 'scabies' ¶ Rs. W
3O3, Rl. II 953-4, KrkR 413, NogR 189 || ? D *kirVc>- ({†GS} *k-) v.
'scrape' >  Tu {BhK} kires¥, keres¥ id., {Mnr.} kirejuni v.
'scrape\clear (as the ground)', Prj kirc>- v. 'scratch', Krx xerc>- / xirc>- v.
'rub off, score', Mlt {Drs.} qerce v. 'scrape' ¶¶ D #1564, Mnr. 142 ¶ ¶
The unexpected vw. *i may be due to the infl. of D *kirV ≠ *kerV v.
'scratch'. Alternatively, D *kirVc>- may have been derived from D *kira
(if so, it does nor belong to the N etymon in question) ˚  If the pN
etymon is *K''''arËc'''' @ @@@V, the vw. *u in T *Kurç- may be due to vowel
breaking:  *Karuc>V >  *Ku\arc>V >  T *Kurç-. If the N etymon was
*K''''ur[V]c'''' @ @@@V (as may be suggested by NaT *Kurç-) we have to suppose
the loss of the glide *u\ in the prehistory of IE: *K''''ur-  >  *KVu\r- > *KVr-,
but in this case the IE vw. *a remains unexplained, the re fore
*K''''ur[V]c'''' @ @@@V is a less probable rec.
1172. (€?) *K ''''ÉÂVc 7777V  'rough hair, prickly\rough object, bristle' >  IE:
NaIE *k8erst-/*k8r=st- 'rough hair, bristle' > Sl *sÁrstÁ 'animal’s hair '  >
SrChS, OR s6rst6 sÁrstÁ, Slv sr•st, Cz, Slk srst&, P siers1c1, R, U k
werst∆  »» OHG {EI“?} hursti 'crest' »» L crista 'rooster’s c o m b ,
crest of a helmet' ı Al kreshte4 'mane, rooster’s comb' ¶ ≈  Vs. IV
431, ≈  WH I 292, O 19, ≈ EI 252 (*k8er(es)- '≈  [rough] hair, bristle') ||
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HS: S: [1] Ar qarTa÷-at- 'poil fin et court chez les bestiaux'  [2] Ar
qarïs- ≠ qarïsœ- 'nettle'; the var. qarïsœ- is influenced by √qrsœ 'p iquer '  <
WS *√k'rc' v. 'pinch, prick' cp. JA √k'rs' G  'bite, pinch, sting' (see  N
*K''''uÂVc@@@@ ' '''V 'sharp') ¶ BK II 7O7, 711-2, Js. 1425  ? B: Kb {Dl.} aŒrœis,
Tmz {MT} aŒris  'fils de chaîne coupés, restés sur le métier après que l e
tissage achevé ait été enlevé', Kb taŒrœist  'frange' ¶ Dl. 628, MT 2O5 ||
?φ A: M *°ko4rZ>- (× N *k''''{u}ÂVc'''' @ @@@V 'hard [qestkij]; to dry up, ha rden '? )
> WrM ko4rzei-, HlM xørzij-x 'become rough, uneven, hard' ¶ The
M labialized vw. *o4 may be due to the infl. of *k''''{u}ÂVc'''' @ @@@V ¶ M 492.
1173. *k''''VÂc7777 ' '''V 'to cut' >  HS: S *°√k'rT' >  Ar 7rQ√qrÎœ G  v. 'cut'  ¶
BK II 716  ?φ  B *√*k'rs >  *Œrs v. 'tear, cut, cut the throat (of a
person\animal)' >  BSn {Bs.} s´-Œr´s, ETwl/Ty {GhA} ´Œr´s 'cut', Sll
{Ds.} Œ´rs, Si {La.} Œ´r´s 'couper des régimes de dattes', Izn, Rf √Œrsœ
'tear, cut the throat', Mtm q´rs 'be torn', caus. ´sŒ´rs 'tear', Ah, Gh,
Mz, Wrg ´Œr´s, Izd Œ´rs 'cut the throat of', Gd EŒr´s (pf. yE-ŒrEs)
'immoler, égorger', Zng {TC} e?r´s7 (pf. yu?res7) 'égorger' ¶ GhA 72, La. S
219, Ds. 78, Fc. 1776, Dlh. M 155, Dlh. Ou 246, Mrc. 95, Lf. I 232 and II
#125O, Rn. 362, DCTC 287 ¶ B *Œrs < *√*k'rs <  N *k''''VÂc7777 ' '''V ×  HS
*√k'rs6 (> S *√k'rs6 'cut' >  Ar √qrs7 'couper', Ak √k'rs7 ' t r im \ca rve
[meat], see  BK II 711, Hv. 598, CAD XIII 128), HEC *k'ores7- ' b r e a k
(bread)' (>  Hd k'ores7-, Kmb k'ores-), see  OS #1592 || K: GZ *k'rec7'- /
*k'ric7'- / *k'r=c7'- 'cut, cut off' > G k'rec7'-/k'ric7'- 'cut, cut (hair), c l ip '
('scheren, stutzen'), Mg k'irac7'-/k'irc7'-, Lz k'ric7'- ¶ K *c7' > Zan *c7 ( r a t h e r
than *c7'k') due to the presence of *k' ¶ K2 1OO, Chx. 614, 1561, DCh.
625, SSO I 384, AxT 188 || A:  M *kerc>i- v. 'cut\chop into pieces, sl ice '
(×  N *k ''''áÂt ''''V 'to crumble, to chop\cut into small pieces' ×  N *k''''áÂZ6666 {i}
'cut into pieces, split, divide') > WrM kerci-and HlM x´r¢i- v. ' cu t ,
slice', Kl kerc7- id., {Rm.} id., 'chop into pieces', Ord gòerc1æi-, Mnr H {T}
kirZ7i-, {SM} kæirZ1òi- 'hacher, couper en tranches', Dx kic7È- v. 'cut i n to
pieces, cut off'; M ı Ewk k‰rçi-, Ul k‰rc7u/i-, Nn k‰rc7i- 'cut i n to
(small) pieces (krowit∆ , rezat∆ na kuski )', WrMc kerci- ' c u t
(meat) into pieces \ small pieces, separate pieces of meat in the joints '
¶ MED 455, SM 2O4, T 339, T DnJ 123, KRS 296, KW 228, STM I 453-4.
1174. *k ''''a 4 444 rdV  'breast, chest' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  'heart', ' in ternal
organs') >  K  *mk'erd-/*mk'r =d- 'breast, chest' >  OG, G mk'erd- (gen. mk'rd-
is-a), Mg k'idir-i, k'‰d‰r-i, Sv: UB/Ch muc7'wed, Lx m´⁄c7'ed, L/Ln muc7'od id .
¶¶ K 135, K2 123, FS K 219, FS E 241, Gud. BT (on the loss of initial *m-
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in Mg), T 581-2 || HS: Ch: WCh: Hs k'i~RZ7ï@ 'chest, breast, bosom', Gw K
k'È~ri@Z7i@, Gw Cn gÈ~ri~Z7i@ 'chest, breast' »» ? ECh: EDng {Fd.} ko!rki!d'o@, {Lk.}
ko3rki!den1 'breast (poitrine)', Dng {Lwn.} ko@rlo`, Mgm ko!rla! 'heart' ¶
Ba. 61O, Fd. 3O1, Mts. G 64, Mts. GD 32, ChC, ≠  Sk. HCD 172  ? EC
*gVr{d'}- 'belly' (mte. *gVrd'- <  *k'Vrd-?) >  Arr {Hw.} gere!? (pl. gerd'o!)
'belly, abdomen', Gdl kard', Kns kar-itta id., Kns kara postp. 'inside ( a n
area)', Hr/Dbs kara÷c7e!, Gln kar÷itto, Gwd kar÷e!tto, Gwd D kar÷e!c7c7o
'belly'; the rec. of EC *d' is justified if we find the factor responsible f o r
the change *-rd'- > Kns -r-, Dl -r÷- ¶ Bl. G 49, BlSO 67a, AMS 232, Bl. 2 8 1
(on reflexes of EC *g-), Hw. A 36O-1  ?σ WS *k'ard- > Ar qard- ' n eck ' ,
Mh {Ho.} k'ard 'throat, voice', Hrs {Jo.} k'ard, Jb C {Jo.} k'Erd, Sq {LLS}
k'‰yrOd pl. 'throat', ??σ Ar qurdu2d- 'back (dos)' ¶ BK II 7O9, Jo. M 2 3 5 ,
Jo. H 77, Jo. J 148, SSL LSNP 1463, MiK I #1.166 ¶ The stem structure o f
the SES lgs. points to the absence of a pS posttonic vw. (sc. *≤k'ard-
rather than *≤k'arVd-)  ?σ B *ŒVrd- (< *k'Vrd-) > Ty, ETwl ti-Œ´rd-en
(pl.) 'partie du corps située en-dessous du cou et entre les deux
omoplates', ??σ: Zng {TC} to?rœudœ, Ntf {Dray} taŒ´rut (pl. tiŒoradœ), Sll
taŒrœu"tœtœ (pl. tiŒWra2dœ) 'omoplate', BSn {Ds.} t3aŒru2tœ 'épaule', Kb t3aŒrutœ
'omoplate, épaule' ¶ PrGG 120, TC Z 310, Dray 344, Ds. 204, Ds. B 1 1 9 ,
Dl. 625 ¶¶ MiK I #166 (S, B) || IE *k8erd-/*k8e2rd-/*k8r=d-/*k8red-, {EI}
*≤k8erd / gen. *k8r=≤d-os 'heart' >  NaIE: Arm sirt siRt id. (gen. srti
sRti) »» Gk π kh6r (< *k8e2rd) id., Gk A kardi1a2, Gk Hm kradi1h id., ' s t omach '
»» L cor / cord- 'heart' »» OIr cride 'heart, middle', W {YGM} craidd
'centre, middle', Crn cre(y)s , MBr [SB] creis 'middle', Br kreiz id.,
'center' »» Gt hai1rto2, , ON hjarta, OHG herza, NHG Herz, AS
heorte 'heart',  NE heart »» Lt s7irdi~s, Ltv sir^ds, Pru seyr ( =
[sïr]?) (gen. s°ras, accus. s°ran) 'heart' » pSl *sÁrd-Áce id. (with t h e
dim. sx. *-Áce) >  OCS sr5d6ce srËdÁce, Blg s`rd≤ce, SCr sràce,
Slv srce5•, R ≤serdce, Uk ≤serce, Cz srdce, OP sierce >  P serce
id., pSl *ser≤d-a! (accus. *se8rd-oß) 'middle' >  OCS sr8da sre7da
'middle, Wednesday' (ı R sre≤da 'Wednesday'), Blg sre≤da, SCr
sre!da ≠ srije!da, Slv sre5!da 'middle, Wednesday', Cz str7eda, Slk
streda, R ∆ , Uk sere≤da (R ∆ accus. ≤seredu), P s1roda
'Wednesday' »» Tc {EI}: A kri 'will', B ka2rya2n pl. 'hearts'  Ht {Ts.}
ker / obl. kard-, {Pv.} kir(ti) / kart(i)- (< *k8erd / *k8r=d-), Pal ka-a-
ar-ti id. (dat.-lat. sg.), Lw zar(t)-, HrLw zar-za id. ¶¶ P 579-8O, EI
262-3, F I 787-8, WH I 271-2, Fs. 234-5, Vr. 232, Kb. 462, Schz. 1 6 6 ,
Ho. 157, Vn. C  235-6, YGM-1 1O1, Ern. DELM 455, Hm. 487, Slt. 2O5-6,
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Frn. 986-7, En. 245, Glh. 574-7, Vs. III 6O5-7, Ts. E I 556-8, Pv. IV 1 8 9 -
91 || D *karVlß- ({†GS} *k-) 'internal organ (heart, bowels?)' >   T m
karal5, karul5 'lungs and heart, liver, bowels, heart', karil5 'heart', Kt
karl 'heart, mind', Kn karul5, karal5u 'an entrail, bowels; love', Kdg
kari 'intestines', Tu karalË, karlË 'bowels, liver' ¶¶ D #1274  ¶¶  D
*-r- <  N *r-clusters; D *-lß- is possibly a sx. ˚  IS SS 328 [#4.14], IS I
324-5 [#2OO] (IE, K), ADDZ VIS (added the Hs cognate), Glh. l.c. ( a d d e d
the EC cognate) ˚  IE *d for the expected *d≈ is due to the IE
incompatibility law that rules out the occurence of mediae aspira tae
and tenues in the same root (w IS SS 348 [#13.1]). The connect ion
between 'breast' and 'neck' (as within HS) is quite natural in a society
of hunters or cattle-breeders, having such notions as 'dewlap'.
1175. € *K '''' iÂdV 'to scrape' ([in descendant lgs.]‘  'to comb') >  HS: S
*√k'rd >  MHb √k'rd D  (pf. dr4iq$ k5e2≤red3) 'curry, scrape', Ar √qrd G
'ramasser en grattant (p. ex. le beurre ou le lait sur les parois d’une
vase)', Ak √k5rd (inf. k5ara2du) 'pluck wool' ¶ Js. 1412, Lv. IV 372, BK
II 7O9, CAD XIII 126,  MiK I #2.36 ¶ Not here WS *√grd ' s c rape ,
scratch' (< N *kaÂÊV [≠ *gVÂdV?] 'to scratch, to scrape', q.v.) || A:
Tg *xi3{r}da6- v. 'comb' > Jrc irdihun, WrMc iZifun 'a comb', WrMc iZi-
, Ewk i3gdi3-, Sol idda- ≠ irda-, Lm Id-, Neg IgdI-, Orc, Nn KU igdi-, Ul
sigdu-, Ork sigdi-, Nn Nh/B sigZ7i- v. 'comb' ¶ STM I 296-7, Kiy. 1 2 7
[#549], Pp. VG 33 (on the reflexes of Tg *x- before *i) ˚  Cp. N
*kaÂÊV (≠ *gVÂdV?) '⇑'.
1176. € *K''''{u 6 666}r[d]V 'monkey' > HS: WS *≤k'{i}rad- > Ar qird- (pl. qirad-.
qiradat-) {BK} 'singe', {Hv.} 'baboon, ape', Gz k'´rd ≠ k'ard, k'ardina2t,
Amh k'‰rd 'monkey' ¶ L G 44O, BK II 7O9, Hv. 597  EC: Arr k'a2rran
'vervet monkey', ? Rn ka!ra ~w 'Guereza monkey' ¶ Hw. A 377, PG 18O 
SOm {Blz.} *k'aray >  Ari {Bnd.} qa[:]r 'vervet monkey, Dm {Fl.} k'are id.,
Ari B {Fl., C} k'ara 'Capuchin monkey'  »» NrOm: Gonga: Mnj {Fl. after C}
k5eriyo 'monkey' » COmt (Gf?) {Mrn.} k5aro 'monkey' ¶ Mrn. O 1 5 5 ,
Blz. OL #122, Bnd. AL 154, Fl. OO 32O  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *k'VrV 'monkey '
>  Su kar, Ang ker 'monkey' »» ECh: Mgm {J} me!k'e~rd'a~ 'monkey' ¶¶ OS
##1568-9 ¶¶ The words for 'Colobus (monkey)' in Oromo (Or {Th.}
gureza 'scimmia biancanera', {Brl.} guresa 'Colobus', goresa ' sc immia
del mantello di lungo pelo bianco sul nero'), in Ari ({Bnd.} goyr, and i n
Dime ({Bnd.} gu2ru) hardly belong here (because of the voiced g-) ¶ Brl.
182, 191, Th. 179, Bnd. AL 154 || D *kuraNk- ({†GS} *k-) 'monkey' >
Tm kuraNku id., 'ape', Ml kuraNNu 'monkey' (chiefly 'macaco'), Kt
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korg 'black monkey', Td kwarg , Kn koraNgi, Tu kuraNga, Tl k(r)o% ∏ti
¶¶ D #1769.
1177. *k''''{u 6 666}Â{÷V}dV ¬ *k''''u 6 666Ât''''V÷V 'stinging insect' >  HS: S: [1] WS
*≤k'{u}r[a]d- 'tick' >  Ar qurd- 'tick of camels\horses ' , qura2d- 'tick', Tgr
q®D k'Arad 'tick'; [2] S *°√k'rd÷ ≠ *°√k'rt'÷ >  Ar qirda÷-, qirdi÷- '∈ louse
(living on camels and hen)', qartœa÷-, qirtœi÷- '∈ louse (living on camels) ,
qurdu2÷- 'small ant' ¶ Fr. III 422-3, 427, BK II 7O9-1O, Hv. 507, LH 2 4 4
 C: Ag: Bln {R} k5W´r?ad-a2 (pl. k5W´r?ad) 'tick'; Ag ı Tgr {R}
k5W´r?´day, Tgy {R} k5War?´d´t id. ¶ R WB 242 || K: G k'virt'-i, k'rut'-
i 'wasp' ¶ DCh. 61O, DCh. RGS 222 || D (in CD) *kurVtß... ({†GS} *k-)
'leech' (× N *ku?rVt++++dV 'worm, parasitic insect') >  Prj kurtßubi, Gdb
kurt ßum  'leech' ¶ D #1798.
1178. *k''''iÂgV (or *k''''iÂk ''''V) '∈ stinging insect' >  K: GZ *k'r=k'il- ' m o t h '
> G rk'il-, Mg k'i(r)k'il- ≠ k'ik'it'- ¶ K 116, K2 1OO-1, FS K 191 || HS: S: Ar
qirqis- '∈ small flea' ({Fr.} 'parvorum culicum species') ¶ Fr. III 432, BK
II 723  B: Ah korko2r 'moth (teigne)' ¶ Fc. 875  ECh: Mgm {JA}
ku~rgi~ti!ne~ 'worm', EDng {Fd.} ku~rgi~ta~ 'ver fin et long, qui fait enfler l a
peau', ?σ Bdy {AlJ} ku@rga2~sa~ '∈ insect' ¶ AlJ 94, JA LM 1O2, Fd. 3O5 || A:
Tg *xi3rga(-kta) 'gadfly, horse-fly' >  Ew irgakta, Ewk Tng irg‰kt‰, Lm
Irgåt ± Irgot, Neg Iygakta, Ud iga, Ul sIZ7aqta ≠ sIZ7Iqta (<  **si3rgaqta
< *xi3rga-kta), Ork sIZ7Iqta ≠ sIrIqta, Nn sI9aqta id., WrMc iZa 'gadfly,
insect' ¶ STM I 325.
1179. *{k''''}iÂ{g}V or *{k''''}eÂ{g}V '∈  bird of prey' >  U: FU *kerkV id. >
Lp P k5ierkc`e 'falcon', Lp OSw {LÖ} kirgec7 'eagle' {Lp -c7[V] is a
derivational sx.) »» Os {KrT}: V ko4Ær´k, G ko"r´k, Kz qu"r´q 'eagle' ¶ UEW
149, Coll. 79 || A: T *Kîrguy '≈  hawk, falcon' >  OT {Cl.} qîr˝u2y
'sparrow-hawk, Accipiter nisus', Qzq, Qq qîr˝îy, ET {Nj.} qir˝uy, ET ∆
{Jr.} qur˝uy ≠ qîr˝uy, Qrg kyrgyj qîr˝îy id., Tkm 9îr9î id., ' r e d -
footed falcon, Falco vespertinus (kob¢ik )', Az 9îr˝î 'hawk', Osm {LCq.}
qyr˝ay '∈  eine Habichtart', ET ∆  {Mng.} ˝ur˝uy 'Falco apivorus', ET T r
{LCq.} qîr˝uy 'Sperber (Accipiter nisus)', qîrquy 'Jagdfalk', Xk d im.
Xîr˝ayaX 'small hawk', Chv xe€rxi xÁrGòi ± xÁrGòu4 'Falco vespert inus '
¶ Cl. 654-5, ET Q 232-3, KrkR 429, Sht. 276, TkR 233, Hüs. 92, BIG 3OO,
Jr. 256, Mng. G 721, Nj. 623, Jud. 494, Jeg. 3OO  M (π T?)
*kir[u]9uy > MM [HI] kir˝uy 'petit épervier', WrM kir9ui {Kow.} 'small
hawk, small gerfalcon' ('un petit épervier, petit gerfault; malyj
åstreb` , kre¢etok` '), {Gl.} 'Falco vespertinus; small gerfalcon' ,
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{MED} 'small hawk, small predatory bird', HlM xårguj id., Kl Ö {Rm.}
kir˝u2, kir˝u4∏ 'sparrow-hawk', Kl {KRS} kirh¥ kir˝u4 'id., Falco
vespertinus', WrM kiru9ucai {MED} '∈ (a kind of) small hawk', {Gl.}
'ubl√dok orla , åstreba i kop¢ika ' ¶ Ms. H 72, Kow. 2552, Gl. III
6O9-1O, MED 471-3, KRS 3O2, KW 232 || K: G k'irk'it'a 'Falco
tunninculus (Turmfalke)', {DCh.} 'kobec , ovsånka ' ¶ Chx. 595, DCh.
616 ˚  If the G word belongs here and its k'- is not due to as. (which is
qu.), the initial N cns. is *k''''- , otherwise we have to reconstruct a n
unspecified velar (*K- ). The U cognate points to a pN *e , while T, M
and K suggest a vw. *i . The phonetic laws that are responsible for th is
discrepancy are still to be discovered.
118O. *K''''org++++kË 'dirt, dung' >  IE: NaIE *gWorgW(or)o- 'dirt' >  Arm
kork  koRk  'dirt-spot, dirt, filth, ordure' »» Gk bo1rboroß 'mud, mire, f i l th '
¶ WP I 694, P 482, F I 252 || HS: C: Ag *?akWaÒ >  Bln {R} aGWar≠
aºGar≠o3Gar coll. 'dry cow-dung', Xm {R} aXu"l 'dry dung'; Ag ı Tgr
{R}, Tgy H {R} akoR akWAr, Tgy {R} ak=oR ak3WAr (these words are n o t
registered in standard dictionaries of Tgr and Tgy, namely in LH a n d
Bsn.); (Tgy and\or Tgr ı?) Sa {R} a≤kWar ≠ aº≤kar, Af {R} a≤kWar ≠
aº≤kar ≠ o3≤kaºr 'dry dung' ¶ R WB 2O, R Ch II 2O, R S II 24, R A II 14  B
**k'Vrra2g >  **ŒVrrag 'dung' >  Ah a-Œ´rrag1 'gros excrément ( d e
quadrupède herbivore, d’insecte, d’oiseau)', ta-Œ´rrak 'fumier, large
dunghill', ETwl aŒ´rreg 'droppings of camels, goats, etc.', Gh a-Œ´rraZ7
'fiente', ?? Sll ta-qW´rqWayt  'fumier de chameaux' ¶ Fc. 1773, PrGG 1 2 1 ,
Nh. 161, Ds. 137 ||  A : M *qor9u-sun  'droppings of sheep, etc.' >  MM [S]
qorqosun 'Stück Schafmist', WrM qor9usun 'droppings of sheep a n d
camels', Brt xorgooho(n) id., Kl xorhsn Xor˝¥s¥n 'ball(s) o f
droppings (of sheep, goats, camels) (katyw )', {Rm.} Xor˝asn= ' r u n d e
Kotkugel (der Schafe, Kamele, Pferde)', Mnr H {SM} Xor9òo2Z‰ 'd roppings
of sheep, goats, camels, hares'; M *qor9al >  WrM qor9al, HlM
xorgol , Brt xorgool id., Ord (Ms.} Xor9ol 'droppings of animals'; M
*qorquy- >  WrM qorqui-, HlM xorxoj-x 'be dirty, untidy' ¶ H 6 7 ,
MED 965-6, 97O, SM 172, KRS 598, KW 187  Tg *xo2ri-kta 'dung o f
reindeer' > Ewk o2rikta, Lm o2rIt, Ork xorIqta id.; *°xori-na- >  Ewk o2rina-
v. 'defecate' (of reindeer)' ¶ STM II 23-4 ¶ The long *o may be due t o
complementary lengthening (Ersatzdehnung) due to the loss of *-g- 
pKo {S} *k´⁄rîm 'dung '  > NKo k´⁄rîm ¶ S QK #1122, MLC 82 ¶¶ DQA
#1132 (A *kæo2~rV 'dung, excrements') || D (in SD) *kor- ({†GS} *k-)
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'mud' >  Ml kuran1n1i 'mire, mud, fine clay', Kt kor 'manure, filth,
mud', Td kwar 'mud' ¶ D #2123 ¶ D *-r- <  N *r-clusters (in this case
presumably *-rg ++++ k - ) ˚ The B and Tg cognates point to N *K''''- , while t h e
apparent IE and C reflexes of N *k-  are due to as. The N word-medial *r
was probably followed by a velar stop, which is evidenced in M, B, a n d
(indirectly) in D by reflexes of a N word-medial *g , while in IE there a r e
traces of a N postconsonantic *k . The variation is still to b e
investigated. In C and Tg the word-medial velar was lost (a kind of dis.
or a reg. development of the N cluster *-rg ++++ k -?) .
1181. *k''''VÂVkÉ 'skin, bark' > K: GZ: G kerk- 'bark, crust, peel', Lz
Ar kyark- 'skin of the hand' ¶  Chx. 1548-9 || IE: NaIE *krog8-no- ' sk in ,
hide' > Clt: OIr cro(i)cenn 'skin', Brtt {RE} *krok- id. > MW, W
croen, MBr crohenn, crochenn, Br croc&hen 'skin', OCrn [g]
croin ("mastruca" 'sheepskin'), Crn cro2nek 'skinny'; Gl ı L
crocina 'leather garment' »» Sl *k¥rzÁno 'fur coat' ({ESSJ}: ' c loak,
Mantel, pla∑ ') >  ChS kr5z(6)no krËz(Á)no 'vestis pellicea', McdS
krzno 'fur', Slv kr!zno 'leather, hide, fur', Cz krzno 'military cloak,
coat, fur coat', OR kor(6)zno kor(Á)zno, k5rzno kËrzno,
kr5zno krËzno 'cloak'; Sl ı OHG krusina, kursinna, OFrs
kersna, AS crus(e)ne 'fur coat' ¶ Vn. C  243-4, RE 129, WH I 296, ≈
ESSJ XIII 244 (against the Sl-Clt connection), ≈ Vs. II 327-8 (believes
that the Sl word is a loan from some "Eastern" lgs: Os ka4rc ' f u r '
[actually 'fur coat] ⇔  ESSJ and Ab. I 582), Srz. I 14O4, Kb. 575, P 9 4 3
(NaIE *krok-no-; supposes a connection with IE *(s)ker- 'cut') || A: M:
WrM qor9u ≠ qoruu, HlM xuruu 'film, cataract, spot in the eye '
(× N *k''''oÂup''''V 'bark of trees' [∈?], 'skin') ¶ MED 97O ˚  In K there is
as. *k...k < N *k'''' . . .k , in Clt in the opposite direction: IE *k...g8 > Clt *k...k.
1182. *K''''a 6 666ÂK''''ub++++pV 'top, summit, crown (of the head)' >  HS: S
*°k'ark'ab+p- 'skull' (× N *k'''' {a}w[o]p''''É or *k''''{a}w[o]p''''VyV 'skull; occ ipu t '
‘ 'head'?) >  JA Fq@r^q@ k5ar≤k5ap3, em. af1q^r^q@ k5ark5´≤p3-a2 'skull, head ' ,
at`1f6q^r^q@ k5ark5´p3-t-a2 id. (ı MdHb tf3q#r^q@ k5ar≤k5Ep3Et3 id.), Sr
Æ$obœarœa k5ark5ab3≤ta2 ≠ Æ$,opœarœa k5ark5ap3≤t3a2 'head, summit of a
mountain' ¶ J. Levy supposes that JA k5ar≤k5ap3 is from the Gk loanword
found in MHb texts (Mishna, Tosephtha) in the form of Nil5f6q@r^q@
k5ark5ap3≤l°n ≠ lf3iq5r^q@ k5ar≤k5°p3El 'der Schädel dessen Haar\Fleisch
abgeschunden wurde' (<  Gk ka1ra 'head' and kefalh` 'head'?), but Sr
k5ark5ab3≤ta2 makes Levy’s hyp. untenable ¶ Lv. IV 39O-1, Sl. 1O46, ESh
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123O, PS 3758, Br. 7O1, Js. 1426-7  Eg fMK k5¿b.t 'skull' ¶ EG V 11 ||
IE: NaIE *kakub≈- 'summit, tip' >  OI ka≤kup, ka≤kubh- 'peak, summi t '
»» L cacu2men 'extreme point, top, tip, summit' (transformed on t h e
analogy of acu2men  'sharp point of anything') ¶ M K I 135, M E I 2 8 7 ,
WH I 127 || U: [1] U *kokka 'head; a protruding point, hook' > pY {IN}
*ko4k´ 'head (of a fish, of an animal)' > Y K {IN} ko4k´ id., {Jc., texts}
koke , {Jc. JR} ≤koka 'head of an animal'  FL *kokka 'protruding point ,
hook' (× N *k''''akË [or *k''''okË?] 'hook; tooth, fang', q.v.)  [2] FU
*°kok[k]VpV '∈ hook' (× FU *kopkka < N *goPK''''a '(∈ ) tooth, hook, s h a r p
stick' [q.v. ffd.])  [3] FP *korkV 'high' > F korkea, Es ko%rge id. » M k
ku®ka 'deep' » pChr {Bwer.} *kur¥k 'mountain' > Chr: H kyryk k¥r¥k,
L kuryk ≤kur¥k, Uf kur¥k, B kur¥k ± kuruk » ? Prm *ku$r > Z kÈr / kÈry-
id., 'bluff, precipice', Yz kÄr-yÄlÄn 'auf der Höhe' (yÄl- ÷  Z yÈv ' t o p ' )
¶¶ IN 228-9, IN RJ 8, Ang. 122, Jc. JR s.v. ko1ka, UEW 672, Ber. 24, MRS
249, Ep. 53, LP 153 || D (in NED) *kukk- >  Krx kukk 'head, extremity ' ,
Mlt kuku 'head' (× N *K''''{a}dK''''udV 'tip, top', q.v.) ¶ D #163O, Pf. 1 8 8
[#69] ˚  In D the final syll. of the N word was lost (*-b-  >  *-w- >
zero?). The loss of the reflex of N *-b++++p- in U *kokka still needs
explaining. Eg ¿ (usually from precons. *r) suggests that the cns. *Â  i s
ancient (and lost in some lgs.) rather than an Aram innovation ( though
the epenthesis of *r) ˚  Blz. LB #77b (FL *kokka, Y, D + qu.: IE *kakud-
'tip, point, peak' [better from N *K''''{a}dK''''udV 'tip, top'] and IE {Mn.}
*kakupit- [err. for *kaput-] id., 'head' [< N *k'''' {a}w[o]p''''É o r
*k'''' {a}w[o]p ''''VyV 'skull; occiput; ‘ 'head']).
1183. *K''''uÂm{É}  (or *K''''oÂm{É}?) 'to cover' >  HS: S *√k'rm (× N
*K''''or{a} [or *K''''oÂa and *{K''''}oru4444?] 'to flay, to bark', 'bark, crust'?) >
BHb, JA [Trg.], Sr, Ak √k'rm v. G   'cover', Ak k5irmu '∈  a garment ' ,
MHb {Js.} Mr#q# ≤k5ErEm 'fine cloth, gauze' ¶ KB 1O67, KBR 1144, Js .
1421, Lv. T II 388, Br. 696, CAD XIII 127, 268-9 || IE: NaIE *kWarmo- ' a
cover, lid' >  Gl ı L parma 'a short round shield', W †  {Wld.} parf-
aes 'shield', parfa 'Schutzplatte, Feuergitter' »» ON hvarmr 'eyelid '
¶ WP I 5O6, WH II 256, Vr. 269 || A: M *ku4rmen >  WrM ku4rme(n),
HlM x¥r´m 'short jacket (worn by men over  their long gown at formal
occasions)' (“ 'a cover'), Kl {Rm.} ku4rmn= 'Mongolian jacket', Brt
x¥rm´ 'fur-jacket worn over one’s fur-coat' ¶ MED 284, KW 248, Chr.
626 ˚  Gr. II #434 (*kurm  'worm') (IE, U + err. A *kæi\o2ru 'worm, gadfly',
Gil).
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1184. *K''''uÂmV 'worm, insect' >  IE: NaIE *kWr=mi- / *kWerm- ' w o r m '
>  OI ≤kr=mi-h5, NPrs ˜rKi kerm »» pAl {O} *krim- id. >  Al: T krimb, G
krym »» OIr cruim 'worm, maggot', Brtt {RE} *primis 'worm'  > MBr
{Vn.} preff, {Ern.} preuf, Br pren%v id., OW prem, MW pryf id., W
pryf 'insect, vermin', MCrn Γ  prif 'vermis', Crn pry2f 'worm,
vermin', pl. pryves 'insects' »» Lt kirmi~s 'worm, snake', Ltv
cirmis, cirmin>s7 'worm, maggot', cirmenis 'maggot, grub', Pru
girmis ({En, Tpr} [kirmis]) 'maggot'; (*kWerm- > ) Ltv ce~rme
'earthworm', cer^me 'worm' » Sl *c7Árm¥ >  Slv c7r•m {P} 'Karbunkel,
Fingerwurm'; Ï Sl *c7ÁrmÁn¥ 'red' (red dye was obtained f r o m
cochineal insects ["worms"], cp. L vermiculus 'small worm, maggot ,
cochineal' >  a name of the red or scarlet colour in some Romance lgs.:
Fr vermeil, Prv vermelh, Ctl vermell, Sp bermejo 'scarlet', Port
vermelho 'red') >  OCS hr6m6n5 c7rÁmÁnË, Cz c7ermny1, c7rmny1
'red', R ∆  ¢e≤re≥mnyj 'red-haired' ¶ WP I 523, P 649, ≈ EI 6 4 9
(*kWr=mi-s; unj.: + OCS c7rÁvÁ 'worm'), M K I 261-2, Vn. C  252, Ern.
511-2, RE 148, ECCE 283, Frn. 257, En. 178, Tp. P E-H 243-5, Bern. I 1 6 9 ,
ESSJ IV 149-5O, Vs. IV 334-5, Bc. 1O56, O 197, EM 725, ML #923O || U:
FU (att. in FL) *ku[:]rmV '≈ larva, maggot' >  F kurmu 'gadfly maggot' »
pLp *kurmV >  Lp N {N} gur≤bma 'larva of Oedemagena tarandi' ¶ Not
necessarily a loan from IIr, as tentatively supposed in IS I 358 ¶ SK 2 4 6
(F π Lp), N II 24O || HS: EC: Sa {R} qar≤ma '∈ fly' ¶ R S II 237  WCh:
Pr {Frz.} ko!ro!mO~ 'louse'  ??φ,σ ECh: Kbl ku!rr‰!, Ll ko~re! 'fly' ¶ Blz. EChWL
#3O, ChC.
1185. € *K''''ÉÂVp''''V 'to cover' (‘ 'roof') >  IE: NaIE *k8ro(:)po- ( o r
*k8ra(:)po-), {EI} *≤k8ropo-s, *k8ro2po-s 'roof' >  ON hro1f 'roof of a b o a t
house; a shed under which ships are built or kept', MDt roef 'roof, lid,
deck', Dt roef 'deckhouse, cuddy (of a barge)', MLG ro2f, ru2f ' l id,
sheltering roof', OFrs ro2f 'roof', AS hro2f 'roof, ceiling', NE roof »» Sl
*strop¥ (<  **srop¥ >  *k8ropo-) >  OCS, OR strop5 stropË 'roof', Blg
strop 'garret', Cz, P strop 'ceiling', Slv stro~p (gen. stro!pa) id.,
' raf ters ' »» amb Clt: OIr cra1u, cro1 'stall, hut, wooden partition', {EI}
'hovel, stall', W craw, Crn crow 'stall', Br kraou 'étable' (×  NaIE
*°kru2-/*°krow´- v. 'cover, hide' <  N *ûûûûqÅru6666é€V 'to keep [sth.] out o f
sight, to hide' [q.v.]?) ¶ WP I 477-8, P 616, EI 488, Vn. C  24O-1, SB 9 6 ,
Vr. 259, Ho. 176, Sw. 94, Tr. 3O9, Vs. III 781-2 || HS: [1] Eg ME k¿p
'Schutzdach', Eg NE k¿p.w 'roof', Eg NE/G k¿p 'ein Gebäude bedachen '
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 [2] (× N *ûûûûqÅlßßßß ++++l ! !!!Åb++++pV [? *'to cover' ‘ ] 'to hide, to conceal'): Eg fXIX
k¿p 'sich verstecken, sich verbergen' >  DEg k5p 'verbergen, s ich
verstecken' >  Cpt Sd kOp ko2p, Cpt B xOp k˙o2p vi. 'hide, be h idden ' ,
vt. 'hide' ¶ EG V 1O4, Er. 53, Crum 113-4, Vc. 84.
1186. *k''''oÂup''''V ≠ *k''''aÂup''''V 'bark of trees' (∈?), 'skin' >  K: G k'orp'-i
'bark of cork-oak, cork' ¶ Chx. 614 || HS: WS *√k'rp 'peel off' >  Ar
√qrf id., Gz √k'rf 'v. peel off, skin, bark'; WS *≤k'irap(-at)- n. 'bark' >
Ar qirf- 'bark of pomegranate', qirf-at- 'bark', pl. qiraf-, Gz k'´r´ft
'bark, skin, peel, rind'; probably also WS *≤k'urab- (≠ *≤k'irab-?) >  Ar
qirb-at- (pl. qirab-a2t-) 'a large skin for milk or water', Tgy k'WArbAt,
Amh k'orbAt 'skin for milk', {L} qURbT k'urbAt 'tanned hide used as a
sleeping mat', Tgr k'ArbAt 'dressed skin; skin for water\milk\honey', Gz
k'W´rba2bit, Amh k'W´rbAbic7c7a 'leather bag', ? Gz k'arb 'eyelid' ¶ Lv. IV
381, Js. 1414, BK II 7O4, 723-4, Hv. 596, 6OO, L G 44O-1, LH 242, L
CAD 72  EC: Cm {Bnd.} garb 'skin'; C (π EthS??): Bj {R} ≤kW´rbe ({∫R}
ku" !rbe) 'skin (Haut)' »» pAg *k'WVÒb-Vt- 'skin' >  Xm {R} qW´r≤b°
'skin, hide', Xm Wg {R} qW´r≤bir, Xm T {Bnd.} kerbir 'skin', Q {R}
qo2rbe2 ≠ ko2rbe2 ≠ ko2rb° 'skin, leather' ¶ R Ch II 381, R Q II 86, 91, R
WBd 145, Blz. EDB 16, ≠  AD SF 67, 279   Ch: WCh: Cg {Sh.} k'o!ro2!pe@,
Wnd {ChC} kWo~rIp 'bark' »» ECh: ? Smr {J} kW´~b‰~r´!w 'bark' (mt.) »» CCh:
??? Plc ko~ri^ 'bark' (×  N *k''''ayerV '∈ bark, film'?) ¶ ChC, ChL || IE: NaIE
*kreu\p- 'crust, crusted', 'rough' >  Clt: L (π Gl) cruppellarii
'armoured people, sc. the Gaulish gladiators who fought in full a r m o u r '
»» ON hrufa 'crust of a wound', NGr B Ruff 'Kruste auf r a sch
getrocknetem Erdreich', OHG gi-rob {Kb.} 'crude, thick' , NHG grob,
Dt grof 'coarse', ON hrju1fr 'crude, rough', AS hre2of id., ' l ep rous '
(> NE rough), OHG hriob 'leprous' »» Ltv kr˘auﬁpa 'scab, war t ' ,
kr˘auﬁpis 'scab', nu-kru~pe<s 'scurfy', Lt kraupu~s coarse', Lt kru`p-
ti, Ltv krupt ≠ kr˘upt 'to become scabby' »» pTc *ka4rpiye > Tc: A
ka4rpi, B ka4rpiye 'common, raw, rough' ¶ P 623, WH I 295, Vr. 2 6 1 ,
Kb. 37O, OsS 3O5, KM 272, Frn. 29O, Ad. 164, EI 49O, 523  in some IE
lgs. *kreu\p- contaminated *(s)krep-/*(s)kerp- of different origin (>
OHG scorf  {Kb.) 'scab, dandruff', AS sce2orf 'scurf', Lt karpa 'war t ' ;
w  P 944, Kb. 889) || A: M [1] ppM *qoruBu > M *qoru˝u (× N *k''''VÂVkÉ
'skin, bark') > WrM qoruu, qor9u, HlM xuruu, Kl {Rm.} Xor˝a ' s p o t
in eye, film, cataract'; [2] ? *qaru- vt. 'scrape\plane (wood)' >  WrM
qaru-, HlM xara-x id. ¶ MED 94O, 97O, KW 187, Pp. IM 98 (on *-B- >
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*-˝-)  AmTg *xarpV- vt. 'plane\shave (wood)' >  Nn Nh XarpIc7I-, Nn
KU XarFIc7I-, Ork XalpIn- id. ¶ STM I 59 ˚  N *o  is suggested by M
*qoruBu, K, and WS, while M *-a- in *qaru- and Tg *-a- point to a N *a ; IE
*k-  (rather than *kW- ) may be due to its precons. position. It is possible
that the var. with N *a  is primary, while *o  in N *k''''oÂup''''V is due t o
regr. as. The meaning 'scrape\plane (wood)' in M and Tg goes back t o
*'remove the upper layer (of wood)' “ v. *' bark (a tree)' ˚  AD NM
#98, S CNM 11 (÷÷  NrCs, ST), ≈  Vv. AEN 13 (M *qoruBu is considered a
"teleological reconstruction", because the attested M lgs. fail t o
distinguish *-B- from *-˝-).
1187. *K''''u 4 444ÂpV 'to turn (round, towards)' >  IE: NaIE *k8werp- ≠
*k8werb[≈]- v. 'turn' >  Gmc: ON hverfa, OSx hwervian 'to t u r n
(wenden, drehen)', AS hweorfan 'sich wenden, zurückkehren', OHG
werben 'wenden, kehren, drehen' , Gt Hai1rban 'peripatei1n, to walk
about', AS hwarf  'circle' »» Gk ky1rbiß (pl. ky1rbeiß) 'a 3-sided pyramid,
turning on a pivot, on which the early laws were inscribed', ??σ karpo1ß
'wrist' (P: “ *'turning point of a hand') (<  *ku\a1rpoß with loss of *u\ d u e
to dis.?) »» Sl *svÁrdÁlo, *svÁrdÁl¥ 'borer' (< **svÁrb-dlo) >  SrChS
svr5d6l5 svrËdÁlË, Blg ≤sv`rdel, ≤svr`del, SCr svràdao, Cz
svider, P s1wider id., R ∆ ≤sverdel id., R sver≤lo id., 'drill' »» Tc
B kurp- be concerned with' ({Ad.}: “ *'turn oneself towards') ¶ F I
793 and II 53, WP I 472-3, P 631, EI 6O7 (*kwerp- 'turn'), Vr. 271, Ho.
181, Ho. S 39, Fs. 279-8O, Kb. 1173, Vs. III 573-4, Ad. 184-5 || HS: WS
*√krb > Ar √krb v. G   'twist (a rope)', Mh √krb (pf. k‰ru4b) v. ' s c rew '
¶ Fr. IV 21, Hv. 649, Jo. M 212-3  Eg Md/BD/G k5rf v. 'curve, bend' ¶
EG V 6O || A: M *ko4rbe- v. 'turn over' > MM [S] ko4rbe- 'sich umwenden,
sich drehen', WrM ko4rbe-, HlM xørvø- 'turn overt, change', ? Kl
ko4rvu4∏l-x´ 'to translate' ¶ H 1O4, MED 49O, KRS 319  Tg *ku'rbu'- vn .
'turn round' >  Ewk kurbu- id., Sln xubbu ≠ xurb‰- vn. ' t u r n
(voro¢at∆så), turn over', WrMc kurbu- id. ¶ STM I 435 ¶¶ Pp. VG
1O7, Rm. SKE 129 ¶ The unexpected Tg *k- (for *x-) may be due to as.:
N *K''''...p > *k...p || ?φ D *kuru- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'curl' > Tm kurul5- id., Ml
kurul5-, kur3al5- 'curls', Kn kurul5, kurl5u 'curl, lock of hair', Tu
kurumbilu 'curled hair', Tl kutulu 'hair, curls of hair'; D ı Sk
kurala- , kurula-  'curl' ¶¶ D #1794, Tu. #3327.
1188. *k''''{u 4 444}ryVpV 'sack, wicker basket' >  K: G k'up'rieli, Sv {Ni.}
k'up'r, Sv: UB {GP}, UB/LB {TK} k'up'r 'wine-skin' (×  N *K''''ab{É?}V
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'wickerwork, bag, vessel'?) ¶¶ DCh. 635, Ni. s.v. míx` , TK 351, GP 1 3 2
¶ Mt. and as. *k'...p >  *k'...p' || HS: S *√krp >  Ak kuruppu ' baske t ' ,
karpu , karpatu  'earthen container, pot', Ug krpn 'drinking vessel ' ,
{OLS} 'cáliz, copa'; ? Gz karabo2 'woven basket'; mt.: WS *kVpVr-
'basket, vessel' >  BHb r&fk`6 k´≤p3o2r 'Becher (aus Gold oder Silber)', MHb
r&fk`6 k´≤p3o2r 'plated vessel', Sr æ¢,orpa˚o ka2p3ar≤t3-a2 {Br.} 'vas e l ibro
palmae textum et picatum', {JPS} 'earthen vessel, crock', Ar ka2fir-at-,
pl. kawa2fir- 'amphoras, jars', {BK} 'jarres de vin', Gz kafar ' baske t ,
bushel' ¶ A #139O, OLS 224, BK II 914, Hv. 66O, L G 276-7, 29O, GB
358, Js. 657, Br. 34O-1, JPS 223, CAD VIII 219-21, 581  Eg MK k5rf
'bag', Md/MP k5rf.t 'linen bag' ¶ EG V 6O, Fk. 28O ||  IE: [1] NaIE *krep-
≠ *kreb-/*korb- 'basket, bag' >  L corbis 'wicker basket' (ı ON
karfa, ko<rf, OHG corb 'basket' >  NHG Korb) »» Lt kreﬁps7as,
kreps7yﬁs 'basket, bag', karﬁbas 'basket', Ltv ka2!rba 'bag made o f
alder-\birch-bark' » Sl *korb¥ , *korba 'basket, box' >  Slv kraba 'box', P
kroba 'woven basket', OR korob5 'box, woven basket, ches t
(sunduk )', R ≤korob 'box' »» Gmc *xrepaz, *xrepiz >  ON hrip {EI}
'pack basket', {Vr.} 'Rückenkorb', OHG ref 'frame for carrying sth. o n
one’s back', {Kb.} 'Korb, Gestell, Trag-\Rücken-korb' »» ? OIr criol
'sac, coffret, panier'  [2] NaIE *°k8u2rp- >  OI s1u2rpa-m 'winnowing
basket' ¶ ≈ WP I 487, ≈ P 948-9, EI 52-3 (*kreb-), M K III 366, Vn. C  2 3 8 ,
SB 97, Frn. 294, TF 1O3, Vr. 256-7, Kb. 555, 776, KM 394, ESSJ XI 52-4 ,
≠ P 948, WH I 272-3 ||  ? A: T *°Kir1 >  OT kiz 'box, cupboard ' ¶ Cl. 7 4 1 ,
Rs. W 273 || D (in SD) *kurVv-, *kur- ({†GS} *k-) 'basket' (× N *K''''urV
[= *K''''uru6666?] 'to plait\wattle\tie together') >  Tu kurvA 'basket', Kn Hv
kurve 'small basket', Ml kuriyav, kuriccan 'matbag, light basket o f
pandanus leaves', kurutti 'basket for catching fish' ¶ D #1779 ˚ T
*r1 and D *-r- (reg.  from N *r-clusters) point to N *-ry- .
1189. *K''''VrÓVP3333V 'piece of leather (used esp. as footwear)' >  IE:
NaIE *ker´p-/*kre2p- 'piece of cloth, ∈ footwear' >  L carpisculum
'∈ shoe' »» OIr cairem 'shoemaker' (<  **kariamos, IE *kôr´p-), W
crydd (< Clt. *ka≤riyos), Crn chereor, MBr kere≠quere, Br kere,
kereour id. »» ON hriflingr 'leather shoe', AS {Vr.} hrifelinÌ
'lace-up shoe', MHG ribbalin '∈ boot' »» Lt ku~rpe$, Ltv kurﬁpe ' shoe ' ,
Pru kurpe '∈ shoe' » Sl: [1] *k¥rpa 'piece of cloth' >  ChS {Mikl.}
kr5pa krËpa ' {yfasma, textura' ('web'), Blg ≤k`rpa 'shawl', McdS
krpa  'rag, shawl, towel', SCr kràpa, Slv kr!pa 'rag, patch'; [2] *k¥rp¥,
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*k¥rpÁ, *k¥rpja '∈ footwear' >  Cz †, ∆  krp 'high boot', OCz {Zv.}
krpec 'sandal', P ∆  kierp '∈ footwear', karpie '∈ footwear with a
wooden sole', SCr ∆  kràplje 'ski', SCr kràplja 'wooden hoop on shoes
for walking on deep snow' »» Gk krhpi1ß / krhpi1doß '∈ half-boot, men’s
high boot' ¶ P 581, WH I 172, EI (*kr=h⁄≤pi-s 'shoe'), F II 16-7, Vn. C  2 1 ,
Ern. 15O, Frn. 318, En. 199, Vr. 255, Lx. 167, Tp. P K-L 323-33, ESSJ XIII
237-4O, Glh. 352-3 || HS: Ch {JS} *√krp 'footwear' >  WCh: Cg {Sh.}
ka~ra~pa!ta~n, Mbr {Sh.} ka@ra!k‰@m 'shoe' »» CCh: Db {Lnh.} ki~ra!p, Kola {Sb.}
kra!p, Msg {Kr.} haraba!g id. ¶ JS ChLR II, ChC || D {tr.} *kerVpp-, {GS}
*kyerp- 'footwear (sandals, etc.)' >  Tm ceruppu, Ml cerippu, Kt
kevr, Td kerf, Kn keravu ≠ kerahu ≠ kerpu, Tl ceppu ' sandal ,
shoe', ? Klm, Nkr kerri 'shoe, boot', Png c>erup, c>erpu, Gnd serpum ±
sarpum ± sarpo ± sarpu ± herpun¥ 'sandal', Knd sepu 'shoe', Ku seppu ≠
seppu2 id., c>epuNga 'sandals', Krx k≈arpa2 'straps (without sole) c rossed
over and worn round the ankle' ¶¶ D #1963, GS 2O5-6 [#521], 6 3
[#193] ¶¶ D *-r- < pre-D *-rÓ- ˚  AD NM #1OO, Zv. DP 361-2 ˚  The IE
reflexes of this N etymon and those of N *k''''oÂup''''V 'bark of trees' (∈?),
'skin' are different and hence suggest that these are separate N words .
Nevetheless, their more ancient etymological connection cannot b e
ruled out (w  S CNM 11).
119O. *K''''a 4 444Â[?]u6666s++++s7 777V 'to congeal' >  IE: NaIE *kreu\s- 'freeze, congeal;
ice' >  G to` kry1oß 'frost', krystai1nomai 'I am congealed with cold, I
freeze', kry1stalloß 'ice, rock-crystall', kry2mo1ß 'frost' (<  *krusmos) »»
OHG (h)roso {WW} 'ice crust' ('Eisrinde'), {Kb.} 'crust' (× N *kËÂcV
'scales, bark'??) »» Ltv pl. kruves7i, sg. kruvesis, ∆ kruesis
'frozen dung', Lt {Zp.} at-kru2ﬁsti (p. at-kru2sauﬁ) 'to come to life
again' (of a frozen person) (“  * 'to become de-frozen' »» pTc {Ad.}
nom. *kros1c7e / accus. *kros1c7a4na4 > Tc: A accus. kros1s1a4m, B kros1ce /
accus. kros1ca4m adj. 'cold' ¶ WP I 479-8O, P 622, F II 28-9, Kar. I 4 3 1 ,
ME II 291, Frn. 29O, 3O3, Zp. G 124-5, Kb. 8O3, OsS 723, WW 238, Ad.
218-9, ≈ EI 112-3 (*kWrus≤te2n '[freezing] cold' with unj. *kW-) ¶ IE *k- <
*k8- in precons. position || HS: CS *√k'rs7 > JA Srq √k'rs7 v. G  ' congeal ,
become solide', MHb {Js.} Srq√k'rs7 v. G  id., 'contract', JEA {Sl.}, SmA
√k'rs7 v. G vi. 'congeal', Sr ‹rœ √k'rs7 'become chilled\frozen', '£oRœa
k5ar≤s7-a2 'snow', Ar ÍrQ√qrs (qarasa / yaqrisu) 'be congealed' ( o f
water) (× N *k''''{u}ÂVc'''' @ @@@V 'hard [qestkij]; to dry up, to harden') ¶ Lv.
IV 393, Js. 1428, Sl. 1O47, Br. 7O1, JPS 521, Tal 8O3, Fr. III 423-4, BK II
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71O, Hv. 597  B **√kœrÓs >  *ŒrÓs >  Ah {Fc.} Œ´r´s 'être figé ( d u
froid, du peur)', Tns {Pr.} Œurh´s id., ETwl/Ty {GhA} Œ¥r¥s 'être figé,
glacé, gelé par le froid'; Ah ´Œ´ris 'frozen water', BMn {Bs.} aGr°s
'ice' ¶ Fc. 1759, Pr. H #585 ||  U : FU (att. in ObU) *°ka4rs+s7V 'grow n u m b
(with cold, etc.)' (× N *gÉÂs2222V [= *ga4444Â{s++++s 7 777}V?] 'congeal, grow n u m b ' ,
q.v. ffd.) || D (in KK) *kac>- ({†GS} *k-?) >  Kui kaZ>a (p. kaZ>i-) ' b e
congealed\solidified by growing cold', Ku kaZ>ali 'be congealed, b e c o m e
curdled' ¶ D #11O2 ˚  B *Ó is either an unexplained innovation or a n
inherited N lr. *?  or *h (the only N lrs. that are liable to fall in pS).
1191. € *k''''{u 4 444}ÂV s1111u 6 666{l}V '∈ part of the foot' >  HS: S *k'u+arsull- ' ank le '
> BHb l7xr^q@ k'ar≤sol / k'arsull-, JA [Trg.] {Lv.} al`1x8r^q@ k5arsul≤l-a2 ≠
al`1c8r^q@ k5ars5ul≤l-a2, Sr k5urs5´≤l-a2, Tgr k'arso 'ankle-bone (of m e n ) ,
fetlock (of animals)', JEA {Sl.} al1uxr^q@ k5arsu≤la2 ≠ al1ucr^q@ k5ars5u≤la2
'ankle', ? Mh {SSL} k'‰r≤s'a2t 'knee-cap', Ak kursinnu id., kis5allu,
kis5illu, kisallu, kisillu 'ankle bone' ¶ KB 1O69, Lv. T II 39O, Js .
1423, Sl. 1O45 Br. 7OO, LH 24O, SSL LNPM 226, Sd. 511-2, 488, CAD
VIII 434, MiK I #1.169, Frnz. LS2 274 [#2.94] || K: GZ {K} *kursl=- ' hee l '
({FS} *kurs- id.) >  OG, G kusl-, Lz kus-, ku(r)- id., Mg kurs-, kurc-, kur-
id., 'kick by hoof' ¶ K 2OO, K2 219-2O, FS K 34O, FS E 381-2, Abul. 4 5 9
˚ For details (on S and K) see  N *s1111u 6 666{l}V 'heel' ˚  The etymon is a N
compound of *k '''' {u 4 444 } r {u}  'foot, hoof' (see  N *k''''u 6 666r {Ë}) and *s1111u 6 666{l}V 'hee l ' .
It is preferable to reconstruct here the cns. *s 1111 (evidenced by K) r a t h e r
than *c 1111 (suggested by S) on the ev. of the N etymon *s1111u 6 666{l}V. The vw.
*{u 4444} is tentatively reconstructed on the ev. of the reflexes of the N c d .
*k''''{u 4 444}ru6666-ÌVcV 'shin' that shares the first component with t h e
compound in question.
1192. *k ''''urtV  'belt; to gird' (‘ [in descendant lgs.] '∈ garment ')  >  IE:
NaIE *kerd- v. 'gird', *kerd-so/u- 'belt' >  OIr cridig- ' ce indre ,
entourer', [g] fo-cridigedar : "accingat", cri(u)s 'belt, circle' (Vn.:
< IE *kr=d-tu-), {P} fo-chrus 'Gürtung', W crys 'belt, shirt', W
gwregys (<  *gwe-grys <  *gwo-grys), MCrn grugis, MBr
gouris˜, Br gouriz 'belt', MCrn kreis, MBr cres, Br krez 'shirt' »»
pSl *c7ers¥ (Bern.: <  *kerd-so-) 'belt' >  Slk c7eres 'belt for men', P
trzos, Uk B ≤c7eres, R ∆ ≤¢erez 'leather girdle for carrying money' ( i n
R transformation from ≤c7eres¥ due to the neutralization of t h e
opposition s ↔ z in the word-final position), R ∆  ≤¢eres 'belt' ¶ WP I
423, P 579, EI 224 (?*kerd-), Vn. C  238-9, Bern. I 148, ESSJ IV 76-7 ||
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HS: S *°k'urt'- > Sr '†o®wœuk5ur≤t5-a2 {Br.} 'cingulum, tunica', {PS} 'pall ium,
tegumentum e lana', {JPS} 'a woolen jacket with wide sleeves; a long
wrapper'; Sr k5ur≤t5-a2 ı NPrs {Sg.} étar0Ku korte 'tunic, waistcoat,
jacket', d. ˚tar0Ku korta4k 'short tunic' and (through Prs) Ar œ6ar0Qu qurtœaq-
'∈ a garment (vestis tunicæque species)', {BK} '∈ tunique' ¶ Br. 695, JPS
498, PS 3562, Sg. 1O21, Fr. IV 427, BK II 716 ¶ S *°k'urt'- <  **k'urt- is d u e
to as. || K: GZ *k'wart- '∈ garment' >  OG k'warti 'long shirt', Mg, Lz
k'urta 'underpants' ¶ FS K 177, FS E 194, Chik. 178 || A: NaT *Kur ( =
*k…ur?) ≠  *0Kurt 'belt' > OT qur, Tk kur, Uz ∆, Tv, Tf qur, Yk kur, SY qur
≠ qor 'belt', ET qur qus7aq 'adorned belt', Qrg, Alt, Qmn/Tb {B} qur, Xk
Xur 'belt; lace, braid (zavåzka , tes∆ma )', Qzq, Qq qu"rt 'woolen b a n d
that fastens together lattices of a tent' ¶ Cl. 642, ET Q 15O-2, Ra. 2 2 2
˚  The absence of labiality in IE *k- can be explained by loss of t h e
expected glide *u\ before the sonant *r (w AD NVIE, AD NGIE - on t h e
pre-history of the IE vowels). In T *Kur we may suppose the loss of t h e
reflex of N *t  in a word-final cns. cluster. The lenis T *k- for t h e
expected fortis *kæ-  has not yet been explained.
1193. *k''''VÂ[V]tV 'summit, top' > K: G k'ort'oX-i 'hill, a height' ¶ Chx.
614 ¶¶ as. N *k '''' . . .t  > k'...t' || HS: CS *≤ka+itar- 'top, headgear' >  Ar
katr- ≠ kitr- 'camel’s hump', BHb rt3ƒ3 ≤kEt3Er, JA [Trg.] rt2ƒ6 k´≤t3ar
/ ar!t6k`5 kit3≤r-a2 'crown, high turban (of the Persian king), head-dress
(of a horse)', Cn ı Gk ki1dariß ≠ ki1tariß '∈ Persian head-dress' ( p r o b .
'tiara'), [Hs.] ki1ttariß : dia1dhma ”o foru6si Ky1prioi 'diadem worn b y
Cypriots'; BHb tr3t37k` ko≤t3ErEt3, Pun ktrt 'capital of a pillar' ¶ KB 4 8 2 ,
KBR 5O6-7, HJ 548, LS 95O, Lewy SFG 9O, Ch. 529, Js. 682, WKAS K 4 6 ,
BK II 86O, Hv. 643  B **√k'rd > *√Œrd v. 'finish' > Ah, ETwl, Ty ´Œr´d
id. ¶ Fc. 1768-9, GhA 71 || IE: NaIE *0kred- (or *0k8red-?) ≠ *0k[W]ord-
'top of a building, beams, roof' (× N *K''''a 4 444rÉ 'trunk, [piece of] w o o d '
[q.v.]) >  Gmc: Gt hro2t  'roof, house', ON hro1t 'roof, garret', (*krod-s-
t- > ) OSx hro2st '(carcass of) rafters' ('Sparrenwerk'), AS hro2st id.,
'perch', Dt roest 'hen-roost', NE roost; Gmc *xre2ta- >  MHG ra2z,
ra2ze 'funeral pile' »» Sl *ko•rda 'wood-pile' >  OCS krada krada
'funeral pile, (?) oven', {Mikl.} 'pyra1, rogus, ka1minoß', RChS krada
krada 'funeral pile, bonfire, altar', Uk ∆  ≤koroda 'pile of f ire-wood' ,
Slv kra!da id., '(bon)fire', OCz krada 'Feuerzeug, Leuchte', P ∆  kro1da
'pile of sheaves in the field, shock' ¶ WP I 485-6, P 617-8, ≈σ EI 2 1 3
*k8red or *k8reh⁄d- 'framework, beams'), Sw. 94, Ho. 176, Ho. S 37, Fs.
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27O-1, Vr. 261, Ho. 176, Lx. 164, ESSJ XI 58-6O || ? D *ko2tß˛/*kotßtß-
'summit, top' (× N *K''''otV 'tip, end, sharp point' [q.v. ffd.] and N
*K '''' { a }dK ''''udV  'tip, top').
1194. *k''''áÂt''''V 'to crumble, to chop\cut into small pieces' >  HS: WS
*√k'rt ' >  Ar √qrtœ  G   'chop\cut into small pieces', Mh √k'rt' (pf. k'‰ru2t),
Jb E √k'rt' (pf. ≤k'O≤rOt') 'chop' ¶ BK II 714, Hv. 599, Jo. M 236-7 || K: G
k'ort'n- {Chx.} '(aus)hacken, (be-\ab-)rupfen, grob behauen', {DCh.}
'notch\chip wood (dílat∆ nasí¢ku , nasíkat∆ , narubit∆)' ( t h e
same meaning already in eNG {SSO} k'ort'na 'xet mcired dak >oda'), but G
k'ort'n- 'pinch, tear feathers with the beak' goes back to GZ *k'rt'-wn=- v.
'pluck (out), nip' derived from GZ *k'ert'-/*k'r=t'- 'pluck out' (K2 9O,
1O1-2) ¶ Chx. 614, 1561, DCh. 625, SSO I 384, AxT 188 ¶ The meaning
'to notch' suggests infl. of the reflexes of N *ka4444ÂtV 'cut (off), n o t c h '
|| A: NaT *kæe+a4rt- 'chop, crumble' > StAlt kert- 'chop into small pieces,
crumble (sth. hard)', Xk kirt-  kirt-  'chop, crumble'; (× N *ka4444ÂtV '⇑ ' ,
q.v. ffd.) > Tk kert-, Tkm, Ggz kert- v. 'notch', Az ka4rtik n. 'notch' ¶
BT 81, BIG 77, ET KQ 54-5  M *kerc>i- v. 'cut\chop into pieces, sl ice '
(× N *k''''áÂZ6666{i} 'cut into pieces, split, divide' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  The
unexpected o  in G needs explaining.
1195. *K''''{o}Ât''''V 'flame' > HS: S *°k'urt'- > Ar qurtœ- 'flame', {Hv.} 'b laze
of fire' ¶ Fr. III 427, BK II 715, Hv. 599 || U: FU (attested in FV) *korta-
v. 'scorch, singe' >  F Hm kortta- 'singe (a slaughtered hog)', ' s co rch '
(of the sun) » pLp {Lr.} *kO2rte2- vt. 'heat (on sun\fire), roast' >  Lp: N {N}
goar…det id., S {Hs.} goaºrd´edh vt. 'scorch, burn' (of sun, f i re) ,
'sunburn', 'roast on fire', L {LLO} kaºr…te2t 'be hot' (the sun), Kld
ko$ar2dò;aÎ 'singe (a plucked bird)' » Er kurta- ≠ kirta-, Mk krxta-
k´®≤ta- 'scorch, be hot' (of the sun) » Chr B korÎe- 'fumigate (before a
sacrifice\prayer)'  ? Sm: Slq NP ku2rra, UO ku2ra v. 'singe (wood)' ¶ ¶
UEW 186-7, SK 22O, It. #94, Lr. #481, Lgc. #2573, Hs. 634, TI 134-5 ,
Ker. II 62 || IE: NaIE *°kert- (or *°k8ert-) >  Gmc *xerT- 'hearth' >  OSx,
OFrs herth, MDt hert, Dt haard 'hearth, fireplace', OHG he4rd
'hearth, floor of a fireplace, home', {Kb.} 'oven, stove', AS heor†
'hearth, fire, furnace', NE hearth ¶ The connections with L carbo
'charcoal' and OI ku2d 5ay-  'brennen machen' are more than qu. ¶ Ho. S
33, Ho. 157, Sw. 87, OsS 39O, Schz. 164, Kb. 457, KM 3O4-5, P 571-2 ,
M E I 385 ¶ The absence of labiality in IE *k- may be explained b y
supposing either a N etymon *K''''oÂt''''u (>  *K'urt'u with subsequent loss o f
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the expected glide *u\ before the sonant *r [due to the IE law o f
eliminating clusters of two sonants]) or N *K''''urt ''''u (this against the FU
ev. of *o), w AD NVIE, AD NGIE (on the pre-history of the IE vowels a n d
on the consitions of the loss of the glide *u\ in the prehistory of IE).
1196. *k''''ÉÂé€VZ@@@@V (= *k''''ÉÂhVZ@@@@V?) 'hornet, wasp' >  K: G k'razana
{Chx.} 'wasp', {NCh.} 'wasp, hornet', {TorT} id., 'botfly', {DCh.}
'bumblebee (wmel∆ sadovyj)' ¶ Chx. 626, MRKL 377, 395, 8O6, DCh.
627, NCh. 253 || IE: NaIE *k8r=2s-r/-en- (= *k8r´s-r/en-) {P} ' h o r n e t
(Hornisse)' >  L cra2bro2 (<  pre-L *kra2sro2 <  *k8ôr´sron-) 'hornet' »» OHG
hornuÔ , horniÔÔo , NHG Hornisse, Horlitze, AS hyrnet(u)
'hornet ' , NE hornet »» Lt s7irs7uoﬁ (gen. s7rs7enﬁs) '∈ wasp, ho rne t ' ,
s7i~rs7e$ 'wasp', s7i~rs7uonas, s7i~rs7u2nas 'hornet', Ltv sirsis, Pru
sirsilis id. »» Sl: OR sÁrs7enÁ ≠ s7Árs7enÁ 'sfh1x, wasp', R, U k
≤werwen∆ 'hornet', RChS strËs7enÁ, srËs7enÁ, Blg ≤st`rwel,
≤wt`rsel, SCr strŸs7lje@n, Slv sr!s7en, Cz srs7en7, OP sierszen1, P
szerszen1 id. »» Tc B {Ad.} kro(n)ks1e 'bee' (× N *K''''{Ë}n````[Ó]V 'bee'?) ¶
P 576, Dv. #87O, Kb. 48O, KM 317, Ho. 184-5, Frn. 988, En. 248, Vs. IV
432, ≈σ EI 272-3 (*≤k8erh=€sr= 'horn'), Tls. 575. Ad. 217  || HS: S *°√k'rc' >
Mh k'‰ro2s' (pl. k'‰r≤s'ayn), Jb E/C ≤k'e≤rOs' (coll.) 'mosquito, bug' ¶ Jo. M
236 ˚  The most probable N lr. (yielding NaIE *´  and zero in S and K) is
*h .
1197. *k''''o 6 666Â[V]Z1111[VX]V '≈ oak' > HS: S *°k'urzVH- >  Ar [Qam.] qurzuH-
'∈  tree' ({Fr.} 'nomen arboris') ¶ Fr. III 423  B: BMn a-k´rru2s7 ' g r een
oak' || K *kr=cXVml=- 'hornbeam, Carpinus caucasica' >  OG krcxeml-,
G cXila, G ∆  cXemla, rcXemla, Mg cXemur- ≠ cXimur-, Lz cXemu(r)-,
mcXubr-, Sv cX´⁄m-ra ≠ cXum-ra ≠ cXwim-ra (Sv -ra is a t r ee -
designation sx.) ¶¶ K 2OO, K2 219, FS K 4O2-3 (*cXeml-) || IE: [1] NaIE
*kWres-(no-)  '∈ tree' ('oak'?), 'wood' (× N *k''''uyrV 'wood [Holz], log') >
Gk pri6noß (<  *kWr=s-nos-s) 'evergreen oak (Ilex)' or 'scarlet o a k
(Quercus coccifera)' »» Gl [GlE] prenne  accus. 'arborem grandem (∈ ) ' ,
W, Crn, Br prenn 'tree, wood (Holz)'; OIr crann (gen. cruinn) id.;
W prys 'Gehölz' (< *kWr=s-to-) »» OSx, OHG, MLG horst ≠ hurst, AS
hyrst 'Gebüsch, Gehölz', NE hurst 'a grove or wooden knoll', OHG
hurst 'Gebüsch, Gestrüpp, thicket'; Gmc ı Sl *xvorst¥ >  ChS
xvrastiE xvrastije, R ≤xvorost 'brushwood', OSCr, SCR ∆
hra•s7c1e 'oaks', Slv hra!st 'oak ' ¶ WP I 524 (*kWres-no-), P 6 3 2
(*kwres- / *kwers- with *kw- reconstructed on the dubious ev. of Sl
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*xvorst¥ , which he interprets as an inherited word), EI 598 (*≤kWresno-
s  'tree, brushwood'), F II 595, Vn. C  222-3, Billy 121, Ho. 185, Kb. 4 9 2 ,
ESSJ VIII 13O-1 (considers the Sl stem to be onomatopoeic)  [2]
Possibly also NaIE {EI} *kWr=sto-≠*kWr=sti- 'woods' > W prys 'woods ' ,
OHG horst, AS hyrst 'wood, wooded eminence' ¶ EI 598-9, P 633, ≈
F II 595 ˚ In the IE roots the reflex of the N lr. was lost (possibly due t o
some restrictions of root structure) ˚ Attention is to be paid also t o
Ar qirÎ^œi÷-, name of a rare tree ('arbore rarae nomen in dese r to
crescentis, cuius flores flaviores sunt') (Fr. III 426), in spite of t h e
phonetic irregularity: Ar ﬁ Î^œ does nor correspond to K *c. The n o n -
emph. *k- in B and K (for the expected B *Œ-, K *k'-) is still to b e
explained.
1198. *k''''áÂZ6666{i} 'cut into pieces, split, divide' >  HS: S *√k'rs6 '≈  cu t ,
trim' >  Ar √qrs7 (pf. qaras7a, ip. -qrus7u) 'couper, retrancher e n
coupant', {Hv.} 'curtail', Ug k5rs7 {A} 'eine Abteilung, Wohnung o d e r
Park', {OLS} 'reservado' ‘ 'apartamento; capilla\alcoba sagrada;
morada', Ak √k5rs7 (inf. k5ara2s7u) {CAD} v. 'trim\carve (meat), m a k e
dough into loaves (?), {Sd.} 'zerschneiden' ¶ BK II 711, Hv. 598, A
#2461, OLS 373, Sd. 9O3, CAD XIII 128 || K: G (mi)k'erZ- v. 'allot so. h is
share' ({Chx.}: '(jemandem etwas) zuteilen, (jemandem) seinen Anteil
zukommen lassen'), k'erZo(v)- v. 'separate, isolate' ¶ Chx. 57O || A: M
*kerc>i- v. 'cut\chop into pieces, slice' (× N *k''''áÂt''''V 'to crumble, t o
chop\cut into small pieces' × N *k''''VÂc7777 ' '''V 'to cut') >  WrM kerci-, HlM
x´r¢i- v. 'cut, slice', Kl kerc7- id., {Rm.} id., 'chop into pieces', O r d
gòerc1æi-, Mnr H {T} kirZ7i-, {SM} kæirZ1òi- 'hacher, couper en tranches', Dx
kic7È- v. 'cut into pieces, cut off'; M ı Ewk k‰rçi-, Ul k‰rc7u/i-, Nn
k‰rc7i- 'cut into (small) pieces (krowit∆ , rezat∆ na kuski )', WrMc
kerci- 'cut (meat) into pieces \ small pieces, separate pieces of m e a t
in the joints' ¶ MED 455, SM 2O4, T 339, T DnJ 123, KRS 296, KW 2 2 8 ,
STM I 453-4.
1199. *K 'ar1111V '(sharp) stick, peg' >  HS: B *Œari- 'stick' >  Skn {La.} ta-
Œari-t (pl. t-Œar-ta), Nf {Mot., La.} ta-Œri-t 'stick (bâton)', Gd {Lf.} ta-
ŒE¯ri-t (pl. t´-ŒEri\-e2n), {CM} ta-Œri-t ( p l . taŒuri\in) id., Snd {Prov.} ta-
Œri-t (pl. ti-Œari\-in), Awj {Par.} ta"Œarït (pl. tŒariwïn) id., Ntf {La.} ta-
Œo"ri-t 'pilon du mortier' ¶ Lf. II #124O, La. S 2O1, La. MChB 3O, Mot .
1O4, Prov. 1O1, Par. A 16O  S *°√krk >  Ug krk, (syllabic script) ku-
re-ku, pl. ku-re-ka-at {OLS} 'pico', {Grd.} 'shovel (?)' (×  S *°√krk >
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Mh k‰rs7‰du2t, Jb E k‰r≤s7O≤dOt, Jb C k‰r≤s>O≤dOt 'knobbed club'  [< N *kor1111u 6 666
'stick, log']??) ¶ OLS 223, Hnr. 14O (Ug ku-re-ka-at [?]), Grd. #13O3
|| D (in SD) *kar`˛ ({†GS} *k-) 'pointed stick, stake' >  Ml kar›u,
kar›uku 'stake for impaling malefactors', Tm kar›u id., ' sharp-ponted
pieces of wood strung around cow’s neck; trident', Td ko;w ' po in t ,
pointed stick, wooden skewer, peg', Kn kar›, kar›u 'an instrument f o r
perforating an elephant’s ear' ¶ D #1361 || A: M *°qaraN9a 'long f r o n t
teeth of domestic animals, small arrow' >  WrM qaraN9a, HlM
xaranga id., 'thunderbolt' ¶ MED 934   T: Tv Xarbî∏la 'arrow'; NaT
*kæarmak ≠ *kæarmuk 'hook', Tkm 9armaq, Osm qarmuq, Tk karmuk
'hook', Chg {Rl.} Œ'Mr'Q qarmaq, Az 9arma9, Qmq, Nog, Qzq, VTt,
Bsh, SbTt B/Tb/Tr (Rl.}, Tlt/Qb/Sag {Rl.} qarmaq, Qrg, Alt qarmaq, ET
qa(r)maq, Ln qaymaq 'hook, fishing-rod', Qq, Alt qarmaq, Uz qarmåq, Xk
XarmaX, QK/Shor/Sag/Qb {Rl.} qarbaq, QK {B} qarbîq 'fishing-rod', Tv
Xarmaq  'fishing hook', Tv ∆  qarmaq 'fishing rod' ¶ Tv ∆  qarmaq 'fishing
rod' with an unexpected q- (unlike in Tv Xarmaq 'hook') may be a loan
from another T lge. ¶ ET KQ 3O9-1O, Rl. II 214-9, TvR 23O, 47O, OTS
243, 63O, KRPS 294, RKB 653 ¶ Depalatalization N *r 1111 >  T *r in p recons .
position (Helimski’s law).
12OO. € *k''''{Å}r1111V 'be full, fill' >  K: G k'or- 'ein Loch in der Mauer
ausfüllen, mit Bruchstein ausmauern; sich den Bauch füllen, s ich
voll(fr)essen' ¶ Chx. 1713 ||  D  *kar`- ({†GS} *k-?) 'be full, overspread' >
Tm kar›umu 'be full, abundant', Tl krammu 'spread, extend,
overspread', Kui garZ>a 'spread out, increase' ¶¶ D #1368 ˚ G o still
needs explaining.
12O1. *K''''o 6 666r 1 111[i?]É '∈ a gallinacean' >  IE: NaIE *k[W]ou\r(o)- '∈ a
gallinacean fowl' >  OI ≤cakorah5 'Perdix rufa' (<  redupl icated
*k[W]ek[W]ouro-) »» Sl *kur¥ 'cock' >  OCS, OR kur5 kurË, Blg, Uk, R
∆ kur, SCr ∆ kuàr, Slk ku~r, P kur id.; Ï Sl *kur-a 'hen' >  Slv ku!ra,
OCz kura, ku1ra, Cz ∆  kura, koura, HLs, LLs, P kura, OR kura
kura, R ∆  kura, R pl. ≤kury, R d. ≤kurica, Uk, Blr ≤kura 'hen'; Sl
compound *kuro-p¥tÈ 'partridge' (gen. *kuro-p¥t¥ve) (with *p¥tÈ
'bird') > SCr †, Slk †, Cz ∆ kuroptva, OCz kurotva, Cz kuroptev
(gen. kuroptve), P kuropatwa, Uk kuro≤patva, OR
kuropatka kuropatka, R, Blr kuro≤patka 'partridge', Slv
kurnprat 'Scolopax rusticola' ¶ Ptrs. TPN 133, Bern. I 65O-1, ≈  WP I
332, P 536 (*kau\r- ÿ o  *kau\-/keu\-), EI 112, ≈  M K I 365, Vs. II 4 2 2 ,
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ESSJ XIII 118, 127-3O (rejects the connection between the OI and Sl
roots and considers them onomatopoeic) || HS: CS *k'a2ri?- ( o r
*k'awri?-?) 'partridge' (secondary association with the verb √k'r? ' c ry ,
exclaim') >  BHb ar$7q k'o2≤re2 'partridge', Ar qa2riyat- 'par t r idge
(Ammoperdix heyi)', 'bee-eater (Merops apiaster)', {Hv., BK} ' shor t -
legged and long-beaked green bird' ¶ KB 1O56, KBR 1132, Hv. 6O3, BK
II 731  Ch: WCh *kW[a]r / *kVwVr / *kur- 'fowl' (× N *kor[Vw]V '∈ a
gallinacean', q.v. ffd.) || A (× N *kor[Vw]V '⇑ ', q.v.): M *qoru 'wild
gallineacean fowl'  NaT *Ku4r-tu4k 'black grouse' || D *ko2r`i, {GS} *ko2r`-
'gallinaceous fowl' >  Tm ko2r›i id., Ml ko2r›i, Kt ko;y, Td kwÈ;dßy, kwÈ;y,
Kdg ko;lßi, Tu ko2ri, ko2l5i, Tl ko2d5i, Gnd go2go2r`i ± gugor`i ± g≈ogr`i ± gogr`
'fowl', Kn ko2r›i 'cock, hen', 'fowl' (generic) ¶¶ D #2248, GS 1 7 3
[#433] .
12O2. *K''''oyar1111[w]i 'fat, tallow' >  HS: S *°-k'wVr- (*°-k'wa2rr-) <  Ar
√qwr (XI stem) (pf. ?iqwa2rr-, ip. -a-qwa2rr-) 'be fat' (of pe r son) ,
muqawwar- 'fat' ¶ Fr. III 513-4, BK II 833 || A *k[æ]i\ar1w- >  T {Md.}
*k[æ]i\ar1î > NaT *k…azî n. 'fat on a belly' >  OT qazî 'fat on a horse’s belly;
rolls of fat on a man’s belly', Bsh ºaΩy qaÎ¥ , Alt, Tv, Tf qazî, Xk Xazî,
Yk Xaha  'fat on a horse’s belly', Nog, Qzk, Qq, Qrg qazî, ET qezi 'fat on a
horse’s belly, sausage made from such fat', Uz qazi 'horse-f lesh
sausage', Bsh ∆ qaÎ¥ 'rolls of fat on a man’s belly'; T ı NPrs îz'(
˝å2zï {Sg.} 'sheep’s chitterlings stuffed with spiceries', {Vl.} ' intest ina
adipalia rebus necessariis referta; genus alimentorum incularum
Turaniae' »» Chv L jur-var  'meat\milk\eggs as food; any food other t h a n
bread' (var  ÷  OT u4z 'fat', w  Cl. 278-9) ¶ Cl. 681, Rs. W 243, Md. 169, ET
KQ 189-8O, Ash. IV 352, Fed. II 49O-1, Ra. 22O, Dr. TM III 359-6O
[#1356], S AJ 199 [#285], BM 121, Vl. II 596, Sg. 878  M *qarbiN >
WrM qarbiN, HlM xarvin 'the fat of the abdomen of an animal', Kl
Ö {Rm.} xa4rwN= id. ¶ MED 935, KW 24  pKo {S} *ki~rî!-m n. 'fat' >  MKo
ki~rî!m, NKo kirîm ¶ S AJ 252 [#28], S QK #28, Nam 78, MLC 359 ¶¶ Pp.
VG 87 (unc. adduction of Tg *kalbiN >  Ewk kalbIN 'Fettpolster
unterhalb), S AJ 296 [#552] , Dr. TM III [#1356] || D *kor`[Vv˛] ({†GS}
*k-) >  Tm kor›u adj./n. 'fat', Ml kor›u adj. 'fat', Td kwalßp 'fat', Kn
korvu, korbu v. 'grow fat\thick\stout', Tl k(r)ovvu 'become fa t ' ,
'fat', Klm, Nkr koru, Kui kr1o2ga n. 'fat', Prj kor`(v)-, Gnd koru2- ' b e ( c o m e )
fat', Knd kor`vu, Mnd kr`uva, Ku korowa 'fat of animals' ¶¶ D #2146, Zv.
1 4 8 .
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12O3. € *K''''Ës2222É 'grown-up man, old (person)' >  HS: CS *k'as7s7- ' o l d
(man)', *√k's7s7 v. 'be old', *k'as7s77ïs7- 'old' (× N *ûûûûqacV 'grey [esp. o f
hair], white') >  MHb, Sr k5as7 'has become old, is old' (WS new pf. of t h e
verb √k's7s 7 <  pS predicative adj. *kas7s7a 'is old'), JEA a[1q@ k5as7≤s7-a2 {Lv.}
'senior, senator, hoher Beamter der Regierung', {Sl.} 'elder', Sr k5as7≤s7-a2,
Ar qass-, Sb k5s7s7 'Christian priest', Gz qass 'priest, presbyter', JA [Trg.],
JEA √k's7s7 v. 'grow old', MHb, JEA Si[5q@ k5as7≤s7°s7 'old', Htr, Plm k5s7ys7
'old man, elder' ¶ HJ 1O39, Lv. IV 394-5, 4OO-1, BK II 735, L T II 3 9 5 ,
Sl. 1O48, 1O5O-1, Br. 7O2, L G 447 ¶ Ar qass- and Gz k'ass were
semantically influenced by Sr k5as7  WCh: AG: Kfr {Nt.} kWas‰! ' o l d
(person) » SBc: Tule {Sh.} kWo2~s7i~ 'person' » NrBc: Sir {Kr.} kÈ!sÈ!Nmu!vw‰~r
'old man', kÈ!sÈ!NgU~t 'old woman', Zar K {Sh.} kI~sni 'old' »» CCh: ZmB {J}
k‰!sa@ 'old' ¶ JI II 266, Nt. 22, ChL I 2O9, ChC || A ({SDM95} *°kæuse
'hunter, man'):  Tg *xu4se 'man, person' (× N *K''''u 4 444[y]s2222V ¬ *K''''u 4 444?is2222V
'look for, desire') >  Orc, Ul, Ork, Nn Nh/B xus‰ 'man, male (animal ,
person)', Ewk is‰gdin ± ih‰gdin, Lm is‰Gd‰ 'person, hunter', Neg
is‰gdin 'hunter' ¶ STM II 332, 336.
12O4. € *K''''uÍV 'nut' > IE: NaIE *kos(e)lo- (or *k+k•os(e)lo-) 'hazel' >  L
corulus 'hazel-tree', colurnus 'made of hazel-wood' »» Clt {SB}
*koslo- 'hazel' >  Gl koslo- id. (in proper names), OIr, OW coll, W
collen 'hazel', Crn col-widen 'hazel', OBr col-guid 'made of hazel-
wood' »» ON hasl, OHG hasal(a), NHG Hasel, AS hAsel 'hazel', NE
hazel ¶ WP I 464, P 616, EI 26O (*≤kos(e)lo-s), Frdr. PITA 73-7, WH I
28O, Dv. #822, SB 92, Vn. C  157-8, Flr.114, YGM-1 97, Vr. 213, Kb.
439, OsS 375, Ho. 146 ¶¶ The absence of the expected glide *u\
(•kou\selo- ¬ •ku\oselo- > •kWoselo-) is still to be accounted for || A:
NaT *Kusîk 'nut' > OT [MhK] {Cl.} qusîq 'pine kernel', Alt {BT}, QK/Qmn
{B} kuzuk quzuq, Xk XuzuX 'nut', Tlt/QK/Sg/Qb {Rl.} quzuq 'cedar n u t '
¶ Cl. 667, Rl. II 1O19-2O, BT 94, B DChT 131, B DK 227, BIG 291, Dr .
TM III #149O  M *qusi-(9an) 'nut' >  WrM qusi-9an (pl. qosi-d),
HlM xuwga  'nut, walnut', Ord 9òu¯s7i9a 'noix' ¶ MED 991, Ms. O 317 
Tg: [1] *xusi3-kta 'acorn, nut' >  Ud {Krm.} uhikta, Ul osta, Nn Nh
Xosaqta ≠ osaqta 'acorn', WrMc usiXa 'fruit with a hard shell and a n
edible kernel (walnut, acorn, chestnut, etc.)', ? (×  N *k''''u[y]s6666V ' t r ee ' ) :
Ewk usikta 'oak' (if “ 'acorn')  [2] {SDM97} *kosi-kta ≠ *koçi-kta
(with *k- and *ç due to contamination with another √ ? ) (= {SDM97}
*kos7i-kta) 'nut tree, walnut tree' >  WrMc XusiXa 'walnut tree', Ewk
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koçikta 'nut tree', Ud kusikta 'Manchu walnut', Ul qac7I\aqta 'nut', Ne Nh
qoc7oa, Ne KU qoc7iqa, Ne B koco ≠ kocoa 'Manchu walnut' ¶ STM I 4 1 9
and II 291, Z 437, Krm. 3O3  pJ {S} *kusi > OJ {S} kusi '∈ nut', ? {Vv.}
kusa 'seed' ¶ S QJ #975 ¶¶ DQA #935 (T, M, Tg *kosi-kta, J) ˚  ≈  AD
NM #56 (IE, T, Tg + unj.: M *qusi 'cedar' [in fact f rom  N *k''''u[y]s6666V
'tree'] and OLt kasulas 'Jägerspieß' [after Ndr., WH, and P]), S CNM
1O-1, Vv. AEN 3.
12O5. *K''''ËsV 'to bend, to bow' >  HS: S *°≤k'aws7-, **k'aws7at- (>
*≤k'as7[a]t-) 'shooting bow' >  Ar qaws- id.; *≤k'as7[a]t- id. >  Hb tS3q#
≤k'Es7Et3, Ug k5s7t, JA [Trg.] tS3q# ≤k5Es7Et3, aT1S6q@ k5as7≤t-a2, JEA k5as7≤ta2,
SmA tsq k5s7t, (Arabicised) Hmr [Hmd.] {Slw.} qasd-, Gz k'ast, Ak
k5as7tu(m) 'bow' ¶ KBR 1155-6, OLS 377, Lv. T II 395, Sl. 1O51, Tal
8O6, BK II 834, Hv. 633, Slw. 178, L G 447  Eg fP ksy ({EG} ks1j) ' b e n d
down, bow down' ¶  EG V 139, Fk. 287  CCh: Dgh {Frk.} ksa!vGa~ v.
'bend' ¶ ChC || U: FU *°k{Ë}skV- >  Prm *ko$skV- v. 'bend' >  Vt kos≤kam
'cramps, contracting, bending' ¶ ≠ LG 155 || D (in SD) *kuc>(c>)- ({†GS}
*k-) v. 'bend, stoop' (>  'contract, shrink') > Ka kusi v. 'bend, stoop, b e
lowered, hang down, sink', Tu kus1iyuni, kus1ipuni, kusipuni ' t o
contract, to shrink in', Krg kusi  'below' ¶ D #1636.
12O6. *k''''u4 444s1 111V 'breathe heavily' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'pant, sigh,
moan') >  K *k'wes-/*k'us- v. 'moan' >  OG k5unes- id. (< d. *k'us-en-
with mt.), G k'us-un- ≠ k'rus-un- (-r- of ideophonic origin?), Mg k'us-an-s
'(he) moans', k'us-ap 'to moan', Lz k'us-ap-s '(he) moans', a-k'us-u ' t o
moan', Sv k'wec- v. 'moan' ¶¶ K2 94, FS K 182-3, FS E 2OO, K 117, Chik.
3OO, GM S 48 || HS: C: Ag: Xm {R} ka2z7- v. 'breathe'  NrOm: Kf {C}
kas7(i)- v. 'breathe', Mch {L} kas7a v. 'rest', Kf {C} kas7o2, Shn {C} kaso2
'respiro', {Lm.} kas7s7- 'ausruhen', {CR} ≤ka4sso 'breath', Anf {MYTY} k'as7o,
{C} kas7o2 id., Hrr {CR} ka2c- v. 'breathe' ¶ C SE IV 463, MYTY 118, ≠ Lm.
Sh 332 ¶¶ AD SF 292 || IE: NaIE *k8wes-/*k8us- v. 'sigh, pant, b r ea the
heavily' > OI ≤s1vas1iti 'blows, snorts, hisses', Av sus7i du. 'the lungs' ,
NPrs ¢$u s7os7 'lung(s)' »» L queror / quer° / questus sum v.
'complain, lament, bewail' »» ON hvA1sa 'hiss, sizzle, snort', {Vr.}
'zischen, schnauben', AS hwAst n. act. 'blowing (Blasen)' »» Tc B
kwa4s- 'lament, bewail' ¶ P 631-2, M K III 4O1, WH II 4O3-4, Vr. 2 7 4 ,
Ho. 179, Ad. 237, EI 82 and 518 (*≤k8wesÓ-mi 'breethe deeply, s igh'
with unc. *Ó) || D *kuc>- ({†GS} *k-?) v. 'whisper' >  Tm kucukucu-,
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Ml kus1ukus1ukku id., Kn kucu, kusa, kusu 'a sound imitating
whispering', Tl gusagusa 'whisper', Gnd kuskusa var`k- vrb. clc.
'whisper' (var`k- v. 'say'), Krx kusmus?ana2 'to whisper'; D ı (?) InA
*k≈usu-k≈usV- v. 'whisper' >  Prkr khusukhusa id., etc. ¶¶ D # 1 6 3 8
˚ K 117 (K, IE).
12O7. *K''''u 4 444[y]s2222V ¬ *K''''u 4 444?is2222V 'look for, desire', (“?) 'be hungry'?) >
IE: NaIE *°k8+kwai\s- or *°k8+kw´i\s- (or *°kWa+´i\s-) >  L quaer- / pfc .
quaes°vi ≠ quaes° / pp. quaes°to-/-a2 'look for, ask ( a
question)' ¶¶ Acc. to Ped. KG II 487ff., cognate with  OIr cI1- (sc. ad-cI1-
'see', for-cI 1-  'look'), which is rejected by Vn C  89-91 ¶ WP II 48O, WH
II 396-7 || HS: WS *√k'c'd 'look for' >  Jb E/C √k's'd G  'look for', M h
√k's'd 'seek sth. out', ? Ug ks7d 'look for' ('buscar'), but not here Ug
ks7d 'reach' ('alcanzar'), which goes back to S *√ks7d (>  Ak kas7a2du
'erreichen, ankommen; erobern') ¶ Jo. M 239, OLS 229, Sd. 459-61  B
*√ŒsÓ 'want, wish, love' (× N *K''''as[?]V 'be hungry, wish', q.v. f fd . )
 WCh ({Stl.} *ûquZi, *{q}uZim 'hunger'): Kfr {Nt.} k‰~zu~m 'hunger' » Bl
{Lk.} kuzum, Krkr {Lk.} ku!z‰~m, Pr {Frz.} ko!Z7a~m, {ChL} kWu!z7‰~m, Ngm {ChL}
ki~zi^, {Sch.}: Dr ki!yi!m, Glm gu!s7i~, Gera ku!zu~mi!, Grm ku!Z7u!, Bele gu!hi~, Krf
ku!s7u!Nu~ 'hunger', Tng {J} ku^m 'hunger, famine', Krf ku!s7u!m a~mma!, Bele
guZ7-a~mma~ 'thirst' (lit. 'hunger of water [a~mma!, a~mma~]') » SBc {Sh.}: Bg
kusum, Kir ku~sÈ~ms7i~me!, Zul gu~zu!mi!, Plc gu!zu!m, Gj ku!zÈ~N, Zar K kusIn
'hunger' » Ngz {Sch.} gÈ~Z7i~, Bd {ChL} ‰~gZ7a2!n 'thirst' » possibly here: Hs
k'i!s7i~ 'thirst', k'i!s7i!rwa2! id. (†Sk.: = k'is7i-ru2wa2 'thirst of water' [ru2!wa2! i s
'water']), Gw K/T/Kr/G kÈ!si!ruwa, Gw Ch kYi!hYi@ruwa 'thirst'; but m o r e
probably these Hs-Gw words belong to N *K''''as[?]V '⇑ ' (q.v.) ¶ Stl. ZCh
221 [#7O7], J T 1O4, Sch. BTL 29, 56, 83, 117, 147, Sch. DN 59, Frz. P
36, ChC, ChL, Ba. 613, Abr. H 526, Mts. G 65, Mts. GD #247, ≈  Sk. HCD
172 ¶ There is no proof that Stl.’s pWCh *ûq and *{q} are indeed uvular
rather than velar || A: T *k…u4se- 'wish, desire, long for' > OT ku4se- id. ,
MQp XIII ku4se- 'long for', XwT XIII, Nog ku4se- 'wish', Qq ku4se- 'wish,
long for', Uz kusa-, Qrg ku4so4- 'wish, want', Tv ku4ze- (inf. ku4za4∏r) id.,
'dream of' ¶ Cl. 749, KrkR 345, NogR 225, UzR 225, Jud. 472, TvR 2 6 9
 M *ku4se- v. 'wish' >  MM [MA] ku4se- id., WrM ku4se-, HlM x¥s´- v.
'wish, desire, long for, crave', Kl k¥sl ku4s´l n. 'wish, goal' ¶ Pp. MA
23O, MED 5O8, KRS 329  Tg: [1] Tg *°[x]u's- >  Ewk usl‰- v. 'go hungry,
collapse from hunger' ¶ STM II 291  [2] Tg *[x]u4se- > Ewk is7iganil-, Sln
is7 !ig‰2- 'be anxious, worry about'; possibly also *xu4se- (+ sx.) ' hun te r ,
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person' (× N *K''''Ës2222É 'grown-up man, old [person] ' )  > Nn Nh xus‰gZ7‰%,
Neg is‰gdin 'hunter', Ewk is‰gdin ± ih‰gdin, Lm is‰Gd‰ ' hun te r ;
person', Ul, Ork, Nn Nh/B xus‰ 'man (vir), male'; the semantic filiation
is 'wish' ‘ (1) 'be anxious', (2) 'hunt, hunter' ‘ 'vir' ¶ STM I 3 3 2 ,
336  pJ {S} *k‰s- v. 'wish'  > OJ -kos- (sx. of the volitive verb form) ¶
QJ #1382 ¶¶ Tg *x-  points to pA *kæ- (the reg. reflex of N *K ''''), while Tv
k- suggests pT *k… (which is at variance with the phonetic rules known
so far) ¶¶ DQA #11O6 (*kæi\u2 !se- 'wish').
12O8. *K ''''as[?]V 'be hungry, wish' > IE *kes- 'be hungry' >  Ht kast-,
kist- 'hunger, starvation, famine'  pTc *kest > Tc: A kas5t, B kest
'hunger' »» IIr: OI ≤ks5ut / ks5udh- 'hunger', ≤ks5udhyati ' feels
hungry', Av s7ud- 'hunger' ¶¶ EI 284 (*Kos-t- 'hunger'), Pv. IV 121-3 ,
Ts. E I 535-6, Wn. 189, Ad. 199, JGH 223, Pch. 55, M K I 291-2, M E I
44O || HS: B **√kœsÓ (× N *K''''u 4 444[y]s2222V ¬ *K''''u 4 444?is2222V 'look for, desire') >
*√ŒsÓ v. 'want, wish, love' > Izn ´Xs  (pf. y´Xs, hab. ´qqas), Rf T /Wr /A
´Xs id., Wrg {Dlh.} ´Xs (pf. iXsa), Mz {Dlh.} ´Xs (hab. y´qqas) 'want ,
love', Si ´Xs  (pf. y´Xsa ≠ iXsa), Nf Œ´s v. 'love, want', Awj {Par.} a≤Œa4s7
v. 'love' ¶ Rn. 366, Dlh. Ou 372, Dlh. M 155, La. S 192  EC: Or {Th.}
k5ac75o 'hunger, appetite', k5ac75oc75- ≠ k5ac75ot- 'be hungry, have appet i te ' ,
k5ac75ottu 'hungry' (Or -c75- <  *-s?-?) ¶ Th. 266  NrOm: Gf {Mrn.}
kos7ay- 'venir fame', kos7a2 n. 'hunger', Dc {LmS} ko2s7a id., Wl {LmS}
kos7a id., 'famine, starvation', Dwr koc7-et- 'be hungry' ¶ Mrn. O 1 4 9 ,
LmS 418  ?σ S *°√k's7s7 or  *°√k'ss >  Ar √qss (pf. qassa) ' che rcher ,
rechercher, poursuivre qn. avec persistance' ¶ BK I 795   Ch: WCh: Hs
k'i!s7i~ 'thirst', k'i!s7i!rwa2! id. (†Sk.: = k'is7i-ru2wa2 'thirst of water' [ru2!wa2! i s
'water']), Gw K/T/Kr/G kÈ!si!ruwa, Gw Ch kYi!hYi@ruwa 'thirst' ¶ Ba. 6 1 3 ,
Abr. H 526, Mts. G 65, Mts. GD #247, ≈  Stl. ZCh 221 [#7O7] (*ûquZi
'hunger', adduces words belonging to N *K '''' as [? ]V 'be hungry, wish' a n d
to N *gËZ6666÷V 'wish, b hungry') ¶¶ ≈  Sk. HCD 172 || U (before vw.
harmony) **kase-, **kaske- >  FP *ka4se- ≠ *ka4ske- v. 'want, order' >  F
ka4ske-, Es ka4ski- v. 'order, command' » pChr {Ber.} *ku4s7t´- >  Chr: L
ku4s7≤t-as7 id., E {Ps.} ku4s7t- v. 'command (befehlen)' » Prm: [1] *kO$s- ({∫LG
*ko$s-) >  Z k‰syÈ- v. 'want, wish', [2] (with delabialization) *kE+es- >  Vt
kos- v. 'compel, order', StZ kesy‰d- v. 'charge (with some work), Z UV
kesy‰t- id. ¶ UEW 653, Sm. 552 (FP *ka4ski- 'order'), Ber. 28, MRS 2 6 4 ,
PsS 58, ≈ It. #25O, ≈ LG 122-3, 143, Rd. rLG 423 ¶ The final part *-ke i s
likely to be a sx., otherwise the Vt verb kos- cannot be explained ˚  H t
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kast-  proves that no N lr. other than *? may have followed *s , while B
*√ŒsÓ (with *Ó reconstructed on the ev. of vowels: pf. Si y´Xsa ≠
iXsa, Wrg iXsa) points to a N lr. *? ˚  The IE velar *k- suggests that t h e
N vw. was *a; if so, FP *a4 is due to vw. harmony.
12O9. *k''''os1111[é€]V 'to kindle' >  K: GZ *k'wes- 'strike fire' >  G k'ves-,
Mg k'vas- id., OG k5ves- 'steel', na-k5ves- 'spark' ¶  FS K 199, K2 9 4
(err. GZ *kwes`-), ≠ K 111 (rejected by K2), Chx. 579  || D (in NED)
*ko(c>)c>- v. 'burn, catch fire' (× N *k++++gog[Ë]Z1111É[?V] 'set fire to, b u r n
[sth.]') >  Krx xoss-/xuss- v. 'burn without flame, catch fire, ( f i re )
catches', Mlt qose v. 'be burnt, burn', qos-tre vt. 'burn', 'inflame' ¶ D
#2O42, Pf. 189 [#92] || IE: NaIE *ksV∏- (or *kWsV∏-) v. 'burn' (× N
*k++++gog[Ë]Z1111É[?V]) > OI ≤ks5a2yati vi. 'burns', ks5a2≤ti f. 'singeing, hea t ' ,
caus. ks5a2≤payati 'makes (sth.) burn' »» ???σ Arm çay c≈aw ' pa in ' ,
çasnum c≈asnum 'lose one’s temper, put oneself in a passion', a o r .
çaseaj c≈aseay (“ 'hitzig sein'; s < *ps; all Arm words may go b a c k
to *k8sa2p-) ¶¶ The Arm cognate (if valid) points to IE *k8s-, but f o r
semantic reasons we cannot rely on Arm ev. ¶ WP I 5OO, P 624, M K I
288, M E I 43O (no IE et. of the OI stem) ˚  IE *k- or *kW- (rather t h a n
*g- or *gW-) is caused by as. within the cns. cluster *K[W]s- .
121O. € *k''''Ës@@@@dV 'to chop, to cu t '  > HS: WS *√k'c'd >  Ar √qsœd (ip. -
qsœudu), √qsœd G, D 'casser un morceau de bois', {Hv.} vt. ' b r e a k
asunder', Mh √k's'd (pf. k'‰≤s'awd), Jb C/E √k's'd (pf. ≤k'O≤s'Od, Jb C sbjn.
≤yOk's'‰d) v. 'chop (sth. big)', Hrs √k''s'd (pf. k'‰s'o2d, sbjn. y‰k's'o2d) v.
'chop', Jb C k'‰s'd v. 'lop, chop' ¶ BK II 748, Hv. 6O8, Jo. M 239, Jo. H
78, Jo. J 151-2 || K *k'wes`t-/*k'ws`t- v. 'chop, cut off' >  OG k'wet-
(k5uet-), G k'vet-/*k'vt-, Mg, Lz k'vat- id., Sv d.: UP me-k'ws7d=e, L
mek'wes7d, Ln mek'wes7dt'e 'short' ¶¶ K 111 (*k'we(s⁄)t-), ≈ K2 9 2
(*k'wet-/*k'wt-), ≈ FS K 18O (*k'wet-), TK 563 ˚ This is one of t h e
roots suggesting the law: pre-K *st, *s`t, *s7t >  K *s`t (= {K} *(s⁄)t >  G,
Mg, Lz t, Sv s7d): S *÷as6arat- ı K *as`t- 'ten', S *Xamis7at- ı K *Xus`t-
'five', N *s 6666VtVwV  'cold weather' (>  S *s6itaw- 'winter') >  K *s`tow- v.
'snow' (Ï *s`towl- 'snow'), ? N *dVs7777tV 'moon' > K *d+tus`te- id.
1211. *K''''És6666Ë (¬ *K''''{u 4 444}s 6 666V?) 'to skin, to tear' >  HS: S *°√k's6w (× N
*K''''oz6666V 'to skin, to bark [wood]') >  Ar √qs7w (ip. -qs7u2) 'peler u n
morceau de bois et le dégrossir; ôter la peau à un serpent' ¶ Fr. III 4 4 8 ,
BK II 744, Hv. 6O7  B *√wks > Sll {Ds.} kkis 'enlever, ôter', BSn {Ds.}
´kk´s (pf. 3m iksu) id., 'arracher' ¶ Ds. 11O, Ds. B 16, 115, 256 || U:
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FU *ku4s6V-/*kes6V (< *kes6Ë?) v. 'tear, bark, flay' > pPrm {LG} *ko4s1- ({LG}
*ko4¿s1-) v. 'rind, tear' >  Vt kes1- '(zer-)reißen, spalten, zerschneiden ' ,
Prmk kos1- v. 'rind', Z LL kos1- v. 'tear, rind', Yz ≤kus1-al- v. 'tear' »» pObU
*ku4∏s7-/*ku4s7- >  pVg {Ht.} *kWïs7- ({Stn.} *ku4∏s7-) >  Vg LK ku4s7t´l- ' abz iehen
(Birkenrinde), loslösen (den Fisch aus dem Netz)', NV kWa4n-ku4s7´p- ' s ich
lösen (z. B. der Hund)', pOs *ko4s- ({∫Hl.} *kO4Æs-) '(zer-, nieder)reißen' >
Os V ko¿4s-, Ty kO4Æs-, Y ko4Æs- » OHg XIV ku"zwynußch ≠ kuzuenus, Hg
ko4szve1ny, ∆ ko4szven ± ko4szfin 'gout, podagra' (“  *'limb-
tearing illness') ¶ UEW 151-2, It. #37O, LG 135, MF 376-7, Stn. D 69O-1,
RWU 824 || A:  Tg: [1] *xesi- v. 'scrape off scales from fish' >  Ork, Nn
B x‰si-, Nn Nh x‰sisi-, Nn KU ‰si-, WrMc es7e- id., Ï *xesi-kte
'scales of fish' > Neg ‰sikt‰, Ork, Nn Nh x‰sikt‰, Nn KU ‰sikt‰, WrMc
esixe id.; aberrant words  with -k- (Ewk ‰ki-, ‰kiks‰, Ewk ‰ki-, Neg
‰xi-) either do not belong here or are due to a merger with different
roots ¶ STM II 442-3  [2] ?σ Tg *[xu]s7e- ± kus7e- 'knife' > Ewk uçi, Sln
usx‰%:, Ud kusig‰, Ul kuc7‰(n-), Nn Nh kuc7‰%: id. ¶ STM II 296  (× N
*kis 6666 [ ? ]V  'tear [off], pinch, pluck'): M *kisu- ≠ *qusu- > WrM kisu- ≠
qusu-, HlM xusa- v. 'scrape, shave', Kl xus- id., {Rm.} Xus-
'abschaben, abkratzen', WrO d. Xusulda- 'be scratched', Mnr H
kæiZò‰- 'ratisser, racler, enlever en raclant' ¶ MED 472, 992, KRS 6 1 4 ,
KW 199, Krg. 291, SM 2O2 ¶¶ DQA #1O63 (A *kæi\o~s7e 'scrape, shave' ;
incl. M, Tg *xus7e- ± kus7e-).
1212. (€?) *K''''us 6666V or *K''''uc6666 ' '''V 'to compensate' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'to pay') >  IE {Pv.} *keu\s- 'compensation, price' >  Ht kussan 'wages,
pay, fee, salary, rental price', kusata 'bride-price', Lc qehn% 'rent' 
NaIE *°ku2sya2 'pay' >  Gmc *xu2≤zo2 ¬ *xu2z(i)≤jo2 >  OSx hu2ria, AS hy2r
'hire, wages', MHG hu6r 'Miete', NHG Heuer  'hire, wages (of seamen) ' ,
NE hire; Ï v.: MHG hu6ren, MLG hu4∏ren, Dt huren, AS hy2ran ' t o
hire', NE hire ¶¶ Frd. HW 12O, Ts. E I 671-4, Pv. IV 29O-5, Ho. S 3 8 ,
Ho. 184, Sw. 98, Lx. 96, KM 3O6 || HS: WS *√k's6'y >  Ar î5Q √qÎ^œy
(pf. qaÎ^œa2, ip. -qÎ^œiy-) 'payer ce qui est due', {Hv.} 'pay (a debt) to', Hr s
√k's6'y 'pay blood-money', Mh √k's6'y (pf. k'‰s6'o2, sbjn. y‰k's6'a2), Jb C √k's6'y
(pf. ≤k'e≤s6 'e, subj. yek'‰s6 ') id., 'pay' ¶ BK II 762, Hv. 612,  Jo. M 248-9, Jo .
J 158, Jo. H 81 ¶ as. *k' - s6 >  *k' - s6' (if the N rec. is *K''''us 6666V)  C: Bj {R} -
kWsi, {Rop.} -kwisi v. 'pay one’s debt' ¶ R WBd 148, Rop. 2O9 || ?σ 
A: M *quc>a- v. 'save, economize' > MM [S] {H} h5uca- id., WrM quca-
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id. ¶ H 7O, MED 979 ˚  The N sibilant may have been either *-s6666- or *-
c 6666 ' '''-  (which  is supported by the qu. M cognate).
1213. *k''''u[y]s6666V 'tree' (‘ 'wood, Holz'), 'trunk of a tree' >  HS: S
*k'ays6- >  Sr 'sojœa k5ay≤s-a2 'wood (Holz)', JA [Trg.] ax1iq$ k5e2≤s-a2 ≠
ax1iq% k5I2≤s-a2 {Lv.} 'Holz, Scheit', {Js..} 'twig, chip, wood; tree', JEA {Sl.}
ax1iq% k5°≤s-a2 'wood (Holz), twig', Ak fOAk {CAD} k5I2s7tu (pl. k5is7a2tu)
'forest, grove', Ak fOB k5I2s7u 'thicket' ¶ Br. 665, Lv. T II 359, Lv. IV 2 9 9 ,
Lv. T II 359, Js. 1364, CAD XIII 272-5, 28O-1 || K *°k'wVs`- >  Sv {Ni.}
k'was7 'firewood' ¶ Ni. s.v. drova || A *k[æ]usV ({S} *kæusa) '∈ tree' >  M
*qusi 'cedar, Siberian pine' >  WrM qusi, HlM xuw, Brt xuwa id., Kl
{Rm.} Xos7 'Zirbelfichte', {RKS} xowun modn 'cedar, Cedrus' (modn
'tree') ¶ MED 991, Chr. 6O9, KW 189, RKS 232   Tg *°[x]u3si3-kta 'oak '  >
Ewk usikta id. (× N *K''''uÍV 'nut', q.v.) ¶ STM II 291  ? pJ {S} *kasi
'oak Quercus acuta' > OJ kasi, J: T ka!s1i, K ka~s1i^, Kg kas1i! id., ı NKo
kasi 'acorn'; ‘ pJ ka!si!-pa~ 'oak Quercus dentata '  > OJ ka!si!pa~, J T
ka~s1iwa ¶ S QJ ##974, 976, Mr. 441, MLC 21  ¶¶ S CNM 1O-1, ≈  STM l.c.
¶¶ S CNM 1O-1, ≈  STM l.c., ADb. KL, DQA #1151 (A *kæusa '∈ t ree
[cedar, oak]') || D [1] *kuc>c>- 'stalk, stump of a tree' (× N *k''''Ëc''''V
'cut\chop into small pieces', q.v. ffd.)  [2] ?? D *ku2c>c>- 'post' >  T m
ku2ccam 'small post used in building', Kn kucu, ku2ca, Tl gujju
'post\pillar in a wall for the support of beams', Tl ku2camu, Png gu2Z>
(pl. gu2c>ku) 'pillar\post', Tu gujji, gujju 'pillar\post in water' ¶ The
long *u2 may go down to N *uy  ¶¶ D ##164O, 1878 ˚  S CNM 1O-1.
1214. *k''''u 4 444s 6 666{÷}V 'to fell, to fall' > K *°gus`+s- >  OG s7e-gus- v. 'fell, br ing
down' ¶ Ser. 176 ¶¶ The K voiced *g- may be accounted for by the K
creation of "harmonic complexes" (sc. a kind of obligatory mt. and as .
of consonants): N *k''''u 4 444s 6 666{÷}V > *k'÷us`- > *g÷us`- > K *gus`- || HS: S *°√k's6÷
>  Ar ø4Q√qs7÷ (ip. -qs7a÷-) 'jeter qn. par terre de manière qu’il t o m b e
la face contre la terre' ¶ BK II 742  ? Ch ({JS} *(ˆ)gz6 'fall') >  ECh: ? Skr
{Sx.} g‰!le!, EDng {Fd.} ga!le~, Jg gal, Mgm ga!law, Brg ga2~li! v. 'fall' »» CCh:
Glv Naz6-, Suk Ngi!z6i~ id. ¶ JS II 98, ChL s.v. 'fall' || U: FU *ku4s6V 'fall to t h e
ground, tumble down' >  pLp *k‰c1c1‰ v. 'fall' >  Lp: S {Hs.} gattjeth, L
{LLO} kahttjat, N {N} ga6c7…c7a6t, Kld {TI} k‰2Z7Z7eÎ id. »» pVg *ku4∏s7- >  Vg
ML/P {MK} ku Às7epi ≠ ku Às7e$pi (= ≈  ku4s7epi ≠ ku4s7´pi) 'fall' ¶ Coll. 7 9 ,
Lr. #3O2, Lgc. #1877, LLO 194, MK 225 || A: Tg *[x]u'l- >  WrMc ulu-,
uleZe- 'fall down, crumble, collapse' (of earth, stones on a s t eep
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slope, a bank), Ewk PT/Y ulul-, Ewk Ucr ul- id., Ewk PT/Y ulu 'precipice,
landslide, landslip', Lm ölsa-  'collapse' (of ground, bank, etc.) ¶ STM II
263 ¶ Tg *-l- may go back to *-z÷- (by as. from *-s6÷-). The Tg √  m a y
result from coalescence of the N word in question with N *K''''u6 666l ß ßßßV 'fall,
fall down\apart' (q.v.) || D *kuc>i- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'sink, descend' >  Kn
kusi 'bend, stoop, be lowered, sink, tumble in', kusuku 'state o f
being lowered or low', Krg kusi  'below', ? Tl kudiyu 'sink, go down' ¶ ¶
D #1636, Km. 334 ¶ The D √  may have resulted from coalescence with
a different N word meaning 'bend, contract' (whence Tu kus1iyuni
'contract, shrink in') ˚  Cp. IS I 358-9 [#235] (Tg ÷ T *Kula 'fall down,
crash down' and FU *kulV 'be worn '  < N {IS} *K'ulV 'padat∆, opadat∆ '
[N {AD} *K ''''u 6 666l ß ßßßV  'fall, fall down\apart', q.v.]).
1215. *k''''atV (or *ka?[V]tV) 'mix, adjoin, gather' >  K: GZ *k'et- v.
'(ad)mix, add, gather' >  OG k'et- 'decorate', G k'et- 'make, create', Mg
k'at- 'add, mix in, gather', Lz k'at- 'add, gather, accompany' ¶ K 1O8, K2
88, FS K 172-3, FS E 188, Q 25O, Chik. 286-7 || HS: S: Ar √qtt G  (p f .
qatta , n. act. qatt-un) 'mix, gather' ('mêler des aromates avec de l’huile;
ramasser, réunir petit à petit'), {Hv.} 'gather, cook aromatics' ¶ BK II
67O-1, Hv. 587 || A *k…atæ- > NaT *k…at- > OT qat- 'mix (two things); a d d
(sth. to sth. else)', Tk kat- 'adjoin, add, mix', Tkm, Az 9at-, Ggz kat-,
Nog, Qq, VTt, Qrg, Alt, Ln, SY, Xlj qat-, Xk Xat- 'mix, admix', Bsh, Q z q
qat- id., 'season (soup)', ET qat- 'add, harness', Tv qa<t/d- id., ' a d d ,
fold', Tf qa<tæ- twist (wool into thread)' ¶ Cl. 594-5, ET KQ 337, TvR 2 1 6 ,
Ra. 219 || D *katß- ({†GS} *kadß-) 'churn, stir' > Ml kat5ayuka, Kt kar`v-,
Td kar`-, Gnd karrih- ± karahta2na2 ± karah-, Mlt gatßye v. 'churn', T m
kat5ai\ id., v. 'mash to pulp', Kn kad5e, kad5i 'churn, stir', Tu
kad5eyuni, kad5evuni 'stir up', kad5en1cuni v. 'knead', Kui kar`sa id .
¶¶ D #1141 ¶¶ The D root coalesced with different homonymous r o o t s
(one of them meaning 'polish, lathe') ˚  The K and S data provide ev.
for N *k ''''- , which is seemingly at variance with T *k…- (<  N *k- reg. ). The
controversy may be resolved if we reconstruct a N etymon *ka?[V]tV,
so that K and S *k'- may have resulted from a cluster *k? (which is
inevitable in forms of a S finite verb like *≤?a-k?Vt and in certain verbal
forms in K). Alternatively, we may try to find rules governing t h e
mutual infl. of stops within T roots (mte. N *k''''at- >  **kat'- >  A *k…atæ- >
T *k…atæ-?).
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1216. (€?) *K''''a 4 444tV  'hand' > HS: S *°k'a2t- 'hand' >  Ak k5a2tu 'hand, p a w '
¶ CAD XIII 183-2OO  NrOm *k'at[y]- 'hand' >  Oyda {Fl.} k'attÈ 'palm o f
hand', Dk k'assa 'upper arm', ? Anf {MYTY} kis7o 'hand (palm)' ¶ Blz.
OLBP #51, MYTY 118 || U: FU *ka4te 'hand' >  F ka4si / gen. ka4de-n, Es
ka4si / gen. ka4e » pLp {Lr.} *ke2t‰ 'hand, arm' > Lp: S {Hs.} gie4de, N {N}
gietta6, L {LLO} kiehta, Kld ki2dt, {TI} kï]t: » pMr {Ker.} *ka4d!´ >  Er
ked!, Mk ka4d! 'hand' »» pChr {Ber.} *kit 'hand, arm' >  StChr L kid, Chr
H/Uf/B/M/Y/V/K kit , Chr YO/Ch k´t » Prm *ki / *ke- 'hand' >  Z, Prmk,
Yz, Vt ki id., Z ke-pÈs1 'mitten' (lit. 'hand-mitten'), ke-kar 'back of t h e
hand' »» ObU {∫Hl.} *kE2tV, {Ht.} *ke2tV 'hand, fore-leg' >  pVg *ka4∏tV >
OVg S ChusO kata, OVg S Kf kata, OVg SSs kaate, OVg E TM ka6t,
OVg N SoG kat, Vg: T ka4∏t, LK/MK/UK/NV *kO4∏t, P/SV/Llz kO2t, UL/Ss ka2t
id.; pOs {Ht.} *ko4t ({∫Hl.} *kO4Æt) 'hand' > Os: V/Vy ko4t, Ty kO$Æt, Y ko$Æt, D/K
ket id. » Hg ke1z (accus. kezet) 'hand' ¶ Coll. 87, UEW 14O, Wc. SW
1OO, Sm. 545 (FU, FP *ka4ti 'hand, arm', Ugr *ka4tI"), Sz. 23, SK 2 6 3 ,
Lr. #433, Lgc. #2452, N II 1OO-2, SaR 1O8, Ker. II 57-8, Ber. 17, MRS
195-6, Ep. 43, LG 123, Ht. #34O, Hl. rHt 71 || ?σ A: pJ *ka~ta! ' shou lder '
> OJ kata, J T ka!ta id. (×  N ≈ *K''''u 4 444[y]t[V]P3333V 'shoulder') ¶ ≠ DQA # 4 8 2
(J <  A *gara  'arm') ˚  ≈  IS I 227 [#8O] (*ga4t5i; FU *ka4te + •÷ IE *g8≈es-,
D *kac>- + qu. Om *√kc7 ' 'hand', w  s.v. N *ga 4444 {p}sÅ  'paw, hand') ˚  ≠ Gr.
II #192 (*kati 'hand') (U + err. A, Ko, J, CK, EA).
1217. *K ''''o tV  'tip, end, sharp point; cutting instrument\weapon' >  IE:
NaIE *kWe(:)d-/*kWo(:)d- 'sharp point; to sharpen' (×  N *k''''u++++od{a}HV (≠
*k ''''ad[a]HV?) 'to pierce' [q.v.]) >  ON hvatr  'sharp, quick', OSx hwat,
OHG (h)waz 'sharp, vigourous'; ON hvetja, AS hwettan ' t o
sharpen, to incite', NE whet, MLG wetten 'to whet', OHG
hwezzan, wezzen 'to whet', NHG wetzen 'to whet', AS hwAt,
OHG (h)waz 'sharp, quick' »» L tri-quetrus 'triangular' ( l i t .
'dreispitzig') (acc. to WH, <  *tri-kWadros 'three-pointed, 'with t h r e e
sharp points') ¶ WP I 513 and II 55, P 636, WH II 7O6, Vr. 272, Ho. 1 7 9 ,
181, Kb. 1186, OsS 437, Schz. 321, KM 856 || HS: C: HEC *k'otto ' small
axe, hatchet' > Sd {Gs.} k'otto id., as well as possibly HEC *k'otto 'digging
stick, hoe' >  Sd k'otto {Hd.} id., Brj k'otto, k'otto2, Ged k'otto id., and even
(??) the EC verb *k'ot- 'dig, plough' >  Dsn g°o!t- 'dig', Elm ot-, Arr k'ot-,
Or, Brj, Ged k'ot-, Kns qot-, Gln, Hr, Dbs k'ot-, Gdl k'os7- 'dig, plough', Sd
k'ot- id., 'cultivate', Sml qod-, Bn od-, Bs ot- 'cultivate', Rn Xut- {Bl.} id.,
{PG} 'dig' ¶ Hd. 5O, 2O8, 252, 381, Gs. 27O, Ss. B 127, PG 193, Grg.
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333-4, HL 27-8, Hw. A 38O, AMS 219, 245, 262, To DL 5O3 ¶ If the EC
verb *k'ot- does not belong here, the semantic variant *k'otto 'digging
stick, hoe' may have resulted from coalescence of a derivative from th is
verb and the noun *k'otto 'axe'  ?σ S *°k'ut't'- (× N *k{u4444}t ' '''a [or *k''''-?]
'fingernail, claw, nail'?) >  Gz k'W´t't', k'W´t't'a 'butt end of spear' ¶ L G
452 || A: Tg (att. in NrTg) *[x]u'tV-ke2n (with dim. sx *-ke2n) > Ewk utk‰2n
'hatchet (tesak , pal∆ma 1)', Lm o$tk‰n id., 'sword' ¶ STM 294  ?φ M
*kitu9a[n] ≠ *qutu9a[n] > MM [LM, IM] kituGa, [MA] qitu9a, [IsV] {Lg.}
kiduqa 'knife', WrM kitu9a ≠ qutu9a ≠ quta9a, HlM
xutga(n), {Pp.} Xutæu"9 'knife, knife-like cutting tool\weapon', Brt
xutaga, Mnr H {SM} c11æidòo9òu¢o, {T} c7ido9o, Mnr M {T} c7ito9o, Dx {T}
quto9o, Ba {T} hto9e, MMgl [Z] q‰tqai\, Mgl {Rm.} kitkEi\ 'knife' ¶ Pp. LM
III 69, Pp. MA 299, 44O, Lg. VMI 5O, MED 474, Chr. 6O5, SM 445, Iw.
126, Rm. M 32, T 379, T DnJ 126, T BJ 151 ¶¶ DQA #1O96 (A *kæi\utæu
'∈ knife\arrow') || D *ko2tß˛/*kotßtß- ({†GS} *k-) 'end, summit, top' (× N
*K''''{a}dK''''udV 'tip, top' and N *k''''VÂ[V]tV 'summit, top') >  Tm ko2t5u
'summit, peak', Ml kot5i 'top, extremity', ko2t5u 'end', Kt kotß 'top t u f t
of hair', ? kutß 'clitoris', Td kwÈt  'tip, nipple', Kn ko2d5u 'point, peak, t o p
of a hill', kot5t5u 'point, nipple', Kdg kodßi 'top (of a mountain, t r ee ,
etc.)', Tu kod5i  'point, end, extremity', Tl kod5i  'tip, top', Klm kor`i, Gnd
A kod'i 'point', Gnd RSr kodßdßi 'end, tip' ¶¶ D #1O49 ˚  The appa ren t
reflexes of N *-t ''''-  in S and A may be due to as. M *u of the first syll. i n
*qutu9a[n] may be due to regr. as. (**o...u > *u...u), but M *i i n
*kitu9a[n] is still puzzling.
1218. € *K''''otV 'to finish' >  HS: S *°√k'tw+y ¬ *°√k't'w+y >  Ak √k'tw+y
G (inf. k5atu6) v. 'come to an end, perish, become completed', D
k5uttu6 vt. 'finish, complete, bring to an end' (the second cns. may g o
back either to N *t  or to *t '''',  due to the Ak incompatibility of t w o
glottalized cnss. in one √) ¶ CAD XIII 177-83  Ch ({JS} *√k't): WCh: Fy
{J} k'i~t vt. 'finish' » Tng {J} kWad'e3 id. » Sir {Sk.} kWata, Diri {Sk.} ku!d'u! id .
»» CCh {ChL}: Wmd ku!d'u~ru~ vt. 'finish', ku!ddi~ vi. 'finish', WMrg kWu!d'E~y,
ku!d'e~, Mrg ku!d'u~ / a~ku!dE~Ri!, HgF ku!d'i!, FlG kÈ!d'a~mti! v. 'finish' ¶ ChC, ChL, JS
1O5 (Ch *k'it), J R 87, J T 1O8 ¶ In CCh and in some WCh lgs. there is
shift of glottality N *k '''' . . .t >  *k...d', where *d' is the only Ch glottalized
dental stop) || A: Tg *xodi- vt. 'finish, stop' >  Ul XodI/U-, Ork XoJJI-,
XoJI-, Nn Nh XoZ7I-, Nn KU oZ7I-, Orc odi-, Ud wadi-, Ewk, Lm od-, WrMc
waZi- ¶ STM II 6  ?σ,φ NaT *k[æ]oÎ- 'abandon' (×  “ T *k[æ]oÎ- ' p u t
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down, lay' < N *{K''''}oÓadV 'dip, plunge, descend') > OT qoÎ-, OOsm
≥XIV, Qmq, Qzq, Qq, Nog, Qr, Ln qoy-, Tkm, Az 9oy-, Uz qöy- ' a b a n d o n '
¶ Cl. 595, ET Q 27-9 ¶¶ STM II 6, A 111O (*kæoda+u 'to finish, t o
abandon ' ) ˚  NaT *-t- belongs to the heritage of N *{K''''}oÓadV ˚  This
N word may be etymologically identical with (or go back to?) N *K''''otV
'tip, end, sharp point'.
1219. *K''''otV(-ÂV) 'smoke' >  IE: NaIE *k[W]ed- 'smoke', v. ' smoke ,
emit smoke' >  Sl *kadi-ti 'to emit smoke\fume' >  OCS kaditi
kaditi, R ka≤dit∆ 'to emit fume, to burn incense', Blg ka≤då ' em i t
fume\smoke, burn incense', SCr ka!diti 'to smoke sth.', Slv kadi!ti
id., 'to emit smoke', Cz kaditi 'to fumigate, to emite fume', Slk
kadit& 'to emit smoke (dymit∆ , ¢adit∆ )', P kadzic1 'to burn, t o
incense, to fumigate, to give a stink'; Sl *c7ad¥ 'smoke, (unpleasant ,
suffocating) smoke' >  Blg, R ¢ad, Cz, Slk c7ad id., Slv c7a•d id., s t eam' ,
SCr c7aàd '(unpleasant, suffocating) steam, caligo', P czad, Uk ¢ad
'carbon monoxide, charcoal fumes' » Pru accodis (<  *at-kodis?) ' a
hole for discharge of the smoke' »» ???σ IIr: OI ≤kadru- ' reddish-
brown', NPrs reaKa ka4ha4r 'chestnut\bay colour (of a horse\mule)', Khw
k≈adur  'dirty' (if the semantic history is: 'brown' “ 'dark' “ 'colour o f
smoke') ¶ P 537 (*ked- 'rauchen, rußen' with *k- on the alleged ev. o f
the unconvincingly adduced word for 'juniper': Gk ke1droß, Lt kadagyﬁs,
Pru kadegis), ESSJ IV 8-1O and IX 1O9-11, En. 139-4O, Tp. P A-D 7O,
Tp. P I-K 111-7, M K I 15O, M E I 295, Sg. 1O66, Tu. #2715 || HS: S
*≤k'utVr- ≠ *≤k'itVr- 'smoke' >  Ak k5utru, JA {KB} ar!y6q% k5it5≤r-a2
'smoke, fume, fog', JEA {Sl.} ar!y6uq k5ut5ra2 ≠ ar!y6iq% k5it5ra2  ' smoke ' ,
Ar Érat0Qu qutrat- 'tas de fumier', Ug k5t5r 'smoke, incense', ? Amr {G}
k'atarum 'smoke, incense'; Ï S *k'uta2r- >  Ak k5uta2r- 'fumigant', Eb
{Krb.} k'uta2ri (gu1-da-rI1-im) '?' (in pr. n.) , Ar r'taQu quta2r- n. 'smell o f
cooked meat \ of aloes-wood', Gz k'´tta2r, k'´tta2re2 'incense, fumigation' ,
? BHb r&yiq4  k'ï≤t'o2r 'smoke, thick fog' (the irreg. ï suggests that it is a
loan from a different Semitic lge.); S *√k'tr v. >  Ak √k5tr G  ' r i se ,
billow' (of fog, smoke), D  'cause sth. to smoke, make an incense
offering', BHb √k't'r D , MHb √k't'r v. G  'make a sacrifice (by burning
one’s offering), go up in smoke', JA √k't'r Sh† (pf. ?ak5t5ar) ' b u r n
incense, let the incense rise', JEA √k't 'r Sh†vt. 'burn on the altar', Ar rtQ
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√qtr  G  'exhale its odour' (of cooked meat), r6Q√qtœr  D  (pf. qatœtœara)
'perfume (clothes) with the smoke of burning aloes-wood', Gz √k'tr D
'fumigate'; BHb tr#7yq 6 k'´≤t'orEt3 'smoke\odour of burning sacrifice,
incense', JA at`1r^y8q 6k5´t5ur≤t-a2 'incense'; Sb mk5t5r 'incense altar' ¶ In
Hb, Ug, Aram, and Sb there is as. *k'...t >  *k'...t'; the Ar forms with -tœ-
are likely to be loans (from Aram?) ¶ CAD XIII 166-8, 321-7, Sd. 93O-1,
KB 1O22-4, KBR 1O94-5, BDB 882-3, v. T II 356, Js. 1352, 1357-8, Sl.
99O, A #24O4, OLS 378, G A 29, Fr. III 396-7, BK II 672, 765-7, Hv. 5 8 7 ,
614, BGMR 1O9, L G 452, Krb. PE 44 || A: M *ku4deN (× N *k''''u 4 444mV(-Êa4444)
'fog, mist'??) >  WrM ku4deN 'fog, mist; darkening, dimness', Kl {Rm.}
ku4dN = 'Nebel, Dunst, Dunkel', Kl D {Rm.} ku4dn= 'Nebel, Dunkel, Rauch' ¶
MED 497, KW 244  Tg *°xoJ{i3}r-{a}n 'snuff' >  Ul XoZ7oro(n-) 'snuff (in a
smoking-pipe)', Nn Nh XoZ7oro%, Nn KU XoZ7I\ora% id., soot', Nn XoZ7Ira- ±
XoZ7ora-  'clean the pipe from snuff' ¶ STM I 468 ¶¶ M *u4 in *ku4deN m a y
be due to regr. as. (**o...e > *u4...e) and to the infl. of N *k ''''u 4 444mV(-Êa 4444) .
122O. *K''''{aho}t{o} 'bite, chew, eat' >  IE: NaIE *k≈[W]a2d- v. 'bite, eat' >
OI ≤kha2dati 'chews, bites, eats', KhS khaca 'food' (Bai.: <  Irn *xad-c7a2
ÿ *xad- 'eat'), Prt X?z 'devour', NPrs ˆdy`'X Xå2ï-da4n 'to chew, t o
gnaw' »» Arm xacanem Xacanem 'I bite, chew' (<  *k≈[W]a2d-s) »» ? Nr
∆  hatra vt. 'itch, irritate the skin', 'sting' (of mosquitos and o t h e r
insects) ¶ WP I 341, M K I 3O8, Sg. 446, Bai. 7O-2, ≠ P 634, Slt. 38O ¶ If
Nr hatra does belong here, the IE √  is *k≈a2d- (which suggests N
*K ''''a {Ó}. . .), otherwise we cannot distinguish between IE *k≈a2d- a n d
*k≈Wa2d-. The NaIE vw. *a2 suggests the following sequence of phonet ic
changes: *K''''{aho}t{o} > (ass.) pre-IE *kahatV > IE *k≈a2d- || HS: S
*°√k'wt > Ar G  √qwt (ip. -qu2t-) 'feed, nourish'; ?? *°√k't'm > Ar √qtœm
G  'bite', {Hv.} 'seize with the teeth',  qatœmat- 'bit, fragment' ¶ BK II 7 7 3 -
4, 83O-1, Hvc 616, 632   C: Dhl gWat'˘- v. 'chew' (mte.?) ¶ ≠  E SC 2 6 4 ,
EEN 32  Ch (pCh {Nw.} *kid'i 'bite, chew', {JS} √k'd 'bite'): Ngz {Sch.}
kï~d'u! 'eat sth. which requires chewing (meat, nuts, etc.)', Bl {Nw.} Ngad'u
'bite' »» Tr k‰d'‰ 'bite' »» Tmk {Cp.} g‰@d, Nd D {J} g‰dÄ^ 'bite' ¶ Nw. 2 2 ,
ChC, Cp. 62, Sch. DN 96 || D: [1] D *katukk- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'gorge, lap' >
Tm katukku v. 'gorge, glut', Tu gud(u)kuni v. 'lap, bolt', Tl
katuku, gatuku, gaduku v. 'lack, lick up, eat food defiled b y
others', Gdb katjap- v. 'lap like a cat'  [2] D *kott- ({†GS} *k-) ' b i t e '
(of snakes), 'peck' (as a bird) >  Tm kottu id., Ml kottuka 'bite ( a s
snakes)', Kt kot-, Td kwiTk- v. 'peck, bite', Kdg kott-, Knd kot- v. ' peck ' ,
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Tu godduni v. 'peck or devour (as a fowl)', Kui kospa- v. 'peck, bi te ,
sting' ¶ The stem belongs here only if the homonymy with *kott- v.
'hoe, chop' happens to be coalescence of etymologically different roo t s .
Otherwise (if *kott- 'bite, peak' is a mere sd. from *kott- 'hoe, chop ,
mince'), this D stem is not a valid cognate ¶¶ D ##1197, 2O91 ¶¶ D *-t-
is a reg. reflex of N *-t''''- and not of *-t-; it is possible that a post-N
cluster *-Ót-  (< N *-ÓVt- ) yielded a fortis similar to the reflex of N *-
t ''''-, sc. D *-t(t)- || U *kat{o} v. 'feed, graze' >  pLp *ko2tO2 >  Lp: N {N}
guotto / -D- id., 'feed on, graze on', L {LLO} kuohto2- vb. n. 'g raze ' ,
kuohto2 'pasture, pasture-land'  Sm *k¥t¥ >  En {Ter.} 3p kozyna”
'they graze' (reindeer), Ne T xado, Ne O {Lh.} XaÎu2 'winter pas ture-
land', Ne T Y xa€da€-s∆ 'to loosen snow in search of reindeer moss' ( o f
reindeer) ¶ ×  Sm *k¥t¥ 'scratch' ¶¶ The traditional Uralic comparat ive
philology does not recognize stem-final vowels other than *-a/a4 and *-
e, so that all cases of stem-final rounded vowels in the U lgs. a r e
interpreted as sxs. (w s.v. N *ka4444lu 6666 'woman of the opposite exogamous
moiety within an exogamic system of tribes'); but there are many cases
in which a rec. of a U stem-final rounded vw. would fit well with d a t a
both within and outside U. In sich cases I tentatively reconstruct a p U
rounded vw. (with uncertainty brackets: *-{o}, *-{u}) ¶¶ UEW 131, ≠  Jn .
56 (does not distinguish the Sm √  in question from *k¥t¥ 'scratch') ˚
IE *k≈- points to a N lr. It is most likely to be *h , because *h  and *?  a r e
the only N lrs. capable to be lost in S, while *?  does not p r o d u c e
aspirates in pIE.
1221. *K''''ey[a]tV  'to fall' > IE: [1] NaIE *k8ad- v. 'fall' > OI s1ad- v. 'fall
off, fall out' »» L cad-o / -e"re v. 'fall' »» Arm çac c≈ac ' low' ,
çacnum c≈acnum v. 'become\grow low, go down, fall' (P: <  *k8adi\o-)
»» ?σ OIr casar 'hail; lightning' (P: <  k8ad-t-ara2; “ 'falling from t h e
sky'?), MW kesseir, W  cesair 'hailstones', Crn ceser, Br
kazarc&h 'hail'  [2] NaIE *k8+kei\d- v. 'fall' >  W cwyddo 'to fall; t o
cast down', Crn cothe, {ECCE} codha 'to fall', Br {P} koezaff 'I fall ' ,
{Hm.} kouezhan% 'to fall' »» Gmc (P’s interpretation): ON hitta a1
'meet (treffen)' (lit. 'fall on …'), hitta i 'get into …' (lit. 'fall into …'),
Dn hitte paº 'auf etwas verfallen', ME hittan 'auf etwas t reffen,
finden', NE hit (“  'fall [on …]') ¶ P 516, 542, EI 191 (*k8ad-), M K III
294, M E II 6O7, WH I 128, YGM-1 84, 117, SB 75, Vn. C  46, Hm. 4 3 2 ,
48O ¶ P’s interpretation of ON hitta, etc. is qu. (and not accepted b y
Vr.) || D {tr.} *ketß-, {GS} *kedß-a- 'lie (liegen), fall' >  Tm kit5a v. 'lie, lie
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down', Ml kit5akka v. 'lie, rest, dwell', Kn ked5e 'fall down', Kdg kadßake
'bed', Tu ked5aguni v. 'fall\slip down', Tl ked5ayu 'fall, fall over', Gnd
ker- 'fall at the face', ? Mlt kodße 'lie down' ¶¶ D #1524, GS 78 [#247] ,
162 [#4OO] ||  A : ?φ M *kete- 'lie (liegen)' > MM [MA] kete-, Mnr H {T}
kide2- 'lie', {SM} kæidòi¢e- 'lie down' (of an animal, person), 'dwell' (as a
bird in its nest), Dx {T} kiZ7i¢e- 'lie, lie down, sleep' ¶ M *-t- for t h e
expected *-d- may be on the analogy of the paronymous √  *kebte- ' l ie '
(see  N * ûûûû q ewyV  'stay, lie, rest motionless') ¶ Pp. MA 217, T 339, T DnJ
123, SM 2OO || HS: SC {E} *k'at- 'lie down, sleep'  >  Irq {Mgw.} qa2t- ' l ie
down', Alg/Brn {E} qat- 'lie', Kz {E} k'at- 'lie, sleep' ¶ E SC 368, E K 1 4 ,
Mgw. 1O6, Blz. SCL s.v. 'lie'  Ch: ECh: Kwn {Lk.} koda!m 'lie' ¶ Blz.
EChWL #48  ? S *√mk't (ÿ  *mV-k'Vt-) 'fall' >  Ak √mk5t ( inf .
mak5a2tu) 'fall down, collapse; fall to the ground', SS: Sb mk5t5t
'setting of the sun', Mh me≤k'awt' 'run off', Jb mo≤k'ot 'disappear in a
flash, slip away', OYmn {Slw.} mk5t5 'Ende (gesagt vom Festland)' ¶ CAD
X/1 24O-51, BGMT 87, Jo. M 265, Jo. J 171, Slw. 2OO ˚  IS I 3 4 9
[#225] (*K'etÿ; IE, D).
1222. *K''''ut÷3333V (or *K''''ut ''''÷ 3 333V?) (probably *K''''ut ++++t ' '''˝V) 'cut off, t e a r
(off)' > HS: CS *√k't'÷ 'cut\break off' > MHb √k't'÷ G  'cut off', JA √k't'÷
G  id., 'break off', JEA {Sl.} √k't'÷ G  'bite off', Ar √qtœ÷ G  'cut, curtail' ¶
Js. 1351, Sl. 1OO7-8, BK II 767-9, Hv. 614  C: Bj {R} √kt? pcv.
'cut\break off\asunder' ( 'ab\zer-schneiden\brechen') (1s: p. ≤akta?,
prs. akant°?), ke≤tu2? (pl. ≤ket?a) 'Schnitt' (here unless bo r rowed
from Ar) ¶ R WBd 151 || U: FU (att. in Ugr) *kutV 'tear, draw' >  Hg
hu1z- v. 'draw, tear' » Vg: T/P ka-, LK/Ss xat- v. 'tear' ¶ MF 312-3, ≠ UEW
859 (adduces Os [Ty qo"pÈt´- 'zerstückeln', Os D Xa"p´t- 'fell trees', e tc . ]
and reconstructs pUgr *kupV-tV) || A: T {Cl.} *KîÎ- or *Kîy- '∈ cut,
chop' (delabialized from **KuÎ- due to the infl. of the final u n ro u n d e d
vw.?) > OT [MhK] qîy- (ol jî˝a2c7 qîydî∏ 'he cut the piece of wood on t h e
slant'), Chg XV qîy- 'cut into small pieces', Tk kIy- 'chop', Ggz , StAlt
kyj- qîy- 'cut, cut off (twigs, small trees)', Qmn qîy- 'chop, cut on t h e
slant', ?σ  Tv Xîdî-  'exterminate' ¶ Qmn -y- may be from T *-Î-, cp. ayaq
'foot, leg' <  *aÎaq), but Xk Xîy- 'cut, cut off' points to T *-y- (unless a
loan from a -y-language) ¶ Cl. 595, ET Q 2OO, Rl. II 688-9O, BT 1O2, B
DK 23O, BIG 297, TvR 499 ˚  The Ugr cognate points to N *-t-  r a t h e r
than to *-t ''''- , hence *-t'- in CS is due to as. (*√k't'÷ < **√k't÷). T *-Î-
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(for the expected *-t-) may be explained by a pre-T assimilative voicing
of *-t- (infl. of *˝ ), suggesting that the N lr. was *˝ .
1223. ≈ *K''''u 4 444[y]t[V]P3333V 'shoulder' > IE: NaIE *k8up-(t-) ≠ *sk8up-(t-) id .
>  OI ≤s1upti-h5, Av supti-h5, KhS suta-, MPrs suft, NPrs †fS soft
'shoulder' »» pAl {O} *cupa >  Al {AlbED} sup 'upper surface of t h e
shoulder; shoulder' (loss of the stem-final *-t-) »» Gmc: [1] Gmc {Vr.}
*skuftu > MLG schuft, Frs E, Dt schoft 'front shoulderblade
(Vorderschulterblatt) of horses and cows'  [2] ? (× NaIE *keu\b- ' b o d y
juncture' < N *K''''upÉ ¬  *K''''u 4 444pV 'to bend [a joint of the limbs: elbow,
knee, etc.]', 'elbow') > Gt hups  (stem hupi-), OHG huf , NHG Hu4fte,
AS hype 'hip', NE hip; ON aptr-huppr, Nr ∆ hupp, hump
'buttocks (of animals)' ¶ P 59O, 627, EI 516 [*(s)k8up-], M K III 357, O
4O5, Vr. N 622, Fs. 277-8, Kb. 484, OsS 428, KM 319, Ho. 184 ¶ The IE
*s- mobile appears before the original emphatic stops in the p resence
of palatal elements within the N word (in this case *y  [or *u 4444?]) (s e e
Introduction, _ 2.2.5) || HS: WS *≤kit[V]p-, S *ka≤tip- 'shoulder: WS
*≤kit[V]p- id. >  Ar kitf- id., 'shoulderblade' ({Fr.} 'scapula, omopla ta ' ,
{BK} 'omoplate, os des omoplates'), Mh katf, Hrs k‰tf, Jb C/E kEtf ' t o p
of back, back of shoulder' (in SES the development of vowels is reg., c p .
S *≤birak- 'knee' >  Mh bark, Jb bErk); S *ka≤tip- >  Hb Ft4ƒ1 ka2≤t3e2p3, JA
ap1t6ƒ2 kat3≤p-a2 ≠ ap1t6ƒ5 kit3≤p-a2, JEA, Sr kat3≤p-a2, Md kadpa
'shoulder', Ar katif- 'shoulder, shoulderblade'; here probably a lso
(though unvocalized) DSA ktp  'shoilder' and Ug ktp id., 'col lar-bone' ;
Ak d. katappa2tu  'sternum' or '∈ part of the ribs' ¶ KB 481, KBR 5O5-
6, HJ 258, Fr. III 9, BK II 862, Hv. 644, Sl. 61O, Br. 353, MD 195, Jo. M
52, 212, Jo. H 71, Jo. J 137, A #14O7, OLS 23O, Br. 353, CAD VIII 3O3,
MiK I 1.154  EC: Sd {Gs.} k'o≤te 'shoulder' ¶ Gs. 269, Hd. 133, 3 8 1
 Ch: WCh: BT: Krkr ka~t‰~b‰~ka!, Krf {Sch.} ka~ba~˝a! 'shoulder' » ? Hs
ka2~fa!da2 ~ id. ¶ ChC ¶¶ ≈ Sk. HCD 131 (Hs, S + •÷ other lgs.) ||  U *ku2ttV ≠
*ku4ttV 'shoulder, back' (×  N *K''''Å?{u6666}dV or *K''''u6 666t ' '''V 'neck, [?] n a p ,
shoulder'?) > FU *ku[:]ttV 'back (dos)'  > Hg ha1t 'back (dos ) ,
backside' » ObU {Ht.} *ku2t- {AD} 'behind, in the shadow of '  > pVg
*ku2tV˝ >  Vg: {Mu}: N Xu2ta4û', ML khu2ta4, LL khu2ta ≠ khuta, K
khuti  'behind' (direction) (LL kwa4l khu[:]ta minen 'go behind t h e
house!', jiw-khu[:]ta utt´m 'ich setze mich hinter den Baum') ,
{Ht.}: LK Xu2ti, MK/UK ku2tï, P ku2t´˝, LL ku2ta 'im Schatten' (= 'in t h e
shadow of'?), 'im Schutz'; pOs {Ht.} *kut´l > Os V kut´l 'von etwas
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bedeckte\geschützte Stelle', Os Y yuw kut´¬-n´ 'unter dem Baum
hervor'  Sm.: Slq Tz {KKIH} qotta4 '(fall) on one’s back'; Sm *ku4t¥
'shoulderblade' >  Ne: T s√dy, T O {Lh.} s1u$ ∏ÎÈ∏, F {Lh.} s7!u2˘tÈ∏ id. (<
*ku4t¥-y¥), Slq Tm {KD} s7u4¯d´"l la"pa id., Slq Tz {Prk.} s7u4tÈkotÈ 'the t o p
part of the spine together with the shoulderblades' ¶¶ UEW 225, MF
276-7, Ht. #335, KKIH 163, Jn. 8O || ?φ A: pJ *ka~ta! 'shoulder' >  OJ
kata, J: T ka!ta, K ka~ta@, Kg kata! id. (×  N *K''''a 4 444tV 'hand' [q.v.]) ¶ ≠ DQA
#482 (A *gara), S QJ #2OO, Mr. 442 ˚  IE *-pt- may result from mt. (<
*-tp-) or from contraction of cns. clusters (w AD SShS); in the la t te r
case IE *-t- is a sx.; in a similar way U *-t[t]- may also result f r o m
contraction of the cluster *-tp-. The vowels in S *ka≤tip- belong to t h e
derivational pattern of adjectives, so that *ka≤tip- may have originally
meant 'referring to the shoulder'. The final syll. of *K''''u 4 444[y]t[V]P3333V was
lost in U *ku2ttV ≠ *ku4ttV, probably due to some structural l imitations
for roots in U.
1224. *k''''{a}t ''''V (or *k''''a?itV?) 'kill, wage a war' (in B, C, NOm, K[?]:
‘ 'die') >  HS: Ch {JS, JI} √kd' 'kill' >  CCh: Gv {IL} k≈‰@d'‰ga@na@, Dgh {IL}
k≈‰@d'a!ya~, {Frk.} kd'a~, Gdf {IL} k≈‰d‰ga2na2 » Mtk {Sb.} k‰d', pMM *kad', >  Mk t
{ChL} k‰~da!i, {Ro.} k‰!d', Mofu {Brr.} -ka~d'-, {Ro.} ki~d'e!, Gzg D {Lk.} kad',
{Ro.} k‰!d'a~; Mada/Myn/Mlk {Ro.} ka!d' 'kill' ¶ JS 153, JI I 1O5 and II 2 1 2 -
3, ChC, Ro. 398 [#277]  B *√kty >  Ah k´tiy´t 'to die' ¶ Fc. 935  C:
Ag *k‰t- v. 'die' > Bln k‰r-, Xm k‰r-/k‰t-, Q ki-/k‰y-, Aw k‰r-/k‰!t- ¶ R
WB 2O8, Ap. AV 14  NrOm: Kf {C} kit-, Mch {L} ki~ti(ye!) v. 'die', Shn
{C} kito 'death' (not mentioned in Lm. Sh), Ym {Wdk.} ki~tu@ / ki~tu~ v.
'die' ¶ C SE III 78-9 and IV 465, Wed. BY 129, Lm. Y 358  S +ext.: S
*√k'tl ≠ *√k't'l v. 'kill' > Hb, IA, BA, JA, Sr √k't'l, Md √gt'l, OA, Yd, Sb,
Gz, Akk √k'tl, Ar √qtl id. ¶ KBR 1O92, GB 71O, HJ 1OO6, Js. 1349, Sl.
1OO6-7, BK II 673-4, Hv. 587, Br. 658, MD 87, Fr. III 398, BGMR 1O9, L
G 451, CAD XIII 162 || AdS  of K *°k'wed-/*°kwd- 'die' (< N *k''''ËdV
'die') >  G k'vd- v. 'die', OG m-k'ud-ari 'dead' ¶ ≈ K2 91-2, Chx. 575-6 ,
Ser. 1O2 || IE: NaIE *kat- v. 'fight' >  Clt: Gl catu- *'battle' in t h e
gentilicium Catu-r°x (lit. 'battle king'), OIr cath, W cad 'ba t t le ,
army', Crn cas 'fight' »» ON ho<Î 'fight (Kampf)', Ho<Î-r 'god of war ' ,
AS heaÎu- 'fight, war', OHG hadu- 'battle, fight' (in proper names ,
e.g. Hadu-ma2r, Hedwig), MHG hader 'wrangle, fight' »» Sl *kotora ≠
*kotera >  OCS kotora kotora 'pugna', ChS kotera kotera id.,
'quarrel', R ∆ kotora ≠ kotora ≠ kotora, Uk kotora ' qua r re l '
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¶ P 534, M K III 294, Vn. C  47-8, Billy 47, Vr. 278-9, Ho. 153, ESSJ XI
2O-1, EI 2O1 (*katu 'fight') ¶ Hardly here OI s1at-ru-h5 'enemy, rival '
(possibly akin to Gk ko1toß 'spite, anger', see  EI 22; M E II 6O7 does n o t
find et. for s1at-ru-h5) || D (in SD) *ka2t- ({†GS} *ka2d-) v. 'kill, fight' >
Tm ka22tu v. 'kill, murder', Kn ka2du v. 'wage war, fight, contend with ' ,
Tu ka2duni v. 'quarrel, fight, wrestle', ka2da2t5a 'a fight, war, battle' ¶ D
#1447 ˚  The length of *a in D, the palatality in IE, and the irreg.
reflexes of the dental cns. (reflexes of *t and *d rather than of *t') i n
some lgs. suggest the presence of an additional element in the middle o f
the word (N *k ''''a?itV?); in this case IE *-t-, D *-t-, and Ch *-d'- go b a c k
to a secondary *-t'- <  *-?t-.
1225. *K''''ot ''''a (≠ *K''''ota?) 'fence, wall, hut, settlement' >  HS: Early pS
*≤k'ut[V]l- > as. S *≤kut[V]l- 'wall' > BHb lt37ƒ* ≤kot3El* 'wall (of a h o u s e ) '
(att.: unl4t6k`1 kOt3≤l-e2nu2 'our wall'), MHb lt37ƒ ≤kot3El 'wall', BA pl. e m .
aI!l2t6ƒ8 kut3l-ay≤ya2 'walls', Plm ktl?, JEA {Sl.} al1t6uk` kut3≤la2 'wall', Ak
kutlu {CAD} 'rail, fence', {Sd.} 'Seitenwand', ?σ Sr «o¢w˚u kut3≤l-a2
'stern, poop'; e-pS *≤k 'utal- 'wall, fence' ı GZ *k'edel- id. (× ÿ K *k'ed-
/*k'd- v. 'build') > OG k'edel- 'wall, frence', G *k'edel- 'wall', Mg k'ida(la)-
≠ k'‰dala-, Lz k'ida- ± k'oda- id.; for S *-t- ı K *-d- cf. S *s7ab÷at- ' seven '
ı K *s7wid- 'seven', w K2 251 ¶ KB 48O, 1728, KBR 5O5, GB 368, Js .
627, Dlm. 2O1, Sl. 567, Br. 352, Sd. 518, CAD VIII 61O, K 1O7, K2 87-8 ,
FS K 166-7, FS E 181-2, LH 211 ¶ *-al- is probably a sx., cp. Tm, Ml
kot5t5il 'cow-stall, shed, hut'  NrOm *ke2t'V 'house' > Kf {C} qe2to2,
{HHM} k€ket'o, {Mrn.} ket'o, Chara {C} qieta2 ± qietsa2, Omt (= Gf?)
{Mrn.} kec'a ± ket'a, Zl/Gf/Bdt/Bsk {C} qietsa2, Gm {Hw.} ke2cce!, Wl
{LmS} ketta, Dawro {LmS} keca, Dache {LmS} ke2cca, Zs {Si.} ≤ke2c, {C}
kiets, {LmS} ke2cci, Zrg {Si.} ≤kE2c‰, Male {Si.} ≤kE2ci, Kcm {LmS} ke2c'a,
BMa {SiWd} k[Y]E!d'E~ id.; ? Shn {Lm.} kac'c'a~ 'pen (Gehege) for cattle, fence
of a pen' ¶ Cerulli spells these words with q, which he describes a s
"emphatic" (sc. k') (C SE IV 22-3), but Habte Wold Habte Mikael ( a
native Ethiopian) spelled the Kf word in Eth script with a plain vl. k,
which corresponds well to the words of the NrOm lgs. recorded b y
Hayward, Moreno, Lamberti, Sottile, Siebert, and Wedekind; to m y
mind, Cerulli’s q-  is an inaccurate transcription of k- ¶ C SE III 116, 1 7 4 ,
2O5, IV 488, HHM 119, C SO 34, 44, 5O, 63, Mrn. O 149, LmS 42O-1,
Hw. EG s.v. 'house', Si. ACh 16, Si. M 9, SiW ABK 17, Lm. Sh 33 || IE:
NaIE *kot- 'shed, wall, hut' (‘ 'house') (× N *k''''adV 'to plait, to watt le ' ,
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'wickerwork, wattle') >  Sl *kot¥, *kot-ÁcÁ 'shed, stall' >  SCr ∆  ko•t
'shed for livestock', OCz kot, ko1t 'stall, shop (in the m a r k e t ) '
('budka , lavka [ryno¢naå ]'), ChS kot6c6 kotÁcÁ 'small r o o m '
({Mikl.} 'nossiai1, mansiuncula, nidus'), McdS kotec, Blg ≤koce
'fishweir' ('rybolovnyj zakol '), SCr ko~tac id., 'shed, partition in a
shed', 'corn-bin', Cz kotec 'shed, partition in a shed', Slv ko!tec id.,
'pigsty', 'cage', OP kociec 'enclosure for livestock\fowl', RChS
kot6c6  kotÁcÁ 'cage', R ∆  ko≤tec 'fish-trap (made o f
cane\brushwood), kot≤cy 'fishweir, fishing net', Uk ko≤tec∆ ' r o u n d
fishweir' »» Gt he†jo 'room (tamiei6on, Kammer)', AS heaÎor
'enclosure, prison' »» Irn *kat- 'house' >  Av kata- 'room, house', NPrs
dK ka4d, Sgd kt?ky 'house', Oss ka4t 'stable', KhS {Bai.} kata- ' covered
place, house' (×  Irn *kat-  'cover'?)  Ht kutt- {Pv.} 'wall', {Ts.} 'Wand,
Mauer, Seite', HrLw {Mer.} kutas11r- 'Mauer', ? Lc {Shev.} kuti
(supposedly 'an der Wand') ¶¶ P 534 (*kat- ' f lechtend
zusammendrehen, zu Ketten, Stricken, Hürdengeflecht'), ESSJ XI 2 1 1 ,
214-5, Ab. I 49O, Horn 188, Bai. 5O, ≈ Pv. IV 297-8 (unc.: kutt- < IE
*g8≈u-t- ÿ *g8≈eu\- 'pour'), Ts. E I 676-8, Mer. HHG 77, ≈ EI 282-3 (*ket-
'room') ¶ *k- (for the expected *kW-) is due to the merger with N
*k ''''adV '⇑ ' || U: FU *kota 'tent, hut, house' > F kota  'Lappish tent, h u t ' ,
Es koda 'house, home' » pLp {Lr.} *kO2te2 'tent, hut' >  Lp: L {LLO} kaùhte2,
N {N} goatte, Kld kueddê id., S {Hs.} goaºdie id., 'house' » Er kudo, M k
kud  'house, home' » Chr: L kudo ≤kuÎo 'hut, summer kitchen', H kudy
kuÎ¥ 'hut, house, dwelling', Uf kuÎo 'summer hut', B kuÎo ' s u m m e r
kitchen' » Prm: OPrm -ko ≠ -ko¿ 'house' in the cd. viZ1-ko ≠ viZ1-ko¿
'church', Z vi¢ko vic1-ko, Z US vic1-ko¿, Z Ud vic1-k‰, Yz vic1-≤ku, Prmk
vic1-ku 'church', Z -ka, -ko, -ku, -k‰ 'house' in cds., Z ker-ka, Prmk, Yz
ker-ku, Vt kor-ka 'house; Prm d. *kwo-la 'hut' >  Z kola id., Vt kuala ' h u t
(serving in summer as a kitchen and a dining-room)' »» Os: V qat, D
Xot, O Xat 'house' » Hg ha1z 'house' ¶ Coll. 13O-1, UEW 19O, Sm. 5 4 3
(FU *kotaº 'house, hut' > FO *kota, Ugr *kaºta), Lr. #487, Lgc. #2692 ,
Hs. 627-8, MRS 24O, Ep. 48, LG 115, It. #99, MFU 278-9 || A: M: [1] M
*qotan 'enclosure, wall, settlement' >  MM [HI] qoton 'city, town', [S]
qoton 'enclosure', pl. qotat, qotot, WrM qota(n), HlM xot 'city, town,
village; enclosure', Ord 9òotæo 'town, enclosure', Kl xotn Xot¥n
'village', {Rm.} Xoto ± Xotn= 'city, enclosure', Dg Xoton ≠ qoton 'c i ty.
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town', Mnr H {T} kude, {SM} kæudòu, Ba kute 'house, home, family'; M ı
WrMc Xoton, Sln, Nn Xoto%, Neg Xoton, Orc Xoto(n-) 'city, town'; M ı
Uz qötan 'sheep-pen', Qzq qotan id., 'pen', Nog, ET qotan 'enclosure f o r
animals', Yk Xoton id., 'stall' ı Ewk koton, Lm qoton 'stall, farm-yard
for animals'; [2] M *ko4te 'tent' >  WrM ko4te 'tent', Ba kete ' house ,
family', Dn kide id. ¶ H 98, Ms. H 9O, MED 493, 972, KRS 6O1, T DnJ
123, T BJ 142, T DgJ 178, SM 2O6, KW 19O, STM I 418-9, ET Q 82-3 
?σ T *k[æ]utu > OT [QB] {Cl.} qutu 'class\group of people' ¶ Cl. 596 
pKo *ko!t > MKo ko!t, NKo kos kot 'place, locality, site’ ¶ Rm. SKE 127, S
QK #759, Nam 5O, MLC 169 ¶¶ DQA #894 (A *k[æ]otæV ¬ -u- 'village,
locality': T *k[æ]utu, M *qotan, Ko) || D {tr., †GS} *kotßtßV 'hut, shed' >
Tm kot5t5am 'cattle-shed', kot5t5akai\ 'shed with sloping roofs, cow-
stall', kot5t5il 'shed, hut'. Ml kot5t5il 'cowhouse, shed, house', Kn
kot5t5age, kot5(t5)ige 'stall or outhouse (for cattle), barn, room', Kdg
kotßtßÈ, Gnd kotßa, kotßam 'shed', Tu kot5t5a 'hut or dwelling of Koragars' ,
kot5ya 'shed, stall', Tl kot5t5a2Æmu 'stable', kot5t5a2yi 'thatched shed ' ,
Klm kor`ka, Nkr k≈otßa 'cowshed', Mlt kotßa 'hamlet' ¶¶ D #2O58; some o f
the words in the D lgs. are influenced by OI gos5t5ha- 'abode for ca t t le '
and its descendant New Indo-Aryan words ˚ The N variant *K ''''ota  (in S,
U, and D) is likely to be secondary (regular deglottalization in S, dis. i n
U and D?). Alternatively, we may suppose a pN *K''''ota with assimilative
glottalization *-t-  > *-t'- in pre-IE, Om, and A. The NaIE cns. *k- (for t h e
expected *kW-) still needs explaining.
1226. *K''''o 6 666t ' '''{É} (or *ko?Ët ''''É) 'membrum muliebre, anus' (‘  'ma le
genitalia') >  HS: C: Ag: Xm {R} xW´da2 'pudenda mulieris, anus' »» EC:
Sml N {Abr.} qo2!dß, qo2!dßo 'penis cum testiculis', Or B {LLC} k'utune 'penis'; C
ı  Amh k'it' 'anus' ¶ AD SF 249, LLC 145  ?σ Ch {Stl.} *k'o?ud ' testicles,
penis' > WCh: Hs k'o2!da~ 'testicles' » ?? Krkr ga!wJa! id. »» CCh: Gv k'id'i-nWa,
Mdr s6e~-kud'a~ id. » Pdk {Mch.} ku1da-ma id. » Ms {J} hu!d'a!, BnnM {ChL}
hudo-no id. » Mf {BLB} kWu!d'e!c7 id., MfG {Brr.} kWud'ey, Mada {BrrB} kWd'e
'penis'  Mf {BLB} k‰!da!r 'vulva' ¶ JI II 323, Stl. IF 1O4, ChC, ChL, BLB 1 8 7 ,
2OO, Brr. MG II 14, BrrB 152 || IE: NaIE *kut- 'pudendum muliebre,
anus' > L cunnus  (< *kut-no-s) 'pudendum muliebre' »» Gk [Hs.] kyso1ß
(< *kut-y-os) 'buttocks; pudendum muliebre', ? Gk ky1s†oß ' p u d e n d u m
muliebre' »» ? W cwd  'scrotum' (×  NaIE *(s)keu\t- 'skin', × W cwd 'bag ,
purse, sack'?), W † cwthr 'rectum, anus' »» ClNPrs ku2n 'vulva' »»
perhaps Gmc: OFrs pl. hothan, OHG ho2do, {OsS} haodo, NHG Hode
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'testicle' (×  NaIE *(s)keu\t- 'skin') ¶ WH I 3O9, F II 56, Ch. 6O3, YGM-1
114, 117, Kb. 473, OsS 41O, KM 313, ≈ P 952, ≈ EI 5O7 (*kut≤so-s ≠
*kuts≤no-s 'anus, vulva') || A: [1] NaT *Kotak 'penis' > Chg œ'TvQ {Rl.}
qotaq, {Bu.} qutaq 'penis', QrB {Rs.} qotaq 'horse’s penis', Qzq {Rl.}
qotaq 'penis', 'tail (Schweif)', Alt/Tlt/QK {Rl.} qottoq,
Shor/Sg/Qc/Qb/Kü {Rl.} qodaq, ET {AD} qotaq 'penis'; this word f o r
'penis', which exists in several T lgs., is ostracized as "undecent" by t h e
authors of dictionaries of literary lgs. and therefore lacks lexicigraphic
fixation; d.: ET ∆  {KtnM} qota˝-la v. 'begatten ' ¶ Rs. W 284, Rl. II 6O6,
61O-1, Bu. II 7O, Mng. G 1O2 | [2] NaT *k…o4t 'anus, but tocks '  >  OT {Cl.}
ko4t 'buttocks, backside', MQp XIII ko4t 'buttocks (’al-’ist)', Tk go4t
(/go4t-: go4tI 'his buttocks'), Ggz go4t, VTt, Bsh ku4t, Kr Cr, Qzq {Ilm.}
ko4t, Chv kut kut ± kot 'buttocks', Qrg, Alt/Tlt {Rl.} ko4t id., 'genitalia
(male, female)', Uz ket 'hind part, tail'; T *k…o4ten  'anus, but tocks '  >
MQp, Nog ko4ten, Tk ∆ go4den, Az go2da2n, Qrg ko4to4n, Alt ko4do4n, ET ∆ kuta4n,
Chv L kudòana id. ¶ T *k…o4t belongs here if its primary meaning is
'buttocks' rather than 'backside' ¶ Cl. 7OO, MKD 111, ET GD 84-5, TL
281, Jeg. 121, Md. 5O, 17O (T *kæo4tæ), UzR 21O || D: [1] SD *ku2ti
({†GS} *ku2di) 'pudendum muliebre, anus '  > Tm ku2ti ' p u d e n d u m
muliebre', Ml ku2ti id., 'posteriors', Tu ku2di id., 'anus', Td ku;Ty ' anus ,
buttocks'  [2] Kt kutß 'clitoris' (× N *k{i}t{Ë}  ≠ *k{i}t '''' {Ë} 'to tickle', ?
'to itch') ¶ D ##1888, 2O49 ˚ Ch {Stl.} *k'o?ud and the long *u2 in D
suggest the presence of a N lr. (*?? ), that may account for the variat ion
*k- (in T) ≠ *k'- (reflected in HS and IE), if it is supposed that this *k'-
goes back to *k?- ˚ The vw. *-o- in NaT *Kotak (for the expected *u)
still needs explaining ˚ Cp. also pKo {S} *ku!t 'hole, pit' (> MKo ku!t,
NKo kut, kud´⁄Ni, see S QK #462, Nam 62, MLC 197, 216). If the Ko w o r d
belongs here, the primary meaning of the N word was 'hole' (see  DQA
and SDM97 s.v. *kotæe 'hole') ˚ Blz. DA155 [#35] (D, HS).
1227. *k''''Ët ''''V 'small' > HS: S *√k't'n 'be(come) small\little\thin' >  H b
√k't'n 'be little', Sr √k't'n 'become \ smaller \ weaker', Md √k't'n ' b e
fine \ thin \ narrow', Gz, Tgr √k't'n 'be thin \ fine \ lean', Mh, Hrs, Jb ,
Sq √k't'n 'become thin', Ak √k5tn 'become thin\narrow'; Hb k'a2≤t'a2n / f .
k'´t'an≤n-a2 'small', IA k5t5yn, JEA Niy`5q@ k5at5≤t5°n, JA/Sr an!iy5~q@ 'nojtiœa
k5at5t5°≤n-a2 'something small', Gz k'at't'ïn 'fine, thin, subtle', Ar (×  √qtœn
'reside in a place') qatœïn- {Hv.} 'residant slaves, servants', {BK} 'gens d e
la maison, domestiques', Ak k5atnu 'thin, fine, narrow, younger'; a CS
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(pCn) stem *√k't't' without extensions may be suggested by MHb {Js.}
k5it5≤k5et5 v. 'make fine' and Ug {A} ¿ √k't't' (imv. k5t5) 'zerkleinern' ( n o t
mentioned in OLS) ¶ KB 1O21-2, KBR 1O92-3, BK II 774, Hv. 617, Js .
1348, Sl. 1OO5, BK II 774, L G 453, LH 262, Jo. M 245, Jo. H 8O, Jo. J
155, Sd. 9O8, CAD XIII 163-4, 173, Js. 1347, A #2398  C: Ag {AD}
*k'W‰tt- 'be small' >  Bln {R} o3qt (k'W‰t) 'be small, little, few', Xm {R}
wit, Q {R} yet, it id., Bln o3qt 'small number of', o3qt-u3X 'few, little
(quantity)' ¶ R WB 24-5, AD SF 83, Ap. AOL 3 (pAg *oqt-/kW´t+t-)
 NrOm {Blz.} *ko2t >  Shk {Fl.} kota 'small', Gmr {Fl.} kot id. ¶ Blz. OL
#153, Fl. OWL s.v. 'small', Fl. AGC 6O1  Eg fMK ktt 'small', {Fk.} kt
'pettiness', {EG} v. 'be small, little', {EG} ktt 'child, young of a b i rd ' ,
{Fk.} 'girl' ¶ EG V 147, Fk. 287  Ch {JS} *√kd'm 'small' >  WCh: Hs {Ba.}
ka~d'a@n 'a few, a small quantity' »» CCh: Tr {Nw.} ko!d'o!mma! 'small' »» ??
ECh: Mtk {ChL} kWotR 'small' ¶ JS 238, ChC, ChL, Ba. 819, Nw. WLT 4 5
¶¶ ≈  OS #1615 (*k'ut'un 'small'), ≈  Sk. HCD 13O || K *k'ut'u- 'small' >  G
Gr/I k'ut'a- 'boy', G I, Mg, Lz k'ut'u- 'boy’s penis', Sv {TK}: UB/L k'ot'o2l, UB
k'wet'o2l¨†LB k'wet'ol ≠ k'ot'ol 'little, small, few' ¶¶ Cp. Sv k'oc7'o2l ± k'wec7'o2l ±
k'(w)ec7'ol ≠ k'oc7'ol id. < N *k''''Ëc''''V 'cut\chop into small pieces' (q.v.) × N
*k ''''Ët ''''V 'small' ¶¶ K 118, K2  1O5, FS K 195, FS E 214, Q 263, TK 349-5O
|| A: M *qotul(i) >  WrM qotul(i), HlM xotol, xotol∆ ' two-year-
old marmot, young deer', Kl Ö {Rm.} Xotl= 'young elk, young deer', Brt
xotoli 'year-old marmot, female marmot (Marmota sibirica)' ¶ MED
973, KW 19O, Chr. 592 ˚  IS I 329-3O (HS, K, D), AD GD #139 ˚  It i s
worth paying attention to IE: NaIE *kat- 'young of an animal; to give
birth (of animals)' >  L catulus, Um katel 'young of an animal' »» Sl
*kotiti seß 'give birth (of mammals)' (> R ko ≤tit∆så, Blg ≤koti se, Cz
kototi se, P kocic1 sie<, etc.), Sl *kot¥ 'brood' (>  SCr ko•t, Slv ko~t)
»» ? ON haÎna 'young goat' (P 534, Mn. 479, ESSJ XI 2O4-5, 211). But
the unexpected IE vw. *a  and the lack of traces of N *u prevent us f r o m
recognizing IE *kat- as a valid cognate ˚ Gr. II #346 (*kut ≠ *kit
'small') (J, CK. EA + err. A *kæic7æV ≠ *kæic7V).
1228. *K''''a 4 444wV 'cavity, hole' >  IE: NaIE *k8ew[´]- 'cavity' >  pAl {O}
*cawila > Al thelle4 'deep' (< *k8owilo-) »» Gk [Hs.] ko1oi : ta` ca1smata
th6ß gh6ß, kai` ta` koilv1mata ('the hollows of the earth and the cavities ') ,
Gk koi6loß adj., n. 'hollow' (< *k8owilo-s), L-gr.: Gk kv1oß 'cave, prison' »»
L cavus ({P} <  *k8owos) 'hollow, concave' »» OIr cu1a (<  *k8ou\yos)
'hollow', cu1ass 'cave', MW keu, W cau 'hollow', MBr {Ern.} queu
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'creux, cavité', Br {Hm.} kev adj. 'creux', n. kev  'caverne, grotte', {Flr.,
P} keo 'grotto' »» Ltv {ME} s7a2 ^va 'scheidenartige Spalte oder Höhlung
am Baum' » Sl *suj- >  OCS, OR sui sujÁ 'vain', Blg sueta, ChS
suEta sujeta 'vanity' (ı R sue≤ta, SCr suàjeta id.)  with
heteroclisis: {EI} *≤k8ou\Ór= / *k8uÓ≤n-os > NaIE {M} *k8ew´\-r= ≠ *k8u´\-r= / *k8u´\-
n- {AD} 'hole, emptiness' > OI s1u2n≤yam 'emptiness, Einöde', Av su2ra-
'hole, lacuna' (<  k8uu\r-), NPrs Ù"rvS su2rå2X 'hole, orifice' »» Arm sor
soR 'hole, opening; den' (< *sovaro-) »» Gk ky1ar 'hole' (<  *k8uwr=) »» ?? L
caverna  'cave' (unless from Etr; -erna  is considered to be an Etr sx.,
e.g. in cisterna) ¶ P 592-4, Vl. II 346, M K III 365, WH I 191-2, F I
891-2 and II 38, Vn. C  258, YGM-1 79, Flr. 98, Ern. 552, Hm. 455, ME IV
13, Slt. 2O6-7, Xud. II 374, O 474, Vs. III 797, Glh. 593, EI 96 (*≤k8ou\Ó-,
*≤k8ou\Ór= / *k8uÓ≤n-os 'hole, opening') || HS: CS *kaww- 'hole, opening' >
JA au!ƒ2 kaw≤w-a2, at1u^ƒ2 kaww-´≤t3-a2 'hole, opening, window', JEA
{Sl.} at1vv^k`2kaww´≤t3a2 (pl. iˇ4k`2 kaw≤we6) 'window, small opening', Sr
Æwo˚akaw≤w-a2, Æ›,ow˚akaww´≤t3-a2 'opening, aperture, hole, window', Ar
vwKu kuww-, ÉvWKu kuwwat- 'garret-window, mural aperture' ¶ Lv. II 3O1,
Sl. 557, Br. 32O, JPS 2O, Fr. IV 68, BK II 94O, Hv. 669  EC *k'a[:]w-
'hole' >  Sml qaw-, Kns qa2w-a, Gdl k'a2w, Brj k'aw-a, Or B {Bl.} k'a-a!, {Sr.}
k'a2, Or Wl {Bl.} k'a2ww-a 'hole', {Brl.} k5awa id. ('buco, foro') ¶ Bl. 2 1 2 ,
Ss. PEC 43, Sr. 35, Brl. 339 || D *kav-i ({†GS} *gavi) 'hole, cave' >  T m
kevi  'deep valley, cave', Kn gavi  'cave', Tu gavi 'cave, hole, cell', Tl
gavi  'cavern' ¶¶ D #1332 || ?φ A: NaT *kæuy > OT quy 'a secluded spo t ,
cave', Alt, Tv quy, Tf huy, Xk Xuy 'cave', Qrg quy 'deep ravine, r i f t
caused by an earthquake' ¶ Cl. 674, Ra. 191 ˚  Cp. N *K''''ay[i]wa ' t o
dig' (q.v.).
1229. *K '''' { a ?e }wV  'to hear, to notice' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'ear') >
IE *kew- / *keu\- ({EI} *keu\h⁄-) 'listen to, perceive, pay attention to' >  OI
ka≤vi-h5 'skillful, wise; seer, sage, poet', Av c7´v°s7° 'ich erhoff te ,
versah mich' »» Gk koe1v 'I notice, hear', ? ky6doß 'glory' »» L caveo2 /
cave2re v. 'guard against, beware; take care for, provide', {EI} ' t a k e
heed' »» AS ha2wian 'look at' »» Sl *c7u¡-ti (1s prs. *c7u¡joß) 'to hear, t o
feel' >  OCS huti c7uti 'to feel, to notice', Blg ¢u-m, ≤¢uv-am v.
'hear, listen, guard', SCr c7uà-ti, Slk c7ut&, Uk ≤¢uti , Blr ¢uc∆ 'to hea r ,
to feel', Slv c7u!-ti 'to hear, to be awake', Cz c7i1ti, P czuc1, OR huti
c7uti 'to feel', µ: R ≤¢uåt∆ id.  ? Ld kawe- 'priest' ({EI}: < *kou\≤h⁄ei\
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'seer') ¶¶ P 587-8, EI 361 and 418, M K I 187-8, F I 89O-1, WH I 186-7 ,
Fs. 251-2, Vr. 226, Ho. 159, Ho. S 36, OsS 417,  KM 316, ESSJ IV 134-6 ,
Glh. 182 || HS: NrOm: BMa {Fl.} k'e2w-, {SiW} k'E!wa!, Sz {Fl.} k'iwe, Sz 2
k'Wa2k'Wa2 v. 'hear', ? Mch {L} k'a4bbi id. (-bb- < *-ww-?) ¶ Fl. OWL, L M 4 5 ,
SiW ABK 16, SiW BA 13  ?φ EC: Cg {AMS} qabaq- 'hear', Hr/Dbs {AMS}
k'apak'-, ? Gln/Gwd apaq- (dis.?) ¶ Acceptable only if -b- and -p- go b a c k
to *-w-; alternatively, the Dullay and Mocha words may be tentatively
equated with D *kapp- > Krx kapp- 'feel with the hand\feet, know' ( D
#1225), which suggests a N etymon *K''''Åp''''V ¶ AMS 171, Ss. B 24 || U
*ka+owV ({Jn.} *kaºwÈ) >  Sm *kaºw 'ear' >  Ne xa, {Lh.} Xa2, Ne F {Lh.} ka2
≠ ka, Ng {Cs.} kou, En X {Cs.} ku6, En B {Cs.} ko6, Slq UTz {KKIH} qo2, Kms
{KD} qæu;, Koyb {Sp.} ku, Mt {Hl.} *kuh (Mt: T {Pl.} gokta, {Ml.} go1kta
'his ears', K {Ml.} guk 'ears', {Pl.} kukta, ku1kta 'his ear', M {Ml.} gu,
guk 'ears', {Pl.} kukda 'his ear', {Sp.} kuma 'my ear') ¶ Jn. 62, KKIH
163, Hl. M #569, unc.  Sm. 538 (Sm *kaºw 'ear' ÷ FP *kovra [> F
korva  'ear, ? Vt kwar 'leaf', ? Z kor id.] < FU *kaºwi < U *kaºwÈ ' e a r ' )
|| A: NaT *Ku4∏ (× N *gu÷V 'to perceive' × o€?) >  OT {Cl.} ku4∏ ' r u m o u r ;
fame, reputation', Qrg ku4∏ 'melody, tune', Brb {Tm.} ku4 'sound, voice,
noise', Az ku4y 'sound', Shor {Rl.} ku4g 'Lärm, Ton', Brb/Tlt {Rl.} ku4∏ 'Ton,
Lärm, Stimme, Geschrei' (in Brb and Tlt: × T *ku4g 'melody' [{Cl.}: π
MChn kæi\ok 'song']), Qrg o†ku4∏ 'rumble, boom; fame';Ï NaT *Ku4∏-lu4k
'famous' > OT {Cl.} ku4∏lu4k id., Qrg ku4∏lu4∏ 'in good condition, quite fine' Sg
{Rl.} ku4lu4k 'hero', Xk ku4lu4k 'wise, clever; wisdom', Qzl {Jk.} ku˘lu$k
'verständig, geschickt'; T ı NPrs ∆  {Dr.} vLvK ku4∏lu4∏k 'geschickt'; T
*k[æ]u4∏- > OT {Cl.} ku4∏- in the phrase ku4yu4 ko4zeÎu4 tut- v. 'protect and k e e p '
¶ Cl. 686-7, 7O9, 717-8, ET KQ 128-9, Tm. 1O5, Jud. 472-3, Rm. W 3O6,
Dr. TM III #1686, Rl. II 1416-7, 1426, 147O-2, BIG 96, Jud. 473, Shch.
SF 195  Tg *xoyi3pun 'ear-rings' >  Ul XoIpo(n-), Nn Nh Xoypo%, Nn B
Xoyfo(n-), Ud wai\ga ± oi\ga, {Krm.} wayga ≠ way9a, Lm oIwUn ≠
oyIwUn id. ¶ STM II 8, Krm. 217  pKo {S} *ku!i ' ear '  (× N
*K''''eÓu{h}lu 4444Óe 6666 [or *K''''e{h}ul[y]e 6666??] 'hear', q.v. ffd.) || D {tr., GS} *kev-
'ear' >  Tm, Ml, Tl cevi, Kt keyv ± kev, Td kÈfy, Kn kivi, Tu kebi,
Klm, Nkr kev, Gnd kevi ± kawï ± kavi, Krx xebda2, Mlt {Drs.}
qethwu, Brh xaf id. ¶¶ D #1977(a), Zv. 57, 119, 153, GS 59 [#169] ,
66 [#21O] ˚  The comparison with Om, EC, Sm, Ko, and Tg was
suggested by Blz. (p.c., Blz. DA 153 [#12]), Blz. LB #42a recons t ruc ts
pN *k'abi, which excludes IE, T, and Tg.
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123O. *K''''{oha}w{i} ¬ *K''''{oha}w[i]yV 'sinew, thread' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘  'bowstring') >  IE: NaIE *gWiya2, *gWi≤yos 'sinew, bowstring' >  OI
≤jya2 ≠ ji≤a2, Av J7ya2- 'bowstring', pIrn d. *Z7ya-ka/-kï >  NPrs ‰zi zeh
'bowstring, lace' and Psh z7aï, Z7aï 'bowstring' »» Gk bio1ß 'bowstring; b o w '
»» amb BSl: Lt gija~, Ltv dzija 'thread' » Sl  *z7iŸ-ca > OCS qica z7ica
'sinew', SCr z7Iàca 'sinew, string', Blg ≤qica 'thread, wire', R ∆  qica
'combed wool-yarn' (×  NaIE *gW≈ei\´-/*gW≈ï- 'vein, sinew, rope') ¶ IE
*gW- <  pre-IE (before the cns. shift) *kW- <  **k'ho- <  N *K''''oh- ¶ WP I
67O, 694, P 481, 489, EI 78 (*gW(i)≤yehÅ / gen. *gWi≤hÅ-os), M K I 4 4 8 ,
Sg. 63O, Vl. II 16O, Morg. 1O5, F I 237, Tr. 87, 9O, Frn. 15O, Vs. II 57-8 ,
Glh. 7O9 || HS: WS *k'aww- 'string, thread', *√k'w? 'weave' >  BHb vq2
k'aw ≠ vq! k'a2w 'string for stretching and measuring', MHb vq 2 k5aw
'thread, line', ‘ 'circle, zone', JA [Trg.] pl. Nia5v^q 5k5iw≤?-°n 'webs', JEA
(Yemenite trad.) ia4v@iq$ k5e2wa?e2, ia4v@q^ k5´wa?e2 'threads', JA {Lv.} au!q 2
k5aw≤w-a2 'thread', pl. Niu 5q 2k5aw≤w-°n 'web (Spinngewebe)', Sr k5´ we2
'woven', {Br.} 'textilis', pl. k5´w°n, k5´wayya2 'texta', Md k5aua 'web ' ,
Sq {L} k5a 'thread'; hardly here Ak k5u6(m) 'measure (measuring vessel,
etc.)', though this Ak word may have influenced Hb k'aw≠k'a2w ¶ KB
1O1O-1, KBR 1O81, Lv. IV 257, Br. 651, DM 399, L LS 365, Sd. 9 2 4 - 5
(Ak π Sum gu), CAD XIII 288-91  B **k'aÓ[w]y >  *Œa2yy- >  Ah ta.-
Œayye 'shooting bow' ¶ Fc. 171O || A: M *quyaN >  WrM quyaN, HlM
xuån 'tendon, sinew, nerve', ? Ord XuyaN 'rheumatisme'; M *quyi ≠
*ku4yi 'umbilical cord' >  MM [S] qui, Ord kæu4∏ 'umbilical cord', Kl {KRS}
ki ki 'umbilical cord (cut off)', WrM ku4i, HlM x¥j id., 'navel', Kl
{Rm.} kï 'navel' Ï M *ku4yi-su4n 'umbilical cord, navel' >  Ord kæu4∏su$, Kl
kiisn kïs´n id., Kl {Rm.} kïsn=, MM [MA] ku4ysu4n, WrM ku4isu4n, HlM
x¥js  'navel' ¶ H 71, MED 498, 983, Pp. MA 226, KRS 298, KW 234, Ms.
O 365, 441 ||  D  *ko2- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'string, thread' >  Tm ko2-, ko2r-, Ml
ko2kka, korkka, Kn ko2-, Kdg koya-, Prj ko2p- / ko2t- v. 'string', T m
ko2ccil 'what appears like a string, pod', Kt ko;v-, Klm ko;nz-, Nkr ko2nZ>-
v. 'string, thread', Tu ko 2pA  'a string of fruits', Tl k(r)o2va 'a string', ?
Gnd ka2c >- v. 'thread needle', 'string' (of garland, beads), ? Mlt kunye v.
'string (as beads)' ¶¶ D 2176.
1231. *k ''''ÅHwV 'seize, grasp, hold' > HS: S *°√k'Hw > Ar √qHw (ip. -
qHu2) {Hv.} v. 'snatch, take the whole of', {Fr.} 'cepit omnino (opes ) ' ,
{BK} 'râfler, 'enlever, emporter tout' ¶ Fr. III 4O3, BK II 681-2, Hv. 5 9 O
 B **√kœwy (> *√Œwy / *√qwy) > Sll {Ds.} ´"ŒWi (3m pf. iŒWi, h a b .
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iqqWay) 'seize' ¶ Ds. 254 || K *k'aw-/*k'w- v. 'seize, hold, take' >  G
k'av- v. 'take, hold, occupy', da-k'av-eba 'festhalten', s7e-k'av-eba
'zurückhalten', da-a-k'av-a 'er hielt ihn fest', Lz k'n- v. 'seize with t h e
hand', Mg d. k'un- ≠ k'in- 'hold, draw', Lz d. k'n- v. 'grasp (with a hand ) ,
snatch', Sv {FS} k'aw-, k'w- 'take, catch': li-k'w-en-i 'anhalten, festhalten,
fangen', Xw-a-k'w-en-i 'ich fange', c7-ot-k'a4w 'ich hielt fest', l´⁄-k'a4w
'festgehalten, besetzt' ¶¶ K 1O4-5 (*k'-), K2 84 *k'aw-/*k'w-), FS K 1 6 7 ,
FS E 182 (both reconstruct *k'aw-), Chik. 293-4 || D *kav- ({†GS} *k-)
v. 'grasp' >  Tm kavar v. 'seize, grasp, catch', Ml kavaruka v.
'plunder, rob', Kn kavar v. 'take away by force, seize', Krg kamdßi v.
'steal', Tl kavayu v. 'embrace, copulate', ? OTl, Tl kamucu v. 'ho ld ,
seize' ({Km.} -m- <  *-v-); D ı OI kavarak°- a captive female
prisoner' ¶¶ D ##1326, Zv. 45, Km. 325 ˚  Fn. KD #24 (K, D).
1232. *k''''aXu4444 ¬ *k''''aXyË 'strike, push' ([in descendant lgs.]‘  ' hew ' ,
'touch') >  HS: EC: Or {Th.} k5u?-a (nom. k5u?an) 'colpo, percossa ,
bastonata', {Grg.} k'u?a v. 'chip off', ??σ  Arr k'e2h- v. 'split, tear' ¶ Th. 2 8 2 ,
Grg. 334, Hw. A 378  NrOm: Omt (= Gf?) {Mrn.} k'o?- v. ' w o u n d '
('ferire'), k'o?-is- v. 'strike' ('percuotere'), Wl {LmS} k'o?- 'split' ¶ Mrn. O
156, LmS 427 || K: GZ *k'weX- 'push in, fill in' >  G I/Gr k'veX- vt. {K2}
id., {Chx.} 'ingendwo hinein-stecken\-zwängen, einkeilen,
einquetschen', Mg k'vaX-  'push\fill in' ¶ K2 94, Chx. 58O-1 || IE  *kaéw-
/ké=w- ≠ *kau\Ó- > NaIE *k´w-/*ka2w-/*ku2-, *kau\[´]- v. 'strike, hew' (× N
*ûûûûqÉ{z1111}u 6 666 'to shape [an object] by chopping, beating, etc.)' v. 'form a n
object by chopping\hammering' >  ON ho<ggva, OHG houwan, NHG
hauen, AS he2awan 'to hew', NE hew »» Lt ka!uti (prs. ka!uju, p .
ko!viau) 'to beat, to fight, to kill', kova~ 'a fight', Ltv no~-kau^t ' t o
kill, to slaughter'; Lt ku!jis 'sledge-hammer', Pru cugis 'hammer' » Sl
*kova¡-ti (prs. *ku•j-oß ≠ *koŸv-oß) 'to forge, to hammer' >  OCS kovati
kovati (1s prs. kov0 kovo<), SCr ko~vati (prs. kuàje2m), Slv
kova!ti, OCz kovati, Cz kouti, Slk kovat&, P kuc1 (prs. kuje<), ∆
kowac1, R ko≤vat∆ (prs. ku≤√) id., Blg ko≤va v. 'forge, hammer ' <; pSl
*kÈjÁ 'hammer, stick, cudgel' > OCS k7i kûjÁ, SCr † kij 'hammer', LLs
kij 'stick, cudgel, hammer', Slv kij 'large (wooden) beetle', Cz kyj
'stick, cudgel', P kij  'stick', OR, RChS k7i kûjÁ 'hammer, cudgel', R ∆
kij  'stick, hammer (for stunning fish and building stoves)', as well as R
kij  'billiard cue' (× π  Fr queue id.) »» pTc {Ad.} kau\- > Tc: A ko-, B
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kau- v. 'strike down, destroy' ¶ WP I 33O-1, P 535, EI 549 (*kehÅu-
'strike, hew'), Mn. 483-4, Lehm. GE 213 (ON -ggv- <  IE -wÙ-), Vr. 28O,
Kb. 483, OsS 491, KM 293, Ho. 153, Frn. 232, En. 198, Tp. P K-L 238-41 ,
ESSJ XII 1O-1, Glh. 34O, Vs. II 231, Wn. 227-8, Ad. 2O8 || U: FU *kayV-
v. 'hit (the target), touch, push against sth., knock against' >  ObU {Ht.}
*ka2y- id. >  pVg *ka2y- 'hit (the target), touch, knock against' >  Vg: T ka2y-
/kay-, LK xo2y-/xoy-, MK ko2y-/koy-, Ss xO2y-; pOs *kay- v. 'dash, s t r ike,
hit, hit (the mark)' >  Os: V/Vy qay-, Ty/Y qaºy-, D/K Xoy-, Nz/Kz XOy-, O
Xay- »» F kajota  'to touch, to touch upon' ¶ UEW 118, Coll. 85, SK 1 4 5 ,
Ht. #23O, MK 95, BV 13, Trj. S 143, Stn. D 437-8 || A: M *qayi- >  WrM
qai-, HlM xaj- v. 'hew, cut, chop'; ı M *qayi-c>in 'scissors' > WrM
qaici(n), HlM xaj¢ id., 'tong, pincers', Mnr H {SM} Xe2¯Zòi (mispr in t
for Xe2¯Z1òi?), {T} Xe2Z7i, Mnr M {T} qayZ7i, Dx qayc7î 'scissors'; ı M *qayi-
c>i-la- v. 'cut, clip, shear' >  Mnr H {SM} Xe2¯Z1òila- couper avec les
ciseaux, tondre' ¶ MED 911-2, SM 166, T 375, T DnJ 124.
1233. *K''''ayV 'look, look for' >  HS: C {E} *k'ay- 'hunt, look for' > Ag:
Bln {R} qåy-, qa2y- (q  = [k']) 'hunt, chase after (nachse tzen
jemandem)', Xm {R} Xay- 'bewachen' »» EC: ??σ Ya -qai\- 'kill' ¶ E PC
#153, R WB 248, R Ch II 59 || IE: NaIE *k[W]ey-/*k[W]oy- 'observe, l ook '
> OI ≤ca2ya-ti 'perceives, is afraid of' »» Sl *c7aja-ti (prs. *c7aj-oß) ' t o
expect, to hope' (× N *k''''uyÉ 'be hungry, desire, want’) > OCS, OR
haAti c7ajati 'to expect', SCr c7a`àjati, Slv c7a•jati 'to wait, t o
expect', Cz c7aja1ti  'to wait for, to hope', R ¢aåt∆ 'to expect, to h o p e '
¶ OI ≤ca2ya-ti 'respects' and Gk ti1v 'appreciate, respect' do n o t
necessarily belong here (for lack of reliable semantic ties) (they belong
rather to {EI} *kWeh⁄(y)- 'fear, revere' and\or *kWei\- v. 'take revenge,
repent; worth, price', see  N *K''''oyV 'to compensate, to take revenge ' ) ,
hence we need not reconstruct IE *kW- ¶ P 636-7, M K I 383, M E I 5 3 1 .
ESSJ IV 1O-1, ≈ EI 198 || A: M *qayi- v. 'seek, search; look all around' >
WrM qai-, HM, Brt xaj- id., Ord Xa4∏- ‘chercher, examiner’, WrO Xai-
'seek, search', Kl xáá- Xa4∏- id., {Rm.} 'suchen, nachspüren' ¶ MED 9 1 1 ,
Ms. O 345, Krg. 255, KRS 587, KW 179.
1234. (€?) *K''''{É}yu6666 'person of the same clan' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'friend') > IE: NaIE *k8ei\w- 'person of the same clan' >  OI ≤s1e2va- ' d ea r ,
intimate' »» OL ceivis, L cI2vis, Osc CEUS 'citizen' »» OHG h°wo
'married man, husband', {OsS} id., 'member of the clan (Hausgenosse),
servant (Knecht)', AS hI2wan pl. 'family, household', hI2w-cund
'domestic, familiar' (> NE hind 'farm labourer'), OSx d. h°wa, OHG d .
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h°wa 'wife', ON hju1(n) ≠ hjo1n 'one of the household', pl. 'ma r r i ed
couple, members of a family', Gt hejwafrauja 'o]ikodespo1thß, m a s t e r
of the house' »» Ltv sieﬁva  'wife' ¶ P 539-4O (believes that *k8eiw- is a n
extension of *k8ei- 'lie, liegen'), M K III 376, WH I 224-5, Bc. G 314, Vr.
233, Fs 253-4, Schz. 168, Kb. 472, OsS 4O4, Ho. 161, Ho. S 34, Fs. 2 5 3 -
4, Kar. II 179, EI 214 and 622 (*≤k8ei\wo-s ≠ *k8i≤wo-s 'belonging to t h e
household') || HS: C: Bj {R} ≤kWa2ya 'comrade, friend' ¶ R WBd 154 ¶
The labialized kW- is probably due to the spread of labiality *u+w ( s th .
like *K''''{É}yu6666 >  **K'ËyË >  Bj ≤kWa2ya)  Eg fP {EG} kyy, {Fk.} ky ' o t h e r '
(≡σ: Sl *drug¥ 'friend' - *drug-¥/-oyÁ 'other') ¶ EG V 11O-5, Fk. 285 ||
A: ??σ M *°qayalid 'second cousin of the father’s side' >  WrM qayalid,
HlM xaålid id. (unless ÿ *qoyar 'two')  ??σ M *qayira 'love; grace,
mercy, compassion' >  WrM qaira, HlM xajr id., Ï M *qayirala- v.
'love, have mercy' >  WrM qairala-, HlM xajrla- id., MM [HI]
qairala- 'témoigner de l’affection', qayirala- 'avoir compassion', [S]
qayirala- 'have pity of, care for', [MA] qai\rala-ba tu4ndu4 'did him a
favour', Ï M *qayiran 'dear (chéri)' >  WrM qairan, HlM xajran
'dear, nice; pitiable, regrettable', Ord {Ms.} Xa4∏ran 'digne de pitié'. M n r
H {SM} XE2¯ran 'cher, chéri' ¶ MED 913, SM 167, Pp. MA 288, Ms. H 8 6 ,
89, H 64 ¶ For the semantic change 'friendship' ‘ 'love' cp. R rod≤noj
('of the same family' ‘ 'beloved').
1235. (€?) *K''''oyV 'compensate, take revenge' >  IE: NaIE *kWei\- v.
'take revenge, reprove', 'worth, price' >  Av ka2y- 'vergelten, büßen ' ,
c7ikayat À '(he) carries out reprisal, punishes, takes revenge', OI
≤cayate2 'revenges, punishes' »» Gk A ti1v, Gk Ep ti@v v. 'pay honou r ,
honour', Gk ti1nv v. 'pay (a price by way of return), pay (penal ty) ' ,
ti1siß 'payment (by way of return\recompence), retribution, vengence '
»» ? OIr cin (gen. cinad) 'faute, crime, culpabilité, responsabilité' (P:
< *kWinu-t-s) »» Sl *ka¡jati 'to reprove, to blame' (‘ vt. 'confess') >  Slv
ka1jati 'to reprove', OR, ChS kajati kajati, R ∆ ≤kaåt∆ vt. ' t o
reprove, to blame; to confess', Sl *ka¡ja-ti seß 'to repent' >  OCS kajati
s9 kajati se<, SCr kaàjati se, Slv ka1jati se, Cz ka2ti se, Slk
kajat& sa, P kajac1 sie<, R ≤kaåt∆så id., Blg ≤kaå se v. ' r e p e n t '
 Ï NaIE *kwoi\na2 'compensation, price' >  Av kae2na2- 'penalty,
vengeance', {Brtl.} 'Strafe, Vergeltung, Rache', ZPhl ke2n 'revenge', NPrs
ˆyK kïn id., 'hatred, enemity' »» Gk poinh1 'quit-money for blood spilt;
price, requital, penalty' »» MIr {EI} cin 'guilt, crime, payment due' »» Lt
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ka!ina 'price, cost, worth'; Pru d. er-kI2nint 'to liberate (from t h e
devil)' » Sl *ce7≤na (accus.*ce7 •noß) 'price, worth' >  OCS c8na ce7na, Blg
ce≤na, Slv ce!na, Cz, Slk, P cena id., R ce≤na (accus. cenu), U k
c¡≤na, SCr ce!na ± cije~na 'price' ¶ P 637, M  K I 376, Brtl. 429, 4 6 4 ,
Bai. 44O, Sg. 1O7O, F II 573-4, 9O6-7, Vn. C  1O1, Frn. 2O3, En. 17O,
Tp. P E-H 75-8, ESSJ III 182 and IX 115-7, Glh. 162, 3O9-1O, EI 1 2 3
(*kWoi\nehÅ ' compensat ion '  ÿ *kWei\- 'fine, punish'), ≈ 1 9 8
(*kWeh⁄(y)- 'fear, revere') || HS: B **√(w)k'Ó 'take revenge' >  Ah ´qq
'être vengé, se venger', Ah, ETwl, Ty eŒa 'vengeance', BMn 1s pf. u2Œï-Œ
'I took revenge', hab. ttaŒ ¶ Fc. 1683, GhA 64 || ?σ D (att. in NED)
*°ko2y- v. 'measure' >  Krx *xoy- v. 'measure, ascertain the extent \
quantity \ capacity of', Mlt qoye v. 'weigh, measure', as well as ?? Gnd
kah-  ±  ka?-  v. 'measure, count' ¶¶ D # 2227.
1236. *K''''uya 'manner' (‘ 'like, as') >  U: FU *kuya 'custom, manner ;
as, like' >  Er/Mk koy '(national) custom, peculiarity, way of life', M k
kodåma  postp. 'like, similar to' » ? Es kuju 'shape, form, figure' » Prm
{LG} *kod! ({∫LG} *ko¿d!) 'as, like' >  OPrm ko¿yd!, Z kod∆ kod!, Z US ko¿d!, Yz
≤kud!, Vt kad∆ kad! »» Vg {Kn.}: T k´yt´l, LK xojt´l, P koyt´l, Ss xO2yt´l ≠
xO2l !t 'like, as (gleich, wie, nach Art)' ¶ UEW 195, Slv. 38-9, W EDW 4O2,
LG 127 || HS: [1] *ka[ya] >  S *ka ≠ *°kay(a) 'like, as' (preposition o f
comparison or identity) >  OA k-, IA, BA -ƒ6 k´-, Ar ka- 'like, as', Hb -k`1
ka2- / -k`6 k´-, &mƒ6 k´-≤mo2 'like', ez#ƒ1 ka2-≤zE2 'such' (lit. 'like this'), Ug k,
Amr {G} ka, ki 'as, like', Ar ka-miTli-hi 'as him' (lit. 'as his likeness'), Sb
k  'as, like', Tgr k‰-m  'according to, like', ? Ak k° ≠ ke2 (<  *kay] 'as, jus t
as'), k° 'how?', Eb {Krb.} ga ka, gi kï 'as, like'; S *-ka, ending o f
adverbs of manner: *?ay-ka(y) 'how?' (lit. 'which like?') >  Hb K6ia4 ≤?e2-k3
≠ ek1ia4 ?e2-≤k3a2, Ug ?ik [*?e2ka], OA, Aram ?yk, Ak ak° ≠ ake2 'how?' ;
*ka-ka  ≠ *ka-kay(a) 'so' (lit. 'this like') >  Hb K6ƒ1 ≤ka2k3≠ ek1ƒ1 ≤ka2-k3a2, Ak
k°ki^ ≠ k°ke6 ≠ k°kiya 'so' ¶ KB 38, II 432-3, 458, KBR 39, 455-6 ,
Seg. AAG 351-2, HJ 45, Br. AG 114, LH 394, Grd. UT §§  1O.9, 12.3, OLS
2O5-6, G A 22, Ln. 2998, BGMR 237, Sd. 468f., CAD VIII 316-29, 3 5 1 ,
Krb. PE 84, 86  C: Bj {R} ka2-k(W) 'how?' (interr. ka2- [< N *K''''o 'who?] +
-k(W) of manner), {Rop.} ka"k 'how?, what... like?', Bj {R} bak ≠ bakW
'so, like this/that' »» Ag *-k'a 'as, like' > Xm {Ap.} wa!-qa4444 ' h o w
much\many?', Km w‰-xa how many?', wa-G 'how?' (wa-, w‰- i s
interrogative, cp. Km wa4, Xm {Ap.} wÈ!r 'what?') »» EC: Arr ka2222-ko!(h)
'how much\many?' (ka2 of quantity [“ *manner] + interr. -ko!(h), c p .
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ma2ko!(h) 'when?', buko! 'which one?' m.), possibly Or: Or B {Sr.} ak(k)a
'way, manners, customs; as, like', Or H/Wt akka 'as, like' ¶ R WBd 4 6 ,
138-9, R BedS §§  182, 192, Rop. 2O3, Ap. Kh I 264, Ap. K 321, Hw. A
232-4, Sr. 261-2, Grg. 13, Brl. 12-3  B: Gd ´mm´k 'how?', 'de s o r t e
que, de manière que' (interr. *mV-  + -*k  'as') ¶ Lf. II #O993  [2] ? HS
*0-k'V ('as, like'?) > Ch: Hs k'a2~k'a2~ 'like' (prep.), k'o2~k'a2@ 'as, like'; t h e
structure of k'a2 ~k'a2 ~ may be as in Bj (interr. + *-k'V 'as, like') ¶ Ba. 531-2 ,
619 || IE: [1] NaIE *°-k[W]o (ending of adverbs of manner and o f
denom. adjectives) >  Sl *-ko 'as, like' in the pronominal adverbs *ja-ko
'how?, like' (*ja- 'which' + *-ko 'like, as'), *ka-ko  'how?' (IE inter. *kwo-
+ *-ko 'like'), *ta-ko 'so' (*to- 'this' + *-ko) > OCS jako, kako, tako, R
kak, tak, P jak, tak, etc.; this et. is especially plausible if t h e
correspoding Sl adjectives *jak¥  'qualis', *kak¥ id., and *tak¥ 'talis' a r e
based on the adverbs and not viceversa; but even if the basic form were
adjectives, an underlying IE *-ko 'like' is not ruled out   [2] NaIE *ku[:]
'how?' (< cd. *kW-ku[:] 'which way? quo-modo?') >  MLG wu2, OSx hwo2,
hu2, OFrs, AS hu2 'how?', NE how »» ?φ OIr co 'how?' »» ?φ Av c7u2 ' how? '
¶ Brg. KVG §  399, Rch. § 375,  Vn C  134, Ho. 177, Ho. S 37-9, ESSJ I
64-5 (s.v. *ako / *jako?), VIII 171 [*jak¥(j¥)], and IX 118-9 [*kako,
*kak¥(j¥)], ≠  P 647-8 || A: NaT *-ki ≠ *-g in *ta4k(i) ≠ *ta4g pos tp .
'like' (<  dem. prn. + *-g 'as' >  OT ta4[:]g 'like' (postp.) (a long vw.
suggested by MK’s spelling) , OAz ta4ki ≠ ta4k (sa4n ta4ki 'comme to i ' ) ,
Tkm da4k, Uz -da4k (ta4mir-da4k 'like iron'), Tv deg  'as, like' ¶ Cl. 475, Rs.
W 468, Shch. OSMN 88, TvR 151  Tg *-k (an ending of essive) >  Ewk
Urm -k (essive before the verb o2- 'become': burkil‰2-k o2-mi 'become ill '),
Lm -k (ending of the essive case) ¶ Vas. 757  ˚  If NaIE *ku[:], *°-ko a n d
Hs k'a2 ~k'a2 ~ do not belong here, the N rec. will be *k ++++K ' '''uya .
1237. *k''''uyÉ 'be hungry, desire, want' ([in descendant lgs.]‘  'be i n
heat, lust') >  HS: S *°√k'wy 'be hungry' >  Ar √qwy (np. -qway-) ' b e
very hungry', îvAQa qawa2- ≠ Ÿ"vaQa qawa2?- 'hunger' (× Ar √qwy ' ê t r e
vide') ¶ BK II 842-3, Hv. 636  B *√wq[Ó] (<  **√qw[Ó]) v. ' copula te '
(× N *hoK''''Ë 'copulate', q.v. ffd.) || K {FS} *k'o- 'desire' >  Mg m-o-k'o ' I
want' (lit. 'mihi est voluntas'), g-o-k'o 'you (sg.) want', o-k'o 'wants', Lz
k'o-: b-k'vat-i-k'o-n 'ich möge zerschneiden', b-c7'ar-a-k'o-n 'ich m ö g e
schreiben', Sv k'u-: m-a-k'u 'ich möchte', Z7-a-k'u 'du möchtest', X-a-k'u ' e r
möchte' ¶¶ FS K 187, FS E 2O5 || IE: NaIE *kwoi\- 'desire' >  OI ke2ta-h5
'desire, will, intention', Av kae2ta-  'Begehren' (in a cd.) »» Gk ki1tta, Gk
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A ki1ssa 'false appetite (of pregnant women)', Gk kissa1v, Gk A kitta1v
v. 'crave for strange food' (of pregnant women), 'long to do (a th.)' »»
Pru qua2its n. 'will (Wolle)', quoi '(he) wants', Lt kviec7iu~ /
kvieﬁsti v. 'invite' ({Db.}: Lt ieﬁ points to the absence of any lr.) ¶ WP I
475-6, P 632, M K I 265, M E I 399, F I 86O-1, Frn. 326, En. 2OO, Tp. P K-
L 366-74, 384-6, Db. SA 235-262 || U: FU *ku4ye (or *keye-) ' lus t ,
amorous calling sounds' (× FU *kÉyGV- 'utter the mating call' [of b i rds
in courtship ritual], 'sing' < N *ga÷3333u 4 444gá 'covet, long for', [‘?] 'ma t e ,
copulate') >  Prm *koy- 'emit amorous calling sounds' (of ma le
capercalzies, etc.) > Z ∆ koy-, koyt-, Z US ko¿y- id., Z koy-t, Yz ≤kut 'birds’
mating season\place ' »» Hg ke1j 'carnal\sensual pleasure; pleasure,
enjoyment' » ObU {Ht.} *ke2y- ≠ *ko4∏y- v. 'emit amorous calling sounds '
(of birds) >  pVg *ka4Æy- 'balzen' >  Vg: T kiy-, UL/Ss *kay-
LK/MK/UK/P/SV/LL ka4∏y-; pOs {Ht} *ko4y- ({∫Hl.} *kO4Æy-) id. >  Os: V/Vy
ko4y-, Ty kO$Æy-, Y ko$Æy-, D ke"y-, K ka$Æy-, Nz/Kz key-, O qoy- id. ¶ Coll. 7 9 ,
Sm. 543 (FU *kixi ' ru t '  > FP *kixi-, Ugr *kI"gi"-), LG 128, MF 346-7 ,
Ht. #231, Hl. rHt 71, Stn. D 596-7, Trj. S 167 || A: M *quyali >  WrM
quyali, HlM xuål 'lust, lasciviousness; lusty, lewd', ? Kl Xu2lÁ 'Hure ,
Kebsweib (der Fürsten)' ¶ MED 263  ???σ T *k[æ]îy- (unless “ *kîy-
'hew, cut') > OOsm [DQ] 'intend to', Ggz, Qzq, Qrg qîy-, VTt q¥y-, Chv
xa€j- X¥y- 'take a decision to do sth.' ¶ ET Q 197-8 ¶¶ ≠ DQA # 7 O 1
(incl. T).
1238. *K''''á{h}uyV (or *K''''á{h}u 4444yV?) to heat, to singe, to burn ( s th . ) '
([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to boil, to cook') >  IE: NaIE *k8e2u\-/*k8´u\-/*k8u2-
vt. 'set fire to, burn' >  Gk I kai 1v , Gk A ka@v  'I set on fire, light, kindle' (<
*kaw-jv), Gk Ep (med.) kha1mhn, kay6ma 'burning heat (of the sun)' »» pTc
{Ad.} *ka2un > Tc: A kom$, B kau\m$ 'sun' (“ *'burning heat of the s u n ' )
»» ?? Blt: Lt ku2le$!ti 'be blighted, brandig werden' (of corn), kuﬁ2le$s
'brand, smut, blight (of corn)', Ltv kuﬁ2la 'last year’s withered (“
* 'burnt') grass'; the ancient meaning has been preserved in a loan-word
in BF: F kulo 'Waldfeuer, withered grass' ¶ P 595, EI 88 (? *k8ehÅw-
'burn'), F I 756-7, Frn. 3O6-7, SK 234-5, Ad. 21O-1 || HS: S *√kwy (*-
kwiy-) vt. 'burn' >  BHb G  prtc. e&#ƒ ko2≤wE2 'burn, scorch' (h. l. J r .
23.29), (N  ip. 2m) ev#ƒ1T5 tikka2≤wE2 'be scorched', JA [Trg.], ChPA, Sr
√kwy+w (avk, æw˚) vt. 'burn', Ar √kwy (pf. ka2wa2, ip. -kwiy-) vt .
'cauterize', ? Ak fOB √kwy+w (inf. kawu6) vt. 'bake' (unless this is a
secondary variant of kamu6 id., as claimed by CAD VIII 131 against t h e
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ev. of Ak OB: kakkartum ku-wi-i 'bake kakkartum-bread') ¶ Br.
32O, KB 441, KBR 463, Lv. II 3O2-3, BK II 946, Hv. 671, Sd. 441, 4 6 6 - 7
 SOm: Hm K {Fl.} ka?o vt. 'burn', Hm B {Fl.} ko;ka id. ¶ Fl. OWL s.v.
'burn'   ?? C: Ag *kaw- 'warm' >  Bln {R} kaw-s- 'erwärmen', kaw-r-
'sich erwärmen', kawrna2 'die Wärme', Q {R} ko2-t- 'such wärmen ' ,
kaw-t-ana2 'Wärme' ¶ R WB 231  Ch: WCh: BT: Krf {Sch.} ka~??u!-wo~
vt. 'burn', Tng {J} kawE vt. 'fry (groundnuts, meat)'; NrBc: P’ {J} ku~ vt .
'fry, roast', {MSk.} ku 'fry', Wrj/Jmb/My {Sk.} kaw-, Kry {Sk.} ka~w-, Cg
{Sk.} kuwa, Sir {Sk.} ku2! 'fry'; Ngz {Sch.} ka~u\yu! 'fry (in oil)' »» CCh: Bdm
{Cyffer} ka!wa!i 'fry' »» ECh: Ll {Grgs.} ku@y 'fry', Ke {Eb.} ki! vt. 'burn', M u
{J} kE~wï! 'fire' ¶ JI II 54-5, 154-5, 274, J T 96, Sk. NB 22, Eb. 7O, Sch.
BTL 55, Sch. DN 95 ¶¶ Blz. OL #1O3 (HS *kawy- 'burn'), OS #1441 (HS
*kaw- 'set fire') || U *key{e}- vi. 'boil, be cooked, ripen' >  F keitta4-
vt. 'boil, cook', kiehu- vi. 'boil', Es kee- vi. 'boil, cook' » ? Lp K {Gn.}
kihte- ± ke$hte- vt. 'cook' » Chr: L ku≥a- ku4a-, Uf ku4a- vi. 'be cooked ,
baked, ripen', H ku≥´ - ku4a4- 'be cooked, baken', B ku4ya- 'ripen, b e
baked' »» Hg ∆  ko4ved- 'abgekocht, gedünstet, im großen und ganzen
gekocht werden'   Sm: Ne F: Ks ku2- v. 'ripen' (of berries), Ny ku2bòï ' r i pe
soft cloudberry' ¶¶ UEW 143, Coll. 23, MRS 256, Ep. 5O || A: [1] NaT
*kæayîn- ≠ *kæayna- vi. 'boil' >  OT qayîn-, qayna- id., Tk kayna-, ET,
Qmq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, VTt, Bsh, Qrg, Alt, Xlj qayna-, Kr kayna-, Xk Xayna-,
Tv Xayîn-, Tf {Ra.} h!E2i\n-, {TL “?} Xaen- 'boil (sieden)', Az, Tkm 9ayna-,
Ggz kayna-, Uz, Slr qayna- id., 'boil (be cooked)', Yk {Pek.} kî∏yîn- ≠
kîyîn- 'cook, be cooked', {JkR} kî∏y- 'boil (sieden)' ¶ Cl. 678, ET KQ 2O3-
5, Ra. 188, JkR 215, Pek. 1371-2  M *qayira- > WrM qaira-, HlM
xajra- v. 'fry, grill, roast; singe with hot iron', Brt xajra- ' f ry ,
roast; burn through while ironing', WrO Xair- v. 'brand', Kl xáár-
Xa4∏r- v. 'singe, roast' ¶ MED 9O7, Krg. 257, KRS 587, KW 18O, Chr. 5 3 4
 pKo {S} *ko~5î~- v. 'boil, cook' > MKo ko~5î~-, NKo ko2- ¶ S QK #536, Nam
48, MLC 137 ¶¶ The vw. *-a- (instead of *e or *a4) in T and M may b e
due to vw. harmony ¶¶ DQA #751 (A *k[æ]eyu 'boil, cook')  [2] ?φ  NaT
*kæu4n1- vi. 'catch fire, burn' (if *-n1- is from *-yn-, as suggested by Cl.) >
OT ku4n1-, Qmq gu4y-, Tkm, ET, Ln, Xk, Qc, Qb, Sg ko4y-, ET ko4y- ≠ ku4y-,
Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Alt, Tlt, SY, Ln ku4y-, VTt, Bsh køj- kÁºy-, Uz köy-, Xlj
kIn-, Yk ko4∏y- ({ET}: < **ko4y%-) id., Tk go4y- vt. 'burn, singe' ¶ Cl. 726, ET
KQ 88-9  M *quyiqa 'scalp; animal skin from which the hair has b e e n
singed' (× N *koyÓV 'skin, bark', q.v. ffd.); M *quyiqa-la- > WrM
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quiqa-la-, HlM xujxla- vt. 'singe, burn (hair, feathers, grass, e tc . ) ,
M ı (?) Qrg quyqala- 'singe (a hen, a sheep)', StAlt quyqala- 'singe ( a
hen, a swine), Tv quy˝ala- 'singe (a hide)' ¶ The Qrg, Alt, Tv verb is
likely to be a loan from M, but it may have been derived within the T
lgs. as well, because the verbal derivational sx. -la-  is productive both i n
M and in T (Pp. GPMJ 135, Cl. XLV) ¶ MED 983, KRS 615-6, Chr. 6O7,
Jud. 438, TvR 263, BT 94 || D  (in SD) *kuy- ({†GS} *k-) vi. *'burn' >  Tu
kuyuluni vi. 'inflame (as the eyes or a boil)'; Kdg {Em.}: Kdg Nl kuyõ-
(fts. kuyyuvõ-), Kdg MV kuynd- 'feel prickly' ¶ D #1761 ˚  U *-e- of t h e
first syll. (for the expected *a4 or *a) is still to be explained (regr. as .
**a4+a...e > *e...e?).
1239. *K ''''ay[?]V  'wilderness, desert, woods (esp. in the mountains)' >
IE: NaIE *kai\to- {Dv.} 'uninhabited land, heath (brughiera)', {P} 'woods ,
uninhabited land' > OW coit , W coed  'trees, wood', OCrn cuit , MCrn
coys, cos 'forest', Br koad id., 'wood (Holz)' »» AS hA2Î, MLG he2de
'heath (land)', MHG heide, NHG Heide 'heath, moorland', Gt hai†i
'field, arable land' (“ 'unihnabited land, heath, steppe'), ON heiÎr
'highland', Gtn haid 'large forest, woods', Sw hed, Dn hede ' hea th ,
uninhabited land', NE heath ¶ P 521, Dv. 165, 5OO [#8O4], LP §  1 4 ,
YGM-1 94, Hm. 469, Fs. 237, Vr. 217, Sw. 8O, Ho. 146, Lx. 83, KM 297 ¶
The element *-to- goes back to a sx. || HS: S *°√k'w+y? >  Ar îwQi qïy-,
"vAQa qawa- (<  *k'away-), ŸU"vaQa qawa2?-, ŸU"vaQi qiwa2?- 'desert, uninhabi ted
land' ¶ BK II 843  EC: Ya {Hn.} qE2 (pl. qe2^?) 'mountain', {Gr.} kaiet
'mountain, forest' ¶ Hn. Y II 13O, Gr. M s.v. kaiet  NrOm: Male {Gr.}
kaho, Cha {C} kuwi 'forest (boscaglia)' ¶ C SE III 17O || D (in SD) *ka2
({†GS} *k-) 'forest, jungle' >  Tm ka2 'forest, pleasure-grove', ka2n5am
'woodland, grove', Tm K ka2vam 'forest', Ml ka2nam 'jungle', Kn ka2
'forest', Tu ka2na  'forest, jungle, wood'; D ı OI ka2nana- 'forest' ¶ D
##1418, 1438, Tu. #3O28.
124O. *K''''uyhV 'to rest (from work, etc.), to repose, to b e
comfortable '  > HS: S *°√k'w+yh > Ar qa2h- 'commode, aisé' (se dit d e
l’état, de la vie d’un homme riche), 'obéissance', {Hv.} ' comfor tab le '
(life), 'obedience' ¶ BK II 842, Hv. 636 || IE *kWei\Ó- >  NaIE *kWei\´-
/*kWii\e2- {P} v. 'be at rest, repose' ({P} 'behaglich ruhen') > L quie2-sco2
/ pfc. quie2vi / sup. quie2-tum 'rest from work, lie down, s leep ' ,
quie2-tus adj. 'resting', sleeping, at peace', quie2s (gen. quie2t-is)
n. 'repose, quiet; repose at night, sleep; peace' »» Irn *c7ya2- {Bai.} 'be a t
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rest, happy' > Av s7ya2- 'be glad, happy', OPrs s7iya2tay-, YAv s7a2tay-
'Freude, Wohlbehagen, Glück', OPrs {Hinz} s7iya2tis7 'Glückseligkeit,
Segensfülle, Wohlstand', Oss: I a4ncoy, D a4ncoyna4 n. 'rest (quies, Ruhe),
rest from work; prop' (<  Irn *ham-c7ya2-na-), I a4ncay‰n, D a4ncayun v.
'stop, cease, calm\quiet down, become quiet' (< *ham-c7ya2-), I/D a4ncad
adj. 'quiet, calm' »» Arm hangist han-gi-st 'repose; ease, tranquility;
well-being, leisure' (-gi- < *-kWi-), hang¢im hangc7≈im 'I repose, a m
at ease, rest (from work)' »» Sl **c7i-ti {SPS} 'to be at rest' in ds. a n d
cds.: cd. *po-c7i-ti 'to repose, to fall asleep' > OCS pohiti  poc7iti ( 1 s
prs. pohi) poc7ijo<) id., 'to have a rest', R b po≤¢it∆, Slv poc7i•ti,
SCr d. poc7i~nuti 'to have a rest, to die', Cz spoc7inout 'to rest', Blg
po ≤¢ina  'have a rest, die', Uk spo ≤¢iti  'to take a rest, to repose', ip .
*po-c7i-va-ti 'to rest (from work, etc.), to repose' > OCS pohivati
poc7ivati, P spoczywac1 id., R b, † po¢i≤vat∆ 'to rest, to sleep', U k
spo¢i≤vati 'to sleep'; Sl d. *c7i-la 'a while' > OCz c7ila id., OCz, Cz ∆
vc7ile 'now, immediately'; Sl *koj-i-ti vt. 'to lay (to rest), to ca lm '
(caus. of *c7i-ti) > Cz kojiti, Slk kojit&, OP, P koic1 vt. 'to calm', ? Sl
*kojiti 'to rear, to bring up' > SCr ∆ ko~jiti, Slv koji!ti id., Cz kojiti
'to breast-feed'; Sl *po-kojÁ n. 'rest, quiet' > OCS pokoi pokoi, R, Blg
po≤koj, Uk ≤pok¡j, SCr po~koj, Slv, Cz, Slk pokoj id., P poko1j ' p eace '
 Ï NaIE *kWï-lo- 'quiet '  > L tranquillus (< trans- + *kWil-n-
os) (≠ ¿ {WP, P “?} tranqu°lus) 'quiet, calm'; the shortening *ï > *i
is problematic »» Gmc *xWïlo2 'rest, a while' >  ON hvI1la 'place of res t ,
bed', Sw vila, Dn hvil(e) 'rest', Gt Heila, OHG (h)w°la, NHG
Weile, Dt wijl, OFrs hw°le 'a while', OSx, AS hw°l(a) 'a while,
time', NE while; Ï  Gt Heilan 'cease', ana-Heilan {Fs.} 'beruhigen,
erquicken', ON hvI1la 'to have a rest, to let so. rest', Sw vila, D n
hvile sig 'to (have a) rest', OHG (h)w°lo2n 'sich aufhalten, bleiben' ,
NHG π weilen 'to stay, to stop, to abide, to tarry, to l inger ' ,
verweilen 'to stay, to remain, to tarry, to linger', Dt verwijlen ' t o
stop, to remain' ¶ ≈  WP I 51O, ≈  P 638, EI 474-5 (*kWei\h⁄ 'rest, qu ie t ' ) ,
≈  M K I 39O, Brtl. 1716-8, Hinz 127-8, Bai. 146, Ab. I 15O-2, Vs. III 3O5,
347-8, SPS II 198, 218, StSS 47O, 494, ESSJ X 113, Chrn. II 5O, 63, ≈ Glh.
31O, WH II 4O6, 7OO, EM 699, Fs. 284, OsS 439-4O, Ho. S 39, Ho. 1 8 2 ,
Kb. 1198, HDEL 1453, 1525, Vr. 272, Vr. N 78O, 837, KM 848 || U: FU
{UEW} *kuyV 'lie (liegen)' > pChr {Ber.} *kiy´- ' lie' > Chr: H {UEW} kie-,
{Ep.} inf. kia≥w kia4s7, L kiye- (inf. kiåw ki≤y-as7), E kiye- id. (pChr *i <
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*u due to the palatalizing effect of *-y-?); Chr B kuya- ' fleischlichen
Umgang pflegen' » Prm {LG} *kÉyl- v. 'lie' > Z kujlyny kuylÈ-nÈ, Yx
ku$l!l!i-, Vt kyll∆yny kÈl!l!ÈnÈ id. »» ObU: pVg *ku"y- v. 'lie, sleep'  >  Vg:
T/MK koy-, LK Xoy-, UK/P/NV/SV/LL/ML kuy-, UL/Ss Xuy- id.; Os O Xoy-
id. ¶ UEW 197, Coll. 89, Ber. 16, Ht. #744, MRS 199, Ep. 43, LG 144, Stn.
D 44O ˚  Alternatively, IE *kWei\Ó-, U *kuyV, and Ar qa2h- may b e
considered belonging to N *ûûûûqewihV 'stay, lie, rest motionless' (see  N
* ûûûû qewyV  id.), but in this case the U vw. remains unexplained. But even
if these are two separate etyma, some semantic infl. of N * ûûûû q ewyV  on U
*kuyV  is probable ˚  ≈ IS I 357-8 (*K'oyÿ 'pokoit∆så [ruhen]' > HS, IE,
D, ? A), IS MS 355 (*{k5}uya  'pokoit∆så '), AD GD #135.
1241. (€?) *K''''ay[i]wa 'to dig' >  IE: NaIE *koi\w- 'pit, hole' ({Specht}:
a heteroclitic noun *kaiwr=-t, {EI} ? *≤kai\wr=(t) / *kai\wn=≤t-os ' cave,
fissure in the earth') >  OI ≤ke2vat5a-h5 'cave, hollow' (-t5- <  *-rt-) »» Gk
kaieto1ß 'fissure produced by earthquake', Gk D kaia1da2ß ≠ Gk [Eust.]
kaia 1taß  'a pit or underground cavern in Sparta' ¶ F I 753, M K I 267, LS
858, F I 753, Specht D 25, WP I 327, P 512, EI 96 || U {Db.} *kaywo,
{UEW} *koywa- v. 'dig, draw (water), ladle (out)' (× N *koyV 'to d r a w
[schöpfen]', 'scoop, spoon' [q.v.]) >  F kaiva-, Es kaeva-, Lw kou\;v- v.
'dig', F kaivo, Es kaev 'well (Brunnen)', Lw koÚ2i, kaº:i 'spoon' » pLp {Lr.}
*kO2yvO2 'ladle (out), dig' >  Lp: L {LLO} kaºi…vo2t, N {N} goai…vot id.,
'shovel, kick up', S {Hs.} goaºjvudh vt. 'dig', 'dig out with hooves' ( o f
reindeer), 'ladle', Kld koayve- vt. 'ladle' » Er kojme koyme, Mk kajme
≤kaym´ 'shovel (Schaufel)' » pChr {Ber.} *kuy¥- v. 'shovel (schaufeln,
(s)gresti lopatoj)' >  Chr: L ku´- kue- (inf. ku≤as7), E kue-, H ko´-
koe- (inf. koas7) id.  Sm {Jn.} *ka4ywaº 'spade, shovel' >  Ne T siva, Ne
O {Lh.} s1ïB;a", Ne F s1i\eB;a"´ 'shovel', En {Cs.} sea, Ng {Mik.} ≤kaybu
'spade', Kms {KD} qo2 'oar' ¶¶ UEW 118, It. #16, Lr. #467, Lgc. #261O,
Hs. 63O, ERV 276, PI 98, Ker. II 63-4, Ber. 22-3, MRS 235, Ep. 44, Jn. 6 3 ,
IS I 334 (•÷  Er/Mk kaya- 'throw', Prm *koy- id., 'pour') || A: ?σ M
*qayibV 'oar' >  WrM qaiba, qaibi, qaibu, HlM xajv '∈ oar for a
raft or boat', Kl xááv Xa4 ∏w, {Rm.} Xa4∏wi 'oar' ¶ MED 911, KRS 585, KW
181 ¶ The M √  is a valid cognate unless it belongs to N *koyV 'to d r a w
(schöpfen)'; scoop, spoon' (which is not preferable because of the M
vw. *a) ˚  IS I 333-4 [#2O9] (*K'aywa 'dig': U, IE [does not distinguish
this etymon from the reflexes of N *K''''a 4 444wV 'cavity, hole'] •÷ M *qaya-
throw'), UEW 17O (U, M [borrowings]) ˚  If M *qayiba belongs he re ,
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the N rec. must be trisyllabic: *K''''ayiwa . It is quite possible (even
inevitable) that in some descendant lgs. the N paronyms *K''''ay[i]wa
'dig' and *K''''a 4 444wV 'cavity, hole' influenced each other a n d
contaminated.
1242. *k''''u 4 444Ω++++ÛV(-rV) 'neck ' >  K: OG k5iser-i 'neck', G k'iser-i /
k'isr- 'neck, nape' ¶ Abul. 199, Chx. 596 || HS: C: EC: Sml Ji qoZ7 'neck', ?
Gdl {Bl.} k'o!÷ot 'front half of neck' »» SC ({E} *k'Wat'Ya 'neck' [?]): Brn
qosa 'nape', Kz k'WanZuko 'throat', SC ı Mb kikoZ7a '∈  necklace' ¶ E SC
268, E K 14, E PC #162, Bl. G 132  Om: (× N *K''''Å?{u6666}dV or *K''''u 6 666t ' '''V
'neck, [?] nap, shoulder', q.v.): NrOm: Wl/Zl {C} k5uod5e2, Zl {LmS}
k'od'iya, {C} k5od5iya2 'throat', Gf {C} k5uod5a2, {LmS} k'o2d'a, {Mrn.} k5od5e,
Bdt {C} k5od5e2, Malo {LmS} k'o2de, Gm {Hw.} k'o2!d'e, Cha {C} k5it5t5a2, Kf {C}
k5et5t5o2, Mch {L} k'a4tto!, {LmS} k'e2tto, Anf {Gt.} k5etto2, Bsk {C} k5oc5a2
'neck', Dc {LmS} k'o2d'e id., 'throat' »» SOm: Ari {Bnd.} k'ada 'neck, t h r o a t '
¶ C SE III 116, 174, 218, IV 489, C SO 33, 45, 5O, 63, 65, Mrn. O 1 5 6 ,
LmS 436-7, Hw. EG s.v. 'neck', L M 48, Bnd. AL 155 || A *k[æ]u4Z>V ({S}
*k[æ]u4Z7V) 'neck' >  M *ku4Z>u4-Gu4n 'neck' >  MM [S] ku4Z7u4√u4n, [HI]
gu4Z7u4√u4n, [MA, IM, IsV] ku4Z7u4∏n, WrM ku4Zu4gu4n, HlM x¥z¥¥, Kl
k¥z¥n ku4zu4n 'neck, jugular vertebra', Dx 9uZ7un, Dg kuZ7u2, {Mr.} XuZ7u2,
Mnr {SM} 9òuZ2òi, MMgl {Iw.} ku$—z7u$—n, Mgl {Rm.} kuZ7u$n ¶ Pp. MA 226, 44O,
MED 51O, Iw. 114, Rm. M 31, SM 14O, T 326, Lg. VMI 52, Mr. D 25 
Tg {DQA} *kuJu- ≠ *kuJi- 'neck; bow one’s head' > Ork qoZ7I ' n eck ' ,
WrMc XuZu 'bow one’s head, bend down, bow low (in knealing
position)', Nn B kuZ7u- 'bend down', Neg kuJit/ç- 'kneal and boe down' ¶
Tg *k-  (for the expected *x-) still needs explaining ¶ STM I 4O3, 424 
pKo {S} *ki!c> 'collar' > MKo ki!c>, NKo kis [kit] id. ¶ S QK #29, Nam 8 2 - 3
¶¶ S AJ 294, DQA #939 (A *ku~Z>i ¬ *ko~Z>e 'neck, collar') ¶¶ The d e -
emphatization in Tg (or pA) (*k- for pA *kæ > Tg *x-) is still to v e
accounted for || D (in NED) *°k{e2}c>Vr 'neck' > Mlt qasru id., Krx xes´r
'neck, shoulders' ¶ D #1996, Pf. 189 ˚  The vw. of the first syll. of t h e
D cognate needs iunvestigating.
1243. *k''''Vwz1111V ¬ *k''''V?u6666z1 111V (or *k''''VwZ1111V ¬ *k''''V?u6666Z 1 111V) 'to d r a w
(schöpfen); (to) ladle; (?) to dig out' >  K: GZ *k'owz- 'spoon' >  OG, G
k'ovz-, G ∆  k'obz- ± k'omz- ± k'oz-, Mg k'‰z- ± k'iz- id., Lz k'uz- ≠ k'iz-
'wooden spoon' ¶ G ∆  k'omz- may have been influenced by some T lge.
(see  MT XIV [IM] kamîc7 'ladle') ¶ K 113-4, Chik. 17O, Abul. 2O1, Chx.
6O6, DCh. 622, Q 257, Cl. 626, Rs. W 229 || IE: Ht kasd- 'auslöffeln,
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ausschöpfen' ¶ Ts. E I 538 (not found in Pv.) || HS: B **√k'?z >  *√Œ?z
v. 'dig' >  Ah {Fc.} ´Œ´h v. 'be digged', BSn ´Œzœ (hab. qazœ), Izn, Rf, M t m
´Œz (hab. qaz), Izd Œ´z v. dig', Zng {TC} a?z7 (pf., aor. ya?z7) 'creuser u n
trou' ¶ Fc. 17O2, Pr. H #565, DCTC 294  C: Ag *°k'WVÍ- v. 'dig out' >
Bln {R} qu"s7- (= k'W´s7-) 'aufgraben, durchlöchern' ¶ R WB 245 ˚ The K
cns. *z  suggests pN *z 1111, but neither N *Z 1111 is ruled out (variations *z ≠ *Z
are sometimes found in K). The Ht reflex (if valid) points to a n
affricate.
1244. ? *K''''ez6666É 'warm, warm weather' >  IE: NaIE *k8el-/*k8l- (≠ *k8ôl-)
id. (× N *K''''É{y++++?}alßßßßa 'burn, heat, be heated, roast') >  L caleo, -e2re v.
'be warm' ({EM}: < *k8ôl-), calidus 'warm, hot', calor 'warmth, h e a t '
»» Clt: W clyd (<  *k8l=-to-) 'warm', ? W claear, Br klouar ' l ukewarm'
»» Lt (1s prs.) s7ylu~ (1s p.) s7ilauﬁ (inf. s7i~lti), Ltv silﬁt v. ' b e c o m e
warm', Lt s7ilﬁtas, Ltv si~lts 'warm', Lt s7iluma~, OLt [Dk.] s7ilima~, Lt
E s7alima~ 'warmth' »» Gmc: ON hlA1r 'mild, warm' (of weather) ,
hlana  'to become mild' (of weather), OHG la2o, NHG lau ' lukewarm' ;
ON hly1r id., hly1 'warmth', AS hleow, Ìe-hleow 'warm, sunny', NE
lew »» Oss I sa4rd, Oss D sa4rda4 'summer', Psh psarlay 'springtime' (<
pIrn *upa-sarada-ka), possibly also ?σ OI s1a≤rad- (nom. s1arat)
'autumn', Av sar´d-, OPrs Tar[V]d-, BdhSgd srÎ-, MPrs sa2l, NPrs Ò'S
så2l 'year' ¶ P 551, Dv. ##3O5, 551, Ab. III 8O, M K III 3O4-5, M E II 6 1 6 ,
WH I 137-8, EM 86, Frn. 959, 984, YGM-1 87, 91, Vr. 235, 24O-1, Ho.
163, KM 426, Kb. 591, OsS 535, ≠ EI 112 (L caleo, calidus < *k8el-
/*k8ol- 'cold') || U: FU (att. in FV) *kez6+Îe 'springtime' >  pLp {Lr.} *kiÎ‰
id. > Lp N {N} giD…Da6, Lp S {Hs.} g´îjre, Lp U {Schl.} gI~dda, Lp L {LLO}
kita2, Pa {TI} kiÚÎÎa, Lp Kld {SaR} kydt, {TI} kÈ]t: id. » pMr *ked!´-y ' o f
spring' >  Er ked!iy 'spring-sown' (of crops), Mk kedi se™rot ≤ked!i
s1or´t 'spring crops' (s1ora 'crop[s]') ¶ UEW 656-7, Lr. #399, Lgc. #2318 ,
Hs. 6O7-8, SaR 139-4O, TI 115, Ker. II 58 || HS: SC {E} *k'a2s6- {AD} v.
'warm oneself by the fire', {E} v. 'dry out by the fire' (as in drying
meat)' ı Mb -kas6a 'warm oneself by the fire'; Ehret adduces here Dhl -
k'a2s6- v. 'harden' ¶ E SC 25O  B *°√wkÓs 'be warm, hot' (× N
*k ++++ geÓsV  'warm, hot, hot season') >  Ah ukas (pf. y´kkus) 'être chaud ,
avoir chaud', (caus.) s-uk´s vt. 'warm, heat', Gh {Nh.} ´kkus (pf. ikkus)
'be warm, heat' ¶ Fc. 9OO-2 ˚  Qu. for several reasons: the roots of IE
and B are ambiguous, SC *k'a2s6- is based on a loanword only, and U *-z6-
is not the only possible rec. of the intervoc. cns.
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1245. *K''''oz6666V 'to skin, to bark (wood)' > HS: S *°√k's6w (× N *K''''És 6666Ë
[¬ *K'''' {u 4 444 }s 6 666V?] 'to skin, to tear', q.v.) >  Ar √qs7w  (pf. qas7a2, ip. -qs7uw-) v.
'bark (wood), skin (a snake) ' ¶ Fr. III 448, BK II 744, Hv. 6O7 || U: FU
*koz6V 'skin, peel ' (× N *kol[V]÷V [or *kolßßßß[V]÷V] 'to peel, to bark') >
pChr {Ber.} *kuÎaks7- >  Chr L kudaw- kuÎas7-, Chr P/M/Uf kuÎas7-, Chr
Ch/YO/V kuÎaks7-, Chr H kydaw- k¥Îas7- 'take off (one’s dress, a
knapsack)' »  Prm *kul !-  'take off, bark (a tree), skin (an animal)' >  Z kul!-
id., Yz ku$l!- 'bark (a tree), skin', Vt kÈl!ÈnÈ 'to take off (one’s dress ,
shoes)' »» Vg: LK xa2l!t-, UK k‰2l!t-, UL xal!t- v. 'peel, scutch ( h e m p ,
nettle)', T k‰2l!´≤ntol 'refuse\chaff (of flax\hemp)' ¶ Coll. 89, UEW 1 6 5 -
6, LG 145, Ber. 22, MRS 239, 265, LG 145, SZ 179 || A: M [1] *°qoli-sun
'fish-skin' (×  N *kol[V]÷V [or *kolßßßß[V]÷V?] '⇑ ' × N *K''''olV '[big]
fish')  [2] *qolt{u}-sun 'bark (of a tree)' >  WrM qoltusun,
qoltasun, HlM xoltos id.; M *qoltu- (+ deriv. sxs.) v. 'peel off' >
WrM qoltul-, HlM xoltlox, Kl xoltlx Xolt´lX´, WrM qoltura,
HlM xoltrox id.; acc. to KW 182, M *qol(u)- Ï ps. *qol-da- >  Kl
Xolda- 'abgerieben\abgeschabt werden' and *qolu-da-sun >  Kl Xold¥sn=
'bark of trees' ¶ MED 96O, KRS 594, Kow. 932  ?σ T *k[æ]ul! >  NaT *kæus7
> Qzl {Jk.} Xu2s, Tk kus> 'a hairless spot (on horse’s skin)' ¶ Rs. W 3 O 5
 ?σ Tg *xolda-ksa 'board (Brett)' > Ewk oldokso, Ul Xoldoqso id., Lm
oldUs, Neg oldokso, Ud ogdo, Ork Xoldoqso, Orc ogdokso 'coffin' ¶ STM
II 13 ¶¶ DQA #1137 (A *kæu!l!a 'bark, scales, scab'  >  T, M, Tg + unc. J
*ka!sa! 'scab' that better matches N *K''''al ! !!! {u 4 444 ++++u} 'skin, film, bark', q.v.) ˚
AD NM #99, S SN 152 ˚  This et. may be superfluous, because the Ar √
is explainable from N *K''''És6666Ë (¬ *K''''{u 4 444}s 6 666V?) 'to skin, to tear' (q.v.) ,
while the FU and A words in question may go back to N *kol[V]÷V ( o r
*kol ßßßß [V]÷V?) '⇑ ' (q.v.).
1246. *k''''aZiXV (≠ *-Z 7777-) 'to scold' >  K: G k'icX- v. 'scold, b lame,
revile' (regr. as.: N *k''''aZiXV >  **k'iZiX- > G k'icX-) ¶ Chx. 597, DCh.
617 || HS: S *°√k'Î÷ >  Ar √qÎ÷ (ip. -qÎa÷-) v. 'revile so.' ({BK} 'dire à
qn. des injures, des gros mots'), qaÎa÷-  'foul speech' (×  Ar qaÎa÷- ' d i r t ' )
¶ Fr. III 415, BK II 695, Hv. 594 ¶ The unexpected -Î- (for -z-) remains
to be explained (a merger with Ar {Fr.} √qÎ÷ 'percussit fuste' a n d
qaÎa÷- 'dirt'?) || U *°kas+s7V (or *-o-, *-t-+-tt-+-ks-+-ks7a-+-s7k-+-sk-) >  pSm
{Jn.} *kaºt¥- v. 'scold' (× N *K''''o 6 666ÙÅdV 'scold', [??] 'shout at' [q.v.]) >  En
{Cs.} d.: En X karu≤raro&, En B kadudado& 'insult, scold'; Slq {Cs.}: Nr
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kuedak, MO/UO kuedaN, Ke kuettaN, Chl kuec7aN (everywhere
{Cs.} k = [q]); Kms {KD} d. qudo2l!;a$m 'I scold', Koyb {Sp.} kudollam`
id. ¶ Jn. 61, Cs. 79, 124 || A: M *qaZ>i- v. 'scold' >  WrM qaZi-, HlM
xaqi-  v. 'hate, blame, tease', Kl xaz-x  Xaz-Xa 'to scold' (in Kl: × Xaz-
Xa 'to bite' <  M *qaZ>a-) ¶ MED 948, KRS 568 || D *kac>- ({†GS} *k-) v.
'scold, abuse' >  Tm T kasaru v. 'bargain biterly', Kn gajar3(u) v.
'produce a loud sound, scold', Tl kasaru 'scold, rebuke' ¶¶ D #1O89
(does not distinguish between this √  and D *kac>- 'quarrel', w s.v. N
*ka4444÷ 3 333s 6 666V 'vexation, anger, quarrel').
1247. *k''''oZ7777÷V 'tree trunk' >  K: G k'oc7'-i 'beam', {DCh.} 'the u p p e r
beam of the roof' (unless “ k'oc7'-i 'ankle' <  N *k''''{o}c7777V [or *k''''{o}c7777 ' '''V?]
'bone') ¶ Chx. 618, DCh. 626-7 || HS: CS *guÎ[V]÷- ≠ *giÎ[V]÷- ' t r e e
trunk' >  Ar g7iÎ÷- 'palm-tree stock', BHb ≤geza÷ ≠ ≤gEza÷ 'stump, r o o t -
stock; shoot of a stump', MHb ≤geza÷ ' t ree- t runk ' , Sr '990oΩw©u guz≤÷-a2
'trunk\stump of a felled tree; shoot, rod' (a Canaanism?) ¶ KB 179, KBR
187, BK I 269, Hv. 82, GB 136, Lv. I 319, Br. 112, JPS 63  B: Sll ag¥"z7œz7œa
(pl. ig¥z7wa2n) 'tree trunk', ? agayyu 'dry trunk of a dead tree', Shl {NZ}
agz7di ≠ agz7z7i 'tronc, poutre', CM {NZ} agez7di 'piquet au milieu de l’aire
à battre, auquel sont attachées les bêtes qui dépiquent', Ntf tigez7dit
'solive, perche', Kb tigez7dit ≠ tigWez7dit 'pilier de bois', Shw tagiz7dit
'colonne' ¶ Ds. 285, DMA 42, Dlh. Ou 1O7, NZ 754-5  C: EC {Ss.}
*ga2zz-≠*ge2zz- ' t ree '  > Sml ge2d, Rn {PG} ge2^y, Bn ke2d- 'tree', Bs ga2 (p l .
ga2d-o2l) 'forest, tree, wood', Dsn ga2-c7 (pl. ga2sam) 'shade, shadow', O r
ga2dd-isa ± ga2s-sa ± ga2dd-itu2, Kns ka2tt-a, Gdl ka2tt-unna id., Dbs/Gln
{AMS} ka2!se 'Verkörperung der Seele in einer Spinne', Brj {Ss.} ga2!dd-o2
'shadow' ¶ Ss. EDB 72, PG 123, Th. 143, To. DL 498, AMS 268  || U: FU
*koc7a '∈ conifer tree, branch of a conifer '  > F kataja, katava, Es
kadakas 'juniper' » pLp {Lr.} *kO2cce2ve2 'branch of a conifer '  (‘
'conifer needle') > Lp S XVIII {LÖ} kaºtse 'ramis et folia abietis, pini vel
juniperi', Lp: L kaºhttse2 'conifer needle', N {N} goac…ce 'p ine-needle ' ,
Kld {Gn.} kuø≥hcev 'branch of a conifer tree' »» Vg {Knn.}: Vg E kos1 ' a
large conifer (pine, spruce, larch, cedar)', Vg P kWos1p´yu4w 'spit o f
conifer wood' (yu4w is 'tree, wood'), Vg Ss Xu2s1 u2l!Ta 'a long, th ick,
branchless cedar' (u2lTa 'cedar')  ¶ UEW 165, Lr. #465, Lgc. #2598  || A:
M *qoZ>i{˝}ula >  MM [S] {H} qoZ7i√ula-s pl. 'dead standing trees, t r e e
stumps', WrM qoZu9ula ≠ qoZi9ula, HlM xozuul∆ 'tree t r u n k ,
stump' ¶ MED 975, H 65, ≠  Vv. ANE 14 (M *qoZ>i+u9ula •ÿ Gozui- ' b e
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erect, rise, stick up', but *q ≠  ˝!) ˚  AD NM #86. The voicing of N *k''''-
in pHS may be due to as.; K *-c7'- and FU *-c7- are from N *-Z7777÷- ( t h rough
the stage *-Z7?-?).
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1248. (€?) *lÅ , a marker of verbal constructions (noun + *lÅ =
analytical verb) ([in descendant lgs.]‘  sx. of denom. verbs)  >  U *-lV,
sx. of denom. verbs: Lp N {N} (together with the passive sx. -uvva6-):
s7al!ka6-luvva6- v. 'harden' (ÿ s7a6l!ka6 'hard') » Er ´kwelå- eks7e-l!a-
v. 'bathe' “ 'cool onself' (ÿ eks7e 'cool') » Chr L ju≥wtylaw yu4st¥-
≤la-s7 'to bathe' (“ {Lw.} 'to have a cold shower-bath') ÿ ju≥wto≥ yu4s7to4
n. 'cold' » ? Es {W} arg-le-ma 'to become shy \ fearful' (ÿ  arg ' shy,
fearful') » Z {W} p‰rÈs1lÈnÈ 'to get old' (ÿ  p‰rÈs1 'old'), Z US g‰tral- v t .
'marry so. to' (ÿ  g‰tÈr 'wife') »» Vg N a2G´m-l- 'be sick' (ÿ a2G´m
'illness'); Os V lop´l- v. 'angle (fish)' (ÿ lop n. 'fishing-rod'); possibly
also the Vg Ss sx. -l for the result of an action: Vg Ss {ChCh} yaktil
'Schnitt, razrez ' (ÿ yakt- 'cut'), posal 'Wasserriß im Fluß, prorva ,
promoj  (na reke) (a place that was "washed through" in a river)' (ÿ
pos- 'wash')  ? Sm: Ne T mirile- miril!e- 'ask an excessive p r i ce '
(ÿ mir” mir? 'price'), Ng {Hl.} (in IS II) kam‰-l‰- 'smear with b lood '
ÿ ka2m 'blood', Slq Tz {Hl.} apt-al- 'smell (sth.)' ÿ aptÈ n. 'smell' ¶ ¶
Lh. PUAS 161-4, Gy. WBU 4O, Coll. CG 272-3, N LL I §  325, ERV 776-7 ,
MRS 158, W EDW 39, W SDW 252, Ter. 255-7, ChCh 55, IS II 14-6 || A:
T *-la2- / *-la4∏-, sx. of denom. verbs: OT bas7-la- 'begin' (ÿ bas7 ' h ead ' ) ,
Yk -la2- / -li¢a4- / -lu¢o- / -lu4¢o4- (sx. of denom. verbs), Chv -la- (Chv L pus1-
la- 'begin', cp. pus1 'head')  M *-la2- / -le2-, verbal denom. sx.: WrM
darqa-la- v. 'forge', Dg darXa-la2- id., cp. WrM darqan 'blacksmith' ¶
IS supposed that here Dg preserved the pM length of vowels ¶ Pp. IM
75, Pp. PLVM 13 (on pM long vowels)  Tg *-la2-/-le2-, sx. of d e n o m .
verbs > Ewk, Lm -la2- / -l‰2-, Nn, Ul -la- / -l‰-, WrMc -la- / -le-, e.g. Lm
mu2-l‰2- 'carry water' (ÿ mu2 'water'), mo2-la2- 'bring firewood' (ÿ mo2
'wood') ¶ Bz. 116, Vas. 766 ¶¶ Rm. VMT 8O-2, Rm. VAJ 173-4, Pp. PLVM
9 || ? HS: traces of the denom. verbal sx. *-l- may be discerned in S: S
*°√rbl v. (>  Ar √rbl v. G 'multiply; have many children, f locks ' )
presumably ÿ S *rabb- 'numerous, big' (>  BHb br2 rab3 / -Br2 rabb- id.,
etc.), S *°√s6'÷l v. (>  Ar ¬¡% √Î^œ?l v. G  'be lean, thin, l i t t le ' )
presumably derived from a S adj. *°s6 'a≤ay- underlying the Ar [Qam.] {Fr.}
pf. î¿%a Î^œa?a2 'tenue habuit corpus' ¶ ≈ E O3C 136 (with a different
semantic interpretation if the derivational pattern), Fr. III 1, BK I 8 1 2
and II 1, Hv. 239, 412 ˚  IS II 14-6 (U, A).  
1249. *lßßßßÅ, analytical ([in descendant lgs.]‘  synthetical) marker o f
collectivity) (or N *?Él ßßßßÅ , dem. prn. of collectivity, probably connec ted
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with N *?elV 'clan, tribe'? [q.v.]) >  K *-l-, -*°a2l- >  pSv *-a4∏l- (>  Sv: UB -
a4∏l-, LB -a4l-, Ls -a2l-, Ln -al-), verbal sx. for plurality of objects: Sv Ln li-
p'risd-al-i 'to baptize many', pSv -a4∏l (> Sv UB -a4l), sx. of pl. in nouns: Sv
UB dïna4∏l 'girls' (↔  dïna 'girl'), mes7Xa4∏l 'black' pl. (↔ sg. mes7Xe), ma2ra4∏l
'Menschen' (↔ ma2re 'person') (Top. SJ 81 mentions dialectal variants
ma2re2l and marol 'Menschen'), pSv *la-...-a (pl. of some nouns o f
kinship: UB la4-XXw-a 'wives' [↔ sg. XeXw 'wife'], la-Xwb-a ' b ro the r s '
[↔ sg. mu-Xwbe  'brother']), pSv *-a2l- and *-ie2l-, pl. markers in passive
participles: l´⁄-ma2r-a2l-e 'parati, prepared' (pl.). A Zan cognate of the Sv
-l-plural may be discerned in the presuffix -l- in some Lz and Mg n o u n s
(preceding the regular pl. suffix -epe: Mg kua-l-epe, Lz kwa-l-epe
'stones'). As to the most productive Sv pl. ending *-a4r/*-a4l (with t h e
allomorph *-a4l after the stem with *-r-), it does not necessarily belong
here (because its main and primary allomorph is *-a4r). It is possible
that the reflex of the N pc. *lßßßßÅ is represented in the Sv verbal m a r k e r
of 1p incl. subiecti l(ƒ)-...-d (Sv UP l-i-ma2r-i-d 'we [incl.] p r e p a r e
ourselves', l-a4-r-id 'we [incl.] exist', lƒ-gem-d 'we [incl.] stand it') ¶ ¶
Test. SJ, Top. SJ 81, 84, Top. SE 238, Dt. 66-8, GP US 22, 61-88, Zhgh.
ChMP 171, ≈ Q O26-O27 || HS: EC *-Vl-, *-[y]Vl-, formative of pl. >  Sml
Db -ye2l- (miN 'house' - pl. min-ye2l-È, bÈlla2wÈ 'knife' - pl. bÈlla2wi-ye2l-
È), Sml N -ya2l- (a2bbo 'father' - pl. a2bba-ya2l, wadno 'heart' - pl. wadna-
ya2l, billa2we 'knife' - billa2we-ya2l, garwa2n-le 'hunter' - pl. garwa2n-le-
ya2l, s7e2ko 'tale' - pl. s7e2ki-ya2l, pl. of pl. and mass pl.: na2g 'woman' - na2g-o
'women' - na2ga-ya2l 'groups of women, women in mass'), Sml B -ya2l
(furo 'slave' - pl. furo2-ya2l, abe2so 'snake' - pl. abe2so-ya2l), Sml Dgl -ya2l
(÷e2l 'well' - pl. ÷e2l-ya2l, habas7 'Negro' - pl. habas7-ya2l), Sml J -ya2l (gu2
'year' - pl. gu2we-ya2l), Bn -(i)ya2li (a!bi 'sibling' - pl. abi-ya2li, si!ddah
'father-in-law' - pl. sidda-ya2li, sirir 'bed' - pl. sirir-ya2li), Rn -l- (lu!H
'leg' - pl. lu~H-lo!), Bs -e2l, -o2l, -a2l, -allo, -ole2 (wo!rab 'he-goat' - pl. worab-
e2l, c7'ac7'aw 'scorpion' - pl. c7'ac7'aw-o2l, lef 'bone' - pl. lef-a2l, su2l 'nail ,
claw' - pl. su2lallo, ga2rs7a 'old man' - pl. ga2rs7o2le), Or -o2le2, -o2lï, -olï, -e2li,
-le2 (muc7'a 'child' - pl. muc7'o2li ≠ muc7'e2li, mo2ti 'king' - pl. mo2to2le ≠
mo2tole, Z7abbï 'calf' - Z7abbile), Gdl -ala, -alla (d'ilk-a!t 'elbow' - pl. d'ilk-
alla, pe?a 'young goat' - pl. pe?-alla), Sd -ulle, -o2le, -olle, -allo (danc7a
'good' - pl. danc7ulle, k'ak'k'o 'child' - pl. k'ak'k'ulle, hayy-ic7c7a 'sorcerer' -
pl. hayyo2le, mo2t-ic7c7a 'lord, master' - pl. mo2t-olle, labba 'male' - pl .
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labballo) »» ? Ag: Km -la ({Ap.} xW‰ra 'child' - pl. xW‰r-la), {CR} -li
(bår 'lake' - pl. bår-li, tarara 'hill' - pl. tararå-li) »» Bj {R} b-
a≤lï-n 'those' nom. m. (↔  sg. b-e2-n), b-a≤lï-b 'those' accus. m. (sg. b-
e2-b), b-a≤lï-t 'those' nom./acc. f. (↔ sg. b-e2-t) ¶ Zab. MNPC 68-72 ,
93-4, 99-1OO, 141-2, 168, 237-8, 261, 297, PG 214, Ap. K 323, R BedS
III 32  S: WS *?il(l)ay 'these' (× N *?elV 'clan, tribe' [‘ 'all', prn. o f
plurality], q.v. ffd. ×  N sequences *h{e} l ßßßßÅ , *{h}i lßßßßÅ, and *{h}u lßßßßÅ
[with the N deictic particles *h{e} , *{h}i , and *{h}u , q.v.]) || A {Pp.} *-l,
sx. of pl. >  Tg *-l, pl. ending >  Neg -l, Ewk -l, Nn (unproduct ive ,
fossilized after nouns) -l in n‰gi-l  'young sisters', pTg *puri-l  children >
Nn puril, Sln u'ril; in most lgs. *-l coexists with (or has been replaced
by) a compound pl. ending *-s{a}l >  Nn -sal, Ul -sali, Sln -sul / -çul,
Neg/Ewk/Lm -sal; with participles the ending *-l is the main pl. m a r k e r
in Ewk, Lm, Sln, Ul, and Nn, as well as one of the pl. markers in Sln ¶ Ci.
254-5, Bz. 75-8  M *-l, rare pl. ending, suriving in MM [S] daba√al,
{Lew.} daba˝a-l 'mountain passes' (↔  sg. {Lew.} daba˝a, {Pp.}
daba√an), possibly MM kimul 'fingernails' (↔  sg. kimu-sun), as well a s
in HlM baga¢uul {Pp.} ba9ac7u2l, Brt ba9as7u2l 'children' (↔  sg. HlM
baga¢uud ba9ac7u2d), where *-l is added to the derivational sx. {Pp.} *-
c>u (cp. qara-c7u 'ordinary man' [lit. 'a black one'], and boro-c7u
'uneducated person' [lit. 'a gray one']) ¶ Pp. IM 177, Lew. I 123, Chr. 7 4 ,
Sin. UAP 216-7 ¶¶ Hardly here (⇔  IS II 14) T *iki-la4 (Cl. *ekki-la4)
'twice', because this is a shortened var. of the gerund form *ekki-la4yu4
(or *ikila4yu4) from the verb *ekki-la4- (*ikki-la4-) 'do for the second
time' (ÿ *ekki (*iki-) 'two' with a denominative verbal sx. *-la/*la4-
[w Cl. xiv, 1O8]) ¶¶ Not here the T plural ending *-lar / *-la4r, which
belongs to N *l∏∏∏∏arwV 'together, many' (q.v.) || D *-lß, pl. ending >  T m
B/W ic>c>ayalß 'flies' (sg. ic>c>ay), Tu tare-l5u 'heads', a2n5i-l5u 'nails ' ,
OTl/Tl {An.} sOmandak´m-ulß 'subordinated persons', Tl pa2tß´-lu ' songs ' ,
Krg kelesi-lu 'barbers', Klm kaye-l 'fishes', kï-l 'hands', Gdb ki-l id., Prj
keyu-l id., e2nu-l 'elephants'; this ending appears within the c o m p o u n d
pl. sx. *-(n)kVlß(u) (>  ClTm a2n`-kalß 'men, males', Kn marm-gu2lß ' t r ees ' ,
etc.) ¶¶ An. SG 178-8O, Zv. CDM 12-3 ||  ? U  *-l+lßa (/*-l+lßa4) sx. of n. coll.
> FU: Chr ∆  {Wc.} -la (sx. of collectivity, used also as pl. marker): koz7≤la
'pine-forest', {MRS} 'fir-forest' (ÿ koz7 'pine' or 'fir'), korn´-la ' r o a d s '
(↔ korn´ 'road'), Chr Ur Boz7-≤la 'roots' (↔ Boz7 'root'), ? MkMr {Ahl.} -
na-l, sx. of n. coll.: sa4li-nal 'elm-forest, kuz-nal 'pine-forest' (ÿ
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sa4li  'elm', kuz  'pine'); on the other hand, forms like Chr koz7la may b e
understood as substantivized adjectives ({MRS} koz7-la 'of f ir-trees,
elovyj ')  Slq Tm/Ke {Hl.} -la, marker of plural: loga-la 'foxes' ¶¶ Lh.
PUAS 15O-1, Wc. TNB 16, Ahl. MM § 56, MRS 2O5, Ü 7O, ≈ Cs. GSS 1O9,
141 ˚  IS II 14-5 [#246] (*-l{a}, sx. of n. coll.), Sin. UAP 214-6 (U, A),
Gr. I 117-8 ("collective L" in U, A, CK).
125O. *l ßßßßÅ , locative pc. > HS: S *la 'to, towards' >  BHb -l1 la2- ( be fo re
a stressed syll.: Me3l1 la2-≤hEm 'to them', a&bl1 la2-≤b3o2 'to come') / -l5 li-
(li⊥⊥- <  *la-⊥´⊥-) / -l6 l´- (generalized allomorph, originally before a n
unstressed syll.), Ph l-, Pun l-, [GkSc.] la-, (LSc.) [Poen.] LA- ≠ LI-, Ug l-,
(AkSc) li-, OA l-, IA l-, (GkSc) la-, JA -l6 l´- / -l5 li-, Sr l´- / la-, Ar
li-, Sb, Mn -l l-, Gz la-, Ak la-; the variant li- (in Ar, Ug, ? Pun) is o n
the analogy of the preposition (>  px.) *bi  'in' ¶ KB 482-4, HJ 549-58, A
#1422, Dk. JDPA 262, Br. AG 114-5, Hnr. 142, Deg. 61-2, Br. SG 8 2 ,
BGMR 81, L G 3O3, Sd. 52O  C *-l[V] > Ag *-l {AD} marker of locative-
directive case ({Ap.} dir. case ending) >  Bln {R} -l, -l° dir., Xm {Ap.} -l
loc., Q {R} -l° 'in, on, at, from', Km {Ap.} -´l(i) loc. »» EC: Sa {R} -l loc.-
dir. 'in, to' (ba2≤l5o2-l 'im Lande, ins Land'), Af {R, Clz.} -l 'in' (bu≤l5a2-l ' i n
the village'), 'to \ towards (so.)' (re2≤dantu2-l 'zum Häuptling', yo2-l
'zu mir'), {Hw.} -l 'at, in, on' (wo2! ba2dßo-l 'in that country') ¶ Ap. ANH 8 ,
Ap. K 327, Ap. Kh I 258-6O, R BilS 68O-1, R Q 11O-1, R S II 24O, R A II
873, Clz. 74-5, PH 289, TB LA 514 ¶¶ Hardly here (⇔ Tk. I 141) Eg ∀ r
'to, towards' (EG II 386-8, Vc. 37), because it is a reduced variant of ìr
and because its r did not represent [l] (on the ev. of DEg r and m o s t
Cpt dialects) (see  N *?il {Å} 'stand still, stay; place to stay' > Cpt F ela-
ela 'to, towards') || K: Lz -le, morpheme of direction in adverbs o f
place: tude-le 'down (nach unten)', ga-le 'nach außen', me-le 'to t h e
other side'; Mg -la-, morpheme of direction within compound pxs.: a-
la-  'hinab-, herab-', e-la- 'hinauf-, herauf', ga-la- 'far away (hinweg-)' »»
IS II 25 adduced here Sv -la  '(a person) from' (with nomina loci): a4dis7i-
la 'a person from Ädishi', but it is semantically nearer to the N
adjectivizer *l ßßßße [?V] (or *le[?V] ) (q.v.) ¶ Marr 38, Q O118-O12O, Dir r
E 126 || U: FU *-lßÅ 'on', 'in': BF *-la / *-la4 sx. ('the place in \ on'): F
taka-la 'the place behind' (cp. taka- 'hind' [in cds.], taka-n
'behind'), seta4-la4 'uncle’s home, chez l’oncle' (ÿ seta4 ' unc le ' ) ,
etela4 'south' (“ 'place in front of'); BF *-l-, the initial element of t h e
compound endings of the exteriour local cases (denoting a position or a
movement relating to the surface or the next environment of sth.) >  F,
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Es -l- id.: BF *-l-na / *l-na4 adessive 'on, at' (> F -lla / -lla4, Es -l), BF *-l-
ta / *l-ta4 abl. 'from (the surface of)' (F -lta / -lta4, Es -lt), BF *-len
allative (dat.-dir.) 'to (the surface or the environment of)' (>  Ing -len ≠
-llen, Krl A -le, F -lle, ∆  -llen, Es -le) » Lp N {N, It.} -l, locative sx. i n
adverbs: vuolle-l 'farther down' (ÿ vuolle n. 'down'), lulle-l
'farther south' (ÿ lulle n. 'south'), -l-d abl. 'from' in vuolle-l-d
'from down', lule-l-d 'from the south', S {Hs.} -lie, locative sx. i n
dem. pronominal adverbs: daalie  'here, now', da4llie ≠ dillie ' t hen ' ,
duo4lie  'there (dort, da drüben, sieh dort)', duvlie  '(sieh) dort in d e r
Ferne' » Er, Mk -l- in adverbs: Er ikele ik!el!e 'in front, before', M k
ingole iNg´l!a4Æ 'in front' ({Lh.:} cp. Mk {Ps.} iNks7a" 'wegen, für'), Er
mejle m1eyl!e, Mk mele ≤m1el!a4Æ 'later, after that', Er vasolo vasolo
'far away' (ÿ vaso vasov 'far') » Chr: L ku≥dylno≥ ≤ku4Î¥-l-no4, B {Wc.}
≤ku4ÎÁº-l-no4 adv. 'near, in the vicinity', ≤ku4ÎÁº-l-ko4 'to the vicinity' (cp. L
ku≥dyko≥ ≤ku4Î¥-ko4 id., B {Wc.} ku4ÎÁº-n1 'with') (Chr -l- belongs h e r e
unless it goes back to the N adjectivizing *lßßßße[?V] ¬  *le[?V] [q.v.]),
possibly also in the ending of dat.-dir. ({Kov.} dat.): Chr L -lan -lan,
Chr H -lan, {Wc.} -lan / -la4n, Chr U {Wc.} -≤la¿n / -≤lan, as well as in t h a t
of abl.: Chr H {Wc.} -≤lec, Chr U {Wc.} -≤lec7 ! » Vt -l- in adverbs: az∆lo
az1-lo, {Wc.} az1-la 'at the beginning, before', az∆lane az1lan1e,
az∆lan∆ az1lan1 'forward' (ÿ  az∆ az1 'front, front side'), kuzåla
kuz1a-la, {Wc.} ku$z1ala 'lengthwise' (ÿ  kuz∆ kuz1 'long'), Z UV/Sk {SZ}
b‰r-lan1 'backwards', Z U {Wc.} b‰r-≤la, b‰r-≤lan1 'again' (ÿ Z bo≥r b‰r
'hind part'), in Prm {LG} *kwo-la ({∫LG} *kwo¿la) 'hut' (ÿ  Prm ***kwo
that is preserved in the Prm lgs. as a sx. of names o f
buildings\dwellings, e.g. Z kepka, Prmk kepku, Vt kopka house') >  Z kola
'hunters’ and fishers’ small house without windows, Waldhütte', Vt
kwala 'hut [tabernacle] used in summer as a dining-room') as well a s
possibly in Vt/Z {Wc.} case endings: adessive Vt -len, Z -l‰n, -len,
allative Vt/Z -lÈ, abl. Z -lÈs1, Vt -lÈs1, -les1, approximative Vt/Z -lan1 »» Vg
N -l!, -l!e in adverbs: e2la-l! 'forward' (ÿ e2la 'far away'), mulGa-l! ' t owards
the front corner of the house' (ÿ  mulGa 'to the front corner'), kona-l!
'outside' (direction), 'from the house' (ÿ  kona 'outside, out o f
doors'), na2lwal! 'towards the body of water', alGal! 'upstream', yolal!
'down' (direction), noNxal! 'up' (direction), {BV, Rmb.} yuw-l!e ' b a c k '
(direction), 'home, into the house' (cp. yuw- pv. 'back, home'), {Rmb.}
tÈG-l!e 'in this direction' (ÿ  tÈG 'here'), tuw-l!e 'in that direction'; Os
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Kz yoX-l ßi  'home' (direction), in a compound ending with the abl. -t-: Os
E ta-lß-ta 'from there' » OHg {Srb. and IS) -lan / -len, a locative sx. i n
adverbs ¶ Coll. CG 291-2, Lh. PUAS 149-5O, Laan. 165-7, N 57O-1, 81O-
2, It. LC 55, 181, Hs. 16O, ERV 111, 2O6, 372, PI 92, 162, Wc. TNB 13-5 ,
MRS 256, Kov. LV 226-7, Kov. GM 243, Wc. TT-2 113-5, U3S 22-4, 2 2 6 -
7, Fu. GA 135-5O, LG 114, U 198-2O2, SZ 18, 26, Sz. MNyH 73-5, Srb.
PGS 42, Srb. IMPJ 47-53, Galkin IG I 53-4, BV 148, Rmb. 188, 192 || A:
[1] Tg *-la2/*-le2, loc. sx. (× N *?il{Å} 'place to stay', 'stand still, stay') >
Ewk, Sln, Neg -la2 / -l‰2, Lm, Orc -la / -l‰(:), Ud, Ul, Nn -la / -l‰ (loc. sx.:
Ewk, Sln, Neg mo2-la2 'in\on a tree', Lm, Orc, Ud, Ul, Nn mo2-la id., Ewk,
Lm, Neg, Orc mindu-l‰2, Sln mindUl‰2, Ud, Nn mindul‰, Ul mindUl‰ ' i n
me'), WrMc -lo / -le (loc. sx. in adverbs: {Hrl.} dolo 'dedans', dele
'en haut', tule  'dehors') ¶ Ci. 256-67, Bz. 84, Hrl. 66-7 | A [2 ] *la- ' o n
this side, near' (<  the N locative pc. *l ßßßßÅ +  deictic pc.) > M *na˝a > Kl D
{Rm.} na2 'diesseits'; Ï: (a) loc.: WrM na9ana, HlM, Brt naana ' o n
this side, nearer', Ord na2na 'de ce côté-ci'; (b) *na˝a-du 'situated o n
this side' > WrM na9adu , HlM naad, Brt naada, Ord na2dòu¯, Kl {Rm.}
na2da, Ord na2dò″xæi, Kl naadk na2dk¥ id.; (c) *na˝a-9ur 'on this side' >
WrO {Krg.} na2Guur, Brt naaguur id., na2Ga2r 'hither, to this s ide ' ,
Ord na29u2¯r 'through this side (par ce côté-ci)', Kl naaran, {Rm.} na2ra2n
≠ na2rn= id., d.: WrM na9a9urda-, HlM naaruurda- 'be on this side ' ;
(d) Kl {Rm.} na2˝a2s 'von dieser Seite ab'; (e) Ord na2s7i 'vers ce côté-ci ,
vers ici', Dg {Mr.} na2-s7i 'towards here, hither'; (f) Ord na2tæa4 ∏ 'de ce cô té -
ci, en deça' ¶ MED 556-7, Krg. 2O5-6, KRS 364-5, KW 272-3, Mr. D 1 9 4 ,
Ms. O 479-8O, 483-5  ?σ AmTg *laka(-) adv. 'near' >  Orc laki id., O r k
laqa ≠ laXa2 ≠ laqqa ≠ laX‰2 id., adj. 'nearest'; *laN adv. 'near' > Orc, Ul,
Ork, Nn laN, Ud l!aN ± laN-laN ¶ STM I 488, 492 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1175 (A *la-
'on this side, near'; incl. M, Tg *laka-, *laN) || ? D (in SD) *-ulß, loc. sx.
>  OTm, Ml -ul5, Kt -lß, OKn -ul5 / -ol5, Tu -ol5u id. (×  D *ulß n. ' house ,
inside' <  N *?uh[V]l!!!!V 'hut', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ Hardly here SD *-ilÉ, loc. sx.
(> OTm, Ml -il, Irl -li ≠ -ili, Td -¬, OKn, LKn -alli, Kdg -lÈ, -alli, ?? Tl -
lo2), because D *l  is not cognate with FU *lß; it is more plausible that SD
*-ilÉ goes back to the noun *il[V] 'house, place' (>  OTm il ' ( t h i s )
place' [D #494, An. SG 219]) and belongs together with S *?ilay
'towards' <  N *?il {Å} 'place to stay' (q.v.) ¶ Subb. 156, Cald. 3O4, 3 1 9 ,
Zv. CDM 28-3O, 32, An. SG 219-2O, D #698 ˚  IS II 25-6.
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1251. *lßßßßV, pc. with diminutive meaning ([in descendant lgs.] sx. o f
diminutives) >  K *-Vl-, diminutive sx. >  G P mam-il-a 'daddy', in o t h e r
G dialects vocative mam-il-o  'daddy!', together with the dim. sx. *-ik'-: G
R naZv-ik'-al-a dim. 'fir-tree', vir-ik'-el-a dim. 'donkey', Sv UB -o2l-: dïn-
o2l- (dim. of dïn  'girl') ¶¶ Vogt ACS 1O4, Chinch. XT 82-4, K’ob. 161, GP
US 96 || IE: NaIE *-elV-, sf. of diminutives, e.g.: (1) NaIE *pork8-el-
'(young) pig' (ÿ *pork8o- 'swine') >  L porculus, OHG farhil°(n),
NHG Pferkel, Lt pars7eﬁlis '(young) pig', (2) OI vr=s5a≤lah5, dim. o f
≤vr=s5a2 'man, male', (3) Gt barnilo2 ntr. 'little child' ÿ barn 'chi ld ' ,
(4) Lt galveﬁle$, dim. of galva~ 'head' ¶ BD II/1: 364-7 || U: FU *-lßV,
diminutive sx. >  Vt S {W} gopal 'small pit' (ÿ VT gop gop 'pit'), Z
go≥rdo≥v g‰rd‰v, ∆ g‰rd‰l 'reddish' (ÿ go≥rd g‰rd 'red'), Z ∆  pemdol
'a little dark' (ÿ pemyd pemÈd 'dark') » F iso-la-mpa 'a bit la rger '
(ÿ  iso-mpa 'larger'), pite-la4-mpa4 'a bit longer' (ÿ  pite-mpa4
'longer') »» Os Kz {Rus.} -lße, dim. sx.: s7ov´r-lße (dim. of wovyr s7ov´r
'hare'), qus1ar-lße (dim. of qus1ar 'chipmunk'), Os D {Tv.} ta$gòïlß´ ' small
piece\crumble' (ÿ  ta$'k 'piece, crumble'); Vg {Sz. “?} taƒr´m-l!´
'Göttlein' ÿ  taƒr´m 'god' (but MK, WVD VII, Ahl. WW, BV, ChCh., Rmb.,
and all other available sources of Vg do not mention this dim.); Sz. 8 8
also adduces Vg ka2tla4 ± ka2tl!a4 'Händchen', but both Munkácsi (MK
2O2) and Kannisto (WVD VII 164) interpret the word as  'Vorderbein,
Vordertatze (des Bären)', so that the original diminutive meaning of t h e
Vg sx. remains qu. » Hg ∆  {Sz.} haºn1Ja2l ≠ haºn1Ja2l! 'ant' (ÿ  Hg hangya
id.) ¶ Sz. 88, Coll. CG 259, Lh. PUAS 145-52, Rus. SXJ 164, TmK 171, Slv.
138, W EDW 399 ˚  Öhm. (IE-U).
1252. *lßßßße[?V] (or *le[?V]?) 'being, having', analytical adjectivizer
([in descendant lgs.] → formative of adjectives and quality-bearing
nouns) > K: [1] GZ *-l-, *-il-, sx. of deverbal adjectives > OG, G -il-, Mg
-il- ≠ -ir-, sx. of participles: G c'er-il- 'written', Mg t'aXil- ' b roken ' ,
ulir- 'gone (who has gone away)', K *k'b-il- 'tooth' (“ prtc. 'biting', c p .
GZ *k'b-in- v. 'bite') >  OG, G k'bil-, Mg k'‰bir- ≠ k'ibir-, Lz k'ibi(r)- ≠
k'ibr- ≠ k'irn- ≠ c7'irb- 'tooth', GZ *s7wil- 'child' (“ 'born' ÿ *s7w- 'give
birth') >  OG, G s7wil-, Lz skir- ≠ sk'ir- 'son, child', Mg oXora-sk'il-i ≠
oXora-sk'ir-i  'brother-in-law, sister-in-law' (lit. 'house’s child', cp. oXor-
i 'house'); [2] GZ *m-...-el-, circumfix of nomina agentis: OG m-tXov-el-
i 'one who asks (bittend)', m-targmn-el-i 'who translates, t ransla ter ' ,
ma-s7eneb-el-i 'who builds', me-t'ûqw-el-i 'saying (sagend)', Mg ma-c7'ar-
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al-, prtc. prs. 'the writing one, writer', ma-÷vil-ar-i 'murderer', ma-
gurap-al-i  'teacher'; [3 ] Sv -la '(a person) from' (with names of villages,
places): a4dis7i-la 'a person from Ädishi, ein Ädischer', ma4stia4-la ' e in
Mästier, a person from Mästiä' ¶¶ K 1O1, 1O6-7, 214-7, Chik. 21-3, Fn.
GAS 76-7, Q O94, 295, Dirr E 126 || IE *-l-, sx. of adjectives: L -il- id .
(hum-il-is adj. 'on the ground' (ÿ  humus 'ground, earth, soil'), L
-°l- (sen-°l-is 'of an old man, senile'), L -lo-, sx. of nomina agentis:
legulus 'fruit-gatherer' ÿ leg-o v. 'gather' »» OHG -l, sx. of n o m .
agentis: tregil  'carrier' ÿ  tragan 'to carry' »» Sl m. *-l¥ / f. *-la /
ntr. *-lo, sx. of past participles: *bÈ-l¥ 'who was', *nes-l¥ 'who car r ied ' ,
etc.; later in the history of some Sl lgs. this prtc. (with the ve rbum
substantivum *jes-/s- or with subsequent loss of this ve rbum
substantivum) have rise to forms of past tense or composed perfective
tenses (e.g. the R past tense: m. -l , f. -la , ntr. -lo, pl. -li) »» Tc A -
l, Tc B -lye, sx. of deverbal adjs. »» OI pe2s1a≤lah5 'artificially fo rmed ,
decorated, beautiful' <  NaIE {Eul.} *poi\k8Vlo- 'verziert' ÿ NaIE *pei\k8-
'hew out, carve' (>  OI prs. pim$≤s1-ati id., etc.); OI bahu≤lah5 ' th ick ,
dense, wide, abundant, cp. OI ba≤huh5  'much, abundant, great, large' »»
Gk poiki1loß 'many-coloured' (÷  OI pe2s1a≤lah5 <  NaIE *pei\k8- 'hew o u t ,
carve'); pacylo1ß 'thickish' (cp. pacy1ß 'thick, stout') (÷  OI bahu≤lah5,
sc. NaIE *b≈ag8≈u-lo-); the meaning of pacylo1ß apparently suggests that i t
was originally a diminutive (sc. belongs to the *lV-diminutive [q.v.]),
but the OI parallel rules it out  AnIE: Ht atta-la-, HrLw tata-li-
'father’s, patrius', {Mer.} 'väterlich', Lw ulant-alliya- 'mortal' (ÿ
ulanti 'death'), Ld mane-li-s1 'Manes’s' (ÿ Manes1) ¶¶ Brg. KVG
328, Eul. 118-9, M K II 267-8, 342, 424-5, Kron. EHS I 171-4, 214, 2 3 2 ,
Ivn. OPA 49-5O, Mer. HHG 126 || U *l+lße2- ({It.} *le2-, {UEW} *le-) ' b e ,
become' > Es lee- 'become', F lie-: 3s lienee  'may, perhaps is' » Lp: N
lA2-, lA-, lAkke- 'be' (copula), 'exist, occur', S ∆ {Hs.} lea4-, le-, ? L
liehke-, la4∏hke- id., K {Gn.} lea-, la-, lie-, le2-, l°-, le$-, le- 'be, b e c o m e '
» Chr: L liya- (inf. liåw li≤y-as7), H lia4- (inf. liaw ≤li-as7) 'be, become ' ,
Uf lia- id. » Prm *lO- ({∫LG} *loÚ-) 'be, become' >  OPrm lO-, Z lo-, Vt lu-
id., Yz lu- 'become, occur' »» Hg le4-, ∆  le1-, lo¡-, lo¡j- 'be, become', Hg
le1t  'being, existence'  pY {IN} *l!´- 'be' > Y K/T l!´- 'be; be (there is ) ' ,
lï- 'have' (-ï- is a sx. of vt.) ¶¶ It. #217, Hs. 141-2, Coll. 32, UEW 243-4 ,
MF 4O2-3, Gn. 1315, MRS 288, 291-2, LG 161, IN 232, Krn. JJ 274, 2 8 2 ,
≠  Rd. UJ 47 [#7O] (Y π U)  U adjectivizing *-lß- (or -l-?) 'that of X,
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having X': FU: F vetela4 'watery, wet, fluid' (ÿ  vete- 'water'), Krl
{Gn.} vedela4, Krl A {Gn.} vedel 'watery', Es vedel 'liquid, fluid' ,
'thin' (of a liquid) » Chr L marla mar-≤la adj. 'a Cheremis' (cp. ma≤riy
'Cheremis') » Prm {LG} *yumVl 'sweet' (ÿ  *yum 'dough made of rye-
malt') >  Vt √mal yumal 'sweet, unleavened', Z √mov yumov, ∆  yumal
id., 'not sour ' »» Os *-lß- >  Os {Coll.} s1arn´N-qu"r-yiÆt-a""""l ort 'a hero with
golden insteps' (yiÆt 'instep') (Coll. does not indicate the dialect of Os,
which is crucial for the et. of the sx.), Os: V/Vy {Trj.} wiNka4lßi, Ty {Trj.}
wiNklßi 'hook' ({Lh.} 'Haken zum Aufhängen') ÿ Os: V/Vy {Trj.} wiNta4,
Ty {Trj.} wiNkta4 'to hook, to be caught on (zadet∆ , zacepit∆så)', c p .
Os V qiNelta4 vi. 'to hook, to hang (zadet∆ , povisnut∆)'; Lh. PUAS 1 5 9 -
6O quotes some other Os words with the sx. *-lß-  Sm: Ng {Cs.}
Namta-la 2 'horned' (ÿ Namta 'horn'); Slq Tz -la4, sx. of ge rund
(deverbal adverb, like Fr en ...-ant): su2rÈl!l!a4 ilEntak 'by hunting I shall
live', o2£ntalpÈla4 laNkalpa 'being happy, he cried out' ¶ Cs. 44, KHG 256 
? Y: l-suffixes of deverbal nouns, e.g. [1] Y T -ol/-u¢ol, sx. of nomina
resultati: Y T id!ilwey-kiyol 'what Idilwey gave, given by Idilwey', met-
yanaspeyreyu¢ol 'what I have forgotten, forgotten by me', [2] -l, sx. o f
nomina actionis (masdar): Y T sa˝ane-l 'sitting, staying; to s i t \ s tay ' ,
ewie-l 'doing, to do', kel-u-l 'coming, to come', Y K ayil 'shooting, a
shoot', yarJi-l 'bathing', ald-u-l 'cursing, a curse' ¶¶ Coll. CG 259-6O,
Cs. 44, Lh. PUAS 152-6, Trj. S 524, Gn. VK 189, Gn. A 146, LG 335, Krn.
JJ 1O4-5, Krn. IMJJ 95-7 || A: T *-l, sx. of deverbal adjectives ( a n d
substantivized adjectives), e.g. *kîr1îl 'red' (>  OT qîzîl, Chv xe€rle€
xÁrlÁ, etc.) ÿ *kîr1- 'be red, be red hot' (>  OT qîz-, etc.), OT u4kil
'numerous' ÿ u4k- 'heap up, accumulate' ¶ Cl. 681-3, Rs. MTS 132-3 ,
Br. OTG 115-6  M *-l, sx. of deverbal adjectives (and quality-bearing
nouns): WrM tanil 'familiar person, an acquaintance' ÿ tani
'know, be familiar with' ¶ MED 778  Ko -l, -îl, sx. of prtc. ft. ¶¶ Rm.
VAJ 132-44 || ?? D: Mlt {Drs.} -le, sx. of past prtc.: tun`dß-le 'who saw'
|| HS: EC: Sml -le '-er, -or; owner \ keeper \seller of sht.': dame2r-le
'owner of a donkey', duka2n-li-hï  'shopkeeper', hilib-le 'butcher', Rn le2-
aHe (aHe is 'be', y-aHe is 'is') 'have (some quality), be (of some k ind) ' :
Z7ï^ra kumurro2^ne! le2!-yaHe 'Jira has wealth' = 'Jira is rich', Z7ï^ra se1yho! le2!-
yaHe 'Jira has lazyness' = 'Jira is lazy' ¶ ZMO 257, PG 21O ˚  The N
cnss. *l  and *l ßßßß can be distinguished only on the ev. of U and D (namely
some ds. of Os and certain D lgs., but not Mlt). In this case the only ev.
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for N *l ßßßß (rather than *l ) is attested in several Os stems of r a t h e r
questionable interpretation; hence we cannot be sure that the U sx. a n d
its N etymon had a cns. *l ßßßß rather than *l . The U long vw. *e2 points to a
lr. in the pN etymon. The loss of the lr. and its traces in K, EC, and IE
suggests that the lr. was *? ˚  IS II 2O-1 (includes here both t h e
formant of adjectives and the pc. with diminutive meaning [see  N *lßßßßV,
diminutive pc.]), Gr. I 186-91 ("gerundive-participle L" in IE, U [Sm, Y],
A [T, Ko], Gil., ChK, EA) ˚ The presence of the vw. i (and similar
vowels) in K *-il-, L sen-°l-is, Gk poiki1loß, T *u4k-il, *kir1-il suggests a
merger with N *hil ∏∏∏∏ {Ë} 'stand, be, exist' (q.v. ffd.) ˚  The functional
change from an autosemantic word to a derivational sx. may have b e e n
as follows: noun X + N *lßßßße[?V] (or *le[?V]?) 'X-seiend, who is X, w h o
has X' (see  Rn Z7ï^ra kumurro2^ne! le2!-yaHe 'Jira has wealth' = 'Jira is r ich ' ,
Z7ï^ra se1yho! le2!-yaHe 'Jira has lazyness' = 'Jira is lazy') ‘ a derivational
sx.: T *kîr1-îl 'what\who is red' ÿ *kîr1- 'be red', Sml. dame2r-le ' w h o
has a donkey, owner of a donkey', Ng Namta-la 2 'having a h o r n ,
horned', F vetela4 'watery' “ 'having water']; this sx. spread also in to
the realm of deverbal nomina agentis (‘ participles).
1253. € *lu?V ¬ *l{i?uw}V '∈ bovine' > HS: S *li?- 'wild bull' (ans d .
*li?-at- 'wild cow') >  Ar Aï<a la2?a(n) 'wild bull, buffalo', Ar la?a2t- 'wild
cow', ? BHb ea1l4 le2≤?a2 'Lea' p.n. » Jb C/E {Jo.} ≤le? 'cow', lho!ti 'cows', Sq
{Jo.} ≤‰lha (pl. El≤hit‰n) 'cow', Mh {Jo.} l‰≤hayt‰n, Hbt {Jo.} l‰he2t‰h
'cows' (secondary -h- in the SES lgs.?) » Ak lu2(-m) (<  *li?u-) 'bul l
(Stier, Bulle)', f. l°-t-u ≠ littu 'cow' ¶ Sd. 557-6O, GB 374, KB 4 8 7 -
8, BK II 954, Jo. M 253, Jo. J 158  C: Ag {Ap.} *l‰w 'cow' >  Bln {R}
l´w° id., Xm {Ap.} l‰wa, Aw {Ap.} ‰llwa »» EC {Ss.} *lo?- id., 'cattle' >
Af {PH} la2! (nom. la2hi, gen. la2hi), Sa {R} la2 'cattle, cows' » pSam {Hn.
BD} *loi? 'cattle (cows and bulls)' >  Sml {DSI} lo?, Sml N {Abr.} lo!?, Sml
Jb {Hn.} lo2!, Rn {Hn.} ≤lo!i!lyo, {PG} lo2!lyo~ ≠ lo2!yyo~, pBn {Hn.} *≤lo~i! (>  Bn
Bi/J/Ba/K {Hn.} lo~i!) id. » Or H {Ow.} low-a!ni! ≠ lo2!ni!, Or nom. lo2!ni, {Th.}
lon (nom. loni), {Grg.} lo2n, Or Wt {Hn.} lawo2niò, Or B/O {Sr.} lo2ni, Kns
lo!w-a2, Gdl lo!h-a id. » Gwd/Grs {AMS} lo!?-o, Hr/Dbs/Gln {AMS} lo!?-o (p l .
le?e), Cm {Hab.} lo2?o (pl. le2?e2) id. » Dsn lo- (px. of ox-names), Arr {Hw.}
lï~t 'bull' »  HEC: Sd la2l-o, Hd la2r-a, Brj ≤lali 'cattle' (< *la? + pl. m a r k e r
*-l-?) »» Bj {R} yuwe, {Fl.} yiwe 'young cow' ¶ Ap. AV 15, Bl. 21O, Ss.
PEC 52-3, Ss. B 132, PH 153-4, R S II 242, Grg. 267, Th. 227, Ow. 268, Sr.
36O, Hn. W 58, Hn. S 67 (pSam *loi÷, Sml lo÷ - an err. transcription f o r
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lo??), Hn. BD 98 (pSam *loi?), PG 213, Abr. S 166, DSI 39O, Hw. A 3 8 2 ,
AMS 172, 211, 254, To DL 515, AD SF 169  Ch: Dr {J} la2^, {Kr.} la^ ' c o w '
»» Gude {Srp.} la id. (unless l- is from *¬-)  ? Ch ≈ *lË?V 'animal, m e a t '
> WCh: BT: Pr {ChL} lO!, {Frz.} lo!, Tng {J} lO 'animal, meat', Dr {J} lu!, Krkr
{Lk.} lo!, Grm {Sch.} la!u, {Sh.} le@u!, Gera {Sch.} la!wi!, {Kr.} leywi, Bele
{Sch.} lo!??o! 'meat' » AG: Su/Cp {J} luwa2 'animal, meat', Mpn {Frz.} lu@a
id., 'flesh', Tal {Sh.} lwa≈, Ywm {Sh.} lia, Gmy {Kr.} lowa 'meat' » Ron:
Fy {J} lo! 'animal, meat', Bks {J} lo!, DfB {J} lo(h), Sha {J} luw 'meat' »»
CCh: Tr sb.: G’nd {Kr.} liwa, Jr {Mk.} lu (unless from *¬u) id. » BB: Gude
{Mk.} luwa, Nz {Mk.} li\uwe, {Mch.} liwe, BtZ {Mk.} lio id. » Suk {Mk.}
lwi, {IL} ˝wi id. (unless l-≠˝- <  *¬-) ¶ JI II 92-3, 232-3, ChC, ChL, J S
73, J R 217, J T 115, Frz. DM 35, Frz. P 4O, Sch. BTL 3O, 118, 137, 1 4 9
 ?? Eg ∀ ìw¿ 'cattle (Rind), ox' ¶¶ This HS root and N *Lu6666bV ' b e
thirsty\hungry' suggest that Eg ì- and Bj y-  may go back to an initial *L-
(palatalized by the following *i or *i\u?) ¶ EG I 49, Fk. 12, R WBd 243 ¶ ¶
Ap. AV 15, OS #1632 ||  U: FU (att. in Ugr) *°luwV 'horse' >  ObU {∫Hl.}
*l{u"}w id. >  pVg {Ht.} *lu"w >  Vg: T low, LK/MK lo, P/UL/Ss luw,
NV/SV/LL/ML lu2 (pl. lut) id.; pOs *lo˝ ({∫Hl.} *la"˝) >  Os: V/Vy lo˝, Ty
¬a"˝W, Y ¬a"w, D/K ta$w, Nz tOw, Kz ¬Ow, O law id. » OHg XIV low, Hg
lo1 (accus. lov-at), Hg ∆  lo ± lu ± lu2 id. ¶ UEW 863-4, ≈  Ht. # 3 5 O
(unc. ObU *lu"˝), Hl. rHt 73-4 (on pObU *-w- ↔  *-˝-), 75, MF 4O5-6,
EWU 9O2.
1254. *LV÷a 'to hide, to lie hid, to lie in wait' >  HS: C: Dhl {To.} la2÷-
vi. 'hide', la2÷-at-, {EEN} la2÷-at†- vt. 'hide' »» SC: Irq {E} lu÷- vt. 'hide' ¶ To.
D 141, ENN 41, E SC 2O6 || IE *leé- >  NaIE {P} *la2-/*l´- (/ *la2i\-) ' b e
hidden, lie in wait' >  L late-o2 / late2-re 'lie hid, be concealed' (ÿ
prtc. *l´-≤to-s) »» Gk [Hs.] lê6to, lh1˝to : e>pela1†eto 'was forgotten'; +ext.
*-d≈-: Gk lh1†v, Gk D la$†v v. 'be hidden', Gk lan†a1nv 'lateo, I escape
one’s notice' »» Gmc: pScn *lo1mr 'treature, deception' (> Ic lo1mur,
Nr {Vr.} lo2m 'Falschheit') Ï Gmc: ON lo1m-bragÎ 'List, Betrug' a n d
lo1m-geÎr 'deceitful'; MHG luo {Lx.} 'Nachstellung, Not' »» Sl *lajati >
OCS laAti  lajati 'insidiari, to lie in ambush', {P} 'nachstellen', RChS
laAti lajati 'to make an ambush, to lie in wait' ¶ WP II 377-8, P
651, WH I 768-9, F II 8O-2, Vr. 365, Lx. 131, Bern. I 687, ESSJ XIV 2 1
(does not mention P’s et. of Sl *laja- from IE *la2-), StSS 3O4 || K: G l-
(3s prs. e-l-is) 'wait for' (“ *'lie in wait') ¶ Chx. 687 ˚  Cp. also Tg
*Jaya- vt., vi. 'hide' (>  Ewk Jaya-, Lm Jay- id., Sol Jayanna2- vt. 'go t o
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hide', Neg Jaya-, Orc, Nn Z7aya-, Ud {∂STM} Z1ea4-, {Krm.} Z1a4∏-, Ul Z7ay-,
Z7aya-, Ork day-, daya-/-I- vt. 'hide' [STM I 243, Krm. 232]) and S
*°√s6HH (> Ar √s7HH [pf. s7aHHa] v. 'be stingy\niggardy of' [BK I 1196, Hv.
353]) that may suggest an alt. N et. *Z6666VHa[yV] 'to hide, to conceal ' ,
but the latter is less plausible in the light of the K and C cognates.
1255. *LabV 'grasp, get, obtain' >  IE: NaIE *lab≈- / (with a nasal
infix) *lamb≈- 'seize, grasp' > OI ≤labhate2 ≠ ≤rabhate2 ≠ ≤lambhate2
3s md. (p. ≤a-labha) 'seize, catch' »» Gk la1fyra pl. 'spoils (taken i n
war)', ]amfi-lafh1ß 'taking in on all sides', ]amfi-la1feia 'wealth,
abundance', ?σ lamba1nv 'take, seize' (with a puzzling -b- rather than -
f-) »» ? σ Blt: Lt loﬁbis 'possessions, riches', loﬁb-ti 'grow rich', but less
probably: Lt laﬁb-as, Ltv, Pru lab-s 'good' ¶ WP II 385, P 652 (*lab≈-),
EI 564, Mn. 698 (adduces Oss I la4bu2r‰n, Oss D la4borun 'attack', but Ab.
proposes a different et. of this verb), Dv. #571, M K III 42-3, M E II 4 3 4 -
5, Ab. II 16-7 (Oss I la4bu2r‰n, Oss D la4borun <  Irn *fra-bur- ÷  NPrs B bur
'attack'), F II 91, Frn. 327, En. 2OO, Tp. P K-L 4O1-1O || HS: Ch: WCh:
AG {Stl.} *la2b v. 'receive' > Su {J}, Kfr {Nt.} la!p, Gmy {Fp.} lap, Ywm {Fp.}
la2p, Mnt {Fp.} la2b id. »» CCh: Bcm {Sk.} luwo id., Gzg {Lk.} -lup- 'carry ( a
child)' ¶ Stl. VZChJ A #133, ChC  S: [1] SES *√lbb >  Hrs √lbb: p f .
‰lt‰bo2b 'put on arms', Mh √lbb: pf. ‰wt‰bu2b 'wrap oneself in a waist-
cloth'; [2 ] +ext. *k: S (att. in Aram) *°√lbk >  JA [Trg.] √lbk v. G  {Js.}
'hold fast', {Lv.} 'ergreifen, erfassen', Sr √lbk v. G 'lay hold, take hold ,
seize', Md √lbk v. G  id., 'hold fast, capture' ¶ Hardly here Ak √lpt ≠
*√lbt  'touch (lightly)' (adduced by IS with an untenable translation a s
'sxvatyvat∆ , ceplåt∆så ') ¶ Jo. H 82, Jo. M 25O, Js. 689, Lv. T I 4OO,
Br. 355-6, JPS 234, DM 224  B *√lby >  Ah, ETwl, Ty -lbuy ' extra i re ' ,
imv. Ah ´lbi, ETwl/Ty ´lb´y (Fcj. 32 = Pcj. I A 1, sc. stem -12uy) ¶ Fc.
989-91, 2OO2, GhA 1O9, Pr. M VI-VII 87 || A: NTg *laba2-da2- 'carry with
the teeth' >  Ewk lawa2da2-, Ewk D laba2da2- id., Neg lawa2da2- id., Sln
lawada-  'seize with the teeth' ¶ STM I 485 ˚  IS II 29-3O.
1256. *LabV (or *LayibV?) 'be soft' >  HS: B *√lbb >  Wrg ilbib
'être ramolli, tendre (pain, couscous, fruit, etc.)', ulbib 'mou, ramolli ,
tendre (pain, fruit, etc.)', ? Izd ulwu (pf. y-alwu) 'être ramolli, s e
ramollir'; ?? B *°√l{b}Œ (× N *Lib[H]V-K''''V 'wet; be\get wet') >  Izd
√lwŒ  'être lisse, mou' ¶ Dlh. Ou 163, Mrc. 157, 17O, 213-4  EC: Arr
{Hw.} la2fna! 'weak', (× N *LÅÍV  'be weak, be worn out'): Or {Grg.} la2fa2
'weak, soft', la2f- become soft', Or B {Sr.} la2fa2 'weak', Or Wt {Sr.} la2fa2
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'ill', Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} la2f- 'be weak\mild', Or H {Ow.} la2!fa2! 'soft', ¶ Grg.
258, Sr. 357, Ow. 267, Hw. A 381  Ch: WCh: NrBc: Wrj {Sk.}
l‰~b‰!l‰~b‰@na!, Cg {Sk.} lu!b'u~lu!b'u~na!, Kry {Sk.} lu_!b'u~lu_!b'u~, P’ {MSk.} lIb'u~-
lI!b'uti~, Sir {Sk.} li!lli~b'‰^nni!, Mbr {Sk.} lI@b'u~lI!b'u~, Dir {Sk.} n‰~ l‰!b'u~l‰@b'u@
'soft' » SBc: Kir {ChL} I~lU!blU!b, Plc {ChL} lu~plu~p, Buli {ChL} la!wu~t id. » BT:
Krf {ChL} lI!plI!pi~, Ngm {ChL} liwit id. » Ngz {Sch.} lÈfi¡:d' 'softness ( o f
skin, hide products, ground)', li_¡ba¡¡d'-li_¡ba¡¡d' 'soft' »» ? CCh: Glv {Rp.} lipe
'weak' »» ECh: Smr {J} la@w 'be soft', Nd {J} la@w, la!b’la!b’ (= la!b’la!b’?)
'soft' ¶ ChC, ChL, Abr. H 616, Ba. 723, Sch. DN 1O2  S +ext. *°√lbk' ≠
*°√lbk > Ar √lbq G  (pf. labaqa) 'amollir, adoucir', {Hv.} vt. 'soften', Ak
√lbk (inf. laba2ku) 'become soft', labku 'soft' ¶ BK II 96O-1, Hv.
676, Sd. 521, 526 || K: GZ *lab- / *lb- vt. 'become tender \ so f t ;
moisten' ({K} *lb-, {GM} *l=b-, {FS} *lab-) (× N *LibHV 'wet; to get we t ' )
> OG, G lb-, Mg lib-, Ls lob- ≠ lib- id., G lb-il-i, Mg lib-u 'soft' ¶ K 12O,
K2 1O6, GM S 124, FS K 196, FS E 215, Chik. 3O3, Chx. 673-4, DCh. 8 4 8
||  A : ?σ T (att. in NaT) *Jaba-l! 'mild, gentle, peaceable' (with a sx. *-l! o f
deverbal adjectives) >  OT javas7 id., OOsm XIV {Cl.} javas7 'peaceable ,
patient, mild', Osm {Rh.} ¢"v'Y yawas7 'slow; gentle, mild; soft i n
sound', Tk yavas>  'gentle, weak, light (levis)', Az javas7 'quiet (a horse ,
etc.), mild, slow', CrTt javas7 'slow', Tkm √vaw juwas7 'quiet, mild,
slow', Uz √vow juvås7 'quiet' (horse, child), 'slow', ET z7uvas7 ± javas7
id., 'gentle', ∆  {Jr.} javas7 'good, gentle, quiet, mild', Qmq javas7 ' qu ie t ' ,
Qzq quas Z7u"was 'quiet, mild', Qrg qoow Z7o2s7 id. ('smirnyj ,
krotkij '), Qq Z7uwas, Nog juvas, VTt √aw juas7, Bsh j¥was, StAlt {BT}
d∆obow Z1obos7, Tv ¢aaw c7a2s7 'quiet, mild' ('tixij , smirnyj ,
krotkij '), Xk c7abas 'quiet' (animal), Sg {BIG} c7abas ≠ c7amas ' qu ie t '
(animal, person); T *°Jaba-l- (with a passivizing sx. -l-) >  OT javal-
'betamed, calmed, quietened' ¶ Rs. LTS 125, Rs. W 175, Cl. 877, 88O-1,
MKD 219, ET J 51-3, Rl. III 278, 29O-1, Rh. 2195, Sht. 1O5. Jr. 151, TkR
8OO, Nj. 486-7, 782, Jud. 261, BIG 3O4, 31O ||  D  *nav-  'become soft' >
Tm navu id., 'be soddened by boiling, rot, decay', Kn navuru,
navaru, naviru 'that is tender, soft, fine', Tl navuru, nauru
'soft, delicate' ¶¶ D ##3617-8 || (from N *LayibV) IE: NaIE *lei\b≈- '≈
weak, lean' >  OSx le2f 'weak, sick', AS le2f 'weak' »» Lt la!ibas ' s lender ,
slim, delicate', li !ebas  'lean, thin', Sl *lib¥  (dadj. *lib¥jÁ) 'lean' >  OCz
libI1, OP luby id., 'feeble (∑uplyj )', Slvnz le4bi 'too high and weak '
(of plants, animals, humans); d. Sl *libav¥ >  ChS libav5 libavË
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'gracilis', McdS libav  'weak, not hard enough', Slvnz le4bavi 'lazy', P
∆ lebawy, lubawy, R Sml l√bavyj adj. 'without fat' (of meat); d .
Sl *libe7v¥ ≠ *libiv¥ > ChS lib8v5 libe7vË ≠ libiv5 libivË
'lepto1ß, gracilis', OR, RChS lib8v7i libe7vyi 'lean, meager', OCz
libe7vy, Blg ∆ libe 6u " 'without fat' (of meat), 'lean' ¶ WP I 388, ≈ Frn.
329-1O, Ho. 197, Ho. S 45, ESSJ XV 7O-1, 74-5 ˚  The IE root (if i t
belongs here) and some Ch forms suggest the presence of a vw. *i
(probably N *LayibV ).
1257. *LibV 'heart' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'life', 'middle') >  HS: S
*≤libab- heart' > BHb bl4 leb3 / +ppas. libb-, pl. t&bb1l6 l´b3a2≤b3-o2t3, Ph, Ug
lb, DA/OA/IA lbb, BA cs. bb2l6 l´≥b3ab3, JA em. aB1l5 lib≤b-a2 ≠ ab1b6l5
lib3´≤b3-a2, Sr 'b.o¬e lEb≤ba2, Md abs., cs. lbab, em. liba, Gz l´bb, Hr s
{Jo.} HÄ-lbe2b (pl. H‰≤-labb-Ät), Mh {Jo.} H‰-wbe2b (pl. H‰-wbo2b), Jb {Jo.}
E/C ≤ub (pl. Eb≤b‰t‰), Sq {Jo.} ≤?‰lb‰b, Sb, Mn, Hdr lb, Eb {Krb.} li-bu`
(libbu) 'heart', Ar ∫wLu lubb- 'heart, middlepart, mind, intelligence', Ak
libbu 'heart, 'inside of a container', IA lbb 'center, inside of a n
object', JEA {Sl.} lib≤b-a2 id., ab1b1l6 l´b3a2≤b3-a2 'inner part' ¶ A #1434 ,
OLS 24O-1, AD PSH 92, HJ 562-3, Tmb. 155, KB 488-9O, 173O, DM 2 2 8 ,
Sl. 616, 623-4, Nld. MG 78, BK II 674, Jo. M 25O, Jo. H 82, Jo. J 1 5 9 ,
BGMR 81, MA 56, L G 3O4-5, CAD IX 164-75, Krb. 22, MiK I #1.174  Eg
∀ , DEg ìb  'heart' >  OCpt yv- yb- id. ¶ EG I 59-6O, Fk. 14-5, Er. 26, Vc.
243, Ws. 264  B ≈ *?ul{B}- (≈  {Pr.} *√h⁄lh‹) 'heart' >  Ah, WTwl, T tq
{Msq.} ul, Ty {Pr.} ul ≠ ´w´l, Tnsl {Pr.}, Tw D {Sdl.} ulh, Gh {ABs.} ul,
{Nh., ABs.} yul, Kb ul, Sll {Ds.} ul, t-ul-tœtœ ({Pr.}: tßtß <  *Ó-t), BSn {Ds.} u2l,
Tmz {MT}, Izn/SnSr {Rn.}, Wrg/Mz {Dlh.}, Shw {Msq.} ul, Rf {Rn.} ur7, Nf
{Beg.}, Awj {Prd.} u2l, Si {La.} uli, Zng {Msq.} uZ7, {TC} u2y (dim. aŒ-u2l˛, p l .
ellu2n) id. ¶ Pr. H 27, #482, Fc. 981-2, Sdl. 279, Dl. 44O, MT 365-6, Rn.
284, Dlh. Ou 163, Dlh. M 1O2, Beg. 317, Prd. 164, La. S 216, Msq. 5 7 ,
Msq. Z 499, TC D 4, TC Z 316  C {AD} lVbb-, {E} lVb- 'heart' >  EC {Ss.}
*lubb- 'heart, soul' >  Kns {Bl.} lupp-o2!ta id., Elm rupai? 'heart', Dsn {Bl.}
lu!bba? 'life', Af {Hw.} lubb-i 'heart, soul, yolk of egg' (unless π Ar
lubb- 'heart, middlepart'), ?φ Sml {Ss.} rub(b)ad 'life' in rub(b)ad Z7ar-
'kill', ?φ Rn {PG} ru~be!y 'heart, spirit; (one)self', Or {Bl., Grg.} lubb-u2
'soul, (vital) spirit', Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} lubbu2 'soul, life', Sd lubb-o, Brj
lub≤b-o2 'soul' (unless Sd, Brj lubb- π Or lubb- π Ar lubb- 'heart, mind ,
intelligence'); Sml {ZMO, DSI} la2b 'chest, breast; inner thought ,
emotions ("cuore" come sede dei sentimenti)', Sml N {Abr.} la2!b ' ches t ' ,
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Or lap'p'e2 'heart' »» Ag {Ap.} *la4ba4k- 'heart' >  Bln/Q/Km {Ap.} lAbAka id .
»» SC: Asa {E} liba 'chest' ¶ AD SF 163-4, E PC #312, Bl. 259, Grg. 2 6 2 ,
267, Sr. 36O, Ss. B 135-6, Ap. AV 15, Ap. WLQ 1O, R WB 351, ZMO 2 4 9 ,
Abr. S 16O, DSI 377, PG 25O, Brl. 277, E SC 2O5  Om: SOm: Ari U {Fl.}
lIp'a ≠ lIb'a 'heart', Ari G {Fl.} lib'a 'belly' »» NrOm: Wl {LmS} uluwa, Dwr
{LmS} ulwa, Malo {LmS} ?ulo, Gm {Hw.} ?u!lo 'belly'; Kf {C} nibbo2
'heart, mind', Anf {Gt.} yibbo, Shn {Lm.} nibba~, Ym {Wdk.} ni@ba@ ' h e a r t '
(unless π EthS l´bb 'heart') ¶ Fl. OO 318, Fl. OWL, Bnd. AL 145, LmS
286, Hw. EG s.v. 'belly', C SE IV 477, Wdk. 132, ≈ Lm. Sh 367  Ch: CCh:
[1] Db {ChL} li~b'i! 'stomach', Msg {Mch.} lib 'belly'; [2] Dgh {Kr.} ru!ve~,
a!rve~, Gv {Kr.} ?u!rve~ 'heart', Pdk {Lk.} arwa 'chest', Ktk Af {Lbf.} (´)rfu
'heart', {Stz.} rphih  (= {Sö.} rfi[:]) 'soul' »» ECh: Mkl {J} ?u~lbe! 'heart' »»
WCh: ?σ Cp l‰b 'lung' ¶ J LM 189, ChL, ChC, Lk. ZSS 127, Sö. 264-5 ¶ ¶
OS #1668 || K: G lib-i 'axle (Achse)' (“ *middle' “ *'heart') ¶ Chx.
682 || IE: NaIE {P} *lei\b≈- or {WH} *lei\b[≈]- 'live' >  Gmc {Fs.} *lïb- id. >
Gt liban, ON lifa, OHG lebe2n, leben, NHG leben, OSx libbian,
AFrs libba, AS libban, lifian 'to live', NE live; ON lI1f, Dn, NNr
liv, Sw lif, OSx l°f, MDt lijv, OHG l°b 'life, living body', NHG Leib
'living body', AS l°f 'life', NE life; ? OHG bi-l°ban, NHG bleiben,
OSx bi-l°van, OFrs b(i)l°va, AS be-l°fan 'remain' (≡σ : NE
survive) »» L caelebs 'unmarried (man)' <  (hpl.) {WH} *kai\welo-
lib[≈]- 'alone-living' from IE *kai\welo- 'alone' (<  N * ûûûûqaywÉ(-LV )
'alone', 'entire' [q.v.]) + IE *lei\b[≈]-; alternatively {WP, P} <  IE *kai\wo-
'alone' (see N * ûûûû q aywÉ (-LV )) + lei\b≈- ¶ WP I 326, II 4O3, P 67O, EI 1 2
(on caelebs), WH I 13O, Fs. 33O, Vr. 355, Ho. 2OO-1, Ho. S 46, 4 8 ,
Kb. 596, OsS 64, 551-2, Schz. 192,195, KM 83, 429 || ?φ  Gil: Gil A/ES
Nif  'heart' ¶¶ ST 232, Krn. N 481 ˚  SOm and Db -p'-, -b'- (as well as O r
lap'p'e2) may point to the presence of a N lr. (*LibV?V ?).
1258. *L{o}bV '∈ grass' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'medicinal \
poisonous grass'?) >  HS: S *°lubb- >  Ar lubb- 'poison' ¶ BK II 955 || IE:
Gmc *lubj{a} > OHG {OsS} luppi 'stark wirkender Pflanzensaft; Gift,
Vergiftung', {Kb.} lubbi 'magic, poison', MHG lu4ppe id., ON lyf
'Heilmittel, Zaubermittel', Ic lyf 'drug', Gt lubja-leis 'giftkundig' ,
lubjaleisei 'farmakei1a, Giftkunde', OSx lubbi 'juice, poison', AS
lybb 'poison, sorcery', NE lib; OHG luppo2n, {Kb.} lubbo2n ' t o
poison' ¶ OsS 579, Kb. 638, Ho. 2O8, Ho. S 48, Vr. 36, Fs. 337 || A: M
*no9u- (< *noBu-?), *no9u-˝an > MM [S] {H} noh5o√an 'green f resh
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grass', WrM no9u9an, HlM nogoo, Ord no9o2, Mnr H {SM} no9òo2n
'grass, vegetable', Brt nogoo(n), Kl nohan no˝an, {Rm.} no˝a2n ' f r e sh
grass, greens', WrO noGa2 ≠ noGon 'grass'; noGo2n, Dg {T} nuga2
'greens, vegetables'; MM [LM} ñ'(vNu no˝a2n, [HI] {Ms.} no˝o√an, [MA]
{Pp.} ñ'(vN no˝a2n, WrM no9u9an, HlM nogoon, Brt nogoo(n), Kl
nohan no˝an, {Rm.} no˝a2n, Ord, Mnr H {SM} no9o2n, {T} no9òo2n, Dx
no9on, Ba no9oN 'green'; WrM no9ubtur, HlM nogoovtor, WrO
noGobur, Brt nogoobor 'greenish' ¶ Pp. L III 73, Pp. MA 259, H 1 1 8 ,
Ms. H 79, MED 588, KRS 38O, Rm. K 278, SM 281, T 352, T DnJ 13O, T
BJ 144, T DgJ 158, Krg. 221, Chr. 328-9  Tg *nab- '(dry) grass'  >  Ul
nawoqta ≠ naoqta ≠ naUqta, Ork na2wuqta ≠ naoqta ≠ naUqta, Nn naoqta
'dry grass', Lm All nab¥tla id., Lm Ol nabIt 'turf (of dry grass)', O r c
nabo 'moss' ¶ STM I 575 || ?σ D *nuv- 'sesamum' > Tm nu2, nu2vu, Klm
nuvvu2, Nkr u2, Prj, Gdb nuvul, Gnd nu2N(g), Knd nu2 id., Tl nu(:)vu,
nuvvu 'gingily seed' ¶¶ D #372O ˚  The unexpected Tg *a needs
explaining. D *u  (for the expected *o ) may be due to the as. infl. of *-v-
.
1259. *Lu6666bV 'be thirsty, be hungry' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'wish,
love') >  HS: S *°-lu2b- >  Ar √lwb (ip. -lu2b-) 'be thirsty' ¶ Hv. 699, BK II
1O36  Eg ∀ ìby id. > Cpt: Sd eIve, B IvI id. ¶ EG I 61, Fk. 15, Vc. 61 
C: EC: Sa {R} luw-, Af {PH} luwu≤te 'be hungry', Sa {R} lu≤wa2, Af {PH}
lu≤wa n. 'hunger' »» Bj {Rop.} √ywy 'be thirsty' (1s p. ≤a-yway, imv.
yiwai\y-a) (× N *hawV 'to desire, to love'???), {R} yuwa2y- pcv. ' b e
thirsty', {Rop.} ≤yawe, {R} ≤yawa 'thirst' ¶ R S II 251, R WBd 243, 2 7 3 ,
PH 157, Rop. 251  WCh: BT: Tng {J} lObI (v.n. lOpI, pl. lObUdI) v.
agree, accept, like', Dr {J} law-/lab'- v. 'want', {Nw.} l‰!b'i / -w- ' ag ree '
(if 'agree, like' “ 'love', cp. IE) ¶ J T 115, Nw. KL 129, ChC ¶¶ Not h e r e
B *√rÓf 'be thirsty' (adduced with a query by IS as *√rwf), which is
cognate with S *√r˝b  'be hungry' and Sml rab-  'wish' (see AD SF 1 7 O )
¶¶ EG I 61 and Vc. 61 (Eg, S), ≈ OS #1681 (Eg, S + unc. Dhl s6u2b 'to s ip ' )
|| IE: NaIE *leu\b≈- / *lou\b≈- / *lub≈- 'desire, love, agree' >  OI
≤lubhyati 'desires eagerly', lo2bha- n. 'desire', lub≤dha- 'avid,
lascivious' »» Gk [Hs.] lypta1 : [etai1ra, po1rnh 'hetaera, whore' (÷  OI
lub≤dha-) (× influence of L lupa 'whore'?) »» pAl {O} *lau\bitya >  Al ∆
laps {Kf.} 'I wish ( ]epi†ymv6)', {O} 'wish, want' »» OL lubet, L libet ' i t
pleases, is agreeable', L lib°do, † lub°do 'violent desire, appet i te ,
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longing', Osc LOUFIR 'vel' »» Gmc *leu\baz (<  IE *leu\b≈o-s) >  ON lju1fr
'lieb, wert', ORu liubu ({Fs.} liub_u), Gt liufs, OSx liof, OHG liob
'dear (lieb, teuer)', NHG lieb, AS le1of 'dear, beloved', NE lief; Gmc
*lub-o2 (< IE *lub≈-a2-) > OHG lupa, AS lufu n. 'love', NE love n.; OHG
liubo2n, NHG lieben, AS lufian v. 'love', NE love v.; Gt us-
laubjan, OHG ir-louben 'to permit', NHG erlauben 'to allow',
OSx or-lo6f 'Erlaubnis', AS l°efan 'to allow', 'lieb\teuer machen', ON
leyfa 'to allow, to praise'; ON lof 'praise, permission', OSx, AS lof,
OHG lob, NHG Lob n. 'praise' »» Lt liaupse$ﬁ v. 'eulogy, praise ' ,
lia!upsinti 'to eulogize, to praise' » Sl *l!ub¥(j¥) >  OCS lUb5
ljubË, lUb7i ljubûi 'gratus, dilectus, desideratus', SCr ljub, Slv
lju•b, Cz liby1, Slk l5u1by, P luby, Uk ≤l√bij, Blr ≤l√by, R ∆
≤l√byj 'dear, beloved', R l√≤boj, Uk l√≤bij, Blr l√≤byj ' anyone
(quilibet)'; Sl *l!ubi¡ti 'to love' >  OCS, OR lUbiti ljubiti, R
l√≤bit∆, Uk l√≤biti, SCr, Slv lju!biti, Slk l5u1bit5, P lubic1 ' t o
love', OCz lI1biti id., Cz lI1biti se 'to be liked', Blg ≤l√bå v. 'love' ¶
NaIE *leub≈- 'desire, love' is hardly from 'in Unordnung se in \gera ten ' ,
as supposed by M E II 483-4; the latter meaning (as in Vd lubh- ' i n
Unordning sein' and in NPrs ñtfLÀ ålof-ta4n [< ClNPrs a2luftan] ' b e
confounded, afflicted') is likely to be secondary (e.g. 'have violent
desire' ‘ 'be confounded, afflicted'?) or to go back to a different N
word, such as *LabV 'grasp, get, obtain', *LibV 'heart', or even
*L{o}bV '∈ grass' ([in descendant lgs. ‘ 'medicinal or poisonous
grass'?] > Ar lubb- 'poison' and OHG lubbo2n 'to poison'; NPrs ñtfLÀ
ålof-ta4n 'to grow mad with love' may go back to contamination o f
*Lu6666bV with some of the above-mentioned N words) ¶ WP II 419, P 6 8 3 -
4, EI 358, Mn. 682, 715, AHDI 37, M K III 1O7-8, ≠ M E II 483-4, Ch. 6 5 1 ,
F II 146, Kf. 178, O 213, WH I 793-4, Bc. G 318, Mkj. DR 133, Vr. 3 6 1 ,
363, Fs. 187-8, 333, Kb. 620, 625, 628, 634, OsS 454, 564-5, 567, 5 7 3 ,
579, KM 44O, Ho. 199, 2O1, 2O6-7, Ho. S 47-8, 57, Frn. 362, ESSJ XV
174-89, Glh. 391-2, Bern. 756-8, Vs. II 544-5 || K: G lub- ' g e t
emaciated, lose flesh, mager werden' (of domestic animals) (“ *'go
hungry'), lub-i 'emaciated, lean' ¶ Chx. 694 ˚  IS II 34 (IE, S, Eg, Bj).
126O. *LibHV (= *l ∏∏∏∏ibHV?) 'wet; to get wet' >  HS **√lbH >  Eg
MKL/Md ìbÓ {EG} 'feucht sein von etw.', {Fk.} 'stream (with liquid), b e
suffused (with blood)', MK ìbÓ.w 'libationes' ¶ EG I 64, Fk. 16  B
*√lbÓ  >  ETwl/Ty ¥lbu  'être trop humide pour la marche' (terrain) (Pcj.
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I A 7 [12uH -stems], pointing to a pB final *Ó), Kb (with rdp.) lb3ub3i ' ê t r e
trempé, mouilli' (-i <  *-ï <  pB *-iÓ) ¶ Dl. 443, GhA 1O8, Pr. M VI-VII
1O9  S *°√l÷b  > Ar √l÷b v. G  'drivel' (of a child), lu÷a2b- n. 'drivel of a
child', lu÷a2bu-l-naHli 'honey' (naHl- 'bee'), lu÷abïyat- {Hv.} 'juice o f
some fruits', {BK} 'goutte de liqueur transparente sur certains fruits' ¶ S
*°√l÷b < (mt.) **√lb÷ < (as.) **√lbH ¶ BK II 999-1OOO, Hv. 688  Ch:
CCh *√lb' ({Stl.} *lub'a) 'moist' >  BM: {ChL} Bu lIb'Enta, Cb lU!pti~, WMrg
lÈ!bdi~, lo~bdi!, Ngx lI!bta~, Klb a@lU4!btU4@, Hld lU!b'U!ri~ 'moist' » Higi {ChL}: Kps
lU~b'i!kE~, HgF lI~b'È~s7i! id. » Db {ChL} lu~b id. » ZmD {KNC} lab' v. 'moisten' »»
ECh: Ke {Eb.} lu!bi! v. 'dip in', Smr {J} la@we@, Nd D {J} lwa@p 'wet' ¶ ChC,
ChL, Eb. 78, KNC 15 ¶¶ OS #1689 (Eg, Ch; HS *lu4baH- 'be wet') || K: GZ
*lab- / *lb- vt. 'become tender\soft; moisten' (×  N *LabV 'be soft' [q.v.
ffd.]) || IE: NaIE *lei\b- 'pour, be liquid\wet', {EI} 'pour, make a
libation' >  Gk lei1bv 'pour, pour forth; let flow, shed', ps. lei1bomai
'melt', libro1ß 'dripping, wet', li1π* (gen. libo1ß, accus. li1ba) ' s t r eam ' ,
li1π 'the SW. wind' ('bringing wet') »» L l°ba2- 'pour our, make a
libation (offer [wine, oil, etc.] to gods)' (to be distinguished from t h e
homonymous liba2- 'take away from') »» Brtt {RE} *lïbos 'flood', {∫RE}
*lïb- 'flow' >  Crn ly2f, Br lin%vad 'flood', W llif 'stream', W llifo ' t o
flow', Crn ly2va 'to flood, to inundate', Br lin%van% 'to overflow' ¶ WP
supposed that Gk Hm }ofra2 lei1πante (the long a reconstructed o n
metrical ev.) provides ev. for Gk *ll- < IE *sl-, which was refuted b y
Chantraine (Ch. GH I 176) → F II 97 ¶ IE *b (rather than *b≈ < N *b ) is
due to the devoicing infl. of N *H  (*-bH-  > *-pH- > IE *-b[Ó]-); in t h e
prevocalic position the N lr. left no traces in NaIE ¶ ≈ WP II 393, EI 3 5 1
(> L, Gk only), F II 96-7, 12O-1, WH I 794-5, RE 96 || A: NaT *Jibi
'moist' >  OT {MKD} jiba 'moist', {Cl.} ja4ba4∏ 'moist, moisture' (with a
tentatively reconstructed a4), Chg XV ibin- v. 'become moist', ibit- caus .
vt. 'moisten', Kr T/G jibi ≠ ibi, Qmq jibi-, Bsh jÁbÁ-, Uz, ET ivi-, {ET}
jivi-, VTt z7!ÁbÁ- 'get wet', Qq z7iÆbiÆ-, Alt d∆ibi- Z1ibi-, Shor {Rl.} c7ibi-
id., 'become moist', Nog jibi-, Qrg Z7ibi- 'become moist', Qzq q¡b¡-
z7iÆbiÆ- (inf. q¡bu z7iÆbu4w) vi. 'thaw', d. q¡b¡t- z7iÆbiÆ-t- 'soak, steep' ¶ Rs.
W 2O2, MKD 224, Cl. 872, ET J 196-7, Sht. 1O9, MM 185, Rl. III 5 3 2 ,
2154, IV 157, 162 || ?φ  U: FU (att. in FP) *l+lßoppa 'wet, moist' >  Es ∆
lopp (gen. lopa) 'snow mixed with water', Es loputa- v. 'rinse' » Er
lopavto-, lopafto- vt. 'wet, soak', Mk lopode- lop´d!e- 'get wet' » Chr:
L lu≥pkata lu4pka≤ta 'moist, cool', H ly≥pkata l´p≤kata id., Chr L ∆
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{Trc.} lup 'damp, moist' » Z lapÈd 'moist, damp' ¶ UEW 693, MRS 3O6,
311, LG 157-8 ||| N *Lib[H]V-K''''V 'wet; be\get wet '  >  HS **√lb{k'} >  S
*°√lbk >  Ar labak-at- 'morceau de pain trempé et mitonné', ? √lbk G
'mêler  (p.ex. du froment avec le miel)' ¶ BK II 961  B *°√l{b}Œ >  Kb
lb3ub3´Œ 'être trempé, mouilli, dégouttant d’eau\d’huile', ? (× N *LabV
'be soft') Izd √lwŒ 'être lisse, mou' ¶ Dl. 443, Mrc. 157 ¶¶ Kb Œ
provides ev. for a HS *k', while S *k is due to the ass. infl. of the n o n -
emphatic *p: *pK' >  *pk || A: AmTg *ligbV (<  **likbV <  **libKV?) >
Orc libba 'phlegm (coughed up)', Ud ligba 'snivel' ¶ STM I 497, Krm.
256 ˚  FU *-pp- may go back to a cluster *-pH- (<  *-pV-HV?). If FU
*l+lßoppa belongs here (in spite of the irreg. vocalism), the initial N cns .
is *l-  or *l ßßßß- , otherwise we are left with an unspecified lateral sonoran t
*L- .
1261. *L{i}c@@@@V(-tV) 'jaw' >  HS: CS *≤li+as-at- >  MHb tx3l3 ≤lEsEt3
'cheek, jaw', JA [Trg.] aT1x6il5 lis≤t-a2 id., (here?) 'Unterleib', ? Sr
'4oßw:l los≤t-a2 'praeputium, uterus' ¶ Lv. T I 411, Js. 713, PS 1913, Lv.
II 514, Br. 368 || A: Tg *lus[u]ma 'upper jaw, 'upper lip, muzzle, s n o u t '
(× N *luHas7777V or *laHus7777V 'lip, mouth', q.v. ffd.); the Tg vw. *u of t h e
first syll. belongs to the heritage of N *luHas7777V or *laHus7777V || IE: NaIE
*°l{ei\}st- '≈  edge, hem, stripe' >  OHG lista 'edge, hem (Rand, Saum,
Leiste)', OSx l°sta  'bandformiger Streifen, Saum, Leiste', NHG Leiste
'strip (of wood, metal, etc.), trim, border', AS l°ste  'hem, border', ON
lista 'Rand, Leiste' (unless π ML aureA listA 'Ornaments t re i fe
der Dalmatika' {Vr.}) ¶ Pokorny adduces here Al •leth 'der e r h ö h t e
Rand eines Grundstückes, Rain, Mauer, Flußufer' (sc. misspelled ledh
'embankment, river levee, dike; alluvial land, mud') and recons t ruc ts
NaIE *lei\sd-/*loi\sd- 'Rand, Saum', but En. and Orël connect Al ledh
'mud, alluvual bank' (<  pAl *lai\da) with Pru laydis 'clay' ¶ ≈ WP 3 8 9 -
92, P 672, Vr. 358 (the Gmc word “ ML), Ho. 2O4, Sw. 1O9, Kb. 6 2 4 ,
OsS 563, AlbED 443, O 216, En. 2O1.
1262. *Lawc7777V 'weak, soft' >  IE: NaIE *°leu\s-/lou\s-/lus- '≈  loose' >
Gmc: Gt laus 'loose, vain, empty', fra-liusnan 'to lose', ON lauss
'free, lax, vacant' (ı  NE loose), OHG lo2s 'loose, lax', NHG los
'loose', AS le1as  'loose; false' ¶ P 682, Fs. 163-4, 328, Vr. 348, Kb. 6 3 1 ,
OsS 57O, Ho. 197, Sk. 348, WW 184, ≈ EI 481 (unc.: *leu\s- ÿ *leu\Ó-
'release, cut off') || HS: S *-lu2T- 'knead, mix' >  BHb √lws7 (ip. -lu2s7)
'knead'; JA, Sr, SmA, Md √lws7 id. (π Cn?); Ar √lwT (ip. -lu2T-) 'mix,
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chew; soak', Gz √lws G 'knead, mingle, mix', Ak la2s7u 'to knead', d .
lïs7u  'dough'; rdp.: Ar √lTlT 'be weak, feeble, irresolute' ¶ KB 499, Sl.
621-2, Br. 362, DM 234, Tal 43O, Hv. 699, BK II 1O37, L G 321, Sd. 5 5 6
 B: BMnc i-llisu 'fané' ¶ Bs. NLB  C *l{a}s- 'soft, tender' (× N
*LÅÍV 'be weak, be worn out', q.v.) >  Ag: Bln {R} las- 'soft, fine,
tender', Xm lis 'tender, soft' »» EC *lVs- >  Sa {R} lisil°s prtc. 'being
tender\soft' (of human skin), Sd {Gs.} le2ssa 'tender' (leaf, grass); (× EC
*la2f- > Arr la2fna! 'weak', see  N *LabV 'be soft'): ? Or {Grg.} la2f- ' b e
weak\soft', la2fa2 'weak, soft', {Brl.} laf- 'ammorbidire, ammollarsi', O r
O/Wt {Sr.} la2f- 'be weak, mild', Or B {Sr.} la2f- id., 'be soft', Or H {Ow.}
la2!fa2! 'soft'  (unless Or la2f- is akin to Dhl {To.} la2f- 'be tired', {EEN}
*la 2fune  'weak' and unless the Dhl √ is a loan from Or) »» ??? C (SC?) ı
Mb {E} -lasu 'be old' ¶ R S II 25O, Grg. 258, Brl. 274, Sr. GBO 2O3, Sr.
357, Gs. 2O9, To. D 141, EEN 42, E SC 327, Ow. 267 ¶¶ E PC #314 (C
*la2s- 'be soft, wek, limp'), ≈ OS #1669, ≈ Tk. SCC 1O3 [#32.1O], AD SEC
136 (S, C) ¶¶ The semantic prehistory of S *-lu 2T-: 'knead' “  'make so f t '
|| U: FU (att. in FV) *Lawc7a 'soft, weak' >  F lauha 'mild (as winter) ,
genial (as climate), gentle, mellow, bland' » Lp Sw {SK} lau\se 'loose, sof t ,
weak' » Er lavwo lavs7o 'weak', {W} 'schlaff, matt, schwach', M k
laf¢a lafc7a weak' ¶ UEW 685, SK 28O, ERB 323, PI 144 ˚  ≈  IS II 3 1 - 2
(*Laws7ÿ 'slabyj , nenatånutyj ').
1263. *Lic7777 ' '''V 'to pass, to go away' >  HS: S *°√lT'T' >  Ar 7WLa √lÎœÎœ
'éloigner, chasser de sa présence', {Hv.} 'pursue, drive away' ¶ BK II
998, Fr. IV 1O8, Hv. 687-8 || IE: NaIE *lei\t≈- ≠ *l i(:)t≈- v. 'go, go away,
pass', {EI} ‘ 'die' (× N *z6666a 4 444{Ki}dV 'move, go' [q.v.]??) > Gt af-lei†an
'to go, to come', ga-lei†an, OSx l°than 'to go, to pass away', OHG
l°dan 'to go, to travel, to pass', AS l°Îan, ON li1Îa 'to go, to pass ' ,
Sw, NNr lida, Dn lide id.; Ï Gmc caus. *lei\tjan 'to lead'  > ON
leiÎa, OHG leiten≠ leito2n, NHG leiten, OSx le6dian, AS lA2dan
id., NE lead v. »» Av rae2Ê- (prs. iriÊya-, pp. irista-) {Bai.} ' depa r t ' ,
{Brtl.} 'die', KhS ha2r°scya 'abandonment' (< *fra2-risti-) »» pTc {Ad.}
*lit- > Tc A lit-/let-, B lit-/lait- v. 'pass on, move' ({Wn.}
's’éloigner, tomber'), A/B litk-, B l(y)aitk- 'remove, avert' (<  NaIE
*lit≈-sk8-e/o- × NaIE *lei\t-/*l i(:)t- 'go') ¶ Tc A/B litk- (< form *lit≈-
sk8-e/o-) proves, acc. to Rsm., that there was no lr. between *t≈ and *-
sk8-, hence *t≈ is originally monophonemic ¶ P 672, EI 228 (*lei\t(Ó)- ' g o
away\forth'), Mn. 674, 698 (adduces here OI r°≤tih5 'going, mot ion ,
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course', but it is derived from OI √r°- [prs. ≤r°yate2 'rinnt, gerät ins
Fließen']), Rsm. AT 87, Fs. 8, Vr. 33O, 354, Ho. 191, 2O4, Ho. S 45, 4 7 ,
Kb. 6O2, 611, OsS 545, 553, KM 435, Brtl. 148O-2, Bai. 479, Wn. 263-4 ,
Ad. 554 || A: M *nic>u- v. 'go back, (?) step back' >  WrM nicu-, HlM
nåca- 'go back; give up, fail to carry through', ?? MM [S, HI] ic7u-
'zurück-treten\-gehen\-kehren',  'se retirer', ?? Ord iæc7æa- 'se r e t i r e r
devant qn. (par peur de lui)' ¶ MED 577, H 8O, Ms. H 62, Ms. O 389 ¶ If
MM ic7u- and Ord iæc7æa- belong here, the loss of theit initial cns. is d u e
to metanalysis?
1264. *l ∏∏∏∏ewdÅ  (or *z 6666ewdÅ?) 'look for, find' > K: OG, G lod- / lodin-
/ lodn- v. 'expect, wait for' ¶ Abul. 21O, DCh. 652, Chx. 867 || U
*l+lßewÎa4- >  FU *l+lßewÎa4- 'find' >  F lo4yta4-, Krl A lo4u4\da4, Vp l!o4u4\ta4-, Vo
leu4\ta4∏, Es leida-, Lv l!eu~\d‰- 'find' »» OHg XIV lewl-, Hg lel-, ∆  le2l- id. 
? pY {IN} *ley- 'know' ({AD} *leyd-?) > Y {IN}: K leydï-, T leyrï- id., K/T
leytay- 'recall' (-dï, -rï, and -tay- are sxs. of vt., but the Y forms may g o
back to *leyd-dï-, *leyd-tay-) ¶¶ UEW 247, Sm. 545 (FU, Ugr *lewda4-,
FP *levda4- 'find'), Db. OS xxxii, Coll. 95, SK 323, Sz. MNyH 151, MF
397, EWU 886, IN 231 || D (in SD) *ne2tß- ({†GS} *netßtß-) 'seek, look fo r ,
obtain' >  Tm ne2t5u 'seek, look out for, desire, aim at, earn', ne2t5t5am
'acquired property', Ml ne2t5t5am 'acquisition, gain', ne2t5uka v.
'obtain', Kdg nƒ;dß- v. 'earn', nƒ;tßa 'earning'; but Kn nit5t5isu 'look a t '
(adduced [with a query] in D #3766) hardly belongs here (see  N *n3333idV
'≈  eye; to look') ¶ D #3766 ¶¶ The long vw. *e2 is likely to go back t o
*ew ¶¶ Cp. D *na2tß- ({†GS} *na2dß-) 'seek, desire, follow with the eyes' ( D
#3637) <  N *r {o }dÉ 'to seek, to wish' ¶¶ IS explains D *a2 (for *e2) in t h e
variant *na2tß- by the infl. of the open vw. of the next syll. ˚  IS II 1 7 - 8
(U, D; N ? *lewda4-; D *ne2tß- is misprinted as *ne2t-).
1265. *l ∏∏∏∏Éga 'lie (liegen), lie down; lay, put' >  K *lag-/*l=g- 'lay, p u t ,
plant' >  G (da-)lag- 'lay, put in order', (a-)lag- 'put away', (c7a-)lag- ' p u t
into sth., pack', log-ini 'bed', a-lag- n. 'place', Sv {K} laZ7- / lZ7- ' p l an t
(pflanzen); attach, fasten' (msd. li-lZ7-eni), amb Mg/Lz rg- id. (×  GZ {FS}
*rg- 'plant'?) ¶ Klimov adduces here G rg- v. 'plant', but FS separa tes
between the K root in question and GZ √  *rg-  v. 'plant' (>  G, Mg, Lz rg-)
¶¶ K 118-9, K2 1O6, FS K 254, FS E 28O, Chx. 656-8, GP 158 || IE *leg≈-
'lie (liegen), lie down' > NaIE *leg≈- > Gk [Hs.] le1cetai : koima6tai 3s. ' l ie
down (esp. to sleep)', EpGk ft. le1xomai id., Gk le1coß 'bed' »» L lectus
'couch, bed' »» OIr laigid 'lies (down)', lige 'bed, grave' (<
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*leg≈yom), W lle, Crn le 'place' (<  *leg≈o-) »» Gt ligan, OHG liggen,
NHG liegen, OSx liggian, AS lic1Ì1an 'to lie (iacere)', NE lie »» Lt †
{Ju.} pa-le$!g-ti 'lay down', Lt {Frn.} pale$gyﬁs 'Bettlägerigkeit,
Wochenbett' » Sl *leŸg-t!i (1s prs. *leßﬁgoß) 'to lie down' >  OCS le∑i
les7ti (1s prs-ft. l9g0 le<go<), R le¢∆ (ft. ≤lågu), SCr leàc1i, Slv
le5!c7i, OCz le1ci, Cz † le1c ≠ le1ci, P lec id.; Sl *lez7a¡ti (1s prs. *lez7oß)
'to lie (liegen)' >  OCS leqati lez7ati (prs. leq0 lez7o<), R
le≤qat∆, SCr le~z7ati, OCz lez7e7ti, Cz lez7eti, Slk lez7at5, P lez$ec1
id. »» Tc B lya4k- 'lie (liegen), lie down'; pTc {Ad.} *leke > Tc A lak
'bottom of a river', Tc B leke 'bed, resting place', {Wn.} 'couche'  H t
{CHD} lak- v. 'fall', {EI} la2ki 'lays aslant', laga2ri 'lies aslant' ¶¶ P 6 5 8 -
9, EI 352, F II 11O-2, WH I 777-9, LG §  419, Fs. 33O-1, Ho. 2O1, Ho. S
46, Kb. 613, OsS 555, Schz. 196, KM 441, Frn. 328, 35O-1, ESSJ XIV 9 9 -
1OO, 156-65, StSS 3O3, Glh. 371-2, SSS 464, Wn. 254, 271, Ad. 5 5 9 ,
566, CHD L-N 17-8 || U: FU *°l+lß{iG}V >  ObU *°l+lßïG- >  pVg {Ht.} *lïG-
'fall of' >  Vg: ML l‰2w- 'shed\lose hair', LK/MK le2wp-, UK lewp-, P/Ss
le2Gp-, NV/LL l‰2wp-, UL leGp- 'fall off (abfallen, abgehen, abspringen) ' ;
pOs *lßa4k´n- ≠ *lßO4k´n- 'losgehen' > Os: V lßO4k´n-, Ty lßekW´n-, D la$k´n, Nz
laq´n-, Kz lßaq´n-, O loq´n- 'losgehen', {Trj.} 'vylezat∆ , vypadat∆ ,
vynimat∆så '; this Os verb coalesced with the synonymous pOs vb.
*lßa4k´n- ≠ *lßO4k´n- id. ÿ pOs *lßo4G- ÷  Vg N {Munk.} le2wa4t-
'hervorziehen', cp. another d. of the same pOs √ : Os V lßo˝im-, Os Kz
lßawem´- 'herausziehen', {Trj.} 'vynut∆ , vyta∑it∆ , vydernut∆ ' =
'take out, pull out' ¶ Ht. ##347, 355, Hl. rHt 75, Trj. VD 159 || HS:
WCh: Su {J} lE~ 'setzen, legen, stellen', {ChL} le2‡ 'put down', Mpn {Frz.} le!
'put (several objects)' » SBc: Mngs {Csp.} lÈge~, Kir {Csp.} lïk 'wait' » BT:
Tng {J} li3ye3 'put, place', Dr {ChL} lo!yi~ 'put down', Pr li!-Go~ id. (imv. lu!) ¶
Csp. 7O, ChL, ChC, J S 72, J T 115, Frz. DM 33, Frz. P 4O ˚  ObU *ï
(actually Vg *ï only) suggests a N *i , which is at variance with the K
data. Therefore it is preferable to reconstruct an unspecified N *É . Os
*lßa4k´n- ≠ *lßO4k´n- 'losgehen' is of ambiguous origin, hence it provides
no unequivocal ev. of a FU *lß-, therefore here we cannot distinguish
between FU *l- and *lß- ˚  IS II 35-6 (K, IE; N *Lÿga = *LVga) ˚  Blz. LB
#1O1 (suggests to add the WCh word for 'put down').
1266. *LaÙga  (= *LaHgV?) 'cut, chop' >  IE: NaIE *l´g≈- (or *lag≈-)
v. 'cut, dig', 'cutting\digging inst rument '  > Gk lacai1nv (aor. ]ela1chna)
v. 'dig' »» OIr la1ige 'spade', NIr la1ige 'spade, mattock, the blade of a
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spade', OIr {LP} laigen, NIr laighean 'spear, javelin', W llain 'b lade ,
sword', llain 'patch' ¶ Fick II 238, WP II 881, F II 92, P 652, LP §  35 .1 ,
Dnn. 414, YGM-1 3O2 || U: FV *Laks1e 'hew' > Lp N {N} luok…c7a- / -vc7-
'cut out a hole in wood (with a mortise chisel)' » Mk laksems ≤laks1´-
ms 'to hew, to trim, to rough-hew (obtesyvat∆ , tesat∆ )', Er lakse-
laks1e- id., carve with an axe' » Chr: L lokwin¢aw loks7in≤c1a-s7 'to hew,
to trim (ob- , tesat∆ )', B loks7in≤c1a-, M loks7‰n≤c1a-, H {Rm.} loks7¥nca-
id. ¶ UEW 683, PI 142, ERV 328, MRS 294 || HS: CCh: Gude la~gI~c7 v. ' c u t '
¶ ChL  ?σ S *°√lHg ≠ *°√lgH n. 'hollow' >  Ar ∆h0La laHg7- 'orbit of t h e
eye', ∆h0L u  luHg 7-  'socket\orbit of the eye', 'trou en terre étroit à l’orifice
et s’élargissant à mesure qu’il descend', ˙j0Lu lug7H- 'hollow in a valley o r
in a well' ¶ BK II 968, 972, Hv. 679.
1267. *Lig[÷]á  'lick, sip, suck' >  IE: NaIE *lei\g8≈- v. 'lick' >  OI
re2d5hi, le2d5hi, lihati 'licks', Av 3p rae2zaite 'they lick', NPrs inf.
ˆta4Li les7-ta4n / 1s prs. µsayL lïs-a4m 'lick' (-s- for -z- on the analogy o f
other verbs like ñta4viNi neves7-ta4n / µsayvNu novïs-a4m 'write'), KhS
r°s1ta4 'he licks' »» Arm lizem lizem prs. (aor lizeçi lizec≈i),
lizum lizum, lizanem lizanem v. 'lick' »» Gk lei1cv 'lick' »» L ling-
o2 / -e"re 'lick' (with the infix *-n-), ligurrio2 v. 'lick' »» OIr ligid
'licks', W llyfu 'to lick' »» Gt bi-laigo2* (att: 3p p. bilaigo2de2dun)
'belecken', OSx likkon, OHG lekko2n, leccho2n, NHG lecken, AS
liccian 'to lick', NE lick »» Lt lieﬁz7ti (prs. liez7iu~) 'to lick', i ter .
laiz7y!ti, Ltv la~izI2^t id. » Sl *liza¡-ti (prs. *li8z7-oß) 'to lick' >  OCS
lizati lizati / liq0 liz7o<, R li≤zat∆ / ≤liqu, P lizac1 / liz$e<,
Cz lI1zati, Slk lI1zat5, SCr, Slv li!zati id., Blg liqa 'lick' ¶ P 668, EI
351-2, M K III 72-3, M E II 463, Bai. 364, Horn 212-3, 235, Vl. II 1OO8,
11O9, F II 1O2-3, WH I 8O1, 8O6, Fs. 91, Ho. 2OO, Ho. S 47, Kb. 6O4,
OsS 545, KM 43O, Frn. 369, Bern. I 725-6, Glh. 38O, ESSJ XV 162, Slt.
92-3 ¶ The expected lr. was lost in NaIE in prevocalic position || HS: C:
Bj {Rop.} -ligag pcv. 'sip milk for another person (it is taboo for a m a n
to be first to drink what he has milked himself)', rf. a-t-ligag ' s ip
fresh milk' ¶ Rop. 72, 211 ¶ The voiceless k (for the expected g) m a y
be due to the infl. of the Bj scv. lak-  'lap, sip (as a dog)' (<  N o  *l ∏∏∏∏ak '''' {Ë}
'to lick, to lap' [q.v.])  WS (or SS) *√lg÷  >  Jb √lg÷  G (pf. ≤lega÷, sbjn.
≤yOlga÷) 'suck (teats)', OYmn √lg÷ Sh ({Slw.} ?alg7a÷a) 'jemandem e ine
Backe voll zu essen geben', Ar Y {De.} lig7÷ 'morsel, mouthful' ¶ Jo. J
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161, Slw. 193, De. 148  Ch: WCh: Sha {J} li^g 'auflecken', P’ {MSk.}
lik‰n 'lick' »» CCh: G’nd {ChL} le~kta!, Gbn {ChL} le~kte!, Boka {ChL} lekt‰
'lick' (× N o  *l ∏∏∏∏ak '''' {Ë}  '⇑ ' [q.v.]?) ¶ J R 286, ChC, ChL || A: Tg *legbe- ' e a t
greedily' (× N *Lu6666k ' '''a-mV 'to swallow', see   s.v. *Lu6666k ' '''a  'to swallow') >
Neg mt. l‰bg‰-  'eat greedily', Nn l‰gb‰c7i- 'eat greedily' (of animals), Ul
l‰gb‰- 'eat greedily, eat enough', Ud l‰gb‰- 'eat by large pieces \gulps '
(of dogs) ¶ STM I 514, Krm. 257 ˚  Tg *e of the first syll. needs
explaining (regr. as. **-i...e- > *-e...e-?).
1268. *Lagur1111V 'body of water' > HS: S *lugg- > Ar ∆wLu lug7g7- 'p le ine
mer, abîmes de la mer', éjWLu lug7g7-at- 'masse d’eau, pleine m e r '
(semantic infl. of  Ar lug7g 7- 'abondance'), Gz l´gWat- 'abyss, depth, poo l
of water', Tgr l´ggWa4t-, Tgy l´gWa4t- ≠ n´gWa4t- 'depth, whirlpool' ¶ BK
II 967, L G 3O8  LEC: Sml la2g (pl. lagag) {ZMO} 'water-channel', {DSI}
'affluente', Or B {Sr.} laga 'small river', Or O/Wt {Sr.} laga 'river', O r
laga {Grg.} 'river-valley', {Brl., Ss.} 'river, brook' ı Brj ≤lag-i id., Kmb
laga, Sd la≤ga, lagga 'river' ¶ ZMO 25O, DSI 378, Brl. 274, Grg. 36O, Sr.
358, Ss. B 131, Hd. 124, 2O9, 33O, 382 || A: M *na˝ur 'lake, pond' >
MM [S] {H} na√ur 'lake, sea', [IsV] r0vu'na {Lg.} na√ur 'lake', [IM} r0vu'na {Pp.}
na√ur 'sea', WrM na9ur, HlM nuur, Ord, Mnr H {SM} nu2r 'lake, p o n d ' ,
{T} nu2r, Dgr {T} naur, Kl nur nur (gen. nuurin nu2rin) 'lake', {Rm.} nu2r
id., 'pond' ¶ H 114, Lg. VMI 56, Pp. MA 442, MED 558, KRS 386-7, SM
29O, T 353, T DgJ 156, KW 282  ?? OKo {Lee} *narih, MKo na2i\ / na2i\h-,
NKo na4∏ 'river' ¶ An alt. hypothetic origin: N *n1111ihr{a} 'to stream; a
stream' (q.v.) ¶ Lee GKS 8O, S QK #229 (pKo *na2i\h). Nam 1O1, MLC 3 1 5
|| D (in GnD) {†GS} *na2g+Gur`- 'river' > Png, Ku na2gur`i, Mnd na2gur` id. ¶ D
#3636, GS 191 ˚  N *-r 1111- was probably lost in HS due to s o m e
morphological processes and\or due to the infl. of N *lßßßßaK''''{u} 'body o f
water' (q.v.) ˚  Blz. LB #96f (N *nakur1i >  M, D)  and Blz. LNA #39 (N
*nakur1i > M, Ko, D).
1269. ?φ  € *LV{G}Ë '≈  fig tree' >  K: GZ *la˝w- 'fig tree, fig' >  OG
leGy le˝wi, G le˝vi, Mg, Lz lu˝i id. (ı G lu˝i 'fig') ¶ FS E 216, K2
1O7, ≈  K 119 (did not distinguish this √  from the homonymous *la˝w-
'meat'), Abul. 2O8-9, Chik. 122, Chx. 68O, DCh. 648-9, 654 || HS: ?φ Eg
fP nh.t 'sycomore' ({Vc.} ≈  [*na2ha-t] or [*na2hi-t]), nh.t nt d¿b 'fig
tree', Cpt Sd noy2e nuhe, Cpt B noy2I nuhi 'sycomore' ¶ EG II 2 8 2 -
3, Fk. 135, Vc. 151  ?µ EC: Sa {R} malaha≤l5o2 'Ficus lutea'; C ı
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NrOm: Kf {C} mello2 'sycomore'; acceptable, if Sa ma- goes back to a
px. ¶ R S II 266, C SE IV 471 ˚  Qu., because the corr. K *-˝- ÷  Eg h i s
not demonstrably reg. (so far).
127O. *luGV  'wash, rinse' >  K: o? G la˝la˝- v. 'rinse' ('[im Wasser]
schwenken, spülen', {DCh.} 'poloskat∆ ') ¶ Chx. 6O8, DCh. 644 || HS:
B (rdp.) *√lÓl >  Kb lil (pf. i-lal), Tmz lil 'être rincé, passé à l’eau',
Mz ilil 'be rinsed', Wrg llil ≠ il(l)il 'être rincé, être net, luire', caus.:
Kb/Tmz/Izd/Mz s-lil, Wrg slil caus. v. 'rinse', Sll s-lil 'wash ' ;
questionably here (for lack of any reflex of a lr.) Ah {Fc.} o  l´llw´t ' b e
washed, wash\rinse oneself', ETwl./Ty {GhA} l´ll´w´t ' laver
légèrement, nettoyer légèrement' ¶ Dl. 437, Ds. 168, Stm. 221, Mrc.
225, 395, Rn. 338, MT 365, Dlh. Ou 162, Dlh. M 1O1, Fc. 1O73, GhA
115  Eg ∀ ì÷y 'wash' >  Cpt: Sd eIO eio2, eIoye eiue, B IOI io2i, IO
io2, A eIO eio2, F IOOI io2o2i 'wash' ¶ EG I 39, Fk. 1O, Vc. 6O || IE
*lou\Ó- ({EI} *leu\h‹-) 'wash, bathe' >  NaIE *lou\-, *low´- 'wash' >  Gk H m
lo1v, Gk A lu1v 'I bathe, wash (the body)', Gk Mc re-wo-te-re-yo
'for bathing' »» L lav-o2 / lav-e"re, lava2- (pfc. la2v-°) 'wash, ba the ' ,
lautus  prtc. 'washed' »» ON lauga  'to bathe, to wash', OHG luhhen
'to wash, to rinse', NGr Sb lichen 'to wash', Dt logen 'to leach'; ON
laug 'Lauge, Bad, Wäsche' (<  *lou\ka2), OHG louga 'lye, leach', NHG
Lauge, AS le1aÌ 'lye', NE lye »» Arm loganam loganam 'I bathe'  Ï
NaIE *low´-tro- 'washing-basin' > Gk Hm loetro1n, Gk A lutro1n 'a ba th ,
bathing-place' »» Gl [GlE] LAUTRO- 'a bath' ({Billy} 'bain'), OIr {Thr., SB}
lo1athar 'basin', MBr louazr, Br laouer, Br V {Ern.} loe4he1r ' auge '
»» ON lauÎr 'soap, lather', AS le1aÎor 'lather', NE lather ¶ P 692, EI
1O8, WH I 773-5, F II 138-9, Thr. 71, SB 249-5O, Ern. 375, Hm. 5O5,
Billy 92, Vr. 346-7, Ho. 196-7, Sw. 1O5, Kb. 636, 64O, OsS 572, KM
427, Slt. 251-2 ||  U: FU (att. on ObU) *luw+˝V v. 'wash' >  pObU {∫Hl.}
d. *lo"w-Vt- v. 'wash' >  pVg d. *lO"w-t- >  Vg T/UK/MK/LK/SV/LL/UL, Ss
lowt-; pOs *lo˝Èt- ({∫Hl.} *la"˝it-) >  Os: V/Vy lo"˝Èt-, Ty ¬!o"˝Èt´-, Y
Ò!o"wit´-, Kz ¬!oXit-, D/K t!o"Xet!t!´-, Nz t!oX´t!s´- id.  pY {IN} *lo˝o-
' ba the '  > Y T {IN, Ku} lo˝o-r´- 'wash', lo˝o-Z7 !´- 'bathe' ¶¶ ≈  Ht. # 3 4 9
(*lo˝-), Hl. rHt 73-4, Stn. WV 254, 34O, KrT 1115, IN 232, Ang. 123-4 ,
≈ Rd. UJ 47 [#72] (Y π U) ¶¶ The Y ev. suggests that some traces o f
the obstruent N *-9++++˝-  survived in pU || A: T *Ju{b}- (= *Juw-?) vt .
'wash' >  OT {Cl.} ju2-, {Ml.} Ju2- ≠ Juw-, MT XIII? [Tf.] juv-, XwT XIII
ju(w)-, XIV [QB] ju- ≠ juv-, MQp ju2- ≠ juv-, [CC] ju- ≠ juw-, Osm XIV-
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XVI, Tk ∆  juv- ± Ju˝- ± Jo˝- ± ju-, Tkm, Kr, Nog, Uz juw-, SY Juw- ±
ju-, Qmq, QrB Z7uw-, Qzq, Qq z7uw-, Bsh Jîw-, VTt √u- Juw-, Az {Bu.} -
vvY juw-, Az ju- Ju-, Ln Ju-, ET Juy-, Xlj Ju2-, Qrg z7u-, Xk, Tv c7u˝-, Tf
c1u-, Yk su2y- »» Chv L s1u- / s1¥v-, ∆  {Md.} s1ö- / s1¥ºv- id. ¶ For t h e
development of -˝- (<  *-w- <  pT *-b-) cp. pT *sub- 'water' (W  N
*{s}{u 4444}wHa6666 ¬ *{s}É?uwHV 'moisture, water') ¶ Cl. 87O, Ml. PDP 39O,
Rs. W 2O9, DTS 277, ET J 238-9, Brv. T 163, Md. 162 (T *Ju(b)-), ≈  Md.
6O, Rl. III 569 and IV 163, Bu. II 384. Ra. 198 ˚  If the K cognate is
rejected as onomatopoeic, the N etymon may be reconstructed with *-
÷- , *-˝- , or *-9- , otherwise N *-÷-  is ruled out, so that the N rec. m u s t
be *luGV .
1271. (€?) ≈ *L++++z 6 666a9Ë[yV] 'fat meat' >  K *°la+e˝w- 'meat' >  Sv
UB/LB/Ln/L le˝w 'meat' ¶ TK 413, GP 146, FS K 197, ≈  K 119 (did n o t
distinguish this √  from the homonymous *la˝w- 'fig') || IE *lé=y- o r
*lai\- 'fat' >  NaIE *lai\- 'fat', *layos 'lard, animal fat' >  L laetus ' f a t ,
rich' (of animals) ‘ 'pleasant, fortunate', ? la2ridum, lardum ' t h e
fat of bacon, lard' ({P} <  *layes-idom?) »» ??  Gk la2rino1ß 'fatted, f a t '
({Osth.}: < *layes-rïnos) ¶ WP II 379, P 652, WH II 75O, 764-5, F II 8 5 - 6
||  ? A : T *Ja2g n. 'fat, suet' (× N ≈  *÷ 3333á{ya}gV  'fat', q.v. ffd.) ˚  Not h e r e
Ch ≈  *lË?V 'animal, meat' (see  N *lu?V ¬  *l{i?uw}V '∈ bovine') ˚
Doubtful, because the IE rec. is qu. and the T reflex *-g-  of N *-9-  is n o t
demonstrably reg. (at least so far).
1272. € *lßßßßÅkË 'circle' >  HS: B *lak-: Ah ta"lakat 'circle', ETwl/Ty
tal¥kat (pl. til¥katen) 'wheel' ¶ Fc. 1O29, GhA 113  ?? Eg (att. in NK)
m rk.f 'neben (jemandem), um (jemandem)'; but Eg fOK m rk.f ' a t
the time of (so.)' may be either a sd. of m rk.f 'neben' or a d i rec t
descendant of N *r{a}K ''''a 6 666 'time, term' (q.v.) ¶ EG II 457-8 || U: FU
*°lßa4kwV or *°lßakkË > ObU *lßo4∏k 'ring, circle' > pVg {Ht.} *la4∏kW id. >  OVg
S Tr (labeled "TuraG") lax`, Vg T la4k, Vg LK lO4xW (pl. lO4∏kW´t), MK/UK
lO4∏xW (pl. lO4∏kW´t), Vg P lax, laxW (pl. lO4kW´t), Vg LL lax, OVg N Ber
lak`, Vg UL la2kW, Vg Ss {Kn.} la2k, {Stn.} la2kW, OVg SoO låku; pOs
{Ht.} *lßO4k > Os: V/Vy lßO4k, Ty lekW, D la$k, K lok, Nz lak, Kz lßak, O loX id .
¶ Ht. #351.
1273. *LikV 'be ill, suffer disaster' >  IE: NaIE *lei\g- / *loi\g- / *lig-
id. >  Lt liga~ 'illness, disease', Ltv † liga id., 'pestilence, disaster', Lt †
liegti 'be seriously ill, be an invalid (siechen)' »» Gk loigo1ß ' ru in ,
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havoc' (of death by plague, by war), loi1gioß 'pestilent, deadly, fatal' »»
pAl {O} *liga >  Al lig adj. 'evil, wicked; bad; sick'; pAl {O} *liga2 >  Al
lige4 'bad situation, immoral behaviour; serious disease' »» ?φ  OIr {P}
li1ach {EI} 'suffering, unfortunate', {P} 'elend, unglücklich' ¶ Hardly
here (⇔  WP, P, and EI) Gk ]oli1goß 'little' and Arm a¬˚at aÒk≈at
'poor, needy, necessitous, miserable' ¶ WP II 398, P 667, ≠  EI 5 1 6
(*≤h‹ligos 'ill, bad'), Mn. 689-9O, 7O3, F II 134, Tr. 161, Frn. 37O, ME II
166, Kar. 53O, Bc. 3O2-3. AlbED 439-4O, O 227 || HS: C {AD} *lak- > Ag
{AD} *lak- / *lakk- Ï*lak-an- ({Ap.} *la˝-a4n-) n. wound' >  Bln la≤g$a1n
(pl. la≤ka2n), Xm {Ap.} l´xan, Q {Ap.} na˝a4n, {R} nag$ån, Km {CR}
nag$an, Aw {Hz.} la9en, {Ap.} la˝en; possibly also Bln/Aw {R} lag$-
'anfeinden, beschuldigen, ausschelten', Gz (π Ag) la2kWa2, lakWa2, lakWe2
'altercation, strife, conflict', √lkWy v. TL  (pf. tala2kWaya) 'quarrel with
one another, dispute, reprimand' ¶ AD SF 261, Ap. AV 14, R WB 251-2 ,
L G 314 || A: T *Jig 'illness, disease' > OT {Cl.} ïg id., MQp XIV {TAG} jig
'an illness', ? jig ko4r- 'be hateful', Tk An ig ± iy 'illness', Tkm ïg-li
'sickly, ailing, rachitic' (of children) ¶ Cl. 98-9, Rs. W 169, TAG 2O, 3 2 ,
TkR 345.  
1274. *Luka  'to bend', (?) 'flexible twig' >  IE: NaIE *leu\g- / *lug-
'bend, bind together, entwine' >  Gk lygo1v, lygi1zv id., ly1goß n. 'withy' ,
ly1goi pl. 'flexible withy-twigs and withes', lygo1-desmoß 'bound with
willow-twigs' »» L lux-us adj. 'dislocated', luxa2- v. 'dislocate' »» Lt
lu~gnas 'flexible' »» ON lykna 'to bend knees' ¶ WP II 413-4, P 685, EI
62-3, Mn. 717, F II 141, WH I 841, Frn. 388-9, Vr. 37O || HS: B *√lk
'be bent' (× N *÷3333al! !!!VûûûûqË 'to bend') >  Ah l´k´t 'tourner (changer d e
direction), décrire une courbe, être courbé', Mz {Dlh.} ll´kl´k ' ê t r e
ébranlé, bouger, être disloqué; plier sous le poids', as well as possibly
Ah elak´t 'branche', ETwl/Ty l¥k¥t 'être courbé en rond (en anneau)' ¶
Fc. 1O28-9, 1O51, PrGG 190, Dlh. M 1O5 ||  A: Tg *loka- vt. hang d o w n '
> Sln, Neg loko- ≠ loxo-, Lm Ol/B/P noq-, Lm A laq- id., Orc lo2-m lowo-,
loko-, Ud l'o-, Ul lo2-, lo2qo-, Nn lo2- ± loqo-, WrMc lakiya- id.; Ï
*lo[:]ka2n[V] 'device (made of perches) to hang fish\meat for jerking'  >
Ewk lo2wa2n, Neg lo2wan, Orc lo2kon1i, Ork lo2n, Nn lo2Nqo id.; Ï *lo[:]ka2n-
'hang down (fish, meat ' )  > Ewk lowa2n- ¶ STM I 5O1-2  M *nu9V- Ï
[1] M *nu9ul- >  WrM nu9ul-, HlM nugala-x vt. 'bend, fold; curve ' ,
Brt nugal-, Ord nu9ul- v. 'fold', WrO {Krg.} nu9ul- 'bend, fold', Kl
nuhl- v. 'fold', {Rm.} nu˝ul- 'umbiegen, falten', Ord {Ms.} nu¯˝u¯l-
'plier', ? Mnr H {SM} nu¯9òu¯la- 'tourner et retourner qch. entre les
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mains' (× M *ni9ul- >  WrM ni9ul- vt. 'bend, fold; curve'); [2] M
*nu9ura- > WrM nu9ura- ≠ {SM} nu9ara-, HlM nugara-x vi.
'bend, stoop; be folded', Brt nugar- 'be bent, folded', WrO {Krg.}
nu9ur- 'bend, wrap, curve', Kl nuhr- 'be folded', {Rm.} nu˝ur-
'gefaltet \ umgebogen werden, sich falten', Ord {Ms.} nu¯˝u¯ra- ≠
nu¯˝ara- 'se plier', Mnr H {SM} nu¯9òu¯ra2- 'branler, osciller'; the WrM
graphic variants ni9ul- and ni9ura- (mentioned in KW 281, but n o t
found in Kow.) may be explained as hypercorrect spelling of nu9ul-,
nu9ura- (due to the regular as. -i9u- >  -u9u- in many other words) ¶
MED 595, Kow. 679, Krg. 227, KRS 385, KW 281, Chr. 333, Ms. O 4 9 9 -
5OO, SM 288  T *Ju4ku4n- v. 'bow' (× N *{n1111}u 4 444K ' '''{u 4 444} 'lie down, sink, b o w
[down]', q.v. ffd.)  pJ {S} *n‰ki- ¬ *nu\aki- 'hanging edge of roof' > OJ
n[u\ ]ok[i\ ]i, J T noki ¶ S QJ #1533 ¶¶ Due to vw. harmony T has f r o n t
vowels in both syllables, while Tg and M have a back vw. in the second
syllable. T -k- (for the expected -g-) is due to the merger with N
*{n1111}u 4 444K ' '''{u 4 444} ¶¶ DQA #1224 (A *luke 'to bow, to bend') ˚  The deviating
Tg vw. *o (for the expected *u) needs explaining ˚  ≠ S NSShs #24 (IE
•÷ A *lakæu- 'bend, hang', ≈ IS III 61-6 (A *nugu ≠ *nu4ku- 'bend' < N {IS}
*ˆuq {u4} 'bend, bow' ≈ N {AD} *n 2222u 6 666qV  'to bend, to swing, to sink').
1275. *luke6666 'to gather' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to count') >  IE: NaIE
*leg8- 'gather, count' >  Gk le1gv vt. 'gather, pick up; count' »» L leg-o2 / -
e"re 'collect, gather together, pick, read' »» pAl {O} *ambi-leZa >  Al
mbledh- (aor. mblodha) vt. 'gather, collect' ¶ WP II 422, P 658, EI
242, F II 94-6, WH I 78O, AlbED 5O2-3, O 251, Huld 145, 156 || HS: S
(+ext. *t') *√lk't' 'gather, pick up' >  BHb, MHb yql √lk't' G  ' ga ther ,
glean', JA [Trg.], JEA {Sl.} √lk't' G  id., 'pick up', Sr √lk't' id., 'col lect ' ,
OA √lk't' G  'glean', Ar √lqtœ 'pick up, glean' (ı Izd l´qq´dœ ' ga ther ' ) ,
Mh {Jo.} √lk't' (pf. ‰w≤k'awt') 'pick up (a thing, sth. small)', Jb √lk't'
(pf.: Jb E ≤lO≤k'Ot', Jb C lk'Ot') id., 'pick up off a tree, pluck', Ak √lk5t G
(inf. lak5a2tu) 'einsammeln' ¶ Ass. glottalization **k...t' >  *k'...t' ¶ KB
5O8-9, HJ 584, Js. 717-8, Sl. 632-3, Br. 37O, JPS 244-5, BK II 1O14-5,
Hv. 693, Jo. M 255, Jo. J 164, Sd. 537-8 || U: FU *luke- v. ' coun t ' ,
*lukV  n. 'count, number' (‘  'ten') >  F luke- , Es luge-  v. 'count, r ead ' ,
F luku 'number; reading', Es lugu 'number; story' » pLp {Lr.} *loke2
'ten' > Lp: N {N} lo<©e / -kk-, S {Hs.} lu4kkie, L {LLO} laºke2v, Kld lokkê
'ten', N {N} lo>kke / -©-, L laºhke2 'ten' (as last part of cds.), ' t e n
altogether'; N {N} lo>kka6- / -©-, K {Gn.} lokke- v. 'read, reckon, c o u n t '
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» Er lovo- lovo-, Mk luvo- luv´- v. 'count; consider' » Chr: L ludaw
lu≤Îa-s7, E luÎa-, H lydaw ≤l¥Îa-s7 v. 'read, count'; pChr *lu 'ten' >  Chr
L/E/H lu 'ten' » Prm {LG} *lu$-d n. 'count, number' (*-d is a sx.) >  Z, Vt
lyd lÈd, Z Vsh/EV lu$d id. »» ObU {Ht.} *lo"˝´t- v. 'count' >  pVg
*lO"w´nt- v. 'count (rechnen)' >  Vg: LK/MK/UK lownt-, Ss lovin∆t-,
{Ht.} lowint- 'count, read'; pOs *loN´t- ({∫Hl.} *la"N´t-) >  Os: V loN´t-,
Ty/Y ¬o"N´t-, D/K to"N´t-, Nz tu"N´t-, Kz ¬u"N´t-, O luN´t- 'read, c o u n t
(e.g. money), calculate (rechnen)'; ObU *°lo"{˝} 'ten' >  pVg {Stn.} lo"w >
Vg: T {Stn.} ¬o$w, MK/Ss {BT}, UL {Stn.} low id. » ? Hg olvas- v. ' r e ad ,
count'  ?? Sm: Ne T laxana-, T O {Lh.} la;Xna2- 'speak, talk', Ne T
{Ter.} laxar√- 'say', T O {Lh.} la2Xa;r1u$; 'Unterhaltung, Gespräch' ¶ ¶
Coll. 131, UEW 253, Sm. 545 (FU *luki-, FP *luki/a-, Ugr *lu"kI"-
'count'), Lr. #598, Lgc. #3499, N II 555-8, Hs. 872, ERV 348, Ber. 3 3 ,
MRS 298, 3O8, Rm. BT 71-2, PsS 66, Ü 1O9, LG 164, Ht. #358, Stn. D
784-5, Trj. S 216, Trj. VD 158, BV 46, Stn. WV 236, 254, 346, 357, MF
5O2-3, Ter. 181, Lh. 715 || A: M *no4Ge- >  WrM no4ge-, HlM nøø-x
'economize, save for the future; put aside, keep in reserve', WrO no4∏-
'save, hoard, economize', Brt nøø-x´, Kl nøøx no4∏-x´ 'store u p ,
accumulate, economize', {Rm.} no4∏- 'sparen, verheimlichen, verhehlen ' ,
Ord {Ms.} no4 ∏- 'faire des épargnes, amasser les biens, thésauriser' ¶ MED
592, Chr. 332, Krg. 225, KRS 384, KW 28O, Ms. O 497  T *Jîg- v t .
'collect, assemble' > OT jî˝- id., XwT XIV, MQp XIV [CC], Chg XV jî˝- id.,
Tk yIg"- v. 'amass, accumulate, pile up', Az jî˝-, SY jî˝- ≠ jiq-, ET ji˝-,
Alt d∆u-  Z1u- 'collect, accumulate', Slr ji˝-, Ln jî˝- ≠ jîq- 'collect', T k m
jî˝-, Qmq Z7îy-, Nog jîy-, Qzq, Qq z7îy-, Uz ji˝- 'collect, accumulate ,
harvest', VTt s7!¥y-  'collect, hide', Bsh j¥y-, Xk c7î˝- id., 'accumulate', Tv
c 7î˝-  (inf. c7î ∏r) 'gather (e.g., people), pick (berries, etc.)', Tf c1î˝- ' ga the r
(horses, cattle)' ¶ Cl. 897, Rs. W 200, ET J 271-2, TvR 56O, Ra. 199 ˚
The delabialization *u  > T *î is a rather frequent phenomenon, that is
still to be investigated ˚  The IE vocalization may be explained as going
back to pre-IE *lu\ek8- < *luke 6666 (see AD NVIE). In the light of the U *l- t h e
N lateral is *l-  rather than *l ßßßß -  (suggested by IS) ˚  Coll. IUS 12 (U, IE),
AD GD 3 (IE, U), as well as ≈ IS MS 366 and IS SS 331 [#5.18] (*Lokÿ =
*lßokV 'gather' [>  'count']: IE, U + unc. M *to˝a 'number' and D *tokk-
/tokV-  'gather, count') ˚  ≈ Gr. II #7O (*lek 'collect') (IE. U, CK).
1276. *l∏∏∏∏u 4 444ke 6666 'beat, strike, break' >  IE: NaIE *leu\g8-/*lou\g8-/*lug8-
'break, break off' >  OI ru≤jati 'breaks, shatters' ( ' ze rbr ich t ,
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zerschmettert'), rug≤na- 'broken', Av uruxti- n. act. 'breaking,
tearing apart' »» Lt la!uz7-ti (prs. la!uz7iu), Ltv lau^zt (prs. lau^z7u)
vt. 'to break', Lt lu2 !z 7ti (prs. lu2 !z 7tu) vi. 'to break, to burst' » Sl *luz- >
R ∆  luz-≤nu-t∆ mom. 'to strike, to lash' ('udarit∆ , xlestnut∆ '),
McdS luzna, luzno 'scar' »» ? AS to-lu1can 'to destroy', {EI} ' t o
pull/tear to pieces' (unless “ AS to-lu1can 'to pull asunder' ÿ
lu1can 'to pull up') »» OIr lucht 'part, troop, people', W llwyth
'tribe' ¶ WP II 412-3, P 686, ≈ EI 81, M K III 64-5, M E II 465, LP §  5 2 ,
YGM-1 316, Ho. 2O7, Sw. 1O9, 174 , Frn. 347, Bern. I 747, Vs. II 53O-1,
≈ ESSJ XVI 216-7, BER III 494 || HS: CS *√lkk (*-lukk-) G  'beat, mix ( b y
beating)' >  Ar √lkk (pf ˚wLa lakka, ip. -lukk-) 'cuff, thump so. on t h e
neck; mix sth.', MHb √lkk G  (pf. K6k2l6 l´≤k3ak3) {Js.} 'mix thouroughly,
beat (oil and wine)', {Lv.} 'vermischte Flüssigkeiten quirlen', JA ak`1il5
lik≤k-a2 n. act. 'das Zerklopfen, mit dem Quirl schlagen, quirlen', JEA
{Sl.} ak`1il5 lik≤ka2 'beating into a mixture' ¶ BK II 1O19, Hv. 694, Js .
711, Lv. II 5O6-7, Sl. 625 || U: FU *l+lßu4{G}e- 'strike, chop' >  F lyo4-, Es
lo4o4- 'strike, hit, beat' »» Hg ∆  lo4v-  / lo¡- 'schlagen, hauen'; this FU √  i s
to be distinguished from FU {UEW} *lewe-  'throw, shoot' (>  Chr lu4ye- ±
lu4e- 'shoot', Z lÈy-  'shoot, throw', pVg {Coll.} *liG- id., Hg lo¡- / lo4v- v.
'shoot') ¶ ≈ UEW (*lewe-), ≈ Coll. 96 (*lu4˝e-), Sm. 545 (FU, FP *lexi-,
Ugr *ligI"- 'hit, shoot') (UEW, Coll., and Sm. do not distinguish the √
for 'throw' from that for 'strike') ˚  ≈  IS MS 358 (*{l}ukÿ 'destroy'), ≈
IS SS 331 [#5.24] (in both: IE + dub. Ar √lwk 'ronger' + err. Or ilka
'tooth', which actually belongs to N *?áz6666ÉkË 'thorn, hook' [q.v.]), ≠  S
NSShS #29 (IE equated with A *lukæi 'breal through').
1277. *l∏∏∏∏i?VkË 'let, let go', 'move' (trans.) >  HS: S *√l?k v. 'send' >
Ug √l?k G  'send' (imv. sg. m. läk, ntr. 3m yläk), Sb √l?k G  ' s end ,
dedicate', Gz √l?k G  'send' (3m js. y´-l?ak), Tgr, Tgy √l?k G  id.; Ï
*mal?ak- 'messenger' >  Ug mläk, Ph ml?k, Sr '˚o,\aµa mala?≤k3a2, Ar
mal?ak- id., IA ml?k 'delegate, envoy; angel (messenger of a
god\goddess)', Ak {CAD} mala2Xu ≈  '∈  god\deity' (π a Cn lge.), BHb
K6a1l6m2 mal≤?a2k3 'God’s messenger, angel' ı BA mal≤?ak3* id. (with p p a .
3m: Ek4a9l6m2 mal?â≤k3-e2h), JA {Trg.}, JEA ak1a9l6m2 mal?â≤k3-a2, Gz mal?ak
id., Ar mal?ak- 'angel'; Ar √l?k Sh  (pf. ?al?aka) 'send (so.)' ¶ KB 4 8 8 ,
1735-6, GB 374, HJ 629, A #1432, OLS 239-4O, 273, Js. 786, Sl. 676-7 ,
BK II 952, Br. 354, PS 1874-5, BK II 952, Hv. 673, Bll. 256, L G 3O3, LH
42, CAD X/1 152, Sd. 593  C *√lk'k' ¬ *√lkk 'send, let go' >  EC: Sa {R}
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pcv. -la2k (pf. ≤i-l°k-å, imv. e-≤l°k) 'send', C ı Amh √lk'k' (p f .
lAk'k'Ak'A) 'let go, let free, let out', Tgy √lk'k' (pf. lAx'Ak'A) ' re lâcher ;
abandonner, laisser, lâcher' ¶ R S II 247, L CAD 7, CS 91 || IE: NaIE
*lei\kW-/*loi\kW-/*likW-/*linkW- 'let, leave' (prs. *li≤nekW-ti) >  OI
ri≤n5ak-ti  'leaves, gives up, releases' (3p rin1canti), rik≤ta- ' empty ,
free (from sth.)', ricyate2 'wird befreit (von etwas)', Av rae2k-
'freigeben, überlassen', îrinaxti 'räumt, läßt frei', KhS parr°j-
'deliver' (< *pari-rai\c7aya- 'leave'), eNPrs {Sg.} inf. ˆtaxYr re2X-ta4n, NPrs
{BM} inf. ˆtaxYr rïX-ta4n / 1s prs. µzayr rïz-a4m 'pour, pour o u t ,
scatter' »» OIr le1icid 'leaves' »» Arm l˚anem lk≈anem 'I leave,
abandon, desert, forsake' (3s aor. eli˚  elik≈) »» Gk lei1pv 'leave, leave
behind, forsake' »» L linqu-o2 id., re-liquus 'left behind, remaining' ,
liceo2 'be for sale' »» Gmc {Vr.} lïxWan > Gt leiH-an, ON lja1, AS l°on,
OSx, OHG lI2han, NHG leihen 'to lend' »» OLt liek-mi~, Lt lieku~ ' I
am left, I remain', inf. li~k-ti 'to be left, to remain', pa-likti ' t o
leave', pa-laik-aiﬁ pl. 'remains, legacy', Ltv li~kt (prs. li~eku) 'to p u t '
(likt miera2 'to leave alone'), li~ek-s 'superfluous, odd', Pru
polI2kins 'verliehen', polI2nka 'remains' » Sl *le7k¥ >  RChS l8k5
le7kË {Srz.} 'remainder', OCS ot5l8k5 otËle7kË id. ('ta` kata1loipa')
¶ WP II 396-7, P 669-7O, EI 348-9, M K III 59, Horn 141, Sg. 6O1, Bai.
216-7, F II 99-1OO, WH I 8O8-9, Fs. 327, Vr. 359, Ho. 2O3, Ho. S 46, Kb.
614, OsS 556-7, KM 434, 7, Frn. 372-3, En. 231, Srz. II 71, Vs. II 477 a n d
III 134, Slt. 96 || U *l+l ßïkkV 'move' (vt.) > FU: BF d. (ps.): F, Es liikku-
vi. 'move, stir' » Lp: N {N} lik…ka6- / -kk- 'change position\place, st ir ;
shift, move', L {LLO} lihkka- vi. 'move'  Sm: Slq: Tz {KKIH} laqÈ- vi.
'stir', laqÈrÈ- vt. 'swing, loosen' ('raska¢ivat∆ , watat∆ '), Nr {Cs.}
laga- 'sich rühren', lagara- 'in Bewegung setzen, erschüttern' ¶¶ ≈
UEW 249 (adduces ObU *lu4Æk- 'jump, enter suddenly', that belongs to N
*lu4444ÓK''''a [≠ *l++++l ! !!!u 4 444K ' '''a÷3333V?] 'to jump' [q.v.]), SSA II 73, KKIH 124-5, Cs.
129-3O || A (SDM97} *niko 'leave, put aside' >  M ?φ *ni{˝}u- v. 'h ide ,
conceal '  > MM [S] ni√u- id., [MA] ni√u2- v. 'hide, be hidden', WrM
ni9u-, HlM, Kl nuu- , Brt n√u- n1u2- 'hide, conceal, keep secret', Mnr H
{SM, T} niu2-, Dx {T} niu- id.; Ï M *ni{˝}uc>a 'secret' > MM [S] ni√uca
id. (adj.), WrM ni9uca, HlM, Kl nuuc, Brt n√usa n1u2sa n. ' secre t ,
mystery', adj. 'secret' ¶ H 117, Pp. MA 257, MED 579, KRS 387, Chr.
347, SM 279, T 351, T DnJ 13O  pKo {S} *no~h- 'put, let go' > MKo no~h-,
NKo noh- no- id. ¶ S QK #699, Nam 114, MLCh 353  pJ {S} *n‰~k-
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'leave, put aside' >  OJ no~k(-os-), J: T/Kg noko!s- K no!ko!s- ¶ S QJ # 6 3 2 ,
Mr. 737  ? AdS  of Tg *neku- 'carry, lead'  (< N *n2222áK''''{u 4 444} 'carry, br ing ' ,
q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ SDM97 (A *niKo >  M, Ko, J), ≈ DQA #1426 (A *ne"~ko, incl.
Tg, Ko, J) || ?σ D *nïkk- 'put aside, remove' (× D *nï- 'go away,
depart'?) > Tm n°kku  'remove, exclude, put aside', Ml n°kkuka ' p u t
away, aside, remove', Td ni;k- 'brush away', Kdg ni;k- 'put aside,
remove', Tl ni %:gu ≠ i %:gu 'remove' ¶¶ ≈ D #3685 ˚  The appa ren t
reflexes of a N emphatic *K '''' in IE (*-kW-), in U (*-kk-), and possibly i n
EthS (-k'-, -x'-) are due to secondary glottalization (*-?[V]k-  >  *-k'-) ˚
DQA #1426 (A, D) ˚  ≠ Gr. II #241 (IE + err. U, A, Ko, J, Ai, Gil, CK).  
1278. *Lo{?}ika  'cutting instrument' > IE: NaIE *slei\g- ' cut t ing
instrument' >  L ligo2 (gen. ligo2n-is) 'mattock' »» OIr {Vn.}
sloichreth 'sword' »» AS slicc (< *slikya-) 'hammer' ¶ WP II 7O7, P
961, WH I 8OO, Vn. S  137, Sw. 961, Ho. 298 || A: Tg *lok{a}-n ' cut t ing
weapon, blade' >  Orc loxo(n-) 'sword', Ul loXo(n-), Neg loxon id.,
'sabre', Nn Nh/KU loXo%, Nn B loXo2(n-) id., 'poniard', Ud lo2 ≠ loΗo
'sabre', WrMc loXo 'sword, sabre', Mc Sb {Y} loh‰ 'sabre', Chj {Kiy.}
loho 'blade'; *lukV-çi- 'cut with a weapon' >  Ul loXo-c7i- 'cut with a
sword', Ewk d. lukuçiu2n ± (Tit.} luku¢iur 'sword' ¶ STM I 5O9, Krm.
256, Z 857, Hr. 626, Y #6O7, Kiy. 11O [#235] || HS *√lk'(k') > *√lk'(k')
>  B **li+uk'(k')- >  *li+uq-/lVŒ- 'knife, poniard' >  Ah {Fc.} te2-l´q (pl. te-
lŒ-ïn 'poniard', ETwl {GhA} te-l´q (pl. te-lŒ-en) 'small knife', Gh {Nh.}
c7-l´q (pl. c7i-lŒ-in) 'knife', Gd {Lf.} te2-l´qt 'poignard de bras' ¶ Fc.
11O9, GhA 111, Lf. II #O912 ˚  Tg *-k- and B *k' (> Œ /q ) < **-k'- < N *-
?ik- . The IE *s- reflects the presence of *y in pre-IE *Loyka < N
*Lo{?}ika .
1279. *Lu[?a4444]ka 'valley, low-lying lands, plain' >  IE: NaIE *lou\ko-
'open land, field, woods and meadows' ({Porzig} 'Lichtung im Walde',
presumably connected with *leu\k- 'shine') >  OI lo2≤kah5 'open space,
place, world' »» OL louco- >  L lu2c-us (gen. -°) 'sacred grove \wood ' ,
Osc lu1vkeI1 loc. sg. 'in luco, in (a\the) grove' »» Gmc *lau\ho2 > MDt loo
'bebuschte Ebene, Wald', AS le1ah 'meadow, field', ON lo1 'glade,
meadow', NIc lo1 'von den Wellen bespülte Strandebene', NNr lo
'meadow', OHG lo2h {Kb.} 'grove, wood; Hain, Lichtung', {OsS} ' m i t
Gebüsch bewachsene Lichtung' »» Lt lauﬁkas 'field, acre, land', Ltv
lauﬁks 'field', Pru laucks 'acre, field' ¶ The connection with *leu\k-
'shine' is secondary (folk et.) ¶ Mn. 713-4, ≈  WP II 4O8-12, Bc. G 3 1 8 ,
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Dv. #315, M K III 113, M E II 481, WH I 828, Ho. 196, Sw. 1O5, OsS 5 6 8 ,
Lx. 177, Vr. 361-2, Frn. 343-4, En. 2O3, Porzig WS 3O3 || A: M *nu9u
'meadow, plain' >  WrM nu9u, HlM, Brt nuga 'meadow in the winding
of a river', ? WrM ni9u 'meadow', Kl Ö {Rm.} nu˝u id.; the semant ic
element 'winding' is induced by the infl. of the verb *nu9ul- 'bend' (s e e
N *Luka  'to bend'); the original meaning 'meadow, plain' is b e t t e r
preserved in loan-words of M origin: SbTt Tb {Rl., Tum.} nou 'plain,
lowland', Tb {Rl.}, VTt {Rl.} nuw 'meadow, hay-meadow', VTt Ks {TTDS}
now 'hay-meadow' (StVTt '¢abyn '), Ewk Nr {STM “ Cs.} nu˝u 'meadow '
¶ MED 594, Chr. 332, Rm. 28O, Rl. III 693, 7O8, Tum. 159, TTDS 3 4 1 ,
STM I 6O8 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1424 (A *neku 'lowland, water meadow'  > M
*ni9u [> WrM ni9u]) || U: FV *La4ka4 'valley (of a river), depression' >
pLp {Lr.} *lE2ke2 >  Lp: N {N} lAkke / -A2g- 'depression, hollow ( i n
terrain), dell, valley', S {Hs.} liegie 'Grube, Tal', L {LLO} liehke ±
la4∏hke2 'langgestrecktes kleineres Tal mit ebener Sohle', Nt {TI} li\e¯¿k!k!˛\
'depression, valley' » Mk låj l!a4y, Er lej l!ey 'river', Er Iv l!ey 'ravine' ¶
UEW 685, Lr. #581, Lgc. #3345, Hs. 85O, ERV 335 ˚  The appa ren t
contradiction between the M and FU ev. for the N plain *k  and the IE ev.
for an emphatic *K ''''  can be resolved if one supposes the presence of a N
lr. (most probably *? , which does not yield IE *´ in intercons. posi t ion
[like •lou\´k-]). In this case IE *-k- goes back to a *-k'- <  *-?k-. Such
conjecture helps to resolve the problems of the vocalism in view of t h e
apparent conflicting ev. of IE and M (pointing to a N *u ) and that of FV
(suggesting N *a 4444 in the first syll.). The FU word-final *-a4 is from N *-a
due to vw. harmony.
128O. *Luka4444?V '≈ flexible rod, thong' > IE: NaIE *log8- 'rod, sapling' >
Phl raz , NPrs zra ra4z 'vine, vineyard, grape' »» Sl *lo≤za 'flexible rod' (‘
'vine') >  OP Loza 'rod, willow (Salix cinerea)', P Loza 'flexible r o d ,
willow, pussy-willow, vine', R lo≤za 'flexible rod (esp. of willow a n d
vine)', OUk loza 'willow shrub', OCz loza 'trunk of a tree'; in t h e
Southern Sl lgs., in Slk, and in Cz ∆  the word has developped t h e
meaning 'vine': OCS loza loza, Blg lo≤za, SCr lo~za, Slk, Cz ∆  loza
'vine', McdS loza id., 'flexible rod, creeping stalk', Slv lo1za ' s p rou t ,
vine'  ?? Ht alkista(n)- 'branch' (alternatively: ÷ OI *alka- ' r o o t
fibril' in vyalkas1a- 'nach allen Seiten Wurzelfasern habend', see  M K
III 796); may al- reflect IE *l=-? ¶¶ The adduction (by Pv. and EI) of Gk
[Hs.] ]olo1ginon : ]ozv6deß, sympefikv1ß ({EI} 'branchy') is too brittle; t h e
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word is parallel to Gk [Hs.] [olo1ptoon : sympefikv1ß and is likely to be a
cd. with initial [olo- 'all-' ¶¶ P 691, McK 71, Vl. II 28, Glh. 383-4; ≈ Vs. II
512-3, ≈ ESSJ XVI 118-23 (supposes that Sl *loza is derived from *le7z-ti
'to climb, to creep' and rejects all extra-Slavic connections), Ma. C 2 4 2 ,
Ma. CS 277, ≈ Pv. I-II 35-6, ≈ EI 8O (*h‹log8- 'branch') || HS: S *°√lk? >
Ar √lk? 'percussit aliquem flagello', {Hv.} 'lash' ¶ Fr. IV 122, Hv. 6 9 4 ,
CAD IX 24O  ?? C: Bj {R} laº≤kWa2y 'stick' (unless  a cd. with kWaº≤lay
id., as suggested by R) ¶ R WBd 14O, 158  ? Ch: Ngz {Sch.} la~ko2!di
'whip' (× N *l ∏∏∏∏uK ''''Ëz 7777V  'twig, strap, lash, whip') ¶ Sch. DN 1O3 || A: p r e -
T *Juga4n > NaT *Ju4ga4n ≠ *Jugan 'bridle' (× N *yu 6666ka  'attach, tie\bind t o ' )
> OT ju4gu4n ({Cl.} ju4gu4∏n) 'bridle', XwT XIV ju4ga4n, Chg {Rl.} ju4gen ≠ u4yen ≠
uyan, CrTt, Kr Cr, Qmq ju4gen, Kr T jug1an1, Kr G iygen, MQp ju4gen, u4ygen,
uyan, MU, Alt u4ygen, OOsm XIV oyan, Tk oyan, ∆ u4gen ± uyan, Az ju4ya4n,
Tkm St ju4go4n, Tkm uyan, ∆ u4yen ± u4yo4n id., ET ju4ga4n, Uz √gan ju9an,
Uz ∆ ju4ga4n, VTt, Bsh jÁºga4n, QrB Z7u4gen, Nog ju4wen, Qq Z7u4wen, Q z q
z7u4gen, Qrg z7u4go4n, Ln yu˝an, SY ju˝în, Xk, Shor, Tv c7u4Gen, Yk u4∏n, Chv
jÁven id. ¶ Cl. 913, ET Gl 577, Rl. I 13O5, 18O7, 1815, and III 593, TL
556, AzRL II 588 ¶ The existence of two synharmonic variants of t h e
word (*Ju4ga4n and *jugan) suggests the existence of a pre-synharmonic
form *Juga 4n  with subsequent as. in two opposite directions.
1281. *lßßßßu 4 444k[V]?Å (or *l ßßßßu 4 444K ' '''Å?) 'push, shove, thrust, fasten to' >  HS: S
*°√lk? 'affix, fasten to' >  Gz √lk? 'imprint, coin (money); affix, nail
down, fasten to' (the latter semantic variant is indluenced by S *√lk÷
[>  Ar √lk÷ 'agglitinate on, stick to', Tgr √lk÷ 'fasten with nails']) ¶ L G
313, Hv. 695  ?φ EC: Sa {R} pcv. lagam, -lgum- (p. ≤u-lgum-å)
'load one’s gun (shove a bullet into it), fill one’s pipe' ¶ R S II 245 || U:
FU *lßu4kka4- 'push, shove, thrust' > F lykka4a4-, Es lu4kka- id. »» ObU *lßu4Æk-
>  pVg {Ht.} *lu4Æk- 'pile up, heap up (fire-wood)' >  Vg: LK la4kW- / la4∏kW-,
MK la4∏kW-, UK la4kW-, P la4∏k- id.; pOs {Ht.} d. *lßo4Æl´m´- 'shove (schieben) ,
push' >  Os: D lo"k´m´-, Nz lik´m´-, Kz lßu"q´m´-, d. Os Ty lßo$Æk´mt´- id. »
Hg lo4k-, ∆  lik-, lu4k- 'give a push\shove, thrust' ¶ Coll. 96, UEW 248-9 ,
Sm. 545 (FU, FP *lu4kka4-, Ugr *lu4Ækka4- 'push'), MF 4O9-1O, Ht. # 3 5 4 ,
EWU 911 || A: [1] ?φ A: Tg (att. in NrTg) *ligd- 'stick in' >  Ewk
ligdir‰2n- stick in (a knofe, axe), push through (a stuck objec t ) ' ,
ligdir‰2- 'be stuck in', Lm nid-  'press\push into, stick in' ¶ STM I 497 
[2] ?? A {DQA} *lukæi 'hole', 'break through, make a hole in' (×  N
*l∏∏∏∏owK''''V÷3333V 'hole, opening' [q.v. ffd.]) > Tg *loktË 'hole', pJ *nu!k-
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'pass\break through', as weel as possibly (but not necessarily) M
*nu4ken 'hole' ¶¶ DQA #1228 (A *lu!kæi 'to break through') ||  D  *nu2kk- v.
'shove, push' > Tm nu2kku, Kn nu2ku, nu2gu, nu2n$ku v. 'shove, push ,
thrust aside', Kdg nu;k-  push', Tu nu2ku-  'thrust, push, reject', Tl nu2ku
'shove, push violently, thrust out', Klm nu;k- 'push so as to move' ¶¶ D
#3722 ˚  If the Gz √  belongs here, the N etymon is *l ßßßßu 4 444k [V]?V  (U *-kk-
and A *-kæ- < *-k'- < *-k?-), otherwise it is N *l ßßßßu 4 444K ' '''Å ˚  IS II 28-9 (*Lu4k5ÿ
[= *lßu4k'V] 'pierce, thrust': U, M, Tg + err.  NED *tukk- 'push, th rus t ' ) .
The NED √  actually belongs to D *tukk- 'push, shove' (D #3286) <  N
*t''''{u 4 444}K ''''a 'to thrust, to stab' (>  IE *tuk- 'thrust, stab, prick', C, U, A)
(q.v.). Cp. also S NSShS #29 (IE A *lukæi 'break through' equated with IE
leug- [sc. IE *leu\g8-/*lou\g8-/*lug8-] 'break').
1282. *l∏∏∏∏u 4 444ksV 'needles of conifer trees' >  HS: S *luks7- >  Ak luks7u
'needles of the cedar', MHb {Js.} Sk3l3 ≤lEk3Es7, JA {Js.} luk3≤s7-a2 ≠
lug£≤s7-a 2 {Js.} 'the wooly substance of cedar twigs' (contrary to t h e
opinion of Levy [Lv. II 477]: according to him, MHb ≤lEg£Es7 ≠ ≤lEk3Es7,
JA lug£≤s7a2 'eine  Weide, deren Bast [Wolle] als Docht benutzt wurde' is
from Gk ly1goß {LS} 'twigs or withes of Vitex Agnus castus') ¶ Fr. IV 1 2 2 ,
CAD IX 24O, Js. 694, 711, LS 1O63, F II 141 || U: FP *l+lßu4ksV ≠ *l+lßu4skV
'needles\branch of a conifer' >  Chr: L lu≥s∆ lu4s1 'branch with needles
(of conifers)', M lu4yu4Æs1, B lu4y´s7, Uf lu4s7 id., 'needles of conifers' » Prm
*lu$s / *lu$sk- 'n> Z lys lÈs, Z EV/Vsh lu$sk- (= {LG} lwsk-), Vt lys lÈs
'conifer tree, needles of conifers' ¶ It. #439, UEW 691, Sm. 552 (FP
*lu4ksi 'twig (of spruce\pine'), MRS 3O6, LG 164 || K: GZ *leps`-
'needle' > Mg *le(p)s7- ≠ *li(p)s7-, G ∆ leps(a)- ± neps(a)- ¶ K 121, K2
141 (*nems`-) ¶¶ The unexpected labial cns. may be due to the infl. o f
another √ , namely that represented by OG/G nems-, Lz lems7- ' need le '
(and S *√lmd  v. 'prick'?). The cns. *p may have developped from *k i n
the precons. position due to the labializing infl. of the vw. (cp. Chr lups7
'whip' < FU  *l+l ßuks7V, see N *l ∏∏∏∏uK ''''Ëz 7777V  'twig, strap, lash, whip').
1282a. *LaK''''a  (= *laK''''a?) 'leg' >  HS: pre-B **lVk'- >  B *lVŒ ' leg;
∈ part of the leg' >  Ah e2-l´Œ (pl. e2l˝a2n) 'lower leg (from the knee to t h e
foot), its bones and flesh', 'partie du membre postérieur compr ise
entre le jarret et la cuisse (chez les quadrupèdes)', Ttq {Msq.} il´q (p l .
il˝an) 'lower leg (between the knee and the heel)', Mtm {Ds.} ï-l´Œ , Izd
i-l´Œ (pl. a-lŒ-iu\n), Kb i-l´Œ (pl. i-lŒ-an) 'leg', Tmz i-lŒ (pl. i-lŒ-an)
'calf of the leg' ¶ Fc. 11O8, Msq. 16O, Ds. B 181, Mrc. 146, Dl. 459, MT
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 C: EC {Ss.} *lak- ≠ *lik- ≠ *luk- 'foot, leg' >  Sa {Wlm.}, Af {PH} lak
'leg', Af {Ss.} lak 'leg, thigh', Or lu!ka 'thigh', Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} luka ' leg ' ,
Kns loq-ta, Msl {Ss.} lux-t, Gdl lu!kk-et {Bl. G}, ∆ {Ss.} luhe 'leg', {Bl.} ' leg,
foot', Sml lu!g, Rn {PG} lu!H 'leg', Bs {HL} luk 'leg, foot', Arr {Hw.} lukk,
Elm lu!k 'leg', Hr, Dbs luh-te! (pl. luqe) 'leg, foot', Gln {AMS} luhte! (p l .
lu!he, lu!qqe), Gwd {AMS}, Cm {Hab.} lukte! 'leg'; HEC {Hd.} *lokka >  Sd,
Ged lekk-a, Alb lokk-a, Kmb lokk-a-ta, Hd lokk-o, Brj {Hd.} ≤lukka ' foo t ,
leg' »» Dhl {To.} lu!k'a 'leg (from thigh to knee)', {EEN} luka 'thigh' ({To.}:
π Sml lug 'leg'?) »» Ag {Ap.} *l‰kW- ({∫Ap} *l´kW-) 'foot, leg' >  Bln, Q,
Aw l‰kW, Xm l‰k'w »» Bj {Blz.“ Rop.} lEkway 'on heels' ({Rop.}
t´≤lEkway at?ag°g 'I am squatting on my heels ') ¶ AD SF 272 (C
*lVkW-/*lVkkW- 'leg, foot'), Blz. CWL, Bl. 14O, 189, Bl. G 76, Ss. PEC 5 ,
12, 41, Ss. B 136, Sr. 36O, Hw. A 382, PG 214, HL 124, AMS 173, 2 1 1 ,
233, 243, PH 154, Hd. 66, 21O, 253, 292, 331, 382, To. D 141, EEN 4 2 ,
Ap. AV 15 ¶ HL 124 ¶¶ Coh. EC #419, AD SF 272, OS #1696, Rop. 1 4 5 ,
Blz. CL 179 || IE: NaIE *lak- 'foot, ∈ part of leg' >  Gk la1x adv. 'with t h e
foot', la1gdhn id., lakti1zv v. 'kick with the heel\foot' »» Gmc *lagiz >
ON leggr 'lower part of the leg, bone', arm-leggr, hand-leggr
'arm', fo1t-leggr, lA1r-leggr 'calf of the leg'; OScn ı ME, NE leg;
Lngb lagi 'Schenkel'; Gmc *laxaz- or *le2xaz- >  ON lAr, OSw la2r, D n
laºr 'thigh'; Gmc *liGizan- >  AS l°ra 'fleshy parts of body ( shank ,
etc.), flesh' »» Pru lagno 'trousers' ('garment for legs', cp. NHG
Beinkleid) »» ? Arm olo˚ olok≈ 'shinbone' (o- from the first part of a
cd.?) »» ?? L lacertus 'upper arm' (obscure morphological s t ruc tu re )
»» ? Tc A lya4s5ka4m$  du. 'haunches' ({Ad.}: <  *leks(e)ko-) ¶ ≈  P 6 7 3
(does not distinguish this IE √  from *lek- 'biegen, winden, springen,
zappeln'), F II 82-3, WH I 742-3, Vr. 349-5O, 372, Ho. 2O4, Sw. 1O8, ≠
WH I 743-4, En. 2O1, Tp. P K-L 416-8, Slt. 322-3, ≠ EI 323 (ON leggr <
*lek 'jump') || ?σ U: Sm: Slq: Ke {Cs.} la6ka, NP {Cs.} la6kka n. 'step' ¶
Cs. 129  ??σ  FU d. *la4kte- 'start going, go, go away\out' (if “ v. ' s t e p ' )
(× N *z6666a 4 444 {Ki}dV 'move, go' [q.v. ffd.])  pY *laq- > Y T {IN} laqil ' ta i l ' ,
{Ku.} laxil  'buttocks, hind part; tail; back side (of garments)' (-il is a
nominal sx.) (× N *rVg[V]l ßßßßV  [or *l ßßßß-] 'foot, paw') ¶ IN 3O7, Ku. 119 ||
?σ A: Tg: Ewk Brg l‰ks‰ 'knee'; Tg *lekV- v. 'put on so.’s footgear' > Ewk
loko-  'put on Tungusian boots (untï)', l‰k‰mï ± lokomï 'light untï', Neg
loXomI2  'footgear (made of reindeer leather)', Nn Nh l‰2mi 'footgear f o r
indoors (made of fish-skin)', Nn KU l‰2mi 'slippers', Ul l‰2mi id.,
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'footgear for indoors', Ud l‰X‰m‰  'lower part of the untï, slippers', O r c
l‰mil‰-  'wear footgear' ¶ STM I 515-6, Krm. 258 ˚  The IE reflex poin ts
to a N *-a-. If FU *la4kte-, Ewk l‰ks‰, and\or Tg *lek{o}- belong here, t h e
front Inlaut vw. (instead of *a ) may be due to the ass. infl. of the vw. o f
the next syll. FU *a4 may belong to the heritage of N *z6666a 4 444 {Ki}dV. The
labialization of *k  in Ag and that of the vw. in some EC lgs. is still h a r d
to explain (reflex of a nominative ending **-u?) ˚  This etymon is to b e
distinguished from N *rVg[V]lßßßßV (or *lßßßßVg[V]lßßßßV) '⇑ ' ˚  IS II 2 2 - 3
(*L{a}K'a [= *lß{a}K'a] 'leg' >  HS, IE, U [Slq + unc. ObU] + unc. CD *ta2k-
'walk ' ) .
1283. *lßßßßaK''''{u} 'body of water (lake, river, etc.)' >  IE: NaIE *laku- /
*lakw- 'lake, pool, puddle, pond' >  Gk la1kkoß 'pond; pit, reservoir ' (<
*lakwo-s) »» L lacu-s (gen. lacu2s) 'lake; trough, basin, tank' »» OIr
loch 'lake' ({EI}: < *la+oku), Crn lag-en 'pond, puddle, slough', MBr
laguenn 'lake', Br lag 'puddle', lag-enn 'cloaque', Gl -loco- ' l ake '
in toponymy (names of lakes): Penne-locos , etc., ?φ W † lwch ' l ake '
»» OSx lagu 'sea', AS laÌu 'sea, flood, water', ON lo<gr 'sea, water ,
moisture' »» Sl *lokÈ (gen. *lok¥v-e) '≈  puddle' >  OCS, OR lok7 lokû
(gen. lok5ve lokËve) 'pool, basin', Slv lo•kev (gen. lo•kve)
'puddle, pond', µ: Slv lo•kva id., Blg ≤lokva 'puddle', SCr loàkva id.,
'swamp, lake' ¶ P 653, Mn. 661, F II 75-6, WH I 748, Thr. § 8O, ECCE
263, YGM-1 314, Ern. 35O, Hm. 5O1, Ho. S 44, Ho. 189, Sw. 1O3, Vr.
373-4, ESSJ XVI 1O-1, Glh. 381, ≈ EI 343 (*lo≤ku-s 'lake, water, pool ,
pond, cistern') || HS: Ch: WCh: Krf {Sch.} lo~kko! 'river' »» CCh: Db H
{Srp.} la2ku2a" ! 'river', Bdm {Lk.} l‰~G‰~mi (pl. la~Ga~m), {Mch.} le1g"´mi id .
¶ ChC, Sch. BTL 56  Om: SOm: Ari {Bnd.} lo2k 'water', Ari B {Fl.} luqa,
Ari U {Fl.} luk'a ≠ lo˝a, Ari G lu;qa ≠ lo;qa id. ¶ Blz. LO #91, Fl. OWL s.v.
'water', Bnd. AL 161 ¶¶ OS #1637 (C, CCh) || U: FU *lßakte 'bay' >  F
lahti (gen. lahden), ∆  laksi, laaksi, Es laht (gen. lahe, lahi)
'bay, gulf' » pLp {Lr.} *lo2kt‰ 'bay, gulf' > Lp: N {N} luok…taº 'creek, inlet,
bay (of sea\lake)', S {Hs.} luokte 'Bucht', L {LLO} luokta 'gulf, bay
(of sea\lake)', K {Gn.} lu2Xt 'gulf, bay' »» ObU *lßa2k- ≠ *lßo2k- 'bay' >  pVg
*la2k 'bay (in a sea\river)' >  (partially in cds.) Vg KM/P lo2k, OVg W I / U
loog`, OVg N SoO l√ 6g`, Vg UL/Ss lo2x 'bay'; pOs *lßOk ≠ *lßok ({∫Hl.}
*lßa"k) 'long narrow bay' >  Os: V/Vy/Ty lßoq, D lo"X, Kz lßo"X, O loX id., d . :
Ty lßoqÈ, K lo"X´ id. ¶ Acc. to UEW, ObU *-k is an irreg. reflex of FU *-kt-
¶ Coll. 94, UEW 234-5, Lr. #619, Lgc. #3626, Hs. 876, LLO 44O, Gn.
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1333, Ht. #346 ˚  ≈ Blz. LNA #37 (N *l!owk'V 'lake, [reservoir of] water ;
semantically unjustified equation of SOm, CCh, and IE with U *l!owkkV
'Loch, Grube').
1284. o  *l ∏∏∏∏ak '''' {Ë} 'to lick, to lap' > HS: WS *√lk'k', *-luk'k'- v. 'lap, lick' >
BHb √lk'k' (ip. -lok'k'-: 3m q¶li!ya2-≤lok', 3pm uQ¶li! ya2≤lok'k'u2), Ar √lqq (ip. -
luqq-) v. G  'lap', MHb {Js.} √lk'k' v. G  'lap, lick', ql1 la2k5 adj. ' lapping,
greedily', Tgr √lk'lk' (pf. lAk'lAk'A) v. 'lick' ¶ KB 5O9, Hv. 692, Js. 7 1 6 ,
719, LH 36  C: Bj {R} lak- scv. 'lap, sip (as a dog)'; ? Bj {R} -lik pcv.
(3m: p. i-≤lik, prs. in≤l°k; prtc. ≤lika) 'lap, sip (as a dog)' ¶ R WBd
157  B *√wlŒ  'lick, suck' > Ah ´ll´Œ (pf. ill´Œ) 'lick', Gh {Nh.} ´ll´Œ
(pf. ill´Œ) 'suck', Zng {TV} elli (pf. y´lle) 'lécher' ¶ Fc. 11O1-4, Nh.
2O8, DCTC 286  Ch: WCh: DfB {J} lok5, Bks {J} lok 'lick'»»  ECh: T m k
{Cp.} la@g v. 'lick, suck', Nd D {J} l‰!gn1a^ 'lick' »» ? CCh (× N *Lig[÷]á ' t o
lick, to sip, to suck' [q.v.]): G’nd {ChL} le~kta!, Gbn {ChL} le~kte!, Boka
{ChL} lekt‰ 'lick' ¶ J R 144, 217, ChC, ChL, Cp. 79 || K *lo2k'- ({IS II} *lo2k'-
≠ *lak'-) 'lick' >  G lok'-, Mg, Lz lok'-, Sv {K} la4∏k'-, Sv UB {GP}, L {Dn.} lo2k'-
¶¶ K 121, K2 11O, FS K 2O1, FS NE 221, Chik. 3O3, GM 245, GP 158, Dn.
s.v. lok5- || IE: NaIE *lak[W]- 'lick' ({P} 'schmalzend lecken') >  Arm
lakem lak-em 'lick' (-k- <  *-kk-, with gemination due to t h e
onomatopoeic factor) »» Lt la~kti, Ltv lakt 'to lick' » Sl *loka¡-ti / p r s .
*loc7-oß v. 'lick' >  ChS lokati lokati / loh0 loc7o< v. 'lick', Cz
lokati 'to swallow, to drink greedily', SCr lo~kati / loàc7e2m, Slv
lo!kati 'to lap', R lo≤kat∆ id. (the standard speling: la≤kat∆), ∆
lo ≤kat∆  (prs. lo ≤¢u) 'to drink greedily', Blg ∆ ≤lokam  'I lick' ¶ P 6 5 3 ,
EI 352, Frn. 337-8, ESSJ XVI 6-7, Glh. 38O, Vs. II 514, Slt. 379-8O || U:
FP (or FU?) o  *lakkV 'lap, lick' >  Es lakk- 'lick' » Chr: L lo≥kaw lo4≤ka-s7
'to drink greedily', {Ü} 'lakat∆  = to lap' » Z lak- lak- (-a- p reserved
due to the onomatopoeic factor?) »» ? Hg jo1l-lak- 'be sated' (jo1l
'well') (Hl.’s hyp.) ¶ LG 157, IS II 15, MRS 296, Ü 1O8 ||  ?σ  A: M *°la9u-
>  WrM la9u-, HlM laga- 'eat greedily or gluttonously' (usually sa id
of pigs) (the preservation of *l-  [usually changed to *n-] may be due t o
the onomatopoeic factor), ? Mnr H {SM} la9òs7‰- 'eat noisily, devour ' ,
cp. Kl {Rm.} i  la9 in la9 la9 ge2Z7 ideX´ 'to eat\swallow large pieces o f
food' ¶ MED 515, SM 219, KW 25O || D *nakk-/*na2k- 'lick, lap' >  T m
nakku, Tu nakku- ≠ nekku- id., Ml nakkuka, Kt nak-, Td nok-, Kn
nakku, nekku, Kdg nakk-, Tl na2ku, Klm, Nkr na;k-, Prj, Mnd ne2k-,
Gdb, Gnd, Knd, Png, Ku na2k-, Kui na2ka v. 'lick' ¶¶ D #357O, ≠  Km. 4 1 2
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˚  K *-o2- in *lo2k'- is puzzling (acc. to IS II 15, it may be explained b y
onomatopoeia) ˚  Rosen OS 69 (Sv, IE), Tromb. 287-8 (HS, K, IE, U), AD
GD 3 (HS, K, IE), IS II 15 (*lak5ÿ 'lick': HS [S, C], K, IE, U, D) ˚ Gr. II
#243 (*lak 'lick') (IE, U + unc. EA).
1285. € *Lu6666K ' '''a 'to shine' > HS: eB *luk'k'- > B *-luqq- >  Gd luqq (pf. y´-
luqq) 'shine (briller)'; rdp. eB *√lk'lk' >  B *√lŒlŒ >  Gh {Nh.} d. imv.
´ml´Œl´Œ, pf. iml´Œl´Œ 'briller' ¶ Lf. II #O913, Fc. 11O5, 2OO9, Pr. M
VI-VII 2O8, Nh. 164  S *°√lw+yk' > Ar (d.) liya2q- {BK} 'flamme, feu q u i
s’élève en flamme', {Hv.} 'blaze' ¶ BK II 1O49, Hv. 7O4 || IE *leu\k-
'shine' >  OI ≤ro2cate2 'shines, is bright', ro2≤ka- n., ro2≤cis5 n. 'light', Av
raok- v. 'shine' »» Arm lojs loys (gen. lusoj lusoy) n. 'light' »» Gk
leyko1ß adj. 'light, bright, white' »» L lux (gen. luc-is) n. 'light', luce2-
'be bright, shine' »»  OIr {P} luchair 'Glanz', MIr {EI} lo1ch 'shining', W
llug, Br luc&h n. 'light'; OIr lo1chet, W lluched (-X- < *-ks-), OCrn
luchet, Br luc&hed(-enn) 'lightning'; W lleuad 'moon', Brtt [RE}
*lugra2 'moon '  > OW loyr, W lloer, OCrn luir, Crn lo2r, OBr loir,
loer, Br loar id. »» Gt liuha† n. 'light', OSx, OHG lioht 'bright ' , n .
'light', NHG Licht, AS le1oht n. 'light', NE light »» Lt lauﬁkas, Ltv
la~uks adj. 'with a white spot on the forehead' » Sl *lu¡c7a ≠ *lu≤c7a ' r ay ,
beam of light' > OCS, OR luha luc7a, Blg † lu¢a, SCr lu`àc7a id., Uk ∆
lu≤¢a 'sun-ray'; Sl *luc7Á 'ray, beam' >  Blg l`¢, † lu¢, OR, RChS
lËh6 luc7Á, R lu¢ id., Slv lu!c7 'light (of fire)', SCr lu•c7 id., ' l ight,
torch for lighting', OCz louc7 'torch for lighting', Cz louc7 'chip f o r
kindling wood' »» pTc {Ad.} *luk- > Tc: A/B luk- v. 'illuminate'  H t
luk(k)- 'grow bright, dawn', lukat 'at dawn'; possibly here a lso
luk(k)-, luk(k)i/a- 'set fire to' ¶¶ P 487-9, EUC 513, M K III 76-6, M E
II 463-4, F II 1O8-9, WH I 823-4, LP §§ 13.1, 35.3, RE 112, YGM-1 3 1 3 ,
Hm. 532-3, Fs. 334-5, Ho. 199, Ho. S 47, Kb. 621-2, OsS 562, KM 4 3 9 ,
Frn. 344-5, ESSJ XVI 16O-4, Glh. 384-5, Vs. II 537, Slt. 4O-1, Wn. 2 6 9 ,
Ad. 556, Ad. H 24, 76, 1O2, CHD L-N 74-9.  
1286. *Lu6666k ' '''a 'to swallow' >  HS: WS *√lk'm G  'swallow' >  Ar √lqm G
(pf. laqima, ip. -lqam-) 'avaler promptement', luqm-at- (pl. luqum-)
'bouchée, morceau qu’on avale en une fois', Tgr √lk'm G (pf. lAk'mA)
'eat, devour, swallow', 'essen, verzehren, verschlingen', Tgy √lk'm G
(pf. ≤lAx'AmA, js. -lx'‰m) {CB} 'manger (des grains, etc.) par petites p a r t s
à la fois', {Bsn., L} 'eat roasted grain', Gz {L} √lk'm G  (pf. lak'ama) ' chew
on food that is hard and makes noise when it is eaten', Mh/Jb {Jo.}
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√lk'm: L : Mh pf. alo2k'´m, Jb E pf. E≤luk'um, Jb C e≤lok'um (sbjn. y‰≤lok'‰m)
'put into one’s mouth', Hrs pf. ale2k'Äm 'make so. swallow', Gt : Mh pf .
≤latk'‰m, Jb E ≤lOtk'um, Jb C ≤lOtk'‰m 'swallow', Hrs pf. ≤latk'Äm ( sb jn
yÄl≤tek'Äm) id., 'chew, put into the mouth', Mh ‰wk'‰me2t (pl. ‰wk'a2m),
Hrs Älk'‰≤met, Jb E/C l‰k'≤met (pl. ‰l≤k'am) 'mouthful' ¶ BK II 1O16-7, L G
317, LH 36-7, CB 92, Bsn. 21, Jo. M 255, Jo. H 84, Jo. J 164  C: [1] LEC
*luk'- v. 'swallow' >  Kns {Bl.}, Hr/Dbs {AMS} loq- id., Gln {AMS} loq-
'schlucken', ? Gdl lok'- 'lap up', Rn lo~XXo! 'throat'  [2] EC {Ss.} *luk'm-
'neck; (?) throat' >  Elm {Hn.} luk (pl. lu2m-U?), Arr {Bl.} lu1ko, Dsn {To.}
lu2^-ti (pl. lug-u) 'neck', pOr {Hn.} *lu(g)maò, Or BI {Sr.} lumme2, Or Wt
{Hn.} lumaò id., Or B {Vnt.} lumme / -ni 'bone of the neck', Or {Ss.}
lumm-e2 'neck of ox', Gwd luqu!m-te 'sides of neck', Hd lo2m-e 'Adam’s
apple', pSml {Hn.} *luqum (pl. *luqumo) 'neck' >  Sml N {Abr.} lu!qu!n (p l .
lu!qu!mo!), Rn {Hn.} lu≤Xu!m (pl. luXu≤mo!), {PG} lu~Xu!m (pl. lu~Xu~mo!), pBn
{Hn.} nu~?u!n 'neck' (as. *l...n >  n...n) (>  Bn Bo nu?un, Bn J/Kj/K mu?u!n);
the ancient meaning 'throat' still survives in Or d. lik'im-s- 'swallow'
(ı Ged lik'in-s-, ? Hd lik'-ic7'c7'- id.) ¶ Hn. S 67, Bl. 261, Ss. PEC 21, 4 9 ,
Sr. 36O, Vnt. 1OO, Hn. W 61, 69, Hn. BD 119, PG 213-4, AMS 173, 2 1 1 ,
Hd. 147, 253, 291, To. DL 516  Ch: [1] *lik+g- v. 'swallow' ({JS} *√lk
id.) > CCh: Ms {J} li!kNa@, Bnn {ChL} ligimu, BnM {ChL} liga, ZmB li!k id. »»
ECh: Ke {Eb.} li!gi! 'schlucken'  [2] ECh: Tmk {Cp.} lag‰m 'eat ( h a r d
food)', Kbl {Cp.} liyE!m 'eat (soft food)' ¶ JS 258, JI II 315, Eb. 78, ChL,
ChC ¶¶ OS #1673 (*lik'am-≠*lik'im- 'eat, swallow': S, ECh, Or), ≠  # 1 6 9 7
(LEC *lik'-≠*lok'- 'swallow' <  HS *lVk'- 'lick') || K: G luk'm- 'eat with
appetite, eat greedily'; but MG [VTq.] luk'ma, G luk'ma 'Bissen', 'p iece ' ,
and the initial part of G luk'ma-p'uri 'piece of bread' may have b e e n
either borrowed from or influenced by Arab luqmat-  '⇑ ' ¶ Chx. 694, AxT
194, NCh. 261 || IE: NaIE *leu\k- (≠ *°lau\k-?) 'throat' >  Gk leykani1h, Gk
Hm laykani1h 'throat' »» Lt pa-liauﬁkis 'dewlap of a bovine', liauka~
'gland (of the throat)'  ? NaIE *°luk[W]- v. 'swallow, drink' >  Lt
luke!nti, lukno!ti 'to drink with the beak sunk deep in water' ( o f
doves), ¿ {ESSJ “ ?) lu~kinti 'to drink greedily' » Sl:  Blr lkac∆ (Ï
iter. ≤lykac∆) 'to swallow, to drink', (iter. > ) Cz lykati, P Lykac1 ' t o
swallow', R ∆ ≤lykat∆, Uk ∆ ≤likati 'to drink greedily'; the BSl ve rb
is hardly connected (contra ESSJ) with NaIE *(s)leug- (>  MHG slucken
'to swallow', OIr slucc-  v. 'hiccup, swallow', Gk ly1zv 'have the hiccup,
sob violently') because of the difference between IE *k and *g ¶ WP II
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38O, P 655 (*lauk-), F II 9O, 142, ≈  Frn. 361-2, 389, ≈  ESSJ XVI 2 4 1 - 2
and XVII 25-7 || A: Tg *legbe- (if from **lekbe- <  **lekæme-) ' e a t
greedily' (× N *Lig[÷]á  'to lick, to sip, to suck') >  Neg mt. l‰bg‰- ' e a t
greedily', Nn l‰gb‰c7i- 'eat greedily' (of animals), Ul l‰gb‰-  'eat greedily,
eat enough', Ud l‰gb‰- 'eat by large pieces\gulps' (of dogs) ¶ STM I
514, Krm. 257 ||  D  (in McTm) *nu+okar- 'swallow, eat' >  Ml nukaruka
v. 'swallow', Tm nukar  'enjoy, eat, drink' ¶ D #3695 ˚  In S, C, Ch, K,
and possibly Tg we find N *Lu 6666k ' '''a -mV  'to swallow', which goes back to a
N cd. *Lu6666k ' '''a + another word (maybe *÷3333im{e6666} 'suck, swallow' [q.v.] o r
the like?). In the latter case this is a cd. of two synonymous or nearly-
synonymous words like in Chinese, like a chain of verbs in C and o t h e r
African lgs. or like Yiddish er iz ge≤kumen cu ≤geyn 'he came' (l i t .
'he came to go\walk', sc. 'he came by walking'). In the light of the N
syntax rules (AD NMI 26 ) we may suppose that N *Lu6666k ' '''a 'swallow'
served as a subordinate word (verb) of the N head verb *÷3333im{e6666} ' suck ,
swallow' and indicated the exact way of swallowing \ sucking ('≈  sucked
by swallowing').
1287. *l∏∏∏∏uk''''{á} '∈ canine' (‘ 'lynx') > K: GZ *lek'w- 'young carnivore
(whelp, cub)' >  OG lek'w-i 'cub', G lek'v-i 'puppy, whelp', Mg lak'w-i
'puppy', Lz A lac7'- 'dog', Lz lak'- 'whelp, dog' ¶ K *e and *e2 regularly
changes into Z a (GM S 146, 416-8), but only under certain condi t ions
(i.a., in open syllables), while in closed syllables Z preserves the quality
of the short K *e (Test. KV 66-9), which apparently suggests that the pK
√  had a long *e2 (*le2k'w-i); however, there are reasons to suppose t h a t
K *k'w behaved as a single cns. and that the syll. boundary p receded
*k'w (*le√k'wi), hence we preserve the rec. *lek'w- (as suggested by K
and FS). GZ *lek'w- < **lwek'- (mt. of *w) ¶ K 12O, K2 1O8, FS K 199, FS
E 218, Chx. 677, Q 27O, Chik. 85-6, Schm. 121 || IE: NaIE *luk8- (≠
*lunk8-?) 'lynx' > [1] *luk8-, *lu2k8- > Arm {Hb.} lusanun˚ lusanunk≈ pl .
'lynxes' (× NaIE *lunk8- 'lynx' < N *Lu4444 ++++uN{gá?}V '∈ beast of prey', q.v.) »»
OSw lo1 (<  Gmc *luxa-), with a suffixed *-s-: OHG luhs, NHG Luchs,
AS lox 'lynx' ({EI}: WGmc *-ks- due to the infl. of the word for ' fox ' :
OHG fuhs, AS fox, etc.) »» Gk ly1koß 'wolf' (× NaIE *wl=kWo-s < N
*w{Ë}z6666[É]K''''o '∈ a canine' [q.v. ffd.])  [2] NaIE *lunk8- 'lynx' (× N
*Lu 4444 ++++ uN {gá?}V '∈ beast of prey' [q.v. ffd.]) ¶ ≈  P 69O (connecting this √
with IE *leuk8- 'shine, be bright'), EI 359-6O (luk8-), F II 143-4, Ho. 2O7,
Kb. 64O, OsS 576, KM 448, Hü. 454, Slt. 161-2 || HS: S ≈ *0lVk'-  o r
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*0?il[V]k'- >  Ar ?ilq- {Hv.} 'wolf', {Ln.} 'he-wolf' ¶ BK I 47, Ln. 81 || U:
Sm {Jn.} *lokV 'fox' > Sq d.: Tz {Prk., KKIH} loqa, Tm {KD} lo¯˝a, Ke {Cs.}
lokka id.; Mt {Hl.} *l‰y 'fox' (Mt: T/K {Mll.} lui, K {Pl.} luj, lui, M
{Mll.} li, {Sp.} lej) ¶ The prehistory of Sm *o is still to be elucidated ¶
≈  Coll. 32, ≈  UEW 252 (connects FU *luyV with the above Sm √ ,
supposing that Slq -k- is a suffix), Pl. Z I 86-7, Jn. 84, KKIH 126, Cs. 1 3 1 ,
224, Hl. M #624 || A {DQA} *l{ u~ }kæV 'lynx, wild cat', {S} 'lynx, fox, dog ' ,
{ADb.} 'young of a lynx' > Tg *luka6 > WrMc luka 'young of a lynx', Ewk
luku 'polar fox', Orc loke 'lynx' ¶ S AJ 225 [#29O], Z 858, STM I 5O9 
M: [1] {DQA} *no+u9u-˝al > WrM {Kow., Gl.} no9ool or nu9uul
({MED} nu9uul), HlM {Luv.}, Brt nogool 'young of a lynx' ¶ Kow.
679, Gl. II 47, MED 595, Luv. 26, Chr. 328   [2] ?? M *noqayi 'dog' (× N
*n1111o6 666K' '''V or *n1111aGo6666K' '''V '∈ canine', q.v. ffd.)  pKo {S} *nîk 'jackal' > NKo
nîkta4 {MLC} 'wolf', {Gale} 'jackal' ¶ S QK #781, Gale 9O5, 314, Rm. SKE
169, MLC 367  pJ {S} *ni\a~ku\a ¬ *na~i\ku\a 'cat' > OJ neku\o, J: T ne!ko, K
ne!ko~, Kg neko1 ¶ S QJ #67, Mr. 495, Kenk. 1348 ¶¶ DQA #1233 ( M
*no9u-˝al, Tg, Ko, J) ¶¶ M *o (rather than *u) is still to be explained ||
??φ D *nakkV 'fox, jackal' (× N *n1111o6 666K' '''V or *n1111aGo6666K' '''V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.] ¶ The
vw. *a  may be due to the infl. of D *nari  'jackal, fox' ˚  In M and D, sc .
lgs. without phonemic distinction of the original initial *L-cnss. and *ˆ-
cnss., the N etyma *l ∏∏∏∏uk '''' {á} and n1111o6 666K' '''V or *n1111aGo6666K' '''V inevitably coincide
˚  Not here (≠φ,σ) FU {UEW} *luyV (>  Chr: L luj luy, H lyj l¥y
'marten', OVg {Pl.} loisa 'Mustela martes' [see  UEW 252]) and MKo
nkori 'badger' ˚  IS II 34-5, Glh. 528.
1288. *La4444haK''''o 'to grow; sprout, twig' >  HS: S *°√lhk' >  Gz √lhk' G
(js. y´-lhak') 'grow, grow up' ¶ L G 3O9  B: [1] *°lVŒ- > Kb i-l´Œ (pl. i-
lŒ-an) 'branche coupée assez courte', [2] ? *la[Ó]kVt- (× N ? *LV{r}kV
'branch of a tree, stick, club'??) >  Ah {Fc.}, Ttq {Msq.} e-lak´t (pl. i-
l´kt-a2n) 'branch', ETwl/Ty {GhA} e-l¥k¥t (pl. il¥k¥t¥n) 'small f resh
twig' ¶ Dl. 459, Fc. 1O51, Msq. 41, GhA 114 || IE: NaIE *le2kW- {WP, P “
Vn.} '≈ flexible twig (× N *l∏∏∏∏uK''''Ëz7777V 'twig, strap, lash, whip'??) >  AS lA2l
'twig, whip' ({WP, P} <  Gmc *la2x[W]il-) »» L laqueus 'trap; noose ,
halter, snare', (× N ?σ *LVK''''[V]HV ≠ LVÙ[V]K''''a ++++á 'to grasp, to ca tch ' ,
q.v.)  laci-o2 (inf. lace"re) 'ensnare, entice' ([Fest.] lacit ; inducit
in fraudem) ¶ WP II 421-2, P 673-4, WH I 744-5; otherwise Ho. 1 9 1
and Mn. 676 || A: M *nakiya >  WrM nakiya, HlM naxia 'shoot o f
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grass, leaf bud', Ord nabòcæi na≈″xa2 'vegetables' (nabòc7æi means ' leaf ' ) ,
nabòtæas na≈″xa2 'lambeau d’étoffe' (nabòtæas(u) means 'rag, tatter') >  ¶
MED 561, Ms. O 48O.
1289. *LÉÓK''''á  (= *LÉ÷3333K ' '''á?) 'make one's way with effort (crawl,
climb)' >  HS: B *√[w]lÓŒ v. M  'crawl' >  Izn imv. mullaŒ ( h a b .
tmulluŒ), Rf Wr/B/A muZ7Z7aŒ (hab. tmuZ7Z6uŒ) 'ramper, se traîner' ¶ Rn.
338  ??? S *°√lk'÷ >  Ar √lq÷ G  'passer rapidement' (× N *lu4444ÓK''''a [≠
*l++++l ! !!!u 4 444K ' '''a÷ 3333V?] 'to jump') ¶ BK II 1O15 || IE: NaIE (att. in BSl) *°le2g8[≈]-
'crawl' >  Ltv ∆  {ME} le2ze^t (prs. -e2ju) 'langsam \ lauernd gehen ' ,
le2z7uo^t 'sehr langsam gehen, sich schleppen', le2ze2ties, le2z7a^tie^s,
le2z7uo^tie^s 'to toboggan down-hill', Ltv {Ul.} le2z7a^t 'rutschen', Pru
lïse  'kriecht' » Sl *le7¡zti (1s prs. *le7 •zoß) 'to crawl, to climb (c l amber ) '
>  SCr † ljeàsti (prs. ljeàze2m), Slk liezt5, R lezt∆ (prs. ≤lezu), U k
≤l¡zti id., Slv le5!sti~, Cz le1zti, P lez1c1 'to creep, to crawl, to sneak ' ,
OR l8zti le7zti 'to creep, to crawl, to clamber; to go', Blg {Ger.}
≤líz0  'I crawl, climb (je clambe)'; Sl iter. *la¡ziti 'to crawl, to climb' >
ChS laziti laziti, SCr laàziti, Slv la!ziti, CVz laziti, Slk
lazit5, P Lazic1, R ≤lazit∆ id., Blg lazå 'I crawl, climb' ¶ ≈  WP II
425-6, ≈  P 669, ME II 464-5, Tr. 161, Kar. II 517-8, En. 2O4-5; ESSJ XV
36-8, Vs. II 476-7 (both unconvincingly adduce here ON la1gr ' low' ,
MHG lA2ge, Lt le$ﬁks7tas, and Ltv le>^ze>ns 'flat'), Glh. 37O || E: NEl la-
gi 'vorstoßend, überquerend', la-gi-ik 'angereist', AEl la-gi-ma-na
'für ihre Reise'. la-ak 'unterwegs', la-ak-kar-ra 'ein Durchreisender ' ,
la-ki-ib-ba 'Durchreisende, unterwegs Seiende' ¶¶ HK 8OO, 8O6,
811-3 ˚  IE *-g8[≈]- may be accounted for by the as. N *-˝k''''- >  *-g- ( i f
the N lr. *Ó  was *˝ ); alternatively (and much less plausibly) HS *-k'-
goes back to *-k-  or *-g-  with secondary glottalization caused by N *÷
(if the N lar. was *÷ ) .
129O. *lu4444ÓK''''a (≠ *l++++l ! !!!u 4 444K ' '''a÷ 3333V??) 'to jump' >  HS: WCh: DfB {J} luk
'jump high', 'springen (auf und ab)', Bks {J} luk 'auffliegen, fliegen' ¶ J
R 144, 217, ChC  ??σ S *°√lk'÷ (× N *LÉÓK''''á  [= *LÉ÷3333K ' '''á?] ' m a k e
one's way with effort [crawl, climb]') > Ar √lq÷  G  (prm. -lqa÷-) ' passe r
rapidement' ¶ BK II 1O15  || IE: NaIE *le2k-/*lo2k-/*l´k- 'jump, leap
(lebhaft springen), fly' >  Ltv le 2kt  (prs. lezu ) 'to jump, to leap, to h o p ,
to spring', iter. le>ka2t 'to jump (about), to skip', Lt le$ﬁk-ti ( p r s .
lekiu~) 'to fly', laksty!ti 'to fly about, to jump' »» Gk [Hs.] lhka6n : to`
pro`ß ]ôdh`n ]orcei6s†ai 'to dance to the music of singing' »» L lo2custa
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'locust' ¶ ≈ WP II 42O-1 (IE *lek- and *le2k-/*l´k-), Bc. 688, F II 115, WH
I 818-9, Frn. 353-4, Kar. I 513 ||  U : FU *°lu4kkV >  ObU {Ht.} *lu4Æk- >  pVg
{Ht., Stn.} *lu4Æk- 'enter suddenly' > Vg: LK la4 ∏kW-, la4∏k-, P la4∏k-, SV/LL la4∏kW-
, LL/Ss lakW- id., d.: T la4kW´t- ± la4k´t-, P/NV/SV la4xx´t-, la4xxa4∏t-, LL
la4xWa4∏t- v. 'jump', d. MK la4kW´lt- id.; pOs *lo4Æk- 'aufspringen' ({∫Hl.}
*lu4Æk-) > Os: Ty ¬o$Æk-, D to"q-, Nz, Kz tu"q- id. ¶ Ht. #353, Stn. WV 279 ||
A *l{u4}K- >  Tg: Ewk Np luktin- 'run (a certain distance)' ¶ STM I 5 O 8
 ?φ pJ *ni`nka! 'run away, escape'  > OJ ni~ga!-, J: T/K ni!ge!-, Kg ni~ge- ¶ S
QJ #13O8, Mr. 735  ?φ M *Z>u9at+da- (or ≈ *Z>i9uta[˝a]-) ({DQA}
*Z>iguta-) 'flee, run away' (> WrM Zi9uta9a- ≠ Zu9ta9a-, HlM
zugtaa-, Brt zugada- id. ¶ MED 1O77, Chr. 261). The M item m a y
belong here only if M *Z>- reflects A *l!- (hyp. of DQA) and N *l-
(evidenced by U *l-) palatalized to *l!- due to the infl. of the following A
*u4 ({DQA} *i\u) ¶¶ DQA #1212 (A *l!i\o" ~ki 'run away').
1291. *l∏∏∏∏owK''''V÷3333V 'hole, opening' >  U *l+lßowkkV id., 'corner' >  F
loukka, loukas (gen. loukkaan) 'Schlupfwinkel', loukku 'Spalte,
Höhle', loukko 'corner, grotto, cave', Krl lou\kko 'opening, hole, cave ' ,
Es lo %ugas  'stone wall (serving as a seat) in front of the hearth, hea r th -
stone' » Chr: L luk luk, Uf luk, H lyk l¥k 'corner; bend, curve (of a
road\river)' »» Hg lyuk 'hole, opening' (unless π M)  Sm: Ne T
loxo 'corner, cap (in a lake\river)', Ne T O {Lh.} loXe? 'corner (in a
house, in a lake) ¶¶ UEW 252, MRS 299, 3O9, EWH 916, Ter. 193, Lh.
228, ≠ SSA II 97 || A ({SDM97} *lukæi, {DQA} *lu!+o!kæi 'break th rough ' ) :
ppM **lu4ken >  M *nu4ken 'hole' (×  N *n2222u 4 444K ' '''V ¬ *n2222uK''''É 'hole', q.v. ffd.);
possibly ppM *lu4ken ı Hg lyuk 'hole, opening' (Hl.’s hyp.) (unless
from FU lowkkV)   Tg *loktË ({DQA} *lokta-) 'hole' (× N *lßßßßu 4 444k[V]?Å ¬
*lßßßßu 4 444K ' '''Å 'push, shove, thrust, fasten to'?) > Neg loktIkI2n- ≠ loktokI2n-, U d
lotogo- vi. 'get holed\leaky' (prorvat∆så , prodyråvit∆så ,
prote¢∆)', Neg loktoxo ± loktoko, Ul luktu 'hole, puncture', Orc lokto-
lokto bï 'gaping' (of a hole), Nn Nh luktu‰ adj. 'having a hole, p ierced ' ,
Neg loktol-, Ud lotoli-, Ul luktulu-, Nn Nh luktuli- 'make a hole, p ierce ' ,
Ork luktos, Nn Nh/KU luktu adv. 'through and through' ¶ STM I 5O2-3
 pJ {S} *nu!k- 'pass through, break through' > OJ nu!k-, J: T/Kg nu~k-, K
nu!k- ¶ S QJ #912, Mr. 5O2 ¶¶ DQA #1228 || HS: S *0√lk'÷ > Ar √lq÷  G
'sting so.' (a snake) ¶ BK II 1O15, Hv. 693 || IE *°lug+g8[Ó]-: NaIE *°lug+g8-
'≈  hole, opening' (unless ÿ IE *leu\g8- 'break') >  OHG loh (gen .
lohhes) 'hole, opening, cave; Loch, Öffnung, Höhle', MHG loch 'ho le ,
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cave; verborgenes Wohnungs- \ Aufbewahrungsort', NHG Loch 'hole' ¶
OsS 568, Kb. 629, Lx. 129, ≈ KM 444, P 686 (Loch <  IE *leu\g8- 'break') ¶
IE *-g+g8[Ó]- is likely to go back to *-k''''V÷ 3333-.
1292. *LeqÉK''''a  'cut, tear' > HS: [1] S *°√lXk' >  Ar luXqu2q- 'trou d a n s
la terre qui sert de repaire à un animal'; [2] ??σ S *°√lk'k' >  Ar œwLa laqq-
'crevice, slit, furrow', œwLu luqq- 'furrow', éqaqaLa laqaq-at- 'd i tches
narrower in the upper part' ¶ BK II 1O12, Hv. 692 ¶¶ Hardly here Eg BD
nk5÷ 'tear out (the heart)' (EG II 343), that probably belongs to N
*n1111u 4 444K ' '''÷V 'tear, tear out' (q.v.) || IE: NaIE *le2k-/*lo2k-/*l´k- ' t e a r
asunder' >  Gk laki1ß (gen. laki1doß) 'rent, rending', laki1zv ' t e a r
asunder', Gk Cp [Hs.] ]ape1lhka : ]ape1rrvga 'broke off, sundered' »» L
lacer (f. lacera, ntr. lacerum) adj. 'torn, mangled', lacera2- v.
'tear to pieces', lacinia 'lappet\flap of a garment' »» ?φ NPrs ´naXra
ra4Xne 'breach in a wall, hole, crack' »» Sl *lax¥ (<  *lo2k-s-), ? *lox- (<
*l´k-s-?) 'torn garment, rag' > P ∆ Lach id., Uk ≤laxa , lax , Blr ∆  lax
'rags', Cz L Òax 'ragamuffin'; d.: R lox≤mot∆å pl., R ∆  lox≤man,
lox≤mon 'rags', ≤loxma, ≤loxmy 'torn pieces of cloth, rags' ¶ WP II
419-2O, P 673 (*le2k-/*l´k-), EI 568 (*lak-), WH I 742-3, F II 75, BM 2 4 3 ,
Vl. II 27, Sg. 572, ESSJ XIV 17-9 and XV 25O-5 || U *Leykka- v ' cu t ,
split' >  F leikkaa- v. 'cut, harvest', Es lo%ika-, leika- id., 'carve' (BF
× π Gmc {SSA} *blai\kjan 'cut a notch in a tree, lyödä pi lkka
puuhun'??) »» Hg le1k, ∆  lye1k ± lI1k n. 'ice-hole, leak', † 'Öffnung, Riß,
Spalte'  Sm {Jn.} *lekkaº- (or *lec>+s+tkaº-) vi. 'split' >  Ne: T leka-s∆, T
O {Lh.} l!e2k;a2˘-, F K {Lh.} ¬!E¿kka2˘-; En {Ter.} l´kE-s∆ id.; Ï Sm
*lekkaºptaº- (or *lec>+s+tkaººptaº-) vt. 'split' > Ne T lekabta-, T O l!e2k:a$¿pta2˘,
F L {Lh.} ¬!a4¿ k:bòta2N:a2t; En {Cs.} leketa!bo id. (obcj. 1s aor.); Mt {Hl.}
*lÉga4bt‰- vt. 'split' (Mt M {Sp.} legept∆åm` 'kol√ ') ¶¶ UEW 2 4 4 ,
EWU 885, Jn. 83, Hl. M #62O, ≠ SSA II 59 (BF π Gmc [with a query]).
1293. € *Lu6666K ' '''[a]ÓV 'see, know' > HS: eB *°√lk'Ó > B {Pr.} imv. *°luŒut
/ pf. *°yilliŒat > Tw {Pr.} imv. l´Œ´t, pf. ill´Œ¥t, Ah {Fc.} imv. l´Œ´t /
ill´Œ´t (Fcj. 1O2, Pcj. V - app. I) 'faire connaître' ¶ Fc. 11O5, 2OO9, Pr.
M VI-VII 2O8 || IE: [1] NaIE *leu\k- 'see' >  OI ≤lo2kate2, ≤lo2cate2 ' sees ,
perceives (erblickt, wird gewahr)', lo2≤cayati 'beholds (be t rach te t ) ' ,
lo2≤kayati id., 'watches, looks at (schaut)', lo2canam 'eye' »» Gk
ley1ssv 'see, behold, look upon' »» Brtt {RE} *lukatos 'eye'  > MW
llygat, W llygad, OCrn, MBr lagat, Crn lagas, Br lagad id.; W
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am-lwg  'evident', cyf-lwg, eg-lwg 'conspicuous', go-lwg 'sight' »»
Ltv luﬁks 'Schauender, Freier, Kundschaftler', luﬁkot [luﬁkuo^t] ' schauen,
auf etw. sehen, absehen' ‘  'to try, to venture', Lt la!ukti 'to wait ( f o r
so.)', Pru laukït  'to search, to look for', ka2ima-luke  : "sucht heim" »
?σ Sl *luc7iti 'to find, to hit (the goal) '  > RChS luhiti luc7iti 'to meet, t o
receive', Blg lu¢a 'hit (the goal)', SCr lu!c7iti 'to find, to receive', P
Luczyc1, R po-lu¢it∆ 'to receive'  [2] NaIE *la+ok- ({WP} *lak-)
'see, look' > OHG luoge2n (in older dictionaries: luage2n, luege2n,
luagan) 'to look, to see; lugen, schauen, erblicken', {OsS} 'aus e inem
Versteck hervorsehen, schauen, lugen', NHG lugen  'to look out, to spy
about, to peep', OSx {Ho.} lo2kon 'lugen, blicken', AS lo2cian 'to see ,
to look', NE look ¶ In NaIE the reflex of the lr. is lost in prevocalic
position, IE *la+ok- < pre-IE *lu\Vk- ("state II") < N *Lu6666K ' '''[a]ÓV ¶ P 689, M
K III 112-3, M E II 48O (unc.: probably OI lo2k- 'see ' ÿ lo2≤ka- ' l ichter ,
freier Raum'), F II 11O, Frn. 345, En. 187, 2O3, WP II 381, EI 5O5 (*leu\k-
), LP §  263.1, RE 92, Hm. 5O1, Ho. 2O5, Ho. S 48, KM 449, Kb. 6 4 1 ,
Schz. 2O3, OsS 578, HDEL 769, ≈ Vs. II 538, ≈ ESSJ XVI 162-3 (Sl *luc7iti
“ **luc7iti 'illuminate' ÿ *luc7Á 'ray of light').
1294. ?σ € *LVK''''[V]ÙV ≠ LVÙ[V]K''''a ++++á) 'to grasp, to catch' >  HS: S
*√lk'H 'take' >  BHb √lk'H G  (ip. -k'k'aH) 'take', Ph, IA lk5Ó G , Pun, Yd
lk5Ó G  (ip. -k5Ó), M’b, DA, OA -k5Ó G  ip. 'take', Ug √lk5Ó (ip. -k5Ó)
'take, grasp', JA {Lv.} √lk'H T   (3pf ip. Nuhq^l2`T5 tillak5≤Óu2n) ' b e
married' (of girls) (lit. 'be taken'), OCn TA (AkSc) inf. la-k5a-Xu ( =
*lak'a2Hu) 'to take', Ar √lqH (pf. laqiHa) 'conceive' (female), ' b e
impregnated' (palm tree), (pf. laqaHa, ip. -lqaHu) 'impregnate', Sb
√ lk 5Ó  'take, seize, capture, arrest', Mn √ lk 5Ó  'take \ seize illegally', Gz
√lk'H D  (pf. lak'k'´Ha) 'lend' » OAk, Ak A lak5a2?u, Ak B lek5u6 'take, t a k e
a wife' ¶ KB 5O7-8, A #1482, OLS 246-8, HJ 58O-4, Lv. II 521, Js. 7 1 7 ,
BK II 1O12-3, Hv. 692, Bll. 262, MA 57, L G 317, CAD IX 131-47, Sd.
544-6 || ?σ IE *°lÓ=k+k8- (× N *l∏∏∏∏uK''''Ëz7777V 'twig, strap, lash, whip' [q.v.]) >
NaIE *°l´k+k8- >  L [Fest.] lax 'deceit, fraud' ([Fest.] lax fraus), [Fest.]
lacio, -e"re 'entice' (Fest.: lacit ; inducit in fraudem) (×  ÿ
laqueus 'noose, halter, snare' <  N *La4444haK''''o 'to grow; sprout, twig'
[q.v.]) Ï e2-licio2 'lure out, entice out' ¶ ≠  WP II 421-2, ≠  P 673-4, ≠
WH I 744-5 ˚  Highly qu., because the IE √  may be explained otherwise
(see N *l ∏∏∏∏uK ''''Ëz 7777V).
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1295. *l∏∏∏∏uK''''Ëz7777V 'twig, strap, lash, whip' >  U: FU (att. in FV) *l+lßuks7V
'lash, whip' > Er lokwo loks7o id. ('knut '), Mk lokwa loks7a 'lash, whip
(knut , xlyst )' » Chr: L lupw lups7, E {It.} lups7, H lypw l¥ps7 ' lash,
whip (knut , pletka )' ¶ It. #22O, ERV 349, PI 149 || A: Tg *lu3ks- ≠
*lusk- 'trace-strap' (×  N *riûûûûqu 6666{z}V 'to tie; loop') >  Ewk luks7ipka ±
luks7ipka2n '(central) trace-strap in a team of dogs (potåg ,
postromka )', Neg nusku ≠ nuski, Nn Nh luksur, Nn B luksuri, Nn KU
nuksur, Orc nuksu ± noksu, Ud B nuki, Ud I/Sm nuxi, Ud K {Krm.} luxi,
Ul nusku id., Ork nusku ± n1usku '(central) trace-strap in a team o f
reindeers' ¶ STM I 5O9, Krm. 267 || HS: Ch: Ngz {Sch.} la~ko2!di 'whip '
(× N *Luka4444?V '≈  flexible rod, thong') ¶ Sch. DN 1O3  B: BSn l´kkud3,
Izn l´kkYud3 'whip' ¶ Ds. B 138 || IE *leÓkW- > NaIE *le2kW- {WP, P “
Vn.} '≈  flexible twig (used to make a whip and a snare for animals)' (× N
*La 4444haK ''''o 'to grow; sprout, twig' [q.v. ffd.]) >  AS lA2l 'twig, whip' ({WP,
P} <  Gmc *la2x[W]il-) »» L laqueus 'trap; noose, halter, snare' ¶ WP II
421-2, P 673-4, WH I 744-5 ˚  The voiced cns. *d in B and Ngz and *Ó
in IE suggest a N voiced sibilant (*z 7777) ˚  The order of consonants in IE
*leÓkW-  may be explained by mt. and/or by the infl. of N *La 4444haK ''''o .
1296. € *LiLV 'water, sea' >  HS: C: Bj {Rop.} lïl- scv. 'be liquid,
melt', {R} lil- scv. 'be wet\humid\liquid' ¶ R WBd 158, Rop. 86  LbB
*lil[u] 'sea, (?) water' >  Lb [Hs.] lily 'water', Jrb {Bs.} i-lil, Jrb / Nf /
Snd / Mtm {La.} i-l´l 'sea' ¶ Msq. Z 517, La. S 259, Vc. NN 38O-1  S
{Vc.} *nïl- (dis. <  **lïl-) 'large river, flood, watering' >  Ak nïlu(m)
'watering, flooding', Ar s7atœtœu-n-nïli (name of an ancient river-bed i n
Mesopotamia), ?an-nïl-u 'the Nile of Egypt, the Nile of Kufa
(Mesopotamia), the Indus' ¶ CAD XI/2 234, Sd. 694, 79O (connects Ak
n°lu-  with Ak √n?l  'befeuchten' and [?] with Ar √nhl v. 'quench thirs ,
drink a first draught'), Vc. ACBM 1O6-7, BK II 1358, 1376, Hv. 8O4 
{Vc.} Eg ı Gk Nei6loß 'the Nile' ¶ Vc. ONN, Vc. NN ¶¶ Vc. NN 28O-1 
?? CCh: Suk {Mch.} llau 'river' (unless to N *lßßßßaK''''{u} 'body of water') ¶
ChC ¶¶ OS #1674 (HS *lil- 'water, be wet' >  Lb, Bj + unc. Fgg ill 'weep ' )
¶¶ Alternatively, it is possible (after IS) to explain B *lVl-  and Bj lïl- a s
rdp. of N *l ∏∏∏∏VyhV  'to pour; water' ||  IE: NaIE *°liro- (dis. from *lilo-?)
> Clt: OIr ler (gen. lir) 'sea', NIr lear 'sea, flood, surface of the sea ' ,
W † lly6r 'sea' ¶ Bc. 36-7, YGM-1 318, Dnn. 426 || ??? AdS  of A: T
*Ju[:]l 'spring, fountain' [< N *z1111{u}9[V]l!!!!V (¬  *z1111V9{u}l !!!!V?) 'flow, p o u r ' ,
q.v. ffd.] ˚ IS II 32-3 (*L{a4}yÿ).
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1297. (€?) *L++++z 6 666il ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!V (= *L++++z 6 666il ! !!!V?) 'reed, ∈ water-plant' >  K: GZ *le2l-
'cane' (× N *H{Ë}relßßßß ++++l ! !!!V 'reed') > OG, G lel-i 'cane'.; cd. *le2l+r-c`'em-
'reed' (cd. *le2l- + c` 'em- 'grass') > Mgr larc7'am- ≠ larc7'em- 'reed' ¶ K 12O-
1, K2 1O8-9, 3O6 (on K *c`'am-/*c`'em-), FS K 199-2OO, FS E 218-9, Abul.
2O8, Ser. 82, Chx. 677-8, Q 27O || IE: NaIE *lei\l- ≠ dis. *lei\r- '≈  water-
plant' (× N *HVLiLV 'flower, a plant with flowers' [q.v. ffd.]) || ? D
*Vrelßl ß- 'reed' (× N *H{Ë}rel ßßßß ++++ l ! !!!V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) || ? A: T *°jîl!- >  Tlt jîs7qît
'rhubarb' ¶ Rl. III 498 ˚  If Tlt jîs7qît belongs here, the N etymon m u s t
be *L++++z 6 666il ! !!!V; if not, but the D word does belong, we reconstruct N
*L++++z 6 666il ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!V ˚  Fn. KD #5O ( K, D). Qu., because some of the connect ions
may be due to borrowing.
1298. *l∏∏∏∏umV 'magic, spell, fortune' >  U: FU (att. in FV) *l+lßuma- v.
'charm, bewitch' > F lumoa-, Es lumma-  id. » Lp N {N} la6bmo- / -m-
'get bewitched, bewitch', Lp Pa {TI} loÚm;aÚ- v. 'charm, bewitch' » Chr H
s´nza4m l¥mem, Chr U s7in1c7am lumem 'to blind (so.) by withcraft' (lit. ' t o
bewitch the eyes') ¶ UEW 694, TI 221 || A *{l+n}ËmV >  T *Jom ≠ *Jum
'luck, omen, magic device' >  Chv {Ash.} s1am 'medicine'; MT [AH] jom
'omen, divination' (Tk 'fal'), Tk yum ≠ yom 'luck', Tk ∆  jom ' o m e n ,
predicion; tale, legend' Ï T *Jom-(˝)ak 'tale' >  SY Òomaq id .
(preservation of the ancient *l- or its apparent restitution result ing
from phonetic laws of SY?), Kr, Qmq jomaq, Nog jumaq, Xk nîmaX id.,
Qrg Z7omoq, Uz z7ömbåq 'legend', Qzq z7u"mbaq 'riddle', Tkm jomaq 'wit ' ;
T *Jom ı M *dom 'sorcery or ceremony for ridding of diseases o r
calamities; magic formula of cure' >  WrM, HlM dom id. ¶ The T vw. *o
(for the expected *u) is still to be explained ¶ ET J 22O-1, Rs. W 2O6,
SDD III 1537, Tn. SJJ 19O, Ash. XII 35, Jeg. 69, MED 26O  pJ {S} *n‰~m-
>  OJ nom- v. 'pray' ¶ S AJ 69, 276, ≈ DQA #1213 || HS: S *°√lmm >  Ar
lamm-at- 'sort, fortune; mauvaise fortune', lamam- 'folie; obsession,
commencement de la folie attribuée à l’action des démons' ¶ BK I
1O22-3, Hv. 695 ˚ Rs. W 2O6 (Tu, M, FU).
1299. *l∏∏∏∏a 4 444?[V]m{Ë} 'crust, scab' >  HS: S: Ar √l?m G  'dress ( a
wound)', la?m-at- 'breast-plate (cuirasse)' ¶ BK II 952-4, Hv. 673-4 ||
U: FU (att. in FP) *l+lßa4m{Ë} '≈ scurf, scab' > Er lem l!em '∈  eczema on t h e
head', ∆  {Rv.} l!eme 'rash, scurf (esp. on the head of a child)' » pChr
{Ber.} *lim´ >  Chr: Uf lu4mo4 'Schorf', L lu≥mo≥ ≤lu4mo4 'sore, scab', H lim
lim id. » Prm *lo$m 'scurf, scab' ('strup , korosta ') >  Vt lom lom id., Z
lo≥m l‰m id., 'mange' ¶ LG 162, UEW 686, ERV 337, Ber. 36, MRS 2 8 9 ,
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3O5, Ep. 61 || A: M *namur-sun >  WrM namu(r)sun 'herpes, t e t te r ;
dead tissue; scab; ulcer', Ord namu¯s(u¯) 'espèce d’ulcère qui s e
développe sur le visage', Brt namarha(-n) 'scab' ('strup ') ¶ MED
564, Ms. O 483, Chr. 32O.
13OO. *l∏∏∏∏[É{9}]ume6666 (= *l ∏∏∏∏i {9}ume6666?) 'wet\cold weather, dew' (‘  'we t
snowfall' ‘ 'snow') >  HS: B mt. *lVmuÓ- >  Wrg {Dlh.} ta-lmu-t ' b r u m e
basse, brouillard léger des bas-fonds', Ah ta"-la"mu-t 'dew', Kb a-l´mlum
'temps gris, brumeux'; ? ll´ml´m v. 'être gris, brumeux, nuageux
(temps)' ¶ Fc. 1O77, Dl. 453, Dlh. Ou 169  C: Ag: Km {CR} lugom
'fine rain' »» EC: ?? Or {Th.} ligidi 'very cold weather (freddo glaciale) '
¶ CR K 223, Th. 225 || U **l+lß[i]ume > FU *l+lßume 'snow' >  F lumi (gen .
lumen), Es lumi 'snow' » Lp N {Fri.} lobma, lobme, Lp S {Hs.}
lubme, Lp Vfs {Lgc.} Òupm‰ 'snow', Lp T la2˘mma- v. 'fill with snow' »
Mk, Er lov lov, Er A/LP loN 'snow' » Chr: H lym l¥m, L lum lum, Uf, B
lum id. » Prm *lu$m >  Z lym lÈm (obl. lÈmy-), Z Vsh/EV lu$m, Vt lymy
lÈmÈ id. »» OHg XVIII lom  'hoarfrost', Hg lom, lam n. 'wet; floating ice
(in spring on rivers)'  Sm {Jn.} *yom- v. 'snow' > Nn T e™mze- id. ,
e™mzå÷ 'soft fluffy snow', T O {Lh.} yo2mc1e'?, T F {Lh.} yu2ms1s1 ¢´a4k;a2t
'dünner spärlicher Schneefall', Ng d. {Mik.} ≤Jumu v. 'snow', Slq Nr {Cs.}
c7om≤na 'it snows', Slq UO {KD} t!opsa v. 'snow in large flakes' ¶¶ The
discrepancy between FU *l+lß- and Sm *y- points to a pU palatalizing
factor (*i after the initial cns.?) ¶¶ UEW 253-4 (*lume), It. #186, IS III
34-5 (*luN1e), Sm. 538 (U *lomÈ  'snow', FU, FP *lumi, Ugr *lu"mI", Sm
*jom), 552, Hs. 868-9, Ker. II 81, LG 164, MF 4O8, EWU 9O6, Jn. 46 ||
A {SDM97} *lu2n1V 'snow' >  NTg *lu2n1e 'wet snow' >  Ewk lu2n1‰, Neg lun1‰
id., Ewk lu2n1‰- v. 'snow' (of wet snow), Neg lun1i- v. 'snow in flakes' ( o f
wet snow) ¶ STM I 51O  pKo *nu2n 'snow' > MKo nu2n, NKo nun 'snow' ¶
Rm. SKE 172, S QK #216 ¶¶ SDM97 s.v. *lu2n1V, ≈ DQA #1232  (A *l!u2~n1i;
incl. Tg, Ko) ˚  Rs. UAW 31 (U, A), IS MS 366 (*lun1gÿ 'snow': U, A), IS
III 34-5 (*lun1ge 'snow': U, A) ˚  N *-É{9}um-  > FU *-m- ≠ (in Mr) *-N-
. N *-É{9}um- (= *-i9um?) > ≈ *-91m-> *-n19- > NTg *-n1- ˚  Sm *y- poin ts
to the presence of a palatalizing factor after *l-. It may be *li\- < N
*lÉ{9}- ˚  The original meaning is likely to have been '≈  bad \ r a iny
weather', but in U and A (due to the climatic conditions) the meaning
changed to 'wet snowfall, snow'.
13O1. *l ∏∏∏∏ahm{Ë} 'swamp; body of water' >  HS: S: Ar [Gol.] lahim-,
luham-  'mare amplum', [Qam.] liham- 'big sea' ¶ Fr. IV 131, BK II 1 O 3 4
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 B *lVm{u}Ó 'big swamp, humid grass-land' >  SrSn {Rn.} a-lmu
'prairie', t3a-lmu-t3 'trou d’eau, marais, prairie marécageuse', Rf A {Rn.}
t3aÒmat3 id., aÒma 'grande mare, prairie', Kb alma 'prairie naturel le ' ,
t3almat3 'prairie; endroit marécageux, humide et herbeux' ¶ Rn. 34O,
354, Dl. 454 || K *°la[:]m- >  G lam-i 'silt, dampness', {DCh. 641} lam-
vt. 'wetten, moisten' ¶ DCh. 641, Chx. 661 || IE *leémeé >  NaIE *la2ma2
'puddle, swamp' >  L la2ma 'bog, slough' »» Blt (×  IE *lem- v. 'break'): Lt
loma~  (accus. loﬁma<) 'depression, low place, valley', Ltv la2ma ' puddle ,
swamp, pit' ¶ WP II 385-6, P 653-4, WP I 753, Tr. 162, ≈  Frn. 385 ( u n c .
rejection of the links between the Blt word and L la2ma) || U *l+lßampe
'small body of water, puddle, pond, bog' >  F lampi 'small lake, p o n d ' ,
Es {W} dim. lammikas 'Schlammpfütze, Moor' » pLp *lo2mp‰ > Lp N {N}
luobba6 / -b…b- 'small lake through which a river runs', Lp Kld
la2mm∆p, K {Gn.} la2m4pe 'swamp, marsh', pLp {Lr.} d. *lo2mp‰l ' small
lake, pond' >  Lp: N {N} luobba6l, S {Hs.} luobbele, L {LLP} luoppal,
Kld lu2mbal id. » Chr L lop lop 'wet depression \ lowland'  Sm {Jn.}
*°lÈmpaº- 'be swampy' > Ne T lymba- id.; Ne T lymbad 'swamp', Ne T
O {Lh.} Òu;mbòa¿Î 'Schlamm, naßer Ton', Ne F {Lh.} 'naßgiebige Stelle ( i m
Moor)', Slq Tz {KKIH} lÈmpa4 'swamp' ¶¶ Coll. 3O, UEW 235, Lr. #62O,
Lgc. #36O9, Hs. 873, MRS 295, SaR 154, Jn. 83 || A *la2mË 'body o f
water, swamp' >  Tg *la2mu 'sea' >  Ewk la2mu 'sea, the Baikal lake', Lm,
Neg na2m, Lm A la2m, Orc na2mu, Ud namu, Ul, Ork namU, Nn Nh namo ≠
namU, Nn B/KU lamU, WrMc namu 'sea, ocean' ¶ STM I 49O-1, Krm.
265  M *namu9 'swamp' > WrM namu9, HlM namag 'marsh, swamp,
mire, bog', Brt namag , Kl namg nam¥9 id., {Rm.} nam9 'Sumpf, Teich';
M *namur9an >  MM [S] {H} namurh5an 'puddle', Brt namargan
'swamp, marsh' ¶ MED 563, Chr. 23O, KRS 367, KW 271, H 113  JK:
Kgr {DQA} nu\ami 'pond, sea' ¶¶ SDM97 s.v. *la2mo, ≈ DQA #1187 (A
*la2~mo~+a~ 'sea, wave'; incl. Tg, M, Kgr)  ˚  IS II 29-3O (*LaÓm/u/
'swamp': K, IE, U, A) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #375 (*lama 'swamp') (IE, U, A, J, Ai +
err. Ko).
13O2. € *L{Ë}m?V 'lion' >  K {GI} *lom- id. >  OG, G lom-i, Sv {Ni.}
lwem, {GI} lo4m id. (π G?) ¶¶ DCh. 652, Chx. 689, GI IJI II 51O, Ni. s.v.
lev`  || HS: CCh: McMs: Lame {ChL} lu!mu!, LamP {ChL} lum, ZmD {ChC}
lu!m, {KNC} lu@m 'lion'; less probably here the forms in BM {ChL}: Klb
lE@va~ri!, Hld lu!va!ri~, Mrg lÈ!var∑ 'lion', in McHigi: HgNg {ChL} li~vE~ri!, HgF
lu~vE!ri! id., as well a FlM lu~va~ri! id. because they are obviously akin t o
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Dgh {Frk.} rvi!re~, {ChL} a~rvi!re~, Db {Lnh.} ‰!rva~re~, Mdr {ChL} ?u!ruvW‰~ri,
Glv {Rp.} a!r‰~vara~ 'lion', and further to Eg, DEg rw 'lion' and CS
*?ar{y}ay- id. (see  N *?{u4444}r 1 111VwV 'large feline') ¶ ChC, ChL, KNC 15  S
*≤labu?- 'lion' >  BHb Ma5b1l6 l´b3a2≤?ïm pl. 'lions', Ug lbü, Amr {G} labw-
um, labu2m, IA lb?, Sb lb?n, OAk, Ak OA lab?u, Ak fOB la2bu, Ak
labbu 'lion', d. BHb aib5l1 la2≤bï 'lion' (originally an adj. 'having t h e
qualities of a lion'), S d. *labV?-at- 'lioness' >  Ar labu?at- ≠ labwat- ≠
luba?at-, BHb l´b3ï≤?a2 (µ  on the analogy of aib5l1 la2≤bï), Ug lbït, OAk,
Ak ∀ la2batu, Ak YB labbatu id. ¶ KB 49O-2, HJ 562, A #1435, OLS
241, G A 24, BK II 956, Bll. 256, Sd. 526-, CAD IX 23-5  Eg: NEg {Spg.} ≈
lb 'the god Min (represented as a lion)', NEg {Psn.} rby or lby ' l ion ' ,
DEg lby 'bear; lion', Cpt Sd/B lavoI laboi 'lioness, female bear' ¶ Vc.
94, Er. 262, Psn. NO ∀  ¶¶ In S (and Eg?) *-b?- <  **-m?-  like in S *√nb?
'name, give a name' <  N *ænim?V 'name, word' (q.v.) ¶¶ The above S
name for 'lion' (or Eg rw 'lion' with the original *r, see  DEg rw [Er.
243] and N *?{u4444}r 1 111VwV) was borrowed by IE either at the pIE level ( a s
suggested in GI IJI II 5O7-1O) or later, at the level of the dialects.
Gamkrelidze and Ivanov reconstruct pIE *lew- 'lion' >  pGk *lewont-
(Lej. MPM 165) (> Gk Mc re-wo-, Gk le1vn [gen. le1ont-oß] 'lion'), Gmc
*liu\w-az id. (<  *lew-os) (>  OHG lewo, MHG lewe, louwe, NHG
Lo4we, π Leu id.), Tc lu 'beast' (Wn. 267-8), ??φ Ht/Lw walwa ({GI}:
partial rdp.); Gk ı L leo2; Gmc ı pSl *lÁv¥ 'lion' (see  ESSJ XVII O5-
7). But the hypotheses of S (*√lb?) or Eg (rw or lb) origin of the IE
word do not explain irreg. phonetic changes: S or Eg *-b- >  IE *-w- ( i f
the origin is S *√lb or Eg lb) and Eg r- > IE *l- (if the origin is Eg rw).
13O3. *l∏∏∏∏am[V]dV 'low' >  IE: NaIE *lend≈-/*lond≈- 'plain, lowland' >
OIr {P} land 'open place', {EI} lann 'open land', Gl *landa (ı  VL {ML}
*landa  'moor, heath, barren land' [>  Itl, Ctl landa id., Fr lande ' m o o r ,
heath, waste land'], and ı Bsq landa 'field'), MW llan 'area', W
llan  'parish, village' (‘ 'church'), Crn lan  'enclosure, monastic close ' ,
MBr, Br lann  'Heide, Steppe (lande)' »» Sw ∆  linda 'fallow land', OHG
lant, NHG Land, Gt, ON, Sw, Dn, NNr, OSx, Dt, AS land 'land', NE
land »» Pru accus. lindan 'valley' » Sl *leßdo (≠ *leßda) {ESSJ} ' t e r r a
inculta' >  Blg ≤låda  'waste land, field', Cz lado, lada 'waste land', OR
lAdo l!ado, R ∆  ≤lådo 'a place (in a forest) cleared and stubbed f o r
an arable field'; Ï  Sl *leßd i ¡na > ChS l9dina le<dina 'ager incultus ' ,
Blg le ≤dina , lå ≤dina  'waste land, a meadow\clearing in a wood', SCr
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le~dina, Slv ledi!na 'terra inculta', R ∆  ≤lådina, lå≤dina 'an a rab le
land formed from a cleared and stubbed place in a wood' ¶ WP 438-9, P
675, EI 2OO, Mn. 678, YGM-1 3O2, Ern. 351-2, Hm. 5O4, ECCE 263, ML
#4884, Fs. 321-2, Vr. 345, Kb. 59O, OsS 533, KM 421, Ho. 194, Ho. S
45, En. 2O4, Vs. II 549, ESSJ XV 41-8, Glh. 372 || U *l+lßamte ' low;
lowland' >  F lansi (gen. lannen) 'low, lowland', lantea 'low', Es
laas  '(primeval) forest', {SK} 'thick deciduous forest on moist g round ' ,
∆  land (gen. landu) 'stagnant pool' » ? pLp {Lr.} *lo2mte2 'lie down,
rest' >  Lp: K {Gn.} lu2m:de-Î id., N {N} luow…de- / -wd- 'lie down f la t '
(of animals), 'lie down resting on one’s knees and elbows', L {LLO}
luob…te2- ≠ luog…te2- 'sich mit eingeknickten, untergeschlagenen
Beinen auf den Leib legen (von einem Renntier)', 'lie down resting o n
one’s knees and arms' » Er, Mk landå- lan1d!a- v. 'squat down' » Chr H
landaka va≥r lan≤daka va4r 'low place, depression (kotlovina )' (va≥r
'place') » Prm *lud  >  Z lud lud  'small meadow\pasture (in a forest)', Vt
lud lud 'field'  Sm {Jn.} *l¥mtV-, d. *l¥mt¥y 'low' >  Ne: T lamdo, T
O {Lh.} Òa¿mtuÚ;, T d. lamdik 'low', F L {Lh.} ramtu2 id.; En: T {Pl.} loddu,
M {Pl.} roddo, X {Cs.} loddu, B {Cs.} luddu, {Ter.} lodo 'low'; Slq:
UO {Cs.} lamdi, Nr {Cs.} lamdek id.  pY {IN} *lamdV- 'low' > OY: Ch
{Mat.} laudap` adv. 'low (nizko )', NW {Lnd.} namda1tschit adj .
'low' ¶¶ Coll. 31, UEW 235-6, SK 275, Lr. #621, Lgc. #3611, ERV 3 3 1 ,
MRS 28O, Ep. 59, LG 163, Jn. 81, Ter. 174-5, Ter. EJ 446, Pl. 2O5, KP
1O9, Cs. 13O, IN 23O-1 || A: M *°namda- > WrM namda-, HlM
namda-  'become lower'; M *nam 'low' (*-m <  *-md in Auslaut) >  WrM
nam, HlM, Brt nam id., WrO {Krg.} nam 'low, small, minor', Kl nam
nam, Kl Ö {Rm.} nam 'low', Kl nam hazr nam haz¥r 'lowland'; d. M
*namtVyi- 'be flat\low' and *nabtar ≠ *namtar 'low, not high' (>  Kl
{Rm.} namta4∏-, namtï- 'be flat, low', WrM nabtar, HlM navtar, Kl
{Rm.} namtr=, Brt nabtar napta"r, Brt A/NU namta"r 'low') result f r o m
the merger of *nam with the M reflex of N *laPÊV 'flat, low' (q.v.) ¶
MED 555, 562-3, Krg. 2O8, KRS 367, KW 27O-1, Chr. 32O-1 ˚  IS II 3O-1
(*Lamd/i/ 'low': IE, U, M), Glh. 372.
13O4. *Lu4444mV4444gV  '∈ eat, swallow' > HS: CS *°√lmg ≠ *°√lgm id. >  Ar
∆mL √lmg7 (ip. -lmag7-) 'eat with the extremity of the mouth', MHb d .
em1ig%l6 l´g£ï≤ma2 n. act. {Lv.} 'das Schlucken, Kosten', {Js.} 'quaffing,
taking a draught; eating and drinking' ¶ BK II 1O23, Hv. 696, Js. 692, Lv.
II 476-7 || A *lu4m[É]KV- v. 'swallow' > Tg *lu4mNe- id. > Nn B lumg‰-, Nn
Nh, Ul luNb‰-, Ork numg‰≠ nuNb‰-, Ud {Krm., Shn.} X/B/K/Sm niNm‰-,
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Ud I {Krm.} iNm‰ ≠ liNm‰-, Orc n1imm‰-, Ewk, Neg nimN‰-, Sln niN‰-,
WrMc nuNgi- ≠ nuNge- id. ¶ STM I 595, Krm. 267  pKo {S} *nƒmku-
> Ko nƒmgu- 'swallow' ¶ S AJ 254 [#74], S QK #7, Rm. SKE 164  pJ {S}
n‰~m- 'drink' >  OJ nom-, J: T no!mu, K no~m-, Kg no!M!=, Ns nu~mi\-, Sh nu!m-,
Ht/Y nu~m- ¶ S AJ 111, 265 [#16], S QJ #16, Mr. 737 ¶¶ SDM97 (A *lü"~me
'to swallow, to drink'), DQA #1219 (A *l+l!i\u"~mo+e 'to swallow, to d r ink ' ) ,
Pp. VG 74, S AJ 19, 69, 1O5-6, 274, Rm. l.c. (Tg, Ko) || D *nuNk- v.
'swallow, devour' > Tm nuNku-, Kn nuNgu- id., Brh nuGus7iN id., 'gulp
down', Tm noNku, Tu niNgu-, niNgud5u-, nuNgË, Krg nun`udu, nunu,
Mlt nuN9e v. 'swallow', Kt nuNg-, Td nug- 'gulp down', Krx nunux-
'swallow without chewing, gulp hastily, devour' ¶¶ D #3697, Zv. 52 ||
?φ  IE: NaIE (o ?) *√(s)lung- / *√(s)leu\g- '≈  swallow' >  OIr {P} -lungu
'eat, drink', W llewa 'to devour, to drink, to gulp' (<  *lugama2) »»
?σ  Gk ly1gx (lygg-o1ß) 'a spasmodic affection of the throat, hiccough,
hiccup', ly1zv  'have the hiccough\hiccup', lygmo1ß n. act. 'swallowing' »»
Nr slu2ka, MHG slucken, NHG schlucken 'swallow' »» Sl *lÈga-ti >
Cz r lygati, P Lygac1, Uk ≤ligati, Blr ly≤gac∆ id. ¶ P 964, F II 1 4 2 ,
KM 659-6O, ESSJ XVII 25-7, YGM-1 3O8 ¶¶ *-g- (for the expected *-g≈-)
may be due to the onomatopoeic factor; *(s)- may be due to t h e
inluence of paronymous IE roots, such as *(s)lu(n)k- / *(s)leu\k- (>  OIr
slucc-, W llyncu, Br lonka- v. 'swallow', Gk [Suid.] lygkai1nv ' s ob ' ,
Cz lykati 'swallow', see P 964, KM l.c., Vn. S 139, ESSJ XVII l.c.).
13O5. (€?) *L++++z 6 666an 2222V 'side (of body) '  > IE: NaIE (+ext.) *lend≈- ' loins,
kidneys', {EI} *≤lond≈u / gen. *ln=d≈≤w-os 'loins' > L lumbï 'loins' ( l a te r
sg. lumbus id.) »» Gmc {Vr.} *lendwio2 > OHG lentï 'kidney', p l .
lentï(n) 'kidneys, loins', NHG Lenden pl., AS le$ndenu pl. ' loins ' ,
ON, Nr lend, Sw la4nd, Dn lAnd id. »» Sl *leßdv-a, *-o, *-Á(je), *-Áje
'loins, kidneys; hip'  >  ChS l9dv6 le<dvÁ, l9dviA le<dvija,
l9dviE le<dvije 'loins, kidneys', SCr Ch le àdva 'side, hip', SCr
le !Îa 'back (dorsum) ' , le!Da 'lumbus, renes, dorsum', Sln le!dje, OCz
ledvie 'hips', P le<dzwie 'loins, reins', R † lådveå 'hip' »» OI
randhram (by as. from *≤randhvam) '≈  loins' ¶ WP II 438, P 675, EI
356, WH I 832, Vr. 352, Ho. 198, Kb. 6O5, OsS 546, KM 436, ESSJ XV
48-5O, Glh. 372-3, Tls. 236 || A: (1) T *Ja2n >  Chv L ßum s1um 'side ( o f
the body)' and NaT *Ja2n 'hip, pelvis' ({Cl.} ‘ 'side, flank') >  OT {Cl.} jan
'hip', Tf {Ra.} n1an 'pelvis' ('tazovaå ¢ast∆ tela ¢eloveka '), Xk nan
'upper part of the hip', Tkm, Uz ∆ , ET ∆ , Xlj ja2n, Tk yan , Az, Qmq, Nog,
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VTt, Bsh, ET, SY, Ln jan, Uz jån, StAlt d∆an Z1an, QrB, Qrg Z7an 'side ( o f
body)', VTt d. jant¥q id.; (2) ? NaT *Jan- vi. 'turn back' >  OT {Cl.}, ET,
SY, Ln, Chg jan- id., Uz e≥n- jån- vi. 'return' (unless related to Tg *Nenu-
vi. 'return') ¶ Cp. also N *Z7777an 2222[Vb]V 'tail, back' ¶ Cl. 94O-2, Ra. 2O8, ET
J 111-4, TL 157, BT 46, DT 218, Fed. II 135, TatR 711 ¶¶ ADb. SR 13 ( T
*Jan- ÷ Tg *Nenu-) || ?σ D *nan`n`- 'approach' (“  *'move to the side o f ' )
> Tm nan5n5u 'draw near, approach', Gdb nan- ± nann- 'enter' ¶¶ D
#4588 ¶ The semantic change 'side' ‘ 'to the side of' ‘ 'approach' is
parallel to that of the cognate T derivatives: T *Ja2n 'side' ‘ Tk yana
dat. 'to the side, towards' ‘ Tkm ja2nas7-, Tk yanas>- v. 'approach' ˚ ≈
ADb. NNN 35 (N {ADb.} *N€Ån1V 'take with oneself '  > D, A {DQA} *Na2~n1i
'take with oneself', IE *nei\- 'führen).
13O6. *l ßßßßeyn 2222a  (or *l ßßßßeyn 1111a?) 'soft, weak' >  HS: WS *-lïn- 'be soft' >  Ar
√lyn (ip. -lïn-) G  'be soft, tender, smooth', 'be mild, kind', ' b e
relaxed' (of belly), Mh/Jb {Jo.} √lyn G (pf: Mh l‰yo2n, Jb C/E lE2n, sbjn:
Jb C ≤ylEn) 'become soft', Mh/Hrs/Jb {Jo.} √lyn Sh (pf: Mh, Hrs alyïn,
Jb E/C ‰l≤yin) vt. 'soften', Mh/Hrs {Jo.} ‰lyo2n 'soft' ¶ BK II 1O5O, Hv.
7O4, Jo. M 259, Jo. H 86, Jo. J 167  Eg fMK nny {EG} 'be t i red\ lazy ' ,
{Fk.} 'be weary\inert', fLMK nn.w  'fatigue, feebleness', {Fk.} 'weariness,
inertness' ¶ EG II 275, Fk. 134  WCh: AG: Ang {Flk.} len 'fine, thin' ( o f
flour), 'weak' (of wood), Gmy {ChC} le^n, Cp {ChC} le~nlen 'soft', Kfr {Nt.}
le2n 'soft' (of cloth) ¶ ChC s.v. 'soft', Flk. s.v. len, Nt. 24 ¶¶ Cal. 65 (S,
Eg), OS #36O-1 (S, Eg, Ch) || IE: NaIE *lei\n-, *lei\- 'soft, tender, weak' >
Gk {LS} lino1-sarkoß 'with soft\tender body', Gk li1azon {Ch.} ' r e lâcher
les câbles', ? Gk [Hs.] {P} lei-r-o1ß (conjecture for the ms. leirv1ß) : [o
]iscno`ß kai` ]vcro1ß 'withered and pale' »» OIr {SB} lI1an (*lei\-no-) ' s anf t '
»» ON linr  'soft, flexible', Sw len  'soft, tender', ? Dt lenig 'flexible' »»
Blt *lei\nas ≠ *lei\las > Lt leiﬁnas 'slender, slim', leiﬁlas id., 'thin', Ltv
le~ins 'bow-legged' » Sl *line7ti ≠ *lin1a-ti vi. 'weaken, lose strength' >
Blg li≤neå, McdS {TIS} linee, SCr li!njati id., R ∆  li≤nåt∆
'disappear inperceptibly' (here also *line7ti ≠ *lin1a-ti 'shed hair, c a s t
the coat, fade, lose colour'?) ¶ P 661-2, LS 1O51, Ch. 638, ≈ F II 119, SB
248, Vr. 358, Vr. N 392, Ho. S 45, Frn. 329, ESSJ XV 7O-5, 1O8-11 Vs. II
499 || U: FU *lßeyn1a 'weak, loose' >  F leina 'soft, weak' (× π  Blt
*lei\nas) » Prm: Z lo≥n∆ l‰n1 'quiet, calm' »» ObU *lß{ iÆ }n1 >  pVg *lin1 >  Vg
UL {Kn.} lin1 'loose' (of a rope), N/ML {MK} lin1 'loose (locker)' (of a
thread, rope), lin 1mi  'get loose (locker werden)'; pOs *lße"n1 ({∫Hl.} *lßiÆn1)>
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Os {Karj.}: Kr lin1 , Kz lßa"n1, O len1 'schlaff' ¶ UEW 242 (*len1V), LG 1 5 7 ,
162, MK 26O, Karj. VES 223 ˚  IS II 26-7 (*Lejna = *lßeyna in HS, IE, FU;
he is right in reconstructing U *lß-, though he does not mention the Os
reflex, which is the only ev. of *lß-) ˚  The N etymon may have b e e n
either *l ßßßßeyn 1111a  or *l ßßßßeyn 2222a . In the former case N *-n1111- yields IE *i\, so t h a t
*-n- in *lei\n- is a suffix. If the N etymon was *l ßßßßeyn 2222a, N *-yn-  cou ld
yield IE *i\ (*-yn- > *-n1- > IE *i\, as suggested by IS), as well as remain *-
i\n- (hence the variants *lei\- ≠ *lei\n-).
13O6a. *lßßßßÉˆdV 'to fly' (‘ 'bird') > U: [1] FU *Lenta4- id. > F lenta4a4
'to fly, to soar', Krl lendea4 ± lendia4, Es lennata 'to fly'  [2] FU *lßint{a}
'bird, flying animal' > F lintu 'bird', Es lind (gen. linnu) 'b i rd ;
poultry', 'flying insect' (esp. 'bee'), 'game', Lv lin:dò (gen. lïnda) ' b i rd ,
game, bee'; acc. to UEW, F, and Es -u is a sx. »» Os: V/Vy lßu4nti,
Ag/UA/Ty/Y lßinti, D lint´, Nz liÆnt´ {Stn.} 'snegir∆ , Emberiza nivalis,
Schneeammer' (according to BSE XXIII 1878, snegir∆  is Pyrrhula
pyrrhula) ¶ UEW 249-50, SK 287, 296-7, KrT 485, Trj. S 239-4O, Stn. D
837 || A: Tg *°lendu- v. 'fly, flutter' >  Ewk l‰ndut‰2- ± l‰nduldi- v, 'fly,
flutter (letat∆ , porxat∆ )' (of insects), l‰ndul‰2- 'flutter in the wind '
(of clothes, branches), l‰ndu 2-  'swing from wind' (of trees) ¶ STM U 5 1 7
|| HS: NOm: Oyda {Fl.} land‰ 'bird' ¶ Fl. OWL s.v. 'bird'  ?φ Eg MK
nn.t  '∈ bird' ¶ EG II 272  ??φ WCh: Sir {Gw.} liyinc7i 'bird' ¶ JI II 2 2
|| IE: It is tempting to adduce here Sl *let- (inf. *let-e7ti) v. 'fly' > OCS
let8ti lete7ti, Slv lete5!ti, Cz lete7ti, P leciec1, R letet∆. The
adduction may be valid unless the questionable equation of Sl *let-  with
Lt lek- 'fly' is accepted (see ESSJ XIV 147-8). Sl *let- is controversial a s
a cognate because of the unexpected vl. *-t- and the absence of *-n-;
the latter may be explained if the N etymon was *lßßßßÉn1111ÊV (> IE *lei\t- >
[Schwebeablaut] *li\et- > *let-) ¶ ESSJ XIV 145-8 ˚  Hardly h e r e
(because of *l- [evidenced by Os V l-] and *u) FU *lunta 'wild goose '
(UEW 254), that may be tentatively equated with Tg *n1uNn1a ' goose '
(STM I 646-7) and pKo {S} *nƒ2n1i! 'bustard (Otis)' (> MKo nƒ2n1i!, NKo nƒ2sa4,
see  S QK #258, Nam 1O4) (on pA see  DQA #15O8) ˚  Suggested i n
1989 by Blz. (Blz. LB #12a) (FU, Tg, Oyda).
13O7. *Lu4444 ++++uN{gá?}V '∈ beast of prey' >  HS: C: SC: Alg {Fl.} longa?i
'civet cat' »» Bj {R “ Mnz.} lengig 'leopard' ¶ R WBd 16O || IE: NaIE
*lunk8- 'lynx' (× N *l ∏∏∏∏uk '''' {á} '∈ canine' [‘ 'lynx']) >  Gk ly1gx (gen. lygk-
o1ß) 'lynx' »» OIr {P} lug (gen. loga) id. ({IS}: -g- <  *-nk8-?) »» BSl: Blt
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*luns7i- >  Lt Z lu<ns7is, Lt lu2!s7is, Ltv luﬁsis, Pru luysis id. » Sl *rÈsÁ
(*È <  *u2 <  *un) 'lynx' (*r- due to the infl. of *rÈs¥ 'reddish, fawn-
coloured' > Cz rysy, HLs rysy) > SrCS, OR r7s6 rysÁ, Blg ris, SCr
rIàs, Slv ri•s, Cz, Slk rys, P rys1, R rys∆, Uk ris∆ »» Arm
lusanun˚ lusanunkæ pl. 'lynxes' ¶ ≈ P 69O (connecting this √ with IE
*leuk8- 'shine, be bright'), ≈ EI 359-6O, F II 141-2, Ped. VG I 186-8, Frn.
392-3, En. 2O6, Vs. III 53O-1, Glh. 528, Slt. 161-2 || A: Tg *li+eNgV >
Orc liNgapu 'wolverine'; ?? AmTg *yeNgu >  Ul y‰Ngul(i) 'wolf, r acoon-
like dog', Nn Nh/KU y‰ngur, Nn B y‰Nguru 'wolf', ?φ: Orc n1iNgu, Ud n1‰Nu
id. (× N *Z@@@@iwVm[V]gÉ 'leopard') ¶ STM I 498, 639.
13O8. € *LÅNK''''V 'tongue, (?) palate' > HS: C: Ag  {Ap.} *lank'- id. > Bln
{R} ≤lank5°, Xm lak5, Q {R} lanX 'tongue', Aw {Ap.} lanq 'palate'; Ag ı
Amh ¬Nœ lank'a 'palate' ¶ Ap. AV 14, R WB 257, ≈ Blz. CL 18O  Ch:
ECh: Kjr {DB} aliNati 'tongue' »» WCh: Gj {IL} l‰!ka!, {Sh.} leka, Tule {Sh.}
l!a2ga id. ¶ Blz. EChWL #88, JI II 328 || D *na2Nku ≠ *na2kku 'tongue' (× N
*n1111aNgu4444 'tongue', q.v.) >  Tm, Ml nakku, Gdb na2Ngu id.; AdS  of D
*na2lkV 'tongue' (see  N i  *n1111a 4 444lV 'tongue') ¶ D #3633, Zv. 128, 131 ||
IE: possibly AdS  of L lingua  'tongue' (< N *n 1111aNgu 4444 'tongue', q.v.).
13O9. *lßßßß{o}NK''''a 'to bend' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'a bow') > HS: Ch:
WCh: Hs la!nk'wa~sa2! vt. 'bend'  ???φ Ch ≈  *rVnK ≠ *lVnK 'shooting b o w '
(× N *rá[w]K ''''á  'sinew' [in descendant lgs. → 'cord, rope']; to tie', q.v.
ffd.) >  WCh: Krkr {J} r‰nka!, Ngm {Mk.} rinka, Dr {Kr.} ru!Ga~, {Mk.}
rIga, Krkr {J} r‰Nka!, Gera {ChL} ri~ka!, Ngm {ChC} rI~Nka~ 'bow', Tng {J}
riga v. 'hunt with bow and arrows' »» CCh: BM *laga n. 'bow' > Mrg {Hf.}
la!ga~, Klb {Mk.} laga, Wmd {ChC} l‰ha~, Hld {ChC} la~ga~ id. » McHigi {ChL}:
Kps r2Igi, FlG rrge (< *nrVg-), FlK iN˝-nu?, HgG Ngi, HgF rigi, HgNk r2i~gi!
id. » BB: Bcm {ChL} r2a~gE!y, Nz {ChL} ra~g‰!y, FlM {ChL} ra~gu!, FlB {ChL} ra~gu!n,
FlJ {ChL} la~gi~y, Gudu ra~ga! id. » BB: Gude {Mk.} raga, {ChL} r∑a~ga!, FlM 
r∑a~gU!, FlB r∑a~gU!n, Mln ra2^go! id., possibly also FlJ la~gI~y id. » ? Lmn {Mk.}
lExE id. » McMdr: Gv {ChL} la~Ga~, Dgh {Frk, IL}, Glv/Dgh {ChL} la!Ga~, M d r
{ChL} ?u!lÈ!ka~, {Mch.} ´~lka<, {Mk} Ilka~ id. » McMtk: MfG {Brr.} lele!N,
{Ro.}: Mofu {Ro.} la!la~N, Gzg {Ro.} le!k, Myn {Ro.} a~lka!, Mkt {Ro.} a!la~k,
Hrz {Ro.} l‰~ka!, Vm {Ro.} l‰!ga~, Mlk {Ro.} ma!Nge~-le!k, Mada {Ro.} e!le~ke!d',
Zlg {Ro.} li~ke!d', Mf {BLB} leked', Mtk {Sb.} lE~kE^d' id. ¶ Ro. 215 (pMM
*l‰ka), Brr. MG II 157, BLB 212, ≠ Sk. HCD 185, Stl. IF 134-5 (Ch *ni-
ra{ûq}- 'shooting bow'), JI I 18 (Ch *√rg) and II 38-9, Nw. 23, ChC, ChL,
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Sch. BTL 17 ¶¶ Gr. LA 53, Tk. I 249-5O  Eg fP rwZ 'cord; bowstring;
sinews' (× N *rá[w]K''''á '⇑ ' [q.v.] × [possibly] N *÷3333ar 1111K ' '''{u} 'sinew' [‘
'bowstring, bow']; for phonetic reasons the connection with N
*rá[w]K''''á is preferable) ¶ Tk. I 249-5O || IE: NaIE *lenk- v. ' b e n d '
({IS} 'sgibat∆ , otgibat∆ '), *lonko-s 'a bow' >  Blt: (*lenk- > ) Lt
lenﬁkti (1s prs. lenkiu~) v. 'to bend, to crook, to curve; to bow' ;
(*lonko-s > ), lankas 'shaft-bow; hoop', Ltv lo~ks 'bow, arch, a r c ,
shaft-bow', {ME} 'wheel rim', Pru lonki : "Steig"; Lt linﬁkti 'to bend ' ,
{Frn.} 'sich neigen, sich bücken, sich biegen', linke$!ti (1s p r s .
linkiu~) 'to wish' (“ 'sich neigen zu'), Ltv lI2 ~kt to bend', lI2~ks
'crooked, curved, bent'; Pru lunkis 'corner' ("Winkel'") » Sl *leßk- v.
'bend' (< IE *lenk-) > ChS l9k0  le<k-o< / l9∑i le<s7ti v. 'flectere', R ∆
≤låkij 'crooked, curve'; (IE *lonko-s > ) Sl *loß!k¥ (gen. *loß≤k-a) ' a r c ,
bow' >  OCS l0k6 lo<kË, Blg l`k, R luk 'shooting bow', SCr lu•k, Slv
lo5•k, Cz, Slk luk, P Le<k, Uk luk 'arc, bow' »» Gmc *laNxa- >  AS pl .
lo2(a)n 'in sceaft-lo22(a)n 'straps attached to shaft of a missile '
(sceaft means 'shaft of spear\arrow'), ON lengja 'strap (Riemen,
Streifen)', Dn lAnge 'Seilstrippe' ¶ P 676-7, ≈ EI 62 (*lenk- ' bend ;
traverse, divide'), Ho. 2O6, Sw. 146,Vr. 352-3, Frn. 356-7, En. 2O5-6,
Trt. 159, ESSJ XV 62-3 and XVI 148-9, Vs. II 531, Glh. 387 || U: [1]
*lß{a4}nka- (≠ *-Ë-) 'dull arrow' > Vg P/SV lax (pl. laNk´t) id.; Os: Ty lßa$ÆNk,
D le"Nk id.  Sm: Ne T BZ loky, Ne T Y luky 'dull arrow (Klumppfeil) ' ,
Ne O {Lh.} Òu2k;È∏ id., Ne F K/Ny {Lh.} Òu≈k;È∏ 'arrow', En B {Cs.} loku
'round-pointed arrow, Klumppfeil'  Y: T/K {Jc.} LokiL 'arrow', {Coll.
“?} lokkil 'an arrow with a rounded head made of bone or wood,
used for squirrel hunting in order not to spoil the skin', K {IN} lukil
'arrow of a toy bow' ¶¶ Coll. 3O, Ht. #765, Ter. 192, Lh. 229, Cs. 17, 8 4 ,
259, Ang. 143, IN 266  [2] BF *lonk- > F olla longallansa 'to lie o n
one’s side', lonko- v. 'hang', Es lonk: silmad longus 'die Augen
sind gesenkt', ko%rvad longus 'die Ohren hängen' ¶ UEW 256, Ht .
#363, Coll. 94, IS II 27-8 || A: NrTg *lu'NkÉ- v. 'bow' >  Ewk luNkin- v.
'bow the head', Lm no$Nk´- id., 'bow down (sklonit∆så ,
naklonit∆så)' ¶ STM I 51O-1 ˚  IS II 27-8, Coll. 145, AD NM #27, Sin.
TAE 543-4 (Sm, Y, ObU words π Tg), Vv. AEN 12 (doubts about the Tg
cognate, because it is isolated within A), ≈ Gr. II #17 (*lonk 'arrow') ˚
Hardly here M *toNga-  'hang' and D *toNku- id., because the connect ion
of N *l ßßßß-  with M and D *t-  has not been proved by other etymologies.
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131O. € UA *LaP3333V 'stick to; mould' >  U: Sm: Ne T la€bce- vi. ' s t ick
to, be pressed tightly to', la€bce≥- vi. 'stick together', Ne T O {Lh.}
lapc1e2- 'festkleben', rf. 'sich anheften'. Ne F P {Lh.} ¬aps1e2s1 'to s t ick
together' (of two flat surfaces) ¶ Ter. 165-8, Lh. 22O || A: T *Jap- >  Az
jap- 'mould (bread, pieces of dung) for baking or drying', OT [MhK]
jap-  v. 'stick' or 'fix' (both: of bread in the oven), 'build (a wall)', MQp
jap- 'make (bread)', XwT jap- 'build'; T rf. *Jap-îl!c7- 'stick to' >  OT
[MhK] {DTS} ¿ jap- vt. 'stick to' (is7la4r o4tma4k japtî 'the woman stuck t h e
loaves [to the wall of the oven]', but MKD interprets this verb a s
'bake'), d.? *Japîl!- or *Japîl!ç- > OT {Cl.} japîs7 ≠ {MKD} japus7- ' adhere ,
stick to', MQp XIV japîs7- 'adhere', Chg XV japus7- id., 'stick to', Tk
yapIs>-, Ggz, Az, Trm japîs7-, Kr japîs7- ≠ japus7- ± jabus7-, Uz jåpis7-, ET
jepis7- ≠ jopus7-, Qmq jabîs7- ≠ jabus7-, Nog jabîs-, Qzq, Qq z7abîs-, VTt
jab¥s7-, Bsh j´bew- ja4bÁs7-, Qrg Z7abîs7-, Alt d. Z1aps7în- 'stick to'; cp. T
*Jîp-îl!ç- id. (< N *LiP[H]a  'to stick, to stick to', q.v.) ¶ Hüs. 376, Cl.
87O-1 (connects *Jap- v. 'stick, build' with NaT *jap- v. 'shut [a door ] ,
cover [things]'), 88O-1, DTS 236, MKD 214, ET J 132-4, BT 47  Tg
*lap-gan- 'stick to' >  Neg labgan-, Lm nabgan-, Ud lagban- 'stick to' ¶
STM I 484, Krm. 255  ppM {Pp.} *niBa- >  M *ni˝a- 'stick to' (× N
*LiP[H ]a  '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.)  pJ {S} *na~i\mpa~-r- ¬ *ni\a~mpa~-r- v. 'glue, s t ick '
> OJ nemari, J: T neba!r-, K ne!ba!r-, Kg ne~ba~r- ¶ S QJ #9O4, Mr. 734 ¶ ¶
DQA #121O (A *li\a~pæ{e} 'to glue, to stick to'; no overt dist inction
between the reflexes of N *LaP3333V and those of N *LiP[H]a , but with a
suggestion of this distinction) ˚  There may be an original connect ion
with N *LiP[H]a  '⇑ ' (as. *i...a >  *a...a, as supposed by IS II 29 for Sm
and T) and obviously contamination with it.
1311. *l{á}p''''Å 'spleen' > HS *ÓV[⊥]-lVp > C: EC: Af {Clz.} ale≤fu2 (p l .
a≤lef-it) id. »» SC ı Mb {E} lubu!ra id. ¶ Clz. LA 1O5, E SC 2O5  WCh:
pAG *l=lap 'spleen' >  Su {J} l=~lap, Kfr {Nt.} la@p, Mnt {Hf.}, Ang {Hf., Flk.}
lap ¶ J S 73, 213, Nt. 23, Flk. s.v. lap, Hf. AG 21, Stl. ZCh 243 [#57] ¶ ¶
The element *ÓV[⊥]- in Ch is typical as the first component o f
compound names of body parts, it appears in some WCh words as *HV-
(e.g. WCh {Stl.} *HV-ûqari 'tooth' [Stl. ZCh 222, #717]) ¶¶ ≈ OS #1651 ||
U *la4ppV (or *leppV) 'spleen' > FU: Chr lep´±lep id. » pPrm *lOp >  StVt
lup, Vt SW lup, StZ lop / lopt-, Z US lOp, Yz lop id. » pLp **ÎapÎe id. ( b y
as. from *lap-Îe with a sx. -Îe) >  Lp N {N} daw…de ± daD…ve, Lp S
{Hs.} daabrie, Lp U {Schl.} ha`b…dee, Lp L {LLO} tab…te2, Lp Klt {TI}
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ta4bêdd, Lp Kld {TI} ta2m2]p:(a"ò), {SaR} ta2mm∆p »» Os Ty ¬a$Æp´tne id. » Hg
le1p id.  Sm: Ne F: P ¬aps1´, Ny rab£s1´ id. ¶¶ UEW 242, Lr. #22O, Lgc.
#7685, N I 465, 5O5, Hs. 398, TI 571, SaR 344, Ber. 29, LG 161, Lh. 2 3 5 ,
It. 213 (on FU *a4≠*e in this word) || A: Tg: Ork lipçe 'spleen' ¶ STM I
499  M *ni{B}alta  'spleen' > WrM ni9alta ≠ na9alta,  HlM naalt
¶ MED 557  NaT *°Jîpal (or *°Japal?) id. > Tf {Ra.} c1a<pæal, Tv Tj c7î<val,
Tv (d.?) c7avana id. ¶ Ra. 194, TvR 5O5 ¶¶ DQA #12O8 (A *li\apæV
'spleen'), S CNM 5 || ?σ IE: NaIE *lep- 'liver' >  Gmc *liB-r-o2 >  ON lifr,
Sw, Dn lever, AS lifer, NE liver, OHG le4bara, MHG le4bere, NHG
Leber id. »» Arm leard leaRd / gen. lerdi leRdi id. (<  *lep-r=-t) ¶ ≈
P 5O4, Vr. 355, Hlq. 57O, Ho. 2O, Kb. 595, OsS 552, Lx. 123, Slt. 1 5 7 - 9
˚  IS II 17, S CNM 5, ≠  IS MS 364 s.v. 'selezenka '. IS equates Lp N
daDve and Lp S ha1b…Die 'spleen' (actually Lp U ha`b…dee] [ re fer red
by him to U *z6a4{z6}wa4] with A *ta4lV 'spleen', which is untenable [w N
*{t''''}a4 444Xl∏∏∏∏a ≠ *{t ''''}a 4 444l ∏ ∏∏∏Xa or N *{t''''}aXl∏∏∏∏É ≠ *{t ''''}al ∏ ∏∏∏XÉ  'spleen']).
1312. *LipV  'fat; to smear with fat' >  HS: S *°lipi{y}- (or *°lipi?+h-)
(*-iy- may be a derivational sx.) >  Ak fOB lipu6 ≠ lipiu ≠ lïpu ≠
le2pu6 'adipose tissue, fat, tallow', JPA Bz ebil lybh 'fat, butter', ? M d
lupata pl. 'fat, tallow', ??σ MHb Fulf6l5 lip3≤lu2p3 'glutinous substance,
pus' (presumably ÿ *√lplp v. D ) ¶ CAD IX 2O2-5, Sd. 555, DM 2 4 3 ,
Sl. P 281, Js. 715, ≈ MiK I #1.18O  ?σ B *√l:f (= {†Pr.} *√wlf) >  Kb T
it3´ll´f 'masser', S ss´lf 'passer la main sur; frictionner doucement ;
caresser', Tmz {MT} ´ll´f 'masser' ¶ Dl. 445, MT 445  EC: Hd {Hd., L}
lab- 'anoint, smear', lap'p'- 'anoint oneself' ¶ L ANK 986, Hd. 29O-1 || IE
*lei\p- v. 'smear, smear with fat', n. 'fat' >  OI rip- ≠ lip- ( p r s .
lim≤pati) v. 'smear', ?φ Srk rofam 'beschmiere' »» Gk li1poß n. ' f a t ' ,
liparo1ß adj. 'fat, oily', ]alei1fv 'anoint with oil' »» ? L lippus 'having
inflamed\watery eyes' »» ?? Sl *le7pi ¡-ti caus. 'to plaster, to glue, t o
mould' > OCS l8piti le7piti 'conglutinare', SCr le!piti ±
lije !piti  'to lime, to glue, to paste, to stick, to gum', Slv le5pi!ti vt. ' t o
plaster', Cz lepiti, Slk lepit& 'to glue together', P lepic1 'to glue, t o
plaster, to mould', R lepit∆ 'to mould (as of clay), to sculpture', Blg
{Ger.} líp( vt. 'plaster, model (as of clay)', Blg ∆  ≤lep1¥ 'smear', ≤lepa
'paint white (a house)'  Ht {EI“?} lipp- 'smear, paint' ( n o t
mentioned in CHD and Ts. W) ¶¶ P 67O-1, ≈ EI 528 (*lei\p- ' adhere ,
stick; smear'; no distinction between reflexes of N *LipV 'fat; to s m e a r
with fat' and N *LiP[H]a  'to stick; sticky, glue'), M K III 6O-1, M E II
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46O, F II 126-7, WH I 811-2, ESSJ XIV 217-9, Glh. 375-6, Drd. 27O, Tls.
237 || U: pY *lep- > Y K lep-n´- 'smeared with clay' ¶ IN 231-2 || A: Tg:
Ewk Z lipa- 'smear around', Ewk I nipt‰r‰n- 'wipe clean (hands ,
dishes)', Nn nïpt‰Ni n. 'fat, animal fat (qir , salo )' ¶ ≈  STM I 498, 5 9 8 ,
On. RN 65, 213  M *ni{B}a- 'smear' (× N *LiP[H]a  '⇑ ') >  MM [S] ni√a-
'anleimen', WrM ni9a- ≠ na9a-, HlM naa-, Dx nia- 'paste, smear ' ,
WrO {Krg.} na2- v. 'paste, affix', Brt nåa- n1a2-, Kl naa- na2- 'smear' (Brt
xil´´m´nd´ toho nåaxa, Kl ødmgt tos naax 'to butter b read ' ) ,
Kl {Rm.} na2- 'leimen, beschmieren', Mnr H {SM} nia2- 'revêtir d’une
couche (de mortier, etc.)' ¶ H 116, MED 566, SM 269, Krg. 2O5, KRS
365, KW 27 ¶¶ Pp. IM 64, Pp. IAL 39, T 347, T DxJ 13O || D *nïv- v t .
'stroke, smear' >  Tm nïvu id., 'rub gently, wipe off', Td ni;f- v.
'stroke', Kt niv- v. id., 'massage', Kn nïvu, Kui ne2ra- 'rub softly,
stroke', Tu ne2varipuni 'fondle, caress', Tl nivuru, nimuru v.
'stroke, pass the hand over gently', ? Klm nïgeN v. 'massage', ? Krx
nïr`iNna2 'besmear' ¶¶ D #3691 ˚  It is hard to determine if N *LipV
'fat; to smear with fat' and N *LiP[H]a  'to stick; sticky, glue' a r e
originally semantic variants of the same N word or two different words
˚  IS II 18-2O (*lipæÿ 'sticky': HS, IE, Sm, A, D + qu. Ne lapc1e- + unc. K
*lap-/*l=p- 'dirt' + unc. FU *LipV 'slippy' (see  N *Lu4444pi?V 'to slip'); h e
does not distinguish between N *LipV and N *LiP[H]a  '⇑ ').
1313. € *LiP 3333V  'crawl, clamber' > HS: SES *√lpy+w >  Mh √lfy+w: 3 m
pf. ‰wfu2 , 1s pf. l‰fk  'be able to climb up (a ladder, a mountain) easily',
Jb √lfy: Jb C 3m pf. El≤fe, sbjn. y‰l≤fE id., Jb E 3m pf. ≤lfe id. ¶ Jo. M
254, Jo. J 16O || IE: NaIE *lei\p- 'climb, clamber' >  Lt li~p-ti id., Ltv ∆
lip-t, frq. lip-I2^t id. »» Gk [Hs.] }aliπ; pe1tra 'unclimbable (rock)', Gk
a]igi1-liπ 'steep', {F, P} sc. 'climbable only by goats' (but not here, if w e
accept LS’s interpretation: 'destitute even of goats') ¶ F I 31, ≈  P 67O-1
(does not distinguish this verb from *lei\p- 'be sticky' < N *LiP[H]a  ' t o
stick'), Frn. 376.
1314. o  *La?pV '≈  to gulp, to eat (esp. liquid food), to eat greedily' >
HS: S *√l?p 'eat greedily, gulp' >  Gz √l?f (js. -l?af) 'take a morsel ,
gulp, eat greedily', ¬AF la2?f [la?f] 'food, morsel, bait', Sq {Ls.} √l?f G
'eat', Ar √l?f G  (ip *-l÷af-) 'eat becomingly' ¶ Ls. CDG 3O3, Ls LS 2 2 8 ,
BK II 952, Hv. 673  EC: Arr le!b'b'e 'throat' ¶ Hw. A 381 || IE: o  NaIE
*lab- ≠ *lab≈+p≈- v. 'gulp, swallow' >  Gk lafy1ssv 'I swallow greedily,
gulp down', (× NaIE *lab- ≠ la[:]p(≈)- 'lick, lap' < N ? o  *L{a}p[Ó]V  ' t o
lick'): AS lapian 'sup up (liquid with bread)', OSw lapa ' t r inken ,
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schlürfen' »» Gk la1ptv 'drink greedily' »» ?? BSl: Lt lape!nti,
lap(n)o!ti, lapse$!ti 'eat\gulp greedily' (of pigs) » Sl *lopa-ti 'to e a t
greedily \ much' >  Blg lapam, McdS lopa 'I eat greedily \ m u c h ,
devour', SCr ∆  lo!pati 'to eat greedily, to gulp food without chewing' ,
Slv lo^pati 'to eat\drink greedily', Cz ∆  Òopac7 ! 'to drink', R ≤lopat∆
'to eat much \ greedily' ¶ P 651, F II 85, 91-2, Ho. 195, Sw. 1O4, Frn.
34O, ESSJ XVI 45-6 || A: M *labsi- >  WrM labsi-, HlM lavwi- ' e a t
greedily', o  'champ', ? o  Mnr H la9òs7‰- 'faire du bruit en mangeant ,
manger goulûment, dévorer' ¶ MED 513, SM 219  Tg: Nn KU l‰psi-
'eat (liquid food, such as soup)' ¶ STM I 518  ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1193 (A *lebV
'eat greedily', incl. M]; see STM I 514.  
1315. *lßßßße{?}a 4444pa 'leaf, foliage' >  HS: S *°√lapp- 'thick foliage' >  Ar
laff- 'arbre touffu, plante touffue' ¶ BK II 1OO8  C *laÓa{p}- 'leaf' >
EC: Gdl {Bl.} ≤lapitt-, Msl {Bl.} lahapitt- id. »» ???φ SC ≈ *lohV÷- 'leaf' >
Brn lohi÷a, Irq {MQK} lo2÷i (pl. lo2÷o2), Alg lo÷i- id. ¶ Bl. G 73, Blz. CL 1 7 9
(pKns *labaH-), MQK 67-8, Blz. SCL s.v. 'leaf',  Bl. 299 || IE: NaIE *lep-
'leaf' >  Lt laﬁpas, Ltv lapa id. » Sl d. *lepen¥ ≠ lepenÁ 'leaf' >  OR
lepen6 lepen1, Slv le!pen, OCz, Cz lupen 'leaf', Slk lupen7 'petal' »»
pAl {O} *lapa2- > Al lape4 'piece of skin\hide, leaf blade, leaf' (×  IE *lep-
v. 'bark, strip off' <  N *l ∏∏∏∏up[V]?a 'bast, bark [q.v.]) »» ? AS lAfer ' r u sh ,
bulrush', NE †, ∆  levers 'Iris Pseudacorus L.; any sword-bladed plant ' ,
¿ OHG {Ho. “?} leber 'Binse' (not mentioned in OsS and Kb.) ¶ Frn.
339-4O, ESSJ XIV 119-21, IS IA 48-9, Bern. I 7O1-2, Srz. II 17, O 2 1 3 ,
Ho. 191, OED VI 228, ≠ EI (Lt laﬁpas < &lep- 'peel') || U ≈  *lße5a4pa4 >  Sm:
[1] Sm {Jn.} *ya4pa4 'leaf' (*ya4- < *lßya4- < *lßea4-) > Ne: T {Ter.} v´ $ba w‰ba,
T O {Lh.} BW‰'bòa" (<  *w¥paº), F L {Lh.} Bi\e;p;a¢¥ (<  *wepaº); En M {Pl.}
de1ve, {Klp.} de1we; Slq Tz {KKIH} c1o2£pÈ; Kms {KD} d!aba ± t!aba, Koyb
{Sp.} dqaba id.; [2] ? Sm {Jn.} *la4mpa4, {Hl.} *le+a4mpa4+e 'leaf' (with a n
unexplained *m) (or to N *lßßßßa[q]p''''a 'palm of hand, sole of foot; s th .
flat'?) >  Ne: T lembå  'blade (of a spade, oar), T O {Lh.} l!e;mbòe; id., F L
{Lh.} r1i\e'mp1ä 'shoulder-blade'; Slq: Tm {KD} la;mbò 'Vorderteil d e s
Stiefels', Tz {Cs.} laamb 'Fußblatt'; Mt {Hl.} *na4mba4 'leaf' (Mt T/K/M
{Mll.} nemba4 id., {Sp.} namb´da 'leaf of a tree')  FU *lß{e}pV ≠ *lßapV
'leaf' > F leve  (gen. lepeen) 'splinter, scale, small leaf' » Er lopa ' l eaf '
(<  FU *lßapV, unless π Blt) »» ObU: pVg *lapta (≠ *lupta?) 'leaf' >  Vg
{Kn.}: T lapta2 ± laºpta2, LK/MK Òopt´, P Òupta2, NV/SV/LL lapta$, ML lupta$,
UL/Ss lu2pta$ (the forms with u due to the labializing effect of p?); pOs
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*lßÈp´t id. >  Os: V lßÈw´t, D/O lip´t » OHg leve1l 'leaf, p a p e r
(document)', Hg leve1l 'leaf, letter (Brief)' ¶¶ Jn. 41, 82, KP #249, SW
36, KKIH 1O6, Hl. M 86, 317 [#736], UEW 259, SSA II 66, ERV 35O, Kn.
WV 182, MF 4O1-2, EWU 894-5, LG 157 || A {S AJ} *li\apæV, (SDM97)
*la4pæe, {DQA} *li\a~pæ{a~} 'leaf' >  NaT: [1] *Japurgak 'leaf' >  OT japur˝aq
({Cl.} -˝a2q) 'leaf', OT U, MOg [IM] japîr˝aq, MQp japraq, Chg XV
japra˝, japraq, japur˝a˝, japur˝aq, Tk yaprak, Tkm, CrTt, Kr Cr, Bsh
japraq, VTt jafraq, Qmq, Nog japîraq, Uz japråq, Az jarpa9, SbTt Tb
jabraq, Qzq, Qq z7apîraq, QrB c7ap(î)raq, Qrg Z7apîraq, Yk sa4birda4X id., a
variant *Japîrgan > Chg {Rl.} japîr˝an ≠ japur˝an, OOsm japîr˝an id.;
[2] *°Japurmak id. >  ET jopu(r)maq, ET ∆  japormaq ± jupurmaq ±
juputmaq, ET X jopurmaq id.; [3] variants with a secondary l (infl. of T
*jalbî- 'flat'?): OT jalpîr˝aq, jalbîrmaq, MQp japîldîraq, Qrg Z7albîraq,
Alt Z1albîraq 'leaf', MQp [CC] jabuldrak 'leaf, foliage' ¶ Both *Japurgak
and *japurmak may have had a secondary connection with T *Japur- vi.
'flatten' <  N *lßßßßa[q]p''''a '⇑ ' (q.v.), which may have influenced their f o r m
(a kind of folk et.), but they hardly go back to *japur- 'flatten' ¶ Cl.
879-8O, ET J 13O-2, Rs. W 188, TL 111-2, S AJ 179 [#46)  M *°laba
'leaf' >  MM [IM] 'baLa laba[:] id.; d. *labc>in 'leaf' > MM [MA, IsV, HI]
nabc7in, [PP] nabc7æin, WrM nabcin, HlM nav¢, Ord nabòc7æi, Brt nabwa,
Mnr H labs1Z1òi, {T} lavc7i, {Prn.} lap¢i, ShY lapc7ik, Dx [T] lac7Èn, Ba {T}
labc7oN, Dg {Pp., T} larc7i ¶ Lg. VMI 55, Pp. IM 1OO, Pp. KP 154, Pp. MA
244, 441, Ms. H 77, Ms. O 479, MED 555, Chr. 317, SM 218, T 342, T
DgJ 152, T DnJ 127, T BJ 142, S AJ 253 [#47]  ?φ pKo {S} *ni!p≈ >  MKo
ni!p / ni!p≈- 'leaf', NKo nip˙, Ko: Ph/Chl/Chj ip, Hm i ^p, Sl/PhN ips2agu4∏i\,
Ks iFsa!gi id. ¶ S AJ 253 [#47], S QK #47, Nam 126, MLC 137O  pJ {S}
*na~pa~i\ 'sprout' > OJ na~pe~, J: T na!e, K na~e!, Kg nae! ¶ S QJ #462, Mr. 4 9 O
¶¶ Though the root connections of the T and M words are r a t h e r
obvious, the derivationl prehistory of T *Japurgak and M *labc>in
remains unknown ¶¶ DQA #12O9 (T, M *labçi,  Ko, J) ˚  S and IE
suggest that the pN lr. was *? , because this is the only N lr. that d o e s
not cause vowel lengthening in NaIE and because *?  and *h are the only
N lrs. liable to be lost in pS roots. Therefore -h- in Msl lahapitt- may b e
understood as a hiatus-filling lr.: *lße?a4- >  *la√a- ( √ = "syll. boundary") >
laha-. If the pN lr. was *? , one must reject the etymological connect ion
of this N word with Dhl s6a2!bu 'leaf, leaves' and Ch *s6Vp- ({AD} *√s6€p)
id. (> My, Kry s6ipi!, Sir s6a2^pi! leaf', ZmB s6a!pa! or s7ab', Lame, LamP s6ab, M d r
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{Mk.} ¬apa). Even if one admits that s6 may go back to a cluster *lÓ
(with a voiceless lr. like *h), this is unlikely to be the case with l? (l +
glottal stop). Therefore the above Dhl and Ch word is more likely t o
belong to N *c 6666 { ay}P 3333V  'vegetation, leaves' (q.v.) ˚  ≈  IS II 23-5 (*Lapæa
'flat'), ≈  AD SShS 297-9 (*laPt'V 'flat, leaf'); both sources do n o t
distinguish between the N word in question and N *lßßßßa[q]p''''a 'palm o f
hand; sth. flat'.
1316. *LahPV 'flame; to burn, to shine' >  HS: S *≤lahab- 'flame' >
BHb be2l2 ≤lahab3, JA [Trg.] ab1h9l2 lahâ≤b3-a2, Ak la'bu 'flame', Ar ∫eaLa
lahab- 'blaze, ardour of fire', 'flamme (pure, sans fumée)'; S *√lhb >
Ar √lhb v. G  (pf. ∫aeiLa lahiba) 'blaze fircely' (of fire), Gz √lhb vi. G
'burn, blaze, flame' ¶ KB 494, BK II 1O29, Hv. 697, Lv. T I 4O3, Js. 6 9 3 ,
BK II 1O29, Hv. 697, L G 3O8, Sd. 526  Eg BD rhb n. 'Glut des Feuers' ,
Cpt Sd/B el2Ov elho2b 'steam' ¶ EG II 44O, Vc. 42  C: EC: Hr {AMS}
lup- vi. 'burn '  »» Ag: Km {CR} S  låb-as7, l´b-´s7- caus. v. 'put on fire,
heat, cook' »» Bj {R} -luw pcv. 'burn, burn up, light' (1s: p. a≤luw,
pqpf. ≤°luw, prs. an≤l°u6; prtc. ≤luwa), {Rop.} -liw vt. 'burn', rf. -
lau  'be burnt, burn' (intr.) (×  N *c 6666VXV  'to burn' [trans.]) ¶ CR K 2 2 2 ,
AMS 135, R WBd 16O, Rop. 213, Blz. CL 177 ¶¶ OS #167O || K: G
lap'lap'- 'shine, give light, glitter' ('glänzen, leuchten, sch immern ' ) ,
lap'lap'-i n. 'shining, glitter' ¶ Chx. 664 || IE *lahp-/*lh=p- >  NaIE *la2p-
/*l´p- vi. 'shine, burn' >  Gk la1mpv 'give light, shine' »» Lt lo!pe$ n .
'torch, light', Ltv la2pa 'torch', Pru lopis 'flame'  Ht lap- v. 'glow',
lappiya- 'fever, incantation of the fire', Lw lapassa- 'fever'  NaIE
*l´p-s- > OIr lassa(i)r n. 'flame', MW llachar 'coruscus, igneus', W
llachar 'flashing, glittering, bright, brilliant' »» ? Gk lofni1ß 'torch' 
NaIE *l´p-sk•- >  OIr losc- 'burn', Brtt {RE} *loskïmi id. >  MW lloski
(3s llysc), W llosgi, Crn lesky, losky 'to burn', OBr lescsit
'burns' (3s of *loskim), MBr lesquiff, Br leskin% 'burn' (trans.) ¶¶ P
652-3, EI 513 (*lap-), F II 79-8O, LG §  25.1-2, YGM-1 3OO, RE 85, Hm.
511, Frn. 386, En. 2O5, CHD L-N 39-4O, 44, Ts. E II 32, 42.
1317. *lßßßßa[q]p''''a 'palm of hand, sole of foot; sth. flat' >  HS: WCh: M p n
{Frz.} la2~p sa!r 'palm of hand', Ang {Flk.} lep-sar id. (sa!r, sar ' h and ' ) ,
lep-s7i  'sole of foot' (s7i 'foot') ¶ Frz. DM 32, Flk. s.v. lep  C: EC: Arr
{To.} la!ba 'hand' (not mentioned in Hw. A), Dsn {To.} lebic7 (pl. l2e2bim)
'shoulder-blade' »» SC: Kz {E} lupa?-iko 'hand', Asa {E} lupa?-ok ' u p p e r
arm' »» ??σ Dhl {EEN} li!ppa pl. 'feathers' (sg. li!ppane) ¶ E SC 2O7, EEN 4 2 ,
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BlzT D 1 [#27a], To DL 514  ?σ S *°laX[V]p- > Ar laXf-at- 'petite p ie r re
plate', ? laXf- 'couche très mince de crème sur le lait' ¶ BK II 981  ? B
*√lfs >  Ah ´lf´s 'aplatir', ETwl/Ty ´lf´s id., 'appliquer' ¶ Fc. 1OO1-2,
GhA 11O, PGG 184 ¶¶ Tk. SCC 1O2 [#32.7] (SC and Dhl + unc. Eg ypy
'fly') || IE *leép- or *laÓp- 'palm of hand, sole of foot' >  Krd K ∏´L lep
'palm of hand, paw', Krd Sr lep 'paw' »» Gt lo2fa, ON lo1fi, Nr, Sw, D n
love, OHG laffa 'palm of hand', MHG, NGr ∆  laffe 'flat hand' »» Lt
lo!pa, Ltv laﬁpa, le>2pa 'paw' » Sl *lapa 'paw, sole of foot' >  OR lapa
lapa id., R, Blg ≤lapa, P Lapa, Slk laba 'paw', SCr ∆  laàpa 'sole o f
foot (of a bear, dog)'; ?? AdS  of Sl *lopata 'spade' [<  NaIE *le2p-/*l´p-
'spade, shovel' <  N *z6666Éé€P3333V ¬ *z6666ié€ÉP3333V (or *LÉé€p''''V ¬
*Lié€Ép ''''V?) '≈ spade, shovel', q.v.] ¶ WP II 428, P 679, EI 2O9 (*lehÅp-
ehÅ- 'foot, paw'), KrdJ 591, Far. 294, Fs. 336, Vr. 363, Kb. 586, OsS 5 6 8 ,
Lx. 12O, Frn. 339-4O, ESSJ XIV 26-7 and XVI 39-43 || U: [1] U *lßappV
'flat surface, flat object' >  F lape (gen. lappeen), lappi 'flat s ide ' ,
lappea, lappia id., 'flat', Es {W} lapp 'flat' » Er lapuz7a, Mk laps7 adj .
'flat'; Mk lapa 'paw' (unless π R lapa id.), pil!ga4Æ lapa 'sole of foot' »
Chr H/L lap lap 'low' (of objects), L lapka lap≤ka, B lapka adj. ' low,
flat', H {Ep.} lapa 'palm of hand', kid lapa 'hand' (lit. 'palm of arm') » Vt
lap lap 'low' (of objects), 'gently sloping, squat', lapeg lapeg ' l ow '
(of things), 'short' (of humans) »» ObU *°lßa"p- ≠ *°{lß}o"p- >  pOs *lßa"ps´k ≠
*lßa"psak >  Os: Ty/Ag/Y/UY lßa"ps´q {Trj.} 'flat', {Stn.} id., 'platt', V {Stn.,
Trj.} lßo"ws´q, Sn lßo"psaX 'flat, low', Z la"ps´q 'oar-blade', Nz lo"ps´X, Kz
lßo"ps´X, O la"ps´X 'flat', 'low' (of vessels and boxes), 'platt (broad a n d
not high)' (any or both variants of the ObU √  may belong to [2] a s
well) » Hg lap  'surface', 'plate, sheet; page', lapos 'flat; plain, even' 
Sm: Ne T labce≥j 'flat, flattened', labca€r-c∆ 'become flat
(spl√∑it∆så , pripl√snut∆så)', pe’ labcå-ko 'palm of hand' (pe’
id.), Ne T O {Lh.} lapca2- 'eben\platt hauen (z. B. mit der Hanfläche,
einer Schaufel)', Ne F P {Lh.} laps1a2 'Platte (breit und glatt)', Slq Tz
{KKIH} lapc1al! 'flattened (pripl√snutyj , spl√∑ennyj )', la4pa4l! ' even,
flat, smooth'  [2] U *l+lßapa 'flat surface (Fläche)' >  F lapa 'blade ( o f
an oar, ax, leaf), shoulderblade', Es laba 'flat surface\side of s th . ,
rough-hewed side of a beam', Vp laba 'metatarsus' » pLp {Lr.} *la2pe2 >  Lp:
N {N} lappe / -a2b- ≠ -a2v- 'broad\flat termination of sth. (esp. of t h e
sole of the foot)', L {LLO} (s)la2hpe2 'broad\flattened termination o f
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sth.', T lE2ppe 'shoulder-blade' » Prm: Z lop lop /lopt-, Z US loÚp, Yz lop
'blade (lopast∆)', Z pan1-lop 'bowl of a spoon', Z pelÈs-lop, Prmk pevÈs-
lop 'oar-blade'  Sm {Jn., Hl.} *l‰pV ≠ *l‰pa4 'oar' >  Ne: T labå, T O
{Lh.} Òab!òe;, F Ny {Lh.} d. rap1p1‰ä v. 'row'; En: X {Cs.} lo1ba, B {Cs.} lo1bi
'oar'; Ng {Cs.} d. labaN id.; Slq: Tz {KKIH} lapÈ, Nr (Cs.} la"b, Ke/NP
{Cs.} lappu 'oar, Tz {Prk.} lappo, Tm {KD} lap:a 'spade'; Mt {Hl.} ≈
*la4ha4 'oar' (Mt M {Sp.} lå id.) ¶¶ UEW 236-7, W ESS 457, ≈  Lr. #57O,
Lgc. #3263, ERV 332, PI 144, MRS 281, Ep. 59, Ü 1O4, U3S 252, Ht .
#769, MF 387-9, Jn. 81, Cs. 55, 85, 13O, KKIH 125-6, Hl. M #621, Ter.
167-8 ¶¶ Not here (because of the initial *l-) U *laptV 'flat' (< N
*laPÊV 'flat, low') || A *{l}apæV 'a flat object' (× N *laPÊV '⇑ ') >  T
{ET} *Jap- 'flat' Ï [1] NaT *Japî-k > Az japî˝ 'flat, flattened', Tkm japî
'slope' (“ *'gently sloping'), Qrg Z7abîq 'depression (of ground)', [2]
NaT d. *Jap-ur- (with caus. sx. *-ur-) v. 'smooth and level' >  OT japur-
id. ([MhK] ol ye2rig japurdî 'he smoothed and levelled the ground'), {Cl.}
d. japrît- or japrî∏Î- vi. 'flatten', Qb/Qc {Rl.} jabîr- 'become low', Qrg
Z7apîr-, Qzq, Qq z7apîr- vt. 'press\fell down (a plant) to the ground', Sg
c7abîr- vt. 'press down, ram'; [3] NaT *jap-î+ur1 'low, flattened' >  Qrg
Z7apîz id., Alt Z1abîs, Xk c7abîs, Tv c7awîs 'low'; [4] other derivatives: Q m q
jap-alaq 'flat, flattened', ET Tr {Rl.} jap-c7uq 'flachnasig', Tv c7aw-ît ' low '
(as a house), 'dwarf' (a tree) ¶ Cl. 879, ET J 16-7, Hüs. 376, Rl. III 2 7 1 ,
28O, TvR 5O6  pKo {S} *na~p- ≠*nƒ~p- 'level, wide' >  MKo na~p- ≠nƒ~p- ,
NKo nap-c>ak ¶ S QK #66, Nam 99, 1O5, MLC 311  pJ {S} *ni!pa! ' y a rd
(Hof)' >  OJ ni!pa! {S} id., J: T ni~wa, K ni!wa!, Kg ni!wa 'yard, cour tyard ,
garden, ground' ¶ S QJ #594, Kenk. 1375 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #118O (A *la!pæi~
'flat, broad', incl. T, Ko, J); Rm. SKE 16O (Ko, T, Tg, M) and ≈ Pp. VG 3 7
(both: no dustinction between the reflexes of N *l ßßßßa [q]p ''''a  and those of N
*laPÊV) ˚  The existence of two diferent reflexes in U (*lßappV a n d
*l+lßapa) creates a problem. The latter variant may have developped o n
the basis of generalization of the weak grade of cns. gradation. It is a lso
possible that there were two N words, distinguished by the quality o f
the labial (*p ''''  and *p ) and possibly by that of the initial lateral (*l ßßßß a n d
*l ), but since both oppositions are completely or partially neutral ized
in most descendant lgs., we cannot distinguish between these t w o
paronymous and nearly synonymous N words ˚  ≈  IS II 23-5 (*Lapæa
'flat'), ≈  AD SShS 297-9 (*laPt'V 'flat, leaf'); both sources do n o t
distinguish between the N word in question and N *lßßßße{?}a 4444pa ' leaf,
foliage' ˚  ≈ Gr. II #159 (*lap 'flat') (IE, U, A, Ko, J + unc. CK).
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1318. *LayP3333V 'good, beautiful' > IE: NaIE (att. in BSl) *°la+oi\p- id. >
Ltv laiﬁpn-s 'kind, friendly' ¶ ME II 41O » Sl *le7 •p¥ (f. *le7≤pa, ntr. *le7 •po,
dadj. *le7p¥-jÁ) 'beautiful '  > OC, OR l8p5 le7pË, Blg lep, {Ger.}
lípyj, SCr li Ÿjep, Slv le•p, Cz, Slk lepy, R † lepyj id., R
nelepyj 'preposterous, absurd' ¶ ≈ ESSJ XIV 25-8, Vs. II 485 ( b o t h
prefer to derive the Sl root from IE *leip- 'kleben, smear'), Glh. 3 7 5
 Possibly (but not necessarily}: NaIE *lei\p- 'covet '  > Gk li1ptomai id.,
Pru pallaips°twei 'begehren', ?σ Lt lieﬁpti (prs. liepiu~) ' t o
order' ¶ WP II 4O4, P 671, Tr. 155, Frn. 367, 53O || A {DQA} *la~bo~
'more, better' (× N * rabV  'much, big', q.v. ffd.) || HS: CCh: Msy {Mch.}
la"w 'good' ¶ ChC  ?σ EC {Ss.} *la+eb- 'big, many' (HEC {Hd.} *loba) (× N
*rabV  '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ˚  Qu., because all presumed reflexes other than IE
and Ch are explainable otherwise.
1319. *l∏∏∏∏up[V]?a 'bast, bark, film (e. g. of a plant)' >  HS: S *°√lp? >
Ar √lf? v. G  'bark (a tree)', 'strip (the flesh) from a bone', lafi?-at-
'piece of meat without bone' ¶ BK II 1OO9, Hv. 691, ≠ MiK I #1.18O (Ar
lafi?at- < S *li/apV?- 'fatty, fleshy tissue', see  N *LipV  'fat')  B
*°√lflf >  Ah a"-liflaf 'a film on a new-born camel\lamb' ¶ Fc. 9 9 9 -
1OOO || IE: NaIE *leu\p- ≠ *leu\b- ≠ *lep- (<  **lu\ep-) v. 'bark\peel', n .
'bark, skin': [1] *leu\p- >  Lt lu~p-ti 'to bark (a tree), to peel, to skin ' ,
laup-ti 'to pluck off, to strip off, to tear', laupy!-ti 'to bark a t r e e
and to pluck off the leaves' » Sl {Glh.} *lu2p-i ¡-ti 'to bark (a tree), to pee l '
>  ChS {Mikl.} lupiti lupiti 'detrahere', SCr lu!piti 'to peel, t o
bark', ∆  luàpit 'to peel maize', Slv lu!piti, P Lupic1 'to peel', R (ob-
)lu ≤pit∆ id., 'to shell (an egg)', Cz loupiti, Slk lu1pit5 'to p lunder ' ,
Blg ≤lupå, McdS lupi v. 'peel'; Ï Sl *lup¥ 'bark, peel' (sc. ' s th .
barked, peeled') >  SCr lu •pË  'shell of a nut', Slv lu•p 'rind (of fruit a n d
vegetables)', Cz lup 'husk, dandruff', OP we<z$owy Lup ' snake’s
slough' (we<z$ 'snake') »» OI prs. lum≤pati, iter. lo2≤payati {MW}
'hurts, injures, spoils, breaks, violates' (“ *'strips') »» ?σ Gmc {Zlz.}
*lau\B-a-z m., *lau\B-a-n ntr. 'leaf, foliage' >  OHG loub id., ON lauf,
NHG Laub  'foliage', Gt accus. lauf, pl. laubo2s, OSx lo6f, Dt loof, AS
le1af 'leaf', NE leaf (the semantic development may be due to the infl.
of NaIE *lep- 'leaf' (see  N *lßßßße{?}a 4444pa 'leaf, foliage')  [2] *leu\b- >  L
liber (<  *luber) 'inner bark of a tree' ‘ 'book' »» Sl *lub¥ 'bark o f
trees' >  Blg, R, Uk lub  'inner bark', SCr, Slv lu•b  'bark of a tree', P Lub
id., 'lime-bark' » Lt lauﬁbti  'to peel off', lu~bena 'peeled off skin, pee l
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of fruit', lu~oba 'rind, peel', lu!obas 'bast', Ltv lobs [lu¢obs] 'Schale ' ,
lo^bt [lu¢obt] 'to peel', lo^bi^t 'to shell, to hull, to pod, to peel, to husk ' ,
luba 'bark of lime\fir-tree' »» OIr luib (accus. lub(a)e, pl. accus .
lubi), NIr luibh 'herb, grass, plant' »» ON laupr, AS le1ap ' b a ske t '
(<  *'made of inner bark'), MLG lo2p  'small wooden vessel'  [3] *lep- >
Gk le1pv v. 'strip off the rind \ husks; peel, bark', lopo1ß ≠ lo1poß 'shell ,
husk, peel' »» pAl {O} *lapa2- >  Al lape4 'piece of skin\hide\flesh, leaf
blade, leaf' (× IE *lep- 'leaf' <  N *lßßßße{?}a 4444pa '⇑ ' [q.v.]) »» Lt loﬁpas ' p a t c h '
» Sl *lap-, *lap¥tÁ > OR, R lapot∆ 'bast shoe', ∆ lapik, U k
lapot∆ , SCr ∆ la~pat 'rag\shred', P Lapcie  'bast shoes' ¶ P 69O-1, EI
55O (≤lou\b≈-o/-ehÅ- 'bast, bark'), 567-8 (*leu\p- 'peel', *lep- id.), M I
#19.24, WH I 79O-1, F II 1O5-7, LG §  47, Thr. 186, Dnn. 45O, Zlz. M I
#19.24, Zlz. M II 169, Fs. 323-4, Vr. 346-8, Vr. N 41O-1, Ho. 196-7, Ho.
S 48, Kb. 633, OsS 571, KM 426, Frn. 343, 385-6, 388, 391-2, ESSJ XIV
32-4 and XVI 156-9, 177-8, 18O-8, Vs. II 459, Bern. I 691, Glh. 3 8 4 ,
388-9, M K III 1O8-9, M E II 482, MW 9O4, F II 1O5-7, O 213 || U: FU
*l+lßa6ppV 'vessel\basket made of bark' >  Chr {Szil.} lupo 'knapsack m a d e
of bast' »» Vg LK {Kn.} lap 'birchbark receptacle, looking like a
knapsack', lapsop 'birch-bark vessel used in fishing' ¶ But Er pola ' l eaf '
(adduced in IS II 34) belongs to FU *lßapV < N l ßßßße{?}a4444pa 'leaf, foliage'
(q.v.) ¶ Col. 96, UEW 256-7, Ber. 35 || ?φ  K: GZ *lVpan- 'bast' >  G
lapan- '(lime-)bast', Mg lipon-i 'bast board (lubok )'. It is to b e
distinguished from G lapan-i and Mg lipon-i 'Pterocarya (lapina ,
kryloorewnik )', name of a nut-bearing tree, which is probably a loan
from a European source ¶ DCh. 643, Q 273 ˚  The IE variant *leu\b-
suggests a pN *p  (rather than *p ''''), while IE *-p- in *leu\p- goes back to *-
p'- <  *-p?-. The vw. between *p and *?  is suggested by the preservat ion
of the reflexes of *-p-  in IE and U (otherwise the cluster *-p?-  would
have inevitably contracted in *-p'-). The vw. of the first syll. in the K lgs.
(G a, Mg i) is puzzling ˚  IS M 351, IS II 33-4 (*Lopæÿ; HS, IE, FU, K).
132O. *L{u 4444}pi?V (≠  *Lip{u 4444}?V) (> later *L{u4}pyV?) 'to slip; sl ippery'
>  K: G lip'i 'slippery, smooth', lip'- 'be\make slippery\smooth' ¶ Chx.
684, DCh. 65O || HS: ?σ WS *√lpy+w ≠ *°√lby > Gz √lfy G  'err, m o v e
here and there', √lby  D  'err, be ignorant, blunder', ? Ar √lfw v. G  G
{BK} 'faire une reduction dans ce qui est dû à qn., amoindir la part q u i
lui revient', {Hv.} 'wrong so.' ¶ L G 3O6-7, BK II 1O12, Hv. 692 || IE:
NaIE *sleu\b[≈]- 'slip; slippery' < L lubricus 'slippery' »» Gmc *sleu\p- >
Gt sliupan  (p. slaup , prtc. slupans) 'slip, creep into', AS slu2pan
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'to slip', Dt sluipen 'to sneak', OHG int-slupfen 'to slip away, t o
escape', NHG schlu4pfen 'to slip, to glide', schlu4pfrig 's l ippery' ;
Gmc *slei\p- >  OHG sl°fan ≠ sl°phen sv. 'to glide', sliffan ≠
slipfen wv., MHG slipfen 'to glide away', NHG Schleife 'sl ide,
sledge', Dt slippen 'to slip, to escape', AS slipor adj. 'slippery', ME
slippen (weak v.) vt. 'slip', NE slip v.; ? OScn *slempan sv. 'to glide',
*slampjan wv. 'to let glide, to let go'  > ON sleppa sv. 'to glide', Ic
sleppa sv., Sw slippa 'to slip out, to escape', ON sleppa wv. 'to l e t
glide\escape', Ic sleppa wv., Nr sleppe, Dn slippe 'to l e t
go\escape' ¶ WP II 71O, P 963-4, EI 527 (*sleu\b≈- 'slide'), WH I 822-3 ,
Fs. 438, Ho. 299-3OO, Skeat 571, Kb. 914, OsS 822, 828, KM 66O, Vr.
515, Bv. 652-3 || U *°Lipa > FU (att. in BF) *°Lipa, d. *LipeÎa >  F lipa,
Es liba 'slippery', F lipea4 'lye, slippery', Vp libed, Es libe (gen.
libeda) 'slippery' ¶ SK 297-8, ≈  IS II 19 (unconvincingly refers BF
*lipa, *lipeÎa to N *lipæÿ 'sticky') ˚  IE *s- suggests a *y-element
within the prehistory of the IE √ , sc. either N *L{u4444}pyV or N *L{u4444}pi?V
>  *L{u4}pya. K *-p'- suggests a N lr. *?  (N *-pi?- > *-p?- > K *-p'-). Hence
the preferred N rec. is *L{u 4444 }pi?V . K *l-and U *L- may go back either t o
N *L-  or to *z 6666- , but S l- and IE *sl- can hardly point to a N *z 6666- .
1321. ? o  € *L{a}p[Ó]V  'to lick' >  HS: EC: Sml le2f- v. 'lick' ¶ AD SF
235, DSI 386, ZMO 257 || IE: NaIE *lab- ≠ la[:]p(≈)- 'lick, lap' >  Arm
laπem lap≈-em 'I lap up, lick up' »» Gk la1ptv 'lap with the tongue' ( o f
wolfes), slurp', ft. la1πv, pfc. le1la "fa (×  NaIE *lab- ≠ *lab≈+p≈- v. 'gulp,
swallow' < N o  *La?pV '≈ to gulp, to eat greedily') »» pAl {O} *lapa >  Al
lap v. 'slobber, lap up' »» Ic lepja 'to slurp', OHG laffan 'to l ick' ,
OSw, Sw lapa, AS lapian 'to lick, to lap up', NE lap »» ? (with a nasal
infix) L lamb-o2 / -e"re 'lick' ¶ WP II 383-4, P 651, EI 352 (*lab-), F II
85, WH I 754, AlbED 437, O 212, Kb. 584, OsS 53O, Ho. 195, Hlq. 56O,
WH I 754, Slt. 251 ˚  Doubtful (because onomatopoeic origin is
possible).
1322. *LiP[H]a  'to stick, to stick to; sticky, glue' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘ 'to make earthenware') >  HS: S *°√lbH >  Gz √lbH G  ' m a k e
earthenware' ¶ L G 3O5 || IE: NaIE *lei\p- 'be sticky' (× N *LipV  'fat; t o
smear with fat'?) >  OI re2p-  'an etwas kleben', lip≤ta- {MW} 'sticking \
adhering to', {M} 'angeklebt' »» Lt li~pti (prs. limpu~) 'to stick', Ltv
lipt 'to stick, to adhere' »» Sl {ESSJ} **lÁp-noß-ti > Sl *lÁnoß-ti vi. ' t o
stick to' >  OR l6nËti  lÁnuti  'to cling \ stick to', R l∆nut∆ 'to cling
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to', OCz lnu1ti 'to cling \ stick to', Cz lnouti 'to adjoin (closely) t o ' ;
Sl *lip-noß-ti >  Cz † lepnouti, lI1pnouti 'to cling to', Slk lipnu1t5
'to cling \ stick to', R ≤lipnut∆ , Uk ≤lipnuti  'to stick to'; Sl *lÁpe7-ti
(prs. *lÁpjoß) v. st. 'to stick\adhere to' >  OCS, OR l6p8ti  lÁpe7ti, R ∆
li≤pet∆, Slv lepe!ti, Cz lpe7ti, lpI1ti, OP lpiec1 id.; Sl *le7pi-ti caus .
>  OCS l8piti le7piti 'conglutinare', eBlg † líp(, Blg lepå v.
'paste, glue, model', Slv le5pi!ti, Cz lepiti, Slk lepit5 vt. 'to glue, t o
glue together', P lepic1, R le ≤pit∆  'to model' ¶ P 67O-1, M W 9O2, M E
II 46O (does not distinguish between OI re2p- 'smear' and r+le2p- 'glue,
stick'), Frn. 375-6, ESSJ XIV 217-9 and XVII 91-3 ¶ The loss of t h e
expected lr. in IE may be due to the infl. of N *LipV  'smear with fat' ||
A: T *Jîp(-îl!ç)- (infl. of T *Jap-, *japîl![ç]- 'stick to' < N *LaP3333V 'stick t o ;
mould', q.v.] >  Tv c7îp-îs7- v. 'stick to', Chv ßypa€ß- s1îbò-¥s1-, ? Yk sîsîn-
id. ¶ Jeg. 225, Md. 99, 16O (T *Z1a'"pîl!c1-)  M: ppM {Pp.} *niBa- > p M
*ni˝a- 'stick to' > MM [S] ni√a- 'zusammenleimen', {MA} ni√a- vi. ' s t ick
to', d. ni√aqc7i- 'sticky ('lipkij '), d. na√aldu-qu 'be stuck t o
(prikleit∆så )', WrM ni9a- ≠ na9a-, HlM naa- 'glue, stick', WrO
{Krg.} na2- v. 'glue', Kl naa- na2- id., {Rm.} na2- 'zusammenkleben', O r d
{Ms.} na2- 'coller', Mnr H {SM} nia2- 'coller; se coller, s’at tacher,
s’adhérer', {T} na2- v. 'glue, mould (kleit∆ , lepit∆ )', Mgl {Rm.} d .
nio2ldu- vi. 'ankleben' ¶ H 116, Pp. MA 244, 249, Pp. IM 64, MED 5 6 6 ,
SM 269, Ms. O 478, Krg. 2O5, KRS 365, KW 272, Rm. M 34, T 347, T DnJ
13O ¶¶ Pp. IM 64, Pp. IAL 39  Tg *lipa- v. 'smear around, coa t ' ,
(here?) *lipan n. 'mud' >  Ewk lipa- v. 'smear around, coat', Ul lIpa(n-),
Nn B lIpa ≠ lIfa, WrMc lifan 'mud' ¶ STM I 498-9   J: OJ {S} ni~be~
'fish glue' ¶¶ DQA #121O (A *li\a~pæ{e} 'to glue, to stick to'; the reflexes
of N *LiP[H]a and those of N *LaP3333V 'stick to; mould' are n o t
distinguished, but a possible distinction is suggested) ˚  IS II 18-2O
(*lipæÿ 'sticky': HS, IE, A + qu. D *nïv- and HS *lp- 'smear' + qu. Ne
lapc1e- + unc. K *lap-/*l=p- 'dirt' + unc. FU *LipV 'slippy' (see  N
*Lu4444pi?V 'to slip'); does not distinguish between N *LiP[H]a  and N
*LipV  'fat; to smear').
1323. (€?) *laPÊV 'flat, low' >  U *laptV 'flat' >  F lattea, F ∆
latakka id., Es latakas 'broad and flat', latak 'a broad and flat
object'» Chr: Uf {Wc.} lapte 'platt, flach', L laptyrgaw lapt¥r≤ga-s7 ' t o
become flat (spl√∑it∆så ), to squat\kneel down', E {Ps.} OT lapt´rtem
'platt machen', lapt´r˝em 'abgeplattet werden', H laptyra lapt¥≤ra
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'not high (prizemistyj )' (e.g. of trees) »» pOs *lapt´k >  Os: Kz
¬apt´X 'flat', V/Vy lawt´q 'even, smooth, gently sloping', Nz tOpt´X
'flat, low' (of a plate, bowl)  Sm {Jn.} *l¥ptaº, {Hl.} *l¥pta 'even, low' >
Ne: T labta, T O {Lh.} Òapta" 'low, even', 'lowlands', F {Lh.} ra¢ "´pt´ id.;
En {Cs.} lota 'ebene Stelle'; Mt {Hl.} *labta 'low' (Mt: K {Pl.} lapta`, M
{Mll.} la1pta adj. 'low', {Pl.} lapta adv. 'low') ¶¶ UEW 238, Coll. 3 1 ,
Coll. CG 7O, MRS 282, PsS 62, Stn. D 795, Hl. M #617 || A: M *labtayi-
≠ *nabtayi- >  WrM nabtai-, HlM navtaj-x v. 'flatten out, b e c o m e
low or slanting', ? WrM labtai-, HlM lavtaj- v. 'sprawl, s t r e t ch
oneself'; WrM nabta-9ar, HlM navtgar 'slanting, sloping; low,
short', WrO nabtaGar 'saddlebacked, stocky, squat'; d. M *nabtar ≠
*namtar 'low, not high' result from the merger of the reflexes of N
*laPÊV 'flat, low' and N *l∏∏∏∏am[V]dV 'low' (q.v. ffd.) ¶ MED 355, Krg.
2O6  Tg *lapta- 'low, flat' ≠ *l+nepte- 'flat, even' > Ewk I lapta-kta, Ewk
PT naptama- 'low' (of place), 'flat', Orc n‰pt‰Ng‰ 'even, smooth', U d
n‰pt‰l‰ ' f la t '  ¶ STM I 584, 624, Krm. 268 ¶ ¶  ≈ DQA #118O (A *la!pæi;
incl. M, Tg) and ≈ Pp. VG 37 (both do not dustinguish between t h e
reflexes of N *l ßßßßa[q]p ''''a 'palm of hand, sole of foot; sth. flat' and N
*laPÊV) || ?σ HS: S *°√lbd > Ar √lbd G  (pf. labada, ip. -lbud-) ' s qua t
on the ground' (×  √lbd  v. 'stick', whence the meaning 'être par terre e t
presque collé au sol') ¶ Hv. 675, BK II 957 ˚  AD SShS 297-9 (*laPt'V
'flat, leaf' in U, A + err. S *lt'?), ≈  IS II 23-5 (*Lapæa 'flat') (does n o t
distinguish this N word from N *lßßßßa[q]p''''a '⇑ ', in spite of the different
initial laterals), IS MS 355 (*laptÿ  'flat' as a variant of [or a derivative
from] *lapÿ id.).
1324. *LVqË 'be moist\liquid, flow' >  K *leqw-/*laqw-/*lqw- v.
'thaw, melt' >  G lXv- / lX-, Sv {FS} leqw- / laqw- / lqw- id. (msd. li-
leqw ; leqw-ni  'es taut\schmilzt', a-lqw-eb-i 'es wird tauen', a-laqw ' e s
taute\schmolz') ¶¶ K2 1O9, Fn. KL 178, FS K 2O1, FS E 22O || HS: S
*√lXX  ≠  *√lHH 'be moist, fresh, humid' > BHb hl2 laH (pl. Mih5l2 la≤Hïm
<  *laH-Hïm) 'still moist, still fresh' (of plants), MHb hl2 laÓ 'fresh', JPA
√lHlH vt. 'moisten', ChrPA 'xj¬ ≠ 'x¬ l(y)Ó? 'moisture', Ar √lHH
caus. (pf. ?alaHHa) 'give a continuous rain' (of a cloud), ? Ak L la2Xu
'young sprout'; Gz la 2Ól´Óa  'become moist', laÓ´Óa  'be humid, d a m p ,
soft' ¶ KB 499, GB 383, Hv. 679, BK II 971, L G 31O, Sd. 528, CAD IX 4 5
(Sd. and CAD interpret Ak la2Xu as a loan from WS) ¶ The cns. H in Ar
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and Gz (for the expected *X ) is hard to explain (a loan from a different
S lge.?)  Ch: CCh: Ms {Mch.} law 'rain', {Caït.} la!w! 'rain; god of ra in ' ,
Dw {ChL} l‰~ww‰~n 'rainy season' »» ECh: Tmk {Cp.} la@w vt. 'wet' »» ?
WCh: Ang le~ 'pour' (×  N *l∏∏∏∏VyhV 'to pour; water') ¶ ChC, ChL, Caït.
1O6, Cp. 8O ¶¶ ≈  OS #1659 (Tmk + Ang le~ 'pour' + Sa laye, Af lay, le
'water', which are more likely to belong to N *l∏∏∏∏VyhV) || IE: Ht la2h-
'pour, pour out (luquids)', lah(h)u- / lah(h)uwai\ vt. 'pour (liquid,
salt, etc.)', vi. 'overflow'  ??? OIr {SB} lo1-chasair 'rain' (unless < N
*pul ßßßßu 'to spring forth', q.v.) ¶¶ CHD L-N 4, 13-5, Ts. E II 3-8, P 692, Bm.
TPN 123, SB 249-5O (pClt *levo6 'ich spüle') || ? A: AdS  of T *Jag- v.
'pour down, pour rain' (< N *yakV '≈  to pour, to be covered with
water', q.v. ffd.) || Gil: Gil A loqr(-) 'raw, fresh' (meat, food) ¶¶ ST
162, ST RN 38O, 416 ˚ ≈ Blz. KM 116 [#11]  (incl. K, S, IE + unc. ObU
*lo"˝- 'wash' (see N *luGV  'wash, rinse') and Om *lVk'- 'wet, water').
1325. *LÅûûûûqu6666 'tender, mild' (‘ 'sweet') >  K: GZ *l{a}ûq- 'tender, mild,
sweet' > G Gr luûqi, luûq-e 'nicht scharf, mild', Lz loûq-a 'sweet' ¶ The
labialized vw. in G Gr (Western Georgia) may be due to Zan infl. ¶ FS E
221 || HS: B *√lŒŒ ≠ *√lwŒ 'soft, tender, mild' >  Kb ilqiq ' ê t r e
mou\tendre', al´qqaq 'tendre\mou (à toucher)', ll´Œl´Œ 'être ramolli ' ,
Izn al´qqaq, Rf aÒ´qqaŒ 'tendre, mou, doux à  toucher', Sll iluiŒ ' ê t r e
tendre', Izd lwiŒ 'etre lisse\mou\tendre', BSn al´qqaŒ 'mou, lisse,
tendre' ¶ Ds. 276, Ds. B 2OO, 23O, 34O, Rn. 339, Dl. 458, 46O-1, Mrc.
157, 17O-1, 248 || D  (in KK) *{l}akk- 'be sweet' > Kui napka (< *nak-p-)
(p. nak-t-) 'be sweet', Ku {Slz.} lakne, {Fzg.} rakhne 'sweet', Ku Su
{BB, Isr.} r`ak- 'be sweet' ¶ D #518O || IE: NaIE *dl=≤k+k8u-  'sweet' (< N
*dalßßßßV 'tasty, sweet' + N *LÅûûûûqu 6666) >  L dulcis (<  *dl=k+k8wi-s) ' sweet ,
pleasant' »» Gk glyky1ß, glykero1ß 'sweet' (P: gl- <  *dl- due to dis. f r o m
the word-medial -k-) ¶ WP I 816, P 222, EI 56O (*dl=ku-s ≠ *gluku-s),
WH I 379-38O, F I 314-5, Ch. 228-9, Hofm. 46.
1326. (€?) *l∏∏∏∏arwV 'together, many' >  K *larw- >  G larv-i 'a field
sown by different kinds of seed', larva v. 'baste toge ther
(smetyvat∆)', Sv UB sx. of pl. -larw (mu-larw 'fathers' ↔ mu ' f a ther ' ,
di-larw 'mothers' ↔ di 'mother' ¶¶ Chx. 643, GP US 51 || A *la+a4r >
NaT *-lar / *-la4r ({Grøn.} sx. of nomina collectiva ‘ plural sx. of n o u n s
and finite verbs) > OT -lar / -la4r, Tk -lar / -ler, Az, Tkm, ET -lar / -la4r,
Uz -lar, Qmq, Nog -lar / -ler, VTt -lar / -la4r / -nar / -na4r, Bsh -lar / -la4r
/ -tar / -ta4r / -dar / -da4r / -Îar / -Îa4r, Qzq -lar / -la4r / -tar / -ta4r / -dar
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/ -da4r, Qrg -lar / -la4r / -lor / -lo4r / -tar / -ta4r / -tor / -to4r , Alt -lar / -
la4r / -lor / -lo4r / -tar / -ta4r / -tor / -to4r / -dar / -da4r / -dor / -do4r, Xk -
lar / -ler / -tar / -ter / -nar / -ner, Tv -lar / -ler / -tar / -ter / -dar / -
der / -nar / -ner, Tv -lar / -ler / -tar / -ter / -dar / -der / -nar / -ner, Yk
-lar / -la4r / -lor / -lo4r / -tar / -ta4r / -tor / -to4r / -dar / -da4r / -dor / -do4r
/ -nar / -na4r / -nor / -no4r, plural sx. of nouns and finite verbs ¶ Grøn. S
§§  65-6 (*-lar/*-la4r as a sx. of n. coll. ‘ sx. of pl.), Gbn. ATG 84 (" in
sorgfältigen Handschriften [of OT] wird dies Formans mit dem Nomen
nicht verbunden geschrieben"), Dmt. KCh 65-7, 69-71  M *-nar / *-
ner, suffix of pl. >  MM -nar / -ner id. (with nouns denoting people a n d
anthropomorphous beings), WrM -nar , HlM {Pp.} -na"r, Ord, Brt -nar, Kl
-nr=; it may be genetically identical with WrM nar in nar-mai 'all ,
everything' (Cincius’s hyp. - CiL MA 22O) ¶ Pp. IM 181-3, H SMD 55  ?
Tg: WrMc lar seme 'densely, in multitudes' ({Z} 'gusto , ¢asto ,
tolpo√ ') (seme is an adverbializing word, lit. 'saying') ¶ Z 851 ¶¶ ≈
CiL MA 222-4 (denies the connection of T *-lar/*-la4r with M *-nar) || D
(unless a variant of the sx. -ar): OTm -nar, -n1ar, pl. sx.: vilai\-nar
≠ vilai\-n1ar 'merchants', makir›-nar 'chieves of the agricultural
tract', munai\-n1ar 'warriors', kil5ai\-n1ar 'relatives', vinai\-n1ar
'farmers, servants', pakai\-n 1ar  'enemies' ¶ Shanm. DN 4O-1.
1327. ? € *LV{r}kV 'branch of a tree, stick, club' >  IE: NaIE *lorga2,
*lorgi- 'stick, club, cudgel' >  OIr {P} lorc (lorg) 'club, cudgel, penis ' ,
OIr ({LP}: MIr) lurga 'shin-bone' (× N *rVg[V]lßßßßV [or *l ßßßß-] 'foot, p a w '
[q.v.]), MW llory 'club', W llory 'club', MW llorf 'leg of a harp', W
llorf id., 'column', OCrn lorch 'Stab', Crn lorgh 'pilgrim’s staff,
walking-stick, pole', Br lorc&henn 'pole\shaft of wagon (Deichsel) ' ;
Clt ı AS lorÌ 'pole; weaver’s beam' »» ON lurkr, ODn lyrk, NNr
lurk  'cudgel, club', Sw lurk  'a blockhead' ¶ WP II 443, P 691-2, EI 1 1 2
(? *lorgehÅ- 'club'), LG §  37.2, YGM-1 312, ECCE 265, Vr. 368-9, Hlq.
597, Sw. 1O9, Ho. 2O6 || ?φ HS: S: Ak fOB laru6 'branch' ¶ CAD IX
1O3-4  ?φ  B *la[Ó]kVt- 'branch, twig' (× N *La4444haK''''o 'to grow; sp rou t ,
twig' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  N *r  (more probable than *r 1111) is reconstructed o n
the ev. of IE, because the presence of a palatal element (in N *r 1111) is
likely to cause an IE *s- mobile ˚  Doubtful.
1328. *LÅÍV 'be weak, worn out' (or *LÅs1111V 'rub, wear o u t '
→ 'weaken') >  HS: C *l{a}s- (× N *Lawc7777V 'weak, soft' [q.v. ffd.]) >  EC
*las- > SC {E} *la2s- 'old, worn-out' ı Mb -lasu v. 'be old' »» Or B {Sr.}
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la2fa2 'weak', Or Wt {Sr.} la2fa2 'ill', (× EC *la2f- > Arr la2fna! 'weak', see  N
*LabV 'be soft'): Or {Grg.} la2fa2 'weak, soft', la2f- become soft', O r
B/O/Wt {Sr.} la2f- 'be weak\mild', Or H {Ow.} la2!fa2 ! 'soft' ¶ E SC 327, Grg.
258, Sr. 357, Ow. 267 || IE: NaIE *les-/*los- 'weak, damaged, b a d '
(possibly × N ? *l ∏∏∏∏u 6 666s 7 777V  'weak') >  L [Plt.] sub-les-tus 'sick, weak' »» Gt
las-iw-s 'weak', ON lasinn 'loose, slack, weak', Ic lasinn ' s ick,
damaged', laraÎr 'tired, exhausted', MHG er-leswen 'to b e c o m e
weak', NHG laS 'lax, weary', MLG lasich 'schlaff', NE lazy »» Sl *los7Á(-
jÁ) > ChS low6 los7Á 'macilentus', Blg low, ≤lowij, McdS low ' b a d ' ,
SCr loàs7 'unfortunate, bad, miserable; weak', R Ks ≤lowij 'bad', Slv d .
lo!s7en 'bad' »» L sub-les-tus 'ill, weak' »» Tc B leswi pl. 'attacks o f
weakness' ¶ ≈  P 68O (*l´s-), EI 637 (*losiwo-s 'weak'), WH II 618, EM
1167-8, Fs. 322, Vr. 346, Lx. 47, Skeat 333, Bv. 396, ESSJ XVI 9 2 - 4
(rejects the abovementioned IE connections of Sl *los7ÁjÁ a s
"semantically unjustified"), Glh. 383, Ad. 56O, IS II 16 (adduces L
sublestus) || D {Pf.} *nac>- '≈ wear out, decay, be ill' > Tm naci- ' b e
worn \ frayed (as cloth)', nacey  'disease', Kn nasi v. 'wear ou t \away ,
waste away, wither, decay', Tu neiluni v. 'fade', Krx nas- ' c ause
men\cattle to sicken\languish\die', nasr- 'be ill, pine away' ¶¶ D
#3575, Pf. 124 [#1O38] ||  It is worth paying attention to K: GZ *les- v.
'rub, whet, sharpen' >  OG les- 'whet, sharpen', G les- 'rub, whet ,
sharpen', Mg las- 'rub out, destroy', Zn d. *las-ir- prtc. 'whetted' Ï
Mg lasir- v. 'whet' ¶ K 121, FS K 2OO, FS E 219-2O, Chx. 678-9, DCh.
648, Q 27O-1 ˚  The K root is semantically distant. But if nevertheless
the K √  belongs here, the N etymon must be *LÅs1111V 'rub, wear o u t '
→ 'weaken' ˚  IS MS 365 s.v. 'slabyj ' (IE, D), ≠ IS II 16-7 (*lÅs1V ( =
{∫IS} *lÅsÿ) v. 'rub, damage': IE, D, K *les- v. 'rub, sharpen'), Glh. 383.
1329. *LisV 'to gather' >  IE: NaIE *les- v. 'gather, pluck' >  Gmc
*le4san >  Gt lisan sv. 'to pluck, to harvest', ON lesa 'to gather, t o
pluck', OSx lesan 'to gather, to pick up\out', OHG gi-lesan ' t o
gather', NHG auf-lesen  'to gather, to pick up', aus-lesen 'to select ,
to pick out', AS lesan 'to collect, to gather, to pick,to glean', NE
lease 'to glean'; (a loan translation of L legere  'to read' “ ' t o
gather'): ON lesa, OSx, OHG lesan, NHG lesen 'to read' »» Lt le~s-ti
(prs. lesu~), Ltv lest 'to peck, to pick up by pecking', iter.: Lt ap-
las7y!ti 'to pick out, to select', Ltv lasI2 ^t 'to gather, to pick, to glean '
and (loan translation from NHG) 'to read' ¶ WP II 44O, P 68O, EI 2 2 2
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(*lese/o- 'pick up'), Fs. 331, Vr. 353, Sw. 1O7, Ho. 2OO, Ho. S 46, Kb.
6O7, OsS 55O, KM 436-7, Tr. 16O, Frn. 359 ¶¶ N *LisV >  *li\es- >  IE
*les- (see AD NVIE) || U: FV *Lisa4 v. 'add, increase' >  F lisa4 ' addi t ion,
increase', Es lisa  'addition, supplement', F lisa4a4-, Es lisa- 'add' » pLp
{Lr.} *l‰se2 'addition, increase' >  Lp: N {N} la6sse / -s- id., L {LLO}
lasse2 id., Kld {SaR} laww∆, {TI} ÒAs7s7eò 'additional supply (Zuschuß,
Wucher, dobavka )', N {N} la6seti 'add, put on, increase', S {Hs.} d .
la4ssanidh vi. 'increase' » Er lez´ l!eze n. {Ps.} 'addition, increase
(lisä)', {MRV} 'help, profit', lez´v l!ezev 'useful', Mk {Ps.} l!eza ' l isä ' ,
{PI} lezks n. 'help, assistance', Er lezda- l!ezda- {Ps., ERV} v. ' a d d ,
increase, help', Mk lezdo- l!ezd´- {Ps.} 'add, help', {PI} v. 'he lp ,
support' ¶ UEW 691, Lr #554, Lgc. #3179, Hs. 84O, TI 195, SaR 156-7 ,
ERV 335, PI 145, SK 298-9 || ? HS: S *°√ls7s7 (or *°√lss) >  Ar √lss ( ip .
-luss-) v. G  'graze (cattle), eat, lick (a vessel)' (× N *LVs7777V 'to l ick '
[q.v.]) ¶ BK II 989, Hv. 685 || A: Tg: WrMc nisiXay 'together with,
also', {Hr.} 'mitsamt, dazu, insgesamt' ¶ STM I 6OO, Z 231, Hr. 71O.
133O. (€?) *LiÍa6666 'small, little, thin' > IE: NaIE *lei\s- / *loi\s- '≈  small,
thin' >  Gmc *lai\siz  'less' > OSx le6s, OFrs le2s, AS lA2s, NE less; Gmc
cmpr. adj. *lai\siza 'less, smaller' >  OFrs lessa, AS lA2ssa; sprl. OFrs
le2rest, le2st, AS lA2st, lA2rest, NE least; Gt Cr lista 'parum, z u
wenig' »» Lt li!esti, ly!sti 'become thin, lose flesh', li!esas 'lean, th in ,
skim', Ltv li!ess 'lean, meager' »» ?? Gk Hm liaro1ß 'soft and warm' (of a
wind), 'balmy' (of sleep) ¶ ≈  WP II 387-9, P 662 (*lei\s- = *lei\- with a n
ext.), Fs. 331, Ho. 192, Ho. S 46, F II 12O (no definite et. for liaro1ß), ≈
Frn. 329, 376 ||  A: Tg *ni3s- 'small' > Ewk nisima 'small, fine (as beads) ,
minute (as hand-writing), thin (as seam)', Lm nIsa 'beads', Neg
nIsImkU2n 'small, fine', WrMc nisiqay, nisiXa 'small fish' ¶ STM I
6OO || ??σ K: G R lisa 'sand' ¶ Chx. 684 ˚  If G lisa belongs here, t h e
N etymon is *Lis@@@@ ++++s 6 666a 6 666.
133Oa. ? *l∏∏∏∏is7777V 'eat; food' > HS: S *°√ls7+sw  > Ar √lsw G  ' e a t
greadily'; S *°√ls7s7 >  Ar √lss G  'eat, graze' (× Ar √lss 'lick' f rom  N
*LVs 7777V  'to lick' and possibly N *luHas 7777V  or *laHus 7777V  'lip, mouth') ¶ BK
II 989, 992, Hv. 685 || U: FU (att. in FL) *l+lßis7a 'meat, flesh' > F, Es
liha, Vp l!iha4, Krl K liha, Krl Ld l!iha 'meat, flesh', Lv leya; 'Leib' » d.: pLp
{Lr.} lis7ke2 'human skin, flesh' > Lp: S lijkee, L {LLO} lii…hke2, N {N}
lii…ke, Kld {SaR} lyww∆k lÈs7 !s !7k 'human skin', {TI} lÈs7s7ke id., ' f lesh,
body' ¶ SSA II 72, SK 292, ZM 289, Kt. 187, Lr. #588, Lgc. #3395, LLO
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42O, SaR 1175, TI 215 || IE: NaIE (att. in InA) *°l+res- v. 'taste' (× N
*LVs7777V 'to lick', q.v. ffd.) || K: GZ *lVs7- >  G los7los7- 'eat (greedily) ' ,
los7los7i 'gieriges Fressen', Mg r‰skon- ≠ riskon- {K} 'fressen (qrat∆ )'
(× N *LVs7777V 'to lick') ¶ K2 111, Chx. 691, Q 314 ˚  Not here G les7i
'corpse, carrion' (π NGr le1si 'carrion') ˚  Qu., because its m o s t
reflexes (all but FU) are also explainable as those of N *LVs7777V 'to l ick '
˚  ≠ Blz. LNA #36 (err. equation of FU with G les7i).
1331. ? € *l∏∏∏∏u6 666s7 777V 'weak' >  IE: NaIE *los-/*les- 'weak, damaged, b a d '
(× N *LÅÍV 'be weak, be worn out' [q.v. ffd.]) || U: FU (att. in FP)
*l+lßus7ka 'weak, loose' >  Chr: L luw  'weak, loose', L luwkaw lus7≤ka-s7, H
lywkaw ≤l¥s7ka-s7 v. 'become weaker' » Z lywkyd lÈs7kÈd 'generous ,
not stingy' ¶ UEW 694-5, MRS 3O2, 31O, LG 164 ˚ This N etymon is
hardly *z6666u6 666s7 777V (though IE and U *l- may go back to N *z6666- as well),
because *z 6666 . . .s 7777 would have undergone assimilation ˚ Qu., because t h e
alleged IE cognate has an alt. etymology.
1332. *LVs7777V 'to lick' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ v. 'taste', 'tongue') >
K: GZ *l=s7- v. 'lick, devour' > OG lus7- {Chx.} '(ab)lecken' (Num. 22.4: a˝-
lus7-os 'will lick up, will eat [it] up'), G lus7- id., los7los7- 'eat (greedily) ' ;
GZ *l=s7-wn=- v. 'lick' >  OG los7n- / lus7n- id. (pres. vhlos7ni, aor. vlos7ne,
lus7na) 'lick', G los7n- v. 'kiss with moist lips', {K2} 'kiss (rudely)', Mg
r‰skon- ≠ riskon- {K} 'fressen (qrat∆ )', {K2} 'gorge, nibble', {Q, K}
'gnaw (gryzt∆ )' ¶ K 122, K2 111, Vogt NEG 68, Chx. 691, Ser. 82, Q
314 || HS: S *°√ls7s7 >  Ar √lss v. 'eat, lick' (× N ? *l∏∏∏∏is7777V 'eat; food ' ,
possibly × N *luHas 7777V  or *laHus7777V 'lip, mouth' and *LisV 'to ga ther ' ) ,
Ï S *lis7a2n- 'tongue' >  BHb cs. N&Sl6 l´≤s7o2n, abs. N&Sl1 la2≤s7o2n, Ph
[Diosc.] lasun, Ug ls7n, (AkSc) {Hnr.} la-s7a-nu, OA, SmA ls7n, IA Nsl
ls7n, (AkSc) li-is7-s7a1-an, BA, IA NS~1l5 lis7≤s7a2n / em. an!S~1l5 lis7s7a2≤na2, Sr
W 'no3o¬e lEs7[s7]a2≤n-a2, Ar  ˆ'saLi lisa2n-, Sb nSl ls7n, Gz LßN l´sa2n, M h
‰ws7e2n, pl. l‰s7o2n, Hrs le2s7‰n, pl. l‰s7o2n‰t, Jb E ls7i!n, Jb C Els>E!n, pl. Els>i!n,
Sq {L} le1s7in, pl. lI1s7hen, Ak lis7a2n-, Eb {Krb.} li-sa-nu = lis7anu
({AD}: lis7a2nu?) 'tongue'; the replacement of *i by a (> BHb a2) in the Cn
lgs. is due to some phonetic and analogical process(es); e.g., in Hb a n d
Ph it may be explained as a bf. from cs. based on the analogy of the b y
far more numerous nouns of the Ça2≤Ço2Ç-pattern: cs. l´≤s7o2n - abs. la2≤s7o2n
like cs. s7´≤lo2m - abs. s7a2≤lo2m 'peace, well-being') ¶ KB 5O9, KBR 536, OLS
249, Eil. FN 81, Tal 445-6, BK II 989, 991, Br. 371, Lv. II 53O-1, Fr. IV
1O2-3, BK II 989, 991, Sd. 556, CAD IX 2O9ff., Krb. EG 8, MiK I #1 .181
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 Eg fP ns 'tongue' = {Vc. VLE} *[lis-], {Smsz.} *[li.s-] > DEg ls ' t ongue '
> Cpt: Sd/B/O las , A/F/L les id. ¶ EG II 32O, Fk. 139, Er. 263, Vc. VLE I
11O, 123, Vc. 99, Vc. GÄSW 395-6, Smsz. PCV 44  B *?i-lis (p l .
*?ilisaw¥n) ({Pr.} *hilis / *hilisawa"n) 'tongue' >  Ah ïl´s / p l .
il´sa2w´n, ETwl il´s / il´saw¥n, Ty il´s / pl. ´lsaw¥n, Gh {Nh.} il´s /
ilsaw´n, Gd {Lf.} e2l´s / elsawEn, Kb, Nf il´s-, Sll ils / alsiwn, Mz, Wrg
il´s / ilsawn, Si ïl´s / ilsa2n, Zng {TC} ´t!s7i id. (-t!s7- < *-ys7- < *-ls-)  ¶
Fc. 1124, Pr. M IV-V 124-5, GhA 118, Lf. II #O922, TC Z 313  ?φ C: EC:
Arr {Hw.} lec7'-, Rn {PG} laZ7a v. 'lick' »» ??φ Ag: Bln {R} lanz7- id. ¶ Hw. A
381, PG 3O8, R WB 258  ? Om: SOm: Dm {Fl.} lilizd'En 'he licks', lic'u
imp. 'lick!' »» ? NrOm: Cha {Fl.} hals-os 'he licked', hals-na imv. 'lick!' ¶
Fl. OO 319  Ch: [1] Hs la2~sa2! (× HS *√lHs 'lick'), Gw ri~s7e! v. 'lick' »»» [2]
{JI, JS} *√ls‹ 'tongue' > WCh {Stl.} *Ha-lisi-(um) 'tongue' (probably, lit.
'head-tongue', because the px. *Ha-  of body parts is likely to go back t o
WCh *Hama- 'head') > Hs ha!Rs7e~, Hs Skt hals7e2 (pl. halusa) 'tongue' » pAG
*lis >  Su, Mnt, Kfr, Tal lï!s, Ang {Hf.} lï~s, Ywm {J} lis id. » Ron {J}: Fy
le!s, DfB li!s, Bks ?alis, Klr {J} ?alu!s7 id. » pBT {Stl.} *lisim >  Bl {IL} lisim,
Dr lus, Krkr {J} lu2!s‰~m, Grm {Sch.} li!ms7i, Krf {Sch.} i!li!ms7i! id. » SBc.: Zar
{Sh.} rI~sI!n, Grn {Jg.} las7i, Bg {J} NElEs, {IL} Nilïs id. »» CCh: √ns6 id. (dis .
from √ls6?) in Ktk: Lgn {Lk.} ns6i~, pl. s6a~s6a~n (<  *lVs6Vn ?) and in Mbara
{Trn.} na!s6a~y, as well as √ls (dis .from *√ls6?) in Msg {Trn.} a~le!s and i n
Msg Ng {MB} ElEsi 'tongue' »» ECh *l{i}s- 'tongue' >  Mu {Lk.} li!si!, {J}
le2&si!, Brg {J} lï~si~, Jg {J} le2~so!, Mkl {J} ?I~lze!, EDng {Fd.} le2!se!, Smr {J} di~-
le~se!, Kwn ki!-lisi! id. ¶ Ffd. see JI I 169 (pCh *√ls‹- 'tongue') and II 3 2 8 -
9, AD ChCS #22, ChL ¶¶ It is possible to reconstruct an additional HS
root *√lHs ≠ *√lhs7 'lick' (>  Ar, Gz, Tgr, Mh √lHs, Ar √lhs  [ı  Bj
{R} lehas-], Ak la2s7u, Hs la2sa 'lick') ¶¶ Vc. 99, AD PSH §  6.3 [#181] ,
BK II 973, 1O32, L G 311, Sd. 54O, OS #1666 (pHS *les-), #164O
(*lahas- 'lick'), Tk. I 187-8, ≈ Sk. HCD 1O8, 186 || IE: NaIE (att. in InA)
*°l+res- v. 'taste', 'tongue' >  OI rasati, ra≤sayati, rasyati ' ( h e )
tastes, relishes', OI [Yajñ.], OI EpSk rasana2- 'tongue', OI EpSk [MBh],
Pali, Prkr rasa- m. 'taste', ? Vd, OI ClS, Pal, Prkr rasa- 'juice, sap' ¶
MW 869-7O, RhDS PED 566, Tu. #1O65O, ≠ M K III 48, ≠  M E II 441-2 ¶
In the OI/Pali/Prkr noun rasa- 'juice, sap' there may have b e e n
contaminaion with IE *ros- 'dew'.
1333. *luHas7777V or *laHus7777V 'lip, mouth' >  K: GZ *las7- 'lip' >  OG las7-
'lip' (in las7-parto 'large-lipped'), G P/Mx/Kzq {Ghl.}, G Kx/P/X {K} las7-
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'lip (of animal), mouth', G las 7-da˝ebuli  '(one) with an open mouth', Mg
lec7kv-, Lz les7k- 'lip' ¶ K 12O, K2 1O7, Chik. 52, Chx. 67O, Ghl. 325 ||
HS: S: [1] S *√lHs7 'lick' > Ar √lHs G  'lick', Ak G  inf. la2s7u 'lick'; [2]
WS *√lHs7 'whisper, murmur' > BHb √lHs7 D  '(Schlangen) beschwören ' ,
TD  'unter sich zischeln, flüstern', MHb {Js.} √lHs7 G , JA {Js.} √lHs7 G
'whisper', Sr √lHs7 G  'whisper, murmur', Gz √lHs G  'murmur' ¶ BK II
973-4, GB 384, Js. 7O4, Br. LS 364-5, JPS 24O-1, L G 311, Sd. 34O || U:
FU *°{l}us7+sV (or *°{l}a+os7+sV) >  pOs *¬u¬ 'mouth' >  Os: V lul, Vy jul,
Ty/Y ¬u¬ , D/Nz tut id. ¶ Stn. D 753, Trj. S 218 ||  A: Tg *lusVma ' u p p e r
lip, muzzle, snout' (× N *L{i}c@@@@V(-tV) 'jaw'?) >  Nn Nh losoa%, Nn KU
lo 2soma  'upper lip (of an elk\horse), upper part of the nose (of an e lk) ' ,
Ork lU2sIma 'upper lip (of an elk), muzzle, snout', Ud X {Shn.} li≈imo,
Ud I/K/Sm {Krm.} lu4himo ≠ lui\mo 'muzzle, snout; nose (protruded p a r t
of the face) of a dog\elk\pig', Ewk lusma2  'upper jaw, nose, front part o f
the muzzle (of a deer\elk)', Lm nUsma 'muzzle, snout' ¶ STM I 5 1 3 ,
Krm. 257.
1334. *L{a}t ''''V 'skin\leather, bark' >  HS: Ch {JS} *°√lt v. 'skin' >
WCh: Fy {J} lu~t v. 'skin (häuten)', Klr {J} led v. 'skin (abreißen, h ä u t e n ) '
» Zar {Sh.} la2~t, {ChL} la2^t, {IL} lá^d (or l´!e~d?) 'skin (of humans)', Sy
{Csp.} la2!t n. 'skin, leather', Sy Zk {Sh.} la~t, Zar K {Sh.} la2~t, Zar GL/L {Sh.}
la2 ﬂt n. 'skin', Zar K {Sh.} lut v. 'skin' ¶ JS 233, JI II 296, J R 87, 353, ChC,
ChL, Sh. SB 31, Csp. 56, 65, Stl. ZCh 237 [#838] (*lVd 'skin, hide')  Eg
L/G ntt, Eg Md {EG} ntnt, {DW} ntn.t f. 'skin' ¶ EG II 356-7, DW I
49O (shows that -t is a sx. of f.)  ? S *°√ltt >  Ar luta2t- ' c rumbled
tree-bark' (×  √ltt vt. 'bray, crumble'); +ext.: [1] *°√lt'p >  Sr √lt'p G
'bark (a tree)'; [2] ?? *°√lt'm  >  Ar miltœam- 'pièce de cuir que l’on é t e n d
par terre sous un panier à dattes' ¶ Fr. IV 85, 1O7, BK II 963, 998, Br.
365 ¶¶ OS #1655 (*lat- 'skin': Eg, WCh) || IE: NaIE (+ext.) *letro-
'leather, skin' >  OIr lethar, W lledr 'leather', OBr [g] d. ledr[in]
'cartilagini', MBr lezr, B ler 'leather' »» Gmc *leTra 'leather, (?) sk in '
>  ORu le†ro id., ON leÎr 'skin, leather', NNr le"der, Sw la4der, D n
lAder, OHG le4dar, NHG Leder, OSx lethar, MLG led(d)er, MDt
le(d)er, Dt leder, AS leÎer 'leather', NE leather ¶ WP II 428, P
681, EI 269 (*letrom  'leather'), YGM-1 3O5, Flr. 238, Ern. 365, Hm. 5 1 1 ,
Vr. 349 (rejects the hyp. of a Clt origin of Gmc *leTra), Vr. N 387, Ho.
2OO, Ho. S 46, Kb. 596, OsS 54O, KM 43O || A: Tg: WrMc latiXi ' rags ,
(pieces of) old bast mats' ¶ STM I 495, Z 847.
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1335. *[æ]l ∏ ∏∏∏it ' '''V 'exercise magic forces against so., detest; suffer f r o m '
>  HS: CS *-lu2+ït'- >  Sr √lwt' (pf. la2t5, ip. -lu2t5) {Br.} 'detestatus es t ' ,
{JPS} 'curse' (µ  from *√lyt', -lït'-), BHb Miy5l1 la2≤t'-ïm 'sorcery' ¶ Br.
361, JPS 273, KB 5O1 || IE: NaIE *[æ]lei\t- v. 'detest' >  OIr {P} liuss
'aversion, abomination' (<  *lit-tu-) »» ON leiÎr adj. 'verhaßt, leid', D n
led  'bothersome, boring', Sw led id., 'repugnant, ∆  'ugly', Dn led, OSx
le6th 'suffering; hostility', OHG leid 'nicht lieb, verhaßt; sad, b a d ,
painful', NHG leid 'disagreeable', AS la2Î 'hostile, hated, hateful', NE
loath; ON leiÎa n. 'Unlust, Wuderwille', NNr leida, Sw leda, D n
lede 'repugnance', OHG leid 'Leiden, Böses, Betrübnis', NHG Leid
'harm'; ON leiÎa 'verhaßt machen, verleiden', OHG lïdan, NHG
leiden 'to suffer', AS lA2Îan 'to hate, to cause to shun, to revile', NE
loathe »» ?σ Gk ]alei1thß ≠ ]aloito1ß 'sinner', ]alitai1nv v. 'sin' ¶ P 6 7 2 ,
Vr. 35O, WW 177, 18O, Sw. 1O3-5, Ho. 193, 195-6, Ho. S 26, Kb. 5 9 9 ,
OsS 541, 553, KM 433, F I 67, ≈ EI 259 (*hÅlei\t- '≈  do s th .
hateful\abhorrent') || U *°l+lßVttV (unless it is *°l+lßVssV) >  Sm *l‰ttV
(or *-c>c>-, *-ss-) 'suffer, endure' >  Ne F {Cs.} rea4htarangam 1s a o r .
'ich stand aus, ertrug, litt', Slq Tm {KD} lE¯t;abò 'suffer, endure (kärs iä) ' ,
{Prk.} la4ttÈmpÈ- 'endure (terpet∆)', l‰tÈmpÈ- 'endure, uterpet∆ ' ¶ Jn .
83 ˚ On the Gk prothetic vw. and underlying prosodic phenomenon
(denoted as *æ- ) see  Introduction, § 2.2.6.
1336. *Lu[?V]t''''V 'mud' >  IE: NaIE *lut- 'mud, mire' >  L lutum
'mud, mire; moist earth' »» OIr loth  'dirt', {SB} 'palus, coenum', W {SB}
lludedic 'muddy' »» Lt † {Ruh., Nsl., Krsch.} lutynas (Frn.’s
emendation: liutynas ) 'quebbiger Ort, Pfuhl, Lehmpfütze' ¶ Frn. 38O,
Nsl. 376, WH I 84O, SB 25O, ≈  WP II 4O6-7, ≈ P 681, ≈ EI 16O (*leu\-
'dirt', see  N *l ßßßßiw÷++++Ha 'dirt, silt') || K: Mg let'a 'dirt, clay', Lz let'a
'earth' ¶ Q 273, Chik. 186 ||  HS: B *-lu2dœ- (unless π  L lutum) (× N ?φ
*wVL[V]t''''V 'moist, moisture'?) >  Gd a-lödœ, Shw {Hy.} ludœ, BSn {Ds.}
lu2dœ, Izd {Mrc.} a-ludœ (pl. ilatœtœ´n) 'boue', Kb a-luÎœ 'boue (plutôt l iquide),
grosse boue', Tmz a-ludœ (pl. aludœn, ilatœtœ´n) id., 'glaise, eau bouleuse ' ,
Mz ludœ 'limon, vase' ¶ Lf. II #O878, Hy. 326, Ds. B 46, Dl. 445, MT 3 6 9 -
7O, Dlh. M 1O3, Mrc. 75, Msq. Z 493 ¶ The pB long *u2 suggests a n
underlying *uw  CCh: Dgh {ChL} lu!d'e~, {Frk.} l‰!d'e~ 'dirt' ¶ ChC, ChL ¶¶ B
*-lu2dœ- may be suspected as being a loan from L lutum, but the voiced
emphatic *-dœ- and the Ch cognate (lu!d'e~) make the hyp. of loan less
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plausible ¶ Flk. AM, ChL ˚  B *-lu2dœ- suggests the presence of s o m e
lenghtening element after N *u , which is most likely to be *? (a lr., t h a t
can be lost in pIE without compensatory lengthening of the preceding
vw.). Mg and Lz e may go back to some vw. that followed *? (N
*Lu[?V]t''''V >  pre-K *lVt'V (with loss of the initial syll.) >  Mg, Lz let'a)
˚  IS II 31 (*L{a}t5ÿ: IE *lat-, K, WCh + unc. S *√rt'w 'moist').
1337. *l ßßßßiw÷++++Ha  'dirt, silt' > IE *leu\Ó- >  NaIE *lew´- / *lu2- 'dirt, filth,
mire' >  Gk ly6-ma 'dirt', ly6-mai pl. 'filth, off-scourings; moral filth' ( b u t
ly6mai  'water used in washing' and possibly ly6mai  'rain' belong rather t o
NaIE *low´- 'wash' <  N *luGV  'wash, rinse' [q.v.]), ?? ly2-mh1 ' b ru ta l
outrage', ?? ly2mai1nomai v. 'treat with indignity, outrage', Gk ly1†ron o r
ly1†roß 'defilement from blood\gore', {F} ly1†roß 'geronnenes, d ickes
Blut' (the short y may be due to the merger with NaIE *lut- < N
*Lu[?V]t''''V 'mud ' [q.v.])»» L polluo2 / polluï / pollu2tum / -e"re
'befoul, defile, pollute' »» OIr {SB, P} con-luan 'dog’s excrements', MBr
{Ern.} louan 'moisi', Br louan 'dirty' »» Lt liu2!nas 'quag, quagmire ' ,
Ltv l>u2ns 'moorige, sich bewegende Stelle', l>u2nis 'swamp' ¶ ≈  WP II
4O6, ≈  P 681, EI 16O (leu]- 'dirt'), F II 144-5, ≈  WH I 84O and II 334 (al l
of them connect the L v. with lutum [see  N *Lu[?V]t''''V 'mud']), SB
25O (Clt *louno- 'dirt'), Ern. 374-5, Hm. 528, Frn. 38O-1 ¶ Cf. also N
*Lizu6666 'saliva, mucus, (?) 'slime' || HS: S *°√l÷+Hw or *°√l÷+Hy > Ak fOB
lu?u6 'to dirty (an object), to defile\desecrate (a sanctuary, a rite)' (D
p. ula?i ≠ ule?i, prtc. mula?u6 ≠mule?u6, OB stative luXXu), Ak
LB lu?u6 (f. lu?u2tu, lu?ïtu) 'soiled, dirty, unclean, sullied' ¶ CAD IX
258-9 || K: G lia 'silt, mud, quagmire, dirt', G K/Kx lia 'puddle', OG
{Abul.} liemp'alo 'mud' ¶ Chx. 681, DCh. 65O, Abul. 2O9 || U: FU *lßïwa
'mud, sand' >  F liiva  'pulp, mash', ∆  {SK} 'bog, mud', Es liiv, Vo lïva
'sand' » Prm *lu$a 'sand' >  Z lya lÈa, Z Vsh/EV lu$wa, Vt luo »» Os Kz
l ßo "wiÆ 'mud, quagmire' ¶ Coll. 95, UEW 25O (*liwa), SK 294, LG 163 ||
A: Tg *li'bin ≠ *leben 'boggy swamp, marsh, quagmire' >  Ewk l‰w‰2 ±
l‰b‰2, Neg l‰w‰2 id., Lm A liwin 'puddle', ? WrMc lebeNgi 'boggy,
swampy', lebeNgi derneXun 'wet (covered with water) low-lying
lands'; *libV- ≠ *lebV- 'be bogged down' >  Ul liwu- ≠ liwi- ≠ liw‰-,
Ork ƒ, Nn liw‰-, Ewk, Neg l‰w‰2- id. ¶ STM I 514 ˚  N *÷++++H  i s
reconstructed on the joint ev. of the IE lr. (causing a NaIE vw.
lengthening), K zero, Ak ?, and the Ak transformation of the adjacent
*a to e˚  ≈  IS II 27 (IE, U, K, S; *Liwa = *lßiwa; does not distinguish
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this N etymon from the reflexes of N *Lu[?V]t''''V 'mud'), AD GD 3 (IE,
U) .
1338. *L{a}XV 'to strike, to fight' > HS: CS +ext. *√lHm 'fight' >  BHb
√lHm G  (imv. Mh2l6 l´≤Ham) vt. 'fight', N (pf. Mh2l5n% ni-l≤Ham) vi. ' f ight ' ,
M’b v. Dt  or Gt  lÓm  (1s ip. ?ltÓm) 'make war, fight', Md G  √ lhm v.
'gather for fighting \ attacking; threaten, attack', √s7lhm ' f ight,
attack', Ar √lHm G  ps. (pf. µahiLu luHima) 'be killed, slaughtered', TL
(pf. µaha}aTa tala2Hama) 'kill one another'; CS *malHam(-at)- >  BHb
em1h1l6m5 milHa2≤ma2 'war', Ar émahal0Ma malHamat- 'fight, army', µhal0Ma
malHam-  'slaughter, fight' ¶ KB 5OO, HJ 571-2, DM 231, 467, BK II 9 7 7 -
8, Hv. 681 || IE *laÙ- (or *lex-/*lox-?) '≈  attack, fight' >  Ht {CHL}
lahha- 'military campaign', la(h)hiyai- v. 'attack, make war o n ,
operate against', lahhiyatar-  'military expedition, campaign, military
obligation' (to distinguish from the homonymous root: lahha-
'journey, trip', la(h)hiyai-  v. 'travel, wander'; a merger of both roo ts :
la(h)hiyai- 'go on an expedition'), HrLw laha- 'attack', Lc {Ts.}
laXa- 'strike (schlagen)'  ? Gk lei1a2, Gk I lhi4 !h, Gk D lâ1a 'booty', Gk
lhi4!ß (-i1doß), Gk D lai4 !ß id., Gk lhî4 !zomai 'plunder' »» ?µ,σ Phr
lawagtaei 'military leader' ¶¶ CHL L-N 4-1O, Ts. E II 8-11, F II 96, EI
31 (*leh€- '≈  military action') || K: G laX- / ga-laX- ' verhauen,
verprügeln'; 'unterkriegen (z. B. beim Ringkampf)', OG laXuari, G
laXvari 'spear' ¶ Chx. 672, DCh. 645-6, Abul. 28O, Ser. 82 || ? E: NEl
la-ha-na 'nachdem geschlachtet worden sind', ME la-h-lu-us7 ' e r
zerhämmerte, zerschlug', la-h-lu-h-[pi] 'ich hämmerte für sie (p l . ) '
¶¶ HK 8O8-9.
1339. *LÉX++++qo  'be ill; ache' > K  *°leX+q- 'be ill' >  Mg laX- id., laX-al-a
'illness', leX 'sick' ¶ Q 271 || HS: C: Bj {R} leh- scv. 'be(come) sick\i l l ' ,
{Rop.} leh-≠ l´h-≠ ilh- id., 'hurt, pain' (part of the body), {R} ≤le2h-
ani ≠ ≤elh-ani 'I am becoming sick\ill', {R} ≤le2ha ≠ ≤elha, {Rop.}
l´ha adj. 'sick\ill' »» EC: Sa {R}, Af {Clz.} la2≤ho2 'illness, pain', Sa {R}
la2ho2-s- caus. v. 'make ill; pain, hurt', T  la2ho2-t- 'become ill', Af {PH}
laHaw n. 'being in labour, fait d’être en couche', ? laHuw 'stinging tail
(of fish\bee)'; ?? C ı Gz la2Ó 'mourning, grief, dirge', √lHw (p f .
laHawa ≠ la2Hawa, js. y´lHaw) 'mourn for, lament, bewail' ¶ AD SF 1 6 8 ,
PH 154, R S II 246, R WBd 155-6, Rop. 211, Clz. 126, L G 312  Ch: pAG
{Hf.} *la2 'be painful\sick' >  Ang {Flk.} le 'sick; sickness, pain', {Brq.} le!
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'ailing', {Hf.} le2 v. 'pain', Gmy/Mnt {Hf.} la2 id., Sa {J} la2! id., n. 'wound ' ,
Kfr {Nt.} la! 'painful', Mpn {Frz.} la2! 'pain; wound' ¶ Hf. AG #129, Flk. s.v.
le, J S 72, Frz. DM 32, Nt. 23  ? B {†Pr.} **√wlÓ v. Ï *wVÆlaÓ
'fever' > Kb {Dl.} t3awwla (pl. t3iwliwin), Kb Z {La.}, Izd {Mrc.} taula,
Tmzg tawla (pl. tiwliwin), SrSn {Rn.} t3au\la, Sll {Ds.} ta4u\la 'fever' ¶
The B word belongs here if *wVÆ- goes back to the HS prefix o f
intransitivity ¶ Dl. 863, MT 76O, La. S 238, Rn. 423, Ds. 127, Mrc. 1 1 7
¶¶ ≠  OS #1631 (WCh *la?- 'be sick' ÷  S *√l?y 'be tired, slow') || D
*no2- (< *lo2-?), {GS} *n1o2- 'feel pain, ache; illness' > Tm no2 id., Ml no2ka
v. 'pain', noi, no2i 'weakness, pain', no2vu 'pain, ache', Kt no;v
'disease, pain', Tl nu; 'sickness', Kn no, Kdg no-, Tl noccu v. 'pa in ,
ache', Klm oy- '(wound) hurts, pains', Nkr oy-, Prj, Gdb noy-, Png, Ku no2-,
Kui no2va 'be painful', Nk oy-, Gnd no2- vi. 'hurt', Knd, Mnd nu2- no2- v.
'pain, ache', Ku {Isr.} lunZ>- v. 'ache, throb with pain', luh- v. ' c ause
pain', Krx nun1Z>- v. 'smart, pain', Mlt nunZ>e v., n. 'pain' ¶¶ D #3793, GS
144 [#369] ¶¶ l- in Ku lunZ>-, luh- may have remained from pD (*lo2-?)
˚  It is worth paying attention to A: M *niyan 'epidemic' >  WrM {Kow.}
niyan 'peste, épidémie', WrM {MED} niyan, HlM nån ' infection;
epidemic' (Kow. 666, MED 583) ˚  IS II 36 ({∫IS} *Lÿh5ÿ; C, K).
134O. *LawÙV '(piece of a) trunk, bough' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'board, plank') >  HS: S *lawH- ≠ *lu2H- 'plank, board' >  Ak fOAk le2?u
'(wooden) board, writing board, sheet of precious metal', BHb h@ul ≤lu2aH
'plank, board; tablet', Pun lÓ  'tablet', OCn TA [Akkadianized] le2Xu, Ug
lÓ 'writing board' ‘ 'message', IA lwÓ 'board, tablet', Nbt lwÓ
'tablet', JA [Trg.] {Lv., Js.} ah1ul lu2≤Ó-a2 'tablet, board', JEA {Sl.} ah1ˇ6l2
law≤Óa2 ≠ ah1&l lo6Óa2 'wooden plank', Sr '≈ow¬u lu2≤Ó-a2 (abs. lu2Ó)
'tablet, writing tablet', Ar Óv0La lawH-  'board, plank; tablet' (ı  Gz lawH
'board, table; parchment'); Mh/Hrs {Jo.} lawH 'board', Jb E/C lObH id.,
Sq {L} lo2Ó 'planche' (all π Ar?) ¶ CAD IX 156-9, KB 497, A #1449, OLS
243, HJ 569-7O, Lv. II 482, Js. 696, Sl. 619, JPS 227, Sd. 246, BK II
1O39, Hv. 7OO, L G 32O, L LS 229, Jo. M 258, Jo. J 166, Jo. H 86  EC:
Af {PH} laHdi 'shelf inside a grave on which a corpse is placed' ¶ PH 1 5 4
|| IE: NaIE *lo2|a2w- 'board, plank' > Sl *lava 'bench' >  ChS lava lava,
OCz, Cz lava, P Lawa, R ∆  ≤lava, R d. ≤lavka id., OR lava lava ' a
broad bench; small bridge', Slv la!va 'a low sideboard' » Lt lo1va ' b e d ' ,
Ltv la2 ^va 'sweating shelf (in steam bath); plank bed, bunk'; Blt ı Sw
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lave 'sweating shelf, bench (in bath), plank bed, wooden box f o r
seedlings' »» pScn {Vr.} *lo2wan >  ON lo1fi, la1fi 'threshing-floor', Sw
loge , Dn lo id., Nr laºve id., 'barn, granary' ¶ ≈  Mn. 667 (IE *la2w-(a2)),
ESSJ XIV 52-5, Frn. 387. Tr. 153, Bern. I 695, ≈  WP II 4O7, Hlq. 5 6 3 ,
585-6, Vr. 363 || U: FL *lawa 'board' (× π BSl ??) >  F lava 'p la t form,
scaffold; stage; bed', Es lava 'stage, platform', tapalava ' scaffold ' ,
pLp {Lr.} *lo2ve2 'board, scaffolding' >  Lp: L {LLO} luovve2 'scaffolding
for keeping hay or fodder', Ar {Lgc.} lu¢ovvÈ¢e 'auf Pfähle gebautes
Aufbewahrungsgerüst', N {N} luovve 'kitchen shelf', Kld lu2vv∆t
'board' ¶ SK 282, Krh. 132, SaR 166, Lr. #632, Lgc. #366O ¶ The FL w o r d
may be either semantically influenced by or even borrowed from a BSl
lge., but the common origin of inherited words is equally possible a n d
semantically plausible || A: Tg *°laba 'bough' >  Ewk Tmt lawa ' t i ne
made of a reindeer’s horn', Ewk Ald lapara2 'many-tined'; Tg ı Yk laba2
'bough, branch' ¶ The direction of the borrowing must have been f r o m
Tg to Yk and not viceversa, because Yk words of T origin (just as pT
words) never have an initial l- ¶ STM I 485.
1341. *L{o}yXi?a  'cheek' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'face') >  K: G loûqa
'cheek' ¶ Chx. 691, DCh. 653, SSO I 423 (lo ûqa 'animal’s cheek') || HS: S
*≤laHiy- 'jaw, cheek' >  BHb ih5l6 l´≤Hï, paus. ih5"l# ≤≤lE2Hï 'cheek, jaw', Ug
lÓ (du. lÓm , pl. lÓt) 'cheek, jaw', JA [Trg.] ah1&l lo2≤Ó-a2 'jaw', JPA Bz P
{Sl.} ejhl lÓyyh 'cheek', Ak fOA/OB le2tu ≠ l°tu 'cheek, side', Ar
îh0L a laHy- {Hv.} 'chin, underjaw, part on which the beard grows', îhAL a
laHa2-n (pl. îwhiLa laHïy-) {BK} 'côté de visage où la barbe pousse, bas d e
la joue', d. éyah0Li liHy-at- (pl. îhAL i liHa2) 'beard', ? Gz  d. malta2Ót ( =
maltaHt) 'jaw'; a CS lge. (Aram?) ı  Ak LB/Nz laXu^ 'jaw' ¶ KB 499, GB
382-3, OLS 243, BK II 979, WKAS II 4O1, 4O8, Hv. 682, CAD IX 44-5 ,
148, Sd. 546, Lv. T I 4O7, Sl. P 28O, Js. 7O2, L G 319, MiK I #1.178 (S
*liÓ(a)y(-at)-( || IE: NaIE *lei\k- 'face, cheek' >  Blt: Pru laygnan (<
*lai\knan) id. » Sl *lice 'cheek, face' >  OCS lice lice id., Slv li!ce, P
lice id., OCz lI1ce 'cheek', Cz, Slk lI1ce, Blg li≤ce 'face', Blg ∆  p l .
≤lici 'cheeks', McdS lice, SCr li!ce, R, Uk li≤co 'face', R
Ol/Ar/Vlg/Rz li ≤co , OUk lice, Uk ∆  li≤co 'cheek'; Sl *lik¥ 'face' >
OR lik5  likË id., 'portrait (of a saint)', Blg π, McdS lik , SCr li•k, U k
lik, Blr l¡k 'face', Slv li•k 'shape' »» ? OIr lecco (gen. leccon), NIr
leaca 'cheek' ¶ WP II 395-6, SB 251 (pClt *lik≤ko2n 'cheek' <
**lik≤no2n-), Bc. 223 ({Thr.}: OIr lecconn ÿ leth 'side' + conn,
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cenn 'head'), En. 2O1, Bern. 719-2O, ≈  ESSJ XV 75-8, 1O6 (denies t h e
above IE et. of Sl *lice, lik¥), Glh. 377 || A: M *ni˝ur 'face, cheek' >
MM [S, MA] ni√ur 'face', [IM] ni√u2r, [IsV] niyur, [L] nawur, WrM
ni9ur, HlM n¥¥r, Ord nu$—r, Brt n√ur n1u$—r, Kl n¥r, {Rm.} nu$—r, Mnr H
{SM, T} niu2r, Dx {T} niu, Ba {T} no2r 'face', Mgl nu$—r id., 'cheek' ¶ H 1 1 7 ,
Pp. L III 72, Pp. MA 262, 442, Lg. VMI 57, MED 58O, KRS 389, Chr. 3 4 5 ,
Ms. O 5O4, SM 28O, T 351, T BJ 144, T DnJ 13O, Rm. M 35, KW 283 ˚
K *-ûq- and IE *-k- go back to *-ûq- < *-X?- < N *-XV?-. M *-˝- is likely t o
go back to *-X?- <  N *-XV?- . S *-H- goes back to N *-X- , the glottal
stop being lost.
1342. *lßßßßa[?]yV ¬ *lßßßßay[?]V 'not; to disappear' >  HS: C: Ag {Hz.} *-la
'not' (verbal sx.): Aw prs.-ft. 1-3 sg. -≤a-la, Bln prs.-ft. 3s -≤A-lla2, p. 3m -
la2, Q 3m: prs.-ft. -A-la2, p. -la2, Km {CR} prs.-ft. 3m -a-la2 »» EC: Sa {R} pcv.
-lay (p. ≤a-ley(u)å, imv. e≤ley) 'fortziehen auf nimmer wiedersehen,
verschollen gehen, verkommen', Af {PH} -eleyy- pcv. be lost, stray'; Rn
la2! ≠ la2~ ≠ la2!n 'without', Sml {ZMO} la? 'less, without', {Abr., ZMO} la?a2
'be without, lack' ¶ Hz. AL 3O-1, Vet. OA 27O-4, R S II 251, PH 95-6, PG
2O6-7, ZMO 249, Abr. S 16O  S: [1] S *la2 or *la? 'not, no' (unless
from N *?a 4444la , pc. of prohibition and categorical negation [q.v.]) >  Ak
la2, BHb a¶l lo2 (spelled lo?), Ug l, (AkSc) la2, IA l?, BA al1 ≠ el1 la2
(spelled la2?, la2h), JA/Sr al 1 /«o la2 (spelled la2?), Md la-, Ar |a la2, Mh,
Jb E/C la? 'no', Mh ?‰l la2, Jb ?‰l ... lO? 'not', Hrs la2, la?, la 'not', Mn l?
'not'; [2] ? S *°√lwy >  Ar √lwy G (pf. îvaLa lawa2, ip. -lwiy-) 'n ie r ,
désavouer (p. ex. une dette)', Sh 'faire périr qn. (la mauvaise fo r tune) ' ,
'être fané' (unless “ *√lwy 'tordre, courber') ¶ The SS lgs. provide
ev. for the S lr. *?  that was lost in (most) CS lgs. and in Ak ¶ KB 486-7 ,
1729, A #1426, Hnr. 141-2, HJ 558-6O, Deg. §  47a, Seg. AAG 539, BK II
954-5, 1O45, Sl. 613-4, Br. 354 ,  DM 227, BK II 951-2, 1O45-6, Jo. M
249, Jo. H 84, Jo. J 158, MA 56, Sd. 52O || IE: Ht le2 'do not!', 'not' 
NaIE *lei\- 'disappear, shrink' >  ON linna 'aufhören lassen, h e m m e n ' ,
AS linnan 'to desist, to part from' (-nn- <  *-nw-) »» ? Gk lia1zomai
'shrink back, go aside, withdraw' ¶¶ WP II 387-8, P 661-2, Fs. II 119, Vr.
358, Sw. 1O8, Ho. 2O3, Ts. E II 5O-2, CHD L-N 55-7 || K: OG mo-lev-
'be used up \ spent' (Mk. 5. 26), MG [VTq.], G le(v)-/ li- / liv- 'wea r
out, exhaust, finish' ('abnutzen, beendigen; sich abnutzen, zu Ende
gehen'; 'isto∑at∆ , -så , oslablåt∆ , -så ') ¶ Chx. 674-7, DCh. 6 4 7 ,
Ser. 1O6 || U: FU (att. in Ugr) *lßa6yV 'little, small, weak' >  ObU: pVg
*l{a2}y > Vg {MK}: ML la4i\, N lai\ 'little, weak' ('klein, zart, kraft los,
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schwach'); pOs: Os Kz lßoyamtiÚ(y´)¬- 'grow weak\decrepit' (senile
infirmity) » OHg XI lean, XII leajn, Hg le4a1ny 'daughter, girl' ¶ UEW
864-5, MK 246, EWU 878 || A: Tg: WrMc laya- v. 'fade', 'umsinken,
welk herabhängen', layfara 'be exhausted, weekened, fade ' ,
'weich\welk werden, einschrumpfen' ¶ STM I 487, Z 841, Hr. 613, 6 1 9
˚  It is quite possible that there are two different N words: *L{a}?V
'not' and *l ßßßß a yV  'disappear, shrink'.
1343. € *l∏∏∏∏VyhV 'to pour; water' >  HS: EC: Sa {Wlm.} lae, Sa I {CR}
laye, Sa A {CR} lay, ley, Af {PH} le2 (pl. lelwa) 'water' ¶ PH 155  B
*lV[Ó] 'body of water' >  Shw {Hy.} tala (pl. tiliui) 'marais, m a r e ' ,
{Msq.} tala 'lake', Zng {Bs.} el, eli (pl. ellun) 'sea', {MH‘Nic.} el,
El  (pl. Ellun ) 'sea, big river, lake' ¶ Bs. MS I 142, Nic. 429, Hy. 482 
Eg {Mks.} ny v. 'fill with water', nyw 'primordial ocean' ¶ Mks. II
##1974-5 ¶ IS II 32 adduces here Eg fP nwy.t  'water, flood' and Eg fMK
nwy 'water' (EG II 221), which is more questionable because of t h e
unexpected w (better to N *rVwV 'water' [q.v.])  Ch: WCh: Ang
{Flk.} le 'pour (out)', {ChL} le~ 'pour' »» ECh: Tmk {Cp.} la@w- vt. 'wet', ?
Skr {Lk.} ileo 'pour in' ¶ Lk. ZSS 34, Cp. 8O, Flk. s.v. le, ChL ¶¶ OS
#359 (Ch, Sa, Af; HS *lay 'water, pour') || IE *lei\Ó-/ *liÓ- >  NaIE
*lei\´- / *lï- '≈  flow, pour' >  OI lï- / prs. layati {MW} 'melt, liquefy,
dissolve', [AV] {M} (vï-)lïyate2 vi. 'löst sich auf, zergeht, schmilzt' »»
OIr {P} lie4, {LP} liae, W {P} lli (both from *lïi\ant-s) 'flood, sea', MBr
livat 'inundation', W llif 'flood, deluge, current', Crn {P} lyf, {ECCE}
ly2f id., 'flood' »» Gt lei†u 'si1kera, fruit wine', OHG lïd 'Trank,
Getränk, Obstwein, Wein', OSx lïth 'fruit wine, wine', OFrs l°th
'alcoholic beverage', AS l°Î id., 'apple wine', ON lî1Î 'beer' »» Lt li!eti
(prs. OLt le$ !ju, Lt li!eju) 'to pour', ly!ti (3s prs. lïßja) v. 'to rain', Ltv
lie^t 'to pour', lI2 ^t 'to rain' » Sl *l i ¡-ti / prs. µ  *lÁŸjoß 'pour' >  OCS liti
liti / l6) lÁjo<, SCr lIàti / lIàje2m, Slv li!ti / li!jem, Cz lI1ti / liji,
P lac1 / leje<, R lit∆ / l∆√, Uk ≤liti / ≤li√ ≠ il∆√ 'pour', Blg
≤leå id. ¶ WP II 392, P 664, MW 9O3, ≈ M K III 1O2-3, ≈ M E II 475, LP §
146, YGM-1 3O9, ECCE 266, Fs. 229, OsS 553, Kb. 611, Schz. 196, Ho.
2O4, Ho. S 47, Frn. 368, Glh. 379-8O, ESSJ XV 157-9, Vs. II 5O4 ˚  We
reconstruct N *-h- , because it is the only lr. that yields IE *Ó and m a y
be lost in Eg ˚  ≈  IS II 32-3 (*L{a4}yÿ 'water', vi. to pour'). Cf. also N
*LiLV  'water, sea'.
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1343a. *L{a++++á}yw[Éy]V 'crooked', 'to bend, to twist' > IE: NaIE
*lai\wo- 'crooked' ‘ 'left (gauche) '  > Gk laio1ß 'left' »» L laevus id., L
[g] laevi (boves) 'quorum cornua terram spectant' »» Lt is7laivo!ti
'Biegungen machen' » pSl *le7v¥ / *le7v¥jÁ 'left' > OCS l8v5 le7vË, Blg
låv, SCr li àjevi ± le •vi 2, Slv le5•v, Cz levy1, Slk l5avy1, P lewy, R
levyj, Ul l¡vij id. ¶ P 652, WH I 75O-1, ESSSJ XV 29-31, Glh. 3 7 6 -
7 || HS: WS *√lwy G  'twist, bend' > Ar √lwy G  vt. (pf. lawiya, ip. -
lwiy-) 'twist (a rope), bend (sth.)', Mh √lwy G  vt. (pf. l´wu2) ' b end ' ,
m´lw´yït 'winding mountain pass', Jb C/E m´l≤bEt 'corner', Hrs √lwy
G  vt. (pf. l´wo2, sbjn. y´lwï) 'bend, wrap up'), ??σ BHb ei!v^l5 liw≤ya2
'wreath' (if “ 'twisted') ¶ BK II 1O45-6, Hv. 7O2, Jo. M 258-9, Jo. H 8 6 ,
BDB 531 [#3880], ≈ KB 498 (unc.: liw≤ya2 “ √lwy 'accompany') || A:
M *°lebeyi > WrM lebei-  'become ill-proportioned' ¶ MED 515  ? Tg:
Ork n‰wt‰y  'to the left!' ¶ STM I 615 ˚  Blz. LB #99a (IE, Ar, Hb).
1344. *Lizu6666 'saliva, mucus, (?) 'slime' >  K: GZ *lez`w- 'saliva, m o u t h
foam' >  G lezv-i 'saliva, slaver, mouth foam' ({Chx.} Speichel, Geifer',
{DCh., NCh.} 'saliva'), Mg lez7va- 'foam (on horse’s mouth)', Lz laz7v-er-i
'slobbery boy' ¶ K2 1O8, FS 198-9, Chx. 677, DCh. 647 || HS: B *√lzz
> SrSn {Rn.} i-l´zzaz-´n, Ntf {La.} i-l´zza2z´"n 'bave' ¶  Rn. 337, La. MChB
121 || A: M *nisun 'nasal mucus' (× N *n2222is 6666u 'smell [odorare], b r ea the
heavily' [sth.]') >  MM [HI] nisun, WrM nisun, HlM nus, Mnr H {SM}
nu2¯so%N 'nasal mucus', WrM nisuta-, HlM nusta-x v. 'd ischarge
mucus', ? WrM nisu9u 'abscess, boil' ¶ Ms. H 79, H 117, MED 5 8 6 ,
SM 291 ˚  Cf. also IE *leu\Ó- *lew´- / *lu(:)- 'dirt', but it is preferably
connected with N *l ßßßß iw÷ ++++ Ha  'dirt, silt' (q.v.).
1345. *LVZ7777V (or *LVwZ7777V) '∈ nut', 'nut-tree\bush' >  K: G leZ7a
'green walnut-shell' ¶ Chx. 681 ||  HS: S *°lu2Î+z or WS *lawÎ+z- ' a lmond
tree' >  BHb zul lu2z, Cn ı Aram: Sr æΩow¬u lu2≤z-a2, SmA zvl lwz, M d
luza ; Aram ı Gz lawz id., Ar lawz-  'almond (tree and fruit)', Har la2z
'groundnut' ¶ KB 497, KBR 522, L G 322, Nld. NBSS 43, Tal 428, Js. 6 9 6 ,
BK II 1O4O, Hv. 7O1, Br. 361, DM 232, Fr. II 135, Frn. 145 || IE: NaIE
*lasd- 'hazel bush' >  Lt lazda~ ≠ laza~ 'hazel-stick, hazel-bush ' ,
lazdy!nas 'hazel-bush', Ltv la(g)zda, lazds, le>gzda, le>gzds
'hazel-bush', Pru laxde id. » d. Sl *le7s-ka 'hazel (bush)' >  Blg les≤ka,
SCr le!ska ± lije!ska, Slv le5!ska, Cz ∆  l!aska id., Cz leska 'a b u s h
with small hazel-nuts', Slk lieska '∈  a hazel-bush', P laska ' s t ick;
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hazel-bush', Blr ≤låska 'stick'; (× Sl *le7s¥ ' forest ' ) :  SCr le•s, R ∆
le™wa 'hazel (bush)' »» ?σ Arm last last '(wooden) raft; ship;
bedstead' ¶ WP II 387, Frn. 348, En. 2O3, ESSJ XIV 239-41, Jokl LKU
2O3-5 (adduces Al lajthi 'hasel-nut, hasel-tree'), O 211 (shows t h a t
Al lajthi, Al BE lakTi does not belong here), Slt. 421.
1346. *l!!!!V (< *?a6666l ! !!!V?), pc. in deverbal nominal constructions t h a t
nominalizes verbal action ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ sx. of nomina
actionis) >  K: GZ *-il-, formant of nom. actionis (masdar): OG, G -il-
(OG t'ir-il- '[act of] weaping', ZaXil- n. 'shout'), Mg -ir- (k'itX-ir- ' a c t
of reading, questioning', ÷id-ir-  '[act of] bying') ¶ Dt. 217, K 1O1 || IE:
NaIE *-lV-, sf. of nomina actionis >  Arm -l, e.g. sirel siRe-l inf. ' t o
love'  possibly *sed-(o)lo- ≠ *sed-(o)la2 'seat' (n. loci “ n. actionis?)
> Gk Lc [ella@ 'seat', Gl -sedlon (in caneco-sedlon 'goldner Sessel'?),
L sella 'seat, chair', Sl *sed¥+Á-lo 'saddle' (>  OCS d. osed5lati
osedËl-ati vt. 'to saddle', ChS, OR sed6lo sedÁlo, Blg, R sed≤lo,
Uk s¡d≤lo, SCr se~dlo, Slv se!dlo5, Cz, Slk sedlo, P siadLo ' saddle ' ) ,
Gt sitl-s '†ro1noß, kataskh6nvsiß (Sitz, Stuhl)', OHG se4Ô Ôal ' sea t ,
throne', NHG Sessel 'seat', AS seotul id., NE settle 'large wooden
bench' ,  but (acc. to KM} Gmc *saÎula 'saddle' (>  ON so>Îull, OHG
satul ≠ satal, NHG Sattel, AS sadol id., NE saddle) is a loan
from another IE lge. (where pIE *-d- was not devoiced) ¶ Fs. 425, Kb.
846, KM 625, 7O4-5, Vs. III 589-9O, BD II/1: 362 || A: T *-îl! / *-il! / *-
ul!- / *-u4l!-, sx. of n. act., {Cl.} 'a way of (doing sth.)' >  OT alqîs7 n .
'praise' (ÿ alqa- v. 'praise'), u4lu4s7 'share, portion' (ÿ u4l4e- 'divide
[into shares], distribute'), arvîs7 'magic spell, a charm' (ÿ arva- ' m a k e
magic, cast spell'), busus7 'grief, sorrow' (ÿ *busa- v. in d. busan- v.
'grieve, be sorrowful') ¶ Cl. xiv, 127, 137-8, 153, 199, 374  M *-l, sx.
of abstract nouns: WrM qural n. 'meeting, gathering' ÿ qura- v.
'gather, assemble' ¶ Pp. GPMJ 99, MED 967 || D *-ulß-, sf. of abs t rac t
nouns: Tm akal-ul5 'width, expanse, greatness' (ÿ  akal v. ' sp read ,
widen, extend'), iyavul5 'leadership, god, way' (ÿ *iya- found in T m
d. iyavu 'way, leading'), ceyyul5 'action' (ÿ  cey v. 'do, m a k e ' ) ,
pa2yttul5 'a spring, leap' (cp. pa2y v. 'spring, leap'), vikkul5 n .
'hiccup' (ÿ  vikku v. 'hiccup'), veppul5 'heat' (cp. veppu id.), D
*c>ir-ulß 'darkness' (> Tm, Ml irul5, Tu irl5Ë, irlË, Tl irulu id., Kt irl,
Td i;lß, Kn irul5, irl5u, iral5u 'night', Kdg irîlî 'night-time') (ÿ  *c>ir˛
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'be dark; black' >  Tm iru 'black, Ml iru 'dark', Klm c>irym 'very
dark'), D *arulß 'grace, mercy, favour' (>  Tm arul5 id., Ml arul5 ' f race ,
favour', Kt arlß 'voice of god spoken through diviner', Tl arulu
'tendernss, afferction' (D #227 suggests that it is connected with D *a2r-
/*ar- in Tm a2rvam 'affection, love', a2rvu 'desire', Ml a2romai\
'darling', Kn arume 'love', Tu arti 'fondness', Tl ariti ' love,
affection', Ku armeli 'period of heat in animals'); less probable ( a s
found in Kn only) OKn {Ktl.} -al, NKn {Jns.} -alu, sxs. of the inf.: OKn
ir-al  'to be', un5-al  'to eat', NKn {Jens.} ma2d5-alu 'to make', kare-y-
alu 'to call', kol5l5-alu 'to take' ¶¶ Hardly here D *-talai\, sx. o f
nomina actionis: Tl dala (MTl {MhS} -dala: ar3ugu-dala 'd igest ion '
[ÿ ar3ugu v. 'digest'], pat5t5udala 'perseverence' [ÿ pat5t5u v.
'hold']), Tm -talai\, Kn tale, Td -ta¬ / -da¬; D *-tala is hardly a n
acceptable cognate because of the unexplained *-ta- and the cns. *-l-
(nor cognate with T *-l!-) ¶¶ Em. SDNF 164-9, Ktl. G 12O-1, Jens. GK 9 1 ,
MhS 111, D ##8, 227, 381, 2552, 5517 ˚  N *l !!!! (rather than *l  or *l ßßßß) is
reconstructed on the ev. of T and D. In K, T, and D the lateral is
preceded by a high vw. (*i  in K, *î/i/u/u4 in T, *u in D), which suggests
a N *Óa6666l ! !!!V. The absence of NaIE *´- (a reflex of most N laryngeals)
points to a N *?- (that yields zero in the preconsonantic posi t ion) .
Hence we may tentatively reconstruct a pN *?a 6666 l ! !!!V .
 1347. *l !!!!iHc '''' @ @@@V (or *l ∏∏∏∏-  ?) 'to press, to squeeze' >  HS: CS *√lHc' >  BHb
çhl√lHc' 'push (so. to a corner, against sth., etc.); oppress, t o rmen t ' ,
MHb √lHc' G  'press, squeeze', SmA √lÓs5 'be narrow; oppress', Ar
√lHsœ D (pf. laHHasœa) 'put so. in (a strait)', {Fr.} 'in angustias redegit ,
pressit', {Hv.} laHïsœ- 'straitened, narrow' ¶ GB 384, KBR 524, Js. 7O4,
Tal 433-4, Fr. IV 91, Hv. 68O  Crn. equates the S √  with Cpt B/Sd
lOH2 lo 2Zh  'éffacer, broyer, écraser', which is highly doubtful because
of the semantic distance between the words (Vc. admits a possibility o f
root contamination: "une certaine confusion entre plusieurs verbes d e
signification[s] différentes qui ont pu s’influencer mutuellement") ¶ ¶
Crn. 76, Vc. 1O2 ||  U: FP *l!ic1V v. 'press, squeeze' >  F litsaa-, litso-,
Krl lic7c7oa- v. 'squeeze, press together', Es litsu- 'press, squueze' » Chr E
{Wc.} ∆  laz¥rte- ± l¥z¥rte- ± l¥z1¥rte- 'zerdrücken, quetschen' » Z
li¢ky-  l!ic1kÈ- v. 'press, press to (davit∆ , priqat∆ )' ¶ LG 16O, UEW
69O (believes that Z l!- is from *l-) || K *°lec'+c`'- >  G lec'- ' d reschen;
zerschmettern, zerstören, einschlagen' ¶ Chx. 681 ||  ?φ  IE : NaIE *°l +´aK-
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>  Gk la1ktiß, -ioß 'pestle' (without convincing IE et.) ¶ P 673 and Hofm.
173 (both equate it with NaIE *lek- ≠ *le2k-/*l´k- 'biegen'); F II 82, a n d
Ch. 619 (no IE et.; they connect it with Gk la1x 'mit dem Ferse\Fuß') ||
?σ D (in NED) *nic>- v. 'smooth down (earth); smooth' >  Krx nisÁg- /
nisg- v. 'ovelay with a coating of earth carefully smoothed down', Mlt
nis9e v. 'smooth', nis9ro 'smooth' ¶  D #3666 ˚  FP *l!- goes back to a
pN *l !!!!- or (which is less probable) results from assimilative
palatalization (caused by *-i-) of a N *l-  or *l ßßßß- ˚ NaIE *°l´+aK- is a valid
cognate if the N postcons. *c'''' @ @@@ may yield an IE *K .
1348. *l!!!!{u4 444}k[?]V 'thick' (of liquids), 'dense', 'narrow, tight' >  HS: S
*°√lkk > Ar lika2k- 'presse, pression (p. ex., des hommes en foule d a n s
un espace étroit'), lukk- 'qui a chairs compactes (homme)' ¶ BK II
1O19-2O  B *√lglg >  Kb (imv.) ll´gll´g v. 'be thick' (of l iquid),
ETwl/Ty al´glug (pl. il´glag) 'lieu touffu (couvert de végétation
touffue)' ¶ Dl. 447, GhA 11O || U: FU {Coll.} *l!u4kkV, {UEW} *l!ekkV v.
'be narrow (of space), thick, dense' >  Vt l!ukÈt 'narrow' (of space) »»
pObU *l!u4Æk 'thick (of liquid), tight, narrow' >  pVg *l!u4Æk >  Vg UL/Ss l!akW
id.; pOs *l!o4Æk ({∫Hl.} *l!u4Æk) >  Os: VK l!o4Æk, Ty/Y ¬!o$Æk, Nz t!u"q, Kz ¬!u"q id. ¶
Coll. 96, UEW 26O-1, Ht. #162 || A: NaT *Jigi 'close, compact', *Jig-
tu4r- v. 'squeeze, compress' >  OT jigi ({Cl.} jigï) 'close, compact' ‘
'(tightly sewn) seam', {DTS} 'thick' ('gustoj , ¢astyj , gusto '), ' d ense '
('plotnyj , plotno '), Qzq qi¡ z7iyi 'thick (dense), frequent, o f ten ' ,
Qq qiji z7iyi 'often, more often', OT jigtu4r- {Cl., DTS} v. ' squeeze ,
compress' ¶ Cl. 911-2, DTS 26O-1, MM 176, KrkR 251  M: [1] M *lu4g
'thick' (of fog), 'stuffy' (of weather) >  WrM lu4g, HlM l¥g {Rinc.}
'thick' (of fog) ({MED} WrM lu4g kizu4 budaNta- v. 'become foggy',
HlM {Luv.} l¥g xijq budantav {Luv.} 'gusto stelilså tuman ')
 [2] M *ni9 >  WrM ni9, HlM någ, nig adj./adv. 'solid(ly), dense(ly) ,
condensed', Kl {Rm.} nigò 'dicht, hart, fest (z. B. Tuch)'; M *ni9ta
adj./adv. 'thick(ly), dense(ly), compact(ly)' >  WrM ni9ta, HlM någt
id., Kl {KRS} nigt nigt´ 'thick (dense), firm', {Rm.} nikt´ ≠ nikta
'dicht, fest aneinander, ohne Zwischenraum'; M ı Qzq, Qq, Nog nîq,
VTt, Bsh nyk n¥q 'firm, solid', Chv na€k n¥k, Qrg yk îq, nyk nîq id.,
nyk tojgon 'having eaten one’s fill' ¶ MED 518, 578, Luv. 2 3 1 ,
Rinch. 123, KRS 376-7, KW 276, MM 255, KrkR 485, NogR 238, Jud .
558, 925, Jeg. 138   Tg *lu'g+k- ({∫Bz.} *lo4g+k) 'dense, thick (gustoj )' >
Ud luktu, Ork lugJe2, lugJi, Nn Nh lugZ7i 'dense, thick (gustoj , ¢astyj )'
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(of a forest), Ul lugdi 'thick (gustoj )' (of grass, fur, animal’s ha i r ) ,
lugbu- v. 'become thick (gustet∆ )' (of grass), WrMc luqdu, loqdi
'dense, thick' (of forest, vegetation, etc.) ({Z} 'gustoj , ¢astyj ,
srosw¡jså, plotnyj ', {Hr.} loqdi 'dichtstehend, buschig, üppig ' ,
luqdu id., 'dichtgedrängt') ¶ STM I 5O8, Krm. 257, Z 857-9, Hr. 6 2 6 ,
629 ¶ ¶  STM I 5O8 (Tg, M), DQA #1221 (A *li\u{k}u 'thick (d ich t ) ,
dense') ||  ?σ,φ D  (in SD) *nik- ({†GS} *-gg-) v. 'fill up (as a hole)' >  Ml
nikakka, nikal5uka, Kn Hv nigi id., Tu neggi 'full, comple te ' ,
nigyuni 'be levelled, filled up as a pit' ¶  D #3658 ˚  S, T, and M ( a s
well as possibly B) point to N *-k- , while U *-kk- apparently represen ts
N *-K''''-. The solution of the problem may be found in supposing a N l r .
*-?- following the velar stop and lost everywhere, but responsible f o r
the emphatization *-k-  >  *-k'- in the prehistory of U and Tg.
1349. *l!!!! ++++l ß ßßßayËl!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV (= *l !!!!ayËl!!!!V?) 'to sleep; sleeping-time' (“  Ll.) >
HS: [1] S *layl- ≠ {KB} *laylay- 'night' > BHb π li%l2 ≤layil ≠ lil4 le2l, BHb
el1i^l2 ≤layla2 (cs. lil4 ≥le2l) id., M’b, DA llh, OA, Yd em. lyl?, BA e m .
ai!l6il4 le2l[´]≤y-a2, JA [Trg.] {Lv., Dlm.} al1il4 le2≤l-a2 ≠ ai!l6il4 le2l[´]≤y-a2,
JEA {Sl.} ai!l6il4le6l≤y-a2, Sr abs. {Nld.} layle2? ± laylay, Sr E le2l≤ya2, Sr
W 'jol¬i li[:]l≤ya2≠ 'jol¬elEl≤y-a2, SmA {BH} lïli, Md lilia, Ar layl-, layl-
at-, Qt lyl, Gz le2lï-t, Tgr lali, Amh let, lelit, Mh {Jo.} ≤layl‰t, lïl‰t,
Hrs {Jo.} le2l‰t, ≤l‰yl‰t (pl. le2l, l‰yl) 'night', Sq {Jo.} ≤lil‰n 'last night ' ,
Ak lïlia2tu, lïla6tu 'evening, night'; EthS ı Aw D {CR} lie2la2≤g$ï
'night'  [2] S (att. in Cn) *°-lu2+ïn- 'pass the night' (dis. from **lu2l- o r
*lïl-, a verb derived from *layl- or *laylay- 'night, time to sleep') >
BHb √lwn / √lyn G  {pf. Nl1 la2n, ip. -lïn, inf. Nil5 lïn ≠ Nul lu2n) ' s tay
overnight', MHb √lwn / √lyn id., 'take night-lodging, be k e p t
overnight', Ph √lw+yl TD  (3p ip. ytlnn), Ug √lw+yn 'pass the night,
sleep'; d. Cn *ma≤l{aw}n- >  BHb N&lm1 ma2≤lo2n 'camp for the night'; d. Cn
*malu2≤n-at- >  BHb en!ulm6 m´lu2≤na2 'watchman’s hut' ¶ KB 5O2-3, 5 5 6 ,
1731-2, Lv. T I 4O9-1O, Js. 899-9OO, Sl. 626, HJ 574-5, A #147O, Grd.
UT #1376, OKLS 246, Br. 366, Nld. SG § 146, Nld. MG 127, DM 236, BK
II 1O5O, L G 314, Jo. M 259, Jo. H 86, CAD IX 184-5  EC: Sml {ZMO}
lulow- 'feel sleepy', lulo 'sleepiness', lulmo 'drowsiness, sleepiness', ?
Or Wl {Brl.} luyu 'sleep-walker' ¶ ZMO 262, Brl. 285 || K: GZ *lul-
'sleep, doze' >  OG dis. rul- 'dozing, Schlummer', rul- v. 'doze', G lul-
{Chx.} 'die Augen halb schließen, blinzeln', rul- 'light sleep, dozing', h-
rul-s 'is asleep', Mg ki-di-rul-i 'fell asleep', mt. lur-: lur-s 'is asleep ' ,
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lur-enZ7-i 'schlafend', Lz lir- v. 'doze' ¶ K 123, K2 11O-1, FS K 2O2, FS E
222, Chik. 3O2, Chx. 697, 1O77 || D *nalß-≠*na2lß-, {GS} *n1a2lß- ' n ight '
(probably from eD *La[:]lß-, as suggested by Ku words) >  Tm nal5, Klm
a;le, Nkr a2lße, Nk a2len, Knd na2r`a, Png na2n`a, Kui na2dßaNgi, Ku la2l5aNa ±
la5aNa, Brh nan 'night', Prj nendu nal 'midnight', Mnd na2laN ' darkness ,
night' ¶¶ D #3621, Zv. 132, GS 142 [#361] || A: ?σ T *Jo[:]l! >  OT jos7
'twilight', OOsm XIV jos7 'dimmed (by weeping)', 'dazzled by the sun' ( o f
eyes) ¶ Cl. 976 ˚  N *l!!!! ++++l ß ßßßayËl!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV (= *l !!!!ayËl!!!!V?) is originally a Lallwort
(cp. NE lullaby). The N word-medial *-l ßßßß ++++l ! !!!- (or *-l !!!!-) is recons t ruc ted
on the ev. of D *-lß- (and possibly T *-l!-), while the N initial *lßßßß ++++l ! !!!- (or *l !!!!-
) is conjectured on a typological basis: in Lallwörter the medial cns. is
usually identical to the initial one ˚  ≈  IS MS 367 (*lulÿ 'sleep': HS [C,
?S], K).
135O. *[æ]l! !!!am[Ù]V 'be weak\soft; make soft, knead' >  HS: S *°√lHm
>  Gz √lHm G  'be tender, soft' ¶ L G 311  ? B *√lmdœ v. 'be sof t ,
tender ' >  Ah {Fc.}, Ttq {Msq.} √lmdœ 'be soft', ETwl/Ty {GhA} √lmdœ ' b e
soft, easy', Kb al´mÎœi  'tendre (legume)'; B *√lmzœ >  Gh {Nh.} √lmzœ ' b e
weak' ¶ Fc. 1O79-8O, Msq. 2O3, GhA 116, Dl. 455, Nh. 159  ? C: Ag
*√lm÷ ≠ *√lmlm 'be verdant, fresh, mild' > Km {CR} rf. låmåy-t-, Q
{R} lålåm-, Xm {R} lilem-, Xm T {CR} lamlim- 'be verdant ,
fresh',ı EthS: Tgr √lm÷ (pf. lAm÷a), Tgy √lm÷ (pf. lAmm´÷e) ' b e
green, tender', Gz √lmlm (pf. lamlama) 'be verdant, fresh, mild,
become soft' ¶ R Q II 94, R Ch. II 74, CR K 225, L G 315  Ch: WCh: Ngz
{Sch.} lÈ!mi ¡ ¡:s 'soft, as a cushion', Bd {ChL} l‰mal‰mad'a~ 'soft' » Ang {Flk.}
lo2m 'soft, pliable' (of leather, cloth), 'thin' »  Hs la!u\s7ï!, ∆  lams7ï
'softness', 'tenderness' (of meat), 'fineness' (of ground flour), Gw
{Mts.} laws7i 'softness', 'fineness' (of grain) »» ECh: Kbl {Cp.} lamd‰!, Ll
{Grgs.} lo@mdi@ 'soft' » ? ZmD {KNC} lu!lu~m 'mou, tendre, doux à toucher ' ,
ZmB {Sa.} lu!lu@m 'soft', Azm {Pc.} lum, lam 'softly', lulumad'a, lulumid'a
'humble, meek', lulumuna id., 'quiet' ¶ ChC, ChL, Sch. DN 1O2, Ba. 7 2 3 ,
KNC 15, Pc. 264, 274 || IE: NaIE *[æ]lem[´]- 'weak, mild' >  OIr {P} lem
adj. 'fade, töricht, impotent', MW {P} llyveithin 'weak' (<  *lemekt-)
»» OHG luomi 'matt, schlaff, mild', MHG lu4emen 'erschlaffen,
ermatten', NHG ∆  lumm 'schlaff'; ? ON lami, OS, OHG, MHG lam (<
*lom-), NHG lahm  'lame, crippled', AS lama 'crippled; weak, sick', NE
lame »» Gk nvleme1ß, nvleme1vß 'unceasingly, without pause' ({F, P}:
from n(e)- privativum + * }o-lemoß with prosthetic }o-) ¶ ≈  P 674, F II 3 3 1 ,
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Vr. 345, Kb. 642, OsS 532-3, 578, Lx. 121, 13O, Ho. 194, H. S 4 4  || U:
FU  *l !amV  'weak(ness); to knead' >  F lama 'weakness of cattle because
of hunger; week in the feet', lamassa 'palalyzed, stunned, cr ippled ' ,
Es {W} lame (gen. lameda) 'weak, not intensive' » Lp: N {N} labme / -
a2m- 'weakness of birds in the moulting season', labmo- / -a2m- v.
'become incapable of flying' (of a bird), 'lose one’s vigour, b e c o m e
tired out (of work)', L {LLO} lapmo2- 'become unable to fly because o f
moulting' (of birds) » pPrm *l!am- >  Z Ss l!am mun- ' en tkrä f te t
niedersinken, wenn man einen hefrigen Hieb\Schlag bekommt', l!amal-
'angedrückt, niederdrückt werden', Prmk l!amav- 'von einem Hiebe
entkräftet werden, so daß man nicht gehen kann', ? Z låm- l!am- v.
'blunt a blade (zatupit∆ , istupit∆ [lezvie ])'; Yz l!am- 'quetschen' »»
?? Hg lankad- (<  *lan-kad-) v. 'weaken, grow faint\feeble; grow
languid', (?) here also lankad- v. 'flag, droop' (the Hg supposed
cognate is qu., because the change from FU *l!- to Hg l- is not a t tes ted
elsewhere, as indicated by UEW) ¶ UEW 684 (ignores the ev. of Prm *l!-
and reconstructs *lama), LG 165, W EDW 453 || ? D *n1am- ' p ress ,
squeeze' (× N *n1111am{o} 'squeeze, grasp', q.v. ffd.) ˚  IS II 21-2 (*l!ama
'razminat∆ , razmåg¢at∆ ': HS [S, WCh + unc. Ak √lmm 'chew'], IE, U,
D + unc. K: G lam-/lm- 'hurt'). IE, C, and FU cognates suggest that N *m
was not preceded by a lr. (but probably followwd by it), while Gz √lHm
may be explained by mt.
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1351. *mÅ ({IS} *-mÅ), pc. of marked accusative >  IE *-m / *-m=,
accus. case ending of nouns of the animate (active) gender >  AnIE: Ht -
n / -an, Lw, HrLw, Pal, Car -n, Ld -n id.  NaIE *-m (accus. of m. and f . )
>  OI, L -m , Gk -n, OLt nasalization of the stem-final vw.; after stem-final
cnss. *-m= > OI -am, Gk -a, L -em, Lt -i< ¶¶ Bks. 172-92, Szem. IEL 16O-
92, Rsk. 54-5, Kmh. HPL 193-7, 3O1, Hb. L 4O6-9, KrlSh. XLJ 19, 25, 6 2
|| HS: Om: SOm {Fl.} accus. ending *-m >  Ari {Hw.} -m, Dm {Fl.} -im,
Hm {Ldl.} -(d)Äm / -(d)Än (positionally conditioned allomorphs, i n
which, acc. to Hw. CO 28, -m/-n go back to *-m) »» NrOm: Krt {Hw.} -m-
within the predicative forms of pers. pronouns: ta-m-akko  'it is I', ne-m-
akko  'it is you (thou)', nu-m-akko 'it is we' (pred. “ accus., as in NE it
is me and Fr c&est moi), Bnc {Brz.} -m as a dative-benefactive
ending of pers. pronouns: ta-m 'to me' (dat.-ben. “ generalized
oblique case “ accus., as in M *c>i-ma- obl. of ' thou ' <  N *t''''{u 4 444} 4 mÅ
'thee', see  below); but, acc. to Hw. CO 26-9, hardly here the NrOm
accus. ending *-n (>  Kf/Bsk/Ym {C} -n, Mj {All.} -n) (see  N *nu  ' f r om,
of') ¶ Bnd. MO 167-8, Hw. CO 26-3O, Fl. OO 316, Fl. D 518, Hw. NAL
443, Ldl. H 412, All. D 39O, Zab. CO 625 || U *-m, *-mV, accus. o f
definite nouns >  FP *-m, accus.  >  F -n, Lp J -m, Lp S {Hs.} -m ± -b, Chr
L/H -m (F kala-n, Lp J guole-m, Chr kol´-m 'piscem') »» Vg {Lml. “
Kn.}: SV/LL/ML -ma$, -m , LK/MK/UK -m´, -m, T -m‰, -mi, -m, marker o f
accus. of definite object   Sm: accus. ending: Ne T -m?%, Slq Tz -m, Kms
-m , Mt M {Sp.} -m ; ending of definite accus.: Ng -m  ¶¶ Wkm. FOUL 11-2 ,
24-5, 56, 63-71, 145-9, Coll. CG 284-6, Hs. 97-1O3, Lml. HFW 24-41 ,
Beronka II 146-7,  Mu. VNyJ II 56, III 363, IV 158, Lav. TJM, Rmb. MJ-93
29O, Srb. PGS 7O-2, Ter. NJ-93 332, Ter NgJ 8O-2, Hl. SelJ 364, Hl.
MTKJ 377, Kü. KJ 383 || A: pTg *ba/*be / (after a noun-final *n)
*ma/*me, postp. of accus. of definite nouns > NrTg and AmTg accus .
ending *-ba / *-be, (after a stem-final n) *-ma/*me- >  Ewk -ba/-b‰,
(after a vw.) -wa/-w‰, (after a nasal) -ma/-m‰, Lm -w, -m, Neg -wa/-
w‰, -pa/-p‰, -ma/-m‰, Nn, Ul, Ork, Sln -ba/-b‰, (after a vw.) -wa/-w‰,
Ud {Krm.} -wa/-w‰/-wo/-ma/-m‰/-mo, WrMc be (marker  of accus. ,
still preserves traces of the original analytical status of N *mÅ,
evidenced by the lack of vowel harmony) ¶ Ci. 256, Bz. 78-9, Hrl. 3 5 ,
74-5, Krm. 86  pJ {†S} *b‰, {Vv.} *bo3 >  OJ, ClJ wo, accus. and e m p h .
(focalizing?) pc. >  J o id.; b- is still preserved in some Ryukyu ds. (Rbt.,
p.c., 2OO3)  ¶ Vv. LDROJ 1O6, Mur. KAJ 13O, Mill. JAL 25-7, BBl. 5 2 ,
57, 96, Hag. W ∀ , Syr. DJ 1O6-8  M *-ma- in the accus. and o t h e r
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oblique cases of pronouns: M *c>i-ma-yi 'thee' (originally accus. *c>i-ma
'thee' + nominal accus. *-yi that was added by analogy [see   s.v. N ?
*hVya  'for']) > MM c>imayi, WrM cimai, etc., M *i-ma-yi 'him' accus .
(demonstr. *i  + accus. *ma  + M nominal accus. *-yi). The prehistory o f
these forms may be reconstructed as follows: N *t''''{u4 444} mÅ ' thee ' ( =
*t''''{u 4 444} 'thou' + *mÅ accus.) >  ppM *tæima 'thee' >  pM *c>i-ma-yi ' t hee ' ,
the form *c>i-ma- being generalized as the stem of the oblique cases,
whence the dative *c>ima-dur, the ablative *c>imac>a, etc. ¶ AD PP 78-9 ,
Pp. IM 2O9-14 ¶¶ Mng. JA 11, 14 || ? D *-n (if from *-m), accus. case
ending >  Kt -nÀ, Td -n, -nÀ, OKn -a(:)n, Tulu -nË, OTl -n3 (-n), -in3 (-in) -
n3u, Klm -(u)n, Prj -(i)n, Gdb -(i)n ≠ -(i)N, Knd -N, Png -iN, Krx -in, -an, -
an, Mlt -e(n), -i(n). Traces of the former ending *-m may be d iscerned
in OKn accus. ending -am ¶¶ Zv. CDM 27-3O, MhS 165, Shanm. DN
37O-1, Ktl. G 43, Gai 42, An. SG 2O2-5, Rmn. OT 191 ˚  IS II 48-51 (*-
mÅ > IE, U, A, D), AD PP 92, Mng. MP 21-36, Coll. IUS 21, Coll. HUV
13O, Ivn. VNZN 148 (on the original analytical status of this accus .
ending), Gr. I 129 (IE, U, A, incl. J). I am grateful to Blz. for drawing
may attention to the Om cognate. In IE the nouns of the non-animate
(neuter) gender do not distinguish between nom. and accus. ( a n d
hence have no accus. ending), because there is no syntactic necessity
for it: nouns of the non-animate gender do not usually appear a s
subjects of a trans. verb, therefore in sentences with trans. verbs they
always function as their object. In other words, in IE (as in many lgs.)
the marker of accus. is used only when it is necessary for syntactic
distinctions. It is a trace of an old N syntax that had no obligatory
grammatical categories (unlike in later IE lgs. with their grammatical
categories of compulsive usage - even when not necessary f o r
communication). In F the morpheme of accusative is not used after t h e
imv., which reflects the same original situation: the form is not u s e d
wherever the syntactic function (object of the verb) is obvious f r o m
the context. In Sm and Tg this case marker denotes a definite object. All
this suggests that originally N *mÅ  denoted a marked accusative.
1352. *mÅ , a marker of nominalized syntactic constructions (≈
subordinate sentences), nominalizer (originally a prn.) that f o r m e d
analytic equivalents of nomina actionis, nomina agentis, and o t h e r
derived nouns >  HS  *mV  - prefix of derived (mainly deverbal) nouns: S:
[1] S *mV- as a px. of prtcs.: (a ) *mu-1a2≤2i3-, act. prtc. of the D -
stems >  Akk mu1a22i3-, Ar mu1a22i3-, BHb m´1a2≤2e23, Aram
m´1a2≤2e3, Sr m´1a2≤2E3 (on the meaning of E in Sr cf. Phonetic
symbols and other signs used in etymological entries , III, B), Gz
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ma1a22´3 id., (b ) *mu-1a2≤2a3-, ps. prtc. of the D -stems  >  Ar
mu1a22a3-, Sr m´1a22a3, BHb (with an analogical u) m´1u22a3, (g )
*mu-s7a1≤2i3-, act. prtc. of the  Sh-stem (causative) >  Ak mus7a12i3-,
Ar mu12i3-, BHb ma2≤2ï3, Sr ma2≤2E3, etc.  [2]  S nomina actionis
*ma12a3- >  Ar ma?kal- '(act of) eating', BHb lk1a9m2 ma?â≤k3a2l ' f ood ' ,
ox`1m2 mas≤sa÷ 'trip' (ÿ  √ns÷ 'fahren'), Gz mans'ar 'the front p a r t
exposed to view' (“ 'looking at' ÿ √ns'r 'look [at]'), whence nomina
loci *ma12V3- >  Ak mas7kanum 'place, tent', BHb Nƒ1S6m5 mis7≤ka2n
'dwelling(-place)', Sr marba÷ 'womb' (ÿ  √rb÷ 'lie down'), Ar
maqbar- 'cemetery' (ÿ  √qbr 'bury'), Ak mu2s7abum 'seat, dwelling
place' (√ws7b 'sit, reside'), BHb bS1&m mo2≤s7a2b3; nomina abs t rac ta
*mV12V3-at- >  Hb em1h1l6m5 milHa2≤ma2 'fight, war', Ar maHmidat- n. ac t .
'praise', Gz mang´s6t 'government, kingdom', JA m´12a3 - inf. of the G-
stem., Ak mu2rakum  'length' (√?rk  'be long'), etc.  [3] S *ma12i3- ≠
*ma12a3-at- - patterns of nomina instrumenti >  BHb h@T4f6m2 map3≤te2aH
'key' and Ak nipte2tum id. (both ÿ √ptH v. 'open', Ak n- <  *m-),
BHb eb1ƒ1rm3 mErka2≤ba2, JA aTb6ƒ2r^m2 markab3≤t-a2, Sr æ4,ob˚arµa
markab3≤t3-a2, and Ak narkabtum 'chariot' (*√rkb v. 'ride, voyage')
 [4] ? possibly a S sx. *-m-: Ar fusHum- 'wide', s7adqam- 'wide-mouthed '
¶ Br. G I 375-82 [§§ 195-2O3], JB NB 233-73, Sd. G 64-6, Js. 844, Br.
731, MSUS 8O-3  Eg mV- , px. of derived (deverbal and denom.) n o u n s
(nomina loci, instrumenti): mzwt 'food made of wheat' (ÿ  zwt
'wheat'), msXn 'abode (of gods)', msXnt 'bearing-stool; necropol is '
(ÿ  sXny  'descend'), mX¿t  'balance (Waage)' (ÿ  X¿y v. 'measure ' ) ;
mV-, px. of prtcs. and nomina actoris: mnhzyw 'bewachende' (ÿ
nhzy  'wake'), mÓnk  'Beschenker' (ÿ Ónk  v. 'present so. with') ¶ Ed.
1O9-1O, Fk. 119  C: Bj {R} ma- / me- / (before sibilants) mi-, px. o f
n. act.: ma-≤dir ≠  ma-≤de2r n. act. 'killing' (ÿ  -dir 'kill'), ≤ma-fnik
≠ma-f≤ne2k ≠ mefnek 'Biß, das Beißen' (ÿ  -fnik 'bite'), mi-≤sa2? ≠
mi≤sa? 'seat, sitting' (ÿ -sa2? 'sit, sit dowm') »» Af m-, px. of der ived
abstract nouns (n. act., etc.): ma2baka 'birth, being born' (ÿ o2boke ' b e
born'), mabul 'observation, sight' (ÿ uble 'see'), midir 'possessions '
(ÿ eddere 'posess')  Ch: Hs ma-...-ï (m. pl. ma-...-a2, f. sg. ma-...-iya2,
f. pl. ma-...-iyai\) - circumfix of nomina agentis (madink'ï 'tailor' [ÿ
d'inka 'sew'], maginï 'builder' [ÿ  gina 'build'], mak'e2rï 'smith' [ÿ
k'e2ra 'forge'], maZ7iyï 'ear' [ÿ  Z7i 'hear']), ma...-ï (pl. ma-...-ai\) -
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circumfix of nomina instrumenti (mabu2d'ï 'opener, key' [ÿ  bu2d'a v.
'open'], mad'au\kï 'handle' [ÿ  d'au\ka v. 'lift']), ma-...-ï and ma-...-a2
(both pl. ma-...-ai\) - circumfixes of nomina loci (mas7igï 'ford' [ÿ
s7iga v. 'enter'], makWanc7ï 'lair' [ÿ  kWanta 'lie down'], mafita2 ' exi t '
[ÿ  fita 'come out'], makaranta2 'school' [ÿ  karanta v. 'read']) »» Mrg
m‰-, px. of nomina loci: m‰~c7i!b'¥! 'corral, fence' (ÿ  c7i!b'¥! v. ' f ence
[in]'), m‰~-nd‰~la~ 'escape-hole' (ÿ  nd‰~la~ 'go\break through'); *m‰-...-i,
circumfix of nomina agentis: m‰!s6‰~z7‰~b'i~ 'pupil' (ÿ s6‰~z7‰~b'¥~ ' l earn ,
teach'), Msg/Gdr {Mch.} mu-, Pdk {Mch.} ma-, sx. of derived nouns ¶
Taylor 63-4, Hf. M 48-9, Mch. VCQP 67-8 ¶¶ Zab. HSP 35-8  HS *°-mV,
nominalizing suffix > C *-mV > EC: Af {Hw.} nominalizing sx. -m / -im,
e.g. yo2~ Hate-m 'the one(s) who helped me' (ÿ Hate 'help'), ÷asa!m ' t h e
red one(s)\thing(s)' (ÿ ÷asa 'red'), iyyi!nim 'whose one(s ) \ th ing(s ) '
(ÿ iyya 'who'), namma!m 'two, the two, both' (ÿ nammay 'two'); i t
functions as nominalizer of sentences (≈  infinitive, gerund): is ka2222 ! !!!
digibta-m ma!fadßdßa 'she doesn’t want to marry him ', yama2222te !!!!-m ka2!k
fadßen 'they wanted him to come', gïrisa!!!!m duddah 'she can (is able) to
swim', u!!!!suk yo2222 ! !!! yuble-m a2dßigeh 'I know that he saw me'; Sml -mo-, sx.
of nomina actionis (and nouns denoting the result of an action): dïd-
mo(-da) 'refusal' (ÿ dïd-i v. 'refuse, deny'), Hir-mo(-da) ' bundle ,
sheaf' (ÿ Hir- v. 'tie'), deg-mo(-da) 'settlement, camp' (ÿ deg- v. ' live
[in a place], reside'); Sd {Gs.} -umma ≠ -imma, sx. of nomina abst racta :
danc7umma≠ danc7imma 'beauty, goodness' (ÿ danc7a 'good, beaut i ful ' )
»» SC: Irq {Mous}: -ïma sx. of denom. abstract nouns (dak'ari?ïma
'prosperity' ÿ dak'a2r-mo 'rich person'), -e2ma sx. of abstract n o u n s
derived from adjectives (c6 'e 2re2ma 'length' ÿ c6'e2r 'long') ¶ R BedS IV 1 5 ,
R WBd 8O, 194, PH 157-68, 236, 287-8, Dbn. 7O, ZMO 89, 93, 431, Gs.
67, Mous 77, 81-2 ||  K : [1] *m-, *me-, px. of prtcs. and nomina agentis
>  OG m- (m-c'e 'helper', m-dgom-i 'who stands'), G m- (da-m-c'er-i
'author', m(e)-brZol-i 'fighter', prtc. 'fighting'), Lz m- (me-m-Z7˝on-i
'leader'), Sv m´⁄- (m´⁄-ûqer ' s tr iker ' , m´⁄-c'ed 'who sees', UB m´⁄-ma2re
'who prepares', Sv m´⁄-s7k'id 'smith'); GZ *me-c'`wel- 'milch (cow, e t c . ) '
(ÿ *c`'wel- v. 'milk') > G mec'wel, Mg mac7'wal-, Lz manc7'wal-u; [2] *m-
...-e, me-...-e,  circumfix of prtcs. >  OG m-Zl-e(-y) 'mighty one', G m-
c'ip-e 'ripe', Lz m-s7in-e 'who remembers', Sv m´⁄-tr-e 'who drinks', m´⁄-
gc7'-e 'who catches'); GZ *me-up-e- 'owner, possessing' (ÿ *up-
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'possess') >  OG meupe-, G mepe-, Mg mapa- 'king', Lz mapa- 'king' (in a
place name); [3] GZ *m-...-el-, circumfix of prtcs. (OG m-c'ap-eli et'lisa
'chariot driver', G m-c7'ed-eli 'smith', Mg m-c7''k'ad-u id., Lz m-s7um-u
'drinker'); [4 ] GZ *m-...-el-, circumnfix of gentilicia >  OG m-egwip't'-eli
'an Egyptian (person)', G m-ruv-eli 'bishop of Ruisi', m-egr-el-i ' a
Megrelian', Mg m-arg-al-i id.; [5] *ma-, derivational px. (px. of nomina
agentis, nouns\adjectives of quality bearers, etc.) >  OG ma-  (ma-rGw-
i 'destoyer'), G ma- (mar-rZ7v-e 'geschickt, geeignet', etc.), Mg, Lz mu-
(Mg mu-rZgv-i 'successful'), Sv ma- (ma-qa4d 'harvest', ma-s7a4d n .
'helper', ma-zwa4b 'spring of water') ¶¶ K 123-4, 131-3, K2 111-3, Dt .
224-5, FS K 2O4-5, FS E 224-8, Chx. 225, 738-44, Q O94, Top. SE 22O,
GM 322, GP US 96 || IE *-mo-, sx. of denom. and deverbal derivatives:
NaIE *d≈u2-mo-s 'smoke' (ÿ  *d≈u2- v. 'blow') > OI ≤dhu2mah5, Gk †y2mo1ß, L
fu2mus, Lt pl. du2!mai, Ltv pl. du2ﬁmi, Pru dumis 'smoke', Sl *dÈm¥ id .
(>  OCS, OR d7m5 dûmË, Blg, Uk dim, SCr, Slv dIàm, Cz dy1m, Slk, P
dym, R dym id.), Tc B -mo (pa2lka-mo- 'brillant, splendide', W Wn.
357), Tc A -m(o)  AnIE: Ht {Ts.} werite-ma n. 'fear' (ÿ werite
'be afraid') ¶¶ Brg. KVG 343-8, P 261-2, Ts. W 1O5, Kron. EHS I 177-81 ,
Glh. 196 || U *-ma/*-ma4, derivational sx. of deverbal and d e n o m .
nouns\adjs. and of prtcs. (e.g. FU *oÎa-ma n. 'sleep, dream', *s1ur(e)-ma
'death') >  F juo-ma 'beverage', kalja-ma 'skating-rink' (ÿ kalja
'smooth'), kuole-ma, sur-ma 'death', Es surm id., sure-ma inf.
'die' » Lp N Allem (<  *ela4-ma4) 'life' » Er nilima n1ili-ma n. ac t .
'swallow', udomo , Mk udoma n. 'sleep' » Chr H kay-m¥ (past prtc.) ' gone
away', Chr U o;m¥, Chr L udomo n. 'sleep' » Vt kule-m, Z kul‰-m ' d ead ' ,
Vt um n. 'sleep' »» OHg almu ≠ alom, Hg a1lom n. 'dream, sleep' »
ObU {Ht.} *wu2Î´m/*wu2ÎmV 'dream' >  pVg *u2lmV id. (>  OVg S: Kg
olma, Vt olm`; Vg S: T o"l´m; Vg E: Lk/MK/UK u2l´m; Vg W: P wul´m,
NV/SV/LL ul´m; OVg N Chd ulm`, Vg N: UL/Ss u2l´m id.); pOs *wul´m
'dream' >  Os: V/VY ul´m, Ty u¬´m, D/K ot´m, Nz ut´m, Kz wö8¬´m, O
wul´m 'dream'; pOs *al´m n. 'sleep' >  V/Vy/O al´m, Ty/Y aº¬´m, D/K
ot´m, Nz Ot´m, Kz O¬´m id.  Sm: Nn T O {Lh.} Xa4Æe;B;a" n. act. 'going
away', T F Nl {Lh.} ka4Æe'm:a"¥ id., Ng {Cs.} matu-mu-naN firam 'I c a n
chop', En {Hl.} badÈ-ma n. act. 'hunt for wild reindeer', adj.: Slq Tz
{KKIH} c1o2£rÈ-m/p 'thick' (ÿ  c1o£2rÈ  'thickness'), Koyb {Sp.} dqåråm`
'thick' ¶¶ Lh. PUAS 82-113, Sz. 87-8, Coll. CG 266-9, Srb. IMPJ 1 1 4 ,
153-4, UEW 489-9O, MF 85-6, EWH 3O, Ht. #664, KKIH 1O7 || A: T *-m
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/ *-îm / *-im / *-um / *-u4m, sx. of n. act.: OT o4l-u4m 'death', ic7im ' a
single drink', Tk bil-im, Az, Tkm, Qmq, QrB, Qq, Qrg bil-im, Q z
biÆliÆm, VTt, Bsh bÁlÁm 'knowledge', Yk ku4l-u4m 'a smile', Chv -a€m -¥m
(sx. of n. act.);  T *-ma / *me- > Chv inf. ending -ma/-me; the same sx. is
preserved in NaT *-mak / *-ma4k (> OT -maq/-ma4k, etc.), sx. of n. act. ( i n
most lgs.) and inf. (in the Og lgs., in Qmq, ET, Uz, etc.) ¶ Cl. xlii-xliii, Cl.
TMS 148, 154, Rs. MTS 133-4, ET B 139  M *-m in n. act.: WrM
na9adum 'play, game' (ÿ na9ad- v. 'play'), barim n. 'grip' (ÿ
bari- v. 'seize'); M *-ma / *-me, sf. of deverbal adjectives and nouns :
WrM 9aiqa-ma, HlM gajxam 'wonderful, astonihing, surprising' (ÿ
WrM 9aiqa-, HlM gajxa- v. 'wonder, marvel'), MM daqa-ma
'menstruation' (ÿ daqa- 'follow'), Mnr H {SM} gòurma 'braided ha i r '
(ÿ  gòuru- < *gu4ru4- v. 'braid, weave') ¶ Pp. IM 261-2, Pp. GWM 48, MED
345, SM 143-4  Tg *-ma / *-me, sf. of deverbal and denom. adjs. >  Nn
nay-ma 'human', Ewk girku-ma 'pedestrian' (ÿ girku- v. 'walk ' ) ,
çulama- 'green' (ÿ çula- v. 'be green'), Tg *mo2-ma 'wooden' (ÿ *mo2
'wood') > Ewk, Neg, Ul, Nn Nh mo2ma, Ork mo2ma ≠ mo2mo, Orc, Ud mo2mo
'wooden' ¶ Bz. 91, Vas. 769, STM I 54O-1  Ko unproductive sx. o f
deverbal nouns: c>ug´⁄m 'corpse' ÿ c>ug- 'die' ¶¶ Rm. NM 255-64, Rm.
KhK 94-5, Rm. VAJ 192-4, Pp. NSM 1O2, 12O-1, Grz. 44-5 || D *-may,
sx. of derived abstract nouns >  Tm -mai\ (por3u-mai\ 'patience, self-
controle' ÿ por3u v. 'bear, sustain, endure'), Ml -ma (por3u-ma
'patience'), OKn -me ({Gai} mudi-me 'dominance' ÿ {D} mudi-
'advance in growth, increase'), Tl -mi (mudi-mi 'old age' ÿ mudi
'old') ¶¶ ≈  Cald. 541, D ##4565, 4954, Gai 96, Ktl. G 2OO-1 ¶¶ D *may-
may go back to N *mÅ + N *yi  'he, (?) that' (pc. forming cons t ruc t ion
with adjectival meaning) (q.v.) (see IS II 47) ˚  The N nominalizer *mÅ
may be etymologically connected with the N prn. *mu[wV] 'this, t h a t '
(q.v.) (cp. Af namma!-m 'the two' and the S determiner *-m) ˚  U, A,
and D provide evisence for a final *a  or *a 4444 ˚  IS II 45-8 (*mÅ), Gr. I
169-73 ("nominalizer M" in IE, U, A, ChK, EA, Ai).
1353. *ma4444 ¬ *ma 4444h {o }  'do not' (prohibitive pc.) and 'not' (negative) >
HS: S *°ma2 'not' >  Ar ma2 'not'; ? √mhmh (pf. mahmaha) v. ' p reven t
from', TD (pf. tamahmaha 'abstain from' ¶ Br. G I 5OO [§ 253e], BK II
1O52, 1163, Hv. 737   Eg ∀ m  'do not!', prohibitive pc.; survives in Cpt
as the initial element of the negative Cpt Sd pc. mpOr mpo2r and B
mfOr mp˙o2r 'do not!', as well as some negative verbal pxs.: Cpt Sd
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mpr- mpr-, Cpt B mper- mper- 'do not…!', the px. mpe- mpe- of t h e
negative perfect I, the px. mpoy - mpu-  'you (f. sg.) did not', the Cpt Sd
px. mpate- mpate- (and Cpt B mpante- mpante-) 'not yet', Cpt Sd
mare- mare- ≠ mere- mere- ≠ ma- ma- ≠ me- me-, B mpare-
mpare- ≠ mpa- mpa- (px. of the negative aorist) ¶ EG II 3-4, Vc. 1 1 8 -
9  ? B: Tz ≤amia  'nothing' ¶ Stm. 1OO, 164  C: EC: Af ma- and Sa ma2-
- negative px. of verbs (incl. the prohibitive form: Af ma-...-in, Sa ma2-...-
in), Sml ma (Sml N ma!) 'not', ma- - negative px. of verbs, Bn {Hn.} m‰!-
(negative verbal px. of the pfc.), Elm {Hn.} ma!-/m- (negative px. o f
verbs), Rn {PG} ma! 'not, is not', Arr {Hw.} ma  (with allomorphs m- a. o . )
(negative pc. of verbs: ma! yek(k)eni!  imv. 'do not swallow!', ma
ye!k(k)e!ni! he did not swallow', ma-na ne!k(k)eno 'we did not swallow') »»
SC: Irq {Wh.} ma (/m-  before a vw. of the next morpheme) 'do not! '
prohibitive (e.g. ma! da^qawar 'don’t go!' sg., ma! da^qawara 'don’t go!' pl. ,
m-i! ga2!sar 'don’t kill me!'), {Mous} m- proh. pc. (m-u aminus-a2r ' don’ t
believe him!') ¶ PH 258-78, TB LA 548, Abr. S 168, 271-2, PG 214, Hn.
BD 55, Hn. NBLK 19O-5, 232-6, Hw. A 261-5, Wh. IC 47, Mous 151-2 
Ch: Tng {J} -m 'not' (negation of verbs and nouns: na we2^-m 'I shall n o t
see', na sa2nI!-m 'I am not eating', mu-m 'not a man, nobody', wa-m ' n o t
a thing, nothing', Ang {Flk.} man(ta) 'don’t, let not' (+ vb.) »» Mrg
{Hf.} ma~i\ 'not' ¶ J T 61, Flk. s.v. man(ta), Hf. M 22, 178-8O, 233, RK
123 || IE *meé8 ({M} *meÓ⁄), {EI} *me2 >  NaIE *me2, prohibitive pc. (wi th
the imv.): OI, Av, OPrs ma2, KhS, Oss ma id. »» Gk A/I/D mh1, Gk El ma2 ' n o t '
proh. »» Al ↓ mo id., StAl mos id. (<  pAl {O} *ma2c7 <  *me2-kWe 'and d o
not') »»  Arm mi mi 'not' (neg. pc.) »» pTc {Ad.} *ma2 > Tc A/B ma2 ' n o t '
(neg. and proh.) ¶ P 7O3, EI 395, Brg. KVG 612-4, M E II 343, F II 222, O
274, KT 172, Slt. 399-4OO, Wn. 282-3, Ad. 445-6, Ad. H 19 ||  K  *ma2- ≠
*mo2-, prohibitive pc. (or {K} *mad id.) >  Lz {Marr} mo id. (mo c7'arem
'don’t write!', mu mec7am 'don’t give him!', mo muler 'don’t come!'; {FS, K
“?} mot, prohibitive pc..; Sv L {Shr.} ma2 ≠ mo2, {Dn.} ma2 (pc. o f
negation), Sv UB {GP} ma2d (pc. of modal negation), mo2d(e) (pc. o f
negation) ¶¶ FS K 2O6-7 and FS E 227 (*ma) , K 124-5 and K2 113 (*mad,
a verbal prohibitive pc.), Marr 168, Shr. UNS 289-327, Dn. s.v. ma2, GP
2O9, 221 || A: T *-ma-/*-ma4-, negative infix in verbal forms >  OT, Az,
Bsh, ET -ma- / -ma4-, Tkm, QrB -ma-/-me-, Qzq, Xk -ma-/-me- (wi th
positional allomorphs -ba-/-be- and -pa-/-pe-), Tv -ma-/-me- (wi th
positional allomorphs -ba-/-be-, etc.), Uz -ma(-), VTt -mV-, Qrg -ba-/-
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be-/-bo-/-bo4-, Chv -ma-/-me-/-m- ¶ Rm. supposes that the T negative
forms with *-ma-/*-ma4- go back to a verbal noun with *-m + negative
verb *e- (cp. U and Tg negative verb *e-, M *e-se-, see  N *?e  'not') ¶
Lvt. IM 53, Rm. VAS 21O-1, Rm. VAJ 1O1, Pp. L 1266, Pp. MA 87, 169 
M *bu4 ∏ 'do not' (prohibitive pc.) >  MM [LM, IM, MA] bu4, WrM buu (Lg.
reads it as bu4) ≠ bu4u4 (ı Ord {Ms.} bòu2¯), HlM b¥¥ ({P.} bu$—), Dg {Pp.}
bu2, Brt b¥ ({Pp.} bu$), Mgl {Leech} bi^, bey, {Rm., Wr.} bi ¶ The
denasalization *m- >  *b- is reg. in M monosyllabic words (without a n
additional nasal cns.) ¶ Pp. IM 29O, Rm. VAS 198-9, Rm. M 24, Lg. VMI
22, Lg. NVMI 135, MED 141, 153, Chr. 119-2O, Wr. 143, Ms. O 88  STg
*ume 'do not' (proh.) > WrMc ume, Mc Sb em´, Jrc {Kiy.} ume id. ¶
STM II 272, Z 163, Hr. 96O, Y #3OO5, Kiy. 123 [#472]  Ko {Rm.} neg.
mo-  'not, un-', pKo {S} *mo2-t > MKo {S} mo2t  impossible' ({Rm.} Ko mo2t
'no'), NKo mo2s mo2t  'not (possibly), definitely not' ¶ Rm. SKE 15O, S
QK #631, Nam 215, 217, MLC 647 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1234 (pA *ma [a negative
pc.], incl. T, Tg, Ko) || D: Gnd {Grr.} -ma2 (prohibitive sx.: ke2-ma2 ' don’ t
do!' sg., ke2-ma2-tß 'don’t do' pl. ÿ kï- 'do'; a2yi-ma2 'don’t be ...! ÿ {Grr.}
a2ya2, {D} aya2- 'be' (aux. verb), man-ma2 'don’t be..., don’t stay!' ÿ {Grr.}
ma2ya2- 'be, stay') »» ? Tm -mal in negative adverbial sx. -amal  NED:
Krx mal 'not', mal-na2 'not to be (so)', mal?a 'not, no', Mlt mala ' n o t ,
no', mal-  'be not' ¶¶ Grr. IV 487, D #4743, Pf. 194  [#184] ˚  AD GD 2
(HS, K, IE), IS II 56-7 (*ma4 prohibitive in HS, K, IE, D, A), Gr. I 2 1 3 - 4
("negative M" in IE, T, ?? Ai). ˚  In IE, K, D (Gondi), Irq, and M t h e
particle functions as prohibitive, in Ar it is negative (of the indicative
mood), while in C, Ch, and T it is used in both functions, so that w e
have no definite ev. to determine which of the two functions was
primary, though it seems preferable to suppose that originally it was
prohibitive. The length of the vw. in Ar, NaIE, K, M, and D (Gondi)
suggests the presence of a lr.; the only lr. that may have been lost in S is
*h , hence we tentatively reconstruct a *h of the second syll. (suggested
also by the Ar reduplicated verb √mhmh ). The ev. of most lgs. suggests
the vw. *Å (sc. *a  or *a 4444) of the first syll., but M points to a front vw.
(probably *a 4444). The labialized vw. in M *bu4∏ and in the Sv variant mo2,
mo2d(e) point to the infl. of a labial factor (final *o?), but the IE e-
coloured lr. *é8 (for the expected labialized *éW ) still needs explaining.  
1354. *mi  'I' >  IE: [1a] *-mi 'I', "primary" verbal ending of 1 s
subiecti (in the presence tense of the athematic verbs) >  OI -mi, Gk -
mi, L -m, Gt -m, Lt -mi, OCS -m6 -mÁ, Ht -mi  [1b] *-m ' I ' ,
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"secondary" verbal ending of 1s subiecti (in the past tenses): aorist OI -
m , Gk -n, L -m, OCS -5 -Ë, Ht -n  [2a]  *me(:)-, stem of the obl .
cases of the prn. of 1s, e.g. accus. *me2, *me(:)-m (with the accus. case
ending *-m): OI ma2, ma2-m, Gk me, L me2, Gt mi-k, OHG mi-h, Sl *me
≠ *meß >  OP mie, OCS m9 me<; there is a variant *?+h8e-me (with a n
additional element *?+h8e-): Gk ]eme1 accus., Ht ammu-k accus. 'me', Arm
im im gen. ('of mine, my') (w below at the end of the entry); Gt -k,
OHG -h, and Ht -k are likely to go back to the enclitic (focalizing?) p c .
*-ge ¬ *-g8e (> Gk ge in ]eme1-ge, ? OCS qe z7e); in Clt this prn. is used a s
aut. prn. (nom.): OIr me1, Brtt {RE} *me > OW, MW, W mi , Crn me , my,
OBr, MBr, Br me, Br V mi  [2b] gen. *me-ne ≠ *mei\-ne 'of me, m y '
(<  N *mi nu , sc. N *mi  'I' + N gen. pc. *nu ) >  Gt meina, OCS mene
mene, Av mana, OI ≤mama (<  *mana) gen. 'of me', Gt meins, NGH
mein, NE mine, Lt ma~no 'my, mine'  [3] the N postnominal usage
of *mi  as a poss. prn. 'my' survives in AnIE: Ht -mi- ppa. 'my' ( n o m .
com. -mis , nom./accus. ntr. -met, voc. -mi, accus. com. -man, gen.
-mas , gen. anim. -man, dat./lat. -mi, etc.), HrLw (enclitic poss. p r n . )
(a)mi- (nom. com. (a)mis, accus. com. (a)min, nom./accus. n t r .
amaza, dat./lat. (a)mi, etc.), Lc, Ld e2mi- ¶¶ Brg. KVG 4O7-13, 5 8 9 ,
Bks. 2O7-11, 222 (on the pc. *g8e), 232-57, LP §§  337-49, RE 1O5, Rsk.
66-72, Mer. SGA 316-21, Mer. HHG 18-22, ≈ EI 454 (*≤h⁄eme / encl .
*h⁄me 'me') || U: [1] *mi nom. 'I' / *minV (obl., which is based on N
*mi nu  'of me' - form of gen., that was generalized for all obl ique
cases) >  Prm: Z/Prmk/Yz me 'I' / obl. (stem of obl. cases) men- »» Os
{Vrt.}: nom. V/Vy ma4;, Y ma$;, Ty/Kz ma˘;, Nz ma˘, Sh ma2, Cng/O {KrT}
ma$ 'I' / obl.: V/Vy ma4n- (accus. ma4n-t, dat. ma4n-a4), Y ma$n- (accus .
ma$;n-t, dat. ma$nt-e;m), Kz {Vrt.} ma$n- ≠ ma˘n- (dat. ma$n-em), Nz ma$n-
(accus. ma$n`-t, dat. ma$n`-e;m), Cng {KrT} ma$n- ≠ m(´)n- (accus. ma$n-t,
dat. m´n-e;m ≠ mn-e;m), O {KrT} ma$;n- (dat. ma$;n-em); in pVg the s t e m
is {∫Ht.} nom. *a4∏m / obl. *a4∏m(a4∏)n- (mt. >  *a4∏nm-) >  Vg: T nom. Em /
accus. E≤ma4∏n ≠ E≤na4∏m  / lat. E≤ma4∏n, P nom. am / accus.-lat. amnOaº\n, UK
nom. Om / accus. o$a$\n´m / lat. Omna;n; a similar development may b e
supposed for Hg: FU *a4-mi-nV (stem for the obl. cases), whence (acc .
to MF) pre-Hg *EmÉnÉ > *EmnÉ > *EnnÉ > *Enn > OHg en En ≠ e6n E2n >
Hg e1n  pY {IN} *m´t 'I' > Y K/T m´t, OY Ch {Mat.} mota 'I'  In m o s t
U lgs. the stem of the obl. cases was generalized for the whole
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declension paradigm: F nom. mina4, gen. minun, accus. minut, p r t .
minua, Vp nom. m1in1a4, gen. m1inun, Es nom. mina ≠ma, gen. minu
≠mu, prt. mind »  pLp {Wk.} nom. *munna, *mun, ill. *munn- + case
ending, gen.-accus. *mun  (>  *mu2 in the Northern and Southern dialects,
probably a back formation) >  (1) nom.: Lp: N {N} mon ≠mo2n, L {LLO}
maºnne, {Wk.} mon, monno, Ar/M {Wk.} mon, Kld {Kert} monn ≠ munn,
T/Nt/A {Wk.} munn ≠ mun, (2) gen.-accus.: Lp: Kld {Kert} monE, T {Wk.}
muniÀ, N {N} mu≠mu, L/Ar {Wk.} mu2, muwwa, L {Schl.} mu2, M/Nt /A/ I
{Wk.} mu2, (3) in other cases *mun  (with or without traces of *n), e.g. Lp
N ess. mu2nen, Kld {Kert} ess. monEn4 » Er/Mk nom. mon, gen. mon1 » Chr
H nom. my™n∆ m´n1, gen. my™n∆yn m´n1¥n, accus. my™n∆ym m´n1¥m,
Chr L nom. myj m¥y, gen. myjyn m¥y¥n, gen. myjym m¥y¥m (y  <
pChr *n1), Chr B nom. min1 » Vt nom. mon, gen. mone, accus. mÈnam 
Sm *m¥n 'I' >  (partially from compound forms) Ne T man∆ man1, Ne F
{Lh.} man1, En {Ter} moJi, moJ, Ng {Mik, Ter.} ≤m´n‰, Slq Tz nom. /gen .
man (≠  mat from a sandhi variant), Kms {KD} nom. man / obl. mana,
Koyb {Sp.} mon` 'I', ma€n` 'my', Mt {Hl.} *m‰n 'I' (Mt M {Sp.} myn`,
{Mll.} men, Mt T {Mll.} men)  Y: OY O {Mat.} menå 'I'  [2] U {Coll.}
*-m ≠ *-mi, verbal ending of 1s subiecti >  F -n (palan 'I burn'), Es -n
(maga-n 'I sleep'), Lp N -m (buolam 'I burn' < *pala-k-mi), Lp S {Hs.}
-m ± -b (b´îssem ± b´îsseb 'I wash'), Er/Mk -n (vanan 'I see'), Chr
-m (wiÎem 'I lead'), pVg *-[V]m, verbal ending of 1s subiecti (Vg: Ss
{Rmb.} te2-G-´m 'I eat', te2-s-´m 'I ate', LK {Vxr.} wáºraºm 'I do, shall d o ' ,
wáºrs´m 'I did'), pOs *-m, verbal ending of 1s subiecti (Os: V tul´m
[{Trj.} tul´4m]  'I bring', tu˝´m [{Trj.} tu˝´4m] 'I brought', Vy we"l´m ' I
take', we"y´m 'I took', D waXtam  'I ask\call', waX´m 'I asked\called', K
pa"ntam 'I put\do', pa"n´m 'I placed\did', Sh ma"t´m 'I give', ma"s´m ' I
gave'), Hg -Vm (in the -ik-conjugation and in the -t-past: eszem ' I
eat', ettem 'I ate', in the conjugation with a definite object :
ismerem Pe1tert 'I know Peter'); Sm *-m{i}, -m: Ne T -m1i, -B, Ng -m´,
Slq Tz -m (qoNam 'I find', qo2sam 'I found'), Kms {Kü.} -m (nu˝am ' I
stand', nubYam 'I stood'), Mt {Hl.} *-(V)m (Mt T {Mll.} chandijum ' I
sleep'); Es -n and Lp N -m suggest the presence of a final vw., because
the FU word-final *-m is regularly lost in these two lgs.  [3] U {Coll.}
*-mi 'my' > F/Es -ni (< *-n-mi), F I -mi, F ∆  -m (poi\kam 'my son'), Vp -
m ≠ -i\n (tatam ≠ tatai\n 'my father'), Lp N -m (c7Accam 'my unc le
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[younger brother of my father]', ak…kum  'my grandmother'), Lp S {Hs.}
-me  / -mme (vie4lleme 'my brother'), Lp Kld -m ({Kert} pu\azam ' m y
reindeer'), Er -m  (kudom  'my house'), Chr L -m (knigam 'my book'), Chr
H -m, -em (sola-m 'my village', ta4Ng-em 'my friend'), Vt accus. -me ' m y '
(↔  accus. -de/-te 'thy', accus. -ze/-se 'his'), loc./ill. -am 'my' (↔  -ad
'thy', -az 'his'), pOs *-(V)m  'my' (> Os: V/Ty qut-¥m, Kz XOt-em, O Xat-
am 'my house', V qatqam, Ty qaºtlam, Kz XOt¬am, O Xatlam 'my houses ' ,
V ko4G-a4m 'my stone', ko4Gla4m 'my stones', ku4r-im 'my axe', D Xot-em
'my house', Xottam 'my houses', Sh {Trj.} mis-em 'my cow', mis-ta-m
'my cows'), Hg -om/-am/-em/-o4m 'my' (madar-am 'my b i rd ' ,
etc.), pl. possessi -i-m/-ai-m/-ei-m (madar-ai-m 'my birds'; -i-/-
ai-/ei- is a marker of pl.); Sm *-m{i}, {∫Hl.} *-m / *-m´  > Ne T -mi ≠ -B
'my' (sg. possessi), Ng -m´ , Slq Tz -mi id., Kms -m (tura-m 'my house ' ) ,
Mt M {Hl.} -m (after vowels), -ma/-ma4 (after css.) ¶¶ Vrt. ∀ , UEW 2 9 4 ,
Stn. WV ∀ , Coll. CG 299-3O2, 3O8-1O, Wkm. FOUL 19, Laan. 181-3, 1 9 1 -
4, Hs. 118-2O, 141-56, Wk. EUL 278-86, It. LC 46-9, 144, Schl. 554, Kert
SJ 156-6O, 173, Fkt. EJ-66 181-5, Fkt. MJ-66 2O8, Kov. LV 227, 23O,
Kov. GM 244-6, Ber. 37, Lt. KPJ 3O8, Lt. J 61-2, Tepl. UJ 265, Rmb. 1 1 5 -
44, BV 2O8-21, Ht. CO 1O7-4O, Trj. XJ 324-7, MF 154, Jn. 86, Ter. NJ
333-4, Ter. SJ 324, Ter. EJ 447, Ter. NgJ 96-1O2, 161, KHG 288-9, Hl.
SelJ 365-9, Hl. M 164-5, 298, Hl. MTKJ 377-8, Hl. M 141, 164, # 6 2 7 ,
Kü. KJ 383-7, ≈  UEW 294 (*m◊ [sc. *mÉ] 'I'), IN 234-5, 31O, 329 || A:
M nom. *bi (<  N *mi ) / gen. *minu4  (<  N *mi nu ) 'I' >  MM nom. bi /
gen. minu ≠ mini, WrM nom. bi/ gen. minu, HlM nom. bi bi / gen.
minij minï, Brt nom. bi / gen. minii, {Pp.} me¯n1ï ≠ me¯n1i, Kl n o m .
bi / gen. mini, Mnr H bu 'I' / H mune, {SM} muni 'my', Mnr M bi 'I' /
mini 'my', Dx nom. bi 'I' / gen., accus. mini ≠ miyi, Dg nom. bï 'I' /
gen. minï, Ba nom. be 'I' / gen. mene, Mgl {Wr.} nom. bi 'I' / gen. mini
(>  -mini ≠ -mni ≠ -mi 'my', ppa. 1s). In Brt, Kl, Dg, and Mgl the pe rs .
prn. *bi, when used in a postpredicate position as a marker of 1s, h a s
turned into an ending of 1s (of both verbal and nominal predicates) :
*bi 'I' > Brt -b (er´x´-b 'I shall come', bagwa-b 'I am a teacher'), Kl
-v -w (jov-na-v 'I go', bagw-v 'I am a teacher'), Dg {T} -bï ≠ -b!e2
(ic7im-b!e2 'ich fahre, werde fahren'), Mgl -bi (ira$-na$n-bi 'I come, a m
coming') ¶ Pp. IM 2O8, MED 1O1, 539, GBJ 139, Snz. GKJ 57, 83-5, T
319, 347, SM 3O, 247, T DnJ 28, 112, T BJ 43, 79, 135, T DgJ 53, 63-8 ,
Rm. M 24, 56-7, Wr. 121-37  Tg nom. *bi 'I' / obl. *min- >  Ewk, Sln,
Neg, Lm, Orc, Ud, Ul, Ork, Nn B/KU  nom. bi 'I' / obl. min-, Nn Nh n o m .
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mi  'I' / obl. min-, WrMc nom. bi  'I' / obl. min-   Tg *bi in postnominal
position meant 'my' and in the NTg and AmTg lgs. became a ppa.: {Bz.}
Ewk, Neg -w, -bi 'my', Sln -bi, Ud, Nn -i ≠ -bi  In the NTg and AmTg
lgs. (but not in Mc) there is a verbal ending of 1s, reconstructible as *-
bi (Lm bu2-ri-w 'I gave' <  *bu'2-ri-bi), with the tense sx. *-n-: *-n-bi >  *-
mbi (Sln, Ud wa2-mi 'I kill', Neg wa-m id., Nn wa2-Ja-mbi, Ewk wa2-J´-m ' I
shall kill') ¶ Ci. 27O-1, Bz. 1O8-1O, 129-41, STM I 79, Krm. 9O, Avr.
GNJ I 145, 248-25O  pT nom. *(É)mi (> *(É)bi) / obl. *ma4n(-) (*ba4n(-
)) >  Chv nom. ´pe€ ebòÁ / gen. mana€n man¥n ≠ man man, dat., accus .
mana mana »» NaT (with generalization of the stem of the obl. cases)
*ma4n >  OT {Cl.} ma4n ± ba4n, Tk ben, Az, LN, ET ma4n, Tkm, Uz, Qmq,
Qzq, Qq, Nog, Qrg, Alt, Shor, SY, Tv men, Tf m1en, VTt, Bsh, Xk, Yk min,
Slr men (≠ ma4n ≠ me2) 'I'; the same stem is in gen. (OT m+ba4niN) a n d
later in other obl. cases, except dat. > NaT accus. *mini >  OT mini ≠
bini; the same stem in OT loc./abl. min-ta4 ≠ mindida4 (w Gbn. ATG 9 1 ,
Rs. MTS 13, 16)  NaT dat. *maN-a (<  **m+ban-ga?) (*-a- under the ass .
infl. of *-a of the case ending?) >  OT baNa ≠ maNa, Tkm, ET maNa, a s
well as Nog, Qmq, Qrg, Xk, Shor ma˝a (restructured on the analogy o f
the nominal dat. ending -˝a)  NaT *ma4n 'I' as a postpredicative subject
prn. was a separate word in OT (ma4n) and still is in Tv (men), but i n
most lgs. it has turned into an agglutinated ending of 1s of verbs a n d
predicative nouns (the so called "full" ending), e.g. ET -ma4n, Uz -man,
Qmq -men / -man, VTt -mÁn / -m¥n (today in verbal forms only), Bsh -
mÁn / -m¥n / -mÁºn / -m¥ºn, Qzq -mîn / -miÆn / -bîn / -biÆn / -pîn / -piÆn,
Qrg -mîn  (with synharmonic allomorphs), Alt -mîn / -min / -bîn / -bin /
-pîn / -pin, Xk -mIn / -mîn / -bIn / -bîn / -pIn / -pîn, Yk -bîn / -bin / -pîn
/ -pin »» In a similar way Chv ebòÁ has been agglutinated to the verb (p r s .
and ft.) as a 1s ending -¥p / -´p  pT *-(V)m 'I', old ("short") ending o f
1s in verbs >  OT -îm/-im/-um/-u4m  (with the t-pret. of verbs), in most T
lgs. -îm/-im/-m or -îm/-im/-um/-u4m/-m, ET -m, -Vm, VTt/Bsh -m / -îm
/ -Ám / -¥m / -Áºm, Qzq/Qrg/Xk -m, Tv, Yk -(V)m, Chv -¥m / -Ám ( 1 s
ending in -t-/-r-pret. and in imv.); in some lgs. this ending *-(V)m h a s
spread to the function of 1s marker of nominal predicates (partially
through contamination with the reflexes of *-m+bVn 'am'), whence  Tk -
(y)Im / -(y)im / -(y)um / -(y)u4m, Az -(y)am / -(y)a4m 'am' ( c p .
Deny OMTT 199; Kon. GTJ 222 tries to trace Tk -(y)Vm back to Tk
ben 'I'), Tkm -in, -m (Bazin T 313)   pT *-m / *-îm / *-im 'my ' ,
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postnominal possessive affix >  Chv (after vowels) -m  / (after cnss.) -¥m
/ -Ám »» NaT (after vowels) *-m / (after cnss.) *-îm / *-im / *-um / *-u4m
> Tk, Tkm, Qmq -m / -îm / -im / -um / -u4m, ET -m / -im / -um / -u4m, Uz -
m / -im, VTt/Bsh -m / -¥m / -Ám, Qzq -m / -îm / -iÆm, Qrg, Alt -m / -îm /
-im, Xk -m / -îm / -Im ¶ The ancient vw. *i (of N *mi ) was preserved i n
the OT accus. mini ≠ bini and in the loc.-abl. minta4; in pT gen. *ma4n-iN
(>  Chv man(¥)n, OT ma4niN) and in NaT nom. *ma4n the ancient vw. *-i-
was replaced by *-a4- due to unknown factors (hardly due to t h e
"reduction of the final vowel", as supposed in IS II 65, because this NaT
reduction is younger than the pT change i >*a4) ¶ Cl. 346, Isx. M 2O8-
35, Tn. SJ 127-8, Tn. SJJ 76, B SS ∀ , JN II ∀ , Dmt. IAS ∀ , Dmt. GBJ 51-7 ,
14O-57, Gbn. ATG 9O-9, 112-3, Rs. MTS 9-26, Lvt. IF 14, 29-3O, 57-8 ,
ChVS 314-7, Kon. GTJ 222-51, 387-8  ¶¶ Ktw. PLA 4-6, Rm. EAS II 79 
OJ {Mill.} mî 'I' ¶ Mill. JAL 158 ¶¶ Altaic nom. *bi 'I' <  N *mi  with t h e
reg. change *b- <  *m- in monosyllabic CV-words (cp. N *mu[wV] ' th is ,
that' > **mu2 > A *bu2, N *ma4444 prohibitive > A *bÉ- > M *bu4∏ id.) (IS II 56-7 ,
65, 7O-1) ¶¶ DQA #126 (A *bi/*mi-ne 'I') || K: [1] K c. rect. *°mi /
*me (<  *mi / *mi\e <  N *mi ) / obl. *men- (<  N *mi nu ) 'I' >  Mg ma /
obl. *man-, Lz ma, Lz Ch man, OG men ≠ me, G me, G P/Mt/Ing/ArX
men(a) 'I', Sv mi 'I', mi-s7gwi ± mi-s7gu 'me'. The ancient distribution o f
the allomorphs *me  and men-  survives in Mg, while in OG and Lz Ch t h e
form *men  has spread to the c. rect.  [2 ] K *m-  'me, to me', verbal px.
of 1s obiecti >  OG, G, Sv m-, Mg, Lz m- / p- / p'-/ b- (a l lomorps
conditioned by the following phoneme)  [3] K *c7(w)e-m- 'my' (< N
*c7777{u 4 444} 'that of…, that which' + N *mi  'my') > OG c7em- (deday c7emi
'my mother') ≠ c7eym-, G c7em-, Mg c7kim-, Lz c7kim- ± s7kim- 'my', Sv:
LB/L mi-s7gwi, UB mi-s7gu ≠ mi-s7gwi, Ln mis7k'wi 'me' ¶¶ K 123, 1 3 2
(*me(n)- 'I'), K2 119, 255, FS K 2O3-4, 212-3, FS E 223-4, 233-4, Dt. 2 8 ,
Gm. SSh 44, GImn. AXK 324, Fn. GAS 8O-1, TK 57O-1, Top. SJ 83, GP US
45 || HS: C: N *mi survives in HEC as a sx. of 1s subiecti: Kmb {Mrn.}
yom-mi 'am' (↔  2s yon-ti ↔  3s yo?i ↔  1p yom-mi ↔  2p yon-ta); th is
verbum substantivum (with *-mV as an ending of 1s) functioned as a n
aux. verb within an analytical construction underlying HEC tenses o f
indicative (prs. and p.): HEC 1s *it[V] [y]Vn-mV 'I eat' >  Alb itam, Sd
{Mrn.} itemmo, itam, Kmb, Hd itommo (↔  2m *it[V] [y]Vn-tV 'edis' >
Alb ittanti, Sd itatto, Kmb ittant, Hd itotto), HEC *it[V] yVn-mV 'I a t e '
> Sd itommo, Kmb ic7c7em(i), Hd itammo ¶ AD PLOG ∀ , Mrn. ApCA 2 6 9 -
79, Mrn. S, L K ∀ , C SE II 228-9, 237-8, Coh. VS ∀ , Sim DHEC 434-5  ?
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Ch: SBc: Tala L/Sh/Z mi 'I', Zar K/GL/L mia-, Gj Mg ami, Gj G a~mi~, Gj B
ami~, Sy Zk/B/Z ami- 'I' ¶ Sh. SB 41 ¶¶ AD PP 73, ≠ Ap. ANH 1O |||| O n
N *mi ?a  'we' (*mi 'I' + *?a  of plurality) see  below N *mi  ?a . On Ch
{Kr.} *mu-n ({Blz.} *muni) 'we, us, our' incl. (probably <  N *0mi n2222 {a 4 444}) ,
see  N *n2222 {a 4 444}, prn. of collectivity and plurality. On N *mi t'''' {u 4 444}  'we' incl.
(N *mi 'I' + N *t''''{u 4 444} 'thou') see  below s.v. N *mi t'''' {u 4 444}  ˚ In IE, FU, a n d
Chv there is a variant form N *ÓÉ-mi  (>  Gk ]eme1, Ht ammu-k ' m e ' ,
Arm im 'my', pVg *a4 ∏m [obl. *a4∏m(a4 ∏)n] , Hg e1n 'I', Chv ´pe€ ebòÁ 'I'). IS II
64 identifies the N additional element *ÓÉ  with the N deictic pc. *h{e}
(his *?e ) (indicating the nearest object), which is not obvious and poses
a phonetic problem: Vg *a4 ∏- suggests U *a4, which is not the reg. reflex o f
N *e  ˚ IS II 63-6 [#299] (*mi 'I'), 52-6 [#29O] (*ma4 'we'), AD PP ∀,
Gr. I 61-7 ("first-person M" in IE, U, A, Gil, CK, EA).
1354a. *mi  ?a  'we' (N *mi  'I' + N *?a  of plurality) >  IE: [1] *-me,
verbal ending of 1p  subiecti; OI, Av, and Clt have preserved the ancient
distinction between the "primary" ending *-mes ≠ *-mos (*-s i s
originally a marker of pl.) and the "secondary" ending *-me  (specialized
for different verbal tempora): "primary" in OI -mas(i), in Av -mahi,
and in the Ir absolute -mi (*-mesi), "secondary" in OI -ma, Av ma, I r
conjunct -m ; in other lgs. the functional distinction is lost, but the f o r m
*-mes is still preserved in Gk D -meß, L -mus, OHG -me2s; in o t h e r
descendant lgs.: Gk A, I, Ae -men, Al -mi, -me4, Gt, ON, OHG -m, Lt -me,
Sl *-m¥ (> OCS -m5 -mË, R, Blg -m, Cz, OP -m) ≠ *-mÈ (on the analogy
of *mÈ 'we' or [according to Meillet] being originally a posit ional
variant of *-m¥  before *j-  of the next word) and *-me ≠ *-mo (possibly
from the "primary" *-mes ≠ *-mos) (>  Cz -me, SCr, Slv, Slk -mo, Uk -
mo, e.g. Cz jsme, SCr jesmo, Uk ós∆mo jes1mo 'we are')  [2] NaIE ∆
*me-{s} 'we', pers. prn. of 1p >  Arm me˚ mek≈ 'we' (if Arm -k≈ i s
connected with IE *s-) »» Blt *me-s 'we' >  Pru mes, Ltv ∆  mes, with
secondary lengthening (due to the infl. of Lt/Ltv juﬁs 'ye'): Ltv meﬁs
(gen. mu2su, dat. mums, accus. mu2s), Lt mes (gen. musu<, da t .
mu~ms , accus. mu~s) » Sl *mÈ• 'we' (with *-È induced by *vÈ  'ye') > OCS
m7 mû, Blg, Uk mi, R my, SCr, Slv mi •, Cz, Slk, P my ¶¶ In Early p ro to -
Indo-European the prn. *me-s  'we' probably lost its status of a separa te
word (displaced by synonyms), but survived as a verbal ending; later i t
was probably reintroduced as a separate word (on the analogy of t h e
verbal ending) in Arm and BSl ¶¶ BD II/3 616-23, Brg. KVG 591, t h e
table to the p. 596, ≠  4O8, Szem EVS-7O 216-7, Frn. 441-2, En. LG 3 7 7 -
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8, En. CPh §  3O5, En. APG 133, Me. EAC §  59, Me. SC §§  339-41, 5 1 6 ,
Glh. 4O7-8, Bks. 2O8-9 ||  K : GZ *m- 'us' >  OG m- id. (s7e-m-i-c5 ûqalen
c7uen  'have pity on us!'), Mg, Lz m- (with positional allomorphs: p-, p'-,
b-) (Mg c7ki m-i˝una 'nobis est') ¶ K 123, Q O8O || U: [1] **m{ia4} 'we' >
*me ≠ *ma4 ≠ *miyV ({It.} *me ≠ mi) >  Lp: Rr miye, N {N} mï, L mij, S




Erro r!, B/M me, H ma≥ ma4 (gen. ma≥mnan ma4mnan, accus. ma≥mnam
ma4mnam) » Prm *mi 'we' / gen. *miyan >  Z mi mi (gen. miyan), Z ∆
miy‰ ± mi‰, Prmk miy‰ ≠ mi (gen. miyan), Yz ≤meyÄz (gen. mi≤yan), Vt
mi mi (processive case miya, gen. mil!am); Vt -mÈ, Z, Prmk -nÈ-m, Yz -
ni-m 'our' ('noster, nostra, nostrum, nostri, nostrae') (-nÈ-, -ni- is t h e
marker of pl. possessoris for all persons)   ? Sm *me-  (and *me- + sx.)
'we' >  Ng {Mik.} mÈN, Slq Tz me2, Kms {KD} mi? ≠ me2, {Kü.} mi?, Koyb
{Sp.} me; but Ne T man1a?ﬁ 'we' (pl.), En B {Ter.} ≤mod!ina?, and Mt {Hl.}
*menda4 (Mt M {Sp.) m´nd´, {Pl.} mendå) id. are derivatives from t h e
prn. of 1s (Ne man1, En mod!i, Mt {Hl.} *m‰n) ¶¶ Lp Rr miye, Lp Kld miy,
Prmk/Z ∆ miy‰, and Prm gen. *miyan (and possibly Es meie) are likely
to go back to the bisyllabic (and conservative) variant *miyV (<  *m{iÅ}
<  N *mi ?a ) ¶¶ -n, -n1, -N in different lgs. are accounted for b y
generalization of the stem of obl. cases (with the N *nu , pc. of gen.) ¶
The element -ˆ in Mr min1 goes back to the N genitive pc. *nu  ( i t
represents the stem of obl. cases <  N *mi  ?a nu , best preserved in Prm
gen. *miyan); in some lgs. the stem of the obl. cases was generalized
throughout the case paradigm of the prn.  [2] ??? Sm ({Hl.} *-mat/*-
met 'our' (pl. possessoris) (× N *mi t'''' {u 4 444}  'we' incl. [N *mi 'I' + N *t'''' {u 4 444}
'thou'], unless it goes back exclusively to N *mi t'''' {u 4 444}, q.v. ffd.)  [3]
The same U prn. **m{ia4} 'we' (pl.) (sometimes together with addit ional
affixes) is used as a personal sfx. of verbs (1p of the subject) >  M k
(sbcj.) -ma -ma, -me -m1e » Prm: Z -m, Prmk -m, -m‰, Yz -mÄ, -m, Vt -mÈ
id. »»» Sm: Slq Tz {KHG} -mÈt/n (1p ending), Ng {Ter.} -mu?/ -mu4?/ -mÈ?
/ -mi? (1p ending, sbcj. and s/obcj. with sg. obiecti), Ne T {Ter.} -wa-
id. (prs. -wa-?, p. -wa-c1), En {Ter.} -ba- / -a- id. (prs. -a-? / ba-?, p. -ba-
ç), Kms {Kü.} -be? ¶¶ The Chr nominal possessive ending -na (Chr L -na,
Chr H -na/-na4) 'our' and the verbal ending -na 'we' may either go b a c k
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to *-mnV (also + sx.?) or be connected with N *n2222V 'we' excl. (q.v.) ¶ ¶
UEW 294-5, ≈  IS II 54-5, Hs. 118, Ber. 36-7, Kov. LV 227, 23O-3, Kov.
GM 244-9, LG 171-2, Lt. J 61, Lt. KZJ 287-92, Lt. KPJ 3O5-9, Tepl. UJ
265-72, Jn. 91-2, KHG 184-7, 258-64, 288-93, Ter. GNJ 342-57, 364-5 ,
371-9, Ter. NJ 381, 386-8, Ter. EJ 444-51, Ter. NgJ 96-7, 161, 185, Ter.
NgJz 423-31, Hl. M 144, 3O3 [#655], Kü. KJ 383-6 || A nom. *bu4a /
gen. *m{u4a}nu (or *bia / *m{ia}nu) 'we' pl. excl. >  Tg nom. *bu'e ({Bz.}
*bu4a 4) / obl. *mun- id. >  Ul bu2 ≠ bu‰ / obl. mun-, Nn Nh bu‰ / obl. bun-,
Nn B bu2, Nn KU mu2 / obl. mun-, Orc, Ud, Sln bu / obl. mun-, Ewk, Lm bu /
obl. mun- ¶ STM I 98, Bz. 1O8, Krm. 91  M *ba / gen. *manu / da t .
*man-a 'we' excl. > MM nom. ba / gen. manu / dat. mana, WrM nom. ba
/ gen. manu / dat. mana id., Dg ba2 / gen. ma2n1ï id., Mgl -u$\ 'we' (sx.) ,
mo2ni 'of us, our', HlM manaj {Pp.} manae2 'of us' excl., Ord {Pp.} mani,
Brt {Pp/} mana4∏, Kl {Pp.} mana4∏, man1 id. ¶ Pp. IM 215-8, 22O  pJ {S} *ba~-
'I, we' > OJ wa- , a-, J: Ht ba~nu~, K wa~te, Kg o!i, Ns/Sh wa~M=~, cd.: ltOJ [RJ]
wa!ta1ku!si!, J T wa~tas1i id. Ï OJ wa(re) 'we', K wa~te!re, Ht ba~i~ma~, Y
ba!n!ta! id. ¶ S AJ 266 [#38], S QJ #38, Syr. DJ 9O-1, Mr. 569, Mchz. ∀ ( J
watakusi < *wa-tu-(a)ku si 'my place direction') ¶ But pKo *u!ri! 'we' is
likely to go back to a combination of N *mi  with the N plural m a r k e r
*rV yÉ (see s.v. ffd.) ¶¶ ≈  S AJ 57, 276 [#36] (pA *ba4 'I'), DQA #126 (A
*ba/*mi\u-n- 'we') || HS: ? C: HEC *-mV, verbal ending of 1p >  Sd -mo,
Hd -mo, -miya, Hd Lb -mina, Kmb, Alb -mi ¶ The ending may go b a c k
either to N *mi ?a  or (acc. to Blz.) to the HS *(?an)muni 'we' with *-
muni as a compound form parallel to the 2p *(?an)tunV 'ye' ¶¶ Blz.
PPCh1 1-4 ¶¶ IS II 53 tried to adduce here the Ch pers. prn. of 1p incl.
*mun (reconstructed by IS as *m(n)). But in the light of Chadic
comparative ev. and the existence of the Ch prn. *kun 'ye' it is m o r e
likely that Ch *mun is a pCh (or pHS) innovation based on *m ( 1
person) + *-un (pl. ending). The pCh system may be reconstructed a s
follows:
sing. pl .
1 pers. ? *munV
2 pers. *ku (2m) *kunV
This suggests a prn. of 1s *mV (<  N *mi  [q.v.]) and the composi te
origin of Ch *munV 'we' incl. ¶¶ Blz PPCh, Kr. RChP, Brq. PS, AD EPCChL
|| D *ma-≠*ma2- 'we' excl.: > Tl ma2- ≠ man- obl. 'we' excl., ma-
namu / obl. mana- 'we incl.; Gnd ma2- obl. 'we' excl., Knd ma2n / obl .
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ma2- 'we' (no opposition incl. ↔  excl.), Kui, Ku ma- obl. 'we' ¶ An. DJ
(table 1O after p. 6O), D ##3647 and 5154 ˚  Cf. N *?a , pc. of plurality
˚  ≈  IS II 52-6 (*ma4, 1p incl.) ˚  Unlike IS, I do not believe that th is
prn. (N *mi  ?a ) was originally specialized as either incl. or excl. In M
and Tg it was opposed to the inclusive M *bidanu and Tg *miti ≠
*minti (both from N *mi t''''{u4 444} 'I + thou' and *0mi nu t''''{u4 444} 'I' + genitive
pc. + 'thou') (Pp. IM 22O, MED 1O2, Bz. 1O7, STM I 539) and the re fore
acquired the meaning of an exclusive 'we'.
1354b. *mi t'''' {u 4 444}  'we' incl. (N *mi 'I' + N *t''''{u 4 444} 'thou') is found in M,
Tg, Gil, and probably in Y: A: M *bida (≠ *bide?) 'we' incl. > MM bida,
WrM bide ≠ bida, Ord bida, Dg {Pp.} b!a$da id.; in most modern lgs. t h e
opposition excl. ↔ incl. has been lost, so that the extant forms m e a n
'we' without this opposition: HlM bid, {Pp.} bid:´, bYadd´, Brt bid´,
{Pp.} be¯d!e, Kl bid´ and bidn (< gen. *bida-nu), Mgr {Pp.} buda; gen.:
*bida-nu > MM bidanu, WrM bidan, Dg b!a$danï 'our' incl., HlM {Pp.}
bidnï ≠ bidda"nï 'our' ¶ The final *-a  is on the analogy of M *ba ' w e '
excl. (< N *mi ?a) ¶ Pp. IM 215-7, Pp. MA 118, MED 1O, KRS 97, SM G
36-8  Tg *m+biti (gen. *minti) 'we' incl. > Ewk mit(i), Sln mïti, Lm
mut, Neg bitta ≠ bit, Orc biti, Ud minti, WrMc muse (-s- on t h e
analogy of si  'thou' or a trace of the ancient N [regional?] var. *mi s1111{u 4 444}
'we' incl.?) ¶ *-n-  in *minti is from N *nu genitive, but the detai led
history of the form is not yet clear ¶ Ci. 27O-1, Bz. 1057 (Tg *mu4nti
'we' incl.), STM I 539 || Gil: Gil A mer ≠ mir 'we' incl., Gil ES mi®n ≠
me®n id. (r and ®  are reg. reflexes of *t  and *t') ¶¶ Pnf. I 231-4O || ? U:
? pY {IN} *mit 'we' > Y K/T mit, mit- (before a noun), mit-l!e 'our'; OY
XVII {Wts.} mitsje1, mitin ¶ Krn. JJ 72-8O, Krn. JJ-T 44O-1, Krn. JJ-K
354, Ku. 144, IN 235, 31O  Sm ({Hl.} *-mat/*-met 'our' [pl.
possessoris]): Ng {Ter.} rect.-gen. -mÈ? / accus. -nÈ? (pl./du. possessi
nom. -nu4? 'nostri' / gen. -nu?), Ne T rect./accus. -va”  -wa?  / gen. -na”
-na? 'noster' (pl. possessoris), En B {Ter.} rect./accus. -ba? ≠ -a? / gen. -
na? id. (du. and pl. possessi: rect.-gen. -na? 'nostri'), Slq Tz {KHG} (-
mÈt€) = -mÈn/t 'our', Kms {Kü.} -wa? / -ba? 'our' (pl. possessoris), M t
{Hl.} *-ma[?] / *-ma4[?]; benefactive forms of 1p of nouns: Ng -mu? (taÎ´-
mu? tu?o 'the reindeer came for us', lit. 'cervus-nobis venit'; sat´r´t´-
mu? koÎa?amu? 'we obtained [preyed on] a polar fox for ourselves', lit.
'vulpem-nobis praedati sumus') ¶ This Sm morpheme belongs here if
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Hl.’s rec. of Sm *-t is justified. Otherwise it belongs to N *mi ?a  'we' ¶
For references see above s. v. N *mi  ?a .
1355. *mi  'what?' >  HS: S *mï 'what?' >  Ak mï-n(u/a/i-m) »» Gz
mï 'what?'  CS *mah 'what?' >  Ug mh ≠m , Hb -m2 ma +gmc. ≠ m1 ma2
'what', Pun m? [= mu] (<  *ma2) 'what' (attested as rel. prn.), [Poen.] MU,
DA, IA, Plm, Nbt mh , Htr m?, JA em1 ma2 (<  *mah), Sr 'µo ma2, Md ma,
Ar mah ≠ ma2 'what?' ¶ CS *mah goes back to N *mi ?a{h}a 'what thing?'
(= N *mi + N ?σ *?a{h}a 'thing(s)')  The pronouns for 'who?' go b a c k
to cds.: S *miyV  'who?' (either from N *mi yi = N *mi  'what?' + N *yi
'he' or from N *mi ya = N *mi  'what?' + N *ya  'which' [as a rel. prn.?])
> Hb im5 mï, Ug my ({Dk.}: = [mi[:]ya]?, {Siv.}: = [mïyu/a/i), OAk mïn,
Ak mïn-um  (declined as an adj.); S *man[n-] (< N *0mi  man2222u 6 666 lit. 'wha t
man?', w  N *man2222u 6 666 'man') >  Ak mann-u(m), Amr {Dk.} manna, BA
Nm2 man, Sr Nµa man, Ar ñMa man, Gz nom. mannu2 / accus. manna,
Mh/Hrs {Jo.} mo2n, Jb E/C {Jo.} mun, Sq {Jo.} mon 'who?' (cp. It cosa
'what?' < *ke ≤kosa 'what thing?'); this etymological explanation is m o r e
plausible than to suppose a semantic change 'man' ‘ 'who?'; see  a lso
Ug mn  'what? which?' (adjectival function), rel. 'that, which' ¶ KB 5 2 2 -
3, 1732-4, HJ 599-6OO, OLS 266, 281, 31O, Siv. U 42-3, Br. 372, Br. SG
5O, Sd. G 48 [§ 47], Dk. AkJ 91, Dk. XAU 115, Jo. M 267  Eg fOK m
'what?', m 'who?' ¶ EG II 4, Lpr. 7O, Ed. 9O  B *maÓ ({Pr.} *ma2) 'what? '
(<  N *mi  ?a{h}a  'what thing?', cp. above CS *mah  'what?') >  Ah {Fc.}, Ty
{GhA}, Gh, Wrg {Dlh.} ma, Tz {Stm.}, Tmz {MT}  ma (in cds. like ma +
prep. + mi); ≈  *ma+tta ({MT}: lit. 'what he?'): Tz mat, Zkr matta, Kb
{Hann.}, Shw {Hy.} mata, Mz {Dlh.} matta, Jrb, Snd mata 'who?', Tmz
{MT} matta 'which?', 'who?'; B {Pr.} *mï 'who?' >  Ah, Ty, Gh mi 'who? '
(cp. S *miyV id. <  N *mi ya ), Tz mït id.; Mz {Dlh.} man-t ' lequel? ' ,
man-ay-u ≠ man-ay-´n 'who?', Ah man´kk 'lequel est?' (cp. S *man[n-]
'who?' <  *mi ma4nV [lit. 'what man?'], as well as Tmz man, mani, Shw
m´n, Jrb, Snd man 'who?' [unless π Ar man]) ¶ Pr. M I-III 216 -21
(analysis of the interr. pronouns at the pB and Tw level), Fc. 114O-3,
Dlh. M 113, Dlh. Ou 181, MT 394-5  C: EC: Brj ≤miya 'what?' (cp. S
*miya 'who?' < N *mi ya  or, as suggested by Ss., *ma? + *ya2 'it is'), EC
{Ss.} *ma? 'what?' >  Kmb, Alb, Sd ma, Ged ma2 <  ma?a (cp. CS *mah
'what?' <  N *mi  ?a{h}a  'what thing?'); EC {Ss.} *maHa 'what?' (<  {Ss.}
*ma? waHa 'what thing?') >  Af maHa, Sml maHa2, Arr me1h (/ sentence-
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final me), Rn {PG} ma!Ha~ ≠ me!He~, Bn maha2, Bs me (-e <  *-aH), Hd maha,
Dsn {To.} me2^te 'what?'; Dsn {To.} ma2^yya 'who?' (< *mi ?ayy-a,  with N
*?a 4444yV  'which?', 'what?', q.v. ffd.) »» Dhl ma2!ka 'what?' (cd. with -kV, cf .
ï!ko 'who?') »» SC: Irq {Mous} m-, a px. that turns a statement into a
question asking 'what?' (la2ri! m-a ÷ay-a2!n 'what are we eating to-day?', m-
i kahi 'what does he say?', ma-t(a) kahi 'what do they say?'), Alg mi
'what?' ¶ Ss. B 146, PG 217, 222-3, Hw. A 232-3, HL 126, Mous 15O-1, E
SC 158, To. DL 517, To. D 4O  Ch *mi 'what?' >  WCh: Hs me2~ id. » D r
mi!, Krkr mi~ya@, Ngm mi~ya~ id. » Fy {J} mi@, Bks {J} *?a!-mi@, Klr {J} *?amu^, ?
Sha ma~, ma@ id. »» CCh: Tr sb.: G’nd, Gbn, Boka mi! » Mrg, Klb mi~, Bu
mÈ~...ri id.; cd.: Bu {Hf.} man 'what?' » Gzg, Mtk {ChC}, MfG {Brr.} me,
Mofu {Ro.} me!y, Mf {BLB} me!, Mada/Mkt {Ro.} ma!, Myn {Ro.} ma!m, H r z
a!ma~, Mlk {Ro.} ma!y, Glv {Rp.} m‰-r id. » Mdr me id. » BB: Gude mi! id. » ?
Msg ma! id. » McMs: Lame mi@ id. »» ECh: Mb {J} mi^:, Mjl {DB} mi^, Jg {J} me^
'what?' » Ll me@ id. » ? McDng.: Bdy ma!, EDng ma2~, Mkl {J} mo^[:] 'what?' »
Mgm me^≠me2~ 'what?' » Ke {Eb.} ma (......mo!) 'what?' (where mo! is a
general marker of question, which is used in all interr. sentences) ,
mi~nti! (......mo!) 'who?' ¶ ChC, ChL, J R 259, J J 115, Eb. 78, Lk. G 42,  Hf.
M 93, Hf. B 168, 182, RK 92, 163, Ro. 358-9 (pMM *ma), BLB 219, Brr.
MG II 419, J LM 141, Fd. 1O8, AlJ 96, JA LM 161, Blz. EChWL #96 || U
*mi  'what?' >  F mi-ka4 (gen. mi-n-ka4, prt. mi-ta4, ill. mi-hin, iness.
mi-ssa4) 'what?', 'which?', Krl K mi (gen. mi-n, prt. mi-d!a4), Vp mi (gen.
mi-n1, prt. mi-d!a4),  Es mi-s (with additional -s, as in ke-s 'who?') ( p r t .
mi-da), ∆ mi ± me, Es SW mea4 'what?', Lv mi-s: (prt. mi-da;) (cp. ki-s:
'who?') » Lp: N {N} mï / obl. ma6- 'what?', 'which?', 'what kind?', L mij
id., S {Hs.} mij, Kld mi2, {Kert} m1i (obl. mE-, e.g. gen. mEnn) 'what?' » Er
meze ≤me-z1e, ∆  meye, mejs´ mey-se 'with what?', 'in what?', men∆
men1 'which?', 'what kind?', Mk meze ≤mez1a4 'what?' » Chr: L mo mo
'what?', Uf/B mo , H ma id. » Prm: Vt ma ma 'what?', Z myj mÈy, ∆  m‰y
± muy ± muya, Yz mÄy id. »» ObU {†Hl.} *me"- (a reg. reflex of FU *mi)
'what?' (or 'which?') >  pOs {Ht.} *me"- >  Os: V/Vy mo4ÆGi, Ty me"GW´, Y
me"w´, D me"y, Nz/Kz mu"y 'what?', V/Vy me"tta4, Ty/Y me"tta$, D/K me"ta$,
Nz/Kz ma"ta, O ma$Æti 'which?'; pVg {Ht.} *ma4Æ-na4∏ 'which?' >  Vg:
P/NMV/SV/LL ma4n, UL man, Ss mana id. » OHg, Hg mi 'what?' ¶¶ Chr mo
≠ ma, Vt ma, and Z mÈy ± m‰y ± muy are likely to go back to N cds .
(possibly *mi ?a{h}a 'what thing?', cp. CS *mah and B *maÓ 'what?') 
Sm {Jn.} *m‰- 'what? >  Ng {Ter.} ma, {Cs.} ma6 id., En {Cs.} mi^? (gen .
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miÒo) id., Kms {KD} mo, mo2? 'weshalb?', Koyb {Sp.} mola 'what for? ' ,
Slq Tz {KKIH} mÈ 'something'; also possibly Ne T {Ter.} my , T O {Lh.} mÈ∏
'something to eat', Ne F {Lh.} mÈ∏ id., 'merchandise', Ne T d. mym’ ' a
useful thing' ¶¶ Coll. 34-5, UEW 296 (*mV 'what, thing'), Laan. 2OO-2,
N 654, Hs. 127-8, SaR 188-9, Kert SJ 174, ERV 371-7, LG 181, MF 445-6 ,
EWU 975,  Ht. #375, ≈  Jn. 91 (+ unc. *m‰- 'give, be'), KKIH 134 || A
*m{i} 'what?' > T *°min >  Chv me€n mÁn 'what?', d.: miße miz1e, ∆  {Rm.
“ Ash.} minße mins1e 'how much, how many?' ({Rm.}: <  *mic7a4),
me€nle m´nle 'what kind, which?', me€(n)sker m´(n)sker 'what?'  Chv
ma ma 'why?', 'what for?', 'what (do you want to say)?' (in a dialog:
Ivan! - Ma? 'Ivan! - What?') ¶ Ash. VIII 151, 249, 334-48, Lvt. IM 3 5 ,
Jeg. 133-4 ¶ Chv ma may be akin to Chr mo ≠ ma, Vt ma, CS *mah, a n d
B *maÓ 'what?' (<  N *mi ?a{h}a '⇑ ') ¶ S AJ 255 [#99]  pKo {S} *mî
'what?' > MKo mî id., in modern Ko cds.: PhN mîOt, Ph mu´⁄t, Chs muO!t,
Ks mu^´⁄t, Hm mwO^t, Chj mOiNga, Sl bﬁuOt, Kw mO% 'what?'; NKo mi\´⁄t ' h o w
many?' ({Rm.}: < *mi-c7a) ¶ S QK #99, Nam 225, MLC 663  ??σ pJ {S}
*m‰!-si ({S} "interrogative-dubitaive pc.") > J mos1i 'if' ¶¶ The A suffix *-
ça in Ko mi\´⁄t and Chv miße miz1òe ± minz1òe 'how many\much?' (Jeg.
134) is identical with NaT *ka-ç 'how many?' ¶¶ The comparison with p J
{S} *m‰!-si is legitimate because the latter means 'if (provided t h a t ) '
(possibly from 'when') ¶¶ ≈  Rm. EAS II 79 [§ 43] (pA *mi 'what?'), ≈
Rm. SKE 147, ≈ S AJ 297 [#581]  (A *mV [interr. stem]), DQA #1379 (A
*mV! id.), Hmb. 75 || D: SD: Brgd mï 'what?', Kkd mida2 id. ¶ Grr. IV
334, 343 || K: [1] *may 'what?' (< *mi ?ay- < N *mi  'what?' + N *?a4444yV
'which?', 'what?' [q.v.]) > Mg, Lz mu-, Sv: UB/LB ma4y ± ma4, L may, Ln ma
'what?'; ? in the OG and G cd. rome-l-  'which' ¶¶ K 124, K2 112  [2] K
(att. in Zan) *°min 'who?' >  Mg, Lz mi / (before a vw.) min ¶ Q O47,
Marr 28, ≈  K 135, ≈  FS K 124 and FS E 135, Mrtr. N 183, TK 554-5, GP
211, Dn. s.v. may || IE {EI} *mo-/*me-, {Ped., IS} *mo- '≈ what?' (< p r e -
IE **mi\e/o- < N *mi?) >  NaIE: Clt: MBr ma 'which' (rel. prn.: ar
guchenn arc5hant m5oant denet da glask 'la somme d’argent
qu’ils étaient venus chercher', bon tat ... ma emaouch en Én
'pater noster qui es in coelo'), 'that' (cnjc.)', (possibly also the obscu re
OBr ma in tre ma >  Br dre ma 'par ce que'; Br Vn tre me viw
'tant qu’elle vit'), Br ma  'where?', ma  'that' (cnjc.), OIr ma , ma1  'if', Br
mar, {Vn.} ma 'if', Crn mar 'if' » ? Tc: A ma4nt, B ma4kte 'how?, A
ma4ksu 'who?'  Ht masi- 'how many?' ({Ped.}: <  gen. *mo-syo-),
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mahhan 'how?', cnjc. 'when, as', ma2n 'how?', cnjc. 'when, if, as', Lw
{Mlc.} ma2n 'if, when(ever)', {Lar.} man 'if', ? Lc {Mlc.} me2 ' i f '
(condition), {Carr.} mei id. ¶¶ Acc. to AD, not here Tc A ma4nt and Tc
B ma4kte 'how?' and Tc A ma4ksu 'who?' (the element ma- ≠ me-
being akin to the Gk pc. me1n and not to an interr. stem) ¶¶ Flr. 2 4 8 ,
319-2O, Ern. 382-3, 711, ≈  Vn. M  1, Hm. 537, 547, KT I 168, Wn. 2 8 6 -
9, Ped. H 38, Ivn. OPA 193, Ts. E II 86-9, 116-7, 158-9, CHD L-N 1OO-11,
143-61, 2O5, Lar. 67, Mlc. CL 135, Mlc. L 43, Carr. SP 76, Ad. 186-8 ,
439-40, 451 (denies connections of the Tc words with an interr. s t em) ,
EI 457 (*me/o , interr.\rel. prn.) ˚ Hardly here (⇔  Rm. EAS II 79, DQA
#1379, IS) the T interr. verbal sx. *-mi- (a typologically improbable
semantic change 'what?' ‘ general interr. indicator 'does [he] …?').
The same is true of the Sml  interr. indicator ma ˚  IS II 66-8 (*mi
'what?' in HS, K, IE, U, A, and D), Schrd. DU 1O7 (D, U), Gr. I 229 -31
("interrogative M" in IE, U, A, ChK, Ai, qu. EA).
1356. Ll. ? *ma{?}a(-yV) 'mother' > IE: NaIE *ma2-, *ma2-ya2 'mother' >
OI L {MW} ma2 id. »» Gk ma6 'mother!' (ma6 ga6 'mother Earth' [Aischylos]),
'nurse', Gk I/A ma6ia 'mother, nurse' »» MLG mo2je 'mother’s s is ter ' ,
OHG holz-mo2wa ≠ holz-mu2wa 'female wood-goblin, wood-witch '
(“ *"wood-mother") (holz 'wood'); Ï OHG muoma 'mother’s
sister', NHG Muhme, Yid omvm ≤mume 'aunt'  d. NaIE  *ma2-≤ter
'mother' >  OI ma2≤tar- (nom. ≤ma2ta2), Av ma2tar-, KhS ma2ta-, NPrs
rda'Mmå2da4r id. »» Arm majrmayr (gen. mør mo6r < *mawr <  *ma2tr-
os) id. »» Gk A mh1thr, Gk D ma@thr id. »» L ma2ter (gen. ≤ma2tr-is), Osc
gen. maatreis, Um gen. MATRER id. »» Gl {Billy} MATIR, OIr ma1thir
id., W modrydaf 'beehive' (with bydaf 'nest of wild bees ') »» Lt
mo!te$ (gen. moterﬁs) 'wife, mother', Ltv ma2 ^te, Pru mu2ti, mothe
'mother' » Sl *ma¡ti (gen. *ma¡ter-e) id. >  OCS mati mati (gen .
materematere), Blg ≤mati, SCr maàti (gen. maàtere), Slv ma!ti
(gen. ma!tere), Cz ma1ti (gen. mater7e), Slk mat5 ≠ mati (gen.
matere), OP, P † mac1, R mat∆ (gen. ≤materi), Uk ≤mati (gen.
≤mater¡) id. »» Gmc *mo2≤Ter >  ON mo1Îir, OHG muoter, NHG
Mutter, OSx mo2dar, AS mo2dor id., NE mother »» pTc {Ad.} *ma2c7er
> Tc: A ma2car, B ma2cer id. »» pAl {O} *ma2ter > Al mote4r 'sister' (“
*'elder sister', because elder sisters assumed the role of child-rearing i n
the household {My.} or because in the framework of certain kinship
systems of ancient Albanians the word for 'mother' was extended t o
[elder] sisters and female cousins {Huld}) ¶ WP II 221-2, 229-3O, P 6 9 4 ,
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7OO-1, EI 385-6 (*≤mehÅter), M K II 619-2O, M E II 345-6, Horn 2 1 3 ,
MW 771, Bai. 328, F II 154, 159, 232, WH II 49-5O, Bc. G 317, 338, Me.
EAC 81-2, Billy 1O4, Vn. M  25, Vr. 391, Ho. 224, Ho. S 53, Kb. 4 7 7 ,
7O4, OsS 415, 629, KM 497, Tr. 168, 17Of., Frn. 465-6, En. 212, ESSJ
XVII 237-69, Glh. 4OO-1, O 275, My. 287-8, Huld 95-6, Slt. 5O-1, Wn.
283-4, Ad. 447, Ad. H 2O, 44, 124, Zhr. IN 298 || HS: Eg ∀ mw.t
'mother' (= {Spg.} *ma¿wet, {Vc.} *ma2wi-t [possibly active ptcp.]) >
DEg mw.t >  Cpt: Sd maay maaw, B may maw 'mother' ¶ Eg -t is a
sx. of the fem. gender ¶ EG II 54, Vc. 126, Spg. LMS 1O4-5, Crn. 95  B
*ma2 (<  *ma{?}?) >  Gd ma2, Ah ma, matt 'mother'; but Izd mma ' m o t h e r ' ,
Awj {Prd.} mma2, Snd y´mma, Zww imma id., and similar forms are likely
to represent pB *yV-mma2 'my mother' (*yV- 'my') with the element *-
mma2 which may go back to the N etymon in question, or to N *?emÅ
'mother' (q.v.), or to a merger of both N words; the possessive sx. m a y
be added after the √ : Si ummai \  'my mother' ¶ Fc. 1434, Lf. II #O95O, La.
S 259, Prd. 168  C: SC: Asa {Fl.} mai\ 'wife', mayito 'woman' ¶ Fl. AA
13, Blz. CWL  Ch: WCh: NrBc: Wrj {Sk.} ma!Ha!i\, Kry {Sk.} ma2!h‰~, My {Sk.}
ma2!x‰~, Sir {Sk.} ma2^  'mother' » Ngz {Sch.} ma~i\ id. »» CCh: Gudu {ChL} m‰i\
id. » HgB/Kps {ChL} ma~ id. » ?? Tr {Nw.} ma~nki~ id. » Mdr {Mch.} mu id. »
Gzg {Lk.} ma- id. » Db {Lnh.} ma2- id. » Gdr {Srp.} mo2ko2! id. » Bdm {Lk.}
ma2-, Lgn {Lk.} ma2!- id. »» ECh: Mgm {J} me2~de! id. ¶ The element xV ≠
HV≠hV  in the NrBc lgs. is a sx., cp. the words for 'father': Kry ba2!h‰~, My
ba2!x‰~, and probably Wrj ba!G‰na! ¶ Stl. ZCh 259 [#159] (pNrBc *ma{H}a
'mother'), ChC, ChL, Sk. NB 32 || D *ma[:]y >  Gnd mai ± ma2ï ± ma2yi
'woman, wife', Krx maïﬁ 'female child', way of addressing girls, ? Kdg
mayma  'cross-niece, daughter-in-law' ¶¶ D #4791 and p. 513 [#53] || ?
A: T *be2 ≠ *bÉyÉ (<  *may[É]) 'mare' (“  * 'female, mother animal', c p .
NHG Mutterlamm 'ewe-lamb') (× A *beyV 'an ungulate animal' <  N
*bÉG[V]Z7777V 'ungulate animal [deer and sim.]', q.v. ffd.) ˚  The pN
variant *ma{?}a-yV (>  Gk I/A ma6ia, MLG mo2je, D *may, Ngz {Sch.}
ma~i\, and possibly T *be2 ≠ *bÉyÉ)  may be a form with an endea rmen t
morpheme ('Mütterchen') or a form with a possessive of 1s ( ' m y
m o t h e r ' ) .
1357. *mÅ?V 'ruminant (deer, antelope?)' >  HS: Eg fP m¿ ' an te lope '
¶ EG II 11 || D {Pf.} *ma2, *ma2-kk- '∈ ungulate (deer, antelope?)' >  T m
ma2 'animal, beast' (esp. 'horse, elephant'), ma2n3 'deer, beast', Ml
ma2n, Kt ma;v, Td mo;f, Klm ma;g 'deer', Tl ma2vu 'horse', Gnd mau  ±
ma2v(i), Knd ma2v, Png ma2Nges, Mnd ma2Ngeh, Ku ma2yu 'sambar', Kui
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ma2Z>u (pl. ma2Nga) 'elk', Krx ma2k 'antelope, red deer', Mlt ma1ku ' s t ag '
¶¶ D #478O, Pf. 23 [#93] || A: Tg *°meN- 'deer' >  Ewk m‰N‰tu (±
m‰N‰tï ± m‰˝‰tu ± m‰NN‰ku2 ± m‰Nti ± m‰N‰ti) 'wild reindeer', Ewk
Ald m‰N‰tu, Ewk Skh m‰Nti 'elk' ¶ Alternatively, Tg *meN- may have
developped from Tg *meN 'gray' (of animals) (>  Lm m‰Nti, Ork m‰Nguri
id.) ¶ STM I 57O-1 ¶¶ If Tg *meN- belongs here, the vw. was *a4. Did Tg
*-N- go back to *?-n- (N *mÅ?V nu  with the N genetival *nu  >  m a r k e r
of obl. cases >  generalized part of the stem)?
1358. *æmË?á (probably *æmË?e) 'cut, reap (‘ 'mow') >  HS: Eg m¿
(phonetic meaning of the character H  that represents a sickle) ¶ EG II 6
 CCh: Bcm {Sk.} ma! 'cut', ? Lgn {Bou.} mï~yo! 'knife' ¶ ChC || IE: NaIE
*æme2- v. 'mow, cut' >  Gk ]ama1v 'I reap, cut (reeds, etc.)' »» OHG ma2en
'to mow, to cut', NHG ma4hen, MDt maeyen, Dt maaien, AS
ma2wan 'to mow', NE mow ¶ WP II 259, P 7O3, F I 88, Kb. 649, OsS
584-5, KM 453-4, Ho. 216, Vr. N 419, Mn. 474, GI II 691 [*meÓ(i)-], ≈
EI 258 (*h€meh⁄- 'mow') || A: Tg *m{u'}i\- ({†Bz.} *mu4-) v. 'cut' >  Nn Nh
mui- 'cut oneself, cut one’s hand with a knife', Ul, Nn Nui-, Ewk, Neg,
Ork mï-, Orc mi-, Ud {Shn.} min‰-, Ud Sm Krm.} mind‰- 'cut', WrMc
meyle-, meyele- id., meyte- 'cut an animal’s carcass into parts ' ¶
STM I 535, Krm. 26O  pKo {S} *mî!i\- 'tear a hole', 'get torn' > MKo mî!i\
'get torn', NKo mii\- id., mï-  id., 'tear a hole' ¶ S QK #1137, Yu 344, MLC
687 ¶¶ DQA #2758 (A *mu2 ~yV  'to cut, to tear') ˚  Hardly here T: OT bï
'≈  knife', which belongs to N *P3333{i}?V 'sharp edge, blade' (q.v.), unless
π Chn pæi 'split' (as supposed by Cl. 291) ˚  In IE the labial glide (<
*Ë ) was lost after the sonant *m (*me?- <  **mu\e?-, see  AD NVIE) ˚  ≈
BmK #517 (*mi?/*me?- 'to reap, to harvest': Eg, IE) ˚  On N and IE *æ-
see  Introduction, § 2.2.6.
1359. (€?) *ma÷3333 ++++9a 'good' >  HS: C: LEC {Bl.} *ma⁄÷- >  Af {PH} me÷e
'be good, be right', Sa {R} ma÷-≤e2 'Güte, Edelsinn; Schönheit', ma≤÷åm
'was gut\schön ist', -ma÷ 'Gutes erweisen, edel\gut sein', Sml ma÷-a2!n-,
Dsn me!? 'sweet', pOr {Bl.} *me÷- >  Or {Grg.} mi?-aw- ' b e
sweet\flavoured', Or H {Ow.} mi?aw-  'be sweet', Or B {Sr.} mia2 / mio2fta
id., mia2 'sweet, tasty', Kns/Gdl {Bl.} me?-a2w-, Bss {Bl.} mi?-aw-, Turo
{Bl.} me-ay- 'taste good' ¶ Bl. 111, 136, 2O3-4, PH 167, R S II 254-5 ,
Grg. 28, Ow. 264, Sr. 366, To DL 517 || IE: NaIE *ma2- 'good, in d u e
time', (?) 'great', d. *°ma2-no- 'good, early' >  OL ma2nus 'good', ma2ne,
ma2nï  'in the morning' (“ *'early'), ma2nic-o2 / -a2re 'get up early'; d .
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*ma2-tV- >  L Ma2tu2ta 'the goddess of the early morn', ma2tu2tïnus
'pertaining to the morning', ma2tu2rus 'timely, ripe, mature; grown
up' »» OIr maith , Gl {Evn.} mati- (in proper names), Brtt {RE} *mati-s
> OCrn mat, Crn ma2s, OBr, MBr mat 'good', Br mat 'good, well' ,
mad 'well', MW mad 'happy, lucky', W mad 'good, seemly, lucky' »» ?
an unspecified lge. (Gk ∆?) [Hs.] mati1ß : me1gaß 'great' ¶ FBS II 199, WP II
22O-1, P 693, EI 235-6 (? *mehÅ(t)- 'good'), WH II 25-6, 53-4, F II 1 8 5 ,
Vn. M  12-3, Evn. 228-32, Billy 1O4, RE 1OO, Flr. 251-2, Hm. 537, 5 5 4 ,
YGM-1 32O || ?σ D (in SD) *ma2 'bravo!' (an exclamation of admira t ion)
>  Tm ma2 (an expletive), Ml, Kn ma2 'bravo!' (interjection of wonde r )
(unless an interjection without etymology or a sd. from D *ma2 'great' <
[?] N *mÉk÷á [or *mÉ÷ká ] 'big', q.v.) ¶ D ##4787.
136O. *mËc'''' @ @@@V 'to press, to squeeze' >  HS: S: [1] WS *√mc'w+y
'squeeze out, wring out' >  BHb ecm √mc'y G 'wring out (wet f leece) ' ,
'slurp (from a cup)' ('ausschlürfen'), IA, JA √mc'y G , D
'squeeze\wring (esp. blood)', Sr √ms5y G  'draw\suck out ( esp .
blood)' (× S *√ms's' 'suck'), D  'squeeze out', SmA √ms5y T ' b e
drained' (blood), 'expire', ? G 'shed (blood)', Ar √msœsœ 'suck, sip in ' ,
'lente et sugendo bibit', Tgy √ms'y G  v. 'suck'; [2] S *°√mw+y{c'} v.
'squeeze out' <  BHb çim5 mïc' (<  *ma≤wic'-) 'pressing (for milk) ,
pressing the nose for anger', MHb çim5m°c5 'juice, sap' ¶ KB 547, 5 8 7 ,
KBR 578, 621, Js. 825-6, Lv. III 2O9-1O, Fr. IV 184, Hv. 723, Sl. 699, Br.
398, JPS 293, Tal 482 || K *°muc`'+c'- >  G I/G muc'- ' zusammenkneifen,
zusammmenpressen (Lippen)', ? G (π  Zan?) muc7'- 'ballen (Faust)' ¶
Chx. 859 ¶ If the G verb muc7'- is a loan from Zan, the pGZ rec. must b e
*muc`'-, ergo N *mËc''''V || U: FP amb*mËc1V v. 'squeeze; fist' (×  N
*muZ[V]˝V 'fist; to squeeze with a fist', q.v.) >  F musertaa v.
'crush, smash', Krl A muZ1uo v. 'press, crumble', Vp muc7oida v. ' twist
(fingers)' » ? Lp Sw {SK “?} moc7etet, moc7c7ot v. 'break, be breaking off' »
Z ∆ m‰Z1Èr 'clenched fingers, fist', {W} m‰Z1Èrt- 'clench one’s hand \ f i s t '
¶ LG 176, SK 353 || ?? D (in SD) *muc>(c>)- v. 'be torn, crumpled' >  T m
muci v. 'be torn\crumpled (as a garment), Ml mus5iyuka v. ' f row
faint, weary, be worn out', Tl musincu  v. 'be spoled' ¶¶ D #49O3.
1361. *muc'''' @ @@@V(-kV) 'to immerse, to wash' >  HS: S *°-mu2c'- (*√mwc')
≠ ? *°√msÓ (= *°√ms÷+H?) v. 'wash, cleanse' >  Ar √mwsœ (ip. -mu2sœu)
id., ?? Ak A masa2'u(m), Ak B mesu6(m) id. ¶  BK II 1168, Hv. 74O,
Sd. 647-8, CAD X/2 3O-5  C ({AD} √myc7') >  EC: Sml {ZMO} maydßo
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'wash, bathe', Sml N {Abr.} maydß- v. 'wash', Or {Grg.} mic7'c7'a v. 'wash
(clothe, objects)', Or B/O/W {Sr.} mïc7'a id., v. 'squeeze', Kmb {L, Hd.}
mec7'c7'-, Qbn {L} mec7'c7'iyo5, Sd {Hd.} me2c7'- v. 'wash', ? Ged mïc7'- v.
'squeeze', ?? Or {Sr.} mic7'ïra- v. 'wring out (clothes), squeeze' (ı Brj
{Hd., Ss.} mic7'ir- v. 'wring out') ¶  AD SF 3O8, Grg. 285, Sr. 366-7, Hd.
164, 212, 255, 333, 385, Ss. B 144   NrOm: Omt (= Gf?) {Mrn.}, Wl {C}
mec75-, Kf {C} ma2c75- v. 'wash', Ym {C} me?-, {Wdk.} me~?u@ / me~?u~, ma~so@ /
ma~so~ id., Bnc {Wdk.} ma@s(k)- vt. and vr. id. ¶ AD l.c., Wdk. BY 1O7, 1 3 1
(the verbs in Omt [= Gf?], Wl, Kf may be loans from Or)  Ch: CCh: Msg
{Lk.} mas-, {Mch.} ma5s id., {J} mu~sna~ v. 'wash (things)' » Ms {Caït.} m
£u~s, BnnM {ChL} mbusa, Azm {Pc.} mbu2@sa~ v. 'wash' » ?? Mrg {Hf.} ncu= v.
'immerse, plant' ¶ ChC, ChL, Hf. GML 126, 131, Caït. 1O9 s.v. m3u`s
'laver', Pc. 292-3 ||  IE: NaIE *mesg- v. 'immerse', {EI} 'dip under water ,
dive' >  OI ≤majjati 'sinks' »» L merg- v. 'dip, plunge (into liquid),
immerse' » Blt iter. *mazg- v. 'plunge in, wash' >  Lt mazgo!ti, Ltv
mazga2 !t v. 'wash' ¶ P 745-6, EI 16O, WH II 76-7, M K III 548-9, M E II
291, WH II 76-7, Frn. 421 || U *mus1ke v. 'wash' >  FP {UEW} *mus1ke >  Es
mo%ske id. » pMr {Ker.} *mu2s1k´- >  Er mus∆ke- mus1ke-, Mk mus∆ko-
mus1k´- v. 'wash (clothes)' » pChr {Ber.} *mus7k- >  Chr: L muwk- mus7k-,
H mywk- m¥s7k- v. 'wash' » Prm {LG} *mu$s1-, *mu$s1k- >  Z mÈs1kÈnÈ v.
'wash', mÈs1s1ÈnÈ v. 'wash (oneself)', Vt mis1kÈnÈ v. 'wash, bathe ( so . ) ' ,
mis1tas1kÈnÈ v. 'wash (clothes, oneself)' (Vt i for *È  due to the infl. of s1)
»» Hg mos- v. 'wash', mos(ako)d- v. 'wash oneself '  Sm *maºs¥- v.
'wash' > Ne T masa€-s∆, Ne T O {Lh.} ma2s;a2 id., Ne F {Lh.} imv. 2s ma2s?,
En {Cs.} 1s aor. obj. masuabo, Slq Tz {KKIH} musÈltÈqo v. 'wash, wash
oneself', Slq Tm {KLD} muz-, mus-, Kms {KD} baºzaºl!aºm, buz´l!o˘m id., Koyb
{Sp.} byzla 'washes', Mt {Hl.} *mas´- 'wash' (Mt: M {Sp.} 1 s
maz¡ Æåm`, K {Pl.} maa`sisin 'I wash') ¶¶ UEW 289, It. #189 (*mus1ke),
Coll. 35, Sm. 538 (U *mos1kÈ-, FU *mos1ki-, FP *mo+us1ki-, Ugr
*moskI"-, Sm *maºso_- 'wash'), MF 45O-1, Ker. II 91, Ber. 39, MRS 3 3 7 ,
343, LG 184, Jn. 89, KKIH 133, Hl. M #642 || D {IS} *muc>(c>)- v. 'wash' >
Kui musa v. 'wash the head', mïspa v. 'bathe, wash (another pe r son) ' ,
Krx mu2Z>- v. 'wash the face of', Gnd mic>na2, mïh- v. 'bathe another'; t h e
D cognate is valid unless this is a derivative from D *mï- 'wash' (<  N
*mu 6666 h i  'water, fluid', q.v.) ¶¶ D 4878, Pf. 41 (Krx mu2Z>- <  D *mï-nc>-) ˚
Cf. UEW 189 and P 745-6 (both draw attention to the U-IE parallel), IS II
71 (*muc15ÿ v. 'wash'). U *s1 for the expected *c1 is due to its p recons .
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position. In IE mesg- the element *-g- belongs together with U *-k- i n
*mus1ke  (a final element in a N cluster of words?).
1362. ?σ € *mVc'''' @ @@@VwV  '∈ rodent' > HS: C: pAg *?‰nc>'‰w 'mouse' >  Bln
{Ap.} ?‰ns7‰wa, Xm {Ap.} ‰c7'wa 'mouse', Q/Km {Ap.} ‰ns7a4wa id., ' r a t ' ;
Ag ı EthS: Gz ?ans'awa2, ?ans'e2wa2, ?anso2wa2 'mouse, weasel', Tgy
aN(∑ ?anc7'‰wa, Tgr aNçY ?ans'ay ≠ 0NçY ÷ans'ay 'mouse'; EthS ı Sa
{Wlm.}, Af ÷andawa 'id. »» ? EC: Or {Grg.} hantu2ta, {Brl., Th.} antuta
'mouse, rat', Or B/O {Sr.} hantu2ta 'rat' ¶ R WB 41, Ap. AV 3, Ap. WLQ
13, AD SF 142, 222-3, G L 32, LH 476, Brl. 24, Th. 2O, Grg. 2OO, Sr. 3 2 3
 NrOm: pGng {Ap.} *inc7'- >  Kf {C} ic75c75o 2, Mch {L} ïc7'c7'e, Anf ïnc'o
'mouse', Shn {Lm.} ï@nc'a~ id., 'rat', Bnc {Wdk.} u!c', She uc', Hrr e2re2c7e2, Cha
{C} uc5a2, Wl {C} ec75a4re2, Zs {C} ec75ere 2, Dwr {Ap. “?} ec7ere, ec7eria,
Bdt {C} erec75e2 'mouse' ¶ Ap. AV 3, AD SF 142, Wdk. BY 112, Lm. Sh
269-7O  ? CCh: Gzg D {Lk.} mocod', Gzg Mj {Lk.} moc7od' 'mouse', MfG
{Brr.} ma!c7ad', mo!c7od' '∈ mouse', ? Db {Lnh.} mas6ay 'mouse' (×  N
*muks{a} ¬ *mugZ{a} '∈ rodent') ¶ Lk. G 13O, Brr. MG II 163 || K: G
{DCh.} mc'av-i '∈ beaver, otter', c'av-i, c'vav-i 'beaver, otter', {NCh.}
mc'avi, c'avi, c'vavi 'otter', {GL, Chx.} c'av-i 'otter, Fischotter' ¶ DCh.
927, 1629, NCh. 3O6, Chx. 2O99, SSO I 534 and II 362, GL 57O ˚  The
comparison is doubtful, because common origin of words for ' m o u s e '
and for 'beaver, otter' is questionable.
1363. (€?) *mec'''' @ @@@ÙÅ 'forest, tree, wood (Holz)' >  HS: Eg MKL mZÓ v.
'hew timber', Eg OK mZÓ(w) 'carpenter', Eg XXVI mZÓ.t ' behauenes
Holz' ¶ EG II 189-91, Fk. 124  EC: Kns {BlSO} mïssa 'bush, b u s h
country', ? Hr, Dbs, Gwd mand'o 'forest' (acc. to Lm. Sh 36O, mt. f r o m
*mid'-an-) ¶ BlSO 116, AMS 174, 278  Om ({Blz.}): NrOm: Kf {C} mit'o2
'tree, wood (albero, legno, legname)', Mch {L} mi!t 'o 'wood, tree', Anf {C}
mic7'c7'o2, mis's'o2, Shn {Lm.} mi!tta~, Omt (= Gf?) {Mrn.} mit'a ≠ mic'a
(miz5a ) 'tree, wood (legno), firewood', Bdt {C} mitse2, mitsi, Wl {C}
mitta2, Cha {C} mitsa2, Gf/Bdt {C} mitse2 ≠ mitsi 'tree, w o o d
(Holz)', Zl {C, CR} mic'c'a2, Malo mic5a2, {Lm.} micci, Male {Si.} ≤mic'i, Dwr
mit5°, Gnj {Si.} ≤mIc, Krt {Si.} mIcE, Zrgl {Si.} ≤minca 'tree', Zs {Si.}
mIn≤c'a 'tree', {Lm.} minc'a 'tree, firewood', Kcm {Si., Lm.} ≤mici id.,
Dumo {CR} mic5e2 'plant, tree, wood (Holz)', Dc {Lm.} mic'c' ' t r ee ' ,
minc'a2 'wood (Holz), firewood' ¶ Blz. OL #117 (Om. *mit'- ≠ *mic7'-
'wood'), AD SF 25O, C SE III 172 and IV 475-6, C SO 33, 44, 62, Mrn. O
152, L M 43, Si. ACh 21, Si. M 11, Lm. Sh 36O  ??σ S *°ma+isH+÷- >  Ak
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me2s-u '∈  a native tree and its wood' ¶ CAD X/1 33-4 ¶ The
deglottalization *c' >  Ak s may be due to regr. as. (caused by *H+÷) ¶ ¶
AD SF 25O (Om, Eg; •÷ S: Hb mat'≤t'E2 'stick'), Blz. OL #117 || ?σ K
*°mic`'+c'a- >  OG mic'a-y, G mic'a 'land, earth' ¶ Ser. 1O1, Chx. 782 || U:
FU {Coll.} *mec1c1a4, {UEW} *mec1a4 'forest' ‘ 'remote place' >  F metsa4
'forest, wood (Wald, Forst)', Es mets 'forest' » pLp {Lr.} *mE2c1c1e2 ' f a r
away; go far way' >  Lp: L {LLO} miehttje2n, A mieh…tijen, I {It.}
mec7c7in 'weitweg', S {Hs.} miettjie- ≠ mietts´e- 'sich en t fe rnen '
(× mietsene  'behind, far in the northern side'?) »» OHg, Hg messz-e
'far off\away' (-e is a sx. of lat.) ¶ Coll. 98, UEW 269-7O (semant ic
interpretation of the FU word as 'Rand'), Lr. #654, Lgc. #3811, Hs. 9 2 5 ,
EWU 97O.
1364. *muc 7777 [÷ 3 333 ]V 'damage, (physical) defect, illness' >  HS: S *°√mT÷ >
Ar √mT÷ (ip. -mTu÷- ≠ -mTa÷-) 'avoir une démarche disgracieuse' ( s e
dit d’une femme qui marche comme une oie) ¶  BK II 1O6O || U: FU
*muc7V '(physical) defect, illness' (‘  'guilt') >  pChr {Ber.} *muz7¥ 'evil
spirit causing illness; illness' >  Chr: L ≤muqo ≤muz7o, H ≤myq ≤m¥z7 id. »
Prm {LG} *mu$z7 'illness as punishment' >  Z myq mÈz7 'guilt, faul t
(prostupok), crime', Yz {Gn.} mÄz7 'guilt', {Lt.} mÄ≤z7a 'guilty', Prmk
mÈz 7a  'punishment \ illness sent by God \ by the deceased parents', Vt S
mÈz7 'unkept sacrifice vow; illness inflicted by deities as punishment ' ,
mÈz7tÈnÈ v. 'send illness' »» pObU {Ht.} *ma2c7 ≠ *mo2c7 >  pVg *ma"s7 ' illness,
defect' >  LK maºs7, UK maºs, LL mas7, Ss mos id. ({Mu.} 'scrofula, illness,
deficiency', {BV} 'illness'); pOs *mOc7 'illness, wounds' ({Stn.} "general
name for illnesses and visible wounds") >  Os: V mOc7, Ty moc7, Nz mus7,
Kz mö8s7, O mos id. » ? OHg ma1z 'epilepsy', Hg ∆  hagyma1z 'hitziges
Fieber, wobei man immer phantasiert', 'typhus' ¶ Coll. 97, UEW 283, It.
#225, ≈ Sm. 553 (FP *mus7V 'illness'), Ber. 4O [#2O2], MRS 333, 34O,
Ep. 73, Ü 124, Lt. 194, Lt. J 148, LG 181, Ht. #378, MK 315, BV 56, Stn.
D 89O-1 || D (in SD) *muc>- >  Tm muci v. 'faint', Ml mus5iyuka v.
'grow faint', Kn muccur3u v. 'become torpid\stupified, lose
conciousness, faint away' (×  D *muc>(c>)- v. 'be torn, crumpled' <  N
*mËc'''' @ @@@V 'to press, to squeeze', q.v.) ¶ D #49O3 ˚ IS II 72 [#3O5]
(*muÇ&ÿ, sc. *muc7+c7 'V 'por¢a , nedostatok ': U, D).
1365. *mo6666{c 6 666 ++++s 6 666}[V]÷3333V 'cut, cut into pieces, tear off' >  HS: Eg XX ms7÷
'cut off (abschneiden) [?]' ¶ EG II 156  S *√°ms6÷ >  Ar √ms7÷ G  (ip. -
ms7a÷- ≠ -ms7i÷-) {Fr.} 'eripuit', {BK} 'arracher\enlever violamment ' ,
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{Hv.} 'steal (a th.) away', 'card (cotton)' ¶ BK II 1262, Fr. IV 182, Hv.
722  C: EC: Sml N {Abr.} mudßH- 'strip off, undress, despoil', Sml {R}
mud<aÓ- 'strip off the skin' ¶ The devoicing *÷ >  H id probably due t o
as. (pC *t'÷ >  *t'H) » Bj {R} √ms7? pcv. (1s: p. ≤ams7a?, prs. aman5s7ï?;
prtc. ≤mes7?a) 'tear to pieces, split, divide', {Rop.} √ms7?  pcv. vt. ' spl i t '
»» SC: Irq musa {MQK} 'pestle, mortar stick', {Wd.} 'mortar', Kz {E}
musiko  'pestle' ¶ Abr. S 182, R WBd 175, Rop. 219, E SC 159, Wd. # 6 1 1 ,
MQK 75  NrOm: Kf {C} mac75c75- 'tagliare, incidere', Gm {Hw.} mu!c'o ¶ C
SE IV 468, Hw. EG || U *°m{u}Ç[Ç]a >  Sm *m¥c>aº- 'cut' >  Nn: T mada- v.
'cut', T O {Lh.} ma¿Îa¿2- 'durchschneiden', F Nl {Lh.} matta˘-s1 id.; Slq: Tz
{KKHI} ma2tÈ- v. 'chop, cut, cut to pieces', Tm {KD} maZ7aºbò 'cut'; Kms
{KD} 1s prs. baºT¢¬Yom ≠ baº≈¬Yom ≠ buT¢¬Yom 'cut' ¶ Jn. 84, KKHI 129, KD
7 || D (in NED) *mo2c>- 'cut into pieces' >  Krx mo2c>-na2 'cut up in to
convenient pieces any object too large for use, give a cut i n \ th rough ' ,
Mlt {Drs.} mo1ce 'cut (as meat)' ¶ D #513O, Pf. 195 [#194] || A: Tg
*mo2sa- v. 'grind' >  Nn B mo2so 'millstone', Nn B/KU mo2sola-, WrMc
mosela- v. 'grind (cereals)', Nn Nh mo2solaqu, Ul mosoloqU ≠
maysalaqu, WrMc moselaqu 'mill' ¶ STM I 547  ?σ T *biç- ≠ *bîç- v.
'cut; cut out a garment' (×  N *bic7777 ' '''V 'cut, crumble, crush', q.v. ffd.) ˚
SC, Bj, and Tg point to N *-s 6666- , while EC, Om, and U suggest a N affricate.
The exact sound corrs. are still to be elucidated.
1366. *muc 7777 ' '''V 'cupped\clenched hand' >  HS: B *[w]mVzœ- 'fist, c u p p e d
hand' > Kb {Dl.} t3umm´zœt3 (pl. t3ummazœ) 'fist', Sll {Ds.} am´zœ id., tumm´zœt
(pl. tumma2zœ) 'cupped\clenched hand (poignée)', Izd {Mrc.} tummizt
(pl. tummaz), Gd {Lf.} tamm´sœt (pl. t´mmasœ, t´mmazœe2n) id., ö2m´zœ
'prendre à poignée' ¶ Dl. 529, Mrc. 196, Lf. II #1O54 || K *°muc7'- >  G
muc7 'a 'hollow of the hand, handful', muc7 '-i id., 'fist', muc7 '- 'ballen (Faust),
eine Handful von etw. nehmen, in der Hand halten' ¶ DCh. 911-2, Chx.
859 || U: FU *muc7kV 'fist' >  pMr {Ker.} *mus7k¥ id. >  Er mokwna
moks7na, Mk mokwenda moks7´nda id. (sc., acc. to Ker., the m t .
occurred in the prehistory of Mr) » pChr {Ber.} *mus7k¥nd¥ id. >  Chr: L
muwkyndo ≤mus7k¥ndo, H mywkyndy m¥s7≤k¥nd¥ » Prm {LG} *mu$Z7ik
id. >  Vt myqyk mÈz7Èk id., Z LV mÈz7Èk n. 'blow with the fist, cuff ,
punch (udar  kulakom , tumak )' »» pOs *me"c7´k ({∫Hl.} *miÆc7´k) 'fist' >
Os: Ty/D me"c7´k, O ma$Æs´k id. ¶ UEW 7O4 (unc.: Os π Z), Coll. 99, It.
#221, Sm. 553 (FP *muks7V  'fist'), Ker. II 89, Ber. 39, MRS 338, 343, LG
181, SZ 23O.
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1367. *muc7777 ' '''÷ 3 333V 'end' > HS: S *°√mT'÷ >  Ar éoa70Ma maÎœ÷-at- 'la fin, l e
reste du discours' ¶ BK II 1125 || U: FU *muc7V 'end' >  pChr {Ber.}
*muc7-aks7 (*-aks7 is a nominal sx.) >  Chr: L mu¢aw mu≤c7as7, V muc7aks7, H
my¢aw ≤m¥c7as7 'end ('Ende, Spitze)'; pChr muc7- with a locative ending
> Chr H my¢ny  ≤m¥c7-n¥ 'at the end of' »» pObU *m{ o" }c7 (/ *moc7- ?) ' u p
to' > pVg *m{ a" }c7 id. >  Vg: T mis7, LK maºs7, MK/UK maºs, P/NV/SV mos7, LL
mas7, UL mos, Ss mus; pOs *moc7´ ({∫Hl.} *ma"c7´) id. >  Os: V/Vy moc7´,
Ty/Y mo"c7´, Km ma"s7a, O ma"s7a$ ¶ Coll. 99, UEW 283, Ber. 38, MRS 33O,
342, Ht. #78O || A {DQA} *m{u}c7æi > AmTg *mu3ça 'end, edge' > Ul mu3c7a,
Ork mu3tc7a ≠ muc7c7a, Nn moc7a id. ¶ STM I 561  T *muç-gak, *muç-mak
{DQA} 'external angle' > OT [MhK] {Cl.} buc7˝aq 'corner', MQp XIV, Chg
XV, OOsm XIV buZ7aq, Tk bucak id., Az buZ7a9, ET ∆ buZ7Ek ± buZ6Ek, Chv
pÁºs1mex id. ¶ ≈ Cl. 294, ET B 282-3  pKo {S} *mÄ~c>≈- v. 'finish' > MKo
mÄ~s-, mÄc>≈-, mÄ~c>≈Ä!-,  NKo mac>≈i- id.; pKo {S} *mÄ~c>≈- n. 'finish, end' >
MKo mÄ~c>≈Ä!m ¶ S QK #661, Nam 198, 2O5-6, MLC 568 ¶¶ S AJ 76, DQA
#1372 (pA *mo2!c>æa+u+o 'end, edge') ˚  Resh. NNE #5 (U, A).
1368. *m{Å}c6666 ' '''V9V 'be foolish, be mad, be intoxicated'  > HS: S
*°√ms6'˝  > Ar [Qam.] {Fr.} é(a'5WMa maÎ^œÎ^œa2˝-at- 'fatuus', {BK} é(a'5WMu
muÎ^œÎ^œa2˝-at- 'sot, imbécile', {Bel., Hv.} é(a'5WMa maÎ^œÎ^œa2˝-at- ' m a d ,
insane' ('fou, insensé') ¶ Fr. IV 188, BK II 112O, Bel. 774, Hv. 724  EC:
Or {Grg.} mac7c7a2(w)a 'be\get drunk', mac7c7ï 'drunkenness', Arr mac7c7e!
id., mac7c7ow- 'get drunk', Ged {Hd.} (π  Or?) mac7c7o?- 'be drunk', Sd
{Gs.} mac7c7arara 'be mad\crazy', Hd/Kmb {Hd.} mac7c7a2r- 'be crazy'; O r
ı (?) Kf {C} mas7-, Mch {L} mas7a 'be drunk' ¶ ≈ AD SF 3O5-6, Grg.
272, Brl. 286, Hw. A 383, Gs. 217, Hd. 45 (HEC *mac7c7ara2r- 'be crazy ' ) ,
254, 293, 331, 384 || A: Tg *moçV 'awkward, stupid' >  WrMc moco
'slow-witted, dull, awkward', Ul moc7o  'it is awkward, unconfortable', Nn
Nh/KU moc7o 'awkward', B moco naI 'an awkward, clumsy man', O r c
moçola4∏- 'be unable, clumsy', Ork motc7oUlI 'awkward, uncomfortable' ¶
STM I 547 ¶ The vw. *o  may be due to the infl. either of the second syll.
(a rounded vw.?) or of the initial *m- || D *mac>- 'be intoxicated;
intoxicating beverage' (× D *may- 'mix, be\make unsteady' < N
*ma9y{É} 'to swing, to wave, to sway', q.v.) >  Mlt me1ca ' a n
intoxicating beverage prepared of corn', Krx ma2ya2 'malt prepared f o r
making beer, beer in its preparatory stage, arrack made of rice', Tl
mai\kamu 'intoxication, inebriation', mai\da 'intoxication', T m
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macakku vt. 'charm, bewitch, confuse, perplex', macakkam
'dullness, swoon', macakkai\ 'morbid longings of a pregnant woman ' ,
mayakku v. bewilder, make one swoon', myakku n. 'men ta l
delusion', mai\yal  'infatuation of love, madness', Ml mayaNNuka ' b e
drowsy, giddy' ¶¶ D #47O6.
1369. *mÅdu6666 'honey' >  IE: NaIE *med≈u- 'honey' >  OI madhu-
'honey, mead', Av maÎu 'berry wine', Sgd accus. mÎw 'wine', Oss I
m‰d, D mud 'honey' »» Gk me1†y 'wine, alcoholic drink' »» OIr mid (gen .
medo), W medd, Br mez 'mead', OCrn medd Γ  'sicera (∈ alcoholic
drink)' »» ON mjo<Îr, OHG me4tu ± mito, NHG Met, AS medu ≠
meodu 'mead', NE mead »» Lt medu~s, Pru meddo 'honey', Ltv
me>dus id., 'mead' » Sl *meŸd¥ (gen. *medu) 'honey' >  OCS med5
medË, Blg med, Cz, Slk med id., SCr me•d, P mio1d, R me≥d, Uk med
id., 'mead'; the ancient root-final *u is preserved as *v in derived a n d
compound words (as ChS medv6n5 medvÁnË, R med≤vånyj ' m a d e
of honey', Sl *medv-e7dÁ 'bear' ['honey-eater'], etc.) »» Tc B m°t [mit]
'honey' ¶ P 7O7, M K II 57O-2, M E II 3O2-3, Bai. 34O, Ab. II 134-5, F II
191-2, Vr. 39O, Ho. 218-9, Kb. 68O, KM 476, Frn. 425, En. 2O9, ESSJ
XVIII 62-72, Vs. II 588-9, Glh. 4O2-3, Vn. M  48, Wn. 298, Ad. 461, Ad.
H 17, ≈σ EI 271 (**≤med≈u 'mead') || D (in SD) *matßtß˛ ' honey,
sweetness' >  Tm mat5t5u 'honey, toddy, sweet juice', Ml mat5u
'sweetness, honey', mat5t 5u  'nectar', ? Tu mit5t5i 'sweetness' ¶ D 4 6 6 2
|| HS: ECh: Mkl {J} ma!dde! 'bee, honey' ¶ J LM 136  NrOm {Blz.}
*mat/t'/Ç'- 'bee, honey' >  Shn mac'≤c'a 'honey', Kf ma2t'o 'bee', Mch mat'i
'bee, wasp', Anf mac7'c7'o ≠ mas's'o, Zs, Dc mac'c' 'bee', Gm {Hw.} ma!cci, Wl
matta, Cha meca id. ¶ Lm. Sh 363, C SE III and IV 475, Blz. OL #177, Hw.
EG ˚  Ar îw3i'Ma ma2Îïy- 'miel blanc, vin' (BK II 1166) is hardly a n
inherited cognate (because Ar Î does not go back to N *d ), it is m o r e
likely to go back to an Iranian source (cp. Phl maÎ 'wine') ˚ The S
root *√mtk' 'sweet' does not belong here (against the opinion of s o m e
scholars) and is likely to be connected with Ht mitgaimi- ' sweet ,
sweetened' (acc. to Ts. E II 221, originally a Lw word [ÿ Lw *mitga(i\)-
'sweeten']) ˚ AD NM #79, ≠  S CNM 14 (IE *mad≈u- 'honey' •π NrCs
*hwmi~Zªu2 'honey'; therefore S rejects the N et. in question) ˚ In t h e
chart "Main phonetic correspondences in the Nostratic languages" i n
AD NM 1O2 and in AD NMI 21 there is a misprint: the IE reflex of N *-d-
is misprinted as *d for *d≈, which caused Coleman’s remark (Clm. R
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117): "The derivation of PIE *medhu- 'honey' from PN *madu i s
incompatible with the table of reflexes".
137O. € *mÅdË 'lake' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ pond') >  HS: B *-
md(w)- 'lake, pond' >  Sll {Ds.} ≤tamda (pl. timdu\in), BMn t3amd3a id., Kb
t3amd3a (pl. t3i-m´d3w-in) 'mare, réservoir, bassin', Tmz {MT} amda ≠
anda (pl. imdwan ≠ indwan) 'pond (étang), lake', tamda ± tanda (p l .
timdwin ≠ tindwin) 'small pool, puddle' ('mare, flaque'), mdu (pf. mdi
≠ mda) v. 'be filled with water' (of a basin, well, pit, ditch), ' s tagnate '
(of water) ¶ Ds. 165, Ds. B 19O, La. S 234, Dl. 486, MT 4O2-3  ? CCh:
Bu {ChL, Hf.} manda, Ngx {ChL} ma~nda~ 'lake' ¶ ChL, Hf. B 76 || D *matßu
({†GS} *-dß-) 'pond, lake' >  Tm mat5u 'lake, pond', Ml mat5u ' d e e p
place, pool', Kt mar`v 'deep pool in a stream', Kn mad5u ≠ mad5a
'water', Tl mad 5ugu  'pond, tank, lake' ¶ D #4658.
1371. *mudV 'finish', 'to end' >  HS: S *°√mdy >  Ar éYad0Ma mady-at-,
îdAMamada(n) 'terme, limite', ŸU"dayMi mïda2?- 'terme, limite extrême' ¶ BK
II 1O79   B *√mdÓ (most probably *√md?) >  Ah {Fc.} ´mdu (3m pf .
imda" , Fcj. 14 = Pcj. 1 A 8) 'finir, achever', 'être fini, se finir', Ty ¥mdu  ( =
{∫GhA} a"mdu) 'être complet \ entier \ fini \ achevé', ETwl ¥ndu id., Kb
t3immad3 'le fait d’être entier', Gd {Lf.} ´mdu (3m pf. imda) ' achever ,
compléter', Izn {Rn.} ´mÎœa 'être passé \ terminé' ( secondary
emphatization of *d?), Sll {Ds.} S  sm´d / pf. ism´d 'vt. 'achever', Zng
{Nic.} 3m pf. i-mad3 'was finished' ¶ Acc. to Pr.’s morphonological rec . ,
verbs of this conjugation have a final lr. (here *-mduÓ / pf. *-mdaÓ);
the S cognate (*√mdy) suggests that the lr. was secondary, m o s t
probably *? (as in Ar mïda2?-) ¶ Fc. 1154-7, 2OOO, Pr. M VI-VII 118, Rn.
385, Lf. I 265 and II #O966, GhA 123, Nic. 2O6 ¶¶ ≈  Coh. EC 18O || A:
Tg *mudan 'finish' >  Ewk mudan, Ewk Tkm/Hng mo2dan, Neg modan, Sln
muda%, Lm mUd¥n ± mudon ± mUdon, Nn moda%, Ud muda(n-), Ul mUda(n-)
id. ¶ SDM I 55O, Vas. 258 ¶¶ ≈  Rm. SKE 139 (Tg, Ko mac>≈i-da ' f inish' ,
but SDM97 rejects the Ko cognate as containing *-s- [MKo mÄ~s-ta]) ||
D *mutß[i]- ({†GS} *-dß-) vi. 'end, terminate, be completed' >  Tm mut5i
(p. -v-) id., 'die', mut5i  (p. -pp ) vt. 'end', Ml mut5iyuka 'come to a n
end', mut5ikka vt. 'finish, spend, destroy', Kt mur`c>0 v. 'finish (work ) ' ,
Kn mud5i vi. 'end, come to an end, become extinct', Tu mud5usu- v t .
'eat up, consume', Tl mu2ﬁd5u, mu2d5u vi. 'end, terminate', Gnd mur`i
'end, termination', Ku {Isr.} mutß-, {Slz.} muth5nai v. 'complete' ¶¶ D
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#4922 ˚  In Tg and D (due to the merger of N *-d-  and *-t- ) t h e
reflexes of N *mudV merged with the those of N *mu6666tV 'die' (← 'go
away, be removed'?) (q.v.) ˚  IS II 72-3 (*mudÿ in B, D, and A [Tg +
Ko maœtc7i-]), ≈  IS MS 344 (*mutÿ 'finish' [vi.] in A, D, and HS) ˚ ≠
Gr. II 4 (*muta 'all', untenable comparison of Tg with forms of o t h e r
lgs., like MM mo4ci  'just enough').
1372. (€?) *má{h}u6666dV 'speak' >  HS: Eg ∀ mdw v. 'speak', mdw
'word, speech', md.t 'spoken words, speech', DEg mt 'speak; speech ' ,
Cpt: Sd moyte mute, B moyT muti v. 'call, speak' ¶ EG II 179-82, Er.
184, Vc. 124  ¶ Probably positional loss of the expected lr. (*h?)  B
{Pr.} *mu2h€ud- / pf. *-mu2h€ad- 'prey' >  Ah muh´d 'réciter en priant' (Fcj.
39, Pcj. XII A 1), ETwl mudœ (Pcj. XII A 4), Ty {ABs.} mud, Gh {ABs., Nh.}
muh´d , Gd, Awj mu2d 'prier' ¶ Fc. 1137-8, 2OO3 (on Fcj. 39), Pr. H # 5 1 6 ,
Pr. M VI-VII 242, GhA 122-3, 268, Lf. II #O965, Prd. 172  Ch: WCh: P’
{MSk.} mu~nde!, Dir {Sk.} nda~ (<  *mdV) 'say' »» CCh: Mdr {Eg.} nda!ha! id. »
Msg G {MB} mud' ≠ m‰d'- id., Msg P {Trn.} inf., pl. mid'i / sg. m‰d'a ' say,
speak', Mlw {Trn.} mi~d'i~ (√m ~d' ~) id.  » Mrg {Hf.} nd‰! (<  *mdV) id., Br
{Hf.} ndir 'word' »» ?σ ECh: Jg {J} ma2d- 'ask (a question)' » ? EDng {Fd.}
i!nde! 'ask for, ask (a question)' ¶ ChC, ChL, Hf. M 226, Hf. B 57, 1 5 1 ,
Trn. LM 1O6, Trn. MVM 3O6 ¶¶ OS #387 (*mud- 'speak' in Eg, EC, Ch, B)
|| IE: NaIE *me2u\d≈-/*m´u\d≈-/mu2d≈- 'speak' (‘ 'think') (semantic infl.
of NaIE *med- 'think' <  N *mátV 'feel, realize'?) >  Gk my6†oß ' speech ,
word, talk; tale', my2†e1omai 'I say, speak' »» Gt (ga)maudjan 'remind' »»
Lt mauﬁsti (prs. maudz7iu~) 'to long for', 'to miss' (×  mauﬁsti ' t o
ache') » Sl: Cz mdlI1ti (po...) 'to desire (sth.)', Sl d. *mÈslÁ f. (gen.
*mÈsli) 'thought' (<  *mu2d-tli-s) >  OCS m7sl6 mûslÁ, Blg ≤mis`l,
SCr mi•sao (gen. mi•sli), Slv mi•sel, OCz, Cz mysl, Slk mysel, P
mys1l, R ≤mysl∆, Uk ≤misl∆ id. ¶ WP II 255-6. P 743, ≈ EI 158 ( ?
*mou\d-  'desire strongly'), F II 264-5, Tr. 171-2, Fs. 35O, ≠  Frn. 42O, ESSJ
XXI 44-51, Vs. III 25, Glh. 412 ¶ The intonation in Lt mauﬁsti
(suggesting an IE short diphthong) is probably secondary (due to t h e
merger with mauﬁsti  'to ache' of a different origin?) || ? U (possibly)
*°muÎV >  Sm: Slq UTz {Hl.} mulÈ-mpÈ- v. 'speak' ¶ KKIH 133 ˚  The
primary meaning may have been 'speak' (whence 'think', as in H b
way≤yo2mEr b´lib≤bo2 'and he said in his heart' ‘ 'he thought') ˚  ≈  IS II
76-7 (*mËdÿ 'think' in Eg, Ch, IE, Sm + unc. S *√?md [>  Ar ?amad-
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'extreme point', Aram √?md 'form an approximate estimate, guess ' ,
e tc .]) .
1373. € *med[V]ÙV '∈ fig tree' >  HS: S: Ar mudaH- 'Ficus religiosa' ¶
BK II 1O77, Hv. 712 || D *me2tß[i] ({†GS} *-dß-?) '∈ fig-tree' >  Kn me2d5i
'glomerous fig tree (Ficus racemosa Wall. = Ficus glomerata Roxb.),
opposite-leaved fig tree (Ficus oppositofolia)', Tl me2d5i, Klm me2r`i
'glomerous fig tree' ¶¶ D #5O9O.
1374. € *mage6666 'earth, land' >  IE: NaIE *mag8≈+g≈- 'land, earth' >  OIr
mag 'plain, free field, field', NIr mag 'earth' »» Gl n. l .
Argantomagus, Clt d. *magestu > W maes 'field', Crn me6s ' o p e n
field', Br maez 'champ, campagne' »» ? OI ma≤h° 'earth, ground, soil,
land; earth (as substance)' (× adj. ma≤h° 'magna') ¶  ≠ P 7O9, M K II
61O, M E II 337-9 (OI ma≤h° 'earth' “ ma≤h° 'magna'), MW 83, Vn. M
8, Hm. 54O || U *maGe 'earth, land' >  F, Es maa 'land' » ? pChr {Ber.}
*mu4y 'ground, earth' > Chr: M mu2-no2 ≠ mu$-no2 ≠ mu4y-no2 'unten, auf d e m
Boden, auf der Erde', mu$-Go2 'auf die Erde, auf den Boden hinunter', K
mu4la4nÎ´, U m¥lanÎe 'earth, ground', B m¥lanÎe, melanÎe 'land' » Prm
{LG} *mu 'earth' >  Z, Vt mu 'earth, ground, land' »» ObU *mV˝- ' e a r th ,
land' > pVg {Hl.} *m‰2 > Vg: T ma2˘, LK/UL/Ss ma2, MK/UK/P/NV/SV/LL/ML
m‰2 id., 'place'; pOs {Hl.} *me"˝ >  Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y/D/K me"G, Nz miÆG, Kz
mu"w 'earth, ground, land'  Sm {Jn.} *m¥yaº 'Erde, Gelände', {Hl.}
*m¥ya 'land, landscape' > Ng {Ter., Mik.} m‰¢u, {Cs.} mou 'earth' ( 'Erde,
föld'), Slq Tz {KKIH} mac1È 'forest', {Pr.} mac7i 'forest, tundra', Slq
Nr/Yel/B/Tz {Cs.} mac7, Slq Kar mat!, Slq Ke matt!e, Slq Ch matt!ea4
'forest', Kms {KD} m‰ºy;E, {Cs.} mija 'mountain', Koyb {Sp.} myå, {Pl.}
muija, Mt {Hl.} *biya4 id. (Mt: A {Msr.}, M {Pl.}  bia, M/T {Mll.} bi!e, K
{Mll.} bu1ie) ¶¶ Coll. 33, UEW 263-4, Sm. 546 (FU *mûxi, FP *me4xi,
Ugr *mûgi  'earth, land'),  Ber. 41, LG 177, Lt. 2O3, Ht. 2O2 [#775], Hl.
rHt 74, Hl. MTKV 57, Trj. S 272, BV 5O, Jn. 85, Cs. 75, 172 (equates Slq
mac7 'forest' with F metsa4), 192, Hl. M #124 (misprint: *bija2 f o r
*bija4) ˚  IS SS 334 [#6.25], IS MS 342 (*magÿ 'zemlå ' > IE, U) ˚
Gr. II #118 (*mag  'earth') (IE, U, Ai, EA + err. Y + qu. Gil).
1375. € *magË  'bad' >  HS: C: Bj {R} -ma2g (1s p. a-≤ma2g, p r s .
at≤m°g) pcv. md. 'schlecht\böse werden', caus. -so2-mig 'Schlechtes
zufügen' »» Ag: Bln {R} mu3q$≤la2 (= m´x5W≤la2) 'Vergehen, Verbrechen;
schlecht, unbrauchbar, verdorben' »» EC: Or {R} maºg- , magu"- ' schlecht
sein', {Brl.} mog-ac7c 7u  'avvilirsi, corrompersi, guastarsi', ?σ: Or O {Sr.}
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mo2ga 'idiot', Arr {Hw.} mo2!k' 'stupid, ignorant' ¶ R WBd 163-4, R WB 2 6 8 ,
Brl. 3O7, Sr. 369, Hw. A 385  WCh: Hs mu2!gu~ 'bad, evil', Gw {Mts.}
mu!gu 'bad' » NrBc (π Hs?): Cg {Sk.} mu!gunti@, Kry {Sk.} mu2!gu!nz‰~h‰~, J m b
{Sk.} mu@gu!nta@Z7u! 'bad' ¶ Ba. 797, Abr. H 68O, ChC s.v. 'bad' ¶¶ OS
#17O5 (*mag-  'be bad'; forms of Bj, Or, and Hs quoted earlier in IS) ||
A: M *ma˝u 'bad' >  MM [LV] {Pp.} ma˝ui, [HI] ma√u 'bad', [S]
mao√u(n) 'schlecht, übel', [IM] {Pp.} ma√u2 'stingy, damned; b a d ' ,
WrM ma9u, HlM muu mu2, Ord, Brt, Kl, Mnr H {SM} mu2, Dx mau ' b a d ,
evil' ¶ Pp. IM 83, Pp. MA 441, Pp. L III 69, KW 269, Ms. H 74, H 1O7,
MED 52O, SM 243, T 346, T DnJ 128 ˚  IS II 38 [#275] (*magu > HS
[C, Ch], M).
1376. *migV 'make a present' >  HS: S *√mgn 'make a present' >  Ph
√mgn D 'offer', BHb √mgn D (pf. NG4m5 mig≤gen) 'give up, hand over ' ,
Ug √mgn  G 'make a present, donate', {OLS} id., 'show hospitality', Ug,
Pun, Plm mgn  'gift, present', Pun mgnh 'gift, offering', JPA, SmA, MHb
NG1m2 mag≤ga2n '(undeserved) gift, present; gratis', Ar ˆ'jaMa mag7g7a2n-
'gratuitious, jolly', 'NA'jaMa mag7g7a2n-an 'free of charge, gratis', Ak
NA/NB/Bg/Nz magannu 'gift, present', ana maganna 'gratis' ( t h e
unexpected -nn- may be due to reborrowing, possibly pre-Ak o r
Archaic Ak *magan- ı Hur {Lar.} maganni 'gift, present' ı Ak
magannu); the hyp. (Sd., CAD) of an IIr origin of the word (cp. OI
magha-) is hardly acceptable (Laroche is right to reject it and t o
suggest that the word is of S origin), also because no word resembling
*mag≈ann- is known in IIr ¶ KB 517, A #1513, OLS 264, HJ 593-4, BK II
1O66, Hv. 7O9, CAD X/1 31-2, Sd. 574-5, Lar. GLH 164, Speiser H 39 ||
IE: NaIE (att. in IIr) *meg[W]≈- 'present, gift', *°meng[W]≈- prs. (with a
nasal infix of prs.) 'make a present, grant' >  OI ma≤gha-h5 'gift', Av
maga- 'gift, grace'; OI ≤mam$hate2 'gives, grants, bestows', Av
ma<za.raii- 'Reichtum spendend' ¶ M K II 538-9, 545-6, ≈  M E II 2 8 6 ,
289-9O || U *miGe- ({Jn. *mexi-) 'give, sell' > F myy-, myo4-, Es mu4u4-
'sell', Lv {Ktn.} mï- ± mu4∏- id., mïm´z, Lv I {Ktn.} mïm ≠ mu4∏m 'gifts of a
bride to the retinue of the bridegroom' » pLp {Lr.} *me2k‰-  'sell' >  Lp: Kld
mi2gk´, {TI} mï]kA-, Nt {TI} mï]k:A- id. » Er, Mk mie- miye- 'sell' » Prm
d. *med ({LG} *me¿d) >  Vt med med 'wages', Z  med med id., 'reward' »»
ObU {Ht.} *miÆ-, *miÆ˝-/*miÆy- 'give' >  pVg *miÆ-, *miÆG-, *ma4Æy- >  Vg: T
ma4- / ma4y- ± ma4w- / ma4y-, LM/MK/LK mi- / miG- / ma4y-, P mi- / ma4y- /
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ma4∏y-, LL mi- / ma4∏y-, UL/Ss mi- / miG- / may-; pOs {Ht.} *me"- / *me"y- >
Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y/D/K me"- / me"y-, Nz/Kz ma"- / miÆy-, O ma$Æ- / miy- id. 
Sm {Jn.} *mi- 'give, sell' >  Ne: T d. inf. mi-c∆, T O {Lh.} m1i-c1, F m1i?s7;
Ng d. 1s aor. obcj. mïji'ema, p. misi'ema; En inf. mi-t∆, {Cs.} d .
1s aor. obcj. mi'ebo; Slq Tz {KKIH} inf. mi-qo; Kms {KD} 1s p. meœ2l!Em
± m´=l!Em ± miœl!Em, Koyb {Sp.} 1s prs. melåm` id; Mt {Hl.} *mi-
'geben, hingeben' ({Sp.} m¡åm`  'I give') ¶¶ Coll. 37, UEW 275, Sm. 5 3 8
(U, FU, FP *mexi-, Ugr migI"-, Sm *mi- 'give, sell'), SK 356-7, Ktn.
226, Lr. #663, SaR 189, TI 25O, LG 171, Ht. #378, Jn. 94, KKIH 13O, KD
4O, Hl. M #667 ˚  BmK 636 (IE, S, U) ˚  ≠ Gr. II #194 (*ma-n ≠ *ma-k
≠ *ma-r 'hand/give/mrasure') (U, Gil + err. IE, A, Ai, Y, Ko, J, CK).
1377. € *mË{÷3333}igV (= *mË÷igV?) 'snake' >  HS: C: LEC *ma2g-a >  Kns
{BlO} ma2k-a2, Gdl {Bl.} ma2!k-a 'snake', Or {Th.} ma2ga, {Brl.} maga
'intestinal worm(s)', {Grg.} ma2ga2 'ascarid (roundworm)' ¶ BlO 1O4, Bl.
GD 77, Th. 231, Brl. 287, Grg. 27O  NrOm: She {CR} ma2g '∈ snake' ¶
CR NGS 621  CCh: Lgn {Lk.} ma2Gï 'snake, worm', {Mch.} ma2!<gi ' s nake '
» ? Msg {Mch.} wa5la5 mo!<go id. »» WCh: ? Ngz {Mk.} mikd'a, {Sch.}
mbï!kd'a~ id. ¶ ChC, ChL, JS 242, Lk. L 1O6, Sch. DN 114 ¶¶ Blz. OL s.v.
'snake'  S *0√m÷g > Ar √m÷g7 TD  'ramper, s’avancer en décrivant d e s
courbes' (un serpent), 'serpenter, couler en serpentant' (un ruisseau) ¶
BK II 1125 || A ≈ *mËyKV 'snake' > Tg *mui\ki ({DQA *mu4∏ku4∏) 'snake' >
Neg L mïxi, Neg {PSchm.} miyki, Orc mïki, Ul mui, Nn Nh/B/KU muyki,
WrMc meyxe, Mc Sb mei\Ge 'snake', Ork mui ≠ muyGi id., 'worm', U d
miki {Shn.} 'small snake', {Krm.} 'adder' ¶ S AJ 217 [#181] (pTg
*mu4∏ku4∏), ≈ STM I 537-8, Krm. 26O  M *mo9ayi 'snake' >  MM [MA, IM,
IsV, LM] mo˝ai\, WrM mo9ai (pl. mo9as), HlM, Brt mogoj, O r d
mo9O4∏, Kl moha mo˝a, {Rm.} mo˝a4∏ ≠ mo˝a2, Mnr H {SM} mu¯9òue2¯, {T}
mu9ue2, MMgl {Iw.} mo˝a2i\, Mgl {Rm.} ma˝o2i\, Dg mo90o\, Dx mo9i, Pa
mo9ui\ id. ¶ Pp. MA 238, 442, Pp. L III 7O, Lg. VMI 54, MED 541, Chr.
297, SM 244, T 346, T DnJ 128, T BJ 142, Iw. 116, KW 263, Rm. M 3 3 ,
Mr. D 183  T *°mo4ka4+e > OT QU [MhK] {Cl.} bo4ka4 'a big snake' ¶ Cl.
324, TL 18O  pJ {S} *mu!ka!tai\ ¬ *mu!ka!ti\a 'centipede' > OJ mu!ka!de~, J: T
mu~kade, K mu~ka!de~, Kg muka!de  ¶ S QJ #344, Mr. 487 ¶¶ S AJ 36, 2 5 7
[181], 293 [437], and DQA #1332 adduce Ko Ph m´⁄k-kuri '∈ big b lack
snake' (NKo m´⁄k kur´⁄Ni), but the latter is obviously a cd. of m´⁄k
'(black) ink' and kuri, kur´⁄Ni 'snake' (see Rm SKE 145 and MLC 6O9 s.v.
mek kwulengi [m´⁄k kur´⁄Ni]) ¶¶ ≈  S AJ l.c., SDM97 (A *mu4∏kæo
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'snake'), DQA #1332 (A *mi\u2ko id.) ˚  The long vw. in C and the Tg
diphthong *ui\ point to the presence of a N lr. The lr. is *÷  or *˝ ,
provided that Ar √m÷g7 TD   belongs here. The glottalization of N *-g-  t o
*-k'- underlying Tg *mui\ki suggests that the lr. was *÷ .
1378. € *máhgá 'young, small' >  IE: NaIE *me2g8≈-/*mo2g8≈-/*m´g8≈-
'young (person), little, small' >  Clt *magus (×  NaIE {Huld} *mag≈us
'young man') > Gl *magu- 'young', magulus  'servant', OgIr maguno-
'≈  slave, servant (?)', OIr mug  (gen. mog-a) 'boy, servant', {IEC} 'ma le
slave\servant', Crn maw 'youth, servant', MW meu-dwy cd. 'God’s
servant, ascetic, hermit'; f.: Crn mowes 'maid-servant, girl', Br
maouez 'woman' »» Gmc (×  NaIE {Huld} *mag≈us 'young man'): Gt
magus, OSx magu 'son', ON mo<gr 'son, young man', AS maÌo (p l .
mAc1Ì1as) 'son, man, servant'; d.: AS mAÌ1 'wife, mother, maiden', NE
may; Gmc {Wtk.} d. *magadi- (<  NaIE d. {Wtk., P} *mag≈o-ti-) >  Gt
maga†-s 'young woman', OSx magath, OHG magad 'maid, girl,
virgin', NHG Magd (Ï  dim. Ma4dchen 'girl'), AS mAÌ1(e)Î 'girl,
maiden, wife', NE maid; dim. *magadin- >  AS mAÌ1den 'virgin,
maiden, female servant' >  NE maiden »» Lt maﬁz7-as 'small, few', Ltv
maz-s 'small', Pru massais 'less', Lt moﬁz7is 'smallness' » Sl *me7zin¥
/ *me7zin¥-jÁ 'small', 'young' (of a child) >  OR m8zin7i me7zinyj
'smallest, youngest', R ∆  ≤mizin 'small, little (klein)', OUk mi≤zinyj
'youngest (mladwij )', Blr ∆  ≤mezinyj 'little finger, smallest,
youngest', Slk ∆  mez1eni pal5ec 'little finger' (pal5ec 'finger'), OCz
me7zeny1 prst 'the fourth finger (adjacent to the little finger)' (prst
'finger'), P † mieziny 'smallest' (of fingers); Ï [1] Sl *me7zin¥k¥
'youngest son', 'little finger' >  SCr mezi!nak, Slv mezi•nek ' favouri te
son (the youngest one)', P ∆  mizynek id., 'little finger', Uk mi≤zinok
'little finger', ∆  m¡zinok 'youngst child'; [2] Sl *me7zinÁcÁ 'youngest
child, little finger' >  OR m8zin5c6 me7zinÁcÁ 'youngest son', R
mi≤zinec 'little finger', SCr me~zimac 'youngest son', mje~zinac,
mi~zinac, Slv me5•zinec id., 'little finger' »» ???φ Av maGava-
'unmarried' ¶ Hardly here (⇔ Jokl and P) Al T makth 'leveret' ({Or.}:
Al T makth, Al G ma6kth id. ÿ Al mang 'small [of animals], u rch in '
[supposedly π L mancus 'maimed, infirm']); not here Av maGava-
'unmarried' (< NaIE {Huld} mag≈us 'young man') ¶ WP II 228 (*ma2Æg8[≈]-
'sth. small', *mag≈u- 'boy, unmarried'); AHDI 38 (*mag≈u- ), P 6 9 6
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(*mag≈-os, f. *mag≈-a2), EI 656 (*mag≈us 'young man', *mag≈wihÅ-
'young woman') (all of them do not take into account BSl); Vn. M  7O-
1, Billy 1O2, Vr. 4OO, Fs. 339, Ho. 21O, 214, Ho. S 49, Kb. 649, OsS
582, KM 452-3, Frn. 422-3, En. 2O8, ESSJ XVIII 227-31, Srz. II 24O, Vs. II
62O, O 242-3 || HS: S: Ar mahk-at- ≠ muhk-at- 'young age' (-hk- <  N *-
hg- [as.?]); less probably ?amHaqu 'petit, qui n’a pas grandi '
(presumably “ ?amHaqu 'unprosperous' from √mHq 'efface, deny
blessings of God' ¶ BK II 1O68-9, 1162, Hv. 71O, 738  B *mïk (<
**miÓk- <  **miÓg-??) 'few' >  Sll {Ds.} imik(k) (imikk wama2n 'un p e u
d’eau'), Izd imik  'few' (originally 3s m. of the verb *mïk-), ? Tmz imiq
'peu, un peu, un peu de' ¶ Ds. 218, Mrc. 191, TM 415  ? Eg XVIII mg¿
'young warrior' ¶ EG II 164 ˚  Hardly here D *mak[a] 'young person ,
child', which is likely to be connected with N *maK''''Ë 'baby, son' (q .v . )
˚  ≠ Bm. 443 (IE, D).
1379. *æmu4444yga 'mist, fog, cloud' > IE: NaIE *æmei\g≈- / *æmig≈- id. >  OI
me2≤gha- 'cloud, cloudy weather', ≤mih- 'mist, fog', Av mae2Ga-
'cloud', Phl, ClNPrs {Vl., Sg.} ªyM me2˝, NPrs {BM} ªyM mï˝ 'mist, fog,
cloud', Oss I mï˝, Oss D me˝a4 id. »» Arm még me6g (gen. migi migi)
'mist, fog, haze' (π  Irn?) »» ON mist-r (Gmc *mixstaz) ' c loudy
weather', NNr mistr, mØstr, Sw, Dt mist, AS mist (<  *mixsta-)
'fog, mist', NE mist »» Sl *mÁga >  'mist, cold fog' >  R ∆  mga
'hoarfrost, snowstorm, cold mist', 'fog in warm summer', SCr ∆ mega !
'drizzle', Cz mha 'mist, fog', R ∆  mqit∆, P ∆ mz$yc1, Cz mz7I1ti ' t o
drizzle'  d. NaIE *mig≈-[V]la2 > Gk ]omi11clh (± Gk A [omi11clh) 'mist, fog '
»» pAl {O} *meg[u]la2 >  Al mjegull 'cloud' »» BSl: Lt migla~, Ltv migla
'fog' » Sl *mÁ≤gla 'fog' >  ChS, OR m6gla mÁgla, R, Uk mgla, Blg
m`≤gla, SCr ma~gla, Slv m´gla~, Cz mlha, ∆ mhla, Slk hmla, P mgLa
'mist, fog, haze' »» here?: Gmc: Dt ∆  miggelen, miegelen, NGr WF
miggelje v. 'drizzle' ¶ ≈  WP II 246-7, ≈  P 712, ≈ EI 11O (*h‹mei\g≈-,
*h‹mig≈lehÅ- 'drizzle, mist'), M K II 68O-1, M E II 374-5, MW 831-2 ,
Horn 226, Vl. II 1256, Ab. II 117, Bai. 341, F II 387, O 269, Vr. 389, Vr.
N 446-7, Ho. 223, Vs. II 587-8, ESSJ XXI 92-7, 182-3, Ma. CS 3O1, 3 1 5 ,
Glh. 394, Slt. 186 || ? U: FU *°mu4kV >  Es SVl {W} mu4gar 'large th in
clouds' (unless “ Es mu4gar  'protuberance') ¶ W EDW 7O4 || HS: C: Bj
{R} ≤magWa 'cloud, rain-cloud' »» ??σ EC: pSam {Hn.} *mu!gdi~ ' da rkness '
> Rn mu!gdi~, Sml {ZMO} mugdi 'darkness, dark days of the m o n t h
(period of the waning moon)', pBn {Hn.} *mu!©t‰~ 'darkness' (> Bn: Bi
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mu!tt‰, Sa mu!gti, J/Kj mu!gt‰, K mu!?utt‰) ¶ R WBd 164, Hn. S 91, Hn. BD
1O1. ZMO 295, PG 228  || A: M {S} *°mo4ki >  Ba {BuL} mok‰ 'cloud' ¶ S
AJ 239 [#125]  T *mu2g 'steam, fog, cloud' >  Tkm bu2˝ 'steam', O s m
{Zen.} bu˝, Tk ∆  bu˝ ± bo˝ 'cloud, steam', ET {Nj.} bu˝, Qrg buu bu2,
Nog buv buw 'steam', Qzq bu buw, Chg {Rl. “ VZ} ·vM mu˝ ' s t eam,
perspiration (Dampf, Ausdünstung)' ¶ ET B 229-3O, Rl. 1799, 18O4,
2174, TkR 116, Jud. 163, Nj. 22O ¶¶ S AJ 295 [#532], SDM95 (A
*mo4kæV 'c loud'  >  Ba), and DQA #1341 (A *mokæV >  Ba) || D *mukVl-
({†GS} *-g-) 'cloud' >  Tm, Ml mukil, Tu mugalË ≠ mugal5Ë, Tl
mogulu ≠ moyilu, Klm morgar, Prj malgur, Gnd moyol ± muyol ±
moyyel id., Td nîsÀ muxulßm 'mist on hills in morning', Kn mugil, Gdb
mogul ≠ moggul 'cloud; sky' ¶¶ D #4892 ˚  The cns. *k in FU and M is
accounted for by their original postcons. position (postcons. *g  >  *k).
The element *-lV in IE *mig≈-[V]la2 and in D *mukVl- may belong to t h e
ancient heritage: a N compound (‘  derived word?) *0æmu4444yga-lV ˚
On N and pIE æ- see  Introduction, §  2.2.6 ˚  Blz. LB #63 (suggested t o
adduce Sam *mugdi).
138O. (€?) *mag[i]za 'liver' >  HS: Eg fP myz.t 'liver' ({DW} id., {EG}:
'ein inners Organ, neben Lunge und Milz; vermutlich die Leber') >  DEg
mys 'liver' >  OCpt maoys maus id. ¶ DW I 357-8, EG II 44, Er. 1 8 7 ,
Vc. 127  NrOm {Blz.} *mayz- 'liver' >  Bnc {Wdk.} ma@y 'heart, l iver' ,
She {Fl.} may 'liver', Cha {Fl.} mayya, Bdt, Kcm mayye, Gdc ma2yye, Gnj,
Zs, Zrg maye, Male ma2yzi, {Fl.} mayz, Bsk ma2y‰z, {Fl.} mauz, Dk mayz
'liver' ¶ Blz. OLBD #78, Wdk. BY 1O7 ¶¶ Tk. I 8O ¶¶ The origin of *y f o r
the expected guttural is not clear || U *maksa 'liver' >  F maksa, Es
maks id. » pLp {Lr.} mo2kse2 > Lp: S {Hs.} mu4o4ksie, U {Schl.} mu4ekse2,
Vfs {Lgc.} mu$o4kæsi id. » pMr {Ker.} *maks¥ > Er makso, Mk maksa maks´
id. » pChr {Ber.} *moks > Chr: L/H mokw moks7, E/U/B moks7, M moks id .
» pPrm {LP} *musk- id. >  Z, Vt mus mus »» pObU {Ht.} *mÈ∏G´T >  pVg
*mÈ∏y´t / ma"yt- id. >  OVg S Vt mat`, OVg S Ss maat, OVg N SoO
ma1it`, OVg W Sol me1t`, Vg: T may´t, LK ma2t, MK/UK/SV/LL m‰2t, P
mat, NV m‰2t ± moyt, UL/Ss ma2y´t, nom. pl.: LK/P moyt-´t, MK/UK
maºyt´t, NV/LL mayt´t; pOs *mu˝´¬ id. >  Os: V/Vy mu˝´l, Ty mu˝´¬, Y
muw´¬, D/K/Nz muX´t, Kz mo"X´¬, O ma"X´l » Hg ma1j id.  Sm {Jn.}
*mÈt¥ id. >  Ne: T myd, T Sd {Lh.} mÈ∏Î, T O {Lh.} mu2Î, F {Lh.} mÈºt;; Ng
{Mik.} ≤mit´; En X {Cs.} muro, En B {Cs.} mudo; Slq Tz {KKIH} mÈ∏tÈ, Slq
Tm {KD} mÈº:dò; Kms {KD} mÈt;, Koyb {Sp.} me™tt` id. ¶¶ UEW 264, Coll.
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33, Db. OS xxxi, Sm. 538 (U, FU *mûksaº, FP *me4ksa, Ugr *mûkTa,
Sm *mûto_  'liver'), MF 417-8, It. #27, Lr. #688, Schl. 98, Hs. 95O, Ker. II
83, Ber. 37, MRS 328, Ep. 7O, PsS 72, Lt. 2O8, LG 179, Ht. 163 [#382] ,
Jn. 93-4, Lh. 266, KKIH 134 || ?φ  A: T *bagÈr ' liver' > OT, Chg, Tkm,
Osm, Az, CrTt, Slr ba˝îr, OQp ba2˝îr, VTt, Bsh, Nog, Qq, Qzq bawîr,
Qrg, Tv, Tf ba2r, Alt bu2r, ET be˝ir, Xk pa2r, Yk bîar id.; with front vowels
Chv pe€ver p´ver id. ¶ Does Chv p´ver suggest a pre-harmonic OT
*bagir? ¶ Cl. 317, ET B 17-2O, TL 278-9, Jeg. 155 ¶ The T cns. *-r a n d
the absence of any reflex of N *-z-  (unless *-r  is this reflex) are not ye t
explained.
1381. *ma9y{É} 'to swing, to wave, to sway' > HS: S *°√m˝m˝ > Ar
√m˝m˝ D  (+ prp. fï) 'shake sth. in (water)', {BK} 'agiter qc. çà et là,
p.ex. un linge dans l’eau, pour faire en aller les saletés' ¶ Hv. 727, BK II
1133 || IE *meÓ(i\)-/*moÓ(i\)- v. 'wave, swing' > Lt mo!-ti (1s p .
mo!jau ) 'to wave (one’s hand, etc.)', Ltv ma^-t  'to wave, to beckon' » Sl
*maja¡-ti (1s prs. *ma•joß) 'to wave, to beckon' > SCr maàjati 'to b e c k o n
(with the hand, head), to move quickly to and fro', Slv ma!jati ' t o
move to and fro, to swing, to shake', OR maati maati 'agi tare,
vibrare', maAti majati id., 'to wave (hand)', Uk ≤maåti vt. ' t o
wave', vi. 'to flutter'; Cz ma1vati 'to wave' »» Gk mi6moß ' imi ta tor ,
mimic; actor, mime' ¶ IS III 35-44 (with further details), ≈ ESSJ XVII
132-4 (against the distinction between Sl *majati 'to wave' and *majati
'to linger' [in fact from NaIE *ma2+o2(i\)- 'be\make tired\exhausted' <  N
*maÙyV 'lose force, weaken, be worn out']), Frn. 466-7, F II 241 ( n o
decision about the et. of mi6moß) || A {AD} *ma2yi-, {IS} *mayi- >  M
*mayi-: *mayimar > WrM maimar, HlM majmar, Kl {Rm.} ma4∏mr=
'unsteadily' (of gait), *mayimari- > WrM maimari-, HlM majmra-,
Kl máámr- ma4∏mr=- v. 'walk unsteadily, reel'; WrM maima9ar, HlM
majmgar, Kl {Rm.} ma4∏ma˝¥r adj. 'having an unstady gait'; *mayi9a >
WrM mai9a, HlM majga 'bandy-legged, crooked-legged, in-toed', Kl
mááhg ma4∏˝¥9 'crooked' (of legs)', {Rm.} 'kuhbeinig'; Brt majzagar
'bent, crooked' ¶ MED 522-3, KRS 346, KW 259, Chr 29O  T: [1] *ma2y-
'bend, swing' >  Tkm ma2yîp 'cripple', adj. 'crippled', maymîq
'curved\bent', Qzq mayîs-, Qrg mayîs7- vi. 'bend oneself\itself'; [2] T
*may-r-  vt. 'bend, sway' >  Tkm mayîr-  vt. 'cripple, mutilate', Qzq mayîr-
vt. 'bend', 'za- \s-gibat∆ ', Qrg mayrîy- 'get c r o o k e d \ b e n t '
('krivit∆så '); [3] T *may-ba- 'walk unsteadily, have an unsteady gait' >
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Qrg maypay- v. 'waddle, walk slowly', maypar 'having sick legs, s tumble '
(of horses); [4] Qrg maytar- vt. 'bend (a point\spike)' ('zagnut∆ ') ¶ ≈
Cl. 348, 772-3, MM 233-4, Sht. 139, Jud. 511-2, TkR 439-4O  Tg
*ma2yi ≠ *me2yi- 'sway, swing' >  Ewk m‰y- vi. 'swing, rock', Lm m‰2i- ≠
m‰yi- vt. 'swing', WrMc maymada- ≠ maymida- vi. ' s tagger,
hobble', miyaXude- ≠ miyeXude ({STM} m1aXude ≠m1eXude) vi.
'frisk, jump' (of animals), 'rush about, rush (to attack so.)' ¶ STM I
543, 564, Z 863  pK {S} *mu2i\-/*mu~i\5u!- v. 'shake, sway' > MKo mu2i\-
/mu~i\5u!-, NKo † mu\i- ¶ S QK #563, Nam 224, MLC 685 ¶¶ DQA #127O (A
*meyu 'to shake, to sway')  || D *°may- 'mix, be\make unsteady' >  Kdg
me;k-  vt. 'mix thoroughly'  D (in SD) *may- 'be bewildered, confused '
(× D *mac>- 'be mad, be intoxicated' < N *m{Å}c6666 ' '''V9V id., 'be foolish' ,
q.v.) > Tm maya v. 'mistake, misunderstand', Ml mayakku
'perplexity, doubt', Kn mayamu, maymu 'bewilderment, perplexity '
¶ D #47O6 ˚  IS III 35-48 (*mah5y {e} in IE, D, A + [with a query] S r o o t s
*√my + cns.) (with detailed information on the reflexes in individual
lgs. within IE, A, and D); the D cognate (absent in IS MsN) was p roposed
by the editors of IS III.
1382. *mu 6666hi  (or *mu 6666hyi?) 'water, fluid' >  HS: S: [1] with loss of *h: S
*may- ≠ *ma2y- (≠ *≤maw[a]y-??) 'water' >  OAk {G} nom. pl. t. ma?u2,
Ak OA {Sd., CAD} ma2?u2, Ak B/fMA mu6 nom. pl. t., Eb (SumSc) {Co.,
Rnb.} ma-u6 (= {Co.} [ma2yu2],  ma-wu ({Frnz.} [ma2wu2]), OCn (AkSc)
abs. du. t. or pl. t. me2ma, mumi, BHb Mi5m2 ≤mayim pl. t. (cs. im4 ≥me2),
Ug my, pl. mym, OA cs. my (+ ppa. 3m mwh), IA abs. myn, IA, Nbt
em. my?, JA may≤y-a2, Sr 'j=øµamay≤y-a2, Md mia, mai, Ar nom. sg.
ma2?-u (≠ ma2h-un) (-?- < *-y- reg. , see  Br. AG §  64e), Sb mw sg. (<
*ma2?u?) 'water', Ï (?) Sb/Mn pl. mwy, Gz ma2y, Mh {Jo.} He-mo2h
(dim. mïya2hen), Hrs {Jo.} H´-≤myo%h, Jb {Jo} C ≤e-≤mih, Jb E {Jo.} ≤e-≤mi, J b
C/E dim. ≤miyo2h, Bth {Jo.} muh id. ¶ The alternative S reconst ruct ions
*mawy- and *ma≤way- are highly qu., because the reg. reflexes of *aw
or *a≤wa are at variance with those attested (e.g. the reg. Gz reflex o f
*mawy- and *ma≤way is •mo2y rather than ma2y) ¶ G OA 166-7, Sd. G § §
54b, 61a, CAD X/1 149-56, Co. SQF 172, Frnz. EL 145, 156, Rnb. 92, KB
546, HJ 62O-1, A #1559, OLS 266-7, BK II 1164, 1169, Sl. 662-3, Br.
383, DM 242, 265, BK II 1169, BGMR 88, MA 63, L G 376, Jo. M 274-5 ,
Jo. H 92, Jo. J 176 ¶ In several lgs. the word was reinterpreted a s
du.\pl. due to its stem-final *y (resembling the sx. of du.)  [2] with
preservation of *h: WS *√mhw 'be watery\clear' (of a liquid)' > Ar
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√mhw G  (pf. vaaeuMa mahuwa) 'be watery' (of milk), (pf. 'eaMa maha2) ' b e
white-haired' (of a beast)', ve0Ma mahw- 'clear milk', Gz √mhw G  (p f .
m´hwa ≠ mahawa, js. y´mhaw) vi. 'melt, be liquefied \ dissolved', ? Ug
mh 'water' (a variant form) ¶ L G 334, Hv. 738-9, OLS 266-7  Eg ∀,
DEg mw ({Vc.} < *mwy) (= {Vrg.} *mawy-), myw 'water' (originally
pl. t.) > Cpt: Sd mooy mou, B mOoymo2u (= {Vc.] mow), F maymaw
id.; Eg Md mwy 'be wet' (of a wound), Eg fMd mwy.t 'mois ture ,
wetness', possibly also Eg Md mwy , mwy.t  urine' (which is uncer ta in ,
because the reflexes in DEg m¿ and Cpt: Sd/B mi me2, Cpt Sd mI mi
'urine' are different from those of mw  'water') ¶ EG II 5O-3, DW I 3 5 3 -
68, Er. 147, 154, Vc. 1O7, 126  C: Dhl {To., EEN} ma?a, {E} ma~?a 'wa te r '
»» SC: Irq {Wh.} ma^?ay, {E, MQK} ma?ay, Grw {Wh.} ma!?ay,  Brn/Alg {Wh.,
E} ma?ay, Kz {E} ma?aya, Asa {E} ma?a, {Fl.} maya 'water'; SC ı Mb {E}
ma?i! id. »» Bj {R} mu2? (pl. mi?) 'Feuchtigkeit, Nässe', {Rop.} mi?a
'damp', {R, Rop.} mi?- scv. 'feucht\naß\flüssig sein', ' b e \ b e c o m e
damp' »» ? Ag: Xm {R} maw- 'fließig werden' (“  EthS?) ¶ R WBd 161, R
Ch II 83, Rop. 213, Wh. IC 26, E SC 156, MQK 68, EEN 36, To. D 142 ¶
Sml ma2H 'water that accumulates in a well; spring' (ZMO 266) ( adduced
in IS II 62-3 in R’s inaccurate transcription ma2h-i 'fresh flowing wa te r '
[R SS II 289]) hardly belongs here because of its lr. H; it may r a t h e r
belong together with Ar pf. ma2Ha (ip. yamïHu) 'descend into a well f o r
drawing water' (Hv. 741)  Ch: WCh: SBc: Grn {Sh.} ma2~ 'water' » AG:
Ang {Flk.} mwe2 'sap, milky juice', yitmwe 'tears', Su {J} yi~t-mwa2~n
'tears' (in both lgs. cd. with yit, yi~t 'eye[s]') »» CCh: BB: Gude {IL i n
ChC} ma@?i@n, FlM {ChL} ma~?i, FlB ma~?Yin 'water' ¶ Flk. s.v. mwe2 a n d
yit, J S 89, JI II 34O-1, ChC, ChL ¶¶ It is tempting to adduce here the B
word for 'water' (Ah ama2n, Kb, Shl, etc. aman), but in the light of t h e
Gnc glossas AHEMON, AEMON 'water' (where H is a sign for hiatus, acc .
to the spelling norms of Sp and Fr) the stem is not *m- ¬ *maÓ-, a s
reconstructed by Pr. (Pr. M IV 146), but *-{?}amaℵ- (sc. *-{?}amaÓ+w+y-)
related to S *yamm- 'body of water' and Ch *Óam- 'water' <  N *ya4444mV
'body of water' (q.v. ffd.); but the HS √  *ma[y]w- may have
contaminated with *yam-  and is likely to account for the long vw. of t h e
last syll. (as reflected in Pr.’s rec. **Óa-ma2Ó-an, that in the light of t h e
Gnc data we modify to *?a-?amaℵ-an) || IE: NaIE *meu\´- / *mu2-  '≈
plunge, wash' > BSl: Sl *mÈ¡-ti (1s prs. *mÁjoß ≠ *m`Èjoß) v 'wash' >  OCS
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m7ti mûti / m7) mûjo<, SCr mI`àti / mIàjem, Slv mi!ti / mi•jem,
Cz my1ti, P myc1¨†R myt∆ / ≤mo√ id., Blg ≤miå v. 'plunge, wash' » Ltv ∆
mau^t 'to plunge, to swim', Lt ma!udyti 'to bathe', Pru aumu2snan
'Abwaschung' »» Arm -mojn -moyn 'plunged in' »» Gk Cpr myla1sas†ai vi.
'to wash oneself' »» ? MDt moy, Dt mooi, LG moi(e) 'beautiful' (“
*'clean' “ *'watery, clear') ¶ ≈  WP 249ff., ≈  P 741, F II 268, Frn. 4 1 7 ,
ESSJ XXI 76-9, Vs. III 26, Glh. 413, Kar. I 573-4, Vr. N 453-4, EI 1 0 8
(*m(e)uÓ- 'wash [in urine]') || A: Tg *mu'2 'water' >  Ewk, Sln, Neg, Orc ,
Ork mu2', Lm mo$—, Ul mu2 ≠ mu‰, Nn Nh mu‰ 'water', Ud mu- 'water' in d s .
mud‰  'inundation', mud‰ sin‰ 'water-rat', Jrc mu ({Lg.} = [mu4]) 'water ' ,
WrMc d. muke id. ¶ STM I 548, Krm. 262, Kiy. 1OO [#O51]  JK: pJ {S}
mi!(-n-tu!) 'water' >  OJ midu, J: T mi~Zu, K mi^Zu, Kg mi!], Ns mu~Z7i!, Sh
mi!Z7i~, Ht mi~ZÈ~, Y mi!M!= »» ?? Kgr {Lee} *mie 'water' ¶ Lee GKS 37, S AJ 2 6 8
[#87], S QJ #87, Mr. 483 ¶¶ S AJ 28-9, 69, 86, 278, and SDM97 (s.v.
*mu4!:ri) suggest to connect the Tg and J words with M *mo4ren ' r iver ' ,
which is hardly convincing. On the M √  see  N *moÂÉ  'body of wa te r '
|| D {GS} *mï- 'wash' > Td mi;y- v. 'bathe', Kn m°, m°yu v. 'take a
bath, bathe', Tu m°-pini id., v. 'wash oneself', Prj mï-, Gnd miy-, mï-
'to bathe', Kui mïva v. 'lave\bathe\anoint oneself', Ku mïali ' b a t h e
(oneself), mï-  'bathe', ? Krx mu2Z>- v. 'wash the face of' (Pf.: < D *mï-nc>-
), Mlt munZ>e v. 'wash another’s face', munZ>re v. 'wash one’s own face '
¶¶ GS 49 [#121], D 4878, Pf. 41 ˚  IS II 62-3 (*mÉwV 'water ,
moisture': HS, IE, Tg), AD GD 1.
1383. *ma4444ke 6666, *ma4444ke6666-tÉ 'top, head, hill' >  HS (× N *mukV ' t o p ,
head, hill[ock]'?): CCh: McMsg: Msg {Rlf.} ma1ge-ni 'his head', {Ov.}
muk 'head', Mnj {Trn.} mok id. ¶ AMS 253, Ss. B 148  ?? C: EC *mug-
'head' (unless f rom  N *mukV) >  Cm {Hw.} mu!ga?-te, Brj {Ss.} mu!g-a
'head' ¶ Blz. CWL, ≈ Ss. B 148 || U: [1] U *ma4ke 'hill' >  F ma4ki (gen .
ma4en) 'hill, mountain', Es ma4gi (gen. ma4e), Krl, Vp ma4gi id., Lv ma45gò
'mountain' »» Os: Vy mu4G, Ty miGW, Y miw 'grassy hummock' ( 'Bülte,
kleiner Rasenhügel', 'ko¢ka '), d.: Os Sl m´G´st´ id. ({Stn}: <  *mi˝´st´)
 ? Sm: Slq Tz {KKIH} makka 'small woody hill', Slq {Cs.}:
Tz/Ke/Ch/NP/UO/B makka, Nr maka 'grassy knoll (Rasenhügel)', d .
Tz/Ke/Ch/NP/UO/B makkal, Nr makal 'hügelig, mit Rasenhügeln
versehen'  Y: OY Ch {Mat.} maka 'stone', ?? (×  N *mukV '⇑ '?): pY {IN}
*mug- 'hill, (?) rock' > K T mug-il 'high ground, eastern side of a r idge
of hills'  [2] U *ma4kte 'hill, grassy knoll' >  F ma4ta4s (gen .
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ma4tta4a4n), Es ma4tas (gen. ma4tta) 'hummock, tussock' » Lp N {N}
miek…ta4 'a species of Carex which forms tussocks and grows on bogs '
 Sm {Jn.} *mekt¥ 'small hill, grassy hillock' >  Nn F Nl {Lh.} m1i\¢e;5t id.,
Slq Tz {KKIH} me£ktÈ 'hummock, hill', LTz {KD} ma4kte 'small hill', Slq T m
{KD} me29òdò´ 'grassy hillock (kleiner Rasenhügel), Slq Ke ma4kt´ ' heap ,
pile', Kms {KD} mEk'≤te' 'grassy hill, hillock (Rasenhügel, Erdhügel)', ?
Koyb {Sp.} bakty 'hillock', ? Mt M {Sp.} ne≥xte≥ 'grassy hummock' ¶ ¶
UEW 266 (FU *ma4ke 'Hügel, Berg', U *ma4kte 'Rasenhügel, Hügel'), Set.
FUS 37 (equates BF with Slq mak(k)a), SK 358, ZM 342, Ktn. 238, Stn.
9O3-4, Trj. S 259, KKIH 128, 13O,  Cs. 171-2, 261, Jn. 92, KD 88, Hl. M
#769, IN 236 || A: Tg *megdin 'steep river-bank' >  Lm m‰˝din, Neg
m‰gdin, Orc, Ul, Ork m‰gdi(n-), Ud {Krm.} mogZ1o?, Nn Nh/KU m‰gZ7iﬁ,
Nn B m‰gZ7i(n-) id., Ewk m‰gdïn 'terrace bank', WrMc mudun
'mountain slope with a low ridge' ¶ STM I 553-4, 563, Krm. 26O ˚  Rs.
UAW 33 (U, A), IS MS 371  (*ma4kÿ 'hill ' > Tg, BF), IS MsN s.v. *ma4kÿ
(BF, Slq, Tg).
1384. € *æmi{k}o 'carry, bring, give in exchange' >  HS: C: Ag: Bln {R}
mu2x5-r- 'carry', mu3x5ra2 'load, burden' ¶ R WB 267-8  NrOm: Kf {C}
miy-, Mch {L} mi~ya- 'carry on the back', Kf miyo2, Mch miy"o 'load' ¶ C
SE IV 476, L M 43 || IE: NaIE *æmei\gW- 'exchange' >  Gk ]amei1bv v.
'exchange', ]amoibh1 n. 'requital, recompense' ({Ch.} 'don en retour') »» L
migr-o2 / -a2re (ÿ  *migW-ros 'wechselnd') 'change' (omnia
migrant 'all things change' [Lucretius]), 'remove from one place t o
another' ¶ WP II 245, P 712, F I 9O, Ch. 73-4, WH II 86-7 ˚  On N and pIE
*æ- see  Introduction, §  2.2.6 ˚  IE *-gw- suggests that the N word-
medial consonant was *k , while the glottalized k' in Bln is still to b e
explained.
1384a. *mukV 'top, head, hill(ock)' > HS: C: EC *mug- 'head '  >  Cm
{Hw.} mu!ga?-te, Brj {Ss.} mu!g-a id. ¶ Blz. CWL, AMS 253, ≈ Ss. B 1 4 8
 CCh: McMsg: Msg {Ov.} mok, Mnj {Trn.} mok 'head' ¶ ChC, Lk. DQM
1O2, Trn. LM 1O6 || U: pY {IN} *mug- 'hill, (?) rock' > K T mug-il 'h igh
ground, eastern side of a ridge of hills' ¶ IN 236, Ku. 157 || A: Tg
*mu3ku[l] > Lm O mUkUl 'steep slope, precipice (on the seashore), WrMc
muXu 'hill'; NrTg *muk- 'grassy hillock' >  Ewk mu2k‰G id., Lm mUq¥lr¥
id. ¶ STM I 563 || D *mukatß-, *mukalß- 'top' > Tm mulat5u 'top, highest
part, ridge of roof, hump of a camel', Ml mukat5u 'head-end of a
cloth', mukal5 'top, summit, ridge', Kt moylß, Td muxulß, Kn mogad5u,
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mogal5u, Tl mogad5u 'ridge of roof', Tu mugili 'turret, top as of a
temple', Gnd mukur  'comb of cock'; D ı Sk mukut5a-, OI BHS, Pali
makut5a, Prkr maula 'crest, diadem' ¶¶ D #4888, Tu. #1O144 ˚  Is
this etymon a var. of N *ma 4444ke 6666  'top, head, hill' with the N vw. *u  due t o
the labializing infl. of N *m-? ˚  Blz. DA #153 [#5] (D, HS).
1384b. *mo6666{?}kV 'tree, (piece of) wood' > HS: EC *mukk- >  Or muka
{Grg.} 'tree, bush, woody plant', {Th.} 'tree, wood (legno), plant', Sml
{DSI, ZMO} mukay '∈ large tree that grows along a stream\river' »» Bj {E
[“ Mz.?]} mokWa  'curved tent pole' »» SC: pRt {E} *muka 'stem, stalk' >
Brn muka 'chaff', Asa mogeNgera 'root' ¶ Grg. 293, Th. 249, ZMO 2 9 6 ,
DSI 445, E PC #1O1 (pC *mukW- 'stick'), E SC 343  ?φ Eg P m¿c.t
'∈ plant, ∈ tree' ¶ EG II 34 || D *mokk- 'piece of wood' > Tm mokkai\
id., 'stump', Tl mokka 'stub of wood', Gnd meka 'stump' ¶¶ D #51O9
|| A: Tg *mu3k- (+ sxs.) 'stick, club' > Neg mUkoçan, Sln mUxs7!a%: ' c lub
(weapon)', Ul mUkc7a 'stick (part of fishing device)', WrMc {Z} muqs7an
'stick, cudgel, fishing-stick (lísina )', Lm moqol, mUqamI ' h a r p o o n
haft' ¶ STM I 553, Z 9O1  T: ? Qrg buqa 'stick (of wood or horn) u s e d
to untie knots' ¶ Jud. 156 ˚  EC *-kk- (evidenced by Sml -k-), Tg -k-, D -
kk-, and Eg -¿c- suggest the presence of a N lr. (*??) within a cns .
cluster (N *-?k-?) ˚  Blz. DA #159 [#76 (incl. EC, SC, D).
1385. *mo÷3333kÉ 'to press' >  HS: S *√m÷k  'press, squeeze' >  BHb √m÷k
G  (inf. -m÷ok3) 'press, squeeze', MHb √m÷k G , D , JA √m÷k D  ' c rush ,
dissolve by rubbing', Ar √m÷k  G  vt. 'rub' ¶ KB 579, BDB 59O, Js. 8 1 6 ,
Fr. IV 193, Hv. 727 || IE: NaIE *m´g8-/*mo2g8- 'knead, smear' >  MBr
mezaff 'to knead (pétrir pâte)', Br mezan% 'pétrir, faire du mor t i e r ' ,
W maeddu 'to beat, to foul, to mix by pushing', OIr maistr- v.
'churn' ('baratter') »» Gk mag- (prs. ma1ssv, aor. ps. ]ema1ghn) ' k n e a d
dough' »» Sl *ma¡za-ti (prs. *ma¡z7-oß) 'to smear' >  OCS mazati
mazati, SCr maàzati, Slv ma!zati, Cz mazati, Slk mazat5, P
mazac1, R ≤mazat∆, Uk ≤mazati 'to smear', Blg ≤maqa 'I smear' ¶ ≈
WP II 226, ≈  P 696-7, ≈  Mn. 725 (all of them include here Gmc *mak-
'make', see  N *me[h]ke6666 'to make, to work'), F II 18O-1, Vn. M  11-2 ,
Flr. 256, Ern. 414, Hm. 567, YGM-1 321, F II 18O-1, Ch. 67O, ESSJ XVIII
21-37, Vs. II 557-8, Glh. 4O1-2, ≈σ  EI 649 (Sl, Clt, Gk < ? *mag8- ' w o r k
with the hands, form, shape', see N *me[h]ke 6666 '⇑ ') ||  D  {tr., †GS} *mukk-
v. 'strain, make great efforts, press' (× N *muNK''''a ++++u 6 666 [= *muNk''''a ++++u 6 666?] ' t o
make great efforts, [?] to be heavy'?) >  Tm mukku, Kt muk- v. ' s t ra in
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as a woman in travail, make great efforts', Ml mukkuka v. ' s t ra in ,
grunt, make an effort as in travail or when easing nature', mikuka v.
'press, strain at stool', Kt muk- v. 'make a strenuous effort, strain t o
deliver child', Td muk- v. 'grunt while defecating when constipated', Kn
mukkir3i, mukkare v. 'strain, make violent efforts in pain', Tu
mukkuru- v. 'snort, grunt, growl', Tl mukku- 'strain', Png mu2k- v.
'lift with effort' ¶¶ D #4896(a) || A : T *bog- (*mog-) v. 'strangle, c h o k e
(so.), tighten (a knot), squeeze' >  OT bo˝- 'strangle, choke', MQp XIII
bo˝- 'strangle', Chg XV bo˝- 'strangle, squeeze (the throat)', Osm {Rh.}
bo˝- 'choke, strangle, suffocate; constrict by binding', Tk bog"-, Tkm,
Az, CrTt, Kr, ET, Ln bo˝-, Alt bòu2-, Tf bòo˝-, Xk po˝- 'strangle, suffocate ' ,
VTt bu-, Bsh b¥w- id., 'tie up', Tv bòo˝- 'strangle, choke, tighten ( a
knot)', Nog buw-  id., 'fasten (a loop)', Qzq buw(î)-, Qq buw- v. 'tie, t i e
together, pack', Qrg bu2- 'tie up, constrict by binding', Chv pa€v- p¥v-
'strangle, suffocate' (with irreg. -¥v- due to morphological
generalization [ffd. see  Md. 44]), pÈ-mak 'constricted \ narrowed place
(perexvat , suqenie )' (with a reg. -È- <  T *-og-) ¶ Cl. 311, Rs. W 7 8 ,
Rh. 4O4, ET B 164-5, TvR 112, Ra. 163, Sht. 58, Jud. 163, Md. 44, 174.
1386. *me[h]ke6666 'to make, to work' >  IE: NaIE *°m´g8+g- >  Gmc *makk-
o2n 'to make' >  OHG mahho2n, NHG machen, OSx mako2n, D t
maken, AS macian 'to make, to build', NE make ¶ ≈  WP II 226, ≈  P
696-7, ≈  Mn. 725, ≈  Ho. 2O9 (all of them do not distinguish this √  f r o m
*m´g8 +g- [their *mag8-] 'press', see N *mo÷3333kÉ 'to press'), F II 18O-1, Vr. N
424, Ho. S 49, Kb. 652, OsS 585, KM 451, Hth. AE 2O9, ≈ EI 649 ( ?
*mag8- 'work with the hands, form, shape'; includes reflexes of NaIE
*m´g8-/*mo2g8- 'knead, smear' < N *mo÷ 3333kÉ  '⇑ ') || U *meke- v. 'make, d o ,
work', n. 'work, thing, deed' >  OHg miu 'Handlung, Arbeit, Werk', Hg
mu¡ (accus. mu¡vet), Hg ∆  mI1v 'work', Hg mu¡vel- v. 'work'  Sm
*mey- 'make' > Ne T mi-s∆, Ne T O mi;-s1, Ne F {Lh.} m1i\¢ed!‰a", Ng {Cs.} 1 s
aor. obcj. me65a1ma, En {Cs.} 1s aor. obcj. me6bo 'make', Slq Tz me2-
'make, build' ¶¶ UEW 27O, MF 454-5, EWH 1OO9, Jn. 92, KKIH 129 ||
HS: CCh: Mdr {ChL} m‰~gu~nam‰~ga~ 'do' ¶ ChL  ?σ S *°√mhk >  Ar √mhk
TD (pf. ˚aeWmaTa tamahhaka) 'perform the work becomingly', {BK} ' fa i re
qc. en artiste' (unless derived from √mhk G  v. 'pound, bruise') ¶ Hv.
738, BK II 1162 ˚  ≈  BmK 67O-1 (*mak5-/*m´k5- 'to handle, to w o r k
with the hands': IE, U + err. HS: Hd mik'ess- 'to touch', Kmb mek'ess- ' t o
snatch', Irq minqis- 'to squeeze') ˚  The meaning of Gmc *makko2n ' t o
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make' is usually explained by a semantic change 'knead, press' ‘
'make, build' in the history of IE (or Gmc), but the exact parallel in FU
and CCh make that hyp. less probable (unless we presuppose a parallel
semantic change in Gmc, FU, and CCh).
1387. *mÉk÷á (or *mÉ÷ká) 'big' >  IE *meg8éx-/*meg8oéx-/*meg8é=x-
'big' (accus. sg. m. *≤meg8oéx-m, nom.-accus. sg. ntr. *≤meg8é=x-, gen. sg.
*me≤g8éx-os, in cds.: *mg8é=x-) >  NaIE *meg8- / *meg8≈- 'big' (accus. sg. m .
*≤meg8-o2-m > Vd accus. sg. m. maha2m; nom.-accus. sg. ntr. *≤meg8´ >  Vd
≤mahi, Gk me1ga; gen. sg. *me≤g8≈-os >  Vd ma≤ha-h5 ÷  Av G maz´2  [ffd.
see Rsm. AT 84]). The representation in lgs.:  Vd ≤mahi ntr. 'great, big';
IIr {M} d. *maz1≈a2nt- / *maz1≈at- > OI ma≤ha2n / accus. sg. ma≤ha2nt-am
/ nom.-accus. ntr. ma≤hat 'great, large',  Av accus. m. mazaƒnt-´m,
ntr. mazat À id. »» Gk m. me1gaß, ntr. me1ga, f. mega1lh 'great, big', spr l .
me1gistoß »» Arm mec mec 'great, large, big' »» L magnus 'big' (<  NaIE
*meg8-no-s), magis, [Plt.] mage 'bigger' »» pAl {O} *maZa >  Al madh
'big, large, tall' »» OIr maige  'great, large', mochtae  'big, powerful' »»
Gt mikils, ON mikill, OHG mihhil, OSx mikil 'big', AS mic1el,
myc1el 'big, much' >  NE much »» pTc {Ad.} *ma2ka2 > Tc: A ma2k, B
ma2ka 'many, much'  Ht mekk(i)- 'much, numerous' (<  IE *meg8éx-
iéx-) (nom.-accus. ntr. mekki, adverbial abl. meqqayaz), mekki
adv. 'greatly, much', ¿ Lw {Lar.} maia- id. ({Lar.}: IE *-g8-, -g8≈-, *-g8Ó- >
Lw -∅-; Mlc. CL 145 rejects the existence of the word), ? HrLw {Ts.}
man  (<  *mayan-) 'much' (not mantioned in Mer. HHG) ¶¶ WP II 252, P
7O8-9, EI 344 (*meg8hÅ-), M K II 6O9-1O, M E II 337-9, F II 189-O, WH II
1O, EM 378-9, Vn. M  58, Fs. 358-9, Vr. 386-7, Kb. 684, OsS 6O8, Schz.
212, Ho. 221, Ho. S 52, Huld 88-9, O 24O, Slt. 7O-1, Ad. 446-7, Ts. E II
181-5, CHD L-N 245-9, Lar. 65, Ivn. SA 153 (accepts Lw maia) || HS: S
*°√m÷k' >  Ar √m÷q 'be deep' (of a well), 'be far distant' ¶ BK II 1 2 9 ,
Hv. 727  Ch: WCh: Jmb {Sk.} ma!k‰@ 'long (a long time)' »» CCh: Msg G
{BM} mogo, Msg P {Trn.} mogo (f. muguwiy ,  pl. mogo2kay ≠ mogoway),
Msg Ng {Ov.} mo≤go 'long', Msg {GKrs.} mo3gwa (f. mugu≤°, p l .
mo3≤gwa2kai) 'long, high', {Rlf., Röd.} ≤mogo 'large, big (groß)', a-na
≤mogo 'it is large\big', Mlw {Trn.} mu!go2~ (f. mu!gu~wï!, pl. mu!go2~ka!y) ' long,
deep', ? Msk {Trn.} ma~wa~  'large\big (grand)' ¶ JS 169, Lk. DQM 68, ChC
s.v. 'long', ChL, Trn. LM 1O6, Trn. MVM 286, Trn. Musk. 22  ? EC: Rn
mï!g 'strength, heaviness' (× N *man2222Vga [or *maNga?] ' s t rong,
numerous') ¶ PG 224 || A: Tg *°me2kV > Lm A m‰2k‰ 'big' ¶ STM I 566 ||
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D [1] {tr., †GS} *mik(k)- 'exceed, grow, great; increase' >  Tm miku v.
'exceed, grow; increase', mikka 'great, much', Ml mikuka v.
'surpass, abound', mikka 'the greater part', Kn mikku ' g row
abundant, increase', Tu migguni, mikkuni 'surpass, exceed', Tl
mikkili  'great', Knd mis-  'increase' ¶¶ D #4838; or [2] ?? *ma2- ' g rea t '
>  Tm, Ml ma2 id., Ka ma2 id. in: ma2-gelasa 'great work', ma2-ma2yi
'great mother', Kn Hv ma2 'big, great', Gnd ∆  ma2y(i) 'very big', mayali
'big' ¶¶ D #4786 || ?φ K: GZ *mak'e- ≠ *mank'e- 'heavy' ({IS}: <
**mwank'-) (× N *muNK''''a ++++u 6 666 'make great efforts, (?) be heavy'??) >  Mg
mok'a- ≠ monk'a-, Lz monk'a- 'heavy', G mak'e 'heavy with young' (of a
female animal) (×  N *maK''''Ë [=  *mak''''Ë?] 'baby, son; [?] be pregnant ' ,
q.v.); Ï GZ *mak'en- 'get heavy\pregnant '  >  OG, G mak'en-/mak'n- ' b e
conceiving', Mg, Lz monk'an- 'grow heavy' ¶ The additional *-n- in Zan
may have been induced by contamination with N *man2222Vga ( o r
*maNga?) '⇑ ' (q.v.) ¶ K 125, K2 113-4, FS K 2O7, FS K 228, DCh. 6 6 2 ,
Chik. 242, 3O4, Q 281, Schm. 122 ˚  N *÷k  ¬ *k÷ >  S *÷k', K *k'
(positional glottalization?) ˚  ≈  IS MS 331 (*magÿ 'big'  > IE + K
*magar 'strong', D *ma2), ≠ IS SS 334 [#6.24] (K *magar-, D *ma2).
1388. *ma 6666k [V]Ha  '(nape of the) neck, back' >  HS: C: Bj {R} mo2k (p l .
maka) 'nape, throat', {Rop.} 'front side of the neck' »» Ag: Bln {Lm.}
m´kkWa, {R} maº≤kWa2 'buttocks', Ag ı Amh {R} makWa 'id. (?)' »» EC:
Af {PH} makuH ≠ mukuH 'spine, spinal cord', Ya {E} muk 'lower side of t h e
body', Rn {PG} mo!kko~lo~ '(bones of) the lower spine; small of the back ' ,
Bn J/Ba {Hn.} mu!kk´ 'buttocks'  ¶ R WB 267,  R WBd 167, Rop. 215, Hn.
BD 97, PH 162, 171, PG 227  Eg fXVIII mkÓ 'occiput, hind part of t h e
head' > DEg mk5h5 'Hinterkopf, Nacken, Hals' >  Cpt Sd mak2 makh
{Vc.} 'nape, neck', {Crn.} 'neck' ¶ EG II 159, Er. 183, Vc. 111, Crn. 8O ||
U *muka 'back (dorsum)' > FP *°muka 'back, hind part, back side,
following (seuraaminen)' > F muka-  in fossilized case forms: mukaan
'according to', mukaa 'accordingly', mukana 'with, together with ' ,
muassa 'with, accompanying', d.: mukainen 'agreeing with, i n
accordance with'  Sm {Hl.} *m‰ka, {Jn.} *m‰kaº 'back (Rücken)' > Ne T
maxa, Ne T O {Lh.} ma;Xa2, Ne F {Lh.} mXa¢´, En {Cs.} maha, Ng {Ter.}
m‰ku, Slq Tm {KD} mO2˝, Slq Tz {KKIH} d. moqal id., Kms {KD} d. bE2g´¬,
Koyb {Sp.} d. bågal`, Mt {Hl.} *baga id. (Mt: K/M {Mll.} ba1ga
'dorsum', T {Mll.} baga1da 'his back') ¶¶ Jn. UK 223 (U *mukaº), Sm.
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538 (U, FU *mukaº, FP *muka, Sm *mo_kaº), SSA II 175-6, ≈ SK 35O,
Jn. 85, KKIH 131, KD 9, Hl. M 213 [#9O] || A: pKo {S} *mo~k 'neck' >
MKo mo~k, mo~ka~i\, NKo mok id. ¶ S QK #987, Nam 214, MLC 821  Tg:
Ewk muka n. 'hide from reindeer’s neck' ¶ STM I 551  T *°bakan > OT
baqan 'necklace'; ???σ NaT *bogmak 'necklace' (>  OT, Osm XIV bo˝maq)
(unless derived from *bog-  'choke, tie around', as supposed by Cl.) ¶ Cl.
315-6 ¶¶ DQA #1242 (A *mi\a!kæu~ 'neck': T, Tg, Ko + unc. pJ *mu!k- ' t u r n
one’s head'), Rm. SKE 15, STM I 551 (Tg, Ko) || D (in CD) {tr., †GS}
*makk- 'neck' > Klm mak, Nkr makk id. ¶ D #4622 || IE: Irn: Pmr: Shgh,
Wx ma4k, Srk mok, Ish mak 'nape of the neck, neck' ¶ Mrg. EShG 44, Blz.
LNA #38 (supposes that the Pmr word is due to "a Dravidian-like
substratal influence") ˚ The equation between D, HS, U, and A was
suggested by Blaz ]ek (Blz. DA 154 [#22] and Blz. LB #6a [Eg, C, U, Ko, D
+ T *bogmak], ≈ Blz. LNA #38 [N *muk+k'a ≠ *mak+k'u 'neck']).
1389. € *mÅks{a} 'give, reward' >  HS: S *≤mik[V]s- ≠ *≤mak[V]s-
'tribute' >  Ak miksu 'tribute', BHb xk3m3 ≤mEk3Es, Sr 'sokµa mak3≤s-a2,
Md maksa id., IA, Plm mks 'tax', JA mik3≤sa2 'toll, tax', SmA mks
'toll', Ar (π Aram) maks- 'market-tax, custom-duty' ¶ KB 55O, Js. 7 8 3 -
4, Sl. 676, Tal 468, Br. 385, Sd. 165, Hv. 73O, HJ 625 ¶ The Aram a n d
Hb words may be (but not necessarily are) loans from Ak (see  Zmr.2
1O, Kfm. AIA 72) || U: FV *maksa 'give, pay' >  F, Es maksa- v. 'pay ,
reward'; BF ı  pLp {Lr.} *ma2kse2- v. 'pay, cost' >  Lp: N {N} mak…se- / -
vs-, S {Hs.} maaks´edh, L {LLO} makse2- 'pay, reward', Kld {SaR}
ma2kk∆s´ v. 'pay', ma2kks 'payment' » Er, Mk makso- 'give' ¶ UEW
698, Lr. #644, Lgc. #3747, Hs. 888, SaR 18O-1.
139O. *muks{a} ¬ *mugZ{a} (or *ma++++oé€uks{a} ¬ *ma++++oé€ugZ{a}?)
'∈ rodent (mouse, mole, or sim.)' >  IE: NaIE *mu2s 'mouse' >  OI mu2h5
(obl. mu2s5-) id., Blc mus7k, MPrs, NPrs ›vM mu2s7 {Vl.} id., {BM} id., ' r a t ' ,
Psh maz7ßak 'mouse, maz7ßa 'rat', Oss: I m‰st, D mista4 'mouse' »» Arm
mukn mu-kn (gen. mkan mkan) 'mouse' (on the nominal sx. -kn
[dim.?] see Ld. A 82-3 and Mn. 821) »» Gk my6ß (gen. myo1ß) 'mouse, rat' »»
pAl {O} *mu2(s) >  Al: T mi, G mi^ 'mouse' »» L mu2s (gen. mu2r-is) id .
»» ON mu1s, OHG, OSx, AS mu2s, NHG Maus, Dt muis 'mouse', NE
mouse »» Sl *mi_¡s7Á f. (gen. *mi _¡s7i) id. >  OCS m7w6 mûs7Á f. (gen.
m7wimûs7i), Blg miw f., R myw∆ f., Uk miw f. (≠ ≤miwa), SCr mIàs7
(today m.), Slv mi~s7 (gen. mi!s7i), Cz, Slk mys7, P mysz »» Tc B pl .
mas1c°tsi  'mice, rats' ¶ WP II 312-3, P 752-3, EI 387 (*≤mu2s ≠ *≤mus-s
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/ gen. *mu≤s-os), M K II 668, Mn. 821-2, M E II 369-7O, Horn 223, Vl. II
1228, BM 542, Ab. II 142-3, Bai. 337, F II 275-6, WH II 132-3, Ho. 2 2 7 ,
Ho. S 54, Kb. 7O8, OsS 631-2, KM 469, Vr. 396, Vr. N 458, O 265, Huld
91-2 (O and Huld: the Al G nasalization is secondary), ESSJ XXI 55-72 ,
Glh. 412-3, ZVSZ 258, Vs. II 27-8, Slt. 189-9O, Ad. 143 ¶ The
compensatory lenghthening of the vw. *u is due to the loss of the velar
stop in the cluster *-gZ- || U: FU *°ma+o2ksa >  Er maksazej maksa-z1ey,
maksaka maksa-ka 'mole', Mk maksaka ≤maksa-ka 'hamster' ¶ ≈  Coll.
97, ≈  UEW 264 (*maksa; adduces Os ma˝ ± maX 'beaver', but he d o e s
not mention Os ∆  -Nq ≠ -NX and does not take it into account; cf. N
*mVNKV 'beaver'), ERV 358, KC 128, PI 154 || A: Tg *muktu-[r/n]
'mole, ∈ mouse' >  Neg muktuy 'short-tailed mouse', Ork muktuli
'mouse, mole', Nn KU muktur 'mole', WrMc muqdun ≠ muqtun
'taillless field mouse, mole' ¶ STM I 552 ¶ Tg *-tu- seems to be a
derivational sx. (see  Ewk -do in nouns for insects: lore-do 'but terf ly '
related to lorukï  'small butterfly [motyle ≥≥≥≥k]' - see  Vas. 239, 754)   pJ
{S} *mu~nkura 'mole' > ltOJ [RJ] u~gu~ro~-mo~ti~, ugura-, J: T mo~gura, mu~gura,
K mu~gu!ra~, mu~gu~ra!, Kg mugura! ¶ S QJ #1459, Mr. 484, 56O ¶¶ DQA
#1362 (A *mu" ~kæV 'mole') || ? K *°muZ`- >  Sv {Ni.} muz7ulid 'bat' (a cd.?)
¶ Ni. s.v. letu¢aå myw∆ || ?? HS: CCh: Db {Lnh.} mas6ay, ? Gzg D {Lk.}
mocod', Gzg Mj {Lk.} moc7od' 'mouse', MfG {Brr.} ma!c7ad', mo!c7od' '∈ mouse '
(×  N *mVc'''' @ @@@VwV '∈ rodent' [q.v.]) ¶ ChC, Lk. G 13O ˚  FU vw. *a ( o r
*o2) in *°ma+o2ksa suggests (as a possible solution) a pN e tymon
*ma++++oé€uks{a} ¬ *ma++++oé€ugZ{a} . If Sv muz7ulid belongs here, the N r ec .
is *mugZ{a} or *ma++++oé€ugZ{a} , otherwise the best N reconstruction is
*muks{a}  (or *ma++++oé€uks{a}). Tg *-kt- and pJ *-k- (reflexes of N *-ks-
or *-gZ-? ) are still to be explained.
1391. *maK''''Ë  (=  *mak''''Ë?) 'baby, son', (?) 'be pregnant' >  IE: NaIE
*°makW- > Clt: OgIr gen. maqqWi, OIr macc, NIr mac 'son'; Gl MAPO-
'son' (in proper names: Mapo-no-s, etc.), Crn map / mab 'son', OBr
{Flr.} mab, map 'child', OW map, MW, W, Br mab 'son, boy' ¶ ≈  P
696, Vn. M  1-2, Dnn. 454, Billy 1O3, Flr. 249, ECCE 268, SEv. 31, Loth
18O, YGM-1 32O, Schm. KGP 244 || ? K: OG, G mak'- ' m a k e \ g e t
pregnant\conceiving', MG, G mak'e 'heavy with young' (of animals), Mg
monk'-at-al-a 'pregnancy' (unless from K *mak'e- [or *mank'e-] 'heavy' <
N *mÉk÷á [or *mÉ÷ká ] 'big') ¶ K 125, K2 113-4, FS K 2O7, FS K 2 2 8 ,
DCh. 662, Chik. 242, Q 281 || HS: S *°√mk'k' >  Ar √mqq G  (pf. œWMa
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maqqa, ip. -muqq-) 'impregnate (a female palm-tree)' ¶ BK II 1134, Hv.
728 || D *mak(k)- 'child, son' >  Tm maka 'child, infant, young o f
animals; son\daughter', Ml makan  'son', makkal 5  'children; the young
of animals', Kt mog 'child', Td mox 'child, son\daughter', EpOKn
makan  'son', Kn maga 'son, male person', Kdg makka 'children', mo;-
v´⁄n 'son', mo;va 'daughter', Tl maga, moga 'male', Gnd maga sindßu
'boy child' (sindßu 'son'), Kng moga kor`o 'boy child', Mnd ga2r` (<  *mga2r`)
'daughter', na-mga2r` 'my daughter', Krx maka (voc. used t o
daughters\sisters), Mlt maqe 'boy' ¶¶ D #4616, Zv. 12O || ??φ,σ A
*mukæV 'male' >  Tg *muke- ≠ *muka- 'male person, male animal' >  Neg
mux‰ti ± muk‰ti 'male (dog, fox, sable)', Orc mu‰ti, Ud mug‰ti, mu‰ti
'male' (of some animals), Nn B moXa(n-) 'male animal, male pe r son ' ,
WrMc muXan  'male (tiger, leopard)' ¶ STM I 543, 554, Krm. 262  p J
{S} *mu~ku\a^ 'son-in-law, bridegroom' > OJ mu~kwo!, J: T mu!ko, K mu~ko^, Kg
muko! id. ¶ S QJ #933, Mr. 487  M *muqa- >  WrM {MED} muqali,
{Gl.} muquli, WrO muXala, muXalai, muXuli, Kl muxla, {Rm.}
moXla4∏ 'slave, serf'; the WrM variant bu9ul id. (Gl.} is a re-borrowing
of the M word from some ancient T lge., where m-  >  b-  and the final vw.
is lost (cp. Chg {Rm.} bul˝un 'slave, servant'); ⇔  SDM97, not here Kl
{Rm.} muXur 'penis' (“ muXur 'blunt, blunted') (Rm.: "Penis, eig.
abgerundet") ¶ MED 553, 12O9, Krg. 611, KRS 363, KW 263, 268, Gl. III
314  ?? T *buka 'bull' (×  N *buK''''a 'bovines' [q.v. ffd.]) ¶¶ S AJ 2 9 3
[#452], DQA #1375 (*mu2kæV 'male' > T, M, Tg, with unjustified long *u2
in T) ˚  Altaic *mukæV  'male' is a highly qu. cognate both because of i t s
vw. *u and because of its meaning. It may be alternatively c o m p a r e d
with S *0√mhk (> Ar muhkat- ≠ mahkat- 'jeunesse, jeune âge', see  BK II
1162, Hv. 738), which suggests a pN *muhK''''V ˚  If the K √  belongs
here, we reconstruct pN *-k ''''- , otherwise it is *K '''' (= *k'''' ++++ û ûûûq) ˚  Not h e r e
(⇔  Tromb. CL) OHg magw, Hg mag 'Nachkomme,
Nachkommenschaft', which is obviously from mag(w) 'seed, ke rne l '
(see EWU 92O-1, MF 414) ˚  ≈ Blz. DA 156 [#43] (incl. D, IE), ≈  BmK #
545 (IE, D).
1392. € *moK''''V  'blunt' >  A: M *moqu- 'be\become blunt' >  WrM
moqu-, HlM, Brt moxo-, Dg mogo- id.; d. M *mo+uqur- 'blunt' >  WrM
muqur ≠ moqur, HlM muxar, Ord {Ms.} mu¯Xu¯r, Mnr H {SM}
mu¯9òur, Kl {Rm.} moXr= ± muXur id., Kl {KRS} moxr moX´r ' sho r t ,
blunt', Brt muxar  '-less' (x¥l muxar '[a person] withour legs'); d. M
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*moquda9 'blunt' >  [HI] {Ms.} moqodaq, [MA] {Pp.} œ"d'qvM moqadaq,
WrM moquda9, HlM moxdog id.; d. M *moqu˝a- 'make blunt' >  WrM
moqu9a-, HlM moxoo- id., WrO {Krg.} moXo- 'get dull'; d. M *moqu˝a
'blunt' > WrM moqu9a, HlM moxoo, WrO moXo, Brt moxoo, Dg mogo2;
d. Dx mo9utu 'blunt'; MM d. [S] {H} d. muqutqa- 'abschneiden' ¶ Ms. H
76, H 111, Pp. MA 238, MED 544, 553-4, KRS 356, KW 263-4, 268, SM
244, T DnJ 128-9, Krg. 6O2-3, Chr. 3O1, 3O4 || D {tr., †GS} *mokk- >
Tm mokku, mokkai\ 'bluntness', mokat5t5ai\ 'that which is blunt', Tl
mokka  'blunt, pointless, not sharp' ¶¶ D #51O6.
1393. *mu4444K ' '''V or *muK ''''É 'a bend, corner, hump' >  HS: S: Ar {Fr.} ŒI'Ma
ma2qi(n), ma2qy-at- 'internal angle of the eye', {Fr., BK} ma?q- id. (×
√m?q  'weep'), Ar ma2qi?- ≠ mu2qi?- 'the front\back part of the eye' ¶ Fr.
IV 197, 199, BK II 1O53, Hv. 7O5 || U: FP *m{u4}kkV(rV) ( =
*mÉkku(rV)?) 'hump; bent' >  F ∆  {Lnr.} mykky 'hump', Es mu4gar
'protuberance, tuber' » Chr: L mugyr muG¥r, H mygyr m¥G¥r
'hump' » Prm {LG} *mu$kir >  Z mykyr mÈkÈr n. 'humpiness, s toop ' ,
mÈkÈra 'stooping', Vt mykyres mÈkÈres id., Z Izh/Ud, Vt mÈkÈrt- v.
'incline, bend' ¶ LG 182, SK 355-6, ≠  UEW 7O5 (considers Chr m¥G¥r
and similar words to go back to onomatopoeia) || A: Tg *mu'ke- >  Ewk
muk‰2 'humpbacked, 'hump', muk‰2- vi. 'stoop, arch one’s back', WrMc
meXu- id., 'bow one’s head, be bent'; Ï Tg *mu'kçe- v. 'stoop, b e n d
(under a load)' >  Ewk m‰kç‰l‰- vi. 'bend under a load', m‰kç‰m‰
'hump', Lm mo$kt‰l- v. 'stoop', Ul moqc7oZ7U/I- ≠ mUqc7UZ7U- 'stoop, b e n d
one’s back', Ork moqc7oron- ≠ muqc7ur‰n- id., Nn Nh mukc7ur‰n-,
mukc7ur‰Ngu- id., Nn KU mukc7ur‰n‰- vi. 'bend oneself' ¶ STM I 553, 5 6 5
 pJ {S} *ma!nka!- v. 'bow, bend' >  OJ ma!ga!-(r-), J: T ma~gar-, ma~eg-, K
ma!ga!r-, ma!ge!-, Kg maga!r-, mage!- id., J Sh {Mr.} magar-, J Ht {Mr.}
mank+gar- 'bend, turn' ¶ S QJ #927, Mr. 719  T *bu4k (*mu4k) 'corner' (×
N *bu4444K' '''{a} 'to bend; bent') >  OT bu4k corner, the corner post of t h e
house', Tk ∆  bu4k, Alt ∆  {Verb.} pu4k 'corner'., StAlt bu≥k bòu4k, Yk bu4k
'bend of a river' (see ET B 29O-1); T *bu4k- v. 'bend' >  OT {Cl.} bu4k- id.,
etc. (×  N *bu4444K ' '''{a} '⇑ ' [q.v. ffd.]) ¶¶ ≈  SDM97 (s.v. *ma4kæo 'to bow' (A
*ma4kæo 'to bow'), DQA #13O1 (A *mi\o!kæ{u!} id.) (equates the Tg and T
roots with M *meku4yi-, with Tg *mi\aku-r-, and with pJ {S} *ma!nka!-, s e e
N *máÓaK ''''V 'to bend, to turn') ||  D  {tr., †GS} *mukk- 'corner' > Ml, Tu
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mukku 'corner, lane', Tm mukku id., 'hook', Td muk 'edge', Kui
mudgu 'corner', Krx mu2xa 2  'edge, brink, margin' ¶¶ D #4898.
1394. € *m{a}?[V]K''''V 'cry, shout' > HS: S *°√m?k' > Ar √m?q G ' s o b '
¶ BK II 1O53, Hv. 7O5 || A: T *ma2kîr- 'shout, bellow' (× N *w{a}K''''o  ' t o
call'??) >  OT {Cl.} ba2qîr- 'shout, bellow', Osm XVIII ba˝îr- 'shout', T k m
ba2˝îr-, Tk bag"Ir-, Ggz baîr-, Az ba˝îr-, Bsh, Qrg baqîr- 'shout, bellow',
CrTt ba˝îr-, Alt bòa˝îr-, Qmn ma˝îr-, Qzq, Nog, Qq, VTt baq¥r-, U z
baqiÆr-, Kr baqîr- ± maqîr-, Chv maka€r- magò¥r- 'shout' ¶ Cl. 318, ET B
2O-2, B DK 231.
1395. € *mV÷3333K' '''a++++á or *m{a}K''''a ++++á 'plain, steppe, field' >  HS: Eg XVIII-
XXII mk5k5 '∈ arable land' ¶ EG II 159  S *°ma÷k'- >  Ar ma÷q- 'a tract o f
land without vegetation (terra omni carens planta)' (unless a sd. f r o m
ma÷q- 'distance') ¶ Fr. IV 193 || IE: NaIE *ma2Æk+k8o- or *mok+k8o- / *m´k+k8o-
'plain, steppe' >  ON mo1r (<  Gmc *mo2xa-z) 'sandy plain, o p e n
woodland', NNr mo 'sandy land', Sw mo 'sandy heath' »» OIr macha
'pasture land (pâture pour le bétail), fenced field (champ clos)', i n
nomina loci macha  'plain, field', NIr macha  'lawn; a field where cows
are kept at night' ¶ WP II 226, Vr. 392, ≠  Torp N 429, Hlq. 654-5, ≈  Vn.
M  3-4, Dnn. 454 ˚  If Ar ma÷q- belongs here, the N etymon is
*mV÷3333K' '''a++++á (then the absence of ÷ in Eg is puzzling), otherwise it i s
*m{a}K''''a ++++á.
1396. *máÓaK''''V 'bend, turn' >  A [1] *makæV >  M *makiyi- >  WrM
{Cev.} makii-, HlM maxij- vi. 'bend, curve (gnut∆så , iz -\v y -
gibat∆så)', Kl máki- ma4kï- id., 'be bent', Kl D {Rm.} ma4ki- 'verrenkt \
verdreht \ ungelenk sein' (Kl -a4- due to the infl. of táki- ta4kï- ' hudd le
oneself, skr√¢ivat∆så ') ¶ Cev. 335, Luv. 239, KRS 346, KW 258  Tg
*makti- > Neg makçInda-, Orc makc7inda-, Ul maqtIla-, Nn B maXc7Ira- v.
twist a rope', Orc makc7i, makc7ixi, Ul maktI(n-), Ud maktigi, Nn B
{Sem} maxc7IxI, Neg makçIxIn 'rope-twister (a device)', ? WrMc maci-
'tuck up (roll up) one’s clothes' ¶ STM I 523, Sem BD 172  pJ *mak-
v. 'wrap, wind around, tie into' > OJ, J K/Kg ma!k-, J T ma~k- ¶ S QJ # 6 7 5 ,
Mr. 72O ¶¶ SDM97 (A *makæa > M, Tg, J) and ≈ DQA #1263 (A *ma{kæ}o
'wind, twist, bend', incl. M, Tg)  [2] A ≈ *mÉakæ{Ë} (*mÉ\akæ{Ë}?) > M
*°meku4yi- v. 'bow, incline, bend' >  WrM meku4i-, HlM m´xij-,
møxij- id.; WrO d. mekelZe- v. 'tuck up, bend the neck under t h e
load' ¶ MED 534, Krg. 598  Tg *mi\aku-r- 'bow (before so.)' >  Neg
{PSchm.} mi\aXuru- 'kneel', Neg L miX‰r‰t/ç- 'bow (before …), pray ' ,
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Orc ma4xurana- id., {PSchm.} mi\axurana- 'kneel', Ud {STM} ma4ula(si)-
'bow (before …), Ul m1eXorac7i- id., m1eXoron-, {PSchm.} m1akurandi-
'kneel', Ork me2Xoran- id., Nn Nh mIXoran(9o)- id., mIXorac7I-, Nn KU
mIakora- 'kneel before (so.)', WrMc n1akura id., n1akun n. ac t .
'kneeling', Chj miyakuru v. 'kneel' ¶ STM I 536, Kiy. 123 [#466] 
???σ pJ {S} *ma!nka!- v. 'bow, bend' >  OJ ma!ga!-(r-), J T magaru id., J Sh
{Mr.} magar-, J Ht {Mr.} mank+gar- 'bend, turn' ¶ S QJ #927, Mr. 719 ¶ ¶
SDM97 (A *ma4kæo 'to bow'), DQA #13O1 (A *mi\o!kæ{u!} id.) || D *mak[k]-,
{GS} *mag- 'turn' >  Tm makit5i 'be overturned', Kt mavn`- vi.
'overturn', mavtß- vt. 'overturn, roll over', maki;r- '(tree) is u n r o o t e d
and falls', Kn magur›, mogar› vi. 'turn round', Tu magËpu-,
magupu-, magucu-, mogapu- vt. 'turn round', Tl magud5u ' t u r n
back, return', Klm magudß- ± magur`- ± magulß-, Nkr magur`  'vomit', Knd
mak-  'turn over\upside down', Ku meg-  'fall down\off', (of a tree) ' fal l '
¶¶ D #4617, GS 188 [#48O], 31-2 [#36, 4O] || HS: C: Af {PH} make scv.
'bend, distort, twist' ¶ PH 161  ?σ Eg fXVIII mZÓ v. 'tie ( a
band\diadem\garland) round one’s head', Eg OK/MK mZÓ 'girdle', Eg
fMK mZÓ 'head-band' ¶ EG II 189-9O ˚  Eg mZÓ may be explained b y
mt. (then it points to a pN *máÙaK''''V) ˚  Compare N *mu4444K' '''V o r
*muK '''' É 'a bend, corner, hump'.
1397. € *mË[Óa]K''''a 'frog' >  A: T *ba2ka (*ma2ka) 'frog, to r to i se '
({ADb.} *ba2kka 'frog') > OT baqa, MQp, XwT baqa, Chg baqa ≠ baqqa, Tk
bag"a, Az ba˝a 'frog, tortoise', Tkm 9ur-ba29a 'frog', Xlj {DT} ba2qa
'tortoise', Uz, Qmq, Qzq, Qq, Nog, VTt, Qrg, Qmn baqa, QrB maqa, ET
baqa ± paqa, Alt bòaqa, Ln paqa, CrTt, Kr baqa ± ba˝a, Xk pa˝a, Yk ba˝a,
Tf bòa˝a, Tv pæa˝a, SY, Slr pa˝a 'frog' ¶ The vw. a2 in Tkm 9ur-ba29a a n d
Xlj ba2qa suggests pT *a2 (but cp. Yk ba˝a with a short a) ¶ Cl. 311-2, Rm.
W 58 (pT *ba2ka), ET B 4O-2, TL 179-8O, TkR 211, Hüs. 3O, Shch. Zh
152-3, Ra. 72, Pek. 323-4, DT 86  M *mekeleyi ≠ mt. *melekeyi ' f rog '
(× N *máûûûûqËÂV 'frog, toad' or '∈ reptile\amphibian') >  WrO {Krg.}
mekele, Kl meklá mekla4, {Rm.} meklE2 'frog', WrM melekei, HlM
m´lxij 'frog, toad', Ord mele≈″xï, Dg {T} melek, {Mr.} meleke 'frog', ?
Brt m´lx´j 'tortoise'; WrO {Krg.} melekei 'frog, amphibian' (π
WrM) ¶ Krg. 597-8, MED 534, Ms. O 461, KRS 348, Rm. 26O, T DgJ 1 5 4 ,
Chr. 311   ?σ Tg: Ewk Brg mokoloçï 'bat' ¶ STM I 544   pKo {S}
*m´~⁄ku!ri 'toad' (× N *máûûûûqËÂV '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ ≈  SDM97 (A *mo4kæo
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'frog') and DQA #1299 (A *mi\a!kæo id.) (both: T, M, Tg, Ko) ¶¶ The vw.
*e in  M (and *´⁄ in Ko?) is due to the merger with N *máûûûûqËÂV || D
(in NED) *mu2k- 'frog' > Krx mu2xa2, Mlt mu2qe id.; ? D ı OI mu2kaka- id .
(unless an independent onomatopoeia) ¶ D #5O23, Pf. 194 [#185], M K
II 662 ˚  The long vw. in T and NED suggests the presence of a N lr.; t h e
pM vw. *e may be accounted for by the infl. of N *máûûûûqËÂV; t h e
quality of T *a2 may be due to vowel harmony (infl. of the N final *-a ) .
1398. *ma{Ù}K''''á 'thin\lean and long' >  IE *mehk8-/*mh=k8-/*mhek8- >
NaIE *ma2k8- / *m´k•- / *mak8- 'thin and long, slender' >  Av mas- ' long '
(cmpr. masyaƒ, sprl. masis7ta); masah- 'Länge, Grösse', masita
'groß, umfangreich', OPrs maÊis7ta- 'greater', KhS ma4sta- ' g rea t ' ,
mase  'in size\greatness\amount' (accus. of reference) (÷ Av maso 2  ' i n
size') »» Gk A mh6koß, Gk D ma6koß 'length', Gk ma1ssvn cmpr. ' longer ,
greater' (-ss- < *-k-y-) »» L macie2s 'leanness, thinness', macer  ' l ean ' ,
mace2- 'be lean', macer 'lean, meager, thin' »» ON magr, OHG
magar 'meager', NHG mager, AS mAÌer 'lean', NE meager  H t
mak-l-ant- 'thin, meager' (of animals) ¶¶ WP II 223, P 669, Bks. IELG
183, Bn. CH 14O, 295, Brtl. 1154-5, Bai. 325-6, 333, F II 164-5, Ch.
66O-1, WH II 2, Vr. 375, Ho. 21, Kb. 65O, OsS 582, KM 453, Ts. E II 9 8 -
9, CHD L-N 121-2, Kron. EHS 265, EIc 357 (*mehÅk-), 574 (mh=Å≤kro-s
'thin, long') ||  HS: ? S *°√mHk'  >  Ar maHïq-  'very sharp, sharpened' (Fr.:
'extrematus et acutus') (×  acp. of √mHq  'efface, erase') ¶ Fr. IV 155, BK
II 1O69, Hv. 71O (maHïq-  'sharpened' [spear-head]) || A: M *°megde- >
Kl {Rm.} megd´- 'be\become lean', {KRS} megd´- 'be lean (byt∆
podtånutym , xudym )'; bf.: WrM {MED “ Rm.} meg 'lean' ( o f
domestic animals), WrO meq teq 'thin, scrawny', Kl {Rm.} megò ' ganz
abgefallen, mager (vom Vieh)'; M *megde-  may have been influenced b y
the homonymous verb, represented by WrO meqde- v. 'suffer, hunge r '
¶ MED 533, Krg. 598, KW 26O ˚  If Ar maHïq- belongs here (sc. unless
it is derived from √mHq  'efface, erase'), the N lr. was *Ù , otherwise t h e
N rec. must be *maÓK''''á (with an unspecified lr.) ˚  M *e of the f irs t
syll. in *°megde- may be due to regr. as. (*e...e < **a...e).
1398a. (1) *muK''''[V]ÓV 'mouth' > HS: C: Ag *mVkyV 'mouth, lip' >
Xm {R} ≤m°k-a2, Dmb {R} måkiya2, Q {R} makiya2, Km {CR} måkåy
'mouth, lip' ¶ R Ch II 392, R Q II 98, CR K 228  CCh: Gdr {Srp.} moko1,
Mln {ChL} ma2!gi~, Msk {Lk.} ma1gu 'mouth' ¶ JI II 245, Lk. ZSS 143, Trn.
LDM 18 || IE: NaIE: IIr: OI muk≈- 'mouth, face' (infl. of Dravidian?),
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Orm, Prc muX, Psh ≈M m‰X 'face', Oss I mu2k'u2 (usu. pl. mu2k'u2ta4), Oss D
mok'o  ab  'face, snout' (possibly infl. of some NrCs lgs., like Gunzib mok'o
'beak') ¶ M K II 648-9, Asl. 8O1, Mrg. 48-9, Ab. II 131 || D *mu+ok-
'face, mouth' > Tm mukam , Kn moga id., Ml mukam id., 'front', Tu
moga  'the front', Tl moga  'the front part, mouth of a river', Klm, Nkr
mokam, Prj, Knd mokom, Gnd mukam ± mukum ± mokom, Png mu2m, M n d
mu2mb, Ku mu2ka2 'face' ¶¶ D #4889 ˚  Blz. DA 153 [#9] (Ag, CCh, D, IE),
LB #112f (Ag, CCh, D) ||| (2) Another semantic var. of this N e tymon
(or a different etymon?): N *muK''''[V]÷3333V 'eat\drink (greedily, in large
mouthfuls)' > HS : S: Ar √mq÷ G  'avaler avec avidité (un liquide), t é t e r
sa mère (un petit)', Gt   (ifta‘ala)  'boire tout le lait qui se trouvait d a n s
le pis' ¶ BK II 1135-6 || A {DQA} *m{u~}kæe~ {AD} '≈  fill one’s mouth with
food\water' > T *bo4k- (= *m3o4k-) 'eat one’s fill' > OT {DTS} bo4k- id., ' b e
fed up with', {MKD} bu4k- 'be fed up with, be filled to nausea', Tv po4k-, SY
pek-  'eat one’s fill', Qrg bo4k-, Tf po$k- 'be sated with fat food', Qzq, Nog
bo4k- 'eat too much', Bsh bu4ge- 'overeat' ¶ DTS 117, ET B 211, MKD 8 3 ,
BR 124  Tg *muku-  'fill one’s mouth with water' > Lm muq-, Neg
moxon-≠mokun-, Ud mukun- id., Ewk muku-, WrMc muku- 'hold wa te r
in one’s mouth', Ewk muku- 'swallow', Sln moxo- 'swallow water' ¶ STM
II 552  pKo {S} *m´~⁄k- 'eat' > MKo m´~⁄k- 'eat', NKo m´⁄k- 'eat, drink' ¶
QK #19, Nam 211, MLC 6O9   pJ {S} *ma~ka~-na~p- 'feed, provide meals' >
OJ makanap-, J: T makana!-, K ma!ka!na!-, Kg ma~ka~na~- ¶ S QJ #1233, Mr .
719  ??? M: Dg {T} meke2-, {Pp.} meke"- 'suck' (unless derived from Dg
{Pp., Mr.} meke 'woman’s breasts') ¶ T DgJ 154, Mr. D 19O, Klz. D II
12O ¶¶ DQA 1384 (*m{ u~}kæe~ 'suck') || D *mukk- 'eat in large mouthfu ls '
> Tm mukku 'eat in large mouthfuls', Kn mukku 'put food into t h e
mouth with the hollowed hand and gobble', Tu mukku- v. 'gobble,
swallow, devour', Kui muka  'cast food into the mouth with the hand'; D
*mukkVlß- 'mouthful' > Kn mukkul5(e) 'mouthful of water for r incing
the mouth', Tu mukkuli ≠ mukkul5i 'mouthful of liquid', Kui mukal
'mouthful' ¶¶ D #4897 || ? E: ma-ak-, ma-kV 'verzehren', ma-qa
'Verzehrtes' ¶¶ HK 848-5O, 875, 861-3 ˚  The semantic pre-history o f
the latter N source may be: 'mouth' ‘ 'mouthful' ‘ 'eat\drink in large
mouthfuls ' .
1399. € *muK''''c 7 777 ' '''[Vh]V 'arrive' >  HS: S *√mT'y ≠ *√mT'? ≠ ? *√mT'h
'arrive', ? 'go' >  Ug √mGy  G  'arrive, come to', BA √mt'y  (pf.: 3m ay1m6
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≠ ey1m6 m´≤t'a2, 3f ty1m6m´≤t'a2t3; ip. ay4m6i%yi-m≤t'e2) 'reach, come, arrive', IA
mt5? (sc. *√mt'y+w) (2m pf. mt5t), JA √mt'y G  (pf. iy4m6m´≤t5e2, ay1m6
≠ ey1m6m´t5a2), SmA √mt5y G  'arrive, reach', Sr √mt'y G  (pf. 'toµ
m´t5a2, acp. m. '999teµo ma2t5E2, acp. f. 'jotµo ma2t5ya2) 'come, arr ive,
reach', Md √mt'y G  (pf.: 3m mt5a, 3f mt5iat) 'arrive, reach', Sb
{BGMR} √mT5? G  'go, proceed, march', Mn √mT5? 'se trouver dans u n
endroit', √mT5? Sh (pf. s7mT5?) 'arrive', Qt {Rk.}  √mT5? G  (b-mT5?)
'enter, go through', Gz √ms'? G  'come, happen to', ? Ar [Qam.] √mÎœh
G  (pf. ´a7aMa maÎœaha) {Fr.} 'abiit (per terram)', {BK} 's’en aller e t
s’enfoncer dans l’intérieur des terres' ¶ A #1627, OLS 265-6, KB 1 7 3 5 ,
BDB 11OO, HJ 616-7, Js. 767, Sl. 658-6O, Br. 381-2, JPS 266, Tal 462-3 ,
DM 264, BGMR 89-9O, MA 64, Rk. D 14O-1, L G 369-7O, Fr. IV 191, BK
II 1125 || U *mukc7a- v. 'walk, cross (a river, a place)' >  pLp {Lr.}
*mokse2- (≠ *mokce2?) >  Lp: L mok≤se- / movse- 'come, arrive, t a k e
one’s course', I mo˘hce˘-, Kld {TI} moÚxse- 'cross rapids (rowing), T {Gn.}
mok:se- 'cross a water' ('über ein Wasser fahren')  Sm: Ne T mada-
'cross (a place, water-course), go through', Ne T O {Lh.} mada2- 'cross ( a
water-course)', Kms {Cs.} ma2kter-l!am 'schreiten' ¶¶ Coll. 35, UEW
284-5 (*mukc7a- 'über das Wasser fahren'), Lr. #674, Ter. 214, Cs. 1 9 2
˚  The rec. of N *h  is valid only if the Ar root √mÎœh preserved t h e
ancient N lr., which was lost in Ug, in Aram, and in the SS lgs., b u t
replaced in SS by a hiatus-filling *? ˚  IS MsN (S, U).
1399a. € *m{a}K''''VÂV 'big, long'  > IE: Gk makro1ß 'long, large' ¶ F II
164-5, Ch. 66O-1 || HS: B *mŒr >  Izd √mŒr 'être grand, grandir' ( 2 s
imv. imqqor), amoqran m. sg. 'grand', Gh ´mŒ´r 'be big', m´qq´r 'b ig ' ,
Gd {CM} meqqur 'be big', {Lf.} ´mqör (pf. mEqqör) 'être grand, vieux,
notable', Ah √mŒr (imŒar) 'be big', Kb √mŒr (im˝ur) vq. 'be big,
grow', Zng {TC} pf. yemœu?rœ (aor. yumœu?rœ) 'grandir' ¶ Mrc. 13O, Fc. 1 2 3 5 -
8, Dl. 5O8-9, Ds. B 156, CM 124, Lf. I 288 and II #1O19, DCTC 296 ˚
Doubtful. Valid unless Gk makro1ß is a derivative that goes back to IE
*m´k•- / *mak8- 'thin, slender' (see  N *ma{Ù}K''''É 'thin\lean and long ' )
and unless B √mŒr  goes back to N ?? *K ''''ÉÂV  'grow, be(come) big'.  
14OO. *mÅlV 'another, second' or 'two' >  HS: C: Bj {R} ≤mallo ±
≤malo, {Rop.} ≤male 'two', {R} before m. nouns mal≤le2 'two'; cons t ruc t
forms: {Rop.} ≤malo-b 'two' m., ≤malo-t 'two' f., Bj A {AD} ≤malo2-b m . ,
≤malo2-t f. 'two', Bj {R} ≤maly-a, {Rop.} ≤mali-a 'the second', Bj {R}
malho2-≤ya2n 'two of us', malho2-≤ya2k 'two of you', malho2-≤ya2s ' t w o
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of them' »» ?? EC: Af {PH} malHïn, Sa {R} malehån 'seven' (if der ived
from the word for "two" in the framework of the quinary numer ic
system) ¶ R BedS III 6-11, R WBd 168, Rop. 21-3, PH 162, R S II 266, AD
SF 196 || D *mal 'other, next, second' >  Kn mala id., Tl malu 'next ,
second' ¶¶ D #4732 || EA ≈ *mallaQ- 'two' >  Esk: SbY malG(uG), CSbY
{Rb.} mal˝(uk), CAY, WGI mal˝(uk), MkI mall´˝(ok) »» Ale {Men.} allax
' two ' .  
14O1. *malV 'incline, bend' >  HS: WS *-mïl- >  Ar pf. ma2la / ip. ya-
mïl-u 'lean, incline to', Jb E/C {Jo.} √myl (pf. mE2l, sbjn. yïl) ' t u r n
sidewise, incline to one side', Mh {Jo.} √myl (pf. m‰yu2l, sbjn. y‰myE2l)
id., 'look sideways', Hrs {Jo.} √myl  (pf. m‰yo2l) 'turn away\asdide' ¶ BK
II 1174-5, Hv. 742, Jo. M 276, Jo. J 179, Jo. H 92 || A: Tg ma[:]lt- v.
'bend, fold' >  Ewk maltu-, Lm malt¥- id., Sln malta-, Neg maltI- v.
'fold', Ork d. ma2ltIma 'folding knife' ¶ STM I 524-5 || D (in SD) ma2l-
'bend, turn\look sideways' >  Kn ma2lu 'bend', ma2la, ma2lu 'sloping,
slanting', ma2lisu 'look obliquely, bend to one side', Td malf- ' l ook
sideways' (of a buffalo), Tu ma2lu- v. 'lean, incline' ¶ D #4825 ˚  The
long vw. in Tg and D may suggest the presence of an additional e lement ,
which in the light of the S ev. is likely to be identified as *y (N
*maylV?).
14O2. *máLV (= *mál!!!!V?) 'to hide' > K: MG [VTq.], G mal- v. 'h ide ,
hide oneself' ¶ Chx. 7O8-9, DCh. 662-3 || HS: ? EC: Sml maldah- v. 'h ide ,
veil, conceal', ?σ Rn {PG} ma~lla~2dßa~ (imv. ma~lla2!w) 'get\be lost', Or {Brl.}
millik5-, {Th.} milik5- 'schivare, evitare, usar sotterfugi' ¶ ZMO 2 7 4 ,
PG 218, Brl. 3O4, Th. 244-5 || IE: NaIE *mel- (*(s)mel-?) v. 'deceive; b e
mistaken' (possibly × N *me[y]l ∏∏∏∏V 'mind; be clever' [q.v.]) >  Av
mairya- 'betrügerisch, tückisch, schurkisch' »» ? OIr mellaid ' i l
flatte, séduit, trompe' (unless ÿ mell 'pleasant' [acc. to Vn.]) »» Lt
meﬁlas, Lt Z maﬁlas 'lie, falsehood', Ltv me>li n. 'lie', Lt melu!oti, Ltv
me>lo^t 'to lie' » Sl *mÈliti 'to involve in error, to mislead' >  P, HLs
mylic1, Cz my1liti, R ∆  ≤mylit∆, LLs mylis1 id., P mylic1 sie<, Cz
my1liti se, Uk militiså 'to err, to be mistaken' ({Frn.:} the irreg.
*È is due to the infl. of the synonymous verb *xÈb- [>  Cz chybiti ' t o
err', P chybiac1  'to miss, to fail']?) »» Arm me¬ meÒ 'sin, fault' »» ?? Gk
blas- (*'falsehood') in bla1s-fhmoß 'evil-speaking, s landerous ' ,
blasfhme1v 'speak ill, slander' (fh- 'speak'), ? me1leoß 'miserable,
fruitless, vain' »» ? Tc A smale  'a lie', sma2lok 'liar' ¶ ≈  WP II 291. ≈  P
719-2O, Brtl. 1151-2, F I 241-2 (no et. of the Gk words), Vn. M  31-2 ,
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Frn. 43O, Ma. CS 314, ESSJ XXI 39-4O, Vs. III 23, Slt. 181-2, Wn. 431, ≈σ
EI 155 (*mel- 'fail', *melos 'bad', *≤meles- 'fault, mistake') || A: Tg
*mel- vi. 'hide' >  WrMc mele- vi. 'hide', steal away', Ewk PT m‰ltil‰-
vi. 'hide, shrink into one’s shell' ('pråtat∆så , s`e˘˘˘˘qit∆så, ujti  v
sebå ') ¶ STM I 567 ˚  If the Tc words smale, sma2lok belong he re ,
they suggest an IE root with *(s)m- and therefore a palatal e lement
within the N word (hence N *mál!!!!V) ˚  It is tempting to adduce h e r e
the FP word, represented by Z mylo≥s mÈl‰s 'a piece of bark used t o
cover the load of a boat (to protect it from the rain)' and by Chr mel´z7
± mal¥z7 'lid of a bee-hive (in a hollow of a tree-trunk)' (LG 182, ≈  UEW
289-8O). If this FP word belongs here, the original meaning of the N
etymon must be 'cover' (whence 'to hide').
14O3. ?? *m{á}LV  '≈ eye' > HS: Eg fKD mr.t 'eye(s) (of a god)' ¶ EG
II 1O7 || IE: NaIE *°mVl- > Clt:  OIr mala (gen. malach) ' eyebrow' ,
NIr mala id., π mala-porc 'eye', MBr {Ern.} malvenn 'eyelid' ¶ Vn.
M  14, 33, Dnn. 461, Ern. 386-7 || ? A: M: WrM hon.†melmei ' eye (s ) '
(unless “  melmei- 'be full, shine') ¶ MED 535 ˚ Qu. because of t h e
honorific (hence originally metaphoric?) character of the WrM and Eg
words .
14O4. *mol∏∏∏∏V (or *mol∏∏∏∏hV??) 'to pound, to gnaw\smash into pieces '
>  IE *mel-, *melh8- v. 'grind, pound' >  Ht malla/i-, malliya/i- v.
mill, grind'  NaIE: Arm malem malem vt.  'bruise, mash, crush, b r e a k
to pieces' »» Gk my1lh 'mill' »» pAl {O} *melwa >  Al miell 'flour' »» L
mol-o2, -e"re v. 'grind' (Ï  Al bluanj id.) »» OIr mel- 'grind', W
malu, MBr malaff, Br malan%, Crn mala 'to grind' »» Gt malan t o
grind', OHG malan id., 'to rub', NHG mahlen, ON mala 'to grind ' ;
Gmc *mulwi\an > ON mylja 'to grind, to crush', OHG mullen ' t o
oppress, to break into small pieces, grind, destroy' »» Lt ma!lti ' t o
grind' » Sl *me¡l-ti id. >  OCS ml8ti mle7ti (1s prs. meljo<), Blg
≤melå, SCr Cr mljeàti / meàljem, SCr Sr mle àti / me à¬e ∏m, Slv
mle!ti, Cz mle1ti ≠ mli1ti, P mlec1 / miele<, OR moloti, R
mo≤lot∆ / me≤l√ »» pTc {Ad.} *mel!w- > Tc: A malyw-, B mely-
{Wn.} 'presser fortement, broyer, écraser', {Ad.} 'crush, squeeze', {JGH}
'press' »» ? OI mr=n5a2ti 'crushes, grinds' (×  IE *mer- 'crush' < N *murV
'to break, to crush, to cut') ¶¶ P 716-7, EI 247 (*melh€-), F II 268-7O,
WH II 1O4-6, M K II 673, M E II 319-2O, Ch. 721, Vr. 377, 397, Schz.
2O6, 216, Kb. 654, 699-7OO, OsS 586, 625, KM 454, Vn. M  32, H a m p
AIEW 147, O 3O, 265-6, ESSJ XVIII 89-91, Vs. II 597, Glh. 417, Wn. 2 7 8 -
9, Ad. 47O, Ad. H 73, JGH 2O3, Slt. 99-1, CHD L-N 125-6, Ts. E II 1O2-3,
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Ivn. OPA 1O8-9 || HS: CS *√mll 'crush, squeeze (e.g., for husking t h e
grain)' >  MHb, JA, Md √mll v. 'crush, squeeze, rub ears for husking
the grain', BHb el1il5m6 m´lï≤la2, JA at1l6il5m6 m´l°l´≤t3-a2 'Reibähren
(noch milchige Ähren, deren Körner man ausreibt)', MHb {Js.} el1il5m6
m´l°≤la2 'ripe ear of corn', Ar √mll D  'presser, activer', ? G 'bâtir u n e
pièce d’étoffe' ¶ KB 558, KBR 598, Js. 79O-2, BK II 1141 || U *mol+lßV v.
'crumble, break to pieces', n. 'crumble' >  pLp *°mO2lV >  Lp N {N}
moallo  'crumb, little, bit, piece, morsel', moalla6ni- ≠mo<lla6ni- vi.
'crumble away'  Sm {Jn.} *m¥lV- v. 'break' > Nn T Ym ma€lå€-s∆, Nn T
BZ ma€l∆e-s∆, Nn T O {Lh.} mal!;a2 v. 'break, smash'. Slq Tz {KKIH} mala-
v. 'gnaw (gryzt∆)', Slq Tm {KD} 1s aor. mala2ab id., Kms {KD} boÒ;d´l!a$m
≠ buÒ;d´l!a$m vt. 'break', Koyb {Sp.} blalam` 'I gnaw', Mt {Hl.} *bal´-
v. 'gnaw, bite' (Mt M {Sp.} bal∆åm` 'I gnaw', balïåm` 'I bite') Ï  M t
{Hl.} *bilabt´- v. '(?) break' (Mt M {Sp.} pilåptym` 'I break') ¶ ¶
Coll. 35, UEW 278, Jn. 86, KKIH 128, Hl. M ##97, 125 || A ({AD} *molÉ,
{IS} *mo4lV, {DQA} *mo!l!e 'bite, gnaw'): M *mo4lZ>i- (<  *mo4l-di-) 'gnaw,
eat the bones clean' >  MMgl mo4lZ7i- 'gnaw', WrM mo4lZi-, HlM
mølqi-, Brt m¥lq´-, Kl mølœ- mo4lZ7i- 'gnaw, eat the bones clean' ¶
MED 546, Chr. 3O5, KRS 357, Iw. 116  Tg *°mul- >  WrMc muliyan
'jaw', ?σ {Z} muliya- v. 'swallow' ¶ Z 9O8, Hr. 677  pKo {S} *mî~r- v.
'bite' > MKo mî~r-, NKo mul- ¶ S QK #7, Nam 229, MLC 677  ?φ,σ pJ {S}
*mu!si!r- v. 'pluck out, pick out' > OJ mu!si!r-, J: T mu~s1iru, K mu!s1i!r-, Kg
mus1i!r- ¶ S QJ #844, Mr. 72O ¶¶ DQA #1343 ˚ In the light of the S
cognates the lr. in IE *melh8- is likely to be a root-extension rather t h a n
an ancient part of the root. An alt. solution (N *mol ∏∏∏∏hV >  CS *√mll
[with loss of N *h ]) is less likely, albeit not ruled out ˚ IS II 69-7O
(*moLÿ 'razdroblåt∆ ', AD NM #63, S CNM 7 (suggests the Mc, Ko,
and J cognates; ÷÷  ST), Vv. AEN 18 (the segmentation of M *mo4lZ>i- a s
*mo4l- + *-Z>i- is considered a "teleological reconstruction", w AD NMI-2
§  7.7), Glh. 417. J *-s- suggests pA and N *l!, which is at variance with
the U evidence. Hence our N rec. is with *l∏∏∏∏ (= *l ++++ l ß ßßß) ˚ ≈  Gr. II # 1 8 6
(*meli 'grind') (IE, U, EA + unc. Ko, CK + qu. A {Gr.} *mo2li 'cut', J).
14O5. *m{a}ÓlßßßßV (or *m{a}yl ßßßßV) 'little, young' >  IE: NaIE *mo2lo- ≠ ??
*smelo- 'small, little' >  Sl *ma¡l¥ adj. (dadj. *mal¥jÁ) 'small, little' >
OCS, OR mal5 malË, Blg d. mal`k, SCr maào (f. maàla), Slv dadj .
ma•li, Cz, Slk dadj. maly1, P dadj. maLy, R dadj. ≤malyj, pradj. mal
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(f. ma≤la) »» ?? Gmc *smal- 'small, narrow' >  Gt smal-ista spr l .
'smallest', OSx smal 'small, little' ('klein, gering'), OHG smal ' small ,
narrow', NGH schmal 'narrow', AS smAl id., 'slender, small', NE
small »» ?? Lt smu~lkus, smulku~s 'small, fine, thin', Ltv smal ^k-s
'fine, thin' ¶ ≈  WP II 296, ≈  P 724 (does not distinguish it from *me2lo-
'sheep and goats', cp. N *mË[w]l∏∏∏∏VyV '∈ animals, meat'), ESSJ XVII
167-83, Bern. II 13-4, Vs. II 564, Vr. 519, Ho. 3O1, Ho. GEW 93, Ho. S
68, Fs. 439, Kb. 916, Sw. 156, Kar. II 238-9, Frn. 849-5O, ≈  EI 2 3
(*meh⁄l- 'small animal') || HS: SC: ? Brn {E} mela 'house of unmar r i ed
young men', ? SC ı Mb {E} milo 'child', mi!li 'heifer' ¶ E SC 17 || U: FU
*°m{o}lßV (or *°mo2lßV < *°ma2lßV?) *'child' or 'little' >  ObU: Vg K mo2li
'boy, dear boy'; pOs *mo"lßV ({∫Hl.} *mu"lßV) 'little' (in cds.): Os: Ty mo"lßÈ,
K/Kr -ma"l´, Nz -mo"l´, Kz mo"lßi, e.g. Os: Ko/K ew´-ma"l´ 'little girl', pa"X-
mal´ 'little boy', K moX-ma"lit 'children', Nz ay peN-mo"l´, Kz peN-mo"lßi
'kleiner, eben ein wenig aus dem Zahnfleisch hervorgekommenner
Zahn' ¶ Ht. #777, Stn. D 927 || A: T *ba2la (*ma2la) > NaT *ba2la ' young
bird, nestling; young of an animal' >  XwT XIV, Chg XV bala 'young of a n
animal', Tk bala , Tk ∆ , Tkm, Uz ∆ , ET ∆  ba2la, CrTt bala id., 'child', Az,
Qmq, VTt bala, Uz bola båla, Slr bòala id., 'nestling, young bird', QrB,
Qzq, Qq, Nog, Bsh, Qrg, ET bala 'child, baby' ¶ Cl. 332, Rs. W 59, ET B
47-9, TL 3O6-7, TkR 69 ˚  The N vw. *a  (suggested by T) is r epresen ted
in FU by a tentatively reconstructed vw. *o, which may be due to t h e
labializing infl. of *m-; if the FU etymon is *°mo2lßV (which is still to b e
investigated), its *o2 may go back to an earlier *a2 (because any pre-U *a2
yields U *o2) ˚ If the Gmc and Blt roots (and hence IE *smel-) belong
here, it suggests a palatal element in the N etymon, which cannot be *l !!!!
(on the FU and T ev.), hence the N rec. *m{a}yl ßßßßV . If so, the long *o2 in IE
does not go back to a vw. + lr., but represents the apophonic L- g rade
(Dehnstufe), while N *y  is lost in IE due to its presonantic position. If IE
*smel- does not belong here, the N rec. is *m{a}ÓlßßßßV (corrobotated b y
the long vowels in NaIE *mo2lo- and T *ba2la).
14O6. *mËhLV (≠  *-Lh-) 'slow, quiet' >  HS: WS *√mhl 'be slow,
quiet' >  Ar √mhl {BK} id., {Hv.} 'act at leisure, without haste', M h
√mhl Sh (pf. amo2h‰l), Jb √mhl Sh (pf. o%h‰l) vt. 'ease, lighten', Mh Gt
(pf. m‰thu2l) 'become easier\lighter', Sq {L} ≤muhele 'delay', {Jo.}
≤meh‰l  'delay, respite' ¶ BK II 1162-3, Hv. 738, Jo. M 262, Jo. J 169, L LS
239 || IE: NaIE *mel- 'linger, delay, be slow' >  Gk me1llv 'delay, in tend
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to do' »» L [Fest.] pro2-mell-o2 / -e"re 'litem promovere, adjorn a
(legal) action', [Pl.} re-melïgo2 'delay (Verzögerung)' »» OIr mall (<
*ml=-so-) 'slow, lazy', W {Vn.} mall  'lent, mou, flétri' ¶ WP II 292, P 72O,
F II 2O2-3, WH II 37O, 427-8, Vn. M  15 || A: Tg: Ewk mulu- 'be silent' ¶
STM I 555 ˚  NaIE *mel- (without traces of the expected lr.) may g o
back to *mËLhV with subsequent loss of *´  in the prevocalic position.
14O6a. *meÓ{a}l ∏∏∏∏V 'a person (of ego’s generation?) from t h e
opposite exogamous moiety within an exogamic system of tr ibes '  > HS:
C: Bj {R} me≤?a2li ≠ ≤m?a2li, {Rop.} m?ali 'brother\sister-in-law' ¶ R
WBd 162, Rop. 216  ECh: Kwn M {J} mo~lo2 ≠ mo~lo!, ? Kbl {Cp.} mag‰l‰N1,
Ll {Grgs.} malgy° 'female relative-in-law', Mkl {J} ma^lsa!, Tmk {Cp.}
m‰~la@ 'sister-in-law'; Kwn M {J} ku2-ma2le! ≠ k‰~-ma~li^:, Kbl {Cp.} ka-m‰l‰N1,
Ll {Grgs.} ku2-ma2l° 'male relative-in-law', Mkl {J} me2~le! 'brother- in-law'
¶ ChC, J LM 211, Cp. 1O5 || D (in NED) ≈ *mel+lßk- >  Krx melk≈o2
'husband’s brother’s wife; concubine', Mlt melqo, melqor 'two or m o r e
contemporary wives' ¶ D #5O81, Pf. 195 [#19O] || A: T: [1] *bo4la4
'cousins' (children of two sisters)' >  Qzq, Qq, Tv Tj bo4le, Qrg bo4lo4 ≠
bu4lo4,  Xk, Shor po4le id., Nog bo4le, Uz böla, ∆ bo4la4, Tk ∆ bola ± bulla ±
bu4lem ± bele, Qmn bo4lo4 'cousins', Alt {BT} bòo4lo4 'children of sisters;
cousin', Yk {Pek.} aymaX-bila4 'relatives, neighbours'; T ı M: WrM
bu4lu4 ≠ bo4le, HlM b¥l  'cousins' (of children of two sisters only)  [2]
T: Tk ∆ {THDS} bal 'girl; brother'; Ï  T *ba2l-t…îr1 'wife’s younger sister' >
OT, Qzq, Qq, Qrg baldîz, Bsh baldîÎ id., Tkm ba2ldîÎ 'husband’s s is ter ' ,
Tk baldIz 'wife’s\husband’s sister', Az, CrTt, Kr Cr baldîz, Uz båldiz,
Chv puldò¥r 'wife’s sister' ¶ ET B 53-4, 217-8, TL 293-4, BT 34, Pek. 4 6 3 .
MED 14, Cl. 334, THDS II 495, Jud. 1O4 ˚  The rounded *o4 in T *bo4la4
may be explained by the assimilating infl. of *b. T *-a2- in *ba2l is
probably from N *-eÓa- ˚  The equation between D, Bj, and Ch was
suggested by Blaz ]ek (Blz. DA 157 [#48].
14O7. *æmiHLi ¬ *æmiLHi 'be weak' >  HS: CS *√mHl >  Sr √mHl G
'weaken', Ar √mHl G  'be barren (land, year)' ¶ Br. 381, BK II 1O69-7O,
Hv. 71O || IE: NaIE *æmle2i\- / *æmlï- / ? *-mle[:]u\- '≈  weak' >  W blin (<
*mlï-no-) 'tired', OBr blin {Flr.} 'mou, incertain, négligent', MBr {Ern.},
Br {Hm.} blin 'faible, débile' »» Ltv ∆  {ME} blI2nis 'a tired person w h o
cannot move' » Sl *mlit-  'weak, flabby' >  McdS mlitav ' f labby,
languid, apathetic', SCr mlIàtav, mlIàt, mlIàtak 'feeble, slack, lax' ,
mlIàtati 'be lazy' »» Gk ]ambly1ß 'blunt, weak' and possibly ]amalo1ß ' sof t ,
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weak, feeble' (×  N *mel{é⁄}V 'soft' [q.v.])  Ht malisku- ≠
milisku-  'weak; 'light, unimportant (?)' ¶¶ ≈  P 716-9, Flr. 86, Ern. 7 1 ,
Hm. 87, YGM-1 47, ME I 316, ESSJ XIX 68, F I 85, 89-9O, CAD L-N 13O,
Ts. E II 1O6-7 || A: M: WrM milmere- 'grow weak \ feeble' ¶ MED
539 ˚  The N etymon in question may be identical with *mel{é⁄}V
'soft' (which in that case must be reformulated as N * æmelHi , with M *i
[in WrM milmere- ] due to the assimilative infl. of the final *-i).
14O8. *mË[w]l ∏∏∏∏VyV '∈ animals, meat' > HS: C *ma2l- 'livestock, m e a t '
> HEC {Hd.} *ma2la 'meat' > Brj, Ged, Kmb, Sd ma2la, Hd ma2ra id. » Rn {PG}
ma2^l 'female camel on loan', Sml N {Abr.} ma2~l 'livestock', Sml {ZMO} ma2l
'goods, wealth' (× π Ar ma2l- 'flocks, wealth'?) ¶ Hd. 98, 21O, 2 5 7 ,
292, 331, 383, Ss. B 137, C SE II 213, Abr. S 172, ZMO 264, PG 214-5 ,
Hv. 74O  NrOm: Bdt {C} ma2le2 ≠ma2li 'cow' (π or ı HEC?) ¶ C SO
62  B *ma2lVy (pl. *mu2lVy) >  Ah a-ma2li (pl. i-mu2lay), ETwl ´-mal´y
(pl. i-mulay), Ty ´melay (pl. imulay) 'male (non castrated) domest ic
animal' ¶ The long vw. goes back either to *VÓ or to *Vw ¶ Fc. 1 1 9 9 ,
GhA 128  S *°-mVl- (*-mu2l-?) Ï *°ma≤wal- 'having flocks' >  Ar ma2l-
'rich \ wealthy (person)', √mwl G  (pf. ma2la, ip. -mu2l-) 'be rich i n
flocks', ma2l- 'flocks; wealth, personal property' (originally a n. coll.,
derived by means of the -a2-infix) ¶ BK II 1168, Hv. 74O || IE: NaIE
*me2lo-  'sheep and goats, young\small animal' >  Gk Ep, D, A mh6la pl. id.,
‘ sg. mh6lon 'sheep, goat' »» OIr mI1l 'animal, small animal', NIr mI1ol
'louse', Brtt {RE} *mïlon > MW mil-eit, W -mil, OCrn, OBr, Br mil,
Crn myl 'animal' »» Gmc: OFrk [LxS] ma2la 'cow', Dt maal, Dt G maole
'young cow' »» Arm mal mal 'wether, mutton' (× ÿ malem v.
'castrate, geld' “ 'bruise, break')  Ht {Ivn.} miluli- 'meat' ({Ts.}
miluli-≠maluli-  'Körperteil, Weichteile') ¶¶ But not  here (⇔  P 7 2 4 )
Uk mal∆ 'sheep and goats, young sheep' (coll.) and R ∆  ma≤li¢ '∈  a
Crimean sheep', which are loans from a Turkic lge., most probably f r o m
CrTt mal  'livestock' (π  Ar ma2l- 'flocks') (see Rl. IV 2O35-6) ¶¶ ≈  WP II
296, ≈  P 724 (*me2lo- 'kleineres Tier'; + err. Sl and Gmc words f o r
'small, little' and L ma2lus 'bad'), F II 226-7, Vn. M  51, Flr. 256-7, RE
79, Vr. N 419, Bern. II 13-4, ≠  ESSJ XVII 156, 176 (Uk mal∆, R ∆
mali¢ ÿ Sl *mal¥ 'small'), EI 23 (*meh⁄l- 'small animal'), Ts. W 5 3 ,
Ivn. SL 153 || A {DQA} *mula '∈  deer' >  T *bulan 'elk' >  OT bulan ({Cl.}
bula2n) '∈ large wild animal which is hunted' (Cl.: obviously 'elk'), MQp
XV bulan 'wild ass, onager', Qzq b¨lan bu"lan, VTt, Bsh bolan b¥ºlan,
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Xk pulan, Qb {Cl.} bulan 'elk', Tv bòulan, Qrg ƒ bulan 'elk, deer', Uz hist
bulån 'wild horse', No, Qrg bulan '∈  gazelle', Chv L pa€lan p¥lan, Chv H
p¥ºlan 'stag', ∆  'elk' ¶ Cl. 343, ET B 26O, TL 154, BT 35, Rl. IV 1 3 7 4 ,
Shch. Zh 141, Dr. TM II #81O, Jud. 157, NogR 9O, BT 35  NrTg *mul-
(dim. *mul-kan) 'deer, elk' >  Ewk mulkan 'castrated reindeer (of 1.5 t o
2 years)', mul-kaça2n 'male reindeer, elk, Manchurian deer (of 2 to 3
years)', Lm mUlqan 'domesticated\wild reindeer (of 1 year)', mUlqaçan
'wild reindeer, elk' (of 2 to 3 years)', Neg molka2n 'wild reindeer' (of 1
to 2 years)', Ewk mul-ta  'herd of wild reindeers, a wild reindeer', Ewk PT
melele, Ewk Nr me2lan 'young elk, ∈ small reindeer' ¶ STM I 534, 555 ¶ ¶
≈ DQA #1363 (A *mula, incl. T, Tg) || U: pY {IN} *mol- > Y K mol-il
'trunk of body' (nominal sx. -il)  FU *ma6l+lßya6 'breast; breast ( m e a t ) '
(semantic infl. of the paronymous U √  *ma 4lGe  'breast' <  N *æma4444lge6666 [ o r
*æma4444lke6666?] 'breast, udder' [q.v.]) >  Vt m‰l!a, m‰l! 'breast, breast ( m e a t )
of an animal (ox, etc.), Vt S m‰l!a, K mu@l@a 'Bauchteil unter den Rippen'
»» OHg XII-XIII malos, maly 'breast', Hg ∆  ma1l ± ma1j ± ma1ly
'Bauchfell eines Pelztiers' ¶¶ UEW 289-9O, MF 418-9, EWU 928, IN 2 4 6 ,
≈ Rd. UJ 48 [#75] (Y “ U) ¶¶ The supposed semantic pre-history of t h e
word: 'meat' ‘ 'trunk of a body' ‘ 'breast (meat)' ‘ 'breast' ˚  The
factor of lengthening in B has been interpreted as a N *w  (rather than a
lr.) on the ev. of S (absence of a lr. and presence of *u2/w). The
palatalized l! in Vt and OHg points to the presence of a palatalizing
element, but T *-l- rules out a pN *l !!!!, so that a N *-LVy- remains t h e
best solution (supported by the B ev.): in T the former intervoc. *-y-
was lost, while in U the cluster *-Ly- yields Vt l! and Hg -ly-.
14O9. (€?) *me[y]l ∏∏∏∏V 'mind; be clever' > HS: EC *mal- >  LEC {Bl.} *mal-
>  Sml ma!l-e 'a thought, guess', mal-ay- caus. v. 'think (about sth.)', Rn
{PG} ma!l 'thought, idea', mal-d-a v. md. 'think, plan', Bs {HL} ma[:]ll-
'reflect, think about', Or {Grg.} mal- vt. 'plan, design', Or Wl mal- {Bl.}
'come up with a plan', {Brl.} 'pensare, escogitare, ordire, macchinare ' ,
Kns {Bl.} mal- 'apply a tactic', Gdl mal- 'prepare a plan of action' » HEC:
Sd {HL} mal- 'give advice, ponder, consider' ¶ Bl. 163, Brl. 291-2, Grg.
275, ZMO 274, Abr. S 172, PG 217-8, HL 127  EthS *√myl (π C?) >
Tgr µe¬  mela 'trick, wile, artfulness', Tgy µe¬  ≤mela ' p rudence ,
habilité' ([?] ı  Bln {R} mil- 'zum Besten halten, in schalkhafter Weise
hintergehen, betrügen; geringschätzig behandeln'), Amh mAla
'prediction, opinion, occasion' (×  EthS √ , represented in Gz mly
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malaya v. 'separate, divide, distinguish'); Amh ? ı Or {Th.} mala
'avviso, parere, opinione, idea'; Har {L} mAla 'ways and means', Grg
Ez/Gt/Mh/Sl/So mAla, Grg Ch mAlla, mela, Grg Wl mAlA, Grg Ed malA,
Grg En mala 'chance, guess, ways and means' ¶ LH 138, CS 123, R WB
269, Th. 233, L CAD 15, L G 346, L EDG III 4O1 || ?s IE: NaIE *mel-
'deceive' ¶ WP II 291, P 72O (×  N *máLV 'to hide' [q.v. ffd.]) || U: FU
*°me2l+lße >  FP *me2le 'mind, sense' >  F mieli, Es meel id. » pLp {Lr.}
*me2l‰ 'mind, sense' >  Lp: S {Hs.} mie4le, Vfs {Lgc.} mÈ¢‰;Ò'‰Ú 'wish, will,
sense', N {N} miella6 / -l- 'disposition, temper; desire, wish; opinion ' ,
(pl.) 'sense', L {LLO} miella 'mind, temper; understanding; opinion ' ,
Kld mi2ll mïll 'mind' » Mk mål∆ ma4l! 'wish, opinion', Er mel∆ mel! id.,
'thought' » Prm *mu$l >  Vt myl mÈl 'wish'; Prm cd. *mu$l-ku$d >  Z
myvkyd mÈvkÈd,  Yz mÄl≤kÄt 'mind', Vt mÈlkÈd 'temper, desire' (*ku$d
'mind, conscience'); Prm (d.?) mo$lp-  v. 'think' >  Z ∆  m‰vpav- ± m‰lpal-
± m‰2po2-, Vt malpany malp- ¶ The Prm vw. *u$ (unlike *o$) is irreg. a n d
still unexplained ¶ UEW 7O1-2, Sm. 553 (*meeli  'mind'), LG 173, 18O,
Lt. J 148, It. #356, Lr. #665, Lgc. #3875, Lgc. SL 85, Hs. 92O-1, SaR 1 8 9 -
9O, ERV 374, PI 17O-1 ˚  The long vw. *e2 in FU and the EthS r o o t
*√myl  may be interpreted as tentatively suggesting the presence of a N
*y (hence the etymon is *me[y]l ∏∏∏∏V ) .  
141O. *ma4444l?V  'full, much' > HS: S *√ml? G  'be full' >  BHb, Ug, Mh,
Hrs, Sq √ml? G  id., Jb E/C √ml? G  (pf. ≤mis6'i) id., Ar √ml? G  (p f .
mali?a) id., √ml? G  (pf. malu?a) 'be rich\wealthy', √ml? G  (p f .
mala?a), BA √ml? G  'fill', JEA √mly G  'be full\complete; fill', Md, Gz
√ml?  G  'be full, fill', Ak ∀  √ml?   G  (inf. malu6) 'be full'; Ï S *√ml?
D  'fill' >  Ug, OA, IA, BHb, JA, Sr, Ar, Ak √ml? D  id.; Ï S *ma≤li?-
'full' >  BHb al4m1 ma2≤le2, Ug mlü, JA [Trg.] il4m6m´≤le2, JEA il4m6 ≠ al4m6
m´≤le 2, Sr \eµm´≤lE2 id., Ar pf. (<  pred. adj.) mali?a 'was full', Sb ml?
n. 'total sum (of money)', Ar NY T mala2n 'much', Ak ∀ malu6 'full,
covered, complete'; Qt d. ml?t 'period, duration' ¶ KB 552-4, 1735, A
#568, OLS 273, Lv. II 118-2O, Lv. T III 39, Sl. 678-9, Br. 388-9, HJ 627-8 ,
DM 272, BK II 1141-2, Hv. 731, Bns. NJ I 171, BGMR 85, MA 6O, Rk. 9 6 ,
L G 342, Jo. M 265-6, Jo. J 171, Jo. H 88, CAD X/1 173-89 || IE *mel-
'much, very, (?) strong' >  NaIE *mel- 'much, very' >  Gk ma1la 'very ' ,
cmpr. ma6llon 'more', sprl. ma1lista 'most' »» L cmpr. melior / n t r .
melius 'better', mult-us / -a / -um / pl. mult-i / -ae / -a
'much, many' (<  {Mul.} *ml=≤to-), Osc MOLTO nom. sg. f. 'mul ta ' ,
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MOLTAS  gen. sg. f. 'multae', MOLTAM  accus. sg. f. 'multam', Um MOTAR
gen. sg. f. 'multae', muta nom.-accus. sg. 'much' »» Ltv ∆  {ME} milns
'very much'  ?? Ht {CHD} ma2lant- 'powerful (?), vigorous (?)', mal
n. (a quality desirable for men in combat, such as boldness, ferocity,
skill) ¶¶ WP II 292, P 72O, ≈σ EI 235 (*mel- 'good'), F II 165, Bc. G 32O,
338, WH II 63-4, 124-5, Mul. 274, ME II 627, Ts. E II 1OO, CHD L-N 1 2 4 -
8, Frd. HW 133 (mal 'viel' [??], 'Fülle' [??]') || A: [1] ? M *mel >  WrO
{Krg.} mel 'complete, whole', Kl mel 'completely, quite', {Rm.} mel
'gerade, ganz' (unless <  *men-l ÿ men 'gerade', as suggested by Rm.),
Ord {Ms.} me'lu$ ≠ me'le2 'beaucoup, très, en grand nombre, en g rande
quantité'; M *melmeyi- >  WrM melmei-, HlM m´lmij-, Kl {Rm.}
melmE2- 'become very\completely full', WrO {Krg.} melemelZe- ' b e
full, overflowing' ¶ MED 534-5, Krg. 597, KW 26O, Ms. O 462  p J
*m‰!r- 'fill, heap up '  > OJ mo!r-, J: T mo~r, K/Kg mo!r- ¶ S QJ #1152, Mr .
277  Tg: Nn B malda- v. 'fill' ¶ STM I 524  ?σ,φ T *mol ' abundant '  >
Tkm ∆ , Qmq, Qzq, Qq, Nog, Qrg, ET {Rl.} mol, Tk bol, Tkm, Az Ggz,
CrTt, Qmq bol, Uz möl, VTt, Bsh mul ¶ The T rounded *o is due to t h e
infl. of *m- ¶ ET B 184-5, Rl. IV 1669, 2125, Bu. II 287-8   [2] d.?: A
?φ *miltæV ({DQA} *mi~ltæe+i) or *meltæV > M *melteyi- > WrM meltei-
, HlM m´ltij-', Kl meltá- melta4∏- 'be full to overflowing', O r d
me'lc7æirme 'rempli jusqu’au bord' ¶ MED 535, KRS 349, Ms. O 462  Tg:
Lm milt´r‰ 'full, whole', Ork milt‰-milt‰ 'full' ('polno ') (π  M?) ¶
STM I 536-7  pJ *mi~t- 'full' > OJ mi~t-, J: T mic1i!-, K/Kg mi~c1i~-, Ns mic7-,
Sh mï- , Ht nc>- ¶ S AJ 111, 268 [#94], S QJ #9, Mr. 725 ¶¶ S AJ 111, 2 7 8
[#88] (A *miltæV 'full, to fill'), SDM97 (A*mil(t)e 'full, fill'), ≈ D Q A
#1312 (A *mi\o!lo 'full, to fill, thick'; incl. M, J, T) and #1294 (A
*mi~ltæe+i 'full, fill') || D (in SD?) *mal- v. 'abound, become full' >  T m
malar- id., mali- 'abound, be full\plentiful', Ml malika 'v. ' abound ,
overflow', Kn malya, Tu malla 'great, big', ? Tl malayu 'spread' ¶ ¶
D #4729 ˚  The vw. *i  in Tg still defies explanation ˚  (⇔ IS): Ar √mlH
'be good' hardly belongs together with IE *mel- 'much, abundant', it i s
most probably a sd. from √mlH 'be salty' (from pS *≤milH- 'salt') (Hv.
732), cp. Ar malïH- 'salted, good'. Neither does Eg mnX ' convenient '
belong here ˚  ≈  IS II 41 [#273] (*malÿ 'numerous, abundant': IE, D +
unc. HS: Ar √mlH, Eg mnX); ≈ IS MS 331 (*malV 'big' > IE, D + unc. HS
*√ml{H} 'good'), ≠  OS #1816 (Ar √mlH, Eg mnX) ˚ ≈  Gr. II # 2 6 2
(*mel 'many, much') (IE, A, Gil + qu. J + unc. Ko, CK, EA).
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1411. *mÅl[÷ 3333 ]V  'hill, mountain, sth. protruding' >  IE *mel[Ó]- >  NaIE
*mel-  '≈  high bank, mountain' >  pAl *mala  >  Al mal  'mountain' and ı
Rum mal  'bank'; pAl d. *mal-ya2 >  Al maje4 'summit, peak »» Ltv mala
'bank, river\lake-side, beach; edge, rim', Lt † mala~ 'Land, Landschaft ' ,
d. pa-mal-is 'edge', Lt ju2!r-mala, Ltv ju2r-mala 'sea-side, sea-shore '
(Lt, Ltv ju2ra 'sea') » ? Sl: RChS izmol8ti iz-mol-e7ti 'to p ro t rude ' ,
Slv moleti mole'!ti 'to project, to jet out, to overhang' »» ??σ OIr mell
(<  *mel-no-) 'round object (hill, ball, etc.)' (semantic infl. of OIr mul
{Vn.} 'masse ronde, boule'?); ? (× N ?? *m{á}LV  '≈  eye'): OIr, NIr mala
'eyebrow', MBr {Ern.} malvenn  'eyelid' (possibly from 'p ro tube rance ' )
¶ ≈  P 721-2, Bc. 219, Vn. M  14, 33, Ern. 386-7, O 243, Frn. 4OO-1, ≈
ESSJ IX 49, ≈ Bern. II 74 || D *mal, mal-ay 'hill, mountain' >  Tm malai\
id. Ml mala 'mountain, raised land, hill-land', Kt mal a;r`, Td masÀ o;r`
'high downs on western half of Nilgiri plateau', Td mal 'the Nilgiri
mountains', Kn male 'mountain, forest', Tu malA 'forest, hill
overgrown with forest', Tl mala  'mountain', Klm ma;le ≠ ma2le2 'hill', Prj
malaNg 'forest', Gdb mare ± ma2re 'hill(ock)', Brh mas7 'hill, moun ta in '
¶¶ D #4742 || HS: B *°mu2l- >  Mz a-mul (pl. i-mul-´n) ' c r ê t e
(supérieure, d’un coq, etc.)' ¶ Dlh. M 118  Ch: Kwan {J} mo2!ld'o
'mountain' ¶ ChC  Eg MK/XVIII m¿÷  'bank of river\lake' ¶ EG II 25, Fk.
1O2 ˚  IS II 51 (*mÅLÿ; IE, D) ˚  The long vw. in B and the lr. ÷ in Eg
suggests a N lr. *÷ 3333.
1411a. *máLV˝++++XV 'lizard, small reptile' or sim. > HS: EC *mulV÷-
>  Af {Clz.} mu3l≤÷u"ita2 'worm', {R} mul≤lu2÷it '∈ lizard', Sml {ZMO}
mula÷ '∈ small lizard', Sml N {Abr.} mu!la÷ '∈ lizard', {Lm.} mu¿la¿÷, Sml My
{Lm.} mu¿la¿?, Sml Db {Lm.} mu¿lu¿?, Sml T {Lm.} mu¿l‰? 'lizard', Rn {PG}
mulu!H 'small grey lizard', possibly also Sml malow, Sml N ma!low
'∈ lizard' ¶ Clz. 127, R A II 89, ZMO 275, 296, Abr. S 172, 182, Lm. SD
27O, PG 228  WCh: Bks {J} mulu!su2^s 'lizard' »» CCh: ? Nz {Srp.}
ma2lawa 'chameleon' ¶ ChC, J R 144  ??? B: Kb a-mulab3, BMn/BSlh
{Ds.} mu2la2b3 'green lizard' (× π Ar Mgr [cp. Mz cd. bu-lab '∈ green
lizard', Mtm cd. bu2-la2b 'green lizard' with bu-, bu2- from Ar ?abu2 ' f a the r
of' ‘ 'having the quality of']) ¶  Dl. 496, Ds. B 198, Dlh. M 1O2, Bs.
NLB V 174 ¶¶ OS #1792 (HS *mulu÷- > EC, WCh) || K: GZ (mt.?) *mXul-
'lizard' > OG, G mXuliv-, Mg Xvi(l)ar-, Xolar-, Xvelar-, Lz mtXola(r)-,
Xolura-   G muXluX-i  G muXluX-i {Chz.} 'caterpillar (Raupe)', {DCh.}
'worm that eats leaves' (× N *mÅlÅNkV 'eel', [?] 'worm, snake') ¶ K
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144, K2 134, FS K 232, FS E 255, DCh. 912, 939, Chx. 8 6 1  || IE: NaIE
*mol- / (?) *mel- 'small reptile' or sim. >  Arm mo¬éz moLe6z  'lizard' »»
Gmc: OSx, MLG mol, OHG mol, molm, molt, MHG molle
'salamander', NGr d. Molch id. »» (× N *mÅlÅNkV 'eel', [?] 'worm,
snake'): ??σ OI malu2ka-h5 '∈ worm' ¶ Kb. 695-6, KM 485, ≈ P 717, M K
6OO (no et. of malu2ka-h5) || A: M *melek(eyi) 'frog, toad' >  WrM
melekei, HlM m´lxij id., Kl meklá mekla4 id., {Rm.} meklE2, O r d
{Ms.} meleX″ï 'frog', WrM la9 melekei, Ord la9ò meleX″ï, Kl {Rm.}
ya9ò melkE2 'turtoise' (lit. * '≈ firm frog'?), Brt m´lx´j 'turtoise', Dg
{MYC} m‰l‰g 'frog, toad', {Lg.} m‰le2gò, {Mrm.) melex, {Mr.} melexe
'frog'; the M word was probably indluenced by the paronym *menekeyi
'frog, turtoise' (> MM menekei\ id., [HI] na9 menegei\ 'turtoise') ¶ MED
534, MYC 484, Klz. D II 12O, Mr. D 19O, KRS 348-9, KW 265O, Chr. 3 1 1 ,
Lg. VMI 53, Ms. H 75, Pp. MA 235, Ms. O 442. 461  ˚  The equat ion
between K, HS, Arm, and Gmc was suggested by Blz. (Blz. KM 137, #19 ) ;
≠ Blz. DA 158, #66 (unc. adduction of D *mal[aNk]- 'eel', see  N
*mÅlÅNkV  'eel').
1412. *mel{é⁄}V 'soft' >  IE *mel{éx}- (or *æmel{éx}-) > NaIE *[æ]mel´-
'soft' >  OI ≤mla2-ya-ti 'withers, fades', Vd pp. mla2-≤ta- 'made soft b y
tanning', Av mra2ta- 'tanned' »» Gk ]amalo1ß 'soft, weak, feeble' (×  N
*æmiHLi ¬ *æmiLHi 'be weak' [q.v.]), malako1ß 'soft' »» Arm me¬m
meÒm 'soft, mild, gentle' »» Gmc: OHG mol(a)we2n 'to dwindle, t o
decay, to pine away; tabere', MDt malsch ≠ mals 'reckless, sof t ' ,
MHG molwic 'weich, staubartig', NHG mollig 'soft', molsch ≠
mulsch 'too mellow, over-ripe' (of fruit) »» ?σ OIr mle1n ≠ ble1n
'groin' (≡σ: NHG Weichen) »» ?φ L molli-s 'soft'  ? Ht mïluli ≠
maluli ≠ melu[li]- 'soft tissue' (?), 'skin' (?), 'flesh'(?), {Gtz.}
'Weichteile' ¶¶ P 716-9, EI 532 (*melh⁄-  'soft'), M K II 698, M E II 388-9 ,
WH II 1O3-4, F I 85 and II 165, Vn. M  56-7, Kb. 695, OsS 619, KM 48O,
CHD L-N 13O, 253-4, Ts. E II 21O-1, Gtz. T 77 || D *mel(l)- ' sof t ,
tender' > Tm, Kn mel id., Tm mella , mel5l5a 'softly, slowly, gently', Ml
mel 'slender, tender', Kt melg- vi. 'soften', Td mesÀx- 'become soaked
and softened', Kdg melle  'lightly, slowly', Tu mella 'slow, soft, gentle ' ,
Tl mella, melamella 'slowly, grently', Gdb mellaga, Knd meleka
'slowly', Kui mr`e2rna 'soft, quiet, gentle' ¶¶ D #5O78 || A: M *milc>ayi-
> WrM {MED} milcai-, HlM målcaj- 'become soft\wet' (unless “ M
*milc>ayi- 'become flat \ flat-faced' [> WrM {Kow., Gl.} milcai- id.])
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(M *i due to the infl. of N *æmiHLi ¬ *æmiLHi 'be weak'?), ?σ M
*°melmeyi- > Kl melmá- melma4∏- 'be quiet' (of a person)' (unless “ M
*melmeyi-, Kl {Rm.} melma4∏- 'be full') ¶ MED 539, KRS 349, Rm. 26O,
Kow. 2O25, Gl. III 3O8 ˚  If the Ht words belong here, they suggest an IE
weak lr. (*éx) and a N *é⁄ . If we adduce here some other roots f o r
'weak' (S *√mHl, NaIE *æmle2i\-/*æmlï-, and Ht malisku- 'weak') , w e
may reformulate the N rec. as *æme6666lHi 'soft, weak' (see  N *æmiHLi ¬
*æmiLHi 'be weak').
1413. € *m{a}LdV 'young, soft\tender' >  IE: NaIE *mald≈- id. >  Pru
|maldai nom. pl. 'young men, adolescentes', maldian accus. sg.
'foal', maldu6nin accus. sg. 'youth' ('Jugend'), maldenikis 'child' »
Sl *mo•ld¥ m. (*molda ~ f., *mold¥jÁ dadj.) 'young' >  OCS mlad5
mladË, Blg mlad, SCr, Slv mla•d, Cz dadj. mlady1, P dadj. mLody
'young', R dadj. molo≤doj id. / pradj. ≤molod 'is young' »» Clt: W
blydd  'tender, juicy, soft' »» Gk ma1l†vn (gen. ma1l†onoß) 'weakling' (of a
person), mal†ako1ß 'soft', mal†a1ssv 'I soften' (×  malako1ß 'soft', mala1ssv
'soften' <  N *mel{é⁄}V  'soft'), but not blady1ß 'slack' ¶ ≈  WP II 284-9O,
≈  P 716-9, ≈ EI 532 (*ml=du-s with unj. rec. of *d on the ev. of Gk
blady1ß), F II 167, En. 2O7, ≈ ESSJ XIX 174-9, ≈ Glh. 415-6 (all of them d o
not distinguish IE *mald≈- from similar stems [*mel´-, *meld-, etc.] f o r
'soft', 'weak', 'crush', etc. that go back to different N words) || HS: S
*°√mld >  Ar mald- 'tender, delicate' (youth), 'soft' (bough), √mld G
(ip. -mlad-) 'be tender', {Fr.} malada2n- 'iuventus, adolescentia' ¶ Fr. IV
2O5, Hv. 732-3.
1414. *æma4444lge6666 (or *æma4444lke 6666?) 'breast, udder' >  HS: S *°√mlg >  Ar
∆lM√mlg 7  v. G  'suck (one’s mother)' (of a child) ¶ BK II 1143, Hv. 7 3 1
 ? Eg ∀ mnZ 'female breast, breast', Eg RT/G 'udder' >  Cpt B mnot
´mnot, mnoT ´mnoti 'breast'; but Vc. p.c. and Tk. EAAT suggested
alt. etymologies: Vc. interpreted Eg mnZ as *m-ynk' (cp. S *√ynk'
'suck'), Tk. connected it with C *nug 'suck'  ¶ EG II 92-3, Fk. 11O, Vc.
117, Crn. 86, Crum 176  EC: Sml, Rn ma2l- v. 'milk' ¶ Abr. S 172, DSI
396, ZMO 264, PG 215 ¶¶ Cal. 64, ≠  Tk. EAAT 232 || IE: NaIE *æmelg8- v.
'milk' > Gk ]ame1lgv 'I milk' »» pAl {O} *melga >  Al mjel (aor. mola) v.
'milk' »» L mulge-o2 / mulge2re v. 'milk' »» OIr mlig- ≠ blig- v.
'milk', pfc. do-om-malg »» OHG me4lcan, me4lchan, NHG, Dt, NLG
melken, AS meolcan 'to milk'; Gmc {Zlz.} *meluk- ≠ *melik- 'milk' >
Gt miluks, ON mjo<lk, OHG miluh≠milih, NHG Milch, Dt melk,
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OSx miluk, AS mioluc ≠meolc, AS A milc id., NE milk; Ï ON
molka v. 'milk'; Gmc ı Sl *melko > OCS ml8ko mle7ko, Blg ≤mlåko,
SCr mle !ko±mlije!ko, Slv mle!ko, Cz mle2ko, mlI1ko, P mleko, OR
moloko moloko, R, Uk molo≤ko 'milk' »» Lt me!lz7u / mi~lz7ti v.
'milk' » Sl *melzti / prs. *melzoß v. 'milk' >  RChS ml8Wimle7s7ti /
m5lz0mËlzo<, Blg ∆ m`l≤zå, SCr muàsti / mu!ze2m, Slv mle!sti /
mo!lzem id., Slk mlzt5 'to suck' »» pTc {Ad.} *ma4lk- v. 'milk '  > Tc A
ma2lklune n. act. 'milking'; pTc *melk-a2 > Tc: A malke, B malk-wer
n. 'milk' ¶ P 722-3, ≈ EI 381 (*h⁄melg8- v. 'milk'), O 27O, Huld 94-5, Frn.
434-5, F I 91, Vn. M  57, Fs. 36O-1, Vr. 389, 392, Vr. N 436, Ho. 2 1 9 ,
223, Ho. S 52, Kb. 673, 686, OsS 6O1, 61O, KM 473, 478, Zlz. II #3O.31,
WH II 121, ≈ ESSJ XVIII 84-8 (tries to deny the Gmc origin of Sl *melko),
95-6, Glh. 416, 429, Wn. 284, Ad. 442 ¶¶ IE *g8 for the expected *g8≈ i s
puzzling; on the prosthetic vw. in Gk and on IE and N *æ- s e e
Introduction, § 2.2.6 || U *ma4lGe 'breast' >  FU *ma4lGe id. >  F ma4lvi,
Es ma4lv  'breast of a bird\fowl' » pLp {Lr.} *me2lk‰ 'breast of an animal '
> Lp: L {LLO} miel…ka 'breast-bone, breast of reindeer', N {N} miel…ga6
'breast\chest of an animal' » Er mel!kt! 'lungs', Mk ma4¬ka4 'breast' » Chr:
H/Uf/B mel id., L mel 'Brustöffnung des Hemdes' » Vt m‰l 'breast' »»
ObU {∫Hl.} *mE2˝´l 'breast' >  pVg {Ht.} *ma4∏G´l >  Vg: T ma4wl, LK mO4Gl,
MK maºGl, LL maGl, NV/SV/UL/Ss ma2Gl; pOs {Ht.} *mo4˝´l id. >  Os: V/Vy
mo4G´l, Ty ma$ÆGW´¬, Y ma$Æw´¬, D/K meG´t, Nz mew´t, Kz mew´¬, O
mew´l » Hg mell 'chest, breast, bosom'  pY {IN} *mel- > Y K {IN} mel-
ut 'breast' (-t is a nominal sx.), {Jc.} meLu, meLut id., OY: K {Bil.}
me1lud, {Lind.} me1lut, Ch {Mat.} malyt∆, O {Mat.} melur` id. ¶ ¶
UEW 267, Sm. 546 (FU, FP *ma4lki, Ugr *ma4lkI" 'breast'), Ht. #383, IN
234, 31O, IN RJ 9, Ang. 152-3, ≈ Rd. UJ 48 [#75] (Y π U) || D (in SD)
{GS} *mo+ul-ai\ 'female breast' > Tm mulai\ 'woman’s breast, teat', Ml
mula, Td mîsÀ id., 'udder', Kt mel, Kdg mole 'breast', Kn mole ' female
breast', Tu mirA 'breats, nipple, teat of animal' ¶ D ##4985, GS 7 9
[#252] ¶ The unexpected vw. *o may be due to contamination with D
*mol-  'waist' (D #4986, GS 74 [#241]) ˚ If Sm.’s phonological hyp. a n d
his rec. of FU *ma4lki are accepted, it may point to a N *æma4444lke 6666, whence
regularly IE *melg8- and FU *ma4lki and a secondary voicing in Ar √mlg
˚ IS II 57-8 (*ma4lgi 'breast, udder' > HS, IE, U) ˚  On N and pIE æ- s e e
Introduction, §  2.2.6 ˚ ≈  Gr. II #281 (*melk  'nurse' v./ 'breast') (IE, U,
Y, EA + err. A, Ko, J, CK).
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1415. € *mËLVka6666 (=*muLVka6666?) '≈ think, deliberate, come to a
decision' >  HS: S *√mlk G  >  Ak fOAk √mlk (inf. mala2ku) 'give
advice; ponder, deliberate, come to a decision', IA √mlk G , DA
√mlk  T , Plm √mlk  Sh 'promise', JA {Dlm.}, ChrPA √mlk G  'dec ide ' ,
JEA √mlk T , JPA Bz √mlk G  'consult', T  (Nvklmtia ?ytmlkwn)
'reconsider', Sr √mlk G  'persuade, promise'; ‘ S *√mlk G  v. ' ru le ,
hold power, possess' >  Ug, BHb, M’b, Ph, Amr, Yd, OA, IA, JA, JPA Bz,
Md, Tgr √mlk G 'reign', Ar √mlk G 'possess, become the owner of', Sb
√mlk G  'become king; own, possess', Gz √mlk G  'own, possess, ru le ' ,
Mh √mlk G  (pf. m‰lu2k, sbjn. y‰mle2k) 'possess, keep for oneself', Jb C
√mlk G  'own', Ak RS √mlk G (π a WS lge.?) 'rule, hold power'; Ï
S *≤malik- 'ruler, chieftain' (‘ 'king') >  BHb K6l3m3 ≤mElEk3, SmHb ≤maƒl´k
(pl. maƒ≤le2k-´m), BA K6l3m3 ≤mElEk3, em. aƒ1l6m2 mal≤k-a2, Ed, Ph, Pun, Yd, OA,
IA mlk, Ug mlk, (AkSc) {Hnr.} malku, JA [Trg.] K6l3m3 ≤mElEk3, JA [Trg.],
JEA em. aƒ1l7m2mal≤k-a2, Sr 'kolµamal≤k-a2, Md malka, Ar ˚liMamalik-,
Qt mlk , Sb, Mn mlk  (pl. ?mlk) 'king', Gz d. aM¬K  ?amla2k 'Lord, God '
(“ pl.), Ak fOAk malku 'king, (foreign) ruler', Eb ma-li-gu1-um o r
(cs.) ma-lik = malik-(um) 'king' ¶ CAD X/1 154-8, 166-9, Dlm. 2 2 6 ,
KB 558-61, 1736-7, HJ 633-44, G A 25, Hff. 23O-1, OLS 275-6, Hnr .
147,  T II 41, Schlt. 112, A #1577, Sl. 68O-1, Sl. P 31O, Br. 391-2, DM
243, BK II 115O-2, Hv. 734, AD PSH 93, 1O1, 1O7, 114, BGMR 85-6, MA
6O-1, LH 1O9, Jo. M 266, Jo. J 171, Krb. EG 3, Frnz. EL 145, 155 || A:
NrTg *mulga6 'thought, quick-wittedness, wisdom' >  Ewk PT mulgït/ç-
'use\be cunning', Lm mU2lg¥n  'thought, quick wits', Lm A mU2lg¥n 'wise ' ,
mU2lg¥- v. 'invent' ¶ STM I 554-5.
1416. ?σ (€?) *mVLK''''a 6 666 '≈ to erase, to undo, not to do' >  HS: WS
*√mlk' >  Ar √mlq vi. G  (ip. -mluq-) 'erase', {BK} 'effacer', N  (p f .
?inmalaqa) 'escape from', Tgy √mlk'W G  (pf. mAlAx'WA) 'get loose, ge t
disintegrated' ¶ BK II 115O, Hv. 734, ≈ L G 345 || IE: NaIE *°ml=k[W]- >  Sl
*mÁlc7a¡-ti 'to keep silence' >  OCS ml6hati mlÁc7ati, SCr mu!c7ati,
Slv mo!lc7ati, Cz mlc7eti, Slk mlc7at5, P milczec1, HLs mjelc7ec1, LLs
m1elcas 1, R mol≤¢at∆, Uk mov≤¢ati id., Blg m`l≤¢a 'keep silence'; Sl
*mÁlk-noß-ti 'to get silent' >  ChS ml5kn0ti mlËkno<ti, SCr
mu!knuti, Cz mlknouti, Slk ml!knut&, P milkna<c1, HLs
mjelknuc1, Blg † {Gerov} ml`kn0, Blg ≤m`lkna, cds.: RChS
Ëm5lknËti u-molknuti, R u≤molknut∆, Slv za-mo!lkniti id. »
?σ Lt mu~lkis 'fool' ¶ Vs. II 643, 648, ESSJ XXI 99-1O8, Glh. 427, Frn.
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471 || ? A: M *mo4ltu4re- (if from **mo4lk-tu4-re-?) v. 'undo, de tach ,
loosen' >  WrO mo4lto4r- 'undo, unsnap, detach', WrM mo4ltu4re-
'loosen, detach; escape'; M *mo4ltu4 >  WrM mo4ltu4, mo4ltu4s, HlM
mølt 'slightly, somewhat, superficially', in a set phrase: Brt xalta
m¥lt´ 'slightly, superficially' ('¢ut∆-¢ut∆ , poverxnostno , beglo '),
Ord 9òaltæu¯ maltæu¯ 'à moitié, incomplètement' ¶ MED 546, Krg. 6O6,
Ms. O 29O, Chr 539.
1416a. *mÅlÅNkV  'eel', (?) 'worm, snake' > D *mal[aNk]- 'eel' > T m
malaNku 'eel', Tl maluga '∈ eel', malanj(i) 'eel-like fish', ?φ: Kui
mra2u (pl. mra2Nga), Ku mn`iya, Krx min1Z> 'eel' ¶¶ D #4737 || A: pJ {S}
*mu~na!nki! 'eel' (× N ? *mVn2222i '∈  fish', q.v.) >  OJ mu~na!gi\i!, J: T u~nagi, K
u~na~gi!, Kg unagi! 'eel' ¶ S QJ #34O, Mr. 562 || IE: ?φ OI malu2ka-h5
'∈ worm' (× N *máLV˝ ++++ XV  'lizard, small reptile' or sim.) ¶ ≈ P 717, M
K 6OO (no et. of malu2ka-h5) || HS (mt.): B: Skn i-m´kl´m 'worm'  ??
Eg G mk5r.t '∈ a holy snake' (× N *máûûûûqËÂV 'frog, toad' o r
'∈ reptile\amphibian', q.v.?) ¶ EG II 159 || K: ?φ G muXluX-i {Chz.}
'caterpillar (Raupe)', {DCh.} 'worm that eats leaves' (× N *máLV˝++++XV
'⇑ ') ¶ Chx. 861, DCh. 912 ˚ ≠ Blz. DA 158 [#66] (suggested to equa t e
the D word with the reflexes of N *máLV˝ ++++ XV  '⇑ ') ˚  The eel is likely
to have existed in South-West Asia (proto-Nostratic habitat), to judge
from the presence of words for 'eel' in JEA {Sl.} ah1b&lc6 c´lo2b3≤Ó-a,
{Lv.} ah1b6l1c6 c5´lOb3≤Óa (or c5´la2b3´≤Óa2?), MHb hf1&lc6 c5´lo2≤p3a2Ó, a n d
Ar  sœilba2H-, g7irïy- 'eel', see Ln. 4O1, BK I 272, Sl. 964, and Lv. IV 19O.
1416b. *mVl !!!!V  '∈ small predator' > HS: Ch: WCh: Bg {Csp.} muli, Tala
{ChL} ma!ma!le~, Zul {Grgs.} mamal, Buli {ChL} mu~ma~lÈ~, Sha/DfB/Bks {J}
mu~ru^m, Sir {Sk.} m=~b´!li!, ??µ Tng {ChL} a~mi!lto~mi 'hyena' »» ECh: Skr {Nc.}
mela2  'cat' ¶ ChC, ChL, Csp. 55, J R 145, 219, 287, Lk. ZSS 36 || K: GZ
*mel- (< K *me[:]l-) 'fox' > OG mel-, G mel-i, mela-i (ı  Mg mela-, Lz
mel- id.), eMg *mal- ı Sv: UB/L ma2l, LB malw, Ln maul id. ¶ K 125-6 ,
K2 119, DCh. 699 TK 559 || A: M: WrM malur, HlM malar ' s t r iped
wild cat, Felis sylvestris', ı ET molun 'wild cat'; d.: M *malu-qayi (>
WrM {FLD} malu-qai 'wild cat') ı WrMc malaxi 'wild cat', {Ha.}
'gefleckte gelbliche Wildkatze' ¶ The back vw. *a may be due to vw.
harmony ¶ MED 525, Kow. 1995, Nov. IE 122, FLD III 4919, Nj. 712, Rs.
W 326, Z 871, Ha. 636, STM I 523  T *m3{u4}l! >  OT QU mu4[:]s7 {Cl.} 'wild
cat', SY mis7 ± mîs7, T ı Kl mis, {Rm.} mïs, Kl Ö mïs7 'cat'; Ï NaT
*mis7ik ≠ *p…is7ik '(wild?) cat '  (with a dim.[?] sx. *-ik) >  MOsm, Chg
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pis7ik, Tk ∆ pis7ik ± pîs7îk ± pus7uk ± mîs7îk, Xlj pus7uq, Az, Tkm pis7ik, ∆
mis7ik, Slr mis7ix ± mu4s7u4k ± mes7 !ux, Qmq mis7ik, VTt ∆ m¥z7¥q, Bsh
bÁs7a4y, Nog, Qzq mîsîq, Qq pîsîq, Qrg mîs7îq, Uz mus7uq, ET mo4s7u4k, SY
mis7ik ± mîs7îq, Chl mîzîq ± mîz7îq 'cat' ¶ The variations may be due t o
the infl. of the child lge. and to foreign influences (see  Sgd mws7kys7c7
'wild cat') ¶ The rather late date of the spread of domesticated cats i n
Asia suggests that NaT *mis7ik ≠ *p…is7ik originally denoted wild cats ¶ ET
191, Rs. W 332, Cl. 774 (supposed that OT mu4s7 is a loan from a n
unidentified lge.), KRS 353, KW 263 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1243 (A *ma!l!e 'wild
cat': T, M, Tg + unc. pJ *mu!sa!sa~(m)pi~ 'flying squirrel' || IE: NaIE {EI}
*meli- > L me2le2s ≠me2lis 'marten, badger' »» Sl *melÁcÁ > Kshb {Lrn.}
m‰lc  'badger' ¶ Blz. IZT 15-7, EI 45 (Sl. *melici-), ≈  WH I 474, EM 3 9 4
(no et. of me2le2s), Lrn. P I 5O1, Ma. C I 225 ˚  The short *e in the Sl
root suggests that IE *e  was short (the L long e2 representing the L-grade
of apophony?), hence there was no lr. in the N word  ˚  ≈ Blz. KM 1 3 6 -
7 [#17].
1417. *mÅl!!!!Óo (+ . . . ) 'head, (?) skull' >  HS: B *√mlŒŒ >  Ah
tam´lŒiq (pl. timelŒaŒ) 'part of the skull over the forehead', Kb a-
m´lŒiŒ 'sommet de la tête, os de la crâne' ¶ Fc. 12O4, Dl. 5OO || IE:
NaIE *môlo2d≈-/*mol´d≈- 'head, top' >  OI mu2r≤dha2 (/ mu2rdhan-)
'head', Av ka-m´r´Îa- 'head of a supernatural being (dae \va-)' ( l i t .
'[sth.] like head …') »» Gk me1la†ron 'ceiling of a room, beam that bea r s
the ceiling', ? blv†ro1ß 'tall, stately' (of trees) »» OFrs melde-ke ' h e a d '
(with dim. sx. -ke), AS molda  'top of the head', NE mould † id. »» OIr
mul {Vn.} 'masse ronde, boule, tête', mul-lach 'top of the head', Br
{Vn.} melle 'sinciput', mellenn an penn 'top of the head', MBr
{Ern.} melle-gouzouc 'cervix', mell-gouzouk, Br {Hm.} mell-ar-
c&hil 'nuque', mellenn(-gein) 'vertèbre' »» Tc A malto 'at f i rs t '
({Wn.} 'en premier lieu, d’abord') ¶ WP II 295, P 725, M K II 666, M E II
368, F I 246 and II 198 (no et. for me1la†ron), Ch. 182, 68O, Ho. 225, Vn.
M  74, Ern. 4O2, Hm. 558, Wn. 278 || A *mal!V ≠ *m{a4}l!V >  T {Md.,
DQA} *bal!ç 'head' >  NaT *bas7 >  OT, Az, ET, Ln, CrTt, Qmq, QrB, VTt,
Bsh, Qrg bas7, Tk bas>, Qzq, Qq, Nog, Yk bas, Alt, Slr bòas7, Uz bow bås7,
Tv ba<s7, Tf bòa<s7 id. »» Chv L puß pus1 'head' ¶ Cl. 375-6, ET B 85-8, Ra.
159, Md. 3O, 173, TL 194 ({ADb.} *balç 'head')  M: [1] M *mala-9ayi
(derived with the M sx. *-9ayi / *-qayi) >  WrM mala9ai, HlM
malgaj, Ord {Ms.} mala9a 'headgear; head (of a nail, pin, etc.)', Brt
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malgaj, Kl Ö {Rm.} malXa4∏, WrO {Krg.} malaXai ≠ malaGa ≠
malaGai, MMgl {Iw.} mal˝ay 'cap, hat', Mgl mal˝Ey ≠ mal˝a$y id., with
mt.: MM [IM] {Pp.} ´la9aMama˝ala, [S] {H} maqalay 'headgear', WrO {Krg.}
maXalai ≠maXala2 'hat, cap', Kl maxla, Kl D/Ö {Rm.} maXla∏4, Mnr H
{SM} mar9òa, Dg {Pp.} ma9a"l id., possily also M {Rm.} *malayi- > Brt
malaj-, Kl {Rm.} mala4∏-Xa 'be bald'  [2] M *malZ>an 'bald spot (on t h e
forehead of an animal), broad forehead' (semantic infl. of the rhyming
stem *qalZ>an 'bald-headed, blaze on the forehead' <  N *K''''al ! !!!÷ 3 333u 6 666 ' b a r e ,
naked' [q.v.]) >  WrM malZan, HlM malzan 'bald spot (on t h e
forehead of a horse), broad forehead', Ord XalZ7òa2 malZ7òan 'having a ba ld
spot on the forehead' (of a horse \ camel \ ox \ goat), Dg malZ7in ' b a ld '
¶ MED 524-5, KRS 344, Ms. O 327, T DgJ 153, Pp. GMPJ 1O1-2, 1O9-1O
(on the sx. -9ai / -qai), Pp. MA 441, H 1O6, Iw. 115, Krg. 589, 5 9 1 ,
KW 254-5, Chr. 291  pKo {S} *m´~⁄ri! 'head' > MKo m´~⁄ri!, NKo m´⁄ri, Ko
∆: PhN mOri, Sl mOri!, Chs mO!ri, Ks m´!⁄ri, Hm mOòri id. ¶ S AJ 253 [#4O],
S QK #4O, Nam 21O, MLC 6O8  Tg *meli- 'sinciput, nape of the neck ,
spine' >  Lm m‰limki 'jugular vertebra', Ork m‰limu id., "orifice of t h e
skull" (= 'foramen magnum'?), 'nape of the neck', Ul mugZ77e ' s inciput ' ,
Nn Nh/KU mulgikt‰, Nn B m‰ygikt‰, Orc muggikta 'skeleton of a fish' ¶
STM I 549-5O, 567 ¶¶ S AJ 31-2, 282 [#174], SDM97 s.v. *mel!Å (T, M
*malZ>a-, Ko, Tg; A *e is reconstructed on the ev. of Tg), ≈ DQA # 1 2 7 4
(A *me"!l!Z>u+a 'head'; incl. T *malJa and M *malZ>a, but does not explain
Ko, Tg, M *mala-9ayi and *malay-) ˚  Tg *e may either go back to N *a4444
or result from regr. as. (*a. . .É  > *a4...E  > Tg *e...i) .  
1418. *mÅn````V 'herd\flock, gregarious animal(s)' >  HS: Eg fMK
mnmn.t 'herd, domesticated animals (Herdenvieh) and birds', {Fk.}
'cattle' ¶ EG II 81, Fk. 1O9  NrOm: Kf {C} m°mo2, Mch {L} mi;mi! ' cow' ,
{Lm.} mïn-Z7o 'cow, bovine cattle (Rindvieh)', Shn {Lm.} mïn-za~ id., Anf
{MYTY} min-Zo 'cow', {C} min-co2 'bovine cattle', Kf {C} minZ7o2 id. ( i n
minZ7-ifo2 'cowdung'), Wl {LmS} mïza 'livestock, cattle', Bsk {C} miza
'bull', Gm {Hw.} mï!zi, Zl/Dwr {LmS} miza, Gf {LmS} mizza, Dc {LmS}
mïzz i 'cow' ¶ Lm. Sh 355, LmS 477-8, C SE IV 471-3, L M 41, MYTY 1 1 8 ,
Hw. EG || U: FU (att. in Ugr) *ma4n`V 'herd, gregarious animal(s)' >  Os
Nz man`´N 'herd (of reindeer, horses, bovines)' » OHg XIV, Hg me1n
'stallion', OHg me1nes 'horse', Hg me1nes 'stud(-farm)', ∆ mines id.,
'horse' ¶ UEW 869, Stn. D 937, MF 433, EWU 959-6O || A: Tg *man[-]
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'flock of birds' >  Ewk, Neg man, Orc man1i, Ud mani, Ul mandU, O r k
mandI, Nn Nh/B mando ≠ mandU id., Ewk Skh 'crowd' ¶ STM I 526, Krm.
259 || D *manta[y] ({†GS} *-nd-) 'flock, herd' >  Tm mantai\, Tl
manda, Prj, Gnd, Ku manda id., Kn mandi, mande 'flock o f
sheep\goats, herd of cattle\buffaloes', Knd manda 'herd' ¶¶ D #47OO
(a) ˚ Hardly here Km {CR} miyån 'young cow' (CR K 235); obviously
not here Eg mn÷.t 'Milchkuh' (mistranslated in OS #1773 as ' cow ' ) ,
which is derived from mn÷  v. 'milk'.
1419. *mÅn2222V  'hut, dwelling' (sd. of N *ma4444n 2 222V  'remain, stay'??) >  HS:
C: EC {Ss.} *min-/*man- 'house' > pSam {Hn.} *min > Sml N † min 'b r idal
house', Sml S {Ss.} min 'room', pl. minan 'house', Sml C {ZMO} min
'house, hut, room', Sml J {Hn.} miN 'house', Rn {PG} mi!n, pBn {Hn.}
*mi!N (>  Bn: Bi/Kj/K mi!N, J mu!N) id.; Bs, Elm min, Arr {Hw.} mi!n, p O r
{Hn.} *mana ≠ *minaò, Or {Grg.} mana 'house', Or B {Sr.} mana, Or B / O
{Sr.} mina id., 'hut', Or Wt {Hn.} minaò, Kns, Gdl mana, Gwd, Gln, Dbs,
Grs mano  'house', HEC {Hd.} *mine >  Sd, Ged, Hd, Kmb mine, Alb mino,
Brj mina id. ¶ Ss. B 145 suggests that *man- goes back to the pl. f o r m
with an *-a-infix (cf. Or AM {Hw.} mina 'house' ↔  man 'houses') »» Dhl
{To.} mini 'house' »» ?? SC: Kz {E} munZalimo 'young man’s house' »» Ag
{Ap.} *N‰n- 'house' > Xm, Km N‰n, Aw N‰!n, Bln (dis.) l‰N ¶ Ss. PEC 24, Ss.
B 145, ZMO 291, Hn. S 69, Hn. BD 113, PG 225, Grg. 276, Sr. 364, 3 6 8 ,
Hn. W 6O, 68, HL 128, Hw. A 385, Hd. 81, 212, 255, 294, 386, AMS
247, To. D 143, E PC #436, E K 4, Ap. AV 16  WCh: BT: Tng {J} ma!na
'house, home', Dr {J} m‰!na, Pr {Frz.} mi!na~, Kwm {Leg.) ma!na!, Kpt {Leg.}
ma!n 'hut, house' ¶ JI II 2O2, J T 119, Frz. P 42, Leg. KK 21-8, Leg. KYB
172  ??σ Eg P ymn 'create; bilden, schaffen' (if “ *'build a house') ¶
EG I 83 ¶¶ Tk. SCC 99 [#29.5], OS #1723,  Tk. I 395 (C, Ch ÷ Eg ymn)
|| D *manÀ- 'house' > Tm man3ai\ 'house, dwelling', Ml mana , Kdg mane
'house', Kt man devr 'household god', mantanm 'affairs of household ' ,
Td man 'family, household', Kn mane 'habitation, abode, house', Tu
manA 'house, home', Knd pon`dßeN mane 'cowshed' ¶¶ D #4776 || A: T
*°man  'fence, enclosure' >  StAlt {BT} man 'fence', QK/Tb {Rl., B} man id .
('Zaum'), QK/Tb/Sg {Rl.} mana- v. 'fence in' ¶ BT 1O8, Rl. IV 2O15-6, B
DChT 136, B DLT 177, Rs. W 325  pKo (< d.) *mÄ~n1Ä!rh 'village,
vicinity' > MKo *mÄ~n1Ä!r (*mÄ~n1Ä!rh-), NKo maîl ¶ S QK #383, Nam 1 9 6 ,
MLC 564  ??φ pJ (< d.) *mu!ra~ 'village' > OJ mu!ra~, J: T mura!, K mu!ra~, Kg
mu!ra ¶ S QJ #394, Mr. 488  ?φ M *mayi-qan 'tent' (unless π Chn, a s
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supposed as a possibility in KW) > WrM maiqan, HlM, Brt majxan,
WrO {Krg.} maiXan, Kl mááxn ma4∏Xn=, Kl Ö/D ma4∏Xan, Dg {T, Mr.}
maikan 'tent', Ord ma4∏Xu¯n 'tente de voyage'; M ı WrMc maykan
'tent' ¶ MED 523, T VM 166, Chr. 29O, Krg. 592, KRS 346, KW 259, T
DgJ 153, Ms. O 45, Z 862 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1279 (A *men1{o} 'dwelling place,
village'; incl. Ko, T, J) ¶¶ Ko *-n1- and M *-y- ({DQA}: < *n1-) go back t o
*-n-y- with *-y- of a sx. Acc. to DQA, the Ko, and J stems are der ived
with a *-r+l-sx. || ? K: MG [VTq], G {DCh., SSO} mena 'dwelling, a b o d e
(qili∑e )' (unless a loan from an Iranian lge) ¶ DCh. 7O2, SSO I 4 6 3
|| ? IE: Psh {Mrg.} me2na 'house', Ygn {ALP} mayn, meyn, men 'village',
KhS mu2na  'abode' ¶ Mrg. 44, ALP 285, Bai. 335.
142O. *ma4444n 2 222a 'remain, stay' >  HS: Eg ∀ mn 'remain; be firm \
established \ enduring; reside', DEg mn  'bleiben', Cpt Sd/B moyn mun
'stay, remain' ¶ EG II 6O-2, Fk. 1O6, Er. 159, Vc. 114  Ch: WCh: DfB {J}
mun 'sit down, reside, live; remain', Sha/Klr {J} mun n. 'place' (×  N
*mÅn2222V 'hut, dwelling'), ? Bks te!-mun 'sit down' (te 'an einem Platz
sitzen, leben') »» CCh: Msg Ng {GKrs. ‘ Lk.} mine 'sich befinden' ¶ J R
146, 219, 287, 354, Lk. DQM 67 ¶¶ Coh. 83, ≠  Cal. 63 (Eg, S *√?mn ' b e
faithful, true') || IE: NaIE *men- (prs. *mimne/o-) 'remain, stay' >  Vd
man- 'wait, stay, hesitate', {EI} 'delay, stand still', Av man- 'b leiben,
warten', OPrs ama2naya 'er erwartete', MPrs ma2n-dan, NPrs ˆdan'M
må2n-da4n 'to remain', KhS ma2n1a4ta4 'he stays', ma2nda- 'remained' »»
Arm mnam mnam 'I remain, wait' »» Gk me1nv, mi1mnv 'stand, stay fast ,
abide' »» L maneo2 / mane2re 'remain, stay' »» OIr ainmne, MW
anmynedd, W amynedd 'patience' (F: all <  *an-meni\a2?) »» ? pTc
*ma4sk- > Tc A, B ma4sk- (< *mn=-ske/o-) 'be, become'  ¶ WP II 267, P
729, EI 482, M K II 573, M E II 3O6-7, Horn 215-6, Bai. 327, F II 2O8-9,
WH II 26, Slt. 262, Vn. A 37, Ad. 458-9 || D *manÀ-, {GS} *man- ' r emain ,
be permanent, stand fast' >  Tm man3n 3u  'be permanent, endure, r ema in
long, stay', Ml mannuka 'stand fast, ersevere', Tl manu 'live, exist ' ,
mannu  v. 'last, be durable', Nkr, Png, Mnd, Ku man- 'be', Prj men-, Gdb
man- 'be, stay', Knd man- id., 'dwell', Gnd man-, Kui manba ' r emain ,
abide, be', Krx man- 'become, come off, be', Mlt mene 'be, become,
grow, or be produced', Brh manning 'become, be' ¶¶ D #4778, Pf.
1O8 [#814], GS 34-5 [#54] || A ({AD} *ma4na-): Tg *men- 'remain, lead a
settled life' (↔ 'nomadize') >  Ewk m‰2n‰2- 'lead a settled life', 'remain i n
the same place for a long time' (of a nomad camp), m‰2n‰2 adj. ' se t t led '
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(↔  'nomadic)', Lm m‰n‰wJ‰k id., m‰n‰ 'a settled Lamut', Ork m‰n‰Z7i-
'remain', Neg m‰n‰J‰- id., caus. m‰n‰w- vt. 'leave, abandon', U d
{∂Shn., Krm} m‰nZ1‰- 'remain at home, remain working in t h e
settlement' (↔  'go hunting to the forest'), 'domovni¢at∆ ' ¶ STM I 5 6 9 ,
Shn. 5O, Krm. 264  M *mana- 'keep vigil' >  MM [HI] mana- 'veiller ' ,
WrM mana-, HlM mana-, Ord mana- 'keep vigil, hold a night watch ' ,
WrO mana- v. 'guard, watch', Dg mana- v. 'guard, keep watch ove r
(stere¢∆ , oxranåt∆ , karaulit∆)', Brt mana- id., 'graze herds in t h e
night', Kl man-x id., {Rm.} man¥- 'Nachtwache halten' ¶ Ms. H 73, MED
525, KRS 342, Krg. 586, T DgJ 153, Ms. O 452, Chr. 292, KW 256 ¶¶ ≠
DQA #1279 (A *men1{o} 'dwelling place, village': equates Tg with M, Ko,
and J roots that belong to N *mÅn 2222V  'hut, dwelling', q.v.) ˚  ≈  IS II 5 1 - 2
(*mÅnÿ 'ostavatså na meste, pro¢no stoåt∆' > HS [Eg, Om, Ch], IE,
D, ? Tg, ? G mena 'dwelling' (see  N *mÅn2222V '⇑ '); + err. S *√?mn ' b e
faithful, true').
1421. *man2222u 6 666 'man, male' >  HS: B: Zng {MH‘Nic.} mïn (pl. maƒn),
man 'person', {Bs.} min 'homme', man 'gens', ? B *-ma2n ' soul ,
oneself' (× N *me[y]n 2222u 6 666 'oneself, one's own', 'body' [q.v.]) ¶ Nic. 2O5,
Bs. MS I 245, Msq. Z 515  EC *mVn- 'man, male' >  HEC {Hd.} *mana
'man, person' >  Sd, Hd man-c7o, Kmb man-c7u, Ged manZ7o), pl. *manna
'men, people' (>  Sd, Hd, Kmb, Tmbr manna id., Brj {Ss.} ≤me2na ' people ' ,
{Hd.} me2na 'people, man, person'; Sml {DSI} mu2n '(adult) male monkey ,
(young) male ass', Sml Hw {C} mun  'male (animal)' ¶ Hd. 96, 212, 2 5 4 ,
293, 384, Ss. B 143, ≠  133, ≠  Ss. PEC 24 (unc.: *man- <  EC *nam-), DSI
453, ZMO 3OO, C SE III 8O  NrOm {Blz.} *man- 'male; people' >  Wl {C}
mino2  'warrior', Ym {C} mono2 'people (gente)'; not here Kf {C} mano2
'brother' and Ym {Lm.} mano! 'male twin' (probably loans from Nilotic,
cp. Masongo {C} maNa  'brother') ¶ Blz. OL 85, C SE III 8O, C SO 33, Lm.
Y 365, C SE IV 472  Ch: WCh: SBc: Zul mO!ni~ 'man', Plc m‰!ni~, Grn {Sh.}
ma!nda~n, Gj mma2!ni`, Tale ma2!N‰~, Dw ma!ni~ (pl. min) id. » Krkr {Lk.} mu!n
'people, persons', Pr {Frz.} ma!nna~ 'spouse' » Ngz {Sch.} ma~na~mi!n ( t e r m
for Hausas, Kanuris, Fulanis used in order to conceal their commonly
known names when speaking to other Ngizim) (cp. MHb Mii5&G go2≤y°m
'gentiles', Modern Hb Mii5&G go≤yim, and Yid ≤goyim 'non-Jews' “
'peoples') »» CCh: Lgn {Lk.} me2!ni 'person', {Mch.} me1ni 'man' » BB: FlM
{ChL} mundu, FlB {ChL} mu~ndÈ!n, Gudu m‰!ndu~, Nz {ChC} mIndE 'person' »
Ms: ZmD {ChC “ Srp.} ma2nyï!, ca"-ma2nyï! 'person', {ChL} sou-manji
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'man' ({KNC} su@ 'un homme') ¶ JI II 266-7, ChC, ChL, KNC 23, Frz. P 4 1 ,
Sch. DN 11O, ≈  Stl. ZCh 232-3 [#8O1] ¶¶ OS #1722, Blz. BKTA 1O5  ?
sd. HS *man- 'who?' (< *mï man- 'what [for a] person?', cp. It cosa
'what?' < che  cosa  'which thing?') > S *man[n]- 'who?' > OAk man , Ak
∀ mann(u/a/i-m) 'who?', Sb mn rel. prn. 'who, whosoever', Qt mn
'he who, whoever', Mn {MA} mn rel. prn. 'qui, quiconque', Gz mann-u2
(accus. mann-a), Tgy mAn ≠ m‰n, Tgr mAn, Amh man 'who?' , CS
*man[nV] >  DA, Yd, OA, IA, Plm, Nbt mn, BA, JA, Sr, Ar man, Md man
'who?' , pCn *man >  Amr {G} manna 'who?', ? Ug mn 'which?', ' t ha t ,
which, who' rel. ¶ ≈ Lip. 328-9, CAD X/1 213-8, G A 24, G OA 177-8, L G
348, HJ 648-9, KB 1738, OLS 281-2, Lv. T III 45, Sl. 636, DM 246, BK II
1154, Br. AG 32, BGMR 86, MA 61, Rk. 97  Acc. to Ai. MCB 5O, t h e r e
is a B prn. (reconstructible as *mVn 'who?' opposed to *matta, e t c .
'what?') >  Mz man, manai\n, Shw m‰n, Jrb, Snd man 'who?', a l though
there are alternative possibilities of analysis of these pronouns. For t h e
time being, the question of B interr. pronouns remains open || IE: NaIE
*ma+onu 'man, person' >  OI ≤manu-, ≤manus5- 'person, man', Av, MPrs
Manus7 'Manush, ancestor of mankind' »» Gmc *manwaz 'man' >  Old
Gmc [Tacitus] Mannus p.n. ('ancestor of the Germans'), Gt manna,
mann- (gen. mans, dat. mann), ON maÎr ≠ mannr,OHG man,
NHG Mann 'man', OSx, AS mann 'man', NE man; d.: Gt mann-isk-s,
ON mennskr, AS me$nnisc1, OSx me4nnisk, OHG mennisc adj .
'human, of a person', OSx me$nnisko, OHG mennisco ' m a n ,
person', NHG Mensch 'person' »» Sl *moß•z7Á (<  d.) 'man' >  OCS m0q6
mo<z7Á, OR mËq6muz7Á, Blg m`q, Slv mo<^z7, OCz, Cz, Slk muz7, P ma<z$
'man, husband', SCr mu•z7 , R muq 'husband', † 'man (vir)' ¶ WP II 2 6 6 ,
P 7OO, M K II 575-6, M E II 3O9-1O, Fs. 344-5, Vr. 374-5, 384, Ho. 2 1 5 ,
219, Ho. S 5O-1, Kb. 656, 675, OsS 587, 59O, KM 459-6O, 471, ESSJ XX
158-61, Glh. 429-3O, Vs. II 67O-1, EI 367 (*manu- 'Man, ancestor o f
mankind') || U: FU (att. in Ugr) *man1c1e 'man, person' >  pObU {Ht.}
*ma4∏n1c1 ≠ *ma2n1c1 'a person (man?) of ego’s tribe \ exogamous moiety' >
pVg *ma4∏n1s1ï 'a Vogul' >  Vg: T ma4n1s1ï, LK/MK mO4∏n1s1, P/LL mO2n1s1, UL/Ss
ma2n1s1i id.; pOs {Ht.} *man1c1 (name of one of the Ostyaks’ phratrias) >
Os: V man1t!, I mon1t!, Kz mOs1, O mas1 » OHg, Hg magyar 'Hungarian'; t h e
var. Megyer (in n. l.: Be1ka1smegyer, Pusztamegyer, Megyercs,
Megyered ) goes back to the name of an old Hungarian tribe known i n
Byzantian sources as Mege1rh ¶ The variant with a palatal vw. (pVg
*ma4∏n1s1ï, Hg Megyer) is due to vowel harmony ¶ Coll. and UEW
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unconvincingly suppose an Ir origin of the word (cf. Av Manus7)  ¶
Hardly here (≠ φ ) F mies and Es mees 'man (vir)', that can be t r a ced
to N ≈ *meÙaz @@@@V 'man (vir), male' (q.v.) (⇔  Tv. ‘ Coll., SK, IS a. o.) ¶
Coll. 99, UEW 866-7, MF 415-7, Ht. #398, SK 345 || D: [1] D *manÀ ' m a n
(vir), warrior,  chief (of a family \ clan \ tribe)' >  Tm man3 'king,
kshatriya, warrior, chief, husband', man3n3an 'king, lord, chief,
husband', Ml mannan 'king', Kn manneya 'chieftain, commander ' ,
Tl manniya 'lord, suzerain, chief(tain)' ¶¶ D *4774  [2] D *mant[i]
'persons, people' >  Kn mandi, mande, Tu mandi, mandA id., Tl
madi 'crowd, collection of persons', Klm mandi 'men' ≠ mandi ' m a n ' ,
Png mananakar  'people belonging to the same side or party', ? Krx me%—t ≠
me2t  'adult man, husband', ? Tm ma2ntar 'persons, male persons' ¶¶ D
#47OO (b), ≈ D #4791  [3] D *man1c>V >  Prj man1Z>a ± man1n1a ' m a n ' ,
Gnd manZ>a 'man, person' ¶¶ ≈  D #4791 ˚   In FU *manc1e, D *man1c>V,
Ged manZ7o (and OI ≤manus5-?) one may see reflexes of an ancient c d .
(≈≈ *0man2222u 6 666 c ' ''' @ @@@ ++++c @ @@@a) possibly with an adjective-forming ( o r
individualizing) pc. *c'''' @ @@@a ¬ *c @@@@a   (a marker of relative constructions), s e e
above Gt mann-isk-s and NHG Mensch˚  IS II 58-9 (*ma4nÿ ' m a n ,
male') ˚ ≈ Gr. II #294 (*mon  'person') (IE, U + unc. J, Ai).
1422. *m{á}n2222V 'front' >  IE *men- '≈ front' >  Ht meni-, mena-
'face, cheek', cd. me2nahhanda ≠ menahhanda adv., prep. 'before ,
against, in front' (<  N *0m{á}n2222V qan2222t ' '''V 'face to face, vis à vis' [see  N
*qan2222t ' '''V 'forehead, front']); Ht meni- 'cheek' may have b e e n
influenced by *ment- 'chin' <  N *mÅn2222t ' '''V 'jaw, chin, (?) skull' (q.v.) 
NaIE *men- v. 'protrude, project', 'mouth' >  L e2-mineo2 / -e2re vi.
'project, stand out', pro2-mineo2 / -e2re id., 'jet out' »» ON møna
'stand out, project (emporragen)', ON mønir , NNr mØna, BNr mØne
'ridge of a roof' »» Av {Brtl.} fra-man-  'Vorsprung gewinnen' »» Clt: OIr
me1n 'opening of the mouth, open mouth', Crn myn 'mouth', Br min
'museau, mufle' ¶¶ CHD L-N 274-9O, Ts. E II 194-8, WP II 263, Vn. M
36, P 726, WH II 1O8-9, Brtl. 1125, Vr. 4OO, Ark. 557, ≈ Po. LmanE ( H t
meni/a- ÷ Lw mana 'see') || D *munÀ- 'front' >  Tm mun3 'in f ron t ,
previous', mun3ai\ 'front, face', Ml mun, munnam 'priority in space
and time; first, former; before', Kt mun-  'front, fore', Td mud-k  'in f r o n t '
(-k, sx. of dat.), muda;l  'first', Kn mun  'that which is in front \ before ' ,
Kdg min1n1a 'in front', Tu mundan5a 'priority, first', Tl muni ' f i rs t ,
former, front', Klm mut, Nkr mund 'before', Nk mur`, Knd muNgal,
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mundala 'in front (of)', Prj mundi id., muna vanda 'forefinger', Gdb
munde2l 'the front', Gnd munne2 'before, in front', Ku muu 'point ( o f
needle, etc.)', Krx mundd≈, mund 'first, ahead of, before', Mlt mundi
'formerly' ¶¶ D #5O2O(a), Zv. 51 || HS: EC: Rn {PG} mï!n 'forehead', Kns
{Bl.} mïn-ta! 'forehead, face', Gwd {AMS} mïn-te!, Hr/Dbs {AMS} mïn-c7e!
id., 'front', Cm {Hab.} mIn-te, Alb, Kmb mïne 'face', ? Ya maNa
'eyebrow', ? Af minin id. ¶ PG 223, Lm. SKE 533, BlO K s.v., AMS 1 7 5 ,
244, 271, 278, PH 169  CCh: Db H {Srp.} maneno 'forehead' ¶¶ Blz.
DA #7 || A: M *maNlayi 'forehead' (d. or cd. with the vw. *a [of t h e
first syll.] due to as. to the vw. of the next syll.) >  MM [LM, IsV, HI, S]
maNlay, [MA] maNqlay, [IM] manlay 'forehead', WrM maNlai, HlM
manlaj id., 'front', Mnr H {T} manlï, {SM} ma%Nlay, Dg {Pp., T, Mr.}
maNgil, Dx {T} manleu\ 'forehead', WrO {Krg.} maNlai ≠ maNnai id.,
'top', Klm ma˜na maNna, {Rm.} maNna4∏, Kl Ö {Rm.} maNna2 'forehead' ¶
Pp. MA 233, 441, Pp. L III 7O, Lg. VMI 53, H 1O7, Ms. H 74, MED 527, T
344, T DgJ 153, T DnJ 128, Mr. D 183, Krg. 588, KRS 342, KW 257  J Y
mi~mbu~ru~ 'head'; but pJ {S} *mi~mi~ 'ear' (> OJ mi\i~mi\i~, J T mimi!) c a n n o t
be reliably adduced here (the semantic is too distant) ¶¶ Not here (⇔
DQA) T *beyNi 'brain' (see  N *beN[÷ 3333 ++++Ù]i '≈ head') ¶¶ AED1239 (A
*ma`yni` 'temple, forehead, ear'; incl. M, J Y mi~mbu~ru~~) ˚  WP and P
suggest (at the pIE level) that *men- 'protrude' is the √  of the s t ems
*mn=-ti, *moniyo- 'mountain(s)' (sc. N *mu++++ on 2222V  'mountain, hill'). If they
are right, both N etyma are identical. In that case the semant ic
development may have been: 'hill' ‘ 'hillock' ‘ 'protrude as a hil lock'
‘ 'front'. The vw. *u  in D may be due to the labializing infl. of *m- ˚  ≈
Blz. DA 153  [#7] (D, C, Ch, IE), ≈  BmK #533: *mun-/*mon- ' p ro t rude ,
stand out'; 'be first', etc. (IE, D, + err. Eg mn 'mountain, stone hill' [ in
fact, from N *mu ++++ on 2222V  '⇑ ']; adduces words with highly qu. semantic t ies,
such as L mentum  'chin').
1423. *mene6666 'walk, go' >  IE: NaIE *men- 'go, walk' (×  N *m{a4444}n ` ```[?]V
'to rumple, to bend', q.v.) >  OIr men- 'go', W myned, Crn mones,
OBr (in a cd.) -minet, MBr monet, Br mont 'to go', MBr, Br tre-
men 'passer', W tre-myn(u) 'to walk, to wander', Crn tre-mene
'to pass' »» ? L mino2, -a2re vt. 'drive (cattle)', ltL [LxS] mino2, -a2re v.
'lead' (> Fr mener , Prv, Ctl menar, It menare 'to lead', Rum mI6na
'drive [cattle]') (×  NaIE *mei\- 'go, pass' < N *mVyV 'come' or 'go ,
pass', whence L -i-) ¶ Vn. M  35-6, Flr. 257, Hm. 578, WP II 263; ≈ ML
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#5585 and Kö. # 6185 (Romance lgs. < L mina2re 'drive cattle'), ≈ P
726 || HS: pCh ({JS} *√mn 'come'): WCh: pAG *mwa2n 'go, walk' >  Gmy
mwa2n, Kfr {Hf.} mwa2n id., {Nt.} mwa!n 'go', Mpn {Frz.} mu~an 'walk', Ang
{Hf.} mwe¿n 'go, walk', {Brq.} mwE~n, Su {J, Hf.} mwa2n v. 'travel' » SBc:
Zar {IL} mÄn, Zar K/L {Sh.}, Sy Zk/B/Z {Sh.} man, Sy {Csp.} ma!n 'come' ¶
JI II 82, ChC, JS 74, Hf. AG #54, J S I 76, Nt. 28, Frz. DM 38, Sh. SB 3 4 ,
Csp. 45 || U *mene- 'go' >  F mene-, Es mine- 'go' » pLp {Lr.} *m‰n‰-
'go' >  Lp: S {Hs.} m´înnedh, Vfs {Lgc.} ma$nnÄt 'go, walk', L {LLO}
mannat, N {N} ma6nna6- / -n- 'go, journey', Kld m´2nn´, {TI} inf.
mÄnna"- / mÄ2na- 'go' » pChr {Ber.} *miy´- 'go, come' > Chr L miem / inf.
miåw mi≤y-as7 'come, arrive', Chr H inf. {MRS} miaw, {Ep.} mia≥w
≤mia4s7, {Rm.} mia4s7 id., Chr {Ü} miyem 'I go (gehe, fahre)', Chr E {Ps.}
miyem 'I go, visit, come' » Prm {LG} *mÉn- (Lt. 22O-3: Prm *É < *u4?) > Vt
mÈn-  (Lt. 222:  unstressed È  <  *u), Z, Yz mun- 'go', Z Ud mun‰ 'goes' (Lt.
G: Z Ud -‰ suggests FU *-e) »» ObU {Ht.} *miÆn- 'go' >  pVg *miÆn- >  Vg: T
min1, LK.MK/UK/P/NV/SV/LL, UL/Ss min-; pOs {Ht.} *me"n-, {∫Hl.} *miÆn- >
Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y/D/K me"n-, Nz/Kz ma"n-, O ma$Æn- id. » Hg me4n- (3s p res .
me4gy) 'go (gehen, fahren), pass'  Sm {Jn.} *min- 'go' >  Ne: T min-
z∆, T O {Lh.} m1in1-c1, F {Sm.} m1in1-s7; Ng {Ter.} mynsy, {Cs.} 1s a o r .
≤mendem id. » Kms {KD} m´NgEm 'I go'  Ï (?) Sm {Hl.} *mentV- ' g o
past\by' >  Ne T mene-c∆  'to pass' (of a misfortune, danger)', 'to dwell
for a long time (in one place)', Slq Tz {KKIH} d. me…ntÈ- 'go pas t \by ,
overwalk', Mt {Hl.} *mind´- 'pass, elapse' (Mt T {Mll.} o1p5ha
mi!ndunga 'annus' (“  'one year has passed', with o1p 'one', ha
'year')  pY {IN} *men- > Y K men-m´-g´-y- 'jump up (podprygnut∆)',
men-Z7!ï-n1- iter. 'jump, leap' ¶ For the meaning 'jump' cp. below WrMc
muNgire- vi. 'gambol' (suggesting a semantic change 'go, run' ‘
'jump') ¶¶ Coll. 34, UEW 272, Db. OS xxxii (*mene-), Sz. 31, Sm. 5 3 8
(U, FU, FP *meni-, Uhr *minI"-, Sm *min-), SK 34O, Lr. #636, Lgc.
#3692, Lgc. SL #1188, Hs. 93O-1, LLO 493-4, SaR 2O1-3, TI 246, MRS
323, 325, Ep. 7O, Ü 119, Rm. BT 78, PsS 71, LG 178, Lt. KG 56, Ht. # 3 9 2 ,
MF 428-9, EWU 954, Jn. 92, 94-5, KD 4O, Hl. M 3O6 [#677], 425, IN
234, ≈ Rd. UJ 4O [#33] (Y π U) || A: T *maN n. 'running, t rot '  >  Alt
{BT, Rl.}, Tlt/QK/Shor {Rl.} maN id., Tv maN 'running, speed' ¶ Rl. IV
2OO6, BT 1O8, TvR 288   Tg *meN- 'hurry' > Lm m‰n- vi. 'hurry', caus.:
Lm m‰nu-, Ewk m‰niw- ± m‰Niw- vt. 'hurry\hasten (so.)'; ?φ  *munN-
(or *mulN-): Lm munN´n-, Lm Al mulN‰2n- 'run around', 'run away f r o m
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its owner' (of a dog), Lm Okh munN‰n‰s‰n 'run away to look for a
game', WrMc muNgire- ≠ muNre- vi. 'gambol' (of cattle) ¶ STM I
556-7, 569  ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1281 (A *me"Na  'to run, to trot', incl. T) ¶¶ A *-
N- may go back to *n-K- (*K belonging to a sx.) ˚  AD GD 1, IS II 6 1
(*mene 'stupat∆ ' > IE, U) ˚  The vw. *a in Tk *maN still needs
explaining ˚ ≈ Gr. II #41O (*men 'walk') (IE, U, Y, A, CK, EA).
1424. € *men````V 'tear, tear into pieces, divide' >  U: FU (in Ugr only)
*°men`V 'tear, tear into pieces' > ObU *mE2n`- ({Ht.} *me2n-) v. 'tear' >  pVg
*ma4Æn- >  Vg: ML ma4∏nit-, UL mani˝t- id., T ma2n´m, Ss man´m- id., T/MK
ma4n´mt-, LK ma4∏n´mt- id.; pOs {Ht.} *men`-, {∫Hl.} *ma4Æn`- > Os: D me"nem´-
, K ma$Ænim´-, Nz/O men´m-, Kz men`´m- 'abreißen', D me"nc7-, K ma$Ænc7-, Nz
ma"ns7´-, Kz ma"n`s7iÆ-, O {Hl.} ma$Ænsi- 'zerreißen' » Hg ∆  ki-me4nyu4l-
'verrenkt werden, sich verrenken', ki-me4nyI1t- 'ver-/aus-renken' ¶
UEW 87O, Ht. #391, Hl. rHt 71, 75 || HS: S *manay-, *manat- share' (×  S
*√mny 'count') >  BHb en!m1 ma2≤na2, Ug mnt, IA/Plm mnh 'share, pa r t ,
portion', JEA em. at1n!m6m´na2≤t3-a2 (cs. tn!m6 m´≥na2t3) 'share', Ar înAMa
mana-n 'fate' (‘ 'death'), du. manawa2ni ≠ manaya2ni 'two pounds (un i t
of weight)', Ak fOAk manu6 ≠ mana?u 'mina (unit of weight)', Ar
√mnw TL (pf. îNa'maTa tama2na2, ip. îNa'mataYa yatama2na2) 'se partager q c h .
en séparant avec les doigts', Ak √mnw+y G  (inf. manu6), D  'assign' ,
BHb √mny+w D  (pf. en`!m5 min≤na2) 'assign (a share), zuteilen', Mn {MA}
√mnw  'attribuer', ? Sb mn  'bénifice' ¶ KB 567, A #16OO, OLS 264, HJ
657, Lv. T III 49, Js. 8O2-3, Sl. 688-9, BK II 1158-9, Hv. 735, CAD X / 1
219-27, MA 62 ˚  The comparison is valid unless the S words a r e
derived from S *√mny v. 'test, count' (<  N *mon2222V  'to test, to t h ink '
[q.v.]).
1425. (€? *mÉˆV (= *mÉn1111V?) 'from' >  HS: S *min (or *minu?)
'from, out of' > BHb, BA, JA min ≠ mi-+gmc., Ph mn ≠ bn, OA, IA mn,
IA (AkSc) mi-in, Sr Nµe mEn, Md mn, min-, Ar min, Sb mn, Tgr
m‰n, ? Gz ´m´nna ({Rgr.}: < rdp. *minmin), ´m, Mh {Jo.}, Jb E/C {Jo.}, Sq
{Jo.} m‰n, Hrs {Jo.} m‰n, m, Eb {Krc.} min[u], {Lmt.} minu id. ¶ Br. G II
494, 497-8 [§  252], KB 565-7, 1738, Br. 393, Js. 796, Sl. 683-5, BK II
1154-5, BGMR 86, LH 126, L G 22, 25, Rgr. B 22, Jo. M 267, Jo. H 8 9 ,
Krc. 72-8, Lmt. 69-7O  Eg fP m  'aus etw. heraus, von einem Ort an', ??
Eg fP m  'in' ¶ EG II 1 || K *-man, ending of the ergative case > OG -man,
G -m, -ma, Sv -m id. ¶¶ K S 49-67 || ?σ IE: NaIE *-mis instr. pl. > Lt -
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mis, Sl *-mÁ (> OCS -mÁ, etc.); NaIE *-mis ×  dat. pl. *-mos > Gmc
dat./abl./instr. pl.*-miz > OWGmc {Kluge} -m(i)s (in n. pr. Vatvims
'Vatviabus', Aflims  'Afliabus', Saitchamim(i)s 'Saithamiabus'), Gt,
AS -m, ON -mr ¶ Brg. KVG 396-8, Bks. 117-8, 173, Kluge U 197, En.
APG 159 ¶ The final *-s in *-mis may go back (through the infl. of o t h e r
cases of pl.) to IE *-(e)s of pl. (see  N *{?}Vs1111V 'they') ˚  The loss of *-
ˆ-  in IE may be accounted for either by the reg. change N *n 1111 > IE *i\ ( i f
the N etymon is *mÉn1111V) or by reduction in a grammaticalized ( h e n c e
unaccented) word ‘ morpheme ˚  Gr. I 139-44 ("locative M" in IE, Y,
Tg, Gil, CK + err. U *maGe 'earth' and qu. the Vg sx. -ma for place o f
action, that probably belongs to the U derivational suffix *-ma/*-ma4 o f
deverbal nouns [see  N *mÅ , marker of nominalized syntactic
constructions, nominalizer] and is cognate to the *m-sx. of the s a m e
meaning in IE and other lgs.).
1426. € *mÉn2222V 'tell a lie, deceive' > HS: WS *-mïn- 'tell a lie, deceive '
>  Ar √myn (pf. ma2na, ip. -mïnu) 'tell a lie', mayn- n. 'a lie', Gz mïn
'cunning, fraud, trickery, ruse', √myn TD  (pf. tamayyana) 'deceive' ¶
BK II 1175, L G 376 || IE: NaIE *men- 'tell a lie, lure' >  L menda2x / -
a2c-is 'lying, mendacious' » Sl *mani¡-ti ≠ as. *mami¡-ti 'to deceive, t o
lure, to entice' >  ChS maniti maniti 'decipere' ≠ mamiti
mamiti 'to lure, to deceive', SCr ma!miti, ∆ ma!niti 'to lure, t o
entice', Slv ma!miti, ∆ ma!niti id., 'to tempt', HLs manis1 ' t o
deceive', P ∆ manic1 'to delude, to beguile', P mamic1 id., 'to dazzle ' ,
Cz ma1miti, Slk ma1mit5 'to deceive, to entice', Blg ≤mamå 'I b e c k o n '
 AdS of Pru me2ntimai 'we lie (lügen)' and L mentior / ment°ri
'tell a lie' (both f rom  IE *ment- < N *men2222{t ' '''}V or *meN{t ''''}V 'miss o n e ' s
aim', q.v.) ¶ WH II 68-9, Vs. II 569, ESSJ XVII 197-9, Chrn. I 5O8, Mikl. E
182, Glh. 397-8, ≈  Frn. 454-5, En. 21O.
1427. *mon2222V 'many, much' > HS: C: Ag: Aw {Hz.} me!nc7 'many, m u c h ' ,
Knf {TBZAC} menc7i 'many' ¶ Hz. NSA 139, TBZAC s.v. menc7i  ECh: Mgm
ma2~ni!, Bdy ma!n1(i) 'beaucoup' ¶ AlJ 97, JA LM 1O5, Blz. EChWL s.v.
'many' || U: FU *mon+n`e 'much, many' >  F moni (gen. monen) ' m a n y
a, numerous', pl. monet  'many', Es mo%ni 'some, a few' » Lp: N {N} pl .
moana6k  'more than a couple, a good many', L {LLO} maºnah 'some, a
couple', Klt mu¢anas 'some' » Prm *mu$n 'quantity' >  Z, Vt mynda mÈn-da
'about (approximately)', in cds.: Z kymyn kÈ-mÈn 'how many?' ,
symyn sÈ-mÈn 'so many', komyn ko-mÈn '3O', nelåmyn ' 4O ' ,
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vetymyn '5O', kvajtymyn '6O', Vt kuamyn kua-mÈn '3O', Prmk
mun-da 'how many?' »» ObU: Vg: (in cds.) -m´n ± -man / -p´n, e. g. LK/P
na4lm´n, Ss naliman '4O', K/P a4tp´n, N atp´n '5O', etc. » ? Hg -van / -
ven in compound numerals: negyven '4O', o4tven '5O', hatvan
'6O', etc. ¶ FU *o  <  *a  (labializing effect of *m-?) ¶ Coll. 133, UEW 2 7 9 -
8O, It. #1O3, TI 262, LG 182-3, Kn. WV 147 || A: pKo {S} *ma2n[h]-
'many, much' > MKo ma2n-hÄ!-, NKo {MLC} ma2nh-(ta) 'be m a n y \ m u c h ' ,
manh-i 'many, much', ma2n-, Ko {Rm.} manhi id., man-t≈a 'be many' ¶
Rm. PKE 1O6, MLC 578, S QK #52, Nam 199, MLC 578  pJ {S} *manai\-
'many' > OJ mane- ¶ S QJ #47  T *mu+onV >  Chv ma€n m¥n, ma€na€
m¥n¥, ∆  {Md.} m¥ºn¥º 'big, great' (× N *man2222Vga [or *maNga?] ' s t rong,
numerous'); Ch a€ [¥º] goes back to pT *u, as well as to pT *o be fo re
nasal consonants (cf. Md. 41) ¶ Jeg. 13O  ??φ M *mandu9ur > WrM
mandu9ur, HlM mandgar 'big, fat, stout', Brt mandagar ' large,
big' (unless ÿ M *mandu- 'rise, become higher', *'grow' [> WrM
mandu- 'rise, become higher'], cp. MM [HI] caus. mandu˝ul- ' fa i re
croître', WrM mandu9ul-, HlM manduul- 'raise, lift up') ¶ MED
526, Ms. H 74, Chr. 292 ¶¶ Rm. SKE 1O6 (Ko, Ch) ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1249 (A
*mana 'many, big', incl. Ko, T, M) || ?φ D *men`tß- 'much, full' > T m
men5d 5u  'abundance, plenty, much', Gnd me2ndß 'full' ¶¶ D #5O6O ¶ The
D vw. is puzzling ˚  If pA vw. is *a (as reconstructud in DQA), i t s
quality may be explained by the infl. of N *man2222Vga ˚  ≠ Coll. IUS 1 3
and Coll. HUV (U ÷ IE *meng≈-/*mônog≈- 'numerous'), ≈ IS II 4 1 - 2
(*manga >  HS, IE, K, A) ‘ Glh. 418; in all these sources there is n o
distinction between this etymon and N *man2222Vga; DQA #1249 (A, D, U
+ unc. IE).
1428. *mon2222V 'to test, to think' >  HS: S *√mny ≠ *√mnw vi. ' t e s t ,
reckon, count' > Ar √mny ≠ √mnw G  (pf. 'naMa ≠ înaMamana2, ip. yamnu2
≠ yamnï) vt. 'test (so. by sth.), determine (upon sth.)', Ak √mnw+y
(inf. manu 6 ) 'consider (sth., so. as belonging to a certain class), coun t ' ,
Sr √mnw G  (ip. 3m 'nemñe nEm≤nE2) 'reckon (be of the opinion) ,
count', BHb, BA √mny G  (BHb pf. en!M1 ma2≤na2, ip. en#m6i% yi-m≤nE2, BA pf .
en!m6m´≤na2, JA [Trg.] in$m6m´≤ne2 ≠ an!m6m´≤na2), Md mn? vi. 'count', Q t
{Rk.} mtn-n 3p 'agree, consent'; Ug mnt {A} 'Aufzählung', {OLS}
'repartición, recuento, lista'; Ak fOB mïn-u 'number, amount'; IA,
ChrPA mnyn, JA [Trg.] Ni!nm5 min≤ya2n, JEA {Sl.} an!i!n^m5 minya2≤na2, Sr
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'nojonµemEnya2≤n-a2, Md miniana, MHb Ni!n^m5min≤ya2n 'number' ¶ BK
II 1158-9, Hv. 737, KB 567, 1739, A #16OO, OLS 284, Lv. T III 47-8, Js .
8O1, Sl. 687, DM 268, 274, Nld. MG 176, 179, Dlm. 24O, Br. 394, JPS
281, CAD X/1 221-7 and X/2 96-7, Rk. D 142  B *°mVn- >  ETwl/Ty
{GhA} te-men-t (ann. t¥-men, pl. ti-men-en) 'esprit, intelligence' ¶ GhA
129  EC: Sml ma2n, Sml N ma2~n (pl. ma2~na!n) 'mind, intelligence' ¶ Abr. S
172-3, ZMO 265  Ch: WCh: pAG *man 'know' >  Ang {Brq.} ma~n, Gmy
{Hf.} man, Kfr {Nt.} ma@n id., Su {J} man id., 'recognize (so.)', Mpn {Frz.}
ma@n 'know, be able to' » BT: Krkr {Lk., J} ment-, Bl {Lk.} mon- 'know' »
SBc: Buli {Sh.} man, {ChL} m‰nÈ, Zem {Sh.} -mani, ? Bot {Sh.} mins7i id. »»
?? CCh: Lame {Sa.} ma!n  'observer, analyser (pour le devin)'; ???σ: Lame
{Sa.} mu!n 'hear, understand', ZmD {KNC} mu@n 'hear, understand, l is ten '
¶ JI II 216, ChC, ChL, Hf. AG #41, J S I 73, Nt. 26, Sh. SB 36, Sa. L II 3 1 7 ,
KNC 17, ≈  Stl. ZCh 153 [#84] (combines WCh *√mn and *√bn a n d
reconstructs pWCh *m-ban-; a view rejected later by Stl. in OS) ¶¶ OS
#1721 (*man-  'know, test': S, Ch, Sml) || IE: NaIE *men- 'think', {EI} id.,
'consider' >  OI ≤manyate2, manu≤te2, Av maînyete 'thinks', OPrs
maniyaiy 'ich erwäge', MPrs me2nïtan 'think' »» Gk mnh1mh
'remembrance, memory', mimnh1skv 'remind, put in one’s mind', Gk A
mnh6ma, Gk D mna6ma 'memorial, remembrance' »» Arm imanam i-
manam 'I understand, know, conceive' (<  *môna2-mi) »» L meminï ' I
remember, recollect' »» OIr men- 'think', menme 'spirit, mind', do-
moiniur 'I believe, think (am of the opinion)', cuman, cuimne,
MW covein 'memory', W co-f (*kom-men) id., mynnu 'to will, t o
wish' »» Gt inf. munan / p. munda 'believe, be of the opinion ' ,
munan, ga-munan 'remember', ON muna id., OSx munan p . / p r s .
'think', AS munan p./prs. (prs. man, p. munde) 'be mindful of;
think, esteem', Ìe-mun 'remembering'; Gt muns 'thought, opinion,
ON munr 'mind', AS myne 'memory'; Gmc d. *mai\n-j-an >  MDt
me2nen, Dt menen 'to mean, to think', OSx me6nian, OHG meinen
'to think, to have an opinion, to mean', MHG, NHG meinen, AS
mA2nan 'to have an opinion, to have in mind', NE mean »» Lt minﬁti
(prs. menu~) 'to recall, to remember', many!ti 'to think', meﬁnas
'memory' (‘ 'art'), Ltv mine2 ^t 'to guess, to mention' » Sl *mÁne7ti ≠
*mÁniti (1s prs. *mÁn1oß, 3s prs. mÁni-tÁ) 'to think (esteem)' >  OCS, OR
m6n8ti mÁne7ti / m6n) mÁnjo<, SCr mnIàti, Slv mne$!ti ≠
mni!ti, Cz † mne7ti id., R mnit∆ 'to imagine', Blg mlå, mnå 'I t h ink
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(esteem)'; Sl *po-mÁne7ti 'to remember' >  OCS pom6n8ti
pomÁne7ti, R ≤pomnit∆, P pomniec1, Slv po!mniti id., Blg ≤pomnå
'I remember' »» Tc: A mnu '≈ spirit, appreciation, desire', B man1u
'desire' (× IE *men- < N *mÅyn 2222V  'ask, desire' [q.v.])  NaIE d. *men-os
/ *men-es- > OI ≤manas- 'mind, intellect, understanding, thought', Av
manah-  'mind' »» Gk me1noß (gen. me1neoß) 'spirit (Geist), intent, pu rpose '
Ï dys-menh1ß 'full of ill-will' »» ? pre-L *menes-wa2 > OL Menerva, L
Minerva (name of the goddess of handicraft)  NaIE d. *mn=-ti-s (≠
*men-ti-s) 'mind, thought' >  OI ma≤tih5 'thought', Av -maîti- id. ( i n
anu-maîti- 'in Gedanken Wiederholen') »» L me2ns (gen. me2nt-is)
'mind' »» d.: Gt gamunds  'remembrance, memory (mnhmosy1nh, mnei1a)',
OHG gimunt 'memory', AS Ì1emynt 'intention' »» Lt minti~s
'thought' » Sl d. *pa¡meßtÁ 'memory' >  OCS pam9t6 pame<tÁ, R
≤pamåt∆, P pamie<c1, Cz pame7t5, Slk pama4t5, Blg ≤pamet id., SCr
paàme2t, Slv pa!met 'intellect, sense, mind'  NaIE cd. *mens-d≈e2-
/*mn=s-d≈e2- 'learn, become wise' (lit. 'put the mind') >  Av/OPrs {M}
mazda2-,  Av ma<zdra- 'wise', Av maz-da2- ≠ ma<z-da2- 'notice, b e a r
in mind' » OI me2≤dha2 'wisdom' »» Gk man†a1nv (aor. ma†ei6n) 'learn' »» Sl
*moß!dr¥(jÁ) 'wise' > OCS m0dr5mo<drË 'fro1nimoß, sofo1ß', OR mËdr5
mudrË, R pradj mudr, dadj mudryj, Blg m`d`r, SCr mu!dar,
dadj. mu•dr°, Slv moder mo!d´r, P ma<dry, Cz moudry1, Slk mu1dry
'wise'   Lw {EI} mimma- (< *mimne/o-) v. 'regard, favour' ¶¶ ≈ WP II
27O-1, ≈ P 73O (*mend≈- < *men-d≈e2- 'seinen Sinn worauf r ichten,
lebhaft sein', *m(o)nd≈-ro 'munter'), EI 575, M K II 583-4, 685-6, M E II
296-7, 3O5-9, 378-9, Brtl. 116O-1, 1181, F II 17O-1, 2O8, 238-41, WH II
65-7O, Vn. M  35, 37-8, YGM-1 95, 34O, Fs. 194, 366-8, Vr. 395-6, Ho.
211, 227-8, Ho. 51, 54, Kb. 361, 669, OsS 258, 599-6OO,  KM 472, Trt .
181, Frn. 455-6, ESSJ XX 126-34 and XXI 112-5, Vs. II 633, 67O, and III
195, Glh. 417-8, 427-8, 466, Ad. 437 || U *mon+n`V > FV *monV >  pLp
*mo2n‰- 'suppose, guess' >  Lp: L {LLO} maƒnna- id., S {LÖ} muone-
'nominare', {Hs.} muonedidh v. 'guess', {Fri.} moanna- 'guess
(conjicere, divinare)' » pMr {Ker.} *mu2n´8- (sc. *mu2n1‰-?) >  Er munå-
mun1a-, Mk {Ker. “?} mun1a- (Mk {UEW} *m´n1a-) 'conjure, bewitch' ¶ ¶
UEW 29O-1, Coll. 33, Szin. 33, Lr. #69O. Lgc. #4O13d, Fri. 436, Hs. 95O,
Ker. II 91 || ? A (× N *mÅyn2222V 'desire, ask', q.v. ffd.): pJ *ma!na![m]p-
'learn', Tg *man{s}u- 'try, attempt' ¶¶ DQA #125O (A *ma!na 'to learn, t o
try') ˚  IS II 42-3 (*manu ' th ink '  > HS, IE, U, ? D) ‘ ≈ BmK # 5 1 9
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(*man-/*m´n- 'divide, apportion': IE *man-/*mon-/*mn=- ' r eckon ,
consider, think', U *mana- or *mona- 'consider', S *man-/*m´n- [sc.
√mny+w ] 'divide, count, reckon']) ˚  Gr. II #127 (*men 'think/say') (IE,
U, A, J  + err. Y, CK) (< N *mon2222V ×  N *man 2222 [Vy]V  'speak').
1429. *mun````V(-t++++dV) 'egg' (‘ 'testicle') > U *mun`a 'egg, testicle' >  F,
Es muna 'egg' » pLp {Lr.} *mone2 > Lp: S {Hs.} mu4nnie, L {LLO} maºnne2,
N {N} ma6nne, Kld {SaR} manní mA$n$n$(´) 'egg' » Er/Mk mona 'testicle' »
Chr: H myny m´n´, L/Uf muno 'egg', B muno id., ' testicle' »» ObU {Ht.}
mo2n` 'testicle' >  pVg {Ht.} *ma"n id. >  Vg: T/LL man, LK/MK maºn, P/UL
mon, Ss mu2Ni id.; pOs {Ht.} *mon` 'penis' >  Os: V/Vy mon`, Ty/Y mo"n,
D/K/Nz mun, Kz mö8n`, O mon id. » Hg ∆  mony 'egg, testicle'  Sm {Jn.}
*m¥naº, {Hl.} *m¥na 'egg' >  Ng {Mik.} m‰nu, En {Cs.} mona, Kms {KD}
mun;´i\ ≠ mun;ui\, Koyb {Sp.} muny 'egg', Slq Tz {KKIH} manÈ, Slq T m
{KD} man¯;, Slq B {Cs.} ma2ne, Slq Y (Cs.) man 'penis' ¶¶ Coll. 36, UEW
285-6, Db. OS xxx, It. #191, Sm. 538 (U, FU *munaº, FP *muna, Ugr
*mu"na, Sm *mo_naº), Lr. #677, Lgc. #369O, Hs. 949, SaR 182, MRS
334, 341, Ü 125, Ht. #394, MF 449-5O, Jn. 86, KKIH 129, KD 41, Hl. M
#639 || HS: CCh: ¿ Msg {Rlf.} muN 'testicles' (unless it is Rohlf’s faulty
transcription of a word identical with Msg G {Trn.} mo2hom 'testicles' [=
Msg {Röd.} mohom, {Mch.} mo<ho<m]; but Rohlf’s record m a y
represent a dialect different from Msg G recorded by Trn. and probably
by Röder and Mouchet); on the other hand, Msg G mo2hom may belong
here as well ¶ Lk. DQM 99, ChC, Trn. LM 1O7  EC: ? Or {Grg.} mundo2
'penis' (× N *mÅn 3333VyV  or *mÅn1111V '∈ genitalia') ¶ Grg. 295 ||  D  (in SD)
*m{u}n`tß- ≠ *m{u}tßtß- 'egg' >  Tm mun5t5ai\ ≠ mut5t5ai\, Ml mut5t5a,
mot5t5a, Kt motß, Td mutßy, Kn/Tu mot5t5e 'egg', Kdg mutßtße id., 'testis' ¶
D #4939, GS 83 [#258] (err. *motß-ai\), 195-7 (on the reflexes of pD *-
n`tß-) ¶ The D cognate is valid only if the variant *mon`tß- is original; i n
this case *-tß- is likely to go back to a sx. equatable with Sl *-d- in *moßde7
'testicles' || IE: NaIE *°mond[≈]- > Sl *moßd-o 'testicle' (du. *moßd-e7) >  ChS
m0domo<do, Blg m0 ≤do (new spelling m`do), SCr mu!do, Slv mo!do,
OCz mu1d, Cz moud, HLs/LLs mud, OP ma>do, me<do, P † ma<do, OR
mËdo mudo (du. mËd8 mude7), R ∆  mu≤do (pl. [sc. du./pl.] mu≤de),
Uk ≤mudo id. ¶ ESSJ XX 123-5, Glh. 428 || A: Tg: Lm A maNa 'testicle', ?
(mt.) Ewk Y na2ma id. ¶ STM I 53O, 581 ˚  The vw. a of the first syll. i n
Lm and Ewk is aberrant and has to be explained ˚  Glh. 428 (IE, U, D )
˚  Gr. II #127 (*mun 'egg') (IE, U, CK, EA + unc. A, Ko, Ai).
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143O. *mu 6666n 2 222V  'defect, damage, physical defect' >  IE *mend- '≈ defec t '
>  L menda, mendum 'fault, bodily defect' »» OI min≤da2 id. (M: <
*man≤da2 due to contamination with nin≤da2  'Schmähung'), Kshm mi\ondu
'leprous, leprosy' »» ? OIr mennar 'stain, defect' ('macula', {Vn.}
'tache, faute'), W mann  'stain on the skin'  AnIE: Lc me%te- ' damage,
harm' ¶¶ WP II 27O, P 729-3O, EI 155 (*mend-o-, -ehÅ- '≈ [bodily]
defect'), M K II 637, M E II 356, Tu. #1O122, WH II 69, Vn. M  39 || HS:
WCh: Hs mu2!ni~ 'ugliness; vice, evil', {Ba.} mu2!na2~na2@ 'render ugly, spoil ' ,
mu2!na@na2~ 'be(come) ugly \ unpleasant \ spoiled' » Su {J} mwE~n ' s tupidi ty '
(× N *men 2222 { t ' ''' }V  or *meN{t '''' }V  'miss one's aim' [q.v.]?) ¶ Ba. 8OO-1, Abr.
H 683-4, J S 2O7 || A: [1] T: (a) NaT *mu4[:]n > OT {Cl.} bu4∏n 'defect', Q z q
m¡n miÆn 'shortage, deficiency, defect, roughness', Qq, Nog min min,
Qrg mu4n ≠ mu4∏n 'defect, deficiency' ¶ Cl. 347, Sht. 145, Jud. 543-4  M
*munda-  'lack, be(come) insufficient, come to an end' > WrM muNda-,
HlM munda- 'become insufficient; come to an end', WrO munda-
'exhaust oneself, finish off', Kl {Rm.} munda- 'fehlen, mangeln, zu Ende
sein' ¶ MED #551, Krg. 61O, KW 268  pJ {S} *ma`ntu`- 'poor' (× N
?σ *man2222÷ 3 333a 'to cease', 'to delay' [trans.], 'to finish') > OJ ma~du~-si, J :
T/Kg maZu-s1i!-, K m!Zu!s1i~- 'poor' ¶ S QJ #1334, Mr. 834 ¶¶ DQA # 1 3 6 5
(A *mu~ne 'defect, lack')  ?? pJ {S} *mu1na1-si- 'empty, useless' (× N
?σ *man2222÷ 3 333a '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.)  [2] ?σ A {DQA}*mu!nu 'wrong, mad, uneasy ' ,
{AD} 'stupid, mad' (× the A reflex of N *men2222{t ' '''}V or *meN{t ''''}V '⇑ ') >  T
*mun- 'be mentally deranged \ disturbed' >  OT mun- (mun-) id., ' b e
senile, feeble-minded, lose control of oneself', MQp bun- 'be senile', Tk
∆  bonul-  'be feeble-minded', Yk mun- 'lose one’s way, roam'; T d. *mun-
dur1 >  OT {Cl.} munduz 'senile, feeble-minded', [QB] munduz ' ignorant ,
stupid man', [MhK] {Dnk.} bunduz 'simpleton', MQp XIV [CC] munduz
'simple-minded' ¶ Cl. 348, 767-8, Pek. 162O, MKD 119, Rs. W 344  M
*munu- > WrM {Kow.} mono-  (sc. munu-) 'become weak \ senile', {MED}
munu-, HlM muna- 'become weak \ feeble-minded', Ord {Ms.}
mu¯nu¯- 'become stupid', Kl munx mun-X¥ 'become senile', {Rm.} muna-
Xa 'become stupid, old'; WrM {Ms. “?} ¿ munuq, Ord mu¯nu¯q
'stupide, qui a l’intelligence obtuse', Kl {Rm.} muna9ò 'a l tersschwach
(körperlich und geistig)'; M *muNqa9 'stupid' >  MM [HI] {Ms.} muNqa˝,
[S] {H} munh5ah [munXa˝] id., [IM] {Pp.} œ9nMmun˝aq 'ignorant', WrM
muNqa9, HlM munxag, Ord. {Ms.} mu¯NXaq 'stupid, stupidity', WrO
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muNXaq ≠ muNXuq 'stupidity, 'ignorance', muNGaq ' ignorance ' ,
Brt munxag 'ignorant, stupid', Kl mu˜xg muNX¥9 id., {Rm.} muNXu2
'stupid', Kl Ö {Rm.} muNXa9ò 'dumm, blödsinnig', WrO muNXar- ' g e t
disturbed', WrM muNqara- 'be(come) stupid \ ignorant, ' b e c o m e
dull' (of the mind), Ord mu¯NXara- 'be disturbed \ perplexed, lose
memory' ¶ H 112, Ms. H 76, Ms. O 475-6, Pp. MA 442, Kow. 2O28-9,
MED 551-2, Krg. 61O-1, KRS 362, KW 268-9, Chr. 3O2  Tg: Ewk
moNnon 'stupid', Ul monI, Nn Nh/KU monI\a% 'uncomfortable (unbequem,
neudobnyj , nelovkij )' ¶ STM I 544-5  MKo {Lee} m´⁄Nt≈´⁄N5i
'stupid'  ???σ pJ {S} *mu!ntu!-ka!- 'difficult' > OJ mu!tuka!-si, J: T
mu~Zukas1i- ≠ muZukas1i!-, K mu!Zu!ka!s1i~-, Kg muZukas1i!- ¶ S QJ #942, Mr .
835 ¶¶ The M (and T?) forms may have been influenced by MChn {S}
*mu2N 'dark, stupid, ignorant' ¶¶ DQA #1366, KW 268, Pp. VG 35 ˚  IS
III 55-6 (*munÉ  'drawback, defect, deformity').
1431. *mu++++on 2222V (or *mu++++on 2222[V]ÊV?) 'mountain, hill' >  IE: NaIE *mn=t-,
*moniyo-, {EI} *men- 'mountain' >  Av mati (<  *mn=ti-), {Brtl.} matay
'foothills', {Brtl.} 'promuntorium, Vorsprung des Gebirges' »» L mo2ns
(gen. mo2ntis) 'mountain' »» Brtt {RE} *moniyos id. > W mynydd, OCr
menit, Crn meneth, OBr monid, MBr mened, menez, Br
menez  id. ¶ WP II 263, P 726, EI 27O, Dv. #8O2, Mn. 781-2, RE 113, Flr.
259, GI 666, Brtl. 1112-3, WH II 1O8-9 || HS: Eg G mn.ty du. 'the t w o
mountain ridges on both sides of the Nile valley', ? mn.t 'sky' (“
'height, high place') ¶ EG II 69, Fk. 1O8 || A: Tg: WrMc muN9an, r .
muN9a 'hill, burial mound' ¶ Z 898, STM I 557  ? M: WrM {Kow.}
monda9a 'high ground, steppe, ?? {MED} mu4ndu4rge ' embankment ,
bank', {Koz.} ¿ mondu9  'mountains, peaks', Brt mundarga 'woodless
rocky summit (golec )' ¶ Kow. 2O28, MED 551, 554, Gl. III 31O, Chr.
3O2, KW 268, Ms. O 475 ˚  WP and P suggest (at the pIE level) that t h e
√  in question is identical with IE *men- 'protrude' (sc. N *m{á}n2222V
'front' [q.v.]) ˚  ≈  BmK #533: *mun-/*mon- 'protrude, stand out'; ' b e
first', etc. > IE, Eg, D (adduces words with very loose and qu. semant ic
ties, such as L mentum 'chin', as well as ghost-words like • Eg mn,
mny 'mountain, stone hill' [Bm.’s interpretation of Eg MK {Fk.} mn
'kind of stone', {EG} 'Art kostbarer Stein'?]).
1432. ? *mVn2222i '∈  fish' >  IE: NaIE *môni- '∈  fish' ({EI} *mn=Ó- '≈
minnow, small fish')  >  Gk mai1nh '∈  a small sea-fish, which was sal ted ' ,
{EI} 'Maena vulgaris' (ı  L maena id.) Ï maini1ß 'sprat' »» Sl *mÁnÁ
'burbot, Lota lota' >  SCr ∆  maànj, OCz, Cz men7, Slk mien7, P ∆  mien1,
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OR men6 menÁ, R, Uk, Blr men∆ id. » ?? Blt d.: Lt me!nke$ 'cod' (unless
a fem. form of the adj. menﬁkas 'poor, small'), Ltv me<nﬁca, menﬁce
'cod' »» ? Gmc d.: OHG {Ho., KM, Vr.} muniwa, munuwa, MHG {KM}
mu4nwe, NHG Mu4nne, Dt meun, AS myne 'minnow', NE minnow ¶
WP II 367-8, P 731, EI 2O5, F II 16O, WH II 8, Ho. 228, Vr. N 441, Kb.
7O1, KM 494, ESSJ XXI 117-9, ≠ Frn. 438, Kar. I 581-2 || HS: B *mVn >
ETwl e-mœ¥n (pl. i-m¥n-an), Ah e-m´n (pl. i-m´n-a2n) 'fish', Shl Sm {Ds.}
a-mun '∈ gros poisson comestible' ¶ PGG 218, Fc. 12O7, Ds. 225 || D
*mïnÀ˛ 'fish' >  Tm m°n3, Ml, Kn m°n, Kt, Td, Gdb, Gnd, Knd mïn, Kdg
mi;nï, Tu m°nË, Tl m°nu, Prj mïni, Png, Mnd min, Kui, Ku, Mlt mïnu;
D ı OI m°na-  id. ¶¶ D #4885, Zc. CDPh 5O, 175, Tu. #1O14Oa || ? U:
FU *°ma4ˆ V ({Coll.} *ma4nV) >  Lp Klt {TI}: Lp Pa ma2n1n1i¯;, Lp Snk ma2n1e5k
'Coregonus lavaretus (big whitefish, sig , Felch)', Lp Klt {Coll.} moanji
'Coregonus' ¶ Coll. 99 mentions Mr, Chr, and Hg nouns for 'Lota lota ' :
Er ment!uk, Chr H men 'Lota lota', Hg me4ny-hal, me1ny-hal id.,
'Namacheilus barbatulus' (hal 'fish'), but they are certainly loans f r o m
Sl (Er ment!uk π R ∆ ment√k [Dal II 318], etc., Chr H men π R men∆,
Hg me4ny-, me1ny- π  the Sl source of Slk mien7 and Cz men7) ¶ Coll.
99, Ü 131, MRS 321, TI 238, EWU 963 || A {DQA} *man1ukæV (< ≈
**man-yukæ-) '∈ fish' >  T *°man1ak- >  Yk mayagas ≠ may%a˝as 'white-fish
(sig , Coregonus), ∑okur  (Salmo lavaretus Berg)' ¶ Pek. 15O7  M
{SDM97} *muni9 'Alburnus (bleak, ablet, uklejka  [a kind of fish])' >
WrM muni9, HlM munig, Kl muun∆g mu2n1´g id. ¶ Luv. 249, Cev. 35O,
KRS 363  Tg [1] {SDM97} NrTg *ma2n1ma 'trout' >  Ewk mayma, Lm
manma ≠ manma, Neg manma id., Tg ı Yk mayba '∈ salmon'; [2] Tg
*ma2{n1}gu  'lenok ' (∈ 'trout') >  Ewk ma2ygu, Ud m‰y‰u; [3] Nn mEn‰ks‰
'∈ fish', [4] WrMc moN9os7un 'crucian (carp)', [5] WrMc muNku
'frozen snåtki  (∈ fish)' ¶ STM I 531-2, Z 892, 898  pKo {S} *m ~´⁄i\yu~ki!
'trout' > MKo {S} m´~⁄i\yu~ki! id., NKo {S} megi id., {MLC} megi 'catf ish,
wels, horned-pout' ¶ S QK #291, Nam 213, MLC 616  pJ {S}
*mu~na!(n)ki! 'eel' (× N *máLV˝++++XV 'lizard, small reptile' or sim., q.v.
ffd.)  ¶¶ DQA #1254, S CNM 8 (suggested to adduce the A word to the N
et.) ˚  IE *-n- rules out N *-n1111-, hence A *-n1- is likely to go back to *n-y-
(with *-y- of the sx. ≈ *-yukæ-) ˚  Doubtful, because no consis tent
correspondence between vowels is observed, and the abundance o f
names of different kinds of fish leaves much room for chance
similarities ˚  AD NM 62-3 ]#75] (IE-D-U), Blz DA 158 [#67] (added B
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to the D-I-U equation), S l.c. (÷÷  ST *ma[:]n 'eel, shark', Yn *boN
' her r ing ' ) .
1433. *mÅyn2222V 'desire, ask' >  IE: NaIE {Vn.} *°mei\n-/*°moi\n- >  OIr
mI1an 'desire, object of desire', W ar-o-fun 'avoir l’intention, s e
proposer', go-funed 'to desire', damuno (< *do-am-mun-) 'to wish', ?
mwyn 'pleasure'  NaIE *men- (loss of the glide *i\ preceding a
sonant) 'wish eagerly' (× *men- <  N *mon2222V 'to test, to think' [q.v.]) >
OI ma≤na2 'devotion, zeal', manah5 / manas- ntr. 'will' »» Gk me1mona
'wishes eagerly, yearns', menoinh1 'eager desire', menoina1v v. 'des i re
eagerly', ? mna1vmai  'woo for one’s bride, sue for, solicit' »» AS myne n .
'desire, love', OFrs minne, OSx minnea, OHG minna, NHG Minne
'love', MHG, NHG † π  meinen 'to love', ? ON munr 'pleasure, joy' »»
Tc A mnu '≈ esprit, appréciation, désir', B man1u 'désir' (see  N
*mon2222V '⇑ ') »» ?? OIr menme n. 'wish' (unless “ 'mind, thought' <  N
*mon2222V '⇑ ') ¶ WP II 264-6, P 726-8, M K II 583-4, F II 2O6-8, 238-41 ,
247, Ho. 228, Kb. 687, KM 472, 48O, Vn. M  37-8, 47, Wn. 3O1, ≈ EI
410 (Clt *mei\no- < IE *mei\no-/*moi\no- 'opinion'), ≈ EI 575 (words f o r
'desire' “ *men- 'think, consider') || HS: S *√mny 'wish, desire' (× N
*mon2222V '⇑ '?) >  Ak menu6 inf. 'to love, to be(come) fond (of so.)', Ar
√mny G  'let flow sperm (as in copulation)', √mny G  ps. (pf.  ¥aniMu
muniya) 'be favoured in', TD (pf. înWmaTa tamanna2) 'desire, wish', Gz
√mny TD (pf. tamannaya) 'wish, desire, be eager for', m´nuy ' w h o
wishes ardently; wished for, desired', Mh pf. ≤matni, Hrs pf. Ämto2ni, J b
E/C pf. ≤mutni (Jb C sbjn. y‰m≤tin), Sq {Jo.} pf. ≤mOtEnE? (sbjn. l-
im≤tEn‰?) v. 'wish' ¶ L G 352-3, CAD X/2 19, Sd. 645, BK II 1158-9, Hv.
737, Jo. M 268, Jo. H 89, Jo. J 172, MiK I #2.41  CCh: Ms {Caït.} mi~n
'wish, desire, love', Azm {Pc.} minda  v. 'will, desire, like' ¶ Caït. 1O4, Pc.
296 || D *manÀ 'petition, request' >  Tm man3u 'petition, reques t ,
prayer', Kn manave, manuve 'petition, request, solicitation', Tl
manavi 'humble \ respectful representation, request, prayer' ¶¶ D
#4775 || A *manV > Tg *man{s}u- 'try, attempt' > Ewk mannu2w- ≠
mandu2w-, Lm manru- ≠ mandU-, Ork mandU- ¶¶ DQA #125O (A *ma!na
'to learn, to try')  pJ *ma!na!(m)p- 'learn' (× N *mon2222V '⇑ '?) > OJ
mana!b-, J: T ma~nabu, K ma!na!bu!, Kg mana!b- ¶ S QJ #935, Mr. 72O ˚
Compare also N *mÅn 2222 dV  'excitement, wish, desire' ˚  BmK #541 (IE, S
+ qu. D *man`-  'be united, mingled' ‘ 'marry').
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1434. *me[y]n2222u 6 666 'oneself, one's own', 'body' (‘ 'alone, one'): (1) >  IE
*monwo- / (?) *menu- 'alone' >  NaIE *0monwo- >  pGk *mo1nwoß >  Gk A
mo1noß, Gk I mu6noß 'alone'  ¿ Ht minu {Frd., Ot., Neum., Ts.} 'alone' ¶ ¶
Frd. HW 143, Ot. T 48, Ts. E II 212-3, CHD L-N 29O-1 (rejects t h e
meaning 'alone' for Ht minu without proposing anything instead), F II
253-4 || HS: ECh *mVn 'one' > Kwn {Mch., J} mi!n, mi!n, m‰!n, Ke {Eb.}
m‰~na~, Smr {J} m‰!n, Nd D {J} ma!n, Tmk {Cp.} m‰2ﬂn ¶ JI II 263, Eb. 81, Cp.
83  Eg fP mn 'a such and such' ({Vc.} 'un tel') (× N *man2222u 6 666 ' m a n ,
male') >  Cpt B -man -man in pafman pap˙man, pa†man
pat˙man, etc. 'a certain person \ thing' ¶ EG II 64-5, Vc. 114   C:
Dhl {To.} mo!ni 'self' »» EC: Sd mann-imma 'body' ¶ Hd. 384, To. D 142 
? B *-ma2n 'soul, person' (× N *man2222u 6 666 '⇑ ') >  Ah ima2n pl. 'soul, pe r son ' ,
ima2n ïn 'myself', Kb ima2n, Nf ima2n +ppa. '-self' (myself, himself, e tc . ' ,
Gd {Lf.} iman (reinterpreted as grammatical pl.) 'person', '-self' ¶ Fc.
1138, Dl. 5O3, Lf. II #1OO7, Beg. 3OO ¶ The B form is conceived as pl .
because the final -n  is reinterpreted as a sx. of pl. But if this final -n is a
genuin ending of pl., B *-ma2n does not belong here  S: [1] ? S *-ma
(emphatic enclitic pc.) (×  N *mu[wV] 'this, that', dem. prn.?) >  Ak
{Sd.} -ma 'and then', 'only', Ug -mV (emphatic pc.), Amr {G} -ma, -mi,
Sb -m, -mw, -my (enclitic pc., {Bst.}: "which is facultatively added t o
the end of a word, without perceptibly modifying the sense of the w o r d
or the sentence"), Gz -mma 'precisely, quite' (emphasizes the word t o
which it is attached) ¶ OLS 251-2, G A 24, Sd. G § 123, Di. 142, L G 3 2 3 ,
Bst. 47-8  [2] ? S *°mïn- 'kind' > BHb mïn* n. 'kind (of)' (att. with ppa :
&nim5 mï≤n-o2 'his kind', En!im5 mï≤na2h 'her kind'), MHb Nim5 m°n ' k i nd
(of)', Ug {Drv.} mn  'kind', {OLS} 'especie (animal)' ¶ KB 547, DrvG CML
161, OLS 282 ||  A: Tg *me2n 'oneself, one’s own' > Ewk m‰2n 'one’s own ' ,
m‰2n‰k‰wn 'oneself', Sln m‰%: id., Lm m‰2n 'one’s own', Neg m‰2n id., m‰2n
+ ppa. 'oneself (sich, sebå )', Orc m‰mi id., m‰2n  'one’s own, to oneself ' ,
Ud m‰niNï, Ork m‰n‰2 'one’s own', Ud, Nn m‰n‰, Ul m‰n(‰) id., 'oneself
(selbst, sam )', WrMc meni meni 'anyone, each, by oneself (vsåkij ,
kaqdyj , sam  po  sebe )' ¶ STM I 568  M *mo4n 'the very same, real ,
true' (× *mo4 +u 4n  'this, that', dem. prn. < N *mu[wV] id., q.v. ffd.)  pKo
*mo!m 'body' > MKo mo!m, NKo mom ¶ S QK #137, Nam 218, MLC 6 4 5
 ?σ pJ {S} *m‰~n‰~ 'thing, method, being' > OJ mo~no~, J: T/Kg mono!, K
mo!no~ ¶ S QJ #11O2, Mr. 485  ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1293 (A *me2~no~ 'self, body ' ;
incl. Tg, M, Ko, J), S AJ 28O [#125] || D *me2nÀi ≠ *me2nÀu 'body' >  T m
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me2n3i, Ml me2ni 'body, shape, beauty', Tl me2nu, Klm me;n, Nkr, Nk,
Prj men, Gdb me2nu ± me2n, Gnd me2ndur, Krx me%—d ≠ me2d, Mlt me2T ' body ' ,
Knd me2ndol 'human body' ¶¶ D #5O99 ˚  The long vw. in Tg, D, and B
may be due to the loss of a cns. The HS data and the lack of lengthening
of the vw. in IE  rule out the presence of a lr. (•meÓn2222u 6 666); Ht minu
suggests that the cns. was *y) ||| (2) This N word may under ly
reflexive-passive formatives in the IE, HS, and Tg verb: IE: NaIE {Brg.} *-
meno-/*-mno-, sx. of medial-passive participles > OI bo2dha-ma2na-h5
'wachsam', Gk pey†o1-meno-ß 'aware', participia præsentis mediopassivi
from OI bodh-, Gk pey†-; L fe2-mina 'woman' (“ *'sucked one'), alu-
mn-us 'nursling, foster-chuld' (“ *'fed one'), as well as 2p passivi -
mini  (finite verb for, “ participle); Sl *-m¥  m., *-ma  f., *-mo  ntr. (OCS
vezom5 vezo-mË, prtc. præsentis passivi 'transported'), Lt nes7a-
ma-s 'carried'; possibly AnIE: Lw kes-ama- 'combed', HrLw as°ma-
'loved' ¶¶ Brg. KVG 316, M K II 449, Szem. IEL 32O-1 || HS: C *m-,
prefix of the passive-reflexive (and collaborative) form (stirps) o f
verbs: Sa -umu÷ug- 'be burried' ÿ -u÷ug- 'bury', -imfiteH- 'be un t i ed '
ÿ -ifteH- 'untie', -ommoko2m- 'take part in a race' ÿ -ukum- 'win'; i n
Bj it means 'do together with so., help doing sth.' (“ reflexive'): -
mo2la2w- 'burn sth. together (with so.)' ↔ -liw- vt. 'burn', -mdaba2l-
'gather together (with so.)' ↔ -dbil- 'gather'; in Af this affix is a sx.:
fiyyïme 'be swept' ÿ fiye 'sweep', kamadime 'be tied tightly' ÿ
kamade 'tie tightly' ¶ PH 247, AD KJ 94-5  B *m-, px. of the reciprocal-
reflexive-passive stirps: Rif m-zœarn 'ils se sont vus' ÿ -zœar- 'see', Tw
{Pr.} m¥nk¥dœ 'être coupé' ÿ ´nk´dœ 'couper', m¥ks7 'be eaten' ÿ ¥ks7
'eat', mak¥r  'be stolen' ÿ ak´r 'steal', with the meaning of reciprocity:
m¥g1¥n 'faire halte' ('kneel together with the camels') ÿ ´g1´n ' knee l '
(of camels) ¶ Cadi 48-5O, Pr. M VI-VII 61-2 || A: NTg *m- > Ewk ∆ -m-,
verbal sx. of the passive voice: Ewk çukça-m- 'be broken' ÿ çukça-
'break', Ewk PT yaNgu-m- 'be broken' ÿ yaNgu- 'break', Lm -m-, sx. o f
the passive voice ¶ Vas. 769 »»  Gr. I 237 mentions M sx. of reflexivity -
Ben, that I have not been able to find in the available literature ˚  Cf.
Gr. I 237 ("reflexive M" in Tg, in the M reflexive sx. *-Ben, and in the EA
refl. possessoris -mi/-mi-k).
1435. *m{a4444}n ` ```[?]V 'rumple, bend' (trans.) >  IE: NaIE *men- ' squeeze ,
press, trample' (×  N *mene6666 'walk, go' [q.v.]) >  W mathru ' t o
trample', W {Vn.} mantalon, Gl *mantalo- 'road' (“  * ' t rampled
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[ground]') (in n. l. Petro-mantalon ['four roads'] and Mantalo-
magus  ['road field']), MBr, Br mantra- 'accabler, navrer', ¿ Br {Mn.
“?) mantra 'way, road' »» Ltv mI2t (prs. min-u) v. 'to tread, to t an ' ,
Lt mi~n-ti (prs. min-u~) 'to tread, to trample down', 'to brake (flax,
hemp)', Pru mynix  : "Gerber" 'tanner, leather-dresser' » Sl inf. *meß-ti /
prs. *mÁn-oß vt. 'rumple, crumple' >  ChS m9ti me<ti / m6n0 mÁno<,
Slv me!ti / ma!n-em, OCz mieti / mnu, Slk ma4t5 / mnem, P
mia<c1 / mne<, R måt∆ / mnu, Uk ≤m5åti / mnu »» OI carma-mnah5
'tanner' (carma 'leather') »» Gk mate1v* 'tread': Gk Ae [Sph.] ma1teisai
prs. prtc. pl. f. 'those who tread', Gk [Hs.] matei6 : patei6 'treads' ¶ WP II
263, P 726, Mn. 756 (adduces here Ht minu-, mienu- {CHD} ' m a k e
mild \ pleasant; heal', interpreted by him as meaning 'soften', but Ts. E
II 214 believes that this is a factitive d. of miu- 'mild, weich'), Vn. M
35-6, Billy 1O3, Frn. 454-5, En. 211, Ern. 392, Hm. 546, Vs. II 634, ESSJ
XVIII 18-9, F II 184-5; ≠  M K I 379 and M E I 537-8 (rejects t h e
connection of OI carmamnah5 with this √ ), CHD L-N 291 || HS: B
*√mndœ > Sll √mndœ M  (mmun´dœ, pf. immunndœ) 'be rumpled', Tmz {MT}
√mndœ (imv. munn´dœ) 'être tordu, enroulé, entortillé' ¶ Ds. 125-6, MT
423  ?σ S *°√mn? >  Ar √mn? 'macérer la peau avant de la t anner ' ,
mani?-at- 'peau qui reçoit la première préparation; la macération' ¶
The meaning 'soak hide' is likely to go back to 'soften the hide b y
pressing' (cp. below Tg) ¶ BK II 1156 ¶¶ B *√mndœ (<  *√mnt') may g o
back to *√mn?- + sx. *-t- || U: FU *m{a4}n`V- 'bend' or 'be bent' >  Er
men1e, Mk ma3n1e- vi. 'be bent' »» pOs *ma4n`´y- v. 'bend' >  Os: V/Vy ma4n`i,
Ty frq., Kz, Sn ma$n`i-, D ma$n´y-, Kr ma$n´y- ≠ men´y-, K men´y-, Nz
maniy-, O ma$ni- 'be bent' ('sich biegen, sich [ver]beugen'), Os *min` >
Os V/Vy/Ty min` 'Krümmung, Knick (an einem Baum)', Kz mEn`a
'Krümmung, Biegung' » ? Hg ∆  me1n, me1ny 'Brunnenschwengel'  Sm
{Jn.} *munV ≠ *mÈnV- 'bend' >  Ng {Cs.} 1s aor. obcj. muni≤?ema, p .
munijuama, En {Cs.} 1s aor. objc. ≤munuabo ± munabo ' b e n d
sledge runners', Slq {KKIH} mÈnnï¯- 'be bent' ('sognut∆så '), Kms {KD}
mu$n;am vi. 'bend', d. mu$nu$l!;o˘m vt. 'bend', Koyb {Sp.} munublåm` v t .
'I bend' ¶¶ Stn. D 932-3, PD 126, ≈  Ht. 1O1 (Os *ma4n`´y 'be bent' ÿ
*min` 'Krümmung' + *-´y-), ≈  UEW 275-6 (*minV with *i based on t h e
Os E forms like Os V min` 'Krümmung', which to my mind is t h e
secondary [high-vowel] grade of the East Ostyak apophony, see  Ht. 7 3 -
1O3), Jn. 95-6, KKIH 134 || A: Tg *mon[N]- 'rumple, knead, sof ten
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(hide) by pressing' >  Ewk moni-  v. 'mash (berries)', m‰2nNï- ± monNï- ±
moNï- vt. 'soften hide or sinews by pressing (preparing leather a n d
threads)', Lm monN¥-, Orc moN(n)ic7i-, Ul moNZ7Ic7I- ≠ moNZ7Uc7U- ≠
m‰NZ7ic7i- 'soften hide by pressing (to dress leather)', Nn moN9Ic7I- id. ,
mOn9Ic7In- 'be rumpled', Neg monNI- ≠ moNnI- 'soften hide by pressing,
rumple', Lm monZi- ≠ menZi- 'soften (hide) by pressing, rub, k n e a d
(dough), trample' ¶ STM I 545  pJ {S} *m‰!m- ¬ mu\a!m- knead, r ump le '
> OJ m[u\ ]o!m-, J: T mo!m-, K/Kg mo`m- ¶ S QJ #576, Mr. 726  ?σ M *muna
'wooden club, mallet' > WrM muna, HlM, Kl muna id., Kl Ö munu
'Keule, Streitkeule', Brt munsa  'mallet, pestle' ¶ MED 551, KRS 362, KW
268, Chr. 3O2  ?σ T *°moN 'mallet '  (π  M?) > Tv moN 'mallet used t o
beat skin in order to soften it (to dress leather)', Tf mON 'mallet, s t ick
used to knock down cedar cones' ¶ TL 383, Ra. 2O7 ¶¶ The M and T
words belong here if their primary meaning is 'a mallet for beating sk in
(in leather-dressing), for pounding, etc.)' ¶¶ TL 383 (T, M, Tg), ≈ DQA
#1346 (A *mo!nNo  'knead, press, stroke'; incl. Tg, M, J) ˚  The r o u n d e d
vw. in A and *-u- in Sm *munV may be due to the labializing infl. of *m-
˚  The OI, Ar, and Tg ev. suggest that this N word was used, i.a., t o
denote the first phase in preparing leather (softening by pressing) ˚  If
Ar √mn? belongs here, the N rec. is *m{a4444}n ` ```?V, otherwise it is
*m{a4444}n ` ```V. Tg *-nN- may represent pN *-n````?- ˚  IS MS 35O s.v. måt∆
*ma4n1ÿ (IE, U).
1436. ?σ *man2222÷ 3 333a  'to cease', 'to delay' (trans.), 'to finish' >  HS: WS
*√mn÷ 'withhold, refuse' (partial merger with N *mán2222÷ 3 333V ' ho ld ,
carry', q.v.) >  BHb, Yd, IA √mn÷ G 'hold back, withhold, refuse', JA
[Trg.] {Js.} √mn÷ G 'withhold, refuse, refrain', JEA {Sl.} √mn÷ G
'deprive, prevent, refrain', Md √mn? G  'keep away, withhold, refuse ' ,
Ar √mn÷ G  'hinder (so.) from, deny (sth.) to', Sb {BGMR}, Mn {MA}
√mn÷ G  'prevent, ward off', Tgr √mn÷ D  'withhold, refuse' ¶ KB 57O,
HJ 61, Js. 8O2, Sl. 687-8, DM 274, BK II 1157, Hv. 736, LH 129, BGMR
86, MA 61-2, Jo. M 267, Jo. H 89, Jo. J 172 || A: Tg *mana- 'spend all,
come to an end' >  Ewk, Neg, Orc, Ul, Ork, Nn mana- 'spend all, wea r
out', Ewk mana n. 'end', Sln mana- 'come to an end', WrMc mana- ' b e
worn out, come to an end', Jrc manala 'destroy' ¶ STM I 526-7, Kiy.
144 [#839]  J: [1] pJ {S} *ma`ntu`- 'poor' (× N *mu6666n 2 222V 'defect, damage,
physical defect', q.v. ffd.)  [2] ? pJ {S} *mu1na1-si- 'empty, useless '
(possibly also a merger with N *mu6666n 2 222V) > OJ mu1na1-si-, J: T mu~nas1i-, K
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mu!na!s1i~-, Kg munas1i!- ¶ S QJ #923, Mr. 835  ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1267 (A *ma2!n{u}
'useless, insufficient'; incl. Tg, J *mu1na1-si-) || D *ma2{nÀ}- >  Tm ma2ntu
'be ruined, perish, die, be extinct', Kn ma2ndu 'stop, cease; stop, w a r d
off', Tl ma2nu 'cease, stop' ¶¶ The stem-final cns. *-nÀ- (required by D
morphophonemics) yields Tl n  and Tm/Kn precons. n ¶¶ D #4811 ˚  IS
II 41 (*mana 'prekra∑at∆ , zaderqivat∆ ').
1437. (€?) *mán2222÷ 3 333V (= *mán2222 ++++N˝V?) 'hold, carry' >  HS: WS *√mn÷
id. >  Jb E/C {Jo.} √mn÷ G  (pf. ≤mina÷) 'hold, take hold of', Mh {Jo.}
√mn÷ G (pf. mu2na, sbjn. y‰mnE2) 'catch, get, take', Hrs {Jo.} √mn÷ G
(pf. mo2na, sbjn. y‰mne2) 'take, catch, hold', ? σ Sr √mn÷ G  'bring, lead,
arrive' ¶ Jo. M 267, Jo. H 89, Jo. J 172, Br. 395, JPS 282  Ch: WCh:
pAG *maN- 'take' >  Gmy/Ang {Hf.} maN, Kfr {Nt.} ma!N 'take, grasp', Su
{J} ma~n  'auf-\über-nehmen, in Besitz nehmen', Mpn {Frz.} ma~N 'pick u p ,
carry ' ¶ Hf. AG #42, Nt. 26, J S I 73-4, Frz. DM 35-6 ¶¶ OS #1725 (HS
*manV÷- 'hold, take': SES, WCh) || A: NrTg *men- or *meN- >  Ewk NB
m‰nk‰- (i.e. m‰Nk‰-?) 'bring', Sln m‰n‰u- 'carry, carry\drag over' ¶
STM I 569 || ?? IE: NaIE: it is tempting to adduce here L mino2, -a2re v t .
'drive (cattle)', ltL (= proto-Romance) [LxS] mino2, -a2re v. 'lead' (>  Fr
mener, Prv, Ctl menar, It menare 'to lead', Rum mI6na 'd r ive
[cattle]'); the L word has no satisfactory IE etymology, but a connect ion
with NaIE *men- 'go' (represented in Clt) and N *mene6666 'walk, go' (q .v . )
is rather plausible ¶ ≈ WH II 9O, ≈ EM 4O3-4, ML #5585 ˚  The cns. *-N-
in AG *maN- suggests that the N lr. was *˝ (N *mán2222 ++++N˝V) rather t h a n
*÷ .
1438. *man````y{u6666} 'paw, foot\leg of animals' >  HS: Eg fP {EG} mn.t
'Schenkel' (mostly du.), Eg MK mnt {Fk.} 'thigh of man' (usually du . ) ,
Eg Md {DW} mn.t 'Oberschenkel' (“ *'leg'?), {EG} mny du. 'die be iden
Oberschenkel' ¶ EG II 68, 76, DW I 37O-1, Fk. 1O7  SC: Asa {E} mongok
'arm' ¶ E SC 16O, Blz. CWL s.v. 'hand' || IE: NaIE *man[u]- (or *m´n[u]-)
'hand' > L manu-s (gen. manu2-s) 'hand', Osc accus. sg. MANI-M, U m
abl. sg. MANI, mani , loc. sg. MANUVE id. »» W mu6n 'hand' (Ped.: <  d u .
*menu2) »» ON, AS mund, OHG munt 'hand'  ??σ Ht maniyyahh-
'hand over' ¶¶ WH I 34-59, 338, Mul. 256 (L -u- is secondary), Bc. G
125 (abl. sg.: Um -i, Osc -ïd), 132 (Osc -I- for *-u- on the analogy o f
abl.*man-ïd), 319, 338, Ped. VG I 384, Vr. 395, Ho. 227, Kb. 7O2, WW
2O5, ≈ WP II 272, DEv. #27O, Mn. 732, CHD L-N 163-7, ≈ EI 2 5 4 - 5
(*≤mehÅr= / *mh=Å≤n-os 'hand') || A: Tg *mana ≠ *man1a 'paw, leg o f
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animals' > Ewk mana ± man1a id., Lm ma2na ± mana id., 'flipper (of seals,
walruses, etc.)', Neg man1a 'bear’s foreleg', Orc ma2n1aka, Ul maI% ≠ man1a,
Nn Nh ma2I ≠ ma2ya 'bear’s paw', Ud mana 'paw of waterfowl'; some Tg
lge. (or lgs.) ı Ne T mana 'bear’s foreleg, front flipper of seals a n d
walruses', Ne T O {Lh.} ma2n;a" 'paw, foot (of wolves, bears, etc.)', Ne T ∆
{Lh.} ma2n;á 'flipper' ¶ STM I 526, Krm. 259, Ter. 226, Lh. 253  T *man1
'foot' > ds.: Xk maymaX, Sg/Qb {Rl.} maymaq 'footwear', Tkm maytîq
'lame', ET {Nj.} maytuq 'bow-legged', maymaq 'in-toed, bow-legged', tas7
maymaq 'walking with toes outward', ic7 maymaq 'walking with t o e s
inward and heels outward', ET Tr {Rl.} maymaq ' m i t
auseinandergespreizten Beinen', Qzq {Rl.} maymaq 'beim Gehen auf d ie
Sohlen tretend' ¶ The rec. of *-n1 (rather than *-y) is suggested by t h e
preservation of *m- as m- (conditioned by the presence of a nasal cns .
in the stem) ¶ TkR 44O, Rl. IV 1991, Nj. 699-7OO, Rs. W 323 ¶¶ DQA
#1252 (A *ma2!n1a 'paw, thigh') || D *man`[i]- *'forefoot' or *'hand' (in a
compositum with *katßtßV 'knot, bundle' [D #1147], ≡σ: NHG Hand-
gelenk 'wrist'): *man`[i]-katßtßV 'wrist, ankle' >  Tm man5ikkat5t5u, Ml
man5ikkan5t5am, man5ikket5t5u, Kn man5ikat5t5u, Tl man5ikat5t5u,
manikat5t5u 'wrist', Tu man5igan5t5u 'ankle', Klm menektßi, Gdb
mandßa, Gnd matßtßa, Krx mulgutßa2 'wrist', Tl man5d5a id., 'back of t h e
hand'; D ı Mrt man`gatß 'wrist, ankle', OI man5i-bandhah5, Pali
man5ibandha- 'wrist' (bandha- is an OI translation of D *katßtßV), OI
(late) man5ï, L  man5i- 'wrist' ¶¶ D #4673, M K II 555-6 ˚  IE *-n- ru les
out N *-n 1111 - . Therefore T and Tg *-n1- must go back to a N cluster *-n2222y-.
D *-n`- suggests a N *-n````-. The original meaning is likely to have b e e n
'animal’s foot\leg' (whence 'hand' in one dialectal area of IE a n d
possibly in D) rather than 'hand' (that would have involved a
semantically implausible change 'hand' ‘ 'thigh'). The anatomy o f
animals was sometimes more important for ancient hunters than that o f
humans ˚  ≈ Gr. II #194 (*ma-n ≠ *ma-k ≠ *ma-r ' hand /g ive /measure ' )
(IE, A + qu. Ai + err.: U and Gil [both from N *migV 'make a present ' ] ,
Y, Ko, J, Gil, CK).
1439. *man2222 [Vy]V  'speak, call, invoke magic forces' >  IE: NaIE *mon-
'warn, admonish; remind' (×  IE *men- 'mind' <  N *mon2222V  'to test, t o
think' [q.v.]) >  L moneo2  / mone2-re  'admonish, warn, remind' »» Gmc:
OHG mano6n 'admonish, remind, call', NHG mahnen 'remind', AS
manian id., 'claim, advise' ¶ ≈  WP II 265, ≈  WH II 1O7, KM 454, WW
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19O, Sw. 11, ≠ EI 575 (L moneo < *men- 'think, consider') || U
*man+n`V 'say, call, invoke magic forces' >  F manaa- v. 'summon ( t o
appear), conjure, exorcize, swear', Es mana- 'evoke, call up; exorcize,
conjure, curse' »  Chr L/H mana- mana-, Uf/B mana- 'say' »» Hg mond-
v. 'say, name', Hg ∆  mond- 'speak'  Sm *maºn- 'say' >  Ne: T manz∆,
cngt. man” man?, T O {Lh.} ma2nc1, F {Lh.} ma2ns1 id., Ng {Ter.} -munsa i n
ku-munsa 'what to say', En mad∆ maZ1 (cngt. man” man?) 'say' » Slq Tz
{KKIH} mompa pc. 'they say, man sagt' » Kms {KD} 1s prs. mal!Em, m´l!Em
'I say' ¶ The variant stem *maº- (in Kms) may be due to the loss of t h e
precons. *n  pY {IN} *mon- 'say' > Y K {IN, Jc.}, T {IN} mon- id. ¶¶ ≈
UEW 29O-1 (does not distinguish this √  from FU *mon+n`V (see  N mon2222V
'⇑ ') and therefore fails to reconstruct the U vw. of the initial syll.), Coll.
33, SK 332-3, Szin. 33, MF 448-9, Jn. 88, KKIH 13O, IN 235-6, Ang. 1 6 4 -
5, ≈ Rd. UJ 4O [#34] (Y π U) || D (in SD) *man`[i] v. 'talk, speak' >  Irl
man`i id., Kt mayn` v. 'talk, scold, abuse', Tu man5ipuni, manipuni
'speak, utter' ¶ D #4671 || ? HS: Ch: ECh: Ke {Eb.} ma!nte! 'call, r equ i re '
('rufen, verlangen') »» CCh: Gdr {Mch.} mna  'talk' ¶ Eb. 79, ChC || A: T
(<  cd.?) *maNra- 'shout' >  OT {Cl.} maNra2- id., MQp XIV [CC] maNra- v.
'bleat', Chg XV maNra2- v. 'low, bleat' (of a cow, sheep, etc.), Osm XIV
baNla- 'shout, call to prayer', Uz ma`ra- ma2ra- v. 'bleat, low', Qmq,
Qzq, Qq, Nog maNîra-, Qrg, Alt ma2ra-, Xk mara- 'bleat', Yk maNîra- v.
'low'  ¶ The meaning 'low, bleat' is due to the infl. of the pa ronymous
verb *mu4Nra4- id. ¶ Cl. 77O, Rs. W 327, UzR 256, Jud. 5O7, KrkR 446, BT
1O7, Pek. 1526 ˚  D *-n`- <  **-n1- <  N *-n2222[V]y- ˚  Gr. II #127 (*men
'think/say') (IE, U, Y, CK + err. A, J) (cp. N *mon 2222V  'to test, to think').
144O. € *mÅn3333VyV or *mÅn1111V '∈ genitalia; copulate' >  HS: EC: Bs
{Hw.} man-to 'penis', man-tïti 'vagina', Ged {Hd.} mï?no 'penis', O r
{Grg.} mundo2 id. (× HS ≈ *muˆd- 'testicles' [> Msg muN id.] < N
*mun````V(-t++++dV) 'egg'), Brj ≤munn-a 'vagina', ? Or {Grg.} munne2 'anus'; ¶
Ss. B 149, Grg. 295  ? B *°√mny > Ah {Fc.} m´n´y v. 'copulate' (× m´-
n´y 'meet together' ÿ ´ni [< B *√nÓy] 'see') ¶ Fc. 1357  S *°√mny
(*°minay-?) > Ar înaMi≠ înAMimina2(n) 'sperme; liqueur de la femelle q u i
se mêle au sperme', manïy- id. ¶ BK II 1159 || D (in SD) {tr., †GS}
*ma2n`i 'penis '  > Tm, Ml, Ka ma2n5i id. ¶ D #48O5 ˚  S *°minay- (?), B
*√mny, and the long vw. in D suggest N *mÅn3333VyV ˚  Blz. DA 1 5 5
[#33] (D, EC).
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1441. *min2222[i]ya 4444 (or *min1111a 4 444) 'woman, female relative' >  HS: C: EC
*m{e}nt- 'woman' (<  **m{e}n- + *-t- [sx. of fem.], [partially] × *man-
'man, person') >  Dsn {To.} min-ni (<  *min-t-i) 'woman', Brj {Ss.} man≤d-
e2, {Hw.} man≤d-ay (pl. man≤d-anna2) 'virgin, young umarried girl, young
woman', HEC {Hd.} *mento 'woman' >  Hd mento id., ment-ic7c7o ≠ {Hd.
294} ¿ (misprint?) me2nt-ic7(c7) 'female', Kmb ment-ic7c7u(-ta) (pl. me2nto)
'woman', Sd pl. me2nto 'women', Alb {L} menc7u!-ta, Qbn {L} manc7u!-ta
'woman' ¶ Ss. B 14O, Hd. 17O, 254, 294, 385, L M 39, To DL 518 
NrOm: Bnc {Wdk.} maŸyn 'woman', She {CR “ Mnt.} mainn, Shn {Abb.}
ma2n id. ¶ Wdk. BY 1O7, CR NGS 621  Ch: WCh: BT: Bl {IL} mOndu,
{Mk.} mundu, Krkr {Lk.} me~ndo~, {IL} mEndau\, Ngm {ChL} ma~ndu~, {Mk.}
mEndu ≠ mandu 'woman', Gera {Sch.} mu~ndu~, Grm {Sch.} ma~na~, Bele/Krf
{Sch.} mo~ndo~, Glm {Sch.} ma~ndi~ (pl. ma!nna~) id., 'wife'; ¿ Ngm {IS “?}
mïno 'one of the wives (in polygamy), mano woman!' (addressing one’s
wife or female relative) »» CCh: Gude {Hsk.} mi!n‰ (pl. makin‰) 'woman,
wife', {Mk., IL} min, {Srp.} mina 'woman' » Msg P {Trn.} m‰niy, Msg Ng
{GKrs.} munï! 'woman', Mlw {Trn.} mu!nï! id., 'wife' ¶ JI II 346-7, ChC,
ChL, Sch. BTL 3O, 57, 86, 118, 137, 157, Mk. II 283, 286, Lk. DQM 6 9 ,
Trn. LM 1O5, Trn. MVM 2OO, Hsk. 243 ¶¶ Gr. LA 64 || U *miˆ[i]ya4
'daughter-in-law, young woman' >  FU: F minia4, Es minia ' daughter -
in-law' » pLp {Lr.} *m‰n1e2 'daughter-in-law' >  Lp: S {Hs.} ma4nnjaa, Vfs
{Lgc.} ma$N1N1a; 'younger brother’s \ son’s wife', Kld mann∆ man1n1 ' son’s
wife', N {N} ma6nnje / -nj- 'daughter-in-law, wife of one’s sibling’s
son', L {LLO} mannje2 'daughter-in-law, sister-in-law, nephew’s wife' »
Prm *mo4n1 ({∫LG} *mo¿4n1) 'daughter-in-law' >  Z mon∆ mon1, Z US mo¿n1, Yz
≤mun1 id., Vt i¢imen∆ ic1i-men1 'younger brother’s wife' (lit. *'little
daughter-in-law') »» ObU {Ht.} *me2n1 'daughter-in-law' >  pVg *ma4Æn1 >  Vg:
T min1, LK ma4n1 / +ppa. 1s ma4∏n1´m, MK ma4∏n1 / ma4∏n1´m, UK/P/NV/SV/LL
ma4∏n1, UL/Ss man1; pOs {Ht.} *men1, {∫Hl.} *ma4Æn1 >  Os: V/Vy, D/K/Nz/Kz/O
men1, Ty/Y ma$Æn1 id. » OHg me1ny 'daughter-in-law, bride, young woman ' ,
Hg me1ny 'daughter-in-law'  Sm {Hl.} *men1a4, {Jn.} *men1+ya4 ' daughter -
in-law' >  Ne T meå, Ne T O {Lh.} m1e2y;e id., Ne F L m1i\e;d!´¢á"; Ng {Cs.}
meai, meae id.; En {Cs.} me6 id., 'son’s wife'; Kms (d.?) {Cs.} me6ji
'Schwiegertochter', Koyb {Sp.?} meim` id.; Mt {Hl.} *ma4n1a4, *ma4ya4
'daughter-in-law' (Mt M {Sp.} maem` 'my daughter-in-law') ¶¶ Coll. 3 5 ,
Db. OS xxxi, UEW 276 (*min1a4), Sm. 538 (U, FU, FP *min1a4, Ugr *mI"n1a4,
Sm *men1a4), Lr. #637, Lgc. #3695, Lgc. SL #1225, Hs. 9O6-7, SaR 1 8 2 ,
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It. #373, LG 174, Ht. #396, Hl. rHt 68-9, MF 436-7, EWU 962-3, Jn. 9 2 ,
Cs. 279, Hl. M #65O (misprint: *ma2n1a2, ma2ja2 with a2 for a4) || A: pKo
{S} *mi\´~⁄nî!ri!, OKo {†Lee} *mi\a4nO4ri, MKo {S} mi\´~⁄nî!ri! ≠ mi\´⁄nÄri, NKo
myenuli mi\´⁄nîri ({Rm.} mi\´ ⁄nÄri ≠ mi\´⁄neri), Ko Ks S {Mazur}
minuri 'daughter-in-law' ¶ S QK #894, Nam 213, MLC 619, Rm. SKE 1 4 7 ,
Mazur KD 212 ¶¶ IS II 68-8 ({IS}: Tg *bene < **mene) || D *min`tß- ({†GS}
*-n`dß-) 'woman of nubile age, lusty female' >  Kn mind5i id., Kdg mun`dß´⁄
id., mun`dßîgarati 'mistress', Tu min5d5i 'incontinent woman', Tl
min5d5ata 'unchaste woman, adulteress', Brh {Bray} min`dß 'female dog ' ;
derived words of this √  denote libertine men as well: Kn min5d5a ' m a n
who does not restrain the animal passion, libertine', Kt min`dßn `, mun`dßn `, Tl
min5t5hu2du 'paramour'; D ı OI ≤me2na2 'concubine' ¶¶ D #4858 ,
Bray II 2O6, ≈ M K II 686, ≈  M E II 379 ˚  The dental (rather t h a n
postalveolar) *n in ancient D (as suggested by the OI Dravidism
≤me2na 2), the forms of BF (F minia4), of Ko, and of some HS lgs. (Msg P
m‰niy, Bnc maŸyn) point to the presence of a *y (pN *min2222[i]ya 4444) r a t h e r
than of *-n1111- (N *min1111a 4 444); the cns. -n1- in most FU lgs. goes back t o
contraction of the cluster *-ˆy- ˚  The cns. *d (>  Ch *d, D *tß) in s o m e
Ch and D lgs. may represent a sx. or the second component of a cd.  ˚
IS II 68-9 (*min1a 4: HS, U, D, Ko + err. Tg *bene '[male\female] relative-
in-law', which is most likely to belong to N *wa4444n ` ```V 'relative of t h e
opposite exogamous moiety within an exogamic system of t r ibes '
[q.v.]).
1442. (€?) *mÅn2222dV 'excitement, wish, desire' >  IE: NaIE *mend≈- ' b e
excited, wish' >  OHG mendï 'joy, pleasure', menden 'to rejoice ' ,
mendo2n 'to be glad', ON munda 'to aim (with a weapon)', Gt
mundrei 'goal' »» Clt (× N *mÅyn2222V 'desire, ask ') : W mynnu ' t o
want, to wish', Crn mennaf 'I want' ¶ Hardly here Gk man†a1nv ( a o r .
ma†ei6n) 'learn' and Sl *moßdr¥ 'wise' (see  N *mon2222V 'to test, to th ink ' ) ,
as well as NaIE *men- 'wish eagerly' (see  N *mÅyn2222V 'desire, ask') ¶ WP
II 27O-1, P 75O, F II 17O-1, Fs. 367-8, Kb. 674, ≠  EI 348 (Gmc and Clt <
*men(s)-d≈(e)h⁄- 'learn' “ place in the mind') || D *ma2n`tß- {†GS}
*man`dß- v. 'like, wish' >  Gnd ma2ndß- v. 'like', Kui ma2ndßa 'intend, aim a t ,
desire, wish', Ku ma2ndßinai\ v. 'profess', ma2ndinai\ v. 'agree, sanct ion,
wish', ma2n`d ß- 'marry', ? Krx ma2n`dß- v. 'select' ¶¶ D #48O7 || ? K: Sv: UB
{TK} mand, L {Dn.} manda n. 'wish, will (qelan¡e , volå) ', Sv {Ni.} mand
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'love' (unless = px. ma-  + nd- 'wish', see  N *n3333idV '≈ eye, to look') ¶ Ni.
s.v. l√bit∆ , Dn. s.v. manda, DCh. 977-8.
1443. *man 2222Vga  (or *maNga?) 'strong, numerous' > HS: C: EC *°mang-
>  Af {PH} mango 'be many\much', Sa {Bnd.} mango 'many', {R} man≤go2
≠ maºn≤go2 'Fülle, Menge', -mang- pcv. (p. ≤å-mengå) 'be full,
numerous', ???σ,φ Rn {PG} mï!g 'strength, heaviness'; ?? EC {Ss.} *mig-
/*mug- 'full(ness)' >  Sa mige 'fullness', Sml {R} mug 'Fülle, Vollheit',
{ZMO, DSI} mug  'capacity, volume, amount a vessel can contain', Bs {HL}
mig- 'be full', {Ss.} mig-i 'full', Or {Ss.} moga 'fullness', {Ss.}, Or B {Sr.}
miZ7-u2, Or M {LLC} miZ6u 'full'; ? EC {Ss.} *-mg- pcv. 'fill'; (× N *mÉk÷á
¬ *mÉ÷ká  'big' [q.v.]?) >  Sa {Ss.} -meg- 'fill', Or Wt {Hn.} ime2k'-, Kns
immak- 'fill'.; the loss of the stem-medial *-n- may be due t o
morphological levelling in the system of EC verbs; Ya {Hn.} -mok (pl. -
≤mo2!Z7e?) 'many' may belong either to EC *mang- or to EC {Ss.} *mig-
/*mug- ¶ PH 163, R S II 258-6O, R SS II 288, Ss. PEC 25, Sr. 333, 3 6 7 ,
LLC 82, DSI 444, ZMO 295, PG 224, HL 127, Hn. W 59, Hn. Y II 129 
NrOm: Shn {Lm.} manga!, Anf {MYTY} mango, Kf {C} maggo, Mch {L}
maggo 'heavy', Kf magg-, Mch ma~ggi- 'be heavy'; Hrr {Abb.} mo"no
'forte', Gf {Mrn.} min- 'be strong \ firm (essere forte)', mino ' fo r te ' ,
Dk {CR} min1n1-ire2 'forza, fu forte', Malo {CR} mino2 'forte' ¶ Mrn. O
152, CR H 654, CR LLR s.v., Lm. Sh 349-5O, MYTY 118, C SE IV 47O, L M
4O, ≈ AD SF 256-7 || ? K: Mg mangar-i 'firm, strong', mt. marg- v.
'strengthen', OG, G magar-i 'strong, firm', magr- 'be strong, f i rm,
steady' ¶ DCh. 358, Abul. 211-2, Chx. 7O1-4, Q 275-6 || IE: NaIE
*meng≈-/*môneg≈-/*mônog≈- 'numerous' >  OIr me(i)nic adj .
'abundant, frequent', W mynych, Crn menough 'frequent; often '  »»
Gmc: Gt manag-s, ON mangr, Sw maºngen, Dn mangen, OSx
manag, OHG manag, man°g 'numerous', AS maniÌ id., p l .
maniÌe, maniÌa 'many', NHG pl. manche 'several', NE many; Gmc
*managïn 'multitude, great number' >  Gt manag-ei 'Menge, Volk',
OSx menigi 'Menge, Schar', OHG managï(n), menigï 'mul t i tude,
crowd', NHG Menge 'great number', AS me<niio, ON mengi id.,
'crowd' »» Sl *m¥nog¥(jÁ) 'numerous' > OCS m5nog5(i)mËnogË(i),
SCr, Slv mno•g, Cz, Slk mnohy1, R ≤mnogij id.; adv. *m¥nogo ' m u c h ,
many' >  OCS m5nogo mËnogo, Blg, R ≤mnogo ¶ ≈ P 739, EI 3
(*meneg≈-  'abundant'), Vn. M  37, Fs. 343-4, Vr. 378, 384, Ho. 214, Ho.
S 5O-1, Kb. 656-7, KM 458, 471, Vs. II 633-4, Glh. 418 || A: Tg *maNa
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'strong, firm, hard; very' >  Orc maNga  'strong', Ud {Krm.} maNga ≠ maNa
'strong, firm; strongly, very much', Ul maN9a 'difficult', Nn maN9a id.,
'strong, firm', Ork maN9a 'strong, firm', 'hard', Ewk maNa 'hard, f i rm' ,
Lm maN id., 'difficult', Sln mande2, mandï 'difficult (adv.), very', mandïJ
'very', WrMc maN9a, meNge 'hard, strong', Mc Sb {Y} maN´, {Mrm.}
maNa 'difficult, hard to', Jrc {Kiy.} maNga 'difficult' ¶ STM I 529-3O,
Krm. 259, Y ##1845, 2516, Kiy. 136 [#7O2], Klz. MS 221  pJ {S}
*manki- 'big'  > J: Sh ma!gi!-, Y ma!i!- ¶ S QJ #151  T: Chv ma€n m¥n,
ma€na€ m¥n¥, ∆  {Md.} m¥ºn¥º 'big, great' (× N *mon2222V 'many, much') ¶
Jeg. 13O ¶¶ DQA #1256 (A *maNga+o 'big, strong': Tg, J) || Gil: Gil: A
{ST} maN9-J '(be) strong, firm, difficult', ES {Krn.} maN9-d '(be) s t rong,
vigorous' (π  Tg?) ¶¶ ST 175, Krn. N 677 ˚  Coll. IUS 13 and Coll. HUV
(IE, U), IS II 41-2 (*manga >  HS, IE, K, A) ‘ Glh. 418; in all t hese
sources there is no distinction between this etymon and N *mon2222V
'many, much' ˚  Gr. II #26O (*manka  'many') (IE, A, Ai, Gil, EA + qu. Ko
+ err. U).
1444. (€?) *min3333t {u 6666} 'jump, (?) run away' > A: NTg *mundu- ' jump'  (as .
from *mindu-?) >  Ewk mundu- 'jump'; d. *mundu-ka2n 'hare' >  Ewk
munnuka2n ± munduka2n, Lm mUnrUqan ± mUndUqan ± mUnnUqan, Neg
monoxa2n ± monoka2n 'hare' ¶ STM I 556 || D *min`tß-/*mitßtß-¨†{†GS}
*min`tß- 'jump' >  Kn mïn5t5u v. 'jump, bounce', mud5i v. 'leap, bounce ,
hop', Tl mid5iyu v. 'jump, leap forward, flash\fly off (as a chip) ,
mit5t5u v. 'jump, leap', Klm mitß- v. 'leap', Nkr mitßtß- v. 'jump', Gnd
mirr- ± mir- 'run, flee' ¶¶ D #485O (a) || ??σ HS: S *°√mtn  > Ar √mtn
G  's’en aller, s’éloigner pour un voyage' ¶ BK II 1O58.
1445. *m{o}ntV ¬ *mVtn2222V 'to be slow, to last' >  IE: NaIE *me+ondo-
'slow' > OI manda-h5 {MW} 'slow, tardy, moving slowly, idle, lazy', OI L
mandara- 'slow, tardy' »» Sl *°moßd- > OCS m0d6n5 mo<dÁnË ' s low' ,
m0diti mo<diti 'to delay, to linger, to tarry' (unless a secondary
variant of OCS mud6n5 mudÁnË 'slow', muditi muditi 'to b e
slow', as suggested in ESSJ XX 167-7O) ¶ WP II 3O5-6 (Ary, Sl), StSS
341-2, MW 787-8; M K II 581 and M E II 312 (no IE etymology for OI
manda-) || HS: CS *√mtn 'stay, be immobile, slow' >  MHb √mtn G
'be slow\long; wait ' ,  Sh (pf. NiT5m6e5 him≤t°n) v. 'last, wait', Sr 'no∆4.iµa
matt°≤n-a2 'slow, sluggish, dull, inert', Ar √mtn G (pf. matuna) ' ê t r e
ferme, solide, robuste et résister aux fatigues', (pf. matana) ' s ’ar rê ter
dans un lieu' ¶ Js. 863, Br. 41O, JPS 319, BK II 1O58-9 || D *mo2tß-
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/*motßtß- ({†GS} *mon`tß-?) 'dull' (of a person) >  Tm mo2t5u, mot5t5ai\
'stupidity, dullness of intellect', mon5n5ai\yan 'dullard, idiot', Ml
mo2t5t5u 'obstinacy', Kt medß 'dullness of senses', medßn` 'dull man', Kn
mo2t5a 'stupidity', Tu mo2d5e 'ignorant man, silly fellow', Tl mo2t5u
'rough, rude, dull, stupid', Brh mo2t ß  'foolish' ¶¶ D #5135.
1446. *mÅn2222t ' '''V 'jaw, chin, (?) skull' >  IE: NaIE *mento- 'chin' >  L
mentum id. »»  OIr mant {Vn.} 'gum, jaw', {P} 'the place of a t o o t h
that has fallen out; gum', W mant  'jaw-bone, mouth' ({Vn.}: π OIr) »»
Gt mun†s, ON muÎr, munnr, OHG mund, NHG Mund, AS mu2Î
'mouth', NE mouth ¶ Hardly here the √  of L mand-o2 / -e"re ' chew,
bite' and Gk masa1omai id. (P’s unjustified rec. *ment≈- v. 'chew', ' m o u t h ' ,
based on the err. comparison of these words with OI math- ' en t re ißen,
rauben' [that P translates as 'fressen']) ¶¶ Connection with Ht me2ni-
{CHD} 'face, cheek' (not 'chin' [⇔  EI]) is not plausible enough ¶¶ ≈  P
726, ≠ 732 (Gmc *munT- 'mouth' <  •*menth-), ≈ EI 1O7 (?*men- ' ch in ' ) ,
453, WH II 72-3, Fs. 868, Vr. 396, Ho. 227-8, Kb. 7OO, KM 493, Vn. M
17, CHD L-N 289-9O || U: Sm {Hl.} *munt+c>oyk+t+c>Vn, {Jn.}
*munt+c>¥yk+t+c>Vn or *-nc>- 'beard' (cd. or d.) >  Ne: T munoc∆, Ne T O
{Lh.} mu;n;o2c1, F Nl munnu2s1:´N, Yr {Pl.} mu≤dut∆, En {Cs.} muddut!e?, Ng
{Mik.} mu4ndu4s1a, {Cs.} munduis1aN, Kms {KD} mu?zòen, {Cs.} mu4i?zen
'beard', Mt {Hl.} *munduc7Vn id. (Mt: M {Mll.} mundutschen, {Sp.}
mundu¢en∆, Mt K {Mll.} mundutsjin, {Pl.} mu1ndutin id., Mt T
{Mll.} mundutsche2nda 'his beard') ¶ Jn. 96, Hl. M 311 [#7O3] || D
(in SD) *man`tß-(ai\) 'skull, cranium' ({GS} *mandß- 'cup, vessel') >  T m
man5t5ai\ 'skull, cranium', 'head, begging bowl', Ml man5t5a 'skull', Tu
man5d5A 'skull, head, large earthen vessel', Kt man`dß, Td madß, Kdg
man`dße, Krg man`dßa ± man`dße 'head', Kn man5d5e id., man5d5age 'big jar ' ;
D ı OI L man5d5a- 'head' ¶ D #4682, ≈ GS 28 [#18] || ? HS: EC: Bs
munZ7e {Hw.} 'mouth', {HL} 'lip, mouth' (unless akin to Sa/Af {R}
min≤ga2ga2 'jaw, cheek') ¶ HL 128, Hw. B II 127, R S II 269 ˚  The
apparently irreg. D *tß (for the expected *t <  N *t '''') still needs
investigating (a special development within a cns. cluster?). The
rounded vw. of the first syll. in Sm (Sm *u most probably from U *o)
may be explained by the assimilative infl. of *m- .
1447. *men2222{t ' '''} {a 4 444} (or *meN{t ''''} {a 4 444 }) 'miss one's aim' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘  'be mistaken', 'forget') >  IE: NaIE *ment- '(in) vain; liar, dece i t '
>  Gk ma1thn 'in vain, fruitlessly', ma1th 'fault'  (× N *mÉn2222V 'tell a lie,
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deceive') NaIE *ment- v. 'lie (lügen)': L mentior / ment°ri 'tell a
lie', ment°tus 'false' »» Pru me2ntimai 'wir lügen', epme2ntimai
'wir belügen' ¶ IS II 52, ≠ WH II 68-9, F II 185, Frn. 455, En. 21O || U
*menta4- >  FU {UEW} *menta4- v. 'miss one’s mark, be mistaken' >  pLp
{Lr.} *mEnte2- id. >  Lp: Lp N {N} mAd…det v. 'miss (not hit), mis take
(one’s way)', S {Hs.} mieddedh 'fehlen, irren, sündigen', L {LLO}
miedde2- ≠ ma4dde2- 'fehlen, Fehler machen, fehlgreifen, sich irren', Lp
Kld {TI} me$a$nda 'weg, fort' (“ *'vorbei') »» Os V/Vy mint´Gt´- v. 'miss
one’s aim (in shooting)'; ?σ Vg: ML {Mu.} ma4nt ≠ma4nta4 ≠ma4nti,
K {Mu.} ma4nt ≠ mo_2nt, P {Kn.} ma4n1tl 'längs, entlang', Vg {IS wi thout
specifying the dialect and source} aºm ma4nts´m 'passing by m e '
('proxoqdenie  mimo  menå ')  pY {IN} *mo4nte- > Y K {IN} muded´-
'pass (away), elapse' ('proxodit∆ , minovat∆ '), {Jc.} mudede-
'elapse' (malGijelokun pozer≤xo mudedeige 'when 8 days will
elapse' ¶¶ Coll. 97-8, UEW 272, Lr. #657, Lgc. #3812, Hs. 917, TI 2 4 4 ,
Trj. S 256, MK 298, WVD VII 197, IN 235, Ang. 167, ≈ Rd. UJ 48 [#76] (Y
π U) || HS: Ch *√mnt ({Nw.} *√mn) ' forget '  > WCh {Stl.} *mant- v.
'forget' >  Hs {Ba.} ma^nc7e2@ / ma^nta2@, Gw {Mts.} mo&c7i id. » Gmy men, Mn t
mun, Su {J} mander id. » Bl mont-, Krkr mantau, Bele mo~ntu!, Krf mu~nd-,
Gera mo2~n‰~-, Grm mu2n-, Ngm {ChL} mO~ntE!t, Glm {Sch} nu~nd- id. » My {Sk.}
man- id. »» CCh: Tr {Nw.} mo!na~, Pdl {ChL} mWo~nE~ha id. » Bcm {Nw.}
myent‰ id. ¶ Ba. 767-9, Stl. ZCh 233 [#8O2], Nw. 26 [#53], ChC, ChL ||
A: T *°ma4n- >  Chv man- 'forget' ¶ ≠  Jeg. 128  ?σ M *meNde >  WrM
meNde-, HlM m´nd´-, m´gd´- 'be(come) excited \ worried \
embarrassed; become stupid', Brt m´gd´- 'get excited \ embarrassed ,
lose one’s head', Ord {Ms.} meNdòe- ≠ megòdòe- 'avoir des soupçons', d .
caus. meNdòe 2- 'faire perdre contenance', Kl {Rm.} meNd´- 'aufgeregt se in
(über etw.)', {KRS} d. † me˜dk¥r meNd´ku4r 'sorrow, distress' ( t h e
unexpected voiced *d [for *t] needs explaining); ? M *mene- >  WrM
menere-, HlM m´n´r´- 'become stupid \ dull, faint', Kl {Rm.} menr=-
'lose conciousness, faint', {KRS} id., 'grow numb', Brt m´n´r- ' g row
dull, lose sensitivity', WrM meneN ≠ meneg, HlM m´n´n, Kl {Rm.}
men´gò 'stupid', Ord {Ms.} menen, menek (in menen tæanan 'stupid', tæenek
menek 'stupid' [infl. of MChn {S} *mu2N tu2N 'stupid']) ¶ The absence o f
the expected *t in M *mene- needs explaining ¶ MED 536, Ms. O 4 6 2 ,
Chr. 3O9, 312, KW 261, KRS 35O ˚ IS MS 357 s.v. promaxnut∆så
(*mentÿ; IE, U), IS III 52 [#357] (*menÿ 'promaxnut∆så , projti
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mimo , byt∆ t∑etnym \ naprasnym  \ bezrassudnym  \ loqnym  \
lqivym ' > IE, U, Ch, M *meNde, *men-; •÷ A *munV 'be mistaken, m a d '
[actually belonging to N *mu6666n 2 222V 'defect, damage', q.v.]) ˚ If M *meNde-
belongs here, the N rec. is *meN{t '''' } {a 4 444 } , otherwise it is *men2222{t ' '''} {a 4 444} ˚ The
vw. *a4 in T *°ma4n- may be due to regr. as. (N *men2222 ++++N{t ' '''}a 4 444 > **ma4nta4 > T
*°ma4n-).
1448. *m{o}wÉ{n1111}V 'entrails, belly' > HS: C {AD} *mVn- 'entrai ls ,
intestines' >  Bj ≤mana {Rop.} 'viscera, bowels, intestines', {R} 'Darm,
Gedärme, Eingeweide', Bj A {AD} ≤mana 'guts' »» EC: pSam {Hn.} mindßi≤qar
'intestines' >  Sml ∆  {Hn.} mindßiqir id., Sml C {ZMO} mindßi÷ir 'viscera,
part of the intestine', Sml N {Abr.} mi!ndßi ~÷i~r 'the large intestine', Rn {PG}
mi~ndßa~Xa!r 'intestine', Bn {Hn.} mini!≤?i!r id., mine?er 'part of intestines ' ,
Bs {Hw.} men?e2r, {HL} min?e2r 'intestines'; Arr {Hw.} merdße id. »» Dhl
{EEN} ma!ni 'large intestine' ¶ EEN 37, AD SF 182, To. D 142, R WBd 1 7 0 ,
Rop. 217, ZMO 291, Abr. S 180, PG 225, Hn. PS 69, HL 128, Hw. B II 1 2 5 ,
Hw. A 384  CCh: ?? FlB manZ7evÈn 'entrails' || U *mËn1V 'belly' >  Sm
*m{u}n1V >  Ne T myn∆ 'fish belly (br√wnaå  ¢ast∆  ryby )', ' s m o k e d
belly of sturgeon (te 4 444wka )', {Klp.} myn 'Bauch', T O {Lh.} mun1
'Fischmagen', mun1c1 'stomach', {Klp.} mun  'Bauch', En B {Cs.} ≤munedi,
En X {Cs.} ≤munori 'Magen', En T {Klp., Pl.} mu≤nuri, En M {Klp.}
mu4na4de, {Pl.} munjade 'belly', En {B} mun1obo, En X {Cs.} mun1abo
'Fischmagen', Ng {Cs.} mina, minaiku 'Fischmagen', minada6
'Magen', {Klp.} mino≤wa 'Bauch'  pY {IN} *mon- 'belly' > Y T {IN} mon-
il id. (*-il is a nominal sx.), {Ku.} mon1iÒ 'belly, {Krn.} mon1iÒ 'belly;
stomach (Magen)', {Jc.} moniL 'Magen', OY Ch {Mat.} manålo 'belly '
¶¶ Coll. JU 83, Ter. 266, KP 13O, Klp. SA vii, SWV 36, Cs. 75, IN 2 3 6 ,
311, Ku. 15O, Krn. JJ 275, Ang. 165 || A: {DQA} *mo2~bina >  NaT *mo4ga4n
({DQA}: < **mo4ben) 'entrails, ∈ intestine' > OT [MhK] bu4ka4n ( =
*[bo4+u4ga4n]?) '∈ part of the entrails, coecum', XwT XIV bu4ken ( =
*[bo4+u4gen]?) 'entrails', Tkm bo4wen, Qq bu4yen 'large intestine', Qrg, Alt,
Tv mo4∏n, Bsh bu4Áºa4n 'duodenum', Xk po4∏n 'coecum' ¶ Cl. 328, ET B 2O5,
DTS 132  NrTg *mo2man1a (as. from **mo2ban1a) '∈ intestine' > Ewk
mo2man1a 'large intestine, stomach (Magen)', Lm mo2mIna ' sausages
(reindeer’s intestines filled with suet)', NrTg ı Yk momunai\ 'suet o n
guts' ¶ STM I 544  ???φ Ko ma2nhwa 'spleen and pancreas' ¶ MLC 5 7 8
¶¶ DQA #1349 (A *mo2 ~b+pinV 'large intestine' > T, Tg) ˚  U and Tg po in t
to a N *-n 1111- , while T suggests *-n++++n ` ```- . In U and Tg there is infl. of t h e
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reflexes of N ≈ *mÉ?awËn 1111V 'breast, heart' ˚  IN 236 (Y, Ko), Blz SNE I
#16 (C, U, Ko) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #37 (*man  'belly').
1449. ≈ *mÉ?awËn1111V (or *mËn1111V?) 'breast, heart' (‘  'middle') >
HS: SC: Irq {Wh.} mu^na (pl. mu^nE), {MQK} mu2~na!, {Mgh.} mu2na, Brn {Wh.}
mu2na 'heart', {E} muna?i 'chest', Grw/Alg {Fl.} mona, Kz {Fl., E} munako,
Asa {E} munok 'heart'; SC ı Mb mu~na id. »» Ag: Bln {R} maºngu"
(mangW) n. 'middle' ı Tgy µNÌ ≤mango 'middle, centre' ¶ E SC 1 5 9 ,
Mgh. 115, MQK 75, R WB 271, Blz. ADB 21, AD SF 182, CS 161  S: Ar
ma?an-at- (pl. mu?un-) 'part of the belly surrounding the navel; f a t
covering the inner surface of the peritoneum' (“  *'middle'?) (×  N
*m{o}wÉ{n1111}V 'entrails, belly'?) ¶ BK II 1O54, Hv. 7O6 (Ar ma?an-at-
'navel and its surrounding parts'), ≠  MiK I #1.183 (Ar ma?an-at- π S
*mV(?)n(-at)- 'tendon, sinew, muscle') ¶¶ But Eg mnZ 'breast' i s
more likely to go back to N *æma4444lge6666 'breast, udder' (q.v. ffd.) || A: Tg
*mi\a2ban 'heart' > Ewk, Neg me2wan, Lm ma4∏wUn, Orc ma4∏wa(n-) ≠
mi\awa(n-), Ud ma4wa(n-), Ul, Ork me2wa(n-), Nn mI\awa% ± mI\aU
'heart', Sln m1e2˝a% ≠ mï˝a% id., {Iv.} m1a4≤wan1 ≠ m1ewan 'breast' ¶ The
depalatalization *n1 > Tg *n is still puzzling ¶ WrMc n1aman ' h e a r t '
hardly belongs here (unless one reconstructs pTg ≈ *mi\aban1am), but is
more likely to be akin to MKo ni\´~⁄m-t≈o~N 'heart' (acc. to Lee) a n d
possibly to FU *[n1]ime- 'suck the breast' (Coll. 15-6, MF 153, It. # 3 6 8 )
 pKo {S} *mÄ~n1Ä~m 'heart' > MKo mÄ~n1Ä~m, NKo maîm ¶ S QK #42, Nam
196, MLC 564  pJ {S} *mu!na~-i 'breast' > OJ mu!ne~, J: T mune!, K mu!ne~,
Kg mu!ne ¶ S QJ #2O2, Mr. 488 ¶¶ ≈ DQA *1315 (A *mi\o!n1u~ ' hea r t ,
breast'; unjustified rec. of the Tg root as *mi\an1am) || D (in SD)
*mËn`n`i, ({†GS} *-n1c1-?) >  Tm mon5n5i, mon1ci 'breasts', Tu mun1n1a,
mun1n1A 'breast' (as called by children) ¶ D #5111 ˚  If Ar ma?an-at-
and Tg *mi\a 2ban do not belong here, the N rec. may be *mËn 1111V .  
145O. *moyÅNV 'neck, nape of the neck' >  HS: ECh: Kbl {Cp.} muNgo
'nape' ¶ ChC || IE: NaIE *mon- 'nape of the neck, neck' >  OI man≤ya2
'nape of the neck', Av manaoTrï- 'neck, nape', paîri-ma2nya-
'Nackenschutz'; d.: OI ma≤n5ih5 'necklace, pearl, jewel', Irn *manya-ka-
'necklace' (ı Arm maneak maneak id., 'collar', Gk [Pol.] mania1khß
'necklace, torque [worn of gold by Persians and Gauls]', JA [Trg.], JEA
ak1in5m6 m´nï≤k3-a22 'necklace') »» OIr muin 'neck, upper part of t h e
back', muine1l 'neck', muin-torc 'chain for the neck', Brtt {RE}
*mon- 'neck '  > OW [g] minci 'necklace, collar', MW mwn, W
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mwnwgl, mynwgl, OBr mun 'neck' »» L monïle 'necklace, col lar '
»» Gk D ma1nnoß, mo1nnoß 'necklace' »» d. : Gmc *mani\a- >  ON men, OHG
menni, AS me<ne 'necklace'; Gmc *mano2 'mane' >  OHG mana 'mane ,
neck', ON mo<n, Sw man, NHG Ma4hne, MLG mane, OFrs mona,
mana, AS manu 'mane', NE mane »» d.: Sl *monisto 'necklace' >  OCS,
OR monisto monisto, Blg {Gerov} ma≤nisto, McdS, R, U k
mo≤nisto ¶ WP II 3O5, P 747-8, EI 391 (*monis ≠ *monehÅ- 'neck'), M E
II 556-7, 584-5, Dlm. 23O, Js. 8O1, Sl. 687, Vn. M  72, RE 114, Loth
19O, WH II 1O8, F I 171, ≈ Ch. 664-5 (ma1nnoß, mo1nnoß  ÿ [bf.]
mania1khß), Vr. 384, 4O1, Kb. 656, 675, KM 454, Ho. 215, 219, ESSJ XIX
2O9-11, Vs. II 65O || A ({SDM97} *mo"y[o]NV, {DQA} *mo2!yNo 'neck'): T
*moyu+în ({DQA, TL} *bo2yn) 'neck' > OT boyîn ≠ boyun id., MU, MQp XIII,
XwT XIV, OOsm ≥XIV boyun, Chg XV boyîn ≠ boyn, MQp [CC] boyîn o r
boyun, Tk boyun, Tkm, Az, CrTt, Kr, Qmq, ET boyun, Uz bu€jin böyin,
VTt muen muyÁn, Bsh muy¥n, Alt, Xk moyîn, Qrg, Ln, Tv moyun id., Tf
mo4¢En id. (+ppa: mOyn-î 'his neck'), Yk mooj mo2y 'neck' (+ppa: moyn-um
('my neck'), {Md.} mo%—y% / mon1n1- 'neck' » Chv: L/MK ma€j m¥y, Chv H
m¥ºy, Chv V mîy ≠ muy 'neck' (< *mo"y[u]n1 < as. *mo"y[u]n) 'neck'  (<  d .?)
T *moynak > OT boynaq 'narrow pass', Qrg moynoq 'camel’s neck;
mountain pass', Qzq moynaq 'skin of camel’s neck', Qq moynaq ' s and-
hill in a desert' ¶ Cl. 386, Rs. W 8O, ET B 18O-2, TL 233-4, Ra. 2O7, Pek.
158O-1, Jeg. 129, Md. 46, 174 (pT *bo"y{u}n1), Jud. 529-3, MM 242, KrkR
462  ???σ M *munda˝a  'withers, place between the shoulder-blades ( o f
animals) '  > WrM munda9a {Gl.} id., {Kow.} 'withers of a ho r se \mu le ' ,
{MED} 'withers of a horse', HlM, Brt mundaa, Ord mu¯ndòa2, Kl Ö {Rm.}
munda2 id. ¶ MED 351, Kow. 2O28, Gl. III 31O, Ms. O 47, KW 268, Chr.
3O2  Tg *moNa(n) 'neck' >  Ewk, Neg moNon, Nn Nh/KU moN9o%, O r c
moNo(n-), Ork, Ul moN9o(n-), WrMc moN9on ¶ STM I 546  Ko: [1]
pKo {S} mi\´~⁄-k 'neck, throat'  >  MKo, NKo mi\ ~´⁄k id. (÷ T *moy-nak); [2]
MKo m´~⁄N-5´!⁄i\ 'yoke, harness' (σ≡: pT *moyuntîrîk 'yoke', see  ET B 1 8 2 )
¶ S QK #58, Nam 213, MLC 619 ¶¶ SDM97, ≈ DQA #1336 (incl. T, M,
Tg, Ko) || D: McTm *manÀnÀ- > Tm man3n3ai\ 'throat, neck', Ml manna,
menna 'neck' ¶ D #4779 ˚  D *a may go back to N *Å with loss o f
the word-medial *-oy- .
1451. *mÅN{g}V ¬ *mÅˆ[i]{g}V 'monkey' >  HS: ECh: Mu {J} mo!Ngo~
'small black monkey' ¶ J Mu, ChC || A: Tg *°mon1o >  WrMc mon1o
(spelled moniyo) {Z} '∈  yellowish monkey with a short tai l '
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('obez∆åna , qeltovataå s`  korotkim`  xvostom` '), {Hr.}
'kurzschwänziger Affe', but on p. 511 Zaxarov refers to mon1o a s
'common monkey' ('obyknovennaå  obez∆åna '), Mc Sb {Y} /moni/
[mOn1] 'monkey', {Mrm.} mon1u, Mc N {Rdn.} món `u m‰n1u 'monkey'; Mc
ı  Sln mon1o2, Orc, Ud, Ul, Nn mon1o 'monkey'; there is also a variant STg
word *bon1o 'monkey' > WrMc bon1o {Z} 'large monkey', {Hr.} 'monkey ' ,
Jrc dobi bonon 'monkey' ¶ STM I 94, 545, Krm. 26O, Z 51O-1, 89O, Hr .
111,  665, Y #2212, Klz. MS 226, Rdn. 7, Kiy. 1O5 || D (in SD) *maNk-
{†GS} *maNg- 'monkey' >  Ml moNNa, Kn maNga, Krg maNgi 'monkey ' ,
Tu mange id., 'ape' ¶ D #4666 ˚  The origin of NE monkey and o f
the Romance word *monna (>  Sp, Port mona, -o 'monkey', OIt, It
monna, Fr mone 'female monkey') remains unknown. They may b e
loans from an unknown source (but hardly from Prs [sc. ClNPrs
maymu2n, NPrs ma4ymu2n] 'monkey', as believed by ML #5242). For o t h e r
unconvincing etymologies (e.g., < It madonna) see  Pian. 872-3 .
Nothing is known about their possible connection with N *mÅN{g}V
'monkey' ˚  Tg *o  goes back probably to *a, that was labialized due t o
the ass. infl. of *m-  ˚  AD NM #6, ≠  S CNM 12, ≠  Vv. AEN 7 (rejects t h e
Tg cognate because of the irreg. Mc -n1-, which, however, may b e
explained if we assume pN *mÅˆ[i] {g}V ).
1452. UA  € *mVNKV 'beaver, mole' (a substratum word?) >  U: pOs
*maNk  'beaver, mole' >  Os: V/Vy/Vrt ma˝ , Ty maº˝ (+ppa. 1s mu˝´m), Y
maº˝  'beaver', K maX, Nz mONX, Sh muNX-, O maNX, {Ahl.} moNk 'mole ' ,
Kz mö8NX, Sn mOX  'rat, mole' ¶ For *-Nk >  V/Vy/Ty/Y -˝/-G, K -X/-x c p .
Ht.’s reconstructions: pOs *mONk 'Axtrücken' (>  Os: V/Vy mO˝, Ty
mo˝W, K moX), pObU *c1V:Nk 'Eiskruste' (> Os V/Vy t!o˝, Ty t!a{˝W ' t h in
ice'), pObU *c7u4Nk 'fog' (>  Os V/Vy c7u4G, Ty c7iGW), pObU {Ht.} *To2Nk´l
(sc. *To2Nk´lß) (>  Os V lßo˝´lß, Vy yo˝´lß 'Rübe, Zwiebel'), pOs *c7ONk-
'ausschlagen' (>  Os V/Vy c7o˝-, c7o˝-, Ty/Y c7oq-), etc., see  Ht. ##8O,
1O7-8, 149. 4O1 ¶ Stn. D 897, ≠  UEW 264 (equates Os ma˝ ± maX
'beaver' with Mr maksa- 'mole' and reconstructs FU *maksa  wi thout
taking into account the Os ∆  forms with -NX) || A: M *miNZ>in ' beaver '
>  WrM miNZin, HlM minq minZ7, Kl mi˜œ miNZ7´ id., Brt ƒ m´nq´n
xal√un  'water mole, desman' (xal√un  'otter') ¶ MED 539, KRS 3 5 2 ,
Chr. 312  ?? T: Tv mo4ndele 'young of a marmot' ¶ TvR 3O1, Shch. Zh
1 4 8 .
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1453. *muNK''''a ++++u 6 666 (= *muNk''''a ++++u 6 666?) 'make great efforts; (?) be heavy' >
IE: NaIE (att. in Sl) *°monk[W]- >  Sl *mo¡ßka 'torment, hard work' >  OCS
m0kamo<ka, Cz, Slk muka, R, Uk ≤muka, Slv mu!ka ≠ mo!ka ' t o rmen t ' ,
SCr muàka, P me<ka id., 'work', R Ps/Sml/Tmb ≤muka 'hard work', Blg
≤m`ka 'torment', 'property' (“ *'result of hard work'); Sl ı Rum
munca", Hg munka 'work' ¶ ESSJ XX 136-8, Vs. III 7, EWU 1OO4, ≠  P
731 || D {tr., †GS} *mukk- 'strain, make great efforts' (× N *mo÷3333kÉ  ' t o
press') >  Tm mukku, Kt muk- v. 'strain as a woman in travail, m a k e
great efforts', Ml mukkuka v. 'strain, grunt, make an effort as i n
travail or when easing nature', mikuka v. 'press, strain at stool', Kt
muk- v. 'make a strenuous effort, strain to deliver child', Td muk- v.
'grunt while defecating when constipated', Kn mukkir3i, mukkare v.
'strain, make violent efforts in pain', Tu mukkuru- v. 'snort, g runt ,
growl', Tl mukku-  'strain', Png mu2k- v. 'lift with effort' ¶¶ D # 4 8 9 6 ( a )
¶¶ The absence of the expected n-consonant in the D root may be d u e
to the heritage of N *mo÷3333kÉ || A: T **muNk > [1] T *muN >  OT {Cl.} buN
± muN 'grief, sorrow', MQp XIV muN ≠ bun, Osm buN 'pain, distress', Tk
bun 'crisis, difficult situation', Ggz bun- 'be tired (of travelling), b e
discontented', Qzq m¨ˆ mu"N, Qq, Nog, Qmq, Qrg, Uz b, ET {Nj.} muN
'melancholy, sadness, sorrow', ET {Rs.} muN 'Mühe, Leiden, Sorge,
Kummer, Trauer', Yk muN 'torment, suffering ('muka , mu¢enie ,
stradanie '), d. muN-na2- v. 'torment' (ı Ork muNna-  vt. ' t o rmen t ' ,
Ewk muN-, muNan-, Neg moNnan- vt. 'torment, beat'), ? Xk d. mo≥n`¡s
mo4NIs 'sorrow(ful), sad(ness)', mo≥nek mo4nek 'sad, sorrowful'; [2] ? T
*muk >  Qrg buk buq 'melancholy, depression' ('toska , ugnetennoe
sostoånie '), Alt/Shor {Rl.} muqan- 'sich abquälen, abmühen, sorgen ' ,
Xk {BIG} muxan- muXan- 'suffer (e.g. from an illness)' ('mu¢it∆så ,
stradat∆ '), Osm {Rl.} œmY'QvM muqay-(maq) '(to) suffer, toil, fatigue
oneself'; here the initial m-  suggests the (former?) presence of a medial
*n (*munk?) unless these words are loans from an unknown source ¶ Cl.
347, Rs. W 344-5,  Sht. 146, GRM 97, Nj. 719, BIG 11O-1, Jud. 156, 5 3 8 ,
Rl. IV 2171-2, Pek. 1625-9, STM I 557  ? M: MM [S] {H} muN
'Schwierigkeit, Not' (muN tani-qu 'Not erfahren, in Schwierigkeit se in ' ) ,
WrM muNda-, HlM munda- 'be in trouble or in difficult
circumstances' (unless “ muNda- 'become insufficient, come to a n
end') ¶ MED 551, H 112 ¶ The monosyllabity of MM muN suggests a
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possible loan from T ¶¶ Pp. VG 71 (T, M + err. Ewk mUNnaJa- 'suffer' [ in
fact, a loan from Yk]),  Nm. UT 79 || ?φ K: GZ (or Zan?) *mank'e- ≠
*mak'e- 'heavy'  (× N *mÉk÷á or *mÉ÷ká  'big' [q.v. ffd.])  ¶ {IS}: K
*mank'- <  *mwank'- ˚ For the semantic connection between 'work' a n d
'torment' cp. L trepalium '∈  instrument of torture' Ï VL {ML}
*tripalia2re 'to torture' >  Fr travailler, Prv trebalhar, Sp
trabajar, Prt trabalhar 'to work' (ML #8911), and, on the o t h e r
hand, Ft travail 'labour of childbirth' (ı NE labour) “ Fr
travail 'work ' ˚ {IS}: the cognates without a medial nasal (in K, D,
T) may be accounted for by dis. ˚  IS MS 369 (*mu(n)k5ÿ 'trud ': IE, T,
D, ?K), IS II 73-4 (K, D, T).
1454. *muNi{Ó}or1111K ' '''V (or *muNi ÷3333ar 1111K ' ''' {u}?) '≈ gristle, horn, muscle ,
sinew' >  HS: EC murk'- (≠ *morg-) 'gristle, tendon, sinew' (× N *mËrk''''V
'root, root-crops, edible roots', ‘  'sinew') >  Or {Brl.} morga ' t endon ' ,
{Th.} morg-aya id., 'nerve', Or B {Sr.} morga2 'tendons, muscles', Kns
murq-a 'tip of the nose', Gdl {Bl.} mork'-a 'bone of nose, kneecap, so f t
part of ensete', Sml muruq- 'muscle', Arr {Hw.} morgi! 'tendon, sinew',
Brj mor≤ganka ≤mic7'a 'ankle', Rn {PG} mo!ro2~go~ 'string', Ya {Hn.} morZ7-i? (p l .
morZ7-ei) 'sinew of neck' ¶ Bl. 198, Ss. PEC 54 (EC *murk'- 'gristle'), Ss. B
148, Th. 248, Brl. 3O9, Sr. 369, PG 227, Hw. A 385, Hn. Y II 133  Ch:
WCh: SBc: Zar {Sh.} K/GL mo~ri, Zar L {Sh.} n1eri~, Sy {Csp.} n1e2!ri, Grn {Hrn.}
mya!w, {Jgr.} mYa~w, {Gw.} miyaw 'horn' » ?φ  NrBc: Jmb {Sk.} mu@wi! id .
» ?φ  Ngz {Sch.} ma2~kÈ!m 'horn blown in hunting to call other hunters ;
trumpeting with horn' »» ?φ  CCh: Msg P {Trn.} miyok, Msg {MB} a!mi!yo!k,
Mlw {Trn.} a~mo&k, Msk {Trn.} mi~yo~t 'horn' » Ms {Caït.} mi@yok (df. mi@yo@k-
Na@), {J} myo!gga!, {Mch.} myo3k, ZmD {KNC} mi@e@k, ZmB {Sa.} me@ke@, {J}
me!k 'horn' ¶ JI II 192-3. MB 59, ChC, ChL, Sh. SB 25, Sch. DN 1O9, Csp.
54, Hrn. #141, Jgr. 185, KNC 17, Caït. 115, Trn. LDM 2O, Trn. LM 1 O 6
|| U: FU *n1o2rke, {Db.} *n1orke 'gristle' (× N *n1111aÙ[i]rË(-k++++ge 6666) 'cart i lage
[‘ 'cartilage of the vertebra'], q.v. ffd.) || A: T *muyNur1 'horn' >  NaT
*muyNuz (>  *mu4N1u4z) > OT {Cl.} mu4Nu4z ± mu4yu4z ± bu4yu4z, MQp/MOg XIII
buynuz, Chg XV bu4Nu4z, Tk boynuz, Ggz, CrTt boynuz, Tkm buynuÎ, Az
buynuz, Uz mugiz ≠ muguz, Kr, ET mu4Nu4z, ET ∆ mun1uz, Slr {Kk.}, SY
moNus, Ln mu4gu4s ≠ mu4yu4s, VTt møgez mÁºgÁz, ∆ mÁºNÁºs, Bsh møgøΩ
mÁºgÁºÎ, Qzq m¥j¡z mu4yiÆz, Nog, Qq, Qrg mu4yu4z, Tb mu4nu4s ≠ mu4∏s, Alt,
Xk mu4∏s, Tv mîyîs, Tf mïs, Yk mu¢os ± moyu¢os ({Md.} moy%o2s) 'horn' »»
Chv m¥yragòa, Chv ∆: V {Md.} mîr1aga ≠ mu'r1aga, MK {Md.} mîr1aga ' h o r n '
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¶ The variant with back vowels suggests the rec.*muyNur1 (with t h e
front-voweled NaT variant *mu4Nu4z due to the infl. of y) ¶ Cl. 352, Rs. W
347, ET B 243-5, TL 148 (NaT *buyNuz), Jeg. 13O, S AJ 179 [#42], Ra.
2O7, Md. 46, 174 (pT *bo"{n1N}or1), Pek. 1584  M *mo4(N)gere-su4n
'cartilage' >  WrM mo4geresu4n, HlM møgøørs(øn), Ord mo4∏ro4s(u$),
Brt {Chr.} m´ngé´rh´(n), ∆ {SM} mo4No4ro4ho4n, WrO mo4∏rsu4n, Kl
møørsn mo4∏rs´n, {Rm.} mo4∏rsn=, Mnr H {SM} muNgòirZò‰, Dx {SM}
muNo4rso4n id. ¶ MED 545, Ms. O 471, Chr. 312, Krg. 6O8, KRS 358, KW
268, SM 248 ¶¶ Pp. VG 73, S AJ 282 [#177]  Tg: Ewk muNi 'sinew a t
the end of a muscle; muscle' ¶ STM I 557  ?φ  (adduced by DQA) pKo
*mî~i\5i~m 'gums' > MKo ni~-s-mî~i\5i~m ≠ ni~-s-mî5i\o~m ≠ ni-s-mî5im ≠ ni-s-
mîi\5i\om 'gums' (ni- 'tooth') ¶ S QK #316, Nam 127 ¶¶ DQA #1359 (A
*mu!yNi 'horn; cartilage, tendon'), Rm. EAS I 12O, Pp. VG 73, S AJ 282 ||
Gil: Gil A (murgi) murk£i 'horn' ¶¶ ST 1O7 ˚  The presence of a word-
medial velar element (surviving in M *-g- ≠ -Ng-, T *-N1-, and Ewk -N-)
rules out an intervoc. *-n1- (sc. *mun1orK'V) and points to a combinat ion
of a velar nasal and palatal elements (*-Ny- or more plausible *-NiÓ-)
that later (in U) contracted into *n1. The unusual length of the e tymon
suggests that it goes back to a compositum, e.g. N *muNi ÷3333ar 1111K ' '''{u} with
the second component *÷3333ar 1111K ' '''{u} 'sinew' (q.v.), which may account f o r
the semantic variant 'sinew' in some descendant lgs. In such a case t h e
vw. *o in U *n1orke must be explained by the ass. infl. of some adjacent
phoneme. In Tg the second component of the original cd. was los t
either by bf. or (in prehistory) by ellipsis.  
1455. *æmiqË[?V] 'to push, to fell' >  HS: CS *√mX+H? 'push, strike' >
BHb √mHy+w ≠ √mH? (pf. eh1m1ma2≤Ha2, ip. 3pm uah9m6i% yi-mHâ≤?-u2) ' push ,
strike, clap (hands)', OA, IA ahm √mÓ? (√mHw+y) 'beat', JA ihm
√mHy ≠ ahm √mHw G  'smite, wound', JEA {Sl.} ihm √mHy ' s t r ike ,
hit', Sr 'xµ √mHw+y G  'strike, smite, beat' ¶ KB 537, HJ 61O-1, Js .
756, 76O, Sl. 655-6, Br. 38O-1, JPS 263  Eg G mX¿ {Vc.} v. 'pierce a
prey or parts of its body' (of a spear)  >  (× Eg mXy 'fight') DEg mXy ≠
myX v. 'strike, fight' > Cpt: Sd mIWe mis7e, B mIWI mis7i id. ¶ EG II
131, 176, Er. 176, Crn. 96, Ws. 1O8, Vc. 128  SC: Irq {MQK} mu2x- v.
'fight, beat, spank', {Wd.} mux- 'fight' ¶ Mgw. 115, MQK 75, Wd. 4 2
[#4O3] ¶¶ Tk. SCC 99-1OO [#29.7] || K *mqw- 'overturn, overthrow' >
OG mqu- (aor. da-a-mqu-a, prs. da-mqu-eb-a}, G mX- / mXv- id., Mg Xu-
/ Xv- id., 'lay, lay face down', Lz Xu- 'throw, splash out', Sv nqw- v.
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'overturn; fall' (msd. li-nqw-e; 3s prs. {TK}: UB/L X-a2nqwem, LB X-
anqwe, Ln X-a4nqwe vt. 'overturns [apirKvevebs, [gada]-abrunebs])
¶¶ K2 134-5, FS K 233, FS E 256-7, Chx. 885-6, ≈ K 149 (*nqw-), Q 3 9 6 ,
TK 136 || IE *æmeu\Ó- ≠ *æmi\eu\Ó- >  NaIE *æmeu\(´)-, *æmi\eu\´ -/*[æ]mïu\-
'push, push away' >  OI mïvati 'moves, pushes', Av ava-mïva-
'remove', Oss I mi , Oss D miwa4 'deed, work, affair' ({Bn.} <  *mïva-) »»
Gk D ]amey1omai 'surpass, outstrip; pass over' ({P} “ *vi. 'push ahead ' ) ,
Gk ]amy1nv 'keep off, ward off' ({F, P} “ *vi. 'push off') »» L moveo2 / -
e2re / pfc. mo2vi / pp. mo2tus 'move, set in motion, stir', U m
COMOHOTA (abl. sg.) ' commota_ , oblata_ ' »» Lt ma!uti (1s p r s .
mauti) {PiesS} 'to put\get on, to don; to rush, to dash', ∆ move$!ti,
mu2ve$!ti 'to wear (clothes)', Ltv ∆ {ME} mau^t (prs. mauju,
maunu) 'an-\auf-ziehen, zäumen' »» MLG mouwe 'muff', NHG
Óemds-mauen 'shirt sleeve' »» pTc *miw- > Tc: A mew-, B miw- vi.
'shake, quake'  ???σ,φ  Ht mau- / mauss- / mu- v. act. and m p .
'fall' ¶¶ WP II 252-3, P 743, EI 388 (*meu\(Ó)- 'move'), M K II 645, Ab. II
112-3, Bn. ELO 89, F I 92, 97, WH II 116, Bc. G 331, Frn. 421, ME II 57O,
Ad. 463, ≈ Ts. E II 166-8, CHD L-N 211-3 ˚  The absence of lr. in the H t
verb (if it belongs here) is puzzling ˚  On N and pIE *æ- s e e
Introduction, §  2.2.6.
1456. (€?) *maûûûûqa (or *maûûûûKa?) 'humid, wet' >  HS: B *√wmŒ (>  *-
mmVŒ) > Izd mm´Œ (pf. imm´Œ) v. 'wetten (mouiller)', Tmz mm´Œ ' s e
mouiller, être mouillé \ trempé' ¶ Mrc. 171, MT 4O7  ? S (+ext . )
√mk'l >  Ar √mql, -mqul- 'plunge (sth.) into water', maql- 'ur inat io ,
descensus in aquam; quidam lactandi modus' ¶ Fr. IV 198, Hv. 729 ||
?σ K: G -mûqaûq- 'faulig\moderig werden', mûqaûqe 'stagnierend, faul(ig),
moderig' ¶ Chx. 865-6 ||  IE: NaIE ≈ *mak-/*ma2k- 'wet', 'moisten' >  pAl
{O} *maka2 > Al make4 'film that forms on a liquid; scum\skin (on milk,
etc.)' »» ? Arm mør mo6R 'mud, mire, slime' (<  *ma[:]k-ri-) »» Lt
makone$ 'Pfütze', make!nti, makno!ti 'durch Kot waten' » Sl
*moŸkr¥(-jÁ) 'wet' > OCS mokr5 mokrË, Blg ≤mok`r, SCr moàkar, Slv
mo!ker, Cz, Slk mokry1, P mokry, R ≤mokryj id.; Sl *moc7i ¡-ti v t .
'wetten, moisten' >  OCS, OR mohiti, Scr mo~c7iti, Slv mo!c7iti, Cz
moc7iti, P moczyc1 id.; Sl *mok-noß-ti vi. 'get wet' >  SCr † moknuti,
Slv mo!kniti, Cz moknouti, P mokna<c1, R ≤moknut∆ id., L-gr.: Sl
*makati (prs. *makayoß) vt. 'to dip' >  ChS, OR makati makati, SCr
ma!kati, Cz ma1kati, R ma≤kat∆ id., Blg makam 'eat by dipping s th .
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in a liquid' ¶ P 698, Frn. 339-4O, ESSJ XVIII 138-9 and XIX 81-2, 129-3O,
144-7, Glh. 419-2O, O 242.
 1457. (€?) *má ûûûû qËÂV  'frog, toad' (or '∈ reptile\amphibian') >  K: OG
mûqvar-i 'toad' [Ex. 8.3], G mûqvari {GL} id., {Chx.} 'spade-footed t o a d
(Pelobatidæ, Krötenfrosch)' ¶ DCh. 916, GL 374, Chx. 866 || A: pKo {S}
*m´~⁄ku!ri 'frog, toad' (×  N *mË[Óa]K''''a 'frog') >  MKo {S} m´~⁄ku~ri! ' f rog,
toad', Ko {Rm.} m´⁄gîri 'frog' ¶ Nam 2O9, S QK #179, Rm. SKE 144  M
*mekeleyi ≠ mt. *melekeyi 'frog' (× N *mË[Óa]K''''a , q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ ≈
SDM97 (A *mo4kæo 'frog') and ≈ DQA #1299 (A mi\a"kæo 'frog') ( b o t h
SDM97 and DQA incl. Ko, M), ≈ Rm. 144 (Ko, M) || HS: ?σ Eg G mk5r.t
'∈ a holy snake' (× N *mÅlÅNkV 'eel', (?) 'worm, snake', q.v.) ¶ EG II
1 5 9 .
1458. € *maÂV 'sand, dust, earth' >  HS: SS: Gz mare2t 'earth, dust o f
the ground, dirt', √mrt G  'become soil\rusty', Sb {Bll.} mrt 'clay,
clayey soil', Qtb {Rk.} mrt  'limestone, gypsum' ¶ L G 361, Bll. 285, Rk.
99 || A: pKo *mo~r5a1i\ 'sand' >  MKo mo~r5a!i\, Ko: Sl/Ph/PhN/Kw mora4, Chs
mora4!, Ks mo^re, Hm moòra4!, Chj molla4 id. ¶ S AJ 254 [#7O], S QK # 6 2 9 ,
Nam 218, MLC 629, Rm. SKE I 151  AdS  of  T *bo2r '∈ (bar ren)
soi l \ground '  (× N *bohrV 'loose earth, dust', q.v. ffd. ×  N *bo6666ri{Ì}Ë
'loose earth, dust' ×  N *bÅrV 'earth, land; dust')  M *mara˝a > WrM
{Rm. “ ?] mara9a, Kl Ö {Rm.} mara2 'Sodaerde, Salzsteppe', Brt ∆
maraa(n) 'soloncy  (salty ground\land)' ¶ KW 257, Chr. 293  ? Tg:
Ewk Ald/Urm mar 'peat-bog' ı Yk ma2r 'moss-grown swamp, swampy
tundra' ¶ STM I 531  ??φ pJ {S} *mana-n-ku\a  'sand' ({S} ass .
nasalization from **mara-n-) > OJ mana-gu\o ¶ S QJ #134 ¶¶ ≈ S AJ 2 8 8
[#291] and ≈ Rm. SKE I 151 (Ko, T *bo2r 'chalk'), DQA #1268 (A *ma2!ro
'sand, stony earth, marsh').
1459. *mÅr{u6666} 'trace, path; to follow, to trace' > A: M *mo4r ' t r ace ,
trail, way, path' >  WrM mo4r, MM (ChSc, ArSc), HlM, Brt mør ' p a th ,
trail', Kl mør mo4r 'trail, path', Ord mo4r 'trail', Mnr H {SM} mo2r ( t h e
length is secondary), Mgl {Rm.} mo$r, {Wr.} mor, Ba mor 'way, path' ; M
*mo4rde- v. 'trail, trace, follow' >  WrM mo4rde-, HlM mørdø-, Brt
m¥rd´-, Kl mørd- ¶ SM 24O, T 345-6, T BJ 143, MED 548, Chr. 3O7-
8, KRS 358-9, KW 2O6, Rm. M 34, Wr. 173, Pp. MA 239, H 11O, Ms. H
76, S AJ 237 [#73]  pKo *mo2r- v. 'pursue, follow, chase' >  MKo mo2r-,
NKo mol- ¶ S AJ [#126], S QK #126, Yu 325, MLC 641  pJ *mi!ti! ' r o a d '
> OJ mi\i!ti!, J: T mi~c1i, K mi!c1i!, Kg mi!], Ns mi~c7i!, Sh mi!c7i~, Ht mi~c>È~, Y a~mi!ti!
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¶ S AJ [#61], Mr. 481  T *ba4r- 'go' >  Xlj b‰2r  T *bar- v. 'walk, g o '
({Md.} *baºr-≠*ba'r) (× N *barqV ≠ *barÙV 'to go, to go away, to s tep ' ,
q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ S AJ 277 [#59] (A*mi\o2rV), SDM97 (A *moî !ri 'road, t rack ;
follow'), DQA #1319 (A *mi\o!ri 'road, track; follow') || D (in McTm)
*marÀuk˛ '∈  road' >  Tm mar3uku 'street, narrow street, lane', Ml
mar3uku  'street' ¶ D #477O || HS: Eg fMK mrr.t 'street', Eg G mr.t
'way' ¶ EG II 1O8, 11O, Fk. 112  S *√mrr v. 'go away, pass' (× N
*muÂV  'go away, perish, die', q.v. ffd.)  CCh: Pdl {Mk.} mirvi 'path' »»
ECh: Jg {J} morF ≠ morb 'way, path' ¶ ChC s.v. ˚ M *-o4-  < *-a4+a-
(labializing as., caused by *m-  and\or possibly by *-u 6666) ˚ Cf. AD AltAD
# 1 7 .
 146O. *merV 'to flash, to sparkle, to shine' > HS: B *√mry > Sll a-
m´rruy (pl. i-m´rruy-´n) 'spark', s-murœrœi v. 'sparkle (briller)', ? Izn t3a-
miri 'moonshine' ¶ Ds. 46, 118, Rn. 386 || IE: NaIE *mer- v. ' sparkle ,
glitter, flash', {EI} 'shine, shimmer' >  OI ≤marïci-h5 'particle of light,
shining mote\speck in the air, ray of light' »» Gk marmai1rv, marmari1zv v.
'flash, sparkle' »» L merus 'pure, unmixed' (“  *'clear') »» AS (a2-
)me<rian 'to purify (esp. melted metals), to test' »» ? Sl *mar¥
(× *mar¥ '≈ mirage, dream') > R Sib mar 'blaze of the sun (solne¢nyj
qar , solne¢nyj  znoj )', ds.: Blg mara≤nå 'very hot weather', ∆
marina  'heat', R ≤marevo  'mirage in hazy and very hot weather; h a z e '
¶ WP II 273-4, P 733, EI 514, M K II 589, WH II 78, Ho. 22O, ESSJ XVII
215-8, SRNG XIII 367 || ?φ A: Tg: Ul mu2r‰n- v. 'glitter' ¶ STM I 56O ¶
The unexpected vw. u2 needs explaining (ass. infl. of m-?) || D {tr., GS}
*merÀ- 'shine, glitter' > Kn mir3ugu v. 'glitter, flash, sparkle, shine ' ,
mir3u 'shining, sparkling', mer3e v. 'shine, gleam, glitter', Tu
merepi-, mereyu-, merevu- v. 'shine', Tl mer3acu v. 'glitter', Prj
marp-¨†Klm merp- v. 'lighten', Klm mirNu2dß 'spark', Nkr merp-v. ' f lash,
lighten', Gdb merc>(i) er-†'glitter', mers  'lightning' ¶¶ ≈ D #5O74 (ties i n
D *mer-  >  Tm meruku  'smoothness', etc.), GS 153 [#388].
1461. *moÂÉ  (= *moÂi?) 'body of water' >  HS: Eg fP mr ' canal ,
artificial lake', Eg M mryy.t 'Uferdamm am Fluß \ am Meere; Stelle a m
Ufer, wo Schiffe landen können', DEg mr 'Hafen, Uferland', mry.t
'Hafen' >  Cpt Sd mrO 'landing stage, port' ¶  EG II 97, 1O9, Fk. 111, Er.
169, Vc. 119 || IE: NaIE *mor-, *mori / *môri 'sea, lake' >  L mare ' s e a '
(<  *môri- , generalization of the originally unstressed stem variant, as i n
gen. sg. *môr≤i \-es; the pure root stem is found in OL gen. pl. mar-um,
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w  EM 689) »» Clt *mori- 'sea' > OIr muir (gen. mora), Brtt {RE} *mori
> OW, MW, OCrn, MBr, Br mor, W mo6r, Crn mo2r id. »» Gmc: Gt
marei 'sea', OHG {Kb.} meri, {OsS} marei, NHG Meer 'sea', ON
mar-r (gen. mar-ar), AS mere 'sea, lake'; the L-gr. *mo2r- m e a n s
'lake, swamp': OSx mo2r 'swamp', OHG muor 'lake, swamp', NHG
Moor 'bog, fen, swamp' »» Pru mary 'the Curonian Lagoon (Kurisches
Haff)', Lt pl. maﬁre$s (gen. maﬁrios) id., 'sea', Ltv mare (gen. mar>a)
'the Curonian Lagoon' (and 'lake' in names of lakes, e.g. Ltv {En.}
Tuosmare); Blt ı F, Es meri 'sea' » Sl *mor1e 'sea' >  OCS morE
morje, Blg mo≤re, SCr moàre, Slv morje^<, Cz mor7e, Slk more, P
morze, R ≤more »» Oss mal 'deep standing water; deep place in a
lake\river', {OsR} 'omut , luqa '  Ht marmar(r)a- {Ot. ‘ EI}
'swamp, marsh' (if Ot.’s interpretation is right) ¶¶ P 316, EI 5O3-4
(*≤mori 'sea'), WH II 38-9, Vn. M  73, RE 126, Fs. 346, Vr. 379-8O, Kb.
676, OsS 591-2, 628, Schz. 216, Frn. 4O9-1O, En. 2O8, Kar. I 557, SSA II
16O, SK 341, ESSJ XIX 227-32, Glh. 422-3, Ab. II 68-9, HCD L-N 192 ( H t
marmarr(a)- '∈ terrain') || K *°mo+a+er- >  Zan *mo+ar-ey >  Mg mere
'lake' || A: M *mo4ren 'large river, lake, sea' >  MM [MA] {Pp.} gen.
mo4renu4 'of the sea, of a large river', [IsV] {Lg.} mo4ren 'large r iver
(fleuve), stream of water', [HI] {Ms.} mu4rin 'river (fleuve, rivière'), WrM
mo4ren, HlM mørøn 'large river or lake', Kl {KRS} mørn mo4r´n ' r iver
(falling into a sea)', {Rm.} mo4rn= 'breiter Fluß', Ord mo4ro4n, Mnr H {SM}
muro2n 'river', Mnr M {Pot.} murun  'the Huanghe', Dgr mu$r(u$) 'river' ¶
MED 548, Pp. MA 24O, Ms. H 76, Lg. VMI 55, SM 25O, T 347, T DgJ 1 5 5 ,
KRS 36O, KW 267  pKo {S} *mî!r 'water' >  MKo mîl, NKo mul ¶ S QJ
#97, Nam 229, MLC 675  ?φ pJ {S} *mi!(-n-tu!) 'water' > OJ mi\i!du!, J: T
mi~Zu, K mi!Zu!, Kg mi!], Ns mu~Z7i!, Sh mi!Z7i~, Ht mi~Z7È~, Y mi!M1 ¶ S QJ #87, Mr .
483, Vv. AEN-d 2-3 (< *mi- < *mi[ri]) ¶¶ S AJ 28-9, 69, 86, 278, SDM97
(s.v. *mu4 !:ri), DQA #1335 (A *mi\u2 ~ri 'water'), Vv. AEN-d 2-3 (all of t hem:
M, Ko, J + unc. Tg *mu2 'water' [see  N *mu6666hi 'water']; in addition, Vv.
adduces Tk *-mur in *Ja˝mur 'rain') ˚  IS II 6O-1 [#294] (*ma4r1a4
'moisture, moist'; does not distinguish between this etymon and N
*mÅr1111V 'rain, cloud' [q.v.]) ‘ S CNM 3. The presence of the specific
meaning 'body of water (sea, lake, river, pool)' in Eg, IE, K, and M
suggests that this is not an independent parallel semantic change, but is
the ancient meaning of the √ , so that it must be distinguished from N
*mÅr1111V '⇑ '. Connecting words for 'sea' and 'cloud' is hardly justifiable
˚ ≈ Gr. II #415 (*mor  'water') (IE, A, Ko, J + unc. CK).
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1462. *murV '≈ twist, roll, go round, tie' >  HS: C: LEC {Bl., HL} *mar-
{HL} 'be round \ wrapped, turn \ twirl' >  Or {Grg.} mara vt. 'wrap', O r
B/O/Wt {Sr.} mara 'go round, turn, spin a tread, wrap', Or Wl {Bl.} mar-
ata 'cloth wound around head and waist', Gdl {Bl.} mar- 'coil, roll u p ' ,
Kns {Bl.} mar- 'roll up, meander', Sml {ZMO} ku mar- 'tie sth. up with
sth. else', mar(-ta) 'woman’s belt', {Bl.} mar-m-ad- (caus. + ben.) 'put o n
clothes', Rn mar- {PG} v. 'go round, circle, revolve', {HL} 'be round', Bs
{HL} mara-mut- vi. 'turn', Arr {Hw.} mar- 'be wrapped \ wound r o u n d ,
Af {PH} maro, marma2!ru 'circle', marro2we- v. 'encircle', ma!rrow
'encirclement', marmarite- 'go round' ¶ Bl. 156, PG 219, HL 129, Grg.
278, Sr. 364, ZMO 277-8, Hw. A 383, PH 164,  ≈ Ss. B 14O-1  Om:
SOm: Ari {HL} ma2r- v. 'twirl' »» NrOm: Ym mar- {HL} v. 'gird', {Lm.} ' e inen
Verband anlegen' (π Or?) ¶ HL 129, Lm. Y 366  CS *-mu2r- >  Ar
√mwr G (ip. -mu2r-) vi. 'move to and fro', 'move within a wounded
person' (of a sword), 'be in commotion' (sea), BHb inf. N  r&m`e5
him≤mo2r 'schwanken', N  pf. (paus.) rÆm1n! na2≤≤ma2r vi. 'he al tered' ,  Sh pf .
rim5ie4 he2≤mïr vt. 'he exchanged, altered', JEA √mwr Sh (pf. rm4a1
?a2≤me2r) vt. 'exchange' ¶ KB 531, Js. 748, Hv. 739, BK II 1166-7  Eg
fMd, DEg mr  v. 'tie', Cpt moyrmur , mer-mer-, mormor- id. ¶ EG II
1O5, Er. 1O6, Vc. 119  WCh: Pr mE!Ru!-rO~, Su {ChL} mu˝er, Ang {ChL}
myer, Gmy {ChL} mi~yo~r 'twist'  Possibly Ch *√mrd' ≠ *√mrkd' 'twist' >
Hs mu!rd'a2~ / mu!rd'e2~, Gw {Mts.} mi!ri!n1a, Klr {ChL} mo!r2u!Ji~, Krkr {ChL} mu~rdu!,
Ngm ma~rd'i!t, Bl {Lk.} markud'-, My a murd'us‰y, Jmb {Sk.} m‰!rg‰~d'-, Dir
(π Hs?) m‰!rd'a~, Zar {Sh.} (π Hs?) mu~rd'i!, Bd m‰r2da2^tu id. ¶ ChL, ChC ||
K: G mor- {DCh.} 'round off (okruglåt∆)', {Chx.} 'zu Rundholz m a c h e n '
¶ DCh. 831, Chx. 8O9 || IE: NaIE *mer-, (+ext.) *mer´g≈-≠*merg≈- ' t i e
together, twist': [1] *mer- > Gk mhry1omai (Gk D mar-) 'zusammen- \ auf-
wickeln, winden' ({LS} 'draw up, furl [sails]; wind up [the strands of a
torsion-engine]'), me1rmi2ß (gen. me1rmi2†oß) 'cord, string, rope' »» MDt
marren. MLG mo2ren 'to tie', ON merÎr, OSw mierder,
mia4rdhe, Sw mja4rd, ∆ mja4rde 'fish-basket (Fischreuse)'  [2] NaIE
*mer´g≈-≠*merg≈- > Gk bro1coß (< *mro1coß) 'noose', mo1rotton ' ba ske t
made of bark' »» Ltv mar^ga 'Geländer, Bäume zum Anbinden d e r
Pferde', ? Lt ma!rs7ka ({P} < *mer´g≈-ska) '(bed)sheet, fishing net' » Sl
*merz7a > OCS mr8qa mre7z7a 'net, snare', Blg ≤mreqa 'net', OR
mereqa merez7a¨†R ∆ me≤re≥qa ± me≤reqa, Uk me≤reqa ' f ishing
net', R dim. me≤re≥qka 'drawn-thread-work', SCr mreàz7a 'net; t r ap ,
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snare', Slv mre!z7a 'net', Cz mr7I1z7e, Slk mrez7a 'grating, lattice', OP
mrzez$a '∈ (hunting \ fishing) net' »» OIr bra1ga 'prisoner, hostage' ¶
P 733, EI 64 (*mer- 'braid, bind'), F I 272, II 211, 231, Frn. 412, ESSJ
XVIII 1O2-3, Glh. 425-6, Vr. 384, ≈ Vn. B  76 (OIr bra1ga 'prisoner' “
bra1ga 'throat, neck') || A *murV > M *mura > MM [MA] mura 'bent', ?
Kl {Rm.} mur 'uneben'; M *muruyi- >  MM [IM] muruy- ' b e
bent\crooked', WrM murui-, HlM muruj- v. 'bend, be c rooked ,
turn, meander', Ord mu¯ruï- 'être courbe \ tortu' Mnr H {SM} murï-
'être incliné d’un côté, être sinueux \ tortu'; M *muruyi >  MM [MA]
muru2, [IM] vrvM muru[y] 'bent', WrM murui, HlM muruj 'awry,
slanting, bending', Ord {Ms.} mu¯ruï, Mnr H murï 'incliné d’un cô té ,
sinueux, tortu', Kl T {Rm.} mur1u2 'schief, sich schlingernd, b iegend '
({Rm.} <  *muruyi or d. *muri-9u) ¶ Pp. MA 241, 442, MED 552, Ms. O
476, KW 269, SM 249-5O  Tg *mu'r- 'go round, turn aside' >  Ewk
¿muru- id., Lm m‰r´k- v. 'return', Ul muru adv. 'in the shape of a
circle\sphere (kruglo , waroobrazno)'; Tg d. *mu'r[u]kï, *mu'rg-
'round' >  Ewk muruku, muruk‰2 'circle', WrMc murgiyeken,
murgiyen adj. 'round', murki- v. 'make round'; other derivatives:
Ewk mur‰lï 'around', Lm m‰r‰2ti 'circle', Ork "moroliqtU 'round; circle ' ,
morolim‰ adj. 'round' ¶ STM I 559  T *bu4r- (= *mu4r-) ≠ *bur- (= *mur-
) v. 'twist' (× N *bËrV 'to turn round, to rotate', q.v. ffd.) ¶ The
variants with -u- ≠ -u4- are due to contamination with different N words ,
e.g. *bu4444ryi 'to cover' (q.v.) and *bo6666r 1 111{a} 'to pierce, to bore' (q.v.)  
Ko: [1] (acc. to DQA) pKo {S} muri 'halo, ring (around the sun o r
moon)' > NKo muri ¶ S QK #842, MLC 658  [2] ? pKo {S} *mî~rî~- v.
'return' > MKo mî~rî~-, NKo murî- id. ¶ S QK #129, Nam 226, MLC 657 
pJ {S} *ma!r‰! 'round' > OJ maro, J: T ma~rui, K ma!rui, Kg ma!ri, Ns ma~ru~-,
Sh ma~ru !, Ht mu!ru~-, Y ma~ru!-Mka! ¶ S AJ 269 [#98], S QJ #98, Mr. 834 ¶ ¶
SDM97 (A *mure [or *-r1-] 'round; turn, return'), DQA #1369  (A *mu!ra
id.; rejects the adduction of pKo {S} *mî~rî~-) || D (d.?) *murÀukk- v.
'twist, twirl' >  Tm mur3ukku v. 'twist (as a rope), twurl, spin (as a
potter his wheel)', mur3uku v. 'wringle, twist', Ml mur3ukku n. ac t .
'twining, twisting, writhing', Kn mur3uku 'twist (the face) out of i t s
natural shape, distort (it), give a different shape (to it)', Tl
mur3akat5amu 'turning', Klm murgadßileN v. 'twist (a limb)', Krx
murka?a2- v. 'sprain' ¶¶ D #5O12  ??? D *muri- 'bend, curve' >  T m
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muri v. 'bend', muri-muri v. 'curve, bend', Kn muri v. 'bend, b e
bent, grow crooked', Tu muri n. 'curve, circle', Tl murincu†vt .
'turn', Prj murg- 'be bent', Gdb murg- 'bend (while peeping); b e n d
down', Gnd mur`itana 'be dislocated'; D ı Prkr muria- ' twisted ' ,
OMrt murad5- v. 'turn, twist' ¶¶ The variant *mur- (if it belongs h e r e )
must go back to an extended stem (<  *mur-Ói-¨†*muwri-?), because D
*-r- goes back to N *r -clusters rather than to a N intervoc. *-r- ¶¶ D
#4977 || ?? U: FU *m{o}r- > Er murda- murda- 'turn aside, return f r o m
(svernut∆ , vozvratit∆så)', {Ps.} 'um- \ zurück-kehren', Mk mrda-
m¥rda- vi. 'return' »» OHg XVI marjul- 'become sprained \ dislocated
(verrenkt werden)', XIX ki-maritt 'sprain, dislocate (verrenken)' ¶
ERV 394, PI 169, Ps. M 97, MTE II 846, EWU 938, IS II 74 ˚  It is not c lear
whether FU *m{o}r- with its aberrant vw. *{o} (for the expected *u)
belongs here ˚  IS II 74-5 (*muri  'skru¢ivat∆ ' > HS, IE, U, A, D, K).
1463. *murV 'break, crush, cut' > HS: EC *mur- 'cut' > Dsn mu!r-, O r
B, Kns, Msl, Sd, Kmb mur- id., Hd mur- 'cut, reap', Brj mur- ' cu t ,
castrate', Gdl mur- 'cut person’s genitalia to take trophy', Elm, Arr d .
mur-i 'short', Arr muras- 'shorten' ¶ Bl. 294, Ss. PEC 23, Hd. 214, 2 9 4 ,
334, 387, 418, Grg. 295, To DL 519, Hw. A 386   ?? NrOm: Kf {C}
murec7c7o 'eunuch' || K G mor- v. 'trim (fallen trees)', Sv UB {IS “?}
mur-in-  v. 'break' (-in- is a caus. sx.) ¶ IS II 74, Chx. 8O9 || IE *mer- v.
'crush, crumb' >  L morta2rium 'mortar' (ÿ *mr=-≤tos 'rubbed away,
pulverized') »» ? Gk marai 1nv  'make so. waste away, wear sth. out', ps. f t .
maran†h1somai 'die away, waste away, decay' »» ON merja (p. marÎa)
'schlagen, zerstoßen' ({EI} 'prick, sting'), OSw mor†  'bröckelige Masse,
Abfall', Ic mor 'dust', ¿ OHG {Vr.} meren 'zerschlagen' ( n o t
mantioned in Kb. and OsS) »» Sl *mÁrva 'crumb(s), small bit(s)' >  Blg
≤mr`va 'piece of meat', ∆ ≤mr∆va ± ≤m`rva id., 'fine dust', McdS
mrva 'crumb, small piece of meat', SCr mràva 'crumb', Slv mr!va
'crumb, small bit', OCz mrva 'fragment', Cz mrva 'small pieces,
litter', Slk mrva 'hash, litter', P mierzwa 'short-straw, straw l i t ter ' ,
OR merva merva 'small waste of flax\cereals', 'refuge in wax', R ∆
≤merva 'small waste of flax' »» OI mr=≤n5a2ti ≠ mr=≤n5ati ' c rushes ,
grinds' (× IE *mel- 'grind' < N *mol ∏∏∏∏V  'to pound')  Ht {Ts.} marriya-
'zerstückeln, zerkleinern' (not mentioned in CHD) ¶¶ P 735-7, EI 1 4 2 ,
WH II 112; F II 174 and Ch. 666 (in both no clear et. of marai1nv), Vr.
385, ESSJ XXI 151-4, Glh. 427, M K 672-3, M E II 319-2O, Ts. W 51 || A:
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T *mor- > VTt mur- mur- 'become rotten (as wood)' ('truxlåvet∆ '),
{Rl.} 'mürbe werden, verrosten', ? ET {Rl.} rvP pur 'verdorben, verfault ' ;
(+ sx. *-t) T *mort  'fragile, brittle' >  Tkm port , Uz mu€rt mört id., Bsh
murt, Qzq, Qq, Nog, Qmq, Qrg mort 'fragile, frail, brittle', StXk, Sg/Qb
{Rl.} port, VTt murt id., VTt {Rl.} murt, SbTt Tb {Rl.} mort ' m ü r b e ,
morsch', d. StAlt bortîq, QK {B} portîq 'fragile', Chv L murtak murdòak
id. ¶ TatR 379, Jeg. 135, TkR 532, Jud. 532, BT 33, B DLT 189, BIG 1 5 8 ,
Rl. IV 1271, 1365, 2125, 219O, 2194, Cl. xliii (on the sx. *-t), Jeg. 1 3 5
 ?σ Tg: Ewk PT murdun‰- v. 'bark (a tree)' ¶ STM I 558 || D: [1] *murÀ-
'break' >  Tm mur3i  (p. -v-) vi. 'break, give way as a branch', mur3i  ( p .
-pp-) vt. 'break (as a stick), cut', Ml mur3i 'fragment, piece of c lo th ' ,
mur3ikka vt. 'break, cut', Kn mur3i vt. 'break (off\down), c rush ,
severe by fracture', Tl mur3iyu  'be broken, severed', n. 'piece, c r u m b '
¶¶ D #5OO8 | [2] D *mur- 'break' (×  N *muhrV 'part, piece' [q.v.]) >
Tm muri  (p. -v-) vi. 'break off, snap off, perish', muri (p. -pp-) vt .
'break off, snap off', Ml mu2ruka vt. 'cut, cut up (a hog, etc.), r eap ' ,
Kt mury vi., vt. 'break' (of stick-like things), Td mu4ry vi. 'break in t w o
(a stick)', vt. 'break', Kdg muri 'make a cut', Tu muri 'an incision,
notch', mu4runi  vt. 'mince, cut up', Tl muriyu v. 'break', Klm murk-
'split (wood), break', Nkr vi. 'break', Png mur- 'cut (horizontally)', Kui
mroku inba 'snap off, be broken off', Krx muruk- v. 'abscind, amputa te ,
cut in twain', murc>r- 'get broken', Mlt murke 'cut in bits, cut ac ross '
¶¶ D #4975 || U *mura- v. 'crumble away, crumble to pieces', *mura
'small bit, crumb' (× N *muhrV 'part, piece') >  F muren(e) ' c r u m b ,
particle, bit, fragment ' , muru 'crumb', murea 'crisp', murakka
'crispness', murtaa 'break, crack, crush', Es mure (gen. mureda)
'crumbly, friable' » Lp: N {N} moarra6- / -r- 'break to pieces (ice o r
frozen surface of snow)', mo<rre  / -r-  'crumb, small bit (e.g. bread)', L
{LLO} muor…hka-  'become brittle \ friable' (of wood, etc.) »» ObU {Ht.}
*mu2r- vi. 'break, be broken' >  pVg *mu"r- >  Vg: LK/MK mor-, UK/Ss mur-
id., d.: LK/MK morl-, UK/Ss murl- vt. 'break partly, murtaa'; pOs {Ht.}
*mOr´y- ≠ *mar´y- >  'break to pieces (zerbrechen)' >  Os: V/Vy mOrÈ-,
Ty morÈ-, Y mori-, D/K mor´y-, Kz mö8riÆ-, O mari- id., Ty mort- ≠ imv.
mÈrta id., ds.: V/Vy mo"ra˝´l- id., Ty mo"r´qÈnt- id. » Hg mar- v. 'b i te ,
corrode, mill'  Sm {Jn.} *m¥r[¥]- vt. 'break ' > Ne: T d. ma€rda-, T O
{Lh.} ma¿rÎa2 id., F {Lh.} vt. marta¿2- 'stark schlagen', d. T ma€rkada€-, T O
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ma¿rk;áÎa2 vi. 'plötzlich durchbrechen', F mar˛\ka2ttÈ¢e vi. ' z e rb rach
plötzlich'; Ng {Cs.} 1s obcj. maru≤?ama, p. marajuama
'zerbrechen, zerschlagen'; En X {Cs.} moÒe?ibo?, En B {Cs.}
more?ebo 1s obcj. 'break'; Slq MTz {KD} mura2lta- v. 'crumble', T m
{KD} mor´nnabò, Slq Ch {KD} mo$—rnau\ 1s aor. id.; Kms {KD} b¥ru¯y"Ja2b´"l!am
1s prs. 'I break, break to pieces' ¶¶ Coll. 36, UEW 288, SK 352-3, Ht .
#4O6, Jn. 87-8, Cs. 74, 3O6 ¶¶ The variability of the vw. (Lp N o< < *u,
but oa < *o[:]) may be somehow connected with the merger of two N
words within this U √  ˚  The vw. *o (for the expected *u) in T *mor- is
still to be explained ˚  IS II 75-6 (*murÿ 'break, crush' >  HS, IE, K, U,
D, A; ties in some reflexes of N *muhrV '⇑ ' and N *mVÂ[V]ÇV ' t o
crumb, to crush' [q.v.]), UEW 288 (U, IE).  
1464. *muÂV (= *murV?) 'go away, perish, die' >  HS: S *√mrr G
'go away, pass' (× N *mÅr{u6666} 'trace, path; to follow, to trace'?) >  Ug
√mrr G  'go away', {OLS} 'partir, marchar', Ar √mrr v. G  (pf. rWMa
marra) {Fr.} 'transivit, præterit; abiit', {Hv.} 'elapse' (of time), 'pass', J b
C √mrr v. G  (pf. mirr, sbjn. ≤yummur), Jb E √mrr v. G  (pf. mir), M h
√mrr v. G  (pf. m‰r) v. 'pass', Hrs √mrr (pf. mÄr) 'continue, go', Ak
√mrr v. 'go away' ¶ A #1658, OLS 292, Fr. IV 163-4, Hv. 713, BK II
1O82-3, Jo. M 268, Jo. J 173, Jo. H 89, Sd. 6O9   C: EC *mar- 'pass, g o '
>  Sml mar- 'pass (through\by\along)', Rn mar- 'move across (to o n e
side of the house)' (of a woman after childbirth); Af {PH} mare scv.
'continue, live'; HEC {Hd.} *mar- 'go' >  Brj {Ss., Hd.}, Ged/Hd/Kmb
{Hd.}, Sd {Gs., Hd.} mar- 'go' ¶ ZMO 277, PG 219, PH 164, Hd. 71, 2 1 1 ,
254, 293, 332, 385, ≈ Ss. B 14O-1 (err.: *mar- 'go' <  'go round' [cp. N
*murV '≈ twist, roll, turn round']) || IE *mer-/*mr=- 'die' >  OI
mri≤yate2 'dies' (aor. a-mr=-ta, pf. ma≤ma2ra), OI BdhSk marati,
Av miriyeite (= m´îryeîte) id., OPrs a-mariyata2 'he died' »»
Arm me®anim mer2anim 'I die' »» L morior / inf. mori 'die' »» Lt
mirﬁti (prs. mi~rs7tu), Ltv mirﬁt (prs. mirﬁstu) 'to die', Lt d .
me~ris, mi~re 'death', mi~re$ 'dead' » Sl inf. *mer-ti (1s prs. *mÁr-oß)
'to die' >  OCS mr8ti mre7ti (prs. m6r0 mÁro<), SCr mre !ti ±
mrije!ti (prs. mre•m), Slv mre!5ti (mre~m), Cz mr7I1ti, Slk mriet5,
P mrzec1, OR mereti mereti id., R me≤ret∆ 'to die' (of m a n y
people) (prs. mru), with pxs.: umeret∆¨†pomeret∆ 'to die', U k
≤merti (mru) 'to die', Blg mr9  > mra 'I die'  Ï NaIE caus. *mor-ei\-
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'cause to die' > OI 3s prs. ma2≤raya-ti »» Sl *mori¡ti id. > SCr mo~riti,
Slv mori!ti, Cz mor7iti, Slk morit&, P morzyc1, R morit∆, U k
moriti, OCS cd. umoriti u-moriti » Lt mari~nti vt. ' s ta rve
(verhungern lassen), exterminate; attend a dying person'  NaIE d. ( p p . )
*mr=-≤to- 'dead' >  OI mr=≤ta-, Av m´r´ta, OPrs marta- id. »» Lt
mirto!ji diena~ 'day of death'   NaIE *mr=t-u-o (<  *mr=-to × *mr=-u\-o)
'dead' >  L mortuus »» Sl *mÁrtv¥(jÁ) 'dead' >  OCS mr6tv5
mrÁtvË, Blg m`rt`v, SCr mr~tav, Slv mr!tev, Cz mrtvy1, Slk
mr1tvy, P martwy, R ≤me≥rtvyj, Uk ≤mertvij  NaIE *mr=-to- ≠
*mor-to-  'dead', 'mortal' ‘  'human being' (×  N *mari?V 'young man ' ? )
> Gk broto1ß 'human being' (“ *'mortal'), 'dead', [Hs.] morto1ß (or mo1rtoß)
'human being; dead', d.: [Hs.] }emorten aor. 'died', OI ≤martah5 ' m a n ,
mortal', Av marÉta id., Sgd mrt3 mrt3 'jedermann', NPrs drM ma4rd
'man', Arm mard maRd 'person'  NaIE *n=-mr=-to- 'immortal' >  OI
a≤mr=ta-, Av am´s7a-, Gk }ambrotoß  d. NaIE *mr=-≤to-m 'death' >  OI
mr=≤ta- id., ON morÎ, OHG mord, NHG Mord 'murder', AS  morÎ
id., 'death'  d. NaIE *mr=≤ti- 'death' >  Vd mr=≤tyu-h5, OI mr=≤ti-h5, Av
m´r´ti- id. »» L mors (gen. mort-is) id. »» Lt mirti~s id. » Sl ( c d . )
*s¥-mÁ¡rtÁ id. > OCS s5mr6t6 sËmrÁtÁ, Blg sm`rt, SCr, Slv smràt,
Cz smrt, Slv smrt5, P s1mierc1, R, Uk smert∆  d. NaIE *mr=-≤u\o-
'dead' > Clt: OIr marb , NIr marbh 'dead', Brtt {RE} *marwos id. >  Crn
marow, MBr maru, marf, Br marv, W marw 'dead '  d. NaIE
*≤mor-o-s 'death' >  OI ma2ra- ≠ mara- id. »» Gk mo1roß id., ' co rpse ' ,
(here?) 'doom' »» Lt maﬁras 'plague, pestilence' » Sl *mor¥ id. >  OCS
mor5 morË, Blg, R mor, Uk m¡r, SCr mo•r, Slv mo~r, Cz, Slk † mor,
P mo1r  Ht {CHD} merr-, mirr-, mar- 'disappear, go away, vanish,
be\get lost, cease to exist', {Ts.} id., 'die off' ¶¶ WP II 276, P 735, EI 1 5 O
(*mer- 'die', *mr=≤to-s 'dead, mortal', *≤morto-s 'person, mortal', *mr=≤ti-
s 'death', *mr=≤to-m id., *≤moro-s id.), M K II 594, 674-5, 696-7, M E II
318-9, 327-8, 371-2, MW 811, 827, F I 27O-1, II 257, LS 331, 1 1 4 7 ,
Ch.197-8, 713, WH II 112-3, Kb. 696, KM 487-8, Ho. 226, Vn. M  19, RE
88, Hm. 552, Frn. 4O9, 457-9, ESSJ XVIII 1O1-2, XIX 25O-1, and XXI
14O-51, Glh. 423, 426-7, 567, Vs. II 6O2, 6O6, 651, 655 and III 685-6 ,
Slt. 18O, CHD L-N 293-5, Ts. E II 199-2O1 || U: FU (att. in Os only)
*°murV- >  pOs *°murV >  Os K {PD} mu4r- 'be starving, starve almost t o
death' ¶ PD 13O3, Stn. D 953 ||  ? D (in SD) *murÀ- >  Tm mur3i ' per ish ,
cease to exist', Kn mur3i 'destroy, put an end to, do away' (unless “ D
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*murÀ- v. 'break') ¶ ≈ D #5OO8 ˚  If D *murÀ- belongs here, the N r ec .
must be *murV ˚ In IE the glide *u\ (<  N *u ) was lost due to phonet ic
laws: *mu\- > *m- and *-u\  >  zero before a sonant (ffd. AD NVIE and AD
NGIE) ˚  The semantic difference between this N word and N
*máÂ[h]V 'be wounded, ill' and the phonetic difference (be tween
their vowels) prevent us from identifying them as the same etymon, a s
long as we cannot explain Os *u as cognate with M and Sm *e ˚  ≈ IS
59-6O (*m{a4}rÿ 'be ill, die'; does not distinguish between the reflexes
of the N etymon in question, N *máÂ[h]V '⇑ ' [q.v.], and N
*m{a4444}Â[V]c6666 ' '''V 'be ill, wounded' [q.v.]), ≠ BmK #525 (*mir-/*mer- ' t o
stab, to pierce, to cause pain', etc.: unc. equation of IE *mer-/*mor-
/*mr=- 'die' with S *mar-atl5 [sc. *√mrs6'] 'be[come] sick, fall ill', Eg mr
'be ill; •die [a ghost-meaning]', and D *mer À-  'oppress, pierce').
1465. *mVÂu6666 'ant' >  IE: NaIE *morwi- 'ant' >  Av {Brtl.} maurvay-
(/maori-), Sgd ?m?wrc7, NPrs rvM mu2r id. »» OIr moirb, MW myr,
pl.: MW myrion, MBr merien, Crn muryon id. »» Sl *morv¥ 'ant' >
Blg ∆ mraf, McdS ∆ mrav, SCr, Slv mra•v, R ∆ ≤murav 'ant', Blr
≤murau€ 'anthill'; d. Sl *morvÁjÁ 'ant' >  OCS mravii mravii, Blg
mravej, R mura≤vej, ∆ mora≤vej »» mt. *mou\ro- / *meu\ro- >  Gmc:
ON maurr, Dn myre, Sw myra, Dt mier 'ant', ME m°re id., NE
mire id. (in pis-mire) (π  ON?), Gt Cr miera  *morm- ({P}:
tabuistic transformation) >  Gk my1rmoß, my1rmhx 'ant' »» ? L formïca id .
({WH}: dis. from *morm-?)  Arm mr£iyn mRZ7iwn ≠ mr£imn
mRZ7imn 'ant' ¶ WP II 3O6-7, P 749, EI 24, Brtl. 1152, Horn 222-3, Vn.
M  6O, Vr. 38O, Vr. N 442, Fs. 357, ESSJ XIX 241-5O, Glh. 425, Blz NSS
361-2, F II 272-3, WH I 531-2, Bedr. 489 || K *°mVrs`- >  Sv: UB {GP}
m´⁄rs7k', UB/LB/Ln m´⁄s7k' 'ant' (× N *mu6666s 2 222V 'insect, fly, ant', q.v.) ¶ TK
594, GP 223, Ni. s.v. muravej  || HS: Ch: P’ {MSk.} mama!ri~ 'black ant' »»
MfG {Brr.} ma!mb‰rza!y 'ant' ¶ Brr. MG II 177, ChC.
1466. *mVÂV '(hollow) hand; to grasp' >  IE: NaIE *mar- ' h and ' ,
*mar-n- v. 'grasp' >  Gk ma1rh 'hand' »» pAl {O} d. *mar-na- >  Al marr
(aor. mora ) 'take, grasp' »» Vd mr=≤n5a2ti, mr=≤n5ati 'robs, seizes' ¶ ≈ P
74O (IE *m´-r / gen. *m´-≤n-es, mn=≤tos 'hand'), F II 175, Ch. 667, O 2 4 6 ,
Huld 89-9O, Dmr. 257-8; ≈ M K I 673 and ≈  M E II 32O (• ÷  Gk
ma1rnas†ai 'fight'); ≈ EI 254-5 (*≥mehÅr= / *mh=Å≤n-os 'hand', see  N
*man````y{u 6666} 'paw, foot\leg of animals') || HS: S *°√mwr (*-mu2r-)
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*'acquire' (<  **'grasp by hand') >  Sr √mwr  (ip. -mu2r) G  'buy ( c o r n ) ' ,
Aram ı Ak NB ma2ru 'to buy' ¶ Br. 377, CAD X/1 317, JPS 259, HJ
6O5  C: Bj {R} √mry (≠ √mrw?) G pcv. (imv. meri ≠meru, 1s: p .
≤amri ≠ ≤amru, prs. aman≤r°; prtc. ≤merya, ≤me2ra) 'take', {Rop.}
miri, meri pcv. 'find, get' ¶ R WBd 171-2, Rop. 218  ??? Eg G
m¿w.ty (?) 'arms' (-ty is a sx. of f. du.) ¶ EG II 28 || U: FU (in Ugr
only) *mVrV 'hollow hand' >  OHg XIII marok 'hollow hand, handful ' ,
Hg marok, ∆ mare1k ± morok ±mara1k '(hollow of the) hand', Hg
markol-  v. 'grasp, grip, clutch, seize' » pOs *mur´s >  Os: K {Ps.} mur´s
'distance between the lower edge of the palm of hand to the tip of t h e
thumb (as a unit of length)', D mur´s 'vershok (a Russian unit o f
length)', Ty/Y ƒ {Trj.} mur´s 'distance between stretched fingers,
¢etvert∆ (a unit of length)' ¶ UEW 872, EWU 94O, PD 1296, Stn. D
964-5, Trj. S 27O || E: ma (r)-ri  'grasp, hold, catch' ¶¶ HK 881, 8 8 4 - 8
˚  ADb. MRS 22 (IE, U + err. D).
1467. *muGra  'emit vocal sounds (shout, sing)' >  K: MG, G m˝era
'song, singing (Singen, Gesang); play', G m˝er- {Chx.} 'sing', si-m˝er-a
'song' ¶ DCh. 914-5, Chx. 863-4 ||  U : FU *mura-  'shout, sing' >  Er moro,
Mk mor 'song', Er/Mk mora- v. 'sing, play music' » pChr *mur¥ ({Ber.}
mur´8) > Chr: L muraw mu≤r-as7, H myraw ≤m¥r-as7 'to sing', B/Uf mure-
'sing', L muro ≤mur-o, H myry ≤m¥r¥, B muro  'song', Uf muro 'Gesang'
»» Os: Vy mora-  v. 'shout (at the arrival of rowers to the village, bringing
an official)', V mor´˝- 'make big noise' (of people)' (×  N *m{u}r 1111V
'make loud noise' [q.v.]) ¶ Coll. 99, UEW 287-8, It. #272, Ber. 39, MRS
334-5, 342, Ep. 73, Ü 129, Stn. D 956-7, Trj. S 262 || A: AmTg *mura-
v. 'shout' >  Ork mura-, Ul, Ork mUra-, Nn Nh/B/KU mora- id. (× Tg
*mo+ura- v. 'low, roar, bellow' [of animals] <  N *m{u}r 1111V '⇑ '?) ¶ STM I
546-7 || D *mur- >  Tm mural v. 'emit sounds, cry, sing', Kdg moradß-
v. 'weep', more 'lamentation', Tu morA v. 'cry', muriya n. ' c ry ,
weeping', Klm moray- v. 'produce musical sound' (bell, etc.), morp- v.
'play (flute), ring (bell)', Mlt mure v. 'speak, say yes or no', possibly
also Tl morayu, Nkr moray- v. 'sound', Ml muraluka, muruluka,
Kn moral5 v. 'hum, grunt, growl' ¶¶ D #4973 || ?σ HS: S *°√mr˝ > Ar
√mr˝ Sh (pf. ?amra˝a) v. 'chat', {BK} 'bavarder, babiller' (×  “ Ar
?amra˝a v. 'slaver') ¶ BK II 1O94, Hv. 716 ˚  IS MS 345 s.v. 'kri¢at∆ '
*murÿ (U, D) ˚  If the Ar verb belongs here, the N rec. must b e
*mur9a ¬ *mu9ra  (unless the Ar root is explained by mt.).
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1468. *muhrV 'part, piece' >  HS: WS *≤muh[V]r- 'dowry, marr iage
portion; property' >  Ar mahr- 'dowry, nuptial gift', √mhr G  (p f .
mahura, ip. -mhur-) 'assign a dowry to a woman', BHb re27m ≤mohar
'dowry, bride price', Ug {OLS} mhr 'dowry' ( ' do t e ,
precio\compensación por la esposa', {Grd.} 'marriage price'), IA arem
mhr? 'dowry', JA [Trg.] {Js.} ar!e6um muh≤ra2 'bride price; the wife’s
settlement, widowhood', JEA {Sl.} ar!e6um muh≤ra2 'an endowment
pledge collectable upon the dissolution of the marriage', Sr æ®ohµa
mahra2 'marriage portion, gift from the bridegroom to the br ide;
marriage dowry', Sb mhrt 'wealth, possessions', √mhr Sh (p f .
hmhr) (?) 'levy payment, imposer un paiement', Mn {MA} √mhr
'fixer le dot', Qt {Rk.} mhrt 'possessions' ¶ Fr. IV 216, BK II 116O-1,
Hv. 737, KB 525, HJ 6O1-2, Grd. UT #1441, ≈ A #1531, OLS 267-8, Br.
376, Br. G I 194 [§  74b], Js. 739, Sl. 646, JPS 256, Ln. 274O, MA 6O, Rk.
94  B **-muÓr- > *-mu2r- 'part, portion' >  Kb, Izd a-mur (pl. i-mur-´n)
id., Tmz a-mur  (pl. i-mur-n=) id., 'share' ¶ Dl. 513, MT 427-8, Mrc. 186 ¶
The long vw. (reflected in the B lgs. as u) suggests the presence of a N
lr. || D *mur- 'piece' (× N *murV  'to break, to crush, to cut' [q.v. f fd])
> Tm muri 'piece, bit broken off', Kt mury 'small piece', Tu murku
'fragment, piece, bit', Tl muri , muriya  'a bit, piece', ? Nkr murndße ' a
quarter (of bread)', ? Ku muka  'small piece' ¶¶ D #4975 ¶¶ D *-r- is a
reg. reflex of *-r-clusters (in this case of *-hr-) || U *mura 'small b i t ,
crumb' (× N *murV  '⇑ ' [q.v.]).
1469. *mari?V 'young man, young male' >  HS: S *ma(:)ri?- ' m a n ,
male person' (‘ 'husband, lord', 'boy') >  OA, IA, Nbt, Plm arm mr?
'lord'; the var. *ma2ri?- (>  *ma2riy- with a *-y-, appearing in hiatus a f t e r
the loss of -?-) >  BAr†ar4m1†ma2≤re2 'lord', +ppa. ia5r6Æm1 ma2r≤?-i∏ 'my lord', Sr
Ærooµo ma2≤r-a2 ≠ '∆orµo ma2r(´)≤y-a2 (with the former marker o f
definiteness -a 2, which lost its meaning), Hmr {Rb., Slw.} ma2rïy- ' l o rd ' ;
the variant *≤mari?- (whence, due to the law of posttonic syncope,
*≤mar?-) >  Ar ŸUr0Ma mar?-(un) 'man, husband', Ak: OAk mar?-um ≠
mer?-um, Ak OA mer?-u(m) ≠ mar?-u(m), Ak OB ma2r-u(m)
'son, boy', OAk mar?-at-um 'girl' (d. with the marker of fem. -at-);
denom. verbs: Ar √mr? 'den Männchen spielen', √mry v. 'be male' ¶ JH
166-7, HJ 682-9, Sd. 615-6, CAD X/1 3O8-16, KB 596, Br. 4O1, BK II
1O85, Rb. AWA 28, Slw. 197-8  ? Eg fOK mr.t 'Hörige, Unte r tanen '
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('so.’s men'), Eg MK/XVIII mr 'Angehörige jemds., seine Anhänger, seine
Parteigänger' ¶ EG II 98, 1O6  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *mar{i} 'slave' (“ *'so.’s
man) >  NrBc: Mbr mar, Sir mar-c‰ki, Jmb marZ7u 'slave' » Ron {J}: DfB
mo2‡R, Klr maho!r (-h- is secondary?), Sha moH (-H regularly from *-r)
'slave', ? DfB ma!Ra 'male', ma2^R 'boy' »» CCh: ? BB: Nz mu`rE1, Bt {Mch.}
murE 'man, male animal', FlM mUr∑U, FlB mU~r∑È!n, Bcm {Sk.} mu~re!, Mln
mu!ro~, Gudu {IL, JI} mÈr∑, {ChL} m‰R 'man (vir)' ¶ Stl. ZCh 233 [#8O5], J R
s.v., JI II 23O-1, J R 218-9, 353, ChC, ChL, Sk. NB 4O || IE: NaIE *meryo-,
*mer- 'young man' (→ 'husband') >  OI ≤marya-h5, Av mairya- ' young
man', OI marya≤kah5 'Männchen, Jüngchen', MPrs me2rag 'young m a n ,
husband', Bct marhgo 'servant' »» Gk meira1kion ntr. 'young man, lad ' ,
mei6rax 'young girl, lass', (later) 'lad' »» L mar°tus 'married m a n ,
husband', lit. 'one possessed by a wife'  (ÿ *mr=-i∏ 'wife', «muq-nåå» )
»» W merch 'girl, daughter', Br merc&h 'girl, woman', pl.: W
merched, Crn myrhes, Br merc&ed 'maidens'; OBr, OCrn moroin
(< *morigna2) 'virgo = girl', Crn moren , W morwyn  'maiden, virgin' »»
? Gt Cr marzus 'wedding' (< *marT-hu2s '≈ marriage house'?) »» Lt
marti~, Pru ma2rti-n (accus. sg.), ma2rtan 'bride'; ?? +ext.: Lt
merga~ 'peasant girl', dim. mergeﬁle$, merga!ite$ 'girl', Ltv me>2rga
'girl', Pru mergo, merga 'virgin' ¶ WP II 281, P 738-9, EI 6 5 6
(*≤meri\o-s 'young man', *merihÅ- 'young woman'), Mn. 76O, IS II 39, M
K II 596-7, M E II 329, F II 195-6, WH II 4O-1, YGM-1 331, Fs. 348, Flr.
26O, ECCE 1O5, LP § 271, Frn. 412, 439-4O, En. 2O8 || D *marÀi-, {GS}
*madÀ-i 'son, child, young of animals' >  Kn mar3i 'young of an animal,
child', Tm mar3i 'young of ungulate (sheep, horse, deer, etc.); female
ruminant; deer', Ml mar3i  'offspring, young of animals, young deer', Kt
mayr, Td marÀy, Tu mari 'a young animal', Tl mar3aka 'kid', Gnd marÀi±
mari ± marÀi/marÀ ± maGi 'son', Knd marÀin 'son', me2-mari ' husband ,
man', Png mazi 'son', Kui mri∏enZ>u ± mrienZ>i, Ku mir`esi± mri∏esi ' s on ' ,
Brh ma2r 'son, boy, lad' ¶¶ D #4764, GS 157 [#392] || ? K: pSv
amb*ma2ra-i 'person, man' (*-i nom.) >  Sv L/UB ma2re, Sv LB ma4re id. ,
unless a loan from the Nakh lgs. (Chechen ma2r, Batsbi mar 'husband') ¶
GM S 166, Dn. s.v. ma2re, GP 212, Dn. s.v. ma2re, IS II 4O || A: Tg: Nn ∆
marin- v. 'marry a man' (STM I 539); see  also the Tg stem *mi∏'re2n- v.
'marry' (of a woman) >  Ork mi∏r‰n-, Ul mir‰n-, Ewk mir‰2n-, and Lm
míer¥n- v. 'marry a man' (w  Ci. 1O9, Mng. TS 34). If it belongs here, i t s
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*ï may be accounted for by regr. as. caused by the N vw. *i  of t h e
second syll. IS reconstructs the N etymon as *mayrV, which is based o n
an untenable rec. of the Tg √  with *ay. Closer examination proves t h a t
there is not enough ev. to reconstruct here a cns. *y. The only appa ren t
ev. is the diphthongoid íe in Lm in the verb míer´n- v. 'marry' (of a
woman) and in the related Lm nouns míer´n 'marriage (of a w o m a n ) '
and míer´nn‰ 'bride' (STM I 538-9, LW 69O-1). But acc. to the s o u n d
laws established in Tg historical phonology (Ci. and Mng. TS), the Lm
diphthongoid íe  goes back not to the pTg diphthong *i\a (which, acc. t o
IS, goes back to N *ay), but to the pTg vw. *ï, hence the Tg verb i n
question must be reconstructed not as *mi\arV-, but as *mi∏r‰-n- t o
marry' (of a woman) (whence the abovementioned reflexes in Ork, Ul,
Ewk, and Lm) (w Ci. 1O9, Mng. TS 34). As to the Tg diphthong *i\a, i t
regularly yields quite a different vw. in Lm, namely Yá (sc. á with
palatalization of the preceding cns.) (Mng. TS 34) ¶¶ ≠ DQA #13O5 (A
*mi\a~r+r1a~  'male, mature': unc. comparison of the Tg √  with pJ *ma~ra~
'penis') ˚  IS II 39-40 (#277) (N *majra 'young male') ˚ ≈ Gr. II # 6 3
(*mer  'child') (IE, U, Ai).
1469a. (€?) *maÂi?V (or *æmar1111i?V) 'animal fat' >  HS: S *√mr? v.
'fatten' >  Ug √mr?  G  vi. id., Ak √mr? (inf. mara2?u, maru6) id., BHb
d. air%m1 ma2≤rï 'fatling' (“  pp. 'fattened one'), Ar √mr? G  {Hv.} ' b e
wholesome' (of food), {BK} 'profiter à qn., tourner à la santé de q n . '
(les aliments sains) ¶ A #163, OLS 288, KB 6OO, CAD X/1 3O6-8, 316-7 ,
Sd. 617, Hv. 714, BK II 1O85  EC: Or {Grg.} mo2ra 'fat, cattle fat', Kn
{BlSO} mo2r-a 'abdominal or kidney fat', Brj {Ss.} mo2!r-i 'id. ({Ss.} π
Amh), Alb mo2r-a '∈ fat', Gdl {Bl.} mo2r 'stomach fat', Sml mo2r 'sealing-
wax', Rn mo2^r 'fat around the intestines and stomach', C ı Amh ˜®
mora 'animal fat, subcutaneous fat covering the ventral region' ¶ Grg
291, PG 237, L CAD 19 , Ss. EDB 147, ZMO 94, BlSO 118, Bl. G 83, Blz. RL
258  Ch: CCh: Bt {Srp.} ma2re1 n. 'fat', {MCh.} ma2<re5 id., 'oil', Bcm
{Mch.} mare n. 'fat', {Sk.} ma2~re! 'oil', Gude {Hsk.} ma2!ra!, {IL} mar2a, Gudu
{IL, ChL} mar, Nz {Mk., ChL} mare, FlM {ChL} mi~r2u, FlB {ChL} ma~r2È!n 'oil' »
Tr {Nw.} mar 'oil'»» WCh {Stl.} *mawrV ≠ *miwra  'fat', {AD} 'oil' >  pAG
{Hf.} *mw{‰}r 'oil' >  Su {J} mwO2~r, Ang {Brq.} mwI~r, {Hf.} mwir, Gmy
{Hf.} mu_or, Kfr {Nt.} mwo~r, Cp {ChL} mo~r id. » Klr {J} ma2`r, DfB/Bks {J}
bﬁa2r id. » Krkr {J} maru~, {ChL} m‰!ru~, Gera {Sch.} mori, Grm {Sch.} mo2~ri~,
Ngm {CgL} mO!r2, Krf {ChC} mu~ru!, Bl {Mk.} mOr id. » Kir {Sh.} ma2~r, Tala
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{Sh.} mï~r, Zul {Sh.} miri, Buli {Sh.} mi!R, Zem D {Sh.} mi\er, Zar {Sh.} mïr
id. » Ngz {Sch.} mÈ~ra~k (pl. mÈ~ra~ri!n) id. »» ECh: Suk {IL} mi!r id. ¶ JI II 1 3 3 ,
ChC s.v. 'fat' and 'oil', ChL, Hsk. 233, Stl. ZCh 233 [#8O3], Hf. AG #53, J
S I 76, Nt. 28, J R, Sch. DN 1O5 || A: M *mariya- >  MM [S] mariya(n)
'flesh (of a person), body', WrM mariya , miriya, HlM maria  ' body ,
flesh; corpulence, pudginess', Brt maråa(n) 'corpulence, s toutness ,
fatness', WrM mariyaZi-, HlM mariaqi-, Mnr H {T} maraZ7a-
'become fat, pudgy, or stout', {SM} maraZ1òia4- 's’engraisser, prendre d e
l’embonpoint', mara 'chair, corpulence', maradòu adj. 'fat' (esp. o f
animals), {T} mara 'stout' ('polnyj , dorodnyj ') ¶ H 1O8, MED 5 2 9 ,
Chr. 294, SM 233, T 344 || possibly also IE: NaIE *smeru- n. ' fa t ,
ointment' (× N *Ía4444mirV 'fat' [q.v. ffd.] and possibly N *mer1111u 6 666qV ' t o
smear' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  ≈ IS II 61-2 (? *mer1ÿ 'fat, to smear': HS
(including an unc. comparison with some S roots), ? M; does n o t
distinguish this N etymon from N *mer1111u 6 666qV) ˚  Not here D *mu(:)r- >
Tm muran1cu 'be full, abundant', mu2ri 'strength, greatness', Tu
mu2rË 'fat, stout, corpulent', Tl mu2ru  'increase, be full'. This D √  ( o r
at least Tu mu2rË) may be connected with N *mur[?]VgÉ 'animal fa t ,
brain' (q.v.). If nevertheless (in spite of the semantic distance) the D √
belongs here, the N reconstruction may be ≈ *maw{r1111}i?V (for *-w-
cp. WCh *ma+iwrV) ˚  NaIE *s- may be either original (sc. pointing to a
N *-r 1111- in N *æmar1111i?V) or due to the contamnation with N *Ía4444mirV
and N *mer 1111u 6 666qV '⇑ ' (in such case the N rec. must be *maÂi?V ) .
147O. *máÂ[h]V (= *æmár1111[h]V?) 'be wounded, be ill' >  HS: Eg fMd
mr  {EG, DW} 'be ill, ache; illness', {Fk.} 'sick, ill, diseased; painful', Eg fP
mr.t {EG} 'krankhaftes, Krankheit; Böses, Schlimmes' ¶ EG II 96, DW I
376-82, Fk. 11O  S *°√mr[h] >  Ar ‰UriMa marih-un 'ill, sick', marihu-l-
fu?a2di 'affected with heart-disease', √mrh G  (pf. mariha, ip. -mrah-)
'be weakened' (of an eye) ¶ Fr. IV 173, Hv. 717  NrOm: Ym {Wdk.}
me@ro@ 'illness', {Lm.} mero~ id., 'pain' ¶ Wdk. BY 131, Lm. Y 366 || U
*m{e}rV > Sm {Jn.} *mer¥y¥ 'wound' > Ne: T mere≥, T O {Lh.} me2r1ö, F Nl
m1ïr1r1ö 'wound, sore'; Ng {Cs.} ≤mearun, mearu id., {Mik.} ≤meru
'pimple (pattanás)'; Kms {KD} mE2rö 'wound', mE2ral!am vt. 'I wound' ¶
Jn. 93, Ter. 249  || A: M: MM [S] mer 'wound', HlM m´r adv.
(indeclinable word) denoting dull pain: m´r g´q øvdøx 'feeling o f
dull pain within one’s body (chest, stomach, etc.)', ? WrM (<  d. or cd.?)
mermerki- 'feel a slight pain at the pit of the stomach or in t h e
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chest' ¶ H 1O9, MED 537, Luv. 253  Tg: Ewk murdul- v. 'slaughter ( a
reindeer) ¶ STM I 558  ?σ,φ pJ *mi\ar- ¬ *mai\r- v. decrease, diminish,
drain away' > OJ m[i\]er- id., J: T meri n. 'loss, waste, leakage' ¶ S QJ
#12OO, Mr. 475, 723, Kenk. 1213 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1317 (A *mi\ore 'to h u r t ,
to damage, to wound'; incl. M, Tg, J) || ?? IE: ¿ NaIE *(s)mer- (+ ext . )
'pain, sickness' >  L morbus (<  *mor-b≈o-s) 'disease, sickness' »» Gmc
*smert- 'pain' > OHG sme4rzo ≠ sme4rza, NHG Schmerz, MLG, MDt
sme2rte, smarte, NE smart 'pain' ¶ ≈ WH II 11O-1, Kb. 917, OsS
833, ≈ KM 663-4 ˚  At the present state of research we cannot ye t
establish any genetic relationship between this N word and N *muÂV
'go away, perish, die' ˚  If NaIE *(s)mer- 'belongs here, the N rec. m u s t
be *æmár1111[h]V, otherwise we remain with an unspecified *Â  (N
*máÂ[h]V) ˚  ≈ IS II 59-6O (*m{a4}rÿ 'be ill, die'; does n o t
distinguish between the reflexes of the N etymon in question, N *muÂV
'⇑ ' [q.v.], and N *m{a4444}Â[V]c6666 ' '''V be ill, be wounded' [q.v.]), ≠ BmK # 5 2 5
(*mir-/*mer- 'to stab, to pierce, to cause pain', etc.: unc. compar i son
of Eg mr  'be ill' with IE and D [see  above s.v. N *muÂV ]).
1471. *ma4444riqV 'spot, stain, (?) dirt' >  HS: S *°√mrX > Ar ?amraXu
'bigarré, tacheté de taches rouges et blanches' ¶ BK II 1O88 || IE: NaIE
*mer[´]-/*mor(u)- 'dirty, dark' >  Gk moryc-* v. 'soil, defile' (a t tes ted:
prtc. pf. memorycme1noß 'soiled, blackened'), morycv1teron adv. c m p r .
'more obscurely' »»  Lt moraiﬁ pl. 'mould' » Sl *marati 'to soil, to s ta in '
> HLs marac1, mo1rac1, P ∆ marac1, OR marati marati, R ma≤rat∆
id. »» Arm m®ajl mr2ayl 'mist, darkness, obscurity' ¶ WP II 279-8O, P
734, F II 257, Frn. 464, ESSJ XVII 2O7-9 || A: Tg *mer- '(be) motley,
spotted' > Ewk m‰rïm‰, m‰rïl‰, m‰rïkt‰ 'spotted, striped, skewbald,
motley', m‰rïk‰- 'make (sth.) motley', Lm Ol ma4∏rgI- 'be motley', Lm
Okh mergI- vt. 'ornament', WrMc mersen 'small spots on fea thers
(påtnywki , pestrinki), freckles', merseN9e 'motley, freckled' ¶
STM I 571-2  M *meriyen > WrM {Pp.} meriyen 'bunt, scheckig,
Schecke', Ord ere2n mere2n id. (unless a secondary M *m-rdp. of *eriyen
'motley, variegated') ¶ Pp. VG 35, MED 327  T *ber1a4- v. ' o rnamen t ,
adorn' > OT be+a4za4-,  Tk beze-, Tkm beÎe-, CrTt, Kr, Qmq, Qzq, Q q
beze-, Az ba4za4-, Uz beza- ≠ beZ7a-, VTt biza4-, Bsh biÎa4- ¶ Cl. 39O, 3 9 2 ,
Pp. VG 35 (on the NaT d. *be+a4za4n-), ET B 1O5-6  pJ {S} *mu!ra!
'spot(ted)' > ltOJ [RJ] mura, J: T mu~ra, K mu!ra!, Kg mu!ra ¶ S QJ #1O83,
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Mr. 488 ¶¶ S AJ 74, DQA #1286 (A *mer+r1u 'spot = påtno '; d o u b t s
about the adduction of T *ba4r1a4-, sc. *ber1a4-), Pp. VG 35 (T, M, Tg) || D
*marÀ- 'dirty spot, stain' >  Tm mar3u 'stain, blot, spot (esp. on t h e
moon), stigma', Ml mar3u 'spot, freckle', Tl mar3aka 'stain, b lot ,
spot', Gnd marro2 ± marror 'black mole' ¶¶ D #4767 ˚  T *-r1- <  *-ry- <
N *-riq- . T *e (rather than the expected *a4) may be due to t h e
palatalizing infl. of r1. If the T cognate is rejected, the N rec. will b e
*ma4444rVqV  ˚  IS II 52 (*mÅrÿ 'spot, dirty': IE, D) ‘  BmK #539 (IE, D).
1472. *m{a}rwe6666 '∈ tree' >  HS: CS *°≤mar[V]w- '∈ tree' >  Ar marw-
{BK} 'sorte d’arbre (macrua)', {Fr.} [Kam.] '∈ tree' ('nomen arborum'); S
ı Eg fOK mrw, Eg fXVIII mry '∈ red wood of a coniferous tree f r o m
Syria' ¶ BK II 1O97, Fr. IV 175, EG II 1O8-9  Eg OK/NE mr.t '≈ desk ' ,
Eg NE mr.y '∈ a useful kind of wood (Holz)' ¶ EG II 1O8  EC: pKns
*mu!r-a 'forest' >  Kns, Gato mu!ra, Gdl mu!r id. ¶ Bl. 255  WCh: DfB {J}
me2^r 'tree' ¶ J R 218 || U: FU *m{o}re '∈ tree' >  pLp {Lr.} *mo2r‰ ' t r ee ,
wood (Holz)' > Lp: L {LLO} muorra, Kld mu2rr mu2rr id., S muore id.,
'board', N {N} muorra6  / -r- 'tree, wood, stake, pole' »» OHg mo1ra1gy,
¿ mora1gy  '∈ wood (Wald) \ forest' (preserved in OHg XIII and m o d e r n
Hg toponymy) » pOs *mo"rV  'bush, shrub, thicket' >  Os: V mo"rÈ 'Busch' ,
D mo"ra$y id., 'Strauch', Ty mo"rÈ id., 'Dickicht, junger Nedelwald', Nz
mo"ra 'Haufen, Menge (Bäume u.a.)' ¶ The Lp vw. may go back to *o o r
*a , the Hg vw. may be from *o, while Os *o" are likely to point to *u (<
*o due to the infl. of some labial phonemes of the word) ¶ Coll. 9 7 ,
UEW 281, ≈ 291-2, Lr. #92, Lgc. #4O2O, LLO 536-7, Hs. 951, SaR 1 9 8 ,
MF 45O || A: pKo {S} *mo~ro! 'wood, forest; mountain' > MKo mo~ro! id. ¶ S
QK #55, Nam 215  pJ (S} *m‰!ri! 'forest' > OJ mo!ri!, J: T mo~ri, K mo!ri,
Kg mo!ri ¶ S QJ #213, Mr. 485 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1377 (*mu2!ro 'tree, fores t ' ;
incl. Ko, J) || D *mar-, {GS} maran- 'tree, wood' >  Tm, Ml maram id.,
'timber', Kt marm, Td me;n`, Kn, Tu mara, Kdg mara, Tl m(r)a2nu,
m(r)a2ku, Klm ma;k, Nkr mak, Prj meri, Gdb mar ± marin ± ma2ren, Gnd
mara ± mar`a ± mar`a2 ± ma2ra, Knd maran, Png, Mnd mar, Kui mrahnu ±
mra2nu, Ku ma2rnu ± marnu ± mara, Krx mann, Mlt manu 'tree' ¶¶ D
#4711, GS 224 [#549] || ?? IE: Ht marmarr(a)- {CHD} '∈ terrain' ,
{Frd.} 'Dickicht' (acceptable if Frd.’s interpretation is true; but Ot. a n d
EI interpret it as 'swamp, marsh', cf. IE *mor- <  N *moÂÉ  'body o f
water', q.v.) ¶ Frd. HW 137, Frd. HW EH III 24, Ts. E II 14O-1, CHD L-N
192 ˚  IS II 45 (*marÿ ' t ree '  > U, D, ? S) ˚  D *-r- suggests a N cns .
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cluster (*-rw-?); U *o (tentatively reconstructed in the UEW) (for t h e
expected *a) points to the presence of a N labializing factor (*w ?); D
*a may go back either to N *a  or to *a4444, but the back vw. in the FU
cognate suggests that N *a  is more plausible. The N cns. *w  survives i n
S ˚ ≈ Gr. II #2O7 (*mor 'hill') (U, A, J + unc. Ai, Gil, CK).
1473. *maÂ[y]V '(mul-, black-) berries' >  IE: NaIE *mor- 'mulberry ,
blackberry' >  Arm mor moR 'blackberry, mulberry' »» Gk mo1ron id. »» L
mo2rum id., mo2rus 'mulberry-tree' (o2 proves that it is not a loan
from Gk) »» OIr mer (pl. mera) 'mulberry' ({Vn.}: π Brtt?), W
merwydd 'mulberry-trees', sglt. merwydden (cd. with gwydd
'tree'?)  ? Ht muri-, muri(ya)n- 'cluster of grapes or other f ru i t '
¶¶ ≠  P 749, EI 388 (*≤morom 'blackberry'), F II 256, Bois. 645, EM 7 3 8 ,
WH II 114, Vn. M  4O, YGM-1 331, CHD L-N 333 || HS: ¿ Eg {Budge} mr
'mulberry tree (morus tree)' (Palermo Stele, w Schäfer BAA IV 1149) ¶
Budge I 314; the word is not confirmed by EG, Mks., and other reliable
sources and is therefore qu.; Tk AAN 2 identifies the word with Eg
mr.w 'Lebanese cedar (cedrus Libani)' (Hng. 348) (= Eg fOK {EG} mrw
≠mry ∈ 'coniferous teee'?) || K *marc'ûqw- 'strawberry' >  eNG {SSO}
marcqymarc'ûqw-i, eNG, G marcqvimarc'ûqv-i, Sv UB/Ln ba4sûqi, UB/LB
ba4sûq id. ¶¶ K 127, K2 115, FS K 2O9, FS E 23O, SSO I 444, Chx. 675, TK
147, GP 91 ¶¶ This is a cd. of N *maÂ[y]a  + N ? *c 1111VmûûûûqË  '∈ fruit, b e r ry '
(a N etymon represented by K {FS} *cimûqw- 'strawberry or bilberry' >  G
cmûqva, Mg c´m÷wa, cim÷wa 'strawberry', Sv UB {TK} cïnûqa, UB {GP},
LB/L {TK} cinûqa, Ln {TK} cinaûqa 'bilberry' - w K 224 [*cinûqwa], FS K 4OO,
FS E 45O [*cimûqw-], TK 838, GP 277) || U: FU *marya 'berries' >  F
marja, Es mari id. » pLp {Lr.} *mo2rye2 id. >  Lp: S {Hs.} muo4rjie, L/N
{LLO, N} muor…je, Kld {TI} mu2ry  » Er/Mk mar1 'berries' (in cds.) » Chr: H
mo4r 'berry', B mo4r, Uf mo4ro4 'garden strawberries' »» ObU *mV:r- >  pVg
*ma2rÈ∏ > ML {Mu.} moaºri, N {Mu.} maº:ri 'Stengel der Beere', N moriN/p
pil 'büschelige Beere'; pOs *mur´p 'bunch of berries' >  Os: VK murwa,
Ty/Y/O mur´p, K/Kr mu2r´p, Nz/Kz mu"r´p id. ¶ Coll. 97, UEW 264-5, It.
#28, Ht. #4O7, Trj. S 27O, Lr. #693, Lgc. #4O18, Hs. 952-3 || A: pKo {S}
*m´~⁄r5u!i\ 'grapes', {Vv.} 'wild grapes' > MKo m´~⁄r5u!i\, NKo m´⁄ru, Ko SW
{Mazur} mora4 'grapes', ? Ko Chl {Vv.} melgwu, Ko Chj {Choy} melguy
'wild grapes' ¶ S QK #246, Nam 212, MLC 6O8, Vv. AEN 1O-1  ?? T
*bu4ru4-lga4n '∈ Rubus (berry)' (analyzed by IS as *bu4ri- + sx. -lig- +
ancient plural parker -Vn) >  Qmq bu4ru4lgen 'blackberries', VTt qara
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bÁºrlÁga4n id., q¥z¥l bÁºrlÁga4n 'bramble', Chv pe€rle€xen pÁrlÁGòen id.;
acc. to IS, T *bu4ru4-lga4n ı WrM bu4ru4lgene, HlM bu4r´lg´n´
'Viburnum, kalina '; Az Qb mu4ri 'strawberry' (quoted in IS II 44 and i n
AD NM #59) is rejected by Starostin (S CNM 4) as a loan from Lezgian
and by Pp. (Pp. rISOS-II 223) who believes that it "is certainly n o t
Altaic") ¶ TatR 93, KumRS 89; Jeg. 157, Dm. NRTAJ 175, 186, Rs. W 9 3
 Tg {ADb.} *meruNu > Ewk moroNo 'cloud-berries' (ı Ne T ma€raˆga€
id.), Nn {On.} mïr‰2Nkul‰ 'mountain-ash tree (Sorbus)' ¶ STM I 547, On.
263, Ter. 235  ? M: WrM {Cev.} maril, HlM maril '∈ red r o u n d
fruit of a plant' ¶ Cev. 333 ¶¶ DQA #1285 (A *me!ra '∈  berry'), ADb.
{p.c., 2OO2: drew my attention to the Nn cognate) ˚  AD GD #2 (IE, U,
K), IS II 43-5 [#282] (*marja 'berry' > IE, K, U, A), Bm. NM #432 (IE,
Eg, U), Pp. rISOS-II 223 (rejects the adduction of WrM bu4ru4lgene a n d
HlM bu4r´lg´n´ 'Viburnum, kalina ', proposed by IS), AD NM #59, Vv.
AEN 1O-1 ˚  If T *bu4ru4-lga4n belongs here and its vowels can b e
explained, the N etymon is *mar[y]V .
1473a. *mÅr[y]V 'horned mammal' > HS: Eg MK mr 'Kampfstier' ¶
EG II 1O6  S *°√mry > Ar rI'Ma ma2ri-n 'jeune veau tout blanc', ma2riy-
at- 'jeune veau femelle au pelage blanc', éyWri'Ma ma2rïy-at- ' ant i lope
blanche', {Hv.} ¥ri'Ma ma2rïy- 'white smooth-haired calf' ¶ Qu. because
of the semantic component 'white' (infl. of Ar √mry 'presser les pis d e
la chamelle pour en tirer du lait', miryat- 'lait qui sort du pis de l a
chamelle'?) ¶ BK II 1O97-8, Hv. 718  EC: Sa {R} ≤ma2ru2 'sheep, r a m
(Schaf, Schafbock, Widder)', ma2≤ru2 'ewe', Af {PH} maruw ≠ maruy
'ram'; Af mar÷a 'male lamb' ¶ R S II 271, PH 164  NOm {Blz.} *mar[r]-
'buck, ram' > Wl {LmS} mara 'lamb, kid', Omt {Mrn.} ma2ra2 'giovane
d’animale', Bdt {C} marre2 'pecora', Gm {Hw.} ma!ra 'calf', Shn {LmS}
mere2ra 'sheep' ¶ Blz. OL #154, LmS 465, Hw. EG, Mrn. O 151  Ch:
WCh: SBc: Zul {ChL} ma!ri~, Plc {ChL} ma2r, Buli {ChL} mar, {Grgs.} maro,
Tala {Csp.} ma2~r 'goat', ?σ Sy {Crn.} ma2!riya! 'harness antelope' »» CCh: Mtk
{ChL} mari 'bull' ¶ ChC, ChL, Csp. 19, 4O || D *mar- '∈ deer' > T m
marai\ 'sambar, Indian elk; bison, wild cow', Kn mare '∈ deer', Gnd
marama2m 'sambar'; OI ı OI maru2ka- '∈ deer' ¶¶ D #4724  || A: M
*maral 'female deer' > MM [S] {H} maral id., WrM maral, HlM marl,
Brt maral 'red deer (Cervus elaphus sibiricus)', Kl marl marl= {Rm.}
'female deer'; M ı Tkm, ET, Qrg maral 'female deer, Shor paral ' d ee r ' ,
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Qzq maral, R maral 'red deer' ¶ H 1O8, MED 529, KW 257, Chr. 2 9 3 ,
Rs. W 327 ˚  N *-r[y]-  is very tentatively reconstructed on the ev. of D
(D *-r- suggests a N *r-cluster), Eg (the absence of lr. in Eg mr ru les
out N *-rÓ-  or *-Ór- ), S *°√mry, and Af maruy (suggesting t h e
presence of N *y ) ˚  Blz. DA 157 [#53] (HS, D).
1474. *mVÂ[V]ÇV 'to crumb, to crush' >  HS: S: [1] *√°mrT >  Ar
√mrT v. D  'crumb with fingers', or [2] ? *°√mrs6 >  Ar √mrs7 G
'scratch and tear with fingernails' ({BK} 'gratter et déchirer avec les
ongles'), {Hv.} 'scratch (the face)' ¶ Fr. IV 166, 169, BK II 1O91, 1 9 8 6 ,
Hv. 714, 716 || IE: NaIE *mers- 'crush, grind' >  OI mas5am$ ka2r-,
mas5ma≤s5a2kar- 'grind to powder' »» OHG morsa2ri ' m o r t a r '
(reshaped from L morta2rium id.), MHG zermu4rsen 'to crush, t o
squash (zerdrücken, zerquetschen)', MDt zermorschen, NGr Sw
morsen , mu4rsen  'to bruise, to crush, to pound (in a mortar)', MHG,
NLG mursch, murs, NHG morsch 'decaying, frail', D t
(ver)morzelen  'to smash to pieces, to crush' ¶ P 737, M K II 6O4, ≈
M E II 335, Kb. 697, OsS 621, KM 488-9 || U: FU: Hg morsza ' c r u m b ,
breadcrumb(s); morsel, bit', morszol- v. 'crumble' ¶ MF 421-2 ˚  If
the legitimate Ar cognate is √mrT, the N sibilant is  *-c 7777- , which ru les
out the Hg cognate. If, however, Ar √mrs7 and Hg morsza belong
here, the N sibilant is *s 6666  or *c 6666 , but in this case the semantic connect ion
is less plausible.
1475. (€?) *m{a4444}Â[V]c6666 ' '''V 'be ill, be wounded' >  HS: S *√mrs6'
'be(come) sick, fall ill' >  Ug √mrs5 G  'be sick', mrs5 n. 'illness', Amr
{G} √mrs', OA ___ mrk5 (= mrX°), IA mr÷ 'illness',  JA √mr÷ G  (pf. or@m6
m´≤ra÷) {HJ} 'be ill', {Js.} 'fall sick, be(come) weak', or@m6m´≤ra÷ adj .
'sick, suffering', JEA {Sl.} ao1r^m2 mar≤÷a2 (cs. or@m6m´≥ra÷) 'illness', Sr
√mr÷ G (pf. ‚ram, ip. ‚ramñe nEm≤ra÷), SmA √mr÷ G  'fall ill,
become sick', BHb prtc. N çr!m6n% nim≤ra2c' {BDB} 'sore, grevious' (“
'made sick'), {KB} 'schlimm, schmerzhaft', Ar ﬁrM √mrÎ^œ G  ' b e
diseased\ill', Sb √mrs65 'suffer from disease', Mh {Jo.} √mrs6' (= {Jo.}
√mrz1) (pf. me2r‰s6', sbjn. y‰mro2s6 ') 'be ill', Jb E/C √mrs6' (pf. ≤mirs6', sbjn.
y‰m≤rOs6' = {Jo.} mi!rz13 / y´mrO1z13) id., Hrs {Jo.} √mrs6' (pf. {∫Jo.}
me2rez1) 'be unwell, be ill', Sq {L} √mrs6' Sh†(pf. hemro2s645) 'guérir', Ak
∀ √mrs5 G  'fall ill, have a disease' ¶ A #1683, OLS 292-3, HJ 694-5, G
A 25, Js. 845, Sl. 71O, Br. 4O5, JPS 3O2-3, Tal 486-7KB 6O4, BDB 5 9 9 ,
Fr. IV 169, BK II 1O19, Hv. 716, BGMR 87, Jo. M 271, Jo. J 174, Jo. H 9 ,
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L LS 271, CAD X/1 269-76, Sd. 6O9, MiK I #2.42 || U: FU: Chr: L merc1e-,
H merce-, inf. L mer¢aw mer≤c7-as7, H mercaw ≤merc-as7 ' b e \ g r o w
ailing\sickly', {MRS} '(za )xiret∆ , (za )¢axnut∆ ', H {Ep.} m´rcy≥k
≤merc´k 'chronic disease; desabled person, invalid', {Ü} 'sickly
(boleznennyj )', {Ps.} merc7!e- 'kränklich \ gebrechlich sein' ¶ MRS 3 2 2 ,
Ep. 7O, Ü 131, PsS 71 || ?σ IE: NaIE: Lt merde$!ti 'agonize' (if Lt d m a y
be a reflex of *c6' after a sonorant) ¶ ≈ Frn. 457 ˚  Chr e suggests a FU
*a4 and hence a N *a4444 ˚  ≈ IS 59-6O (*m{a4}rÿ 'be ill, die'; does n o t
distinguish between the reflexes of the N etymon in question, N *muÂV
'go away, perish, die' [q.v.], and N *máÂ[h]V 'be wounded, be ill '
[q.v.]), ≠ BmK #525 (*mir-/*mer- 'to stab, to pierce, to cause pain ' ,
etc.: unc. comparison of S *√mrs6' with Eg mr 'illness', IE *mer- ' d ie ' ,
and D [see above s.v. N *muÂV ]).
1475a. € *m{u6666}rgV '∈  (male?) horned animal' > HS *mu+irg- > EC
*mirg- > Or mirg-o2 'half-grown male calf' (ı Hd mirg-o?o id., Brj
mirg-o2! 'ox'), Gdl mirk-ot 'young bull trained for farming', Gln mirk-iya
'gazelle' ¶ Ss. B 145  CCh: Gdr {Mch.} mu2rgo5 'he-goat' ¶ ChC || D
*mu2r- 'bovine' > Tm mu2ri 'buffalo; ox, bullock', Ml mu2ri 'bul lock,
ox', Ln muri 'bull, ox', Gnd mura ≠ mute ≠ mu2ra2 ≠ mu2r`a2 'cow' ¶¶ D
#5O41
1476. *mur[?]VgÉ (probably = *mur[?]Vgá) 'animal fat, brain', ( ? )
'marrow' >  IE: NaIE *mreg8≈-/*mr=g8≈- 'brain; skull' > Gk brecmo1ß, bre1cma
≠ bre1gma ntr. 'forehead, top part of the skull' »» MLG bregen ≠
bragen, OFrs brein, AS brAÌen ≠ breÌen 'brain', NE brain »» Av
{Ch. “ Bnv.} m´r´zav-, m´r´zu- 'vertebra of the neck and nape ' ,
Awr mo4Ò, Krd mo4l(l), Luri mul 'nuque', Psh {Mrg.} warme2z7ß (with the px.
*fra-), {Asl.} or≤mez7ß 'neck' (semantic prehistory: *'brain' ‘ *'skull' ‘
*'nape of the neck') ¶ ≈ WP II 314, ≈ P 75O, ≈ EI 79-8O (*≤mreg≈men- ≠
*mreg≈(m)n-o- 'brain' with unj. *g≈), Brtl. 1173-4, F I 266-7, Ch. 1 9 5 ,
Ho. 32, Bn. AM 8O, Brtl. 1174, Mrg. 89, Asl. 87 || HS: S *muk'Vr-
'marrow, brain' >  JA {Trg.] ar!q^&m mok5≤r-a2 id., JEA {Sl.} ar!q^um
muk5≤ra2 'cranium, brain', Sr æroœwµu muk5≤r-a2 'yolk of the egg', M d
muk5ra 'marrow, sperm, brain, gelatinous matter, living substance,
plasma', Ak {Sd.} muk5a2ru(m) 'eine weiche Masse (?)' ({CAD}
"meaning uncertain") ¶ Lv. III 56, Lv. T III 18, Sl. 649, Br. 4OO, PS 2O47,
JPS 259, DM 262, Sd. 674, CAD X/2 212 || A: Tg *bu'rgu' (< *burge) ' f a t '
>  Ewk burgu 'subcutaneous fat', Ewk, Sln burgu adj. 'fat', Lm b‰rg´ ±
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bo$rgo$ ± burg´, Lm A burg‰, Neg boygo ≠ b‰yg‰, Orc boggo, Ud bogo, Ul
boZ7o(n-) ≠ buZ7u(n-), Ork bod(d)o(n-), Nn Nh buygu id. ¶ STM I 112, Krm.
213 ¶ The denasalization *m-  > Tg *b-  has not yet been explained || D:
[1] *°mu2r- > Tu mu2rË 'fat, stout, corpulent'   [2] ?φ *mu2lß- (≠ *mu2r`-
?), {GS} *mu2lß- 'brain, marrow' >  Tm mu2l5ai\, Ml mu2l5a id., Kt mi;lß, Tl
mu2laga, Klm mull, Prj nulli, nu2lgum, Gnd mur`e, mur`gonZ>i, Knd mur`va,
mutßi, Krx murma2 'marrow', Kui nïli id., ka2dßa-mu2la, mu2la, Tu mu2l5e
'brain', Brh milï  'marrow, brain, kernel of nut' ¶¶ D ##497O, 5O51, Pf.
4O [#233], GS 52 [#13O] ¶ The origin of D *-lß- (< *-r?-??) is not ye t
clear ˚  The glottalizatiom *-g- > *-k'- in S and D *-r- (regularly from a
N *r-cluster) suggest the presence of a N glottalizing cns. (sc. *? ). Cf. N
*maÂi?V (or *æmar 1111 i?V ) 'animal fat'.
1476a. (€?) *ma4444Â[k]V 'think, believe, be clever' > HS **√mrk > Eg
fOK m¿c 'erdenken, ersinnen', Eg MK m¿c 'preisen' ¶ EG II 35 (m¿c
'erdenken': "eigentlich m¿wc zu lesen") || U: ?φ FU (in Ugr only)
*ma4rV- 'believe, trust' > Vg {MK}: Vg T/P/K maºr-, LL ma2r-, ML ma2r-, mar-
'glauben, vertrauen' » Hg mer- 'dare, adventure' ¶ UEW 869, Gomb. ES
74 || A: Tg *merge- 'think' >  Ewk m‰rg‰-, Lm m‰rg´-, Neg m‰yg‰-
'think', Ork m‰rg‰ 'concious (soznatel∆nyj), clever', WrMc merki-
{Hr.} 'sich besinnen auf, sich bewußt sein' ¶ The WrMc vl. k  is still to b e
accounted for ¶ STM I 571, Hr. 653  M *merge-: *mergen 'wise,
sagacious'  > MM (hPSc) {Pp.} mergen id., WrM mergen, HlM
m´rg´n 'a good marksman; wisdom; wise, learned, sage; apt', Mnr H
{SM} mi¢ergòa4n 'habile, adroit, sage, intelligent', {T} mergen 'wise, g o o d
marksman', Dx {T} mergen id.; WrM mergeZi-, HlM m´r´gqi-
'become learned\wise', WrM {Pp.} merge 'Treffsicherheit' ¶ MED 5 3 7 ,
Pp. PP 127, SM 23, T 345, T DnJ 129 ¶¶ Pp. VG 35, 88, 125 ˚ The loss
of N *k  in Ugr (or pFU, pU?) still defies explanation.
1477. *mar?{o}kÉ 'side (of body), side, edge' >  IE: NaIE *morg8-
/*mrog8-/*mr=g8- 'edge, border' >  Av mar´za 'border country' ( 'Mark ,
Grenzgebiet'), NPrs zr0Ma ma4rz 'border\boundary of a country; region,
country' »» L margo2 / margin- 'border, edge' »» OIr mruig >
bruig  'territory', OBr bro  'pays, région', W, Crn, Br bro 'district', Gl
BROGA  'country' (in Scholia ad Juvenalem) »» Gt, OSx marka ' bo rde r ,
frontier', OHG marca ±marcha 'border', NHG Mark, OFrs merke
'boundary, frontier, border-country', ON mo<rk 'forest, wood' ( fores ts
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served as frontiers between political entities), Sw mark 'district', AS
mearc  'mark (district); end, limit of given space, boundary', NE mark
(“  'boundary, landmark) (<  *morg8a 2) ¶ WP II 283-4, P 738 (*mereg8-), EI
(*morg8- 'border'), Brtl. 1153, Horn 218, Vl. II 116O, Sg. 1214, WH II 3 9 -
4O, Vn. M  67-8, Billy 35, Flr. 9O, Fs. 347, Vr. 4O1, Sw. 114, Ho. 2 1 7 ,
Ho. S 5O, Kb. 662, OsS 593, KM 462 || HS: Ch: ECh: Kwan mo!rgo@ ' b a n k
of a river' »» WCh: Sir {Sk.} ma!r‰~n 'side of body' ¶ ChC  S *°√mrk' (<
**√mr?k?) >  Ar √mrq G  (ip. -mruq-) 'miss the goal' (of an a r row) ,
'stray from the orthodox religion', Gt (pf. ?imtaraqa) 'go out quickly
from' ¶ BK II 1O94-5, Hv. 717 || D *maruNk- 'side, side of the body' >
Tm maruNku id., 'limit', Ml maruNNu, Kt magl, Kn maggal,
maggil, maggul, Png marNgar 'side', Td magil 'slope of hill', ? ma;r`
'side', Tu margilË 'side, flank', Tl makka 'side of the part of t h e
body just above the hip', Prj makka 'burrock', Gnd marNg 'side', maruN
'ribs of mat', mar`gi  'rib bone' ¶¶ D #4717 || U *marV ¬ *m{o}rV ' s ide,
side of the body' (loss of *-Vk-  due to bf.?) >  Hg ∆  mart 'bank, shore ;
edge\side of a ditch; hillside'  ?φ Sm *m¥ra 'edge, bank', {Jn.} *m¥raº
'edge' >  En: X {KD} mo2ra, {Cs.} ≤moÒa, B {Cs.} ≤mora 'bank, beach ,
shore'; Ne: T mara, T O {Lh.} mar;a 'low sand beach, sand'; Ng {Hl.}
m´ru 'bank, shore', {Mik.} ≤m´ru 'part'; Kms {KD} maºraº 'edge, end' ¶ ¶
Coll. 34, Coll. CG 124, ≈ UEW 28O-1 (unconvincingly rejects the Hg
cognate and reconstructs U *mortV), 288 (unc. comparison of Hg
mart with mar- 'bite' < U *mura- 'Stück'), Jn. 88, Hl. US 121, KP 1 2 5
¶¶ Ugr *-t- is likely to go back to a sx. ˚  In U the N final syll. *-kÉ was
lost due to some restructuring of the root in the prehistory of U
(reunterpretation of *-kÉ  as a sx.?). Ugr *-t-  is likely to go back to a sx.
Sammallahti’s historical phonology of Uralic (Sm. 484-5, 5OO, 5 1 3 - 5 )
suggests a pU vw. *È  in a closed syll. (sth. like pU *mÈÓrV or *mÈrÓV),
the latter alt. being compatible with pre-U *mVr?V (i.e. N *mVr?VkÉ
with loss of *-kÉ ) ˚  The N labialized vw. of the second syll. i s
tentatively reconstructed on the ev. of D ans S; it was probably *o
rather than *u , because N *u  would have yielded a glide in IE. This *o
may have had labializing effect on the U (> Sm) vw. of the first syll.
The lr. is reconstructed on the indirect ev. of S (glottalization of N *k ) ,
D (D *-r-  goes back to a N cns. clusters rather than to an intervoc. *-r-
), and IE (any other N lr. would have yielded NaIE *´ in the intercons.
position) ˚  It is tempting to adduce here NrOm: Kf {C} mallekko2
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'side of body', Hrr {CR} miÆlle 2 id., but there is no proof that Kf and H r r
-ll- may go back to *-r- .
1478. *m{u}rk''''V(-NK''''V) 'root, root-crops, edible roots', (‘ ?) ' s inew'
> K *°murk'- > G murk'-i 'stump of cabbage' ¶ Chx. 855, DCh. 9O7 || IE:
NaIE *mr=k- (≠ *br=k-) 'edible roots, (in descendant languages [‘?]
carrot') >  AS more, moru 'edible root, carrot, parsnip', OHG
moraha, NHG Mohrru4be, Mo4hre 'carrot' »» Sl *m¥rkÈ / *m¥rk¥v-
'carrot' >  SCr mràkva, Slv mr!kev, mr•kva, OCz mrkev, Cz
mrkva, OR morkov6morkovÁ, morkvamorkva, R mor≤kov∆ » ?
Blt {IS} *burku2 >  Lt burku2!nas 'carrot', Ltv burﬁka2ns id., 'Aetusa
cynapium' »» Gk [Hs.] bra1kana : ta` }agria la1cana ("wild vegetables") ¶ P
75O, EI 62O, Sw. 12O, Ho. 226, Kb. 696, OsS 62O, KM 484-5, IS MT 1 6 -
2O, Vs. II 564-5, ESSJ XX 247-9, Glh. 426, F I 263, Ch. 192, ≈ Kar. I 1 5 5
(Ltv burﬁka2ns πFrs E bura, bure 'a conical root' + dim. sx. -ken-
< *-kan) || HS: EC *murk'- (≠ *morg-) 'tendon, sinew, gristle' (× N
*muNi{Ó}or1111K ' '''V '≈ gristle, horn, muscle, sinew', q.v. ffd.) || D
*murVNk- >  Tm muruNkai\ 'Moringa pterygosperma, Indian horse -
radish tree', Kn nugga, nuggi, Tu nurige, nurge, Tl munaga, Prj
muNga, mulNga, Gnd ∆ mulge2, munge2 id., Knd muNna maram, muluNa mara
id. (mara, maram is 'tree'), Ml muriNNa 'Hyperanthera moringa,
Indian horse-radish', Krx muNga2 '∈ a shrub, the fruits and leaves o f
which are eaten as curry'; D ı OI muraNgi-, murungi- 'Moringa
pterygosperma' ¶¶ D #4982, Tu. #1O2O9 ˚ The same N word is u s e d
both for the root and the sinew, which is explained by their c o m m o n
technical functioning as ropes. D *-r- suggest a N cns. cluster with *r
(here most probably *-rk ''''-) ˚ ≈  AD NM #62, S CNM 7 (÷÷  NrCs a n d
ST).
1479. (€?) *mVÂ[V]K''''a 'moist, liquid; to moisten' > IE: NaIE *merk-
(or {P} *merk- ≠ *mer´k-) v. 'soak; become wet', *mrôku- ({P} *mr´ku-)
'swamp' >  OIr mraich ≠ braich, W, Crn brag 'malt' (sc. ' soaked
corn'), Gl BRACUS 'marais' ı VL Gl {ML} *braku-s / -m 'morass' (> It
braco, brago, Fr brai, Prv, Ctl brac), W brag-wellt '∈ swamp-
grass', Gl ı L mercasius 'swamp' (> OFr marchais), ?? Gl [Hs.]
]embrekto1n (a word of uncertain meaning, interpreted by WH as 'Brühe
zum Eintunken') ı L imbractum ≠ embractum '∈ sauce';
*mrakno- > OIr (MIr) bre1n (< older *mre2n) 'fetid, rotten', W braen
'decayed, rotten', MBr breyn 'rotten' »» MHG me4r(e)n, MDt meren
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'to dip bread in wine\water' »» Lt merﬁkti (prs. merku~) 'to s o a k
(flax)', mirﬁkti (prs. mirkstu~) 'to soak, to be steeped in water', Ltv
me~2rkt, me2~rce ^2t 'to soak, to steep', me<~rka 'moisture', me2~rce
'sauce' » Sl *mork-/ *mÁrk- '(be) moist, soaked' in derivatives: [1]
*mÁrk-noß-ti, *mÁrka-ti > Cz za-mrknouti 'to soak and to be spoi led '
(of wood), Uk ∆ mer¢it 'it drizzles', Uk P mÈr≤c7 !atÈ 'to drizzle', R Ks
mara≤kun 'light rain', Blg ∆ ≤mr`ckam v. 'dip (sth. small) i n
water\liquid'; [2 ] *morc7Á, *merc7Á > R ∆ ≤moro¢∆ 'light rain', ≤mere¢∆
'∈ swampy ground', mere¢a 'swamp'; [3] *morkÈ, *morka > Uk ∆
morok≤va 'quagmire, swamp', Blg ∆ mra≤ka 'wet lowland' ¶ ≈  P 7 3 9 -
4O, Vn. B  84-5, M  66-7, Billy 33, 71, Ern. 8O, YGM-1 52, WH I 681, EM
31O, ML ##1258a, 5515a, OsS 6O3, Lx. 138, Frn. 44O-1, ESSJ XIX 2 1 8 ,
231, 234 and XXI 135, Ma. CS 31O, Ma. C 38O || HS: WS *ma≤rak'-
'broth' (*“  'liquid'?) > BHb k qr@m1ma2≤rak5 , q  qr1m1 *ma2≤ra2k', Gz marak',
Tgy mArAx' 'broth', Ar ŒraMamaraq- id., 'gravy', Tgr mArAk' 'gravy soup' ¶
KB 6O3, Fr. IV 171, Hv. 717, L G 359, L ESAC 32, LH 114 ¶ The vocalic
pattern of this stem (*Ça≤ÇaÇ-) is typical of adjectives, hence t h e
original meaning is probably 'liquid'  B *°√mrŒ > Tmz i-m´rŒ-an pl .
'bouillon pour arroser le couscous' (the cns. Œ  suggests that it is hardly
a loan from Ar maraq-) ¶ MT 431 || A: ? T *bu4rk- (or *pu4rk-?) v. ' spu r t ,
sprinkle' (×  N *bur 1111u ( -K ''''Ë ) 'spurt, gush forth, boil, seethe', q.v. ffd.) ˚
If in the NaIE √  there was *´ (which is doubtful), the N rec. must b e
*m{u 4444 } r {h}VK ''''a  (because *h  is the only lr. that is liable to disappear in S,
but yields *´  in NaIE). But, in my opinion, it is preferable to recons t ruc t
both the pIE root and the pN etymon without lr.  
148O. *mÅr1111V 'rain' (“  or ‘ 'to drop'?), 'cloud' >  HS: S: BHb {GB,
KB} rm2 mar 'drop' (?) (h. l. in Is. 4O.15) ¶ GB 457, KB 595, ≈ KBR 6 2 9 -
3O (rm2 'myrrhe')  ECh: Smr {J} ma% ~:ri@ 'rain' ¶ ChC ¶ ¶  OS #1733 (HS
*mar- 'drop, rain') || D (in SD) *mar`-ay- 'rain' >  Tm mar›ai\ ' r a in ,
cloud, water', Ml mar›a 'rain', Kt may, Td maw, Kn mar›e, Kdg malße,
Tu mal5e 'rain' ¶ D #4753 || K: Sv: UB/L {TK, GP, Dn.} me2re, LB/Ln {TK}
mere, Ln {TK} meri 'cloud' ¶ TK 57O, GP 217, Dn. s.v. me2re, Ni. s.v.
oblako  (ma4re), ≈ IS II 6O (Sv L mare, UB ma4re < *mar-ei\ or *mar-
ai\ ' cloud') || ? A: pKo {S} *mî!r 'water' >  MKo mî!r, Ko: Sl/Ph mul, Ks
mu^l, Hm muòl ¶  S AJ 255 [#97], S QK #97, Nam 229, MLC 575 ˚  IS II
6O-1 (does not distinguish between this etymon and N *moÂÉ  'body o f
water' [q.v.], reconstructs *ma4r1a4 'moisture, moist') ‘ S CNM 3. It i s
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too shaky to adduce here forms with an additional cns. (⇔  IS), such a s
CS *√mrT (Ug mrT 'grape juice', Ar √mrT 'soften'), and Ltv {ME}
me<2 ~rka 'Feuchtigkeit'.
1481. ?φ  € *mÅ{r1111}V 'pluck out hair, make bald' >  HS: (+ext.?) S
*√mrt' id. > BHb √mrt' G  'plusk out hair, make smooth', JA, Sr √mrt'
G  'pull out\off (feather, hair)', Ar √mrtœ G  (pf. 6araMa maratœa) ' p luck
out hair', (pf. 6ariMamarit œa) 'have little hair', Ak √mrt '  ' abschaben '  ¶ KB
6OO, Br. 4O4, Sl. 7O6, BK II 1O92, Hv. 716, Sd. 61O || D *ma{r`}- ' shave '
> Tm mar3i 'shave (esp. the head), Knd man`- v. 'shave' ¶¶ D #4748 ˚
Qu., because there is no good explanation for the S *t' (except f o r
postulating an extension in S or formulating an ad hoc  rule of N *-r1111t ' '''-
that yields D *-r`-).
1482. € *mer1111V 'hoe' > HS: S *marr- 'hoe, spade' >  Ak fOB marru
'spade, shovel', JEA {Sl.} ar1`m2mar≤r-a2 'spade', {Js.} hoe, rake', Sr æroµa
mar≤r-a2 ≠ æ®o'µa ma<?>≤r-a2 'mattock, hoe, mallet', Ar marr- {Hv.}
'iron-shovel, spade', {BK} 'pelle en fer'; S ı L marra 'a hoe f o r
rooting up weeds'  ¶ CAD X/1 287-9O (Ak π Sum), Sl. 7O3, Js. 8 3 4 ,
BK II 1O83, Hv. 713, Br. 4OO, JPS 247, WH II 43  Eg mr hier. {Gard.}
*'hoe', {EG} * 'holzerne Hacke' ¶ EG II 98, Gard. 516  ECh: Smr {J} mÄ~rÄ!
'hoe' »» WCh: Bl mar, Ngm mira v. 'hoe', ??σ Ngm marra, Glm {Sch.} ma~ra!
'farm' » ??σ Ang {Flk.} ma2r v. 'farm', n. 'farm', ??σ pAG {Hf.} *mar
'farm' >  {Hf.}: Gmy ma2r, Kfr mar, Su, Ang ma2r id. ¶ ChC, Stl. ZCh 2 3 3
[#8O4], Hf. AG 18, Flk. s.v. ma2r, Sch. BT 86 ¶¶ OS #1738 (S, E, ECh +
err. • Hd mora2ra 'hook of the plough' for mofa2ra 'type of plough', s e e
Hd. 213), ##1735, 1739 || D *me2r`- 'plough' > Tm me1r›i 'plough', Ml
me2r›i, Kn me2t5i, me2n5i 'plough-tail', Kt me;y 'handle of plough', Knd
me2r`i id., 'plough-tail', Tl me2d5i ± me%:d5i 'hind part or handle of a
plough', Ku me2ri 'plough handle' ± meer`i 'plough' ¶¶ D #5097 || Cp.
Sumerian mar  'hoe' ˚ Borrowing (S, Eg, Ch, D from Sum?) cannot  b e
ruled out ˚ Blz. DA 163 [#1O8].
1483. *m{u}r 1111V  'make loud noise' >  D  (in SD) *mur`- >  Tm mur›aNku
v. 'roar, thunder, make loud noise', Ml mur›aNNuka v. ' r o a r ,
reverberate', Kt mor`v 'a child’s continuous crying', Kn mor›agu v.
'sound' (certain musical instruments), 'roar, thunder' ¶ D #4989 || U:
FU: Os Ty/Y mÈr- v. 'low' (of cows), as well as (× N *muGra  'emit vocal
sounds [shout, sing]') Os V mor´˝- 'make big noise' (of people) ¶ Stn.
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D 953, 956-7 || A: Tg *mo+ura- v. 'low, roar, bellow' (of animals) (× N
*muGra) >  Ewk Np moro-, Ewk Np/Nr m‰r‰- v. 'roar, bellow' ( o f
beasts), Ewk Y/Np/Uc m‰r‰w- v. 'low' (of cows), Ork mUra- v. ' r o a r ,
bellow', WrMc mura-  id., v. 'low' ¶ STM I 546-7.
1484. *mu6666q[É]r 1111i 'shoulder' >  K *mqar- id. >  OG mqar-, G mXar- id. ,
Mg XuZ7-, Lz (m)XuZ7-, pXuZ7- id., Sv UB {GP, TK}, Ln {TK} meqa4r, LB {TK}
meqra, L {TK} meqer, {Dn.} meqar {Dn., K, FS} 'part of the arm be tween
shoulder and elbow' ({TK} 'arm'); ? eNG [SSO] mqare, G mXare ' s ide,
side of the body, edge' ¶¶ K 144, K2 134, Chik. 57-8, FS K 232-3, FS E
256, Q 4O9-1O, SSO I 552, DCh. 935, NCh. 3O8, TK 569, GP 22O, Dn.
s.v. meqar || U *°mVrkV > Sm {Hl.} *m¥rki+¥ 'shoulder' >  Ne: T ma€rc∆,
T O {Lr.} marc1, F Nl mar "´s1 id.; En {Ter.} mod!i; Ng {Ter., Mik.} m´rsÈ; M t
{Hl.} *margV id. (Mt: M {Sp.} margom` 'my shoulder', K {Pl.}
ma1rahada  'his shoulder') ¶ Hl. M 3OO [#64O], ≈ Jn. 88 (Sm *m¥rka4)
¶ U *-rk- <  N *-qr-? Or U *-k- goes back to a sx.? || A: M *mo4rin
'shoulder' >  MM [MA] mo4ri, [HI] mu4ru4 id., [S] muru id., ' shoulder-
blade', WrM mo4ru4(n), HlM mør(øn), Ord mo4ro4, Brt m¥r´, m¥r, WrO
mo4ri, Kl {Rm.} mo4rn=, Dg {Pp.} mu$ru$Æ, {T} mur(u), {Mr.} mure 'shoulder' ¶
Ms. I 77, H 112, Pp. MA 24O, MED 549, Ms. O 471, Chr. 3O8-9, Krg.
6O8, KW 267, T DgJ 155  Tg *mu'yre, {ADb.} *mu4yre 'shoulder' >  O r k
muyr‰, Orc miy‰, Ewk mïr‰, Lm mïr 'shoulder, shoulder bone', Sln
mïri, mïr‰, Neg mïy‰, Ul Nuyr‰, {PSchm.} muir´, Nn Nh/B/KU m‰yr‰,
WrMc meyren 'shoulder', Ud {STM} mu4o$, {Krm.} mo4∏ ≠ mu4¢o4 'neck' ¶
STM I 538, Krm. 262  pKo {S} *m´2⁄i\- 'carry on the shoulder' >  MKo
m´2⁄i\-, NKo me2- ¶ Nam 212, MLC 616, S QK #6OO, Nam 212, MLC 6 1 6 ,
Rm. SKE I 145  ??σ pJ *m‰~t- 'carry, hold' > OJ mo~t-, J: T mo!t-, K/Kg
mo~t- ¶ S QJ #12O4, Mr. 728 ¶¶ Pp. VG 35, 142, SDM97 (A *mu4∏re
'shoulder'), DQA #1331 (A *mi\u2 ~yre id.), S AJ 291 (A *mu2re), ADb. MSR
11 (A *mo4i\re id.), Rm. l.c. || D *mur`i 'elbow, shoulder, joint' >  T m
mur›i  'joint as of the body', mor›i  'joint as of wrist, knee, ankle, e tc . ' ,
Tm, Ml mur›am 'cubit', Ml mur›i 'knuckle, joint', Tu mora, mura,
Tl mu2ra , Prj mu2ra 'cubit', Kn mor›a id., 'joint', muy  'upper part of t h e
arm, shoulder(blade)', Klm mu;ra, Gnd mor`i 'elbow', Knd mir`va ' knee ' ,
Kui miru, mriu, medßu 'knee-joint', mireka 'a cubit’s length', ?? Kt molßm,
Kdg molßa; Ï D *mur`i-mp˛ 'shoulder' >  Tm moympu, Ml mur›ippu,
Krb mirpu, Knd mipi, Mnd mu2pa id., Kui mo2po 'upper arm', Kn
muy(i)vu, mud5upu id., 'shoulder(blade)', Kt mu;r, Tu mud5u `
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'shoulder joint', Tl mu%—pu 'upper part of the back, shoulder', Ku mo2pa
'outer edge of the shoulder' ¶¶ To judge from the derivative *mur`i-mp˛,
the original meaning of D *mur`i was 'shoulder' ¶¶ D ##499O, 5122, ≈
Pf. 41-2 [#241] ˚ ADb. MSR 11 (U, A, D).
1485. *æmer 1111u 6 666qV 'to smear' > HS: WS *√mrX v. 'smear' >  BHb √mrH
G  'smear, anoint, rub', JPA {Lv.} √mrH D  '(ein Gewand) re iben,
glätten', JEA {Sl.} √mrH G  'plaster, level a pile' (π  Hb?), Ar √mrX (p f .
ÙaraMamaraXa, ip. -mraX-) 'anoint (the body)', Jb C √mrX (pf. ≤mir‰X)
'throw sth. sticky on sth., smear (paint, etc., on sth.) with one’s h a n d s '
¶ KB 599, BDB 598, Lv. III 248, Sl. 7O5-6, Hv. 715, Jb. JL 174 ¶¶ But n o t
here Eg mrÓ and mrÓ.t 'Salböl' (ÿ wrÓ, salben', see  EG II 11O-1)
|| IE: NaIE *smeru- 'ointment' (× N *Ía4444mirV 'fat [Fett]' × N *æmar1111i?V
'animal fat' [see  *maÂi?V]) >  Gk (s)myri1zv v. 'rub with
ointment\unguent, anoint', ? smy1riß 'emery powder (used by lapidaries
for rubbing and polishing)', as well as probably my1ron ' unguent ,
perfume, sweet oil' (×  Gk my1rra 'myrrh' π S *murr- id. [>  OCn, Ak
murru, BHb r7m mor, Ug mr, JA arum mu2≤ra2 id., etc.]) »» ON
smyria, smyrva 'bestreichen, salben', Sw smo4rja, Dn smØre,
NNr smyrja id., OHG smirwen 'to smear, to anoint', NHG
schmieren 'to smear, to grease', AS smierwan 'to anoint', NE
smear ¶ WP II 69O-1, P 97O-1, F II 273-4, 751, Ch. 723-4, 1O28-9, Vr.
521, Sw. 15, Ho. 3O2, Kb. 918, OsS 834, KM 663-5, ≈ EI 194 (*≤smeru-
'oil, grease'), Js. 748, Sl. 649 || D {tr., GS} *mer`- 'smear' >  T m
mer›ulu , Kt mek-  v. 'cleanse floor with cowdung solution; smear as t h e
body with paste; varnish', Ml mer›u, mer›uku 'wax', mer›ukuka v.
'anoint', Irl m´⁄kku, Td mo3sÀk 'wax', Kt mek 'bee-wax', Td mo4sÀk-, Klm
me;g- v. 'smear with dung of buffaloes as a ritual purification', Kdg
mukk-, Tl m(r)e%—gu, mre2vu v. 'smear', Nkr me%g≈- 'apply', Knd mir`is-
v. 'rub and clean utensils with ashes', Kui mra2nda†v. 'plaster, smear', Ku
mrispi kïnai 'polish', Brh miring  v. 'plaster'; it is not clear if one m a y
adduce here Prj mer-, Gdb mar-, and Gnd marehtana ≠ marahtana v.
'rub' (-r- <  D *-r-, *-rÀ-, or *-r`-?) ¶¶ D ##5O82, 47O9, GS 65-6 [#2O3]
˚  On the word-initial laryngoid *æ-  as the source of the NaIE *s-
mobile before root-initial sonorants see  Introduvtion, §  2.2.6 ˚  IS II
61-2 (? *mer1ÿ 'fat, to smear': HS [including an unc. comparison with
some S roots], D, ? M) ‘ ≈ BmK #536 (IE, HS + qu. D *mar-  'rub').
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1486. *æma4444r 1 111VÇ''''V 'contents of animals’ stomach\intestines' >  HS: C:
EC: Arr me~rd'e! 'intestines' ¶ Hw. A 384  ? S *°√mc'r > Ar masœïr- {BK}
'intestins où s’élabore le chyle', {Hv.} 'intestin, gut', ? {BK} masœr- ' r e s t e
de lait dans les pis d’une femelle' ¶ BK II 1116, Hv. 723  || IE: NaIE
*smerd- excrement; to stink'  > L merda 'excrement' »» Lt smirde$!ti
'to stink', Ltv {ME} smir^de2t vi. 'to stink, to smell', Lt sma!rdas
'stench, smell', Ltv sma§rds n. 'smell', Pru smorde 'Faulbaum' (cal led
so because of the smell of its wood) » Sl *smÁrde7ti (1s prs. *smÁrdjoß)
'to stink'  >  OCS smr5d8ti smrËde7ti, SCr smr!djeti, Slv
smrde5!ti, Cz smrde7ti, Slk smrdet&, P s1mierdziec1, R
smerdet∆, Uk smerd¡ti 'to stink', Blg sm`rdå v. 'stink'; Sl
*smo•rd¥ 'bad smell ' >  OCS smrad5 smradË (ı R smrad), Blg
smrad, df. smrad`t, SCr, Slv smra•d, Cz, Slk smrad, P smro1d, R
∆ smorod, Uk smor¡d  »» Gk [Hs.] smo1rdvneß pl. (acc. to Hs., a n
abusive nickname of the mori1oi [members of the council?]) (if “
'stinkers') ({Ch.}: "an obscure erotic term") ¶ WP II 691, P 97O, WH II
74-5, Frn. 84O, 847-8, En. 251, Vs. III 685, 691-3, Glh. 566-7, F II 7 5 ,
Ch. 1O28 || U: FP *ma4rV[c1+c7V]- 'cud, to ruminate '  > F ∆  ma4rhe,
ma4reh, ma4re 'Wiederkäuen, Kauen bis zum Wiederkäuen', Es {W}
ma4letse- ≠ ma4litse- 'chew the cud' » ? Lp: N smI2riZi- id., L
smieriti-, smietitji- ± smieritsi-, T {TI} mïrede- id. ¶ ≈ UEW
7OO-1 (FP *ma4rV-, no rec. of the sibilant), It. #256, SK 359-6O, W EDW
585, TI 559 ¶ Thr initial s- in Lp is puzzling. The quality of the sibilant
is not clear: Es and Prm suggest *-c1-, while F ∆  and Lp point to *-c7- ˚
On the word-initial laryngoid *æ-  as the source of the NaIE *s- mobi le
before root-initial sonorants see  Introduvtion, §  2.2.6.
1487. *mus 1111V 'to cover, to conceal, to clothe' >  K  *mos-  v. 'cover, ge t
dressed, put on' >  OG mos- v. 'get dressed, put on' (Mt.11.8, Lc. 16 .9 ) ,
v. 'conceal' (Jud. 8.5), G mos- 'bekleiden, bedecken', s7e-mos ' b e
dressed', Sv {FS} li-msw-i msd. 'to conceal, to cover (oneself with), t o
get dressed' ¶¶ K2 124, FS K 221, FS E 244, Chx. 811-2 || HS: Eg N/G
msy ({EG} ms1j) '∈ garment' (ı BHb ≤mEs7ï 'fine cloth for garments ' ) ,
Eg XVIII mss {EG} 'Panzerhemd', {Fk.} 'tunic', Eg N mss.t '∈ garment
(shirt or sim.)', ? Eg G msd ({EG} ms1d) 'bekleiden' ¶  EG I 143, 1 4 9 ,
152, Fk. 118, KBR 645 || IE: NaIE *mus-/*mou\s- v. 'steal, conceal' >  Vd
mus5≤n5ati '(he) steals, robs', mus5a≤yati 'robs, takes away', OI
mo2s5ati 'steals', KhS mus1s1a (<  *mus7ya-) 'robbers', Wx mu4s7-, mo2s7t v.
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'conceal' »» Gmc: OFrn [LxS] chre2o-mo2s-ido 'grave-robbery' ¶ Not
necessarily here Tc A, B mus- 'lift, move aside' (may be akin to IE
*meu\- 'fortschieben', Av ava-m°va- 'put aside, remove') ¶ EI 5 4 3
(*mus-  'steal'), M K II 658-9, M E II 383-4, Bai. 338-9, Gnt. AM 193, ≠ P
743 (*meu\-s- ÿ *meu\- 'fortschieben'), Ad. 463, 466 || D *muc>c>-/muc>-
v. 'cover' > Tm muccu , Kt muc>-, Td mu4c>-, Nkr mus- id., Tu muccuni
v. 'shut, close, cover', Kn muccu id., v. 'conceal', Tl mu2yu id., Kdg
muc>c>- v. 'close', muc>c>i 'lid, cover', Klm muns-, Nk muc>-, Kui musa v.
'close, cover', Prj muy- v. 'cover oneself', Gdb muy- v. 'cover oneself
with wrapper', Gnd muc>c >a 2na2 v 'cover; wrap sth. round one’s body', muc>-
v. 'cover', Knd mus- id., v. 'close with lid, bury', Mnd muc>-, Ku muh-,
mu2ssali v. 'bury', Krx muc>c>- to close door\lid, shut', Mlt muc>e- v.
'close, shut up', Brh must 'shut, closed' ¶ ¶  D #4915, Pf. 35 [#176]
(*muc>-/*muy-); Km. 468-9 [#1O16] (*muy-) and GS 52-3 [#132] (*muy-,
*muy-c-); if Km. and GS are right, either D *-y- may go back to N *-s 1111-
or the D √  does not belong here.
1488. *mu6666s2 222V (= *mu6666sV?) 'insect, fly, ant' > IE: NaIE *mus-/*mou\s-
'fly' > Gk my6ia (< *mus-i\a2) 'fly' »» L musca 'fly' »» Gmc: Gtl mau\sa (<
*mu2sa), Dt Fl meuzie (< *musï) id. »» Lt muse$ﬁ, musi~s, Ltv mu2ﬁsa,
mus7a, Pru muso 'fly' » Sl *mu≤xa id. >  OCS muxa muxa, Blg mu≤xa
≠ ≤muxa, McdS muva, SCr mu~ha, ∆ muàha, Slv mu!ha, Cz moucha,
Slk, P mucha, R, Uk ≤muxa id., ds.: OCS m5wica mËs7-ic-a 'gnat', R
≤mowka 'small insect', mow≤ka 'mosquitoes, gnats' »» ? Arm mun mun
(gen. mnoj mnoy) 'flesh-worm; gnat, midge, mosquito' ({Mn.}: < A o f
*mus-i\´) ¶ ≈ P 752, F II 265-6, EM 424, WH II 133, Frn. 474, En. 2 1 2 ,
ESSJ XX 17O-2, Glh. 428, Mn. AIE 15, ≈ EI 2O7-8 (mus-≠*muÓ- 'fly, gnat ,
midge') || A {SDM97} *°musV >  pJ {S} *mu!si! 'worm, insect' >  OJ mu!si!,
J: T mu~s1i, K mu^si, Kg mu!_s7i, Ns mu~s7i!, Sh mu!s7i~, Ht mu~sÈ~, Y mu~c7i! id. ¶ S
AJ 269 [#1O6], S QJ #1O6, Mr. 489 ¶¶ SDM97 (A *musV) || D: [1]
*muc>- ({†GS} *mus-?) '∈ ant' > Ku muh5iri id., Kui muci tra2ku id.,
muZ>or`i ± murar`i 'large red ant', Tm mucir3u ≠ muyir3u 'red ant', Ml
mïru id.; [2] ??φ (in SD) *muc>an`tß- ({†GS} *-Z1-?) '∈ small bee' > Tu
mujan5t5A, mujjin5t5i, mojan5t5i id., Kn mujan5t5i '∈ honey (very
small bees)' ¶¶ D ##49O6, 49O8 || ?φ K *°mVs`- (or *mVrs`-?) > Sv:
UB/LB/Ln m´⁄s7k', UB {GP} m´⁄rs7k' 'ant'; the origin of UB -r- may b e
connected with the infl. of N *mVÂu6666 'ant' (q.v.) ¶ TK 594, GP 223, Ni.
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s.v. muravej  || HS: Eg L mstt '∈ scorpion' ¶ EG II 152  Ch: ECh: M u
{J} mi!se!n1i~n 'ant' (for the meaning cp. D and K) »» ?? WCh: Cp {Kr.} nsi~,
Ang  %s7i~ 'fly' ¶ ChL, ChC ˚ Sv s7 goes back to K *s` < N *s . Eg s <  N *s ,
*s 1111, or *s7777 reg. If the Sv word belongs here, the N sibilant was *s ˚ ≈
Gr. II #163 (*mus  'fly' n.) (IE, J, Ai + unc. U).
1489. *ma÷3333isV '≈ rub, polish' > HS: S *°√m÷s7+s > Ar √m÷s ' r u b
(leather, etc.) strongly'; the variant root √m÷s 7  'rub slightly' ( regis tered
in the Qa \m u \s, but absent in the classical lge.) may be due to borrowing
from a related lge or dialect that preserved pS *s7 as s7 ¶ Fr. IV 192, BK II
1127, Hv. 727 || U: FU (att. in FV) *maysV '(be) polished' (‘
'beautiful') >  Lp N {Fri.} muoissa- 'speciem pulchram habere (de r e
obsoleta polita)' » Er mazy mazi ≠ maze, Mk mazi maz1i ≠ mazy
mazi 'beautiful' ¶ UEW 697, Fri. 447, ERV 357-8, PI 154 || D *ma2c>- /
*mac>- v. 'rub, polish, sharpen' > Kn mase 'rub, grind, whet, sharpen ' ,
Tm ma2y v. 'grind and sharpen', Tu masiyuni, masevuni,
mas1evuni 'whet, sharpen', Krg maZ>a ± maZ>e, Klm, Nkr, Nk may-
'sharpen', Prj, Gnd mayp- id., Prj maykip- 'rub', Gnd mesïta2na2 v. 'pol ish ' ,
masïta 2na 2  'sharpen a razor\knife', mesi-  'whet' ¶¶ D #4628.
1489a. € *mÅ[ÓV]ÍV 'snake' > HS: EC: Sml mas, Sml N {Abr.} ma!s
'snake', Or {Th.} maska 'horned boa snake' » ??φ HEC {Hd.} *hamasa
'snake' > Brj {Ss.} hama!si ≠ {Hd.} homasi, Hd {Hd.} hamas7s7a (< *hamas-
c7a), Sd hamas7s7o id., Kmb hama2su 'roundworm' ({OS}: HEC *hamasa <
*maÓas- [mt.]; it may also go back to a cd.]) ¶ ZMO 282, Abr. S 176, Th.
239, Hd. 137-8, Ss. B 9O-1, Ss. WOKS 127 (EC *[hV]mas7-)  Ch: WCh: Hs
me2!sa~, Gw {Mts.} me!s7e, Tng {J} mï~zo~ 'python' »» ?? ECh: Bdy ma2zila
'serpent rouge' ¶ Ba. 79O, Mts. G 81, J T 12O, Sk. HCD 2OO, AlJ 96 ¶ ¶
Budge I 323 quotes Eg Gr ms ({Budge} mes) 'serpent', but EG’s
interpretation of this hieroglyphic orthographeme is only "von der Brut
des Apophis" (EG II 14O)  ¶¶ OS #1757 (HS *meHas- > EC, Hs + unc. σ Eg
mzÓ 'crocodile ') || D  *ma2c>- 'python' > Tm ma2cun5am, Prj ma2yondß
bam id., Gnd ma2sul ± ma2sor` id. ± ma2su2l 'rock python' ¶¶ D #4793 ˚
Blz. DA 158 [#63] (EC, ECh, D).
149O. (€?) *mVs1111 ++++s 6 666 ++++Çka{H}V  'marrow, brain' > IE: NaIE *mosg-o/en- ≠
*mosg≈o- id. >  OI maj≤ja2 /maj≤jan-, KhS ma4jsa2 'marrow', Av
mazga- id., 'brain', MPrs mazg, NPrs z9Ma ma4˝z id. »» ON mergr, NNr
merg, Sw ma4rg, Dn marv, OSx, OHG marg, NHG Mark, AS mearÌ
'marrow', NE marrow »» Sl *moŸzg¥ (gen. *mozgu) id., 'brain' >  SrChS,
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OR mozg5 mozgË, Blg ≤moz`k, SCr moàzak (gen. moàzga), Cz
mozek (gen. mozku), ∆ mozg, Slk mozog, P mo1zg (gen. mozgu),
R mozg (gen. ≤mozga), Uk ≤mozok, ≤m¡zok id., Slv mo•zg (gen .
mo•zga) 'marrow'; BSl d. **mozge2no- adj. 'of marrow' > Sl *moz7dz7an¥ >
OCS adj. moqdan5 moz7danË 'memyelvme1noß, medulla impletus' » Pru
musgeno  'marrow' »» Tc A ma4s1s1unt 'marrow' ¶ WP II 3O9 (*mozg≈-
), P 75O, EI 370 (*mosg≈o-s), M K II 549-5O, M E II 291-2, Horn 221, Vl.
II 1198-9, Sg. 128O, Bai. 332, Vr. 385, Kb. 663, OsS 592, KM 462, Ho.
217, Ho. S 5O, En. 212, Vs. II 638, Glh. 424-5, ESSJ XX 94-7, 1O4-5, ≈
Wn. 293 ¶ IE *g≈ (for *g) in the var. *mosg≈o-  may be due to the N lr. ||
HS: EC: pSam *mi+‰skaH ({Hn.} *misqaH) 'brain' >  Sml C {ZMO, DSI}
maskaH, Sml {R} mas≤kaÓ, Sml N {Abr.} ma!ska!X, Sml {Hn.} masqaH (is q
a mistake?), Sml J {Lm.} massih‰, pBn {Hn.} *m‰!ska!h > Bn: Bi m‰ska(h),
Sa/Ba m‰ska!h, J mska!h, K maka!h ¶ Hn. S 69, Abr. S 176, ZMO 283, DSI
425, Hn. BD 96  SOm {Blz.} *makc>- 'brain' >  Ari {Bnd.} makca id. ¶
Bnd. AL 146  ?σ Ch: Hs ma!sk'ï! {Abr.} 'greasiness' ¶ Abr. H 664, Ba. 7 7 9
|| ???σ D: Knd musku 'topmost part, upper side (of sth.) ¶ ≈ D # 5 1 2 8
˚  If Hn. is right in recording q in Sml and in reconstructing pSam
*misqaH, the ancient cns. must have been *K''''. If this is so, we have t o
suppose that in pre-IE the cns. *K'''' was de-emphatized (= deglottalized?)
due to as. to *H (*K''''H >  *k >  IE *g) ˚  Blz. DA #5 (D, C, Knd). Cf. pLzg
{StN} *masûq2[W]V 'brain, marrow'.
1491. *me?is 6666V 'hide', (→ ) 'clothes' >  HS: S *ma?is6+s7+T- 'hide, l ea ther '
>  Gz ma2?s ma?s, Tgy ma?si, Tgr mA?as, Amh mas 'hide, leather' »» ??
Ak ma?is7- '∈ a breed of sheep'  ? +ext.: S *°√ms6r >  Ar mas7r-at-
'vêtement, habits', √ms7r D  v. 'clothe so.' ¶ CAD X/1 116, L G 324, BK II
11O9-1O, Hv. 721 ¶ The Gz spelling with the letter s rather than t h e
expected s6 may be due to the infl. of the new EthS lgs. (mother tongues
of the scribes) that lost the distinction between Old EthS *s and *s6 ¶
The alt. spelling ma2÷s of the Gz word may be a mistake of Amhara
scribes caused by the loss of OEth *?  or *÷  in Amh which is suggested b y
the presence of ?  in Tgr and Tgy which preserved the ancient lrs. ¶¶ But
Bj {R} mesik 'hide of an animal' and Eg fXVIII msk5 'skin of an animal,
leather' (EG II 149, Fk. 118) are likely to belong to a different HS
etymon, which explains Eg s rather than s7 (the reg. reflex of N and HS
*s6). Sa {R} -m÷es-/-m÷is- (pf. ≤å-m÷eså, imv. em≤÷is) v. 'tan h ide '
and Ar √m÷s ≠ √m÷s7 v. 'rub' are likely to belong to a diferent e tymon,
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too (w BK II 1127, R S II 257) || IE: NaIE mo+ai\so-s 'hide, f leece '
(× *mo+ai\so-s 'sheep' < N *miZ@@@@÷ 3 333V 'sheep, goat' [q.v.]) >  Vd me2≤s5a-,
me2≤s5°- 'fleece, fell' (× me2≤s5a- 'ram', me2≤s5°- 'sheep' < N *miZ@@@@÷ 3 333V) »»
BSl: Lt ma!is7as '(large) sack', ma!is7e$ 'bag knitted of cords, large s ack
for hay', Ltv ma~iss 'bag, sack', Pru moasis 'smith’s bellows' » Sl
*me7 •x¥ (gen. *me7 •xa) 'fur; animal’s skin used as bag; bellows' >  OCS
m8x5 me7xË 'pellis, uter', 'fur, wine-skin', Blg måx 'animal’s sk in
used as a bag; bellows', SCr me•x ±mije•h, SCr ∆ mi àjex, SCr W mi•h,
Slv me•h 'sack, wine-skin, bellows', Cz me7ch 'leather-bag', Slk mech
'bag, sack', pl. mechy 'bellows', P miech 'bag, smith’s bellows', OR
m8x5 me7xË 'whole hide of an animal, tanned hide with fur, fur ;
belows; skin', R mex 'fur', pl. me≤xi 'smith’s bellows', Uk m¡x 'bag ,
wine-skin, smith’s bellows' »» ON meiss 'basket', OHG meisa {Kb.}
'Gefäß, Tragkorb', {OsS} 'Gestell zum Tragen auf dem Rücken', MLG
me2se 'Tonne' ¶ WP II 3O3, P 747, ≈ EI 511 (*moi\≤so-s 'ram, sheep;
fleece, skin'), M K II 689, ≈ M E II 38O (Vd me2s5° 'sheep’s fleece' “
me2s5°  'sheep'), Tr. 165, UEW 7O3, LG 171, MRS 32O, 323, Ep. 7O, Frn.
397, En. 212, ESSJ XVIII 156-9, 22O-1, Chrn. I 528, Glh. 4O8, Vr. 3 8 2 ,
Kb. 671, OsS 6OO || U: FU *mes6V 'clothes; to wear clothes' >  Lp: N
{Fri.} ma2ccu 'pallium', T {TI} ma2caYg, Kld {TI} ma2cex ' e in
hemdförmiges, äußeres Sommerkleid aus grobem Wollentuch o d e r
Leder' »» pVg *ma4s7- >  Vg: T ma4s7-, LK/P ma4∏s7- 'kleiden', So mas-
'anziehen, ankleiden' » Hg meztelen, mezitelen, ∆  mestelen
'naked, bare' (lit. 'clothe-less') ¶ UEW 869-7O (rejects the relat ionship
between Lp and Ugr for alleged semantic reasons: "stößt a u f
semantische Schwierigkeiten", which is not convincing), MF 444-5.
1492. *mátV 'feel, realize' >  IE: NaIE *med- 'think' (×  NaIE *med- v.
'measure' < N *mÅtVdV  ¬ *mÅdVtV  'to stretch', [in descandant lgs.]
‘ 'to measure') [q.v. ffd.]) > Clt: OIr mid- 'juger, adjuger, es t imer ' ,
Brtt *medami 'say'  (“  * ' think')  > W meddaf 'I say', C meth, MBr
emez 'say', Br eme / emez- 'inquit', MW meÎylyeist ' y o u
thought', W meddul- 'think' ¶ WP II 259, P 7O5, Vn. M  48-9, RE 1 3 8
|| HS: C: EC *°√m{t} > Sml mo2d- 'think, guess, suppose' ¶ Abr. S 1 8 1 ,
ZMO 293-4 || U: Y: Y K {IN} medï-, Y T {IN} merï-, OY K {BM} moedik
'hear', Y {Ku.} metu- 'let know, inform' ¶ IN 3O9-1O, Ku. 163 || A
*m{e}te- 'feel, know' > M *mede- 'know' > MM [LV, MA, IM] mede-, [IsV]
me'de- 'know', WrM mede-, HlM, Brt m´d´- 'know, unders tand ,
perceive, find out', Ord mudòe-, Mnr H {SM} mudòi¢e-, {T} mude-, Mnr M
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{T}, Ba {T} mede-, Dx {T} meZ7i¢e- 'know' ¶ Pp. L III 7O, Pp. MA 234, 4 4 1 ,
Lg. VMI 53, MED 531, SM 244, T 346, T DnJ 129, T BJ 143  Tg *mede-
'feel, recognize' > Ewk, Neg m‰d‰-, Lm m‰d- 'feel, guess', Sln m‰d‰-
'learn (erfahren, uznat∆ )', Orc m‰d‰- 'feel', Ud m‰d‰-, Ork m‰dd‰- ≠
m‰2d‰- 'feel, notice', Orc m‰2d‰, Ud, Nn m‰d‰, WrMc mede 'news,
information', Jrc medige 'tidings' ¶ STM I 563-4, Krm. 264, Kiy. 1 2 4
[#483]   ? pKo {S} *mi~t- 'believe' > MKo mi~t-, NKo mit- id. ¶ Rm. SKE I
149, S AJ 257 [#184], S QK #184, Nam 234, MLC 695 ¶ STM I 5O3-4 ¶ ¶
Not here (⇔ DQA) T: Yk bit ≠ bu4t 'sign, omen', because it is obviously
derived from T *bitæ- 'draw (lines)' ‘ 'write; determine the fate' (Pek.
478-9, ET B 155-8) ¶¶ S AJ 15, 294 [#498] ‘ SDM97 s.v. *m{u4}tu ' know,
believe' ‘ DQA #1383 (A *m{i\u}ti 'know, believe'; incl. M, Tg, Ko) ¶ ¶
An alt. et. of Ko *mi~t- 'believe' is a possible N etymon ≈ *0mu 4444 [Ó]t ''''V > D
*mu2t- 'establish with ev., confront with proof' (D #5O4O) ˚  IS II 6 2
(*metÅ 'o∑u∑at∆, soznavat∆ ' > IE, A [M, Tg]) ˚ Gr. II #387 (*met
'think') (IE, Y, A, Ko, Ch + unc. Gil, EA).
1493. *mËtV (or *mËt ''''V ) 'man, person' (‘ [in A] ?σ 'people, t r i be ' )
> HS: S *mut- 'person, man' > OAk mutum, Ak ∀ mutu(m)
'husband, man, warrior', Eb mu-tum  = mutum , Ug mt 'husband, m a n ;
hero', Amr {Hff.} mutum  'man', BHb pl. Mit5m6 m´≤t-ïm, pl. cs. it4m6 m´≥te2
'men, people (homines)', Gz m´t 'husband' ¶ CAD X/2 313-6, Sd. 69O-
1, Krb. PE 97, KB 617-8, A #17O5, Grd. UT #1369, OLS 3O5, Hff. 234-5 ,
L G 371  Ch: Hs mutum [mu~tu^N] (pl. mu!ta2~ne2!) 'man, person', Gw
{Mts.} pl. n=!ta~ni 'men, persons' »» CCh: Mrg {ChL} mdu~, WMrg {ChL} mda~
'person'. Br m=!da~ id., 'man (vir)', HgNk/HgF {ChL} m=~di! 'person', FlJ {ChC}
mdi~, Nz {ChC} mÈ~dE »» ECh: Skr {Lk.} ma!ti@, {Sx.} ma!ti! 'man (vir)', EDng
{Fd.} me~ta~ 'person', mi!ti~ko~ 'man (vir)', Bdy mïdo~, Mgm {J} mï~d'i~, Brg {J}
mi~di~wo!, Jg {J} mi~to! id. ¶ Ba. 8O7, Abr. H 69O, JI II 231, ChC, ChL  Eg G
mt 'man', adj. 'male', ??σ (× N *mot''''É 'sprout, stem, penis'?) Eg fP
mtw.t 'sperm, son' ¶ EG II 168-9 and V 144 (s.v. t3¿j)  ?φ B {Pr.}
*mïdid-an 'homines '  >  Ah {Fc.}, Gh {Nh.}, Tmz (MT}, Izn, Rf A {Rn.},
Mz/Wrg {Dlh.} midd´n, BSn/Izn/Mtm {Ds.} midden ≠ mid$d$en,
Ty/ETwlm medd¥n, Rf Wr/T/B {Rn.} mid´n 'homines', SrSn {Rn.}, Izd
{Mrc.} m´dd´n, Kb m´d3d3´n, Sll {Ds.} ≤m´dd´n, Tz {Stm.} m´"dd´n ≠ mu4dd´n
≠ midd´n, Gd {Lf.} mEdde2n, Awj {Prd.} midde5n 'les gens' ¶ Pr. M IV 4 1 4
reconstructs here a form *mïdid-an; an alt. rec. may be *mïd-wan ≠
*med-wa4n (with a typical pl. sx. *-wan  and with the reg. change *-dw- >
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*-dd-). The voiced cns. *-d- (for the expected *-t-) still needs explaining
¶ Fc. 1124, GhA 123, Dl. 487, Pr. M IV 242, 414, MT 4O4, La. S 244, Rn.
3O7, Stm. 2O8, Ds. 141, Ds. B 15O, Dlh. M 115, Dlh. Ou 184, Mrc. 1 2 8 ,
Lf. II #O971, Prd. 166 ¶¶ ≈ OS #18O6 (S, Ch) (unc. connection with HS
{OS} *mawut- 'die') || D *mut 'aged man' (‘  'old') > Tm mutu
'old, ancient', Ml mutu 'old, prior', Kt mud, mudk 'old age', Td muT,
muTy  'old', mu;t π  'old age', Kn muttu, mudi id., Kdg mudi 'old', Tu
mudu, mudu 'old, aged, ancient', Tl mudu 'old age, old'; Tl
mutta, muttu 'old person', d.: Tm mutiya(va)n3, Ml
mutukkan, Kt mudkn, Kn mudaka, muduku, Kdg mudîk´⁄, Tu
muduke, Prj, Gdb muttak, Gnd muytor ± muytondß 'old man', Nkr
mudgan 'husband', Brh mutkun 'old, old thing' ¶¶ D #4954 || A: NaT
*boÎ 'self' (× N *bodV 'body, belly') > Alt {BT} boy (+ ppas.) '-self', Qzl
{Jk.} po2s>, Tf {Ra.} bot£, Tv bòot 'self' (+ ppas.: bodum 'myself', boduN
'yourself' sg., etc.); NaT ?σ *boÎ 'clan' (against Cl. and in accordance
with DTS, hardly identical with *boÎ 'stature, the size of a man, b o d y ' )
>  OT boÎ 'clan, people', MOg bo[:]y 'clan, tribe; the people', OOsm XIV
boy 'clan'; Ï NaT *boÎun 'people, populace' > OT boÎun ' t r ibal
commumity, people' ({Cl.}: “ 'clans'), SbTt boyun 'servant' (but Qzq
*bodan 'subject [Untertan], prisoner, slave' cannot belong h e r e
[⇔ Musajev in TL 316]) ¶ Cl. 296-7, 3O6, DTS 1O7-11, ET B 176-9, TL
316, Rl. IV 1282-3, Ra. 164, BT 32, MKD 75, Rs. W 77, Dr. TM II #812, S
AJ 196 (#247), Jeg. 17O-1, Fed. I 416  M ?σ *muZ>i (< *mudi) ' peop le
(Volk), province, region' >  Kl Ö {Rm.} muZ7i 'people (Volk), province ' ,
WrM muZi, HlM muq 'province, region, area', Brt moqo 'a party in a
conflict', † 'region', WrO {Krg.} mu4Zi 'province, district', Ord {Ms.}
mu¯Z7òi 'province', Dg {T, Mr.} moZ7i 'province, region' ¶ KW 268, MED
554, Chr. 298, Ms. O 473, Krg. 612, T DgJ 155 ˚  D *t suggests N *t ''''
(*mËt ''''V), while the M root (if it belongs here) points to a N *t
(*mËtV ). NaT *-Î- belongs to the heritage of N *bodV ˚  ≡σ of t h e
semantic change 'person' ‘ 'people': [1] NIr daoine 'people, publ ic '
“ daoine 'homines', pl. of duine 'man, person', [2] Lt P {Krsch.}
z7mone$s 'people, nation' “ z7mone$s 'homines', pl. of z7mogus  ' m a n ,
person' (Bc. 1314) ˚  An alt. et. of the IE and D roots: N *mËt''''V ' m a n ,
person, a young' (see  item 15O3a).
1494. (€?) *mu6666tV 'die', (← ?) [?} 'go away, be removed' > HS *mu2t-
'die' >  S √mwt, prm. *-mu2t- G 'die' >  Ak, Ug, Ar, Gz -mu2t- (Ak 3m p .
imu2t, Ar 3m ip. yamu2tu, Gz 3m js. y´mu2t, etc.), BHb, Aram -mu2t3- (BHb
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3 m ip. ya2≤mu2t3) id., Pun, Amn, OA, IA, JA, Sr, Sb, Mn √mwt id., Mh, Hrs
√mwt id. (pf. mo2t, sbjn. Mh y‰mït, Hrs y‰≤met); S *≤mawt- 'death' >
Ak mu2tu(m), BHb tv#m1 ≤ma2wEt3 (originally a pausal form), cs. t&m
≥mo2t3, BA, JA t&m mo2t3, at1&m mo2≤t3a2, Sr æ›.owµa maw≤t-a2, Md muta, Ar
†v0Ma mawt-, DA, Sb, Mn mwt, Gz mo2t, Mh mawt, Hrs he-mo2t, Jb E/C
≤mit id., Sq {Jo.} mayt 'mortal illness' ¶ KB 532-4, A #17O3, OLS 3O3-4,
HJ O5-7, 7O7, Js. 751-2, Sl. 65O-1, Br. 378, DM 263, Nld. MG 3 3 7 ,
BGMR 89, BK II 1165-6, MA 64, L G 375-6, Jo. M 275, Jo. H 93, Jo. J
176, CAD X/1 421, Sd. 634, MiK I #2.43  Eg ∀ mt, mwt v. 'die' > Cpt
Sd/B/A/F moy mu 'die', qual.: Cpt Sd mooyt mout, Cpt B mOoyt
mo2ut, Cpt A/F maytmawt 'be dead'; Eg ∀ mt, mwt 'death' > DEg
mwt , Cpt moy mu  'death' ¶ EG II 165-7, Er. 157, Vc. 1O7  B *[w]mt
'die (mour i r ) '  > Ah {Fc.} ´mm´t v. imv. (3m pf. y´mmut), Tw {Pr.}
a4Æmma4Æt imv. (3m pf. ya4Æmmut) 'die', Ty/ETwl {GhA} ¥mœmœ¥t (3m pf .
imœmœut), Gd {Lf.} ´mm´t (3m pf. yEmmu2t), Awj {Prd.} mmut (3m pf .
im≤mut), Gh ´mm´t (3m pf. immut), Izd {Mrc.} mm´t (3m pf. immut),
Nf ´mm´t (3m pf. imm´t), Sll "´mm´t (3m pf. immu2t), Izn/Rf/SrSn {Rn.}
´mm´t3 (3m pf. immut3), Kb {Dl.} ´mm´t3 (3m pf. y´mmut3), Nf {Beg.}
≤´mm´t (3m pf. y´m≤m´t) 'die', Si {La.} immu2t 'is dead', Zng {TC} aor. in t .
yitmetteh 'die', n. act. im´tt´nt, ?φ yemœmœih 'il est mort' ¶ Fc. 1131-3 ,
2O26, GhA 134, Lf. I 27O and II #O959, Rn. 389, Dl. 524-5, Pr. M VI-VII
197-8, Beg. 288, Prd. 169, ABs. LBV §  167, TC Z 308  EC: Rn {PG} ip. -
amu2t(-) (3s ya~mu2~t) / p. -umuy  and -uma2t- (3s yu~mu~y, 1p nu~mu~y, 3 p
yu~ma2~te2~n) 'die', Gdl {Bl.} mu2t- v. 'become very weak and close to dea th ' ;
Sml mo2tan 'dead' ¶ Hn. R 214, Hn. S 35, 52, PG 64, 284, Bl. GD 85, ZMO
294, AD SF 246-7  Ch: WCh: Hs mu!tu2! 'die' » Su {J} mu2~t, Tal {IL} mu$@:t,
Ywm {IL} mwOt≈ id. » Fy/DfB/Bks/Klr {J} mot id. » Tng {J} mUdE, Krkr {J}
me2t, Grm {Sch.} mo!tu!-ko~, Krf {Sch.} mu!k-ko~ (vb. n. mu~to!), Glm {Sch.}
m‰!z-a2~la!, Gera {Sch.} mu!du~-mi!, Glm {Sch.} mu!t-a!la~, Bl {Lk.} mot- id. » Dir
{IL} mO!tu!, {Sk.} matu id. » Ngz {Sch.} mÈ~tu!, Bd {IL} mu!tu~ id. »» CCh: T r
{Nw.} m‰d'i id. (vb. n. m‰ta!)» Mrg {IL} m=@t≈o~u\ id. » HgNk/FlK {Kr.} mtE id. »
Nz {Kr.} mute id. » Lmn {Lk.} mt- id. » Mdr {Mirt} mc-a, Glv {Rp.} mc-, Gdf
{IL} mc'(‰)gana, Dgh {Frk.} m!=c7a~, {IL} mca!ya~ id. » Mtk {Sb.} m‰ca, Myn
{Ro.} mt-, Mkt {Ro.} m‰!c, MfG {Brr.} !-m‰c7-, me!-m‰c7ey, {Ro.} m‰~c7e!, Mf
{BLB} m‰ca, Gzg D {Lk.} moc, {Ro.} mu!c7, Mada {BrrB} a!-mat, Mada/Mlk
{Ro.} ma!t id. » Db {Lnh.} mI~c7, Kola {Sb.} mU!ty id. » Bdm {Cfr.} ma~t‰!, Lgn
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{Lk.} mti id. » Msg {Trn.} m ~r ! id. » Ms {J} mi!tna!, ZmB {J} ma!t id. »» ECh:
Skr {Sx.} mi~te! id. » EDng {Fd.} ma~te~, Mgm {J} ma2!to! id. » Jg {J} ma2t, Brg {J}
ma2~ti!, Mb {Lk} ma2t, {J} inf. ma2~de! id. ¶ JI II 1O2-3, ChC, ChL, Sch. BTL 3O,
57, 86, 118, 137, 142, Sch. DN 1O6, BLB 235, Brr. MG II 163, 175, BrrB
194, Ro. 237 (pMM *mac) ¶¶ OS #1751 (*mawut-), Tk. I 227 || D
*mutß- 'die' (× D *mutß[i]- vi. 'end, terminate, be completed' < N *mudV
'finish', to end' [q.v.]) >  Tm mut5i  (p. -v-) v. 'die' ¶ D #4922 || ?σ IE:
Ht mutai- v. 'remove (evils)', ?? mudan(s) 'garbage, scraps' (“
'sth. removed') ¶ CHD L-N 335-7, Ts. E II 235-6 ˚  Because of phonet ic
circumstances (coincidence of N *-t-  with the reflex of either *-d-  o r
*-t ''''- in most cognate lgs.) the N word in question was doomed t o
contaminate with paronymous words, such as N *mudV  'finish', to e n d '
(q.v.). Ht mutai- v. 'remove' belongs here if the meaning ' d i e '
(attested in HS and D) developped from an earlier (pN) meaning ' g o
away, be removed'.
1495. *mat?V ≠ *ma{?}tV 'approach' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'meet', 'enter') > HS: CS *√mt'? > IA √mt'? G  'arrive at, reach' (?  is a
real lr. rather than a mater lectionis, as confirmed by forms such as 3 p
pf. mt5? [*m´≤t'a?u2]), Plm √mt5? G  'come', Ar √mtœ? G  (pf. à6aMa
mata?a) 'inivit (feminam)'; the √  was tranformed in *√mt'w+y in BA
(3m pf ay1m6 ≠ ey1m6 m´≤t'a2, 3f pf. ty1m6 m´≤t'a2-t3) and in later Aram: JA
[Trg.] √mt'w+y G  (ay1m6m´≤t5a2), JEA {Sl.} √mt'y G , Sr √mt'w+y G  ( 3 m
pf.'tOµ m´≤t5a2) 'come, arrive at, reach'; in Aram the ve rb
contaminated with √mt'? ≠ √mt'w+y (<  S *√mT'? 'find'), but t h e
meaning 'arrive, come' is still present ({KB} 'kommen über' a n d
'eintreten, da sein' in BA [Daniel], in JA and Sr) ¶ HJ 616-7, KB 1 7 3 5 ,
Lv. T II 26-7, Sl. 658-60, Br. 381, JPS 26O, BGMR 88, Fr. IV 189, BK II
1121  EC *√mt, *-mtï, *-(i)mit- 'come' >  Af {PH} pcv. 1s pf. eme2te
'come', Sa {Wlm.} pf. -eme2te / ip. -amate id.; pSam {Hn.} *i-mit ' a r r ive '
>  Rn {PG} ip. -amït(-) (3m ya~mï~t, 3p ya~mï~tï~n) / pf. -imiy and -ima2t-
(3m yi~mi`y, 1p ni~mi~y, 3p yi~ma2~te2~n), Sml C pcv. p. -imid- ( 3 m
˘yimid(ey)) / prs. -ima2d- (3m yima2da) 'come', pBn {Hn.} pf. *-imid- /
ip. *-ima2d- 'come' (> Bn: K -imid-/-ima2d- ≠ -ibid-/-iba2d-, Bi/J -ïd- / -
iya2d-); Bs {HL} e2met- 'come, arrive', Dsn {To.} -i(:)mï/-i(:)meÎ- ' come ' ;
HEC: Brj {Ss.} int-ay 'come' (<  p. *imt-), Alb {HL “?}, Kmb {Hd.} ame2t-
id. »» Ag {Ap.} *?‰nt-/*-Vnt- ' come '  > Bln ?‰nt-, Km ‰nt-, -t-, Aw -nt;
Ï Ad *?nt-a4t- id. > Bln *?‰nt-Ar-, Xm (‰)t‰r- ¶ Ss. B 1O5, Hn. S 65, Hn.
BD 99, PH 96, PG 42-4, Vg. rSimO 165-7, HL 69, Ss. OKSV, Ss. Hd. 3O7,
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AD IPCV, AD SF 246, To. DL 2O1, Ap. AV 5 || IE: NaIE *ma2d-/*m´d- ( o r
*mo2d-/*m´d-) 'approach, meet' >  Arm mat¢im matc7≈im vi. 'gain
access, approach, draw near' (aor. mateaj mateay),
matuçanem matuc≈anem vt. 'draw\bring near' »» ON mo1t, MHG
muoÔ, AS mo2t n. 'meeting, assembly', NE moot; Gt ga-mo2tjan, ON
møta, Dn mØde, Nr mØta, Sw mo4ta, OSx mo2tian, AS mø2tan†' t o
meet', NE meet ¶ WP II 3O4, P 746, Fs. 193-4, Vr. 393-4, Ho. 225-6 ,
Ho. S 53, Skeat 37O || U (att. in Prm only) *°mattV >  FU: pPrm *matin,
*mate  'near' > Z, Vt matÈn adv. 'near', Z mat‰  'near' (adv. of direction) ,
Z LL mat‰d- vi. 'approach', Vt mate 'approximately' ¶ LG 17O || ?σ A:
NrTg *mata 'newly arrived person' > Ewk, Lm mata id., 'guest; foreigner '
¶ STM I 533, Vas. 29  ? Ko {Rm.} mat 'mate, friend', manna-da ' m e e t '
¶¶ Rm. SKE I 142 ˚  S *√mt'? ≠ *√mt'w+y and U *mattV suggest a N
rec. *mat?V , while the long vw. in IE *ma2+o2d- points to a N r ec .
*maÓtV (= *ma{?}tV?).
1496. *matV{?}V 'moisture' > IE: NaIE *mad- 'wet, moist, liquor', v.
'drip' >   Gk mada1v 'be moist \ sodden' (of diseased fig-trees), madaro1ß
'moist' »» L madeo /made2re 'be wet \ moist' ¶ Not here  OI ≤mada-,
≤madya-, Av maÎa-, maîÎya- 'exhilarating \ intoxicating drink' (ÿ
mad- 'exhilarate, intoxicate') ¶ WP II 231-2, P 694-5, ≈ EI 6 3 8 - 9
(*m(e)hÅd- 'become wet\moist\fat'), M K II 568, M E II 299-3OO, F II
157-8, WH II 6-8 || HS: Eg NE mty.t 'flood' ¶ EG II 169  C: SC: Brn
madiN 'rainy season' »» HEC: Qbn, Kmb {Hd.} mut'a 'wet', Kmb {Hd.} mut'-
'be wet', mat'o2 'rainy season' ¶ E SC 153, Hd. 332, 334  Ch *mVd'-
'dew' (× N *mu 6666 t ' '''V  'drop', q.v. ffd.') || A: T *mat 'thick liquid' >  OT bat
'thick juice of pressed dates', Qrg {Jud.} bat 'glue, paste, starch' ¶ Cl.
296, Jud. 116 |||  N d. or cd. € *matV{?}VÂV 'rain' or 'rainy season' >
HS: S *ma≤t'ar- 'rain' > BHb ry1m1 ma2≤t'a2r, Ug mt5r, IA mt5r(?), H t r
mt5r?, JA [Trg.} ar!y6m5 ≠ ar!y6im5 mit5≤r-a2, Sr ærotµe mEt5≤r-a2, M d
mit5ra id., Ar r6aMamatœar- 'shower, heavy rain', Ak LB mit5ru ' small
canal, ditch', Ak fOB d. mit5irtu  '∈ canal, ditch; ∈ field \ orchard'; WS
*√mt'r v. 'rain' > Amr, Ug √mt'r G , Ar √mtœr G , BHb √mt'r N  id.; WS
ı Ak RS mit5ar 'field irigated by rain' ¶ KB 544, A #1555, OLS 3O8,
HJ 619, Js. 769, DM 265-6, BK II 1122, Hv. 725, Sd. 663, G A 26, CAD
X/2 144-7  Eg fAm mtr 'flood, water' (Eg G 'inundation water') ¶ EG
II 174 || K: GZ *za-mtar- 'winter' > OG, G zamtar-i, Mg zotonZ7-i id.;
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*za-mtar- is a cd. with the component *za- (originally 'year') used i n
names of seasons (cp. G za-pXul-i  'summer'); the pK stem *-mt[ar]- m a y
be discerned in Sv UB/Ln li-ntw and Sv L lu-nt 'winter' ¶¶ K 86-7, K2
56, Q 228, FS K 128, 217, FS E 138, 239, TK 443, GP 162 ˚  The N l r .
was lost in IE, Eg, and K, but preserved (as glottalization or its traces) i n
S, EC, and Ch (*t? > *t' >  S *t', HEC *t', Ch *d') ˚  ≈ BmK #537 (IE, HS [S,
HEC, NrBc, but not Eg]; the Eg cognate is not mentioned deliberately,
because it is at variance with Bm’s preconceived theory about IE *d [his
*t5] <  N *t '''') ˚  The semantic change 'rain' ‘ Eg 'flood' is easily
explained by the special grographical conditions of Egypt (absence o f
rains, importance of the Nile flood), while the change 'rain(y season) '
‘ K 'winter' provides ev. for the climate of the Nostratic original
habitat (Southwestern Asia with the rainy season in November-
February, see AD NM).
1497. *metVHa 'head, top, summit' > HS: C: EC {Ss.} *matH- 'head' >
pSam {Hn.} *mataH > Sml mada!H, Sml J ma!di?, Rn {Hn.} ma≤taH, {PG}
ma!ta~H (cs. ma!ta~kki!), pBn {Hn.} *ma!da~h >  Bn {Hn.): Bi ma!da(h), J/K/Kj
ma!da; Bs {HL} mete, Or ma!ta?, {Grg.} mata2, Kns {Bl.} matta, {Lm.} matta!,
Msl {Lm.} matta, Di/Mos {Lm.} mas7s7a!, Gato {Fl.} ma4tta, Gdl {Bl.}
mas7s7(a), Dsn me! (pl. met-u), Bs {Lm.} mete, Elm me!te?, Arr {Hw.}
mette!h, Ya {Ss.} mi!teh id. »» Bj {R} mat 'crown of the head' »» ?φ  Ag: Bln
{R} ma2d-, mad- 'auf den Kopf schlagen, den Kopf blutig schlagen' (× N
*muZ[V]˝V 'fist, fingers; to squeeze\hit with a fist, to punch on t h e
head'?) ¶ AD SF 182, Bl. 157, 185, 25O, 317, Ss. PEC 5, 8, 1O, 36-7, 5 7 ,
63, HL 131, Grg. 282, Hn. S 69, Hn. BD 111, PG 221, Lm. SKE 532, Hw. A
384, R WB 263, R WBd 175, Blz. EDB 21-2, To DL 517  Om: SOm: Dime
mEt, {Fl.} m‰t, Ari U ma4ta!, Ari {Bnd.} mata!, Ari G {Bnd.} mÄta, Hm ma4t-,
Hm K mEt, Banna {Blz. “?} ma4∏te 'head' »» NrOm: Dzd {Blz.}: Na {Fl.} mot
id., Shk {Fl.} mo2to, mu2tu 'head, brain' ¶ Blz. OLBP #6O, Blz. EDB 21-2 ,
Bnd. AL 152, Fl. OWL s.v. 'head'  CCh: Pdk {Blz. “ Mch.} mudara,
Msg P {Trn.} m‰diy (cs. midi-), Msg Ng {Lk. “ GKrs.} ma1da, maidi!,
mi!di, Msg {Mch.} mada 'head', Mlw {Trn.} ma&t id. (with pos. prns . :
mi~da~ a! 'my head', mi~di~ ni~ 'his head', mu~du~ ku~ 'thy [m.] head', etc.), ?
Mbara {TrnSL} mbo~t 'head' ¶ Lk. DQM 65, Trn. LM 1O5-6, Trn. MVM
186-7, TrnSL M 299 ¶¶ Blz. OLBP #6O and Blz. EDB 21-2 (C, Om, Ch +
err. Ak muttu [Holma NK 35: • 'front, forehead', but in fact ' f r o n t
side']) || K: OG mta-y, G mta 'mountain' ¶ Ser. 92, DCh. 719-2O, Chx.
765 || A: Tg *mi\ata 'hide from the animal’s head; skin of the head' >
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Neg, Ork me2ta, Ul me2ta ≠ mI¢ata id., Lm ma4∏t ± me2t ± mI¢at, Orc mi¢ata-
ksa, Ul me2ta-ksa, Nn Nh mI¢ata 'hide from the animal’s head', Ewk me2ta
id., 'scalp', Sln m1e2ta 'face' ¶ STM I 535 ¶ Tg *i\a < *e due to vowel
breaking (as. of the second part of the vw. to the vw. of the next syll.)
 T *bet  'face' >  OT [TT] bet, Tk bet, Az ba4t, Tkm ∆ , CrTt, Kr, Qmq,
QrB, ET ba4t, ∆ bet, Alt bòet, ET ba4t, Chv pit 'face', Chg, Nog, Qq, Qzq,
Qrg, Uz bet, VTt, Bsh bit, SbTt pit 'face, cheek', Tv bòeti 'this side', Tf
bòe<t 'front side', Yk ba4tta4X 'here, on this side' ¶ DTS 1O, ET B 121-2, TrR
111, Ra. 162, ≈ TL 2O7 (*ba4t 'face'; the rec. of *a4 is unc. because of VTt
and Bsh i)  M *metu4 'similar(ly), as' (“  *'face of'?)  > MM [S] {H}
metu4  'such as, as', [HI] {Ms.}, [PP] {Pp.} metu4, WrM metu4, HlM m´t,
Brt m´t´  'similarly, as', Kl met, {Rm} met´, metü, MMgl [Iw.] metu4, Dg
{Mr.} mE≤tu 'similar(ly), as', Ord {Ms.} mo4tæu$, Mnr H {SM} madòu, {T}
madu, Dx {T} mutu 'as (comme)' ¶ H1O9, Ms. H 75, Ms. O 472, Pp. KP
153, MED 538, Chr. 313, KRS 351, KW 262, Mr. D 172, Iw. 115, SM 2 2 9 ,
T 343, T DnJ 129 ¶¶ Rm. EAS I 79, KW 262, DQA #13O7 (A *mi\atæi
'head skin, face') || D: [1] *me+itt- 'top, upper part of the house' >  Td
midy 'upper storey', Tm mettai\ id., 'storied house', Ml metta
'terrace', Kt med 'upstairs room', Kn metti 'the upstairs', Tu
mettigA 'pavement \ boards of the floor of an upper storey', Tl
middiya , midde  'flat roof, terrace', Knd mide in me2r`a mide ' t e r r aced
building'  [2] *me2tß- 'raised place' > Ml me2t5a id., 'tower, u p p e r
storey', Tm me2t5ai\ 'platform, raised floor, terraced house', Png me2r`
'storied house', Tl me2d5a id., 'upper chamber', Gnd me2r`a2 'large house ' ,
Knd me2r`a in me2r`a mide (see above), Ku me2r`a 'upstair building', D ı OI
λ met5a-, Prkr med5aya 'whitewashed storied house'; [3] *ma2tß- ' u p p e r
storey, terrace' > Tm ma2t5i 'terrace', Tm, Ml ma2t5am, Tl ma2d5ugu
'house with an upper storey', Kn ma2d5a, ma2t5a, ma2d5i 'upstair house ' ,
Kdg, Klm ma;dßi, Gnd ma2dßi 'upper storey', Tu ma2d5Ë 'roof', Nkr ma2r`i
'large house', Nk ma2r `a 'raised platform', D ı  OI λ  ma2d5i 'palace' ¶¶ D
##4796, 5O69 ˚  Tg -t- and D *-tt- (usual reflexes of N *-t ''''-) are likely
to represent the cluster *-tH-  (< N *-tVH- with elision of the vw.); D *-
tß- goes back to N *-t-  (here probably from *-tVH- without vowel
elision) ˚  The N vw. after *t  is reconstructed on the indirect ev. of D
*-tß-.
1498. *mÅtVdV ¬ *mÅdVtV 'to stretch' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'to measure') >  HS: S *√mdd 'stretch, measure (the length)' >  Ak
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√mdd v. G  (inf. mada2du, 3m pret. i-mdud) 'measure (using a
measure of capacity\length), pay, measure the length', BHb √mdd (p f .
dd2m1 ma2≤d3ad3, ip. -mod3) v. G 'measure (length\surface)', Pun mdd acp .
'measurer', Ar √mdd  v. G 'spread (a carpet), stretch (one’s arm), s t ra in
(a rope), lengthen by stretching', madda ?umra (fula2nin) ' lengthen
(so.’s) life' (of God), Gz √mdd v. G (pf. mdd madada) 'spread, level',
Tgr √mdd G  (pf. md mAddA) 'stretch, spread', Mh √mdd (pf. m‰d,
sbjn. y‰mde 2d ) 'stretch out, stretch (one’s limbs)', Hrs √mdd (pf. mÄd),
Jb C √mdd (pf. midd, sbjn. ≤yummud ≠ yu2d), Jb E √mdd (pf. mid) id.; d .
CS *≤madd- 'stretching', (‘ *'measure of cloth' ‘ ) 'garment' >  Ar dwMa
madd- 'reach of the sight, prolongation (of vowels \ voice)', BHb mad3*/
madd-* 'garment' (attested: sg. +ppa. &Dm2 mad≤d-o2 'his garment', p l .
+ppa. viD1m2 mad≤da2w 'his garments'), Ug md {A} '∈ garment', {OLS}
'capa, cubierta', JEA aD1m2 mad≤d-a2 {Sl.} 'garment', {Js.} 'priest’s c loak ' ;
WS *mu+idd- > Ar dwMumudd- '∈  measure (of various standards)', Tgr MD
m‰dd '∈  measure of corn'; WS *midd-at- >  Ar ÉdWMu mudd-at- ' length,
space of time', BHb eD1m5 mid≤da2 'measurement (of length) '
('Meßstrecke'), Sb mdt 'period', Tgr MdT m‰ddAt 'spice of t ime,
period', Jb C m‰d≤dEt 'period' ¶ CAD X/1 5-9, KB 518-2O, HJ 595, A
#1516, OLS 259-6O, Js. 731, Sl. 642, BK II 1O75-7, Hv. 711-2, L G 3 2 9 ,
BGMR 83, LH 141-3, Jo. M 26O-1, Jo. H 87, Jo. J 168 || IE: NaIE *med-
v. 'measure' ({EI} id., 'weigh') (× NaIE *med- 'think' <  N *mátV ' feel ,
realize' [q.v.]) >  OI L ≤masti-h5 <  *med-ti-s?) n. 'measuring, weighing'
»» Arm mit mit (gen. mti mti) 'mind, intellect, sense' »» Gk me1domai
'think on, provide for, am mindful of, bethink one of' (hardly
connected with me1dvn 'guardian, lord') »» L modus 'a measure ,
standard of measurement', modo adv. 'by measure, according to a
limit', medit-or / -a2ri 'think over, consider', modius '∈ a Roman
corn-measure (16 sextarii, rather less than 2 gallons)', Um mer7s, MERS
'ius' (<  *med-os), mersus 'ex moribus', Osc med-dI1ss 'magis t ra te '
(<  *medo-dik8-s), gen. medI1keI1s »» OIr midiur (p. ro-mI1dar)
'cogito, judico', airmed 'measure', mess 'judicium', med 'ba lance ' ,
W meddwl  'animus, me \ns, cogitatio'; on Brtt *medami 'think, say' s e e
N *mátV '⇑ ' »» Gt mitan, OHG me4(Ô)Ôan, NHG messen, AS
metan 'to measure', ON meta id., 'evaluate, count', met
'measurement, weight', OSx met, OHG me4Ô , NHG MaS, AS met
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'measure', AS mitta '∈ a corn-measure' (÷ L modius) ¶ WP II 2 5 9 -
6O, P 7O5-6, ≈ EI 374 (includes reflexes of IE *med- 'think'), M K II 6O7,
≈  F II 191, WH II 55-6, 99-1OO, Bc. G 319, 338, Vn. M  27, 42-3, 48-9 ,
Fs. 363-4, Vr. 25-6, Ho. 22O, 224, Ho. S 52, Kb. 682, OsS 6O6, KM 4 6 5 ,
475-6 || D (tr., †GS} *matßtß- v. 'measure' >  Tm mat5t5u 'measure ,
quantity, standard', mat5t5am 'measure, evenness, flatness', Ml
mat5t5u 'measure, limit', mat5t5am '∈  measure of length', Kt matßm
(obl. matßtß-) 'level place, all', Kn mat5t5u, mat5t5a, mat5a 'measure ,
extent, height', Tu mat5t5u 'measure, extent, limit', mat5t5a
'carpenter’s \ bricklayer’s square, level, measure', Tl mat5t5u limit,
bound, measure', mat5t 5amu  'level, a levelling instrument' ¶¶ D #466O
|| A: M *badara- v. 'spread, expand' (× N *p''''at ''''HV 'to be open, to open ' ,
q.v. ffd.).
1499. € *matÂV ¬ *maÂtV 'midday' ([in ObU]‘  'south') > HS: Eg
MKL mtr.t ({Vc.} = *mitra-t) 'midday' > DEg mtr id. > Cpt: Sd meere
meere, B merI meri id. ¶ EG II 174, Er. 192, Vc. 119 || U: FU (att. i n
ObU) *°martV >  ObU {Ht.} *ma2rtV(y) 'country where migratory b i rds
spend their winter' >  pVg *ma2rtÈ∏ id. >  Vg (partially in cds. with m‰2 ±
ma2 'land', sa2m 'region', l!oNk 'way', woy 'beast'): MK mo2rt, LL mort, UL
mo2rti, Ss mOrti 'country where migratory birds spend their winter', d. P
mort´m id. »» pOs *martÈ†(in similar cds.): Ty/Y maºrtÈ, D mo"rt´, K
ma"rt´, Nz/Kz mOrt´, O marti id. ¶ Ht. #412, KrT 543-4, ≈ UEW 28O-1.
15OO. *mat''''V 'to bend' > HS: WS *-mït'- ≠ *-mu2t'- '≈ shake, waver,
turn away' >  Ar √mytœ (pf. ma2tœa, ip. -mïtœ-) 'turn away, retire f rom,
deviate', BHb √mwt' (pf. ma2t', ip. -mu2t') 'totter, shake', MHb √mw+yt'
Sh (pf. yim5e4 he2≤m°t5) 'bend, shake', JA [Trg.] √mwt' G  'inline, waver,
decline; give way, bend', {Lv.} 'wanken, zum fallen neigen', Sr √mwt' G
'totter, lean over, stagger', Gz √myt' G  (js. -mït') vt., vi. 'turn, t u r n
aside' ¶ KB 526, L G 377, BK II 1173, Hv. 742, BDB 536 [#4131], Js .
74O, Lv. TM II 14, Br. 376, JPS 2O7 || A *matæa vt. 'bend' > M *mata- >
WrM mata-, HlM, Brt mata- v. 'curve, bend', Kl {Rm.} mata-Xa
'biegen, bogenformig machen', ds.: WrM matai- matayi-, HlM
matij-, Kl mati- matï- vi. 'bend, curve', Kl {Rm.} mat!i-, mat!a4∏-, Kl Ö
{Rm.} mata4∏-, mata2- 'sich biegen, sich schief drehen', Ord matæa4∏- ' e t r e
contourné \ courbé', WrM matail9a-, HlM matijlga- vt. ' b end ,
bow, curve', Dg matl!en 'bent, curved' ¶ MED 53O, Chr. 294, KRS 3 4 4 ,
Rm, KW 258, T DgJ 154, Ms. O 456  Tg *mata- vt. 'bend' >  Ewk mata-,
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WrMc mata- id. ¶ But not here (⇔ DQA) STg *mita- > WrMc mita-
vi. {Z} 'turn\bend back, turn over back; give back', {Z, Hr.} ' unbend ,
zurückschnellen' (of a bow after removing the bowstring), Jrc {Kiy.}
mita-  vi. 'retreat', because the basic meaning here is 'backward' r a t h e r
than 'bend'  ¶ STM I 533, 539, Z 887, Hr. 659, Kiy. 12O [#414]  ?φ p J
{S} *m‰t‰r- vi. 'bend, deviate' > OJ motor- vi. bend', J: T/Kg moto!r-, K
mo!to!r- 'deviate\depart from, run contrary to' ¶ S QJ #929, Mr. 7 2 7 ,
Kenk. 1273 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #13O6 (A *mi\atæe~ 'to bend'; incl. M, J) || Gil: Gil
A (mod-) (prs./p. mot£-ç) 'lie with one’s head on the cushion' ¶¶ ST 1 9 3
|| D: [1] D *matßank- vi. / *matßakk-, {†GS} *madßaNk- vt. 'bend, fold' > T m
mat5aNku  'become bent as the arm or leg, be closed\folded as a knife
or table', Ml mat5aNNuka 'be bent \ folded', Kt mar`k, Kdg madßak- v t .
'fold', Td mor`y- vi., vt. 'fold neatly', mor`x- vi. 'bend', Kn mad5ate
'folding, a fold', Tu mad5atA 'a fold, crease', mad5i 'fold, a quant i ty
added', Tl mad5aka2  'fold, plait', mad6agu 'bend, fold, be ben t \ fo lded ' ,
Prj madßkip- 'fold, roll up', Gnd mar`p- v. 'fold'  [2] (in SD) *ma2tß-
({†GS} *-dß-) > Tm ma4t5ai\ 'being bent downwards as horns of cattle', Ml
ma2t5a  'cow with horns bent downwards', Kt matß et 'bullocks with h o r n s
curving back', Tu mo2d5A 'ox\buffalo with curved horns' ¶¶ D ##4645 ,
4799, Sbr. DVM 64 ¶¶ The cns. *-tß- for the expected *-t- has not ye t
found explanation (suffixes that were lost due to D sound laws ruling
out stop-initial clusters?).
15O1. *mÅt''''V '≈ increase, make long/broad' > HS: S *°√mt't' > Ar
√mtœtœ G  (pf. matœtœa)  'tendre et allonger une chose en la tirant avec
force; allonger (les joues, les sourcils)' ¶ BK II 1121 || K {Fn.} *°mat'- >
G mat'-ul- / mat'- (ft. i-mat'-eba, inf. mat'ul-oba) vi. 'increase, b e c o m e
larger' ¶ Chx. 727-8 ||  D *mat-, {†GS} *mad- > Tm matippu 'growing
fat' (of a person), 'growing leafy' (of a plant), matukay 'strength', Tl
madincu  'become fat' ¶¶ ≈ D #4687 (+ err. D *mat-, {GS} *mady- ' b e
furious, excited' - cp. GS 148-9 [#5O8]) ˚  Fn. KD #25 (K, D).
15O2. *mot''''É 'sprout, stem, penis, genitals' > HS: Eg mt (reading o f
the character representing male genitalia), DEg mt 'phallus', as well a s
possibly (× N  *mËtV 'man, person') ? Eg fP mtw.t 'sperm, son' ¶ EG II
168-9, Er. 184  EC: HEC: Sd {Hd}, Hd {L} muta 'penis', Hd/Kmb {Hd.}
mut- v. 'sprout', Hd {Hd.} muta 'awl for basketwork' » LEC: Or {Grg.}
mut'- v. 'sprout, blade' (of crop) ¶ L rCoh. 315, Hd. 141, 387, Grg. 2 9 5
 NrOm: Zl/Dc {Lm.} mute 'penis' ¶¶ Tk. I 227 || K: eNG {SSO} mut'-el-i
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'membrum muliebre' (× N *mu6666[÷]t''''V 'woman, female', sc. an adj. ' t h a t
of a woman, muliebre'??) ¶ SSO I 529, Fn. SK 98 [#191] || A *motæÉ ( o r
*metæÉ?) 'pudenda; bird’s crop' > Tg: Ewk {Cs.} motoko 'vulva' (unless
from N *mu6666[÷]t''''V 'woman, female', q.v.) ¶ STM I 547  T: VTt bÁºtÁg
'vulva', Qz bo4ta4ka4 'kidneys of animals', Yk bo4to4go4 'bird’s crop, c row' ,
Chv {Ash.} puteke pudòegòe id., 'kidneys of animals' ¶ Rs. W 8, Ash. X
44  pJ {S} *mitu\a > OJ mi\itu\o 'pudenda' ¶ S QJ #482 ¶¶ DQA # 1 2 8 9
(A *me!tæi(-rkV) > incl. T, Tg, J) ¶¶ T and Tg suggest a rounded vw. o f
the first syll., but in the light of the J cognate the T/Tg rounded vw.
may be due to as. || D *mot(t)-, {†GS} ≈ *modd- '≈ trunk, straw' >  T m
mutal  'stump, lowest part of stem', Td mîT  'straw', Kn moddu 'log o f
wood', Tu madad5Ë 'log, trunk', mudelË 'stubble, stump of a t r ee ' ,
Klm modal 'tre trunk', modda 'log', Nkr mod≈al, Prj model, Gnd modol,
modal , Knd modol  'tree trunk', Nk maddum  'stem of tree' ¶¶ D #4951.
15O3. € *mo6666t ' '''É 'whole, complete' > A: T *bu4t- (= *mu4t-) 'be comple te
\ all' >  OT bu4t- 'be complete', XwT XIV bu4t- 'be completed, achieved' ,
Qrg, ET bu4t-, Tk bit-, Ggz, Az, Tkm, CrTt, Kr, Qmq, QrB, Nog, Uz bit-,
Qq pit-, Qzq biÆt-, VTt bet- bÁt-, Bsh bøt- bÁºt-, Yk but-, Chv L pe€t-
pÁt/dò-, Chv H pÁºt/dò- id., 'be finished', Alt bòu4t-, Tf bòu$ <t£-, Xk pu4t- ' b e
completed, achieved', Tv bòu4t- 'come true, be realized, occur', d.: Q m n
{B} bu4d-ir- vt. 'complete, finish'; Ï T *mu4tu∏4n (> *bu4tu4∏n) ' comple te ,
entire' > OT, MQp XIII-XIV, Osm XIV bu4tu4n id., Tkm bu4tïn, ∆ mu4tïn, Ggz,
Az, Kr Cr, Qmq, QrB, Qrg bu4tu4n, Qq pu4tin, Qzq b¥t¡n bu4tiÆn, ET, Ln
pu4tu4n, VTt, Bsh bøten bÁºtÁn, Xk pu4du4n, Alt, Tv bòu4du4n, Tf bòu$ <t£u$n, Chv: L
pe€te€m pÁdòÁm, H pÁºdòÁºm id.; T ı M: [1] MM d. [S] {H} bu4te√e-
'erledigen', [MA] {Pp.} bu4te2- ≠ bu4tu4-, [IM] {Pp.} bu4te2- v. 'achieve,
complete', WrM bu4tu4-, HlM, Brt b¥t´-, Kl b¥t- bu4t- ' b e ( c o m e )
formed \ fulfilled \ executed', Ord {Ms.} bu$tæu$- 'se produire, se faire,
s’achever, réussir', Dg bute- 'be fulfilled, realized', [2] MM [MA] bu4tu4n,
WrM bu4tu4n, HlM, Brt b¥t´n, Kl b¥tn bu4t´n, Ord bu$tæu$n 'whole,
complete, entire' ¶ Cl. 298-9, 3O2-4, ET B 152-4, 3O2-4, Ra. 167, TvR
125, Md. 64, 175, Pp. MA 128-9, 434, H 24, MED 152-3, Ms. O 1O7-8,
SM 3O, T DgJ 128, KRS 131, Chr. 126  Tg *mu'te- 'be able' >  Orc, Ud,
Ul, Ork, Mc Sb, Nn Nh/B mut‰-, Nn KU m‰t‰-, WrMc mute- id. ¶ STM I
561, Krm. 263  pKo {S} *mo~t- 'all, whole' >  MKo mo!tÄ~, Ko: Sl modu!,
Ph/PhN/Kw modu, Ks/Chs mo!du, Hm moòduò, Chj mOdO id. ¶ St AJ 2 4 5
[#1], 251 [#1], S QK #1, Nam 214, 217, MLC 641  pJ {S} *muta > OJ
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muta  'together with' ¶ S QJ #1 ¶¶ Rm. EAS I 58, S AJ 27, 7O, 86, 274, ≈
DQA #1371 (A *mu"!tæi 'to complete, to gather together'; incl. T, Tg, Ko,
J) || D *mott-, {GS} mot- 'all, total' >  Tm mottam, Tl mottamu
'sum, total, whole', Ml mottam 'whole, total', Kn motta ' heap ,
multitude' ¶¶ D #5119, GS 82 [#256] ˚  N *o 6666 > T u4 due to the front vw.
of the next syll. An alt. rec. of a N *mu 4444 t ' '''V  is ruled out by the D cognate
with *o.
15O3a.*mËt''''V 'man, person, a young' (an alternative to *mËtV o r
*mËt''''V 'man, person', q.v.) > HS: S *mut- 'person, man' > OAk
mutum, Ak ∀ mutu(m) 'husband, man, warrior', Eb mu-tum =
mutum, Ug mt 'husband, man; hero', Amr {Hff.} mutum 'man', BHb pl .
Mit5m6 m´≤t-ïm, pl. cs. it4m6 m´≥te2 'men, people (homines)', Gz m´t
'husband' ¶ CAD X/2 313-6, Sd. 69O-1, Krb. PE 97, KB 617-8, A #17O5,
Grd. UT #1369, OLS 3O5, Hff. 234-5, L G 371  Ch: Hs mutum
[mu~tu^N] (pl. mu!ta2~ne2!) 'man, person', Gw {Mts.} pl. n=!ta~ni 'men, pe r sons '
»» CCh: Mrg {ChL} mdu~, WMrg {ChL} mda~ 'person'. Br m=!da~ id., 'man (vi r ) ' ,
HgNk/HgF {ChL} m=~di! 'person', FlJ {ChC} mdi~, Nz {ChC} mÈ~dE »» ECh: Skr
{Lk.} ma!ti@, {Sx.} ma!ti! 'man (vir)', EDng {Fd.} me~ta~ 'person', mi!ti~ko~ ' m a n
(vir)', Bdy mïdo~, Mgm {J} mï~d'i~, Brg {J} mi~di~wo!, Jg {J} mi~to! id. ¶ Ba.
8O7, Abr. H 69O, JI II 231, ChC, ChL  Eg G mt 'man', adj. 'male ' ,
??σ (× N *mot ''''É 'sprout, stem, penis'?) Eg fP mtw.t  'sperm, son' ¶ EG II
168-9 and V 144 (s.v. t3¿j)  ?φ B {Pr.} *mïdid-an 'homines '  >  Ah {Fc.},
Gh {Nh.}, Tmz (MT}, Izn, Rf A {Rn.}, Mz/Wrg {Dlh.} midd´n,
BSn/Izn/Mtm {Ds.} midden ≠mid$d$en, Ty/ETwlm medd¥n, Rf Wr/T/B
{Rn.} mid´n 'homines', SrSn {Rn.}, Izd {Mrc.} m´dd´n, Kb m´d3d3´n, Sll
{Ds.} ≤m´dd´n, Tz {Stm.} m´"dd´n ≠ mu4dd´n ≠ midd´n, Gd {Lf.} mEdde2n,
Awj {Prd.} midde5n 'les gens' ¶ Pr. M IV 414 reconstructs here a f o r m
*mïdid-an; an alt. rec. may be *mïd-wan ≠ *med-wa4n (with a typical pl .
sx. *-wan  and with the reg. change *-dw- > *-dd-). The voiced cns. *-d-
(for the expected *-t-) still needs explaining ¶ Fc. 1124, GhA 123, Dl.
487, Pr. M IV 242, 414, MT 4O4, La. S 244, Rn. 3O7, Stm. 2O8, Ds. 1 4 1 ,
Ds. B 15O, Dlh. M 115, Dlh. Ou 184, Mrc. 128, Lf. II #O971, Prd. 166 ¶ ¶
≈ OS #18O6 (S, Ch) (unc. connection with HS {OS} *mawut- 'die') ||
D  *mut  'aged man' (‘  'old') > Tm mutu  'old, ancient', Ml mutu  ' o ld ,
prior', Kt mud, mudk 'old age', Td muT, muTy 'old', mu;t π  'old age', Kn
muttu, mudi id., Kdg mudi 'old', Tu mudu, mudu 'old, aged,
ancient', Tl mudu  'old age, old'; Tl mutta, muttu 'old person', d . :
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Tm mutiya(va)n3, Ml mutukkan, Kt mudkn, Kn mudaka,
muduku, Kdg mudîk´⁄, Tu muduke, Prj, Gdb muttak, Gnd muytor ±
muytondß 'old man', Nkr mudgan 'husband', Brh mutkun 'old, old th ing '
¶¶ D #4954 || A : T *mot{Ë} or *bot{Ë} 'camel colt, (?) boy' > OT botu[:]
'camel colt', MQp, Chg bota, XwT boda, Tk pota, ∆ potuk ≠ putuk, Qq,
Qzq, Nog, Kr, ET bota, Qrg boto, Qrg S bodo, VTt, Bsh buta id., Uz böta
id., 'child', ET {Zn.} bota 'boy', Chg {Bu.} buta 'son' ¶ Cl. 299, ET B 1 9 8 -
2OO, TL 448, Bu. I 272, Shch. Zh 1O6  M *botu9un 'camel colt '  > WrM
botu9u(n), HlM botgo, Kl botxn id., 'young camel in its first year ' ,
Brt botogon  'camel colt' ¶ MED 125.
15O4. € *mu6666t ' '''V (or *mu6666Kt ''''V?) 'drop', 'tear(s)' > HS: B *mVtœtœ-
'tear(s)' >  Ah {Fc.} amitœ (pl. im´tœtœaw´n), BSn/Sll {Ds.}, Gd {Lf.} am´tœtœa
(pl. m´tœtœawEn), Gh {Nh.}, SrSn {Rn.} am´tœtœaw, Izn/Rf {Rn.} am´tœtœa, Kb
{Dl.}, Tmz {MT} im´tœtœi, Izd am´tœtœi, Si {La.} pl. im´tœtœaw´n, Nf {Beg.}
ma4tœtœïn (pl. im´tœtœïw´n ≠ im´tœtœa2w´n), Zng {Nic.{ ´ndœaw´n, {Bs.}
´ndœawn 'tears' ¶ Fc. 1163, Dl. 527, MT 445, Rn. 385, Ds. 167, Ds. B
193, La. S 252, Beg. 239, Lf. II #1O49, Nic. 2O8, Bs. MS I 134  Ch
*mVd'- 'dew' (× N *matV{?}V 'moisture' [q.v.]) >  WCh: NrBc: Wrj {Sk.}
ma~d'-a!i\, Kry {Sk.} ma!d'‰~, My {Sk.} a!ma~d'i!, P’ {MSk.} ma!d'a@, Dir {Sk.} ma~d'a!,
Sir {Sk.} mu@d'e!, Jmb {Sk.} a~ma!d'a@ 'dew' » Ngz {Sch.} ma!d'a!2wa~, Bd {ChL}
mad'a2wa^n 'dew' »» CCh: Ms {Caït.} ma!∂ii! [= ma!d'ï!?] (df. ma!d'ï!-na!), {ChC}
mad'ai\ta, ZmB {ChC} mid'a, ZmD {KNC} mb‰~d'a~, Lame {Sa.} mb‰!d'a!, Azm
{Pc.} mbad'ïd'a id. ¶ Sk. NB 18, Sch. DN 1O8, ChC, ChL, Sa. L II 311, Caït.
113, KNC 17, Pc. 286 || D *mutt- (< *mukt-?) 'drop', 'tear' (n.) > T m
muttu 'pearl, tear', Ml muttu 'pearl kernel', Td mut, Kn muttu,
Kdg muttî, Tl muttiyamu, muttemu 'pearl', Tu muttu id., ' a
drop', Kt mut  'woman’s ear-ring'; D ı  OI mukta2  'pearl' ¶¶ D #4959.
15O5. € *mV{t''''}V 'to pull, to pull out (a plant, etc.), to uproot, t o
reap' >  HS: S *°√mt'w >  Ar √mtœw (pf. '6aMa matœa2, ip. -mtœuw-) 'pull ( a
rope)' ‘ 'urge a beast' (of a rider) ‘ 'hasten, hurry the walk' ¶ BK II
1124, Hv. 725  EC: ?φ Sd mid- {Mrn., Hd.} 'reap', {Ss.} 'mow, cut', Ged
mid- v. 'uproot, weed', Brj mid- {Hd.} v. 'pull, uproot', {Ss.} ' up roo t ,
dislocate', 'extract' (of tooth), Kmb mid- 'reap, uproot, drag'; Gdl {Ss.}
mit- v. 'snap a string, yank a leaf off a tree' ¶ Hd. 212, 255, 333, 3 8 6 ,
Ss. B 144 || IE: NaIE *met- v. 'reap, harvest' >  L met-o2 / -e"re /
messum  'reap, mow, harvest; pluck off (abpflücken)' »» Clt: W medi
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'to reap, to harvest', medelwr  'reaper', OCrn midil 'messor', OIr [g]
meithleorai : "messores", methel, OIr meithel 'a party o f
reapers', OW medel id. ¶ ≈  WP II 259, ≈  P 7O3, ≈ EI 258 (*h€met-
'mow'), ≈  WH I 82-3, Vn. M  45, SB 2O6.
15O6. *m{a?i}t ''''V (or *m{o?i}t ''''V?) 'worm, larva, (?) small insect' >
HS: C: EC {∫AD} *mit'- > Sml {R} mid5 'Würmchen in Wasserpfützen' ,
Sml N {Abr.} mi!d'Ha2!re2!da2~d, Sml C {DSI, ZMO} miraHare2da2d 'mosqu i to
larvae (in water)', Or {Th.} mit5i 'ant', {Brl.} mit5i, {Grg.} mit'ï ' t iny
black ant', ? {Th., Brl.} minni 'tenia, verme solitario', Arr mï!nne
'tapeworm' (π  Or?) ¶ AD SF 25O, R SS II 287, Abr. S 179, ZMO 2 9 2 ,
DSI 438, Th. 245-6, Brl. 3O5-6, Grg. 289, Hw. A 385  Ch: CCh: D b
{Lnh.} ma~d'a~d' 'worm' »» ECh: Kwn {Cp.} mi~c7c7a2!, Mgm {JA} me~c7e!me~c7e!
'termite' ¶ ChC, JA 1O6 || K *mat'-l=- 'worm' (× *ma-t'l=- 'worm' ÿ *t'l=-
'gnaw') >  OG, G mat'l-i, Mg, Lz munt'ur- 'worm', Sv UB/LB/L/Ln m´⁄t'
'worm (in fruit)' ({IS}: < *mut' < *mat'w) ¶¶ GM 82, K 129, ≈ K 1 1 7
(*ma-t'l=- ÿ *t'l=-), Schm. 123, TK 595, GP 223 || IE: NaIE *mat- ( o r
*mot-) 'worm, larva' >  Gmc *maTa-n 'worm, larva' >  Gt ma†a 'wo rm ' ,
OSx matho, OHG mado 'worm, maggot', NHG Made 'maggot, mi te ,
worm', AS maÎa 'worm, maggot', NE moth; dim. ON maÎkr
'maggot'; ? (from a d.) MHG matte, motte, NHG Motte ' m o t h ' ;
Gmc ı F mato 'worm, maggot', Es madu 'snake' »» Sl *motÈl!Á (≠
*motul!Á) '∈ 'larva, ∈ insect' > Cz moty1l 'Lepidoptera', Slk moty1l5 '∈ a
motley-winged insect', P motyl 'butterfly', R mo≤tyl∆ 'mosqu i to
grub', dim. moty≤le≥k 'small butterfly', Uk mo≤til∆ id., Slv motu!lj
'butterfly' »» OI matkun5ah5 'bug', ?? Av maÎaxa- 'grasshopper' »»
?φ Arm ma†il mat≈il 'small louse' (unless from OZan, cp. pK *mat'-l=-
'worm') ¶ EI 65O (*mat-  '≈ worm, maggot, insect'), M K II 564-5 (no e t .
for matkun5ah5), Vr. 374, Fs. 349, Kb. 649, OsS 581, KM 452, 489-9O,
Ho. 216, ESSJ XX 82-6, SK 337, ≠  P 7OO || A: T *mîyt (*bîyt) ≠ *mit
(*bit) 'louse, vermin' >  OT, MQp, MU, Chg bit 'louse', MQp XIII bit
'bug', OOsm {Zn., Bu.} †Bi ≠ †yBi bit 'worm, vermin', Tk bit, Az, Tkm,
Uz, CrTt, Kr, Qmq, QrB, Qzq, Qq, Qrg bit, Nog biyt, VTt, Bsh bet bÁt,
Alt bòiyt, Xk pIt, Yk bît, Tv bòît, Tf bòî<tæ, SY pis7t, Slr bis7t, Chv pyjta€
pîydòa id., Ggz bit 'bug' ¶ SY, Slr s7 < *y (unvoiced before voiceless cns . ) .
The back vw. î in Tv, Tf, Yk, and Chv may be due to a final back vw.
(vw. harmony) or to dis. in front of y) ¶ Cl. 296, ET B 151-2, TL 182, Bu.
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I 241, TvR 131, Ra. 73, Md. 75, 174 (*bîÆtæV; suggests a posit ional
lengthening of the vw. before *tæ) ˚  The C and T vowel i (≠ î)  and *a
in IE and K cannot go back to the same N source, hence a sequence like
*-aÓi-  (or *-oÓi-?) can be a solution. The absence of vw. lengthening
in IE suggests that the N hypothetical word-internal lr. was *? (the only
lr. that does not cause lengthening of the preceding NaIE vowels) ˚  IS II
77 s.v. *mÿt5ÿ (K, IE, C).
15O7. *mu6666[÷]t''''V 'woman, female' > HS: B *mVtœtœ[uÓ]- 'woman' >  Ah
{Fc.} ta"m´tœ, {GhA} tam´tœtœ, Gh {Nh.} tam´tœ 'woman, wife', Ty tamtœ´tœ, Gd
{Lf.} tam´t ¬ tam´tœ 'woman', Kb {Dl.}, Izn {Ds.} t3a-mtœtœu2t3 (pl. t3imtœtœa2t3),
Rf {Rn.} t3a-m´tœtœut ± ta-m´tœtœut3, BSn {Ds.} t3a-mtœtœu2t3, Tmz {MT} tam´tœtœutœtœ
'woman, wife', Mz {Dlh.}, Izd {Mrc.} tam´tœtœut (Mz pl. tim´tœtœat), Nf {La.}
tam´tœtœut, {Beg.} tmaºtœtœu2t, Skn {Sarn.} tam´ttutœ 'woman', Wrg {Dlh.}
tam´tœtœut id., 'female', Zng {Bs.} îtmT temti 'femelle', {MH‘Nic.}
t´mti (pl. tu"mta?n) 'woman, female (animal)' »» Gnc CHAMATO
'woman, wife' ¶ Fc. 1124, GhA 134, Lf. II #O953, Dl. 527, Rn. 385, Ds. B
129-3O, MT 445, Dlh. M 125, Dlh. Ou 2O1, La. S 236, Beg. 23O, Bs. MS I
116, Nic. 2O8, Wlf. 4O6  S ? *°√m÷t' > Ar ma÷tœa2?- (pl. mu÷tœ-) 'genitalia
of a woman' (if the interpretation as a f. from ?am÷atœ- 'shaved, wi thout
hair' is folk-etymological) ¶ BK II 1128  NrOm: Anf {Fl.} ma;c'o, {Lm.}
maco, Shn {Fl.} ma;c'u 'woman', {Lm.} ma2ca~ 'wife', Gm {Hw.} ma!c7'c7'a, Kcm
{CR} ma2t5o 'woman', possibly Kf {C} mac7c7e2, Wl {C} mac7c7e2, Zl/Gf/Bdt
{C} mac7c7o, Gm {Hw.} mac7c7o! 'woman', Anf {Lm.} mac7c7o 'wife' ¶ Fl. OWL
s.v. 'woman', ≈ Lm. Sh 36O, Hw. EG, Gt. 36O  Ch: ECh: Skr {Sx.} me~d'!e~
'woman' »» WCh {Stl.} *mata 'woman, wife' > Hs ma2~c7e2~ (pl. ma2!ta2!), Gw
{Mats.} ma~c7e~ (pl. mata) » Su, Tal {ChC}, Cp {ChL} ma~t, Ang {ChL} mat,
Gmy {ChL} m‰~t, Grk {ChC} mo~t 'woman' »» CCh: Nz {Sk.} mades7i!, BtD
{Srp.} moic7e1, Bcm {Sk.} me^tO~, Gudu {IL} madI(:)cI id., Gude {Hsk.}
ma!d'a!n‰ 'bride' ¶ JI II 346-7, ChC, ChL, Stl. ZCh 232 [#796], Hsk. 234 ||
K: eNG {SSO} mut'-el-i 'membrum muliebre' (unless from N *mot''''É
'sprout, stem, penis, genitals') ¶ SSO I 529, Fn. SK 98 [#191] || A: Tg:
Ewk {Cs.} motoko 'membrum muliebre' (unless from N *mot''''É '⇑ ') ¶
STM I 547  || D (in SD} *mu2tß-/*mutß- ({†GS} *-dß-) 'female' >  Tm mu2t5u
'ewe', mut5uku 'female elk', mut5uval 'bitch', Kdg mu;dßi 'girl' ¶ D
#5O36 ¶ D *-tß- is a reg. reflex of N *-t-  and *-d-  (rather than *-t '''' -); t h e
de-emphatization is probably due to the adjacent lr. (suggested by El
and Ar) || E: MEl mu-h-ti-ir-ri 'his wife', AchE mu-ti 'woman,
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wife; female', mu-tur 'woman, wife' ¶¶ HK 948, 961-2 ˚  It i s
tempting to adduce here NaIE *ma2ter 'mother', but the quality of t h e
vw. *a2 suggests lack of labiality (even if *a2 goes back to *e+aé);
therefore NaIE *ma2ter hardly belongs here (*ma2- is likely to belong t o
the N Ll. ? *ma{?}a 'mother', q.v.); cp. Ari/Hm ma 'woman, female '
(Bnd. AL 162), Skr {Lk.} ma2! id. (Lk. ZSS 35). The N lr. was a weak o n e
(most probably *÷  rather than *˝ , to judge from the absence of *˝ i n
K). Both Ar ma÷tœa2?- 'female genitals' and K mut'-el-i id. go back t o
adjectives (lit. 'weib-lich'), because both the Ar pattern 1a23a2?- and t h e
G sx. -el-  are usual derivational devices that form adjectives  ˚  Blz. KM
116-7 [#12] (K, HS, E, D) and 13O [addition to #12] (added Tg), McA
1O5 (E, D).  
15O8. *m{a 4444y }t ''''V  'earth, land, place, place of residence' > HS: S *°ma2t-
> Ak ∀ ma2tu  'country, land (↔  'sea'), flat country' ¶ CAD X/1 414 -28
 ?? (+ ext.): B *°√mdœr > Kb t3a-mÎœirœ-t3 ≠ t3a-mÎœarœ-t3 (pl. t3i-mÎœirœ-in)
'parcelle de terre', Tmz tamdœirt (pl. timdœirin) 'parcelle de t e r ra in
délimitée par des sillons qu’on doit labourer en une journée'; B ı Ar
Mgr {Mrç.} mtœira id. ¶ Dl. 488, MT 4O6, WMrç. 488 || IE: NaIE
*mei\t(≈)-  'live (wohnen), remain; 'stay, residence; place of residence' >
Av mae2t- (prs. miÊna-) 'remain', mae2Êan´m 'place of residence o f
humans and gods, dwelling, house', Phl me2han 'home', NPrs ñeayM
mïha4n  'one’s native soil, home; wife and children'; KhS cd. par-miha2-
'village' »» Ltv mis-t (1s prs. mi!t-u) 'live (wohnen), reside, stay,
abide', mitina2t  'give lodging and board', Lt mi~sti (1s prs. mintu~)
'feed (on), nourish oneself, live (on), live, exist', Pru maita2 vt. ' feeds ' ;
the meaning 'nourish oneself, earn one’s livelihood' is secondary (“
'live', as in NE live on; in Blt there is contamination with NaIE ≈ *mei\t-
' fat '  (>  OIr me1th [gen. me1ith] adj. 'fat', Ic meiÎ 'das Fetteste v o m
Speck des Walfisches'?) » Sl *me7 ¡sto 'place' > OCS, OR m8stome7sto,
Blg ≤måsto, R ≤mesto 'place', McdS mesto, SCr meàsto ± mIàsto ±
mjeàsto, Slv me!sto, Cz me7sto 'place, town', Slk miesto 'p lace,
settlement, town', P miasto , Uk ≤m¡sto  'city, town, place' ¶ Sl *-st- <
IE *-t-t- ¶ WP II 242, P 715, Brtl. 11O5-7, Horn 227, Vl. II 126O, Sg.
1365, Bai. 219, BM 549, Tr. 185, Frn. 459-6O, En. 2O7, Vs. II 6O8, ≈
ESSJ XVIII 2O3-6, ≈ Glh. 415 || U *ma4ttV 'house, hut' >  Chr: H {Rm.} †
m´t , U m¥t  'house, family' » Prm *mat-in, *mat-e 'near' >  Vt, Z matyn
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matÈn locative adv. 'near', Z mato≥ mat‰ directive adv. 'near', Vt mat´
mate 'approximately' ¶ UEW 269, LG 17O, Rm. BT 84  Sm {Jn.} *ma4t
'tent, home' > Ne T må” m1a$? / måd- m1a$d- id., Ne F L {Lh.} m1 \´a$t id., En
{Ter.} mE? / mEÎ-, Ng {Mik.} ma? (gen. maÎ´) id., Slq Tz {KKIH} mo2£t, Slq
Tm {KD} ma2dò id., Kms {KD} maº? (gen. maƒd´n), {Cs.} ma?d id., Koyb
{Sp.} mat` id., Mt {Hl.} *ma2t ≠ *ma?n 'house, tent, home' (Mt T/M/K
{Mll.} mat 'house, tent', {Sp.} men` id., M {Pl.} måt∆ 'house') ¶¶ Jn .
9O-1, Hl. M 3O4 || A *mVtæV 'earth, place' >  Ko: [1] *mut 'dry land' >
MKo mut, NKo mut˙ mut  [2] ??? pKo {S} *mat[h] 'place, enclosure,
yard' (× A {DQA} *mu!gda~ 'bank, earth'?) >  MKo ma~t, ma~t≈, NKo † mat
(mat, mat˙), NKo mataN madaN 'place, enclosure, yard' ¶ S QK 2 3 8 ,
948, Nam 199, 2O6, 223, MLC 56O, 578, 596, 685, S AJ 256 [#136]
 pJ {S} *mita ¬ *-u- 'earth' > J: Ns mi~c7a!, Sh n=2!c7a!, Ht n=~ta!, Y n=~ta~ id. ¶ S AJ
259 [#22], 27O [#122], S QJ #122 ¶¶ S AJ 279 [#44], DQA #1357 (A
*mi\otæi~ ¬ *-u- 'land': J, Ko *mut), DQA #1358 (incl. Ko *mat[h]) || D
*matßi, {†GS} *madßi 'field' > Kn mad5i 'the bed of a garden, division of a
field', Tl mad5i 'field, garden bed', Knd mar`i 'paddy field' ¶¶ D # 4 6 5 5
¶¶ D *tß for the expected *t  has yet not been explained ˚  The N cns. *y
was lost in S and U (simplification of the N cluster *yt'''' o r
monophthongization?), in D it was either lost or underwent mt. (*yt'''' >
*tßi).  
15O9. *æmeyt ''''V  'throw' > IE: NaIE *(s)mei\t-/*met- 'throw, cast' > Av
mae2Ê- (*(s)meit(≈)-) 'send' ({Brtl.} 'mittere'), hamista-
'niedergeworfen, unterdrückt' (P: <  *ham-, *[h]mista-) »» L mitt-o, -
e"re 'send, let go', [Fest.] Γ co-smitt-e"re 'committere' »» BSl *met-
'throw' > Blt: Lt me~sti (1s prs. metu~), Ltv mest (3s prs. met)
'throw, cast', Lt me$ﬁtis, Pru metis n. 'throw (Wurf)', Ltv me>ts
'sketch, project, design', Pru pomests ' un terworfen ' ,
pomettewingi 'Untertan' » Sl *met- (1s prs. *met-oß, inf. mesti)
'throw' (to distinguish from the homonymous verb *met- 'sweep'!) >  Slv
me!sti / me!tem, Cz † me1sti / metu, P mies1c1, Slvnz m1esc
'throw', OR mesti qrebii mesti z7rebii 'to cast a lot'; d. Sl
*meta- 'cast, fling, throw'  > OCS metati metati / me∑0 mes7to<,
Slv me!tati / me!c7em, Uk me≤tati id., Cz metati, Slk metat&, P
miotac1 'throw', R me≤tat∆ / me≤¢u 'cast, fling', SCr me~tati /
meàc1e2m 'put, throw'; Sl *met-noß-ti mom. 'cast, fling, throw' > OCS
metn0ti metno<ti, Cz metnouti, P miotna<c1, R met≤nut∆ id.,
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SCr me~tnuti 'put' »» OFrs sm°ta  'to throw', MLG, MDt sm°tan, D t
smijten  'to throw, to fling', NNr smita , Dn smide 'to fling'; sd. ' t o
smite': MHG sm°Ôen, NHG schmeiSen, NE smite ¶ WP II 687-8, P
968, EI 582 (? *smei\t- 'throw'), Brtl. 11O5-6, 1778, Bai. 219, WH II 9 7 -
9, PF 67, Mul. 432, EM 4O7-8, Frn. 442-3, Kar. I 586, En. 21O, 231, ≈
ESSJ XVIII 1O5-15, 12O-1 (all of them do not recognize the connect ion
between *(s)mei\t- and BSl *met-), Hlq. 1OO3, Lx. 2OO, KM 6O3, Ho.
3O2, Vr. N 658-9 ¶¶ The variant stem *met- goes back to pre-IE *mi\et-
(AD NGIE 17-9), so that the relation of *(s)mei\t- to *met- is that o f
Bn.’s "state I" to "state II" of IE roots (Schwebeablaut). This legitimate
alternation removes the argument against the connection between t h e
verb in BSl and that in L and Av || HS: B (+ ext.) *√mdœr ≠ *√mtœr (<
*√mt'r) 'throw' > Izn {Ds.} ´mdœ´r (hab. m´tœtœ´r), {Rn.} ´mdœar ± ´ndœar,
Mtm/BSlh {Ds.} ´mtœ´r, Ntf {La.} ´ntœ´r 'throw', Kb {Dl.} ´ntœ´rœ 'jeter à
terre', Gd {Lf.} Endœ´r 'abattre, faire tomber' ¶ Lf. II #11OO, Dl. 583-4 ,
La. S 249, Ds. B 184 || A: AmTg *met- (≠  *mut-?) v. 'throw, fling' >  O r k
m‰t‰- v. 'fling a stone', m‰t‰l(l)‰- 'throw', m‰t‰tc7i-, m‰t‰c7c7i- ' t h row,
throw away', Ul mutuka  'a sling (for casting stones)', ? Orc muc7k‰d‰- ≠
m‰c7k‰d‰- 'throw\bandy (objects from one to another)' (of several
people) ¶ STM I 544 ¶ The vw. u of the first syll. in Ul and Orc may b e
due to the ass. infl. of m- || D *met- 'throw, cast (into an enclosed
space)' >  Gdb medd-, Mnd met- vt. 'plant', Png met- 'cast (as a fishing
net), put in (e.g. rice into a pot)', Kui mespa- 'cast, put into', Ku met-
'throw, put inside' ¶¶ D #5O67 ˚  Acc. to IS’s hyp., the IE *s- mobi le
(here in *(s)mei\t-) is connected with palatal elements in the N w o r d
(here *y ). On the word-initial laryngoid *æ-  as the source of the NaIE
*s-  mobile before root-initial sonorants see  Introduvtion, §  2.2.6.
151O. *mu[wV]  'this, that', dem. prn. >  HS: S *-m, determiner (≈  d f .
art.) in sg. forms (as well as in *-a2t- and *-u2t-pl.) of nomina >  Ak -m,
ending of st. r. in sg. (nom. -u-m / accus. -a-m / gen. -i-m), in m. pl .
of adj. (nom. -u2t-u-m / accus.-gen. -u2t-i-m), in *-a2t-pl. (f. pl. of adj. ,
pl. of f. nouns and some m. nouns) (nom. -a2t-u-m /  accus.-gen. -a2t-
i-m ), Ar -n, ending of the st. idt. in sg. (nom. -u-n / accus. -a-n / gen. -i-
n) and in -a2t-pl. (nom. -a2t-u-n / accus.-gen. -a2t-i-n) ¶ AD TPSL, Sd. G 3*-
5*  Ch: WCh: traces of the determiner *-m in Hs mutum 'person' (÷
S *mut-u-m  'man') » Fy {J} mi! / mu! 'he' (preverbal subject prn. 3m), DfB
{J} ma~, Sha/Klr {J} ma! (genitival linker of 3m of the head noun), DfB
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ma~, Sha mi!, Klr mu1 (genitival linker of 3p), Sha m. ma~ / f. mu~ 'this', p l .
mi~ 'these', m. ma-no~  / f. mu!-no~ / pl. mi~-no 'that/those' visible, m. mu~no!
/ f. mu!no~ / pl. mi!no~ 'that/those' invisible » Su {J} mO!, Ang {J} mwa2! ' t hey '
(aut. prn.), Ang mwa2^ (with ip.) / mwa@ (with pfc.) / mwa~ (with ft. a n d
sbjn.) 'they' (subject prn.), Cp mu 'they' (aut. prn.), Cp mumu!, Mnt mO!
'they' (subject prn.), Cp {ChL} mÈsIÈ 'this', Gmy {Kr.} mwÈp ' the i r ' ,
mwÈpa 'them' » Tng {J} mO, mO! 'this', Dr {ChL} me^ 'this', me 'that', Pr
{Frz.} -mu~ and -mo~ (dem. pronouns), Bl ma~te! 'they' (aut. and subj. p r n . )
» Kir {ChL} mi!ni~ 'this', mono 'that', Zal {ChL} muntu (mu!ntu!?) ' th is ' ,
mu!nta~ 'that' » Buli {ChL} mÈnna 'this' » Bd {ChL} m=~c7o^ 'this', m=`c7i!yu~ ' that ' »»
? CCh: FlB {Kr.} miZ7i(tu) 'they', Boka {Kr.} mul-lan 'he' ¶ ChL, PorS 3 7 5 -
81, J R 37O-1, 414, J T 121, Kr. RChP 8O, 85, 93-4, Frz. P 42 || K *ma-
(< ≈ **mwa-) 'he, she' > OG ma-  id.: erg. ma-n, gen. m-is, dat. ma-s
(ma-n  hrkua  ma-s  'he told her'), G ma-, Mg mu  'he, himself', Lz mu-k
'he'; pK *a-ma 'this' (hic-deictic *a + *ma-) >  G ama-/am-, Lz (h)amu-k
'this', Mg amu- (in compound adverbs), Sv: LB {TK} ami, LSv {TK} ame
'this', Sv UP/L am´⁄n, L aman, UP/L amis 'to this', UB/L ams7a ≠ amis7 ' o f
this', amaw 'till here, up to now'; pK *i-ma- 'that' >  OG, G -i-ma- (e rg .
i-ma-n, dat. i-ma-s), Lz (h)i-mu, Mg i-mu- (in cds.: imu-d˝as 'in t h a t
day', t-imu-seri 'in that night'), Sv i-m- in Sv {K} i-m-eg 'there' ¶¶ K 4 4 ,
1O1-2, 124, K2 2-3, 81, 112-3, FS K 2O6, FS E 226-7, Q 2, TK 4O, GP US
47, GP 44-5, Dn. s.v. am, ame, ami || U: FU *mu22 'other, that (jener)' >  F,
Es muu '(an)other' » pLp *nu-mbe2- 'the other (of two), other' (dis .
from **mu-mbe2- with the sx. of cmpr. *-mbe2) >  Lp: N {N} nub…be / -
bb-  'one (of two), the other, another, the second', L {LLO} nubbe2 ' t h e
second, another, the other, T {TI} num:p(E), Kld {TI} num:p4 'the second' »
Chr: H moly mol¥ 'other things', molo 'still, more (noch)', L molo
molo , Uf/B molo  '(an)other' » Prm: [1] *mo$-d ({∫LG} *mo$¿d) '(an)other' >
Vt myd mÈd, Yz ≤mu$d id., Z mo≥d m‰d 'the second, (an)other'; [2] *mu-
ked 'other', '(all) the other' (pl.) >  Vt muket muket 'other', Z muko≥d
muk‰d 'another, different' »» ObU {Ht.} *mÈ∏-/*ma2- >  pVg *ma2t-/*mÈ∏t-
'another, strange (fremder)' >  Vg: T ma2t, LK/MK/UK/P/NV/LL/UL mo2t,
Ss mO2t 'strange (fremder), other, the second'; T ma2˘t, LK ma2t, MK/UK
m‰2t 'a stranger'; pOs {Ht.} *makay- 'earlier' > Ty/Y maºqÈ, D/K/Nz ma"Xa,
Kz ma"X, mo"Xa id.; another Os stem: Os O {Páp.} mo"X- (attested: pl .
mo"G´t) 'jene; other people', Kz ƒ {Stn.} mö8X´¬ 'much', {Páp.} mo2Gol
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'more, other' » OHg ma 'now', Hg ma 'today'; OHg ma1s '(the) o the r ,
next', Hg ma1s 'other, another', OHg ma1sod 'the second, next, o the r ' ,
Hg ma1sodik 'the second' ¶ Coll. 1OO, UEW 281-2, TI 287, MRS 3 2 9 ,
Ep. 7O, LG 175, 177, Ht. #376, Stn. D 9O2, 9O4, MF 424-5, EWU 9 1 7 ,
941-4 || A *bu2- (<  **mu2-) / obl. *mu-n- >  T *bu2- / obl. *mu-n- 'this' >
OT bu2 / obl. mun- ≠ bun- 'this', BdOT bo2 / obl. mun- ≠ mu2n-, MQp XIII bu
/ obl. mu-n-, Tkm bu2 / obl. mun-, Tk bu  / obl. bun- , Az, CrTt, Kr, Uz bu
/ obl. bun-, VTt bu bu / obl. mon- m¥ºn-, SbTt B pu- / obl. mun-, Qmq bu
/ obl. mun-, Qzq bu"l (×  ol 'that') / obl. bu"n-, Qrg, ET bu(l) / obl. mun-,
StAlt bu / obl. mîn-, Tv bo / accus. mon-u / dat. maNa2 / gen. mo2N, Xk pu /
obl. mîn-, Yk bu / obl. man- ¶ Cl. 291-2, ET B 225-8  M *mo4+u4-n (≠  mu-
n?) 'this\that same' >  MM [HI] {Ms.} mu4n 'celui-là, ceci même, cela
même' (pl. mu4t [mu4d]), [S, PP] mun  'he, himself, the same one' (pl. [S]
mut, [PP] mud), WrM mo4n, HlM møn 'real, the very same', Ord {Ms.}
mo4n 'the very same' (marking the identity), 'that in quest ion ' ,
'precisely', WrO {Krg.} mo4n 'is, are, is indeed, namely', Brt m¥n ' rea l ,
true; is', Kl møn mo4n id., 'truely, really', MMgl [Z] muna 'this', muta
'that' ¶ Ms. H 76, H 111-2, MED 547, KRS 357, Chr. 3O6, Ms. O 4 6 9 ,
Krg. 6O5, Iw. 117 ¶¶ SDM97 (A *mV 'this, that') ¶¶ Altaic *b- <  *m-
(reg.  in monosyllabic stems without other nasal cnss.); in the obl. cases
*m- survived due to the presence of *-n-; in M *m- was generalized
throughout the case paradigm || ? IE: NaIE: Crn -ma sx. (“  encl . )
'this', W yma 'here, this', Br ma(n%) ' this '  ¶ ECCE 267, YGM-1 43, Hm.
545, LP 272 (§ 367.2) ˚  IS II 7O-1 (*mu, dem. prn.: K, U, A, ?HS, ?IE).
In spite of the long vw. in U and A, IS prefered to reconstruct a
monosyllabic etymon, because a bisillabic form "would have
contradicted the typical monosyllabic structure of the n o n -
autosemantic stems (neznamenatel∆nye osnovy)". But t h e
monosyllabicity of pronouns and other non-lexical words in t h e
attested lgs. is not necessarily due to their original shape, it is often d u e
to the universal diachronic tendency of their shortening (e.g. L ecce
iste > Fr ce, L illo2rum >  F leur, Sl *az¥ >  R å 'I', AS to2weard >
NE toward [to2d], pS *s7u?a >  BHb hu2 'he', etc.). In the light of t h e
extant ev., IS was right in supposing that this prn. did not take part i n
the distance opposition hic ↔ ille, so that the hic-deixis of the prn. in T
and the ille-deixis in FU must have developped within these descendant
lgs. due to the opposition to other dem. pronouns.
1511. *moyV 'give, give back, restore' >  IE: NaIE *mei\- 'exchange' >
OI Ep ni-≤mayate2 'exchanges', Vd mi≤na2ti id. »» Ltv mI2 ^-t ( p r s .
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mi!ju) 'to (ex)change'  Possibly (but not necessarily) d. *moi\-no- n .
'exchange' > Lt maiﬁnas, Ltc mains id., Sl *me7na n. 'exchange' >  OCS,
OR m8name7na, R mena, Blg {Ger.} mína > mena ≠ m, SCr me!na
±mije!na, Sln me5!na, Cz me7ba, Slk mena, P miana ¶ Not here Gk
]amei1bv v. 'change, exchange' (see  N *æmi{k}o 'carry, bring, give i n
exchange') ¶ WP II 24O-1, P 71O, M K II 635-6, ≈ M E II 314-5 (adduces
Gk amei1bv and reconstructs IE *h€mei\-), Frn. 395-7, Bern. II 59, ESSJ
XVIII 171-4, Glh. 4O8-9, F I 9O  This N word may underlie the pre-IE
postposition *mV 'to' (dative), preserved [1] in the NaIE ending o f
dative pl. *-mus ( reconstructed so by Beekes after Kortlandt) >  Gmc *-
mus (>  Gt bro2†ru-m 'to brothers', gibo2-m 'to gifts, talents'), BSl *-
mus (> Lt dukteri!-ms 'to daughters', OCS matere-mË 'to mothe r s ' ,
Lt raso!ms, OCS rosamË 'to dew' [pl.]), as well as in pronominal
endings: Lt ti!ems, OCS te7mË, Gt †aim 'to those', Lt jums, OCS
vamË  'vobis' dat., [2] in the NaIE ending of dative du. *-me+oÓ (??) >  Lt
vilka-m, OCS vlËko-ma 'to two wolves'; the elements *-s in *-mus
and *-Ó  in *-me+oÓ  (?) are markers of numbers (*-s of pl., *-Ó of du.) ¶
Bks. ONI 143-6, Krtl. SA 5O, Bks. 173-91, 2O4-8, Brg. KVG 386-99, 4O4-
6 || D *moy- 'present(s), gift, requital' >  Tm moy 'presents', Kn
muy(i) 'requital', Tu muyi  'gift at a wedding', Knd moy ' cont r ibut ion '
¶¶ D #5121 || HS: WCh: Hs ma!y da~ 'give back, put back, restore' (da~
'with'), Cg {Sk.} ma2^- 'sell' ¶ Ba. 748, Abr. H 638-9, ChC.
1512. € *mu ++++ oyV  'touch, feel (by sense of touch)' > HS : S *°√myw+y >
Jb C √myw+y (pf. ≤mi, sbjn. ≤ymE, ip. ≤i≤mi) 'touch' ¶ Jo. J 177 || U: FU
*mu+oya  'touch, feel' >  Vp muya-  'touch, feel by touch, taste', Krl A {Gn.}
muya-  v. 'taste', F d. muista-  'remember, call to one’s mind, think o f ' ,
Es d  mo%ista- 'understand, conceive, realize, see', Lv d. mo$ ﬂi\stÚ¥
({∫Ktn.} mo>i\ ~st´8) 'verstehen, merken' » Er mue-ms muye-ms, Mk mu-
ms mu-ms 'to find' » Chr: L, U mua-, H moa- v. 'find' » Prm *mOd! >  Z
mojd moyd, Prmk mod! '(fairy) tale', Vt N mad∆ mad! 'song', Vt S mad!
'proverb' »» Os: V muyw´tÈ, D moy´pt´, Nz mu"y´pt´ 'riddle' » ? OHg d .
mut- 'show, indicate', mutat- 'indicate, let see, show', Hg d .
mutat-, ∆ mu1tat- vt. show' ¶ Coll. 99-1OO, It. #19O, UEW 284, ZM
335, Ktn. 232, ERV 393, PI 169, MRS 326, 332-3, LG 173, MF 453-4, EWU
1OO7 ˚  Qu., because it is isolated in HS.
1513. € *mVyV 'come' or 'go, pass' > HS: Eg ∀ my 'come!' imv. ¶ EG
II 35  Ch: WCh: Dr {Nw.} ma!i\, Pr {Frz.} me!- vi. 'return', Bl {OS “?} ma2
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id. »» CCh: Mrg {ChL} m‰y, Wmd {ChL} ma^y 'go' » Gzg {Lk.} me ' do r th in
zurückkehren' » Ms {ChL} mai\ 'come', ZmD {KNC} mbu~ 'come', Azm {Pc.}
mbeya imv. 'come!', msd. mba@d'a~ 'to come' ¶ Nw. KL 129, Frz. P 41, ChL,
ChC, Lk. G 128, Caït. 118, KNC 18, Pc. 285, 288  ?? EC *amV 'come! '
imv. (unless from *a-mVt ÿ*-mVt- 'come') > Sa {R} -maw- ' k o m m e n ,
anlangen' (2s imv. a≤mo2, 2p a≤maºw-a2), Af am  'come!' 2s imv., Brj ≤a2mu
id. (2p ≤a2me), Sd ≤amu id. (2p ≤a2mme), Ged ≤amo (2p ≤a2mme), Alb ≤ami ( 2 p
≤a2mmehe), Kmb ami (2p amme) id. ¶ R S II 277, PH 96, Ss. B 21, Hd. 4 3
¶¶ OS #1752 (Ch, EC + Eg nmy 'go'; mentions Arr maye 'come', n o t
confirmed by Hw. A and other available sources; pHS *may ' c ome ,
go') || IE: NaIE *mei\- 'go, pass', {EI} *mei\Ó- > L mea2- (1s prs. meo2, inf.
mea2re) id., 'wander' »» Sl *mÁjaß-ti 'go\pass by' > OCz mI1je7ti, Cz
mI1jeti, P mijac1 id., Slk ∆ mI1jam sa 1s; Ï Sl *mi-noß¡-ti (1s p r s .
*mi•noß) 'go\pass by, elapse' >  OCS min0ti mino<ti ' t rans i re ,
præterire', SCr mi!nuti, Slv mini!ti 'go\pass by, finish', OCz
minu1ti, Cz minouti, P mina<c1, R ≤minut∆, mino≤vat∆ 'pass by,
elapse', Slk minut& id., 'spend'; P mija<c1 'pass by'; Ï (with the sx. *-
mo) Sl *mimo adv.\prep. 'past, by (vorbei, præter)' > OCS mimo
mimo, Blg †, R mimo, SCr mi Ÿmo, Slv mi•mo ≠mi!mo, Cz mimo ≠
mI1mo, P mimo  AdS  of L mino2, -a2re vt. 'drive (cat t le) '  (< N
*mene6666 'walk, go', q.v. ffd.), which explains L -i- ¶ P 71O, EI 2 2 8
(*mei\Ó- / prs. *minehÅ- ≠ mei\ÓehÅ- 'go'), WH II 73, EM 398-9, Bern. II
59, ESSJ XIX 31, 5O-3, Vs. II 622, 624, Glh. 41.
1514. *maÙyV 'lose force, weaken, disappear, be worn out' > HS: S:
[1] *°√mHH >  Ar √mHH G  'be worn out' (of garment)'; ? [2] WS
*√mHy+w 'wipe out\off, efface, (?) destroy' >  BHb ehm √mHw+y G
'wipe out', JA [Trg.] √mHw+y id., 'blot out', Ph √mHy+w 'efface', Ar
√mHw  (pf. 'haMamaHa2) 'erase; be effaced', {Fr.} 'delevit, obliteravit', Ug
√mÓy+w {OLS} G vt. 'clean, efface (limpiar, borrar)', ?σ Gz √mHw G
'uproot, pluck out'; but hardly here Ak {Sd.} ma?u6 'wegstoßen (?)' (Ak
-a- rules out S *H) ¶ Fr. IV 142, 156, BK II 1O66, 1O71, Ln. 3O18, Hv.
7O9-1O, KB 537-8, HJ 612-3, Js. 759-6O, Lv. T II 24-5, Sd. 637, OLS
268, ≈ A #154, L G 337 || IE *meÓi\- > NaIE *ma2+o2(i\)- ' b e \ m a k e
tired\exhausted' >  Gmc: Gt af-maui†s* (attested nom. pl. af-
mauidai) ' ]eklyo1menoß', {Fs.} 'ermüdet' (pp. of *af-mojan 'to t i r e
out'), OHG muo-en vt. 'to labour, to urge, to tire out' ( ' ans t rengen,
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bedrängen, abmühen'), NHG sich mu4hen 'to take pa ins \ t roub le
(about sth.)', d.: ON mo1Îr, Dn, NNr mod, OSx mo2thi, MDt moede,
muede, OHG muodi, NHG mu4de 'tired, exhausted', AS {BosT} me2Îe
'weary' »» Sl *maja-ti 'to tire out, to make suffer, to detain '  >  R ∆
≤maåt∆ 'to tire out, to torment', R ≤maåt∆så 'to suffer, to languish' ,
Blg ≤maå v. 'detain, linger' ¶ Fs. 9, Kb. 7O3, OsS 627, Schz. 216, KM
491, Vr. 391, BosT 682, ≈ ESSJ XVII 132-4 (against distinction be tween
the above Sl verb and Sl *majati 'wave, swing') || A {IS} *mayV-
'weaken, disappear, vanish' > T *ma[:]y- ({DQA} *bÅn1i) (× T *bayî- v.
'set' [of heavenly bodies]  < N *wayÓV 'to descend; below'?) >  Q z q
may- 'be exhausted\weak', Qrg mayî- 'be damaged', Osm {Rl.} œmyY'B
bayî-(maq), Kr/Qzq {Rl.} bayî- 'elapse, pass away (vergehen)', VTt {Rl.}
bay¥- id., OT mayîs7- (coop. of *may-) '≈ collapse', mayîl- (ps. of *may-)
'be over-ripe, go bad' (of fruit), Tk bayIl- vi. 'faint, swoon (away)', Kr
{Rl.} mayîs7- 'collapse', Chg mayruq 'weak, meager', Shor/Sg/Qc/Qb {Rl.}
mayîq 'matt, müde, mager', Sg/Qrg {Rl.} mayîq- 'ermüden, e rmat t en ' ,
StXk {BIG} mayîX- 'get tired, exhausted, lose force', mayîl- 'get t i red ' ,
Qc/Sg/Qb/Qz {Rl.} mayîl- id., 'schwach\mager werden', Sg {Rl.} mayaN
'welk, unbeholfen, langsam', StXk mayîN 'weak, languid', Qzq maymaq
'clumsy', maymanda- v. 'hobble, toddle, stumble along'; a T lge. (Xk?)
ı Mt {Hl.} *may´- 'get tired' (Mt M {Sp.} maåm` 'got tired') (unless
an inherited Sm word) ¶ Cl. 772-3, Rl. IV 1468-9, 1986, 2O11, 2O14-5,
BIG 1O1, Sht. 139, MM 233, Rkh. 338, Hl. M #634  Tg *maya-
'disappear' >  Ork maya-  'fail to be caught, disappear' (of game\animals
in hunting), Ewk, Neg maya-, Lm may-, Nn Nh man1a- id., 'be unsuccesful ' ,
Orc maymaki 'there us not, is absent', WrMc maya- 'disappear', ' b e
past' (of danger) ¶ STM I 521 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1237 (A *maya 'to miss, t o
fail; bad luck'; incl. T, Tg) || D *ma2yV- 'disappear, vanish' > Tm ma2y
id., 'hide, be annihilated, die', Ml ma2yuka 'grow dim, vanish', Kt
ma;ym, Kdg ma;yaõ, Tu ma2ya 'diappearance', Kt ma;nZ>- 'disappear' ( o f
menstruation in menopause), 'keep secret', Td mo;Z- ' h ide
(information, secret)', Kn ma2y- 'be hidden, disappear, pass away', Tu
ma2yuni  'be extinguished, evaporate', Tl ma2yu  'be destroyed, per ish ' ,
Prj ma2y-, Gdb ma2yN(g)- 'get lost, disappear', Gnd ma2y- 'be lost', Knd
ma2ya 'vanishing, disappearing suddenly' ¶¶ D #4814 || ? U ≈ *mayV
'suffer' >  FU: Er majse- may-s1e- 'suffer, languish, lose t ime
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(mu¢it∆så , maåt∆så , provodit∆  vremå  darom )' (hab. of *may-) » Z
may-Ès7 in ds.: majywt- mayÈs7t- vt. 'grieve, cause distress ' ,
majwas∆- mays7as1- 'worry'  Sm {Hl. ∫Jn.} *maºyaº- (= {Hl.} *maya-) Ï
*maºyaºta- 'make suffer, grieve, cause trouble, kill' >  Ne: T mayaÎa-, T O
{Lh.} ma2ye2Îa2 'he killed', StNe T maådår´j 'having been to r tu red ,
having suffered' (from so. strong\mighty); *maºya ºnt¥- > Ne T maåndo-
vi. 'suffer, be in distress', En maedo 'suffer (mu¢it∆så )'; *maºyaºkko- >  En
maeku- 'make suffer', *maºyaº-N > Ne T maå’ / maån-, En mae5 ' t rouble ,
suffering', Ne F {Lh.} ma2y;a2 kommÈ∏ 'he suffered' (lit. 'found suffering') ,
En mayan-, mayam-  'be tormented, suffer from an accident'; •÷ Mt {Hl.}
*may´- 'get tired' (a loan from T, see  above) ¶¶ LG 169, ERV 358, PI
154, TmK 4O7-8, SZ 215-6, Ter. 245-7, Lh. 25O, SamEMGU, Hl. M 2 9 9
[#634] ˚  IS III 48-52 (with further details about the reflexes in the IE
and A lgs.) (*maÓyÿ: IE, U, A, D; the etl. comparison and t h e
reconstructions have been proposed by the editors of IS III).
1515. ≈ *meÙÅz @@@@V 'man (vir), male' >  HS: S *°√mHz+Î 'young man' >
Gz m1ΩmaHaza2 'young man, adolescent, lover', Tgy m1Ω mAHaza ' o n e
of the same age', Har m‰H‰z mAla2k' 'best man in a wedding' ¶ L G 3 3 8 ,
CS 121  WCh {Stl.} *miZ7i 'man (vir), husband' >  Hs mi!Z7ï~ (pl. ma!za2!)
'husband', Gw {Mts.} mi!Z7i~ (pl. maZ7a) 'male' » Su {J} mis7, Gmy {ChL} mi~s,
Cp {ChL} mis, Tal {ChC} (in cds.) mi~s 'man (vir)' » BT: Krkr {Lk.} m‰~zi~,
Ngm {ChL} mi~zi~ 'man (vir)', Bele mi~hi~ (pl.mu2!ha~), Glm mi~ mu~s7i~ (p l .
m‰~s7‰!na~), Gera {Sch.} mi~zi~ (pl. ma~zi~ni~), Krf {Sch.} mi~Z7Z7i, Grm {Sch.}
mi~Z7i~~ id., 'husband' » Ngz {Sch.} mÈ~sÈ~~k (pl. mÈ~sa~ski!n) 'husband' ¶ Stl.
ZCh 232 [#799], ChC, ChL, Ba. 791, Sch. BTL 3O, 57, 86, 148, Sch. DN
1O6 || IE ≈ *°meés / *°mé=s- > NaIE *°ma2s / *°m´s- >  L ma2s (gen. ma"r-
is) adj./n. 'male' ¶ WH II 46-7, EM 388 || U: FU (att. in BF) *me2s+s1e
'man (vir)' > F mies  / gen. miehen , Es mees  / gen. mehe, Krl mi¢es7
/ mi¢ehe-, Lv mi~e¿z id. ¶ UEW 866-7, ≈ Coll. 99, ≈ SK 345, Kt. 223  || D
*ma2c> > Klm ma2s 'man, husband', Nk ma2s 'man', Knd ma2si 'husband' ¶ ¶
D #4791 ˚  IE *s is likely to result from devoicing of the original voiced
sibilant under the ass. infl. of N *X ++++ H .
1516. *m{É˚Xaz6666V '∈ berry, fruit' >  K: GZ *mXal- 'vegetables' > OG
mXal-i, G mXal-i ≠ pXal-i 'greens', Mg Xul-i {FS K2} '∈  a kind o f
vegetables' ('ertgvari mxali'), {Q} 'greens, swede', {FS E}  'Futterrübe'  ¶
K 143, Q 4O7, FS E 254-, FS K2 346  || U *mo+ez6V >  FU {∂Sm.} *mez6i,
{UEW} *moz6V '∈  berry of some bush' >  Chr H mudy muÎ¥, Chr L/Uf
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modo moÎo 'bilberries' » Prm {LG} *mol!i ({Lt.} *mo¿l!i) 'berry, stone of a
fruit' >  Vt mul∆y  'stone of a fruit', Vt Sr mul!È, Vt Kz mol!‰ 'berry, n u t ' ,
Z n1ur-mol! 'cranberries' (n1ur 'swamp'), mol! 'button, stone of a fruit', Yz
tÄr-≤mul!i 'cranberries' »» pOs *wiÆr-m´l! 'red-currant' (*wiÆr 'blood') >
Os: Ty wirm´¬!, D we"rm´t!, Kz wu2rm´¬! » Hg me4ggy 'morello che r ry
(Prunus cerasus)  pY {IN} *mal!- > Y K mal!-Z7 !´ 'cloudberries' (-Z7 !´ is a
nominal sx.) ¶¶ If we reconstruct FU *mez6V, it involves labialization o f
the vw. in Chr (due to *m-), while FU *moz6V presupposes ass .
palatalization in Ugr (due to the following palatal *z6) ¶¶ UEW 279, Coll.
98, Sm. 545 (FU, FP *med!i, Ugr *mid!I"), Ep. 72, MRS 327, 333, Ü 12O,
LG 173-4, Lt. 53-4, Ht. #7O6, IN 233, ≈ Rd. UJ 48 [#77] (Y π U) || A:
Tg *mile-kte ≠ (?) *mol{i}-kte 'rowan berry' >  Ewk Z molikta, Neg
miktan, Ul/Ork mil‰kt‰, Ork mikt‰ ≠ mitt‰ id. ¶ STM I 536  T
*mele(l!) 'rowan (Eberesche)' >  VTt milew milÁs7, StAlt bele, QK pele,
Tkm {AB} melew id.; VTt ∆ *bilÁs7 ı Chv pilew piles7 id. ¶ Jeg. 16O,
RAltS 672, Bask. DLT 187, Rl. IV 2159  M *moyil 'bird-cherry' ({DQA}:
regularly from *molil-) > WrM moil, HlM, Brt mojl id., Kl Ö {Rm.}
mo4∏l id., 'bird-cherry tree' ¶ MED 542, Chr. 298, KW 267 ¶¶ S CNM 1 1
(suggested to adduce T), DQA #1277 (A *me"lu  '∈  berry') ||  IE *mexl- >
NaIE *ma2l- 'apple' >  L ma2lum id. (ı Al molle4 id.), ma2lus ' app le
tree' »» Gk mh6lon, Gk D ma6lon  Ht mahla 'branch of a grapevine \
apple (?)' ¶¶ WP II 296, EI 25-6 (*meh€lom 'apple'), WH II 18-9, EM 3 8 1
(L π  Gk), Ch. 694, F II 226 (all of them suppose that the word *ma2l- i s
a loan from an unknown source), Mn. 73O, O 272, CHD L-N 112-3, Ts.
W 49.
1517. *miz6666[w]V-(kV) 'mix, stir' >  HS: [1] S *°-mïs6- >  Ar ip. -mïs7u
(pf. ›a'Ma  ma2s 7a) 'mix (sth. with sth.) ¶ BK II 1173, Hv. 742  B *√msy
({†Pr.} *-msuy) > Ah ´msi / pf. ims´"i\ 'mix (fresh milk with sour mi lk) '
(Fcj. 32, Pcj. I A 1), Ty ´ms´y 'mix (mélanger)' ¶ Fc. 1249, 2OO2 ( o n
conj. 32), Pr. M VI-VII 86, GhA 133  [2] CS (or WS?) *√ms6g ≠ *√mzg
≠ *√msk 'mix' >  Ar ∆4M √ms7g7 (pf. ∆a4aMa mas7ag7a, ip. -ms7ug7u) 'mix,
confuse', ÔzM √mzg7 (pf. mazag7a, ip. -mzug7u) 'mingle (a liquid) with ' ,
IA √mzg G  'mix', MHb, JA [Trg.] √mzg G  'mix' (esp. 'mix wine with
water\spices, temper'), JEA √mzg G  'mix, dilute',  MHb √mzg ' p o u r
(liquid)', Sr √mzg G  (pf. ©zaµm´≤zag#, ip. -mzug#) 'mix (esp. wine
with water), mingle, blend, temper', Md √mzg  G  'mix, combine', BHb
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gz#m3 ≤mEzEg# 'mixed wine, spiced wine', MHb gz#m3 ≤mEzEg# 'mixture', JA
[Trg.] aG1z^m5miz≤g-a2 'mixture, mixed wine\drink', Sr '©ozoµm´za2≤g#-a2
'a mixture, a drink, wine and water', Md mzaga 'mixing, mixture', Ug
msk v. 'mix', BHb √msk G 'mix, poduce by mixing', K6x3m3 ≤mEsEk3
'mixture, admixture of spices', MHb √msk v. 'temper, mix wine; ca s t
metal'; ? Tgy {CS} √msgW G  (pf. ≤mAsAgWA) 'oindre de beurre frais l a
tête; enduire sa tête\chevelure d’une couche graisse' ('anoint' “ ' p o u r
liquid' “ 'mix'); S ı Cpt: Sd moyHC muZc, B moyHt muZt, P
moyH9 muZX‹ vt., vi. 'mix' ¶ S *s6g < *Z6g < as. *Z6k; S *zg ≠ *sk <  *Zg ≠
*ck <  as. *Zk <  *Z6k; the delabialization *Z6 >  *Z may be due to posit ional
factors or to the infl. of a different √  ¶ A #1611, OLS 295, BK II 1O98-9,
11O9, Hv. 718, 721, HJ 6O8, KB 535, 572, BDB 587, Js. 752-3, 8O7, Lv.
T II 19, Sl. 651-2, JPS 261, DM 263, Frnk. 172 (Ar π Aram), CS 1 3 9 -
4O, Vc. 133 [suggests to compare the Cpt word with DEg mZg '∈ vessel
(cratère?)'], Er. 195  B *°√msk  'mix' >  Gd Ems´k id. ¶ Lf. II #1O37 ||
IE: NaIE *misg8- / *mei\sg8- 'mix' (>  as. *misk8- / *mei\sk8-) ≠ mt. *mei\g8s-
≠ *mei\g8- (zero <  *Ω?) >  OI miks5- 'mix': prs. me2k≤s5ayati 'stirs u p ,
mixes, mingles', mis1≤rah5 'mixed, mingled, blended', mis1rayati
'mixes, mingles, blends, combines', Av minas7ti 'mixes', mya2saite2
'they mix' (vi.), MPrs hamistak 'mixed' »» Gk mei1gny2mi ≠ mi1gny2mi ' I
mix' (aor. ps. ]emi1ghn), mi1sgv 'I mix' »» L misce-o2 / misce2-re /
miscui / mixtum v. 'mix' »» OIr mesc- v. 'mix, dip in', W mysgu,
Crn mysky, MBr mesca, meski, Br meskan% 'to mix' »» WGmc
*miskan (π L??) > OHG misken, MLG, NHG mischen, AS misc1ian
'to mix', NE mix »» Lt mieﬁs7-ti 'to dilute', mi~s7ras 'mixed ' ,
mis7raine$ 'salad', mais7y!ti / mais7auﬁ 'stir, agitate' (‘ ' h inder ' ) ,
Ltv ma~isI2 ^t  'to mix, to stir', mistrs  'mixture; mixed corn; barley a n d
oats mixed', Pru maysotan : "gemenget" 'mixed' » Sl *me7si ¡-ti / p r s .
*me7s7-oß 'mix, stir' > OCS m8siti mesiti / m8w0 me7s7o<, Blg ≤meså,
SCr me!siti / me•si2m ± mije!siti / mije•sïm, Slv me5!siti, OCz
miesiti, Cz mI1siti, Slk miesit5, P miesic1 / miesze<, R
me≤sit∆ / † me≤wu, Uk mi≤siti id.; d. *me7s7a¡ti id. >  OCS m8wati
me7s7ati, SCr me!wati ± mije!s7ati, Slv me!s7ati, Slk mies7at5, P
mieszac1, R me≤wat∆ id.; the latter Sl verb means also 'to hinder' (“
'to mix'?) ¶ WP II 244-5, P 714, ≈ EI 394 (*meik8-, *meik8-sk8e/o-), M K II
632-3, M E II 373-4, Brtl. 119O, F II 192-3, WH II 95-6, Vn. M  42, Ern.
4O9,  Ho. 223, Kb. 689, OsS 612-3, KM 48O-1, Frn. 431-2, Tr. 175, En.
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2O7, ESSJH XVIII 199-2O1, 21O-7, Vs. II 6O6-7, 615, Glh. 4O9 || A: T
*bîl!- ≠ *bil!- 'stir up (milk, but te r ) '  >  Qrg bîs7-, Bsh bÁs7-, Qzq piÆs-, Q q
pis-, Alt, Tv bòîs7- 'stir', SbTt pew- pÁs7- 'churn' ¶ ET B 3O9-1O, Tm. 1 7 3
 Tg *melbi- v. ' row'  > Ul, Nn m‰lbi- id., WrMc v. 'row, boat b y
rowing'; Ï Tg *melbi-ken, ? *m‰lbun 'short oar (for noiseless rowing
during the hunt ) '  > Ewk m‰lbik‰, Neg m‰lbix‰n, Orc m‰bbu(ku), U d
{STM, Krm.} m‰g(b)u, {Shn.} m‰(l)bu, Ul m‰lbik‰(n-), m‰lbu(n-), O r k
m‰lbi, Nn m‰lbi‰%, melbi\‰k‰%, WrMc melbiku id. ¶ STM I 566, Krm.
263-4  ??φ pJ {S} *ma~nsi~-(p) v. 'mix' > OJ ma~Zi~pa-, maZa-, J: T maZ1ie1-,
maZe1-, K ma!Z1i!e!-, ma~Ze~-, Kg maZ1ie!-, ma~Ze~- ¶ S QJ #94O, Mr. 722 ¶¶ Tg *-
e- and pJ *-a- are still to be explained ¶¶ DQA #1275 (A *me"~l!b+pa ' t o
stir up, pomewivat∆ ': Tg, J) || ?σ D *mic>uk-, {GS} *mis- 'stir, m o v e
from position' >  Kn misuku 'move, stir, quiver', Td misx- vi. ' m o v e
slightly upward from position, budge', Kt mic>k- 'yield to impor tuni ty '
(for the semantic change cp. Lt and Sl), Tu misku- 'move, venture;
interfere with, meddle', Tl misiku v. 'move' ¶¶ D *-c>- is likely to g o
back to a N devoiced affricate (positional devoicing?) ¶¶ D #4839, Km.
461, GS 42 [#82] ˚  IE *s  is probably a reg. reflex of N *z 6666 before a cns .
An alt. rec.: N *mic6666V-(kV); it does not explain the voiced *z in S
*√mzg  and the IE variant stem *mei\g8-. On the other hand, D *-c>- < N *-
z6666- has not yet been established as a reg. reflex. D *-u- and A *-b-
suggest the presence of N *w .
1518. € *miZ@@@@÷ 3 333V (or *mi÷3333Z @ @@@V) 'sheep, goat' > HS: S *°mV÷[V]z- > Ar
ma÷z- ≠ ma÷az- 'bucks and goats', ma2÷iz- {BK} 'sheep or goat' ¶ BK II
1127, Hv. 726  B: SrSn {Rn.} i-mzœi 'kid (chevreau)' (× *√mzœy >  SrSn
m´zœzœey 'jeune, petit') ¶ Rn. 386 || IE: NaIE *°mo+ai\so-s ' s heep '
(× *mo+ai\so-s 'hide, fleece' < N *me?is 6666V 'hide', [‘ ] 'clothes', q.v.) > OI
me2≤s5a-h5 'ram', Av mae2s7a- m., mae2s7ï- f. 'sheep', ClNPrs ¢yM me2s7,
NPrs ¢yM mïs7 'sheep, ram'; Ary ı  FU (att. in FP) *mes7V 'sheep, r a m ,
bock' > Chr L/U meq mez7, Chr H miz7 'wool of sheep and goats', Z mez7
'ram', {W} 'sheep' (the Chr word is not an inherited cognate, because i n
an inherited word we have to expect the vw. Á <  pFU *e; in Z mez7 t h e
cns. z7 may be explained only if the word is a loan)   ?σ Ht maista- '≈
bale of wool' ¶ The N lr. was lost in IE in the prevoc. position ¶¶ WP II
3O3, P 747, ≈ EI 511 (*moi\≤so-s 'ram, sheep'; no distinction f r o m
*moi\so-s 'fleece, hide' <  N *me?is6666V 'hide'), M K II 689, M E II 38O,
Horn 226, Vl. II 1255, Sg. 1362, Tr. 165, UEW 7O3, LG 171, MRS 32O,
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323, Ep. 7O ˚  NaIE *°mo+ai\so-s suggests that in pN the vw. *i was
immediately followed by a sibilant (*-iÍ-  rather than *-iÓÍ-), which
means that the S root *√m÷z underwent mt. of consonants .
Alternatively, we can reconstruct a N etymon *mi÷3333Z@ @@@V and suppose m t .
in the prehistory of IE.
1519. *muZ[V]˝V 'fist, fingers; to squeeze\hit with a fist, to p u n c h
on the head' > K: [1] GZ *mZ`i˝- 'fist ' > OG mZ7i˝- 'fist' (an old loan
from Zan?), eNG [SSO] mZi˝- 'fist', Mg Z7iX-, Lz mZ7iX-, nZ7iX- ' f ist ,
handful'  [2] K *mz`˝w- 'press, squeeze, crumble' >  Sv {FS} -mz7˝-
(msd. li-mz7˝-une) id., G R -mz˝vl- {K} 'break': {Chx.} inf. da-mz˝v-l-
eba vt. 'zerreißen' ¶¶ K 142, K2 122, 13O, Chik. 62, Fn. KW-3 27, FS K
217, FS E 238 || HS: S *√mz÷ >  Ak OA/MA/LB inf. mazu6 ' squeeze ,
produce a liquid', 'auspressen', Ak L me2zu6 'beer brewer', Ar √mz÷ G
{Hv.} v. 'pick (cotton) with the fingers', {BK} 'éplucher et séparer avec
les doigts le coton, etc.' ¶ The apparently irreg. a in Ak mazu6 (for t h e
expected e) may be accounted for by the Assyrian dialectal
preservation of a  even near pS *÷ ¶ CAD X/1 439-4O and X/2 46, BK II
1O99, Bel. 767, Hv. 718  C *maZ- > EC: Or {Grg.} mada2(w)a v. 'wound ' ,
mada 2 n. 'wound', {Brl.} mada 'ferita, piaga, ulcera', mad-awu
'(im)piagarsi, ferirsi', Arr {Hw.} mada! n. 'wound', made2ss- v. 'wound ' ;
HEC {Hd.} *maZ-, {L} *maz- v. 'wound' > Brj {Ss., Hd.}, Hd {Hd.} mad-,
Kmb maz- id.; HEC {Hd.} *maZa, {L} maza n. 'wound, sore' >  Kmb {Hd.}
maza-t, Brj {Ss.} ma≤da2 id., Hd {Hd.} mada, {Ss.} mada?a, Sd mada ' w o u n d '
»» ?? Ag: Bln {R} ma2d-/mad- 'auf den Kopf schlagen, den Kopf blutig
schlagen (jemandem)' (× N *metVHa 'head, top, summit') ¶ R WB 2 6 3 ,
Grg. 223, Hw. A 383, Gs. 278, L Z 121, Hd. 17O, 417 || IE: NaIE *mus-
ti- 'fist, clenched hand' > OI mus5≤t5i-h5 id., Av mus7ti-(masah-)
'Faust(größe)', NPrs †4Mu mos7t 'fist, handful' »» Tc B mas1ce (<
*mus≤te2i\-s) 'fist' ¶ EI 255, M K II 658, M E II 363, Horn 22O, Vl. II 1 1 8 1 ,
Ad. 443 ¶ The absence of any traces of the expected *´ may b e
accounted for by NaIE derivation: the stem was derived from *mus- t h a t
had no traces of lr. because of its the stem-final (prevoc.) position ||
U: FP *mËc1V v. 'squeeze; fist' (× N *mËc'''' @ @@@V 'to press, to squeeze', q.v.) >
Krl KA {SK} muZ7 !u¢o- v. 'press, crumple', Krl Ld muc7!urdada 'to compress '
('pusertaa kokoon'), F musertaa  'to crush, to smash', Vp muc7oida ' t o
twist (fingers)' » ? Lp Sw {SK “?} moc7etet, moc7c7ot v. 'break, be breaking
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off' » Z ∆ m‰Z1Èr 'clenched fingers, fist', {W} m‰Z1Èrt- 'clench one’s
hand\fist' ¶ LG 176, SK 353 || ?φ D: [1] *mutßtß-, {GS} *mutß- v. 'blow with
knuckles of the fist or with the fist' (‘ v. 'hammer', n. 'hammer') >  Kn
mut5- v. 'rap the head (of another) with the knuckles of the fist', Tl
mot5t 5u  'give a blow\stroke with the knuckles', Ml mut5t5u 'knocking ' ,
mut5t5i 'hammer', Tm mit5t5ikai\ 'jeweler’s small hammer', Kt mutßtßi
'small hammer', Prj mutßka 'blow with fist', mutßt ß- v. 'hammer', Png, Mnd,
Ku mutßla 'hammer', Krx mutßga?a2- 'deal a heavy blow with the fist ' ,
mutßka?a2- 'hit\hammer at with the fist', mutßga2 ≠ mutßka2 'clenched h a n d
or fist, hammering with the fist'; [2] D (in SD) *mutßtß- v. 'press' >  Ml
mut5t5ikka id.; the meanings 'dash against, butt' (as in Tm mut5t5u,
Ml mut5t5uka id., Kdg mutßtß- v. 'bump against') may be due either t o
semantic broadening or to contamination with a different pD √  ¶¶ D
#4932, GS 51 [#126] ˚  ADb. MSR 22 [#27] (K, IE, D + err. FU *muc7kV
'fist' that in fact belongs to N *muc 7777 ' '''V 'cupped\clenched hand', q.v.).   
152O. *meZ6666V 'sun, light; 'to shine' > K *mz`-e 'sun' (*-e is a sx. as i n
*(s`a-)d˝-e 'day') > OG, G mze, Mg bz7a, Sv UB/LB/Ln miz7, Sv Lm´⁄z7 ' s un ' ,
Lz mz7ora ≠ mz7ura (with a sx.) id., Lz bz7ac7Xa, Mg z7es7Xa 'Sunday' (< *bz7a-
s7 dÌa 'Sun’s day') ¶ ¶  K 133-4, K2 121, Schm. 124, FS 216-7, TK 5 7 1 ,
Dn. s.v. m´z7, GP 22O || HS: ? Ch: CCh: HgG ma~s7E!, HgNk, Kps ma~s7kE ⁄, HgF
mama~s7ki, FlG {ChL} ma~ks7i⁄⁄ 'morning' »» ECh: Suk {Mk.} mas7in id. ¶ ChC,
ChL  S: the second element of S *≤s6amas7- 'sun' < N *0z6666omV meZ6666V ( '≈
hot\burning sun\fire') (with N *z6666omV 'be hot', 'sun', [?] 'flame', q.v.
ffd.)  B *-missi- 'fire' >  Ah te-mse, pl. ti-m´s, ETwl te-mse, pl. s7i-
m´ss, Ty te-mse, pl. ti-m´ssa, Gh c7i-msi, Kb t3i-m´ss, Si t´-msi, Skn,
Snd, Mz ti-msi, Izn, Rif, SrSn Ti-m´ssi 'fire' ¶  Fc. 1247, Dl. 52O, GhA
132, Nh. 16O, La. S 237, Rn. 85, Dlh. M 123 || U: FU (in Prm) *°m{e}z6V
(or *°m{e}l!V) >  Prm *m{o}l!- ({LG} *m{o¿}l!-) to shine, beam' >  Vt mal!dÈnÈ
v. 'be dazzled (by light)', mal!dÈmon  'dazzling', Z mol!Èd 'glossy, smoo th ' ,
Z Ud usÈs mol!‰ 'beams with joy' ¶  LG 174 || A: M *meliyi- >  Brt
m´lii- 'be glossy, shine', ? HlM m´lij- 'be smooth'; M *melmV- >
WrM melmeger, HlM m´lmg´r 'bright-eyed; the shimmer of a
brimming body of water', Ord melmeger 'brillant, qui a les yeux
brillants', Brt m´lm´n 'shining (reflecting light)', Brt m´lmy-, Kl
melmá- melma4∏- 'shine' (of glassy water surface), Ord melmï- ' re luire ,
briller au soleil', Kl b melmá melma4 ∏ 'lustre, glitter (blesk )' ¶ MED 5 3 4 ,
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Luv. 252, KRS 349, Chr. 311, Ms. O 461-2  Tg: Ewk millu2n- 'shine, b e
bright' (of eyes) ('pobleskivat∆ ') ¶ Vas. 252  ? pKo {S} *mÄ~rk-
'clear, t ransparent '  > MKo mÄ~rk-, NKo malk- [mak-] ¶ S QK #69, Nam
2O3, MLC 587 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #13O3 (A *mi\ali(-kæa) 'bright; to shine': M,
Ewk, Ko), ≠ Rm. SKE 139 (Ko, T) || D *mel(Vk)- v. 'lighten', v. 'flash' ( o f
light) >  Prj melk- v. 'lighten', ∆  malk- '(light) to flash', Gdb mel-
'(lightning) to flash', Png malka2- v. 'lighten' ¶¶ D #5O79 | Less
plausible: D *ma2t ßt ß- v. 'kindle (as fire), burn' >  Tm ma2t5t5u id., Kt ma;tß-
v. 'make (fire) burn', Td mo;t ß- v. 'put fuel on fire', Tl ma%—d5u, ma2d5u v.
'be burnt', Gnd ma2s- v. 'kindle fire' ¶¶ D #48O1 || ??? IE: NaIE *molk-
'fire, firewood' (ÿ **mol- 'fire'?) >  OIr molc {WP, Vn.} 'fire' »» Lt
ma!lka 'log, fuel', pl. ma!lkos  'firewood', Ltv mal^ka 'firewood' ¶ WP II
3O8, Mn. 792, ≈ Frn/ 4O1-2, ME II 558, Vn. M  62.
1521. *mayZ6666V 'tasty beverage, sap of trees' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'honey', 'milk') >  K *°mz`V >  Lz mz7a 'milk, buttermilk' ¶  Marr 168-9 ||
HS: EC: Sd mal(?)- 'sweet', Af {PH} malab, Sa {R} mala2b, pSam {Hn.}
*≤ma!la~b >  Sml malab, Rn {PG} ma!la~b, Bn ≤ma!lub, Bs {HL} malab(a)
'honey'; HEC *malabo >  Hd marabo, Sd malawo, Ged malebo, Alb {HL},
Kmb malabu id., Arr {Hw} mu2!l 'liquid part of raw honey' ¶ C SE II 2 1 4 ,
PH 162, Mrn. S 228, Hn. S 68, DSI 41O, Oo. 68, PG 218, Hd. 81, 417, HL
127, Hw. A 386 || IE *mel-i-(t) / *mel-n- 'honey' >  Arm me¬r meÒR
(gen. me¬u meÒu) id. »» Gk me1li (gen. me1lit-oß) id. »» pAl {O} *melita
>  Al mjalte4 id. »» L mel, gen. mell-is (<  *mel-n-) id. »» OIr mil (<
*meli) (gen. melo ≠mela), W me6l, Crn, Br mel id. »» Gt mili† id.,
AS milsc1ian 'to sweeten with honey', milisc1 'sweet'  Ht milit-
'honey' ¶¶ P 723-4, EI 271 (*≤melit / *mli≤t-os), Bn. IEIS 31, F II 2OO-1,
WH II 61-3, Vn. M  5O-1, YGM-1 329, Fs. 359-6O, Ho. 222, Slt. 182-6, O
268, CHD L-N 25O-2, Ts. E II 2O7-1O || U: FP *mayz6V 'sap of trees' (‘
'milk') >  F maito 'milk', F ∆  mai\to 'birch sap', Es ∆  mai\t ' c r e a m
(Sahne)' » Vt ∆  m‰l! 'tree honey, tree sap' ¶  UEW 697 || A: T *bal
(*mal) 'honey' >  OT bal ({Cl.} ba2l), Tk bal, Tkm, Az, CrTt, Kr, Qmq,
QrB, Qzq, Nog, Qq, VTt, Bsh, Qrg bal, Uz bål, Slr pal, Chv pîl ¶ ET B 4 7 ,
Cl. 33O ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1248 (A *male 'honey, vegetable oil' > T) ˚  IS II
38-9 [#276] (*maj’ÿ) (C, IE, U, T), AD NM #21, Vv. AEN 12 ( d o u b t s
about the T cognate; T π IE?) ˚  Gr. II #213 (*mal  'honey') (IE, U, CK).
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1522. *n2222 {a 4 444}, prn. of collectivity and plurality > U: FP *n{a4} ' these ,
they', plurality prn., correlating with the sg. pronouns of the *t-series
and with the prn. *c1e 'that' >  F na4ma4 pl. 'these' ↔  ta4ma4 'this', nuo
pl. 'those' ↔ tuo 'that', ne pl. 'those' ↔ se 'that', Es nemad ≠ nad
'they' ↔ tema ≠ ta 'he\she\it', need 'these' ↔ see 'this', nood
'those' ↔ too  'that', Vo na4ma4 'they' ↔ ta4ma4 'he\she' » pMr {Ker.} *na4- >
Er n1e, n1et!, n1etn1e 'these' ↔ t!e 'this', nonat 'those' ↔ tona 'that', Mk n1a4,
n1a4t 'these' ↔ t!a4 'this', nona(t) 'those' ↔ tona 'that' »» Chr L nuno nuno,
Chr H ny≥ny≥ n´n´ 'they' ↔  Chr L tudo tuÎo, Chr H ty≥dy≥ t´Î´
'he\she\it'; Chr L nine nine, Chr NW {IT} nen´ 'these' ↔  Chr L tide
tiÎe, Chr NW teÎ´ 'this'; Chr K {Wc.} ≤ni;n´ 'these' ↔  ≤ti;Î´ 'this', ≤n´;n´
'those, they' ↔  ≤t´Î´ 'that, he', Chr U {Wc.} ≤ni;n‰; 'these' ↔ ≤ti;Î‰;
'this', ≤nu;n¥ 'those, they' ↔ ≤tu;Î¥  'that, he' »» Prm: Z nay‰ (/ na- in t h e
obl. cases) 'they, those' ↔ siy‰ (/ obl. sÈ-) 'he\she\it, that', Prmk n¡å
niya (/ obl. nÈ-) ↔ s¡å siya (/ obl. sÈ-) 'he\she\it, that' ¶ UEW 3OO-1
(*na4 [≠ *ne ≠ ?*ni] 'dieser, ? der, jener'), 3O6 (*no 'jener') (does n o t
recognize that the *nV-pronouns have plurality meaning even at the pFP
level), SMJM 135-6, Ker. II 93, Lt. KZJ 29O, Lt. KPJ 3O7-8, LG 185, 1 9 3 ,
Wc. TT ##645, 652, 119O, 1222, Ps OT 78-9, 149, 151 ¶ In most cases
the vw. of the *n-pronouns coincides exactly with that of t h e
corresponding sg. pronouns, hence it is system-inducted rather t h a n
original. The only exception is Z na-, nay‰ 'they, those' <  pPrm *na- (Lt.
169), which suggests that the pFP prn. was *na4 (Prm *a <  FP *a4 reg. ) ||
HS: Eg p¿ 'this, the' m. ↔  t¿ f. ↔  n¿ abstr. (Eg M pl.), pw ' this ' m. ↔
tw f. ↔  nw abstr. (Eg M pl.), pn 'this (near me)' m. ↔  tn f. ↔  nn
abstr. (‘  pl.), pf  'that' m. ↔  tf f. ↔  nf abstr. (Eg M pl.); in Eg O (s e e
Ed. 83-9, EG 216, 251) nw, nf, etc. were abstract pronouns: nw
'Dieses, Dieses da', nf  'Jenes' ({Lpr.} 'this, these things') probably going
back to collective pronouns, but later they acquited the function of pl .
forms of pronouns (see  Gard. 85); the original connection of the Eg O
n-pronouns with plural is evidenced by their syntactical agreement
with pl. of prtcs. and relative forms; in Eg M they function as pl. only ¶
Ed. 83-9, EG 216, 251, Lpr. 68-71 || IE: "primary" verbal ending of 3 p
*-(e)nti (↔  *-ti 3s) (e.g. *b≈ero-nti 'they carry' >  OI ≤bharanti, Gk
fe1rusi, L ferunt, Gt baI1rand id., OCS ber0t5 bero<tË ' t hey
take', cp. the AnIE ending of 3p: Ht -nzi, Lw, Pal -nti), the pIE
"secondary" ending of 3p *-(e)nt (↔  *-(e)t 3s) (as in the NaIE form *(e-
)b≈eront 'they carried' >  OI ≤abharan, Gk }eferon id., cp. OCS vez0
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vezo< 'they transported'; AnIE: Lw, Pal -nta, Lc nasalized vw. + -te) ¶ ¶
Brg. KVG 592-6 (incl. a synoptic table), Bks. 232-49, Rsk. 8O-1 ¶¶ The
word-final elements *-ti and *-t in the IE personal endings of 3p a r e
induced by the analogy with the endings of 3s *-ti and *-t  || K (× N
*nÉ , dem. dual prn., 'they [two]'): [1] GZ *-en, sx. of 3p  > OG -en (c7am-
en da swam-en 'edunt bibuntque'), Mg -an (koXen-an do ko˝urc7'ul-an
'they sit and sing')   [2] OG -(e)n, sx. of the plural of objects: v-i-Xil-
en 'I saw them' (↔  v-i-Xil-e 'I saw him'), gw-i-Xil-n-a 'he saw us' ( ' u s '
originally incl.), m-i-Xil-n-a 'he saw us' ('us' originally excl.), g-i-Xil-n-
a  'he saw you (pl.)' ¶ K 79, FS K 114-5, FS E 123, Dt. 44-6, 61-5, Shan. G
75, Fn. GAS 81 |||  Nominal endings of pl. in some branches of N: K: GZ
*-n- , marker of pl. in the casus rectus (subject of vi. and object of vt.) >
OG -n- (k'ac-n-i 'men') »» Mg Sn -en-, sx. of pl. in the ergative and dative:
erg. gur-en-k, dat. gur-en-s (Mg gur-i is 'heart, chest') ¶ K S 1O-1, M a r r
GDGJ 34, Q O25, O3O-3 || HS: S *-a2n- >  Ar -a2n-, sx. of collectivity
(fursa2n- 'riders' ↔  fa2ris- 'a rider'), Gz -a2n (pl. of masc. nouns and adj.:
k'asïs-a2n 'priests'), Ak nom. -a2n-u (later -a2n-u2) / accus.-gen. -a2n-i,
sx. of "individualizing plural", denoting a number of individually
recognzable objects (OB il-a2n-u2 'personal gods (each with its o w n
name)' (↔  il-u2  'gods in general, Pantheon'); but Aram pl. f. ending -a2n
hardly belongs here, it is rather an innovation (rare on OA, but typical
in later Aram) based on the analogy of pl. m. -ïn (<  obl. pl. *-ï- + df .
art. *-ma, like BHb -ïm); S *-na, marker of the rel. mood in 2pm a n d
3pm of verbs > CS ending of ip. indc. (in 2pm and 3pm)  > Ar -na (ta-
ktub-u2-na 'you [2pm] write \ will write', ya-ktub-u2-na 'they [m.] write \
will write'), BHb -n (optional ending added to the ip. form of 2pm a n d
3pm of verbs) ¶ MSUS 91-2, ≈  Lip. 239-4O, Gtz. AMP 121-3O, Sd. G 7 7 ,
Cer. ArJ 214, Zewi ∀   LbB: B pl. ending {Pr.} *-an, *-ïn >  Ah {Pr.} -a4n ≠
{Fc.} -ïn (= {GhA} -en), in most other B lgs. -´n, -in (Shw irgaz-´n
'homines' [↔  sg. ´rgaz], Sll til´Œm-in 'she-camels' [↔  sg. talŒ´m-t],
BMn ifri-w´n 'wings' [↔  sg. afri], Kb is´lm-an 'fishes' [↔  sg. as´lm], Si
itœar-´n 'legs' [↔  sg. tœar], Gd durar-´n 'mountains' [↔  sg. adurar], Zng
{TC} tanqud-´n 'points' [↔  sg. tanqud]) »» ? Gnc {Mi.} -en, ending o f
plural and collectivity: Gnc GC ta-har-en-em-en 'dry figs', ta-hau-
n-en-en 'ripe figs', Gnc T i-rich-en 'wheat, corn' (÷  B *irdœ-Vn), Gnc
GC ta-moc-en 'barley' »» ONum -n (= *-Vn), pl. ending (nbb-n
'workers' in one of the Dhugga inscriptions) ¶ Pr. M IV-V 5O-2, 55-61 ,
TC Z 312, AiM 175, 2O9-1O, Fv. LJ 42O  the C nominal marker of pl .
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*-Vn- > Ag *-Ån > Bln -an, Q/Km {R, CR} -ån, Xm -a2n; *-t-Ån >  Xm {R}
-tan, Xm {R} -ta2n, Km {CR}, Q {R} -tån »» EC *-an(V) pl. >  Sml -an, -
a2n, Rn {PG} -n1e (a~bti!n1e~ 'maternal uncles'), Bn -n1i, O -an, -a2n, Gdl -ana,
Arr -n, Dsn -anu, Dbs/Gln/Gwd -a2ne, Gwd/Cm -ïne, Ya -an, -en, -nV, Brj -
ana, -a2ni, Sd -ane, -anna, Kmb -annu »» ? Dhl -ni pl. ¶ Zab. MNPC 73-5 ,
82-3, 92-3, 111-2, 128, 138-41, 169, 179-8O, 191-4, 211, 238-4O, 2 5 5 -
9, 295-6, PG 6O, Hw. A 17O-1, To. DL 91  Ch {PorS} *-Vn, pl. sx. o f
nouns >  WCh: Hs -una, -anni, -ina, -oni » BT: Dr {Nw.} -i~n, -a~n, -en, -yen
(and enlarged [due to metanalysis?] -iya!n/ -uya!n, -n=~Z7e!n / -n=~Z7i!n, -Ngin),
Gera {Sch.} -na~, -ni~, -ne~ » Bd -‰n, Ngz {Sch.} -i!n (with rdp. of the s tem:
wa!ka~k-i!n 'trees' ↔  s. wa!ka~) » Fy {J} -an »» CCh: Lgn {Lk.} -en »» ECh: Jg
{J}, Tmk {Cp.} -na!n ¶ PorS 335, Sch. BTL 94-5, Sch. DN xviii, Nw. KL 8 2 -
4, Lk. L 18-9, Cp. 28 |  HS: marker of pl. in pers. pronouns: Ch pl. sx. *-n
in pers. pronouns: [1] {Kr.} *mu-n ({Blz.} *muni) 'we, us, our' incl. >
{Kr.} CCh *mun id. > BM: Mrg na~-m‰~r 'we' incl., m‰~r 'our' incl., Cb muri
'we, us' incl., -mU~ri~ 'our' incl. (-r, -r- <  *n), Wmd na-mu~n 'we' incl., -
mU~n  'our' incl., Klb -mUn 'our' incl., mUn 'us' incl.; FJ ma~mun 'we' incl.,
FlM -mu~ 'our' incl. » BB: G’nd gu~mu~n 'we' incl., -mUn / -m‰n 'our' incl. »
McMdr: Mdr mi~ya~ 'our' incl., Dgh mI~re 'us' incl., (here?) munda~ ' w e '
excl. »» {Kr.} WCh *mun 'we, us, our' (without distinction between incl.
and excl.) >  Hs mu2 / (completive past) mun 'we' » Dr mini 'we', mi~ni
'us', Tng (ha)mi~ni~ 'we', Ngm mwu~ni! 'we' » SBc: Zul min 'we' » AG: Gmy
{Kr.} È-mÈ~n 'we', mÈ~n 'our', Ang {Kr.} muni 'we', mun 'us', Su {J, Kr.} mun
'we, us'; [2] Ch *ku-n 'ye', 2p prn. >  Hs ku2, Ngz kun, Tr kun, Mgm {JA}
ku^N, Mkl {J} ku~ne~, etc.; [3] WCh *su-n 'they' (>  Hs su2, Dw suN) ¶ Kr.
RChP 74-94, AD EPCChL, J S 75, Brq. PS  ?? EC: Dsn mu2^ni 'we' incl. ¶
To. DL 211-2 ¶¶ Blz. PPCh1 2-4 (Ch-Dsn parallel: Ch *muni, Dsn mu2^ni)
  HS *-nV , marker of pl. (≠ f. pl.) in pers. pronouns: [1] S *?antin-na
'ye' f. pl. > Ak attina, BHb en1`T4a2 ?at≤tenna2 ≠ NT4a2 ?at≤ten, Sr ?at≤tEn
(spelled N∆4eñ–æa?antE6n), Ar ?antunna, Gz ?ant´n  C: EC {Ss.} *ati-n (≠
*iti-n?) 'ye' pl. >  Sa a!tin, Rn ati!n, Sml idi!n-ku, Dsn {To.} ?iti!ni, Gdl
inna-t, as well as the var. ≈ *isi-n 'ye' pl.  > Af i!sin, Or isani ≠ isini,
Kns i!s7ina ¶ Bl. 131, Ss. PEC 11, PG 7O, To. DL 483   [2] S *s73in-na ' t hey '
f. pl. > Ak s7ina, Ug hinna, BHb hen, BA ?in≤nan, JEA Nun`a5 ?in≤nu2n, Sr
Njñe˙ehEn≤nE6n, Ar hunna || A *-(V)n, sx. of pl. >  M *-n, pl. sx. >  MM -
n ([S] noqan 'dogs' [↔ noqay 'dog'], [PP] {Pp.} e$lc7æi-n 'messengers ' ,
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yabuqu-n 'those going' [↔ sg. yabuquy sg.]), PClWrM -n (with nomina
actoris ending in -9ci and nomina actoris futuri in -qun [pl. qu-n]),
in WrM -n, pl. of a few nouns: gergen 'wives' (↔ sg. gergei), with
professional names (u4yledbu4rici-n 'workers'), WrM -ta-n ( f r o m
nouns with -tai: mori-ta-n 'equestrians'), HlM -n with professional
words: xødølmør¢i-n  'workers'), Ord 9aXa-n 'hogs' ¶ Pp. IM 1 7 5 - 7
 T *-an/*-en > OT [MhK] rare pl. morpheme: a4r-a4n 'men', o˝l-an ' s ons '
(probably with the meaning of collective plurality), preserved i n
ethnonyms: suvarin, quman ¶ SIGTJM 15-6, Prc. TschPS § 35, Nm. QQ
1OO, Kon. PSM 146, Rs. MTS 54, Br. OTG 15O, Gbn. ATG §§  56, 171  
Tg *-(a)na / *-(e)ne, pl. of kinship terms and other animate nouns: Nn,
Ul ama-na 'fathers', Nn aga2-na 'elder brothers', bariana ' comrades ' ,
anda2na 'friends'; Tg *°-na2n/*-ne2n, dual-plural (× N *nÉ , dem. dual p r n . )
> Ewk Z/Ucr/Skh -na2n / -n‰2n / -no4n, sx. od du.\pl.: aku-na2n ' b ro the r s ,
two brothers', girkï-n‰2n 'friends, two friends', Ewk Skh goxina2n ' twins '
(goxi  'pair') ¶  Ci. 254-5,  Ci. MChT ∀ , Vas. 778, ≠ CiL MA 225-31 (unc . :
the Tg sx. < Tg. {CiL} *nay, sc. Tg *n1i\ari3≠*n1ari3 'man', see  N *æn2222Vya4444r 1 111V
'man')  Ko: MKo -nai\, NKo {MLC| -ne2y [-ne] {MLC} 'the group, all o f ' ,
{Mazur} sx. of the "representative pl." of animate nouns ¶ Rm. SKE 2 2 4 ,
MLC 337, Mazur KJ3 376 ¶¶ ≈  Rm. VAJ §§ 25-6, Pp. PSA 74, Mng. TLP
111 ||  ? U : a pl. sx. *-n+n`V can be seen in the pl. forms with ppas.: Vg K
ku4a4l-a4∏n-em 'my houses' (↔  ku4a4l-em 'my house'), Vg Ss xa1p-an-uv ' o u r
boats' (↔  xa2p-uv 'our boat'), Er c7ora-n-t 'thy sons' (↔ c7ora-t 'thy son ' ) ;
Serebrennikov tries to explain in a similar way the Z forms with ppas. ;
Sinor supposes a similar situation in Ancient BF  Sm: Slq Nr {Cs.}
loga-ni-l 'thy foxes' ↔ sg. loga-l 'thy fox', loga-ni-t 'his foxes '
↔ loga-t 'his fox', etc.; pSm {Hl.} *-n¥- (sx. of pl. possessi + 1 s
possessoris) in *-y-n¥ 'mei, meae, mea' (with the marker of pl. *-y-):
Mt {Hl.} *ay´-nÉ 'my children' (Mt M {Sp.} aine) ↔ *ayam 'my chi ld '
(Mt M {Sp.} aim`), Ng {Hl.} n1u4´-n1´ 'my children' ↔ n1u4´-m´ 'my chi ld '
¶¶ Sin. UAP 2O6-7, Srb. IMPJ 1O6, Hl. M 145, Cs. GSS 3O4-25 ˚  IS’s
hyp. about *-ˆÅ as a sx. (rather than a separate word) does not b e a r
scrutiny, it is refuted by the position of FP *n- and Eg n- as the first
(word-initial) elements of dem. pronouns, which proves the original
mobility of N *n 2222 {a 4 444 }  and hence its original status as a word. IS supposed
that *-ˆÅ marked pl. of animate nouns only; this hyp., although n o t
immediately concincing, deserves investifation. The hyp. of t h e
opposition of *-ˆÅ to {IS} *-tV (pl. of inanimate nouns) is based o n
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unproved (and probably erroneous) interpretation of {IS} *-tV a s
connected with inanimateness (see  s.v. N *tV [postnominal marker o f
plurality]) ˚  ≈ IS II 94-6 [#333] (*-ˆÅ, pl. suffix of animate nouns ) ,
Sin. UAP (U, A), Heg. MÜ 79-81 (U, HS, K, A + very qu. parallels in IE
nouns ) .
1523. *nÉ , dem. prn. of duality, 'they (two)' >  HS: S *-ni, marker o f
df. in dual (nom. *-a2-ni, accus.-gen. *-ay-ni) >  Ar nom. -a2ni, gen.-
accus. -ayni  (ending of du. abs.), Ak nom. -a2n , gen.-accus. -°n, and Ak
OA gen.-accus. -e2n (du. abs.), Aram -e2n in tre2n  'two' ¶ Sd. G 76, 81 
? B: Tz {Stm.} m´ra2w-i-n 'twenty' (cp. m´ra2w 'ten') ¶ Stm. 1O1, AiM
214 || K: GZ *-en, sx. of 3p, OG -(e)n, sx. of the plural of objects (× N
*n2222 {a 4 444}, prn. of collectivity and plurality, q.v. ffd.) || U *-n+n`, marker o f
du. (mainly in pers. pronouns ‘ du. of ppa., du. subjecti of verbs) >  Lp
Pt {Coll.} bo1diimen 'we two came', bo1dalimen 'we two would
come', bo1diiden 'you two came', bo1daliden 'you two would c o m e '
»» ObU *-ïn, marker of du. in pers. pronouns >  [1] pVg {Stn.} *-ïn id.:
*mïn 'we' du. (> Vg: Ss {Rmb.} me2n, Ss/UL {Stn. “ Kn.} mE2n, ML/LL {MK}
min, K {MK} mïn, T {MK} me$N id.), *nïn 'you' du. (>  Vg: Ss/LL {Rmb.}
ne2n, ML/LL {Vrt. “ Mu.} nin, K/P {Vrt. “ Mu.} ne$ ∏n, T {Vrt. “ Mu.}
ne$ ∏N), *tïn 'they' du. (>  Vg: Ss (Rmb., Ht.} te2n, {Ht.}: LK tin,
MK/UK/NV/LL ten, P tin ≠ ten, SV/UL te2n); [2] pOs *-in, marker of d u .
in pers. pronouns: pOs *min  'we' du. (>  Os {Stn.}: V/Vy/Ty/Y/D/O min,
Nz/Sh men, Kz/Sn miÆn), pOs *nin 'you' du. (> Os {Stn.}: V/Vy/Ty/Y/D/O
nin, NMz/Sh nen, Kz/Sn niÆn); Os {Ht.} *¬in 'they' du. (>  Os {Ht.} V / O
lin, Vy yin, Ty ¬in, D tin, Nz ten, Kz ¬iÆn)  Sm *-{n}, marker of dual:
[1] dual in pronouns >  Ne T -?ﬁ du. in mani-?ﬁ 'we' (du.), pÈdari-?ﬁ ' y o u '
(du.), pÈdi-?ﬁ 'they' (du.), En 1d ≤modini?ﬁ, 2d u2di?ﬁ, 3d budi?ﬁ (↔  1 p
≤modina?, 2p u2da?, 3p budu?), [2] dual possessoris of nouns and dua l
subiecti in verbs: Ne T -m1i-?ﬁ 'our (du.), we (du.)', -r1i-?ﬁ 'vester (du . ) ,
you (du.)', -d!i-?ﬁ 'their (du.), they' (du.), En -?ﬁ (dual possessoros, dus l
subiecti) (1 du. -y?ﬁ ≠ -b!i?ﬁ, 2d -r1i?ﬁ, 3d -Îi?ﬁ), [3] possibly i n
(compound?) markers of dual in nouns: pSm {Hl.} *-k¥n1 >  Ne T -ha?ﬁ / -
g(a)?ﬁ / -k(a)?ﬁ, En -hÈ?ﬁ / -gÈ?ﬁ / -kÈ?ﬁ ¶¶ Coll. CG 3O1-2, Ter. EJ 442-51 ,
Ter. NJ 38O-8, Ter. SJ 324, Ter. V 369-7O, Rmb. 99, Stn. WV 22O-1,
Stn. D 884, 1OO4, MK 3O5, 337, 642, Vrt. tables I and II, Ht. ##142 ,
393, 43O, Hl. M 134 || A: Tg *°-na2n/*-ne2n, dual-plural (× N *n2222{a 4 444} '⇑ ' )  >
Ewk Z/Ucr/Skh -na2n / -n‰2n / -no4n, sx. of du.\pl.: aku-na2n 'brothers, t w o
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brothers', girkï-n‰2n 'friends, two friends', Ewk Skh goxina2n ' twins '
(goxi  'pair') ¶ Vas. 778.
1524. *n````i 'not' > HS: Eg n 'not', Cpt n 2 ´n 'not' ¶ EG II 195, Vc. 135 ||
K *nu, *numa 'do not!' (prohibitive) >  OG/G nu, Mg nu, numu, n‰m‰ id.,
Sv UB/LB/L/Ln no id., UB {GP} nom id., UB/L {TK} no2m ≠ nu2m, LB {TK}
nem 'do not' (prohib.), UP num(a) (negation with imv. and sbjn.) ¶¶ K
148-9, K DE 173, K2 144, FS K 243, FS E 267, Top. SJ 9O, TK 635, GP 2 3 7
|| IE *nei\, *ne 'not', *n=- 'un-, -less': [1] NaIE *≤nei\ negative pc. (not a
clitic) > Av nae2- 'not, no-' (in cds. with encl. particles and pronouns :
nae2-c7is 'none, keiner', nae2-kay 'nobody, nothing', nae2-c7a 'and n o t ,
etc.) »» OL nei, L n° 'not, that not, unless', Osc nei 'not' »» Gt nei
'not', ON, OHG {Vr.} n°  'no' ('nein') (= OHG {Kl.} ni 'nein'?) »» Lt nieﬁ-
kas 'nobody, neiﬁ ... neiﬁ 'neither … nor', Ltv ∆  {ME} nei ... nei id.,
nei 'auch nicht, nicht einmal' » Sl *ni ' no t '  > OCS ni ni ' n o t '
(stressed: ili ni 'or not'), 'and not', OCS ni  ... ni ni ... ni ' ne i the r
… nor', Blg, R ni ... ni, SCr, Slv, Slk ni ... ni id.  [2] NaIE sen tence
negation *ne (‘ word negation in some lgs.) > OI ≤na 'not', Av, OPrs
na-  id. »» Gk ne- 'un-, -less' + adjectives with initial vowels (cont rac t ion
of -e + the initial vw. of the adj.): nh1kustoß 'not hearing' (ÿ  ne- +
]aku- 'hear'), nv1nym(n)oß 'nameless' (ÿ  ne- + ]onym- 'name'), nhleh1ß ≠
nhlh1ß 'pitiless, ruthless' (ÿ ne- + }eleoß 'pity'), nh1kestoß 'incurable' »» L
ne- in cds.: ne-scio2 'I do not know', neuter 'neither (none of t w o ) '
(< ne-uter 'not any of two'), etc.; L ne-que, Osc ne-p, nei-p ' a n d
not', Um neip 'non', neip . . . nep 'neither ... nor' »» Clt: CltI ne-, Gl
ne, OIr nI1, Brtt {RE} *ni >  OW ni, MW, Crn ny, W ni, OBr ni, ne,
MBr, Br ne »» Gt ni, OHG, OSx ni, ne, AS ne 'not' »» Pru ni, Lt ne
'not' » Sl *ne 'not' > OCS ne ne, SCr neà, Blg, R ne, Slv, Cz, Slk ne, P
nie 'not'; Sl *ne7 (< *ne je) > OCS n8 ne7 '(there) is not'   [3] NaIE *n=-
'un-, -less' (privative and negative px.) > OI, Av, OPrs a- (before cns.) /
an-  (before vowels) id. »» Gk ]a- (before cns.) / ]an- (before vowels) id .
»» OL en-, L in-, Osc AN-, Um A- / AN- id. »» OIr in- (before mediae) /
e1- (before tenues) / an-  (before vowels), W, Crn, Br an- id. »» Gt, OHG,
NHG, OSx, AS, NE un-, ON o1-, u1-, NNr, Dn u-, Sw o- id. »» Tc: A a(n)-, B
e(n)- 'un-'  Ht {Ts.} cd. natta 'not', nawi 'not yet' ¶¶ P 758, Bks.
222, EI 395 (*ne  'not'), M K II 12O, Brtl. 1O3O-5, F I 1 and II 314-5, Ch.
1-2, 336, 75O-1, WH I 686-7 and II 15O-1, 166, Bc. G 32O, 339, Pln. I
319-2O, 369-7O, 563-4, II 469-7O, 676, 726, Billy 112, LP §  8, RE 1 1 6 ,
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Fs. 374-5, 516, Vr. 415, Ho. 376, Kb. 724, OsS 647-8, 1OO1, KM 8O3,
Frn. 488-9, 491, ME II 715, Glh. 435-6, Vs. III 52, 71-2, ESSJ XXIV 91-3 ,
≈ XXV 96-7 (err.: Lt nei and Sl *ni < *ne + *i 'and'), Frn. 48-9, En. 2 1 4 ,
Ad. 83, Ts. W 56, CHD L-N 4OO-19, 421-24 || U *n`i 'not' > FU *n`i, *n`im
'not' >  Hg ne4 , ne4m  'not' »» pOs *n`em ≠ *n`o4m ({∫Hl.} *n`a4Æm- ≠ *n`O4Æm-) >
Os: Nz n`Em X¥ya2t, Kz nEm Xö8yat 'nobody' (X¥ya2t, Xö8yat m e a n s
'anybody'), Nz n`em˝¥"t:;‰, Kz nEmgo"¬tiÆ 'nowhere' (X¥"t:;a$, Xo"¬ta
'wohin'), Nz n`em¥ºt:;‰, K nEm´¬t 'nothing'; Vg: N ne2m-xaºtpa4 ' nobody ,
ne2-mat xaºtpa4 'nothing' (xaºtpa4 'somebody, anybody', mat ' some- \any-
thing'), Ss nE2mat 'keinerlei' »» ? Prm: Vt G no-kin-no 'nobody', no-mÈr-no
'nothing', Vt G no-kÈÆtÈÆs7 'nowhere' (kin 'who', mar 'what', kÈÆtÈÆs7
'woher'), ?? Z P n1i-n‰m 'nothing' (n´m  'a bit, ¢ut∆ ') (unless n1i- is a loan
from R ni)  Sm negative and prohibitive verb: En n1e-, Ng n1i- ' d o ( e s )
not, did not' (proh. and neg.),  Ne n1i- prs . \pas t 'do(es) not', 'did n o t ' ,
n1o-  proh. 'do not' ¶¶ Coll. 38, MF 464, ≈ UEW 3O1 (unc.: the neg. s t e m
may go back to U *na4 ≠ *ne ≠ [?] *ni 'this'), LG 196-7, Ter. NJ 389, Ter.
EJ 452, Ter. NgJz 431-2 ||  A : pJ {S}: [1] *na~- 'lacking, non existent' >  OJ
na , J T na!i\, Kt na~i\, Kg na-ka!, Ns ne!-, Sh ne!2-; [2] *-(a)n- 'not' (verbal
negation)  (× N *?a4444yn2222a 6 666 'nothing, there is no...', q.v.) > OJ -(a)n- , J: T -
na-, Ns/Sh -M, Ht -ne2~ 'not' ¶ S AJ 267 [#56], S QJ #56, Mr. 835 ¶¶ ≈
DQA #74 (reconstructs pJ *na~-, but unconvincingly derives it f rom  A
*a2~ni 'not', negative verb) ˚  AD GD #3 (Eg, IE, U, A), Gr. I 2 1 2 - 3
("negative N" in IE, U, A, EA, Ai).
1525. *nu  (or *nu 4444?), postp. and pv. 'from', postp. 'of' >  U *-n,
genitive case ending >  F -n, Vp -n / -n1, pLp *-n >  Lp S -n, Chr L -n, -¥n,
Chr H -n, -¥n, -´n, Er/Mk -n1 (F kala-n, Lp S guole-n, Chr L kol-¥n ' o f
[the] fish', Er kudo-n1 'of the house'), Ne T, En -?%, Slq Tz, Kms -n, Mt M -
n, Y T/K {Krn.} -n (distinguished by IN from the indf. gen. -n/-d < *-
nsa4); the unabridged U allomorph *-nu  survives in pronouns: F mi-nu-
n  'my', si-nu-n  'thy' (-nu- is a presuffix in all oblique cases), Es mi-
nu 'my', si-nu 'thy' ¶¶ Coll. CG 282-4, Hl. SelJ 364-6, Hl. MTKJ 3 7 7 ,
Krn. JJ 36, IN 191 || A: M *-nu, marker of the genitive case >  WrM
(reflecting OM norms) -nu (modunu 'of the\a tree'), MM -ni; p M
{Pp.} *mi-nu4 'my' (> WrM minu), *c>i-nu4 'thy' (> WrM cinu), *ma-nu
'our' (> WrM manu ), *ta-nu 'votre' (> WrM tanu), *i-nu4 'his\her' (>
WrM inu)  ¶ Pp. IM 185-94, 219-22  Tg {Bz.} *-Nï, marker of t h e
genitive case (< *-n + adjectival *-ki, related to WrM -ki in ende-ki
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'being here, belonging to this place' from ende 'here') > Nn, Ul -Ngi,
Orc, Ud, Ewk -Ni, Sln -nï, Neg -ni ≠ -Ni, WrMc -i / -ni ¶ Bz. 78-9  T *-
N (presumably f rom  *-n + an adjectival sx., as in Tg), gen. ending  >  OT
{Gbn.} -N ± -n, after cnss. -îN / -iN ≠ -aN / -an ± -Vn, in later Og lgs. -n /
-in / -în / -u4n / -un, in most other lgs. -niN / -nîN / -nu4N / -nuN (with a
denasalized allomorphs in some lgs.: -dVn or -tVn) ¶ Gbn. ATG 87, Sev.
KP 47-8  Ko: Rm. mentions traces of the ancient gen. ending -n in t h e
form hÄi\n (acc. to Rm., gen. of hÄi\ 'day') ¶ Rm. VAJ 35  J :
postposition of genitive: pJ {∫S }  *n‰ >  OJ n‰ >  J no; in J the ancient N
marker of genitive still remains an analytical postposition  The
ablative meaning 'from' survives in T *-t£an/*-t£a4n 'from, out of' (<  N
*d[oy]a 'place, inside' + N *nu ) as compared with the T locative ending
*-t£a/*-t£ a4 'in'; this *-t£an/*-t£ a4n is represented in all T lgs: OT (after l, n,
r) -tan / -ta4n, (after other cnss. and vowels) -dan / -da4n with a dialectal
var. -tîn / -tin / -dîn / -din; the var. -dan/-da4n/-tan/-ta4n survives i n
most later NaT lgs., in Yk it is -tan/-ta4n/-ton/-to4n (due to palatal a n d
labial harmony of vowels), in Xk and Shor it is -daN/-taN/-deN/-teN/-
doN/-toN/-naN/-neN; in Chv the same ending has the form -ran/-ren/-
tan/-ten. The variant with closed vowels (-dîn/-diN/-tîN/-tiN/-duN/-
du4N) survived in ET and Chg ¶ Gab. ATG 88-9, Sev. KP 55-7, Kon. GJTRP
158-9, Andr. ChJ-66 48, Karpov XJ 432, BabD ShJ 47O-1 ¶¶ Rm. VAJ
33-5 || IE: *-n 'from' within *-d≈e-n survives in Gk po1-†en 'where
form?', o]yrano1†en 'from the sky' (compare with the loc. *-d≈e in OI
i≤ha, Pali idha 'here', OI ≤ku-ha, OCS k5de kË-de 'where?', OCS
s5de  sË-de  'here', Gk }ener†e 'beneath') ¶ Brg. KVG 454-5  *-n-, t h e
marker of oblique cases (presuffix, a morpheme preceding the case
endings) in heteroclitic nouns, e.g. IE {Bks.} *≤wed-n=-s 'of water' (↔
*≤wod-or 'water') >  Ht wetenas, Gt watins, Gk {ydatoß gen. (↔
*≤wod-or nom. 'water' <  Ht ≤wa2tar, Gt wato2, OHG waÔ Ôar, Gk
{ydvr) ¶¶ Bks. 188, 22O   NaIE adv. and prep. *no2 'from, away' > Blt
prep. (with gen.) (> Lt nuoﬁ 'from, off, out of', Ltv no [nu~o] id.) a n d
preverb 'hinaus-' (> Lt nuo-, Ltv no-) »» Msp {Mlw.} no 'from' ¶ The
long vw. *o2 suggests that NaIE *no2 goes back to a compound with a N
deictic *hV  (most probably *0nu h{e} 'this [one] from'), but this is n o t
necessarily the case with Msp no , that may also represent N *nu  ' f r o m '
without additions ¶ Frn. 511, Kar. I 629-3O, Mlw. M 206 || D *-VnÀ-, a
presuffix of oblique cases ("inflectional increment"): OTm, Tm, Ml, Kn -
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in3- (OTm {Shanm.} kanav-in3-a2l 'by the dream', n1a1n3r3-in3-ot5u 'wi th
time', Kn gen. guruv-in3-a, instr.-abl. guruv-in3-inda from guru
'guru'), Toda -nÀ- (instr. Èr-nÀ-al from nom. Èr 'buffalo'), Kdg -n- (accus .
batßtße-n-a, instr.-abl. batßtße-n-inZ>i from batßtße 'road'), Tu -n-, Tl -n3i- / -
n3a- (pustaka2-n3i-ki 'to the book'), Klm, Nkr, Gdb, Png -n-, Prj -n-, -
in-, Gnd -n-, -nÀ-, -inÀ-, Kui -ni-, -n-, Ku -n-, -na- (presuffixes of obl ique
cases), Brh -n-, -an- in gen. ¶¶ An. SG 184, 189-91, Shanm. IID, Shanm.
DN 196-249, Zv. CDM 18-19 || HS: N *nu  with the ablative meaning
survives in B *n , an ablative (en)clitic 'from' (after a verb or a chain o f
other clitics); in Tmz, Sll, Tz, Dmn, ASgr, Kb, and many other B lgs. t h e
ablative n  'from' is opposed to the directional d 'towards' (<  N *d[oy]a
'place', q.v.): Kb awi-n 'carry away' ↔ awi-d3 'bring', Tz idda-n ' g o
away' ↔ idda-d 'come', Ntf ´ks7´m n v. 'come out' ↔  ´ks7´m d 'come in ' ,
Ah a4ns-ïn 'lie down there' ↔ a4ns-a4d 'lie down here' ¶ AiM 226-7, Ai.
MCB 117-8, 2O8 [table 26], Pr. M I-III 2O8ff.  Om: *-nV, genitive
ending: NrOm: Ym {Lm.} -ni (asu!-ni 'eines Mannes'), {C} -n, -ni; *-n(V)
as a generalized marker of oblique cases >  NrOm *-n(V), marker o f
accusative (Ym na2!-ni 'a child' accus., Mj {All.} we!te-n ' vaccam' ,
k'ankas-n 'dogs' accus., Kf {C} ya?o2-n 'pontem', Shn {Rtl.} bï!-n ' h i m '
accus., ta2!n 'me' accus.); in Ym {Lm.} -ni- is the initial element of s o m e
markers of oblique cases: dative-benefactive -ni-k (asu!-ni~-k 'to\for a
man'), directive -ni-ki (asu!-ni~-ki~ 'zu einem Mann') (just as in the IE
heteroclitic nouns); a similar origin may be supposed for Kf «caso
modale» -ne  and for the marker of the instr. case in Kf {C} (-na2) and i n
Shn {Lm.} (-n‰) »» SOm: dative-benefactive (Ari kï-n 'for him', ï-n
'mihi', Dm is-in 'for me', Hm {Ldl.} s7onya-na 'to the guests', IsIn-nÄ
'for sorghum': IsIn-nÄ wo muda yE?E 'Let us go on an exchange-trip f o r
sorghum!') ¶ Hw. CO 22-31, Lm. Y 65, 73, Lm. Sh 65, 86, Rtl. ShM 1 9 3 -
7, Zab. CO 621, C SE III 5O-1 and IV 299-3O1, Ldl. H 41O-2, Fl. D 518 
EC: Sd {C} -ni, Ged -n-ka (m. possessi) / -n-ta (f. possessi), Dsn -n
(marker of genitive in two nouns; not mentioned in To. DL) ¶ Zab. CO
621, Mrn. S 86, Ss. D 2O6 |  Much more questionable is the origin o f
the prepositional nota genitivi *nV, found in LbB, Eg, and Ch, but the
transformation of the N postposition *nu  'of' into a preposition is only
one of the alt. explanations, less plausible than the hyp. drawing b a c k
the nota genitivi  to N *N {Ë}  'thing' (q.v. ffd.) || K : the element *-n in K
*°-gan >  OG, G -gan 'from, out of' (used as a postpositional ending) (< a
cd., possibly  N *gayV nu  'from the side' or N *ga4444nHV nu  'from t h e
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side' [with N *gayV 'side' or N *ga4444nHV 'side of sth.', q.v.]) ˚  In pN
the marker of genitive *nu  could be followed by other postposi t ions
(former nouns) or by nouns serving as postpositions. Such N
constructions (noun + *nu  + case postpositions) underly the IE f o r m s
for oblique cases of the heteroclitic nouns, the corresponding D f o r m s
with the presuffix *-Vn-, as well as some forms in the Om lgs. These
constructions are explained as former (pN) genitive phrases (noun +
*nu  + another noun) ˚  ≈ IS I 1O and II 78-81 (N *-n  of oblique cases i n
IE, K, HS, U, A, D), Gr. I 13O-7 ("genitive N" in A, J, U [incl. Y], IE, Gil,
CK, Ai). IS treated this morpheme as a suffix, although its mobility ( i t s
functions as a postnominal case marker as well as an analytical part icle
[in B and Blt]) and its analytical status (in B, in the Blt prep., and in J )
suggest that it was originally a word rather than a sx.
1526. *n 2222V 'we' excl. > K: Sv n-, n´⁄- 'us' excl. (object px. of verbs), Sv
UB na4y, L nay, LB/Ln na4 'we' excl., Sv UB ni-s7gwe-y, Sv LB ni-s7gwe ≠ ni-
s7ge 'our' excl.; the element -s7gwe goes back to K *c7we- (a com ponen t
of possessive pronouns) < N *c7777{u 4 444} 'that of …, that which' {q.v. ffd., s e e
also s.v. N *wVyV 'we' and N *g{Ë}  'we' incl.) ¶¶ Top. SJ 83-4, Tt. 1 8 -
9, 22, TK 626, GP 229, 237, Dn. s.v. nay, Dt. 34 || IE *ne-/*no2 ' w e '
(stem of oblique cases), e.g. [1] accus. *no2-s ≠ *n=-s >  Ht anzas, nas,
OI nas, Av naƒ, L no2s (accus. ‘ nom.), Gt uns(is) (uns <  *n=s), OCS
n7 nû (and nas5 nasË <  *n=s-om, originally gen. with the gen. pl .
ending *-om), Clt (stem of obl. cases ‘  nom.): OIr snI1 (< NaIE *s-ne2s),
ni, Brtt {RE} *nï(s) > OW, MWE, W, OBr, Br ni, Crn ny2 'we'; *n=s-me- >
Gk Ae }ammeß, Gk A [hmei6ß, OI as≤ma2n 'we' nom.; Lw {Mlc.} a2nza 'we, u s '
(dat., accus., and possibly other cases), [2] other oblique cases: Ht da t .
anzas, nas, L dat.-abl. no2-bis, Gt dat. uns(is), OCS dat. nam5
namË, [3] poss. prn. 'our' >  HrLw azis (<  n=so-), L noster, OCS
naw6 nas7Á, Gt unsar, IE *n=s-mos >  Gk Ae }ammoß, OI as≤ma2ka-, Av
ahma2ka-, [4] accus. du.: OI nau\, OCS nana  'us two', as well as Gk A
nv1 id. (Cowg.: <  *nvw e1) and OI a2≤va2m accus. 'us two' (Gk *nvwe1 a n d
OI a2≤va2m are from IE {Cowg.} *n=Ó≤we <  N *n2222V 'we' excl. + the N dua l
pc. *0{h}Ë  [see N *{h}á ≠ *0{h}Ë]); Cowg. postulates here a m o r p h e m e
*-≤we (probably from N *0{h}Ë) ¶¶ Bks. 2O8-11, Brg. KVG 41O-3, BD
II/2 412 (• : OI a2- in a2≤vam is an IE px. *e2-), Cowg. EG 169-7O and fn .
57, EI 454 (*≤noh⁄ 'we two, us two', *n=h⁄≤we 'us two'), M K I 67, M E I
176, LP §§ 337-57, Vn. S  15O-1, Thr. § 4O3, RE 144, Mlc. CL 2O || HS:
[1] HS *nV-, px. of 1p in verbal conjugation: S {Hz.} *ni- (with verbs G,
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active voice) > Ak ni-, BHb ni-/na2-, Ug nV-, BA, JA ni-/n´-, Sr nE-/n´-
, Ar na- , Gz n´- , etc. (according to Hz., in the WS lgs. the original vw. *i
in *ni-  [with G , active voice] was partially replaced by the reflexes of *a
due to levelling within the conjugation paradigm, while in the ps. voice
and in the derived conjugations the vw. *i was replaced by other vowels
[Ar u , etc.] due to morphological processes)  B *nV- >  Ah, Kb, Shl, Si
n(V)-, 1p px. of verbs  C *nV- (1p in verbs of prefix conj.) >  Bj ni-
≤liw 'we burned', ni-d≤bil 'we collected', EC: Af n-udu2reh 'we r e tu rned ' ,
n-a-du2reh 'we return', Sa {Wlm.} n-anu 'we are', Bn a!-n-U~hu~N‰~ 'we a t e ' ,
Sml N n-idßi 'we said', Rn n-imiy 'we come', n-ahe ≠ n-ehe 'we are', a s
well as the Cushitic 1p presuffix *n- , sc. personal px. of the former aux.
verbs in periphrastic constructions underlying the suffix cojugation i n
EC, Bj, and Ag (e.g. Aw {Hz.} des-n-a!˝a! 'we study', Km {Ap.} was-n-AkW
'we hear', Af mi÷i-n-oh 'we are good' ↔ mi÷i-t-oh 'thou art good', Bs
day-n-e 'we descended', Rn karsanne < *kars-ad-n-e 'we cook')  [2] HS
*nV , short prn. (mainly sx. or clitic) of 1p: S postnominal *-nV (= *-nu
≠ *ni?) 'our' >  Ak OB -ni, BHb -nu2, Ar -na2; S postverbal *-nV ' u s '
(direct object): Aram, Ar, Gz -na2, BHb -nu2, Mh -n; S *-nV, marker of 1 p
subiecti in predicative nomina (> WS perfect) >  Aram, Ar, Gz -na2, BHb -
nu2, Mh -‰n, Ak -a2nu, Ak A -a2ni  C: EC: Sa {Wlm.}, Af {PH} ni ' o u r '
(prenominal prn.)  EC: Sa {Wlm.} ni, Af {PH} ne / ne2 'us' (preverbal
prn.), Dsn {To., Ss.} n1i!- 'we, us' excl., Bn J/K nu!- 'us' (preverb), Bj
{RHd.} -n 'our', Ya {Hn.} -ni@ 'our', -ini- 'us', n-...-Vn 'we' (combinat ion
of a px. and a sx. in verbal conjufation)  Eg -n 'we, our' (postverbal
and postnominal sx.), n 'we' (dependent prn.), OEg ny 'we' du. (wi th
the marker of dual -y)  [3] HS prn.: [a] *?aniHÉn-n{u} 'we' excl. ( au t .
prn.) (*?an- [focalizing topic pc. ‘ marker of autonomous pers .
pronouns < N *?on2222V 'self, the same'] + *-(i)Hen- [<  N *ÙÅn2222[V]÷V
'together'] + HS *n{u} [< N *n 2222V  'we' excl.]) (survives in S, B, and C), [b]
the var. *?anV-n{u} (*?an- + *n{u}) (preserved in Eg and possibly in C);
these HS compound pronouns gave rise to: S *?a≤niHnu+a 'we' (aut. p r n . )
>  BHb unh6n2a9 ?â≤naHnu2, Ph ?nÓn, BA an1h6n2a9 ?â≤naHna2, IA ?nÓn(h), Plm
?nÓnw, JA an1h6n2(a9) (?â)≤naÓna2, JEA {Sl.} an1h6n2a9 ?â≤naÓna2 ≠ Nn@a9
?â≤nan, Sr Nna≈ Ó´≤nan ≠ (archaic) Nnxñæ {Nld.} ?ânaÓnan, Ar ñuh0Na
naHnu, Gz n´Hna, Mh/Hrs {Jo.} n‰Ha2, Jb E ≤nHa, Jb C ≤nHan ≠ ≤nHa, Sq {Jo.}
Han ≠ ≤Hanh‰n, Ak (a)n°nu  C: Bj {RHd.} hi≤nin, {Rop.} he≤nnen 'we ,
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us', {R} ha≤nan, han≤in, he≤nin 'we', {R} he≤ne2-b 'us', {RHd.} -ho2n,
{Rop.} -hon 'us', {R} han≤ne2 ± he≤ne2 'our' »» Ag: Q {R}, Km {CR}
anån, Km {Ap., Ss.} an-diw ± an-niw ± {Ss.} anAn-diw (-diw is a
marker of pl., cp. ‰ntA(n)diw 'you' pl., naydiw 'they'), Bln {Hz.} y‰!n,
Xm {Ap.} yÈ!n 'we' (obl. yÈna ≠ yÈnA-, poss. yÈna- 'our'); Km {Ap.} anA
'our' »» EC: Sa/Af {Wlm., PH} nanu 'we' (aut. prn.), Dsn {To.} n1ï^ni ' w e '
excl., Arr {Hw.} ?ono! 'we', -na (bound subject prn.), Rn na!H 'we' excl.,
inno! 'we' incl., Sml N {Abr.} anna!-k-u ≠ anna!-g-u 'we' excl. (↔ inna!-k-u ≠
inna!-g-u 'we' incl.) (-k-≠-g- is a marker of m., -u is a nom. ending),
anna!-k-a ≠ anna!-g-a 'us' excl. (-a is an accus. ending), Bn K ano, J un(´)
'we' (focus-marked K ano!, J un-e!), Bs {Hw.} no 'we, us' (dat.-ben. no2n),
Kns {BlSO} i!no 'we, us', Gdl {Bl.} i!nno 'we' (i!nno- obl.), Or B nu2, nu(h),
{Sr.} nu2 (nom. nuya, nuwinï), Or O nu2 (nom. nu2ti, nutini), Or Wt nu2
(nom. nuti, nutï), Or Wl nuy  (obl. nu-), Or H nu  'we', 'us', Hr/Dbs {AMS}
i!no, Gln/Gwd {AMS}, Cm {Hab.} i!ne 'we', Hr/Dbs/Gln {AMS}, Cm {Hab.}
-inna- ≠ -ino-, Gln {AMS} -ine- 'us' (verbal second px.), Brj {Hd.} na2nu,
Ged {Hd.} no?o, Kmb {Hd.} na?o2ti, Brj nin-si, Hd/Kmb {Hd.} ne(:)-s ' u s '
(whence Hd ne2se 'we'), Sd {Hd.} ninke 'we, us' (from gen. with t h e
marker of masc. possessi *-ke, cp. Brj nin-ka m. 'of us, noster' ↔ nin-ta
f. 'of us, nostra'), Ya ≤nï!ni? 'we' »» Dhl n1a!n1i 'we' ¶ Rn na!H and Bj hinin
certainly reflect HS *?aniHÉn-n{u}, while some of the forms wi thout
clear traces of a lr. may reflect *?anV-n{u}  Eg N ìnn 'we' (= {Satz.}
*yanan, {Vc.} *yana2-na) 'we' > DEg ìnn > Cpt: Sd/B anon, A/F anan 
[4] HS *?aniHÉn-n{u}-k'V (and *nV-k'V?) 'we' du. > Ch: Ron {J}: Klr yig%i~:n,
Fyer kon  'we' du., Sha g‰^n id., proclitics: Klr g%i!, Bks ku! id. »» ECh: Mgm -
(y)eN 'us' du., -t-e~N 'our' du. (-t- is a marker of possessive forms)  B
*hana2-Œ 'us, 'to us' >  Tw {Pr.} a2n¥Œ ± ha2n¥Œ id.; postnominal sx. *-naŒ
'our' >  Tw -n¥Œ, Kb, Shl -n´Œ, Si, Wrg -nn´Œ, etc.; postverbal sx. *-VŒ
± *-(V)nVŒ 'us' > Ah -n¥Œ, Kb, Shl, Wrg -aŒ, Si -anaŒ, Zng {MH‘Nic.}
-n´g≈ ¶¶ This compound prn. is likely to go down to HS *?aniHÉn-n{u}
(and *nV  'we'?) + reflex of N *yÉ ûûûûqi or *y{u} ûûûûqi 'both, two' (q.v.) ¶¶ AD
SF 174 and Tk. I 125-6 (in both: C, Om, S, Eg, Ch), Blz. PPCh2 4O-53;
on S: KB 69, 1669, Sl. 144-5, PS 25O, Jo. M 29O, Jo. H 95, Hz. VP 35-4O,
Lip. 36O-1, 37O-1, 378-83, Sd. G 41-6, 5*, 8*-9*; on Eg: EG I 97, II 1 9 4 -
5, and 2OO, Satz. EPP 53-4, Ed. 7O-9, Er. 35, Vc. 13, Lpr. 64-7; on B: AiM
216-7, 221-2, Pr. M I-III 164, 167, 17O-3 and VI-VII 11, 16, Stm. 52, Hz.
VS 12-7; on C: R BedS §§  157-165, Rop. 197-8, RHd. B 111-2, 119-22 ,
PH 234-8, 259-83, Hz. AL 49-5O,  PG 4O, HL 132, Grg. 178, Sr. 119-2O,
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Ow. 98, BlSO 46, Bl. G 42, PG 4O-52, Hw. A 215, 22O-1, Hw. B I 553 -66
and II 11O, Ss. D 2O7, Hn. S 3O, AMS 97-8, 28O, Hd. 256-9, Hn. Y II 3 9 ,
42-5O, E SC 386, Eld. SC 289, To. D 37, EEN 4O, To. DL 211-4  [1,2,3]
NrOm: prn. of 1p (hard to make etl. identification with the above
points [1], [2], or [3]): Kf {C} no2, nu 'we, us, our', Shn {Lm., Rtl.} no2~ /
no~ 'we', no~ 'our', Anf {MYTY} nus7i 'we', nuna 'our', Cha {C} nu, no2ka,
Bsk/Zl/Gf {C} nu , Wl, Dc nu- 'we', Bdt {Hw.} nu 'we' (clitic with verbs) ,
nu-mba 'we' (abs.), 'us', nu2 'us', nu-ni nom. 'we', Gm {Hp.} nuni nom. ,
nuna accus., {Hp., Hw.} nu! (gen. and the short form), Zs {Hw.} nï! ' w e '
excl. (and nu(y) 'we' incl.?), Gnj {Si.} nu2na, Kcm {Si.} nuna, Krt {Si.} nunI,
Zrg {Si.} ≤nuna, Male {Si.} ≤nu2ni 'we', Bnc {Wdk.} nu~, nu~na@ 'we' excl. (abs . ,
subject), {Brz.} nu1 'we' excl. abs., nu@n 'we' excl. (subject) (and {Wdk.}
ni~n, {Brz.} ni@n 'we' incl., ni! {Wdk.} 'our, us' incl.?), Ym {Wdk.} i~nno~ ±
i~nno@ 'we', HzMa {SiW} nuNga~ 'we' excl. » Dzd: Mj {All.} inu 'we', in ' u s ' ,
n1- 'our', Sk {AY} na4!ta 'we', n=!- 'our' (px. of nouns), 'we' (px. of verbs) ,
Na {AY) na!kis 'we', na4!kna! 'us' (-na is a marker of accus.), na4!kn=! 'our', n!-
'our' (prenominal) ¶ C SE III, IV 53-9, 477, Mrn. O 33, Lm. Sh 365, Rtl.
ShM 196, Hp. 371, Hw. EG, Hw. CO, Hw. NKL 229, Hw. NZL 266-9, MYTY
1O5, Wdk. BY 1O8, 126, 182, Brz. PhGG 11-4, All. D 383, AY ShM 3, 7 -8 ,
AY NG 6-7, Si. ACh 22, Si. M 11, SiW ABK 17  Ch: prn. of 1p excl.
(hard to identify with the points [1], [2], or [3] - because of phonet ic
reduction and the complicated morphological and phonological
history): [a ] absolute (aut.) prn.: CCh: Higi {Kr.}: HgNk ye, HgF ˝‰~-g°yo,
HgG Ni~ye~, HgK ˝‰^-N?ye, HgB ˝ye~, FlK ˝i&y, FlG ˝u~yi~, FlJ ?i~yin, FlM
yid'(u~), FlB yid'i~ » BB {Kr.}: Gude (?)in, Gudu in, Bcm, Mln yi~ » BM {Kr.}:
Wmd na-?ya~, Mrg, Klb na~-?ya~, Hld na-ya~N, WMrg y‰?a~, Cb (i)ya~r, Bu yeru
(BM *-r- <  Ch *-n-) » Tr sb. {Kr.}: G’nd Nga~?an, Boka ka-n‰N, Hw ka~n »
Lmn {Wl.} na~yi~N (abs. prn.), -yiN 'we' excl. (postverbal subject sx.) »»
?φ WCh {Kr.}: Bd a-Z7a~, Ngz Z7a~ 'we' excl. »» ECh.: Bdy {AlJ} -ni!N / -ni~N
(suffixed subject marker of 1p excl.), Mgm {JA} ni^:, ni^:-ta~ (abs.), ni! / ni§
(subject prn., clitic), EDng {Fd.} ni~, {Ebob.} nï!n(i!N) we' excl. (abs . ) ,
{Ebob.} ni! 'we' excl. (subject), ?φ  Mkl {J} ka~ye~ (abs.), ?a^y- / ?a!y-
(subject pref.) 'we' excl.  [b] possessive 'our' excl.: CCh: BB {Kr.}:
Bcm -ayno~, Gude -giyin / -gE~n, Mln -gUyno~ » Higi sb. {Kr.}: HgNk -yE~, HgF
-Nig°yo, HgG -NiyE~, HgB -NgyE~, FlK -Nyi!, FlG ˝‰~yi, FlJ -Ngiﬁ, FlM -kud'(I~) »
BM {Kr.}: Hld, Klb -?ya, Wmd -?ya~, WMrg -?a~, Cb -ya~r, Bu -yEru, Ngx -
yeru~ » Tr sb. {Kr.} G’nd -ya?a~n / -?‰n, Gbn y‰?‰n, Hw -n‰n, Boka na~ni »
Msg G/P {MB} -yi, Mlw {Trn.} -yi!, Mbara {TrnSL} -i! » Lmn {Wl.} - ~yiN »»
?φ WCh: Bd -Z7a~, Ngz (-a2)-Z7a~ »» ECh: Mkl {J} -ye~y- (m. possessi), -d-e~y- ( f .
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possessi; -d- is a marker of f.), Mgm {JA} (-t)-i!ni~  [c] 'us' excl.: CCh:
BB {Kr.} Bcm nE-yno~ , Gude -g-IyIn / -k-En(a), Gudu bi-in (nE-, g-, k-, bi-
are markers of the object case) » Higi sb. {Kr.}: HgNk yE, HgF nÈ~g°yo~,
HgG I~yE~, HgK ?yE(-ndE), HgB ˝yE~ / ri~~, FlK ˝i‡y, FlG nIyi, FlJ N˝a~-yI%, FlM
ge~-d'a (N˝a~-, ge~- are markers of the object case) » Tr sb. {Kr.}: G’nd -
ga?an-c7i (-c7i is a marker of accus.), Hw -k‰~n, Boka -?ani » Msg G {MB} -
i, Msg P -yi, Mbara {TrnSL} -i! » Lmn {Wl.} -ni(y)- »» ?φ WCh: Ngz/Bd {Kr.}
Z7a~ »» ECh: Mkl {J} -a~yn(i~)-, Bdy {AlJ} -ni~N, ?ini~N, Mgm {JA} -ni ¶ Blz.
PPCh2 4O-53, Kr. RChP, AD EPCChL, MB SMSM 1O6, TrnSL M 166, Trn.
MVM 183, Wl. L 85, J R, JA LM 32-42, AlJ 35-9, Fd. 217, Ebob. MVOD
3O-4 ¶¶ HS *?aniHÉn-n{u} 'we' (aut. prn.) is likely to go back to a c d .
*?an- (focalizing topic pc., forming aut. pers. pronouns) + *(i)Hen÷-
'together' or *(i)HVn- 'other' + *n{u} 'we, our'. The element *(i)Hen÷-
'together' (if it appears here) is cognate with Eg fP Ón÷  'together' (EG III
11O-1, Fk. 172) and goes back to N *ÙÅn2222[V]÷V 'together' (q.v.). In
this case *-(i)HÉn÷V-nV originally means 'we together'. An al t .
conjecture is to suppose here the presence of the element *(i)HVn-
'other' <  N *éinV (= *ÙinV?) 'other' (q.v.). In the latter case t h e
original meaning of the pronouns is 'nous autres' (like Sp nosotros
and Ctl nosaltres 'we' <  L accus. pl. nos alteros 'us others') ||
Gil: Gil A n1‰N, Gil ES niN 'we' excl. ¶¶ Pnf. I 231, ST 219 || ? D *na2m /
(obl cases) *nam- 'we' incl. >  OTm na2m, Tm, Ml na2m, OKn na2m ≠
na2vu, obl. nam-, Tu namo, Krx, Mlt na2m 'we' incl, Brh nan ' w e '
(without distinction between incl. and excl.) ¶¶ Zv. CDM 37-8, 47, An.
SG 251-5 ||  ? A  {S} *na  'I' >  M *na-, stem of the obl. cases of the prn. o f
1s  Ko {S} *na~ 'I' > MKo na~, Ko Ph/Chs na, Ko S na2, Ko Kw/Chj na4, ¶¶ S
AJ 253 [#44], S QK #44, Nam 85 ˚  The original meaning of 1p excl.
survives in K, C (Dsn, Rn, Sml), Ch, and Om (e.g. Zs), but in D we f ind
the meaning of 1p incl. ˚  Both the D and the A pronouns may b e
alternatively explained as a shortened form of D *mana2mu (>  Tl
mana2mu  'we' incl.) and A *ma2na- 'we' incl. < N *mi ?a 'we' (q.v.) + N
*nu genitive. D *-a2mu / *am- may be explained by analogy with D *ta2m
(obl. *tam-) 'they' and *ya2m 'we' excl. A *-a in **ma2na- is probably a
marker of case. If this is true, D *nam 'we' incl. and A *na 'I' do n o t
belong here ˚  IS I 7 (D, IE, K, HS), ≈ Gr. I 7O (hesinantly connects IE
and Gil markers of 1p\d).
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1526a. *n 2222V , a marker (pronoun) that formed analytic equivalents o f
passive participles ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ derived passive verbs) > IE:
NaIE *-no-, sx. of passive participles and deverbal adjectives: NaIE {Brg.}
*pl=∏-≤no- ≠ *ple2-no- 'filled, full' >  [1] *pl=∏-≤no- > OI pu2r≤n5a-h5, Ir la1n, Gt
fulls, Lt pi!lnas, OCS pl5n5 plËnË, [2] *ple2-no- > L ple2nus, OI
pra2n5a-h5  Productive sxs. of descendant languages: OI prs. p r t c .
bhind-a2≤na-h5 and pf. prtc. bibhid-a2≤na-h5ÿ bhid- 'bind', Gmc *-
ono-/-eno-: Gt wau1r†-an-s, OHG gi-wortan, ON orÎenn
'geworden', Gt bit-an-s 'bitten', as well as  OCS nesen5 nes-en-Ë
'carried, getragen', zab5ven5 za-bËv-en-Ë 'forgotten' ¶ Brg. KVG
316-7 ||  HS : S px. of passive-reflexive derived participles and verbs: [1]
*na-, px. of passive-reflexive participles and (in the WS lgs.) of the n e w
perfect (“ verbal adjectives) of the passive-reflexive N -pattern ( H b
niph‘al, Ar ’infa‘ala, 7th form): BHb rB1S6n5 ni-s7≤ba2r 'broken', rB2S6n5
nis7≤bar pf. 'was broken', Ak naprusu (verbal adj.) 'divided'; [2] *-n-
(following the personal px.) in the finite verb (Ak præt., WS n e w
imperfective): Hb rb4[1i% yis7s7a2≤b3er (-s7s7- < *-ns7-) 'is \ will be b r o k e n '
(new imperfective), rb4[1I%v@wayyis7s7a2≤ber '(and) was broken', Ar  ya-n-
qatœilu 'is \ will be killed', Ak ipparis (-pp- < *-np-) 'was divided'. In
Ar the pf. form was restructured on analogy of the ipf., hence -n- in t h e
pf.: ?in-kasara  'was broken into pieces', ?inhazama 'was beaten' ¶ Br. G
536-7, Br. AG 38-9, Sd. G § 9O (117-8), Dk. JDPA 293-4 || K {K} *na-,
px. of past passive participle: OG na-ban-i 'washed, gewaschen', na-
guem-i 'beaten'. na-k'uet-i 'abgeschnitten', na-s7ob-i 'born', Sv na-k'wem
'getragen' (of garments), na-sdug 'geflochten' ¶¶ K 145, Shan. G 1 5 7 ,
Dt. 227-8 || A: Tg: Ewk {Vas.} -na/-n‰/-no, result of an action: duku2-na-
w 'written by me' (lit. 'my written') ÿ duku2- 'write' ¶ Vas. 7O6  T
{Cl.} *-(V)n, e.g. OT [MhK] {Cl.} tevre2n 'threads which are twisted t o
make waistbands' ÿ  tevir-  v. 'twist' ¶ Cl. xliv, 443  ??σ M: WrM {Pp.}
-n, sx. "denoting a quality caused by an action" (in Pp.’s words): WrM
siNgen, HlM wing´n 'thin (in consistency)', 'weak' (of liquid) ÿ
WrM siNge-, HlM wing´- 'be dissolved' ¶ Pp. GPMJ 1O1, MED 711-2.
1527. *n2222a÷É 'go' (‘ 'go to do sth.') >  HS: Eg ∀ n÷y v. {EG}
'go\move\sail (somewhere)', {Fk.} 'travel' ¶ EG II 2O6, Fk. 126  S: [1]
the verb *-nu2÷- vi. 'move, shake, dangle'  >  BHb √nw÷ G (ip. o@uni! ya2-
≤nu2a÷) 'shake' (intr.), 'dangle', MHb, JA {Trg.} √nw÷  G  'move' (intr.), ?
Ar √nw÷ G  (ip. -nu2÷-) 'expand the wings for darting on one’s prey' ( o f
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a falcon), TD  (pf. tanawwa÷) 'walk ahead', as well as possibly CS *-nu2÷-
> Ug {A} n÷ 'verlangen' (absent in OLS!) and Ar √nw÷ (ip. -nu2÷-)
'demander, solliciter', nu2÷- 'thirst'   [2] S *√n÷y+w >  Gz na÷a (f. n´÷-
°, m. pl. n´÷-u2) 'come!', (with loss of *÷): BHb an! na2 (particle o f
request or encouragement) '≈ please', Ug n, Amr na, Sr 'éñ (≠  Jéñ) ne2
id., Ar √nwy  'se proposer une ch., avoir l’intension de …' ¶ L G 382, JB
ES 18, KB 62O, Grd. UT #1586, A #18O4, Hff. 236, Lv. T II 98, Br. 41O,
BK II 1368-9, 1373, Hv. 8O8, 81O  ? One of possible sources of the -n-
infix of the present tense in Bj ¶ ≈  AD NEPGF 237-4O || K *n- v. 'want ,
desire, wish' >  G, Lz n- id., Sv US/L/Ln n- id. (X-o-n-i 'er will, er i s t
dafür') ¶¶ K 145, K2 135-6, FS K 234, FS E 257-8, Dn. s.v. n-5 || IE: [1]
?? NaIE *na2- 'help, be useful' (× N *æn2222Vqa 'assist [help, protect]' [q.v.
ffd.])  [2] One of the possible sources of the *n-infix in the IE verbal
imperfective\present forms ¶ Brg. KVG22 509-15 || A: Tg *-na2-/*-ne2-
(verbal sx.) 'go to (do sth.)' >  Ewk duku-na2- 'go to write' (from duku-
'write'), Ud k‰pt‰-n‰-mi 'I go to lie down' (from k‰pt‰-mi 'ich liege'),
wakc7a-na-mi 'I go to hunt', WrMc taci-ne- 'go to learn' (taci-
'learn') ¶ Vas. 777, Shn. 77, 141, Hrl. 251 ||| As indicated above, th is
N word may be one of the possible sources of the verbal
imperfective\present forms in IE (*-n-present) and Bj (*-n-present).
Another source may be represented by the HS imperfectivizing
construction *?an + verbal stem ¶¶  ≈ AD NEPGF 237-4O.
1528. € *n 2222aÙ[V]bV  (or *n2222a÷ 3333bV?) 'hungry and thirsty', 'not to d r i nk '
(‘  'to be sober') > HS: C: Ag: Bln {R} na÷ab- 'be hungry \ sober ' ,
≤na2÷eb n. 'hunger, sobriety' ¶ R WB 279-8O  Eg MKL/NK nÓb.t n .
'wish, desire' ¶ EG II 294 || IE: NaIE *na2b≈- 'sober, hungry and thi rs ty '
(×  NaIE *na2gW≈- 'sober, hungry and thirsty' < N *n2222aÓgo ¬ *n2222agV?o
'hungry, thirsty'?) >  Gk nh1fv, Gk D na@fv 'drink no wine, be sober' »»
Arm nø†i no6t˙i (< *nawt≈i) 'fasting, hungry, famished, starved' ({F}:
ÿ eArm *nawt≈ < *na2b≈-t-) ¶ F II 318-9 (*na2b≈-), Slt. 355-6, as well a s
≠ WP II 317 and P 754 (both reconstruct IE *na2gW≈- without explaining
the Arm cns. w ), ≠ EI 175 (ne1fv < *n5e2gW≈-e/o- 'not drink') ˚ The Eg
evidence suggests a voiceless lr. (*Ù  > Eg Ó ), while the voiced lr. ÷ i n
Bln is probably due to as. (*Hb  > *÷b) .
1529. *æn2222VÙibV 'thin, meagre' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'weak ' )  > HS:
WS *√nHp ≠ *°√nÙb 'be thin \ meagre' > [1] WS *√nHp >  Ar √nHf G
(pf. naHifa / ip. -nHafu ≠ pf. naHufa / ip. -nHufu) 'be naturally lank \
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meagre' , naHïf- 'mince et maigre naturellement', Mh/Jb √nHf: M h
n‰≤Hayf, Jb E/C ≤nHif 'lean, thin'; [2] S *°√nÙb >  Sr √nHb G  'grow lean,
waste' (pf. Bxeñ n´≤ÓEb3), 'boxña naÓ≤ba2 'lean, meagre' ¶ BK II 1 2 1 6 ,
Hv. 755, Jo. M 291, Jo. J 186, Br. 422, JPS 336 ¶ as. *√nHb < *nHp  C:
Bj {R, Rop.} pcv. √nhw {Rop.} 'become weak\thin', {R} 'schmachtig,
mager, schwach sein' ({R} p. ≤anhaw  / prs. anan≤h°w) ¶ R WBd 1 8 2 -
3, Rop. 223  Ch: CCh {Stl.} *nuf- 'soft' > Wmd {ChL} nO~nO~fu! 'softness' »
Mf {BLB} ne!f-ne!ffe?e ≠ na!f-na!ffa?a 'fin, moulu finement (pour u n e
farine), léger\fin (pour un tissu)'; Ch ı Ar Ng nafnaf 'soggy, mois t ,
soft'; CCh *nuf partially contaminated with CCh *luf- soft' < (?) N
*LabV  'be soft', q.v. ffd.), whence Msm {Vnb.} louloufout ' sof tness '
and Mf {BLB} le!f-le!ffe?e ≠ ;a!f-la!ffa?a 'fins (pour les cheveux)' ¶ Stl. IF
131, ChL III 217, BLB 211, 251 || IE: NaIE *(s)ne2b≈-ri- / *(s)no2b≈-ri-
'narrow, thin' > Arm nurb nuRb 'subtile, fine, slender, thin, slim;
narrow' »» Dn snever 'eng, knapp', NNr ∆ snØver, snØv id., ON
snøfr 'flink, rasch' , snAfr 'rasch' ¶ WP II 698, P 973-4, Vr. 527-8 ,
Slt. 44O ¶¶ IE *s-  mobile points to a presence of a palatal element in t h e
pre-IE dialect of N: *(s)ne2b≈- < *h!ne2i\bV < N *æn2222VÙiba || A: T *Jubka
'thin' (of flat objects) > OT {MKD} juwqa 'thin', {Cl.} juvka2 ≠ juv9a2
'≈ slender, insubstantial, thin', MQp XIII {Cl.} jupka2, XIV [CC] jo9a, Chg
XV jupGa 'thin, slender', OOsm XIV juXa 'thin', Osm {Rdh.} éqfvY
yufqa  'thin (of flat objects), poor', Tk yufka id., 'fine, weak', Tkm ju2qa
≠ juqwa, Az juXa, Nog, VTt juqa, Bsh joºa j¥ºqa, SY juqa, Kr G juw˝a,
Uz jupqa, ET jupqa ± z7upqa ± juqa, Qmq juqqa, Qzq, Qq z7u"qa, Qrg Z7upqa
± Z7uqa, Alt Z1uqa, Xk, Tv c7u˝a, Tf c1u˝a, MChv {Md.} *s1u$xa > Chv L/MK
ßÿxe s1u4Gòe 'thin' (of flat objects) ¶ Cl. 874, MKD 235, ET J 241-2, Rdh.
2216, AzRL II 585, Ra. 198, Rs. W 2O9, Md. 62, 134, 162 (T *Z1uyka ≠
*Z1ubka), ≠ DQA #263O (unc.: T < A *Z7u" ~jbe 'weak, bad', see  N
*Z7777o{?}awV or *Z7777a{?}owV *'≈ of poor quality; weak, bad') . The
rounded vw. *u in pT may be due to the infl. of the adjacent *b ¶ ¶
Comparison with M *nimgen 'thin' (of flat objects) and Tg *nem(i)
'thin' is hardly acceptable (⇔ SDM97). M *nimgen and Tg *nem(i) m a y
be cognate to T *Jinç- 'be narrow, thin' (Cl. 945-6) || D *navur-
'tender, thin '  (× N *n1111a 4 444pVrV 'tender, beautiful', 'thin [not dense]', q.v.
ffd.) ˚  IE *s- mobile before an initial sibilant may be interpreted as a
palatalized variant of pIE *æ- (see  Introduction §§  2.2.5-6).
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1529a. ? € *n 3333ec @@@@V 'plait, tie together' > HS: S +ext. *√nsk ≠ *√nsg (<
N *n3333ec@@@@V × N *s1111a 4 444k[V]?Ë 'plait, tie, bind, wicker' [q.v.]) >  BHb √nsk
(pp. f. G   ek1uxn^ n´su2≤k3a2) v. 'entwine, plait, weave', IA √nsk 'plai t ,
weave', JA ak`1x6in5 nis≤k-a 2 {Sl.} 'thread of a woof', {Lv.} 'Gewebe', Ar
∆asaNa√nsg7 v. 'weave (cloth), plait', {BK} 'tisser une étoffe, tresser' ¶ KB
664, KBR 7O3, Js. 917, Lv. III 4O8, Sl. 752, Fr. IV 272, Hv. 765, BK II
1247  B (+ext.) *°√nsl > Si s´ns´l v. 'plait (leaves) in order to weave
baskets' ¶ La. S 3O5  C: Ag: Aw {Hz., Plm.} ´nce!w- (1s ´nce!p-) v. ' t ie ,
bind', Bln {R} ins7aw- v. 'tie, tie together', Q {R} ens7e2w-, Km {CR}
ans7a4w-, Xm {R} iecuw- v. 'tie' ¶ Hz. VS 1O5, Plm. VSA 293, R WB 4 1 ,
AD SF 299 || D {Pf.} *nec>-/*ney-, {Km.} *nec>-/*ec>- >  *ne(:)y-, [†GS]
*n1e{s}- v. 'weave, plait' (× N *rec@@@@Vûûûûqa 'to tie, to plait', q.v. ffd.) ˚  Qu.,
but indispensible to explain the S cns. *s (reg. from N *c @@@@) .
153O. ??? € *ˆ{a}c'''' @ @@@V 'falcon' >  HS: CS *≤na+ic'ac'- >  BHb çn4 nec', (BbV)
çénnec' ', SmHb naºs' 'falcon', JA (BbV) [TrgO]  ac´´ná nac5≤c5a2 id., JA [TrgJ]
br nc5c5? ≠ br nyc5c5? (*[nic'´≤c'a2]) id. (lit. 'son of a falcon'), JA [Trg.]
{Lv.} ac1n!na2≤c5a2 or ac1n$ne2≤c5a2 'Habicht' or 'Sperber', JEA {Sl.} acn ns5?
(unk. voc.) 'falcon', Sr æcoñE nEs5≤s5a2 {Br.} 'hawk (Accipiter)', SmA ns5,
ns5s5, ns5s5h '∈ bird', Ug ns5 {Grd.} 'falcon', {OAS} '∈  'bird (of prey?) '
(possibly 'hawk, falcon'), ?σ Ar écWNa nasœsœ-at- 'female sparrow'; OHb
fem. *nec'≤c'a2 (> *nic'≤c'a2) 'female falcon' (Job 39.13) was transcribed i n
LXX as nessa and translated by Aquila as [ie1rax and by Hieronymus
(Vulgata) as accipiter, while the Tiberian Masoretes read ( a n d
vocalized) the word as ec17n no2≤c'a2, interpreting it as a wrong spelling f o r
Et1c17n no2c'a2≤t3ah 'its (= stork’s) feather' (Et1c17n in their "Masora parva"
comment) within the context Hâsï≤d3a2wnc5h which they understood a s
'stork and its feather', while acc. to Aquila and the Vulgata it m e a n t
'stork and (female) falcon'. This Masoretic misinterpretation is
responsible for the strange vocalization (with unexpected o2 and lack o f
gemination of c'). KB 676 preserves the traditional Masoret ic
vocalization as ec17n no2≤c'a2, but accepts (after G. Hölscher) the semant ic
interpretation of ecn nc5h as 'female falcon'. The LXX translators were
probably not sure about this difficult place and prefered to t ranscr ibe
it (instead of translating) as asida kai` nessa. The vw. of the first syll. o f
the word is not clear: both its Tiberian and Babylonian vocalization o f
BHb point to pS *i (*≤nic'ac'-), while SmHb and Ar suggest pS *a
(*≤nac'ac'-) ¶ KB 674, 676, KBR 714-5, Hölscher H 99, Yv. II 779, Grd. UT
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#1682, OAS 333, Lv. T II 123, 126, Spr. BA I 181 (Lev. 11.16), 3 1 6
(Deut. 14.15), Sl. 771, Br. 442, Tal 545, BK II 1267, Hv. 772 || amb A: ?
M *nac>in ≠ *lac>in 'falcon' (unless “ 'Latin or European falcon' π a
European word for 'Latin') >  MM [HI] lac7in 'falcon', WrM nacin, HlM
na¢, Kl na¢n nac7´n id., Brt nawan 'gyrfalcon, falcon' ¶ Ms. H 7 3 ,
MED 556, KRS 37O, KW 272, Chr. 325  ? NaT *la2çîn 'falcon' (π ?) >
OT, Chg, XwT, MU, MQp lac7în 'falcon', Qzq las7în, Sg/Shor {Rl.} lac7în, Xk
îlac1în, Az, Qmq, Tv, Shor lac7în, Tkm la2c7în, VTt las7 !¥n, Bsh lac7¥n ≠
¥las¥n, Nog, Qzq, Qq las7în ≠ îlas7în, Alt lac1în, ET lac7in id., Osm {Rh.}
lac7în 'female peregrine falcon', Tk lac>in (i  because of a folk-etl.
connection with European lgs.) ¶ The irreg. initial *l- (for the expected
*J-) may be explained either by borrowing (from which source?) or b y
internal phonological processes (not identified so far). The unexpected
preservation of the final *-în (which is not typical in T) suggests a
borrowing either from some unknown lge. of the Altaic family or f r o m
a non-Altaic lge. ¶ Cl. 763, Rs. W 313, TL 17O, 651, Rh. 1617  ?? Ko
{Rm.} nac>´⁄n 'a special kind of hunting falcon' ¶ Rm. SKE 135 ¶¶ KW
272, Rm. SKE l.c. ˚  This word in M, T, and Ko may be a loan from t h e
European word for 'Latin' ('falcon' “ “Latin falcon”) or r ep resen t
merger of the A word with the loanword. In the former case the N
etymology is to be rejected.
1531. *n3333ÅdV '(the whole) clan' > HS: S *°√ndw+y > Ar √ndw G
'convoquer à une réunion', {Hv.} 'assist at a meeting', {BK} ?andiyat-
(pl.) 'réunion, assemblée' ¶ BK II 1229-3O, Hv. 76O || K: GZ *nad-
'collective assistance in agriculture '  > OG, G nad-, Mg nod-, Lz node(r)-
id. ¶ K 145, K2 136 || D *na2tß-, {GS} *na2dß- 'village' > Tm na2t5u ' count ry ,
district', Kn na2t5u 'cultivated land; the country' (↔ 'city'), Ml na2t5u
id., 'kingdom, district', Kt na;tß 'country, settled area', Td no;tß ' s ac red
place', Tu na2d5u, na2d5Ë 'district, village', Tl na2d5u 'a country', Gnd na2r
± na2r`, Knd na2rÀu, Png na2z / na2s (obl. na2tß-), Mnd na2y (obl. na2tß-, Kui na2Z>u,
Ku nai\yu2 ± na2yu 'village'; D ı Mrt na2tß 'place' ¶¶ D #3638, GS 1 6 1
[#395] .
1532. (€?) *n 3333 idV '≈ eye; to look' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to look fo r ,
to seek'?) > A: M *nidu4n 'eye' > MM [LM, MA, IM, IsV, HI, S] nidu4n, WrM
nidu4n, HlM n¥d(´n), Ord {Ms.} nu$dòu$, Brt n√d´(n), Kl n¥dn, {Rm.}
nu4dn=, MMgl {Iw.} nidu$n, Mgl {Rm.} nu$du$n, Dg {T} nidu$, Dx {T} nudun, Ba
{T} nedoN, Mnr H/M {T} nudu, Mnr H {SM} nudòu id.; *nidu4le- v. 'look' >
WrM nidu4le-, HlM n¥dl´- id., Dg {T} nidle2- id., 'examine', Kl n¥dl-
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x 'to notice', {Rm.} nu4dl=- 'mit den Augen sehen', Brt n√d´l- v.
'recover one’s sight, get the habit (of visiting, going somewhere)' ¶ Pp.
L III 72, Pp. MA 249-51, 442, Lg. VMI 57, H 116, Ms. H 78, MED 5 7 8 ,
Chr. 342-3, KRS 388-9, KW 282, Rm. M 35, SM 287-9, Iw. 12O, T 353, T
DgJ 157-8, T DnJ 131, T BJ 144 || D : SD *nitßtß-, ne2tß- >  Kn nit5t5isu- v.
'look at', as well as (× N *l ∏∏∏∏ ewdÅ  'look for, find') Tm ne2t5u 'seek, l ook
out for', Ml ne2t 5uka  'obtain, get', Kdg n´⁄;dß- v. 'earn' ¶ D #3766 || ?σ
K *nd- v. 'wish' >  OG nd-, G nd- 'wish' (OG, G msd. nd-oma, 3s prs. u-
nda), Sv Xwi-ndwn-e 1s 'I wish'; × K *n- 'wish' (OG, G, Lz, Sv n-) ¶ The
adduction of K is legitimate unless *nd- is derived from *n- ¶¶ Abul.
326, Fn. KD #5 (*nd-), K 145 (*n-), FS E 257-8 (*n-) ˚  ≠ Fn. KD # 5
(equates the D √  [inaccurately recostructed as *na2tß-/ne2tß-] with K *nat'-
/net'- [without specifying its reflexes; he obviously means G nat'vr-
/nat 'r-  'wünschen, ersehnen, begehren', Chx. 927-8]).  
1533. *n2222i[?Ë]da or  *n1111i[?Ë]da 'to tie' > IE: NaIE *ned≈- v. 'tie' >  OI
*nad≈-, pp. nad≤dha- (< *nad≈-ta-) 'tied', ≤nahyati 'binds' »» L no2dus
'a knot' ({KM, Vr.}: < *noz-do- < *nod≈-do-; WH rejects this hyp.) »» OIr
naidm 'fait d’attacher \ de lier, contrat', nasc- (< *nôd-sk8-) v. ' t ie ,
attach', Br naska-  'attacher (les bestiaux par les cornes)' »» ON nista
'to attach' (with the sx. *-st-), OHG nestilo, nestila 'lace, band ' ,
?φ AS nostle  'fillet, band' ¶ WH II 172-3, EM 772-3, M K II 147-8, M E
II 31-2, Vn. N  1-4, Vr. 4O8, 41O, Kb. 723, OsS 647, Ho. 238, ≈  P 758-9 ,
≈ WP II 825, ≠ EI 336 (L no2dus < IE *ned- 'knot' with unj. *d) || U: FU
(or FP?) *n1iÎa+a4- (or n1iz6a+a4-) 'bind together' >  F nito- v. 'stitch, sew,
bind', Es nidu- 'connect, bind together '  » pLp {Lr.} *n1‰Îe2- vt. ' fas ten,
join\stitch together' >  Lp: L {LLO} njate2t id., N {N} nja6DDe- / -D-
'tack\lash on\together, join together by tacking\sawing (skin t raps ,
etc.), fasten (scythe) on the handle', Kld n1a$dòte- 'binden (mit e iner
Wurzelfaser), nähen' » Mk nedå-  n1ed!a- vi. string (as beads)', Er nedå-
n1ed!a- id., 'hang on\up, haft', {Ps. [but not mentioned in ERV]} n1et!a-,
n1a4t!a- 'anfügen, aufreihen, umbinden, mit Stricken befestigen' »» Ps. FI
23 adduces here Hg nyala1b 'bundle', but MF 476 and UEW 713 re jec t
it and (rather unconvincingly) connect nyala1b with Hg nyolc ' e ight '
¶ The hyp. of the IIr origin of the FU √  is hardly acceptable because i t
fails to account for the palatalized *n1 and for the vw. *i in FU ¶ ≈ UEW
713 (FU π  pre-IIr *nôd- or *ned≈-), Set. FUd 382, SK 386, Lr. #751, Lgc.
#43OO, TI 292, ERV 4O8, Ker. II 95, PI 178, Ps. FI 23 || HS: Ch: WCh: Zar
{ChL} n‰~ttu, Zar K {Sh.} nId' v. 'tie' »» CCh: Mdr {Mg.} Nwod'a / Nud'a,
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{Mch.} Nud, {ChL} NudanaNuda, Glv {Rp.} ngud-, Gv {ChL} Ngu~d'aAnu!fa~,
Dgh {Frk.} Ngw!d'a~ id. ¶ ChC, ChL  Eg fMd nwd.t 'baby’s napkin' ¶ EG II
225, DW 451-2 ˚ Ps. FI 23 (FU π Ary), IS II 88 (*{n1}ida) (IE, FU) ˚
The Ch and Eg data suggest the presence of N *w  or *Ë . The initial N-
and the glottalized *d' in Ch may point to a N lr., most probably *?  ( sc .
N *n2222i[?Ë]da ¬ *n 1111i [?Ë]da). In IE the N lr. *?  is regularly lost wi thout
traces (such as vowel lengthening). The pN rec. *n2222i[?Ë]da is justified if
the FU palatal *n1- goes back to N *n 2222-  with ass. palatalization (caused b y
*i ). The alt. pN rec. *n1111i[?Ë]da presupposes pre-IE depalatalization *n1111-
> *n- (neutralization of the palatality feature before the palatal vw.
*i?).
1534. € *n2222aÓgo (or *n2222agV?o) 'hungry, thirsty' > HS: Eg fMK nZ¿ v.
'parch with thirst', n. 'thirst' ¶ EG II 377, Fk. 144 ¶¶ Tk. I 56  S (+ext . )
*°√ngr > Ar √ng7r  'être pris d’un violent accès de soif', nag7ar- ' accès
de soif violent' ¶ BK II 12O2-3 ¶¶ Tk. I 56 || IE: NaIE *na2gW≈- ' sober ;
hungry and thirsty' (×  IE *na2b≈- 'sober, hungry and thirsty' < N
*n 2222aÙ[V]bV  'hungry and thirsty', q.v.) > Gk nh1fv, Gk D na@fv  'drink n o
wine, be sober' »» OHG nuohturn ≠ nuohtarn 'sober, with a n
empty stomach', NHG nu4chtern, MDt nuchterne, Dt nuchter
id. ¶ WP II 317, P 754, Kb. 738, OsS 661, KM 515-6 (qu.: OHG
nuohturnπ L nocturnus 'by night, nightly)', F II 318-9 (re jec ts
the Gmc cognate and reconstructs IE *na2b≈-), Vr. N 47, ≠ EI 175 (ne1fv <
*n5e2gW≈-e/o- 'not drink') ˚  The Eg cognate is valid unless its p r imary
meaning is 'ersticken' (cp. EG: nZ¿ 'ersticken, verdursten; Durs ten,
Durs t ' ) .
1535. *nig[É]Ùa4444 'to butt, to push, to pierce' >  HS: CS *√ngH, *-
ngaH(-) v. 'butt' >  JA [Trg.] √ngH G  (pf. n´≤gaÓ) id., JEA √ngH G
'gore', BHb hgn √ngH (ip. -ggaH) 'gore' (of oxen), ? Ar [Qam.] {Fr.}
√ng7H Sh ?ang7aHa {Fr.} 'superavit et vicit', {Hv.} 'overcome' ¶ KB 63O,
KBR 667, Fr. IV 241, Hv. 75O, Js. 873, Sl. 729 || IE: NaIE {IS} *nei\g8≈- v.
'pierce' >  OIr nes(s) 'coup, blessure' (<  *nig8≈-s) (×  N *n````ËK''''V ' t o
strike, to peck, to hit'??) »» Sl *nÁz-/niz-, *nÁz-ti 'penetrate, pierce' >
OCS nisti nisti (prs. n6z0 nÁzo<) 'penetrate', OR nizti nizti
(prs. n6zË nÁzu) id., 'pierce', OCS v5nisti vË-nisti (p r s .
v5n6z0 vË-nÁzo<) 'I stick\thrust into'; caus. *noziti > R ∆ nazit∆
± na zit∆  'be a draught, penetrate' (of wind)', RChS v5noziti vË-
noziti, R vo-n≤zit∆ v. 'stick\thrust into'; Sl *noz- (acc. to IS, a n
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apophonic *o-grade based on the analogy of other verbal roots, like *
bÁrati / *bor¥): R za-≤noza 'a splinter in one’s hand, foot, etc.'), U k
za≤n¡z (gen. za≤nozu) 'a stick put through the ox-yoke'; Sl *noz7Á (<
pre-Sl *noz-jo-s) 'knife' >  OCS, OR noq6 noz7Ë, Blg noq, SCr no•z7
(gen. no!z7a), Slv noŸz7 (gen. no!z7a), R noq (gen. no≤qa), Uk n¡q, P
no1z$ (gen. noz$a), Cz nuºz7 id. ¶ P 76O (*neg8≈-), ≈ Vn. N  11 (Ir  nes(s)
< IE *nek-, Vs. I 348-9, II 78, and III 8O, Glh. 443, SJSS VI 3O7, ESSJ XXVI
19, 68-9, ≈ EI 537 (OCS noz7Á and MIr nes(s) < IE ? *h⁄neg8≈-es ' s p e a r '
ÿ IE *h⁄neg8≈- 'stab') ¶ The N lr. must have coalesced with *g8≈ wi thout
leaving traces (N *-g[V]Ù-  >  *-gÓ- >  IE *-g≈-) || U: FU *nikka4 vt. ' s t ick
(in), pierce' > pLp {Lr.} *n‰kke2t(t)e2 vt. 'stick (in), push' >  Lp: S {Hs.}
na4kkiedidh 'schieben, einherschieben, stoßen', N {N} na6kketi- v.
'stick, put', Kld {TI} na¿]k:Xe- 'hinein-stecken\-schieben' »» ObU {∫Hl.}
*ne"k- >  pVg *na4Æk- > Vg MK na4∏k- in ´l-na4∏ki- 'fortschieben', nOkna4∏k-
'aufrütteln, erwecken'; pOs ne"k- 'stoßen' >  Os: Ty/Y ne"k-, Kz na"kiÆ-
'(leicht) stoßen (z. B. beim Aufwecken)', d.: Kz na"k´m´- 'anstoßen', Ty
ne"k´mt´-, VK ne"k´mt- '(an)stoßen' ¶ Coll. 1O1, Coll. CG 79, UEW 3O4-5,
Lr. #7O1, Lgc. #4O58, Hs. 967, TI 272, ≈ Ht. #424 (pObU *na4∏k-/*ne"k-; +
unc. Vg T n1a4k- 'treten'), WVD VII 21O, MK 35O (Vg n1a2k- ± n1a4k- ' t r e t e n ' )
˚ IS II 96-7 [#334] (*ˆÉgÿ 'vonzat∆ ': HS, IE). IS adduces here S
*√ngp, *√ngs7, and B *√ngs, which is less convincing because of t h e
unexplained third cns. I prefer to equate S *√ngs7 and B √ngs with IE
*nei\k8+g8[≈]s- (>  OI ≤niks5ati 'pierces', etc.) and to reconstruct N
*n 2222 i gÉÍV 'butt, pierce' as a separate N etymon. The pN rec. *nig[É]Ùa4444
enables us to equate S and IE with FU *nikka4  v. 'stick, pierce' (where t h e
long cns. *-kk-  is likely to go back to *-gX- [or *-gH-?]). The connect ion
between N *n2222igÉÍV and N *nig[É]Ùa4444 (if any) may belong to t h e
realm of pre-N (or N?) derivation.
1536. *n2222igÉÍV (= *n2222igÉs1111V?) 'butt, pierce' >  HS: S *°√ngs7 >  JA
[Trg.] √ngs7 G  (3m ip. S7Gn^i% yin≤gos7) v. 'attack, gore'; ?? S *√nks7 (as .
*-ks7- <  *-gs7-) >  SmA √nks7 G   gore', Ar √nks (ip. -nkus-) {BK}
'renverser', {Hv.} 'reverse, invert, throw upside down' ¶  KB 633, Lv. II
92, Js. 876, Tal 528, BK II 1341, Hv. 798  B *√ngs >  Ah ´Ng1´s, Sll
´ng´s v. 'butt so.', Kb √ngs: n´jj´s 'bousculer' ¶  Fc. 1339, Dl. 556 ||
IE: NaIE *°nei\k8+g8[≈]s- v. 'pierce ' >  OI ≤niks5ati id., Av nae2za 'point ( o f
a needle)', ClNPrs {Sg., Vl.} ‰zayNne2za, NPrs {BM} ‰zayNa nei\ze 'short spear ,
demi-lance, javelin, dart, pike', {Vl.} 'lancea, hasta' ¶ M K II 158-9, M E
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II 41, Vl. II 1386-7, Sg. 1442, BM 576 || D *nïk- ({†GS} *-g-?) >  T m
n°cuni v. 'go through, pierce', Tl ° ﬁgu 'enter, penetrate', ? Klm ïkeN
'pierce, thrust in (knife)' ¶¶ ≠ D #3686 || ? U: FU: Vg MK {Kn.} na4∏¿k´s-
'stossen, rasseln (?)' (unless derived from Vg MK na4∏k-, cp. ´l-na4∏ki-
'push') ¶ WVD VII 21O ˚ If Vg MK na4∏¿k´s- belongs here, N *Í  may b e
identified as *s1111 ˚ The D root lost its sibilant (probably *-igÉÍ- >  **-
igÍ- > **-ikÍ- > D *-i:k-) ˚ IS II 96-7 [#334] (*ˆÉgÿ 'vonzat∆ ': HS,
IE).
1537. *n2222u 4 444é⁄{á} ¬ *n2222u 4 444w{á} 'now' > IE *nuéx 'now' >  Ht {Ts., CHD}
nu  'now, and, but', {CHD} nu2wa- 'still, yet'  NaIE *nu2 'now'  > OI ≤nu,
≤nu2, Av nu2 'now' »» Gk ny6 'now' (as well as nyn, ny6n id. < *nu-m?) »» L
num  'nun noch, nun jetzt', ‘ 'whether' (interr. pc.), nudius (< *nu-
+ *dyeu\s 'day'): nudius tertius 'the day before yesterday' (lit.: ' i t
is now the third day'), nudius quartus 'it is now the fourth day ' ,
etc. »» Gt nu, ON nu1, OSx nu2, OHG, AS nu2 ≠ nu, NGr ∆ nu, NHG
nun 'now', NE now  »» Lt nu~ 'now, today', Ltv nu ≠ nu2 'now', Pru -nu
in tei-nu 'now' » Sl *n¥ ' bu t '  >  OCS n5 nË, Blg n`, no, R no, SCr ∆
no, Slv no »» pTc {Ad.} *nu2 > Tc: A nu  {Wn.} 'now' ‘  'just, but', B {Ad.}
no 'however, but' ¶¶ Ts. E II 339-43, CHD L-N 46O-7O, P 77O, EI 3 9 7
(*nu), M K II 175, M E II 52-3, WH II 184-6, F II 325, Fs. 38O, Vr. 4 1 2 ,
Ho. 239, Ho. S 56, Kb. 737, OsS 66O, KM 516, Frn. 5O9-1O, En. 264, Vs.
III 77, ESlSJ-SGZ II 5O8-1O, ESSJ XXVI 5O-1, Wn. 32O, Ad. 347 (Tc B no
'however, but'), Ad. H 19, 26, 34 (Tc nu ± no 'now, therefore') || A:
Tg *ne2 'now, immediately' >  Ul n‰ , Nn n‰2, Ork nÈ ≠ n‰2 'immediately', U d
n‰ id., 'without fail (nepremenno )', WrMc ne 'now' ¶ STM I 614, Krm.
266 || U: FU (att. in FP only) *n+n`u4[:] 'now' (partially × FU *n+n`u4kV < N
*n2222u 4 444kV ¬ *n2222ukÉ 'now') > F nyt, F ∆ ny, nyy 'now, at the p resen t
time', Es nu4u4d, ∆ nu4u4 'now', Lv ni id. »» Er n1ey, Mk n1i id. »» Prm *n1i ≠
*ni 'already' >  Vt ni, ini, Z Ud n1i ≠ ni id. ¶ SK 4O6-7, ≈ UEW 7O7, LG
192 ||| N *n2222u 4 444é⁄{á} nu (N *n2222u 4 444é⁄{á} +  N genitive pc. *nu ) '(of) t h e
present time' > IE *nuéx-nV >  NaIE {P} *nu2-no- ' jetzig' > OI nu2≤nam
'now', MPrs nu2n, NPrs ñvnk0" a a4k-nu2n, ñvnKu ko-nu2n id. »» BSl: [1] Lt
{Herm.} nu2n ≠ nun 'now', [2] a fossilized case form of the adj.: Lt
nu2naiﬁ 'today, now' » Sl *nÈne7 'at the present time' > OCS, OR n7n8
nûne7, R ≤nyne, Blg nine, OP, OCz nynie,  C, Slk nynI1, P ninie,
var. *n¥ne7 > OR n5n8nËne7, R ∆ none »» ? L nunc 'now' (< *nun-ke
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or *num-ke) ¶ P 77O, M K II 176-7, Vl. I 117 and II 9O2, WH II 187-8 ,
Frn. l.c., Herm. LS 365, Vs. III 77, 82, 91, ESlSJ-SGZ II 51O-2, ESSJ XXVI
57-63 || HS: C: Ag *nVn 'now' > Bln/Q {R} na2n, Xm nån 'now ( je tz t ) '
¶ R WB 284 || U: Z n1in, Z ∆ nin 'already' ¶ LG 192 ¶ The delabialization
of *u4 in Z (or already in pFU?) needs investigating ˚ IS II 9 7
reconstructs here *ˆu4qÿ 'now' (> IE, U). The N cns. *-q- was
reconstructed by IS on the alleged ev. of U *ˆu4kV 'now' >  F nyky- adj .
'present' (of time), supposing that U *-k- is a reg. reflex of N *-q- ,
which is at variance with the numerous cases where N *-q-  yields U
zero (e.g., N *p''''oqi  'to cover' >  U *poyV 'be wrapped', N *taqozi ' t o
plait, to wattle' > U *tosV 'basket, vessel', N *s6666a 4 444l[V]qË 'to cleave, t o
cut asunder' > U *s6a4lu4- 'cut', N *son{Vq}{u4444} 'sinew, tendon; root '  > U
*so2ne 'vein, sinew' a. o.) as against two cases of U *k < N *q  in U cns .
clusters (N *{p}oZ 7777VqV 'thigh, haunch' > U *poc7ka 'Schenkel' [see  s.v. N
*{p}oqÉZ7777V ≠ *{p}oZ7777VqV] and N *mu6666q[É]r 1111i 'shoulder' > U *mVrkV
id.). N *-q-  is ruled out by the Ht cognates nu  and nuwa, because t h e
reg. Ht reflex of N *-q-  is -h-. F nyky-  may be equated with Ht nukku
'now' and Ag *nVkk- 'today' and hence go back to N *n2222u4 444kV ¬ *n2222ukÉ
(q.v.). On the possible connection (or identity) of the N etymon i n
question with N *n2222áw[y]V 'new' see  s.v. N *n2222áw[y]V ˚ ≈  Gr. II
#280 (*nu  'now') (IE, Ai, Gil + qu. EA + err. U + err. A, J, which belong
to N *n 2222áw[y]V).
1538. *n2222{i}HwV (or *N{i}HwV , *n2222 ++++NoHiwV?) 'to lead, to d i rec t
(oneself) towards' (‘ 'carry [somewhere]') > HS: S *√nHw ' lead,
guide' > BHb √nHy+w G  (pf. eh1n!na2≤Ha2, imv. eh4n^ n´≤He2) 'lead, guide', Ar
√nHw G  (pf. 'haNa na≤Ha2, ip. -nHuw- ≠ -nHaw-) 'direct oneself towards ' ,
naHw-  n. 'side, tract' ¶ KB 647, GB 497, BDB 634-5 [#5148], Fr IV 2 5 2 -
3, Hv. 756 || IE *nei\éx- '≈ lead, direct towards' (× N *Nan1111V 'take so .
with oneself, lead') > NaIE *°nei\- >  OI ≤nayati '(he) leads', pp. nï≤ta-
'led (ductus)', Av nayeîti 'brings, leads', OPrs a-naya ' h e
led\brought', Phl nïtan 'führen, treiben'  Ht {CHD} nai-/ne- vt .
'send, dispatch' (and also vi., vt. 'turn'?), {Ts.} 'lenken, leiten, r ichten,
schicken, wenden', (× N *Nán2222É 'go [away]') nanna- vi. ' t re iben ,
ziehen, marschieren, fahren', vt. 'treiben, fahren' ¶¶ WP I 321, P 76O, EI
346, Dv. #452, M K II 137, M E II 17-9, Ts. E II 253-7, 271-3, CHD L-N
347-5O, 357-8, Sturt. CG 215, 247 (believed that nanna- is a rdp. o f
nai-  'lead') || A: Tg *Neb- 'carry away' (× N *Nib++++pV 'to bend down, t o
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sink' [q.v.]) >  Ewk N‰w- 'carry away', Ud {Krm.} N‰ugi- ' b r ing \ca r ry
back, carry away' ¶ STM I 667, Krm. 268 || ?φ U: FU: pPrm {LG} *nu-
'carry, lead' >  Z nu- nu- 'lead', Vt nu- nu- (inf. nuyny) 'carry, lead,
lead away' ¶ LG 196, ≈ It. #1O5, ≠ UEW 71O; both It. and UEW adduce
(hesitantly) F nouta- 'follow the traces' and reconstruct FU *o; for F
nouta - see N *n 1111oNuda  'follow in the traces, hunt, pursue' ˚  If the Tg
word belongs here, the pN rec. will be *N{i}HwV . The prehistory of Tg
*-e- still needs investigating. N *N-  regularly yields S *n- (rather t h a n
*÷-) in the presence of a lr. Something similar is likely to have
happened in IE, but the positional reflexes of N *N-  have not yet b e e n
investigated. If the Prm word belongs here, the N rec. may b e
*n 2222 ++++ NoHiwV , but in this case the absence of any trace of a lr. before *i\
in IE and the vw. *e  in Tg are puzzling.
1538a. *n2222ÅkV 'woman' > IE *neK- > Ht nega- ≠ neka- 'sister' ¶ Ts.
W 56 || HS: EC *na2{k}- > Sml na2g 'woman, wife', ? Dl: Gwd {Bl.} naha2yye,
Gwd/Grs {AMS} naHaye, Hr/Dbs {AMS} naHte (pl. naHad'd'e) 'wife' ¶ The
Dl words belong here either if {AMS} H (for the expected h) is due t o
inaccurate recording or if H of the Dl lgs. may go back to EC *-k- u n d e r
still unknown conditions ¶ ZMO 3O1, Bl. 3O6, AMS 238 || D *na2k-
'female' > Tm na2ku 'female calf\fish\snail, heifer, female fish;
femininity', Ml a2-na2ku 'heifer', Kt na;g, Td no;x 'female buffalo
between two and three years old', Tu na2ku 'female calf', Tl ela-na2ga
'damsel' (ela < D *ilßa 'young'), Prj ne2va 'female pig' ¶¶ D 3634 ˚  ≈
Blz. DA 157 [#49] (equated D with EC and IE + err. Tg *neku2n ' younger
relative' [see  N *n 2222eK ''''Ë 'relative[s] of a younger generation']).
1539. *n 2222Éko  'to open (?), to bare, to uncover' > IE: NaIE *nogW- (Ï
*nogWod[≈]o-, *nogW-no-) 'naked' > ON nØkkva 'to denude, to bare' »»
*no2gW-os- > BSl: Lt nu!ogas, Ltv ∆ no^gs [nu¢ogs] 'naked' » Sl *na•g¥ /
*nag¥-jÁ id. > ChS nag5 nagË, SCr, Slv na•g, Cz, Slk nahy1, P nagi, R
na≤goj (pradj. nag), Uk nagij  Ï *nogW-od(≈)o- (≠ *nogW-to-) >
L nu2dus 'naked' »» Gt naqa†-s, ORu {Krs.} nÅkÎa, ON nØkkuiÎr
(< Gmc *nakwiTaz), OHG na(c)kot, NHG nackt, MDt naect,
nake(n)t, Dt naakt, AS nacod id., NE naked  d. *nogW-to- id. >
OIr nocht, W noeth, Crn noeth, noyth, no6z, MBr noaz, Br
noazh   d. *nogW-no- 'naked' > OI nag≤na-, Av maGna- id. »» Gk m t .
gymno1ß id., 'bare', [Hs.] lymno1ß : gymno1ß id., Gk Cp [Hs.] d. ]apoly1gmatoß :
]apogy1mnvsiß 'stripping bare' »» ON nakinn, NNr, Sw naken, D n
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nØgen, OFrs naken, Dt nakend 'naked '  Ht nekumant-
(nikumant-) 'naked' (of humans, gods), 'uncovered' (of horses) ¶ ¶
WP II 339-4O, P 769-7O, EI 45-6 (*ne/og≈≤no-s 'bare, naked'), Vs. 37O,
Vr. 4O4, 414, Vr. N 461, Krs. R #54, Mkj. 135, Kb. 714, OsS 638, KM
5O1, Ho. 229, Frn. 511-2, Glh. 432, ESSJ XXII 7O-3, WH II 185, Vn. N
19, Ern. 446, M K II 126-7, M E II 5-6, F I 332-3, Ch. 241-2, Ts. E II 3O7-
9, CHD L-N 433-4 || HS: S *°√nk? ≠ *°√nky G  'uncover' > Ar [Qam.]
√nk? G  {Hv.} 'take off the scab of (a wound)', {Fr.} 'eschara nudavi t
(ulcus) antequam sanatum esset', {BK} 'enlever la croûte de la plaie
avant qu’elle soit guérie' (with the accus. denoting the wound); Ar
√nky (pf. îkaNa naka2, ip. -nkiy-) {Fr.} 'escharam detraxis (ulceri)', {BK}
'ôter la croûte qui recouvre la plaie' ¶ Fr. IV 33O, 336, BK II 1 3 3 6 ,
1345, BKIG IV 617, Hv. 796  C: Ag *?‰nk- vt. 'open' > Bln {R} enk-,
ink-, Q {R} ens7-, Xm {R} iek-, ek- ¶ R WB 37 || A *n{e}k£e- > M *neGe-
vi. 'open' > MM [S] {H} neke- [nege-], WrM nege-, HlM, Brt né´- ne2-,
Kl nee- ne2-, {Rm.} ne2-, Ord, Ba {T} ne2-, Dx {T} nie-, Mnr H {T} ne2- id. ,
{SM} ni¢e2- 'ouvrir, déboucher' ¶ H 114, MED 568, KRS 374, KW 275-6 ,
Chr. 341, SM 272, T 349, T DJ 13O, T BJ 144  Tg ≈ *nig{i}- vt. 'open' >
Ud X {STM} Nïgi-, Nn n1ix‰li-, Orc, Ul, Ork n1ï-, Ewk, Neg nï-, WrMc
ney-  vt. 'open'¶ STM I 588.
154O. *n2222ukV (= *n2222uk{u}?) (or *n2222uk[V?]V??) 'darkness, night '  > HS:
S *-nïk-  'sleep with (a woman), copulate' (“  *'spend the night with') (×
N *{n1111}u4 444K ' '''{u 4 444} 'lie down, sink, bow [down]') > Ak prm. -nïk [inf.
nia2ku(m) > na6ku] {Sd.} 'copulate', {CAD} 'have illicit sexual
intercourse', Ar √nyk G  (ip. -nïk-) 'copulate with' (Fr.: 'futuit, inivit
mulierem'), Jb C/E {Jo.} √nyk G  (pf. nE22k, 3m sbjn. yink), Hrs {Jo.}
√nyk G  (pf. n‰yo2k, 3m sbjn. y‰≤nek) 'sleep with (a woman)', Mh {Jo.}
√nyk G  (pf. n‰yu2k, sbjn. y‰nye2k ≠ y‰nïk) id., 'copulate with' ¶ Rms.
265, CAD XI/1 197-8, Sd. 784, BK II 1376,  Fr. IV 358, Jo. J 199, Jo. H
1OO, Jo. M 3O9, MiK I #2.53 || IE: Ht {CHD, Ts.} neku- 'es wird
Abend', 'become evening', {Ts.} neku- 'evening', nekut 'evening,
night', {CHD} nekuz(a) 'evening, nightfall; dawn, twilight', {CHD, Ts.}
nana(n)kuss- 'be(come) dark\obscure\gloomy'   NaIE *nok[W]t- /
*nuk[W]t- 'night' > OI nom. nak, accus. ≤nakt-am, Wx na˝d id., Av d .
upa-naxtar 'an die Nacht angrenzend' »» Gk nom. ny1x, gen. nykt-o1ß
'night' »» L nom. nox  (gen. noct-is, gen. pl. noct-ium) id. »» OIr in-
nocht, MBr he-noez, Br he-nozh, MW he-noeth 'tonight' ( l i t .
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'this night'), MW peu-noeth 'every night', W beunoeth 'nightly';
Brtt {RE} *noxts, {P} *noKt-stu- 'night' > OW, MW, W, OCrn, OBr, MBr
nos, Br noz, Crn no2s id. »» Gt nom. naht-s (gen. naht-s), ON
na1tt, no1tt, NNr natt, nott, Dn nat, Sw natt, OFrs, Dt nacht,
OSx, OHG naht, NHG Nacht, AS niht ≠ neaht 'night', NE night »»
pAl {O} *nakti- > Al nate4 id. »» Lt nakt-i~s (gen. pl. naktu<ﬁ), Ltv
nakts, Pru accus. nakti-n 'night' » Sl *noŸkt!Á id. > OCS no∑6 nos7tÁ,
Blg nowt, McdS nok1 noç, SCr no•c1, Slv no•c7, Cz, Slk, P noc, R no¢∆,
Uk n¡¢ »» Tc A nokte 'at night', noktim$ 'last night', B nekcïye
'last night, at night'  ? NaIE *°neu\K- > Lt niu2kso!ti 'appear\be gloomy,
be murky', ? niauku~s 'cloudy, dark, dim'  NaIE *°nug≈+g8≈- o r
*°nuk≈+k8≈- 'night' > Gk [Hs.] ny1ca " : ny1ktvr 'by night', Gk d. ny1cioß,
ny1ceioß, nu1cai4oß 'nightly'; the quality of the cns. c (< *g≈+g8≈ or *k+k8Ó?)
is still puzzling ¶¶ Ts. E II 273-4, 3O1-9, CHD L-N 394-5, 432-7, WP II
337-8, P 762-3, EI 394 (*nekWt-≠*nokWt-), M K II 121-2, M E II 2-3, F II
327-8, WH II 181-3, LP § 52, Thr. § 221, RE 115, Flr. 271, Ern. 558, Fs.
368-9, Vr. 4O5, Vr. N 462, Ho. 236, Ho. S 54, Kb. 713, OsS 636, KM
5OO, O 282-3, Frn. 481-2, 499, 5O5, En. 213, ESSJ XXV 175-7, Glh. 4 3 9 -
4O, Vs. III 86-7, Ped. TIE 222, Wn. 319-2O, Ad. 342, JGH 5O, 1O3 ¶ ¶
The unusual apophony *o/*u in NaIE is explained by AD’s hypothet ic
prehistory of the IE vowels (*noKt-/*nuKt- < *nu\oKt-/*nuKt- < *nu\aKt-
/*nuKt- < N *0n2222ukV {t ''''a 4 444}  [a phrase with N *t''''a 4 444, dem. prn. of inanimate
objects, like 'das Dunkle, the dark'?], see  AD NGIE 17-9); Ht neku
goes back to *nu\aKu < N *n2222uk{u} or *n2222ukV + sx. *-u || U: FU (att. in FL)
*n+n`ukkV 'sleep' > F nukku- v. sleep, be asleep', Vo nukkua id., Krl A
nukku¢o ≠ n1ukku¢o, Krl Ld n1ukkuda, Vp {ZM} nukta ± nukkuda 'be drowsy' ,
Es {SK} nukku- id., 'be slumbering, sleep' » pLp {Lr.} *nok‰- ' b e
drowsy\sleepy, fall asleep' >  Lp: S {Hs.} naºkkedidh ' b e
sleepy\drowsy\asleep', L {LLO} naºhkkaºt 'fall asleep', N {N} no<k…ka6t /
-kk- id., 'go to bed', Kld {SaR} nohke- 'be drowsy' ¶ The vw. *u for t h e
expected *u4 may be due to vw. harmony (infl. of the back vw. of t h e
next syll.) ¶ SK 397-9, ZM 367, Lr. #734, Lgc. #42O4, Hs. 966, LLO 6 5 4 ,
N III 119, SaR 215, ≈ Blz. SNE #18 (err. rec. FU *n1ukk- + err. Hg
nyugod-  'tranquil' [belonging together with nyugsz-  'lie, take a res t ,
repose'], which in fact goes back to FU *n1uNV 'ruhen', see  UEW 3 2 8 )
|| A: Tg: Lm n1‰Gç‰n1‰- 'dark, black' ¶ STM I 65O  Yk nukta4- ' b e
drowsy' and nukarîy- v. 'fall asleep' (Pek. 1759-6O) are likely to b e
loans from some Uralic (or unknown Altaic?) source; they cannot b e
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inherited T words, because in that case the original initial *ˆ- would
have yielded Yk s- || CK: ChK {Md.} *n´ki 'night' > Kor n´ki-, n´kin´k,
Aly n´ki-, Chk nki-, n´Girit id.; Itl nk‰nk  Im W nk´nk id. ¶¶ Md. ECK
98, Zh. RKS 275, MollI 85-6, KEMGU NS, Moll IR s.v. nk´nk ˚  The
unexpected gemination of *k in U and the cns. -c- in Gk suggest t h e
presence of a N lr. that is likely to be a "light" one: *h  or *? , because *?
leaves no traces (*´) in the intercons. position in NaIE, *h  may have
influenced the quality of the velar cns. (*Kh > NaIE *k≈ >  Gk c) a n d
because *? and *h are the only lr. consonnants that can disappear in S
(and Eg) ˚  ≈ Blz. SNE #18 (IE, U, Yk π U), Glh. 439-4O (IE, U, CK, EA:
Esk unuk 'evening', unuak 'night') ˚  ≈ Gr. II #278 (IE, U, CK + qu. EA +
unc. J).
1541. *n2222u4 444kV ¬ *n2222ukÉ 'now'  > HS: C: Ag: Bln {R} ni≤kï 'to-day, t hen ,
now', Dmb {R} nekï, Q {R} ney 'to-day' ¶ R WB 283, R QW 1O6  ?? S:
Gz ?´nka  'yet, now then' (unless “  ?´n-ka  'so, then!, therefore' “ ?´n [÷
Ar ?inna  'certainly, indeed', {Br.} 'siehe, wahrlich', Hb Ne4 hen 'voici' < N
*hÉn2222V 'iste'] + -ka) ¶ L G 29-3O || IE: Ht nukku 'jetzt, sofort' ¶ Ts. E
II 345, ≈ CHD L-N 471 (nukku = nu conj. + -(k)ku) || U: FU *n+n`u4kV
'now, already' (× FU *n+n`u4[:] < N *n 2222u 4 444é⁄ {á}  'now') > F nyky- 'present' ( i n
cds.: nyky-aika 'the present time', nyky-polvi 'the p r e sen r
generation', nyky-kansa 'the people of to-day'), nykya4a4n ' a t
present, now', Es nu4u4d, ∆ nu4u4 'now', Vp nu4gu4d 'now' » Er nej n1ey
'now, at the present time', Mk ni n1i 'already' » Prm {Lt, LG} *n1i ≠ *ni
'already' > Vt ni n1i, Z nin n1in, Z Ud n1i ≠ ni id. ¶ UEW 7O7, ERV 4O9,
PI 18O, LG 192.
1542. *n2222aK ''''a 'fell, skin'  > IE: NaIE *nak- id. > Gk na1koß 'fleece', na1kh
'wooly\hairy skin, goatskin', [Hs.] naky1(d)rion : de1rma 'skin' »» AS nAsc
{Ho.} 'deerskin', {Sw.} 'skin' (< *nak-s-ko-) »» Pru nognan 'leather' ¶
WP II 316, P 754, F II 287, Ch. 733, Ho. 23O, En. 216, Sw. 122, EI 269 ( ?
*≥nak(es) '≈ pelt, hide') || HS: Eg fMK nkn {EG} 'mit Fell bespann te r
Schild', {BnH} 'Fell (beim Schild)' ¶ EG II 346, BnH s.v. nkn  +ext.: S
*√nk'p > BHb √nk'p D  (pf. FQ$n% nik'≤k'ep3 'schinden\zerfetzen (Hau t ) '
(Job 1O.28), Gz √nk'f G  (pf. nak'afa, sbjn. y´nk'´f) v. 'peel, bark', Tgr
√nk'f G  (pf. nAk'fA) 'detach \ strip off (the leaves)', Tgy √nk'f G  (p f .
nAx'AfA) v. 'bark', Sq {L} √nk'f G  (pf. neqof) 'scrape', Jb C {Jo.} √nk'f
(pf. nk'Of, sbjn.≤yunk'‰f) 'pick off', 'fall off' (scab), e≤nuk'´f 'uncover, p ick
the scab off' ¶ KB 681, ≈ BDB 668 [#5362], L G 399, LH 329, Jo. J 1 9 O
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|| A: M *nekeyi 'sheepskin (\goatskin?) with its wool' >  MM [S] {H}
nekei 'sheepskin', [HI] {Ms.} nekei 'fourrure', [IM] ' k 3N {Pp.} nekei\ ' f u r
coat', [MA] nekei\ de2l 'fur coat made of sheepskin', nekei\n ebesu4n 'g rass
used for tanning sheepskin', WrM nekei, HlM n´xij 'sheepskin with
its wool', Ord {Ms.} ne≈″xï 'peau de mouton préparé servant d e
fourrure', WrO nekei\ 'sheepskin', Kl {KRS} neká neka4 ' un t anned
sheepskin (with its wool)', Kl Ö {Rm.} nekE2 'bereitetes Schaffell', Brt
n´x´j 'made of fur', n´xy id., 'long-haired' (of sheep)', n´xy
d´g´l 'fur-coat, sheepskin coat', Mnr H {SM} nikæï id., 'goatskin; f u r
(fourrure)', {T} nikï (di\el), Mnr M {T} nekei\ 'fur coat' ¶ H 114, Ms. H
78, Pp. MA 248, 442, MED 572, KRS 374, KW 274, Chr. 341, Ms. O 4 8 9 ,
Krg. 214, SM 276  ? Tg *nakita 'bear’s hide' > Ewk nakita, Neg naXata,
Ud n÷ata, Ork natta id., Lm naq¥t id., 'bear', Ewk Skh /T t /Urm/Chmk
nakita 'bear'; the cognate is valid unless the primary meaning was
'bear' ¶¶ DQA #1393 (pA *nakæi+o  "a k. of skin", sc. '∈ hide').
1543. *n2222áK''''á 'pursue (the enemy), wage war, kill' > IE: NaIE *nek8-
'kill; corpse' (×  N *n````ËK''''V 'to strike, to peck, to hit', q.v.) >  OI
≤nas1yati 'is lost, disappears, perishes', Av nasyeiti 'verschwindet ' ,
nas7ista  'verderblichst', nas- 'calamity', nasu- 'corpse' »» Gk ne1kyß,
nekro1ß 'corpse', [Hs.] ne1keß : nekroi1 'corpses' »» L nex, necis ' dea th ,
murder', neca2-  v. 'kill' »» pTc {Ad.} *na4k- > Tc A, B na4k- vt. 'des t roy ' ,
vi. 'perish'  NaIE **n=k8- (× N *qÉn2222 ++++NK''''V 'to strangle, to kill', q.v. [?]) >
OIr e1c (< *n=≤k8u-) 'death', Btn ankou, Crn ancow, MW angheu, W
angau, Crn ancow, Br hano id. (<  *n=k8(t)u-), Ir e1cht {P} 'Totschlag,
{EI} 'killing' ({EI} < *n=k8-ti-) »» Gmc *aNhto2 ({EI} < *onk8tehÅ-) >  OHG
a2hta 'hostile persecution', AS o2ht id., 'oppression', NHG Acht
'outlawry, ostracism' ¶ WP I 6O, P 782, Dv. #469, EI 15O (*nek8- ' dea th ' ,
*≤nek8-u-s id., 'dead'), M K II 146-7, M E II 28-9, F II 299-3OO, WH II 1 5 3 -
5, LP §  8, OsS 7, KM 6, Kb. 11, EWA I 118-2O, Schz. 83, Ho. 241, Wn.
313, Ad. 335 || HS: B *√nŒÓ v. 'kill' (× N *n ````ËK ''''V  'to strike, to peck, t o
hit') > Ah, Gh ´NŒ (3m pf. iNŒa), ETwl/Ty ¥nŒu (3m pf. ETwl inŒa, Ty
y´nŒa), Kb n´Œ (pf. y´nŒa), Izd n´Œ (pf. inŒa), Mz, Wrg n´Œ (p f .
y´nŒu), Nf/Si {La.} ´nŒ, Gd Enn (pf. yEnnw) 'kill' ¶ Fc. 14O1-2, GhA
143, 246-7 (on cj. 1 A 7), Dl. 267, Dlh. M 138, Dlh. Ou 222, Lf. II
#1O72, Mrc. 256  ?? S (+ext.) *√nk'm  'take vengeance' ¶ GB 52O, L G
274, Br. 446 || A: M *neke- > MM [S] neke- 'verfolgen, he tzen ,
überfallen', [HI] neke-  'fondre à l’improviste sur', WrM neke-, HlM, Brt
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n´x´-, Kl nek- nek´- 'pursue in order to seize, seek, require', O r d
ne≈″xe- 'exiger la remise de qch., reclamer' ¶ MED 572, KRS 374, KW
274, Chr. 341, Ms. O 489  Tg: Ewk PT n‰k‰- v. 'fight, wage war' ¶ STM
I 618 ˚  IS MS 357 (*n {a4k5}ÿ  'pursue [the enemy], M, Tg, S, B, IE *Ónek8-
+ err. IE *Óenk8- [actually belonging to N *qÉn 2222 ++++NK ''''V  '⇑ ']).
1544. *n2222áK''''{u 4 444} 'carry, bring' > IE: NaIE *nek8-/*n=k8-/*enk8- 'carry' >  Gk
ps. aor. ]h-ne1c-†hn 'was carried', ]enegkei6n 'to carry' ({F}
'herbeischaffen, davontragen'), aor. ]ene1gkai »» BSl: Lt ne~s7-ti (1s p r s .
nes7-u~), Ltv nes-t 'carry, bring' » Sl *nes-ti~ (1s prs. *nes-oß~) 'to car ry ,
to bear'> OCS, OR nesti nesti (prs. neso<), SCr ne~sti, Slv ne!sti,
Cz ne1sti, Slk niest&, R, Uk ne≤sti id., Blg ne≤sa 'I carry'; i ter . -dur .
*nosi ¡-ti~ (1s prs. *nos7-oß) >  OCS nositi nositi (prs. nos7o<), SCr
no~siti, Slv no!siti, Cz nositi, Slk nosit&, P nosic1, R no≤sit∆ ' t o
carry', Blg ≤noså 'I carry' » » pTc *enk- > Tc: A ents-, B enk- ' t ake ,
grip, seize'  ? Ht ninink- {CHD} 'mobilize \ set (people) in mot ion;
move, remove, transfer (sth., so.); set in motion', {Ts.} 'in Bewegung
setzen, antreiben; bewegen' ¶¶ F I 512-3, Ch. 346, Frn. 497-8, Vs. III 6 7 ,
85, ESSJ XXV 19-23, Glh. 441, ≈  P 316-8, Ad. 77-8, Ts. E II 328-32, CHD
L-N 438-41, ≠ EI 35 (BSl, Gk, Tc < *h⁄enek8- 'attain') || HS: C *√nk' >  Ag
*nVk'- {Ap.} 'give here' >  Bln {R} na2x5- 'give', Xm {R} nak5- 'geben,
darreichen', Aw {CR} naG- 'give (here)'; +ext. *nVk'-s- 'bring' > Bln {R}
na2q-s-, Xm {R} nå-s- id. »» SC: Irq {Mgw.} nuqu2!s- 'pick up' »» ?σ EC: O r
B {Sr.} nak'- 'put on\into, pour into', Or {Grg., Brl.} nak'- id., 'add to', Arr
{Hw.} nak'-ad'- vi. 'return' ¶ R WB 284, R Ch II 85, Ap. AV 16, Mgw. 116, E
PC #457, E SC 185 (adduces Dhl {E} nik'k'iÎ- 'raise the eyebrows' = {To.}
nik'id-  'wink at\to'), To. D 144, Brl. 318, Grg. 299, Sr. 373 ¶¶ Ar √nql
G  'convey, transmit, transfer' (Hv. 795) is qu. as a cognate (because o f
the unexplained ext. *l and a plausible interpretation of *n- as a
historical px.) || A: Tg *neku'- 'carry, lead' (× N *l∏∏∏∏i?VkË 'let, let go ' ,
'move' [trans.]??) > Nn KU nuku- ± noku- 'carry, lead', Ud {STM} n‰xu-
id., 'bring', ? Lm n‰2k´r 'a present (podarok , gostinec )', {CiR} n‰k‰r ' a
present, sweets; reserve\stock (zapas )' ¶ STM I 619, CiR 152  T *Ju4k
'a load' > OT ju4k id., Tk yu4k, Tkm, Qmq, Nog, ET, SY, Ln ju4k, VTt, Bsh
jÁºk, QrB z7u4k, Alt Z1u4k, Xk c7u4k, Tv c7u4 <k, Tf c1u4 <kæ, Chv: L ßa€k s1¥k, H s1¥ºk ¶
≈ Cl. 911-2 (unt.: T *Ju4k ÿ pre-T **Ju4- 'carry' - a conjecture based o n
comparison of *Ju4k with T *Ju4Î- 'carry' [in fact f rom  N *z1111ed[h]u 4444 ++++u
'pull, drag, draw']), ET J 262-3, Ra. 199, Md. 69, 163, Serg. 12O ˚  The
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phoneme *u/w  in the expected pIE *nek8u/w- is likely to have been los t
on a word-internal morphemic boundary.
1545. *náK ''''V 'to plait, to tie' > U: FU *na4+ekV (att. in Ugr) 'tie, plai t '
> Ugr {UEW} *na4+ekV > Os Kr {KrT} new´y- 'die Zettelfäden des Gewebes
«flechten»'; pVg *nïG- 'tie' >  Vg: LK/Ss ne2G-, P ne2w- 'binden' » OHg X
nye1k '(?) hedge (Zaun, Hecke)' (“ *'wattle fence'), XIII nye1k ' hedge
(Hag); enclosed place in a wood (e.g. 'kitchen-garden)', Hg ∆  nye1k
'wattle fence' ¶ UEW 874, Stn. D 1O26, KrT 564, EWU 1O38 || A: M
*neke- v. 'knit, weave' (× N *rá[w]K''''á  'sinew', 'to tie'?) > MM [MA,
IM, S] neke- 'weave', WrM neke-, HlM n´x´-, Brt n´x´- 'weave, kni t ' ,
Ord ne≈″xe- v. 'tisser, tresser', Mnr H {SM} nikæi-, {T} neki-, Dg {Mrm.}
neku- 'weave', Kl nek- in ds.: nekx nek´-x´ 'cloth, weft', neká¢
'weaver', neklhn n. act. 'weaving'; M ı Ewk Brg/Np n‰k‰- v. ' kn i t
(stockings)' ¶ H 114, Pp. MA 248, 442, MED 572, Chr. 341, KRS 3 7 4 ,
Ms. O 489, SM 276, T 35O, , Klz. D II 124, STM I 618 || HS: Eg {Mks.}
nc 'ficeler', Eg fOK ncc v. 'fetter, be fettered', {Mks.} 'f iceler,
entraver', Eg fP ncc n. 'fetter', Eg ME {Fk.} ncc.w 'bonds', Eg G {EG}
ncc  'das Seil an der Harpune' ¶ Mks. I ##2257, 2274, EG II 367, Fk. 1 4 3
 ? Ch: Zar {ChL} Ngun, Zar K {Sh.} Nge2n v. 'plait', ? Kir {Csp., ChL} Nane,
Kir Mn {Csp.} Na2!n v. 'tie' »» Msg {ChC “ Mch.} na1ga v. 'tie', {GKrs.}
nigi- 'binden' ¶ ChC, ChL, Csp. 69, Lk. DQM 71.
1546. *n2222eK''''Ë 'relative(s) of a younger generation' > HS: S (+exts.):
[1] WS *≤na+ik[V]d- 'progeny' > BHb dk3n# ≤nEk3Ed3 'progeny, poster i ty ' ,
(+ppa. 1s) iD5k6n# nEk3≤dï 'my posterity', MHb dk3n# ≤nEk3Ed3 'offspring,
grandson', Gz nagad 'tribe, clan, kin, progeny', Tgr, Amh nAgAd ' r ace ,
tribe'; [2] S *°≤nag[V]l- > Ar ¬j0Na nag7l- 'genus, stirps, propago', ' na tus ,
filius', {Hv.} 'offspring, child' (merger with Ar ¬jN √ng7l v. G  ' bege t '
[unless the verb √ng7l is derived from nag7l-]) ¶ KB 658, BDB 6 4 5
[#522O], Js. 91O, L G 391, Fr. IV 246, Hv. 752-3 || A *nekæu(n) ' younger
relative' (× N *n3333ik ''''u 'small, little'?) > T *Jegen > OT {Cl.} je+a4gen 'son of a
younger sister or daughter', Tk yeg"en 'son of a sister or of a n o t h e r
female relative', SY jeGen, ET ∆  {Mal.} ja4gin, Uz qiån Z7iyan, ∆ Z7i"Ga4n,
Alt Z1e2n, Tb {Rl.} n1a4∏n, Xk c7e2n, Tf c1E2n 'nephew', Tv ¢´´n c7e2n ' nephew,
niece', Nog jiyen, Qq z7iÆyen, Qrg Z7e2n 'nephew, grandson (daughter’s
son)', Bsh eján jÁya4n 'grandson', Yk si¢a4n 'daughter’s\sister’s
child\grandchild', sî˝an 'cousin, second cousin' ¶ T *-g- (for t h e
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expected *-k-) is still puzzling ¶ Cl. 912-3, ET J 166-7, TL 291, Rl. III
317, 631, 196O, Ra. 73, TvR 561, Pek. 2189-9O  Tg *nekun ' younger
relative' >  Ewk n‰ku2 'grandchild', as well as a word used when
addressing younger relatives, Sln n‰xu%, Orc, Nn Nh n‰ku, Nn KU n‰ku%
'younger sibling', Ul n‰ku, Ork nuk(k)u id. (address word), Lm no$—
'younger sibling'., 'younger cousin from mother’s side' (used with
ppas.), Neg n‰xun ≠ n‰kun 'younger sibling\cousin, nephew, niece', J r c
{Kiy.} niyohun 'younger sister'; ?? Ewk n1ïkï 'a relative', ??φ Lm n1o4∏G‰
'younger sister’s child; a child of father’s\mother’s younger sister', Lm
O n1o4 ∏G‰ 'member of ego’s clan' ¶ STM 617-8, 637, 644, Kiy. 113 [#291]
 M: {Pp.} *neku4n '(male\female) slave' >  MM [S] neku4n ' servants ,
slaves' ({H} 'Hausleute, Dienstboten, Sklaven'), [L] Ò0vBu ñvkNi {Pp.} niku4n
bo2l 'female slave'; ?? *nekeleyi > WrM nekelei, HlM n´xlij, Mnr H
{SM} nikæilï, Qrg T (π M) nikeley 'bastard', 'illegitimate' (of a child) ,
Kl neklá nekla4 'adoptive child', {Rm.} nek´lE2 'unechtes Kind'; M ı
(?) Qzq {Rl.} neka4si 'illegitimate child' ¶ Pp. VG 38, Pp. L III 72, H 1 1 4 ,
MED 572, SM 276, KRS 374, KW 274, Jud. 556, Rl. III 671  ¶¶ Pp. VG 3 8
(M, Tg), ≈ SDM97 s.v. *n1ï+a4∏kæe 'nephew' (T, M *nekeleyi, Tg: they
adduce only Ewk n1ïkï 'relative' rather than Tg *nekun), ≠ DQA #238O
(pA *nekæo [unc.: 'friend, relative'] > Tg *nekun), ≈ DQA #1484 (pA
*n1i\o2~ge~ 'son-in-law, nephew', incl. Lm n1o4∏G‰, T) || IE: NaIE *nepo2t-
'grandson, nephew' (if from **nekpo2t-, a cd. with the second e lement
*po2t- induced by other words refering to the clan membership, such a s
*dems-po2t- 'head of the clan') >  OI ≤napa2t 'offspring, son, grandson ' ,
Av napaƒ nom. /  napa2t-, OPrs napa2 nom. /  napa2t- obl. 'g randson,
descendant', NPrs ‰da"vNa na4vå2de 'grandson' »» Gk Hm ne1podeß pl .
'offsprings (?)' »» L nepo2s (gen. nepo2t-is) 'grandson, nephew' (ı
Al nip id., OFr neveu 'grandson, nephew'  ı NE nephew) » OLt
nepuotis {Frn.} id. »» Gmc {Vr.} *nefo2d ≠ *nefe2d > ON nefi ' nephew,
relative', OSx nevo 'nephew', AS nefa 'sister’s son, grandson, s tep-
son', OHG ne4vo , ne4fo 'grandson, kinsman, maternal/paternal cousin ' ,
NHG Neffe 'nephew' »» OIr nia ≠ niae 'sister’s son, grandson', MW
nei, W nai, MBr ni, Crn noi 'nephew' »» d.: Sl *nestera (< *nept-ter-
a2) 'niece' > RChS, OR nestera nestera, SCr ne~stera, OP
nies1ciora id.  Ï *nept-yo- > Av naptya 'offspring' »» Gk ]aneπio1ß
'first cousin, cousin' (< *sm=-neptyo-) »» Sl *netÁjÁ ({ESSJ} *neptÁjÁ)
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'nephew' > ChS, OR netii netiji ≠ neti neti 'nephew', Cz ∆
net&, OP niec1, Uk netij, SCr † gen. netja, d.: SCr neàc1ak, Slv
nec7a1k id.  Ï *nept-ï- 'granddaughter, niece' >  Av naptï-
'granddaughter', OI nap≤tï-h5 id., 'daughter' »» L neptis
'granddaughter, niece' »» OLt nepte$ id. »» OIr necht, MW, W, OBr
nith, MBr niz, Crn nyth 'niece', Br niz id., 'nephew' »» Gmc {Vr.}
*nefti >  ON nipt 'female close relative, niece', OHG nift id.,
'stepdaughter' (Ï niftila 'niece '  > MHG niftel id.), MDt, MLG
nichte, NHG (π  NLG) Nichte 'niece' ¶ WP II 331-2, P 764, Dlmr.
4O, EI 239 and 392 (*≤nepo2t-s / gen. *≤nepot-os 'grandson', [?] 'sister’s
son'), 394 (*≤neptihÅ- 'granddaughter, [?] 'niece'), M K II 132-3, M E II
11-2, Horn 234, Vl. II 136O, Sg. 1429, F I 1O6 and II 3O7-8, WH II 1 6 1 -
2, O 3OO, Vn. N  15, Ern. 445-6, YGM-1 342, 345, Vr. 4O6, 41O, Kb.
718, OsS 643, 65O, KM 5O6, 51O, Ho. 233, Ho. S 55, Zh. IN 355, Frn.
494, Glh. 436, ESSJ XXIV 224 and XXV 18-9, Mikl. E 214, Srz. II 433, Vs.
III 67-8.
1546a. *n3333ik ''''u 'small, little' > K: GZ *nek'[u]- 'little finger' > OG, G nek'-i
id., G X nik'ora titi id. (titi 'finger'), M nak'u- 'little finger' ¶ K2 1 4 1 ,
Abul. 327 || HS: [1] (+ext.) HS *√nk's 'little, small' > WS *√nk'c' ' b e
small\insufficient' >  Md √nk5s5 'decrease', Ar √nqsœ  G  vi. 'decrease', ¿
Sb {Bll.} √nk's' Sh (h-nk5s5) vt. 'diminish' (but BGMR interpret the w o r d
as 'cede, concede'), Sb {BGMR} d. mk5s5-m 'loss, damage', ??σ Tgr √nk's'
G  'become weak, deteriorate', Jb C √nk's' G  (pf. nk'Os') 'become shor t ,
of small amount', 'do sth. petty and undignified', Sq {Jo.} √nk's' G  (p f .
≤n‰k'as') 'grow less', Jb C {Jo.} n‰k'≤s'un 'insufficient' (of milk, water), M h
√nk's' G  (pf. n´≤k'aws') 'be of small amount \ incomplete, be disgraced,
do sth. mean'  ¶ BK II 1326, Hv. 793, Bll. 4OO, BGMR 98, Jo. J 191, Jo .
M 298, L G 4OO, LH 329  Eg fP nZs 'klein, gering' (× N *NËÇ''''V ' small ,
few'??) ¶ EG II 384-5  C: Bj {R} √nks (p. an≤ka2s) 'be(come) small \
short', ne≤ka2s 'small, short', {Rop.} nakas ≠ nakas7 'short, small i n
stature' »» EC: Sa {R} √nqs (p. ≤unqusa) 'weniger \ geringer sein' ¶ R
WBd 183-4, R Sa II 291, Rop. 224  [2] ??? Bj {R} na2ku" 'zart, schwach,
dünn', {Rop.} n'akw  'soft, fine', a-n'a1kw 'be soft\fine' ¶ R WBd 1 8 3 ,
Rop. 224 || A: M *ni9un 'boy' > MM [HI] {Ms.} ni'un 'boy', WrM
ni9un ≠ nu9un, HlM nuguun 'boy, son', Brt †, b nugan id. ¶ Ms.
H 81, MED 58O. 595, Chr. 333 ¶ The de-emphatization *k'''' > *k
(underlying M *-9-) is still to be explained.
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1547. *n ````ËK ''''V  'strike, peck, hit' > HS: WS *√nky (prm. *-nkiy-) ' h u r t ,
hit' >  OA √nky G  (inf. nkh) 'beat, hit', Sr √nkw+y v. G  (pf. 'koñ
n´≤k3a2) 'harm, hurt, injure', EpHb √nky Sh (3p pf. hkw) 'beat, h i t ' ,
BHb √nky+w Sh (pf. eƒ1e5 hik≤ka2) 'strike, smite', ek4n^ n´≥k3e2 adj. sg. cs. ,
Mik5n$ ne2≤k 3ïm adj. pl. 'smitten, stricken', d. eƒ1m2mak≤ka2 (< *ma-n≤k-at-) n .
'blow, wound, slaughter', Ar √nky G  (pf. îkaNa naka2, ip. -nkiy-) 'wound ,
hurt' ({Fr.} 'afficit noxâ, nece, vel vulneribus'), Gz √nky (pf. nakaya,
3m js. y´-nkï) 'injure, hurt, damage, harm', Qt {Rk.} nky v. ' injure,
diminish', Sb d. nky, nkyt 'mischief (malveillance, tort)', Jb C {Jo.}
√nky+w (pf. en≤ke) 'hurt, hit on a sore spot', Sq d. {Ls} ≤monke? ' c o u p
(de couteau)' ¶ HJ 73O, BDB 645-6 [#5221-3, 4347], Br. 428, JPS 3 3 9 ,
Fr. IV 336, Hv. 799, L G 397-8, L LS 267, Rk. 1O5, BGMR 96, Jo. J 1 8 9
  ?? S *nk'- +exts.: [1] CS *√nk'd 'stechen' >  MHb √nk'd G  's t ing,
puncture', Ar √nqd G  'peck (a grain)' (bird), 'crack (a nut)', [2] S
*√nk'r v. 'peck, prick' >  BHb √nk'r G  'dig out, peck out', √nk'r D
'gouge out (the eyes), pierce', Ar √nqr G  'strike', Gz √nk'Wr v. ' peck ,
prick, pierce', Ak √nk'r v. 'hew out', (× N *n2222u4 444K' '''V ¬ *n2222uK''''É 'hole') Ar
√nqr  G  'hollow out (a stone)', [3] ? WS *√nk'z  'puncture' (× N *n2222u 4 444K ' '''V
¬ *n 2222uK ''''É  '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ¶ KB 679-82, KBR 722-3, Hv. 791, BK II 1321-2, L
EDG 399-4O1  B *√nŒÓ v. 'kill' (× N *n2222áK''''á 'pursue (the enemy) ,
wage war') > Ah, Gh ´NŒ (3m pf. iNŒa), ETwl/Ty ¥nŒu (3m pf. ETwl
inŒa, Ty y´nŒa), Kb n´Œ (pf. y´nŒa), Izd n´Œ (pf. inŒa), Mz, Wrg n´Œ
(pf. y´nŒu), Nf/Si {La.} ´nŒ, Gd Enn (pf. yEnnw) 'kill' ¶ Fc. 14O1-2, GhA
143, 246-7 (on cj. 1 A 7), Dl. 267, Dlh. M 138, Dlh. Ou 222, Lf. II
#1O72, Mrc. 256 ||  IE: [1] NaIE *neu\k-/nuk- 'hit, push' >  Gk ny1ssv, Gk
A ny1ttv 'touch with a sharp point, prick, spur, pierce' (< *nuky-) »» Lt
niu~kinti 'push, urge on', niu~kas, niu~ksas 'punch, cuff' » Sl *nuk-
(× ÿ  interj. *nu) >  ChS nukati nukati 'hortari', R po-nu≤kat∆
(× ÿ  instigating interj. nu), Uk ≤nukati, ≤n∆okati 'to drive on, t o
urge on', Cz nuknouti 'to impel', P nukac1 'to drive on, to impel, t o
set to work', SCr nuàkati  'to persuade, to talk into (doing sth.)' »» Gmc
*nukk- > MLG {Paul, KM} nucken 'drohend den Kopf bewegen', {KM}
nuck(e), NHG {KM} Nu4cke, pl. Nu4cken 'versteckte Bosheit,
unfreundliche Laune', MDt nucke 'cunning, guile', Dt nuk 'whim,
caprice'  [2] NaIE *nek8- {Dv.} 'harm; to kill', {P} 'kill', *nek8u-s ' d e a d
person, corpse' (×  N *n2222áK''''á '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) > OIr nes(s) ' coup ,
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blessure', ?σ Brtt: W {Vn.} nych 'peine, chagrin', Br nec&h 'pe ine ,
angoisse', MBr nechif 's’affliger' »» for other cognates within IE see  N
*n 2222áK ''''á  ¶ F II 329, ≈ Frn. 5O5 (Lt niuk- as o), KM 516, Paul 439, Vr. N
477,  ≈ IS III 64, ESSJ XXVI 43-4 (Sl *nukati ÿ interj. *nu), Vs. III 3 2 6 ,
Vn. N 11 ||  U: FU *n`okke v. 'peck', *n`okkV 'beak' >  F nokkia- v.
'peck', nokka 'beak' » Lp Kld {TI} nu"˛\´k;a"- v. 'peck' (acc. to SK, a loan
from F, bur acc. to Db, a genetic cognate of F) »» ObU *n`u2k- v. 'peck' >
pVg *nÈ2kW- >  Vg: LK na2kW-, MK/ML n‰2kW-, P n‰2k-, Ss na2xW- id.; pOs
*n`Ok- > Os: V n`O˝-, n`Uqa-, Vy n`Oq-, Ty n`oq-, Y noq-, D/K/O noX-, Nz nuX-,
Kz n`ö8X- id. ¶ Db. OS xxvii [#1O2], Ht. #425, Trj. S 288, SK 39O-1, TI
288 ||  D  *nokk-  v. 'indent, scratch' >  Ml okkuka v. 'indent', Tu okku
v. 'scratch, make furrows', Tl nokku v. 'pinch, indent' ¶¶ D #378O ˚
FU *n`okke, D *nokk-, and NaIE *nek8- can be explained by postulating pN
*o (*n ````oK ''''e), but NaIE *neu\k-/nuk- points to a N *u or *u4444 (*n ````u 6 666K ' '''a). The
problem still needs investigating.
1548. € *n2222u 4 444K ' '''V ¬ *n2222uK''''É 'hole' > A: M *nu4ken 'hole, grave' (× p p M
*lu4ken < N *l∏∏∏∏owK''''V÷3333V 'hole, opening') >  MM [MA] nu4ken 'pit', [IM]
nu4ken 'grave', [L] {Pp.} nu4ket pl. 'holes', [IsV] nu4ken 'hole', WrM
nu4ke(n), HlM, Brt n¥x(´n) 'hole, pit, chink, crevice, opening,
orifice', Kl n¥kn 'hole, opening, pit, burrow', {Rm.} nu4kn= 'Loch,
Öffnung, Mündung', Ord {Ms.} nu$≈″xæe ≠ nu$≈″xæu$ 'trou, enfoncement ,
terrier, fosse', Mnr H {T} noke 'pit, hole', {SM} nokæu¢o 'hole, opening,
pit, well', Dg {Pp.} nu$gu$Æ, nu$kæe", {Mrm} nugu, nug, nuh 'Öffnung,
Loch', Dx {T} nukun 'pit, hole, opening'; d. *nu4ke-le- 'make\drill a hole ,
pierce' > MM [S] {H} nukele- 'ein Loch bohren', WrM nu4kele-, HlM
n¥xl´-, Brt n¥x´l- 'make holes, drill a hole, pierce, perforate', Kl
n¥kl- {Rm.} nu4kl=- 'male a hole, pierce', Mnr H {SM} nokæu¢olo- id., O r d
nu$≈″xæele- ≠ nu$≈″xæu$le- 'trouer'; d. *nu4ket- v. 'pierce' > MM [LM, IM]
nu4ket- id. ¶ Pp. MA 262, 443, Pp. L III 72, H 12O, Lg. VMI 59, Pp. MDG
89, MED 597, KRS 389, KW 282, Ms. O 5O3, SM 282-4, T 352, T DgJ
158, T DnJ 131, Klz. D I 125, Chr. 335 || HS: S *√nk'k' 'cleft, crevice' >
BHb qiq5n!* na2≤k'ïk'* (att.: pl. cs. iq$iq%n^n´k'ï≥k'e2) 'cleft', Pun nk5 'cave, r o c k
cleft (?)', Gz n´k'a2k' 'cleft, crecice'; +exts.: [1] WS *√nk'÷ > MHb oq@n#
≤nEk5a÷ 'cleft, cavity, ravine', Sr "0oqñe nEk5≤÷-a2 'cave, hole', Gz √nk'÷ G
'be split, cleft', (?σ ) Ar √nq÷ G 'déchirer (par exemple, sa chemise) ' ,
{Fr.} 'diffidit, laceravit (sinum indusii)'; [2] (× N *n````ËK''''V 'to strike, t o
peck, to hit') *√nk'r 'dig, hew out, make a hole' >  BHb √nk'r v. G
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'gouge, pick out (e.g. the eyes)', D  'gouge, bore out', MHb {Js.}, JA
[Trg.] {Js.} √nk'r v. G  'dig, chisel', JEA {Sl.} √nk'r G  'pick out, hew,
pluck out', Sr √nk'r G  {JPS} 'hew out, hollow out', Md √nk5r 'dig', Ar
√nqr G  'hollow out (a stone), engrave (stone\wood)', 'pierce the egg
for letting out the chicken' (of a hen), Gz √nk'Wr (pf. nak'Wara, js. y´-
nk'W´r) 'prick, pierce, make a hole', Mh {Jo.} √nk'r (pf. n‰≤k'awr) 'd ig
with an entrenching tool\adze', Jb C {Jo.} √nk'r (pf. nk'Or) 'dig with a
small tool or the fingers', Ak fOB √nk5r  G  (p. ik5k5ur) 'hew out, ca rve '
(and 'tear down, demolish'?); [3] CS *√nk'd 'stechen, picken, hacken '
(× N *n````ËK''''V '⇑ ') > BHb d. d7qn! na2≤k'od3 / -Dq8n^ n´k'udd- (pl. n´k'ud≤d-ïm,
n´k'ud≤d-o2t3) adj. 'speckled', t&Dq8n^ n´k'ud≤do2t3 n. pl. ' (glass-\silver-
)beads', MHb eD1q8n^ n´k5ud≤da2  'point, dot, drop', Sr æ›odœwuñ nuk5d´≤t3a2
id., Ar é6aqNu nuqtœat-, Md nuk5t5a 'point, dot' (as. *-k'd- > *-k't'- in Ar -qtœ-
and Md -k't'-), Ar √nqd 'crack (a nut) with the fingers'; [4] WS *√nk'z
(× N *n````ËK''''V '⇑ ') > MHb √nk'z G  v. 'puncture ' ,  Sh (pf. ziQ%e5 hik5≤k5ïz)
'let blood, be bled', JPA {Js.} √nk'z Sh (pf. ziQ$a2 ?ak5≤k5ez) id., Sr √nk'z
G v. 'point, add vowel-points', æzoœwuñ nuk5≤z-a2 n. 'point', nuk5za2naya2
adj. pl. 'with vowel-points', Ar {BK} nuqz- 'well', Sb √nk5z ' excavate\dig
(as a grave)', Qt nk5z n. 'well', Gz √nk'z G  'be worm-eaten'; [5] S
*√nk'b 'p ierce '  > BHb √nk'b G  'bore, pierce', Md √nk5b id., 'make a
hole', JEA √nk'b G  'pierce, perforate', Ar √nqb G  v. 'pierce (a wall),
bore', Sb {BGMR} √nk5b 'cut\excavate (a channel)', 'creuser ( u n
canal)', Qt {Rk.} √nk5b  'bore a hole, pierce', Mh {Jo.} √nk'b (pf. nïk'‰b)
'be cracked', Jb E/C {Jo.} √nk'b (pf. ≤nik'‰b) 'crack, break', Ak fOB
√nk5b G  (p. ik5k5ub) 'deflower, rape'; hence d. (ps.) adj. f. with t h e
meaning 'female' (“ 'perforata'): BHb eb1q$n^ n´k'e2≤b3a2, Md nuk5(u)bta,
Sr æ4ob≤≤ ≤ 'qñenEk5´b3≤t3a2 'female'; d. *≤nak'[V]b- 'hole' >  Md nik5ba 'ho le ,
stone bored with a hole', BHb bq#n# ≤nEk'Eb3 'tunnel, mine', MHb bq#n#
≤nEk5Eb3 'hole, perforation, incision', JA aB1q^n% nik5≤b-a2 id., JEA {Sl.}
aB1q6in% nik5≤b-a2 'perforation, body orifice', Sr 'boqñe nEk5≤b-a2 ' ho le ,
opening, hollow, burrow, tunnel', Ar ∫q0Na naqb- 'hole in a wall, b reach;
tunnel; ulcer', Sb nk5b 'channel, passage', Qtr nk5bn 'channel' ¶ KB
678-82, HJ 756, Js. 931-5, Sl. 753, 772, 776, L G 399-4O1, Br. 444-6 ,
JPS 35O-2, DM 294, 299, 396, Fr. IV 318-26, BK II 1318-24, 1329, Hv.
79O-4, BGMR 97-8, Rk. 111, Jo. M 296-7, Jo. J 187, 19O, CAD XI/1
328-9  ?? B (with an ext.) *√nŒr > Kb √nŒr G  (imv. ´nŒ´r)
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'perforer, trouer' (unless borrowed from Ar √nqr), Wrg √nŒr
'raciner, s’enfoncer, se perdre dans le sol', ? Ah d. ´nn´Œ´r 'serrure e n
bois' ¶ Dl. 57O-1, Dlh. Ou 223, Fc 14O9.
1549. *na4444K ' '''[V]he6666 'see, perceive'  >  HS: S *°√nk'h >  Ar √nqh G  (p f .
naqaha, ip. -nqah-) 'catch the meaning of', {Fr.} 'intellexit ( s e rmonem) ' ,
imv. ?anqih lï sama÷ka 'listen to me!', 'lend me thy ear!', naqih-
'intelligens, percipiens sensum verborum', √nqh Sh (pf. ?anqaha)
'make so. understand (a speech)' ¶ Fr. IV 329, Hv. 796  Ch {JS} *√ng
'see' >  WCh: Hs nï!ga2! 'perceive' » (× N ≈  *{n1111}ÉXa 'see') Su {J} na2!, Ywm
{IL} na@?, Kfr/Gmy na2 'see' » Mbr {Sk} na˝-, Wrj {Sk.} na!ha2ﬁ, Kry nah‰ id. »»
CCh: Lmn {Lk.} n˝- id. » Glv {Rp.} na˝-, Dgh {Frk.} n˝i!ne~ / n˝a id. » Lgn
{Lk.} NgWa, {Bou.} ?‰~Ng‰~ id. ¶ JS 219, ≈ JI I 144-5 (Ch *√ngn 'see') a n d
II 284-5, Ba. 519, ChC, ChL || U: FU *na4ke 'see' >  F na4ke- 'see, not ice ' ,
Es na4ge- 'see' » pLp {Lr.} *ne2k‰ n. 'dream', *ne2k‰- v. 'dream' > Lp: S
{Hs.} nie4gedidh v. 'dream', L {LLO} niekati- id., niehko2 n. ' d r e a m ' ,
N {N} niekko / -©- id., nie©a6dit v. 'dream', T {Gn.} n1ikka- id. »
pMr {Ker.} *n1a4Ge- > *n1a4ye- > Er nee- n1eye-, ∆ n1ii-, Mk nåe- n1a4y´-
'see, catch sight of' » Vt B {Wc.} na√al- v. 'look at, regard' »» ObU {Ht.}
*nï-, *nï˝- > pVg d. *nïG-l- 'be seen\visible' > Vg: T n1a4wl-, LK/MK/ML
niGl-¨†P/LL nïl-, UL/Ss ne2Gl-; pOs {Ht.} *nu4-, nu4˝- id. > Os: Ty ni-, niGW-,
Y nu4-, D/K niw-, Kz niÆ-, O ni- » Hg ne1z- (with a sx. -z-) 'look, see' ¶
Coll. 1O1, UEW 3O2, Db. OS xxxiii, It. #257, Sm. 546 (FU, FP *na4ki-,
Ugr *na4kI"-), SK 41O, Lr. #731, Lgc. #419O, N III 32-3, Ker. II 93, ERV
4O8, PI 184, Ht. #418, Trj. S 294, MF 47O || A: pKo {S} *ni\ ~´⁄ki!- ≠
*n´~⁄i\ki!- 'consider, regard '  > MKo n´~⁄ki!, ni\´⁄ki-, NK0o y´⁄gi- ¶ S QK
#774, Nam 1O3, 1O6, MLC 316, SKE || D *nek- ({†GS} *-g-) > Tm nikar
v. 'shine, be visible', Kn negar› 'become manifes t \notor ious\wel l -
known, cause oneself to appear', Tl negad5u 'be published, be well-
known' ¶¶ D #3659, Zv. 66-7O (on D e and *i in SD and Tl) || AdS  o f
K *°naX- 'see' (< N ≈  *{n1111}ÉXa 'see', q.v. ffd.) ˚  The de-emphat izat ion
of the original *K '''' in the prehistory of U and D is due to as. (*-K'h-> U, D
*-k-). It is worth paying attention to S *√nkr (>  Ar nakr-, nukr-
'acuteness of mind', BHb √nkr Sh [pf. riƒ5e5 hik≤kïr, ip. riƒ5i@ yak≤kïr]
'recognize, erkennen', JA, ChPA √nkr Sh  [JA pf. rƒ2a2 ?ak≤kar] id.) ,
though it cannot be ruled out that the √  goes back to √n-kr with t h e
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ancient prefix *nV- ˚  The D vw. *e for the expected *a (< N *a 4444) still
needs explaining ˚  Gr. II #328 (U, Ko + qu. J).
155O. € *n 3333ohl ∏∏∏∏V 'to walk\lead; way' > HS: S *√nhl (D  ?)  'lead (esp. t o
a watering-place); lead (a herd), guide' >  BHb √nhl D  'lead to a
watering-place; lead\bring to a station\goal', ll1e9n@ nahâ≤lal ' p a s tu re '
(or 'watering place'), MHb √nhl D  'lead', Ar manhal- 'watering-place' ,
{BK} 'aiguade, endroit dans le désert offrant quelque verdure et d e
l’eau', {Dz.} manhal-at-  'station, stage of the road', Ar na2hil-at 'going t o
the water' (of men\beasts), Sb mnhl 'watering-place, well' ¶ KB 6 3 8 ,
BDB 624-4, Js. 881, BK II 1358, Hv. 8O4, BGMR 94 || A: T *Jo2l 'way,
road' > OT {Cl.} jo2l, {TL} jol, MQp, MU, XwT, Chg, OOsm jol 'road, way' ,
Tk yol, Tkm, XT {DH} jo2l, Xlj {DT} juol, Ggz, Az, Kr, Qmq, Nog, ET, Slr,
Ln jol, Uz jöl, VTt, Bsh √l jul, QrB, Qrg Z7ol, Qzq, Qq z7ol, Alt Z1ol, Xk
c7ol, Tv c7ol, Tf c1ol, Qzl n1ul, Yk su¢ol, Chv L s1ul id.; T ı AncM *Z>o2l >
WrM Zol, HlM zol 'good luck, fortune', Kl Ö {Rm.} † zol 'Glück;
glückliche Reise, Erfolg' ¶ Cl. 917, Rs. W 2O5-6, Ra. 1O2, ET J 217-9, TL
531, DT 229, KW 475  ?φ Tg *nulgi- 'nomadize' >  Ewk, Neg nulgï-, Sln
nu2lgï-, Lm nu2lg´-, Orc nugguwu-, Ul n1ulZ7u/i-, Ork nuldi- ≠ nulJi- id. ,
Ewk, Neg nulgï, Lm nu2lg´, Ork nuldi ≠ nulJi n. 'nomadizing, distance o f
one day’s migration', Orc nuggi , Ul n1ulZ7i 'family' ¶ The Tg stem belongs
here unless it is borrowed from M (WrM negu4lge- 'move, cause t o
nomadize', see  MED 569) ¶ STM I 6O9-1O ˚  Qu. because of t h e
semantic distance, but preferable to alternative comparisons (e.g. T
*Jo2l ÷ Ar -zu2l- 'pass away, retire from [a place]' [that does not explain
the T long vw.]).
1551. *n2222o 6 666÷ 3 333mV 'pleasant, gentle, fine' > HS: S (or CS) *√n÷m >  BHb
√n÷m  (3 m ip. paus. yi-n÷a2m) 'be pleasant, lovely, charming',  Amr {G}
√n÷m 'be pleasant', Ar √n÷m 'be green and tender; lead an easy life;
rejoice'; BHb Mio5n! na2≤÷ïm 'pleasant', Ph, Pun n÷m 'agreeable, good,
favourable', Ug n÷m {A} 'lieblich, gut', {OLS} 'apuesto; agradable;
benéfico; bueno', Amr {G} na÷im-um, ni÷m-um 'pleasant', ? Eb na-im
(in pr. names), Cn ı Eg [EgSSc] na-÷-mu, na-÷a-ma4 (= {Hoch}
*na÷[i]mu) 'dear, pleasant'; Ph, Pun n÷m n. 'good, fortune', Ug n÷m
'gracia, donaire; delicia', Amr {G} na÷m-um, nu÷m-um 'pleasure' ¶ KB
666, HJ 738-9, A #18O6, OLS 314-5, G A 26-7, BK II 1298, Hv. 783, Krb.
PE 98, Hoch #244  || U: FP *numV (≠ *n1umV?) 'soft, tender' > Chr H
nymyq ≤n¥m¥z7 'tender' » Prm *nu$mil! ≠ *n1u$mil! >  Z UVc n1Èmles ' sof t ,
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free of lime' (of water), Vt numÈles ≠ n1umÈles 'soft' (of water), ' n o t
tightly twisted' (of yarn) ¶ Prm *n 1umÈl  may have a palatal *n1- due to t h e
infl. of FU *n1a4mV 'soft' (see  N i  *n1111a 4 444÷ 3 333mV 'soft') ¶ MRS 364, LG 199 ||
A: M *nomu-qan 'peaceful, meek, gentle'  > MM [MA] nomuqan ≠
nomu˝an {Pp.} 'smirnyj ' (translating Chg jabas7 'tame, docile' o r
'kindly, peaceable'), [HI] nomuqan 'doux', WrM nomuqan {Kow.}
'doux, tranquille, apprivoisé', {MED} 'peaceful, meek, gentle', HlM
nomxon id., WrO {Krg.} nomoGan 'quiet, peaceful', nomoGon
'bland, placid, calm, peaceful', Kl {Rm.} nomXan ≠ nom˝an ' friedlich,
zahm', {KRS} nomhn nom˝¥n 'quiet, tame (smirnyj , spokojnyj ,
tixij )', Brt nomgon id., Dg {T} nomXon id., {Pp.} nomXa"N, {Mrm.}
nomokon, {Mr.} nomehon 'gentle, mild' ¶ Pp. MA 259, Ms. H 79, MED
591, KRS 381, KW 279, Krg. 223, Klz. D II 125, Mr. D 2OO, T DgJ 1 5 8 ,
Chr. 33O  T {†Md.} *JîmVl!ça- ({AD}: or *Ju-?) Ï T {Md.} *JîmVl!ça-k
({AD} or *Ju-?) 'soft' (× N i *n1111a 4 444÷ 3 333mV 'soft', q.v. ffd.) ¶ T *î often goes
back to N *u , this delabialization needs investigating  Tg *°n1um- > Lm
Ol n1um´n- 'quiet' (of water surface) (n1- due the infl. of Tg *n1em[u]-
' soft '  < N i  *n1111a 4 444÷ 3 333mV '⇑ ') ¶ STM I 646, 652-3  ?σ,φ pJ {S} *na~mi\a~
'slippery, smooth' > OJ na`m[i\ ]e~, J: T name!raka, K na!me!ra!ka~, Kg
nameraka! (× N i  *n1111a 4 444÷ 3 333mV?) ¶ S QJ #457, Mr. 492 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1487 (A
*ni\u~ma~ 'warm; soft, mild'; incl. T, M, J, and Tg *n1um-).
1552. *ænim?V 'name, word' > IE *æno(:)m-n(-)/*æn=m-n(-) 'name' >  OI
≤na2ma, Av na2ma, OPrs na2man- id. »» Gk: A }onoma, D }onyma id., in p r o p e r
names D ] Enyma- »» pAl {O} *e+inmen >  Al T eme4r, Al G eme4n, {LP}
e6me4n id. »» Arm anun anun id. (Me.: <  *anuwn <  *onomno-), gen.
anuan anuan »» Lno2men, Um NOME, numem id. »» OIr ainm n-
(gen. anme, pl. anman), Brtt {RE} *anman > OW anu (pl. enuein),
MW enu, enw, W enw (pl. enwau), Crn hanow (pl. hanwyn),
MBr hanu, hanff, Br anv id.; W e- on the analogy of the pl. forms »»
Gt namo2 (accus. pl. namna), ON nafn, NNr, Sw namn, Dn navn,
OSx, OHG namo, NHG Name, AS nama id., NE name »» Pru emnes
(ce.  for emens?), emmens, accus. emnen id. » Sl *jÁŸmeß (gen .
*jÁŸmene) id. > OCS im9 ime< (gen. imene imene), Blg ime, SCr
i Ÿme (gen. i Ÿmena), Slv ime5•, R imå (gen. imeni), Uk im&å, P
imie<, Cz jme1no, Slk meno »» Tc A n%om, B n%em (pl. n1emna) ' n a m e '
 Ht la2man id. (dis. f rom *na2man?) ¶¶ WP I 132, P 321, Mn. 851, ≈ EI
39O (*≤h⁄nomn= ¬ *≤h⁄enh‹mn= ¬ *≤h⁄neh‹mn= 'name'), M K II 153, M E II 35-7 ,
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F II 396-7, Ch. 8O3-4, WH II 173-4, Bc. G 339, LP §§ 8.2, 75.4, Vn. A 3 6 -
7, RE 113, Hm. 38, Antt. SA 126-7, IS II 82-3, Fs. 369-7O, Vr. 4O3, Kb.
715, OsS 639, Ho. 231, Ho. S 54, KM 5O2, O 87, Huld 61-2, LamP 1 4 8 ,
Ivn. PiILX, Me. EAC 48, 142-3, 15O, Me. AAE 55, Slt. 23-4, Grgv. BEO 1 2 8
(believes that Arm anun  is a Phr loanword from DM - because Arm a- i s
a reg. reflex of IE *o- in DM, but not in Arm), Fs. 369-7O, Ho. 231, Vr.
4O3, En. 165, Tp. P E-H 28-3O, Stang VG 225, ESSJ VIII 227-8, Glh. 2 7 6 -
7, Vs. II 129-3O, Vn. A 36-7, Wn. 327-8, Ad. 27O-1, Ad. H 28, 117, CHD
L-N 31-6, Ts. E II 27-9 ¶ The initial vw. in Arm, Al, OIr, and Pru ( a n d
possibly in Gk?) is based on *n=men or *˛nmen (with an initial n o n -
phonemic vocoid). On the possible prosodic origin of Gk ]o- (and on IE
and N æ-) see Introduction, § 2.2.6. The initial long vw. in L, IIr, and Ht is
a grade of apophony or is due to the influence of *g8no2- v. 'know' (in L).
The existence of an initial lr. is ruled out by the ev. of OI [RV] cds. ≤sa-
na2man, sap≤ta-na2man, ≤ahi-na2man, etc. without lengthening o f
the final vw. of the first element (w Cowg. EG 152). I agree with Cowg.
and Bam., who reconstruct the IE stem as *nomn= / gen. *n=men-s and d o
not see any reason to suppose the existence of a lr. in either the initial
or the medial position ¶¶ On the discussion see  Hamp GPV 6O and Wnt.
TE 2O2-3 (both hypothesize *´⁄nomn= = *Énomn), Cowg. EG 156, Bam.
SLT 14O-1, Szem. S 238-49, Ei. UWHM 162 (fn. 77) (*´⁄no´‹mo2n), Schn.
ANS 263 (*´⁄ne1´‹mn=), Jas. NS 376 (*´⁄n´‹me2!n) and Bks. IELG 47, 229 -31
(*˛n´‹-me2!n/*en´‹-men-m=/*n˛´‹-mn-o1s), CHD L-N 31-6, Ts. E II 27-9 ||
HS: SOm: Ari {Bnd.} na2m-, na2mi 'name', {Fl.} nam id., Gll {Fl.} la2mi ' n a m e '
(in Gll dis. from na2mi, as in Ht), Hm {Ldl.} nam- ≠ nab- 'name', Dm {Fl.}
na2b-, {Bnd.} na2p- 'name' ¶ Bnd. AL 155, Bnd. LE 263-4, Bnd. MO 168, Fl.
Somot. ms.  S *√nb? v. 'name, give a name' >  Ak √nb? (inf. nabu6) v.
'name, give a name, appoint', BHb na2≤b3i2 (spelled aib5n1 nby?) ' p r o p h e t '
(originally ps. prtc. 'named one, appointed one') (ı  BA, JA aIb5n^
n´b3iy≤y-a2, Sr 'jobiñ n´b3iy-a2, Ar nabïy- 'prophet' ı Gz nabiyy id.), Ar
√nb? G , D  'announce' (semantic infl. of nabïy-?), Jb √nby≠√nb? v.
'name', Sq {Jo.} ≤‰nb‰? (√nb?) v. 'name'; in S we must assume that *n˜m
was dissimilated to *n˜b ¶ CAD XI/1 32-9, Sd. 697, 699, KB 622-5, KBR
661-2, Br. 411, Nld. NB 34, BK II 1179, 1191, Fischer 131, Jo. J 179, L LS
255, L G 385 || U *nime 'name' > F, Es nimi 'name' » pLp {Lr.} *n‰m‰ >
Lp: N {N} na6mma6 'name, reputation', S {Hs.} n´îmme, L {LLO}
namma, Kld n‰mm id. » pMr {Ker.} *lim´  'name' >  Er lem l!em, ∆ l!a4m,
Mk lem l!em » Chr H l´m, Chr U/B lu4m » Vt/Z n1im ' name ' »» pObU *ne2m
id. > pOs {Ht.} *nem (= {Hl.} *na4Æm) >  Os: V/Vy/D/Nz/Kz nem, Ty/Y na$Æm;
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pVg *na4ÆmV > OVg S Kg na(m)mi, OVg S Vt nam`, OVh S Tr namå, OVg
N Ber nema, Vg: T/LK na4m, MK/UK/NV/SV na4∏m, LLna4m, UL/Ss nam » Hg
ne1v 'name'  Sm *nim≠*nu4m {Jn., Hl.} 'name' > Ne T n1im?, n1um?, Ne F,
Ng n1im, En n1i2?, n1u?, Slq Tz {KKIH} ni£m, Slq Ke nim, Kms nim, n´m, Mt {Hl.}
*ˆim ≠ *nu4m 'name' (Mt M {Sp.} nummede 'his name')  pY **nim
({IN} *niw) ' name '  >  OY XVII {Wts.} nim, OY K {Merk} niiv, {Bil.}
newe, OY Ch {Mat.} nyva; Y: K {Krn.} n1iu, {Jc} niu, {IN} n1u2 'name' ¶ ¶
Coll. 39, UEW 3O5, Sm. 538 (U, FU, FP *nimi, Ugr *nI"mI", Sm *nim),
Lr. #7O2, Lgc. #4O66, Hs. 98O-1, Ker. II 77, Ht. #428, Jn. 1O2, KKIH
136, Hl. M #756 (misprint: *nu2m for *nu4m), IN 24O, 318, Krn. J J
236, Ang. 182, ≈ Rd. UJ 4O [#35] (Y π U) || A: Tg *nim-Nan, {Brk.}
*n1im-Na- 'fairy tale' >  Ewk nimNa2-ka2n, Lm n1Im-qan, Nn Nh nINma%—, O r c
n1ima, Ud {STM} n1im'aNku, Ork nINma≠ n1im9a 'fairy tale', Ul n1iNma(n-)
'fairy tale; beginning of an extatic incantation (kamlanie )' ¶ STM I
594, S AP II 224-5, Brk. LDK 66-7 ?φ pJ *na![M] 'name' >  OJ na~, J: T
na~(mae), K na2^, Kg na!, nama!e, Ht na~N 'name' ¶ S AJ 69, 266 [#5O], S QJ
#5O ("all modern dialects point unanimously to na!M"), Mr. 49O 
?φ pKo *ni5i\aki 'tale, story' > MKo *ni5i\aki, NKo ii\agi ¶ S QK #916, Nam
123, MLC 1333   ? M: [1] *°nim in MM [MA] nim niken 'each o t h e r '
(niken is 'one') ¶ Pp. MA 253-6  [2] WrM nim 'mark, sign'; but t h e
variant *im id. (> WrM im, Kl im, Ord em ≠ im 'sign [a cut in cattle’s
ear]') is akin to T *im 'mark, sign' and to Ewk him id. (Rm. W 1 7 1
traces it back to A *pim) ¶ MED 4O9, Kl 269, KW 2O8, Ms. O 237, ET Gl
632-3, STM II 324 ¶¶ S AJ 24 and SDM equated Tg *nim-Nan and the J
words with T *Jom 'omen, legend, tale, magic device'. DQA adduced
pKo *ni5i\aki 'tale, story'. Earlier (S AJ 24) Starostin interpreted t h e
sound corr. of T *o≠*u and Tg *i' (≠*i3) as a reflex of the pA diphthong
*i\u; later (StDM95) Starostin, ADb., and Md. reinterpreted it as a reflex
of A *a4∏ before *o of the second syll. In SDM97 they preferred t o
reconstruct pA *l!a4Æmo (‘ DQA *l!i\o"!mo(Na) 'name; spell, divination') .
Actually T *jom, M *dom (π T), and pJ {S} *n‰~m- (>  OJ nom- v. ' p r a y ' )
belong to N *l∏∏∏∏umV 'magic, spell' (q.v.), rather than here ¶¶ S AJ 6 9 ,
276 [#48], ≈ SDM95 (A *ná"!mo 'name; spell, divination'), ≈ DQA # 1 2 1 3
(*l!i\o" !mo(Na), incl. Tg, Ko, J) ˚ Cf. AD LRC (IE, U, J), IS II 82-3 (*nimi
'name' > IE, U, S with an inaccurate semantic interpretation of the S √ ;
the SOm and Altaic cognates were not adduced [in 196O's the SOm
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cognates were not yet recorded]) ˚  On N and pIE *æ- see  Introduct ion,
§ 2.2.6 ˚ Gr. II #273 (*nim ≠ *nom 'name') (IE, U, Y, J, CK).
1553. *n2222Vˆc6666V[?V] 'high, big, strong' > HS: ≈ **nV{N}s6V?- > Eg N n÷s7
v '≈ be strong' ¶ EG III 2O9 ¶ It is likely that Eg ÷ may go back to *N  S
*√ns6? v. 'be high, lift up' (‘  v. 'carry') >  Ar √ns7? v. 'grow u p ' ,
'become older' (of a child), 'be high in the sky' (of clouds), Sb ns6? v.
'arise, take action; build up, raise', OCn nas7s7a / yinas7s7i, BHb aßn
√ns6?  'carry, lift, lift up', Ug √ns7?  G  'lift up, put on', Ph, Pun, M’b, OA
ns7?√ns6?, IA ns7? (= √ns?) v. 'lift up, carry', BA aßn √ns?, JA [Trg.]
axn ≠ ixn √nsy+w G  'hoch halten', SmA {Tal} √nsy G  'take, car ry ' ,
Sb √ns6? 'arise, take action', Mn {MA} √ns6? 'entreprendre; édifier', Gz
√ns6? v. 'lift', Ak nas7u6 v. 'lift, carry', Eb √ns7? ≈  id. ¶ KB 683-4, 1 7 4 9 ,
KBR 724-7, HJ 76O-4, A #1859, Grd. UT #17O9, DrG 153, OLS 334-5 ,
Lv. III 4O2-3, Lv. T II 114-5, Tal 533, BK II 1255-6, Hv. 768, HJ 76O-3, L
G 4O4, Sd. 762, BGMR 98-9  C: Bj {R} √ns? (1s: p. a-n≤sa2?, p r s .
atnas°?) pcv. md. 'get up, rise' ('sich erheben, empor- \auf-s te igen ' )
¶ R WBd 185 ¶ ¶  In addition, there is a WCh word deserving at tent ion:
WCh {Stl.} *nan 'big' >  AG: Su {J} nan, Ang {Flk.} nan 'big, large', M p n
{Frz.} na!n v. 'grow big', na!na!n 'large' » SBc: Sy {Sh.} nu2N, noN 'big' » ? Ron:
Fy {J} na!n 'brother' ¶ Stl. ZCh 235 [#821], J S 76, Flk. s.v. nen, Frz. DM
41 || U *n+n`a6n1c1V 'big, strong, hard' >  Hg nagy 'big' »» {UEW}: ?σ Z
US/LL/LV/MS, Yz naZ1 'stingy' (“  *'hard'), Z LV/Sk nac1 'completely'  pY
{IN} *n1an1[c7 !´] > Y K {Jc.} n1anc1e 'big' (n1an1ce ≤poLuteuLel keLuL 'Ein
großer Greis ist gekommen') ¶ ¶  UEW 31O, MF 461, Lt. J 15O, SZ 1 O 3
s.v. dzik, 34O s.v. skup, Ang. 172, IN 238 || A: M: WrM naici9ar
'coarse, thick' ¶ MED 12O7  ?φ  T: MQp [BMTQ, L, AH] ju4c7e 'high', Tk
yu4ce, Kr {Rl.} ju4Z7a4 id., ? Az uZ7a id. ¶ Rs. W 212, Zaj. VAKBM I 27, TAG
1O9, Rl. III 614-5, ET J 263.
1554. *n````iN{u} 'hair (of animals)' ([in U] ‘ v. 'unhair, pluck o u t
hair\feathers') >  U  *n `iNa-  'unhair; lose hair' >  F nivo- 'deprive of hai r ,
unhair a skin; shed hair', Krl nivo  'Stelle, wo die Haare abgenutzt sind' »
pLp *n‰ve2- 'shed\lose hair, deprive of hair' > Lp: S {Hs.} njyvv 1edh
'(sich) haaren, die Haare verlieren', L {LLO} navve2t '(ein Fell)
enthaaren, pälen (man reißt zuerst die Haare aus, dann schabt man sie
mit dem Messer)', N {N} na6vve- / -v- 'pluck off the hair of a skin', T
{TI} nav4v4ede 'unhair a skin' » Er nevele- n1evel!e- 'grow b a r e
(oblezt∆ ), lose hair\feathers', Mk {Ahl.} nevila- 'sich abnutzen' »»
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ObU: Vg {Kn.}: P na4Gt-, Ss noGt- 'das Leder\Fell schaben'; Os: Kz n`Ow-, O
naw- 'free of hair, unhair (a reindeer-hide)'  Sm: [1] Ne F P {Lh.}
n1ewa2- 'be worn out (as the hair of fur boots)'; [2] Sm {Jn.} *nÈNk¥- ≠
*niNk¥- 'pluck out (rupfen)' >  Ne: T ni˜ga€-s∆ 'pluck (a bird), p luck
out (feathers, hair, grass)', T O {Lh.} nÈNka2-, F Ks {Lh.} n1iNka"-s1 'pluck ( a
hen), pluck out (grass)'; Slq Tz {KKIH} n1iNqÈl- 'pluck out ( feathers ,
grass)'; ? Kms nÈNg´- 'reißen, scharren', Koyb {Sp.} 1s p r s .
nyngylåm` 'deru '; Mt {Hl.} *ˆiNg´- 'pluck out (rupfen)' (Mt M
{Sp.} ningîåm` '∑ipl√ ') ¶¶ UEW 3O6 (*niwa- or *niNa-), Coll. 3 9 ,
Coll. CG 73, 127, 166, ≈ Sm. 546 (FU *niwaº-, FP *niva-, Ugr *nI"ga-
'unhair [skin]'), Lr. #7O6, Lgc. #4O87, Hs. 1O12, LLO II 585-6, TI 12O5,
ERV 4O6, Jn. 1O1-2, Ter. 314, Lh. 288, KKIH 141, Ptp. 38, 99, Hl. M
#761 || A *nuNa6 ({DQA} *nu"Nu) 'wool, down' >  T *JuN 'wool '  > OT, MQp
XIII juN, Tk ∆, ET, Slr juN, Az ∆ , Kr T/G, SY, Ln jun, Uz z7un, Tkm ju4N, SY
juN ≠ ju4N ≠ ju4G, Tk yu4n, Ggz ju4n ≠ u4n, Qrj, Qmq, Nog ju4n, Qzq z7u4n, Tv
c7uN, Xk nuN, Tb {Rl.} n1uN, Yk suN, Chv: L ßa€m s1¥m, H s1¥ºm 'wool', Qrg
Z7u4n, Qq z7u4n, VTt jon j¥ºn, SbTt, Bsh jÁºn 'wool, hair (of human body) ' ,
Alt Z1uN 'feather', Yk suN 'wool\feathers that were shed from animals' ¶
Acc. to Cl. 941 and TL 146, the variant with u4 is due to the infl. of T
*Ju4 ∏g 'feathers' ¶ Cl. 941, Rs. W 211, ET J 267, TL 148, TatR 19O, Md. 5 8 ,
163 (T *Z1um ≠ *Z1uN), BT 58  M: [1] *no˝u-sun 'wool, down'  > WrM
no9usun, HlM noos(on) 'wool, down', Ord no2s, Br noohon, WrO
no2sun, nosun, no2s 'wool', Kl noosn no2sn=, {Rm.} no2sn= 'wool; ha i r
(of human body)', Dx {T} no9osun, Shrn {Pot.} nogusun, Ba {T} no9suN
'wool'; M *no˝ulur > WrM no9ulur, HlM nooluur 'soft wool, down ' ,
Br ∆ nooluur 'down', Kl Ö {Rm.} no4∏lr= 'soft fine hair, down', Kl D {Rm}
no4∏lu4∏r 'Flaum, Hauthaar, Daune', Ord no2lu2¯r 'duvet laineux ( d e s
chèvres)'; ? M *no˝ur-sun > WrM no9ur-sun, HlM noors(on)
'down, fluffy feathers' (× M *no˝ura- 'become tattered, th readbare ,
worn out, frayed'?); [2] M *°nuN9a-sun 'wool '  > MM [S] {H} nuN9asu
(spelled nuNh5asu) 'wool (of sheep)'¶ The M cognates with *-˝- a r e
valid if A *-N- yields M *-˝- (as suggested by S and ADb.) or if *n...˝ <
*n...N9 by dis. ¶ Clauson (Cl. TMS 234, Cl. 941) unconvincingly claimed
that MM nuN9asu is a loan from T (being an ardent anti-Altaist, Clauson
tried to ascribe most common elements of T and M to borrowing) ¶ H
12O, MED 588-9, Ms. O 496-7, Krg. 222, KRS 381-2, KW 279-8O, Chr.
33O-1, 431 T DnJ 13O, T BJ 144, Pot. 422  Tg: WrMc nuN9ari {Z}
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'down, soft wool', {Hr.} 'Flaum', {Z} nunneri 'down, fluffy thin ha i r ' ,
{Hr.} nuNneri funiyehe 'Flaumhaar', Mc Sb nuNan 'downy hai r ,
floccus; down, pile, eider down' ¶ Z 239-4O, Hr. 723-4, Y ##144, 2 2 8 3
 pJ {S} *nu!nu\a! > OJ nu!n[u\]o!, J: T nu~no, K nu~no!, Kg nu!no 'fabric, cloth' ¶ S
AJ 271 [#177], S QJ #177, Mr. 5O2  ¶¶ DQA #1514, Pp. VG 73, 123, S
AJ 285 [#235], KW 279, STM I 611 || D (in SD) *nin`- 'string, tying,
bondage' > Tm nin5a v. 'tie up, fasten, braid', nin5avai\ ' tying,
bondage, that which is plaited', Td nîn` 'twisted string', Kn Hl nEne, Kn G
{KG} nÉn5É, Tu nin5A, nen5A, ninA 'a wick' ¶ D #3668 ˚  A *u (> T, J
*u, M *u ≠ *o, WrMc u ) is due to as. (N *n````iNu > **nuNu > A *nuNa6
[{DQA} *nu"Nu]) ˚  Cf. also Jb C ≤no˝ 'long fine hairs' (more plausibly
from N *n 1111a 4 444w9a  'hair, down' [q.v.]).
1555. *n3333apV 'move to and fro, sway' > HS: WS *-nu2p- > BHb √nwp
Sh (pf. Fin5e4 he2≤nïp3) 'move to and fro, brandish' ('hin und her bewegen,
schwingen'), MHb √nwp G  'move in the air, soar', JA [Trg.] √nwp v.
Sh (pf. Fin4a1 ?a2≤ne2p3) 'erheben, schwingen', JEA {Js.} √nwp vi. G  {Js.}
'wave', {Sl.} 'sway to and fro', vt. Sh {Sl.} 'wave (an offering)', Sr √nwp
G (pf. na2p3, ip. n´-nu2p3) 'bend, waver to and fro', Sh  'lift up, beckon ' ,
MHb ef1n1na2≤p3a2, JEA {Sl.} ai!f6n2 nap3≤y-a2 n. 'sieve', Sq {L} √nwf G  (p f .
nef) 'make a sign (with the hand?)', Mh {Jo.} √nwf  Sh (pf. h‰nwu2f) v.
'beckon so.'; with rdp.: MHb Fn$f6n% nip3≤nep3  v. 'swing, fan' ¶ KB 644, HJ
741, 744-9, Lv. T II 98, Js. 888-9, 922-3, Sl. 738, JPS 333, L LS 262, Jo .
M 3O6 || D *na2v- v. 'winnow' > Tm na2vu v. 'winnow, clear grain f r o m
stones', Ml na 2vuka  'cleanse rice from stones', Krx na2b- v. 'thresh r ice ,
winnow' ¶¶ D #3769, Pf. 99 [#727] || A: M *nabta-: WrM nabtalZa-,
HlM navtalza-  v. 'wiggle, sway\move from side to side (as a dog)', O
nabòtæa4∏- 'pendre et flotter au gré du vent', Brt nabtagana- v. f lu t te r '
(about sth. hanging down) (infl. of M *nabtayi- > WrM nabtai-, HlM
navtaj-  'hang, hang down'?) ¶ MED 555, Ms. O 479, Chr. 316.
1556. *nop{É}  'breathe, blow' >  HS: Eg N nfy v. 'breathe out, exhale
(ausatmen, hauchen)', Eg fNK nf 'breath (Hauch des Mundes, Atem) ' ,
Cpt: Sd nIFenife, B nIFI nifi 'to breathe', n. 'wind' ¶ EG II 251, Vc.
149-5O  S (+ext., originally from cds.?): [1] S *√nps7 'breathe' (< N
*nop{É} 'breathe' + N i  *P3333us7777V 'to blow' [q.v.]) > BHb √nps7 N  ' d r a w
breath, breathe freely, recover', Sr √nps7 G  'breathe, be alive, have
life', Gz √nfs G  'blow' (wind, spirit), Sq √nfs7 G  'respirer, vivre, s e
ranimer', Mh pf. n‰fh 'recover from a faint', Ak √nps7 G  ' b r ea the
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freely, relax', Ar √nfs TD  'breathe, respire ' ; Ï S *≤napas7- n. ' b rea th ,
soul '  > BHb Sf3n# ≤nEp3Es7 'breath, breathing, throat; soul, person, self ' ,
EpHb nps7  'life, soul, person', Ug nps7 'throat, gullet; soul', Ph, Pun, OA
nps7 'person', Yd nps7 id., 'soul', JA [Trg.] Sf2n6 n´≤p3as7 / aS1f6n@
nap3≤s7a2 'soul, person, will', JEA {Sl.} nap3s7a2 'soul, body, self', Sr '3ofña
nap3≤s7-a2 (cs. #feñ n´≤p3Es7) 'breath of life, soul', SmA nps7 'soul', Ar
ßf0Na nafs- 'soul, person, -self', ßfaNa nafas- 'breathing', Mn nfs7 id., Sb,
Qt nfs7 id., 'life', Gz nafs 'soul, person, breath', Sq {L} ≤nofos7 ' -selves'
(rf. prn., in pl.), Ak LB naps7u 'life, breath', OAk napas7tu, Ak
∀ napis7tu 'breath; life, vigour, good health; person', ? SES (if *s7 > *h
>  zero): Mh no2f / df. H‰-no2f 'self', H‰no2f-i 'myself', H‰≤naf-k 'yourself ' ,
H‰n≤fayh‰m 'themselves', Hrs {Jo.} H‰-no2f- '-self' (no2fi 'myself', no2f‰h
'himself'), pl. H‰-ny‰ho2f- '-selves', Jb C {Jo.} ≤nuf / df. ≤e-≤nuf 'self', ≤Ha--
≤nuf 'to oneself', Sq {Jo.} nOf-, nhOf- 'self'; [2] S *√npX 'breathe, blow,
inflate' (< N *nop{É} + N ?φ  o  *P3333uqV 'to let out air\gas' [q.v.]) > Ar,
Mh, Jb E/C √nfX G  'blow, inflate', Hrs √nfX G  'blow', Gz √nfX G
'blow, breathe on', Ak √npX G 'blow upon; blow (sth.), hiss', amb
BHb/Aram/Sr √npH v. G  'blow' (× CS *√npH), Ï WS *man≤paX-
'bellows' > Ug mpX, du. mpXm, BHb hp1m2 map≤pa2H, Gz m´nfa2X id.; [3]
CS *√npH v. 'blow' (< N *nop{É} + N o  *puHV  'to blow [blasen]' [q.v.])
>  Ar √nfH G  'blow' (of wind), Gz √nfH G  'blow', (× S *√npX) amb
BHb/JA/Sr √npH v. G  'blow', and SmA √npÓ G  'become swollen',  S h
vt. 'blow (breathe of life), inflate'; [4] WS *√npT > Ar √nfT G
'puff\blow upon', Qt {Rk. D} √nfT 'spit out; proclaim', {Rk.} ' appo in t '
“ 'spit, blow on sth.'; [5 ] Ar √nfg7 G  'blow strongly' (wind) ¶ HJ 744-9 ,
KB 669-74, BDB 655-6, 659-61, A ##1815, 1826, OLS 285, 327-8, Lv. T
II 122-3, Js. 922, 926-7, Sl. 77O, Br. 435, 441, JPS 346-7,  BK II 13O4-6,
13O9-11, Tal 536-7, 541, Hv. 785-7, BGMR 93, MA 66, Rk. D 157-8, Rk.
11O-1, L G 388-9, L LS 271, Jo. M 283-6, Jo. H 94, Jo. J 181-3, CAD XI
263-7O, 288-91, 296-3O4, ≈ MiK I #1.2OO (*napa/is7- ' t h roa t ' ) ,
##2.45-6 (*√npX, *√nps7)  C: LEC {Bl.} *nef- '≈ breath, soul' > Sml na!f
'soul, self', Sml N {Abr.} ne2!f 'breath', Arr {Hw.} nafa! 'body', Or {Th.}
na"fa, Or B/O {Sr.} naf-a, Or Wt {Hn.} nafaò id.; ≈ *nef+bs- 'breath, sou l '
(unless πAr): Or B {Bl.} ≤nabse? 'soul', Rn {PG} ne2~bsi! 'a breath', Rn
ne2bs-adß-, Sml ne2fso v. 'breathe' ¶ Bl. 166, Bl. G 86, Sr. 372, Hn. W 5 7 ,
Th. 253, PG 233, ZMO 3O7, Abr. S 188, Hw. A 387, AD SF 177 || U: FU
*°n{o}ptV > ObU {Ht.} *nop´t 'lifetime' > pVg *na"t id. >  Vg:
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T/P/NV/SV/LL nat, LK/MK naºt, UL/So not; pOs {Ht.} *nop´t, {†Hl.} *na"p´t
(< *nO"p´t) >  Os: V/Vy now´t, Ty/Y no"p´t, D/K/Nz nup´t, O nop´t id. ¶
Ht. #435 || A *n{o4b}V- >  M *no4Gele- 'come in gusts '  > WrM no4gele-,
HlM nøølø-x id., WrM no4gele-ku4 salkin 'a gust of wind' ¶ MED
592 ¶ ≠ DQA #2735 (pA *ni\a+obo; M + semantically unc. compar i son
with T, Tg, and J).
1557. *n2222o 6 666p[V]{h}{i} 'fog, cloud' > HS: Eg G nfy 'fog' (?) or ' da rkness
(?), Cpt Sd/B nIF nif 'fog' ¶ EG II 251, Vc. 149-5O  EC: Dsn {Flm.}
n1eb'o (≠ n1Äd'o?) 'cloud' ¶ Fl. GO, Blz. DL s.v. 'cloud' || IE *neb≈- Ï [1]
IE *neb≈os / *neb≈es- ntr. 'cloud, fog, sky' > OI ≤nabhah5 / obl .
≤nabhas- 'vapour, cloud, mist; sky', Av nabah- pl. 'air space, sky' »»
Gk ne1foß n. (gen. ne1feoß) 'cloud' »» Clt: W, Crn nef 'heaven', Br nen%v
id., 'sky', ?φ  OIr nem (s-stem) 'sky' »» Sl *nebo / obl. *nebes- / p l .
*nebes-a 'sky' > OCS nebo nebo / obl. nebes- nebes- / pl. nebesa
nebesa (ı R ≤nebo), Blg ne≤be / pl. nebe≤sa, SCr neàbo / p l .
nebe~sa, Sln nebo5• / pl. ne5!besa, Cz nebo / pl. nebesa, Slk nebo /
pl. nebesa1, P niebo / pl. niebiosa, Uk ≤nebo 'sky', R ≤nëbo ' pa la te
(roof of mouth)' » Lt debesi~s, Ltv debesis 'cloud', debess ' sky '
(Blt *d-  due to the contamination with a different word, possibly the Blt
cognate of Gk dno1foß 'darkness, dusk, thick clouds')  Ht nepis-,
nepisa- 'sky'  [2] NaIE *neb≈-ela2 'cloud, fog' > Gk nefe1lh 'cloud' »» L
nebula 'vapour, fog, mist' »» OIr ne1l 'cloud'; W niul, nifwl, Crn
niul id. (π L nebula?)  »» Gmc *neBla-, *niBula- 'fog, mist' >  OSx
neval, OFrs nevil id., OHG nebul 'fog, darkness', NHG Nebel ' fog,
mist', AS nifol 'dark', ON nifl- id. (in cds.: niflvegr ' dunk le
Straße', niflhel  'underworld'), njo1l  'fog, night', AS nofol 'dark' ¶¶ P
315-6, EI 11O (*≤neb≈es- ≠ *neb≈-el- 'mist, cloud, sky'), Bc. 52-3, 1 4 8 4 ,
M K II 134, M E II 13, F II 3O9-1O, WH II 151-2, YGM-1 342, Vn. N  8, LP
§  97, Schz. 22O, Kb. 718, OsS 642, KM 5O5, Ho. 236, Ho. S 55, Vr. 4O9-
1O, Vs. II 53, ESSJ XXIV 1OO-4, Glh. 436, Frn. 85, Ts. E II 31O-5, CHD L-N
448-53 || A: Tg *nup- v. 'smoke' >  Ewk nuw-, Lm nu2b/p- 'be s m o k e d
(elaborated by smoke)' (of a hide), Ewk nuwç‰2 'smoked hide, rovduga
(leather made of reindeer hide)', Neg nu2p- vi. 'smoke' (of a lamp), Lm
nu2bgit- vt. 'smoke (a hide to dress leather)', Neg nu2pkit- id., v. ' s m o k e
(fish, meat)', Orc n1uc7i id., Ud {∂STM} n1u2pc1u- vi. 'emit smoke', v t .
'smoke (sth.)', n1iupti- 'be smoked', Ork nu2putc7i- ≠ n1u2puc7ci- ' b e
smoked' (of a hide), 'be covered with soot', Nn n1upc7i vt. ' smoke ,
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elaborate by smoking' ¶ STM 6O7-8  pKo {S} *nÄ~i 'smoke' > MKo
*nÄ~i, NKo na4 ¶ S QK #8O, Rm. SKE 158, Nam 1O2, MLC 315  pJ *ni~p‰~p-
v. 'smell (of sth.)' > OJ ni~po~p-, J: T nio!-, K ni!o!-, Kg ni~o~- ¶ S QJ #234, Mr .
736  ? T *Jîpar 'smell, fragrance' (‘  'musk') > OT {Cl.} jîpa2r ' s cen t '
(in QB), 'perfumes, musk', XwT XIV, MQp XIV [CC] jîpar 'musk', Tk ∆
jîpar, Qq z7u"par, Qrg Z7îpar 'scent, pleasant odour', Yk sîbar ≠ sîmar
'odour, stench', Bsh jofar j¥ºfar, SY s7uvar 'musk' ¶ Cl. 878-9, KW
469, ET J 284 ¶¶ Rm. EAS I 77, Rm. SKE 158 (Tg, Ko), S AJ 297, ≈ SDM97
(A *no4bi, incl. Tg, Ko, J), ≈  DQA #1477 (A *ni!bi+e- 'to smoke, to smell ' ,
incl. Ko, J) ˚ Dsn -b'- and NaIE *-b≈- point to N *-p[V]Ó- (probably *-
p[V]h-) with loss of the lr. in Eg and IE (the loss of IE laryngeals in t h e
prevocalic position is reg.) ˚ ≈ Gr. II #67 (*nep  'cloud') (IE, CK, EA).
1557a. € *ˆVp''''VÂV  'bank, shore, edge' > HS: Eg fMK {EG} npr 'edge;
bank, shore', {Fk.} npr.t 'brim (of well)' ¶ EG II 249, Fk. 13O || K: G
nap'ir- 'bank, shore; edge' ('Ufer, Küste, Gestade; Rand'), {DCh} id.,
'border (of a country)' (unless d. from K *p'ir-  'lip, edge' with the px. o f
pp. *na- [K 145], although the semantic interpretation of nap'ir- as a p s .
particple is hard to understand) ¶ Chx. 92, DCh. 958.  
1558. € *n2222u 6 666qV 'to bend, to swing, to sink' > HS: S *-nu2X- 'lie down,
sink; rest, repose' (‘ 'have res t ' )  >  OCn [EA] nuX- 'be at rest' (of so .
who is in safe condition), BHb √nwH  G  (hn! na2H / h@uni! ya2-≤nu2aH) ' set t le ,
rest, repose; have rest, wait', Ph Sh 3m pf. ynX  'erect (an altar)', Ug {A,
OLS} √nwX 'rest, have a rest', nXt {A} 'Ruhesitz', {OLS} 'diván', Amr
{G} √nwX v. 'rest', nu2Xum 'rest', IA d. nyÓ n. 'rest, tranquility;
resting place', EpJA √nwÓ 'be at rest', JA [Trg.] {Js.} √nwH G  ' r e s t ,
lie', JEA {Sl.} √nwH  G  'rest, be calm', Sr √nwH G  (pf. na2Ó, ip. -nu2Ó)
'rest, be at rest, stay quiet', Ar G  √nwX (na2Xa/-nu2X) 'kneel' (of a
camel), Sh √nwX 'make (a camel) to kneel', Mh {Jo.} √nwX Sh (p f .
h‰wne2X) 'give so. a rest from working', s7‰wne2X v. (pf.) 'rest', Hrs {Jo.}
≤s7‰wn‰X / y´s7o2n´X, Jb E {Jo.} ≤s7in‰X id., Gz √nwX (pf. no2Xa, js. y´-nu2X)
'repose, linger', Ak ∀ √nwX (inf. na2Xu ≠ nua2Xu, p. inu2X) ' b e
slow\still; relent, be appeased; rest, repose' ¶ HJ 721-2, 729-3O, KB
642-3, 1745, A #1772, Grd. UT #1625, OLS 323, Hff. 237, G A 27-8, Js .
885-6, Dlm. 265, Sl. 735-6, Br. 419, JPS 331, BK II 1363-4, Ln. 2864, L G
4O9, Jo. M 3O7, Jo. H 99, CAD XI/1 143-5O, Sd. 716-7  Eg XX nXnX
'knock down (the attacking eneny)' (of a lion), 'throw back (an enemy)
with its horns' (of a bull), Eg G nXX  'repulse (an attacking enemy)' ¶ EG
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312, 314 ¶ Semantics: “ vt. 'sink, fell, knock down'  C: Bj {R} nu?-
scv. 'senken, sinken lassen, niederlassen' »» ??φ Ag: Bln {R} na÷ y- ' a u f
den Rücken liegend emporschauen', na÷-s- vi. caus. 'auf den Rücken
legen' ¶ R WBd 178, R WB 279  Ch {Stl.} *nVX- 'wait' > CCh: {ChL} HgB
na~˝u~d'O!, Kpf nu~˝u~tE! 'wait' ¶ Stl. IF 124, 211 ¶¶ ≈ OS #1837 (HS *nahœ-
'bend' [intr.]: S, Bln), ≠ #19O7 (HS *nVwVq-  'rest' v.: S ÷  AG *nuk-, s e e
N *{n1111}u 4 444K ' '''{u 4 444} 'lie down, sink, bow [down]') || IE *neu\Ó- >  NaIE *neu\´-
vi.\vt. 'bow, nod '  >  L nu2-tus 'gravitation, downward movement', nu-
o2 / -e"re (pfc. nuï, pp. nu2-tum) v. 'nod', nu2-men 'a nodding with
the head, nod' »» Gk ney1v (aor. ney6sai) 'bow the head, nod, beckon ,
bow in token of assent' (< NaIE *neu\-s-?) »» Lt {Frn.} niauﬁsti ( p r s .
niausiu~) 'neigen, beugen' ¶ The absence of the lr. (or its traces) i n
the stem *neu\-s- is accounted for by IE morphological laws (NS PK 3 O 1 )
¶ The editors of IS III (“  P 767) adduced OI ≤navate2 'moves', which,
acc. to M E II 23, does not exist; in any case, the IIr words for ' m o v e '
(adduces by P and the editors of IS III) are not semantically c lose
enough to justify the comparison ¶ P 767, EI 394 (*neu\- 'nod'), WH II
189-9O, F II 3O9, Frn. 5OO ˚  Ffd. see IS III 61-6 (*ˆuq {u4} in HS, K, IE +
unc. A + err. [?] NED *°nu2k- 'bow, droop'). IE *n- provides ev. for a N *n2222-
(*n ++++n ` ``` -) and rules out N *n 1111 - .
1559. € *æn2222Vqa 'assist (help, protect)' > HS: Eg fMK nX v. ' p r o t e c t
(so.), help' ¶ EG II 3O4 || IE: NaIE *°æna2- 'help, be useful '  > Gk ]oni1-nh-
mi, -na "-men (ft. ]onh1sv, Gk D aor. ps. ]vna@†hn) 'profit, benefit, help ,
assist', }onhsiß (Gk D }ona2siß) 'use, profit', Gk Mc ono 'profit' ¶ Hardly
here OI na2≤tham 'help', na2th- 'Zuflucht suchen' (which is b e t t e r
explained as going back to NaIE *netÓ- 'help, grace, favour' < N
* 2222n 2 222at ''''é ⁄V 'to seek, to seek help; to help' [q.v.]) ¶ WP II 315, P 754, M K II
151-2 (no definite et. of ≤na2-tha), M E II 33; F II 395-6 and Ch. 8 O 3
(both find no convincing IE et. of ]o-ni1-nh-mi) ˚ On pIE and N *æ- s e e
Introduction, § 2.2.6.
156O. *n2222ar{u6666} 'thin, narrow' > IE: NaIE: Gmc *narwa 'narrow' >  OSx
naru adj. 'eng, kummervoll', nar(a)wo adv. 'eng', AS nearu+o (gen .
nearwes) 'narrow, confined', NE narrow; d.: MHG na4rlich
'gering, wenig, notdürfig' ¶ Ho. S 54, Ho. 232-3, Sw. 123, Lx. 149 || A
*nar- 'thin' >  M *narin 'thin, narrow, fine (not coarse) '  > MM narin [L,
MA, IM] {Pp.} 'thin', [IsV] {Lg.} 'mince', [S] {H} 'fein, genau', WrM
narin, HlM narijn 'fine (not coarse); narrow, tight; thin', Mnr H
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{SM, T} narin id., Brt narin 'thin, narrow', Kl nárn na4rn= id., {Rm.}
na4rn= 'fine, narrow', Ord {Ms.} narïn 'fin, effilé, étroit', MMgl [Z] na2rin,
Mgl {Rm.} no2rin 'thin, fine', Dg {T} narin 'thin, narrow, flexible', {Pp.}
nar1ïn 'thin', Ba {T} naroN, Dx {T} narun id.; M *narida- >  WrM
narid(a)-, HlM narijdax 'become thin, slender, narrow, tight', Kl
nárd- 'become thin', Brt narida- 'become thin\narrow', O r d
narïdòa- 'être trop étroit\fin'; Mnr H {SM} narindòi- ' ê t r e \deven i r
fin\étroit\menu' ¶ Pp. L III 71, Pp. MA 246, 442, H 114, Lg. VMI 56, MED
565-6, KRS SM 258, Iw. 118, T 348, T BJ 144, T DnJ 13O, T DgJ 1 5 6 ,
Chr. 322-3  Tg: WrMc narXun 'thin', Jrc {Kiy.} narhun 'slender' ¶
STM I 585-6, Kiy. 134 [#672]  T *Jar- > Qrg Z7aro2 'wiry, lean,
podqaryj ' (of a horse) (unless from T *Jara- 'be fit', whence 'be well
trained' - of a horse); T *Jargak 'lean', 'dressed hide without hair' (if “
'thin hide\skin') >  Qrg Z7ar˝aqtay 'lean', Qmq ∆ jar˝aq 'lean, skinny' ,
Uz ∆ Z 7år˝aq  'dressed hide of a lean goat\sheep', Tkm, Nog, Bsh jar˝aq,
Qzq, Qq z7ar˝aq 'dressed hide without hair', Qrg Z7ar˝aq id., ' m e m b r a n e
(pereponka)', ET Ja(r)˝aq 'dressed hide without hair', 'parchment', Alt
{Rl.} jarGaq (Z1ar˝aq) 'shabby hide', Chv s7urXax 'membrane ,
threadbare\shabby coat' ¶ T *Jargak belongs here if its p r imary
meaning is 'lean, thin' rather than 'hide' ¶ ET J 141-3, TL 384 (NaT
*Jarî˝ 'hand-made leather'), Nj. 772, Jud. 236, MaM 162  ??φ pKo
*y´2⁄rp- 'thin' > MKo y´2⁄rp-, NKo y´2⁄lp- ≠ ya2lp- ¶ S QK #11O, Nam 3 7 6 ,
MLC 1182 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1437 (pA *ne~ra 'thin, flat ' >  M, Tg, T, Ko) || K:
MG [VTq.] narnar-i 'tender', G narnar-i 'zart, fein, sanft' (× N *n1111a 4 444ré€e6666 ¬
*n 1111a 4 444é€re 6666 'unripe, tender, weak') ¶ DCh. 959, Chx. 923.
156Oa. *n3333o{÷ 3 333}rV 'moist, mud; (?) to gush'  > HS: EC: Dsn n1uru 'we t ' ,
(??) Arr {Hw.} n1o2r 'mud' (× N *n 1111aÂË  'swamp'?) »» SC: Irq {MQK} na2÷- ' b e
wet', na2÷ari 'wet land along river bank', Alg {EC} na÷- 'get wet' ¶ Hw. A
389, To. DL 523, E SC 352, MQK 76, Blz. DL s.v. 'wet', Blz. SCL s.v. 'we t '
 S *°√n÷r >  Ar √n÷r G  'gush forth', na÷÷a2r- 'wound gushing with
blood, vein spurting with blood' ¶ Hv. 781, BK II 1293 || A: M *no[:]r- >
MM [IM] {Pp.} nor-, WrM nor- 'become wet, soaked, damp, moist', O r d
{Ms.}, Kl nor-, Brt noro-, Mnr H {SM} no2ri-, {T} nori-, Dx {T} noro- ' g e t
wet', M d. (caus.) *no[:]r9a- > WrM nor9a-, HlM norgo(-x) vt. 'wet ,
moisten, soak', Ord nor9o-, Kl norh- nor˝¥-, {Rm.} nor˝a2- ≠ nor˝a"-,
Brt norgo-, Mnr H {SM} no2r9òa- vt. 'wet' ¶ IS II 89 reconstructs M *o2
on the ev. of Mnr o2, but the regularity of the Mnr reflex of the p M
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vowel length is not yet evident ¶ Pp. MA 443, MED 591, KRS 382, KW
279, Ms. O 497, Chr. 331, SM 284, T 352, T DnJ 131  pJ {S} *nu!ra!-
'get wet'> OJ nu!ra-, StJ nurasu 'to wet', nureru 'to get wet ' ,
nureta 'wet, soaked', J: T nu~re-, K nu!re!, Kg nure!- 'get wet' ¶ S QJ
#491, Mr. 738 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #149O (M and J < A *ni\u!r1e 'become wet ,
soak') || D (in SD) *no+ur{a}mb˛ > Tm nurambu 'mud, mire', Tu
nurumbu  'alluvium' ¶ In pSD before a derivational sx. *a the con t ras t
*o ↔ *u was neutralized (Zv. 65-6) ¶ D #37O7 || ? U: FU: Vt n1ur
'dampness' (on other possible connections of Vt n1ur see  N *n1111aÂË
'swamp') ¶ ≈ LG 2O1 ˚ ≈  IS II 89-9O (*n1ohrÿ 'humid; to flow';
equates M *no2r(u)- 'soak, moisten' with S √nhr 'river, stream', U
*n1orV/*n1o2rV 'moist, swamp, flow', ? D *n1ïr 'moisture, water' [see  N
*n 1111 ihr {a }  'to stream; a stream, liquid']).
1561. *n3333aherV 'day, sun, daylight' >  HS: WS *naha2r- ≠ na2har- ' d ay '
(× N *Neh{Ë}r{i}  'light, fire'?) >  Sr ®haño na2≤har cs. 'morning', Ar naha2r-
'day, day-time', Mh, Hrs n‰ho2r 'day', n‰ho2r´n '(at) midday', Sq {Jo.}
≤‰nhor 'days', Jb C ≤nhE≤rE? 'at midday' ¶ Br. 417, Fr. IV 343, BK II 1 3 5 4 -
5, Jo. M 29O, Jo. H 95, Jo. J 186 || A *n+n1arV 'sun, dawn, day' >  M
*naran 'sun' >  MM {MA, IM, IsV, PP}, MMgl naran, WrM naran, HlM
nar(an), Kl narn=, Ord, Mnr nara, Mgl, Dx, Ba naran, Dg. nar ¶ Pp. MA
245, 442, Pp. KP 154, Lg. VMI 56, MED 565, KRS 368-9, KW 272, SM
357-8, Iw. 118, T 348, T DnJ 13O, T DgJ 185, T BJ 144  T *Jarîn ' ear ly
in the morning' >  OT jarîn 'early in the morning; to-morrow', Tk
yarIn, Kr Cr, SY jarîn, Yk sarsîn 'to-morrow', Ggz ja2rîn 'morning, t o -
morrow', Qzq ∆ , Qq z7arîn 'next year', Chv îran 'to-morrow' ¶ Rs. W
19O, Cl. 97O, DTS 241, ET J 147-9, Jeg. 343, Fed. II 473  pKo {S} na!r
'sun, day, weather' > MKo na!r, NKo nal ¶ S QK #186, Nam 95, MLC 3 O 2
¶¶ SDM97 (A *narV (≠ *neru) 'day, sun' > T, M, Ko), ≈ DQA #1439 (pA
*Ne2~ra! 'day, sun, light'; incl. T, M, Ko) || D *ne2r- 'sun, day, time' >  Ml
ne2ram 'sun, day, time', Tm ne2ram 'time, season, opportunity', Kdg
ne;ra 'sun, time', Brh de2 'sun, sunshine, day, time'; the pD meaning
'daylight, morning' may be discerned in Kdg ne;rate and Tu ne2rd>A
'early in the morning' ¶¶ D #3774, ≈ GS 178 [#451a] (D *ne2- ' t ime ,
sun') ¶¶ D *-e2- <  N *-ahe- ˚  IS MS 339 s.v. den∆  *nahrÿ (> A, S), ≈
IS II 85-6 [#32O] (pN *n1ara 'fire; to flame'; does not dustinguish
between the reflexes of N *n3333aherV and those of N *Neh{Ë}r{i}  ' l ight,
f i re ' ) .
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1562. *n2222e{q}VrV 'forehead, front of the head, (?) nose' > HS: B
√*nyr ≠ *√yrn ≠ *√rny 'forehead' >  Izn {Rn.} t3a-nye"r-t3 (p l .
t3aniriwin), {La.} t3i-ni\er-t3, Kb Ir {Pic.} anyir, Rf A {Rn.} mt. ayna4r, Gd
inar, Sw {La.} i-nïr (pl. inïr´n), Tmz {MT) -i-nir, Zw {La.} anir, Izd
ayirni (pl. iyrnan) ≠ ai\rri (pl. ii\rra), Nf arnay, Mz arnay (pl. irnay´n)
id. ¶ La. S 242, Mrc. 123, Rn. 391, Dlh. M 174, La. MChB 112 [fn. 2], Pic.
432, MT 495  S *√nXr: S *naX(r)ïr- 'nose, nostrils' > BHb Mi%r@ih5n^*
n´Hï≤rayim* pl. (<  du.) 'nostrils' (att.: +ppa. vir1ih5n^ n´Hï≤ra2w ' i t s
nostrils'), MHb rih5n1 na2≤Hïr 'nostril', JPA, JEA {Sl.} ar!ih5n^ n´Óï≤r-a2
'nostril', Sr ær=ejxiñ n´Óï≤r-E2 (pl.) 'nose, nostrils', Ak naXïr- 'nostr i l ' ;
SES *naXrïr- 'nose' > Sq {L} naÓrïr, {Jo., SSL} ≤naH≤rir, Mh {Jo.} n‰Xrïr,
Hrs naX≤rer, Jb C {Jo.} naX≤rer, Jb E {Jo.} n‰X≤rer id.; S *°≤nuXar- >  Ar
nuXar-at- ≠ nuXr-at- 'snout, forepart of the nose', nuXr-at- ' nose ' ,
nuXar-  (pl.) 'nostrils'; ds.: Ar manXar- 'nostril, nose', manXu2r- 'nostr i ls ' ,
but these nouns or some of them may have also derived from *√nXr
'snore, snort' (o ?) or *√nXr 'pierce' (*naXïr- as pp. 'pierced') (cp. Ar
√nXr [pf. naXira] 'être usé et troué', na2Xir- adj. 'percé et offrant u n
passage au vent') ¶ KB 648, 651-2, Lv. III 371-2, Sl. 741, Br. 424, JPS
335, BK II 122O, Hv. 757, L LS 265, SSL LSNP 1468, Jo. M 3O8, Jo. H 9 9 ,
Jo. J 199, Sd. 714, MiK I #1.198   C: Ag *NaÒ-, {E} *Nar- 'head' >  Aw
{Hz.} Na!ri, Kfl {TBZAC} Nk˙uri, Dmt {CR, R} Narï! id. »» LEC {E} *n1a2r-
'forehead' >  Arr {Hw.} n1a2r id., Or {Grg.} n1a2ra 'eyebrow' ¶ E PC #466, Hw.
A 388, Grg. 3O1, Brl. 321 || U: FU *n+n`e2re 'nose, beak, foremost '  > pLp
{Lr.} *ne2re 'cheek' > Lp: L {LLO} nierra, Kld nïrr id., N {N} nierra6 id.,
'side of face' » Er n1er1, Mk n1a4r1 'beak, snout, mouth (of animals)' » Chr
L/E/H ner 'nose; hill between depressions' » Prm {LG} nu$r > Z, Vt nyr
nÈr 'nose, beak, snout, muzzle' »» ObU *°n1+nïr > pOs *°n1ïr > Os: V/Vy n1ir
'cap\promontory in a river (mys ; Kap, Landzunge, Vorsprung d e s
Steilufers zwischen zwei Bächen)' (like in R nos 'nose' ‘ 'cap')  Sm
{Jn.} *n1er¥ 'point, extremity (Spitze, Ende)', 'in front (of)' (adv., p r e p . )
> Ne: T ne2rnå, T O {Lh.} n1i\e;rn1;e 'in front', T ne2r” 'earlier', ne≤ry
adj. 'front, preceding, former', T O {Lh.} n1e2r?´ò adj. 'front', F Nl {Lh.}
n1i\e;r 'vorher'; Ng {Hl.} n1er´ 'place in front (of sth.)', {Mik.} n1er´ loc. ' i n
front'; Slq (cd.?): Tz {KKIH} n1enna4 'forward, in front', Tm {KD} n1ennE
'forward'; Kms {KD} n1e2r 'Gipfel, Spitze', {Cs.} n1er 'Spitze', njerimna4
'forward, front (vpered` , peredn¡j)', Koyb {Sp.} +ppa. nerde ' i t s
end'; Mt {Hl.} *ir‰n 'earlier, long ago' (Mt M {Sp.} geren∆, iren∆),
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*irnÉ- 'in front' (Mt {Mll.}: M irne1nde, K i!rning, T o4!rning
'antrorsum', {Pls.} i!rnjadu 'in front' (-nde, -ing, -nde are case
endings)  pY {IN} *naÎ- (misprint for *n1aÎ-?) Ï *n1aÎ-y´- 'face' (wi th
the nominal sx. *-y´) > Y {IN}: K n1as1´, T n1ac7!´ 'face'; OY: K {Bil.}
neatsha, {Klc.} nå¢aga, Ch {Mat.} nå¢a, {Boe.} nå1tåpo id. ¶¶ Coll.
39, UEW 3O3-4 (*nere [*ne2re]), Db. OS xix, ≈ Lr. #732, Lgc. #4192, SaR
213, LG 197, Lt. 195, It. #361, Trj. S 31O, Stn. D 1O7O, Jn. 11O, Ter.
3O2-4, KKIH 14O, Cs. 185, Hl. US 125, Hl. M ##8O, 353, 355, 359, IN
238, 312 || D ≈ *nerÀrÀi, {GS} *netÀ-i 'forehead, head' > Tm ner3r3i
'forehead, front', Ml ner3r3i, Kt nec>, Tf nity, Kdg, Klm, Nkr netti
'forehead', Kn netti id., 'head', Gnd ne2c>, Knd neti, Mlt nitlu 'crown o f
the head', Tu netti id., 'forehead', Tl netti  'head', Gdb nedidße ' sca lp '
¶¶ D *-rÀrÀ- < **-rÀVrÀ- (from *-rÀ- + a sx.?) ¶¶ DED #3118, D #3759, GS 5 9
[#166] ˚  Ag *N- suggests the presence of a lr. or uvular cns. (*nÓ- o r
*nq-> *N-), which accounts for the length of the FU *e2. If the S cognate
is valid, the N rec. must be *n2222eqVrV, otherwise the rec. is less
specified (N *n2222eÓVrV) ˚  IS MS 354 s.v. *neqrÿ 'perëd  (golovy )',
IS II 82 (*ne{rÓ}i  'front part of the head, forehead'.
1563. *n 2222 iÙÂV  'hollow (in the ground, in a tree), hole, pit '  > IE: NaIE
*n´+o+ar-/*ne2r- 'hole, hollow in the ground' >  BSl: Lt naﬁras 'cave, hole ' ,
Frn.} 'Höhle, Bau (wildlebender Tiere)' » Sl *nora '(animal’s) hole' > OR
noranora, R, Uk no≤ra, Cz nora, P nora, nura »» Gk [Hs.] nhri1daß
: ta`ß koi1laß pe1traß 'hollow rocks' accus. pl. »» ? OI ≤na2ra≤ka- ≠
naraka-h5 'hell, underworld', Pali naraka- 'Abgrund, Spalte' ¶¶ W II
334, P 766, Frn. 495, ESSJ XXV 184-5, Vs. III 82-3, Chrn. II 577, F II 3 1 5 -
6, M K II 138, M E II 37 || HS: S *°√nHr > Jb C {Jo.} ≤naHar (pl. ≤nHehr)
'hole in a tree-trunk in which animals may nest', naH≤run 'having a big
hole' ¶ Jo. J 186-7 || A: Tg: Ewk niru ≠ niru2 'small hollow\pit' ({Vas.}
'åmka , vpadinka ') ¶ Vas. 296, STM I 6OO.
1564. € *n2222u6 666r 1 111V 'to penetra te '  > IE: NaIE (in BSl) *°ner- ' pene t ra te ,
plunge, dive' >  Lt ne!rti (prs. neriu~) 'to dive, to plunge' Ï naﬁras
'diver (∈ duck), Ltv ni~rt 'to dive', nire^t, nirda^t 'to plunge' » Sl
*ner- / nor- / (R-gr.) *nÁr-≠*n¥r- 'dive, plunge' ‘ L-gr. (iter. s t e m )
*nir-≠*nÈr- id. > Cz nor7iti, Slk norit& 'to dip', SCr ∆ {Chrn. “?}
no~riti 'id. (?), ChS cd. v5nr8ti vË-nre7ti / v5n6r0 vË-nÁro<
'pareisdy1es†ai, penetrate', izn6ret5 iz-nÁretË ' ]ekdy1nei, emerges
(from)', Slv pondre!ti / pondre~m vt. 'dip'; Ï Sl iter.-dur. *nÈr1ati
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≠ *nir1ati ≠ *nÈrati >  RChS nirAti nirjati, R ny≤råt∆, U k
ni≤råti 'to dive', Blg ∆ ≤norvam 'I dive', ≤norna 'dive', SCr
po~nirati 'to lose oneself into subterranean passages of the cha lk
formation' ¶ W II 334, P 766, Tr. 197, Frn. 495, BER IV 653, 685, ESSJ
XXV 188-9, XXVI 65, Vs. III 91-2, Chrn. II 581-2, Drd. 525 || D: [1]
*nur`V 'creep in, penetrate; insert' >  Tm nur›ai\ 'creep through a
narrow passage, penetrate', nur›untu 'insert, stick in', nur›ai\
'narrow way, opening, cave', Ml nur›ayuka 'creep in, squeeze
through', Kn nor›e 'creep in', Tu nu2ru- id., nurumpA 'hole', Knd
r`ug 'enter, steal in, get into, enter through a passage', Png, Kw r`ug- vi.
'hide', Kui r`upka- (< *r`uk-p-) / r`ukt- 'thrust in between, insert', Krx nur`-,
Mlt nudße- 'hide, conceal' ¶¶ D #3714 | [2] ? *nu(:)rÀ- 'force one’s way
through, shove in' >  Kn nu2r3u 'force one’s way through', Krx nuru"g-
'push back into the fire unburnt ends of logs protruding', nurg- ' shove
in, insert', ?σ  Mlt nurge v. 'drag, draw (as a net)'; the decerebral izat ion
*-r`- > *-rÀ- (or earlier depalatalization *-r1111- > *-r-?) may be due to a
suffix (reduced to zero acc. to the laws of D phonology that rule o u t
cns. clusters) ¶¶ D #3711 ˚  IS MD 357 (*nurÿ : IE, D).
1565. *æn2222Vya4444r 1 111V 'man (vir), male animal' > A ≈ *n1i\a4r1i ({SDM97}
*n1a4ri+a, {DQA} *n1i\a~r1i) 'man, young man' > Tg *n1i\ari3≠*n1ari3 'man, young
man' >  Nn naI≠nay 'person', Nn KU nIr1a 'male animal', nIr1a b‰y‰ 'ma le
person', Ork narI, Orc n1a4∏≠n1i∏ 'man (person, male person)', Ud {STM,
Krm} nï, Ud A {Shn.} n1e2 '_hombre!' (address word for a person), Ul n1i∏
'person', Ewk A n1o2ri∏, Ewk V/Np n1e2rawi∏, Ewk PT/I nirawi∏ ≠ n1irawi∏
'(young) man, husband', Neg n1e2yawI2, Lm n1arI, Sln niro2 'male pe r son ' ,
Jrc {Kiy.} niyarma 'person' (in phrases: hadi niyarma 'nobleman', hehe2
niyarma 'woman', fas1i niyarma 'carpenter', andahai niyarma ' gues t ' ,
etc.), WrMc niyalma 'person', Mc Sb {Mrm.} n1alma ≠ nalma ≠ n1alm ≠
nalm 'person, man, somebody' ¶ STM I 598-9', Krm. 266, Kiy. 1 1 2 - 6
[##273, 281, 299, 33O-333, 336-7, 339], Z 244-6, Klz. MS 231, S AJ
213 [#92]  pKo {S} *nÄ!r-na! 'brave' >  MKo nÄ!r-na!, NKo nalla4- id.; ??
MKo {Nam} nÄi\ >  NKo na4 'man, person' ¶ SDM95, S QK #615, Nam 9 6 ,
1O2-3, MLC 3O3, Rm. SKE 158; the enigmatic loss of *-r (w IS II 9 3 )
suggests a change of the word-final *-i\r into -i\  T: [1] T *Ja4rmVk >
Chr ßarma€k s1arm¥k ≠ ßamra€k s1amr¥k 'young, young man', Blgh ı:
OHg gyermek 'young man, child' (> Hg gyermek 'child'), VTt/Bsh
Jerma4k p.n., Oyr B {Vld.} Z7ermegei\ 'young person, child' ¶ Rs. W 1 9 8 ,
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Ash. XII 36-7, 66, Md. 36, EWU 495-6, Rm. SKE 28  [2] ? T *Jer1ne
'(elder) brother-in-law' > NaT *Jezne > OT {Cl.} ja4zna4+e 'the husband o f
one’s elder sister or of one’s father’s younger sister', MQp XIII {Cl.}
jezna4∏ 'son-in-law, bridegroom', XIV [CC] jezne≠jizne 'brother-in-law' ,
Chg ≥XV ja4zna4 'sister’s\daughter’s husband', Tkm ∆ jezne , Az jezna4, VTt
œizni z7!izni, Kr G jez1n1e, Kr T jezn1a, Bsh eΩná jÁÎna4, Nog, SY jezde,
Uz Z7ezna4 ≠ Z7ezda4, Qzq, Qq z7ezde, Qrg Z7ezde, Alt Z1este, Tv c7este, Xk
c7iste 'husband of an elder sister or of an aunt' ¶ Cl. 988, ET J 169-7O,
TL 298, Pokr. 64-5; TatR 761 ¶¶ S AJ 291 [#394] (*n1i\ari) (Tg only), ≈
SDM97 (incl. Tg, Ko), ≈ DQA #1471 (incl. Tg, Ko, T) || IE *æner- ' m a n ,
male animal' >  Vd ≤na2 (< *na2r) (accus. naram, nom. pl. ≤narah5)
'man, person',  Av na2 / nar- id., µ: OI ≤narah5 'man, husband, h e r o ' ,
Av naro2 'man'; Blc nar, Phl nar 'male', NPrs rNa na4r 'husband, male ' ,
Oss na4l 'male animal, man (vir)' (< Irn d. *nar-ya-) »» Arm ajr ayR,
gen. a®n ar2n 'man, husband' (< *n=r-?) »» pAl {O} *nera >  Al nje≤ri
'man, human being', Al SG/D/P/Be/Ç n1e≤ri, A ≤n1er »» Phr anar 'man' »» Gk
a>nh1r, gen. a>ndro1ß 'man (male person)' (probably merger of the expected
nominative *nhr with the stem variant of the oblique cases: gen. *a>r-o1ß
<*n=r-o1s) »» L [g] nerio2sus 'resistens, fortis', Osc niir 'vir, pr inceps,
procer (title of rank)', gen. pl. NERUM 'v i rorum' »» OIr ner 'wild b o a r ' ,
MW {Flr. “?} ner 'lord', W ne6r 'lord, Lord; hero'  ?? Lw
annarummi, Ht innarauwant- 'strong' ¶¶ P 765, EI 366 (*≤hÅner /
gen. *hÅn=≤r-os 'man, person'), Mn. 837-8, IS II 92-3, M K II 138, 148-9 ,
Bai. 174, Ab. II 165-7, F I 1O7-8, WH II 164-5, Bc. G 32O, Vn. N  1O,
YGM-1 343, Flr. 266, O 3O4, Huld 1OO-1 (IE *A⁄ner- >  pAl *neri), Slt.
121, Pv. I-II 366-73, Lar. 27 || HS: C: Ag: Aw N‰rZ7i 'male person' »» EC:
Arr n1erdße! 'young man' and\or EC {Bl.} *nirig- 'camel foal' >  Dsn n1ir-in1
'newborn donkey\camel ' , Sml nirig, Sml N ni!rig, Rn n1i!raX 'male camel
foal' ¶ E PC #47O (pC *Nerz6 'man, young man'), Bl. 26O, ZMO 3O8, Abr.
S 188-9, Hw. A 389, PG 237, To. DL 522  ??? Eg nr 'people (homines ) '
(mentioned in IS II 93) is qu. according to EG II 279; nr.t is {EG} a
"spielende Schreibung für rmt3 'Menschen'" || K *°nar- >  G nar-i 'ma le
camel' ¶ DCh. 959, Chx. 923 ˚ AD LRC #19: IE, Tg; IS MS 349 (*najrÿ
'male person') and IS II 92-3 (*ˆajÂÿ  'male person, male') (in both: IE,
A [Tg, Ko], HS [Eg, C]). IE *n- rules out pN *n1111- , hence the Tg palatal cns .
(or cluster) *n1-+n1i \- must be explained by postulating a word-internal *y
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in pN. It may be also responsible for Arr *n1- and pAg *NV-  (<  **nV?V- <
N *n 2222VyV-) ˚  On N and pIE *æ-  see Introduction, § 2.2.6.   
1566. *n2222usV 'to breathe' > HS: S (+ext.): [1] CS *√ns7m 'b rea the '  >
Sr, Md  √ns7m v. G  id., BHb √ns7m v. G  'pant, puff', {GB} 'heftig a tmen ' ,
MHb, JA √ns7m v. G  'breathe', JA {Lv., Js.} √ns7m v. T  (p f .
?it3n´≤s7am) 'take breath, rest', Sr √ns7m v. G  'breathe', Ar √nsm v. G
(ip. -nsim-) 'blow gently' (breeze), 'diffuse itself' (aroma); Ï CS
*nas7a≤m-at- > BHb am1S1n^ n´s7a2≤ma2 'movement of the air; breath, b r e a t h
of life; living being', MHb n´s7a2≤ma2 'soul', BA K6t1m6S6n% nis7m´≤t3a2k3 ' t h y
breath of life', JA [Trg.] am1S6n% nis7≤ma2, at1m6S6n% nis7m´≤t3a2, Sr æ4,om3añ
n´s7am≤t3a2 'breath, spirit, soul', Md nis7imta 'soul', Ar nasamat-
'breath of lime, soul; asthma'; words of the root √nsm in Mh, Hrs, a n d
Jb (Mh n‰se2m 'breath, soul', etc.) are loans from Ar  [2] S *√ns7p
'blow, winnow' > Ak √ns7p v. G  'blow away, winnow', BHb √ns7p  G
'blow, blow upon', JEA {Sl.} √ns7p G  'blow', JPA Bz {Sl.} √ns7p G  'b low,
breathe', Ar √nsf G  'winnow', 'scatter (dust) (of wind) ¶ KB 73O,
1749, Js. 941, Lv. T II 131-2, Sl. 779, Sl. P 361, Br. 451, DM 3OO, 3O7,
BK II 125O-3, Hv. 766-7, CAD XI/2 56, Sd. 758, MiK I ##2.5O-1  EC
*nVss- 'breath' (×  EC *neb+fs- id. < N *nop{É}  'breathe, blow'?) > Arr
{Hw.} nasse1 'breath', Kns nessa 'soul, breath', Gdl nass 'voice,
character', pSam {Hn.} *nas  v. 'rest' > Sml, Rn nas- id. ¶ Hn. S 69, ZMO
3O5, Abr. S 187, PG 231, Hw. A 387 || IE: NaIE *neu\s- v. 'smell sth.' (× 
N *n2222is 6666u 'smell, breathe heavily' with mt.) > Sl *n1uxa- ({ESSJ *n1u+oßxa-) vt .
'smell (sth.)' > R ≤n√xa-t∆ , Uk ≤n√xati, P niuchac1, Blg ≤n√wkam,
≤n√wna, SCr njuŸs7iti, njuŸs7kati, Cz ∆  njuchati id., Cz c7e-
nichati vt. 'to smell' (of an animal) »» Gmc: AS ne1osian, niusan
'to find out, to visit', OSx niusian, niuson , OHG niusen 'to try, t o
endeavour', NHG nu4schen 'mit der Schnauze wühlen', ON ny1sa
'untersuchen, spähen', njo1sna 'spähen', Gt bi-niuhsjan
'kataskoph6sai, to spy out', niuhseins ' ]episkoph1, visitation'  ¶ Vs. III
93, ESSJ XXV 156-9, P 768-9, Ho. 234, 237, Ho. S 56, Kb. 73O, OsS 6 5 4 ,
Vr. 41O, 413, Fs. 93, 377 || U: FV *nuska- 'sniff, breathe heavily' > F
nuuskaa- v. 'snuff', nuuski- v. snuff, smell, scent', Es nuuska-
'blow one’s nose', nuuski- 'sniff, snuffle, sniffle' »  ErMr noska-
noska- v. 'pant, breathe heavily and moisily through the nose' ¶ The
long vw. u2 in F and Es ({UEW} "sekundäre Dehnung") still needs
explanation ¶ UEW 711, SK 4O5-6, SSA II 244-5.
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1567. *æn2222u 6 666s[y]V 'woman' (general term), 'woman of the opposi te
exogamous moiety within an exogamic system of tribes' >  HS: S *nis7-
'woman' (used in pl. and with pl. endings only) >  Ar nis-u2na 'women ' ,
nisa2?- id. (and through metanalysis: √nsw, whence nisw-at-un ≠
nusw-at-un 'women'), Sr '3´=ñenEs7(s7)-E2, SmA ns7yn 'women', BHb MiS5n!
na2≤s7-ïm (*a2 <  an apophonic *a-plural correlating with *nis7-, cp. *ban-
'sons' - a plural stem correlating with *bin-  'son'), Ak nis7-u2 'people' (-
u2 is a marker of pl.; semantic contamination with *≤?inas7- 'person' -
*?una2s 7- 'people') ¶ KBR 93, 729, Br. 45O, Tal 55O-1, BK II 1254  CCh:
McMdr: Dgh {Frk.} ni!s7e~, Gv {Kr.} nu!sa~, Gdf {IL} nO!sÄ~, Glv {Kr.} nu~sa~
'woman' » Tr {Nw.} nus7u id. || K: GZ *nusa 'son’s wife' >  Lz nusa, Mg
nosa ± nisa id., OG nusa-dia 'uncle’s wife' ¶ Ch. 988, Q 289, ≠  AD IEH
21, K KON ¶ The word may be either a loan from IE or an ancient K
inherited lexeme. In the latter case GZ *nusa must go back to pre-K
**nus1V <  **nus1ya <  **nusya <  N *æn2222u 6 666s[y]V || IE: NaIE *snuso-s ' son’s
wife', {EI} id., 'brother’s wife' >  OHG snur, NHG † Schnur, Yid runs
s7nur ± s7nIr, AS snoru, ON snor ≠ snØr 'son’s wife', Gt Cr *schnos
(cn. for schuos ) 'sponsa, fiancée' »» Gk nyo1ß 'son’s wife, bride' »» Arm
nu nu (gen. nuoj nuoy) 'daughter-in-law, sister-in-law, brother’s wife'
»» L nurus , -u2s 'son’s wife, grandson’s wife, young married woman' (µ
<  *nurus, -ï on the analogy of socrus, -u2s 'mother-in-law')  ‘ µ
*snus-a2 > OI snu≤s5a2 'son’s wife', Sgd s7wns7h, ClNPrs ´nuSu sunuh, d . :
ClNPrs r'enS sunha2r, NPrs sonhå2r, Psh nz7ßo2r 'daughter-in-law' »» Sl
*sn¥≤xa (*sn¥Ÿxoß) 'son’s wife' > SrChS, OR sn5xa snËxa, Blg sn`≤xa,
Slv sna!ha, sne!ha, R sno≤xa id., P d. sneszka id., SCr sna~ha
'son’s\brother’s wife' ¶ Acc. to IS’s hyp., the IE initial *s reflects a
palatal element (*y ) within the original √ . Another explanation is
phrasal metanalysis: in phrases *...-(o)s nuso-s '(so.’s) son’s wife'
(where *-(o)s is the genetive ending of the preceding noun) *-s was
reinterpreted as belonging to the following noun *...-(o)s nuso-s >  *...-
(o)s snuso-s ¶ In OI and Sl the word got a standart feminine ending *-a2
¶ WP II 697, P 978, EI 148 (*snu≤so-s), M K III 535, M E II 771, Sg. 7O4,
Mrg. 57, F II 328, WH II 19O, Fs. 414, Kb. 923, OsS 841, Ho. 3O5, Vr.
528, Vs. III 7OO, Glh. 568, O 3O2-3 (Al nuse 'bride, young daughter-
in-law' π  L *nu2ptia, a local variant of nu2pta 'married womn, b r ide ' ) ,
Slt. 194-5 ||  U : AdS  of FU *nïsV 'woman, wife' (< N *n 2222iz{÷}Ë  ' f emale '
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[q.v. ffd.]) ˚  The vw. *ï and the cns. *-s- in FU do not correspond t o
*u in K and IE, therefore the etl. connection of FU *nïsV with N
*n2222iz{÷}Ë  'female' is preferable ˚  On the N word-initial laryngoid *æ-
as the source of the NaIE *s- mobile before root-initial sonorants s e e
Introduvtion, §  2.2.6 ˚  ≈  AD NM #98, ≠  S CNM 12 (unc.: IE *snusi- π
NrCs *nu"sa; ÷÷ NrCs *nu"+o"sa 'daughter-in-law', ST *no& 'female relative').
1568. *n2222is 6666u 'smell (odorare), breathe heavily' >  HS: S *°√ns6w >  Ar
√ns7w v. 'smell (sth.)', nas7wat- 'odour', nus7u2?- 'good smell' ¶ Fr. IV
278, 284, BK II 1255, 1266-7, Hv. 772 »» ?? B *√nzw  v. 'sneeze' >  Nf, Si
´nzu (pf. inzu) id., Sll, Nf, Si tinzi 'a sneeze' || IE: NaIE *neu\s- v. ' smell
(sth.)' (with mt.) (×  N *n2222usV 'to breathe') || U: FU (in FV) *n+n`is6+s1ta4-
(more plausible than *n+n`ista4-) v. 'pant, puff, snuff (a burning object ) ,
blow one’s nose' >  F niista4- v. 'snuff (a candle), blow one’s nose', Es
niista- v. 'snuff ('a candle, etc.)' » Chr: L nu≥wtalaw, U/B nu4s7tala-,
H nywtalaw v. 'blow one’s nose' ¶ UEW 7O8, SK 378 ¶ Rd. (UEW)
reconstructs *s  (*nista4-) on the ev. of the alleged Lp cognate: Lp N {N}
nisteti- v. '(happen unintentionally, because one is not careful
enough' ‘ ) 'let go, let slip out of one’s hands, let fall', Lp T nis7te;e-
'wegschnappen'. But the adduction of the Lp word is to be rejected f o r
semantic reasons (even Rd. is close to recognizing it: "Die Zugehörigkeit
des lapp. Wortes is aus semantischen Gründen sehr unsicher"), h e n c e
there is no reason to reconstruct *s. More than that: *s7- in the Eastern
dialects of Chr (U, B) usually (but not always) goes back to FU *s1 or *s6
rather than to *s || A: M *nisun 'nasal mucus' (× N *Lizu6666 'saliva,
mucus', q.v. ffd.) || ?φ D *ne2c>- ≠ *ne2n1c>- (or *ne2k!- ≠ *ne2n1k!-) v. ' b rea the ,
breathe heavily' >  Tu ne2sa 'asthma', Prj ne2n1(Z>)-, Gdb, Png, Mnd, Ku
ne2nZ>-, Gnd ne2Z>-, Kui ne2nZ>a v. 'breathe', Knd ne2nz- v. 'sigh, respire when
exhausted or tired', ? NED: Krx na2x-na, Mlt ne29ye v. 'breathe' ¶¶ D
#3765. The velar reflexes x in Krx and 9  in Mlt are likely to point to a D
*k! (= lateral *c6?) ˚  The D vw. *e2 needs explaining.
1569. *n2222at '''' {o} 'bend, bow, incline' (intr.) > HS: S: [1] CS *√nt'w
'bend, incline' > BHb √nt'y+w G  (pf. ey1n! na2≤t'a2, ip. ey`3i%yi-t'≤t'E2) id., EpHb
√nt'y vt. Sh (pf. ht5h) 'incline', JPA √nt'y ≠ √nt'w G  (pf. iy4n^ n´≤t5e2 ≠
ay1n^ n´≤t5a2) 'incline, hang over', JEA √nt'y 'incline', ? Ar √ntœw G
'weave (a fabric)'; [2] µ S *°-nu2t'- > Ar √nwtœ G  (pf. na2tœa, ip. -nu2tœ-) vt .
'hang, suspend' ¶ KB 654-5, HJ 728, Lv. III 377-8, Js. 89O, Sl. 744, Hv.
779, 8O8, BK II 1287, 1367-8  B *nV[Ó]dœ 'pli', *√wndœ 'plier, t o u r n e r '
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> Sll {Ds.} i-nidœ-i (pl. i-na2dœ-a2n) n. 'pli', v. caus. snUdœU ({∫Ds.} snuºd5uº)
'plier', Wrg {Dlh.} ´nn´dœ 'tourner, entourer', Kb {Dl.} ´nn´Îœ
'(s’)enrouler; tourner, tourner autour', Ah ´nn´dœ (pf. {Fc.} inn´"dœ) vt .
'tourner, changer de direction', Twl/Ty {GhA} ´nn´dœ (pf. inn¥dœ)
'enrouler, envelopper, tourner (dans une autre direction)' ¶ Ds. 2 2 2 ,
Dl. 546, Dlh. Ou 212, Fc. 1298, GhA 14O, 346 (on the conj. 1 A.2), ≈ Pr.
#531 || IE: NaIE *°net- 'lie down, rest' >  Gmc (× NaIE *netÓ- 'he lp ,
favour' <  N *2222n 2 222at''''é⁄V 'to seek, to seek help; to help'): ON na1Îa 'Ruhe' ,
pl. na1Îar 'Ruhe, Ruhe des Schlafens' (ganga til na1Îar 'sich z u r
Ruhe legen'), OHG {OsS} gina2da ≠ gana2da 'Niederlassen in d e r
Absicht zu ruhen; Ruhe', MHG gena2de 'Ruhe', (× NaIE *netÓ- ' he lp ,
grace, favour' < N *2222n 2 222at''''é⁄V '⇑ '): NHG Gnade, Dt genade ' favour ,
grace, clemency, mercy', OSx {Ho.} (gi-)na2tha 'Gnade', gi-na2the$ri
'Erbarmer' (e$ = Umlaut of a) ¶ ≈ WP II 327 (does not distinguish
between this IE √  and the abovementioned NaIE *netÓ- 'help, favour ' ) ,
Vr. 4O3, Vr. N 195, OsS 259, Lx. 61, KM 263, Ho. S 54 || A: NaT *Jatæ-
'lie down' (× N *Z 1111 {Å}{?}V 'to lie [liegen]') >  OT jat- 'lie down', 'lie d o w n
to sleep', 'settle down' (of nomads), MQp XIII ja2t- ≠ jat5-, Chg XV jat-
'sleep', XwT XIII jat- 'lie (down)', Tk yat- , Ggz, Qmq, Nog, VTt, Bsh, ET,
SY, Slr, Ln jat-, Xlj jat-≠ja2t-, Qq z7at-, Qrg Z7at-, Alt Z1at-, Xk c7at-, Tv c7î<t-
, Tf c1î<tæ-, Yk sît- 'lie', Tkm, Az, Kr jat-, Uz e≥t- jåt-, Qzq z7at- 'lie, ( g o
to) sleep' ¶ Cl. 884, Rs. W 192, ET J 156-8, Ra. 2OO, DT 221, Md. 1O5,
16O  M *°natuyi- > WrM natui-, HlM nataj- 'bend down, hang,
hang over', {Kow.} 'pendre, être suspendu' ¶ MED 567, Kow. 613 ˚  The
N word-final lavialized vw. cannot be *u  or *u4444 (because it does n o t
yield *u/*w in IE), hence the tentatively reconstructed labialized vw. is
*o .
157O. *n2222aé€t '''' {o} 'woman (of ego’s generation) belonging to t h e
opposite exogamous moiety within an exogamic system of tribes' ( [ in
descendant lgs.] ‘ 'sister-in-law') > HS: B *nVÓdœ- >  Izn/Rf/SrSn {Rn.}
t3anutœtœ (pl. t3inudœin),  Kb {Dl.} t3a-nuTœ (pl. t3i-nuÎœ-in) 'husband’s brother’s
wife' ¶ Dl. 546, Rn. 392  C: EC: Or {Grg.} nad'd'e2n (pl. nad'd'o2) 'woman,
lady', Or B {Sr.} nad'e2ni 'woman (married)', nad'ittï 'woman' »» Dhl nat'a
'woman' ¶ Grg. 298, Sr. SO 372, Th. 252-3, To. D 144, Blz. CL 1 8 1
 ??φ NOm: Mc {L} nu2ta4 'one of two wives of the same husband i n
relation to the other one' ¶ L M 44 || U *n+n`ato 'sister of husband\wife '
> F nato  'spouse’s (husband’s \ wife’s) sister; brother’s wife', Es nadu
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≠ nado 'husband’s sister' » Lp: Rr {Lgc.} no:;tÆ‰ 'younger sister of one’s
wife', Vfs {Lgc.} no2t;‰ 'elder brother’s wife' » Chr: H {Ep.} nudy nuÎ¥
'spouse’s sister', L nudo ≤nuÎo, Uf/B nuÎo 'spouse’s younger sister' 
Sm {Jn.} *naºt+c>¥ 'sibling-in-law' >  Ne: T nado, T O {Lh.} na2ÎuÚ2 ' spouse’s
younger brother', F L {Lh.} na2ttu id., 'spouse’s elder brother’s son', T
{Ter.} ne nado, F n1e'2n na2ttu2 'spouse’s younger sister' (ne n1e 'woman ' ) ;
Kms {KD} nado˘, {Cs.} nado, nadu 'spouse’s brother' ¶¶ Coll. 38, It.
#3O, UEW 299-3OO, Sm. 539 (U, FU *naºtiw, FP *natiw, Sm *naºto_
'in-law'), Lgc. #4238, Lgc. SL #1366, MRS 361, Ep. 77, Ü 135, Ps. OT 7 8 ,
Rm. BT 88, Jn. 98, KD 42 ¶¶ U *-t- (rather than *-tt-) reflects pos tcons .
*t || D *na2t-/*na2tt-/*na2nt- 'husband’s sister, brother’s wife' >  Kn
na2dani, na2dini, na2duni, Ml na2ttu2n id., Tm na2tti, na2ttu2n5,
na2ttan5a2r 'husband’s sister', Kt na;tu;py 'a woman’s sister-in-law \
female cross-cousin', Knd na2nrÀa, Mnd na2nZ>ar` 'wife’s younger sister', Ku
{Isr.} na2nZ>o id., {Fzg.} nanZ>o 'sister-in-law', Kui na2nZ>a 'younger sister-in-
law', Krx na2sgo 'elder brother’s wife'; D ı OI nana2ndr=-, nandïni-,
nanda2- 'husnand’s sister' ¶¶ D #3644, Pf. 74 [#455] (D *na2t/-tt-,
*na2t3/-t3t3-/-nt3-, *na2t3-Vk-), Tu. #6946 || K: Sv: {Ni.} nati
'svojstvennik`  (relative-in-law?)', UB na4∏ti, LB/Ln na4ti, L na2ti
'kinsman' (unless somehow connected with Sv G natesavi id.) ¶ TK 6 3 2 ,
GP 226, Ni. s.v. svojstvennik` , Dn. s.v. na2ti || ? A: [1] Tg: Ewk
PT/Skh/Uc n1a2ti 'female relative', 'daughter, sister', Ewk B n1a2t‰ 'sibling,
one’s child' ¶ Here the palatality of the Ewk cns. n1- cannot be of pN
origin, because pN *n1111- is ruled out by the U initial *n+n`- ¶ STM I 6 2 7
 [2] ??? Tg: WrMc nece 'wife’s elder brother’s wife' (the vowels a r e
influenced by WrMc neye  'wife’s younger brother’s wife', see  N *nayÉ
'woman') ¶ Z 22O ˚  B and D provide ev. for a N emphatic *t ''''. The U
and K cognates point to *t (most probably f rom  *t '''' under the d e -
emphatizing ass. infl. of *é€  (especially if it was *H  or *h?) ˚  In Sm
and K the word broadened its meaning: 'female relative-in-law' ‘
'relative(\sibling)-in-law (irrespective to his\her sex)', as well as in d s .
of Sv: ‘  'kinsman' ˚  IS II 81-2 (*nat {o} in U, D), ≈ Blz. KM 17-8 [#2O]
(added Ewk n1a2ti and Mc nu2ta4).
1571. * 2222n 2 222at ''''é ⁄V 'to seek, to seek help; to help' > K  {Fn.} *°nat'- 'wish' >
OG nat'r- 'beatum/am dicere, benedicere' (Lc. 1.48, π 71.17, π 143 . 15 )
({Ser., DCh.} 'ublaqat∆ '), G {DCh.} nat'ra n. 'wish', {Chx.} nat'vr-/nat'r-
/nat'rul- v. 'wish, long for, desire' ¶ Chx. 927-8, DCh. 963, Ser. 124, Fn.
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KD #5 || IE *netÓ- 'help, grace, favour' (× NaIE *°net- 'lie down, rest' <
N *n2222at '''' {o} 'to bend, to bow, to incline' [intr.]) >  OI na2≤tham n. 'he lp ,
refuge', na2th-  v. 'seek help, Zuflucht suchen' »» Gt ni†an  'to suppor t ' ,
[L-gr.] ON na1Î 'grace, favourable attitude, compassion', Sw naºd
'grace', OHG gina2da 'mercy, grace, reconciliation', NHG Gnade, OSx
(ge)na2tha 'favour, favourable attitude, grace'  Ht nut- '≈ Glück,
Wohlbefinden, Ansehen' or sim., nu2t- ≠ nu2- '∈ desirable condi t ion ' ,
'contentment (?)' ¶¶ Mn. 839, ≈ WP II 327 (does not distinguish
between this IE √  and IE *net- 'lie down, rest'), M K II 152, M E II 33-4 ,
Fs. 376, Vr. 4O3, Kl. 361, Ho. S 54, Ts. E II 352-4, CHD L-N 476 || U: FU
(att. in ObU) *°n1attV- >  ObU {Ht.} *n1a2t- 'help '  > pVg *n1a2t- id. > Vg: T
n1a2t-, LK/MK/UK/UL n1o2t-, P/NV/SV/LL n1o2t-/n1ot-, Ss n1O2t-; pOs {Ht.} *n1at-
id. > Os: D/K n1ot-, Nz/Kz n1Ot-, O n1at- ¶ Ht. #477 || D *na2tß- ({†GS} *na2dß-
) 'seek, look' (× N *r{o}dÉ 'seek, wish' × N *l∏∏∏∏ewdÅ 'look for, find') >
Tm na2t5u v. 'seek, inquire after', Ml na2t5uka 'follow with the eyes,
covet, seek', Tu na2d5u- 'search, seek', Gnd na2r`- 'see, look at' ± na1d-
'gaze' ¶¶ D #3637 ˚ ObU (or pFU, pU) *n1- may result f r o m
palatalization *n ++++n ` ``` -  > *n1- caused by unknown factors. If D *na2tß- belongs
here, D *-tß- (the reg. reflex of N *-t- ) for the expected *-t- (< N *-t ''''-)
may be due to the de-emphatizing infl. of the N lr.†*é ⁄  or to coalescence
with N *r{o}dÉ . A less plausible alternative: N *2222n 1 111at''''é⁄V with IE *n- d u e
to contamination with N *n2222at '''' {o} 'bend, bow, incline' (intr.) ˚ Fn. KD
#5: K, D *na2t5-/ne2t5- 'see, look').
1572. € *n2222a{h}w{É} 'vessel' >  HS: S *°√nwy > Gz n´wa2y 'vessel,
utensil' ¶ L G 41O || IE: NaIE *na2u\- 'vessel (made of a trunk), boat '  [ ( in
descendant lgs.)‘  'ship'] > OIr na1u 'ship', MW {Vn.} noe 'large vase,
auge', W noe  'kneading-trough, flat vessel, dish', Br neo id. (< *nau\ya2)
»» Gmc: Nr nu 'a trough hollowed out from a tree trunk', ON π no1-r
'ship', AS d. no2wend 'shipman', OHG nuosc 'slot, tub, canal', {Kb.}
'Nüsch, Röhre, Rinne', {OsS} 'gutter (Rinne), gutter-shaped trough f o r
cattle', MHG nuosch id., 'tube', NGr B {Grimm} nuesch, nuescht,
nousch 'Rinne, Gerinne, Kanal, Trog', OFrs no2st 'trough', MLG
no2ste 'cattle-trough, water-trough' »» OI na2u-h5 'boat', OPrs d .
na2viya2 'fleet', OPrs na2va2Z7a-, Av nava2za- 'shipman', Phl na2v, ClNPrs
{Sg.} v'N na2v 'trough; drain-pipe, boat, small ship', NPrs {BM} v'N nåv
'channel; ship', KhS no 'boat', ChrSgd nw, BdhSgd n?wh 'boat', Oss I
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naw, Oss D nawa4 'ship' »» Arm nay naw 'ship, vessel, boat' »» Gk H m
nhy6ß (gen. nho1ß < *na2wo1s), Gk A nay6ß (gen. nev1ß) 'ship' »» L na2vis id. ¶
WP II 315, P 755-6, EI 74 (*≤nehÅ-s / gen. *nh=Å≤w-os 'boat'), M K II 1 8 1 ,
M E II 59, Bai. 192, Ab. II 162, Sg. 1382, BM 557, F II 292-3, WH II 1 4 8 -
9, Vn. N  5,  YGM-1 3, Vr. 411, Ho. 238, Kb. 738, OsS 661, Grimm VII
1OO8, Lx. 154 ˚  The Clt and Gmc data prove that the primary meaning
of the IE word was 'wooden vessel, trough', whence later 'boat' a n d
'ship'. Therefore the tempting comparison of IE *na2u \-s 'ship' with Eg n÷,
n÷y  'come, go, arrive, journey, travel, sail' (where the meaning 'to sail '
is by no means the primary one) [BmK #569] is untenable: ser ious
etymology cannot be based on comparison between secondary der ived
meanings. Hence this comparison cannot serve as an argument for V.
Ivanov’s daring hyp. of paleolithical navigation (Ivn. LDDM 236). On t h e
Eg verb see s.v. N *n 2222a÷É  'go' ˚  N *h  is the only lr. that may be lost in S
and causes lengthening of vowels in NaIE.
1573. *n2222áw[y]V 'new' > IE *newo-/*nowo- 'new' > OI ≤nava-, new,
fresh, young', Av nava- , ClNPrs vNanau\, NPrs vNa nou\, Oss na4wa4g 'new' »»
Gk ne1(w)o-ß 'new, young', Gk Mc ne-wo id. »» L novu-s 'new' »» OLt
*nava-s (in n. l. Navikai), Pru nauns 'new' (indluenced by jauns
'young'), dadj. neuwenen » Sl *no~v¥(-jÁ) 'new' > OCS nov5 novË,
Blg nov, SCr, Slv noàv, Cz, Slk novy1, P nowy, R ≤nov-yj (pradj .
≤nov), Uk ≤novij »» pTc {Ad.} *n1a4we > Tc: A n1u, B n1uwe id. »» Arm
d. nor noR 'new, fresh'  Ht newa-, Lw {Melch.} na2wa/i- ' n e w '
 NaIE *newyo-/*nowyo- 'new' >  OI ≤navya- id. »» Gk I nei6oß 'new' »»
Clt: Gl nevio-, novio- in n. l. Neviodunum, Noviodunum ( l i t .
'new town'), OIr nuae, no1e 'new', Brtt [RE] *nowiyos id. > OW
nouid, MW, W newydd, Crn nweth, newyth, nowyth id., OBr
[g] nouuid, neuid- id. (in the d. neuidter 'nouveauté'), MBr, Br
nevez 'new' »» Gmc *niu\jaz > Gt niujis, ON ny1r, Dn, Sw, NNr ny,
OSx, OHG niuwi, NHG neu, AS n°ewe, nïwe 'new', NE new »» Lt
nauﬁjas id. ¶¶ WP II 324, P 769, EI 393 (*≤newo-s), M K II 144-5, M E II
25, Horn 234, Ab. II 175, F II 3O6-7, WH II 181, Vn. N  23-4, RE 115, Flr.
266, Fs. 377-8, Vr. 413, Ho. 236, Ho. S 56, Schz. 224, Kb. 73O, OsS 6 5 5 ,
KM 5O9, Frn. 487-8, En. 213-4, ESSJ XXV 225-39, XXVI 7-14, Glh. 441-2 ,
Slt. 229-3O, Me. EAC 5O, 91 (on Arm noR), Wn. 328, Ad. 269, Ad. H 3 4 ,
Frd. HW 15O, Ts. E II 32O-3, CHD L-N 455-8, Melch. CL 157, Ivn. SA 1 5 4
|| A {DQA} *ne!bi 'new' > Tg {S} *ni\ab- 'young, new' > Ul n1awZ7a(n-), Nn
Nh naonZ7oa%, Nn KU naoZ7oa% 'young', Ud I/Sm {Krm.} n1a?ula, Ud K {Krm.}
n1aola 'boy\girl (adolescent)', Ork naoZ7oqqa(n-) 'boy' ; Lm n‰2yi ' new,
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fresh' ¶ STM I 616, 636, Krm. 269, S AJ 221 [#223]   pJ {S} *ni!pi! ' n e w '
> OJ ni!pi!, J: T ni~i-, K ni!i!-, Kg ni-ke, Ht nû2~- id. ¶ S AJ 27O [#13O], S QJ
#13O, Mr. 497  ??σ pKo {S} *n´2⁄- 'younger relative' (in cds.)  > MKo
n´⁄-s-harmi 'wife of grandfather’s younger brother', NKo n´2- ' younger
brother (in cds.) ¶ S QK #772, Nam 1O5, MLC 336 ¶¶ S AJ 11O, 2 7 9
[#121], DQA #1418 (incl. Tg, J, Ko) || HS: B *√yny (prm. {Pr.} *-yna2y)
'be new' > Tw imv. inai\ (3m pf. {Pr.} i\a4-i\nai\) 'be new \ recent', Ty imv.
iynay (3m pf. y¥-ynay) 'be new' ¶ Fc. 7O1-2, 2OOO, Pr. M VI-VII 1 5 7 ,
GhA 2O6 ¶ It is tempting to equate it with IE *yow-en- 'young', but it i s
hardly tenable because IE *-en- is a sx.  NrOm (unless akin to C
*√ngW 'suck' [acc. to Lm. W 481-2]): Gm {Hw.} na?a! 'child, boy', Wl
{Lm.} na?a 'boy, son', Malo/Zl/Gf/Bsk {Lm.} na?a 'boy, child', Dwr {Lm.}
na2, naho id., 'son', Kcm na?a, Zl {C} na2ye 2, Gmr {Bnd.} n1a? 'boy', Bnc
{Wdk.} n1a@? 'child', Ym {Bnd.} na?o, {C} na?o2 'boy', {Wdk.} na2~-ni@ ' o u r
child', {Lm.} na2! 'boy, son', Shn {Lm.} na?a, Bdt {Lm.} na2?a, na2ye ' boy ,
son', Mch {Lm.} ≤na?o 'child, boy', Kf {C} nao2 'slave, servant' (“  ' boy ' ) ,
Cha {Lm.} na2 'child', Anf {MYTY} na?o 'baby' ¶ Bnd. PO 156, Wdk. BY
1O8, 132, Lm. Y 369-7O, ≈ Lm. W 481-2, L M 43, Hw. EG s.v. 'boy' a n d
'child', C SE IV 477, MYTY 118, Hw. EG ˚ An ancient connect ion
between N *n2222u 4 444é⁄{á} ¬ *n2222u 4 444w{á} 'now' (q.v.) and N *n2222áw[y]V ' n e w '
(the latter supposedly derived from or even identical with the f o r m e r )
is hardly plausible because of the different vowels of these N words
(reconstructed on the U and A ev.) ˚ ≈  Gr. II #280 (*nu  'now') (IE, A, J
words for 'new' + err.: no distinction from words for 'now'; see  N
*n2222u 4 444é⁄{á} ¬ *n2222u 4 444w{á}).
1574. *nayÉ (probably = *nayi) 'woman '  > IE: NaIE *-nï,
derivational marker of the female sex (deriving words for women f r o m
the correponding words for men): *pot-nï 'domina' (π *pot-
'dominus, owner ' )  >  OI ≤patn°, Av paÊn°-, Gk po1tnia ( t r ans fo rmed
into a standard -a2-stem of feminine nouns), OLt -patni (in cds.:
vies7patni 'Frau' “ *'hostess, hospes [f.]'), as well as OLt vies7ni~
'female guest' (ÿ  vies7is 'guest'), OCS -7n •i -ûnji: bog7n•i
bogûnji 'goddess' (ÿ bog5 bogË 'god'), drug7n •i drugûnji
'amica', gospod7n •igospodûnji 'de1spoina, domina' ¶ BD II/1 2 1 5 ,
283, Frn. 551, 1244-, Vnd.1 I 424 || U: FU {UEW} *naye 'woman, wife',
*naye- v. 'marry' > F d. nainen (gen. naisen), Es naine (gen.
naise) 'woman, wife', F nai- v. 'marry' »» ObU {Ht.} *na4∏y >  pVg *na4∏y >
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OVg S SSs naije, Vg: T na4∏yï, LK/MK nO4∏y, P/NV/SV nay, UL/Ss na2y
'gentlewoman'; pOs *na4y > Os: Sh nay 'wife\daughter of a he ro \p r ince ' ,
VK na4y 'wife of an official', V na4y, Ty/D/K na$y 'queen (in playing-cards) '
» ? Hg no¡ 'woman, wife', neje 'his wife'  Sm {Jn.} *ne 'woman '  >  Ne
{Ter.} ne, Ne T O {Lh.} n11e2, Ne F n1e, Ng {Mk.} nÈ∏, {Cs.} ne6, En {Ter.} ne,
{Cs.} ne6 id., Slq Ch/UO nea4 'Frau', nie 'Tochter', Kms {KD} ne2 ≠ nE2
'woman, wife', Koyb {Sp.} n´ 'woman' ('baba , qen∑ina '), Mt {Hl.} *na2
'woman' (Mt A {Msr., Strl.} nah  'ein Weib', Mt K {Mll.} ne 'wife', Mt M
{Mll.} ne 'woman') ¶¶ UEW 297-8, Sm. 539 (U, FU, FP *na4xi, Ugr
*na4gI", Sm *ne 'woman'), Ht. #42O, Jn. 1OO, Cs. 139, KD 44, Hl. M
#727 || A: Tg: WrMc neye 'wife’s younger brother’s wife' ¶ Z 216 ||
HS: WCh: Sy {Csp.} n1ï! 'daughter' ¶ Csp. 46  ???σ possibly Eg G ny ' e in
Klageweib' ¶ EG II 2O1.
1575. (€?) *n2222iz{÷}Ë 'female' >  K *°nez`+zw- >  G nezv-i 'female animal
(esp. pig, goat, sheep)', (ı ) Mg nezv-i 'female' in nezvi ˝eZ7i 'sow' ¶
Chx. 951, Q 288, 35O || U: FP *nïsV 'woman, female' (× N *æn2222u 6 666s[y]V
'woman') >  pLp {Lr.} *nisO2n 'woman' >  Lp: U {Schl.} niisuna, L {LLO}
niso2n, N {N} niso (gen. nisson), Klt neezzan, Kld nÈÆzan id., S
{Hs.} n´u4jsen- in cds.: n´u4jsen´a4jjaa 'woman, wife', n´u4jsenes-
tjuppe 'woman’s hat', n´u4jsenes-vuoddeh 'woman’s boot-laces' »
Er n1iz-an1a 'wife’s mother' (n1iz- 'wife' + an1a 'mother'), {Ps.} n1izaka
'female animal' ¶ It. VFUMr 264 (*nïsV), UEW 7O8 (*nisV), Lr. # 7 2 9 ,
Lgc. #418O, Hs. 1O18-9, Stn. FUV 61 || ?σ HS: S: Ar nazï÷-at- ' w o m a n
married out of her tribe' (unless derived from √nz÷ 'ôter, enlever'), ??
nuzza÷- (pl.) 'female animals (sheep, etc.) agitated by sexual desire' -
possibly × √nz÷ 's’ébranler et se mettre en mouvement (surtout avec
une agitation qui témoigne d’un désir)' ¶ BK II 1235-7, Hv. 762 ˚ The
lr. in the N etymon explains the length of the U vw. One may cons ider
adducing here WrMc neye 'wife’s younger brother’s wife', but it i s
more plausibly connected with N *nayÉ 'woman' (q.v. ffd.).
1576. *n3333eZ 6666 {i} 'finger, toe; ? knuckle of a finger' >  HS: B √nsy ' t o e ,
foot of ungulate animals' >  Ah ti-nse (pl. tinsawïn), Gh c7inc7i id. (p l .
c7inc7awin), Wrg {Dlh.} ti-nsi (pl. ti-nsa) 'pied et bas de la patte d’un
quadrupède (la chèvre, la brebis, l’âne, le chameau, etc.)', Mz {Dlh.} ti-
nsi (pl. ti-nsa) 'pied d’animal (surtout ovin)', Kb t3i-nsa pl. 'sabots d e
bovidés', Shl {La.} tinsit (pl. tinsa) 'pied de toute bête de somme' ¶ Fc.
1415, Nh. 184, Dlh. Ou 225, Dlh. M 14O, Dl. 576, La. MChB 12O ( fn .3 )
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|| A {AD} *n1+n{e}lNu 'finger’s breadth, knuckle of a finger' >  T **[j]el-lig
(> *illig ≠ *ellig) (ADb.} > OT elig 'finger’s breadth', Chg a4li(k)
'finger’s breadth as unit of length', ET ∆  {Jr.} ilig id., 'finger', ET H {Ml.}
elek 'finger’s breadth', ET ikki elik 'breadh of 2 fingers' (ikki is ' two ' ) ,
QrB, Nog. Qq, Qrg eli, Qzq eliÆ, VTt illÁ, Brb {Rl.} iliy, Bsh ilÁ, Alt {BT}
elu4, Alt\Tlt {Rl.} o4lu4∏, ET X {Ml.} elek, Qb/Sg {Rl.} eliG, Tv iliG, Yk ilï
'finger’s breadth as unit of length', Alt o4lu4 'vershok (Russian measure o f
length, ≈  2 inches)', Uz to4rt elli 'breadth of 4 fingers' ¶ Rl. I 814, 8 1 6 ,
819, 1248-9, 1489, Cl. 14O-1, ET Gl 263-4, TL 259, Ml. X 9O, ADb. SR
178, BT 119, 191  Tg {ADb.} (att. in AmTg) *n1iNNu (= *n1i'NNu <  *n1i'lNu)
>  Orc n1iNi 'finger (as measure of length)', Ud X niNi , Ud Sm n1ini ' f inger
knuckle’s breadth (measure of length)' ¶ STM I 639, Krm. 267 ¶¶ ADb.
MSR 13 [#61] (A *n1ilNu). ADb. SR 47 (A ei\lgi) || D i  *netßi or *notßi
'crack\snap of the thumb and middle finger; cracking of the finger
joints' >  Tm, Ml not5i  'crack\snap of the thumb and the middle finger ' ,
Tm not5i- v. 'snap with the thumb and the middle finger', Ml n1ot5i
'snap of fingers', Tl net5ika 'a knuckle cracking or snapping of t h e
knuckles' ¶¶ D #2936 ˚ Tg *i  is still to be explained (assimilating infl.
of the ancient vw. *i  of the next syll.?) ˚ ADb. MSRm 22 [#31] (N
*n1e’u > A, D).
1577. € *n1111ab{?}V 'warm, heat' >  HS: Eg fP nby, fBD nby.t ' f lame,
live coals', fP nby vi. 'burn' ¶ EG II 244  C: Bj {R, Rop.} √nb? pcv.
({R} 1s p. ≤amba?, 1s prs. anam≤b°?, prtc. ≤neb?a) 'be\become h o t ' ,
{R} 'be hot' (sun), ≤neb?a  'heat, heat of the sun', {Rop.} nab?a 'hot' »»
? +ext.: Ag: Q {R} embelaw-, Km {CR} ånbålåu- 'be hot' (π  EthS?)
¶ R WBd 179-8O, Rop. 221  ? +ext.  or cd.: S *√nbl[?] 'flame' (× N
*bÉl!!!!V 'boil, cook') > Ug nblü , Gz nabal, Ak nablu 'flame' ¶ A # 1 7 3 9
(Ug nblät), OLS 316, L G 383, Frnz. LS7 626, CAD XI/1 25-7 ¶¶ ≠  Tk. I
9O (HS *√nbl > Eg nbj, S, Ag *√nbl, as well as *√bl in C, B, and Ch,
actually N *bÉl!!!!V '⇑ ' and N *bil∏∏∏∏Ë 'to be warm, to burn; warm') || A
*n1aba > NaT *Jaba > OT {Cl.} java 'warm' ([MhK] java je2r 'warm place ' ,
jawa 'warm'), Yk saba2n ≠ sama2n 'heat', 'warm summer', 'warm' ( o f
summer) ¶ Cl. 872, MKD 219, Pek. 2OO6, 2O61  Tg *n1ama 'warm' ( as .
*n1...b+p > *n1...m and × N *n1111a 4 444÷ 3 333mV 'soft') >  Ewk, Orc, Ul, Nn n1ama, Lm
n1am, Neg n1am, n1amagdI, Ud {Krm.} n1amahi, Ork nama2 'warm, warmth ' ,
Sln namagdi 'warmth' ¶ STM I 63O-1, Krm. 269 ¶¶ ADb KL (A *n1apa
'warm'), STM I 631 (Tg, T); ≠ SDM97 (*n1amo 'warm, soft, mild') and ≠
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DQA #1487 (A *ni\u~ma` id.) (in both the Tg root *n1ama 'warm' is
equated with M *nomu  'soft' and with J and T reflexes of N *n 1111a 4 444÷ 3 333mV) .
1578. ? (€?) *n1111ac7777 ' '''XV 'wet, moist '  > HS: S *°√nT'H > Sb √nT'H v.
'provide irrigation (?)' ¶ BGMR 1O2 || U: FU *n1ac7kV 'wet, moist '  > F
nahkea 'damp' (but not nahkea  'leathery' ÿ nahka  'leather') » pLp
{Lr.} n1o2ck‰ 'wet, raw' > Lp: N njuoska6s, njuoska6- 'get wet', S
njuotskes, L njuoskas, Kld {Gn.} n1u2ckas 'wet, raw' » Er nac7ko, M k
nac7ka 'wet, moist' » Chr: L no¢ko ≤noc7ko, Uf noc1ko, H nac7k‰ id. »» Os: Kz
n1a2s7aX, O n1a"saX 'raw' ¶ Coll. 1O2, UEW 311, Lr. #787, Lgc. #4471, MRS
358   || possibly also ?σ IE *yes- v. 'boil, seethe, ferment' (× N
*n1111oc6666 ' '''V[qV] 'to moisten, to be moistened; to sprinkle', q.v. ffd.) ˚ A
phonetic var. of N *n1111oc6666 ' '''[V]qV '⇑ '? ˚ Qu., because the HS root is
represented by uncertain data of one lge. only.
1579. *n 1111oc 6666 ' '''V[qV]  'to moisten, to be moistened; to sprinkle ' > HS: WS
*√ns6'X v. 'sprinkle' >  Ar √nÎ^œX ' aqua \ conspersit', {Hv.} vi. 'wet ,
sprinkle'; naÎ^ œX-at- {BK} 'une ondée', {Hv.} 'a shower'; Sb nc65X v. 'defile,
sprinkle with impurity' ¶ Fr. IV 291-2, BK II 1278-8O, Hv. 777, BGMR 9 2
|| U: FU *°n1o+ac1V 'moist' >  pPrm *n1uc1 id. >  Z n1uZ1 'moist', 'viscid' ( o f
clay), 'flexible', Yz n1uZ1 'moist' ¶ LG 2OO || ?σ IE *yes- v. 'boil, see the ,
ferment' (“  *v. 'become moist'?) (× N ? *n1111ac7777 ' '''XV 'wet, moist'??) >  OI
yas- (prs. yas-yati) v. 'boil, become hot, foam', Av yah-, KhS jis5- v.
'boil' »» Gk ze1v 'I boil, seethe' »» OHG {OsS} ie4san 'to boil, to f o a m '
('effervescere'), {Kb.} jesan ≠ gesan 'gären, to ferment', AS Ìist
'foam, yeast', NE yeast »» W ias n. act. {LP} 'boiling, in tense
heat\cold', {YGM} 'thrill, shiver', ? OIr es(s) 'cataract' (“ * ' foam')
 ?? Ht is(sa)na-, essana- 'dough' ¶¶ WP I 208, P 506, Mn. 444, EI
77 (*yes- 'boil'), M K III 13, M E II 4O6-7, Bai. 111, F I 612, OsS 464, Kb.
33O, LP § 20 , YGM-1 295, Wn. 595, Pv. I-II 381-5 || D *notß- 'wash'  (× N
*rVc6666 ' '''[V]XV or *rVX[V]c6666 ' '''V 'to wash', q.v.) > Tm nut5akku 'wash,
wipe off moisture, dissolve', Tu ned5i, nid5iyuni, nid5ipini, Bel nodßi,
Prj nodß-, Gdb nor- id., Gnd nor-, norr-, Knd norÀ-, Png noz-, nuz-, Kui nobga
(< *nog-b-), Ku nor-, Mlt no1r5e if. ¶¶ D #3783 ˚  If the Ht word belongs
here (which is not certain), S *-X- must be an extension, because i t
cannot reflect N *-q-  for lack of the expected correspondence in Ht .
But if the Ht word (or IE *yes-) is not a legitimate cognate, *-q-  (> S *-
X-) belongs to the N etymon.
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158O. € *n1111ugV ≈ '∈ deer, antelope' > HS: Eg OK/MK nwZw ' addax
antelope (Addax nasomaculatus)' ¶ EG II 226  ? Ch: Mdr {ChL} cd.?
na!gi~gu!re~ 'antelope' ¶ ChL || U: FU (att. in ObU) *n1uG+wV > ObU *n1o"˝+w
'elk' > pVg *n1O"w 'Elch' >  Vg: T n1o2 ({Ht.} misprint no21), MK n1ow id.; pOs
*n1o"˝ 'elk' > Os: V/Vy/Ty/Sl n1o"˝, Y n1o"w, K/Kr {Stn.} n1o"X id. ¶ Ht. # 4 4 2 ,
Hl. rHt. 73-4 (on the reflexes of FU *-G- and *-w-  in ObU), Stn. D 1O29,
Trj. S 317.
1581. (€?) *n1111ahág{u4444} (or *n1111ah[V]gÉ?) 'drive, chase '  > HS: WS
*√nhg (prm. *-nhag-) 'drive (game), follow (tracks)' >  BHb √nhg G
(ip. -nhag#) vt. 'drive (an animal), drive away, drive on; lead, lead o u t ' ,
JEA {Sl.} √nhg G  vi. 'follow a practice\custom, lead', Ar √nhg7 G  (p f .
nahag7a, ip. ya-nhag7-u) 'follow  (the tracks of)'  Ï ∆e0Na nahg7- ' (p la in)
road' Ï √nhg7 G  'trace a road', Gz √nhg G (pf. nahaga) 'lead t o
pasture',  Sh (pf. ?anhaga ) 'push forward (herd), drive (herd)' ¶ KB 6 3 7 -
8, Js. 88O-1, Lv. III 347-8, Sl. 731-2, BK II 1352-3, Hv. 8O2, L G 393 ||
IE: NaIE *ya2g8≈- 'chase, hunt '  >  Gmc: OFrs jagia, OHG jago2n 'to h u n t ,
to persecute; jagen, treiben, verfolgen', NHG, Dt jagen 'to chase, t o
drive, to hunt'; Ï  OHG jagid (> MHG jaget > NHG Jagd) n. ' chase ,
hunt, pursuit', MDt, Dt jacht id. ‘  Dt jacht 'yacht' (“ 'hunting ship,
Jachtschiff') »» ?? Vd yah≤va {MW} 'restless, swift, active' (but {Bt.}
'der jüngste, neueste', {Cpl.} 'der jüngste, ewig jung\munter'), {MW, Bt.}
yah≤vat(-ï) 'ever-flowing' (of a river)', {MW} pra-yaks5ati '(?) is
quick, speeds on', {Bt.} 'vorwärts eilen, streben; (einer Sache)
nachtreiben, erstreben, erreichen', {Cpl.} 'vordringen, eilen, s t reben ' ;
the OI words are valid cognates if their interpretation by MW (and WP,
P, partially Bt. and Cpl.) is right ¶ WP I 195-6, P 5O2, Kb. 519, OsS 4 6 1 ,
M 329, Vr. N 284, MW 838, 849, Bt. V 114, 134, Cpl. 343, 349; M K III
1-2, 13-4 and M E II 391, 4O7 (M interprets Vd yah≤va as 'young,
vigorous', yah≤vat-ï as '(?) youngest', and ≤pra-yaks5ati a s
'displays', rejecting the connection of the OI words with Gmc) || A:
?σ M *neGu4- 'drive the herd to other pasture grounds, trek, nomadize ,
move from place to place, migrate' (× N *Nán2222É 'go [away]') > MM [HI]
{Ms.} ne√u4- 'transhumer', [LM] {Pp} ne√u4- 'reisen', [MA] {Pp.} nu4ye2- (Pp:
read ne5u4∏-), nu4∏- 'nomadize away', [IM] nu4∏- 'wegfahren', [S] {H} ne?u-
ne√u4- 'sich auf den Treck begeben, trekken', d. ne?uri ne√u4ri 'Treck,
(Karren-)Zug, Karawane', WrM negu4-, HlM, Brt n¥¥-, Kl n¥¥- nu4∏- v.
'nomadize, move from place to place; trek, migrate', Ord nu$:-
'déménager', ? WrO {Krg.} ne2- 'move, go past', Dg {T} neu- ' nomadize ,
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migrate' ¶ Ms. H 78, Ms. O 5O3, Pp. L III 73, Pp. MA 262, 443, H 1 1 6 ,
MED 569, Chr. 335, KRS 39O, KW 282, T DgJ 157, Krg. 212 ˚  If the M
√  belongs here, the N etymon must be *n1111ahág{u 4444}, otherwise w e
remain with some unpecified vowels (N *n1111ah[V]gÉ) ˚  The p h o n e m e
*u/w in the expected pIE *ya2g8≈u/w- is likely to have been lost on a
word-internal morphemic boundary.
1582. *n1111ogu4444l ß ßßß V (or *n3333ogu6666l ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!V?) 'tear out\asunder, pinch'  > HS
*√ngl > S *°√ngl > Ar √ng7l G  (pf. ¬ajaNanag7ala, ip. -ng7ulu) 'rip up, sk in
(a beast) from the hocks, till (the ground); √ng7l G  (pf. ¬ajaNa nag7ala, ip .
-ng7ilu) 'erase (a writing)', 'strike off pebbles' (camel), 'pierce (with a
spear)' ¶ Fr. IV 246, BK II 12O7, Hv. 752-3  Ch: MfG - 1ng‰l- 'cueillir,
arracher', Mf {BLB} n! =gWalala 'fête de récolte' ¶ Brr. MG II 211, BLB 2 6 2
 ? Eg G ng¿ 'die Glieder zerfleischen, den Augapfel ausreißen', Eg P
ng¿  'kill, slaughter' ¶ EG II 348 ¶¶ ≈  OS #1896 (¿ Ar √ng7l 'mow, r e a p '
÷ Mf ng‰l- ' cu t ' )  || A: M *no{˝}ula- vt. tear to pieces, tatter' > WrM
no9ula-, HlM noolo- id., Kl nool- 'pull (at\about), p luck '
('tormowit∆ , trepat∆ , terebit∆ '), Brt noolo- 'pull ( a t \ a p a r t ) '
('terebit∆ , razdergivat∆); Ï M *no˝ura- > WrM no9ura-, HlM
nooro- 'become tattered, worn out', Brt nooro- 'become worn o u t '
¶ MED 588, KRS 381, Chr. 33O || D *nulßlß- v. 'pinch, pluck, nip' > T m
nul5l5u id., Ml nul5l 5uka v. 'pinch, pluck', nul5l5a 'a pinch, bit', Kt nulßy-,
Kn ∆ nul5l5u v. 'pinch', Tl nulumu id., nul(u)cu v. 'pinch, nip off,
squeeze' ¶¶ D #3717 || ?σ,φ U: FU *n1u4lke- v. '≈ skin, flay, lose hair' > F
nylke- v. 'skin, flay, strip the skin off', Es nu4lge-, nu4lgi- v, ' skin ,
flay' » pLp {Lr.} *n1‰lk‰ 'get the hair separated from the hide' >  Lp: S
{Hs.} nja4lgedh 'die Haare durch Auswassern der Felle lösen \
abtrennen', N {N} nja6l…ga6 / -lg- 'get the hair\feathers torn or sc raped
off in a certain place' » Er nel∆ge- n1el!ge-, Mk nel∆go- n1el!g´- ' t a k e
away, take by force (entreißen, wegnehmen)' »» pOs *n1e"˝l´m-, {†Hl.}
*n1iÆ˝l´m- > Os {Ps.}: Y n1e"G¬´m-, K n1e"G´tm´- v. 'moult, lose\shed hair' 
pY {IN} *n1el- 'flay' >  Y K n1el-b´-t- id. ¶¶ UEW 319, ≈  329, SK 4O7, Lr.
#755, Lgc. #431O, PI 179, Ker. II 93-4, PD #1461, IN 238-9 ˚  D *-u-
and FU *-u4- go back to N *-ogu4444- ˚  If the problematic U cognate is
valid, the N lateral cns. is likely to have been *l ßßßß, which is responsible
for both D *lß and for U *l (< *l ßßßß in precons. position). If the U cognate
is rejected, the N rec. must be *n 3333ogu 6666l ß ßßß ++++ l ! !!!V .
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1583. ?σ,φ (€?) *n1111a 4 444goÂV (or *n2222a 4 444goÂV) 'groin, small abdominal
organs (kidneys, pancreas, and sim.)' > IE: NaIE *negW≈≤ro-s ' k idney(s) '
>  Gk nefro1i (pl.) 'kidneys' »» Itc {Mul.} *neXWro- 'kidney' >  L ∆ [Fest.]
nefrende2s 'kidneys' or 'testicles', L Prn [Fest.] nefro2ne2s, L Ln [Fest.]
nebrundine2s id. »» Gmc {Vr.} *neu\r(i)an > ON ny1ra, OSw niu2re,
ME, MLG ne2re 'kidney', OHG nioro id., 'loin', NHG Niere 'kidney' ¶ P
319, Dv. #263, EI 329 (*(h⁄)negW≈≤ro-s), F II 31O, WH II 156, Mul. 2 8 5 -
6, Vr. 413, Kb. 728, OsS 651, KM 511 || ?φ  U: eU *n1a2rma4 'groin' (× N
*n1111V... + *{?}aÂé€VmV [*é€  = N *h?] 'upper part of a limb' [q.v.]) >  FP
*n1a∏4rma4 >  F na4a4rva4 'Leiste, Weiche', ∆  na4a4ra4n (gen. na4a4ra4men)
'Leiste des Pferdes', Es na4a4re (gen. na4a4rme) 'Halsdrüse' » Lp T {Gn.}
n1a2irme 'Schambug, Schamleiste' »» pObU {Ht.} *n1È∏rmV >  pOs *n1ar´m
'Leistengegend, Ende des Oberschenkels' >  Os Nz n1Or´m, Os O n1arem id.;
pVg *n1È∏r´m 'Schulter, Hüfte' > OVg N SoO n√ 6rm` , Vg N {Mu.} n1a2re$m
≈ [n1a2r´m]  ¶¶ eU *a2 < **a4∏ < *-a4go- ¶¶ Coll. 1O1, UEW 312, Sm. 546 (FU
*n1ûrmaº, FP   *n1e4rma, Ugr *n1ûrma 'groin, hip'), TI 571, Ht. #475 ||
A: NrTg ≈ *n1erun 'gland' >  Ewk n1‰rin, Ewk Ald n1irun, Lm n1irun1, Lm B
n1‰run1 id. ¶ STM I 654  M *noyir (= *no{G}ir?) 'fat adhering to t h e
intestines, pancreas' >  WrM noir, HlM {MED} nojr id., {Gl.} ' long
piece of fat adhered to guts of a pig', HlM {Luv.}, Brt {Chr.} nojr
'pancreas', Kl {Rm.} no4∏r 'Darmfett', {KRS} nør no4r 'pancreas' ¶ MED
589, Luv. 27O, Chr. 329, KW 28O, Gl. II 44, KRS 384 ¶ M *-o{G}i- i s
probably from *-o˝o- < (by as.) *-a4G+˝o- ˚  The discrepancy between IE
*n-  (regularly from N *n-  or *n ````-) and *n1- in FU and Tg may result e i ther
from pre-IE depalatalization *n1111- > *n- (caused by unknown factors) o r
from secondary palatalization *n2222- > *n1- in U and Tg (or pA) (caused
probably by some lexical interaction, e.g. the infl. of N *n1111V...
{?}aÂé€VmV) ˚  Ernits KSTM, Ernits PSTM (Lp, TM).
1584. *n 1111ukV  'shake, swing, tremble' > HS: WS *√nknk > Gz √nknk v.
'shake, agitate', Ar √nkk  (pf. nakka) v. 'urge (a debtor)', {BK} ' insister ,
presser, importuner', √nknk v. 'importuner son débiteur', ? Sq {L}
negneg v. 'shake' ¶ L G 396-7, BK II 1336, 1345, Hv. 796  Eg N (XX)
nwc '≈  to tremble' ¶ EG II 225  ?? C: Ag *√ngWd v. 'tremble' >  Bln
{R} naºgu"aºd- 'zittern, beben (die Erde)' (× Ag *√ngWd 'thunder' <  C
{AD} *√nkWd id.) ¶ R WB 281-2, AD SF 176, 24O, L G 182 || U: FU
*°n1u{k}V v. 'tremble' >  pObU *n1o"˝-/n1u"˝- >  pVg *n1O"w-/*n1u"w- >  v.
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'tremble (beben)' >  Vg: T n1ow‰2t-, MK n1owt-, P n1ow´t-, Ss n1owit- ≠
n1uwit- 'schaukeln'; pOs *n1o˝a- ({∫Hl.} *n1a"˝a-) >  Os: V/Vy/Ty n1o˝a-, Y
n1owa-, Kz n1oXa- vi. 'move'; V/Vy n1o˝al-, Ty n1o"˝a¬-, Y n1o"wa¬-, D/K
n1o"Xatt´-, Nz n1o"Xat-, Kz n1o"Xa¬-, O n1o"Xa$l- 'schaukeln' ¶ Ht. #443 || D
(in NED) *nukk- v. 'shake' > Krx nuk-na2 v. 'shake, cause to oscillate', Mlt
nuke  v. 'shake' ¶ D #3696, Pf. 192 [#147] ˚  IS II 91 (*n1u4kÿ 'tråsti ,
terebit∆ ' > U, D).
1584a. *æn1111aK''''o 'laugh, be amused' > U: FU ≈ *n1akV (or *nakV-?)
'laugh' >  F nauraa, ∆ nakraa id., Ing nagra2, Krl K nakroa, Krl Ld
nagrada, Lv na5gr´ id.  »»  pOs *n1a"˝- 'laugh' > Os: Ag/Ty n1a"˝-, Nz/Kz/O
n1a"X- id., Ag/Ty/Y n1a"˝, Nz/Kz/O n1a"X 'laughter, a joke' » ? OHg ≥XVI
newet-, Hg nevet- 'laugh' (influenced by [albeit hardly cognate
with] OHg ≥XV mewet- id. < Ugr *mÉk+˝V- 'laugh' [> Vg: T ma4v´n1t!-,
LK/P ma4˝´n1t!-, Ss mowint- id.]) ¶ SK 369, SSA II 2O9-1O, Stn. D 1O28,
Trj. S 3OO-1, ≈ UEW 872, ≈  EWU 1O24  || D *nak(k)- v. 'laugh, smile' >
Tm naku id., nakkal 'laughing, mockery', Ml nakekka v. 'laugh', Kn
nagu, nage, Tl nagu v. 'laugh, smile', Prj nav-, Gdb nag- ± nagg-
'laugh' ¶¶ D #356, Zv. 119, 129 || IE: NaIE *æyekW-/*æyokW- ' laugh,
play, be amused' > L iocus (gen. ioc°) 'a joke, jest' »» Gk [eπi1a, [eπia1
'game played with pebbles' »» Lt juoﬁkas 'laughter, joking', Ltv joﬁks
'jest, joke, fun' (unless borrowed from L iocus, as supposed by WH,
WP, and P; but, acc. to Bu \ga, this is an inherited L-grade of the IE s t em) ,
Ï Lt jukdy!ti, juokinti, ∆ ju~kinti 'make laugh'  ¶ Better ( f o r
semantic reasons) than the alt. hyp. (of WP): L iocus < NaIE *yek-
'speak' (< OHG je4han  'say, speak, MW ieith, Br iez 'language', e t c . )
¶ ≈ P 5O3, WH I 716-7 (both: L iocus < IE *yek- 'speak'), Frn. 197, Bg.
SBE #88 (= Bg. RR I 446), Bg. PDK 432 ˚  Os n1- and IE *æy- point to a N
*æn1111-, D *n- may go back either to *n++++n ` ```-  or to *n1111- , while Hg is likely t o
suggest a N *n++++n ` ```- (depalatalization due to a still unknown cause?) ˚
Schrd. DU 95 [#45] (D, U), ≈ Blz. LB #97 (U, D).
1585. *n1111ok[V]ÙV 'be in front, take the lead, precede, be first' >  HS:
S *°≤nuk[V]H- > BHb hk27n ≥nok3aH n. cs. 'in front of, facing' ¶ Hb H i s
regularly from *H or *X , but *-k[v[X- is ruled out by one of the S
incompatibility laws ¶ GB 5O5, KB 66O  (+ext.) B *√nkd >  Ah ´nk´d
'aller en avant' ¶ Fc. 1368  || A: Tg *n1o2g- (≠ *n1o2k-?) 'taking the lead,
precede, be first' > Sln n1o2gU2 'first, former', Lm n1o2˝ adj. 'front, f i rs t ' ,
Ewk n1o˝ï ± n1o2wu2 id., n1o2- v. 'precede', Neg n1o2˝u2 ≠ n1o2wU2 'first, taking
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the lead, front', 'in front', Orc n1o 2ki adj. 'front, initial', Ud H/A n1au\Xe ≠
n1ou\Xe, Ud Sm n1o2Xo 'first, front', Ork n1owU 'first, going in front o f
others' (a reindeer in a team) ¶ STM I 641-2 || Gil: Gil: A nuGi-, ES
{Krn.} nuGind adj. 'front', A nuGi adv. 'in front' ¶¶ ST 213, Krn. N 479 ||
D: GnD *no2k- 'be in front of others, precede' >  Png no2k- 'go first ,
precede', Kui no2ka 'precede, go ahead of', no2ki 'ahead, in front of', Ku
no2k- 'precede'; ? Kn no2l45 'precede, take the head' ¶¶ D #3799 ˚  The
Tungusian vowel length is compensatory (N *-ok[V]Ù-  > Tg -o2k-).
1586. *æn 1111 {a}K ''''o  'soft parts of the animal's body (liver, marrow, s u e t ) '
>  HS: S *°√nk'y/w >  Ar niqy- 'marrow', naqw- 'bone of the arm, b o n e
full of marrow', √nqw/y  v. 'extract marrow from a bone' ¶ Fr. IV 3 2 9 -
3O, BK II 1335, Hv. 796 || IE: NaIE *æyekW-r=(t-) / gen. *æyekW-≤n-es
'liver' > OI ≤yakr=t (/ gen. yak≤nah5), Av ya2kar´†, NPrs rgaJi Z7ega4r, Oss
iga4r, Ydg ye2˝´n id. »» Gk “hpar (gen. “hpatoß) 'liver' »» L iecur (gen .
iecoris ≠ iecinor-is) id. »» Blt *yekna2 id. >  OLt jaﬁknos, Lt
(j)eﬁknos, Ltv pl. aknas (Ï bf. sg. akna), ∆ je<knos pl., Pru {En.,
Tp.} iagno (emendation of the ms. ce. Lagno) » ??σ Sl *°jÁkno ≠
*jÁkra ' h a r d - r o e ' : [1] *°jÁkno > LLs jikno id.; [2] *jÁkra id. > ChS, OR
ikra ikra, Blg ≤ikra, SCr Iàkra, Slv i!kra, Cz jikry pl., jikra, Slk, P
ikra, R i≤kra, Uk ¡≤kra ¶ P 5O4, EI 356 [*≥yekWr=(t)], M K III 1, M E II
391, Brtl. 1282, Horn 95, Vl. I 521, Ab. I 541-2, Bai. 1O8, F I 639, WH I
673, Frn.192-3, En. 183, Tp. P I-K 11-4, ESSJ VIII 216-2O, Glh. 275 || U:
FU *°n1ok+G+wV(-z6V) >  ObU {Ht.} *n1o2˝´z6 'meat' >  pVg *n1a"G´l!- >  Vg: T
n1a4wl!, LK n1owl!, n1uwl!, MK/P/NV/LL/UL n1owl!, SV n1awl!, Ss n1O2wl!; pOs
*n1o˝È ({∫Hl.} *n1a"˝È) id. > Os: V/Vy n1o˝È, Ty n1a"˝WÈ, Y n1a"wÈ, D/K n1o"X´,
Kz n1o"XiÆ, O n1o"Xa ¶ Ht. #445 || A: NaT *°Jakrî 'suet, fat (of an animal)' >
OT jaqrÈ ({Cl.} yaqrÈ∏) 'fat, suet' (semantic infl. of T ya2˝ 'fat') ¶ Cl. 9O5,
DTS 238, ≠ Rs. W 177 (jaqrÈ within the entry of ja2˝ 'fat'), ≈ ET J 5 9
(jaqrÈ ÿ ja2˝ 'fat'?), AD NM 26 (*n1{a}K'Ë >  T *yakrÈ), ≈  Vv. AEN 1 8
(misunderstanding of my inconsistent notation: the entry quoted in NM
was written long ago, when I used different phonetic symbols; in fact T
*yakrû = *Jakrî; Vv. points to a morphological problem: the e lement
*-rî is not a living sx. in OT, but it may go back, just as extensions in IE,
S, etc., to earlier structures, inluding N derivation or composition o f
word groups, cf. IE *yekW-r=- 'liver' - w AD NMI §  5) ˚  FU *o (for t h e
expected *a) may be due to the assimilative infl. of N *-o .
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1587. *n1111o6 666K' '''V or *n1111aGo6666K ' '''V '∈ canine' >  U *n1ukV '≈ fox' > Sm {Jn.}
*nokaº 'fox' > Ne: T noxo, T O {Lh.} noXo; 'polar fox', T accus. pl. nosi
(>  *nokaº-y), F L {Lh.} noXa"¢¥ id.; Kms {Pl.} nagabai 'lynx', Koyb {Pl.}
nagameida, {Sp.} nagamajna id. (majna 'bear')  ? FU {UEW}
*n1ukV-s1V or *n1uks1e 'sable, marten' (“ *'fox'?) > F nois in a n. l .
Noisniemi = R Sobolino (ÿ sobol∆ 'sable'), F nokko 'sable', Es
nugis 'common marder (Martes martes, Baummarder)' » Z Lu {UEW},
Yz n1iz, Vt {W} niz1 ≠ naz1 'sable'»» ObU *n1o"k´s 'sable' > pVg *n1Ok´s > Vg:
T n1oks, LK/MK/LL n1oxs, UK/P/NV n1oxWs, SV n1axWs, ML/UL/Ss n1ox´s id.;
pOs *n1o"˝´s > V/Vy/Ty n1o"˝´s, Y n1o"w´s, D/Nz/Kz n1o"X´s id. » Hg
nyuszt 'marten' ¶¶ Coll. 1O2-3, UEW 326-7, LG 19O, Lt. 18O, Ht .
#449, MF 491-2, Jn. 84 || A *n1okæV (and *°NokæV?) 'dog, wolf' >  M
*noqay[i] 'dog' >  MM [L, MA] {Pp.}, [IsV] {Lg.} noqai\, [IM] {Pp.} no˝ai\,
MMgl {Iw.} noqai\, WrM noqai, HlM noxoj, Ord {Ms.} noXO4∏, Kl noxa,
{Rm.} noXa4∏, noXa2, Mgl {Rm.} noqEi\, Dg {Pp.} no9o, Dx {T} no9i, Ba {T}
no9ui, Mnr H {T} noXue2, {SM} noXue2¯; the root may have merged with
the descendant of N *l ∏∏∏∏uk '''' {á}  'canine' (‘ 'lynx') (q.v.) ¶ Pp. L III 72, Pp.
MA 259, 442, Pp. MDG 186, Lg. VMI 58, Iw. 119, MED 592, KRS 382, Ms.
O 495, KW 278, Rm. M 34, SM 282, T 352, T DnJ 13O, T BJ 144  Tg
*n1o'ke ≠ *Noke' ({SDM} *n1o2ke, {DQA} *Noke) 'wolf' >  WrMc niyoxe, Mc
Sb {Y} yuX‰, yuxu 'wolf', Lm No$—k‰ ± No$ka ± Noka ≠ Nu‰k‰2 ± N‰2‰k‰2 'ma le
canine (dog, wolf, fox, polar fox)', Orc No4ksyo4 'wolf' ¶ STM I 665, Z
223, Y #22O3 ¶ The front vw. in Lm and Orc may be due to as. (infl. o f
the next syll.) ¶¶ SDM97 (A *n1o4∏kæo 'dog, wolf'), ≈ DQA #154O (pA
Ni\a2 ~kæu; incl. Tg, M) || D *nakkV 'fox, jackal' (× N *l ∏∏∏∏uk '''' {á} '∈ canine' [‘
'lynx']??) >  Kn nakke, Tl nakka 'jackal', Klm nakka 'fox', Gnd nakka,
Ku nakka ≠ naka 'jackal', Knd naka id., 'fox' ¶¶ ≈ D #36O6 || ? HS: WCh:
Bg {J} n1a!N, Kir {Sh.} n1aN, {ChL} n1‰N 'dog' ¶ ChC, ChL ¶¶ Cf. S: Ar naqa2T-
'hyena' [BK II 132O] ˚  D *-a-, the initial N- in Lm and Orc and the final
N in Bg and Kir suggest something like N *n1111aGo6666K ' '''V (*n19- or *n1˝- >  Lm,
Orc N; *-GK'- > Bg, Kir -N). Otherwise, the D vw. *a may be due to t h e
infl. of D *nari  'jackal, fox' (>  Tm nari , etc., see D #36O6).
1587a. ?σ *n1111uK''''V (+ an additional N word) '∈ small fur-bearing
animal' >  U *n1ukV-s1e (or *n1uks1e) 'marten, sable' > FU {UEW} *n1ukVs1e
or *n1uks1e 'marten, sable' >  F nois 'sable' in the n. l. Noisniemi (= R
Sobolino ÿ R sobol∆ 'sable'), ∆  {Kll.} nokko 'sable', Es nugis
(gen. nugise) pine marten, Mustela martes' » Prm *n1iZ1 'sable' >  Z Lu
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{UEW} n1iz1, Yz n1iz1, Vt ni≥z∆ niz1 id., Yz va-n1iZ1 'otter' (lit. 'water-sable ' )
»» ObU {Ht.} *n1o"k´s 'sable' >  pVg *n1O"k´s >  Vg: T n1oks, LK/MK/LL n1oxs,
UK/P/NV n1oxWs, SV n1axWs, ML/UL/Ss n1o"x´s id.; pOs *n1o˝´s ({∫Hl.}
*n1a"˝´s) >  V/Vy/Ty n1o"˝´s, Y n1o"w´s, D/Nz?Kz/O n1o"X´s id.  pY {IN}
*noqT!´- 'sable' > Y {IN}: K noqs7´, T noqs´, K {Jc.} noxs7a, noxs7o id. ¶ ¶
Coll. 1O2-3, UEW 326-7, SK 389, LG 19O, Lt. 18O, Ht. #449, MF 491-2 ,
IN 237, Ang. 184, ≈ Rd. UJ 41 [#4O] (Y π U) || A: pKo {S} *n´⁄kori
'badger' > MKo n´⁄kori, NKo n´⁄guri ¶ S QK #773, Nam 1O3, MLC 329 ||
? HS: S *°√nk'T > Ar naqa2T- 'hyena' ¶ BK II 132O ˚  This etymon may b e
genetically identical with (or derived from) N *n 1111o 6 666K ' '''V  '∈ canine'.
1588. *{n1111}u 4 444K ' '''{u 4 444} 'lie down, sink, bow (down)' > U *n1u4+ik{u}- vi. ' bow,
bend down' (× N *Na{?}igu  'to bow, to bend [down], to hang [by sth.] ,
to hang down'?) >  FU: pLp *n1‰kV- 'bend down' > Lp: N nja6kka6- / -g-
'bend down, stoop down' (of person), 'sink, settle, get crooked' (of a
house), L {LLO} njake2ti-  vi. 'bend, bow, writhe' (of a tree, person), Kld
{SaR} nigkl´ v. 'bow, bend down'; pLp {Lr.} *n1‰ke2 'crooked, bent' >
Lp: N nja6kke, K {Gn.} n1Iºhk  Sm: Sm {Hl. ‘ IS III} *n1iku ≠ *nÈku, {Jn.}
*nÈk¥ ≠ *nik¥- 'bend \ bow (the head), nod '  >  Ne T {Ter.} d. nixi-
ra-s∆ ≠ nixi-rë-s∆ 'to turn back one’s head (byt∆  s  otkinutoj
golovoj )', Ne F {Lh.} n1ihu2w-± n1ïhu?- ± n1ïhiw-, Ne F P {Lh.} n1ïXÈB-s1
'bow, bow low (before so.)', En {OSIPL} nÈxu-s7 ! 'to pray', Ng {Cs.}
n1igutm v. 'beten, den Kopf biegen', Slq Tz {KKIH} nÈkaltÈmpÈ- v. ' n o d '
 pY {IN} *ni˝(i)- vi. 'bend' > Y K nigi-bu-y- id. ¶¶ Coll. CG 4O2, UEW
317-8, Lr. #752, Lgc. #438O, Hs. 1OOO, N III 46, Gn. 1O91, TI 3O1, Ps. B
284-5, Jn. 1O1, Ter. 316, Lh. 323, KKIH 138, SaR 211, IN 236-7 || A: T
*Ju4ku4n- 'bow, kneel' > OT juku4n- 'bow, do obeisance to; worship', XwT
XIV ju4ku4n- v. 'bow, worship', MQp XIV ju4ku4n- 'serve kneeling', MQp XIV
[CC] ju4gu4n-, OOsm XIV-XVI ju4ku4n- 'kneel', ET ju4ku4n- v. 'bow, kneel', Q q
z7u4giÆn-, Qrg Z7u4gu4n- v. 'bow', Qzq q¥g¡n- z7u4giÆn- 'sit cross-legged;
worship, admire', Qmq ju4gu4n-, VTt ∆ z7!ÁgÁn-, Bsh jÁºgÁºn-, Uz jukun-, Yk
su4gu4n-, su4gu4y- 'kneel', Chv: L ßa€ka€n- s1¥gò¥n-, H s1¥ºgò¥ºn- 'bow, cur t sey '
¶ Cl. 913, ET J 264-5, Sht. 1O7, Jud. 972, Pek. 2379-81, Ash. XIII 8, IS III
64-6, Rl. III 5O4 || D (in NED) *nu2k- 'bow, d roop '  (× N *n1111 {ow++++Óa}K ''''i  ' t o
bend, to be crooked') > Krx nu2x-, nu2ﬁk≈- 'bow (the head), keep down ( t h e
eyes); silence, defeat, put down', Mlt nu29e v. 'droop, walk \behave
without energy' ¶ The length of *u results from D morphophonemic
alternation (probably "the rule of Krishnamurti", Zv. 184) and/or f r o m
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coalescence with N *n1111{ow++++Óa}K''''i ¶ D #3723, Pf. 193 [#149] || ?σ HS:
WCh: Hs no2!k'e~ 'draw back (as a tortoise drawing its head into its shell) ,
retire, withdraw' »» AG: Mpn {Frz.} no!k v. 'stop (doing sth.)', Su {J} nO2k
'stehenbleiben, bleiben, aufhören' (but Su nO2k 'ausruhen' is likely to b e
akin to Mpn no2 @k 'breathe') ¶ J S 77, Frz. DM 44-5, Ba. 822   ?σ S *-nïk-
, *√nyk G 'sleep with (a woman), copulate' (× N *n2222{u}kË [ o r
*n2222{u}k[V?]Ë??] 'darkness, night', q.v. ffd.) > Ak prm. -nïk ( inf .
nia2ku(m) > na6ku) {Sd.} 'copulate', {CAD} 'have illicit sexual
intercourse', Ar √nyk G  (ip. -nïk-) 'copulate with' (Fr.: 'futuit, inivit
mulierem'), Jb C/E {Jo.} √nyk G  (pf. nE22k, 3m sbjn. yink), Hrs {Jo.}
√nyk G  (pf. n‰yo2k, 3m sbjn. y‰≤nek) 'sleep with (a woman)', Mh {Jo.}
√nyk G  (pf. n‰yu2k, sbjn. y‰nye2k ≠ y‰nïk) id., 'copulate with' ¶ Rms.
265, CAD XI/1 197-8, Sd. 784, BK II 1376,  Fr. IV 358, Jo. J 199, Jo. H
1OO, Jo. M 3O9, MiK I #2.53 ˚  ≠ IS III 61-6 (T and D + unc. HS, K, a n d
IE reflexes of N *n2222u6 666qV 'to bend, to swing, to sink' [q.v. ffd.]; h e
reconstructs N *ˆuq{u4}) ˚  In descendant lgs. (e. g., T) contaminat ion
with the reflexes of N *n2222u 6 666qV '⇑ ' ?
1589. *n1111 {ow++++Óa}K ''''i  (= *n1111oqaK''''i?) 'to bend, to be crooked' > U: FP
*n1okke 'crooked, bent' > Mk nokla ≤nokla 'slope, declivity (as of a
road\way)', {LG} nok‰l, nok‰la, {Jh.} nokol, nokola 'sloping, inclined' »
Prm: Z n√kyl∆ n1ukÈl! n. 'bend, curve (sgib , izgib , vygib , zagib )', Z
V n1ukÈl!, Z Ud n1ukil! 'Biegung, Krümmung, Haken; krumm, gebogen', Z
Ud n1ukÈr-n1ukÈr‰n 'writhen, huddled up (from pain)' ¶ UEW 714, PI 1 8 1 ,
LG 2OO || A: M *naki-yi- > WrM naki-, HlM naxij-x v. 'bend; cave
in, be shaky', Kl naki- vi. 'bend, bow, incline forward', {Rm.} nakï- ' s ich
ein wenig seitwärts biegen'; 'schaukeln, schwanken (z.B. Gras)', Brt
naxï- vi. 'be bent, bend down, cave in'; M *naki-9ar > WrM naki9ar,
HlM naxigar adj. 'bent, bending, flexible', Kl {Rm.} naki˝a"r 'ein wenig
schief gebogen' ¶ MED 561, KRS 366, KW 27O, Chr. 324 || D (in NED)
*°nu2k[k]- v. 'bow' (× N *{n1111}u 4 444K ' '''{u 4 444} 'lie down, sink, bow [down]', q.v. f fd . )
|| ? HS: S *0√nXg > Ar √nXg7 G  'agiter dans tous les sens le s eau
descendu dans le puits, pour l’emplir de l’eau' ¶ *-X(V)g- < **-X(V)k'-
(dis.)? ¶ BK II 122O ˚  The hypothetic N sequence *-ow++++Óa-  c a n
explain the apparent discrepancy between the FP ev. of a N vw. *-o-  a n d
the M ev. of *-a- . If this hypothesis is rejected, we remain with a less
specific N etymon *n 1111o ++++aK ''''i . If the Ar cognate is accepted, the N e tymon
is *n1111oqaK''''i .
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159O. € *n1111u4 444K' '''÷V (or *n1111u 4 444k÷V?) 'tear, tear out' >  HS: Eg BD nk5÷ ' t e a r
out (the heart)' ¶ EG II 343  WS *√nk'÷ 'tear' (‘  'split') >  Ar √nq÷ v.
G  'tear (one’s own garment), slaughter (a camel for guests), kill', Gz
√nk'÷ v. G  'be split, have cracks, become torn'; Ï  WS *≤nak'[a]÷- ' a
crack, split' (× N *n2222u 4 444K ' '''V ¬ *n2222uK''''É 'hole') > Gz nak'÷ n. 'split, crack', Sr
'0oqñenEk5≤÷-a2 'cave, hole', MHb oq2n# ≤nEk5a÷ 'cleft, cavity, ravine' ¶ L G
399, ≈ KB 681, Js. 934, BK II 1329, Hv. 794 ||  U: FU *n1u4kV v. 'tear, j e rk '
>  F nyki-, Vp nu4ka4∏- id. »» pObU: pVg *n1u4{w}- 'pluck (rupfen, zupfen) ' ,
{BV} v. 'nibble (grass)' > Vg: T n1u4w-, LK n1a2w-, P n1a4∏w-, Ss, MK {BV} n1aw-
v. 'pluck, nibble' » Hg ∆  nyu¡- ± nyo¡- 'shred (flax), pluck ( raufen) ,
wear out (a garment)'  Sm {Jn.} *nek- ≠ *n‰k- 'pull out' >  Ne T n´x´-
id., Ne F {Lh.} n‰XÈ- id., En X {Cs.} 1s aor. obcj. ne≤hibo 'take', Ng
{Mik.} n1ak- 'take, seize'; Slq Tz {KKIH} na4ka4- 'pull (tånut∆ , dergat∆)';
Koyb {Sp.} neblå 'natågiva√  (I stretch)' ¶¶ UEW 318, Coll. 1O3, Sz.
152, SK 4O6, Kn. WV 2O1, Stn. WV 25, BV 68, Jn. 1OO, KKIH 136, Hl. M
# 3 3 8 .
1591. i  *n1111a 4 444lV 'tongue' > U: FU *n1a4lma4 id. > pLp {Lr.} *n1a2lme2 ' m o u t h '
> Lp: S {Hs.} njaalmie, L {LLO} njal…me2, N {N} njal…bme / -lm-, Kld
n1a2lêm  id. » Chr: P {Gn.} n1´lm´, H {Ep.} jy≥lmy≥ y´lm´, L jylme y¥lme,
Uf/B y¥lme 'tongue, language' »» ObU {Ht.} *n1ïlmV ' tongue '  > pVg
*n1ïlmV id. >  OVg S: ChusO nelma, Kg nelma, SSs neelme, T r
nil∆ma, OVg E TM, OVg N SoG njelm, Vg: T/P n1il!´m, LK/MK/UK
n1il´m, NV/SV/LL n1il!l!´m, UL/Ss n1e2l´m id.; pOs {†Hl.} *n1a4∏l´m, {Ht.}
*n1a4l´m id. > Os: V/Vy n1a4l´m, Ty/Y n1a$¬´m, D/K n1a$t´m, Nz n1at´m, Kz
n1a¬´m, O n1a$l´m » Hg nyelv id., 'language' ¶ Coll. 43, Db. OS xxx,
UEW 313-4, It. #287, ≈ Sm. 546 (FU, Ugr *n1elma4, FP *n1a4lma4
'mouth'), Lr. #763, Lgc. #4352, ≈ Ber. #24 (pChr *yilm´, but *y- is a t
variance with the ev. of Chr P n1´lm´), MRS 161-2, 166, Ep. 34, Ht. # 4 6 3 ,
MF 48O-1 || D *na2lV-(kV) 'tongue' > Kt na;lg, Kn na2lage, na2lige, Tu
nalayi, nala2yi, Tm, Ml na2kku, Tl na2lika, na2luka, na2lka, Klm
na;lka, Nkr na2lka, Knd na2lika id. ¶¶ D #3633, Zv. 128, 131 || HS: WCh:
Grn {Hrn., Sh.} n1a!la~ 'tongue', as well as possibly Wnd {Sh.} Nge~s6, {IL}
NgEs6 and Dw {ChC} Ngus6 id. (unless going back to *NV-lVs ÿ *lVs
'tongue', cp. Bg {J} N‰l‰s  'tongue') ¶ JI II 328, ChC, Hrn. EG s.v. ' t ongue '
|| ? IE: i Ht lala- 'tongue', Lw {Lar.} lali- 'tongue (?)', {Mlc.} la2la/i-
'tongue, gossip'; but Ht lala- 'harmful speech, slander', lala- v. o f
speech, HrLw lali- 'word, speech', and Ld {Gsm.} lale2- ' ( aus ) sprechen '
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do not necessarily belong here, but may be independent onomatopoe ic
stems ¶ l-  for the expected *y-  is due to the ideophonic factor ¶ Ts. E II
2O-1, CHD L-N 21-6, Mer. HHG 78, Lar. 62, Mlc. CL 122.
1592. (€?) *n1111o÷ 3333le 6666 (or *n1111a÷ 3333le 6666) 'sinew' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ ' b o w '
‘ 'arrow'), 'to tie together', ([in HS] ‘ 'to put on footwear') >  HS: S:
[1] *≤na÷[V]l- 'sinew', ‘ 'tie' (noun) >  Ar na÷l- 'nerf, boyau, morceau d e
cuir avec lequel on entoure l’arc au haut de la cambrure ou sur les
côtés; chaussure, soulier, sabot', BHb lo2n2 ≤na÷al 'a sandal', Ug {A} n÷l
'sandal' (but OLS 313-4 and Mrgl. BM 18f. interpret Ug n÷l otherwise) ,
Sr \o0ña na÷≤l-a2 'horse-shoe', Md nala 'shoes, sandals', Mh {Jo.} n‰÷a2l,
Jb E n÷al 'sandals', Sq {Jo.} ≤na÷al, {L} na÷al 'chaussure'; [2] *√n÷l v. G
'tie' >  BHb √n÷l v. 'secure (a door by straps), fasten sandals on one’s
foot', Ug n÷l 'binden, schließen', JA [Trg.] √n÷l v. 'tie a shoe', M d
√n?l v. 'shoe a horse, bind up, tie', Ar √n÷l v. 'give sandals to so.;
wear boots; shoe (a horse, a camel)', Gz d. n´÷u2lt 'widow whom the la te
husband’s brother marries by levirate' (lit. 'a tied one [f.]') ¶ BK II
1296, Hv. 782, KB 666, KBR 7O5, A #18O5, Br. 435, Lv. T II 118, DM
283, L G 382, L LS 629 || U *n1o2le 'arrow' (“ **'bow' “ **'bowstring' “
**'sinew') >  F nuoli 'arrow', Es nool 'arrow, bow' » pLp {Lr.} *n1o2l‰
'arrow' > Lp: S {Hs.} njuole, L {LLO} njuolla, N {N} njuolla6, Kld n1u2ll
» Er/Mk nal nal id. » Chr L no≥lo≥ no4lo4 'arrowhead made of bone' » Prm
*n1o$l / *n1o$ly- 'arrow' >  Z n1‰v / n1‰vy-, Yz ≤n1u$l, Vt n1‰l, Vt B n1el, Vt SW
n1o˘l »» pObU *n1È∏lV 'arrow' >  pVg *n1È∏lV >  OVg: S ChusO n1io4^la, S VT
nela, S SSs njela, E TM njel, OVg N SoG nja4l, N SoO nål`, Vg:
T/P/NV/SV/LL/ML n1e2l, LK/UL/Ss n1a2l, MK/UK n1‰2l id.; pOs *n1al >  Os:
V/Vy/O n1al, Ty/Y n1aº¬, D/K n1ot, Kz n1O¬ id. » Hg nyi1l (accus. nyilat)
id.  Sm *n1‰¥\y ({Jn.} *n1e+‰y-) 'arrow' >  Ne T -ni ({Lh.} -≤n1;i) in tuni
tu2n1≤n1'i 'gun' (lit. 'fire arrow'), Ne F {Lh.} -n1ï in NÈÆn1;ï 'Stellbogen' (NÈn1-
'bow'), En {Mik.} -n1iy in tu2n1iy 'gun', Slq Ch {KD} -n1ï¯ in qæA2s¯´n1ï¯ ' a r r o w
for shooting at birds', Kms {Cs.} nea2, nja4 'arrow', {KD} ≤n1a$ 'bul le t ' ,
Koyb {Sp.} ne  'arrow; kopejco  u  strely ; bullet', Mt {Hl.} *n1ey or *ney
'arrow' (Mt: K {Mll.} ne1i, M {Mll.} ne`i id.) ¶¶ UEW 317, Sm. 539 ( U
*n1ûxlû, FU *nûûli, FP n1ooli, Ugr *n1ûlI", Sm *n1e4o_j), Lr. #789, Lgc.
#4462, Hs. 1OO9, LG 197, Ht. #459, Jn. 1O8-9, Hl. M ##729 ,
746   Another line of semantic changement: FU *n1olV (or *n1alV) v.
'tie together' >  Hg nyala1b 'Bündel, Bund' » pOs *n1ula 'together' >  Os:
V/Vy n1ula, Ty n1u¬a, D n1uta, Nz n1uta$, Kz n1ö8¬a ¶ MF 476, 488 || A: ?φ Tg
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*°n1u[:]lge (or *yu[:]lge) >  Ewk Tmt n1ulga ≠ Julga ≠ yulga, Ewk
Z/Tng/Urm/Ucr yu2lg‰  'arrow, iron arrowhead' ¶ STM I 35O.
1593. *n 1111u 4 444÷ 3 333 l ∏ ∏∏∏V  'pluck, tear out (hair, branches), pinch' > HS: S *°√n÷l
>  Ar man÷al- 'arraché de son tronc avec enlèvement de sa ba se
(rameau, branche)' ¶ BK II 1296 || A ({SDM97} *n1u2li- 'to shave'):  NaT
*Ju4l(i)- > OT ju4li- 'shave', MQp XIII [LM] {Hou.} ju4∏lï-¨†XwT XIV, MQp XIV
[CC]  ju4lu4-, OOsm ju4lu4-≠ju4li-¨†Tk yu4lu4-, Qmq √l√- ju4lu4-, Tv ¢¥l¥-
c7u4l4u4- 'shave' ¶ Rs. W 213, Cl. 919, KumRS 383, TvR 551  ?φ M *Z>ulmu-
'pluck (a bird); shed skin\hair\feathers' > WrM Zulmu- , HlM zulma-
id., Brt zulma- 'shed hair' (of wool), 'shed skin' (of snakes), ' scale
off' (of skin) ¶ MED 1O79, Chr. 262 ¶ Valid if M *Z>- regularly
represents A *n1-. Otherwise it may be a loan from a T d. of *Ju4l(i)-
 Tg *n1u2'li- v. 'scrape (hide)' >  Ewk, Lm n1u2l- 'scrape (the inner side o f
hide)', Neg  ¿n1ul- vi. 'soften (the hide by scraping it)', Ork n1ulu- ' s c r ape
off hair from the hide' ¶ STM I 645  ? pKo {S} *[n]ïr- 'clear out, r inse '
> MKo ïr-, NKo il-, ∆ nil- ¶ S QK #1453, Nam 4O5, MLC 1351 ¶¶ Hardly
here T *JalaN 'naked' (> OT jalaN, JalîN) that is equated in SDM97 with
M *Z>ul(m)- 'exuviate, fade', Tg *n1iwl- id. , pJ *ni\a~r v. 'tan' (>  J neru),
and Ko *nir- (= the abovementioned Ko *[n]ïr); in fact T *JalaN ( a n d
Tg *n1iwl-?) may be equated with N *n1111a9l ßßßßV (o r  *n1111a9lV?) 'fade, b e
worn out, be spoiled'  (q.v.) ¶¶ ≠ DQA #15O7 (Tg < A n1o"~lo ¬ -u- ' p luck ,
pick out [sryvat∆, vydergivat∆]') || ?σ U *n1{i+u4}lV- '≈ get loose
(bark, skin), peel off, bark' > F {SK} niloa , nilota  'to get loose ( b a r k ,
skin)' » pLp {Lr.} *n1‰l‰ v. 'bark a tree' > Lp: S {Hs.} njalledh ' separa te ,
loosen', L {LLO} njalla- '(leicht) losgehen, sich (leicht) lockern, lösen
(Rinde in der Saftzeit)', N {N} nja6lla6- 'flake off, get loose and peel o f f '
(of skin, part of body), 'peel' » Prm (?) *n1u$l- > Z P n1ildÈnÈ, Z Ud n1ivdÈnÈ
'to skin (an animal), Z LV n1ivmÈnÈ 'to be barked', Vt Sr n1Èlal-, Vt Kz
n1‰lal- v. 'bark a tree', Vt n∆yld- n1Èld- v. 'scrape off, bark, skin', Vt
Kz n1‰l 'bark of a tree' »» pOs {†Ht.} *n1a"l-, {†Hl.} *n1ÈÆl- > Os {Stn.}: VK
n1a"l-, Vrt n1a"¬-, Nz n1o"t-, Kz n1o"¬- 'lose Birkenrinde'; pOs {†Ht.} *n1a"l-,
{†Hl.} *n1ÈÆl- v. 'bark' > Os: VT/Vy n1a"l- id., Os ps.: Lk n1a"T´m-, Nz n1o"t´m-,
Kz n1o"¬´m- 'vi. 'peel off (birch bark)'; Vg: T n1al-, LK/SS n1il!-, P n1il!, nil!-
'schälen, ausnehmen (Fische)', N n1olip- 'sich abtrennen (z. B.
Baumrinde)'  Sm: Nn T O {Lh.} n1al!e- 'lose\shed hair' (of reindeer, dog,
fur) ¶¶ ≈  UEW 29, SK 38O-1, Lr. #754, Lgc. #4314, Stn. D 1O41-2, LG
191, U3S 3O9, KKIH 139 || D *nulßlß- v. 'pinch, pluck' (× N *n1111ogu4444l ß ßßß V [ o r
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*n3333ogu6666l ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!V?] 'tear out\asunder, pinch', q.v. ffd.) ˚  If U *n1{i+u4}lV-
belongs here, the N lateral cns. is *-l-  (while D *-lßl ß- is inherited from N
*n 1111ogu 4444 l ß ßßß V), otherwise it is either *-l- or *-lßßßß- ˚  IS II 91-2 (*n1u4lÿ > D,
A + U *n1u4lke [see N *n1111ogu4444l ß ßßß V or *n3333ogu6666l ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!V '⇑ ']).
1594. *n1111a9l ßßßßV (or *n1111a9lV?) 'fade, be worn out, be spoiled' >  HS: S
*°√n˝l > Ar √n˝l G (pf. na˝ila, ip. -n˝alu) 'be spoiled in tanning '
(hide), 'be ulcered' (wound) ¶ Fr. IV 3O8, Hv. 784-5 || U: FU *n1alßV-
'get spoiled' (skin) >  Prm {LG} *n1oÚl!- >  Z nël∆z∆y- n1ol!z1È-, Z HS n1ol!z1È-
vi. 'become flushed because of sweat\damp' (of skin, particularly of a
baby), 'spoil because of sweat\dampness' (skin), 'rub off' (skin) »» ObU
{†Ht.} *n1a"lß-, {†Hl.} *n1ÈÆlß- > Vg K {Szil.} n1aºltt- 'become leprous', Vg {Coll.
“?} n1ult 'leprosy, scab, tetter'; pOs *n1a"lß´- ({†Hl.} *n1ÈÆlß´-) > Os: VT
n1a"lß´- 'come out, fall out' (hair), n1a"lß´˝- vi. 'scale, peel off', O n1a"l´m
'sich lösen (Schleimhaut im Mund), ausgehen (Haare)', Kz n1o"lßm´¬- 'fall
ill with scrofulosis', Ty n1aÒ´mt´-, Nz n1o"l´mt-, Kz n1olß´mt- 'fall out' ( ha i r
from a poorly dried hide), 'have a disease in which the skin (esp. t h a t
of the head, behind the ears, and on the temples) scales off, bleeds, a n d
festers'; Coll. 41 (“ ?) quotes Os Sr n1aT´m- and Os S n1ot´m- id., which
(if not mistakenly recorded) points to a pOs (and hence pFU and pN) *-
l-  rather than -lß-, evidenced by more reliable data of Stn. D ¶ Coll. 4 1 ,
LG 189, Stn. D 1O51-2 || D *nal- > Tu nalagu- 'fade, wither, b e
reduced by sickness', Tm nali v. 'waste, pine away, suffer, fail ' ,
nalaNku 'grow faint, wilt, lose stiffness', Kn nalagu, nalugu
'become rumpled \ ruffled (as cloth)', nalavy, naluvu 'weakness ' ,
Tl nala%gu, nalugu, naliyu 'be crumpled \ rumpled', {Km.} ' fade ,
wither' ¶¶ D #3611 ˚  There is conflicting ev. about the quality of t h e
N lateral cns.: D and Coll.’s data on Os point to a N plain *-l- , while
Stn.’s Os data provide ev. of a N postalveolar *-l ßßßß- . Is the solut ion
connected with the infl. of the adjacent N *9  or of a final N *i
(suggested by the Prm palatal *l!) or with contamination of two roots i n
D (e.g. **nalß- 'fade, wither' and  D *nal- 'crush, squeeze '  [>  Knd nalp-
id., etc.], which may go back to a hypothetical N *ˆaP3333 {l}V, p reserved
in Jb √nfl v. 'break off a chip, splinter of stone, cut a sliver ( o f
wood] ' )?
1595. *n1111o9{a 4444}l[y]V 'slime, tears (?), moisture, fluid; raw' > HS: SES
*√n˝l >  Mh n‰˝‰lït (pl. n‰˝a2l), Hrs ‰n˝a2l, Jb C na˝lt, Jb E ‰n≤˝l‰t
'sweat' ¶ Jo. M 288  ? ECh: Smr {J} nu2l, Nd D {J} nu!lÄ^ 'weep' (if “
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*'shed tears' ÿ a word for 'tears') || IE *yeé8lo-/*yé8=lo- >  NaIE *ye2lo-
/*y´lo- 'unripe, raw' > Ltv je2 ^ls 'raw; undercooked; sore', je2lsa
vieta 'sore\raw place' » ?σ Sl *ja¡lov¥ 'unfruitful' (soil), 'barren' (×
*a¡lov¥ id.) > ChS Alov5 jalovË 'sterilis', OR Alov5 jalovË, R
≤ålovyj, Uk ≤ålovij, Blg ≤ålov, ≤ål`v, SCr jaàlov, Slv ja!lov, Cz,
Slk jalovy1, P jaLowy 'unfruitful' »» ??σ Clt: W {P} ial 'clearing, glade '
(“ *'waste plot'), Gl ialo-  *'clairière' in n. l., e.g. Nanto-ialo- 'valley-
glade' > Fr Nanteuil ¶ P 5O4-5, Kar. I 355, Vs. IV 554-5; Glh. 2 8 6 - 7
and ESSJ I 66-7O (Sl *a¡lov¥jÁ); Mikl. E 99 (*jal-), Mikl. L 4, Billy 8 8 ,
Dtn. 262 || U: FU *n1o[:]lV 'moisture, slime, fluid' > Er XVIII {Dms.}, Er ∆
nola 'sap' » Chr: L nolo nolo 'moisture, moist, sap', nol¥k 'season o f
sap flowing (when the bark is separated from the tree)', H {It.} nal¥,
Uf/B nol¥ 'sap' ('juice'?) » Lp I njale 'sap, birch sap' »» Os: V n1a"lÈ, D
n1a"t´ 'rust', K n1a"t´ 'slime', Kz n1o"lÈ 'rust, slime' ¶ UEW 318-9, Ps. B 9 2 ,
ERV 415 || A *n1a2l!V >  T *Ja2l! 'fresh, moist; moisture' >  [1] *Ja[:]l! > NaT
*Ja[:]s7 'fresh, moist' > OT jas7 id. (jas7 tananî 'fresh sesame seed', jas7 ot
'fresh forage', jas7 su4Nu4kla4ri 'moist bones'), jas7 'green vegetables', XwT
XIV jas7 'young, fresh, MQp XIII ja2s7 'green', Osm {Rh.} ¢'Ya jas7 'wet ;
moisture', Alt Z1as7 'fresh, green', Bsh ja4s7 'fresh', Ggz jas7, Qzl {Jk.} s7as
'fresh, moist', Xk c7as 'fresh, young', Tk yas>, Az jas7 'moist', CrTt, ET
jas7, Uz jås7. VTt ja4s7, Nog jas, Qzq, Qq z7as, Qrg Z7as7, Tv c7as7 'young', Kr
T/G jas7 id., 'moist, juicy'; [2] T *Ja2l! > NaT *Ja2s7 'tears' (× N *Z@@@@al ! !!! ÙV [ o r
*Ûal!!!!ÓV] 'dripping fluid', q.v. ffd.) >  OT {Cl.} ja2s7, XwT XIV jas7 ' t ea r s ' ,
Tkm, Uz ∆, Xlj ja2s7, Tk yas>, Ggz, Az,Qmq, ET jas7, Uz e≥w jås7,  Kr jas7 ≠
jas, Qzq, Qq z7as, Xk c7as, Tv c7as7, Tf cas7 'tear(s)' »» Chv L kußßul∆ kus1-
s1ul id. (cmpd.: kus1 'eye' + s1ul) ¶ Cl. 975-6, Rs. W 192, ET J 161-4, Rh.
2186, BRS 243, BT 5O, BIG 312  Tg *n1a2l- 'moist' > Ewk n1alikin 'mo i s t '
(wood), 'not dry' (undressed hides, raw leather), Neg n1alIxIn 'raw, n o t
cooked\baked sufficiently' (food, bread), 'unripe', Nn Nh n1a2lo% ≠ n1a2lU% ≠
n1i\alo% ≠ n1i\alU% 'fresh, raw, uncooked' (meat, fish), 'moist' (wood), U d
{Krm.} n1aligi, {STM} n1a2ligi, Ul n1a2lU(n-) ≠ n1e2lU(n-) 'moist, raw' (mea t ,
fish, wood), Lm n1a2l¥qça, n1a2l¥q id., 'undressed' (hide), Ork n1a2lU ≠ na2lU
≠ n1a2lUw id., 'uncooked' (food), 'unripe' (fruit, vegetables) ¶ STM I
63O, Krm. 268  pKo {S} *nÄ~r 'sth. raw, moist' >  MKo nÄ~r, NKo nal ¶ S
QK #14O, Nam 96, MLC 3O2 ¶ S AJ 256 [#14O] ¶¶ S AJ 76, 28O-1
[#145] || D *n1o2lßa 'saliva, sticky liquid' > Tm n1o2l5a 'saliva', no2l5a
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'slaver; glutinous fluid in fish\fruit\snails', Kn lo2l5a, lo2l5i, lo2l5u, lo2l5e
'saliva, slaver, tenacious mucus, phlegm', no2l5i 'sticky (juice)', Tu
no2n5e 'saliva, spittle', n1o2li 'anything sticky, gummy, viscous; saliva'; D
ı  OI la2la2- 'saliva, spittle, slobber' ¶ D #2937, Tu. #11O27 ¶ The cns .
l- in words for 'saliva' may be due to the ideophonic factor [Ll.] ˚ IE *é8
points to a following front vw., while T (and pA?) *a2 may go back to *-
oÓa- < N *-o9a 4444- rather than to *-oÓe- ; hence the tentative rec. of pN *a4444
in the N etymon (*n1111o9{a 4444 }l[y]V). T *-l! and D *-lß- point to a N
palatalized *l !!!!, while U *-l- may go back only to the plain N *l ; t h e
contradiction may be removed by postulating a N cluster *-ly- (> **-l!-
> T *-l!- and D *-lß-) and by supposing that in the prehistory of the U
root the N cns. *y  was lost ˚ ≈ IS MS 365 s.v. *n1o[Ó]lÿ 'sliz∆ ' (IE, A,
D + unc. U *n1olke 'slime, saliva, mucus' and ? U *n1o2le- 'lick').
1596. *n1111ihla 'moist, slippy' > HS: S *√nhl 'give water, make wet ,
give to drink' >  Ak LtB √n?l (inf. na?a2lu) v. 'water, make wet', BHb
d. Mil5¶le9n@ nahâlo2≤l-ïm pl. 'watering-places', Ar √nhl G  (pf. nahila, ip. -
nhalu) 'drink a first draught; quench (thirst)', {BK} 'goûter un peu d’un
breuvage; étancher la soif, avoir bu à sa soif' ¶ CAD XI/1 6, Sd. 694, KB
638, BK II 1358, Hv. 8O4  Ch: CCh: Ms {OS “?} Nul 'moisten', {ChC}
Nulumo 'moist' (OS: Ms N < *n?), Azm {Pc.} Nu~lo!2bﬁa! 'damp' »» ECh: Mgm
{JA} n1a2^lo~ 'couler (la pluie à travers le toit', ¿ Smr ("Sibine") {OS “?}
Nw‰2l‰2 'rain' ¶ JA LM 112, ChC, Pc. 322 ¶¶ OS #4OO || U: FU *n1ila
'slime, mucus' > F nila 'bast, bass', 'slime, mucus', koivun nila
'birch-tree sap', nilja  'slime, mucus', Krl n1ila 'sap', ? Es nilane (gen .
nilatse) in nilane lats 'helpless baby' (if “  'snivelling child') » amb
Lp: L {LLO} njalle2 'etwas Glattes oder Schlüpfriges; der Baumsaft, wenn
er sich zwischen Stamm und Rinde gesammelt hat, so daß es «rinnt» ' ,
Nt {TI} n1a$l;´ / -l- 'slippy\smooth place' » ?φ Er {Rv.} nolaz7a ' s m o o t h '
(soil, ice, etc.) »» ObU *n1{ï}l / *n1{i}l > Vg N {Mu.} n1a4l! 'slime of a t r ee ' ,
Os: O n1el 'sap-wood (Splint), sap (of willow, birch-tree)'  Sm: Ne T
{Cs.} nyl!u 'juice', ho-nyl!u 'sap of a tree' (y  = [È]?), Ne F L {Lh.} n1ïl!:ï
id.; ?φ Nn T O n1alu2 'soft and moist white layer under the bark of a t r e e '
¶¶ IS II and the editors of IS II adduce here FU words for 's l ime,
moisture, sap' with back vowels in the first syll. (Er {Dms.}, Er ∆  nola,
Chr nolo ± nal¥, etc.), explaining their back vowels by the infl. of t h e
stem-final *-a (while Rd. in UEW explains it by onomatopoeia), b u t
external comparative ev. suggests the presence of a different N e tymon,
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reconstructible as *n1111o9{a4444}l[y]V 'slime, tears (?), moisture, fluid; r a w '
(q.v.); contamination with the latter may account for o in Er nolaz7a ¶ ¶
Coll. 1O2, UEW 318-9, 329, ≈ Sm. 546 (FU *n1ilaº, FP *n1ila, Uhr *nI"la
'sap-wood'), SK 38O-1, TI 294, LG 198-2OO, Ht. ##789, 79O, Cs. 18, 2 7 ,
Lh. 295 || A: M *nil(a)- >  MM [MA] {Pp.} nila- v. 'plaster (walls with
alabaster)', nilaqu 'plasterer’s trowel', Kl {Rm.} nila4∏- (< **nila-yi-) ' b e
sticky, slimy, watery (klebrig \ schleimig \ wässerig sein)', WrM {Kow.}
nilcuim 'glutineux, visqueux (comme les phlegmes, la colle, la bile,
etc.)', 'klejk¡j , kleevatyj , lipk¡j , slizistyj ', {MED} nilcuim-a
'sticky, adhesive', HlM nålcajm id., WrM {MED} nilcai-, nilcui-,
HlM nålcaj- 'become sticky, clammy', {Luv.} nålcaj- 'be sticky,
slimy'; M *nilbu ≠ *nilmu > MM [IM] nilbu 'a spit', Dg {Mr.} nioleme
≠ niolome 'spit, spittle, saliva', M *nilbu-sun ≠ *nilmu-sun 'saliva,
spittle, mucus, tears' > [HI] nilbusun 'saliva, tears', [S] {H} nilbusu(n)
'tears', [LM] ˆ0vsbul0Na nalbusun (fallacious vocalization for ˆ0vsbul0Ni
nilbusun?), [MA] nilbusun 'spittle', WrM {Kow.} nilbusu(n)
'larme; salive, bave', {MED} nilbusun, nilmusun, HlM nulmas id.,
'mucus', {Luv.} nulims(an), Kl {Rm.} nulumsn=, Brt nëlbohon ' t ea r s ' ,
MMgl [Z] nilbusut pl. 'tears', Mgl {Rm.} nilbusun, Mnr H {T} nilbuse¨†M n r
Nr {SM} numpæuZò‰, Ba nemsoN 'tears', Dg {Mr.} niolemose, {Pp.}
n1ombosu, {T} n1om(b)os; (bf.?) M *nilbu- ≠ *nilmu- v. 'spit' > MM [LM,
MA] -vblyNnilbu-, [S] nilbu-, WrM nilbu- ≠ nilmu-, HlM nulma-,
{Luv.} nulima- ¶ Pp. L III 72-4, Pp. MA 253, 442, Ms. H 79, H 117, KW
276, Rm. M 34, Kow. 663, MED 583, Gl. II 38, Luv. 276, 269, Iw. 1 1 9 ,
SM 29O, T 351, T BJ 144, T DgJ 158, Mr. D 199-2OO, Klz. D II 125 
Tg: Ewk nilli ± n1ili ± nildi 'slime (on fish)' ¶ STM 593 ˚  IS II 8 8 - 9
(*n1ilÿ > U, A), Rs. UAW 49-5O (U, A).
1597. *n1111{eq}[a]lV 'bed of a torrent, valley' > HS: S *≤naXal- 'wadi,
gorge, ravine' > Ak naXallu, naXlu id., BHb lh2n@ ≤naHal ' t o r r en t ,
torrent-valley, dry bed of a torrent', Ug nXl {A} 'torrent, wadi', {OLS}
'torrent', [AkSc] {Hnr.} naXal[l]u 'wadi, ravine (?)', JA [Trg.] lh2n^
n´≤Óal / al1h9n@ naÓâ≤l-a2 id., 'valley', JEA {Sl.} al1h6n@ naÓ≤la2 'wadi,
stream', Sr \oxña naÓ≤l-a2 (cs., abs.  Lxeñ n´≤ÓEl) id., 'gorge'; Cn ı Eg
[EgSSc] {Hlk.}  na-Xa-l 'stream, brook' ¶ KB 648-9, BDB 636, A #1773 ,
OLS 323, Hnr. 152, Js. 894, Sl. 741, Br. 423, CAD IX/1 124-5, Hlk. # 1 4 3 ,
SivCR 82 || D *n1e2l- or *n1a2l- {GS} *n1e2l- 'field, flat land' >  Gnd ne2li ± ne2l
± le2li 'field', ne;l 'ground, earth, flat land', Tm, Ml n1a2lam, tl ne2la
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'earth, land', Klm e;l, Nkr el 'earth', Knd ne2le id., 'ground', Png ne2la
'ground, Png, Mnd ne2l 'hill-field', Kui nela 'plot of high ground f o r
cultivation', Ku ne?la {Fzg.} 'field (for cultivation)', {Isr.} 'dry field' ,
Krx na2l 'fields, terraced fields'; D ı OI na2la- 'field under cult ivation'
¶¶ D #2913, GS 143 [#364] || K: G (π Zan?) nol-i ' f ruch tbare
Anschwemmungsland an einem Fluß; mit jungem Gras bewachsenes
Wiesland' ¶ Chx. 964 ¶ The vw. o (< K *a) suggests the Zan origin of t h e
word, but the loss of the expected X (< K *q) is puzzling.
1598. Regional  € *{n1111}a 4 444lyV 'four' >  U: FU *n1elya4 id. >  F nelja4, Es
neli (gen. nelja) » pLp {Lr.} *nE2lye2 (or *n1E2lye2?) >  Lp: S {Hs.}
nieljije, U {Schl.} ne `l…ja, L {LLO} niel…je, {UEW} niel…ya, N {N}
njAl…lje2, I {It.} nelji, Klt {Lr.} nellj, Kld n1i¢ellê id. » Er n1il!e, Mk n1il!´ id .
» Chr L nyl n¥l, H ny≥l n´l id. » Prm {LG} *n1o4l! ({LG} *n1o4¿l!) id. >  Z ne≥l∆
n1ol!, Z US n1o¿l!, Yz ≤n1ul!, Vt n∆yl∆ n1Èl!, Vt Shm/Kz/B n1u$l, Vt: Sr n1iºl, Y n1il!,
Kz n1u4l! »» ObU {Ht.} *n1iÆlV id. > pVg *n1iÆlV / *n1a4Æl(V)-:  *n1iÆlV > Vg: T n1il!ï,
LK/MK/UK n1il´, P nil!a, NV/SV/LL/UL/Ss n1ila 'four'; *n1a4Æl(V)- i s
represented in the word for 'forty': Vg T n1e2l´w, LK/MK/UK/Nv/SV/LL
n1a4lm´n, P na4lm´n, UL/Ss naliman; pOs *n1e"la4 ({∫Hl.} *n1iÆla4) 'four' >  Os:
V/Vy n1el´, Ty/Y n1e"¬´, D/K n1e"t´, Nz n1iÆt´, Kz n1a"¬, O n1il » Hg ne1gy ' f o u r '
¶ Coll. 1O2, It. #322, UEW 315-6, Db. OS xxxi, Sm. 546 (FU, FP *n1elja4,
Ugr *n1iljI"), Ker. II 96, Ht. #46O, Lr. #72O, Lgc. #4372, Hs. 978, Schl.
99-1OO, Ep. 78 || D *na2l- 'four' >  Tm/Ml/Kn na2l, na2lu, Kdg na;lÈ, Tu
na2lË, Tl na2lugu, na2luvu, Gnd na2luN, Kui na2lgi, na2l 'four', Klm
na;liN 'four things', na;l udul 'four days', Nkr na2liN 'four things', Nk na2li,
Knd na2lgi 'four' (non-masc.), Prj nel 'four', na2lu(k) 'four things', Gdb
nalug ± na2lig 'four' (neut.), Krx na2x '4 things', naib 'four' (of animals
and things) ¶¶ D #3655, Zv. 133 ˚  The FU vw. *e for the expected *a4
may be due to the palatalizing infl. of *n1- and *-ly- .
1599. *n1111u 4 444l ∏ ∏∏∏uN[K]V (= *n1111u 4 444l ß ßßßuN[K]V?) 'marrow, brain' > HS: S: Gz na2la2,
Tgr, Tgy, Amh nala 'brain, skull'  ? Ch: WCh: Krkr ndulaka, Ngm
nda~la~ku~ 'brain' » Wrj {Sk.} nd‰@lï!na@, Kry nd‰@la!y, My nd‰@li@, Sir {Sk.}
nd‰@li!m id. » Zar z6oNga^  id. » Ngz {Sch.} z6a!na!k (pl. z7a!na!ni@n), Bd a~z6a~n‰!n id .
¶ ChC, ChL || A ({ADb.} *n1ulNi): NaT: [1] *Julun ≠ *Ju4lu4n (< pre-T
**Ju4lun **Julu4n?) 'spinal marrow' >  OT julun {MKD, Cl} 'spinal c o r d ' ,
{DTS} 'spinal marrow', ET ∆  {Jarr., Mng., Rl.} julun, Uz ∆ ju4lu4n ± ju4lu4N,
Nog julîn, Qzq q¨lyn z7u"lîn, Qq z7u"lîn, Qrg Z7u4lu4n, Alt Z1u4lu4n, Tf {Cs.}
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c7ileN, Yk su4lu4n 'spinal marrow', Tv c7u4n id., 'nerve', Bsh ∆ j¥ºl¥ºn id.,
jÁºlÁºn 'spinal cord', Shor {Rl.} c7îlîN '(spinal\bone) marrow', Xk c7IlIN,
QK {B} ju4lu4n 'marrow'  [2] *Ju4lik or *Jilik 'marrow of bones '  > OT,
MU, MQp [incl. CC], XwT jilik, Chg (j)ilik, Tk ilik, Uz ∆ ju4lik ± ju4lu4k
± jilik, Tkm ju4lu4k ≠ jilik, VTt Z7ilÁk ≠ jÁlÁk, Az, Kr, Uz ilik, QrB
Z7ilik, Alt Z1ilik ≠ Juluq, Tv c7iligò, Yk sila4k ≠ sa4lï ≠ silï id., Qmq jilik,
Qrg Z7ilik 'hollow bone', ET jilik ≠ z7ilik 'marrow, hollow bone', Nog
jilik, Qq z7ilik 'shin-bone' ¶ Though MhK translated the word as 'Ø'xaN u '
(= 'spinal cord'), the ev. of many other T lgs. suggest that the original
meaning was 'spinal marrow' ¶ Cl. 927-8, 93O, MKD 233, ET J 265-6, TL
263-4, ADb. SR 314, DTS 278, Rs. W 245, Jr. 16O, Mng. G 739, Rl. III
556, 2O86, and IV 17O, Jud. 274  Tg *°n1u'Ni (< **n1u'lNi) > Ewk PT n1uNï,
Ewk Tk nuNï 'marrow' ¶ STM I 646  M *Zilu˝a ({ADb.} *Z7iluga)
'brain' (or 'brain, marrow') > MM [IM] Z7ola2 id., Brt qoloo 'baby’s
fontanel' ¶ Pp. MA 439, Chr. 232, ADb. SR 314 ¶¶ ADb. SR-D 448 [#35] ,
453, ADb. SR 47, 314 || D *nu2LVgV ≠ *mu2lßVgV 'marrow, brain' >  Prj
nulli, nu2lgum, nu2lgutß, Kt mi;lß, Tl mu2laga, Klm mull, Gnd mur`e ±
mur`gonZ>i, Knd mur`va, Krx murma2 'marrow', Tm mu2l5ai\, Ml mu2l5a id.,
'brain', Brh milï id., 'kernel of nut', Tu mu2l5e, Mnd mu2r`a 'brain', Kui
mula id., ? nïli 'bone marrow' ¶¶ D #5O51 ¶¶ D *m- (side by side with
the expected *n-) may result from the infl. of D *mu2lßV 'bone' ( D
#5O5O) ˚  The vowels of NaT *Julun ≠ *Ju4lu4n may go back either t o
the vowel sequence *-u 4444 . . .u-  or to *-u. . .u 4, but M *Zilu˝a suggests t h a t
the sequence *-u 4444 . . .u-  is the only acceptable one ˚  If D *mu2lßVgV
belongs here, the N rec. is with *-l ßßßß ' '''-, otherwise it has an unspecified N
*-l ∏∏∏∏- ˚  ADb. SR 314 (A, D).  
16OO. *n1111Vl!!!!V (or *n1111VlßßßßV) '∈ insect' > A: AmTg *n1e+ile- 'nit, small
louse' >  Ul n1il‰-kt‰ 'nit', Ork n‰liG‰, Ud n1‰Z7ig‰ 'small louse', Nn
n1il‰k‰ id., 'nit' ¶ STM I 616, Krm. 271 || D *nulß- 'stinging insect ' > T m
nul5l5al, nol5l5al 'gnat, eye-fly, mosquito', Kn nol5a, nol5avu 'a fly', Krg
nurNgi, Prj nur`n1i ± ur`n1i, Gnd DM nule2, Gnd HMS nu2le 'mosquito', Gnd B
{Tr.} nulle2 'a flea (esp. one which damages kodon and kutki f lowers) ' ,
Gnd M nulle 'gnat, Klm nulle 'a fly' ¶¶ D #3715 || HS: B: Ah a-n´llug1
'ant', ETwl a-n´llug 'small ant' ¶ Fc. 1387, GhA 147.
16O1. € *n1111iqËl!!!!V 'scrape, scrape off, rub, polish' > HS : S *°√nXl >  Ar
niXlïy- 'morceaux de chair qui sont restés sur la peau d’un animal
écorché et qu’on enlève en préparant le cuir', ? √nXl G  ' t r i e r \ s épa re r
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les parties viles et enlever les meilleures' ¶ BK II 1223 || A *n1iwl!a6
'scrape, polish' > T *Jîl!- 'rub' (× N *z1111iL÷V 'to shove, 'to knead\s t i r ' ' ?? )
> NaT *Jîs7-, *Jîs7î- v. 'rub': *Jîs7- >  SbTt {Tm.} jîs7- v. 'wipe, smear, r u b ,
plane (wood)', SbTt Tb/Tr {Rl.} jîs7- 'glatt machen, polieren, hobeln ' ,
StOir d∆yw- Z7îs7- v. 'rub, rub on', Xk c7îs-, Qb {Rl.} Jîs- id., v. 'rub u p
(sth. with)' ('nateret∆ '), Qrg qywy- Z7îs7î- id., 'rub off', QrB, Q m q
îs7î-, Qzq, Qq îs-, Alt Z1îs7-, QK {Rl.} jîs7- 'rub up (sth. wi th) '
('nateret∆ '); NaT *Jîs7î- > Qrg Z7îs7î-, QbB îs7î-, Qmq is7î- id.  eT *Jîl![g]-
ı M *Z>ilgu4- v. 'wipe, polish, dust; rub\brush against' > WrM Zu4lgu4-
≠ Zilgu4-, HlM, Brt ∆ z¥lg´-, Kl z¥lg- id. ¶ Rs. W 2O2, ET Gl 667-8 ,
BT 62, Rl. III 496, 498, Tm. 92, BIG 327, Jud. 285. MED 1O85, KRS 2 5 9 ,
Chr. 268  Tg *n1i3u\l{a}- 'rub, polish, smear, dye' > WrMc nila-, nile-
'rub, polish', Neg n1IylI- ≠ n1I2lI- 'smear, rub', Ul n1ili- v. 'smear, dye ' ,
Nn Nh n1iul‰- ≠ n1ul‰- v. 'dye', Ork n1ilitc7i- ≠ n1ilic7c7i-, Ud X {STM}
y‰ul‰- v. 'dye' ¶ Z 232, ≈ STM I 638.
16O2. *n1111am{o} 'squeeze, grasp'  > IE: NaIE *yem-/*ym=- 'hold, ho ld
fast, grasp' > OI yam- (aor. ≤yamati, ≤yamat, prs. ≤yacchati [< IE
*ym=-sk8e-], pp. ya≤ta- [< IE *ym=-to-]) 'hold, lead, controle', Av yam-
(ayamaîte 'mag sich zuziehen'), Av, OPrs yasa- (Av yaso%is7 ' d u
sollst zulassen', OPrs a2yasata2 'nahm an sich'), Av, OPrs pp. yata- »»
pTc *ya4m- > Tc A yom-, B ya4m- 'achieve, obtain; reach' »» ??? Gk
{hmeroß, Gk D {ameroß 'tame, tamed' (“  *'held') »» Sl *jÁm-oß / inf. *jeß-ti
'take' (×  N *?emV 'seize, hold', q.v. ffd.) ¶ P 5O5, EI 27O-1 (*yem-),
Mn. I 443, M K III 2-3, M E II 399-4OO, F I 235-6, Wn. 27, 5O3-4, Ad.
497-8, Ad. H 22, JGH 61-2, 3O3, IS I 133, ESSJ VI 71 || U {IS} **n1amo >
*n1oma- ≠ *n1amV- 'squeeze, hold fast' >  Lp L {LLO} njaƒmmo2-
'umschlingen, umfassen, mit den Händen um etw. greifen' » Chr {Szil.}
n1umorgem 'zusammengepreßt werden', {Ü} numurgem 'sqima√s∆ ' ( ' I
am pressed together' or 'I am squeezed')', {LG “ Trc.} n1umergem ' I
squeeze (sqima√ )' » Prm: Z nåmravny n1amrav-nÈ, m o m .
nåmyrtny n1amÈrt-nÈ 'to squeeze', Prmk n1amlav-nÈ 'to k n e a d
(dough, clay)' »» OHg XIV nyom- 'pressen, (zusammen)drücken', Hg
nyom- v. 'press'  Sm: Nn T O {Lh.} n1ama2- grasp ('fassen, ergreifen,
packen)', En {Cs.} no?a- v. 'catch'  pY {IN} n1o4m- 'squeeze, press' > Y K
n1um-us6´y- ≠ mum-us7´y- id. (-us7ey- is a sx.) ¶¶ Coll. 4O, 1O3, UEW 3 2 2
(U *n1oma- 'fangen, ergreifen' > Lp, Sm), 33O (FU *n1a6mV
'zusammendrücken' > Chr, Prm, Hg), ≠ 876 (Hg nyom- <  Ugr *n1olV
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'drücken'), Sm. 546 (FU *n1omaº-, FP *n1oma-, Ugr *n1aºma- ' seize,
grasp'), Ü 135, LG 2O2, TmK 479-8O, EWU 1O45, ≈ MF 488-9, Lh. 2 9 6 ,
Cs. 86, IN 24O || D *n1am- 'squeeze, press' (× N *[æ]l! !!!am[Ù]V ' b e
weak\soft; make soft, knead'?) >  Ml n1amunt5uka 'squeeze, knead ' ,
Tm n1emir / -pp- / -tt- 'press with the hands', n1emir / -v- / -nt-
'be crushed \ compressed', n1emi vi. 'break, give way as under a
weight' (“ *'be crushed'), n1emit5u vt. 'crush, press out with t h e
hands', Kdg n1avn`dß- ({IS} < *n1amn`dß-) 'squeeze', Tu nauntu ' squeezing,
pinching', naun5t5uni 'to pinch', Ku nabgali ({IS} < *n1amuk-) ' p r e s s
down' ¶¶ D #2926, Km. 187 ˚  IS II 85 (*n1amÿ; IE, U, D), IE MS 3 3 9
(*n1omÿ 'to hold': IE, U, D + unc. ?A [M *nomu-qan 'peaceful, calm', T
*Jum-  'press']).
16O3. i  *n1111a 4 444÷ 3 333mV ' soft '  > HS: S *√n÷m 'be soft \ smooth' > Mh {Jo.}
n‰≤?aym, n‰≤÷aym‰t 'soft, smooth', Jb E ≤n÷im, Jb C nE≤÷im id., Hr s
n‰≤÷Äm id., ne÷a2m v. 'soften', Ar √n÷m (pf. na÷uma, ip. -n÷amu) 'be sof t
\ mellowy', {BK} na2÷im- 'doux, souple, mœlleux (vêtement, etc.), d o u x
au toucher, tendre' ¶ Jo. M 278, Ho. HL 92, BK II 1298, Hv. 783  || U
{UEW} *n1a4mV ≠ *n1a6mV, {Sm.} *n1a4mVkkV 'soft' > Lp S {LÖ} nemok id .
»» ObU {Ht.} *n1a4∏m´k id. > pVg *n1a4∏m´k, *n1a4∏mk´m > Vg: N {Mu.} n1a2mek, LK
{Kn.} n1aºmk´m, MK {Kn.} n1O4∏mk´m id.; pOs *n1a4m´k > Os: V/Vy n1a4m´k,
Ty/Y/D/K n1a$m´k, O n1am´k id.  Sm {Jn.} *n1a4mV- (or *n1¥mV-?) 'soft' >
Ng {Cs.} d. ≤n1aman, n1amaga6 id., Slq Tz {KKIH} n1amÈk, Kms {Cs.} d .
n1o4∏mu4r, {KD} n1‰2m¥r id.; acc. to UEW 33O, the Sm vw. is irreg. and is a
reflex of a back vw.; the irregularity of the Sm vw. (if any) may b e
explained by the ideophonic factor or by the infl. of *n1- ¶¶ Coll. 3 8
(*n1ÉmV), UEW 314 (*n1a4mV), 33O (*n1a6mV on the ev. of t h e
questionably adduced Ne T O n1u2Nk 'hurtig, flink, geschickt' and En B
n1uggo 'soft'), LG 2O1, Ht. #464, Jn. 1O6, KKIH 139, Cs. 185 || A: T [1]
NaT *{J}îm 'quiet' (× N *du6666mV 'be motionless, be silent, be quiet', q .v.)
>  QK {Rl.} c7îm, {B} s7îm 'quiet', {Rl.} c7îmc7a- v. 'be silent', Qmn {B} c7îm
'quietly, without stirring', Tb {B} c7îm 'quietly', StAlt {RAS} c1îm
'motionless' (adv.), 'quietly', Tv ¢ymaargaj c7îma2rÌay adj. 'quie t ,
shy', ¢ymaarar- c7îma2rar- v. 'become quiet, shy' ¶ Rs. W 2O1, Rl. III
21O2-3, B DLT 224, 227, B DK 271, B DChT 166, RAltS 756, TvR 557 ;
[2] *Jî+umî+u-l!ça- v. 'be\become soft' (× N *n2222o 6 666÷ 3 333mV 'pleasant, gentle,
fine', q.v.) > NaT *Ju+îm[u]s7a- 'become\be soft' > OT, XwT XIV, Chg XV
jums7a- 'be soft \ quiet', Qmq, Ggz jîmîs7a-¨†Tk yums>a-, Osm {Rl.}
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jum(u)s7a-, Tkm, Uz, ET jums7a-, Qq jîms7a-, Qrj Cr jims7a-¨†Nog jumsa-,
VTt j¥ms7a-, Qzq q¨msa- z7u"msa-, Qrg Z7ums7a-, Qb/Qc {Rl.} jîmJa-, Alt
{Bu.} Z1îmîz7a-, Xk nymza- nîmza-, Tv c7îmc7a-, Tf c1îmZ1a-, Yk sîmna2-
'be\become soft', Alt {B}, Tlt {Rl.} Z1îmz7a- vt. 'soften', Chv ßeme€ß-
s1emÁs1/z1ò- 'become soft'; Ï T *Jîmî-l!çak (< *n1îmîl!çaq) ({Md.}
*Z1îmVl!c1ak, {SDM97} *Jîm-l!c7ak) 'soft' > OT {Cl.} jîms7aq ≠ jums7aq, Xk
nîmzaX, MQp XIII, Chg XV, Tkm, ET, Ln jums7aq, Ggz jîmîs7ak, Osm {Rl.}
jum(u)s7aq, Tk yums>ak, Az jums7a9, Uz jums7åq, SY jumsaq, CrTt
jîms7aq, Qmq jîmîs7aq, VTt, Bsh j¥ºms7aq, Qzq, Qq z7u"msaq, Alt Z1îmz7aq, Sg
c7îmZ7aq, Qb/Qc {Rl.} jîmJaq, Tv c7îmc7aq, Chv ßemße s1emz1òe id.  ? Chv
s1¥m¥l 'light (in weight), easy' ¶ MKD 233, Cl. 938-9, ET J 252-3, DTS
279-8O, Ra. 2OO, Rs. W 2O1, Rl. III 5OO-1, 58O-6, GAJ 181, Bu. II 3 8 4 ,
Ra. 2OO, BIG 12O, RXS 385, 8O1, Ash. XIII 26, Md. 83, 161  M
*nemeGu4n >  WrM nemegu4n, HlM n´m¥¥n 'soft, gentle; pliable', Kl
{Rm.} nemu4∏n 'soft, pliable' ¶ MED 574, KW 275  Tg *n1emV- > Ewk
n1‰mu-m‰ 'soft, tender (to the touch)', Nn n1‰m‰ri, WrMc nemeri
'soft' ¶ STM I 652-3  ??σ,φ pJ (S) *na~mi\a~ > OJ na~m[i\ ]e~, J T nameraka
'smooth' (× N *n2222o 6 666÷ 3 333mV '⇑ ', q.v.) ¶¶ Rs. W 2O1 (T *{J}îm ÷  WrM
nomu9an , sc. nomuqan  'peaceful, meek, gentle, calm', see MED 5 9 1
), SDM97 (A *n1amo) ˚  The T vw. *î in *{J}îm and T *î+u in *Jî+umî+u-l!ça-
need explaining (assimilating infl. of the adjacent consonants?) ˚  IS II
86-7 (i  *n1a4mÿ > U, A).
16O4. *n1111a[n````]c7 777 ++++c 7 777 ' '''V 'grass' >  U *n1ac7V '∈ grass' >  Lp: N {Fri.} njuo4cco-
rasse, -rase 'horsetail (plant)' ('equisetum, kjæringrok,
kjæringsnelde'), L {LLO} njohtso2 'blättrige Pflanze, die in Mooren …
wächst und nach der der Renntier gelüstig ist' » Prm *n1ac7a >  Z U d
nåtwa n1ac7a '∈ soft low grass in wamp meadows', Z LV n1ac7a 'mokrica
(Stellaria media, winterweed)', Yz n1ac7a id., 'zvezd¢atka  (Stellaria,
chickweed)'  Sm *n1aºc>{¥+aº} 'grass' > Ne T tåda, Ne T O {Lh.} n1a$Îa", Ne F
{Lh.} n1‰\a$tta"´\ 'cuo moss, Renntierflechte (ågel∆ , Cladonia rangiferina) ' ,
Ng {Mik.} n1ot´ 'moss', En X {Cs.} ≤nara, En B {Cs.} ≤nada id., Slq Tz
{KKIH} n1u2tÈ 'grass, hay', Slq Tm {KD} n1u2Z7, Kms {KD} no;?, {Cs.} no&d,
no&n 'grass', Koyb {Sp.} not` 'grass', no 'hay', Mt M {Pl.} notn∆ id .
(mentioned by Jn., but absent in Hl. M) ¶¶ UEW 311, Fri. 496, LG 2O2,
Jn. 1O5, KKIH 142, Cs. 185 || A: Tg *n1aJaka ≠ *n1ançVka 'grass' >  Ul, Nn
Nh n1aZ8aXa, Nn KU nI¢aZ7aXa 'grass, weeds', Lm n1anciXa 'grass, g reens '
¶ STM I 627 || D *n+n1an1c>- 'poison' (“  *'poisonous grass', like NE
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grass for 'marihuana') >  Tm, Ml nan1cu, Td noZ, Kn nan1ju, Tl
nan1ji, nan1ju, Prj nen1Z> 'poison', ? Krx ma%n1Z> 'vegetal poison used f o r
intoxicating and catching fish', ? Mlt manZ>raha 'benumbed'; D ı
Mundari manZ>om 'prepared poison; to poison' ¶¶ D #358O, Pf. 114 ||
?σ K *°nac7'- > G nac7'-i, G Gr nac7'a 'green shell of a hazel-nut' ¶ Chx. 9 4 2 ,
DCh. 974.
16O5. € *n1111uNV 'to rest, to slumber, to sleep' > HS: S *-nu2m-, *√nwm
'slumber, sleep'  > BHb, JEA √nwm, ip. -nu2m- 'slumber, be drowsy', Sr
√nwm, ip. -nu2m- 'slumber, sleep heavily', Ar √nwm, ip. -nu2m- ' s leep ' ,
'abate' (wind, sea)', Gz √nwm, prm. -nu2m- 'sleep, take a rest', Ak OB
{Sd.} √nwm (inf. na6mu) 'slumber', Ug d. nhmmt ' sopor ,
desvanecimiento' ¶ KB 643, Lv. III 359, Br. 42O, Sl. 737, Js. 887, JPS
332, Ln. 3O4O, Hv. 8O9, OLS 321, L G 4O9-1O, Sd. 729 || U *n1u[:]NV
'take the rest, repose, sleep' >  FU *n1u[:]NV 'take the rest, repose' (UEW:
'ruhen, rasten') > Er, Mk nuva- nuva- 'slumber, doze' ({PI}
'(po)dremat∆ '), Er nuvse- nuvs1e- vi. 'doze', {Rv.} 'dösen, vor sich h i n
träumen', nuva- nuva- 'doze' (in ds.: nuvazå 'sleepy, sleepy-head,
drowsy-head', nuvazeve- inch. 'doze', etc.) »» ObU: pVg *n1u2nt- ' t a k e
a rest' (× pVg *n1u2n- ' s t re tch '  > Vg {BV}: Ss n√ns-, MK n1uns- ' s t r e t ch
oneself', Ss n√nysl-a˜kve, MK n1unsl!- ≠ n1usl!- 'draw o u t ,
vytånut∆ ') > Vg: LL n1ont-, N n1u2nt- vi. 'rest', T il-n1o2nt- 'sich aus ruhen
(bzw. ausstrecken)', Vg {MK}: N/ML n1unti, LL n1onti, T n1ontant- ≠
n1o Àntant-  '(take a) rest' (= 'ruhen', (Hg) 'pihen'); Os N {PápB} n1oGol-
, n1oGol- vi. 'sleep, rest' » OHg XIV nyug- vi. 'rest, lie, sleep', XV nyug-
'Ruhe halten, ruhig verbleiben', Hg nyug(o)sz- (/ nyugod- /
nyugv- ) 'lie (liegen), take a rest, repose', OHg ≥XIII nyugol(o)m, Hg
nyugalom 'rest, stillness, quiet(ness), peace', nyugta 'peace'  pY
*n1uNe- 'sleep' > OY NW {Lnd.} nu1ngnee 'I am asleep' ¶¶ UEW 328, PI
182-3, ERV 42O, MF 489-9O, EWU 1O47-8, MK 374, IN 24O, 314.
16O6. *n1111ÅyN{i} '∈ coniferous tree' > IE: NaIE *yoi\ni- 'juniper' > L
iu2niperus 'juniper' ({Ld.}: < *yoi\ni-peros) »» ON einir, Sw en, D n
ene, Nr einer id., Nr eineber, Dn eneber 'juniper berry', MLG
eynberenholt, NLG, e2n(e)ke 'juniper', NLG e2nberen 'juniper be r ry '
({Ped.} < *yai\nia-) > ¶ WP I 2O8-9, P 513, ≈σ EI 481 (L and Gmc <
*yoi\ni-s 'reed, rush'), WH I 731, Vr. 97, Hlq. 183 || U: FU *na4NV ' l a rch
(Larix sibirica)' > Z U/I n1ia, Sk ni-pu, Lu n1eya-pu id. »» ObU {Ht.} *nïNkV
' larch '  > pVg *n1iÆk id. > Vg: LK/MK/UK/P/NV/SV/LL/ML n1ix; pOs *na4Nk
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id. > Os: V/Vy na4Nk, Ty/y/D/K/O na$Nk, Nz/Kz naNk ¶ UEW 3O2, LG 19O,
Ht. #432 || A {ADb.} *Na2~Ne ({DQA} *Ni\a2~Ne) 'fir-tree (Abies)'  > Tg
*Na2Nt{a} id. >  Ewk Na2Mt‰, Lm Na2Nt¥ ± n1a2Nta id., Neg Na2Nta 'Abies, Picea',
Ud Nanta  'coniferous tree (Abies, Picea, etc.)', Ul, Nn Nh waNta, Nn KU
NaNta 'Abies', Ork waN(I)ta mo2n1I 'Abies, Pinus', WrMc waNtaqa
'coniferous tree' ¶ STM I 657-8, Krm. 272  pJ {S} *m‰~mi~ or *mu\ami
'fir-tree' > OJ m[u\]omi > ltOJ [RJ] mo~mi, J: T mo!mi, K mo!mi!, Kg momi! ¶
S QJ #27O, Mr. 484 ¶¶ ADb NN 35, ≈ DQA #1528 (> Tg, J; rec. of Tg
*Ni\a2N-ta with an unjustified *i\) ˚  If D *vanÀnÀi 'prickly tree' (D #533O)
belongs here (as suggested by ADb.), the N rec. may be ≈ *n3333iwÅyN{i}
(cp. w-  in some Tg lgs. and Eg w÷n 'Nadelholz') ˚  A *N- is due to as .
(N *n1111. ..N > *N...N). FU *n- for the expected *n1- still needs explaining ˚
ADb. NNN 35 (N *n1ayNV > A, U, IE + qu. D).
16O7. *n1111 {e}NÓV '≈ woman' (and 'woman from the opposi te
exogamous moiety within an exogamic system of tribes'?)  > U *n1iNa4
'woman, wife, female animal' > FU: pLp {Lr.} *niNe2l‰s > Lp: S
minn1eles, L niNNe2lis, Kld ni˜˜l´ss 'female animal', N
njiNNala6s ≠ njiNNe"la6s id., 'a female' » Er ni n1i 'woman, wife' » Z
Vm n1in 'female' (n1in c1eri 'female of salmon [se ˘˘˘˘mga ]') »» ObU {Ht.} *nï
> pVg *nï >  Vg: T nï, LK/MK/UK/P/NV/LL/UL.Ss ne2 'wife, woman,
female animal'; pOs *ni > Os: V/Vy ni, Ty/Y/Nz/Kz ne, D/K neN, O niN
id. » Hg no¡ 'woman, wife', neje 'his wife' (× N *nayÉ 'woman'?)  Sm
{Jn.} *ne 'woman '  (× N *nayÉ '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ Coll. 41, UEW 3O5, Lr.
#727, Lgc. #4388, SaR 213 || A ≈ *neNV 'female relative (sister o r
brother’s wife)' (partially Ll.) > T *JeNa4 'wife of one’s elder brother o r
of one’s father’s younger brother' > OT {Cl.} ja4Na4∏, {DTS} jeNga4 id., Chg
XV jeNga4 'woman who adorns the bride and presents her to t h e
bridegroom', ET Ja4Nga4, Uz jeNga4, Qzq, Qq Z7eNga4 'elder brother’s wife',
Tkm jeNNe, Slr {Tn.} jeN9o ≠ -u ≠ jeNqo ≠-u, Nog, SY jeNge, VTt œingá
z7!inga4, Ln jeNNa4, Alt Z1eNe, Xk nige, Tv c7eNge id., 'wife of an e lder
relative', Yk saNas 'wife of an elder relatrive', Az jená yeng1a4
'bridesmaid (woman accompanying a bride to her bridegroom’s
house)', Tk yenge id., 'brother’s\uncle’s wife' ¶ Cl. 95O, ET J 189-9O,
TL 313, Rs. W 197-8, TatR 769, MM 175, Hüs. 121. Pokr. TR 65  Tg
*°neNn1e > Ewk n‰Nn1‰ 'sweetheart' (but hardly here Ewk nono
'grandmother' and Ewk {Rm.} n1‰n1‰-ge ≠ n‰n‰-ga4 'aunt', {STM} n1‰n1‰-k‰2
'grandmother', actually ÿ Ewk {Rm.} n1‰n1e ≠ n‰ne 'mother', {STM}
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n1‰2n2‰ 'grandmother, mother' [obviously Lallwörter]) ¶ STM I 6O5, 6 2 2
¶¶ Hardly here (≠ φ ) M *na9ac>u 'maternal uncle; relatives on mother’s
side' (MED 556) and pKo {S} *nu~5îi\  '(boy’s) sister' (>  MKo nu~5îi\, NKo
nui\, see  S QK #345, Nam 115, MLC 358) ¶¶ ≈ SDM97 s.v. *neNu
'brother’s wife', ≈ DQA #1434 (pA *ne"!Nu 'female relative [sister o r
brother’s wife]'), Rm. EAS I 76, Df. IV 2O7 || IE: NaIE *yen´-ter /
*yôn´tr-  'wife of husband’s brother' > OI ya2ta2 / ya2tar-, ClNPrs îr'Y
ya2rï, Psh yo2r (pl. yu2n`e2) id. »» Gk ]ena1thr id. (pl. Gk A e]ina1tereß) »» Phr
accus. ianatera 'id. (?) »» L ianitrïces 'wives of brothers' »» Arm
ner neR (etymologically correct n ér ne6R) / gen. niri niRi 'wife o f
husband’s brother or another wife of the same husband' »» Lt jente$
(gen. jenters) 'husband’s brother’s wife', Ltv i~etere, Cur jentere id .
» Sl *jeß¡trÈ / gen. *jeßtr¥ve 'wife of husband’s brother' (*-È/¥ve due t o
the infl. of *svekrÈ/¥ve  'husband’s mother') > ChS (tr7 je<try, Blg
etr`va ± åtr`va, SCr je`àtrva, Slv je85trva, OCz jatrev, P †
ja<trew, R †, ∆ åtrov, Blr d. åtrou€ka, Uk d. åtr¡vka ¶ P 5O5-6,
≈  EI 522 (*h⁄yenhÅ-ter-), Szem. KT 26, M K III 15-6, M E II 41O, Mrg.
1OO, Sg. 1525, F I 464, Ch. 323, WH I 668, Frn. 193, ESSJ VIII 188-9O,
Glh. 3OO, Slt. 193-4 ¶¶ NaIE *yen´-ter is derived from pre-IE **yen´- (<
N *n1111 {e}NÓV) with the sx. *-ter of kinship names ˚  The A and IE
cognates suggest a pN *e , while the vw. U *i may be due to t h e
assimilating infl. of the N initial *n 1111-  ˚  ≈ ADb. NNN 35 (A, U, IE + err. D
van-  'elder brother’s wife', see  N *wa4444n ` ```V ¬ *[ÙV]wa4444n ` ```V 'relative [of a
younger\the same generation] of the opposite exogamous moiety
within an exogamic system of tribes').
16O8. *n1111oNuda  (or *n1111oNu 4444da?) 'follow in the traces, hunt, pursue ' ,
'move quickly' >  HS: CS *-nu2d- > BHb √nwd G (ip. -nu2d3, pf. na2d3) 'sway
(schwanken)', 'be\become homeless ' ,  Sh  'shake', MHb √nwd G
'move, be unsteady', JEA √nwd G  id., 'shake', Md √nwd G  ' shake ,
quake, tremble', Sr √nwd G  id., 'sway to and fro (as a r e e d \ b r a n c h ) ,
stagger', Ar √nwd G  (ip. -nu2d-) 'move one’s head; nod the head f r o m
sleepiness', TD  (pf. tanawwada) 'swing (bough)'; (?) µ: WS *√ndd ≠
*√ndnd >  BHb √ndd G  'wander about; flee, take to flight', Ug ndd G
'go, wander, be in a hurry', {Lip.} 'go to and fro', MHb/JA {Js.} √ndd G
'move, shake, chase', Ar √ndd  G 'run away' (camel), Tgr √ndnd†' s hake '
¶ KB 635, 64O, Lv. III 353, Js. 877-8, 883-4, Sl. 734-5, A #1755, Grd. UT
#1615, OLS 318, Br. 419, JPS 33O, DM 293, Fr. IV 257, 35O, BK II 1 2 2 3 -
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4, 1364, Hv. 758, 8O6, L ESAC 33  Eg fMd nwd vi. 'move; step back ,
retreat', '≈  stagger (wanken)' ¶ EG II 225  B: Tmz {MT} nyuddu ≠
nwuddu  'marcher, se promener', Iz {Loub.} ni\uddu 'se promener', n. ac t .
tani\uddut ¶ MT 544, Loub. 577  Ch: WCh: Krkr {Lk.} nd-, Krf {Sch.}
ndo~?o~, Ngm {ChL} ndoN, Bl {Lk.} dﬁi 'go' » Wrj {Sk.} n=~da!k- id. » Wnd {IL} *n=~Zi!
'go' »» ECh: Mu {Lk.} nZ7a2, nZ7au 'go' ¶ JI II 162-3, ChC, ChL ¶¶ SYv. ES IV
72 (S, Eg), OS #1826 (S, Eg, B, WCh, CCh) || IE: NaIE *yeu\d≈- / *you\d≈- /
*yud≈- 'stir, move' ({P} 'in heftiger Bewegung sein') > OI ≤yudhyati
'moves, fluctuates' (as water)' (≠ ≤yudhyati 'fights'), ud-yudh- 'boi l
up' (as water), Av {Brtl.} yaoz- 'in unruhige Bewegung geraten', OPrs
{Brtl.} yaod- id., {Hinz} yaud-atim apr. accus. f. sg. 'in hel lem
Aufruhr', Blc {Brtl.} Z7uza˝ vi., vt. 'move' »» Lt jude$!ti 'to move, to s t i r ,
to budge', Ltv ju2 ^dI2 ^t 'zanken machen, verhetzen', ju2 ﬁdI2 ^t ' langsam
treiben, unruhig machen' » Sl *judi-ti  '≈ to instigate, to beckon' (“  ' t o
cause to move') >  P ∆ judzic1, Uk ≤√diti 'to instigate, to incite, t o
seduce', Blg ≤√då 'beckon, seduce' »» L jubeo2 'order' (“  'cause t o
move') »» ? Tc A yutk-  'be anxious' ¶ Hardly here (≠ σ ) OI yudhyate2,
Av yu2îÎye îti 'fights', and related words (⇔ WP, P, EI, and IS)  Possibly
also (with pre-IE depalatalisation *n1- > *n-?) Ht {Ts.} nuntar- 'Eile,
Hast', {CHD} nuntaras adv. 'promptly, without delay, soon ' ,
nuntaras gen. 'of haste, of swiftness', nuntariya-,
nu(t)tar(r)iya- adj. 'swift', nuntarriya-, nuntarriye- v.
'hasten, be quick', nu(n)tarnu- v. 'hurry, hasten' ¶¶ WP I 2O3, P
511-2, Mn. 446, 453-4, MW 854, Brtl. 1231-2, Hinz 152, ≈ M K III 2O,
WH I 724-5, Frn. 195-6, ESSJ VIII 191-2, ≈σ EI 2O1 (*yud≈- 'moved ,
stirred up, fight'), CHD L-N 472-4, Ts. E II 347-5O || U *n1oN+wÎa-
'follow (the tracks of)' > F nouta- / nouda-†id., 'fetch, overtake', Krl
A nou\to- ≠ nou\do- 'follow (e.g. the tracks of)', Es no%uda- strive fo r ,
aspire to, be intent (on), require', no%ue / no%ude 'requirement' »»
ObU {Ht., ∫Hl.} *n1u2w´l- v. 'pursue, hunt' (more likely than *n1u2˝´l-) >
pVg *n1ïw´l- / *n1a"wl- 'pursue' >  Vg: T n1awl-, LK n1a2wl- / n1aºwl-, MK
n1owl-, UK/P/NV/SV/ML n1iwl-, UL/Ss n1a2wl-; pOs *n1o˝´l- > Os: V n1u˝´l-
, Vy n1o˝´l-, n1u˝´l-, Ty n1o˝´¬-, n1u˝´¬-, Y n1ow´¬-, D/L/O n1oX´l-, Nz
n1uX´t-, Kz n1ö8X´¬- id., 'chase, hunt'  Sm: [1] Sm {Jn.} *n1orV- ' p u r s u e '
> Ne T nëraku-c∆, Ne T O {Lh.} n1o2rok;u2c7 ! 'pursue, overtake', Slq Tz
{Prk.} n1orÈ- 'treiben, verfolgen'; [2] {Hl.} *n1ota-, {Jn.} *n1otaº- 'pursue' >
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Ne T nëda-s∆, Ne T O {Lh.} n1o2Îa2, Ne F {Lh.} n1o2tta2s7 !, Slq Tz {KKIH} n1o2tÈ-
'pursue, overtake', Mt {Hl.} *n1od´-, *nod´- 'pursue, chase' (Mt M {Sp.}
mneqanoda gajtygym` 'I pursue a beast' [mneqa 'beas t ' ] ,
nodawtam 'I chase') ¶¶ But Sm {Jn.} *n1o- 'pursue' and pY {IN} *naºw-
'watch, follow\pursue (an animal)' belong rather to N *n1111o[÷]wV ' t o
hunt, to pursue' (q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ Coll. 41, Coll. CG 4O8 (*n1o%wÎa- =
*n1‰wÎa-), UEW 323-4 (*n1oNÎa- or *n1owÎa-), ≠ Sm. 539 (U *n1oxû-, FU,
FP *n1uxi-and Ugr *n1ugI"-, Sm *n1o- 'pursue' without dist inction
between the reflexes of N *n1111oNu6666da and those of N *n 1111o[÷]wV), SK 3 8 5 ,
Ht. #446 (*n1u2˝´l-), Hl. rHt. 73-4 (on pObU *w and *˝), ≈ Jn. 111, Hl.
M #766, Prk. 119, ≠ IN 236 and IN UASJu 84 (the above U √ ÷ pY *naºw-
'sledit∆ , presledovat∆ '), ≠ Rd. UJ 4O [#37] (Y *naºw- π U
*n1oN+wÎa-) || ? A: Tg: Lm N‰2di 'track' ¶ STM I 667  ??φ OT {Cl.} jind-
'search (sth.), seek (sth.)' ¶ Cl. 946 ¶¶ The front vw. in both Tg and T is
puzzling ||  D (in SD) *no2n`t ß- vt. 'stir, obtain (sth. out of sth.), dig out' >
Tm no2n5t5u 'stir, dig out, grub up, root out, pick off as the scab of a n
ulcer, pick out as wax from the ear, pilfer, pluck as an ear of grain', Ml
no2n5tuka 'to stir, to dig, to tease', Tu no2d5avu-, no2d5ad5ru- v. ' r a k e
up, stir' ¶ Semantics: 'stir' “  *'make move' ¶ D #3795 ˚ The cns. *-N-
was lost (partially due to dis.) in NaIE and HS ˚ The original meaning
(connected with hunting) still survives in U and Tg, but is lost in HS, IE,
D, and T (due to the loss of the hunters’ way of life?) ˚ IS II 9O-91 s.v.
*n1owda  (all cognates, except Ht and A).
16O9. i  *n1111aNgu4444 'tongue' > IE: NaIE *yn=g8≈u2- ≠ *dn=g8≈u2-/*dn=g8≈wa2 ≠
*ln=g8≈u2- id. > Arm lezu lezu id. (× IE *lei\g8≈- v. 'lick'?) »» OL dingua, L
lingua, Osc {Vtr.} FANCVA, FANGVAM 'tongue' »» Clt {RE} *tangwa2to-
> OIr tengae, Brtt {RE} *tawa2tos > MW {Vn.} tauawt, {RE} tafawt,
W tafod, OCrn tauot, Crn tavas, MBr teaut, Br teod id. »» Gt
tuggo2, ON, NNr, Sw, OSx tunga, Dn tunge, OHG zunga, NHG
Zunge, AS tunÌe id., NE tongue »» BSl *(y)inz7u2- (< IE *yn=g8≈u2-) > Pru
insuwis [inzuvis], Lt liez7u~vis id. (× lieﬁz7ti 'to lick') » Sl *[j]eßzi_¡k¥
'tongue' > OCS (z7k5 je<zûkË, Blg ezik, ∆ jazik, McdS jazik, SCr
je!zik, Slv je!zik, Cz, Slk, HLs jazyk, LLs je7zyk, Plb jo%ze"k, P je<zyk, R,
Blr å≤zyk, Uk å≤zik; in pSl the initial *eß is regularly preceded b y
prosthetic *j-, hence here the rec. of Sl *j- is synchronically
superfluous, but etymologically justified »» pTc {Ad.} *ka4ntwo (mt. <
*dn=g8≈wa2) > Tc A ka4ntu, Tc B kantwo 'tongue' »» ? IIr: OI jih≤va2, Av
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hizu2-, hizva2 id. ({P} < as. *g8ig8≈wa2, and Irn *sizva2- < *zizva2- due t o
dis. of sonorants), OPrs hizan-, Phl uzva2n, Oss: I ‰vzag, D  a4vzag id .
¶ WP I 1792, P 223, GI 814, EI 594 (*dn=g8≈uhÅ-), M K I 436-7, M E I 591-3 ,
Bai. 29O, Ab. IV 279-8O WH I 8O6-7, EM 36O, Mul. 147, Vn. T  5O-1, RE
14O, Fs. 482, Vr. 6OO, OsS 13O1-2, Schz. 337, KM 892, Ho. 355, Ho. S
76, Kb. 1266, Frn. 369-7O, En. 184, Tp. P I-K 55-9, Fs. 482, ESSJ VI 74-5 ,
≈ Glh. 3OO-1, Slt. 159-61, Wn. 2O4, Ad. 139. Ad. H 118 ¶ The variants
*dn=g8≈u2- and *ln=g8≈u2- are accounted for by ancient dis. (prior to t h e
denasalization *n1 > *y, sc. *n1[V]n=g8≈u1- > *dn=g8≈u2- ≠ *ln=g8≈u2-); in the case
of *ln=g8≈u2- the ideophonic factor and the infl. of NaIE *lei\g8≈- 'lick' a n d
esp. of its nasalized present stem *ling8≈- have played a role (see  N
*Lig[÷]á  'to lick, to sip, to suck'; an additional source is probably N
*LÅNK''''V 'tongue', ? 'palate' [q.v.]). The voiceless *t- in Clt and Osc
{Vtr.} F- are still puzzling || K *nena- 'tongue, word' > OG ena- ' tongue ' ,
G ena- id., 'language', Mg nina-, Lz nena- id., 'word', Sv UB/KB/L/Ln nin
(/ pl. UB/KB/Ln n´⁄n-a4r, L n´⁄n-ar) 'tongue, language' ¶¶ K 147, K2 1 4 1 ,
Q 289, TK 635, GP 237; FS K 239 and FS E 264 (*nen-) ¶ The palatal vw.
*e may be due to the infl. of the former palatal *n1-|| U *n1aNkc1e(mV)
'tongue' (‘  'hard palate', 'gills') > pLp {Lr.} *n1o2kc1‰m ' tongue '  > Lp: S
{Hs.} njuoktjeme, L {LLO} njuoutjav, N {N} njuovc7a6 / -k…c7a6m-,
Kld {SaR} n1u2XXc7em1, K {Gn.} n1u2X:c7em id. » ?σ Chr: L/Uf/B nos7mo ' h a r d
palate', H nawmy nas7m¥ 'gills' » ?σ Prm *n1o+Okc1im (= {LG} *n1o¿+oÚkc7 !im)
'gills' > Z nëk¢im n1okc1im id. »» ?σ ObU *n1È∏[N]kc1´ mV ({Ht.}
*n1È∏[N]kc1´mV) 'gills' > pVg *n1È∏kc1Vm id. > Vg: UK n1‰xs1´m, P n1axs1´m,
NV/LL n1a4xs1´m, UL/So n1a2xs1am id.; pOs *n1aNkc1´m id. >  Os: D n1aNXs7´m, K
n1aXs7´m, Nz/Kz n1OXs1´m id.  Sm: Ne: T ninzi’ n1in1z1i?%, T O {Lh.} n1in1c1i?,
F Nl {Lh.} n1in1s1ki, F {Ppv.} ≤n1ins7 !iku 'palate'; Kms {KD} nE2niÆ?, ne2ni, {Cs.}
ne6ni¨†Koyb {Sp.} nåni id. ¶ The primary meaning of the U √  must b e
'tongue' (⇔  UEW), whence (by metonymy) 'hard palate'; the meaning
'gills' appears in pFU due to fishing as an important economic
occupation of the pFU community ¶¶ Coll. 4O (*n1aNkc1e 'tongue'), ≈
UEW 311-2 (*n1aNkc1e [?] 'hard palate', [?] 'gills'), Lr. #788, Lgc. #4458, N
II 1O4, SaR 222, MRS 351, 359, Ep. 75, Ü 133-4, LG 189, Ht. #444, Ter.
313, Lh. 235, Ppv. 67, KD 44, Ptp. 44, Cs. 184 || D *na2Nku ≠ *na2kku
'tongue' (× N *LÅNK''''V 'tongue', ? 'palate', q.v.) >  Tm, Ml na2kku, Gdb
na2Ngu id.; AdS  of D *na2lkV 'tongue' (see  N i  *n1111a 4 444lV 'tongue') ¶ D
#3633, Zv. 128, 131 || ?σ A *n+n1iNV 'curse, swear '  >  Tg *n+n1iNï- v.
'curse, invoke a harm to' >   Lm n1iNi-, Ork niNiçi- id., Ewk niNï- ≠ n1iNï-
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v. 'curse, swear', 'omen harm', Sln n. '(religious) curse' ¶ STM I 5 9 8
 pJ {S} *n‰!n‰!si!r- 'curse, swear' > OJ no!no!si!r-, J: T/Kg nonos1i!r-, K
no!no!s1i!r- ¶ S QJ #95O, Mr. 737 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1469 (A *ni\a"!Ne 'to curse, t o
swear'; incl. Tg, J) ˚ The U cognate goes back to a cd. (or d.?). The
prehistory of the Tg (and A) vw. of the first syll. neeeds investigation
˚ IS MS 373 (*n1an{g}ÿ 'tongue'; IE, U, K).
161O. *n1111áNs{i} 'dirt, dirty liquid' >  HS: S *°√ngs7+s v. 'be dirty' >  Ar
ßj0Na nag7s- {BK} 'sale, malpropre; impur, immonde', {Hv} ' impure ,
unlean', √ng7s G  v. 'be unclean, impure, filthy' ¶ BK II 12O4, Hv. 7 5 2
||  IE: NaIE *n=si- 'dirty-coloured; dirt, mud' >  OI ≤asi-tah5 'black' »» Gk
}asiß (gen. }asioß) f. 'mud (of a river), slime', }asioß 'muddy' ¶ P 771, M K
I 64, F I 162 || U: FP *n1ÉsV 'dirt, (dirty?) liquid' >  Z Vm/I/Ud n1asti
'dirt' » F [Agr.] nesi 'liquid, juice', F neste id., Krl A n1ezeva4, n1ezevu4
'moist', n1estu4o4 v. 'become wet', Es nestu4tada, nestutada v.
'moisten' ¶ BF *e suggests to a FP *e, while Prm *a points to a FP *a4 || A:
Tg *n1aN{s}a 'dirt' > Ewk n1aNn1a 'dirt, dirty', Lm n1aNs¥, Orc n1aNsa, yaNsa ≠
n1aNsa, Ork naNIsa ≠ naNsa, Nn yaNsa ≠ ni¢aNsa ≠ n1aNsa id. ¶ STM I 6 3 3 - 4
¶¶ ≈ DQA #14O5 (Tg < pA *n1a!Na 'dirt; to smear') ˚ The loss of t h e
expected *-N- in FU (FP) still needs explaining.
1611. € *n1111 {a}pa 'face', (?) 'nose' ([in A] ‘ ' f ront ' )  > HS: EC: Sa {Bl.
“?) nef, {R} nåf, nif, Af ne!f / ne2!f- 'face' ¶ ≠ Bl. 166, R S II 286, PH
174  S *°nïp- > Ar AT/Mrc {Bss., DMA} nif 'nose' ı Kb nnif ' n ez ,
amour-propre' ¶ DMA I 1O2, Dl. 548 || A ({SDM97} *n1a2bV 'front, i n
front'): Tg *n1a2b- '≈ front, forward' > Ewk PT n1a2wd‰ 'in front', ' fo rward ' ,
Orc n1auka4 ≠ n1aukï id., 'at first', Ork n1awra- ≠ n1aorra- 'go forward \ i n
front (of others)' ¶ But Tg *n1o2g- 'be in front, first' is more likely t o
belong to N *n1111ok[V]ÙV 'be in front, precede, be first' (q. v. ffd.) ¶
STM I 627, DQA #1483 (Tg *n1o2b- ≠ *n1a2b-)  ?φ pJ {S} *ma~pi\a^ ' f ron t ,
before' > OJ {S} ma~pi\e!, {Mr.} mape, J: T ma!e, K ma~e^, Kg mae! id., {Kenk.}
'the front' ¶ The change *n1- > *m- is still to be accounted for (as. *n1...p
> m...p??) ¶ S AJ 267 [#65], S QJ #65, Mr. 469 ¶¶ SDM97 (A *n1a2ba), S
AJ 297 [#585], ≈ DQA #1483 (A *n1i\o2 ~po 'front, in front, front side'; incl.
J, Tg *n1a2b-).
 1612. n1111a 4 444pVrV 'tender, beautiful', 'thin (not dense)', 'sparce' ( o f
hair, wool) >  HS: Eg ∀ nfr 'good, be good, (be) beautiful' ({Vc.} acp .
*na2fir), Cpt: Sd noyFe nufe, B noyFI nufi 'good, beautiful' ¶ EG II
253-6, Vc. 15O || D *navuru 'fine, tender' (×  N *æn2222VÙibV ' th in ,
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meagre'??)  > Kn navuru, navaru, naviru 'that is tender \ soft \
fine', Tl navuru , nauru  'soft, delicate' ¶¶ D *-r- for the expected *-
rÀ- suggests that in pre-D the root was followed by a sx.-cns. ¶¶ D # 3 6 1 8
|| mt. U {Coll.} *n1a4rpa4 'thin (not dense), sparce' >  FU: pLp {Lr.} *n1a2rpe2
id. > Lp: S aadj. nja4a4rb1es, U nja`rbee, , N d. njar…ba6d, L njar…pe2
id.,  Kld nëarrp 'thin' (of liquids), 'sparse' (hair, wool)'  Sm: Ne F N
{Lh.} n1i\e;rB´¢a4 'lichtmaschig'  (Netz) ¶¶ Coll. 4O, SSA II 254, Lr. # 7 6 7 ,
Lgc. #4367, SaR 2O9-1O, TI 294-, Lh. 315.
1613. *n1111i û ûûûq{u} 'grind, crush, rub, rub down\off, rub to powder' >  HS:
Eg fOK nZ ({Vc.} *√n3y) id. (EG: 'ver-\zer-reiben, mahlen ' )  >  DEg nt
id. > Cpt: Sd/B noyt nut / Sd nat- nat-, B not- not v. 'grind'; Cpt
F stt. nat nat <  Eg {Vc.} stt. *naZ>yew; Ï Eg fMK nZ, nZy.w ({Vc.}
*nay3aw) 'flour' > DEg nyt >  Cpt: Sd noeIt noeit, B nOIt no2it, F
naIt nait id. ¶ EG II 369-7O, Fk. 143, Er. 131, Vc. 141, 145  Ch {JS,
JI} nVk'- 'grind'  > WCh {Stl.} *nik'- 'grind' > Hs ni!k'a2~ id. » Fy {J} nik', Bks
{J} nuk id. » Bg {Sh.} nok, Zar K {Sh.} nIk id. ¶ JS 125, JI I 82 and II 17O-1,
Stl. ZCh 235 [#818]  ?? B (with ext.) *√nŒd 'écraser, broyer, r édu i re
en poudre' >  Tmz {MT}, Kb {Dl.} √nŒd G  (imv. Tmz ´nŒ´d, Kb ´nŒ´d3)
id., Mz {Dlh.} √nŒd G  'broyer, piler', Izn {Ds.} √nŒdœ G  'écraser', BSn
{Ds.} √nŒd  G  (imv. ´nŒ´d3) 'broyer' ¶ MT 479-8O, Dl. 368, Dlh. M 1 3 8 ,
Ds. B 52, 1O8 ¶¶ OS #1871 (HS *nik'- in Eg and WCh) ¶¶ Tk. I 32O || K:
OG naûq- v. 'pound' (DCh.: 'tolo¢∆ '), G naûq- ' ( zer - )s tampfen\ -s toßen,
kleinstoßen, klopfen (z. B. Steine)' ¶ Chx. 933, DCh. 967 ¶ The vw. a i s
probably due to apophony || A *n1ikæu 'grind, gnaw' > NaT *Jîk-
'demolish, destroy' > OT jîq- id., MQp XIII jîq- 'demolish', XwT XIV, Chg
XV jiq- 'destroy', Tk yIk-, Ggz Jîk-, Tkm, Qmq jîq-, Az jîX- 'des t roy,
demolish', Xlj juq-, VTt ∆  {∂Rl.} z7!¥q- 'destroy' ¶ To distinguish from T
*Jîk-  'throw down' (in some lgs. contamination of both roots) ¶ Cl. 8 9 7 ,
Rs. W 2OO, ET J 273-4, Rl. IV 116, Bu. II 358, GRM 221, TkR 376, Hüs.
161, KumRS 158, DT 23O  M *niqu- 'rub, crumble' > OM *niqu- (ı
Ewk niku- v. 'grind'), WrM niqu- ≠ nuqu-, HlM nuxa- v. ' r u b ,
massage; mash, press; crumble', Brt n√xa- n1uXa- 'knead, mash, r u b ,
mix by rubbing', Ord {Ms.} nu¯Xu¯- 'pétrir, malaxer, masser', Kl nux-
'knead, rub, mix by rubbing', Kl {Rm.} nuXu- 'kneten, zerre iben,
zermalmen', Mnr H {T} nu9u- 'knead' ('mesit∆ , zamesit∆ '), {SM}
nu¯9òu- 'pétrir, broyer qch. entre les mains', MMgl [Z] {Iw.} nuqu- v.
'pound', ¶ MED 586, KRS 388, Ms. O 5OO, SM 288, T 353, Iw. 12O, Chr.
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346  Tg *n1{Ë'}ki- '≈ gnaw, pound' > Ewk n1‰ki- 'gnaw, crack (by t ee th ) ' ,
Sln n1uXuNki n. 'pestle', WrMc d. niyoXu-, niyoXule- v. 'pound (in a
mortar)', niqca-  'destroy, demolish' ¶ STM I 591, 637  pKo {S} *ni~ki~-
'knead, mix' > MKo ni~ki~-, NKo igi- ¶ S QK #777, Nam 119, MLC 1319 ¶ ¶
DQA #1451 (A *niÆ~kæu! 'grind, crunch; knead'), Pp. VG 39  ||| A
reduplicated variant is attested in WCh (Sha {J} nu^N, Klr n1iN 'grind') a n d
in pJ {S} (*n‰~nk‰~-p- ¬ *nu~nku~-p- 'rub, wipe (off)' > OJ no~go~p- > J: T nugu!-
, K nu!gu!-, Kg nu~gu~-, see  S QJ #682, Mr. 738) ˚  The B cognate is q u .
because it is not attested in its pure form (without extensions).
1614. € *n1111o û ûûûqa 'lowland, depression' >  K (GZ?) *noûqa- >  G noûqa- ' bog ,
marsh, swamp', ? G G/I noûqo 'langsam fließendes, sumpfiges Wasser';
Tümpel'; {acc. to K and K2} Mg no˝a-, no˝o- 'branch of a river, plain ' ,
{K} 'low place, river-bed', Lz no˝a 'lowland, bank' (K believed that t h e
change *-ûq- >  Zan -˝- is reg. [see  *d(l)aûqw- 'elbow' >  Lz xe-du˝- id.],
but FS refer this Zan word to the K √  *no˝- 'lowland, swamp') ¶ K 1 4 8 ,
≈ K2 144 (*no˝a-), Chx. 965, FS K 242 || U: FU *°n1okka ' ravine,
depression' > Prm {LG} *n1uk id. >  Z MSs n1uk, Z n1uk‰s 'depress ion\ ravine
with a river', Vt n1uk 'ravine (ovrag , log )' ¶ LG 2OO, Lt. 2O8.
1615. *n1111aÂË 'swamp' > U *n1or{o} 'swamp' > ? F noro 'swampy valley'
» pPrm {Lt.} *n1u4r 'swamp' > Z n1ur, n1urvÈv, Vt SW n1u$r, Vt n1ur id. (Prm *u4
for the expected *u due to the palatalizing infl. of *n1-?); but Vt n1ur
'dampness' may go back to N *n3333o{÷ 3 333}rV 'moist, mud; (?) to gush' (q .v . )
as well »» ObU {Ht.} *n1u2rmV > pVg *n1u2rmV 'meadow' > Vg: ML n1ur´m id.;
pOs *n1Or´m 'swamp' > Os: V/Vy n1Or´m, Ty/Y n1or´m, D/K/Nz n1ur´m, Kz
n1ö8r´m id.; UEW suggests a different Vg cognate: pVg {UEW} *n1È—r > Vg:
T/P n1e2r, LK/Ss n1a2r 'swamp'  Sm: Slq: Tz {KKIH} n1arÈ 'tundra', UTz
{KKIH} n1arÈ 'swamp', Ke {Cs.} nja2r 'tundra', Tm {KD} n1a2r ' swamp,
Moorwald'  pY {IN} *n1or´ 'swamp, puddle' > Y: T {IN} n1or-il! id., K {IN}
n1oro-l! 'puddle', {Jc.} n1oroL-ca(ge) 'swamp', ? n1orod-o2zi ' pudd le
(Wasserpfütze)' (o2zi 'water') ¶¶ UEW 324-5 (U *n1orV), SK 393, ≈ LG
2O1 (Prm *n1Ér), Lt. 221 (Prm *n1u4r), Ht. #476, KKIH 129, Ang. 184, IN
239, ≈ Rd. UJ 41 [#38] (Y π U) || A: Tg *n1a[:]ru 'swamp' > Ewk n1a2rut ±
narut ± n1a2ru 'small swamped lake, swamp, swampy glade in a fores t ' ,
Lm Al n1arUqa2˝ ± n1arUqa2w 'swamp, puddles', Nn nI¢aro% ± nI¢ru% ± n1aro% ±
n1aru%, Ud n1au 'swamp, swamp in taiga (mar∆ )', WrMc niyari 'ma r sh ,
quag' ¶  STM I 636, Krm. 269 ¶ S AJ 257 [#169] || HS: S (+ext.): Ak OB,
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LB na2rit5- 'morass, marshland' ¶ CAD XI/1 353  EC: Arr {Hw.} n1o2r
'mud' (× N *n 3333o {÷ 3 333 } rV  'moist'?) ¶ Hw. A 389  ˚ U *-o- is due to as. (infl.
of the final rounded vw.)? ˚ Gr. II #376 (*nur 'swamp') (U, Y + err. A,
J, Gil).
1616. *n1111iÂV 'rub, scratch, scratch\draw\make a sign'' > U *n1irV
'scratch, scrape' > Prm *n1ir- 'rub' >  Z nirt- n1irt- 'rub, scratch', ∆
n1irav- ± n1iral- v. 'rub, massage', Vt {U3S} nir`å- n1irya- ' anoin t ' ,
nirt- n1irt- 'rub sore, wipe off' »» ?σ OHg XV, Hg nyI1r- v. 'clip, t r im,
cut, shear'  Sm: Ne F {Lh.} n1ira- 'gnaw; plane with a scraper' ¶¶ UEW
32O-1, LG 192, U3S 3O1, EWU 1O42-3, Lh. 324 || A *n+n1irV >  Tg
*n1 +niru- 'draw (a picture, lines)' >  Sln niru≤Gan 'a drawing', Neg niyuyit,
niyu-, Orc n1iru- ≠ n1uru- v. 'draw, write', Ul n1uru- ≠ n1uri-, Ork nur1i- ≠
n1iru- ≠ n1uru-, Nn Nh n1iru- v. 'write', WrMc niru- 'draw (a p ic ture) ,
draw lines, paint' ¶ STM I 6OO, Hr. 7O9-1O  T *J{î}Â- ≠ *Jar1- ({Md.}
*Ja'r1-) 'draw a sign' (× N *yar1111V 'to draw\scratch a sign', q.v. ffd.); t h e
variant *J{î}Â- is represented by Blgh *Z7îr > Chv ßyr s1îr 'write' and t h e
M loanword Ziru- 'draw, paint'  ??σ pKo *ni~rk- > MKo ni~rk-, NKo
ilk- v. 'read, recite, chant', Ko Ph ik-  'read' ¶ S QK #724, Nam 125, MLC
1361  ¶¶ SDM97 (A *n1a4re 'draw' > T *Jar1 ≠ *JÈr1, Tg *n1iru- 'draw', a n d
MKo ni~rk- to read'), ≈ DQA #147O (T, Tg, and Ko < A *n1i\a~r1e ¬ *-l!-?
'draw [zeichnen]') || HS: S *°nïr- > Ar ryNi' nïr- 'marque de fabrique à
l’étoffe; tracé bien distinct de la route', √nyr (ip. -nïr-) 'marquer u n e
étoffe de la marque nïr- ¶ BK II 1375-6, Fr. IV 357-8.
1617. € *n 1111uÂV  'become very hot, shine' > HS: S *nu2r- 'light, fire' (× N
*Neh{Ë}r{i}  'light, fire') >  Ak fOAk nu2ru id., Eb nu-ru⁄€-um ( =
nu2rum) {Krb.} 'Licht', IA F nwr, JA [Trg.], JEA er!un nu2≤r-a2, Sr æ®owñu
nu2≤r-a2, Md nura 'fire', d. BHb rn4 ne2r 'small clay lamp filled with oi l '
(<  adj. *na≤wir- 'shining'), Ug {DLS} nr, [AkSc] {Hnr.} ne2+ïru 'lamp (? ) ' ,
{OLS} 'brillo, resplandor' ‘ 'lámpara', BHb er!&nm6 m´no2≤ra2 ' l ampstand ' ,
Ar nu2r- 'light, luminous body', √nwr (ip. ya-nu2r-u, pf. na2ra) ' shine,
glow',  na2r- 'fire', Mh nawr 'light, glamour', Gz na2r, nu2r 'light, fire' ({L}:
π Ar), √nwr D  {L} 'be lit\lighted, illuminate'; a secondary variant: WS
*nïr-, *√nyr > BHb rin5 n°r 'light, lamp', Ar niya2r- (pl. of na2r-) ' l ights ' ,
Jb e≤nyer v. 'glow' (of light)' ¶ GB 489, 494, KBR 6OO. 697, 723, A
#185O, DLS KTU IV 284, Hnr. 152, OAS 331,Lv. III 363, Lv. T II 99, Sl.
738-9, Br. 421-2, DM 294, Nld. MG 118, Fr. IV 35O-1, BK II 1364-5, Hv.
8O6-7, Jo. M 3O7, Jo. J 198, L G 4O1, 41O, CAD XI/2 347-51, Frnz. LS3
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144 || A: NrTg *n1u2re- 'incandence' (of metal) >  Ewk n1u2r‰ vi.
'incandence, become hot', Neg n1uy‰- id., Lm n1o$ —rNi- ± n1o4∏rgi- ± n1o$—rg´- ±
n1u2rNi- vt. 'incandence, n1o$:eNib- vi. 'incandence' ¶ STM I 649  Ko: [1]
Ko {Rm.} nur- vi. 'burn (as cloth before a fire)', {MLC} nulli-ta
'scorches, burns, singes'  [2] ? pKo {S} *nu~ri!- 'have a burnt smell ' >
MKo nu~ri!- id., NKo nuri-, nori- 'be rank, foul-smelling' ¶ Rm. SKE 173, S
QK 911, Yu 162, MLC 364-5, 342, 357, S QK #911  M *nurma ' h o t
cinders, embers; bonfire' (× N *Neh{Ë}r {i }  'light, fire', q.v. ffd.)   pJ {S}
*ni~ra~(n)k- 'temper (metal) by puting heated metal into water '  > OJ
ni~ra~g- ¶ S QJ #967, Mr. 736 ¶¶ DQA #1448 (A *ni\o2~ri 'to h e a t
[nagrevat∆ , nakalivat∆] > M, Tg, J) ˚  IS MS 337 s.v. 'goret∆ '
*n1urÿ ˚  Qu., because S *nu2r- may alternatively go back to N
*Neh{Ë}r{i} .
1618. *n1111a?Âa4444 (or *n1111a 4 444?ÂÅ?) 'pungent, strong' (of sensations,
feelings, etc.) >  HS: S *°√n?r >  Ar √n?r v. 'être excité au point de s e
jeter sur quelqu’un' ¶ Fr. IV 226, BK II 1176 || U: FP *n1a4ra4 ' h e a r t b u r n '
and sim. >  F na4ra4 'angina, ardor stomachi, na4ra4stys ' hea r tburn ,
acid dyspepsia' » Z n1‰ra in set phrases: Z Lu/Skt n1‰ra viy‰, Z UV n1‰ra
viye '(it makes) heartburn, sinking sensation in the pit of the s tomach
(sosØt  pod  loqe¢koj )' (viy‰, viye 'kills, strikes') ¶ UEW 713, LG
19O, SK 415 || A: Tg *°n1ar- > Orc n1arakta 'very' ¶ STM I 635 || IE: NaIE
*yo2r- (an apophonic grade of *ye2r-?) 'strong, violent' >  Gk zvro1ß ' p u r e ,
sheer' (of wine without water) »» Sl *jar¥(jÁ) >  OCS Ar5 jarË
'amarus, austerus', SCr ja•r 'hot, cruel', ja•r 'anger, fury; passion', Slv
ja•r  'ardent, furious', Cz jary1  'fresh, ardent', Slk jary1  'full of s t rength,
fresh', HLs je7ry 'pungent', P jary  'pure, bright, vigorous' (woda jara
'pure water', s1wiatLos1c1 jara 'a pure unadulterated light', dzien1
jary  'bright day', stary ale jary 'old but vigorous' [of an old man] ) ,
OR, RChS Ar5 jarË 'anger', R ≤åryj 'ardent, violent'; Sl *jar¥k¥(jÁ)
'bright (esp. of colours, light)' (× N *z1111{a}hrV [¬ *Z1111{a}hrV ¬
*z ++++ Z {a }hrV ] 'shine, be bright', q.v.) >  Blg ≤år`k, SCr ja•rak, R ≤årkij
bright (esp. of colours, light)', Slv ja!rek id., 'shining', OR, RChS
Ar5k7i jarËkûji 'severe, furious; bright' (but Cz jary1 'young' is
connected with N *æn1111a÷ 3333r 1 111É '≈ young', q.v.) »» ? ClNPrs "r'Y ya2ra2, NPrs
yårå {Sg.} 'boldness, courage; strength, force', {Vl.} 'robur, potes tas ,
audacia' ¶ Mn. 452, Vl. II 15O1, Sg. 1525, F I 618, ESSJ VIII 176-8O,
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Bern. I 447-8, Glh. 288, Vs. IV 562-3 ˚  It is tempting to adduce here T
*Jaru- 'be(come) bright, shine' >  OT jaru- id. (Cl. 956-7), but f o r
semantic reasons it is more plausibly connected with N *z1111{a}hrV (¬
*Z1111{a}hrV ¬ *z++++Z{a}hrV) 'shine, be bright' (q.v.). In any case, a
coalescence of both etymons in T *Jaru- remains a possibility ˚  If t h e
N etymon is *n 1111a?Âa 4444, U *n1a4ra4 is explained as going back to **n1ara4 ( r egr .
as . ) .
1619. *n1111É{G}ÅrV 'sprout' >  U {UEW} *n1ÉrV ≠ *n1a6rV ≠ *n1a6rke, {IS
DU} *n1a2rV, {Db.} *n1o2rV 'rod, young sprout' >  Chr {Szil.} no4rGa ' s p r o u t '
('Sproß, Sprößling'), no4rGo4 'twig' ('Zweig'), Chr L {Üp} no≥rgo≥ ' young
sprout', {MRS} 'young' (of a sprout), Chr H {Rm.} no4rG´ 'young t r ee ' ,
{Ep.} no4r´, no4rG´ 'flexible sprout, young sprout' » Prm *n1o$r ({LG} n1o$¿r)
'rod, twig (loza , vetka , prutik)' > Z n∆o≥r n1‰r / n1‰ry- id., Yz n1u$r ' r o d
(prut )', Vt n∆o≥r n1‰r 'twig, branch, birch rod (vetka , rozga )' »» ObU
{Ht.} *n1iÆr 'Rute' >  pOs *n1e"r(i) ({∫Hl.} *n1iÆr(i)) >  Os: V n1e"r´m id., D
n1e"r´m id., 'Zweig, dünne Weide', Ty n1e"r 'auf einem abgebrannten Platz
aufgewachsener Hain', Kz n1a"r 'Laubholzhain', Laubholzdickicht', n1a"r´m,
Y n1e"r 'gerissener Baum'; pVg *n1iÆr 'Rute' >  Vg: T n1a4r,
LK/MK/UK/P/NV/SV/LL/ML/Ss n1ir » Hg nyi1r 'birch tree', ∆  nyi1r
'young sprout (junger Schößling)', meg-nyi1r-ez- v. 'mit Ruten
schlagen'  Sm {Jn.} *n1‰r- 'willow' > Ne T nero, Ne T O {Lh.} n1e2ruÚ2, Ne F
{Lh.} n1e2r'u2; Sm {Jn.} *n1erkaº (≠ *n1Vrkaº), {Hl.} *n1‰rka ≠ *n1Vrka id. >  Ng
{Adl.} nerki, En {Cs.} nigga, {Mik.} nÈga5, Ne T nerka, Ne T O {Lh.}
n1e2rk;a" id., Slq Tz {KKIH} n1arqÈ, Kms {Cs.} narga, {KD} naºÆrga ± n¥r˝a
id., Mt {Hl.} *n1+nergV id. (Mt T/K {Mk.} ne1rge, M {Mll.} ne1rgo4 'salix' ,
K {Pl.} nerga~ 'tal ', M {Sp.} narga 'ivnåk , tal∆nik ') ¶ ¶  Coll. 4 3 ,
UEW 331, ≈ Sm. 546 (FU, FP n1eri, Ugr n1irI" 'twig'), IS DU, Db OS XXII,
XXIV, Ü 134, MRS 36O, Ep. 77, Ht. #47O, Hl. rHt 75, KrT 629, PD 1466-7 ,
Jn. 1O8, KKIH 139, Hl. M #748 || D *n1a2rÀ- 'sprout', {GS} *n1e2dÀ- v.
'appear, sprout, shoot forth' >  Ml n%a2r3u 'young plant fit f o r
tansplanting', Tm na2r3u v. 'sprout, shoot forth', n%a2r3u v. ' appear ,
arise', Kt na;t, Knd na2ru 'sedlings for transplantation', Knd ne2rÀ- v. ' r i se
from the seed' (a plant), Kn Gl na2tßu v. 'sprout', Kdg n´⁄;r- 'become tall,
straighten oneself so as to become tall' (of a plant), 'rise up and c o m e
to view', Tu ne2ji 'nursling, young plant of rice', Tl na2r3u ' young
sprouts or plants which are to be transplanted', Gnd ne2r ' r ice-
seedlings', Png ne2z-, Mnd ne2y-, Ku ney- v. 'sprout', Kui ne2Z>a- id. ,
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'germinate and shoot up' ¶ ¶  D #2919, GS 142 [#363] || K *°no˝r-
(× *æn1111a÷ 3333r 1 111É '≈ young, new-born') > G Gr {IS “?} no˝r- 'young grass' ¶ IS
MS 349 ˚  IS II 83-5 (includes the D √  into the etymon *n1a÷rÿ 'young,
new-born'), IS MS 349 (D *n1a2rÀ- and G no˝r- < N *n1a÷rÿ). In the light
of my recent phonological research (suggesting that D *-rÀ- goes back t o
N *-r-  and is not akin to T *-r1-) D *n1a2rÀ- 'sprout' is to be kept a p a r t
from T *n1a2r1 'springtime'. In U *n1orke 'sprout' *-ke is a sx. G Gr no˝r- i s
absent in the stardard dictionary of Georgian dialects (Ghl.) a n d
therefore remains qu. Hence *G  in the N rec. is within uncer ta inty
brackets { } . If GS’s rec. of a pD *e is right, the N etymon must have
been *n1111e{G }VrV . D *-rÀ- (the reg. reflex of the intervocalic *-r-) po in ts
to a vw. before N *r .
162O. *n1111ihr{a} 'to stream; a stream, liquid' > HS: S *na≤har- ' s t r eam,
river' > BHb re1n! na2≤ha2r id., Ug nhr {OLS} id., {A} id., 'flood', OA nhr
'river, water-course', JA [Trg.] ar!e9n@ nahâ≤r-a2 'stream', JEA {Sl.} ar!e6n@
nah≤r-a2 'river, canal', Sr nah≤r-a2, Ar nahr- ≠ nahar- 'river', Sb ?nhr
pl. 'irrigation channels', Ak na2ru 'river, canal; vein'; WS *√nhr v.
'stream' >  BHb √nhr G  id., Ar √nhr G  'flow abundantly' (b lood ,
river)', Gz √nhr G  'flow, go down' ¶ KB 639, GB 489, A #1762, OLS
321-2, HJ 72O, Lv. T II 95, Js. 882-3, Sl. 734, Br. 417, BK II 1354, Hv.
8O3, BGMR 94, CAD XI/1 368-76, L G 394 || U *n1{i}ra 'stream, liquid' >
FU (att. in BF) *ˆira 'brook' > F nira 'small brook with a r ap id
current, brook in a forest', Es nira  'brook'  Sm {Jn.} *n1e+‰r 'liquor' >
Ne T ner” 'egg-white', Ne T O {Lh.} n1er?´ò 'sap of a tree', Slq Ke {KD}
n1‰r 'liquid produced during copulation (vätska, som alstras vid
samlag)' ¶¶ SK 384, Jn. 1O9-1O || D  *nïr, {GS} *n1ïr- 'water, liquid' > Ml
nïr 'water, juice, moisture', Tm nïr id., 'sea, liquor', Kt, Td ni;r, Kn
nïr, nïru, Kdg ni;rî, Klm i;r, Nk, Nkr ïr 'water', Knd nïr masu 'mis t ,
dew', Kui nïru 'juice, sap', Brh dïr id., 'water, food-water' ¶¶ D #369O,
GS 144 [#368] || ?φ A: It is worth paying attention to Ko: OKo Sl {Lee}
*narih, MKo na2i\ / na2i\h-, NKo na4∏ 'river' ¶ The unexpected vw. *a (> MKo
a2) needs explaining; an alt. hypothetic origin is N *l ßßßßaK '''' {u} 'body of wa te r
(lake, river)', q.v.) ¶ Lee GKS 8O, S QK #229 (pKo *na2i\h). Nam 1O1,
MLC 315 ˚  IS MS 369 (*n1i(h)rV 'to stream, to flow': ?U, D, S).
1621. (€?) *n1111e[Ó]rV 'plain, ground' > HS: B *ne2r > Ah tenere, Gh
c7iniri 'plain, desert', ETwl, Ty tenœere (pl. tinœariwen) 'plaine déser t ique '
¶ Fc. 139, Nhl.15O, 19O, GhA 149 || A: T *Jer 'earth' >  OT jer ({Cl.}
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je 2r) 'ground, earth, land, soil', Tk yer, Az, Tkm, Uz, SY, Nog, CrTt jer,
Ggz jer1, ET ja4(r), VTt z7 !Ár, Bsh er yÁr, Qzq, Qq z7er, Xk ¢ir c7ir, Xlj jer
≠ je;r, Tv c7er, Tf c1æer, Yk sir, Chv ße€r s1´r 'earth, land', Kr jer, Alt Z1er
id., 'country' ¶ Cl. 954, ET J 191-2, TL 87, Rs. W 198, S AJ 177 ( # 2 3 ) ,
BIG 317, Sht. 67, Ra. 195, DT 222-3, Jeg. 211, Fed. II 11O  ?σ Tg: Lm
n 1‰rk‰  'place under the hearth or close to it; hearth' ¶ ≈ STM I 355  ?φ
pKo {S} *na~ra!(h) 'country' > MKo na~ra!h, NKo nara ¶ The vowels still defy
explanation ¶ S AJ 257 [#169], S QK #169, Nam 87, MLC 287 ¶¶ ≈ S AJ
29O [#359] (A *na2r[i] 'earth, land': Ko, Tg *na2 'earth, land, dry land'), ≈
DQA #1441 (T and Tg < A *n1e"ra 'earth, floor'), STM l.c. || ?φ U: Chr: L
nur nur, H nyr  n¥r 'field' (unless to U *n1or{o} 'swamp' < N *n1111aÂË id . )
¶ Ü 135-6, Rm. BT 88.
1622. *n1111aÙ[i]rË(-k++++ge 6666) 'cartilage' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'cart i lage
of the vertebrae', ' backbone ' )  > HS: S (WS?) *≤naH[V]r- > Ar naHr-
'clavicule et la partie du corps entre le bas du cou et le sternum', ? Tgr
nAHar 'breast', ? Jb C {Jo.} ≤naHar 'windpipe and lungs', Sq {L} ≤naÓar
'avoir mal à la gorge' ¶ BK II 1213, LH 324, Jo. J 187, L LS 264, MiK I
#1.196 || U: FU *n1o2rke, {Db.} *n1orke 'gristle' (× N *muNi{Ó}or1111K ' '''V [ o r
*muNi ÷3333ar 1111K ' '''{u}?] 'gristle, horn') >  pLp {Lr.} *n1o2rke2s >  Lp: N {N}
njuorges / -r…ga 'gristle' (also of separate rings of the windpipe), L
{LLO} L {LLO} njuorakis ≠ njuoræke2s 'cartilage in the nose, n o s e
meat of fishes', K {Gn.} n1oargas 'cartilage' » Chr L no≥rgo≥ no4rGo4, Uf/B
no4rGo4, H {Ep.} no≥rgy≥ no4rG´ 'cartilage' »» ObU {Ht.} *n1È∏rkV id. >  pVg
{Ht.} *n1È∏r´G id. > Vg: T n1e2rk‰2 ± n1e2r´w, MK n1‰2ri, P n1e2riG, Ss n1a2riG; pOs
{Ht.} *n1ar´k > Os: Vy n1ar´q, Ty/Y n1aºr´q, D/K n1or´, Nz n1Or´, O n1ar id. » ?
OHg XVI nyI1r, Hg ∆ nyI1r (+ppa. 3s nyI1rja) 'flesh ("frog") in t h e
horse-hoof' ('Strahl am Pferdehuf') (semantic infl. of nyI1l id. “ nyI1l
'arrow', which is a loan-translation from Sl or German)  Sm {Jn.} *n1‰r
'gristle' > Ne: T ner”, T O {Lh.} n1e2r?´ò id., F Nl cd. puyyen1Æ-n1i\e;rrÈ∏ 'gristle
of the nose', d. n1o\e'¬:Ok'u 'gristle'; Ng {Ter.} nir id.; En {Ter.} ny” nÈ? /
nyr- nÈr- id.; Slq {KD}: LTz n1‰º¿r;, Ch n1‰¿r id. ¶¶ Db. reconstructs t h e
pFU (and pU) vowels as *o...e on the basis of his theory (Db OS xxvi-
xxxiv) of two corr. sets for pU *o : [1 ] in *-e-stems (those with a final *-
e) *o >  F o, Lp N uo, Mr o, Chr u4, o4, Prm *u, Vg ‰ (≠ a), Os a, o
(preceding ˝?), Hg I1, [2] in *-a-stems FU *o >  F o, Lp L oa, Mr u, Prm
{∫Lt.} *u, *o¿, Vg u2 / a" (/ u"), Os a ( /o 6  / u / a"), Hg a (/ a1). UEW
reconstructs here U *n1‰rkV = {∫UEW} *n1eœrkˇ} or *n1o2rke ¶¶ Coll. 4 3 ,
Db. OS xxvi, UEW 317, It. #62, Sm. 546 (FU *n1ûrki, FP *n1e4rkV-, Ugr
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*n1ûrkI" 'cartilage'), Lr. #794, Lgc. #4467, N II 99, LLO 628, ≈ Ber. 4 3 ,
MRS 36O, Ep. 77, Ü 134, LG 187, Ht. #317, MF 485, EWU 1O43, Jn. 1O8,
Ter. 3O5, Ter. SILSJ 287, Lh. 314, KP 144 || A *n1iru(kV) (or *-r1-) > Tg
*n+n1i3ri(-kta) 'vertebrae, spine'  >  Ewk niri ≠ n1iri, Sln n‰2rd‰, Orc, U d
{STM} n1ïkta id., Ud {Krm.} id., Lm n1IrI id., 'back (dos)', Neg nI∏kta,
nIyIkta, Ul n1er1aqta ≠ n1e2rI\aqta ≠ n1IrIqta, Ork n1IrIkta, Nn Mh/KU
n1IrIqta 'spine' ¶ STM I 639-4O, Krm. 266  M *niru˝un 'back (dos ) ,
spine' > MM [S] {H} niru√un ≠ niri√un id., [IM] {Pp.}, [IsV] {Lg.} nir˝un,
[L, MA] {Pp.} niru2n 'back (dos)', [HJ] {Ms.} nirisun (err. spelling o f
niri˝un?) 'spine', WrM niru9u(n), HlM nuruu(n), Brt n√rga(n)
'back, spine, backbone', WrO {Krg.} niru4u4n 'spine', Kl nurhn
nur˝¥n id., 'back', {Rm.} nur˝an 'Rücken', Ord nuru2 'back (dos ) ,
vertebrae', Dx {T} nurun 'back (dos)', Dg {T} niro2 id., 'spine', Mnr H {T}
nuru 'back (dos)', {SM} nuru id., 'fish-bone', nuru yas‰ 'spine' (yas‰
'bone') ¶ H 117, Pp. MA 257, 442, Pp. L III 72, Lg. VMI 57, Ms. H 7 9 ,
MED 585, Krg. 221, KRS 386, KW 282, Chr. 343-4, Ms. O 5O2, SM 291, T
353, T DgJ 158, T DnJ 131 ¶¶ ADb. SR-D 3O6 (A *niruG- ' back ,
backbone'), Pp. VG 39, 116 (M, Tg + qu.: OT {Cl.} jîr 'north' [acc. to Pp.,
'north' “†'behind one’s back']), ≈ DQA #1457 (M and Tg < A *ni"~ra
'spine') || D {Pf.} *nar- 'sinew, tendon, nerve' > Tm narampu, Ml
n1arampu, Kn nara, naravu id., Kt narb 'muscle, sinew', Td narb
'muscle, vein', Tl naramu 'vein, nerve, tendon', Tu nara id.,
narambu 'sinew, nerve', Klm, Knd naram, Prj nerub, Gdb narub, Gnd
naral 'vein', Kui dßrambu 'tendon, sinew', Kw nromi 'nerve', Mlt na2ru ' t h e
veins', ?? Krx narï 'pulse' (unless π InA: cp. OI na2d5ï 'pipe, t ube ,
pulse', Npl, Ass na2ri 'pulse', Hnd na2r`ï, na2rï 'vein, pulse') ¶¶ Ml *n1- m a y
suggest a pD *n1- (< N *n 1111 -), but the existence of this D phoneme in t h e
initial position is by no means evident ¶¶ D *-r- goes back to *r-
clusters (in this case to *-Ùr-; if pN had *-ÙVr- , the vw. was
syncopized in pre-D) ¶¶ D #29O3, Pf. 174 [#8] (Krx narï  π InA).
1623. *n1111a 4 444ré€e6666 (or *n1111a 4 444é€re6666?) 'unripe, tender, weak' > HS: NrOm: Kf
{C} niro2 'soft, tender', Mch {L} ni~ra(ye!) 'be soft, loose, flexible' ¶ C SE
IV 15O, L M 44 || K: MG [VTq.] narnar-i 'tender', G narnar-i 'zart, fein,
sanft' (× N *n 2222ar {u 6666 }  'thin, narrow'?) ¶ DCh. 959, Chx. 923 || U: FU *n1a4re
'raw, unripe' > F ∆ , Krl Ld, Vo, Es ∆ na4re 'young fir-tree' » pPrm *nEr ( =
{LG} neÚr) >  Z ner 'weak, unripe, not grown up (nevozmuqalyj )', Vt
nored 'unripe, young' »» ObU {Ht.} n1a4∏r 'raw' >  pVg *n1a4∏r > Vg: T n1a4∏r,
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LK/MK/UK/NV n1O4∏r, P/SV/LL/ML n1O2r, UL/Ss n1a2r 'raw'; pOs *n1a4r´˝ > Os:
V/Vy n1a4r´G, Ty/Y n1a$r´G, D/K n1a$r´, Nz n1ar´, Kz n1ar, O n1a$r id. ¶ SK 4 1 4 ,
LG 199, Ht. #469 || A: Tg: WrMc niyere {Z} 'weak, feeble, thin, n o t
solid', {Hr.} 'ungefüttert, dünn (Kleider)', Mc Sb nïr´ 'weak, weakly,
feeble' ¶ Z 249, Hr. 718, Y #25O2 || D *nar- 'be deficient in growth' >
Tm naruNku id., 'grow lean as a child', naruNkal 'stunted growth ' ,
Kn narat5u 'become deficient or stunted in growh', Tu naradË
'stunted(ness)', Krx narma5a2- 'soften down, reduce in point o f
stoutness' ¶¶ D #36O8 ˚  D *-r- is a reg. reflex of N *r-clusters,
therefore we may suppose the presence of a N lr. (preferably after *r ,
otherwise we would have to expect lengthening of the preceding vw.);
the absence of lrs. in the K word suggests that the N lr. was *é€  ( =
*? ++++ h ++++ H ++++ ÷) (unlike the "strong" lrs. *X  and *˝  that survive in K).
1624. (€?) *n1111 {a}ÂK''''a ++++á (= *n1111 {a}Âûûûûqa ++++á?) '∈ deer' > IE: NaIE *york+k8-
'roe deer' (×  N * {Ù}iÂgV '[horned?] artiodactyl', q.v.) >  Gk zo1rx, zorka1ß
'roe, gazelle'; the variant dorka1ß is being explained by F and P by folk-etl.
connection with de1rkomai 'see' »» Clt: W {YGM} iwrch, iyrchyn
'roebuck', iyrches 'roe', OCrn yorch ; "caprea", Crn yorgh
'roebuck', Br yourc&h 'roe deer'; {F}: Gk [Opp.] }iorkoß, [Hs.] }iorkeß,
}iyrkeß 'roebuck, gaazelle' may be loans from Galatian (a Clt lge. in Asia
Minor) ¶ WP I 2O9, P 513, EI 155 (*≤york-s 'roe deer [Capreolus']), LP §
3.2, YGM-1 298, ECCE 31O, Hm. 837, LS 445, F I 41O, Ch. 293-4 || A: Tg
*n1ark+g- 'young elk' > WrMc niyarXuca id., Ewk Tmt n1argu2, Ewk
M/Urm n1arguça2n 'two-years-old male elk', Lm n1arça2n, Neg n1atça2n, O r c
naguça, naguçka 'first-year young elk' ¶ STM I 635  T *Jargun > OT {Cl.}
jar˝u2n '∈ wild quadruped'; Early pT ı  M *Z>or9ul > WrM Zor9ul, HlM
zorgol 'one-year-old deer' ¶ Cl. 963, MED 1O71 ¶¶ DQA #14O9 (A
*n1argu 'young male deer \e lk '  >  T, M, Tg) || possibly also ?? HS: B
*√nÓr 'mohor antelope' (= {Pr.} √nÓ‹r, where *Ó‹ is a "strong" lr.) (<
**nVqr- < **nVrq- resulting from de-emphatization of *n1111 {a}Âûûûûqa ++++á?) >
*nïr- > Ah {Fc.} e-nir 'mohor antelope' (pl i-nïr-´n), Tns {ABs.} ti-nhir-
t, Twl/Ty {GhA} enœer (pl. inœer¥n), Twl {ABs.} inir, tinirt, an´r, Ty {ABs.}
enir  (pl. inir´n), anir 'antilope dama' ('mohor antelope') ¶ Fc. 1399, Pr.
H #559, GhA 254.
1625. *æn1111a÷3333r 1 111É '≈ young, new-born' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'springtime') > HS: S: Cn *≤na÷[V]r- 'young person (boy, a youth)' >  BHb
≤na÷ar id., Ph n÷r 'servant', Ug n÷r 'boy; servant'; Cn (pl.) ı Eg
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[EgSSc] {Hlk.} na-÷a-ru1-na 'warriors, soldiers'  ¶ KB 668, A #18O8,
OLS 315, HJ 739-4O, Hlk. #136 || IE *æyeh8r- >  NaIE *[æ]ye2r- / *æyo2r- /
*[æ]y´r- 'young', 'springtime' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'year') >  Sl *jaro ≠
*jara ≠ *jar¥ 'springtime' >  RChS, OR Ara jara, R ∆ åra, SCr ja•r,
Cz, Slk ∆ , LLs, OP jaro, P jar, Uk ∆ år id.; d. *jarÁ f. >  Slk jar f., U k
år∆ f., P jarz id., OR Ar6 jarÁ, R ∆ , Uk  år∆, Slv ja•r f., Cz jar7
'spring crop', SCr jar 'spring barley'; Cz jary1 'young'; d. *jar¥ka
'young animal' >  Blg ≤årka, Slv ja•rka 'young hen', SCr jaàrka 'a h e n
that laid for the first time', Slk jarka, Uk ≤årka 'year-old sheep', OR
Ar5ka jarËka, R, Blr ≤årka 'young sheep' »» W ia6r, Br yar 'hen' (<
*y´r-a2) (“  'young hen', ≡σ: above Blg) »» OI *ya2r- 'year' in parya2≤rïn5ï
'(a cow) that calves for the first time in a year', Av ya2r- 'year', OPrs
dus7(i)-ya2ra- 'unfortunate year (Miß-Jahr)' »» Gk  {vra2 'season, h o u r '
(ı  L ho2ra 'hour'), “vroß 'time, year' »» L ho2rnus adj. 'of this year ,
this year’s' (ÿ *ho2 yo2r- 'in this year') »» Gmc {Vr.} *je2ra- 'year' > Gt
jer, ON a1r, Sw, Dn, NNr aºr, OSx ja2r ≠ ge2r, OHG ja2r, NHG Jahr, AS
Ìe$ar (Ì- = [y-]) 'year', NE year  Lw {Mlc.} a2ra/i- 'time' ¶¶ P 296-7 ,
≈ EI 654 [*(h⁄)ye2ro/ehÅ- 'year, new season'], M K II 227-8, M E II 98-9, F
II 115O-1, WH I 658-9, LP § 119, YGM-1 295, Hm. 835, Ho. S 4, 25, Ho.
141, Vr. 12, Fs. 3O1, Kb. 52O, OsS 4622-3, KM 33O, ESSJ VIII 175-81 ,
Glh. 288-9, Vs. IV 559, Ad. 271, Mlc. CL 24, Mlc. LL 41 (fn. 28) || U: FU
*n1o2re 'young, new-born; springtime' >  F nuori / nuore-, Es noor
'young' (ı Lp N nuora6- id. [⇔ SK 4O1]) » pLp {Lr.} *n1o2r‰ 'weak,
tender '  >  Lp: U {Schl.} njuaras, Ml {Schl.} n1u¢aras 'thin', L {LLO}
njuoras 'tender, soft, not yet hard' (of plants, children), 'fresh' ( o f
vegetables), N {N} njora6s 'soft, not woody yet' (of plants), 'weak i n
the body, not able to stand' (of babies), Pa {TI} n1u¢o¿rA"s 'weak', ' t e n d e r '
(of babies, reindeer calves)'; Ï Lp: U {Schl.} njuarahka ' z a r t ' ,
njuarahkadtja 'Kind im zarten Alter', L {LLO} njuorak ' t ende r ,
little' (of babies), N {N} njora6k 'young reindeer calf', njuora6k- ( i n
cds.) 'new-born, suckling, baby' » Chr {Ber.} *no4r´ > L {Ü} no≥ro≥ ≤no4r´º, E
{Ber.} no4ro4 'flexible and weak', H no≥ry≥ ≤no4r´ 'flexible and young' (of a
sprout, a tree); *no4rg´ (× N *n1111É{G}ÅrV 'sprout', q.v.) > L ≤no≥rgo≥
≤no4rG´º 'young sprout; young', H no≥rgy≥ ≤no4rG´ 'flexible and young'  ?
Sm: Mt {Hl.} *n1arha, *narha 'new' (Mt K {Pls.} nja1arha, Mt M {Sp.}
nara); possibly also (⇔ Jn. and Hl.) Mt *nara 'springtime' (Mt K {Pls.}
na1ra id., {Mll.} na6ramua 'it is springtime') ¶¶ ≈  SK 4O1, Lr. # 7 9 3 ,
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Lgc. #4469, Schl. 1O1, LLO 628, N II 98, TI 3O9, Ü 134, Ep. 77, MRS
36O, ≈  Ber. 43, ≈ Hl. M 314-5 [##722, 724], unc. Jn. 98 || A {SDM97}
*n1a4∏r1{a}, {SDM95} *n1a2r1V 'young; spring, summer' <  T *n1a2r1 >  NaT *Ja2z
'summer, spring' >  OT ja2z 'summer', MU jaz id., 'spring', MQp [CC] jaz,
Tkm ja2Î, Az, VTt jaz, Bsh jaÎ, Qrg Z7az, Alt Z1as, Xk c7asXî, Tv c7as, Tf
c1as, Yk sa2s 'spring', Tk yaz, Ggz, Kr, Nog jaz, Qzq, Qq z7az, Blq zaz, U z
jåz 'summer' »» Chv L s1ur 'spring', Blgh *n1a2r ı Hg nya1r 'summer' ¶
Cl. 982, ET J 71-2, TL 73-4, Ra. 134, Jeg. 219, Fed. II 138-9, EWU 1 O 3 7
 M *nirayi 'new-born; new, fresh' >  WrM nirai, HlM nåraj, Kl
{Rm.} nira2 ≠ nira4∏, Brt naraj id., ?φ: Mnr H {SM} nar9òe2¯ 'jeune, en bas-
âge, tendre', {T} nar9e2 'young' (of trees); M ı Yk nira4y ≠ n1ira4y ≠ n1îray
'new-born, baby' ı Ewk niray ≠ n1iray id. ¶ MED 585, KW 277, STM I
639, SM 258, T 348  Tg *n1argu 'young, new' >  WrMc niyaraXun ≠
niyarXun 'new\fresh' (of grass, vegetation), 'young', 'g reens ' ,
niyarXuca 'young of en elk', Lm n1arça4n, Neg n1atçan, Orc naguça
'young elk (of the first year of life)', Nn n1argi ≠ nI\argi, Orc n1argi
'young willow' ¶ STM I 635, 639  pKo {S} *ni\ ~´⁄rÈ!-m 'summer' >  MKo
ni\´~⁄rÈ!m, NKo i\´⁄rÈm id. ¶ S QK #19O, Nam O7, MLC 1163  pJ {S} *na!tu~
id. >  OJ natu, J: T nacu!, K na!cu~, Kg na!cu ¶ S QJ #241, Mr. 494 ¶¶ S AJ
74, SDM97 (A *n1a4 ∏r1[a]), DQA #1476 (A*ni\a2!r1{a~} 'young; spring, s u m m e r ' )
|| ¿ K amb *°no˝r- (× N *n1111É{G}ÅrV  'sprout', q.v.) >  G Gr {IS “?} no˝r-
'young grass' ˚  IS II 83-5 (*n1a÷rÿ 'young, newborn') and IS MS 3 4 9
(*n1{o}Grÿ 'young'). IS adduces here D *n1a2rÀ- 'young plant, sp rou t ' ,
which is preferrably connected with a different N etymon (see  N
*n1111É{G}ÅrV '⇑ ') ˚  S *-÷- <  N *÷  or *˝ . Lw a2ra/i- 'time' suggests a
weak lr. (*÷), while G no˝r-  (if real) points to a N *˝ ˚  M *i and K *o
need explaining. M *i  may be due to assimilating infl. of the palatal cns .
*n1111-  ˚  On N and pIE *æ- see  Introduction, §  2.2.6 ˚ Gr. II #362 (*nyar
'spring [season]') (IE, U, A, Ko + qu. Gil + err. J + unc. Ai, CK).
1626. *n1111itu6666rV{ûûûûq}V 'fist, knuckles of fingers; to strike with t h e
fist\knuckles, hold in the hand' > U: FU (att. in BF) *ˆu4rkkV ' f ist ,
knuckles of fingers' >  F nyrkki 'fist', ∆ {Lnr.} nyrkka4, Vp {ZM} n1u4rk
'fist', Krl nu4rkki, Es K nu4rk; 'knuckles of fingers' ¶ SK 4O8, ZM 37O || A:
*n1it£ur[u]k+ga 'fist' >  T *n1ut£uruk ≠ *n1ît£uruk >  NaT *Jut£uruk 'fist' > OT
{MKD} judruq, {Cl.} jîÎruq ± juÎruq, {DTS} jîdruq ± juÎruq, MQp [CC]
juruq, Tkm ∆ judruq, Kr juduruk ≠ juduruX, Qzq, Qq z7u"dîrîq, Nog
√dyryk judîrîq, VTt jodryk j¥ºdr¥q, Bsh j¥ºÎr¥ºq, Qrg Z7uduruq, Alt
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{B} d∆udruk (new spelling judruk) Z1udruq, Qmn {B} Judruq, QK {B,
Rl.}, Brb/Tlt {Rl.} judruq, Tv c7uduruq, Tf n1udruq, SY uzruq, Yk suturuk, a s
well as Qmn {B} n1unduruq ≠ n1unturuq and Xk munzuruX (< *n1un1{d}uruq <
*n1ut£uruk (possibly × T *Jumruk 'fist' [lit. 'clenched'] ÿ *Jumur-, caus .
of *Jum- v. 'shut, clench') ¶ TL 253 and ADb. SR 182, 317 (both: T
*jîNÎruk), Cl. 892, MKD 232 (OT judruq), DTS 265, 277, ET J 248-9, Rl.
III 565, BT 57, KrkR 259-6O, BR 222, B DK 213, 235, Ra. 21O  M
*nidur9a 'fist' > MM [HI] {Ms.} nudur9a, [MA] {Pp.} nudurqa ≠
nudurGa [nudur9a], WrM nidur9a, HlM nudraga, Ord {Ms.}
nu¯dòu¯r9a, Brt n√darga, Mnr H {SM} nudur9òa, {T} nudur9a id., Kl {Rm.}
nudr=˝a 'geballte Faust', d.: Kl nudrma, {Rm.} nudr=ma 'fist ' ¶ Ms. H 8O,
Pp. MA 261, MED 578, KRS 385, KW 28O, Chr. 342, SM 288, T 353  Tg
*n1urga 'fist' > Ewk n1Urka, Sln nor≤9a ± nuru≤9a, Neg nelga ≠ noyga, O r k
nugga, {PSchm.} nurka, Ul n1u9Z7a, n1u9Z7aku, ? WrMc nuZan id. ¶ STM I
59O  ?σ pJ {S} ni!nki!r- 'hold in the hand' >  OJ ni!gi\i!r-, J: T ni~gir-, K
ni!gi!r-, KLg ni~gi~r- ¶ S QJ #948, Mr. 735 ¶¶ SDM97 (A *nidurgi 'fist' +
'hand'), KW 28O (T, M), DQA #1463 (A *ni\u!durgi 'fist ' > T, M, Tg, J ) ,
ADb. SR 317 (T, M, Tg) || K: MG, G rt'ûq- 'beat, hit' ¶ DCh. 1O42 || ??
HS: S *√trk' ≠ *√t'rk' ≠ (Ak) *√trk >  Ph trk5 G 'strike', JEA √t'rk' G
'strike (with the knuckles of fingers)' ([BT] trk5 lyh b?sk5wt5l? {Lv.}
'er schlug ihn mit dem Fingerglied'), Ar √tœrq G  'knock (at the d o o r ) ,
beat, play with the fingers upon (a musical instrument)', Ak fOAk √trk
G  (inf. tara2ku) 'schlagen, klopfen' ¶ HJ 1233-4, Lv. II 198, BK II 75-6 ,
Hv. 431, Sd. 1324-5 ¶ The initial *n- was lost probably due to i t s
reinterpretation as a derivational px. of the N -pattern; *t' (alongside
the expected *t) is due to regressive as.: (N *t... û ûûûq >) *t...k' > *t'...k'; Ak -
k-  is due to progressive as. (*t...k' > t...k) ˚  If G rtûq belongs here, w e
reconstruct a N cns. *ûûûûq , otherwise we remain with an unspecified N *K''''
(N *n1111itu 6666rVK''''V) ˚  ADb. SR 317 (A, U).
1627. *n1111et''''V 'stalk, stem, trunk' >  A: Tg *n1eti 'log, beam' >  Ewk
n1‰tiN 'cross beam on the ground in the middle of a chum (Tungusian
yurt)', 'seating place (made of rods) close to the walls of a chum', U d
Sm {Krm.}n1esigi 'the lower part of the wall of a chum', Ud X/Sm {Krm.}
n1esigi 'a log close to the inner wall of a hut that serves for keeping
bedclothes, a log for keeping dishes' ¶ STM I 655, Krm. 271 || D ( i n
McTm) *n1etßtß˛ 'stalk' > Tm net5t5u 'stalk, peduncle', Ml n1et5t5u, n1et5t5i
'footstalk of a leaf or fruit' ¶ D #2925 ¶ D *tß for the expected *t ( d u e
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to a sx.: *n1etßtß- < *n1et-tß?) || HS: S: Ar É'6aNa natœa2-t- (pl. ?antœa?-) {Hv.}
'stalk of unripe dates', {BK} 'pétiole d’une datte non mûre' ¶ BK II 1 2 8 7 ,
Hv. 78O.
1628. € *n1111o[÷]wV (or *n1111o˝wV?) 'to hunt, to pursue '  > HS: Eg fOK
nw 'hunter' ¶ EG II 218  ? S *°√n÷+˝w ≠ *°√nw÷ > Gz √n÷w G  (js. -
n÷aw) 'hunt, lay snares', Tgr pf. G  nA÷a  'hunt', Ar √nw÷ G  (ip. -nu2÷-u)
'expand the wings for darting on its prey' (of birds of prey) ¶ L G 3 8 2 ,
BK II 1368, Hv. 8O8 || U *n1owe > Sm {Jn.} *n1o- 'pursue' >  Ne T d .
nëta-s∆ 'to pursue (gnat∆så  za  kem/¢em )', Slq: Tz {KKIH}, Tm {KD}
n1o2- 'pursue, chase'  pY {IN} *naºw- 'watch, pursue '  > Y: K {IN} nob-dï-
'watch (sledit∆ ), pursue (presledovat∆ )', T {IN} naw-rï- id., {Ku.}
nawrï- 'watch, observe' (-dï ± -rï is a sx. of vt.) ¶¶ This U (Sm, pY) √
does not belong (⇔  Rd., IN) to U *n1oN+wÎa- (that goes back to N
*n 1111oNuda  (or *n 1111oNu 4444da?) 'follow in the traces, hunt, pursue') ¶¶ Sm. LM
#115, Sm. 539 (U *n1oxû-, FU, FP *n1uxi-, Ugr *n1ugI"-, Sm *n1o-
'pursue' without distinction between the reflexes of N *n1111o[÷]wV a n d
those of N *n1111oNuda  or *n 1111oNu 4444da), Jn. 111, Ter. 3O8, KKIH 141, ≠ UEW
323-4 (Sm *n1o- < U *n1owÎa- 'follow, pursue'), ≈ IN 236 (pY *naºw- <  U
*n1owÎa-), Ku. 164, ≠ Rd. UJ 4O [#37] (Y *naºw- π U *n1oN+wÎa-) ˚  If
the S lr. is of N origin, it is most likely to go back to N *÷  (rather t h a n
*˝ ), because the loss of the "light" N lr. in Eg is more plausible ( though
still enigmatic) than that of the "heavy" cns. *˝ .
1629. *n1111a 4 444w9a 'hair, down' > HS: S {Jo.} *°√nw˝ > Jb C {Jo.} ≤no˝
'long fine hairs (not only of camels)' ¶ Jo. J 198 || U {IS} *n1a4∏wa ' ha i r ,
down' > F naava, Krl n1o¢ava, Krl Ld n1u¢av 'beard-moss' (“  'fine hai r ,
down'); the ancient meaning is preserved in Lp {SK} (π  eF): Lp L
na2vva- 'down, fine hair', Lp Ar navva¿ 'hair on a human body') »» Lp: N
{N} njavve / -v- 'long hair \ beard under the throat of a ma le
reindeer \ he-goat', L {LLO} njaavie 'long hair under the throar of a
reindeer'  Sm {Hl.} *n1a- (< *n1a4 ∏wa with the reg. loss of *-w-) > d.: Ne T
nånz n1anz, Ng n1ansa, En X nod!o n. 'down', Ne T nå2˜g n1a2Ng 'a fine ha i r
of nap (vorsinka ), nap (na¢ës )', Slq Tz n1algÈ n. 'down' ¶¶ SK 3 6 4 ,
LLO 986, N II 65, Ter. 352-3, KKIH 139 || D (in SD) *navir 'man’s ha i r '
>  Tm navir id., navitam 'man’s tuft of hair, (crown of) head', Kn
navir(u) 'hair' ¶ D #3615 || A: ? T (<  cd.?): OT {Cl.} jowlac7 ' f ine
goat’s hair', {MKD} jowlic7 (= jowlîc7) 'goat’s down' ¶ Cl. 876, MKD
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231 ¶ o for the expected a is due to the infl. of the adjacent w (?) ˚
Schr. UDM 756 (U, D), IS II 87 (?*n1a 4{wÓ}a  'hair': U, D).
163O. ≈  *{n1111}ÉXa 'to see', ? 'eye' >  A: [1] (A {DQA} *n1i\a2~ 'eye') >  Tg
{DQA} *n1i\a2-sa, {AD} *n1i\a2-sa(l) 'eye(s)' >  Nn KU/Nh nasal, Nn KU I2sal,
Orc isa, Ud {Shn.} yeΗá, Ud X/A/B/Sm {Krm.} ya4∏h ≠ yeh!a4, Ud I {Krm.}
ya2h, Ud K {Krm.} yaha4, Ul Isal, Ork I2sa, I2sal(a), Ewk e2sa ± i\e2ha, Sln
ïsal ± ≤es7!a ± ≤yesa, Lm á2s¥l ± ya2sal, Neg e2sa, WrMc yasa, Mc Sb
yasa, Jrc {Kiy.} yas7i, {Md.} Ni\ac`i ({∫Md} Niac6i) id. ¶ STM I 291-2, Krm.
242, Kiy. 124 [#496], S AJ [#38], DQA #1473  M: Mnr H {SM} nu2¯- v.
'look'; but M *nidu4n 'eye' goes back to N *n3333idV '≈ eye; to look' (q.v.
ffd.) ¶ The Mnr vw. u2¯ needs explaining ¶ SM 287  ?? pKo {S} *nu!n ' eye '
>  MKo nu!n, NKo nun, Ko Hm nu^n ¶ S AJ [#27], S QK #27, Nam 115, MLC
359  ¶¶ SDM97 (A n1a4 ~: 'eye'), DQA #1473 (Tg, Ko)  [2] The A cd. {DQA}
*n1i\a2-*mi\u2ri 'tears' (“ *n1i\a2 'eye' + *mi\u2ri 'water')' (the f irs t
component going back to N *{n1111}ÉXa 'see; ? eye', to N *÷3333o6 666yn2222V ' s ee ,
look' [or 'eye'], or to N *n3333idV '⇑ ') > Ko: MKo nu!n-mî!r 'tears' ¶ SDM95
 pJ *na~-mi~(n)ta! 'tears' > OJ nami-ta ≠ namida, [RJ] na~mi~da! ≠ na~mi~ta! ¶
S AJ 88 ¶¶ The Tg words *in1a-mu2- v. 'weep' and *(i)n1a-mu-kta ' t e a r s '
are likely to go back to N *÷3333o 6 666yn2222V + N *mu6666hi 'water, fluid' (ffd. see  N
*÷3333o6 666yn2222V '⇑ ').  The M and T words for 'tears' are of different origin
(⇔ DQA #1473): M *nil-mu-sun 'tears' is identical with M *nilbu-sun ≠
*nilmu-sun  'saliva, spittle, mucus' (< N *n 1111ihla  'moist, slippy', q.v. ffd.) ,
T *ja2l! 'tears' (> NaT *Ja2s7, Chv L kußßul∆ kus1s1ul! [<  *kus1-s1ul-Á, lit.
'tears of the eye'; Chv kuß is 'eye']) is identical with T *Ja2l! ' f resh ,
moist; moisture' (< A *n1a2l!V < N *n1111o9{a 4444}l[y]V 'slime, moisture, fluid;
raw', q.v. ffd., probably × N *Z@@@@al ! !!! ÙV ¬ *Ûal!!!!ÓV 'dripping fluid' [q.v.
ffd.]), see Cl. 972, 975-6, Rs. W 192, S AJ 195 [#23O], Jeg. 12O-1, Fed.
II 13, Rh. 2186, BR 243, BT 5O, BIG 312 ¶¶ ≈ S AJ 3O-1, 275 [#21] (A
*n1ia2 'eye', *n1ia1(l!)-mu4ri 'tears'), ≈ DQA #1473 || K *°naX- >  OG {Abul.}
naX- 'see', G naX- / naXul-/ naXv- 'see (so.), look at, visit', {Chx.} id.,
'find' ¶ Abul. 325 and SSO I 586 (OG and eNG naX-, providing ev. for -
X- rather than -q-), DCh. 974-5, Chx. 945-6 || HS *√nHy v. 'see' >  S
*°√nHy >  A r îhN √nHy (ip. -nHiy- ≠ -nHay-) v. 'direct one's looks
towards' (with semantic infl. of the paronymous v e r b vhN √nHw v.
'direct oneself towards' <  N *n2222{i}HwV 'to lead, to direct [oneself]
towards') ¶ BK II 1218, Fr. IV 257-8, Hv. 756  B *°√ny[Ó] (× N *÷3333o 6 666yn2222V
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'⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) >  Ah ´ni (habit. ha2nnei\) v. 'see' ¶ Fc. 1357  Ch: WCh {Stl.}
*nah- v. 'see' (× N *na4444K ' ''' [V]he 6666 'see, perceive'?) >  Su {J} na2!, Ywm {IL} na@?,
Kfr/Gmy na2 'see' » Mbr {Sk} na˝-, Wrj {Sk.} na!ha2ﬁ, Kry na@h‰@ id. » Gmy, Kfr
na2, Cp na2&, Su na2! id. » Krkr na!, Krf ne2~, Gera ni^, Grm ne2! id. »» CCh: Glv naG,
Dgh nG-i!ne~, nGa 'see' » McTr: Pdl na, Gbn ni, Hw na~∂‰n id. » HgB nIyo~ id. »
Bcm na! v. 'see' ¶ ChC s.v. 'see', ChL, J S 76, Stl. ZCh 235 [#82O]  ??φ Eg
XVIII nw v. 'see, look' ¶ The loss of HS *X is puzzling ¶ EG II 218, Fk.
127 ¶¶ Tk. I 126 ˚ Cf. AD AltAD #3.   
1631. *n1111É{yË}(-NV) (=*n1111 {a 4 444yË}(-NV)?) 'larvas, worms, ni t(s) '  > U
*n1iwNe  'maggot(s), worm(s)' >  FU *n1iwNe id. >  Lp: N {N} njiw…dnja6 /
-wnj- 'nits', njiwnja6 / njiw…dnja6g- '∈ a small white\grayish insect
found e. g. in books; ∈ an insect which comes on thick sour milk', L
{LLO} njim…nja 'young louse' »» ObU {Ht.} *n1ïNk ≠ *n1u4∏Nk 'maggot' >
pVg {Ht.} n1iÆNkW- id. > OVg S Vt n√x`, OVg N BerK nynk`, Vg: LK n1ix,
n1exW, MK/NV n1ix, UL/Ss n1iNkW; pOs *n1iNk id. > Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y/O niNk,
D/K n1iNk, Nz ni"Nk, Kz n`iÆNk id. (Os Kz n`- still defies explanation) » Hg
nyu¡  (accus. nyu4v-et) 'maggot', ∆ 'worm, louse'  Sm: Slq: Tz {KKIH}
n1e2£n1È 'earthworm', Tm {KD} n1e2n1 'worm', Nrm {Cs.} n1eu, MO/Ch {Cs.}
n1ei, UO {Cs.} n1a4i, NP {Cs.} n1eju, Ke {Cs.} n1eiju, B {Cs.} n1en1e, Kar
{Cs.} n1in1 'angle-worm'; Kms {KD} nei\m´º, nei\me id. ¶¶ Coll. 93, UEW
32O, Ht. #467, MF 493, KKIH 14O, Cs. 141, 197, KD 44 || A *n+n1eyV o r
*n+n1a4yV 'louse' >  Tg *°n+n1ey- >  Ewk n‰yk‰ ± n1‰yk‰ ± n1‰2yk‰ ± n1‰yik‰
'small louse' ¶ STM I 616  pKo {S} *ni! 'louse' > MKo ni!, Ko: Ph i,
Sl/Chl/Hm/Chj/Kw ï, Ks i^: ¶ S QK #5O, Nam 119, MLC 1316 ¶¶ Rm. SKE
165 tried to reconstruct pM **ni-su4n 'louse' on the ev. of i t s
presumable d. *nisel- (actually *nisal-) 'kill lice, crush with the t h u m b '
(> WrM nisal-, HlM n1asl=-, Kl nisl- nisl=-), but Rm.’s hyp. is
untenable because in fact M *nisal-, *bogesu4n nisac>i- 'kill lice with
fingernails\fingers' is a sd. from *nisal- 'hit\snap with the fingers ' ,
*nisc>i- 'press\squeeze with fingernails or between fingers' (see  MED
586, Gl. II 33, KRS 379, KW 277) ¶ S AJ 253 [#5O], DQA #1422 (A *neyi
'louse, nit', incl. Tg, Ko) || ?φ D *n+n1a2Nk...- 'worm' >  Tm na2Nkur›u,
na2Nku4r› 'earthworm', na2kku-ppu2ci id., 'roundworm, tapeworm', Ml
n1aNNu2l, n1aNNu2l5, naNNu2l, Kn Hl n‰nZ>uli, Kn B nakkÈlÈ-hulßa, Gnd M
na2rva2nZ> 'earthworm' ¶¶ D #29O6 || HS: WCh: Tng {J} NaNa (df. NaNi),
Krkr {ChL} n1‰w-n1‰w 'mosquito' ¶ J T 126, ChL.
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1632. € *n1111aÛirV 'sun', '≈ sunshine, heat (hot weather)' > A: M
*naZ>irV 'summer' > Brt naqar naz7ar, Dg {T, MYC} naZ7ir, {Mr.} naZ7ire,
{Mrm} naZ7ir≠ nad!ir id. ¶ Chr. 317, T Dg 156, MYC 463, Mr. D 1 9 4 ,
Klz. D 122  ? pKo {S} *na!c> 'day, day-time' > MKo na!c>, NKo nac nat ¶
QK {S} #992, Nam 1O1, MLC 312 ¶¶ But T *Ja2y 'summer' is more likely
to go back to N *z1111aé€yV ' summer ' (see  N *z1111ayé€V ¬ *z1111aé€yV)
(⇔ Blz. LNA) || D (in SD) *n1a2c>irÀ, {GS} *n1e2sirÀ 'sun' >  Tm n1a2yir3u ≠
na2yir3u, Ml n1a2yir3u ≠ n1a2yar3u, Td no4;rÀ, Kn ne2sar3(u), Tl nesËrË
'sun' ¶¶ D #291O, GS 221 [#54O] ˚  Suggested in Blz. LNA #4O (M, Ko,
D •÷ T).
1633. *N{Ë} [1] 'thing', [2] 'what?' (most probably, a phonet ic
reduction or an ellipsis from *ya N{Ë}  or *?a4444yV N{Ë} 'which thing?') >
HS: C: Ag: Xm {R} Na2 'property, thing' »» Bj {R}, Bj B {Alm.} na 'thing', Bj
{R} na2 'which?' ¶ R Ch II 86, R WBd 177, Alm. BS III 49  ? EthS: Gz
n´wa2y 'vessel, ustensil, property' (“  *'thing'), Tgr ~Y nay 'belonging
to', 'of' (nota genitivi), Tgy ~Y nay 'of' (nota genitivi) ¶ L G 41O, LH
337  ? WCh: Ang {Flk.} ne 'who, which, whom' (rel. prn.) » Tng n‰~N
'what?', nu!N 'who?' » SBc: Wnd ni!ni~n, Zar n=ne~ 'what?', Wnd nu!no~, Zar n=no~
'who?' ¶ Flk. s.v. ne, ChL  *N{Ë} may be one of the possible sources o f
the LbB, Eg, and Ch prepositional nota genitivi: LbB *nV >  ONum n o t a
genitivi n »» B *n[V] (nota genitivi) >  Tz n 'of' (afus n tmŒart 'the h a n d
of a woman'), Zgg, ASgr, Izn, Wrg, Ah, Gd, Nf, Si, Zng n, Shw ´n 'of' ¶
AiM 181, 23O, Ai. MCB 17O-6  Eg n, nj (f. n.t) 'of' (nota genitivi),
Cpt n 2-´n-, px. of gen. ¶ EG II 196-7  Ch {Gr.}: Msg na, Lgn n, Mrg r (<
*n) 'of' (nota genitivi) ¶¶ Gr. LA 47 ¶¶ This source of the LbB, Eg, a n d
Ch nota genitivi is more plausible than N *nu  'of' (q.v.), as suggested b y
its position: A + nota genitivi + B 'A  of B ' (while N *nu  is postnominal:
B *nu A 'A  of B ') || K *°nV >  Lz na, na-mu (pl. na-ni) 'what' (relat ive),
Mg ni 'that, which' (relative), Mg namu 'which, what' relative (Marr: na
+ marker of 3 pers. mu ) ¶ Marr 32, 172, Q O47, 289 ||  A {SDM97} *N{o4}
'what?, who?' >  NaT *ne 'what?' >  OT ne+a4 ({Cl.} na4∏), XwT, MQp, Chg,
OOsm ne, Tk ne, Az na4, Qmq, Nog, Qq, Qzq, StAlt ne, VTt, Bsh ni id.; a
cd. *nÉmÉ > OT {Cl.} na4∏-ma4∏ 'something, anything', Chg {Cl.} nema4
'thing', MQp {Cl.} neme  'thing, anything', in later lgs. 'what?': Tkm na4me,
Qzq nemene, Bsh na4ma4, Uz nima, ET nima4, Xk nime 'what?'; another c d .
is found in Xk, Shor no2 'what?' ¶ Cl. 774-5, 777-8, Rs. W 352, Isx. M
235-6 ¶ The presense of the nasal sonorant in the initial position in T
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contradicts reg. phonetic laws. One of possible explanations is t o
suppose that in ppT the word still preserved an initial vw. (ppT *Vne <
N *ya N{Ë}  'which thing?' or N *?a4444yV N{Ë}  id.). The delabialization o f
the vw. in the T word may be connected with the former non-initial
position of the syll. (maybe unstressed syll.?) within ppT *Vne  Tg
{SDM97} *Nu4∏ 'who?' >  Ewk Nï (the higher synharmonic series), Sln nï-
x‰, Lm n1ï ± Nï, Orc n1ï, Ud {Krm.} nï, {STM} nï ± n1ï, Ul Nui ≠ Nuy ≠ uy,
Nn Nh/B ui ≠ uy, Nn KU n1ï3, WrMc we, Mc Sb {Y} v‰; id. ¶ STM I 66O-1,
Krm. 266, Y #2895  pKo {S} *nu!- 'who?' >  MKo nu!-, Ko: Ph/PhN/Chj nu-
gu, Chs/Ks/Sl nugu!, Hm nu``ògwa! ¶  S AJ 255 [#1O1], S QK #1O1, Nam
114, MLC 356  pJ {S} *nV~ 'what?' >  OJ na~ni!, J: T na!ni, K na~ni, Kg na!i!,
Rk ds.: Ns nu!, Sh/Ht/Y nu2! id. ¶  S AJ 1O4, 268 [#88], S QJ #88, Mr. 4 9 3
¶ ¶  S AJ 55, 278 [#84], SDM97 (A *N{o4} 'what, who'), DQA #1552 (A
*N{i\V}  'what?, who?') ¶¶ SDM97, DQA, and S AJ adduce here M *ya˝un
'what?' (and *ya˝uma id.) without justification (if they had been right ,
it would have been the only case of M *y- <  A *N-). On M *ya˝un s e e
s.v. N *ya  'which?' || ? U: Y K/T neme 'what?' (Y T {Krn.} nem-N, neme-
leN) ¶ IN 271, Krn. JJ 87-9 || ? D: Krx ne2 'who?', Mlt {SKD} ne2re- 'who? '
m., ne2ri-, ne2- 'who?' non-m. (ne2-k obl. for both m. and non-m.), Brh
de2r, de2 'who?' (sg. and pl.) (if Emeneau is right in postulating that Brh d-
is from *n-, which he attributes to the "NDr." proto-lge.) ¶¶ D 4 6 7
[#5151], Hahn KG 29-3O, SKD 44-5,  ≠  Pf. 49 ("Original PNDr *e2 was
enlarged by *n-), Em. BDCG 14-5 ("We must assume that … this whole
NDr. group has n- [of whatever origin] as its one secondary
peculiarity"), 65 ˚ IS MsN s.v. *na interrogative (T, K, D, C, Ang), ≈
Gr. I 232-4 ("interrogative N" in T, Y, J, Ai, EA + unc. Ko + err. Ugr).
1634. (€?) *Nib++++pV (or *Náyb++++pV) 'bend down, sink' > IE: NaIE
*knei\b- '≈ bend down, decline' >  Gmc *xnïp-/*xnip- > ON hnI1pa ' t o
hang one’s head, to be despondent, to be sullen\gloomy', AS hnipian
vi. 'to droop, to bend down', MHG nipfen 'einnicken' »» Lt kni~bti
(1s prs. knumbu~  'to fall, to descend, to lose elasticity, to decline' ¶ P
O8, Vr. 243, Ho. 166, Sw. 91, Lx. 151, Ju. III 183, ≠  Frn. 277-8, ≈ IS III
57 || HS: S *°-˝ïb- > Ar √˝yb (3m ip. ya-˝ïb-, pf. ˝a2ba) ' se t ,
disappear' (of the sun), 'be absent, hidden from' ¶ BK II 52O-1, Hv. 5 4 O
¶ Belongs here if the meaning 'to set' is primary || ?σ A: Tg *Neb- ' c a r ry
away' (× N ? *n2222{i}HwV [¬ *N{i}HwV ¬ *n2222 ++++NoHiwV?] 'to lead, to d i rec t
[oneself] towards', q.v. ffd.) ˚ If the N etymon is *NibV or *NáybV,
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the IE cns. *-b- may be accounted for by the IE incompatibility law t h a t
rules out vl. cns. and vd. aspirate in the same root ˚  The pN r ec .
*Nib++++pV does not account for the Tg root *Neb-. Therefore, if Tg *Neb-
is a legitimate cognate, we must prefer the N rec. *Náyb ++++ pV .
1635. ??? *æNËc@@@@ ++++c ' ''' @ @@@V (= *æNËc++++c ' '''V?) 'late, evening, night; (?) delay' >
HS ≈ *÷%{u}c- > S *°√÷s+s7: (G  prm. *°-÷uss- ¬ *°-÷us7s7-) > Ar √÷ss G  (ip. -
÷uss-u) v. 'patrol \ go to the rounds by night', 'come late' (of news) ' ,
÷ass- 'patrol, night-watch', S *°√÷ws+s7 (G  prm. *°-÷u2s+s7-) > Ar √÷ws
(ip. ya-÷u2s-u) 'prowl about by night' (of man, wolf) ¶ BK II 248-9, 4O7,
Hv. 471, 5O9  Ch: Ngz g%e~stu! 'be late' ¶ Sch. DN 126 || IE: NaIE
*°æwes- 'sunset' > OSx west  'in the west', AS west id. ('westlich'), NE
west; ON vestr 'west, to the west', OSx, OHG westar 'westward ' ;
OHG westan, NHG Westen 'west'; ON vestan, OSx westan(a),
AS westan(e) 'from the west', OHG westana id., {Kb.} 'westward ' ;
OHG westar, AS westerra 'western', NE western (unless ÷  OI
a≤vas 'down' (direction) ÿ NaIE *au\- 'down')  NaIE *æwesperos
'evening' >  Gk {esperoß id. »» L vesper (gen. vesperis) id.  It i s
possible (but not certain) that this etymon took part in the creation o f
IE *wes-  'dwell, pass the night, stay' (together with N *Ì{u4444}s 6 666V 'live') (P
117O-1) >  OI ≤vasati 'stays, spends the night', OIr fo1(a)id ' spends
the night' ¶ P 73, 117O-4, Vr. 658, Ho. S 87, Ho. 391-2, Kb. 1185, OsS
1132, Schz. 321, WH II 77O-1, F I 575, EI 184 (*≤wespero-s ≠ *≤wek8ero-
s 'evening') || A *N{o}c>æV 'evening, late' > pKo {S} *nî~c>- 'late' > MKo nî~c>-
, NKo nîc>-, Ko Ph nît- / nîZ7î-n id. ¶ S QK #212, Nam 9O, 118, MLC 375 
? Tg: Ewk uçe2 'long time ago' ¶ STM II 295   pJ {S} *n‰~ti~ { ≠ n‰!ti!?}
'after, afterwards '  > OJ no~ti~, J: T noc1i! ≠ no~c1i, ?K no!c1i!, Kg noc1i! ¶ S QJ
#288, Mr. 5O1  ? NaT *oçîg 'youngest, latest, smallest' (× N *NËÇ''''V
'small, few', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ It is tempting to adduce here WrM o4cigen
'yesterday' and the related M words, but this is unt. because of the cns .
h- in MM [IsV] ho4cken, [LV] hec7egen and MM [McSc] xecige udur
(P SD I 1O) suggesting an initial pM *F- (w Lg. VMI 33, Pp. L III 74, Iw.
436, T 379) ¶¶ ≈ SDM97 (A *Noc7æe 'late, evening'), ≈ DQA #142O (A
*n+lec>æe~ 'late', incl. Ko, J) || ? K *°VnZ` > Mg onZ7- 'fall' (of night) ,
've¢eret∆ ', onZ7ua ≠ onZ7wa ≠ oniZ7ua 'evening' ¶ Chik. 3O3, Q 293-4 ||
? D *nac>c>- > Tm naccu 'delay, procrastination', Tl naccu 'delay,
slowness' ¶¶ The unexpected D vw. *-a-  needs explaining ¶¶ D #578 ||
???φ U: FP {UEW, Sm.) *n1oc7a 'slow, sluggish (träge)' > pLp *n1O2ce2 id. > Lp:
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L njaùhtse2 'langsam, träge (beim Gehen)', N njoacce 'slow, dilatory' ,
Nt n1u"A\s4s4 'langsam (beim Arbeiten)' » Prm {LG} *n1o$z7- >  Vt ne≥q`å-
n1oz 7ya- v. 'stretch out (words)', Z Vm/I n1‰z7, StZ n∆o≥qjo≥ n1‰z7y‰ 'slowly,
quietly' ¶ UEW 713, Sm. 553, Lr. #777, Lgc. #442O, LG 198 ¶ The U
cognate is qu. because U *-c7- is not the reg. cognate of S *-s+s7- and K *Z`.
The palatality of FP *n1- needs explaining ˚  Cf. ADb. NNN 35 (N *N€Oc7V
'late, slowly' > A, D, U *n1oc7a + err. IE *na"s- 'live, dwell') ˚  The whole
etymology is tentative, because both IE *wes- (in Gmc) and the T w o r d
have alt. explanations. T oc7î ≠ oc7u˝ is found only in the T lgs.
neighbouring the Mongolian language area and may be a loan from M
(w WrM o4cu4ken, HlM ø¢¥¥x´n 'little, small'). If the K (Mg) w o r d
belongs here, the N rec. must be *æNËc++++c' '''V ˚  On N and pIE *æ- s e e
Introduction, §  2.2.6. This etymology suggests that N *æNË- may yield IE
*æwe-.
1636. € *NËÇ''''V 'small, few' >  HS: Eg fP nZs 'klein, gering', fOK nZs
'der Kleine' (× HS *√nk's 'little, small' <  N *n3333ik ''''u 'small, little') ¶ EG II
384-5  ?φ S *°√wy+?Í' > Ak fOB/OA -w°s5- (inf. wi&a2s5u) 'wenig, ( z u )
gering sein\werden '  ¶ Sd. 1496, DRS 482-3 || A: Tg {S, SDM} (att. i n
AmTg) *Nu4∏çi- 'small' >  Orc Nïc7i, Ud X/Sm {Krm.} Nic1a?, Ud B/I {Krm.}
ic1a?, Ud A {Shn.} ic7'a, n1ic7'a, ? Ul nuc7i ≠ n1u2c7i, ? Ork nu2çi 'small' ¶ STM I
589-9O, Krm. 272  M *u4c>u4-ken ≠ *o4c>u4-ken 'small, little' (× N
*Ùu4444{w}in2222ÇV [or *Ù{u 4444 }n 2 222ÇV?] 'thin, narrow') >  MM [HI] u4cu4g+ken ' small ,
little' ('petit'), [IM] u4c7u4gen ≠ u4c7u4ken, [S] {H} ucugen ≠ ucugan,
[MA] o4c7u4ken id., [MA] o4c7o∏4n 'peu', WrO u4cu4ken, u4ciu4ken, u4co4u4ken,
u4cu4u4ken 'small, little', u4cu4u4gu4ken 'trifle', WrM u4cu4ken ≠
o4cu4ken, o4cu4gu4ken, HlM ø¢¥¥x´n, Kl ¥¢¥kn 'small, little; few' ,
MMgl u$c7ika4 'light (levis)', Dg {Pp.} u$c7e2k, {T} uc7e2k, {Mrm.} uc7eke ' p e u ' ,
{Pp.} u$c7ïke"n, u4c7ïxen, {T} uc7e2ken 'small, little' ¶ Ms. H 1O7, Pp. MA 2 7 3 ,
449, H 157, Krg. 195, MED 629, KRS 558, Iw. 142, T DgJ 171  NaT
*o[:]çîg (probably *o2ç-îg) 'smallest, youngest, latest '  >  Qb {Rl.} oc7u˝, Sg
{Rl.} oc7î, Shor {Rl.} oc7a, QK {Rl.} oZ7î 'youngest, smallest, latest', Xk {BIG}
o¢y oc7î 'smallest, youngest (child in the family)', Tb {B} oc7î ' t h e
youngest (girl)', ?σ Alt {BT} oc1o c1ec1en 'fourth finger'; *°o2ç- > Yk {JkR}
u¢ohun-, {Pek.} u¢osun- v. 'diminish, reduce', {JkR) n. act. u¢ostu2
'diminishing, reduction' ¶ Rs. W 356, Rl. I 1133-7, B DLT 179, 182, B
DChT 141, BIG 133, BT 118, BIG 133, JkR 44O, Pek. 3O51  pJ *u!su!
'thin' > OJ u!su!, J: T u~su, K u!su, Kg u!s7i, Ns u~su! ¶ S QJ #1O4, Mr. 843 
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??σ pKo {S} *nÄ~c>- 'low, inferior '  > MKo nÄ~s-ka2p-, nÄ~c>-, NKo naç- nat- ¶
S QK #616, Nam 1OO-1, MLC 312 ¶¶ ≈ S VL 228, ≈ SDM97 (A *n1iNc7æi
and *Nu4∏c7æe), ADb. NNN 34, cp. ≈ DQA #1544 (A *No"!yc>u thin, small ' > T
*o2c7u- [sc. *o[:]çug] 'smallest', M *o4c>u4-, Tg *Nu2s7i, pKo *nÄ~c>-, pJ *u!su!-)
˚  NaT *o- suggests a pA and a pN back vw., while M *u4- and Tg *u4∏  a r e
likely to be due to ass. (infl. of the pA *i  of the next syll.).  
1637. *Na{?}igu  'to bow, to bend (down), to hang (by sth.), to hang
down' > A *Nayigu, {IS} *Naygu- 'bow, hang down' > Tg {ADb. in IS}
*Nay˝u- (= {∫ADb.} *NaœjGu) 'descend, decline'  > Ewk Ne2w- v. 'lie d o w n
lower on the slope, lie down closer to the hearth\fire', d. Ne˝u2r- v t .
'move\put (sth.) closer to the fire\chimney', WrMc wasi-, Mc Sb
was7i- vi. 'descend, go\get down', 'set' (of the sun), 'alight'; possibly
also d. *NayGu2 n. 'slope', adj. 'being in a lower place' >  Ewk Ne2˝u2 ±
Ne2wu2 'lower, being on the river-bank \ on the edge', Sln n‰2x, Orc Na4∏a
'(river-)bank', Lm Na2˝ ≠ Ne2˝ ≠ Na4∏˝ ± NIa˝ adj. 'being on t h e
bank\coast\edge', Ne2wu ± Ne2wU 'lowest', Ork Nowwe2, NoI ' coastal ,
coast', Ul wayI  'lower (riverside) part of the village', Nn Nh wayi, Nn B
waI 'riverside' ¶ STM I 659-6O  M *°nayi9u-†'bow down, stoop' > WrM
nai9u-, HlM najga-x id., 'hang down (as branches, leaves)'; ??σ M
*nayi9u-†'reel, walk unsteadily' > WrM nai9u, HlM {Luv.}, Brt najga-
'stagger, reel (watat∆så , ka¢at∆så )', Ord na4∏9u- 'se balancer' (p lantes
sous l’action du vent), 'chanceler' (personne ivre); M ı WrMc {Z}
nayXu- 'hang (over), hang down, bend down' ¶ MED 558, Cev. 3 6 2 ,
Luv. 258, Chr. 318, Ms. O 485, Z 2O7 ¶¶ IS III adduces here T *Jayka-
'shake', which is highly qu. for both semantic and phonetic (*-k-)
reasons. M *nayi9u- 'flutter in the wind; quiver; shake, sway' (> WrM
nai9u-  id.) is likely to be related to T *Jayka-, but its connection with
N *Na{?}igu  'to bow, to bend' is qu. ¶¶ ≈ ADb. NNN 38 (A *nayga
'ka¢at∆så ') || HS: S *°÷a≤wig- 'crooked, bent '  > Ar ÔaviOa ÷awig7a G  p f .
'was\became crooked, bent, distorted', d. (?) *°√÷wg > Ar √÷wg vt. G
(pf. Ôa'Oa ÷a 2g 7a) 'turn aside (a beast, with the rein)' ¶ Fr. III 239, Hv. 5 O 7
|| K: Sv {Ni.} -nk'w-/-nek'w-, Sv L {Dn.} -nk'w-/-nik'w v. 'bend, bow', Sv
UB {GP} -nek'w-/-nk'w-/-nïk'w-: msd. li-nek'w 'to bend' , li-nk'w-e (pfc .
oX-nïk'w-a) vt. 'to bend' ¶ Ni. s.v. gnut∆ , Dn s.v. nik5v, GP 162, 249 ¶ -
k'- < *-?g- || IE: NaIE *knei\gW≈- 'bend, bow' (× N *{k''''}un2222igË ' b end ,
incline, bow' [q.v. ffd.]) || U *n1ik{u}- vi. 'bow, incline, bend' (× N ?
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*{n 1111}u 4 444K ' ''' {u 4 444} 'lie down, sink, bow [down]', q.v. ffd.) ˚  IS MS 35O (*n%igÿ
'naklonåt∆så  = bend down' > IE, U), IS III 56-61 (*n%ajgu  'bend down,
bend, hang down'  > IE, U, A with further details), ADb. NNN 38 (A, U,
IE) ˚  Sv -k'- and U *-k- suggest the presence of a N lr. (most probably
*? ) that caused glottalization in Sv and devoicing in U; in IE the N s tem-
internal *? (not preceding a cns.) is lost without traces.
1638. *NiK''''a (more probable than *n````iK ''''a) 'cervical vertebrae, neck ,
nape of the neck' >  U *n`ika 'vertebra, joint [of a body], neck, nape o f
the neck' >  FU *n`ika >  F nikama 'vertebra, node of a stalk' »» Hg nyak
'neck' » Vg: T na4k, LK/MK na4x (pl. na4∏kt), UK/NV nax, P na4k (pl. na4∏kt),
UL/Ss nak  'node of a stalk, joint'; Os Kz n`a$Æk id.  Sm: Slq: Tz {Hl.} nukÈ
'collar-bone', Nr {Cs.} nug, Kt nukka 'occiput'; hardly here Ne n1ixira"-
'den Kopf nach hinten biegen, byt∆  s  zaprokinutoj  golovoj '
(adduced by IS), which rather belongs to Sm {Jn.} nÈk´- ≠ nik´- ' d e n
Kopf biegen' ¶¶ IS II 92, Ht. 2O2 [#781] (adduces Os V/Vy/Ty no"˝, Kz
nu"w 'bough', but not Os Kz n`a$Æk), Jn. 1O1 || A {IS} *n1ika ' neck ,
vertebrae', {DQA} *ni\a"ke >  M *ni9ur-sun 'spinal marrow, spinal cord' >
WrM ni9ursun, HlM nigars(an), nigas, Kl nuhrsn nu˝¥rs¥n
'(spinnal) marrow', {Rm.} nu˝ursn= 'spinnal marrow, cartilage be tween
vertebrae'; ? MM [HI] nirusun  or nirisu4n 'spinal cord' (acc. to Ms.,
a slip of the pen for *ni˝ursun , but Lew. may be right in considering it a
misspelling for niru˝un 'back, spine') ¶ MED 58O, KRS 385, KW 2 8 1 ,
Ms. H 79, Lew. II 64  Tg *ni3k-, *ni3kin- 'neck' >  Ewk Brg nikin ' neck ,
vertebrae of the neck', Ewk nikinma ≠ n1ikinma ± nikimn1a ≠ n1ikimn1a ≠
nikimna ≠ n1ikimna ± nikimNa id., Ewk Chmk nikin 'throat', Sln nixama
≠ nixima 'neck', Lm n1Iq¥n ± n1Ik¥n ± n1ikan 'back of the neck ,
vertebrae of the neck', Neg nIxma ± nikimna ±nIkma 'neck, ver tebrae
of the neck', Ul n1IqI(n-) id., 'back (dorsum)', Ork nIqI(n-) 'neck p a r t
of a fish head', nIqImn 1a  'neck of a reindeer', WrMc nikde {Z} 'place o f
the saddle on horse’s back (at the end of the mane and of the f r o n t
shoulder-blades)', 'nape', {Hr.} 'der den Sattel tragende Teil d e s
Rückens bei Pferd, Maultier und Esel; Sattellage' ¶ STM I 591, Z 231, Hr .
698  ? T *Jaka 'collar' >  OT jaqa, Tk yaka, Az jaXa, Tkm, VTt jaqa,
Qzq, Qq z7a˝a, Nog ja˝a, Qrg Z7aqa, Alt Z1aqa, Uz jåqa, Yk sa˝a, Chv L
ßuxa s1uGòa 'collar' ¶ The T word is homonymous with *Jaka ' edge,
border', but it is not clear if the words are etymologically identical
('collar' ‘  'edge' or 'edge' ‘ 'collar'?); if the original meaning is ' edge,
border', the T √  does not belong here ¶ ET J 82-4, Jeg. 222, Fed. II 1 4 6 -
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7, Cl. 898 ¶¶ If the T word belongs here, SDM’s rec. *na4kæa or *na4kæe
may be justified ¶¶ SDM97 (A *na4kæe  'neck, vertebra'), DQA #1464 (A
*ni\a"ke 'neck, vertebra') || IE: NaIE *knok(k)o-/*knek(k)o- 'nape of t h e
neck, hill' (× N *guN{K '''' }É  ¬ *gu4444N{K''''}V 'nape [‘ 'neck'], rear part of t h e
head', q.v.) >  ON hnakki, hnakkr 'nape', OHG {Kb.} nac ' summit ,
crown, neck', {OsS} hnach ± hnacch 'nape, occiput', MHG {KM}
nac(ke), NHG Nacken, MLG necke, MHG ge-nic, ge-nicke, NHG
Genick  'nape of the neck', AS hnecca  'nape, back of the head, neck ' ,
NE neck »» Clt: OIr cnocc 'protubérance, colline, mont', NIr cnoc, W
cnwch  'protubérance', cnwch  y gwegil 'la bosse de la nuque', OBr
cnoch 'tumulus (hill)', MBr knech, Br krec&h, kreac&h 'hill' »» Tc A
kn%uk 'neck, nape' ¶ Vr. 242, Ho. 166, OsS 4O8, Kb. 714, Lx. 61, KM
248, 5OO-1, Vn. C  132 (IE *knokko-), Wn. 225, ≠  P 558-9 (*kneu-g-, -k-)
|| ? HS: S *≤÷un[u]k'- ≠ *≤÷in[u]k'- 'neck' (× N *÷3333omKe6666 '[∈ part of t he ]
neck', q.v. ffd.) ˚  There may be two alt. hypotheses for this √ : [1] N
*N-  yields IE *kn- and U *n`- (or zero in some positions), while T *J- a n d
Tg *n1- are positional reflexes of A *N- before *i; [2] IE *kn- reflects N
*n````- . I find the first hyp. more natural because of the presence of a
velar\lr. feature in IE, which is parallel to A *N- (found in similar r o o t s
not before *i, e.g. in N *Na{?}igu  'to bow, to bend', N *N{Ë} ' thing;
what?', N *NVl!!!!V {h}VmP{i} 'gnat, mosquito'). The second hyp. d o e s
not cope with the fact that N *n````- (allegedly evidenced by U) yields IE
*n-  rather than *kn-  in several N words (*n ````i  'not', *n````ËK''''V 'to strike, t o
peck, to hit').  IE *n- (rather than *kn-) in *neés- 'nose' (< N *Na4444qas6666a
id.) and NaIE *na2u\- 'dead body' (< N *Na÷3333w{i} 'dead, dead person') m a y
be due to the presence of a N lr.; n- in Ht nanna- vi. 'treiben, z iehen,
marschieren, fahren' (< N *Nán 2222É  'go [away]') may be due to as. ˚  AD
NM #1O8, Vv. AEN 7, ADb. NNN 38 (A, U, IE).
1639. *N{iwo}lßßßßV 'extend, stretch, become long'  > HS: S *°-÷u2l- > Ar
√÷wl (pf. ÷a2la, ip. -÷u2l-) 'deviate from the right course', ÷a2la fï... ( ip .
ya÷u2lu fï...) 'extend the bounds in', {BK} √÷wl G 'dépasser\excéder l e
chiffre \ la mesure' ¶ BK II 411, Hv. 51O || A *No2l+l!V ({SDM} *No2~lV, {S
VL} *No2!lV) 'long; to extend' >  M: WrM noli9, HlM nolig
'long\boring' (of a conversation) ¶ Luv. 27O, Cev. 38O  Tg {S} *No2l{i}-
'be long' Ï *No2lVmi 'long' >  WrMc 9olmin, Mc Sb 9ollin ' long,
extended', Ul walmI ≠ wolmI ≠ NolmI, Orc Non1(i)mi, Ud {Krm.}
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wanimi, {STM} wanimi ± wan1imi, Ork, Nn Nh Non1ImI, Ewk No2nim, Sln
ninomi, {Iv.} gono1m, Lm Non¥m, Neg Nonom id.; d. *No2l[m]i-la 'length' >
Ul Nolmila, Orc Non1ila, Ud wanila, Nn NonIla2- (+ppa.) id. ¶ STM I 6 6 4 -
5, Krm. 218  pKo {S} *nÄ!r- 'be extended, extend' > MKo nÄ!ri!-, NKo
nîl- ¶ S QK #123, Nam 92, MLC 372  pJ {S} *na~n-ka~ 'long' >  OJ na~ga~-, J :
T naga!i, K na!Nai, Kg na!ge, Ns na~ga~-, Sh na!ga!-, Ht na~-, Y na2!- ¶ S QJ #44 ¶ ¶
S AJ 1O9, 276, DQA #1546 (A *No2~la 'long; to extend'), S VL 227-8 || ?
U: FU: amb Hg nyu1l(-ik) 'stretch, extend, expand', unless it is re la ted
to nyu1jt- id., which goes back to FU *n1a6yV 'stretch, extend' ¶ Coll.
1O3 (tentatively equates Hg nyu1l- with Vt n1uyal- 'stretch, ex tend ' ) ,
UEW 3O9 (explains the Hg and Vt forms as derived from the reflexes o f
FU {Rd.} *n+n1a6yV 'stretch, extend'  [>  Vt M nuyal- id., Z n1oykal- ' s u c h
erweitern, sich ausdehnen']) || D *nïlß- 'be long; extend'  > Tm n°l5 ' b e
long', n°l5 'length', Ml n°l5a, n°l5e2, n°l5ave2 'far', n°l5am ' length ' ,
n°l5uka 'extend oneself, become long', Kt ni;r`-, ni;n`- '(iron) becomes
longer by expansion', ni;tß- 'lengthen (iron)', Td ni;lß- 'be stretched o u t
straight' (rope), 'stretch oneself over\into', Kt, Td ni;tß- 'stretch o u t '
(limb), Kn n°l5 'grow long\high, extend, extend oneself', Kdg nî;lßa
'length', Tu ne2lya  'great, large', n°t5u-  'stretch out\forth', Tl n°lugu
'stretch, stretch one’s limbs', Knd nilba 'straight, erect', Kui nïlba ' b e
standing' (corn), Ku niluwu 'long (in measuring)' ¶¶ D #3692 ˚  ADb.
NNN 35 (A [*No2la], U, D), DQA #1546 (A, D).
164O. *NVl!!!!V {h}VmP{i} 'gnat, mosquito' (≈  N *n1111Vl!!!!V '∈ insect' + N
*{h}VmP{i} 'venomous vermin '?)  > A: Tg *Nalma- 'gnat' >  Ork Nalma-
qta ≠ nalma-qta ≠ nalpa-qta ≠ namma-qta, Ud Nama-kta, Orc gama-kta,
Ul 9alma-qta ≠ 9arma-qta, Nn B 9alma-qta ≠ 9arma-Xta ≠ 9arma-qta, Nn
Nh/KU 9arma-qta, Ewk, Neg Nanma-kta, Sln nama-kta ≠ namma-kta ≠
namma-tta, WrMc 9alma-n, Mc Sb (9al´m´n) [9a¬m´n] id. ¶ STM I
657, Krm. 271, Y #2259  pJ *a~mu^ 'gadfly' > OJ amu, ltOJ [RJ] a~bu!, J: T
a!bu, K a~bu!, Kg abu! ¶ S QJ #1512, Mr. 376 ¶¶ DQA #1525 *Nalma ' a
stinging insect': Tg, J) || D: [1] (in McTm) *nulßamp- 'mosquito, gnat' >
Tm nul5ampu 'gnat, eye-fly, mosquito', Ml nur›ampu 'gnat, eye-fly'
¶ D #3715  ?? [2] D *ummVlß- '∈ stinging insect' >  Kn ummun5i
'∈ insect', Tu umilª ≠ umbl5i 'mosquito, gnat', Nkr ummel 'mosqu i to '
¶¶ D #638 || HS: [1] (mt.) S *≤nam[a]l- 'ant', coll. *nama2l- >  Ar naml- ≠
numl- 'ant(s)', snglt. naml-at-, BHb el1m1n^ n´ma2≤l-a2 'ant', MHb pl. Mil5m1n^
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n´ma2≤l-°m 'ants', Sr \omoñ n´ma2≤la 2 'ant nest', Mh {Jo.} no2mïl (p l .
no2mo2l), Hrs {Jo.} lo2me2l (pl. lo2mo2l), Sq {Jo.} ≤n‰mhEl, Ak nama2lu,
namlu, lamattu (<  *la≤manatum <  *na≤malatum) 'ant' ¶ BK II 1 3 4 9 ,
KB 662, KBR 7O1, Br. 431, Sd. 533, 725, Jo. M 299  [2] S *°nimm- > Ar
nimm-at- 'ant, louse' ¶ Fr IV 337, BK 1346 ¶ The change *n...lm- >
*n...mm- and the mt. *√nlm > *√nml are due to the S incompatibility
law that rules out a sequence of two dental sonorants in the same √  
Ch: ? WCh: Su {J} N~gum, Ang Ngum 'insect' »» ECh: Jg {J} lo!lmo! 'ant' ¶ J J
114, Stl. ZCh 218 [#68O] || U: FU *l!a6mV ≠ *°n+n`o+ume 'small fly o r
mosquito': [1] FU *l!a6mV (= l!umV?) > pChr {Ber.} *lum- > Chr: H l¥me, Y
lu"mey, M lumiy, B lume 'a very small fly' »» pVg *l!{u}m´y/*l!{u2}m´y ' gna t '
>  Vg {Knn.}: LK l!om´y, MK *l!o2m´y, P l!om´y ≠ l!am´y, Ss l!u2mu2y ≠ l!O2muy
id.; [2] Prm *nomi 'mosquito' >  StZ nom / nomy- 'mosquito', Z USs nom
'gnat' ('mowka ∫∫∫∫ '), Yz num 'mosquito', Vt nÈmÈ 'gnat', Vt C nÈmÈ
'mosquito' ¶ UEW 262, 71O-1, Ber. 34, LG 193, Lt. 56 ˚  Ffd. see  N
*n 1111Vl !!!!V  (or *n 1111Vl ßßßßV ) '∈ insect' (the difference in the initial nasals [N *n1111-
≠ *N- ] still needs explaining) and N * {h }VmP{i }  'venomous vermin'.
1641. *{N}amÊV 'to give' >  HS: S *√ntn ≠ *°√ndn ≠ (?) *°√ndy v.
'give' >  BHb √ntn (pf. na2≤t3an, ip. -tten), Amn, Ed, Yd, OA, IA, BA, JEA,
Nbt, Plm, JA, Md √ntn G , Ug {OLS, A}, Ph, Pun √ytn G  , OCn Sn tn, Ar
NY S (π  SS?) √ndy (pf. ?anda, ip. yandi), JA [Trg.] √ntn G  'give,
present (schenken)'± √ddy (pf. ?addi ip. yiddi) 'give', Jb ndOh 'give i t
here!', Akk √ndn (inf. nada2nu) 'give' ¶ The variant ytn in Ph and Ug
goes back to metanalysis of the Cnn ip. *-ttin- <  *-ntin- ¶ KB 692-4 ,
175O, KBR 733-5, HJ 478-9, 766-7O, Alb. PSI 44, A #1255, Grd. UT
##1169, 1716, OLS 543-4, Lv. T II 133, Sl. 78O-1, DM 3O7, Jo. J 18O,
Bns. NJ I 191, Sd. 7O1  WCh: pBT {Stl. ZCh} *un, {Stl. VZCh} *on v. 'give'
> Bl {IL} O~nO! id., Tng oni, Ngm ona, Maha oni v. 'give' ¶ J T 127, Stl. ZCh
247 [#47], Stl. VZCh B #14 || U: FU *amta v. 'give' >  F anta- v. 'give,
give as present', Es anda- v. 'give', pLp {Lr.} *vo2mte2 >  Lp: N {N}
vuow…de- / -wd-, L {LLO} vuob…te2- ≠ vyogte2- v. 'sell', I {It.}
vyebdiÎ, Pa {TI} uu$\;dò;e-, Nt {TI} uu\;t;e2- v. 'give' » pMr *and´- > Er ando-
ando-, Mk ando- and´- v. 'nourish, feed' » pPrm *ud- v. 'feed, give t o
drink' > Z, Prmk ud- id., Vt udÈ- v. 'give to drink' »» Hg ad- v. 'give, give
as present' ¶ UEW 8, Coll. 72, Db. OS xxxii, Sm. 541 (FU *ûmtaº- 'give,
sell' >  FP *e4mta-, Ugr *ûmta-), LG 295-6, SK 2O, Lr. #144O, Lgc.
#8716, TI 7O4, Ker. II 34-5 || ? A : pJ {S} *a!ta!pa!- v. 'give' >  OJ a!ta!pa!-, J :
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T a~tae-, K a!ta!e!-, Kg atae! id.; Ï OJ a!ta!pi\i 'price' ¶ S AJ 112, 2 6 9
[#117], S QJ #117, Mr. 387, 678 ¶¶ S AJ 279 [#1O9], SDM97 (A *amta
'give' - rec. based on the external comparison with U) || D *amm- v.
'sell, give away' >  Tm ammu v. 'sell, send', Gnd amana2, mamana2, omm-
v. 'sell' ¶¶ D #186 ˚  We reconstruct N *N-  on indirect ev.: *N-  is t h e
only N phoneme responsible for the correlation S *n- ÷  U, D *∅ -.
1642. *Nán2222É 'go (away)' >  HS: Eg P/CT nny v. 'go, go away' ¶ EG II
276 || amb IE: (× N *n2222{i}HwV 'to lead'?) Ht nanna-, nanniya- vi.
'drive, ride in an animal-drawn vehicle', vt. 'drive (animals, persons ,
evils)' ¶ CHD L-N 391-3, T E II 271-3, Sturt. CG 215, 247 (believed t h a t
nanna- is a rdp. of nai- 'lead') || A ({DQA} *Ne2!ni 'go ' )  >  Tg *Nene-
'go, walk' >  Ewk N‰nu2- 'go (gehen, fahren), walk', Ewk N‰n‰2-, Neg, U d
N‰n‰-, Ork N‰(n)n‰- vi. 'move (somewhere), go', Sln n‰n‰- 'set off ,
leave (otpravit∆så )', Lm N‰n- ± No4n- ± N´n- vi. 'move, go away', O r k
N‰n- 'go away', Ul N‰n‰-, Nn ‰n‰- vi. 'move, go, go away', WrMc gene-
'go, set off' ¶ STM I 67O-1, Krm. 273  pKo {S} *na~n1(Ä!) 'go, m o v e
forward' >  MKo na~n1-, na~n1Ä!-, na2s-/nan1-, NKo nas- = nat-, na2-ka- ¶ S QK
#174, Nam 88, 99, 1O1, MLC 292, 311  pJ {S} *i!n- 'go away' >  OJ i!n-
id. ¶ S QJ #214, Mr. 697  ? M *neGu4- 'drive the herd to other pas tu re
grounds, trek, nomadize, move from place to place, migrate' (× N
*n1111ahág{u4444} 'drive, chase', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1533 (A *Ne2!ni ' g o
[down, away]', incl. Tg, Ko, J, M), S AJ 18, 72, 257, 292.
1643. *Nan1111V 'take so. with oneself, lead' >  HS: S *°√÷ny+w > Ar ˆI'Oa
÷a2ni-n 'captive' ¶ BK II 39O-1, Hv. 5O5 || IE *nei\éx- >  NaIE *nei\(´)-/
*nï- v. 'lead', Ht {CHD} nai-/ne- vt. 'send, dispatch' (× N *n2222{i}HwV [¬
*N{i}HwV ¬ *n2222 ++++NoHiwV?] 'to lead, to direct [oneself] towards', q.v.
ffd.) || A {DQA} *Na2~n1i 'take so. with oneself '  > AmTg *Na2ni- v. ' fe tch ,
go to take so./sth.' >  Nn Nh Na2nI-, Ul NanZ7U-/I- 'go to fetch sth. ¶ STM I
657  ?σ pKo {S} *nïn1- 'combine, continue' > MKo nïn1-, NKo is- = it- ¶
S QK #998, Nam 127, MLC 1369 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1529 (A *Na2 ~n1i~ 'take so. with
oneself', incl. Tg, ?σ Ko) ˚  ≈ ADb. NNN 35 (N *N€Ån1V 'take so . \ s th .
with oneself' > IE, A {DQA} *Na2 ~n1i + err. D nan`- 'approach, join').
1644. *N[Vw]an1111V 'sky, cloud' >  HS: CS *÷ana2n- ≠ *°÷anan- ≠
*°÷a{w}ann- 'clouds' > BHb Nn!o1 ÷a2≤na2n 'clouds, cloud-mass (Gewölk)', BA
Nn!o9 ÷â≤na2n, Sr 'nono0 ÷´na2≤n-a2 'cloud', Ar {BK} ÷a2nn-at-, {Hv.}  ÷a2nn-
'cloud' (< *°÷a{w}ann-), ÷ana2n- 'rain cloud' ¶ KB 811-2, Br. 533, JPS 42O,
BK II 377, Hv. 5O2 || A {DQA} *Nan1a {AD} 'sky, clear sky'  >  Tg *n1aNn1a
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'sky' > Ewk, Neg, Orc, Ud n1aNn1a, Lm n1aNIn ± n1an, Ork na2Nna 'sky', WrMc
niyaNniya 'sky, clear sky' ¶ STM I 634, Krm. 269  T *a{n1}- > [1] T
*a{n1}ar1 'cloudless sky' > OT [MhK] {Cl.} aya2z+s 'cloudless, bright', MQp
XV ayaz 'clear weather', XIV [CC] ayaz+s, Chg XV ayaz 'a clear cloudless
night', Qmq, ET ayaz, Tv ayas, Bsh ayaÎ, Chv L uyar 'clear weather', T k m
ayaÎ, Tk ayaz, Az, VTt, Qzq, Nog, Qq, Qrg ayaz 'frost'; [2] Bsh ∆ ayat-
'become clear' (weather), [3] SbTt ay¥q 'clear' (of weather); ? [4] NaT
*ay+n1îq- 'become clear' (of sky, weather)', 'recover (from illness), ge t
sober' > Qzq, Qq, Qrg ayîq- id. (× T *aÎî- represented by OT aÎî˝
sober') ¶ Cl. 46, 276, ET Gl 1O2-3, TL 13, Rl. I O, 218   ?? pJ {S} *a!ma^i\
'sky, rain' > OJ a~me~, J: T a!me, K a~me^, Kg ame!, Ns a~mÈ!, Sh a!mi!, Ht a~mi!, Y
a~mi~ ¶ S QJ #59, Mr. 381 ¶¶ DQA #1526 *Na"n1a 'clear sky' || D *va2n`a
'sky, cloud, rain' > Tm va2n5, va2n5am, Gnd KM {BB} va2na id., Ml
va2n(am), Kt va;nm, Td po;n ≠ fo;n, Kn ba2n(a), ba2n5a, Tu ba2na,
ba2n5a, Krg ba2n`a 'sky', Tl va2na, Klm va;na, Nk va2na, Prg va2n-i, Gdb
va2yin 'rain' ¶¶ D #5381 ¶¶ D *va2n`a suggests the loss of the N initial
*NV- with compensatory lengthening of the vw. ¶¶ Cp. D *vin` 'sky' <
*wÉyn1111 ++++n ` ```V ≠ *wÉn1111 ++++n ` ```yV 'daylight' (q.v. ffd.) ˚  ADb. NNN 34 (N
*N⁄a{n 1}V 'sky' > A, D).
1645. *Neh{Ë}r{i}  'light, fire' >  HS: CS *√nhr 'light', v. 'shine' (× N
*n 3333 aherV  'day, sun, daylight' and N *n 1111 uÂV  'become very hot, shine'?) >
BHb √nhr v. 'shine, be radiant', er!e1n^ n´ha2≤ra2 'light' ('Licht, hel ler
Schein'), BA ar!&en^ n´ho2≤ra2, JA r&en^ n´≤ho2r, em. n´ho2≤ra2, Sr æ®o˙wñu
nuh≤r-a2 (cs. ®∑.hñ n´≥hor), Md nhura 'light', Sr, Md √nhr v. 'give
light, shine', Ww ?nhr v. Sh  'illuminate', Plm nhyr 'illustrious' ¶ JI
72O-1, KB 639-4O, 1744, KBR 676-7, BDB 626, Br. 417-8, DM 291, Nld.
MG 118 || A: [1]  Tg *Ne2ri 'light' >  Ewk N‰2rï, Lm N‰ri ≠ N‰rin n. ' l ight
(lux)', adj. 'light (hell)', Sln n‰rïﬁ 'daybreak (aurora)', Nn Nh N‰2run- v.
'be dawning' ¶ STM I 671-2 ¶¶ Pp. IAL 25, S AJ 18, DQA #1439 (pA
*Ne2~ra! 'day, sun, light': Tg + unc. T, M, and Ko roots that belong to N
*n3333aherV '⇑ ', q.v. ffd. + ??φ J *a~ri!- 'dawn') | [2] M (d.?) *nurma ' h o t
cinders, embers; bonfire' (× N *n1111uÂV '⇑ ') > WrM nurma, HlM
nuram , nurma 'hot cinders, embers; bonfire, campfire', WrO nurma
'cinders, ashes', Kl † nurm nurm=, Brt nurma 'hot cinders, embers' ¶
MED 59, Krg. 229, KRS 386, Chr. 333 || D: [1] D *ne{yu}r- >  Krx niyu2ﬁr
'embers, live coals, brand', Mlt nare 'flame' »» Ml n1eri 'heat, burning,
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pungency', Tm neruppu, Ml n1erippu ≠ nerippu 'fire', Kt, Td nep
'live coal' »» Tl nippu 'fire', Nkr nirkip- v. 'kindle', Gdb nirik- ≠ niruk-
v. 'light a lamp', Gnd nirwa2na2 vt. 'burn', Kui dre2 'ignition, a flare' ¶¶ D
#811 | ? [2] D *er[i]- 'fire', vi. 'burn' >  Tm eri 'fire', eri- vi. ' b u r n ' ,
Ml eri 'heat, burning, pungency', Kt erv- vi. 'shine brightly' ( o f
anything except sun), Td er- 'be very bright', Kdg eri- ' have
burning\astringent sensation' (of mouth), Tu eri 'the glare\heat o f
fire', eriyu- 'glare, be hot', Tl eriyu v. 'burn, grieve', Klm, Nkr, Nk
erk- v. 'light (fire)', Prj erip- 'burn the mouth', Gnd ers-±ars- v. ' t a s t e
pungent', Knd, Ku er-, Kui e2rpa v. 'kindle, light' ¶¶ D #2929 ˚  N *N-
yields S *n- (rather than *÷ or *˝) in the presence of a laryngeal in t h e
same root (see Introduction, § 2.1) ˚  ≈  IS II 85-6 [#32O] (*n1ara  ' f ire;
to flame'; does not dustinguish between the reflexes of N *Neh{Ë}r{i}
and those of N *n 3333 aherV  'day, sun' [q.v.]) 4.
1646. *Na 4444qas 6666a 'nose' > HS: the S root *√nXs6 ('nose'?) is attested in a
derived noun meaning 'bone of the nose': Mh n‰Xs6i ∏s 6, Jb E n‰Xs6e;s6, Jb C
naX≤s6es6, Hrs nÄXs6i∏s6 id. ¶ Jo. M 3O8-9, Jo. J 199, Jo. H 1OO || IE
*neés- (> NaIE *na2s-), in oblique cases *néos- 'nose' (*é = tradit ional
*Ó€) >  OI ≤na2sa2 f. 'nose' (Vd [RV] gen. du. na≤s-oh5, [AthV] instr. sg.
na≤s-a2), OPrs accus. na2ham, Av naƒNha ≠ (?) na2h-, BdhSgd nns »» L
na2ris 'nostril' (pl. na2re2s 'nostrils, nose'); OL nasum, L nasus
({WH}: < ex. gem. *nasso-)  »» Gmc: ON no<s, Nr nos, Dn nøse, Sw
na4sa 'nose', Sw nos 'muzzle, nose', OHG nasa, NHG Nase, OFrs, MDt
nose, Dt neus, AS nosu 'nose', NE nose »» Lt no!sis 'nose ' , Ltv
na2 ﬁss 'nostril', Pru nozy ({En.}: = *[no2si]) 'nose' » Sl *noŸs¥ id. > OCS
nos5 nosË, Blg, R nos, Uk n¡s, SCr, Slv no•s, Cz, Slk, P nos ¶ The
structure of the word and its paradigm were reconstructed by Lub. o n
the basis of archaic forms: nom. *neés- >  Ltv na2 ﬁss, Vd du. ≤na2sa2,
accus. *neés-m= > Ltv na2 ﬁsi, OPrs na2ham, L na2rem, obl. *néos- >  ChS,
OR nos5 , Vd gen. du. na≤soh5 ¶ WH II 143, 145-6, Lub. AP*a 6O, P 7 5 5 ,
≈ EI 395 (*≤Ónas-s ≠ *≤Óna2s / *Óna≤s-os), Mn. 827, M K II 146, 157, M E
II 3O-1, Gersh. G 39, 139, Bai. 21O, WH I 143-4, Kb. 716, OsS 64O, KM
5O3-4, Ho. 238, Vr. N 469, Vr. 415, Hlq. 7O7, 717-8, Frn. 5O9, En. 2 1 7 ,
ESSJ XXV 212-6, Glh. 44O-1 || A *Na4ksa 'nose' >  Tg *Ni\aks{a}, *Ni\aksi-n
'nose' > Nn ∆ Noqso 'nose', Orc N1iqso, Ud {Krm.} Nuho4 ≠ No4∏h, Ork naqsa,
Ul Naksa ≠ waqsa id., Lm A n1e2s ≠ Ne2s 'nose, beak', Neg n1asin ' ( b e a r ' s )
nose' ¶ STM I 587, 636, Krm. 273, S AJ 218 [#173]; on the reflexes o f
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Tg *i\a and *ks see Ci. 1O6-8, 194-7, 229  pKo *nÄ~c>h 'face' >  MKo nÄ~c>≈
≠ nÄ~s, NKo nac˙ [nat] id. ¶ S AJ 257 [#182], S QK #182, Nam 1OO-1,
MLC 313  ?? M *nakc>ar-: derivatives with this √  denote some part o f
the nose: WrM na9carqai ≠ na9cirqai, HlM na9c7irhay ' pos te r io r
(internal) nostrils', Kl nakcr=Xa 'bridge of the nose', Brt nagsagar
'having a flat bridge of the nose' (w Cev. 362, Luv. 258, KW 27O, Chr.
317, KRS 367, S AJ 244 [#24O]), the cns. *c> in M is likely to go back t o
a sx. and not to belong to the pA stem (unless we accept SDM’s hyp. o f
a pA *c7 >  M *c> and Tg *s) ¶¶ SDM97 (A *Na4kc7a), S AJ 18, 293 [#454] ,
DQA #1538 (pA *Ni\akc>V 'nose, some part of the nose') ˚ Here N *N-
yields IE *n-  rather than *kn- (the regular reflex of N *N- ), which may b e
due to the presence of a lr. The a-coloured IE lr.*é points to a N vw. *a
after *q . ADb reconstructs the N etymon as *nayNkÇV ' nasopharynx '
˚ Cf. AD PNPh, AD AltAD #8.  
1647. (€?) *N{i }Óat {a } '∈ sharp instrument, sharp tooth; to bite\cut' >
A: *N+natæa (≠ *N+nitæa??) '∈ knife', 'cut' > NaT *°Ja[:]t 'big knife; weapon '
>  Osm {Rh.} †'Ya yat  'arms, weapons; armour', Tk yat  'armour', as well
as possibly d.: Tk yatag"an, Az yata˝an '∈ long knife' ¶ Rs. W 192, Rh.
2179, AzRL I 516, Rl. III 19O, 199  less plausible (??σ): NaT *Jitig
'sharp' > OT jitig, jit(t)i, Kü/Qb/Qc {Rl.} jidig id., Xk c7ItIg, Tv c7idig
¶ Cl. 889, Rl. III 526-7  pKo {S} *na!t > MKo na!t 'sickle', NKo nas nat
id., 'scythe' ¶ S QK #4O9, Rm. SKE 162, Nam 94, MLC 311  pJ {S} *na!ta!
> J: T na~ta ≠ nata!, K na!ta!, Kg na!ta~ 'hatchet' ¶ S QJ #416, Mr. 494  M
*nitul- v. 'cut' > MM [S] {H} nitul- 'cut' ( 'ab-\durch-schneiden'), WrM
nitula-, HlM nåtla- 'kill, slaughter (cattle)', Ord nu¯tæu¯l- 'kill' ¶ H
117, MED 586, Ms. O 5O3 ¶¶ SDM97 (A *netæa  > T, M, Ko, J), Rm. SKE
162 (Ko, J), ≈ DQA #1461 (A *ni~tæa! 'sharp weapon', '∈ knife': Ko, J, M,
T *Jiti) || IE *kneÓd- >  NaIE *kne2d- / *ken´d- 'bite, cut with a s h a r p
instrument' >  Gk knv1dvn (gen. -ontoß) 'sword' (originally an acp .
*'biting'), pl. knv1donteß 'two projecting teeth on the blade of a hunt ing
spear' »» Lt ka<!sti (1s prs. ka!ndu) 'to bite' (< *kon´d-), Ltv ko^st ( 1 s
prs. ko^z 7u , ko^du) id., 'to be sharp, to cut', Lt kanﬁdis n. 'bite, sting' ¶
≈ P 56O, ≈ F I 887-8, ≈  Ch. 349-5O, Frn. 227 ¶ The apophonic g rade
*ken´d- (< *kenÓ=d-) is a secondary formation based on *kneÓd- ( m o s t
probably from earlier *kni\eÓd- [see AD NVIE] < N *N{i}Óat{a}) || HS: ?
Ch ≈ *?ad'V 'bite; eat (hard food)' (in some lgs. contamination with t h e
reflex of N *?ite6666 'eat' [q.v.]) > AG: Su {J}, Gmy at, Tal a~t, Ang {ChL} ?a~t,
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Cp {ChL} ?‰t 'bite' » BT: Grm {Sch.} a~d'- 'bite', Dr {J} ad'-, Krf {ChC} a~d'd'a!-
wo~, Pr {Frz.} a!d'd'o~ 'eat (hard food)', ? Krkr {Lk.} had'- id. »» CCh: BB: BtG
{Mch} ado, Bcm {Sk.} a!do_~, Gudu {ChL} o4!:du~, ? Nz *?id- 'bite' »» ECh: Brgt
{J} ?a~d'd'i! 'eat (hard food)', Mkl {J} ?a2^d'i~ma! / ?a2^d'i! id., ?a!?i~da! 'bite' ¶ ChC,
ChL, J LM 55-6, Frz. P 18 ˚  The cognates in the A lgs. and in Ch suggest
a mt. N *-Óat- > *-t[V]h-, whence M *-t- and Ch *-d'-.
1647a. ? *Nit''''u 6 666 'worm(s), maggot(s), nit' > IE: NaIE *knid- ≠ *k8nid-
'nit, louse' (× N *K''''{É}n2222itV 'louse, nit') || HS: S *°÷Vt't'- > Ar SL ÷atœtœ-
'moth, tick, mite' ¶ Hv. 451  WCh: AG: Gmy n1it, Chip ni~yEt 'worm' ¶
ChC, ChL || A: M *o4tu4n 'worms, maggots' (unless with *F-) > WrM
o4tu4(n), HlM øt id., Kl øtn o4t´n, Brt ¥t´(n) 'worm(s); M *o4tu4- v.
'develop maggots' > WrM o4tu4-, HlM øtø- id., Brt ¥t´- id., 'begin t o
breed' (of maggots\worms), Kl øt- o4t- id., {KW} *o4tö- 'Würme haben' ¶
The absence or presence of pM *F- cannot be checked on the ex tant
data. M *o4- < *i- (ass. infl. of *-Ë) ¶ MED 646, Chr. 516, KRS 427, KW
3O2 ˚ Qu., because IE  *knid- ≠ *k8nid- has a good alt. et. (N
*K'''' {É}n 2222itV) and with the extant data the absence of pM *F- cannot b e
proved.
1648. *Na÷3333w{i} 'dead, dead person' >  HS: S *°√n÷y+w >  Ar √n÷y (p f .
ÈoaNa na÷a2, ip. -n÷iy-) v. 'announce the death of so.' (the direct ob jec t
being the dead person) ¶ BK II 13OO, Hv. 784 || IE: NaIE *na2u\- ' d e a d
body; death' >  ON na2-r 'corpse', Gt nau-s (gen. nawis ' d e a d
person', AS ne2(o) id., 'corpse', ne2obedd 'death-bed' »» Sl *navÁ,
*navÁje > ChS, OR nav6 navÁ, SCr nav, R ∆  nav∆ 'dead person', OCz
nav (gen. navi) 'grave; next world', d. unaviti v. 'kill', Slv na•v
'soul of a dead person', Slv na•vje, Blg ∆ navi 'souls of unbapt ized
children', Blg navi '∈ evil spirits' » Ltv na2 ^ve 'death', Pru nowis :
"Leib" 'body' (“  *'corpse'); ? Lt noﬁve$ 'death, pangs of death', noﬁvyti
'to destroy, to torture to death' (× noﬁve$ 'Bedrückung', noﬁvyti
'bedrücken') ¶ P 756, EI 15O (*≤nehÅwi-s 'corpse'), Fs. 372, Vr. 4O5,
Ho. 232, Frn. 5O9, En. 217 (Pru nowis 'trunk of the body'), Vs. III 3 5 ,
ESSJ XXIV 49-52 || A {DQA} *N+ni\a2bi 'dead person' >  Tg *Ni\a2bi- ' d e a d
person' >  Ewk Ne2wi id., 'spirit of a dead ancestor', Lm N‰bi ' invisible
person', Ul n1‰wu- ≠ n1‰u- v. 'bury', n1‰uwi 'burial' ¶ STM I 658  ? p J
{S} *m‰~ or *mu\a~ (or *m‰!, on the ev. of modern J ds.) >  OJ m[u\]o~, J: T
mo~, K/Kg mo! 'funeral, mourning' ¶ S QJ #1O71, Mr. 484 ¶¶ SDM97 (A
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*Na4∏we 'dead man'), ≈ DQA #1539 (Tg, J < A *Ni\a~bi 'deceased') ¶¶ S,
Md., ADb. (SDM97), and DQA adduce here an alleged pT {SDM, DQA}
*je5beg (sc. *Jebeg) 'cemetery, grave', presumably yielding Yk sibi¢a4n
'ghost' and Chv s1¥va 'cemetery, grave', which is unt.: in fact Chv s1¥va
is akin to OT jo2˝ 'funeral feast '  <  pT *Jo2g <  ppT ≈ *Îo2g, as attested b y
the Gk gloss do1gia (MenP, 3rd c.); cp. OChv *s1uva (ı R ∆  s√va
'Chuvash cemetery' [Dal IV 382]) (w  Rs. W 197, Cl. 895, Jeg. 2O4, Fed. II
89, Mrv. II 112)  ˚  ≈  ADb. NNN 35 (A, IE + unc. SD *nav-ai\- ' b e
troubled, perish' and an unc. OHg-F parallel: OHg nyuvad- vi.
'ersticken, ertrinken' and F nuutua 'be tired', see  EWH 1O49, SK
4O6) .
1649. *Nu6666wa4444yV 'long hair' > HS: CCh: Mrg NWi 'beard' ¶ ChL || A
*Nuye- '≈ long hair (of animals)' > Tg *Nuye-lse, *Nuye-n 'long ha i r
under the neck' > Ork Nïw‰lt‰ ≠ nïw‰lt‰ 'long hair under reindeer’s
neck', Lm Sk No$yy‰ldo$, Lm M No$y‰ld´, Lm O No$y‰ll‰ ≠ no$y‰ll´, Lm Ol
mo$y‰lr´ ≠ No$y‰lr´, Ewk muya2ll‰ ± mu2y‰ll‰ ± muya2lr‰ id., muyan ±
mu2y‰2n id. ¶ STM I 551  ??φ pJ {S} *b‰~ (¬ *bu\a~) ' tail ' > OJ wo~, J: T/Kg
o!, K o~2, Sh yu2 id. ¶ S AJ 267 [#75], S QJ #75, Mr. 5O3 ¶¶ ≈ DQA # 1 5 4 5
[Tg, J < A *Nu2~ye 'long hair'] || U *wa4ya4 'long hair (of animals)' > Chr H
wa4ya4 {Szil.} 'die längeren Haare an Fellen', {Rm.} 'Verbrämung a u s
Lammfell'  Sm: StNe T ejte-, Ne T BZ {Lh.} ye1jit!t!e2-, Nn F B!i\eyy‰- v.
'adorn with long white hairs of a reindeer', '(mit Renntierbart) Muster
sticken', Ne T O {Lh.} ye1jit!t@e2- '(mit Garn) Muster sticken' ¶¶ UEW 5 6 2 ,
Ter. 91-2, Lh. 1O7 ˚  ADb. NNN 34 (N *N⁄ÅyV 'long hair of an animal '
> A *No2ye, U).
165O. *Nuhy {a } 'to rest, to lie, to repose' (‘  'to sleep') > HS : S (att. i n
EthS) *°√nhy 'repose, be quiet', (?) 'lie down to sleep' >  Gz √nhy v. G
(pf. n´hya , js. -nhay) 'repose, feel relieved, be quiet; recover', Tgy √nhy
≠ nhw G  (pf. nAhayA ≠ nAhawA) 'feel relieved, relaxed', Har n1e2?a
'sleep', Amh an1n1A v. Sh 'put to sleep', Grg {L} (v. G  3a pf.): Ch n‰ya, Ez
n‰yyA, Ed n1A?A, Gt n1i?A, En ne?A 'sleep, lie down to sleep' ¶ L G 394, L
EDG III 466  ???φ AdS  of Eg fMK ÷÷w v. 'sleep', Eg {Mks.} ÷÷w n .
'sleep, drowsiness' (<  N *÷3333aw{oy}V 'spend the night, sleep' [q.v.]) ¶ EG
I 169, Mks. I #O587 and II #O647  C: Bj {R} nay-  scv. 'spend the night,
sleep, rest' ¶ R WBd 187  Ch: WCh: Klr {J} n1aﬂ vi. 'lie, sleep', Sha {J} n1a~
(pf. n1a~h-i!) vi. 'sleep', {IL} n1aﬂ vi. 'lie (liegen)', ? Dr no^n 'sleep' »» CCh: Mtk
{Sb.} n1unE 'lie (liegen)' »» ECh: Tmk {Cp.} n1E~N 'se coucher' ¶ J R 2 6 7 ,
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354, ChC, ChL || A: Tg {S} *Nu[y]a- v. 'sleep' > Ork Nua-, Ud {Shn.} NuHa-,
{Krm.} Nua- id., d.? Ewk nina2- ± n1ina2- id. ¶ STM I 597, 666, Krm. 272, S
AJ 221 [#227]  M *noyir n. 'sleep; drowsiness'  > MM [S] {H} noyir n .
'sleep', [MA] {Pp.} noyur 'sleepy', WrM noir, HlM, Brt nojr n. 's leep;
drowsiness', Klm nør no4r, {Rm.} no4∏r, Mnr H/M {T/SM} no2r, MMgl [Z]
{Iw.} no?ir, Ba {T} nor, Dx {T} no n. 'sleep', Mgl {Rm.} noir ≠ nEir id.,
'drowsiness' ¶ Pp. 26O, H 12O, Ms. H 8O, SM 284, T 352, T DgJ 158, T
DnJ 13O, T BJ 144, Chr. 329, KRS 384, KW 28O, Rm. M 34  NaT *u 2 n .
'sleep' > OT u[:], Xlj u2, Yk u2 id. ¶ Cl. 2, 42-3, Pek. 3O64-5, DT 2O9 ¶ T *u2
may be (but not necessarily is) somehow connected with T *uÎî- v.
'sleep' (*u2 Ï*uÎî or bf.: *uÎî Ï*u2??); cp. N *hu++++od[V]?V ' b e
motionless, sleep'  pJ {S} *u1i n. 'sleep', *u!i- v. 's leep'  > OJ i n. ' s leep,
dream', wi-na- v. 'sleep', ltOJ [RJ] wi!-ne!bu!ri!, J: T inebu!ri ≠ ineburi!, K
i~ne!bu!ri~, Kg ineburi! 'drowsiness', T ne- (< *i-ne-) v. 'sleep' ¶ S QJ #15O,
Mr. 697 ¶¶ ≈ DQA ##1551 (A *Nu2!yu 'to sleep', incl. M, Tg, J) || U
*n1u[:]NV 'take the rest, repose, sleep' (× N *n1111uNV 'to rest, to s lumber ,
to sleep', q.v. ffd.) ˚  M *o  (for the expected *u) still needs explaining.
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1651. *p'''' {a 4 444 }  'ille, another (animate)' >  HS : Eg fOK p- , marker of m. sg.
of the dem. pronouns pn, pw ≠ py, pf, and p¿; Eg OK pw,
unchangeable copula in a nominal sentence ¶ Ed. 83-8, EG I 5O5, Hng.
275, Tk. II 375-6, 433  ? C: Bj {R} be2- (pl. balï-) 'that, ille' (sg.: n o m .
m. be2-n, accus. m. be2-b, nom./acc. f. be2-t; pl.: nom. m. balï-n,
accus. m. balï-b, nom./acc. f. balï-t; Bj -b, marker of masc. (abs.) i n
accus., -b-, marker of masc. in the pred. case ¶ AD KJ 27, 31-2, 1O9-
11O, 116  WS *pa2 (or *paw) ≠ *°bV 'here' >  Hb e7p po2 'here', OCn
[EA] pu2 *[po2] id., Pun [Plt.] PHO, Ug p 'here', Mh bo2, Jb C bOh, Sq boh
'here'; probably also WS *pa 'and, and then' >  Ug p [pV], Ar fa-, Plm,
Nbt p-, Sb, Qt f- ¶ KB 866, KBR 916, HJ 898-9, 9O2, A #2178, OLS 34O,
Jo. M 58, BGMR 42, Rk. 127-8 ¶¶ Tk. II 376 unconvincingly rejects t h e
comparison of Eg p with WS *pV because "Eg *p- in p¿,†pw, pf, pn
was a marker of masc. gender, while the deictic function was car r ied
out by the attached second element (-¿, -w, -f, -n, resp.)". Tk.’s
argument is unc. because the change of a dem. prn. into a marker o f
gender is a common phenomenon in lgs. (e.g. in the history of the Sl
marker of masc. in adjectives, that of df. articles in NHG, Fr, Sp., e tc . ,
that of HS *y-  [3 m. marker in verbs], etc.; practically all markers of t h e
masc. gender in lgs. go back to demonstrative elements); this is fu r the r
confirmed by the unchangeable copula pw (not connected with
gender) || U: FU *pa4 'ille, other', whence a modal or\and focalizing p c .
>  pOs *pa4 'another', 'and', focalizing pc. >  Os: Vy pa4 ... pa4, Ty pa$ ko ... pa$
ko, Sh/Kz pa ... pa 'der eine … der andere', Ty/Y pa$-ko, Kz pa-Xo ' e in
anderer Mann', Sn pa 'and', Sh/Sn/Kz pa - focalizing (thematizing) p c .
'as for...' (R '-to ') »» F -pa/-pa4 , focalizing pc., translatable by R -to , a
vot, -ka, qe or by German doch, eben (F mutta ha4npa4444 ei
tiennytka4a4n 'a on-to i ne znal ', F mina4444pa4444 tieda4n 'a vot å
zna√ ', F katsokaapa 'posmotrite-ka ', F koirapa sielta4 tulee
'da kommt doch ein Hund her'), Krl -bua(h)  (hematizing pc.: tul!imbuah
mie t!eil!a4 'ich kam doch zu euch'), Vp -p (kutap void 'wie geht es d i r
denn'), Es -p (seep see on 'das ist es ja eben') » Prm {LG} *pE, pc. o f
quotation >  Z p‰, Vt pe id. ('mol , govorit , deskat∆ ') ¶ LG 227, Laan.
293-4, Stn. D 1O85-7  Sm: Slq Tz {Hl.} pa in na pa 'voici, vot ¢to , vot
ono kak ' (na  is 'this') ¶ KKIH 135 || A: OJ pa >  J -wa, focalizing pc. o f
the topic ¶ Syr. DJ 1O8 ˚  I am grateful to Helimski and Starostin f o r
suggesting the F and Slq cognates (Hl. p.c.) and the J cognate (S p.c.).
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1652. € *P3333{i}?V 'sharp edge, blade' >  HS: S *pi≤?-at- 'sharp edge,
blade' >  Hb ea1p4 pe2≤?a2 'corner, side', Ug pït ≠ pät (pl. pät) {A}
'Saum, Grenze, Gefilde', {OLS} 'temple (Schläfe); limit, border', Ug
(AkSc) {Hnr.} pi?tu 'corner (?)', MHb ea1p4 pe2≤?a2 'corner', JA [Trg.]
at1ap1 pa2≤t3a2 'äußerste Ende, Ecke', Sr æ¢,o'πa pa[?]≤t3a2 ≠ æ4,oπa pa≤t3a2
'side, blade (of a sword)', Ar é`aFi fi?at- {Ln.} 'portion\division\party o f
men, company of soldiers', {Fr.} [Qam.] 'agmen', {Fr.} 'agmen a t e rgo
exercitus collocatum', {BK} 'troupe d’hommes', {Hv.} 'de tachment ,
party of soldiers' (“ '≈  side, corner'?), Ak OA/NB pa2tu 'Rand', Ak M
pia2tum, Eb {Frnz.} bI1-a-tum (= pi?atum) 'temple (Schläfe)' ¶ GB
631, BDB 8O2 [#6285], A #2181, OLS 341-2, Hnr. 164, Lv. T II 251-2, Js .
113O-2, Ln. 2326, 2468, Fr. III 384, BK II 651-2, Hv. 581, Br. 554, Sd.
849, 861, Frnz. EL 138  C: SC: Alg/Brn {Wh.} fayu (pl. faye) 'arrow' ¶
Wh. IC 22, ≈ AD SF 42-3  ? WCh: Bks v%ya~, DfB v%ya~h 'arrow' ¶ J R 1 4 7 ,
222 ¶¶ OS #788 (HS *fe?- 'arrow': C, Ch, S) || A: pJ {S} *pi\a >  OJ {S}
pi\e 'edge, shore', {∂Mr.} Fi\e 'shore, boundary, side' >  J {S} -e - ending
of the directive case ¶ S p.c. [≈1974], Mr. 4O3  NaT *bï 'blade '  >  OT
bï  'knife, blade', Yk bï  'blade'; Ï *bï-la4- vt. 'sharpen (a knife, etc.) '  >
OT bila4-, XwT, MQp [incl. CC], OOsm, Chg {PC} bile-, Tk bile-, Ggz,
CrTt, Kr Cr, QrB, Qmq, Nog bile-, Az bu4lo4-, Kr bile- ± bila4- ± bil!a-, ET
bila4-, Alt bilu4-, Xk pIlo4-, Sg pIle-, Dlg bï-la4∏- id. Ï Tkm bilew, CrTt
bilev  'whetstone' ¶ Cl. 291 (unc.: OT bï π Chn pæi 'split'), 332-3, DTS
97, 99, ET B 142-3, TL 398, PC 189 ˚  Cf. N *p''''iX++++ÌyV 'sharp bone ,
sharp tool' and IS MS 352 s.v. ostrie  *p5i{h5}ÿ .
1653. *p''''u?i (≠ *bu?i?) 'tree, bush' > HS: Eg fOK b¿.t 'bush' > DEg b
id. >  Cpt Sd/B/F vO bo2, A voy bu 'tree' ¶ EG I 416, Fk. 77, Er. 1O9,
Vc. 24, Tk. II 16-9  ? S: Ak {Sd.} pa2?u ≠ pu2 'chaff, Spreu' (<  *'stalks
of plants')   AdS  of B *fay 'forest' (< N *p''''o÷3333 ++++9yV 'wooded bank [of a
waterway]', q.v. ffd.)  Ch ≈ *pu?{i} or *fu?{i} 'tree' > WCh: Pr {Kr.} fUuO~?
id. (but {Frz.} pu!ro~ id.) » Krkr {J, ChL} b'a! 'tree' (b' <  *p?) »» CCh: McMrg:
Cb fwa~, Mrg {ChL} wu, {IL in ChC} ö2@?, MrgM {Mk.} fwE, Klb {Mk.}
uwa, wuwa, {ChC} wa, Bu {Mk.} fwa 'tree', Hld {ChL} wU@u!, Wmd
{ChC} wu id. » McHigi: HgNk {ChL} fWE, HgF {ChL} fU, FlK {ChL} fWU?, FlJ
fUwI~, FlM fu ' t ree '»  Gude: Nz {ChL} fo id. » McMdr: Glv {Kr.} u!fa`, {Rp.}
u2!fa 'tree', Dgh {Frk.} ?u~fa! 'tree, wood' » Suk {IL in ChC} fwai\ id. ¶ ChC
ChL, Mk. I 176, 21O, 243, Frz. 48 || U *puwe 'tree, wood (Holz)' >  F, Es
puu 'Baum, Holz' » Chr L/H/E pu 'firewood, wood (Holz)' » Prm *pu
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'tree, wood (Holz)' >  Z pu id., Vt pu id., ' f irewood' »» Vg (within
compound names of trees) -p´±-pa4±-pa2 'tree': {Kn.} Vg T s¥l!t!-pa2 ' l ime-
tree', Vg P wul!-p´ 'Pinus cembra', {Mu.} ML tip-p´, UL tippa4, P tippeº
[tipp‰] 'Sandweide, tal∆nik ', P kho_ppeº, L kho_ppa4 'aspen-tree' » Hg
fa 'Baum, Holz'  Sm {Jn., Hl.} *pa4 'wood (Holz), tree, forest' >  Ne T
på, {Lh.} p1a$:, Ne F Ny p1e"a$ 'Baum, Holz', En {KD} X fa4∏, En K fa4∏, pa4∏, En B
{Cs.} fe 'tree', Ng {Cs.} fa2, {Ter.} xo¿a, Slq Tz {KKIH} po2 'tree, w o o d
(Holz), firewood', Slq Tm po2 'tree, wood', Kms pa 'tree, forest', Koyb
{Sp.} pa 'tree', Mt {Hl.} *ha4 'tree, wood, forest, stick' (Mt: M/T {Mll.}
ha4, K {Mll.} ho4 'sylva', K {Pl.} chy4 'tree', che 'firewood', M {Pl.} ha4h,
g <å, {Sp.} xa 'tree') ¶ UEW 41O-1, Sm. 539 (U *pu+o+a4xÈ+i, FU, FP
*puxi, Ugr *pu"gI", Sm *pa4 'tree'), LG 23O, MK 4OO, 647, Jn. 1 1 7 ,
KKIH 151, Coll. 53, MF 174, Ü 165, MRS 462, Wc. SW 216, Hl. M # 2 6 7
|| A *pæiyV '∈ tree' >  ? T *°[h]î 'bush, tree' >  OT {Cl.} î 'bush, sh rubs '
(sg. or coll.), {Ml.} 'forest, tree' ({Cl.} î∏ î˝ac7 'shrubs and trees'); acc. t o
S AJ, DQA, and ET, T d. *î-gaç 'tree' ({Md.} *i\a⋅gaç ≠ *îgaç) ({ET}: with a n
augm. sx. *-gac7) >  OT îÌac, XwT î˝ac7 ≠ jî˝ac7, Chg jî˝ac7, MQp [incl.
CC], OOsm a˝ac7, Tk ag"ac>, Az aÌaZ7, Tkm a9ac7, VTt aÌas7!, ET jaÌac7, SY
jiÌas7, Qzq aÌas7, Qrg Z7î9ac7, Tv î%jas7, Yk mas 'tree', Chv jîv¥s1, Chv MK
juz1ò¥ 'tree, firewood' ¶ Cl. 1, 79-8O, Ml. PDP 442, Ml. PMK 1O6, Md.
116, 165, Jeg. 83, S AJ 184 [#85]   Tg *pi\a 'birch tree' >  WrMc fiya,
Nn pI\a, Ul, Ork pe2 ¶ STM II 36, ≈ DQA #1875 (Tg *po2y-, *po2y-ki- > pia-
ki)  pKo *p´⁄- 'birch' > NKo p´⁄-n-namu ¶ S QK #799, Rm. SKE 199  p J
*pi! 'Japan cypress' >  OJ pi\i, pi-no4-ki4, ltOJ [RJ] Fi! >  J T hi~noki, hi!noki
id. ¶ S AJ 271 [#178], S QJ #178, Mr. 4O7 ¶¶ DQA #1875 (A *pæ{i\u2~}yu
'∈ tree'; incl. T, Tg, Ko, J). Acc. to DQA, T *î-(N)gaç is a cd. equatable
with Tg *pa2[y]k{ç}a 'wood (Holz)' [STM II 331]; the second component o f
the compound is related to MKo ka!c>i! ≠ ka~c>i! 'branch' and (?) M *gesi-
Gu4 ∏n id. ¶¶ Not here (because of the vw. *o) M *Foyi  'forest' (see N *p''''o÷ 3333
++++9yV 'wooded bank') ˚  IS I 184 [#19] considers the Eg, Ch, and U
stems to be a sd. from N *buÓi ({AD} N *buÓi) 'grow', which is
possible, but not necessarily true. In the etymon in question the N
initial *b-  is suggested by Eg (and Krkr?) only, while A suggests N *p''''-,
and most HS branches suggest either N *p''''- or *p-  ˚  Resh. NNE #6 (A,
U) .
1654. € *p''''o÷3333 ++++9yV 'wooded bank (of a waterway)' > HS: Eg fN p÷y,
p÷.t {EG} '≈  bank (of waterway)' ('Ufer o.ä.'), {AnC} 'land susceptible
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of irrigation' ¶ EG I 5O4, AnC-1 ##12-3, ⇔ Tk. II 389, 423 (Eg p÷y  < Eg P
p¿÷.t  'irrigable lend')  B *fay 'forest, bank' (× N *p''''u?i 'tree, bush '??)
> Ah e-f´y (pl. if´y´n) 'forest', ETwl ef¥y (pl. if¥yy¥n) 'bord', Ty e-f¥y
(pl. i-f¥yy-¥n) id., 'small forest' ¶ Fc. 299, PGG 73, NZ 682  Ch: D b
{Lnh.} pa@y, Kola {Sb.} pa^y 'forest' »» ECh: Nd D {J} pa‡y 'bush (forest) ' ¶
ChC, ChL || A *pæoy[V] > M *Foyi >  MM [HI, S] hoi 'wood, forest', WrM
oi, HlM oj 'woods, forest, grove', Mnr H {SM} fe2¯ 'forêt, a rb r e s
constituant un forêt', Mnr M {T} xoi, {Pot.} xoj 'forest', Dx xoy id., Ba
xi 'mountain', M ı Yk oy 'small forest, grove '  ¶ Pel. 218-9 [#31], MED
6O3-4, H SMG I 9, H 77, Ms. H 61, T 369, SM 99, Pot. 416, S AJ 2 4 2
[#196] ¶¶ Hardly here T *[h]o2y 'pit, low place, depression', which
belongs to N *P3333oGi 'cavity, valley' (‘ 'lowland'), 'to hollow out' (q .v.
ffd.) ¶¶ ADb. KL 2, Pp VGAS 99.
1655. *{p''''}o÷3333yu6666 'small', 'child', 'young (of an animal)' >  HS: Eg fOK
p÷.t 'men, mankind' ('die Menschen, Menschheit') (“  *'children') ( =
{Vc.} *[pe2÷et], *[pai\÷et], Eg (GkSc) 5Orpai6ß = ìry p÷.t 'prince'), OCpt
pipe2 'hommes' ¶ EG I 5O3, Fk. 88, Vc. 158, Tk. II 421-2  WCh: Ron:
Fy {J}, DfB {J} fye~ 'child, boy', Bks {J} fu! 'child', Klr {J} fo, fwe~ 'child,
boy' » AG {Hf.} *p'we2 v. 'be new' > Gmy {Hf.} p'´\⁄e2 'new', Kfr {Hf.} pfwö2,
Su {J} pwO2!, Ang {Brq.} pwi!, {Hf.} pwï 'new' »» ?? CCh: ZmB {ChC} va~y,
ZmD {KNC} va@y 'child', Zm {ChL} vei\ 'boy', LamP {ChC, ChL} vay 'son' ¶
Hf. AG 17, J R, J S 8O, ChL, ChC, JI II 74, KNC 29 || IE: NaIE *po2u\-/*p´u\-
/*pu2- 'little, child, a young of an animal; few' >  Gmc *fawa-(z) > Gt
fawai (pl.) 'few', ON fa1r 'wenig, wortkarg', OHG fo2, fo2h, {OsS} fao
'wenig, dünn gesät', AS fe1a (pl. fe1awe) 'little, few', NE few »» Gk A
[epigr.] pay6ß (gen. paWo1ß) 'child' (Ï  Gk pai6ß /  gen. paido1ß, Gk L/B
pa1˝ß 'child') <  {Ch.} *paw-i-d-) »» EpL pouero, L puer (<  *puwer)
'child, boy'  with sxs., e.g. NaIE *pu-tlo- 'child' >  OI pu≤tra- » Av
puÊra 'son, child', OPrs {Hinz} puc>a 'son', Oss: I f‰rt, D furt 'sun' »»
Osc puklo- 'child', Pæl puclois (dat. pl.) 'pueris'  cd.: L pauper
'poor' (< *p´wo-par-s 'acquiring little', {WH} 'wenig erwerbend') ¶ The
absence of the expected vw. lengthening in *pu-tlo- is still to b e
explained ¶ P 842-3, EI 2OO (*pau\- 'little, few'), 533 (*put≤lo-s 'son' “
*p(a)u- 'small' + dim. *-tlo-), Szem. KT #3.1, M K II 3O4-5, M E II 142-3 ,
Hinz 123, Ab. I 5OO, Fs. 147, Vr. 112, Kb. 27O, OsS 161, Ho. 98, WH II
267-8, 382-3, Pln. II 7O2, 715, 719, F II 462-3, Ch. GH I 29 || U: FU
*poyV, *poyka 'son, boy' >  F poika 'son, boy, young of an animal', Es
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poeg  'son, young of an animal'; F poju end 'little boy, sonny', F ∆ poja
'son, boy' » ? Er buyo, piyo 'grandchild' » ? Chr pu4 in cds.: Chr K pu4erG´, B
pu4erG¥ 'male person (man or boy)', YU pu4erG¥ 'boy, male person' » Prm
*pi >  Z pi 'son, boy', Vt pi 'boy, a youth' »» ObU: Vg: P/TY, P pu4w, TCh
pa4w, LK/MK/UK po4w, NV/SV/LL pu4∏, UL/Ss piG 'son'; Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y pa"˝,
D/K/O pa"X, Nz/Kz po"X 'son' » Hg fiu11, fi 'son, boy, child, young of a n
animal' ¶ Coll. 1O8, UEW 39O, It. #116, Dybo OS xxx, Sm. 547 (FU, FP
*poji  ¨ Ugr *pojI" 'boy'), LG 221, MF 2O6-7, Ht. #796 || A {SDM95}
*po2!yV, {SDM97} *po2!yu, {S AJ} *p[æ]u4yV 'child, young of animals' >  Tg
*pu'y[u]-, *pu'y-kte 'small, child' >  Ewk huyuku2n 'small, younger', hute
'child; son, daughter', Neg xut‰ (pl. xuyil), Ork putt‰, Ul pikt‰ id., Nn
Nh pikt‰, Nn B fikt‰, Nn KU fut‰ id., 'nestling, young of animals' ¶ ≈
STM II 338, 357-8  T *bo2y-tak 'young ram\goat' >  Tkm {AB} bo2ydaq
'one-\two-year-old kid\calf', Qzq boydaq qoy 'castrated ram more t h a n
1 year old' (qoy is 'sheep, ram'), Qzq boi\daq {Rl.} 'young ram', {Shch.}
'two-year-old castrated ram', ET T {Rl.} boytaq, Chg {Rl.} ·"dYvB boi\da˝
'young ram' »» Chv: putek L pudòek, H podòek, ∆ pudòÁ ± pîdòek ± podYòak
± pîdYòak ({Md.} pu'dYek) 'lamb', ?? Blgh ı  VTt ba4ti 'lamb, young r a m ' ,
Chr L pa¢a, Chr H patå; this T word is to be distinguished from *boÎ-
tak/N 'unmarried man' (> Qzq {Sht.} boydaq, Brb {Rl.} poi\daq ' unmar r i ed
man', QK {B} poydoN 'bachelor, bridegroom', Shor/Sg {Rl.} postaN
'unmarried man') ¶ Rs. W 77-8, Rl. IV 1291, 1644, Jeg. 169, Fed. I 4 5 5 ,
Sht. 55, Shch. Zh 153, Md. 47, 131  pJ *pi!t‰~ 'person' >  OJ pi\i!to~, J: T
hito!, K hi!to~, Kg hi!to, Sh tc7u! id.; OJ pi\i!-ku\o 'great-grandson; prince', pi\i!-
mi\e 'princess' ¶ S AJ 264 [#58], S QJ #58, Mr. 41O  pKo *pu~t≈i\ ~´⁄
(presumably 'child') >  MKo nu!ns-pu~t≈i\´~⁄ 'pupil of the eye' (lit. ' eye
child', the first component means 'eye'), NKo nun-puc>≈´⁄ 'pupil of t h e
eye' ¶ S QK #311, Nam 116, MLC 363 ¶¶ S AJ 8O, 1O7, 277 [#56], STM
II 338, 357-8, DQA #1672 (A *po2!yu 'child, young of animals') || D ( a t t .
in GnD) *pËy > Mnd buy, Ku boy 'girl' ¶ D #4532 ˚  Rs. UAW 8, Suv. 2 7 ,
IS MS 36O s.v. rebenok  *p5ojÿ (U, Tg), Blz. LB #22 (added the D
cognate). Eg p- and AG *p'W- suggest N *p''''- , while A *p- (which is
acceptable only if T *bo2y-tak belongs here) points to a N *p- ˚ ≈ Gr. II
#61 (*po  'child') (U, A, CK, Ai).
1656. *pÅ?ic@@@@V 'axe, hammer '  > HS: S *pa?[a]s- 'axe' >  Sr {Br.}
Æ$ßwπ†pwst? 'ascia, securis' (unknown vocalization), Ar fa?s-
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'pick-axe, hoe', {BK} 'hache', Mh fo2s 'matchet, axe', Jb C/E fOs id., Ak
OB pa2s7u, pa2s7tu≠pa2ltu 'Beil, Axt' ¶ Sd. 846, Br. 585, BK II 529, Hv.
543, Jo. M 86, Jo. J 51 || U *pa4yc1V 'axe, hatchet' >  Vg T pa4c1t id., Vg
{Reg.} pas7ting, pas7ning 'mit einem Axt\Beil versehen' » Hg fejsze,
∆ fe2yse, fe2ysi, fe2si, fe2ci, fo4∏co4∏ 'axe, felling-axe'  Sm: Slq Tz {KKIH} pic1È
'axe', Slq Tur {Lh.} pïc7i, {UEW “ ?}: Slq Kt pittje, Nr peds7 (= {MF}
peZ7) id. ¶ UEW 416, MF 19O, KKIH 149 || A: T *°b+pa[:]su >  OT basu
'sledge hammer' ¶ Cl. 372 ˚ T *-s- for the expected *-ç- is still to b e
explained.
1656a. ?φ P3333aÇk++++K ' '''V (= paÇk++++K ' '''V?) 'hand' (‘  'handful') > HS: S
*pVs7[V]k- >  Sr 'ko3πe pEs7≤k-a2, K3eπ p´≤s7Ek3 'handbreath', Ak LB
pus7ku id. (π  Aram?) ¶ Br. 612, JPS 458, Sd. 883  B {Pr.} *-fu?s-
{AD} 'hand, handful' >  Kb, SrSn afus, Izn, Wrg fus  id., Ah, Gh a-fus,
ETwl a"fus, Shl, Tmz afus 'hand, arm', Ntf afus, Mzb fus, Shw fus (p l .
ifass´n), Gd ö2fEss (pl. fEssEn), Awj afus 'hand', Snd fus 'the r ight
hand', Zng afus7 'hand' ¶ Pr. Z #3O8, Fc. 362, NZ 653-5  CCh: ECh: Dng
{Fdr.} pi~se~, {Lk.} pO!sindiNn, pOsi!NkON 'hand', Mgm {J} pi!ssi!, Mu {J} fo2&so!,
{Lk.} fo!so! 'arm', Mnj fOso, Kjk fuso, Bdy pe!se~, Smr b'‰~sa!y 'hand' ,  ?? Skr
{Nc.} pi!t- 'arm' ¶ JI II 179, ChC, Blz. EChWL #38 ¶¶ B, Ak -u- may be d u e
to the ass. infl. of *p- > *f- || A : M *Fatqu  'hollow of the hand, handful '
(× N *p''''at''''HV 'to be open, to open' × N *p''''a{9}dV 'leg, foot'??) > WrM
adqu, HlM atga 'hollow of the hand, handful', Ord adòXu¯ ' c losed
hollow of the hand, handful', Kl atx atX¥, Brt atxa, Dg {Mrm.}
Xatku ≠ Xatok 'handful'; Ï M *Fatqu- 'hold in one’s hand' > MM
[S] {H, Pp.} hadqu-, WrM adqu-, HlM adga-, Ord adòXu¯, Kl atx- atX¥,
Brt atxa- id. ¶ Pp. VG 11, 5O, H 75, MED 12, Ms. O 3, KRS 56, KW 1 7 -
8, Chr. 32-3, Klz. M 138 || ?σ D (in NED): Krx bakka2 'claws of a c r ab ' ,
{Hhn} 'forceps, shears', Mlt bake  'forceps' ¶ D #3814, Pf. 193-4 ˚  N *-
Çk++++K ' '''-  > D *-kk-. Simplification of the N affricate *Ç  > HS *s, M (or pA)
*t within the N cns. cluster *-Çk++++K ' ''' -?
1657. *P3333uc''''[V]ÌV 'to press, to squeeze, to crush by squeezing' >  K:
GZ *pXuc`'- v. 'squeeze, crumple' >  G pXuc'- id., {K} 'pucker', {Chx.} ' e tw.
faltig\runzelig machen', pXuc'wili 'folded (cloth)', Mg {FS} Xuc7'- 'faltig
machen', Xuc7 '-il-i 'faltig' ¶ F KW1 36, FS K 328, FS K2 482, FS E 368, K2
21O, DCh. 1322, Chx. 1527 ||  HS: CS *√pc'÷  v. 'injure\crush by striking
or squeezing'  >  Ar √fsœ÷ v. {∂ Ln., ∂ Hv.} 'squeeze (dates, figs) out o f
their skin' ({BK} 'presser une ch. entre ses doigts pour l’amollir ou p o u r
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faire sortir ce qui est dans l’intérieur'), JA [Trg.], JEA √ps'÷ v. ' spl i t '
('spalten'); (×  S *√pT'˝ v. 'wound'): BHb ocf √pc'÷ v. {GB} ' d u r c h
einen Schlag verwunden', {KBR} 'wound, injure' (Ï oc2p3 ≤pEc'a÷ n .
'wound'), MHb {Js.} √pc'÷ v. 'split, crack or squeeze open; wound' ( t h e
root *√pT'˝ is represented by Ug √pT5G G {KB} 'die Haut zers tossen,
verwunden', {A} 'aufschlitzen' ¬ 'zerquetschen', {OLS} pT5G [*pa2T'i˝u]
prtc. 'el que se lacera, lacerante') ¶  KBR 954, GB 563, OLS 36O, A
#2255, Lv. T II 282-3, Sp. 924, Js. 12O5-6, BK II 6OO-1, Ln. 24O5 || IE:
Ht pasihai- {CHD} v. 'rub, squeeze, crush', {Frd.} 'e inreiben,
zerreiben' (× N *P3333u 6 666s 7 777V 'rub, smear', q.v. > Ht {CHD} pes(s)- ' r u b ,
scrub [with soap, etc.]', {Frd., Ts.} pes- 'einreiben [mit Waschmitteln] ')
¶ The prehistory of the Ht vw. a  still needs investigating ¶ Ts. W 63, 6 6 ,
CHD P 2O5, 315, Frd. HW 1O8, 164 || U: FU *puc1VrtV v. ' p ress ,
squeeze' >  F puserta- 'press, squeeze', Es puserda- vt. ' squeeze
(out), wring (out)' » Prm *pu$Z1ir- >  Z pydzyrt- pÈZ1Èrt-, Prmk piZ1Èrt-
id. ('vyqat∆ , otqat∆ '), Z Ud pÈZ1‰- v. 'squeeze out, wring', Yz piZ1Ärt-
id., Vt pyz∆yrty- pÈz1ÈrtÈ- v. 'squeeze out (juice, water)' »» Os {Stn.,
KrT}: VK/Kr pos´r-, Sh pusrem´- v. 'press, knead' » Hg facsar- v.
'wring' ¶ UEW 397, ≈ Sm. 547 (FU *pus1aº- ' squeeze '  > FP *pus1a-, Ugr
*pu"sa-), Coll. 11O, LG 235, KrT 743, Stn. D 1232.
1658. *P 3333 { i }c 7777V 'stalks of plants and their fibres used for plaiting' >  U:
FP *pa6c 7V 'fibres of plants' (‘  'hemp') >  Prm *pu$c7- 'hemp, fibres' >  Z, Vt
pyw pÈs7 'hemp, oakum' » Chr: L pa¢aw pa≤c7as7, Y {Wc.} po4≤c7as7 'ma le
hemp' ('poskon∆ ') ¶ LG 238, Lt. 196, ≈  UEW 412-3, ≈  Ber. 46 ¶ The
labialized vowels in pPrm and Chr Y may be due to the labializing infl. o f
*p- || HS: S (att. in Cn) *°≤piT-at- f. 'flax' > EpHb tsf ps7t, BHb tS3p4*
≤pes7Et3* 'flax, linen' (+ppa.: 1s iT5S6p5 pis7≤t-ï; pl. MiT5S6p5 pis7≤t-ïm),
eT1S6p5 pis7≤t-a2 'flax, linen', Ph [Diosc.] zerafoist (*zr÷ ps7t) 'seed o f
flax', Pun ps7t, Ug pTt  'flax' ¶ KB 923-4, A #2296, OLS 359, JH 238, HJ
947  WCh: DfB {J} pi~s 'Totentuch' ¶ J R 219 || D *pic>-/pïc>- ({†GS} *p-
) 'fibre' ¶ Tm picir id., Tl pïﬁcu  'fibrous parts of plants', Gdb (π Tl?)
pï ﬁsu  'fibrous matter of fruits' ¶¶ D #4133.
1659. *p''''oc7777V 'to plait' (‘  'sth. plaited, cloth') >  HS: Ch: WCh {Stl.}
*p'uc7i 'sth. plaited' >  Ngz {Sch.} bu2!c7i^ 'mat plaited from strips of p a l m
fronds', DfB {J} pi~s 'shroud' »» CCh: Glv {Rp.} m-buc7a 'cloth' »» ECh: Ke
{Eb.} pesi 'Gürtel, der den Lendenschurz der Frauen hält', Tmk {Cp.}
bu!Z 7i ~ 'natte en rônier' ¶ Stl. ZCh 147 [#34], Sch. DN 27, J R 219, Eb. 8 7 ,
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Cp. 5O  ?σ Eg MK/NK pss7.t 'carpet, matting of reeds' (adduced b y
Stl. on the assumption that Eg ss7 is a spelling representation of c7
[which is at variance with the reg. history of N *c7777, that usually yields Eg
s]; s7 is probably an ext.) ¶ EG I 555, Fk. 95, Tk. II 513-5 ¶¶ OS # 1 9 7 5
(*pic7- 'cloth') || U *po+ac7kV v. 'plait', ?? *°pac7V 'plaited cloth' >  Chr: L
po¢kyn¢aw poc7k¥n≤c7-as7 'to spin\twist (threads)' ('[s ]su¢it∆ ,
[s]krutit∆ '), ≤poc7k¥nc7¥mo 'spinned, twisted' (of threads), YU
pock¥nce-, U s7u4rt¥m pu4c1k¥n1c1e- v. 'plait yarn' (s7u4rto4 'yarn'), B
poc7k¥n1c1e- 'zwirnen (die Schnur)'; H pa¢ pac7 'a piece of linen c loth ,
piece of cloth' » Prm *puc7k- 'spin (su¢it∆ ) threads' >  Z, Prmk
putwky- puc7kÈ- id., {U} 'flechten, zwirnen (Garn)', Yz {Lt.} puc7ki-≤nÄ
'to spin (threads)'  ? Sm: Slq Kar {Cs.} pac7kalnam ' f lechten,
zwirnen', ?? patkalnam 'umwickeln' ¶¶ UEW 346, MRS 412, 449, U
3O4, LG 234, Lt. J 171, Cs. 164 || D *poc>- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'plait, twist '
(partially × N ≈ *bËK''''c ' ''' @ @@@É 'to tie', 'tie' [‘ 'rope'], q.v.) >  Kn pose ' twist ,
plait, make ropes', Kn H hose v. 'twine', Tu poyipini 'to twist ( a s
rope)', Kui poZ>a v. 'pack, make a bundle', Ku poc>i- wrap', Ku P po2Z>a- ' t i e
up in a cloth', Krx poZ>Z>- 'wrap (cloth, paper) round so./sth., Mlt poZ>e
'wrap, twist, entwine' ¶¶ D #4479.
166O. ?φ *puc7777[V]n1111V 'worm, snake' >  HS: S *paTan- ≠ *baTan-
'(∈) snake' >  Ug bTn 'snake', JA [Trg.] Nt3p3 ≤pEt3En / em. an!t6ip5
pit3≤n-a2 {Js.} 'asp, adder', {Lv.} 'viper, adder', SmA ptn '∈ snake', Sr
{Br.} 'ño4,πa pat3≤n-a2 'vipera, aspis', {PS, JPS} 'ño4oπa patta2≤n-a2 ' a sp ,
deaf adder', NNEA {Mcl.} pat≤n-a2 'asp, adder', Aram ı BHb Nt3p3
≤pEt3En (pl. Min5t1p6 p´t3a2≤nïm) 'horned viper', SmHb pl. faƒ≤taƒn´m id.; Ar
{Fr., BK} ñ2B bTn 'coluber' (unknown vocalization) » ES *baTm- > Ak
bas7mu '∈ a mythical poisonous snake', Eb {Frnz.} baTmum (ba-s7a-
mu-um) 'snake' (ES *m for *n is puzzling) ¶ A #611, Grd. UT # 5 4 6 ,
OLS 123, KB 93O, Js. 1255, Lv. T II 3O9, Tal 718, Br. 618, PS 3345, JPS
471, Mcl. 261, Fr. I 84, BK I 85, Sd. 112, Frnz. EL 154  (mt.) Eg fP fnc
'worm, snake' > Cpt Sd/A F 2nt  f´nt, B Fent  fent 'worm' ¶ EG I 5 7 7 ,
Fk. 98, Vc. 28O, Tk. II 574-5 || U *pun1e (or *puy+l!n1e) >  Sm *pu[y]n1¥
'∈ worm' (× N *p '''' {u}yÅmV 'snake') >  Ne: T {Ter} puj '∈  beetle’s larva ' ,
T O {Lh.} pu¯y '∈  a black worm with many legs', F {Lh.} pu¯y; '∈  small
black worm'; Slq MTz {KD} pu2n1´ '∈ small white vermin, worm, ant' ¶ Jn .
131 ||  D  (in SD) *pu2c>c>i 'worm, insect' (× N  o  *bu6666z 1 111V '∈  insect'?) >  T m
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pu2cci 'insect, beetle, worm', Ml pu2cci '(any) insect', Kn pu2ci ≠
bu2ci  'worm, insect' ¶ D #4357 ˚  Simplification *-c7n1- > U *-n1-?
1661. *P3333uc7777 ' '''V 'to fall' > HS: S *°-pu2T'- >  Ar √fwÎœ v. G  (pf. 7a'Fa fa2Îœa,
ip. -fu2Îœu) 'die', fawÎœ- 'death' ¶ BK II 646  ?φ WCh: NrBc: Wrj/Kry {Sk.}
p‰c'- v. 'descend, unload' ¶ Sk. NB 18 ¶ ¶  ≠ Tk. PAA 17 (NrBc ÷  Sb fs5y
'enterrer' [BGMR 47]) || U *puc7V- 'fall (down\in)', {UEW} 'pour ( o u t ) '
('[aus]schütten, [aus]-gießen') >  Prm: pZ {LG} *buZ7- 'collapse, fall in' >  Z
buqdy- buz7dÈ- 'fall in, crumble away (obvalit∆så , osypat∆så )', n .
act. buz7‰d, Z UV buZ7ed ('obval , osyp∆ ') » Er poc7odo-ms, Mk ≤poc7´d´-
'scatter on (posy∫∫∫∫pat∆ , osypat∆ )' » ? F putoa- (inf. puota) 'fall
(down), come down, drop', Es pudene-, pudu- 'crumble, fall off ,
spill'; UEW rejects the BF cognate because of its supposed identity with
Lp N bo<Do ≠ bo<Do" 'separated from its natural connection, deviating
from the rule', but even if the BF - Lp connection is right, it does n o t
rule out coalescence with the other source of the BF word - FU *puc7V 
Sm: Ne: T pydara- 'spill out (vysypat∆så), fall off (opadat∆ )', T O
{Lh.} pudara2-, pidara2-, F Ny {Lh.} putara2- '(her)abfallen'; En {Ter., Mik.,
Cs.} bata- vt. 'pour out'; Ng {Cs.} ba'bta'a id., 'ausschütten' ¶ Coll. 5 3 ,
Coll. CG 4O8, UEW 399-4OO (U *puc7V- '[aus]schütten, [aus]gießen') ,
ERV 5O7, PI 217, LG 41-2, KP 31 || A: NaT *uç- 'fall' (×  T *uç- 'fly') > OT
[MhK] uc-, Tk uc>-, Tkm, CrTt, Kr uc7-, Xk ∆ us-, Tv us7- ¶ ET Gl 612-3, Cl.
19, DTS 6O3-4 ˚  Rs. UAW 45 (U, A) (+ unc.Tg *puç- 'jump' and T *uç-
'fly'), IS MS 353 s.v. padat∆  *p5u{c7}ÿ  (U, A).  
1662. *p[e?++++y]ic7777 ' '''u 6 666 (or *pi?ec7777 ' '''u 6 666) '∈ coniferous tree' >  K: G pic7'vi
'pine'  ¶ Chx. 1482, DCh. 131O || IE: NaIE *pit[u]- '∈  coniferous tree' >
OI ≤p°tu-da2ruh5 'Pinus deodora', pInA (Tu.) *pïtsa- 'pine', ? Drd: Shm
{Tu. “?) -wic7 in ¬ye2-wic7 'pine' »» Gk pi1tyß 'pine, stone pine' »» pAl {O}
*pïsa ({Jokl} < *pïÆt-s-ya) > Al pishe4 pine' »» L p°nus, -u2s 'fir, p ine,
stone-pine' (<  *pit-s-nu-s) »» OCrn iteu 'log for burning', Crn etew
id., 'firebrand' ¶  P 794, Mn. 942, Frdr. PIT 34, Frdr. PITA 31-8, EI 4 2 8
(*pit(u)- '∈ conifer' ['≈  pine']), Dlmr. 172, M K II 293, M E II 137, Tu.
#8236, LS 14O9, F II 546, WH II 3O8, Jokl LKU 32, O 328, ECCE 241 || U:
FP *pec7a4 (≠ *penc7a4) 'pine' >  F peta4ja4 id., Es pedajas 'Scotch p ine
(Pinus silvestris); sehr harzige, harte, nicht hochgewachsene Kiefer' »
pLp {Lr.} *pE2ce2 'pine' >  Lp: N {N} bAcce, L {LLO} piehtse2 'Scotch
pine, pinus silvestris', S {Hs.} biedsie, Kld {SaR} pe2dz∆ pi¢ec4c4 'p ine ,
Kiefer' » pMr {Ker.} *pïc7´ >  Er pi¢e pic7e, Mk pi¢e pic7´ 'Pinus
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silvestris' » pChr {Ber.} *pu4nc7´ 'Kiefer' >  Chr: L ≤pu™n¢o, U pu2n1c1o4, KB
p´nc7´ 'pine' » Prm *pOz7em (= {LG} *poÚz7em) id. >  Z poqo™m poz7‰m, USs
poz7‰m id., Vt puqym puz7Èm {U3S} id., Vt ∆ {UEW, W} puz7Èm ± puz7im ±
puz7¥m id., 'fir (Picea, Abies)' ¶ UEW 727, Sm. 553 (FP *pec7a4 'pine'), Lr.
#9O1, Lgc. #4825, Hs. 3O9, Ker. II 115, MRS 478, Ber. 56, LG 223, TmK
546, U3S  361 ¶ The cns. *n  in Chr and pPrm may be due to the infl. of a
different root (found in pChr as *pin 'zum Pflanzen gelassene Fichte;
Kiefer', w Ber. 49; contamination of both roots is found in Chr H
py™n´qy™ p´nez7´ 'pine forest', w Ep. 1O1) || A: NaT *po4ç+s7 ≠ *pa4ç+s7
'cedar-tree, pine' >  Tv pøw pæo4s7, Tf p…O$s7£, Alt mo4s7 'cedar-tree', Yk ba4s
'pine-tree' ¶ Ra. 165, TL 726, Pek. 444 ˚ T *o4 < *e (labializing infl. o f
*p-); the T vw. *a4 remains unexplained. If FP *e can go back to N *i  ( a n
unknown phonetic change), the N etymon may be *pic7777 ' '''u 6 666  ˚ IS MsN (K,
U, T) ‘ Trnt.  NE 16O-2 (incl. K-U-T; err.: K ı IE).
1663. *p''''ac6666V 'to open' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'hole, slit'), to b e
widened, to spread'  > K *°pec`- >  Mg pac7- vt. 'open' ¶ Q 365 || HS: WS
*√ps6w (≠ *√ps6s6?) 'spread, be open' > BHb √ps6w+y G  ( p f . eß1p1 pa2≤s6a2,
ip. eß3f6i% yi-p3≤s6E2) 'spread' (of the symptoms or the development of a
disease), MHb exf√psw+y  v. 'spread, be extended', JA √psy (pf. ax1p6
p´≤sa2, imv. ix4p6 p´≤se2) 'spread, be extended, split, break', Ar √fs7w
(pf. '4aF fas7a2) 'scatter (cattle) in a pasturage; spread (news)', {Ln.}
'pasture at large' (cattle), ? Ar √fs7s7 'open a door (without key)', {Ln.}
'open the mouth of a skin, so that the wind comes forth from it', {BK}
'faire sortir l’air d’une outre; ouvrir une serrure sans se servir de clef ' ;
Sq {L} fis6i 'être en abondance, écarter, éteindre', Jb C {Jo.} f‰s6≤s6et
'squirting everywhere' ¶ KB 92O, KBR 979, Js. 1194, Ln. 2399, 24O2, BK
II 595, 598, Hv. 563-4, Jo. J 64  Eg fOK ps7s7 {EG} (eine Laube)
ausspreizen, sich schützend über jem. breiten, über jem. ausgebrei tet
sein', {Fk.} 'straddle, spread oneself, spread out' ¶ EG I 56O-1, Fk. 9 5 ,
Tk. II 522-4  C: Dhl {EEN, To.} pis6- 'lay open' »» SC: ?φ,σ Kz {E} pil-it-
'take from concealment' »»  Or B/Or {Sr., Brl.} fac7'c7'a2 'be scattered', O r
{Grg.} fac7 'c7 'a- id., 'be sown' ¶ *-c7 '- under the ass. glottalizing infl. of *p'- ¶
E SC 145, EEN 7, To. D 145, Grg. 13, Sr. 3O2, Brl. 139  CCh: BM: Bu
{Hf.} pas7a  'pull aside the outer covering in order to inspect t h e
contents', ??φ pBM *√psy  v. 'release' > Bu {Hf.} psi, Mrg {Hf.} psia id. »
Mada {BrrB} a!pas6 'décortiquer, écorcer, ouvrir (gousse, yeux)' ¶ Hf.
LBM 47O, BrrB 227 ¶¶ Cal. 63 (S, Eg), SSAAJ I #15 (S, Eg, Ang, Or), AD
SCLC 2O4, BrrB 227, Tk. SCC 74-5 [#2.1], Tk. PAA 1 ¶¶ AD SCLC 2O4 (C,
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S), ≈ Tk. PAA 1 (Dh, Ch, S *√ps6s6 ≠ √ps6w 'spread' <  pHS *p-S ^ ' t o
spread') || U  *pas6 +s 1V v. 'open, widen' > P,  Z Vm/I/LV/Ud pas1 id., Vt pas1
id., 'hole, orifice', pas1 karÈnÈ v. 'open', ds.: Z pas1kav-nÈ, Z US/LL/P/MS
pas1kal-nÈ, Prmk pas1≤kav- vi. 'widen '  ({UEW} 'sich erweitern, s ich
ausbreiten'), Vt pas1kÈttÈ- vt. 'widen'  Sm {Hl.} *p¥sÈ 'slit, cunnus ' ,
{Jn.} *p¥s¥ 'Riß' >  Ne T O {Lh.} pasÈ∏ 'vulva', Ne F Lm pÈs;È∏ id., Slq Tz
{KKIH} pasÈ 'crack ('tre∑ina '), Slq Tm {KD} pa2z¥" 'Riß, Sprung, Bost ' ,
Slq MKe pasi 'Loch, Öffnung', Kms {KD} buzòoi\, {Cs.} puzoi 'Spalt', M t
{Hl.} *bisiga4 ≠ *biska4 'cunnus' (K {Mll.} bischi≤ga4, {Pal.} pi≤siga  ¨ M
{Mll.} bischi≤ga, {Sp.} biwke id., T {Mll.} bi≤schigeda4 ' h e r
cunnus') ¶ UEW 357-8, LG 217, SZ 276, Jn. 114, KKIH 147, Hl. M # 1 2 9
|| A: T *aç- (=*[h]aç-?) vt. 'open' >  OT ac7- id., Tk ac>- v. 'open', Tk ∆
hac7îk adj. 'open', Tkm, Az, CrTt, Kr Cr, QrB, Qrg, ET, SY, Ln ac7-, Alt ac1-,
VTt as7 !-, Uz åc7-, Qzq, Nog, Qq as7-, Xk, Yk as-, Tv a<s7-, Tf a<s7æ-, Az ∆  {Cf.}
hac7- v. 'open', Xlj hac7- 'öffnen, ausbreiten', Chv: L uß- us1/z`ò-, H os1/z1ò-
v. 'open' ¶ Cl. 18-9, DTS 3-4, ET Gl 2O9-21O, Rs. W 3, Ra. 156, DT 1 2 3 ,
Jeg. 277, Fed. II 292-3, Caf. AL 33   Tg *°paç- >  Lm haç- vt. 'open ( t h e
wall of a tent), make a hole (in the wall of a tent)', haçIq 'slit, gap,
window' ¶ STM II 319 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1696 (A *pæac>æV- v. 'open, split u p ' ;
incl. T, Tg) ˚  ≠ Gr. II #286 (*pa(n)te 'open') (A + err.  IE, U, A, J).
1664. *P3333u 6 666c 6 666 ' '''{o} 'hair' > K: GZ *p+bec'`w-, {FS} *pec'`w- 'a hair' >  OG bec'v-
i  'a hair', G bec'v-i 'a hair, fibre; fur', bec'v-a 'a hair, a fur hair, Mg {Q}
pic7 'v-i 'eyelash', {FS} pac7'v-i ≠ pic7'u 'fur, hair', fibre', do-pac7'v-a 'to bl ink
eyelids'; Fähnrich and Sarjveladze explain G b- (for p-) by dis. ¶ FS K
318-9, FS E 357, DCh. 1O5, Chx. 81, Q 337 || HS: S *°√ps6s6 >  Ar {BK}
fas7u2s7- {BK} 'cloth of thick wool', {Ln.} fas7s7-, fas7u2s7- 'a garment of wool
that is thick in texture and fine in the yarn' ¶ Ln. 24OO, BK II 595-6 
Ch: WCh {†Stl.} *m-PV{c6'}- 'hair' >  SBc: Sy {Csp.} bï!s6‰N, Zar K {Sh. in JI}
be~z7ïn, Zar {IL in JI} mbi!s7‰N, {Kr.} mbU!s6U~N, Gj {Sh. in JI} ma~z6aN, {IL}
m‰~z6‰~N, {Luc.} mÈz6e~n, Gj Mg {Sh.} m‰!s6a~N, Gj G {Sh.} ma~z7a~N, Gj B {Sh.}
me~s6a~N, Zem Z {Sh.} myez6i~N, Zem Ch {Sh.} me~s6n=~, Tule {Sh.} me~z7i~n‰~  id. ¶
JI II 176, ChC, ChL II 183, 2O8, Csp. 53, Sh. SB 47 || IE: NaIE *pou\s-
/*pus- 'body hair, down' (× N *P3333un1111 ++++n 2 222c 7 777e 6 666 id. [q.v.]) >  Lt ∆  pausti~s
'animal hair' » Sl *pu8x¥ (<  *pou\s-o) 'down, fluff, fine hair' >  Blg pux,
Slv pu•h, Cz, P puch, R ≤pux (gen. ≤puxa, loc. v pu≤xu), Uk ≤pux
(gen. ≤puxu) »» pAl {O} *pus7a > Al push 'fluff, down' »» ??σ OI
≤pucchah5, ≤puccham$ 'tail, hinder part' ¶ ≈ WP II 82, ≈  P 849 (*peu\k-
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), M K II 298-9, M E II 14O, Frn. 554, ≈  Vs. III 414, ≈ EI 251 (*pou\-m-s
'[human] body-hair'), ≈ O 351 (IE *pou\kso-) || A: M *Fu4su4n 'hair' (× A
*p[æ]un1e 'hair' < N *P3333un[É]ya  'hair'?) >  MM [HI, IsV, WrM, IM] hu4su4n
'hair', [S] {H} hu4su(n) [hu4su4n] 'hair (of the body, of the head)' ( b u t
[MA] already u4su4n), WrM u4su4n, HlM ¥s(´n) 'hair, fur', Ord {Ms.} u$su$
'hair (of the hair\body), wool', Kl ¥sn , {Rm.} u4sn= 'hair', MMgl {Iw.} u$su$
'hair of the head', Mgl {Rm.} u$su$n, Mnr H {SM} fuZò‰, {T} sZe ≠ fuZe, Dx
usuN, Ba suN, Dg {Pp.} u$su$, {Mr.} huse, {T} Xusu, ShY h‰sun 'hair' ¶ Pel.
234-5 [#62], H 8O, Ms. H 62, Pp. MA 382, 438, Pp. L III 76, Lg. VMI 3 5 ,
MED 1O13, KW 46O, Iw. 145, SM 1O2, T 359, T DnJ 138, T BJ 147, T
DgJ 18O, S AJ 235 [#39] ¶ M *Fu4su4n is likely to go back to ear l ier
**Fu4c>-su4n (with a M nominal sx. [Dr.’s "Singularsuffix"] *-sun/*-su4n, w
Dr. SB 62).
1665. *p''''a{9}dV 'leg' (or '∈  part of a leg'), ' foot ' > HS: ? Eg fXVIII pd
'knee' (and Eg fO p¿d id.?), DEg pt 'knee, foot', Cpt Sd pat pat, B
fat p˙at 'knee, foot, leg, thigh' (<  *pit, acc. to Till) ¶ EG I 5OO, Fk.
96, Er. 142, Vc. 165, Till KDG 9, Tk. II 4O7-1O ¶ Egyptian p¿d belongs
here if N *-{9}d-  may have yielded Eg -¿d-  B *-fuÓd- (pl. -faÓdd-)
'knee, leg' >  Kb afud3 (pl. ifad3d3´n) 'jambe, membre inférieur', BSn fu2d,
SrSn afud, pl. ifa4dd´n, Shnw fud3, pl. ifadd´n, Izn, Rf fud3, pl. ifa4dd´n,
BMn fu2d3, Sll ≤afu2d, pl. ifa4dd´n, Zn afud3, pl. ifadd´n, Si fu2d, pl. if´dd´n,
Skn {Sarn.} fu2d, pl. ifa4dd´n, Mz fud, pl. ifad´n, Wrg fud, Ah, Gh, Ttq, Izd
afud, pl. ifadd´n, Nf {Beg.} ufe1d, pl. ife1dden, Awj afud, Gd ö2f´d (p l .
fEddEn), Zng {TC} o?fuÎ 'knee' ¶ Fc. 3O1, Dl. 191, Lf. II #O374, La. S
243-4, La. Ch 14O, Dlh. M 48, Dlh. Ou 72, Bs. MS I 226, Loub. 534, Rn.
297, Sarn. S 19, Msq. 138, Beg. 235, Ds. B 141, Bi. Ou 54, Mrc. 128, TC
D 5, NZ 523-4  C: Bj {R “ Mnz.} fedig 'sole of a shoe' ¶ R WBd 76 
NrOm: Hrr {Abb.} pa2da2lla2 'inside of the thigh' ¶ CR H 656  ? Ch (× N
*{p}oqÉZ7777V ≠ *{p}oZ7777VqV 'thigh, haunch' × N *{p''''}on3333{d}V '≈  leg, foo t ' ) :
ECh: Brg {J} fa2!di~, Jg {J} pa2do, Mu {Lk.} fu2!di!, pl. fo2!da~t, {J} fu2&di!, pl. fo2~da~t
'thigh' »» CCh {OS} *fVÓud- 'thigh' >  McTr {ChL}: Hw fU~d'a~ra, G’nd
fU~d'a!ta~, Gbn fÈ~d'‰!t‰~, Bk fu~d'‰~t‰! id. ¶ Lk. ZSS 189, JI II 324-5, ChL ¶ ¶
Hardly connected with Hb paHâ≤d3ayim 'testicles' ([Vulg.] 'testiculi', {GB,
KB, KBR} • 'thigh, haunch', w GB 639, KBR 923]) ¶ Cf. OS # 1 9 3 1
(•pahœud- 'leg, thigh', but there is no unambiguos ev. of *p- r a t h e r
than *f-); the dictionary of OS erroneously adduces the Syr and M h r
reflexes of WS *pVXiÎ-  'thigh' (misinterpreting them as going back to S
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•paXud- 'thigh'), as well as Hb paHâ≤d3ayim • 'thighs' (in fact, paHâ≤d3-a2w
'his testicles', cf. s.v. *P3333uqdV 'leather bag, scrotum') || IE *pe(:)d-
/*po(:)d- 'foot' >  OI pad- (≤pa2t, accus. ≤pa2dam, gen. pa≤dah5) ' foo t ' ,
Av pad- id. »» Arm ot˚ ot-k≈ 'feet', otn ot-n 'foot' (gen. otin
otin), ancient dialectal het het (gen. hetoj hetoy) 'trace, t r ack ,
foot-mark' (× NaIE *ped-o-m 'ground' < N *p''''atV 'ground, plain', q.v.) »»
Gk pv1ß, Gk A pu1ß 'foot', gen. pod-o1ß »» L pe2s id., gen. pe"d-is, U m
accus. per7u, abl. per7i PERSI  'foot' »» OIr I1s 'lower part' »» Gt
fo2tus, ON fo1tr, Nr, Sw got, Dn fod, OHG fuoÔ , NHG FuS, OSx, AS
fo2t 'foot', NE foot »» BSl: Lt pe$da~, ∆ pe$!das 'foot, sole of the foot ,
foot-mark', Ltv pe>2 ^ds 'Fußstapfe, Spur', Lt paﬁdas 'sole of  f oo t \ shoe ' ,
Ltv pe>2 ^da 'foot' » Sl *pe7x¥ (< NaIE *pe2d-su loc. pl. 'in feet', sc. 'by foo t ' ,
or d. from *pe2d-) > Cz pe7chou, pe7chem adv. 'by foot', R pexota, P
piechota, Cz pe7chota 'infantry'; Sl *pe7s7Á(jÁ) 'walking by foot ,
pedestr ian '  (ÿ  Sl *pe7xÁ or < NaIE {Vs.} *pe2d-syos ÿ *pe2d-) > OCS
p8w6 pe7s7Á, Blg pew, pewi, Slv pe5•s7ji, Cz, Slk pe7s7I1, P pieszy, R
pewij adj. 'walking by foot, pedestrian', SCr pjeàs7e2 'by foot', d .
peàwa2k ± pjeàs7a2k 'pedestrian, walker, foot-soldier' »» pTc {Ad.} *pei\-
ne du. 'two feet' (< IE du. *≤pode id.) > Tc A pem$ nom./accus. du., Tc B
pai\ne  id.; Tc A pe  accus. sg. 'foot', peyu nom./accus. pl., pes  accus .
pl. 'feet', Tc B pai\yye nom. sg. ' foot '  Ht pata-, Lw {Mlc.} pa2ta-,
HrLw {Mer.} pati-, Lc {Mlc.} pede- 'foot'  NaIE *ped-om ' foo tpr in t '
 (× N *p ''''atV 'ground, plain; bottom'): Lt pe$da~,  OI pa≤dam , Av paÎam
'track', Arm het het 'footprint, track', L peda 'sole, footprint', ON
fet  (< Gmc *fatya-) 'step' ¶¶ P 79O-1, EI 2O8-9 (*≤po2d-s / accus. *≤pod-
m= / gen. *pe≤d-os ' foot ' ) , ≈σ EI 595 (*pedom 'footprint, track'), M K II
249, M E II 77-8, F II 857-8, WH II 293-5, Pln. II 749, Bc. G 341, Fs. 1 5 9 -
6O, Vr. 139, Ho. 113, Ho. S 22, Kb. 3O2, OsS 233, KM 226, Slt. 53-4 ,
Frn. 561-3, Vs. III 254, 257, Ma. CS 364, Glh. 482,Ad. 4O1-2, Frd. HW
165, Ts. W 62, CHD P 231-5, Mer. HHG 96, Mlc. CL 173-4, Mlc. L 52 ||
A {S, SDM95} *pæagdV, {SDM97} *pæagdi 'foot, foot sole' >  Tg *pagdi(-
kï), *pagdi3 'sole of the foot' >  Ewk Sm hagdi, Ewk hagdi-kï 'foot, sole ' ,
Ewk Y/Np hagdi-kï 'bear’s foot\leg', Neg xagdIkI2 ± xakkI ± xakI ' so le
of the foot (of animals and human beings); anumal’s foot, paw', O r c
xagdi, xagdiqi '(sole of the) foot, paw', Ork pa9Z7e, Ud {Krm.} xagdigi,
Nn KU xa9dIkI 'sole of the foot', Ul pa9Z7Ila- 'flee, begin to run', Nn Nh
pa9Z7Iala-, Nn KU fa9dala- id. ¶ STM II 3O8, Krm. 3O3, S AJ 221 [#241]
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 T *haÎ-ak 'foot' > OT aÎaq, MU, MQp, XwT aÎaq ≠ ayaq, Chg, OOsm,
Qmq, QrB, Qrg, Alt, ET ayaq, SY, Shor azaq, Xlj hada;q 'foot', Tk ayak,
Az, Tkm aya9, VTt, Bsh, Kr, Nog, Qzq, Qq ayaq, Uz åyåq, Xk Qc azaX, Yk
ataX, Chv ura ura ± ora 'foot, leg', Tv adaq 'bottom'; see  also T *aÎîl!
'palm of hand' > Tv, Tf adîs7, Yk îtîs id. ¶ Cl. 45, Rs. W 5, ET Gl 1O3-4, TL
288, DT 123-4, S AJ 178 [#32], Jeg. 275, Fed. II 283. TvR 3O, Ra. 151 
M *[F]ada9 'end, estuary, lower part of a river' >  WrM ada9, HlM, Brt
adag 'end, finish; estuary, lower part or mouth of a river', Kl adg
ada9 id., Ord adòaq  'fin, extrémité, dernier'; ?? AdS  of M *Fatqu  'hol low
of the hand, handful' (< N ?φ P3333aÇk++++K ' '''V 'hand' [‘ 'handful']) ¶ MED 9 ,
Chr. 3O, S AJ 241 [#179], KRS 27, Ms. O 3  ??φ pJ *pi![n]tu!mai\ ¬ -i\a
'hoof' > OJ [RJ] Fi!tu!me, J: T hi~Zume ≠ hi!Zume, K hi!Zu!me!, Kg hiZume! ¶ S
QJ #98O, Mr. 413 ¶¶  Not here Ko patak in pal-(p)patak 'sole of f o o t '
(pal is 'foot') (Rm. SKE 18O-1, MLC 7O3) (obviously pal-(p)patak m e a n s
literally 'bottom of foot', where patak 'bottom' is from A *pæa"!tæa~
'bottom' [S AJ 282, DQA #1719] < N *p''''atV 'ground; bottom', q.v. f fd . )
¶¶ DQA #17OO (A *pæagdi 'foot, foot sole) and S AJ 282 [#169] ( b o t h
sources reject the comparison with Ko patak) , Pp. VG 52, Rs. W 5 (T, M,
Ko), Rm. SKE 18O-1 (Ko equated with Nn pata 'runner of a sledge' ,
WrMc fatan  'bottom', etc., see N *p ''''atV  '⇑ '), ≈  Str. LPA 22, ≈ Mill. OJL
137-8, 2O1-2 || D [1] *patßa ({†GS} *p-) 'sole of foot' (‘  'palm o f
hand') >  Tm pat5am  'instep', Ml pat5am  'flat part of the hand or foo t ' ,
Png patßa key 'palm of hand', Mnd patßa kiy id., patßa ka2l 'sole of foot', Ku
patßa naki 'palm of hand'  [2] d. (?) *patß[i] ({†GS} *p-) 'step' >  Tm, Ml
pat5i 'step, stair', Kt par`ikatß 'steps leading up to veranda, steps o f
ladder', Kn pad5i 'stirrup', Tl pad5i-kat5t5u 'a stair or step' ¶¶ D
##3843, 385O ˚  IS MS 368 s.v. 'stupnå ' *p5atÿ, IS SS ##2.23 a n d
1O.1O, AD SShS 3O5-6 (*p'aQdV 'stopa ' or 'noga '), Sin. OuAIE 228; Eg
p and A *pæ- point to a  N *p''''- ˚  B *Ó provides ev. of a N lr. or uvular
cns., Eg ¿d  and the IE lack of precons. lr. suggest a N uvular stop (*-9d-
> Eg ¿d, IE *-d-, see AD SShS 3O5-6), while Tg *-gd- (usually a reflex of N
*-gd- ) may go back to N *-9++++˝d-  (cp. N *bal ßßßß[i]Ìa 'to swallow; t h r o a t '
>  M *bal9u- 'to swallow' and Tg *bi3lga 'throat') ˚  ≈ Gr. II #166 (*pad ≠
*pat 'foot') (IE, U, A, J + unc. Ko, CK).
1665a. *p''''Ë{h}[V]dV(-ÂV) 'long, spacious, (?) far' > HS: EC: Sa {R}
√fdn pcv. (3m pf. ≤ifdinå, sbjn. af≤dano2) 'ausgedehnt \ weit \ b re i t
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\ ferne sein', prtc. fi≤d°n 'weit, breit, ferne', Af {PH} fidsina2ne
'spaciousness, wideness', fiddino2we-, Af S {PH} √fdm pcv.  (pf. ifdime)
'be spread out', Sml fidso- 'expand, enlarge', ? fad 'large cloud, large
puece (of…) ¶ R S II 129, PH 1O2, 133, ZMO 131, 139   NrOm: Bnc
{Wdk.} p'a@d 'long, tall', p'a! !d 'long, very tall', She {Bnd.} p'ad 'long' ¶ Wdk.
BY 109, Fl. CWL  ? S: Ar fawhad-at- 'jeune fille grandie et grasse', (??)
fudur-  'jeune homme gros et qui est prêt d’atteindre la maturité' ¶ BK II
555, 641  CCh: BM {ChL}: Mrg, Cb pId'Èm, Ngx pId'Im, Wmd pUd'Um ' f a r '
»» WCh: NgzB (π BM?): Ngz p‰!d'‰!m 'distant, far', Bd {ChL} pa~r∑a!m 'far' ¶
Sch. DN 13O, ChL || A: M *Fudu[r]- 'long' > Mnr H {T} fudur, {MYC}
sßdur, Mnr Nr fudòur, Dx {T, MYC} fudu, Ba {T} fdu, {MYC} ft‰  ' long' ¶ SM
1O1, T 37O, T DJ 138, T BJ 149, MYC 681 || D *potß- (= *podß-?) 'high,
long' > Kn pod5e 'extension, length, height', Tl pod5ugu ≠  pod5uvu
≠ pod5avu 'height, tallness, length; high, tall, long', Klm podßam ' long '
(of a jump), Nkr p(≈)odßdßam 'length, height' ¶¶ D #4484 || AdS  of U
*piÎe(-ka4) 'high, long' (< N *be6666Z 7 777Ë([-qV]) ¬ *be6666Z 7 777[V]qV 'big, high') ˚
Bnc and She p'- (< *p' + ?) and Ch *-d'- (< lr. + *d) suggest the p resence
of a N lr. (most probably *? ) ˚  ≈ Blz. LB #1O4d and ≈ Blz. LNA # 4 6
(both: D, NrOm, U).
1666. *P3333uqdV 'leather bag, scrotum'  > HS: CS *paXd- (or *paHd-)
'testicle' >  BHb vd1h9p2 paHâ≤d3-a2w 'his testicles' (Hi. 4O.17) ( th i s
interpretation is based on the Vulgata translation testiculi: Hb 5†gï≥d3e2
p3aHâ≤d3-a2w y´s6o2≤≤ra2g£u2 is translated as nervi testiculorum eius
perplexi sunt, while the Septuaginta does not translate the word a t
all: ta` de` ney6ra ay>tu6 sympe1plektai), JA [Trg.] pÓdyn ≠ pÓtyn, {Lv.}
Nid5h9p2 paÓâ≤d3°n ≠ NiD5h6p2 paÓ≤d°n ≠ NiT5h6p2 paÓ≤t°n 'testicles'; CS
*a for the expected *u (> Hb O) is probably due to the infl. of S *≤paXiÎ-
'thigh' (<  N *{p}oqÉZ7777V ≠ *{p}oZ7777VqV 'thigh, haunch') ¶ GB 639, ≠  KB
872, and KBR 932 (all of them translate the Hb word as 'Schenkel,
Keule; thigh, haunch' on the basis of direct etl. comparison with Ar
faXÎ- ≠ faXiÎ- 'thigh', which is untenable because Hb d is not cognate
with Ar Î ), Lv. II 258, ≠ MiK I #1.211 (does not distinguish between S
*paXd- [or *paHd-] 'testicle' and S *pVXiÎ- 'thigh'; MiK’s S rec. is
*paX(i)Î- 'hip, thigh') || U *puÎa 'leather bag, scrotum' >  Lp N {Fri.}
budda 'sacculus ex pelle factus', {N} buDDa -DD- 'testicle', (p l . )
'scrotum', Lp L {LLO} pottah 'scrotum of a reindeer'  Sm: Ne T pad
'sack', Ne T O {Lh.} pa2Îá" 'Beutel, Sack, Hodensack', En {Cs.} foadai
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'Sack', {Mik.} ho2Îay » Kms {KD} b¥ra, b‰ra, B¥ra, båºråº 'Sack' ¶ UEW
4OO, Lh. 348, KD 9, Ter. 428 || A **p[æ]u{k}ta (by as. from **p[æ]u{k}da)
>  Tg *puta 'sack' >  Ewk huta-ka2n 'small bag', huta-l- v. 'open (a bag,
package)', Sln UtXa% 'a skin (for liquid)', {Iv.} utaga!n 'suitcase', Neg
xota-ka2n 'small bag of fish-skin', Ul pota-c7an id., pUta(n-) 'bag (mewok ),
paper bag', Orc xuta, xutaka, Ud X/Sm {Krm.} xuta?a, Ud B {Krm.}
puta?a 'bag (sumka , mewo¢ek) made of hide', Nn Nh po2ta-c7a, Ork pUta2
id., 'bag (mewok , sumka )' ¶ STM II 356, Krm. 3O7  ? M *Fu˝uta
'sack' >  MM [HI] huquta (= huÌuta), [ZhY] fuda, [MA] ´Tv" u2ta, [IM]
hu2ta, WrM u9uta 'bag, sack', HlM uut id., Dx, Ba fuda, Mnr H {SM}
fu2dòa 'sack' ¶ Pel. 226 [#54], MED 865, SM 1O1, T 37O, Pp. MA 372, 4 3 8
|| D *putßtß-, {GS} *budßdß- {AD} 'testicle' >  Tm put5t5a2, put5t5ai\ 'swelled
testicle, elephantoid scrotum', Kn bud5d5e 'swollen testicle; rising o r
swelling', Tl bud5d5a id., 'bubble', Prj budßdßa 'genitalia', Klm budßdße id.,
'testicles', Ku {Fzg.} bu2dda 'animal’s testicle', {Isr.} budßa ' testicle,
penis' ¶¶ D #4266, GS 1O6 [#276], 11O [#287] ˚  IS MS 349 s.v.
'mowonka (scrotum)' (U, D).
1667. *P 3333ed [V]9V  'to break, to tear, to wound' > HS: CS *√pdÌ v. '≈
break (esp. a body part), injure' >  JA [Trg.], JEA √pd÷ (pf. p´≤d3a÷) v.
'wound', JA [Trg.] ao1d6p5 pid3≤÷a2 n. 'wound', JEA {Sl.} pid3÷´≤t3a2 ' o p e n
wound', Sr √pd÷ v. 'break (e.g. the head), smash', Ar √fdÌ (p f .
fadaÌa) vt. 'break, crush', {BK} 'casser, briser, écraser (un corps c reux
en dedans, comme le crâne ou un pot)' ¶ Lv. IV 9-1O, Lv. T II 255, Sl.
888, Br. 558, JPS 435, BK II 556, Ln. 2352, Hv. 551  ? C: Dhl {To.}
fu÷÷e2d- v. 'tear, rend' (unless -e2d- is a sx.) ¶ To. D 133  NrOm: Omt ( =
Gf?) {Mrn.} ped5- v. 'tear' ¶ Mrn. O s.v. ped5-  Ch: (1) Hs {Abr.} fi!d'ï!ye2~
v. 'castrate' or (2) Hs hu2!da2~ ± fu2da v. 'pierce', Mrg {Hf.} bda~ v. ' s t ing '
(bee), 'kick' (donkey), MfG {Brr.} -p‰!tkW- 'percer (un bouton p o u r
faire sortir le pus, un citron pour extraire le jus)', -p‰!d'kW- 'percer ( u n
abcès)' ¶ Abr. H 265, Ba. 319, ≈  Sk. HCD 112, Hf. M 28, 118, Brr. MG II
216, 222 ¶ MfG -p- (for the expected -f-) still needs explaining || ?φ K:
G pXot'- 'sich die Wangen (vor Kummer) zerfleischen' ¶ Chx. 1522; G -t'-
is still to be explained || U: FU *peÎe- v. 'prick, pierce' (× N *bed{e6666} ' t o
pierce, to prick' [q.v. ffd.]) || A: Tg ?φ *pi{dN}a (>  *pinNa) 'a wound,
scar (from a wound)' >  Ewk Skh hinNa, Lm hInN¥n, Neg xInNan ' s ca r ' ,
Ewk I hiNa 'wounded', Ork pINa 'wound (in a fish)'; Tg (??) *°p{e}d- >  Ul
{PSchm.} po4do4u 'strike, slaughter, kill' ¶ STM II 325, PSchm. O 275 ||
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D: [1] D *petß- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'break, burst' >  Ml pit5aruka v. ' bu r s t ' ,
OTl {Km.} pet5(u)lu, ped5ulu v. 'break, crack, burst'  [2] SD *petß-
v. 'prick, insert' (× N *bed{e6666} '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ D #439O, Km. 435 [#845]
˚  Tg *i needs explaining ˚  IS MS 357 and IS SS ##3.12, 11.1 (*p5edÿ
'protykat∆ '), AD GD 15 ˚  IE *b≈ed≈- 'stechen, graben' (adduced in IS
MS, IS SS, and AD GD) hardly belongs here (≠ φ : *b≈- and no lr.), b u t
goes back to N *bed{e 6666} '⇑ '. FU and D < N *P3333ed[V]9V  × N *bed{e 6666} (q.v.),
due to the loss of glottalic opposition in the U and D initial stops. Tg *i
in *pi{dN}a (for the expected *e) is puzzling ˚  Qu. because of t h e
ambiguity of the U and D reflexes.
1668. (€?) *p'''' {i}gV  'to pour; rain' > HS: ? S *°-pu2g- (or *°-pïg-) >  Ar
√fwg7 (ip. -fu2g7-, pf. fa2g7a) {BK} 'répandre son parfum' (se dit d e s
arômes), {Hv.} 'spread the perfume' (musk) ¶ BK II 643, Hv. 578  Ch
{JS} *√pg v. 'pour' >  CCh: McTr: Hw fE~GU~ra~ 'rainy season', G’nd fe~kta,
Gbn fe~kte!, Bk fe~kt‰! id. » Lmn {Lk.} p‰Ì- v. 'pour away' » Mdr {ChC}
p‰w-a id., Dgh {Frk.} pGa~ id., pG=~-du!we~ v. 'pour out', Gzg Mj {Lk.} pi
'(hin)eingießen' » Bcm {Sk. in ChC} pu!koœ~ v. 'pour' » Ms {ChL} fOkamo id. ¶
JS 2O6, ChL, ChC, Lk. G 133 || A: Tg *pi'gi-n 'storm, rain with storm' >
Ewk hiGin 'whirlwind, storm, rain with storm', Neg xiGin≠xiyin, Ud sï
'whirlwind, storm', Ork siy  'storm', Ul piw-su(n-) 'gust of hur r icane '  ¶
STM II 322, Krm. 383  pKo *pi! 'rain' >  MKo *pi!, Ko: Ph/Chs/Kw pi, Ks
pi^, Hm piò, Sl pi∏ id. ¶ S AJ 254 [#65], S QK #65, Nam 275, MLC 848 ¶¶ S
AJ 34-5, 283 [#196], ≈ DQA #177O (A *pæi\age 'rain'; incl. Tg, Ko), Rm.
SKE 2OO || ? D *pey-/*poy- v. 'rain, pour' (× N *b{e}÷VHyV 'to p o u r ' ,
q.v. ffd.).
1669. ?φ  *pË[gi]NV (or *p''''-?) 'faeces, filth' > K: OG puna ( n o m .
puna-y), pune 'faeces, dung', G pune {DCh.} id., {Chx.} '(cow-)dung' ¶
Abul. 448, Chx. 15O6, DCh. 1318 ¶ Not here G XIX {DCh.} pinti ' dung ,
faeces', which is better interpreted as a sd. of G pinti {Chx.} 'mies ,
miserabel, lausig, schlecht', {DCh.} 'drån∆ , gadost∆; gadkij ,
merzkij ', which is a loan from Arm πn†i p˙nt˙i [p≈´nt≈i] 'd i r ty ,
filthy' (w  DCh. 13O6, Chx. 1475, GTG 364, Bdr. 728) ||  HS: ? Eg Md fgn
≠ Eg BD fg¿ v. 'defecate and urinate' (of human beings) ¶ EG I 58O, Fk.
99, Tk. II 589-9O  Ch: WCh: Sha {J} pyaN 'Exkremente' » ? Ngm {ChL}
mbwO~na~ 'faeces' » Mnh. SH 236 mentions Hs findi 'faeces', but I
cannot detect this word in Ba., Abr. H, and Sk. HCD »» CCh: Bdm {Nc.}
p°n  'dirt' ¶ J R 288, ChL, ChC  ? C *fVnVÊ- 'dirt, filth' >  Bj {R} findo
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≠ fin<d<o 'dirt' »» Ag: Xm {R} fåndi≤ya2 (pl. fån≤d°, -t) 'Mist, Kot; Ag
(?) ı Amh fandiya 'excrement (of horses\donkeys)' »» EC: Sml fa2nto
{DSI} 'cow-dung', {Abr., ZMO} 'dung', Or {Th.} fando, {Brl.} fando`
'(horse-)dung', Hd {PB} fïnda 'dung of horses'; Or ı Ged {L} fa2ndo,
Qbn {L} fanduta 'dung', Mch {L} Fa2ndo 'dung of horses\donkeys' ¶ AD SF
41, AD GDS 59, R Ch. II 43, R SS II 151, DSI 21O, Th. 128, Brl. 143, L M
45 || A *p[æ]u+oNgu 'stench, bad smell' (× N *P3333u 4 444 ++++un 2222yÉ ¬ *P3333u 4 444 ++++un 2222i ' smel l '
['odour']) >  M *FuN9u- (≠ *FuN9a-?) v. 'break wind'  > MM [LM, IsV,
MA] huN9u-, WrM uN9a-, HlM, Brt unga-, Kl {Rm.} uN9¥-, Ord u¯N9u¯-,
MMgl [Z], Mgl uN9u- id.; M *FuN9u-sun (≠ *FuN9asun?) 'wind of t h e
bowels' > MM [LM] hunqusun, [IM] hun9asun (spelled with a
mistake as hunra{s}un) id., [S] {H} pl. huNs1i5ut 'Gestank', WrM
uN9asun, HlM ungas, Brt ungaha(n), Kl {Rm.} oN9asn=, O r d
u¯N9u¯su¯, Mnr H {SM} uN9òu¯s‰ 'wind of the bowels' ¶ H 79, Pp. L III 7 6 ,
Pp. MA 187, 438, Lg. VMI 34, MED 876, Chr. 47O, KW 287, 45O, Ms. O
736-7, SM 472, Iw. 14O  Tg *poNgu 'musk (of musk deer)' >  Ewk
hoNgo, Ul, Nn Nh poN9ol id.; Orc puNgu, Ud puNu id. are probably loans
from a p-preserving lge.; Ewk huNulu2, Orc xoNgolo, Lm hoN9açan 'ma le
musk deer', WrMc {Z} fon1o ≠ fon1o2 'female musk deer, female saiga', ?
{Hr.} fon1o 'doe (female roe deer)' ¶ STM II 333, Krm. 279, Z 1O6O, Hr .
3O3  pKo {S} *pa2Nku\i 'wind in the bowels' > MKo pa2Nku\i, NKo paNgu\i ¶
S QK #339, Nam 25O, MLC 736 ¶¶ DQA #1682 (A *p[æ]uNga ¬ -i\u- ' m u s k
smell, bad smell'), Pp. VG 72 (M, Ko) | A: ?φ  T *°[h]u4+o4n1+yV *'bog, s lush '
(‘ 'quicksand', 'sediment in wine') >  OT {DTS} u4yu4k 'quicksand, bog,
quagmire', {Cl.} o4yu4k 'quicksand', {DTS} u4yu4k-, u4yu4l- vi. 'stick (in bog,
quicksand)', {Cl.} o4yu4k- v. 'sink (in quicksand)', XwT XIV vyv" o4yu4k
'sediment in wine' ¶ Cl. 271, DTS 623, Faz. II 188 || D (in CD) *pi[:]N-
({†GS} *p-) 'faeces' >  Gnd pïN ± pïNg ± pïNgu ± pin 'human o rdu re ,
excrement', Knd (pl. ) pïNgu , Png, Mnd pïN, Kui piu (pl. pïNga), Ku piNa
± pïNga 'excrement' ¶ ≠ D #421O (does not distinguish *pi[:]N- from t h e
D √  *pï 'faeces') ˚  The T √  is highly qu. because there is no internal
ev. of either *h- (<  N *p '''' -) or medial nasal cns. (the attested OT and MT
medial cns. -y- may go back to either N *-y-  or *-n 1111-). If Eg fgn ≠ fg¿
belongs here, it provides ev. of N *p- , against the ev. of Sha p- and T
*[h]- > ∅- that point to N *p''''- (albeit T *[h]- > ∅- may go back to *p- a s
well).
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167O. *P3333oGi 'cavity, valley' (‘ 'lowland'), 'to hollow out '  > K: GZ
{FS} *puÌ- 'cavity' > G puÌ- 'hollow of tree-trunk', ? Mg puÌ-u 'mole' (“
*puÌ- 'mole’s burrow') ¶ FS K 325 || A: NaT *[h]o2y 'pit, low place,
depress ion '  (× N *qow{i}  'orifice, hole; to make a hole' × N *p''''o÷3333 ++++9yV
'wooded bank [of a waterway]'??) >  OT {Cl.} o2y 'hole, cavity, valley',
{DTS} oy 'pit, depression (åma , uglublenie )', MQp XIII {Cl.} o2y, Ln oy
'valley', Tkm o2y, QrB, Tv oy 'low place, lowland', Qzq, Alt oy 'low place,
depression', Qmq, Nog, Qq, Qrg, Alt oy id., 'hollow (Talkessel)', Xk oy
id., 'valley', ET oy 'depression (valley or sim.), low-lying lands', SY oy
'valley, settlement (naselennoe mesto )', VTt ∆ uy 'rut (rytvina )',
Bsh uy 'broad and deep valley between mountains'; NaT *[h]o2y- v.
'hollow out '  > OT o2y-, Chg XV oy-, Tk oy-, Az, CrTt, Kr, Qmq, Qzq, Qrg
oy-, VTt, Bsh, Ln uy- id., Tkm o2y-, Uz u€j- öy- 'id., 'dig out', Nog, Qq oy-
'hollow out, hew\cut through', Kr, Tv oy-  'hollow out, make a hole '  ¶ ET
Gl 425-8, TL 98, DTS 365, BR 57O, Cl. 265-6  NrTg *po2y ' swamp,
tundra' (<  *'lowland') >  Ewk ho2y 'swamp, tundra', Sln oi 'swamp, bog '  ¶
STM II 33O ¶¶ ≠ STM ibid. (÷ M *Foyi 'forest') || HS: C: Dhl fu÷÷e2Î-
'bore hole\burrow' ¶ EEN 23 ˚ M *Foyi 'forest' does not belong h e r e
(⇔  ADb. KL 2 [A *pæoy 'forest [in river valleys)']), but is akin to B *fay
'forest, wood; bank' and goes back to N *p''''o÷3333 ++++9yV 'wooded bank' (q.v.
ffd.). ADb.’s et. requires unnecessarily complicated semantic changes.
Dhl f- points to N *p- , while T *∅- is likely to suggest a N *p ''''- .
1671. *p''''a 4 444 {˝}u4444wÅ ' fire' (‘ 'heat', 'daylight, day') > HS: Eg BD/L
p÷w  'Feuer, Glut', {Fk.} 'flames (?)' ¶ EG I 5O3, Fk. 88, Tk. II 424-6  ?φ
S *°√pHH >  Ar fuHH-at- 'pungency of pepper' ¶ -H- <  S *-÷- (devoicing
due to unknown factors) <  N *-˝-  ¶ Fr. III 319, Hv. 548  B ≈ *-faÓw-
'fire, light' >  BSn t-faw-t3, Izn t3-faw-t3, Sll a-faw, Gd öfa 'lumière', Ah
a"fa 'lumière, clarté', BMn t3a-fa-t3 'sunlight', Izd a-fa, Awj a-fiw 'feu', d . :
Ah ufu, Izd -ffu(w) 'se lever (le jour)', Sll i-fiw/i-ffaw 'être lumineux'
¶ Fc. 298, Lf. II #O768, Beg. 258, Mrc. 148, NZ 675-7  Ch: [1] d. (wi th
the HS sx. *-t-): Ch {Nw.} *fati 'sun, day', {Stl.} *fati/a, *fa?at- ≠
*fawat- 'sun' > WCh: Bl {Mk.} fOti, Dr {J} pO!Ri!, Ngm {ChL} fO!ti^, Pr {Kr.}
fO!ri~y, Krf {Gw.} fiti, {Sch.} fi~c7c7i!, Glm {Sch.} pï~zi!, Gera {Sch.} pi~s7i!, Grm
{Sch.} fi~c7c7e! 'sun', Tng puda id., Tng B {J} pu!da~ 'day', Krkr {J} fati! ' sun ,
day' » Wrj {Sk.} fa!i 'sun', P’ {MSk.} fei 'sun', Diri {Sk.} fa~ta2! 'sun, day'»
Tal {Sh.} pidi, {ChL} pu~tE~, Plc {ChL} pi@d'i~, Grn {Sh.} fu~di~, Buli {Sh.} pit, Sy
{ChL} fWUt, Zar K {Sh.} fïtI~ 'sun' » Klr {J} fat 'sun, day', Fy {J} vi-va!t
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'sun' »» CCh: Tr {Nw.} f‰d'a~ 'sun, day', Pdl {ChL} fÈd'a 'sun' » ? Klb {Mk.}
p‰c7i, {ChL} pÈ~c7i! »  Nz {ChL} fÈ~te~, FlM {ChL} fi~tU, FlJ {ChL} fiti^, Mln {ChL}
fo!to! » Glv {Rp.} fa!c7iy, {ChL} fa~c7ya, Gv {ChL} f‰c7iya~, Dgh {Frk.} fi!c7e~ » Suk
{IL} p≈ï!s » Mtk {ChC} pa2^c, {Sb} pa!c7a^y 'sun' » Db K {Sb.} pI!t! 'sun, day' »
MSg P {Mch.} fu!ti 'sun' » Ms {J} fa!tta~, fa!tna~, ZmB {J} f‰!t‰! 'sun' »» ECh:
EDng {Fd.} pa~to`, Mgm {J} pa2!to! id. » Mkl {J} pe2~d'o! » Jg {J} Fo2@t, Brg {J{ fo2~to!
'sun', Mb {Lk.} fa2~t 'fun, day', Mjl {DB} fa2t, Kjk {DB} fa@ti~ ' sun'   [2] ???
CCh: Lgn {Lk.} fu2~≠ffu~ 'fire' (Lk. L 91); this word is a highly qu. as a
cognate, because within the CCh context this word is more likely t o
belong to CCh *?VfV 'fire' (> Msg {Trn.} a~fu!, Gdr {Mch.} affa, ofo< id . )
¶ Stl. IF 47, JI II 312-3, Nw. #126, ChC, ChL, Sch. BTL 155, J R 9O, 3 5 2 ,
Blz. EChWL #81 ¶¶ Tk. II 424-5 || K *-pX[w]- 'warm, clear' ( o f
weather), att. in ds. only: [1] in words for 'summer' >  G za-pX-ul-i, Mg
zapXul-i (π  G?) id., Sv L {Dn.} lupXw 'spingtime and summer', Sv UB
{GP, TK} lupXw 'springtime', [2] in K *me2-pX-e 'clear (sky, weather)' >
Lz ma-pX-a  'fine weather, clear sky', Sv me2-pX-e ± ma4∏pXe 'clear sky', Sv
L {TK, Dn.} me2pXe 'clear sky', Sv LB/Ln {TK} mepXe id., Sv UB me2pXe {TK}
id., {GP} id., 'clear space' ¶¶ K 194, ≈ K2 2O9 (*pX- 'be clear' [of
weather]), K2 12O, FS K 327, FS E 366-7, Chik. 188, TK 498, 57O, GP
198, 218, Dn. s.v. lupXv and me2pXe ¶¶ In the light of external
comparison, the meaning 'clear' is secondary (⇔  K2) || IE *peÙw-r/n-
'fire' >  AnIE *paxur/n- 'fire' >  Ht pahhur, gen. pahhwen-as, Lw
pa2hu2r 'fire'  NaIE *pewo2r≠ *pu(:)r ≠ *peu\-n- 'fire' >  Gk py6r (gen .
pyÆro1ß) id.†»» Um PIR pir 'fire', accus. PUROM-E 'into fire', Osc aasai1
purasiai1 'in ara igniaria' »» Pru panno ({En.} < *panu) 'fire' » Sl *pÈr1-
'glowing embers '  (<  *pu2rya-) > Cz † py1r7 id., P perz, R pyrej ' a
hollow for embers in front of the stove', P perzyna 'embers, ashes ' ;
HLs pyric1, LLs pyris1 'to stoke (a stove)', SCr pi!rja2n 'stew', Cz
pyr7it se 'to blush' »» Gmc *feu\r-az ≠ *fun-  'fire' > ON fyrr, fu1rr,
funi, Ic funi, OSx, OHG fiur, NHG Feuer, Dt vuur, OFrs fiu2r,
fio2r, AS fy2r, Gt fo2n (gen. funins, dat. funin) »» Arm hur huR
'fire', hnoç hn-oc≈ 'stove, furnace' »» pTc {Ad.} *puwa2r > Tc: A por, B
{Ad., JGH} pu2war 'fire' ¶¶ P 828, EI 2O2 (*≤peh€ur), Mlc. CL 163, ABIv I
27-31, CHD P 12-6, F II 627-9, Pln. II 7O2, 749, Vr. 147, 149, Vr. N 8O-8,
Fs. 158, Ho. 12O, Ho. S 2O2, Kb. 258, OsS 2O1, KM 195, En. 219, Ma. CS
41O, Vs. III 419, Slt. 175-6, Ad. 392-3, Ad. H 34, Wn. 382-3, JGH 13O-1,
2O7-12 ||  U *pa4ywa4 'warmth, fire, sun' (‘  'day') > FU *pa4ywa4 ≠ *pa4ya4
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'fire': [1] *pa4ywa4 > F pa4iva4, Es pa4ev 'day, sun', pLp {Lr.} *pE2jve2 id. >
Lp: N {N} bAi…ve / -iv- id., L {LLO} pei…ve2 ≠ pa4i…ve, Kld {SaR}
pe2jjv [pi¢ey:v], {TI} piÆei\:ve id., S {Hs.} biejjie 'sun, daylight, day' 
[2] FU *pa4ya4 > ? Lp: N {N} baºjan, L {LLO} paja2n 'thunder' » Prm *bi[y]-
'fire' >  OPrm bi, Z bi id., biw-/biy-: biwa k‰rt 'steel for striking f i re '
('fire-iron'), biya iz 'flint' ('fire-stone'), Z V bia, biya 'feurig', Yz bi≤a
'mit Feuer versehen, feurig' »» ? Os: V pa4y, D/O paºy 'Donner, Gewitter ' ,
Y/K pa$y 'thunder, lightning'  Sm {Jn.} *peywa4 'warmth, warm'  > Ng
{Ter.} loc. sg. (t´n´) xejbyt´ny  'in (summer-)heat', {Cs.} d. 1s a o r .
feabeme'am 'sich erwärmen', Slq Tm {KD} po4∏¿ 'warmth' ¶ UEW 3 5 9 -
36O, Sm. 54O (U *pa4jwa4 'sun, warmth' > FU *pa4jwa4, FP *pa4jva4, Sm
*pejwa4), LG 39-4O, Lr. #9O5, Lgc. #4834, Hs. 312-4, SaR 252, TI 35O,
Jn. 12O || A: M *FeGu4- vi. 'warm in the sun', 'be hot' (of the s u n )
('palit∆ ') (< N *p ''''a 4 444k ' '''o 6 666 'to heat [on fire]', 'to be hot'??) >  MM [S] he'u4-
[he√u4-] (he?u4-s1iye- 'suffer from the heat', {Pel.} 'ne pas supporter l e
climat', WrM ege-, HlM, Kl e2- v. 'warm, dry in the sun or by fire; b a k e '
(said of the sun), Mnr {T, SM} xe2- v. 'dry in the sun or by fire, w a r m
oneself', Dx s7ie- 'get warm, expose sth. to be warmed', Ba he2- vi. ' w a r m
in the sun', ShY hii- ¶ Pp. IM 97, MED 296, S AJ 24O [#154], SM 166, T
375, T BJ 15O, T DnJ 14, H 76, ≠ Pel. 216 [#23]  ?? Tg *pi'gi-
({SDM97} *pigi-) v. 'be warmed, bask' (?? < N *p''''a 4 444k ' '''o 6 666 '⇑ ') >  Ewk hiGit-
/hiGiç-, Lm hiG´t-/hiG´ç- v. 'bask in the sun, bask near the fire', Ewk
hiG‰-  'approach (sth.) to the fire (in order to warm it), hang (sth.) ove r
the fire', ? WrMc fo- 'be sun-tanned' ¶ Z 1O64, STM II 322 (does n o t
distinguish this √  from Tg *pik{i}- 'bake, roast, warm' <  N *p''''a 4 444k ' '''o 6 666 '⇑ ') ¶
This Tg √  belongs here unless one can prove that (⇔  Bz. 27-9) Ewk/Lm
-G- may go back to Tg *-k-, in which case Ewk hiGit- and Lm hiG´t-
belong to Tg *pik{i}- and hence not to this A and N etymon  pJ {S} *pi!
'sun, day' > OJ pi\i!, J: T hi~, K o~hi!san, Kg oxisa2! id. ¶ S QJ #73, Mr. 4O4 
pKo {S} *pa~i\ in MKo sa~i\-pa~i\ 'dawn' (with sa2i\ v. 'dawn'); cp. NKo sa4-
bi\´⁄k 'dawn' with a secondary suffixation ¶ S J 267 [#75], Nam 2 9 5 ,
MLC 922 ¶¶ S AJ 113, 277 [#69], SDM97 (A *pæige 'hot; sun, day ' ) ,
DQA #1774 (A *pæi\agV id.) || ?φ D *pu2{v}- 'spark of fire, burning coa l '
>  Tm pu2  'spark of fire', Kui pu2vala id., pua 'embers', Ku pu2ya id., pui\ya
± puva 'spark', puya2 'burning coal' ¶ D #4347 ˚  IS MS 352 s.v. ogon∆
*p5iGwÿ, IS SS #1O.6, AD GD 13, Blz. DA 162 [#1O2] (suggested to a d d
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D). Ch *f- (if reconstructed correctly) for the expected *p- may b e
explained by the infl. of the lr. (*p...{˝} > *f-). For M *-G+9- and Tg *-g- <
N *-˝- cp. N *bal ßßßß[i]Ì{a 'to swallow; throat ' (N *bal ßßßß[i]Ìa >  M *bal9u-
'swallow' and Tg *bi3lga ' throat ') ˚  ≠ Gr. II #153 (*par 'fire') (IE
*peÙw-r ÷ [err. ] A, Y, Ai, Gil, Ko, see  N *p''''or{÷}u 6666 'to heat with fire, t o
b u r n ' ) .
1672. *p''''a{Ó[V]?}{u4444} (= *p''''aqV?u4444?) 'strike, split, chop' >  HS: C: Dhl
paH- {E} v. 'hit, strike', {EEN} 'hit, shoot', {To.} 'beat'; hardly here Dhl
puh- v. {EEN} 'pierce', {To.} 'sting' (interpreted by E as 'strike [with a
sharp instrument]') »» SC {E} *puh- v. 'strike (with tool)' >  Brn puh- v.
'pound (grain)', Alg puhum- id., Kz puxumis- v. 'hit', Mb -pu! v. ' b r e a k
(sth.)' ¶ E SC 144, 146, EEN 7, To. D 145, AD SF 44  Eg fMK pX¿
'spalten, durchschlagen' (inf. {Vrg.} [≤paX?-]) >  Cpt Sd pO2 po2h , B fO3
p˙o2X 'fendre, partager, déchirer' ¶ EG I 542-3, Vc. 167, Vrg. GC Ib 4 2 ,
Tk. II 496-8 || K  {K} *p'u- {K2} 'chop, hack, cut to pieces' > G *p'- (inf. p'-
oba) id., 'split' »» Sv {K, K2 “ ?) na2-p'u ± na4-p'u 'piece, lump' (literally
'chopped'), Sv UB {GP} na2p'u 'mouthful' ¶ K 154, K2 152, FS K 249, FS E
274-5, Chx. 993, GP 229 || IE *peé8w-/*pé8=u\- >  NaIE *pe2w-/*p´u\-/*pu2- v.
'beat, strike, cut' >  L pa2vi-o2 v. 'beat, ram', de2-puv- v. 'beat down' »»
Gk pai1v v. 'beat' »» Lt pja!uti (prs. pja!uju) (<  *pe2u\yo2) 'to cut, t o
carve, to slice, to slaughter', Pru piuclan 'sickle' »» NLG {WP “ Fick}
fu2en 'mit dem Fuebusch schlagen (Fastnachtsgebrauch)' ¶ WP II 12, P
827, Mn. 933-4 (rejects the comparison with Lt pja!uju), Frn. 584, En.
227, WH II 267; Hofm. 249, F II 464, Ch. 65O (these three au tho r s
accept the present et. of Gk pai1v with reservations and doubts); if t h e
Lt and Pru cognates are rejected, the *e-grade *pe2w- loses ev. || U
*pa{y}e > Sm {Jn.} *p¥y-, {Hl.} ? *p¥y- v. 'chop, split' > Ne T p´2-c∆, Ne T
O {Lh.} pa$¢e-c1e" 'Brennholz spalten', Ne F Nl {Lh.} payyes1, {Sm.} pad!as7 v.
'split', Ng (aor. 1s objv.) fai \s 1u?ama 'zuhauen' » Slq Tz {KKIH} pac1al- ' fell
(trees), chop (up)', pac1Èt-  'chop (wood)' » Mt {Hl.} *ha4ya4l- v. '(?) c h o p '
(Mt K {Pl.} chejalze (inf. or p. + 3s obx.) 'rubl√ , seku ')  pY *pay-
'strike' > Y: K/T {IN} pay- id., K paydu- 'beat' ¶ Jn. 112, KKIH 145-6, Hl.
M #277, IN 24O-1 ¶ The Sm √  belongs here if the U rec. is *paye r a t h e r
than *paLe or *paz6e (which are equally possible) || ? A: Tg: WrMc fe-
v. 'mow (grass)' ¶ STM II 3O4  pKo {S} *p´~⁄hi! 'cut, reap, sever '  > MKo
{Yu, Vv.} *p´~⁄hi!-, Ko {Vv.} (p´⁄y-) 'cut as with a sharp-edged ins t rument '
(att. in Ko Ks/Chl {Choy} pï- ± pi-), NKo {S} pe2 'cut, reap, sever' ¶ S QK
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#494, Nam 255, Vv. AEN 6, Yu 377, Choy 1371, MLC 773 ¶¶ Rm. SKE
2OO-1, Z 1O47 ˚  E X  points to a N pharyngeal *q , which suggests a vw.
after *q (otherwise the cluster *q?  would have produce a glottalized
cns. *ûq. IE *-é8w- suggests that the N word-final vw. was *u4444 ˚  IS MS 3 6 2
(s.v. 'rubit∆ ' 2 ), IS SS 1O.27, AD GD 13; IS adduces Tg *pu2- v. ' saw' ,
which is untenable both for semantic reasons and because in the light
of extant data (STM II 336) the Tg rec. must be *pup- ˚ T *[h]o2y- v.
'gauge, hollow out' and Tg *pu'ye  'wound' should be kept apart, because
T *[h]o2y- is semantically nearer to N *P3333oGi 'cavity, valley; to hollow
out' (× N *qow{i}  'orifice, hole; to make a hole'), while Tg *pu'ye i s
nearer to N *P 3333 u 6 666ÙyV 'to be sick; wound' (q.v.).
1673. o  *puHV  'blow (blasen)' > HS: WS *-pu2H-, *√pwH v. 'blow', vi.
'smell' >  Ar √fwH, -fu2H- {Hv.} 'diffuse its perfume' (flower), {BK}
'répandre son parfum' (un arôme), 'sentir (bon ou mauvais)', {Hv.}
'diffuse its perfume' (flower), Tgr f‰Hot n. 'smell, stench'; (×  S *°-pu2X-,
*√pwX < N ?φ  o  *P3333uqV 'to let out air\gas', [?] 'to emit smell'): BHb
√pwH, ip. h@ufi! (ya2-)≤p3u2âH 'blow' (of a wind), 'appear' (of a morn ing
breeze) (hay≤yo2m ya2≤p3u2âH lit. 'the day will blow', sc. 'the morning b reeze
will blow'), MHb √pwH G  'aufblasen', {Js.} 'blow, blow up', JA [Trg.]
√pwH 'ausgehaucht werden', {Js.} 'evaporate', ah1up pu2≤Ó-a2 'wind,
breath (Hauch)', JEA {Sl.} hvf √pwH G  'breathe, blow up', Sr √pwH
(pf. Sr W pa2Ó) 'flavit, spiravit, respiravit, olfecit' ¶ KB 866, KBR 916-7 ,
Js. 1152, Lv. IV 12, Lv. T II 256, Js. 114O, Sl. 888, BK II 644, Hv. 578, Br.
559, LH 654, MiK I #2.54  C: Bj {R} fu2? 'Geruch', fi?- scv. 'smell, emi t
smell' (riechen, Geruch verbreiten)' »» ?? SC: Kz fi?- v. 'sniff' ¶ R WBd
95, E PC #185  Ch: WCh: Ang {Gr.} fi~ v. 'blow (blasen)', Su {J} fï~
'blasen (Instrument, Feuer)', Gmy {Hf. in ChC} fï~, Cp {ChL} fi v. 'blow' »
Ngz {Sch.} fi~yu! v. 'blow (horn)', ? fo2 !wa^ 'stench, terrible odour' » Bks {J}
fu? 'blasen', DfB {J} fu^? v. 'blow' » NrBc: Wrj {JI after SIL} fwa!yo~, Kry
{Sk.} fa@y-, My {Sk.} fay- v. 'blow' »» CCh: Bdm {Cfr. in ChC} fa!, Lgn {Lk.}
fa id. » Ms {J} fo2@na@, Bnn {J} fo!?, {Sa.} fo!?o!, MfG {Brr.} -f- id. »» ECh: T m k
{Cp.} po~ id. ¶ IS Ch. 21, Gr. LC 3OO, J S 65, 2O6, J R 141, JI II 32-3, Sch.
DN 58, ChC, ChL || K *pu- 'inflate, rise (as dough)' >  G pu(v)- 'rise' ( o f
dough)', Mg, Lz pu- 'boil (sieden)', Sv pu-/pw- id. (msd. UB li-pw-e,
LB/LSv lipue v. 'boil'), UB/L li-pu2-l-i, LB/Ln lipuli v. 'blow at so., st' ¶ K
192, K2 2O6, FS K 322-3, FS E 361-2, Q 338-9, Chx. 15O5, TK 452, GP
171-2 || IE: NaIE *pu(:)-/peu\-/pou\-/p≈u- 'breathe, blow' >  OI phu2Æt-
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ka≤ro2ti 'puffs, blows, shrieks',  OI L pupphula- 'Blähung' ( 'blowing
up ' ) »» Arm hogi ≠ ogi (h)ogi (<  *pou\yo-) 'breath, soul, spir i t ' ,
heyam hewa-m (<  *pewa2-) v. 'pant, puff' (aor. heyaçi hewac≈i) »»
OIr u1an, NIr uan, W ewyn, MBr, Br eon 'foam' (<  *pow-ino-), OBr
[g] eonoc d. 'foamy' (÷ Br eonek) ¶ WP II 11-2, P 847, M K II 3 9 8
(denies any genetic connections of the OI word), Slt. 341, Bedr. 4O4,
412, 557, Vn. U  7, Flr. 169, Dnn. 771 ||  U  *puwV (or *puGV-) v. ' b low'
>  Er puva- 'blasen, an-, weg-blasen' » Chr U/B pue- 'blasen, wehen' »»
ObU *pu"w+˝- ({Ht.} *pu"˝-) v. 'blow (blasen)' >  pVg *pu"w- id. >  Vg: T
pow-, NV, Ss puw-, LLz pu-/pu2w- id.; pOs *po"˝- ({∫Hl.} *pu"˝-) id. >  Os
V/Vy/Ty po"˝-, Y/K po"w-, D pe"w- id. » Hg fu1j- / fu1- v. 'blow (blasen,
[an]wehen), blow\play (trumpet, etc.)'   Sm {Jn.} *pu- or *pu¥\y- ' b low'
> Nn T pu-c∆ pu2- 'blasen' (ein Mensch), 'wehen' (ein Wind), En {Cs.} X
fueNa-, B fuasa- 'blasen', Ng {Cs.} (1s aor. obcj.) fu5a-ru!ma ' I
blew', Slq Tz {KKIH} pu2-(qo) v. 'blow', Kms {KD} pæu$?-, {Cs.} phu4?-, Koyb
{Sp.} pu-blå, p√&-blå id., Mt {Hl.} d. *hal- v. 'blasen' (M {Sp.}
xalnam` 'du√ ' ['I blow'], xalzy 'naduva√ ' ['I inflate'], xalgam`
'pu∑a√ dym` ' ['I discharge smoke']), Mt K {Pl.} cha1sy4maiha
'perqu ' ('I fart')  pY {IN} *puy- > Y K puy- 'blow (blasen)' ¶¶ UEW 4 1 1 ,
Coll. 12, Sm. 547 (FU *puwi-, FP *puvi-, Ugr *pu"gI"- 'blow'), Ht. 1 7 4
[#495], MF 219, Jn. 128-9, Cs. 73, 95, KP #1162, KKIH 154, Hl. M
##255, 264, IN 244 ||  A *pu2(-) > T: OT bu2 'steam' (× T *bu2g 'steam', s e e
ET B 229-3O) ¶ Cl. 292, DTS 119  Tg *pu2 3- (or *pu3b- with *-b-< *-w-) >
Ewk huw-, Lm hu2- v. 'blow (blasen), fan (fire), blow out (fire)', Ewk Np
huwar  'draught (wind)', Sln, Ul, Nn Nh pu2- u2gu2- 'blow', Neg xu2w-≠pu2w-,
Orc hu2-≠pu2- 'blow out (fire)' ¶ STM II 336 ˚  IS MS 339 s.v. dut∆
*p5uGÿ˚  The A data (pA *p- lenis >  T *b-, Tg *p-) suggest a N n o n -
emphatic *p- . In BHb, Aram, Bj, Ch, IE, U, and A (lgs. that merge N *q
and *H ) the reflexes of this N word are undistinguishable from those o f
N ?φ  o  *P3333uqV 'to let out air\gas', (?) 'to emit smell' (q.v.) (cf. t h e
meaning in Mt).
1674. *pik{u4444} 'to press' (‘  'to crush') > HS: ?σ Eg XVIII fk ' b ed rück t
sein (o.ä.) durch übermässige Abgaben' (unless “ fk 'wüst sein, b r a c h
liegen') ¶ EG I 58O || K *pekw-/*pkw- v. 'grind' >  OG, G pkv- id., Mg
k(u)- id. (inf. ku-ala, 1s p. do-p-kï), Lz mk(v)- id., Sv UB/LB/L/Ln pek
'flour', UB {GP} pek 'meal (flour)', d. (prtc.) K *pkw-il- 'flour' ( l i t .
'ground [molita, moulu]') >  OG, G pkw-il-i, Mg k(w)ir-, Lz pkwer-
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≠mkwe(r)- 'flour' ¶ K 193 (*pkw-), K2 2O1, 2O8 (*pekw-/*pkw-); FS K
317-8, FS K2 465 and FS E 355-6 (*pek-/pk-); Ser. 165, Chik. 3O5, TK
75, GP 263 || IE: NaIE {P} *pu{ k• }- 'zusammendrängen, eng umschl ießen '
>  Gk pyka1zv 'make close, cover\wrap up thickly', pykno1ß 'c lose,
compact, firm, solid', }am-pyx (gen. }ampykoß) 'a woman’s head-band,
snood', adv. py1ka thickly, solidly' »» ?σ YAv pusa2- {Brtl.} 'd iadem' ,
{Bai.} 'headdress', {P} 'head-band', MPrt T pwsg  '≈ crown'; Irn ı Arm
psak psak 'garland, crown' »» ? pAl {O} *puca >  Al T puth {AlbED}
'kiss', {Kf., Ç} puth 'I kiss, embrace', {Ç} pu≤thit, puth≤toj
'joindre, emboîter, serrer', Al G {LP} puth 'I kiss', D {Cim.} puT-i
'j’embrasse' ¶ P 849, Brtl. 911-2, Bai. 28O, F I 96 and II 622-3, Ç II 5 5 ,
441, Kf. 287, LamP 159. Cim. 115, 16O, O 352 (Al puth  is o) ¶ The r ec .
of *k• is justified only if the Irn cognate is valid, otherwise we r ema in
with NaIE *puk+k•- || D *pïk- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'press, crush' >  Prj pïk- v.
'crush', ? Krx pïx-na 2  v. 'press out (oil), squeeze', ? Mlt pïqe v. 'wring o r
squeeze out, milk' ¶¶ DED #3458, ≠ D #4135, Bur. PDr 67, Pf. 33 [#164]
(Krx pïx-, Mlt pïqe < D *pir`-V-k-) ˚  The IE cognate is qu. for phonet ic
reasons: *-k8- (for the expected *-g8w-) defies explanation so far ˚  IE
*pu{ k• }- from N *pik{u 4444 }  can be explained by mt. of vowels.
1675. (€?) *p''''oka 'side of a body, side' >  IE: NaIE {P} *pog-/*po2g-,
*po(:)k-s- 'Achsel, Hüfte, Lende, Seite': [1] *po2g- 'side of a body', ( ? )
'arm' > OI {MW} pa2jas≤yam  'the region of the belly (of an animal); t h e
flanks, side' »» NaIE *po2g-yo- > Sl *paz7a > Cz paz7e, Cz M ≤paz7a 'arm', Cz
podpaz7I 1  'armpit' (“  'under the arm'), HLs paz7a  'armpit, upper a r m ' ,
LLs paz7a 'armpit', (in set phrases) 'arm' (na paz7oma 'auf den Armen ' ,
pod paz7u wzes1 'unter den Arm nehmen')  [2] NaIE *po(:)k-s- ' s ide,
flank' >  OI pak≤s5ah5 'wing; flank, side', ≤paks5ah5 (≤paksßas) 'wing, side,
side of a carriage', Oss I/D faXs 'side of body, side, slope of a
mountain' »» Ltv paksis 'corner of the house', (Blt ı?) R Ng/Ar
pak≤s7a 'left hand' » Sl *pax¥ >  R pax 'groin', R ∆ , Uk pa≤xa, P pacha
'armpit, armhole', OCz pa1chy 'pendants of sleeves (pr ]íve ]sky vedle
rukávu “)' ¶ P 792, EI 517-8 (*pok≤so-s 'side, flank' < *pog≤so-s; *po2gyo-),
M K II 184, 244, M E II 62, ≈ M E II 116, MW 614, Ab. I 426, Kar. II 11-2 ,
≈  Mikl. E 224, ≈ Vs. III 189, 22O, Ma. CS 348, 358, HlK 268, Jak. 2 2 3 ,
S }w. 225 || HS: CS *pakk- 'cheek, side' (‘  'jaw') >  Sr 'k.oπa pak≤ka2 {Br.}
'mala, bucca; maxilla; latus (altaris)', {JPS} 'tusk; jaw, cheek; side ( o f
the altar)', JA [Trg.]  ak`1p2 pak≤k-a2 'Seite, Pfoste (einer Tür)', Ar fakk-
{BK} 'partie de la bouche qui comprend la mâchoire supérieure e t
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l’inférieure', pl. ?afka2k- 'jointure de deux mâchoires' , {Hv.} fakk- ' jaw;
bit of a horse' ¶ Br. 567, Lv. II 264, JPS 445, Fr. III 366, BK II 624, Hv.
572  CCh: BM: Bu puku!m, Ngx pW‰h‰~m 'cheek' » McHigi: HgF puki,
HgNk pÈki, HgB pÈku, HgG pUgÈy, FlK p'ÈkUmU? id. ¶ ChL ¶¶ The HS √
was possibly influenced by HS *buk'V 'cheek' (>  EC *buk'- 'cheek', B *-
bVqqa2 > Mz ab´qqa 'cheek', etc.) < N *buk ''''V  'cheek' || A: ?σ Tg *°po{g}V
> Ewk PT/Ald/Ucr hogo 'hip' (× Tg *oga id.) ¶ STM II 5, Vas. 483 ˚ The
comparison is qu. If this N word (or variant of a word?) did exist, i t s
reflexes were influenced by the paronymous words that go back to N ?
*bV ûûûûqa 6666 'side of body, side' (q.v.) and N *buk ''''V  'cheek' (q.v.).
1676. *P3333a{h}kV 'spring of water; to spout' >  HS: S *°√pky, *°√pkk
'drip' >  BHb Miƒ5f2m6 m´p3ak≤k-ïm D prtc. m. pl. {KB} 'dripping', {GB}
'quellend, rieselnd', MHb √pkpk 'ooze, drip' ({Lv.} ' t röpfeln ,
tropfenweise auslaufen', {KB} 'hervorsprudeln' ¶ KB 875, GB 641, Js .
1174, Lv. IV 44, PS 3128, Mcl. 251  ECh: Mu {Lk.} b'ok v. 'rain, p o u r ' ,
??? Jg {J} bo!N 'sky, god', bo!N pa!ka! 'it is raining' (lit. 'the sky is falling') ¶
Lk. ZSS 187, 189, J J s.v. bo!N || IE: NaIE *°pa2g+g8- >  Gk phgh1, Gk D pa2ga@
'spring of water' ¶ WP II 4, F II 525, Ch. 894 || ? A: Tg *°paK- >  Lm
ha˝¥l¥n 'intermittent rain' ¶ STM II 3O8 || D *pukk- ({†GS} *bugg-) >
Tm pukkai\ 'spring-pond', Kn bugge 'spring of water, source of a
river', Tl bugga  'spring of water, fountain' ¶¶ ≈  D #4533 ˚  The N l r .
is reconstructed on the ev. of NaIE *a2 (NaIE *a2 <  IE *a+eÓ) and D *-gg-
(from a cluster with a lr.). N *h  is preferred to all other lrs. because i t
is often lost in S and is more likely than N *?  to cause lengthening o f
preceding vowels in NaIE. The vw. *u in D is puzzling. Is it due to t h e
infl. of N *p ++++p ' ''' -  or to a labialized vw. in the N word (then reconstruct ible
as *P 3333 a {h }ËkV ) (with *Ë  lost in the pre-history of IE?) ˚  This supposed
N etymon is isolated in HS, IE, and A, which diminishes the reliability o f
the comparison.
1677. *P3333{a 4 444}ÓakV (= *P3333 {a 4 444}qakV?) 'hut, village' >  IE: NaIE *°pa2g+g8o- >
L pa2gus  'community of peasants, village, country district' ¶ WH II 2 3 6 ,
≈ EM 475, EI 133 || A: AmTg *peg[u]la 'a building on posts (for s tor ing
food), a stand for hanging dried fish', Orc p‰ul‰ 'unroofed store-hut, a
building on posts for storing food', Ul p‰ul‰(n-), Ork p‰ul‰, Nn Nh
p‰ul‰%, Nn B f‰ul‰ ≠ ful‰ 'a stand for hanging dried fish', Ork p‰wul‰n-
'lay sth. (belongings, food) in a "labaz" (a building on posts)' ¶ STM II
36O || D *pa2kk- ({†GS} *p-) 'hut, village' >  Tm pa2kkam ' seaside
village, town, village', Tl pa2ka 'hut, hovel', -pa2ka (sx. of village
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names), Knd pa2ka 'hut'; D ı OI pakkan5a- 'hut of a village inhabi ted
by barbarians' ¶¶ D #4O47, Tu. #8313 ||  HS : B *-buÓk- >  Ah {Fc.} a"-buk
'petitte tente, abri misérable', ETwl {Nic.} ´-buk (pl. i-b¥kk-¥n 'gite d e
lièvre, case misérable' ¶ Fc. 48, Nic. VE 62, PGG 7  ?? S: Ak papa2X-
'Cella; Kultraum; Heiligtum' (if Ak -X- <  S *-X- <  *-Xk- < N *-qVk-) ¶
Sd. 823  C: Bj {Rop.} bakW 'place of shelter, repose' ¶ Rop. 1 6 1
 WCh: Ngz {Sch.} ba!ka^ ≠ ba!ga^ 'shelter made of vertical poles with
cornstalks or mats' ¶ Sch. BTL 19 ¶¶ Tk. LAA-1 114 [#77] ˚ D *a2 <  reg.
N *a4444Óa. NaIE *a2 < IE *eh+x < N *a4444Óa. Tg *-g- is a reg. reflex of N *-k- . If
Ak papa2X-  belongs here (which is not certain), the pN etymon must b e
*P3333a 4 444qakV.  
1678. *p{a}k[V]?V (= *pakË?V?) (partially i ) 'to split' >  HS: S: [1]
WS *√pkk v. 'break, cleave' >  Sr √pkk (ip. wUfñe nE-≤p3uk3, pf. Kπa
pak 3 ) v. 'break, bruise (the head)', Ar √fkk (pf. fakka) {Hv.} vt. ' loose,
disjoin, separate; break (a seal)', {BK} 'dégager, défaire, briser, sépare r ' ,
'fregit, dissolvit', Tgr √fkk (pf. fAkka) v. 'split, break', Tgy √fkk (p r e t .
fk+k+fAk3Ak3A) 'öffnen'; EthS ı Bln {R} fakak- 'öffnen, einen Spalt, Riß
in etw. machen', Sa/Af {R} fak- 'öffnen'; [2] WS *√pk'? ≠ *√pk'÷ v. 'slit ,
cleave' > Ar √fq? G  {BK} 'fendre, rompre et séparer deux parties l ' une
de l'autre', {Hv.} 'split (a pimple), burst (a pomegranade) open, hull ( a
nut)', Gz √fk'? ≠ √fk'÷ v. 'cleave, split asunder', Tgr √fk'? ≠ √fk'÷ v.
'split, hit on the head',  MHb √pk'÷ G  (pf. oq@p1 pa2≤k5a÷) 'sich spal ten,
auseinandergehen', {Js.} 'split, burst', JEA √pk'÷ G (pf. oq@p6 p´≤k5a÷)
{Lv.} 'hervorbrechen, abspringen', {Sl.} 'split, rupture, burst', Sr √pk'÷
(pf. Sr W )qaπ p´≤k5a÷) vi. 'burst open, break asunder; be wide o p e n
(as the legs)' ¶ Br. 567, 59O, JPS 445, 456, BK II 617, 623-4, Hv. 57O-1,
Lv. IV 91-2, Sl. 925-6, Js. 121O, L G 163, LH 663, 67O, R S II 13O, R WB
119-12O ¶ The cns. *÷ of the variant root *√pk'÷ may have b e e n
induced by the synonymous S roots *√bk'÷ and *√pc'÷  Eg N fk5¿
'ausreißen, ausrotten', ?? Eg XX fk5, fk5w id. ({EG}: 'vom Löwen, dessen
Krallen und Zähne das Wild zerreißen') ¶ Secondary glottalization k > k5
due to as. caused by ¿? ¶ EG I 578-9, Tk. II 585-6 (Eg ÷ Sb fk5l ' r e a p
crops')  C: (1) *°√pkk >  Bj {R} √fkk (p. ≤afkik, prs. afan≤k°k) v.
'open an infibulated girl'  C *√pk' ({E} *fa2k'-/fïk'-) v. 'cut apart, b r e a k
open' >  Ag: Bln {R} fak5- 'durchbrehen, aufreißen, ein Loch stoßen', ??
Aw {CR} paG-s- 'tear to pieces, split' »» EC: Rn {PG} fuXX-, Ya {E} -pa2q- v t .
'break' »» SC: Irq {E} fiqit- v. 'slice yams' ¶ AD SF 46, E PC #178, PG 1 1 6 ,
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R WB 12O  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *b'ak- v. 'cut into pieces, split' >  AG: Su {J}
b'a~k 'teilen, (sich) loslosen, trennen', ? Ang {Flk.} ba"k v. 'make a slit,
cut with a knife' » Ron {J}: Fy b'a~k 'spalten, hacken (Holz, etc.)', Sha ba~k
'zerbrechen (Töpfe, etc.)', Bks b'a^k 'brechen, schneiden' »» CCh: Dgh
{Frk. in ChC} b'a!ka~ v. 'cut' » ? MfG {Brr.} ! !-b‰~gw- 'partager, diviser, c o u p e r
en deux' ¶ Stl. ZCh [#115], J S 59, J R 84, 14O, 283, Flk. s.v. ba"k, Brr.
MG II 81, ChC s.v. 'cut ' ¶ The glottalized WCh *b'- goes back to *p + *?
¶¶ OS #772 (*fak5-  'pierce, tear') ||  A  *pæËgV ≠ *p[æ]ËkV v. 'chop, cu t ,
tear off' (one or several roots) >  (1) Tg *°po23g- v. 'chop, cut off' >  Ewk
ho2G-, Ewk V ok-, Ewk Brg hok- 'chop\cut off', Neg xoNnI- 'chop off; fell
(trees)', Or, Nn XoI-, Ud xuan- 'cut off'; (2) ?? Tg *°pak- > Ewk haku2-
'smash, crush (e.g. nuts), break to pieces' (unless ÿ *pak- 'kernel' [>
WrMc faXa]); (3) ? Tg *pegde- 'be torn' > Orc, Nn x‰gd‰- id., ds.: Ewk
h‰gd‰lï-, Lm h‰Gd´k-, h‰Gd´l-, Neg x‰gd‰l- ≠ x‰ld‰l- vt. 'tear'  ¶ STM II
311, 329, 36O  ?σ T *bu4gt£e+a4 > OT {Cl.} bu4gda4∏ 'dagger' (× N *P3333otK''''V ' t o
split, to cut', q.v. ffd.)  ?φ,σ pKo {S} *p´~⁄hi!- 'cut, reap, severe'  > MKo
p´~⁄hi!-, NKo pe2- ¶ S QK #495, Nam 255, MLC 773  pJ: (1) pJ {S} *p‰~k‰~-
'pole\battle-axe' ¶ S QJ #771; (2) pJ {S} *pa~nk- 'tear off' ¶ S QJ # 7 6 4 ,
Mr. 683  M *Foqtal- ({Pp.} *po2ktal-) (× N *P3333otK''''V '⇑ ' [mt.], q.v. f fd . )
¶¶ Pp. VG 54, 99, ≈ DQA #1668 (A *pæo"~kæe~- > M, Tg, T, pJ *p‰~k‰~-) a n d
#1869 (A *pæu2~ge!-, incl. Ko, Tg *po2g-/*peg-de-, pJ *pa~nk-) ¶¶ Highly q u .
Probably influenced by and partially coalesced with different N words
|| D {Pf.} *pak- ({†GS} *pag-) >  Tm paku (pakuv-, pakk-) v. ' b e
split', paku (-pp-, -tt-) v. 'distribute, divide, cut to pieces', Ml
pakuka v. 'be separate', pakukka v. 'divide', Td pax- (paxT) v. ' b e
divided', pax- (paxt-) v. 'distribute, divide', paxy 'division', Tu
pagiyuni vi. 'split', Tl pagulu v. 'break, crack, go to pieces', Nk pay-
v. 'break', Knd pag- (-it-) vi. 'split', pag- (-t-) vt. 'split', Png pag- (pakt-)
vi. 'split', pag- (-t-) vt. 'split', Mnd pak- v. 'split (firewood)', Ku pak- v.
'cut open', Krx pa2x- v. 'expand by main strength, force open' ¶¶ D
#38O8, Pf. 25 [#115], Zv. 119-12O, ≠ Km. 422-3 (+ Kui pai\-, Prj payp- v.
'divide', etc.; pD •*pay-) || U: FU *pakka- vi. 'burst' >  F pakku- ' bu r s t ,
crack, burst asunder, become loose', Es pakata- vi. 'burst' »» Os: Ty
paº˝- 'crack, burst', O paX-  'Risse bekommen (?)', V pa˝´n- , paq´n-, D / O
paX´n- 'aufplatzen, aufgehen (Geschwür)', O paX´n- 'plötzlich aufgehen
und fließen (Fluß, Bach)' » Hg fakad- vi. 'spring, have its source' ¶ UEW
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349-35O ˚ N *p-  is reconstructed on the ev. of Eg f- and (tentatively)
A *p- (> T *b- [?], M *F-, Tg *p-) ˚ D and U suggest a pN *a , while t h e
labialized vw. in A may be due to the assimilative infl. of the initial *p-
and/or of the ancient labialized vw. of the next syll. (preserved as w i n
MfG  ! !-b‰~gw- 'partager, diviser')  ˚ N *-?- is preserved in S *√pk'? a n d
Eg fk5¿. The root *√pk'÷ in EthS, Hb, and Sr is probably a WS innovation.
1679. *p ''''a 4 444k ' '''o 6 666 'to heat (on fire)', 'to be hot' (‘  'to cook, to bake', ' t o
dry') >  HS: Eg NK pZ '(den Weihrauch) räuchern', Eg G pZ ' j emanden
beräuchern', Eg G pZ 'Weihrauch' (unless akin to Ar -fu2g7- 'exale a n
odour', Gz √fgg  'have a bad odour') ¶ EG I 568, Tk. II 545-6  Possibly
(but not necessarily) here: B *-fu2k(k)- 'sun' (if “ *'heat, hot wea ther ' )
>  Ah ta-fuk (pl. ti-fukk-ïn), Gh tafuk, Izd tafuyt ≠ tafus7t, Izn t3fu2k3t3,
ETwl, Ty t´fuq (pl. t´fuq´n) 'sun', Zng {MH ‘ Nic.} tau"fukt, tu2fukt
'sun', I"e1ffe1k 'il fait jour', Kb t3afuk3t3 'lumière du jour, lumière diffuse
du soleil' ¶ Fc. 299, Dl. 2O1-2, NZ 547-8, Nic. 197 || K *°pVk'w- v t .
'dry' >  Sv L {Dn.} -puk'w-/pk'w- id., Sv UB lipk'we vt. 'to dry', UB/L/Ln
puk'w-i, LB pik'w-i adj. 'dry' ¶ TK 768, Dn. s.v. puk5vi, GP 171, 264 ||
IE: NaIE *pekW- v. 'cook, bake, prepare food on fire' >  OI ≤pacati, Av
pac7aîti 'cooks, bakes, roasts', NPrs dzaPa pa4z-a4d vt. 'boils, cooks', inf.
ñtaxPu poX-ta4n 'to boil, to cook' »» Gk pe1ssv, Gk A pe1ttv (aor pe1πai)
'cook, bake, soften, ripen' »» L coqu-o/-e"re v. 'cook' (c- by as.) »» W
pobi 'to bake, to roast', Crn pobas, Br poban%, pibin% 'to bake' »»
Gmc: AS a2-fiÌ$en 'roasted' »» pAl {O} *peka >  Al pjek- (aor. poqa) v.
{AlbED} 'bake, roast, broil' »» Sl inf. *pek-≤ti/ prs. *peŸk-oß 'bake' >  OCS
pe∑i pes7ti / pek0 peko<, Blg prs. pe≤ka, SCr pe~c1i / pe~c7e2m, Slv
pe!c7i / pe!c7em, Cz pe1ci / peku, P piec / pieke<, R pe¢∆ / pe≤ku,
Uk pe≤¢i »» pTc *pa4k- >  Tc: A, B pa4k- vt. 'make ready for eating:
cook, boil, ripen', vi. md. 'become ready for eating: sc. cook, boil.
ripen' ¶ P 798, EI 125, M K II 185-6, M E II 64, Horn 64, Sg. 237, BM 8 9 ,
F II 519-2O, WH I 27O-1, LP § 56, YGM-1 365, Hm. 64O, 651, Ho. 1O4, O
329, En. 225, Glh. 474, Wn. 355, Ad. 368 || U *pa4kk{e} 'hot' >  pLp
*pa2kk‰ 'hot, heat' >  Lp: L {LLO} pahkka id., S {Hs.} baakke, N {N}
bak…ka6 'heat', N bakka6s, attr. bak…ka 'hot', Kld {TI} pa2]kas, a t t r .
pa˛\k;aò id.  ? Sm: Ng {Cs.} fekaga6, fekutea 'hot' (of a day, s tone ,
water), feku1tem  'be hot' ¶ Lr. #882, Lgc. #4746, N I 114, Hs. 263, TI
332, ≠ SK 468, Cs. 71, 233 || A {DQA} *p[æ]ekæu 'hot, warm' >  Tg *peku
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'hot' > Ewk h‰ku ± h‰ku2, Sln d. ‰xu2-gdi, Lm ho$k, Neg x‰ku ≠ x‰xu, Ud B
{Krm.} x‰kuhi, Ud Sm {Krm.} x‰kuhi ≠ xukui, Ul d. puk‰uli, Ork d .
x‰kusi, x‰kkuli 'hot', Orc x‰ku, d. x‰kusi 'it is hot\warm (il fai t
chaud)', Nn Nh p‰ku, Nn B fuku ≠ f‰ku, Nn KU f‰ku id., 'hot', WrMc d .
fiyakiyan n. 'warmth (of the sun), heat'; Tg *peku- 'be hot' >  Ewk
h‰ku2-, Lm ho$k- id., WrMc fiyaka- 'be hot' (of the sun), 'be dried, sun-
dried' ¶ STM II 362, Krm. 397  M *FeGu4-  vi. 'warm in the sun', 'be h o t '
(of the sun) ('palit∆ ') (× N *p''''a 4 444 {˝}u4444wÅ 'fire', q.v. ffd); M *-G-
suggests that the main source of the M root is not N *p''''a 4 444k ' '''o 6 666  pKo {S}
*pukh 'warm' (of weather) >  NKo p≈uk-ha- 'be warm' (weather) ¶ S QK
#814, MLC 1762 ¶¶ DQA #1737, ≈  Rm. SKE 116, 215 (Ko, Tg + unc. M )
˚  AD GD #88, IS SS 341 #1O.11, IS MS 337 s.v. gorå¢ij  *p5a4{k5}ÿ (IE,
U, Tg) ˚ ≈ Gr. II #76 (*peku 'cook') (IE, Y, Tg, Ko, CK, ES + qu.  J).
168O. *P3333{o}K''''V 'to scratch, to comb' >  IE: NaIE *pek8+k-
, *pek8+k-t- v. 'comb', pek8+kten- n. 'comb' >  Gk pe1kv v. 'comb (wool) ' ,
ktei1ß (gen. kten-o1ß) n. 'comb (in the loom)' (<  *pkten-), pekte1v ' c o m b '
»» L pecten 'comb', pect-o2 / -e"re vt. 'comb, card (wool)', U m
petenata  accus. f. 'pectinatam, comb-shaped' ¶ ≈  WP II 16-7, ≈  P 7 1 7 ,
EI 57O (*pek8- 'pull out [e.g. wool], comb out [e.g. wool]), Dv. #721, ≈  F
II 33-4, 492-3, WH II 269-7O, Bc. G 341 ¶ WP, P, WH, F, and EI do n o t
distinguish this √  from IE *pek8- 'cut\pluck out hair, shear' and *pek8u-
'cattle' (<  N *p ''''oK ''''u 4 444 '[herds of] ruminant animals, wild cattle', q.v.) || D
*pok(k)- ({†GS} *b-) v. 'scratch' >  Nk bokr`ip- id., Gnd A/B bokka2na2 ' t o
itch', Gnd Mn bokka2na2 id., 'to scratch' ¶¶ D 4464 || HS: EC: Or {Brl.}
fak5-u  'conciare pelli, grattare, raschiare', {Grg.} fa2k'e2 'comb', fa2k'is- v t .
'comb', {Th.} fa2k5i 'conciapelli' (unless Or π EthS √fHk' 'scrape' <  N
*p ''''ÉXk ''''V  'rub, scrape') ¶ Brl. 143, Grg. 137-8, Th. 127, L G 157.
1681. € *p''''oK ''''u 4 444 '(herds of) ruminant animals, wild cattle' > IE: NaIE
*pek8u / *pek8we- 'cattle' >  OI pa≤s1u-h5 (gen. pas1≤vah5) ≠ ≤pas1u
'cattle, animal', Av pasu- 'livestock; sheep and goats' » L pecu2 (gen .
pecu2s), pecus (gen. pecoris) 'cattle, livestock', Um PEQUO
'pecuum' (gen. pl.?) » Gmc: Gt fai1hu 'Besitz, Vermögen', OSx fehu,
NHG Vieh 'cattle', OHG fihu 'livestock, property, money', AS feoh,
ON fe1 id., 'money', NE fee » Lt peﬁkus, Pru acc. pecku ≠ peckan
'cattle' ¶ P 797, EI 23 (*≤pek8u 'livestock'), M K II 239-4O, M E II 1O8-1O,
WH II 27O-1, Bc. G 34O, Fs. 135-6, Vr. 1142, Kb. 24O, OsS 193-4, KM
82O-1, Ho. 1O1, Ho. S 19, Frn. 564-5, En. 221 || A: T *[h]o4ku4r1-
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/*[h]okur1- ({Md.} *o4kæu4r1) 'bull, ox' >  OT o4ku4z 'ox', MQp o4ku4z, Qrg o4gu4z
'ox, bullock', SY kus≠qus, ET o4ku4z, ∆  ho4ku4z, Uz hökiz 'ox', Tk o4ku4z,
Tkm o4ku4Î, Az, Ggz o4ku4z, Kr Cr o4gu4z, Kr T o4g1u4z1 'bull, ox', Qmq, QrB o4gu4z
'ox', CrTt ogu4z, Ln o4gu4s 'bull', Qzq, Nog, Qq o4giz 'ox', VTt u4gÁz, Bsh
u4gÁÎ 'bull, ox', Yk oÌus 'ox, male domestic animal'; T ı Ewk ho4k‰s
'raw hide of a cow', Yk ı  Ewk oGus, ∆  ovus, ∆  ‰Gus, Neg oGus 'bull' »»
Blgh >  Chv va€ka€r v¥gò¥r 'bull'; Blgh ı Hg o4ko4r 'ox, bullock, s t ee r '
¶ Cl. 12O (qu. : T π  Tc A okso), ET Gl 521-3, TL 439-4O, IS III 126-7 ,
Sht. 291, Md. 52, 172, Jeg. 48, Fed. I 1O5-6, EWU 1O8O  M *Fu4ker
'bovine animal (bull, ox, cow)' >  MM [HI, IsV, etc.] hu4ker, [MA] u4ker
'large cattle', WrM u4ker, HlM, Brt ¥x´r, Kl u4kr=, Mgl u$ka$r, Dg B xu$ku$r,
Dx fugie(r), Mnr H {SM} fugòuor 'bull, ox' ¶ Pel. 24O [#77], MED 1OO3,
SM 1O4, T DgJ 179, T DnJ 138, T 37O  NrTg (π  M?) *pu'kur / *pu'kun
> Ewk hukur, ∆ ukur, ∆ ukun, ∆  ‰kun, Sln uxur, Lm O ho$k‰n, Lm Sk ho$ko$n
'cow, (bovine) cattle' ¶ STM II 341, Iv. 143 ¶¶ Sin. ANB 315-8, DQA
#1822 (A *pæo"kæi+e(-r1V) 'ox, cow') || AdS  of HS: Ch: ECh: Nd D {J} pa~g‰~r
'antelope' < ECh *bVgVr id. <  N *buK''''a 'bovines'; the infl. of N *p''''oK''''u 4 444
may account for Nd D p- instead of the expected b- (cp. the ECh w o r d
for 'blood': Brg {J} ba~ra~, Jg {J} bar, Mgm {J} ba2!ra!, EDng ba2~r, Nd D ba2@r) ¶
ChC ˚  Yk oÌus and Chv va€ka€r v¥gò¥r suggest a back vw. in the initial
syll. (*o  rather than *u 4444); NrTk *o4 is also more likely to go back to *o  (>
*o4 under the infl. of the front vw. of the next syll.) rather than to *u4444 ˚
IS III 126-8 (*pæok5we 'skot '). In the original ms. text IS equated IE
with A only. According an unconvincing hyp. of the editors of IS III th is
N etymon was represented in HS by the root *√bk'r (>  S *ba≤k'ar- ' large
cattle', *buk'a2r- 'a bovine animal', B *√bŒr v. 'be rich'), which is
phonetically deviant: S, B *b- for the expected S *p- and B *f-. It i s
preferable to equate HS *√bk'r with A *bukæa 'bull' (>  T *buka, M *buqa)
and IE ≈ *bu(:)k-/bowk- 'bull' and to draw it back to N *buK''''a ' bovines '
˚ AD NM #48, S CNM 1O (÷÷ NrCs, ST), Vv. AEN 3.
1682. i  *po{k''''}V 'bladder, blister' >  K {Fn.} *°pakl- >  OG pakl-i
'flykti1ß' ('blister') [Ex. 9.9], G † {DCh.} pakl-i 'abscess, matter in a
sore\abscess' ({NCh.} 'strup ') ¶ NCh. 393, DCh. 1297, SSO II 186, Fn.
KD #19 || A *pokæV ({ADb.} *poku-) >  NaT *bokak (<  {ADb.} *bokagu,
{DQA} *bokak) 'swelling (esp. in the throat), goitre, bird’s crop' >  OT
{Cl.} boquq id., Tki {Rl.} poqaq 'goitre', Tkm bu˝oq id., 'throat', Tk
bog"ak 'tonsillitis, quinsy', Qmq bu˝aq, ET poqaq ≠ poXa4k, Ln poqoq, Alt
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bo˝oq, Uz buqåq 'goitre', Qzq, Qq buÆ˝aq, Qrg bo˝oq ≠ boqoq, Yk mo˝oX
id., 'double chin', Blq bo˝aq  'Adam’s apple', Xk po˝o, Bsh b¥º˝aq 'bird’s
crop', Tb {Rl.} po2q, Shor {Rl.} pu˝aq id., Alt/Tel {Rl.} po˝o2q id., 'Adam’s
apple' ¶ Cl. 13-4, ET B 2O2-3, TL 15O, Rl. IV 1264-5, 1362, BT 32, Jud .
137, 14O, MM 116, KrkR 119  M (π  T?) *baqa˝u 'goitre' >  WrM
baqa9u≠ baquu, HlM baxuu, Ord baXu2¯ 'goitre', Kl baxu baXu2 id.,
'exophthalmic goitre' ¶ MED 93, Ms. O 45, KRS 86  Tg *pu+oka(n)
'blister' >  Ul poqo ± pUqa(n-) 'bubble, bird’s crop', Ork puqa ≠ puqqa
'corn (callosity), paumch (rubec )', Nn Nh poqa, Nn KU foqa 'b l is ter ' ,
WrMc fuqa  'bubble, blister' ¶ STM II 42-3, Z 1O73 ¶¶ Semantic infl. o f
A *bËka ({DQA} *bo"~ka!) 'throat' ¶¶ ADb. KL 9, DQA #1676 (A *pu"!kæa
'craw, crop'), #182 (A *bo"~ka! 'throat') || D i  *pokk- ({†GS} *pokk- ≠ [?]
*bËgg-) > Tm pokut5t5u n. 'bubble', pokku  'be blistered', pokkul5am
n. 'boil, bubble, blister', pokkul5i v. 'rise in blisters', Ml pokkul5a,
pokkil5a 'blister, vesicle, bubble', Kt pogl, Kn pugul5, ? bokke, Kdg
pokkal5a, Tl pokku, Klm pokk, Png poka 'blister', Tu pokkA id.,
'pustule', Mnd puka 'boil', Mlt poka 'blister, blain', Krx pokk≈- / pukk≈-
'get blistered, swell', Td pîg, Tl bugga, Klm bugga, Ku bugga ± bu2ga
'bubble'; D ı Npl p≈oko 'blister, boil' ¶¶ Some of these forms (esp .
those meaning 'bubble') are ideophonic ¶¶ D #4455, Tu. #8391 ˚  ≈
Fn. KD #19 (equates K with D *pakku 'Krätze, Räude', which probably
belongs to N *{p''''}a û ûûûqÉ?V or *{p''''}a û ûûûq[V]?É 'skin, film, bark' or resul ts
from a merger of both N words) ˚  IS MS 358 s.v. puzyr∆  *p5o{k5}ÿ (Tg,
D) .
1683. (o ?) *p''''ÉXk''''V 'rub, scrape' >  K GZ *pXek'-/*pXik'- ' s c r ape
(schaben)' >  OG, G pXek'-/*pXik'- id., G a-pXek- 'scratch off (ab- \weg-
kratzen)', pXak'un-i , pXak'-ur- 'scrape, scratch (scharren, kratzen), m a k e
a scraping\scratching noise', Mg, Lz +ext. Xak'ar-ua 'to scrape off (ha i r
from hide)', ??σ Sv {FS} pX´⁄k'-/pXk'- 'strike, scrape (klöpfen, schar ren) ' ,
Sv UB/LB/L {TK} pXik' n. act. 'scratching' ¶ K2 21O, FS E 367, Fn. KW-3
#46, Chx. 1517, 1519-2O, Chik. 419, TK 772 || HS: S *°√pHk' > Gz √fHk'
(js. y´fHak') v. G  'scrape, erase, scratch, polish, wipe off\away, rub of f '
¶ L G 157  EC: Sml N {Abr.} fïq- v. 'sweep; sharpen', Sml {ZMO} fïq-
id., 'peel' ¶ Abr. S 8O, ZMO 139 ||  A  ({S} *pæA2~kæV v. 'file, polish, r u b ' ) :
T *a4∏ga4∏-, {S} *a4∏ka4∏- v. 'rub, file' >  OT {Cl.} a4ga4∏-v. 'file (a metal objec t ) ' ,
{DTS} ege- ≠ ige- id., MQp XV {Cl.} a4ga4- v. 'file', Tv eGe- 'rub', Qrg ege-,
VTt, Bsh iga4- id., Nog ege- id., 'sharpen (a saw)', Qq ege- 'saw with a
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file', Xk ige- v. 'saw, file', Sg/Qc/Qb {Rl.} ega4-, Alt/Tlt {Rl.} a4˝a4- ' fei len' ,
ET T {Rl.} a4ka4- id., 'glatt feilen'; Ï NaT *a4∏g-u4+a4k n. 'file' >  Chg {Brv.}
ega4k, Tkm ïGe, Tk eg"e eje, Az a4ja4, Ggz ija, ET eka4k ± iga4k, CrTt, Kr Cr,
Qmq, QrB, Qzq, Nog, Qq ega4w, Uz egåw, VTt, Bsh iga4w, Qrg ego4∏ ± o4go4∏,
Alt egu4, Tv eGe2, Yk igï, Chv je€kev yÁgòev id. ¶ Cl. 1O1, DTS 165, 2O, ET
Gl 326-8, Rl. I 676, 695  NrTg *pi'+i3ki- 'rub, rub off' >  Ewk hiki- id., v.
'rub with\on (natirat∆ ), iron', Lm hIk-  'rub', Neg ¿xixi- 'rub ( w i t h \ o n )
(na- \ras-tirat∆ ) ¶ STM II 323  pJ {S} *pi!k- {AD} 'rub, file' > OJ
pi\ik- (in d.: pi\iki\i, pi\iki\i-ri 'rubbing wood for producing fire'), J: T
hi~k-, K/Kg hi!k- v. 'file, saw' ¶ S QJ #254, Mr. 689 ¶¶ DQA #181O (A
*pæï!kæe~- ¬ *-k- v. 'file, polish, rub').
1684. (€?) *p''''{É}K''''yV (or *p''''VK''''yV) 'to track (game), to follow t h e
tracks of' >  IE: NaIE *(s)pek8- ≠ *(s)peg8-: [1] *(s)pek8- 'look, observe' >
OI ≤spas1ati, ≤pas1yati 'sees', spat5 'observer', Vd spas2- (p fc .
paspa≤s1e2, aor. ≤aspas5t5a), KhS spa2s1s1- 'look', Av spasyeîti
'erblickt, erspäht', OI spat5, Av spas- 'observer' »» L specio, -e"re
'look at, behold, see', specta2- 'look at carefully, watch' »» OHG
spe4ho2n 'to spy' (ı MFr espier 'to spy' ı ME spie > NE spy),
NHG spa4hen, MDt spien 'to scout, to watch', ON spa1 'to prophesy ' ,
OSx spa2h(i), OHG spa2hi 'clever, wise' »» pTc *pa4k- >  Tc A, B pa4k-
'intend'; pTc *pa4kw- > Tc: A puk-, B pa4kw- 'expect' »» AdS  of Gk
ske1ptomai 'I look (at)' (< NaIE *°sk+k8ep- < N *c'''' 1 111{o}P3333V 'to watch, to l ook
out, to spy', q.v.)  [2 ] *(s)peg8-  '≈  look, look after' >  ON spakr 'c lever,
experienced', spekt 'wisdom', speki id., 'Verstand' »» Sl *pa¡ziti (seß)
'see to, look' >  ChS paziti paziti (prs. paq0 paz7o<) {Mikl.}
'achtgeben', SCr paàziti 'be attentive, pay attention to' (Glh.: “
*'look'), Slv pazi !ti  'be attentive, pay attention to, take care of, see t o ,
look after' ¶ WP II 659, P 981, 984, EI 5O5 (*(s)pek8-), Mn. 1253, M K II
24O-1 and III 536, M E II 1O7-8, Bai. 436-7, F II 725-6, WH II 57O-1, Vr.
531, 5332, Kb. 928, 931, OsS 846, 849, Ho. S 69, HDEL 1251, Mikl. E
234, Glh. 471-2, Kmc. 713, O 425-6 (rejects the adduction of Al pashe4
'I saw'), Ad. 368-9 ¶ The voiced cns. *-g8- in *(s)peg•- (for the expected
*-k8-) remains unexplained || HS: S *√pk'y+w 'follow the tracks \
footsteps of', 'pay attention to' >  Ar √fqw G (pf. faqa2) 'follow t h e
tracks \ footsteps of', Ak puk5k5u inf. D 'pay attention to' ¶ Fr. III 3 6 5 ,
Ln. 243O, BK II 623, Hv. 571, Sd. 879-8O || ?σ A *pæÉkæye ({SDM}
*pæákæe) 'follow, be next' > pKo {S} *p´~⁄kî! 'next, following' > MKo *p´~⁄kî!
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id., NKo p´⁄gîm 'the second in order, next' ¶ S QK #151, Nam 254, MLC
758  pJ {S} *p‰~ka! 'other' > OJ p[u\]o~ka!, J: T ho~ka, K ho~ka!, Kg hoka! ¶ S QJ
#168, Mr. 413  ? T *[h]e+ikki 'two' (× N *yÉûûûûqi or *y{u} ûûûûqi 'both, t w o
[persons]', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ SDM97 (A *pæákæe 'next, following'), ≈ DQA
#1785 (A *pæi\o~kæe id.: T, Ko, J + err. M *iki+ere 'twins', see  N *yÉûûûûqi o r
*y{u} ûûûûqi '⇑ '), Rm. SKE 195, Rm. EAS I 92-3 ˚  ≈  Glh. 471-2 (IE *spek8- ≠
*speg8- <  N *pæVygV ≠ *bayk5V) ˚  If the A √  belongs here, the N
etymon has a front vw. (*É ) and an empatic *p''''. Otherwise the r ec .
must be less specific: N *p''''VK''''yV. In any case, IE *(s)p- points to a N
*p''''- (see  Introduction, 2.2.5) ˚  Not here D *pakal- (  ¬ *b-) 'visible'
(see N *baK ''''V 'to look').
1685. *{p''''}o 6 666{K''''V}dV (or *p-?) 'to run' >  HS: WCh: Wrj {Sk. in ChC}
f‰!ke~t-, {IL in ChL} fo!ki!ti@ v. 'run' ¶ ChC, ChL  CS *√pd(d) >  Ar *√fdd
(pf. fadda) v. 'run', Sr √pdd G  (pf. pad3) {Br.} 'evanuit, discessit,
defecit', {JPS} 'stray; miss' ¶ Ln. 235O, BK II 554, Br. 557, JPS 434  Eg
fXVIII ? pd 'run' >  DEg pt v. 'run, flee' >  Cpt Sd po2t, B p˙o2t ' cour i r ,
s'en aller, fuir'; the association with Eg fXVIII pd id., DEg pt  'knee, f o o t '
(if any) is secondary (folk-etymological) (see  N *p''''a{9}dV 'leg' [or '∈
part of a leg'], 'foot') ¶ EG I 5OO-1, Er. 141, Vc. 165, Tk. II 537-9 ¶¶ In
the prehistory of the HS languages one may suppose as. **-K'd- >  *-gd-
(> S *-dd-, Eg d) and (?) > *-kt- > *-t- || U {UEW} *pukta-, {Coll.} *pokta-
v. 'hop, run' ('hüpfen, laufen') (× N *buk{o} 'run, run away'?) >  Chr L
pok≤t-aw 'drive, turn out, pursue (gnat∆ , -så )', Chr H, Chr {Ü}
pok≤t´-, Chr Uf/B pokte- 'treiben, verjagen, verfolgen' »» Os V/Vy pot-
ta {Trj.} 'run, run away, flee' » Hg fut-  id.  Sm: Slq Tz {KKIH} paktÈ-qo
'to run', i£nna4 paktÈ-qo 'to jump up', Slq Tz/Kt {KD} pakta- 'jump', Slq T m
pakta- 'jump, hop, run', Slq Tur paktÈrtÈ- 'jump over', ? Kms bakt´- v.
'come' ¶¶ UEW 4O2, Coll. 12, Coll. CG 4O6, Trj. S 371, KKIH 146, MF
223, IS I 181 (*pok-tV), SK 47O || A: Tg *pu'kti- ({∫Bz.} *po4kti-) v. ' r u n '
>  Ewk hukti- v. 'run, flee' (of an animal), Sln ukt‰lï≠utlï- 'run' (of a
horse), uktil‰n‰ 'a fugitive', Neg xukti- v. 'gallop', Orc xukti- 'run' ( o f
an animal), Ud xukti- 'run, gallop' (of an animal)', {Krm.} v. ' r u n
jumping', Ul pukti-, Ork pukçi- ≠ ∆  fukçi-≠∆ fukti- vi. 'gallop', Nn Nh
pukc7i-, Nn KU fukti-, Nn B fukc7i- id., WrMc feksi- ≠ fekce- v. 'gallop,
run at full speed' (of a horse), Mc Sb f‰ks7i-, f‰ks7e- 'run, gallop' (of a
horse )  ¶ STM II 34O-1, Vas. 491, Ci. 158, 329, Krm. 3O6 ˚  The Eg
cognate is phonetically dubious (loss of N *K ''''), and WCh suggests N *p- ,
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hence the rec. of N *{p '''' } -(base on Eg pd) is not certain ˚  IS I 1 8 1
(*bok {a} 'run away'), AD SShS 395-6 (*puQtV).
1686. *P3333iK''''Vz7777V 'sticky liquid, pitch' >  IE: NaIE *pik- (<  ppIE
*pikVÓV) 'tree-pitch' > pGk *piki\a2 id. >  Gk pi1ssa (ı  G pis-i id.), Gk
A pi1tta »» L pix / gen. picis 'pitch, tar' (ı  MLG pick, pek, OHG
pe4h 'pitch' >  NHG Pech) »» Sl *pÁkÁl¥ 'tree-pitch' >  OCS p6c6l5
pÁcÁlË, RChS p6kl5pÁklË≠ pek5l5pekËlË≠ pekol5 pekolË
'pitch', SCr d. opa~kliti 'to smear with pitch, to resin', pa~klina,
{Glh.} pa~klin 'pitch, tar' » Lt pi~kis 'tree-pitch' (π  NLG pik id.?) ¶ ≈
P 794, EI 5OO, Frdr. PITA 31-8, F II 544, WH II 312, EM 511, KM 5 3 6 ,
StSS 559, Srz. II 893, Glh. 463-4, ≈ Mikl. E 27O, Frn. 589 ||  U: FU *pis7ka
≠  ? *piks7a 'sticky liquid, pitch' >  F pihka 'pitch, resin, gum', Es pihk
'sticky liquid, pitch' »» pOs *pi˝´¬ >  Os: Ty piG´¬ 'Flicken an e inem
Boote (gewöhnlich einem Einbaum)', piG¬-i, V/Vy piGl-i- d. 'mit Harz
verstopfen (Spalten in einem Boot), mit erhitztem Harz dichten' ¶ UEW
384-5, Coll. 1O7, Stn. D 1122, Trj. S 359 || D *pic>- 'sticky \ viscous
liquid' (× homonymous roots or N words for 'be moist, greasy') >  T m
picin3 'gum, stickiness, viscousness', picupicu 'be viscous,
adhesive', picukku 'sticky substance', Tu bijibiji 'gummy, st icky' ,
Tl pisunu 'gum, resin'; D ı OI piccha2- 'gum' ¶¶ D #4134, Tu.
##8154, 8156.
1687. € *P3333alV '(∈ ?) tooth' > A {DQA} *p[æ]ala 'tooth' >  AmTg *palV
'molar' >  Nn Nh {Pt., On.} paloa, Nn B {Sem} falo, Ul palI, {PSchm.}
pali, palu id. ¶ STM II 313, Pt. 1OO, On. 323, Sem BD 195  pKo *par
in MKo ni-s-par 'teeth' (compound with ni 'tooth') > NKo vl ip∏al ' t o o t h '
¶ Rm. SKE 185, S AJ 256 [#127], S QK #127, Nam 127, MLC 1369  p J
*pa 'tooth' > OJ pa, J: T/Kg ha!, K ha2^, Ht pa2! ¶ S AJ 268 #81, S QJ #8, Mr .
394 ¶¶ DQA #1615, Rm. EAS I 55-6, Rm. AKE 14, S AJ 1O9, 278 [#77] ||
D {Pf., GS} *pal 'tooth' >  Tm, Kn pal, Ml pal, pallu, Kt, Nk, Nkr, Gnd,
Konda, Mnd pal, Td pa¬, Kdg pallÈ, Tl pal(l)u, Prj pel, Gdb pal, pallu2,
Kui padßu, pallu, Ku pallu2, pal(l)u, Krx pall, Mlt palu 'tooth', Tu paru
'animal’s tooth', Klm pal 'tooth' (esp. 'front tooth') ¶¶ D #3986(a), Pf.
131 [#1118], GS 29 [#21], 33 [#46] ˚ IS III 95-6 [#37O]: D, A (Tg, Ko).
IS l.c. tentatively adduces HS: EC: Sml N {Abr.} fo2~l 'incisor tooth', b u t
this word (Sml {DSI} fo2l 'each of the two central superior incisor t e e t h ' )
is most probably a sd. of Sml fo2l 'front, face' <  EC *fo2l- 'front, face' (w
DSI 234, Abr. S 81, Ss. B 175).
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1688. *p''''a 4 444l ∏ ∏∏∏{Å} 'time (mal, fois), once, one' > HS: C: Ag: Aw Dng {Hz}
‰mp‰l 'one'  CCh: Mdr {Eg. in JI II} pa!llE!, {ChL} pEle, Mdr Mr {Clm.}
pa!lle, Glv {Rp., ChC} pa!lla~, Nkc {ChL} pala 'one' » McMtk: MfG {Brr.} pa!l
'one', Gzg {Lk.} pal 'eins' » BM: Mrg, Wmd pas6u, Cb {Hf. in ChC} pa!s6u_!,
{ChL} pa!tu~ 'one' » McHigi: HgNk {ChL} pas6E, HgB {ChL} pas6‰w, HgG {ChL}
paz6E 'one' » Ktk {Lbf.}: Ktk Af/ Mkr, Glf pal  'one' ¶ ChL, JI II 262-3, ChC,
Brr. MG II 217, RpB 75, Lk. G 133 || K (in Zan only) *°pel[u] >  Mg {Q}
palo, {FS} palo, paluo 'simple, single, only, sole, one', Lz palu ' o n e ,
simple' ¶ Fn. SK 93 [#52], Q 334 || U: FU *pa4l+lßa4 >  FP *pa4la4 'time, o n c e '
>  pLp {Lr.} *pa2le2 >  Lp: N {Fri.} bale 'tempus, aetas', N {N} *balle -a2l-
'(definite) time, duration' (used in obl. cases: accus. bòa$—le ≠ bòa$;le,
etc.), L {Wk.} palle2 'Mal', S {Hs.} baalie '(bestimmte) Zeit, Mal', T {TI}
pa$:llêE 'Zeit', Kld {SaR} pa2ll∆ 'time, deadline, high time', {TI} pa2˘llêe"
'time' »» Prm *po$l 'a time (mal, raz )' >  Z p‰v, Yz pu$l id., Vt pol in ogpol
'once' (og is 'one'), kok pol 'twice' ¶ UEW 726, Lr. #885, Lgc. #4758, N I
125, Hs. 267, TI 335, SaR 247, LG 227, Wk. LLW 87 ˚ Blz. KM #13 (K,
HS: C, Ch).
1689. *p''''al{o} 'open ground, plain' > HS: S *°√pl{w} >  Ar êU}afa fala2-t-
(pl. }Afa fala2-, ÊU"valafa falawa2t-) {BK} 'désert sans eau', {Hv.} 'deser t ,
waterless plain' ¶ BK II 635, Hv. 575  CCh: Gzg {Lk.} pala 'Ebene i m
Busch ohne Bäume', MfG {Brr.} pa2la!h, papala!h 'plaine, endroit plat' ¶ Lk.
G 133, Brr. MG II 217  ?φ EC {Ss.} *bal- 'field, plain' > Gdl {Bl.} pa≤l-a ' a
field (for playing in)', ?σ  Kmb {Hd.} bali, bali-ta 'valley; cliff, precipice '
(if 'valley' is the primary meaning) ¶ Ss. B 32, Bl. G 93, Hd. 3O9 || IE:
NaIE *pol- 'field, plain' >  Sl *poŸl!e >  OCS polE polje 'field, plain', R
≤pole  'field, steppe', P, Cz, Slk pole, HLs polo, LLs po1lo, Slv po•lje /
polje•, SCr poŸlje (po à¬e), Blg po≤le 'field' »» Arm {Bdr.} ho¬ hoÒ
'soil, earth, land' »» OSw, Sw π fala 'plain', {P} 'Feld, Heide', NHG -fal-
in n. l. Westfalen, Ostfalen  Derived stem *pel[´]-t- (× ÿ *pel´-
/pla2- 'broad') >  Gmc *felT > OSw d. ur-fjAlder 'plot (of land), OSx
feld, OHG fe4ld, MHG ve4lt, gen. veldes, NHG Feld 'field', AS feld
'field, plain', NE field »» OIr {P} la1thar 'place, site, spot' (<  *pla2-) >
NIr la1thair 'open place, site, spot' ¶ Jah. OSK 8 [#1.211], 94, Shvl.
2O8 (on *l! in *pol!e), SJSS XXVII 148, Glh. 495; ≠ Vs. III 3O7-8, P 8O5-7
(both do not distinguish between the √  in question and *pel´- ' b r o a d
and flat'); Mn. 918, Dnn. 42O, Kb. 232, OsS 176, Lx. 266, KM 191, Ho.
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1OO, Ho. S 19, ≠ EI 133 || A {SDM97} *pæa2lV, {S} *pæa2!lV 'field, level
ground' >  T (att. in NaT) *[h]ala-N 'flat open ground' >  OT alaN, Tk
alan id., Tkm alaN 'small height, mountains', VTt {Bu.} alan 'c learing
in woods, meadow', Nog alaN 'open (ground)', alaN er 'glade, lawn' ,
Qzq, Qq alaN 'a clearing in woods (polåna )', Tv ala2q id., alandî ' t hawed
patch (protalina )', Yk ala2-s 'round field, clearing in woods' , Alt yalaN
'plain (Ebene) '  ¶ ET Gl 134-5, Cl. 147, Bu. I 79, Pek. 67, NogR 36, TvR
51, Sht. 2O, KrkR 36, RKazS 57O  Tg *°pa[:]lin- 'level ground' >  Lm
Ol/P ha2lInr¥, Lm O halInra 'a clearing in woods, woodless level g round ' ;
Tg *palan 'ground, floor' >  Ork pa2lla(n-), Nn Nh pala%, Nn B Fala(n-), Nn
KU Fala% 'floor', Ul pala(n-) 'floor, board', WrMc falan ' f loor ,
courtyard within the house'; ı Ud pala(n-), Neg palan 'floor'; i n
addition, the infl. of Chn fa-lan 'fence' (as supposed by Z) cannot b e
ruled out ¶ STM II 32, 313, Krm. 276, Z 1O32  pKo {S} *p´!⁄r(h)- ' f ield,
meadows' >  MKo p≈´!⁄ri, Ko Ph p´⁄l≠p≈´⁄l, NKo {MLC} p´⁄l, {Rm.} p´2⁄l
'plain, open field, prairie, even ground', NKo {MLC} p≈´⁄l 'a wide
expanse of land, vast plain, prarie' ¶ Rm. SKE 196, MLC 764, 1744, BKR I
545, S QK #2O2  pJ *pa~ra~ 'level ground, plain' >  OJ pa~ra~, J: T/K ha!ra,
Kg ha~ra! ¶ S QJ #269. Mr. 399 ¶¶ S LV #93, DQA #1723 (*pæa2~la~ ' f ield,
level ground [plain]'), ≠ Rm. SKE 196 (equates Ko p´2⁄l with Ewk hil‰-k‰n
'open field', ? WrMc fila 'a plate', Ul, Nn {PSchm.} pila, pili id., J
hira, Ai hira 'a plain') || D *pol- ({†GS} *p-) 'arable field' >  Tm pulam
'arable land, rice field; place, region', pulan3, pulavu 'arable land ' ,
Ml pulam 'cornfield; place', Kn pola 'plough-field; place', Tu pula
'pasturage', Tl polamu 'field, place of cultivated land', Klm polam
'field', Prj polub, Gdb polub, pollu2b 'village' ¶¶ D #43O3 ˚ D *-o- is
probably due to the assimilative infl. of *p- and/or of an ancient *-{o} .
EC *b- still needs explaining.
169O. *pa4444l ∏ ∏∏∏V 'inside, entrails, liver' > HS: Ch: WCh: Gmy {ChL} f‰!l‰~,
{Sh. in ChC} f‰lep≈, Tal {ChL} fO~lO~k, Cp {ChL} fÈ!lO~k, Tmbs {Sh.} fwa~lO~k
'liver' »» ? CCh: BM {ChL}: Mrg mbÈl, Klb m=~b'i~la~, Hld mbU!lU (pl. mbo~la~),
Wmd mbÈla id. » Mofu {Ro.} m‰~ve!l, MfG {Bn} m‰!vE~l, Gzg {Lk.} mevel id .
»» Skr {Sx.} pE~lsa~ 'liver' ¶ ChC, ChL, ≈ Ro. 284 (unc.: pMM *ma-givir) 
? HEC *afale ' l iver' >  Sd {Ss.} affale, {Hd., Gs.} afale, Brj {Ss.} af≤fala,
{Hd.} af(f)ala, Kmb {Ss.} afelita, {Hd.} afalita, Hd {Hd., Ss.} afare ¶ Ss.
B 24, Hd. 93, Bnd. LE 258-9  NrOm (π  HEC?): Ma S {Ss.} a≤fa2ro, Shn
{Lm.} afara~, Mch {L} aFa;ro, Anf {MYTY} aparo, {Fl.} afa;ro 'liver' ¶ L M
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17, Lm. Sh 261, MYTY 12O, Fl. OWL  ? S: Ar ba2l- 'heart, mind' ¶ Ln.
277, BK I 18O, Hv. 52 ¶¶ Cf. OS #775 (*fal-/ful- 'liver, lungs' ,
adducing WCh *ful- 'lungs' and CCh *fa-ful- 'lungs') || U: FU *pa4l+lßV
'internal, entrails' ({UEW} 'das Innere') > Prm: Vt pol-, p‰l-: Vt Sl polÈn
'in, im Inneren, zwischen', Vt Sr p‰lÈ, Vt Kz pole 'in, zwischen'
(direction)', Z p‰ls-≠p‰vs-: Z Lu miyan p‰lsÈn 'among us' »» OHg be1l
'das Innere', Hg be1l (accus. belet) 'gut, kernel (of a nut), wick', -be
/ -ba  into', -ben  / -ban  'in', -bo¡l / -bo1l 'out of' ¶ UEW 364, MF 1O5,
LG 227 || A: M *Feligen 'liver' >  MM [L] ˆ'klEa helegen, [S] helige(n),
[IM] helige, [MA] eligen 'liver', WrM elige, HlM ´l´g id., π 'breas t ,
belly', Kl elkn=, Ba helg´ ({T} x´lg´), Dg {Mr.} helehe, {T} x‰l‰g, ShY
heleGe, Mnr H {SM} xali\ege, {T} xelige, Mnr M {T} xalige 'liver' ¶ Pel.
211-2 [#14], Pp. L III 76, Pp. MA 152, 438, H 75, MED 3O9, KRS 697, KW
119, SM 157, T 375, T DgJ 17, Mr. D 159  Tg *°pe2lbu- 'be pregnant' >
Ewk h‰2lbu- id. ¶ STM 363  pKo *pÄ!i\ 'belly' >  MKo pÄ!i\, NKo pa4 ¶ S AJ
25 [#4], S QK #4, Nam 21, MLC 742  pJ *pa~ra~ 'belly' >  OJ pa!ra~, J: T/Kg
hara!, K ha!ra~ ¶ S AJ 264 [#4], S QJ #4, Mr. 399 ¶¶ DQA #1632 (A *pæe2~ylo!
'belly, liver'), SDM94 (A *p[æ]e2~lo) ¶¶ T: ¿¿ Chv {KW “ ?) al 'Niere' ( n o t
confirmed by Ash. and any other available sources) (a ghost word?) ¶
KW 119.
1691. *P 3333i lV 'a hair, tuft of hair, feather' >  IE: NaIE *pilo- 'hair' (wi th
as.: *pulo- id.) (Ï *pil-t- 'felt') >  L pilus 'a hair' »» MIr ul (< *pulu)
'beard', Brtt (× N *?il ∏∏∏∏V 'eye'?): OW {Flr.} ail, W ael 'eyebrow', OBr
GUORAIL 'supercilium' (Flr.: cd. with GUOR- 'upper') »» Gk py1liggeß
'hairs of the body' »» OI pulaka2h5 pl. 'bristling hairs of the body' » Irn:
Krd pu2r 'headhair' »» ? Gmc (×  Gmc *felti- 'gestampftes'): OHG filz,
MHG vilz, NHG Filz, OSx filt, AS felt 'felt', NE felt  NaIE *piles-
/pils- 'felt' > L pilleus (< *pils-eyo-) 'felt cap' »» Gk pi6loß 'woo l \ha i r
made into felt' »» Sl *pÁlstÁ 'felt' >  OR pl5st6 plËstÁ 'felt, fel t
carpet', Blg pl`st, SCr MN pu àst, Slv po•lst (gen. polsti 8), Cz plst
(gen. plsti), Slk plst5, P pils1c1, Uk povst∆ (gen. povsti) 'felt', R
polst∆ (gen. polsti) 'felt-cloth, cloth', d. pol≤stina 'felt' ¶ EI
251   NaIE *pleu\-k-, *pleu\-s- 'feather, hair, wool' (× NaIE *pleus- ' p luck
out', *pleu\k- 'flock') >  [1] *pleu\-k- >  Lt pla!ukas 'a hair', plaukaiﬁ pl .
'hair', plu~ksna, ∆  plu~nksna 'feather'; [2] *pleu\s- >  L plu2ma
({Thr.}: <  *plusma) 'downy part of a feather; small, soft feather', p l .
plu2mae 'down' »» Gmc {Vr.} *fleu\saz >  MLG vlu2s, vlu2sch, MHG
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{KM, Vr.} vlius, NHG Vlies, MDt vlies, vluus, Dt vlies ' f leece ' ,
AS fl°es, fle2os id., 'wool, hide', NE fleece, as well as NLG vlu2s(e),
vlu2sch, NHG Flaus, Flausch 'tuft of wool\hair, fleecy woollen
material', ??σ Nr ∆  {Ar.} fluret 'dishevelled\bristling' (of hair), {Ho.}
flu2ra 'zottiges Haar' »» Lt plu~skos pl. 'tufts of hair, hair', Lt †
pla!uz(d)inis ≠ pla!(u)zenis '(Deck)bett', Pru plauxdine ' e ider-
down' » ¶ P 830, ≈ 837-8, EI 569, EM 516, ≈ F II 536, WH II 3O3-5, 324-5 ,
Vr. N 792O, Kb. 243, ≈ KM 197-8, KM 2O3, 822, Ho. 1OO, 1O8, Ar. 2 7 4 ,
≈  Frn. 6O7-9, 634, En. 227, Vs. III 318, Ma. CS 378, Flr. 198, SB 3 ({SB}
pClt *aili), Bc. 22O, EI 251 (*pilo-s, *pulo-s '[a single] hair [of t h e
human body]'), 569 (*pil-so- ≠ *pil-to- 'felt') || ? HS: ? B *bil[h]-,
*bilh+F-itœtœ- 'eyelashes, (‘ ) eyelid' >  BSn ab´l, Izn a2b´l 'eyelid'., BMn
ab´l 'eyelash', Mtm abliw´n 'eyebrow', Ah abïl´t 'eyelid'; acc. to NZ, i n
most B lgs. anf ds. it means 'eyelash' ¶ Fc. 69, Pr. H #25, NZ 55  C: EC:
Arr {Hw.} fï!l 'tail' »» Ag: Xm Wg {Fl} fElfEla 'feather' ¶ Hw. A 358, Blz.
CWL  || D [1] D *pïl- ({†GS} *p-) 'peacocks’s tail, peacocks’s feather' >
Kn p°li, Kdg pi;li id., Tu p°li id., b°la 'tail', Tm, Ml p°li 'peacock’s
feather', Tl p°li  'rudder, peacock’s feather' ¶¶ D #4226  [2] *pilVka
({†GS} *p-) 'a tuft\knot of hair' >  Tl pilaka id., Knd pilka, pilika
'pigtail, dangling ends of hair', Ku pilka 'lovelock (worn curled u n d e r
the ear by males)' ¶¶ D #4179 || K : Sv {Ni.} p'il 'tail' (not confirmed b y
other available sources) ¶ Ni. s.v. xvost` .
1691a. *p''''ËlÉ 'be much\big, increase' >  HS: ? S *°√pwl >  Ar √fwl
TD  (pf. tafayyala) 'grow up' (plant, youth) ¶ BK II 655, Hv. 582 || A:
M *Fu4le- v. 'be too much\big, be superfluous', *Fu4le-Gu4- ' superf luous,
left over', *Fu4lemZi 'more, much, many' >  MM [L] hu4lu4wu4lebe
'vermehrte sich', [S] hulegu 'übrig sein', WrM u4le-, HlM ¥l´- v. ' b e
left over, be superfluous', WrM u4lemZi, HlM ¥l´mq 'more, m u c h ,
many; great, huge', Ord ilu4∏, ilgu4∏, u4lgu4∏ 'superflu, plus de, davantage ' ,
Mnr H {SM} fuliu2 'superflu, en surplus, plus de, de trop' ¶ Pel. 2 3 6 - 7
[#64], MED 1OO4-5, H 78, Iw. 144, Ms. O 384, SM 1O7  Tg *pule-
({∫Bz.} po4la4-) v. 'be superfluous' >  Ewk hul‰- ≠ h‰l‰- 'happen to b e
superfluous (ostat∆så v izliwke )', Lm hul- id., ' b e ( c o m e )
superfluous', Sln ul‰- id., ul‰x 'the remainder, surplus', 'magnificent ' ,
Ul pul‰, Ork pull‰ ≠ pul‰ ≠ pul‰G‰ 'sth. superfluous, surplus', Neg
xul‰x‰ id., 'extra, more, better', Orc xul‰ 'superfluous, surplus', xul‰
aya 'the best', Ud {STM} xul?a 'superfluous', Nn Nh pul‰2, Nn KU ful‰,
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ful‰k‰, Nn B ful‰x‰ 'superfluous, surplus, redundancy', WrMc fulu
'superfluous, surplus; too much' ¶ STM II 364-5  NaT *[h]ulug 'g rea t ,
big' (× N *wu++++ol ß ßßßa  'big, large, multitude', see  ffd. N *wÅlßßßßa [ o r
*wu++++ol ß ßßßa?] id.) > OT, OOsm XIV ulu˝, XwT XIII ulu(˝), MQp XIII ulu2,  XIV
[CC] ulu, Chg XV, ET ulu˝ ≠ uluq, SY, Ln, Xk, Tv, Tf ulu˝, Tkm, Slr ulî
'large, big, great', Tk ulu , Ggz, CrTt, Kr Cr ulu, Yk ulu2 id., VTt oly ¥ºl¥,
Bsh olo ¥ºl¥º 'large, big; old, grown up' (of a person), Az ulu 'big, great ,
ancient', Uz ulu˝, Qzq ¨ly u"lî, Qq ullî, Alt ulu, Uz uluÌ 'great', Qrg
ulu 2 'great, elder', † uluq 'chief, ruler', Yk ulu2 'large, great' ¶ Cl. 136, ET
Gl 593-5, Rs. W 513, Sht. 289, Jud. 8O3-4, MM 488, KrkR 67, Nj. 1 3 4 ,
BT 167, Ra. 237 || D *pol[i] 'increase, abound '  > Tm poli ' f lourish,
prosper, abound, increase', Ml poli n. 'increase', Kn hulisu v.
'increase in bulk, thrive, grow rich', Kdg poli- v. 'increae', Tu poli n .
'interest in kind, increase, abundance', Tl poli n. 'gain' ¶ D #455O ˚
Is there etymological connection with N *p ''''a lyu 6666  'much, superfluous'?
1692. *pul ßßßßu (or *pul ßßßßu 4 444?) 'to spring forth' (‘  'to flow'), 'to plunge i n
water' >  HS: WS *√plpl ≠ *√pll ≠ *-pu2l- >  Gz √flfl (pf. falfala) v.
'gush out, spring forth', falfal 'fountain', Sr √pll (pf. Lπa pal)
'sprinkle', √pwl (pf. Lπo pa2l, ip. -pu2l) id.; EthS ı Bln {R} fålfål-
'gush out', Qbn {L} fAlfAllo5, falfalla id.  Not here (⇔  Blz.) S *≤palag-
'canal, small stream' (“ S *√plg 'split asunder', see  ffd. N *P3333a 4 444{l ß ßßß}Vk''''V
'to split lengthwise, to divide') ¶ L G 158-9, Br. 56O, 569, JPS 437, 4 4 5 -
6, ≈ Blz. LB #6O || IE: [1] NaIE *pol-/*pl=- v. 'pour\stream' >  Lt pi~lti
(pres. pilu~) 'to pour', Ltv {ME} pilﬁt (prs. pilﬁstu, pilu) vi.
'tröpfeln', Ltv pile^t 'to drop, to drip, to trickle, to dribble', pali (∆
palas) 'flood, inundation', pile 'a drop', Lt am%palas (<  *an%t-palas)
'water frozen on the ice' » Sl *°pol- v., *°pol¥ n. >  ChS {Mikl.} pol5
' ]eparysth1r, Schöpfgefäß', Slv {Mikl.} plati, poljem 'haurire'; t h e
connection with R ≤polaå voda, polo≤vod∆e 'Hochwasser' is highly
qu., the R stem is more likely to derive from pol- 'full' < N *P3333olÙá
'to fill' (or reflects a merger of both N words) »» Arm he¬um heÒum ' I
pour, pour out, empty' (< *pel-nu-mi), ze¬um  zeÒum (< *z-heÒum) vt .
'I shed, pour out (lasse strömen)' »» W llanw n. 'flow of tide', OBr
lanu, MBr lano, lanv, lanu 'flux', Crn {ECCE} lanwes 'flow, raising
tide' ¶ ≈  P 798-8O1 (does not distinguish between this √  and IE *pelé8-
/*pleé8- 'to fill'), LP § 19, YGM-1 3O2, Flr. 236-7, ECCE 264, Frn. 5 9 2 ,
Kar. II 13-4, 48, ME III 59, 214-6, Mikl. L 616, F II 547-8, Slt. 384-5, ≠σ EI
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2O1 (Arm heÒum < *pelh⁄- 'fill')  [2] NaIE *pleu\- 'flow; swim' >  OI
≤plavate2 'floats, swims', caus. pla2≤vayati 'causes to swim, ba thes ,
submerges', plu≤ta- 'floated, bathed' (÷  Gk plyto1ß 'washed'), pluti-
'overflowing, flood' (÷  Gk ply1siß n. act. 'washing') »» Gk ple1(w)v ' swim,
float, sail, go by sea', ply1nv  'I wash' »» Arm luanam luanam 'I wash ' ,
aor. luaçi luac≈i »» L pluit 'it rains', pluvius, pluor 'rain', re-
plu-o2 'durchnässe' »» ? Clt: OIr {SB} lo1-chasair 'rain' (× N *LVqË ' b e
moist\liquid, flow', q.v.); ??? Brtt: MCrn glaw, Crn gwlaw > glaw
'rain', MBr glauaff 'to rain' »» ON flo1a, AS flo2wan 'to overflow',
OHG flewen (“  caus.) 'to wash', ON fley 'ferry, ship', OSx flo2d
'flood, river', AS flo2d 'flowing, stream; tide; river, sea; flood', Gt
flo2dus, ON fløÎ, fløÎr, flo1Î, OHG fluot, NHG Flut 'flood', NE
flood »» Lt pla!uti (p. plo!viau, prs. pla!uju) (<  caus.) 'to wash, t o
rinse' » Sl *plu-≤ti (prs. *ploŸvoß) 'to swim, to float' >  OCS pluti
pluti / prs. plov0 plovo<, OR pluti / plovu, SCr Cr pluàti /
plove∏m, Slv plu!ti / plo!vem, OCz plu1ti / plovu, Cz plouti /
pluju, Slk plut5; Sl *pli _¡-ti (<  *plu2-) / prs. *pl¥Ÿjoß 'swim, float' >  R
plyt∆ / ply≤vu id., SCr Sr pli àti / pli àje 2m id., P pLywac1 ' t o
swim, to float', Blg prs. plivam  'I swim' »» pTc {Ad.} *plu- > Tc: A plu-
, {Wn.} plau-, B {Wn.} plu-, plyew- 'planer, flotter', B {Ad.} plu-,
plyew- 'soar, fly up', plewe {Wn.} 'raft, boat', {Ad.} 'raft' ¶ P 835-7 ,
M K II 383-6, M E II 194-6, F II 559-6O, WH II 326-7, Bc. 68 (no et. o f
the Brtt words for 'rain'), Ern. 258, ≠ SB 249-5O (pClt *levo6 ' i ch
spüle'), Vr. 131-3, 135O, Kb. 262, 268, OsS 2O3-4, 2O6-7, KM 21O-1,
Sw. 6O, Ho. 1O9-1O, Ho. S 21, Slt. 94, Frn. 6O9-1O, Vs. III 288-9, Glh.
488, Wn. 377, 379, Ad. 428, Ad. H 17, 99 ¶¶ N *u  is not reflected in t h e
IE root, because in the prehistory of IE the glide *u\ after *p was los t
(**pu\- > *p-) || U: FU (att. in Ugr) *pa6lßV (= *pulßV?) spring forth, f low'
> ObU *po"lß- > pOs *pa"lß- ≠ *po"lß- ({∫Hl.} *pÈÆlß- ≠ *pu"lß-) > Os: Nz po"liÆy-, Kz
po"lßiÆ-, O pa"li- 'spring forth (hervorquellen)', Kz po"lßs1iÆ-, po"lßs1em´-, D
pa"lt!em´- 'plätschern'; pVg *pOl- >  Vg: T/LK/UK pol!s1it-, P/NV pol!s1t-, LL
pal!s!t-, UL pol!s1´t- v. 'splash, ripple', Ss polG- 'plätschern' (xa2pn1ol
polG´ne2t suyti 'das Plätschern der Bootspitze ist zu hören'), polGalt-
'plätschern' (mat´r polGaltawe 'etwas plätschert') » OHg, Hg foly-
'flow, stream' ¶ UEW 881, Ht. #511, MF 212-3, EWU 4O6-7 || A *bulÅ-
or *bu4la- 'make (a liquid) flow', *bulakV source, spring' >  T *°bula- >
Qzq {Rl.} bula- 'fließen, hervorströmen, entspringen (Fluß)', {Sht.}
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b¨la-  bu"la- 'weep, shed tears; foam a horse by fast riding'; NaT *bulak
'spring (of water)' >  OT, XwT XIV, MQp [CC] bulaq, Tk bulak, CrTt,
Qmq, Qq, ET, SY, Ln bulaq, Az bulag bula9, Uz bulåq id., Tkm bulaq
'irrigation ditch', VTt bolak b¥ºlaq 'brook', Tv bulak p…ulaq 'spring o f
water; brook (in a steppe); source (of a river)', Tf p…ulaq 'ice c r u s t
(naled∆ ) near a spring'; T ı M: MM [IsV, HI] bulaq, [S] bulaX, WrM
bula9, HlM bulag, Ord bòu¯laq, Kl bulg bul¥9, {Rm.} bulu9ò, Mnr H
{SM} bòula9ò, Mnr H/M {T} bula9 'spring, source' ¶ Rs. W 87, Dr. TM II
##77O, 8O9, Rl. IV 1836, Sht. 64, MM 113, ET B 257-8, Cl. 336, TvR
121, Ra. 72, 165, Lg. VMI 22, Ms. H 43, H 21, MED 133, SM 32, T 32O,
KW 59  Tg: [1] *bulku- >  WrMc bulqu- vi. 'spout, jet' (of a spring),
'splash', {Hr.} 'von unten nach oben hervorkommen (Wasser) ,
heraussprudeln, hervorquellen', ? Ewk Ald/Z bulku- 'wash oneself', ? Nn
Nh bolqo- ≠ bulXo- v. 'rinse (one’s mouth)'  ?? [2] *°pulkV- > WrMc
fulXa- {Z} 'suppurate, discharge pus', 'burst' (an abscess), 'bleed' ( a
wound), {Hr.} 'eitern', {Am.} 'lorsque le pus sort d'un plaie'   [3]
*bi3lku- vt. 'moisten, wet' > Ewk bilki-, bilkiptan- 'moisten (a hide t o
dress leather)', Ud bea4ku-, Nn Nh bIlXo- 'moisten (runners of a sledge
to improve sliding)' ¶ STM I 82, 1O8, Hr. 124, 315, Am. I 214, Z 1O88,
DQA #146 (Tg *b{u4}lku4-)  M: [1] M *bulqa- vt. 'dip in water' >  WrM
bulqa-, HlM bulxa- vt. 'dip in water, rinse', Kl bulxx bulX¥-X¥,
{Rm.} bulXa-Xa"vi. 'to dip in water'; [2] ?σ,φ M *bilqa- v. 'overflow; b e
too full' > WrM bilqa-, HlM bålxa- id.; d. *bilqayi- >  WrM bilqai-,
HlM bålxaj- 'be overfilled', Kl {Rm.} bilXa4∏- 'dick und voll werden,
über den Rand überschwabben' ¶ M *bilqa- has more plausible
semantic connections with the roots of T and Tg, while M *bulqa- 'dip i n
water' is justified in the framework of N (see  IE *pleu\- 'swim') ¶ MED
1O5, 136, KW 45, 6O, KRS 119  pKo {S} *purî- (or *pîri-) 'soak, m a k e
wet' > NKo purî-, pulli- ¶ S QK #883, Rm. SKE 211, MLC 836  pJ {S}
*pu~r‰~ or *pu~ru\a~ 'bath' > OJ pu~r[u\]o~, J: T Fu!ro ≠ Furo!, K Fu~ro!, Kg Furo! ¶ S
QJ #1658, Mr. 418 ¶¶ DQA #146 (A *bi\u"~lo~ v. 'soak, gush forth') || D
(SD) *pulß- v. float' >  Tu pul5a2vuni, Krg bolßa id. ¶ D #4321 ˚  The Tg
delabialization (N *u  > *i3) in Tg *bi3lku- is still to be explained (s e e
Introduction, §  2.4).
1692a. € *pu6666LV 'to blow (blasen)' > HS: WCh: Jmb {Sk.} fa@l v. ' b low'
»» ECh: Kir {ChL} fWale id., Ke {Eb. in ChC} fE2!lE! id., {Eb.} fu2!li! 'b lasen,
wehen' ¶ Eb. 46, ChL, ChC  HEC {Hd.} *fo2l- 'breathe' > Sd fo2l-, fo2?l- id.;
HEC *fo2le 'breath' >  Sd {Gs.} fo2le id., 'odour, smell', Brj {Hd.} fo2le
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'odour, smell', Kmb fo2li, Hd. fo2re 'life, soul' ¶ Hd. 31, 19O, 278, 316 ||
A: M *Fu4liGe- v. 'blow (blasen)' > MM [MA] hu4le2- id., WrM u4liye-, HlM
¥l´´- v. 'blow, inflate', Dx fulie- v. 'blow', Ba file- v. 'blow' (of wind)
¶ MED 1OO6, Pp. MA 19O, T DnJ 138, T BJ 148  Tg *pu'l(i)gi- v. 'b low
(blasen)' >  Nn B/KU fulgi- id., Nn B fulgic7i- v. 'inflate', WrMc
fulgiye-, Mc Sb fulgi- v. 'blow, fan (fire)' ¶ STM II 336  pKo *pu2r- v
'blow (blasen)' >  MKo pu2r-, NKo pu2l- ¶ Rm. SKE 2O9, S QK #554, Nam
267, MLC 835  pJ *pu~k- v. 'blow' >  OJ pu~k-, J: T/K Fu!k-, Kg Fu~k- ¶  S
QJ #515, Mr. 694 ¶¶ DQA 1852 (A *pæu" ~lgi ¬ -o- 'to blow').
1693. *pVLu (or *pVLu4444?) 'lungs, pluck' > HS: Ch: WCh: AG: Su {J}
f‰~lO~k, Ang {Flk.) fwolok, Gmy {ChC} fÈlÈl, Mpn {Frz.} flo~k,†fu~lfu!k
'lung(s)' » Ron: Bks {J} fo~lo~k id. ¶ J S 65, J R 141, Flk. s.v. fwolok, Frz.
DM 18, ChC ¶ Infl. of N *p''''Ål!!!! [V]gá ≠ *pÅl!!!! [V]gá 'spleen' is possible
¶¶ Cf. OS #775 (*fal-/ful- 'liver, lungs', adducing HEC *afal- ' l iver '
and Om *afa2r- 'liver') || K: GZ *pe+ilt'w- / *pl=tw- 'lungs' > G pilt'v-i id.,
{DCh.} id., 'pluck', Mg pirt'v- (ir < *l=), Zan ı OG pirtw-, G pirtv-
'lungs', and [??] Sv UB/LB/L {TK, GP} p'ers7wda, Sv Ln {TK} p'eres7t'wa id.;
the stem-final -t'w- ± -dw- may be ancient (cp. IE *plew-tyo- in BSl) ¶
≈ K 189 (*pir(s`)t'w-) and K2 2O1-2 (*pirt'w- 'lungs' with a "secondary
substitution" l for *r in G), ≈ FS K 319-2O and ≈ FS E 358  (*pirt'w-),
DCh. 13O6, SSO II 193 (pirtw-), ≈  Gel. 1O8 (substitution l for r), TK
681, GP 253 || IE: NaIE *pleu\-mon-/*plu-m(o)n- 'lung', *0pleu\-tya2- ≠
*0plou\tya2- 'lung(s)': [1 ] NaIE *pleu\-mon-/*plu-m(o)n- >  OI klo2≤man-
'the right lung', pl. 'lungs' (acc. to P and F, dis. *p...m >  *k...m), Pali
kilo2maka 'the pleura', Kls kro2ma 'lung' (<  var. InA *kro2man-) »» Gk
pley1mvn 'lung' »» L pulmo2, mostly pl. pulmo2nes 'lungs'  [2] NaIE ( i n
BSl) *pleu\tya2- ≠ *plou\tya2- 'lungs' >  Lt plauﬁc7iai, Ltv pla~us7as ( m .
pl.), Pru plauti  'lungs' » Sl {Glh.} *pl!u≤tje / pl. *pl!utja¡ 'lung(s)' >  OCS
plU∑a pljus7ta, [Supr.] plu∑a plus7ta, O R plUha pljuc7a, SCr
plju•c1a, Sln plu!c7a, OCz pliu1ce7, Cz plI1ce, Slk pl&u1ca  'lungs' ¶ P
837-8, ≈ EI 359 (*≤pleu\mo2n / *plum≤n-os; BSl < *plou\-ty-e/ohÅ-; unc.: ÿ
*pleu\- 'float'), M E I 419, F II 558-9, WH II 386-7, Frn. 6O7, En. 227, StSS
452, SJSS XXV 6, Glh. 489 || ?φ D *porÀVl- ({†GS} *p-) 'lungs' >  Irl porÀolßi
'lungs', AlK porÀonßdßi id., ? Gnd posa id., Knd poRo (= [por`o]?) ' lung(s) ,
Png poc>la, Mnd bu2laN id., Ku bo5la id. ¶¶ D #4569 ¶¶ D *porÀVl- resul ts
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from dis.: *porÀVl- <  **pVlVl- ˚ N *p-  is reconstructed on the ev. o f
AG *f-.
1694. *p{i}{?}LV 'strong' > HS *√{p?}l (or *√{ph}l) >  S: Ak B/NA
ba?a2lu(m) 'abnormal groß, lichtstark sein', 'be abnormally large,
become bright, shine brightly', Ak YB ba?lu 'abnormal groß' ¶ Sd. 9 3 -
4, 1OO, CAD II 1  ? Eg fOK f¿w {EG} 'Macht', {Fk.} 'magnificence,
splendour' (*fV?wV < *fV?[V]lwV??) ¶ EG I 575, Fk. 98, ⇔ Tk. II 5 5 8 - 9
(Eg ÷ Hb √p?r D  'zieren, verherrlichen' and related S and Ch words f o r
'adorn, praise')  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *b'ala 'strong, big' >  pAG {Hf.} *b'al v.
'be strong, hard' >  Su {J} b'a!l 'fest, gewaltig, mächtig; Stärke, Gewalt',
Ang {Hf.} b'al v. 'get better after illness', Gmy {Hf.}, Mnt {Hf.} b'al, Kfr
{Nt.} b'a!l 'hard, strong', Cp {ChL} b'al 'strong', b'alb'al 'hard' » BT: Tng B
{Kr.} b'e!l 'many', Tng {J} beÚl 'full' » NrBc: P’ {MSk.} b‰l- 'big' (m. b‰!la@n,
non-m. b‰~le!i!), Dir {Sk. in ChC} n‰~ b'u!la~ 'big', {Stl. “ ?} bula ' s ize,
height (veli¢ina , vysota)' » SBc: Krf {Sch.} b'u!lli! 'many' »» CCh: BM:
Mrg {Hf.} b'a~b'a~l 'hard', {ChL}: Klb ba@ba@lu!, Wmd b'ab'al‰w, Hld b'a~b'a@lu@, Bu
b'Ub'‰l, Cb b'a~b'‰~l, WMrg b'U!b'a~l, b'Ib'al, Ngx b'‰b'‰l 'hard' » HgNk {ChL}
bÈlÈbÈlÈ 'hard' »» ECh: Ke {Eb.} bO~blo! m. 'groß' » Nd D {J} b'‰@l 'big', S m r
{J} b'‰~lle@ 'big' ¶ The cns. b' is likely to result from glottalization
(reflecting N *? ) of the initial labial cns. ¶ J S 59, Stl. ZCh 158 [#25], Hf.
AGG 17 [#18], Nt. 2, MSk. 168, Sch. BTL 148, ChL, ChC, Hf. M 23, Eb. 3 3
|| IE: NaIE *bel- 'strong' >  OI ≤bala-m 'power, strength, might ' ,
≤balïya2n 'stronger', ≤balis5t5ha-s 'strongest' »» Gk belti1vn, Gk H m
be1ltero-ß 'better', be1ltisto-ß, be1ltato-ß 'best' »» L de2-bilis 'powerless,
feeble, weak' »» Sl *bol!ÁjÁ, f. *bol!Ás7i, ntr. *bol!e(je), adv. *bol!e ' g rea ter ,
bigger' >  OCS bol8ii bol!ii (bol!ÁjÁ) 'größer', f. bol 86wibol!s7i,  adv.
bol 8ebol!e 'magis, plus', R ≤bol∆wij 'bigger' (Ï bol∆≤woj 'b ig ' ) ,
Uk b¡l∆wij 'bigger', SCr boŸljï 'better' ¶ P 96, Dv. #456, EI 5 5 O
(*≤belo-s 'strong'), M K II 416-8, M E II 215, F I 232, WH I 326-7, Bern. I
72, ESSJ II 193-4, Glh. 14O-1†|| A *p[æ]iL{a}- > Tg *pi3l- 'firm, hard' > O r k
pilJi 'hardy, healthy' (a person), 'firm, hard' (wood), WrMc fili ' f i rm,
dense, hard' ¶ STM II 38 ¶¶ Not here WrM ila-, HlM åla- , Brt ila- v.
'conquer, win a victory, overcome', because on the ev. of MM [S] ilah-
'besiegen' the M √  has no *F- (see  MED 4O1-2, Chr. 277, H 81) || K
*°pl- >  G pl-: pl-oba (prs. v-pl-ob) 'besitzen, beherrschen', v-i-pl-ob
(aor. 1s da-v-i-ple, 3s da-i-plo) 'sich (einer Sache) bemächtigen, (v .
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etw.) Besitz ergreifen' ¶ Chx. 1384 || ?σ D (in KK) *pVli- ({†GS} *p-) v.
'be big, high' >  Ku pli- v. 'be big', plïnay v. 'grow', Kui pr`ihpa v. 'be tall,
high', pr`ïpa- v. 'be tall', pr`ïsa 'tall, high' ¶ D #4192 ˚ NaIE *bel- <
**bi\el- < N *p{i}{?}LV . On the loss of postconsonantal glides in t h e
prehistory of IE cf. AD NVIE. If D *pVli- belongs here (which is
uncertain), the N etymon is *p{i} {? }lV .
1695. *p{Ë?É}lV (or *p''''-?) 'stinging insect '  > HS: Ch: WCh: Df /Btr
{Sh.} b'wa~lE~ 'louse', Bks {RLC} b'wele 'lice' »» CCh: Glf {Lk.} fe›lei\, Mbara
{TrnSL} fu~la~y ≠ fu~la!y 'mosquito', ? Mlw {Trn.} a~vlï&, ? Msg {Mch.} avuli,
{Rlf.} a1fili id. ¶ ChC, TrnSL 261, 294, Lk. ZSS 15O, Tk. EDE II 4 1 1 - 2
 WS *√ply > Ar √fly G  v. 'louse (the head), hunt for fleas', fa2liy-at-
'black-beetle spotted with white and black', Hrs √fly +w  G  (pf. f‰lo2), J b
C √fly+w G  (pf. ≤fe≤le) v. 'delouse', Mhr √fly+w G  (pf. f‰lo2) id., ' l ook
for and remove bugs on an animal' ¶ BK II 635, Hv. 575-6, Jo. H 33, Jo .
M 95, Jo. J 58  EC: Hr filla!yye, Glg fila!yye 'flea' (×  N *paLuÇV
'stinging insect'?) ¶ AMS 157, 199  NrOm: pGng *p'illo 'flea, bedbug' >
Kf {C} pillo1, {R} pillo ≠ p5illo id., Gjb {Fl.} b'illo 'flea' ¶ C SE 481, Fl.
PG 158  ?φ  Eg Md pj, Cpt: Sd piI pe2i, B fiI p˙e2i 'flea' ¶ EG I 5O2,
Crn. 124, Vc.  158 || U: [1] *pÉlV > ObU *pe2l´m 'horsefly (Bremse)' >
pVg *pa4ÆlmV > OVg W P pelyma, OVg N BerG pa4llem, OVg Ber
pílma, Vg T, Vg MK/UK/P/NV/SV/LL/ML pa4l´m, LK pa4∏l´m, UL/Ss pal´m
id.; pOs *pel´m >  Os: VK, D, Knd pel´m, Y pa$Æ¬´m id.  Sm: Nn T pil!u,
Nn F L {Lh.} pirn1u2, Ng filt!i id.  [2] FU: Chr H pyjylmy p¥≤y¥lm¥
'bumblebee (Bombus, wmel∆ )', Chr {Szil.} p´y´lm´  'wasp' ¶ ≈ UEW 4 1 6 ,
Ht. #515, MRS 484, Ep. 97 || A: M *Fil{u}˝a 'fly, gnat, gadfly' >  MM [S]
{H} d. hilu5atu- 'von Fliegen gestochen werden', WrM ila9a(n), HlM
ålaa(n) 'fly, gnat, gadfly', WrM {Kow.} ila9a 'œstre, sorte de t aon ,
mouche', Ord {Ms.} ilo2 'taon', Kl d. ilásn 'mowka ', {Rm.} ilE2-sn=
'Motte, kleine Fliegen\Mücken', Brt ilaahan 'midges (mowka ,
mowkara )', Brt W ila2han 'flies', Dg {T} Xila2 'fly', {Mrm} Xila 'Bremse,
Pferdebremse' ¶ Pel. 217 (MM hiluqat- 'être excité par des mouches ' ) ,
H 76, MED 4O2, Kow. 294-5, KRS 267, KW 2O6, Chr. 277, Ms. O 384, T
DgJ 176, Klz. D 139  Tg *pulmi[:]-(kte) 'midges' > Ewk hunmï-kt‰, Lm
humt´ç‰n, Neg xunmuG‰kt‰, Orc, Ul, Ork pumikt‰, Ud xumukt‰, Nn Nh
purmikt‰, Nn B xumikt‰, Nn KU xurm‰kt‰ ¶ STM II 348  pKo {S} p≈Ä!r,
p≈Ä!ri~, NKo p≈a2ri n. 'fly' ¶ QK #1183, Nam 463, MLC 173O ¶¶ DQA # 6 3 6
(A *pæi\ol+l!i 'fly, midge') ˚  Eg pj (if it belongs here) point to a N initial
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*p''''- . But CCh cognates suggest that the N cns. was *p- , which is a
stronger argument. The glottalized cnss. *p'- and b'- in Om and the WCh
lgs. and Chr -¥y¥- suggest a N intervocalic laryngeal (most probably *-
?- ). The sequence *pË?É-  (or *p ''''Ë?É-?) in this N word is suggested b y
Df/Btr b'wa~lE~ and Bks b'wele, as well by the discrepancy between t h e
front vw. of the U and M first syll. and the vw. *u  in Tg. But if we ignore
the WCh data, the above discrepancy may be accounted for by mt. in Tg
(*pilu > *pul-) ˚  ≈ Blz. LNA #48 (HS, U, A; •÷ Ag {Blz.} *filut-/*fa4la4t-
/*f´l´t- [sc.*f‰llVt-] 'flea', that is better explained as going back to N
*paLuÇV  'stinging insect').
1696. € *P3333{Éy}LV 'to fly, to soar' > HS: NrOm *pVl- >  Omt (= Gf?)
{Mrn.} pal- v. 'fly', Wl {C} fal-, {LmS} fa2ll-, Dwr {Lm.} fal-, Ym {Lm.}
ful- id., {Wdk.} fu~lu@ ≠ fu~lu~ v. 'run off' ¶ Mrn. O 155, LmS 353-4, Lm. Y
341, Wdk. BY 123, Fl. OWL || A (*p[æ]ÉyLe- v. 'fly, soar'): M *Fele- v.
'soar, float in the air, fly up' >  HlM ´l´- 'float in the air', Brt ´li-
'float in the air' (birds), Dx h‰li\‰- id., 'take wing, rise', Kl el-x´ ' b e
scattered in the air (by wind), sich (im Winde) zerstreuen' ¶ KW 1 1 9 ,
Luv. 67O, Chr. 762, T DnJ 14O, Cev. 875  Tg *pi\ele- v. 'fly', 'float i n
the air' (of birds) >  WrMc fiyele- ({Z} fíle-) id.; (× N *p''''i[y]l ∏∏∏∏a 6 666 [ o r
*p''''il ∏ ∏∏∏[y]a6666?] 'to fall'): Nn Nh pïlu‰n ≠ pïru‰n 'fly, float in the air', 'fall
from a tree' (of leaves)' ¶ STM II 38, Z 11OO ˚ ≈ IS III 97-1O6
(*pæ{a4}jlÿ 'to fall') (A *p[æ]Éyle- v. 'fly' + IE *(s)p˙o2l- [sc. *(s)p≈ol-]
'fall' [in fact from N *p ''''i [y]l ∏∏∏∏a 6 666 id.] + unc. D *ve2l- 'fly, descend').
1697. *p''''i[y]l∏∏∏∏a 6 666 (or *p''''il ∏ ∏∏∏[y]a 6666?) 'to fall' > HS: S: [1] S *√npl,*-npul- v.
'fall' >  BHb √npl (ip. yi-p≤pol) 'fall (accidentally)', Ug √npl, BA, Sr
√npl (pf. n´≤p3al) v. 'fall', OAk p. -ppul '(Steine) brechen ( i m
Gebirge)', Ak napa2lu (p. -ppul) 'zu Fall bringen, (Gebäude)
abbrechen, zerstören'; [2] S *°√{s73}pl v. 'set' (of celestial bodies) >  Ar
?afala (ip. -?fil-u ≠ *-?ful-u) {Fr.} 'occidit (sol), abiit (lac lactentis) ' ,
{Hv.} 'set' (star), 'have no more milk' (woman) ¶ Fr. I 44, Hv. 1O, KB
67O-1, KBR 7O9-11, GB 535, 926, A #182O, OLS 326, Br. 436-7, Sd.
733-4, G OA 2O3  NrOm *°pVl- >  Kf {C} hol(l)- v. 'fall' ¶ C SE IV 4 5 5
 Ch: WCh *pal- v. 'fall' > Ang pa(:)l 'stumble, fall', Su {J} pal, Cp {ChC,
ChL} pal, Mpn {Frz.} pa@l v. 'fall' »» CCh: McTr: Hw {ChL} fÈ~l id. ¶ Stl. ZCh
147 [#26], J S 78, ChL I 43 and II 18, ChC s.v. 'fall', J S 2O8, Flk. s.v.
pa2 Æl, Frz. DM 48 ¶¶ S *n- and *s73- (>  Ar *?-) in S *√npl and *√{s73}pl g o
back to stirpes-forming (verbal derivational) prefixes || IE: NaIE
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*(s)p≈ol- v. 'fall' >  Gk sfa1llv v. 'make fall', aor. ps. e>-sfa1lhn 'I was
made to fall, I fell' (probably, the basic form from which other forms o f
the verb developped) »» Arm πlanim p≈lanim 'I fall, fall in, c rumble '
(aor. πlaj p≈lay),  πul p≈ul n. 'falling, fall; crumbling' »» Gmc
*falla/e- v. 'fall' (<  *falna/e-) >  ON falla 'to fall\fell', OSx, OHG
fallan, NHG fallen, AS feallan 'to fall, to perish, to die', NE fall v.
»» Lt pu~lti / prs. pu~olu v. 'fall', Ltv pult / polu id. ¶ WP II 1O3, P
851, EI 191 (*p≈o2l- or *pÓo2l-), Frn. 666, Me. EAC 35, Slt. 391-2, Vr.
11OO, Kb. 218-9, OsS 159, KM 182, Ho. 99, Ho. S 18, ≠ F II 827-8, Ch.
1O74-5 ¶ Ffd. see  IS III 98-1O5 || A *°{pæ}ila6- >  NaT *[h]îl(u)- >  OT îl-
(aor. îlu-r) v. 'descend (from sth.)' (er ta2Ìdan koÎî îldî2 'the m a n
descended [¬azaNa] from the mountains'), Qrg îldîy adv. 'down', ? Qzq 
î"ldîy 'depression', Qq îldîy 'low ground, dell '  ¶ Cl. 125, Sht. 24, Jud .
929, KrkR 756  Tg (× N *P3333{Éy}LV 'to fly, to soar', q.v.): Nn Nh pïlu‰n
≠ pïru‰n 'fall from a tree' (of leaves)' ¶ STM II 38 ˚ The IE *s- mobile
suggests the presence of a palatal element (*y?) within the N e tymon.
The origin of the aspiration in NaIE *(s)p≈ol- still needs investigating ˚
≈ IS III 97-1O6 (*pæ{a4}jlÿ  'to fall') (IE + A *p[æ]Éyle- v. 'fly' [in fact f r o m
N *P3333{Éy}LV '⇑ ] + unc. D *ve2l- v. 'fly, descend') ˚ Identical with N
*P3333{Éy}LV '⇑ ' ('to fly' “ 'to fall', as in R ↓ letet∆)??.
1698. *P3333el ß ßßß?e 6666 ¬ *P3333e?l ßßßße 6 666 'side of body, side' > K: Sv UB/LB/L/Ln {TK}
p'il 'edge, (river-)bank; lip' (× N *p''''erV 'lip, edge'?) ¶ TK 681-2, Ni. s.v.
kraj  and bereg` , GP 213, ≈ K2 15O-1 (Sv p'il < K *p'ir 'edge') ¶ Sv p'il <
*p?Vl || IE: NaIE *pol- 'side of body, side, half' (×  N *P3333a 4 444l ß ßßßqÅ 'half ,
part', q.v. ffd.) >  pAl {O} *pala2 >  Al pale4 'fold, set, couple' »» Sl *pol¥
'side' >  OCS pol5 polË 'side\bank of a river' (O drËgIi pol5
stoA∑a 'a l tera \ stantes r ipa \' [Legend of St. Venceslaus Nicolensis
23.37]), onË polË 'trans, alterum latus, altera ripa', oba poly ' e x
utraque parte' (SJSS XXVII 144), Slv po8l 'side'; Sl *pol¥ 'half' (× N
*P 3333a 4 444 l ß ßßßqÅ  '⇑ ') ¶ Mn. 974, Vs. III 3O6, Ma. CS 4O6-7, O 3O9, Kf. 25O-1, ≠
P 986 (does not distinguish between this IE √  and *(s)p(h)el- ' spa l ten ' )
|| U *pe2lße 'side' >  F -pieli (gen. -pielen) in cds.: suupieli
'Mundwinkel' (suu- is 'mouth'), poskipieli 'Kinnbacken' (poski
'Backe, Wange'), cf. ds.: pielos, pielus 'Rand', pielta4a4 ' s ich
seitwärts neigen' »  pLp {Lr.} *pE2le2 >  Lp: N {N} bAlle -AÀl- ≠ bAlle" ≠ -
Al-, L {LLO} pielle2 ≠ pa4∏lle2 'side', S {Hs.} bielie 'half, side', T/Kld
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{TI} pi¢ellêe 'half, side' » pMr {Ker.} *pa4l! 'side' >  Er postp. pele pele ' o n
the side of (v \na storone )', Mk postp. påle pa4l!´ 'near, u ' (the vw.
influenced by pMr *pa4l!´ 'halb, Hälfte' <  U *pa4l+lßa4 'half') » Chr U pel
'side' (e due to the infl. of pChr *pel´ 'half '  <  U *pa4l+lßa4 'half') »» ObU
*°pe2lß 'side' >  Vg *pa4∏l id. >  Vg: T pa4∏l, LK/MK/UK pO4∏l, P/SV/LL pO2l,
NV/UL/Ss pa2l 'side'; Vg T pa4lt 'bei'; Os *pelß´k ({∫Hl.} *pa4Ælß´k) 'side, hal f '
(>  Os V/Vy pelß´k, Ty/Pm pa$Ælß´k 'side, half', D/K/Nz/O pel´k, Kz pElß´k
'half, direction'); Os *pelß´k (*pa4Ælß´k) may either contain a sx. *-Vk- o r
(less probably) belong together with K *pelik'- 'vierteilen' and S *√plg
v. 'split' (presumably from N *P3333Él ßßßßV{g?}V, cf. below s.v. *P3333a 4 444{l ß ßßß}Vk''''V≠
-{g?}V) (or result from coalescence of both N words) » OHg, Hg fe1l
'half, side'  ? Sm: Kms {KD} pæïl, p1æi\e2l 'side' ¶¶ UEW 362-3, Sm. 539 ( U
*pexli 'edge, side'  >  FU, FP *peeli, Ugr *pa4lI", Sm *pio_j), Lr. #9O7,
Lgc. #4842, Hs. 316-7, Ker. II 1O8, Ht. 716 [#5O8], Hl. rHt 71, Stn. D
1159-1161, MK 4O4-6, U3S  329, LG 227, TI 366, FF 757-7, MF 194-6, KD
53 ¶ UEW 362-3 describes both this √  and *pa4lßa4 'half' together as o n e
etymon, but recognizes the possibility of distinguishing between them:
"Möglicherweise haben diese Wörter eine ursprüngliche Doppelform
bewahrt (*pa4la4 'halb, Hälfte' - *pe2le 'Seite')". In several lgs. a n d
branches within FU (Lp, ObU, Hg) both U roots have coalesced || ?σ A
{S} *be2~lkege 'waist, slope' > M *belkeGe-su4n 'waist', pT {TL} *be2lk 'waist ' ,
and Tg *belge 'lap' (× N *beLkVgV 'belly, waist', q.v. ffd. × ? N [?]
*weÓ++++yLV (or *weLÓV?) '≈ hip, waist') || D *pe2lßV ({†GS} *b-) 'half' >
Td pa;¬ß 'each seed section of a jackfruit', Kn be2l 5e 'half of a seed of t h e
guñja (Abrus precatorius)', Kdg be;lße 'each of the halves of a seed t h a t
can be divided', Tu be2l5A 'split pulse', bo2l5A 'seed of a jackfruit', ? Tl
be2d5alu (pl.) 'split pulse' ¶¶ D #4444 || HS: ? EC: Sml ba2l {DSI} ' la to ,
estremità', {ZMO} 'side, edge', Sml N {Abr.} ba2!l 'side'; the word c a n n o t
be identical with ba~2l 'wing, feather' (different tones) ¶ DSI 33, ZMO 2 3 ,
Abr. S 25 ¶ The irreg. b- for the expected f- still needs investigating ˚
≠ Gr. II #19O (*pal 'half') (IE, U, A, Ko, qu. Ai), no distinction from N
*P 3333a 4 444 l ß ßßßqÅ  'half, part'.
1698a. *P 3333uL[V]¿V '∈  tree (poplar or sim.)' > HS: S *°bul[a]?+h- (≠ *p-
?) > Ak MA bula'u ≠ bulu6 ≠ pulu6 'firewood, dry wood and reed' ¶
CAD II 312-3  SC ({E} *pa?al- 'wood'): Irq pa?al-mo 'board, slat, la th ' ,
Kz pa?aluko 'stool' ¶ ≈  E SC 143 (adduces Dhl po!la?i 'medicine in t h e
form of an amulet', which strains the credulity) || IE: NaIE (?) *pel-
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'poplar' >  Oss D fa4rwa, Oss I fa4rv 'alder-tree'»»  L po2pulus 'poplar' »»
?φ Gk ∆ [Hs.] ]apello1n : a}igeiroß 'black poplar' ¶ WH II 34O, Ab. I 455-6 ,
Bois. 92O, LS 185, ≠ WP II 55 || A *pæuLV 'poplar, aspen' >  Tg *pula id .
> WrMc fulXa moo 'aspen, poplar', Ork pUlU, Nn Nh polo, Nn KU xolo,
Nn B folo, Sln UlU, Lm hUl id., Ewk hula id., 'ash-tree', Ud xulu, Ul pUlI ≠
pUlU 'aspen' ¶ STM II 342-3, Krm. 3O6  M *Fuliya-sun 'poplar, a spen '
>  Dx {T} Xulasun 'aspen', WrM uliya-sun (and {Rm. EAS “?} ¿
ula9asun), HlM ulias(an), Brt ulåaha(n) ul!a2ha(n) 'asp', ?
ulåangir ul!a2ngir 'poplar', Ord {Ms.} u¯la2su¯ 'poplar', WrO {Krg.}
ulasan 'aspen, poplar', WrO ula2sun 'aspen', ulasun 'quaking
poplar, aspen', Kl ulasn 'poplar', {Rm.} ula2sn= id., 'aspen' ¶ MED 8 7 3 ,
KRS 531, Chr. 468, KW 448, Krg. 171, Ms. O 829, T DnJ 139 ¶¶ Rm. EAS
I 55 (Tg, M), ADb. KL (*pæuli 'aspen, poplar': Tg, M), ≈ DQA #18O1 (A
*pæi\ule 'ash tree'; incl. Tg, M) || D *pulßlß- ({†GS} *p-) 'small s t ick\twig,
piece of (dry) wood' (× N *b{u4444}l ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!V 'a shoot', q.v. ffd.).
1698b. *p''''ol ß ßßßi÷É  (or *p''''ol ß ßßßi˝É?) 'to split' >  HS: S *°√pl÷ >  Ar √fl÷ G
'split, cut' ('fendre, couper') ¶ BK II 631, Hv. 574   B *√flÓ  >  Ah ´fl´h
'fendre', Kb ´flu (pf. y´fla) 'trouer, perforer' (× B *√fly 'split' < N
*p '''' eL [i ]yÅ 'to split, to separate') ¶ Pr. H #58, Fc. 324, Dl. 2O4, NZ 5 6 7
 ? C *√fl? v. 'bore hole, pierce' > Bj {Rop.} fil'(a) pcv. 'bore, pierce;
deflower' »» EC: Or {Grg.} fulla?- vi. 'break through, pierce through' »»
SC: Irq ful- v. 'bore hole' ¶ Rop. 18O, E PC #512, Grg. 149, Brl. 153 ||
IE: NaIE *(s)p≈el- '≈  split' (? × N *p''''eL[i]yÅ '⇑ ' [q.v.]) >  OI ≤phalati
'bursts, splits' (Ï OI phalaka-m  'board, lath' × π D *paLVk- v. ' c u t
lengthwise', see  N *P3333a 4 444{l ß ßßß}Vk''''V 'to split lengthwise') »» Gk [Hs.]
sfala1ssein : te1mnein, kentei6n 'to cut, to prick', ? Gk Ae spali1ß, Gk A
mt. πali1ß (gen. πali1doß) '∈ pair of scissors'   NaIE *p[≈]el-, *p[≈]ol-
'board (Brett), log of wood' (× N *P 3333uL[V]¿V '∈  tree') > Gmc *felo2 >  ON
fjo<l 'Diele, Brett', Ic, Sw fjo4l, Dn fjAl, Nr fjel, ∆ fjØl 'board (Bre t t ) '
»» Sl *pole7no 'billet (split piece of wood)' >  ChS, OR pol8no pole7no,
R, Blg po≤leno, Uk po≤l¡no, Slv pole<!no, Cz, Slk poleno, P polano
id.; amb Sl dim. *poli ¡ca 'shelf, board' >  ChS/OR polica polica, R ∆
po≤lica, Uk po≤licå, Slv poli!ca, Cz police, Slk, P polica ' shelf ' ,
Blg po≤lica 'shelf, cornice', SCr po~lica 'lath in a wall'; Sl amb d .
*pol¥ka >  R ≤polka, P po1Lka 'shelf'; amb ¿ Sl (in ESl only) *°pol¥
'board' (unless from Sl *pod-l¥) >  OR pol5 polË 'basis, bo t t om,
floor', R pol  (gen. ≤pola) 'floor', Uk p¡l  (gen. ≤p¡lu), Blr {Prb.} pou€
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'plank-bed' »» OI phalaka- 'board, lath' (see  above) ¶¶ WP II 677, P
985, M K II 393-5, M E II 2O1-2, F II 1128 (on πali1ß without et.), Ch.
1285, Vr. 125, Hlq. 217, Bv. 172, Vs. III 3O6-1O, Glh. 493, Prb. II 1O1,
Chrn. II 5O-3, Kmc. 73O, ≈σ EI 512-3 (IE *spelo-≠*spelhÅ- 'shield') || U
*poz6V 'split, divide' (× N *b{u}c6666 ' '''÷V '≈  to tear to pieces'??) >  FU *poz6V >
Lp: N {N} bo<D…DI6- 'take to pieces; separate from; cut loose\away ' ,
bo<Do 'separated from its natural connection', L {LLO} paºddi- ' e i n
geschlachtetes Stück Vieh zerlegen, zerstücken; in mehrere Teile
teilen', Kld {TI} poÎa 'los, getrennt', (pl.} 'zerstücktes Fleisch' »» pObU
*po"l!- > pVg *pOl!- 'span' > Vg: {Mu.} T/P pol!, K {Mu.} pal!, NV {Kn.} pOl!, LK
{Kn.} pal!, SV/LL {Kn.} pol! (pl. po$:l!t) 'Span', Ss {ChCh.} poliG- 'in small
pieces' ('namelko , na kuso¢ki, raz-')  Sm {Jn.} *p¥y- 'chop, split' >
Ne: T d. p´2-c∆ 'chop firewood', T O {Lh.} pa2¢e- id., F {Lh.} payy-es1 ± paJ-
as1 id.; Ng {Cs.} d. 1s obcj. fais1u?ama 'zuhauen'; Slq Tz {KKIH} pac1al-
'chop', pac1Èt- 'chop, split', Mt {Hl.} *ha2ya2l- 'hauen' (Mt K {Pls.}
chejalze 'rubl√ , seku ') ¶¶ ≈  UEW 389-9O (+ unc. Prm *pel!- ' spl i t
off'), MF 176, Lr. #942, Lgc. #52O2, N I 215-6, Kn. WV 178, TI 389, Stn.
WV 131, 239, ChCh. 91, Jn. 112, KKIH 145-6, Hl. M 242 [#277] || A: T
*[h]u4la4- 'divide' >  NaT *u4la4- > OT {Cl.} u4la4∏- 'divide into shares a n d
distribute', Tkm u4le- id., Alt, Xk, Tv, ET {Rl.} u4le-, Tb {B}, Brb {Rl.} u4lo4-
'divide' ¶ Cl. 127, Rs. W 52O, ET Gl 627-9, Rl. I 1845, 1849 || D (in SD)
*polß- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'split' >  Tm pol5i v. 'chisel, split (as a stone), dig ' ,
Ml pol5i v. 'split, chip', Kdg polßi- vi. 'break' (of a stick-like thing, t r ee ) ,
Tu poliyuni 'be broken', polipuni vt. 'break' ¶ D #456O ˚  N
*p''''olß ßßßi÷É (rather than *p''''ol ! !!!÷ 3 333É) is suggested by T *-l- in *[h]u4la4- and b y
U *-z6- in *poz6V (see Introduction, § 2.1, remark 1O).
1699. *{p}ul÷ 3333 ++++Hu or *{p}ul÷ 3333 ++++Ha 'red, yellowish, pale' > HS: ? S *°√plH+÷
> Ak pel-u6(m) 'to be red', pelu6 'red' ¶ Sd. 853-4  CCh: Msg {Röd.}
fe2l 'red', {Mch.} fe5l 'blood', Msg P {Trn.} fel id. ¶ ChC s.v. 'red' a n d
'blood', Trn. LM 87 || IE *pl=Ów-, *pol[Ó]w- >  NaIE *pl=∏w-/*pol(´)w-
'light yellow, blond, pale, dun' >  Gk polio1ß 'gray' »» Sl *polv¥(jÁ) ' l ight
yellow, blond' >  OCS plav5 plavË {StSS} 'light, of golden co lour
(z ]lutavy ;, plavy ;)' (fields of ripe corn), Blg ∆ plav 'light blue, l ight '
(colour), 'fair-haired', SCr pla•v 'blue, blond, fair-haired', Slv pla~v
'blue', Cz plavy1 'blond, fair-haired', OR polov7 polovy, R
po¯lovyj 'light yellow' (of animals), P pLowy 'light yellow, light
gray' » Lt palﬁvas 'light yellow' »» Gmc *falwa- >  OHG falo ' fallow,
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yellow', NHG fahl 'pale, fawn-coloured, dun', AS fealu≠fealo / p l .
fealwe 'dull-coloured, yellow, bay' (>  NE fallow), ON fo<lr (accus .
sg. falvan) 'bleich, fahl', {EI} 'fallow, dun' »» L palle2- 'grow pale ' ,
pallidus 'pale' »» ? MIr {EI} lI1ath, W llwyd 'gray' »» Arm ali˚ alik≈
'gray beard, gray hair ' ¶ P 8O4-5, Mn. 967, 975, EI 641-2 (*pl=h‹- 'dul l
white, pale'), ZVSZ 329, Glh. 485, Vs. III 313, StSS 448, Frn. 534, F II
575-6, WH II 239-4O, Vr. 150, Ho. 99, Sw. 55, Kb. 219, KM 18O, Ma. CS
372. Slt. 19-20 || A: M *Fula-Ìan 'red' >  MM [L, MA, IM], MMgl hula2n,
WrM ula9an, Dg xula2n, Dx xulan, HM ulaan, Kl ula2n, Ba fulaN, Mnr H
fula2n, Mnr M {T} hula2n, Dx hulaN, Ba felaN 'red' ¶ Pel. 223-4 [#47], Pp. L
III 76, Pp. MA 187, 438, MED 869, KW 448, Iw. 14O, T 37O, T DnJ 139, T
BJ 149  Tg *pula- 'red' >  Ewk hulama, Sln ularin, Neg xolayIn, Lm
holan1a, Ud {Krm.} xulala, Nn folga4∏(n), WrMc fulgiyan, Mc Sb {∂Y}
/f‰l‰giaM/ [f‰"lgi\a4n] ≠ /ful‰giaM/ [fulgi\a4n] 'red', Jrc fulagiyan ' r e d ,
vermillion', WrMc fulaXun 'reddish, pink', Ud {Krm.} xulala ' b r o w n
(buryj ), rust-coloured', {STM} xulaligi 'red' ¶ STM II 343-5, Y #2419, Z
1O81, 1O86, Kiy. 131-2 [##617, 624], Krm. 3O6  pKo {S} *pî~rk- 'red' >
MKo pî~rk-, NKo pulk- puk- 'red' ¶ S QK #66, Nam 274, MLC 844 ¶¶ S
AJ 213, 236, 257, 291, KW 448, DQA #1678 (*pæ+pul+l!e ¬ *-o-e 'red') || D
*pulla- ({†GS} *b-) 'yellowish, brown' > Tm pul 'tawny colour', pullai\
'dull, yellowish colour', Ml pulla 'a yellowish colour of cattle', Kt bul
'liver-coloured', Tl pula 'yellowish' ¶¶ D #431O ˚  IE *pl=Ów-,
*pol[Ó]w- suggest a pN final *u , while M, Tg, and D point to a N final *a .
The discrepancy can be explained if IE *-w- goes back to a sx. The N l r .
is suggested by the NaIE length of the syllabic sonant *l= and by the vw. e
in Ak (in Ak the S vw. *a changes into e in the presence of the lost pS
epiglottal cnss. *÷ [<  N *÷ and *Ì] and *H [<  N *H  and *X ]). To judge
from the semantic usage of the reflexes of this N word  in descendant
lgs., it denoted "warm" colours, sc. colours of the shorter waves of t h e
spectrum, as well as light colours. In pre-IE *pu\- > *p- (see  above t h e
entry #1693 s.v. *pVLu 'lungs, pluck' and AD NVIE §6). N *p-  ( r a t h e r
than *p '''' -) is suggested by Msg.
17OO. *palV{9}V 'settlement, home, wall' > HS: EC: [1] *°bal- > Kns
{BlSO} pale2ta 'village, town', pale2se5 'this village'  [2] ?φ  LEC *bu[:]l- >
Sml bu2l {DSI} 'capanna malfatta o rovinata', {ZMO} 'hut, nest', {R} bu2l
'hut, house', {DSI, ZMO} bu2lo 'village', {R} bu2lal, bu2lo 'village, hut', ?
Or bul- {Grg.} 'stay the night, pass time, live, stay', {Th.} 'passare l a
notte, abitare, dimorare', {Brl.} 'dormire, pernottare, albergare'  ¶ BlSO
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136, DSI 7O, ZMO 48, Grg. 65, Th. 5O-1, Brl. 66-7, R SS II 82 || IE
*polÓ-/*pl=Ó- 'fortified settlement' >  OI ≤pu2r / (before vw.) pur- f .
(nom. pu2h5, accus. ≤puram, gen. pu≤rah5, loc. pu≤ri, instr. pl. pu2r-
≤bhih5) 'wall, rampart', ≤puram 'wall, fortified settlement, city', L
purih5 'city, town' » Gk po1liß (gen. Gk A po1levß, D po1lioß) 'city' » Lt
pili~s, ∆ pi~lis 'castle', Ltv pils  'castle, palace', in place- names -pils
'-burg', cd. pilse2ﬁ<ta 'city' (pils + se2ta 'fense') ¶ Hofm. 279, M K II
327, M E II 145 (IE *pl=h⁄-), EI 21O (*pelÓ- 'fort, fortified place'), F II
577, Frn. 59O-1, ≠ P 799, WP II 51 (the √ •÷ *pelÓ- v. 'fill'; F l.c. is qu i te
right in his evaluation of such attempts: "Die wiederholten Vorschläge,
dieses uralte Wort für 'Burg' mit Verben für 'füllen' [pi1mplhmi; sei t
Pott] oder für 'schütten' [lit. pi~lti …] zu verbinden, haben als
unbeweisbare Hypothesen kein größeres Interesse") || U: FU *palGV
'village' >  Krl palvi 'Wohnstätte', F palva- (in toponymy: Palvala, a
village in Finland, and Palvaja4rvi [lit.: 'village lake'], a name of t w o
lakes in Finland) »» pObU *pu2˝´l (or pu2w´l) 'village' >  pVg *pÈ∏w´l-
/*pa"yl- >  OVg: N SoG, E TM paul, S Chus beo6l, S Vt peol`, S SSs
peo2l, W Sol po!il`; Vg: T pawl, LK/UL/Ss pa2w´l, MK/UK p‰2w´l, P
p‰2w´l ≠ p‰2l, SV/LL p‰2l 'village', +ppas.: LK/MK paºyl-´w, P poyl-´w,
SV/LL payl-´w 'our village'; pOs *pu˝´l 'village' >  Os V/Vy pu˝´l, Ty
pu˝´¬, Y puw´¬, D/K puX´t, O poX´l id. » Hg falu (pl. faluk ≠
falvak) 'village' ¶ Coll. 77, UEW 351, Sm. 548 (FU *paºlwaº 'village;
idol' > FP palva, Ugr *polgI"), Ht. 175 [#5O2] || A *palVgV 'wall ( o f
a settlement), fenced settlement' >  NaT *balîk+g or *p…alîg+k 'wall, town' >
OT, MT balîq, Chg XV balîÌ 'town, province', MU balîq ≠ {Rl.} palîq,
[OQ] baluq 'town, fenced settlement, fortress', SY {Ml.} paluq ≠ palîq
'adobe wall\fence' ¶ Cl. 335-6, DTS 8O-1, ET B 59, TL 485, Rl. IV 1 1 6 6 ,
1498, Ml. ZhU 86-7 ¶ DQA reconstructs pT *bi\alîk on the unreliable
ev. of Chv pu4ler (name of the town of Bilårsk ÿ Chv pu4l- v. ' f ence '
<  T *bo4l-, see  Ash. X 77-9, Jeg. 171)  M (π  eT?) *bala9a-sun (p l .
*bala9ad) 'town, wall of a fortified settlement' >  MM [S, HI, IsV]
bala9asun (pl. bala9a-t ≠ -d), [IM] bal˝asun 'city, town', [L] ñvsqlBa
balqasun id., 'village', [MA] bal˝asun 'wall; city, town', WrM
bal9asu(n), HlM balgas 'city, town; ruins, site of an ancient town ' ,
WrM bal9ad, HlM balgad 'city, town; government department', O r d
{Ms.} bòal9asu¯ 'ville murée', Kl balhsn bal˝¥s¥n 'city, town', {Rm.}
bal˝asn= 'village, town', Kl Ö {Rm.} bal˝adò id., 'house', Mnr H {SM}
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bòar9òa2s‰ 'mur, rempart d’une fortification', {T} bal9a2se, Mnr M {T}
bar9a2se 'wall, fence' ¶ H 12, Ms. H 38, Lg. VMI 18, Pp. MA 11O-1, 4 4 3 ,
Pp. L II 1265-6, MED 8O, Kow. 1O77, KRS 79, KW 31, SM 21, T 316  Tg
{ADb.} *°palga > WrMc fal9a 'group of houses, village' ¶ STM II 298 ¶ ¶
ADb. KL 14, DQA #1645 (A *pi\a"!lagV 'fortress, group of houses') || D
*palßlß- ({†GS} *p-) 'hut, settlement, village' >  Tm pal5l5i ' hamle t ,
herdsman's village, temple, palace', Ml pal5l5i 'hut, small settlement o f
jungle tribes, public building', Td poly 'secret dairy, matrilineal sib,
Badaga house', K pal5l5i, bal5l5i 'settlement, hamlet, village', Kdg palßlßi
'hut of low castes', Tu hal5l5i 'hamlet, small village', pal5l5i 'mosque ' ,
OTl (inscr.) pal5l5i, Tl palli 'village, hut', Png palli 'village' ( i n
toponymy), Krx er`pa2-pallï 'household' (er`pa 'house'); D ı OI Sk
pall°-, palli-, pallika2- 'small village (esp. a settlement of wild
tribes), hut, house' ¶¶ D #4O18, Tu. #7972 ¶¶ D *-lßlß- < *-l9-? ˚  ≈  IS
MS 356, ≈  IS SS 34O [#1O.5] (*p5al{9}ÿ with a different in terpre ta t ion
of A) ˚ ≠ Gr. II #4O9 (*palg 'village') (IE, U, A, Ea + qu.  Gil).
17O1. *pal ßßßßÌV  'mud, swamp, lake' > HS: Ch: WCh *palV ({Stl.} *pali)
'lake, marsh' >  Hs fa!la !mï! 'a pond, the water of which does not dry up' »
BT: Dr {Nw.} po!li! 'marshy ground', Bl {ChL} pa~li!, Ngm {ChL} fa~li~, Pr
{Frz.} pali, Glm pal 'lake', Tng {J} pa2liÚ 'large body of water, lake' » Klr {J}
?a~pi~li~N 'großer Teich' » NrBc: Jmb {Sk.} fa!la! 'lake' »» ECh: Mu {Lk.} be2~li
(pl. ba2!la~l 'Teich, See', Mgm ba2^le~ (pl. ba!lla!lli~) 'pool' ('mare'), Bdy {AlJ}
ba!lle@ ≠ ba2~le@ 'mare, marigot', EDng {Fd.} bu~la~ 'large flaque d'eau p r è s
d'une rivière qui a débordé', ??σ: Bdy bo2@la@ (pl. bo@lo~l) 'vallée' et Mkl {J}
po^lle~ 'fossé, vallée' ¶ Stl. ZCh 147 [#25], Ba. 294, ChC s.v. 'lake', J T
128, J LM 162, JA LM 68, AlJ 56, 59, Nw. KL 131, ChL, Frz. P 44, Sch. BTL
87, Lk. ZSS 18O, Fd. 1O4 || K *°bÌal- >  G bÌal- ' beschmutzen ,
besudeln' ¶ Chx. 126, DCh. 126 ¶ In K the lrs. tend to move to a
position after the next (mainly initial) stop or affricate, with
subsequent as. of the glottalic feature (voiced ≥ vl. ≥ glottalized)
and appearance of a "harmonic complex". In this case it is N *p-. . .Ì  >
*pÌ- > K *bÌ- || IE *bolÓ- ≠ *pelÓ-: [1] *bolÓ- '≈  swamp, pool' >  Gmc
*po2la- >  OHG pfuol, MHG phuol, NHG Pfuhl, Dt poel, AS po2l
'pool', NE pool; *polja > Nr pØla po4∏la, Sw po4l, Dn pØl po45l 'puddle ' ;
other grades of apophony: Dt peel 'morass', AS pyll, NE ∆  pill
'creek, backwater' »» Lt bala~ 'marsh, bog, slough; morass', Ltv ∆ bala
'swampy valley', Pru *bal- (in proper names) » Sl *bo¡lto 'swamp' >  OCS
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blato blato, Blg ≤blato, SCr blaŸto, Slv bla!to, Cz bla1to, Slk
blato, P bLoto, R, Uk bo≤loto id. »» pAl {O} *balta2 >  Al balte4
'muddy place, mud; ground' » Thr and/or Ilr ı Dlm balta ' swampy
lake', Rm ≤balta" 'swamp', Blg ∆  balta, NGk ba1ltoß id.; Blg or Rm ı
Ggz balta id. »» Cf. ?? OI jam-ba2lah5 'mud, clay, marsh' (Uhl. AI s.v.
jamba2la-: "OI jamba2lah5 is from jam- 'earth' + *ba2la-s 'Pfuhl'", b u t
M K II 427: "ba2lah5 'Pfuhl(?)' ist aus jamba2lah5 gewiß nicht z u
gewinnen') ¶ ≠ P 118-12O, Ho. 248, 251, Vr. N 511-2, 534, Lx. 16OO,
Kb. 763, KM 547, Ho. 248, Ç I 511-2 and II 349, O 15-6, Frn. 3O-1, Tp. P
A-D 184, ESSJ II 179-82, BER I 54, Glh. 134  [2] *pelÓ- 'swamp' >  OI
palva≤la-m 'pool, pond, small tank' »» L palu2d- (palus, palu2dis)
'swamp' »» Lt paﬁlios f. pl. 'vast swamp, bog', Ltv palas, pal>i m. pl .
'marshy river-side'; d.: Pru pelky 'marshy ground', Lt pe!lke$ ' swamp' ,
Ltv pelﬁce 'puddle' ¶ Frn. 532-3, 567, En. 222, IS II 97 (reconstructs IE
*Ó  on the basis of the intonation of Sl *bo¡lto and Blt *pe!lke2), ≠ P 799; ≠
M K II 237 and M E II 1O5 (both sources suggest that OI palva≤lam
goes back to IE *pel- [name of a colour], cp. Lt palﬁvas 'blaßgelb') ||
A: T **pal- (≠ **bal-) in ds.: [1] NaT *bal-î∏k 'mud' > OT [MhK] balîq, OT
Ar ba2lq, Yk bîlî∏k 'mud (in the roads)'; [2] T *pal-çîk ({Md.} *bA⋅l-çîkV
*ba5"l-c1ûk-ÿ) 'mud' >  OT QU {Cl.}, MU, MOg balc7îq 'mud', OT Og XI
balc7îq 'liquid mud', Chg XV palc7îÌ, {PC} balc7îq 'mud', ET balc7uq, ET S
palc7îq, Uz balc7ik, Cmn balc7uk, MQp Mm, OOsm balc7îq, Qmq balc7îq
'liquid mud', Qmq {Rs.} palc7îq, Az pal¢yg palc7î9, Tk balc>Ik, Tk
Qrpp palc7îX 'mud', Nog bals7îq, VTt bal¢yk bals7 !¥q, Bsh balsyº
bals¥q 'clay, earth (as stuff), Tkm palc7îq 'clay', Qzq bals7îq 'clay, d i r t ' ,
Chv pyl¢a€k pîl-Z7ò¥k, Chv H pul-Z7òîk 'mud'; T ı M: WrM balci9,
HlM bal¢ig 'swamp, march; mud, clay', Kl {KRS} bal∆¢g bal!c7´g
'mud', R Bal¢ug (a street in the historical center of Moscow); [3]
*bal-kas7 'liquid mud' >  Tf p…alhas7, StAlt bòalqas7, Qb pal9as, VTt balqas7
id., Tv bòal˝as7 ≠ mal˝as7 id., 'swamp', Qzq balqas7 'swampy land' ¶ Rs. W
6O, Cl. 333, 336, TL 374-5, PC 154, TatR 56, BR 74, Md. 98, 1 7 3 ,
Ra.158, Jeg. 173, Fed. I 464-5, MED 8O, KW 6O, KRS 8O ¶ T *p… h a s
preserved its voicelessness in Chg, Az, dialects of ET and in some Xk ds .
 Tg *bu'le 'swamp' (×  N *buLV 'to stir up [liquid]; turbid') > Ewk, Lm
bul‰  'swamp, mud, dirt', Orc bul‰  'swamp, quagmire' ¶ STM I 1O9 ¶¶ ≈
DQA #134 (A *bi\a"lu 'dirt, mud'; incl. T, M, Tg) || D *palßlß{a} ({†GS} *p-)
'low ground, pond, body of water' >  Tm pal5l5am 'lowness, low land,
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valley, ditch', Ml pal5l 5a 'cavity, pit, hole', pal5l5am 'pit, low ground, low
shore', Irl palßl ßa 'river', Td palß 'valley', Kn pal5l 5a 'depth, pit, low ground ,
stream', Tu pal5l5a, palla, palla2 'shallow stream, pond, low spo t ' ,
pal5ikA 'valley, pond', Tl pallamu 'pit, low ground, wet land', Gnd
palla 'plain, meadow'; not here (⇔ IS) Brh pa2l v. 'get wet' and pa2lun
'moist' (see  N *p ''''Ë l ∏∏∏∏ÓV  'be liquid, be wet') ¶¶ D #4O16 ˚  The IE and T
cognates suggests a N cns. *p- , while the Ch ev. of the quality of t h e
initial labial cns. is controversial ˚  IS II 97-8 [#336] (*pæalÿ in IE, A,
?D: Brh pa2l v. 'get wet' and pa2lun 'moist'); OS RPV I 68 added WCh (Hs
and BT) to the N comparison. T *l and D *lß suggest N *l ßßßß.
17O2. *p ''''Ël ∏∏∏∏ÓV  'be liquid, be wet' > A: NaT *ho4∏l 'damp, moist' >  Tk ∆
ho4∏l, Chg ¬vE hwl, Tkm ∆ ho4∏l ± ho4l, Uz höl, ET, Qq ho4l, XT {DH} he2l
id.; in other Tk lgs. the word lost its h- (OT {Cl.} o4∏l 'damp, mois t ' ,
MQp/OOsm XIV o4l 'moist', XwT XIV o4l 'moisture', Tkm o4∏l, Tk o4l, Qrg,
Xk, Tv o4l, ET yo4l, Alt u4l, Yk u4¢o4l, Chv vil, etc.) and coalesced with t h e
reflexes of T *o4∏l 'moist, damp' (< A *o4∏l{i}- < N *w{i}l ßßßß[i]qV ' l iquid;
moist, damp', q.v. ffd.) ¶ Cl. 124 ("a recently acquired prosthetic h-"),
ET Gl 524-5 (recognizes the possibility thar h-  is ancient), Rs. W 371, Nj.
764, BS 318, Jr. 122, Shaw 188, Rl. II 1798 ¶ Tkm and Yk suggest a long
*o4∏  pKo {S} *pî~rh- 'green' >  MKo p≈î~rî!-, NKo p≈urî-; Ï pKo *pî~rh
'grass, herbs' >  MKo p≈î!r, NKo pulh 'grass, herbs' ¶ S AJ 253 [#37], S QK
#37, Nam 464-5, MLC 1761-3, Rm. SKE 215  Tg *°pul- >  Ewk hulu- v.
'melt' (of ice on a river\lake) ¶ STM II 346 ¶¶ Rm. SKE l.c. (Ko, T + M
*o4leN 'grass' [though no traces of A *pæ- are found in the M word]), ≈
DQA #1836 (A *pæo2!le) || D: Brh pa2l- v. 'get wet', pa2lun 'wet, d a m p ,
moist' ¶ The quality of the vw. a2 needs explaining ¶ Bray II 227-8 || IE:
NaIE *°pl´+ad- > Gk pla1doß 'abundance of fluids', plada1v 'humid, fluid' ,
pladaro1ß 'wet, damp' ¶ F II 547-8, Ch. 9O9, ≈ P 8OO.
17O2a. *P3333u 6 666lV[Óu6666] 'grass '  > IE ≈ *peloÓ-/*peleÓ-, *pel[Ó]ou\- ' s t raw,
chaff' > NaIE {WH} *pelo2(w)-, *pôle{w}- > L palea 'chaff' »» Lt peﬁlu2-s,
Ltv pe<lus ≠ pe<l(a)vas, Pru pelwo id. »  Sl *pelva > OCS pl8v7
ple7vû pl., Blg plåva 'straw', SCr pljeàva, Slv ple5!va, Cz ple1va ±
pleva, P plewa, R ∆ polova ± pele™va, Uk polova 'chaff'  ‘µ
(loss of the *w -element) Lt pelaiﬁ pl., Ltv peli 'chaff', OR instr. pl .
pel5mi pelË-mi id. »» OI pa≤la2va2s 'chaff, husk', ≤pala2lam ' s ta lk,
straw' ¶ P 8O2, EI 1O4, M K II 233-4, WH II 238-9, Frnk. 568-9, Tr. 2 1 3 ,
Vs. III 312, Glh. 489-9O || HS: Ch: WCh: Bks {J} fa!la!(h) 'Unkraut, Gras '
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»» CCh: ? Dgh {Fk.} b'le!, {Kr.} b'u!le! 'grass' ¶ ChC, J R 141, ChL III 1O4 || A:
?σ Tg *°pul > Lm Sk hul 'horsetail (Equisetum)' ¶ STM II 342  pKo {S}
*pÈrh- 'grass' > MKo p≈È!r, NKo p≈ul id.; ? Ï OKg {Mill.} pa4(l)l´⁄k-
'green', MKo p≈È~rÈ!-, NKo p≈urÈ- id. ¶ Mill. OKA 9, QK #37, Nam 464-5 ,
MLC 1761-3 ¶¶ ≈  DQA #1836 (A *pæo2!le 'wet, succulent; grass, plant' >
Lm, Ko + err. T *o4l 'wet' (actually *o4∏l] (obviously from N *w{i}l ßßßß[i]qV
'liquid; moist, damp', q.v. ffd. + N *p''''Ël ∏∏∏∏ÓV 'be liquid, be wet', q.v.
ffd.]) || D *pul 'grass' > Tm pul 'grass; grass family (e.g. bamboo)', ?φ
pillu  'grass', Ml pul  'grass, hay, straw', Td pul  'thatching grass', Kt pul
id., 'grass', Kn pul 'grass, straw', Kdg pillî, Tl pul(l)u ≠ pillu
'grass', Tu pullu  'a rush, ∈ grass', Ku pilka  'grass, bunch of grass' ¶¶ D
#43OO ˚ The adduction of T *o4l (sc. *o4∏l) 'wet' (DQA for pA, Blz. f o r
N) is untenable: it may belong to the above pA root only if the original
meaning of the latter was 'wet', but in this case A cannot be related t o
D *pul 'grass' and go back to a N word meaning 'grass'. The Lm w o r d
may belong here only if in some Lm (or pTg) cultural context Equisetum
was\is the grass par excellence  ˚ ≈ Blz. DLA #49 (D. Tg, Ko + err.  T).
17O3. *P3333a 4 444l ß ßßßqÅ 'half, part' > IE: NaIE *pol[´]- 'side of body, side, hal f '
(× N *P3333el ß ßßß?e 6666 ¬ *P3333e?l ßßßße 6 666 'side of body, side' [q.v.]) > Sl *pol¥ / gen. *polu
'half, side' > Slv po^l id., OCS pol5 polË, Blg, R pol, SCr po^l, Cz
puºl, P po1L 'half', Ï OR polovina, R, Uk polovina 'half' (on Sl
*pol¥ 'side' see  s.v. N *P3333el ß ßßß?e 6666 ¬ *P3333e?lßßßße 6 666) ¶ Vs. III 3O6, Ma. CS 4O6-7,
Glh. 493, ≠ EI 83 (unc.: Sl *pol¥ is related to IE *pl=≤th€u- 'broad, wide '
and *≤pleth€es 'breadth') || U *pa4lßa4 'half '  > pMr *pa4l!´ >  Er pele pel!e,
pel∆ pel!, Mk påle pa4l!´ » pChr *pel´ 'half, one of a pair '  > Chr: L
pele ≤pele, Uf ≤pele, B pele, H pely≥ pel´ id. » Prm *po$l 'half, one of a
pair' > Vt pal pal id., Z po≥v p‰v 'half, part' »» Ugr (×  *pe2lße 'side' < N
*P3333el ß ßßß?e 6666 ¬ *P3333e?l ßßßße 6 666 '⇑ ' [q.v. ffd.] × N *P3333a 4 444{l ß ßßß}Vk''''V 'to split lengthwise, t o
divide' [q.v.]): Os *pelß´k ({∫Hl.} *pa4Ælß´k) 'side, half' > Os: V/Vy pelß´k, Ty
pa$Ælß´k id., Y pa$Æl´k, D pel´k 'half', Nz/O pel´k, Kz pElß´k 'half, d i rec t ion '
(ı Slq Tz {KKIH} pe£la4k id.) » OHg, Hg fe1l 'half, side'  Sm {Jn.} *pela4,
{Hl.} *pele 'half' > Ne: T pelå, T O {Lh.} pe2l;e 'half, part'; En: X {Cs.}
feÒe, B {Cs.} ferie 'halb'; Ng {Cs.} feale1a, {Ter.} xely´ id.; Slq: Vy
{KD} pE¯le 'halb'; Kms {Cs.} phiel id., {KD} pæïl, p1æi\e2l id., 'side' (× U
*pe2l ße 'side' <  N *P3333el ß ßßß?e 6666 ¬ *P3333e?l ßßßße 6 666?), Koyb {Sp.} d. peldoj 'a half'; M t
{Hl.} *ha4la4 'a half, half-' (Mt M {Sp.} xolå 'a half', {Mue.} ha4lla`-
chaia` 'meridies' [chaia` 'day']) ¶ UEW 362-3, Ber. 48, MRS 416, Ep.
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89, LG 237, Lt. 138, Jn. 12O (Sm *pela4 'Hälfte, Stück'), Ter. 457, KD 5 3 ,
Cs. 71, 94, 19O, KKIH 148, Hl. M 242-3 [#278], Hl. PH ##19E and 21C,
Stn. D 1159-61, Stn. OV 69, 1OO || D {tr.} *pa2l, {GS} *pa2l- ' par t '  > Ml
pa2l id., Tm, Kn pa2l, Tu pa2lË 'part, portion, share', Tl pa2lu id., ' lo t ,
fraction', Kt pa;lm, Prj pe2la 'portion', Tf po;lm 'share', Kdg pa;li ma;dß-
'divide, distribute' ¶¶ D #4O97, GS 179 [#454] || HS : CS *√plX  'split i n
two parts' > Ar √flX  {BK} 'pourfendre, couper en deux', {Hv.} vt. ' spl i t ' ,
CS *≤p{a}l[V]X- > MHb {Js.} hl2p3 ≤pElaÓ 'slice, segment', JPA {Js.} ah1l6p5
pil≤Óa2 'slice, portion', ? BHb hl2p3 ≤pElaH, JA [Trg.] pil≤Ha2 'millstone', c p .
Ar faylaX- 'meule d’un moulin à eau', 'stone of a water-mill' ¶ KB 8 7 8 ,
Js. 1178, BK II 629, Hv. 574 ˚ IS MS 356 (*pa4Lÿ 'half': IE, U, D + u n c .
the U reflex of N *P3333el ß ßßß?e 6666 ¬ *P3333e?l ßßßße 6 666 'side') ˚ D *-l suggests that N *l ßßßß
may yield D *-l (under not yet defined conditions, possibly in pN
precons. position) ˚ ≈ Gr. II #19O (*pal 'half') (IE, U, A, Ko, qu. Ai),
no distinction from N *P3333el ß ßßß?e 6666 ¬ *P3333e?l ßßßße 6 666 'side of body'.
17O4. *pelqe6666 'to tremble, to fear' >  HS: S *√plX 'fear' (‘
'worship'?) >  OAk, Ak √plX (p. -plaX) v. 'fear', Ak fOB puluX-t-
u(m) n. 'fear, fearfulness', Ak MB pulXu (used most in p l . )
'fearfulness', Ak LB 'fear', possibly also (×  S *√plX 'work, serve [ a
person]'): Ak √plX (p. -plaX) v. 'worship, serve', IA √plÓ, JEA G
√plH id., BA Nh1l6p1 pOl≤Ha2n, JA [Trg.], JPA, Sr, MHb (π Aram)
pulÓa2n 'worship, religious service, ritual' ¶ × S *√plH 'till (earth)' ¶
Sd. 812-3, 878-9, G OA 214, HJ 914, Js. 1141, 1178, Sl. 912, KB 1 7 6 5 ,
Br. 572 || IE {IS} *pelÓ- / *pleÓ- '(make) tremble, fear' >  Gk pa1llv
(aor. }ephla) v. 'poise, sway (a missile before it is thrown), brandish ' ,
palto1ß 'brandished, hurled', pelemi1zv 'shake, make quiver\tremble' »»
Gmc: ON fAla 'to scare away, to chase off', Ic, NNr fAla 'to fear', Nr
∆, ODn fAle 'to frighten', AS eal-fe2Ælo ± Al-fA2le 'dire' (of poison) ,
ON fa1la 'female troll, witch', MHG va2lant 'devil'; +ext. *-m-: Gt us-
filma 'frightened, astonished' (Fs.: 'erschrocken, entsetzt'), ON
felms-fullr 'scared', felmta 'to be scared', NNr felm 'to scare' »»
+ext. *-s-: Sl *polx¥ ({IS}: <  *polÓs-o-) 'fear', *polx¥(jÁ) ' fearful;
frightening' >  RChS plax5 plaxË id. ({IS}: pla- < *polÓ-), Blg plax
n. 'fear', adj. 'fearful, shy, timid', Cz, Slv plachy1 id., SCr plaàh ' qu ick ,
harsh', Slv pla•h, f, pla!ha, P pLochy 'wild, wanton', R ∆ {Dal} po≤lox
'alarm', Uk po≤lox 'fear'; Sl d. *pols7i ¡ti 'to scare, to frighten' >  RChS
plawit6plas7itÁ, OR polowit6 polos7itÁ, R ∆  polo≤wit∆, SCr
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plaàs7iti, Slv pla!s7iti, Cz plas7iti, P pLoszyc1 id., Blg ≤plawa ' I
frighten'; R pere-po≤lox 'alarm, commotion, flurry', vs-
polo≤wit∆ 'to startle, to agitate' ¶ P 8O1, F II 469, 497-8, Vr. 11O,
117, 149, Sw. 4, Ho. 95, Fs. 53O, Lx. 263, Vs. III 317-8, Glh. 482-3 ¶ The
pIE *Ó, proposed here by IS, is qu. (in view of Gk palto1ß and o t h e r
forms without expected traces of a lr., which however may b e
accounted for by contamination with IE *pel- 'swing' > Gk palmo1ß
'Schwingung', etc., see  P 8O1) || U *pele- 'fear' >  F pelka4a4- / pela4-,
Es pelga- v. 'fear', F pelko n. 'fear' » pLp {Lr.} *p‰l‰- v. 'fear' >  Lp: S
{Hs.} b´îlledh, L {LLO} pallat, N {N} ba6lla6t, Kld p‰lleÎ id. » Er
pele- pel!e-, Mk pele- pel!´- id. » Prm *po4l- ({∫LG} *po4¿l-) id. >  Z pov-,
Z US pol-, Yz ≤pul-, Vt Ks {W} pulÈ-, Vt MU {Wc.} puwÈ- »» ObU {Ht.} *piÆl-
id. >  pVg *piÆl- > Vg: T/LL pil!-, LK/MK/UK/NV/SV/UL/Ss pil-, P pil- ≠
pil!-; pOs *pe"l- ({∫Hl.} *piÆl-) id. > Os: V/Vy pe"l-, Ty/Y pe"¬-, D/K pe"t-, Nz
pa"t-, Kz pa"¬-, O pa$Æl- » OHg, Hg fe1l- v. 'fear'  Sm {Jn.} *piy- id. >  Ne T
{Ter., Lh.} pi2na- pï-na- id., pi2l- pï-l- 'be frightened', Ne F {Lh.}
pïnna- v. 'fear', En {Pu.} pï-, {Cs.} f°-, Ng {Cs.} filiti- id. ( ' fü rch ten ' ) ;
Ï Sm {Jn., Hl.} *piy-m- (or {Jn.} *piy-¥ym-) 'be frightened' >  En {Cs.}
fim- ± f°m-, Ng {Cs.} fe2m-, {Ter.} xym-, {Mik.} hïm-, Kms {KD} pæim-
, Koyb {Sp.} pym-, Mt {Hl.} *hi[:]m´r- (Mt M {Sp.} imer-) ¶¶ UEW
37O, Coll. 47, Db. OS xxxiii, Sm. 539 (U, FU, FP *peli-, Ugr *pilI"-, Sm
*pij- 'fear'), SK 516-7, Lr. #855, Lgc. #465O, Hs. 332, Ker. II 1O9, LG
223, Ht. #5O9, MF 198, EWU 372, Jn. 124-5, Ter. 465, Cs. 72, 224-5, KP
169, KD 53, Hl. M #3OO || A: T d. *be+a4li-N n., d. *be+a4liN-la4- v. >  OT
beliN ≠ ba4liN n. 'panic, terror ' , be+a4liNla4-, (BrSc) pa4∏liNla- 'be panic-
stricken, terrified', Tkm beliN al-maq 'to fear, to be scared' (lit. 'to t a k e
fright'), ? Tk belin  'astonishment' ¶ Cl. 343-4, DTS 94, TrR 86  ?σ M
*belbesu4(-re)- v. 'mourn, observe mourning '  >  MM [MA] belbu4su4le√u4∏l-
'express condolences', belbu4su4re-n, WrM belbesu4re-, HlM
b´l´vsr´- 'observe mourning', Ord bòelbesere-, Kl belvsr- belwsr=-
, Brt b´lb´h´r- 'become widow(er)', WrO belbesere- ≠
belbesu4re- 'be a widow'; M *belbe-su4n 'widow'  > MM [MA], WrO
belbisu4n, belbesu4n, WrM belbesu4n, HlM b´l´vs´n, Brt
b´lb´h´(n), Dg {T} belbisen, ShY {Ktw. “ Mnrh.} pelvIsIn id., Kl
belvsn belwsn= 'widow(er)', MM [IM] belbesu4n 'unmarried woman' ¶
Pp. MA 116, 433, H 14, Ms. H 4O, MED 96, Ms. O 62-3, Krg. 34, KRS 9 4 ,
KW 42, Chr. 131, T DgJ 126, Ktw. OuJ 456  NrTg *belin(-)  > Ewk
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b‰lïn- 'be scared, startled', b‰lin 'hysterics', Neg b‰lin ' ne rvous
disease' ¶ STM I 124 ¶¶ DQA #119 (A *belV 'hysterics, panic ,
mourning'), STM I 124 (Tg, T) ¶¶ IS II 99 reconstructs A and pT long *e2,
which is unc.: Tkm beliN points to a short *e+a4, while the t ranscr ipt ions
of OT (USc, MnSc, BrSc, ArSc) provide no definite ev. (⇔  IS). H e
reconstructs pT *p- (*pe2liN-) and A *p- (*pe2li-) on the only ev. of OT
(BrSc), as well as on misinterpreted Tlt pa4liNda4-, that does not belong
here because it does not mean 'be timid' (as in IS), but 'an d e r
Nachähmungssucht leiden' (Rl. IV 1244-5, the same meaning in Alt {BT}
belinde-) ˚  IS II 98-9 (*pelÓi: IE, U, A, S + unc. D), AD GD 11 (IE, U,
A), Coll. 146 (U, A) ˚  N *q  is reconstructed on the ev. of S *X (>  Ak
X). T *b- suggests N *p- ˚  Gr. II #144 (*pel 'fear') (IE, U, A, J).
17O5. *P3333iLÉqi (= *P3333il ß ßßß ++++ l ! !!!Éqi?) 'open, uncovered, bare' > IE: NaIE
*ple2i\-/*pl´i\-/*plï- 'bare, naked' > Gmc: Nr ∆ flein 'bare, naked ' ,
'kahler Fleck', fleina 'be uncovered, become bald', Sw flen ' b loß ,
nackt, kahl' »» Lt ply!nas 'even, smooth, bare (kahl)', ply!ne$ ' o p e n
field (without trees), uncultivated plain', Lt pli~kas 'bald, bare, naked ' ,
Ltv pliks 'naked, nude, bare' » Sl *ple7s7Á 'bald spot\patch' > OR
pl8w6 ple7s7Á, R plew∆, Uk pl¡w, Slv ple5•s7, Cz ples7, P plesz id.,
*ple7s7-iv¥ adj. 'bald '  > OR pl8wiv5 ple7s7ivË, R plewivyj, U k
pl¡wivij, Blg plewiv, C, Slk ples7ivy1'; Sl *plÁx-, *ple7x¥ > P
plech 'bald spot', d. Cz plechaty1, Slk plechavy1 'bald' ¶ P 834, Frn.
611-2, Vs. III 281-2, Ma. CS 378 || A: Tg *pile- 'naked, uncovered' >
Ewk Brg hil‰k‰2n 'open (land) among mountains', WrMc filitaXun,
filtaXun, filfin 'open, without vegetation (of land), naked', filfil
beje  'naked body'; ? Tg *pile(-) 'thawed patch of land' >  Ewk hil‰, Lm
hil‰N‰, Neg xil‰x‰ id., Ud sil‰N‰gisi- 'thaw up to form a thawed p a t c h '
¶ STM II 324 || HS: S *°√plX > Ar √flX G  'faire voir, mettre au jour' ¶
BK II 629 || ?σ  D *pilß- 'be\burst open' (×  D *pilß- 'burst, crack, split' o f
different origin)  > Tm pil5- 'burst open', p°l5al 'pudendum muliebre ' ,
Ml pil5ukkuka  v. 'open (the lips)', Kui plïpa (p. plït-) 'cause to open ,
hatch, create', ?? Png pr `ï-  'be split open', 'hatch' (egg) ¶¶ D #4194 ˚  If
the D root belongs here, the N lateral is *-l ßßßß- or *-l !!!!- , otherwise o n e
must reconstruct an unspecified lateral *-L- .
17O6. *p{a}l ßßßß ÙV 'spade; to dig; pit (sth. dug)' >  IE: NaIE *bel[´]- ≠
*°b´l- v. 'dig, hollow' (× IE *bel- 'hollow out, dig' < N *pol!!!!V 'hollow,
empty') >  Arm pe¬em peÒem v. 'hollow, excavate; dig, delve' »» Vd
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≤bilam  'cave, hole, pit; hollow (of a dish), bowl (of a spoon\ladle)', OI
L billa- 'pit, hole, reservoir' »» ?σ OIr belach {P} 'Kluft, Paß, Weg',
{Vn.} 'passage, défilé, route'  ? L pa2la 'spade' (<  IE *°paÓl- mt. <  N
*p{a}l ßßßß ÙV?); L ı Crn pa2l 'shovel', B: Sll {Ds.} a-fa4la (pl. i-fa4la-t´n)
id., 'pelle à fourrer' ¶ P 96; M K II 431-2 and M E II 225 (no et. o f
bilam); MW 732, Tu. #9245, WH II 236 (no et. of L pa2la), ≠  EM 7 2 3 ,
ECCE 277, Ds. 216, Vn. B 29 || U: FU *p{a}lßV 'spatula, spoon, small
hammer for shamanistic rituals' >  Os: V/Vy palß´n1t!ip, Ty/Y paºlß´n1t!´p
'Rührlöffel, Teiglöffel, Spatel, Schlegel zum Zaubertrommel' »» Lp {Fri.}
ballem, Lp L † ba6llem 'a small hammer of reindeer horn with which
the shaman drum was beaten' ¶ Coll. 74, Stn. D 1159-61, Stn. OV 6 9 ,
1OO ¶ The phonetic irregularity (the vw. in Lp does not correspond t o
that of Os) may be explained if we suppose borrowing in Lp ¶ The
authors of UEW (p.c. to Stn.) reject the comparison between the Os
word and Lp K balle(d)em 'take part or assist at the shamanist ic
performance' || HS: CS *√plH 'dig, till' >  MHb √plH G id., JA [Trg.]
√plH G, Ar √flH 'till the ground' ¶ Lv. T II 267, Js. 1178, BK II 628-9 ,
Hv. 574.
17O7. *pal∏∏∏∏{iÙ}{a4444} '∈ fish' > U: FU: Krl Ld pa4l!l! (gen. pa4l!l!a4) ≠ pa4ll (gen.
pa4lla4) '∈ salmon', Vp pal!l! 'Salvelinus lepechini, lake char (∈ trout)', BF
ı R ≤paliå id., R ≤pelåd∆ 'Coregonus peled (a salmonide f reshwater
fish in Northern Russia and Northern Siberia)' ¶ Hardly here Vg T {Mu.}
pail, payil 'crucian carp' (UEW: <  U *payV '∈ fish') ¶ UEW 348-9, ZM
397, ≈  Coll. 47 || A {DQA} *pa2!li >  T: [1] *pa2lîk 'fish' >  OT balîq, MQp
XIII, Tkm ba2lîq, ∆  pa2lîq, Tk balIk, Qzl {Jk.} pa2ÒîX, CrTt, Kr, Qmq, QrB,
Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Ln, Tb, Yk balîq, VTt, Bsh bal¥q, Az balî9, Alt, Tf
bòalîq, ET beliq, Slr balîX, Ln balîq ≠ baluq ≠ waliq, Xk palîX, Chv pula€
pul¥ ± pol¥; T ı Kl bal˝a za˝asn= '∈ fish', Brt bal!u2 za9ahun id.  [2] ?
NaT *bel 'Salmo taimen' >  Tv bòel, Tf b!òel, Xk pil, Yk bil, VTt {Rs. “?} ¿
b´l id., Alt bòel 'salmon', ∆  'Salmo taimen' ¶ Cl. 335, ET B 59-6O, TL
177, Rs. W 61, 68, Ra. 159, 161, Ash. IX 278, BT 29  Tg *pa[:]lu '∈ fish'
>  WrMc falu {Hr.} 'Schwarzbrasse', {Z} 'a flat and broad bream-l ike
fish', ? Ewk palwa2ne ± pulwa2ne 'orfe (Leuciscus idus, åz∆)' ¶ Hr. 2O7, Z
1O33, STM II 43, 298  pKo {S} *par- 'carp' >  MKo parkaN5i, NKo
palgaNi ¶ S QK #793, Yu 368, ≈ MLC 724 (“ 'the red one', which is e r r . ,
because its MKo vowel is a, not Ä as in the word for 'red')  pJ {S}
pi!ra!ma1i\ ¬ *-i\a! 'fluke, plaice' > OJ p[ i\ ]iram[i\ ]e, J: T hi!rame, K hi~ra~me!, g
hira!me ¶ S QJ #335 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1624 (A *pa2 !li '∈ fish'; incl. T, Tg, Ko, J ) ,
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≈ Rs. W 61 (T, Mc + err. Kl and Brt [which are loans from T]), ≈ Rm. SKE
185-6 (Ko, T + M bal9u Zi9asun) || HS: EC: Sml fo2lHun (df. fo2lHunta)
coll. '∈ fish' ¶ ZMO 143 ˚  Krl, Vp -l!l!(V) <  *-lyV <  N *-LiÙV . A *a2 -
with compensatory lengthening due to the loss of the lr. The vowels *e
in T *bel and *a4 in Krl Ld pa4l!l! ≠ pa4ll are due to the infl. of the nex t
syllable(s) ˚  Coll. 146 (U, T *bel).
17O8. *{p}o 6666l ∏ ∏∏∏X ++++q ++++Ga  'broad and flat' > HS: B *√flÓ(y) >  Izd fliy (pf. -
flay-), CM {NZ} -fliy- 'être large', CM ufliy 'broad', Zn t3i-flœu-t (pl. t3i-
f´lœw-in) 'planche, porte' ¶ Mrc. 153, Loub. 54O, NZ 575 || IE *plex-
'broad' >  Ht palhi 'wide, broad'  NaIE *pla2-/*pel´- 'broad and flat ' ,
+ext. *-no-: *pla2-no-/*pel´-no- 'flat' > L pla2nus 'even, level, flat' »» Clt:
Gl Medio-la2num ({P} lit. 'mitten in der Ebene?') »» Ltv pla2ﬁns ' f lat ,
even, thin', Lt plo!nas 'thin' » Sl (× Sl *polnina 'mountain region' × ?
{Ma.} *poln¥ 'empty, unfruitful'): HLs pLon1 'plain', Cz pla1n7 'plain,
prarie', plany1 'unfruitful, Feld-, Wald-', Slv pla•n, f. pla1na 'frei v o m
Bauwuchs' »» ¿ Gk pe1lanoß (if Solmsen’s and P’s interpretation as ' f lache
Opferkuchen, flache Münze' is right) »»» +ext. *-k-: NaIE *pla2-k-/*pl´-k-
>  Gk pla1x (gen. plak-o1ß) 'flat surface, flat land' »» AS flo2h ' f lagstone' ,
OHG fluoh 'rock, cliff', {OsS, KM} 'wall of rock', NHG Fluh 'mass o f
rock; layer', ON flaga 'thin layer of earth', Ic flaga 'plate, flat p iece
of stone', Sw flaga 'abgespaltene Scheibe', ON fla1˜ / pl. flA2r
'Felsabsatz; Tal im Hochgebirge mit schwacher Neigung' (<  Gmc *flax-
iz ÷  Gk pla1k-eß), flo1 'layer' »» L pla2ca2- v. 'soothe, calm, quiet' »» Lt
plaﬁkanas, Ltv plakans 'flat', Ltv pla2cenis 'flat cake', plu~oku /
plakt v. 'become flat' » ? Sl *plosk¥(jÁ) 'flat' (<  *plak-sko-?) >  OCS
plosk5 ploskË, Blg plos`k, Slv plo•sk, R, Uk ≤ploskij, Cz, Slk
plosky1, P pLaski id., d. SCr ploàsan id. (< *plosk-n¥) »» Tc: A, B
pla2k- 'be in agreement' (“ *'be even') ¶¶ EI 2O5-6 (*pelhÅk- ' s p r ead
out flat', *plehÅnos), Frd. HW 156, Ts. W 58, CHD P 65-6, P 8O5-7, 8 3 1 ,
WH II 318, F II 493-4, 55O-1, Ho. 1O9, Vr. 127-8, 132O, Kb. 268, OsS
2O8, KM 21O, ≈ Frn. 6O2-3, Kar. II 57-8, Vs. III 284-5, Glh. 484, 488-9 ,
Brü. 422, Ma. CS 37O-1, Ad. 423 || A: T: OT bulaq 'broad-backed' (of a
horse) (cp. above NaIE *pla2-k-/*pl´-k-) ¶ Cl. 336 ˚  If OT bulaq belongs
here (which is not certain), the N initial cns. is *p , otherwise *p c a n n o t
be dostinguished from *p '''' - .
17O9. *P3333olÙá 'to fill' > HS: WS *√plH Sh  v. 'have eaten jus t
enough' (‘  'satisfy oneself, succeed') >  Mh √flH Sh  (pf. fle2H, ip .
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y‰fo2l‰H, sbjn. y‰hafl‰H) v. 'have eaten just enough', Jb E √flH (pf. flaH)
id., Jb C √flH Sh  (pf. e≤flaH, ip. ≤yfOlaH, sbjn. ≤yEflaH) v. 'eat jus t
enough', v. 'satisfy oneself, be happy' » ?σ Ar √flH  Sh {BK} ' réussir ;
avoir du bonheur, du succès', {Hv.} 'be successful, lucky' ¶ Jo. M xxxvii,
93, Jo. J 57, BK II 628, Hv. 574 || IE *pelé8-/*pleé8- v. 'fill' >  NaIE *pel´-
/*ple2- >  OI ≤piparti / pipr=≤mah5, pr=≤n5a2ti ≠ pr=≤n5ati v. 'fill,
nourish, sate', aor. ≤apra2t (<  *-ple2-, see  Gk aor. plh6to), imv.
pu2r≤dhi, Av par- 'fill' »» Gk pi1mplh-mi 'I fill' (<  *pi1-plh-mi, with -m-
on the analogy of pi1mprhmi 'burn [up]'), ft. plh1-s-v, aor. plh6to ' füll te
sich' »» L ple2- v. 'fill', (in cds.: comple2-, imple2- v. 'fill', reple2- 'fill
up\again') »» Lt pi~lti (pres. pilu~) v. 'fill', ¿ Ltv {ME} pilt ( unknown
accentuation) v. 'become full (?)'  NaIE pp. *ple2-to- 'filled, full' >  OI
pra2≤ta- [prtc.] »» L -ple2tus (in cds. such as re-ple2tus 'filled, full ' ,
com-ple2tus 'complete') »» pAl {O} *pla2ta >  Al T plote4 'full'   NaIE
*ple2-no- ≠ *pl=∏-no- (<  IE *pleé8-no- ≠ *pl=é8-no-) 'full' >  OI pra2n5a-, Av
fra2na- 'Füllung', OI pu2r≤n5a- 'full', Av p´r´na- 'filled' »» L ple2nus
'full'  »» Gt fulls, ON fullr, OHG fol / foll-, NHG voll, OSx, AS full
'full', NE full »» OIr d. lI1n-aim 'I fill', lI1n(t) pp. 'filled', OIr lI1n
'number', OIr la1n 'full', Gl {Evn.} *lano- (in n. pr.), Brtt {RE} *la2nos
'full' (> OW laun, MW, W llawn, Crn lu4n ≠ len ≠ luen ≠ leun,
OBr [in cds.] -lon, MBr, Br leun), Crn {LP, ECCE} lanwes ' abundance ' ,
{ECCE} lenwel 'to fill, to replenish' »» Lt pi~lnas, Ltv pilﬁns 'full', Pru
pilnan 'whole (ganz)' » Sl *pÁ¡ln¥ > OCS pl5n5 plËnË 'full', R
≤polon 'is full', polnyj, Blg p`len, SCr puàn, Slv po•ln, Cz, Slk
plny1, P peLny 'full' »» Tc B pa4llew 'full-moon'  *ple2-yo- >  Arm li
li 'full' »» Gk Hm plei6oß, Gk A ple1vß 'full'  *ple2-mn= n. act. 'filling' >
Gk [Hs.] plh6ma ; plh6sma id. ('impregnation'?) »» L [g] d. ple2mina2-
bantur 'replebantur' ¶ WP II 55, P 798-8OO, IS IA 74 (on *pl=∏-≤no-s), EI
2O1 (*pelh⁄- 'fill'), 214 (*pl=h⁄≤no-s 'full'), M K II 282-4, 324, M E II 8 9 -
9O, F II 537-8, WH II 322-3, LP §§ 12, 32, ≈ § 19, Thr. §§ 43, 58, 2 1 5 ,
267, RE 98, Evn. 215, Billy 92, Flr. 246, ≈  237 (on Crn lanwes), ECCE
264, 266, Fs. 171-2, Vr. 146, Ho. 118, Ho. S 23O, Kb. 27O, OsS 231, KM
223, 824-5, O 335, Slt. 93-4, Frn. 591-2, En. 226, VW AI 117, 119, Glh.
512, O 335, Ad. 379 || D (in CD) *po2l- ({†GS} *p-) >  Prj po2l- v. 'f inish,
complete', Gdb po2l- v. 'finish, be finished' ¶ D #4598 ˚ ≈  Gr. II # 1 7 2
(*pal 'full') (IE, U, Ko + unc. Y, J, Gil, CK; Gr. does not distinguish
between *P 3333 o lÙá  'to fill' and N *p ''''a lyu 6666  'much, superfluous').
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171O. *p''''alyu 6666 'much, superfluous' >  HS: Ch: Ang {Flk.} pi Æl 'very' ¶
Flk. s.v. || IE: NaIE *≤pelu- 'great, many' / *pô≤lu- 'much' >  OI pu≤ru-,
Av pouru-, OPrs {Hiz} paruw 'much' »» Gk poly1ß id.  » OIr (h)il
'much'  » Gmc {Vr.} *felu > Gt filu 'much, very', OSx, OHG filu, filo,
NHG viel 'much, many', AS fela (/felu-), feala, feola id., 'very ' ,
ON fio<l- 'much', 'Menge' (in cmpd. nouns)  d. NaIE {P} *ple2-yo2s
'more '  > OL plous, L plus 'more' »» OIr lI1a id. ('plus, plures') »» ON
fleiri 'more' »» Av fra2yah- 'more', OI pra2≤ya- 'mostly, commonly '
 d. NaIE {P} *ple2-yo2s-tos 'most' > Gk plei6stoß 'largest, most' »» Brt t
{RE} *lia2stos 'many' > OW, MW liaus, W lliaws, Crn ly2es, OBr
lios, Br lies »» ON fleistr 'most' ¶ P 8OO, ≈ EI 3 (*≤pelh⁄u-s / gen.
*pl=≤h⁄ou\s 'much', *pleh⁄yos 'more'), M K II 311, M E II 148-9, Hinz 1 1 8 ,
WH II 327-8, LP §§ 29, 164, RE 111, Vr. 13OO, Kb. 242, KM 821, Sw. 5 5 ,
Ho. 1OO, F II 577-8, Fs. 152-4, Vr. 125, Ho. 1OO, Ho. S 2O || U *pal+lßyË
({UEW} *palyV) 'much; thick (dense)' > F paljo, paljon 'much, a lo t ' ,
Es palju 'much, plenty (of), a lot' » Chr: KB pu4la4 'rather m u c h \ m a n y ' ,
H {Ep.} pu≥la≥, {MRS} pu≥la 'rather much, rather great' »» pVg *pa4∏l! >  Vg:
LK pO4∏l!, Yk {Vxr.} pa4∏l!, P/Ss pa2l! 'thick' (of forests, grass), 'dicht, d ich t
belaubt' (UEW: pVg *a4∏ < *a due to the infl. of *-ly-)  Sm {Hl.} *p‰l!t+c> >
Nn T pal∆” / pal∆d- pal!? / pal!d- 'thick' (of a forest, liquid), ' f ine-
tooth' (of a comb), Nn T O {Lh.} pal!? 'thick' (of a wood, hai r ,
porridge)', En {Cs.} fod!e-me ≠ fod!e-ma 'dick werden', Mt {Hl.} *ha2ldi
'dicht' (Mt M {Sp.} xaldy 'gustoj ')  pY {IN} *poy- 'much, many' > Y:
T {IN} poy- id., {Krn.} poyu¢o- 'be many\much': poyu¢on1 'many' (kedeN
poyu¢on1 'homines multi sunt', lit. 'homo multus est'), poyu¢od!e-g‰dek
yabel 'many people died'), poyu¢oler 'many (people)', {Ku.} poyumu vi.
'become more numerous' ¶ Coll. 46, UEW 35O-1, Ep. 97, MRS 478, BV
76, Ter. 44O, Lh. 337, Cs. 95, Hl. M 243, Krn. JJ 193, Ku. 224, ≈ Rd. UJ
41 [#42] (Y π U) || D *pal{a}, *palavV ({†GS} *p-) 'many, several,
diverse' >  Tm, Ml pala id., Td pesÀ id., 'a large number, many', Kn pala,
palavu 'many, several, various', Tl palu id., Mlt palware v. ' b e
multiplied, be bred' ¶¶ D #3987 || ?σ  A  *°[pæ]al!V >  T *[h]al!- v. 'enlarge,
increase' >  OT as7- v. 'enlarge, increase (sth.)', Uz ås7- vi. 'increase', ET,
Alt as7- id. (Cl. 255, ET Gl 212-4, UzR 312, Nj. 38, BT 23); ET Gl does n o t
distinguish it from NaT *a2s7- v. 'cross (a mountain)' (<  A *a2l!a- id. <  N
*{h}al[V?]É  'on the other side' [q.v.]); this supposed cognate is highly
qu., because here the initial A *pæ  is only possible, but not evidenced ˚
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IS MS 348 (*p5alÿ 'much, many'  > IE, A, U, D, Ch, unc. K *pr-), IS SS
#1O.3, AD GD 11, Coll. 145-6 (U, A), UEW 35O-1 (U, A, IE).
1711. *p''''eL[i]yV 'to split, to separate' >  HS: WS *√ply >  Gz, Tgy
√fly, Tgr √fly (pf. fAla) G  'divide, separate' (ı Sa {R} falay-
'scheiden, sondern, trennen' ), BHb √ply+w N : ... Nm5 unil5f6n5v^w´-ni-p3≤lï-
nu2 min ... 'and we shall be distinct from…', Sh 'make separate, set apa r t ' ,
MHb √ply+w G  (pf. el1p1 pa2≤la2) 'search; search one’s garment f o r
vermin', JA √ply (pf. il4p6 p´≤le2 ≠ al1p6 p´≤la2) 'split, open up', Ar
√fly vt. G  'louse (the head); scrutinize (an affair); study the meaning
of (a poem)' ¶ L G 161, KB 878, BDB 811, Js. 1181, Sl. 912, BK II 6 3 5 ,
Hv. 575, Ln. 2445, R S II 133  B *√fly (× *√flÓ < N *p''''ol ß ßßßi÷É [ o r
*p''''ol ß ßßßi˝É?] 'to split') >  Ah {Fc.} ´fli (pf. ifl´y) 'fendre', Ttq {Msq.}
fallaI6 'fendre (du bois)', Tnsl ifla" 'déchirer brusquement', CM {NZ}
fley / fli id., 'déchirer, lacérer', Si fli  'fendre' ¶ Fc. 324-5, Msq. 124, NZ
574-5  C: LEC *fil- {Ss.} 'separate' > Or {Grg.} fil- 'comb', Or Wl {Brl.}
fil- v. 'chose, separate, discern; comb' ({Ss.}: not akin to Brj sil-?- v.
'comb'), Kns {BlSO} fil-, Rn {PG} fila v. 'comb', Arr {Hw.} fil- v. ' c o m b ,
separate out', fil-ad'- v. 'comb one’s hair', fila! n. 'comb', Af {PH} fïl-o
≠ fil-o 'act of combing'; ?? Sml fulla2÷ vi. 'detach, be separated, c o m e
off'  ¶ Ss. B 166, Bl. 166, PH 1O2-3, Grg. 144, Brl. 147, PG 115, Hw. A
358, BlSO 32, ZMO 144 ¶¶ ≠  OS #845 (S ÷  B *fVlVw- 'pierce') || IE:
NaIE *(s)plei\-, *splei\-d- 'split, split off' (? × N *p''''ol ß ßßßi÷É [or *p''''ol ß ßßßi˝É?]
'to split' [q.v.]) >  Ltv ∆ {ME} plI2tes 'small crumbs (kleine Brosamen) ' ,
{ME} plivin>a 'abgelöste flatternde Baumrinde; Schelfer' »» OIr {Vn.}
sliss  'copeau, éclat de bois', d. slissiu 'copeau, éclat; planchette' »»
MHG spl°Ôen, OFrs spl°ta, MDt splI6ten, Dt splijten vi., v t .
'split, be split', MDt, Dt splitten vi. 'split' (ı NE split [{OED}:
originally a nautical term]); d. Gmc *splita- >  MHG splitter
'splinter', d. v. MLG splitteren, Sw splittra 'to slplit, to spl inter '
¶ WP II 684, P 1OOO, Vn. S  136, Vr. N 681, OsS 853-4, OED X 645, ME
III 347, 349 || U: FU (att. in Prm) *°pel!V 'divide, split, crush' >  Prm
*pel!- ({∫LG} *peÚl!- 'slit' >  Z pel∆- pel!- vt. 'split, slit off lengthwise', Yz
pel!-d- 'scale off', Vt pil∆yny pil!-ÈnÈ vt. 'split' (hardly from FU
*poÎ!z [= *poz6V] 'Span, spalten, splittern' because of its vw. [⇔  UEW])
 ? Sm: Ng {Cs.} filmia, filmi?a 'little bit, fragment' ¶¶ Coll. 49, LG
219, ≠  UEW 389-9O ˚  The IE and other cognates suggest that Prm *l!
goes back to *-liy- ˚  IE *(s)p- points to a N *p''''- (see  Introduction, 
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2.2.5). On the origin of IE *sp- see   s.v. N *{p''''}u 4 444l[u 6666y]V 'to wash' a n d
Introduction, 2 . 2 . 5 .
1712. (i ?) *puLyV 'bubble, blister, round swelling' >  HS: WCh: Tng
{J} po2l 'tuber' ¶ J T 133 || IE: NaIE i  *bul-/*bou\l- 'round swelling' >  L
bulla id., 'water bubble' »» Gmc: OHG {OsS} paula 'pustule, bl ister ' ,
but words with b- (AS by2le, by2l 'boil, carbuncle', OHG bu2lla
'pustule, blister', MLG bu2le, NNr bulle, Sw bula 'bump, lump,
Beule', NHG Beule 'bump') may be of L origin (or influenced by L) »»
Slv bu!la 'tumour, bump, a boil, carbuncle' (unless π L) »» OIr
bolcha accus. pl. (<  NaIE dim. *bulaka2) 'pimples, pustules' ¶ × IE
*b≈eu\l- 'swell' (in lgs. without the opposition *b- ↔  *b≈-) ¶ WH I 1 2 2 ,
Frn. I 63, M K I 439-4O, Bern. I 1OO, Vr. 34O, Kb. 13O, OsS 9O, 683, KM
71-2, ≈  Ho. 39, Vn. B  66, Vs. I 239 || U: FU *pu{ l!y}V 'bubble' >  F ∆  i
pullo 'bubble, soap-bubble', Es {W} pull pul!l! 'blister, vesicle' ( 'Blase,
Wasserblase'), Vo pullu ≠ pul!l!u 'bubble', Lv bu>l! ({Kt.}: <  *puli) 'vesicle '
(in F and possibly in other BF lgs. there is infl. of Sw bula?) » Lp {Fri.}
buljaras, buljokas 'bubble', Lp N {N} bul…l-ja6ra6s n. 'bubble' » Prm
*pOl! ({∫LG} *poÚl!) 'bubble, round swelling' >  Vt pul∆y pul!È ' bubble ,
blister', Yz pol! 'bubble', Prmk va-pol! 'water-bubble' (va 'water'), Z
pol∆o≥ pol!‰ 'a young (bulb of) onion', d. pol∆k pol!k 'bubble' »» OHg
XVIII, Hg † buggy  'Luftblase' ¶ SK 636, W EDW 89O, Kt. 31, Fri. 97, N I
249, LG 224, EWU 144, Sándor Sf. VII 173 || A: Tg *pu3lVn 'boil ,
abscess, furuncle' >  Lm hula2n id., Orc po2loNko 'ulcer, unhealing wound ' ,
??f WrMc furdan 'wound, ulcer' ¶ STM II 344 ˚ Hl. (p.c., 1976): IE,
U.
1713. *{p''''}u 4 444l[u6666y]V 'to wash' > HS: WCh: Tng {J} palI v. 'wash ( b o d y ) '
»» ECh *-p{i}l- v. 'wash' > Kwn {J in JI} pe~le@ v. 'wash (body)' » Kbl {Cp. i n
JI} p‰&l, Ll {Grgs. in JI} pï&l v. 'wash' » Tmk {Cp.} p‰@l id., Nd {J} p‰!lÄ^ v.
'wash (things)' » Mgm {JA} (inf.) ?a~pi~lo~ id. (passé absolu ?a~pi~le!!, p rogr .
?a~pa~lla!) » Mkl pfv. ?u~pi!le~ v. 'wash' (subj. (t)o~pi!le~) ¶ ChC, AlJ 53, JA LM
54, 66, J LM 241, JI II 339, Cp. 9O, Nw. #14O ||  IE: NaIE (att. in WGmc)
*°spel- v. 'rinse, (?) wash' >  OHG ir-spuolen 'to rinse', MHG
spu4elen, NHG spu4len, MLG spo4∏len, Dt spoelen, AS a2spylian
'to rinse, to wash'; MLG ı Sw spola, Dn spula, NNr spyle id. ¶ OsS
86O, Lx. 2O7O, Kb. 945, KM 733-4, Ho. 314, Vr. N 681-2, Hlq. 1O48 ||
U: FU *pi+u4l{w}V (or *piwlV?) v. 'bathe' >  Prm *po$l- v. 'bathe' >  Vt
pylas∆k-, Vt Ks pulas1k- v. 'wash oneself, bathe in a river', Z
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pyvs∆y- pÈvs1È-, Z Ss pÈls1È-, Yz ≤pu$ls1È- 'take a steam-bath (in a
sauna)', Z pyvsån  'sauna' »» ObU *pe2˝´l- 'sich baden' > pVg *pa4ÆGl- id .
>  Vg: T pa4wl-, LK/MK/UK/P/NV/SV/LL pa4Gl, UL/Ss puwl- id.; pOs
*po4˝´l- ({∫Hl.} *pO4Æ˝´l-) id. >  Os: V/Vy po4G´l-, Ty pa$ÆGW´¬-, Y pa$Æw´¬-,
D/K peG´t-, Nz pew´t-, Kz pew´¬-, O pew´l- id.; ObU *-G´l- may g o
back to FU *-l+Îk-, -l+ÎG- -l+Îw- » ? Hg fu4ro4d-, fu4rd- 'baden, s ich
baden', fu4ro4szt-  vt. 'baden' ¶ UEW 38O-1 (*pilkV [*pu4lkV]), LG 2 3 4 -
5, Lt. J 172, Ht. 175 [#5O2] || D *pul-Vm- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'wash\ clean' >
Tu polampuni v. 'clean, wash, rinse', Tl pulumu v. 'rub and wash
with the two hands, scour ' ¶¶ D #4549, Km. 433 [#836] ˚  Acc. to IS's
hyp., IE *sp- <  N *p ''''-...-y-  or *p ''''-  + palatal sonorant (see  Introduction, 
2.2.5). Since the N lateral is not *-l !!!!- (to judge from the U and D ev.) ,
the only solution is to suppose an additional stem-medial N *y .
1714. *paLuÇV (or *paLu4444ÇV?) 'stinging insect (flea, mosqui to ,
t ick) ' >  HS: C ≈  *fVllVt- 'flea' >  EC: Gdl fille!t id. (coll.); ?? Hr {AMS}
filla@yye, Gwd {AMS} filla!ye 'flea' (× N *p{Ë?É}lV 'stinging insect') »» Ag
*f‰ÒÒVt- (= *f‰llVt-), {Ap.} *f‰lVt- >  Bln {R} f´lu!ta, Xm {R} f´lta,
Q {R} peleyå, {Flad} pelea, Km {Ap.} fa4la4y 'flea' ¶ Ap. AV 9 (Ag
*f‰lVt-), Ap. WLQ 8, AD SF 45 (Ag *fVllVt- or *fVrrVt-), R BilS 1 2 2 ,
Bl. G 2O, AMS 157, 242  Ch (×  N *pu4444r9Ë(-c7777V) ≠ *pu4444rc7777V9V ' f lea,
gnat, mosquito'?) > CCh: Gudu {ChL} vRÈ!nzu~, Msy {Mch.} v‰rc, Db {ChL}
vÈ~rrut, {Lnh.} vIrIc7, Kola {Sb.} vr=!t, Bdm {Cy.} ba~la~s7i~, {Nw.} pe!lac7e@, {Lk.}
hO!lac7i~, Lgn {Bou.} f‰~la~s‰Ÿ, {Lk.} v‰~la!se^n, Ms/BnM {ChL} furutna, Ms {J}
hu!ru!tta!, Zm {ChL} vursu 'mosquito' »» WCh: Dir {Sk.} avu^ltu@ id. ¶ ChC,
ChL, Lk. B 1O4, IS II 99 (Ch. *bVlVc7) || IE: NaIE *b[≈]lus- ≠ *plus- ' f lea ' :
[1] *b[≈]lus- >  Lt blusa~, Ltv blusa id. » Sl *bl¥≤xa >  OR bl5xa
blËxa, R, Uk blo≤xa, Blr bly≤xa, Blg b`l≤xa, SCr bu~ha, Slv
bo!lha, Cz blecha, Slvj blcha, P mt. pchLa id. »» Arm lu lu (gen.
luoj luoy) id. »» Gk mt. πy1lla id. (or to [2])  [2] *plus-/*pleu\s-
'flea' >  OI plus5i-h5 id. » Irn: Prc ruc7, Psh ≤wr‰z7ßa (<  *frus7a2), Ydg frï˝o
(< *frus7i-ka2) id. »» pAl {O} *pleu\sta > Al T plesht id. »» ? L mt. pu2lex
(< *pusl-ek-) / gen. pulic-is id. ¶ ≠ P 102, EI 2O6 (*plus- ≠ *b≈lusehÅ-
'flea'), M K II 386-7, M E II 197-8, Mrg. 91, Slt. 41-2, Frn. 51-2, Bern. I
62-3, Vs. I 177, ESSJ II 129-3O, Glh. 155-6, F II 114O, WH II 385, O 3 3 3
|| A: Tg *°pal{ç}uka ≠ *balçuka 'tick (insect)' > Neg balçuxa ± balçuka, Ul
balc7Uqsa ≠ belc7uqsa, Nn Nh paltoXa ¶ STM I 71 ˚  The variations a r e
due to ideophonic, euphemistic, and\or other factors (F II 1141 on IE:
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"die vielen Varianten beruhen auf euphemistischer, spielerischer u n d
volksetymologischer Verdrehung") ˚  IS II 99-1OO (? *pur 4c7ÿ(9ÿ) /
pu4lc7ÿ(9ÿ) 'flea').
1715. € *P3333{u6 666}l ß ßßßi{c7777 ' ''' }V (or *P3333{u 6 666}l ! !!!i{c 7777 ' ''' }V?) 'gray, gray-haired'  > IE: NaIE
*pelit- 'gray' > Gk pelidno1ß, Gk A pelitno1ß 'livid' »» OI pali≤ta-h5 'gray,
hoary, aged', pali≤tam  'gray hair' ¶ F II 498, LS 1357, M K II 234-5, M
E II 1O3-4 (IE *pelh€it- without explicit justification of *h€), ≠ EI 6 4 1 - 2
(the above words •< *pl=h‹- 'dull white, pale', see  N *{p}ul÷ 3333 ++++Hu o r
*{p}ul÷ 3333 ++++Ha 'red, yellowish') || D *pulßVc>- '(become) gray'  >  Nkr pulßs-,
Klm puls- (p. pulust-), Prj pulc>-, Gnd pir`s- ± pidßc>ana2 ± pir`c>ana2 ± pir`c>-,
Koya pin`sk- 'become gray' (of hair), Krx pun`dßna2 'become hoary, gray i n
hair', Mlt pondße id. ¶¶ D #4325, ≈ Pf. 17O  ˚   N *-lßßßß-  is more plausible
than *-l !!!! - , because the latter is likely to cause an IE initial *s  mobile.
1715a. UA € *pÅ{l∏∏∏∏y}ak++++gV 'foot' (and 'sole of foot'?) > U: FU *pa4l!kV
'foot' > pMr {Ker.} *pïl!g´ > Er pil∆ge pil!g1e, Mk pil∆ge pil!g1´ ' f o o t '
»» Vg: LK po4a4l!k´nt, MK po$al!k´nt 'side hoof, false hoof (of a re indeer) ,
kleine Klaue (bei der Kuh, dem Elentier, dem Renntier)'  ?? Sm: Slq Tz
{KKIH} pa4lÈ 'thigh' ¶ UEW 364, IS III 67, Ker. II 113, KKIH 148 || A: NaT
*balak 'trouser leg, sole of foot' >  Osm {Rl.} balaq 'trouser leg', Tk
balak  'trousers', Qmq, Qzq, Nog, VTt, Bsh balaq, Az bala9 'trouser leg,
ankle', QrB balaq 'sole of foot, trouser leg', Qzq balaq 'trouser leg, leg
of an animal (esp. bird)' ¶ Rs. W 59, ET B 51-2, Rl. IV 1492, Dr. TM
#762, ≈ TL 478  Tg *palga-n 'sole of foot' >  Nn Nh palga% 'sole of f o o t
or of shoe', Ul palZ7a(n-), Orc xagga(n-) id., Nn B fal9a 'sole of foot of a
bear', Neg xalgan, Sln al9a(n), Ork palZ7a(n-) 'sole of foot', Ewk halgan
'foot, hoof, sole of foot' ¶ STM II 312, IS III 67-8  pKo {S} *pa!r 'foot' >
MKo p˙wat [*pal], NKo pal 'leg (lower than the ankle)', pal-gup ' h o o f '
(kup 'hoof'), Ko ∆: Ph/Sl pal, Ks pa!l, Hm paòl ¶ S QK #33, Nam 245, MLC
722  pJ {S} *pa~nki~ 'foot, shin' > OJ pa~gi\i~ {Mr.} 'shank (lower leg)', StJ
{Kenk.} hagi 'leg' ({S} J: T/Kg hagi!, K ha~gi! 'shin'), J: Ns ha!gi~, Ht pa!M, Y
ha!M 'foot' ¶ S QJ #131, Mr. 395, Kenk. 414 ¶¶ DQA #1616 (*pa"~lga~
'foot') ¶¶ The discrepancy between the ev. of U (suggesting N *l !!!!) a n d
that of T (suggesting *l ∏∏∏∏) may be avoided by suggesting a N cluster *l ∏∏∏∏y
(with loss of *y in Altaic) ˚ Cf. IS III 66-7O (*pal!qÿ  'sole of foot': U, A
+ •÷ K *perq-≠*berq- 'foot, step'). IS III adduces M *[F]alku- ' s t ep ' ,
which is in fact *alqu- < N *haLVK''''[u] 'to step, to walk' (q.v.). The r ec .
of N *q  is unt. because N *q usually does not yield U *k and M *k. The
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whole comparison is highly qu., because the U and Tg stems may well
belong to N *p ''''a 4 444 l ! !!!X ++++ÌV 'thumb, big toe'. T *pal!mak 'shoe' (>  OT bas7maq,
Tk bas>mak, etc.) and Ko parmak 'footgear worn by small gent ry '
apparently suggests an A word *pal!mak '(∈ ) shoe', which is unlikely t o
be derived from A *p[æ]alKV (because of the cns. *l! in *pal!mak). In th is
case the infl. of N *p ''''a 4 444 l ! !!!X ++++ÌV  may be a solution.  
1716. *pal∏∏∏∏ËK''''u 4 444 'axe, hammer' >  IE: NaIE *pelek8u- 'axe' >  OI
para≤s1uh5 'axe', pIr *parasu- >  OPrs {Bai., Ab.} *paraTu- ı KhS pad5a
'axe' and Oss fa4ra4t 'axe, hatchet' »» Gk Mc pe-re-ke-we, Gk pe1lekyß
'axe' ¶ EI 37, Mn. 915, Dv. #462, M K II 213-4, M E II 87, Ab. I 451, F II
497 || HS: S *√plk' 'axe' >  OAk {G} d. naplak5tum 'battle-axe'; Sr
'qølπe pEl≤k5a2 'axe' (unless π Gk) ¶ G OA 215, Br. 569-71, 574, Sd.
813, 863 || A *palukæV 'hammer' >  NaT *bal[u]ka id. >  Brb {Rl.} pal˝a,
Qq, Qzq bal˝a, SbTt {Tm.} pal˝a ± palka4, {Gig.} balGa, Qrg, ET {Rl.}
´qlB balqa, ET {KtnM} balaqa, ET ∆  {Jr.} bolqa, Ln baloqa, balqa, U z
bol©a bål˝a id., Bsh bal˝a 'sledge-hammer', QrB balqa id., h a m m e r -
axe', Chg {Rl.} ´9lB bal˝a 'eine Keule mit einem langen Stiel'; T ı  M: Kl
{KRS} balh bal¥˝, {Rm.} bala9, bal˝a 'large flat knife, table-knife' ¶ ET
B 57-8, Rs. W 61, Rl. IV 1169, 1498, 15OO, UzR 8O, Jud. 1O5, Tm. 1 6 7 ,
KRS 79, KW 31  M *Faluqa(n) >  MM [IM] {Pel., Pp.} halu˝a (misspel t
'9lEu), WrM aluqa(n), HlM alx(an) 'hammer, mallet' (ı Sln alXa),
Ord alu¯Xu¯ ≠ alu¯Xa 'small hammer', Kl alx alX¥, {Rm.} alXa
'hammer', Dg Xaldugu id. (×  reflex of N *pal∏∏∏∏[V]t''''V 'to split', 'axe'??),
Brt alxa '(small) hammer' ¶ Mel. 153, Pel. H #9O, Pp. MA 434, MED
34, Ms. O 18, Chr. 45, KRS 37, KW 7, T DgJ 173  Tg *paluka ' h a m m e r '
>  Ul pala(w)U(n-) ≠ paloa(n-), Nn Nh paloa, Nn B falo(n-), O r c
Xalu(w)a, Ud xaluga, Ewk halka ± aluka, Lm halq¥, Neg xalka, WrMc
folXo ¶ STM II 313, Krm. 3O6 ¶¶ Pp. VG 11, DQA #1617 (A *pa"~lukæV
'hammer'), Ci. EApk 3O-1, ≠  Rm. SKE 185 ˚  If the pN word was
trisyllabic (*pal ∏∏∏∏ËK ''''u 4 444), the loss of *-K''''u 4 444 in pU (or pFU) may b e
accounted for by the adaptation of the word to the reg. U √  pattern ( i f
the U √  is inherited or borrowed). But if A *p+baltu 'axe' belongs h e r e
(rather than to N *pal∏∏∏∏[V]t''''V 'to split; axe' [q.v.]), the pN etymon i n
question is to be reconstructed as *pal ∏∏∏∏Ë(-K ''''u 4 444). Several scholars have
treated this lexeme as a Wanderwort and have tried to explain i t s
ocurrence in many lgs. by borrowing (Krtm. E 1O5f., Dr. TM II #71O,
KW 31, Rm. SKE 185, Pp. AKAS, Mng. ZAL 3OOff., etc.). Their hyp. is only
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partially correct. The long-hold hyp. about the Mesopotamian (Ak a n d
Sum) origin of IE *pelek8u- 'axe' had to be rejected when it was f o u n d
that Ak pilak5k5u meant 'spindle' rather than 'hammer', and Sum
balag meant 'ein paukenartiges Musikinstrument' (see  Wüst IAB). In
fact, the spread of the word throughout vast regions of Eurasia is due t o
both inheritance and borrowing.
1717. *P3333a 4 444{l ß ßßß}Vk''''V (or *P3333Él ßßßßV{g?}V) to split lengthwise, to divide' >
HS: S: [1] CS *√plk' v. 'split' >  Ar √flq v. G  'split, cleave, divide
lengthwise, cut in two halves' (ı Mz f´ll´g 'chop\split [wood, etc .]) ,
JEA √plk' G  {Sl.} 'split, smash', {Js.} 'split, create a gaping wound', JA
[Mdr.] aq!l6p2 pal≤k5a2 {Js.} 'fissure, wound', {Lv.} 'Riss, Spalt', Jb {Jo.}
√flk' (3s sbjn. ≤yO-fl‰k') 'split, crack (like a skull)', intens.-conat. e≤folk'
'split into pieces'; [2] S *√plk >  Ak {Sd.} √plk G  '(Gebiet) abtei len ' ,
pilku 'Abgrenzung, Gebiet' ı MHb K6l3p3 ≤pElEk3, JA [Trg.] {Js.} K6l2p6
p´≤lak3 ≠ K6l3p3 ≤pElEk3 / em. ak1l6p5 pil≤k3a2 'district'; [3] S *√plg v.
'split, share' >  Ar ∆lF √flg7 G 'split asunder, share, allot sth. amongst ' ,
BHb √plg: N  pf. gl2f6n5 nip3≤lag£ 'was divided', D  (pf. gl`4p5 pil≤leg£, imv.
gl`4p2 pal≤leg£) vt. 'split, furrow', gl3p3 ≤pElEg£ 'division' [Gn. 1O.25, I Chr.
1.19], EpHb/IA {HJ} √plg 'half', MHb gl3p3 ≤pElEg£ 'part, share', Ug
√plg G  or N  vi. 'be divided, disintegrate', IA, Plm √plg G  or D , JA
√plg vt. G , D  'divide, share', JA [Trg.] gl2p6 p´≤lag£ / em. aG2l6p2
pal≤ga2, Sr 'gølπe pEl≤ga2 'part, half', Sr √plg vt. G  'divide, separa te ' ,
Gz √flg  (js. -fl´g) G  'divide, split', Cn ı Eg (EgSSc) pa-la€-ga v.
'divide, share'; Ï S *≤palag- 'ditch, canal, small stream' > Ak fOB {Sd.}
palgu 'ditch, channel', BHb gl3p3 *pElEg£, Ug plg 'canal, small s t r eam ' ,
IA {HJ} plg? s. e. 'canal', Ar ∆laFafalag7-, ∆l0Fa falg7- 'streamlet, brook', Gz
falag 'river, brook, valley' (Ï Gz √flg G  'flow'), Mh {Jo.} f´le2g
'watercourse', Jb E {Jo.} ≤fe≤lEg 'stream', Jb C {Jo.} ≤fe≤lEg 'oasis' ¶ The
causes of voicing *k' >  *g  are not yet clear ¶ OLS 349, Fr. III 7O, GB 6 4 1 -
2, BK II 627-8, 631-3, Ln. 2436-8, 2441-3, Hv. 573-5, Sd. 813, 815-6 ,
863, KB 877-8, HJ 911-3, Js. 1175-6, 1182, 1185, Lv. IV 57, Lv. T II 2 6 6 ,
27O, Sl. 914, Br. 569-71, Jo. M 93, Jo. J 57, L G 159, Hlk. #73, SivCR 7 9 ,
≈ Blz. LB #6O (equates S *≤palag- 'canal, stream' with the reflexes of N
*pulßßßßu 'to spring forth' [‘ 'to flow'], q.v.) || K: G pelik'-i 'Stück d e r
Fleischseite des Schlachtviehs; Viertel eines geschlachteten Tiers', G R
pelik'-i 'Hälfte eines der Länge lang halbierten Schweins' ¶ Chx. 146O ||
U: FU *°pa4lßVkV >  pOs *pelßVk- ({∫Hl.} *pa4ÆlßVk-) 'half, side' (× U *pa4lßa4
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'half' <  N *P3333a 4 444l ß ßßßqÅ 'half, part' [q.v. ffd.] × U *pe2lße 'side' <  N *P3333el ß ßßß?e 6666 ¬
*P3333e?l ßßßße 6 666 'side') ||  D *paLVk- ({†GS} *p-?) v. 'split, cut lengthwise' >  Krx
palk- id., 'crack (the earth, a wall)', Mlt palke v. 'cut up ( a s
fruit\vegetable)', ? Prj palva  'split piece of wood'; D ı OI phalaka-m
'board, lath'? (unless π  OI ≤phala- 'burs t '   ¶¶ D #3991, M K II 3 9 2 - 3
˚  S *√plg v. 'split, share' suggests that the original N etymon was
*P3333ÉlßßßßV{g?}V with subsequent contaction *-g?- >  *-k''''- ≠ *-k-  > S *k'
and *k (n S *√plk' and *√plk), K *k', U and D *-k- ˚  An etl. connect ion
with N *pal ∏∏∏∏ËK ''''u 4 444 'axe, hammer' is possible, but not certain.  
1718. *pal∏∏∏∏[V]t''''V 'to split', 'axe' >  HS: SS *√plt' 'split' >  Gz √flt' G
'separate, divide, split', Sb √flt' 'assign (land)' ¶ L G 161, BGMR 44 
EC: Sa {R} √fld5 (p. ≤å-flel5å, sbjn. a-≤flal5o2, prtc. fa≤le2l5) ' spl i t
(spalten, entfalten)' (influenced by or borrowed from EthS?), Sml fallidß
'splinter, chip' ¶ R S II 132, ZMO 133 || K *plet-/*plit-/*pl=t- 'tear t o
pieces'  >  G plet-/plit- id., 'wear out', (Chx.) 'zerreißen, zerfe tzen,
zerfleischen', G da-plet-il- 'worn out', G X da-pit-a aor. 'he w o r e \ t o r e
out', Mg {K2} pat- 'wear out (?)', Lz plat- 'get worn out, tear to pieces ' ,
Sv pet-/pt- v. 'scutch wool' (UB/L li-pt-i, Ln li-pet-i, L ft. 1s oX-pot-ne
≠ oX-pet-ne) ¶ GM S 2OO, FS E 358, ≈ K2 2O2 (*plet-/plit-/plt- 'wea r
out'), Chx. 1485, TK 451-2, Dn. s.v pt-  ¶¶ The deglottalization *t' >  t i s
still to be explained || A *p…altæa+u 'axe' >  NaT *paltu+a 'axe' >  OT baltu
({Cl.} baltu2), MQp, XwT balta 'axe, battle-axe', OT Og baldu 'axe', Chg
baltu, Tk balta, Tkm, Qmn, SbTt palta, Tb {B}, Brb {Dm.} palta ≠
balta, Slr palto 'axe', CrTt, Kr, QrB, Qmq, VTt, Bsh, Nog, Qrg balta, StAlt
{BT}, Shor malta, QK {B} malta ≠ palta, Uz bålta, ET palta ≠ palda4, ∆
{Jr.} paltu ≠ paldu, ET X {Ml.} palta ≠ paltî, Ln paltî ≠ palto, Xk paltî, Tv
baldî, Chv purt¥ 'axe', Qzq, Qq balta 'axe, battle-axe', Yk balta ' fo rge
hammer, molar' ¶ TL 397, Cl. 333, MKD 64, Jr. 223, Nj. 245, TkR 5 1 2 ,
Tm. 167, Jud. 1O6, 6O5, B DK 24O, B DChT 1O6, 143, B DLT 185, BIG
142, Dm. JBT 133, 173, Ln. 249  M *balta (π  T?) >  WrM balta,
HlM balt 'big hammer, sledge hammer, axe', Brt balta ' h a m m e r ,
sledge hammer', Kl balt balt¥ 'battle-axe'; M (or Yk) ı Ewk balta
'hammer' ¶ MED 81, Chr. 84, KRS 8O, KW 31-2, STM I 71 ¶¶ KW 31-2.
1719. *P3333aLt''''VqV 'broad and flat' > HS: EC *bald'-/ *balla2d'- 'wide,
broad' >  Rn {PG} ba~lla2!dßdßi~, {Hn.} bal≤la!dß-i 'width', {PG} ba~lla2~dßdßa2!n, Sml
balla2dß-an ≠ bala2dß-an, Bn bad'a2r-, Or {Grg.} bal?-a2 ≠ ball-a2, Or H {Ow.}
ba!lla2 ! (f. ba!llo2 !) 'wide', Or B/O {Sr.}, Or M {LLC} balla2, Or Wt {Hn.} balla?
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'broad, wide', Or B {Bl.} bald'-, ? Or Gj {LLC} badda 'wide', Or Wl {Brl.}
balda  'spiazzo, largura', Kns, Gdl pald'- 'broad', Bs {HL} bald'-, Brj bal?-
v. 'be broad', {Hd.} 'be wide', bal?-an-e2 {Ss.} 'broad', {Hd.} 'wide', Ged
{Hd.} bad'd'a (< *bald'a) 'wide', bad'd'-at- 'be wide' ¶ Bl.196, Ss. PEC 7, 2 2 ,
Ss. B 33, Grg. 33, Sr. 27O, LLC 26, 231, Brl. 41, Vnt. 17, Hn. W 58, 6 4 ,
Hn. S 53, PG 74-5, HL 83-4, Hd. 167-8, 179, 232  B (mte.?) *√fltŒ >
Ah {Fc.} f´lt´Œ v. 'be broad and flat', ETwl, Ty f¥lt¥Œ (pf. f´lt´Œ) v. ' b e
flat', f¥lt¥s id. ¶ Fc. 33O, GhA 39, NZ 572 || IE *pletÓu-/*pl=tÓu- >  NaIE
*plet(≈)u-/*pl=t(≈)u- 'broad and flat', IE *pletÓ-/*pl=tÓ- >  NaIE *plet(≈)-
/*pl=t(≈)- v. 'extend, spread' >  Gk platy1ß 'wide, broad, flat, level' »» Arm
lajn layn 'broad' (<  *pl˛t´-no-) »» W lled, Crn les, Br led ' b r eadh ,
width', Br ledan%, OIr leth- 'extend, spread, widen'; MW {SEv.} llet, W
lled (<  *plet-is), OIr letha 'broader, wider', d. lethet ' b read th ,
size'; *pl=t˛no- > OIr lethan 'broad', Brtt {RE} *litanos 'wide'  >  MW, W
llydan, Crn {RE} ledan, OBr letan ≠ litan, MBr, Br ledan 'wide,
broad', Gl n. l. Litana silva (lit. 'Wide forest') and Litanobriga »»
Lt platu~s, Ltv plats 'broad', Lt ploﬁtis 'width' »» IIr *plet≈u/*pl=t≈u- >
OI pr=≤thu-, Av adj. p´r´Êav- 'broad, wide' (adv. p´r´Êu), OI
≤pra2thati 'spreads, extends', ≤prathas-, Av fraÊah- 'width' ¶ P
833-4, EI 83 (*pl=≤th€u- 'broad, wide'), M K I 333-4, 362-4, M E II 161-2 ,
Brtl. 892-3, 983, Bai. 3O2, F II 553-4, LP §§  7.1, Thr. §§ 215, 226, 2 5 9 ,
RE 146, SEv. 41, Slt. 224-5, Flr. 241, 244, Hm. 5O9, Frn. 6O6-7 || K: GZ
*p'rt'ûq-el- 'flat' > G brt'ûqel-i, G ∆ p'rt'ûq-el-i 'flat, even', Mg birt'ûqa- ' f la t
(and round)' ¶¶ as. *t'q > *t'ûq ¶¶ K2 19, 151, Chx. 1O7, DCh. 119 || A:
M: WrM baltai-, HlM baltaj- v. 'be(come) flat' ¶ MED 81 ˚  The N
stem may be akin to N *{p}o6666l ∏ ∏∏∏X ++++q ++++Ga  'broad and flat'. If IS is right i n
assuming that N *l!!!! may yield G r, the N unspecified *L  is to b e
understood as *l !!!!.
172O. € *P 3333VLhÉ{Z 7777 }V or\and *P3333VL[h]Éc '''' ++++c 1 111 ' '''V 'split up, separate' >  HS:
S: [1] CS *√plhÎ v. 'separate' >  Sr √plhd (pf. ∂helπa pal≤hEd3)
'dispersit, separavit', Ar √flÎ G  (pf. 3ÅlaFa falaÎa) 'cut a slice of', D  (p f .
3ÅlWFa fallaÎa) 'cut into pieces, couper en morceaux', 3l0Fi filÎ-
'morceau',{Hv.} É3al0Fi filÎ-at-  'piece (of meat, metal)'   [2] WS *√plc'
>  MHb {Js.} √plc5 N  'be split\cracked', Ar √flsœ D 'deliver, save', Gz
√fls' G  'divide in two, split, separate', f´ls' 'broken piece'; EthS √fls'
ı Aw {Hz.} felec- v. 'separate' ¶ Js. 1185, Br. 571, BK II 629-3O, Hv.
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574, L G 161, ≠  AD SF 42 (pC *√plc7' v. 'separate, divide'; C ı Gz
√fls') || IE: NaIE *ple2s-/*pl´s- 'splinter off, tear off' >  ON flasa
'dünne Scheibe, Splitter', NNr flasa 'to splinter off, to split off', Ic
flaska 'to be split' »» Lt plaﬁskanos pl. 'dandruff' ¶ P 834, Vr. 1 2 9 ,
Frn. 6O4 ˚  The IE √  includes a lr., which suggests a connection with CS
*√plhÎ.
1721. € *P3333el! !!! ++++l ß ßßßV (= *pel!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV?) 'pigeon' > IE *p{e}l- (≠ *bel-?) 'p igeon '
> Gk pe1leia 'pigeon', esp. 'rock pigeon, Columba livia' »» L palumbe2s
'wood-pigeon, ring-dove' (infl. of L columba 'dove\pigeon') »» Pru
poalis 'pigeon' »»  ? OI ba2la2gra 'dove-cot' ¶ ≠  P 8O5, ≠ F II 496, ≠
WH II 242 (all of them unc.: 'dove' “ *'grey'), Dv. #86O, EI 169 ¶ The
root may have been influenced by *pel- 'grey', but it is hardly its m a i n
source (see  the D cognate) || D *pelß- ({†GS} *b-) 'pigeon' (× N *bVLV
'dove') > Kn bel5ava, bel5uva 'wild pigeon', Tl bel5a-guvva,
bel5ava 'ring-dove' ¶¶ D #442O ˚  If OI ba2la2gra 'belongs here, i t
suggests an IE *b- < N *p- ˚  ≈ Blz. 160 (equates D with HS *bVlV [see
N *bVLV 'dove'] and does not take account of the IE cognate).
1722. *pol!!!!V 'hollow, empty' > HS: ECh: Smr {J} po!l, Nd D {J} p‰!la^,
Kwn {J} pe2!, Kbl {Cp.} pa2~l v. 'hollow out' (= 'creuser, évider') ¶ JS 14O,
ChC s.v. 'hollow out' || IE: NaIE *bel-≠*po+al-: [1] *bel- v. 'hollow o u t ,
dig' (× IE NaIE *bel[´]- ≠ *°b´l- v. 'dig, hollow' < N *p{a}l ßßßß ÙV 'spade; t o
dig; pit [sth. dug]') >  Arm pe¬em peÒe-m v. 'dig' »» OIr belach
'passage, defile, route', NIr bealach 'road, way, path, mountain pass ' ,
Clt {P} *bolko-/-a2- >  W bwlch 'gap, notch', Br boulc&h ' en tamure ,
entaille, brèche', OIr bolg 'fente, crevasse, brèche'  [2] *po+al-
'hollow, bare' >  OR pol5 polË, R polyj 'hollow', OCz polo ' emp ty
place' » Blt: the Blt word ≈ *palya-s  (nom. sg. m.) has not been found s o
far in the attested Blt lgs. and dialects, but is preserved as a loan in BF:
F, Es paljas 'bare, uncovered, naked', Vp pal!l!az id., Lv poÚ2l!azò (p l .
pal!;¥dò) 'kahl, nackt' »» ?? L palam 'openly, publicly' (“  * 'uncovered ' )
¶ Vn. B  29, 67, YGM-1 62, Hm. 97, Dnn. 59-6O, Chrn. II 54, ≠ Vs. III
32O, SK 473, Kt. 3O7, ZM 397-8, Ach. HGB 919-2O, Jah. 21, 52,  ≠ WH II
237, unc.: EI 255 (L palam < *≤polhÅm= 'palm of hand'); I am grateful t o
Hl. for drawing my attention to the F loanword || A: T *bol! 'hollow,
empty, free' >  OT [MhK] bos7 'free, loose, empty', Tkm, CrTt bos7 ' empty ,
hollow', Tk bos>, Az, Qmq, ET, Slr bos7, Kr bos7 ± bos, Bsh bus7, Alt bòos7,
Nog, Qzq bos, Xk pos, Xlj bo¿s7 'empty', Uz bös7 'empty, without a load,
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vacant, unoccupied, free', QrB bos7, SY, Alt ∆ {Vrb.} pos, Tf bòO>s7£ ' empty ,
loose', VTt, Bsh bus7 id., 'without a load, non busy, free' (ı Chv puw
pus7 ± pos7, puwa€ puz7ò¥ ± poz7ò¥ 'empty'), Tv bòos7 'loose, shaky', Qq bos,
Qrg bos7 'empty, weak' ¶ ET B 2O3-5, STM II 2O3-4, Cl. 376, Ra. 164, Rs.
W 82, DHST 19O, DT 94, Jeg. 17O, ≈  Fed. I 458  ¶¶ Not here Tg *pile-
'naked, uncovered' (belonging rather to N *P3333iLÉqi (= *P3333il ß ßßß ++++ l ! !!!Éqi?)
'open, uncovered, bare', q.v. ffd.).
1723. *pe[?]l !!!!u 6 666(-n 1111É) 'dust, ashes' > HS: Eg P f¿.t 'dust (?) (unless
akin to Mkl {J} pu2 ~re! 'dust') ¶ EG I 575, Tk. II 553 (Eg, Mkl)  WCh: NrBc
{Stl.} *p'uli 'ashes' >  Wrj {Sk.} p'‰@lï!-na!, {IL in ChC} pW‰~le2~na!, Kry {Sk.}
pÈ@li!, My {Sk.} p‰@li!, {ChL} pÈ!lli~, Jmb {Sk.} bu_~li! id. » SBc: Plc B {Sh.}
b‰~ll‰~N id., as well as possibly Zar GL {Sh.} bi~s6a~r, Zar {IL in ChC} b'i!s6a~r, Sy
B b‰s6e2r‰ 'ashes' ¶ Sk. NB 13, Stl. ZCh 248 [#10], ChC s.v. 'ashes', JI II 4 ,
ChL s.v. 'ashes', Sh. SB 2O || K: G perpl-i 'ashes' (dis. *l...l > r...l?),
perpli Xorblisa 'husk of wheat' ¶ DCh 13O2 || IE: NaIE *pel(w)-,
*pe≤lo2u\-s / *pel≤w-os 'dust' >  L pulvis (gen. pulvis) 'dust', VL
pulver 'ashes' »» Gk pa1lh 'fine dust, the finest meal', paly1nv v. ' s t rew,
sprinkle (meal, dust, snow, etc.)' »» Clt: OIr lu1aith 'ashes', Brtt {RE}
*lou\twos id. > W lludw, Crn lu4sow, Br ludu id.  *pel-en- (from N
*pe[?]l !!!!u 6 666-n 1111É with depalatalization N *-n1111- > IE -n- [still to elucidate] o r
f rom  N *pe?l!!!!u 6 666 + genitive *nu ) >  L pollen, -in-is 'very fine mea l
(Staubmehl)' (<  nom. *polen, gen. *poln-es with subsequent as. *polnes
>  *polles and generalization of the stem variant *poll-) »» ? Blt (× IE
*pelÓ-/*pleÓ vi. 'burn, be warm' < N *pal!!!! ++++l ß ßßßÓ{a 4444} 'burn' [intr.]): Pru
pelanne, Lt pelenaiﬁ (pl.), Ltv pe>~lni 'ashes'; but hardly here Sl
*pÈl¥ and *pÈlÁ 'dust' (> R pyl∆, Cz pyl id., etc.), which is der ived
from *p≈u2- 'blow, blasen' (so Vs. III 418, HlK 3O7 ⇔ Ma. CS 4O9)  I
am not sure that IE *polt- 'soup\porridge of meal' (>  Gk po1ltoß
'porridge', L puls / gen. pultis 'porridge of flour', OIr {P} littiu
'soup of meal, pulmentum', W llith 'pap, mash') belongs here  ?σ
(here?) *p{e}lw- 'chaff, husk' > L palea 'chaff' ('Spreu, Stroh,
Getreidehülse') »» OI m. pl. pa≤la2v-ah5 'chaff, husk', ?? pala2≤l°-,
palala 'stalk, straw', L palah5 'straw' (unless loans from a pre-IE
source) »» BSl *pelu2-, *pe2lwa2- 'chaff' >  Lt pl. peﬁlu2s, (pl.) pelaiﬁ (sg.
peﬁlas), Ltv pl. pe>lus, pe>lavas, pe>le>vas, Pru pelwo, Ltv pelvas
(pl.) id. » Sl *pelva 'chaff' > OCS pl8v7 ple7vû (pl.), R, Uk po≤lova,
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R ∆ peleva, SCr ple àva ± pljeŸva, Slv ple5!va, Cz ple!va, pleva,
Slk pleva, P plewa id. ¶ P 8O2, EI 1O4 (*pelo/hÅ- ≠ *pelou\- chaff ' ) ,
441 (*polt- 'pap, porridge'), M K II 233, M E II 1O3, F II 467, 47O, WH II
238, 331-2, 388, LP § 162, RE 79, ECCE 266, Frn. 566-9, En. 226, SJSS
XXV 58, Vs. III 312, Glh. 489-9O†|| U: FP *pel!me 'dust, ashes, dirt' >  F
pelme (gen. pelmeen) 'dirt', pulmua- 'aufwirbeln, qualmen,
aufstauben' »» Prm {LG} *pEym, *pEyn- 'ashes' >  Z po≥im p‰im, Z LLe
p‰in, Vt pen∆ pen1 id.  ??σ,µ F po4ly, Krl, Vp po4lu4 'dust '  ¶ UEW 728, U
341, SK 696, SSA II 467  || A *p[æ]ËLn1É 'ashes', (‘ ) 'gray' >  M *Fu4ne-
su4n 'ashes' >  MM [MA, IsV] hu4nesu4n, [S] hu4nesu4, WrM u4nesu4n, HlM
¥ns(´n), ¥n´s, Kl ¥msn u4msn=, Ord u$nisu$, Mnr {T} funise, Mnr H
{SM} funi\eZò‰, {Pot.} funisy, Mnr M {Pot.} xunisy, Dx funi\esun, Mgl
{Iw.} u$nAsu$n, Dg xuns, ShY henes´n id. ¶ Pel. 238-9 [#7O], MED 1OO9,
Iw. 144, H 79, Pp. MA 191, Lg. VMI 35, T 71, T DnJ 138, SM 111, Pot.
414, S AJ 233 [#2]  Tg {S, DQA} *puln1e 'ashes' >  Ewk hul‰-pt‰2n, Neg
xul‰2pt‰2n, Sln ulukt‰%—, Lm hult‰2n, Nn Nh pun1‰kt‰%, Nn KU fun1‰t‰, O r c
xul‰pt‰, Ud {Krm.} xul‰pt‰(n) ≠ xun‰pt‰, Ul pun‰kt‰(n-) ≠ pun1‰kt‰,
Ork pun‰kt‰(n-), WrMc fuleNi, Jrc fuleNi id. ¶ STM II 347, Krm. 3O7,
S AJ 2O7 [#3]  NaT *o[:]n1+y 'dun' (colour of horse’s coat), 'dust- o r
ash-coloured' > OT o[:]y ({Cl.} o2y) 'dun', MQp XIII oy 'dust- or ash-
coloured', Xk oy  'dun, light bay (bulanyj , solovyj )', Shor {Rl.} a˝-oy
'light bay', Tv oy  'dun' ¶ Cl. 266, Rl. I 969, BIG 124, TvR 315 ¶¶ S AJ 2 5 7
[#167] and SDM97 (s.v. *puln1É) adduced pKo {S} *pun1´⁄- 'gray, ash-
coloured' (> NKo puy´⁄-t≈a id.), but in DQA the Ko cognate was n o t
mentioned ¶ DQA #1824 (A *pæol!n1e 'ashes, gray'  >  T, M, Tg), Pp. VG 1 2
|| Gil: Gil A pl‰Ng 'ashes, soot' ¶¶ ST 263 ˚ The glottalized consonants
in the WCh lgs. (p'-, b'-) suggest the presence of a glottal stop *? . The
initial zero cns. in T may go back to *p'- < *pV?- ˚ The A labialized vw.
may be due to the infl. of *p[æ]- and of the labual vw. of the second syll.,
while U *-e-  cannot be explained away, therefore I prefer to recons t ruc t
the N etymon with the vw. *e (*pe[?]l !!!!u 6 666(-n 1111É)) ˚ ≈ Blz. LB #4b (IE, U,
A, Ch), ≈ Blz. LNA #45 (N *p'elV 'ashes' > IE, U), ≈ Blz. DNA #5O (N
*pu4lV 'ashes, dust'; •÷ D: Tm pu2r›i 'ashes, sacred dust' [transcribed a s
pu2l3i], Tu puyye sand').
1724. *p{i?u6666}l ! !!!V 'slit' > HS: C: Sa {R} bo2l 'Kluft, Erdspalt, précipice' ¶
R S II 79-8O || IE: NaIE *bul[i]- 'vulva', *'anus' (‘ 'buttocks') > BdhSk
bu≤li-h5, OI L bu≤ri-h5 'buttocks, vulva' »» Lt {Frn.} buli~s, bu~le$,
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bule$ﬁ 'Hinterer, Gesäß', {EI} 'rump' ¶ P 99, M K II 439-4O, Frn. 63-4, EI
88 (*bulis '≈  rump') || U: FU *pil!V 'slit, cunnus' >  F pillu ' cunnus ' ,
Vp piÒu, Es pilu 'slit' »» Vg N {Mu.} pil! 'Bunze' ('cunt'), pileyaxti v.
'copulate with' ¶ Coll. 1O8, SK 564, ZM 418, MK 44O || A: pKo {S}
*pi\´⁄r- 'precipice, road above precipice'  > MKo pi\´⁄ro, pi\´⁄r, NKo
pi\´⁄raN, pi\´⁄re, pi\´⁄ru ¶ MLC 775, Nam 258, MLC 775  ?σ Tg *pile
'thawed patch (protalina )' > Ewk hil‰, hil‰k‰, Lm hil‰N‰, Neg xil‰x‰
id., Ud sil‰N‰gisi- v. 'thaw out' (a patch of ground amidst a f rozen
snow-covered country), WrMc fili-ta-Xun 'open (ground) ¶ STM II
324 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1793 (A *pæi\o2!lo 'way, path; patch, precipice'  >  Tg, Ko)
˚ The pKo diphthong *i\´⁄ and the conflicting ev. of the IE and C b a c k
labialized vw. and the vw. *i in FU and Tu point to a pN bisyllabic
sequence *-iÓu6666- . The lack of vw. lengthening in IE suggests that t h e
tentatively reconstructed N lr. was *? .
1725. *pal!!!! ++++l ß ßßßÓ{a4444} 'to burn' (intr.), 'to be heated on fire' > HS: B
*√flÓw ≠ *√flÓly v. 'shine, sparkle' >  Ah f´luw´t 'scintiller', Izd s-
flili 'briller', Kb flali 'briller' (the meanings 'surgir', 'subiter' of t h e
same Kb verb are likely to go back to a different HS root or a different
N word) ¶ Fc. 326, Mrc. 39, Dl. 2O8, NZ 574  WCh *√fyl ≠*√fwl v.
'boil' ({Stl.} *faw+yl- vt. 'cook, boil') >  AG: Su fi~l, Ang {ChC} fIl, Kfr
{Nt.} fyal, Cp {Kr.} fi~yEl, ? Gmy {Kr.} fulc v. 'boil' » BT: Gera pili-, Bl
{Lk.} ?i-fulo, ? Krkr {Kr.} fu~lt‰ id. » SBc {ChL}: Kir fule, Gj hu~lu~wi~, Buli
fulu, Plc È~r fu!lu! id. ¶ Stl. ZCh 16O-1 [#143], ChC, ChL, Nt. 14 || IE: [1]
*pelé8-/*pleé8- >  NaIE *pel´-/*ple2(w)-/*plo2(w)- vi. 'burn, be warm' >
ON flo1r 'warm, luke-warm', Nr flØ 'luke-warm' »» Sl *pole7ti > OCS
pol8ti pole7ti vi. 'fle1ges†ai, to blaze', Slv pole!ti id., SCr Ch
spoli Ÿti 'to kindle, to light', caus.: Sl *pali ¡ti (1s prs. *pa•ljoß) >
paliti paliti vt., vi. 'to burn', R palit∆, Uk paliti, P palic1,
SCr, Slv pa!liti vt. 'to burn', Blg palå vt. 'burn'; Sl *polmÈ / G
*polmene ' f lame'  > OCS plam7 plamû / plameneplamene (ı  R
≤plamå / plameni), OR polom9 polome<, R ƒ, ∆ polymå, ∆
polomå, Uk polum÷å, Blg plam, SCr pla•m, plaàme2n, Slv
pla!men, Cz plamen, Slk plamen7, P pLomien1   [2] if the N word-
internal lateral was *-l !!!! - , then the expected IE form with initial *(s)- h a s
coalesced with some other sources (N words?) in NaIE *(s)p(≈)el- v.
'shine' > OI sphulin$ga  'spark' (M K III 545 without definite et.), Arm
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πajl p≈ayl (gen. πajliç p≈aylic≈) n. 'shine, brilliancy, gli t ter ' ,
πajlem p≈aylem v. 'shine, glitter, gleam' ¶ WP II 59-6O, 679-8O, P
8O5, 987 (the Arm forms misquoted with p- for p≈-), Vr. 133, Hü. 5OO,
Me. EAC 35, Slt. 21O-1, StSS 441, 448, 474, Glh. 465, Vs. III 192-3, 2 7 3 ,
Chrn. I 617-8 and II 38 || U: FV *paLa- vi. 'burn' >  F, Es pala- id. » pLp
{Lr.} *po2le2 > Lp: N {N} buolle / -l- vi. 'burn, be on fire, burn down, u p ' ,
S {Hs.} buo4l´edh, L {LLO} puolle2 vi. 'burn', Kld {SaR} pu2lle, {TI}
pu2˘llêe- id. » pMr {Ker.} *pal¥- vi. 'burn' >  Er palo- palo, Mk palo-
pal´- id., and possibly the (derived?) verb Er pulta- pulta-, M k
plxta- p´¬ta- vt. 'burn', which most probably belongs together with
F polttaa id. ¶ In FU there is also a √  *pal!a- v. 'freeze' (a h o m o n y m
of different origin or a semantic development of the √  in question) >  F
palele- 'Kälte empfinden, frieren', Lp N {N} buola6s7 / -ll- 'frost', M k
palo- pal´- 'erfrieren, frieren', Hg fagy  'Frost, frieren', Vg: T pa2l!-, LK,
P po2l!-, Ss pO2l!- 'erfrieren'; for semantics cf. R ot moroza gorit
lico, the metaphor being based on similarity of physiological
reactions to intense heat and frost ¶ Coll. 1O6, UEW 352 (FU *pal!a
'Eiskruste, Frost, frieren, gefrieren'; he considers the meaning v. ' b u r n '
to be secondary), Lr. #994, Lgc. #531O, Hs. 382-3, TI 4O7, SaR 27O-1,
Ker. II 1O4-5 || D *palßV ({†GS} *p-) v. 'glitter, shine' >  Tm pal5apal5a
id., Ml pal5apal5a 'gleaming', pal5uNNuka v. 'glitter', Kn pal5akane,
pal5ac(c)ane, pal5an1ce 'with a glitter, with pure brightness', Tu
pal5l5ena v. 'light, shine', Tl pal5apal5a 'glitteringly' ¶¶ D #4O12 ˚  IE
*h8 and U *-a point to a pN *a 4444 (with synharmonic levelling *a.. .a 4444 > U
*a...a) ˚  AD GD 11 (IE, U), IS MS 337 (*p5al!ÿ 'goret∆ '), IS SS #1O.15
(in both latter sources IE, U, D); WCh (AG) data suggest a N initial *p- .
1726. *p''''a 4 444l ! !!!X++++ÌV 'thumb, big toe; (?) finger' > HS: Ch: CCh: MrgP, Mrg
L {Mk.} pIl, Klb {Mk.} pIlu 'fingernail' » HgMd {Mk.} bIlli, HgMk
{Mk.} bIll´, HgSn bIllE id., HgWl {Mk.} pIlla 'finger' » Suk {Mk.}
pIlak 'fingernail' »» ECh: Jg {J} Fi!llo!, Jg Kf {J} pi!llo ! id. ¶ Mk. I, ChC, ChL
|| K: Sv: UB/LB/L/Ln pXule, U pXole 'finger' ¶ TK 773-4, GP 265, Dn.
s.v. pXule  ¶ In K the lr. was attracted to the initial stop, bringing a b o u t
a "harmonic cluster" *pX- < *p+p'...X+Ì ||  IE: NaIE *po2l- 'thumb, big toe' >
L pollex, -icis id. (with -oll- < -o2l-, acc. to WH II 333) »» Sl d. *pal-Ák-
¥ > *pal-Ác-Á id. > ChS {Mikl.}pal6c6palÁcÁ id., Blg ≤palec, Cz, Slk,
Slv palec, SCr paŸlac id., P palec, OR pal6c6 palÁcÁ, R ≤palec, U k
≤palec∆ 'finger, toe'; underived Sl *pal¥ is found in R bes-≤palyj
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'fingerless', westi-≤palyj 'having six fingers' ¶ WH II 332-3, EI 2 5 5
(*≤poliko-s 'finger, thumb', *≤poliÓo-s 'pertainig to a finger'), ZVSZ 3OO,
Ma. CS 35O, Vs. III 191-2, Glh. 464-5 ||  U  *pa4l !V 'thumb' > FU d. *pa4l!-ka4
id. >  pLp {Lr.} *pE2lke2 'thumb, big toe' (suggests FU *-e-) >  Lp: N {N}
bAl…ge / -lg-, L {LLO} piel…ke2, Kld {TI} pi¢elê:g id., S {Hs.} bielgie
'thumb' » pMr *pa4l !k´ ;thmb, big toe' >  Er pel∆ka p1el!ka, Mk pål∆xkå
pa4¬!k´ (suggests FU *-a4-) » Prm *pÉl(k) >  Z pev / pevy- 'thumb', ∆ 'b ig
toe', Z UV/US/LL/P/MS pel, StVt p‰lÈ, Vt Sl {R} p‰l!È, Kz {R} po$l!¥ ' t h u m b '
 Sm *pÈ[y]-, {Hl.} *piy- 'thumb' (<  U *pÉl!+y+z6[⊥]e) >  Ne T O pïkc1e, En X
fït!u, B fïd!u, Ng fe'aya, Kms pidi, Mt {Hl.} ≈  *heg´bti id. (Mt K {Pl.}
egebti) ¶¶ UEW 363, Lr. #9O9, Lgc. #484O, Hs. 316, LG 217, Lt. 2 2 6 ,
SZ 278, Ker. II 1O9 (postulates pre-Mr *pe2l´-ka4 >  pMr *pa4l!´-k´ >
*pa4l !k´), Jn. 123, Hl. M #275.
1727. *p''''Ål!!!! [V]gá ≠ *pÅl!!!! [V]gá 'spleen' >  IE *b[≈]l=Óg8≈en- ≠ ≈
*(s)pl=Óg8≈en- >  NaIE *b[≈]l=´g8≈en- ≠ *(s)pel[´]g8≈(-en, -a2) ≠ *(s)pleng8≈- ≠
*(s)ple(:)g8≈- 'spleen' >  ? Blt: Lt bluz7ni~s, bluz7ne$, Pru blusne
'spleen' » Sl *selzena, {Vln.} *sÁlezena > SrChS sl8zena sle7zena, Blg
≤slezen, d. ≤slezenka, ≤slezka, SCr slezi~na, Slv sle5ze•5n,
sle5ze•5na, Cz, Slk slezina, Cz ∆  slezena, OP s1leziona, P
s1ledziona (secondary Z1), R d. sele≤ze≥nka, Uk d. sele≤z¡nka »» OI
pl°≤ha2 / plihan-, Av sp´r´zan-, KhS s5puljei, MPrs spurz, NPrs
zrPusu soporz ≠ zrPus" uosporz ' spleen' »» Gk splh1n / gen. splhno1ß id. (<
*splhgc, cp. spla1gcna nom. pl. 'entrails') »» Arm πajca¬n
p≈aycaÒn 'spleen' (ı  G pac'al-i, Lz panc'ala) »» L lie2n / gen. lie2nis
'spleen' »» OIr selg, OBr, MBr felch, MBr felc5h id. ¶ The deviations
from the expected reflexes in several lgs. are due to simplification of a
complicated proto-form (and possibly to tabuistic replacements o f
sounds) ¶ WP II 68O, P 987, ≈ EI 538 (*spelg8≈-), M K II 385-6, M E II 1 9 6 -
7, Bai. 415, Vl. I 89 and II 2O4, Horn 155, F II 769-7O, Ch. 1O39-4O, WH
I 799, EM 357-8, Vn. S   81, Flr. 17O, Frn. 52, En. 153, Tp. P A-D 236-8 ,
Vs. III 594-5, Vln. SS 66-7 (IE *spl=Óg8≈en- with simplifactions in b ranches
of NaIE), Brü. 53O-1 || D *palßlß- (or *pall-) ({†GS} *b-?) 'spleen' >  Tu
pallA, Prj bella, Ku balla ± bella ± bela 'spleen', Tl balla
'enlargement of the spleen' ¶¶ D #3995 || HS: WCh: AG: Tal {IL} fO~lO~k,
Cp {Kr.} fÈ!lO~k, Tmbs {Sh.} fwa~lO~k, Gmy {Kr.} f‰!l‰~ 'liver' ¶ ChC, ChL ||
?σ,φ U *°paL[VG]V >  Ne: T pa€la€ 'gut', T O {Lh.} pa¿l;a4Æ ' g roße r
beutelartiger Darm, wohl Dickdarm' ¶ Ter. 437, Lh. 335, UEW 364 ˚  IE
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*(s)-  suggests the presence of a palatal cns., sc. N *l !!!!, so that we expect
*-lßl ß- in pD, but the extant ev. of the D lgs. does not distinguish be tween
D *-lßlß- and *-ll-. The zero reflex of N *g  in Sm suggests a vw. begore *g
(because the N intervoc. *-g-  yields U *-˝-  >  Sm *∅ ). The AG word (if i t
belongs here, in spite of the semantic distance) and the Baltic cognate
point to the initial N cs. *p- , while IE *(s)pl=Óg8≈en- suggests a N initial
*p''''- . This discrepancy still needs explaining ˚  The IE, D, and Ch d a t a
allow a reconstruction of either N *-l !!!!- or *-z 6666- , but Sm *-l- rules out N
*-z 6666-  (which regularly yields Sm *-y-, see  N *su4444÷ 3 333 ++++9z6666V 'finger(s), hollow
hand' > U *suz6{a} ' f inger'  >  Sm {Jn.} *°t¥yaº, {Hl.} *°t¥ya id., N *bËyz6666V
'∈  fur-bearing animal' > U *poyz6V ' e rmine '  > Ne T piå, and N *s6666u 4 444z 6 666÷Å
'heart' > U *s6u4z6a4(me) id. > Sm {Jn.} *sey¥ or {AD} *s6ey¥ id.).
1728. *p''''a{l ! !!!}ÓiNa 'palm of hand' > IE *pl=Óm- >  NaIE *pl=∏ma2 'palm o f
hand, hand' > Gk pala1mh, Gk D pala1ma2 id. »» L palma2 'palm of hand ' »»
OIr {Thr.} la1m 'hand, arm', NIr la1mh, Brtt {RE} *la2ma2 ' hand '  >  OW
lau, MW llau, llaw, W llaw, OCrn lof, lau, MCrn lef, løf, Crn
lu4f, OBr lom-, lou- 'hand ' »» OHG folma, AS folm(e) 'palm o f
hand', OSx folm 'hand' ¶ WP II 62, Mn. 965, EI 255 (*≤polhÅm  / *pl=hÅ≤m-
os  'palm of hand'), WH II 24O-1, F II 466, Ho. 112, Ho. S 21O, Kb. 2 7 4 ,
OsS 212, LP §§  12.2, Thr. §  215, RE 1O2, Flr. 237, Bc. 238-9 || A {AD}
*pæa2{l!}Na ({IS} *pæa2~l[i]Na, {S, SDM95} *pæa2lNa) (with length of the 1st type
[yielding a T long vw. and a Tg short one]) ({SDM97} *pæa2lNo, {ADb.}
*pæaliNa) 'palm of hand') >  M *Fala9a(n) 'palm of hand' >  MM {Pel.}
halaqan, [L] hala9a, [MA] alaqan, WrM ala9a(n), HlM alga, Brt
al∆ga(n), Mnr {T} Xal9a, Mnr M Xar7ß9a, Mnr H {SM} Xar9òa, Dx han9a,
Ba Xalge, Dag ala9a, ShY halaÌan id., Kl {KRS} al∆xn al!X¥n id., {Rm.}
al!Xan 'palm of hand, handful'; M ı WrMc falaN9u 'palm of hand ' ,
Mc Sb falandu 'clap one’s hands '  ¶ Pel. 2O9 [#11], T 372, T DnJ 139, T
BJ 149, Iw. 147, SM 161, Pp. MA 97, Pp. L III 76, Pp. MDG 5, KRS 3 9 ,
MED 26, KW 7, STM II 312  ? pKo {S} *pa2r 'armful' > MKo pa2r, NKo pa2l
¶ S QK #99O, Nam 245, MLC 723  NaT *ha2{N1}a (or *ha2ya?) 'palm o f
hand' (× N *{p''''}V÷3333iN{Ë} 'palm of hand, [sole of] foot' [q.v.]) >  OT aya
id., MU, XwT, MQp XIII, [CC] XIV, OOsm ≥XIV, Chg ≥XV aya, SY Xaya,
Xayan, Tkm, Uz ∆, Uz XrOg a2ya, CrTt, Qmq, Nog, Xk aya, Tk ∆  aye ' p a l m
of hand', Qzq aya  'the middle of the palm of hand', Bsh aya 'comb ( f o r
carding goat-down)' ¶ Cl. 267, ET Gl 1OO-1, TL 252, THDS I 413, Rs. W
1O  Tg *pan1Na or *payNa 'palm of hand' (× N *{p''''}V÷3333iN{Ë} '⇑ ') >  Nn Nh
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payNa, Nn B fai\N9a, Nn KU fan1Na%, Orc xaNa ≠ xaNNa, Ud {Krm.} xan1a?,
Ork pana ≠ pan1a, Ul pan1a 'palm of hand', Ewk hanNa ≠ han1Na, Lm hanN¥
id., 'hand' ¶ STM II 314, Krm. 3O4 ¶¶ DQA #1725 (A *pæa2!l!Na+e 'palm o f
hand'), Rm. SKE 213, ADb. SR-D 259 || HS: Ch: WCh: Su {Kr.} pa2l, M p n
{Frz.} ba2^l 'arm' »» CCh: FlK {Mk.} pIlla, {ChL} pÈ~la, HgB/HgG/HgNk {ChL}
pÈ~la~ 'arm' ¶ ChL, Frz. DM 5, Mk. I 3O6, ChC s.v. 'hand '  and 'arm' ˚  IS
III 93-5 (*pæaliÓma 'palm of hand '  > IE, A + unc. U *p{ey}NV 'handful ,
palm of hand' [in fact from N *{p''''}V÷3333iN{Ë} 'palm of hand', q.v.]) ˚ Gr.
II #291 (*palaN 'palm') (IE, U, A, Ko).
1729. *p''''{u}yÅmV ({b}V ) (with the component *bÅ of animal
names) 'snake' >  A: Tg *p{u}ymur 'dragon, monster' >  Ork pomoI ' a
mythical monster resembling a boa', Nn Nh puymur, Nn B himur ≠
simuru 'dragon, a crocodile-like monster', Orc himu ≠ sImu
'∈ monster', Neg ximNu ± ximu '∈ mythical monster resembling a sheat -
fish' ¶ STM I 466  T *°[h]uman > Chv a€man ¥man, ∆ ¥ºman ' e a r thworm '
¶ Ash. IV 39  pKo *pÄ!ya~m 'snake' >  MKo pÄ!ya~m, Ko pa4m (spel led
paym) ¶ S AJ 255 [#1O9], S QK #1O9, Nam 242, MLC 756  J: pJ {S}
*pa~i\m(p)V^ 'snake' > OJ pe~mi!, J: T he!bi, K he~bi!, Kg he!], Ns ha~bu!, Sh ha!bu~,
? Ht pa~òku~ id. ¶ S AJ 91, 269 [#1O3], S QJ #1O3, Mr. 4O4, Mr. KJ 251 
M: WrM {Rm. “?} yamu, Kl {Rm.} yama 'worm (i.a., causing too th -
ache), disease', {KRS} åm 'disease of the teeth' (= or × M *yama >  WrM
yama 'strangles, glanders', HlM åm {MED} id., {Luv.} 'glanders'?) ¶
Valid only if the meaning 'worm' is primary ¶ KW 214, KRS 7O9, MED
426, Luv. 693 ¶¶ DQA #1876 (A *p'{o~}yamV 'snake'), S AJ 91, 278 [#96]
|| D *pa2mp˛ ({†GS} *p-) 'snake' >  Tm, Ml pa2mpu, Kt pa;b, Tf po;b, Kn
pa2vu, Kdg pa;mbÈ, Tl pa2mu, Klm pa;m, Nk pa2m, Prj ba2m, Gdb ba2m ±
ba2mb id., Tu pa2mbolu  '∈ flat, long fish' ¶¶ D #4O85 || HS: Eg Md pnd
'∈  intestine worm' ¶ EG I 511, Tk. II 455-6  Ch: pAG {Hf.} *paN
'∈ snake' >  Gmy/Mnt {Hf.}, Su {J} paN, Ang {Hf.} p%aN id., Ang {Flk.} paN
'∈  poisonous large snake', Mpn {Frz.} pa@N 'Gabon viper' ¶ Hf. AG 1 7
[#1], J S 78, Flk. s.v. paN, Frz. DM 48 || ? U: Sm: Slq Tz {KKIH} pu4na4 '∈
mythical monster' ¶ KKIH 154  U *pun1e (or *puy+l!n1e) >  Sm *pu[y]n1¥
'∈ worm' (×  N ?φ  *puc7777[V]n1111V 'worm, snake' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  ≈  Blz. LNA
#47 (unc. equation of D and A with Su/Fy pu!pwa!p ' f ish') ˚ ≈ Gr. II
#352 (*pam  'snake') (A, Ko, J + unc. Ai).
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173O. *p''''en````V (or*p''''en 2222[iy ++++é€]V) 'small dog, whelp' > K: G pinia ' small
dog', Mg pinia, pinie, pina 'small dog, poodle' ¶ Q 336, Chx. 1475 || U:
FU (att. in FP only?) *pen+n`e (or pen+n`i) 'dog' >  F peni (gen. peni-n)
'whelp', penikka 'puppy', Es peni 'dog', pLp {Lr.} *pE2n‰k 'dog' >  Lp: N
{N} bA2na6, L {LLO} pa4—na, S {Hs.} bie4nje, Kld {TI} pi\enna"G" » pMr {Ker.}
*pen1´ > Er pine pin1e, Mk pine pin1´ id. » Chr L pij pij, E {Ps.} pij, H
pi pi, KB puni", K p¥n¥ 'dog' » Prm {LG} *po4ni id. >  Z pon, poni\-, Z US
pön, Yz pun, Vt punÈ »» ??? Hg fene 'wild, graulich, scheußlich' ¶¶ UEW
371, Sm. 553 (FP *pena4 'dog'), SK 517-8, Lr. #911, Lgc. #4853, Hs.
318-9, Ker. II 113, PsS 93, Wc. TT 83, LG 224-5, TI 369 || A *pæenu4-
(kæV) 'whelp, dog' > NaT *[h]enu4k  'whelp, puppy' >  OT {Cl.} a4nu4k, {DTS}
enu4k 'the young of a carnivorous animal (cub, puppy, etc.)', MQp enu4k,
OOsm enu4k ≠ enik, Tk enik, inik 'young animal (dog, bear, etc.)', Chg
vnuY"i enu4k 'young of a carnivorous animal', Az ∆  a4nix1, Ggz jenik, Tv,
Tf enik, Shor {Rl.} u4na4g-a4s7 id., Tb {B} o4no4go4s7 'young dog', QK {T} o4no4Z7ek,
Yk u4nu4ga4s 'puppy' ¶ ET Gl 281-3, TL 19O-1, Rs. W 44, Cl. 183, B T 142, B
DLT 183, Bu. I 214, Rl. I 182O, Shch. Zh 129  Tg: Ewk h‰nnuka2 ' d o g
(returned from the hunt)' ¶ STM II 3O   AdS  of M *Fu4negen 'fox' (<  N
*P3333un 2222 {a 4 444 }  or *P3333u 4 444n 2 222a  'red colour, [?] fox', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ Pp. VG 7O, Rs. UAW
24 ||  ?σ D *pen`- 'female animal, a female (woman, girl)' > Tm pen5 id.,
M pen5 'a female (woman, girl)', Kt pen`, Klm pen`tßï  'female', Td pen`
'woman', Kn pen5  'female, woman', Kdg pon`n`È 'wife, female', Tu pon5n5u
'girl, female', Tl pen5t5i 'female animal\plant', Gdb pen`tßi ' female
sheep', Nkr penli, Gnd pendßul 'marriage', Prj pindßrul, Kui pondßri rindßi
'married couple'  Ï (?φ) D *petßtß- 'female animal, female young
animal' > Tm pet5t5ai\ 'female animal, woman', Ml pet5t5a 'female o f
birds\asses\camels', Krb potßtßi 'hen', Tl pet5t5a, Klm petßtßa 'female o f
birds', Nkr petßyß 'female animal\bird', Png petßi 'female kid', Ku petßi
mila 'female young (of sheep, pig)', Mlt batßgo 'female of birds', batßg
'virginal' ¶¶ D *pen`- belongs here only if the primary meaning was
'female animal' (“ *'small animal') ¶¶ D #4395 ˚ IS MS 366 s.v.
'sobaka ' *p5enV (U, D, K), Rs. UAW 24 (U, A).
1731. *p''''{i}n2222V 'piece of wood, trunk' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ ' log,
board, pole') > HS: B *°√fnŒt >  Ah a.f´NŒatut (pl. if´NŒ´tat) 'g rosse
pièce du bois mort', Tdq afa"nŒa"tot 'grosse pièce de bois' ¶ Fc. 332, NZ
583  ? DEg pn.t 'threshold' (pn.t n pr 'Schwelle des Hauses'), Cpt
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Sd pnni pnne2, pnipne2, Cpt B venni benne2 'montant de la po r t e ,
seuil, marche', ?? Eg N bnn  'Balken', Eg L bnn.t 'threshold (of a d o o r ) '
¶ Er. 131, EG I 46O, Vc. 16O, Tk. I 44 (Eg bnn , bnbn < HS *bVl) and II
231-2 ||  K : G {Chx.} pin-i 'dicke Stange, Barre', 'Balken' ¶ Chx. 1475 ||
IE: NaIE *pin- 'piece of wood, trunk' > OI ≤pina2ka-m 'staff', later ' bow,
club' »» Gk pi1nax (gen. pi1nakoß) 'wooden board, plank (of a ship); tab le t
for writing on; panel, picture' »»  OHG witu-f°na 'pyre, pile of wood ' ,
MLG vI6ne 'pile of wood' »» Sl *pÁn1Á >  ChS {Mikl.} p6n6 pÁnÁ
'truncus', OR p6n6 pÁnÁ, R pen∆ (gen. pnå) 'tree-stump', P pien1
'trunk\stock of a tree', SCr pa•nj (gen. pa!nja) id., 'tree-stump', Slv
pa•nj (gen. pa•nja) 'tree-stump, stock', Blg p`n 'tree-stump, block o f
wood, log', Cz pen7 'trunk of a tree' ¶ P 83O, EI 44 (*pin- '≈  shaped
wood'), M K II 281-2, M E II 132, F II 539, Kb. 1217, Mikl. L 758, Vs. III
233, Ma. CS 361, Glh. 467 ¶ L p°nus 'fir, pine, stone-pine' is k e p t
apart because of the long vw. ° which suggests a following cluster o f
cnss. (*pït(s)nos, *pit(s)nus or *piksnos) (÷ Gk pi1tyß 'pine'<  N
*p[e?++++y]ic7777 ' '''u 6 666 '∈ coniferous tree' [q.v.], see  WH II 3O8) || U: FU *pÉn+n`V
'∈ coniferous tree' >  Chr H {Ü} py™n p´n 'pine-tree', {Ep.} py™n-qy™
p´nz7´ 'pine forest' » Prm *pONel! 'young coniferous tree' >  Vt pumel!
'sprout; young tree, young growth  (porosl∆ )', Z pon‰l! ' young
coniferous trees (xvojnaå porosl∆), young fir-tree\spruce' »» Hg
fenyo ¡  'pine, spruce, fir-tree' ¶ UEW 416-7, Coll. 78, LG 225, TmK 5 5 1 ,
Ep. 1O1 || A: Tg *pi3na 'wooden yoke behind the shoulders which is
used for carrying load' >  Ewk hina, Neg xina, Ud sina, Ul, Nn Nh pIna,
Ork pIna2 id., Orc xina ≠ sina 'knapsack', WrMc fiyana (< *fina?) {Hr.}
'zwei durch Stricke verbundene Bretter, die zum Tragen von Lasten a u f
dem Rücke dienen' ¶ STM II 325, Krm. 285, Hr. 297 || ? D *pËnÀnÀ-
({†GS} *p-) 'mast-wood, trees Calophyllum and Rottlera tinctoria' >  T m
pun3n3ai ≠ pin3n3ai 'mast-wood, Calophyllum inophyllum', Tl ponna
id., Ml punna id., 'Rottlera tinctoria', Kn punnike, ponne, honne
'Terminalia tomentosa', Tu ponnA 'Rottlera tinctoria'; D ı Sk
pum$na2ga id., 'Calophyllum inophyllum' ¶¶ D #4343, Tu. #8244 ˚
The N initial cns. is *p '''' -  (rather than *p- ) if Eg pn.t belongs here. D *Ë
< *i (ass. infl. of *p-?).
1732. *P3333 {o}n 2222V  'path, ford' >  IE *≤pontoh-s, gen. *pn=≤th-os 'way, pa th ,
ford' >  OI panthah5, -a2 (instr. sg. patha2) 'path', Av pantaù, panta
'path, space', OPrs accus. sg. paÊim 'path', KhS pande 'way, pa th ,
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road', NPrs dn0pa pa4nd 'road', Oss I/D (“ dim.) fa4ndag 'road'; IIr ı ? FU
{UEW} *pa4ntV 'way, path '  >  Z pad- in pad-vez7 'cross-roads' (vez7 ' c ross ,
across'), ? Os: D pe"nt 'Weg (der Menschen\Tiere), Kz pa"nt 'way, pa th ,
tracks (of an animal)' »» Arm hun hun (gen. hni hni) {Bdr.} ' fo rd ,
shallow passage, way' »» Gk po1ntoß 'the (open) sea' ({EI}: “ ' p a t h
through the sea'), pa1toß 'path, trodden or beaten way' »» amb Al NG
pe6nde4  'weir, dam' (unless a loan from L) »» L po2ns (gen. sg. po2ntis,
gen. pl. po2nti-um) 'bridge, gangway, deck of a ship, Steg, Prügelweg
durch Sümpfe' »» OSx fa2thi, fo2thi (io -stem) 'going, step', OHG
fendo  'pedestrian, infantryman'  Gmc *paTa- 'path, way' (π  a n o t h e r
IE descendant lge.?) > OHG pfad ≠ phad, MHG phat (gen. phades),
NHG Pfad, MDt pat (pad), Dt pad, AS pAÎ id., NE path »» pBSl
{Rsm.} accus. sg. *≤pant-in, gen. sg. *pan≤t-es >  Sl *poß!tÁ (gen. *poß≤ti) >
OCS p0t6 po<tÁ (gen. po<ti) 'road, highway', R put∆ (gen. pu≤ti),
Uk put∆, Blg p`t, SCr pu•t, Slv po5!t, Cz pout, Slk pu1t&, P pa<c1 'way '
» Ltv panﬁts 'line of verse', {ME} 'row, line, rank of soldiers', Pru
pintis 'way' ¶ Acc. to Rsm. AT 82, IE nom. sg. *≤pontoh-s >  Av pantaº,
IE gen. sg. *pn=≤th-os > Av paÊo2, OI pa≤thah5; in OI nom. ≤panthah5 t h e
cns. th is due to generalization ¶¶ P 8O8-9, ≈ EI 2O2, 487 (*≤ponto2h€-s /
*pn=≤th€-os 'untraced path'; unc.: ÿ *pent- 'find one’s way' >  Gmc: Gt
fin†an 'recognize, learn', ON finna, AS findan 'find', NE find,
etc.), Mn. 975, Mn. AHG 4O, M K II 21O-1, M E II 81-3, Bai. 211, Ab. I
445-6, UEW 364-5, Coll. 135, WH II 336-7, F II 578-9, Ho. S 18, Ho. 2 4 4 ,
Kb. 234, 757, OsS 177, 671, Lx. 158, KM 54O, Vr. N 5OO, Me. EAC 3 6 ,
181, Slt. 175, Rsm. AT 82, Vs. III 413, Glh. 513, Kar. II 16-8, En. 226, ME
III 78 || HS: S: Gz f´nna2 'way, path', f´no2t 'way, path, road, journey' ¶ L
G 163 || K *p{o}n- '≈  ford' >  MG, G pon-i {Chx.} 'ford', † ' r e ißender
Bach', {DCh.} 'ford, pond', eNG {SSO} pon-i 'mdinaris gasavali' ( 'passage
through a stream'?), Sv {Ni.} la-pa4n 'ford' ¶¶ Chx. 1488, DCh. 1312, Ni.
s.v. brod`  ˚  The origin of IE *tÓ is not clear (the second com ponen t
of a N cd.?). If FU *pa4ntV is not a loan from the IIr word, but i t s
inherited cognate, the N rec. must be *P3333a 4 444n 2 222t ' '''V[Ó]V. If so, the loss of N
*t '''' in S and K is puzzling.
1733. *P3333un 2222{a 4 444} or *P3333u 4 444n 2 222a 'red colour, (?) fox' > U: FU (att. in BF)
*pun+n`a 'red colour, fox' > Es punane 'red animal, fox', 'red', 'blood', F
puna 'red colour, blood', Lv pu5n:i 'red' ¶ SK 64O-1 ||  ? A *p[æ]u4nÉ >  M
*Fu4negen 'fox' (× N *p''''en ````V 'small dog, whelp') >  MM [MA, IM, S, HI]
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hu4negen, [L] ñ0'kn0Eu hu4ngen, WrM u4nege(n), HlM ¥n´g, Brt
¥n´g´(n), Mnr H {SM} funigòe ≠ Xunigòe, {T} funige, Dx {T} funi¢e9e
'fox', Kl ¥ngn u4ngn= id., 'female (wild animal)' (e.g. ¥ngn ¢on ' she -
wolf') ¶ Pel. 235-6 [#63], Pp. L III 76, Pp. MA 191, 438, H 79, Ms. H 6 2 ,
MED 1OO8, KRS 551, Chr. 5O8, SM 1O8, 183, T 371, T DnJ 149 ¶ ¶
Against Pp. VG 7O, Yk u4nu4ga4s 'puppy' ('Junges eines Hundes') does n o t
belong here, but rather to A *pæeni+u4-(kV) 'whelp, dog' (<  N *p''''en ````V '⇑ '
[q.v.]), cp. Shor {Rl.} u4na4g-a4s7, Tb o4no4go4s7 'puppy' || HS: WCh: AG *b+b'VN
'red' > Gmy {Kr.} b'‰N, {IL in ChC} ba~N, Tal {IL in ChC} ba!N » NrBc {Stl.} *m-
binV 'red' >  Wrj {Sk.} m=@bï!na!, Kry {Sk.} mbï!na@, My {Sk.} bi^:ni!, P’ {MSk.}
biha^n, Cg {Sk.} bunan ¶ Stl. ZCh 249 [#18], Sk. NB 25, ChC, ChL ˚  We
cannot rule out the possibility that this N word is identical with N
*P 3333un[É]ya 'hair' (as suggested at the A level by Pp. and at the FU level
by Rédei and IS III), their common ancient meaning being ' abundan t
hair, fur, fur of a fox'. If the WCh √  belongs here, the primary meaning
of the etymon is 'red'. Neither can we rule out the possibility that the A
√  is identical with A *pæeni+u4-(kV) 'whelp, dog' and thus belongs to N
*p ''''en ````V  '⇑ ' (q.v.).
1734. *p''''a[?V]ne6666 'put, lay' > HS: CCh: Msg (Trn.} f 1n 1, {Mch.} fa15na15
ma1y, Msg Ng {GKrs.} fa1na v. 'lie' »» ? WCh ({Stl.} *p'Vn- v. 'give'): AG:
Ang {ChC} p‰n v. 'give', {Flk.} pu4n, pan, Tal {IL in ChC} pEn, {Sh.} pæEn,
Mnt {J} pE2, Gmy {Luc.} pi!ni~, Kfr {Nt.} p‰@n v. 'give' » NrBc {Stl.} *{p'}un- v.
'pay\ransom' >  My pu_n-, Sir punu, Jmb b‰n- ¶ Stl. ZCh 148 [#36], ChC,
ChL, Nt. 33, Sk. NB 34, IS ChL 22 [#2.13]  ?σ S *°√p?n > Ar ?ifya?anna
({BK}: for ?ifta?anna) pf. 'stand up' ('se dresser, se mettre debout') ¶
BK II 53O || K *°p'an- >  Mg p'on- vt. 'put\lean (against) '  ¶ Q 299 || U
{UEW} *pane- v. 'put, lay' ('legen, stellen') >  F, Es pane- 'setzen, legen,
stellen' » Prm *pO$n- ({∫It.} *pO$n-, {∫Lt.} *po$n-) v. 'lay' >  Vt ponÈ-nÈ v. ' t o
lay, to put, to put on', Z Le/I p‰n-  v. 'copulate with' »» ObU *pVÆn-a2- ' p u t ,
lay' >  (1) pVg *pu"n-a2- 'stellen, legen' >  Vg: T pon1-, pon1-a2-, LK/MK pon-,
UK/P/NV/SV/LL/ML pun-, UL/Ss pin-; pOs *pa"na- ({∫Hl.} *pÈÆna-) 'lay' >
Os V/Vy/Y/D/K/O pa"n-, Ty pa"n-, pa"na-, Kz po"n-  Sm {Jn., Hl.} *p‰n-
'legen' >  StNe T p´$n-z∆, T O {Lh.} pA$\e;n-c1 id., Ne F L {Lh.} pÈ\‰;nt ' p u t
(it)' imv., Ng {Cs.} fanu"ama (1s aor. obcj.) 'I put (it)', En {Cs.}
fuNabo id., Slq Tm {KD} p‰$nnabò id., Slq Tz {KKIH} pin- v. 'put, lay', M t
{Hl.} *h‰n- 'legen' (Mt M {Sp.} xennam` 'kladu', annam
'zakladyva√ ')  pY {IN} *po4n- 'put, lay' > Y: K/T po4nï- id. (sx. *-ï- o f
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vt.), T {Krn.} pon1i(l) 'leave (ostavit∆ )', K {Krn.} poni- id., K {IN} pon1o2-,
{Krn.} pon1o-, T {IN} pon1a2- 'remain', OY {Wts.} ponkatsj imv. ' leave
(verlasse)', poniatsjok 'we leave' ¶¶ UEW 353-4, Sm. 539 (U, FU
*pÈni-, FP *pe4ni-, ? Ugr *pûni-, Sm *pe4n- 'put, lay'), LG 228, Ht. 1 7 7
[#521], Jn. 118, KKIH 149-5O, Ptp. 75, Hl. M #288, IN 24, 318, Krn. J J
276, 283, ≈ Rd. UJ 41-2 [#43] (Y π U) || ? D *pan`- v. 'lie, lie d o w n '
within 3 derived stems: [1] (in SD) *pan`[n`]ai\ ({†GS} *p-) 'lair of a n
animal' >  Tm pan5ai 'lair', pan5n5ai 'lair, sleeping place of a beast', Kn
pan5e  'haunt or lair of wild beast' ¶ D #3893  [2] (in SD) *pan`-i ({†GS}
*p-) v. 'be low in height, bow' >  Tm pan5i (fts. -v-, prts. -nt-) id., v.
'be lowered, make obeisance', pan5i (fts. -pp-, prts. -tt-) v. ' lower,
lead down', Ml pan5iyuka v. 'worship, salute, acknowledge
superiority', Kn ∆  h´nuku v. 'bend, bow' ¶ D #3888  [3] *pan`tß- ({†GS}
*p-) v. 'lie down' >  OTl pan5d5u v. id., 'sleep', Tu pa2n5t5´, pa2n5t5u
'fatigue', Prj pandß- v. 'be(come) tired', Gdb pandß- v. 'be(come) tired' ¶ ¶
D #39OO, Km. 425 [#788] ¶¶ D *-n`- < **-n1- < **-i\n-? ˚ K, NrBc *p'- < N
*p...[?] ˚ IS MS 344 *p5anÿ 'klast∆ ', IS SS #1O.17 (Ch, K, U).
1735. *P 3333Ë?[V]ˆV  (= *P3333Ë?[V]n 2222V?) 'meat, (?) blood (as food)' > HS:
SC: Irq {Mgw.} fu~?ni~, pl. fu~?na2y, {Wh.} fu?u^ni≠fu?u^nai\ 'meat', {MQK}
fu?(u)na2y id., fu?(u)ni 'piece of meat', Grw {Dmw.} fu?una2i \, Alg {E}
fu?umi, Brn {E} fu?umai\ id. ¶ Mgw. 1OO, Wh. SI s.v., MQK 36, Dmw.
31O, E SC 386, Blz. SCL s.v. 'meat ' ,  AD GDS 61 [#2.22] || U: FU (att. i n
FP) *pa6n+n`e or *pa6n+n`ye 'meat' (?) > ? Chr H pay 'meat' » Prm *pun >  Prmk
pun 'sinew' ¶ LG 232 || A: Tg (att. in NrTg) *puNel >  Ewk huN‰l ' d r i ed
blood as food', Lm huN‰2l 'blood' ¶ STM II 35O-1 ˚  Qu.
1736. *P3333un[É]ya  'hair ' > HS: S *°√pny≠*√pyn >  ArînaF0à ?afna2
(√fny) 'très abondant' (la chevelure, les cheveux), fanwa2?- f. 'qui a
une chevelure abondante' (femme), fayn-a2n- 'qui a une chevelure
abondante' ¶ BK II 636, 64O ||  U : FU *puna 'hair, wool, feathers' >  p M r
{Ker.} *p¥na >  Er pona pona 'wool', Mk pona pona 'wool, body hair' »
Chr L pun  'wool, feathers, body hair' »» ObU *pu2n 'hair' >  pVg *pu"n id. >
OVg: N SoG, E TM pun, W P/Sl, S Vt pun`, S SSs bunn; Vg: T/LK/MK
pon, UK/P/NV/SV/LL/UL/Ss pun 'hair'; pOs *pun id. >  Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y/O
pun, D pu$n, Nz/Kz pu"n » Hg fan, ∆  fon 'pubic hair', ∆  fanos7 'hairy' ¶
UEW 4O2, Coll. 78, Sm. 547 (FU *pu/aºnaº 'hair' >  FP *puna, Ugr
*paºna), Ker. II 117, ERV 498, PI 215, MF 181, Ht. #52O, KrT 7O6-7, PD
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#1958, Trj. S 383 || A: STg *pu[:]n1e- >  WrMc fun1exe 'hair, wool, fu r ,
down', Mc Sb {Y} f‰n1x {fenix´}, {Mrm.} funixe 'hair', Jrc {Kiy.}
funirhei\, {Md.} fu-nir-xie 'hair, fur' ¶ STM II 3O3, Klz. MS 171, Z
1O69, Hr. 32O-1, Y ##2, 2282, Kiy. 124, 126 [##493, 515], Md. ChF 1 3 5
 M *Fu4su4n 'hair' (×  N *P3333u 6 666c 6 666 ' '''{o} 'hair' [q.v. ffd.]?)  pJ {S} *pa!na!i\
'feather' >  OJ pa!ne!, J: T ha~ne, K ha!ne~, Kg ha!ne, Ns ha~nE!, Ht pa~òni~ ¶ S QJ
#24, Mr. 398 ¶¶ S AJ 275 [#22], DQA #1858 (A *pæu1n1e 'hair, fea ther ' ;
the unambiguous rec. of A *pæ- is not justified, because M *F-, Tg *p-,
and J *p- may go back both to *pæ- and to *p- ˚ Cf. IS III 81-4 [#366]
(*/p/u/n%/a = *{p}u{n`}a). IS adduces D *p⁄u2tßa 'hair, wool, down, small
fethers', which is unacceptable; the D stem can be better traced to N
*P3333utV 'feather, hair' (q.v. ffd.). The adduction of D is based on IS's
hyp. about N *-n ````-  (IS's *n%) >  D *-tß-. But in this N word there is no *-n ````-
(as unequivocally proved by U and namely Os), and the very hyp. a b o u t
N *-n ````-  >  D *-tß- is hardly provable ˚ Gr. II #146 (*puna  'feather') (U, A,
Ko, J).
1737. *P3333un[V]ya (i.e. *p''''un[V]ya ≠ *p-?) 'to turn, to twist, to t i e '
(‘  'to plait') > HS *√p'+pny v. 'turn, twist, spin' >  S *√pny v. 'turn' >
BHb √pny (pf. en11p1 pa2≤na2) 'turn to the side, turn round, turn to ( s th . ) ' ,
Ug {A} √pny (pf. pn) (not mentioned in OLS), JA [Trg.] √pny (pf. an1p6
p´≤na2 ≠ in4p6 p´≤ne2), Sr √pny+w (pf. 'noπ†p´≤na2) vi. 'turn t o \ f r o m ' ,
'sich wenden', Ar √fny (înaFaa) v. 'pass away, disappear', Gz √fnw D
(pf. fannawa) v. 'send', Ak OA panu6 'sich wenden an', Ak B panu6
'vorangehen' ¶ KB 885, KBR 937-8, GB 645-6, A #223O, Js. 1187-8, Hv.
577, BK II 639-4O, Ln. 2451, Lv. T II 272-3, Ls CDG 163  Eg P/G ìfn '≈
umwenden, (das Gesicht) zuwenden, sich umwenden' [EG I 7O] (×  N
*{p''''}a 4 444NV 'forehead' [q.v.]); possibly Eg OK pn '≈  spindle' (Name eines
spindelartiges Gerätes) (EG I 5O8, Tk. II 436-7)  Ch *√p+fn >  Hs fu2!ni~
'covering mouth and nose with the long part of turban' »» ECh: Mu {J}
?a~wa!n, ? Brg ?u`na2~yi! v. 'tie' (<  *?VpVn, where *?V- is a px.) »» CCh: Lgn
{Lk.} b'‰!n v. 'tie' (<  *?VpVn), Bdm {Cfr.} fa!na!i\ id. ¶ Abr. H 273, Lk. ZSS
29, 4O, 17O, ChC s.v. 'tie' ¶¶ Cal. 62 (S, Eg), Vc. HÄ 43 (Eg, Ch) || IE:
NaIE *(s)pen- v. 'plait, spin, tie' >  Arm hanum hanum (aor. hanay),
henum henum (aor. heni), hinem hinem v. 'weave, warp, plait' »» Ltv
pI2^t (prs. pinu) 'to plait, to braid', Lt pi~nti (prs. pinu~) id., ' t o
weave, to twine', Lt pa!ntis, Ltv pinekls, pineklis 'hobble, horse -
lock', Pru panto 'Fessel' » Sl *poßto > OCS p0ta po<ta pl. 'pe1dai,
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fetters', R pl. puty, Uk puto, SCr puŸto, Slv po5!to5 (pl. po!ta), Cz
pouto, Slk pu1to, P pe<to 'fetters' »» Gmc (<  *spenwo2): ON spinna,
Gt, OHG, AS spinnan, NHG, Dt spinnen, v. 'spin', NE spin ¶ P 9 8 6
and Vr. 535 (both do not distinguish this √  from the homonymous √
*(s)pen-  v. 'stretch, strain'), ≈ EI 571-2 (*(s)pin- 'draw, spin'), Slt. 2 5 8 -
9, Frn. 59, En. 219, Vs. III 412-3, Fs. 445-6, Vr. 535, Ho. 31O-1, Kb. 9 3 6 ,
OsS 852, KM 727 || U: pre-U **pun[V]ya- >  U *puna- ≠ *pun1a-: [1] U
*puna- v. 'spin, plait' > F puno-  'drehen, zwirnen' » pLp {Lr.} *pone2 >  Lp
N {N} ba6dne≠bo<dne / -n-, Lp L {LLO} paºtne2- 'Sehnenfaden spinnen,
die Sehnenfasern zu einem einzigen Faden zusammendrehen, Garn
spinnen', S {Hs.} bu4dn´edh 'spinnen, zwirnen (Sehnenfaden);
spleißen' » pMr {Ker.} *p¥na- > Er pona- pona- v. 'twist (a rope), plai t ' ,
Mk pona- pona- v. 'twist (a rope), braid' » pChr {Ber.} pun¥- ({∫Ber.}
*pun´8- 'zwirnen, flechten' >  Chr L pune (inf. puna-w ≤puna-s7), Chr KB
{Ber.} p¥ne- (inf. pyna-w p¥≤na-s7), Chr U/B pune- 'twist ( ropes ) ,
'braid (one’s hair)' » Prm *pu$n- 'twist, plait' >  Vt punÈ- id.  ( 'winden,
flechten'), Z Le pÈn- 'twist (ropes)' »» ObU *po2n- >  pVg *pO"n- >  Vg T/Ss
pon- 'drehen, winden, bauen'; pOs *pon- ({∫Hl.} *pa"n-) 'zwirnen' >  Os:
V/Vy pon´l-, Ty po"n´¬-, Y po"nt´¬-, D/K puntt´-, Nz punt´l-, Kz pö8nt´¬-
id. » Hg fon- v. 'spin, plait'  Sm {Jn.} *p¥n- v. 'plait' >  Ne T (augm. )
panor-c∆, {Lh.} pan;o2r-c1 id., {Lh.} paan;È2r5 'Gezwirntes', Ne F L {Lh.}
panmO%t;a2˘s1 'straff zwirnen', Ng {Cs.} 1s aor. obcj. fonu'ama, {KD}
fonu5a- id., Slq {KD} LTz/MTm par-, MKe panpa- v. 'plait', Slq Tz {KKIH}
paNÈs7 'braid, braided hair', Slq Tm {KD} pan;¥s7 id., Kms pu$n- ' zwirnen ' ,
Koyb {Sp.} pandlåm` 'ver¢u ' ('I twist, ich drehe')  ?σ Y: K {IN}
pundu-, {Jc.} pundu-, punedu vi. 'erzählen' | [2] FU {UEW} *pun1a ' ?
Windung, ? gedreht; wickeln, winden' >  F puna 'Windung, gedreht' »
pLp {Lr.} *pon1‰ >  Lp: N {N} bo<dnja6-/-nj- v. 'twist, turn, screw; t u r n ,
change direction', L {LLO} paºtn1aº- 'drehen (Faser, Rute),
zusammendrehen, sich drehen\wenden', S {Hs.} bu4dnj´edh id.,
'winden (z. B. eine Weidenrute), zwirnen', Pa {TI} po2¿n1n1a"- ' d r ehen ,
winden (z. B. eine Rute)', Kld {TI} po;n1n1a"- 'drehen, winden', {SaR}
po2nne- 'twist, twist together' » ? Chr u≥p-pu≤nem 'plaited hair, b ra id ' ,
{Szil.} u4p-p¥n1em 'Haarflechte' (u≥p u4p 'hair') » Prm *pin1- (<  *pu4n-) vt .
'curve, twist, wrap' >  Vt bin1-ÈnÈ 'twist together, wrap, wind together \
around', Z pin1ov '(wood) with slanting layers, knotty', Z Ud/Le pin1ovt-
'bend', Prmk pin11lal- vt. 'bend, rumple' »» Os: V po"n1-, D pa"n1- 'wickeln,
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umwickeln' » Hg bonyolo1d-, ∆  banyali11t- 'become complicated, ge t
entangled \ involved in' ¶¶ UEW 4O2-3, Sm. 539 (U *punaº/È-, FU
*punaº-, FP *puna, Ugr *pu"na-, Sm *pe4n- 'plait'), Lr. ##949, 9 5 2 ,
Lgc. ##4663, 5O73, Hs. 376-7, LG 221-2, 236, TI 394, SaR 261, It. # 1 9 6 ,
SK 643, Ker. II 118, MRS 468, 486, ERV 498, PI 215, Ht. #519, MF 2 1 3 ,
Jn. 113, KKIH 146, Ang. 219, IN RJS s.v. rasskazat∆ , ≈ Rd. UJ 43 [#49]
(Y π U) || A: ??φ NaT *e+a4Nir- > OT {Cl., Gbn.} a4Nir- v. 'spin', Chg eNir-
'surround'; there may be a partial merger with NaT *egir  'spin' (ffd. s e e
ET Gl), which is reponsible for the unexpected vw. *e+a4- ¶ Cl. 113, Gbn.
ATG 298, ET Gl 227-31  pJ {S} *pi~ni\a~r- 'twist, twirl' (× N *p''''in 1111[V]Ìa
'to turn, to plait', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ DQA #18O5 (A *pæi\u~Ni v. 'twist, twir l ' )
|| ? D (in SD) *°pun`a- ({†GS} *p-?) v. 'tie, unite' >  Tm pun5ai\ v. 'uni te ,
tie', pun3ai\ v. 'bind', pun5ai\ ≠ pun3ai\ 'fetters', ?? Kn pon`ar ' b e
joined\united' ¶¶ D #416O (b) ˚  On the possible etl. connect ion
between this N word and N *p ''''in 1111 [V]Ìa  '⇑ ' see s.v. N *p ''''in 1111 [V]Ìa ; w  IS SS
#1O.8 (HS, IE, U, D), IS MS 354 ('plesti ' *p5u{ny}ÿ >  HS, IE, U, D). IS
does not distinguish between the two N words (IS SS #1O.8 adduces Eg
pn÷ without explaining the lr. ÷) ˚  IE *(s)p- and Eg OK pn (if i t
belongs here) suggest a N *p''''- (see  Introduction, 2.2.5), while Eg ìfn
points to a N *p- . This discrepancy still needs investigating ˚ Gr. II
#298 (“ IS) (*pin 'plait') (IE, U, A, J)  
1738. *{p}un 2222 ++++Nyu 6666 'to breathe; wind, smoke '  (× N *P3333u 4 444 ++++un 2222yÉ ¬ *P3333u 4 444 ++++un 2222i
'smell' [q.v.]) > HS: C: Ag: Q {R} fingiya2 ([EthSc] FNgi¥ f´ngiya2)
'Wind, Sturm' (acc. to R, a derived relative noun analyzable as fingi-
ya2 and related to Xm fig ya2 'blasen') »» Dhl {EEN} funt'- 'breathe' ¶ R
QW 57, EEN 23  WCh: Kfr {Nt.} f‰foN 'south wind', Gmy {ChC} fan1u~t
'storm'; ? AG *fWan 'rain', (*“ ) 'storm' >  Gmy {Hf.} fƒ\⁄a2n 'rain', Su {J}
fwan 'rain', Ang {Brq.} fwa@n, {Hf., Flk.} fwan id., {ChC} kWi~fWan
'storm', Mnt {Hf.} fan  'rain' ¶ Nt. 12, Hf. AGG 18 [#34], J S 66, ChC, ChL,
Flk. s.v. fwan, Brq. AP, Pod. AWL || IE: NaIE *pneu\- 'breathe, blow' >
Gk pne1v (ft. pney1somai) v. 'blow' (of wind and air), 'breathe', pney1ma ' a
blowing, a wind, breath, spirit ' »» Gmc: (1) *fne(:)h- 'breathe, pant' >
OHG fne4han 'to breathe, to snort', MHG phne4hen 'to breathe, t o
pant, to gasp', (2) *fne2s-/*fno2s-/*fnas-: AS fnA2st 'breath, breathing,
panting', OHG fna2sto2n 'gasp, snort; anhelare', as well as partially
onomatopoeic words: ON fny1sa, fnasa, fnøsa 'to pant, to puff ' ,
MHG phnu2sen id., 'to sneeze' (ph- [= pf?] for *f- due t o
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onomatopoeic infl.), AS fne1osan, fnesan 'to pant, to sneeze' ¶ P
838-9, F II 566-7, Kb. 269, OsS 2O9, Lx. 16O, Ho. 11O, Vr. 136, ≈σ EI 8 2
(*pneu\- '≈  snort, sneeze') || A {S AJ} *p+pæun1V, {DQA} *po!n1e (¬ *pæ-)
'smoke' ({AD} 'smoke, snow-storm') >  M *Funi-n 'smoke' >  MM [HI]
hunin, [S] hu4ni id., [IsV] huni, WrM d. uniyar {MED} 'mist, haze ,
vapor', {SM} 'vapeurs qui s'élèvent du sol échauffé par le soleil', HlM d .
uniar 'mist, haze, vapor', Brt un1eN, Dg xon1i, Dx funi¢e, Mnr H {T, SM}
funi 'smoke', Ba {SM} fune, {T} f‰n‰ 'smoke' ¶ Ms. H 6O, SM 1O7, T
371, S AJ 237 [#85], ≈ Pel. 238 [#69]  Tg: (1) *pu3n1- v. 'smoke, emi t
smoke' >  Ork pun- id., Orc pun1a 'smoky', Ud puNkisi- vt. 'smoke out' ( a
loan from a p-preserving lge.), Ul pUn1a-pUn1a adv. 'emitting smoke ,
raising dust, punZ7ic7i v. 'smoke (dymit∆ )', puNguc7u- vt. 'smoke ( food) ' ,
Nn Nh poNkI-, Nn B/KU foNkI- v. 'smoke, smoke out', (2) Tg *pun1ge
'snow-storm' >  Ewk hunN‰2 ≠ huN‰ id. ('v∆√ga , metel∆ '), hunN‰- ≠
huN‰- 'begin\be a snow-storm, block the road with snow', Lm hu2nN¥ ≠
hu2nN‰- 'storm, snowstorm', Neg xun1N‰, Orc xu2N‰ 'snowstorm' ('v∆√ga '),
Ud xuNg‰- 'be a snow-storm, skim over the ground' (snow), Ul
pun11aalIlI 'whirlwind (carrying sand \ snow \ leaves)', Ork pu2nd‰
'snowstorm, blizzard, blizzard with ground wind', Nn pu2Ngiktu-
'covered with snow\sand brought by the wind '  ¶ STM II 43-4, 348-9 ,
Krm. 3O7, S AJ 225 [#297] ¶¶ S AJ 295 [#517], DQA #168O (M, Tg +
unc. pKo {S} *pî~n1´~⁄k 'kitchen' ({S} “ 'smoking place') ˚  This N w o r d
may be connected (or identical) with N *P3333u 4 444 ++++un2222yÉ ¬ *P3333u 4 444 ++++un 2222i ' smel l '
(q.v.). N *p-  is suggested by the WCh data.
1739. (€?) *P3333u 4 444 ++++un 2222yÉ ¬ *P3333u 4 444 ++++un2222i 'smell (odour); to smell (sth.) '  > HS:
C: Bj {R} f°n  'Geruch', f°n-  'schnüffeln, nach Geruch in der Luft fangen
(das Wildtier), riechen, schnuppern' »» Ag: Bln {R} fu2n y- 'smell s th . '
('schnüffeln, nach Geruch in der Luft fangen, schnuppern'); Ag ı Tgr
{LH} 5N bl fin bAlA v. ' sn i f f \ scent ' , {R} %N bl fun bAlA id., ? (×  EC
*sun- < N *s{u 4444 }NV  'to smell') Or fu2nf-ad'd'a v. 'smell sth.' ¶ R WBd 79, R
WB 122, LH 666  AdS  of B *fVnfa2n 'museau, nez (d'animal)' (<  N
*pVn2222c 7 777 ' '''V 'nose' [q.v. ffd.]); the absence of reflexes of the N affricate
may be accounted for by the infl. of N *P3333u 4 444 ++++un 2222yÉ ¬ *P3333u 4 444 ++++un 2222i ¶¶ The
apparent traces of this etymon in Ch are too qu.: Ch: Ngz {Sch.} (3s p . )
fa!u\nu!, sbjn. fa~wa!n (Sch. DN 57) v. 'smell at, sniff at' is probably to b e
analyzed as fa!u-n-u! (cp. Ngz fo2!wa^ 'stench, terrible odour') || A: M
*Fu4nir 'odour' >  MM [IM, MA] hu4nir, WrM u4nu4r, HlM ¥n´r ' o d o u r ,
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smell, fragrance, aroma', Kl ¥nr u4n´r, Brt ¥n´r, Mnr H {SM, T} funir,
Mnr M {Pot.} xunir 'odour'; M *Fu4nis- v. 'smell sth., smell at' >  MM
[MA] hu4nis- id., WrM u4nu4s-, HlM † ¥ns-(´x) v. 'kiss, smell', Mnr H
{SM, T} funis- v. 'smell sth.' ¶ Pel. 237-8 [#68], S AJ 24O [#152], Pp. MA
192, MED 1O1O, KRS 552, T 37, SM 1O8, Pot. 414  Tg *pu2'n1- v. ' smel l '
>  Ewk Brg hun1Nukt‰- v. 'smell sth.', Sln u$ﬁ: 'odour', Lm hïn‰msi ' b a d
odour (of mouldy meat)', Neg xun  'odour', Orc xu2(n-) ≠ xu2n1, Ud xu(n-),
Ul and Ork pu2(n-), Nn Nh pu%:, Nn KU fu%, Nn B fu(n-) id., WrMc fun
'aroma' ¶ STM II 349, Krm. 3O5, S AJ 22O [#2O7]  ?? pJ *pa!na! ' n o s e '
(× N *pVnc7777 ' '''V 'nose' [q.v.]??) >  OJ pa!na!, J: T ha~na, K ha1na1, Kg ha!na, H t
paò~na~ id. ¶ S AJ 267 [#55], S QJ #55, Mr. 397 ¶¶ S AJ 78, 277 [#53] ,
DQA #1679 (*pæun1e v. 'smell', n. nose')  A (d.?) *p[æ]u+oNgu ' s t ench ,
bad smell' (× N ?φ  *pË[gi]NV [or *p''''-?] 'faeces, filth', q.v. ffd.) || ?σ D
*pu{nÀ}- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'know' >  Klm, Prj, Gdb, Png, Ku pun- id., Gnd pund-
± pun-, Kui punba id. ¶¶ D #4344 (a) ˚  Connection (or even identity?)
with N *{p}un2222 ++++Nyu6666 'to breathe; wind, smoke' (q.v.) cannot be ruled out.
174O. (€?) *pVn2222c 7 777 ' '''V 'nose '  > HS: Eg fOK fnZ 'nose' ¶ EG I 577-8, Fk.
98, Tk. II 575-8  C: unknown C source ı Amh aFNª ?af‰nc7'a ' nose ' .
as well as possibly Gz f´s '´m  'front, forehead' and Grg: Ms/Go/So f‰nc7'A,
Ch/Ed/M finc7'A, En/Gt fïnc7'A 'forehead' ¶ L G 169, L EDG III 729  ? B:
(1) *fVnzVr 'nose', v. *√fnzr '≈  have the nose injured' >  Fgg funz´r
'nose', Kb ffunz´r, SrSn, Rf funzar, Shw funz´r, Gd f´nz´r 'saigner d u
nez', Ah fun1h´r 'avoir la narine coupée', ETwl, Ty f´nz7´r 'avoir le n e z
déchiré', Ty efinz7ar 'coupure de narines', Gd f´nz´r, Awj f´nz7´r ' sa igner
du nez' ¶ Fc. 1355, GhA 39, Dl. 211, Pr. H #6O, Lf. II #0399, NZ 587 
(2) ? Kb af´nnis7 (pl. if´nnis7´n) 'homme au nez trop court, aplati ,
camard', ffunn´s7  'avoir le nez camard, écrasé', CM {NZ} f´nn´s7 'avoir l e
nez épaté', Shw af´nnis7 'camard; camus' ¶ Dl. 2O9, NZ 578 || K: OG
p'inc7i, G † p'inc7vi, p'inc7i 'nostrils'; K (and\or another lge. of t h e
Caucaso-Mesopotamian region?) ı Arm pin¢ pinc7≈ 'nostrils', Oss I
f‰nZ, Oss D finZ(a4) 'nose, tip', Abkh a-p‰nc'a 'nose', and even Blc p≈onZ
'nose' (an argument for the ancient migration of the Baluchis from a
more western area) ¶ Abul. 339, Chx. 1OO6, DCh. 1OO1, Ab. I 497, Bai.
236, Ach. IV 83 ¶ The glotalizaion in p'- may be secondary or resul t
from metathesis of glottalization (cp. Abkh a-p‰nc'a). Alternatively, t h e
K word my be a loan from Arm pinc7≈ || IE: ?σ NaIE {P} *bend-/*bn=d-no-
'vorspringende Spitze' >  OIr benn  'mountain peak, horn, point, tip ( o f
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a lance)' (<  *bn=d-no- or *bend-no-?), bennach 'pointed, horned', NIr
beann, MW bann 'mountain peak, horn, point' (<  *bn=d-no-), OBr
bann  'horn', MBr ban  'éminence, saillie, hauteur', Br bann  'ray' »» D t
Fl W pint 'Spitze', MHG {WP} pinz 'subula', MLG, MNG {Lx.} pint,
NNr {P} pintol, ODn, AS pintel 'penis', NE pintle ¶ The IE √
belongs here if *-nd- may be an IE reflex of N *-nc 7777-  ¶ WP II O9-1O, P 9 6 -
7, Vn. B 35-6, Flr. 78, Hm. 65, Dnn. 61, Lx. 16O, Ho. 246, Vr. N 5 2 2 - 3
|| ? A: pJ *pa!na! 'nose' (× N *P3333u 4 444 ++++un 2222yÉ ¬ *P3333u 4 444 ++++un 2222i 'smell') >  OJ pa!na!, J: T
ha~na, K ha!na!, Kg ha!na, Ht pa! 3na~ 3 ¶ S QJ #55, Mr. 397; S AJ 78, and DQA
#1679 prefer to derive it from A {DQA} *p[æ]u!n1e 'nose, smell' (<  N
*P3333u 4 444 ++++un 2222yÉ ¬  *P3333u 4 444 ++++un 2222i 'smell' ['odour'], 'to smell [sth.]' which is
phonetically preferable because the J word has no traces of N *c7777 ' ''' or *c 7777)
˚  Eg fnZ and NaIE *bend-/*bn=d-no- point to pN *p- ; OG p'inc7i and G
p'inc7(v)i may be explained by a pre-K mt. of glottalization: N *pVn2222c 7 777 ' '''V >
*p'Vnc7V ˚ Cf. AD LRC #1O9.
1741. € *{p''''}on3333{d}V '≈  leg, foot' >  HS: WCh: BT *pundV 'thigh' >  Bl
{Bnt.} pundo, Krf {Sch.} fo~ndo, Glm {Sch.} pE~nda!, Gera {Sch.} fi~ndi!, D r
{J} pu!dﬁo!, Krkr {Kr.} fu!nt‰~w 'thigh', {J} fu~ndo~ 'leg', {Al.} p‰~nto!, Pr {Frz.}
pu!nde!, Krf {J} f‰nta!w 'leg', {JI “ Sch.} fo~ndo! 'thigh' »» ECh (× N
*p''''a{9}dV 'leg' [or '∈  part of a leg'], 'foot'): Jg {J} pa2do, Brg {J} fa2~di!
'thigh', Mu {J} fu2 &di! (pl. fo2 ~da~t) 'thigh', {Lk.} fu2!di! (pl. fo2!da~t) 'Schenkel' »»
?? CCh (× N *p''''a{9}dV '⇑ '): McTr {ChL}: Hw fu~d'a~ra~, G’nd fUd'a!ta~, Gbn
fÈ~d'‰!t‰!, Bk fu~d'‰~t‰~ 'thigh' ¶ ChL, JI II 324-5, Bnt. 19, Frz. P 47 || U: FP
*pontV  'leg, foot' >  Prm *pod  'foot, leg, basis' >  Vt pÈd 'foot, paw, hoof ' ,
Vt Shm puden, Vt B po˘do˘n ({∫LG} po_do_n) 'by foot', Z pod 'leg' (in: pod
vuZ7‰rs‰ oz aZ1Z1È 'has very weak eye-sight', lit.: 'does not see the shade
of his own legs'), 'stem (of a mushroom)', pod‰n 'by foot', Z US pöd
'basis', Yz ≤puda 'pedestrian', ≤pud´Ú⁄n 'by foot' » Er/Mk poNks ({U}: <
*ponda6ks) 'trouser leg', pl. poNkst 'trousers' ¶ LG 223, U3S 369-7O, UR
256, Wc. WC 93-4, U SC, U 117, Wc. SW 21O, Ps. M 112.
1742. *P3333Vn[V]-s7777V (≠  *-Z7777V?) '∈ insect' > HS: CCh {ChL}: BM: Br,
WMrg pInZ7u, Cb pI!nzu~, Ngx pi!nZ7u~ 'mosquito' » McHigi {ChL}: HgG
fI~ye~nzi!, HgNk, Kps vi~nzE!, HgF vI~nzo!, HgB vI~gI~nz‰w, FlK vI~nzu!m, FlG
vI~nzU! id.  CS *pa+is7p{a}s7- (≠ *°pas7s7-) '∈ bug' > MHb {Dlm., Lv., Js.}
Sp1S6p5 pis7≤pa2s7, {ESh.} Sp4S6p5 pis7≤pe2s7, NHb Sp4S6p5 pis7≤pes7 ' b ed -
bug', Sr {JPS} '3op3πa pas7p´≤s7a2 'small reddish bug', {Br.} '3op3πe
pEs7p´≤s7a2 'bug', Ar fasfas- ≠ {Hv.} fass- 'bug' ¶ Dlm. 339, Lv IV 15O,
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Js. 1248, ESh. 111O, Br. 613, JPS 458, Nld. BSS 122 (unc.: Ar π JA), BK
II 594, Hv. 561 || U ≈ *pan2ÇV >  FU: Mk panqam ≤panz7am 'ant'  Sm:
Ne T BZ {Ter.} pa€nze”´€ panz1e?´, Nn {Cs.} pansie, panz1e, pand!e
'louse' ¶ PI 199, Ter. 441 || ? A: Tg *punJi3m- > Nn ponZ7ImI ≠ p‰nZ>im‰
'small winged blood-sucking insects (mowka ∫∫∫∫, melkaå mowkara ,
gnus )', WrMc funZima ≠ funima {Z} 'white insects on d u n g
(navoznaå bílaå mowka )', funZima {Ha.} '∈ Kriebelmücke,
Simulium', funima {Ha.} id., 'giftige Sandfliege' ¶ Thr absence of Z i n
funima is still to be explained ¶ STM II 41, On. 3, Z 1O69, 1O71, Ha.
32O-1 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #186O (incl. Tg + unc. parallels in M, Ko, and J) || D
*pe2nÀ[V] 'louse' > Tm pe2n3, Ml, Kn pe2n, Kt, Klm pe;n, Td po4;n, Kdg pe;nî,
Tu pe2nÿ, Nkr, Nk, Gdb pe2n, Prj, Knd pe2ni, Png, Mnd pen, Ku pe2n, Krx
pe%:n, Mlt {Drs.} pe1nu 'louse', Kui pe2nu, Ku pe2nu2 'flea' ¶¶ D 4449 ˚  D *-
nÀ- (regularly from intervocalic *-n-) suggests a vw. after N *n  (with loss
of the final syll. *-s 7777V  or *-Z7777V in D) ˚  There may have been a change
N *ns 7777 > nZ7 (in some Ch, U, and Tg lgs.) due to post-nasal affricatization
of sibilants (a typical phenomenon in lgs., cp. Yid menc7 < *mens7
'person', unZ < *unz  'us'), the voicing *ns7 > nZ7, nz may be due to as. ˚
It is tempting to adduce here Fr punaise, Occ {Alib.} punaisa ±
penaisa (Alib. 568), Gsc pu4z7naze, and Frl pudi\ese 'bed-bug', but ML
#6879 derives this word from VL *pu2tina2sius 'stenching' ˚  Schrd. DU
93 [#3O] (D, U), Blz. LB #1O5b and Blz. LNA #44 (in both: BM, D, U).
1743. (€?) *P3333an 2222t ' '''VhV 'belly' > IE *pant(V)x- > NaIE *pant- ≠ *pVnd-
'belly' >  Ltv ∆  {ME} penderis ± penders 'stomach (Magen)' »» L
pantex 'belly, paunch', pl. pantic-e2s 'bowels'  Ht panduha-
{Ts.} 'stomach (?)', {CHD} 'bladder (?)' ¶¶ The NaIE variation *t ≠ *d
may be due to the lr. (surviving in Ht) ¶¶ ≈ EI 2 (*pant- ' s tomach ,
paunch'), ≠ WH II 248, EM 479-8O, ME III 199-2OO, Frd. HW EH II 1 9 ,
Ts. W 59, CHD P 95 || D *pan`tßV > Tm pan5t5i, pan5t5am 'belly, paunch ,
body', Ml pan5t5i 'stomach', Ku bandßi 'belly' ± ban`dßi 'stomach'; D ı
Sk pha2Æn5d5a- 'belly' ¶¶ D 3898 || ?σ HS: ¿ B *√{F}dœn ({Pr.} *√Ó+zdœn)
'middle' > Ah a⋅hadœun 'the 15th night of a lunar month' (×  N *bu[w]t''''V
'the hinder part of a quadruped's body, the lower part of a h u m a n
body, bottom') ¶ Fc. 518, Pr. H #296 ˚  D *-tß- (that regularly goes b a c k
to N and pre-D *t) is due to the de-emphatizing infl. of the lr. *h  (N *-
t''''[V]h- > *-t- > D *-tß-).
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1744. *P3333u 6 666ˆZ1111V '∈  part of the leg of animals' ('knee', 'foot'?) > HS: B
*√fnz 'foot (of ungulate animals)' >  Sll {Ds.} a-f´nzu (pl. i-f´nz-a)
'pied de veau', ta-f´nzu-t (pl. ti-f´nz-a) {Ds.} 'pied de mouton', {La.}
'sabot des chèvres et des moutons', BSns Ti-f´nzi-T (pl. Ti-f´nz-a), Ntf
i-f´nzi (pl. i-f´nz-a), Mz tif´nz´t id., CM {NZ} if´nzi 'pointe de p ied
(les orteils)' ¶ Ds. 219, La. S 291, NZ 586 || U *pun11c1a '≈  knee-cap' >  Lp
N {N} buZ7es-≠buZ7os-: b.-dak…te 'the small bone in the pit of t h e
femur in the hind leg of a reindeer, the patella (knee-cap)' (dak…te i s
the Lp for 'bone'), Lp L {LLO} puttje2s 'the Kniescheibe (patella) d e s
Renntiers'  Sm: Ne T O puncu2 'weiche grubenförmige Stelle un te rha lb
des Kniescheibes des Renntiers' ¶¶ UEW 4O3-4 || A (¿**°p[æ]insa
[{SDM95} *°pinsV]): pJ *pi!nsa! 'knee', >  OJ pi\i!Za! 'knee', J: T hi~Za, K
hi!Za!, Kg hi!Za 'knee', Sh Fi!sa~ 'foot' ¶ S QJ #96 ¶¶ SDM95 s.v. "?
*pinsV  'knee'".
1745. *p''''{Å}n1111V (= *p''''a 4 444n 1 111V?) 'hollowed-out vessel' > U: FU *pen1V
'spoon' >  Er/Mk pen¢ p1en1c7, Er ∆  {Ps.} p1a4nc7 id. » Prm {Lt.} *paºn1- >  Vt
pun∆y pun1È, Z pan1 id., Z Vm/I/LV/Ud pan1 'spade, small spade (lopata ,
lopato¢ka)' »» ObU *°pe"n1V (or *°piÆn1V) >  Os *pe"n1 ({∫Hl.} *piÆn1) ' spoon ,
scoop' >  Os: V/Vy/Lk/MY/Ty/Y p´n1 id., Lk/MY ya4tte-p´n1 ' f lache
Schöpfkelle, mit der Fische aus dem Kessel geschöpft werden', Vy
kö4y´m-p´n1 'Trommelschlegel' ¶ UEW 372, Coll. 1O6, LG 216, Ps. M 1O8,
ERV 47O, PI 2O4, SZ 274, Stn. D 1183 || A ({S, SDM97} *pæa4n1V 'vessel,
boat'): NaT *[h]an1ak 'vessel' >  OT ayaq 'vessel' (particularly 'a drinking
vessel: cup, goblet, bowl'), Yk ay%aX 'big goblet for frinking fe rmented
mare’s milk', Tf ay%aq 'big cup, bowl', Tv aåk ayaq 'cup, drinking bowl
(¢awka , piala)', Qrg, Qzq, ET, SY, Ln ayaq 'cup, bowl (¢awka , ¢awa )',
Uz åyåq, Xk ayaX id., QrB ayaq 'bowl, wooden bowl', Bsh ayaq 'big bowl '
¶ Cl. 643, Rs. W 265, S AJ 193 [#186], ET Gl 1O5, Pek. 55-6, JkR 33-4 ,
Ra. 152; Tf and Yk -y%- provides ev. for a nasal *-n1-; OT, Tv, and Xk
medial -y- proves that the internal cns. is not pT *-Î-  pKo {S} *pÄ!i\
'boat' >  MKo pÄ!i\, NKo pa4 id. ¶ S AJ 257 [#164], S QK #164, Nam 2 5 1 ,
MLC 743  pJ *pu~na!-i 'boat, vessel' >  OJ pu~ne!, J: T Fu!ne, K Fu~ne!, Kg
Fune! ¶ S AJ 272 [#193], S QJ #193, Mr. 418  ? M *°Fayi-Z>a9an > MM
[IM] '9jyE hayiZaGa 'ship' ¶ Pp. MA 437 ¶¶ S AJ 67, 288 [#296] ,
DQA #1775 (*p[æ]oi\n1V 'vessel, boat': M, Ko, J), SDM97 (A *pæa4n1V id.: T,
Ko, J) || D *pa2nÀ ≠ *pa2n`V 'pot' >  Tm pa2n3i 'large earthen pot', pa2n5a2
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'large rounded pot', Ml pa2na , pa2ni  'water pot', Kt pa;n`y and Kdg pa;ni
(measures of capacity), K pa2ne, ha2ne 'pot (of metal\earth)', Tu
pa2n5i, pa2n5A 'a large pot', Tl ba2na 'a large earthen pot, boiler, ke t t l e '
¶¶ D #4124 || HS: Eg fOK pnk5 {EG} 'schöpfen', {Fk.} 'bail (out of s
boat)' >  DEg pnq , pnk  'schöpfen, ausschöpfen', Cpt Sd pOng po2ng ≠
pOnk po2nk ≠ pOnC po2nc, B fOnk p˙o2nk 'puiser', Cpt ponkF
ponkf  '≈  bottle' (with the sx. -f) ¶ EG I 51O-1, Fk. 89, Er. 132, Vc. 1 6 O
˚  The D permutation *-nÀ / *-n`- may be explained as follows: in t h e
word-final position all nasal cnss. yielded D *-nÀ (the only nasal
admissible in this position); in the intervoc. position D *-n`- is the reg .
reflex of N *-n 1111 - ; later *-nÀ- was generalized in some stems (whence -n- i n
those lgs. where *nÀ yields n) ˚  The narrowing *Å (= *a4444?) > FU *e m a y
be due to the infl. of the adjacent palatal cns *n 1111 .
1746. *p''''ÉÙ++++Qn 1111a 'keep, protect' > HS: WCh {Stl.} *pan- v. ' k e e p '
('xranit∆ ') > Ang {Flk.} pan  v. 'keep' » Ron: DfB {J} fen 'Kornspeicher '
¶ Stl. ZCh 146 [#18], Flk. s.v. pan, J R 214 || IE *peÙy- v. ' p ro tec t ,
keep, take care of' >  NaIE *pa2(y)-/*po2(y)-/*pï- v. 'protect, g raze
(cattle)' >  OI pa2(y)- v. 'protect, preserve, keep', 3s prs. pa2-ti
'protects, preserves, keeps', Av pa2îti 'protects', OPrs pa2diy
'beschütze!', pa2tuv 'er soll beschützen', KhS pa2- v. 'protect', Sgd
p?y- id.; IIrn d. *pa2y-us >  OI pa2yuh5 'protector', Av pa2yus7 id.; I rn
*pa2Tra- >  Av pa2†ra-(vant-) 'Schutz (gewährend)', NPrs ‰raePa pa4hre
(coll. rePa pa4hr) 'guard, watch of the night; protection', {Vl.} 'custodia ,
vigilia' »» Gmc *fo2Îra- 'sheath, covering, cover' (<  NaIE *po2trom, see  OI
pa2tram 'holder' × Na IE *po2- v. 'cover' <  N *p ''''oqi  'to cover, to close ' ,
q.v. ffd.)  »» L pa2-sco (pfc. pa2-vi, sup. pa2stum) v. 'graze (ca t t le ) ' ,
pa2stor 'herdsman' »» Gk pv6y4, gen. -eoß 'flock (of sheep)', poimh1n
'herdsman, shepherd', poi1mhn 'flock' »» W pawr 'meadow' »» Lt
piemuoﬁ 'herdsboy, he rdman '  » Sl *pa¡sti (1s prs. *pa8s-oß) v. ' g raze
(cattle)' > OCS pasti pasti / pas0 pas-o<, SCr pa!sti († paàsti) /
pa!se2, Sln pa!sti / pa!sem, R pas≤ti / pa≤su »» Arm hayran
hawran 'herd' »» pTc {Ad.} *pa2sk- > Tc A pa2s-, B pa2sk- v. ' guard ,
protect'  Ht pahs- / pahhas- 'protect, keep, guard' ¶ P 839, EI 1 9 8
(*peh€- 'guard, protect, cause to graze'), 268, Mn. 897, 9O5-7, 971-2 ,
M K II 25O-3, M E II 112-3, Bai. 228, F II 573, WH II 26O, Frn. 585, Glh.
469-7O,Slt. 173-4, Wn. 353, Ad. 367, Ad. H 2O, Ts. W 58, CHD P 2-1O;
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IS III 1O6-8 considers NaIE *pa2(y)- to be a different root, but it may b e
suggested that NaIE *pa2(y)- is an *e-grade of the same root, NaIE *a2
going back to *ex (the non-palatalized lr. *x is explained by its original
precons. position); this attempt to distinguish between *po2(y)- v.
'graze, protect' and *pa2(y)- v. 'graze, feed' is at variance with t h e
observed distribution of these two meanings: NaIE *poy-wa2 ' m e a n s
'fodder, meadow grass' (>  Gk poi1h, poi1a, po1h 'meadow grass', Lt pi!eva
'meadow of mowing grass', w Mn. 972), while Ht pahs- / pahhas-,
which acc. to IS III l.c. belongs to *pa2(y)-, means v. 'protect, keep' || U
*pïn1a≠*pun1a ({UEW} *pa6n1a6, {IS} *piœn1a [= *pÈn1a] <  **pe2n1a ) v. 'observe,
protect' >  Lp: T {TI} pÈn1n1a- 'bewahren, verwahren, schützen,
beobachten', Kld {SaR} pynne 'keep, take care of (bere¢∆ ,
xranit∆)', {TI} p¨n1n1a"- 'bewahren, hüten, pflegen'  Sm {Hl.} *p¥{n1}a-r-
v. 'graze, guard, keep' (*-r- is a sx. of multiple action) >  En {Cs.} X
fon1eÒo (1s prs. fo1neNero), B fon1iro (1s prs. fo1n1iNe1do) ' hü t en ,
weiden', X fonedde, B fon1idde 'herdsman', En T {OSIPL} poner- ( 1 s
prs.) poneNedo5) 'be busy with, maintain, hold', Ne {Cs.} prs. 3s paer-
Na 'hold, use, protect', Ne T O {Lh.} pa4\e¯;r-c1 'tun, sich beschäftigen' ¶
UEW 413-4, Cs. 95, IS III 1O8-11O, TI 356, SaR 277; the variant *pun1a-
(>  Sm *p¥n1a-) is probably due to labializing as. caused by the initial *p-
|| D *pe2n`- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'protect, take care of' >  Tm pe2n5 ' p ro tec t ion ' ,
pe2n5u v. 'treat tenderly, protect, care of', Ml pe2n5uka v. 'foster, t a k e
care of', Tl pen(u)cu v. 'nourish, foster, support' ¶¶ D #4436, Km.
436 [#848] || A: T *[h]a{n1 }a- v. 'preserve (sth.), look after s th .
carefully' >  OT {Cl.} aya2- id., v. 'treat (so.) with respect' (OT QU XI ol
to2nîn aya2dî 'he looked after his clothing [etc.] carefully'), Tkm, Uz,
Qmq, QrB, Kr, VTt aya-  'keep, spare', Qzq, Nog, Qq, Bsh, Xk aya- ' spa re ,
take care of', Ln aya- id., 'preserve, guard', Chv: L uå- uya-, H oya- v t .
'keep (customs), preserve, respec t '  ¶ Cl. 267-8, Rs. W 11, ET Gl 1O1-2,
TkR 62, UzR 47, Ash. III 171, Jeg. 28O, Fed. II 298 ¶ The vw. *a of t h e
first syll. is probably due to vowel harmony: *[h]a{n1}a <  **pÉn1a ˚  Ffd.
see  IS III 1O6-111 [#373] (*pæeÓn1a 'pasti [graze], za∑i∑at∆ ,
zabotit∆så ' > IE, U, D). Cf also IS MS 354 (*p5i[Ó]n1ÿ 'pasti ' >  IE, U )
and IS SS #1O.26 (IE, U). The meaning 'to graze (cattle)', a l though
present in two sub-branches (NaIE and Sm), should not be ascribed t o
the pN level, but rather considered a parallel development in IE (or even
NaIE) and in Sm (or U?).
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1747. *p''''in 1111[V]Ìa 'to turn, to plait' ([in descendant languages] ‘ ' t o
spin, to weave') > HS: Eg fP pn÷ v. 'turn upside down, turn the eyes '
({EG} 'umwenden, sich umwenden') ¶ EG I 5O8-9, Fk. 88f., Tk. II 4 3 7 - 9
|| K: GZ *pXin- v. 'spin, weave' >  G X pXin- 'weaving instrument', Lz
pXen- ≠ mXen- 'spindle' ¶ Fn. KW-2 44 [#34] || A: pJ {S} *pi~ni\a~r- v.
'twist, twirl' (× N *P 3333 un [V]ya  'to turn, to twist, to tie'?) >  OJ p[i\ ]i~ne~r-, J :
T hine!r-, K hi!ne!r-, Kg hi~ne~r- ¶ S QJ #1345, Mr. 689 || D *pin`- ({†GS} *p-
) v. 'plait, weave' >  Tm pin5n5u v. 'plait, braid, lace, knit, weave,
entwine, bind', Ml pinnuka v. 'plait, twist, wreath', Td pîn- '(hair) is
matted', v. 'weave (basket), plait (hair)', Brh pinning v. 'be twisted' ;
?? D {Km.} *pin`- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'entwine, tie together, link', *pin`-aNk- v.
'be twisted' >  Kn pen 5e  v. 'unite\tie different things together, interwine,
twist, plait, braid', pin5il  'braid of hair', Tm pin5ai\ (fts. -v-, prts. -nt-
) vi. 'entwine', v. 'unite; tie, fasten', pin5ai\ (fts. -pp-, prts. -tt-) v.
'link, unite, tie'; Ml pin5a 'tying, yoke', Kt pi;n`- 'become entangled' ( o f
ropes, wrestlers' legs), Tl pena 'a twist of ropes, tie, bond', OTl {Km.}
pena%cu v. 'twist', Tl {BE} penu vt., vi. 'twist, entwine', 'twist two o r
three single threads into a thick thread' ¶¶ D ##42O7, 416O (a), Km.
435-6 [##846-7] ˚  Cf. Blz. KM 117 [#15] (adduces the K √  to t h e
Nostratic compairson). Some kind of etl. connection between this N
word and N *P3333un[V]ya 'to turn, to twist, to tie' is possible. It may b e
explained either by supposing that one of these two N etymons goes
back to a compound or by pre-Nostratic derivation ˚ The K vl.
harmonic cluster *pX-  goes back to N *p-  + *Ì  rather than to *p''''- + *Ì
(where no as. is likely to bring about a vl. unglottalized cluster).
1748. *P3333ayn1111V[qV] 'to press, to squeeze, to close' > U *payn1V v t .
'press' >  F paina- v. 'press, weigh down; stamp', Es paina- v. ' p r e s s '
‘  'obsess, haunt', 'mu¢it∆ , ugnetat∆ , udru¢at∆ ' » Prm {Lt.} *pon1- >  Z
pon1tav/l- ± pon1tal- 'pressen, weigh down', Vt SW pun1n1a-≠pu$n1n1a- v.
'lock', Vt Kz pan1¥rt- 'drücken, zerdrücken' »» Vg: T po≤n1´wt-, LK pan1´yt-
, P pon1´t-, Ss pon1iGt- 'drängen, drücken', LK pan1s-, P/Ss pon1s- v.
'press\weigh down'  ? Sm: Kms paNd´-, paNgor´- id., v. 'press' ¶ Coll.
1O5, UEW 348, LG 225 || A: M *Fani- 'close' (of an opening), ' c lose
one’s eyes', *Fanisqa 'eyelid' >  MM [MA] hanisba nidu4ni 'closed h is
eyes', WrM ani-, HlM ani- v. 'close one’s eyes', vi. 'close' (of a
wound, crack, fissure), WrO {Krg.} ani- v. 'close up, close eyes, squint ' ,
Kl an∆-, {Rm} an1Á- ≠ an1-, Brt ani- 'blink\close one’s eyes', Ord {Ms.}
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anï- 'close one’s eyes', MM [HI, MA] hanisqa, [L] hanis7qa, [IsV] hanasqa,
Mnr H {SM} Xanas9a, {T} Xanes9a, Mnr H/M {Pot.} xaniska ' eyebrow' ,
WrM anisqa, HlM anisga, WrO {Krg.} anisXa 'eyelid'; the et l .
connection between *Fani- 'close (one’s eyes)' and the noun *Fanisqa
suggests that the latter originally meant 'eyelid' (as in WrM, HlM, a n d
WrO) rather than 'eyebrow' (as in the MM texts and in Mnr) ¶ Pp. L III
31, Pp. MA 181, Ms. H 6O, Lg. VMI 31, Pel. 2O6-7 [#9], MED 46, Krg. 2 ,
KRS 45, KW 11, Chr. 53, Ms. O 25-6, SM 155, ≈  T 373, Pot. 411 || HS: S
*°√pnX  > Ar √fnX  v. G  'bruise (a bone within the body), contus ionner
l’os dans le corps', 'soumettre, abaisser et humilier' ¶ BK II 637, Hv.
573 ? WCh: Gmy {Kr., ChL} fum 'close'; ?? WCh {Stl.} *f[w]n vt. 'close' >
Krkr f‰na, Klr fwan (unless d. from WCh *f{u}- [Krkr {Lk.} f-, Klr fu v.
'close', etc. < Ch *√pÓ < N *p ''''oqi  'to cover, to close', q.v.]?) ¶ Stl. ZCh
16O [#137], ChC ˚  Cf. IS MS 364 s.v. 'sqimat∆ ' *p5aj{n}ÿ (U, A), Rs.
UAW 45.
1749. *P3333un 1111 ++++n 2 222c 7 777e 6 666 'body hair, down, (?) feathers' > K: GZ *pac7w- ' ha i r ' ,
esp. 'hair on the body' >  G {DCh.} pac7vi 'hair on human body', OG
{Abul., DCh.} pac7unieri 'hairy', MG, G pac7vnieri 'hairy, shaggy', Zan
**poc7kw- 'hair' indluenced the vw. of G Gr poc7vi 'hair', G Gr/I {Chx.}
poc7vi, G {DCh., NCh., Chx.} poc7i 'fringe hair\fibres (baxroma ), tassel ' ,
{DCh.} 'leaved branch' ¶ DCh. 1299, 1313, NCh. 396, Chx. 1456 ¶ To b e
distinguished from GZ *pec'`w- 'a hair' (< N *P3333u 6 666c 6 666 ' '''{o} 'hair', q.v.) || IE:
NaIE *pou\s-/*pus- 'body hair, down', fell' (× N *P3333u 6 666c 6 666 ' '''{o} '⇑ ' [q.v. ffd.]) ||
U: FV *punc7e 'down, feathers' > Es S puts (gen. pudzu) 'down' » pLp {Lr.}
*ponc‰ 'feather' > Lp: S {Hs.} baddse, K {Gn.} pon:Z, Kld {SaR} po2nnc
po2n:c id., N {N} boZ…Za6 'lower, thick end of a feather; large wing-
feather, flight-feather' »  Chr: L pystyl p¥s-t¥l, E, U p¥s7-t´l ' f ea the r '
(pChr *s7 for the expected *c7 because of the precons. position?) (t¥l,
t´l <  U *tulka 'feather') ¶ Tv. IA 2O7, Lr. #947, Lgc. #461O, Hs. 276, N I
21O, SaR 265 ˚  Ffd. IS III 8O-1 [#365] (*{p}unc7É  'body hair '  > IE, K, U
+ D *poc>c>˛ 'hair, down, wool', see  N  *boÛV 'hair, feather'). The
variant rec. with N *n 1111 can explain the loss of the nasal cns. in IE.
175O. *{p '''' }a 4 444NV  'forehead' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  'face', 'head ' )  > HS:
S *pan- > BHb pl. Min5p1pa2≤nïm 'front (of the head), front, surface, face ' ,
M’b l-pny 'in front of', Ph l-pnm 'earlier', Ph cs. pn 'face', Pun cs .
fffpn, FANE, FENH 'face', Ug pl. pnm 'face', l-pn 'in front of', IA pnh
'in front' (lit. 'his front'), Sr d. p´n°≤t3a2 'Seite, Gegend', {Br.} ' la tus ,
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regio', Ar Ÿ' ãnafi fina2?- 'cour devant une maison', Sb fnw 'space outs ide,
immediate surroundings, front (of building)', Mh f‰n‰- (in cds.) :
f‰nf‰nw- 'in front of, before', fo2n‰h 'earlier, before', Hrs fe2n ' be fore ,
in front of; earlier', Jb E ≤fEnE 'face, front part', f‰≤n-E-, f‰≤n-O-, Jb C
≤fEnE E 'in front of, before' (E  is 'of'), Sq {Jo.} ≤fan‰, ≤f‰nhOn 'face, f r o n t
part', Ak pa2nu 'front side', pl. 'face'; the vi. *√pny 'turn' (in Hb a n d
several other S lgs.) is likely to belong to N *P3333un[V]ya 'to turn, t o
twist, to tie' (q.v.) ¶ KB 886-89O, KBR 938-44, Br. 578, GB 646-7, JH
229, HJ 918-2O (err.  rec.: pS *√pnh), A #223O, OLS 351-2, BK II 64O,
BGMR 45, Sd. 818, Jo. M 96, Jo. H 33, Jo. J 59, SSL LSNP 1455-6, MiK I
#1.215  ?σ Eg P/G ìfn '≈  umwenden, (das Gesicht) zuwenden, s ich
umwenden' (× N *P 3333un[V]ya  '⇑ ' [q.v.]?) ¶ EG I 7O  B *fVnfa2n 'museau ,
nez (d'animal)' (× N *pVn2222c 7 777 ' '''V  'nose') > Ah a"funfan, ETwl af´nfan, Ty (p l .
t.) if´nfan¥n 'museau, nez (d'animal)', i  Wrg ff´nf´n 'nasiller, parler d u
nez, avoir le nez bouché' ¶ Fc. 331, GhA 39, Dlh. Ou 78, NZ 578  C
({AD SF} *p'Vn- 'forehead') >  Ag: Aw {CR} feni, fen 'forehead, face' »»
SC: Alg {Wh.}, Brn {Wh.} pa2n-da 'forehead' ¶ AD SF 45  ECh: Ke p‰!na!y
'temple (Schläfe)' ¶ Eb. 88 ¶¶ ≈ OS #417, ≈ MiK I #215 || U *pa4Ne
'head' (× N *beN[÷ 3333 ++++Ù]i '≈ head' [q.v.]) > F pa4a4, Es pea , ∆  pa4∏4 id. » ? Lp N
{N} bagNe  / -a2N- 'the thickest part of the reindeer antler, by the h e a d '
» pMr *peG´ > Er pe p1e, ∆ p1a4, Mk pe pe 'end, edge' ('konec , gran∆ ')' »
Prm {Lt.} *pON 'end' >  StVt pum, Vt Uf/MU/Y/M puN 'end (bout, f in) ,
limit', Z pom 'end, tip' (Ende, Spitze'), Z LL/Sk/MS/US, pon 'end ( b o u t ,
fin)', Prmk pom 'end', Yz pon id. »» pObU *pe2N[k] >  pVg *pa4ÆNk ({Stn.}
*pe"Nk) 'head' >  Vg: N {MK} puNk ≠ poNk, ULz {Kn.} puNk, Ss {Kn.} puNk,
{Stn.} poNk, ML/LL {MK} p‰Nk ≠ pa4Nk, P {MK, Stn.} p‰Nk, LK/MK/UK {MK,
Stn.} pa4Nk, T {MK, Stn.} p‰N id. » Hg fej, fo¡ (accus. fejet) 'head'  Sm:
Ng feai, feae 'Ende, Gipfel, Äußerstes', Sm {Jn.} *pa4 v. 'begin (?)', {Hl.}
*pa4- 'tun, vorhaben' >  StNe T på-s∆, Ne T O {Lh.} p1a$:-s1, Ne F Ny {Lh.}
p1e\a4;-s1, Ng {Cs.} -fa- ≠ -fea-, sx. of inchoative (e.g. %amafantuma ' i ch
gehe essen', %atadafeatem 'ich gehe zaubern'), En {Mik.} 3s a o r .
obcj. pEza 'he began it', Slq Tm (1s aor.) {KD} pö2abò 'tehdä' (v. ' d o ' ) ,
Kms (1s prs.) {Cs.} phal!im, {KD} hal!am (Jn.: π  Mt M) 'machen', Koyb
{Sp.} palem` 'I do', Mt {Hl.} *ha4- 'do, make, be able' (Mt M {Sp.}
aåm` 'díla√ ', 'mogu ')  Y (π Vg??): K {IN} puNk´, {IN RJ} pu2Nke, {Jc.}
punke 'hill', T {Ku.} punke 'hillock, hummock' ¶ UEW 365-6, Coll. 4 7 ,
It. #263, Sm. 548 (FU, FP *pa4Ni, Ugr *pa4NkI" 'head'), Ker. II 1O6, LG
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224, Wc. SW 211-2, TmK 549-55O, KPR 355, Lt. J 166, SZ 291-2, U3S 6 4 ,
Stn. WV 268, Kn. VW 33, MK 479-48O, MF 188, Jn. 117-8, Hl. M # 2 6 8 ,
IN 276 (Y ÷ Vg), IN RJ s.v. xolm , Ang. 219, Ku. 237, Rd. UJ 42 [#44] (Y
π U) || A *pæ{o4}NV (≠ pæa4NV?) > T *[h]o4N 'face, front' >  OT {Cl.} o4N ' t h e
front (of anything)', Qrg, Qq, ET o4N 'face', Qzq o4N 'face, right side ( o f
cloth)', StAlt, Yk o4N 'right side (of cloth)', Tk o4n 'front, space in f r o n t
of sth.', Az, Tkm o4n 'front', OT a4N 'cheek', Osm {Rl.} a4N ' complexion ' ,
Chv um um ± om 'front, breast' ¶ Cl. 166, ET Gl 534-5, Rs. W 372, Rl. I
71O, TrR 7O2, Jeg. 274, Fed. II 28O ¶ The labialized vw. *o4 is probably
due to the infl. of A *pæ-  ? pJ (?) *°pin- >  J Kg binta! 'head' ¶ S QJ
#152 ¶¶ M *emu4ne 'front, south' (>  MM [S, MA] emu4ne 'in front of', [HI]
emu4ne 'south', WrM emu4n-e, HlM ømnø, Kl ømn o4mn´ 'front, sou th ' ,
WrM emu4nesi, HlM ømnøw 'forward, southward', Kl ømnás ' f r o m
the front side' [H 44, MED 314-5, Pp. MA 155, Ms. H 54]) hardly
belongs here, because in the MM documents there are no traces of t h e
expected M *F-|| D: ??amb Tm pamparam 'top', Ml pamparam ' t o p
for play' (unless π OI Sk bhramaraka 'humming-top') ¶¶ D # # 1 ,
41O(a), 494, 557(a), 393O ˚  T *[h]o4N and Ke p‰!na!y suggest a pN *p''''-,
while Eg ìfn  (that can point to a N *p- ) is not a decisive proof, because
its origin is ambiguous.
1751. (€?) *P3333iNu6666 (or *P3333u 4 444NÉ) '∈  a game bird of medium size (g rouse
or sim.)' >  U *pu4Ne '≈  grouse' >  F pyy {Coll.} 'hazel grouse, w o o d
grouse' ({UEW} 'Hasel-, Rothuhn'), peltopyy 'partridge', Es pu4u4, Es S
pu4vi 'Feldhuhn, Rebhuhn', Lv {Kt.} pi5k;i, Lv W † {Kt.} pu45k;i, Lv E pi5uk;i
'Feld-, Reb-, Haselhuhn', pLp {Lr.} *p‰Nkö2y 'hazel grouse' >  Lp: N {Fri.}
baggoi (= ba6ggo), L {LLO} pakko2i, K {Gn.} peœN2gav, Klt {TI} pAgò:a »
pMr {Ker.} *puG¥ > *puv´ > Er povo povo, ∆ pov 'Tetrao bonasia (haze l
hen)', Mk (dim.) povnå {Ps.} pov-n1a4 'partridge' »» Os V/Vy pe"Nk ' haze l
grouse' » Hg fogoly, fogumada1r 'partridge' (mada1r 'bird')  ?φ
Sm: Slq {KD}: LTz pe2ke, MKt pa4∏ke, Tm pe2ka4 'hazel grouse' » Kms {KD}
pæu$z7E id.  pY {IN} *poN- > Y K poNz7u-b´ 'capercaillie' (-b´ is a sx. o f
animal names, see  N *bÅ , pc. of names of quality bearers and animal
names) ¶ Coll. 53, UEW 383, Sm. 547-8 (FU, FP *pu4Ni, Ugr *pu4ÆNkI"
'grouse'), Kt. 296, Lr. #86O, Lgc. #462O, TI 326-7, Ker. II 121, Stn. D
1188, KD 55 ||  A: Tg *pi'{N}u' 'hazel grouse' > Ewk hinu-kï, ∆  in‰-mï, Lm
hini-ki id., Orc xi(m)mui, Ul pinu≠pin1u≠pimu, Ork pinu ≠ pin1u, Nn Nh
pimu, Nn B fimi, Nn KU xiN-ki id., Neg xïnkï≠xiN-kï id., 'female w o o d
grouse, female black grouse' ¶ STM II 325 || ?σ  HS: Eg bn hier. *'∈ b i r d
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(wagtail [Bachstelze]?) (pictorial representation for bn), '∈  a holy b i r d
in Heliopolis' ¶ EG I 457, Hng. 252, Tk. II 195-6  ? B: Shl {Stm.}
walbe"nna, talbbe"nna 'wagtail' (“ cd.?) ¶ Stm. 229, 240 ¶¶ Wlf.
EAW 144, Tk. II 195-6 ˚  The HS word for 'wagtail' is a qu. cognate ( t h e
semantic distance and the unexpected *b-) .
1752. *{p''''}V÷3333iN{Ë} (= *{p ''''}o÷ 3333iN{Ë}?) 'palm of hand, (sole of) foot' >
HS: S *≤pa÷[V]m- (≠ *≤pa÷[V]n-) 'foot, step' >  Ph p÷m 'foot', p÷m p÷m
'step by step', Pun p÷m 'foot; time (Mal)', BHb Mo2p2 ≤pa÷am 'foot, s tep ,
time (Mal)', Ug p÷n 'foot', ? pämt (pl.) 'times (Male)', Mh {Jo.} fE2m,
Hrs {Jo.} fa2m, Jb C  {Jo.} fa÷m 'foot, leg', Ak fOB {Sd.} pe2mu ≠ pe2nu
'thigh (Oberschenkel) (of humans and animals)' ¶ KB 8O7, HJ 928-9, A
##2185, 2243, Grd. UT #2O76, OLS 342, Jo. M 87, Jo. H 31, Jo. J 5 1 ,
Sd. 854, MiK I #1.2O7  SC: Kz pa?amuko 'foot' ¶ E SC 147  ?σ WCh:
Grn {ChC} fwaNe, {Hrn.} fu^N v. 'walk' ¶ ChC, Hrn. G #25O || U *p{i}NV
({†AD} *p{i}NË??) 'handful, palm of hand' >  F pivo 'handful', ∆  pijo,
pio 'handful, middle (dno ) of the hollow of the hand, palm of hand ' ,
Krl Tv p1ivo, Krl L pivo ≠ pio ≠ piyo, Vp N/S piyo, Vp C pio, Vo pivo
'handful, piho 'hollow of the hand, handful', Es pihu, ∆  peo, pego,
po%go 'palm of hand, handful', Lv pi?uv, pi?u, p‰u 'handful'  Sm {Jn.}
*peN 'flat hand (flache Hand)' >  Ne T pe' p1e?%, Ne F {Lh.} p1i\e;N], {Ppv.}
p1eN, Ng {Cs.} feaN, {Mik.} h1aN, En {Cs.} X feo, B fe ≠ pe, Slq MKe {KD}
pI2N9a, Kms {KD} pæ¥ºN; 'palm of hand', {Cs.} pheN id., Koyb {Sp.} påm`
'moå ladon∆ ' ('my palm of hand'), pam`  'gorst∆ ' ('hollow hand'), M t
{Hl.} *ho4N 'flat hand, hollow hand' (Mt M {Mll.} hu4ngde 'his hand ' ,
[Sp.] ugmy  'my hollow hand', ou >me 'my palm of hand') ¶ Coll. 49-5O,
Coll. CG 143, Sm. 539 (U *pi+a4Ni 'hollow hand' > FU, FP *piNi, Sm
*peN), Jn. 121, Ter. 46O, KD 52, Ppv. 99, Hl. M #3O9, UEW 3 8 4
(*piNV) ||  A (× N *p ''''a {l ! !!! }ÓiNa  'palm of hand' [q.v. ffd.]): NaT *ha2{N1}a ( o r
*ha2ya?) 'palm of hand' and Tg *pan1Na ¬ *payNa id. || ?σ D: NED *boNg- >
Krx boNg-na2 'to run, to run away', Mlt boN9e  'run, flow' ¶ Pf. 194 [#18O],
D #4473 ˚ The SC and T cognates point to a pN *p''''- , but the T ev. is
not decisive (because the T word is of ambiguous origin). S *-m- ≠ *-n-
and the labial elements in C, Ch, and probably in U suggest that the final
vw. of the N etymon was labialized. If NED *boNg- belongs here, the N
etymon may be reconstructed as *{p '''' }o÷ 3333 iN {Ë} .
1753. *p''''ÅN[i]kV 'joint, shoulder joint' > HS: S *°√pnk >  Ar fanïk-,
?ifnïk- 'junction of the two jaws; root of a bird’s tail' ¶ BK II 639, Hv.
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577 || U: FU *paNka 'shoulder (Achsel), shoulder-bone, wing' >  F
pankka (gen. panka-n) 'arm, shoulder (Achsel), wing' » ? Z bugun
'(playing) knuckle-bone' »» ObU *pa2Nk´l >  pVg *pa"Nk´l ' shoulder-bone '
> Vg: T paNk´l, LK poNx´l, MK/UK/NV/LL poNk´l, P poNWk´l; pOs *paNk´l
'shoulder-blade' >  Os: V/Vy paNq´l, Ty/Y paºNq´¬, D paNX´t, Nz pONX´t,
Kz pONq´¬ ¶ UEW 355, SK 482, LG 41, Ht. #528 || ? A *pæÉNs{a} ({ADb.
SR-D} *pæai\Nsa) 'shoulder-blades or part of the back' >  NaT *[h]eNsa4
'shoulder (?); back side of the neck\head' >  MT a4+ensa4 (ásK", ense`,
énsé) 'back of the head, nape of the neck', Chg ásKnY" eNsa4 'wi thers
(of a horse); nape of the neck (Nacken)', MQp {Houts.} a4Nsa4 'back o f
the head', [CC] eNse id., 'nape', OOsm, Osm eNse 'upper part of t h e
back; behind, after', Az a4Nsa4 'occiput, withers of a horse', Ggz ensa4 id.,
'neck', Tkm jeNTe 'occiput, withers, back (dorsum)', CrTt {Rl.} a4Nsa4
'nape', Slr eNse(N) 'occiput', Kr a4Ns´ ≠ eNsa ≠ ense id., 'back of t h e
neck', VTt i˜se iNsÁ 'shoulder', ∆  'occiput' (ı  Chv eNse ' occ iput ' ) ,
Nog eNse 'part of the back between the shoulder-blades', Qzq 'body ' ,
{Rl.} 'Nacken', StAlt eNze, Qmn {B} a4Nze 'hunch', QK {B} eNze ' shou lder '
¶ ADb. SR 126-8, 186-91 (T *a4i\Nse), TL 236-8 (T *a4i\Nsa4+e), Rl. I 718-9 ,
748-9, TkR 3O7, Jud. 956, B DLT 23O  Tg *pisa {ADb.} ' shoulder-
blade as part of the back' >  Ewk I his7aki 'shouler-blade', Ewk
V/Tk/Tmt/Tng isakï id., 'wing', Ewk Ald/Z/Urm/Uch ihakï ' shoulder-
blade, bird's humerus', Sln isaxi , Neg (PSchm.) xesaki, Orc xisai, U d
{STM} s?a4i, {Krm.} sa4∏?i (≠ sa4?i), Ul, Ork, Nn Nh pIsa, Nn B FIsa(n-)
'shoulder-blade', Lm fisa, Mc Sb fisa, Jrc {Kiy., Md.} fisa (fe∏i-sa∏h)
'back (dos)' ¶ STM II 329, Krm. 282, Kiy. 125 [#5O3], Md. ChF 135 ¶ ¶
ADb. MSR 9 [#9] (*pæei\Nsa), ADb. SR 47, 3O6 [#9], ADb. SR-D 455 || D
*pa2Nk- ({†GS} *p-) 'side' >  Tm pa2Nku, pa2Nkar, Ml pa2Nku, paa2NNu
'side', Kn pa2Ngu 'manner, form', Knd pa2Ni in: giton`i pa2Ni 'temple o f
head' ¶¶ D #4O53 ˚  The A stem belongs here if *-s- goes back to a sx.
(*pæÉNs{a} <  *pæÉNk-s{a}). The vowel narrowing (N *Å [evidenced by U
and D] > T *e and Tg *i) is still to be accounted for. It is likely to b e
due to the impact of a N internal front vw. (presumably *i), possibly
through the stage *pai\N... (cf. A. Dybo’s rec. of an A *pæai\Nsa and a pT
**a4i\Nse).
1754. *P3333oNs1111V 'dust' > HS: WCh ({Stl.} *p'uci 'ashes'): NrBc: Cg {Sk.}
p'u!s‰@n, Sir {Sk.} v‰~c‰~ki, {IL in ChC} v‰!ci!ki! 'ashes' » SBc {Sh.}: Grn bu2~s7i,
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Mbaru bu2~s7i!, Zem mbo~c‰~N id. »» CCh: BM {IL in ChC}: Bu p‰nzu, Mrg
pyi^nZdö id. » (?) McHigi {ChL}: HNk pcuri, HgF psÈd'i, Kps psUd'i, FlG
psUr∑, HgG wsUri id. » (?) McMdr: Glv {Rp.} a2!fc'a~, Gv {IL} fc[≈]a~, {ChL}
fÈca~, Dgh {Frk.} fcu~d'e!, {ChL} f(È)cud'e~, Nkc {IL} fcu1, {ChL} fÈca id. »
McMtk: pMM {Ro.} *vitay >  Mada {Ro.} ‰~fta!, {BrrB} a!fta~, ‰!fta~, Myn
{Ro.} v‰~te!, Mkt {Ro.} fcka!l, Mlk {Ro.} vi~te!, Zlg {Ro.} bi~te!kWe!, Gzg {Lk.}
?afco, {Ro.} fu!c7u~, Gzg Mj {Lk.} fuc7u 'ashes' ¶ Stl. ZCh 147 [#31], Sk. NB
11, Sh. SB 2O, ChC s.v. 'ashes', JI II 4-5, ChL, RpB 4, Lk. G 117, 122, Ro.
2O3, BrrB || IE: NaIE *pe2s-, *pe2ns- 'dust, sand' >  OI pa2m$≤su-h5 ' dus t ,
sand, crumbled soil', Av pa<snu-s7 'dust, rubbish', KhS pha2na ' dus t ,
mud', Oss I fa4n‰k, Oss D funuk 'ashes' »» Sl *pe7s-¥~k¥ 'sand' >  OC, OR
p8s5k5 pe7sËkË, Blg ≤pås`k, SCr pe!sak ± pije!sak, Slv pe'!s´k, Cz
pI1sek, Slk piesok, P piasek, R pe≤sok, Uk p¡≤sok ¶ P 824, M K II
243, M E II 114-5, Bai. 261, Ab. I 449, Vs. II 249-5O, Glh. 478 || U: FU
*pus1+c1V-nV or *pus1nV 'flour', v. 'strew' ('schütten') (× N ? *bËs1111++++c@ @@@V ' t o
rub, to grind' [q.v. ffd.]) || A: Tg *poNsa-(n-) 'dust' >  Nn B foNsanI
'dust', Nn Nh poNsoNqo/U, Nn KU foNs1aqtU 'turbid, smut ty
(zakop¢ennyj )', Nn KU foNsaN9I- 'get dusty', WrMc foNson,
foNsoNgi ≠ foNsuNgi 'dust, soot', foNso- 'be covered wuth soot' ¶
STM II 41.
1755. *p ''''oqi  'to cover, to close' > HS: S (1) *°√pXy+w >  OAk
paXa2'um, Ak peXu6 ≠ paXu6 'verschließen'; (2) CS *paXX- 'trap' >
BHb hp2 paH 'trapping-net', JA [Trg.] {Js.} pa2≤Ha2 id., 'snare', Sr 'xoπaa
paÓ≤Ó-a2 'laqueus, snare', Ar faXX-  'snare for birds' ('filet pour p r e n d r e
les oiseux'), {Hv.} 'trap, snare, net' ¶ Sd. 853, KB 871, KBR 921, Js .
115O, Lv. T II 258, Br. 562, Fr. III 321, BK II 551, Hv. 549  Eg N pX¿
'Vogelfalle aus Holz' (×  Eg fOK pX¿ 'Platte') ({EG}: ı Hb and Aram,
{Vc.}: π S) > DEg pX > Cpt Sd paW pas7, B faW p˙as7 'lacet, t r appe ,
piège' ¶ EG I 543, Vc. 166, Tk. II 498-9  Ch *√pÓ >  WCh ({Stl.} *pah):
AG: Ang {ChL} pe~, Su {J} pa2! v. 'cover' » BT: Gera {Nw.} fe2, {ChC} fe-, Grm
{Lk.} f-, {ChC} fa-, Bl pa2~, Krkr f- v. 'close' » Ron {J}: Klr fu, Fy pa v.
'close', Bks vo  v. 'close, cover', DfB voh, Klr fu, Sha vu v. 'close' » NrBc
{Sk. NB and Sk. in ChC}: Cg, P’, Jmb, Mbr pu(w)-, My pu!wa@ vt., vi. ' h ide ' ,
Kry pa!gwu@ vi. 'hide' »» CCh: Lmn {Nw.} fo, {ChC} f- v. 'close', ? Lgn {Bou.}
fa~ga! v. 'cover' ¶ Nw. 24 [#25], Stl. ZCh 147 [#27], ChC, J S 78, J R 8 8 ,
147, 289, 352 ¶¶ SSAAJ I ##23 (S, Ch, Eg) || ?σ K: G P p-ev-/pi- ' s ich
eine Wunde mit etw. ausstopfen (zur Blutstillung)' ¶ Chx. 1458; t h e
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abscence of the expected G -X- (<  N *-q- ) defies explanation, the re fore
it is doubtful that the K √  belongs here || IE: NaIE *po2- v. 'cover' >  Gk
pv6ma (< *po2-mn=) 'lid, cover' »» Gmc *fo2Îra- 'sheath, covering, cover '  (×
NaIE *po2(i\)-/¿*p´i\-/*pï- 'hüten, schützen, 'Vieh weiden' <  pIE *peÙy- v.
'protect, keep, take care of' <  N *p''''ÉÙ++++Qn 1111a 'keep, protect') > Gt fo2dr
'†h1kh, sheath', ON fo1Îr 'case (Futteral), sheath', AS fo2dor id.,
'container (Behälter)', MLG vo2der  'Futter (des Kleides)', OHG fuotar
'Futteral, case', fedar-fuotar 'tube of a plume (canna)', NHG
Futter  'lining, coating; sheath' ¶ P 839, M K II 252-3, M E II 119, Vl. I
385, Sg. 261, Horn 76, F II 634-5, Fs. 157-8, Vr. 136, Ho. 11O, Kb. 2 2 9 ,
3O2, OsS 232, KM 227 || U *°poyV (or *°pol!V?) >  Sm {Jn.} *paºy- ' b e
wrapped' >  StNe T d. p´bta-s∆  'be wrapped, get tangled', Ne T O {Lh.}
p‰;pta$∏ 'wickeln, verwickeln', Ng {Cs.} (1s aor. obcj.) fuikal!i≤?ema v.
'wrap', En {Cs.} X ≤foho≤Òabo, En B ≤foho≤rabo id., Slq Ch {Cs.}
pu4uang, Slq NP {Cs.} pu4ugaN 'sich verwickeln' ,  Slq Tm {KD} aor. 1 s
pu4∏dagò 'svepa in sig' ('wrap oneself') ¶ Jn. 115, Ter. 5OO, Cs. 168, 1 7 O
¶¶ Here only if the U etymon is *°poyV˚  AG *p- and Eg p- (unless t h e
Eg word is a loan) suggest a N *p ''''- .
1756. ?φ  o  € *P 3333 uqV  (or *P 3333u 4 444qV?) 'to let out air\gas', ? 'to emit smell '
> HS: S *°-pu2X-, *√pwX > Ar √fwX, -fu2X- 'se répandre partout' (se d i t
d’une odeur), 'lâcher des vents'; (× WS *-pu2H-, *√pwH v. 'blow', vi. t o
smell ' < N o  *puHV  'blow [blasen]']) Sr √pwH (pf. pa2Ó) v. 'exhale,
give out odour' ¶ BK II 644, Br. 559, JPS 436, MiK I #2.54   S *√npX
'breathe, blow' (originally a cd. N *nop{É} 'breathe, blow' + *P3333uqV ' l e t
out air', see  s.v. N *nop{É}) || K *°puûq- > G da-puûq- 'aus e twas
(Aufgeblasenem) entweicht die Luft' ¶ The glottalization *q > *ûq may b e
due to the onomatopoeic factor ¶ Chx. 151O ||| Cf. also N *puHV  '⇑ ' ,
especially for Bj, Ch, IE, U, and A cognates (where one c a n n o t
distinguish between N *puHV and N *P3333u 6 666qV, because in these lgs. t h e
reflexes of N *H  and *q  have merged).
1757. *{p '''' }a û ûûûqÉ?V  or *{p '''' }a û ûûûq[V]?É  'skin, film, bark' > HS: S *°≤pak'[V]?-
>  Ar faq?- 'membrane envelopping the head of the foetus', faq?-at-
'membrane envelopping the head and the nose of the foetus' ¶ BK II
618, Hv. 57O  C: SC: Kz {E} pa?uko 'bark' ({Tk.}: -?- < *-k'-?) »» Dhl
{EEN} pa!k'o 'tree bark' »» ? EC: Kmb {Hd.} buku(ta) '(piece of) bark' »» Ag:
Aw pa2q 'bark' ¶ E SC 143, E K 2, Hd. 312, Blz. CWL, Blz. CL 176, EEN 7 
NrOm {Bnd.} ≈ *pok'- 'bark' >  Omt {Bnd.} fok'o, Ym {Bnd.} fo2c7a id.,
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Gnj/Kcm {Si.} po≤ko id., Wl {AlA} pok'-uwa, {LmS} fokuwa, Gf {AlA} fok'o,
Gm {Hw.} pok'o! ≠ pek'e!, {AlA} p'ok'eÎ, Drz/Cnc {AlA} p'ok'o, Dwr {AlA} p'ok'-
uwa, {LmS} fokoa 'bark'; NrOm *pok'- v. 'peel '  >  Gm {Hw.) po!k'o, Wl
{LmS} fo2k'k'-, Dc {LmS} fok'k'- id., ?? Ym {LmS} fo2c7- 'rub, peel, whit t le '
(unless = Ym {Wdk.} fo!c7a@ v. 'wipe, massage') ; SSAAJ I #18 ment ions
Omt foq (= fok'-?) v. 'tan leather' (without indicating the dialect a n d
the source) ¶ Bnd. PO 149, Blz. OL #149, Si. ACh. 3, AlA ODS 5, Hw. EG
s.v. 'bark' and 'peel', LmS 351-3, Wdk. BY 122  Ch: WCh: DfB {J} fa!ku^t,
Klr {J} fakut, {IL in ChC} fa!k≈ö2~t≈ 'skin' » Ang {Flk.} pok v. 'peel, skin' »»
Ngz {Sch.} pa~-pku! 'scrape (bark)' »» CCh: Dgh {Frk.} v!=Ga~, v=!Ge~, {ChL} vu~Ge~
id. » ? Mofu -pokW- v. 'peel', to-pokW 'husk' » Bnn {ChL} p‰!k t‰!nu~ ' sk in
(of body)', Zm {KNC} bo@k 'peau que les vieux attachent comme cache-
sexe', Ms {Cait.} ba~k (df. ba~k-Na~) 'skin', Azm {Pc.} ba2@ka~ 'animal skin' »»
ECh: Tmk {Cp.} p‰~g hum†'to skin' (hum  'skin'), ?? b'o@go2&n 'bark' » ? Ke {Eb.}
po!ke! 'auszupfen, Baumwolle ernten' » EDgl {Fd.} po~kki~ye~ 'décapsuler' » ?
Mkl {J} pa~ki!rte! 'écorce' ¶ Stl. IF 31-2, Cp. 51, Eb. 88, ChL, KNC 2, Caït.
48, Pc. 81 ¶¶ Tk. SCC 75 [#2.5]; OS #1935 (Ar, CCh, Dhl), ≠  SSAAJ I # 1 8
|| K *°p{q}a >  G pXa 'Nagelhäutchen' ¶ Chx. 1517, DCh. 1321 ¶ *{q} f o r
the expected *ûq due to as.: **p{ûq} >**pq || IE: NaIE *pok8o-/*pek8o-,
*pek8u- 'fleece' (‘ 'wool, hair') >  Gk po1koß 'sheep’s wool, fleece', pe1koß /
gen. -uß 'fleece', pokh1, Gk Mc poka 'sheep’s wool' (× ÿ pe1kv v.
'comb\card wool') »» AS fieht ≠ feht 'fleece', Dt vacht 'wool ,
hide', OSw fA2t (< *fahti-) 'wool, fleece', Gmc *faxsa- >  OSx fahs, AS
feax  '(head)hair', OHG fahs id., 'curl (Locke)', ON fax 'mane' »» Arm
asr asR (gen. asu asu) 'sheep’s wool, fleece' »» NPrs µ4Pa pa4s7m
'wool, pubic hair', OI paks5man- ntr. 'eyelashes', Av pas7n´m 'eyelid '
¶ P 797, M K II 184, M E II 62-3, F II 492-3, Ch. 872, Vl. I 366, Me. EAC
82, 142, 152, Slt. 125-6, Ho. 1OO, 1O3, Ho. S 17, Vr. 114, Vr. N 7 6 2 ,
Kb. 216, OsS 158, ≈ M K II 184 (IE *pek8- 'Wolle zupfen'), ≈ EI 57O ( t h e
above words < *pek8- pull\comb out (wool)'), Grgv. BEO 128 (derives
Arm asR from IE *pok8u- 'Vieh' + *-r-, but believes that Arm asR goes
back to a Phr loanword from Daco-Moesian - because Arm -a- is a reg .
reflex of IE *-o- in DM, but not in Arm); in some IE lgs. there is a
merger: N *{p '''' }a û ûûûqÉ?V  or *{p '''' }a û ûûûq[V]?É × IE *pek8- v. 'comb, pull out (ha i r ,
wool)' (< N *p ''''ÉXk ''''V  'rub, scrape' [q.v.]) × IE *pek8u / *pek8we- 'cattle' (<
N *p''''oK''''u 4 444 '(herds of) ruminant animals, wild cattle' [q.v.]) || D *pakk˛
({†GS} *p-) 'scab, crust (dried portion of a bodily secretion)' >  T m
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pakku 'scab of a sore, dried mucus of the nose', Kn hakku ' c rus t ed
or dry mucus of rheum, scab', hakkal5e 'an incrustation', Tl pakku
'scab', Gdb pakku 'dried portion of any bodily secretion, scab' ¶¶ D
#3811 ˚  Ang pok v. 'peel\skin' provides ev. for a N *p '''' - , but this is n o t
enough because the Ang word is isolated within WCh and because i t s
meaning (alternatively derivable from different N words, e.g. *p''''ÉXk''''V
'⇑ ') makes the connection qu.  Tg *pu4g-  v. 'flay' (>  Nn Nh, Ork puyi-, Ul
puyu-, Orc, Ud sï-, Ewk, Lm hiG-, Neg. xiG-, w STM II 323, Krm. 2 8 3 )
hardly belongs here because both its vw. and its voiced medial cns. a r e
not expected in reflexes of N *{p''''}a û ûûûqÉ?V or *{p''''}a û ûûûq[V]?É. On the Altaic
connection of this Tg root see DQA #1799 (A *pæi \u ~gV 'flay, cut').
1758. *p ''''arV  'to fly, to jump' > HS: WS *√prr v. 'fly' (× N *p''''År[y]V
'to run, to flee', q.v.) >  Jb √frr (Jb E pf. ≤fer, Jb C pf. fer(r), sbjn.
≤yOff‰r) v. 'fly, jump up quickly', Mh √frr  (pf. f‰r, sbjn. y‰fre2r) v. 'fly,
jump up', Hrs √frr (pf. f‰r, sbjn. y‰fre2r) v. 'fly, jump, spring', Sq {L}
fer  'voler, planer'; rdp.: Ar O {L} ip. yfarfur 'voltiger' ¶ Jo. J 59, Jo. M
96-8, Jo. H 33, L LS 341-2  Eg fOK p¿ v. 'fly' ¶  EG I 494, Fk. 87  B
*√frÓ≠*√frr≠*√?fr v. 'fly, fly away' > Nf {Beg.} fa2r (pf. ifa2r) v. ' f ly' ,
Sll {Ds.} firri (pf. ifarra), Izd {Mrc.} afru (pf. yafru), ZAS {Loub.} afÒu
(pf. yifÒu ≠ yufÒu) v. 'fly', Wrg af´r imv. (pf. yuf´r) v. 'fly, fly away' ,
Ah f´r´r´t 's’envoler'; B *√frfr 'voler, s’envoler, voleter' >  SrSn f´rf´r
'voler, s’envoler', Shl Sm f´rf´r (pf. iffair) 'voleter', i  Kb ff´rff´r
's’envoler, voler' (infl. of the onomatopoeic verb ff´rff´r 'battre les
ailes'), Mz ff´rf´r 'voler, s’envoler', Wrg ff´rf´r 'voler de ci et de là,
voleter'; ? Kb √frws  (imv. friw´s, pf. y´fraw´s) 'sursauter' ¶ Dl. 2 1 6 ,
229, Ds. 297, Fc. 355, Rn. 299, Loub. 535, Dlh. Ou 79, Dlh. M 5O, La. S
313, Beg. 265, NZ 597-8  C {AD} √p'r(r) v. 'fly, jump', {E} *par-/*pir-
/*pur- id. >  Bj {R} fir, f°r (≠  b°r, bir) 'Flug', Bj {Rop.} fa2r- scv.
'hop, spring, jump', {AD} far-, {R} far- v. 'jump' ('springen, hüpfen ' ) ,
fa2r (pl. far) 'Sprung, saltus' »» Ag: Bln {R} fir y- v. 'fly', Aw {Hz.} p‰rr
v. 'jump' »» EC: Ya {E “?} peri v. 'fly', Sml {ZMO} fatanfarde2 ' j ump,
gambol about', Sml N {Abr.} faranfarda!ynaya2 prs. 'gambol about' »» SC:
ı Mb {E} pu!ru v. 'fly', -pu!rupu!ru v. 'hop' ¶ AD SF 45-6, E PC #65, R WBd
5O, 81, Rop. 18O-1, ZMO 134, Abr. S 77, E SC 321  Om: SOm: Dm {Fl.}
far(Im) v. 'fly' »» NrOm: Bsk {Fl.} f‰r, Gemu {Fl.} fir, Gm {Hw.} pira!d'o v.
'fly' ¶ Fl. OAF 89, Fl. OO 318, Hw. EG s.v. 'fly'  Ch *√pr v. 'jump, ( ? )
to fly' (≈  {Nw.} *p´r´ v. 'fly, jump') >  WCh: AG: Gmy {Hf.} p'a2r v.
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'jump', Kfr {Nt.} pa2r id. » Hs fi~Ra! v. 'soar into the air' (of a bird) »» CCh:
Bdm {Bou.} f‰!r id., Msg {Trn.} p !r !, fMSg G {MB} p‰r- v. 'jump', ?i  Gude
{Hsk.} p‰!r ≠ f‰!r 'flying away' (of bird) (verbal i ) »» Smr {J} pa^r v.
'jump', Kwn {Lens.} p‰~re~ v. 'jump' (pl.) ¶ JI II 21O-1, ChC, Nw. 26 [#51] ,
Abr. H 268, Ba. 323, Hsk. 184, 255, Lens. 111 ¶¶ Tk. I 55, Tk. SCC 7 5
[#2.3], Tk. PAA 1 || K: [1] K {K} *°p'er- v. 'fly' > Sv li-p'er v. 'fly' (UB {GP}
'start to fly'), p'er-n-i '(he) flies', Sv UB na4-p'r 'bird', Sv LB na4p'wr ( smal l )
bird'; [2] GZ {K} *pren-/*prin- v. 'fly' >  OG, G pr-in-/pr-en-, Mg purin-,
Lz purtin- id.; FS reconstruct K *par- (tacitly considering *prin- to be a
d.) on the alleged ev. of OG prte 'wing' (which hardly belongs to t h e
same √ , cf. N *{p''''}ur[y]V 'wing, feather(s)'); [3] ? G parpat'- ' s ach te
fliegen, schweben, gaukeln' ¶ K 152-3, 19O, K2 149, 2O3, FS K 247-8 ,
312, FS E 273, 348-9, Chx. 145O-1, TK 444, 626, GP 164, 229 || IE: NaIE
*per- v. 'fly', {Bn.} 'flotter en air, se déplacer dans l’espace' >  Sl *per- /
*pÁra- v. 'fly' > ChS per0 per-o< (inf. p(6)rati p(Á)ra-ti) v. 'fly', Sl
iter. *par1-/ *pari- >  ChS, OR inf. pariti pariti 'to fly' ('pe1tes†ai')
({Srz.}: RChSptica par9∑aja na zemli 'peteina` peto1mena e>pi` th6ß
gh6ß', Gen. 1.2O), R pa≤r√, pa≤rit∆ v. 'float in the air' (birds) »» IIrn
{Bn.} *per- >  NPrs ˆdaYrPa pa4rï-da4n 'to fly' ¶ Not here Ht partawar
'wing' (⇔  Trb. in Vs. III 2O7), see  N *{p''''}ur[y]V '⇑ ' ¶ Bn. HR 36-41, Vs.
III 2O7, Mikl. L 565-6, 659, Mikl. E 24O-1, Srz. II 881, Chrn. II 6, Vl. I
354, Bai. 231, ≠ P 817 || U *°pa6rV 'jump' > Sm: Ne T {Ter.} pa€rta€m-
'jump quickly to one’s feet', {Lh.} partam- 'plötzlich aufspringen', ?
{Ter.} pa€romba 'in a hurry, hurriedly', ∆ pa€romba€- v. 'hurry', ? {Lh.}
paro-, poromba2- 'be in a hurry', porola2- 'beschleunigen, zu Eile
antreiben' ¶¶ Not here pObU *po2r´˝- v. 'jump, fly', that belongs to N
*p''''Ër1111[u6 666]ga4444 'to jump' (q.v.) ¶ ≈ UEW 414, Ter. 449-45O, Lh. 339, 3 5 8 ,
Hl. rHt 74-5 (on distinction between the ObU reflexes of U *w and *k
[{AD}: and *G-] that suggests that ObU *po2r´˝- does not belong he re ) ,
Ht. #538 || A *p[æ]ar- >  Tg (att. in NrTg) *par- v. 'float in the air' ( o f
birds) >  Ewk ha2ri- v. 'float in the air, fly together' (birds), Ewk Tng
(h)arikta- 'fly high up' ('zaletet∆ vysoko '), Neg x‰yw‰n- 'float in t h e
air' (a bird), Lm harwançala- id., 'fly down (circling in the a i r ) '
('spuskat∆så kruqas∆ ') (of a b i rd )  ¶ STM II 317 || D *pa2rÀ-/*parÀ-
({†GS} *p-) v. 'fly, run' >  Tm par3a v. 'fly, flutter', pa2r3u v. 'run, f lee ' ,
Ml pa2r3uka v. 'fly', par3akka v. 'fly, flee', Kt parn- v. 'fly, run wi thout
stopping', Td po;rÀ- v. 'fly', Kn par3i, par3u 'flying, running swiftly',
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pa2r3, pa2r3u v. 'leap up, run, jump, fly', Kdg pa;r v. 'fly, leap', Tu
pa2runi v. 'run, fly, escape', OTl {Km.} pa2r3u v. 'run, flee', Tl pa2r3u v.
'run, flow, fly', Gnd parï- ± porï- ± pari- ± paGi- v. 'fly', Kui pa2sk- id .
¶¶ D #4O2O, Km. 429 [#815] ¶ The meaning 'flee, run' may be due t o
the infl. of the D √  *parV 'run, flee' (D #3963) <  N *p''''År[y]V ' r u n ,
flee' ˚  ≈ Gr. II #164 (*par 'fly' v.) (U + IE, Y, A, J, Gil words f o r
'feather', without distinguishing this N word from N *{p''''}ur[y]V 'wing,
feather[s] ' ) .   
1759. *P3333{Å}ÂV 'finger' and *P3333ÅÂ[V]N++++n 2 222akV 'finger, thumb' > HS: C
{AD} *pVr- >  LEC *fer- 'finger' >  Af {PH} fe2ra, Sa {R} fera2 id.; pSam
*farr- ({Hn.} *far-) 'finger' > Sml {DSI} far (pl. farro), Sml J far (pl. far-
n1a), Bn far (pl. far‰) 'finger', Rn fa!r (pl. {PG} fa~rro!, {Hn.} far≤ro!, {Oo.}
fa≤ro), Bs {HL} fer 'finger, toe', {Fl.} pEr 'finger', Elm fa!rrit, fa^rr, Arr
farrit (pl. farro!) id. ¶ AD SF 41-2, Bl. 117, PH 1O1, DSI 217, Hn. NBLK
2O5, Hn. S 59, Oo. 67, PG 113, Hw. A 357, ≈ HL 93 (Bs fer < C
*(z)eber 'finger')  Ch: WCh: AG: Kfr {Nt.} furap-sa!r 'fingers' (sa!r
means 'hand') »» ECh: EDng {Fd.} pE2!rnE! 'finger' (pE2!rmE! in JI II 137 is a
misprint), Mgm {JA} pu~rru~n (pl. po~ro~nna! ≠ po~ri~nna!) 'ongle, griffe', M u
{J} fe&2ri! 'finger' »» CCh: HgWl {Mk.} piri 'fingernail' (to be separa ted
from the reflexes of N *{p''''}a 4 444l ! !!!X++++ÌV 'thumb, [?] finger' in the Higi gr .
[HgWl {Mk.} pIlla 'finger', HgMd {Mk.} bIlli, HgMk {Mk.} bIll‰, HgSn
bIllE id.] and in other CCh lgs. [see  s.v. N *{p '''' }a 4 444l ! !!!X ++++ÌV]) ¶ ChC, JI II 1 3 6 -
7, ChL, Fd. 59, Nt. 13, JA LM 117, Mk. I ¶¶ Not here (⇔ Blz. OLBP 1 3
[#36]) NrOm *part'-/*parc'-/*birad'- 'finger' (<  N *P3333VÂVc1111[X]V
'fingernail, claw' [q.v.]) || IE [1]: Tc A pra2r, B pra2ri 'finger' ¶ Wn.
39O, Ad. 414-5, Ad. H 12O | ? [2]: mt.: NaIE *°penKro- ({WP, Bc.}
*penkWro-) (< N *P3333ÅÂ[V]N++++n2 222akV 'finger, thumb') > Gmc *fingra-
' f inger'  (× NaIE *penkW≤ros  'a group of five' [>  OI co1icer id.] ÿ
*penkWe 'five') > Gt figgrs, AS finÌer, ON fingr, OSx, OHG
fingar, NHG Finger, OFrs, Sw, Dn, Nrw finger 'finger', NE finger
¶ WP II 26, P 8O8, FT 218, F 15O, Bc. 24O, Fs. 15O, Vr. 12O, Kb. 2 4 5 ,
Ho. 1O5 || A [1] *pæa4ra4Na4 ' thumb'  >  T: NaT *[h]a4rNák 'finger' o r
'thumb' ({Cl.} *a4rNa4∏k, {ADb. SR} *a4rNa4k, {ADb. NPAJ} *a4rNek) >  OT erNek
≠ erNa4, Chg erNek ≠ a4rma4k 'finger', MU erNa4k [Rbg.] 'finger', [IM]
'thumb', Alt ergek ≠ erkek, Tb/QK {B}, Shor ergek, Xk irgek, Tf Erg1Ek,
Yk a4rba4X 'thumb', Tv erG1ek 'thumb, small finger' ¶ ADb. NPAJ 1-7, Cl.
234, ET Gl 299-3OO, TL 253-4, ADb. SR 318, BT 193  M *Ferekeyi
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'thumb' >  MM [S] heregay, WrM er(e)kei, HlM ´rxij, Brt ´rxy,
Kl ´rká erka4∏, Ord ere≈″xï, Dg B xergi, Dg Hl ergi 'thumb'; but Mnr H
Xuri and Ba Xur 'finger' belong to M *quru˝Vn 'finger' ¶ Pel. 29-1O
[#13], ADb. NPAJ 38-9, ADb. SR 321, H 75, MED 322, KRS 7O3, KW 1 2 5 ,
Ms. O 243, T 378, T DgJ 75  Tg *pereNen ≠ *pu'reNen 'thumb' >  Ewk
huruGun, Sln ‰rgu% ≠ ‰rg‰%, {Iv.} or≤gun ≠ ur≤9un ≠ uru≤9un), Lm
ho$r¥G¥n, Neg xo$y‰N‰n, Orc xo2No(n-), Ud xu‰, Ul poro / poron-, puru /
purun-, Nn Nh p‰rx‰, WrMc ferxe 'thumb' ¶ STM II 354, Krm. 3O7,
ADb. NPAJ 4O ¶¶ DQA #175O (A *pæerV 'thumb')  A [2] *par[NaK]
'finger' > T *parNak ({Md.} *pæi\a⋅rNak) >  NaT *parmaq ≠ *parnaq ' f inger '
>  MU, Chg, XwT barmaq, OOsm barmaq ≠ parmaq, Tk parmak, ∆
barmaq, ET barmaq ± pamaq, ET H parmaq, Ggz parmak, Az barma9, Tkm,
Bsh, Qmq barmaq, Slr parmaX, VTt barmaq, ∆  barnaq 'finger', Qzq, Qrg,
ET barmaq 'thumb' »» Chv pu4rne 'finger' ¶ ADb. NPAJ 1-7, ET B 66-7, TL
253-5, ADb. SR 319-21, Md. 113, 174, Fed. I 461-2, Dr. G 449, ≈  Jeg.
172  Tg *°pargan > Ewk hargan 'unity of length (≈ 1 cm)' ¶ STM II 3 1 7
¶¶ DQA #1648 (A *pi\a~ri 'finger, finger width [a measure]', incl. T, Tg).
ADb. 319-21 (T, M, Tg) || E: NEl pu-ur  'finger' or 'thumb' ¶¶ HK 2 4 1 -
2 ˚  The difference between A *a  and a4 in *par[naK] vs. *pæa4ra4Na4 may b e
accounted for by vowel harmony (different results of regr. as. from t h e
pN word, if it was *P 3333aÂÉN++++n 2 222akV  or *P3333a 4 444Âa6666N ++++n 2 222akV). N *pÅÂ[V]N++++n 2 222akV
'finger' survives in A *par[naK], *pæa4ra4Na4, and probably (with mt.) i n
Gmc *fingra-, N *P3333{Å}ÂV 'finger' is represented in C, Ch, a n d
Tocharian. N *P3333ÅÂ[V]N++++n 2 222akV  is probably a cd. with N *P3333{Å}ÂV as i t s
first component, which is the only reason of our tentative rec. of N *Å
in *P3333{Å}ÂV ˚  In T and in Ch there is variation between the regular
reflexes of N *p-  and of N *p''''- . It needs investigating ˚  Cf. IS III 7O-7
(*p{a}r{a4} 'fingernail', not distinguishing between the etymon i n
question and N *P 3333VÂVc 1111 [X]V  'fingernail, claw') ‘ Glh. 5O7.
176O. *P3333Åru 6666 'stone, rock' > IE *perw-/*peru- 'rock, mountain' (× N
*p''''or{a 4444}÷V 'summit, top', q.v.) > Ht peru-, peruna- 'rock, cliff,
boulder', ? pirwa- {Frd.} 'rock', {Ts.} 'eine bestimmte Felsgottheit' 
OI ≤parvata- 'rocky' (<  *≤perwn=to-), ≤parvatah5 'mountain, r o c k ' ,
Av paúrvata2- 'Gebirge' ¶ Frd. HW 68, Ts. W 63-4, CHD P 314-5, M K II
228, M E II 99, EI 547 (*≤peru 'rock') || HS: Ch: CCh: Hw {ChL} fera, fE~rE~,
Jr {ChL} vere 'stone' » HgNk {ChC} pIrrE, {ChL} pI~rE!, Kps {Mch.} pere,
{ChL} pU~RE! id. » Gude {Mch.} farIn, {ChL} fa!ra~, FlM {ChC, ChL} fara, BtG
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{Mch.} fo<re<, BtZ {Mch.} fIrra, BtM {ChL} fU!ra~ ' stone', Bcm {Sk.} fa!ra~
'stone, rock' » Gv {ChL} fu~ra~d'a~, Glv {ChL} fUrd'exa 'stone', Glv {Rp.}
f‰rd'axa 'rock' »» ECh: Ke {Eb.} p‰!rki! 'stone, rock, mountain', {Eb. i n
ChC} p‰!rgi! 'rock' ¶ ChC, ChL, Eb. 88 || D *pa2rÀ- 'rock, large stone' > T m
pa2r3ai\ 'rock, crag, hillock', ? (<  d.?) pa2r 'rock', Ml pa2r3a 'rock, large
stone', Kdg pa;re 'flat stone, stone slab', Tu pa2dA, Krg ha2de 'rock', Prj
pa2ra 'skab of stone', Gnd pa2rum 'rock, boulder' ¶¶ D #4121 ˚  ≈ Blz.
DA 16O [#86] (D, CCh + unc. NrOm *pal- 'stone').
1761. *p''''{e}rV ≠ *p''''u 6 666ÓrV (both from *p''''u 6 666? {e}rV?) 'fruit ' > HS: S: [1]
WS *≤piriy- 'fruit' >  BHb (paus.) ir%p3 ≤pE2rï, (ctx.) ir^p6 p´≤rï ' f rui t ,
offsping', SmHb ≤fïri id., Ph pr 'fruits', Ug pr  ({Hnr.} = *piru2 < *piryu),
Sr æ®o'éπpe2<?>≤r-a2, Md pira, Gz f´re2 'fruit'; [2] WS *√pry (*-pray) v.
'bear fruit, be fruitful, fertile' (×  N *P3333År[?]V 'bring forth, give b i r th ' ,
q.v.) > BHb erf†√pry (pf. er1p1 pa2≤ra2, ip. er4f6i% yi-≤p3re2) 'be fruitful', JEA
√pry 'grow, bear fruit', Sr √pry 'be fruitful', Gz √fry (js. -fray) v.
'bear fruit, be fruitful', Tgr √fry (pf. fAra) 'Frucht tragen' ¶ KB 9O7,
91O-1, KBR 963-8, Br. 555, HJ 936-7, A 2261, Hnr. 288 (fn. 93), OAS
353, JH 234, Js. 1225, Sl. 932-3, LH 659  Eg fOK pr.t 'fruit', DEg pr
'Korn, Getreide' (×  Eg fMK pr.t 'Same, Nachkommenschaft' <  N
*P3333År[?]V '⇑ ') ¶ EG I 53O-1, Fk. 91, Er. 135, Vc. 39  C: Bj √fry pcv.
({R} p. ≤a-fri, prs. a-fanr°) 'Knospen, Blüten treiben', fa2r (pl. far)
'Blüte, Blume, Knospe' »» Ag: Bln {R} fr°-/friy- v. 'bear fruit', fri≤y-
au3X 'fruchbringend, fruchtbar', Xm {R} fir- 'bear fruit' (a tree)'; pAg
*f‰Ò- ({Ap.} *f´r-) 'fruit' >  {Ap.} Bln/Xm f‰ra, Q f‰ri »» EC: Sa {R} -
faray 'blossom, bear fruit', fi≤re2 'Blüte, Frucht', ??φ Sml {ZMO} birre
'spear of grain (with husk), grass flower' (unless ÷ Rn bi!r 'tip, peak o f
sth.') ¶ R WBd 81, R WB 125, R Ch. II 43, R S II 137, ZMO 41, PG 78-9 ,
Ap. AV 1O  B: Gnc AFARO = {Wlf.} a-faro 'Korn', ? Ty uf´r, ETwl uff´r
'pain en farine de jujubes', ?? Rf af´rfur 'couscous de sorgho; soupe d e
maïs' ¶ Wlf. 5O2, Z 6O6, NZ 6O6. 6O9 ¶¶ Cf. SSAAJ I #31 ¶ In S, Bj, a n d
Ag the verb *√pry (>  *√fry) v. 'bring fruit' coalesced with *√pry v.
'have offspring, bring forth, beget' (see  ffd. N *P3333År[?]V 'bring fo r th ,
give birth') ||  U: FU *perV ≠ *pa4rV 'cone, bud' (× N *ba4444r÷ 3 333a 6 666 'bud, leaf '
[q.v. ffd.], whence the variant *pa4rV and the meaning 'bud') || A *pæuri
'seed, fruit' >  M *Fu4re 'fruit, grain' (×  M *Fu4re 'child, poster i ty '
[whence WrM u4re, HlM ¥r 'posterity', and Kl u4rn= 'child, baby', w N
*p''''o 6 666r {i}  'child, offspring']) >  MM [HI] hu4re 'seed' ('semences'), [PP] hu4re
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'fruit', WrM u4re, HlM ¥r {MED} 'seed, grain, fruit', {Gl.} 'fruit, grain,
seed', Mnr H {SM} furi\e2 'semence, graine, fruit', Dx fure 'seed, grains ' ,
Ba fure 'seed' ¶ Pel. 237 [#65], Ms. H 62, MED 1O11, Gl. I 331, SM 11O-
1, Pp. PP 124, T DnJ 138, T BJ 149, T 371  T *[h]urug 'seed' ({Md.}
*u⋅rug 'seed') >  OT {Cl.} uruÌ 'seed, pip, kernel', Chg uruq ≠ uru˝
'relatives, clan', MQp uruq  'clan', [CC] 'clan, progeny', OOsm uru˝, uruq
'seed, progeny', Qzq u"rîq, ru 'seed', Qrg uru2, Ln uyu˝ ≠ oyoq ' s eed ,
clan', Uz uru˝, Qq urîq ≠ uruw id., 'tribe', ET uru˝ 'seed, grain', T k m
{TkR} uru˝, Az ∆ uru˝, Nog îruw, VTt îru, Bsh îrîw, SY oru˝ 'clan', Tk
uruk 'tribe', Kr uruw 'clan, tribe', Yk uru2 'relatives, kinsmen, litter o f
animals', Tv uru˝ 'child', Chv: L va€ra€ v¥r¥, H v¥ºr¥º 'seed'; T ı M:
WrM uru9 'wife’s relatives; relatives', HlM, Br urag, Kl urg
'relatives' ¶ Cl. 214-5, ≈ ET Gl 6O4-6 (err. Tkm uru2˝, pT *uru2˝), TL
115-6, 3O7-8, 323-4, Jud. 8O7, Ash. V 313, Jeg. 49, Fed. I 1O9, Md. 5 9 ,
182, ET Gl 6O4-6, Ra. 237  pKo {S} *po~ri~ 'barley' > MKo po~ri~, NKo pori
¶ S QK #935, Nam 26O, MLC 79O  ? pJ [1] {S} *p‰~ or *pu\a~ 'ear o f
grain' >  OJ p[w]o~ >  J: T/Kg ho!, K ho2! ¶ S QJ #378, Mr. 413  [2] ?? J {S}
*pu! 'growth, porosl∆ ' > OJ pu, J: T Fu~, K Fu2!, Kg Fu!  ¶ S QJ #1147, Mr .
416  ? AdS  of Tg *pu'r- ({∫Bz.} po4r-) 'woman with her children, family,
female with its youngs' <  N *p''''o 6 666r{i} 'child, offspring', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ The
meanings 'child' (in Tv) and 'posterity, progeny' (in many lgs.) of th is
√  is partially due to coalescence with the heritage of N *p''''o 6 666r{i} '⇑ '
(q.v.) ¶¶ DQA #1829 (A *pæu"~ri 'seed', incl. T, M, Tg, K, pJ *pu!) || IE:
NaIE *pu2ro- 'corn, grain' > Gk py2ro1ß 'wheat', Gk D py2rh1n 'stone of f ru i t '
»» Lt pu2 ﬁras 'grain of winter-wheat', pl. pu2rai ﬁ 'winter-wheat', Ltv
pu2r>i id., Pru pure  'Trespe, bromegrass (Bromus secalinus)' » Sl *pÈr¥
'∈ cereal' > RChS p7ro pûro ' }olyra (∈ cereal), millet', Cz, Slk py1r, P
perz, HLs pyr 'Triticum repens', d.: R pyrej, Uk pir¡j ≠
per¡j, Blg pirej, Cz py1r7, LLs pyr1 id., SCr pi Ÿr, Slv pi 8r 'spelt' »»  AS
fyr(e)s 'furze', NE furze ¶ WP II 83, ≈ EI 639 (*puÓ≤ro-s 'wheat'), F II
631, Tr. 232, Frn. II 671, Vs. III 419, Brü. 4O2, Trof. 24O, Ma. CS 4O9,
Ho. 12O ˚  DQA #1829 (A, IE).
1762. *P3333eÂV 'ground, earth '  > HS: CCh: G’nd fÈ!rta~, Bk fU!rta~
'ground' ¶ ChL  S: Ak parattu 'Festland' ¶ Sd. 832 || U: FU *per{a}
≠ *pora: [1] FU *perV 'mud, swampy place' (× N *beÂV 'mud, swamp' ,
q.v. ffd.); [2] FV *pora >  F porikko 'aufgeschwollene Erde' » Mk ≤pora
'grove' ¶ UEW 374-5, MF 1O6, PI 215, LG 22O || A: M *Firu-˝al (≠ *-
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˝ar) 'ground, soil, bottom' >  MM [S, HI] hiru?ar [hiru√ar] 'Boden,
Grund', WrM iru9ar ≠ iru9al 'bottom, ground', HlM e≥rool, O r d
iro2l, Kl joral yora2l, Brt oe≥or 'bottom (of a vessel, river, sea), ba se '
¶ H 76, Ms. H 6O, Pel. 217 [#26], MED 415, Gl. I 196, KRS 28O, Chr.
35O, Ms. O 387-8, S AJ 241 (#178)  Tg *pere 'bottom (of a vessel,
river), floor' (× N *P 3333 e rV  'bottom, buttocks', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ S AJ 12, 2 8 2
(#16O) (A *pæi\erV), SDM97 (A *pæi\erV), ≈ SDM97 (A *pæeri ' f loor ,
ground, earth', incl. M, Tg] ˚  FU *-o- in *pora and M *-i- in *Firu- a r e
still to be explained ˚  Connected (or originally identical) with *P3333erV
'bottom, buttocks'?
1763. *p''''erV (= *p''''er{o}?) 'lip, edge' > HS: C *pVr- 'lip' (‘  'face') >
Bj {R} fir 'face (Gesicht, Antlitz)', {Rop.} f°r 'face, surface' »» EC: Sml
faru2r {ZMO} 'lip', {DSI} 'lip; hare-lip', Sml N {Abr.} fa!ru2!r 'hare-l ip,
(camel's) split lip', Rn {PG} fu~ru2 !r 'lip, edge' ¶ R WBd 81, Rop. 18O, Abr.
S 77, ZMO 136, DSI 222, PG 117, E PC #181 (*far-/*fir- 'lower face' >
Bj, Sml; •÷ Aw p‰n 'face' [w AD SF 45]) || K *p'ir- 'lip, edge' >  OG, G
p'ir-i 'mouth, edge, lip', Mg p'iZ7-i 'mouth; face; edge; bank, shore', Lz
p'iZ7-i 'mouth; face; bank, shore'; (× N *P3333el ß ßßß?e 6666 ¬ *P3333e?l ßßßße 6 666 'side of body,
side') Sv UB/LB/L/Ln {TK} p'il 'lip; edge, (river-)bank' ¶ K 153, Chik. 5O-
1, Q 299, Marr 179, TK 681-2, GP 253, Dn. s.v. p5il-, Wrd. 613, 1O1O-1
|| IE: [1] Ht puri 'lip; rim, edge, border' | [2] IE *per- (with a hardly
identifiable meaning; {P}: 'das Hinausführen über'), a noun used (in i t s
different case forms) as adv., pv., and prep., which goes back to a
merger of several N words, including N *p '''' e rV 'lip, edge'; a cont r ibut ion
of this N word is the meaning 'in front, forward, before': (2a) IE *pro,
*pro2 'in front of, forward, before, forth' >  OI ≤pra- px. id., Av fra2,
fra-, OPrs px. fra- 'vorwärts, voran' »» Gk pro1 (pv., prep.) in front of ,
before', prv-pe1rysi 'two years ago' »» L pro2 prep., pro"-, pro2- (in cds . )
'before, in front of; for', pro2nus 'inclined forward' »» Gl [GlE] hro
'nimium' (read by Vn. as ro), MW ry, Br re 'too (zu)', Crn re- ( i n
rewan 'too weak'), W rhy 'too, very', OIr ro-, W r(h)y-, OBr ro-,
ru-, MBr, Br ra-, pv. and px. of intensity (OIr ro-ma1r 'too big', W
rhy-fawr 'very big') »» in the Gmc px. (Gt fra-, OSx, AS for-, OHG
fir-, far-, NHG ver-) it is hard to define its exact meaning and t o
distinguish between semantic components of different origin: N *p''''erV
'lip, edge' (‘ 'front') and N *P3333VÂV 'to cross, to pass through' »» Sl
*pra- 'Ur-', e.g. OCS prad8d5 prade7dË, R, Blg ≤praded, SCr praà-
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ded ± praŸ-djed 'grand-grandfather' (lit. 'for-grandfather'), Cz
prales, P pralas, Uk pral¡s 'primeval forest, Urwald', Blg pra-
majka 'mother of mankind'  Ht {Frd., Ts., CHD} peran ≠ {Ts.}
piran (adv., prec., postp.) 'before, in front of; previously'  (2b) NaIE
*pro2 'early, in the morning' >  OI pra2-≤tar (pra2≤tah5), Gk prvi5, Gk A
prô1 id., OHG fruo 'early, early in the morning, soon', fruoi, MHG
vru4eje adj. 'early'  (2c) NaIE *prai\, *pôrai\, *prei\-, *pôri (dat. o f
direction from *per-) '≈  forward, in front of, before' >  Gk Hm parai1, Gk
pa1ra ≠ para1 'beside, by, near', Gk pri1n, Gk Hm pri1n, pri$n 'before ' »» pAl
{O} *para >  Al para ≠ pare4 'foreward', prep. 'in front of, before ' ,
≤pare4 adj. 'first', adv. 'earlier', Al G {LamP} para  'vor' »» L prae ( adv . )
'before, in front', (prep.) 'before', prae- 'voran, voraus, überaus', Osc
prai , Um pre  PRE  'prae' »» Gl are-  'before, by, east', W er-, OIr air-
'before, for', OIr anair 'from the east' ('east' as the front side o f
anyone who orients himself towards the rising sun) »» Gt faI1r- , AS fyr-
, OHG furi- 'before', OSx, OHG furi 'before, for, because of, i n
advance'  (> NHG fu4r), ON fyr 'vor, für', AS for id., NE for; cmpr . :
OHG furiro {OsS} 'der frühere, vordere', {Kb.} 'greater, more', sprl. :
OHG furist {Kb.} 'first' (adv.) mostly', MHG vu4rst 'the first, m o s t
eminent', AS fyr(e)st  'first, vorderste' (>  NE first) »» Lt prieﬁ, Lt Zh
pryﬁ 'at, by, near, in the presence of', Ltv prie~(k)s7a 'das Vordere' (<
*preytya2), pi~ere  'forehead, front side', Pru prei  'to' » Sl *pri 'near, i n
the presence of '  >  OCS pri pri, Blg, R, Uk pri, SCr, Slv, Slk pri, Cz
pr7i, P przy; Sl *pri- preverb (approching, adding)  > OCS pri- pri-,
etc.; possibly Sl *pre7- 'Ur' >  OCS pr8ot6c6 pre7-otÁcÁ ' forefa ther ' ,
pr8d8d5 pre7de7dË 'grand-grandfather' »» ? OI pa≤re2 t he r eupon '
| [3] IE *pr=- (nom. or loc. without sx.?) 'hervor', *pera(:) (instr.) ' i n
front' >  L por-tend- v. 'predict, presage, indicate' »» Gt fau1r, OSx
for, fur 'vor, für', AS for, ON for- 'before', Gt fau1ra, OHG, OSx
fora 'in front of, before', NHG vor 'before, in front of', OSx fora,
and AS fore (prep.) 'before', NE before »» IIrn: OI pu≤ra2 ' formerly,
before', Av para2 ≠ para 'before'  Ht {CHD} para2 pv. 'out ( t o ) ,
forth, towards, further', postp. 'out of, from' ¶¶ P 81O-4, EI 6O-1
(*pr=≤hÅeh⁄ and *pr=≤hÅei\ 'in front of' and 'before' [of time], *pro
'forward, ahead, away'), Frd. HW 158, 17O, 173, Ts. W 59, 64-5, CHD P
1O9-3O, 291-311, 384-6, Mer. SGA 374, M K II 31O, 35O-3, 376-7, M E
II 173-4, 188, F II 472-3, 595-7, WH II 351-7, 364-5, Bc. G 323, 343, Kb.
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295, 3O4-6, 825, OsS 213, 229-3O, 234-5, 274, KM 225, Ho. 112, 12O,
Ho. S 21, 24, Fs. 145, 16O, Vr. 137, 148, Frn. 652-3, Vs. III 351, 362-3 ,
37O, StSS 497-8, Glh. 5O2, ESlSJ-SGZ I 2O5-8, 21O-2O, Vnd.2 II 313, Vn.
R 35-6, Dtn. 213, Billy 87, AlbED 623, O 311, BFU 373, 386-7, Ç II 5 ,
43O, Kf. 252-3, LamP 157 || U *pe+a4rV 'side', d. *pe+a4rtV 'edge, side' >
pY {IN} *pere 'side' > Y T pere-n 'at the side' (-n is an adverbial ending)
 FU *pe+a4rtV 'edge, side' > Prm *berd- 'sth. near sth., wall' > Z, Yz berd-
, Vt bord- 'near' in postpositions (Z berd-‰, Yz ≤berd-Ä, Vt bord-È
'towards', Z berd-Ès1 'from', Yz ≤berd-Èn 'bei', Vt bord-oz1 'up to'), Z {W}
berd, Vt bord 'wall' »» ??σ ObU: Vg: Ty pa4∏rt, Ss pa4rt 'board' (“  *'wall'?)
¶¶ IN 242, UEW 374, LG 39, Lt. J 88, UR 5O || A *pæ{e}r- > NaT: [1] *erin
'lip; brim' > OT, MU, XwT, MQp [incl. CC] erin, Chg ≥XV ern, eriN, Tkm,
Qmq, QBl, Nog, Qq, Qrg, Alt erin, Qzq eriÆn, Uz irin, VTt, Bsh irÁn, Xk
irIn  'lip', Kr, Tv erin id., 'brim (of a vessel)' ¶ Cl. 232-3, ET Gl 292-3, TL
226-7, Rl. I 766-7k, Bu. I 791, KRPS 665  [2] *°erna4- > Bsh irna4- v t .
'edge\fringe with, frame (okajmlåt∆ , obramlåt∆)'; *erna4g ' b r im,
edge' > Tkm erNek, Qmq, Qzq ernew, Qq, Tk ∆  ernek, Chg 0'nr0Yì {Bu.}
erna4k 'edge', {Rl.} a4rna4k 'Rand, Kante', Qrg erdo4∏ (< *ernew < *erna4g)
'brim of a cup', VTt irna4w 'thick brim of a vessel', {Rl.} 'brim of a
pot\cup\barrel'  ¶ ET Gl 3O1, Rl. I 787, 1468-9, Bu. I 191, BR 2 1 3 ,
KumRS 377  M *Fir- > WrM ir, HlM ir  'blade, edge of a knife' ¶ MED
413  pJ {S} *pi\a~ri~ 'edge, brink' > OJ p[i\ ]e~ri~, ltOJ {Mr.} Feri ' r im ,
brink', J: T/Kg heri!, K he!ri~ 'edge, verge, brink' ¶ S QJ #156O, Mr. 4 O 4
¶¶ ≈ DQA #1747 (A *pæe~ri~ 'edge' >  T *erneg, M, J) ˚  The tentatively
suggested N *- {o} can be responsible for the labialized vw. in Ht puri.
M *i in *Fir- is still to be explained ˚  Gr. II #123 (*pere 'edge') (IE, U,
A, J), ≈ Gr. II #155 (*pir  'first') (IE, Ko, Gil + err.  T, M, J).
1764. *P 3333erV  'bottom, buttocks' > A: Tg *pere 'bottom' (× N *P3333eÂV
'ground, earth') > Lm h‰r, Sln ‰ri, Neg x‰y‰, Ork p‰r‰G, p‰r‰l, Nn Nh
p‰r‰g, p‰r‰l 'bottom, bottom of a vessel\river', Ewk h‰r‰ id., ' f loor ' ,
LMc fere id., 'bottom of a boat', Nn KU x‰r‰, Nn B f‰r‰ 'bottom of a
vessel \ pit \ river', Ul p‰r‰(g)  id., Ud x‰2 id., 'foot of a h i l l \mounta in '  ¶
STM II 37O-1, Vas. 511, Pt. 1O9, Krm. 3O8, Z 1O49, S AJ 221 (#236) ||
U: FU *pera4- 'rear part; bottom' > F pera4 'rear end, back end, h inde r
part, end', Es pa4ra 'rear; butt (end), rump; bottom (of a vessel)' » ??
pMr {Ker.} *pïr1a4 > Er prå pr1a, ƒ pir1a, Mk prå pr1a4  'head, summit, e a r
(Ähre)' » Prm {Lt.} *bEr- 'hind part' > Vt ber, Z b‰r 'hind, hind part', Z
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b‰r, Yz bo$r id. »» ObU {∫Hl.} *pe"r-VG ≠ *pe"r-tVG 'back (zurück)' > pVg
*pa4Ær´G > Vg: T pa4r´w ≠ pu4r´w, LK pa4rï, MK/UK pa4ri, P pa4r, pa4∏ra4G,
NV/LL pa4r 'zurück'; pOs *pe"rta4˝ ({∫Hl.} *piÆrta4˝) > Os: V/Vy pe"rta4G, Ty
pe"rGi, Kz pa"rta, O pa$Ærta$ id. (ObU *-tV˝, -V˝ - sxs. of the lative case) ¶
UEW 373, Sm. 553 (FP *pera4 'back'), LG 41, Ht. 179 [#541] ¶ This FU
√  is likely to have been semantically influenced by FU *purV <  N
*{b}uÙrV 'back, rear' || D *°pïrÀ- 'anus' > Tm pïr3u id. (variant of D
*pu2rÀ- id. <  N *{b}uÙrV '⇑ ') ¶ D #4379 ˚  D *ï- in *°pïrÀ- is still to b e
explained ˚  Connected (or originally identical) with N *P 3333 e rV  ' g round ,
ear th '? .
1765. *p''''iÂo(-K''''á) 'to ask' > IE: NaIE *prek8-/*pr=k8- v. 'ask ( a
question); ask for sth.' >  OI √pras1-: 3s prs. pr=c≤chati (aor. 3s ≤a-
prat5) 'asks, seeks', Av prs. act. 3s p´r´sa2iti, prs. md. 3 s
p´r´saite 'asks, questions' »» Arm harçanem haRc≈anem 'I a sk ' ,
aor. 3s eharç ehaRc≈, imv. harç haRc≈ »» L posco (< *pr=k8-sk8-) 'I a s k
earnestly, I reflex', precor 'I beg, entreat, request, prey, invoke ' ,
prece2s pl. 'requests, entreaties', procus 'wooer' »» OIr arc- 'beg ,
ask' (arco fuin 'posco veniam'), W archaf, Crn arghaf 'I ask, beg ' ,
MBr archas 'il commanda' »» Gmc *frexna- v. 'ask (question)', p. 3 s
*frax >  Gt frai1hnan (p. 3s frah), ON fregna (p. 3s fra1), OSx
fregnan, AS freÌ$nan ≠ friÌ$nan, NE ∆ frain 'to ask (fragen)', OSx
gi-fregnan 'to learn', OHG gi-fregnan 'to inquire'; Gmc *fre2Go2,
*fre2Go2n 'question' >  Dt vraag, AS freÌ$n, OHG fra2ga, NHG Frage
id.; Ï OHG fra2ge2n, fra2go2n, NHG fragen, OSx fra2gon, D t
vragen 'to ask (a question)' »» Lt pirs7ti (1s prs. pers7u~) 'to woo, t o
ask in marriage', pras7y!ti 'to ask (for sth.)' (<  iter.), Ltv prasI2^t id.,
'to ask (a question)' » Sl *prosi¡ti (<  BSl iter.) >  OCS prositi
prositi, R pro≤sit∆, Uk prositi, SCr pro~siti, Sln pro!siti, Cz
prositi, Slk prosit&, P prosic11 'to ask (beg)', Blg prs. proså ' a s k '
»» pTc {Ad.} *pa4rk- > Tc A pa4rk-/prak-, B pa4rk-/prek- v. 'beg, pray ,
ask (a question)' ¶ P 821-2, EI 33 (*perk8- 'ask, ask for [in marr iage] ' ) ,
M K II 329, M E II 183-4, WH II 346-7, Vn. A 86, Me. EAC 1O6-7, 1 1 4 ,
119, 179, IS III 112-119 (a detailed history of the stem and its ds.), Fs.
161-2, Vr. 14O-1, Vr. N 8O3, Ho. 115-6, Ho. S 22, Kb. 282, 286, OsS
218, Schz. 139-4O, KM 214, Frn. 598-9, Vs. III 377-8, Glh. 5O5-6, Wn.
386, Ad. 371-2, Ad. H 79, 82-3 || A *pæir+r1Ë(ke)- v. 'ask (beg), pray' (≈
{SDM97} *pæiro 'pray, bless'): Tg *pi'ruge2- v. 'pray, predict' >  Neg xïG‰2-
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'pray for happiness\success', Ewk Brg hiruGe2-, Ewk UL/SB ir‰w‰2- v.
'prey, bless', Ewk hiru- vt. 'scold', Sln irug‰2- 'pronounce a blessing o f
good wish for so.' ('proiznosit∆ blagopoqelanie '), Lm hirg‰- ' p r ey
to spirits\god for happiness\success', WrMc firu- id., ' p ronounce
incantations, curse' ¶ STM II 327-8  M *Firu4Ge- v. 'prey, wish well' >
MM [S] hiru?er [hiru4√er] 'Gebet um langes Leben', [MA] hirebe2
hanisqaqsan '(he) expressed a good wish to a sneezer' ('proiznes
blagoe poqelanie ¢ixnuvwemu '), WrM iru4ge-, HlM erøø- v.
'wish well, bless, pray, felicitate', Ord o4ro4∏- 'prononcer des formules d e
bénédictions, formuler des bons souhaits' ¶ Pel. 216-7 [#25], H 7 6 ,
MED 415, Ms. O 538  pKo *pïr- v. 'beg, pray' >  MKo pïr-, NKo pïl-  ¶
S QK #592, Nam 279, MLC 862  ? pJ *p‰r- > OJ por- v. 'wish, hope' ¶ S
QJ #546, Mr. 693 ¶ Adduced in S AJ, but not in DQA  ??σ T *[h]îrk- >
NaT *îrk 'omen, fortune, divination' >  OT îrq 'omen, taking omens ,
divination', OT U VIII îrq 'dice' or 'divination rods', Osm {Zn.} Œr",
{Bu.} Œ0r0"i îrq 'luck, fortune', Tk ∆  Irg", Irk, IrIk, Irg"In id., Qzq îrîq
'lot, fate, (good\bad) fortune', Qrg îrq  'wellbeing, peaceful life', Nog îrq
'desire', SY îrq ≠ e"rîq ≠ e"rq ≠ erq 'omen, predicion, future', ??? Yk îra
≠ îra2 'presentiment, fortune' (unless π M: WrM irua ' foreboding,
bad omen, premonition', cp. WrM irula v. 'presage, portend, curse' -
w Vld. ZDST 294-5). The T √  belongs here if its meaning h a s
developped from *'bless' (acc. to SDM97), but Cl. derives it from 'd ice ,
sticks, etc. used for casting lots, divination, etc.'. The authors o f
SDM97 reconstruct T *îr- on the precarious basis of Yk îra(:), which
may well be of M origin ¶ ET Gl 665-6, Cl. 213, Rs. W 166-7, Rl. I 137O,
SDD 772-4, Bu. I 29, Pek. 38O8-9, MED 415 ¶¶ ADb. KL, DQA #1767 (A
*pæiru- v. 'pray, bless'). The Tg stem may be a loan from M ¶¶ If Yk
îra[:] does not belong here, pT *îrk (even if it is a legitimate cognate)
cannot help us to distinguish between pA *r and *r1 (because precons .
*r1 loses its palatalization in T). If the T √  does not belong here, we lose
the ability to distinguish between A *p- and *pæ- || K: Sv L -p'ïr- ' i n t end
to', Xwa-p'ïre 'I intend to', Sv {Ni.} Xwa-p'iri 'I want', ?σ Sv UB li-p'ïre
'to decide', MG ≥XII, G p'rian- 'belieben, wünschen 'zaxotet∆ ,
poqelat∆ ', Mg {Q} p'ian- 'like, wish (zaxotet∆ , izvolit∆ ,
soizvolit∆)' (π G?) ¶ Dn. s.v. p5°r-, Ni. s.v. xotít∆, GP 164, DCh.
1O25, Chx. 1O24, Q 298 || ? HS: S *√pk'r (≠*√bk'r?) v. 'require, wan t '
(‘  'curse', 'love') >  Ak √pk5r≠ √bk5r (inf. p/bak5a2ru) 'Anspruch
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geltend machen, vindizieren', pak5a2ru 'vindication', Gz √fk'r in t h e
words ?afk'ara v. 'love, long for, cherish', f´k'r 'love, affection', f´k'u2r
'loved, beloved', Hrs √fk'r in ´ft´k'o2r v. 'curse, miscall' ¶ Sd. 1O4, 8 2 6 ,
Jo. H 32, L G 164 ¶¶ Not here (⇔  IS)  S *√brk v. 'bless' (>  BHb, Ph, IA
√brk D , Ar √brk L, D  id.), which is derived from S *≤birak ' k n e e '
(*√brk D  originally means 'make kneel down', whence 'bless' [Ar
barraka 'make kneel down', see  Fr. I 112]), which can be unde r s tood
within the appropriate cultural context: the ritual of blessing involves
knealing of the blessed person (e.g., son)' (w Genesis, chapter 27). An
argument for the denom. origin of the stem for 'bless' is the very fac t
that it is used almost exclusively as a D -stem (as well as a L-stem, which
is its variant), and almost never used as G  (basic stem) except for t h e
pp. *ba≤rïk-≠*b≤aru2k- 'blessed one' (>  BHb ba2≤ru2k33, Aram b´≤rïk33, e tc . ) ,
which was actually a derived adj. ˚ Tg and M suggests that the vw.
after *Â of the N word was labialized. IE *prek8-/*pr=k8- (without reflexes
of N *u++++u 4 444) suggests that the labialized vw. was not *u  or *u4444, hence i t
was *o ˚ IS III 111-25, ≈ Blz. KM 238 [#22] (added G and Mg, but d i d
not distinguish the reflexes of this N word from those of N *n1111a 4 444pVrV
'tender, beautiful', N *paÂ[a]Ùi  '≈  happy, dear', and N *bÅr{h}V ' b e
hungry, want' [‘ 'love']) ˚ Gr. II #94 (*per(k) 'desire') (IE, A, ?CK).
1766. *p''''o 6 666r{i} (or *p''''o 6 666Óar{i}?) 'child, offspring' > IE: NaIE *pari-k-a2
'concubine' or 'whore' (“ 'girl') >  OIr airech 'concubine' (gen.
airige, dat. airig) »» pIrn *parïka2 >  Av pairika2 ' demonic
courtesan', ZPhl parïk >  NPrs îrPa pa4rï 'a good genius, a Peri', MPrs Trf
pryg, pryg?n 'witch', BdhSgd pr?yk 'demon' (bf. of a masc. n o u n
from pIrn fem.) »» Arm har4 haRc7 'concubine' (< *pargya2 with
puzzling voicing *k > *g) ¶ Dmz. SEA 68, ≈ P 789, EI 123 (? *parikehÅ-
'concubine; wanton woman'), Vn. A 43, Horn 69, ≠ Bai. 234 (equa tes
the Irn words with Gk pallaki1ß, pallakh1 'concubine'), Xud. II 40 ¶ *-k-
is a dim. sx., *-a2 is a marker of feminine; the form may be c o m p a r e d
with Tg *pu'r{i}k- 'boy, a youth' (w below) || A *pæuri 'chi ld,
offspring(s)' >  T *°[h]urî 'male child, son' (× A *urV {AD} 'male; young
male relative' < N *Ó++++wurV 'male person') >  OT Y/U/QU urî 'ma le
child, son' (hardly f rom  pT *[h]urug 'seed' [< N *p''''u 6 666ÓrV < [?]
*p''''u 6 666? {e}rV 'fruit', see   s.v. *p''''{e}rV ≠ *p''''u 6 666ÓrV 'fruit'] because of t h e
lack of -g  in the most archaic OT texts) ¶ Cl. 197, TL 315  Tg: [1] Tg *
pu'r- ({∫Bz.} po4r-) 'woman with her children, family, female with i t s
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youngs' (× N *p''''{e}rV ≠ *p''''u 6 666ÓrV 'fruit') >  Ewk huru2 'family, mother o f
many children', Lm hurk´ 'female animal with its young', hurk‰ç 'having
a family, having many children', Neg xuyk‰t 'she-bear\she-odder with
youngs', Orc xu2n‰ (<  *hurun‰) 'female animal with its youngs', [2] pTg
*pu'r{i}k- 'boy, a youth' > Sln ukk‰2x‰%— ≠ urk‰2x‰%—, Lm hurk‰n id., 'son', Ewk
hurk‰2k‰n 'a youth, boy', Ul pure2 ≠ puriG‰ ≠ puri‰ ≠ pur‰ ≠ pur‰G‰ ' a
young', Nn B furi(n-) naI 'young man' ¶ STM II 353-4 ¶¶ ≈ DQA # 1 8 2 9
(A *pæu"~ri 'seed' [does not distinguish between reflexes of N *p''''o 6 666r {i}
'child, offspring' and those of N *p''''{e}rV≠*p''''u 6 666ÓrV, both f r o m
*p''''u 6 666? {e}rV?) 'fruit ']) || D *po2rÀ- ({†GS} *p-) 'child' >  Kn po2ra 'child,
little boy, girl', po2ri 'little girl', Tu po2ra2, po2re 'lad', po2ri 'lass', Tl
po2r3a%d5u 'boy, child, young man', po2r3i 'girl', Gnd po2ri 'young of pigs' ,
pori 'young of chicken', ? Ml po2r3a2 'silly, a glutton' ¶¶ D #46O3 || HS:
the reflex of this N word coalesced with those of N *P3333År[?]V ' b r ing
forth, give birth; young of animals' (q.v. ffd.); the meaning 'child' i s
present in Ch (P’ {MSk.} vu~ra@ 'girl, daughter') and C (Bj {R} fe≤ra2y / p l .
fe≤ray 'child, offspring') ¶ MSk. 21O, R WBd. 81 ˚ The discrepancy
between the IE vw. (suggesting N *a ) and the labialized vw. in D and A
suggests a N etymon *p ''''o 6 666Óar{i} .
1767. *porV 'leaf' > HS: B *fVr[r]- 'leaf' >  SrSn {Rn.} afar, Izd {Mrc.}
if´r (pl. ifraw´n), Grr {Bs.} af´r (pl. ifriw´n), Kb {Dl.} if´rr (p l .
if´rraw´n), ZAS {Loub.} aff´Ò (pl. affÒiw´n) id., Sll {Ds.} if´r ' leaves '
coll.  B *fVrï- 'leaf' >  Nf {La.} tafrit (pl. t´fra), Rf U/B/A {Rn.) TifriT
(pl. Tifray), Rf T Tifris7t (pl. Tifra4y), Izn {Rn.} TifrixT (pl. Tifra4y),
Mz/Wrg {Dlh.} tifrit (pl. tifray), Snd {La.} tefret, Shnw {La.} tifrit; B
*fVra2w- 'leaf' > Ah {Fc.}, Ttq {Msq.}, Gh {Nh.} afraw (pl. ifraw´n), Gd
t´fra (pl. t´frawe2n), Sll {Ds.} afraw (pl. ifrawn), Ntf afraw id. ¶ Fc.
336, Lf. II #O4O8, Nh. 16O, Mrc. 117, Rn. 299, Dl. 218, Msq. 125, Dlh.
Ou 79, Dlh. M 53, Loub. 535, Ds. B 127, La. S 237, La. MChB 471, ≈ NZ
598-9, 645 || IE: NaIE *per-, *per-n- 'leaf, fern' >  OI par≤n5am, Pali
pan5n5a- 'leaf' » KhS pa2rra-, BdhSgd prn?k 'leaf, petal', MPrt png
'foliage', Blc pan, Prc po4∏n, Psh pa2n`a, Shgn pu2n ' leaf' »» Gmc: OSx, OHG
farn, NHG Farn, MDt, Dt varen, AS fearn 'fern', NE fern »» OIr
raith 'fern' »» Lt papa!rtis, ∆  paparﬁtis, Ltv paparde, papards
id. » Sl *paportÁ id. >  OR, R ∆ , Uk ≤paporot∆, R ≤paporotnik, Blg
≤paprat, SCr paŸprat, Slv pa!prat, Slk papradie, P, HLs paproc1,
LLs papros1 'fern'  Ht parsdu {Frd.} 'Knospe, Trieb', {Ts.} 'Trieb ' ,
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{CHD} 'leaf, foliage' (× N *ba4444r÷ 3 333a 6 666 'bud, leaf' [q.v.]) ¶¶ The causes of t h e
semantic change 'leaf' ‘ 'fern' in Europe (Clt, Gmc, BSl) are still to b e
elucidated ¶¶  M K II 223-4, M E II 97 (no et. of OI par≤n5am ' leaf ' ) ,
Bai. 231, Ho. 99, Ho. S 18, Kb. 225, Vr. N 764, KM 184-5, Vn. R  5, Frn.
538, Vs. III 2O2, Frd. HW 164, Ts. W 61, CHD P 19O-1, ≈σ EI 646 (OI a n d
Gmc < *por≤no-m 'wing, feather') || A (× N *ba4444r÷ 3 333a 6 666 '⇑ '): NaT *pu4r ≠
*pu4ru 4 '(small) leaf, bud, needle(s) of a conifer' >  OT bu4r 'bud', Tkm pu4r
'needle(s) of a conifer; foliage (or crown) of a tree', Qzq bu4r ' needle(s )
of a conifer', {Tn. in TL} 'bud', CrTt, Qmq bu4r 'bud', Alt bu4r 'bud, leaf ' ,
Tf bòu4r 'leaves, needle(s) of a conifer, bud (buton )', VTt børe bÁºrÁ,
Bsh bÁºrÁº 'bud', Qrg bu4r 'small young leaves', Xk, Shor pu4r, Tv {TvR}
bòu4ru4, {Ra.} bòu4r 'leaf'; ı NaT *b+pu4r-çu4k 'bud' > Qzq bu4rs7iÆk, Alt bu4rc1u4k,
Xk pu4rc7u4k 'bud', Qq bu4rs7ik 'bud, bit', VTt bÁºrs7 !Ák 'spot (of spo t t ed
fabric)', Bsh bÁºrsÁºk id., 'very small drop', Tk ∆ bu4rc7u4k 'bit, small gra in '
¶ Cl. 354, TL 114-5, Ra. 167, TkR 538, BRS 113, Rs. W 92, TatR 93, Rl. IV
1394, Rl. IV 1394  M: WrM bor9ucu9, bor9ucuy, HlM
borgocog , borgocoj 'evergreen tree cone', Brt borboosgoj ' t r e e
cone', WrM narasunu bor9ucu9 'pine cone' ¶ MED 121, Chr. 1 O 5
 Tg *°p{e}r...- >  Ewk h‰rk‰n‰ 'leaf of tobacco' ¶ STM II 37O  pKo
*pu~ro~ 'lettuce' > MKo puro, pu~ru~, NKo puru ¶ S QK #11O9, MLC 813  ?φ
pJ {S} *pa! 'leaf' > OJ pa!, J: T ha~, K ha2!, Kg/Ns ha!, Sh Fa2!, Ht pa2~, Y ha2! ¶ S AJ
266, S QJ #41, Mr. 394 ¶¶ DQA #1683 (T, M, J) (A *pu!re 'leaf, bud') ||
D (in CD) *porÀ+r- ({†GS} *p-) 'leaf' >  Prj porra 'bush, shrub', Gdb pore
'leaf' ¶ D #4546 ˚  In B and IIr the √  in question coalesced with t h e
reflexes of N *{p''''}ur[y]V 'wing, feather(s)' bringing forth a pseudo-
metaphor: 'leaves' as a µφ  of 'feather'. Altaic *p- (> NaT and Tg *p-, M
b-) suggests N *p- ˚  M and D suggest a pN vw. *o , while T *u4 i n
*pu4r(u4) may be due to regr. as.
1768. (€?) *P3333VÂV 'to cross, to pass through'  (= N *párV , if Az
ba4ra4 belongs here) > HS: S *°√pry >  Ar √fry (pf. Èrafa fara2, ip. -friy-)
{BK} 'traverser, parcourir (un pays)', {Hv.} 'go over the country' ¶ BK II
588-9, Hv. 56O || IE: NaIE *per- v. 'cross, go through\over' (‘ ' b r ing
over, lead') >  OI par-  v. 'bring over, save, surpass' (prs. ≤piparti, Vd
aor. par-s5i), Av par-: ni-pa2rayeînti 'sie führen hernieder', {EI}
'convey across' »» Arm hord hoRd 'trodden, frequented', hordem
hoRdem v. 'pave, trace (a road, path)', hordan tam hoRdan ta-m
'cause to advance, lead on' »» Gk pera 1v  'pass through, transverse', pei1rv
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'pierce quite through' »» L porta2- 'carry, bring, lead', Um PORTATU
'portato' »» Gmc *far- >  Gt faran 'wandern, fahren', ON fara, AS,
OSx, OHG faran 'to drive (fahren)' >  NHG fahren; caus. *fo2rjan ' t o
lead' >  ON fØra, Dn fØre, Sw fo4ra, AS fø2ran, OHG fuoren, NHG
fu4hren  d.: NaIE *poro-s 'Durchgang, Zugang' > Gk po1roß id., 'ford', Av
pa2ra- 'Ufer, Grenze'  d. nomen loci: NaIE *pr=tus, *pertus 'Durchgang '
>  Av p´r´tu-s7 (<  *pr=≤tus), p´s7us7 (<  *≤pr=tus) 'Durchgang, Zugang,
Brücke' »» OL portus, -u2s 'Haustüre', L portus ' haven ' ,
angiportus 'enge Passage, Nebengäßchen'; *-a2-stem: L porta 'ga te ,
door', Um {p }u1rtam  'portam' »» Clt: OW, Crn rit , NW rhyd 'ford', Gl
ritu- 'ford' in n. l.: Ritomagus, Augustoritum »» Gmc: OHG
furt 'ford, passage', NHG Furt, AS ford 'ford', NE ford  IE *per-,
*peri (instr. case?) 'across, beyond' > NaIE *per-, *peri id. (× IE *peri
'around' <  N *p''''i{h ++++Ù ++++Q}ÂÉ 'around', q.v. × IE *per- < N *p''''eÂV ' l ip,
edge', q.v.) >  OI ≤pari 'beyond, away from', Av paîri2Æ 'über - hin', {EI}
'towards, around', OPrs pariy  'über' »» Gk pe1ri, peri1 'darüber hinaus ' ,
∆  pe1r id. »» L per prep. 'through' ‘ 'along, over; because of', L per-
pv. 'through' »» Gmc: OHG fir- (pv. of several meanings: ' across ,
vorbei [mimo ]', perfective meaning, erroneous action [fir-faran
'vorbeifahren, vergehn', firfallan 'geraten, einfallen', fir-denken
'mit den Gedanken abirren, verdenken, verachten', etc.]), NHG ver-
and OSx far-≠ for- (px. of several meanings: perfective, e r roneous
action, etc.) »» Ltv per 'over (über - hin)', Lt perﬁ id., 'through, across ' ,
Pru per , par  'für, durch', Lt per-  pv. 'again, anew, through', Pru par-
≠ per- pv. (perbanda 'vesucht ' , perbillI2ton 'versagen') » Sl *per-
pv. 'across, over, through; anew' >  OCS pr8-  pre7-, Blg pre-, SCr, Slv,
Slk pre-, R, Uk pere-, P prze-, Cz, HLs pr7e-, LLs ps1e- id.; Sl *perz¥
(prep.) >  ChS pr8z5 pre7zË 'over, through' ('y<pe1r, para1'), SCr ∆ , Slv
prez, Cz pr7es, pr7eze, HLus pr7ez, LLus ps1ez, P przez, Blg prez,
R ∆ , Uk, Blr perez 'across, over, through'  Ht pariyan ' across ,
over, beyond; over to, across to' ¶¶ P 81O-7, EI 228-9 (*per- ' pa s s
through'), 581 (*per 'over, through, about'), M K II 216-7, 284, M E II
89-92, F II 491-2, 512-3, WH I 283-6, 343-5, Bc. G 342, Fs. 142-3, Vr.
112, 15O, Kb. 149, 219, 222, 3OO, 3O7, OsS 161-7O, 232, Schz. 1 2 9 ,
142, KM 18O, 223, 225-6, 811, Ho. 98, 111-2, Ho. S 18, Vs. III 236-8 ,
Brü. 441-2, 444, Frn. 572, En. 222-3, En. APG 147-5O, KM 18O, 2 1 9 ,
2223, 225-6, ESlSJ-SGZ I 162-9, 175-8, Jak. 26, 94, CHD P 151-3 || ? E
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pir-: AchEl pi-ir-ik-ra 'ein Durchreisender', pi-ri-ip, pi1r-ri-ba
'Marschierende, Reisende' (pl.) ¶¶ HK 196, 2O9, 217 || ?σ A *pVrÉ v.
'wade, cross a river' >  T: Az {Äz., Hüs.} ba4ra4 'ford', 'ferry', {Ax.} pa4ra4
'ford', ba4ra4 'ferry' ¶ Äz. 62, Hüs. 47, Ax. 31, 826 ¶ The Az word is
isolated within T. Is it a loanword?  ?σ Tg *purÉ- v. 'dive, swim u n d e r
water' >  Neg xuyi-, xuygan-, Ul purin-, Nn Nh purin-, Nn KU xurun‰-,
fY‰run‰-, Nn B furin-, f‰rin-, Ork purru- 'dive', purotc>i- iter. 'dive', U d
xuin-‰- v. 'dive', Ewk hur- 'dive, swim', WrMc fura-, furi-
'untertauchen, unter Wasser schwimmen' ¶ STM II 352, Krm. 3O6, Z
1O92, Hr. 323 ¶ The adduction of the A cognates is valid if we assume
that the meaning 'dive, swim under water' goes back to the meaning
'cross a river by swimming under water' - cp. the meaning WrMc furi-
'durchwaten' reported by H. C. von der Gabelentz (WalG s.v.
'durchwaten' “ Gab. MDW) ˚ Unless the Az word is a loan, it suggests
pT, pA, and N *p- and *-r- .
1769. *{p''''}a4 444?rÉ (= *{p ''''}a 4 444hrÉ?) 'to look', 'to be seen' > HS: S *°√p?+hr
> Ak {Sd.} pa2r-um v. 'look for' ¶ Sd. 836-7  ??i  C: Ag: Aw {Hz.} parr-
v. 'be open' (eye), {Plm., Hz.} parc- v. 'open (eyes) '  ? NrOm: Kf {C}
herabo2 ≠ herawo2, Mch {L} p'a4;rawi 'looking-glass' ¶ C SE IV 456-7, L
M 45  Ch: WCh: BT *par- v. 'look for' > Tng pariÚ id., Bl {Bnt.} paruo
v. 'find' »» ECh: EDng {Fd.} pE~r(I~)n1E~ 'examiner, regarder de près' ¶ J T
129, Bnt. 23, Fd. 59 ¶¶ AD SF 44 || IE *pehr-/*ph=r- > NaIE *pa2r-/*p´r-
({P} *pa2Ær-) v. 'be visible' > Gk peparei6n aor. inf. 'to display, to manifes t '
»» L pa2re2- 'appear, become evident', appa2re2- 'become visible,
appear', compa2re2- 'appear, be visible'  Ht parai- v. ' appear ,
emerge (?)' ¶¶ P 789, F II 5O8, WH II 252-3, Ts. W 6O, CHD P 134 || A:
Tg *peri- v. 'watch', (*'look for' > ) 'try to' > Ewk h‰riwç‰- 'wa tch
(beobachten, verfolgen)', ?σ WrMc feri- v. 'endeavour, strive, m a k e
every effort' ¶ STM II 369, Z 1O49-5O, Hr. 288  Rm. SKE 198 equa ted
the Tg √  with Ko pi\´⁄rî-da ("commonly pronounced perîda") v.
'purpose, intend to do' ¶¶ Tg *e represents A *a4 || D *pa2r- v. 'look a t ,
behold' > Tm pa2r- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'see, look at', Ml pa2rkka v. ' r egard ,
behold', Kn pa2r v. 'look for, wait for', Tu pa2ra 'guard, custody,
keeping', Tl pa2ruva  'sight, glance' ¶¶ D #4O91 (a) ˚  The N cns. *p''''-
is reconstructed on the ev. of Ch.  Not here Eg ∀ pry (a verb t h a t
means, among other things, 'appear, be seen') that is obviously a
semantic derivative from Eg pry 'go out' ('hervorgehen, herausgehen ' )
(w  EG I 518-525, Fk. 9O-1). Neither belongs here the Eg L verb pr ' s ee ' ,
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which is a late form going back to Eg fP ptr v. 'see, behold' (w Fk. 9 6 ,
Vc. 163 s.v. pOOre  'rêver, voir en songe', and EG I 564). The IE lr. (> t h e
NaIE lengthening of the vw.) suggests a N lr. before *r .  The N lr. m u s t
have been *?  or *h , because *? and *h are the only laryngeals that c a n
account for the Ak reflex (a2 from S *a?+h, but not from *a÷+H). NaIE *ph=r-
suggests that the N lr. was *h rather than *? (reduced to NaIE zero i n
the non-syllabic position), but the loss of the lr. in Ht is still to b e
explained.
177O. *P3333o9ËrV 'hollow', 'to gape', 'to be open' (of a hollow) >  K
*°pu˝wr- > G pu˝(v)r- 'aushöhlen, ausbohren', pu˝uro- n. 'hollow in a
tree', adj. 'hollow, empty' ¶ Chx. 151O, DCh. 132O || HS: WS *√p˝r v.
'(be) open' (of a mouth, sth. hollow), 'be hollow, gape' >  BHb √p÷r vi.
G  'be open wide' (a mouth), MHb √p÷r vi. G  'open wide' (of a mouth o r
another hollow object), vt. 'uncover', JA [Mdr.] √p÷r G  'open wide,
uncover oneself', Sr √p÷r v. G  'open wide, gape (as the mouth, t h e
earth, sores)', æroo0πe pE÷≤r-a 2 {JPS} 'a cleft, chasm, gap', {Br.} ' fovea,
caverna', Ar √f˝r G 'open the mouth, be half-opened (as m o u t h ,
flower), yawn', fa˝r-  'opening of a half-open mouth', Jb C {Jo.} √f˝r v.
G (pf. fa≤˝ar, sbjn. y‰f≤˝Or) 'open (the mouth), make an opening ( i n
flesh, wood, etc.)', Mh f‰˝‰rwo2t (pl. f‰˝o2r‰w, f‰˝‰≤rew), Hr s
f‰˝‰ro2t, Jb E f‰˝‰≤rot 'hollow below the Adam’s apple' ¶ KB 898, BDB
822, Js. 12O3, Br. 586, JPS 453, BK II 616, Hv. 569, Jo. J 53, Jo. M 8 9 ,
and Jo. H 31  B *-friÓ- 'cave, hole' >  Sll, CM, Shw ifri id., Izd {Mrc.}
ifri id., Izn/Rf/SrSn ifri 'caverne, terrier, trou', Wrg, Ntf ifri ' cave,
grotto', BSn ïfri id, 'burrow of a rabbit', Sll ti-frï-t 'burrow (of a
rabbit, hedgehog, etc.), hole', Kb ifri  'grotte, abri sous une roche', Tmz
{MT} id., 'caverne, gîte, terrier' ¶ Rn. 298, Ds. 147, 277, 285, Ds. B 5 8 ,
16O, 342, Dl. 218, MT 12O, Dlh. Ou 79, Mrc. 348, NZ 6O1  C: EC:
?σ Ya pOrXOn (pl. pOrOX) 'honeycomb' (E: "it is composed of … holes";
alternatively, "? hollow [of trees]", as in Td) »» SC: Brn faraXo 'gap left
by an extracted tooth' ¶ E PC #292 ¶¶ mt. N *9. . .r  >  B and C *r...Ó || D
*po2rÀ- ({†GS} *b-?) 'a hollow, cavity, hole' (× N *bË?ÂV 'to dig; a pit '??)
>  Tm po2r3ai\ 'hole, hollow in tree', po2r 'hollow of a tree' (D *rÀ >  T m
word-final r , w  An. GTJ 29), Td pÈ;r 'hollow of tree (where bees nes t ) ' ,
Kn po2r 'hole', Tl bor3iya, bor3r3e 'hole, burrow, hollow, pit', bor3r3a
'hole, hollow, cavity in a tree', Gdb, Ku borra 'hole in tree', Knd borÀo
'hole of a crab, etc.' ¶¶ D #46O4 (a).˚  The presence of a N vw. (*-Ë- )
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between *-9-  and *-r-  is suggested by the D cognate (D *-rÀ- going b a c k
to a N intervoc. *-r-  rather than to a cns. cluster) and by the G
postcons. -v-/-u-.
1771. *p''''i{h++++Ù++++Q}ÂÉ ' a round '  > HS: Eg fMK px1r 'turn, turn abou t ,
revolve, surround, enclose', m px1r 'im Umkreisen von' (may b e
adduced unless px1r goes back to Eg OK ps7r id.) (× an addit ional
source: N *P3333o6 666ÂwV [= *p''''o 6 666r 1 111wV?] 'turn, revolve' [q.v.], which c a n n o t
be the main source [for phonetic reasons], but may have influenced t h e
meaning); acc. to Vc., this is the source of DEg px1r 'ensorceler' >  Copt
L po2re pohre, O poxrI pok˙ri, O peer peer 'ensorceler' ¶ EG I 544-7 ,
Fk. 93-4, Er. 319, Vc. 167  CCh: Mlw {Trn.} fi~rki ' renverser ,
retourner' ¶ Trn. MVM 293 ¶¶ ≈ Tk. I 173 (Eg, Mlw + unc. Anf kirp
'turn sth. over to its mouth') ||  IE *peri > NaIE *peri (instr.?) ' a r o u n d '
>  OI ≤pari 'round, about', Av paîri2Æ 'um - herum', MPrs par-, KhS
pari-, para- 'around, beyond' »» Gk pe1ri, peri1 'ringsum, um' »» ?σ pAl
{O} *peri > Al pe4r 'for, about' ¶¶ P 81O, ≈ EI 581 (*per 'over, th rough ,
about'), M K II 216-7, M E II 91-2, Bai. 214, F II 512-3, O 319 ¶ IE *peri
'around' coalesced with the homonymous form *peri 'beyond, across ,
away from' of different origin (<  N *P3333VÂV 'to cross, to pass th rough ' ,
q.v.) ¶ The absence of traces of the N lr. in NaIE may be accounted f o r
by mt.: N *p''''i{h ++++Ù ++++Q}ÂÉ >  *p'iÂÓV >  IE *perÓ-i >  NaIE *peri || U: *pïrÉ
({UEW: *pire+a4) 'circle, ring; to surround' >  F piiri 'Kreis, Zirkel, Ring;
Gebiet', Es piir 'Umkreis, Grenze, Umriß', piira- ' umgrenzen ,
umgeben, Kreise beschreiben' » pLp {Lr.} *pir‰ >  Lp: N {N} birra6 (adv. ,
postp., prep.) 'round, all round', L {LLO} pirra, Klt/T/Kld pÈrr ' h e r u m ,
um' » Er pir1e, Mk per1´ 'eingezaunter Platz (Dreschtenne, Gemüsegarten,
usw.)', 'vegetable garden; farmstead', Er pir1a-, per1a-, pir1i- ' zäunen ,
einzäunen, umringen', Er per1t!, Mk per1f 'um, herum'  Sm: Slq: Tz
{KKIH} pu4rÈ 'ring, circle', LTz {KD} pu4∏re 'ring', Ke {KD} pÈr 'circle;
round', Tm {KD} po4∏ro4k id.» Kms {KD} pæíeri 'ringsum, um' ¶¶ Coll. 4 9 ,
UEW 384 (the √  is unconvincingly considered onomatopoeic), SK 5 5 1 ,
KKIH 155, Ker. II 113-4, KD 52, Lr. #927, N I 18O-1, Lgc. #4949 ˚  Cf.
UEW 384 (U, IE, M ergi- v. 'turn, move round', Ewk h‰rk‰- v. 'tie'). It i s
tempting to suppose that MEl pu-ur 'Kreis, Rundhof (??)' (HK 2 4 1 )
belongs here. ≈ Gr. II #15 (*pir  'around').
1772. (€?) *P3333ÉyÂV(c7777V) 'belly, stomach, contents of the intest ines '
> HS: WS *≤par[V]T- 'contents of the guts\stomach' > Ak pars7-u, BHb
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Sr#p3 ≤pErEs7 id., 'dung', Sr æ¢>orπe pEr≤t-a2 'undigested food in t h e
stomach; dung', JA [Trg.], JPA, JEA aT1r^p2 par≤t-a2, SmA prt, M d
parta 'excrements', Ar farT- {Ln.} '(∂ )  what is extracted from t h e
karis7- (or stomach of a ruminant)', {Hv} 'contents of the stomach o f
ruminants', Tgy fArsi id., Amh fArs 'contents of the stomach', Mh {Jo.}
farT, Hrs {Jo.} fo2r‰T, Jb J {Jo.} ≤fOrT, Sq {L} ≤sort 'undigested food i n
the stomach\entrails of a slaughtered animal' ¶ KB 918, KBR 977, GB
663, Tal 712, Ln. 2358-9, Hv. 552, BK II 561, Js. 1244, Sl. 941, Br. 6O9,
DM 365, JPS 446, Bsn. 989, Jo. M 1O1, Jo. H 35, Jo. J 62, L LS 343, Sd.
836, MiK I #1.221 || ?σ IE: ¿ Ht paratarru 'lying prone' ¶ Ts. W 6 O
(absent in CHD) || U *piyra 'stomach of an animal, crop of a bird' >  F
piira 'der zweite Magen der Vögel, Kropf', pLp {Lr.} *pire2(m) >  Lp: N
{N} birram ≠ birran ≠ birrem, birras7 / -aZ7- 'crop of a b i rd ,
craw', L {LLO} pire2v ≠ pire2m 'der Magen des Eichhörnchen;
Kaumagen, Muskelmagen der Vögel', pira2v ≠ pira2m 'Kaumagen (be i
Vögeln)', T {TI} pa¿rram 'crop of a bird' » Er puyarma, {Reg.} purmo, M k
pa4rma 'stomach of birds'  Sm {Jn.} d. *perka4 (≠ *pirka4?) 'belly' >  Ne T
pirci, T O {Lh.} pirc1ï 'crop of birds', Ne F {Lh.} pï¬!Oc1c1i
'Blättermagen', En d. {Cs.} ≤fed!iko 'Fischmagen', Slq Tz {KKIH} pe£rqÈ
'belly' ¶¶ UEW 378-9, Lr. #928, Lgc. #4955, Jn. 122, KKIH 148-9 || amb
A: pKo *pÄ!i\ 'belly' > MKo pÄ!i\ id., NKo pa4 'stomach, abdomen, belly' ¶ S
AJ 9O, 251 (#4), S QK #4, Nam 251, MLC 743  pJ *pa~ra~ 'belly' >  OJ
pa!ra~, J: T/Kg hara!, K ha!ra ¶ S AJ 9O, 264 (#3), S QJ #4, Mr. 399 ¶¶ An
alt. et.: Ko, J < A *p[æ]e2~lo (≈  {DQA} *pe2~ylo!) 'belly, liver' (S AJ 9O, DQA
#1632) <  N *pa 4444 l ∏ ∏∏∏V  'inside, entrails, liver' (q.v.). Cf. Rm. SKE 182, Mr. KJ
243, Mill. JAL 153).
1773. *P 3333År[? ]V  'to bring forth, to give birth' (of animals), 'young o f
animals' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ v. 'breed') > HS: S: [1] WS *√pry v.
'bring forth posterity' > BHb erf†√pry 'bring forth posterity' (ubr^u
urp6†p´≤ru2 wu-r≤b3u2 'bring forth posterity and multiply!' - 2p imv.), Tgr
√fry (pf. fAra) 'sich vermehren, hervorbringen'; [2] S *parr- ' young
ungulate, bull' (× N *p''''{o}r[w]V '[female, young?] ungulate [esp.
bovine)], q.v. ffd.) ¶ KB 9O4-5, KBR 963-4, 967-8, Ln. 2356, Sd. 834, LH
659  B *√fr{?} > Kb nnufru 'accoucher, enfanter', Izn tin´fra, BSn
tan´fra, CA tim´nn´fra 'placenta, délivre' ¶ Dl. 551, ≈ NZ 6O2-3  C: Bj
√fry ({R} p. ≤a-fri, prs. a-fan≤r°) pcv. 'give birth, beget', {R} -t-
fera2y v. ps. 'be born', fe≤ra2y (pl. fe≤ray) 'child, offspring' »» Ag: Bln
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{R} fr°-/friy- v. 'multiply, have offspring, beget' (lu≤w° ≤fr°ti ' d i e
Kuh hat viele Kälber gebracht', y-o33k5u"r fr°n°u3X 'meine Söhne h a b e n
Kinder erzeugt'), Xm {R} fir-  'sich vermehren' (die Herde) ¶ R WBd 8 1 ,
R WB 125, R Ch. II 43  Ch (× N *p''''o 6 666r{i} [or *p''''o 6 666Óar{i}?] 'child,
offspring'): WCh: NrBc: Wrj {Sk.} vurd'- v. 'bear, give birth', Cg {Sk.}, Kry
{Sk.} v‰@rd'‰@, My {Sk.} vurk-, {ChL} a! vÈ!rkÈ!, P’ {MSk.} v‰~rd'a2, Sir {Sk.}
vu_d'-, Mbr {Sk.} v‰~rk-, Jmb {Sk.} vu@rd'-, Dir {Sk.} v‰!5ra@ id., P’ {MSk.}
v‰~rd'a2 v. 'give birth, beget', vu~ra@ 'girl, daughter' »» CCh: Zm {J} fra~?a~,
{Sa.} v‰~ra~?a~ v. 'give birth, beget' ¶ ChC s.v. 'bear' and 'beget', JI II 1 6 1 ,
ChL, Sk. NB 23, MSk. 21O ¶¶ In S, Bj, and Ag the verb *√pry (> *√fry)
'have offspring, bring forth, beget' coalesced with *√pry v. 'bear f ru i t '
(<  N *p''''{e}rV ≠ *p''''u 6 666ÓrV ' fruit ' ) || IE: NaIE *per- v. 'give birth' > L
pario2, pare"re (pfc. pe"pe"ri, sup. partum) v. 'bring forth, bear' »»
Gk po1riß (gen. po1rioß) 'calf' »» W erthyl, {YGM} erthyl(iad)
'abortion' »» Lt pere$ !ti (prs. periu~), Ltv pere2 ^t 'to hatch, to b r o o d ' ,
Lt peﬁras 'larva, hatch egg', z7uvu<ﬁ peﬁras 'fish spawn', peraiﬁ 'Brut ' ,
Ltv pe>ri 'larvae of bees, grubs' » Sl *(vÈ-, jÁz-)p¥r(-t)- 'give b i r t h
(prematurely)' > ChS isp5r5t5k  ispËrËtËk  'a child cut out of t h e
womb of its mother',  Uk vi-port-ok , R ∆ vyporotok ' p r e m a t u r e
birth', Cz s-pratek, † zpratek, Cz L vy1-par-ek ' p rematu re -born
calf', P {Chd.} wyporek 'cesarean section', wyporka 'a child t a k e n
from the womb by the cesarian section', wypro1tek 'a chi ld \animal
cut out of the womb of its mother' »» AdS : contamiantion with N
*p''''{o}r[w]V '(female, young?) ungulate (esp. bovine)' (q.v. ffd.) >  Gk
po1riß 'calf'; OHG far, farro, NHG Farre, AS fearr, ON farri
'(young) bull'  NaIE ds. for youngs of animals (*pr=-tV) >  OI
pr=thuka-h5 'young of an animal, boy' »» Arm or† oRt≈, gen. -u -u
'calf, young deer', NArm ∆  hoRt≈ ± f‰Rt ± fueRt≈ ≠ hueRt≈ id. »» Gk
po1rtax, po1rtiß 'calf' ¶ -t- in *pr=-tV- and Sl *(vÈ-, jÁz-)p¥r-t- may be a
sx. of pp. (*pr =-tV-  'born') ¶ P 818, EI 24 (*per- 'offspring of an animal '
“  'what is brought forth'), WH II 255-6, M K II 332-3, F II 58O, YGM-1
218, Vr. 113, Kb. 221, 225, OsS 161, KM 185, Ho. 99, Frn. 573, Hü.
483, Slt. 2OO-1, ≈ Ma. CS 467 || D: [1] (in SD) *pa2r-, *pa2rVpp- /
*pa2rVv- ({†GS} *p-) 'child, young of an animal' >  Kn pa2ra 'boy', T m
pa2rppu 'fledgling, young of birds, young of tortoise \ frog \ toad \
lizard, etc., young of quadrupeds', pa2rval 'fledgling, young of d e e r
and other animals', Ml pa2rppu 'shoal of young fish, small fry' ¶ D
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#4O95  [2] D *pa2rVlß ({†GS} *p-) 'a young (female?) buffalo' (×  N
*p''''{o}r[w]V '⇑, q.v. ffd.]) ¶¶  Not here D *perÀ- v. 'beget, give birth' ( D
#4422), which goes back rather to N *berÉ?a  'give birth' (q.v.) ˚  D
*-r-  suggests a pN cns. cluster with *r ; in the light of the HS data it m a y
have been *-r?- ˚  Cf. IS SS #1O.7 and IS MS 361 (roqdat∆ *p5erÿ: IE
*per- v. 'give birth', A *po4rV 'offsprings', U *perV 'family, relatives', HS
*pr- 'offsprings, child, fruit'; does not distinguish the reflexes of N
*P3333År[?]V from those of N *p''''{e}rV ≠ *p''''u 6 666ÓrV 'fruit' and N *p''''o 6 666r {i}
' chi ld ' ) .
1774. € *p''''Åri[?V] 'take out, pull out \off '  > HS *√pry≠*√pr? (<
**pVri?V) v. 'take out, go out' >  (×  N *p''''År[y]V 'run, flee', q.v.) Eg ∀
pry v. 'go out' ('herausgehen, hervorgehen'), DEg pry ' herausgehen ' ,
Copt Sd peIre peire, B fIrI p˙iri 'sortir' ¶ EG I 518-525, Fk. 9O-1,
Er. 134, Vc. 162-3  C: Bj {R} √fr? (1s: p. ≤a-fra?, prs. afan≤r°?)
'(her)ausziehen', (1s: p. a-≤fra2?, prs. atfa≤r°?) ' (her )ausgehen,
aufgehen (Sonne, Mond, Sterne)', {Rop.} fir?(a) v. 'get \ lift \ pick \
fetch out\up' (ba≤ru2 as7s7i≤gEti u2≤hanZ7ar ≤farr?i 'he is quick t o
get out his dagger', ba≤ru2 kwire-fa2r≤?°bi 'he is a tooth-drawer ' ) ,
fir?a (2m p. tifir?a) vi. 'get out\up', 'rise' (sun) »» EC: Sa {R} far-
'ausgehen' (≤is7s7i ≤dibo2l ≤fartå 'sie ging in die Steppe'), 'weggehen,
abweichen von der Volkssitte'; but not here Hd fir- v. 'go out' (⇔
SSAAJ I #32), which goes back to HEC *ful-, Hd -r- being a reg. reflex o f
EC and HEC *-l- (Hd. 71) »» Dhl {EEN} fir- 'take out' ¶ R WBd 81-2, R S II
17, Rop. 18O-1, EEN 23 ¶¶ Cf. SSAAJ I #32 ¶¶ The separate existence o f
the HS roots *√p+fr v. 'flee' (w N *p''''År[y]V 'run, flee') a n d
*√pry≠√pr? v. 'go out, take out' is suggested by the distinction within
Bj, where each of these roots is represented by a different verb || D
*parÀi- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'tear off, pluck' (× N *p ''''a 4 444ri {?}É [or *p''''a 4 444ryÉ?] ' t o
tear, to split' × N *P3333VÂ{t''''}V 'to jerk, to pull [out], to tear off') >  T m
par3i  (fts. -pp- , prts. -tt-) 'to pluck, to crop, to weed', par3i (fts. -v-,
prts. -nt-) 'to be cut off, to be torn apart', Ml par3i 'pulling, tear ing
off', Kt payr-  vt., vi. 'break by pulling both ends (as rope, f lower-stem)' ,
payr 'rag', Td par3y- v. 'pluck forcibly', par3y 'rag', Kn par3i- 'break off,
tear asunder, tear', Kdg pari 'pluck', par(a)Nkuni, parkuni 'pluck o u t ' ,
parpuni 'pluck, pull out', Tl par3iya 'piece, fragment, slice', Kui paZ>a
'hew, cut down', Krx par`a"x- 'separate or force asunder the two parts o f
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some object previously split' ¶¶ D ##3962, 4O27 ˚  Dhl *f- (for t h e
expected p-  < N *p '''' -) is puzzling (infl. of some paronymous word?).
1775. *p''''a 4 444ri{?}É (or *p''''a 4 444ryÉ?) 'to tear, to split' > HS: S (or CS)
*√pry ≠ *√prr 'split, break' > Ar √fry v. 'cut, split', {Hv.} 'slit, c u t
out, rip off (skin)', Ar Sh  √frr 'fendre, couper en deux', Ar √frfr (p f .
farfara) v. 'couper, briser, déchirer', {Hv.} 'cut, break', BHb rrf √prr
Sh (pf. rif5e4 he2≤p3ïr) v. 'break, destroy', MHb √prr D  (pf. rr4p4
pe2≤rer), √prpr (pf. rp4r^p5 pir≤per) 'zerbröckeln', JA [Trg.] TD  (p f .
?it3par≤per) 'zerbröckelt werden', {Js.} 'crush, crumble', Ug {Grd.,
DrvG} √prr G v. 'break' (Grd. UT #2121, DrvG 156, OLS 355), Ak
{Sd.} √prr  D  'zerstreuen' (× √prr 'auflösen', which is hardly of t h e
same origin and is akin to Rn fura 'untie, undo, open sth. fastened,
release'); S *0√wpr > Ar √wfr D  {Hv.} 'cut out a large piece of c lo th '
¶ KB 916-7, KBR 974-5, BDB #6565, Js. 1236, ≈ Lv. T II 298, BK II 5 5 9 ,
582, 1574, Hv. 552, 56O, 883, OLS 355, Sd. 83O, PG 116  ?σ EC: Sml
faru2r {DSI} 'aprire un passaggio per far defluire qs., fare un canale p e r
deviare qs. (fiume, liquido, ecc.)', {ZMO} 'cut a channel' ¶ DSI 2 2 2 ,
ZMO 136  B *√frÓ (most probably √fr?) v. 'tear' > Kb fri ' déchi re r ' ,
Gd ´fru (3m pf. ifra) 'être cassé\déchiré, se casser\déchirer; f endre
(une bête égorgée)'; ??σ B *-fVru2-≠-fVrï- 'sword' > Grr/Fgg {Bs.}
ÊvrfT ta-fru-t 'épée', Izd {Mrc.}, Fgg ta-fru-t id., Zng {Bs.} ™YrfT
te-feri-t3, {MH ‘ Nic.} te5f´ri 'poignard', CM tafrut, tafra '∈ knife,
sword' ¶ Dl. 229-23O, Lf. I 265 and II #O412, Bs. NLB IV 342, Bs. MS I
16O, Mrc. 1O9, Nic. 193, NZ 605-7  ? Ch: WCh: Hs b'a2!Ra~ v. 'split' (ya2
b'a2Ra go2!ro~ 'he split a kola-nut into segments') (×  Hs b'a2!Ra~ v. 'shell, peel ,
strip off [bark]', which is probably of different origin) » Dr {J} b'er- v.
'tear', ? Krf {Sch.} b'a~ra~lu! v. 'break (e.g., a stick)' » Ngz b'È~Ru! 'separate a
unitary thing into parts' »» CCh: Db {Lnh.} pu@r, {ChL} pur v. 'tear' »» ? ECh:
Skr {Sx.} pu~rse@ v. 'split' ¶ ¶ Unlike SSAAJ (I #28), I prefer to keep a p a r t
words of AG for vt. 'break', such as Gmy {SSAAJ} piar-am v. ' b r e a k '
(which probably belongs together with Gmy pi!yE~n, Cp piy‰n, Ang pYin,
Su pi~yi~n vt. 'break', Fy pyan id. [ChC, ChL]) and Ang {Flk.} parp v.
'smash with noise' (which is o ) ¶ ChC s.v. 'split', 'break', 'tear', Abr. H
77, ChL, Sch. DN 28 ¶¶ SSAAJ I #28, Sk. HCD 29 || IE: NaIE *(s)per- v.
'tear, be torn, break' > Arm πer† p≈eRt≈ {Bdr.} 'piece, bit' ({P}
'abgerissenes Stück') »» Gk spar-a1ssv, Gk A spar-a1ttv v. 'tear, rend i n
pieces, mangle', spa1ragma 'a piece torn off, shred, fragment' »» ON
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spio<rr 'shred of cloth, rag' (< *sperro2) »» Lt spu~r-ti (prs. spu2r-u~),
spury!-ti vi. 'to fray', Ltv ∆ {ME} spurt 'ausfasern', Ltv spuro^tie^s
'to become frayed\ragged' » Sl *por-ti /  1s prs. *porjoß > ChS prati
prati / por) porjo< 'scindere', R po≤rot∆ / po≤r√, Uk poroti v.
'unpick, rip (clothes)', Blg ≤porå 'cut into parts', SCr 1s prs. po~r°m
(Ï  inf. po~riti), Slv pra!ti / po!rjem v. 'rip up', Cz pa11rati, P
pro1c1 / porze< 'unsew, unseam, rip u p '  ¶ WP II 668, P 99O (the Arm
word misquoted with p- for p≈-), IS II 1O1, F II 757, Vr. 536, Frn. 8 8 6 ,
Kar. II 28O-1, ME III 1O33, Vs. III 332, Mikl. L 659, Glh. 496 || U: FU
*pa4re v. 'break, split' (> Chr: H per´-, L per¥- v. 'strike') Ï *pa4re-k,
*pa4re 'kleines Stück; Span' > F pa4re (gen. pa4reen) 'Span, Kienspan', ?
Es peerg (gen. peeru), pirg (gen. piru) 'Kienspan' » ? Prm {Lt.}
*pu$r 'crumb' > Z pÈrig id., Vt pÈrÈ id., n11an1 pÈrÈ 'crumbs of bread' ( t h e
change of the vw. is puzzling) »» ObU *pÉ—r- > pVg *pa4∏r 'crum, p iece '
(preserved in cds.) >  Vg: P to2r-pa2r 'rag' (lit. 'piece of cloth', to2r i s
'Tuch'), NV tarpO4∏r, SV torpO2r, LL tarpO2r 'rag', P n1in1-pa2r 'crumb of b r e a d '
(n1in1 is 'bread'), SV n1a4n1-pO2r 'crumb of bread'; pOs *pe"r ({∫Hl.} *piÆr) > Os
V/Vy/Ty/Y/D/K pe"r 'crumb' ¶ UEW 366, Lt. 196, LG 236, Ht. 178 #53O,
Kn. VW 166 || A {SDM97} *pæa4∏re v. 'split; crack, precipice' ({DQA}
*pæi\a2 !rV 'split, crack') > Tg *pi'ri- v. 'split; crack' > Ewk hiri-kt‰ ' c r ack ,
tre∑ina ', ∆  hirk‰-, sirn‰- vi. 'crack (of wood\ice)', Lm hir ' c r ack ,
fissure, crevice', Ork pïri-kt‰ 'crack, chink (in ice)', WrMc fiyere-,
fiyerene- vi. 'crack (obrazovat∆så tre∑ine , treskat∆så)',
fyeren 'crack, fissure; ravine (u∑el∆e )' ¶ STM II 327  ? T *Ja2r- v.
'split, cleave (with a sharp instrument)' (× N *z6666a 4 444rÙV 'to cut, t o
wound', q.v. ffd.) ¶ Belongs here only if S’s rec. of A *i\a2 is justified  ¶ ¶
SDM97 s.v. *pæa4∏re (T, Tg + unc. M *Fergi 'steep bank', see  N *P3333a 4 444Âga
'to split'), ≈ DQA #1783 (incl. T, Tg) || D *parÀi- ({†GS} *p-) 'tear off ,
pluck' (×  N *p''''Åri[?V] 'take out, pull out\off', q.v. ffd., as well as N
*P3333VÂ{t''''}V 'to jerk, to pull [out], to tear off'?) ˚  Cf. IS II 1OO-1
(*pæa4r1ÿ 'tear, break, split'; IS adduces A *pæo4r1u≠*pæu4r1u4 (> T *[h]u4r1-
'tear, pull apart or to pieces', M *Fu4ru4- 'rub, grate, file', and Tg *puru-
'crush, chop up, crumble'), which is to be rejected because the A vw.
does not correspond to those of U and D and because A *r1 does n o t
corespond to D *-r-≠-rÀ- ˚  The IE *s- mobile points to a palatal
element in the N word or its later development (N *p ''''a 4 444 ryÉ or *p''''a 4 444ri{?}É
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> *pa4ryE) and to the initial *p''''- (rather than *p- ) ˚  The glottalized cns .
in Ch and the long vw. in T point to a N lr., while lack of its traces in S
and IE suggests that it was *? . Acc. to Pr.’ theory (Pr. M VI-VII), the s t e m
final vowel apophony i/a and u/a suggests a pB stem-final l r .
(symbolized as *Ó), which may reflect the same N lr. (but n o t
necessarily so, because the root final *? may well be of posit ional
origin, as in the case of B *√md{?} < N *muda  'to finish', q.v.). D *parÀi-
is a reg. reflex of N *p ''''a 4 444ri {?}É  ˚ ≈ Gr. II #385 (*peri v. 'tear') (IE, U +
err. A, Ko, Ai).
1776. *p''''ar[V]÷ 3333 {i} '∈ stinging insect(s) ' > HS: S *°para÷- >  Ar fara÷-
'lice' coll. ¶ Fr. III 338, BK II 579  Ch: WCh: SBc: Buli {ChC} f‰!Re~n,
{ChL} fu~ren 'fly', Zar K {Sh.} vurIn, Zar {ChL} vU~rU~N, Dw {ChL} vuren
'mosquito' »» ? CCh: Mdr {Mch.} ≤v´rre (?) 'fly', Dgh vra~vra!, Msy
{Mch.} v‰re, Db {ChL} vÈ~rru!t, {Lnh.} vÈrÈc7, Db K {Sb.} vro!t 'mosquito' ¶
ChC, JI II 148, ChL, JS 111 || U: FU (att. in Lp) *°po[:]rV >  pLp {Lr.}
*pO2rO2- 'Tabanus, Oestrus' > Lp: N {N} boaro 'horse-fly, gadfly', Kld {TI}
pu¯ara" 'gadfly', {SaR} puar 'botfly', S {Hs.} boaºr´u4ve, boaºr´u4je
'Renntierbremse, Oedemagena tarandi' ¶  Lr. #976, Lgc. #515O, TI 3 8 5 ,
Hs. 354, N I 2O4, SaR 268, ≠ UEW 724 || A *pæa2r{i} 'bee, wasp' >  T ( a t t .
in NaT) *ha2rî (or *ha2rîg?) 'bee, wasp' > OT [MhK] {Cl.} arî2, MU XIII arî
'bee, wasp, hornet', MQp aru, XwT, Chg arî, ET {LCq} ha2rî 'bee, wasp', ET
ha4ra4, Qq ha4rre, Tkm, Qrg a2rî, Xlj {Tn. in TL “?} hO2rî 'bee, wasp', Ggz a2rî
'wild bee', Tk arI, Az, Tv arî, Tv Tj Xarî, Xk a2r, QK {B} arî ≠ arî˝ ' b ee ' ,
Ln arî 'big black fly (bee?)', Qzq ara , Uz ari 'wasp', StAlt aru2 'bee' ¶ Rs.
W 25-6, ET Gl 186-7, TL 186, Cl. 196-7, DTS, Rl. I 248, 272, BIG 11 ¶
The cause of preserving *h- in ET, Tv Tj, and Qq is unknown. The NaT
rec. is most likely without *-g , unless -˝ in QK is inherited; it may have
been induced by analogy with some *-îg/-ig-words  pJ {S} *pa!ti! >  OJ
pa!ti! 'bee', J: T ha~c1i, K ha!c1i!, Kg ha!c1i` 'bee, wasp, hornet' ¶ S QJ 238, Mr .
4O1, Kenk. 411 ¶¶ S VL #32 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1755 (A *pæe2!ra 'bee'; incl. T, J )
|| D: Kui parr`i 'hornet', Ku ∆ pra2r`i 'wasp', ∆ parr~i 'wild bee' ¶ D # 3 9 8 5
˚ FU *o2 goes back to eU *a2 < N *a  with compensatory lengthening ˚
Cf. Rs. UW 28 (U, A), IS MS 358 ('bee': U, A).
1777. (€?) *p''''Åri{÷}V 'strew, spread, extend' > IE: NaIE *(s)p(≈)er-,
*sprei\-, *spreu\- 'strew, scatter, sow' >  Arm πarat p≈aRat
'detached, disunited, dispersed' (<  *p≈ôr-), πaratem p≈aRatem ' I
dissipate, disperse, scatter', ? sπ®em sp≈r2em 'I spread, disseminate,
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disperse, scatter', sπi® sp≈ir 2 adj. 'spread, dispersed, diffused,
extended' (<  *sp≈e2ro-), sπi®˚ sp≈ir2k≈ 'dispersion' »» Gk spei1rv v.
'scatter, sow, strew', spe1rma, spora@ 'semen, seed' »» Gmc *spre2wen >
NNr spraº 'spröde, brüchig werden', Gmc *spre2u\jan >  MDt spraeien
'fly about (like dust)', ¿ OHG {OsS} sprAjen, sprAwen ' spr i tzen,
stieben', Gmc *spro2u\jan >  OHG sprouwen 'sprühen, sprinkle', NHG
spru4hen 'to spray, to sprinkle', OHG F {ML} sprowan ' sp rühen ,
zerstieben' ı OFr {ML} esproher 'besprengen' »» pAl {O} *spara2 > Al
fare4 'seed, semen'  Ht ispar(r)-, isparriya- 'spread, s t rew,
scatter' ¶¶ P 993-4, EI 5OO (*sper-  'strew, sow'), F II 762-3, KM 733, Kb.
945, OsS 855, ML #8188, Me. EAC 35, Slt. 387-9, O 93, Pv. I-II 441-7 ||
? HS: S *°√pr÷ (×  N *P3333or1111÷V 'hair', q.v.) > Ar far÷- {Hv.} 'woman’s ha i r ' ,
{BK} id., 'chevelure' (esp. 'chevelure très abondante'), Ar √fr÷ (p f .
fari÷a) {Hv.} 'have abundant hair', {BK} 'avoir une chevelure t r è s
abondante, telle qu'elle couvre toute la tête' ¶ BK II 578-9, Hv. 557 ||
?? K: +ext.: MG, G prkv-ev- 'pour, strew, scatter' ('schütten, vergießen,
streuen') ¶ DCh. 1316, Chx. 15O3 || D *par- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'spread' >
Tm para v. 'spread, be diffused, be flattened (as by hammering)', Ml
parakka v. 'spread, be diffused, extended', Kt pard- '(small objec ts )
spread over large space', part-  v. 'spread (grain, chillies) in sun to d ry ' ,
Td par- v. 'open wide (an entrance)', Kn parad5u vt., vi. ' sp read ,
extend, be diffused', Kdg para- v. 'crawl', parat- v. 'spread (grain)', Tu
parapuni  v. 'creep, crawl, spread (as a creeper)', parad5uni vt., vi.
'spread', Tl parapu, par3apu 'broad, extended, expanded', paravu
vi. 'spread', ∆  par3a%gu, para%gu, paragu id., Klm pa2rakeN v. 'crawl' ( o f
babies), Prj parp- (p. part-), Gnd parha2na2 v. 'spread', Knd pa®À- v. ' s p r ead
(as a mat)', Kui prahpa (p. praht-) vt. 'spread out, scatter', Ku pressali
v. 'spread out paddy to dry' ¶¶ D #3949, Km. 426 ˚  IS MS (*p5a{rj }a
v. 'spread': IE, D). The N initial *p''''- is suggested by IE *(s)p-. IE *s-
mobile suggests a palatal element in the prehistory of the word (N
*p''''Åri{÷}V > *p'a+a4rya). The form *p'a+a4rya is also responsible for D *-r-
(regularly from cns. clusters with *r ). N *÷  > S *÷  and zero in K and Ht.
1778. *p''''or{÷}u 6666 'to heat with fire, to burn '  > HS: C: Dhl puru÷- vi. {E}
'be burnt up', {EEN} 'burn, cook', {To.} 'burn' ¶ E PC #389 (Dhl < SC {E}
*pur÷- v. 'be burnt'; + err. Ag {E} *b´r-/*b´l- v. 'burn'), EEN 7, To. D
145 || K {Fn.} *°pur- v. 'heat, heat with fire' > Mg pur- id., ' incandence '
¶ Q 339, Fn. KD #1O9 || IE: NaIE *preu\s- vi. 'burn' > OI ≤plo2s5ati
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'burns, scorges, singes', plus5t5a- 'burned, scorged, singed' »» pAl {O}
*prus7a2 > Al T/G prush 'bed of hot coals or of live charcoal, live
ember', Al {My.} pru2s7 'brennende Kohlen, Glut' »» L pru2na 'live coal' (<
*prusna2), pru2ri-o / -ïre 'itch' ¶ WP II 88, EI 88, M K II 387, P 846, My.
355, O 348, AlbED 697, Kf. 283, BFU 45O, LamP 158 || U: (ppU **poru?
>) U *porV (in FP) ≠*purV (in Sm) vi. 'burn' > FP *porV > Es ∆  p´⁄ren1dò
'Brand auf der Schwende, Schwende, Brandacker' ('sõõrutuli, sõõ rd ' ) ,
p´⁄rendòe 'mit großen Flammen brennen, p´⁄ren1t; (gen. p´⁄rent;i) ' g roße
Flamme', Lv p´⁄rand¥ks 'Scheiterhaufen' » Prm *pur- v. 'burn' > Vt
purom-  'grow hot' (of live coal), puromÈt-  'kindle (firewood)', Z LL purd-
'burn (earthenware, bricks)', Prmk Zz purdÈ- 'pour boiling water o n '
('obvarivat∆ ')  pre-Sm *pura- > Sm {Jn.} *p¥raº- vi. 'burn' > Ne T
pa€ra- 'be burnt down\round, burn oneself' ('sgoret∆ , obgoret∆ ,
obqe¢∆så '), pa€rada- vt. 'burn down\round, scorch' ('sqe¢∆ ,
obqe¢∆ , opalit∆ '), Ne F {Lh.} parata2mmÈ∏ 'gebraten', En {Ter.} poraj
'burnt down', En X (Cs.) foÒa≤rabo 'braten' (1s aor. obcj.), B (Cs.)
foradabo id., Slq UKe {KD} pO¯rrU;Ìan (1s aor.), pO¯rUmba (3s) ' i s
bitter' ¶ UEW 737, LG 233, Jn. 114 || A {SDM97} *pæo~re 'fire; to burn' >
T *[h]o4rt 'flame, fire, conflagration, forest-\steppe-fire', *[h]o4rt- vi.
'burn' > OT {Cl.} o4rt 'flame, conflagration', Tkm NC, Qrg, Qzq, Qq,
StAlt, Xk o4rt, Tv {Bich.} ö <rt 'fire (Brand, poqar )', Tf O$ <®tæ ' forest-f ire ' ,
Chg [Ab.] Êrv" o4rt 'flame that is spread in a field by wind', Tkm o4rt al-
'get burnt' (of food) ('podgorat∆ '), 'be burnt down', Bsh u4rt, Yk
o4rt/o4rd- 'burning out the remainder of last year’s grass' ('p a l '), ' s t eppe
fire', VTt ¥rt u4rt 'burning of last year’s grass, fire (Brand), live coal ' ,
Chv virt 'steppe fire'; T *[h]o4rtæa4- > NaT *o4rtæa4- vt. 'burn' > OT o4rta4- v t .
'light, burn', , Xk o4rte- 'burn down', Qq o4rte- id., v. 'set fire to, kindle ' ,
Qzq o4rte- v. 'set fire to, make a fire' ¶ Cl. 2O1, 2O8, ET Gl 55O-1, Rs. W
375, TatR 752, Ash. V 245, Md. 5O, KrkR 513, Jud. 599, Fed. I 125, Sht.
294, Ra. 214, S AJ 191 [#158], JkR 289, Bich. 52  M *°[F]o4rV > Kl ør
o4r 'kindling, firing up (ro 1zqig )' (arhsnd ør øgx 'to kindle d r y
dung [used as fuel]' [= 'razqe¢∆ kizåk ']); M {∂DQA} *[F]o4rde- > WrO
o4rdo4- v. 'fire up, stoke up', Kl o4rd´- 'kindle (a big fire)', {Rm.} ' f euern ' ,
{KRS} hal ørdx 'kindle fire', {Rm.} 9al o4rdE2dò 'ein Großfeuer
anzündend', WrM {Kow., Gl.} o4rd+tu4s- (or u4rd+tu4s-?) 'blaze up, t a k e
fire' ('prendre feu, s’enflammer'); other ds.: WrM o4rbis-, o4rbid- t o
burst into flames, blaze' ¶ KW 298, Krg. 151, KRS 424, Kow. 587, Gl. I
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337, MED 64O, S AJ 289 [#134]  Ko {S} *pî!r 'fire' > MKo pî!r, NKo ( =
Ko Sl/Ph) pul, Ko ds.: PhN/Chj/Kw pul, Ks pu!!l, Hm puòl ¶ S QK #3O, Nam
273, MLC 832, S AJ 252 [3O]  J *p‰~-i 'fire' > OJ pyi, J: T hi!, K hi~i, Sh
Fï! ¶ Q SJ #25, Mr. 4O5  ??σ  Tg *puri-/*piri- v. 'dry (over fire)' > Ewk
huri- ± huriGï- ± hiriw- id., Neg xïwun ({STM} < *hiriwun) 'wicker
device for drying fish\meat over fire', Orc xi 'shelf for drying fish ove r
fire', WrMc fiyariNgiya- vt. 'dry in the sun' ¶¶ S AJ 265 [#25], DQA
#1828 (A *pæo" ~re) || D: [1] *pori ({†GS} *p-) 'spark, fire, fireplace' > Ml,
Tu pori  'spark', Klm, Nkr poy 'hearth', fireplace'  [2] *por- ({†GS} *p-
) v. 'parch, roast, fry; be parched, fried' > Tm pori  (fts. -v- , prts. -nt-
) v. 'be parched, blackened by fire', pori (fts. -pp-, prts. -tt-) v. ' f ry ,
parch, burn (as the sun)', Kt poyr- v. 'parch (grain)', Kn puri id., v.
'dry by exposure to the heat of fire', Kdg pori-, Tl pora2t5u, Gnd por`s-
± borsa2na2 v. 'fry', ? Krx porc>o2, poroc> 'half cooked, not sufficiently
boiled' (of grain)' ¶¶ D #4537 ˚  D *-r-  goes back to a cns. cluster (* -
r{÷}-) ˚ Cf. Fn. KD #1O9 (K, D) ˚ ≠ Gr. II #153 (*par 'fire') (A, Y, Ai,
Gil, Ko are erroneously equated with IE *peÙw-r 'fire', see  N
*p ''''a 4 444 {˝}u 4444wÅ  'fire').
1779. *p''''or{a 4444}÷V 'summit, top '  > HS: WS *≤par[V]÷- 'summit, u p p e r
part' >  Ar far÷- 'summit, upper part', Sq {L} fer÷-  'bord', Sb fr÷ ' u p p e r
part, summit (of the building)', ? BHb or@p3 ≤pEra÷ 'leader, prince', Ug
pr÷t  'high (alta, excelsa)' adj. f.; WS *√pr÷ v. 'ascend (a mountain)' >
Ar G √fr÷ {Hv.} id., {BK} 'monter sur une hauteur, gravir u n e
montagne', Mh {Jo.} √fr÷ v. 'up, ascend' ¶ KBR 971, KB 913 (BHb
≤pEra÷ •÷ S *par÷- 'hair of the head'), A #2276, OLS 354, BK II 578-9 ,
Hv. 557, BGMR 46, Jo. M 97  B *√fry 'aiguille rocheuse ,
escarpement' >  Ah ef´ri 'aiguille rocheuse', Kb ifri ' e scarpement ,
rocher escarpé' ¶ Fc. 339, Dl. 218, NZ 6O8  CCh: Gude {Hsk.} fa2!ra~
'rock, stone', FlM {ChL, ChC} fara 'stone' » Bcm {Sk. in ChC} fa!ra~ ' r o c k ,
stone', Glv {Rp.} f‰rd'axa (pl.) 'rock(s)', f‰rd'yE!xa (pl.) 'rock(s), rocky
ground' » McMtk: Mofu {Ro.} pra1y 'rock' (as well as possibly MfG {Brr.}
( !)p‰~ra~d' 'rocher plat' and Mf {BLB} p‰!ra!d' id. [but these two words m a y
be alternatively connected with MfG {Brr.} p‰~rd'a~d'a!, p‰~rd'e~d'e! 'flat']) »»
?σ ECh (+ext.): Ke {Eb.} p‰!rki 'mountain, rock, stone' (see  Gmc ⇓ ) ¶
ChC, RB 39, Hsk. 184, Ro. 316, Brr. MG II 219, BLB 3O9, Eb. 88 || K: G
prialo 'steep rock; steep', {DCh.} 'krutoj utes` , år` ', {Chx.} ' jäh ,
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abschüssig, steil', 'steile Felswand' ¶ Chx. 15O2, DCh. 1315 || IE
*perw-/*peru- 'rock, mountain' (× N *P3333Åru6666 'stone, rock', q.v.) >  H t
peru-, peruna- 'rock, cliff, boulder', ? pirwa- {Frd.} 'rock', {Ts.} -
eine bestimmte Felsgottheit  OI ≤parvata- 'rocky' (<  *≤perwn=to-),
≤parvatah5 'mountain, rock', Av paúrvata2- 'Gebirge'  +ext. *-k-:
Gmc: Gt faI1rguni 'mountain', AS firÌin-≠fyrÌin- 'mountain-' ( i n
cds. with -stre2am, etc.) »» Clt *r=kunios in n l. for mounta inous
regions: ]Arky1nia }orh, Orcynia, etc. ¶ Frd. HW 68, Ts. W 63-4, CHD P
314-5, M K II 228, M E II 99, EI 547 (*≤peru 'rock'), Fs E 1O2-3, GI II 6 1 4 ,
≈ EI 4O7 (unc.: connection of *perk- with *≤perkWu-s 'oak'). ¶ IE *-w-
/*-u- belongs to the heritage of N *P3333Åru6666 'stone, rock' || U *°p{u}rV >
Sm *p¥rV 'top, summit' >  Slq Tz {KKIH} po2£rÈ id., Slq {Cs.}: Nr par, Ke
pa6r, NP pa6ri, Y/B/Kar pa6re 'Gipfel, Höhe, das Obere' » Kms {Cs.}
pha6ru 'Gipfel, Höhe' ¶ KKIH 153, Cs. 163, 228, 236 || A: M *Forayi
'top, summit, crown of the head' >  MM {Pp.} horai, [S] horai
'forehead (?)', WrM {Pp.} orai, {MED} orui 'summit, peak, crown o f
the head', HlM oroj id., Brt oroj, Ord orO4∏, Kl ora 'top (of a t r ee ) ,
head, sinciput', Kl {Rm.} ora2 ≠ ora4∏ 'Gipfel, höchster Punkt' ¶ Pp. VG 1 1 ,
MED 621, Chr. 361, KRS 4OO, KW 287, Ms. O 522, H 77  Tg *poro-n
'crown of the head, top' >  Ewk horon, Neg xoyo ≠ xoyon 'crown o f
head\mountain', Orc xo2(n-), Nn Nh poro%, Nn KU Xoro%, Nn B foro%, Ul, O r k
poro(n-) 'sinciput, crown of mountain, top', Ud xo2(n-) 'space above
(sth.)' ¶ STM II 334  pJ {S} *p‰!r‰~ 'top (of carriage) > ltOJ Foro id., J :
T ho!ro, K/Kg ho!ro~ a (folding) top (hood), a calash-top, a hood, a
bonnet' ¶ S VL #35, S QJ #252, Kenk. 549  NaT *o4∏r 'top, high, height '
(× N *é⁄erË  'ascend, rise') > OT o4∏r 'height, high, high ground', Chg ≥XV
o4r, o4rk 'high ground, upwards', Tkm o4∏r 'steep ascent', Tkm NC o4∏r
'upwards', Tk o4r  'high ground, hill', Qmq o4r id., 'top, ascent', QrB, Qrg
o4r, SY u4r ≠ ju4r 'top', Nog, ET o4r, Uz ör, Bsh u4r 'ascent', VTt u4r id., 'h igh
ground', Qq o4r 'upper waters'; Tkm o4 ∏r- 'rise', Tk ∆ o4r- 'get up', VTt, Bsh
u4r- v. 'sprout' ¶ Cl. 193, ET Gl 542-3 ¶¶ DQA #1837 (A pæo2 !re 'top') ||  D:
[1] D {tr.} *porÀrÀ-, {GS} podÀ- 'mountain, top' (× N *parÊV  'rock, hill ' ,
q.v. ffd.)  [2] (in SD) *po2r- ({†GS} *b-) '(top of a) hill' >  Kn bo2re
'hill, hillock', Tu bo2rA 'top of a hill' ¶¶ D ##4567, 4595, GS 1 5 1
[#381], 71 [#232] ˚  T *[h]- and CCh (McMtk *p-) suggest N *p''''- . D
*porÀrÀ- reflects the N etymon *p''''or{a 4444}÷V without elision of the internal
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vw., while *-r- in D *po2r- may be accounted for by a syncope
(*p''''or{a4444}÷V > **p'or÷V) in the N word. I am grateful to Hl. for drawing
my attention to the Slq cognate. The T front vw. *o4∏ is due to vw.
harmony (infl. of the N word-medial vw. *{a 4444 }?).
178O. *pu4444r9Ë(-c7777V) ≠ *pu4444rc7777V9V 'flea, gnat, mosquito' >  HS: S
*pVr˝uT- ≠ *°b{u}r˝u2T- 'flea' >  BHb S7or^p2 par≤÷os7 'flea', ? Ug prGt
(p.n.), Sr mt. 'noº›®awuπ purta÷≤n-a2, Ar €v(ur0Bu bur˝u2T-, Ak OB m t .
pers7a?um ≠ persa?um 'flea'; cp. also Ar ¢(ar0Ba bar˝as7- {Hv.}
'gnat', {BK} 'moucheron' (S *°√br˝s6) ¶ The Ar word bar˝as7- has a n
unexpected final sibilant s7 that may point to an ancient cd. with a
different second component or to borrowing from another S lge. ¶ KB
914, Hv. 29, 39, A #2278, Grd. UT #2114, BK I 113, Hv. 29, OLS 3 5 5 ,
Sd. 855-6 || A: *pu4rgÉ, *°pu4rc>É 'flea' > T: [1] *pu4rga4+e 'flea' >  OT bu4rge+a4
({Cl.} bu4rga4∏), MU, Chg [San.], Tk ∆  bu4rge, ET bu4rga4, ∆  bu$rgE, Uz burga4,
Qzq, Qq bu4rge, Qrg bu4rgo4, MOg, OOsm bu4re, Osm {Bu., Zen.} ‰rvP ≠
{Bu.} ‰rayPpu4ra4, Tkm bu4re, Tk pire, Ggz, Kr Cr pire, Az pira id.  [2] T
*pu4rça4 'flea' >  MQp {Hts.} bu4rc7a4, Tkm ∆  pu4rc7e, VTt bor¢a b¥ºrs7!a, Bsh
børs´ bÁºrsa4, CrTt {Rl.} birc7a4, Kr T birc7 !a, Cry Cr bîrc7e, Kr G birce, QrB,
Qmq bu4rc7e, Brb {Rl.} pu4rca4, Nog bu∆rwe bu4rs7e, Chv L pa€rßa p¥rz1òa,
Chv H {Md.} p¥ºrz1òa id.; T ı  MM [L] bu4rc7e id. ¶ The loss of T *-g- in t h e
Og lgs. is still to be explained ¶ Cl. 362, ET B 298-9, TL 182-3, Rs. W 9 2 ,
Bu. I 325, Zn. I 234, Md. 57, 175 (*buÆ4r-c1e ≠ *-u"-), SM 35  M *bu4rge >
MM [HI, IsV] bu4rge 'flea', HlM {OMT} b¥¥rg´n´ id., {Luv.} b¥¥r´g
bu$—reg 'louse, lice', Mnr H {SM} bòu2rgòe 'flea', Kl b¥¥rg bu4∏rg´, {Rm.}
bu4∏rg´, bu4ru4Æg id. ¶ Ms. H 45, Lg. VMI 22-3 (believes that M π T), Luv.
98, KRS 132, KW 71, OMT I 49, SM 35 ¶ The long u4∏ in some modern M
lgs. is puzzling  pKo {S} *pi\´~⁄ro!k 'flea' >  MKo pi\´~⁄ro!k, NKo pi\´⁄ruk ¶ S
QK #47O, Nam 258, MLC 775 ¶¶ DQA #17O (A *bi\ure 'flea') || D {tr.}
*p{u}rÀukk-, {GS} pidÀuk- 'gnat, mosquito' >  Ml pir3ukku id., Kdg purîkî
'mosquito', Gnd pork ± porki ± por`ki ± par`kï ' louse' ¶¶ D #42O3, GS
43 [#93] ˚  T *pu4rça4 and D {GS} pidÀuk- (with *-dÀ- < *-rÇ-?) go back to a
N metathetic variant ≈ *pu 4444 rc 7777V9V . This mt. and variations within the √
(˝ ≠ ÷ in Ar, reflexes of N *K'''' ≠ *k  instead of N *9  in A and D) may b e
connected with ideophonic (even onomatopoeic - in the case of 'gnat ,
mosquito') associations. The variation *b- ≠ *p- may be due to the N
non-emph. *p-  or to ideophony. Alternatively, the N element *-c7777V (> S
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*-T-, T *-ça4) may go back to an ancient particle (with diminutive
meaning, as in T; cp. TL 182-3: "the form with -c7- is probably a
diminutive") ˚  IS II 99-1OO (? *pur 4c7ÿ(9ÿ) / pu4lc7ÿ(9ÿ) 'flea').
1781. *p''''ara{h}i++++u 4 444 (or *p ''''ara?i ++++u 4 444) 'weak' > HS: S *°√prr >  Ak √prr
G  v. 'be weak' ¶ Sd. 829-83O || IE: NaIE *pra2yu- 'lacking in energy' >
OI ≤a-pra2yu- 'careful, assiduous' (“ *'not lacking of energy') »» Gk
pra2y5ß, prhy1ß, pra6oß 'mild, soft, gentle, meek' ¶ WP II 86-7, M K I 4O, F II
588, Ch. 933-4 (no et. of the Gk word) || A *pæa2~r{i}- ({SDM97} *pæa2ra)
v. 'be tired' >  T *[h]a2r- ({Md.} *-A2-, {∫Md.} *-a'2-) >  OT {Cl.} a2r- v. ' b e
tired, exhausted, weak', Tkm a2r- v. 'get tired\weak', Tkm ∆  har- id., ET
Trn ha2r- id., ha2rdur 'müde machen', Qq harî-, Uz håri- v. 'get t i red ,
Qmq, QrB, Qzq, Nog, Bsh, Qrg arî- v. 'get tired', VTt ar-(u) ' g e t
tired\exhausted', ar¥-t-(u) 'vt. 'tire (utomlåt∆ )', Yk î∏r- ≠ îr- v. ' ge t
tired', Chv îr- id. ¶ Pp. VG I 96, ET Gl 16O-2, Cl. 193, Rs. W 22, Rl. II
1748-9, TatR 4O-41, Jeg. 343, Fed. II 472, Md. 98, 1O1 ¶ Md.
reconstructs pT *a', *a'2 (a, a2 in most T lgs., î, î: in Chv and Yk), which
goes back to A *a or *a2 preceding a vw. *i of the second syll. or to A
diphthongs  M *Fari- >  MM {Pp.} hari- v. 'get exhausted' ( ' e r schöpf t
sein'), WrM {Pp.} ari-  id. (the word does not appear in Kow., MED, a n d
Gl.), {Gl.} ari-su- 'come to an end, stop, disappear' (unless it is a sd .
from ari-su- 'be cleaned' ['o¢istit∆så , byt∆ o¢i∑ennym ']) ¶ Pp.
VG 96, Gl. I I86-7, Krg. 51, MED 53  Tg {SDM97} *paru- v. 'be dizzy,
faint' >  Ewk haru2-, haru2l-, haru2n1i- v. 'be dizzy', Lm ha2rU-, Ud xaun‰- id.,
Nn B farInda- v. 'faint', WrMc {Z} fara-ka-bi (p.) 'fainted', {Hr.}
fara- 'ohnmächtig werden, bewußtlos werden', ? Mc Sb {Mrm.}
faraNna- 'bestürzt sein, erstarren'; acc. to Pp. VG 96 (an unconvinsing
hyp.), Ewk harul- 'krank werden' is a loan from MM ¶ STM II 317-8 ,
Krm. 3O5, Klz. MS 165, Z 1O36, Hr. 276  ?σ pKo {S} *parh- ' b e
lean\emaciated' > NKo p≈ari-ha- ¶ S QK #925, MLC 173O ¶¶ S VL #31, ≈
DQA #1727 (A *pæa2!ra 'be tired'; incl. T, M, Tg, Ko) || D (in SD) *parÀ-
({†GS} *p-) 'weak, worn out' >  Tm par3ai\ v. 'be wasted, worn o u t ,
impaired', Kn par3e, par3akalu 'leanness, thinness, weakness' ¶ D
#4O33 || ?σ,φ U: Ugr (UEW) *pa6GrV- or *pa6rkV 'get tired' >  Vg Ss
{Knn.} powr´-mat- 'ermüden, müde werden' (-mat- mom.) »  Hg f1a1rad
'get tired' ¶ UEW 88O-1, EWU 357 ˚  The long *a2 in IE and the type o f
length in A (S's 1st type >  T long vw., Tg short vw., J high tone) suggest
a lr. within the N word. The only N lrs. compatible with Ak data are *h
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and *? . Acc. to my hyp., D *rÀ goes back to N *r  in the intervoc.
position (suggesting a vw. after N *-r- ). On the evidence of IE *-y- a n d
A *-i (>  M *-i) we may tentatively reconstruct a word-final N *-i . If
this is true, the IE *-u- goes back to an affix. Alternatively, it m a y
suggest a N word-final *-u 4444 ˚  ≈ Gr. II #396 (*par  'tired') (U, A, Ko, Gil +
unc. Ch, EA + err. J).
1782. *P 3333er {w}V  'skin, hide, bark' > HS: S *≤par[u]w- 'leather, hide' >
Ar farw- 'pelisse, vêtement doublé de fourrure', farw-at- 'peau de l a
tête; une pelisse, une robe fourrée; vêtement fait de poil de chameau;
voile de femme', √frw D  (pf. farra2) (denom. verb) 'fourrer, doub le r
de fourrure'; in MHb (Mishnah) the noun ev!r^p2 par≤wa2  is found within
be6t3-happar≤wa2, which is the proper name of a hall in the Temple;
one of the traditional interpretations of ev!r^p2 par≤wa2 is 'hide' or ' f u r '
(be6t3-happar≤wa2 'the house of the hide\fur'), which underlies NHb
ev!r^p2†par≤va 'fur'; ? Akk. pa2ru  'skin' (Sd. considers it to be a loan f r o m
Sum) ¶ Fr. III 344, BK II 588, BY M 5143, fn. 1, Sd. 836  Ch: ECh: EDng
{Fd.} pa~rde! 'bark (of a tree)', Mgm {JA} pu!rde~ (pl. po~rda!), Skr (Sx.}
po~r‰~n1a!ga!, ? {Lk.} furkia id. »» WCh: ? Dir {Sk.} fu~fu^r id. ¶ JI II 8-9, ChC,
JA LM 117  ?φ  C: EC: Dsn {To.} bo2rti 'bark, husk' »» Q F {Flad} ber
'bark' ¶ To. DL 487, Blz. DL s.v. 'bark' || U *perV 'skin, bark' >  FU: Os
Vy pe"r 'rötliche Haut auf der Innenseite der Birkenrinde' » Hg bo¡r
'skin, hide, leather'  Sm: Ne T pir” 'cambium of a birch-tree; h a r d
excrescence; hard crust (as of bread)', Ne T O {Lh.} pïr? 'rote innere
Rinde der Birke, Schleimhaut des Pansens, Rinde des Brotes', Koyb
{Klp.) pere 'bark ' ¶ UEW 374, Coll. CG, Sm. 539 (U, FU *peri, Ugr
*pirI", Sm *pir 'back, cover'), MF 11O-1, Ter. 47O || ? A: Tg: WrMc
{Hr.} feri 'enthaarte Pferde-, Maultier- oder Eselhaut', {Z} 'abras ion,
rubbed (sore) skin of a draught-horse' ('ssadina , stertaå koqa u
rabo¢ej lowadi ') ¶ Hr. 288, Z 1O49; IS III 78-9 rejects the adduct ion
of this word because its original meaning seemed to him to have b e e n
'abrasion; to rub sore', so that the word may have been derived f r o m
Tg *perk- 'produce a corn, eine Schwiele machen (namozolit∆ )' (STM
II 3O5) || D {Pf.} *perV ({†GS} *p-) 'skin (of a snake), bark' >  Kn pere
'skin or slough of a serpent', Tu perevuni v. 'be peeled, sc raped ' ,
piresuni v. 'peel, scrape, pare off', Tl berad5u 'bark, rind, shell ' ,
barad5u  'bark of a tree', Krx c>aya2ﬁ-pere2, c>aya2ﬁ-perpere2 'snake's old sk in '
¶¶ D 4417, Pf. 135 [#1166] ˚  Cf. IS MS 344 (*{p}erÿ ' skin '  > U, D), IS
III 78-9, Sauv. UAW 12-3 (U, A), UEW 374 (U, A).
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1783. *p''''{o}r[w]V '(female, young?) ungulate (esp. bovine) ' > HS: S
*parr- 'bull, young ruminant' (× N *P 3333År[?]V  'bring forth, give birth ' [of
animals], 'young of animals', q.v.) > BHb rp2 par 'bull, steer', MHb rp2
par 'zwei- bis fünfjähriger junger Stier', Ug pr 'Stier, junges Rind',
{OLS} 'novillo (young bull)', älp pr 'calf' (älp is 'bull'), Sr
æ®o'πa pa<?>≤r-a2, Md para 'lamb', Ar [Zhr.] farr- 'calf', Ak parru
'lamb'; S *parr-at- 'female young ruminant' > BHb er!p1 pa2≤ra2, Ug prt
'cow', Sr æ¢o,rπa par´≤t3a2, Md parta, Ak parratu 'ewe lamb'; o t h e r
ds.: Ar d. fura2r- 'young of sheep \ goats \ wild cows', farïr- 'a young o f
wild animals (gazelle, etc.)' ¶ GB 656, KB 9O4-5, KBR 959-6O, 963-4 ,
OLS 353, Br. 591, DM MD 362, Ln. 2356, Fr. III 326, BK II 559, Hv. 5 5 2 ,
Sd. 834  Eg MKL pry 'Kampfstier (?)' ({EG} pry als Bezeichnung d e s
Kampfstiers), {Fk.} 'ferocious bull' ¶ EG I 526, Fk. 91  B *°√Frw
({∫Pr.} *√h€rw) 'goats and sheep' >  Ah {Fc.} e-here (pl. i-h´raw´n)
'goats and sheep', ETwl/Ty e-H¥re (pl. iH´rwan) 'bétail', ETwl {Nic.} e-
h´re (pl. ih´rwan) id., Sll hruy 'moutons', tahruyt (pl. tihray) 'a sheep ' ,
*√Fry 'calf' > ETwl/Ty {GhA} e-heri (pl. i-h´ran) 'jeune bœuf de 2 à 3
ans'; Pr. adduces here also *√{F}rw  'wealth (bien matériel)' > Ah ehere
(pl. ih´rwa2n), Gh ih{´}ri (pl. ih{´}raw´n) id. ¶ Pr. H 68 [#397], Fc. 6 3 9 -
4O, GhA 79-8O, Nh. 134  EC: Sml {ZMO, DSI} farow, Sml N {Abr.}
fa!raw 'zebra' ¶ ZMO 135, DSI 222, Abr. S 76  Ch: CCh: Mrg {Hf.} fu!r
'buffalo', MrgL, MrgM {Mk.}, BuP {Mk.}, Klb {Mk.} fur, MrgP {Mk.} fIr
id.,  Mbara {TrnSL } fa~ra~y 'wealth, cattle', Msg P {Trn.} fuss ' t roupeau ,
bétail' »» ? WCh: Ang {Flk.} f°r 'roan antelope' ¶ ChC, Hf. GML 2O, 2 3 ,
RK MLBM 112, Meek I 176, 21O, 236, 243, 251, Flk. s.v. f°r, TrnSL
26O, Trn. LM 87 ¶¶ SSAAJ I #141, Tk. LAA-1 124 [#145] (HS *br
'wealth, cattle') || K *pur- 'female bovine' > G puri 'female bovine
(buffalo, deer, cow, etc.)', Mg puZ7i 'female domestic bovine (cow,
etc.)', Lz puZ7-i 'cow', Sv: UB pu4r, UB/Ln pirw, LB/Ln pwir, L pur 'cow' ¶
K 192, K2 2O6, FS K 324, Chik. 78, Chx. 15O7, Q 34O, Marr 195, TK
771, GP 264 || IE: NaIE *per- 'calf, young bull' (× N *P3333År[?]V '⇑ ') > Gk
po1riß (gen. po1rioß) 'calf' »» OHG far (gen. farres), farro 'bul lock,
bull', NHG Farre  'bullock, young bull', AS fearr, ON farri (<  *farh-
) 'bull' ¶ F II 58O, Vr. 113, Ho. 99, Kb. 221, 225, OsS 161, KM 185, ≈ EI
24 (*per- 'offspring of an animal') || D: [1] (in SD) *po(:)ri ' ( young)
bull, buffalo' > Tm pori 'calf of buffalo', Kt po;ry 'young bullock', Kn
ho2ri 'bull calf, bullock', Kdg po;ri 'male buffalo', Tu bo2ri 'bull, ox' ¶
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D #4593  [2] D *pa2rVlß ({†GS} *p-) 'a young (female?) buffalo' (× N
*P3333År[?]V '⇑ ') >  Tu pa2rol5u 'a young she-buffalo', Td po;¬ß ' female
buffalo calf between 1 and 2 years old', Knd pa;lß 'buffalo calf be tween
one and two years old' ¶¶ D #4118; D *-lß is a sx. denoting females ( T m
maxalß 'daughter', Png tor`ndal 'sister', w  An. SG 171) ˚  Eg p- suggests a
N *p''''- . The cns. f- (usually from N *p- ) in Ang f°r 'roan antelope' is
puzzling (if the Ang word belongs here). The original rounded vw. h a s
been preserved in K *pur-, in pMrg (CCh) *fur-, and in D *po(:)ri, while
the vw. *a in S *parr- 'bovine, young ungulate' and in D *pa2rVlß ' young
(female) buffalo' is due to contamination with N *P 3333År [? ]V  '⇑ ' (q.v.). A
N cns. (*w , preserved in B and C?) is responsible for the D reflex *-r-
(regularly from a N cluster *r  + cns.).
1784. (€?) *P3333o6 666ÂwV (= *p''''o 6 666r 1 111wV?) 'to turn, to revolve' > A
*p[æ]o+urwa- >  M *Furba2- v. 'turn around' ({Pp.} *purba2-) >  MM [HI]
hurba- 'tourner, retourner', WrM urba- v. 'turn around', HlM
urva-, Brt urba- id. ('povora¢ivat∆så , obora¢ivat∆så '), Mnr H
{T} fura2- 'turn around \ upside-down \ inside out', {SM} fura2- ' s e
tourner, se retourner' ¶ Pel. 224 [#49], Ms. H 6, SM 1O9, MED 88O,
Rinch. 459, T 371, Pp. LVCM 18, Str. AOJ 24O  Tg *pora- vi. ' t u r n ,
revolve' >  Ewk horol- id., 'turn over', Neg xoyIl ≠ xoyol 'whirlpool ' ,
xoyIl- ≠ xoyol- vi. 'turn round', vt. 'surround', Ud {STM} xo2li-, {Krm.}
xoli-  vi. 'fly round, kruqit∆så ' (a bird), 'turn round', Ul poyo(n-), O r k
poyal, Nn Nh poyo% 'whirlpool', WrMc foro- vt. 'turn, povertyvat∆ ', vi.
'turn back' ¶ STM II 334, Krm. 3O5, Z 1O65, Hr. 3O5 || U *pa6rw+GV v.
'turn, revolve' (× N *bËrV 'turn round, rotate') >  Mr (pMr {Ker.}
*pu{G}r´-): Er puvor- puvor-, ∆  puvr1a-, Mk puvorå- puv´r1a-, ∆
puv¥r1a- 'drehen, winden' » ? Vt Sr poryal- 'sich drehen, kreiseln ' ,
'kruqit∆så ' »» ObU *pe"˝´r (× N *p''''er1111K ' '''V[÷a] [or P3333eÂK''''V[÷V]?] ' t u r n
round, twist'??) >  pVg *pa4ÆG´r 'round' >  Vg T pa4w´r, LK/MK pa4∏w´r, UK
pa2w´r, P pa4Æwr, UL powr, Ss puwr 'rund', d.: Vg T pu4wa4∏rt-, LK/MK/UK
pa4Grt-, P/NV/SV/LL pa4∏rt-, UL/Ss powart- 'wälzen', MK {Kn.} powrit-
'sich herumwälzen'; ? pOs *pe"N´r˝´- ({∫Hl.} *piÆN´r˝´-) >  Os Ty/Y
pe"N´rG´- 'sich umdrehen' » Hg forog- vi. 'turn, revolve'  Sm: Slq NP
pÈrru¢olds7a-, Slq Ch purolda- 'umwenden, sich umwenden', Slq Tz {KKIH}
purÈl!t, LTz {KD} pu2rolta2 'whirlpool (Wirbel im Wasser, vodovorot)' ¶ ¶
UEW 414 (*pa6rk+ÌV), MF 214-5, Coll. 78, , Ker. II 126, LG 38-9, 41, Ht .
175 [#5O4], Hl. rHt 73-4 (on conditions of the coalescence of FU *-w-
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and *-G- in pObU), KKIH 153 || ? IE: NaIE *sper- v. 'turn, twist '
('drehen, winden') (× N *c6666 ' '''VP3333ÂV 'to twist, to plait' [q.v. ffd.]) ¶ The
absence of *-w- suggests that the main source of the √  is N *c6666 ' '''VP3333ÂV
|| HS: ECh: Ke {Eb.} pe!rte! 'drehen' ¶ Eb. 87  ??? AdS  of Eg fMK px1r
'turn, turn about, revolve, surround, enclose' (< N *p''''i {h ++++Ù ++++Q}ÂÉ
'around', q.v. ffd.) ˚  Coll. 148 (U, A) ˚  If IE *sper- belongs here, t h e
N vibrant is *r 1111, and the N labial cns. is *p''''- , otherwise we reconstruct N
*P3333o 6 666ÂwV without distinction between *r and *r1111 and between *p''''- a n d
*p- .
1785. *paÂ[a]Ùi  (= *par 1111 [a]Ùi?) '≈  happy, dear' > HS: WS *√prH v.
'be happy' >  Ar √frH (pf. fariHa, ip. -fraH-) {BK} 'être gai, con ten t ,
joyeux', {Hv.} 'be glad, cheeful, pleased', faraH- 'joy, cheerfulness ' ,
'joie, alegresse', Mh √frH (pf. fïr‰H , sbjn. y‰-fre2H) v. 'be happy', Jb C/E
√frH (pf. ≤fer‰H) id. ¶ BK II 563, Jo. M 99  C: ? Dhl fu2r 'be sa t ia ted '
(but fu!ra2 'joy' π Swahili)  B *√frÓr > Ah ifrar 'être bon pour l a
marche' (terrain, chemin), 'être bon, avoir de la valeur; être de\en b o n
qualité', Twl/Ty ifœrar 'être bon \ de valeur \ de bonne qualité', Tdq
ifrar 'être bon' ¶ NZ 6O1-2, Fc. 354-5, PGG 67 || IE *preéy- >  NaIE
*pra2i\-/pr´i\-/prï- 'wish so. well, favour so.' >  OI pri≤yah5 'own, dea r ,
beloved', prï≤n5a2ti 'pleases', pp. prï≤tah5 'pleased, delighted', Av
frya- 'lieb, wert, eigen', frïna2îti  'wünscht', Oss I l‰ma4n, Oss D lima4n
(<  *frïya-mana-) 'friend' »» AdS  of Gk pra2y5ß, pra6oß 'mild, sof t ,
gentle' (< NaIE *pra2yu- 'lacking in energy' < N *p''''ara{h}i++++u 4 444 or *p''''ara?i++++u 4 444
'weak') »» Gmc *frijo2n 'to love' > Gt frijo2n, ON frja1, NNr, Sw fria,
Dn fri, AS fre2o(Ìa)n id.; Gt frijo2nd-s, OSx friund, OHG friunt,
NHG Freund, AS fre2ond ± fr°end 'friend', NE friend »» Sl *prija¡-
ti  'to be friendly\favourable' >  OCS priAti 'prijati 'fronti1zein, t o
be favourable to', SCr pri~jati, Slv pri!jati 'to please, to suit, to b e
agreeable', P s-przyjac1, Cz pr7a1ti 'to wish so. well, to favour so.', Slk
priat&  'to favour so.'; Sl d. *prija¡-telÁ ' f r iend'  > OCS, OR priAtel6
prijatelÁ, R pri≤åtel∆, Blg pri≤åtel, SCr prIàjatel, Slv
prija•telj, Cz pr7I1tel (pl. pr7a1tele1), Slk priatel&, P przyjaciel
id. ¶ P 844, M K II 378-8O, M E II 181-2, 189-9O, F II 588, Fs. 168, Vr.
143, Kb. 291, OsS 227, KM 218, Ho. 117, Ab. II 54-5, Ma. CS 49O-1,
494, Vs. III 369-7O, Glh. 5O2-3, Vr. 143, KM 218, EI 358 (*priÓ-ehÅ-
'love'), 642 (*pri≤Ó-ehÅ- 'wife'), ≠ EI 214 (*pri≤Óo-s 'of one’s own' ‘
'deer'), 642 || U: FP *para 'good' >  F (ds.) parempi 'better', paras
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(gen. parhaan), parahin ≠ parhain 'the best', paranta- ' gesund
machen; (ver)bessern', parantu- 'besser werden, genesen', Es
parem 'better', parim 'the best' » pLp {Lr.} *po2re2 'good' >  Lp N {N}
buorre ≠ buorre"/-r- 'good, kind, pleasant', L {LLO} puorre2, S
{Hs.} buo4rie, Nt {TI} pu˘¢‰r1:e, T {TI} pÈ∏r1(:)e, Pa {TI} pö‰rr¨" 'good', Kld
{TI} pu˘ram2]p 'better' » Er paro paro, Mk para para 'good' » Chr L ≤poro
'good, good-hearted', H pury  pur¥ id., {Ep.} id., 'healthy', {Ü} 'good', B
poro id., Uf puro, poro 'good, healthy' » pPrm *bur 'good' >  OPrm bur, Z
bur id., Vt bur 'right (dexter)', 'good, well' ¶ UEW 724, It. #34, Sm. 5 5 3
(FP *pe4ra 'good'), SK 49O-1, Lr. #1OO1, Lgc. #5323, It. LC 85, Hs. 3 8 6 -
7, TI 4O9, Ker. II 1O6, Ü 16O, 169, MRS 443, 472, Ep. 95, LG 42, 2O5,
U3S 57 || A *ba{r1}V > AmTg *ba2ra-çi- 'rejoice' > Orc ba2rac7i-, Ul, Nn Nh
ba2rac7I- id. ¶ STM I 73  M *barda- 'be proud, boast' > WrM barda-,
HlM barda-  v. 'boast, brag, be proud', Ord bòardòa- v. 'boast, swagger' ,
WrO {Krg.} barda- 'be proud', Kl bardm bardm= n. 'swagger, Prahlerei ' ,
{Rm.} barda- 'sicher sein (in seinen Absichten, über den Erfolg)', Brt
bardam n. 'swagger, pride', Dg {T} bardan n. 'boasting, vainglory' ¶
MED 85, Ms. O 51-2, Krg. 337, KRS 8, KW 34, Chr. 87, T DgJ 124 ?σ T
*bar1- v. 'dare\venture to '  >  Bsh baÎ- id., VTt baz- id., 'make up one’s
mind to', QrB {Rs.} baz-, Uz ∆ {Rl.} -z'B baz- (or båz-?) 'wagen, s ich
entschließen' ¶ Rs. W 66, TatR 52, BRS 7O, Rl. 1542  pJ {S} *ba!ra!p-
'laugh' > OJ wa!ra!p-, J: T wa~ra-, K wa!ra!-, Kg wara!- id. ¶ S QJ #1428 ,
Mr. 783 ¶¶ DQA #1O9 (A *ba2r1a+o 'rejoice, be proud') ˚  If T *bar1-
'belongs here, we reconstruct N *-r 1111- , otherwise we remain with t h e
unspecified *-Â- ˚  An alt. et. of U: FP *para 'good' <  N *bar1111?V 'big,
much, thick', see  IS I 175: ? *bara 'big, good' ˚  Blz. SNE (Ar, IE; •÷
T), ≈ Blz. KM 238 [#22] (added Berber, but did not distinguish t h e
reflexes of this N word from those of N *n1111a 4 444pVrV 'tender, beautiful ' ,
*bÅr{h}V 'be hungry, want' (‘ 'love'), and *p''''iÂo 'ask'), Bru. 1 8 7
[#997] (Ar, IE), C }op IU IV 133-4 (IE, U).
1786. *p''''År[y]V 'run, flee' > HS: WS *√prr (≠ *0√prw+y?) v. ' f lee,
run' >  Ar √frr G  v. 'flee, escape' ({BK} 's’enfuir, se sauver, s’échapper;
courir'), Sq {L} fer v. 'run, be in a hurry', Jb √frr (Jb E pf. ≤fer, Jb C
pf. fer(r), sbjn. ≤yOff‰r), Mh √frr (pf. f‰r, sbjn. y‰fre2r) v. 'flee', JPA
{Lv.} √prw+y (pf. ar1p1 pa2≤ra2 ≠ ir%p1 pa2≤r°) v. 'run', Sr √prr (pf. rπa
par, ip. ®wUfñe nE-≤p3ur) 'fugere, avolare' (WS *√prr v. 'flee' has a
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secondary connection with WS *√prr 'fly' < N *p''''arV 'to fly, to jump ' ,
q.v.); WS d. √ : *√npr >  Sr √npr (pf. n´≤p3ar) 'consternatus fugit
(equus)', ?ap≤par (Sh of √npr) v. 'put to flight', Ar √nfr (pf. nafara,
ip. ya-nfur-u ≠ ya-nfir-u) 'fugax, pavidus fuit (de jumento)', 'fugit e t
dispersit se (gens)', {Hv.} 'be scared away' (beast), 'disperse away'
(people); reduplicated WS stem *√prpr >  Ar √frfr 'marcher d'un p a s
serré, se dépêcher, aller vite', Jb C fEr≤fOr, fEr≤fer (pl. f‰r≤fOr,
f‰r≤fOrt‰), Jb E f‰r≤fer 'hasty', Mh f‰rfïr 'hasty person' ¶ Br. 441, PS
3225, JPS 346, Lv. IV 96, Fr. III 325-6 and IV 311, BK II 558-9, 5 8 2 ,
13O7, Hv. 552, 786, Jo. J 59-6O, Jo. M 96-8, Jo. H 33, L LS 342  C: Bj
{R} -fo2r (1s: p. a-≤fo2r, prs. ≤a-fori ≠ ≤a-feri ≠ ≤a-fri), {Rop.} -for
v. 'flee', {R} ≤fira, {Rop.} fira 'flight'  On semantic grounds I p re fe r
to keep apart the HS verb *√pry≠*pr? v. 'go out, take out' (w N
*p''''Åri[?V] 'take out, pull out \of f ' )  ¶ R WBd 81-2, Rop. 18O-1 ¶¶ Cf.
SSAAJ I #32 || K *°p'ar- v. 'escape' (??) >  G p'ar- (i-version) v. ' e scape '
(e.g. ga-v-i-p'ar-vi 'I escape'), (‘ ?) (trans. form) v. 'steal'; the K √
belongs here only if the meaning 'escape' is primary and the meaning o f
the transitive form ('steal') is secondary (cp. Fr voler 'to fly' ‘ ' t o
steal') ¶ NCh. RKL I 46, Chx. 996-7, 1O3O || D: [1] *par- ({†GS} *p-) v.
'run, flow' (× N *barqV [≠ *barÙV] 'to go, to go away, to step' × N
*p''''År[y]V 'to run, to flee') >  Tm pari  v. 'run, go out, escape', Td pary-
'(horse) gallops', v. 'ride at a gallop', Kn pari, hari, Tu pariyuni,
hariyuni v. 'run, flow', Tl pa2ru v. 'run, run away', parugu,
par(u)vu 'running, a run', Mlt parc>e, parc>tre v. 'run away' ¶¶ D
#3963, Km. 427 [#8O1] (does not distinguish this √  from SD *par-uv-/-
av-  v. 'spread'), 429 [##813, 815]  [2] *pa2rÀ-/*parÀ- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'fly,
run swiftly' (× N *p '''' a rV  'to fly, to jump' [q.v. ffd.]), the meaning 'run' is
represented in OTl {Km.}, Tm pa2r3u v. 'run, flee', Kn pa2r3u, ha2r3u v.
'run' ˚  K *p'- provides evidence for N *p''''- . D *-r- in *par- goes back t o
a cns. cluster (belonging to the heritage of N *barqV [≠  *barÙV ]).
1787. *{p ''''}ur[y]V (or *{p''''}u 4 444r[y]V?) 'wing, feather(s) ' > HS: S *°√prpr
>  Hrs f‰r≤fayr (pl. f‰rfo2r) 'feather' ¶ Jo. H 33  B *fVr- wing' >  Rf
{Rn.}, SrSn {Rn.} afar, Izn {Bs.} aff´r, BSn, Grr {Bs.}, Mz {Dlh.} af´r, Wrg
{Dlh.} af´r (pl. afriw´n), Hrw {Bs.} af´r (pl. ifriwin), Izd {Mrc.} if´r
(pl. ifriwn), Kb {Dl.} if´rr (pl. if´rraw´n, afriw´n), ZAS {Loub.} aff´Ò
(pl. affÒiw´n), Gd {Lf.} if´r (pl. afrawn) id., Sll tif´rt (pl. tifrawin)
id., if´r 'large wing'; B *fVrïw- ≠ *fVra2w- 'wing' >  Zng {Bs.} îvYrf"
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afriwi (pl. ˆÆvYrfY ifriwan), Wrs {Bs.} afriwi (pl. ifriwin), BMn
{Bs.} afri ≠ afriw (pl. afriwn, ifriw´n), Grr {Bs.}, Mz {Dlh.}, Fgg {NZ}
afriw, Tmm {Bs.} afri (pl. ifriwn), Nf {Beg.} afrïw (pl. ifrïw´n)
'wing', Ah {Fc.}, Ttq {Msq.} afraw (pl. ifraw´n) 'wing, feather', Ty
afœraw (pl. ifœraw¥n), Gd {Lf.} afraw (pl. afra2wEn), ETwl afœrut (p l .
ifœrut¥n) 'wing' ¶ Fc. 336, Lf. II #O436, Dl. 218, Bs. MS I 226, Bs. ZOu
141, Beg. 215, GhA 42, Mrc. 16, Dlh. DMB 5O, Dlh. Ou 79, Loub. 5 3 5 ,
Msq. 18, 252, Rn. 298, NZ 598-9, 645 || K: OG prte, G prta 'feather' ¶
Ser. 164, Chx. 1497 || IE: NaIE *[(s)]per- 'feather, wing' >  Vd
par≤n5am, Av parÉn´m, KhS pa2rra- 'feather, wing', NPrs rwPa pa4rr id .
»» Sl *pe≤ro 'feather' > ChS, OR pero pero 'feather', OCS pero pero ' p e n ' ,
R, Uk, Blg pe≤ro, SCr pe~ro, Slv pero•5 (gen. pere•sa), ∆  pe5!ro, P
pio1ro, Cz, Slk pero 'feather'; Sl *perije 'feathers' >  R ≤per∆å id., Cz
per7I1 'feather' » ? Blt: Lt sparﬁnas, Ltv spa2~rns 'wing'  Ht
partawar  'wing', (?) 'feather' (-t- due to the infl. of Ht pattar/n-
'wing' < N *P3333utV 'feather, hair'??) ¶¶ EI 646 (*por≤no-m 'wing,
feather'), M K II 223-4, M E II 97, Horn 65-6, Bai. 231, SJSS XXV 26-7 ,
Vs. III 243, Mikl. E 241, Glh. 275, Frn. 861, CHD P198-9, ≈ Bn. HR 3 6 - 4 1
('feather, wing' in Sl and IIr “ IE *per- 'flotter en air, se déplacer d a n s
l’espace') (see  N *p''''arV 'to fly, to jump') || A: Tg *pu3rakï3 'wing, b o n e
of a wing (humerus of birds)' >  Ewk hurakï 'wing; humerus (of bi rds) ;
quill (Federkiel)', Lm hUrIqI 'forelimb (predple¢∆e) of a wing', Neg
xoyaxI 'humerus in a bird's wing', 'humerus (of humans)', Ork xUraqI
'bone of a wing' ¶ STM II 352  M *[F]o4rbelge '∈ feather(s) ' > WrM
o4rbelge, HlM ørvøløg ≠ ørøvløg 'feather on the head (of a
bird), tuft, crest; small feathers', Ord o4rwo4lgo4 'small feather', Kl {Rm.}
o4rwl=g´ ≠ o4rwöl´g 'feathers, plumage', {KRS} ørvlg 'down (of b i rds) ' ,
Brt ¥rb´lg´ id., 'feathers of the tail' ¶ MED 64O, Ms. O 54O, KW 3O1,
KRS 423, Chr. 5O9  pJ {S} *p‰r‰ 'falcon’s wings, underwing  feathers' >
OJ poro, poro-pa ¶ S QJ #1589, Mr. 415 ¶¶ DQA #183O (A *pæore ¬ -i\-, -
r1- 'feather, wing') || D *pur- ({†GS} *p-) 'feather of a peacock’s tail' >
Tl puri 'peacock’s tail', Klm pu2rage id., Prj pu2ril (pl.) 'peacock’s tail
feathers', Gnd pu2ri 'peacock’s tail', Knd puri 'feather of a peacock' ¶ ¶
D #3581 ˚ Blt *s- provides evidence for an IE *s- mobile, which
suggests a palatal element (*y  or palatality of *r ) in the N word. But N
*-r 1111- is probably ruled out by the D reflex, therefore my tentat ive
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solution is to suppose a N cluster *-ry-. Frn. 861 believes that Baltic *s-
is secondary and tries to explain it by the infl. of IE *sp(≈)er- ' z ucken '
˚ ≈ Gr. II #164 (*par 'fly' v.) (IE, U, Y, A, J, Gil, without distinguishing
this N word from N *p '''' a rV  'to fly, to jump').
1788. *P3333VÂÇV 'flee, run (from, after smb.) '  (or N *p''''År{yË}
ÇV......, a cd. with N *p ''''År[y]V  'run, flee', q.v.) > HS: S *°√prs7+s6+Td >  Ak
√prs7d v. N  (inf. napars7udu) '(ent)fliehen' ¶ Sd. 735 || IE: H t
pars- v. 'flee, escape' ¶ Frd. HW 163, Ts. W 61, CHD P 179-8O || A: Tg
*°p{o3}rç- >  Ewk Sk/Urm ho2rça- v. 'overtake' ('dognat∆ , nagnat∆ ') ¶
STM II 334.
1789. (€?) *P3333VÂÇV[-]n2222V 'heel ' or '(sole of a) foot' > HS: WS
*√prs+s7n (× N *P3333VÂVc1111[X]V 'fingernail, claw', q.v. ffd.) >  Ar {BK}
firsin- (pl. fura2sin-) 'pied, patte (cette partie du pied chez le chameau
et l'éléphant que l'animal pose sur le sol); pied de brebis', {Fr.} firsin-
'ungula cameli, elephanti', {Hv.} 'camel’s or man’s foot', ? Tgr f‰rs‰m
'ankle (of men), heel tendon' ¶ BK II 569-7O, Fr. III 332, Ln. 2369, Hv.
555, LH 656, ≈ MiK I #1.22O || IE *pers-na2, *pers-ni- 'heel' >  OI
≤pa2rs5ni-, Av pa2s7na- 'heel', KhS pa2rra-, Sgd ps7n?, NPrs {Vl., BM}
´na$0'P på2s7ne, {Sg.} ´na$'P på2s7ene 'heel' »» Gt faI1rzna, AS fiersn, OHG
fersna, NHG Ferse 'heel' »» Gk pte1rnh id. »» L perna 'leg; ham' (“
'heel', as evidenced by the d. pernio2, -o2nis 'Frostbeule an d e n
Fersen')  ?? Ht {Frd.} parsina- [*parsna-] 'Oberschenkel, Lende',
{CHD} parse+ina-, parsna- 'buttock, loins, male genitalia' ¶¶ P
823,EI 265 (*≤persn-ehÅ-), M K II 261, M E II 123-4, Horn 62, Vl. I 32O,
Sg. 231, BM 87, Bai. 231, F II 611-612, WH II 289-29O, EM 499, Fs. 1 4 1 ,
Kb. 237, OsS 186, KM 193-4, Ho. 1O4, CHD P 187-8, Ts. W 62 || ?φ  K:
OG brc7'al-i [OT, NT] 'heel' (Gen. 3.15, Joh. 13.18), MG [VTq.] {DCh.}
'dlan∆ , lapa ', G {Chx.} brc7'al-i 'fingernail, claw' ¶ DCh. 121, Ser. 1 7 ,
Chx. 114 ¶ Several phonemes of the word are irreg. (b- for the expected
p'- or p- , a glottalized affricate with unexpected glottalization, as well a s
probably -l- for -n-), which suggests that the word may be a loan f r o m
some unknown source. An alternative conjecture is as follows:
*p'Vrc[Vn]- >  K *p'Vrc`[Vn] >  *bVrc`'[Vn] (mte.) >  Zan *brc7'-al- (*-al- is a
sx.) ı OG brc7'ali 'heel ' . This conjecture presupposes a N r ec .
*p ''''VrcV[n 2222V]  'heel' ˚  IS MS 342 equated the abovementioned IE and K
roots with FU *pers+s1e- 'hind part' and reconstructed a N etymon with
the meaning 'z adnij  (hind part)'.
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179O. *P3333VÂVc1111[X]V 'fingernail, claw' > HS: CS (or WS) *≤paras-
'hoof, cloven hoof' (×  N *P3333VÂÇV[-]n2222V 'heel') >  BHb ex1r6p2 par≤sa2
'cloven hoof, hoof', JA [Trg.] pars´≤t3a2 id., Sr æ4o,ßrπa pars´≤t3-a22
'hoof', SmA √prs Sh  'have hoofs', JPA Bz exrf prsh, em. etxrf
prsth  'hoof, cloven hoof', ? Tgr f‰rs‰m  'ankle (of men), heel t endon ' ;
cp also Ar firsin- 'hoof of a camel' (< N *P3333VÂÇV[-]n2222V 'heel') ¶ KB
912, KBR 969-7O, Tal 7O5-6, Lv. T II 294, Br. 6OO, Fr. III 332, Ln. 2 3 6 9 ,
Hv. 555, Sl. P 449, LH 656, MiK I #1.22O  NrOm: Cha {C} harc5a2 (h  <
*f is irreg.), Bdt {C}parta2, Kcm {CR} berad5e2, Gm {Hw.} bira!d'd'e, Wl
{C} berad5d5e, berad5ya 2, {LmS, HL} birad'd'iya, Omt (= Gf?) {Mrn.}
bi≤rad'd'e, Dwr {Brll.} biradde$, {LmS} birrade, Dc {HL} birad'd'e 'finger' ¶
Blz. OLBP 13 [#36], AD SF 41-2, Mrn. O 139, HL 93, LmS 322-3, Hw. EG
 Ch: WCh: Hs fa!Rc7e~ (pl. fa!Ra~wta2) 'fingernail', Gw {Mts. G} a!!-pi!!ra~c7i!
'finger', Gw Kr fi!ra~c7i@, Gw Nm pÈ!rsi@ id. »» CCh: Gude {Hsk.} p‰!r‰!s6Y‰~n‰
'hoof of animal' » ? Gdr {Mch.} purÛumay  'fingernail' (Û  = Î^ or Z6  [?]
[Mouchet does not explain the sign Û , but refers to the transcription o f
the Institut d'ethnologie, which is not yet available to the p resen t
author]) ¶ Mts. G 2O, Mts. GD 33, ChC, Mch. VCQP 36, Hsk. 256 ¶¶ ≈
Sk. HCD 65 || K *pr=cXa- 'fingernail, claw' >  OG prcXil- 'claw', G
prc7Xil- 'fingernail, claw', G G prcXil-, G X/T pirc7Xil- id., Mg bircXa-
id., Lz bu(r)cXa- 'fingernail, claw', cXeni-bucXa 'hoof of a horse' (l i t .
'horse-claw'), Sv UB/LB/L/Ln cXa 'fingernail, claw, talon' ¶ K 191, K2
2O4-5, Chik. 61-2, Marr 132-3, TK 841, GP 277 || IE: NaIE (att. in BSl)
*°pr=st- 'finger, [?] toe' >  Sl *pÁ!rst¥ (gen. *pÁr≤sta) id. >  OCS pr6st5
prÁstË, OR p6rst5 pÁrstË, R †, Uk perst 'finger', SCr prŸst, Slv
pr•st, Blg ≤pr`st(`t), Cz, Slk prst, ULs porst 'finger, toe', P
parst 'finger' » Lt pirﬁs7tas (1st accentual paradigm), Ltv pi~rksts,
pi~rsts, Pru p°rsten 'finger' ¶ Vs. III 244, ZVSZ 354-5, Glh. 5O7, Frn.
598, En. 227 ˚  AD GD 12, IS MS 351, IS III 7O-7 (*p{a}r{a4} ' f ingernail ' ,
not distinguishing between the etymon in question and N *P3333{Å}ÂV
'finger'). The N etymons *P3333VÂVc1111[X]V and *P3333{Å}ÂV '⇑ ' are likely t o
be etymologically connected. It is tempting to suppose that N
*P3333VÂVc1111[X]V goes back to a N cd. *P3333{Å}ÂV c1111 ' '''uy˝a4444 'finger-thorn' (w
N *c 1111 ' '''uy˝a 4444 'thorn').
1791. *P3333VÂic1111 ' '''V 'break through, tear '  > HS: S *√prc' >  BHb √prc'
(pf. çr@p1 pa2≤rac', ip. -p3roc') 'make a split, make breach (in the city wall),
break through', Ug prs5 {KB} ? 'Riß, Spalt', {OLS} 'breach', JA [Trg.]
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√prs' v. 'break through', Md √prs5 G  v. 'breach, break through', Ar
√frsœ  G  v. 'cut, slit, pierce', {BK} 'couper, fendre en deux', Ak √prs5 G
'durchbrechen' ¶ KB 914-5, KBR 971-2, OLS 357, Lv. T II 298, Js. 1 2 3 7 ,
DM 8O, Ln. 2372, BK II 572, Hv. 556 || K: GZ *prec'-/pric'- vt. ' t e a r ,
rend' >  G p(X)ric'-/p(X)rec'- id., 'zerreissen, zerfetzen; (die Augen)
aufreissen', Mg buric'- ≠ biric'-, Lz bric'- ≠ bruc'- ≠ bric'- v. 'tear' ¶ K
19O, K2 2O4, ≈ FS K 6O and FS E 62 (*brec'-/*bric'-), Chx. 1523 || IE
*pers- ≠ *prïs- v. 'break to pieces' >  Gk pri$v v. 'saw (asunder)', pri$v
tu`ß ]odo1ntaß 'grind\gnash the teeth', pri6sma 'anything sawn' ‘ [Euc.]
'prism' »» pAl {O} *prïs7a > Al prish  'destroy, spoil, waste', Al G {LamP}
prish 'spoil'  Ht {CHD} parsai- v. 'break up into small pieces,
crumble', {Ts.} parsiya- md. 'zerbrechen, zerteilen, zerstückeln' ¶ P
846, F II 596, O 346, Ç II 49-5O, 44O, Kf. 282, LamP 158, Frd. HW 1 6 3 ,
CHD P 183-4, Ts. W 61 ˚  The length of the vw. in IE *prïs- and t h e
optional lr. in G challenge explanation. Do they suggest the presence o f
a lr. in the N etymon (≈  *P 3333VÂiÓc 1111 ' '''V )?
1792. *P3333a4 444rga 'to split' > HS: S *°√prg (or CS *√prg) > Ar ÔrF√frg7
G  {BK} 'fendre, pourfendre', {Ln} 'make an opening (or intervening
space) between two things', ?σ JA [Trg.] √prg D 'exchange' (if “
'auseinander halten', as supposed by Lv.) ¶ BK II 561, Ln. 2359, Js .
1213, Lv. IV 97 || ?σ IE: NaIE *perg- '≈  beat, strike, wound' > Arm
harkanem haRkan-em 'beat, strike, wound' (but aor. hari haRi
without -k-) »» Clt (×  *xerg[≈]- <  N *hirVgV 'kill' or 'die'): OIr org-
'smite, slay', OBr treorgam  'perforo \' ¶ P 819, ≈  Slt. 257-8, Vn. O  3O-
1, Billy 116, cp. EI 158 (*h€erk- 'rend, destroy')  || A: M *Fergi ' s t eep
bank, precipice' > WrM ergi 'steep bank; steep precipice or s lope ' ,
HlM ´r´g id., Mnr H {SM} xargòi '(river-)bank, precipice' ¶ Pp. IM 1 5 3 ,
MED 323, T 374, SM 162 || D *pari- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'break off, tear, c u t
asunder' > Tm pari (fts. -pp-, prts. -tt-) v. 'cut asunder', pari- ( f ts .
-v-, prts. -nt-) v. 'be sundered, break off, be cut asunder', Ml
pariNNuka  v. 'pluck grass', Tu paripuni v. 'tear, rend', pariyuni
v. 'rend', OTl pariyu v. 'wear away; fall away in shreds' ( o f
plastering), Klm part- 'cut up', Prj parNg- 'be split', paarkip- v. 'spl i t ' ,
Gdb pariNp- v. 'split (firewood with axe)', Knd para 'crumb, f ragment ' ,
Ku par- 'dig a ditch', Krx parx-, Mlt par9e v. 'split, cleave, rend' ¶¶ D
##3962, 4O27, Km. 426 [#799] (does not distinguish between D *pari-
and D *parÀi- ({†GS} *p-) 'tear off, pluck', which is likely to go back to N
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*p ''''a 4 444 ri {?}É  'to tear, to split', q.v.) ˚  IE *g  (rather than *g≈) is due to t h e
incompatibility law ruling out media aspirata and vl. stops in the s a m e
root. D *-r- < N *r + cns.
1793. *p''''u4 444rVK''''V (or *p''''irVK''''V) 'be startled, be scared, fear' > HS:
WS *√prk' 'fear' > Ar √frq (pf. fariqa) {Hv.} 'fear, be frightened', {BK}
'avoir peur; être peureux, timide', fariq-un 'qui a peur (effrayé par u n e
chose qui survient inopinément)', Hrs f‰ro2k' v. 'fear, be afraid', Mh fro2k'
(sbjn. y‰fro2k'), Jb E furk', Jb C e≤frek' v. 'frighten', Jb C {Jo JL} ≤fer‰k'
(sbjn. y‰≤frok') v. 'be afraid, frightened', Mh fïr‰k' (sbjn., prs. y‰fro2k'),
Hrs ≤fayr‰k' (sbjn., prs. y‰fro2k') v. 'be afraid, timorous' ¶ BK II 583-4 ,
Hv. 558, Jo. M 1OO, Jo. H 34, Jo. J 61  ?φ  EC: pKns *fu2r- 'fear' >  Gdl
hu2r-, Kns fu2r- ¶ Bl. 67  ?φ  CCh: Db {Lnh.} pI~rIt 'fear' ¶ ChC s.v. ' f e a r '
|| IE: NaIE *perk- n., v. 'fear' > Gt fau1rhtei, OHG, OSx forhta, NHG
Furcht, AS fyrhtu≠ fryhtu n. 'fear', NE fright; Gt faurhtjan
sik 'to be frightened'; OHG for(a)hten, OSx forhtian, forhton,
AS forhtian 'to fear'; Gt fau1rhts, AS, OSx forht, OHG for(a)ht
'fearing, timid' »» pTc {Ad.| *pa4rsk- (< *perk-sk-) > Tc A, B pa4rsk- ' b e
afraid'; d.: Tc A praski-, Tc B proskiye ≠ prosko n. 'fear, danger '
¶ P 82O, EI 198, Fs. 146-7, Kb. 279, OsS 213-4, Ho. 112, 12O, Ho. S 2 2 ,
Wn. 388, JGH 29, 123, 193, 326, Ad. 375-6, 422 || A *pæu4rke v. ' b e
startled\scared, fear' >  T (att. in NaT) *[h]u4rk[i]-≠*[h]u4rk[u4]- id. >  OT
u4rk(u4)- id., Chg ≥  XV u4rk-≠hu4rk- id., Tk u4rk- 'be startled \ scared \
frightened', Tkm, Qq u4rk-, Tkm NC hu4rk-, Uz hurk-, SY o4rk- id., Az, Qmq,
QrB, Qrg, Nog u4rk-, Qzq u4rkiÆ-, VTt, Bsh Áºrk-, Xk u4ru4k-, ET, StAlt u4rku4- id .
¶ Cl. 221, Rs. W 522, ET Gl 635-7  M *Fu4rgu4- v. 'be(come) fr ightened '
> MM [MA] hu4rgu4- id., WrM u4rgu4- ≠ u4rge-, HlM ¥rg´- v. ' b e ( c o m e )
alarmed or frightened', Brt ¥rg´-, Kl ¥rg- u4rg´- 'be frightened', O r d
u$rgu$- id., Mnr H {SM} furgòudòi- be frightened \ shy' (of animals) ¶ Pp.
MA 192, MED 1O12, Chr. 511, KRS 554, Ms. O 761, SM 11O  ?φ,σ M
*Furin 'anger' > WrM urin , HlM urin  'ardent passion, anger, dislike',
Kl ur, {Rm.} ur ≠ u2r, b ur1n= 'anger', Kl urn∆-x, {Rm.} b urni- 'be angry ' ,
Brt uri gari bolowohon 'be in bad spirits', Ba hor, Dx Xo2 'anger' ¶
MED 884, KRS 534, 537, KW 45O-1, 454, T DnJ 139, T BJ 15O  ?σ Tg
*pu'rke- v. 'be depressed, feel miserable' >  Ewk hurk‰2-, hurk‰yï- ' b e
bored\sad' ('sku¢at∆ , toskovat∆ '), Lm ho$rk‰n-, ho$rk‰t-/ç- id., O r c
xokko(y)a4∏, xokko(i)si 'boring (sku¢no )', xokkosi- 'be bored', Ud {STM}
xokoΗo$ 'it is very unpleasant\disgusting (because of noise, disorder)' ¶
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STM II 353  ?φ pJ {S} *pi~ru~-m- 'retreat frightened, run away' > OJ p[i\
]i~ru~m-, J: T hiru!m-, K hi!ru!m-, Kg hi~ru~m- ¶ S QJ #783, Mr. 69O ¶¶ The
loss of A *-k- in J and in M *Furin is still to be explained ¶¶ SDM94 (A
*pæu4rkÉ), SDM97 (A *pæurkÉ 'be afraid, angry'  > T, M, as well as Tg
*purke2- 'be bored'), ≠ DQA #18O6 (A *pæi\u"~ri 'be afraid, angry'); Rm.
SKE 2O9, Pp. VG 83, 111, Rs. W 522 (these sources equate T *[h]u4rk- a n d
M *Fu4rgu4- with Tg *purkÉ- v. 'jump' [STM II 353] and Ko {Rm.} pulk∏în
hÄda 'spring up, arise', which is qu.; the Tg and Ko root is better to b e
referred to N *p ''''Ër 1111 [u 6 666 ]ga 4444 'to jump', q.v. ffd., though the merger of b o t h
N words at the A and even at the pN level is probable) || D *pirÀVkk-
({†GS} *p-) 'fear' >  Tm pir3akkam 'awe, fear', ? pir3appu ' f ear ,
alarm', Kn pir3iki 'coward', Tl pir3iki 'coward; timid, cowardly' ;
connected with Tm pir 3ar ª v. 'tremble' (?) ¶¶ D #42OO (a) ˚  D *i a n d
A *u4 may be explained either by labialization of the vw. in A (ass. infl.
of *p-?) or by delabialization *u4 > *i  in D (still to be investigated).
1794. ?σ € *P3333VÂ[V]K''''á 'tear out\asunder\off, detach' > HS: WS
*√prk' 'tear out\away\off' >  BHb √prk' G  v. 'tear away\off, rescue', OA
√prk' v. 'destroy', JA [Trg.] √prk'  G  'einlösen, erlösen', {Js.} 'unt ie ,
redeem', JEA {Sl.} √prk' G  'redeem, separate, divide, solve', Sr, Nbt
√prk' 'auflösen, befreien', Md √prk' v. 'severe, detach, free, deliver,
save', Ar √frq G (pf. faraqa ip. -fruq-) {BK} 'distinguer, mettre de l a
différence entre deux\plusieurs choses; se partager en deux\plusieurs ,
se fourcher (la route)', {Hv.} 'separate, set apart; part (the hair)', Sb
√frk' v. 'deliver, save', Gz √frk' v. 'save, redeem', Tgy *√frk' ' befre ien ' ,
Ak √prk' G 'abtrennen', 'separate' ¶ KB 915-7, KBR 973-4, Sd. 8 2 9 ,
BGMR 46, L G 166, LH 657, Lv. IV 136, Js. 1239, Sl. 937-8, BK II 582-3 ,
Hv. 558  C: Bj √frk pcv. ({R} 1s: ≤a-frik, prs. afan≤r°k) 'dig' ¶ R
WBd. 83 || IE: NaIE *perk8- '≈  dig a ditch\chasm', {P} 'aufreißen,
aufwühlen' (and Ï NaIE *pr=k8a2 'furrow') >  OI ≤pars1a2na-h5 'precipice,
chasm' »» L porca n. 'furrow' »» MW rhy6ch 'furrow', W rrych id.,
'groove', OBr Γ  rec 'sulco', ro-risce[n5]ti 'sulcavissent', MBr
reguenn  snglt. 'furrow', Br d. regan% 'labourer légèrement', Gl rica
'furrow' (ı Fr raie 'line, stroke') »» OHG fur(u)h, NHG Furche, Sw
faºra, ∆ fo4r, Dn fure, AS furh 'furrow', NE furrow; ON for
'furrow, ditch' (<  *pr=k8-), NNr fere 'ridge between two furrows'»» Lt
praﬁ-pers7is, pra-pars7a~, pra-pers7a~ 'unfrozen patch of water i n
ice-covered surface', prapars7as 'ditch, Graben' ¶ P 821, M K II 2 2 8 -
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9, M E II 1OO, WH II 34O-1, Flr. 294, Hm. 683, Vr. 13, Kb. 3O3, OsS
234, KM 225, Ho. 119, Frn. 578, EI 215 (*pr=k8ehÅ- 'furrow') ˚  Cf. IS II
1OO-1 (*pæa4r 1{a} 'tear, break, split'). It is tempting to see the same N
etymon in D *pïr- (>  Tm p°r-) and D *pïk- (>  Ka pïku v. 'pull o u t ,
pluck up, tear', Tl piﬁ:ku v. 'pull out, root up, pluck out', Klm pïkeN v.
'uproot', Nkr pïk- v. 'pull out', Gdb pïhk- v. 'pluck', w D #4212), b u t
acc. to Km.'s analysis (Km. 431 [#827]), the forms with *-k-, *-kk- g o
back to D *piy- rather than to *pirk-.
1795. *p''''a4 444Âp''''Vz6666V ≠ ? i  *p''''a 4 444Âp''''VÂ++++lV 'butterfly' > K *p'erp'el- id. > G
p'ep'ela- id., Mg parpal(ia)- ≠ papralia, Lz parpal-, Sv L/Ln {T} p'erp'el, UB
{GP} p'arp'a2nd, {K “?} p'a4rp'a4nd, p'a4p'old id. ¶¶ K 153, K2 14, TK 681, GP 2 5 2
|| ? HS: S: [1]  S *°√prs6 >  Ar fara2s7- coll. 'butterflies', snglt. fara2s7-at-
'butterfly'; [2] i : NNEA {Kal.} pirpira 'butterfly'; ? NHb rp1r^p2 par≤par
id. (unless an independent i -formation, possibly encouraged by Fr
papillon, It farfalla, and\or Ar fara2s7-at- id.) ¶ BK II 571, Kal. s.v.
babo¢ka , ESh. 11O3  Ch i ≈ *pVlpVl- 'butterfly' > WCh: Su {J}
m=~pu!lpu~l, Kfr {Nt.} p‰lp‰~l id. » ? NBc: My {Sk.} a~?s6i!pe~pi!r, Kry {Sk.}
s6i~fi!rfi@ra! id. »» CCh: Glv {Rp.} a~palapala, Mofu {Brr.} ma~pla~pla` id. ¶ ChC
|| ?? i IE: NaIE {EI} *pelpel- 'butterfly' > L pa2pilio2 id. »» AS fïfealde,
OSx fïfoldara, MLG viveltere, OHG fifaltra ≠ pifoltra, NHG
Feifalter, ON fI1frildi id. »» ?? Ltv ∆ {ME} pledins id. (infl. o f
pledina2 ^t 'to move wings' ÷ NHG flattern) ¶ WP II 52, EI 88, WH II
249-5O, Vr. 119, Ho. 1O4, Ho. S 19, Kb. 24O, OsS 193, ME III 333 || D:
[1] *pa2pp(al)- ({†GS} *p-) 'butterfly' > Tm, Ml pa2ppa2tti, Gnd pa2pe ±
pa2pe2 ± p≈a2pe id., Kdg pa;pîli id., 'moth', Krx papla2 'butterfly'  [2]
*pip[p]Vli ({†GS} *p-) id. > Nk pipuli, Prj pilpili, Gnd piprï ± pïplï id.,
as well as Ku pubuli ± pu2bu2li id. ¶¶ D #4O83, Pf. 84 || A: M {Pp.}
*FerbeGekey 'butterfly' > MM [H] {Ms.} herbegei, MA {Pp.} herbe2kei id.,
WrM erbegekey ≠ erbekey, HlM ´rvé´xij id., 'moth', O r d
erwe2″Xæï, Brt ´rb´´x´j, Kl ´rváká, {KW} erwE2kE2 'butterfly' ¶ Pp. IM
46, Pp. MA 184, Ms. H 6O, Ms. O 248, MED 319, KW 12, Chr. 77O ˚  IE
*pelpel- is a doubtful cognate, because it may be an independently
created ideoophon.
1796. *parÊV  'rock, hill' > HS: B: Ah e-f´rt´s 'rocaille' ¶ Fc. 359, NZ
644  ? S *°√prd > Ar furd-a2t- pl. 'collines que l’on aperçoit çà et là' (×
Ar √frd 'be alone, be simple \ uncompound', 's’isoler, se séparer'?) ¶
BK II 565 ||  IE: Gk pe1tra2 'rock' ¶ F II 522, Ch. 892-3 (in both no et.) ||
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A: M *barta˝an >  WrM barta9a(n), HlM bartaa 'uneven ter ra in ,
broken country; hillock', Ord bòartæa2 'endroit couvert de broussailles e t
d’arbrisseaux et où ne peut avancer qu’avec difficulté', WrO barda2tai
'precipitous, difficult' ¶ MED 89, Ms. O 55, Krg. 337 || ?φ D {tr.} *porÀrÀ-,
{GS} podÀ- 'mountain, top' (× N *borV 'mountain, hill', q.v. × N
*p ''''or{a 4444 }÷V  'summit, tip', q.v.) >  Tm por3ai\, por33r3i 'mountain, hill', Ml
por3r3a 'an elevation in rice grounds', Klm pode 'high, up, the top; o n ' ,
Nkr pode  'top; on', Nk por 'hill, the top', Prj podi  'top, above', Gdb poyta
'top of sth.; on, upon', Gnd parro2 'on top', parro 'on, above, top', Krx
parta2 'mountain, hill' ¶¶ D #4567, GS 151 [#381], 71 [#232] ˚  M
*barta˝an suggests a pN vw. *a , while the D vw. *o in *porÀrÀ- belongs t o
the heritage of N *p ''''or {a 4444 }÷V .
1797. € *P3333ËÂ[V]tV '≈ moisture, water' > HS: S *pura2t- 'sweet wa te r '
(‘  'the Euphrates') >  Ar fura2t- 'sweet water; the Euphrates', mïya2h-un
fura2t-un 'eaux douces', Ak purattu, JA [Trg.] {Lv.} p´≤ra2t3 ' t h e
Euphrates', Aram ı Hb p´≤ra2t3 id.; S ı OPrs ufra2tu id. ı Gk
Ey>fra1thß; Ar √frt (pf. faruta) 'dulcis admodum fuit' (aqua) ¶ KB 92O,
KBR 978-9, Fr. III 326-7, BK II 56O, Hv. 552, Lv. T II 3O4 || IE: NaIE
*pôrd- '≈  wet, moist, slimy' >  Gk pardako1ß, Gk I pordako1ß 'wet, moist' »»
Ltv purdul¯i  'mucus' ¶ WP II 5O, F II 473 (no et. of the Gk word).
1798. *p''''u 6 666ÂtV[XV] to spit, to vomit, to fart ' > HS: WCh {Stl.} *pard-
v. 'spit, (?) suck' >  Ang par v. 'spit', Ngz pa2~d'u! v. 'suck' ¶ Stl. ZCh 1 4 6
[#22], Sch. DN 131, Flk. s.v. par || K: G purtX- v. 'spit' ¶ DCh. 1318 ||
IE: NaIE *perd- v. 'fart with noise', *pr=di-s n. 'fart' >  OI LSk ≤pardate2
'(he) farts', Av p´r´Îaiti id. »» Gk pe1rdomai, pe1rdv v. 'fart' (1s prs . ) ,
aor. }epardon, pfc. pe1porda; pordh1 n. 'fart' »» pAl {O} *perda >  Al pjerdh-
(aor. pordha) v. 'fart' »» Lt pe!rsti / 1s prs. pe!rdz7u, Ltv pir^st /
pir^du  v. 'fart', Lt pir %dis 'Furz' » Sl *pÁrde7 ¡ti 'to fart' > SCr
pr!djeti, Slv prde5!ti, Cz prde7ti, R per≤det∆ 'to fart', Blg p`rdå
v. 'fart' »» W rhech n. 'fart' ({P}: < *rikka2 < *pr=d-ka2), rhechain ' t o
fart', Br rec&hin% id. »» ON freta, OHG fe4rzan, NHG farzen, AS
feortan 'to fart', feorting n. 'fart', NE fart; ON fretr, OHG
furz ≠ firz, NHG Furz n. ' fart ' ¶ P 819, EI 194 (*perde/o-), M K II
225, M E II 98, F II 511-2, BFU 429, My. 342, O 33O, Huld BAE 154, Cim.
16, Frn. 577, Tr. 219-2O, Vs. III 235-6, Glh. 5O1, YGM-1 377, Hm. 6 8 1 ,
Vr. 142, Kb. 237, KM 185, Sw. 57, Ho. 1O2 || D (in NED) *putVr+rÀ- v.
'vomit' >  Krx putu"r-na2 (p. puttras), Mlt putre id. ¶ D #4276 ˚  N *p''''-
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(rather than *p- ) is reconstructed on the ev. of the WCh cognates ˚
Connected with N *P 3333ËÂ[V]tV '≈ moisture'?
1799. € *P3333VÂ{t''''}V 'jerk, pull (out), tear off' > HS: S *√prt' 'tear off ,
pick (a fruit from a tree), separate' >  Ak √prt5 (inf. para2t5u)
'abreißen, abräumen', MHb √prt' G (pf. yr@p1 pa2≤rat5), JA {Lv.} G (p f .
yr@p6 p´≤rat5) 'absondern, trennen', JEA {Sl.} √prt' G  'split, b reach;
specify', ? Ar SL √frtœ G  'shake off (nuts) from a tree' ¶ Sd. 832, GB
659, KB 91O, Lv. IV 11O, Sl. 931-2, Bel. 582, Hv. 556  NrOm: Mch {L}
p'a4ri~c7'a(ye!) v. 'be uprooted, fall with the root' (a tree) ¶ L M 45 || IE:
Ht partai- {CHD} v. 'disentangle (?), unravel (?)', {Ts.} 'auszupfen,
entwirren' ¶ Ts. W 62, CHD P 197-8.
18OO. (€?) *{p}{Å}Ât''''V{h}V ¬ *{p}{Å}t''''ÂV{h}V '≈ rod, young twig,
shoot' >  IE: NaIE *pert≈- 'pole, rod, shoot' >  Arm or† oRt≈ (o -s tem)
'vine' »» Gk pto1r†oß 'young branch, shoot, sucker, sapling' »» ? L
pertica 'long pole\rod', Osc perek{aI1s} 'perticis', Um PERCAM
accus. 'virgam', perkaf accus. pl. 'virgas' »» ? (acc. to Vn.) Clt: W
erhyll 'ship mast' »» ? Sl *proßt¥ 'rod' (with an unexplained nasalized
vw.) > OCS d. pr0tiEpro<tije coll. 'be1rgai, virgae, rods, rozgi ', OR
prËt5prutË, R, Uk prut 'rod', Blg pr`t, SCr pru•t, Slv pro•5t, Cz
prut, Slk pru1t, P pre<t id. ¶ WP II 49, P 823; F II 615 and Ch. 9 5 O
(both: no et. of Gk pto1r†oß), WH II 292-3, EM 5OO, Bc. G 341, Pln. I 2 1 6 ,
253 and II 38, Vs. III 39O, SJSS 5O6, StSS 555, Mikl. L 754, Chrn. II 7 7
|| HS: EthS *≤bat[V]r- ≠ ? *°≤bar[V]t- 'stick, shoot, rod' >  Gz batr id.,
'branch', Tgr bAt‰r, Tgy bAtri, Amh bAtt‰r, Har bArti, Gft bArtA, Grg
So/Wl/Z bArt 'stick' ¶ L G 112, L EDG III 156 || ? D *patßtß- ({†GS} *p-)
'beam, timber, wood (Holz)' (“ *'trunk of a tree'), 'bough' >  T m
pat5t5ai\ 'palmyra timber, rafter', Kn pat5t5e id., 'areca bough', Ml
pat5t5a 'areca bough', Tu pat5i 'rafter', Tl pat5t5e 'bar\spar of wood,
piece of timber of door-frame', Klm patßtße, Nkr patßi 'plank', Prj petßtßi
'beam, post', Gdb patßiya, Kui patßi 'beam', Krx patßtßa2 'beam in oil-mill'
¶¶ D #3875, Pf. #532.
18O1. *P3333or1111÷V 'hair' > HS: S *≤par[V]÷- 'hair of head' >  BHb or@p3
≤pEra÷ 'loosely hanging and unplaited hair on the head', Ak pe2r(e)tu
'hair of the head', Ar far÷- id. (esp. 'woman’s hair'), 'branch, bough,
sprout', √fr÷ (pf. fari÷a) 'avoir une chevelure très abondante, telle
qu'elle couvre toute la tête', {Hv.} 'have abundant hair' (for Ar possibly:
× N *p ''''Åri{÷}V  'strew, spread, extend') ¶ KB 913, KBR 97O, BK II 578-9 ,
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Hv. 557, Sd. 856, BDB 828, MiK I #1.218 || K *papar- 'mane' > G papar-
, Mg popor-, Sv L papar, UB/L/Ln papal id. ¶ K 187, K2 198, Chik. 1O2,
Chx. 454, TK 752 || A: Tg *°pora- >  WrMc foron 'curls', {Hr.}
'Haarwirbel' (×  foron 'a turn, Kraüselung'  <  N *P3333o 6 666ÂwV 'to turn, t o
revolve', q.v.) ¶ Z 1O65, Hr. 3O5 || D *pu2r`- ({†GS} *b-) 'down, hair o n
the body' (× N *bu 4444 ++++ ur[?]V 'lock of hair, down') >  Klm bur 'fur', Nkr bu2r
'down, fine feather', Gnd bu2ra2 ± bura 'down' ± bura2 'feather', Knd bur`us
± bulus 'pubic hair, feathers, hair on legs and chest', Png bu2ra ' small
feathers, down, wool, pubic hair', Mnd bu2riN 'pubic hair', Kui bu2ri, bu2ru
'hair, fur, feather, wool', Ku bu2rka (pl.) 'down', Mlt purgu 'hair on t h e
body' ¶¶ Png and Mnd point to D *-r- (due to the merger with N
*bu4444 }ur[?]V), while Knd -r`- suggests pD -r`- (hence N *P3333or 1111÷V) ¶¶ Ffd.
see  N *bu4444 ++++ur[?]V '⇑ ' ¶¶ The D vw. *u2 belongs to the heritage of N
*bu4444 ++++ur[?]V.
18O2. *p''''Vr1111dV[X++++qV] 'quiver, tremble, start (from fear, with
suddenness)' > HS: WS *√prd > Ar, Jb √frd v. 'fear' || K: [1] *pr=tX- v.
'tremble, quiver, be shy (animals), rouse oneself' >  OG prtX- ' r o u s e
oneself', G prtX- 'scheuen (vom Pferd), scheu sein (von Tieren), s ich
ängstigen', Lz patX- id., Mg (p)ntX-, tX- 'be frightened', Sv {K} p´⁄(r)tX-
´⁄n-≠b´⁄rtÌ-´⁄n- 'tremble' ('trepetat∆ '), {FS} Xw-i-p´⁄rtX-´⁄n-i ' i ch
scheue, erschrecke', ot-p´⁄rtX-´⁄n-a2n 'ich scheute'  [2] *pertX- v t .
'shake' > G pertX-, Lz patX- 'shake, knock out' ('tråsti ,
vykola¢ivat∆ '), Mg partX- vt. 'shake; clean' ('vykola¢ivat∆ ,
trusit∆ , ¢istit∆ '), Sv p´⁄tX-, ptX- 'shake', Sv LB/Ln {TK} li-p´⁄tX-
´⁄n´⁄ 'to shake, to knock out' ¶ K 188, 19O, K2 2OO, 2O4, FS K 317, FS E
359, Chx. 1498-9, Q 245, 33, BU 379, TK 452 || IE: NaIE *sperd≈-
'move convulsively (zucken), jump up (aufspringen)' >  Av spraÎka
'zappeln', BdhSgd ?sprÎt vi. 'trembles, shakes' »» Gk spyr†i1zv 'leap,
skip', {F, P} 'aufspringen, zappeln' (of donkeys) »» ON spraÎka, NNr ∆ ,
Sw ∆ sprala, MDt spartelen, NGr Wph spraddeln 'zappeln' »» Sl
*preßdati, mom. *preßnoßti (< *preßd-noß-) > ChS pr9dati pre<dati ' t o
jump, (?) to tremble', OCS d. v5spr9n0ti vËs-pre<no<ti
'diani1stas†ai, to stand aloof, to stand up, to rouse up', SCr preànuti
se 'to rouse up, to awaken', R ∆  prådat∆, ≤prånut∆ 'to jump u p ,
aufspringen'; Sl *proßd- > R ∆ prudkij  'quick' ¶ P 995-6, M K III 537, ≈
F II 772-3, Vr. 537, Mikl. E 26, Vs. I 357 and III 394, StSS 154 || ?? D
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*°pirÀ- >  Tm pir3ar ª v. 'tremble' ¶ D #42OO (a) ¶ This D √  may belong
here only if the cns. *-rÀ- is due to ideophonic influences or reflects
some reduction of the original √ .
18O3. *p''''Ër1111[u6 666]gV ≠ *p''''Ër1111[u6 666]kV 'to jump' > IE: NaIE [1] *sperg8≈-
/*spreg8≈- v. 'jump, move energetically' >  OI spr=≤hayati 'is eager ,
desires eagerly', Av a2-sp´r´zata2 'war bestrebt' »» Gk spe1rcomai {LS}
'be in haste (to do sth.), hasten', 'rage' (of the sea), {F} ' e inhers türmen,
sich drängen, leidenschaftlich bewegt sein', spe1rcv vt. 'set in r ap id
motion', spercno1ß 'hasty, rapid, hurried' »» ON springa ' spr ingen,
rennen, bersten', OSx springan 'to jump, to leap', OHG springan
id., 'to gush', NHG springen 'to jump', AS sprinÌan 'to leap, t o
spring back (through elasticity)', NE spring v.  ? [2] *(s)preu\g- /
*(s)prou\g- / *(s)prug- v. '≈  jump' >  Sl *pr¥g- / *prÈg- v. 'jump' >  R
≤prygat∆ 'to jump', SrChS ispr5gn0ti is-prËg-no<-ti
'hervortreten, hervorspringen' » Lt spru2g-ti (modern spelling
spru2kti) 'to make off, to run away', Ltv spruk-t (prs. spru2~k-u)
'to escape, to run away' »» ON frauki, AS froÌÌa 'frog', NE frog ¶
WP II 675, P 998, EI 284-5 (*sperg8≈- 'move energetically'), M K III 5 3 9 -
4O, M E II 775, F II 764, Vr. 14O, 538, Kb. 943, OsS 857-8, KM 732, Ho.
117, 313, Ho. S 7O, Frn. 883, Vs. III 39O-1, Mikl. E 241, 265 || U: FU
(att. in ObU) *°porGa v. 'jump' >  ObU *po2r´˝- >  pVg *pO"rG- >  Vg: T
pork-, UK/MK/LK paºrG-, P porr, NV porr- ≠ parr-, SV/LL/ML parr-, UL/Ss
porG- 'hüpfen'; pOs *por´˝l´- ({∫Hl.} *pa"r´˝l´-) > Os: Vy por´˝´l-, Ty/Y
po"r´˝¬´-, Kz pö8r¬´-, O porl´- v. 'fly' ¶ Ht. 179 [#538], Hl. rHt 74-5 ( o n
distinction between the ObU reflexes of U *w and *k [{AD}: and *G-]
that suggests that ObU *po2r´˝- belongs here rather than to N *p''''arV
'to fly, to jump') || A ({∫SDM94} *p[æ]u4rki- v. 'leap, jump'): Tg *pu'rkÉ-
v. 'jump' >  Ewk hurkuJ‰hin- id., 'fly up', Orc xokko- 'jump, jump o n
(sth.)', Ul puçu- ≠ puçi- 'jump', Ork putta- 'jump (once)', Nn Nh puyku
'jump, jump up\over' ¶ STM II 353  ? Ko {Rm.} pulk∏în hÄda 'spring u p ,
arise' ¶¶ Rm. SKE 2O9, Pp. VG 83, 111, Rs. W 522 (these sources adduce
T *[h]u4rk- 'erschrecken' and M *Fu4rgu4- id., which is qu.; the T and M √
is better to be referred to N *p''''u4 444rVK''''V 'to be startled, to be scared, t o
fear', q.v.) ˚ The rec. of the N final vw. is problematic: NaIE *sperg8≈-
/*spreg8≈- and Tg *pu'rkÉ- point to a front vw., while NaIE *(s)preu\g-
/*(s)prou\g-/*(s)prug- and FU *°porGa- suggest a N *-a . The pN
variation *-g- ≠  *-k- is also to be explained. It may be supposed t h a t
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some derivational morphemes (in the ptrhistory of descendant
languages) are involved here.  
18O4. *P3333er1111[V]K''''u 4 444 '(∈ ) bone', ' r ib ' > HS: WS *≤pik'ar- 'vertebra of t h e
neck; neck' >  Ar fiqr-at- (pl. fiqara2t-) 'vertebra dorsi', faqa2r- id., JA
[Trg.] pir≤k5-a2, pirk5´≤t3-a2, purk5´≤t3-a2 'joint', JPA Bz eqrvf pwrk5h
'neck', Sr æ4,oœraπo pa2rak5-≤t3-a2 'back of the neck, vertebra of the neck ' ,
NNEA JIA bk'arta ≠ pk'arta 'neck, nape', Sq {L} fik5e≤riroh 'cou, n u q u e '
¶ Fr. III 363, BK II 619, Js. 1172, 124O, Sl. P 427, Br. 6O6, JPS 465, Grl.
3OO, 324, L LS 34O, SSL LSNP 1455, SSL CLS 94, MiK I #219  C: ? SC {E}
*fa!ra- 'bone' >  Irq {MQK} fara, Irq {E}, Grw fa^ra (pl. fa^du) id., Brn, Alg
fara (pl. faradu), Kz fala?ato, Asa farit, ı Mb ifwa!ra id. ¶ E SC 1 5 O
[#1O], Wh. IC 22, MQK 34 ¶¶ ≠ Tk. SCC 76 [#3.1] (unc. equation of SC
*fa!ra- with EC *laf-, SOm *lafi 'bone', and Eg yf.t 'bone marrow'), Blz.
SCL s.v. 'bone '  || IE: NaIE *perk8u- 'rib, chest' >  OI ≤pars1u-h5 ' r ib ' ,
pa2r≤s1va- 'the region of the ribs, side, flank' » Av par´su- ' r ib ' ,
p´r´su-  'rib, side', Oss I/D fars 'side, side of a body' »» Lt ∆ pi~rs7ys
(pl. pi~rs7iai) 'forepart of horse’s chest' » OCS, OR pr6si prÁsi
'breasts' (f. pl. “ 'chest, Rippengegend'), R π , Uk persi, SCr  †
pràsi, SCr pràsa, Slv pr!si, OCz prsi, Slk prsia 'breasts', Cz prs, P
piers1 'breast' »» Al parze4m 'breast' ¶ P 82O, EI 81 (*≤perk8u-s / gen.
*pr=≤k8eu\-s '≈ breast, rib'), M K II 229, M E II 1OO-1, Ab. I 423, Frn. 5 9 8 ,
Vs. III 245, Glh. 5O6, O 311-2 || D (in GnD) *per`(Vk)- ({†GS} *p-) ' r ib ,
side' >  Gnd per`eka, per`ka, per`eNka 'bone', per`eka2 'backbone, rib', Knd
per`en (pl. per`ek), Png pr`e2n (pl. pr`e2ku), Mnd pr`e2n (pl. pr`e2ke), Kui, Ku
pr`e2nu (pl. pr`e2ka) 'bone' ¶ D #4418.
18O5. *p''''er1111K ' '''V[÷a] (or P3333eÂK''''V[÷V]?) 'to turn round, to twist' >  HS S
*°√prk'÷ >  Ar √frq÷ D  'tordre le cou à qn.' ¶ BK II 586  B *√frŒ
'étre tordu, courbé; tourner' >  Wrg ´fr´Œ 'tourner, bifurquer; ê t r e
tordu', Izd fr´Œ 'être tordu', s-fr´Œ 'rendre tordu', ZAS fÒ´Œ ' ê t r e
tordu, courbé', Izn, SrSn, Rf U ´fraŒ 'étre courbe, tordu, sinueux', Sll
fr´Œ 'être tortueux', Shl {NZ} √frŒ 'tordre', CM {NZ} √frŒ ' ê t r e
tordu', Ty, ETwl ´fr´Œ id., 'dévier de la ligne droite', s´-fr´Œ ' r e n d r e
tordu, tordre', Ah ´fr´Œ  'n’être pas droit' ¶ Dlh. Ou 52, Mrc. 251, Loub.
536, Rn. 299, Fc. 355-7, Ds. 28O, GhA 41, NZ 635-7 || ?σ IE: NaIE {P}
*sperg-, (with a nasal infix) *spreng- 'wrap up, constrict' >  Gk spa1rgv*
(att: 3p aor. spa1rxan) 'swathe, wrap', spa1rganon 'swathing band', p l .
spa1rgana 'swaddling-clothes' »» Lt sprenﬁgti '(gewaltsam, m i t
Anstrengung) in einen engen Zwischenraum pressen', Ltv ∆  {ME}
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spranﬁga2t  '(ein)schnüren', {EI} v. 'cord, constrict' »» MHG phrengen
'pressen, drängen, bedrücken' »» Tc A, B pra4Nk- 'restrain oneself, ho ld
back' ¶ P 992, EI 644 (*(s)pre(n)g- 'wrap up, constrict'), Frn. 879-8O, F
II 757-8, ME III 1O1O, Lx. 16O, Ad. 415-6 ¶ In the prehistory of IE the N
cns. *K '''' was de-emphatized due to an adjacent lr. (*k'÷ >  *k >  IE *g) ||
U: FU (or FP) *per[G+k]V v. 'turn sth. round' > Chr L inf. po4r≤Î-as7, H po4rte
(inf. ≤po4rt-as7) vi. 'turn round (vertet∆så , vra∑at∆så)', vt. 'turn on a
lathe', Uf po4rte- 'drehen, drechseln', B po4rta- 'rotieren, umlaufen' » Prm
{LG} *berg- v. 'rotate' > Vt berga- ≠ bergal- vi. 'turn\go round, revolve' ,
Z bergal- ≠ bergaw-(nÈ) id., Yz bergal- id., Z berg‰d- vt. 'turn, t u r n
round\over', ? bert- (-t- is a sx. of transitivity) vt. 'turn out, root o u t ,
put out (of joint)', Vt {Wc.} bertÈÆ- ' zurückkehren ' »» ?? ObU *pe"˝´r >
pVg *pa4ÆG´r 'round' and pOs *pe"N´r˝´- ({∫Hl.} *piÆN´r˝´-) ' s ich
umdrehen' (the origin of *-N- is unknown) (×  FU *pa6rw+GV v. ' t u r n ,
revolve' <  N *P3333o6 666ÂwV 'to turn, to revolve' [q.v. ffd.]) ¶ UEW 7 2 9
(without ObU), MRS 451-2, LG 38-9, Ht. #5O4 || A: M *Fergi- v. ' t u r n ,
move round, revolve' >  MM [S] hergi- 'umwenden', WrM ergi-, HlM
´rg´-  v. 'turn, move round, revolve; circumambulate (act of devot ion
or worship)', Mnr H {SM} x‰rgòi- 'tourner, tourbillonner, se mouvoi r
autour', ? {T) Xargòi-  'go round, turn round, revolve' ¶ Pel. 262 [#15], H
75, MED 323-4, T 74, SM 167-8  Tg *perke-≠*pergi- v. 'turn r o u n d ,
revolve' >  WrMc hergi-  'fly round', 'wind threads on smth.', Ul x‰rk‰-
'wrap\wind (sth.) round', as well as possibly in the meaning 'tie, t i e
around' (v.): Ewk h‰rk‰- v. 'tie', Lm h‰rk¥- v. 'tie, tie around' ¶ STM II
369-37O ˚  We can reconstruct N *p'''', *r 1111, and *-a (all on the ev. of IE)
only if IE *sperg- belongs here. Otherwise the N rec. will b e
*P3333eÂK''''V[÷V].
18O6. (€?) *P3333a 4 444s 1 111u 4 444 'root, stem of a plant ' > K: GZ *pesw- or {Mach.}
*pasw- 'root' > OS pesu-, G pesv-i id. » Mg Snk posve-, Mg SmZ posvi,
posi, Lz poso- 'root' ¶ Q 338, K 138, 187, K2 2OO; the vw. *a is
reconstructed acc. to Mach. XS 265 and IS III 77 || A *pæásin ' s ta lk ,
handle, haft' >  M *Fesi(n) >  MM [IM] {Pp.} hesi 'handle, ha f t
(¢erenok ), handle (rukoåtka )' (Pp. reads hesi in spite of IM’s
[mis]spelling: îtisEa h{e}sti and însyE he +isni), WrM isi ≠ esi,
HlM iw 'trunk (of a tree), stem of a plant, stalk; grip, handle ' ¶ MED
334, Pp. VG 11, 63, 136, Pp. MA 438  Tg *pesin >  Ewk h‰sin ' handle ,
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axe-handle, haft, shaft', Ud {Krm} x‰hi, WrMc fesin ≠ fesen ≠
fes7en 'handle, haft', Ewk h‰sin, Neg x‰sin, Lm h‰s´n, Nn Nh p‰si%, Nn
KU x‰si%, Orc x‰si / x‰sin-, Ul, Ork p‰si / p‰sin- id., 'axe-handle' ¶ STM
II 371, Krm. 3O8 || ?φ  D *vac>a ≠ *pac>a ({IS} <  *p⁄ac>a) '(∈ ) edible r o o t '
>  Tm vacam, vacampu, payampu 'sweet flag, Acorus calamus ' ,
Ml vayampu, Kn baji, baje, vace, vaje, Tu bajA, Tl vaca,
vasa id.; D ı OI vaca2- '∈  aromatic root (Acorus calamus?)' ¶¶ D
#5213, Tu. #112O1 || HS: C: ?φ Bj {R} bu2s 'Rohr, Halm, Schilf' ¶ R
WBd. 52 ˚ IS III 77-8 [#3O3] (*{p}a4sÿ 'root' > K, A, D) ˚ D *v- needs
explaining (back formation from the second component of a c o m p o u n d
word with D *-v- < N *p?). If this explanation is right, the discrepancy
between the D reflex (pointing to N *p- ) and the A reflex (suggesting a
N cns. *p '''') is to be resolved. A possible solution is N *pV{?}a 4444s 1 111u 4 444.
18O7. € *P3333isV 'to remain, to stick' > HS: S *°-pu2+ïs7- >  JA [Trg.], JEA
√pw+ys7 (pf. pa2s7) v. 'remain', Sr √pws7 (pf. pa2s7, ip. n´-p3u2s7) v.
'remain, stay behind' ({PS} 'cessare, manere, quiescere, morari'), M d
√pws7  'remain' ¶ Lv. IV 18, Js. 1149, Sl. 893-4, Br. 561, PS 3O75-7, DM
569 || U: FV *pise- v. 'remain, stick' ('bleiben, verbleiben,
steckenbleiben') >  F pysy-, ∆  pisu4- 'remain, hold on (somewhere)', Es
pu4si- 'stay, endure, last' » Er pezna-, Mk pezo- pez´- 'be thrusted \
stick in smth. ('votknut∆så , uvåznut∆ , zavåznut∆ ') » Chr L pi≤z7a-s7
id., 'catch on sth., be glued to smth.' ('[za]ceplåt∆så , [za]våznut∆ ,
prikleivat∆så '), Chr KB piz7a4-, U/M piz7a- 'sich anschließen,
klebenbleiben, anstecken'  Ï FV *pis[e]-ta4- v. 'put, set, stick in ,
thrust in' ('stellen, setzen, legen, hineinstecken') >  F pista4- vt. ' p r ick ,
thrust', Es pista- id., 'stab', pLp {Lr.} *p‰ste2 'stecken' >  Lp: N {N}
ba6s…tet, L {LLO} paste2t » Chr B p¥s7te- vt. 'put, set, lay, place', U
p¥s7te- id., 'thrust in', Chr L p¥s7≤ta-s7, Chr H pis7te-, ≤pis7ta-s7 v t .
'put\place ( somewhere) '  ¶ UEW 732-3, Ker. II 11O, MRS 431, 491, Lr.
#87O.
18O8. i  *{p '''' }is 1111V 'to spray, to sprinkle, to drip' > HS: pCh {Nw} *p´s´
(sc. *pi+usi+u) v. 'spit, 'spurt water from one's mouth' >  WCh: Hs {Sk.}
fe!2sa~ ≠ fïda ≠ fïc'a v. 'spurt water from one's mouth' » P’ {MSk.} pf .
pÈ@su2~ (p. pÈ@sï!, ip. pÈ!so~) v. 'spit', Jmb {Sk.} f‰s7-, Kry p‰c‰ v. 'spit ' » Glm
{Sch.} p‰~s-a2~la!, Gera {Sch.} fï~sï!-mi v. 'spit' » ? Wnd {ChLC} pYa2s, ? Zar
{ChC} pi!ya~cO!, Zar K {Sh.} pya~cI id. »» CCh: MfG {Brr.} -p‰s- 'cracher d a n s
une calebesse pour la bénir', Mf {BLB} pis7- 'cracher de l'eau pour l a
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bénir ou pour vaporiser; pleuvoir à petites gouttes, bruiner' »» ECh:
Mgm {JA} pis-/pes- v. 'spit' ¶ Nw. #12O, MSk. 2OO, Sk. NB 41, Sk. CHD
68, Sch. BTL 115, 174, ChC, JA LM 117, Brr. MG II 22O, BLB 3O9  B:
ETwl ¥fœsu 'vomir', Ty ¥bœsu id., Shl {NZ} ssufs ≠ sœsœufs, CM, Shw, Wrg
ssuf´s, Ntf sufs, Izn siuffes, BSn suf´s, Gh suf´s (pf. y´ssuf´s) v.
'spit' ¶ GhA 43, NZ 120, 659  ? S: Sr æro3πa†pas7≤r-a2 'urine' ¶ JPS 4 6 9
¶¶ ≠  OS #197O (*peHas- 'wet, sprinkle' >  Hs fe2sa + S *√pHs • 'wet,
moisten' > Ar √fHs [in fact 'lick up \ lap water from the hand'] and Skr
peso 'wet'), ≈ Sk. HCD 68 || K i *ps- v. 'urinate' >  G, Lz ps-, Mg (p)s-,
Sv s-e2n- (UB msd. li-s-e2n-e) id.; ds.: (1) GZ *ps-am-/*ps-m- v. ' u r ina te '
> G psam-/psm-, Mg ps‰m-, Lz psim- id.; (2) GZ (or G) *pse-l- 'urine' >
G psel-, (ı?) Mg psela-, Lz psel-≠msel- id. ¶ K 191-2, K2 2O5-6, FS K
322, FS E 36O-1, GP 167 || U: FU (att. in FV) *pis1+sa- v. 'drip, dr izzle '
('tropfen, tröpfeln') >  F pisaa- 'heraussickern, tropfen', F pisara, Es
pisar 'drop' » Er piz1e-, Mk piz1´- v. 'rain', Er piz1eme, Mk piz1´m 'rain' ¶
Ker. II 114, Rv. DVaM 1O8, UEW 732 || A: Tg *pi's- v. 'sprinkle' >  Nn Nh
pisi, Nn KU fisi- , Ul pisuri- '(be)sprinkle, pour on', Nn Nh pisuri-, Nn
B fusind‰-, Nn KU fisuri- 'be drizzling' ('morosit∆ , nakrapyvat∆ '),
Nn Nh pisu7ci- 'pour on', WrMc fisi- 'sprinkle, splash water on oneself
by hand', fise- 'splash\sprinkle water from one’s mouth'; irreg. p- i n
Ork pisitçi- 'splash' and pis1uri- 'drizzle' is due either to borrowing
(from Nn) or to onomatopoeia ¶ STM II 39  M *[F]u4su4r- v. ' spou t ,
squirt out' ({Pp.} 'besprengen, streuen') (× N i  *P3333us++++s 7 777 {É} o r
*P3333u 4 444s ++++s 7 777 {É} 'to spit, to sprinkle', q.v. ffd.)  ? AdS  of T: Sag/Qb {Rl.}
u4sku4r- 'aus dem Munde spritzen' (<  N i  *P3333us++++s 7 777 {É} or *P3333u 4 444s++++s 7 777{É} '⇑ ') ¶
Rl. I 188O ¶¶ Rm. SKE 212, Pp. VG 11 || D: [1] *pic>V- ({†GS} *p-) v.
'drizzle, sprinkle' >  Tm picir, picupicu id., picir 'rain d r o p ,
spray', Td pisk 'urine', Tl pisaru 'a bit, small quantity'  [2] ? ( i n
SD) *pïc>c>- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'squirt' >  Tm pïccu v. 'squirt, milk (as a
cow)', Ml pïccuka v. 'squirt, syringe', Kn pïcu id., 'squirting' ¶¶ D
##4132, 4215 ˚ IS MS 332 ˚ N *p''''- (rather than *p- ) is suggested b y
Ch *p- (> Mf and MfG p-) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #3O1 (*pes 'pour') (FU, A + u n c .
σ Ht pessiya-, Yk pes7ei 'throw' + err. Ko).
18O9. *p''''os1111i 'be ho t \warm '  > HS: Eg fOK psy v. 'cook (sth.), bake ,
boil (Fäden kochen)' >  Cpt: Sd pIse pise, B fIsI ˙isi† 'faire cu i re
(aliments, briques)'; Eg MKL ps.t  'das Kochen' ¶ EG I 551-3, Fk. 94, Vc.
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164  B *√fsy v. 'melt' (× N *p''''{a 4 444y}s 6666 {i} [¬ *p''''is 6666 {i}?] 'crush, break t o
pieces'?) >  Shl {Stm., Ds.} (´)fsi (hab. fsa4i\, Ah, BSn, SrSn, Kb ´fsi, Izn
´fsiy, Izd fsi vi. 'melt', Mz, Wrg ´fsi, ETwl ´fs´y 'se fondre, s e
liquéfier' ¶ Stm. 178, Fc. 362, Dl. 234-5, Dlh. M 55, Dlh. Ou 86, NZ 6 6 5 -
6  Ch: CCh: Mdr {ChC} ps7a vt. 'burn, verbrennen' »» WCh: Hs ta~-fa!sa~
'be boiling' (of water, etc.); WCh *√fs 'cook, roast' (×  N *pis7777a ' t o
get\make ready [cooked, ripe]', q.v. ffd.) ¶ Abr. H 836  ? (d.?) CS
*√ps7r v. 'melt, be slightly warm' >  JA [Trg.] ar!S6ip5 pis7≤r-a2 {Lv.} ' s th .
(water) luke-warm, luke-warmed', √ps7r G  vi. 'melt, be dissolved', vt .
'auflösen durch Zermalmen \ Kauen', JEA √ps7r G 'melt', Sr √ps7r (p f .
p´≤s7ar) v. 'dissolve, melt, liquefy, fuse (as metals)', MHb riS5f6e5
hip3≤s7°r 'lau machen', MdHb, NHb rS4&p po≤s7er 'slightly warm' ¶ ASh
VI 46O, Lv. IV 151-2, Lv. T II 3O6, Js. 1249, Sl. 945, JPS 469 ¶ JA a n d
MHb √ps7r is from √ps7r v. 'melt, be warm' × √ps7r v. ' resolve,
dissolve, disentangle'; the adduction of the S √  is tenable unless *√ps7r
v. 'melt, be warm' is a sd. of *√ps7r v. 'resolve, dissolve, b e
disentangled' || U: FP *pos1V 'hot, heat; sweat' >  Er, Mk ps1i 'hot', {W}
pis1i, ps1i 'heiß, hitzig, Hitze' » Chr: L pu4z7-≤wu4Î, H ≤pu4z7-w¥Î 'sweat' (L
wu4Î, H w´Î 'water'), L pu4z7alt- v. 'sweat' » Z, Vt p‰s1 1 'hot, sweaty' ¶ UEW
738, LG 23O, Ker. II 122 (pMr *pis1´-), MRS 477, Lt. 224 || A: T *hîÍ-sî-
/*hiÍ-si- (or *hîÍ-su-/*hiÍ-su4-) v. 'heat ' , *hîÍ-sî-Ì-/*hiÍ-si-G- ( o r
*hîÍ-su-Ì-/*hiÍ-su4-G-) 'hot' ({Md.} *È⋅ssÈg ≠ *i⋅ssig) 'warm' (× N
*?u4444sV 'fire'?) >  OT {Cl.} isï- v. 'be hot', isig 'hot, heat', Qrg, Qzq, Q q
îsî-, StAlt izòi-, Xk IzI- 'get warm', Qmq isi- vt. 'warm', Uz isi-, Tv izi-
'get warm (razogret∆så )', ET ∆  îssî- v. 'be warm'; ı T  *hîÍ-su-Ì-/
*hiÍ-su4-G- 'hot' ({Md.} *È⋅ssÈg ≠ *i⋅ssig) 'warm' > Xlj hissï, OT isig
'hot, heat', MU îsî˝, MQp îssî˝ ≠ îssî ≠ is(s)i, MOg, XwT issi, Chg
issi ≠ isti ≠ îsî˝, Uz ∆ , ET ∆  îssîq, Uz, ET issiq, Ln issîq, SY issî˝,
OOsm îssî, Tk IssI, IsI, Tkm, Qzq, Qq îssî, Tk ∆ , Kr, QrB, Qmq, Nog
issi, VTt ´sse ÁssÁ, Bsh ÁTÁ, Qrg îsî ≠ îsîq, Alt izòu4, Xk IzIg, Shor
izi˝, Tv iziG, Tf i <s£i˝, Yk itï 'hot', Chv a€wa€ ¥z7ò¥, ∆  ¥ºz7ò¥º 'hot, heat' ¶
Cl. 241, 246, Rs. W 17-4, ET Gl 668-71, TL 19-21, DT 133, BT 63, BIG
66, Md. 73, 165, Ra. 75, Jeg. 45, Fed. I 95 ˚ T *î/i needs explaining
(regr. as. [*î..î / *i...i from **o...î/i] and/or heritage of N *?u4444sV
' f i re '?) .  
181O. *p''''osV (≠ *bosV) 'to fart (without noise) ' > HS: S *√ps7w >
Ak pas7u6, Ar √fsw  (pf. fasa2, ip. -fsu2) v. 'fart (without noise)', Gz, Tgy
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√fsw  v. G , Tgr G  pf. fAs7a  'break wind' ¶ Sd. 846, L G 168 ¶ BK II 5 9 5 ,
L G 168, LH 662, Bsn. 994, MiK I #2.57 || IE: NaIE *pesd-  v. ' f a r t
(without noise)' >  Gk bde1v id. (<  *bzde1v) »» L pe2d-o2, -e"re v. 'fart' »» Sl
{Sls.} *pezd-≠*pÁzd- >  Blg p`z≤då v. 'fart without noise', SCr
ba~zdeti ± bazdjeti, Uk pez≤diti, ≤bzditi (*pÁzd-), R bzdet∆
'to fart without noise', Slv pezde!ti, P bz1dziec1, Cz bzdi1ti id. » Lt
bezde$!ti (prs. bezdu~) id., Ltv bezde2 ^t 'to fart' »» MHG vist ≠
v°st, NHG Fist, Dt veest, AS f°sting n. act. 'farting wi thout
noise', NE adj. † fisting 'breaking wind' (e.g. fisting dog, fisting
hound), † fist, NE feist v. 'break wind' ¶ WP II 11, P 829, EI 194, F I
23O, ≈ KM 2OO, Ho. 1O6, Vr. N 768, Frn. 42, Sls. I 54, Vs. I 163, Tls. 2 4
|| ? K: Mg buz-in- v. 'fart' (×  o  K *bzu- v. 'buzz' [>  Lz buz-al-]) ¶ K 5 1 ,
K2 15 || U: FL *poske v. 'fart' >  pLp {Lr.} *po2ck‰ v., n. 'fart' >  Lp: N {N}
buos…ka6, L {LLO} puoskas, Kld {TI} pu2c2k n. 'fart', S {Hs.} d .
buotskethidh v. 'fart' » Mk puska- v. 'fart' ¶ UEW 737-8, Lr. # 9 8 7 ,
Lgc. #5326, Hs. 388; Rédei explains pLp *c for the expected *s b y
onomatopoeic associations || A: T (in NaT) *[h]osur- ≠ *bËsar- v. ' f a r t ' :
(1) *[h]osur- > OT, MT, Chg osur-, Tk osur-, ET Tr {Rl.} osar-, VTt {∂Rl.}
us¥r-, Qzq {Rl.} osur- id., Yk {Pek.} utur-uk n. 'fart' Ï uturukt- v. ' fa r t ' ;
(2) T *bËsar- >  Chv pa€sar- p¥zòar- v. 'fart' ı Chr pus7ar- id. ¶ Cl.
251, Rs. W 366, Rl. I 1139-41, 1746, Pek. 3O99-1OO, Jeg. 15O, Fed. I
4O4-5.
1811. (€?) i  *P3333us++++s 7 777 {É} or *P3333u 4 444s ++++s 7 777{É} 'to spit, to sprinkle' > U *pus+s7V
v. 'spit, sprinkle' > ObU *pu"T- v. 'sprinkle' > pVg *pu"t- > Vg: LK/MK pot-,
NV/SV/LL put- 'bespritzen', LK pot´s-, P puta4∏s-, LL puta2s- id.; pOs *po"¬a-
({∫Hl.} *pu"¬a-) id. > Os: V po"lß-, Vy po"lßa-, Ty/Y/Kz po"¬-, D/K pa"t-, Nz po"t-
, O *pa"l-  Sm: Slq NP puttu 'saliva', Slq {KD} UKt puro"n- v. ' sp i t '
('spucken, speien'), Tm puto"n- vt. 'sprinkle water, pour, pour out' ¶ Ht .
173 [#486], KD ALS 169-17O, cp. UEW 4O9-41O (does not distinguish
between FP *pus7V- v. 'blow' and U *pus+s7V v. 'spit, sprinkle') || A *{pæ
}u4sV >  Tg *pu's- ({∫Bz.} *po4s-) v. 'sprinkle, irrigate' >  Ewk husu-
'sprinkle, pour water on', Lm hus-, Neg xusi- 'sprinkle', WrMc fusu-,
Mc Sb fus‰- 'sprinkle from one’s mouth, pour water from a watering-
pot' ¶ STM II 355  M *[F]u4su4r- v. 'spout, squirt out' (× N i  *{p''''}is1111V ' t o
spray, to sprinkle, to drip') >  WrM u4su4r- , HlM ¥sr´- v. 'spout, squ i r t
out' ({Pp.} 'besprengen, streuen'), Mnr H {SM} fuZòuru- 'verser, cou le r
(des métaux)', WrM {Rm.} u4su4rge- ≠ u4su4gle- v. 'water plants' ¶ p M
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*F- is a qu. rec., because Mnr f- may be secondary (acc. to Md.-Hl.’s
law of a Mnr secondary h-/f- induced by a stem-medial voiceless cns.) ;
Starostin (p.c., 2OO1) admits a possibility of derivation from *usun
'water ' ¶ SM 1O3, MED 1O14, Rm. SKE 212  ? T: Sg, Qb u4sku4r- ' a u s
dem Munde spritzen' (×  N i  *{p''''}is1111V '⇑ '?) ¶ Rl. I 188O  pKo {S}
*po~so~i\- ≠  *pusîi\- 'wash, sprinkle' > MKo po~so~i\- ≠ pusoi\-, NKo pusi- ¶ S
QK #136, Nam 261, 265, MLC 816  ¶¶ DQA #18O8 (A *pæi\u"si ' t o
sprinkle') || ? o  D (in SD) *puc>Vkk- ({†GS} *p-) >  Kn pucakkane
'suddenly and with a small noise, as when spittle is ejected with force ' ,
Tu pucukku  'the force, as of spitting' ¶ D #4245.
1812. *P3333És7777V 'grain, nut ' > HS: B *√(y)fs 'grain, seed' > Ah {Fc.}
te2f´st (pl. te2fsïn) 'seed' ('semence de végétal'), Gh {Nh., La.} c7if´st
(pl. c7ifsin), Tmz {MT} ifs (pl. ifsan) 'grain, seed', Izd {Mrc.}, CM {NZ}
ifs 'a seed' (pl. ifsan), Nfs {La.} ayfs 'seed', Zmr/Iz {La.} pl. ifsan id .
(coll.), Tmz AN {La.} ifsi 'grain', Mz {Dlh.} ay´fs ≠ ayf´s, Wrg {Dlh.}
ayf´s  'semence, grain de semence', Nf ayfs 'graine, semence'; ?? *√fsÓ
> Mz/Wrg {Dlh.} ´fsa, Ah ´fsi 'répandre, verser'; ?? Izn {Rn.} t3afsau\t3
'sorgho, millet', Rf tafsawt 'millet', Shl {NZ} tafsut '∈ wild millet', Ntf
tafsut 'white sorgho' ¶ Fc. 362, La. MChB 272 (n. 1), La. S 294, Mrc.
233, Dlh. M 54, 242, Dlh. Ou 84, 38O, Rn. 298, MT 132, NZ 656-7 || A
{SDM97} *pæisÉ, {DQA} *p[æ]{i}sV (¬ *-i\a-) 'a seed, grain' >  Tg *pise-ke
> Lm fisike ≠ fisihe '∈ millet', Ork, Ul piks‰, Nn: Nh piks‰, KU
fisx‰ 'millet' ¶ STM II 38  pKo {S} *psi! ' seed '  > MKo psi!, NKo s2i id. ¶
S QK #75, Nam 326, MLC 1O32 ¶¶ DQA #1769 || U: FP *pa4s7kV 'nut' > F
pa4hkina4, Es pa4hkel, ∆ pa4hke, pa4hen, pa4hkna4 id. » Er pewte
pes7t!e, ∆ pes7c7e, Mk påwte pa4s7t!´ 'hazel-nut' » Chr: L/H pu≥kw pu4ks7
'nut' » Prm *pas7k- ({LG} *pac7k-) > Vt pawpu pas7-pu 'hazel' (pu 'tree'), Z
UV pas7kan ≠ pac7kan 'hips (fruit of dog-rose)' ¶ UEW 726-7, Ker. II 1 1 1 ,
MRS 478, Ep. 96, LG 217, SZ 195 || K: G pac7ka '∈ millet', {DCh.}
'¢ernoe , pti¢∆e , ili borovoe proso ' (unless a loan from a n
unknown source) ¶ Chx. 1456, DCh 1299 ˚  Tg *-ke , G -ka, and FP *-kV
are likely to go back to a sx. ˚  If G pac7ka belongs here (and is not a
loanword), its cns. c7 still needs explaining ˚  Resh. NNE #7 (U, A).
1813. (€?) *pis 7777a  'to get\make ready (cooked, ripe) ' > HS: Eg OK/MK
{EG} fs(y) v. 'cook' ¶ EG 551-2, 578, Fk. 98, ≈ Vc. 164-5  Ch (×  N
*p''''os 1111i 'be hot, warm'): WCh: Ron : DfB {J} fa^s7 v. 'roast', Bks/Sha {J} fos
'kochen' »» CCh: McHigi {ChL}: HgB pcE!yo~, Kps psa- (psa!kE~), FlG psati,
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HgF psa!s7o~, FlK wc7a 'roast' Mdr {ChC} ps7aps7a id. » pBM *pca > Bu {Hf.}
pca, Mrg {Hf.} pca`, Ngx c‰, Klb, Hld ca 'roast (rösten, braten)' ¶ ChC,
ChL, JI II 55, 274-5, J R 85, 141, 214, 284, Hf. LBM 47O [#5], Hf. B 2 8 ,
Hf. M 123, 133-5, Pan. NC 59 ¶¶ Tk. I 114-5 || U: FU *pis7a- v. ' roas t ,
cook' >  pLp {Lr.} *p‰se2 v. 'roast' >  Lp: N {N} ba6sset, L {LLO} passe2
id., S {Hs.} biss´edh 'roast, bake' »» ObU *pïT- v. 'cook' >  pVg *pït- >
Vg: T pït-, LK/MK/UK/NV/LL/UL/Ss pe2t- id.; pOs *pa4¬- >  Os: Vy pa4l-, Ty
pa$¬-, D/K pa$t-, Nz pat-, Kz pa¬-, O pa$l- id. ¶ UEW 385, Sm. 547 (FU
*pi/es7a4-, FP *pis7a4-, Ugr *pes7a4- 'cook'), Lr. #867, Lgc. #4695, Hs.
334, Ht. 173 [#485] || A: ?σ M *[F]is- v. 'ferment, turn sour' >  Brt
´h´-, Kl is-, Ord es- id., WrM is-, HlM ´s´-, is´- id., 'rise' ( o f
dough); since the word is not attested (as far as I know) in MM and t h e
peripheral h-+F-preserving M lgs., the rec. of M *F- and the adduction o f
the M stem remain qu. ¶ MED 416, Ms. O 248-9, Chr. 78O, KRS 274 ˚
The unexpected CCh *p (rather than *f) may be probably due to i t s
position within a cns. cluster ˚ In some lgs. there is part ia l
contamination with N *baz7777e 6 666 'ripen, be cooked (gar werden)', ' c o o k '
(q.v.) .
1814. *pis7777V 'gall' > IE: NaIE *bis-(t)lV id. >  L bïlis (<  *bislis) id .
»» W bustl 'gall, choler', ∆ bystl, OCrn bistel, MCrn bystel, MBr,
Br bestl 'bile', OBr [g] bistlou id. ('humores nigri) ¶ P 1O2, WH I
1O5-6, LP § 26.5, YGM-1 61, Flr. 84 || U *pis7a 'gall' (‘  'green, yellow')
> Er piz7e 'green, copper', Mk piqe piz7´ 'green'  Sm {Jn.} *p¥ta4 'gall '
> Ne T pa€då€, Ne T O {Lh.} pad!e5, Ne F {Lh.} pac1a4Æ, Ng {Cs.} fate, {Mik.}
hotÈ, En {Ter.} poÎe, En X {Cs.} ≤fore?, En B {Cs.} fode? id. » Slq Tz
{KKIH} pat 'bile', patÈl! 'yellow, green, blue', Slq Tm {KD} pa;dò, Slq Ch
{Cs.} pac7e, Slq O {Cs.} pac7 'bile' » Kms {KD} pæaºda, Koyb {Sp.} poda
'bile', Mt {Hl.} *ha4da4 (Mt: M {Sp} xadyde, K {Pl.} che`dide ' h i s \ i t s
bile') ¶ Coll. 5O, UEW 84-5, PI 2O7, Jn. 115, KKIH 147-8, Cs. 164, 2 2 6 ,
Hl. M 273 || D *pic>c>- ({†GS} *p-) 'bile' > Tm piccu 'bile, madness', Ml
piccu, Kt puc>, Kn peccu, paccu, puccu, Tl picci, picca
'madness', Td pu4c> 'anger', Nk pisak 'mad'; D ı OI pitta- 'bile' ¶¶ D
#4142, M E II 131 (OI pitta without et.) || ??σ HS: EC {Ss.} *pis-
'colour, flower' >  Af bisu, Or bifa, Brj bi!s7-a 'colour', Sd bis7a 'red', H d
{C} bis7o 'brown', Kns pisa, Gwd piso, Hrs, Gln pis-ko 'flower' ¶ This EC
root may belong here if there was a semantic change 'green' ( o r
'yellow') ‘ 'colour', which is imaginable only if green (or yellow) was a
colour par excellence   in some Cushitic cultural context ¶ Ss. B 37, Ss.
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PEC 14, 32, Bl. 171  ˚  AD GD 13, IS MS 34O s.v. qel¢∆  *bis7ÿ, ≈ Blz.
LNA #41 (suggests to equate IE and U with EC *bis- 'colour, flower' a n d
unconvincingly with D *pac>- 'green' [D #3821]) ˚  Gr. II #173 (*pis
'gall') (IE, U + qu. Ko, J, Ai, A).
1815. i  *P3333us7777V 'to blow' > HS: S *√ps7+Tw, *-pu2s7+T- 'breathe' >  Ak
pas7u6 (inf.) 'hauchen', MHb √pws7 G  'breathe, take a rest', ?φ Tgr
√fs7fs7 D  'bluster, steam' ('brausen, dampfen'), f´s7f´s7o ' vapour-ba th '
¶ Sd. 846, Js. 1149, LH 663, MiK I #2.56 || IE: [1] NaIE *peu\s- v. 'blow,
blow up, inflate' ('aufblasen') >  Gk fy6sa 'wind, blast, wind in t h e
stomach; (pair of) bellows', fysa1v v. 'blow' (of the wind), 'blow, puf f '
(of bellows) »» L pustula, pussula 'blister, pimple' »» NNr fØysa
(<  *fau\sian) 'aufschwellen, aufgären' »» Lt pu2sle$ﬁ 'blister, vesicle', Ltv
pu2~slis 'bladder', Lt † {Ruh., Frn.} pu2s7e$ 'Blatter', Lt pu~s7kas 'pustule ,
pimple, blister' » Sl *puxati (prs. *pus7-) 'to blow', *opuxnoßti 'to swell',
RChS p7w0 pûs7o< 'I pant', Blg ≤p`xam id., R pyxat∆, pywet v.
'blaze', Slv pi!hati, pi!s7em v. 'blow, fan (fire)', LLs pychas1 'to pan t ' ,
puchas1, HLs puchac1 'to blow', SCr pu!hati (1s prs. pu•s7e2m) ' t o
blow, to puff, to pant', Cz puch  'stench' ¶ WP II 81, P 848, F II 1O55-7,
WH II 392, ≈ Frn. 677-9, Vs. III 421, Glh. 511, Ma. CS 4O5, ≈ EI 7 2
 [2] NaIE *pe2Æs- v. 'blow' (of a person, of wind) >  ON fo<nn (<  *fazno2)
'snow-drift (Schneewehe, fester Schneehaufe)', Nr fonn, Nr † , Sw ∆
fann 'snow-drift, Schneehaufen' »» ChS {Mikl.} p8x7r5 pe7xûrË
'pomfo1lyx, bulla, Blase', Cz puchy1r7 '(water-)blister' (× ÿ
puchnuti 'to swell' and possibly puchr7eti 'to rot'), ? P †
pe<chyrz, pacherzyna, P pe<cherz 'bladder', LLs puchorina
'bulla, blister', puchor7 id., 'bladder', HLs {Jak.} pucher ' bubble ,
blister' (× ÿ LLs puchas1  'stark blasen, pusten', HLs puchac1 'paffen,
pusten') ¶ Vr. 151, Mikl. L 762, HlK 3O5, Brü. 4O3, S }w. 323, Jak. 29O,
Trof. 238, ≈ P 796 || K: OG ps7w-, G ps7v- v. 'exhale fragrance', OG
ps7wa, G ps7va 'fragrance', G ps7ven-/ps7vin- 'leise atmen, duften' ¶ Chx.
1514, DCh. 1321 || U: FP *pus7V- v. 'blow (blasen)' >  F ∆  puhu- v.
'blow', F puhalta- 'blow (blasen, pusten, hauchen, wehen)', Es
puhu-  'blow (blasen, wehen), breathe' » pLp {Lr.} *posO2 v. 'blow' >  Lp:
N {N} bo<ssot, L {LLO} paºsso2t, S {Hs.} baºssudh v. 'blow' (also of t h e
wind), 'blow up, inflate', Lp K {Gn.} paºsseÎ 'aufschwellen' » ? Chr
pos7as7 'to blow (the fire)' » Prm: Z pus7kÈ- vt. 'blow' (of wind), 'blow with
bellows', 'fan fire'  in Sm there is a √  with U *-s1-: Ne pos 'a whiff
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(dunovenie )', ?? Slq Tz {KKIH} pusqa 'snow-storm' ('purga ') ¶ UEW
4O9-41O (does not distinguish between FP *pus7V- v. 'blow' and U
*pus+s7V v. 'spit, sprinkle'), Sm. 547 (FU *pus7aº-, FP *pus7a-, Ugr
*pu"Ta- 'blow'), Lr. #962, LG 234, TmK 583, Hs. 294-5, KKIH 153; t h e
Sm cognate was indicated in 1976 by Hl. (p.c.) || A: Tg *pus- (??) >
Ewk hus- 'blow out (fire)', Lm hu2s¥n- id., 'blow (blasen)', WrMc fusxe-
mbi 'I fan (with a fan)', fusxe-ku 'a fan', Jrc {Kiy.} fusxegu id .
(unless in Ewk and Lm the verb is derived from Ewk huw-, Lm hu2- v.
'blow') ¶ Z 1O78, STM II 336, Kiy. 1O9 [#221] (s.v. huv- I 'blow')  ?
pJ *pu~su~-(m)pur- v. 'smoke' > OJ pusubur-, ltOJ [RJ} Fu~su~bo!r-, J T
Fusubur- ¶ S QJ #1417  ? Ko {Rm.} putc7˙i-da v. 'fan, blow (a f i re ) '
(acc. to Rm., <  *pus-t≈i-) ¶¶ Rm. SKE 211-2 ˚  NaIE *pe2Æs- may go b a c k
to **pu\es- < N *P3333us7777V ˚  IS MS 339 s.v. dut∆  *p5us7ÿ (IE, A, U) ˚  ≈
Gr. II #46 (*pus  'blow').
1816. *P3333u6 666s7 777V 'rub, smear '  > HS: S *°√ps7s7 (¬  *°pTT ¬ *°√ps6s6) >  Ak
√ps7s7 v. 'smear' || K *ps7w-en-/*ps7w=-n- v. 'crumble, make friable' >
OG d. na-ps7uen- pp. 'crumb', G (da)ps7vn-/ps7ven- {Chx.}
'zerbröckeln, zerkrümmeln, zerreiben', (da)ps7vnet'-/ps7vnit'-
'zerreiben, zermalmen', (c7a)ps7vnet'- 'zerreiben und in etwas s t reuen ' ,
Sv {K} purs7gwïn- 'crumble, make friable', Sv {TK}: UB pursgwïn(a), LB
pursgwin, purs(w)in, p´⁄rsin, LB/L purs7gwin, Ln purs7k'win n. ac t .
'crumbling' ¶ K2 2O9, Chx 1514-5, TK 768 || IE: Ht {CHD} pes(s)-
'rub, scrub (with soap, etc.)', {Frd., Ts.} pes- 'einreiben ( m i t
Waschmitteln)', (× N *P 3333 uc '''' [V]ÌV 'press, squeeze, crush by squeezing') :
Ht pasihai- {CHD} v. 'rub, squeeze, crush', {Frd.} 'e inreiben,
zerreiben' (??) ¶ Ts. W 63, 66, CHD P 2O5, 315, Frd. HW 1O8, 164 || D
*pu2c>- ({†GS} *p-) v. 'smear' >  Tm pu2cu v. 'besmear, anoint, rub', Ml
pu2cuka, pu2s1uka v. 'smear, daub, rub', pu2cal, pu2ccu ' smearing,
daub', Kn pu2su v. 'smear, daub, anoint', Tu pu2juni, Tl pu2yu v.
'smear, rub, daub'; D ı OI pusta- 'working clay, modelling' ¶¶ D
#4352, Km. 434 [#841].
1817. € *p''''Vs7777qV ≠ *P3333eqs7777e 6 666 ''spear' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'a r row ' )
> HS: S *°pVs7X- (or *°pVT+s6X-) >  Ak NA pas7Xu ≠ pu-as7-Xu (acc. t o
Sd., possibly a spelling for *pos7Xu) '∈  hunting spear (?)' ( ' e i n
Jagdspieß') ¶ Sd. 844  WCh {Stl.} *pasa 'arrow' >  BT: Krkr {Mk.}
pasku, Pr {Frz.} pu!Z7u~k, Dera {J} pe2!k, ? Ngm {ChL} po?os7o, Krf {Sch.} fu~s7i,
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Bl {Mk.} fOsO 'arrow' » SBc: Zul {ChL} pu~se~, Jm {Gw.} pussko, Plc {ChL}
pyes, Grn {Jgr.} p‰s7i, Gj {ChL} pÈ!si~, Buli {ChL} pÈs, Dw {ChL} pis, Zr
{ChL} pi~s id. ¶ ChC, ChL, Frz. P 47, Stl. ZCh 144 [#7], IS Ch 26, Jgr. 1 8 3
¶ ¶  OS #19O2 || U: FU *peks7e 'arrow (with a dull arrowhead)' >  Chr: L
pikw piks7 'arrow, bow', H pikw piks7, B piks7, M piks1 'arrow' » Prm:
StVt puky¢≥ pukÈc7 'bow; ryba-strela  (arrow-fish?)', Vt: Sr pukÈs7 ≠
pukÈc7, Kz puk´s7 'arrow', G pukÈÆc7 'bow' »» ObU: Os V po4ÆG 'arrow with a
dull wooden arrowhead, arrow for hunting squirrels without spoiling
their skin' » Vg LK liG´n-pa2xtn´p-piw´t 'arrow with a dull arrowhead f o r
hunting squirrels' (liG´n 'squirrel', pa2xt- v. 'shoot') ¶ Coll. 1O8, UEW
369, MRS 429, U3S 363.
1818. *P3333a[y]s6666e 6 666 'penis' > IE: NaIE *pes- id. > OI ≤pasa-h5 id. »» Gk pe1oß
id. »» L pe2nis id. (<  *pes-ni-s)  Ht pisnatar/-n- 'männl iches
Genitale', {CHD} 'male parts (penis, scrotum, etc.)', ? pisnatar/-n-
'manhood', pesna-, pisena-, *pis(e)ni- 'man, male person' ¶¶ P
824, EI 5O7 (*≤peses), M K II 241, M E II 111, Dv. #26O, F II 5O7, WH II
281, Ts. W 63, CHD P 324-9, Dlmr. 1O7 || HS: S *°pays6- >  Ar fays7-,
fays7-at- 'gland de la verge'; ?? Ak ba2s7tu 'penis' ¶ BK II 653  ??φ B
*√bs7s7 'penis' (× *√bs7s7 'ur inate ' )  > CM ab´s7s7is7 'pénis, verge', Fgg
abs7is7, Kb abbus7 'penis', CA (BMn), Nf ab´s7s7as7 'verge'  ¶ NZ 8-9 || U: FU
*pas6e (or *pas1+c1e) 'penis' > pLp {Lr.} *po2c1‰ 'penis' > Lp: N {N} buoc7c7a6 -
Z7- 'penis of man or horse', S {Hs.} buodje, L {LLO} puohtja, Kld {TI}
pu2]c7 !:(a"ò) 'penis' »» Hg fasz id. ¶ UEW 345 (reconstructs *pac1V, t hough
pLp *-c1- and Hg -sz may go back also [and more regularly] to FU *-s6+s1-
), Sm. 548 (FU *paº+o+oos1i, FP *pa+o+oos1i, Ugr *po+aºsi 'penis'), Lr.
#988, Lgc. #5289, Hs. 38O, TI 41O-1 ˚  The absence of the reflexes o f
*y in the prehistory of NaIE needs explaining ˚  Ffd. see  IS III 9 6 - 7
(mentions OT [MhK] a4s 'männliche Schamteile' [MKA I 181.16], but OT
a4s with this meaning is not registered by either Cl. or MKD); IS III d o e s
not take into account Ar fays7- and reconstructs */p5/a/se ( sc .
*{p'}{a}s1e).
1819. *p'''' {a 4 444y}s 6666 {i} (¬ *p''''is 6666 {i}?) 'crush, break to pieces' > HS: Eg fP ps7n
vt., vi. 'split (spalten, sich spalten)' ¶ EG I 56O, Fk. 95  ?σ B *√fsy
'(se) délier, (se) défaire' >  Ah ´fsi  'désagréger, être désagrégé', Kb ´fsi
'(se) délier, (se} défaire', Gd f´syiy 'être clairsémé (grain, a rb res ) ' ,
Tmz fsu '(se) défaire, étirer (la laine), (se) démêler', Shl {NZ} fsu
'carder', CM fsu 'défaire, étirer, nettoyer (la laine)', Rf fsu, Fgg fsa
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'préparer la laine pour le tissage', Mz fsu , Wrg ´fsu 'démêler, défaire' ¶
Fc. 362, Dl. 234-5, Lf. II #O445, MT 131, NZ 656  Ch *p+fV{s⁄}, {Nw.}
*fas⁄i v. 'break' >  WCh {Stl.} *pas- 'break to pieces (razbivat∆ )' >  Hs
fa!sa~, fa!s7e~ v. {Ba.} 'break irregularly', {Sk.} 'break in piece', Hs fa~su! v.
'burst' » Ngz pÈ~psu! v. 'render into small pieces or powder' » ? NrBc: P’
{MSk.} pis6a, Sir {Sk.} p‰!s6u, Dir {Sk.} f‰!s6u! v. 'break' »» CCh: G’nd {Nw.}
f‰s6 'break' » Mrg {Hf.} p‰~s6¥~ vt., vi. 'break (pot, calabash, glass)', Hld
pÈ!s6È!na~, Wmd pÈ!s6‰~w 'break' » McHigi {ChL}: HgNk ps6E, HgB pus60, Kps
pus6E, HgF ps6o, FlG ps6amti, FlJ fÈs6(i), FlM fIs6, FlB fÈs6t id. »» ECh: Ke
{Nw.} pese 'hatch', {Eb.} pe!se! 'éclore, schlüpfen aus dem Ei', as well ??
Tmk {Cp.} pa~Z7 'casser, rompre' (unless from HS *√pcc, cp. S *√pss
'destroy, break') ¶ ChL, ChC, Stl. ZCh 144 [#6], Abr. H 256-9, Sch. DN
13O, Nw. 23 [#16] (*fas<´  'break'), Hf. M 123, 127, etc., Eb. 87, Cp. 8 9
¶¶ ≈  Sk. HCD 66, cp. OS #1916 (*pac- 'destroy, break'; S, Tmk) || IE:
NaIE *pei\s- (?) / *pis- v. 'crush, pound' >  OI pis5- (3s prs. pi≤nas5t5i,
3p prs. piﬁ≤s5anti, pfc. pi≤pes5a, pipis5e, pp. pis5≤t5ah5) ' c rush ,
pound', pis5≤t5am 'flour', Av pis7ant- 'threshing, zers tampfend ' ,
pis7tra 'flour', NPrs {Horn} †4P i pes7t, Wx po4st id. »» Gk (1s p r s . )
pti1ssv (aor. }eptiÆsa), Gk A pti1ttv v. 'peel\bray in a mortar; winnow' »»
L pins-e"re (sup. pis-tum) v. 'stamp, pound, crush, remove hulls
from grain', pistor 'grinder, miller', Um pistu 'pistum' »» MLG
vïsel 'mortar' »» Lt (iter.) paisy!ti 'to thresh off the awns, to awn ' ,
Ltv pa~isI2 ^t 'to swingle (flax)' » SrChS, OR p6xati pÁxati 'to push ,
to shove', R pi≤xat∆, ∆ pxat∆, Uk pxati, pixati id., Slv peha!ti
[p´ha!ti] 'to push, to thrust', OCz, Cz ∆ pcha1ti, Cz pichati, Slk
pichat& 'to prick'; Cz pe7chovati 'to beat\stamp down', Sl *pÁs7eno
'crushed corn' (‘  'husked millet') >  OR (and OCS?) p6weno pÁs7eno
'grain of corn (?)', Slv ps7e5 !no  'husked corn, husked millet', R pwe≤no,
Uk pwo≤no, Cz ∆ ps7eno 'husked millet', Slk ps7eno id., 'millet', P
pszono 'grain of millet'; Ï Sl *ps7eni ¡ca 'wheat '  > OCS p6wenica
pÁs7enica, Blg, R pwenica, Uk pwenicå, SCr ps7e~nica, Slv
ps7eni!ca, Cz ps7enice, Slk ps7enica, P pszenica ¶ P 796, EI 5 8 1
(*pei \s-  / prs. *pi≤nes-ti  'remove the hulls from grain, grind, thresh'), M
K II 281, M E II 169,  Horn 71, WH II 3O7-8, Bc. G 342, F II 614-5, Tr.
22O-1, Frn. 526, HlK 272, 3O3, Vs. III 269-7O, 417, Chrn. II 56-7, Ma.
CS 4O3-4, Glh. 5O8-9 || U: *pa{s6}V > FU (att. in Prm) *°pa{s6}V > Z {TmK}
paz-‰d- 'break in pieces', Prmk paz-dÈ- v. 'break, crush' ('lomat∆ ,
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mel∆¢it∆ '); Z paz-‰d- 'scatter', Vt paz1a- 'scatter, disperse' may be a sd .
of the same √   Sm: Helimski (p.c.) suggested to adduce here Slq Tz
{KKIH} pasÈs7-qo, passe2 £-qo 'explode, burst, c rack '  ¶ LG 214, TmK 5 1 5 ,
KKIH 147 || A *pæÉs[i](KV) v. 'break, cleave, peck' >  M *Feske- v. ' c u t '
>  WrM eske-, HlM ´sg´-, Brt ´sx´- v. 'cut, cut out (as cloth), c u t
off' ('kroit∆ , vykraivat∆; obrezat∆ , delat∆ porez '), Dg herkï-
'cut', Ord es″xe−  'tailler' ¶ MED 334-5, Luv. 681, Chr. 776, Ms. O 249, T
DgJ 35 (on M *s > Dg r), 175  Tg (att. in NrTg) *pi3s(k)- 'crack; t o
prick' >  Lm hIsqa2n- vi. 'crack, burst, split', Neg xIskan 'a f issure '
('∑el∆ '), xIsmIkIt-  v. 'prick (a fish) with a fish-fork', Ewk hismat-/-ç-
id., v. 'prick, pierce' ¶ STM II 328  pKo *pskî!r 'chisel' >  MKo pskî!r,
NKo k∏îl ¶ S QK #411, Nam 74, MCL 247  pJ *pi!si! ' f ish-fork' >  l tOJ
Fi!si!, J T his1i id.; pJ *pisi(n)k- v. 'break up' >  OJ p[i\ ]i!si!g- >  J: T his1i!g,
K hi!s1i!g-, Kg hi~s1i~g- ¶ S QJ #417, Mr. 69O ¶¶ DQA #1768 (A *pæisi(KV)
'break, cleave; peck [dolbit∆ ]') || ??φ K *pes7- vi. 'open', (partially o )
'burst (with a cracking sound)' >  Mg pas7k- ≠ pes7k- 'burst (with a
cracking sound), Sv {K} pis7g-/ps7g- id., Sv UB {GP} msd. li-ps7g-e, p r s .
pis7ge '(to) open (a vessel)', Sv {TK}: UB/L li-ps7g-e, Ln li-ps7k'-e 'to unt ie ,
to open' ¶ K 188-9, GP 172, 264, TK 452 ¶ A qu. cognate because of t h e
unexpected cns. *-s7- (insted of *-s`-) ˚  Eg -s7- and Vt -z1- suggest a N
lateral *-s 6666 - , while the Z reflex -z-  is still hard to explain. FU *a (< a4 d u e
to the vw. harmony?) and M *e point to a N *a4444, while the IE diphthong
*ei\ may go back either to N *i  or to *Vy ,  so that a possible N sou rce
is likely to be *a 4444y . Traces of the original final *i  can be discerned in A,
B, and possibly Ch. One of two alt. reconstructions is N *p''''is 6666 {i}, t h a t
accounts for the vw. (≠ diphthong) in IE and A, but not in U. The
discrepancies in vowels may be due to some onomatopoeic factor.
182O. *p''''atV 'ground, plain; bot tom'  > HS: Ch: WCh *pVt- >  Ngz
pa!ta!ta! 'plain, field' » Hs fe2~ta!i\ ≠ fe2~ta!l ≠ fe2~te2!te~ adv. emphasizing ' c lea r
expanse': fili fetal 'a large expanse of open country', sarari fetal id.,
fe2 ~te2 ~te~ 'shallowness' (× N *p ''''at ''''HV 'to be open, to open') ¶ Ba. 317, Abr.
H 263, Stl. ZCh 144 [#2] || IE: NaIE *ped-, *ped-om 'ground' (× *pedom
'footprint' ÿ  *ped- 'foot' <  N *p ''''a {9}dV  'leg, foot') >  Gk pe1don ' g round ,
earth', pedi1on 'a plain, plain flat open country' »» Um per7um, PERSO
'pe1don, solum', L oppidum 'town', ? oppido2 'quite, very m u c h ,
exceedingly' (<  *ob + *pedom {Krtm.} 'bei der Grundfläche', {P} 'on t h e
spot') »» MIr {EI}, ined, {DIL} inad 'position, place, trace' (< *eni-pedo-
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) »» Sl *pod¥ 'ground, bottom' > OR pod5 podË 'ground', Cz puºda
id., 'soil', R pod, Uk pid 'hearth-stone', Blg pod, Slv po~d 'floor', SCr
po` àd 'floor, planking', Slk po6da  'bottom'; ‘ Sl *pod¥  'under' >  OCS, OR
pod5 podË, Blg, R pod, P, Slk, SCr, Slv pod 'under', Cz pod(e)
'below, beneath'  Ht peda-n 'place' ¶¶ On NaIE *pedom ' footpr in t ,
track' see  N *p''''a{9}dV ¶¶ WP II 24, ≈σ EI 595 (*pedom ' footpr in t ,
track'), F II 485-6, ≈ WH II 214-5 (rejects the connection be tween
oppidum and pe1don), 29, Bc. G 341, Pln. 749, Vs. III 295-6, Glh. 4 9 1 ,
Slt. 53-4, Vr. 118, CHD P 33O-45 || A [1] {DQA} A *pæa!tæa~ ' g round ,
uncultivated land, field' >  T *[h]atîr1 >  OT atîz 'a strip of land be tween
two dykes', Tkm atîÎ 'strip of land, garden bed (gråda , grådka ), p lo t
of land', Chg atîz, Qzq {Rl.}, ET atîz 'field', ET Tar {Rl.} a4tiz 'Acker,
Ackerland', Shor {Rl.} atîs 'ein Feldmaß, 1/18 desyatina', Qzq {Sht.}
atîz 'garden bed', {Rl.} atîz, atanaq 'mit kleinen Hügelchen bedecktes
Feld' ¶ Cl. 73, Rl. I 454, 46O, 493, 843, TkR 87, TDS 58  M *[F]atar >
WrM atar 'uncultivated land', HlM, Brt atar 'virgin land, unploughed
or fallow field' (acc. to Cl. 73, T ı M) ¶ MED 58, Chr. 64  Ko {Rm.}
*path, {S} *pa~t[h] >  MKo pat ≠ pat≈, NKo {MLC} pat≈, NKo {S} pat, Ko N
{Rm.} pat≈i, Ko S {Rm.} patc>≈i, padi 'field, plot of ground' ¶ S QK # 6 6 5 ,
Rm. SKE 192-3, MLC 741  pJ {S} *pa!ta~ / *pa~ta! >  OJ pa~ta!, J: T hata! ≠
ha!ta, K/Kg ha!ta~ 'field, farm' ¶ S QJ #599, Mr. 4O1 ¶¶ DQA #1718, Rm.
EAS I 53, Rm. SKE 192-3 | [2] A {DQA} *pæa"!tæa~(-kV) 'bottom, lower s ide '
(‘ 'leg') > Tg: [a] *pata 'bottom' > Ewk hat 'basis, root; foot of a
mountain', Ud x‰di , Orc pata 'runner of a sledge (poloz narty )' (ı
Neg pata id.), 'end', Nn pata ± fata2 'runner of a sledge; tree that is
sunk into water', Ul pata id., 'footboard of a sledge', WrMc fatan ' f o o t
of a mountain, bottom, bottom of vessel\barrel'  [b] *pata, *pataka
'paw, hoof, sole of foot' > Lm hatIqa 'fetlock under reindoor’s hoof ' ,
Ewk hata, Neg xata id., 'pad (poduwe¢ka) of the sole of dogs and o t h e r
animals', Orc xaptamuki 'bird’s foot', WrMc fatXa 'foot (of birds a n d
mammals), hoof' ¶ STM II 318, Z 1O3O  pKo {S} *pa~to!k  ' b o t t o m ,
lower part' >  MKo pa~to!k, pa~ta!N, NKo padak ¶ S QK #317, Nam 237, MLC
7O3  pJ {S} *pa!ta!  'fish fin' (“ *'≈  leg'?) >  OJ pa!ta! ¶ S QJ #9O3, Mr.
4O1  ?? T *a[:]t (< *[h]a[:]t?) 'trace' [{DQA} *a¿t(-kî)] (× T *a2t ' s tep '  < N
*q{Å}d[V]?{o} 'to step, to walk' [q.v. ffd.] × N *?at[?]V ' come ' )  > VTt
∆  {DS} at 'trace' (atî da juq 'no trace < remains> '), some T lge. (Osm,
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Chg?) {Zn.} at  'trace (of foot)'; much less plausible is the adduction of ¿
Tv {DQA “ ?} adîm 'handful' and Chv îdam 'armful' ¶ ET Gl 88-9, Zn. I
s.v. †" , DS III 24 ¶ Highly qu. as a cognate because it is easily explained
as going back to N *q{Å}d[V]?{o} ¶¶ DQA #1719 (A *pæa"!tæa~(-kV)
'bottom, lower side' > M, Tg, Ko, J + qu. T *atîm), S AJ 7O (Tg, Ko, J), ≈
Rm. EAS I 5 (Tg, Ko), Pp. VG 11 and 5O (M, Tg, STM II 318 (Tg, M, T) ¶ ¶
Not here T *haÎ-ak 'foot' (⇔ Str. LPA 22, Mill. OJL 137-8, 2O1-2, a n d
other scholars, see  N *p '''' a {9 }dV  'leg, foot') || D (in GnD) *patßa 'field' >
Gnd patße 'small field for cultivation', Png batßa 'a field on the hills', Ku
batßa 'pasture' ¶ D #3874  D *pa2tti ({†GS} *p-) 'small field' >  T m
pa2tti 'small field', Ml pa2tti, Kn pa2ti 'garden bed', Tu pa2ti
'nursery for plants', Tl pa2du , pa2di  'garden bed or plot' ¶¶ D *patti i s
likely to go back to a d. form (< *patßa + a *-tV-sx.) ¶¶ D #4O78 ˚
This N etymon may be a semantic variant of N *p''''at''''HV 'to be open, b e
open' (if the apparent phonetic difference between them is explained
away). Cf. IS MS 372 s.v. wirokij  *p5at5ÿ, IS SS #1.32, AD GD 1O ˚
Altaic *-tæ- (> M, Tg *-t-) for the expected Altaic *-t- (> M, Tg *-d-) m a y
be explained by some contamination (with  N *p ''''at ''''HV?).
1821. *{p ''''}atV 'basket, box' > HS: S *°√ptn (? *pa≤tan-) >  Ak pitnu
'box' ¶ Sd. 869-7O || IE: NaIE *pod- 'box, vessel, pot' >  ? OI palla
'large granary, barn', pallï '∈ measure of grain' (if -ll- <  *-dl-) »» OHG
faÔ 'vessel, jug, dish', NHG FaS 'cask, barrel, vessel', OSx, ON fat
'vessel', AS fAt  'vessel, casket, cup, pot' »» Lt pu!odas, Ltv po^ds ' p o t '
»» ? L pot(t)us  'drinking-cup' (× L n. po2tus 'drink'?) > Fr, Prov. pot,
etc. ı  AS pot > NE pot ¶¶ WH II 351, HDEL 1O25, P 79O, M K II 2 3 6
(no et. of the OI words), WH II 351, ML #67O5, Vr. 113, Sw. 54, Ho. 9 7 ,
Ho. S 18, Kb. 228, OsS 172, KM 185, Frn. 668, Frd. HW EH I 15-6  IE
*pot[Ó]r= / pôt[Ó]n-os 'basket' ‘ 'dish '  >  Ht {CHD} pattar 'basket' ( /
dat.-loc. paddan-i), Lc pata1ra 'Korb, Kasten', Gk pata1nh '∈  flat dish', L
patera  'low bowl, saucer' ¶ F II 48O, Ts. W 62-3, CHD P 241-2, EI 4 4 3
(IE *pot[Ó]r= / pôt[Ó]n-os 'shallow dish'), ≠ WH II 264 (unc.: L patera
ÿ L pateo 'be open') || U: FU *pata 'cauldron, pot' >  F pata (gen .
padan) 'Kessel, Kochtopf', Es pada (gen. paja) id. » Lp N {N} batte
/ -d-, L {LLO} pa2hte2 'pot, cauldron' » Chr H pat, U pot id., B pat, pot
'pot' »» ObU *pu2t 'cauldron' >  pVg *pu2t 'Kessel, Grapen' >  Vg: T po2t,
LK/MK/UK/UL/Ss pu2t, P/NV/SV/LL put; pOs *put 'cauldron' >  Os:
V/Vy/Ty/Y/O put, D pu4t, Nz/Kz pu"t » Hg faze1k 'cooking-pot' ¶ UEW
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358, LLO 7O5, MF 185-6, Ht. 18O [#55O] || A *pæ{a}tV '∈ vessel' > ?φ T
*itil! 'cup, vessel' > OT {Cl.} idis7 ± iÎis 7, XwT XIV iÎis7, Chg ≥XV idis7
id., Tkm ∆ , Uz, Qrg idis7, Qzq, Qq îdîs, Xk IdIs, Sg/Qb/Qc {Rl.} edis,
Qb {Cs.} ides 'vessel', Yk isit 'cup' ¶ Cl. 72, ET Gl 328-9, DQA # 1 6 9 7
(T *edil!)  Tg *padu ' pouch '  > WrMc fadu id., Ud padu 'pouch ( f o r
tinder and flint)', Ork padU 'tobacco-pouch', Orc padu, Ul padU(n-), Nn
Nh pado ≠ padoa%, Nn B/KU fado ≠ fadU id., 'pouch' ¶ STM II 31  pJ {S}
*pi!tu! 'box '  > OJ pi\i!tu!, J: T hi~cu, K hi!cu!, Kg hicu!; pJ *pi!tu!-ki 'coffin' >
OJ p[i\ ]i!tu!k[i\ ]i, J: T hi~cugi, K hi!cu!gi1, Kg hicu!gi ¶ S QJ #979, Mr. 411  ¶ ¶
DQA #1697 (A *pæa" !di~ 'a k. of vessel'; Tg and pJ are tentatively supposed
to go back to *pæa "di-bV) ¶¶ The origin of T and pJ *i remains unknown
|| D *patalV ({†GS} *p-) 'pot' >  Tm patalai\ 'large-mouthed pot', Td
paTsÀ  'large, broad-mouthed clay pot', Gnd, Mlt patli 'cooking pot' ¶¶ D
*-t- for the expected *-tß- may be due to a sx. ¶¶ D #39O9 ˚  The r ec .
of N *p''''- is valid only if T *itil! is a legitimate cognate. Otherwise w e
remain with an unspecified N *P3333- ˚  IS MS 366 s.v. sosud *p5atÿ, IS
SS #2.18 (in both sources: IE, U, D), UEW 358 (U, IE). IS (MS 3 6 6 )
supposed that the ancient meaning is 'clay vessel', but the S (Ak) a n d
AnIE data suggest that the original meaning was 'basket, box', with
further development into 'vessel'. Borrowing from one lge. to a n o t h e r
is not ruled out (Jk. UI 3O1 and ItK 322: FU π IE; ‘  LCm. NLP 16-7).
1822. *p''''a 4 444tV 'to fall' (≠ ? *p''''VtV-ÙÉ  'fall, cast [to the ground]') >
HS: WS *°-pu2t- (≠ *°-pu2d-?) >  Mh √fwt (pf. fo2t), Hrs √fwt (pf. fE2t,
sbjn. -fOt) v. 'die unslaughtered' (of an animal) (cp. R padëq skota
'loss of cattle, cattle-plague', lit. 'falling of cattle'), ? Ar √fwd (p f .
fa2da, ip. -fu2d-u) v. 'die, disappear' ¶ Jo. M 1O9-11O, Jo. H 67, Fr. III
38O, BK II 644, Hv. 578  EC: Sd fottok'a 'fall down' ¶ Gs. 1O3  Ch:
ECh: Mu {J} fa!de! / fa!t v. 'fall' »» WCh {Stl.} *pad'-≠*pid'- v. 'fall' >  Hs fa2!d'ï~
id. » AG: Ywm {Kr. in ChL} ya~ pÈ~tE~r (gwe) v. 'lie down' »» CCh: {ChL} Mrg
pida, Hld pi~da~, Wmd pi!da~ v. 'lie down' ¶ JI II 13O-1, Stl. ZCh 144 [#4], IS
III 84-5, ChC, ChL ¶ Ngz mpÈdu!  and My pi~yE~t´- v. 'put' (mentioned in IS
III 84 “ Stl. ZChSSl) cannot belong here, because Ngz mpÈdu! is a f o r m
of the verb mpa!u \ v. 'put' (Sch. DN 116) and My pi~yE~t´- is a form of My
pi!yo@ v. 'put' (ChC)  Eg fP ptX vt. 'cast (to the ground), put down ( so .
carried)', vi. 'sich niederwerfen, sich zu Boden werfen', {Fk.} ' b e
stretched out (in obeisance)' (Tk. (p.c., 2OO1): may be f rom  *pt÷ ( a
reg. sound change), an alt. hyp. equating Eg ptX  v. 'cast' with T *atæ- v.
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'throw' (presupposing that T *atæ- is from *hatæ-) is untenable, because
T *atæ- has a phonetically and semantically reg. cognate in HS, namely
EC *÷ad'- v. 'throw' (w N *÷3333at''''V 'to throw, to cast') ¶ EG I 565-6, Fk. 9 6
¶¶ ≈ Sk. HCD 62 || IE: [1] NaIE *ped- 'fall' >  OI √pad-: Vd ≤padyate2
'falls, descends'; Av paiÎya2ite  'moves down, lies down' »» Gmc *fetan
'to fall' >  AS (3p p.) Ìefetun 'ceciderunt', OHG fe4Ô Ôan 'wanken,
fallen', gi-fe4Ô Ôan 'to fall' »» Sl *pa¡sti (1s prs.*pa¡doß, ip. inf. *pa¡dati)
'to fall' >  OCS pasti pasti / 1s prs. pad0 pado<, R past∆ /
pa≤du, ip. ≤padat∆, ≤pada√, Blg ≤padna, ip. ≤padam, SCr paŸsti,
paŸdne2m, OCz pa1sti / padu, Cz ip. inf. padati, P pas1c1 / pada
'fall'; in Cz and Slk a derived inf.: Cz padnouti, Slk padnu1t5 'to fall '
 [2] NaIE *pet(´)-/pte2-/pto2- 'fall' (× *pet(´)- v. 'fly'?) >  OI ≤patati
'falls', (×  *pet(´)- v. 'fly') 'flies, soars, rushes', aor. apaptat, Av ta2ta
(< *pta2≤ta2) 'falling (of rain)' »» Gk pi@ptv 'I fall' (reduplicating prs.; long
i2 on the analogy of [ri @ptv 'I throw, cast)', inf. aor. petei6n, Gk D/Ae a o r
}epeton ¶ IS III 85-88 (with further details and references), ≈  P 7 9 1
(erroneously identified with *pe2Æd- / *po2Æd- 'foot'), ≈ EI 192, M K II 1 9 9 ,
2O6-7, M E II 71-2, 76-7, Brtl. 841-2, F II 242-3, Ho. 1O2, Kb. 239, ≈
OsS 191-2, Vs. III 18, Glh. 469 || U: FU (att. in ObU) *°pa4t[t]V >  ObU
*pa4t-/*pit- v. 'fall' >  pVg *pa4Æt- v. 'fall', 'come to be, (wohin) geraten,
popast∆ ' >  Vg: T pa4t-, LK/MK/UK pa4∏t-, P/NV/SV/LL pa4t-/pa4∏t-, UL/Ss
pat- id., {BV}: Vg Ss pat-, Vg Yk pa4t- 'fall, (wohin) geraten', Vg Ss
pattal-, Vg Yk pa4tt´l!- 'let fall'; pOs *pit- v. 'fall; , 'come to b e ,
geraten, popast∆ ' >  Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y/D/O pit-, Nz/Kz piÆt- id.; ObU *i
belongs to the alternating pair *a4/*i  going back to FU *a4 ¶ Ht. #551, BV
79, Trj. S 362-3, Coll. 1O8, UEW 386, Sm. 547 (FU, FP *pita4-, Ugr
*pI"ta4- 'leep, hold') || A: Tg *°pet-ke- 'fall' > Lm h‰tk‰t/ç- (ip.?) 'fall,
tumble' ('padat∆ , wlØpat∆så '), Lm Ol/Al/M/T hÁtk‰Nçi-, Lm A ‰tk‰2n-
(pfv. or mom.?) 'fall, tumble' ('upast∆ , wlØpnut∆så '), Lm h‰tk‰çuk‰n-
v. 'drop' ¶ STM II 371, Sun. G 122-3 (on sxs. of aspects: Lm -çi i s
considered ip.)  pKo {S} *pt´~⁄r´!⁄- v. 'drop, fall; finish' > MKo pt´~⁄r´!⁄-
ti!-, NKo t∏´⁄r´⁄-Z>i- ¶ S QK #862, Nam 151, MLC 449  ?σ pJ {S} *pa~ta!- v.
'finish, anchor' > OJ pata-, J: T hate!-, K/Kg ha~te~- ¶ S QJ #737, Mr .
686  ¶¶ Tg *t (rather than *d) is explained by its position within a cns .
cluster before *k ¶¶ DQA #1753 (A *p[æ]e~ta!  ¬  -tæ- v. 'drop, fall') || D
*patß- ({†GS} *padß-) 'fall, fall in, set (as a heavenly body), be des t royed '
>  Tm pat5u 'perish, die', 'set' (of heavenly body)', pat5i 'settle ( a s
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dust, sediment), sink in water', pat5u  (-pp- , -tt-) v. 'lay horizontally ' ,
v. 'lie down to sleep', Ml pat5uka v. 'fall, sink', pat5iyuka v. ' set t le ,
sink', Kt par`- (patß-) v. 'lie down, sleep', Td por`- 'lie down', Kn pad5u id.,
'set (as the sun), die', Kdg padß- 'lie fallow', Tu pad5a 'placing, laying',
pad5ipuni 'to plunge', Tl pad5u v. 'fall, lie, recline, sleep', Klm bolla2
padß- v. 'lie on one's back', Nkr patß-, Nk padß-/par`-, Gdb par- 'fall', Prj
padß- 'fall, sink down', 'set' (of the sun), Gnd patßtß- 'lie down', Png paz-
'be caught (in snare)'  Another D etymon (a d. from the first one?): D
*patß-i- v. 'settle (as dust or sediment), sink' >  Tm pat5i- id., Ml
pat5iyuka id., Tu pad5ipuni v. 'plunge', Prj pa2rva badßi, Ku pa2rva padßi
'dovecote' ¶¶ D ##3848, 3852, Km. 424 [#784] ˚  IS III 84-89 [#367]
(*pæadÿ; comparison between all pertinent cognates, except ECh, U,
and S). N *p''''- is reconstructed on the evidence of Eg p (as well as t h e
WCh and CCh cognates). Mubi f- still needs explaining. Eg ptÓ 'cast ( t o
the ground), put down (so. carried)' and NaIE *pte2-/pto2- v. 'fall' suggest
a N cd. etymon *p''''VtV-ÙÉ 'fall, cast (to the ground)'.
1823. *p ''''ÉtV 'to pass, to go out '  > HS: S *°-pu2t- >  Ar √fwt (ip. -fu2t-
u, pf. fa2ta) {Ln.} 'pass', 'pass away, elapse' (time, opportunity), {BK}
'passer à côté de qn.', {Hv.} 'elapse' (time), die' ¶ Ln. 2454, BK II 642-3 ,
Hv. 578  B *√ftÓ >  Tmz {MT} ftu (pf. ifta) 'passer, s'en aller', Shl
{La.} ftu 'aller', {NZ} id., 'partir, s’en aller'; but the verb fat / fut (Wrg
fat 'passer' [le temps], Kb fat3 [pf. ifut3] 'passer, dépasser', Shl {La.} fut
v. 'lose', 'elapse, be over' [of beauty, time], ZAS {Loub.} fat3 / fut3
'passer, s’écouler') may be a loan from Ar ¶ MT 137, Dlh. Ou 87, Dl.
236, La. CBM 29O-1, Loub. 54O, NZ 667  C: Ag {Ap.} *fa4t- v. 'go' >  Xm
fir-/fit- v. 'go (away)', Aw fey-/fet-, Bln {R} får- id., Km fa4y-/fa4t- id .
»» ? SC: Irq {Wh.} puru2c'- v. {Wh.} 'go afar\off', {MQK} 'go far' ¶ Ap. AV 9 ,
Ap. VSA 19, AD GDS 67, R WB 116, 124, Wh. VR 82, MQK 83  Ch
*pVtV >  WCh *pVtV v. 'go out' (‘  'come') (≈  {Stl.} *p'ut- v. 'go o u t '
and *fVt- v. 'go out, come') >  Hs fi~ta! v. 'go out', Gw {Nw. “?} p'et
(’pet) id. (= Gw [all dialects] {Mts.} bu~tu 'go out'?) » AG {Hf.} *p'‰t >  Su
put, Ang {ChL} pu~t, Gmy {Hf.} p'et, Kf {Nt.} fu!t, {Hf.} pet ≠ pfut, Cp
{ChL} pU!t v. 'go out' » BT *fat- v. 'go out' >  Bl {Lk.} fat-, {Bnt.} pa≤t-
awo, Krkr {Lk.} fat-, Dr {Nw.} pori, {ChL} pod'-, Tng {J} pO!dI, Ngm hatu,
Bele fe!ti!, Glm pa!z, Gera fi^d-, Pr pe!to! v. 'go out' » SBc {Sh.}: Zem D fut,
Ds D, Ds Bn fu~t, Ds Bd, Wnd fut v. 'come' »» CCh: Gudu {ChC} p‰t v. ' g o '
» G’nd {Nw.} p‰d'a 'go out' ¶ ChC, ChL, Stl. ZCh 147 [#29] and 1 5 9
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[#127], Stl. VZCh #191, Mts. G 28, Mch. D 147, Sh. SB 34, Hf. AGG 1 7 ,
Nt. 13, J S 79, J T 132, Lk. PVB II 135, Lk. TS, Sch. BTL, Frz. P 45, ChC, JI
II 164, Nw. #6O (pCh *p´ta), IS Ch. 25  ?σ Eg fOK ptpt ' t r e a d
(roads), trample (enemies)' >  Cpt Sd potpet potpet, B fotfet
p˙otp˙et 'fouler, faire tomber, tomber' (×  N *p''''at''''V 'to beat, t o
strike', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ ≈ OS #783 (Ch *fat-/*fit- 'move'), ≈  Sk. HCD 7O,
SSAAJ I #137, AD GDS 67 (#3.21) || IE: NaIE *pe(:)d- v. 'go, walk' >  OI
≤padyate2 'goes' (≠ M K II 2O6-7 [“ padyate2 'falls']) »» Gk phda1v v.
'leap, spring, bound' »» Lt pe$ﬁdinu / pe$ﬁdinti v. 'pace, walk (slowly) '
¶ × IE *ped- v. 'fall' (see   s.v. N *p''''a 4 444tV 'to fall') × (?) IE *pe(:)d-/pod-
'foot' (<  N *p''''a{9}dV 'leg' [or '∈  part of a leg'], 'foot') ¶ P 791, M E II
76-7, ≈  F II 526-7, Frn. 561 (Lt pe$ﬁdin- Ï pe$da~ 'foot') || U: FU (a t t .
in Prm) *°pÉttV > pPrm *pEt- v. 'go out' >  OPrm pet-, Z pet- v. 'go ou t ;
rise (sun, etc.)', Vt potÈnÈ id. ¶ LG 22O ˚  Not here Tg *pete- 'jump' (<
N *p ''''Ét ''''V 'to fly') (unconvincingly equated in DQA #1756 [≠ A *pæe2 !ta- v.
'step, walk'] with T *a2t- v. 'step' and M *[h]ada- [i.e. *adam ' pace ,
step'], which are in fact from N *?at[?]V 'to come', N *q{Å}d[V]?{o}
'to step, to walk') ˚  Ang, Su p- and Eg p- (?) suggest HS *p- and N *p ''''- .
1824. *P 3333itÅ 'hold, grasp, seize' > HS: S *°-pïd- v. 'catch' >  Ak √pyd
(p. -pïd, inf. pa6du) 'einschließen, gefangen setzen' ¶ Sd. 8O8 || IE:
NaIE *pe(:)d- 'grasp, joint\fit together' >  OHG {Kb.} faÔ Ôo2n 'to load, t o
pack', MHG vaÔÔen 'fassen, erfassen, zusammenfassen', NHG fassen
'to grasp', ? ON fata 'lose zusammenfügen' »» Ltv ∆ {ME} pe2^>da
'handful, armful', linu pe2 ^>da 'ein Bund Flachs, eine Handvoll Flachs', Lt
pe$!das 'sheaf'   the NaIE nouns *po2Æd-, *pe2do- 'vessel, box, pot' (>  OHG
faÔ 'vessel, casket', OSx, ON fat 'vessel', AS fAt 'vessel, casket, c u p ,
pot', Lt pu!odas, Ltv po^ds 'pot') go back to N *{p''''}atV 'basket, b o x '
(q.v. ffd.), but there may be contamination of N *P3333itÅ and *{p''''}atV i n
forms like OHG faÔ Ôo2n, MHG vaÔ Ôen 'in ein Gefäß tun', NHG
fassen  'to barrel (beer), to hive (bees)' ¶ Fs. 148-9, Kb. 228, OsS 1 7 2 ,
Lx. 264, 287, Ho. 97, 1O2, Vr. 114, 118-9, 149, ME III 2O6, Frn. 563, c p .
otherwise P 79O ||  U: FV *pita4- v. 'hold' (× N *bit[V]{?}V  'to hold') > F
pita4- v. 'hold', Es pida (prs. pean) id. » Er ped!a 'sich anschließen,
ankleben, sich anheften' ¶ Hardly here (for lack of reliable semant ic
connection)  (⇔ Sm. 547) FU {UEW} *pita4- v. 'tie, tie up, b ind '
('schnüren, binden') > Chr: L pidaw pi≤Î-as7 'to tie, to bind', KB piÎa4-,
U/B piÎa- 'binden, schnüren, stricken' »» Hg fu¡z- v. 'stitch, a t tach ,
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bind' ¶ Coll. 1O8, UEW 386-7, Sm. 547 (FU, FP *pita4-, Ugr *pI"ta4-
'keep, hold'), MRS 426-7 || D {tr.} *pitß-, {GS} *pidß- v. 'grasp, hold' (×  N
*bit[V] {? }V  '⇑ ') >  Tm pit5i  v. 'catch, grasp, carry, keep back', pit5i n .
'hold, clutch, seizure by hand', Ml pit5i 'grasp, hold, closed hand', Kt
pir`c>- v. 'clench (hand)', pir`y 'handful', Kn pid5i v. 'seize, hold', Kdg
pudßi- v. 'catch, hold', Tu hid5i n. 'hold, grasp', Tl pid5i 'handle, hilt ,
handful', Prj pidßk- v. 'embrace', Gnd pïdßana2 v. 'snatch, catch' ¶¶ D
#414, GS 43 [#91] || ?φ  K: Sv {Ni.} -pda4l 'touch, take', Sv UB {GP} li-
pda4∏l 'to touch with a hand' ¶ Ni. s.v. trogat∆ and brat∆ , GP 171 ˚  U
suggests N *-t- , while IE *-d- and D *-tß- may go back to both N *-t-  a n d
*-d- . Therefore the pN cns. is most likely to be *-t- . Sv -d- is still to b e
explained ˚  NaIE *pe[:]d is likely to go back to eIE **pi\ed < N *P3333itÅ
(cf. AD NGIE, SD NVIE).
1825. *P3333utV 'feather, hair' > D: [1] *pu2tßa ({†GS} *b-) 'down of bi rds ,
feather, hair' >  Ml pu2t5a 'down of birds, wool, fine hair', Klm bu;r (p l .
bu;dßl) 'eyelash, eyebrow', Nkr bu2r (pl. bu2dßlß) 'down, fine feather', Prj
bu2dßul id., Gnd bu2ra2 ± bura ± pulßa 'feather', Png bu2ra 'small feathers ,
down', Mnd bu2riN 'pubic hair', Kui bu2ri, bu2ru 'hair, fur, feather, wool ' ,
Brh putß 'hair' ¶¶ D #4358  [2] (in GnD) *putt- ({†GS} *p-?) >  Gnd
putga 'feather' ± putga2 id., 'wing', Png putehiN, puteliN, butuhiN
'eyebrows' ¶ D #4278 || K: Sv UB/LB/Ln pa4tw, Sv L patw 'hair' ¶ TK
753, GP 263, Dn. s.v. patv || IE *pet-Vr/n- / *pter- 'feather, wing'
(× IE *pet- v. 'fly' <  N *p''''Ét''''V 'to fly') >  OI ≤patram 'wing, feather' »»
Gk ptero1n 'feather, wing' »» L penna (<  *petna2) 'feather' »» Arm †er†
t≈eRt≈ 'leaf' (<  *pter- 'wing'), {Slt., Juh.} †er t≈eR 'leaf', ? †ranim
t≈ranim v. 'fly' »» Clt: OIr ette, W adain 'wing' »» OHG fe4dara, NHG
Feder, OSx fethera, Dt ve(d)er, AS feÎer, NE feather, ON
fjo<Îr  'feather'  Ht pattar/n- ≠ pittar 'wing'; some AnIE lge.ı
Arm πetur p˙etuR 'feather' (acc. to Ach.) ¶¶ P 825-6, EI 6 4 6
(*pet(e)r- / *pet(e)n-), M K II 2O3-4, M E II 75-6, F II 612-3, WH II 2 8 2 -
3, Thr. § 78, ≈ RE 82, YGM-1 3, Vr. 124-5, Vr. N 766, Kb. 229, OsS 1 7 3 ,
KM 188, Ho. 1O3, Ho. S 19, Slt. 38, Juh. OSK 22, 95 (on Arm †er t≈eR
'leaf'), Frd. HW 166, Ts. W 62, CHD P 24O || ? HS: CCh: Bdm {ChC}
fe~Be!do~, {Nc.} fefe2to 'wing', Db {Lnh.} pE~tE~-pE~tE~ id., ? Gudu {ChL}
bibYE!d, Nz {ChL} b'e~d'e~ki id. ¶ ChC, ChL || ?σ A: ??φ T *mîÎîk 'mous tache '
(× N *bÉPt ''''V  'lip(s), mouth'?) > OT bîÎîq, MQp XIII bîyîq ≠ mîyîq, Chg
≥XV bî˝ ≠ mî˝, XwT, OOsm ≥XV bîyîq, Tk bIyIk, ∆ buyîq ± mîyq, Ggz
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bîyîk, Az bî˝, ∆ bu˝, CrTt bîyîq ≠ mîyîq, Kr Cr miyuq, Qmq, QrB, Nog,
Qq, Uz ∆ Qrg, Alt mîyîq, VTt, Bsh m¥y¥q, Chv m¥y¥X 'moustache', Yk
bîtîk id., 'beard' ¶ T *-Î- is not a reg. reflex of N *-t-  and requi res
explanation. The delabialization *u  > T *î is a rather f requen t
phenomenon, but its rules and conditions have not yet b e e n
investigated ¶ Cl. 3O1, ET B 3O4, TL 223-4, Rs. W 73  AdS  of NrTg
*bu3Ji 'feather' (<  N *P3333un 1111 ++++n 2 222c 7 777e 6 666 'body hair, down, [?] feathers') > Lm bUJI
'feather', Ewk buJi  'new feather after moult' ¶ STM I 1O2  ?φ pJ *pi!-n-
kai\ 'beard' (cd. with *kai\ 'hair ' )  > OJ pi\i!ge!, J: Y hi~ge, K hi!ge!, Kg hi!ge
'bard' ¶ S QJ #691, Mr. 4O6 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #155 (A *bi\udu 'down, fea ther ,
curly'; incl. T) ˚  D {GS} *b- suggests a N *p-  (rather than *p '''' -). D
*pu2tßV, A, Ch, and K point to a N non-emph. *-t- . The apparent reflexes
of the emph. *-t''''- in IE *pet-Vr/n- / *pter- and D *puttV are secondary,
they are induced by the infl. of *pet- v. 'fly' in IE and by a sx. in D
(*puttV < **putß-tV). If the T root belongs here, T *m- is likely to belong
to the heritage of N *bÉPt''''V, while T *-Î- is still puzzling  ˚  Blz. LB
(D, IE), ≈σ Blz. LNA #43 (N *p+p'utV 'bird / feather '  >  D, BSl (in fact BSl
*put-  is more likely to go back to N *p ''''Ét ''''V  'to fly', q.v.).
1826. *pa[?i]tV (or *pa?etV?) '∈ skin, bark' > HS: Om {Blz.} *pa[:]t-
'skin' >  SOm: Ari G {Blz. “?} fo2ti 'snake skin' »» NrOm: Na fatu ' sk in ' ,
Cha {Fl.} fa2ta 'skin' ¶ Blz. OLBP #9O, Bnd. PO 149  Ch *pata 'skin' >
WCh: Hs fa2!ta~ id., Gw pa!ta id., 'leather, hide, fur' » Wrj patai\ 'skin' »»
CCh: HgB, HgF pta, Kps, HgG pta ± w(p)ta id. » Ï: Mofu pa!p‰t-
'éplucher', Mafa pit- v. 'bark' » Msy {Mch.} p‰d- v. 'skin' »» ECh: Ke {Eb.}
pe!te! 'schälen (Baum), entfedern' ¶ Stl. IF 32-3, ChL, ChC, Abr. H 2 5 9 ,
Mats. 94-5 ¶¶ OS #1964 (HS *pat- 'skin')  ?σ,φ S: Ar fu2tœ-at- {Ln.}
'cloths used as waist-wrappers', {BK} 'serviette, essuie-main', {Hv.}
'waist-wrapper'; Ar SL {Hv.} fu2tœ-at- 'napkin, towel' ¶ Ln. 245O, BK II
646, Hv. 579 || D {tr.} *patßtß-, {GS} *°patß- 'bark of a tree' > Tm pat5t5ai\,
Ml pat5t5a, Kn pat5t5e, Tl pat5t5a, pat5t5amu id.; ?? SD {tr.} *patßtßª
({†GS} *p-) 'crust of a wound' > Kt patß 'scar', Kn pat5t5u 'a callous s p o t '
¶¶ D ##3873, 3876, GS 98 [*269] || IE {P} *bai\ta2 'goat-skin, garment' >
Gk bai1th 'goat-skin, a shepherd’s or peasant’s coat of skins, tent o f
skins' »» Gmc (π  Gk?): Gt paida 'citv1n' ('the garment worn next t o
skin'), ga-paido2n 'to clothe', OSx pe6da {Ho.} 'garment, cloth', AS
pa2d 'coat', {Ho.} 'rock, Mantel', OHG pfeit 'garment, jacket ', MHG
pfeit ≠ pheit {Lx.} 'shirt; ∈ a shirt-like garment'; Gmc ı F paita
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'shirt' (unless an inherited cognate) »» pAl {O} *patika > Al petk
'clothes, garment' (π  some other lge. with *p- < IE *b-?) ¶ P 92-3, EI
1O9-1O (*bai\≤tehÅ- 'cloak'), F I 21O, Fs. 381-2, Ho. 244, Ho. S 5, Kb.
758, OsS 67, Lx. 159, O 317 || A: ? Tg *pe2te2 'seal, skin of seals' (‘  NTg
'fat of seals') >  Ork p‰tt‰ ≠ p‰t‰ ≠ p‰2t‰ 'seal', p‰(:)t‰sk‰ 'skin o f
seals', Ud x‰t‰, WrMc fethi 'seal', Orc h‰2t‰ id., h‰2t‰ks‰ 'skin o f
seals', Neg x‰2t‰2, Ewk h‰2t‰2 ± ‰t‰ 'seal, fat of seals', Lm h‰2t‰ 'fat; fat o f
sea mammals', h‰t‰ks‰  'skin of seals' ¶ STM II 372, Krm. 3O8  pJ {S}
pa~(n)ta! 'skin, flesh' > OJ pada id., J: T ha!da, K ha~da!, Kg hada! 'skin, b o d y '
¶ S AJ 283, S QJ #161, Mr. 395, Kenk. 412  M *[F]adasqa '≈  raw h ide '
> WrM adasqa, HlM adsaga 'raw hide used as a mat\rug', Kl adsh
ads¥˝¥ 'raw hide of a horse', {Rm.} adsX¥ 'altes Fell' ¶ MED 11, KRS 2 8 .
KW 2  ? NaT *et 'meat, flesh' (≡σ Hb ba2≤s6a2r 'meat, flesh' <  S *ba≤s6ar-
'skin') (× N *?ite6666 'eat', ≡σ: Ar laHm- 'meat' <  S *≤laHim- 'food') > OT
{Cl., Dnk.} a4t, {DTS} et, MU, XwT, MQp (incl. CC), Ch et 'meat, flesh', Tk
et , Ggz y"et, Tkm, CrTt, Qmq, QrB, Qrg, Qzq, Nog, Qq, Uz, SY, Ln, Alt et,
Az, ET, Xlj, Yk a4t, VTt, Bsh, Xk it, Tv ´`t e<t, Tf E<tæ, Chv u4t 'meat' ({TL}:
u4 due to as. in Chv u4t pu4 'body' < T *et boy id.) ¶ *e on the ev. o f
VTt/Bsh *i , as against the unconclusive ev. of the Ar spelling without î
in OT [MhK] ¶ Cl. 33, MKD 28, DTS 186, ET Gl 311-2, TL 455, DT 1 1 1 ,
TvR 121, Ra. 183, AD EHL ¶¶ T *∅- < A *pæ- < N *pV?- ¶¶ ≈ DQA # 1 7 5 7
(A *pæe2~ta! 'meat, skin'  >  Tg, M, J) ˚ IE *b- suggests pN *p- . Ch *p- i s
likely to go back to **p'- < N *pV?- . D *-tß- points to N *t++++d; IE *-t-, Tg *-
t-, and Ar -tœ- (all usually from *-t'-) may go back to *-t'- < N *-?Vt- . Tg
*-e2- and T *e- are puzzling. They may suggest a pN *pa?etV  (> **peta),
unless  N *-a?i- can yield Tg *e2 and T *e.
1827. € *P3333otK ''''V 'to split, to cut' > HS > S *°√ptk' v. 'split, break' >  Ar
√ftq  (ip. -ftuq-) {BK} 'fendre, rompre', {Hv.} 'break, slit, disjoin' ¶ BK II
535-6, Hv. 545  B *√ftk >  Ah, Ttq ´ft´k 'fendre', Gh ´ft´k ' ê t r e
déchiré', Kb ´ft3´k3, CM {NZ} √ftk 'percer, ouvrir', Tmz ft´k id.,
'pratiquer une ouverture', Zng {TC} Oft´g  'défaire, découdre'  ¶ Fc. 3 6 9 ,
Dl. 237-8, MT 138, Msq. 124, DCTC 287, NZ 669  C: Bj {R} √fdßg (1s :
p. ≤afd<ig, prs. afan≤d<ïg) v. 'split, separate', ≤fid<ga 'Spaltung, Spalt' ¶
R WBd 76-7 || A: M *°Fotqal- v. 'cut' >  MM [L] hotqal- 'schneiden'  M
*Foqtal- ({Pp.} *po2ktal-) >  MM {Pp., Pel.} hoqtal- ' abschneiden,
abhacken', WrM o9tul- v. 'cut, cut off, cut across, chop off; fell', HlM
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ogtlo-x id., Ord o9òætæol- 'couper, trancher', Mnr H {SM} sdòoli- ' cu t ,
wound by cutting', ? Brt otol- 'chop across, cut in two, cut off'; M
*FoqtVc>i- >  MM {Pel.} hoqtoc>i- 'abschneiden', WrM o9tuci-, HlM
ogt¢i- v. 'cut into small pieces, mince, chop up, hash', O r d
o9òætæoæc7æi- 'cut' iter.; M  *FoqtVri- >  MM {Pel.} hoqtori- ' abschneiden,
abhacken', M *Foqt{a}r > WrM o9(u)tur, HlM oxtor, Kl ohtr o˝tr=
'short' ¶ The variant with *-qt- may be due to contamination with N
*p{a}k[V]?V (partially i ) 'to split' (q.v. ffd.) ¶ Pel. 221 [#4O], MED
6O2-3, KRS 392, H 76, Chr. 365, Ms. O 5O8, SM 334, Pp. L III 74, SM
338, T 359   mt.: T *bu4gt£e+a4 > OT {Cl.} bu4gda4∏ 'dagger'(× N *p{a}k[V]?V
'⇑ '?)  ¶ Cl. 325, Dr. TM II 746.
1828. *p''''at''''V 'beat, strike' > HS: WS *√ptt v. 'crumble, break in to
small pieces' >  BHb √ptt v. 'break up, crumble (bread)', Sr, Md √ptt
v. 'crumble', Ar √ftt {BK} 'écraser, broyer qch. entre ses doigts;
casser, broyer en petits morceaux; fendre (les pierres, etc.)', {Hv.}
'bruise, crush, crumple sth. with the fingers', Gz √ftt v. 'break off a
piece, fracture, crush' ¶ Br. 615, BK II 531, Hv. 543, KB 931, KBR 991, L
G 171  Eg fOK ptpt 'tread (roads), trample (enemies)' >  Cpt Sd
potpet potpet, B fotfet p˙otp˙et 'fouler, faire t o m b e r ,
tomber' ¶ EG I 563, Fk. 96, Vc. 165 ¶ Eg t (rather than d < *t') due t o
as. || K *petk- vi. 'break, blow u p '  >  G petk- id. ('bit∆så ,
vzryvat∆så '): petk-va ≠ petk-a 'schlagen', 'klopfen' (Herz), petk-eba
vt. 'to explode', Mg partk-al- 'palpitate, tremble', Lz pa(r)tkal- id. ,
'break', Sv {K} pitkw-/ptk- 'break off, erupt' ({Fn.} li-ptkw-e ' schlagen,
spalten', m-i-pitkw-e  'ich schlage, spalte') ¶ K 188, K2 199, FS K 315-6 ,
FS E 353, Chik. 328, Fn. KW-2 44 || A {SDM97} *pæa2tæa v. 'strike, hit' >
Tg *pa2t- v. 'strike, hit' Ï (1) *pa2ti >  Nn Nh pac7I, Ul pa2tI ' bee t le
(Holzhammer) for hammering stakes (kolotuwka dlå vbivaniå
kol∆ev )', Ork pac7:U- 'wood-chopper', Orc pati 'beating (poboi )' (wi th
p- for the expected x- due to the onomatopoeic factor); (2) *pati3l- ≠
*patu3l- v. 'beat' > Nn Nh pac7Ila-, Nn B fac7Ila-, Ork pac7:Illa- id., with p-
for the expected x-, h-: Lm patUl-, Orc patila- id. ¶ STM II 35  M
*[F]atal9a- '∈ axe, gouge' > WrM {Kow.} atal9a 'tesla !, plotni¢esk¡j
instrument`  = sorte de hache, doloire', Brt W atalga 'chisel, gouge
(doloto )', Kl atl∆g id., 'semicircular axe (krivoj topor , tesak )',
{Rm.} atl=Ìa 'Queraxt, Häcke' ¶ Kow. 61, KRS 55, KW 18, Chr. 64  ? T
*°[h]at- (×  T *atæ- v. 'throw, shoot' <  N *÷3333at''''V 'throw, cast', q.v. ffd.) >
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Tk at- v. 'beat' ¶ Cl. 36, TrR 76  pKo *pat- v. 'strike against, push ,
gore with the horns' >  NKo pat/d-; ? MKo p´~⁄t≈´!⁄N 'anvil' ¶ S QK # 1 9 ,
MLC 721  pJ {S} *pa~ta~-k- v. 'flap, clap, slap' > ltOJ Fatak-, J T hata!k-u,
J K ha!ta!k-u!, J KLg ha~ta~k-u! ¶ S QJ #263, Mr. 685 ¶¶ DQA #1729 (A
*pæa2 ~tæa~ 'strike, hit').
1829. *p{a4444}t' '''V 'pinch, pluck' > HS: Ch: WCh *fat'- v. 'pull out, t e a r
out' >  Bl fod'- v. 'pull out', Gera fa^d'- 'take\pull\tear o u t '  » pNrBc {Sk.}
*pVt- >  Dir f‰ta, P’ pÈta 'pluck, pick, pluck out, extract' » Ngz fÈ~tu! ≠
pÈ~tu! v. 'extract, pull one thing away from another' ¶ Stl. ZCh 1 6 O
[#135], Sk. NB 34, Sch. DN 57 || K: GZ *p'ut'-wn=- v. 'pluck (poultry)' >
G p'ut'(n)-, Mg p'ut'on- id., Lz p'unt'ol- v. 'pluck, tousle' ¶ K 154, K2 152, Q
299 || A: Tg *pat- ≠ *pet- vt. 'pinch, nip off, pluck by pinching'  >
WrMc fata- v. 'nip, pluck' ({Z} '∑ipat∆ , so∑ipyvat∆ , srezat∆
[kolos∆å], sryvat∆ [cvíty ], obryvat∆  [plody ]'), Ewk PT h‰tuk‰2t-
/ç-, Ewk Y hatukala2-, Ewk D h‰tuk‰l‰2- vt. 'hook (zacepit∆ )', Ewk E
h‰tuk‰l‰2hin- 'take a pinch of smth. (zaxvatit∆ ∑epotku )', Lm
h‰t¥kl‰- vt. 'pinch, nip off (ot -\u -∑ipnut∆ )', h‰t‰k‰t-/ç- 'pinch so. ,
nip, feel by touching', Ul patarac7i- v. 'grasp' ¶ STM II 371-2  M
*[F]ete- v. 'pick, pluck out' > WrM ete-, HlM ´t´- v. 'pick, pluck o u t ' ,
Kl ´t-, {Rm.} et- 'kratzen oder in der Erde graben (nicht t ief) ,
schaufeln, pflügen', {KRS} 'rake out (vygrebat∆ )', Mnr H {SM} sdòi\e2-
'arracher, déraciner', {T} sde2- 'dig (a pit)' ¶ Mnr s- < *h- (usually f r o m
pM *F-), but acc. to Md.-Hl.’s law, South Mongolian *F- may b e
secondary (due to the infl. of a stem-medial vl. cns.) ¶ MED 335, KW
128, KRS 7O5, T 358, SM 334  pKo {S} *ptî!-t-, *ptÄ~- v. 'pinch, pick,
pluck' > MKo ptî!-t-, ptÄ~-, NKo t∏ît-, t∏a- ¶ S QK #525, Nam 137, 174, MLC
38O, 532 ¶¶ KW 128 (M, Tg, T *it- 'schieben, stoßen'); Rm. ASL 4, SM
334, DQA #1752 (A *pæetæV ¬ *p-, -t- 'p inch '  > Tg, Ko) || D: Tl
pat5aka2ru, pat5uka2r3u 'pair of tongs, large pincers', Kn pat5aka2ru
'tongs, pincers' (π Tl?) ¶¶ D #3864 ˚ WCh points to N *p- , while *p'-
in GZ *p'ut'-wn=- may be explained by as. *put'- > *p'ut'-. GZ *u may be d u e
to the assimilative infl. of the labial cns.
183O. *p''''Ét''''V (or *pÉt''''V?) 'to fly; bird' > K *°p'et'- >  OG p'et'i {Abul.}
'kalakp’et’i' (= 'urban bird'?), G p'et'i 'bird' ¶ DCh. 1O11, Abul. 339 ||
IE: NaIE *pet- v. 'fly' >  OI ≤patati, pa≤tayati, Av pataiti 'flies' »»
Gk Hm pe1tomai 'I fly' (aor. e>pto1men) »» OW hedant 'volant', W eh-
edeg 'das Fliegen'; Gl [g] {Flr.} etnoso- 'bird', OIr e1n id., Brtt {RE}
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*et-n/r- id. (× ÿ IE *pet-Vr/n- 'feather, wing', see  N *P3333utV ' fea ther ,
hair'?) >  OW atar, W adar, OCrn [g] hethen, Crn edhen, ethen,
OBr etn, MBr ezn, Br evn 'bird' »» BSl *put- (× IE *pu(:)-, *put- 'a little
one' [> OI putrah5 'son']) > Sl *p¥ta 'bird' > OCS, OR p5ta  pËta id.;
Ï dim. *p¥ti ¡ca 'bird' > OCS p5tica pËtica, SCr pti Ÿca, Slv
pti!ca, Blg, R ptica, Uk pticå 'bird' » Ltv putns 'bird' and Lt
puty !tis dim. 'hen, small bird'; BSl *u is due to the above merger ¶ P
825-6, 843, EI 2O8 (*pethÅ- 'fly'), M K II 199, M E II 71-2, F II 521-2, LP
§§ 29, 62, 134, Dtn. 257, Flr. 168, Billy 73, Thr. § 44, Frn. 554, Glh.
5O9, Chrn. II 79-8O || A ({∫SDM} *pæetæV v. 'jump' [“ 'fly']): Tg *pet- v.
'jump' >  Ewk h‰t‰k‰n- v. 'jump', h‰t‰ku2- vi. 'jump aside, break off
(pieces of sth.), jump over (otskakivat∆ , otletat∆ [kuskami],
pereprygivat∆)', Lm h‰t¥k‰n- v. 'start running', Neg x‰t‰x‰n-, U d
x‰tig‰n-‰- v. 'jump', Orc x‰t‰- 'jump aside, recoil (otsko¢it∆ ,
otprånut∆ )', Ul p‰t‰n- 'jump aside, break off', Nn Nh p‰te2n- id. ¶ STM
II 372, Krm. 3O8 ¶¶ It is tempting to adduce here pKo {S} *pi~tu~ri! ' dove '
(> MKo pi~tu~ri!, pitÄrki, pitori, pituroki, NKo pidolgi) and pJ {S} *pa~tu\a^
'dove' (> OJ patu\o, J: T ha!to, K ha~to^, Kg hato!) (see S QK #262, Nam 2 7 6 ,
MLC 851, S QK #262, Nam 276, MLC 851), but these words are valid
cognates only if for the speakers of the underlying pA dialect the dove
was a bird par excellence ; an alt. et. for them is proposed in DQA
#1646 (A *pi\o"!ltorV '∈ small bird ' )  || ??φ D *pitßtßa ({†GS} *pitßtß-) ' b i r d '
>  Tm pit5t5a, Klm, Nkr pitßtßa id., Klm pitßtße 'young bird, chick', Gnd
pitßtße, pitße, pitte 'bird' ¶¶ D #4154 ˚ K *p'- does not provide decisive
ev. for a pN *p '''' - , because it may be due to as. (N *p.. .t '''' > *p'...t') ˚ D *i
and *tß (for the expected *e  and *t) still need explaining.  
1831. *P3333Vt ''''V 'fright, confusion of mind' > HS: S *°√pt'w >  Ar √ftœw
(pf. fatœa2 '6aFa, ip. -ft œuw-) 'donner une chasse vigoureuse à un animal a u
point de le faire courir' ¶ BK II 613 || K *°pet- >  G pet- 'frighten; b e
frightened\timid' ¶ Chx. 1526 ||  A : Tg *°pat- v. 'be afraid' >  Ewk hatin-
'be frightened' ¶ STM II 319 ||  D  (in SD) *pe2t- ({†GS} *p-) 'confusion o f
mind, fear' >  Tm pe2tu 'bewilderment, folly', Tu pe2tu=, pe2tu ' f ea r ' ,
Kn pe2tu 'confusion or distraction of mind' ¶ D #4437 ˚ G -t- (for t h e
expected -t'-) is due to as. (*p-t' > p-t) .
1832. € *P3333ÅÓt''''V 'old man' > IE *pÓ=t-ter(-) >  NaIE nom. *p´≤te2r, voc.
*p´ter, gen. *p´≤tr-os 'father, head of a clan'  > OI pi≤tar- ( n o m .
pi≤ta2), Av pitar- ≠ patar-, OPrs pitar-, NPrs rd aP ipeda4r 'father' »»
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Arm hajr hayR id. »» Gk path1r (gen. pate1roß, Gk A gen. patro1ß¨†voc.
pa1ter) 'father' »» L pater (gen. patr-is) 'father, head of a c lan ' ,
patre2s 'ancestors', Osc nom. (?) patI1r ≠ patir 'father', da t .
paterei 'patri' »» OIr athir (< *p´te2r) 'father', gen. athar (<
*p´tros), W -atr 'father' »» Gt fadar, ON faÎir, OHG fater, NHG
Vater, AS fAder id., NE father »» pTc {Ad.} *pa2c7e2r- > Tc: A pa2car,
B pa2cer 'father'  Ï NaIE *p´truu\yo-s 'father’s brother' > OI
≤pitr=vya-, Av tu2rya- id. »» L patruus id. »» OHG fetiro,
fatureo, NHG Vetter, AS fAdera id. ¶ Vey 65-7 and o t h e r
scholars adduce here Sl *strÈjÁ 'father’s brother' (> SrChS, OR str7i
strûi, R ∆ stroj, Blr stryj, Uk strij, P stryj, d. [originally
end]), *strÈjÁk¥ ≠ *strÈjÁcÁ id. >  Blg ∆  striko, SCr stri!ko, stri•c,
Slv stri!c, Slk stry1c, stry1k id., Cz stry1c 'uncle'], but the supposed
change *pt- > Sl *st- (and hence this et. of Sl *strÈjÁ) has been re jec ted
by Krtl. (Krtl. IptS 25-7) ¶ WP II 4, P 629, ≈ EI 194-5 (*ph=Å≤te2r / *ph=Å≤tr-
os 'father'), M K II 277-8, M E II 128-9, Horn 64-5, WH II 262-4, Bc. G
321, Pln. II 698, Vn. A  1OO-1, F II 481-2, Fs. 133, KM 81O, 82O, Ho. 9 5 ,
Kb. 227, 239, Schz. 13O, 133, OsS 156,171, Slt. 45-6, Vs. III 78O, Ma.
CS 478, Glh. 588, ≈  Brü. 521-2, Wn. 351, Ad. 365, Ad. H 18, Pohl 6 2 - 3
|| D (in McTm) *pa2tßtß- 'g randparent '  > Tm pa2t5t5a2n3 'g randfather ,
ancestor', pa2t5t5i 'grandmother, aged woman', Ml pa2t5t5an
'grandfather' ¶ D #4O66 || On a questionable rec. of A *pæo2te- ' o l d
man' (where *pæ- is based on a controversial interpretation of M n r
sdòo29òu 'old man') see N *wet ''''V  'year' ˚  NaIE *´ and D *a2 point to a N
lr., which also accounts for the cerebral D *-tßt ß- (< N -Ót '''' - , unlike D *-t-
< N *-t ''''-).
1833. *pV{h}t ''''i?V 'liquid secretions, sweat' > HS: Eg fOK fd.t
'sweat', Eg Md fd v. 'sweat' >  Cpt Sd FOte fo2te, Cpt B FOtI fo2ti n .
'sweat' ¶ EG I 582, Fk. 99, Vc. 281  CCh: McHigi: FlK {ChL} pe~tUkU
'sweat'  S *°√pt'? > Ar √ftœ? v. 'defecate, fart' ¶ BK II 6O2 || IE: NaIE
*(s)po2t-/(s)p´t- 'dirty moisture, sweat' ({WP} 'fettig feuchtes ,
Schweiß') >  Sl *pot¥ 'sweat ' n. >  OCS pot5 potË, SCr, Slv po•t, Blg, R
pot, Uk p¡t, P, Slk, Cz pot id. »» ? Gk oi>-spv1th {F} 'the dirt t h a t
collects about the hinder parts of sheep\goats; sheep-dung', {F} 'the f a t
dirt on the unwashed sheep wool' ({F} < *]owi-spv1th with *}owi-ß
'sheep'), spati$lh 'thin excrement (as in diarrhoea)' ({WP} <  *spato-
ti$lh with -ti$lh ÿ  ti2la1v 'have a thin stool') ¶ WP II 683, Chrn. II 61, ≈
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F II 368-9,  759, ≠  P 798 (Sl *pot- <  *pek-to), ≈ Vs. III 342-3 (Sl <
*poktos) || K: G Rch p'at'iv-/p'at'i- 'düngen, bemisten', p'it'l-i 'im Wasser
aufgelöster Kuhmist, den man auf den Tennboden gießt' ¶ Chx. 1OO1,
1O18 ˚  The IE *s- mobile and the stem-final -i in Cpt and G suggest a
final palatalizing *i-element in the N word (*-t ''''i?-  > *-t'y-). IE *o2/´
points to a N word-medial lr. (most probably *h , which is easily lost i n
HS and always lost in K). IE *(s)p- < *p'- (for the expected *p-) and G p'-
(likewise for the expected p-) are due to as. (*p.. .t '''' > p'...t') .
1834. *pu[w]t''''É (≠  *p''''u[w]t ''''É?) 'hole' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'vulva, anus') > HS: CS *put- / *°pawt-: (A ) *put- 'vulva', 'fissure' >  BHb
po2t3* with two meanings: [1] 'vulva, pudenda muliebria' ( t radi t ional
interpretation) (h.l. attested with a ppa. of 3pf: Ne4t6p1 pOt3-≤hen 'their [f.]
vulva(s)': w´s6ip≤paH ?âd3o2≤na2y k'Od3≥k'od3 b´≥no2t3 c'iy≤≤yo2n w´-YHWH pOt3-≤hen
y´÷a2≤≤rE2 'decalvabit Dominus verticem filiarum Sion, et YHWH p u d e n d a
earum nudabit', Is. 3.17) (other [untenable] scholarly in terpreta t ions
are based on the euphemistic translation of the LXX: to` sch6ma ay>tv6n);
[2] 'the sockets above and below, in which the door-pivots t u r n e d '
(t&t7pe2 happo2≤t3o2t33, I Kings 7.5O), MHb et1&p po2≤t3a2 'slit, ho le '
(happo2≤t3a2 s7Et≥taÓat3 hac5≤c°r 'das Loch unter der Türangel'), NHb
t7p pot 'vulva', JA [Trg.] cs. itaf p?ty 'pudenda muliebria' (p?ty
dltty 'das Schamglied der Mutter' [Targum of Hiob 3.9]); (B ) S
*°pawt- >  Ar fawt- 'space between two fingers', {BK}
'interstice\distance entre deux doigts' ¶ KBR 983, GB 665-6, ESh II
1111, BDB ##5696, Lv. T II 252, Lv. IV 18, Hv. 578, BK II 643, ≠  KB 9 2 4
(err. interpretation of Hb po2t3* as 'forehead' based implicitely on a
misinterpretation of the LXX translation and explicitely on a
phonetically unt. comparison with Ak pu2tu 'Stirn, Stirnseite')  EC:
Sml N {Abr.} fu!to 'anus', Sml {ZMO} futo 'anus, buttocks', Or {Grg.} fute2
'anus', Or Wl {LLC, Brl.} fuc7i 'vagina', {Ft., Tut.} fuc7i 'vulva' »» Dhl {E}
fa2t †- v. 'dig a hole' ¶ AD SF 247, AD KGD #2.16, Abr. S 83, DSI 238, LLC
221, Brl. 151, Ft. 2O, Grg. 427  NrOm: Gnj {Blz. [“ Fl.?]} pote 'vagina '
¶ Blz. OLBP 3O [#1O5]  Ch: WCh: Ang {Flk.} fut 'a deep hole' »» ECh:
Mu {J} fu2&di! (pl. fo2~da~t) 'cuisse', ? Jg {J} pa2te 'vulva', pa2to 'penis' ¶ ChC,
Flk. s.v. fut, J J 116   ?φ  Eg Md wft 'pierce (durchbohren)' ({Tk.}: <
*√fwt) ¶ DW I 84, EG I 3O6, Tk. I 398 ¶¶ Coh. #381, AD SF 247, SSAAJ
I #136, Blz. OLBP #1O5, OS #836, Tk. I 114 || K *°put'- >  Sv: UB {GP}
put'u 'hole', UB/U {TK} put'u, LB p‰t' 'small hole' ¶ GP 264, TK 77O || IE:
Ht padda v. 'dig', pattessar 'excavation, hole, pit' ¶ Ts. W 62, CHD
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P 235-7, Frd. HW 166 || U: FU *putV 'large intestine, r e c t u m '
('Dickdarm, Mastdarm') (× N *bu[w]t ''''V 'the hinder part of a
quadruped's body, the lower part of a human body, bottom') >  Lp S Tn
{Lgc.} pu$ht!æEgò‰ 'Mastdarm' »» Vg N {Mu.} puti 'Dickdarm'; Os: Nz pu"t´,
Kz pu"tiÆ 'Dickdarm, Mastdarm', 'great gut (colon), rectum' ¶ UEW 41O,
Coll. 74, MK 487, Stn. D 1242 || A: T (att. in NaT) *[h]u4∏t 'ho le ,
aperture' >  OT u4∏t id., Qrg, Xk u4t, StAlt u4yt 'narrow aperture', Qb u4t
'aperture', Tv u4 ∏t 'hole, aperture', Tf u$t  'narrow aperture, small hole', Yk
u4∏t 'artificial (drilled) hole, round chink' ¶ Cl. 36, ET Gl 649-64O, Ra.
239, Pek. 3191-2  M *Fu4tu4-gu4n (Pp.: <  *pu4tu4ku4n) 'vulva' >  MM [MA]
ˆvKvTvE hu4tu4gu4n, [L] hu4tgu4n, WrM u4tu4gu4n, HlM ¥t´g, Kl {Rm.}
u4tügn=, Ord {Ms.} u$tæu$Gu$, Mnr H {SM} sdòogòu, MMgl u$dku$n id. ¶ Pp. MA
192, Pp. VG 112, MED 1O14, KW 46O, SM 337, Ms. O 765, Iw. 142  Tg
{DQA} *pute2 'hole '  > Ork put‰2 id., put‰- , Nn {On.} put‰2- 'pierce', ?σ
WrM feteri 'nostrils' ¶ STM II 43, 3O5, On. 344  pKo {S} *pot-
'vulva' > NKo poçi [po2Z7i], ∆ poda4Ni ¶ S QK #876, MLC 794, BKR I 562 
J: pJ {S} *p´t´ > OJ poto 'vulva' ¶ S QJ #746, Mr. 415 ¶¶ Pp. VG 112 (T,
M), KW 46O (T, M), DQA #1877 (A *pæo2!tæe~ 'hole'), Oz, NM 14O-1 || D
*pott-/po2t- 'hole' >  Tm pottu 'hole, rat-hole, hollow in a tree', Ml
pottu 'hole in the ground', Kn hodaru id., 'hollow of a tree', Tl
botta, Prj botta 'hole', Ku pot- v. 'make a hole (in wood, etc.)' ¶ ≠  D
#4452 (does not distinguish this √  from *po-  v. 'perforate') ˚  D *-o-/-
o2- is to be explained ˚  Hardly here Ht padda v. 'dig', pattessar
'excavation, hole, pit' (Ts. W 62, CHD P 235-7), which is moke likely t o
belong to IE *b≈ed≈- 'dig, burrow' (EI 159) < N *bed{e6666} 'to pierce, t o
prick' ˚  IS MS 34O (dyra *p5u{t5}ÿ: A [M, T], U, K, HS). Ang f- and Eg
-f- suggest pN *p- , while T *[h]- points to an ancient *p''''- (as. N *p...t'''' >
pre-T *p'...t'?) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #212 (*puto 'hole') (IE, U, A, J, EA +qu. Ko +
err. Y).
1835. *p''''at''''HV 'to be open, to open'  > IE: IE (attested in NaIE)
*pet(Ó)- id., 'expand, be spread' >  Av paÊana- 'breit, weit', Phl
pahan, Psh pla, Oss I/D fa4ta4n id., NPrs ñeP pa4hn 'broad, spread' »» Gk
petanny6mi ≠ pi1tnhmi vt. 'spread out (sails, clothes)' »» L pate2-
(pateo, inf. pate2re) 'be\stand\lie open', 'sich erstrecken, offen
stehen'  »» Clt ({EI}: < *pethÅimehÅ-): ScGl aitheamh, OW etem
'fathom' »» ON faÎmr, AS fAÎm 'outstretched or embracing a rms ,
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fathom', OSx fathmos pl. 'hands and arms', MDt vadem, OHG
fadam, NHG Faden 'fathom', NE fathom; ON feÎma to embrace' ¶ P
824-5, EI 539 (*pethÅ- 'spread out'), Brtl. 843, Bai. 259, Mrg. 56, BM
98, Ab. I 464-5, F II 52O-1, WH II 244, 262, EM 727, Vr. 1O9, 114, Ho.
97, Ho. S 18, Kb. 214, OsS 156, KM 179-8O || HS: S *√ptH vt. 'open' >
Hb, Ph, Ug, DA, OA, IA, JA [Trg.], JEA √ptH, Ar, Sb, Gz √ftH, Ak inf.
petu6, Eb √ptH (in proper names) ¶ KB 926-8, HJ 948-9, OLS 358, Lv.
T II 3O7-8, Sl. 946-7, Ln. 2327-8, Bll. 412-3, L G 17O, Sd. 858-61, Krb.
PE 36  Eg N/G ptÓ vt. 'open' ¶ EG I 565  C: Bj {R} √fth (1s: p. ≤a-
ftah, prs. afan≤t°h) pcv. 'open' ¶ R WBd 84  Ch: CCh: MfG {Brr.} -
p‰!tH- 'open wide (one’s eyes), open (the anus)' »» ECh: Bdy {AlJ} pit v.
'open', Skr {Nc.} ≤fiti≤fiti 'öffnen, lösen' ¶ Stl. ZCh 144 [#2] (does n o t
distinguish *√pt  v. 'open' from *√pt 'plain, field'), J T 129, ChC, ChL,
Brr. MG II 222, AlJ 1O8, Lk. ZSS 33 ¶ OS #1989 (*pitaH- 'open'), ≈  Sk.
HCD 25 || A: [1] M *Fatqu  'hollow of the hand, handful'  (× N
?φ  P3333aÇk++++K ' '''V 'hand', q.v. ffd.)  [2] (× N *bad[V]ÙV 'be open '  > M
*badar- > WrM badara-, HlM badra-, Brt badar-(xa) ' sp read ,
expand', 'open' [of flowers])  Tg *padar- 'stretch' >  Ork  pa2dda-
'stretch on a frame (a hide)', Ewk hadarga 'stretching a rope be tween
fingers (a game)' ¶ STM II 3O8 ¶ ¶  ≈ DQA #1611 (A *pa"!da~; incl. M, Tg)
˚  Tg *-d- < **-t- < N *-t''''H- (de-emphatization caused by the adjacent
lr.). Eg t < N *t '''' (desglottalization) ˚  N *p''''atV 'ground, plain' (q.v.
ffd.) may be a semantic variant of the N word in question (if t h e
apparent phonetic difference between them is explained away). Cf. IS
MS 372 (*p5at5ÿ 'wirokij '), IS SS #1.32, AD GD 1O ˚  ≈ Gr. II # 1 4 8
(*pat 'field') (IE, A, Ko, J), ≠ Gr. II #286 (*pa(n)te 'open') (IE + err. U, A
[actually from N *p ''''ac 6666V  'to open'], J).
1836. *p''''iX++++ÌyV 'sharp bone, sharp tool, (?) flintstone' > K *pXa-
'fishbone, cartilage, awn of cereals' >  G pXa id., Mg Xa 'cartilage o f
snake, scales of fish', Lz mXa- 'fishbone, Sv L {Dn.} pXa id., Sv {K} pXa
id., 'small snake', Sv UB/LB/L/Ln pXa  {TK} 'snake', Sv UB {GP} pXa ' a w n '
¶ K 94, K DE 358, K2 2O9-1O (pK 'frame, small bone'), FS K 327, FS E
367, TK 771, GP 264, Dn. s.v. pXa || IE: NaIE *(s)p(≈)e(:)i\-
/*(s)p(≈)i(:)- 'pointed (spitz), a pointed piece of wood' (×
N *s6666ab++++p ' '''ÉH{i} 'log, piece of wood', q.v. ffd.)  P mentions ds. +
extensions *-g-, *-k-, *-l-, *-n-, *-r-, *-t-, which are hard to evaluate
because of uncertainty of their structure and original meaning ¶¶ ≈  P
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98O-2, ≈ M K III 547, M E II 779, MW 1271, Vl. II 698. Bai. 264, F II 83O-
1 || U *piye 'flintstone, stone' >  F pii 'flintstone', F, Es piikivi id .
(kivi  'stone')  Sm {Jn.} *p¥+aºy 'stone, flintstone' >  Ne T p´, T O {Lh.}
pa¢$e; 'stone, glass', F {Lh.} pa4¢ey id., T O tu2m-pe, F tup-pï ' f l intstone,
Feuerstein' (tu2 'fire'), En {Cs} X fu6, B fu ≠ pu 'stone' » Slq: Tz {KKIH}
pu4, Kt/Tm {KD}, Tur {Lh.} pu4∏ 'stone' » Koyb {Pl., Sp.} pi » Mt {Hl.} *hila4
(?) 'stone, rock' (Mt: M {Pl.} hila4, g <ilå 'stone', A {Msr.} 'a rock') 
pY {IN} *p´y 'stone' > Y K {IN} pe2 'stone, mountain', {Jc.} pie 'mounta in ,
stone, rock', OY: K {Bil.} pea 'mountain', O {Mat.} pea id., 'stone' ¶ ¶
UEW 378, SSA II 352, Jn. 112, KKIH 154, Hl. M #298, Ang. 2O8, Jc. JR
s.v. pie , IN 241, 316, 333, ≈ Rd. UJ 42 [#45] (Y π U) || HS: C: EC: Ya
{Hn.} paXa, Arr {Hw.} bah (pl. baho!), Rn {PG} bi~Hi!n 'bow (weapon)' (“
*'arrow'?) ¶ Hn. Y II 121, Hw. A 345, PG 77  WCh: My {Sk.} b'iy-, Wrj
{Sk.} b'iy- v. 'stab, pierce', Kry {Sk} b'i!ya@, Sir b'i!yu~ v. 'pierce' »» CCh: Lgn
{Lk.} pi!ya~ v. 'cut' ¶ ChC s.v. v. 'stab', v. 'pierce', Lk. L 115 ˚  WCh *b'- i s
likely to go back to N *p ''''V˝- , while K *pX- may go back both to *p''''VX-
and to *p''''V˝- ˚ IS MS 352-3 s.v. ostrie *p5i{Ó}ÿ , IS SS #1O.6, AD NM
#1O1, Vv. AEN 6.  
1837. *P3333ayV '(∈) fish' > IE: NaIE *pei\sk(o)-/*pisk- 'fish' >  L piscis
id. »» Gt fisks, ORu fisk®, ON fiskr, Nr, Sw, Dn, OSx fisk, OHG
fisc, NHG Fisch, Dt visch, AS fisc1 id., NE fish »» OIr I1asc (<
*peyskos), gen. e1isc 'fish' »» Sl *pisk-ar1Á≠*pisk-or1Á >  R pi≤skar∆
(modern spelling: peskar∆) 'gudgeon', SCr piŸskor ' ee lsucker
(murena )', Slv pis7kur  'Lampetra (minoga )', Cz piskor7¨†P piskorz,
HLs piskor 'mud loach, v∆√n ' ¶ P 796, ≈σ,φ EI 6O4 (*pik8sk8o-s ' t r o u t '
[AD: why*-k8sk8-, and why 'trout'?]), Dv. #864, WH II 31O, Fs. 155, Mkj.
DR 123, Vr. 121, Ho. 1O5, Ho. S 2O, Kb. 257, OsS 2O1, KM 199, LP §
28, Thr. § 279, Chrn. II 25-6, Vs. III 267, Jak. 225, Trof. 169 ¶ *-sk- i s
likely to be the adjectival sx. *-sk- || U *payV  '∈  fish' >  Vt paya ' b r e a m ,
Bramis' »» ? Vg T {Mu.} pail ≠ payil 'crucian carp'  ? Sm: Ne {Cs.}
paja, paiha 'peledka, Salmo peljet', StNe T pajxa 'syrok , pelåd∆
(∈ a fish)', Ne T O {Lh.} pa2yxa2 '∈  Lachsfisch', En B {Cs.} faeha 'Salmo
peljet', Ng {Cs.} fa?u5ka 'Muksun' ({Cs.} u5 ≈  [u$], w Cs. GSS 7) ¶ UEW
348-9, Ter. 435, Cs. 34, 7O, 93, 258 || D  (in SD) *payy-  ({†GS} *p-) '(∈ )
fish' >  Ml payyatti 'a fish', Tu pai\yyA '(∈ ) fish' ¶ D #3946 ˚ AD
NM #48, ≠  S CNM 11 (prefers to consider IE *pei\sk(o)-/*pisk- to be a
loan from NrCs {S} *bVs3wÅ  'fish').
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1838. *p ''''u 4 444Ó ++++QyV (= *p ''''u 4 4449yV?) 'to boil, to get ready' (food), 'to r i pen '
> U *p{u4}ye- v. 'be cooked, boil' >  pMr {Ker.} *piy´- > Er piye- ' b e
boiled, be baked enough' (of food), Mk pi- id., 'burn\scald oneself ' ,
{Ahl.} piy´- vi. 'gar kochen' » Z pu- v. 'cook', vi. 'boil' »» ObU: Vg: LK
pO4∏y-, P pa2y- vi. 'kochen, sieden' » Hg fo ¡- (/fo ¡v-) 'boil, cook, b e
cooked'  Sm {Jn.} *pi- '(durch Kochen) reifen' >  Ne T pi-s∆, T O
{Lh.} pïs1, F Nl pis1, Ng (aor. 1s) {Cs} fi^?em, En {Cs.}: (aor. 1s) X fiero?,
B fiedo? id. » Kms (1s prs.) {KD} pæu$- 'reifen, zur Reife gelangen, g a r
sein\werden' ¶ UEW 368, Ker. II 112, ERV 477, PI 2O8, Sm. 539 (U, FU,
FP *pexi-, Ugr *pigI"-, Sm *pi- 'cook'), LG 232, Jn. 122-3 || A {∫SDM}
*p[æ]u4yi- v. 'cook, be cooked' > Tg *pu'yi- vi. 'boil' >  Ewk ¿huyu- v. 'boil ,
be cooked', Neg xuy-  id., Lm huy- vi. 'boil', Orc xuyu-, Ud xui- vt. 'boi l ' ,
Ul puyu- vt. 'boil, cook', Ork puy- vi. 'boil, be cooked', puyu- vt. 'boil ,
cook', Nn Nh puyu-, Nn KU fuyu- id., WrMc fuye- vi. 'boil' ¶ STM II 3 3 7 -
8, Krm. 3O6  M *[F]u4yi+u4- 'put food into a copper with boiling water' >
Mnr H {SM} wï- id., WrM u4i- ≠ u4yu4-, HlM ¥j- v. 'put mea t ,
vegetables, or other ingredients into boiling water or soup', Brt ¥j- v.
'put tea or other food into a copper\tea-pot with boiling water' ¶ In
Mnr *Fw-  > w-  ¶ MED 999, 1OO2, Chr. 499, SM 484 ¶¶ Rm. EAS I 54, ≈
Rm. SKE 2O7 (tries to adduce Ko pugîl 'boiling, bubbling') || IE *speé8y-
>  NaIE *sp(≈)e2i\-/*spï- and *sp≈e2-/*sp≈´- v. 'ripen, become thick' >  OI
≤spha2-yate2 'grows fat, increases' »» Lt spe$!ti / prs. spe$!ju 'be i n
time, have time', Ltv spe2ﬁt / spe2ﬁju 'be able' » Sl *spe7- 'ripen, succeed
in t ime'  >  OCS sp8ti spe7-ti / prs. sp8) spe7jo< 'succeed', R
≤spelyj 'ripe', po≤spet∆ 'to be ready' (of food), SCr do~speti ±
do~spjeti / do ~spe 2m ± do~spje2m 'be just in time, arrive at the r ight
(last) moment; arrive at; ripen; mature', R uspet∆, P us1piec1 ' ( t o
succeed to) be in time for, to come just in time', Blg uspeå ' b e \ c o m e
just in time; be able, succeed', Slv uspe5!ti 'to succed, to b e
successful', R, Blg uspex, Cz uspe7ch 'success' »» AS spo2wan ' t o
thrive', OHG spuon 'to succeed', AS spe2d 'prosperity, success,
dispatch, speed', NE speed »» ??σ L spe2-s 'hope' ¶ P 983, EI 3, 4 5 8 ,
5OO (*speh⁄(i)- 'flourish, prosper, be sated \ satisfied'), M K III 541-2 ,
M E II 776-7, Frn. 866, Vs. III 73, StSS 62O, Drd. 91, Ts. W 3O, Pv. I-II
429-31, Pv. EA 91-2, WP II 68O, P 983, EI 458, 5OO, Bai. 437, Ho. 3 1 2 ,
Kb. 945-6, Vs. III 734, StSS 62O ¶ In IE there is coalescence of several
roots (one of them with the meaning 'succeed, gedeihen') || ?σ HS: S
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*°√p˝w > Ar √f˝w (ip. -f˝u2, pf. '9aFa fa˝a2) 'fade' (a plant), ' s éche r '
(se dit des céréales qui sèchent sur pied)' ¶ BK II 617, Hv. 569 ˚ If Ar
√f˝w belongs here, the N rec. must be *p''''u 4 4449yV. Otherwise the N
etymon remains with an unspecified *-Ó++++Q- ˚ IS MS 343-4 (*p5u{Ó}jÿ
'kipet∆ '), IS SS #1O.2.
1839. *P3333u 6 666ÙyV 'to be sick; wound' > HS: S *°-pu2H- > Ar √fwH G  (ip. -
fu2H-, pf. fa2Ha) 'bleed' (of a wound') ¶ Hv. 578, BK II 644  SC: Alg piH-
v. 'suffer' ¶ E SC 144 || IE *peé8y- (>  NaIE *pe2(i\)-/*pï-) v. 'hurt, h a r m '
(‘ v. 'blame, abuse') >  OI ≤pïyati 'reviles, blames, abuses' »» ??φ Gk
phro1ß, Gk D pa2ro1ß 'disabled in a limb, maimed' »» L paenitet 'es r eu t ,
tut leid', 'it makes (me) sorry', pe2nuria n. 'lack, want, penury ' ,
patior 'I tolerate, suffer' (ÿ  pp. *p´-≤to-s) »» Gt faian 'to blame', Gt
fijan, AS fe2on, fe2oÌan, ON fja1 'to hate', OHG f°(j)en id., ' t o
detest'   IE d. *peé8-mn= (>  NaIE *pe2mn=) n. 'disease, illness' >  OI
pa2≤man- (nom. pa2≤ma2) '∈ skin-disease, cutaneous eruption, scab', Av
pa2man- '∈ skin-disease', Psh pam 'Krätze, Grind' »» Gk ph6ma 'suffering,
calamity, woe; Unheil' »» ? L paeminosus, pe2minosus 'b rüchig,
rissig' ¶ P 792-3, EI 258 (*peh⁄(i)- 'harm'), 313 (*piÓ(i)- 'revile'), M K
II 255-6, 294-5, M E II 85, 121, WH II 255-6, 264, 283, F II 529, 531, Vr.
122, Fs. 135, 15O-1, Kb. 241, Ho. 1O1 || A: Tg *pu'ye ({∫Bz. *po4ya4)
'wound' >  Ewk huy‰, Lm puy 'wound, sore (bolå¢ka )', Neg xuy‰, O r c
xiy‰ ≠ siy‰, Ud {STM} si‰, {Krm.} se2, Ul, Ork, Nn Nh puy‰, Nn KU fuy‰,
Nn B fui 'wound', WrMc feye 'a wound, sore' ¶ Ci. 158, Bz. 971, Vas.
49O, STM II 338, Krm. 282, Z 1O4O ¶¶ DQA #1815 (A *pæoyÉ ¬ -i\u-, -i\o-
'pain, sore'; incl. Tg) ˚ IS MS 331 s.v. bolet∆ *p5e{Ó}jÿ, AD GD 11.
184O. *p ''''a 4 444z 6 666V  'to strain, to percolate, to screen (durchsieben)' > HS: S
*°√ps6s6 v. '≈  strain' >  Ar √fs7s7 (pf. fas7s7a, ip. -fas7s7u) 'traire ( u n e
chamelle) avec précipitation', 'faire sortir l'air d'une outre en l a
comprimant', fas7u 2s 7- 'femme qui trait une chamelle' ¶ BK II 595-6 || U:
FU *pa4z6V v. 'strain' > Er pedå- ped!a-, Mk pedå-, {Ps.} ped!a- v. ' s t ra in ,
filter (milk, etc.)' »» Hg fej- v. 'milk' ¶ The primary meaning is
obviously 'to strain', rather than 'to milk' (⇔ UEW), because a semant ic
change from 'to milk' to 'to strain' is hardly imaginable and is n o t
observed in lgs. as far as I have been able to check. Hence the Irn origin
of the FU √ (cf. Av paiio2-  'milk') is ruled out (⇔ UEW with a query) ¶
UEW 359, KC 162, Ker. II 112, PI 2O3|| A: T *ha4lga4- v. 'strain' >  OT
{Gbn., Rs.} a4lga4-, {Cl.} elga∏4-, {Br. for MhK} a4lka4- 'durchseihen ' ,
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'strain, filter', Qrg elge- ≠ ele-, StAlt elge-, Tlt, Kü {Rl.} a4lGa4-, Xk ilge-,
Tv eG1le-, ET a4gli-, Tk ele-, Tkm, Qzq, Nog, Qq ele- vt. ' s c reen
(durchsieben)', Xlj ha4i\la4- vt. 'screen (durchsieben, durchseien)', Chv
ala n. 'sieve', alla- ≠ ala- vt. 'sow (from a sieve)' ¶ Rs. VW 4O, Cl. 1 4 3 ,
ET Gl 261-3, DHST 292, DT 13O, Jud. 946-7, Jeg. 24, Fed. I 33, BIG 5 7 ;
the quality of the initial vw. (*a4-) is evidenced by Chv a- ˚  In all
probability, T *-ga4  goes back to a sx. (a root-ext.).
1841. *P3333ÉÓ++++y]az6666V '∈ wild galliform bird' > U: FU *paz6tV id. >  Z
bayd‰g, Z N baydÈk, Prmk bad!‰g, Yz bad!ug 'par t r idge '  »» Vg: T pal!≤ta2, LK
po2l!t, UL po2l!ta 'Tetrao tetrix' » OHg faid, faith 'heath-hen, hazel
grouse', Hg fajd 'grouse, capercalzie' ¶ UEW 347, LG 35-6, EWH 3 5 O
|| A: Tg *pi\ala 'partr idge' >  Ewk he2lakï id., 'belaå teterka ', Lm
ha4∏lIkI, Neg xe2laxI2, Ul pe2la, {PSchm.} pjala 'partridge', WrMc {Z}
fiyeleNku, fiyeleNgu 'mountain forest hazel grouse similar to a
female gray partridge', {Hr.} fiyeleNgu 'hazel grouse (Haselhuhn,
Tetrastes bonasia)'; Neg xe2laGlI2 'wild goose' ¶ STM II 32O, Z 11OO, Hr .
299 || HS: WCh: pNrBc *p'uzV ({Stl.} *p'a+uZV) 'stone par t r idge
(Ptilopachus petrosus)' >  Cg p'uze, Mbr p'‰z‰, Jmb buzuwa id. ¶ Sk. NB
34, Stl. ZCh 248 [#7]  ?φ S *°√bs6÷: Ar éo4B bs7÷t (unk. voc.) 'pel ican '
(σ≡: Neg xe2laGlI2 'goose') ¶ Fr. I 125, BK I 13O ˚  FU *-tV is likely to b e
an ancient sx.
1842. *P3333oz6666[V] ÷3333V 'to become hard on the surface\top', ' h a r d
surface (crust, bark, skin)' > HS: S *°√ps6÷ >  Ar √fs7÷ 'be dried up a t
the top' (maize) ¶ BK II 596, Hv. 563 || U: FU *°poz6V v. 'freeze; f rozen
hard outer layer of snow' >  ObU *po2z6- >  pOs *poy ({∫Hl.} *pa"y) >  Os:
V/Vy poy , Ty/Y/K po"y, D pa"y 'frozen hard outer layer of snow'; pVg *pa2l !
id., *pa2l !- v. 'freeze' ('erfrieren') >  Vg: T pa2l!- / pal!-, LK/MK/UK/UL po2l!-,
P/NV/SV/LL po2l!- / pol!-, Ss pO2l!- id., Ss {Kn.} pO2l!, {BV} pol∆, Yk {Vxr.} pol!
'frozen hard outer layer of snow' ¶ Ht. #489, Hl. rHt 71, Stn. WV 1O3,
131, 17O, 312, Kn. WV 7O, WVD VII 243, BV 83, ChCh. 91 || IE: NaIE
*pel([´])- 'film, skin' >  Gmc: OFrs filmene, AS filmen ' f i lm,
foreskin', NE film »» Ltv ple2 ^ve 'film, skin on milk, thin t r ansparen t
fabric', Lt ple$ve$ﬁ 'thin soft skin, membrane, film, skin on milk' » Sl
*ple7va 'thin skin, membrane '  >  R pleva, Uk pl¡va id., 'hymen', Slv
ple5!va 'eyelid'  with a sx. *-n- : Gk {P} pe1lla2ß accus. pl. 'skins', [g]
pello-ra1foß 'sewing skins together', Gk ]erysi1-pelaß 'red inflammation
on the skin' »» L pellis (< *pelni-) 'hide, skin' »» OHG fel / fell-es
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'skin, fur', NHG Fell, AS fell, ON fjall 'skin, hide' »» BSl: Lt pleﬁneﬁ$
'membrane, film (on milk)', Ltv ple2 ﬁne 'thin layer', Pru pleynis
'meninx (Hirnfell)' » Sl *pelna, *pelena (<  *pel´na2?) >  OCS, OR pelena
pelena 'spa1rganon, fascia, incunabula', R pele≤na '(light) cover ,
membrane', ≤ple™nka 'film', pe≤le™nka 'swaddle', Uk pele≤na
'cover', Blg pele≤na 'light cover, swaddle', SCr pe òlena, Cz ple1na,
plena 'swaddle, thin skin, membrane' ¶ P 8O3, Dv. #627, WH II 275-6 ,
Bois. 68, 763, ≈  Ch. 876-7 (Gk pella 'seau à lait; 'coupe', Gk pello- in
pello-ra1foß π  L), Kb. 232s, OsS 176, KM 192, Vr. 123, Ho. 1OO, 1O5,
Frn.  615, 62O, En. 228, Bg. AS 18, Vs. III 277-9, BER V 137-8, Glh. 4 7 4 -
5, Chrn. II 17, SJSS XXV 25, ≈ EI 268-9 (*≤peln- 'animal skin, hide') || D
*polß- ({†GS} *p-) 'bark, skin, crust', v. 'peel, remove the skin' >  Tu
pol5in$kA, pol5ikA 'bark, skin, peel, crust', puleyi a skin', Kn
hol5acu v. 'pare off', Kui plo2va (p. plo2t) v. 'shed\cast a skin', polpa ( p .
polt) v. 'peel', Ku porhali  v. 'peel' ¶¶ D #4561.
1843. *{p}oqÉZ7777V ≠ *{p}oZ7777VqV 'thigh, haunch' > HS: WS *pVXiÎ- (≠
*≤piX[V]Î-?) 'thigh' > Ar faXiÎ-, faXÎ-, fiXÎ- {BK} 'cuisse', {Hv.} ' th igh ' ,
Sr puÓ≤d-a2 'femur, clunis', Sb fXÎ  'thigh', Jb E fXeÎ-, Jb C faXÎ- ' f lesh
and bone of upper leg from knee to hip', Mh ‰fXa2Î id.; the usually
supposed connection with BHb vd1h9p2 paHâ≤d3a2w (h. l., Hi. 4O.17) is
implausible (≠φ: Hb d  is not from S *Î)  and semantically qu.: according
to Hieronymus' translation in the Vulgata (4th c. AD) paHâ≤d3a2w m e a n s
'testiculi sui', and its new interpretation as '(seine) Schenkel' is based
on alleged connection with Ar faXiÎ- and Sr puÓ≤da2 (a vicious circle!),
see  the discussion above s.v. N *P3333uqdV 'leather bag, scrotum'  ¶ BK II
552, Hv. 55O, BGMR 43, BK II 552, Hv. 55O, Jo. J 67, Jo. M 11O, Br.
562, KB 872, ≠ MiK I #1.211 (does not distinguish WS *pVXiÎ- ' th igh '
from CS *paXd- [or *paHd-] 'testicle')  ? amb Eg fP Xpd(.w) ' bu t tocks '
(× N *qVtV (or *qVp''''[V]tV) 'tail, hinder part' [q.v.]) ¶ EG III 27O-1,
Fk. 19O ¶ An unusual kind of mt.? For Eg d <  N *Z 7777 cp. Eg ¿dn ' e a r '
related to S *≤?uÎ[V]n- id. <  N *?u6666Z 7 777V 'hear; ear' (q.v.)  ? Ch (× N
*p''''a{9}dV 'leg' [or '∈  part of a leg'], 'foot'): CCh: McTr {ChL}: Hw
fU~d'a~ra, G’nd fU~d'a!ta~, Gbn fÈ~d'‰!t‰~, Boka fu~d'‰~t‰! 'thigh' »» ECh: Mu {Lk.}
fu2!di!, pl. fo2!da~t, {J} fu2&di!, pl. fo2~da~t, Jg {J} pa2do, Brg {J} fa2!di id. ¶ Lk. ZSS
182, ChC s.v. 'thigh', JI II 325, ChL ¶¶ Not here (⇔ IS II 1O2-3) Sml
bowdo ' thigh', {R} ba'udo f. 'Hüfte, Oberschenkel', (C ı ) Amh {R}
∫T bat≠∫!T baÓt id., Kf {C} ba2to2 'leg, hind leg', and Hrr pa2da2lla2
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'inside of thigh' (on their origin see  N *bu[w]t''''V 'the hinder part of a
quadruped's body, the lower part of a human body, bottom' and N
*p''''a{9}dV '⇑ ') || AdS  of K *°poûq- 'thigh' >  Sv UB/LB/L/Ln {TK} poûq
'thigh, side of body, crupper of a horse' (<  N ? *bVûûûûqa6666 'side of body,
side', q.v. ffd.) ¶ Hardly here (≠ φ ) (⇔ IS II 1O3 [with a query and with
•a2]) K **p'as`t- (>  Sv {Ni.} p'as7dw- thigh [låqka], calf of the leg',  Sv UB
{GP} p'as7dw- 'thigh-muscle', Sv {Wrd.} pashvd, pasht 'calf of t h e
leg') || ?φ IE: NaIE {Bern.} *b≈ed- 'thigh' (× N *bu[w]t''''V '⇑ '?) >  Sl
*bedro 'thigh' >  SrChS bedro, R, Uk, Blg bed≤ro, Slv be!dro, Slk
bedro, P biodro id., Cz bedra ntr. pl. 'waist' »» ? L femur (gen .
feminis) 'thigh' (if <  *b≈ed-mor-/-men-) ¶ Bern. I 47-8, Sls. I 33-4, ≠
ESSJ I 179-8O (rejects the connection of Sl with L, but proposes a less
plausible connection of Sl *bedro with IE *bed- v. 'beat, split'), EM 2 2 4 ,
WH I 477 (rejects the connection between the words of Sl and L a n d
proposes to derive the Sl word from *bed- v. 'swell'), SPS I 199-2OO
(the Sl - L connection is considered not convincing, but no other et. o f
the Sl word is proposed) ¶¶ The phonetic irregularity (IE *b≈-) still
defies explanation (infl. of *bu[w]t ''''V?) || U *poc7ka '∈ fleshy part o f
leg' (≈ 'thigh' or 'calf of leg') >  F pohkea, pohje 'calf of leg' (<
*poc7keÎa, *poc7kes); ? F potka 'Schenkel, Hinterfuß', ? Es po%tk
'Schinken, Lende' » pLp {Lr.} *pO2cke2 >  Lp: S {Hs.} boaºtskie 'Ferse
(eines Menschen), Kniekehle (eines Tieres)', N {N} boas…ke / -sk- ' t h e
small of the leg', L {LLO} paºske2 'Fußsohle (des Mittelfußes)', Snk {TI}
po"a"s2êk8;e"ò 'Armmuskel', Kld {Lgc.} pu‰…s2¯k- 'Schenkel, Wade', {TI} pu‰c2¯k˘-
v"u‰n1:Jc7 !e"ò 'Schenkel', Nd {TI} po"a"s¯;k8;-v"u"a"]c7 !e"ò 'Wade (beim Menschen)' »
? Er pukwo puks7o {ERV} 'buttocks, croup', {KC} 'låqka ', Mk pukwa,
{Ker.} puks7´ 'meat (without bones)' (Er/Mk {Ps.} 'das dicke Fleisch,
Schenkel'), Mk pukwet puks7´t 'muscle'  ? Sm: Slq Ch paqtur, paºqtur,
UO paqtur 'calf (Wade)'  pY {IN} *po4kc7i(-) 'muscles of the leg' > Y T
{IN} po4kc7!ido4 id. (-d gen., o4 'child') ¶¶ UEW 389, ≈ Sm. 539 (U *puckÈ
' tube '  > FU *pucki, FP *puc7ki, Sm *puco_), SK 588-9, Lr. #966, Lgc.
#5114, Hs. 356, TI 286, Coll. 5O, Ker. II 123, ERV 525, KC 179, PI 2 2 5 ,
Tv. IA 128, IS II 1O2-3, IN 242 || A: Tg (in NrTg) *po3gJV 'lower part o f
the back, tail' >  Ewk "P " {STM} (misprint for "PT " = Ewk PT?) hogJo2 ' t h e
lower part of the back', Ewk D hogJo2 'tail', Lm hoÌJI ≠ howJI 'tail' ¶
STM II 329  T *[h]u2ça 'loins, haunches, rump' (× N *HË[w]c6666 ' '''V o r
*HËwVc 6666 ' '''V  'loins, lap' [q.v. ffd.] × N *Ìo6666c7 777 ' '''V 'bone', [?] 'backbone') ¶ T
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*[h]- is not the reg. reflex of N *p (suggested by the Eg cognate and b y
Mubi f-), thererefore one has to conclude that the main N source of t h e
T word is *HË[w]c6666 ' '''V o r  *HËwVc6666 ' '''V ¶¶ T *bu2t 'thigh, leg' (adduced a s
*pu2t in IS II 1O2-3) does not belong here, but rather to N *bu[w]t''''V '⇑ '
(q.v.) || D [1] D {tr.} *poc>c>V 'genitalia, anus', {GS} *poc- 'vulva' >  T m
poccu 'woman's pubic hair, vulva, anus', Ml pocca, pocci
'membrum muliebre', Kt poZ>, Kn pucce, pucci, Brh po2s 'vulva'; D
ı Prkr posa- 'anus, vulva', posan5a 'anus', phosa id., Mrt puccï
'vulva' ¶¶ D #4476, Tu. #6248, GS 116 [#3O6], 74 [#243]  ? [2] D
*poc>c>- ≠ *poc>[V]k- ≠ *pokk- (<  **poc>k-) 'belly' >  Tm poccai\ ' paunch ,
pot-belly', Kn bojju  'pot-belly', bojje  'belly, paunch', Tl bojja id., Prj
bokka 'big intestine, large stomach of ruminants', Gnd poc>c>a 'b ig
intestine, stomach', Gnd Mu/K pohk 'intestines', Gnd K po2hku 'gu ts ' ,
pokku, pocca 'intestines' ¶¶ D #4478, BBh CVG #2377 ˚  IS II 1O2-3
[#341] (bedro *p5oZ7qÿ/*p5odqÿ: HS [S, Eg, Ch + •÷ C, Om], IE, U, ?A, ?
K •p'a2s`t-).
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1844. *qab?V 'to scoop (schöpfen), to draw water' >  HS: S *°√Xb?+h
or *°√Xbw >  Ak OB/NB/A Xabu6 v. 'draw (water)' ( ' [Wasser]
schöpfen') ¶ Sd. 3O6 || K: G Xap'- v. 'scoop out liquid' (Flüssigkeit
herausschöpfen'), Xap'-i 'gourd, a gourd scoop for scooping wine' ¶
Chx. 2299, DCh. 34 (amoXap'va), 1722 (Xap'i) || U: FU *°appV (att. in FL
only) >  F appaa, Krl appa- v. 'lade, scoop; eat voraciously' » pLp
*vo2ppO2- >  Lp: {N} vuop…pot -pp- v. 'gobble up, eat greedily', Lp Sw
vuoppet, vuoppot v. 'fill up the mouth with berries', L vu2´ \˛pa2te2 v.
'poke (food) into one’s mouth' ¶ SK 21, N III 816 || ? A: M **a{B}u-
'scoop out, drain' >  WrM a9u- id., 'épuiser, vider en puisant', Mnr H
{SM} u2¯- 'scoop, draw (water) from a well, dig out (sth. that has b e e n
hidden in earth)' ¶ MED 15, Kow. 31, SM 462 || Gil: Gil A (9ob3) = ˝ov-
/ qov- / 9ov- v. 'scoop, lade' ¶¶ ST 73 ˚  S *b goes back to N *b , M a n d
Gil point to a N *b  or *p . K *-p'- is a reg. reflex of N *-P? -, in this case
of *-b?-. U *-pp- < *-p'- < *-b?-.
1845. (€?) *qËbz1111V (<  *qËp''''[V]z1111V?) 'food maid of ground cereals ' ,
'flour' (‘  'bread') >  K *qweza- 'loaf' >  OG queza-y 'loaf of bread' ( a
word used to translate Gk }artoß 'loaf of wheat-bread' in I Sam. 25 .18 ,
Matt. 14.17, and Mark 6.38), G {KEGL} Xvez-a 'round loaf of bread', {K}
'flat cake, lozenge' (according to Srj., Umlaut e <  *a), Mg Xozo ' ob long
small cooked bread', Xozo-k'vari 'ceremonial cone-formed bread b a k e d
at the first Monday of the Lent (with a wooden stick in it)' (Mg k'vari i s
'small loaf of bread, flat bread') ¶ K2 336, FS K 496-7 (*qwez-), Srj. FLK
84, FS E 564-5 (*qwaz-), Ser. 224-5, KEGL VIII 1439, DCh. 1743, Q 2 5 4 -
5, Srj. UK’K 197-9 (Umlaut K *a >  G e) || HS: WS *Xubz- 'bread' >  Ar
Xubz- 'bread', Xubzat- 'un pain cuit dans les cendres', √Xbz G  (p f .
Xabaza, ip. -Xbizu) v. 'bake bread', Jb E XO2z v. 'bake' (*-b- >  ∅ reg. ) ,
Mh √Xbz (pf. X‰bu2z, sbjn. y‰Xbe2z), Hrs √Xbz (pf. X‰bo2z) id., Gz
√Xbz (js. yaXb´z) v. 'bake', Xabz  'bread', Xabast (pl. Xaba2w´z) ' b r e a d '
(but Mh, Hrs Xabz , Jb E/C XObz- 'bread', singulative Jb E/C Xab≤zEt, Hr s
X‰b≤zet 'a bread' may be loans from Arabic, as suggested by the i r
phonetic shape) ¶ L G 257, Ln. 697, BK I 533, Hv. 155, Jo. M 437, Jo. J
297, ≠  Nld. NB 56-7 (unc. hyp. of Ethiopian origin of Ar Xubz- under t h e
false assumption that "das Brot ist für die Bewohner Arabiens e in
seltner Luxus, für die Abessinier die Hauptnahrung"; Nold.’s hyp. was
refuted by Landberg [Lb. 553-5]) || ?φ D *oppVtßV 'grain as food' >  T m
oppat5i 'harvest', Tl obbid5i 'threashing of corn' ¶ ¶  D #982 ˚  ≈  AD
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NM #65 (adduces A *o+upæa 'flour', which in fact belongs to N *?op''''a '≈
powder ' ) .
1846. ?σ € *qÉcV 'wear out, be weakened' >  HS: S *°-Xïs+s7- >  Ar
√Xys G  (pf. Xa2sa / ip. -Xïs-) 'be spoiled' (food), 'stink' ('exhaler u n e
odeur fétide'), {Hv.} 'be altered' (meat, walnut)'; S *°√Xs? (or *°√Xs7?)
>  Ar √Xs? G  (pf. Xasa?a / ip. -Xsa?u) 'be weakened' (sight)' ¶ BK I
571, 654, Hv. 167, 191  ?φ Eg fMK x1z(y) ({EG} h3sj) 'be weak, feeble ' ,
Eg fLMK x1zy 'weakness'; z for the expected s is still unexplained ¶  EG
III 398-9, Fk. 2O4 || K *qec`-/*qc`- v. 'wear out' >  Mg Xic7-ua 'wear o u t ' ,
Sv {TK} -qc7-/qic7-, {Top., TK} msd. li-qc7-e id., Sv UB {GP} -qc7- v. 'wea r
(sth.) away, digest (sth.)' ¶¶ FS K 498, K2 336 (refers the above words
to *qec`-/*qc`- 'tear to pieces, torture' >  OG mqec-, G mXec- 'wild
animal'), TK 487, Top. Sh III 266, GP 19O.
1847. € *qic@@@@V 'shadow, shade' >  HS: EC: Sml ho2s (pl. ho2sas), Sml N
{Abr.} ho2 ~s 'shade', Rn o2 ~si!m 'shadow, shade' ¶ Abr. S 11O, AD SF 9O, PG
242  S *°√Xsw+?+h >  Ak StB Xasu6 v. 'darken', Xasu6 'dark, cloudy' ¶
CAD VI 143, 145 || U: FU {UEW} *ic1e ≠ *is1e 'shadow, shadow soul' >
ObU {Ht.} *ïs 'Schattengestalt' > pVg *iÆs id. >  (within cds.) Vg MK/P/Ss
is; pOs *is  'Schattenseele' >  Os: K/O is, Nz/Kz iÆs » ?σ Hg ∆ I1sz ± isz
± iz  'Brand (Krankheit); cancer' »» ?? FP *ic1e 'oneself' > F itse, Es ise
'oneself', Vp ic7hine 'epilepsy' » pLp {Lr.} *ye2c1‰ 'oneself' (himself', e t c . )
> Lp: N ies7≠ jies7, L ietj, U jiihtja, Kld ïc7c7 id. » Er ´s∆ es1, ∆ {Ps.}
a4s1, Mk ´s∆ es1 id. » Chr: H {Ep.} y≥wk´ ´s7ke, L wke s7ke, Uf (´)s7ke, M
is7ke, B s7ke id. » Prm {LG} ac1-/*as1- id. >  Z, Vt ac1-: Z a¢ym ac1-Èm, Vt
a¢im ac1im 'myself, Z a¢yd ac1-Èd, Vt a¢id ac1id 'yourself', Z
as∆nym as1nÈ, Vt as∆meos as1meos 'ourselves', etc., Z as∆to≥ as1t‰
'you yourself (du \ dich selbst)'  Y: K {Jc.} eizi  ({Rd.} ei\Zi) ' shaman’s
spirit, Teufel', {Krn.} ed!ul 'life, alive', T {Jc.} izie ({Rd.} iZi\e) 'self ' ,
{Jc.} e;zi (≤eZi) 'animated, living', {Krn.} ed!il 'life; to live' ¶ Ht. 66, UEW
79, Rd. UJ 45 [#6O] (Y π U), Lr #264, Lgc. #16O1, Ker. II 38-9, MRS
71O, Ep. 169, Ang. 53-4, 64, 81, Krn. JJ 28O, 284.
1848. *q{o}c1111V[?V] 'to remove' >  HS: S *°√Xs+s7? >  Ar √Xs? (p f .
Xasa?a, ip. -Xsa?-) 'drive away (a dog)', Xa2si?- 'chassé, éloigné avec
mépris (p. ex. chiens, cochons); éloigné, écarté et inhabité (pays,
endroit)' ¶ BK I 571, Hv. 167 || K: GZ *qoc- v. 'remove, clear f rom,
destroy, exterminate', {K2} 'sweep, wipe' >  OG qoc-: mo-qoc-a (3s a o r . )
{DCh.} 'exterminate, wipe off', c'ar-qoc-a {Ser.} v. 'wipe (one’s f ee t ) '
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(Luc. 7.38, Joh. 11.2), OG a(˝)-qoc-a v. 'exterminate, destroy' (Luc.
9.54, Joh. 11.48), v. 'remove' (Luc. 1.25), qoc- 'wipe', G a˝-Xoc-a ( 3 s
aor.) 'mit Stumpf und Stiel ausrotten', amoXoca 'umbringen, tö t en ,
vernichten', gamo-Xoc- '(jemandem etwas) ausputzen \saubermachen ' ,
{K} Xoc- 'wipe up, rub; sweep', Lz Xos-: o-Xos-u v. 'peel fruit', b-Xos-um
'I peel fruit' ¶¶ FS K 499, K2 34O, Chx. 2382-3, Ser. 13, 2O9 || A: Tg
*o2s- vi. 'retreat, move aside (from), vacate (a place)' > Ewk, Lm o2s- id. ,
Neg o2s- vi. 'move aside from; clear (a road)', Ul, Nn osI- 'remove, c lear
(a place in the woods)', Ork o2ssI- 'retreat, vacate (a place)', Orc osu-
'have the ice broken up' (of a river) ¶ STM II 25-6  pJ {S} *us- ' lose,
get lost, disappear' > OJ u!sa!-, u!si!-na!p-, J: T use!-, u~s1ina-, K u~se~-, u!s1i!na!-,
Kg use1-, us1ina!- ¶ S QJ #978, Mr. 78O ¶¶ DQA #676 (A *i\u2~c>æu ' b e c o m e
free, retire, disappear' >  Tg, J + unc. T *îç-kîn-  'let fall\disappear', see  N
*q{e6666}c 6 666[V]÷V 'sink').
1849. € *qic7777E 'see' > HS: S *-Xï{T}- > Ak L  inf. Xia2s7u 'see, find'; ?
BHb -Hu2s7- 'aufmerken' [π  141.1] (×  Hb -Hu2s7- 'feel pain' <  S *Hu4s7- ' fee l ' )
¶ CAD VI 14, KB 266 || A: Tg *içe- 'see' > Ul, Nn Nh/KU ic7‰-, Nn B ic‰-,
Orc iç‰-, Ud is‰- 'see (uvidet∆ )', Ewk iç‰-, Lm it/ç- id., 'notice', Sln
is(s)‰- 'look (posmotret∆), try' ¶ STM I 334-5 ¶¶ ≠  DQA #588 (A
*ic>æV 'hope, see' > Tg + M *ic>a- 'hope' [see  N ≈ *˝ay{e}c6666V 'seek, l ook
for ' ] ) .
185O. *q{e6666}c6 666[V]÷V 'sink' >  HS: S *°√Xs6÷ >  Ar √Xs7÷ 'baisser ,
abaisser' ¶ BK I 576 || U *ec1c1V v. 'sink, fall' (× N *é€ec1111 ' ''' {Ë} 'to sink, t o
dip' [q.v. ffd.]) || IE: ?? AdS  of IE *?e2s- v. 'be seated' (<  N *?isV ( o r
*?i?sV?) 'to sit', 'seat' [q.v.]) >  NaIE *e2s- (md.) 'be seated' >  OI ≤a2s-
te2, Av a2ste, Gk A “hstai 'is seated' ¶¶ But N *q{e6666}c 6 666[V]÷V is n o t
connected with Ht es-, as- v. 'sit, remain (seated), reside' (see  N
*?isV '⇑ ') ¶¶ P 342-3, M K I 84, Ch. 411-2, F I 633-4, Pv. I-II 291-3OO,
Ts. E I 11O-1, Oett. IGS 112 || ?σ K *°q+Xwec'+c`'- >  G Xvec'-
'herunterrutschen (z. B. Socke)' ¶  Chx. 2353 ¶  K *w points to a N
rounded vw. of the first syll.; the emphatization of the affricate is
probably due to *÷  (something like *-c6÷- >  *-c6?- >  *-c6'- >  K *-c'`- >  G -c'-)
|| A: ?σ M *ic>e- v. 'retire into hibernation' (× N *é€ec1111 ' ''' {Ë} '⇑ ' [q.v. ffd.])
 NaT *îç-˝+qîn- v. 'let fall', 'let slip, allow to disappear' >  OT îc7˝în- id.,
'let (sth.) slip' (uzun-tonlu˝ ko4zNu4sin kolke îc7˝înmîs7 'a woman let h e r
mirror fall in a lake'), XwT XIV îc79în- 'release, let go, lose', MQp XIV [CC]
XIV îc7qîn-, MQp XV îs7qîn- 'escape', Chg XV îc7qîn- 'let (sth.) slip ( f r o m
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one’s hand)', VTt y¢kyn ¥s7 !q¥n-, Bsh ¥sq¥n- 'fall (from one’s
hands)', Alt îc1qîn- 'drop (sth. from one’s hands), let slip', Xk ysxyn-
îsXîn- v. 'fall, fall out; drop, let fall', Yk ysygyn- îsîgîn- v. ' l e t
fall\slip, Tv ywkyn- îs7qîn- v. 'let fall, drop'; NaT *îç˝+qîn- v. 'let slip,
allow to disappear' is probably a sd. (broadening of meaning) from v.
'let fall'. But if 'allow to disappear' is the original meaning, the word is
not valid as a cognate. The derivational prehistory of the stem is
obscure (according to Cl., "a reflexive form [-n], but with no known
basic form"); the underived hapax legomenon îc7- (the Namangan codex
of Qutadgu Bilig, p. 12O, l. 1O), interpreted in DTS as 'skryvat∆så ,
is¢ezat∆ ', is not confirmed by Cl. ¶ Cl. 23, DTS 216-7, ET Gl 672-3, BT
188, BIG 332, TvR 6O1, Pek. III 3835-6.
1851. (€?) *qV{c6666 ' '''}V (=  *qa{c 6666 ' '''}i?) (or *qV{c6666 ' '''}÷V?) '≈  conceive, give
birth' > HS: ?σ SC: Irq {E} Xac6'i, {MQK} Xa2c6'i(?) 'afterbirth of animals', ?φ
Asa {E} har- to give birth' ¶ MQK 118, E SC 37O (adduces Asa har- a n d
reconstructs SC *Xac6 '- or *Xans6- >  pRt *Xac6'- v. 'give birth' (of animals)
|| IE *Ùe+os- >  Ht has(s)-/hans- 'beget, procreate, give birth', HrLw
has(a)- 'beget', has-mi- 'progeny, issue', Lc esedenneve < Lw
*hassatanna- 'progeny' (unless f rom  *hams- 'procreate', r econs t ruc ted
in Pv. III 217-8 on the basis of comparison with Ht hammasa-
'grandchild'; if we reject the adduction of hammasa-, -n- in hansa-
may represent a reg. IE *-n-infix, as in the NaIE present tense) ¶ Pv. III
212-8, Frd. HW 61, Ts. E I 191-2 || A: Tg *aJi- 'conceive, give bi r th ;
child' >  WrMc aZi9an 'child, boy', aZi9ala- v. 'conceive
(zaroqdat∆ , za¢inat∆ )', aZige, Mc Sb aZ7ige 'small', WrMc aZi
'first-born', Lm a2JIn 'first-born' ¶ STM I 16-7, Z 51-2 ¶¶ SDM95 (s.v. ?
*a2Z7i ? v. 'conceive, give birth') reconstructs a long vw. *a2 both in t h e
pTg and the pA words, which is unj. because the length of the vw. in Lm
may be (as it often is) secondary ˚  The voiced *J in Tg still needs
explaining. It may point to a N etymon *qV{c6666 ' '''}÷V (with *÷  that caused
voicing of the affricate in Tg and was lost in SC and IE).
1852. € *qadV 'to hurry, to run' > HS: S *°√Xdw+y >  Ar √Xdy G  (p f .
îdaXa Xada2, ip. -Xdï) v. 'go at a quick pace' (of a horse) ({Fr.} 'ce ler i ter
incessit') ¶ Fr. I 468, BK I 548, Hv. 159  Eg fP Xdy 'travel downs t ream'
¶ EG III 354-5, Fk. 199  C: Ag: Bln {R} haded- v. 'run', 'hurry', 'gal lop '
(of a horse) ¶ R WB 187 ¶¶ ≈ Coh. #144 (S, Eg + unc. Shl ´ddu  go') || A:
M *ada9a- (unless it is *Fada9a-) 'hurry' (“  *'run, walk quickly') >  WrM
ada9a-, HlM adga- v. 'hurry, speed, strive', WrO adaGa- 'be in a
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hurry, hasten', Kl adÌa- id. ¶ MED 9, KW 1, Krg. 2O ˚  ≈ IS MS 338 s.v.
'dvigat∆ (så )' *q {o}dÿ , IS SS ##3.11 and 8.3 (both: M, D, K, HS).
1853. (€?) *q{Å}dV 'belly' >  K: Sv {Ni., GP} qa4d 'belly' ¶ GP 311, Ni.
s.v. qivot` || HS: SC: Irq {E} Xiri 'waist', {MQK} Xiri(:)NW ' lower
back' (according to E, Irq -r- <  SC *-tY- ¬ *-t<-) ¶ E SC 258, MQK 118 
Eg fP x1.t ({EG} h3.t) 'belly, body' >  Cpt: Sd 2i he2, A #ei X€ei 'belly,
stomach', 2it- he2t-, B 3it- Xe2t- id. ¶ EG III 356-8, Fk. 2OO, Vc. 2 8 5
¶¶ The Irq and Eg words belong here only if their *-t-  goes back to *-d-t
(with the formative *-t of fem. gender) ||  ? D *atß- 'flesh' (“  *'body' “
*'belly') > Kn ad5agu, ad5abala 'flesh, meat', Mlt ar`a9e 'curry made o f
meat, fish, or vegetable' ¶¶ D #6O.
1854. € *qe++++idV (¬ *9- ) ' speak '  > HS: S *°-Xïd- >  Ak L Xa2du ±
Xia2du 'speak, make an utterance', Xittu 'utterance' ¶ CAD VI 2 8 ,
2O8 || D *e+itß-, {†GS} *e+idß- 'speak, tell, let know' > Klm idßdß- 'tell, show' ,
Nkr idßdß- 'say', idßip- 'show', Nk idßuk- id., Krx er`- (p. edßdßas) 'call ,
summon, invite\command to come\assemble, rouse from sleep', Mlt
er`ye 'speak with fluence' ¶¶ D #786, ≠ Pf. 8O [#5O7].
1855. *q{Å}d[V]?{o}  'to step, to walk' > HS: S *°√Xt'w > Ar √Xtœw G
(ip. *-Xtœu2) v. 'step, make steps', Xutœw-at- (pl. î6AXu Xutœa2), Xatœw-at- ' a
step' ¶ BK I 597, Hv. 176  Eg NE Xtyw - a verb of going, ?σ Eg fP
Xty.w  'Terrasse mit Treppe' ¶ EG III 348, Tk. I 86, 232 ¶¶ Tk. l.c. (Eg,
S)  C: EC (× N *÷{o}dË 'go'): EC: Sa {Wlm.} -ad/-ed- 'go', Sml N {Abr.}
a1d- 'go to', ?φ Sd {Mrn.} had'- 'andare', {Hd.} ha?r-, {Gs.} har5a 'go'; ? Arr
pcv. -i?it- pf. / -e?et- ip. / ?ï!t imv. m. 'go'  ¶ AD SF 242, Abr. S 4, Mrn.
S 22O, Hd. 369, Gs. 147, Hw. A 451-9  SOm: Ari {Fl.} ada 'go', Male
{Fl.} ad- 'come'?) (× N *÷{o}dË 'go')  AdS  of B *√wdÓ 'go' and SC
(Asa adi 'go') < N *÷{o}dË) ¶¶ Contamination with N *?at[?]V ' c o m e '
in C and SOm? || IE: NaIE *°a+e+ot- 'go, walk' (× N *?at[?]V '⇑ ' [q.v.]) >
OI ≤atati 'goes, walks' ¶ ≈ P 69, M K I 26, M E I 56, EI 228 || K *qed-
/*qid-/*qd- 'go, come', ? 'move, bring'  > Lz Xt- ≠ Xt'- 'come, appear ' ,
Mg rt- 'go', Sv qad- (qed-, qid-) / qd- (inf. li-qed) 'come'; possibly a lso
with caus. meaning: OG qad/qd-, G Xad-/Xd- 'take, take out', Sv qad-
(qed-, qid-) / qd- (inf. li-qde) 'bring, take\draw out' ¶ K 263, K2 335, FS
K 491 and FS E 557-8, Chx. 2311-4, Chik. 426, Marr 234, Top. SE 75, GP
19O || A: M *od[u]- 'go' (×  N *÷{o}dË 'go', q.v. ffd. × N *wVd[V]÷V
'walk, go'?)  T *a2t- v. 'step' ı M *adam 'pace, step' (× N *?at[?]V '⇑ '
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[q.v. ffd.]) ¶¶ S AJ 28O [#142] (pA *a2tV); SDM97 (pA *a2+e2tV), ≠ DQA
#1756 (A *pæe2!ta- v. 'step, walk': equates T and M *adam with Tg *pete-
'jump') || ? D *a2tß- vi. 'move' (× N *?at[?]V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ˚  The
discrepancy between the apparent reflexes of N *-t ''''- (IE *-t-, S *-t'-, Mg
-t'-), those of N *-t-  (Eg -t-), and those of N *-d-  (in K) are due to the N
lr. *? (*-d?-  > *-t'- and probably *-t-). The lr. may be also responsible
for the long vw. in T (< pA?) and D. The vw. *o in M *od[u]- belongs t o
the heritage of N *÷{o}dË  ˚  IS MS 343 s.v. 'idti ' *q{a}t5ÿ (IE, S, Eg)
and IS SS 1.38 ('go') (both: IE, S, Eg); ≈ IS MS 338 s.v. 'dvigat∆ (så )'
*q{o}dÿ, IS SS ##3.11 and 8.3 ('move') (both: A, D, K, HS, incl. err. S
*√Xdy  'go to a quick pace', cp. N *qadV  'to hurry, to run').
1856. *qag[?]a  'to fear' >  HS: CS *√Xg? v. 'fear, be confused' >  BHb
aG1h1 HOg≤ga2 {GB} 'fear' (h.l. Is. 19.17, LXX: fo1bhtron 'terror'), Ar √Xg7? G
(pf. Xag7i?a) 'be ashamed' ¶ GB 213; ≠  KB 278 (interprets the word aG1h1
HOg≤ga 2 as 'Beschämung' on the basis of comparison with Ar), ≠  KBR 2 9 O
(aG1h1 'shame, confusion'), Fr. I 463, BK I 542, Hv. 157 || IE: NaIE *ag≈-
v. 'fear', 'sorrow', *a2g≈- 'dread, horror' >  AS e$Ì1e n. 'fear', ON agi
'fear, horror', Gt agis id., og 'is afraid' »» OIr ad-a1g- v. 'fear' »» ?σ OI
a≤gha-h5, Av aGo2 'bad', aGa- 'evil', OI a≤gha-m n. 'evil' (infl. of N
*?a 4444ka  'be evil'?) »» ?σ Gk }acoß (gen. }aceoß) ntr. 'mental pain, distress ' ,
}acomai, }acnymai 'be grieved, distressed' »» OIr ad-a1gor 'I fear' ¶ P 7-8 ,
Mn. 2-3, Vn. A 23, Vr. 3, Ho. 89, Fs. 14, 58O, M K I 1, F I 2O2-3, EI 1 9 8
and 247 (*hÅeg≈-  'be afraid \ downcast', 'be afflicted; grieve') || D *ak-
v. 'fear, tremble' (×  N ?σ *÷3333ayka '≈ move [quickly], jump', q.v. ffd.) ¶ ¶
A possible prehistory of D *-k-: N *-g?-  > *k' > D *-k-.
1857. *q{a}lßßßßi 'extend one’s hand, seize, take, hold' >  HS: S *°√Xll >
OAk, Ak OB p. -Xlul, inf. Xala2lu v. 'hold'; ??? S *°√Xl÷ > Ar √Xl÷ G
{Ln., Hv.} 'pull off, take off (garment, shoes)', {BK} 'retirer\ôter u n e
chose de dessus une autre' ¶  CAD VI 34, Ln. 78O-1, BK I 616, Hv. 1 8 1
 C: EC: Sam {Hn.} *hel- 'get, obtain' >  Sml hel-, Rn hel- ≠ el-, Bn hel-
id. »» Dhl he2l- {EEN} 'seize, catch hold of' ¶ E SC 3O7, EEN 15, Hn. S 6 3 ,
Ss. PEC 4O, PG 145  Ch: CCh: Gzg {Lk.} hal- 'nehmen (Hirse, Erdnüsse) '
»» WCh: Ang {Flk.} e2l ≠ el 'seize, catch', {J} ?el 'ergreifen, schnappen' ¶
Lk. G 123 ¶¶ According to AD WIL, EC *h- corresponds to S *X-, sc. goes
back to N *q-  ¶¶ Hardly here Eg MK h¿y {EG} 'angreifen, (den Gegner)
annehmen', {Fk.} 'charge down upon (enemy)', because Eg h is n o t
cognate with S *X, and the semantic connection is not reliable (⇔ Tk
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SCA 98 [#28.3], Tk I 146) || A: T *al(î)-, {Md.} *a'l- 'take' > OT {Cl.} al-
'take, seize, receive', MQp [CC] al- 'take, receive', Tk al-, Az, Tkm,
CrTt, Nog, Qq, Qzq, Qrg, Alt, Tv, Tf, Xk al-, Yk îl-, Uz ål-, Chv il- ' t a k e '
¶ Cl. 124-5, DTS 32, Rs. W 14-5, ET Gl 127-9, TL 335-7, 699-7OO, Ra.
152, Md. 1OO, 159, Jeg. 68, Fed. I 163-4 ¶ According to Md. 98, pT *a'
goes back to A *a influenced by the vw. *î (sc. originally *i) of t h e
second syll.   Tg *ali-  v. 'take, receive, extend one’s hand' >  Ewk PT al-
id., Ewk Y ali- id., v. 'hold one’s hand for sth.' ('podstavit∆ ruku '),
Sln ali- v. 'accept (prinimat∆ )', Neg al- 'extend\hold one’s hand f o r
sth.', Lm ali- id., 'hold one’s vessel for sth.', 'shield oneself with t h e
hand\shield', Orc ali- v. 'shield\cover oneself with the hand', Ud ali-
id., 'extend the hand to receive sth.', Ul alU-  v. 'extend the hand, de fend
oneself', Nn Nh/B alI- v. 'hold one’s hand\stick in order to de fend
oneself', Ork d. allU- 'pass (sth. to so.), give (podavat∆ , vru¢at∆ )',
WrMc ali-, Mc Sb ali- v. 'receive, take'; Tg ı Dg ali- v. 'take, receive '
(hardly a genetic cognate of T and Tg, because its meaning suggests t h a t
it is isolated within M) ¶ STM I 26-7, T DgJ 12O  ?σ  M *ali (unless it i s
*Fali?) 'give me!, (?) 'take for me!' imv. > WrM ali , HlM, Kl al∆ ali id.,
Kl {Rm.} al!, al 'gib her, nimm!', Ord {Ms.} ali 'donne-moi, passe-moi ' ,
Brt ale´ ale2 'give!' ¶ MED 31, KRS 38, Ms. O 16, KW 6, Chr. 42-3 
??φ pJ {S} *a!- 'receive' > OJ u!, J: T/K/Kg e! id. ¶ S QJ #754, Mr, 681 ¶ ¶
KW 6, SDM97 s.v. *ala, DQA #2O (A *a"!la) || D: [1] *alßlß- v. 'take up i n
the hollow of the hand' >  Tm al5l5u, Ml al5l5uka id., Tm al5 'handful ,
anything contained in the hollow of the hand'  [2] *a2lß- v. 'get, o w n '
(‘ v. 'rule') >  Ka a2l5- v. 'get, possess, rule', Tu a2l 5uni v. 'govern, reign ' ,
Td o2lß- v. 'own (buffaloes), rule', Tm a2l5- v. 'rule, reign', Ml a2l5uka v.
'possess' (a comparison proposed in Km. 313 [#191]) ¶¶ On the origin
of D *e2l- v. 'receive, take' see  my comments to N *qál∏∏∏∏V 'hand' ¶¶ D
##29O, GS 257-8 [#392a], Km. 313 [#191] (ties in Tl e2lu v. ' ru le ,
govern' within the first D √  [Ka a2l5-, etc.] and reconstracts pSD *ya2lß-,
but in my opinion, Tl e2lu v. 'rule, govern' may well be a sd. of Tl e2lu
v. 'take' < D *e2l- v. 'receive, take' < N *qál ∏∏∏∏V ) .
1858. *qalV 'bottom, down' >  IE: Ht halluwa- 'deep': hallu2was
witas kat{tan} 'in deep water' (unless from halluwa- {Pv.} 'hollow,
pit'), but haliya- v. 'kneel, genuflect' is more likely to belong to IE
*Ùol- 'elbow, knee' <  N *GËLV 'knee, elbow' ¶ Pv. III 28-9 (s.v.
haliya-), 47-9 (s.v. halluwa- 'hollow, deep'), EI 96 (Ht < IE *h€elwo-
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s ≠ *h€eu\lo=s 'elongated cavity, hollow') || HS: S *°√Xly >  Sq {L} √Óly
v. 'throw down, sit under sth.', di-≤Óale  'under', ≤Óele  'deep', Mh {Jo.}
‰nXa2li 'under, underneath', ? Jb C a≤˝ahl 'down, downwards' ¶ L LS
175, Jo. M 3O8, Jo. J 2 ||  U *ala  'bottom, place under sth.' >  F, Es ala-
(first part of cds.) 'under, lower', F al-la, Es all 'under', F, Es ala
'territory' » pLp {Lr.} *vo2le2 n. 'down, lower part' >  Lp: S {Hs.} vuo4lie, L
{LLO} vuolle2, N {N} vuolle id., 'the space\part under sh.', vuol…de"
≠  vuold ≠  vuol postp. 'under', Kld vu 2llen∆ vu2ll-en1 'below, u n d e r '
» Er/Mk al al 'lower (das untere, unter befindliche)', Er alo, Mk ala
'below, under' » Chr L u™lan u4≤l-an, u™lno™ ≤u4l-no4, Uf/B u4l-no4, H u4l-n´
'below', L u4l´l 'bottom, lower', B/H u4l-, Uf u4lo4-, u4l- 'lower' » Prm {LG} *ul
'bottom, place under sth.' >  Z uv, Z ∆ , Vt ul id. »» ObU: pOs *Èl ' lower,
down' >  Os: V Èl, D it, O il id., pOs *Èl-´n loc. 'below' >  Os: V Èl´n id.,
D it´n id., 'on the ground floor', O il´n 'on the floor'; pVg *ya"l-´n loc.
'below' >  Vg: T ya≤l´n, LK yO4∏ln, P yal´n, Ss yol´n id., pVg *ya"l-Vk ' t h e
lower' > Vg: T ya≤l‰2k, LK yalx, P yalk, Ss yolik; according to UEW, Vg *y-
is prosthetic; the corr. Os *`È ÷  Vg *ya"  may be due to the presence of *y-
» OHg al 'lower, underneath, lower part', Hg al- (in cds.) 'lower', ala1,
alatt 'below, underneath, under'  pSm {Jn.} *Èl¥ 'ground, b o t t o m
(Boden, das Untere)', *Èl¥-N  'down, under' >  Ne: T dat. ˜yl÷ NÈl?%, T O
{Lh.} NÈl;?%, F {Lh.} NÈ® id., T ˜yla€d 'bottom (dno , niz )'; Ng {Mik.}
NilYa 'down, under'; En {Ter.} ir?% 'under' (direction), iron ' u n d e r '
(place); Slq Tz Èl 'under'; Kms {KD} i\iÒ; 'lower part', i\il;g´n 'below' ,
i\iÒ;d´" 'untenhin'  pY {IN} *al ' bo t tom'  >  Y K/T al postp. 'under', K al-
b´  'foot of a hill\mountain' (-b´  is a sx. of nomina loci) ¶¶ Coll. 2, UEW
6, Sm. 536 (U, FU *i_laº, FP *e4la, Ugr *i_la 'under'), Lr. #1432, N III
8O2-13, Hs. 1457, SaR 56, MRS 642, LG 295, EWU 19-2O, Jn. 24, Ter.
4O8-9, Ter. EJ 454, KKIH 195, KD 183, IN 214-5, ≈ Rd. UJ 34 [#1] (Y π
U) || A {DQA} *ale 'lower, below' > T: [1] *alt 'base, bottom' >  OT {Cl.}
alt (¿) 'bottom, lower surface of sth.', Tk alt 'base, bottom', Az, Ggz,
CrTt alt, Tk ∆ a2Òt id., Qrg, Alt, Tv ald(î), SY, Xk altî, Tlt, Brb alt ' unde r ' ,
[2] ? NaT *al 'below, bottom' >  Alt/Tlt/QK/Shor {Rl.} alîn 'Untertei l ,
Stelle unter einem Gegenstande', Yk alîn  'bottom, lower part'; the √  *al
'below' coexists with the homonymous √  *al 'front'; the meaning of al
in OT is qu.: Gbn., DTS, Rs. find here two meanings: 'front' and 'below' ,
while Cl. recognized the meaning 'front, in front' only ¶ Rl. I 373-6 ,
4OO-2, DTS 32. Gbn. ATG 293, Rs. W 14, Cl. 121, 13O, ET Gl 124-5 ,
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14O, JkR 39  pKo {S} *a~ra!i\ > MKo a~ra!i\, NKo ara4 'below, lower side' ¶ S
QK #652, Nam 336, MLC 1O69  pJ {S} *‰~r‰!- >  OJ o~ru v. 'lower, g o
down', J: T ori!-, K/Kg o~ri~- ¶ S QJ #59O, Mr. 742  ?? Tg: WrMc aligan
'Untersatz, Untergestell, Postament, Sockel' ¶ Z 34, Hr. 36 ¶¶ DQA # 2 5
(T, Ko, J), Rm. SKE 6, ≈  Pp. VG 75 ˚  IS MS 351 s.v. 'niqnij ' qalÿ
(with further literature) and IS SS 336 [#8.1.] (in both: HS, U, A, IE + •÷
Ht haliya-) ˚  Gr. II #4O6 (*ala 'under') (IE, U, Y, A, Ko, J, ES + u n c .
Ai).
1859. *qál∏∏∏∏V 'hand' >  K *qel- 'hand' (a short *e) >  OG qel-, G Xel-
'hand', Mg, Lz Xe id., Mg Xu handful', Sv UB {GP} qa4l 'arm', Sv {FS} qa4l
(pl. qala 4r) 'length of two outstretched arms' ¶ FS K 495-6, FS E 562-3, ≈
K 264 and K2 334-5 (GZ *qe-), Chik. 58, GP 311; on Mg/Lz Xe <  *qel-
with the loss of K *l and Umlaut see  GM S 93 and 16O; on t h e
correspodence of G el with Mg/Lz u see  Schm. 25-6 || A: T *a4l(ig),
{ADb.} *a4lg 'hand' >  OT, MU a4lig, MU [KB], Chg el ≠ elik 'hand', MQp
XIII elig 'hand', XIV [CC] el, Osm XIV a4l 'hand', Tk el, Ggz i\el, Az, U z
XwOg a4l, Tkm, Slr el, CrTt e'l, Xlj a4;l 'hand', Yk a4lï ‘ ilï 'hand, arm' »»
Chv al, al¥ id., 'foreleg' ¶ Cl. 14O-1, DTS 169-7O, Rs. W 39, ET Gl 14O-
1, TL 251, ADb. SR 199-215, Md. 34, 164 (*a4⋅l(ig)), DT 1O9  ? Tg
*elge- v. 'lead by the hand' (in some descendant lgs.:‘  'lead [ a n
animal] by holding the rein') >  Orc ‰gg‰-, Ork ‰l!d‰2- 'lead by the hand ' ,
Nn, Ewk, Neg ‰lg‰-, Lm ‰lg´- id., 'lead by holding the rein', Ul ‰lZ7‰-
'lead by the hand (an old\sick\blind person)', Sln ‰lg‰- v. 'lead', WrMc
elgi- ≠ elge- 'lead by holding the rein' ¶ STM II 446, Vas. 553, Bz.
969, ADb. SR-D 449 ¶¶ Rm. SKE 57, ADb. SR-D 455-6, S AJ 17, 47, 2 8 2 ,
DQA #1527 (A *Na2~li ' hand '  >  T + Tg *Na2la 'hand') || HS: CCh: MfM
{Brr.} X‰!la!y ({∫Brr.} X´ ≤1la1y) 'arm', pMM {Ro.} *ahal >  Mada {BrrB} a-ha!l
'hand, arm', Mkt {Ro.} a!ha~l, Myn/Zlg {Ro.} a~ha!r 'hand' ¶ Brr. CM 4 2 ,
BrrB 125, Ro. 266 [#343] || ?σ D *e2l- v. 'receive, take' >  Tm e2l id., Ml
e2lkka v. 'receive, take in charge, admit', Kt e;l- v. 'catch in sth. he ld
up', Tl e2lu  v. 'accept, admit, take'; the connection is valid only if the D
√  in question is different from *e2l- v. 'happen; suit' ([GS] *e2lÀ-) or if t h e
latter is a sd. of *e2l- 'receive, take'; the vw. *e2 suggests that this D r o o t
belongs here rather than to N *q{a}l ßßßßi 'to extend one’s hand' (q.v.) ,
which is the source of D *alßl ß- 'take up in the hollow of the hand' and D
*a2lß- v. 'get, own' (q.v.); for phonetic reasons I prefer this etymology i n
spite of better semantic connection of D *e2l- with N *q{a}l ßßßß i  ¶¶ D #9O5,
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Km. 313 [#191] (ties in Tl e2lu v. 'rule, govern' within the first D √  [Ka
a2l5-, etc.] and reconstracts pSD *ya2l ß-, but in my opinion Tl e2lu v. ' ru le ,
govern' may well be a sd. of Tl e2lu v. 'take') ˚  It is hard to say if Tg
*Na2la 'hand' belongs here. It depends on the investigation of t h e
problem of Tg (and N?) *N-. For a possible solution see  N ?φ ≈
*goN{Ó}a4444lV 'forearm' ˚  IS SS #8.7, IS MS 362 (*qelÿ).
186O. *qo6666l ß ßßßV (= *qulßßßßV?) '≈  lizard, snake' >  K: GZ *(m-)X+qul- ' l izard '
>  OG mXuliw-, Mg Xolar-, Xvilar-, Xvelar-, Lz mtXolar-, Xolura- id.; G
Xvlik'- id. (×  GZ *˝wlek'-/*˝wlik'- 'be crooked, curved'?) ¶ *m- i s
probably a px. ¶ K 144, K2 134, 228, FS K 232, FS E 255-6 ¶ OG X m a y
go back both to K *X  and to *q (because in one of the dialects of OG t h e
pK cns. *q is represented by X) ||  HS: S *Xu[l]mat'- '≈  lizard, snake' >  Sr
'tomølw≈u Óulma2t5a2 'large lizard', Hb ym37h ≤HomEt' '∈ reptile', Ak
Xulmittu ≠ Xulmit5t5u '∈ snake or lizard', ? Ar Himtœa2tœ- {Fr.}
'animalculum in herbis vivens', Hamatœïtœ- {Fr.} 'serpens; vermis, qui i n
oleribus tempore veris est', {BK} 'serpent; espèce d’insectes qui na î t
dans les légumes' (loans from a lge. having H from S *X) ¶ Br. 235, KB
314, Sd. 354, CAD VI 23O, Fr. I 427, BK I 493  Eg RT/G Xrr.t 'snake i n
the underworld; reptiles, vermin (Gewürm)' ¶ EG III 15O  ? EC (mt . ) :
pSam *mul÷- 'lizard' (cp. OG mXuliw- id.) >  Sml mula÷, Sml N {Abr.}
mu!la÷ '∈  'lizard', Rn {PG} mulu!H '∈ small gray lizard' ¶ Hn. S 69, Abr. S
182, DSI 445, PG 228 || A: Tg *olga(-ma) 'snake' >  Neg olgon, olgoma
id., Orc ugguma id., 'grass-snake', Ud ugum‰  'a red poisonous snake', Nn
KU ol9oma Z7abda2, Nn B ol9oma Z7abda(n-) 'big snake, boa, python', Nn Nh
ol9oma muyki '∈ snake' ¶ STM II 13  T: Qq, Kr Cr uluw, Qzq u"lu"w, Alt,
Tv ulu, SY ulu ≠ olu 'dragon' (unless a loan from Chn lu id.) ¶ ET Gl 5 9 1
|| D (in SD) *ulß˛ 'wood-worm' or sim. >  Tm, Ml ul5u id., Kn G ulßNgu ' a
nit' ¶ D #7OO ˚  ≠ Fn. KD #1O6 (K + •÷ D *ka(v)ulß- 'lizard'). If the T
cognate is valid, the lateral in pN rec. is *-l ßßßß- , otherwise it is either *-l !!!!-
or *-l ßßßß - .
1861. € *qVL[V]?V 'knee; to kneel' > HS: S *°√Xl? >  Ar √Xl? G
{BK} 's’agenouiller et ne vouloir pas bouger ni se relever ( p a r
obstinance, les chameaux)', {Hv.} 'kneel without moving' (camel) ¶ BK I
6O9, Hv. 179 || K : GZ (d.?) *muql=- 'knee, corner' > OG muql-, K muXl-
'knee', Mg muXur-  'corner, edge' ¶ K 138, K2 127, FS K 224, FS E 246.
1862. *qá{liy}V (= *qa4444 {liy}V?) 'melt, dissolve, be wet\moist' >  HS:
S *-Xu2l- ≠ *√Xll >  Ak √Xwl (inf. Xa2lu, p. -Xu2l-) 'become liquid,
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dissolve; exude (a liquid)', Mh {Jo.} √Xll (pf. Xlu2l) 'be penetrated b y
rain, let in rain' (of a roof), 'penetrate, come through' (of rain, water ) ' ,
Jb C {Jo.} Xell- id., Xal≤lun 'wet',  √Xll Sh  (pf. aX≤lel) 'let in rain' ( o f
roof), Jb E {Jo.} √Xll G  (pf. ≤Xlel, sbjn. ≤yEXX‰l) 'let in rain' (of a
roof)' ¶ CAD VI 54-5, Jo. J 299, Jo. M 439  ?? B: Ah ´ly´m vi.
'dissolve' ¶ Fc. 1O2O || U : FU *el!V 'moist, wet' >  Chr: B ile ≠ il!e, M/P
il!e, Chr L ile id. » Prm {LG} *Él! >  Z ul∆ ul! id., Vt yl∆ Èl! 'raw ( n o t
baked enough), wet' »» Vg: N il! 'wet', P il!, N il 'juice'  Sm *‰l¥
'melting\soft snow' ({Jn.} 'melting snow') >  Ne: T ˜ $´l” N‰l? 'weich,
locker' (of snow)', T O {Lh.} N‰2ÒÈÆ ci;r‰¢¥ 'soft melting snow', F {Lh.}
N‰"¬¬at XÈrr‰ 'rather thin soft snow'; Kms {KD} E;lEgE"n 'damp soft snow
in spring-time' ¶ Jn. 21, Ter. 42O, KD 19  Y T al!a- v. 'melt' (of snow,
ice), 'be warmed', 'dissolve' ¶ Ku. 24-5 || D (in SD) *al[i]- v. 'mel t ,
dissolve' >  Ml aliyuka vi. 'dissolve (as salt)', alikka, aliyikka vi.
'melt', aliccal, alivu 'melting, compassion', Kdg ali- vi., v t .
'dissolve', Tu aliyuni  vi. 'to dissolve, to decay' ¶ D #25O  ? D *alßak-
'≈ liquid, fluid' > Tm al5akam  'water', Kn al5aka, al5l5aka 'neither th ick
nor thin' (as applied to liquids), ? Tl anuku 'semiliquid, semifluid' ¶ ¶
D #298 ˚  The N vw. is controversial: S points to a N rounded vw. ( b u t
in the framework of the S morphology this *u/*u2 may be secondary), D
suggests N *a  or *a4444, while FU points to N *e . There is also conflicting
ev. about the N lateral cns.: FU *el!V and D *alßak- suggest *-l !!!!- , while SD
*al[i]- points to a N plain *-l- . A possible solution is N *qa4444liyV; t h e
group *-liy-  contracted to *-ly- > FU *-l!-, D *-lß-; FU *e for N *a 4444 m a y
be due to the palatalizing influence of N *-i- ) .
1863. ?φ € *qVLÇV 'to tear, to be torn' >  K: GZ *qlec7-/*qlic7-/*ql=c7-
'tear off, be torn off\apart' >  G Xlec7-/Xlic7- 'tear off, be torn of f
(zerreißen, zerfetzen)', G M {Kavt.} na-qlec7- 'scrape, fragment', ?φ G X
{Ghl.} na-qec7 'fragment of tree', Mg Xarck-/Xorck-/Xirck- 'tear off ,
burst', Lz Xreck-/X(r)ock-, Xroc'k'-, Xrosk'- 'burst', 'die' (of animals) ¶ K
266 (*qlec7-), K2 339, FS E 487-8, and FS E 553 (*Xlec7-/Xlic7-), Kavt. M
294, Ghl. 419 || HS: CS (or pS) *√Xlc'- 'be broken, tear out' >  Ar
çlH√Xlsœ (pf. Xalisœa / ip. -Xlasœ-) 'be broken in the flesh' (a bone ) ,
BHb √Hlc' çlh G 'withdraw, pull off', JA [Trg.] {Js.} √Hlc' G  'take off,
undress; withdraw', JEA √Hlc' G  'bare the shoulder (as a sign o f
mourning)', SmA √Óls5 v. 'extract', eclh Óls5h n. act. 'p lundering ' ,
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OYmn {Slw.} √Xls G, Ar Y √Xls G 'draw out (ausziehen'), ? Ak √Xls5
(inf. Xala2s5u) 'clean by combing'; but hardly here Ak √Xls5 ( inf .
Xala2s 5u) 'press, squueze out' and Ug √Xls5 'squeeze out' ¶ KB 3O8-9,
GB 233, Js. 472-3, Lv. T I 262-3, Sl. 466, Tal 275, CAD VI 4O, Sd. 3 1 1 ,
BK I 613-4, Ln. 785-6, Slw. 77, OLS 192-3 ˚  The discrepancy be tween
the K ev. for N *c 7777 and the S ev. for N *c '''' or *c1111 ' ''' still needs investigating.
1864. *qVL[V]K''''á 'blister, pimple' >  IE: NaIE *elk8os- 'sore, ulcer' >
OI ars1ah5 / ars1as- ntr. 'hemorrhoids', Sgd ?rsX, ?rs?nx id., KhS
a< 2s°, a2s° 'itch' »» Gk {elkoß (gen. {elkeoß) ntr. 'sore, ulcer, wound, ' ({F}:
h- due to the infl. of {elkv 'draw, drag') »» L ulcus / gen. ulceris
'sore, ulcer' ¶ WP I 16O, P 31O, M K I 53, M E I 122-3, Bai. 28, F I 496-7 ,
WH II 811, EI 523 (*≤h⁄elk8es '≈  ulcer') || HS: S *°XVlk'- >  Mh X‰wk'a2t-
(pl. X‰le2k'), Hrs X‰lk'a2t, Jb E ≤Xow≤k'Et 'mole, pimple' ¶ Jo. M 441, Jo. H
14O  C: pAg {AD} *lak-an / pl. *lakk-an 'wound' >  Bln {R} la≤©a2n (p l .
la≤ka2n), Xm {R} le≤Xan, Aw {R} la©an, Q {R} na©ån id. ¶ AD SF 2 6 1 ,
R WB 251 || A: M *o+uliqay 'blister' (or *F-?) >  WrM {MED} oliqay
'blisters on animals', {Gl.} uliqay 'water blisters on skin (an illness o f
animals)', {Kow.} oliqay id. (among the Buryats) (the word has n o t
been found in modern dictionaries of Brt]), Kl {Rm.} ulXa4∏ 'Blase, Beule
(im Fleisch oder Gehirn)' ¶ Since the word has not been detected in MM
and in the H/F-preserving lgs., one cannot know if there was an initial
*F-  in the word. It belongs here if there was no pM *F-  ¶ MED 6O9, Gl. I
244, Kow. 4O2, KW 448.
1865. *qa 4444l ! !!!V 'strike, pierce' >  K *qal-/*ql- {K2} 'drive in, push' >  OG
qal-/ql- 'drive in, aufschlagen', G Xal-/Xl- 'beat, push', Sv qal-/ql-
'drive in, fill with' (at-qal-e 'du hast hineingebohrt', c7wat-qal-e ' e r
bohrte, stieß hinein', Xe-ql-i 'es wird ihm hineingebohrt') ¶ K2 333, FS
K 491-2, FS E 558 || HS: CS *√Xll 'pierce' >  Ar √Xll (pf. ¬WXa Xalla)
{BK} 'percer, forer, trouer', {Hv.} 'pierce; pin the skirts', {Hv.} 'p ierce;
pin the skirts', BHb √Hll  (pf. ll2h1 Ha2≤lal) 'be pierced', prtc. pl. Mil5l9h2m6
m´Halâ≤lïm 'pierced through', MHb ll1h1 Óa2≤la2l 'hollow, cavity', Sr
Ó´l°≤l-a2 ≠ Ó´le2≤l-a2 'cave', √HlHl (pf. Òxel≈a Óal≤ÓEl) 'pierce' ¶ BK I
6O6, Hv. 178, GB 234, Klein 219, Br. 232 || A: T *a4l!- v. 'dig, pene t ra te
(the soil)', 'row' (“ 'dig water') >  Osm XVII a4s7- 'dig', Tk es>- 'dig', {Rh.}
'dig up slightly, scratch the soil', Ggz yes7- 'dig with a foot', Az es7- 'd ig ' ,
Tv es7- (inf. ´qer ez7-er) v. 'shovel up (as snow); row', Tf E<s7æ- ' shovel
(razgrebat∆), row', Xk is- is- 'draw (water), row', Uz, ET, Qrg, Alt
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es7-, VTt, Bsh is7-, Qzq, Qq, Nog es- v. ' row' »» Chv {Ash.} al- v. 'p lough
virgin soil with a wooden plough', Chv alt- 'dig' ¶ Cl. 255-6, ET Gl 3 1 5 -
6, Rh. 124, TvR 6O7, Ra. 183, BIG 64, Ash. I 1O4, ≈  Md. 34, 164 ¶
Hardly here T *u4l!- pierce' (Cl. 256-7, Rs. W 523) because of t h e
unexpected labialized vw. *u4.
1866. *qol!!!! ++++l ß ßßß÷V 'fur, mane' ([in HS] ‘ 'wool') >  HS: S: Ar Xul÷-at-
{BK} 'vêtement', Xil÷-at- {Ln} 'any garment which one pulls\takes of f
from himself; garment which is bestowed upon a man (robe o f
honour)', {BK, Hv.} 'robe of honour' ¶ Ln. 791, BK I 617, Hv. 181  Eg:
[1] Eg MK X¿w.t {EG} 'hide of wolf', {Fk.} 'hide of animal', Eg OK {EG}
X¿w 'Haut und sonstiger Abfall von Kleinvieh'  ?? [2] DEg x1ìty ' a
garment' >  Cpt: Sd 2oeIte hoeite, A #aeIte X€aeite, P 9oIte
X‹oite id.; ?? Eg fP {EG} Ó¿ty 'Hülle, Kleid' ¶ EG III 35, 225, Fk. 184, Vc.
293, 315, Vc. VLE I 3O-1 (on the phonological value of Cpt P 9 ), Crn.
299 ||  ?φ K : G Xvirtli  'Winterhaar, Winterpelz (der Tiere)' ¶ Chx. 2 3 5 5
|| A: Tg: Ewk Bnt olmin 'mane' ¶ STM II 15  ?φ M: WrM oil, HlM ojl
'tuft of hair' (unless with *F- ) ¶ MED 6O4 || D (in McTm) *o+ulß- 'mane ,
hair of head' >  Tm ul5ai\ id., Ml ul5a 'mane (of horse\lion), man’s ha i r '
¶  D #7O1; in Tm and Ml before the vw. *a  of a derivative the opposi t ion
*o ↔ *u  is neutralized (Zv. 65-7).
1867. *qÅmV 'cry, make noise' >  K: GZ *qama/*qma 'voice', *qam-
/*qm- v. 'call' > OG qma, Mg Xuma ± X‰ma ± Xoma 'voice', Mg Xumini
'noise', OG qma-wûqaw 'I cried', mo-qm-ob-a 'herbeirufen', Mg Xum-ap-a
'call, call up' ('rufen, locken') ¶ FS K 492 and FS E 559 (*qam-/*qm-), K
266 and K2 339 (*qma-), Q 4O5 || HS: S *°√Xmm (× N *qumV ' p rey ,
ask') >  Ar √Xmm v. G 'wail, weep violently', Xamma Tiya2bi ' p ra i sed
(so.) ' ; Xamm- n. 'pleurs violents\amers' ¶ Ln. 8O6-7, BK I 628-9, Hv.
184 || D (in SD) *ama(-lß)- 'tumult, uproar' >  Tm amal5i id., amalai\
'noise, din', Ml amal5i 'tumult, affray, cry, wail', Kn amakkal5a
'tumult' ¶ D ##166, 1O55.
1868. *qÅmV 'grasp, seize' >  IE: NaIE *em-/*ôm- 'take, acquire ,
have' (× N *?emV 'seize, hold' [q.v. ffd.] × N *ÓÉn2222omV 'take hold o f '
[q.v.])  ¶ WP I 2O7, P 31O-1, WH I 4OO-2, Frn. 184-5, En. 184 || HS
√*Xm  'grasp' > Eg fP Xm÷  'seize, grasp' ¶ EG III 231, 281-2, Fk. 191  S
*°√Xmm >  Ak √Xmm G  (inf. Xama2mu) 'pluck and gather (bar ley)
(a primitive technique of harvesting without the use of a sickle) ' ,
'gather to oneself', D  (inf. Xummumu) 'collect, pick up'; but Gz
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√Xmy v. 'chain, tie, bind, shackle' (adduced in IS III) hardly belongs
here (≠ σ ) ¶ CAD VI 58-9, Sd. 315, L G 262-3  SOm: Hm {Bnd.} hÄm-
'hold, keep' ¶¶ Cal. 76, Ember ESS 36, ≈ Tk. I 123-4 || D (in SD) *am-
(ar-) 'seize firmly' >  Kn amar id., 'embrace', Tu amaruni ' seize,
hold', ama2runi 'embrace, hold' (and in contamination with *am(-
uNk)-/*am(-ukk)- 'press down': Kn amuku, amiku ' p r e s s \ho ld
firmly', amucu id., 'embrace', Tu amepuni 'press, hold in t h e
arms'); but D *am(-uNk)-/*am(-ukk)- ({GS} *am-) 'press down' (D # 1 6 9 ,
GS 1O8 [#282]) hardly belongs here, it may rather be equated with S:
Hrs √Hmz  'press (smb.’s hand)' (Jo. H 6O) ¶ D #169, Km. 282 ˚  ≈  IS
III 128-3O (*qamÿ 'grasp': HS *Xm-, D *am- 'press, squueze' + •÷ IE
*am- in names of vessels and handles [unc. semantic rec. as 'grasp'] a n d
•÷ IE *me2- 'grasp').
1869. € *qÉ++++amV 'to dry' >  K: GZ *qem-/*qm- vi. 'dry, wither' >  OG
qem-/qm-, G Xm- id., OG ganm-qm-ar-i adj. 'dry', Mg Xom- ≠ Xum- ( inf .
Xom-ap-a ≠ Xum-ap-a), Lz Xom- id.; Ï GZ *qm-el- adj. 'dry, dry land' >
OG qmel- id., G Xmel-, Mg Xumla-, Xomyla, Xomila, Lz Xom(b)ula- ' d r y '
¶ K 263, 266, K2 335-6, 339, FS K 492-3, FS E 559-6O || HS: Eg Md Xm
'become too dry' (of liniment) ¶ EG III 277  S *°√Xmr >  Ak fOB
√Xmr  (inf. Xama2ru) vi. 'dry up' ¶ Sd. 315.
187O. *qumV 'prey, ask' (“  *'exercise magic in order to fulfill one’s
wish') >  HS: S *°√Xmm (× N *qÅmV 'cry, make noise') >  Ar √Xmm G
(pf. Xamma) {Ln.} 'eulogize, speak well of', {BK} 'louer, comble r
d’éloges', {Hv.} 'praise so.', Xamm-  {BK} 'éloges excessifs' ¶ Ln. 8O7, BK I
828-9, Hv. 184  Eg fP Xm 'heilige Stätte, Kultstätte eines Gottes' >  Eg
fXVIII Xm 'shrine, temple' ¶ EG III 28O, Fk. 191 || K *qwam- v. ' p ray ,
thank' > Lz Xom-: o-Xom-al-a 'religious feast, angel’s day; prayerhouse ' ,
Sv qwam-: la-qwam 'prayerhouse', ma-qwam v. 'thank' ¶¶ FS K 496 ||
A: NaT *um- v. 'ask for, covet' (× N *ÙumV 'to wish, to covet', q.v. f fd . )
|| ?σ D  (in TmM) *°o2+u2mal 'rumour' > Tm, Ml o2mal id. ¶ D #1O55.
1871. *qum?V 'to drink; beverage' >  HS: S *Xim?-at- '≈  coagulated
milk, butter' >  Ug Xm?t  'butter, curd', Hb ea1m6h3 HEm≤?a2 'thick curd led
milk, sour cream', {GB} id., 'butter' (translated in LXX as boy1tyron),
MHb ea1m6h3 ÓEm≤?a2 'butter', JA [Trg.] at1a9m6h3 ÓEm?â≤t3-a2 ' c r eam,
butter', Sb Xm?t  'coagulated milk, butter, ghee', Sq {L} ≤Óami ' bu t t e r ' ,
Ak Xime2tu, Ak A Xima2tu 'ghee' ¶ KB 312, BDB #2529, GB 238,  OLS
193, Js. 475, A #1O4O, BGMR 61, L LS 179, Sd. 346, CAD VI 189-9O ||
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K *°q+Xm- >  G Xmev-/Xmi- v. 'taste, drink' ('kosten, trinken, zu s ich
nehmen') ¶ Chx. 2375 || A  *umV-  'drink' >  Tg *um(i)- v. 'drink' >  Ewk
um-, Sln, Orc imi-, Neg om-, Ud umi-, Ork umi- / umu-, Ul u3mi3- / u3mu3-,
Nn omi3-, WrMc omi-, Mc Sb omi-, Jrc {Md.} umi-r +la, {Kiy.} omi-ra id .
¶ STM II 266, Kiy. 126 [#534], Md. ChF 134  M *umda- v. ' d r ink ' ,
derivatives: [1] *umdala- > MM [S] {H} undala- 'den Durst löschen', WrM
umdala-, HlM undla-x v. 'drink, quench one’s thirst', [2] M *umda-
˝an 'a drink' > WrM umda9an, HlM umdaa(n), unda, MM [S} undan
id., [MA] unda'a2n [unda√a2n], MMgl unda2n 'ayran (sour but termi lk) ' ,
Mgl {Rm.} undo 'drink, beverage', {Lg.} unda2n 'babeurre, petit lait', Kl
{Rm.} unda2n 'beverage', undn=, unda, {KRS} undn und¥n, Kl D {Rm.} umdn=
'id., 'thirst', [3] M *umda˝as- 'be thirsty' >  MM [MA] unda'a2s-, [S]
umda√as- ≠ unda√as-, [IM] undus-, WrM umda9as-, HlM umdaasa-
x, undaasa-x, Kl {Rm.} unda2s-, {KRS} undas- undas-, Dx undasu- id .
¶ MED 874, Pp. MA 364, 449, Iw. 14O, H 164, KRS 533, KW 449  ? pKo
{S} *ma~- v. 'drink' > MKo ma~-si!-, NKo masi- ¶ S QK #2O, Nam 193, MLC
563 ¶¶ SDM97 (A *o4me), DQA #642 (A *u+omV  'drink'), Pp. VG 69, S AJ
45, 285, 29O, T DnJ 137, Rs. UAW 41, KW 457, IS I 248 ˚ Cf. AD LRC
(Eg, U, T) and IS I 248 (*Ó{É}mi  'suck' > U, A [T, M]).
1872. (€?) *qam++++n 2 222bV 'other, different, else, more (than)' >  IE: NaIE
*amb≈o2(u\) du. 'both' >  Gk }amfv id. »» L ambo2 m., ntr., ambae f. id. 
NaIE loc. *amb≈i / *m=b≈i 'from both sides, around' >  Gk ]amfi1- ' a round ' ,
]amfi1-ß 'on both sides' »» L amb-, am-, an- pv. 'around' (amb-iÆo2 ' g o
around'), Osc am-  'amb-' (amfret  'they go around'), ampt  ' a round ' ,
Um AM-, AMBR- pv. 'around', amprehto 'ambito'  NaIE *m=b≈i ' f r o m
both sides, around' >  OI a≤bhi-tah5 'on both sides', Av aiwito
'ringsher', OI abhi- 'around' »» Clt: Gl ambi- ( ]Ambi1-drayoi 'those living
on both sides of the river Dravos'), W am(-), Crn, OBr, Br am-, em-,
OIr imb-, imm- 'around' »»  ON umb , OHG, OSx umbi, NHG um, AS
ymb, ymbe 'around'  with absence or loss of *m: ?? OI ubha2u\, Av
uwa- 'both' »» ? BSl: Lt abu~, Ltv abi, Pru abbai id. » Sl *oba id. ( m . ,
ntr.), *obe7 (f.) >  OCS oba oba / f. ob8 obe7, R, Blg ≤oba / obe, SCr
oàba / oàbje, Slv oba• / obe•, Cz oba / obe7, Slk oba / obe, P oba /
obie  ¶ The loss of the labial cns. in IIr and BSl is not yet explained ¶ P
34-5, Bk. G 312, 327-8, F I 1OO, WH I 37-8, Bc. G 327, Flr. 6O, YGM-1
12-4, M K 41-2, 1O7, Frn. 1, Glh. 446, Vr. 633, Ho. 412, Ho. S 8O, Kb.
1O64, Schz. 294, KM 8O2, ≠ EI 4OO (*b≈o2u\ 'both') || ?σ HS: S *√Xnb >
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Ar Xana2b-, Xinna2b- {BK} 'long, grand, haut', {Hv.} 'tall, long', Ak √Xnb
(inf. Xana2bu , p. i-Xnub) 'grow abundantly' ¶ BK I 636, Hv. 186, CAD
VI 75-6 || U: [1] FV *ompa 'other, other (further) side' >  Er ombo
ombo, Mk omba ≤omba, {Ker.} omb´, {Ps.} omba" 'other, that of t h e
opposite side', ∆  {Jh.} oma" id. »» Chr: B umpal  'the other side', Chr {Szil.}
umpake 'hinüber', L um≤bale, umba≤lan 'far away' (≤palan ' f a r
away')  [2] U *-mpV4 'more', sx. of cmpr. >  F -mpi / -mpa-
(uudempi / uudempa- 'newer'), Es -m / gen. -ma (nooree-m
'younger') » Lp N -b / -b…bo (oDDa6sa6b / oDDa6sa6b…bo- 'newer'), Lp S
{Hs.} -be (nuore-be 'younger) »» Hg -bb (u1jabb 'newer')  Sm: Ne
-mboj 'rather' (˜arka-mboj 'rather big' ÿ ˜arka 'big') ¶¶ UEW
332, Coll. CG 26O-1, Hs. 1O9-1O, Ker. 1OO, Jh. 1O7, Ter. 385-6 ¶¶ The
vw. *o- (for *a-) in *ompV  may be due to the labializing infl. of *m .
1873. € *qVm[V]LV (= *qÅm[V]LV?) 'fur, fell' >  HS: S *°√Xml >
Ar Xaml- 'tapis à haute laine; plumage de l’autruche; cils', Xaml-at-
'tapis à haute laine; garni d’un effilé \ de franges' ¶ BK I 634  B: Ah
el´m  'skin; hair of animal', Sll ïle"m, BSn, Ntf il´m, Izn ayl´m ± il´m, Rf
il´m, Zng {TC} iy´m 'peau', pl. ellammu2n; ?φ (B *g < N *q??): Ah ag1lim
(pl. ig1lim´n) 'peau ouverte, tannée', Kb ag£Wlim (pl. ig£W´lman), Wrg
aglim, CM {NZ} agWlim ± aglim ± awlim, Nf uglim, Awj glim 'skin'  ¶
Fc. 1O75-6, Dl. 257, Ds. 215, Dlh. Ou 96, TC D 5, TC Z 317, NZ 780-1 ||
K *qaml- 'skin (of legs) of sheep\goats' >  OG qaml- 'footgear', G Xaml-
'∈  soft shoes', Sv qamr-, qem´r- 'skin (of legs) of sheep\goat\calf' ¶ K
263, K2 333, FS K 493.
1874. € *qÉn2222 ++++NK''''V 'strangle, kill' >  IE *x8enk+k8- '≈  wage war, kill' > H t
henkan-, hinkan- 'death, deadly disease'  ? NaIE *enk8+k- 'pursue t h e
enemy; death' (× **n=k8- < N *n2222áK''''á 'pursue [the enemy], wage war ,
kill', q.v.) >  Gmc *aNhto2 ({EI} < *onk8tehÅ-) > OHG a2hta 'host i le
persecution', AS o2ht id., 'oppression', NHG Acht 'outlawry, os t rac ism'
»» OIr e1c, NIr eag, MW angheu, W angau, Crn ancow, Br ankou
'death' (< NaIE *n=k8(t)u-), OIr e1cht 'Totschlag' ({P} < *e+anktu- ¬ *n=ktu-)
¶ Pv. III 296-3O1, P 45, EI 15O, OsS 7, KM 6, Kb. 11, EWA I 118-2O, Schz.
83, Ho. 241, LP § 8.1, Thr. § 31, YGM-1 9 ||  HS: S *√Xnk' v. 'strangle' >
Hb qnh √Hnk', Sr √Hnk', Mh, Hrs, Jb. E/C √Xnk', Sq {L} √Ónk5, Gz
√Xnk', Ak Xana2k5u id., Ar √Xnq G  id., 'throttle' ¶ KB 322, Br. 244, Ln.
818, Hv. 187, BK I 642, Sd. 32O, CAD VI 77, L G 263, Jo. M 44, Jo. H
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141 ˚  Cf. IS MS 357 s.v. *n{a4k '}ÿ 'pursue (the enemy)' (equates IE
*Óenk8- with M, Tg neke-, S *√nk'm, and B *√nŒÓ, see N *n2222áK''''á '⇑').
1875. *qan2222t ' '''V 'forehead, front' >  HS: S *°√Xnt' 'front' >  Jb C Xan≤t'i
'front, front part of anything', Mh X‰n≤t 'ay  'front udder of a camel', Hr s
X‰nt'ï 'one of the four fore-teats of the camel' ¶ Jo. J 3O3, Jo. M 4 4 5 ,
Jo. H 141  Eg fP Xnt 'face, the front part of the head' (t <  *-t'-t,
where *-t is a HS sx. of singularity) Ï Eg fP Xntw, Xnty 'in front, i n
front of' ¶ EG III 3O2-3, Fk. 194 ¶ ≠ Cal. 184-5, Coh. 1O7, and Pilshch.
HChS 124; all of them connect Eg Xnt with Hs hanc7i 'nose', which is
untenable in the light of Chadic etl. studies (Stl. ZCh 185 [#364], OS
#441); Ember PAOE §  6.2 and OS #134O (Eg Xnt •÷ Hb ≤Hot'Em and Ar
Xatœm- 'nose, beak' [a comparison rejected in Cal. 184-5]) || IE *xant-
({Pv.} *Å⁄ent-) 'forehead, front' >  Ht hant- 'forehead, f ront (age) ' ,
(originally nom.-accus. sg. ntr.) hanza 'in front')  NaIE *ant- >  Gk
]anti1 prep. (fossilized loc.) 'opposite, against', }anta (fossilized accus . )
'face to face', ]anta1v v. 'face, meet' »» OI ≤anti 'before, near', ≤anta-
'end, limit' »» L ante 'in front of', ante2s 'front rows', antiae
'forelock' »» OIr e1tan 'forehead' (<  *antono-) »» Gt anda- 'opposi te ,
against', and  'entlang, über … hin', OHG endi, ON enni 'forehead' »»
Lt anﬁtis  'bosom, breast', anﬁt on, upon; towards' »» pTc *a2nte > Tc: A
a2nt, B a2nte 'surface, forehead' ¶ Pv. III 89-96, Ts. E I 149-53, P 48-5O,
EI 209 (*h€ent- 'forehead'), 6O (*h€enti  'in front'), WH I 53-4, M K I 3 6 ,
F I 113-4, Fs. 46, Vr. 1O3, Kb. 199, EWA II 1O68-9, Frn. 11-2, Wn. 1 6 3 ,
Ad. 43 || A  *antæV 'the foreside, sunny side' >  Tg *antV >  WrMc antu
'the foreside, the sunny\southern side of a mountain', Ud anta ' t h e
southern slope of the mountain' ¶ Z 15, STM I 44  pJ {S} antuma ' e a s t '
>  OJ aduma id. ¶ S QJ #1O5, Mr. 389  ?? Ko: according to Rm., Ko
ant≈a4, ant≈e 'for, fore, before, in the presence of' (locative) ¶ Rm. SKE
11, Rm. KG 15O  Ï A {SDM97} *antæa{kæ}V 'slope, hill' (if “ * ' f ront
slope') > Tg *antaga 'southern slope of the mountain' >  Ewk antaGa id.,
Ewk, Neg antaGa 'place in the full blaze of the sun', Neg antaGaIgda2,
a2ntaGIda2, antayI(da2) 'southern slope\side', Lm ant¥G 'southern woody
slope of the mountain', Nn Nh antaZ7Ia  'sunny side' ¶ STM I 44  ?σ pKo
{S} *´⁄nt´⁄k[h] 'hill ' > MKo ´⁄nt≈´⁄k, NKo ´⁄nd´⁄k ¶ S QK #22O, Nam 3 6 6
¶¶ Rm. SKE 11, SDM97 (A *anta{kæ}a 'hill, slope'), DQA #38 (A *antæa
id.) ˚  IS MS 354 s.v. 'perØd ' qant5ÿ and IS SS 336 [#8.4]; in b o t h
sources IE is compared with A (Tg and Ko) and with HS (Eg and Hs
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hanc7i). The S facts (Jb, etc.) were unknown to IS, because in 196O’s
most SES lgs. were not yet described. The discovery of the word Xan≤t'i
'front, front part' in Jb was a brilliant confirmation of IS’s hypothesis i n
S historical phonology and of his rec. of the etymon *qant5ÿ,
comparable with the discovery of lrs. in Ht (confirming Saussure’s hyp.
of "sonantic coefficients"). Both are linguistic paramounts of Leverrier’s
prediction of the existence of Neptune long before it was actually
discovered ˚ ≈  Gr. II #35 (*hant  'before').
1876. (€?) *qapV 'to stream, to flow' ‘ 'watercourse' >  HS: Eg MK
{Fk.} XfXf v. 'flood', Eg G XfXf v. 'pour, let stream (a stream)' ( o f
gods), Eg fP XfXf.t 'streaming out' n. act. (metaphorically of fire)  An
alt. cognate: Eg fP Ó÷py  'stream (the Nile), flood' ¶ EG III 42-3, 273, Fk.
164, 19O || IE *xap- ({M} h€ep-) ≠ *xab- ({Pv.} *Å⁄eb-) 'river, ( s t r e a m
of) water' >  Ht hapa-, Pal ha2pnas, Lw ha2pa/°- 'river', hapa/i- v.
'irrigate, water'  NaIE *ab- ≠ *a(:)p- 'river' (× N *?{a}bÓV 'water ,
watercourse' [q.v.]): *ab- >  OIr ab (gen. abae) ≠ aub ≠ ob ' r iver ' ,
Brtt {RE} *abona2 id. > W afon, OCrn auon, Crn avon, MBr aupn,
auen, Br aven 'river'; OBrtt Abona (name of a river), }Aboß ' t h e
Humber (river)' (in Ptolemy’s Geography) »» L amnis '(<  *abnis)
'stream of water, river'  NaIE *a(:)p- >  OI ap-/a2p-, Av ap- (nom. sg.
af-s7), OPrs ap- 'water' »» Pru ape 'creek, small river'; ??σ Lt u~pe$, Ltv
upe 'river, stream' (u- is irreg., see  Tp. P A-D 97-8) »» Tc A/B a2p-
'water, river, stream' ¶ Pv. III 114-5, Frd. HW EH II 11, Ts. E I 159-6O,
Mlc. CL 54, P 1, 51-2, EI 486 (*h€eb(≈)- 'river'), 636 (*h€e2p- ≠ *h€ep-
'living water, river'), WH I 4O, M K I 74-5, M E I 81-2, Vn. A 4-5, RE 1 2 2 ,
Hm. 55, Frn. 1169, En. 142-3, Tp. P A-D 97-8, Wn. 166 || ¿ A: T *°ab-
(× N *XawV  'to rain, to spurt', q.v. ffd.) >  OT U ¿ h.l. ab- v. 'spurt o u t '
(Cl. considers it to be a misreading of aq-  in the Uyguric script) ¶ U2 2 7
(line 22), Cl. 4, DTS 1.
1877. *qup''''V (or *qu4444p ' '''V?) 'to cover, to close; a lid, a cover' >  K
*°q+Xup- 'a lid, a cover' >  G Xup- 'lid (of a vessel)'; Xup- 'provide ( s th . )
with a lid\cover, to cover' ¶ Chx. 2411, DCh. 176O || HS: WS *√Xpw+y
v. 'cover' >  BHb √Hpw+y (pf. af1h1 Ha2≤p3a2) v. G 'cover, veil', JEA √Hpw
(pf. af1h9 Óâ≤p3a2) 'cover, provide with a roof', Sr 'p≈ √Hpw v. G
'cover', Ar √Xfy  (pf. Xafiya, ip. -Xfay-) vt. G  'conceal', Amh ‰ffiya ' l id
(of box), cover (of pan)' ¶ KB 325, Br. 249, Lv. II 93, BK I 6O4-5, Hv.
178, L CAD 155  EC: Or {Th., Brl.} uffac7u 'cover oneself, wea r
clothes', {Grg.} uffisa vi. 'clothe', ufad'd'a- 'be dressed, wear', {Grg., Brl.}
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uffata 'clothes' (but Or uwwisa ≠ uyyisa vi. 'clothe', Or Wt {Sr.}
u2wisa vt. 'cover' belong to N *{q}u 6666yV  ¬ *{q}áwV 'to wrap, to cover ' ,
q.v.) » HEC {Hd.} *if- 'be covered' (× N *yabÉ ≠ *yapÉ  'to cover, t o
fence, to protect', q.v. ffd.) ¶ Th. 3O5, Brl. 4O7, Grg. 392, Sr. 399 || D
(in SD) *uppa > Kn ubban5a 'wooden beam for locking a door; a c lub ' ,
Kdg ubba  'poles in slots forming a gate' ¶ DED #544, ≈  D #683 (•÷  the √
of Tm ur›alay 'horizontal bar') || A: pJ {S} *‰~p- 'put on clothes ( o n
the upper body), cover '  > OJ op-, o~po~p-, J: T o2~, K/Kg o2!- ¶ S QJ #1O47,
Mr. 742-3  A d. ≈ *up-si > Tg *upsi 'clothes' > Neg upsi 'clothes, sk i r t
(of shamans)', Ul upsi 'shaman’s clothes', Nn B ufsi 'belt (made o f
badger’s skin)' ¶ STM II 281  pKo {S} *psî!- 'put on (a hat)' > MKo psî-,
sî!-, NKo ssî- ¶ S QK #9OO, Nam 317, 319, MLC 1O24 ¶¶ DQA #644 (pA
*i\o~pe- v. 'cover, wear'; incl. J, Ko, Tg).
1878. (€?) *q{a}p{?}V 'bank, shore' >  HS: Eg WP/L/G Xf¿¿.t ' b a n k ( s )
of waterway' ¶ EG III 271, Fk. 19O  CS *Xa2p- (≠ *Xayp-?) 'bank, s h o r e '
>  BHb F&h ≤Ho2p3 (pl. MHb Mif5&h Óo2≤p3°m), Ug Xp 'shore/bank', Aram
*Ha2p3- (ı  MHb {Js.} Fh1 Óa2p3 'border, shore' [to rely on Js.’s
vocalization] and Ar Ha2f-at-, Ar SL Ha2ffat- 'margin, border, side'), Ar
ƒy0Xa Xayf-  {BK} 'pente rapide d’une montagne; plage, étendue de pays ' ,
{Hv.} 'declivity of a mountain, side' Ï √Xyf (pf. Xayafa) v. ' c o m e
down and settle in a plain'; S ı Eg (EgSSc) {Alb., Hlk., SivCR} Xa-pu
'shore'; Ug (AkSc) pl. Xuppa2tu (pl. of Ug Xupp(at)u?) does n o t
necessarily mean 'shore' and belong here, it may be a pl. of Ak Xuppu
'depression, hole'. Alternatively, the S word may be reconstructed a s
*≤Xawipu , which will account both for Hb Ho2p3- and for Ar Xayf-, as well
as for Ug (AkSc) {Hnr.} Xuppa2tu if it is read as Xo2pa2tu ¶ KB 286, A
#1O64, OLS 195, Fr. I 399-4OO, 444, Hv. 131, 15O, 192, Ln. 672, 832-3 ,
BK I 655-6, Hnr. 139, Alb. ARI 22O, SivCR 1O, 84, Hlk. #518, Js. 49O ||
K : G I Xabo 'bank of a river\stream' (π Zan?), Mg Xabo 'ravine' ¶ Chx.
2289, Ghl. 735, K2 335 || ??φ IE: Arm aπn ap≈n 'bank, shore' o f
uncertain etymological history (unless it can be traced to IE *a2per-o-
'shore, mainland' <  N *÷3333VPVrV '(river-)bank', q.v.) ¶ Ach. I 365, EI
515 ˚  Ach. l.c. (connection between Arm ap≈n 'shore' and the S √ ) ˚
K *-b- (for the expected *-p-) still needs explaining.
1879. i  *q{á}p÷V (more plausible than *q{á}p˝V) 'seize, hold' >
HS: Eg fP Xf÷ 'grasp, make captures in war', Xf÷ 'fist' ¶ EG III 272-3, Fk.
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19O  C: SC: Irq {Wh.} -hu!w- v. 'take' »» ? i  Dhl {EEN} Hap ' sna t ch
quickly' ¶ Wh. SI s.v., EEN 26, AD SF 228 ¶¶ Not here (⇔  OS) Ak
Xapu6m  'verpacken' (Sd. 322), which goes back to S *√Xpy 'cover' ¶ ¶
Cal. 76 (Eg Xf÷ •÷ Ar √Xf÷  'être saisi de vertige … et tomber par t e r re ;
porter a qn. un coup de sabre'), ≠ OS #2O32 (Eg, •÷ Ak Xapu6, •÷ WCh:
Bd gaf, Ngz gafau\† 'seize', etc.), ≈ Tk. I 118 || IE: NaIE *´p-/*e2p- '≈
touch, grasp' (×  N *?{a}PV 'take, seize') >  OI a2p-: a2p≤no2ti ' r eaches ,
overtakes', Av apayeîti 'reaches (erreicht)' »» OL ap-o2, apio2 ' I
attack', L ap°scor  'I grasp, reach', co2-e2p-° (later coep°) 'I began' »»
Gk Hm ]afa1v ≠ [afa1v 'I touch', ? Gk A {aptv 'I fasten' (ft. {aπv, aor. “hπa),
[afh1 'a touching, a grasp (Berühren, Griff)'; P (“  Krtm.) unconvincingly
explains Gk h- by the infl. of the verb {ep- 'be about, be busy with' »» ??
AS Afna, e$fnan v. 'hold, sustain, endure' (unless from e$fnan
'ausführen, vollbringen') ¶¶ P 5O-1, EI 563, Mn. 29-3O, 246, Dv. # 3 3 3 ,
M K I 76, M E I 167, WH I 57-8, F I 126, Ho. 8 || A {DQA} *apæV- v. ' t ake ,
hold' (× N *?{a}PV '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ˚  IS SS 345 [#1O.1O] (Eg, Ar √Xf÷, IE,
A *apæ-) ˚  Qu., because both supposed cognates of HS (NaIE *´p-/*e2p-
and A *apæ-) have an alt. et.
188O. *qapËÂV  ¬ *qapË-(ÂV) 'to protect, to help' > HS: S *°√Xpr,
prm. *-Xpur- >  Ar √Xfr (ip. -Xfur-) 'protect, guard from injury' ¶ Ln.
772, BK I 6OO-1, Hv. 176-7 || A: M *abura- v. 'save, rescue, help' > MM
abura- [S] id., [HI] 'rescue, save', WrM abura-, HlM avra-x id.,
'help', WrO abura- 'save, rescue, deliver', Kl avr-, {Rm.} awr=-, Brt
abar-, Dg {T} awra- id., 'protect', Ord awu¯ra- v. 'save' ¶ H 2, Ms. H
33, MED 6, Ms. O 38, Chr. 21, KRS 22, KW 2O, Krg. 13, T DgJ 118 || U:
FU (att. in BF) *°apV 'help' > F apu n. 'help, aid', Krl A/Ld, Vp abu, Es
abi, Lv a5bò id. ¶ SK 22, SSA I 8O ˚  The element *ÂV may be either a n
integral part of the N word (lost in FU) or an optional com ponen t
(second element of a cd.).
1881. *qerV '(wild) ox' > K: GZ *qar- 'bull, ox' > OG qar-, G Xar-, Mg,
Lz XoZ7- ¶ FS K 294, FS E 561, K2 334  || D: [1] SD *e2rÀ 'bull' (× N
*he[? ++++y]r{É} 'male', q.v. ffd.)  [2] *eru- ¬ *er˛ 'buffalo, bull, cow' ,
used with sxs. denoting sex (× N *?erq{i} '∈ ruminant', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ D
##815-6, 917, GS 2O9 [##529, 53O] || HS: EC: Rn He2^r 'ox', Brj {Hw.}
har?ay 'plough ox, bull' ¶ PG 139, Ss. B 92  ? Eg fOK Xry.t
'Schlachtvieh' (× Xry.t  'butchery') ¶ EG III 322-3, Fk. 196.
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1882. *qËÂ{É} 'bend, incline' >  K: MG, G Xr- vi. 'bend' ¶ Chx. 2 3 8 5 -
6, DCh. 1754, Kl. 261-2 ||  HS: Eg G X¿  'bend one’s back in respect' ¶ EG
III 223, ≠ Tk. SCC 93 [23.4] || A: Tg *u'r- vt. 'bend' >  Lm A/O uru-, O r k
urru-, uru-, Nn Nh urili-, uri‰w‰n-, Nn KU ur‰ri- vt. 'bend', Ewk urik‰2n-,
Neg uyix‰n-, Ul urïn-, Nn Nh uri‰-, Nn KU ur1‰- vi. 'bend, bend down ' ,
WrMc urXu  'crooked', urXu-  vi. 'bow, bend, incline' ¶ STM II 285.
1883. *qurV 'to strike, to chop' > HS: S *√Xrr, *°-Xurr- > Ar √Xrr G
(ip. -Xurru) 'fendre, couper', Sh (pf. ?aXarra) 'cut down', Ak L  Xara2ru
'to grind', Ak NB Xarru adj. (describing flour ground in some special
way) ¶ BK I 551, Hv. 16O, CAD VI 91-2, 114  ? Ch ({JS} *√wr): WCh:
Dr {Nw.} wa2!re~ v. 'beat (so.)', Fyer {J} wuri^ 'schlagen' »» ECh: Jg {J} ?or
id. ¶ Nw. KL 134, J R 9O, J J 116 ||  A: NaT *ur- >  OT {DTS} ur-, {Cl.} or-
v. 'strike (so. or sth.)', MT, XwT, Chg, MQp [CC], Osm ur-, MQp {TAG}
wur- ≠ u2r-, Tk vur-, Az, CrTt vur-, Tkm, Ggz, Kr, Qmq, QBlq, Qq, Nog,
Uz, ET, Ln, Tv ur-, Qzq u"r-, VTt, Bsh ¥ºr-, Chv ∆  v¥r- v. 'strike' ¶ DTS
614, Cl. 194-5, ET Gl 599-6O1, Jeg. 48-9, Fed. I 1O7-8 || D *urÀ- v.
'strike against, butt, gore' >  Kui ubga- (<  *ug-ba-) id., Ku ur- v. ' bu t t ,
gore', Prj ud- v. 'crush (nits, lice)', Knd ur3-, Png uz-, Mnd uy- v. id., ' bu t t ,
gore (with horns)' ¶¶ D #7O6.
1884. *q{u}rV 'pierce, make a hole; hole, pit' >  HS: S *Xurr- 'ho le ,
aperture; pit' >  Sr æ®ow≈u Óura2 'hole, aperture', Ug Xr 'cave, pit, grave '
(OLS: 'caverna, fosa, tumba'), Xrt 'cave, grave' ('caverna, sepul tura ' ) ,
Ar Xurr- 'mouth of a mill, the place of a mill into which the wheat is
thrown', {BK} 'trou de la meule dans lequel on jette le grain pour ê t r e
moulu', Hb r7h ≠ r&h Ho2r, Ak ∀ Xurru, Eb Xur- 'hole'; Gz √Xrw v.
'pierce, perforate, male a hole'; Ak fOB Xara2ru 'to dig, to groove ' ,
Xarru adj. 'dug up' ¶ Br. 253, JPS 134, OLS 196, 199-2OO, Ln. 715, BK
I 551, Sd. 359, CAD VI 91-2, 114, 252-3, L G 265 || K: GZ {K} *qwer-
/*qwr-, {FS} *qur- 'make holes, pierce' >  Mg rXu-, rxv-, Xur-, Xvir-
(msd. rxuala) 'make a hole, pierce', Lz Xv-, X- (msd. o-X-u) id., Sv
qwïr- / qwr- id., la-qwr-a 'window'; Ï  GZ {K} *qwrel- 'slit, hole' >  OG
qurel-  'animal’s hole', G Xvrel- id., 'cave, hole', eMg *quru >  Mg Xuru
(in the place-name tuntis7 Xuru 'Bärenhöhle, Bärenschlucht'), Sv quru
(π  eMg) 'hole, hollow in a tree, cave' ¶¶ K 265-6, K2 337-8, FS K 5OO-
1, FS E 569, DCh. 1746, Chx. 2356, Dn s . v . qw°r-, GP 312 || A: T *or-
v. 'dig' > Xk or- id., Chv ∆  var- id., Chv var- 'bury (sth. in the g round) ,
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bury sth. in the mud\ground by trampling it down'; T *or 'ditch' >  Tk
or , Tkm, Qmq, Qzq or 'ditch, trench', Nog or id., 'storage pit that is d u g
in the ground', CrTt, Qrg, Qq or, Bsh ur 'ditch', Chv var 'narrow gully
(loqbina )' Ï NaT *oru ≠ *ora 'pit' >  OT {Cl.}, Qp XIV {Cl.} oru2 ' a
storage pit dug in the ground', Sg {Rl.} orî, Chg, ET, Xk, Shor ora 'g ra in
pit'; T ı Klm {Rm.} ur ≠ u2r 'pit, depression' ¶ Cl. 197, ET Gl 466-8 ,
Serg. 14, Jeg. 47, KW 45O  M *o4ru4m 'borer' > WrM o4ru4m {Kow.}
'perçoir, alésoir, vrille, tarière, foret', {MED} 'borer, auger, gimlet', HlM
ørøm, Brt ¥r´m, Mnr E/H {MYC} ur´m 'borer, drill, auger', Ord u4˘ru4˘m
'tarière, vrille, vilebrequin, foret', Klm ørm o4rm= 'Bohrer (kleiner als
bur˝u2)' ¶ Kow. 584, MED 644, Ms. O 764, KW 3OO, Chr. 514, MYC 5 4 9
 Tg *urï- v. 'scoop, dig out' >  Ewk urï-, Neg oyI2- 'draw out, dig o u t ' ,
Ork uri- 'take out, draw out meat from a cauldron', urikku 'hook f o r
drawing out meat from a cauldron', Ewk urïwun id., 'stick for digging
edible tubers', Lm uri- 'draw out meat\fish from a cauldron', Sln oru2-
'pull out', Ud ui- , (?) WrMc vara-  'v. 'scoop, ladle, pour out food f r o m
a cauldron into a dish', Nn Nh/B orI 'a scoop', Nn B orI- 'pour in', Nn
Nh orIc7I- v. 'scoop, dig out' ¶ STM II 23, 284 ¶¶ DQA #2532 (A *o"ri+e
'to dig': T, M, Tg) || D *urV 'pierce' >  Tm uruvu 'pierce th rough ,
penetrate (as an arrow, needle)', Ml uruvuka id., Kn urcu, uccu
'enter into and go out on the other side, penetrate', Tu urumbuni v.
'bore', Krx hur-, hur`- 'strike at and penetrate, goad, thrust' ¶¶ D # 6 6 3
¶¶ The unexpected *-r- (instead of *-rÀ-) is still puzzling ˚  IS MS 3 5 7
(*qurÿ), IS SS #8.2.
1885. *qe[?]rV or *qer[?]V 'brook, s t ream'  > HS: EC *har- ' p o n d ,
brook' > Sa ar-a 'river, brook', Sml har-o 'lake, pond', Rn {PG} Ha!r
'hollow where water collects in the rainy season; (dry) pond', Arr {Ss.}
har-u 'river' (not mentioned in Hw. A), Or har-o2 'swamp, artificial
pond', {Th.} ha"ro 'swamp', {Brl.} har-o1 (nom. haron) 'pa lude ,
stagno, lago', Or E {Hw.} har-o2 (nom. har-i) 'lake', Gdl har-tot
'reservoir', Kns ha2r-ta id., 'artificial pond', ?? Brj har- v. 'flow' ¶ Ss. B
91, ZMO 183, PG 136, Th. 191, Brl. 2O3  S *Xarr- > Ak Xarru
'watercourse' ¶ CAD VI 114 || D: SD *e2ri 'lake, reservoir for irr igation'
> Tm e2ri id., 'large tank', Ml e2ri 'stakes to support banking work ,
bank', Kn e2ri 'tank, bank of a tank, raised bank', Kdg e;ri 'parapet o f
well, bund of tank (in paddy-fields)', Tu e2ri 'a bed for planting
vegetables' ¶ D #9O1 || K *°q+XVr+lc`- > Mg X‰rc7-i 'brook, stream' ¶ Q
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41O ˚  D *-r- is a reg. reflex of N *r-clusters rather than of a n
intervocalic *-r- , which suggests that N *r  was either preceded o r
followed by another cns., most probably by *?  or *h  (that are lost i n
Ak) ˚  Blz. LNA #21 (suggested to add Ak and D + unc.: the FU and IE
reflexes of N *9ar{i} 'valley, hollow in the ground, cave', q.v.).
1886. *qaÂP3333V 'to pluck and gather' ([in descendant languagest] ‘
'to harvest', [in A]‘ 'cereal') >  HS: S *°√Xrp v. 'pluck, harvest' >  Ar
ƒrX √Xrf G  (Xarafa / Xrufu) v. 'pluck and gather (fruit)' ({Fr.}
'decerpsit collegitque de arbore [fructus], collegit fructus h u m i
jacentes'), OYmn √Xrp TD  {Slw.} 'Traubenlese halten'; S *≤Xurup-,
*Xarp- 'autumn and winter' (“ *'harvest-time') >  Ak Xarpu2 ' ear ly
autumn', BHb Fr37h ≤HorEp3 'winter', Ug {OLS} Xrpnt 'autumn', Ar ƒruXu
Xuruf- 'tempus quo ad autumnum exeunt', 'saison voisine d e
l’automne', Xarïf- 'autumn', OSA Xrf 'autumn, autumn crops' ¶ KBR
356, Fr. I 478, BK I 562, Hv. 163-4, Slw. 76, OLS 198 || IE *xa+orP- >  H t
harpas, harpiyas {Ts.} 'feast of harvest' ('Erntefeste') (unless i r
means {Pv.} 'feast of winter and summer ' ) ¶ Ts. E I 181, Pv. III 183-4 ||
A: NaT *arpa 'barley' >  OT arpa ({Cl.} arpa2), MQp, MOg, XwT, Chg arpa,
Tk arpa, Tkm, Az, Ggz, CrTt, Kr, QrB, Qzq, Nog, Qq, VTt, Bsh, Uz, Xlj,
Qrg arpa, ET a(r)pa, Alt, Xk arba, Ln aypa, Slr arfa ≠ arpa, Chv urpa id. ¶
Cl. 198, ET Gl 176-7, TL 46O-1  M *arbay (π T?) 'barley' >  MM [MA]
arbay, WrM arbay, HlM arvaj, Brt arbaj id., WrO arbai id., arba
id., 'oats', Mnr H {SM} s7bòe2¯, {T} spe2 'spelt' ('épeautre'), Kl D {KRS}
arva, {Rm.} arwa4∏ 'oats', Kl Ö/T {Rm.} arwa4∏ 'barley'; MMgl arpa
'barley' is certainly a loan from T; M ı  Tv arbay  ¶ P MA 1O4, MED 4 9 ,
SM 37O, Iw. 87, T 358, KRS 47, KW 15, Chr. 55, Krg. 53  Tg: WrMc
arfa  'oats, barley' ¶ STM 52 ¶ S CNM believes that arfa  is a loan f r o m
M, but f suggests that it is not  pJ {Vv., S} *a~pa! 'millet' >  OJ a~pa!, J: T
a!wa, K a~wa!, Kg awa! ¶ S QJ #76, Mr. 388 ¶¶ Pp. VG I 87, DQA #51 (A
*a~rpæa! 'barley, millet') ˚  AD NM #15, Vv. AEN 3, ≈ S CNM 12.
1887. (€?) *qoÂ[V]t''''V 'cut into, incise, make a hole' >  K: GZ {K2}
*qwret'-/*qwrit'- 'make holes, pierce' >  OG qurit5- [qwrit'-], G Xvret'-
/Xvrit'-, Mg Xvirat'-/Xvirit'- id., Xvirat'e 'hole' ¶ K 265-6, ≈ K2 3 3 8
(*qwret'- is *qwer- +ext.), FS K 5OO-1, FS E 569 || HS: CS *√X+Hrt' ' c u t
into, incise' >  MHb √Hrt' v. 'chisel, engrave', Sr √Hrt' [Psh.] 'cut i n to '
('incidit' - Lv. 21.5, Dt. 14.12), {JPS} 'scrape, scratch', BHb yr#h3 ≤HErEt'
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'graving tool', Pun Órt5yt {Ldz.} 'sculpture, engraving, engraved ob jec t '
(?), {HJ} n. of unknown meaning, derived from √Hrt' 'engrave' ¶ GB
259, KB 338-9, Js. 5O1, Br. 256, JPS 157, HJ 4O4, Ldz. I 21 || ?σ A: NaT
*ort£u 'animal’s hole' >  OT {Cl.} ordu2 'hole of a rodent'; (× T *orta
'middle'): Qzq/Brb {Rl.} orda, Tlt {Rl.} ordo 'hole of an animal', Qq orda
id., 'lair', z7îlannîN ordasî 'snake’s hole' ¶ Cl. 2O3, Rl. I 1O72, KrkR 4 9 8 ,
ET Gl 474-6 ¶ The NaT lax *t£ (for the expected tense *tæ), if correct, h a s
not yet been explained (positional change in a cluster?).
1888. *qÅr1111i?V (or *qÅ÷Vr1111i?V?) 'filth, dirt, faeces' > HS: WS
*√Xr? 'defecate' >  Hb Mia5r!h9 Hâra2≤?-ïm pl. 'dung', Ug √Xr? v.
'defecate', Xrü 'faeces, excrement', Sr √Hry v. G  'mute (as b i rds) ' ,
'∆or≈eÓEr≤y-a2, JEA {Sl.} airhÓry-' (unk. voc.} 'excrement', Ar √Xr? G
(pf. Xari?a, ip. -Xra?-) 'relieve one‘s bowels', Xur?- 'excrement', Ar SL
Xara2?- id., Tgy √Hr? G  (pf. 1Rae Har?e), Tgr √Hr÷ (pf. 1R0 Har÷a)
(with a secondary ÷ for ?) 'defecate', Tgr 1R) Har‰÷, Sq {L}
Óar≤yomoh 'excrement' ¶ KB 335, OLS 197, Ln. 715, BK I 552, Hv.
16O, Dlm. 151 (JEA ai!r%h2Óar≤y-a2), Sl. 482, Br. 253, JPS 155-7, LH 7O,
L LS 191, MiK I #1.136  Eg {Crn.} Óry.t, Óry(.t) 'faeces, dung', DEg
Ór.t, Ó÷yr.t 'filth, faeces'  > Cpt: Sd 2oeIre hoeire, B 2oIrI hoiri
'faeces, dung' ¶ Vc. 292, Er. 325, Crn. 291  EC: Af {PH} Ha2!ra, Sa {R}
ha≤ra2 'faeces', Sml {ZMO, DSI} Ha2r, Sml N {Abr.} Ha2^r ' faeces,
excrement', Sml Ha2r- v. 'defecate', Bn ha2!r 'diarrhoea', Rn {PG} Ha2^r id.,
'faeces, dung', ? Or M {AD} ho2ri! 'tartar (on teeth)', ? HEC: Hd hara-,
Kmb haro- 'mud' »» SC: Irq {Wh.} hu!ro^nda 'sediment (of wine)', {MQK}
horonda! 'solid left-overs of beer after straining' ¶ AD SF 158-9, PH 1 2 3 ,
≈ Hn. S 62 (pSam *ha2r 'diarrhoea'), PG 133, MQK 52 ¶¶ AD SF 158-9 ,
OS #1334, ≈  #1336 || K *°q+Xr- > G Xr-il-i 'dirt on a grinding-stone' ¶
DCh. 1755 || D (in SD) *ar`ukk- 'dirt, filth' > Tm ar›ukku id.,
'excrement, stain', Ml ar›ukku 'dirt, filth', Td o4s`k 'dirty', Tu ad5(a)ka
'an unclean place' ¶ D #283 || ? IE: Ht harra- 'verunreinigen,
beflecken' (Frd. HW EH 4) or 'verunreinigen' (Ts. W 16, Ts. E I 169-7O)
¶ Valid unless this verb (or this semantic variant of the verb) is
interpreted as 'spoil' and identified with har(r)a- 'crush, pound, ru in ,
destroy' (Pv. III 135-7) ˚  DEg Ó÷yr.t and Cpt 2oeIre ± 2oIrI suggest
the presence of a N word-medial *-÷V- , which can also explain t h e
unexpected consonant H-  (for or besides the reg. h- < HS *X-  <  N *q- ) i n
Sml and Af (HS *X÷ > [as.] *H÷ > *H). The absence of *˝ in K suggests
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that the word-medial N lr. cannot be N *÷ 3333, but only *÷. If the N e tymon
is *qÅ÷Vr1111i?V, the absence of *÷ in Eg Óry.t, Óry(.t) and in WS
*√Xr? can be explained by syntagmatic merger *H÷ > Ó  and *X÷ > *X .
1889. *q{a4444}sV 'remember, have in mind' >  HS: S *°√X{s7s7} >  Ak
Xasa2su 'remember, recall'; but hardly here Gz √Xs6s6 v. 'seek, l ook
for' (which would have pointed to a pS *√Xs6s6) ¶ Sd. 329-3O, L G 2 6 6
 EC: Sa {R} hensu2 'thought, remembrance', hensu2-s- vt. 'remind' ¶
R S II 19O, 41O, 418 || K: GZ {K} *qs`-o(w)- v. 'remember' >  OG ga-qsos
'you do not remember' (Mt. 16.9), msd. qsowna, G Xsov- v.
'remember', Mg s7‰- ≠ s7u-, Lz s7u- id.; Ï GZ *qs`-en- v. 'remind' >  OG
moiqsena '(he) remembered', G Xsen- v. 'remind, recollect; inform' ,
Mg, Lz s7in- v. 'remind so., remember' ¶ K 267, K2 341-2, FS K 5OO
(*qs`-) || A: T *{a4}s 'memory' > CrTt, Qmq, QrB, Nog, Qq, Qzq, Qrg, Alt,
Uz, Ln es, ET, Uz ∆ a4s, VTt Ás, Bsh ÁT 'memory, mind', Chv as 'memory ' ,
Tkm ∆  a4T-t- v. 'remember'; to be distinguished from T *us >  OT us
'intelligece, the power of discrimination' ¶ Chv a- points to a pT a4-,
while VTt and Bsh Á- suggest NaT *e- ¶ ET Gl 3O6, NogR 439-4O, KrkR
199, BN 5O, Cl. 24O, Jeg. 33, Fed. I 6O-1, Md. 35, 164 (pT *e⋅s- v.
'remember')  M *asara- 'take care of (so.), have concern' > MM
asara- [S] {H}, [MA] {Pp.} 'take care of' ('besorgen, in Obhut nehmen ' ) ,
[IM] 'keep, guard (xranit∆ )', [HI] {Lew.} 'protéger, aider', {Ms.}
'élever', WrM, WrO asara-, HlM asra-, Kl asr- asr=- 'take care of, b e
compassionate', Ord asra- 'take care of'; d.: M *asaral ' c a re ,
protection; concern' > WrO asaral id., WrM asaral, HlM asral id.,
'compassion', Ord, MMgl {Iw.} asaral 'protection, soins dévoués' ¶ H 9 ,
P MA 1O7, 433, Ms. H 37, Lew. II 11, MED 56, Iw. 87, Krg. 15-6,  Ma. O
32-3, KRS 5, KW 16 ¶ M *a- < *a4- due to vw. harmony  ?σ NrTg *eske-
'praise, glorify' >  Ewk ‰sk‰2-, Lm ‰2sk‰- id. ¶ STM II 468  pKo {S} *a~s-
ka~b- 'be regrettable\pitiful; be precious\valuable '  > MKo a~s-ka~p/w-,
NKo ak∏ap/w- id., pKo *a~s-ki!- v. 'spare, grudge; value, es teem'  > MKo
a~s-ki!-, NKo ak∏i- id. ¶ S QK #629, Nam 349, MLC 1O67  ??σ pJ {S}
*i~sa~m- 'encourage, admonish' > OJ i~sa~m-, J: T/Kg isame!-, K i!sa!me1- ¶ S
QJ #1O76, Mr. 699 ¶¶ DQA #468 (A *e2~s{i} 'take care of') ¶¶ Ch and M
point to pA *a4-, while VTt and Bsh Á- (apparently suggesting NaT *e- < A
*e-) is still to be explained.
189O. € *qatV  '∈ corn' >  HS: Eg G Xtyw 'corn, cereals (?)' ¶ EG III
349 || IE: NaIE *ades- / *ados- '∈ corn' >  L ador (gen. adoris) '∈
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grain, spelt' »» Gt atisk  '(?) Saat', OHG eÔ Ôisk, MHG eÔ Ôisch ' s eed ' ,
NGr ∆ Esch, NGr Sw ∆ Aesch 'Feldflur eines Dorfes' »» Tc A {JGH} a2ti
'grass'  Ht hat(t)ar  ∈  'cereal' ('eine Getreideart') (× IE *Óet(e)n- < N
*Ùa4444n ` ```Vt''''V 'grain, kernel', q.v.) ¶ WP I 45, P 3, Fs. 61, Schz. 127, Kb.
214, EWA II 1191-4, OsS 33, Lx. 52, WH I 14, JGH 221, Ts. E I 22O, ≠  Pv.
III 247 (Ht hat(t)ar ÿ hat- 'dry up').
1891. (€?) *q{i}tV 'appear, become visible' >  K: Sv {Ni.} -qed-/-qwd-
v. 'appear' (× Sv qad-/qd- 'come' < N *q{Å}d[V]?{o} 'to step, to walk'?)
¶ Ni. s.v. poåvit∆så  || U: FU *ita4 v. 'appear, become visible' >  F ita4-
v. 'germinate, sprout, shoot', itu n. 'shoot, sprout', ita4 ' eas t ,
morning' (“ *'sunrise'), Es ida, ide (gen. ideme), idu, ite (gen .
itte , itme ) 'sprout, shoot', ida  'east' »» pOs *et- ({Hl.} *a4Æt-) >  Os: V
et- 'become visible' (of moon), D et- 'sich erheben, he rvorkommen,
herausspringen, wachsen', O et- v. 'stand up, appear (from beh ind
sth.)', 'rise' (of the sun)  Sm {Hl.} *ÁtV- 'be seen\visible ( s ich tbar
sein)' >  Ng 1s aor. (obj. conj.) Nadi?ema id., Ne T ˜adå€- Nad!a$- v. ' b e
seen', Mt {Hl.} *ad´-, *ad´m- 'be seen, sichtbar sein' (Mt K {Pl.]
emgy4a `dise  'brequ ' [lit.: 'a dream was seen'; emgy4-  is 'a dream'], M t
M {Sp.} 3s adymga 'it seems')  pY {IN} *ye[n]d- >  K/T {IN} yed-
'appear' (Y T -d- suggesting *-nd-); •÷ (⇔  IN) OY {Bil.} iendu, {Merk}
ientu, {Lind.} je1ndyl 'thunder' ¶ UEW 85-6 (FU only), Jn. 16 ( S m
*¥t¥- v. 'see'), Hl. M ##7-8, IN 252, ≈ Rd. UJ 45 [#61] (Y π U) || HS:
?σ Eg BD/G Xty  'sehen, erblicken' ¶ EG III 348.
1892. (€?) *qVtV (or *qVp''''[V]tV) 'tail, hinder part' (probably '∈
tail of some animal') >  IE: NaIE o2+a2d(e)g[W]o- 'tail' (or 'stalk') >  Lt
uodega~ 'tail', Ltv ode>ga 'tail, mane' »» ? OI adga [AthV] {MW} ' a
cane, stalk (?)' ¶ WP I 175, P 773, Frn. 164-5, MW 19, M K I 29 ¶ A valid
cognate unless its primary meaning is 'stalk'; in the latter case i t
belongs to N ≈ *ÓË[P]tVkV (≠ -VgV) 'stalk, [?] haft' (w N ≈ *ÓËp''''V-
(tVk++++gV)) || HS: Ch: ECh: Smr {J} wu!di!n1 'tail' »» WCh: Hs wu!c'i!ya2~ id. ¶
JI II 316-7, Ba. 1O95  (× N *qát'''' {i} 'to turn back', 'to return' [ intr . ])
Eg RT/XIX Xtw 'those behind so.', Eg fP m Xt 'behind' (unless “ Xt
'through') ¶ EG III 344-7, Fk. 198  An alt. cognate is Eg fP Xpd ' b a c k
part of a body, tail (of a fish)', Eg MK Xpd.w 'buttocks' (unless with
mt. to N *{p}oqÉZ7777V ≠ *{p}oZ7777VqV 'thigh, haunch' [q.v.]) ¶ EG III 47O,
Fk. 19O || ??σ K: G Xet'ar-i 'Holzgriff, Stiel' (-t'- < *-p't'- < *-p't-??) ¶ Chx.
2343 ˚  Highly doubtful.
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1893. ? € *q{a}t''''V '∈ tree, stick'  > HS: S *Xat't'- 'stem, stick' > Ug Xt5
'staff, scepter, stem', Ak Xat5t5- id., 'branch, twig', Ar Xatœtœ- ' l ine,
streak, stripe', {BK} 'ligne, raie, strie' ¶ CAD VI 153, Sd. 337, A #1O16,
OLS 2O2-3, Ln. 759-6O, BK I 59O  Eg fP Xt 'tree, stick, wood (Holz) ,
forest', {Vc.} *Xit >  DEg Xt 'wood (Holz) '  > Cpt: Sd/B We s7e, A #e
X€e id., 'tree' ¶ EG III 339-41, Er. 37O, Vc. 254 ¶ Eg t (rather than d,
the usual reflex of HS *t' and N *t '''') suggests a phonetic rule: N *q.. .t '''' >
Eg Xt  (cp. Eg fMK Xty 'retire, retreat' <  N *qát '''' { i }  'to turn back' [q.v.])
 C: EC: Af {PH} Hadßa! 'tree', Ha!dßdßa 'stick', and Sa {Wlm.} Hadßa, {R} ha2≤l5a2
'tree, wood (Holz), stick' (unexpected H) »» ?? SC: Irq {E} Xuray ' p a l m
tree' (E: < pSC *XitY-); SC ı Mb {Mnh.} m-Xato3" ≠ m-Xatu ≠ mu1-
Xa2tu 'tree' ¶ PH 124, R S II 185, E SC 26O, Mnh. Mbg 313, 315  ? Ch:
CCh: Lgn {Lk.} Xo~d'‰!ga~ 'tree, wood (Holz)', Gmrg {Gr. “?) xatta ' t r e e '
»» ECh: Mb {Lk.} a!du~wo!, {J} a~du!wo!, Mjl {DB} ?a!de@o~ 'tree', as well a s
possibly Ll {Grgs.} hi~da~, EDng {Fd.} e~to~, Mgm {J} ?e!ttu!, Jg {J} ?e!to!, Bdy
?ï!to ' t ree '  ¶ ChC, Blz. EChWL #9O, Lk. L 1O3, Gr. LA 63 ¶¶ Tk. I 231-2 ,
3O8, Gr. LA 63 || A: Tg *açia-kta (*çi < *ti?) '∈ tree' >  Ewk açakta
'maple, rowan-tree', Neg açakta 'maple', Nn Nh/B ac7Iaqta, Nn KU ac7aqta
'filbert nuts', Nn Nh ac7Ianqora 'nut-tree' ¶ STM I 59 ¶ *çi < *ti ˚  Qu.,
because the meaning '∈ tree' is too broad, and here the probability o f
chance resemblance between S *Xat't'- and Tg *aç- is too high.
1894. (€?) *qát'''' {i} 'to turn back', 'to return' (intr.) ([in IE] ‘
'again'?) > HS: B *√ÓdœÓ vi. ' r e turn '  > Sll {Ds.} adœU (pf. yUdœa), Tz {Stm.}
aƒdœu id. ¶ Ds. 249, Stm. 158, La. S 289 ¶ The traces of the root-final l r .
*Ó suggest a possible contamination with the reflex of N *?Vc''''VHV
'back (dos)' (q.v.)  (× N *qVtV [or *qVp''''[V]tV] 'tail, hinder p a r t ' )
Eg fMK Xty 'retire, retreat' ('zurückweichen'), Eg fP XtXt vi. ' t u r n
back', Eg L/G Xty r, Eg G XtXt vt. 'zurücktreiben', Eg RT/G Xtw,
Xtyw 'those behind so.', Eg fP m Xt prep. 'behind', Eg fXXII r Xt ' b e
behind so. ¶ EG III 342-7, 353-4, Fk. 198-9, Crn. 256 ¶ Eg t (rather t h a n
d , the usual reflex of HS *t' < N *t '''') suggests a phonetic rule: N *q.. .t '''' >
Eg Xt  (cp. Eg fP Xt  'tree, stick' < N ? *q{a}t''''V '∈ tree, stick' [q.v.]); Eg t
may be also explained as inherited from N *qVtV || A: Tg *e{t}e- ' l ook
back, glance back, turn back to look' > Ewk ‰t‰2n-, Ewk Brg ‰s‰2n-, Ewk
Nr/Ucr ‰ç‰2n-, Ewk PT ‰t‰2sin- id., Ewk ‰t‰2t-, ‰t‰lu- id. (iter.), Lm ‰2s‰lu-
id., Ud ‰t‰Ni- 'look back' ¶ STM II 47O-1 || ?σ IE: NaIE *eti / *oti
'again' (× N *qát''''Ë 'to cross', 'over\through' [direction], q.v. ffd.) >  L
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et  'and', Pæl, Um ET  id. »» Gl ETI {Billy} 'et', {P} 'also, further', Clt {Vn.}
*ati+e- pv. 'again, re-' > OIr aith-, W ate-, ati-, OBr {Flr.} at-, Br ad-
're-' (OIr aith-ge1n, W adwaen 'I recognize', OIr aithirriuch, Br
adarre 'again'), OIr a(i)th- 'very' (ath-chian 'very far') »» Gt i†
'de1, kai1 ', {Fs.} 'aber, wenn', AS, OSx ed-  're-, again' (AS ed-n°wian ' t o
renew', ed-byrdan 'to regenerate'), ON iÎ- 're-, again', 'more t h a n '
(iÎ-gno1gr 'über-genug', iÎ-jagrønn 'erneut grün') »» Pru et- ' r e - ,
again' (et-ku2mps 'again', et-sk°snan 'resurrection'), ' d e - '
(etwe2re 'to open') »» Phr eti- 'again'  Perhaps an AdS  of Gk }eti 'ye t ,
further' and OI ≤ati 'beyond, over' (< NaIE *eti 'over' < N *qát''''Ë '⇑ ' ,
q.v.) ¶ ≈ WP I 43, ≈ P 344, Mn. 254, M K I 27, M E I 57, F I 582, WH I
421-2, Bc. G 334, Billy 73, Vn. A  53, Flr. 76, F I 582, Ch. 382, Fs. 2 9 7 ,
Sw. 49, Vr. 283, En. 173, Tp. P E-H 1OO-2O, EI 215 (*h⁄eti 'and, i n
addi t ion ' ) .
1895. *qát ''''Ë (= *qát''''u 4 444?) 'to cross', 'over\through' (direction) >  HS:
Eg fOK Xt 'through' ('durch [ein Land] hin', etc.), 'throughout' ¶ EG III
343, Fk. 198 || IE: NaIE *eti 'over' (direction) ('darüber hinaus') (× N
*qát '''' { i }  'to turn back', 'to return' [intr.] [q.v. ffd.]) > OI ≤ati ' beyond,
very', Av aiti- (YAv aiti-bar- v. 'carry over'), OPrs atiy- ('atiy-
a2is7- 'er zog, begab sich'), KhS ata , ata4 'excessively' »» Phr eti- in eti-
tetikmenoß  'cursed' »» Gk }eti 'yet, still; more (noch), further' ¶ The final
*-i in NaIE *eti 'over' is accounted for by the infl. of N *qát '''' { i } ¶ P 3 4 4 ,
M K I 27, F I 582, ≈ EI 215 (*h⁄eti 'and, in addition')  On NaIE *eti
'again' see N *qát''''{i} || A: T *o4t- (= *o4tæ-) 'pass through \ over \ by' >
OT o4t- 'pass through\over', Tkm, Az o4t-, Kr, Qmq, QrB, Qzq, Nog, Q q
o4t-, VTt, Bsh, Ln u4t-, ET, Ln, Slr, Qrg, Alt, Tv, Yk o4t-, Uz öt-, SY yu4t- ' pa s s
by\through\over', Chv vit- id., penetrate'; Tk ∆  et-en 'past, passed
away' ¶ Cl. 39, Rs. W 376, ET Gl 554-5, Jeg. 55 ˚  T *o4- (explained b y
the ass. infl. of the rounded vw. in the second syll.) points to a N final
*-Ë .
1896. *qo[ha]t ''''a 6 666 'to burn' (trans., intr.), 'to kindle', 'fire, glowing
coals '  > HS: WS *√Xtw, prm. *-Xtuw- 'be kindled, kindle, burn' > Gz
√Xtw G  (pf. Xatawa, js. y´-Xtu2) 'be kindled, burn, be alight, shine ' ,
BHb √Htw+y G  {JB} vt. 'kindle' (kï ≥g#EHa2≤lïm ?at≤ta2 Ho2≤t3E2 ÷al-ro2≤s7o2 ' s o
you will kindle coals on his head' (Prov. 25.22]), MHb {Js.} √Htw+y G
'take out coals with a pan', D  'stir embers', JA {Lv., Js.} Hty+w G  (p f .
it5h9 Óâ≤t3° ≠ at1h9 Óâ≤t3a2) 'take out coals from the hearth', JEA {Sl.}
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√Hty D  'stir\rake coals' ¶ KB 349, L G 268, JB W 24, Lv. T I 289, Js .
512, Sl. 489  Eg CT hwt 'fire, embers', Eg MK hwt 'be burnt', Eg L
hwt vt. 'burn (verbrennen)' ¶ EG II 485, Fk. 158 ¶ The irregular Eg
reflex h- of N *q- may be connected with the N word-medial *-h-  (N
*q...h > Eg h?)  Om: NrOm: Kf {C} at5- 'set on fire, kindle
(accendere)', {Bnd.} ?a~tt-, Mch {L} ?a~t't'a(ye!) 'burn, be set on fire', Mao
{Bnd.} (= Anf?) ac, Wlt {C} ett- (not registered in LmS), Chara {C} ec-,
Bdt {C} e2c-, Drz {Fl.} ec'-, Male {Fl.} et- 'burn', Gdc {Fl.} ‰c'- 'kindle' »
Dzd: Mj at-/ac- 'burn' »» SOm: Ari {Bnd.} (?)a!c-, Dm {Fl.} ac'-, Hm B {Fl.}
ac'-, Hm {Fl.} at- id. ¶ Bnd. PO 145 (NrOm *at- 'burn'), Bnd. AL #12, Fl.
OO 317, Fl. OWL, C SE IV 4O7, L DM 2O  WCh: Hs wu!ta2! 'fire' » SBc:
Kir/Buli {Sh.} wut, Tala {Sh.} wudi, Gj {Sh.} wutu, {IL} wu!tu!, Tule {Sh.}
wuti, Zar {Sh.} wIt 'fire' ¶ JI II 138, ChC, Abr. H 936, Stl. ZCh 2 3 8
[#846] ¶¶ OS #1187, Tk. I 147 || IE: NaIE *a2t-, *(w)a2t-r- 'hearth' > Av
a2tars7 (a2Tro2), Phl a2Îur, a2tur, NPrs å2za4r (spelled r3À a2Îar), Oss
art 'fire' »» Clt {Vn.} *a2ti- > OIr a1ith 'oven, kiln, stove', W odyn ' k i ln '
»» L a2trium 'a hall or entrance room in a Roman house' (“  *'a r o o m
with a hearth', cp. [Serv.] 'ibi et culina erat, unde atrium dictum est') »»
Arm ajrem ayRem vt. 'I burn' »» Al: T vate4r, G vote4r ' hea r th ,
fireplace' »» Sl *va¡tra ' (bon)f i re '  > SCr vaŸtra, Uk ≤vatra 'bonf i re ,
hearth', P watra 'fire', watrzysko 'fire-place, hearth', Slk vatra
'bonfire', R d. va≤truwka 'curd tart, cheese-cake'; Sl d. *vatralÁ
'poker' > P watral, Slk vatra1l&, Blg va≤tral ¶ P 69, Ab. I 69-7O, Vl.
I 22, Horn 4, Slt. 365-6, Vn. A  54, YGM-1 347, EM 54 (L a2trium: ' c e
serait un souvenir de l’ancienne maison où la fumée du foyer
s’échappait par un ouverture ménagée dans le toit'), WH I 76-7 (no e t .
for a2trium), ≈ O 495-6 (suggests that the Al word is a loan from Irn,
which fails to explain Al v-), Vs. I 279, ≈ Glh. 663-4 (Sl *a¡tra wi thout
explaining *v-), Ma. CS 557, Brü. 6O4, ≈ EI 2O2 (*ÓeÓtr= 'fire') || A
{DQA} *o2tæa (¬ *-t-) 'fire; hot, warm' > T *o2t ' f ire '  > OT, Tkm, SY o2t, Tk
ot, Az od, ET, CrTt, Kr, QrB, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Alt, Xk, Qb, LN, Tv ot, Tf
Ot£, Uz u€t öt, VTt, Bsh, SY ut, Yk u¢ot, Chv L vut vut id. ¶ Cl. 34, Rs. W
34, ET Gl 483-4, S AJ 187 [#117], Md 4O, 132, 172, Ra. 213  Tg: Ewk
otu2 'hearth, bonfire'  NrTg *u'tinNe 'forest-fire, subsoil fire'  > Ewk
utinN‰ id., utinN´- vi. 'burn, smoulder (in forests, under the soil)', Lm
uto$NNo$ 'smell of a subsoil forest-fire' ¶ Vas. 329, STM II 294  ?σ M
*oc>in (< **otin?) (unless it is *Foc>in) 'spark' > WrM, WrO ocin, HlM
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o¢, Ord oc7æi, Kl o¢n, {Rm.} oc7n=, Brt owo(n) id. ¶ The word is n o t
attested (⇔ S AJ 24O) either in the available sources of MM or in t h e
h/F-preserving peripherical M lgs., neither do we find it among t h e
WrMc Mongolisms, so that the absence or presence of pM *F- c a n n o t
be checked ¶ MED 599, Ms. O 523, Krg. 116, KRS 4O7, KW 291, Chr.
366  pJ {S} *a~tu~- 'hot' > OJ atu-, J: T/Kg acu!-, K a!cu~- id.; pJ {S} *a~ta~- >
d.: OJ atatake-, ltOJ [RJ] a~ta~ta!ka, J: T/Kg atataka!-, K a!ta!ta!ka- 'warm' ¶
S AJ 268 [#85], S QJ #85, Mr. 387, 826  ? pKo {S} *tÄ~- > d.: MKo tÄ~-
sÄ~-, NKo t∏at∏ît-ha- (spelled t ∏at ∏Is) 'warm, hot' ¶ S QK #96, Nam 1 3 6 ,
MLC 381 ¶¶ DQA #16O9, S AJ 1O2, 268 [#85] (T, M, Tg, J, Ko), Pp. VG I
49 ˚  The length of the vw. in NaIE and A and its quality (*a2) in NaIE
may be accounted for by the presence of a N word-medial lr. followed
by *aÆ The N lr. was most probably *-h- , which is easily lost in S and is
responsible for the initial h- (rather than X-) in Eg (as.). The labial
sonant *w-  in the NaIE variant stem *wa2t-r- may go back to the N initial
*qo-  ˚  IS MS 352 s.v. ogon∆  *Ó{o}tÿ, IS SS #1.34, AD GD 8 (all o f
them: IE, A) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #154 (*tæa 'fire') (IE, A, J +  err. Ko, Gil).
1897. *qu6666[hÉ]t''''V 'entrails; sinew, thread; to tie' > HS: WS *Xu2t'-
'sinew, thin flexible bough, thread', **≤Xawit'- (> *XVwt'- ≠ *XVyt'-)
'thread' > BHb yuh Hu2t' 'thread, cord', IA Ówt5 'string', JA [Trg.], JEA
ay1uh Óu2≤t5-a2 'thread', Sr Óu2≤t5-a2 'thread, string', Md haut5a ' t h read ,
sewing', Ar Xu2tœ- 'green bough, young flexible twig', Xaytœ- ' t h read ,
string', Mh {Jo.} ≤Xi≤t'ayt (pl. ‰X≤yet') 'thread', Jb E {Jo.} ≤Xe≤t'‰t, Jb C
{Jo.} ≤Xi≤t'et (pl. ≤Xet') 'thin thread made of fibre'; WS *-Xït'- v. 'sew, sew
together' > IA √Hw+yt' G , BA √Hyt' G  o r  Sh  (3pm ip. uyih5i@ ya≤Hït'u2)
'repair' or 'join togther'(?), JPA {Dlm., Lv.} √Hwt' G  'sew', D  {Dlm.}
'sew together, plait', {Lv.} 'sew, plait', JEA {Sl.} √Hwt' ≠ √Ht'y G  ' sew' ,
Md -Óit5- G  'sew, stitch up' (niÓit5ia ltagia 'he shall sew up to t h e
crown', w DM 135), Sr √Hwt' (ip. -Óu2t5-) G  id., 'patch, mend', Ar
√Xytœ (ip. -Xïtœ-) 'sew up (a garment)', Mh √Xt'w G  (pf. X‰t', 3m sbjn.
y‰Xt'a2), Hrs {Jo.} √Xyt' (pf. X‰yo2t', 3m sbjn, y‰Xa2t'), Sq {Jo.} ≤H‰yat'
'sew', Jb E {Jo.} pf. ≤Xa≤t'e, Jb C {Jo.} √Xyt' Sh  (pf. aX≤yet') 'sew, stitch' ¶
KB 282-4, 17O5-6, KBR 296-7, BDB 296, 1O92, HJ 353, Dlm. 131, Lv. II
21, Sl. 436, JPS 13O-1, DM 117, 135, Ln. 831-2, BK I 647, 655, Hv. 1 8 9 ,
192, Jo. M 454, 458, Jo. H 145, Jo. J 312   Eg ∀ mx1tw 'entrails, gu t s '
> DEg mx1tw 'entrails' > Cpt: Sd ma2t maht, B ma3t maXt, L
me2te mehte  'entrails, umbilical cord' ¶ EG II 135, Er. 177, Vc. 132 
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EC *Hidß- v. 'tie' > Af Hidß- 'attach camels in Indian file', -idßHidß- v. ' sew' ,
Or {Bl., Grg.}, Kns, Gdl, Arr {Hw.} hid'-, Dsn {To.} Ói!t, Bs {HL} hi?- v. ' t i e ' ,
pSam {Hn.} *Hidß- 'close, shut, tie' >  Sml Hidß- 'tie together, fasten, shu t ,
close', Rn Hidß-, pBn *hir- > Bn Bi/J/Ba/K hir- 'tie, shut, close'; Ya hed-
'tie'; Brj hid'- id.; d.: *Hid'-tu2 > Brj hitto2 'belt made of cotton', Bs  d. hïtu
'girdle (worn by women)' ¶ Bl. 195, 2O1, 26O, 3O4, Ss. PEC 36, 59, Ss. B
95-6, Hn. S 64, PG 14O, Sim 11-2, Hn. BD 127, ZMO 428, Grg. 2O6-7,
Hw. A 367, Hd. 198-9, HL 1O2-3, To. DL 5O7 ¶¶ The corr. EC *H- ÷ S *X-
is still to be investigated (see  Tk. I 3OO-1, AD WIL #43) || D (in TmM)
*°u2tß(-) '∈ thread' > Tm u2t5u, u2t5ai\ 'woof, thread woven across t h e
warp', Ml u2t5a woof, cross thread' ¶ D #738 || A: ?σ Tg *u'te-
'∈ woman’s robe '  > Ewk ut‰m‰ 'woman’s long tunic of reindeer hides ' ,
Ul ut‰su, Ork utt‰uri, Nn Nh utesu2 'woman’s robe (xalat ) of fish sk in '
¶ STM II 295  J: ?σ OJ ito3 ({Mr.} = itwo) 'thread, string' >  J: T i!to~, Ak
i~to^, K/Kg i~to!, Ty/Sz i~to~, Ns ?i!to~, Sh ?ï!c7u2!, Is ?i~tu~, Ht ?i!tu2~ id. ¶ Mr. 4 2 6 ,
TS 32, 63 || ?φ  IE: NaIE *e2t(e)r-/*o2t(e)r- 'entrails', [?] '∈ thread'  (× N
*ÙÉt''''VÂV or *ÙiLt''''Vr1111V 'blood vessel (vein, artery), sinew, root') >
Gk Hm ‘htor 'heart', Gk ‘htron 'abdomen, part below the navel', as well a s
[?] Gk }htrion, Gk D }atrion 'the warp in a web of cloth', Gk }htria by1blvn
'leaves made of strips of papyrus' »» ON AÎr 'blood vessel, vein', NNr
aºder, Sw aºder, Dn aºre id., AS A2dre, A2der, OFrs e[:]dre, OSx -
a2thiri, OHG a2dra, NHG Ader id., MLG, MDt ader 'entrails' »» OIr {P}
inathar id. (< *en-o2tro-) ¶ P 344, F I 645, ≈  Vr. 68O (ON AÎr < pScn
*a2Îï + unc.: Ic AÎ, NNr Ad 'small creek', interpreted by Vr. a s
'Wasserader'), Ho. 9, Ho. S 4, Kb. 5, , EWA I 54-7, OsS 3, ≈ KM 7, ≈ EI
359 (*h⁄eh⁄tr- '≈  lung, internal organ') ˚  The long vw. in NaIE and D
point to a N lr. (most probably *h  in view of its loss in HS and i ts
deglottalizing effect in pre-D, whence D *-tß- [< ppD *-t- < *-ht'- < N *-
hÉt- ] rather than D *-t- [regularly from N *t '''']). The absence of the glide
*u\ in IE *e2t(e)r-/*o2t(e)r- suggests that the IE cognate lost the initial
syllable of the N word.
1898. *qow{i} (or possibly *qo?aw{i}  or *qa?ow{i}) 'orifice, hole;
to make a hole' >  K: GZ *qew- 'ravine, deep river-bed be tween
mountains' >  OG qev-i 'deep river-bed between mountains' (the w o r d
used to translate ceima1rruß 'torrents' [III Kings 17.7 of t h e
Septuaginta]), qevnebi 'ravine (fa1ragx)' (Luc. 3.5), G Xev-i {KEGL}
'deep river-bed, small river between mountains', {Chx.} 'Schlucht,
Bergbach', {DCh.} 'balka , ovrag` ', Mg Xabo 'ravine' ¶ K2 335, Fn. KW-
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1 38 [#97], FS K 495, Chx. 2322, DCh. 173O, KEGL VIII 1367 || HS: SS
*XVw- (≠ *XVwh-?) 'door, gate, orifice' >  OSA {CR} Xw 'ianua, po r t a ,
foramen in pariete', Qtb {Rk.} Xw  'door, gate', Mh {Jo.} Xa2, (contextual
form?) Xah (pl. Xo2t‰n) 'mouth, entrance, opening', {Jahn} Xo1 id., Hr s
{Jo.} Xah (pl. ≤X‰w‰h) id., Jb C/E XOh (pl. ≤Xe1t‰) 'mouth', Jb C XE2
'interstice, space, hole' (× Jb √Xwy 'be empty'?), Sq {Jo.} HEh (p l .
H‰h‰t‰n), {L} Óe (dim. ÓauÓa) 'interstice, hole'; WS *≤XawaX(-at)-
'orifice' >  Hb Mih5v!h9 Hâwa2≤H-ïm ≠ Mih5&h Ho2≤H-ïm 'holes, crevices', Ar
XawX-at- {BK} 'lucarne dans un mur; petite f enê t re \ouver tu re
pratiquée dans la porte; ouverture, communication sans porte e n t r e
deux maisons; anus', {Ln.} 'an aperture in a wall, admitting the light to a
house; anus', Sb {BGMR} XX 'passageway, corridor', Gz Xo2X´t (p l .
Xo2Xa2t) 'door, doorway, goat' ¶ KB 284, KBR 296, BK I 644, Ln. 82O,
BGMR 64, CR CAME 154, Rk. 71, L LS 158, L G 26O, Jo. H 144, Jo. M
454, 456, Jo. J 31O-1  Eg fP XX 'throat, neck' >  DEg x1x1 ' n e c k '
(+ppas.) >  Cpt: B 3a3 XaX, Sd 2a2 hah 'neck, nape' ¶ EG III 331, Fk.
197, Vc. 283, 32O, Crn. CED 268, Er. 396  NrOm: Zrgl {Bnd.} ha2?e
'mouth'  WCh: NrBc: P’ {MSk.} HWa@ (pl. HWi!), Sir {Sk.} hWu@li!
'door(way)' ¶ MSk. 182, Sk. NB 18, ChC s.v. 'door(way) ' || U *owe
'door' > F ovi , Krl ovi 'door' » Chr: YO/U/B op≤sa, M oFs1a id., as well a s
possibly ? StChr L omsa om≤sa, StChr H amasa amasa, Chr Y a≤masa
'door'; -sa ≠ -s1a is probably a sx.; the origin of -m- is not clear (e i the r
contamination with another word or borrowing from another lge.?) »»
ObU {Hl.} *È∏wV 'door' ({Ht.} *u2Gˇ = *u2GV) >  pVg {Ht.} *È∏wV >  OVg: S
ChusO a6u1ve, S SSs auwe, E TM a4au, N Sog a1ui, N Chd avi ' doo r ' ;
Vg: T a4yïw ± ay´w, LK a2w, UK/P/SV/LL È∏w, Ss a2wi; pOs {Ht.} *O˝
'door' >  Os (partially within cds.): V/Vy O˝, Ty o˝W ≠ o˝, Y ow, D/K
aw, Nz/Kz Ow, O uw ≠ o"w ≠ a$Æw id.  Sm {Jn.} *o4 (= *o4¥\?) 'door' >  Ne
T ne≥ 'door, entrance of the tent', Ne O {Lh.} n1o2˘, Ne F {Lh.} n1o2 ≠ n1o;W,
Ng {Cs.} %o6a, {Ter.} Nua, En X {Cs.} %ia, En B {Cs.} no, nu 'door', Slq Tz
{KKIH} -a in mo2£ta 'door of a tent' (mo2£t means 'tent'), Kms {KD}  d.  a2i\;e'
≠ a2i\;´, Koyb {Sp.} d. ai, Mt {Hl.} *n1+o 'door' (Mt: K {Mll.} njo, M {Mll.}
no, {Sp.} no id., T {Mll.} njo1da 'his door') ¶ UEW 344, Coll. 45, SK 4 4 6 ,
Ht. 124 [#1O], Hl. rHt 73, Hl. M #765, Stn. WV 188, Stn. OV 123, Jn .
29, KKIH 132, KD 4, Ter. SILSJ 288, Ter. 3O7, KP 145 || A: NaT *o2y
'hole, cavity' and *o2y- v. 'hollow out '   (× N *P3333oGi 'cavity, valley; t o
hollow out', q.v. ffd.) || D *a2v-, *a2v-V-l/lß- v. 'gape, yawn' >  Tm a2vi v.
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'gape, yawn, open the mouth so as to express loudly', Ml a2vi it5-, Td
o;pu4lßy-, Kdg a;valßic>-, Tu a2v;id5-, Krg a2valßsu, Prj a2v-, Krx aula5a2na, Mlt
a2wole v. 'yawn', Gnd a2vi, Kt a;vaZ>, Tu a2valË, Tl a2vulinta 'a yawn' ,
Tl a2valincu, a2vulincu v. 'yawn, gape' ¶¶ D #392, Pf. 86 ˚  The
discrepancy between the U and T rounded vw. and D *a2 (for t h e
expected *o2 or *o) still needs investigating. Three solutions can b e
envisaged: (1) the pN vw. was *a , the U vw. *o is due to the assimilative
infl. of *w , while the main source of NaT *o2y is N *P3333oGi; (2) the N vw.
was *o, while D *a2 is due to an unknown phonetic law (something like
*ow- > D *a2v-), and (3) the N etymon was *qo?aw{i}  or *qa?ow{i}
with loss of the lr. in S. This third solution has an advantage: it explains
the long vw. in T ˚  IS III 13O-1 [#377] (*qowe 'orifice' > HS [S, Pa’a],
U, D), Blz. KM 118 [#16] (added K, Eg, and Om to the N et. of IS).
1899. *qáw{h}V 'lack, be empty\incomplete' > HS: WS *√Xwy+w,
prm. *-Xwiy-  'become empty \ devoid' > Ar √Xwy G  (pf. îvaXa Xawa2,
3m ip. ya-Xwï) id., Sb √Xwy v. 'make void', Mh {Jo.} √Xw∅ (p f .
X‰wu 2 ) 'have a space left uncovered' (of a door, etc.), 'have one’s l imbs
uncovered', Jb C √Xwy  (pf. Xe2) 'be empty' ¶ Ln. 827-8, BK I 651, Jo. M
456, Jo. J 311 ¶ BK I 644, BGMR 64, Jo. M 454, 456, Jo. J 31O-1 || K:
GZ *qw- 'remove, throw away, deprive of '  > OG qw- 'remove, deprive
of', Lz Xv- / X- 'throw away' ¶ FS K 496, FS E 563-4 || IE: NaIE *eu\´- ' b e
empty, be wanting'Ï*eu\´-n- 'empty, wanting' > OI u2≤na-h5, Av u2Æno2-
'defective, wanting', NPrs ©n0va va4ng 'empty, poor' »» Arm unajn
unayn 'empty' »» Gk e‘yniß 'reft of, bereaved of' »» L va2nus, ? va"cuus
'empty, void', ? va"c-o2 / -a2re 'be empty\void' (a" < *´), ? U m
antervakaze, ANDERVACOSE 'intervacatio_ \ intermissio_ sit' »» Gt
wans, ON vanr, OHG, OSx, AS wan adj. 'lacking, missing'; ON n t r .
van-t n. 'absence, want', vanta- 'be lacking' ı ME want- ' b e
deficient', wante 'deficient' >  NE want v., n. »» Ltv va~nckars, ∆
vanﬁs-kars {ME} 'barren egg', {Turk.} 'addle egg', Lt vanﬁs-kariai
'unhatched eggs' ¶ WP I 1O8, P 345, EI 179 (*h⁄eu\(hÅ)- ' empty ,
wanting'), M K I 115, Vl. II 1433, Hü. 484, F I 589, WH II 723, 731-2, Bc.
G 328, Fs. 55O, Vr. 644, Kb. 114O, Bj. 225, Ho. 382, HDEL 1443, Slt.
233-4, ME IV 462, Frn. 1196 ¶ The absence of traces of *´ in Gk is
puzzling || ? Gil: Gil A qæau- 'be absent, not to be ' ¶¶ ST 148 ˚  NaIE *´
points to a N lr., which was most probably *h  (the only one easily los t
in S, but yielding *´ in NaIE).
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19OO. *qaw[V]yV ¬ *qawi  'to protect, to defend, to help'  > HS: Eg
fP Xwy vt. 'protect (schützen, behüten)', Eg fXVIII Xw, Eg fOK Xw.t
'protection' (× N *{q}u6666yV [¬ *{q}áwV?] 'to wrap, to cover') ¶ EG III
244-5, Fk. 196  C: Bj {R} √?wy (1s: p. a-?away, prs. a-t-?aw°),
{Rop.} 1s p. ≤?awi, 2m p. ≤t?awai\ya, 1s prs. at?awi 'help, assist ' ,
caus. {R} -s-?aw (p. a-s-≤?aw) 'zu Hilfe senden' ¶ R WBd 36-7, Rop.
157 || IE: NaIE *aw- 'help, take care' (× NaIE *aw-, *awe2i\- 'gern h a b e n '
< N *hawV 'to desire, to love' [q.v.]) > Av avaiti takes care, helps ' ,
avah- n. 'help', OI o2-≤ma2 / o2-man- 'help, protection', ≤o2-man-
'helper, protector', Av aoman-  adj. 'helping, assisting' »» OIr con-o1i  ' i l
protège, défend' ¶ P 77-8, M K I 57, 133, Vn. C  197 || A: Tg *ay- v.
'help', *ay n. 'help, cure, repair '  > Ewk ay id., ay- 'help, save ( r e t t en ) ,
cure', Lm ay- ≠ ayi- id., Orc aiçi- v. 'repair, cure, help', Ud {STM}
aisigi-± a2sigi- v. 'repair, cure', {Krm.} ayasifi ≠ a2sigi- vi. ' r ecover ' ,
Ork ayU-  'help so. out of trouble', ayUNUtc7I- 'repair' ¶ STM I 17-8, Vas.
2O, Krm. 2O5  ? M *abura- v. 'protect, save' (× N *qapËÂV ' t o
protect, to help', q.v. ffd.) ˚  IS MS 342 s.v. za∑i∑at∆ *qawÿ (IE, U,
HS).
19O1. *{q}u6666yV (or  *{q}áwV?) 'to wrap, to cover' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘ 'to drape', 'to cloth'), 'to tie\bind to' > HS: EC *ho+uw- v. ' d r a p e
(so., oneself) in a garment' >  Sml {ZMO, DSI} huwi- 'cover with a c loth ,
drape', {ZMO} huwo/huwad- 'wrap (a cloth) round oneself, cover
oneself wuth cloth\blanket', Sml N {Abr.} huwwi- vt. 'dress in a c lo th ' ,
huwwan- 'drape oneself in a garment', Or {Grg.} uwwisa- vi. ' c lo the ' ,
Or S {Sr.} u2wisa- ≠ u2yisa- vt. 'cover', uyifad'd'a v. 'dress oneself' (cp. O r
uffisa- 'clothe', etc. < N *qup''''V [or *qu4444p ' '''V?] 'to cover', q.v.) ¶ ZMO
197, DFSI 32O, Abr. S 113, Grg. 392, Sr. 399  AdS  of Eg fP Xwy v t .
'protect' (<  N *qaw[V]yV ¬ *qawi  'to protect, to defend, to he lp '
[q.v. ffd.]) || K *°q+Xw- >  Mg Xv- 'wrap', Lz Xw- v. 'bury, cover with
sth.' ¶ Chik. 423 || IE: NaIE *eu\-/*ou\- vt. 'dress, put on (clothes)' (“
'tie [around], wrap') > Arm aganim aganim (1s aor. agaj agay) v.
'clothe, dress oneself, put on' »» L ind-u-o2 / -e"re 'get dressed in, p u t
on (a garment)', ex-u-o2 / -e"re 'divest oneself (of)', induviae
'clothes', Um ANOVIHIMU 3s imv. {Pln.} ' induimino \'  (< *an-ou\yo2) »» Lt
auﬁ-ti (1s prs. aunu~), Ltv a~u-t 'put on (footwear)', Lt ave$ !ti (1s p r s .
aviu~) 'wear (footwear)' » Sl *-u¡ti (1s prs. *-ujoß) with pxs.: [1] *ob-u¡-ti
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'to put on (footwear) '  > OCS, O R obuti obuti, R o≤but∆, U k
o≤buti, SCr o~buti, Slv obu!ti, Cz obouti, Slk obut&, P obuc1 id.,
Blg o≤buå 'put on (footwear)'; ı RChS obuv6 obuvÁ, R ≤obuv∆, Cz,
Slk obuv, P obuw¨†obuwie 'footwear'; [2] *jÁz-u¡-ti 'to take of f
(footwear) '  > OR izuti izuti, SCr i~zuti, Slv izu!ti, Cz zouti
se, Slk zut&, P zzuc1 id.; [3] *roz-u¡-ti id. >  OR rozuti rozuti, R
ra≤zut∆, P rozzuc1  Ï NaIE *ou\-tla2- 'bandage, sth. tied a round ,
wrapping' > Av aoÊra- 'footwear' »» L sub-u2cula 'a man\woman’s
underwear, shirt' »» Lt auﬁkle$ 'bast-shoe string\lace, foot-cloth', Ltv
a~ukla 'string, cord', Pru auclo : "Halfter" 'halter'  NaIE d. *ou\-to-s '≈
wrapped around, clothed' > Lt auﬁtas 'foot-cloth', Ltv {ME} a~uts
'Tuch, Binde' » Sl *ob-ut¥ (pp. of *ob-u¡-ti) 'wearing footwear' > R
o≤butyj, etc. »» L ex-u2tus (pp. of exuo [see  above]) ¶ The ancient
NaIE meaning 'tie, tie around, wrap' is preserved in some derivatives i n
Blt (Lt aukle$, auklis, Ltv a~ukla, a~uts, Pru auclo, etc.) ¶ WP I
1O9-1O, P 346, EI 1O9 (*h⁄eu\- 'put on clothes'), WH I 434-6, 695-6, II
62O, Bc. G 328, Pln. II 251, 31O, 726, Hü. 411, Slt. 237-8, 442-3, Tr. 2 1 -
2, Frn. 27-8, En. 147, Tp. P A-D 156, Vs. II 124, III 1O9, 435, Glh. 447-8 ,
Brtl. 42 || ? A *°ËyV {AD} 'attach, wrap' > Tg *uyi- v. 'attach, wrap' >
Sln uyi- 'attach, wrap', Ewk uy- ± uyi-, Lm, Neg, Ork uy-, Orc uyi-, Ul,
Nn ui- v. 'attach' ¶ STM II 25O-1  ??? T *°o[:]{y}a > Tk oya
'embroidery', Osm {Rl.} oya 'Fransen, Stickerei' (unless f rom  *oÎa a n d
derived from oy- 'carve, cut out') ¶ Rl. I 1O33 ¶¶ ≈ SDM97 (A *uyV
'bind, sew') and DQA #2542 (pA *o2yV 'sew, pierce', incl. Tg, T) ˚  EC
*h- goes back to HS *X- < N *q- . If the A √  belongs here, the N rec. is
*{q}u 6666yV , otherwise it may also be * {q }áwV .
19O2. *ûûûûqV, pc. of collectivity ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ a marker o f
plurality) >  K  *°- ûqe, marker of plurality of the indirect object of the 2 n d
and the 3rd person > MG, G F/X/P/Lch/LI -ûqe, G In -ûq id. (MG ge-u-bn-
ebi-ûqe 'I tell you [pl.]' ↔ ge-u-bn-ebi 'I tell thee') ¶ Dt. 6O-1, Dt. AKS II
4O-1, Chik. Q 32-62 || ? IE: NaIE *°-ko >  Gmc *-xa / *-Ga, sx. o f
collectivity >  Gt bro2†ra-ha-ns coll. 'brothers', OSw (RunSc) fa†r-
ka-®, ON feÎgar 'father and son', OSw (RunSc) mu†r-ku, ON
møÎgur 'mother and daughter, ?? Yid Ka2- -aX pl. in l-diminutives
(Ka2lodjm ≤meyd-el-aX 'girls' ↔ sg. ≤meydele) »» ??φ Arm pl. ending -˚ -
k≈ ¶ Fs. 1O7, ≈ Vr. 114 and 4OO (believes that the Gmc sx. is originally
adjectival); Kron. VLFH 126 and IS OS II 1O5 (both adduce Arm -k≈) ||
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U: [1] FU *-kkV, sx. of collectivity >  F -kko / -kko4 id. (koivikko ' b i r ch
forest', ma4nnikko4 'pine forest') »» Hg -k, pl. suffix of nouns  [2] FU
*-k  as marker of pl. in pers. endings of 1p and 2p (× N *kË , particle o f
plurality [used mainly with pronouns], q.v. ffd.) || D *-k(k)V, pl. suffix
of nouns > Kdg -ga / -ya (< *-ka) (a2N-ga 'men', aZ7Z7i-ya ' g randmothers ' ) ,
Knd -ku, -gu, -k (ga2lu-k 'daughters' ↔  sg. ga2lu, ilku 'houses', me2mar-gu
'husbands'), Gnd -k, -Vk (pa2l-k 'teeth', dßuvva3l-ïk 'tigers'), Koya -k, -ku
(mar-k 'sons', manasu2r-ku 'men'), Nk -k+gu, -g, -k (pa2l-gu ≠ pa2l-ku ' t ee th ' ,
pa2m-ku 'snakes', elli-g 'rats', u2tu-k 'ropes'), Ku -ka (himborka ' c lo thes '
↔ sg. himbori), Kui -ka / -ga (kor-ka 'buffaloes', kaN-ga 'eyes'), Brh -k, -
a2k (xal-k 'stones' ↔  sg. xal, lo2ta2k 'sacks' ↔  sg. lo2t) ¶ An. SG 177-8, D
#3986, Shanm. DN 52-1O3 || ? HS: C: Ag {Hz.} *-kV, plural suffix o f
nouns >  Aw -ka (gse!n-ka 'dogs'), Km -‰!k, -k‰!, Kw -ki (yir-ki 'men'), -k
{Zab.} (gi!lu-k 'men', gi!ru-k 'hens'), -ke (gi!r-ke 'days' ↔  sg. griy-a~);
according to Ap., Km -‰!k, -k‰! is related to the Km suffix -‰k, -ki ' a l l '
(added to pronouns and numerals: nay-‰k 'all of them', ni-ki all of i t ' ,
andi!w-‰k 'all of us', liNay-‰k 'both') »» Dhl {Zab.} -uka, -uke, -eka, -eki,
pl. suffixes of nouns (÷e2!n-uka 'tongues' ↔  sg. ÷e2!na; kWa!na~?-u~ka~
'scorpions' ↔  sg. kwa!na?a; wa!ra~w-u!ke 'hyenas' ↔  sg. wa!rawa [{To.}
wa!ra2ba]; munteka 'fields' ↔ sg. mu!nta; Z7o!Z7o~?-e!ki 'jackals' ↔  sg. Z7o!Z7o?o)
¶ Hz. AL 16, Zab. MNPC 2O9, 259-61, 298, Ap. K 322, To. D 162 ˚  IS II
1O5-6 [#345] (N ? *qÿ).
19O3. *ûûûûqÅbV 'jaw, cheek' > K {K} *ûqba-, {FS} *ûqab- 'jaw' >  OG, G ûqba-
'jaw', Mg ÷viba- 'man with a stupid face', Sv (h)aûqba-, ûqab(w)- 'cheek' ¶
K 2O9, K DE 358, K2 238, FS K 36O and FS E 4O4 (adducing Sv ûqab
'beard' < K *ûqab-) || HS: S *°k'apk'ap- >  Ar qafqaf- 'camel’s cheek' ¶ Fr.
III 481, BK II 791  Ch (× N *kep''''[é€]V 'jaw, chin'): [1] DfB {J} ka!pa^k (p l .
kapa!k) 'cheek'  [2] ??φ Ch {Stl.} *9obi ({AD} *9obi ≠ *9ob'i?) ' ch in ,
cheek' > WCh: Hs ha!b'a2 'chin' » P’ {MSk.} ga!ba~-c7anga! 'chin, lower jaw' » Gj
{ChL} gI!s-gI!b'a~ 'chin' »» CCh {Stl.} *N˝obi > Cb {ChL} Ngubá 'cheek' » HgF
{ChL} ˝ub'i 'chin' »» ECh: Ke {Eb.} ga~bi 'cheek' ¶ J R 216, Stl. IF 113 || D
*kavul!- 'cheek, jaw' (× N *gabV(-lßßßß ++++l ! !!!V) 'head' [>  'top', 'skull']?) >  T m
kavul5  'cheek, temple or jaw of elephant', Ml kavil5, Tu kaul5u, ? Kui
ku4lu 'cheek', Prj gavla, galva 'jaw'; D ı OI kapo2≤la-h5 'cheek' ¶¶ D
#1337, Tu. #4324, M K I 158 (kapo2lah5 "vermutlich austroasiatisch"),
M E I 3O3 (mentions the D and Austroasiatic parallels with scepticism).
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19O4. *{ ûûûûq}ábV 'belly, s tomach '  > HS: WS (or S) *k'i≤b-at- id. > BHb
eb1q$ k'e2≤b3a2 'belly; fourth stomach of ruminants', JA [Trg.] at1b6iq$
k5eb3´≤t3-a2 {Lv.} 'der rauhe Magen der Widerkäuer', {Js.} 'maw', JPA Bz
ebiq k5ybh 'stomach', JEA {Sl.} at`1b6q@ k5ab3≤t-a2 'stomach of a
ruminant', Ar ébWQi qibb-at- {BK} 'ventricule', Tgr qbT k'AbAt 'midst ;
lower part', k 'AbbAt  'a stuffed goat’s stomach', ?σ,φ Tgy k'obo 'hernia', ??
Ak kukkuba2tu, kukkuba2nu, k5uk5k5uba2tu, k5uk5k5uba2nu 'part o f
the animal stomach' ¶ KB 992, BDB 866-7, Dlm. 36O, Lv. T II 339, Js .
13O7, 1313, Sl. 982, Sl. P 489, BK II 657, Ln. 2478, LH 249-5O, Bsn. 2 6 2 ,
L ESAC 46, CAD VIII 499 || K *°˝ip'- > G ˝ip'i 'paunch' ¶ Mte.: ˝...p' < N
* ûûûûq . . .b  ¶ Chx. 1623, DCh. 1362 || A: M *kebeli > WrM kebeli, HlM
x´vlij 'belly, stomach; paunch; womb', Ord {Ms.} kæeweli ' w o m b
(matrice, sein)', WrO kebeli  'belly, stomach; womb', Kl kevl´ 'belly,
womb', {Rm.} kewl= 'belly'; M *keGeli 'womb, belly' > MM [HI] ke√eli
'ventre', [L] kei\li 'belly', MM [IM] ¬eK keh[e]l[i], [IsV, MA] kehli, WrM
kegeli, HlM xeel 'womb, belly', Mnr H {SM} kæe2li¢e, {T} keli¢e 'belly,
paunch' ¶ MED 438, 442, Ms. O 419, Ms. H 7O, Pp. L III 69, Pp. MA 4 3 9 ,
SM 198, T 338, Lg. VMI 48, Krg. 715, KRS 287, KW 229  Tg *kepel[-]
'belly' > Lm k‰2b´l 'stomach (Magen) of a squirrel\calf with i t s
contents', WrMc xefali ≠ xefeli 'belly, entrails', Jrc {Kiy.} hefuli
'abdomen' ¶ STM I 387-8, Kiy. 125 [#5O8]  NaT *k…a4∏+e2p- 'be swollen'
(of a belly), 'be pregnant' > Tkm ga4∏be 'swollen' (qarnî ga4∏be 'with a
swollen belly'), MQp XIV  [AH], Chg {PC} ´bg gebe, Tk gebe, Ggz, CrTt
gebe 'pregnant'; NaT *kæa4+e[:]p]ber- (with an unexplained *kæ-)  ' b e
swollen' (of a belly) > Tv xewer-, Tki {Zn.}, MQp XIV [AH] ˚MrbK keber-
mek, Chg {PC} ˚Mrbg geber-mek 'to swell, be swollen' (of a belly)' ¶ ET
VGD 36, PC 455, Zn. II 735 ¶¶ DQA #789 (A *ke2!pæV 'belly') ˚  The d e -
emphatization N *ûûûûq- > A *k- and the unexpected length of the vw. i n
NaT are still to be investigated and explained.
19O5. *ûûûûqËb÷{É} 'basket' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'vessel') > K: G
{Chx.} ûqvibaro '∈ basket for millet', G ûqvibari, G Im ûqvibiri '∈ small
vessel for wine (dug into earth)', G LIm ûqvibira '∈ small wine-jug', G
{DCh.} ûqvibari 'pot used for storing cheese' ¶ Chx. 1686, DCh 1378 ||
HS: S *k'ubba÷-, (?) *k'ub÷- 'basket, vessel' >  Ug k5b÷t '(∈ ) drinking-
vessel', {OLS} 'cáliz', BHb cs. to2B2q8 k'ub≥ba÷at3 'cup', Ph k5b÷ ' c u p ,
goblet', IA k5b÷? 'small jar', Ak {CAD} k5uppu '∈ wicker basket o r
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wooden chest; cage; box for silver and precious objects' (× N *K''''uP3333V
'box, basket), as well as Sr W {Br., PS} '0∫owuœ k5ub≤÷-a 2 'calix (of a
flower)', 'Blumenkelch' and Ar qub÷at- {Fr.} 'calix, folliculus f lorum' ,
{BK} 'calice ou enveloppe de la fleur'. The Sr and Ar cognates are qu. :
Br. and KB connect the Sr word with Hb to2B2q8 k'ub≤ba÷at3 'cup' (KB:
'Becher, Pokal') and interpret it as a µφ  from 'cup' (as in L calix  and i n
NHG Blumenkelch), while JPS interprets this Sr word a s
'covering\sheath of a flower\fruit' and connects it with t h e
homographic '0∫>owœu k5ubb´≤÷a2 ' hood ' (÷  JA [Trg.] k5o2b3≤÷-a2 ' t u rban ' ,
Hb ob2&q k'o2≤b3å2÷ 'helmet'); if JPS is right, the same interpretation m u s t
be preferred for Ar qub÷at- as well ¶ KBR 1O62, 1O81, BDB 8 6 7
[#69O7], 875 [#6959], OLS 361, HSI 983, Br. 644, PS 348O, JPS 492, Fr.
III 392, BK II 664, AD XIII 3O7-1O, Sd. 89O, ≠ KB 994 (the word of the S
lgs. •π Eg: unc. for lack of arguments for the loan hyp., while t h e r e
are arguments against it: if it had been a loan, we would not have
expected a uniform rendering of Eg Ó  as ÷  in all WS lgs. and would have
expected X (= hœ) in Ak - which is the usual Ak rendering of foreign H) 
Eg XVIII k5bÓw 'libation-vase' ¶ EG V 27, Fk. 278  C: [1] EC: Af {PH}
kafa÷ 'large palm-leaf basket' »» Ag: Xm {R} qefa2 'cylindrical box,
beehive'; C (Ag?) ı Amh k'Afo 'wicker basket used as a beehive' ı
Sa/Af {R} k5afo 'beehive'; [2] EC: Sa {R} qa2÷a≤bo2 ≠ qa2÷e≤bo2 (p l .
≤qa2÷ebo2b) 'ein großer irdener Krug' ¶ PH 142, R S II 23O  ?? Ch: WCh
{Stl.} *kab'V 'basket' (× N *K''''ab{É?}V 'wickerwork, bag, vessel' [q.v.
ffd.]) ¶¶ OS 3O7 [#14O7] (HS *kab- 'gourd, calabash vessel' >  Eg kb,
Dhl, Hs), 332 [#1526] (>  *k'ab- >  Ak, Ron, Eg k5by)  || ?φ  IE: NaIE *kap-
'vessel, box' (× N *K ''''ab {É?}V '⇑ ' [q.v. ffd.]) || ?σ U: FU *°kopp{a} 'vessel '
> F koppa 'Korb, Schale', Es kopp (gen. kopa) 'Schale, kleines Gefäß'
× π Sw kopp  'cup') ¶ Coll. 93, ≈ UEW 181-2 ¶ F koppa 'front part o f
the skull, forehead, box, vessel' goes back to two N words (this one a n d
N *k'''' {a}w[o]p''''É ¬  *k''''{a}w[o]p''''VyV 'skull') || A *kæËpæÉ >  NaT *kæu4[:]p
(× N *K''''uP3333V 'box, basket') >  OT ku4[:]p 'large earthenware jar\jug', Az,
Gg, Kr, Qzq ∆  ku4p id., Tk ku4p (+ppa.: ku4p-u4) 'large ear thenware
narrow-necked jar'; *kæu4pæa4 'earthenware jug' > Tk ∆ ku4pe, Az g1y4pa4, U z
kuwa ¶ Cl. 687, DTS 328, TkR 581, Hüs. 176, GRM 3O, ET KQ 143-4 
M: [1] M *qobdu 'case, long and narrow box; quiver' (× N *K''''uP3333V '⇑ ' ,
q.v. ffd.)  [2] M *ko4bke > WrM ko4bke, HlM xøvx 'box, chest; baske t ' ,
WrO ko4bkeq 'cage, basket' ¶ Pp. MA 299, MED 476, 949, Krg. 2 7 1 ,
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736, KRS 591, KW 171, Ms. O 347 ˚  In some cases the resemblance is
due to borrowing. Coalescence with N *K''''uP3333V '⇑ ' may be supposed f o r
many descending lgs.
19O6. *ûûûûqacV 'gray' (esp. of hair), 'white' >  K : GZ *mqc`-(e) 'gray ha i r '
> OG mqce, G (m)Xce 'gray hair', Mg (r)c7-: c7e- 'white', tuta-rc7ela 'whi te
moon' , gaarc7ielu vt. 'whitened', Lz Xc7e-≠(k)c7e- 'gray-haired'; Ï GZ
*mqc`-oan- 'hoary with age' > OG mqcovani, G mXcovani id., Mg rc7inu
'old man, old woman', Lz Xc7in- ≠ kc7in- 'old woman' ¶ *m-  is likely to g o
back to a px.; as. **ûqc > *qc ¶ K 267, K2 135, Chik. 4O, 343, Abul. 3 1 6
|| HS: ? CS *√k's7s7 v. 'be old' (of a person), *k'as7s7- 'old man' (× N
*K''''Ës2222É 'grown-up man, old (person)', q.v. ffd.)  C: Dhl {To.} kïZo
'village elder' (pl. ≤kïZo2ma), {EEN} kïZo (pl. ≤kiZo2ma) 'elder, old man', {E}
kï~Zo 'old man' »» ?? SC: Asa {E} kiZ7umo, pl. kiZ7umaku 'male impala' ¶ E SC
244 (adduces the Dhl word and Mb mzi!me 'old man' and recons t ruc ts
SC *kï~Z- 'old man'), EEN 11, To. D 14O || IE: NaIE *kas-, *kas-no- ( o r
*k8as-, *k8as-no-) 'gray, white' >  L ca2nus (<  *kas-no-s) 'white-haired,
gray-haired, hoary', Osc, Pæl CASNAR 'old man' »» OHG hasan {Kb.}
'gray, polished, smooth', {P} 'grau glänzend', ON ho<ss 'gray' (<  *kas-
wo-), AS hasu  'dark, gray, ash-coloured', MHG heswe 'blass, matt' ¶
P 533, Mn. 6O2, WH I 156, Pln. II 688, 717, Vr. 282, Ho. 149, Kb. 4 3 9 ,
OsS 375, Lx. 88, EI 24O (*k8as- 'gray') ¶ The stem is usually
reconstrcuted as *k8as-, which is based on a highly qu. adduction of t h e
stem *k8o+as- 'hare' (>  OI s1a≤s1a-, Pru sasins, OHG haso, AS hara
'hare'). But there is no proof that the two stems are etymologically
identical, so that the hyp. of an initial *k8- remains unfounded || A: NaT
*k…aç+s7- 'gray (hair), white' >  Tv k…az7arar- v. 'grow gray' (hair), 'be s een
as white', Tf qa<˙Y-ar- id., Xk xaz-ar- Xaz-ar- id., Tlt {Rl.} kaqa¡
'weiß, grau werden (von Haaren), in der Ferne weiß erscheinen', Brb
{Rl.} qas7qai\- 'grow gray' (of hair) ¶ Rl. II 395-9, Ra. 217.
19O7. *ûûûûqu6666d{i} 'hut' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'house') > K: GZ *ûqud-e
' house '  >  Mg ÷ud-e 'house', G cd. kva-ûqud-e 'stone house', d. sa-ûqud-el-
'cloister, refuge', ?? OG sa-ûqud-ar-ni pl. '{?} Wohnsitze' ¶ K2 245-6; ≈  FS
K 367-8 and FS E 412 (*ûqwed- + unc.: Sv ûqwedi 'ruhig, gemütlich', t h e
OG/G words with the √  ûqud- 'be quiet') || ? HS: Ch: Ngz {Sch.}
ku!dÈ~mdÈ~m 'square room\house with flat roof' ¶ Sch. DN 97 || IE: NaIE
*°k+k8ud≈ya2 ({KM} *kud≈ya2) > Gmc *xuÎjo2n- 'hut' > OHG hutta, MHG
hu4tte, NHG Hu4tte id.; MHG hu4tte ı OFr hutte (> Fr hutte
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'hut') ı NE hut ¶ Hardly here NaIE *ket-/*kot- 'room in a house' “
'Wohngrube' (P 586-7) both because of its original meaning a n d
because IE *k- points to the following N *a  rather than to the expected
*o++++u ¶ Schz. 172, Kb. 494, OsS 435, Lx. 97, KM 323, HDEL 644 || D
*kutßi ({†GS} *kudßi ≠ *gudßi) 'house, hut '  > Tm kut5i 'house, h o m e ,
family, town', Ml kut5i 'house, hut, family, tribe', Kt kur`Z>l ' shed ,
bathroom', Td kusÀ 'room (in dairy or house)', kudßsÀ 'outer room o f
dairy', Kn gud5i 'house, temple', Kdg kudßi 'family of servants living i n
one hut', Tu gud5i 'small pagoda\shrine', Tu gud5i 'temple', kot5ika
'hamlet', Gnd kur`ma 'hut, outhouse', gudß(dß)i ± gur`i 'temple', Klm gudßï,
Gdb gudßi id., Prj gudßi id., 'village resthouse', Kui gudßi 'central room i n
house, living room'; D ı  OI kut5a-, ku2t4a-, kut5i- 'hut' ¶¶ D ##1655 ,
Tu. ##3232-3, 3493.
19O8. *ûûûûqËyigNË (or * ûûûûqigNË) 'cold' >  K *ûqi[g]n- 'freeze, feel cold' >
OG, G ûqin- id., Mg ÷in-, Lz ûqin- ≠ in-, Sv ûqg´⁄n-/ûq´⁄gn- id. ¶  K 212, K2
243, Chik. 19O,  FS K 371, FS E 416-7 || U *kV{n1}V '≈  be cold, freeze' >
Sm {Jn.} *k¥n(tV)-, Ne T xa"n√j ha"n1uy 'kalt werden', Slq Tz {Hl.} qo2£n1È
'frost', Kms kæaºn;- ' f r ieren' ¶ *-n1- < *-yN-  ??φ Y kan-: T {Krn.} qand!eN,
{IN} qanZ7 !´ 'cold, winter' (*qan-y´; -y´ is a sx.) ¶¶ UEW 176-7, KKIH 1 6 4 ,
Cs. 224, KD 26, Krn. JJ 273, ≠ Jn. 53 (*k¥nt´+a4- 'frieren, erfrieren'), IN
245, ≠ Rd. UJ 38 [#23] (Y π  U; unc. adduction of F kontta  'Starrhei t ,
Starre') || A: Tg *xiNu4- 'cold' >  Ewk, Neg iNin 'cold, frost', Nn KU iNni
n. 'cold', WrMc siNgiya 'severe cold, hard frost', Ewk iNï ' hoar f ros t ' ,
iNin-, Lm iNi-, Neg ini- ≠ iNi- be cold', Ork siNgu2- v. 'freeze', O r c
iN‰ni, Ud iNin‰hi, Ul siNgu(n-) adj. 'cold', Nn siNmu2ﬁ 'cool' ¶ In t h e
words with s- there may have been coalescence with N *s7777u 4 444nigo ' snow '
¶ STM I 321  ?φ M *ku4yi-ten 'cold' > MM [MA, LM] ku4yten, [HI] {Ms.}
ko4yiten, [S] {H} koyiten, WrM ku4iten, HlM x¥jt´n, Kl {Rm.} kïtn=,
Ord kæu4∏tæo4n, Dx kuic7i\en, Dg {Mr.} ku$yten, Mnr H {SM} kæuïdòi\a4n, {T}
kuïten, Ba kitaN id. ¶ Ms. H 73, Pp. MA 226, Pp. L II 69, H 1O5, MED
498, SM 21O, T 341, T BJ 141, T DnJ 124, Mr. D 31  ?σ T *Ku+oyaN
' rheumat ism'  > Tkm qoyaN, ET ∆ , Tv quyaN id., Qzq {Rl.} quyaN, Qq, Qrg
{Jud.} quyaN {Jud.} 'ischias', Tf huyaN 'rheumatism of the back' ¶ T *-a-
(for *-î- in the expected **Ku+oyîN) may be due to the infl. of T *KuyaN
'≈ pelvis' (> Qrg quyaN 'pelvic cap', ET {Rl.} 'Sehnen in der Seite') ¶ ET Q
3O-1, Rl. II 9O2-3, 52, Jud. 457  pKo {S} *ki\´~⁄n1î!r 'winter' > MKo
ki\´~⁄n1î!r ≠ ki\´~⁄n1Ä!r ≠ ki'´⁄5´r, NKo ki\´⁄ul ¶ S QK #21O, Nam 42, MLC 1 1 2
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¶ pKo *k-  (for *kæ-) is not yet clear  pJ: [1] pJ {S} *k‰nk‰(r)- 'freeze' >
OJ kogo-  'freezing', kogor- 'freeze', J: T kogor-, ko~goe-, kogoe!-, K ko!go!e!-,
Kg ko~go~e~- 'freeze' ¶ S QJ #1195, Mr. 711  [2] ? pJ {S} *k‰yu- > OJ
k[u\]oyu- vi. freeze' ¶ S QJ #1194, Mr. 711 ¶¶ S AJ 53-4, 29O (Tg, M),
DQA #1O54 (pA *kæi\o!jNo 'cold '  > Tg, M, T, Ko, J *k‰yu-; quest ionable
phonetically [absence of traces of *N  in M] and semantically [in T]) || D
*kinÀ+n`- ({†GS} *k-) 'cold' >  Klm kinani, kina2m 'cold', Gnd kinan id. ¶¶ D
#16O1 || Gil: Gil A k‰N- v. 'freeze' ¶¶ ST 126 ˚  IS MS 371 (* ûqi{n1}ÿ
'cold'), IS SS #7.5, Blz. LB #26a, Gr. II #354 (*kon 'snow') (Sm, M, Tg, J
kogor-, Ai, Gil, CK, EA) ˚ If the pA rec. of DQA and the M, T, Ko, and J
cognates are valid, the N rec. is * ûûûû qËyigNË . Otherwise it is * ûûûûqigNË .
19O9. * ûûûûqu 6666÷ka ++++á (or * ûûûûqu 6666k÷a ++++á) 'to squat' û ûûû > K *ûquûq- id. >  G K/Ms ûquûq-
id. ('sich kauern, sich [auf den Boden] hocken'), Sv ûqûqw- 'squat' ¶ K2
247, Chx. 1742-3, Ghl. 618 || HS: S *°√k'÷y v. 'squat' > Ar √q÷y  Sh  (p f .
?aq÷a2) 'être assis le derrière sur le sol' (of dogs and other carnivorous
animals), 'être assis, accroupi de manière à avoir le fondement sur l e
sol, le dos appuyé contre qch. et les jambes dressées', 's’asseoir d e
manière que le fondement porte sur les talons ou sur le sol' ¶ BK II 7 8 5
¶¶ A possible phonetic prehistory of S: N *ûûûûqu 6666÷ka++++á >  (ass .
uvularization of *k) *ûqu÷qa >  (as.) *ûqu÷÷a >  S *√k'÷y || IE: NaIE
*°k+k8eu\g+g8- v. 'squat' > ON hu1ka 'to squat (kauern)', MHG hu2chen id.,
NHG hocken 'to crouch, to squat' ¶ P 589, Vr. 265-6, Lx. 94 || D
*kukk- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'sit, squat' >  Tm kukku id., Kt kuki;r- 'sit down ' ,
Kn kukkarisu v. 'squat', Tl kukun5d5u v. 'sit', Kui kopka (<  *kok-pV)
/ p. kokt-  v. 'sit, sit down', Ku kug-  v. 'sit' ¶¶ D #1628.
191O. *ûûûûqaLV 'neck' > HS: C: Ag: Xm {Ap.} qÈ!lma (pl. qÈlÈ!m), Xm T
{CR} qålma2 'neck'; hardly here Ag {AD} *°√kÒm throat, nape' (see  N
*ko6666ri{H}u6666 'throat, neck') »» EC: Kns {BlSO} xolm-a2, Msl {Bl.} xolma ' n e c k '
(x- < EC *k- with a puzzling deglottalization *k'- > *k-), Sa, Af kalma, Ya
kilimi? 'uvula' »» SC: Kz kolima 'nape' ¶ BlSO 215, E K 13, Blz. CWL # 5 8 ,
Blz. CL 179, R WB 227, PH 143  || K *ûqel- 'neck' > OG ûqel-i id., G ûqel-i
'throat, neck of a vessel', Mg ÷al- 'neck, neck of a vessel' (Ï o-÷al-es7-
'collar'), Lz (ûq)al- ± ÷al- 'neck', Sv d. m´⁄-ûql-a 'neck, throat ' ¶¶ K 2O9,
K2 238, FS K 365-6, FS E 41O || IE: NaIE *kol-so- 'neck' > OL collus, L
collum id. »» Gt, ON, NNr, Sw, OFrs, OSx, OHG hals, NHG Hals, AS
heals id.  Lt ka%klas 'neck', Ltv kakls id., 'throat' ({Ndr.}: < NaIE
*kWol-tlo-) ¶ EI 392 (*≤kolso-s), Vr. 2O6, Fs. 241-2, Ho. 151, Kb. 4 2 7 ,
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Schz. 158, KM 285, WH I 245, Frn. 2O5; ≈  WP I 514-5 and P 639 ( u n c .
*kWol-so- ÿ*kWel- 'drehen').
1911. *ûûûûqola 'to kill' > K *° ûqwVl- v. 'kill' >  Mg ÷vil- ± ÷viy-, Lz ûqvil-
≠ ÷vil- ≠ ÷il- ≠ yil- ≠ -il- v. 'kill' ¶ Chik. 353, Schm. 119, Q 418 || HS:
C *k'Vl- > EC *k'al- v. 'slaughter' (× N *k''''aL÷a 'cut, hew, chop, stab', q.v.
ffd.; lack of the  expected labialization [*k'W-] is due to th is
contamination) || D *kol(l)- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'kill' >  Tm kol, Ml
kolluka, Kn kol, kolu, kollu v. 'kill\murder', Kt kol 'act of killing',
Td kwaly 'murder', Kdg koll-, Krg koru, Tl kolli v. 'kill'; the heritage o f
this N word may have also influenced D *kolß-, {†GS} *golß- v. 'strike, h i t ' ,
whence Tm ko2l5 'killing, murder' (see  N *K''''ol ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!a 'beat, strike') ¶¶ D
#2132 ˚  IS MS 37O (* ûqo(Ó)lÿ 'kill ' > K, D + •÷ IE *gWe[Ó]l- v.
'torture, die' and U *ko2la- v. 'die'), ≠ Cald. 593 (D ÷  R kol√ 'I s t a b '
and NE kill, quell), 618 (D, U: F kuole, etc.). Cf. N *kol?a  'to die;
end' ˚  Sl *ko¡l-ti 'to slaughter' hardly belongs here because its a cu t e
intonation indicates an IE √  with a lr. It is probably a sd. from Sl *ko¡l-ti
'to stab\prick' (<  IE *kel´-  <  N *k ''''aL÷a  '⇑ ', q.v.).
1912. *ûûûûq{ËlË} 'boy, child' > K: Sv L ûqlaw- 'child, boy' (× N *{÷}ogËlV
[or *é€o ûûûûqËlV] 'offspring, child'??) ¶  Dn. s.v. ûqlaw-, ≠ K2 243-4 (unc . :
Sv *ûql- < K *ûqle- 'penis') || HS: Ch {Stl.} *Xolu 'young man, slave' >
WCh: Diri galu, Cg ga2lun, P’ HWalin-c7iki, Wrj galu2-z‰;‰-na, Kry, My galu-
z‰h‰ 'slave' »» CCh: FlJ mu-gula 'slave', Mf {BLB} gWala, Mada {BrrB}
gawla ≠ guwla 'young man', MfG gu!wla id. (with connotation of sexual
power), Lgn ˝ule-maze! 'slave', ˝uke-gWas6i 'girl', Glv {Rp.} ˝u!la ' b r ide '
¶ Stl. IF 1O7, 289, BLB 158, BrrB 118, Brr. MG II 121  ? S: Ar Xall-at-
'one-year-old young of a camel' ¶ BK I 6O8 ¶¶ HS deglottalization: N
*ûûûûq- > **q- > Ch *X- || A {S} *ku2!lV 'servant, slave' (× N *kulV 'to w o r k '
× N *K''''ul ∏ ∏∏∏{a 4 444} 'clan, village' ‘ 'everybody') >  NaT *k…ul 'slave' (ffd. see  N
*kulV '⇑ ') || D *ku2li ({†GS} *k-) 'working for wages' (× N *kulV '⇑ ' ,
q.v. ffd.) ˚  Doubtful, because the supposed Sv, A, and D cognates have
alt. etymologies, while the Ch rec. is rather shaky. N *l  and *Ë (of t h e
first syll.) are valid reconsyructions unless the labialized vw. and *l i n
NaT *k…ul and D *ku2li belong to the heritage of *kulV  'to work'.
1913. *ûûûûqË[?]l ßßßßV 'speak, call' > HS: WS *-k'u2l- v. 'speak' >  Amr {G}
√k'wl v. 'speak', Ar √qwl G  (ip. ya-qu2l-u) v. 'say', qawl- 'saying'
(n.act.), 'word', Mh k'awl  'speech, k'‰wo2l 'improviser of poetry, singer ' ;
?? S *k'a2l- 'voice' > Ph, OA k5l, BA, Gz k'a2l, Sr k5a2l-a2, Md k5ala id., Ug k5l
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'voice, cry, thunder', Hb l&q k'o2l 'voice, noise, noise made by animals ' ,
Ar qa2l- n. act. 'saying', 'speech', Gz k'a2l 'voice, speech, word', Tgr, Tgy
k'al 'word' ¶ Br. 651, G A 29, Fr. III 516, BK II 836-7, Hv. 634, Jo. M 2 4 6 ,
KB 1O13-5, KBR 1O84-5, 1774, OLS 365-6, L G 426  ??φ Eg Xrw
'crier', Eg fO Xr 'says he, says N', Eg NK Xrt.w 'utterance (of a god, a
king), oracle' (X  < HS *q, deglottalized *ûq) (×  N *9orV 'cry, speak') ¶
AnC-1 1O  C: EC: Sa {R} -k5al- ≠ -kal- v. 'say, think (sagen, me inen) '
(p. ≤åk5ålå ≠ ≤åk5elå, prs. ≤ak5a2lå ≠ ≤åk5ålå ≠ ≤åk5elå); HEC *kul-
v. 'tell' (deglottalization *k'- > *k- due to contamination with N
*k{a}l ∏∏∏∏Ù {o}  'call [appeler], shout'?) >  Sd, Kmb, Ged kul-, Hd kur- 'tell' »»
SC: Kz k'Wa?aliko 'voice' ¶ R S II 232, Hd. 15O, C SE II 2O9 (Sd kul-, H d
kur- 'dire, raccontare'), E SC 268  Ch.: ? ECh: Kbl {Cp.} kuw‰l‰!, Ll
{Grgs.} ko@lo@, Smr {J} gWa~le! 'word', Ke {Eb.} ke@l 'Worte', whence Kbl y‰!
kuw‰l‰!, Ll ya2& ko@lo@, Ke wa2!te! ke@l v. 'talk' ('say words') ¶ ChC s.v. ' w o r d '
and 'talk', Eb. 64, Lk. ZSS 147-9 || K: [1] Sv UB † li-ûqle 'to say s th . ' ,
prs. ûq´⁄le, ipf. ûq´⁄la, narrative prs. l´⁄-m-ûq´⁄lwe2n (the dictionary GP
mentions the ip. ft. form iûqwle2nni, but it fails to indicate whether i t
belongs together with the masdar li-ûqle 'to crow' [of cocks] or with li-
ûqle 'to say sth.'), Sv LB (verbal noun of result) naûq´⁄l 'called' ¶ GP 12O,
177, 2O4, 231, 271  [2] *ûqu2l- v. 'cry, shout' >  Sv {Ni.} ûqul- id., Sv UB
{GP} ûqu2l- v. 'moo', G G {Ghl.} rdp. ûqurûqul-i 'howling of wolves\dogs' (×  K
*ûqur- howl' < N *ûûûûqur{H}V 'to bark, to howl; to cry\shout'); but G ûqvir-
'cry' is likely to belong to N *ûûûûqur{H}V only ¶ ≈ K 211 (adduces G ûqvir-
v. 'cry' and reconstructs K *ûqwir-), ≈ K2 246 (*ûqur-), Ghl. 617, Chx.
599, IS MS 345 (K *ûqwil- / ûqw(i)r-) || D (in SD) *k{u}lßarÀ- ({†GS} *k-) v.
'cry out' >  Tm kul5ar3u v. 'howl, yell', Kn kil5ir, kil5ir3 v. ' sound ,
neigh', kel5ar v. 'cry out, roar'; •÷ Tm kul5ar3u, Ml kul5ar3uka v.
'stammer' ¶ D #1831 || E {HK} ku-la 'das Rufen, Bittflehen', ku-la-a
'das Anrufen, Bittflehen', gu1-lu 'bittflehend' ¶¶ HK 5O9-11, 56O-2 ||
A : NaT *k[æ]ol- v. 'ask for' (×  N *gol ∏∏∏∏V 'look, look for, wish') >  OT, MQp,
Chg, Kr qol-, SY qol- ≠ qæol- 'ask for', ds.: Qrg qoluqtu, ET qulas7liq
'bride' (“  *'asked in marriage'); it is not clear if NaT *kolt- 'ask' (>  Kr
qoltqa ≠ qoltXa 'a request', Tv koldan- v. 'ask') belongs here ¶ Cl. 6 1 6 -
7, ET Q 36-7, Rs. W 277, KRPS 369, TvR 246  ? pKo {S} *kÄ~ro!- 'say' (× N
*K''''ÅyLa 'shout, call' and N *K''''{e?++++hi}le6666 'tongue', q.v. ffd.) || U: pY {IN}
*qol- (× N *K''''eÓu{h}lu 4444Óe 6666 'hear') > Y K {IN} qol-il 'sound (sonus)', {Krn.}
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Xolil 'sound of a knock (stuk )', {Jc. ‘ Ang.} XoÒil 'Geräusch, Laut,
Klopfen, Läuten' (-l is a nominal sx.) ¶ IN 246 (equates it with FU *ku2le
'hear; ear'), Krn. JJ 284, Ang. 256, Rd. UJ 38 [#24] (Y π U *ku2le) ˚  IS
SS #7.8 and IS MS 345 (* ûqulÿ in HS and K), Blz. LB #1OOc (suggested
to add Glf). A N lr. *?  can explain -?- in Kz and the vowel length in K
*ûqu2l-.
1914. *ûûûûqawlV (or *ûûûûqawÉlV) 'leg, bone of a limb'  > HS: NrOm: Anf
{Gt.} kelli 'bone' ¶ Gt. 354  Ch: CCh: ? Glf {Röd.} kel 'foot', {AF}
kale1 'feet', ?? Afd {Stz.} kulla1m 'Hüfte' »» ? ECh: McSmr: Tmk {Cp.}
de~g‰!l 'foot, leg', Nd D {J} da!g‰@l 'leg', Smr {Nc.} di!gel-an 'my leg', {AF}
degel-a1m 'thy leg' ¶ Blz. DA #39 analyzes the ECh forms as having a
px. *dV- ¶ Lk. ZSS 77, 147-8, Sö. 261, Cp. 117, JI II 221   ?σ B *Œïl-
/*Œall- 'arm' (if *Œ < HS *˝+X) (× N ?φ ≈ *goN{Ó}a4444lV [≠ mt.: N
*gol{Ó}Vn2222V] 'forearm', q.v. ffd.) >  Ah, BSn aŒil (pl. iŒall´n), BMn
Œil, Izn aŒil, Gd a2Œil (pl. ŒallEn) 'arm', Zng {TC} i?y 'avant-bras' ¶ Fc.
1719, Lf. II #1219, TC D 4, TC Z 310   ? C: ? EC: Dsn gi!l 'hand' ¶ To. DL
5OO, Blz. DL s.v. 'hand' || K: GZ {K} *ûqwliw-, {FS} *ûqwil- '∈  bone' (× N
*{ ûûûûq}ul!!!!Ë [or *{ ûûûûq }uLyË ] '[hollow] stalk, reed, hollow [tubular] bone') >  G
{DCh., Chik.} ûqvliv- 'shoulder bone (humerus)', G I/R ûqvliv- ' large
bone, shin', Mg ÷vil-, ÷vil-e 'bone, arm', Lz ûqvil-i ± ÷il-i ± il-i ' b o n e '
¶ K 211-2, K2 242, FS K 37O, FS E 415, Ghl. 6O9, Chik. 71, DCh. 1379  ||
IE: [1] NaIE *kau\l-/*kul- 'hollow bone', (?) 'leg' (× N *{ûûûûq}ul!!!!Ë o r
*{ ûûûûq}uLyË '⇑ '), ‘ µφ  'stalk' > Lt ka!ulas, Ltv kauﬁls, Pru caulan
'bone' »» Gk kaylo 1ß  'stem (of a plant), spear-shaft, tubular structures i n
animals (e.g., quill part of a feather), hilt (of a sword)' »» L caulis,
caulus  'stalk of a plant (esp. that of cabbage-plant), quill of a fea ther '
»» OIr cu1aille 'poteau' (< d. *kau\lïnyo-)   NaIE zero-grade: OI L
kulyam  'bone' (M K has doubts about the real existence of this word) ,
OI [MBh] kulyam 'a receptacle for bones left from a burnt corpse' ( i f
= *kul≤ya- 'place for bones' ÿ *≤kulya- 'bone'), Vd maha2-ku≤la-
'eine große Höhlung habend (?) »» Gmc *xol- >  ?σ ON holr, OHG, AS
hol, NHG hohl 'hollow', NE hollow; Gt us-hulo2n, ON hola, AS (a2)-
holian, OHD holo2n 'to hollow out' (unless it belongs to IE *k+k8ew-
'hollow')  [2] NaIE *k[W]el- 'limb' >  Sl *c7eln¥ 'limb, joint of a limb' >
ChS hlan5 c7lanË 'limb' ('articulus') ± hl8n5 c7le7nË id., 'part o f
body', OR c7elonË, McdS ¢len, Cz c7len id., P czLon id., 'part', Slv
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c7le•n  'joint, limb'; in ChS and in the modern Sl lgs. there is a secondary
meaning 'member' »» Gk kv6lon 'limb, leg' ¶ ME II 175-6, M K I 242-3, M
E I 377, WH I 188-9, F I 8O2-3 and II 6O-1, Vr. 248, Ho. 168, Kb. 475-6 ,
Schz. 168, KM 314, Fs. 533, P 537, ≠ 639-4O, ≈ Vn. C  26O-1 (OIr
cu1ailleÿ cu1al 'fagot' ÷  Gk kaylo1ß, L caulis), Frn. 23O, En. 1 9 1 ,
Tp. P I-K 273-8, Bern. I 139, Mikl. L 1119, SPS II 125-6, Bern. 139-4O,
ESSJ IV 44-5, Me. SC §  81, Srz. III 1536, Vs. IV 369-7O, ≠ EI 542 (Blt <
*kau\≤lo-s 'stalk') ¶ The meaning 'joint of a limb' in Sl may go back to a n
ancient association with Sl *kole7no 'knee' (akin to Lt kelyﬁs, Ltv celis
'knee) || A ({DQA} *kæo"yli {AD} 'limb [[leg, arm] ') :  T *kæol 'arm' > OT
qol ({Cl.} qo2l), Chg, MQp, OOsm qol, Tk kol, Az, Tkm, Slr 9ol ' a r m ' ,
Qzq, ET qol, Yk Xol 'hand, arm, foreleg', Ggz kul, ET, Qq, Qmq, QrB, Qrg,
Alt, Shor qol, Bsh qul, Tf qOl 'hand, arm', VTt qul 'arm, foreleg', Xk Xol
id., 'arm', Nog, Blq qol  'arm, hand', Uz qöl , Xlj {DT} qOl, Chv L xul xul,
{Ash.} xul¥ 'arm, shoulder', T Xol 'arm, foreleg' ¶ IS AG 34O (on pT
fortis *kæ- evidenced by Tv X-  and the variation q-≠9- in Og), Cl. 614-5 ,
ET Q 37-43, ADb. SR 146-53, 199-215, Ra. 22O, Sht. 265, Jeg. 3O3, Fed.
I 353, Ash. XVI 149  M *ko4l 'leg, foot' > MM [MA, IsV] ko4l, WrM, MMgl
ko4l, HlM xøl, Kl, Mgl {Rm.} ko4l, Mnr H {SM} kæu¢or, {T} kol, Mnr M {T}
koR`, Dg {T} ku$li, Ba kul id. ¶ Pp. MA 221, Lg. VMI 51, Iw. 113, Rm. M 3O,
MED 483-4, SM 214, T 34O, T BJ 141, T DgJ 31  Tg *xoldan ' thigh,
side (of body)' >  Ewk Y oldo2n 'thigh', Ewk oldo2n, Sln oldo%, Lm olda2n, Neg
oldon, Orc ogdo(n), Ul, Ork, Nn B Xoldo(n), Nn Nh Xoldo% 'side of body,
side'  ? Tg d. *xu'l-kse 'sleeve' >  Nn Nh xu¢‰ks‰, Orc uks‰, Ud {Krm.}
ukihe, Ul w‰sk‰ ≠ u¢‰sk‰, Ork w‰sk‰, Ewk, Neg u2ks‰, Sln utçil ≠ uçil,
Lm o$s, WrMc ulxi, Mc Sb {Y} vilixi id. ¶ STM II 13, 254, Ci. EApk 96-7 ,
Y #228, Krm. 3OO, Bz. 977 (*xo4 ∏-ksa4 'sleeve' without taking into accoun t
Mc -l-)  pKo {S} *ku2i-m´~⁄ri! 'ankle' (lit. ' leg-head')  > MKo*ku2i-m´~⁄ri!! ¶
S QK #332, Nam 65  pJ {S} *kuru-n-pusi 'ankle '  >  OJ kurubusi, J: T
kuru!bus1i, K ku!ru!bu!s1i!, Kg kurubus1i! id. ¶¶ S AJ 286, S QJ #798, Mr. 4 6 5
¶¶ {SDM97} *kæoli, DQA #1112 (A *kæo"yli 'limb, extremity') || D {tr.,
GS} *ka2l- '≈ leg, foot' > Tm, Ml ka2l, Kt ka;l, Td ko;l, Kdg ka;lî, Tu ka2rË,
Tl ka2lu, Klm ka2l, Kui ka2dßu 'leg, foot', Kn ka2l 'foot, leg down to t h e
knee', Prj ke2l, Gnd, Knd, Png, Mnd, Ku ka2l 'leg' ¶¶ D #1479, GS 31 [#32]
˚ The meaning 'arm' (attested in B and T) is secondary: 'limb, leg ( o f
an animal)' ‘  'arm' ˚ An alt. N rec. with an internal *É (N *ûûûûqawÉlV)
is suggested by K *ûqwil- and B *Œïl-  ˚   N *-aw-  is suggested by NaIE
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*kau\l- and D  *ka2l-, but the origin of T *-o- (here supposedly from *-
aw- ) is still to be demonstra ted ˚ Blz. DA 156 [#4O] (D, HS [without
B], IE, K, M, Tg).
1915. *ûûûûqÅlßßßß ++++l ! !!!Åb++++pV (? *'to cover' ‘ ) 'to hide, to conceal' ( [ in
descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to steal', 'to lie, to deceive') >  K: G ûqalb- v. ' chea t ,
deceive, lie', ûqalb-i 'false, fake' ¶ Chx. 1663-4, DCh. 1372 || HS: S
*°√Xlb >  Ar √Xlb G  (pf. Xalaba, ip. -Xlub-) {BK} 'tromper par d e s
paroles caressantes', {Ln.} 'endeavour to deceive\beguile with
blandishing speeech', D  (pf. Xallaba) 'deceive', L  (pf. Xa2laba) id.; Ar
CA Xelba2ti 'liar' ı EDng {Fd.} ka~lba~ti~na~w 'a lie' and ka~lba2!ti~ne~ 'liar'; S
*X <  *q (de-emphatization of N * ûûûûq)  ¶ BK I 6O9, Ln. 782, Hv. 179, Fd.
276  ?? Eg fXIX k¿p v. 'hide oneself' (× N *K''''ÉÂVp''''V 'to cover' [‘
'roof']) >  DEg k5p  'verbergen, sich verstecken' >  Cpt Sd kOp ko2p, Cpt B
xOp k˙o2p vi. 'hide, be hidden', vt. 'hide'. The initial k may b e
explained by dis. *k'V?- >  k¿ (or to HS de-emphatization?) ¶ EG V 1O3-
4, Fk. 28, Er. 53, Crum 113-4, Vc. 84 || IE: NaIE *klep- v. 'hide, conceal '
‘  'steal' > Gk kle1ptv 'I steal' (<  *kle1pi\v), pfc. ke1klofa; kle1poß ' t he f t '
»» L clep-o2, -e"re / clepsi / cleptum v. 'conceal oneself, steal' »» Gt
hlifan v. 'steal' »» OIr clu1ain (<  *klopni-) 'ruse, tromperie, f lat terie '
»» Pru auklipts (<  *-klôpto!s) v. 'conceal' »» Tc B ka4lyp- v. ' s teal ' ,
klepe '≈  theft' ¶ WP I 497, P 6O4 (unjustified rec. of *k8-), ≈σ EI 5 9 5
(*klep- '≈  lay hand to'), Dv. #547, WH I 232-3, F I 87O-1, Vn. C  126, Fs.
263, En. 147, Tp. P A-D 149-5O, Wn. 2O3, Ad. 175-6, Ad. H 16, 34-6, 4 2
|| D *kalßav-, *kalß- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'steal, deceive' >  Tm kal5- v. ' r o b ,
steal, deceive', Ml kal5avu 'theft, lie, cheat', kal5kukka v. 'steal', Kt
kalßv-, Td kolß-, Ka kal5-, Kdg kalß-, Mnd kar`- 'steal', Tu kal5u ' false,
untrue, fraud, cheating, lie', kal5avu 'theft, robbery', Tl kalla
'falsehood, lie, deceit', Krx xar`-na2 v. 'steal', xalb 'theft', Krx xalbas
'theft', xalbas 'thief', Mlt qale v. 'steal', qalwi 'theft', qalwe ' th ief '
¶¶ D #1372 ¶¶ The variant *kal ßav-  is likely to be primary.
1916. o? *ûûûûq{o}Lu6666p{?}u4444 'to gulp, to swallow' > K *ûqlap'- / *ûql=p'- v.
'swallow' >  G ûqlap'-, Mg ÷ulip-, Sv ûq´⁄lp'- v. id. ¶ K2 243 || HS: S
*°√k'lp[?] ≠ *°√k'lpH id. > Ar √qlfH v. 'avaler tout', Gz √k'lp' G  ' devour ,
swallow, catch with the mouth sth. that has been thrown'; EthS ı Sa
{R} qu≤lu2b pp. 'verschlungen, verschluckt mit Hast' ¶ BK II 8O5, L G
429, R S II 232-3  ?? Eg RT X¿f '≈ essen von etw.', Eg fP X¿ff '≈  ∈ food',
Eg P/BD/G Xf¿.t 'meal-time, meal', {Fk.} 'food' ¶ These words m a y
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belong here if X-  goes back to *q-  resulting from pHS deglottalization o f
*ûq- ¶ EG III 23O-1, 271, Fk. 19O || IE: NaIE *°g≈+g8≈leu\b- > Gmc *gleu\p- >
Dn gylpe, gulpe, Frs E, MDt gulpen 'to swallow eagerly' (> D t
gulpen) ı ME gulpen > NE gulp; Sw glupande, Dn glubende
'voracious' ¶ Hlq. I 288, Vr. NEW 226 || A: M *°ko4lbu4- > WrM ko4lbu4-
'swallow without chewing, gulp', ?φ  Brt xu4ld (ideophone for gulping) ¶
MED 484, Brt 617 ˚  IE *b, M *b, and Eg f point to a N *p . G and Gz p'
are likely to go back to the N cluster *p? , but H in Ar √qlfH r emains
puzzling (an ext.?). IE *°g≈+g8≈- still remains unexplained. K *-a- may b e
interpreted as suggesting a pN *ûûûûq{o}L{a}p{?}u4444  with an IE metathesis
explaining the its root-internal *-eu\- < N *u 6666.
1917. (€?) *ûûûûqËLpV 'hot ashes, embers; to roast\heat on embers o r
hot stones' > K *ûqwelp-  'hot ashes' > OG Guelp-, G ˝velp-, Mg ˝valp-
id., Sv ûqwelp 'ashes' ¶¶ GZ *˝- (for the expected *ûq-) is puzzling; K2
24O suggests a possible ppK *9- (presumably yielding GZ *˝-  and Sv ûq-),
but it is at variance with the external comparative ev. ¶¶ K KE 21, K2
24O, FS K 368, FS E 413, Abul. 464 || ? HS: S *°√k'lb > Ar √qlb Sh (p f .
?aqlaba) 'be baked from one side' (of bread), √qlb G  'become red' ( o f
ripening dates) (“ *'get singed by the sun'), ébal0Qu qulb-at-  'couleur rouge
intense' ¶ BK II 796-7, Hv. 622-3  Eg (× HS √c'rp [> S *√c'rp ' b u r n ' ]
and N *ûûûûqoÂbV 'hearth, stove; to roast, to burn' [q.v.]): Eg fN Z¿f v t .
'burn' (e.g. 'burn meat\myrrh as sacrifice, burn houses, ships,
enemies'), Eg Md Z¿f v. 'heat\boil swine blood', {DW} Z¿f 'burnt ( o r
overroasted) meat', DE Zf, Cpt Sd/B HoyF Zuf , HOF Zo2f vt. 'burn' ¶
EG V 522, DW 995, Er. 677, Vc. 333, Tk. I 6O || A: T *kæu4l ' ashes ,
cinders' (× N *ku 6666 l ß ßßßV  'glowing coals; to heat\roast\fry\cook', q.v. ffd.).
 1918. *{ûûûûq}ul!!!!Ë (or *{ ûûûûq}uLyË) '(hollow) stalk, reed, hollow ( tubu la r )
bone' > K: GZ {K} *ûqwliw-, {FS} *ûqwil- '∈  bone' (× N *ûûûûqawlV ¬
* ûûûû q awÉlV  'leg, bone of a limb', q.v.) >  G {DCh., Chik.} ûqvliv- ' shoulder
bone (humerus)', G I/R ûqvliv- 'large bone, shin', Mg ÷vil-, ÷vil-e
'bone, arm', Lz ûqvil-i ± ÷il-i ± il-i 'bone' ¶ K 211-2, K2 242, FS K 37O,
FS E 415, Ghl. 6O9, Chik. 71, DCh. 1379 || HS: B *√Œll (*Œalal-?) >  Ah
e-Œ´l´l (pl. i-Œ´l´l-´n) 'tige (de mil, de maïs)', Gd Œalal- id. ¶ Fc. 1 7 2 9 ,
Lf. II #1222 || IE: NaIE *kau\l-/*kul- 'hollow stalk, tubular bone' (× N
*ûûûûqawlV ¬  *ûûûûqawÉlV '⇑ ', q. v. ffd.) || A *kæul!V-(gun) >  M *qulu-sun
'reed, rush' >  MM [MA, IM, IsV] qulusun id., WrM qulusun, HlM
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xuls, Mnr H {SM} XuluZò‰ id., 'bamboo', Kl {KRS} xulsn Xuls¥n ' r u sh ,
reed', {Rm.} Xul¥ºsn= ≠ Xulsn= 'Schilfrohr' ¶ MED 985, Pp. MA 3O9, 4 4 5 ,
Lg. VMI 46, KRS 6O8, KW 196, SM 182  Tg *xu3lgu, *xu3lgu-kta 'reed' >
Ewk ulgukta, Neg oygokto, Orc ugukta, Ul, Nn Nh/B Xol9aqta, Nn KU
ol9oqta, Ork xUldUqta, WrMc ulXo ≠ ulXu id. ¶  STM II 258-9  T
*°k[æ]a6l!-gu2n (most probably *°kæul!-gu2n) >  OT [MhK] ñv94Q qa6s7-9u2n
'tender cane used as fodder' ({DK} qus79u2n id., {DTS} qus7˝un id., {Cl.}
qa6s7-9u2n 'fresh reeds which are eaten by cattle') »»» A further possible
cognate (more qu. for semantic reasons): T *k[æ]ulga 'sprout, rod' >  Xk
Xul˝a  'sprouts', VTt kolga q¥ºl˝a 'pole (west , qerd∆ )', Chv L xula€
xul¥ 'twig, rod (prut )' ¶ MKD 149, DTS 471, Cl. 672 (OT qîs79u2n
without justification for the rec. of î  in an unvocalized text), Rs. W 2 9 8 ,
BIG 292, TatR 27O, Ash. XVI 149  pKo {S} *ko2r 'reed, rush' >  MKo ko2r,
NKo ko2l-p≈ul ¶ S QK #68O, Rm. SKE 121, Nam 51, MLC 16O  pJ {S}
*k‰r‰ >  OJ koro '∈ reed' ¶ S QJ #1O5O ¶¶ STM II 259 (Tg, M, OT
qus7˝un), ADb. KL 4 (M, Tg), Rm. SKE 121 (Ko, Tg, M), DQA #1138 (A
*kæul(g)o 'reed, rush' > M, Tg, Ko, J, Tk *Kulga) || D *kulß+l- ({†GS} *k-)
'stalk of leaf, stem, shaft' >  Prj kuluN  'stalk of leaf, handle of spoon', Kui
klu2Z>u 'handle, haft, stem, shaft' ¶¶ D #18O7 ˚  If the K root belongs
here (in spite of its ambiguity), the N initial consonant is *ûûûûq- , o therwise
it may be either * ûûûûq-  or *k '''' - .
1918a. *ûûûûqË{l!!!! ++++l ß ßßß}É 'penis, ? vulva' > K {K, K2} *ûqle-, {FS} *ûqal- 'penis' >
G ûqle-, Mg ÷ole-, Lz ûqole ± ole- ± k'ole 'penis', ?? (× N *{÷}ogËlV ¬
*é€o ûûûû qËlV  'offspring, child') Sv ûqlaw- 'male baby' ¶¶ K 212, K2 243-4 ,
FS K 362 || HS: NrOm: Anf {Gt.} k5alla≤c7o 'corona con phallus ( p o r t a t a
dal re)'; Bdt {C} k5olobo2 'membro virile', {Hw.} k'o≤lop'p'o 'testicles' (× N
*K''''ÉÓËyl{u 4444} ' testicles', q.v.) ¶ C SO 63, Hw. NKL 215, Gt. 358  CCh:
BM {ChL}: Bu kWa^l, Cb kWalá~, WMrg kWa!l, kW‰~l, Klb kWa&l, Hld kWa~lu,
Mrg, Wmd kWa!l, Ngx kW‰~l 'penis' » Higi {ChL}: HgNk, Kps, HgG, FlG
kWala, HgB kWa!l(l)a~, HgF, FlK kW‰la id. » BB: Mln {ChL} kWa2!lo~, Nz kW‰~r‰
id. ¶ ChL || U *kËLÉ 'penis' > F kulli, Vo kulli, kul!l!i id. » Vt {SK} kul!Iº
(≈ kul!È) id.  Sm: Ne Kn {Bd.} hIºle (≈ hÈle), Kms {KD} kæÈ 'penis' ¶¶ SK
234, KD 3O, Cs. 182; ≠ Set. FUS 55 and UEW 175 (both equate this Sm √
with FU *kol!e 'testicle(s)' - w s.v. N *K''''ÉÓËyl{u 4444} id.) || ?σ D (in SD)
({†GS} *k-) *kolßlße 'anus (of males)' >  Ka gol5l5e 'anus of males', Kdg
golßl ße 'anus' ¶ D #2159 ˚  Connected with N * ûûûûqal !!!! [V]÷ 3333V) 'urinate'?
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1919. *ûûûûqÅl!!!! ++++l ß ßßß÷V 'to break, to tear, to pluck'  > HS: WS *√k'l÷ ' p luck ,
pull out, root out, tear' > Ar √ql÷ v. G  'pluck, snatch off; root out ( a
tree), extract (stones)', Gz √k'l÷ G  vi. 'be torn, tear', Jb C {Jo.}
Ok'‰≤tOla÷ 'pull up by the roots', s>k'‰≤la÷ 'be able to be pulled out' ¶ BK II
8O2-4, Hv. 624, L G 426, Jo. J 144 || K: Sv {Ni.} (Xwa-)ûqlawi 'I b r e a k '
¶ Ni. s.v. lomat∆ || IE: NaIE *k+k8l´- 'break, cut' > Gk kla1v (ft. kla "!sv,
aor. }ekla "sa) v. 'break, break off' »» (× N *k''''aL÷a 'to cut, to hew, t o
chop, to stab', q.v. ffd.) > Lt ka1l-ti  'to forge, to mint, to coin', Sl *ko¡l-
ti  (prs. *kol !-o ß) 'to prick\stab, to slaughter' ¶ F I 866-7, ≈ P 545, F I 8 6 6
|| D {tr., GS} *kalß- v. 'pluck, uproot' (× N *kalßßßß ++++l ! !!!V 'to bark [a tree], t o
remove vegetation') >  Tm kal5 v. 'weed, pluck', kal5ai\ v. 'weed, p luck
out', Ml kal5a n. 'weed, tares', kal5ayuka 'get rid of, abolish', Kt kal4ßv-
'take\scoop out', Kn kal 5e  v. 'pull off', n. 'weed', Tu kalepi-, kalepu-
'strip off, remove', Kdg kalße, Tl kalupu  'weeds', Tl kalvat7am 'act o f
weeding', Krg kalße ≠ kale 'remove', Brh xalliN v. 'uproot' ¶¶ D #1373 ,
GS 167 [#42O] ˚  Because of the coalescence of N *ûûûûq and *k'''' in m o s t
descendant lgs. (outside K) a homonymic merger with N *k''''aL÷a '⇑ '
(q.v.) is possible.
192O. € *ûûûûqal!!!![V]÷3333V 'urinate' >  HS: Eg Md X¿÷ ({EG} hœ¿÷) v. ' u r ina te '
(unless it is a sd. of Eg fP X¿÷ v. 'throw') ¶ EG III 229 || A: T *k[æ]al!a-
'urinate' >  OT {Cl.} qas7a2-n- rf. v. 'urinate' (esp. of horses), Chg, XwT,
MQp qas7an-, Az 9as7an- v. 'urinate', Tk kas>an-, Nog qasan- id. ( o f
animals); MU qas7an '(?) urine', Tk kas>an n. act. 'urinating'  ¶ Cl. 6 7 3 -
4, ET KQ 348, Hüs. 77, DTS 431 ˚  Connected with N *ûûûûqË{l!!!! ++++l ß ßßß}É 'penis, ?
vulva'?
1921. *ûûûûqal!!!!{u 4 444}PV 'to bark (a tree), to skin, to cut off; bark, peel' >
HS: S: [1] S *√k'lp (*-k'lup- ≠ *-k'lip-) v. 'bark (a t ree) '  > MHb {Js., Lv.}
√k'lp G  (pf. Fl2q! k5a2≤lap3, ip. -k5lop3) 'peel, pare, scrape off, bark', JA
[Trg.] {Js.}, JPA {Js.} √k'lp G  (pf. Fl2q6 k5´lap3) id., JEA {Sl.} √k'lp G
'peel, scrape off', Sr √k'lp  G  (pf. k5´lap3, 3m ip. Ïwulqñe nEk5lup3) id.,
Ar √qlf G  (pf. qalafa, ip. -qlif-) 'bark (a tree)', Mh √k'lf G  (p f .
k'‰lo2f), Jb C √k'lf G  (pf. ≤k'O≤lOf) 'peel (dry sardines), bark (a tree)', Gz
√k'Wlf G  (pf. k'Walafa, js. -k'Wl´f) 'peel, decorticate', Ak √k'lp G  (p. -
k5lip) vt. 'peel, peel off, skin'; S *≤k'ilap- n. 'bark' >  MHb {Js., Dlm.}
Fl1q6 k5´≤la2p3333 (π Aram) or {Js.} Fl3q# ≤k5ElEp3 '∈ parchment', JA {Trg.}
ap1l6q% k5il≤p-a2 ≠ ap1l6q@ k5al≤p-a2 id., pl. 'scales', JEA {Sl.} afliq k5ylp'
(unk. voc.) 'scale', ap1l6iq% k5ilpa2 'parchment', Sr k5´la2≤p3-a2 'sheet o f
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parchment, leaf', k5´la2≤p3-a2, k5´la2p3≤[´]t3-a2 'bark, rind; husk, peel;
scale', Ar qilf- n. 'bark', Ak k5ilpu 'skin\peel (of a fruit), peeled of f
skin'; S *k'ulip[p]-at- > Ak k5uliptu 'scale, scaly skin (of a snake\ f i sh) ;
husk, rind, bark, peel', MHb {Lv., Js., Dlm.} ef1il5q^ k5´l°≤p3a2 or {ESh}
ep1il5q$ k5´lip≤pa2 'skin\peel (of a fruit, plant)', JEA at1p6il5q^
k5´lipp´≤t3a2 'peel, shell', Ar qulf-at-, Gz k'W´lfat 'foreskin', Grg Z k'‰lfi
'bark of a tree', Mh k'‰le2fu2t, Jb E Jo.} k'iz6≤fOt 'bark of a tree', Jb C {Jo.}
k'iz6i≤fOt (pl. ≤k'i≤z6Of) 'fried bark', Sq {Jo.} ≤k'alifoh 'bark of a tree, skin ' ,
Hrs k'‰lfe2t '∈ bark of certain trees'; [2] ?? CS *√glb-≠*°√glp (or loans
from some lge.\d. with g- < *k'-?) > Ar ∫l0Ju g7ulb- 'dépouille, p e a u
ôtée ' , ébal0Ju g7ulb-at- 'skin formed on a healing wound', 'peau mince q u i
couvre la plaie en voie de guérison', Ar √g7lf ƒlJ (ip. -g7lif-) vt .
'bark', g7ulu2f- 'water-skin', ?? JA NiB5l6G2 gal≤b-°n pl. {Js.} 'scales' (unless
one accepts Lv.'s interpretation of the word as 'Kerben, notches' [in fac t
probably borrowed from Gk glyfi1ß 'notched end of the arrow'??]) ¶
Lv. IV 318-9, Js. 243, 1381, Dlm. 363, Lv. IV 318-9, Lv. T I 139 and II
366, Sl. 1O13, 1O19, 1O21, ESh. III 1197-8, Br. 67O, 679-8O, JPS 5O7,
Fr. I 291, 296, III 49O-1, BK I 31O, 317, II 8O5, Hv. 94, 96, 625, Sd. 8 9 3 -
4, CAD XIII 58-9, 251, 296-7, Jo. M 23O, Jo. H 75, Jo. J 145, L G 427, L
EDG III 476, MiK I #1.77 (S *gu/alb- '[piece of] skin') and I #1 .162
(*k'VlVp(-at)- 'scale, shell, [hard] skin', foreskin ?, bark)  EC {Ss.}
*k'olf- n. 'bark' >  Sml qolo!f, Kns qo!lf-a2, Gwd k'o!folto id., Or k'olofa
'foreskin'   ?φ EC *galb- > Af {PH} galbo 'hide, skin (of cattle)', Bs {Lm.}
galba  'leather', Sml gibil 'skin' »» Bj {Rop.} gale id. ¶ Rop. 185   pBn
{Hn.} *kU!bU`l 'skin' > Bn: Ba kU!bU`l, Bi kU2^l, J/Kj ku2^l, Sa kU2~l ¶ Ss. PEC 48, ≠
22, Bl. 144, 293, R A II 85O, PH 1O9, Hn. BD 128, Blz. CL 18O 
?φ NrOm: Cha {C} galba2 'skin (pelle)', Wlt/Dwr/Gm galba 'skin', D c
galba 'human skin' ¶ C SE III 168, LmS 368 ¶¶ OS #1585, MiK I #1.77 ||
K *ûqwlep- / *ûqwlip- / *ûqwlp- 'strip\scratch off, fade'  >  G ûqvlep-/
qvlip- v. 'bark, skin, strip off, pluck', Sv ûqwep-/ûqwp- 'fade' ¶ GM S 2 O 1
(on the loss of *l  in Sv), ≈ K2 242 (*ûqw(l)ep- with a "parasitic" l in G),
≈ Fn. KW-4 42, ≈ FS E 413 (*ûqwel-p-/*ûqwl-ep- 'abnehmen, abziehen,
entfernen'), Chx. 1689-9O, DCh. 1379 ¶ K *ûqwlep-/*ûqwlip- < ppK
*ûqlwep-/*ûqlwip- (a morphophonemic rule: in a labialized cns. c lusters
the labialization is ascribed to the obstruent rather than to t h e
sonorant cns.) || IE: NaIE *gleu\b≈-/*glub≈- 'peel, take off the b a r k ,
strip, cut off' >  L glu2b-o2 / -e"re 'peel, take off the bark' »» Pru
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gleuptene 'Streichbrett am Pfluge, das die aufgerissene Erde
umwendet' »» Gk gly1fv 'carve, cut out with a knife' »» ??σ Gmc ( ' spl i t '
“ *'split off, cut out'?): ON klju1fa, NNr kluva, klyva, Sw klyva,
OHG klioban ± chlioban, NHG klieben, OSx kliovan, MDt
clueven, Dt kluiven, AS cleo2fan 'to split, to cleave', NE cleave.;
NNr ∆ kluva, OHG klu2bo2n, NHG klauben 'to split'; d.: ON klauf
'cleft of foot', Sw klo4v 'cloven foot', OHG, Dt kluft, NHG Kluft
'cleft, fissure', NE cleft  ¶ WP I 661, P 4O1-2, Mn. 276, 282, WH 61O-1,
F I 315, Vr. 315, 317, Ho. 51, Ho. S 42, Kb. 548, OsS 498, KM 374, 3 7 7 ,
En. 179, Tr. APS 34, Tp. P E-H 263,  EI 143 (*gleu\b≈- 'cut off\out') ¶ *g-
for the expected *k- due to the IE incompatibility of vl. and asp. vd.
cnss. within the same √  || U: FU *kal!epV '≈  film' > Prm: Z kolip
kol!ip, Z Ud kol!‰b 'thin ice' (sc. "ice bark of a river/lake") » BF (× N
*K''''al! !!!{u 4 444 ++++u} 'skin, film, bark') > F kalvo 'film, membrane', Es ∆  kale,
kalu , Lv kal!gò 'cataract (of eye)' »» ObU {Ht.} *ka"l!´p > pVg *ka"l!´p > Vg:
Ss {Kn.} xal!´p., {BV, Mu.} xal!p, Yk {BV} xal!p 'the outer white film o f
birch-bark'; pOs {Ht.} *ka"l!´p-, {†Hl.} *kÈÆl!´p id., 'dandruff' > Os: Vy
ka"l!wa, Ty/Y ka"¬!´p, O Xa"l!´p- id. » Hg ha1lyog, ∆ hajag, halyag,
ha1log  'cataract (of eye)' ¶ LG 13O, Ht. #265, KrT 382, Hl. rHt 71-2, BV
133, Tv. FUl 66, MF 256-7, Coll. 85, Coll. CG 4O5, UEW 121, Db. OS xxxi
˚ Hardly here Tg *xalu- v. 'bark' and *xalu(-kta) 'film, pellicle' (see  N
*K''''al! !!!{u 4 444 ++++u} '⇑ '). N *K''''al ! !!!{u 4 444 ++++u} and N *ûûûûqal !!!!{u 4 444}PV may be etymologically
connected .
1922. *ûûûûqom{i} (or *9i?om{i}?) 'be hungry\thirsty' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘ 'wish')  > K *ûqem-/*ûqm- 'be thirsty' or 'be hungry' > OG si-ûqm-
il-, da-ûqm-oba- n. 'hunger', da-ûqm-eda- v. 'fast', Mg ÷um-en-, Lz o-(ûq)om-
in-u 'be thirsty', Sv ûqm- (msd. li-ûqnm-e) v. 'choke' ¶¶ K 212 (*ûqm- ' b e
hungry'), FS K 362-3 and FS E 4O6-7 (*ûqam-/ûqm- id.), K2 238-9 (*ûqem-
/*ûqm- 'be thirsty'), Abul. 129, Chik. 355 || HS: WS *√{X}wm (prm. *-
{X}u2m-) > Hrs √Xwm (3m sbjn. y‰Xo2m) v. 'want', Hbt √Xwm id., M h
√Hwm  (3m sbjn. y‰Ho2m) v. 'want, like, wish'; ?φ Ar √˝ym (ip. -˝ïm-)
'be affected with a burning thirst', {BK} 'avoir soif, éprouver un f e u
dans les entrailles', {BK, Hv.} ˝aym- 'thirst' ¶ Mh H-†(for X-) suggests
that Mh √Hwm is a loan from a related lge. with *X > H (like Sq). S *X-
< *q-†< *ûq- (HS deglottalization) ¶ Jo. H 145, Jo. M 194-5, BK II 526, Hv.
542 || A *kæomi- > NaT *k[æ]omî- 'long for (s th.) '  > OT qomî- id., XwT
qoman- (rf.?) id. ¶ Cl. 626  Tg *xomi- 'be hungry' > Ewk omït-/ç-, Lm
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om¥t-/ç-, Ud omisi-, Ul Xomc7I-/U-, Nn Nh xomIc6Ic6I- Nn KU omc7i-,
WrMc omiXolo-, Mc Sb omiXulu- v. 'hunger'; Ewk omïkin, Neg omI
xI2n, Nn KU omkI%, WrMc omiXon, Mc Sb omixun 'hungry'; Nn B XomI,
WrMc omin n. 'hunger' ¶ STM II 17 ˚  The variant pN rec. *9i?om{i}
accounts for Ar -˝ïm- (as going back to *9ïm- < *9i?om-), while *ûq-
(and its reflexes in K and A) may go back to a cluster *9?- .  
1923. *ûûûûqa{h}n````V 'to dig' > IE *kÓen[Ó]- > NaIE *k≈en´-/*k≈n=2- ≠ *ken[´]-
'≈ dig' > OI ≤khanati 'digs' (inf. ≤khanitum, pp. kha2≤ta-), kha≤na-,
kha≤ni- 'digging, rooting up (wühlend)', OPrs kan-, Sgd qn- 'dig', MPrs
kan-dan, NPrs ˆdnK ka4n-da4n 'to dig', YAv us-k´n5-ti 'digs out', ni-
kain5-ti 'digs in', KhS kan1a2re 'they dig out' »» Lt kini~s 'lair of swines
and other animals' (WP: 'eingewühltes Schweinelager'), ki~nis id., ?σ Ltv
cinis 'mound, hillock' ¶ WP I 399, M K I 3O1, M E I 445-6, MW 3 3 6 ,
Bai. 51, ≠  P 634 (rejects the hyp. of *k≈- and suggests that the OI s t e m
belongs to *ken´- 'scrape'), Frn. 254-5 (prefers to connect Lt kinis t o
L caenum 'dirt, mud') || K *qan-/*qn- v. 'plough' >  OG qn-, G Xun-
/Xan-, Mg, Lz Xon-, Sv qan-/qn-¶ K 262, FS K 593-4, FS E 56O-1 ¶ N *ûûûûq-
was deglottalized in K by the adjacent *h  (**ûqh- >  K *q-) || HS: ?σ S
*°√k'ny >  Ar √qny L  (pf. îNa'Qa qa2na2) 'mix' ¶ BK II 827, Hv. 631 || U
*kan`V v. 'dig, shovel, (?) sling' >  Prm: OPrm kund- 'bury (a corpse)', Z
kundÈ-nÈ 'bury (a thing, a corpse)', ∆  v. 'earth up (potato plants)', Yz
kun≤di- v. 'strew' »» ObU *ku2n`- ≠ *kÈ∏n`- 'dig, take\ladle out of the ke t t le '
> Vg *ku2n- 'spoon out' (Stn.: 'mit dem Löffel schöpfen') >  T ko2n-, LK/Ss
xu2n-, UK/P/NV/SV/LL ku2n-; pOs *kÈn`- ≠ *kan`- 'dig, dig out, shovel
(snow)' >  V/Vy/Ty qÈn`-, Y qÈn-, D/K Xen- id., Kz XOn`-, O Xan- id. ,
'ladle\take out of the kettle to a bowl (soup, meat, fish)', Ty qaºn`lß´- v.
'dig' (mom.: 'kopnut∆ ') » ?σ OHg ha1ny- 'throw one after the o t h e r '
('werfen, schleudern', 'dobál, hajigál'), 'throw out', ?σ Hg ha1ny-
'throw, cast, fling, vomit, puke' ¶ UEW 125 (suggests that the FU w o r d
is a loan from IIr), LG 146, Ht. #28O, Stn. WV 2O8, Stn. D 5O8, KrT 3 1 5 ,
318, EWU 525, MTE II 49 ˚  The N lr. *h  is conjectured on the ev. of IE,
S, and K: *h is the only N lr. that is easily lost in S and regularly in K, b u t
is able to produce a voiceless aspirate in IE and to affect an adjacent
stop in K (causing its deglottalization).
1924. *ûûûûq{o}n3333tV 'fall, descend, plunge' >  HS: NrOm *k{u}nd- 'fall,
descend' >  Gf {Mrn.}, Zs {C}, Zl {L, Lm.}, Hrr {CR}, Gamu/Gf/Kcm {Lm.}
kund-, Wl/Dc {Lm.} ku2nd-, Wl {C} kund-, Dwr {L, Lm.} kunda-, Ym {C}
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ga~ndo@ ≠ ga~ndo! v. 'fall', Kf {C, Lm.}, Mch {Lm.} kind- v. 'descend ' ,
'hinuntersteigen, untergehen', {L} kïndi id., Shn {Lm.} ki!nd- v. 'enter, g o
in' ('eintreten, hineingehen') ¶ C SE III 75 and IV 462, Lm. Sh 327 || K
{K} *ûqwint-, {FS} *ûqwent-/*ûqwint- v. 'sink\plunge (into water)' >  MG,
G ûqunt- v. 'dive, plunge into water', G ûqvint- id., v. 'plunge in to
drowsiness (pogruqat∆så v dremotu )', Mg ÷vint- v. 'plunge in to
water; doze', Sv ûqwe2nt-/ûqunt- v. 'plunge' ¶ Chx. 1687, 1737, K 211, FS K
368-9, FS E 413-4 || U *ku+on+n`tV >  pSm {Jn.} *kontaº-, {Hl.} *konta- v.
'drop off to sleep (einschlafen)', {Jn.} *kont¥-, {Hl.} *konto4- v. 'sleep' >
Ne: T xona-s∆, {Lh.} xo2n;a-, F {Lh.} ko2n;a2-s1 v. 'drop off to sleep', T
xone™-s∆, {Lh.} xo2n1;o2 v. 'sleep', F {Lh.} ko2n1;o2-s1 id.; Ng {Cs.} kun≤da'am
(1s aor.) 'go to sleep', kunduatum  (1s aor.) v. 'sleep', {Mik.} kuntud!a
v. 'fall asleep (elaludni)'; En X kodduaro' {Cs.} and En B {Cs.}
kodduado (both 1s aor.) v. 'sleep', En {Ter.} koda-s∆ id., kodida
(prtc.) 'sleeping'; Slq Tz {KKIH} qontÈ- v. 'sleep', Slq Tm {KD} (1s a o r . )
qæonda-gò id.; Kms {KD} kuno2l!am 'I am asleep', Koyb {Sp.} konoldam` ' I
am dozing (dreml√ )', konollam` 'I am asleep', Mt {Hl.} *kond´-
'sleep' (Mt M/K/T {Mll.} cho1nda, T {Adl.} chonda v. 'sleep', M {Sp.}
xondawtam`, {Mll.} chonda4schtam 'I am asleep')  pY {IN}
*kont´- 'lie (liegen)'  > OY {Mll.} konda2k, {Merk} kontok id.; Y: K/T
qodo2- id., kude2- v. 'lay', T kudor´- id. ¶ Jn. 73, Cs. 5O, KKIH 162, Hl.
MTKV 24, Hl. M #543, IN 229, 32O || A: NaT *kæon- 'settle' (of a b i rd ) ,
'stop for the night on a journey' > OT {Cl.} qo2n-  id. (length supposed b y
Cl. only on the ev. of the Ar plene spelling), Tk kon-, Tkm 9on-, Ggz
kon-, Qmq, Qrg, Qzq, Qq, Nog, Ln, Alt qon-, Uz qön-, VTt, Bsh qun-, Xk,
Tv Xon-, Tf qOn- 'alight, settle' (of birds, insects)', OOsm XIV qon- ' s t o p
for the night on a journey', Tf qOn-  'stay for the night in taiga', Tk kon-,
Qmq, Qzq, Qq, Nog, Qrg qon-, VTt, Bsh qun- 'pass the night', MQp XIII,
Chg XV, Qmq, Qrg, Qq, Alt qon-, Tkm 9on-, Uz qön-, Xk, Yk Xon- ' se t t le
down, take up residence in a house' ¶ Cl. 632, ET Q 55-6, Ra. 22O || D
(in SD) *kant- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'sink' >  Kn kantu v. 'set' (of the sun), Tu
kantu  v. 'sink; set' (of the sun), Krg kontappa  'prostrate' ¶ D #1211 ˚
D *a  (for the expected labialized vw.) needs explining ˚  IN 229 (U, A).
1925. € *ûûûûqu[n1111]c 1 111V 'crawl', 'climb' > K: GZ *ûqu(n)c-, {FS} *ûquc- v.
'squat, sit on the hind legs' >  G {Chx.} ûqunc-i ' hockende \kaue rnde
Stellung (des Tieres)', ûqunc-deba '(ein Tier) setzt sich auf d ie
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Hinterbeine, kauert sich nieder', {SSO, DCh.} ûqunc- v. 'squat' (said o f
dogs), {Chx} ûquncul- 'mit kleinen Schritten gehen, trippeln', ' hopsen '
(von Vögeln), G Lc ûqunc- v. 'fidget (sitting)', Mg ÷uc- v. 'squat' ¶ K2 2 4 6 ,
Q 422, FS K 375 (postulated the change *ûquc- >  G ûqunc- wi thout
explaining it), DCh. 1387, Chx. 1737-8 || U: FU {Coll.} *kuc1[c1]V-, {Ber.}
*kuc1V- v. 'climb (klettern), ? crawl' >  pMr {Ker.} *ku2z1´-/*ku2c1´- >  Er
kuze- kuz1e-, Mk kuce- kuc1´- 'klettern' » pChr {Ber.} *kuc1¥- >  Chr: L
{MRS} ku™≤z-aw 'climb (klettern)', {Ü} ku™z´- id., E {Ps.}, U/M ku4z1e-, H
{Ep., Rm.} kuza- v. 'climb (a tree, etc.)', {Ü} kuz´-  v. 'climb (ascend)' »»
Hg ku1sz-ik v. 'climb, crawl' ¶ Coll. 97, Ker. II 73, Ber. 28, KC 114, PI
137, MRS 257, Ep. 48, Ü 83, 89, Ps OT 57, Bá. 181, EWU 854  Hardly
here FP {UEW} *koc7e- 'langsam gehen, kriechen' (>  Lp L {LLO}
kuohtsa-  v. 'run [on four feet], crawl', Vt gÈz7 [an interjection of slow
walking and training on the earth], possibly Chr L {Ü} ku™¢´- v. 'c l imb,
climb in [vlezat∆]', and Chr B {Ps.} kuc7e- 'steigen, klettern' [w UEW
667]). ¶ The front-vowel variant ku4ze- in Chr and the irreg. k- in Hg
ku1sz- (reg. in a front-vowel word, but not expected before a back vw.,
w  Lakó PFUH 49) find no satisfactory explanation so far. They are likely
to suggest the presence of a front-vowel variant of the FU √ .
1926. *ûûûûqoNa(-PV) (or *ûûûûqo?aNa(-PV)?) 'nose' >  A ({S AJ, SDM95}
*kæu\aNa, {SDM97} *kæo4Na, {DQA} *kæi\o"Na 'nose'): Tg *xoNo- 'nose, prow' >
Neg oNo-kto 'nose', Ewk, Neg oNo, Nn xo2Nqo, Ul xoNqo 'prow (of a boa t ) ' ,
Nn xondaxa 'nose bridge'; a variant with initial *k-: Neg koN-towkI∏, koN
topkI∏ 'nose (of a deer, elk, bear)', Nn qontoro '(wild bore's) nose' ¶ STM
II 22, I 413, 47O, SDM95 s.v. *kæu\aNa  M: the √  *qaN- ≠ *qoN- is
represented in derived (or compound?) stems: [1 ] *qaNbar 'nose' >  WrM
qabar ≠ qamar, MM qabar ( [ArSc] r'b'q qabar, [ChSc] Xa-bar),
HlM, Ord, Brt Xamar, Kl, Dg Xamr=, Shrn Xabar, Mgl (Rm.) qabar, Mnr H
{SM} Xawar, Dx qawa 'nose'; ı Tlt qamar 'Nasenscheide'; [2] *qaN-
siyar 'nose bridge' >  WrM qaNsiyar, HlM, Brt Xans7a2r id., ı StAlt
qoNz7o2r 'nose bridge', Yk Xansa2r 'nose, nasal septum'; [3] *qoN-siyar >
WrM qoNsiyar, HlM, Ord Xons7o2r 'nose, muzzle, snout', Kl Xons7a2r
'muzzle, snout, beak' ¶ MED 895, 929, H 54, Ms. H 85, Pp MA 284, Rm.
M 31, KW 164, 186, T DnJ 124, Mr. D 156, SM 165, Klz. MJ 33, Klz. D I
137, Pek. 3313-4, RAlS 474, S AJ 236 [#66], Rs. W 232  NaT *kæa{Na}y >
Tf hãa2ãy, Tv Xa2y 'nose, beak, muzzle', Yk XaNînay 'snuffle'; in other lgs.
there are derived words (*kaNîr1/r- ≠ *k…a4Nir1/r- a. o.): Tlt qoNîr, qaNîrîq,
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Yk XoNuru2, XaNîrî∏, ka4Na4rî∏ 'bridge of nose', SY 9aNîrîq 'nose', Bsh ∆
qaN˝¥r¥q 'hard palate', Qrg qaNîrîq 'parched nose' (qaNîrî˝î tu4to4p ketti
'his nose is parched, u nego v nosu peresoxlo '), Tkm 9oNurTa ' r e ek ' ,
Tk geniz 'nose cavity', Az g1a4niz, g1a4nzik 'back part of the palate ,
nasopharynx', Tkm d. genz-ew- 'speak through one’s nose', StAlt
qoNqoq 'hook-nosed' ¶ TL 215-6, Ra. 187, Rl. II 82, 521, Jud. 342, Pek.
3317, TvR 458, S AJ 189 [#135], BT 87 ¶ In some lgs. there is a merge r
with Mongolisms (ffd. see  Tl 216, fn.1)  Ko *ko!h 'nose' >  MKo ko1 /
ko!h-, NKo k≈o ¶ S QK #61, Nam 45, MLC 1673 ¶ S AJ 253 [#61]  p J
*kaM-k- v. 'smell (sth.)' > OJ ka!g-, J: T/K ka~g-, Kg ka!g- ¶ S AJ 271 [#181] ,
S QJ #181. Mr. 7O1 ¶¶ S AJ 43-4, 286 [#246], StrM AOJ 36-8, SDM95
s.v. *kæu\aNa, SDM97 s.v. *kæo4Na, DQA #1O57 || HS: S *°X{u}nn- 'nose' >
Ar Xunn-, Xunn-at- 'nasal voice, voix nasillarde', ma-Xann-at- 'nose, t i p
of the nose' ¶ BK I 635-6, Hv. 186  C *{k'W}VnVp- 'nose' >  pAg
*k'W‰n[V]p- 'nose' ({Ap.} *qW´mb-/*q´mb- 'nose, mouth') >  Bln {R}
kæW´nba2 ≠ kæW´mba2, pl. kæW´nfef, Q {Ap.} Xumba ≠ XW‰mba, {Beke}
kumba2, {R} humba2, komba2, Km {Ap.} XW‰mba2, {CR} Xumba2 ' nose ' ,
?? Aw {Ap.} ˝‰m≤bi 'mouth' »» ? Bj {R} genu2f 'nose, beak' ¶ Ap. AV 1 7 ,
Ap. WLQ 14, E PC #379; Ehret's assumption that Bj genu2f goes back t o
C *ganf-/ginf- 'face' (> Bln ganba4r 'forehead' and pRt *ganf- 'chin') is
hardly tenable for semantic reasons  B *Œnb 'face', *Ì´nbu2[b] ' b e a k '
(× N *K''''omV-bÅ '≈  forehead, front part', cf. s.v. *K''''omV(-bÅ)) >  Tmz
Iz aŒ´nbu ≠ aŒenbub, Izd pl. iŒ´nba ≠ iŒunba, Wrg, Mz aŒ´mbu (p l .
iŒ´mba), Mz aŒ´nbu (pl. iŒ´nba) 'beak', Izn a-Œ´nbub 'visage', Rf Tz a-
Œ´nbu 'visage, figure' ¶ Rn. 364, 383, MT 194-5, Dlh. Ou 24O, Dlh. M
152, Mrc. 33 || K : OG, G ûqnos- v. 'smell (sth.)' ¶ DCh. 1381, Chx. 1 6 9 9 -
17OO; -os- is likely to go back to a sx. || ?σ IE: NaIE *°kWe{n}-, {Ped.}
*°kWeNgno- 'head' (“  *'muzzle, snout' “ *'animal’s head') > Clt {Vn.}
*kWenno- > OIr cenn 'head', Brtt {RE} *pennon id. >  MW, OBr penn,
pen, W, OCrn, Crn pen, Br pen id. ¶ Ped. VG I 457, Vn. C  65-6, RE
1O3 || ?σ D *kum- 'knob, hump '  > Tm kumir ª 'knob (as of a wooden
sandal), stud, pommel, hump of an ox', Ml kumir ª 'knob, pommel', Png
gomon`  'hump of ox' ¶ D #1743 ˚ The initial N cns. is *ûûûûq- provided t h a t
the K cognate is valid. Otherwise the N rec. will be *ûûûûKoNa or *ûûûûKo?aNa
(where *K'''' = *ûûûûq ++++ k ' '''). Cf. AD NM 54. The pN element *PV (preserved i n
B, C, and M) may be identical with N *bÅ (pc. for names of quality
bearers) (q.v. ffd.) or go back to the second component *PVÂV of a N
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cd. (as suggested by M *qaNbar 'nose' and possibly Bln ganba4r
'forehead') (= N *p''''erV [= *p''''er{o}?] 'lip, edge' [q.v.] in the sense o f
'edge'?) ˚ The rec. *ûûûûqoNa(-PV) is acceptable if *a  of the initial syll. i n
M qaN- and in NaT *kæa{Na}y is explained by regr. as. (*-o. . .a-  > *-a...a-).
Otherwise we have to suggest a pN etymon *ûûûûqo?aNa(-PV) with *-?a-
lost in all descendant lgs. except T and M.
1927. (€?) * ûûûûqupV 'to divide; a part' > K : G ûqop- v. divide' ¶ DCh. 1 3 8 4
|| A: M *qubi n. 'part, share' > MM [S, MA, IM] qubi, WrM qubi, HlM
xuv∆, Ord Xu¯wi, Brt xubi id., WrO Xubi, Xubii, Dg Xobi ' p a r t ,
portion, lot', WrM qubiya-, HlM xuvaa- vt. 'divide, share', WrO
Xuba2- 'divide up', Kl xuva-, {Rm.} Xuwa2- ± Xowa2-, Brt xubaa-, Dg
Xobo2-, Ba Xua- 'divide', MM [HI] qubiyaqda- 'être partagé', MMgl {Iw.}
quba2  'portion' ¶ H 69, Pp. MA 3O6, 445, Ms. H 91, Ms. O 374-5, MED
976-7, Iw. 128, Krg. 289, KRS 6O5, KW 191, Chr. 595-6, T DgJ 176, T BJ
15O || ? U *kupsa- 'deprive so. of his share' or 'be deprived of one’s
share' (<  d.?) >  Lp N {N} go<k…se- / -vs- 'do so. an injustice by taking
the lion’s share'  Sm: Ne T {Lh.} Xad!o-, Ne F {Lh.} kat!o- 'ohne etw.
bleiben, ohne Anteil bleiben' ¶ Coll. 13, UEW 214.
1928. *ûûûûqa4444rV 'smell' > HS: C: Ag {AD} *k'ar-/*k'ir- ({Ap.} *qar-/*qir-)
vi. 'smell' > Bln {R} k5°ra2 n. 'smell', ex5a2r- vi. 'smell', Xm {R} Xar- vi.
'smell', Xm T {CR} Xar- id., Q {Ap.} Xera, Km {Ap.} Xera ≠ Fera n .
'smell', Aw {Hz.} 9ar- v. 'smell' »» SC: Irq {Wh.} Xa^raNW, {MQK} Xara2NW
(pl. Xare2ri) n. 'smell' ¶ Ap. AV 16, Ap. WLQ 17, AD SF 89, 2O2 (C
*√ûqi\r), MQK 117 || K: GZ *ûqar-/*ûqr- v. 'stink' >  OG, G ûqar-/ûqr- v.
'stink, reek', Mg d. ÷or-ad-/÷or-id-/÷or-d- vi., vt. 'rot', vi. 'stink' ¶ K
2O9, K2 237, Vogt SVG 75, FS K 364, FS E 4O9 || ?σ IE: NaIE *krem-us- /
*kerm-us- '(plant) having strong smell ' > Gk kro1mmyon, kro1myon, [Hs.]
kre1myon 'onion' »» OIr crem ≠ crim 'wild garlic', NIr creamh, MBr
cram, MW, W †  craf 'garlic' »» AS hramsa (pl. hramsan) 'Allium
ursinum', {Ho.} hramesa, hramse id., 'onion' , NNr, Sw, Dn rams,
MDt ramese '∈ leek', OHG ramusia 'Bärenlauch', NGr B rams
'broad-leaved garlic, Allium ursinum', NE ramsons »» Lt kermu~s7e$,
Ltv se2>rmukslis 'wild garlic' » Sl: [1] (NaIE *kerm-us- >) Sl *c7erm¥xa >
OR herem5xa c7eremËxa 'bird cherry (tree), Prunus padus', R ∆
¢e≤rëmxa, bf. ¢e≤rëma, Blr ¢a≤romxa, R ∆, Uk ¢e≤remxa, SCr
cre àmqa (× Sl *c7erm¥s7a), Slv c7re•mha, OCz tr7e7mcha, Cz
str7e7mcha, P trzemcha id., Slk c7remcha 'Padus racemosa'; [2]
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(NaIE *kerm-ou\s- >) R ¢e≤rëmuxa 'bird cherry (tree)', Cz c7ermucha
id., P trzemucha id., Allium ursinum', SCr ∆ cri~jemus7a 'Allium
ursinum'; [3] *c7erm¥s7a, *c7erm¥s7Á >  Slv c7e~mz7 ≠ sre•ms7a ' b i r d
cherry', c7e!maz7 ± c7re•moz7, R ¢erem≤wa 'Allium ursinum' ¶ WP I
426-7, P 58O-1, EI 620 (*≤kremÓu-s / gen. *krm=≤Óou\-s '[wild] garlic'), F II
23-4, Sw. 93, Ho. 172, Kb. 77O, LP § 5O, Vn. C  229, YGM-1 1O1, Flr.
121, Frn. 243, ESSJ IV 66-8, Vs. IV 339, Tls. 658 ¶ In the IE precons .
position N *ûûûûq ++++ k ' ''' + front vw. yields IE *k- reg. (IE *krem-), whence b y
analogy *kerm- || U: FP *ka4rV '(unappropriate) smell, taste '  > F ka4ry,
ka4rty, Es ∆ ka4rde-hais '(smoky\burnt) smell', Vp kard ± kardEh id.,
'smell of sth. burning' » Prm *ko$r 'smack, unappropriate smell' > Z ko≥r
k‰r id., Yz ko$ra 'tasty', Vt korel  'tasty, saltish' ¶ FP *a4 (for *a) may b e r
due to vw. harmony ¶ LP 141, ≈ SK 262 (the FP word is i ), ZM 164, 1 8 O
|| D (in SD) *ka[:]rÀ- ({†GS} *k-) 'be rancid, stale' >  Tm ka2r3u v. ' t a s t e
bitter \ musty \ rancid' (of stale food), Ml ka2r3uka 'grow stale \
rancid', Kn kar3al 'saltishness, brackishness' ¶ D #15O4 ˚  IS MS 3 5 4
s.v. paxnut∆ * ûqarÿ and IS SS #3.6 (IE, C, K).
1929. *ûûûûqoÂu6666 (or *ûûûûquÂV?) 'to copulate' > K: Sv ûqur-/ûqwir- (msd. li-
l-ûqwir) 'copulate' ¶ ≈ K2 239-4O || HS: B: Ah aŒ´r 'copulate' (of a
man) (×  aŒ´r 'ride') ¶ Fc. 176O || IE: NaIE *kou\r[u]- '≈  fornicate '  >  Sl
*kurÈ (gen. *kur¥v-e) 'meretrix, whore '  >  ChS kur5va kurËva ≠
kur6va kurÁva 'meretrix', OR kurva kurva¨†Blg, R ≤kurva, SCr
ku•rva, Slv ku•rba, ku•rva, Cz, Slk kurva, P kurwa 'whore ,
libertine woman' »» ?φ Gmc *xo2r-az m. 'adulterer', *xo2r-o2 'whore' (×  IE
*ka2r- 'beloved', cp. L ca2r-us / -a; the merger accounts for the long
vw. and for the loss of both medial *u\ and stem-final *-u) > Gt ho2r-s,
ON ho1r-r 'fornicator, lover, adulterer', ON ho1ra, OHG huora, NHG
Hure, MLG, AS ho2re 'whore', NE whore ¶ ESSJ XIII 132-3, Glh. 3 6 2 ,
Ho. 17O, Vr. 249, and Fs. E 199 (all of them deny any connect ion
between Gmc and Sl words), Schz. 172, Kb. 49O, KM 322, Mikl. E 1 4 9 ,
Bern. I 651, cp. EI 214 (Gmc < IE *kehÅro-s ≠ *kh=Åro=s 'friendly') || A:
Tg: Ork XorI-  'copulate' (of deer) ¶ STM I 471 ˚  IE *kou\r- may go b a c k
either to N * ûûûû q uÂV  (which is at variance with the Tg ev.) or to N *ûûûûqoÂu6666
(*-u ++++ u 4 444 supported by the Sl reflex). The influence of *-u  on the N vw. *o
in IE (N *o⊥u > pre-IE *u⊥u) is discussed in AD NGIE 17 (rule 4) and 2 8 .
Connected with N * ûûûûquyVrV  'love, covet'??  
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193O. *ûûûûqoÂV (or *ûûûûqo 6666rV?) 'frog, toad '  ([in decendant lgs.] ‘
'tortoise') > K: OG, eNG m ûquar-i 'ba1tracoß, frog', G mûqvari 'toad' ¶
Abul. 537, SSO I 537, DCh. 916 || HS: Eg N/L k5rr 'frog' (> (AkSc) p .n .
Pak5ruru), DEg k5rr, Cpt: Sd kroyr krur, B xroyr k˙rur id. ¶ EG V
61, Er. 544, Vc. 86  S *°k'{u}rr- >  Ar qurr-, qurr-at- ≠ qirr-at- 'frog' ¶
BK II 7OO  B: o†Izn {Rn.} qarqriw, Rf A {Rn.} aqarqur, Mtm {Ds.}
umgW´rgW´r 'toad', SrSn {Rn.} aqarqur, BMnc {Ds.} amq´rqu2r 'frog' ¶ Rn.
371, Ds. B 83, 158  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *kurV 'tortoise', {AD} ' tor to ise ,
frog'  >  pAG {Hf.} *k'ur 'tortoise' > Gmy k'ur, Kfr {Hf.} (da)kur, Su {J}
(da2!)ku!r, Ang (ka)kur id., Mpn {Frz.} da~ku!r 'turtle' » Zar L / Plc / Buli /
Wnd {ChL} ku!rbi~, Zar {ChL} ku!rvi~ id., Zar K {Sh.} ku~-kurbi 'tortoise', ? Wrj
{ChL} ku!rsi~ 'frog' » Bd {Mch.} karenakau 'frog' »» CCh: Bcm {Sk.}
k¢po!ro~we! 'tortoise' » Klb {ChL} kWa~-ku!ru~m, Hld {ChL} kWa~-ku@ru@mu!, FK
{ChL} kWO~-ku!ru!m, Bu {ChL} kWu~-ku~rmu! 'turtle' » ? Gv {ChL} ki!re~, Dgh
{Frk.} krn=~da! 'frog' » Db {Lnh.} kI~rI@n, {ChL} kI_~rri!N id. »» Skr {Nc.}
ko1riNge2, Mu {J} ki!re2!ni~ (pl. ke~re~n) 'frog' ¶ Stl. ZCh 21O [#6O2], Hf. AG
#2O6, J S 62, 71, Nt. 6, Frz. DM 11, ChC, ChL, Lk. ZSS 35 ¶¶ OS # 1 5 4 7
(HS *k'ir- 'frog') || IE: NaIE {WP} *gWred≈- 'frog, toad '  > MLG kre2de,
krode, OHG kre4ta, chreta, c(h)rota, MHG kre4te, krote ' t oad ,
frog', NHG Kro4te 'toad', NHG Schildkro4te 'tortoise, turt le ' »» Gk
ba1tracoß, Gk I bro1tacoß, ba1†rakoß 'frog' »» ? VL {ML} *bru"scus ' t o a d '
({Ert.}:π OscU < *gWrot-skos) > MdL [g] bruscus '∈ frog ( r a n a e
genus)', Rm broasca" 'toad', McdRm broasca", OIt Ml brosca
'tortoise', ı  Al breshke4 'small turtle' (of course, VL/MdL bruscus
is not [⇔ WH] borrowed f rom  Frosch) ¶ ML #1329, Ert. ED 128, WP I
698-9, Kb. 562, OsS 516, Lx. 117, KM 4O8, ≠ WH I 117, F I 226-7, Ch.
169-7O, O 36, Ç II 314-5 ¶ *gWred≈- for **kWred≈- is due to t h e
incompatibility law ruling out the occurence of a vd. asp. and a vl. s t o p
in the same √ || A: Tg *xere 'frog' > Nn Nh/B, Ork x‰r‰, Ul x‰r‰; d .
*xere-kï > Orc x‰r‰kï (π Nn}, Ud ‰2xï, Orc e2ki, Neg ‰y‰xï, Lm ‰rikï,
Ewk ‰r‰kï id. ¶ STM II 466-7  ?µ NaT *k[æ]ur-ba2Ka '∈ frog\toad' (*kur-
'?' + *baka 'frog') > OT qurbaqa, MQp qurba˝a id., Tk kurbag"a ' f rog,
toad', Tkm qurba2˝a, Az 9urba˝a, Qzq qu"rbaqa, Qq, Uz qurbaqa ' f rog ' ,
Qmq, Nog qîr-baqa, Qrg qurbaqa 'toad', VTt q¥r baqas¥ 'grass frog', Chg
(Rl.} qurba˝a 'tortoise' ¶ Cl. 646-7, ET Q 16O-1, Rl. II 918  ?σ,µ pKo {S}
*ko~r5oa~N5i! 'snail' > MKo ko~r5oa~N5i! ¶ S QK #1136, Nam 51 ¶¶ Tg *e of t h e
first syll. remains puzzling (regr. as.?) ¶¶ DQA #1136 (pA *kæer{o} ' f rog,
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toad') ˚  If NaT *k[æ]ur-baKa belongs here, the N etymon may b e
reconstructed as * ûûûûqo 6666 rV .
1931. *ûûûûqËrV (or *ûûûûqihËrV ¬ *ûûûûqËhirV?) 'reach, enter', (‘ )
'happen' >  HS: CS *√k'ry+w 'happen; meet, encounter' (× N *k''''aÂ{iwu}
'come in contact [meet, come across, touch]', q.v. ffd.) || K: Sv L {Dn.}
ma-ûqer, me-ûqar 'it happen to me', li-ûqre 'to happen', li-ûqer 'to t a k e
place' ¶ Dn. s.v. ma-ûqer, me-ûqar- || D (in NED) *°korÀ+r- 'enter, go in' >
Krx ko2r-, Mlt kore id. ¶ D #2236 || A: M *ku4r[u4]- 'reach, touch' >  MM
[MA, IM] ku4r-, [IsV] ku4ri- 'reach (dojti , dosti¢∆ )', WrM ku4r-, HlM
x¥r´-, Dx kuru-, Ba kur- id., Ord kæu$r- 'toucher à, atteindre, arr iver ' ,
Mnr H {SM} kæuru- 'arriver, parvenir, atteindre, toucher', {T} kuri-
'reach; suffice' ¶ Pp. MA 229, 441, Lg. VMI 52, MED 936, Ms. O 538, SM
216, T 341, T DnJ 124, T BJ 141 ¶ An alt. M cognate is *qar9u-  'meet'; if
it is justified, M *qar9u  goes back to N *ûûûûqËrV × N *k''''aÂ{iwu} '⇑ ' (q .v . )
 T *k…i:r- 'enter' >  OT kir-, Tk gir-, Tkm gi:r-, Az, Ggz, Qmq gir-,
CrTt, Kr, Qrg, Nog, Qrq, Uz, ET, Tv. Tf kir-, Qz kiÆr-, VTt, Bsh kÁr-, Chv
k´r- id. ¶ Cl. 735-6, ET VGD 47-9 ˚  The D and M qu. cognates suggest
a N rounded vw. in the first syll. (* ûûûûqËrV), which seems to be a t
variance with the Sv data ( ûq- is not followed by w ), but the expected K
*w  may have been lost in Sv; see also the optional N rec. * ûûûû q ihËrV  ⇓  ˚
The T cognate is phonetically deviant: T lax *k…- is not the regular reflex
of N *ûûûûq- , and the length of the vw. is not expected. This deviant T
cognate may be explained if we suppose a N etymon with an internal *h
(N *ûûûûqihËrV ¬ *ûûûûqËhirV) that can de-emphasize the initial cns. a n d
produce vw. length.
1932. *ûûûûqo6666w[V]rV 'blind, one-eyed'  > K *°ûqw{a}r- 'blind' > Mg ÷vere
id. ¶ Q 418 || HS: S *°k'a≤wir- 'one-eyed' > Ar qawira 'was one-eyed '
({Fr.} 'uno oculo privatus fuit') (pf. 3m of the verb √qwr  G  'be one -
eyed') ¶ Fr. III 513, BK II 833  Ch: Mgm {JA} ko2!r`i~wo~ inf. ' (s’)aveugler '
(pf. ko2 !r`i~we!, ip. ko2 ~r `o~wwa!), ko2~r` 'blind man', ko2~r`a! 'blind woman' ¶ JA LM
1OO || D *kurutß- 'blindness '  > Tm, Ml kurut5u, Kt kurdß ≠ ku;r`, Kn
kurud5u, kurad5u, Tl grud5d5u id., Kdg kurîdß, Tu kur(u)d5u, Nkr,
Gnd gudßdßi 'blind', Tl g(r)ud5d5i 'blind(ness), Klm gudßdßi 'blindness'; Tm,
Ml kurut5an, Kt kurdßn`, Kn kurud5a, kurad5a, Kdg kurîdß´⁄, Tu
kurud5e 'blind man', Mlt qotßri 'blind person'; Tm, Ml kurut5i, Kt
kurdßy ≠ ku;r`y, Kn kurud5i, kurad5i, Kdg kurîdßi 'blind woman'; Mlt
qotßre v. 'become blind' ¶¶ D #1787 || ?σ A: M *qoru˝un > WrM {Kow.,
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Gl., MED} qoruu ≠ {MED} qor9u, HlM xuruu 'cataract\spot in t h e
eye', WrO Xoruu  'cataract\cast in the eye', Kl xorhn 'cataract in t h e
eye, wall-eye', {Rm.} Xor˝a" 'Star, weißer Flecken am Auge', Br xorgo
'wall-eye' ¶ MED 965, 97O, Gl. II 187, Kow. 962, Krg. 284, KRS 598, KW
187, CI 45 ˚  Tk ko4r 'blind' and kør 'blind' in Az, Tkm and Qrg d o
not belong here, because these words have been borrowed f r o m
Persian.  
1933. € *{ û ûûûq}o[w++++?V]rV 'tooth, large\canine tooth, tusk' >  HS: C: Bj
{R} ku"re (= kW‰re), {Rop.} kwire 'tooth' ¶ R WBd 145, Rop. 2O9 »»
EC: Elm {Hn.} ka!rris 'molar, cheek', Arr karis-o! pl. 'molar(s)', Or {Grg.}
k'arrïfa2 'canine tooth' ¶ Grg. 31, Hw. A 372  SOm: Ari J {Bnd.} k'ari
'tusk, tooth of hippo or elephant'  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *Ha-ûqori or *Ha-
ûqawri 'teeth' > Hs ha!k'o2!Ri!, Klr {J} ?agWe!r, Sha {J} ?agaHa (-H- < *-r-), Fy
{J} ha!gor, Bks {J} ?a!gu!r id. ¶ *Ha- is a px. of names of body parts ¶ Stl. IF
112 ¶¶ OS #2O7O (HS *ûqor- 'tooth'), Blz. DA #1O. But SnSr {Rn.} a-
qarrus7 'tooth' cannot be a genuine B word (⇔  Blz.), but rather a loan
from an Ar source (possibly √qrqs7 'gnaw hard [bread]', identical to t h e
source of Mz √qrqs 7  'crisser sous la dent, grincer' and Kb √qrœs 7 'g r incer
les dents') (see  Rn. 37O, Dl. 674-5, Dlh. M 259, Hv. 6O1) || D *ko2rÀV
({†GS} *k-) 'tusk, fang' > Kn ko2r3e id., Kdg ko;re 'tusk of e l ephan t \boar ' ,
Tl ko2r3a  'tusk, fang, tooth', Gnd ko2ru 'tusk' ¶ ≈ D #2257 ˚  If WCh {Stl.}
(and pHS?) *ûq reflects N *ûûûûq , the N rec. must have an initial *ûûûûq-,
otherwise it is an unspecified *K''''- . The long *o2 in D suggests t h e
presence of an additional cns. in N (*w , *? , *h?), while D *-rÀ- (< N *-r-
outside cns. clusters) suggests a N vw. between this *w++++? ++++h and *-r-  ˚
Blz. DA 153 [#11] (D, HS).
1934. *ûûûûquyVrV 'to love, to covet' (‘  'to prefer ' )  > K: GZ (or pK?)
*ûqwar- ' love'  > OG ûqwar-, G ûqvar-, Mg ÷or-, Lz (ûq)or- id., ??σ Sv ûqur-
/ûqwir- (msd. li-l-ûqwir) 'copulate' ¶ K 21O, K2 239-4O, FS K 366-7, FS E
411-2 || HS: ?φ  WS *≤Xayar 'goodness' > Ar Xayr- id. (gen. Xayr-i
following a noun means 'good'), 'good, better, the best' (e.g. Xayru-n-
na2si 'the best of man', 'the best man') (ı Sq {L} Óayr adj. 'meil leur ' ,
adv. 'mieux', Mh/Hrs {Jo.} Xayr 'good, health', Jb C {Jo.} ≤Xer ' b e s t
interest'), Mh Xa24r 'better', Mh X‰yor , Hrs {Jo.} X‰yo2r 'best', Jb E/C {Jo.}
≤Xar 'well-being, good', Sb {BGMR} Xyr 'nobleman, noble' (pl. ?Xyr),
Qt ?Xyr pl. {Rk.} 'élite', {MA} 'noblemen', Gz Xe2r 'good, excellent, g o o d
thing'; S *√Xyr (*-Xïr-) 'prefer, choose; be(come) good' > Ar √Xyr G
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(ip. -Xïr-) 'be propicious to; prefer, select', Gz √Xyr G  (pf. Xayara ≠
Xe2ra), Mn {MA} √Xyr 'choose, authorize', Ak √Xyr G  (inf. Xia2rum
≠ Xa2ru, 3m p. i-X°r) {Sd.} 'choose, select', {CAD} 'pick and take a s
mate' ¶ Ln. 828-31, BK I 653, Hv. 191, L LS 173, L G 27O, Sd. 342-3, Jo .
M 457, Jo. H 145, Jo. J 311, BGMR 64, MA 45, Rk. 72-3, CAD VI 119-2O
¶ S *X- goes back to *q-, resulting from pHS deglotatlization of of N *ûûûûq-
. Ar -ay- and Gz *-e2- reflect pS *-≤aya- (AD PSH §§  9-1O) || A *kæur-
'desire, love' > M *quric>a- 'desire, love passionately, lust after' > W r M
qurica-, HlM xur∆ca- id., WrO Xurica-, Kl xurc-, Brt xurisa-
v. 'desire, lust after', Ord Xu¯rac7æilc7æi- 'copulate' ¶ MED 989, Kow. 9 5 6 -
8, Gl. II 185, Krg. 298, KRS 613, Chr. 6O2, Ms. O 371  Tg: [1] WrMc
uru-, Mc Sb uru- 'feel\get hungry'; [2] ?σ Tg *xur- 'be jealous, envy'  >
Nn B Xoro(n-) n. 'envy', Nn Nh/B, Ul XoralsI-, Ork XUralI-, Neg oyalI-,
Lm UrlI-, ? Ewk orgolï- ± orgalï- 'be jealous', Lm UrlIq 'jealous', Ewk
urïn 'rival (in love), second wife', Orc xora4, Nn Nh XorIa% 'co-wife ( i n
respect to another one)' ¶ STM II 985, 987 ¶¶ But hardly h e r e
(⇔ SDM97 s.v. A *kæo2r 1Å 'covet, be irritated' and IS III 131-4 [* ûqurÉ ' t o
love]) the T root of Qrg qozu- 'be irritated', Tkm 9oÎ˝a- 'move', e tc . ,
because OT qozî-  does not mean 'have appetite' (as in IS) or 'be hungry '
(as in SDM), but 'be dry', and the primary meaning of the T root *qor1-
is 'move' (see Cl. 681, MKD 148-50, ESTJ Q 21-2) || D *ku2rÀ- ({†GS} *k-)
'covet, love' > Tm ku2r v. 'covet, hanker after', Ml ku2r3, ku2r3u n .
'love', ku2r3uka v. 'love, mind', Kn ku2r id., 'be attached to', Tl
ku2r(i)mi 'friendship, love, affection', ku2r(u)cu ' b e
lovable\coveted' ¶¶ D #1897 ˚  IS III 131-4 (* ûqurÉ 'to love' > K, D, A
+ unt. T *ko2r1-) ˚  The D long vw. suggests that in the pN etymon t h e r e
was an additional element, which in view of S *-y- is likely to have b e e n
*-y- . But D *-rÀ- suggests a N intervocalic *-r-  (rather than a cluster *-
ry- or  *-yr- ). The most plausible conjecture is to reconstruct N
*ûûûûquyVrV.
1935. *ûûûûqV{yo}ÂV 'heap of stones, bank (rampart), stone wall, walled
set t lement '  > K *ûqo2r- >  G ûqore 'heap of stones (forming a boundary) ,
rampart, stone wall', a˝-ûqor-va {DCh.} 'zagromoqdat∆ ', {FS}
'Steinmauer errichten, verschließen, versperren', OG ûqore '?'
(contextual meanings: 'street, corner'), Mg ÷or-ua 'to erect a s t one
wall', ÷or-an-s '(he) builds', Sv UB ûqo2r 'door' ¶ FS K 372-3, FS E 4 1 8 ,
Chx. 1713, GP 271, Abul. 47O || HS: [1] CS *≤k'iyVr- > BHb riq% k'ïr 'wall
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(Wand, Mauer)', Ug k5r 'wall (muro, pared)', MHb riq% k5°r {Lv.}
'Umzäunung, Mauer', Yd k5yrh (pl. k5yrt) 'town' (in the early Ph-Yd
script there were no matres lectionis, hence y denotes a cns. [y], s o
that Yd k5yrh  is not connected with WS *≤k'ar-at- 'town, settlement'); [2]
WS  *≤k'ar-(at-) 'town, settlement' >  BHb tr#q# ≤k'ErEt3 'city', Ug k5rt 'ci ty,
the City (= Ugarit)', JA {Trg.}, JPA aT1r^q@ k5ar≤t-a2 'city', Jb C {Jo.} s>'i!rE!t
town, collection of houses', Sb k5r '∈ town (outside South Arabian
culture area)'; d.: CS *k'ariy-at- / (in pl. forms) *k'ar{a}y- 'town' >  Ug
(AkSc) {Hnr.} k'arïtu 'town', BHb ei!r^q% k'ir≤ya2 'settlement, town, city', JA
{Lv.} at1j6r^q$ k5ery´≤t3-a2, {KB} (originally pl.) at1i!r^q% k'iry-a2≤t3-a2
'settlement (Ortschaft), town, village', JEA at1j66r^q% k'iry-´≤t3-a2 ' t own,
village', Sr æreœk5´≤rE2, s.e. '4o∆riœ k5´r°≤t3a2 (cs. kEr≥yat, pl. k5Er≤ya2n,
k5Erya2≤t-a2) 'town, village, district', Ar éyar0Qa qaryat- ≠ éyar0Qi qiryat- (p l .
îrAQu qura2) 'borough, village' ¶ KB 1O27, 1O65-7 , 1O72, KBR 1142-3 ,
1149, A ##2443, 2462, OLS 37O, 373-4, Lv. IV 3O2, Lv. T II 388, Js .
1428, Sl. 1O43, HJ 1OO9, Jo. J 15O, Hnr. 175, Br. 695, JPS 517, Lv. IV
379, BK II 731, Hv. 6O3, BGMR 1O7 || U: FU *°k{a}rV 'town, fortified
place' >  Prm *kar 'settlement, fortified settlement' >  Z kar ' t own ' ,
'(ancient) settlement' (e.g. c1ud kar 'settlement of ancient Chudians') ,
'nest' (koZuvkot kar 'ant-hill'), Vt kar 'nest', 'ancient settlement', ' t o w n '
¶ LG 116-7 ˚  Alternatively, one may suppose here two pN etyma, e.g. N
*ûûûûqVyoÂV and N ≈ *K''''{a}ÂV ˚  ≠ Fn. KD #72 (equates K with D *go2r5-
'Mauer', which is un fact *ko2t ß-, see  D #22O7b).
1936. *ûûûûqoÂ[÷]V 'gourd' >  HS: CS *≤k'ar[V]÷- 'gourd' > Ar qar÷-at-
(coll. qar÷-) 'pumpkin', {BK} 'courge', Sr k5ar≤÷-a2 (abs. k5´≤ra÷)
'pumpkin', k5ar?≤-a2 'gourd' ¶ Nld. (p.c. to Löw): the variant k5ar≤÷-a2 i s
typical of Sr W; it is not necessarily an Arabism (⇔  JPS, Löw); t h e
change ÷ > ? occurs in some dialects of Sr ¶ BK II 718, Hv. 6OO, JPS 5 1 7 ,
52O, Löw A 351  || IE (< cds.?): [1] NaIE *kWerkW- > OI karkat5ï
'∈ gourd' »» AS hwerhwe$tte 'cucumber'  [2] ? NaIE *k[W]erb≈eto-
'gourd' > OI carbhat5ah5 'Cucumis utilissimus', cirbhat5ï,
cirbhat5am  '∈ gourd' »» L cucurbita  'gourd' (rdp. under the infl. o f
cucumis 'cucumber'?) (unless a WW of Munda origin, as suggested
by M K I 378 on the ev. of the element bhat5a2 in OI) ¶ WP I 426, WH I
3OO, M K I 169, 378, Ho. 181 || K (<  cd.?) {K} *haûqar-, {K2} *aûqare-
'gourd' >  Mg ûqoûqore-, Lz ûqoûqore-, oyore-, ore-, Sv (h)aûqar, aûqa2r ' gourd ' ,
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?φ G aûqiro- 'gourd Lagenaria vulgaris' ¶ K 46, K2 5, Chik. 148, Chx. 4 7 ,
DCh. 76.
1937. *ûûûûqÅru6666é€V (= *ûûûûqÅru6666hV?) 'to keep (sth.) out of sight, to h ide '
> IE *°kruÓ-/*°krou\Ó- > NaIE *°kru2-/*°krow´- v. 'cover, hide' > Sl *krÈ¡-ti
'to cover, to hide' >  OCS kr7ti krûti id., Blg ≤kriå vt. ' cover ,
conceal, hide', SCr krIàti 'to hide, to conceal, to keep', ∆  'to roof', Slv
krI!ti 'to conceal, to hide, to roof', Cz kry1ti, Slk kryt&, P kryc1 ' t o
hide, to conceal, to cover', R kryt∆ 'to cover'; Ï *krov¥ >  OCS
krov5 krovË 'roof, roof over one’s head (place to live); sec re t
place', OR krov5 id., 'dwelling; protection', R krov 'roof over one’s
head, shelter', SCr kro•v , Cz krov 'roof, roof over one’s head; refuge,
shelter', Slk krov 'roof', Slv kro~v 'roof, lid' » Lt kra!uju / kra!uti
(p. kro!viau) v. 'pile, heap up, load; build (a nest)', Ltv kr>au^nu (≠
kr>auju) / kr>auﬁt id. »» Clt (×  IE *k8ro2po- 'roof' <  N *K''''ÉÂVp''''V ' t o
cover'  [‘ 'roof'] [q.v.?]): OIr cro1 'stall, pigsty, wooden partition', MW
creu 'stall, pigsty, enclosure', W crau 'pigsty', Crn crow ' h u t ,
pigsty', Br kraou 'étable' ¶ Tr. 139-4O, ESSJ XIII 2O-1, 71-2, Glh. 3 4 9 ,
352, Frn. 291, ≈  WP I 477, P 616-7, Vn. C  24O-1, YGM-1 1O2, SB 96 ¶
The accentuation of the Lt verb points to an NaIE *´ (*krow´-, a s
reconstructed in ESSJ XIII 72) || HS: S *°√k'rw+y >  Mh k'‰ru2 (1s pf .
k'o2r‰k, ps. k'‰≤ray) v. 'hide', Jb C √k'ry (pf. ≤k'e≤re, sbjn. ≤y‰≤k'‰r) 'hide, b e
hidden' ¶ Jo. M 237, Jo. J 15O  C: EC: Sml qari- vt. 'hide, conceal' »»
SC: Kz {E} k'ulum- vi. 'hide' (according to E SC 34, Kz -l- is from *-r-, a n d
the SC stem is *k'u2r-) (× N *K ''''oÓri 'to cover, to protect, to guard') ¶ DSI
491, ZMO 325, Abr. S 2O1, E K 14, E SC 254 [#42]  WCh: Hs ka2!Re~ v.
'protect, guard; interpose (sth.) to screen from view', ka2!rï!ya~
'protection; interposing an object to prevent (sth.) from being seen \h i t ;
screening off a place' (× N *K ''''oÓri '⇑ ') ¶ Ba. 567, 57O || K : G ûqr- 'in d ie
Erde vergraben (Weingefäß), pflanzen (Reben, Obstbäume)' ¶ Chx. 1 7 2 1
|| D *kar- ({†GS} *k-) vt. 'hide' (‘  'steal') > Tm kara vt. 'conceal ,
steal', vi. 'hide, lie hidden, keep oneself out of sight', Ml karappu
'covering, hiding, concealing', Kt o;garv- 'listen without speaking, b e
silent when called' (*o2k- 'hear' [D #1O32] + *kar-), Td kar- vt. ' s teal ,
hide', Kn kare vt., vi. 'hide', ?? Tl kar3at5i 'deceiver, cheat'; D ı OI
kharpara- 'thief' ¶¶ D #1258 ˚  The N lr. (reconstructed on the IE
ev.) was most probably *h , because this is the lr. that tends to be lost i n
the intervoc. position in S.
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1938. * ûûûûqur {H}V  'to bark, to howl' (of canines), 'to cry, to shout' > K:
GZ *ûqur- 'howl' (of wolves, dogs), 'cry' >  G G rdp. ûqurûqul-i 'howling o f
wolves\dogs' (× K *ûqu2l- v. 'cry' < N *ûûûûqË[?]l ßßßßV 'speak, call'?), Mg ÷ur-
'howling of wolves\dogs', Lz (ûq)ur-, ûqu(r)- v. 'cry; be angry'; ? G ûqvir-
'cry, be angry' ¶ K2 246, ≈ K 211 (K *ûqwir- 'shout'), FS E 42O, Chik.
359 || U: FU (att. in ObU) *kurV- > ObU *ko"r(´t) v. 'bark' (of dogs) >
pVg *kO"rt- id. > Vg: T/NV/ML kort-, Ss xort- id., d.: P kort´nt-, NV
kortant- id.; pOs {Ht.} *ko"r´˝t-, {†Hl.} *ku"r´˝t- > Os: D/K/Nz/Kz/O
Xo"r´t- 'aufbellen', V/Vy ko"r´˝t´˝´l-, Ty ko"r´˝t´˝´¬- 'wü tend
anbellen' ¶ Ht. #329 || D *kur- ({†GS} *k-) v. 'bark' (of dogs), shou t ,
groan' (× N *kuÂhV 'shout, cry') > Tm kurai\ v. 'bark, shout', kurai\
n. 'noise, roar, shout', Ml kura 'disagreeable sound, barking ' ,
kurekka v. 'bark', Kt kerv-, Td kwarf-, Kdg kora- v. 'bark', Tu
korapu-, korepi-, korepu- id., 'roar', Prj ku2r- v. 'groan', Gnd {Tr.}
kuhasca2na2 'to bark, to growl, to groan' ¶¶ D #1796 || ?σ HS: S
*°√k'rH > Ar √qrH (+ ÷ala2) Gt (pf. ?iqtaraHa) 'ask sth. importunately
from', ?iqtara2H- msd. 'extemporate speaking', Ar SL √qrH G  'incite so .
to' ¶ BK II 7O7, Hv. 597 || ?σ IE: NaIE *kWer-, *kWr-  'cry, shout' > L
quirito / -a2re 'utter a cry of distress, shriek, scream, cry out' »» Sl
*krik¥ n. 'cry, shout '  > OCS krik5 krikË 'clamor', SCr kri•k, Cz
kr7ik, P krzyk, R krik 'cry, shout'; *kric7ati 'to cry, to shout' >  OCS
krihati kric7ati 'clamare', SCr kri!c7ati, Cz kr7ic7eti, P
krzyciec1, R kri ≤¢at∆ 'to cry,to shout' ¶ ≈ WH II 4O9 (no convincing
et. of quirito), ≠  ESSJ XII 149-5O, 154-6 (Sl *krik/c7- is o f
onomatopoeic origin) ˚  D *-r- suggests the presence of a N cns .
cluster (*r  + lr.?).
1939. *ûûûûqËÂ[w]V (= *ûûûûqËr1111[w]V?) 'ear' >  K *ûqu2r- 'ear, edge' >  OG, G
ûqur- id., Mg ÷uZ7-, Lz (ûq)uZ7- ± ÷uZ7- ± yuZ7- 'ear', ? Sv ûqo2r- 'door, yard' (“
'edge'?); Ï GZ *ûqur-u 'deaf' (lit. 'ear-less') >  OG ûqru-y, G ûqru, Mg ÷ur-u
'deaf' ¶¶ K 213-4, K2 246-7, FS K 374-5, FS E 42O || A *°kæur- >  Tg
*xurum 'internal ear, ear-wax' >  Ewk urumNa2 id., Lm UrUmr¥, Neg
oyomNa, Ud uNa4, Ul, Nn Nh Xoromsa, Nn KU oromsa, Ork Xoropsa ' e a r -
wax' ¶ STM II 288 || U: FU *korwV 'ear, leaf' (× N ? *ko{r 1111}[w]V
'external ear' [q.v.]) >  F korva, Es ko%rv 'ear' » Lp N {N} bAl…lje-
goar…ve 'ear-hole' (bAl…lje is 'ear') » pPrm *kwor ({∫LG *kwo¿r) ' leaf '
> Z kor / kory-, Z US ko¿r-, Yz ≤kur, Vt kwar 'leaf' »» OHg, Hg harap ' d r y
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leaves\grass' ¶ UEW 187, MF 266-7, It. #97, LG 133, EWU 528 || ? D
*kur`- ({†GS} *k-) 'ear-ring, ear' (× N ? *ko{r 1111}[w]V '⇑ ' and N *goÂÓá
'to track [game], to smell, to hear; ear') >  Tm kur›ai\, Ml kur›a ' e a r -
ring, ear', Kn B kOdßige, Tu kod5an$gA, Klm kudßka, Gnd kur`ka 'ear-r ing ' ,
Tu kud5ka, kud5ki 'female’s ear ornament' ¶¶ D #1823 || HS: Ag: Xm
{Ap.} qa2riz, Xm {R} qa≤rus ≠ qe≤ru4s, Xm T {CR} qarås, Xm Wg
{Beke} ke1rez 'ear' »» ? EC: Or {Th.} k5a2rru 'ear-hole' (unless “
k5a2rru 'entrance, hole', cp. Or {Th.} k5a2rru 'buco, vuoto dei den t i
[carie]' and Or {Brl.} karru 'spazio tra i denti incisivi; orificio delle
orecchie; entrata') ¶ R Ch. II 67, Blz CWL, Th. 272, Brl. 228  ? S *°Xurr-
> Ar  Xurr- 'base of the ear' ¶ BK I 551, Hv. 16O ¶ *X- < *q- from d e -
emphatized N *ûûûûq- ˚  ≠ Blz. DA #13 (D *kur`- ÷ HS *gur(y)- 'ear, to hea r ' ,
see  N *goÂÓá 'to track game, to smell, to hear; ear').
194O. *ûûûûqoÂbV 'hearth, stove; to roast, to burn' > K: GZ *ûqwerb- (≠
*ûqwerp- ?) 'hearth' > OG ûquerb-, G ûqverb-, G P/X ûqwerp-, Mg ûqebur- ≠
÷ebur- ± k'ebur- id., Lz d. p-k'rebul-e ≠ o-rk'ebl-e 'place around t h e
hearth' ¶ K 211 and K2 241 (*ûqwerb-); ≈ FS K 367 and FS E 4 1 2
(*ûqwebr-); Chx. 1686 || HS Ch: WCh *ûqa[w]r- ({Stl.} *ûqaru-) vt. ' f ry ,
roast; burn '  > Hs k'a!wRa~Ra2 'fry without oil or grease', k'a!wRï! 'smell o f
burning rags\hair\flesh\etc. '  » BT: Krk {Lk.} ka2r- vt. 'burn' » Cg {Sk.}
k'‰r- id. » AG {Hf.} *k'u˝ur {AD} 'burn', 'burning coal' >  Gmy k'u2r v.
'burn', Mnt kugur, Krf {Nt.} ku~gur 'burning coal', Su/Ang {Hf.} ku2r » Bks
{J} ?ag%o2R 'verbrannte Reste am Gefäßboden' ¶ Stl. IF 111 (WCh *ûqaru- >
*ûqawar-), Stl. ZCh 222 [#715] (WCh *ûqa{w}r-), Ba. 589, Hf. #2O9, Nt.
21, J R 129, ChL, ChC  Eg fMd Z¿f vt. 'boil\heat (pig blood), b u r n '
(× HS √c'rp [> S *√c'rp 'burn'] and N *ûûûûqËLpV 'hot ashes, embers; t o
roast\heat on embers or hot stones' [q.v.]) || IE: NaIE *°k+k8arb[≈]-
(unless it is *°k+k8ard≈-) > L carbo2 (gen. carbo2nis) 'charcoal' ¶ EM 9 9 ,
≈ WH I 165-6 || U *korpe- 'burn, be scorched, prepare (food) on fire,
singe' > F korventa-, korpea- (inf. korveta) 'singe, scorch', Es
ko%rbe- 'burn, be burnt, singe, be singed', ko%rb (gen. ko%rve)
'Versengen, Anbrennen' » pLp *ko2rp‰- 'be burnt\scorched, b e
devastated by fire' > Lp: S {Hs.} guorbesje adj. 'devastated by fores t
fire', L {LLO} kuor…pa- 'be devastated by forest fire', 'remain with half-
burnt pieces of wood' (of an extinguished fire), N {N} guor…ba6 / -rb-
'be scorched' » Er kirva- kirva-, ∆ {Ps.} kurva- v. 'flame, blaze', M k
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kr∆våste- k´r1va4s1t!´-, {Ps.} k´r1≤v1Es1t!´-, Er kirvaste- kirvas1t!e-, ∆
{Ps.} k!urvas1t!e- 'set fire to, set on fire', Mk kr∆våze- k´r1va4z1´ - ' c a t ch
fire' »» ?σ OHg XV heruad- ≠ hiruad- 'bleich werden, welken', Hg
he4rvad-, ∆ hirvad- v. 'fade, wither, dry up' (×  N *korVwa 'fade, r o t ,
decay' [q.v.])  Sm: Slq {Cs.}: NP ku6rra-, UO ku6ra- 'singe (wood)' ¶ ¶
Coll. CG 4O1-2, UEW 186, Lr. #535 (pLp *ko2rp‰ 'palomaa, poqoga ,
waste land after a forest fire'), Lgc. #2919, Hs. 691, ERV 264, PI 132, ≈
Ker. II 62, Ps. M 87, MF 282-3, EWU 552, Cs. 125.
1941. *ûûûûqáÂûûûûqËmV 'weasel, ermine' >  IE: NaIE *k8ormen id. >  VL {ML}
*karmo / obl. *karmo2n- (unc.: {ML} π Gl) > RhR Srs carmun
[kar≤mun] 'weasel' ({EI}: π Vnt or Ilr) »» Ltv sermulis, Lt
s7armuonyﬁs 'ermine', Lt s7armuoﬁ ≠ s7ermuoﬁ id., 'weasel' »» OSx
harmo 'ermine', OHG harmo id., 'weasel', MHG harm(e) ' e rmine ' ,
AS hearma 'shrew (Spitzmaus), weasel'; Ï (dim.): OHG harmili2
'weasel' (ı  MdL hermelinus, It ermellino, OFr (h)ermine [× L
mu2s Armenia 'Armenian rat ' ]  > Fr hermine 'weasel' ı NE
ermine) > MHG ≤hermelin > NHG Hermelin 'ermine' ¶ P 573-4, EI
638 (*k8ormon- 'weasel, ermine\soat [Mustela erminea]'), ≈ ML #17OO,
VielD 99, Frn. 965, Ho. 152, Ho. S 31, Kb. 436, OsS 273, Lx. 82, 87, KM
3O5, Dauz. 388, HDEL 444-5 || K: MG [VTq.] ûqarûqum-i 'ermine' ¶ DCh.
1373, DCh. RGS 73 || A: T: Osm {Rh.} µq'Q qaqîm, Tk kakIm, Az {Ax.}
qaqum , {Dr.} 9a9um 'ermine'; cp. NPrs µqu'Q˝å2˝om 'ermine (fell)'; th is
is certainly a Wanderwort, but the directions of borrowing are not c lear
(Dr. TM does not mention it among the Turkic loans in NPrs) ¶ Rh.
1419, Shch. Zh. 142, Vl. II 7O7 ˚ The N word-medial cns. *ûûûûq mas los t
in IE within a cns. cluster (N *-Â ûûûûqËm- >  pre-IE *-rkm- > IE *-rm-) ˚ Cf.
N *k '''' un 2222V(r 1111V)  'small carnivore (marten, polecat, wild cat, or sim.)'.
1942. *ûûûûqVÂVs1111V (= *ûûûûqVÂËs1111V?) to be(come) silent\dumb' > K: GZ
*ûqurs- 'become dumb, be silent' > G P/X qurs- 'become dumb', Mg ÷urs-
id., 'be silent' ¶ K2 246, FS K 375, FS E 42O-1, K2 246, Chx. 1741 || HS:
CS *√Xrs7 'be dea f \dumb '  > BHb Sr4h4 He2≤re2s7 'deaf', √Hrs7 G  (3m ip.
Sr@h=i# yE-Héras7) 'be deaf', MHb √Hrs7 D  'deafen, make deaf', √Hrs7 S h
(pf. Sir%h=e3 hEÓé≤r°s7) id., 'be silent' (Sh with inchoative meaning) ,
Sr3h3 ≤ÓErEs7 'silence', Sr4h4 Óe2≤re2s7 'deaf, dumb, deaf and dumb', Ug
(AkSc) {Hnr.} Xa[r]ras7u 'deaf', DA Órs7n pl. 'deaf; deaf and dumb', IA
Órs7 'deaf', JA [Trg.] {Js.} NiS5r^h4 Óer≤s7°n, em. aI!S2r^h2 Óars7ay≤ya2 p l .
'deaf (persons)', JEA aS1r^h2 Óar≤s7a2 'deaf person', Sr √Hrs7 G  (p f .
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‹ra≈ Ó´≤ras7) 'be dumb\silent, be deaf', SmA srh Órs7 'deaf', Ar
√Xrs G  (pf. Xarisa) 'be dumb' ¶ N * ûûûûq  > (HS de-emphatization) *q >  S
*X ¶ KB 343-4, HJ 4O9, Hnr. 13O, Js. 5O7, Sl. 485, Tal 297, Dlm. 1 5 3 ,
Br. 259, BK I 557, Hv. 162, MiK I #2.32 || IE: Ht karus(siya)-
'be\fall silent; keep quiet (about)' ¶ Pv. IV 116-7, Ts. E I 529-3O.
1943. *ûûûûqaé€r1111V 'hard, firm' > HS: B *√:ŒÓr 'be hard, harden' > Ah
iŒar (3m pf. y´qqur) id. (Fcj. 86 = Pcj. II B 4), ETwl/Ty iŒar (3m pf. Ty
y´qqur, ETwl iqqur) 'be hard (dur)', Gh adj. iqqor, f. t´qqor´t, Izn/Rf
{Rn.} i-qqur 'is hard', BSn qu2r 'be hard', Sll {Ds.} qor (pf. qquºr˜) ' b e
hard', Gd {CM} iqqor 'dur' ¶ Fc. 1751, 2OO7, Pr. H #348, Pr. M VI-VII
155, GhA 71, 251, CM 118, Ds. 1OO, Rn. 361 ¶ pB *: ({Pr.}: = *w-) goes
back to a prefix of verbs of state  C: ? Bj {R} √?kr pcv. 'be s t rong,
hard' (1s: p. a?a≤kir, prs. a?an≤k°r), ≤a2kri 'strong (mächtig)' »» EC:
(?) Sml qaraH 'dryness, dry' »»  SC: Irq {MQK} qoro?o2t v. 'dry' ¶ R WBd
13, DSI 489, MQK 87, Blz. SCL s.v. 'dry'£  || K: GZ *mûqar- 'solid, f i rm,
strong'  > OG mûqar- 'solid, strong', G mûqar- id., 'firm', Lz p'ez7- id. ¶ K2
127, DCh. 916 || IE: NaIE *k≈ar- ' ha rd '  (× N *ûûûûKa[é€]rV 'sharp' × N
*c '''' 1 111 o rV  'tip, top, edge' [q.v.], whence the meaning 'sharp' in NaIE *k≈ar-)
>  OI khara- 'hard, rough, sharp', NPrs "r'X Xå2rå2 'very hard s tone ,
flint, rock' »» ? Tc A {Wn.} tsa4r 'hard' ¶ WP I 355, M K I 3O2, Vl. I 6 3 4 -
5, Sg. 487, Horn 1O2, Wn. LE 146, Wn. 528 ¶¶ NaIE *k≈ar- < pIE *kÓar- <
(mt.) N *ûûûûqaé€r1111V ¶¶ NaIE *k+k8ers- 'hard' does not belong here, b u t
rather to N *k''''{u}ÂVc'''' @ @@@V 'hard (q.v. ffd.), as suggested by the lack o f
traces of the N lr. and by the final sibilant ||  D  (in SD) *ka2r`- ({†GS} *k-)
'hard, firm' >  Tm ka2r› 'become hard\mature, become firm\strong i n
mind', Kn ka2r›ime 'obstinacy, haughtiness', ? Td ko's`f 'be envious' ¶ D
#1491 .
1944. o†*ûûûûqu?[V]se6666 (or *ûûûûqué⁄[a]se 6666?) 'to vomit, to cough' >  HS: Eg
Md/G k5ys ≠ k5¿s v. 'vomit' (× HS **k'ls > Ar √qls 'vomit, spit') ¶ EG V
17, Vc. 247, Tk. I 66 (Eg, Ar), BK II 8OO-1  ? Ch: Ke kisi v., n. ' cough '
¶ Eb. 72 || K *°ûqwVs`- >  Sv {Ni.} ûqwa4s7 n. 'cough' || IE *kWeés- >  NaIE
*kWa2s- v. 'cough' >  Vd ka2s- n. 'cough', OI ka2sate2 'coughs' »» Lt kos-
mi 'I cough', ko!se$ti v. 'cough', kosulyﬁs n. 'cough', Ltv ka2ﬁse2 ^t v.
'cough' » pSl *ka¡s7(Á)lÁ n. 'cough' >  OR kawel6 kas7elÁ, R, U k
≤kawel∆ (gen. ≤kawlå), SCr kaàs7alj (gen. kaàs7lja), Slv ka!s7elj (gen.
kas7lja), Cz kas7el (gen. kas7le), Slk kas7el5, P kaszel (gen.
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kaszlu ) 'cough' n. »» OBr pas  'catarrhus', Br paz n. 'cough', pasaat
'to cough', W pa6s 'whooping-cough', peswch 'cough', pesychaf†v.
'cough', Crn pa6z, OIr {LP} casachtach 'cough' »» OHG huosto,
huosta, AS hwo2sta, NE ∆ whoost, MDt ho2ste n. ' cough,
coughing', OHG huosto2n ± huasto2n, NHG husten, AS hwo2san*
(att. 3s hwe2st 'coughs, is coughing'), MDt hoesten, ON ho1sta ' t o
cough' »» pAl {O} *ka2sla2 (<  IE *kWa2s-la2) >  Al kolle4 'cough' ¶ Here N
*ûûûûqu- yields pre-IE *ku\ è IE *kW (cf. AD NGIE § 6) ¶ Dv. #224, Dlmr. 2 6 5 ,
P 649, EI 133 (*kWehÅs-), M E I 346-7, LP § 25.5, Flr. 281, YGM-1 3 5 4 ,
Hm. 62O-2, Frn. 283-4, Vr. 25O, Ho. 182, Kb. 491-2, Schz. 172, OsS
433, ESSJ IX 16O-1, Vs. II 214-5, Srzn. I 12O1, Glh. 313, O 189, Huld 8 1
|| U: FU *kuse- v. 'cough' >  pLp {Lr.} *kos‰- id. > Lp: S {Hs.} gusse-, L
{LLO} kaºssaº-, N {N} gossa6- / -s-, K {Gn.} ko2sse- id. » Er, Mk koz koz n .
'cough', Er kozo- kozo-, Mk koz´- v. 'cough' » Prm *ku$z- > Z, Vt kyz-
kÈz-, Yz kÄ≤zÄt- id. »» ObU: pOs *ko¬ n. 'cough'  > Os: V kol, D Xut-, O
Xol id.; d.: D Xutes-, O Xut´tli- v. 'cough', V kolÈm- v. mom. 'give a
cough'  Sm {Jn.} *kot n. 'cough' > Ne: T xo’’ Xo? / xod- Xod-, Ne T
O {Lh.} Xo2?, Ne F Nl {Lh.} ko2t, Ng {Cs.} ku' (gen. kudaN), En X {Cs.} ku6'
(gen. kuro'), En B {Cs.} ko' (gen. kodo) id., Slq Nr {Cs.} kot n .
'cough', Kms {Cs.} ku?d, ku'd id.; Sm {Jn.} *kot- v. 'cough'  > Ne T d .
xodomba€-, Ne T O {Lh.} Xo2Îombòa-, Ng {Mik.} kut‰Î‰sa id., {Cs.}
kuta6dandum 'I am coughing', En X {Cs.} koruNaro', En B {Cs.}
koduNado', Slq Ch {KD} qoÚn;aN, Kms {KD} kæu?la$m id.; Sm d. {Hl.} *kot-
or-, {Jn.} *kot-¥yr- v. 'cough' >  Ne T xodor-, Ne F {Lh.} koto√or-, En
{Cs.} 1s prs. korunaro' ± fodunado, Slq Tz {KKIH} qotar-, Mt {Hl.}
*kodor- id. (Mt M {Sp.} kodorgom` n. 'cough') ¶ UEW 223, Coll. 1 3 ,
Sm. 537 (U *kosi_(-), FP *kusi-, Ugr *ku"TI"), It. 217, Lr. #461, Lgc.
#2577, LG 15O, Ker. II 66, Lt. KY 13O, Jn. 74, Cs. 12O, 182, 237, KKIH
163, KD 33-4, Hl. M #517 || A: T *k[æ]us- v. 'vomit' (× N ? *g{u}s6666V÷a ≠
*g{u}s6666V?V 'belch, vomit'?) >  OT qus- 'vomit', Tk kus-, Tkm quT-, Az
9us-, Ggz kus-, Uz, ET, Kr, Qmq, Nog, Qq, Qrg, Alt, SY qus-, Qzq qu"s-,
VTt q¥ºs-, Bsh q¥ºT-, Xk Xus-, Chv xa€s- x¥s/zò- id. ¶ Cl. 666, Rs. W 3O1,
ET Q 174-5  Tg *xu4se- v. 'feel nauseated, vomit' >  Ul, Ork, Nn xus‰-,
Orc is‰-≠isi‰gi-≠is‰gi-, Lm is-, Neg is‰-, Sol is7 !irï- id., Nn Nh xus‰,
Ewk is‰, Lm is¥n 'nausea, vomiting' ¶ STM I 332 ¶¶ DQA #1O95 (A
*kæi\u"so 'to vomit') ˚  Tg *u4 (< *u) is probably due to regr. as. ( caused
by *-e ) ˚  If Eg ¿ belongs to the heritage of HS **k'ls, we have t o
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reconstruct a less specified N *ûûûûqué⁄ase6666 (with *é⁄  = *?++++÷ ++++H , because
these three laryngeals yield zero in K).
1945. *ûûûûqu4444?itV 'bright; to shine'  > K *°ûqwit- 'yellow' > G ûqvita
'yellow dye\paint', ûqvit-el-i 'yellow', MG [Visr.], G ûqvitl- ' b e c o m e
yellow' ¶ Chx. 1686-7, DCh. 1378, ≠ K2 424 || HS: C: Bj {R} ket- scv.
'be bright\clean (klar\rein\hell sein)', ≤ke2ta 'bright' ¶ R WBd 15O 
Ch ≈ *kud'- >  CCh: Mtkm {Sb.} ku!d'ku~d'E~?E~ 'white' » Msy  {Mch.}
ko>!de5kko>!de5k id. » Gv {ChL} kWu~d!'er(iya) id. » ? Lame {ChL} ka!u~tu!
'cleanness' ¶ JI II 345, ChL III 126, 2OO || IE: [1] NaIE *k8wei\d-/*k8wid-
v. 'shine, be white' > OI 3s pres. s1vindate2 'is bright\white' »» Gk
Pi1ndoß, name of a mountain (lit. 'the white one') »» Gmc: (NaIE *k8wei\d-
>) Gt Heits, ON hvI1tr, Dn hvid, Sw vit, OHG (h)wiÔ, NHG weiS,
OSx, OFrs, AS hw°t  'white', NE white; (NaIE *k8wid-no- > ) MLG, MDt,
Dt wit id. »» Lt s7viedru~s 'shining, bright'; [2] NaIE *k8wei\d-t- >
*k8wei\t- 'white, bright, shining' > OI s1ve2≤ta-, Av spae2ta- 'white,
bright', OI s1ve2t-ya- id. »» BSl: Lt s7vieﬁsti (1s prs. s7viec7iu~) ' t o
shine, to hold a light to', Pru swa2igstan  : "Schein" accus., Lt s7vi~sti
(prs. s7vint-) 'to dawn', s7vitru~s  'bright, shining'; (with *k- <  NaIE *k-,
precons. depalatalization of *k8-) Ltv † {ME} kvite2 ^t (1s prs. kvitu)
'glänzen, flimmern' » Sl *sve7•t¥ n. 'light, world'  > OCS, OR sv8t5
sve7tË, R svet id., Blg svet (df. sve≤t-`t), SCr sve •t ± svije•t,
Slv sve•t, Cz sve7t, Slk svet, P s1wiat, Uk sv¡t 'world', ds.: Blg
svetli≤na, SCr sve àtlo ± svije~tlo, Cz sve7tlo, Slk svetlo, P
s1wiatLo, Uk ≤sv¡tlo n. 'light'; Sl {Glh.} *svi ¡tati 'to dawn' > OCS, OR
svitati, R sve≤tat∆, Uk sv¡≤tati, SCr sviàtati, Slv svitati,
Cz svI1tati, Slk svitat&, P s1witac1 id.; (with precons .
depalatalization *k8- > *k-): *kve7 •t¥ 'flower' > OCS, OR cv8t5 cve7tË,
Blg cvåt, SCr cve •t ± cvije•t, Slv cvet, Cz kve7t, Slk kvet, P
kwiat id., Uk cv¡t 'flowers', R cvet 'colour', †, ∆  'flower', R
cve≤ty pl. 'flowers' ¶ WP I 469-7O, P 628-9, EI 641 (*k8wei\to-s ≠
*k8witro-s 'white'), M K III 4O4-6, Vr. 273-4, Vr. N 843, Fs. 284-5, Ho.
182, Kb. 1218-9, OsS 44O, Schz. 387, Tr. 373f., Frn. 1O43-6, En. 2 5 9 ,
ME II 355, Vs. III 575-6 and IV 292-3, Chrn. II 145-6, 362-3, StSS 595-6 ,
771, Glh. 169, 599-6OO ||  D  (in SD) *kitßi ({†GS} *k-) 'spark' > Td kir`y,
Kn, Tu kid5i, ∆ ked5i, Kdg ke2dßi, c>edßi ¶ D #1528, Sakth. 285 ˚  The cns .
*d' in Ch ≈ *kud'- and the vw. *i of the initial syll. in D *kitßi point to N
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*ûûûûqu4444?itV rather than *ûûûûqu 4444ytV. IE *k8wei\d-/*k8wid- goes back to pre-IE
**k'u4ytV < *ûûûûqu4444?itV.
1946. *ûûûûqewV 'bark, crust, shell' >  HS: SC: Irq qaway {E} 'strip o f
hide', {MQK} 'leather strip, leather whip' »» Dhl k'awe 'eggshell' ¶ E SC
252, MQK 86, EEN 19, To. D 138 || K: Sv ûquwa 'bark, crust' ¶ Ni. s.v.
kora and korka || A {SDM97} *kæeba+o 'husk, shell' > T *kæeba4k ≠
*kæepa4k > OT {Cl.} ka4pa4k 'bran, scurf, dandruff', MQp [CC] XIV kebek
'bran', Tk kepek, Az ka4pa4k, ET ka4pa4k ≠ kepa4k 'bran, dandruff', Tkm,
Ggz, Ln kepek, Uz kepa4k, Qz, Qq kebek, Qmq gebek, Tv xewek ' b r a n ' ,
Qrg kebek 'bran, husk of millet\barley', Nog kebek 'husk of millet', SY
kevek, VTt kiba4k 'chaff (måkina )', Bsh ka4ba4k id., 'bran', ka4wa4k
'dandruff', Xk kibek 'eggshell, nutshell', Chv kipek kibòek 'husk'; T ı
M: WrM kebeg, kebig, HlM x´b´g 'husk, peel, chaff; bran', O r d
kæewek  'bale des céréales' ¶ Cl. 688, ET KQ 47-8, Dr. TM III #1615, Jeg.
113, MED 438, ≈ SM 197 ¶ Acc. to SDM97, the variant *kæepek (in T) is
secondary (due to as. or to the infl. of T *kæa 2puk  'bark, shell' < A *kæa2!pæa
'bark, skin', see N *K ''''oé€ap{Ë}  'bark')  ? pKo {S} *ki\´!⁄ > MKo ki\ !´⁄ ' r i ce
husks' ¶ SDM97 s.v. A *kæeba  pJ {S} *ka~pi~ 'shell, egg' > OJ ka~pi\i~ id., J :
T ka!i, K ka!i~, Kg kai! 'shell', OJ ka~pi\i~gu\o~, Ht kE!, Ns ku~ga!, Y ka!i!Nu~ 'egg' ¶ S
QJ #149, Mr. 433 ¶¶ SDM97 (A *kæeba ≠ *-o 'husk, shell': T, Ko + J
*ka(m)pi! 'rice ear'), DQA #1OO8 (A *kæe!p+ba~ 'husk, shell': T, M, J
*ka~pi~).
1947. o†*ûûûûqu6666w{i}{÷}V 'shout, cry, utter sounds' (inter alia of a n
animal) > K : GZ *ûqiw- 'crow' (of a roos ter )  > OG, G ûqiv-, Mg ÷i-, Lz ûqi-
≠ k'i- v. 'crow' (a roos ter )   ? K {K, K2} *ûqu-, {Srj.} *ûqu[w]- v. ' c ry ,
howl' > OG/G ûqiv-, G P ûqu- / ûquil- / *ûquvl- 'cry', 'howl' (a beast) ( ûqu-o-
da 'he cried, howled', a˝-i-ûquv-i-a 'er schrie auf'), Sv ûqu2- (li-ûqu2-li
'schreien, heulen', ûqu 2-l-i 'er schreit', mu-ûqu 2-li  'schreiend') ¶ FS K 37O-1
and FS E 415-6 (*ûqiw- 'shout, crow'), Srj. KE 25 [#42] (K *ûquw-), K 2 1 2 ,
K2 242-3 (GZ *ûqi-w- v. 'crow'), 245 (K *ûqu- 'howl'), Chx. 1735, 1737 ||
HS: S *°√k'w÷ > Ar qawwa2÷- 'qui hurle (loup)' ¶ BK II 835  B *√ŒwÓ
> ETwl/Ty {GhA} ¥Œwu (3m pf. ETwl y´-Œwa, Ty i-Œwa) v. (Pcj. I A 7 )
'miauler, bêler', Ah Œ´wih-´t  v. 'cry' (of a camel); Rf SnSr AA Œuy 'cal l
(appeler)', Izn/Rf {Rn.} s-Œuyu 'shout', Rf s-Œuy 'shout', 'howl' (a dog) ;
?? Ah s´qq´y-´t v. 'call' ¶ Fc. 171O, 1745, Rn. 358-9, GhA 74, 2 4 6 - 7
 ? Eg fP Zwy v. 'call (rufen), call upon' (× N *ga4444w÷V [or *ga4444w˝V?]
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'to call', q.v. ×  HS *√c'wy > S *√c'wy  v. 'command') ¶ EG V 55O-1, Fk.
321 || D *ku2v- ({†GS} *k-) 'cry aloud, call' > Tm ku2vu v. ' c row ' ,
'scream' (peacock), 'cry' (birds), call out', ku2val 'crying a loud,
bawling, crowing', Ml ku2val, ku2vu, ku2ppu 'a cry', Td ku2b- ' shou t ,
bawl out', ku2- 'shout to a distance', Kn ku2vi  'cry out', Kdg ku; / ku;v- v.
'crow', Tl ku2yu v. 'cry out, shout', Klm kuy- 'crow' (cock), Prj ku2y-,
Gdb ku2y-, gu2y- v. 'cry, call' ¶¶ ≈ D #1868.
1948. * ûûûûqewyV  'stay, lie, rest motionless '  > K *ûqaw-/*ûqw- 'be, be i n
so.’s possession'  >  G ûqv-/ûqav- 'be', i-ûqo (< *i-ûqw-a) 'he was \became ' ,
v-i-ûqav 'I was', m-ûqav-s 'mihi est', Mg ÷v- / ÷u- / ÷-: ÷-un-s 'ei est, h e
has', ÷-un-d-u  'ei erat, he had', Lz ûqov-/ûqv-/ûq-: u-ûqo(v)-u-n 'he has', u-ûq-
on-u-t;-u 'he had', iûqu 'it happened, became', ? Sv ûqa-/ûqw-/ûq-: m-a-ûqa
'mihi est' (contamination with other K roots) ¶ K 2O8-9, ≈ K2 2 3 6
(*ûqaw-/*ûqw- 'lead, have'), FS K 36O-2, FS E 4O4-6, Chik. 351-3, Q O97-
O1O1, 42O-1 || HS: S *√k'wy '≈  remain, wait ' > Sr æwœ√k'wy D  (p f .
k5aww°) 'remain, wait', BHb evq√k'wy D  (pf. eu!q% k'iw≤wa2) 'wait, lie
in wait', G  prtc. pl. cs. iv$7q k'o2≥we2 'waiting for, looking forward t o ,
hoping', Amh k'WAyyA ≠ k'oyyA 'wait, await, last, be late', Ak k5u?u6 ' t o
wait, to trust in so.' ¶ GB 7O6, KB 1O11-2, L CAD 79, CAD XIII 328-32 
C: Ag {Ap.} *ki- 'spend the night '  > Bln/Q/Dmb {R} ki-, Q {Ap.} kaw-,
Xm {R} c7i-, Km {CR} ke2-≠ k°-, Aw {Plm.} c7‰- id. »» Bj A {AD} pcv. -ki-/-
kay-/-ke2- 'be', Bj {R} -kay 'become, be' (1s: p. a-≤ka2y ≠ ≤a-ke, pqpf. ≤°-
kata ≠ ≤°-kte, prs. a-ka≤t° ≠ ≤a-kati 'become, be') ({R}: refl. vb.) »»
EC {Ss.} *ki- 'be' > Sa, Af ki- (copula), Ya ke id., Kns, Gdl ki- 'be, exist ' ;
Brj -k'a (uninflected positive affrimative copula); LEC {Bl.} *ka2y- ' p u t
down' > Kns xa2y-, Gdl ha2y-, Or B ka2- id. ¶ AD SF 221, Ap. AV 13, Ap.
WLQ 14, R WBd 153, Ss. B 12O, Bl. 192  NrOm: Mch {L} k'e;yiÆ ' s leep,
spend the night', Kf {C} k5e2 / k5e2y- id., 'lie down to sleep', Shn {Lm.} k'ey-
'lie, sleep' ¶ AD SF 221, C SE IV 481-2, L M 49, ≈ Lm. Sh 347  ? Ch: Lgn
{Lk.} -ki 'remain' in ndo u2!ki yah‰! 'ich bleibe zurück' (ndo 'I', yah‰ ' nach ,
zurück') ¶ Lk. L 1O1 || IE *k8ei\- 'lie (liegen)' > OI ≤s1e2-te2, ≤s1ay-e2, Av
sae2te 'lies', OI s1ayate2, s1ayati 'lies, rests, reposes' »» Gk kei6-tai
'lies'  Ht ki-  'lie; be laid\set, be in place', Pal ki-i-ta-ar 3s prs. ' goes
with' (of food), Lw ziy-ari  v. 'lie' ¶¶ WP I 358-6O, P 539-4O, EI 352, M
K III 3O3-4, F I 8O9-1O, WH II 4O6, Pv. IV 169-73, Ivn. SA 133 || A
{DQA} *keybe 'lie (liegen)' > M *kebte- 'lie down, recline' > MM [L]
kebte- 'lie, sleep', [S, MA] kebte- 'lie', WrM kebte-, HlM x´vt´- ' l ie
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down, recline', WrO kebte- id., 'die', Kl kevt- 'lie', Brt x´bt´- ' l ie,
lie down'; M ı Ud k‰pt‰- 'lie' (animal, person); ? M *°kebeli- > MM
[HI] {Ms.} kebeli- 'incliner vers' ¶ H 96, Pp. L III 66, Pp. MA 212-3, MED
439, Krg. 716, KRS 288, Chr. 638-9, Ms. H 69, STM I 452, ≈  T 339 ( d o e s
not distinguish between M *kebte- and *kete- 'liegen' [<  N *K''''ey[a]tV
'to fall', q.v.])  Tg *keb(i)- > Ud k‰pt‰- 'lie' (of humans \ animals), Ul
k‰bil‰- 'bend down to the ground (prignut∆så , pripast∆ k zemle),
hide, lie down, lie prone' ¶ STM I 442, 452  pKo {S} *ki~bu!r- ' b o w
down, be sloping, decline' > MKo ki~5u!r- id., NKo kiul- 'be slanted \
sinking\ declining' ¶ S QK #986, Nam 79, MLC 272  pJ {S} *k‰y‰- > OJ
koy(o)- 'lie' ¶ S AJ 272 [#221], S QJ #221, Mr. 711 ¶¶ S AJ 294 [#499]
¶¶ DQA #A 75O ¶¶ De-emphatization  *ûq- > A *k-  is still to be explained
|| D *ke2- ({†GS} *k-) 'lie (liegen)' > Tm ce2 'dwell, lie, remain, sleep', Ml
ce2(k)kuka v. 'roost', Kn ke2 'lie down, repose, copulate with', Tu
keton5u, katon5u 'lie down', kedon5uni id., v. 'rest', Klm ke;-p ' t o
make (child) to sleep', Krx kïd-, kïd?a- 'allow\invite one to lay d o w n
for rest\sleep, put to bed, lay in the grave', Mlt {Drs.} kI1de 'lay d o w n '
¶¶ D #199O ˚  An alt. solution is to adduce here IE *kWei\Ó- 'behaglich
ruhen', U *kuyV 'lie, repose', and Ar qa2h- ' 'commode, aisé' (see  N
*K''''uyhV 'to rest (from work, etc.), to repose, to be comfortable') a n d
to reconstruct something like N *ûûûûqewihV, but then one has to explain
both the vw. *u  in U and the lack of lr. in S *√k'wy and IE *k8ei\- ˚  ≈ IS
I 357-8 (*K'oyÿ 'pokoit∆så  [ruhen]' > HS, IE, D, ? A), IS MS 3 5 5
(*{k5}uya  'pokoit∆så '), AD GD #135.
1949. € * ûûûûqoyV 'make', (?) 'pile up, build' > K : GZ *ûqaw-/*ûqw- ' m a k e '
> OG ûqv- (msd. ûqopa), G ûqav-/ûqv-, Mg ÷v-, Lz ûq(v)-, ÷v-, y(v)n- id. ¶ K
2O9, K2 236-7, FS K 36O-2, FS E 4O4-6 || IE: NaIE *kWoi\-/*kWei\-/*kWi-
'pile up, gather, build, make', {EI} kWei\- 'pile up, build' > OI ci≤no2ti,
≤cayati 'gathers, piles up', ci≤ta2 'layer', ? Av c7ayeîti ' choses .
selects', NPrs ñdy* c7ïda4n 'to gather, to arrange, to put in order' »» Gk
poie1v 'I make, produce, create; do', 'compose' (of poets) »» Sl *c7in¥
'order' > OCS hin5 c7inË id. ('ta1xiß'), R ¢in , Slv c7i•n 'rank', Blg ¢in
id., 'class', SCr c7i•n 'kind, form', Cz c7in 'deed, exploit', P czyn id.,
'act'; Ï Sl *c7initi 'to arrange '  > OCS hiniti c7initi 'to ar range,
formare', OR hiniti c7initi  'to arrange', R ¢i≤nit∆ 'to repair', SCr
c7i~niti, Slv cini!ti 'to make', Cz c7initi, Slk c7init&, P czynic1, U k
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¢i ≤niti id., 'to act' ¶ P 637-8, EI 87, M K I 388, F II 57O-2, ESSJ IV 1 1 2 -
5, Vs. IV 362-3 || ? A: AdS  of M *kï- 'do, act' < N *ke÷i  'make, d o ' ,
q.v. ffd.??) ¶¶ IS I 3O9 adduces T *Kîl- 'do' (actually *k…îl- with *k…
evidenced by Tv/Tf qîl- 'do') and Yk kîn- 'do', which is hardly
convincing ||  ? AdS  of D {tr., GS] *key- 'do, make' (< N *ke÷i  '⇑ ', q.v.
ffd.) ˚  The adduction of M and D is valid if M *-ï- and D *-ey- may g o
back to *-oy- (ass. palatalization of the vw.?), otherwise they belong t o
N *ke÷i  only ˚  IS I 3O9 [#182] (*Keyÿ  'delat∆ ' in D and A [T M]).
195O. * ûûûûqaywÉ(-LV ) 'alone', 'entire' > IE: NaIE *kai\w-(elo-) ' a lone,
entire, whole' > OI ke2vala- {MW} 'alone, one, isolated', 'entire, whole,
all' »» L caelebs (gen. caelibis) 'unmarried, single' (of men) (<
*kai\welo-lib[≈]-s 'alone living')  *kai\lo- 'entire, whole' ( r educes
variant of *kai\welo-), d. *kai\l-u- > Gmc: Gt hails, ON heill, OHG
heil 'healthy, whole', NHG heil 'unhurt, sage and sound, whole', AS
ha2l ± hA2l 'whole, uninjured, healthy', NE whole »» Pru
kailu2stiskun accus. 'health', kails! - pats kails! 'Heil! - selbst
Heil!' (drinking one other’s health); Ltv kai^ls 'naked, bare', ∆  {ME}
'unarmed; childless' » Sl *ce7l¥(jÁ) 'whole, entire' > OCS c8l5 ce7lË,
Blg cål, SCr ci Ÿo ± ceào, cije•l, Slv ce5•l, Cz, Slk cely1, P caLy, R cel
pradj. / ≤celyj aadj., Uk ≤c¡lij id.; Sl *celÈ (*cel¥ve) 'health' (<
*kai\lu-) > OCS c8l7ce7lû / c8l5ve ce7lËve  NaIE *kai\-ko- ' one -
eyed'  > OI ke2kara- 'squint-eyed' »» L caecus 'blind' »» OIr caech
'one-eyed, blind', W coeg-ddall id., OCrn [g] cuic 'luscus e t
monophthalmus' »» Gt haihs 'one-eyed' ¶ WP I 326, 328, P 519-2O, EI
12 (*kai\-welo-s 'alone'), M K I 264, 267, MW 3O9-1O, WH I 129-3O,
Vn. C  6, Fs. 232-3, Kb. 444-5, Schz. 161, Ho. 148, ME II 133, En. 1 8 7 ,
Tp. P I-K 142-3, Kar. I 367, Glh. 163, ESSJ III 179-81, Vs. IV 297 || K
*ûqowÉl- 'all, one' > OG ûqovel-i 'all, whole', ûqowl-ad 'completely,
wholly', MG [VT] ûqovl-i 'all', G ûqovel-i / ûqovl- 'every, all', Mg, Lz ir-
'every', Sv ûqwil 'one (of a pair)' ¶ K 213 (GZ *ûqowel-), K2 244 (GZ
*ûqowl-), ≈ FS K 372 and FS E 418  (GZ *ûqowl-) (all of them do not t a k e
account for the Sv cognate), Chx. 17OO-1, Dn. s.v. ûqwil, GP 27O || HS:
EC *kaw(w)- 'alone' > Sml, Bn kow, Rn {PG} ko2^w, ko2!, {Hn.} kow ' o n e ' ,
Kns xaww-a2, Gdl haww- 'alone, separate', Or ko-e2sa (f. ko-e2ti), {Th.}
koesa (f. koetti) 'alone', ko-om 'lonely', caus. kof-sïs- ' m a k e
lonely', ? {Grg.} ko?-o2ma 'be overly busy\lonely' ¶ Ss. PEC 44, Hn. S 6 6 ,
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PG 2OO, 2O2, Th. 73, Grg. 248 ¶ Not here S *kull- 'all, whole' (see  N
*kalwV 'together, whole') || A: M *qayi-da9 'lone, single' > WrM
qaida9, HlM xajdag id., WrO Xaidaq 'alone, isolated, solitary', Kl
{Rm.} Xa4∏da9ò 'immer nur derselbe\einer, allein (ohne Kameraden)', Brt
xajdag 'melked without a calf' (a cow), Ord {Ms.} Xa4∏dòu2¯l 'best iaux
qu’on trait et dont les jeunes sont morts' ¶ MED 912, Krg. 256, KW 1 7 9 ,
Chr. 533, Ms. O 345 ˚  K *o  (which is not the regular reflex of N *a ) is
due to the infl. of the adjacent *w ˚  In view of the OI and K data t h e
apparently distant meanings 'alone' and 'entire' can hardly b e
etymologically separated ˚  Bm TPN (S, IE), AD rTPN (S, IE, K, M), ≠ IS
SS 349 [#13.12] (K ÷ HS *k(w)l  'all' [Coh. #115], see N *kalwV  '⇑ ').
1951. (€?) *ûûûûqÉ{z1111}u 6 666 'to shape (an object) by chopping, beating, etc.' >
K *°{ûq}ez- >  Lz ûqaz- (± ˝az-, Xaz-, az-) v. 'trim, plane (wood)' ¶ M a r r
2O2 || ? U: FU: [1] {UEW} *keskV- ≠ *keksV- v. 'whet, sharpen' >  Prm
*kes- > Z keslÈ-, Yz ≤kesli- 'whet', Vt kÈsk- 'sharpen on a lathe' »» Vg: T
ku4wt-, LK/P kiwt- ' sharpen '  [2] (att. in Ugr) *kÉs1V- 'whet, sharpen ,
polish'  > Vg T {Mu.} ke$siN ku 'whetstone' (ku is 'stone') » Hg
ko4szo4ru4l- 'whet, sharpen', 'grind (schleifen)' ¶ The variation *-s- ≠
*-s1- needs investigating ¶ UEW 151, 862, LG 123, Lt. Y 125 || IE *kexu\-
/*kx=u\- >  NaIE *ka2u\-/*k´u\- v. 'shape an object by chopping\hammer ing '
(× NaIE *k´w-/*ka2w-/*ku2- v. 'strike, hew'  < N *k''''aXu4444 ¬ *k''''aXyË
'strike\push') >  OHG houwan / hi2o (>  NHG hauen) 'hew, c u t
down', AS he1awan / he1ow (> NE hew), ON ho<ggva / hio2 v. ' c h o p '
» Lt ka!uju (pret. ko!viau, † kavauﬁ, inf. ka!uti) 'to beat, to fight, t o
kill', Ltv kau6t 'to strike, to forge', Lt ku2!jis 'smith’s hammer', Pru
cugis 'hammer' » pSl *kova-  (inf.) / *kuj-oß (pres.) v. 'forge' (ffd. see N
*k''''aXu4444 ¬ *k ''''aXyË) »» pTc *kau\- > Tc: A ko-, B kau\- 'strike down, kill,
destroy' ¶ WP I 33O, P 535, EI 549 (*kehÅu\- 'strike, hew'), Vr. 28O, Ho.
153, Kb. 483, Schz. 17O, ESSJ XII 1O-1, XIII 257-8, Frn. 232, En. 198, Tp.
P K-L 238-41, Vs. II 231, Ad. 2O8 ¶¶ The velar *k- (for the expected
palatalized *k8-) may be explained by the impact of N *k''''aXu4444 ¬ *k''''aXyË
and by generalization of the pre-lr. *k- in *kx=u\- >  k´u\- (because i n
precons. position the palatalization of *k is sometimes lost) || ? HS: S
*°√k'zw > Ar √qzw G 'frapper la terre avec un bâton et y laisser u n e
trace du coup' ¶ BK II 734 ˚  K *°{ûq}ez- and FU *kÉs1V- point to a pN *-
z1111-, while FU *s in *keskV- ≠ *keksV- is still puzzling (a special
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treatment of N *z1111 in a consonant cluster?). The velar cns. *k- and t h e
vw. *a2 in NaIE *ka2u\-/*k´u\- belong to the heritage of N *k''''aXu4444 ¬ *k ''''aXyË .
1952. * ûûûûquZV 'entrails, pluck' >  K {K, K2} *ûqwiZ`l =-, {FS} *ûqwiz`- ' l iver '
>  OG ˝wiZl-, G ˝viZl-, G ∆  ˝virzl-, Mg *ûqviz7il- ı Sv UB/LB/L/Ln
{TK} ûqwiz7e, Sv {K} ûqwiz7e ≠ ûquz7e 'liver', Mg i-ûqviz7in-an-s ' h a s
unhealthy yellow complexion', ?σ G ûqviz7il- 'black-violet' ¶¶ K 211, K2
242, FS K 369-7O, FS E 415, TK 8O8 || IE: NaIE *keu\s-/ku(:)s- '≈
entrails, abdomen' >  OI ko2s5t5ha- 'abdomen', ≤kis5t5hika1 'Inhalt d e r
Gedärme' »» Gk ky1stiß, -evß 'bladder' »» W cwthr 'anus, rectum' (<
kusd≈ro-) »» Sl *kÈs7-Áka 'gut' >  OR kiw(6)ka kis7(Á)ka, R kiw≤ka, U k
≤kiwka, P kiszka, Cz kys7ka 'gut'; without sx.: Plb kYoi\sa 'kidney' ¶ P
953, Bern. I 629, ESSJ XIII 278-9, M K I 247, 273, M E I 4O4-5, F II 5 6 ,
YGM-1 117 || A: Tg *[x]u3Ja > NrTg *u3Ja- >  Lm O u3Ja- v. 'disembowel ( a
bear)', Lm Ol u3Ji 3mçIn  'pluck of a bear', Lm O u3JamçIn, Neg u3ddo-nIn id.;
Tg *xu'Jik 'bladder' > Ewk uJik (accus. uJik-w‰), Lm uJik ± uJo$ko$n, Neg
uJix, Ork xudu ≠ xuduGu2, Ul xuZ7u, Nn NH/KU xuZ7u% id., Sln uJixi 'anus' ¶
STM II 249-5O, ≠ Vv. AEN 11 (qualifies pTg *x- in *[x]u3Ja  as "spurious";
in fact it is uncertain, because the NrTg lgs. do not distinguish be tween
pTg zero and *x-, which is duely denoted by *[x]-; for such cases n o
presumption of zero is legitimate)   ?σ M *°quZ>irqayi > Ord Xu¯Z7òirXa4∏
'la partie charnue de la panse des ruminants', HlM xuqirxaj  ' t h i ck
part of the border of a scar (from a healed wound)' ¶ Ms. O 364, Luw.
561 ¶¶ DQA #1154 (A *kæuZ>V 'part of stomach, bladder') || ?φ  D *kutß-
({†GS} *k-) 'entrails ' (× N *gudV or *gutV 'belly, middle', q.v.) >  T m
kut5ar, kut5al 'bowels, intestines, entrails', Ml kut5ar, kut5al
'bowels', Kt kor`n`, Td kwÈr` 'small intestine', Gnd kunÀdßalï 'a stomach o f
ruminants' ¶¶ D #1652 ˚  AD NM #67, S CNM 7 (÷÷ NrCs, Yn).
1953. (€?) *rV  (< *?V{r}V?), theme-focalizing (topicalizing) part icle
>  A [1] *tæe-r{a} id. (marked topicalizing case, sg. of *tæe- 'der, d a s '
[dem. prn. that is neutral in the deictic distance opposition hic ↔ iste
↔ ille ]) >  M *te-re (theme-focalizing case ↔ stem of obl. cases *te-
gu 4n) 'that' (used also as 'he') >  MM tere, WrM tere, HlM, Kl ter´, Brt,
Ord tere, Dg t‰r‰ ↔  stem of obl. cases: M *teGu4n >  MM te√u4n, WrM
tegu4n, HlM/Brt {Pp.} tu$:n, Klm tu4:n ¶ Pp. IM 225-8, Iw. 136, Rm. M 4O,
SM 416, T 364, T BJ 148, Rkh. 379, Chr. 459  Tg *tere ≠ *tarV ' t ha t ,
he', distance-deictically neutral dem. prn. (<  **te-r{a} due to vowel
harmony) >  WrMc tere  (pl. tese) 'that, he', Mc Sb (ter´) [t‰r] ' t ha t ,
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he\it', (tes´) [t‰s] 'they' (↔ (er´) [‰r] 'this', (es´) [‰s] 'these'), (te2r´)
[t‰2r] 'that', Ewk tar, tare, tari, Neg tay 'that, this, he\it', Sln taya, tari
'that' ¶ In Tg the pronouns *tere 'that, it' and *ere 'this' lost the i r
former meaning of the nom. case and were generalized throughout t h e
case paradigm ¶ Mc tere cannot be a loan from M (as some scholars
believe), because it has an irreg. form of plural (tese) with an ancient
et. and without parallels in M ¶ STM II 165-7, Y ##2878-83, Hrl. 42-3 
[2] Tg *e-rV 'this' > Ewk PT ‰r, ‰rE2, ‰ri 'this', Sln ‰r ≠ ‰ri 'this', Lm ‰r
'voilà, voici (vot , von)', Lm A ‰r, Neg ‰y ≠ ‰y‰ this', Ork ‰r ≠ ‰ri ' th is ,
voici (vot ), WrMc ere  (↔ pl. ese) 'this' ¶ STM II 46O-2 ¶¶ SDM97 s.v.
*tæa (*tæe) 'that', S AJ 52, 289 [#311], Gr. I 1O1 ("substantivizer RE" i n
M, Tg, as well as {Gr.“ Sns.} OJ -re in itu-re 'which?', na-re ' t h o u ' ,
etc.), Sns. 74-5 || IE: nom.-accus. ending *-r in heteroclitic nouns :
nom.-accus. sg. *wodo(:)r 'water' (> Ht watar, Gk {ydvr, AS wAter,
OHG waÔÔar, etc.) ↔ gen. sg. *wed-n-os ≠ *ud-n-os (> Ht wetenas,
Gt watins, Gk {ydatoß [< ≈ *udn=tos], etc.), nom.-accus. sg. *yekW-r=
'liver' (> L iecur, OI ≤yakr=t, Gk “hpar) ↔ gen. sg. *yekW-n-os (> L
iecinoris [< earlier *yekinis], OI yak≤nah5, Gk “hpatoß [a < *n=]), e t c .
¶ Bks. 187, Bks. ONI 3-6, Szem. IEL 173-4 || HS: Eg ìr 'as f o r '
(topicalizing pc., preceding the topic word), ìr (emphasizing pc., u s e d
esp. with optative, imv., and in questions) ¶ EG I 1O3, Lpr. 151, 188 |||
The N pc. *rV may be the source of the nominal *r-extensions i n
descendant lgs., such as *-Vr- in IE *kai\s-Vr- '(long) hair' (see  N
*K''''ayÇa4444 'hair'), M *kic>ir 'ends of a bow' (see  N *K''''ec'''' @ @@@{a} 'tip, e n d
[extremity]'), WS *√k's6r 'scales' (< N *k''''a{c6666}Ë 'scratch, scrape of f
scales'), WS *k'VdVr- 'earthen pot' (< N *k''''adV 'to plait, to watt le ' ,
'wickerwork; wattle' [‘ 'build, make pottery']), NaIE *kla2-ro- 'piece o f
wood, board' (ÿ*kel´-/*kla2- v. 'hew, chop '  < N *k''''aL÷a 'cut, hew,
chop', q.v.) ˚  The Eg cognate (if valid) suggests an earlier var. *?VrV
of the N pc. in question ˚  There is no direct proof that the internal
cns. in *?V{r }V  is *r  rather than *r 1111, but in the pN word-initial posi t ion
there is no *r 1111, hence it is easier to suppose that in the Inlaut the cns .
was *r .
1953a. ??? *r{i} , a  particle of plurality \ collectivity, an alternative
reconstruction of the grammatical marker of plurality that is otherwise
(and probably better) reconstructed as N *rV yÉ  (= *rV y{i}?) (s e e
s.v.).
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1954. *ru6666?V 'go', (?) 'run' >  HS: Eg OK rwy 'go away, leave' ¶ EG II
4O6-7  C: EC: Ya {To.} re?-, {Hn.} -rE?E 'run away' »» Dhl ro?- {EEN, To.}
'go', {E} 'go\pass by' »» C (SC?) ı Mb -ro 'leave' ¶ EEN 4O, To. D 146, E
SC 22O, Hn. Y II 132, BlzT D 3  WCh: AG: Mpn {Frz.} ru! ' d i sappear
suddenly', ?σ Su {J} ru~ 'untertauchen' ¶ Frz. DM 52, J S 81 ¶¶ Tk. SCC
1O1 [31.3] || K  *°r- > MG [VTq.] r- 'go, walk', G r- v. id., 'ride, travel' ¶
Chx. 1O43, DCh. 1O35 || ? IE: NaIE *reu\-/*erw-/*ru-/*r- 'move' (vi.) ,
'hasten' (× [?] N *rÅ˝[i]?V 'follow, accompany' × NaIE *or-/r=- 'arise' <
N *é⁄erË  'ascend, rise') > OI r=-≤n5o2-ti 'arises, moves', ≤arvan-
'hurrying (eilend'), Av ´rÉnaoîti 'moves', aurva, aurbant-
'schnell, tapfer' »» L ru-o2 / ru-e"re / rui / ru"tum 'rush, hasten' »»
AS earu 'bereit, flink', OSx aru 'bereit, fertig', ON o<rr {Bae.} ' qu ick
(rasch, schnell [zufahrend])', Ic o4r 'quick (bystryj , rezvyj )' ¶ WP I
141, P 331, ≈ EI 5O6 (*h⁄er- 'set in motion'),  M K I 122, WH II 453, Ho.
86, Ho. S 4, Vr. 683, 688, Bae. 811-2, Bv. 922.
1955. ?σ € *rV?i 'see' >  HS: WS *√r?y (prm. *-r?ay) 'see' >  BHb
√r?y (ip. ea3r^i% yi-r≤?E2, pf. ea1r! ra2≤?a2) id., M’b 1s ip. ?r?, DA imp. 2 p m
r?w, Ar √r?y (ip. îraYa ,yara2, pf. îàra ra?a2), Sb √r?y, Gz √r?y ( js .
y´r?ay, pf. r´?ya) id., Mh d. {Jo.} ra2y, Jb E/C {Jo.} ≤ri? 'opinion' ¶ KB
1O79-8O, HJ 1O41-2, Br. AG §  44b, BGMR 112-3, BK I 796, L G 458-9 ,
Jo. M 311, Jo. J 2O1  ?φ C: Bj {Rop.} reh- ≠ erh- 'see' »» HEC: Sd la?-
{Hd.} 'see', {Gs.} 'look at' (unless <  HEC *lak'- 'know') ¶ Rop. 228, Hd.
13O ¶¶ OS #447 (S, Bj) || IE: NaIE *re2-/*r´-, *rïÆ-/ *re2i\- 'think, r eckon ,
count', {Mn.} 'be mindful, think' (×  NaIE *ar-, are- ' a r range '  > Lt {Prs.}
re$!ju / re$!ti 'lege in Ordnung \ schichtenweise'?) >  L reor / ratus
sum / re2ri 'reckon, think, be of opinion, suppose', ra-tio
'reckoning, account, computation', rï-tu-s  '(religious) custom, usage,
ceremony' »» Gt pp. ga-ra†ana 'counted', ra†jo2 'number, account ' ,
OSx re$thia 'account', OHG redia, reda 'speech, word, mind ,
opinion', NHG Rede 'speech', OSx re$thio2n, OHG red(i)o2n 'to ta lk ,
to speak', NHG reden 'to talk'; OHG rïm 'row, number, calculation' ,
NHG Reim 'rhyme' (× π  OFr rime 'rhyme, poetry' π OLF *rïm ÷
OHG r°m; × π Gk [ry†mo1ß 'rhythm'), AS rïm 'number, counting', OSx
un-r°m 'Unzahl', ON rI1m 'Berechnung, Kalender' »» OIr rI1m
'number', do-rI 1mu  'I count', Brtt {RE} *rïma2 ' number '  > W rhyf, OBr
rim id., Crn pl. ryvow 'numbers', MW riuaw, W rhifo 'to count' ¶
≈  WP 73-5, ≈  P 59-62, Mn. 1O68-9, Prs. WF 635, 741, 858, WH II 429, RE
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87, Fs. 394, Vr. 446, Ho. 26O, Ho. S 6O, 81, Kb. 775-6, 793, OsS 6 9 7 ,
716, KM 589, 593, GH 516, Vn. R  3O-1, ≠ EI 472 (L < *reh⁄- 'put i n
order') ¶ This IE root suggests that in some conditions (postvoc.
position at the end of a stem or before a final *i\?) N *?  yields an IE l r .
that underlies a NaIE *´ and a vowel lengthening ˚  Qu., because t h e
meaning of the IE root ({Mn.} 'be mindful, think') is controversial ˚
BmK #479 (IE, S + err. Eg ìry  'see' [in fact ÿ ìr 'eye']).
1956. *ra÷V 'remain, stay' > HS: C: EC: Af {PH} ra2÷e scv. 'remain ove r
\ behind', Sa {R} ra2÷- scv. id. ('bleiben, verweilen, zurückbleiben
hinter' »» Dhl {EEN} raw- 'stay' »» SC: Asa {E} ra?- 'stay, remain' ¶ PH 1 7 9 ,
R S II 2O4, E SC 219, EEN 41 || K *r- 'be' > OG, G r- 'be' (v-a-r 'I am', a-
r-s  'is'), Mg r- 'be' (r-e 'is', r-in-a ≠ r-in-i 'to be'), Lz r- 'be' (r-en ' i s ' ) ,
Sv UB/LB/Ln/L r- 'be' (m-i-r-i 'mihi est, I have', X-o-r-i 'ei est, has'); K
*a-r-  'be' (< *r-  with the former version px. *a-) > OG ar- 'be' (ars ' i s ' ) ,
G ar-, Mg, Lz or- 'be' (Mg v-or-ek, Lz b-or-e 'I am', Mg or-d-as, Lz or-t'-as
'let him be'), Sv Xw-a4r-i, 'I am', X-a4r-i 'thou art' ¶ K 154-5, K2 3, 1 5 3 ,
FS K 25O, FS E 275-6, Chik. 3O7, TK 653 || A: Tg *-ra / *-re, verbal sx.
of aorist ({Sun.} = prs.-ft.) >  Ewk -ra / -r‰ / -ro id. (duku2-ra-n 'il vient
d’écrire', duku2-Ja-ra-n 'he is writing'), Neg -ya / -y‰ (used in analytical
negative forms: conjugated negative verb ‰- + -ya/-y‰-forms), Lm -r¥ /
-r´ / -r (aorist of active verbs), Nn -ran / -r‰n id., WrMc -ra / -re / - ro ,
sx. of prtcs. ¶ Bz. 1O71-2, Mng. TTra ∀ , Mng. TS 38, 8O, Y TsM ∀ , Sun.
G 33-57, 152-7, Sun. V 62, Vas. 785, Avr. GNJ II 1O2-3, 286, Ci. N 2 4 ,
Nov. EJ 97.
1957. € *rabV 'much, big' >  HS: S *≤rab[i]y- '≈  big, much' > Akk
rabiu, Eb ra-bu 'big', ? Ar ribw-at- (pl. ribawa2t-) 'myriad, 1OOOO
drachmas' (ı  Gz rabbawa2t 'myriads'), JPA {Sl.} vbr rbw (pl. Nwbr
rbwwn) 'myriad, 1OOOO', JA [Trg.] {Js.} ubr^ r´≤b3u2, em. at1ubr^
r´b3u2≤t3a2, Sr E {Sl.} r´b3u2≤t3a2 'greatness', JEA {Sl.} at1ubr^ r´b3u2≤t3a2 id.,
'superiority, exceptional thing', WS (or CS) *rabb- 'numerous, many,
much, great' > BHb, BA, JA [Trg.] rab3, rabb- id., JEA rab3 (f. rabb´≤t3°)
'great, large', rab≤ba2  'master, teacher', M’b, Amm rb-m pl. 'many', d .
Ar {Ln.} rubb- 'many', Pun rb 'big', JA rab≤b-a2 'big, eldest', Sr '∫.ø®a
rabba2 'magnus, senex', Ug rb 'big'; ‘  S *rabb- ≠ *rab- > BHb rab3, Ph.,
Pun, Ug, IA, Plm rb, Ak rab ≠ rabi (cs. of rabu6, in cds.), CS *rabb-
designing of persons of high position: BHb rab3 be2≤t3o2 'Palastbeamter', Ug
rb k5rt 'governor of a city', MHb rab3 'teacher, rabbi', Ar rabb- ' l o r d
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(maître, seigneur); God'; CS *√rbb v. >  Hb, JA, Md √rbb ' b e ( c o m e )
numerous, big', Sr √rbb 'become big'; S *√rb{y+w} G  'be big\large'  >
Ak inf. G  raba2?u(m), rabu6(m) id., Ar √rbw G  'increase (wealth);
grow up', MHb {Js.} √rby G  (pf. eb1r! ra2≤b3a2 ≠ eb3r! ra2≤b3E2) ' b e
much\many, grow' ¶ KB 1O92-4, 1777, KBR 117O-3, Br. 7O6-7, OLS
383-4, HJ 1O45-51, Sl. 1O52-6, Sl. P 513, Js. 1438-41, Lv. T II 397-9, BK
I 798-8OO, 813-4, Ln. 1OO2-7, 1O23-4, Hv. 235, 239, Sd. 933, 936-4O,
L G 462  ??φ EC {Ss.} *la+eb- 'big, many' (HEC {Hd.} *loba) (× N *LayP3333V
'good, beautiful', q.v.) >  Brj la≤b-o, - o2 'many, much', labad'- ' b e
abundant', Sd lowo  'big, many, much', lop'p'- v. 'grow', Hd lob 'big', lob-
akata 'many, much', lop'p'o 'majority', Ged nop'p'- v. 'grow (up)', as well
as probably words for 'male': Ged labba, Elm lEp, Dsn ya!b ¶ Ss. PEC 2 2 ,
Ss. B 131, Hd. 27, 2O9, 252, 257, 291-2, 383, To. DL 532 || A {DQA}
*la~bo~ 'more, better' (×  N *LayP 3333V  '⇑ ') >  Tg *labdu 'much' >  Nn labdo,
WrMc labdu id. ¶ STM I 485  ??σ M *lab > WrM, WrO lab, HlM lav,
Brt lab, Ord labò 'sure(ly), definite(ly), authentical(ly)', Kl {Rm.} labò
id., {KRS} lav id., 'fast' (lav uj- 'bind fast'), ? WrO la ≠ la2 ' indeed ' ;
WrM, WrO labta, HlM lavt, Kl lavta 'exactly, precisely;
indubitably', Brt labtaj 'for sure, certain(ly)', Ord labòdòu2n
'indubitablement, vraiment; certain', Kl {Rm.} lawXa"n 'ganz, gewiß' ¶
MED 513-4, SM 442, Krg. 582, KRS 333, KW 25O-1, Chr. 285  ?φ M *nay
'very' > MM [S] {H}, [HI] {Ms.} nai, [HI] {Lew.} nai\ 'very', ?σ Kl ná na4
'okay!, agreed!' ('ladno ') ¶ H 113, Ms. H 77, Lew. II 62, KRS 37O  p J
*na~p‰! 'better, more' > OJ na~po!, J: T/Kg na1o, K na~o! ¶ S QJ #677, Mr. 4 9 3
 ?σ pKo *nÄboi\ 'again, better' > MKo nÄ5oi\ ¶ S QK #771, Nam 93 ¶ ¶
DQA #1166 (A *la~bo~ 'more, better'), S AJ 68 (M, Ko, J).
1958. *æribV 'to cover' > HS: CS *√rbd v. 'cover' >  BHb √rbd {BDB}
v. 'prepare a couch, make up a bed', Ug {OLS} √rbd G  'cover a b e d
with blankets', Ar √rbd TD  'become cloudy (sky)' ¶ KB 1O97, KBR
1176, Grd. UT #23OO, DLS KTU I 92, 132, OLS 384-5, BDB ##7234-5, BK
I 8O3, Hv. 236 || IE: NaIE *æreb≈- 'cover with a roof' >  Gk ]ere1fv v.
'cover with a roof, cover with a crown, crown', ]orofh1 'roof of a house ,
ceiling of a room' »» OHG hirni-re4ba 'skull' (lit. 'brain-cover'), {OsS}
'Hirnschale, Gehirn', ? ON ra1f, ra1fr '∈ roof' ({Vr.} 'Sparrendach')  P
adduces here also the Gmc and Sl words for 'rib' by interpreting 'rib' a s
'cover of the chest cavity' ("die Rippen bedecken die Brusthöhle, wie
das Dach das Haus"): OHG rippa, rippi, OSx ribbi, AS ribb, ON
rif, Sl *rebro ¶ P 85, EI 488 (*h⁄reb≈-), ≈ Vr. 431, F I 556, Kb. 47O, OsS
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4O2 || U: FU ?σ {LG} *riwita4 'ice crust' >  F riite 'thin ice crust', ∆
{Lnr.} riive 'frozen snow-crust' ('nast ') » Prm *rÉ >  Z rÈ ' un f rozen
patch of water in the midst of an icebound river' ('polyn∆å ') »» ? OHg
re1t  'Sumpfland, Ried, Moor', Hg re1t 'meadow' (<  *'land covered with
water'?) ¶ LG 246, SK 793, EWH 1258 || A: Tg *li'pk- v. 'stop up, s h u t
up' >  Ewk lipkï-, Lm nipk´- ± l!ïk- ± lïpk‰- ± nipka4-, Neg lipku-, O r k
likpi- ≠ lipki- v. 'stop up' ('zatknut∆ '), Orc lippi-, Ud likpi- v. ' s t o p
up, shut, cover', Ul likpic7i- v. 'shut, close', Nn Nh likpi- ≠ lipki- v.
'bar\stop so.’s way' ¶ STM I 499, Krm. 256 ˚  On N and pIE *æ- s e e
Introduction, §  2.2.6.
1959. *rV{b}V (or *rVbhV?) '≈  move, shake (sich bewegen,
schwanken)' >  HS: WS *√rpp >  BHb √rpp (3pm ip. paus. uff1&ri^
y´ro2≤≤p3a2p3u2) vi. 'shake (schwanken)', MHb √rpp G  (pf. Ff2r! ra2≤p3ap3)
'be loose, vibrate, vacillate', Sr √rpp G  (pf. ∏®a rap3) vi. 'move', JA
[Trg.] √rpp {Lv.} G  or {Js.} D  'shake', Ar √rff G  (pf. ƒWra raffa, ip. -
riff-) 'twinkle' (an eye), Ar SL √rff G  'flutter' (a bird)', Mh {Jo.}
√rfrf  'flap in the breeze (as a flag)' ¶ KB 1192-3, BDB 552, Lv. T II 4 3 4 ,
Js. 1491, Br. 74O, Hv. 26O, Jo. M 316 || IE: NaIE *reb≈- vi. 'move' >
NPrs ñtaFra ra4f-ta4n 'to walk, to go, to depart' (prs. -vra row-) »» Gmc
*reb- >  ¿ MHG reben {P} vi. 'move' (not registered in Lx!), {OsS} ' v o n
eimen starken übeln Geruche … in Bewegung sein' (unless
misinterpretation of MHG reben 'to dream' π Fr re6ver), eNHG
sich reben 'to move' (intr.), NGr B {OsS} rebisch, rebig
'beweglich, rührig, munter', Nr ∆  rava 'hin und her taumeln' ¶ WP II
37O, P 853, BM 247, Vl. II 44-5, 6O, Sg. 581, ≠  Horn 137-8 (NPrs ra4f-ta4n
÷  L repo 'crawl'), OsS 7O4 || U: FU (att. in ObU) *°r{e}wV (×  N
*rV[H]wV 'mix, (?) shake, (??) 'turn round') >  ObU {†Hl.} *ro4∏w- v t .
'shake, swing' >  pVg {Ht.} *ra4∏w- vt. 'swing' >  Vg: T ra4w-, MK/UK raºw-,
P/SV rO2w-, NV *rO4∏w- id.; pOs {Ht.} *ro4˝- >  Os: K rew´y-, Nz rewiÆy- vt .
'swing', V/Vy ro4Gim, Kz rewem´- vt. 'shake', Y ra$ÆwisV- id. ¶ Ht. # 5 5 5
(ObU *ro4 ∏˝-) and Hl. rHt 73-4 (on ObU *-w-  and *-˝-) ˚  The devoicing
N *b  >  S *p is hard to explain, unless it is supposed that the N e tymon
was *rVbhV  with loss of prevocalic voiceless *h  in S, IE, and FU.
196O. *r{a}hbV 'tremble' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ [1] 'be disquiet ,
fear', [2] 'rage against so.' ‘ 'attack') >  HS: S *√rhb 'tremble, b e
disquiet \ furious, attack' >  Ak fOB √r?b G  (inf. ra?a2bu) vi.
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'tremble, be angry with', BHb √rhb Sh (pf. bie5r^e5 hir≤hïb3) vt. ' t rouble ,
confuse', G  (imv. be2r^ r´≤hab3, 3pm ip. ube9r^i% yi-rhâ≤b3u2) 'assail,
importune, attack', Sr √rhb Sh (pf. ∫˙e®æa ?ar≤hEb3) vt. ' t rouble ,
disquiet; inspire awe\terror; hasten, make hasten', b∆i˙® r´≤hïb3 adj .
'disquieted, agitated; hasty, hurried', predicative prtc. 'hastes', Ar √rhb
G  (pf. rahiba, ip. -rhab-) 'fear' ¶ Sd. 932, GB 747, KB 1112-3, JPS 53O-
1, BK I 935-6, Hv. 273  ?? WCh: Hs Ra!wa2! 'be shaky, dance', Rawar
duniya 'earthquake', Rawar Z7i`ki 'shivering from cold, trembling f r o m
fear or intense pleasure' » Ron: Bks {J} ro^ (ip. rwa2) 'tremble; shake;
hasten', DfB {J} Ro (ip. Rwa2!h) 'schnell sein, sich bewegen' ¶ J R 1 4 5 ,
22O, Ba. 847 || IE: NaIE *ra+eb≈-/rôb≈- 'rage' >  L rabie2s 'rage, fury,
madness', rabio2 / rabe"re 'be mad' »» OI ≤rabhas- ntr. 'violence,
impetuosity', rabha≤sa- 'impetuous, violent, fierce' »» amb OIr recht
'sudden attack, rage' (unless akin to L rapio 'seize, snatch, tear away'
< NaIE *rep-) »» Tc A rapurne2 {Wn.} 'désir, cupidité', {JGH} 'passion' ¶
WP II 341, P 852, EI 22 (? *rab≈- '≈  ferocity'), M K III 43, ≈  M E II 4 3 5 ,
WH II 413, Vn. R  12, Wn. 4O1, JGH 179, 181 || A: NTg *lab- >  Ewk
lawka2n- ± lapka2n- vt. 'attack' (of a dog), Neg lawtI- 'bark and fight '
(of a dog) (×  Tg *lab- 'bark' [of a dog]), Lm nawtI- 'cry, shout' (of a
shaman)' ¶ STM I 486, 576 ˚  The loss of the lr. in IE is not ye t
explained ˚  AD GD 4 (S, IE), IS MS 334 (*rÿ(h)bÿ 'volnenie
[duwevnoe] '; S, IE).
1961. € *ric@@@@V 'small pieces; to crush' >  HS: S *√rss >  BHb Mix5ix5r^
r´sï≤s-ïm pl. 'fragments', MHb xix5r! ra2≤sïs, JA [Trg.] xix5r^ r´≤sïs
'broken piece', MHb Nix5ix5r% r´sï≤s-ïn 'groats of lentils', MHb √rss D
(pf. xx`4r%ris≤ses), JA [Trg.] √rss {Lv.} G  or {Js.} D  'crush, break in to
small peces', Md √rss G  'break into pieces', Ak YB rissu, (?) rïsu
'Zerschlagung', ? OAk ra?a2su ≠ ra?a2s7u 'to smite', Ak fOB √r{y}s
(inf. ra6su ≠ re6su ≠ ra?a2su) 'erschlagen, zerschlagen' ¶ KB 1164-5 ,
Js. 1484-5, Lv. T II 429, DM 436, G OA 233, Sd. 959, 989  WCh (pWCh
{Tk.} *rus- 'destroy'): Hs ru2 !s7e~ 'demolish, cause to collapse' » Klr {J} rya2s
ti 'break into pieces' » Bl {Lk.} ru2s7- 'zerstören' » Ngz {Sch.} ra2~su! v. ' a c t
an object with force \ violently' (nature of object determines type o f
action) ¶ Abr. H 746, J R 354, Lk. PVB II 137, Sch. DN 137)  Eg fOK
w¿sy ({Tk.} *wrsy) 'be ruined\decayed, verfallen sein' ¶ Fk. 55, EG I
26O-1 ¶¶ Tk. I 396 (Eg, WCh) || A: M *°nic>a >  WrM nica, HlM nåc
n1ac 'asunder, into small pieces', WrM nicala- ≠ nicula-, HlM
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nåclax  v. 'break into pieces' ¶ MED 577 ˚  Ch *-u- and Eg w- suggest
a labial element in the N word (*ric @@@@Ë  or *r{iw}c@@@@V?); N •ru4444c @ @@@V i s
ruled out by the M cognate ˚  On an alt. et. (N *ra4444c @ @@@V and *ric '''' 6 666a) s e e
s.v. N *ra 4444c ' ''' 6 666V  'break into pieces'.
1962. *rV9Vc1111V (= *rÉ9ac1111V?) '≈  to add' >  HS: S *°√r˝s+s7 >  Ar
ß(0ra ra˝s- {Ln.} 'increase, abundance' ({BK} 'accroissement; surcroî t ,
abondance; avantage, profit'),  √r˝s G  (ip. -r˝as-) vt. 'make s th .
increase and multiply; multiply to so. his property' (of God) ¶ Ln. 1 1 1 3 ,
BK I 889, Hv. 259-6O || K *racX- v. 'count' >  OG racX- id., OG ricXw-,
G ricXv- n. 'number', Mg k'o-rocX- v. 'count' (k'o- [<  *ok'o-] is a sx. o f
reciprocity), Lz k'o-(r)ocX-, k'o-recX- v. 'count', ?φ  Sv {K} li-cX-e ' t o
count, to suppose' ¶ K 155, K2 154, FS K 252-3, FS E 278-9, Marr OT 2 ,
Chik. 297 ||  A: ? Tg *lÉas 'much, 'very' >  Nn KU l!as 'very (much)', Nn
Nh lIas 'constantly, incessingly', Ud {STM} lea4si ± la4si 'very ( m u c h ) ' ,
Ork, Ul les ≠ les-s 'much', Neg les, les-s 'much, very (much)' ¶ STM I
496 ¶ Qu. because of the sibilant *s for the expected *ç ˚  If Tg *lÉas
belongs here, the N rec. may be specified as *rÉ9ac 1111V .
1963. *rec@@@@Vûûûûqa 'to tie, to plait' >  K: G rc'ûq- 'set a trap (for a n
animal)', ? rc' ûq- vi. 'unite' ¶ Chx. 1O91, DCh. 2O48 || IE: NaIE *resg- '≈
weave; rope' >  OI ≤rajjuh5 f. 'rope, cord' » Ydg roz˝ 'woman’s c loak ' ,
Prs ‰z(r ra4˝ze '∈ woolen cloth', Sgd rGzy '∈ (woolen) cloth' »» L
restis 'rope, cord' (<  *resg-ti-s) »» Lt reﬁkstis = reﬁzgtis
'netzartiges Heusack, Heutrage, Korb' (“ *'plaited'), re~gz-ti ( p r s .
rezgu~) 'to knit, to do network', rezgamasis 'knitting', rezge$jas
'knitter', Ltv rez7g˘I2 ^t  'to tangle', rez7g˘is 'grating, lattice, grid' »» Gmc:
NNr rusk, ryskje 'Schmiele (hair-grass)', MLG risch 'rush (as a
plant used in plaiting)', MHG rusch(e) ≠ rosche, MDt rusch, D t
rus, AS risc1(e), rysc1(e) 'rush', NE rush ¶ WP II 374, P 874, EI 5 7 1
(*resg- '≈ plait, wattle'), M K III 35, M E II 427, Bai. 371, Sg. 58O, WH II
431, Frn. 713, Sw. 142, Skeat 529, Ho. 261, Vr. N 597-8 || D {Pf.} *nec>-
/*ney-, {Km.} *nec>-/*ec>- >  *ne(:)y-, [†GS] *ne{s}- v. 'weave, plait' >  T m
ney- v. 'weave (as clothes); to string, link together', necavu 'act o f
weaving', Ml neyka-, Kt nec>-, Kn ne(:)y-, Td nes-, Tl ne2yu, Gnd ne2c>c>-
v. 'weave', Td nic7- v. 'darn', Kdg ne;y- v. 'spin (thread)', Tu neyuni v.
'weave (as a spider)', neyupini , ne2yyuni v. 'weave, plait, braid', Kn
ney- v. 'weave, thatch the roof with leaves', Knd ney- 'weave or t ha t ch
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the roof with leaves', Kui nehpa (p. neht-) v. 'build a fence', Ku {Slz.}
neh&nai  v. 'interweave', Krx ess- v. 'weave, entwine into a fabric', Mlt
ese v. 'plait, do mat-work' ¶¶ D #3745, Pf. 125 [#1O51], Km. 42O-1
[#765], GS 59 [#17O] ¶¶ GS 59 reconstructs here D *ney-, probably
supposing that -c- in the descendant lgs. belongs to a sx., but external
comparison suggests that the pD √  was (in GS’s notation) ≈ *nes- || HS:
S *√rks v. 'tie' (× N *riûûûûqu 6666{z}V 'to tie; loop' [q.v. ffd.] with mt.) ˚  In
all branches other than K the N cns. * ûûûûq  merged with *k'''', sc. N *rec@@@@Vûûûûqa
changed into *rec+c1k'V, whence by as. *rec+c1ka yielding S (mt.) *√rks
and IE resg-. This is valid as long as we accept the K cognate. Otherwise
the N rec. must be *rec @@@@ [V]ka .
1964. € *rac7777V 'dirt' >  HS: CS or pS *√rTT (*raTT-?) 'mud; dir ty,
shabby' >  Ug rT 'Schmutz, Kot', {OLS} 'mud (lodo, barro)', Ar raTT-
{BK} 'vieux, usé, sale', {Hv.} 'old clothes; rags', √rTT (pf. raTTa) {Hv.}
'be threadbare' (garment), ?σ Ak fOB rus7s7u6 'red' (if “ 'colour o f
mud'); (+ext.) Ak YB rus7um+ntu, rus7undu 'Schlamm') ¶ A #2556 ,
OLS 395, BK I 819, Hv. 24O, Sd. 996-7 || U: FU (att. in FL only) *°rac7ka
>  F rahka 'foam of sweat or of dregs; yeast', Es rahk (gen. raha)
'mould, (purulent) matter' » Lp N {N} rAk…ce / rAvce 'coating o f
mildew (on milk, etc.) ¶ Coll. 11O, Coll CG 413.
1965. € *rËc7777 ' '''V 'to run' >  HS: S *-ru2T'- (*√rwT') v. 'run' >  BHb çvr
√rwc' (ip. çuri! ya2-≤ru2c') id., Ug √rwT5 (juss. urT5) v. 'run', TD  trT5T5
v. 'hurry', OA *√rwT' v. 'run' (1s pf. tcr rT5t 'I have run'), SmA S h
yira ?ryt5 'he made run' (Targum of Ex. 15.4), Gz √rws' (js. -ru2s', p f .
ro2s'a) v. 'run', Ak p. -ru2s5 (inf. ra2s5u) 'zur Hilfe laufen'; Cn ı Eg
(EgSSc) {Hlk.} ra-wa-cI1 'run'. In Aram there is a (secondary?) var. o f
the √  with a medial h: IA, Md √rht' v. 'run, hasten oneself', JA [Trg.]
√rht' G  'run, be swift', JEA {Sl.} √rht' G  'run, act in haste', Sr √rht' G
v. 'run' ¶ KB 1126-7, KBR 12O7-8, HJ 1O61-2, 1O64, OLS 396, Lv. IV
43O, Lv. T II 41O, Js. 1454, Sl. 1O6O-1, DM 426, GB 752, Sd. 96O, Hlk.
149, SivCR 83 || IE: NaIE *ret≈- v. 'run' >  OIr rethid, W rhed ' r u n s '
»» Lt ritu~ / ri~sti 'rollen' (<  *r=t≈-)  Ï NaIE *≤rot≈-o-s 'a running, a
course', *ro≤t≈-o-s 'a runner', *rot≈-a2 'a set of runners' >  Av raTa-
'chariot, wagon', Vd ≤ratha-h5 id., 'two-wheeled war-chariot' »» L rota
'wheel' »» OIr roth id., W rhod 'course, wheel' »» OSx rath, MDt
rat, Dt, OHG rad, NHG Rad 'wheel' »» Lt raﬁtas 'wheel', pl. rataiﬁ
'wagon' ¶¶ Rsm. has shown that IE *t≈ cannot go back to pIE *tÓ,
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because a lr. would have been preserved as a vw. between *t and *s i n
OIr s-formations, which is not the case in OIr 3s sbjn. p. -ressed <
*ret≈-se-to and in similar cases ¶¶ P 866, Rsm. SAT 87, ≈φ EI 4 9 1
(*reth€- 'run' Ï *roth€ehÅ- ≠ *roth€o-s 'wheel'), M K III 38-9, M E II
429-3O, WH II 443-4, Vn. R  23, 45-6, Frn. 7O3, ≈ 73O, Ho. S 59, Kb.
767, OsS 696-7, KM 577, Vr. N 557-8 ˚  ≠ IS MS 33O (*ru{c745}ÿ ' r u n ' )
and AD NGIE 27 [#116]; both authors equate S *√rwT'  with IE *rews- v.
'move quickly' (P 992). In the light of recent research it has b e c o m e
clear that N *-c7777 ' '''- regularly yields IE *-t≈- and never *-s-, hence o u r
former etl. hyp. has been rejected.
1966. *rac6666e 6 666 'to spread, to stretch' >  HS: S *°√rs6s6 >  Jb √rs6s6 (p f .
res6s6) v. 'spread o u t '  ¶  Jo. J 215-6  || K *rec`-/*rc`- v. 'spread' >  OG, G
rec- id., 'make a bed', Mg rc7-, Lz (r)c7- id., Sv rs7-/ras7- id. (Sv UB/L m s d .
li-rs7-i 'to spread') ¶ ¶  K 159, K2 157, FS K 253, FS E 279-8O, GP 1 6 6 ,
Dn. s.v. rs7- || U: FV {UEW} *rac1e- v. {AD} 'spread, stretch' >  Lp N {N}
rac7…c7a6-/ ra2c7c7- v. 'stretch (a skin which has been removed whole i n
one piece)', Lp L {LLO} rahttja 'den Balg eines Pelztieres mit d e m
Balgspanner (aus)spannen' » Er {ERV} racånå adj. 'spreading, branchy,
razvesistyj , raskidistyj ' (of a tree\shrub), racåkado- ' g e t
many branches, razvetvit∆så ' (of a tree), {Ps.} rac1a-kado-, Mk {Ps.}
rac1a-kad´- 'sich verbreiten' ¶ UEW 743 (its semantic rec. ' ausspannen
[z. B. den Balg eines Pelztieres]' is based on Lp only and does not take i n
consideration the meaning of the Mr cognate), LLO 838, ERV 54O.
1967. *ra 4444c ' ''' 6 666V  'to break into pieces; piece, part' >  HS : CS *ras6's6'- ' p iece '
>  BHb çr2* rac'* 'piece' (Fx3k3 iC4r@ rac'≥c'e2 ≤k3EsEp3 'pieces of silver'), Ar
∞wra raÎ^œÎ^œ- 'dattes dont on a ôté les noyaux et qu’on macère dans d u
lait'; CS *√rs6's6' v. 'break into pieces', ? BHb √rc'c' v. G 'mis t rea t ,
oppress', √rc'c' v. D  'smite, strike down, shatter, smash', JA [Trg.]
√r÷÷  G  'shatter, break', JEA {Sl.} √r÷÷  Sh 'break', Sr √r÷÷  G  v. 'bruise ,
bray, crush', SmA √r÷÷  T  (Itp´‘el) 'destroy', Ar ∞wr√rÎ^œÎ^œ vt. ' b r e a k
coarsely' ¶  KB 193-4, 1199, KBR 1285-6, BDB ##7518, 7533, BK I 8 7 2 ,
Hv. 255, Lv. IV 46O-1, Lv. T II 432-3, Js. 1488, Sl. 1O9O-1,  Br. 737, Tal
845  B *√rzœ[Ó] v. 'break' ('casser, romper') >  Ah ´rzœ, Izn, Rf, SrSn
√rœzœ id., Zng {TC} arœz$œi '(se) casser, (se) briser' ({TC Z}: pf. yarœTœa 'il a
cassé' / aor. int. yirœazœz œa) ¶ Fc. 1676, Rn. 331, DCTC 294, TC Z 316-7 ||
U: FU {UEW} *ra4c1V 'piece, bit' >  Chr H rezyk ≤rez¥k, Chr L ryzyk
≤r¥z¥k, Chr E {Ü} ry€zyk 'part, share', ry€z´ 'share' » Prm: Z ro≥¢ r‰c1
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'piece', Z Ud n1an1-r‰c1 'piece of bread' »» Vg: P/Ss -ris1, N {Mk.} -ris1 ≠ -
re$s1 (= -r´s1?) ≠ -ra4s1, sx. of diminutives: Ss piG-ris1 'Jüngelchen', N
{Mk.} aºte$r-ris1-e$m 'mein Fürstenheldchen' » Hg re1sz 'part, piece;
share' ¶ UEW 42O-1, Ü 185, MRS 5O2, 5O1 || D *nac>-, {†GS} *naZ1Z1- v.
'be crushed, cut up into small bits' >  Tl najju id., najju 'a b i t ,
fragment', Tm naci (p. -v-) v. 'be crushed', Kn najugu v. ' squash ,
crush', Kui nasa  v. 'crush' ¶¶ D #3574, ≠ Km. 4O6-7 [#69O] (equates Tl
najju with Kn naggu v. 'become bruised', Tm n1eri v. 'break, b e
crushed', etc.) ¶¶ It is highly probable that this D √  results f r o m
coalescence of several N words, including one (or more than one) t h a t
meant 'to press, to squeeze' (whence this meaning in the D root i n
question: Kiu nasa v. 'press', ∆  nac>c>- id., Tm naci v. 'bruise'). This
probability of coalescence is increased due to the sincretism of t h e
initial sonorants in D: N *n- , *n ```` - , *l- , *l ßßßß- , and *r-  coalesced in D *n- ˚
The position of FU *ra4c1V and D *nac>- is ambiguous: they may b e
alternatively equated with S *√rss 'break into pieces' and allow t h e
rec. of a N etymon *ra 4444c @ @@@V . On the other hand, S *√rs6's6' may be equa ted
with M *nic>a 'asunder, into small pieces', which will lead to a N *ric'''' 6 666a.
This ambiguity is due to the instability of vowels in S verbs and to t h e
neutralization of oppositions between several affricates in U and D. See
N *ric @@@@V  'small pieces; to crush'.
1968. (€?) *r{e}c 6666 ' '''V '≈  to please, to be pleased; pleasant, acceptable' >
HS: WS *√rs6'y+w 'be pleased' >  BHb √rc'y+w v. 'take pleasure in, b e
favourable (to so.), accept with pleasure, become friends with', JA
[Trg.] √r÷y+w G  (ior r÷y ≠ aor r÷?) 'desire, take delight in ,
welcome', JEA √r÷y G , SmA √r÷y G  (3s pf. eor r÷h) 'desire', Sr
√r÷y v. D  'please', Ar √rÎ^œy (pf. ¥a5i ra raÎ^œiya, ip. -rÎ^œay-) 'be pleased
with, consent to', Sb √rs6'w+y v. 'please, satisfy; 'content', Mh √rs6'y (p f .
≤rays6'i, sbjn. y‰rs6'a2) 'be acceptable, agreeable', Hrs ars6'o2 v. Sh  ' console ,
charm', Jb E ≤res6'i, Jb C Er≤s6'e vt. 'accept', Er≤s6'i ps. v. 'be acceptable,
agreeable', Sq {Jo.} ≤ris6'i 'find acceptable' ¶ BDB #7621, BGMR 115, Lv.
T II 43O-1, Lv. IV 459, Js. 1486, Tal 842, Sl. 1O9O, Br. 738, JPS 545, BK I
875-6, Hv. 256, Jo. M 336-7, Jo. J 22O, Jo. H 1O8 || ?σ K *°rec`'+c'- >  G
rec'- 'erwerben, verdienen' ¶ Chx. 1O6O, DCh. 1O36 || U: FU *rec1[c1]V
'beautiful, good' >  pChr {Ber.} *riz7 >  Chr H {Ep.} ry™q r´z7 'comeliness
(prigoqest∆ )', {Wc.} r´z7, ´"r´z7 'Zierlichkeit, Schmuckheit; Nettheit,
tadelloses Äußere; Zierde, Verzierung', {MRS} L ryqle ≤r¥z7le, H
ry™qly ≤r´z7l¥ 'beautiful, of pleasant appearance' ('krasivyj ,
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blagovidnyj , prigoqij '), {Rm.} r´z7l´ 'schön, gut, vortrefflich' »» Vt
z™e¢ Z1ec1 'good, firm', Vt {W}: S Z1ec1, K Z7ec7 'gut, schön', G Z1ec1 id., ' happy,
happiness' ¶ UEW 744, Ber. 57, MRS 511, Ep. 1O4, U3S 159-6O || ?φ  A:
Tg *°l+naçik- > WrMc naciXa- v. 'console' ¶ STM I 587 ˚  Mc a (Tg *a)
is still to be explained.
1969. *rVc6666 ' '''[V]XV (or *rVX[V]c6666 ' '''V?) 'to wash' >  K *rec`X-/*rc`X- v.
'wash' > OG rcX- id., NG recX- v. 'wash, launder', Lz c7X- 'wash', Mg rc7X-
v. 'launder', Sv √rc7X- 'rinse' (msd. li-rc7X-´⁄ne; la4y-r´⁄c7X-n-e 'er spül te
im Wasser') ¶ K 159, K2 158, FS K 258, FS E 285-6, Q 312, Chik. 31O,
38O || HS: S *√rHs6' v. 'wash' > BHb √rHc', Ug rÓs5, IA √rÓ÷ G ,  SmA
√r÷÷ G , √Ar √rHÎ^œ G , Sb √rHc6', Sq √rHs6' v. 'wash', Gz √rHc'6 G  v.
'sweat, perspire, wash, soak', Jb, Mh √rHs6 '  v. 'bathe, wash', Ak √rXc' v.
'rinse' ¶ GB 756, KBR 122O-1, HJ 1O75, Tal 845-6, OLS 389, L G 466, L
LS 398, JH 278, HJ 1O72, BGMR 116, Jo. M 322, Jo. J 21O, Sd. 942-3 
?φ B *√(y)rÓd >  Gd a4r´d (3m pf. ya4ra4d) 'be washed', Ah {Fk.} iv. irrad
id., caus. sir´d 'wash', Gh ar´d 'be washed', sir´d 'wash', Izd, Wrg, Mz
irid 'be washed', Izd ssird, Wrg, Mz ssir´d 'wash', BSn irïd3 iv. 'wash,
be washed' (3m pf. i-yrïd3), Izn, Zkara irïd3 iv. 'be washed', Izn, Rif, SrS,
Hlm, Assh caus. sired3 'wash', Wrs, Nfs sired id. (long ï points to a lr . ,
denoted as *Ó), Zng {TC} pf. y´reÎ / aor. yer´Î '(se) laver' ¶ Fc. 1 5 6 6 ,
Lnf. II #1335, Ds. B 194, Rn. 29O, Bs. ZOu 95, Mrc. 153, Dlh. Ou 2 6 9 ,
Dlh. M 169, DCTC 285  ? Eg fMK rXt v. 'wash (clothes)' >  Cpt: Sd
rO2ero2he, B rO3I ro2Xi, A rO#e ro2X€e id.; the cns. t is preserved
in Cpt Sd ra2t raht, B ra3t raXt 'washer (blanchisseur)' (<  Eg
rXt.y id.) ¶ EG II 448, Fk. 152, Vc. 18O ¶¶ Vc. l.c., Tk. I 3O9 ¶¶ The d e -
empatization of the affricate *c6666 ' ''' in Eg and B is still puzzling (as. caused
by the adjacent lr.?) || A: ? M: WrM nisqa-, HM nåsga- v. 'wash a
corpse' ¶ MED 586 || D *notß- 'wash' (× N *n1111oc 6666 ' '''V[qV]  'to moisten, to b e
moistened; to sprinkle', q.v.) > Tm nut5akku  'wash, wipe off mois ture ,
dissolve', Tu ned5i, nid5iyuni, nid5ipini, Bel nodßi, Prj nodß-, Gdb nor-
id., Gnd nor-, norr-, Knd norÀ-, Png noz-, nuz-, Kui nobga (< *nog-b-), Ku
nor-, Mlt no1r5e if. ¶¶ D #3783 ¶¶ The pD vw. *o is likely to belong t o
the heritage of N *n1111oc6666 ' '''V[qV] ˚  N *-c6666 ' '''X- >  K *-c`X- (deglottalized *c`
due to as.) ˚  The K and M cognates suggests a metathesis (*-c6666 ' '''[V]X- >
*-X[V]c 6666 ' ''' -) in the prehistory of HS.
197O. *r{o}dÉ 'seek, wish' >  HS: S *°-ru2d- >  Ar √rwd, -ru2d- {BK}
'chercher, demander (de la nourriture, du fourage)', {Hv.} 'ask ( s th . ) ,
search for food\fodder', {BK} L 'vouloir, demander', {BK, Hv.} S h
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'vouloir' ¶ BK I 949-5O, Hv. 277  C: EC: Sa {R} √rdy (pf. ≤i-rdiy-å)
'bestärken eine Meinung, beistimmen, einverstanden sein', Af {PH} -
irdiye pcv. 'accept, be willing', Sml {ZMO} ra2di- scv. 'search\look fo r ,
seek'; C ı Tgr √rdy G  (pf. rAda) v. 'agree, be willing, take pleasure,
dare' ¶ R S II 298, PH 137, , ZMO 391, LH 162 || IE: NaIE *red≈-/*rod≈-
(or *rad≈-?) v. 'seek, find, get; care for' >  AS redian  'to reach, to find,
to effect; to make ready', Gt  ga-re2dan 'pronoei6s†ai, Vorsorge t reffen ' ,
und-re2dan 'to provide for' »» OI ra2dh-≤no2-ti 'achieves, p repares ,
makes ready', Av ra2d- 'zum guten Ende führen, zustande k o m m e n ' ,
ra2da-, ra2Îa- 'Fürsorger '  »» ? OIr rad- 'fournir' (imv. rad ' fourn is '
(unless a secondary variant of OIr rat- 'donner, livrer') »» Sl *radi¡ti >
OCS, OR raditi raditi, OR roditi roditi, R radet∆, Slv
ro!diti 'to care for', SCr ra~diti 'to be busied with, to work ( u p o n ) ,
to perform', OCz neroditi (with the negative px. ne-) 'not t o
seek\want', HLs rodz1ic1, LLs roz1es1 'to wish, to strive for' » Lt inf.
ra~sti, prs. randu~, p. radauﬁ v. 'find', Ltv rast (prs. ro~du) 'to f ind,
to discover' ¶ Mn. 1O62, EI 472, M K IV 54, Ho. 252, 256, Fs. 199, Vn. R
3, 7,  Trt. 235, Frn. 7OO-1, StSS 565, Vs. III 43O, Glh. 515-6, ≠ EI 4 7 2
(OI, Av, Sl < *reh⁄- 'put in order') || A: M *°no4Z>id (<  **no4did) >  WrM
no4Zid 'lust, sensual desire, degrading passion' ¶ MED 594 || D *na2tß˛,
{†GS} *na2dß- v. 'wish, look for, match' (× N *2222n 2 222at''''é⁄V 'to seek, to s eek
help' × N *l∏∏∏∏ewdÅ 'to look for, to find') >  Tm na2t5u 'seek, inquire,
desire, know, understand', Ml na2t5uka 'follow with the eyes', Tu
na2d5uni 'search, seek', Gnd M na2r`- 'see, look at', {Ph.} na2d- 'gaze' ¶ ¶
D ##3637 ¶¶ D *a2 belongs to the heritage of N * 2222n 2 222at ''''é ⁄V .
1971. *raydV 'foot, track; to walk' ([in descendant lgs.] → ' t o
journey, to ride, fahren') >  HS: S (or CS) *√rdy >  Sr √rdy+w (pf. æ∂o®
r´≤d3a2 ) {Br.} 'ambulavit, cucurrit, vectus est', {JPS} v. 'journey, g o
forward',r´≤d3a2 b´?ur≤Óa2 'he went on the road, travelled', Md √rd?
v. 'travel on, journey, move on, flow, pursue a way', Ar G  √rdy v.
'fouler le sol de ses sabots' (a horse), Ar îd"rM mr?dy (unk. voc.}
'feet (of camels and elephants)', ?σ  Ak {Sd.} √rdy, inf. redu6, Ak A inf.
rada2?u 'begleiten, (mit sich) führen; gehen'; hardly here BHb edr
√rdy v. 'tread (the wine-press)', which is better explained as a
transformation of *√rdd v. 'trample' ¶ GB 746, KB 111O-1, KBR 119O,
Br. 714, JPS 529-3O, BK I 849-51, Hv. 248, Lb. 1231, Sd. 965-8, DM 4 2 5
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 Eg fP rd 'foot' > DEg rt id. (> Cpt: Sd/B ratrat, A ret ret, F let
let 'foot, leg') Ï  Eg fP rd.w  'Treppe' (“  'Tritte, Stufen') ¶ EG II 4 6 1 -
2, Fk. 154, Vc. 178-9  C: EC: Sml N ra2~d 'footprint', Sml {ZMO} ra2d
'footprint, trail', ra2di- v. 'track' (the latter: × N *r{o}dÉ 'to seek, t o
wish'), ? Arr ro(:)t- 'travel on foot' »» SC ı Mb irira! 'tracks of a n
animal' ({E}: <  *re2d-) ¶ E SC 329, AD SF 241, Abr. S 2O7-8, ZMO 3 3 7 ,
Hw. A 391  Om *rVd+t- >  SOm: Hm B {Fl.} roti / ru4∏ / rro, Hm K rro
'foot, leg' ¶ Bnd. AL 15O ¶¶ Vc. 178 (Eg, S), OS ##2O83-4, Tk. I 242-3 ,
Tk. SCC 1O1 [#31.6] || IE: NaIE *rei\d≈- v. 'travel, move (fahren, i n
Bewegung sein)' > OIr rI1adaim v. 'ride, drive, travel', n. act. rI1ad; W
ebrwydd 'quick, swift' ({P}: < NaIE *epo-re2di-), W † cd. go-rw6ydd
'steed' ÷ Gl *wo-re2dos 'horse' (*wo- 'under, at' + *re2da
'Reisewagen')ı  L vere2dus 'post-horse' Ï cd. para-vere2dus
'extra post-horse' ı OHG pfarifrit '∈ horse'  > NHG Pferd »» Gmc
*ridjan > OHG r°tan 'to drive, to ride', MHG r°ten, NHG reiten,
ON ri1Îa, OSx, AS r°dan 'to ride', NE ride »» Lt riede$ti 'to t rundle ,
to roll', Ltv raidI2 ^t 'to send, to direct', {Frn.} 'eilig senden' ¶ WP I 7 5
and II 348, P 861, Mn. 1O67, EI 485 (? *rei\d≈- 'ride'), Vn. R  26, Thr .
377, YGM-1 2O6, Bc. 168, Ho. 259, Ho. S 6O, Kb. 758, OsS 718-9, 7 9 9 ,
Lx. 17O, KM 543, 594-5, Frn. 729 || A: NaT *JaÎa- v. 'walk', *JaÎa-k
(JaÎa-g) 'on foot, pedestrian' (× N *ya4444d{a} or *yada4444 'go' [q.v. ffd.]) 
Tg: Nn KU nada- v. 'walk' ¶  STM I 576 ¶ ¶  ET J 69 || D {Km.} *natß-a-,
{GS} *n1adß- v. 'walk, go, pass' (× N *z6666a 4 444 {Ki}dV 'move, go'?) >  Tm nat5a
'walk, go, pass', Ml nat5akka, Kt nar`v-, Td nar`-, Kdg nadßa, Tu
nad5apuni, Klm adßg- (p. adakt-), Nk, Nkr ar`g-, Knd nar`i v. 'walk', Tl
nad5a 'walking' (n.), nad5acu v. 'walk, pass' ¶¶ D #3582, Km. 4O7-8
[#696], GS 14O-1 [incl. #355] (on the reflexes of pD *n1) .
1972. *rVg[V]÷V  'to quake, to move in agitation' >  HS: CS *√rg÷ (≠
*√r÷g) >  BHb √rg÷ G  'stir up', {BDB} 'disturb', {GB} 'in unruhige
Bewegung versetzen, aufschrecken', MHb √rg÷ Sh  'move to and f ro ' ,
Ar mt. √r÷g7 G  (pf. ∆Oara ra÷ag7a, ip. -r÷ag7-) vt. 'disquiet', {BK} 'agiter, n e
pas laisser tranquille' ¶ GB 745, HAOT 255, BDB 92O-1 [#728O], KB
11O8-9, BK I 88O, Hv. 257 || IE *h8erg≈[éx]- (× N *{z1111a 4 444}Âga 'to strike, t o
trample, to break' [q.v.]) >  NaIE *erg≈- '≈  tremble, leap, fidget' >  OI
r=gha2≤yati 'trembles, rages' »» Gk {LS} ]orce1omai 'I dance, leap, bound ' ,
]orce1v 'make to dance\leap' »» Sl: R ∆  er≤ga 'a fidget', R ≤e≥rzaet
'fidgets, moves restlessly' (the palatalization *g >  R z is still to b e
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explained)  Ht {Pv.} argatiya- 'stoop to rage, come to violence' ¶ ¶
WP I 147-8, P 339, M K I 119, M E I 249, F II 433, Ch. 83O, LS 1258, Vs. II
22, 24, Pv. I-II 147-8, ≠σ EI 5O8 (*≤h¢org8≈ei\ ≠ *≤h¢r=≤g8≈or 'moun t s ,
covers') || K *reûq-/*rûq- 'oscillate, shake' (× N *ri ûûûûqa ++++á  'shake' ( intr . . ) ,
'be shaky', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ K *-ûq- may have resulted from *-9÷-
(glottalization caused by *÷) <  *-g÷- (uvularization of *g by as. to t h e
pharyngeal ÷) ˚  S *÷ and the absence of lrs. in Ht and K suggest a pN
*÷ ˚  IS MS 339 (*rÿgÿ [?] 'dvigat∆så ' > IE, S).
1973. *rig{H}a (or *rig÷a?) 'a scratch, line' > HS: S *°√rg÷  > Ar øj0ra
rag7÷- 'ligne\trait (tracé par le peintre ou l’ornemaniste)' ¶ BK I 827 ||
IE *rei\kÓ- > NaIE *rei\k(≈)- 'line, row; scratch' > OI re2≤kha2 ≠ le2≤kha2 ' a
stripe, line, scratch', ri≤khati 'scratches' »» Gmc: NNr reig 'row, l ine
(in a book, etc.)', OHG riga 'line', NHG Riege 'section'; Gmc {Vr.}
*rïho > MHG rïhe 'line', NHG Reihe, MDt rie, Dt rij 'row'; OHG d .
rïhan 'auf einen Faden ziehen' »» ? Lt rieﬁkti, Ltv ri~ekt 'to p lough
up virgin soil' (×  Lt riekti, Ltv riekt 'to slice [bread]') ¶ P 858, EI
354 (*rei\k-), ≈ M K III 58, M E II 457, Kb. 79O, OsS 713-4, Lx. 168, KM
592, 599, Vr. N 575-6, Frn.729 ||  K  *rig- (*°rig-?) >  G v. rig- ' a r range ' ,
{Chx.} '(ordentlich) aufstellen, ordnen', G rig-i 'row, sequence, o r d e r ,
Sv {Ni.}, Sv UB/A {TK} rig 'row' (π G?) (×  N *ær{i}ká '≈  s traight,
row'?) ¶ Chx. 1O65-6, DCh. 1O37-8, TK 689 || ?? A: Tg *l+n1igbV- ' a
scratch' >  Lm n1Ibga2-kU 'a scratch (on the skin)', Ud {Krm.} n1‰gb‰g‰-,
n1‰gb‰li- v. 'scratch oneself, hurt one’s skin, get slightly wounded', ¶
STM I 637, Krm. 271 ˚  The K ev. rules out N *X  and *˝ . NaIE *-k≈-
suggests a N voiceless lr. *H  (N *-g-  is devoiced by the adjacent vl. *H ) ,
hence one must suppose an as. N *gH  >  *g÷  in S.
1974. (€?) *rVg[V]l ßßßßV  (or *l ßßßßVg[V]l ßßßßV) 'foot, paw' > HS: WS *≤rig[a]l-
'foot' >  BHb (TV) lg3r3 ≤rEg#El 'foot, leg' (+ppa.: il5g6r2 rag#≤l-ï ' m y
foot\leg', &lg6r2 rag#≤l-o2 'his foot\leg'), (BbV) lágár ≤ra4g#a4l (+ppa: iílgír
rig#≤lï 'my foot\leg'), SmHb {BH} re2g´l (pl./du. re2≤gaƒl´m) 'foot, leg', Ug
(AkSc) {Hnr.} riglu 'foot, (?) leg', Yd mt. lgry  du. cs. 'feet', IA, Plm rgl
'foot', BA (TV) du. Nil5g6r@ rag#≤l-ïn 'feet', (BbV) Niílgír rig#≤lïn id., JA
[Tgr.] lg3r# ≤rEg#El, em. al1g6r% rig#≤l-a2, JEA al1g6ir% rig£≤la2 'foot, leg', Sr
\o©®erEg#≤l-a2 'foot, hoof', Md mt. ligra, dis. nigla 'foot, leg', Ar ¬j0ri
rig7l- {Hv.} 'foot; hind leg (of animals)', {BK} 'pied, jambe (depuis l a
naissance du fémur jusqu’à l’endroit où commence le pied); pied d e
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derrière', Sb rgl  'foot', Mn rgl  'foot, leg' ¶ KB 11O5-7, 1779, Yv. I 8 3 2 ,
HJ 1O6O, Hnr. 176, Lv. IV 424-5, Lv. T II 4O5-6, Js. 1449, Sl. 1O73-4, BK
I 83O, Hv. 241, DM 235, Ln. 1O44-5, MA 77, MiK I #1.228  C {AD}
*rVgVd- (dis. <  **rVgVl-?) >  Bj {R} ra≤gad (pl. ≤ragada) 'leg, foo t ' ,
{Rop.} ragad ≠ lagad 'foot', Bj A {AD} ra≤gad 'leg' »» EC: Sa {R} ri≤gid
'foot', √rgd (p. -irgid-) pcv. 'stoßen mit dem Fuß auf die Erde,
hüpfen, trampeln, tanzen', Af {R} -irgid- 'dance', {PH} -irgid- pcv.
'dance in line' »» ??φ mt. SC: Irq {MQK} digir 'footprint, step', Brn
dagara 'footprint' ¶ AD SF 17O, Blz. EDB I 23, R WBd 19O, R S II 2 9 9 -
3OO, R A II 1OO, PH 137, E SC 324, MQK 3O ¶¶ Coh. EC #419, AD SF
17O, OS #448  ??φ mt. ECh: Nd da!g‰@l 'leg', Tmk de~g‰!l 'leg, foot', Smr
{J} d‰!g‰!la!y 'foot' ¶ ChC, Cp. 52, Blz. EChWL #31 || U: FU (in Ugr only)
*°lßa6GlßV (or *°lßa6klßV, *lßa6lßG+kV) 'foot, paw' >  ObU *lßÈ∏˝ lßV >  pVg *lÈ∏GlV /
*la"yl- 'foot' > OVg SoG lagl, OVg TM lja4!le, OVg S Vt/Kg lal`, Vg: T
la˘y´l, LK la2l (pl. laºyl´t), MK/UK l‰2l (pl. laºyl´t), P/LL l‰2l (+ppa.: layl´m
'my foot'), Ss la2G´l 'foot'; pOs *lßa˝´lß 'paw (Pfote)' >  V/Vy lßa˝´lß, Ty
lßaº˝´lß, Y laº˝´l, D laX´l id. » OHg lollya 'ham', Hg ∆  loll, lolu, lolya,
lolva id., '∈  Schweinebraten'  ? Y: T {IN} laqil, {Ku.} laxil
'buttocks, hind part; tail; back side (of garments)' (× N *LaK''''a  'leg') ¶ ¶
UEW 865 (Ugr *la6lkV 'irgendein Glied [Fuß, Hand, Pfote, Tatze]'), Ht .
#357, Stn. Wv 196, MF 4O7-8, EWU 9O6 || ?σ IE: OIr ({LP} MIr) lurga
'shin-bone' (× N ? *LV{r }kV  'branch of a tree, stick, club' [q.v.]) ˚  Cf.
also P’s IE *r=ksa2 'fetlock, pastern (of hoofed animals)' >  OI r=k≤s5ala2,
r=≤cchara2 'the part of the animal’s leg between the fetlock joint a n d
the hoof' (MW 224-5), which P and M K equate with Lt •re$!s7a
'Kötengelenk' (P 875, M K I 118, but not M E I 248). The trouble is t h a t
in fact the Lt word is ri!es7a(s) 'wrist, tarsus, pastern-joint of a horse ' ,
which can hardly be drawn back to *r=ksa2. Frn. 73O-1 compares it with
MDt wrïghe, Dt wreeg 'Fußbiege', MHG rihe 'Rist des Fußes', a n d
other related Gmc forms and derives it from IE wrei\k8o-/a2- 'der s ich
Drehende, der Gekrümmte' ˚  The original N etymon was e i ther
*rVg[V]lßßßßV (whence as. bringing about FU *°lßa6˝lßV) or *lßßßßVg[V]lßßßßV
(whence dis. S *≤rig[V]l-).
1975. ?σ *ro9Ë  '≈  incline, incline\turn towards' >  HS: S *°-ru2˝ - >  Ar
√rw˝ (ip. -ru2˝-) 'se pencher, se tourner vers qn. ou qch.; s e
détourner de la droite ligne' ¶ BK I 954, Hv. 278-9 || U: FU *°roG+wV >
ObU {Ht.} *ro2˝- ({Hl.} *ro˝+w-) 'approach' >  Vg *ra2w- / *ro"G-
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'heranschleichen lassen (vom Wild)' >  Vg: T raw-, LK/UK/NV row-,
MK/UL ro2w-, P ro2w- / row-, LL row- / raG-, Ss rO2w- (unless this Vg
word belongs to FU *rak-/*rakk- 'near', whence Vg MK raºk´s- ' z u
jemandem kommen') and pOs *ra"˝- ({∫Hl.} *riÆ˝-) v. 'approach' >  Os:
Km/Nz/Kz/O ra"X- v. 'approach', V ra"˝am, Ty/Y ra"˝´m, K/Nz/Kz ra"X´m
'Verwandte' ¶ Ht. #553 || K *r˝w- 'collapse' >  G r˝v- 'fall in ,
collapse', Sv r˝w-/re˝w- 'collapse, fall down', {Ni.} 'valit∆så ', Sv UB
{GP} re˝w- (msd. li-re˝w): a- + re˝w- 'collapse', es- + re˝w- fall
down', Sv L {Dn.} li-re˝w- 'to fall, to descend', 1s prs. Xwa-r˝w-eni ' I
fall\descend', 3s aor. es-ra˝w 'he fell, fell down (upal , svalilså )'
(× K  *r˝w-  'destroy' < N  *rÅw9{Ë}  'to destroy, to tear', q.v. ffd.).
1976. *rÅw9{Ë}  'to destroy, to tear' >  HS: S *°-ru2˝ - >  Ar √rw˝ ( ip .
-ru2˝-): ra2˝a ÷al ... bi... 'rushed on (so.) with (blows)', TL : "v(uva"raTa
tara2wa˝u2 'they struggled together' ¶ BK I 954, Hv. 278 || K *r˝w-
'destroy' (×  K *r˝w- 'throw' and K *r˝w- 'collapse'  < N ?σ *ro9Ë  '≈
incline, incline towards') >  OG r˝w- 'destroy', Sv UB r˝w- ' des t roy ' ,
msd. li-r˝w-e  'to destroy sth.'¶ ≈  K 158, ≈ K2 156, FS K 257, FS E 2 8 3 -
4, Ni. s.v. 'valit∆så ', GP 165-6, Dn. s.v. reGv- || ?? A *lÅ:b- (× N
*ærep ''''V 'tear off, break', q.v. ffd.) >  Tg *le2b- ≠ *lab- 'tear, wear out' 
M *labtara- ≠ *nabtara- 'torn clothes' || IE *reu\Ó- >  NaIE *rew´-/*ru2-
'tear to pieces, tear out' (×  N *rowV [or *rowÓV?] 'dig, scra tch ,
carve', q.v.) >   OI rav-  / ru- 'break\dash to pieces' (Vd prtc. ru-≤ta-
'broken to pieces') »» Lt ra!uti (prs. ra!uju) 'to tear out, to root u p ' ,
Ltv ∆  rau^t  'to jerk, to pull' » Sl *r¥va¡-ti (prs. *r¥voß) 'to tear' >  SrChS
r5vati rËvati / r5v0 rËvo<, Slv rva!ti / ru!jem, Blg ≤r`vam,
OR r5vati rËvati / r5vu rËvu, R rvat∆ / rvu, Uk (i)≤rvati
/ (i)≤rvu, Cz rva1ti / rvu, P rwac1 / rwe< v. 'tear', SCr r~vati /
r~ve2m 'strain oneself', r~vati se 'to fight' »» ON ry1ja 'to pluck o u t
sheep’s wool' »» pTc *ruwa2- > Tc A ruwa2-, B ru-, ruwa2- 'pull o u t
(from under the surface)' ¶ The intonation in Blt suggests the p resence
of a pIE lr.; the absence of the expected traces of the lr. in OI is likely t o
be due to contamination with N *rowV '⇑ ' (q.v.) ¶ WP II 351-2, P 8 6 8 ,
Mn. 1O95-6, 1O99-11OO, 11O4, ≈σ EI 57O (*reu\(Ó)- 'pull out [ f rom
under the surface]'), M K III 63, M E II 44O, MW 881, WH II 453-4, Frn.
798-9, Vs. III 452, Glh. 528-9, Vr. 455, Ad. 537.
1977. *rÅ˝[i]?V 'follow, accompany' ([in descendant lgs.] → 'd r ive
[a herd], graze') >  HS: EC: pSam {Hn.} *ra2÷- 'follow'  > Sml ra2÷-, Sml J
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ra?-/rah- 'follow', pBn *ra2?- id. (> Bn: Bi/Sa/J/Kj ra2?-)' follow,
accompany', Rn ra2H- 'go\travel in procession with, follow' ¶  Ehret
adduces here Bj {R} ra2m- 'join, follow after, accompany', which is
hardly tenable for phonetic reasons ¶ ZMO 337, PG 245, Hn. S 72, Hn.
BD 1O7, E PC #5O8, R WBd 191-2  S *√r÷y > BHb √r÷y+w G
'associate with', Ak ra2?u 'Genossen werden'; S *ri÷- > BHb  o2r4 ≤re2â÷
'fellow, companion, friend', Ug r÷ id., Amr {G} ri÷um id., IA r÷ {HJ}
'friend, colleague, neighbour', Ak ru2?u Gefährte, Freund', ? Ebl {Krb}
ra?um ≈  id., ? Sb r÷yn 'guidance, assistance'   ? S *√r÷y vt. ' g raze '
(“  'drive cattle'?) > BHb eor √r÷y+w, Ar √r÷y G , Ak re?u6 id.,
Ph/IA/Plm {HJ} √r÷y G  vt. 'pasture, graze', JA [Trg.], Sr √r÷w+y G (JA
pf. io4r^r´≤÷e2 ≠ ao1r^r´≤÷a2, Sr. pf. '0o®r´≤÷a2) 'feed, graze', JEA √r÷y G
'graze', Ug d. r÷y  'herdsman' ¶ GB 767, KB 1169-7O, 1174-7, BDB 9 4 5 -
6, Br. 737-8, HJ 1178-8O, A #2521, OLS 382, G A 3O, Js. 1486, Sl.
1O9O, JPS 545, BGMR 113, Sd. 954, 998, Krb. PE 1O4, BK I 885-7, Ln.
11O9-1O || A: M *nayi 'friendship, accord' > WrM nai, HlM naj
'friendship', Ord na4∏ 'marque d’amitié', Kl ni id., 'accord', {Rm.} na4∏
'friendship, friend'; WrM nair¨†HlM najr, Ord na4∏r 'accord, ha rmony,
friendliness', MM [HI] {Ms.} nairaqui 'justice, bienséance', WrM
naira-, Ord na4∏ra-, Brt najramda- 'be in harmony, agreement', Kl
{Rm.} na4∏r- 'agree' ¶ MED 55-9, KRS 376, KW 273-4, Ms. H 77, Ms. O
485-6, Chr. 319 || K *reûq- 'drive a herd' >  G rek'- id. (-k'- due t o
contamination with *rek'- 'knock, strike'?), Mg ra÷-, Sv reûq- 'drive a
herd' ¶ K 155; FS E 282 and FS K 155-6 (FS reject the G cognate) || ?σ
IE: NaIE *reu\-/*erw-/*ru-/*r- 'move, hasten' (× N *ru6666?V 'go, [?] r u n ' ,
q.v. ffd. × NaIE *or-/r=- 'arise' < N *é⁄erË  'ascend, rise') ˚  K *ûq < *˝?.
1978. (€?) *rVé€i (= *rVh++++÷ ++++Hi?) 'thing' >  IE *reé8y- >  NaIE *re2i\-
(/*rei\-) 'thing' >  OI ra2y- /rai\- in ra≤yih5 (accus. sg. ra≤yim, ins t r .
sg. ra2≤ya, gen. sg. ra≤yah5) 'goods, wealth, property', Av accus. sg.
rae2m, instr. sg. raya, OAv gen. sg. ra2iio2 id. »» L re2-s (gen. sg. reï)
'thing', Um dat./abl. sg. ri id., RE-PER 'pro re' ¶ WP II 243, P 86O, EI
637-8 (*≤reh⁄i-s / gen. *re≤h⁄y-os 'possessions'), Bur. SL 178, 245, Kur.
EIE 35ff., M K III 45-6, M E II 438-9, WH II 43O-1, Bc. G 132-3, 344 ||
HS: C: HEC {Hd.} *r- 'thing' >  Sd ra id., Sd r-ic7c7o, Kmb ir-ic7c7u id.,
'nameless thing' (with the snglt. sx. -ic7c7o, -ic7c7u), Hd l-uc7c7o 'thing' (l <
LEC *r) » ?µ Rn re2 !m 'thing' ¶ Hd. 152, 292, 324, 389, 419, PG 246-7 || ?
K  *°ra- > OG ra- 'what?' (nom. ra-y, dat. ra-s, ra-sa, adv.c. ra-d), raoden
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'when?', OG, G romel- 'which?', rel. prn. 'which' ¶ For the semant ic
change 'thing' ‘ 'what?' cp. It cosa ¶ Fn. GAS 71-5, Shan. G 52-4, Ser.
131 ˚  If G ra-  belongs here, the N lr. must have been *h , *÷ , or *H .
1979. ? *ær{i}ká '≈ straight, row', (?) '≈  to arrange' >  IE: NaIE *æreg8-
'≈  straight; to stretch, to stretch out', *reg8ï- 'direction, line' >  Vd
≤raji- {P} 'Linie, Reihe' (?), ra≤ji- {P}  '(?) sich aufrichtend, gerade ' ,
r=≤juh5 'straight, upright, right', ≤r=jyati 'stretches, stretches o u t ' ,
ra2s5ti 'rules', Av ´r´zus7 'gerade, richtig', ra2zayeiti 'richtet', KhS
rrays- v. 'direct' »» Gk ]ore1gv v. 'reach, stretch' »» L reg-o2 / -e"re v /
'guide, direct' »» OIr reg- 'tendre, diriger', reraig 'direxit', NIr
righim 'I reach, attain', {Ped.} 'ich strecke aus' »» Gt uf-rakjan
' ]ektei6nai, to stretch out', OHG rekken id., 'to rack', NHG recken , ON
rekja  'to stretch, to extend', AS rec1c1an id., 'to stretch out' »» Lt re<!z7-
ti 'straffen, recken', rf. re<!z7-ti-s 'to exert, to strain oneself', in t .
ra<z7y!ti-s 'to stretch oneself, to stretch one’s limbs', Ltv rie^zt
'emporstrecken', ro^zI2 ^t  (o  = [u¢o]) 'strecken, recken' »» pTc {Ad.} *ra4k-
> Tc: A, B ra4k- 'extend (over), cover'  ? NaIE *rei\g8- > OHG, NHG
reichen 'reach, attain', AS rA2can id., 'extend', NE reach »» Lt
re!iz7ti 'stretch, tighten', {Frn.} 'recken, straffen' ¶ WP II 362-5, P 8 5 4 -
7, 862, EI 187 (*rei\g8- 'extend, stretch out [a body part]'), 329-3O
(*h‹reg8- 'stretch out the arm', *h‹reg8- [3s prs. *≤h‹re2g8-ti, 3p prs. *≤h‹reg8-
n=ti] 'direct, guide, rule'), M K I 121 and III 35, M E II 425, Bai. 358-9, F II
412-3, WH II 426-7, Vn. R  13-4, Bur. SL 178, Ped. VGKS II 593, Dnn.
57O-1, Fs. 513, Ho. 256, Kb. 785, OsS 71O-1, KM 589, 592, Vr. 44O,
Frn. 711, 715, 726, Wn. LE 1O6, Wn. 4O2, SSS 461, Ad. 529-3O || ? HS:
S *0√rkk >  Ar {Ln.} √rkk G  'put one part of the thing upon ano the r ' ,
{BK} 'jeter une chose sur une autre' ¶ Ln. 1141, BK I 913 || ? K *rig-
(*°rig-?) > G v. rig- 'arrange', {Chx.} '(ordentlich) aufstellen, ordnen', G
rig-i 'row, sequence, order, Sv {Ni.}, Sv UB/A {TK} rig 'row' (π G?)
(<  N *rig{H}a  [or *rig÷a?] 'a scratch, line') ¶ Chx. 1O65-6, DCh. 1O37-
8, TK 689 ˚  On N and pIE *æ- see Introduction, §  2.2.6.
198O. (€?) *rVkÉ (or *rVku4444?V??) 'moist', 'contain\conduct wa te r '
>  IE: NaIE *reg8- 'moist; pour\conduct water' >  L riga2- v. (prs. rigo2,
inf. riga2re) 'lead\conduct water; wet, moisten, bedew', ir-riga2- v.
'conduct water; water, irrigate' »» pAl {O} *reZa >  Al rrjedh- / a o r .
rrodha v. 'flow, flow by; leak; pour in\out, stream' »» ON raki, Nr ∆
rake 'moisture, wetness', Ic rakr 'moist' ¶ WP II 365-6, P 857, EI 6 3 9
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(*reg8- 'moist, make wet'), WH II 435, O 387, Pis. SLS 13O, Vr. 432 ||
HS: [1] WS ≈ *≤raku?- or (for Ar only) S *°√rk{w+y} > Ar {Ln.} ÉvaK0ra rakw-
at- 'small drinking-vessel', markuww-  'a large watering-trough or t ank ' ,
éyWKaririkayy-at- 'a well containing water' (×  Ar √rkw 'dig'), ? Gz √rk?
(pf. rak?a) 'be satisfied (with a drink)', Amh rAkka 'be sated ( f r o m
drinking or [a plant] from being watered), be satisfied'; [2] S *°√rgy
'be moist' or 'moisten' (with an unexpected voiced *g) >  Sr √rgw+y G
(pf. '©o® r´≤g£a2, ip. '©erñe nE-r≤gE2) 'moisten', D  J©î®a rag≤gï id. ¶ Ln.
1149-5O, Fr. II 189, Hv. 268, L G 469, Br. 711-2, JPS 527-8 ||  ?σ  K : G Kx
rok-i 'dregs, wine-yeast', {Chx.} 'Bodensatz, (Wein-)Hefe' ¶ Chx. 1O74.
1981. *rVk[Ë?]V (or *rVwk[V?]V?) '∈ horn' >  HS: S *°≤raw[V]k'- >
Ar Œv0ra rawq- 'sheep’s horn' ¶ Fr. II 212, BK I 955 || IE: NaIE (att. i n
BSl) *°rogW[≈]- or *°rog[≈]- 'horn' >  Lt raﬁgas, Ltv rags, Pru ragis id .
»» Sl *ro~g¥ (gen. *ro≤ga) 'horn' >  OCS rog5 rogË, Blg, R, Blr rog, SCr
ro•g, Slv ro5•g, Cz, Slk roh, P ro1g, Uk r¡g id. ¶ Frn. 684, En. 237, Vs. III
489, Glh. 53O || K: GZ *rka- 'horn' >  OG, G rka-, Mg ka-, (× *kra- <  N
*k''''áÂV 'horn' [q.v.]) Lz kra-, kia- 'horn'; d. GZ *rk-in- v. 'butt (wi th
horns)' >  OG, G rkin-/rken- id., ? Mg rc7- v. 'butt, damage'; Lz nkin-,
nkir- butt (with horns)' ¶ K 157-8, Ser. 134 ˚  The Ar emphatic q
suggests the presence of an ancient glottal stop (N *-kV?-  >  *-k?- >  S *-
k'- > Ar -q-) ˚  IS MS 361 s.v. rog *rÿkÿ (IE, K).
1982. *rVkV?o6666 'speak, shout, say' > IE: NaIE *rek[W]- / *re2k[W]- id. >
Sl inf. *rek-ti / prs. *rek-oß 'say' >  OCS inf. re∑i res7ti (prs. rek0
reko<, imv. r6ci rÁci) 'say, tell', OR inf. rehi rec7i / prs. reku
reku id., Blg prs. re≤ka, SCr inf. re~c1i / prs. reàc7e2m, Slv re!c7i /
re!c7em, Cz r7I1ci / r7ku, P rzec1 / rzeke< id.; d. Sl *re7c7Á (<  *re2k-i-)
'speech, word' > OCS, OR r8h6  re7c7Á id., R re¢∆ 'speech', Uk r¡¢ id. ,
'word, thing', Cz r7ec7, Slk rec7 'speech', Blg re¢ 'speech, word', SCr
re•¢ ± rIàjec7 'word', Slv re5•c7, P rzecz 'thing' » Lt re$ﬁkti ( p r s .
re4kiu~) 'to cry, to shout', Ltv re~kt 'to roar, to howl' »» Tc: A rake, B
reki 'word, command' ¶ ≈  P 863, EI 535 (*rek- 'speak'), Vs. 465-6 ,
478,  ≈ Glh. 522 (derives the Sl √  from IE *wrek-), Tls. 518, Frn. 617-8 ,
ME III 519, Wn. 4OO, Tr. 243, Ad. 539 ¶ The labial element of t h e
expected *-kW- was probably lost on the morpheme boundary in Tc ||
HS: Ch: WCh *rVk'[W]- 'ask (for)' > Hs Ro~k'a! 'request, ask for' »» NrBc
{Sk.}: Cg ro2@k'-, Mbr ro2k'i, Jmb ru2k'a, (?) Wrj ra!w-, Kry ro2^, My rawa- ' a s k
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for' »» CCh: MfG ! -r‰k- 'beg, cadge' ('mendier, quémander') » ZmB ra!k ' s e
vanter' »» ECh: Bdy {J} lo!k-lo~k 'implorer', Mgm {JA} lo!lliko~ ' d e m a n d e r
avec beaucoup d’insistance' ¶ Stl. IF 2O6, ChC, Ba. 861, Brr. MG II 2 2 4 ,
≈  Sk. HCD 22O || K *rekw-/*rkw- 'say' >  OG rkw-/rku-, G rkv-/rk-
'tell, say, speak', Sv UB re2k- / ra4∏kW- 'say, speak' (ra4∏kw 'he said', rwe2k-
ar 'I said', re2k-a 'speak!') ¶ K2 156, FS K 256, FS E 283, Ser. 134, Chx.
1O7, GP 255, TK 688, 8O8 ˚  K *k (rather than *k') suggests a vw.
between N *k  and *? ; this vw. was probably lost (syncopized) in t h e
prehistory of IE and WCh, producing a cluster *k? > *k'.
1983. *r{a}K ''''a 6 666 'time, term' >  IE: NaIE *°rok[W]- >  Sl *rok¥ ' t ime
appointed beforehand' >  OCS rok5 rokË id. ('pro†esmi1a'), SCr ro•k,
Slv ro~k id., 'time', OR rok5  rokË id., 'year, age, fate', R rok  'fate', U k
r¡k , Cz, Slk, P rok  'year' ¶ Tr. 243, Vs. III 45O-1, 496-7, ≈  Glh. 522 ||
HS : Eg fOK rk  'time', m  rk.f  'at the time of (so.)' ([unless “ Eg m rk.f
'neben [jemandem], um [jemandem]') (see  N *lßßßßÅkË 'circle') ¶ EG II
457-8 || K: G rak'i {DCh., NCh.} 'as soon as, when', {Chx.} 'da, weil;
sobald, wenn, als' ¶ Chx. 1O44, DCh. 1O32, NCh. 334 || A: Tg *-raki /
*-reki 'when' (sx. of the temporal-conditional gerund): Ewk -rak(i) / -
r‰k(i) / -rok(i) id.: ‰m‰-r‰ki-w 'when I came' (“  *my [-w] time [-
r‰ki-] of coming [´m´-]), duku2-rak-wun 'when we wrote', Lm -r¥q / -r´k
'when': ‰m-r´q-u 'when I came' ¶ Vas. 786, Nov. EJ 1O2.
1984. *r{o}k''''o 6 666 'shelled animal (e.g., tortoise, crayfish)', 'shell (of a n
animal)' >  HS: S *rak'k'- 'tortoise' >  Ak rak5k5u(m) '(small) tortoise', Sr
'œø®a rak5≤k5-a2, Md rik5a 'tortoise', Ar œwra raqq- {Ln.} 'tortoise, g rea t
tortoise, crocodile, ∈ an aquatic reptile', {BK} 'grande tortue' ¶ Br. 7 4 3 ,
JPS 549, Sd. 958, DM 433-4, Ln. 113O, BK I 9O3 || IE: NaIE *°ro2+a2k[W]- >
Sl *ra¡k¥ 'crayfish' > Blg, McdS, R rak, SCr raàk, Slv ra~k, Cz, Slk, P rak
id.; Sl ı Sw ra4ka 'prawn', NNr rAke id.; Sl *rakÈ (gen. *rak¥ve)
'shell (of an animal)' >  R d. ≤rakov-ina 'shell (of a shellfish)', Cz
rakv-ice id., (×  eSl *raka 'coffin' [OCS, OR raka raka id., etc.] π
Gt arka 'Arche, Kasten' and L arca 'box') >  Cz rakev, Slk rakva,
Slv rakev ra!k´v 'coffin' ¶ Brü. 453, ZVSZ 358, Vs. III 437-8, Ma. CS
413, Hlq. 867, ≈  Chrn. II 96-7, ≈  Glh. 517, P 531 (denies any connect ion
between Sl *rak¥ and IE *erk- [found in insect names of Blt, Arm, a n d
Al]) || K *rk'u- 'tortoise, turtle' >  OG k'uw- 'turtle', G k'u / k'uv- id. ,
'tortoise', G ∆ rk'u-, Mg k'u id., Sv {Ni.} k'u (gen. k'w-is7) ' tortoise ' ¶ K 1 5 7
(GZ *rk'u-), ≈ K2 1O3 (GZ *k'u-), Chx. 635, 1O72, DCh. 1O4O, Q 262, Ni.
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s.v. ¢erepaxa  || ? A: Tg *°lokV >  Neg loka 'fetal membrane' ¶ STM I
5O1.
1985. *rVk''''V  'to skip, to hop, to dance' >  HS: S: [1] S (+ext.) *√rk'd
(ip. -rk'od3) v. 'skip, hop, dance' >  BHb √rk'd G  'jump, skip', G  ' sk ip ,
dance', Ug d. mrk5d-m {A, Grd.} 'dancers', {OLS} 'musical ins t ruments
for dancing (castañuelas?)', JA {Trg.] √rk'd D , JEA √rk'd G, D  ' dance ' ,
Md √rk'd G  'dance, waggle, rock to and fro, move rythmically', Sr
√rk'd D , G 'dance', Ar raqada2n- {BK} 'bonds, sauts des agneaux et d e s
chevreaux quand ils folâtrent', {Hv.} 'leap\bound of a lamb', Jb C {Jo.}
√rk'd (pf. Er≤k'Od, ≤rOtk'‰d) v. 'dance', Sq {L} ≤?erk5id 'se précipiter', Ak
OB √rk'd Gtn 'herhüpfen, springen', Ak NA/YB √rk'd G  (inf. rak5a2du)
'dance, skip'; [2] WS +ext. *√rk'c' >  Ar √rqsœ G  'sauter, sautiller;
danser', Mh √rk's' (pf. r‰≤k'aws', sbjn. y‰rk'a2s') 'jog up and down', Hr s
√rk's' (pg. r‰k'o2s', sbjn. y‰rk'a2s') v. 'dance' (usually of camels); [3] SES
*√rk't' >  Hrs √r'k't' Gt  (pf. ≤ratk'et') 'dance with hopping steps', M h
√rk't' (pf. aro2k'‰t', sbjn. yaro2k'‰t') 'do a hopping dance', Jb E √rk't' (p f .
rk'Ot') id. ¶ KB 12O1-2, A #254O, Grd. UT #2351, OAS 291, Lv. T II 4 3 5 -
6, Js. 1486, Sl. 1O93, DM 437, BK I 9O6-7, Hv. 265, Jo. M 325-6, Sd.
957  B *√rkdœ >  Ah, Gh ´rk´dœ v. 'dance', Tmz {MT} rk´dœ 'danser ( e n
tapant du pied)', Kb ´rœk´Îœ 'piétiner, fouler', t3irœ´SSitœ (pl. t3irœ´SSiÎœin)
'marque de pas', Gd Erk´d œ  'stimuler une monture, galoper' ¶ Fc. 1626-7 ,
MT 579-8O, ≈ Dl. 721 (unc.: Kb. π Ar), Lf. II 312-3 [#1359] || K: G
rok' - v. 'dance' ¶ Chx. 1O73 || U: FU *r{i}kke- ({LG} *rÉkÉntÉ) ' r u n
quickly, skip' >  Prm *rÉd- > Z r‰dtÈ- v. 'trot' » BF: F rienta4a4, ∆
rikenta4a4 v. 'hurry, hasten, speed', Vp r1igeta 'v. 'hurry', rigo n .
'hurry', F ∆  {UEW} rikeva4, rikea4 'in a hurry, quickly' »» Os Vy ru4G-
'run with big strides' ('beqat∆ , delaå wirokie wagi ', ' g roße
Schritten machen'), V {Trj. VD, Stn.} ro4ÆG-, {Trj. S} ru$ÆG- v. 'skip, j u m p '
('springen, hüpfen') ¶ LG 243, SK 777-8, SSA III 71, ZM 47O, Stn. D
1268, Trj. VD 185, Trj. S 4O8, UEW 423.
1986. *rá[w]K''''á 'sinew' ([in descendant lgs.] → 'cord, rope'), ' t o
tie' >  HS: Eg fP rwZ 'cord, bowstring', (pl.) 'sinews' (× ?? N *÷3333ar 1111K ' ''' {u}
'sinew' ×  ?? N *l ßßßß {o }NK ''''a 'to bend', [in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'a bow') ¶ EG II
41O, Fk. 148  Ch ≈  *rVnK ≠ *lVnK 'shooting bow' (×  N *lßßßß{o}NK''''a '⇑ ' ,
q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ Gr. LA 53, Tk. I 249-5O || A: M *neke- 'weave, knit' (× N
*náK''''V 'to plait, to tie', q.v. ffd.) || IE: NaIE *rek8- 'rope, strap' >  OI
ras1ana  'rope, cord, bridle, girth', NPrs ñSara ra4sa4n 'rope, string, c o r d ,
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thread', Xwr rs7yn 'rope, cord (Strick, Seil)', Oss ra4ta4n '∈ thick rope ' ;
OI ras1mih5  'string, rope, cord, bridle'; OPrs or Med ı  BHb Nx3r# ≤rEsEn
'rein, bridle', (?) 'halter', JA [Trg.] en!x6r% ris≤n-a2  'bridle' »» Gmc
*ra+ekk- '≈ strap' and *rekend- 'fetter, chain' (× N *riûûûûqu 6666{z}V 'to tie;
loop', q.v. ffd.) ¶ WP II 347, 362, P 863, M K III 47, Horn 132, Sg. 5 7 6 ,
Ab. II 382-3, ≈ Bai. 214-5, KB 1165, Vr. 432, 44O, Ho. 251, GWNT 1 6 1 8 ,
KB 1165, BDB 943, Js. 1484 || E: AchEl ra1k-qa 'geknüpft' ¶¶ HK 1 O 2 6
˚ Ch {Stl.} *-ûq- suggests that pN *K '''' may be interpreted as * ûûûûq  (provided
that Stl.’s tentative pCh rec. of *ûq proves to be certain and Ch *ûq is a
reg. reflex of N * ûûûûq) .  
1987. *raK''''aÙV (= *rak''''aHË?) 'arrange, put in order' >  HS: S *°√rk'H
>  Ar √rqH D  'order \ arrange, put (sth.) into good \ right \ p r o p e r
state, manage (sth.) well' ¶ Ln. 1134, Hv. 264  CCh: Msg {Rlf.} raga ≠
rga ≠ rgaN ≠ rgi 'make (pots, mats, etc.), build (houses)', Msg P
{Trn.} sg. r‰ga , pl./inf. rigi  v. 'build', (here?) v. 'tie', Gdr {Mch.} rka v.
'build' ¶ ChC, Trn. LM 112, Lk. DQM 73 || IE: NaIE *rek- ≠ *re2k- {P}
'(an)ordnen' >  OI racana- {M} 'Einrichtung, Ordnung', {MW} 'act o f
making \ forming \ arranging', racayati {M} 'produces, forms', NPrs
{Sg.} ´jara ra4Z7e 'row, cloth-line', {Vl.} 'series, ordo', {BM} Ôra ra4Z7 ' r ow,
order' »» Gt rahnjan 'to reckon', ragin 'Rat, Beschluß (gnv1mh)';
*re2k- >  Gt ga-rehsns 'pro†esmi1a, time appointed beforehand;
determination, plan' »» ?σ Sl *rac7iti >  OCS rahiti rac7iti, SCr, Slv
ra!c7iti 'to wish, to want', Cz rac7iti 'to deign', P raczyc1 'to deign,
to condescend, to be pleased', R † ≤ra¢it∆ 'to take care\pains, to b e
zealous', Blg ≤ra¢a  'I want' ¶ WP II 362, P 863, M K III 23, BM 242, H o r n
136, Vl. II 23, Sg. 57O, Fs. 199, 392, Tr. 243, Vs. III 45O-1, ≈  Glh. 5 2 2
¶¶ The IE reflex of the lr. was lost in the stem-final position || U: FU ≈
*rakkV 'prepare, put, put in order' >  F rakenta- 'prepare, build,
erect, establish', Es rakenda-  v. 'harness, put to' »» Hg rak- , ∆  rok- v.
'lay, put, set, place; stack, superpose' ¶ Coll. 11O, UEW 419, MF 524 ||
?σ K: G rk've(v)- / rk'vi- / rk'v- 'distinguish clearly, make clear' ¶ Chx.
1O71-2 ˚  If the G verbs belongs here, the rec. of the N e tymon
*raK''''aÙV may be specified as *rak''''aHË ˚  IS MS 368 s.v. stroit∆
*ra{k5}a (IE, U, Ch), Ps. FI 27 (IE, U).
1988. *[æ]ro6666mV 'quiet; to rest' >  HS: WS *√rmm 'be silent, quiet' >
Gz √rmm Sh  (pf. ?armama) 'keep silence, be tranquil \ quiet, be a t
rest', Ar √rmm Sh  (pf. ?aramma) 'be\become silent' ¶ L G 471, BK I
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919-2O, Ln. 115O || IE: NaIE *[æ]rem(´)- 'rest, be calm, quiet' >  OI
≤ramate2 'calms, stops, rests, abides', Av ra2man- 'Ruhe' ,
ra2mo2iÎw´m 'verweilet!', ra2mayeîti 'bringt zur Ruhe', NPrs ˜"r
rå2m 'quiet; tame, domestic; obedient', ˜"rÀ å2rå2m n. 'rest, tranquility,
quiet', ˆdyM"rÀ å2rå2mi-da4n 'to rest, to repose' »» Gk ]hre1ma 'stilly,
quietly, gently, softly; slowly' »» OIr fo-rim- v. 'set, put', W araf
'quiet, calm, gentle' »» Gt rimis ' [hsyci1a (stillness, rest)' »» Lt remﬁti
(prs. remiu~ ) 'to support, to back up', ramu~s adj. 'calm, quiet', {Nsl.}
raﬁmas 'Ruhe', Ltv ra2ms 'quiet, calm', Lt ri~mti (prs. ri~mstu) ' t o
be quiet\calm', Ltv rimﬁt 'to calm down, to quiet down, to stop, t o
cease' ¶ P 864, ≈  Mn. 1O7O-1, M K III 43-4, M E II 435-6, Horn 5, 1 3 4 ,
Sg. 32, 564, F I 642-3, Vn. R  31, Fs. 398,  TF 339, Frn. 695-6, 718, Nsl.
441, ≈ EI 474 (*h⁄erh⁄-m- 'to rest, to support' Ï*h⁄erh⁄-  'quiet, at r e s t ' )
|| A: Tg: WrMc lumbu {Hr.} 'plötzlich ruhig fließend, beruhigt', {Z}
'peaceful stream', lumbu muke {Hr.} 'ruhig fließendes Wasser ' ,
lumbur 'floß plötzlich ruhig, war beruhigt' ¶ STM I 51O, Z 86O, Hr .
63O  M *nomu- Ï *nomuyi >  WrM nomui, HlM nomoj ' iner t ,
lifeless, slow', Brt nomoj 'quiet'; M *nomu-qan ≠ *nomu-9an > MM [MA]
nomuqan, nomu˝an 'quiet, tame (smirnyj )', [HI] {Ms.} nomuqan ' doux ' ,
{Lew.} 'vertueux, doux, avantageux', WrM nomuqan, HlM nomxon,
Brt nomgon ≠ nomxon 'peaceful, calm', Ord nomoXon 'doux d e
caractère, doux et docile', Brt nomgon, Kl nomhn nom˝¥n 'qu ie t ,
calm (smirnyj , spokojnyj , tixij , krotkij )', Kl {Rm.} nomXan,
nom˝an 'friedlich, zahm'; M *nomu9+qara > WrM nomu-9ara- ≠ -
qara-, HlM nomgoro- ≠ nomxro- 'be peaceful \ calm; calm down ' ,
Brt nomgor- 'become quiet\tame', Ord nomo˝oro- 'devenir doux d e
caractère, devenir traitable, devenir doux et docile', Kl nomhar adv.
'quietly'; MM [HI] {Ms.} nomuqat- 'rendre doux, apprivoiser' ¶ Pp. MA
259, MED 591, Ms. O 496, Ms. H 79, Lew. II 65, KRS 381, ≈ KW 279, Chr.
33O || ? D: GnD *{r}o2m[b]- >  Gnd rom- v. 'rest', ro2m- v. 'rest a f t e r
labour', Knd ro2mb- v. 'rest, take rest', Png Z>o 2m- v. 'stop, rest, cease', Kui
Z>a2mb(a)- v. 'rest, cease, subside', Ku Z>o2m- v. 'rest', ? re2mb- id. ¶ D
#5178 .  
1989. *ru6666mV (or *ru6666mVn2222V) '≈ vein, muscle, strap' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘  'string, rope') > IE: [1] NaIE *reu\mn=-/*rou\mn=- > Gmc *reu\man- '≈
leather strap, thong' >  OHG riomo 'strap', {OsS} 'Band, Gürtel,
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Riemen', OSx riomo, NHG Riemen 'leather strap, thong', Dt riem
id., AS re1oma 'skin, ligament' ({Ho.} 'Haut, Band') »» Lt raumuoﬁ
(gen. raumens) 'muscle'  [2] NaIE *°remn=- >  Sl *remÈ / gen. *remene
'leather strap' >  OCS remen6 remenÁ id. (' [ima1ß '), Blg ≤remen, SCr
reàme2n, Slv re!men, Cz r7emen, Slk remen7, P rzemen1, R re≤men∆,
Uk ≤rem¡n∆ 'strap' ¶ Mn. 1O75, ≈  WP II 36O, ≈  P 873, OsS 719, KM
5O9, Vr. N 574-5, Ho. S 61, Ho. 257, Sw. 14O, Kb. 796, ≈  Frn. 7O7, Vs.
III 468, Glh. 524 ¶ Acc. to AD NVIE, both *reu\mn= and *remn= (<  *ru\emn=)
are reg. reflexes of N *ru6666mVn2222V || HS: *°rVmVm- (*°≤rumam-?) >  S: Ar
rumm-at- (pl. rumam-) 'remains of a rope after it has become ragged;
piece of an old rope', {BK} rumm-at- ≠ rimm-at- 'morceau de c o r d e
vieille et usée'('pars funis vetusti ac triti') ¶ Ln. 1151, Hv. 269, BK I
92O, Fr. II 189  EC *rVmVd- 'vein, artery, root' >  Af {PH} ramad ≠
ramid id., Sa {Wlm.} rimid (pl. rimïda), {R} ri≤mid (pl. ri≤midda)
'root', bï≤lï ri≤midda 'vein, blood vessel' (bi≤lo2 'blood'), HEC {Hd.}
*rumud 'root' > Sd rumus7s7o (< *rumud-c7o) 'root', pl. rumudda, Sd Hb {C}
rumis7o id. ¶ PH 18O, R S II 3O4, Hd. 126, 39O, Gs. 28O, AD SF 172 ¶
The semantic connection between 'root' and 'vein, sinew' is based o n
the functional similarity of roots and sinews, because both served a s
ropes and strings || A *lu+u4mV >  M *lumun 'bow (weapon)' (“
*'bowstring' “ 'sinew') >  Mnr H {SM} lumu, {T} lumu ≠ numu, Mnr M
{Pot.} lumo, MM [L, MA, HI, IsV] numun, [S] numu(n), [IM] numu, Dg {T}
nem, Dg Hl {Pp.} n‰m, Ord nu¯mu¯, Brt nomo, Kl numn num¥n, Kl Ö
{Rm.} numn= 'bow (weapon)', WrM numun, HlM num(an) id., 'arch' ¶
SM 227, T 353, T DgJ 157, Pp. L III 73, Pp. MA 261, 443, Pp. D 87, Ms. H
8O, Ms. O 5O1, Lg. VMI 59, H 12O, MED 595, Chr. 33O, KRS 386, KW
281  ?φ Tg: NTg: Ewk n‰2mkï 'bow (weapon)', d.: NrTg *nemkV- > Ewk
n‰2mkï-, Neg n‰mku-, Lm n‰mk´-, n´mk´- 'shoot arrows'; Tg *lai\mV-
'string of bows and similar kinds of weapon' >  Lm na4∏m 'string of bows,
string of self-shooting hunting bows', Ewk Sm † le2man 'loop of a
bowstring', Ork lai\matçI 'strap for tying together parts of harpoon' ¶
STM I 496, 62O-1 ¶ The vowels of the Tg words are still to be elucidated
 T *°Ju4m- > Sg {Rl.} c7u4ma4, Xk {BIG} c7u4me 'arrow (children’s toy)' ¶ Rl.
III 22O3, BIG 325 ¶¶ DQA #1214 *li\o~mu` 'bow (weapon)'  pJ {S} *du~mi~
'bow' > OJ yu~mi\i~, J: T yumi, K yu!mi~, Kg yu~mi! ¶ S QJ #266, Mr. 579 || E:
NEl {Bork} ri-mu 'Riemen' ¶¶ Bork Z 18, HK 1O39 ˚ NaIE
*reu\mn=/*remn=-, S *°≤rumam- (as. from **ruman-), EC *rVmVd- (as. f r o m
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**rVmVn-), and M *lumun may go back either to N *ru6666mVn2222V or to N
*ru 6666mV  + the N genitive pc. *nu .
1989a. € *r{u4444}mV 'ant(s), vermin' > HS: S *rimm- >  Ak rimmat-
um 'maggot (?)', BHb em`1r% rim≤ma2 'maggot', DA rmh 'vermin', Sr
æ4,oµ®e rEmm´≤t3-a2 'worm(s)' ({Br.} 'situs et vermes in rebus putr idis ' ) ,
Md rima 'worms, maggots', Ar rimm-at- 'winged ant' ¶ Sd. 986, HJ
1O77, KB 1157, JPS 544, Br. 732, BK I 92O, Hv. 269, DM 433  EC: Sa
{R} ≤rimme 'worm, termite', Or {Grg.} rimma 'termite, ∈ small an t ' ,
ra2mo2 'worm; germ, parasite', Rn rïri!m 'termite(s), white ant(s)', Arr
ririMb' 'termite' ¶ R S II 3O5, Grg. 339, 344, PG 348, Hw. A 391  Ch:
CCh: ZmB {Sa.} ru2mu2s 'ant' »» ? Bdy ?i~ri^:rimo 'insect', ?i~ri&:ri~N ' pe t i t
termite qui sert le jour' ¶ ChC, AlJ 82 ¶¶ OS #2119 (HS *rim- ' insec t ' )
|| D: SD *erÀump- 'ant' > Tm er3umpu, er3umpi, ir3umpi, Ml
er3umpu, ir3umpu, ur3umpu, Kt irb, Td îrb, Kn ir3umpu,
ir 3umpe , Kdg urupî 'ant' ¶ D #864 ˚  One of the examples suggesting a
D vowel prothesis preceding N *r-  (N *r-  > D *VrÀ-). Cp. N *r-  >  Tm Vr-
in N *rVyamV '∈ (big) fish' (q.v.) ˚  Blz. DA 159 [#71].
199O. *r{u4444}ÓmV (= *r{u 4444}9mV?) 'dark '  > HS: WCh *rim- ' d a rk (ness ) '
> pBT {Stl.} *rimV 'darkness' >  Tng ri^m, Dr rim id. » pNrBc {Stl.} *rim-
in 'black' >  Wrj r‰nna, Kry ri@mi!na@, My rinni id. »» ECh: Mu {J} ra!m v.
'darken, become black' ¶ Stl. ZCh 247 [#51], 26O [#175], ChL, ChC  ?
S *°√r˝m > Ar √r˝m Sh  (pf. *?ar˝ama) 'rendre qn. noir de visage' ¶
BK I 89O || K: GZ *rum- v. 'get dark' >  OG d. m-rum-e 'dark', G rum-
'get\grow dark', Mg rum- id. ¶ K 157, K2 16O, FS K 26O-1, FS E 2 8 8 ,
Abul. 295, Q 31O || IE: NaIE *re2mo- 'dark' >  OI ra2≤ma- 'dark, b lack ' ,
ra2≤ma- ntr. 'darkness' »» OHG ra2mag 'dark, black, dirty', AS ro2miÌ
'dirty, sooty', MHG ra2m 'dusty dirt, soot ' ¶ P 85, EI 16O (*re2≤mo-s o r
*reh⁄≤mo-s 'dirty; dirt, soot'), M K III 54-5, M E II 449 (IE *Óre2mo-), Ho.
263, Kb. 769, OsS 699, Lx. 163 || U: FU *r{u4}mV 'dusk, dark' >  Lp L
{LLO} ramæko 'closed' (only of the eyes), Lp S {Hs.} tramke- ' s h u t
(one's eyes), get dusk, get dark' » Chr L ru4m≤balge, Chr H ry≥malgy
rÁ≤malg¥ 'twilight' ('sumerki ') » pPrm *ro$mit n. 'twilight, dusk' >  Z
römyd r‰mÈd id. ('sumerki,  sumrak '), Vt q≥omyt Z7omÈt id., ' semi-
darkness,  darkness' ('sumerki,  sumrak,  polumrak,  potëmki ') »» Os:
V/Vy rim´k, Ty rimki, Km rimx´, Nz/Kz. rim´x, O ra"m´X 'Dämmerung '
(acc. to Steinitz: Os ? π  Z) ¶ Coll. 11O, LLO 824, UEW 747 (rejects t h e
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Lp cognate because of the cns. cluster *-mkk- and [unconvincingly]
because of the semantic distance), Stn. D 1272, LG 244 || ? A: Tg: Ewk
Skh lumrï 'evening', lumrï- v. 'get dark (in the evening)' ('ve¢eret∆,
smerkat∆så,  temnet∆ ') ¶ STM 5 1 1  ˚ The long vw. in IE suggests t h e
presence of a N lr. If Ar √r˝m belongs here, the lr. is likely to be *9
(which is at var. with the K evidence) ˚ Cf. AD LRC #31 (IE, FU, K).
1991. *ra4444wmV 'chew' > HS: WCh: NrBc *rum- 'eat (hard food), chew '
(“ 'chew the cud') > Wrj/Cg/Kry/My/Diri {Sk.} r‰m-, P’ {MSk.} ru_ma~,
Sir {Sk.} r‰!mu@-, Mbr {Sk,} r‰m-≠rem- 'eat (hard food), chew' »» pAG
{Hf.} *r‰m >  Gm {Hf.} rem, Kfr/Anf {Hf.} ro_m 'eat (powdery food)', Su
{J} ru~m 'eat (flour, dry food)' ¶ Stl. ZCh 26O [#176], Sk. NB 19, Hf. AG
#115, J S 81, ChC, ChL  S *°√rmm > Ar √rmm (ip. -rimm-≠-rumm-)
'dévorer, avaler; enlever avec le bout des lèvres des bourgeons d e s
arbres ou des plantes', {Hv.} 'browse, graze' (cattle) ¶ BK I 919, Hv. 2 6 8
|| IE: NaIE *reu\men-/*rou\men- 'rumen; ruminate' (× N *raÙu6666mV
'womb, belly, stomach of ruminating animals') >  L ru2men ' r u m e n ,
first compartment of the stomach of ruminant animals', ru2mina2- v.
'chew the cud, ruminate' »»  OI ro2mantha-h5, Wx ramo4t 'rumination' ¶
≈  Mn. 1O75, ≈  WP II 36O, ≈  P 873, ≈  WH II 45O, M K III 79-8O, M E II
47O || U: FP (in Prm only) *0ra4mV >  Prm {LG} *ro$mÉc1+s1- > Z ro≥midz
r‰miZ1 'cud', r‰miZ1tÈnÈ 'to chew the cud', Vt Z7omestÈnÈ id. (×  N
*raÙu6666mV '⇑ ) ¶ LG 244 || ? D *nam{u}l- 'chew' > Kn namalu ' chew,
masticate, chew the cud', Tu nauntuni, naumpuni ' chew' ,
nauntu 'chewing', Tl namalu 'chew, masticate', nemaru
'rumination, chewing the cud', Gnd K {Sbr.} nalm- v. 'chew' ({D}: π
Tl), Knd namli-  'munch with noise, ruminate' ¶¶ D #3595.
1992. *raÙu6666mV 'womb, belly, stomach of ruminating animals' >  HS:
S *≤raHim- 'womb' >  BHb Mh3r3 ≤rEHEm, SmHb re2m, DA rÓm, JA [Trg.]
am1h9r@ raÓâ≤m-a2, Sr 'mo≈®a raÓma2, Ar µHÿra raHim- (≠  riHm-), Mh, J b
E/C raHm id., Tgr r‰H‰m 'womb, descent', Ak fOB re2m-um 'womb', Eb
reHm-um, riHm-um (rI1-ex-mu) 'womb (?)', Ug rÓm {A} 'womb', {OLS}
'vientre; muchacha núbil, doncella' ¶ AD PSH 93, AD EHL 16O, KB 1 1 3 6 ,
HJ 1O7O, A #25O3, OLS 388, Lv. T II 417, Js. O56, Br. 724, Jo. M 3 2 1 ,
Jo. J 21O, LH 146, Sd. 97O, Krb. EG 14, BK I 838, MiK I #1.231  C
{1467, Br. 724, Ln. 1AD} *ri[Ó]m- 'uterus' > EC {Ss.} *rim- 'uterus' >  Sml
{Ss.} rim-ay, {ZMO} rimmay id., {Ss.} rim-an, {ZMO} rimman ' p regnan t '
(of animals), Rn {PG} rim-  'become pregnant, conceive', Or BI {Sr.} rïm-
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'be pregnant', Or {Grg.} rïm-a2 'pregnant' (of animals), Brj {Ss.} rï≤m-a2,
{Hw.} ri≤m-a 'entrails', {Hw.} rimay k'af- 'become pregnant' (of cattle) ¶
AD SF 5O, PG 248, Ss. B 16O, ZMO 343, Grg. 343, Sr. 381 || IE: NaIE
*reu\men-/*rou\men- 'rumen, belly' (× N *ra4444wmV 'chew') >  Clt: W
rhumen {YGM} 'belly', {P} 'belly, udder' »» L ru2men 'rumen, f i rs t
compartment of the stomach of ruminant animals' Ï ru2mina2- v.
'chew the cud, ruminate' »» OI ro2mantha-h5, Wx ramo4t, Blc ro2mast
'rumination' ¶ EI 2 (re+ou\mn- 'rumen'), ≈  Mn. 1O75, ≈  WP II 36O, ≈  P
873, ≈  WH II 45O, M K III 79-8O, M E II 47O, YGM-1 382 ¶¶ NaIE
*reu\men-/*rou\men- is likely to go back to IE *reÓumen-/*roÓumen- ||
A: NaT [1] *Jamîr1 'groin' >  OT jamîz id., Tkm jamîÎ 'groin (depress ion
between animals haunches)', Nog jamîz, SbTt Tb {Rl., Bu.} jamuz, QrB
Z7amîz, Yk sîmîs 'groin', ? Az janbîz 'kostrec  (leg of beef)'  [2] T
*°Jamdu > OT {DTS} jamdu 'lower part of the belly, groin', cp. also ? OT
ja4mdu4 'pubic hair' ¶ Cl. 935, 94O, DTS 143, ET J 11O-1 ¶ T *-r1 may g o
back to a marker of dual.
1993. *rVyamV  '∈ (big) fish' > HS: Eg fOK rm 'fish' (= {Vc.} *rïmey,
pl. *rimy-u2) > DEg rm ≠ rym id. >  Cpt Sd rame , raame, Cpt B ramI
'perche de Nil' (called in Ar Eg {El.} î6il0Bu 'Tilapia nilotica') ¶ EG II 4 1 6 ,
Er. 246, 421, Vc. 172, El. 74 ¶¶ ≠ Vc. 172 (connecting Eg rm with S
verbs for 'flow, stream'), ≠ Tk. AAEF and AEF (equating Eg rm to S
*√rmm 'rot, worm') || A: Tg *li\amba 'salmon' or 'fish' > Ewk le2mba
'salmon', Nn B/KU ImaXa 'fish', Nn Nh/KU n1imo 'lenok  (∈ fish)', Ul
n1Imo+U id., WrMc nimaXa 'fish', Jrc {Kiy.} liwaXa or limaXa, {SDM}
limwaXa id. ¶ STM 496, Kiy. 1O6 [#163], ≠ Pp. VG 61, 14O ( M c
nimaXa < *Z7îrma9ai\)  pJ {S} na~ma~(n)tu~ 'sheat-fish'  > OJ na~ma~du~ > J
T na~maZu, K na!ma~Zu~, Kg namaZu! id. ¶ S QJ #341, Mr. 492 ¶¶ SDM97 s.v.
*li\amba, DQA #12O7 (A *li\a~mba+o) || D *[i]ra2m- '∈ fish' > Tm ira2ma-
murìyan3 'silvery seafish, Triacanthus strigilifer', Tl ra2malu (p l . )
'∈ fish' ¶¶ D #5166 ¶¶ One of the examples suggesting a D vowel
prothesis preceding N *r-  (N *r-  > D *Vr-) ˚ Blz. 159 [#68] (Eg, D).
1994. *ri[n2222]c 6 666V '(tuft of) hair' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'eyebrow\eyelash, beard', 'stalk of grass') >  HS : CS *rïs6-  'eyebrow', ' t u f t
of hair' >  MHb xir% rïs , JA [Trg.] {Lv.} ax1ir% r°≤sa2 'eyebrow', Ar ¢yri
rïs7- 'feathers', é4ayri rïs7-at- 'feather' ¶ Lv. IV 447 (xir% rïs ' eyebrow') ,
487 ({Flsch.} xir% rïs 'eyelid or 'eyelash'), Lv. IV 447, Lv. T II 422, Js .
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1475, BK I 961-2  ? EC *rïz- 'beard' > Sa rïd, Alb rïza 'beard', Af {PH}
radid (< *radïd) ≠ ridid (pl. radïd-a) 'full beard, barbe abondante', Ya
{Hn.} ris-in-i (pl. ri!s-i!n) 'hair'; EC ı Amh riz. The phonetically
similar EC root *√?rz (≠ *°√hrz) 'beard, hair' (>  Or are2da ± hare2da
'beard, chin', Bs adar 'beard', Brj orda 'hair', Alb, Qbn, Kmb orz-ata
'hair of body') is hard to explain because of the unexpected *?- ¶ Ss.
WOKS 138, PH 18O, Hn. Y II 127, L Z 12O, 128, L EDG III 86, Hd. 25, 75 ¶
EC *-z- is voiced probably under the ass. infl. of *-n- (≈  *rin2222c 6 666V >  rins-
> *rinz- >  *rïz-) || IE: NaIE *°rens- (or *°renk8-) '≈ eyelash, fringe' >  Sl
*reß≤sa (accus. *reßsoß) 'eyelash' >  ChS r9sa re<sa,  McdS resa, Cz
r7asa, Slk riasa, P rze<sa 'eyelash', Blg re≤sa, R † råsa ≠ råsa
'tasseled fringe of clothing (baxroma )', SCr re!sa (gen. re•se2) id.,
'catkin (of a tree)', Slv re5!sa 'fringe, tassel, awn, beard'; Ï Sl *reßs-
Ána, *reßs-Án-ica  'eyelash' >  ChS r9snica re<snica, OR rAsnica
rjasnica, R, Blg res≤nica, Uk råsnicå, Cz r7asnice ¶ Glh. 5 2 5 ,
≈  Vs. III 473-4, 538 ¶ The IE √  belongs here only if it is *rens- r a t h e r
than *renk8- || U: FU (att. in FP) *ri{c1}V 'stalk of grass, (?) twig' >  Prm: Z
EV riZ1 'stalk of grass', ? Vt q≥yqy Z7Èz7È 'stubble' » ? Chr E rez7 'twig with
leaves' ¶ ≈  LG 241 (•÷  F risu 'lopped off branch, dead branch', which
is a loan from OSw riiss  ≠  riss  'twig', see SK 814).
1995. *ærep''''V 'tear off, break' >  HS: S *°√rpp >  Ar √rff G (p f .
raffa) 'break', +ext.: Ar √rft G  'be broken\crushed, break in pieces ' ,
√rfs7 {BK} 'casser', {Hv.} v. 'pound', √rfÎ^œ TD  {Hv.} 'be broken', ∞F0ra
rafÎ^œ {Ln.} 'act of breaking (a thing)', rufa2Î^œ- {Hv.} 'fragments' ¶ BK I
892, 893, 895, Ln. 1118, 112O, Hv. 261-2  ? B: Kb {Dl.} ´rfi ' ê t r e
écrasé' ¶ Dl. 712 ¶ But Ah {Fc.} ruff´t 'casser menu, briser en t o u t
petits morceaux' (Fc. 1584) is a loan from Ar || IE: NaIE *ærep- '≈ seize
by plucking, tearing off, etc.' >  Gk ]ere1ptv v. 'pluck', ]ere1ptomai v. ' f eed
on' ({F} “ *'abrupfen, an sich raffen') »» pAl {O} *repa- >  Al rjep- ≠
rrjep- 'remove the outer layer (to peel off, to skin, to pluck [fowl]),
to gouge, to gouge out' »» L rapio2  / rape"re  'seize, snatch, tear away' ,
rapax 'seizing, snatching, greedy' »» Lt re$!p-ti (prs. re$piu) ≠ re$ﬁp-
ti  (prs. re$piu~) 'snatch much, clasp much' ({DLKZ} 'daug griebti, daug
apimti', {Frn.} '[zusammen]raffen, umfassen, umschliessen'), ap-re$!p-
ti 'embrace', reple$s 'tongs, pincers, crayfish’s\crab’s claws', Pru
raples : "Zange" 'tongs, pincers' ¶ P 865, EI 564 (*h⁄rep- ' sna tch ,
pluck'), F I 552-3, AlbED 754, O 372, WH II 417-8, DLKZ 669, Frn. 7 2 1 -
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2, En. 238 || U: FU *reppV- 'tear, burst, split' (vi.?) >  F repi- vt. ' t e a r ,
rend', repa4ise- id., 'tear out', Es rebi- 'tear, rend' » pLp {Lr.} *r‰p‰-
vt. 'take the cover off, open' > Lp: N {N} ra6ppa6- -b-≠-v- id., L rahpa-
vt. 'open', S {Hs.} d. r´îppesidh, r´îppelgidh vi. 'open' »» Vg: MK
ript- vi. 'be reduced \ destroyed, disappear', vt. 'bruise (ze rmalmen) ,
wound', P yal-re2p´t- 'kill' »» OHg reped- 'burst, split, be torn', Hg
reped-  'tear, slit', 'crack, burst, split'  pY {IN} *lepe- > Y T {IN} lepe-
g´y- vi. break off' ¶¶ UEW 427, SK 768-9, Lr. #1OO9, Lgc. #5491, Hs.
1O75-6, LG 24O, 242, MF 529, EWU 1253, IN 247 || A *leb- ≠ *lab- (× N
*rÅw9{Ë}  'to destroy, to tear' [q.v.]) >  Tg *le2b- ≠ *lab- 'tear, wear o u t '
>  Ewk l‰wgi- 'wear out (clothes)', l‰2p- 'be worn out' (of clothes), Lm
n‰bd´-  'tear out, jerk out, tear off', ? Nn l‰b‰r 'rags, worn out clothes ' ;
Ewk lap- 'be torn, worn out' (of clothes), Lm nabd¥ 'torn' (of a hide,
clothes), Neg lap-  'be torn to tatters' ¶ STM I 493, 518  M *labtara- ≠
*nabtara- >  WrM nabtara- ≠ {STM} labtara-, HlM navtra-x, Brt
nabtar-xa 'wear out, tear, become shabby\tattered', Kl lavtra-
lawtra- id., WrM {Kow.} labtar sabtar 'des morceaux déchirés ,
lambeaux, haillons'; *nabtarqayi > MM [S] nabtarqai\ 'torn \ t a t t e red
clothes', WrM nabtarqai, HlM navtarxaj 'worn out, shabby, t o r n ,
tattered', Ord nabòtæarXa4∏ 'vêtements tout en lambeaux' ¶ H 112, MED
555, STM I 493, Chr. 317, KRS 333, Ms. O 479, Kow. 196O ¶¶ The pA
(or the Tg and M) variant *lab- is due to regr. as. or belongs to t h e
heritage of *rÅw9{Ë} ˚ AD NGIE 24 [#71] (IE, FU, Tg) ˚  On N and pIE
*æ-  see  Introduction, §  2.2.6.
1996. *r{e}p''''÷V 'make one's way with effort, climb, crawl' >  HS: WS
*√rp÷ v. G  'climb; raise' >  Jb E/C √rf÷ (pf. ≤refa÷, sbjn. ≤yOrfa÷), M h
√rf÷ (pf. ru2fa, sbjn. y‰rfa2), Hrs √rf÷ (pf. ro2fa) id., Ar √rf÷ G  (p f .
rafa÷a, ip. -rfa÷-) {Ln.} 'raise, elevate, uplift', √rf÷ G  (pf. rafu÷a, ip. -
rfu÷- ) 'be \ become high \ elevated, exalted \ of high or exalted rank' ¶
Jo. M 316, Jo. J 2O4-5, Jo. H 1O2, Ln. 1121-4, BK I 897-9, Hv. 262 ||  IE
*reé8p- (mt. from **rVpÓ-?) >  NaIE *re2p- 'creep, crawl' >  L re2p-o2 / -
e"re id. »» Gmc {Hlq.} *riBo2(n) > OHG re4ba 'creeping shoot, vine', MHG
re4be  'shoot of a creeper (Schlingschößling)', NHG Rebe 'vine tendri l ' ,
MLG wïn-ra2ve, Sw vin-ref id., reva 'sprout of plants' »» Lt
re$plio!ti, reﬁ$plinti 'to crawl, to creep', rop(l)o!ti 'to creep, t o
crawl', ∆  ropu eiti 'kriechend gehen', ropu stove$ti 'to be in a
creeping position', Ltv ra2ﬁpa^t id., ra2p-tie^-s id., 'to scramble; to c l imb
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\ clamber up' ¶ WP II 37O, P 865-6, EI 141 (*re2p- 'crawl'), ≈  Mn. 1O72,
WH II 43O, Kb. 774, OsS 7O4, Lx. 164, KM 588, Hlq. 832, Frn. 72O || U:
FU *r{e}pp{e}- >  Z US rob- 'drag oneself (bresti ) t h rough
snow\mud\mire\water' » ??φ,σ BF: F rype-a4, ∆ ryve-ta4 'to wallow ( i n
mire, filth), to welter', eF rypo4a4, Krl A ru4pie, Es ru4bel(e)da id. »
??φ,σ Lp Sw {LÖ}  rippem  'place where birds bathe' ¶ LG 241, Lt. 95, SK
899, SSA II 118 ˚  The N rec. is *r{e}p''''÷V rather than *r{e{p ''''ÌV
because N *-p''''˝- is likely to undergo assimilation (N *-p''''˝- > *-b˝- o r
*-pX-).
1997. *ri ûûûû qa ++++á  'shake' (intr..), 'be shaky' (= 'wackeln, wackelig se in ' )
>  HS: S *°-rïk'- >  Ar √ryq (ip. -rïq-) {Ln.} 'be agitated, moved to a n d
fro', {Fr.} 'agitata fuit huc illuc in superficie (terrae aqua)' ¶ Ln. 12O2-
3, Fr. II 217, ≈  BK I 963-4 || IE: NaIE (att. in Gmc) *°rei\k+k8- vi. ' s hake '
('wackeln') >  ON riga / -aÎa vt. 'move to and fro, make waver ( z u m
Wanken bringen)', NGr Sw rigelen 'schwanken', NNr rigga 'to shake
violently (ershüttern), NNr rig(l)a 'schwanken', Nr, Sw ∆  rikka
'schütteln, wackeln', Frs E rikke(l)n vi. 'to move to and fro, to shake' ¶
≈  WP II 346-7, ≈  P 962, Vr. 445 || K *reûq-/*rûq- 'shake, oscillate' (× N
*rVg[V]÷V 'to quake, to move in agitation') >  OG reûq-/rûq- ' shake ,
oscillate', G reûq-/rûq- id., swing, stir, make shaky' ({Chx.} ' rü t te ln ,
schütteln, lose \ wackelig machen', {DCh.} 'tråsti , ka¢at∆ ,
wevelit∆ , pokolebat∆ ; kolebat∆så '), Mg ra÷- 'shake' (of nut t rees ) ,
Sv {FS} reûq-/r´⁄ûq-/rûq-: li-rûq-´⁄ni 'to shake (schütteln), to tremble', ad-
r´⁄ûq-n-e 'er schüttelte, ließ schwanken' ¶¶ K2 156-7, Schm. 13O, FS K
257-8, FS E 285, Chx. 1O82, DCh. 1O45.
1998. *riûûûûqu6666{z}V (= *ri ûûûûqu 4444 {z}V?) 'to tie; loop' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
to tie [an animal)] with a strap)' >  HS: S *√rks v. 'tie, bind' (× N
*rec@@@@Vûûûûqa 'to tie, to plait') >  BHb √rks G 'tie on, bind', Ug √rks {OLS}
'bind, belt', {A, Grd.} 'bind', Ak √rks 'tie, bind; SmA G  xkr rks
'wrap, cover', Ar √rks G  'tie (a camel)', rika2s- 'rope fastening a
camel’s head to his feet' ¶ Fr. II 187, BK I 916, Hv. 267, BKG II 324, KB
1154-5, KBR 1237-8, GB 76O, A #2513, Grd. UT #2332, OLS 39O, Tal
836, Hv. 267, Sd. 945-7 ¶ S *-k- < *-k'- (< N *- ûûûûq-) (reg. HS d e -
emphatization and\or the infl. of *-k-s- < N *-c@@@@- û ûûûq- in N *rec@@@@V ûûûûqa?) ||
K: G {SSO, DCh., Chx.} ma-rûquz7-i {DCh.} 'loop', {Chx.} 'Schlinge, Schleife,
Schlaufe', {NCh.} mar˝uz7i 'loop', {Chx.} marûquz7- ≠ marûqus7- v. ' e ine
Schlinge um etw. liegen, einem Tier eine Schlinge um den Hals legen' ¶
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Chx. 721-2, DCh. 674, NCh. 269, SSO I 443 || IE: [1] IE *rei\g8+g[Ó]- > NaIE
*rei\g8+g- 'tie, bind' >  Clt: OIr reg-/rig- v. 'tie, bind' in cds.: ad-riug
'alligo \', con-riug 'colligo \', fo-riug 's isto \'; OIr cenn-rach ' ha l t e r
(Halfter), W pen-rhe 'head-band'; (*ad-rig8+go- > ) OIr a1rach, Br ere
'fetter'; (*kom-rig8 +gom >) OIr cuimrech  'fait d’attacher, attache, l ien' ,
Br keore id., W cyfre 'leash'; OW ruimmein 'vincula', W cyfrwy
(< *kom-rei\g-) 'saddle', OBr anre 'bandage', Br kevre 'bond'; Brt t
{RE} *rei\g-/*rig- v. 'tie' > W rhwymo (< *rei\g-[s]m-), Br eren (< *en-
rig-) 'to tie'; W rhwym (<  *reig8+g-smn=) 'fetter' »» L corrigia ' shoe-
string, boot-lace; strap, thong' (÷  OIr cuimrech) »» MHG ric (gen .
rickes) 'band, fetter, knot', ricken 'anbinden'  [2] IE **°reg8+g[Ó]-
(× N *rá[w]K''''á  'sinew', [→ 'cord, rope'], 'to tie' >  NaIE (att. in Gmc)
*°reg8+g- '≈ a tie' >  AS racca 'cord forming part of rigging of ship', D t
rak id., ON rakki id. ({Vr.} 'Stropp um die Rahe mit dem Mast z u
verbinden'), OSw raka 'Band'; ON rekendi ntr., rekendr f. p l .
'Kette, Fessel', AS racente, OHG rahhenza 'neckchain, fetter', ? D t
reeks  'row, chain' ¶ WP II 347, P 861-3, WH I 278-9, EM 258, Vr. 4 3 2 ,
44O, Vr. N 567, Sw. 138, Ho. 251, Kb. 768, Lx. 167, LP §§ 33.5, 6O3, Vn.
C  13-5, 272, RE 139, Ern. 68 ¶¶ IE *-g8+g- rather than *-k8+k- (regularly
from  N *- ûûûûq-) is due to ass. de-emphatization: N *- ûûûûq [V]{z}- > **-ûqz- >
pre-IE **-kÓ- (whence regularly IE *-g8+gÓ-) || A: Tg *luks- ≠ *lusk-
'trace (of a harness) (×  N *l∏∏∏∏uK''''Ëz7777V 'twig, strap, lash, whip', q.v. f fd . )
˚  The G irreg. sibilant (-z7- ≠ -s7-) suggests borrowing from Zan (N *Z  >
K *Z` > Zan z7). The vl. *s in S and Tg is due to the ass. infl. of *k. IE *Ó <
N *z  reg. The N rec. *riûûûûqu4444{z}V is preferable to *riûûûûqu{z}V, because i n
the case of *riûûûûqu 4444 {z}V the absence of labialized glide in IE can be b e t t e r
explained in the framework of regular sound changes.  
1999. *ra4444s6 666V 'to sprinkle'; (‘ ?) 'dew, moisture' > HS: S (or WS)
*√rs6s6 >  Sr √rss G  v. 'besprinkle', JA [Trg.] √rss G  'besprengen,
träufeln', JEA {Sl.} √rss Sh  'sprinkle', Late BHb √rss G  'splash, splay'
(Ez. 46.14), Ar √rs7s7 G  {BK} 'arroser, asperger', {Hv.} 'sprinkle a f ine
rain' (sky), ras77s7- 'sprinkling rain, pluie légère', Hrs r‰s6 (√rs6s6) v.
'sprinkle', ?σ,φ,µ Ak russu6  inf. '(durch Wasser) aufweichen' ¶ GB 7 6 4 ,
KB 1165, KBR 1249-5O, Lv. T II 429, Sl. 1O89, Br. 429, Fr. II 151, BK I
864, Hv. 252, Jo. H 1O6, Jo. M 329-3O, Sd. 996 || IE: NaIE *ro(:)s-,
*ros-a2 'moisture, dew' >  OI rasa2 'moisture', rasas- (nom. ≤rasah5)
'sap, juice, liquid, essence' »» Lro2s, gen. ro2r-is 'dew, moisture' »» Sl
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*ro≤sa (accus. *roŸs-oß) 'dew' >  OCS rosa 'dew, rain', R, Uk, Blg rosa,
Scr ro~sa, Slv ro!sa, Cz, Slk, P rosa 'dew' » Lt rasa~, Ltv rasa id. ¶
Mn. 1O88, ≈ P 336, EI 158-9 (*≤ro2s / accus. *≤ros-m= 'dew, trickling
liquid, moisture'), M K III 49, M E II 441-2, ≈ WH II 442-3, Vs. III 5O3,
StSS 585, Glh. 531, Frn. 69O || U: FU *ra4s6V v. 'sprinkle; moisture' >
Prm {Lt.} *rEz- >  Z, Yz rez- v. '(be)sprinkle' »» pVg *ra4s7- id. >  Vg Ss
rasalt-, Yk ráºs‰l!t-, r‰s‰l!t- v. 'pour water on, sprinkle', Ss rasgalt-, Yk
ráºsy‰l!t- ≠ ráºsg‰lt- v. 'splash', ML {MK} ras7 'Nässe', ra4xW-ras7 ' r a i n
water' ¶ Lt. 137, Lt. J 173, LG 24O, BV 92, MK 493 || A: ? M: WrM nesi
'blood from an animal or an arrow', HlM n´w 'blood from an animal' ¶
MED 57, Gl. II 1O, Rinch. 15O, Cev. 4O1.
2OOO. *rVhVt''''V 'branch, stem, rod' >  HS: CS *√rht', *r{ahu}t'-,
*rahVt'- '(?) long bough\rod', 'rafter' >  BHb ra2≤hït'* 'rafter' ({Joü.}
'solive'), {Nld.} 'Bretter' (+ppa: 1p uny4ie5r@ rahï≤t'-e2nu2), MHb {Js.} yie5r!
ra2 ≤hït5 'rafter' or 'floor beam', Sr "†o∑®a raw≤t5-a2 'flexible thin b ranch ,
lath' (<  *rahut'-), ¿ Sr {Br.} "†o˙®a rah≤t5-a2 or "†o˙®o ra2h≤t5-a2 {JPS}
'rafter', {Br.} 'tabula assis' ({Joü.} [unconvincongly]: misreading of "†o∑®a
raw≤t5-a2 'branches'); Aram ı  Ar Zhl {Joü.} 6v0rarawtœ  'poplar t r u n k s
used as rafter' ¶ KB 1114, GB 747, Js. 1454, Br. 717, 719, JPS 532, 5 3 4 ,
Joü. NLH-2 421  B *-rVtœtœ- >  Ah tar´tœtœa 'branch of a coniferous t r ee ' ,
Wrg tar´tœtœa (pl. tir´dœwin ≠ tir´tœtœwin) 'stick, stem of a plant, flagstaff'
¶ Fc. 1576, Dlh. Ou 271 || IE *reé8t-/*roé8t-/*ré=8t- >  NaIE *re2t-/*ro2t-
/*r´t- '≈ rod, stem' >  ON ro1Îa 'rod, cross (crucifix)', Ic ro1Îa ' c ros s
(crucifix)', NNr roda 'pole (Stange)', OHG ruota 'rod, staff, s t ick ' ,
NHG Rute 'rod, twig', OSx ro2da 'rod, pole, gallows', AS ro2d id.,
'wooden cross (for crucifixion)', NE rood; gem. AS rodd 'stick, rod' >
NE rod »» Sl: ChS rati∑e ratis7te, ratovi∑e ratovis7te ' shaf t
of a lance, spearstaff' (ı  R † ratovi∑e), OCz, Cz † ratis7te, Slk
ratis7c7e id., Uk ≤rati∑e 'spear' »» L ra"tis 'raft', ?? L re2tae ' t r e e s
standing on the bank \ in the bed of a river' ¶ WP II 368, P 866, EI 4 4 2
(*reh⁄t- 'post, pole'), ≠  Mn. 1O74, WH II 42O, 431, Vr. 45O, Bv. 553, Kb.
815, OsS 732, KM 617, Ho. 262, Ho. S 61, HDEL 1124, 1127, 1537, Vs.
III 448, Mikl. E 273, Ma. CS 416, Srz. III 1O5-6 || K: OG rt'o-y (pl. rt'oni,
rt 'oebi), G rt'o 'branch, bough' ¶ Abul. 349, Ser. 134, Chx. 1O75.
2OO1. *rowV (or *rowÓV?) 'dig, scratch, carve' >  IE: NaIE *reu\[´]-
/*ru(:)- 'dig' (× N *rÅw9{Ë} 'to destroy, to tear' [q.v.]) >  L ru-o, ru-
e"re (prtc. ru2-tus) 'dig up, scrape', rutellum 'a small spade ,
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shovel' »» OIr ruam 'spade (pelle, bêche)', ro1mar, ruamor n. ac t .
'digging' »» Sl *ri _¡-ti (prs. *rÈjoß ≠ *r¥joß) 'to dig' >  SrChS r7ti rûti /
r7) rûjo<, SCr rIàti / rIàje2m, Slv ri!ti / ri•jem, OR r7ti rûti /
r7U rûju, R ≤ryt∆ / ≤ro√, Blr ≤ryc∆ / ≤ry√, Uk ≤riti / ≤ri√, Cz
ry1ti / ryji, Slk ryt5 / ryju1 ≠ ryjem, P ryc1 / ryje< 'dig' ¶ On OI
rav- / ru- 'break\dash to pieces', Lt ra!uti 'to tear out', and Sl
*r¥va¡-ti 'to tear' see N *rÅw9{Ë} ¶ The short u in OI ru≤ta- points t o
the absence of lrs., while he reflex of a long *u2 in Sl *ri _¡-ti and L ru2tus
may be due to contamination with N *rÅw9{Ë} ¶ WP II 351-2, P 8 6 8 ,
Mn. 1O95-6, 1O99-11OO, 11O4, WH II 453-4, Vn. R  48-9, Vs. III 531-2 ,
Glh. 528-9, Ma. CS ≈σ EI 57O (*reu\(Ó)- 'pull out (from under t h e
surface)') || U: FU *rowV (or *roG+kV) 'cut, score, trim' >  pChr {Ber.}
*ru´- >  'hew, chop' >  Chr H roe- (inf. roaw ≤ro-as7), L rue- (inf. ruaw
ru-≤as7), Uf/N rue- id. »» pOs *ro˝- ({∫Hl.} *ra"˝-) >  Os: V {Trj.} ro˝´m-
'cut out, cut through', O {KrT} roX´t- 'ein Stückchen abschneiden' »
OHg rov- 'score, incise ([ein]kerben, [ein]schneiden)', Hg ro1- / rov-
'cut, score', OHg rovat 'Einkerbung, Aufzeichnung' ¶ Coll. 111, UEW
425, Ber. 57 [#3OO], Ep. 1O3, MRS 5O5, 5O8, Trj. VD 183, KrT 799, Hl.
rHt 73-4 (on the Os reflexes of FU *-w- and *-˝-), MF 553-4, EWU
1273, 1285 || A: Tg *°lo[:]b- >  Ewk lo2wa- 'look (for sth.) b y
rummaging' ¶ STM I 5OO || HS: Ch: CCh: Tr {Nw.} ra 'dig' » FlM {ChL} ri,
Bcm {ChL} ra2!, Gude {Hsk.} ra, Gudu {ChL} ra^ id. » Mtk {ChL} ra id., H r z
{Ro.} ra id., 'bury' ¶ ChC, ChL, Nw. WLT 48, Hsk. 263, Ro. ##1O1, 195 
? Eg Am rwrw.ty 'lion’s cave' (if it is a cd. of rw 'lion' and *rw
'cave' <  N *rowV  'dig'?) ¶ EG II 4O9 ˚  IS MS 362 (*rowÿ 'ryt∆ ': IE,
U) .
2OO2. *rVwV  'water, stream of water; to drink (one's fill)' >  HS: WS
*√rwy (prm. *-rway-) 'drink one’s fill' >  BHb evr √rwy G  (3pm ip.
Ni*v^r^i% yi-rw´≤y-u2n, 3f pf. et1v^"r! ra2w´t3a2) id., JA [Trg.] √rwy G  (pf. av!r^
r´≤wa2 ≠ iv%r^ r´≤wï), Md √rwy G  'be filled with wine, be d runken ' ,
JEA √rwy G  'become intoxicated', Sr √rwy G  (pf. æ∑o® r´≤wa2 ≠ Ô∑i®
r´≤wï, ip. æ∑erñe nEr≤wE2) 'become drunken', Ar √rwy G  (pf. rawiya,
ip. -rway-) 'be well watered' (of cattle, land)', Ar √rwy G  (pf. îvara
rawa2) 'abreuver qn., lui donner à boire', Ar ¥wra rayy- 'pays a r rosé ' ,
OYmn {Slw.} d. ÉvrM mrwh› ({Slw.} marwa2) 'Bewässerungsanlage', Gz
√rwy G  (pf. rawaya ≠ rawya, js. y´rway), Jb C {Jo} √rwy G  (pf. ≤re2
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≠ ≤re?) 'have had enough to drink', Sh (pf. er≤be, sbjn. ≤yErbE) 'give ( so . )
a drink', Mh √rwy  (pf. ≤raywi, sbjn. y‰r≤we2) 'have one’s thirst s laked,
drink to repletion', Hrs {Jo.} √rwy (pf. r‰wo2 ≠ re2wi, sbjn. yÄrwï)
'have had enough water', Sq pf. G  {Jo.} ≤re, {L} re v. 'drink'; WS ≈
*≤riway- '(abundant) water' >  Ar îvari riwa2 'abundant water', BHb ir%
rï {NPet.} 'Wassermenge', {GB} 'Bewässerung, Wasserfülle' or {KB LVT}
'moisture' ('Naß, Feuchtigkeit') (h.l.: Job 37.11), MHb [Sir. 31.28] iar
r?y ≈  id., Sq {Jo.} rihoh, {Nak.} ≤rïho, {L} riho 'water'; Ar SL ¥wra rayy-
'rain'; Ar d. √rwy G  (pf. îvara rawa2) 'carry \ draw water', Sb {BGMR}
√rwy Sh (yhrwy) 'provide a water-supply', Qt {Rk.} d. mrw(-hw)
'(his) irrigation system' ¶ KB 114-5, 1141, KB LVT I 888, GB 757, NPet.
BJ 421, Js. 1459, Lv. IV 433, Sl. 164, JPS 532, DM 427, Hv. 279-8O, BK I
957-8, Slw. 1OO-1, L G 478, L LS 395-6, Nak. ##166, 765, Jo. J 218, Jo .
M 333-4, Jo. H 1O6-7, BGMR 119, Rk. 153  ? Eg fMK nwy 'water', Eg
fP nwy.t 'water, flood'; hardly here Eg r¿ 'Rand eines Gewässers,
Wasserlinie' (probably a sd. of r¿ 'mouth') and Eg wrrw 'pit with
water, tank' (both adduced by Blz) ¶ EG I 334, II 221, 392  Ch: WCh
{Stl.} *ruwa[y] >  Hs Ru2!wa2! 'water', Glm {Sch.} rwa~ 'river' »» CCh: Kps
{Srp.} ro≤a2 ! 'brook, river' ¶ ChC, ChL, Ba, 871-2, Sch. BTL 88 ¶¶ Not h e r e
(⇔ Blz KM I #17) Ah ta2rait 'the level of water-line in a vessel' (actually
{Fc.} 'ligne laissé par un liquide sur le paroi intérieure d’un vase dont il
a été versé' “ ta2rait 'escarpement rocheux formant un anneau sur t o u t
le partour d’une montagne' [see  Fc. 1619]) ¶¶ OS #214O (HS *ru4w
'water': S, Eg, WCh), ≈  Sk. HCD 222 (WCh, S, Eg + err. comparison with
some other Ch lgs. and different lgs. of Africa) || K: G ru ' i rr igation
ditch\channel, brook' ¶ Fn. KW-2 43 [#22], Chx. 1O77 || E: AchEl ra-
hi-um 'Trankspende' ¶¶ HK 1124 || A: Cl. 872 mentions an OT Og
[MhK] word ja4ba4∏ 'moist, moisture'; the word is read in DTS as jaba a n d
in MKD as jiba; if it goes back to T *Jibi moist', it belongs to N *LibHV
(= *l ∏∏∏∏ibHV?) 'wet', rather than here ¶ Cl. 872, MKD 224, DTS 221 ˚
Blz KM 118-9 [#17] (K, HS [S, Ch, unc. B Ah ta2rait, Eg r¿ 'water-l ine '
and wrrw  'pit with water, tank']).
2OO3. (€?) *rV[H]wV 'mix, (?) shake, (??) 'turn round' >  HS: B
*√rwy >  Ah ´rwi (hab. ragg´y) 'mélanger', Kb ´rwi 'remuer, mêler ' ,
Tmz rw´y id., 'mélanger', Wrg d. arway 'brouet, farine diluée d a n s
l’eau et bouillie' ¶ Fc. 1651, Dl. 741, MT 595, Dlh. Ou 281  ?σ S
*°√rHw >  Ar √rHw G  {BK} 'tourner un moulin à bras; se rouler e n
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spiral' (un serpent), {Hv.} 'turn (an arm-mill)', 'coil' (serpent), {Hv.}
raHa2 'hand-mill' ¶ Hv. 245, BK I 839 ¶ The S cognate is valid if t h e
meaning 'turn' is primary || K *°rew- >  MG, G rev- / re- / ri- 'mix' ¶
Chx. 1O54-7, DCh. 1O35 || ? U: FU (att. in ObU) *r{e}wV v. 'shake' (× N
*rV{b }V  '≈  move, shake [vi.]' [q.v. ffd.]).
2OO4. € *rVwÙV  'broad' > HS: WS *√rwH (prm. *-rwaH-) 'be b r o a d '
> BHb √rwH G  (pf. hv@r!ra2≤waH, ip. -rwaH) 'become spacious, easy', JA
√rwH G  (pf. r´≤waÓ, ip. -rwaÓ) 'be wide, extend', Sr √rwH G  (p f .
r´≤waÓ, ip. -rwaÓ) 'be enlarged, relieved, expand', Ar √rwH G  (p f .
Óavira rawiHa, ip. -rwaH-) 'be large, wide', rawH- n. act. 'be ing
large\wide', 'rest, joy', Gz rawïH ≠ rawH 'affable, kindhearted', Sb
√rwÓ Sh (pf. hrwÓ) 'increase, extend, enlarge'; CS *≤rawaH- ' space ,
interstice' >  BHb hv@r# ≤rEwaH 'space, interval', JA hˇ2r^ r´≤waÓ, e m .
ah1ˇ^r@ raw≤Ó-a2 'open space, room', Sr '≈o∑®a raw≤Ó-a2 'a space ,
interstice', r´waÓ≤t3-a2 {Br.} 'spatium', {JPS} 'open space, spat iousness ' ,
Ar rawaH- 'width between the feet' ¶ KB 1115-7, GB 748, Js. 1457, Br.
719, JPS 533-4, BK I 946-8, Hv. 276, L G 477, BGMR 119 ¶¶ unc. : ÷ Eg
MK w¿Ó 'live long, endure, dauern' (⇔ Tk. I 396, based on t h e
controversial Belova’s law - see  Blv. SKES, Blv. VAA) || IE *reu\Ó- /
*ruÓ- >  NaIE *reu\´- / *ru2- 'spacious, broad', d. *rewes- 'space; wide' >
Av ravah- 'open space, free space', ravas-c7ara2t- 'living in t h e
open spaces' (of wild animals), KhS rrain 'plain' »» L ru2s (gen. ru2r-
is) 'country-side' (↔  'town') »» OIr ro1e, ro1i 'field, 'open land' ({Vn.}
'terrain découvert, champ'), re 1  'espace (surtout de temps)' »»  Gmc *ru2-
ma- >  Gt ru2m-s 'spacious, wide', ON ru1mr, OFrs, AS ru2m, MHG
ru2m 'roomy, spacious', ON ru1m-r 'spacious', Gt ru2m* (gen. ru2m-
is), ON ru1m 'room, space, place', OHG ru2m 'space', NHG Raum,
OSx, AS ru2m 'room, space', NE room »» Sl *orv-Án¥, *orv-Án¥-jÁ
'even, flat' >  OCS rav6n5 ravÁnË, OR rov6n5 rovÁnË, U k
≤r¡vnij, Blg ≤raven, SCr ra!van, Cz, Slk rovny1, P ro1wny id. ,
'equal', R ≤rovnyj, Slv raven ra!v´n 'even, flat'; Sl *orv-es- >  R
ro≤ves-nik, Cz rovesnI1k 'person of the same age', P rowies1ny
'of the same age' » ?? Lt † {Ju.} arvas 'free', Pru arwis : "wahr,
gewiss" (“ *'equal' “ 'even') »» Tc A, B ru- vt. 'open' ¶ WP II 356, P
874, EI 534 (*≤reu\Óes- 'open space' ÿ *reu\Ó- '[be] open'), Brtl. 1 5 1 2 -
3, Bai. 368-9, WH II 454, Vn R  1O, 38-9, Vs. 4OO-1, Vr. 453, Ho. 2 6 4 ,
Ho. S 61, Kb. 8O9, OsS 728, KM 587, Tr. 14, Vs. III 488-9, Glh. 519, En.
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144, Tp. P A-D 111-2, LKZ I 323, ≠  Frn. 15-6, Ad. 536-7 ˚  AD GD #3O,
IS MS 373 (*rÿwh5ÿ 'broad': S, IE).
2OO5. *rV yÉ  (= *rV y{i}?), a compound prn. of plurality \
collectivity >  IE *-e2r/*-r=, 3p ending of the non-active paradigm of t h e
verb (>  Ht hi-paradigm, NaIE perfect) > OI -≤ur, Av -ar´, Tc {KT}: 3 p
(past I) B -a2re, A -ar, 3p (past III) A -ar, B -a4r, Tc B {Bks.} -a2re, L -
e2re, -e(:)runt, Phr -aren (both latter forms f rom  *-e2r + *-n=t,
generalized ending of 3p), OIr -at-ar (3p preterit), e.g. NaIE *wid-r= ≠
*wid-e2r 'they have seen' > OI vi≤dur, Av v°Îare id., L vide2re ' t hey
saw'; Tc B kauta2re 'they split' (p.), Phr dakar(en) 'they have made ' ,
OIr -ga1datar 'they prayed'  Ht -ir (3p p.): er-ir 'they arrived' ¶ ¶
Bks. 238-9, Szem. IEL 243-5, Thr. 432-3, Wtk. GIV § 21, KT 269-7O ||
K: Sv -a4∏r ± -a4r ± -ar, -ïr, -e2r, -a4re, sx. of nominal pl.: Sv UB qana4r, ƒ
qana4re 'oxen' (↔  sg. qa4n 'ox'), gezlïr 'sons' (↔  sg. gezal 'son') ¶ Top.
SJ 81, GP US 5O-1 || ?? HS: HEC: Sd {Mrn.} -ri, -re, pl. of adjectives a n d
pronouns: lowo2ri 'big' pl. (↔  sg. lowo), duc7≤c7uri all' pl. (↔  sg.
≤duc7c7u 'all'), kore, kore2re, ≤kururi 'these' (↔ ≤konne, ≤kunni
'this') ¶ Mrn. S 26, Zab. MNPC 242ff. || A: Tg: WrMc -ri, pl. sx. o f
nouns: mafa-ri 'grandfathers, ancestors' (↔  sg. mafa), mama-ri
'grandmothers, female ancestors' (↔  sg. mama) »» Nn m‰p‰-ri accus .
pl. of the refl. pr. 'sich, sebå ' (↔  accus. sg. m‰pi), as well as pl. in all
other oblique cases: dat. pl. m‰ndu‰-ri (↔  dat. sg. m‰ndui), instr. pl .
m‰ndi‰-ri (↔  instr. sg. m‰ndii), etc.; Ul -r(I)/-r(i), marker of pl .
possessoris in the nominal forms of reflexive possession ('one’s own,
svoj '): pl. possessoris -ba-r(I)/-b‰-r(i)/-wa-r(I)/w‰-r(i) ↔ sg.
possessoris -bI/-bi/-I/-i, e.g. kuc7‰mb‰r(i) 'knife of several people '
(↔ kuc7‰mbi 'one’s [sg.] knife'), gIdawar(I) 'spear of several people '
(↔ gIdaI 'one’s [sg.] spear')  Ewk, Lm -r, pl. sx. of n-nouns: Ewk, Lm
oro-r 'reindeers' (↔ sg. oron), Ewk muri-r 'horses' (↔ sg. murin), Lm
h‰rka-r 'knives' (↔ sg. h‰rkan) ¶ Ci. 254-5, Bz. 1O24-6, Hrl. 33, Z 8 7 2 ,
874-5, Avr. GNJ I 256-8, Sun. UJ 33-5  T *-r1, marker of pl. in pe rs .
pronouns: *mi-r1 'we' (OT, Az, Qmq, Nog, Uz, ET, Qrg biz, Tk biz, T k m
biz biÎ, Qzq, Qq biÆz, VTt bez bÁz, Bsh bÁÎ, Alt, Tv bis, Tf bòi <z, Xk
p¡s pIs, Shor pis, Yk bihigi, Chv ´pir e-bòir), *si-r1 'ye, vos' (OT {Cl.}
sïz, Tk siz, Az, Qmq, Nog, Qrg, Uz, ET siz, Tkm siz TiÎ, Qzq, Qq siÆz,
VTt sez sÁz, Bsh hÁÎ, Yk ehigi, Chv ´sir e-zòir); this morpheme is
also present in the endings of 1p and 2p of verbs and in t h e
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possessive\predicative markers of 1p (MT XIII biz ol miz 'it is we') a n d
of 2p of nomina (ffd. see Sev. KS 18-21, Sev. KPr ∀ , Dmt. KP 25-32) ¶ Cl.
388, 86O, Rs. W 77, 424, Isx. M 2O8-35, Ra. 163  pKo *-ri in {S} *u!-ri!
'we'  > MKo u!ri!, NKo uri ¶ S AJ 255 [#98], S QK #98, Nam 389, MLC
1238  ?? J -ra, sx. of pronouns and nouns (denoting human beings)
with the meaning of plural and associative plural ('and those connec ted
with …': kimi-ra 'you and the others', kore-ra 'those people a n d
others') || ?? U: FU *°-rV, sx. of collectivity: Chr H/Y {Wc.} lu4lper
'alder-grove, alder-forest' (ÿ lu4lp´ 'alder'), Chr H pister , Chr T pis7≤ter
'grove\forest of lime-trees' (ÿ pist´ 'lime-tree'), Chr H tumer ' o ak -
forest' (ÿ tum¥ 'oak') ¶ Lh. PUAS 184, Wc. TNB 15-6  ?? Y: OY O
{Mat.} mir` 'we' ¶ IN 31O ¶ This form resembles very much T *mi-r1
'we' and pKo *u!-ri! id. || D: [1] D *-[V]r, sx. of nominal pl. (mainly o f
animate nouns) > Tm -r, -ir, Ml, OKn, Klm, Nk, Prj, Gdb, Gnd, Knd, Png,
Krx, Mlt -r, e.g. OTm makal<-ir 'girls, women', pen`t5-ir 'women ' ,
ke2lir 'relatves', Tm arasa-r 'kings (↔  sg. arasan3), Ml {An.} tac>c>´r
'carpenters' (↔  sg. tac>c>´nÀ), OKn kal5l5ar 'thieves' (↔  sg. kal5l5an3), Tl
allun5d5-ru ≠ allu-ru 'sons-in-law', de2varu 'gods', Klm ko2lavar
'persons of the Kolami tribe' (↔  sg. ko2lavan), Klm ma2s-ur 'men', budiak-
er 'old men', Prj muttaker, Gdb muttakor id., Prj kummaler ' po t t e r s ' ,
toler 'brothers' (↔  sg. tolen), Nk to2ler 'brothers' (↔  sg. to2len), Gdb
iler 'bridegrooms' (↔  sg. ilen`dß), Gnd A kandïr 'boys' (↔  sg. kandï),
Gnd K an`er 'sons-in-law' (↔  sg. an`e), Knd tßo2n`dß´r 'friends' (↔  sg. tßo2n`d´),
Png kar`der 'boys' (↔  sg. kar`de), Kui a2ba-ru 'fathers', a2poru 'sons', Krx
kukkor 'boys' (↔  sg. kukkos), a2lar 'men', mukkar 'women', Mlt maqer
'sons' (↔  sg. maqeh), maler 'men', peler 'women'  [2] D *-(V)r, p l .
ending of the personal gender in dem. pronouns and nouns, e.g. *ava-r
(pl. of *avanÀ 'that man) >  Tm avar 'those people', Ml avar ' t ho se
persons', Kt avr, Kn avar, Tu a2r´ id., Klm, Nkr avr, Prj, Gdb o2r ' t ho se
men', cp. Tl va2ru 'those persons', Knd va2r 'those men', Kui a2ru id.,
Krx, Mlt a2r 'those persons'   [3] D *-r  in D {Zv.} *-ˆ-ti-r, pers. ending
of 2p non-past >  OTm -tir, Kui ft. -d-eru, Krx prs. female -d-ay, Knd
non-past -n-ider ¶¶ An. SG 173-7, Zv. CDM I 15-6, Bloch S 8-9, Zv. DL
36 ˚  T *-r1 regularly goes back to N *r 1111 and *ry (< N *r[V]y). D *r  is a
reg. reflex of a N *r-cluster. It leads us to a *ry-cluster'. But cns .
clusters are never found in the word-initial position, which suggests N
*rVyV. We suppose that this marker of plurality goes back to a N
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compound: theme-focalizing N *rV (q.v.) + N plural marker ? *yÉ  ( =
y{i}?) 'these, they' (q.v.) ˚  Sin. UAP 116-8 (U, A), ≈  Gr. I 11O-4
("plural R(I)" in IE, CK, A, err. Gil [-r in mer 'we' incl., while in fact -r
goes back to *-t]).  
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2OO6. *sÉ  'he\she' (prn. of active [animated] beings and active
objects) >  HS: S: [1] S *s73u2?a 'he, that' >  Hb aue hu2 (spelled hu2?), Ug
hw, {Hnr.} huwa id., Ph, Pun, M’b __†h?, OA ‡‰ h? ≠ Â‰ hw, IA ve hw
(BA aue hu2), Sr W ∑˙u hu2, SmA ve hw ≠ ave hw?, A r vaEuu huwa, OSA:
Sb ae h?≠ aue hw? (obl. Tue hwt) 'he', Qt uS s7w (obl. TuS s7wt) ' th is ' ,
Gz WAtUw´?tu2  'he' (rebuilt on the basis of the obl. *?u2?V-tV <  *s73u2?a-
tV), Mh he2, Hrs hah, Jb E/C s7E(h), Sq yhe, hye, Ak s7u2 (gen.-accus.
s7u(w )a2ti) 'he'; [2 ] S prn. *s3 7u2 'him' (after a verb), 'his' (after a n o u n ) ,
that becomes a sx. in the descendant lgs., with *s73 > s7, h, ∅ in s o m e
descendant lgs. > Ak -s7u, BHb -o2 ≠ -w ≠ -hu2, Ug -h, {Hnr.} -hu(:), BA -
(e)h ≠ -hï, Sr -h ≠ -(h)ï, Ar -hu (gen. -hi), Sb -hw ≠ -h, Mn -s7w ≠ -s7,
Qtb -s7w(w) ≠ s7, Gz -hu2 ≠ -o2,  e.g. BHb &nB6 b´≤no2 'his son' (<  *bi≤na-hu2
<  pS *≤bin-a s73u2) and vib5a1 ?a2≤b3ï-w 'his father' alongside with the m o r e
conservative variant ueib5a1 ?a2≤bï-hu2 id. (both from *?a≤bï s73u2 <  *?a≤bi s7u2;
[3] S *s73ï?a 'she, that (f.)' >  BHb aie5 hï (spelled h°?) id., Ph, M’b, OA
‡‰†h?, Pun È‰ hy, [Plt.] HY, Ug hy (= *hi[:]ya), IA ie hy (BA aie5 hï), Sr
W Ô˙ihï, SmA ie hy ≠ aie hy?, Ar  ¥aEi hiya, OSA: Sb ae h? ≠ aie hy?
(obl. Tie hy-t), Qt (obl.) TiS s7y-t, Gz YAtI y´?t° (rebuilt on the basis
of the obl. *?ï?V-tV < *s73ï?a-tV), Mh se2, seh, Hrs se2h, Jb sEh, Sq sE ( i n
the SES lgs. s- for the expected •s7- or •h- for unknown reasons: any
infl. of the following *ï?), Ak s7° (gen., accus. s7u(w)a2ti) 'she'; [4]
Similar representations of *s73 are found in the reflexes of t h e
postnominal and postverbal prn. *s73ï 'her' (turned to a sx. in t h e
descendant lgs.; [5 ] OAk s7u  st.c. 'that of' (accus. s7a, gen . s7i) ¶ Vg. PP,
OLS 17O, Hnr. 86, 12O, 293, Tal 199-2OO, 2O3, MSUS 1O2-7, Seg. AAG
165-72, GBr. JJAP 88-9O, Sd. G §§ 41-45  Eg -f (<  *sw-) 'he' (f- <
*sw- , accus. to Dk.’s hyp.) (× N *s++++s7 777ÉwV 'oneself, self', q.v.), -s ' she ' ,
aut. pronouns: swt  'he', stt 'she' ¶  Ed. 7O-81, Tk. I 29O (wonders if
the change Eg -f < HS *-sW was conditioned by a following *-u)  EC
{Ss., AD} *?us-u2 'he' (aut. prn.) ≠ {AD} *?is-{a} id., {Ss.} *?is7-ï ' s h e '
(aut. prn.) > Sa u!su2k, Af usuk, Sml isa!-gu, Bs usu, Rn {PG} u~su!, Arr {Hw.}
?u(s)su! / nom. ?u!(s)su, Or B i!sa, Kns i!s7a, Gdl iyy, Gwd u!so, HEC {Hd.}
*isi (> Sd/Ged/Kmb/Brj {Hd.} isi) 'he', Sa ise, Arr {Hw.} ?e(s)se! /
nom. ?e!(s)se, ? Sml iya!-du, Or B i!se? / i!s-ï, Or Wl i!s7e? / i!s7-ï, Kns i!s7e2-
tta, i!s7e-nna, i!s7e-dßdßa, Rn {Bl.} is7, {PG} i~c7e!, Bs ise2, Gwd i!so; Arr ?es(s)e!
'she', HEC {Hd.} *ise > Sd/Ged/Kmb ise, Hd isi, Brj is7i 'she' ¶ Ss. PEC
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34-5, Ss. B 1O6-7, Bl. 17O, 174, 24O, 247, 253, 297, PG 148, 286, Hw. A
215, Hd. 77, 132, 414 || IE: [1] NaIE *so 'he, this', m. nom. (↔ *to-Ê
'it' (ntr. nom.-accus. and *to-  [non-nominative cases of both masc. a n d
neuter]) >  OI sa, Av ha, Gt sa, ON sa1 'he, this' (m. nom.), Tc B se
'this' m., Gk df. art. m. nom. [o (↔  OI tad, Gt †ata 'it, this' ntr., Tc B
te 'this' ntr., Gk df. art. ntr. nom.-accus. to1); OL sum / sam accus .
'this one' ¶ Szem. IEL 2O2-6, Bks. 2O2-3, M K III 41O, KT 163-4  [2] IE
*-s, nom. case ending of the animate gender (>  NaIE nom. m., f.) >  sg:
NaIE *-s >  OI (-s) (allophonic variants -h5, -s, etc.), Gk -ß, L -s, Gt -s,
OScn -R, ON -r, Lt -s, etc., e.g. NaIE *wl=kWo-s 'wolf' nom. (>  OI
(≤vr=kas), Gk ly1koß, L lupus, Gt wulfs, Lt vilkas id.), OScn
stainaR, NaIE *su2nu-s 'son' nom. (>  OI su2≤nu-s5, Gt sunus, Lt
su2nu~-s), NaIE *neptï-s 'niece' (>  OI nap…tis5, L neptis); AnIE *-s
nom. (animate gender) >  Ht, Lw, HrLw, Pal -s, e.g. Ht, Pal aruna-s
'sea', HLw {Mer.} washa-s 'lord', Pal anna-s mother' ¶¶ Ffd. see  Brg.
KVG 376-7, Bks. 172-92, Szem. IEL 16O-92, EI 457; for AnIE: Mer. SGA
275-319, Mer. HHG 151, Rsk. 54-5 ¶¶ The nom. form goes back to a
nomen with a thematizing focalizer (wl=kWo-s nom. 'wolf' “ lit. 'wolf-
that = volk-to ' = 'as for the wolf') ¶¶ *so (unlike other d e m .
pronouns and *o -nouns) has no nominative ending, because *so  and t h e
nominative ending *-s  are historicaly identical ||  U : FU *sÉ  'he, she' >  F
ha4n 'he, she, it', 3s prn., Krl he¢a4n, Vo ha4n ≠ ha4∏n » Lp: N {N} so<2n (ob l .
su2-) 'he, she', S {Hs.} saºdne ≠ sadne, Kld {SaR} so2nn so2n: (accus.-
gen. so2n, dat.-dir. sonn´≥) 'he, she, it' » Er/Mk son 'he, she, it' » Prm:
Vt so 'he; that', ? Z ziy‰ 'he' »» Hg o¡ 'he, she, it' » pObU *TÉ:-n 'they' >
pVg *ta4∏n > Vg: T ta4n, LK/P/NV/SV/LL tan, MK ton, UK tO2n, UL/Ss ta2n  ?
pObU {Hl.} *To4Æw+˝ 'he, she' >  pVg ta4Æw >  Vg: T tu4w, LK ta4w (accus .
ta4∏w´), MK/UK/NV/SV/LL ta4w, P ta4w (accus. ta4∏wa), UL/Ss taw; pOs
¬o4Æ˝ 'he, she' > Os: V lo4ÆG, Vy yo4ÆG, Ty ¬eGW, Y ¬e"w ≠ ¬o$Æw, D/K te"w, Nz
tu"w, Kz ¬u"w, O luw id.; pOs *¬e"˝ ({∫Hl.} *¬iÆ˝) them' >  Os: V le"G, Vy
ye"G, Ty ¬e"G, D te"G, Nz tiÆG, B {Ahl.} li ¶ Acc. to Rédei, BF *h- is from *s-
in an unstresed syll. The final cns. -n in BF, Lp, and Mr may go back to a
very ancient generalization of *-nV of the oblique cases (<  N *nu ,
genitive pc.) ¶  UEW 453 (*sÉ), Coll. 8O-1, Hs. 118, SaR 547, TI 514-5 ,
Vrt. tables i, iv, Ht. ##114, 125 ||  A  *s+s 7V 'he, this' >  T (after stem-final
vowels) *-si / *-sî 'his\her\their' >  OT {Ajd., Kondr.} -si / -sî, {Gbn.} -
si / ?-sî, MQp [CC] -si / -sî - / -su, XwT/Chg {Eckm.}. OOsm {Mans., Gz.}
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-si / -sî, Tk -si / -sI / (after stems with labialized vowels) -su4 / -su,
Az, Ggz, Qmq, QrB -si / -sî / -su4 / -su, Tkm -Ti / -Tî, CrTt, Brb {Dm.},
Nog, Qq, SY {Tn.} -si / -sî, Qzq -si / -sy (-siÆ / -sî), VTt -sÁ / -s¥, Bsh
{Dmt.} -hÁ / -h¥ / -hÁº / -h¥º, ET, Uz -si, Alt/Qmn {B}, Xk, Shor {BabD} -zi
/ -zî, QK/Tb {B}, Tv -zi / -zî / -zu4 / -zu, Chl {Dlz.} -zi / -zî / -zu4, Yk -ta
/ -ta4 ¶ This T sx. is likely to go back to N *sÉ  'he\she' + T *-i/-î
'his\her' (< N *yi  'he, [?] that' [q.v.]) ¶ Xak. 61 quotes Blgh {Xak.} -si
(ba4lku4si 'his gravestone'), but Bz. HB does not mention this sx., a n d
Erd. 89-9O denies its existence in Blgh; the form ba4lku4si is probably
Qp rather than Blgh ¶ SrbG SIGTJ 94-5, S AJ 196 [#24O], Ajd. 144-6 ,
Kondr. 8, Gbn. ATG § 191, Gbn. CC 61, Eckm. ChT 122, Eckm. T 1 4 9 ,
Mans. AO 17O, Gz. 41, Kon. GTJ 74, Dmt. GBJ 56-7, B DK 79, B DLT 2 3 -
4, B DChT 57-9, BabD ShJ 47O-1, Dlz. ChTJ 25O, Tn. SJJ 51, Xak. 6 2 ,
Ktw. PLA 46-7, Bz. BT 1-17, Rs. MTS 21-5, Dmt. KP ∀ , Sev. KP ∀ , Pokr. GJ
117, Mag. 198, Ra. MTJ 22  pJ {S} *s‰!- 'this' (deictic √ ) >  OJ so!-, J: T
so~-re, K so!-re!, Kg so!i; OJ si > J s1i (focalizing. pc. and conjuction) ¶ S AJ
268 [#78], S QJ #7, Syr. DJ 155, Kenk. 1644 ¶¶ S AJ 277 [#74], DQA
#2145 (A *s+s7V! 'this, that, he\she') ||| The genitive case ending in IE
and K may belong here as well: IE *-os/*-es  (preserved best in t h e
nominal inflection of consonantic stems) > OI -as (gen. of consonant ic
nouns, e.g. rajn%-as 'king’s), gen. of consonantic nouns: Gk -oß, L -is
(< IE *-es), OLt -es (a!kmen-es 'of stone', mo!ter-es 'mother’s ,
dukter-e!s 'daughter’s'), Lt -s (akmenﬁ-s, dukterﬁ-s), pSl *-e (e.g.
OCS kamene kamen-e 'of stone'), Gt -s (gumin-s 'person’s'), Ht -
as (halkii\-as 'of corn') (<  the pN deictic *ha  or *h{e}  + the N
pronominal *sÉ; the meaning of genitive is expressed h e r e
syntactically: in groups "noun N ⁄ + nominal N€" the noun N ⁄ functions a s
genitive, so that the N nominal phrase "N⁄ *ha++++ {e}  sÉ" means 'N⁄
*ha++++ {e}’s he', sc. 'that of the N⁄"); very archaic forms are present i n
heteroclitic nouns: *-nos ≠ *-nes in Ht pahhuenas 'of f i re ' ,
witenas 'of water', OLt wa<ndenes id., OI yaknas 'of liver' - c p .
nom. yakr=t); the underlying N word group is N⁄ + *nu  hV sÉ (= *nu
gen. + deictic *ha  or *h{e}  + pronominal *sÉ  = lit. "the N⁄’s he", sc .
'that of the N ⁄ '); the deictic pc. and the prn. function here a s
nominalizers of a phrase (N *0æwete6666 nu hV sÉ  literally means 'that o f
the water") ¶¶ Bks. 115, 173, Stang VG 221, Rsk. 54-64 || K  *-is` (≠ *-s`
≠ *°-as`), marker of the gen. case > OG, G -is, -s, Mg -is7, -s7, Lz -s7, Sv -is7
(≠ i\s7), -a4s7 (± -as7) id.; the prehistory of this K case ending is  similar t o
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that of the IE one (except for the absence of traces of N *nu , sc. noun +
N *hV sÉ ). Cf. N *{y}iyo 'which' (rel.) ¶¶ K S 88-93, K 1O3 ˚  In HS,
IE, A, and ObU there may be a coalescence of the pronominal etymon i n
question with N *s ++++ s 7 777ÉwV 'oneself' (q.v.). Neither can we rule out s o m e
infl. of N *c 1111É  'that' (distal or intermediate deixis) (q.v.) ˚  ≈ IS I 7, ≈
Gr. I 99-1O1 (IE, U, A, Ai).
2OO6a. *s1111{u 4 444} (> **s 1111i) 'thou' (a variant of *t''''{u 4 444} [>  *t''''i] 'thou'?) >  K:
[1] K *si, *°si-n 'thou' > Mg si, Lz si ≠ sin 'thou, to thee' (c. rect., erg. ,
dat.), Sv UB/LB/L/Ln si 'thou' (indeclinable); OG, G s7en 'thou' is likely
to go back to the OG/G poss. prn. s7en- 'thy'  [2] *s7wen- 'thy' (< N
*c 7777 {u 4 444 }  'that of' + N *s1111{u 4 444} 'thou' + N *nu gen.) >  OG, G s7en-, Mg skan- ≠
sk'an-, Lz skan- ≠ ckan-, Sv isgwi- ≠ isgu- ≠ isk'wi- 'thy'; compar i son
with other poss. pronouns (K *c7em- 'my', *c7wen- 'our') suggests t h a t
*s7wen- goes back to pre-K *c7-swen-, where *c7- is a marker of poss .
pronouns (<  N *c7777{u 4 444} 'that of, that witch') ¶ K 162 and K2 164 (*sen-
'thou'), K 216 (*s7wen- 'thy'), K2 25O (*s7(w)en- 'thy'), K 218-9, M a r r
29, IS I 6 (*s7we- 'thy' <  *c7-swe-), Shan. G 51, Top. SJ 83, TK 7O6, ≠
Gm. SSh 37-4O (Zan si from *s7wen due to morphological analogy) ||
IE  *-si (/*°-sei\?) "primary" ending of 2s (pres. active) >  OI, Av, Ht -si,
Gk -si  ( ]essi` 'thou art'), -i (<  *-si, e.g. e‘i 'du gehst' <  *ey-si), L, Gt -s,
OCS -si -si (Esi jesi 'thou art' <  *°es-sei\)  NaIE *-s, "secondary"
ending of 2s (past tenses, active) >  OI -s, Gk -ß, Gt -s ¶ Szem. EVS-8O
216, Blz. IEPP 1O, Bks. VT 276-9, Brg. KVG 59O-6 || A: [1] A *si ' t h o u ' ,
gen. *si-n{u4} >  Tg *si', gen. *si'ni >  WrMc si, Ewk, Orc, Ud, Ul, Nn si,
Neg sï, Sln s7i, Lm hï 'thou', gen.: WrMc sini, Neg sin, Sln s7inï, Lm hin,
Ul, Ork sin(i) 'thy' ¶ Bz. 1O7-9, STM II 72-3, Krm. 283  ppT *si ' t h o u '
/ *sa4n- ≠ *sen- ≠ obl. *sin- >  Chv ´se€ e-zòÁ 'thou' / obl. san- san- (<
ppT *sa4n) »» NaT *sa4n / *sa4n- (with variants *sen(-), *sin(-)) 'thou' ( f o r
all cases except dat. *saNa) >  OT sa4n ± sen 'thou' (accus. seni ± sini),
Tk sen, Tkm Ten, Az, Ggz, ET, Chl sa4n, Qmq, QrB, CrTt, Qq, Qzq, Qrg,
StAlt, Uz, Shor, Tv, Tf, SY sen, Qmn sen ≠ sin, VTt, Brb, Xk sin, Bsh hin,
Slr sen (accus. seni ≠ sini), Yk a4n ¶ Obviously the NaT prn. *sa4n ≠ *sen
≠ *sin results from generalization of the stem for the obl. cases t h a t
goes back to the A genitive *si-n{u4} <  N *s1111{u4 444} nu  (*s1111 {u 4 444} + marker o f
genitive). It is not clear why in most T lgs. we find *a4 in *sa4n for t h e
expected *i. It may have been caused by the ass. infl. of the vowel o f
some case ending followed by generalization of the allomorph *sa4n-
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throught the paradigm of the obl. cases (see  Doerfer: "Alle
Unregelmäßigkeiten bei der Deklination der Personalpronomina lassen
sich durch Assimilation erklären", Dr. Tbs 214). The original vw. of *si
is preserved in the OT Tonyuquq inscription (accus. sini) and in t h e
ppT prn. of 2p *si-r1 (< N *s1111{u 4 444} + N *rV yÉ , a compound prn. o f
plurality \ collectivity, q.v. ffd.) ¶  Cl. 86O and Tz. UJS 98 recons t ruc t
sïz 'you' (pl.) with a long vw. for OT without explicit justification o f
their conjecture; most probably the reason is the plene spelling zyS
syz in MhK (OT QU), but even if this length (not confirmed by e i ther
Turkic Runic or Uyghur script of OT) did exist in the OT QU prn., i t
could not go back to pT or NaT - on the ev. of the Tkm reflex (short i  i n
Tkm TiÎ). The vw. i in Chv e-zòir 'you' (pl.) does not necessarily
provide ev. of ppT *ï, as shown by M. Räsänen (Rs. MIFTJ 61): among
17 cases of Chv-Tkm corrs. of i-vowels he found only 4 cases where
Chv i corresponded to Tkm ï, but 13 cases where the Tkm cognate o f
Chv i was a short i ¶ Lvt. IM 3O-1, Cl. 831-2, 86O, Rs. W 4O9, 424, Kon.
GJTRP 164-6, Ajd. 179, 363, Ashir. OJS 95, B DK 51, Tn. SJ 127-8, Fed. II
481  pJ {Vv., DQA} *°si > OJ {Mill., ChmU, S} si 'thou, you' ({Mill.} si
ga katarake⁄ba 'because you say' [Manyoshu 9O4], si ga nakeba
'if you are not [there]' [Nihon Shoki, song 8O]) ¶ Mur. KNND, Mill. JAL
159-6O, ChmU AJV 269, Vv. LDROJ 1O5, Vv. JKAL 6, S QJ #1657 
Korean: Ramstedt proposed to tie in Ko si \at  'thou' (used between a wife
and a concubine of the same man) ({Rm.} <  *si-asi?) and Ko sinim,
used as a form of address among Buddhists ¶  Rm. SKE 179 ¶¶ DQA
#1981 (A *si  'thou' > T, Tg, J), Rm. EAS II 68-73 (hyp. of an original *-n
in M *tin, Tg *sin 'thou')  [1a] A *°s{u4}a 'you' (pl.) (<  N *s1111{u4 444} ?a , sc .
*s1111 {u 4 444}  'thou' + pc. of plurality *?a ) > Tg nom. *su'e ({Bz.} *su4a4) 'you' /
obl. *sun- (ffd. see  below s.v. N *t''''{u4 444} ?a ≠ *s1111{u4 444} ?a )  [2] A *°si (≠
*s{i}n{u4}) in postnomimal (probably enclitic) position meant 'thy'; i n
most modern Tg lgs. it has become a ppa. of 2s: Tg *si >  Nn, Ul, Orc -
si, Ud -hi, Ewk, Neg, Lm -s, Sln -s7(i) 'thy' ¶ Bz. 1O9-11, STM II 72-3 ,
Krm. 87 || D: Brh -s, verbal ending of 2s subiecti ¶ Bray I 118, 124-7 ,
An. JB 71-8O ˚ The vw. *u4444 is preserved as labialized in Tg nom. *su'e
({Bz.} *su4a4) / obl. *sun- (≠ ? *°su'en-) 'vos' < N *s1111{u4 444} ?a ˚ See IS I 6 ,
AD PP ∀ , Blz. IEPP ∀ , ≈  Palm. LMP 169-74 ˚  In my opinion, the var iant
*s 1111 {u 4 444 } results from assibilation *t '''' -  >  *s 1111 -  due to the palatalizing effect o f
the vw. *{u 4444 } (if not *i ); a similar opinion was expressed by Illich-Svitych
(IS I 6 and 227). This phonetic change (just as the delabialization N
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*t''''{u 4 444} 4 >  *t''''i and N *s1111{u 4 444} >  *s 1111i) was probably conditioned by t h e
grammatical (pronominal) usage of the word. This kind of changes (as . ,
reduction, loss of marked phonemic features) is typical o f
grammatical\gramaticalized morphemes throughout the world (cp. -s1a
>  -s1 and -s1a >  -sa in R: boålså [ba≤yalsa] 'I was afraid', bo√så >
bo√s∆  [ba≤yus1] 'I am afraid', or in NE: [ai\ háv ≤dÄn] >  [ai\v ≤dÄn]; in NE
the voicing T- (initial) >  Î- occured in the pronouns thou, that,
this  and in conjunctions [though], but not in nouns, adjectives, a n d
verbs, all of them preserving the original T: thumb, thick, think,
etc.). An alt. hyp. is that of Blz. IEPP (*t'+ti and *su are originally
different pronouns of the 2nd person, IE *tu2 resulting from the merge r
of both) ˚ On N *s1111{u 4 444} ?a 'ye (vos)' (prn. of 2p) see  below s.v. *t''''{u4 444} ?a
≠ *s1111{u 4 444} ?a 'ye (vos)'.
2OO7. *s1111V 'to, towards', directive\inessive postp. >  HS: S: [1] S *-as73,
directive case ending >  Hb -a2 (unstressed: et1iB2e2 hab≤bayt-a2 ' h o m e '
(direction), en!im5i! ya2≤mïn-a2 'to the right', em1d6q# ≤k'Ed3m-a2 'to the East',
ec1r^a2 ≤?arc'-a2 'to the earth, to the land (of Israel)', Ug -h (ending of t h e
directive case), Ak -is7 id., [2] S *°-{s7}i >  Ak -s7i, dative of pe rs .
pronouns: ya2-s7i(m) 'to me', ka2-s7i(m) 'to thee' (m.) ¶ Dk. SXJ 55-6 ,
Sd. G §§  41-2, 67, Strn. 1O3, A U 26  ? B *s 'towards, by means of' >
Ntf s avec, vers', Ah s, ´s, Kb s 'pour, vers' ¶ AiM 23O (*s instr.), Fc.
1798-8O2  C: Ag: Xm {Ap.} -s, -gÈ-s ≠ -c7È-s (dative ending o f
pronouns: aw-s 'to whom', yÈ-gÈs ≠ yÈ-c7Ès 'to me', etc.), Aw {Hz.} -
s(i), dat.-dir. of nouns, Bln {Hz.} -si dat.-loc. of fem. nouns, Km {Ap.} -
(‰)s7, -As7, dat. of nouns and pronouns (ki gAn-As7 'to your m o t h e r ' ,
n‰gus-As7 'to\for the king', ku-s7‰ 'to you') ¶ Hz. AL 16-7, Hz. NSA 1 2 5 ,
Ap. K 25  NrOm: Shn {C} -s7 (dat. and accus.: ta-s7 'to me, me'), Wl
{C}, Gf {Mrn.} -s (dat.) 'to, for' ¶ C SO 13, Mrn. O 3O ¶¶ Ap. ANH 8 ||
K *-s, dative case ending >  OG -s, -s-a, G -s, Mg -s, Mg SZ -s, ( a f t e r
sonorants) -c, Lz -s, Sv -s ¶¶ K S 69-78, Shan. G 36-46, Kiz. 66, Top. SJ
8O ||  U *-s1 ≠ -c1 'to, towards' >  pOs *-c1, directive ending in adverbs: Os
D {Stn.} to"X´t!, Os O {Stn.} toX´s1 'thither' ( 'dor thin ' ) , Os N {Sz.} nÈ˝È-s1
'down' (direction), no˝o-s 1  'up' (direction) »» Prm *-z1 ≠ *-Z1 'up to, till' >
Vt -oz∆ -oz1, {Jem.} ∆  -‰s1 or -os1, Z -o≥dz -‰Z1 » Chr -s7 'into, to': kuÎe-s7
'into (the) hand', ku-s7 'wohin', tu-s7 'dorthin' » F -s (in adverbs: ala-s
'down' [direction], 'donwards' ÿ ala 'ground', ylo4-s 'up' [direction]
ÿ yli 'over', ulos 'out' [direction] ÿ ulko- 'exterior', kauas ≠
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kauvas 'far away' [direction] - cp. loc. kauka-na 'far away' [place]),
Lv ko2ga-zò 'far away, kauas', ull-zò 'out' » Mr *-s 'to, towards '
(directive): Er -s, Mk -s, -c 'into' (illative ending of nouns), Er mala-s
'near' (direction), 'up to' (cp. mala-v  'near')   Sm *-s  (sx. of direct ive)
>  Ne F, Ne T Knn -s1 (directive ‘ transitive, predicative, essive o f
nouns): Ne F rus1s1i-s1 kayye¢a4 'er ging weg zu den Russen', Ne T/W -s1
infinitive; P. Hajdú finds cognate infinitive forms in Ng (-sa ≠ -se ≠ -si)
and in En (-s1(i)), which has not been confirmed by the available
grammatical descriptions of Ng and En. Hajdú adduces here t h e
instrumental case ending -sa4 in Slq (Slq Tz -sa4) and -sÉ  in Kms, which is
unconvincing, because it is hard to imagine a semantic change from t h e
lative case to instrumental. Kü. SUKF I I47-8 presents an alt. explanation
of this Slq and Kms instr. sx. (as well the sxs. of the modal case i n
NrSm: Ne -Na2es1, En -s1) as going back to a participial form *Vs1É 'be ing '
¶¶ Sz. 59, Majt. SM 264-6, Fkt. EJ-93 197, Fkt. MJ-93 183, Srb. IMPJ 6O-
5, Bat. KZJ 221, Kelm. UJ 247, Jem. GVJ 125, Stn. D 1394, Hj. LIKSz
119-31, Hj. LIS 269-71, KHG 75 ¶¶ The cns. *-c1 (in Os, Z, and Mk) <  **-
s1 originally after a stem-final dental cnss. *n, *l, *t (e.g. *-ns1 >  *-nc1
[nt¢s 1], a natural epenthesis of a clusive dental element between a clusive
dental and a fricative, sc. a delay in losing the contact between t h e
lamina of the tongue and the gum (like in other lgs.: MHG uns 'us' >  Yid
N unZ, MHG mens7 'person' >  Yid  menc7). Mr -s (for the expected -s7) is
probably due to the final position. If the Lp directive sx. -s belongs h e r e
(Lp N vuolas 'down'), its cns. s (for the expected pLp *c1 >  Lp N c7
from FU *-s1) is due to coalescence with the translative case ending -s <
*-ksV (as explained in Krh. 229-3O). The Hg lative ending -e1 / -a1
(adduced here by Szinnyei) goes back to FU -y (lative ending) r a t h e r
than here. The alt. hyp. proposed by Hajdú (Hj. LIKSz 119-31, Hj. LIS
269-71) and equating Ne -s1 and Z -Z1 with the F prolative -tse, -tsi
'through' and with Mr -c1ok! is less plausible both semantically a n d
phonetically: F -tse ≠ -tsi goes back to the BF prolative affix *-cek ¬
*-cen 'through' (Laan. 175-6), so that both the phonetic form and t h e
meaning of the F and the Mr forms do not justify their comparison with
Ne -s1 and Z -Z1 'to' ˚  IS MsN.
2OO8. (€?) *ÍV?[y]{u 6666 }  'be full' > IE: Ht {Ts.} suw- 'full', suwat- v.
'fill (füllen)', md. 'swell, become full' ¶ Frd. HW 2OO, Ts. W 79 ||  HS: S:
Ak s7e2?u '≈  polstern' ¶ Sd. 1222  ¶ Ak e2 < *a?i (cp. re2s7u 'head' <  S
*≤ra?is7-u, see  AD SH 96)  Eg fP s¿y 'satt werden \ sein \ machen', Eg
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MKL/NK s¿w 'Sättigung' > DEg sy, sìy 'satt werden' > Cpt: Sd seI sei,
B sI si 'be sated' ¶ EG IV 14-6, Er. 4O6-7, Vc. 182  || ?σ A: AmTg: O r c
sia, Nn se2(n-) 'meat dumplings, pel∆meni ' (≡σ : NHb Mia5l1umm6
memula≤?im  'meat dumplings' [lit. 'those filled in, gefüllte']) ¶ STM II 7 3
˚  Because of Eg s- and -¿- we have to distinguish between this N
etymon and N *s6666VwV 'to swell' (q.v.) (where Eg s7ww+y
'emporsteigen(d), anschwellen(d)' rules out lrs.).
2OO9. € *s1111{i?}bV 'strap, thong' >  HS: *√s7bb, *°s7ibb- >  Ak s7ibb-
'Gürtel, Gürtelschlange', Ar sabab- 'rope' ¶ Sd. 1226, BK I 1O38, Hv.
3O5  EC {AD} *s7e{?b}- (≠ *s7a{?b}-?), {Ss.} *s7e2b-  'leather strap' >  Rn
{PG} sa2^b 'narrow thong, strap of leather', Or {Ss.} se2p'ani id., Dsn {To.}
sa2 ^b 'leather strip', Arr {Hw.} sa2 ~bi!t (pl. sa2 ~b-o!) 'strap, thong', Hr s7e2p-akko
'leather belt' ¶ Ss. PEC 33, PG 253, Hw. A 391, To. DL 524 ¶ The
glottalization in Or -p'- and the long vw. suggest the presence of a N l r .
(most probably *?) || U *s1+s6{ï}wa6 ({{Coll.} *s1ÈwV, {UEW} *s1a6wV)
'strap' > OHg zius , zyv  (= [siu]), Hg szI1j (accus. szI1jat), ∆ sziju,
szivu 'strap' » ObU {AD} *se2w+˝É > pOs {AD} *se˝V 'draught-strap' >
Os: V seG´ 'draught-strap of a reindeer or a horse; horse’s collar,
draught-dog’s collar attached to a draught-strap', Vy seGa4, Ty sa$ÆG´, Y
sa$ ÆG´, Nz siÆG´ 'draught-strap of dogs', D -sa$ÆG ± -s´G, Kz siÆw- ' d raught -
strap'  Sm: Ne: T sa, T O {Lh.} sa, F L {Lh.} Xa2 ' d raught -s t rap '
('Zugriemen, postromka '); Ng {Prk.} suaN id.; En X {Prk., Ter.} sa id., En
X {Cs.} sa6, En B {Cs.} so 'Halfter' ¶¶ Coll. 6O, MF 585, Stn. D 1312, Trj.
S 425, Lh. 4O1-2, Ter. 514, Ter. SILSJ 2O4, Prk. RE 212, Prk. NgJ 56, KP
#1316, UEW 493-4 (rejects the Os cognate because it has front vowels,
while, acc. to UEW, the pU had back vowels).
2O1O. *s1111i[?u]bV (or *s1111i[?u4444]bV?) 'clean' >  IE {EI} *seu\p- 'pure, wha t
is taboo for humans' > Ht suppi- 'pure', suppa- 'flesh\viscera o f
sacrificed animals'  Um supa {EI} 'viscera of sacrificed animals' ¶
Frd. HW 199, Ts. W 78, EI 493 || ? K: G supta 'clean' ('sauber, re in ,
reinlich, frisch'), unless a loan from some Iranian lge, cp. Phl spe2d
'white' or ClNPrs {Vl., Sg.} dyPsa sape2d, NPrs {BM} dyPsa sa4pïd ≠ dyPsi
sepïd id. ¶ Chx. 1286, NCh. 372, DCh. 12O2, McK 76, SSO II 118, Vl. II
215, Sg. 653 || HS: WS *√c'pw+y 'be clean' > Sr √s'py D  vt. {Br.} 'c lean,
filter', {PS} 'colavit, limpidus factus est', {JPS} 'filter, strain', {PS} d .
mes5t5afya2na2 'purus, mundatus, limpidus', Ar √sœfw G  'be p u r e ,
limpid' (of water), 'be clear' (of sky)', Mh √s'fy (pf. ≤s'ayfi) 'be c lear ' ,
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Mh s'o2fi, Hrs s'a2fi, Jb E/C ≤s'ofi 'pure, clean' ¶ Br. 635, PS 343O, JPS 4 8 2 ,
BK I 135O, Hv. 4OO, Jo. M 359 || U: FU *s1+s6ïwa ≠ *s1+s6iwa ' c lean
(sauber), fine (hübsch)' >  F siivo 'clean (sauber), decent, p rope r ' ,
siva 'hübsch, nett, niedlich', sivakka 'smooth, fine, clean ( s aube r ) '
»» ObU {†Hl.} *°su4w+˝- >  pOs *su4˝- >  Os: V su4G, Ty siGW, Y {Stn.} siw
'Schönheit', V/Vy {Stn.} su4kN = 'schön' (of a person),Vy su4kN =, Ty/Y sikWN =
'schön' (of things)' ¶ UEW 481-2, Stn. 131O, KrT 835, Trj. VD 187 || A:
M *°suba+u- >  WrM suba- ≠ subu-, HlM suva- v. 'clean', ???σ MM
[MA] suba- vt. 'plaster' ¶ MED 733, Pp. MA 326  ?φ  Tg *si{b}e- >  O r k
sïw‰-  vt. 'clean (a pipe), pick (one’s teeth)', Nn si(y)‰si- vt. 'clean ( a
pipe, between the teeth)', Neg siy‰lg‰-, Ul si‰si‰- vt. 'clean' ¶ STM II
8O ˚  A hypothetic N *-?u ++++u 4 444 -  may be responsible for the vw. u in Ht, G,
and M, as well as for the vl. *p and the glottalized *c' in S. Alt.
explanations of this u: the ass. infl. of *b or a pN *u 4444 An alt. pN rec. :
*s 1111u 4 444bV  with delabialization in U and Tg.
2O11. ?σ *s1111ah{i}bV (or *s1111ahu 4444ba??) 'desert; saline earth' >  HS: S
*°s7+shb- >  Ar sahb- {BK} 'vaste désert', esp. 'désert salé', {Hv.} 'wide
desert' ¶ BK I 1155, Hv. 341  ?? EC {Ss.} *zib- 'desert' >  Sa {R} dib-o,
Af {R} dub-u, Sml B {Fl.} dib-id, {Mrn.} dib-ad 'desert', Rn {PG} yi!b
'uninhabited land, wilderness', Sd {Mrn.} dubb-o 'forest', (× LEC *d'iP-
'narrow', represented by Or {Sr.} d'ip'u2 'narrowness' ÿ d'ip'o2 'narrow' <
N *c6666 ' '''ip''''a 6 666 'be narrow, be compressed'): Or {Th.} dib-u ≠ dip-u 'valle,
vallata, gola', {Brl.} d5ibu  'valle, depressione, strettoia' ¶ Ss. WOKS 14O,
Th. 1O, Brl. 11O, PG 299 ¶¶ EC voiced *z- is puzzling; therefore Tk.
AANM 1 rejects the S-C comparison || D *c>+k!ava 'brackish\saline ea r th ,
fuller’s earth' (× N *c'''' 6 666apV v. 'clay, mud; to smear, to moisten' × N
*s1111ab{?}V 'clay') >  Tm cavat5u 'earth impregnated with soda, alcaline
soil, sediment; fuller’s earth', Tu cavul5Ë, cavul5u 'brackish, saline' ,
Tl caud5u 'fuller’s earth' ¶¶ D #2386 || U: *s1+s6oywa 'soil, clay' >  Lp T
{TI} c7!ui\∏vE, Lp Kld {TI} c7 !uu\2y´ 'Ton, Lehm' » Prm {LG} *s1oy 'clay' >  Z se≥j
s1oy, Z US s1o¿y, Yz ≤s1u$y id., Vt s√j s1uj, Vt G s1u$y 'soil, clay'  Sm: Slq: Tz
{KKIH} so4 'earth, soil; clay', {Cs.} so∏4 'Ton, Erde, Lehm', MO/Ke {Cs.}
su4e, B/Kar su4∏ id.; Koyb {Ps.} se 'Ton' ¶¶ UEW 483, LG 252, KKIH 1 7 1 ,
Cs. 161, 247, 29O || A: ?φ NaT *say 'stony desert; stony ground ,
pebbles' > OT {Cl.} sa2y 'stony desert', 'an area of level ground covered
with stone', Tf say 'pebbles; a spit (Landzunge) of pebbles and small
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stones in a river', Xk, Alt say 'pebbles, shallow place in a river', Tv say
'pebbles', 'shallow', Ln say 'pebbles; stony river-bed', Qrg say ' d r y
river-bed; wadi (dry in summer)', Chg ≥XV c7ay 'a river that flows in t h e
winter and is dry in the summer', Qzq, ET say 'ravine', Tkm say
'shallow' ¶ The long *a2 (supposed by Cl on the basis of plene   spelling
î'S  in MhK) is at variance with the Tkm ev. of a pT short *a ¶ Cl. 8 5 8 ,
DTS 481, TL 93, Ra. 225, TvR 362, BT 123, Jud. 621, Rl. IV 219-2O ¶
The loss (or zero reflex) of the N *-b-  is still to be explained  ? AdS
of pJ {S} *sa!pa 'bog, marsh' (<  N *s1111ab{?}V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ˚  The FU vw.
*o (for the expected *a) may point to a labializing factor (*u 4444  in N
*s1111ahu 4444ba?) or be due to the labializing infl. of FU *w. The abe r r an t
meaning of U *s1+s6oywa 'soil, clay' is due to the infl. of the U
paronymous √  *s1awe 'clay' [UEW 468] < N *s1111ab{?}V '⇑ ' (q.v.) ˚  AD
NM #11, S CNM 9 (does not accept the et.), Vv. AEN 12 (accepts T *say
as a cognate).
2O12. *s1111ab{?}V 'clay' >  HS: Ch: WCh *sab'- ({OS} *sap'-) 'soil' >  Hs
s7a2 ~b'u2 !wa2 ! 'unfertile land, sandy soil' »» CCh *sab'- ({OS} *sap'-) >  Bcm sob'o
nodwe 'clay' ¶ ChC, Abr. H 7O5-6  EC *sub?- ≠ sib?- 'mud' >  Rn {PG}
su!b 'watery mud', Or {Grg.} sup'-e2 'clay', Gln {Ss.} sip-te ' loam'  ¶ Ss. PEC
53, PG 267, Oo. 7O, Grg. 365 ¶¶ OS RPV I 81 [#1O1] (adducing Ar suhb-
'plain', which in fact belongs together with sahb- 'saline desert', see  N
?σ *s1111ah{i}bV 'desert; saline earth') || U: FU *s1awe 'clay' >  F savi
(gen. saven) 'clay', Es sau (gen. saue, saua), Es ∆ savi (gen. save)
id. » Er se≥von∆ s1ovon1, Mk se≥von∆ s1ov´n1 id. » Chr L/H wun s7un, B s7un
id. » Prm {LG} *s1un 'clay, silt' > Z s√n s1un 'blue clay, gley; silt', Vt {W}
s1uned 'silt', ? StVt sumed id. »» ObU {Hl.} *s{a"}w´z6 'clay (Lehm)' > pVg
{Hl.} *s1uw´l! id. > Vg: T sowl!, UK/MK/LK su2l!, UL/Ss su2l!i; pOs {Hl.}
*so˝È, {Hl.} sa"˝È 'clay (Ton)' > Os: V/Vy sa"˝ÈÆ 'clay mud, marshy clay' ,
Ty sa"˝WÈ 'earth, clay', Y sa"wÈ, Kr sa"w´, Kz so"wiÆ 'clay' ¶ UEW 4 6 8 ,
Coll. 112, Db. OS xi, Ker. II 147, LG 252, 274, Réd. rLG 426, Ht. #58O,
Trj. S 418, Hl. rHt 74. ||  A : pJ {S} *sa!pa 'bog, marsh' (× N ?σ *s1111ah{i}bV
'⇑ ' ×  A *si!pa 'clay; to smear' < N *s1111iw{÷ 3333}a [or *s1111iw9a] 'to smear') >
OJ sa!pa! bog, marsh', J: T sawa!, K sa!wa~, Kg sa!wa id.; pJ *sapa-s- v. ' d ip ,
smear with laquer '  > ltOJ saFa-s-, J T sawas- ¶ ≈ S QJ #463, Mr. 2O,
748 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2O11 (pJ < A *si!pa 'clay; to smear') || D *c>ava
'brackish\saline earth' and D *c>+k!av- 'fuller's earth, sediment' (× N ?σ
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*s1111ah{i}bV '⇑ ', q.v. ffd. × N *c'''' 6 666apV v. 'clay; to smear, to moisten', q.v.
ffd.) ˚  Gr. II #272 (*siba  'mud') (U, A, J, Ai).
2O13. *s2222ibV÷3333V  'beast of prey' >  HS: S *° √s7+sb÷ >  Ar sabu÷- ≠ sab÷-
≠ saba÷- 'big beast of prey' ¶ Ln. 1297, BK I 1O45, Hv. 3O7 || A: Tg
*sibi{g}e 'beast of prey' >  Ewk Tng siwig‰% ≠ hiwig‰% 'wolf', Ewk A
siwiy‰ 'bear', Lm Ol h‰wyo$ ≠ h‰wy‰, Lm O h‰w‰y‰ id., Orc sïwi
(name of a mythical dog) ¶ STM II 75  M {DQA} *°sibor > HlM wovor
'panther' ¶ Luv. 655 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2571 (A *zïbe '∈ predator' > incl. M,
Tg) || D *c>ivVNki 'leopard', 'hyena', and sim. (× N *c6666 ' '''{i}bVÌV ¬
*c6666 ' '''{i}bV÷V 'hyena' × N *Z@@@@iwVm[V]gÉ 'leopard') >  Tm civin$ki
'Indian lynx, hunting leopard', Ml civin$n$i 'hunting leopard', Kn
sivan$gi 'tiger-wolf, hyena', Tl civa%gi, civva%gi, civvan$gi,
siva%gi, sivan$hi, sivvan$gi 'hyena' ¶¶ D #2579.
2O14. *s1111{o}b[V]t''''V (or *sVb[V]t''''V) 'stem, piece of wood' >  HS: S
*≤s7ab[a]t'- 'staff, stick, rod' >  AncHb *≤s7abEt' (BHb [Mas.] yb3S4 ≤s7eb3Et5,
paus. yb3S1 ≤≤s7a2b3Et', pl. s7´b3a2≤t'-ïm, BHb (BbV) ≤s7ab3at5, BHb (GrSc) [Or.]
sabt 'rod, staff, club, sceptre', BA s7´≤b3at'* or s7´≤b3et'* (pl. cs. iy4bS5
s7ib3≥te2) 'stem', SmA ybs s7bt5 'staff', Sb d. s7bt5 (?) 'beat ing
(bastonnade)', d. s7bt5 n. 'stroke, blow (as punishment)', Ak s7abbit5u
'staff, sceptre'; S ı Eg N s7bd 'stick for beating', (EgSSc) {Hlk.} s7a1-b-
d, s7a1-ba-da 'staff', {Alb.} s7a-ba-t5 > DEg s7bt 'stick', Cpt B/Sd WvOt
s7bo2t id. ¶ BHb [Mas.] e in ≤s7eb3Et5 is not original, it may have b e e n
influenced by the paronymous word yb3S4 ≤s7eb3Et' 'tribe' with an original
e < *i (w Hb ı Ar sibtœ- 'Jewish tribe') ¶ KB 1291, 1787, GB 8O1, BDB
986-7, Yv. II 833, Brø. 145, BH IV 276, Tal 863-4, BGMR 123, Sd. 1 1 1 9 ,
EG IV 442, Alb. VESO 39, Er. 499, Crum 554, Vc. 258, Hlk. #22O, SivCR
85 || K *°s+s`wet'- 'pillar' >  OG suet5-i 'column' (suet5ita
Grublisayta  'in columna nubis', ∏  98.7), G svet'-i 'pillar, column' 
?σ,φ (if “ 'stalk'): OG {Abul.} styri st5wiri 'tube\pipe (musical
instruments)', G st 'viri  'reed-pipe', 'pipe (musical instrument)'; Sv {TK}
(π  G?): UB st'wïr 'pipe (musical instrument), tube', LB st'wir 'tube', L
st'wïr 'barrel (of a gun)' ¶¶ Abul. 4O3-4, Chx. 1218, Ni. s.v. stvol` ,
DCh. 1166, 1194, TK 71O, GP 259 || IE: [1] IE *spVt- (× N *s6666ab++++p ' '''ÉH{i}
'log, piece of wood'?) > Ht ispatar (oblique stem ispann-) ' spi t ,
skewer'  NaIE *spit- (≠ *°spid-) '≈ spit, spear, needle' > AS spitu
' spit '  (> NE spit), OHG spiÔ id. , MHG spiÔ  'spit (Bratspieß)', NHG
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SpieS 'spear, spit', NNr spita 'Pflock', spit 'Spitze', OHG spizzi
'spitz, pointed', spizzi 'Spitze, Bergspitze', spizza2 'Spitze, Stachel,
Pfahlwerk', NHG spitz  'pointed', Spitze  'point, spike, extremity' »» Lt
∆ spitna~, spitule$ﬁ 'buckle pin' ('Dorn an der Schnalle'), spi~te$ id.,
'needle' »» ? L cuspis, -dis 'point (of a spear), spear; spit' (< a c d .
with a controversial first element, e.g. {Prs.} *kud-spid-, *kuri-spid- o r
sim.) ¶¶ Frn. 875, WH I 318, Prs. WF I 4O9, ≈ EM 161 (cuspis π a n
unknown source), Vr. 532, Ho. 311, Kb. 937-8, OsS 853, KM 726, 7 2 8 ,
Frn. 875, Pv. I-II 45O-1  [2] NaIE mt. *ste[:]b(≈)- 'post, pillar, stem of a
tree' (× N *c7777 ++++c 7 777 ' '''ibV 'stem of a tree, log', q.v. ffd.) || ? A: NaT *so4gu4t
'tree' (if from **so4wu4t) >  OT U so4gu4t, Chg [San., MA] so4gu4d 'tree', OT
QU [MhK] so4gu4t 'willow', Tki so4get, Osm {Bu.} so4u4d, Az so4yu4d 'willow,
pussy-willow', Tk so4g"u4t 'willow', Tkm To4vu4t 'willow' (generic name o f
different trees of the genus Salix: 'willow, brittle willow, tal∆nik
[purple willow]'), Qrg so4go4t '∈ kind of a purple willow', ET so4ga4t 'willow,
Salix alba', Shor so4∏t 'willow', Xk so4∏t, Yk u4¢o4t 'willow, purple willow
(tal∆nik )', CrTt su4gu4t 'poplar' ¶ Cl. 819, Bu. I 648, Äz. 273, TkR 5 8 7 ,
Jud. 657, Nj. 518, TL 126  ? Tg *so[:]ba (× N *s6666apÉ[h]NV 'log, trunk o f
a tree') > Neg so2wa ≠ so2˝a 'stick used to hang a tea-pot over the f i re ' ,
so2wala1- ≠ so2˝ala2- 'drive\run a stick into sth.', Nn Nh sowo2c7a
'landmark, sign' ¶ STM II 1O3, Pt. NR 117 ˚  If Sv st'wïr is an inher i ted
cognate (rather than a loan from G), the K √  is *swet'-, so that the N
etymon must be *s1111{o}b[V]t''''V. The same is true if Tg *so[:]ba belongs
here. If both qu. cognates are rejected, we remain with an unspecified N
*s 1111 ++++s- . On IE *sp- < N *ÍVb- see Introduction,  2.2.1O.
2O15. € *{s1111}Å?{c1111 ' '''}V '∈ stinging insect' >  HS: EthS: Gz s'a2s'u2t, s'a2s'o4t,
s'a2s'e2t 'gnat, stinging insect, red ant', Tgr s'as'ot 'gnat', as well as Amh
c7'‰c7'at 'gnat' (with infl. of the EthS reflexes of N i  ≈  *Z7777Ën2222{c 1 111 ' '''}Ë [ o r
*Z 7777Ën 2222c 7 777 ' '''Ë?] 'ant, stinging insect'?) ¶ L G 564-5, L EDH 5O  ?? C: o Bj {R}
Z7a2Z7o 'Mücke, Gelse, Mosquitto' (unless to N i  ≈  *Z7777Ën2222{c 1 111 ' '''}Ë [ o r
*Z7777Ën2222c 7 777 ' '''Ë?] '⇑ ', q.v.) ¶ R WBd 1O4 || U: FU (in FV only) *°s1+s6a4∏s1+s6ke ≠
*°s1+s6as1+s6ke 'mosquito, gnat', >  F sa4a4ski (gen. sa4a4sken) id., F ∆
sa4a4ksi id., Es sa4a4sk (gen. sa4a4se) 'mosquito, gnat' » pLp {Lr.} *c1o2s7k‰
id. >  Lp: N {N} c7uoi…ka6, S {Hs.} tjuojke, L {LLO} tjuoi…hka, I {It.}
c7u¢oska, Kld c7u2s7:k id. » pMr {Ker.} s1a4s1k´ >  Er ses∆ke s1es1ke, ∆  s1is1ka4, M k
sås∆ke s1a4s1k´ id. ¶ UEW 771, Lgc. #75O, Lr. #212, Hs. 1345, Ker. II 1 3 9
˚  o†or o€?
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2O16. *Íac7777 {u} (or *s1111 {a 4 444}c 7 777 {u}) 'scatter, spread about, pour' ([in t h e
prehistory of descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to winnow, to sift') >  HS: B: Ah ´ss´s
'filtrer, passer au filtre (un liquide)' ¶ Fc. 1866  WCh {S} *c7ic7Vk v.
'filter, sprinkle' >  Ngz {Sch.} c7È~c7ku! v. 'strain, filter', Bks {J} c7i!c7a~k v.
'filter (beer), sprinkle' ¶ Sch. DN 29, J R 14O, Stl. ZCh 192 [#429] ||  IE:
Ht sesariya v. 'filter, strain', sesaru 'sieve' (× N *Íur1111i '≈  squeeze
out, filter, strain') ¶ Frd. HW 191, Ts. W 75 || U: [1] FU (in ObU only)
*°c7ac7V- >  ObU {Ht.} *c7a2c7- 'pour out, sweep' >  pVg *s7a2s7- 'pour out' >
Vg: T s7a2s7-, LK/P/NV/SV/LL s7o2s7-, UL so2s-, Ss sO2s- id.; pOs {Ht.} *c7ac7-
'fegen' >  Os: V/Vy c7ac7-, Ty/Y c7aºc7- id.; pOs {Ht.} *c7ac7´m- 'pour out' >
Os: V/Vy c7ac7´m-, D/K c7oc7´m-, Nz/Kz s7Os7´m-, O sas´m- ¶ Ht. #89  [2]
?σ FU *s1a4c7a4- 'pour out', *s1a4c7a4 flood, high water level in lakes\rivers' >
pOs *sec7- ({∫Hl.} *sa4Æc7-) >  Os: Vy sec7- 'rising water, flood in la te
summer', sec7´m- v. 'rise' (of level of water), 'flood', V sec7-yo4Nk ' i ce
remaining on the bank after sinking of water' (lit. 'flood-ice') »» pLp
*c1a2ce2 'water' > Lp: S {Hs.} tjaadsie, U {Schl.} tjaahtse2 (Lp M {Schl.}
≤tjòa2ce2), Kld {SaR} ¢a2dz∆, {TI} c7a2]Z4 'water', N {N} c7acce / -a2Z- id. ,
'level of water in a river\lake' ¶ UEW 469, Coll. 7, Lr. #115, Lgc. # 4 9 8 ,
Schl. 136, Hs. 1289, Gn. 753, SaR 385-6, TI 649-5O || A *s{a}c>[u]-, {Pp.}
*sac7V  'scatter' ('ausstreuen') >  NaT *saç- 'ausstreuen' >  OT sac7- id., Tk
sac>-, Tkm Tac7-, Qmq, QrB c7ac7- 'spread about, scatter', Qq s7as7- id. ,
'sprinkle', Uz såc7- id., vt. 'pour', Nog, Qzq s7as7-, ET sac7- ≠ c7ac7-, Qrg,
Qmn/QK/Tb {Rl., B} c7ac7-, Alt c1ac1-, Sg/Qb {Rl.} sas-, Tv c7az7-, ? Yk îs- v.
'sprinkle, strew, sow' ¶ Cl. 794-5, Rs. W 392, Rl. III 19O5-6, IV 389-9O,
395, B DK 267, B DChT 164, B DLT 221  M *sac>u- >  MM [MA] sac7i- ≠
c7ac7i- 'pour out (ausschütten), sprinkle', WrM sacu- ≠ cacu-, HlM
saca- v. 'sow, strew, scatter, spread, sprinkle, spray', WrO sacu-
'strew, scatter, sow', cacu- 'strew, scatter, broadcast', Kl {KRS} cacx
cac¥-X¥, {Rm.} caca-Xa 'to strew, to scatter, to sprinkle', Mnr H {SM}
saZ1òi-, Dg {T} c7ac7i- 'strew, scatter, sprinkle, sow'; Ï M *sac>u-ra- ' b e
spread, scattered' >  WrM sacu-ra-, HlM sacra- id., 'be sown', M n r
H {SM} saZ1òira-, {T} saZ7ira-; M ı WrMc cacu- 'sprinkle (wine, wa te r
on flowers, etc., as sign of friendship or worship)', Ewk çaçu- ' spr inkle '
¶ Pp. MA 129, 314, MED 156, 655, Krg. 392, 618, KW 423, KRS 628 SM
317-8, T 357, T DgJ 181, Z 826, STM II 386-7  ?φ Tg i†*çiçe- ' spr inkle '
> Ewk Brg çiç‰w‰2- id., Nn Nh c7ic7ik‰2l‰- 'spatter wine from one’s fingers
as a sacrifice to spirits'; but not here (⇔  DQA) WrMc sise- v. ' s i f t ' ,
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siseku 'sieve' (obviously loans from M *sigsi- v. 'sift', *sigsigu4r
'sieve', see MED 7O2-3, STM II 99), hence the pTg rec. {DQA} *s7{e}s7e- i s
unj. ¶ STM II 386-7  pJ {S} *s‰!s‰!-k- ¬ *-u\a- 'pour' > OJ s[u\ ]o!s[u\ ]o!k-, J :
T/Kg soso!g-, T so~sog-, K so!so!g- ¶ S QJ #364, Mr. 756 ¶¶ Pp. VG 6, ≈
DQA #2159 (A *s7e!c>o 'scatter, pour out'; incl. T, M, Tg, J) ˚  ObU *c7-
and Tg *ç- may be due to as.: N *Í...c 7777 > ObU *c7...c7, Tg *ç...ç, so that t h e
rec. of pA *s7- is not necessarily valid ˚  If FU *s1a4c7a4 is a legitimate
cognate (in spite of the questionable semantic connection), the N rec. is
to be *s1111 {a 4 444}c 7 777 {u}. Otherwise the initial sibilant remains unidentified (N
*Íac7777 {u}) ˚  IS MS 368 *s1a{c7}ÿ s.v. 'sypat∆ ' (U, A).
2O17. *s++++s7 777ádV (or *s++++s 7 777idV?) 'lower part '  > HS: S: Ug ïs7d, (AkSc)
{Hnr.} ?is7du 'leg'; Ak is7du 'base, foundation' (× S *wisa2d- 'base' > BHb
y´≤so2d3 id., Ar wisa2d- 'cushion, pillow')  ¶ OLS 5, Hnr. 111, CAD VII 2 3 2 ,
Sd. 393   CCh: BB: Gude {Mch.} sIda, Nz {Mch.} s7Id'E, BtZ {Mch.} s7id'o
'leg' ¶ JI II 221  Eg G st ≠ sty  'Osiris’s leg' ¶ EG IV 325, 334 || U: FU
*°s+s7e+a4Î+lV (or *°s+s7iÎ+lV) > ObU {Ht.} *Te2l, {Hl.} *Ta4Æl 'low' > pVg
*ta4ÆlkWV id. >  Vg: T ta4lkWï ± ta4lkï, LK ta4lkW´¨†ta4∏l´kW, MK ta4lkW, UK
ta4lkW´, NV ta4∏lka, SV/LL ta4∏lkWa, UL/Ss talkWa id.; pOs *¬el id. > Os:
D/Nz tet, Kz ¬e¬, O lel ¶ Ht. #135 || A: pJ {S} *si!ta! > OJ si!ta~, J: T
s1ita, K s1i!ta!, Kg s1i!ta~ '(the place) below' ¶ S AJ 272 [#227], S QJ # 2 2 7 ,
Mr. 527.
2O18. *s2222idV 'sprinkle, pour' > HS: CS *√s7dy > JA [Trg.] √s7dy+w G
'sprinkle, pour', JEA {Sl.} √s7dy G  id. (× √s7dy+w 'throw, cast' < N
*s7777{ayu4444}dV 'throw'), Ar √sdy G  (pf. sadiya, msd. sady-) 'être humide
par suite d’une abondante rosée' ¶ Js. 1524, Lv. T II 456, Sl. 511, BK
1O73  Eg fOK sty  'pour out (ausschütten)', Eg fP sty  'pour, pour o u t
(liquid)' ('gießen, ausgießen')', Eg NE/L sty 'sprinkle' (× N *c@@@@ ' '''{u4 444}tV [ o r
*c@@@@ ' '''{u 4 444}t ' '''V?] 'throw, fling, pour'?) ¶ EG IV 328-9 ¶ The devoicing *d > t
may be accounted for by the infl. of N *c @@@@ ' ''' {u 4 444 }tV  || A : NaT *siÎ- ' u r ina te '
> OT siÎ-, [MhK] 3ySi≠ 3Si siÎ- id., MQp siy-, Tkm sij- Tiy- (/Tï- ) ,
Uz, ET, Qmq, QrB, VTt, Nog, Qrg, StAlt, Az siy-, Qzq si- si-, O s m
˚myS si[y]-(mek) id., Tk siy- 'urinate' (of dogs, cats)', Ggz d. sï-dik,
Tv sidik 'urine', Xk sIde-, SY siz- ≠ sez- 'urinate' ¶ Cl. 799, Rs. W 4 2 1 ,
Rh. 11O3, Ml. ZhU 1O1-2; Clauson (l.c.) reconstructed a long i
probably on the apparent ev. of Tkm Tï-, but the ev. does not exist,
because Tkm ï is obviously equivalent to *-iy- (where *-y- <  *-Î-) 
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?φ M *sadara-, *sada9ana- > WrM sadara-, sada9ana-, HlM sadra-
, sadgana- 'leak heavily over a wide surface' ¶ *sa- < *si- by as. ¶
MED 655 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2122 (A *suda 'spit out, spur t '  > M) || D (in SD)
*c>e+itß- ({†GS} *s-) 'sprinkle' > Tu s1ed5i ≠ ted5i 'sprinkling', s1ed5ipini,
s1ed5d5iyuni v. 'sprinkle with fingers', Kn sid5i v. 'be scattered' ¶ D
#2758 ˚  M *a  of the first syll. may be due to regr. as.
2O19. *sa{h}ida 'to take aim', 'to direct (e.g. a weapon) straight t o
the aim', (‘ ?) 'to hit (the goal)' >  HS: S *°√s7dy ≠ *°√{s7}dd (× S *√s7dy
'throw') > IA, Plm √s7dy G  'shoot', Ar √sdd  G  (ip. -sidd-) 'hit the r ight
point', D  (pf. saddada ) 'direct (sth.) aright, point (a spear) at', 'dir iger,
pointer en ligne droite (un lance, etc., contre qn.)'; Ar √sdd ı Mh, J b
E/C √sdd v. 'aim (a goal)' ¶ HJ 1111, ≈ Br. 757-8, BK I 1O73-4, Hv. 3 1 4
|| IE: NaIE *se+o[:]d≈- / *si(:)d≈- / *s´d≈- 'go straight to a goal\aim' >  OI
√sa2dh- (prs. sa2dhati) id., 'attain an object, succeed' , ≤sidhyati
'kommt zum Ziel' (i < NaIE *´), Av -ha2d- 'lenkend, leitend, zum Ziele
führend' »» Gk i∞†y1ß 'straight (to the goal), direct' »» Arm a£ aZ7 ' r ight
(dexter); right hand' »» Phr sideto 'succeded, achieved' »» ? W hawdd
easy, feasible' ¶ WP II 45O, P 892, M K III 456, M E II 722-3, F I 716 (NaIE
*sa2i\d≈-/*sïd≈-), ≈ EI 228 (the above words < *seh⁄(i)- 'go forward,
advance') || U: FV *satta- 'geraten, treffen, eintreffen' >  F satta-
'schaden, beschädigen', lädieren', Vp sata-tada 'hurt by hitting, bru ise
(some place of one’s body)'; F sattu- 'hit (the mark), happen', Es
{Tamm, Slv.} sattu 'hit (the mark)', 'find oneself ( somewhere ) '
('geraten') »  Er sato- sato-, Mk sato- sat´- 'be enough; fall to one’s
share', {UEW} 'zureichen, hinreichen, genügen' ¶ UEW 753-4, T a m m
526, Slv. 326, ZM 498, ERV 57O, Ker. II 132 ˚  The IE lr. (evidenced b y
NaIE *s´d-) is likely to go back to N *h , because *h  and *? are the only
lrs. that can be lost in S and because *? is usually not preserved in NaIE
as *´.
2O2O. (€?) *Íid[˝]VrV (≠ *ÍidVr[˝]V) 'to shovel, to sweep' >  A:
NaT *sîÎîr- v. 'sweep, shovel, strip'; the meaning 'sweep, shovel' i s
preserved in Ggz sîyîr- v. 'shovel', Qq sîyîr- v. 'sweep', Tkm Tî∏r- v.
'wipe off (tears)', Uz sidir- v. 'sweep off', OT co-operative sîdrîs7- v.
'help to sweep off and to shovel up (the snow)'; the meaning 'strip' i s
represented in many lgs.: OT sîÎîr- v. 'strip, peel, scrape', Osm sîyir-
≠sîr-v. 'tear, peel off, strip off', Tk sIyIr-, Az sîyîr- 'strip off, pee l
off', Ggz sîyîr- v. 'strip', Qzq, Qq, Qrg, StAlt sîyîr, VTt s¥d¥r, ∆  s¥y¥r-,
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Qmq sîdîr-, Uz sidir- vt. 'strip, bark', Qrg sîdîr- 'scrape off, tear off b y
handfulls', Xk sîzîr- 'scrape off, strip off'; Qrg, Qmq sîdîr-, VTt s¥d¥r,
and Uz sidir- (with -d- for the expected -y-) may be either loans f r o m
some -d-languages (where T *-Î- >  -d-) or result from assimilative
devoicing (*-Î- > *-t-) ¶ Cl. 8O2-3, TrR 775, Hüs. 279, Rh. 1198, TkR
6OO, 6O8, MM 311, KrkR 6O1, UzR 365, Jud. 674-5, 678, KumRS 2 9 2 ,
BIG 2O6, TTDS 379, Rs. W 414  M *sidur- >  WrM {Rm.} sidur-
'abhobeln', {MED} s7udur- v. 'tear off, peel off', Kl s7ud´r- ' s c rape ,
scrape off', Brt wudar- 'scrape' ¶ KW 367, KRS 682, STM II 79, MED
757 || K *°s`tXar / *°s`tXr- v. 'dig' > Sv L {Dn.} s7tXar-/s7tXr- 'dig, dig u p
(ryt∆ , vskopat∆)' (msd. lis7tXre, imv. / 2s aor aX-s7tXar) (×  GZ
*tq+Xar-/*tq+Xr- < N *tÅr1111qV '≈  make an incision, dig', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ K2
77-8, K 176-7 (*(s⁄)txar-/*(s⁄)txr-), Dn. s.v. s7tXar, cp. FS K 158 a n d
FS E 171-2 (*tXar-/*tXr-) || ?σ IE: NaIE *ster[´]- v. 'rob' (“ v. *'strip,
shovel'?) >  Gk a>po-stere1v v. 'rob, despoil', Gk A/I steri1skv id., Gk
stere1v* (attested in 3s imv. sterei1tv, ft. sterh1sv, sterv6, and a o r .
e>ste1rhsa) v. 'deprive, bereave', ste1romai v. 'be without, lack, lose' (“
*'be robbed') »» OIr [g ] serb  'theft, plunder' (<  *ster-wa2) ¶ WP II 6 3 6 ,
P 1O28, EI 543 (*ster- 'steal'), F II 792-3, Vn. S  9O-1 ˚ This is one o f
the K roots that may suggest the law: pre-K *st, *s`t, *s7t >  K *s`t (= {K}
*(s⁄)t] >  G, Mg, Lz t, Sv s7d, e.g. S *÷as6arat- ı K *as`t- 'ten', S
*Xamis7at- ı K *Xus`t- 'five', N *s 6666VtVwV  'cold weather' (>  S *s6itaw-
'winter') >  K *s`tow- v. 'snow' (Ï *s`towl- 'snow'), N *k''''Ës@@@@dV ' c hop ,
cut' >  K *k'wes`t- id., N *dVs7777tV 'moon' >  K *d+tus`te- id. (cf. FU *ta4s7ta4
'star; sign'), a.o. On IE *st-  < N *ÍVd- see Introduction,  2.2.1O.
2O21. *sagá  (= *sage?) 'obtain, hold' >  IE: NaIE *seg8≈- 'hold, seize,
win (in a battle)' >  OI ≤sahate2 'overcomes, conquers, wins', Av haz-
'sich bemächtigen, gewinnen' »» Gk }ecv (aor. }e-scon), }iscv (< IE *si-
sg8≈e/o-) v. 'hold, have' »» Gt sigis  (accus. sihw or sihu), ON sigr,
AS siÌor, OHG sigu, NHG Sieg 'victory' »» Clt.: Gl sego- (in p r o p e r
names) '≈ win', {Billy “ Evn.} 'power, strength', W hy 'kühn' ‘ ' bo ld ,
impudent', OIr seg 'force, vigueur' ¶ WP II 481-2, P 888-9, EI 1 2 3 - 4
(*seg8≈- 'hold fast, conquer'), Mn. 1118-2O, M K III 45O-1, Brtl. 17O5,
Bai. 466, F I 6O2-4, Fs. 419, Vr. 474, Ho. 29, Kb. 850, Schz. 251, KM
7O7-8, Vn. S  68, YGM-1 288-91, Billy 135 || U *saGe- 'obtain, receive,
reach' (‘  'arrive, come') (×  N *s2222a?e[N]kV or *s2222e?a[N]kV 'be nea r ,
approach' [q.v.]) >  F, Es saa-  v. 'get, receive', F ∆  saa- v. 'come, ar r ive '
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» ? Lp: Kld {TI} sa2]k:a"-ÎÆ, T {TI} sa2]k:A-dÆ, Kld {SaR} soagk´ v. ' p rocu re ,
catch' ('anschaffen, fangen'), K {Gn.} saºkke- id., 'give birth to' » p M r
{Ker.} *sa2G´- v. 'obtain, take' >  *say´-/*sa4v´- >  Er sae-ms saje-, M k
såvo-ms s1a4v´- id.; pMr {Ker.} *sa2G´- v. 'come' >  Er/Mk sa-ms sa- id .
» pChr {Ber.} *s7u- v. 'reach (a place), arrive' >  StChr L wu-≤aw, Chr
P/B/M/Uf/Y/V s7u- id., Chr H {Ep.} wo-aw 'reach (by going), catch u p
with'  » pPrm {LG} *su- v. 'overtake (so.)' >  Vt sutyny 'catch up with
(so.)', Z su- su- id., 'overtake, catch (so.)', {W} 'vorf inden,
überraschen, sich ereignen'  Sm {Jn.} *t+c>¥+aºyw¥- (≠ *t+c>¥+aºywaº-?),
{Hl.} *t+c>aywa v. 'reach, arrive' >Ne T t´va€-s∆ 'reach (a place), c a t ch
up with', Ne O {Lh.} ta4\eB;a2, Ne F {Lh.} ta4\e;B:as1 'ankommen, erreichen', En
{Ter.} to2-, {Cs.} taebo ≠ toebo' (1s aor.) 'reach (a place)', Kms {KD}
(1s prs.) tul!a$m ≠ tæul!a$m 'zum Ziele kommen, anlangen, ankommen ' ,
tuG6a75 s7o2˘b!i\a$m 'ich kam zum Ziele', Mt {Hl.} *tayb‰- (aux. verb with
resultative meaning “ 'reach') (Mt M {Sp.} xadajbaga 'death' ÿ
xa- 'die') ¶¶ Coll. 54, UEW 429-3O, It. #37, SK 932-4, Gn. 93O, Hs.
1289, TI 464, SaR 323, Ker. II 128-9 [##339-4O], Ber. 68 [#358], MRS
728-9, Ep. 151, LG 266, Jn. 144, Ter. 684-5, Lh. 479-8O, KD 74, Hl. M
#942 || A *s7aga- ({ADb.} saga-) v. 'extract (sth. for oneself), milk' (“
*'reach, obtain') >  T *sag- id. >  OT sa˝- v. 'milk (an animal)', Tk sag"-
v. 'milk, extract honey from a beehive', Tkm Ta˝- v. 'milk, suck o u t ' ,
Az, ET, Xk, SY, Tv sa˝-, Uz so©- så˝-, Qmq, Qzq, Qq, Nog, VTt, Kr
saw-, Bsh haw-, Ggz, Qrg, Alt sa2-, Slr A saX-, Yk sî¢a-, Chv L su- su-,
Chv ∆ s¥w- v. 'milk' ¶  Cl. 8O4, Jeg. 192, Fed. II 53-4, Tn. SJJ 2O5, Tn.
SJ 476, TkR 555  M *sa˝a- v. 'milk' > MM [S] sa√a-, WrM sa9a-, HlM
saa- sa2-, Brt ha2-, Kl, Ord, Dgr, MMgl sa2-, Mnr H {SM} sua2- ¶ MED 6 5 6 ,
KW 317, H 13O, Iw. 131, SM 356 ¶¶ Pp. VG 29, KW 317, ADb. KL 1, Cl.
8O4 (suggests with a query that the M verb is a loan from T)  Tg
*°s7aga- (or *°çaga-) v. 'milk' >  Ewk Nr ça˝a- id. ¶ STM II 375 ˚  The
final vw. in pN is probably *-e , while M and Tg *-a- of the second syll.
may be accounted for by regr. as. ˚  AD GD 8 [#49] (IE, U), Rs. UAW
(U, A), IS SS 333-4 [#6.19] and IS MS 356 s.v. polu¢at∆  *sagÿ (IE, U,
D) .
2O22. (€?) *se6666g++++kV 'eat, swallow' >  U *seGe- >  FU {Coll.}*seGe-,
{UEW} *sew+Ge- 'eat' (× N *sVwé€V 'to drink' [q.v.]?) >  F syo4-, Es
so4o4-, su4u4-, Vp so4- 'eat' » pMr {Ker.} *sev‰- > Er s´ve- seve-, ∆  s1a4vu-
, Mk sivo- s1iv´-, ∆ s1ev‰- ± sev‰- 'eat (the whole thing)' ('s`est∆ ') »
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Prm {LG} *s1o4y- (= {∫LG} *s1o¿4j-) 'eat' >  Z, Prmk se≥j- s1oy-, Z US s1o'y-, Yz
≤s1uy-, Vt s1i- (siyny) id.; the variant *s1o4v- survives in Yz ≤suv- ' e a t '
and in Z s1ov-‰d- v. 'feed' »» ObU {Ht.} *Tï- / *Tï˝- 'eat' >  pVg {Ht.} *tï-
/ *tïG- / *ta4∏y- id. >  Vg: T tï- / ta4∏y- / ta4y-, LK/MK te2- / tO4∏y- / taºy-, UK
te2- / tO4∏y-, P/LL te2- / tO2y- / tay-, NV te2- / tO2y- / ta2y-, SV te2- / tO4∏y- / ta2y-,
UL/Ss tï- / te2G-/ ta2y-; pOs {Ht.} *¬i- / *¬i˝- 'eat' >  Os: V li- / liG-, Vy
i- / iG-, Ty ¬i- / ¬iGW-, Y ¬i- / ¬iw-, D/K/Nz te- / tew-, Kz ¬e- / ¬ew-,
O li- / liw-; pOs {Ht.} *¬a4p´t- v. 'feed' > Os: V la4w´t-, Vy ya4w´t-, Ty/Y
¬a$p´t-, D/K ta$p´t-, Nz tap´t-, Kz ¬ap´t-, O la$p´t- » Hg e4v- (/ e4- / e4sz-
) 'eat'  pY {IN} *Te˝- 'eat' > Y K/T {IN} leg- 'eat', T {Krn.} legul ' f ood ' ,
lew-l vt. 'eat', OY K {Bil., Merk} lagul 'food', {Merk} lagk, lagitak,
{Bil.} lagetak v. 'feed', OY Ch {Mat.} landyk id. ¶ UEW 44O, Coll.
117, ≈ Sm. 548 (FU *sewi-, FP *sevi-, Ugr *TigI"- 'eat'), It. #336, SK
1154-6, ZM 539, LG 252, Lt. 62, U 277, ##178, 336, Ht. #115, Hl. r H t
73-4, MF 164-5, ERV 63O, PI 248, Ker. II 14O, IN 22O, 3O, Krn. JJ 274, ≈
Rd. UJ 48 [#79] (Y “ U) || A: M *siGu4-su4n 'food' >  MM [S] s1i√u4su4n {H}
'Ration', {SM} 'provisions de bouche données par le gouvernement aux
fonctionnares', WrM sigu4su4n {MED}, HlM w¥¥s 'food' (usually
'meat'), Ord {Ms.} s7u4∏su4 'mouton qu’on sert aux personnes qu’on veu t
honorer', Mnr H {SM} su2s‰n id., 'grand morceau de viande'; M ı
WrMc s7usu id., 'meal provided at the stations to government
functionaries' ¶ H 142, MED 7O4, SM 366, Ms. O 638, Z 684  ?? NaT:
OT (DTS, Rs.} sa˝ur- v. 'swallow, absorb (liquid)' ¶ DTS 481, Rs. W 3 9 4 ,
Cl. 816 (hypothesizes OT s{u}˝ur-) || ? HS: Eg MK skn 'be greedy
(gierig, gefrässig)' (of crocodiles, men) ¶ EG IV 318, Fk. 251 ˚  OT a i n
sa˝ur-  (if the word belongs here) may be accounted for by regr. as.
2O23. *Íu6666gV 'back of the neck, back' >  HS: C: EC {Ss.} (?) *sug- >
Dsn {To.} sug-gu, {Ss.} sugu 'back', Or fugiso 'upside down', {Grg.}
fuggiso2 'position with top down and bottom up', Gdl {Ss.} sukunna
'lower part of shoulder' ¶ But haedly here  Bln {R} zåg ≠ ze2g
'shoulder(-blade)', Xm {R} zïg 'shoulder, back side', Xm T {CR} sig
'back', Arr {Hw.} ze!h 'nape of the neck', and Or Wl {Grg.} saggo2 'back o f
head \neck '  (from the HS √  represented by Mofu {Ross.} ma-Z7agWom,
pMM *√Ûgm 'shoulder', and Mb ki-zo!ga ≠ ki-zi!Ga ≠ ki-zo!ka id., s e e
Tk. PAA 5-6) ¶ Ss. WOKS 127-8, Grg. 149, 35O, R WB 296, R Ch II 4 O 6
(= s. p. 92), Hw. A 4O1, ≈ AD SF 99, To. DL 526, ≈ Blz. DL s.v. 'tail' || A
({†DQA} *si\uge 'nape of the neck'): NaT {ADb.} *su4gsu4n 'nape of t h e
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neck, withers' > OT {Cl.} su4sgu4n 'backside, rump, (?) spinal co lumn ' ,
{DTS} su4sku4n 'spinal column', MQp su4ksu4n 'shoulder, upper part of t h e
back', OOsm su4gsu4n, Tk ∆ su4gsu4n, su4ysu4n 'occiput, withers (zatylok ,
zagrivok )', Az su4ysu4n 'withers (xolka )', Alt su4ksenek ' jugular
vertebrae'  ¶ Cl. 836, DTS 518, TL 234-5  AmTg *su3g-li3(n) 'withers ,
mane' ({ADb.} su4g-li 'mane') > Nn Nh so9lIﬁ, Nn KU solI, Ul suni 'wild
boar’s mane', Orc suli 'mane', Ork suli 'withers (of a
horse\deer\bear)' ¶ STM II 7O ¶¶ ADb. MSR 2OO, TL 234 ||  D ≈ *c>u{˝}-
, {†GS} ≈ *s+c+c1u{˝}- > Tm cuval 'nape of the neck, upper part of t h e
neck, back, mane', ? Ml cumal 'shoulder', (× N *c7777ikË 'base of l imbs
[shoulder, hip]'?) Kui sukor`i ≠ sukoli 'shoulder-blade', Brh c>u˝ 'nape o f
the neck' ¶¶ D #2696 ˚  ≈ Blz. DA #25 (D, HS, A + unacceptable
comparisons with IE, etc.), ≈  Blz. LB #6i (EC, D, A + unc. Ag) ˚  Cp. Yn
*suga  'backwards'.
2O24. *s1111u 6 666ygVlßßßßV 'produce sounds by voice or by blowing' >  HS: S
*°√zgl (as. f rom  **√s7gl?) > Ar √zg7l G  (pf. ¬ajiza zag7ila) 'sing, speak
loudly', (of several persons) 'produce noise by laughing and speaking
loudly' ¶ BK I 975 || IE: NaIE *swei\g≈+g8≈l-/*swig≈+g8≈l- 'produce s o u n d
by blowing' > Gt swiglo2n  'to blow a flute', OHG swe4gala 'flute, p ipe
(Schwegel, Flöte, Pfeife, Orgelpfeife), Rohr', {OsS} swe4glo2n 'to blow a
Schwegelpfeife', NHG Schwegel 'flute', AS {Ho.} sweÌel 'mus ic ' ,
{Fs.} sweÌl-horn 'trumpet horn' »» ?φ L sïbila2- v. 'whistle' ¶ Fs. 4 6 7 ,
Ho. 334, Kb. 998, OsS 9O7, KM 691, WH II 531-2. EI 72 (*swei\g≈l-) ||
U: FU *°s1VlßgV- or *°s1VglßV- > pObU *sÈ∏lß´˝- 'hiss (zischen)' > pVg
*sa"+ÈÆlG- > Vg LK/MK saºlG- id.; pOs *sÈlß´˝-≠*sa"lß´˝- > Os: Y sÈl´˝-, K
sa"l´y-, Kz so"¬iÆ-, Ty sÈlß´˝l´- id., Vy so"l´˝- {Trj.} 'hiss' (of snakes)  ¶
Ht. #591, KrT 864, 89O, Ps. 2O64, Trj. S 437 ˚  The vw. (*V ) after N *g
is suggested by pN phonology that rules out clusters of t h r e e
consonants .
2O25. € *ÍigirV  '∈ (part of a) leg' >  HS: Ch: Bks {J} saku!r 'leg' » Ngz
{Sch.} zÈ~gÈ!r 'leg, foot', Bd {ChL} ‰~zg‰~r‰!n 'leg' »» ? CCh (unless from N
*s++++s 7 777ádV (or *s++++s 7 777idV) 'lower part', q.v.): Tr {Nw.} sara~, G’nd {ChL}
sar‰, Hw {ChL} sa~ra~, Pdl {ChL} s‰!r∑ti~, HgN {Mk.} sIrra, HgF/HgG {ChL}
sUra, Lmn Hd {Lk.} s‰!ra!, Mdr {Eg.} si!ra!, {ChL} sU!ra!, Gzg D {Lk.} sar, Glv
{Rp.} s7i!g, Gdf {IL} si!gÄ~, Dgh {IL} s‰!ge~, {Frk.} s `ge!, Ngs s7i!go~, Mtk {Sb.}
sa^k, Mkt {Ro.} s7i!k 'leg' ¶ JI II 22O-1, ChC, Sch. DN 18O, ChL || A: M
*siGira  'shank, leg (of animals)' >  WrM sigira, HlM wijr id., ' hoof ' ,
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WrO s7iyire 'legs, stands', Kl wiir s7ïr 'shank; leg of a tripod', {Rm.}
s7ir´ 'Bein (von den Knien nach unten), Klauen (der Wiederkäuer,
Schweine, etc.), Füsse des Dreifusses', MM [MA] ‰ry$ s7ïra ({Pp.} s7ira)
'legs (of a tripod?)', Ord {Ms.} s7ïra 'partie inférieure de la jambe d’un
animal', Mnr H {SM} s1ira2 'leg'; M ı WrMc sira 'shin-bone; shank o f
birds' ¶ Pp. MA 335, MED 7O2, Krg. 449, KRS 671, KW 363, SM 397, Z
614  NaT *sî∏gra, {ADb.} *sîyNra (> *sîNar, sîNîr) 'ankle (lodyqka ),
shank '  > Az ∆ sîNîr 'part of the leg between foot and ankle
(∑ikolotka )', Qrg sîyra 'counter of a boot, heel', Tv sa2r 'part of t h e
foot from the instep up to the toes', sîrî ({ADb.}: < *sîNr-î) 'hoof'; d.:
*sîgîr-gak or {ADb.} *sîNîr-[g]ak 'shank, shin-bone' >  ¿ Chg {Vm.}
Œ"r9yS sî˝[î]raq (read by Rs. [“ Vm.?] as si˝raq) 'shin-bone', Nog,
Qq, Qmq sîyraq, VTt, SbTt s¥yraq 'shank', VTt {∂Rl.} s¥y¥raq ≠ s 2´⁄raq
'shin-bone', Qzq syjra˚ sîyraq, Qrg s7îyraq 'shank, shin-bone', Ux ∆
sîyraq 'shank, ankle', Tlt {Rl.} s7îraq 'the leg from the hoof up to t h e
knee', Alt s7îyraq 'pastern, knee', Tv sî∏r˝aq 'shank (of animals) ,
metacarpus, metatarsus', as well as possibly (but not necessarily) NaT
*sîNîr-gak 'hoof' > Chg {PC} saNraq, Tk ∆ sîrnak 'hoof (of bovines)', T k m
sîNraq 'hoof of artiodactyls', Uz Xwr sîNîraq 'leg (of an animal)' ¶ *-N-
in the stem *sîNîrgak (if it belongs here) and in ADb.’s rec. (if valid)
remains puzzling ¶ Rs. W 415, TL 287, ADb. SR 313-4, Rl. IV 626, 6 8 1 ,
1O52, TatR 495, Tm. 196, MM 31O, NogR 319, KrkR 6O1, KumRS 2 9 3 ,
Jud. 917, BT 186  Tg *°sira ({ADb.}: < *siNra) > WrMc sira ' shin-
bone (of humans, mammals), thigh (of birds)' ¶ STM II 94 ¶¶ TL 2 8 7 ,
KW 363, ADb. SR 313-4 ˚  The T cognate suggests N *Í- , while Ngz is
likely to point to a voiced initial cns., unless Ngz z- is accounter for b y
assimilation (but definite results may be obtained not before a detai led
historical phonology of Chadic is elucidated).
2O26. € *s1111{Vy}ÌË 'surface of water' >  K *z˝wa2 'sea' >  OG zGua, G
z˝va, Mg z˝va, Lz z˝ua (π G?), zu˝a-, (m)zo˝a, Sv UB/L/Ln {TK, GP,
Dn.} Zu˝wa, Sv LB {TK} Zu˝wa ≠ zu˝wa (with anaptyctic u, acc. t o
Klimov) ¶¶ K 89 and K2 62 (*z˝wa-), FS K 136, FS E 147 (*zoÌw-), GP
278, Dn. s.v. ZuGva , Ni. s.v. more , TK 847 || HS: S *°s7+say÷- >  Ar say÷-
'eau qui se répand et coule à la surface du sol' ¶ BK I 1176, Hv. 347 ˚
K *z˝- <  **s˝ (as.) ˚  Cf. N *s6666 {a 4 444}?iwÉ (or *c6666 {a 4 444}?iwÉ?) 'body o f
water, (??) wet\swampy ground' (q.v. ffd.), which is not identical with
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N *s 1111 {Vy}ÌË , as can be seen in the reflexes of the initial lrs. and in t h e
absence of expected traces of N *Ì  in the reflexes of N *s 6666 ++++ c 6 666 {a 4 444 } ?iwÉ .
2O27. € *s2222akV 'sit, dwell' >  HS *√skn >  S *√s7kn v. 'seat, set t le,
dwell' >  BHb √s7kn G  'settle; remain, stay, dwell', Ph √s7kn G  'dwell,
settle', Ug √s7kn G  {OLS} 'be situated, settle, dwell', ms7knt 'place o f
residence', IA, BA √s7kn G  'dwell', JEA √s7kn G  {Sl.} 'settle, sink, reside,
dwell', SmA √s7kn  G  'settle down, dwell', Sr √s7kn G  'alight, perch' ( o f
birds), 'settle, rest upon', Ar √skn  G  'stop; be still; dwell\abode in', Ak
√s7kn G  vt. 'place (sth. for a particular purpose), set' ¶ KB 1386-9 ,
179O, HJ 1134, A #26O6, OLS 436-7, Js. 1575, Sl. 1145, Lv. IV 553, JPS
577, Tal 894-5, Ln. 1392, BK I 1115, Hv. 328, Sd. 1134-9, CAD XVII 1 1 6 -
57  Ch: WCh *√sk(n), {Stl.} *sukn- 'sit, rest' >  P’ {MSk.} siki! ' s i t ,
dwell, live', Jmb {Sk.} s7i~nk‰! 'sit' » Bg {ChL} sÈgÈ~ne, Gj {ChL} s7uki~, Zul
{ChL} ya~ s7uku~ 'rest', Plc {ChL} s7ÈGÈnÈ, {Sh.} s7‰~k, Dw {Sh.}, Ds D/Bn, Brw,
Wnd {Sh.} suk  'sit' » Fy {J} s7i!k' v. 'take a rest' ('rasten, ausruhen') »» CCh:
ZmB {Sa., J} su!k 'sit', ZmD {KNC} su@k 'rester, s’asseoir' ¶ Stl. ZCh 1 7 7
[#295], ChC, ChL, J R 89, MSk. 2O3, Sk. NB 4O, Sh. SB 37, KNC 24  SC:
Irq {E} suknunu?at- v. 'squat', {EldM} sakWnene?-it- 'squat (on t h e
haunches)' »» ?σ Dhl {EEN} sukke2m- 'remain still', {To.} su2ke2m- 'be still' ¶
E SC 351, EldM61, EEN 25, To. D 147  B *√skn >  Ah ´sk´n 'stand o n
hind legs' (of quadrupeds), Ty/ETwl {GhA} ¥sk´n 'se tenir debout s u r
les pied de derrière en appuyant ceux de devant contre l’arbre, p o u r
brouter'; NrB: Tmz {MT} sk´n (pf. sk´n) 'habiter, loger', Izn {Ds.} ´sx´n
(pf. isx´n), BSn {Ds.} ´sk´n (pf. ≤yesk´n) 'habiter', Mtm {Ds.} ´sk´n id.,
´sx´n 'demeurer', Wrg {Dlh.} ´sk´n (pf. y´skin) 'habiter, loger'; NrB
√skn  may be a loan from Ar (cp. Ar Mrc sk´n 'become calm and quiet ;
live, dwell, reside') ¶ Fc. 1814-5, GhA 171, Ds. B 161, MT 63O, DMA
136-7 ¶¶ OS #224O (HS *sikun- 'dwell, sit') [S, Ch, SC]; Tk. I 236 a n d
Tk. SCC 84 [#12.14] (S, C, B + unc. Eg snc 'Fundament, Grundriß ' ,
sncy  'gründen') ¶¶ HS *n  is an extension || A *s7+sagV (or *-b+w-) ' s i t ,
seat, be seated' > M *sa{˝}u- 'sit' > WrM sa9u- , HlM su2- 'sit, be seated,
dwell, reside', MM [HI] {Ms.} sa√u 'sit down, sit, dwell (s’asseoir, ê t r e
assis, demeurer)', [IsV] sau- 'sit down', [L] sau-ba, {MA, IM] su2-ba ' s i t ' ,
Ord {Ms.}, Mnr H {SM} su2¯-, {T} su2-, Mnr M {T} sau- 'sit, dwell, s tay ' ,
MMgl {Iw.} sau-ku2, Mgl {Lg.} so4u$- ≠ sau-, {Rm.} su2-, Dx {T} sau-, Dg {Lg.}
sæo2-, sæu\o2-, Ba {T} su2- 'sit' ¶ MED 658, S AJ 237 [#81], Pp. MA 328, 4 4 7 ,
Lg. VMI 63, SM 355, T 36O, T DnJ 133, T BJ 147, Iw. 131, Rm. M 39  ?
pJ *su1wa1- v. 'sit' > OJ suw-u {Mr.} 'sit' >  J: T su~waru 'sit, be seated', K
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su^watteru, Kg su!wa 'sit'] ¶ S AJ 267 [#67], Kenk. 1854, Mr. 7 6 O
(suwaru < *suba-ra- < *zuba-ra-) ¶¶ S AJ 277 [#64].
2O28. *s2222{a 4 444}ka++++á 'strew, spread' >  HS *sVk- 'sow, strew, scat ter '  > Eg
fP scy id. ¶ EG IV 346-7, Fk. 255  Ch: WCh: Hs s7u2!ka~ 'sow' »» CCh: Chb
s6‰!ga!ti~, Bu {Hf.} thlika (= [s6+c6ika˜] ?) 'sow' » Msg P {Trn.} suki!, soka~,
Mlw su!ki! 'faire le trou avant de semer', Mbara {Trn.} c7o!k 'sow' ¶ Ba.
944-5, Hf. B 135. Trn. LM 6O  NrOm: Kf {C} s7ok-, Mch {L} s7o~;kki- v.
'seed', Shn {Lm.} s7o2ka~ n. 'seed' ('Saat, Same')  EC: Ged ({Lm.}: “?})
sok'- 'sow' (the glottalization *-k- > -k'- may be due to the initial lr. o f
the aux. verb that underlies suffix-conjugated verbal forms) ¶ C SE IV
496, L M 5O, Lm. Sh 374-5 ¶¶ OS #23O3 (Eg, Hs, Om), Tk. I 236 (Eg, Ch
[Hs, CCh], Om) ¶¶ Tk. I 236 || IE: NaIE *seg+g8- v. 'sow' > L seges (gen .
segetis) 'seed (Saat)' (‘  'standing corn, crop'), ? Se2ia 'goddess o f
seed' (< *seg-i\a2) (unless ÿ *se2- v. 'sow') »» MW sehe 'Same', OW
segeticion 'prolis'; MW heu (*hou\), W, Crn hau v. 'sow' ¶ WP II
4O8, P 887, WH II 5O9-1O, LP §  35.4, Bc. 5O5 || A: Tg *seg+k- v. ' l i t ter
(branches of conifer on the flour), cover the flour with sth.' > Ewk
s‰Gi-, Lm h‰G- ± h´G- 'litter branches of conifer on the floor of a t e n t
as bedding', Neg s‰k-  'litter branches of conifer in order to cut animal’s
meat or fish on them', Ork s‰i- ± s‰yi- 'litter branches of larch o r
spruce needles on the floor, spread sth. on the floor', Ul s‰gi- v.
'spread bedding'; Tg *segdi (π M?) > Nn Nh/KU s‰gZ7i, Ul s‰gdi-, Sln
s‰tt‰- v. 'spread' ('razloqit∆ '), Ork, Ul s‰gdi 'bedding
(podstilka )', Orc s‰ktu, s‰gdi id., 'bed', WrMc sekZi 'bedding of a
room\nest', 'bedding\litter in a stall for skinning carcasses'; Tg *sek-te-
'spread\stretch (e.g. branches as bedding)' >  Ewk s‰kt‰- ' s p r ead
branches as bedding', Neg s‰kt‰ 'branches of coniferous trees a s
bedding', s‰kt‰w- 'make the bed', Nn Nh/KU s‰gZ7i id., s‰kt‰%— ' c lo th
(polotni∑e) (made of fish skin)', Ork s‰kti(n-) id., Ud soktou(n-)
'bedding (made of a hide, bark, etc.)', Ul s‰ktu-  'make up a bed', WrMc
sekte- 'spread bedding, make up a bed', 'spread (hemp in a field t o
dry it)', sektefun 'bedding, rug, straw-bed; cushion' ¶ STM II 1 3 6 - 7
 pJ {S} *si!k- v. 'litter, strew' > OJ si!k-, J: T s1i~k-, K/Kg s1i!k- ¶ S QJ
#389, Mr. 751  M: WrM {Kow.} sekci 'herbes qu’on étend sur le lit
d’une femme qui accouche, ou qu’on met dans les matelas ou sous l e
tapis, herbes que les animaux\oiseaux étendent dans leurs tanières o u
dans leurs nids' (ı  Yk sa4ksa4 ≠ sa4∏ksa4 ≠ sa4Xsa4 ≠ so4kso4 ≠ sa4kta4 ≠ sa4tta4
'bedding of branches') ¶ MED 682, Kow. 1366, Pek. 215O, STM II 1 3 7
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¶¶ ≈ DQA #1952 (A *s+zegi 'to litter; mat '  > Tg, J), SDM97 (A *seki)||
D (att. in NED) *c>{a}k- > Krx c>a%:x- c. 'sow, scatter seed', Mlt {Drs.} ca1ge
'divide, scatter, sow' ¶ D #2431 ˚ NED *a  (if it is from D *a), Tg and M
*e are likely to go back to N *a4444 ˚ Blz. DA 163 [#1O9] (suggested t o
equate HS with D).
2O29. *s2222aHk{a} 'search, find, know' >  IE *sehg-/*sh=g- >  NaIE *sa2g-
/*s´g- 'scent out, track, search' (originally referring to hunt) >  L sa2g°-
'scent out' (Cicero: sentire sagire acute est) ‘ 'perceive
quickly, feel keenly', sa"gax (<  *s´g-) 'scenting sth. well' ‘ ' k een ,
acute', sa2gus 'prophetic, soothsaying' »» OIr saig- 'seek out', {Vn.}
'chercher à atteindre, tendre vers, rechercher', Crn hedhy 'try t o
reach\attain' ('chercher à atteindre'), W haeddu 'to deserve, t o
merit', {EI} 'to earn, to gain', cyrhaeddu , cyrraedd 'to r each \a t t a in '
('atteindre'), MW dyhaedd, Crn drehedhy, MBr dirhaes id. (Erd.:
with pxs. do- + *(p)ro-) »» Gk [hge1omai, Gk D a¢ge1omai 'lead the way, g o
before; believe, hold (have the opinion)', Ï Gk [hgemv1n, [hgh1tvr ' o n e
who leads, leader', kyn-hge1thß 'huntsman' (lit. 'who leads the dogs') »»
Gt so2kjan, ON søkja, NNr sØkja, Sw so4ka, Dn sØge, OHG
suohhen (>  NHG suchen), OFrs se2ka 'seek, look for', AS sø1c1an
id. (>  d. NE beseech); Gt sokn-s [so2kn-s] 'zh1thsiß, Untersuchung,
Streitfrage', ON so1kn 'Suchen, Untersuchung, Streit', AS so1cn
'Untersuchung, Nachfrage', Ï NE seek  Ht sak(k)- / sek(k)-
'know, find out' ¶¶ WP II 449, P 876, EI 5O5-6 (*sehÅg- 'perceive
acutely, seek out'), Mn. 11O7, Dev. #7O3, WH II 464-5, EM 589, Vn. S
9-12, Ern. 175, HDEL 1537, F I 621-2, Fs. 442, Vr. 529, 577, Ho. 3O6,
Kb. 992, Schz. 276, KM 762, Ts. W 67 || HS: S *√s7kH Sh  'find' >  IA, JA
[Trg.], JEA [BT], SmA, Sr √s7kH Sh  id., Ak {Sd.} √s7k∅ Sh  (with vowels
suggesting ∅ <  *H+÷) 'procure (beschaffen)' (?) ¶ HJ 1132-3, Js. 1 5 7 2 ,
Sl. 1143-4, Tal 892, Br. 775, Sd. 121O (s.v. s7eku6m)  EC {Ss.} *sag-
/*sog- 'predict' > Or {Th., Brl.} fag-, Or B {Vnt.} fag- 'foretell, predic t ' ,
Dbs sok- 'predict', Brj sa≤ga2na 'a particular family with power for ra in-
making' ¶ Ss. B 162, Th. 126, Brl. 14O-1, Vnt. 51, AMS 185 || A: [1] A
*sag- >  T *°sa[:]g 'intellect, intelligence' >  OT sa[:]˝ ({Cl.} [MhK] ·'S
sa2˝) 'intellect (?al-÷aqlu), intelligence, sagacity'  ?σ T *sak ' a ler t ,
awake' > OT saq id., Tkm Taq 'vigilant', 'light' (sleep), Tk sak 'vigilant;
sleeping light', Bsh haq, ET, VTt, Qmq saq 'vigilant, prudent, caut ious ' ,
Qq, Qrg saq 'watchful, cautious', Nog, Qzq saq id., 'prudent' ¶ Valid
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only if the primary meaning is 'alert' rather than 'awake' ¶ Cl. 8O3,
8O5-6, MKD 152, Sht. 17O, TkR 55, Nj. 497  pKo *sa~ki!- > MKo sa!ki!-,
NKo sa4gi- 'read characters, interpret', MKo sagu\i-, NKo sa~koi\- ' k n o w
each other, make acquaintance' ¶ S QK #81, Nam 282, MLC 868, 9 2 O
 AmTg *seku- > Ul s‰xuli, Nn Nh s‰xur 'keen' (of ear), 'light' ( o f
sleep) ('¢utkij ' [son ]), Ul s‰xulu/i- v. 'sleep light' ('¢utko spat∆ '),
Nn s‰x‰uc7i- id., 'be vigilant' ¶ STM II 139 ¶¶ DQA #1957 (A *se~kæu
'preserve, be aware': T *sak , Ko, Tg + unc. J *su~k- v. 'like' and M *saki-
' p ro tec t ' )   [2] ?φ  A {DQA} *sogu!- 'search, choose' (influenced by N
*s2222ËhK''''V 'wish, covet' [q.v.]?) >  T *°sogra- > OT [MhK] {Cl.} su˝r-ut-
'search' (ol anîn a4vin su˝ruttu 'he searched his house'); possibly: T ı
WrM sur9a-, HlM surga- 'teach, instruct, train' ı Tv sur˝a- id. ¶
Cl. 816, Rs. W 433, MED 739, Tv 392  ?φ M *so{˝}oN9u- 'choose' > MM
[S] {H}, [HI] {Lew.} so√oN9u-, [HI] {Ms.} soN9u- id., [MA] {Pp.} sonqu-
'try, test; select, elect', WrM soN9u-, HlM songo-, Ord su¯N9u¯-, Dg
{T} soN9o- 'choose, select', Brt hunga-, Kl su˜h- 'select, elect' ¶ H
135, Lew. II 73, Ms. H 95, Pp. MA 324, MED 726, Ms. O 59, Chr. 688-9 ,
KRS 463, T DgJ 164  Tg *su{g}ule-≠-e- > Nn Hh/KU s‰ul‰-, Ul s‰ul‰/i-
≠ s‰wlu- 'search (durchsuchen, obyskat∆ )', WrMc suwele- ≠
seole-  id., 'look for (e.g., a hidden thing)' ¶ STM II 134, Z 575, 653  
pJ *sunkur-  'choose, select' > OJ su!gu!r-, J: T sugu!r-, K su!gu1r-, Kg su~gu~r-
¶ S QJ ¶ 1292, Mr. 758 ¶¶ DQA #21O5 ¶¶ Hardly here (≠ φ ) M *siqa˝a-
'look searchingly, take aim' and Tg *si3gi3- or *si3ga2- 'peep out, look o u t '
(see DQA #1992 and N *s 6666ÉK ''''o  'look at' [q.v.]) ¶¶ ≠  Pp. VG 115, 132 (M,
Tg) ˚ AmTg *e in *seku- still needs explaining. In A {DQA} *sogu!- t h e
vw. *o  may be accounted for by the infl. of N *s2222ËhK''''V 'wish, covet'.
2O3O. *s1111a 4 444k[V]?Ë 'plait, tie, bind, wicker' >  K *sk'w- 'tie (up), b ind
(up)' (× N *z1111Vk''''Ë 'to tie', q.v. ffd.) || HS: C: Ag *sak'-, {†Ap.} *sa˝-
/saq- v. 'sew, weave' > Bln saX-, Xm saq-, Q sa˝-, Km saX- (?), Aw sa˝-
/ saqi! »» Dhl {EEN} saka?- v. plait, twist', ?σ so2k'- v. 'twist (sth.)' ¶ Ap. IC
37, R WB 299, AD SF 1O1, E SC 182, EEN 23-4  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *sak'- v.
'weave' >  Hs sa2!k'a2, Gw {Mts.} i! sa!ka, Kfr {Nt.} sa!k, Ang {Flk.} sak id. »
CCh: Msg sasake v. 'weave', Afd {Stz.} szakka1 [sakka] 'Weberstuhl ' ,
wa1nszaka 'I weave' (= *[u-w+han saka] 'I make weaving') ¶ This Ch √
is to be distinguished from *√cg  v. 'plait, weave' (which may be a loan
from KnT: Teda c7aga-, Knr saga- 'weave') ¶ Stl. ZCh 177 [#298], Flk. s.v.
sak, ChC s.v. 'weave', Sö. 341  ?σ B *√Óskœ >  *√ÓsŒ >  Ah -as´Œ
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'joindre, unir, coudre (brocher des feuilles de manière à former u n
cahier)', ETwl, Ty as´Œ 'joindre, unir, relier' ¶ Fc. 1831-2, GhA 17O ¶ ¶
≈ Sk. HCD 226  Eg fP sc¿ ({EG} s1t3¿) v. 'spin, weave', DEg st¿, Cpt Sd
sOt id. ¶ EG IV 355, Fk. 255, Er. 474, Vc. 198  ???φ CS *√skk 'weave,
plait' > BHb √skk G  'weave, form', JPA √skk G  'hedge in', JA [Trg.]
√skk D  'weave', JEA √skk D  'cover over'; the S cognate is acceptable
if one admits secondary affricatization (the former affricate *s for t h e
original sibilant *s7) due to the infl. of CS *√nsk (< N ? *n3333ec@@@@V 'to plait ,
to tie together' [q.v. ffd.] ×  N *s1111a 4 444k[V]?Ë) ¶ KB 664, 712) ¶ Js, 99O, Sl.
81O-1 ¶¶ Tk. I 76 || U: FU *°s1a4kË- v. 'plait' (× N *z1111Vk''''Ë 'to tie') >  ObU
*se2˝- ≠ *so4∏˝- (= *se2˝W-) v. 'plait' >  pVg *sa4ÆG- id. >  Vg: T sa4w,
LK/MK/UK/P/SV sa4G-/sa4∏G, NV sa4G-/sa4∏w-, LL sa4G-/sa4∏-, UL/Ss saG- id.;
pVg sa4 ÆG n. 'plait, tress of hair' ({Mu.} 'Haarflechte, Zopf') >  Vg: T sa4w,
LK/MK/UK/NV sa4G, SV/LL sa4∏, UL/Ss saG id.; pOs {Ht.} *so4˝- ({∫Hl.}
*sO4 Æ˝-) v. 'plait' > Os: V/Vy so4G-, Ty sa$ÆGW-, Y sa$Æw-, D/K/Nz/Kz/O sew-
id.; pOs *so4˝ ({∫Hl.} *sO4Æ˝) 'plait of hair' >  Os: V/Vy so4G, Ty sa$ÆGW, Y
sa$Æw, D/K/Nz/Kz/O sew id.  Ï FU *s1a4ktV- v. 'plait (bark shoes, a
basket), mend (e.g. a net)' >  pLp {Lr.} *c1e2kt‰- v. 'mend (a net)' >  L: S
{Hs.} tjiktedh, L {LLO} tjikte2t, N {N} c7ik…tet v. 'mend (seine,
net)', Kld {SaR} ¢ixxt´, {TI} c7iÚx:t;a"dò id. » Prm *s1Ektal- >  Z s1‰ktav-n`È
v. 'plait (bast sandals, a basket)', Yz s1o4ktal- v. 'add (plait in) birch b a r k
to plaited bast sandals' ('prodergivat∆ lykovye lapti berestoj '),
Vt sikta s1ikta- v. 'mend bast sandals', Z s1‰ktan, Vt s1iktan 'ko¢edyk
(an instrument for plaiting bast sandals)' »» Os: Ty/O sa$t- v. ' d a r n
(nets), D sa$t- v. 'darn (nets, stockings)' ¶ Ht. 182 [#571], BV 96, MK
5O9, Coll. 75, UEW 47O, Sm. 554 (FP *s1a4kti- 'mend'), It. #283, Lr.
#15O, Lgc. #573, N I 39O, Hs. 1321, SaR 394-5, TI 665-6, LG 269-7O, Lt.
J 182 || A: AmTg *sakta-n, *sakta-ma 'wickerwork' >  Orc sakta(n-), Nn
Nh/KU saqta%, Nn B saXta(n-), Ul saqta(n-) 'reed mat', Ul saqtama
'wicker basket (of reed)', Nn Nh saqtama 'basket' ¶ STM II 57, 1 3 6 - 7
 M *sa9su[n] ≠ *segsu4[n]: [1] *sa9su[n] 'wicker basket' >  WrM sa9su,
HlM sags 'basket made from bamboo': M ı WrMc saqsu 'wicker
basket', 'wickered container for corn (made of willow-branches)'; [2]
*segsu4[n] >  WrM segsu4 'small basket', {Kow.} seksu4 'corbeil le
d’écorce, petit panier d’écorce', HlM s´gs 'small basket', Ord segsu4
'basket for carrying soil on one’s back'; [3] possibly also M *segl- >
WrM segli, HlM s´glij 'mat or rug made of grass' ¶ MED 658, 6 8 2 ,
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Kow. 1366, Z 558, 58O  pKo *skÄ!r- > MKo skÄ!r v, NKo k∏al- ' s p r ead
out (as mat)' ¶ S QK # 741, Nam 22, MLC 44 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1952 (A *s+zegi
v. 'litter; mat', incl. M *segl-, Ko) ¶¶ The vw. *a in T *sakta- and M
*sa9su[n] (for the expected T *a4 and M *e) is due to vowel ha rmony
(infl. of the vw. of sxs.) ˚  Blz. KM 119-2O (K, HS).
2O31. € *s2222VkVÂV 'intoxicating drink' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'alcoholic drink') >  HS: S *s7i≤kar- ≠ *s7akar- 'alcoholic drink' >  BHb
rk1S4 s7e2≤k3a2r, Ak s7ika2ru(m), s7ikru(m) 'alcoholic drink, beer', Sr
ærok£a s7ak3≤r-a2 (abs. rka£ s7´≤k3ar) 'sicera (alcoholic drink other t h a n
wine, esp. a liquor made from dates or from honey)', JA [Trg.] ar!k6S5
s7ik3≤ra2 'alcoholic drink', JEA s7ak3≤ra2, s7ik3≤ra2 'alcoholic drink not m a d e
from grapes', Md s7akra '∈ alcoholic drink', SmA √s7kr TD ' b e c o m e
intoxicated', ms7kh s7kr 'intoxicant' (ms7kh 'beverage'), Ar sakar-
{Ln.} 'alcoholic drink (wine, beverage prepared from dried dates, e tc . ) ' ;
S (Hb, Aram?) ı  Gk [LXX] si1kera '∈ fermented liquor, strong drink'; S
*√s7kr G  'be(come) drunken' >  BHb √s7kr, Ar, Gz √skr, Ak √s7kr G
id.; Ï  Cn *s7i+akkara2n- > BHb N&rk`1S5 s7ikka2≤ro2n, Ug s7krn ' d runkenness '
¶ KB 139O-1, Tal 895, PS 416O, JPS 577, Br. 777, Js. 1576, Lv. T II 68O,
Sl. 1145-6, Sd. 1232, Ln. 13OO-1, BK I 1114, A #26O, OLS 437, Ch.
1OO3 || A: pKo {S} *su~√î~r 'wine, alcoholic drink' >  MKo su~~√î~r ≠ su~√u~r,
NKo sul (acc. to Starostin, A *-k- > Ko ∅) ¶ S AJ 256 [#12O], S QK #12O,
BKRS 749, MLC 1O18.
2O32. (€?) *s2222 {o}K''''o 'to follow' >  IE: NaIE *sekW- id. >  OI ≤sacate2
'accompanies, follows', Av hac7aite 'accompanies' »» Gk {epomai ' I
follow' »» L sequitur 'follows' »» OIr sechithir 'follows' »» Lt
sekti (prs. seku ~) 'to follow, to follow the trail of, to watch, t o
observe', Ltv {Frn.} sekt (prs. se>ku ≠ se>cu) '(ver)folgen, spüren ' ,
'wittern' (von Hunden)' ¶ P 896-7 (does not distinguish this √  from IE
*sekW-  'see, look' <  N *s 6666ÉK ''''o 'look at, watch; see' [q.v.]), EI 2O8, M K III
417, WH II 519-2O, Vn. S  62, F I 544-5, Frn. 773 || HS: S *°-s7+su2k'- >  Ar
√swq (ip. -su2q-) v. G  'drive (the cattle\ beast), urge (the cattle) t o
go', {Hv.} 'drive (a beast), impel/urge so.' ¶ Ln. 147O-1, BK I 1167, Hv.
344   Eg s÷k5  'drive (animals)' (with a puzzling unexpected ÷, probably
due to the infl. of the verb s÷k5 'cause to enter' ÿ ÷k5 'enter, go in') ¶
EG IV 55-6, Fk. 215  ?φ,σ C: EC: pSam {Hn.} *sug- >  Sml sug- 'wait', Rn
sug- 'wait for, await' ¶ Hn. S 74, PG 268 || ? A: Tg: WrMc {Z} s7oXada-
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≠ soXata- v. 'harness a tandem, harness one behind the other', {Hr.}
s7ohan  'tandem' ¶ Z 673, STM II 1O5, Hr. 857.
2O33. UA  € *ÍoK''''a 6 666 (= *s++++s 1 111 ++++s 6 666oK ''''a 6 666) 'blind' >  U: FU (att. in BF)
*°s+s1+s6o(k)kV > F sokea, Krl K s7oki¢e, Krl A so(v)eta ≠ s7o(v)eta, s7oheta,
Vp soged 'blind', Es so%ge, Es E s´⁄ke, Lv so'gd‰ id. ¶ SK 1O6O-3, Don.
VW 1689, ZM 516, Kt. 976 || A *s7o4[:]kæu ({SDM97} *s7o4∏kæu) 'see badly,
have bad eyesight' >  M *soqu- >  d. *soqu-r 'blind' >  MM [S] soqor, [L,
MA, IsV, HI] soqar, [IM] soGur, WrM {MED} soqur, {Lg., SM} soqor,
HlM soxor, Ord {Ms.}, Ba {T} soXor, Mnr H {SM} so9òu¢or, {T} so9or, ShY
{Ktw. “ Ml.} sogor, Dg {T} soqor, {T DgJ} sogor, sokor, Dx {T} su9o
'blind'; d. *soqu-i\- 'be(come) blind' >  WrM soqui-, HlM soxoj- id.;
M *soqu-la- > WrM soqula-, HlM soxlo-, Mnr H {SM} so9òu¢oli- v t .
'make blind', {T} so9oli- 'put out so.’s eyes', Dx {T} su9olu- 'make blind,
become blind'; d. *soqu-ra2- 'become blind' >  WrM soqura, HlM
soxro-, Mnr H {SM} so9òu¢oro2-, {T} so9oro2- id.; M *soqur ı WrMc
soxor  'blind', T (in texts not prior to Mongolian conquest): MQp [CC],
Chg, ET soqur, Alt {B} soqor, Alt/Tlt {Rl.} soqqor, Yk soXXor, Chv L
sukk¥r 'blind', etc.; M *soqu-l- ı  Tlt {Rs. “?} ¿ soq-l-un 'be blind'; t h e
T words are loans, as suggested by their chronology and the presence o f
the M derivational sxs. -r and ¿ -l- ¶ Pp. MA 324, 447, Pp. L III 58, H 1 3 5 ,
Ms. H 95, Lg. VMI 64, MED 73O, SM 352, KW 329, T 36O, T DgJ 19O, T
DnJ 134, T BJ 147, Ktw. OuJ 443, Rs. W 426, Rl. IV 522-3, BT 129  Tg
{SDM} *s7oka- > Ewk {Cs.} sokot!i, {STM} çokotï 'one-eyed, squint-eyed' ,
Lm çokotI, Neg çoktoXo, Orc c7oktoko, Ul c7o2qto, Ork toqto id., 'blind i n
one eye'  pKo {S} *si\o2ki\´!⁄N 'blind' > MKo si\o2ki\´!⁄N, NKo so2gi\´⁄N ¶ S QK
365, Nam 312, MLC 969 ¶¶ S AJ 17, SDM97 s.v. *s7o4 ∏kæu (M, Tg, Ko •σ÷ T
*sa2qî 'mirage' •σ÷ OJ suk- 'be transparent'); after rejection of the T
cognate (*sa2qî) the rec. of a long pA *o4∏ is no longer justified ˚  ≈  Rs.
UAW 25, ≈ IS SS #13.16, ≈ IS MS 365 (Rs. and IS adduce T •sokîr ' b l ind '
as a genetic cognate of M *soqur) .
2O34. UA  € *s++++s 7 777oK''''V 'to stick fast, to be stuck\motionless' >  U: FU
*°s+s7okkV (or s+s7akkV) >  Ugr *To+akkV 'stick fast, be stuck; get into' >
ObU {Ht.} *To2k- >  pVg {Ht.} *ta"kn- 'stick fast, be stuck' >  Vg: T takn-,
LK/UK/UL/Ss taxn-, MK taºxn- id.; pOs {Ht.} *¬ok- 'be s t uck
(hängen\sitzen bleiben)' >  Os: V loqÈn-, Ty ¬a"qWÈn-, D/K toX´n-, Nz
tuX´n-, Kz ¬ö8X´n- 'hängen bleiben', V lo4k´n-, Vy yo4k´n- 'sitzen ble iben '
» Hg akad- 'get stuck\caught (in)', akaszt- vt. 'hang' ¶ UEW 845-6 ,
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MF 78, Ht. #122 || A: M *soqsu- >  WrM {MED} so9sui-, HlM {MED}
sogsoj- 'sit idle; stand up (of hair); stick up\out', WrM {Kow.}
soqsoi- 'être immobile; se taire tout d’un coup, garder la silence', Kl
{Rm.} soksi-Xa 'unbeweglich sitzen, lautlos sitzen\sein'; WrM {Rm. “?}
so9su-9ar-, Kl sokso˝ar 'unbeweglich und wortlos dasitzend'; M ı
WrMc {Z} soksoXon (pl. soksoXori) '(sits) frowned \ gloomy \
silent \ far from others' ¶ MED 723, Kow. 14O8, KW 329, Z 624  T
(π M?): Alt sokso {B} 'sth. protruding', soksoy- vi. 'be\sit s traight,
stretch (byt∆ pråmym , vytågivat∆så)', Alt/Tlt/QK {Rl.} soqsoi\ ' s ich
erheben. eine Erhöhung bilden, hervorstehen, tor¢at∆ ', soqsoyîn otîrdî
'er saß gerade, aufrecht' ¶ BT 129, Rl. IV 526.
2O35. *s2222u 4 444K ' ''' {a} (≠ *s2222u 4 444ka?) to drink, to suck' >  IE: NaIE *seu\k- ≠
*seu\g- 'suck' >  L su2g-o2 v. 'suck' »» ON su1ga, sju1ga 'to suckle'; OHG
su2gan 'saugen, trinken', NHG saugen, ON su1ga, OSx su2gan, AS
su2Ìan ≠ su2can 'to suck', NE suck »» OIr su1igid 'sucks' »» Ltv
su ^2kt (1s prs. su~cu) 'to suck,  to sip'  Ht sakiuwai v. 'wa te r
(horses)' (absence of the expected labial glide is puzzling) ¶¶ But NaIE
*so≤kWo-s 'juice, sap' (> L su2cus and Sl *soŸk¥ 'juice') belongs to N
*z6666ËK''''Ë (= *z6666oK ''''Ë?) 'juice' (q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ WP II 469, EI 556 (*seu\g- ≠
*seu\k- 'suck' 'suck'), WH II 622-3, Ts. W 67, Bc. 333, Vr. 56O, Ho. 3 2 9 ,
Ho. S 72, Kb. 984, OsS 89O, ME III 1132, Kar. II 321 || HS: CS *√s7k'y v.
Sh  , D 'give to drink' >  BHb √s7k'y+w Sh  (pf. eq!S6e5 his7≤k'a2), Ug √s7k'y
Sh, IA, SmA √s7k'y Sh  (IA pf. hs7k5y, SmA pf. hs7k5h) id., JA √s7k'y S h
(pf. ?as7k5°) vt., Sr  √s7k'y+w (pf. Jqi£æa ?as7k5°) Sh v. 'water, irrigate;
give to drink', Ar √sqy D  'donner à boire, faire boire souvent ,
arroser'; S *√s7k'y G 'give to dr ink '  (bf. from *√s7k'y Sh , D a n d
contamination with N *s2222iK''''a 6 666{yV} 'to pour') >  Ug √s7k5y G  'give t o
drink' ('ofrecer a beber'), Ar √sqy G  (pf. îqaSa saqa2), Sb √s7k'y vt. G
'irrigate (land), water (cattle)', Gz √sk'y G  vt. 'water, irrigate', Jb E/C
{Jo.} pf. ≤s7e≤k'e 'water (animals), irrigate', Mh √hk'y  G  (pf. hk'u2) 'give
water to', (pf. h‰k'u2) 'give a drink, irrigate', Sb √s7k'y, OAk, Ak OA inf.
s7ak5a2?u, Ak OB inf. s7ak5u6 v. 'irrigate', Ak inf. s7ak5u6  'give to drink' ¶
GB 86O, KB 1512-4, JPS 592, HJ 1186, Yal 925, OLS 451, Js. 1622, BK I
11O9-1O, Hv. 327, BGMR 128, L G 511, Jo. M 155, Sd. 1181  C: Ag
*√sk'W v. 'drink' >  Xm {R} s‰qW- (su3q-), Aw {R} seku" v. ' d r i nk '
(labialization in *k'W reflecting the preceding labialized vw.?) ¶ R Ch II
93-4  Ch (N *s2222iK ''''a 6 666 {yV} '⇑ '): Tng {J} soke v. 'give water to a baby' » Bd
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{Sch.} s‰~g°in / s‰~?yin 'drink' »» CCh: Higi {Kr.}: HgNk sEXWi!, HgB suXu!,
FlG sEgWi, HgK sakWu! / sEXWu!, HgG sEgWi v. 'drink' ¶ Stl. ZCh 1 7 7
[#296], J T 146, ChL I 26O, II 135, 145, 155, 165 ¶¶ OS #222O || A
*s7u4[:]kV 'beverage (juice, sap, etc.)' > M *siGu4-su4n 'juice, sap, beverage '
>  WrM sigu4sun, HlM w¥¥s 'sap, juice', Brt w¥¥h´n, Kl {KRS}
w¥¥sn s7u4∏s´n 'juice', Kl {Rm.} s7u4∏sn= id., Kl D {Rm.} s7u4∏sn= 'Lauge, Suppe
mit Salz' (×  N *z6666ËK''''Ë 'juice' [q.v.]) ¶ MED 7O4, Chr. 74O, KRS 688, KW
373  Tg *s7u'2{k}- 'juice' >  Neg d. çuy‰pç‰2 'stained with juice', Ud X
c1u4¢o$Nki, Ud Sm {Krm.} c1uo4Nki 'sap of trees', ?? Ewk d. çu2kin
'undercooked' (of meat) (if f rom 'having juice'); Tg *s7u'kse (or *ç-)
'juice, sap' >  Ewk çu2ks‰ 'meat juice, juice of berries, sap', Sln su2tç‰
'pitch (of trees)', Lm çu2s 'juice (of berries, meat, fish)', Ork su4ks‰ ≠
tu2ks‰ 'juice of berries' ¶ STM II 411, Krm. 311 ¶¶ The unexpected M *-
G- (for *-k-) is still puzzling (infl. of M *siGu4-su4n 'food, meal' < N
*se6666g ++++kV 'to eat, to swallow'?) || ? E {HK} sikV v. 'drink' ¶¶ HK 1O8O
˚  The cns. *g in NaIE *seu\g- and *G in M *siGu4-su4n suggest a N
deglottalizing factor (someting like *{h}a  in *0s2222u 4 444K ' '''{a}-{h}a >  *s2u4K'{h}a >
*s2u4ka) or a variant etymon *s2222u 4 444ka ˚  The delabialization in M *i
(obviously from *u4) still needs investigating.
2O36. *s 1111Vk ''''V 'honey' or 'bee' > K: GZ *sk'a- 'bee' >  G sk'a- 'bee-hive ' ,
Mg (p)sk'a-, ska-, Lz mska-, mcka- 'bee' ¶ K 164, Q 319, DCh. 1186 ||
HS: C: Ag ≈ *sa{k'}aÒ- 'honey' (and\or 'bee'?) >  Bln {Ap.} saxara, Xm
sara, Km sa˝Aya, Q {R} sa2qiya 'honey', Aw {Hz.} c‰˝ari!, Knf {TBZAC}
sa4har 'bee' ¶ Ap. IC 43, 5O, R BilS 3O2  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *sak'WanV
'honey' >  pBT {Stl.} *saÓani 'honey' >  Bl {Mch.} saxani 'bee', Krf
{Sch.} s7a!˝a!ni!, Glm {Sch.} su2!n1, Gera {Sch.} si!n1a, Pr {Frz.} c7i!gi!ni~ 'honey' »
NrBc *suk'WanV 'honey' >  Wrj {Sk.} su!k'Wa@na!i\, Kry {Sk.} su@kWa!n, J m b
{Sk.} su!k'Wa!na!, Cg {Sk.} c7'o2~k'a!ne@, Sir {Sk.} su@kWu~ni@, My {ChL} sukW‰~m »»
ECh: Skr {Lk.} so!n1e 'bee', so!n1en 'honey' ¶ Stl. ZCh 177 [#3O2], Sch. BTL
147, ChC, ChL, Sk. NB 26, Frz. P 25, Lk. ZSS 39 || A: pKo {S} *sku!r
'honey' > MKo (p)sku!r, NKo k∏ul id. ¶ S QK #421, Nam 63, MLC 217 ¶¶ ≈
SDM97 (A *z7u2gi 'juice' > Ko •÷ T *Juk 'resin, gum', M *sigu4-su4, and Tg
*su2kse 'juice', w  N *z6666ËK ''''Ë  'juice') ˚  Blz. KM 119 [#2O] (K, Ag, Ch).
2O37. ? € *s2222VK''''V 'to carve, to chisel' >  IE *sek- v. 'chop' (× N *s6666ak ''''a
'to split, to cleave' [q.v. ffd.]) || HS: Eg fXVIII sksk {EG} ' ze rhacken ,
zerstören', {Fk.} 'destroy' ¶ EG IV 319, Fk. 252  WCh *sak'- 'carve' >  Hs
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sa!ssa~k'a2 v. 'carpenter', ya2 sa!ssa~k'a~ i!ta~c7e2! 'he adzed bark off tree', Gw
{Mts.} s7e!s7e~ke v. 'carve' » Ang {Flk.} sak v. 'cut down (trees to clean a
field)' » Ngz {Sch.} 3s pf. sa~sk-u! (vb. n. sa!ska~, sbjn. sa~sa!k) ' s c r a p e \ c u t
off in small pieces (skin of mango, etc.); carve wood in this way' ¶ Stl.
ZCh 177 [#297], Abr. H 787, Mts. G 1O8, Flk. s.v. sak , Sch. DN 144  ?
EC: Or {Brl.} sok5- 'carve (scolpire)', {Th.} sok5- 'scrape (raschiare)' (×
Or sok'- 'dig' [probably of different origin]) ¶ Brl. 38O, Th. 3O9 ¶¶ ≈  OS
#218O (*sak'- 'cut' >  ¿ Eg {OS “?} sk5k5 'cut', WCh *sak'- 'cut [down];
carpenter') || A: AdS  of *sak- 'carve, rip' (>  Tg {DQA} *°sak-pi- ' axe ' ,
pKo *sa~ki!- 'carve, engrave', etc.) (< N *s6666ak ''''a 'to split, to cleave', q.v.
ffd.) ¶ DQA #1899 ˚ ≈ Gr. II 86 (*cek ≠ *sek 'cut') (IE, A, Gil, CK, EA)
(not distinguished from N *s 6666ak ''''a '⇑ ').
2O38. € *s2222uhK''''V 'wish, covet' > HS: WS *°√{s7}hk' ≠ *-s7u2k'- (≠ *√s7k'k'?)
'wish, desire' > Gz √s'hk' G  'desire eagerly, wish, covet' (as. s...k' >
s'...k'), √sk'Wk'W T   (pf. tasak'Wak'Wa) 'covet so.’s goods', BHb eq!uST6
t´s7u2≤k'a2 'desire', ? √s7k'k' in prtc. s7o2k'e2≤k'a2 (nap3≤s7o2) '(his soul) is longing'
(Is. 29.8, π 1O7.9), JPA aq!uS s7u2≤k5a2 'eager desire' ('Begierde, Gelüste,
Verlangen'), Ar √s7wq G  (ip. -s7u2q-) 'excite a desire in', 'fill with
longing' (π Aram, whence s7 for the expected *s?) ¶ Di. 1254 and Br. G
I 169 (both: Gz-Hb-Ar), KB 1344, 1519, 1658, Lv. IV 523, Js. 154O-1, BK
II 1288-9, Hv. 382, ≈ L G 551 (the connection of Gz √s'hk' with Hb a n d
Ar "is unlikely"), L G 510 ¶¶ Hardly here (because of the cns. *z6-) WCh
*z6ak'W ({Stl.} *s6ak'W) 'wish, want' > Hs Sk za~k'uwa 2, Hs za2k'ï ' eagerness ' ,
Ngz z6a~kWa!i\ 'desire for, desire to do' (Stl. ZCh 196 [#474], Abr. H 9 6 8 ,
Sch. DN 47), which may be equated with S *°√÷s6k' 'love' (>  Ar √÷s7q
'love passionately') || A: NaT *su[:]k ({Cl.} *su2k) 'greed(y), envy,
envious' > OT {Cl.} su2q 'greed; envy, envious, covetous', Tki {Shaw} suq,
Nog suq  'greedy', Qrg suq 'envy; greed (coveting other people’s goods) ;
envious', Qq suq 'greed, envy; glutton', Uz suq 'envious, greedy (as t o
other people’s food)', Qzq su"˝anaq 'greedy (as to food)' ¶ Cl. 8O4,
Shaw 125, NogR 312, MaM 323, Jud., UzR 39O.
2O39. *s{a}Hk''''V 'thick, large' >  K *s`+sk- ≠ *s`+suk- '(be) thick' >  OG
{Abul.} gan-suk- 'make fat\thick' (Deut. 32.15, Jerem. 5.28), G (ga-
)suk-eba 'to make thick', G suk-va 'to be(come) thick\fat', suk-i adj .
'fat', OG {Abul.} skeli 'thick', G skeli id., 'dense' (of fog) ¶ Abul. 6 9 ,
4O7, Chx. 1286, DCh. 9OO, 12O2-3 ||  U : FP {It.} sak{´⁄}, {UEW} *sakV ≠
*sakkV 'thick, dense' >  F sakea, Es sage id. » pLp {Lr.} *so2k‰ ' t h i ck
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(dicht), dense' > Lp: S {Hs.} sooge-ke, Vfs {Lgc.} so4∏k1;s, so4∏k1:Ebò‰, L {LLO}
suohkat id., N {N} suokka6d 'thick' (of liquids, etc.), Kld su;]ka"Î
'thick, dense' (of a forest, hair, porridge) » Chr: L wuko ≤s7uko, Uf s7uk‰,
Uf/B s7uko, H wuky s7uk¥ 'much' » Prm {LG} *suk >  Z/Prmk/Yz suk
'thick, dense' ¶ UEW 75O, Sm. 553, It. #39, Lr. #1173, Lgc. #7139, Lgc.
SL #2251, Hs. 1228, MRS 731-2, Ü 273, Ep. 156, TI 529, LG 266 || HS:
CS *√s7Hk' '≈ high, large' > Ar √sHq (pf. saHuqa) 'be lofty' (tree), saHu2q-
'high, tall' (of a palm-tree, donkey, etc.), saHHa2q-at- 'femme grande e t
qui a les mamelles flasques et pendantes', SmA s7Ók5 'high', s7Ówk5
'heavens', BHb qh2S2 ≤s7aHak' 'heaven', MHb ≤s7aÓak5 (pl. s7´Óa2≤k5°m)
'clouds, heaven', name of one of the seven heavens, JA [Trg.] aq!h9S6
s7aÓâ≤k5-a2 id. ¶ BK I 1O61, Hv. 312, Tal 886, KB 1358, Js. 1551, Lv. IV
536, Lv. T II 47O   B *√(w)zœÓk 'heavy' >  Ah azœuk 'heavy', Gd zœak (p f .
Ezœzœa2k) 'be heavy' (emphatic *zœ due to the infl. of *Ó?) || ?σ D *c>a2k-,
({†GS} *s-) 'make grow, bring up' (“ vt. *'make fat, fatten') >  Kt c>a;k
'make grow, rear, support', Kn sa 2ku  'bring up, foster, rear, nurse', Kdg
c>a;k 'rear up (child, young animal)', Tu sa2n$ku- v. 'foster, nour ish ,
nurse, bring up', Tl sa2 ﬁku 'rear, bring up' ¶¶ D #2477 ˚  K *-k- goes
back to the cluster *-Hk''''- (ass. deglottalization of N *-k''''- by t h e
adjacent N *H  that yields K *∅ ). The appearance of the vw. u  in K *s`+suk-
, Ar pf. saHuqa, Ar saHu2q-, SmA s7Ówk, and Ah azœuk is still to b e
investigated.
2O4O. *s2222iK ''''[÷]a (or [less probably] *s2222iK '''' [˝]a) 'to sink' >  IE: NaIE
*sek- 'sink' (of water), 'flow down', 'dry up, be exhausted' (of liquid) >
OI ≤a-sak-ra- 'not ceasing to flow or drying up', rdp. a-sas1≤c-at ' n o t
drying up', ? ≤vi-s5ak-ta2 'a cow that have ceased to give milk' (vi-
'apart' + sak- (unless Mayrhofer is right in connecting it to sajati
'attaches, fixes, fastens on') »» ¿ Gk Hm {WP} }esketo (fvnh1) (<  rdp. *se-
sk-) 'stockte, versiegte (die Stimme)' (twice a varia lectio in the Scholia
for }esceto) »» Lt se~kti (prs. with a nasal infix senku~) 'to sink, t o
become lower' (water)', Ltv sikt  (prs. si ~eku) 'to dry up', Lt seklu~s,
Ltv se>kls 'shallow' » Sl (<  a form with a nasal infix) *seßk-noß-ti 'to r u n
dry, to dry up' >  HLs sakac1, saknyc1 id., P (w)sia<kna<c1, sie<kna<c1
'to become dry, to be quite drained', wsia<kac1, wsie<kac1 'to s ink
gradually into the ground', Blg ≤sekvam, ≤sekna 'run dry, dry up'; Sl
*jÁz-seßk-noß-ti 'to run low\dry, to dry up' (*jÁz- 'out') >  OCS
is9kn0ti ise<kno<ti, P zsia<kna<c1, R is≤såknut∆ id. ¶ WP II 4 7 3 ,
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P 894-5, M K I 64, III 227, 419, Frn. 772-3, ESSJ IX 74, Vs. III 826 ¶ The
prehistory of the IE √  may be reconstructed as follows: N *s2222iK ''''[÷]a >
pre-IE **si\ek- > *sek- (w AD NGIE, AD NVIE) || HS: CS *√s7k'÷ v. 'sink' >
BHb, JA [Trg.], JPA √s7k'÷ G  'sink', JEA √s7k'÷ D  'lower, make sink', Ar
√sq÷ G  'be gone (somewhere)' (ma2 ?adrï ?ayna saqa÷a 'I do not k n o w
where he is gone'), (with assimilatory emphatization *s > *sœ) Ar √sœq÷
G  'stray away from the right path', 'crumble away' (of a well) ¶ GB 8 6 1 ,
Lv. IV 6O4, Lv. T II 512-3, Sl. 1176, Fr. II 329, 5O8, Hv. 32, 4O1 || A: Tg
*si3ka- 'fall from trees\bushes' (of leaves, fruits, berries) >  Nn B/KU
sIXa- id., WrMc siXa- 'fall' (of leaves, flowers), 'shed ha i r \ fea thers ' ,
'be shed' (of hair) ¶ STM II 8O, Z 597 || D (in GnD only) *°c>i(k)k-,
{†GS} *s+s1ik- v. 'lower head' >  Png hig- id., Kui sika v. 'bend the h e a d
down, bow\droop the head', Ku {Slz.} hikk- v. 'hang the head', {Fzg.}
hikali  v. 'crouch' ¶ D #2493.
2O41. *s2222iK ''''a 6 666 {yV}  'to pour' > IE: NaIE *sei\k[W]- 'pour out, strain, leak,
drip' >  OI √se2c-: *n-present sin%≤cati 'pours (out), sprinkles' ( a o r .
asicat), ≤se2ka-h5 'pouring out, effusion, sprinkling', Av hae2k-,
hi(n)c7aiti 'begießt, gießt aus' »» Gk [Hs.] aor. “ixai : dih†h6sai ' b e
strained, filtered', Gk ]ikma1ß 'moisture', ]ikmai1nv 'I moisten', ]ikma1zv ' I
strain, filter' »» Gmc *sïx-an ({Vr.} *sïxW-an) >  ON sI1a 'seihen', OHG
s°han 'to strain (seihen, heraus-\durch-seihen)', NHG seihen vt. ' t o
filter, to strain', AS s°on ≠ se1on id., vi. 'to exude, to flow, to dr ip ' ;
OHG s°ha, NHG Seihe, AS siohhe 'strainer, filter', ON sI1a 'sieve' »»
Sl: SCr oàseka ± oàsjeka 'ebb' (<  *se2ka2), Sl *sÁka¡ti >  *sÁca¡ti >  SrChS
s6cati, SCr scaàti, Slv sca!ti, Cz sca1ti, P szczac1, R scat∆, U k
≤scåti 'to urinate', Sl iter. *sikati >  Slv si!kati 'hervorspritzen', R
≤sikat∆ 'to urinate' »» Tc A sik- 'overflow' ¶ EI 448 (*sei\k- 'pour ou t ;
overflow'), ≈ P 893-4 (*sei\kW-), M K III 364-5, M E II 744-5, F I 7 1 7 ,
Hofm. 123, Ho. 295, Kb. 851, OsS 762, KM 699-7OO, Vr. 472, Glh. 5 4 1 -
2 ||  HS (× N *s2222u 4 444K ' ''' {a} 'to drink, to suck'): S *√s7k'y vt. G  'irrigate, wa te r '
>  Ar √sqy (pf. îqaSa saqa2), Mh √hk'y, Jb E/C {Jo.} ≤s7e≤k'e, Sb √s7k'y v.
'irrigate', OAk, Ak OA s7ak5a2?u, Ak OB s7ak5u6 'to irrigate', Gz √sk'y G
v. 'irrigate, water' (ffd. see  N *s2222u 4 444K ' '''{a}) ¶ GB 86O, KB 1512-4, HJ 1 1 8 6 ,
BK I 11O8-1O, Hv. 327, BGMR 128, L G 511, Jo. M 155, Sd. 1181  Ch:
WCh {Stl.} *si\ak'u >  Hs s7e2!k'a~ v. 'pour (into vessel), pour water (on a
person)' » NrBc: Jmb/My/Dir {Sk.} s‰ka v. 'pour in' ¶ Stl. ZCh 1 7 7
[#296], Abr. H 8O6-7, Ba. 935, Sk. NB 35, ChL  ?? Eg fMK scy ({EG}
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s1t3j) 'begatten, erzeugen' (if its basic meaning is 'Samen ergießen' [as
supposed by EG]) ¶ EG IV 347-8 ¶¶ OS #222O || A: Tg *seki\e- 'pour in ,
flow' >  Nn KU s‰k‰ id., WrMc seki ≠ sekiye v. 'stream, flow; s t ra in
(cedit∆ )', sekyen  'spring (fons)' ¶ STM II 139  ?? A {DQA} **s7ï!kæi-
'urine; urinate' > ?φ M *siGe- 'ur inate '  > MM [S] s1i√e-, WrM sige-,
HlM, Brt w´´-, Ord s7e2-, Kl wee- s7e2, Mnr H {SM} sÀe2-, Dg {Mrm.} s1e2- ≠
se2- id.; Ï *siGe-su4n 'urine' > WrM sigesu4n, HlM w´´s(´n), O r d
s7e2su$, Brt w´´h´(n), Kl weesn s7e2sn=, Mnr H {SM} sÀe2Zò‰, Dg {Mrm.} s1es
≠ se2s id. ¶ H 139, MED 7O1-2, Ms. O 611-2, Chr. 752, KRS 669, KW
355, SM 373, Klz. D II 131  Tg *s7ike2n 'urine' > Ewk çik‰2n, Sln s7iX‰%, Lm
çik´n, Neg çix‰2n, Ul c7ig‰n- ≠ c7‰2(n-), Ork çi‰(n-), Nn Nh c7i‰%, Nn KU
c7ik‰%, WrMc sike id., Ewk çik‰2n-, Lm çikan-, Neg çix‰2n- 'urinate' ¶ STM
II 392-3 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2189 (A *s7ï!kæi-, *s7ï!kæ-di 'urine; to urinate', incl. M,
Tg) ˚  The vw. *e in the first syll. of Tg *seki\e- (for the expected *i)
still needs explaining.
2O42. € *Íu6666K ' '''u 4 444ÂV 'person (man?) of the opposite exogamous moiety
within an exogamic system of tribes, parent-in-law' >  IE: [1] NaIE
*≤swek8uro-s 'husband’s father' >  OI ≤s1vas1ura-h5, Av xvasura-, NPrs
rsuXu Xosor, Psh sXar 'father-in-law' »» Gk [ekyro1ß 'wife’s father' »» Al
vjehe4rr (-rri, pl. -e4rr) m. 'father-in-law' ({O}: influenced by Al
vjehe4rr 'mother-in-law') »» L socer / gen. -° ' father-in-law
(husband’s\wife’s father)' »» OHG swe4hur 'husband’s father', NHG † ,
π Schwa4her, AS swehor ≠ swe1or, Gt µ swaI1hra id. »» Lt
s7eﬁs7uras (<  *ses7-) id. » Sl *svekr¥ 'husband’s father' >  OCS svekr5
svekrË, Blg, Uk ≤svekor, SCr sve`àkar, Slv sve5!ker, Cz svekr, Slk
sveker, P s1wiekier, R ≤sve≥kor  [1a] d.: *≤swek8ura2 'husband’s
mother' >  Arm skesur skesuR id. (<  *k8wek8ur-a2 <  *swek8ura2- [as.]) »»
Gk [ekyra@ 'husband’s mother' »» pAl {O} *swexura2 >  Al vjehe4rr (-rra,
pl. -rra) f. 'mother-in-law'  [2] NaIE *swe≤k8ru2-s 'husband’s mother' >
OI s1va≤s1ru2-h5 'mother-in-law', NPrs vrsXu Xosru2 'husband’s
father\mother' »» L socrus 'mother-in-law' »» W chwegr, Crn
wheger id.; d. W chwegrwn, Crn whygeran 'husband’s father' »»
OHG swigar  'husband’s mother' (>  NHG Schwieger, Yid rogiˇs
≤s7viger), AS sweÌer 'spouse’s mother'; d. Gmc *swexr-o2n- >  Gt
swaI1hro2, ON svAra id. »» Sl *sve≤krÈ / gen. *svekr¥ve 'husband’s
mother' (<  *swekru2- with depalatalization *k8 >  *k  within a cns. c lus ter )
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>  OCS svekr7 svekrû / svekr5ve svekrËve, R ∆  sve≤kry, R
sve≤krov∆, Blg sve≤k`rva, SCr sve`àkrva, Sln sve<•krv, sve<•krva,
OCz sve7krov, P s1wiekra id.  [3] ? NaIE *swek8u≤ro- {Wrk.} 'wife’s
brother '  > OHG swa2gur ≠ swa2ger {Kb.} 'relative of a father-in-law,
father-\son-\brother-in-law' »» InA: Kshm hahar 'wife’s brother', Sin
hu2ra2 'spouse’s brother ' ¶ P 1O43-4, EI 85 (? *swek8u≤ro-s 'wife’s
brother'), 195-6 (*≤swek8uro-s 'father-in-law, husnand’s father'), 3 8 6
(*swe≤k8ruhÅ-s 'mother-in-law'), Szem. KT 17-8, Wrk. 17O-1, 185-6 ,
19O-1, M K III 4OO-1, Vl. I 691-2, Slt. 57-8, F I 478-9, WH II 55O-1, LP §
24.4, YGM-1 156, ECCE 3O7, Fs. 462, Vr. 571, Kb. 995, 998, 1OO3, OsS
9O7-8. 914, Schz. 277, KM 687-8, 693, Ho. 334-5, O 51O-1, Frn. 9 7 7 ,
Glh. 597 || HS: Ch **√srK (mt.?) ≠ **√sKWr 'in-law' (× N *Í{i}hu6666rV
'person [man?] of the opposite exogamous moiety within an exogamic
system of tribes', q.v.) >  WCh: Hs su~Ru!kï 'father-in-law, son-in-law',
su~Ru!ka2! 'mother-\daughter-in-law', su~Ru~ka!i\ 'relations-in-law', Gw {Mts.}
s7o~ro~kYi! 'wife’s father\mother, wife’s elder brother\sister, son-in-law' »
AG *s‰˝‰r ({Sch.} *s´G´€r, {Hf.} *s5´€G´r) ' ( fa ther- \mother- ) in- law'
>  Su {J} s‰g‰r 'father-\mother-in-law (Schwiegerleute)', Kfr {Hf.}
s‰˝‰r, Ang {Hf.} sïr, Gmy {Hf.} s'u_2r, Mpn {Frz.} s‰2@r 'in-law' » BT: Bele
{Sch.} hu2~ri! 'in-law' (h- < *s-) »» CCh: Mf {BLB} su!kWa!r 'mo the r -
\daughter-in-law' » BtG {Mch.} se<!rwa 'mother-in-law' » Glv {Rp.}
s7u!gu~la 'wife’s mother, wife’s brother, mother-in-law', Mdr {Mch.} s7o52!la5
'relative-in-law' » Msy {Mch.} skul 'mother-in-law' » Db {Mch.} s´kul
da 'my father-\mother-in-law, my son-in-law', {Lnh.} su~ku!l 'relative-in-
law', Kola {Sb.} su=ku3 ^l '(male) relative-in-law' » Lgn {Bou.} skuŸ 'mo the r -
in-law' » Mtk {Sb.} skwa^r 'relative-in-law' » MsgN {Rlf.} tsegeli!a
'(male) relative-in-law' ¶ Abr. H 829, Mts. G 1O9, Hf. AG #1O6, J S 8 2 ,
Frz. DM 58, Sch. ChV 48, Sch. BTL 17, 3O, BLB 321, RpB 82, Mch. D 1 4 8 ,
ChC, ≈ Nw.  ChCR #74   ? EC *sVrk- × N *Í{i}hu6666rV 'person (man?) o f
the opposite exogamous moiety within an exogamic system of t r ibes ' ,
q.v.] > Kns {BlSO} sark-att-a 'brother-in-law of man', Gln {AMS} serko
'Schwager' ¶ BlSO 173, AMS 36, 221, 267, ≈ Ss. PEC 5.
2O43. € *s1111al{a} 'tie, means of tying' (‘ 'rope') >  U: FU *s1ala (or *s6-)
'thread' >  Chr H {Ep.} s7ol 'våzok u sanej ' ('flexible rod used to t i e
together parts of a sledge'), Chr s7ol in Chr Uf kit-s7ol 'Armband', Chr L
kidwol , Chr H/Uf kit-s7ol 'bracelet' (Chr kid , kit means 'hand, a r m ' )
»» pOs *sa"l >  Os: V sa"l´ 'Bauchgurt (des Rienntiers), den Zugriemen
tragender Riemen über dem Rücken des Renntiers', Km sa"t 'um e ine
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Rinderschachtel genähter Verstärkungs«gürtel» aus Birkenrinde', Kz
so"¬ ke¬ 'bellow belt of a reindeer' (ke¬ 'rope, cord') » Hg szalag
'ribbon, band' ¶ UEW 461, Ps. OT 123, Ep. 44, 152, MRS 197, SebZ 1 1 4 ,
Ü 66, MF 566-7 || HS: CS (rdp.) *s7al≤s7{i}l(-at)- 'chain' >  MHb tl3S3l6S2
s7al≤s7ElEt3, EpJA tlsls s7ls7lt, JA [Trg.] aT1l6S3l6S2s7als7El≤t-a2, SmA
s7ls7lh 'chain', Ar ¬sil0Si silsil- 'iron-chain', élasil0Si silsil-at- ' i ron-
chain, succession', Sr d. \o3ø¬wu£ s7uls7a2≤l-a2 'concatenatio' ¶ Js. 159O,
HJ 1155, Js. 159O, Tal 9O5, Br. 784, Fr. II 34O-1, BK I 1122, Hv. 329 
Eg s¿s¿ {Crn.} v. 'tow (a boat)', {Mks.} 'haler un navire', Cpt: Sd saase
saase , B sa2s sahs n. 'tow' ¶ Mks. I #3366, Crn. 163, Vc. 197.
2O44. *s1111al∏ ∏∏∏{a} 'willow' >  IE: NaIE *salik8- 'willow' >  L salix id. »» OIr
sail / gen. sa(i)lech id., W helyg, Crn helyk, Br haleg coll.
'willows' (snglt. W, Crn helyg-en. Br haleg-enn), OBrth salik- ( i n
the n. l. Salico-du2non) »» ON selja (*salhyo2n), Nr selije, D n
selje, silje 'sallow', Sw sa4lg {Mlnv.} 'pussy-willow', Ic selja {Bv.}
id., 'willow', OHG {OsS} sal(a)ha 'willow, sallow', MHG salhe, NHG
Salweide, AS sealh 'sallow, Salix caprea', NE sallow »» Oss I
xAris Xa4rïs, Oss D xAres Xa4res, xArves Xa4rves 'willow' »» ? Gk
[eli1kh id. (×  ? NaIE *welik+k8- id. > Gk B welikv1n, MHG wilge, AS
weliÌ 'willow', NE willow) ¶ WP I 3OO-1, 453-4, P 879, EI 6 4 3
(*sal(i)k- 'willow'), Mn. 111O, F I 494, Frdr. PITA 53-7, WH II 469, Vn. S
13, YGM-1 283, Hm. 368, ≈  Ab. IV 18O-1, Ho. 236, 389, Lx. 321, Kb.
821, OsS 738, KM 622, Mlnv. 579, Hlq. 1145, Vr. 469 ¶ The element *-
ik8- is likely to go back to a sx. || U *s1+s6al+lßa > FU *s1+s6al+lßa 'elm, willow' >
F salava. ∆  salaja 'brittle willow (Salix fragilis)' » Er selej s1el!ey,
Mk såli s!a4l!i 'elm' » Chr: L wolo ≤s7olo, Uf/B s7olo, H s7ol 'elm' »» Hg
szil  'elm'  ? pY {IN} *T!al 'tree' >  Y: K s7a2l, T sa2l {Krn.} 'tree', {IN} id.,
'larch': OY: K {Bil.} tshall, {Klc.} ¢alga, NW {Lnd.} tschal 'tree' ¶ ¶
UEW 458-9, Coll. 111, Sm. 549 (FU *s 1Èliw 'elm' >  FP *s1e4lV, Ugr
*s 1ÈlI"), Ker. II 135, MRS 716, Ep. 152, Ü 266, IN 221, 332, Krn. JJ 2 7 7 ,
284, 32O, 332-3 || HS: S *°√s7+slp >  Ar Mrc ƒULi'Sa sa2lif- 'weeping
willow, hornbeam' ¶ Gass. II 651 ˚  It is not justified enough to adduce
here names of other trees, parts of trees, or those of trees in general ,
such as D (in SD) *c>all- ({†GS} *Z+Z1-?) 'cane' [cf. D #2383], D *c>a2l-
({†GS} Z-) 'Acacia' (cf. D #2474), HS *sVlVm- '∈ tree' > Ar salam-
'Mimosa flava', sala2m- ≠ sila2m- 'a bitter tree',  ECh: Mgm so1lmo! '∈ (very
hard) tree' (cf. Hv. 333, JA 124, OS #2182), NrOm: Hrr {Abb.} sola2
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'Olea chrysophylla (a tree)', Mch {L} s7ollo! '∈ a tree' (cf. Blz. OL # 1 1 8
['kind of tree'], CR H 66O, L M 5O), Hs Skt/Kc s7a!lla~ 'the r e e d
gyaranya', Hs s7a!lla~ 'the flowering spikes of gyaranya', (??) sa~Rfa2@
'stalk' (actually from N *s6666e 6 666l ! !!!Ùa6666 'bough, twig, stick') (cf. Ba. 9O7, 9 2 5 ) .
An equation between D *c>a2l- ({†GS} Z>-) 'Acacia' and Eg s7nZ 'Acacia' ( i f
valid, although too risky on phonetic grounds) points to a N *s6666- or *c6666-
and therefore does not belong here ˚  Coll. IUS 69 (FU, IE), ≠ Blz. 1 6 O
[#78] (suggested to add D *c>a 2l- 'Acacia' to the IE-U comparison).                         
2O45. *sÅl{e6666} 'put, throw' >  HS: S *°√{s7}lw+h+? '≈ throw'  > Ak inf.
s7alu6 'shoot (arrows), hurl (weapons), reject, throw away' ¶ CAD
XVII/1 272-3 || U *sa4le or *sa4lke 'sit down (seat oneself) (in\on s th . ) ,
get in\on (a boat, a sledge, etc.)' >  Prm *so$l- >  Z I s‰l- 'get i n to
(water)', Z so™v- s‰v-, Z UV s‰l- 'get in\on (a boat, a cart, a sledge, o r
another vehicle), mount (a horse)' »» ObU {†Hl.} *TE2l- id. >  pVg {Ht.}
*ta4∏l- id. >  Vg: T ta4∏l-/ta2l-, LK/MK/UK tO4∏l-, P/LL tO2l-/tal-, NV tO4∏l-/tal-,
SV/ML tO2l-/ta2l-, UL/Ss ta2l- vi. {ChCh} 'get into (a boat\sledge)', {MK}
id., 'mount (a horse)' ({BV} 'sest∆ ', {Ht.} 'sich setzen' are misleading
translations with polysemic R and NHG verbs); Ï Vg T ta4lt- vt. ' l oad
into a boat'; pOs {Ht.} *¬el- ({∫Hl.} *¬a4 Æl-) vi. 'get into (a boat\sledge)' >
Os: V/O lel-, Ty/Y ¬a$Æ¬-, D/Nz/K tet- » Hg † ell- 'mount ( a
horse\donkey)'  Sm {Jn.} *t+c>iy- (or *t+c>i¥\-) 'get in\on (a boat, a
sledge, etc.)' > Ne T ti-, Ne T O Lh.} t!″ï-, Ng {Prk.} tiayi, 1s aor. t!ï?em,
Slq Tz {KIIH} tï£- id., '(in den Schlitten, in das Boot, zu Pferd) s ich
setzen', Kms {KD} 1s prs. s7iÆl!Em ≠ s7´l!Em id., 'ich fahre' ¶¶ UEW 434-5 ,
LG 262, SZ 343-4, Ht. #138, Hl. rHt 68-71, BV 115-6, Trj. S 2O5, MK
622, MF 147, Jn. 163, KKIH 18, ≠ Rd. UJ 43 [#52] (+ unc. Y K ≤elil
'burden, load, freight, weight', elite-  v. 'load, pack, saddle') || A: NaT
*sal- 'put, put\throw down' >  OT sal- {DTS} 'put, throw', {Cl.} ' m o v e
sth., put into motion (wave, etc.)', MQp -¬c sœal- 'send', -¬'c sœa2l-
'throw', XwT sal- 'put, put down, throw (down)', Tk sal- 'throw, cas t ' ,
Tkm Tal-, Qzq, Nog, Qrg sal- 'put, build', Az sal- 'put down', ET sal-
'put in', Qmq, VTt, Qrq, Alt, Xk, Tv, Tf sal-, Bsh hal-, Uz sål-, Slr saÒ-
'put' ¶ DTS 482, Cl. 824, Rs. W 897, S AJ 189 [#14O], TkR 561, Äz. 2 5 6 ,
BN 13O, MM 286, KrkR 559, BR 619-2O, Jud. 624-6, Tn. SJ 471, BT 1 2 4 ,
BIG 179, TvR 366, Ra. 225 ¶¶ ≈  S AJ 286 (#251), ≈ DQA #1961 (A
*si\o!le 'make, put' > T).
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2O46. *s2222alu 6666 'intact' (‘  'entire'), 'in good condition, healthy' >  IE:
NaIE *so2lo-, *solwo- 'entire' >  OI ≤sarva- 'entire, whole, intact, all,
every', Av haurva- id., 'sound', OPrs haruva- 'whole, entire', Sak
har-bis1s1a- 'all and every', NPrs rE ha4r 'every, all, all kind of, any ' ,
Oss I al(l)‰, Oss D al(l)i 'all kind of' »» Gk A {oloß, Gk I/Ep o“yloß 'whole,
entire, complete', Gk  o}ylv 'be whole\sound', o‘yle imv. 'salve' »» pAl {O}
*salwa > Al gjalle4 'alive, living', ngjall- vt. 'bring back to life, revive'
»» L salvus 'safe, unhurt, well, sound', d. salu2s / salu2t-is 'heal th ,
soundness', Osc salawß, salavs 'salvus', Um SALUOM, SALUUOM
'salvum' accus. »» Arm o¬£ oÒZ7 (<  soli\o-) 'alive, living; sound, healthy;
complete, entire' »» Tc: A salu 'completely', B sol-me ' comple te ,
whole' ¶ P 979-8O, EI 262 (*≤solwo-s 'whole'), M K III 446-7, Vl. II 1 4 4 3 -
5, Ab. I 48, F II 381, WH II 471-3, Krf. 124, O 129-3O, Bc. G 324, 3 4 5 ,
Slt. 232, Bedr. 561, Xud. II 276, Wn. 412, Ad. 7O5, Ad. H 22 || HS: S:
[1] S *√s7lw  'be untroubled, safe, at ease; 'stay quietly, be at rest' (× N
*s7777iLV 'quiet', q.v. ffd.)   [2] +ext.: S *√s7lm 'be completed, r ema in
whole, be intact, sound and safe' >  Ak √s7lm G  'be completed; s tay
well; be in good condition, intact', BHb √s7lm G  (ip. Ml2S6i% yi-s7≤lam,
sttpf. Ml4S1 s7a2≤lem) 'remain whole\unscathed, be(come) completed ,
keep quiet ' , Amr √s7lm G  ≈  id., Ug √s7lm G  'estar\ir bien, estar e n
paz', BA √s7lm G  'be finished', SmA √s7lm G  'come to an end, b e
completed', Ar √slm G  'be(come) safe' (‘ 'be free from vice\defect ' ) ,
Mn {MA} √s7lm G  'être indemne', IA √s7lm G  'be (re)paid'; Ï S
*s7a≤lim- >  BHb Ml4S1 s7a2≤le2m, JA [Trg.] Mil4S6 s7´≤le2m, em. am1il4S6
s7´le2≤m-a2 'complete, unmolested, peaceful', Ar µaliSa salima (pf. of t h e
verb √slm) 'was safe', Ak s7almu 'whole, intact, entire, healthy,
sound'; Ï S *s7a≤la2m- 'unharmed state' >  Ug s7lm 'paz, salud,
bienestar ' , BHb M&lS1 s7a2≤lo2m 'unharmed state, well-being, peace' (‘ a
greeting) (and Cn ı Eg [EgSSc] {Hlk.} s7a1-la-ma 'greet, sue f o r
peace'), Ph s7lm 'peace, prosperity', Plm, SmA s7lm 'peace', BA Ml1S6
s7´≤la 2m 'peace, prosperity' (as well as a greeting), IA s7lm 'welfare, well-
being, health', JEA Ml1S6 s7´≤la2m, em. am1l1S6 s7´la2≤ma2 'id., ' soundness ,
health', Ar ˜}aSa sala 2m-  'safety, security' (‘ 'immunity \ freedom f r o m
faults\vices' ‘ 'obedience to God', a greeting), Sb {BGMR}, Mn {MA}
s7lm 'peace' (Ï  s7lm G  'sue for peace'), Gz sala2m 'peace, safety' ( a n d
a salutation), Ak s7ala2mu 'health, (physical) well-being; welfare (of a
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country\city), safe course\completion of a journey', Ï *√s7lm D  >
Pun √slm D  'accomplish', BHb, Ph, Plm, Ak √s7lm D  '(re)pay, give
restitution for', Ug s7lm, (AkSc) s7allima 'pay, deliver', Cn ı Eg
(EgSSc) {Hlk.} s7a1-l-ma1-ta1 'levy, contribution', s7a1-l-ma-ta1
'complimentary gift, provisions' ¶ KB 1394-9, 1418-25, 179O-1, HJ
1142, A #26O9, OLS 438-41, Hnr. 181-2, G A 32, BK I 1132, Hv. 333, Ln.
1412-6, Deg. § 62, Dlm. 424-5, Lv. IV 564, Lv. T II 488, Sl. 115O-1, Tal
9O1-4, Js. 1578, 1582, 1585-6, Br. 778, JPS 579, DM 441, Mcl. 442, Ln.
1412-8, Hv. 333-4, BGMR 127, MA 82, L G 499-5OO, CAD XVII/1 2O6-
29, 255-6O, Sd. 1211, 1237 (Ak s7ilu6+I6tu π Aram), Hlk. ##225-6 ,
SivCR 42, 85 || ?φ A: M: WrM s7al, HlM wal adj./adv. 'complete, u t t e r ,
total', Kl wal s7al¥, Dg {T} s7al 'quite, completely', Ord {Ms.} s7al 'tout à
fait' ¶ The prehistory of the word and the origin of the unexpected s7-
are obscure ¶ MED 748, KRS 651, Ms. O 6O3, T DgJ 182 || D *c>a2l-
({†GS} *s-?) 'sufficient, suitable' >  Tm ca2l- 'be abundant, full, b e
suitable, fitting', Ml ca2la 'richly, fully', Kn sa2l, sa2lu ' b e
sufficient\enough, suffice', Tl ca2lu 'be able, capable, enough', Klm sa2l
'be able, can', Gnd Mu ha2lna 'completely', Knd sa2l- 'be capable of ,
suitable', Ku ha2l- v. 'suffice, be enough to' ¶¶ D #247O.
2O47. € *ÍilV 'hole '  > HS: C: EC {Ss.} *sill- 'small hole' > Kns {Ss.}
silla id., ??σ,φ Rn sï!l 'vagina, birth-canal' »» SC {E} *sila 'cave' >  Kz {E}
silimbayo id. ¶ ≈ Ss. Gssf 245, Ss. B 71, PG 26O, E SC 326   S: Ak fOB
s7°lu(m) 'Vertiefung (Eindruck auf Leber, Magen usw. in Omina; i m
Gelände)', ? Ar sa2ll- (pl. sull-a2n-, sula2l-) 'bottom of a valley' ¶ Sd.
1237, BK I 1117, Hv. 329  ?φ CCh: Ms {J} su~lla~, Bnn {ChL} su~lda~, BnnM
{ChL} sula 'hole' ¶ The deviant vw. *u may be due to the contaminat ion
with the reflex of N *s7777u÷ 3333l {e 6666} 'throat, mouth' (q.v.) ¶ ChC. ChL || D
*c>ill- ({†GS} s-) 'small hole' > Tm illi id., 'orifice', cilli 'leak, hole ,
crack', Ml cilli-kkuttu 'a little hole', Kn jilli 'small hole in a n
earthern vessel', Tl cilli 'small hole in a pot\paper' ¶¶ D #2575 ˚ ≈
Blz. DA 161 [#93] (HS, D; does not distinguish between this N e tymon
and N *c 7777Å lVmV  'orifice, pit' or 'breach').
2O48. *s1111il ∏ ∏∏∏i ¬ *s1111il∏ ∏∏∏ayV 'smooth, slippery' >  HS: B *√sll ' smoo th ,
slippery' >  Ah ´sl´l 'être très lis et très doux en touchant', s´l´l´t
'glisser, asl´li 'glissement', Gh ´s7lal´m 'glisser' ¶ Fc. 824, Nhl. 165 ||
IE: NaIE *slei\-m- 'slippery', 'smooth' (× N *Z @@@@il ∏ ∏∏∏V  'to slip, to slide') >  ON
slI1m, NNr, Dn slim, Sw slem, MDt, Dt slijm, AS, OLG, MLG, OHG,
MHG sl°m, NHG Schleim 'slime', NE slime »» Clt (<  NaIE *slim-no-):
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OIr slemon ≠ slemun, NIr sleamhain 'smooth, slippery', Brt t
*slimnos (or *slibnos) 'smooth' > OW [g] limnint ; "tondent" ' s ie
glätten', MW llefnu, lywnu  'to harrow', W llyfn (f. llefn) ' smoo th ,
even', Crn leven  'smooth', OBr limn 'lentum', {Flr.} 'souple, flexible',
MBr -leffn (in the cd. di-llefn 'hard' with a privative di-), Br levn
'poli, uni'  ? Ï NaIE *slei\m-a2k- 'snail' > Gk {Hs.} lei6max (gen. -koß)
'snail' »» L l°ma2x (gen. -cis) 'slug, snail' (π  Gk?) »» Sl *slimak¥
'snail '  >  R ∆ , Uk slimak, Cz slima1k, Slk slimak, P s1limak id. ¶
Not here (or not only here) the apparently extended roots *slei\g8-
'smooth, slippery' and *slei\d≈- 'slippery; to slide' that go b a c k
respectively to N *Z@@@@VL{i}Ká 'to slip, to slide' (q.v.) and N *s1111Vl∏∏∏∏Xit''''V
≠ *s1111Vl∏∏∏∏XidV 'to slip' (q.v.) ¶ WP II 39O, P 663-4, 96O-1, ≈ EI 5 2 7
(*(s)lei\- 'sticky, slimy, slippery'], Vs. III 671-2, Vn. S 13O, RE 1 3 2 ,
YGM-1 316, Hm. 514, Flr. 242-3, Ho. 299, Vr. 516, Kb. 91O, Lx. 198, KM
656, F II 97, WH I 8O2, Tr. 269, Vs. III 672 || U *s1+c1il+lß- ({Resh.} *s1+c1il-)
(× N *Z@@@@il ∏ ∏∏∏V '⇑ ') > FU (att. in FL) *s1+c1il+lßÉ '≈ smooth' >  F silea4 ' smoo th ' ,
Es sile (gen. sileda) id., F silitta4a4, Es silitada, Lv sila;st¥
'streicheln, glätten' » Lp N {N} c7a6lle, Lp L {LLO} tjalle2 'stiffness \
hardness of skin \ leather' (semantic change: 'smooth leather' ‘ ' h a r d
leather')  Sm {Jn.} *sil-≠*sel- v. 'whet '  > Ne sil- sil- id., Slq T m
{KD} sa2l;abò , Slq NP {Cs.} sillam, Slq Chl {Cs.} selam '(he) whets', Slq
Chl {Cs.} se"lal 'smooth', Kms {KD} se1l´"l!em 'I whet' ¶¶ Kt. 365, SK 3 6 1 ,
Coll. LWL, Ter. 559, Jn. 141 ||  A: T *sîla- v. 'stroke' > OT sîlV- (or {Cl.}
sil-) v. 'rub, wipe, caress, stroke', Qrg sîla- v. 'stroke, caress', Uz sila-
v. 'smooth, stroke', ET sila- v. 'stroke', Qzq\Nog sîla- v. ' (be ) smear ,
clay, massage', Qq sîla- v. 'smear, caress (e.g. a child)', VTt s¥la- v.
'smear, rub on', SbTt Tm {Rl.} s¥la- 'ein-\be-schmieren, einreiben', Bsh
h¥la- v. 'smear', Sg {Rl.} sîla- v. 'smear, plaster', Chv wa€l- s7¥l- v.
'sweep, wipe'; the meaning v. 'rub, wipe' is due to the semantic infl. o f
the paronymous NaT root *si[:]lV- v. 'sweep, wipe' (>  Tk sil- [converb
siler], Ggz sil- v. 'wipe, clean', Az sil- v. 'wipe, polish, clean'), which
may be akin to M *sili- (>  WrM sili-, sile-, Kl {Rm.} s7ili-x´ 'mit d e n
Füssen verhindern, mit dem Fusse auffangen [einen Ball], mit dem Fusse
wegschieben\fegen', w  KW 357). If Cl. is right in reconstructing the vw.
-i- in the OT verb si+îl-, this vw. may be due either to the same infl. o f
pT *sil- v. 'wipe' or to the ass. infl. of *s- (mentioned in Rs. MIF 53) ¶
Chv s7- <  pT *s- due to the palatalizing infl. of *i (if the variant *silV- i s
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involved) ¶ Rs. W 421, Cl. 824-5, MM 311, NogR 32O, KrkR 6O2, TatR
495, TrR 778, Hüs. 267, TkR 6OO, 6O4, Jud. 678, Rl. IV 652, 7O9, Jeg.
333, Fed. II 44O-1, Md. 71, 176 (pT *sî∏la v. 'rub, smear') ˚  If the vw.
*a in T *sîla- belongs to the ancient root (rather than to a sx.), the N
rec. has to be *s1111il∏ ∏∏∏ayV ˚  Rs. UAW 47 (FU, T), IS MS s.v. 'skol∆zkij '
(*silÿ: IE, U, T) ˚ ≈ Gr. II #314 (*silu 'rub') (IE, U, A, Ai + qu. Ko, J ,
EA).
2O49. *s 2222ilV 'be(come) liquid, melt, flow' > HS: C: HEC *s7ïl- vi. 'me l t '
> Kmb, Sd s7ïl- id., 'dissolve' ¶ Hd. 98, 337, 392  S *°-s7+sïl- v. 'flow' >
Ar √syl (ip. -sïl-) v. 'flow' (of water) (×  N *s{u6666}wolV ' l iquid,
moisture' [q.v.] and N *siz 6666V  'stream, small body of water' [q.v.]) ¶ BK
I 1177, Hv. 347 || D *c>il- ({†GS} *c+c1-) v. 'flow' (× N *c'''' 1 111il∏ ∏∏∏ÓÅ ( =
*c'''' 1 111il ∏ ∏∏∏hÅ?) 'be wet\moist; moisture' [q.v. ffd.]); but Klm silka ' r iver ' ,
Nkr s1ilka 'brook, river', Prj c>ilva 'brook, rivulet', Gnd A silka ' small
river', Gnd G hilka 'rivulet' belong rather to N *siz6666V '⇑ ' (q.v.) o r
represent a merger of both N etymons ¶¶ D #2569 || IE: Ht {Frd.}
salliya- vi. md. 'melt, dissolve (in water)', {Ts.} sallai\- / salliya
'zergehen' (unless identical with Ht sallai\- / salliya- vi. 'broaden') ¶
Frd. HW 179, Ts. W 68.
2O5O. *s2222ulß ßßß{u6 666} 'lax, loose, slack' >  HS: CS *√s7wl (¿*-s7wal-) >  Ar
√swl (pf. sawila, ip. -swal-) G  'be(come) lax\ f lacc id \uncompact ' ,
?aswal- 'lax, flaccid, uncompact', sawal- 'flabbiness of t h e
belly\limbs', BHb luS* *s7u2l* (pl. cs. il4uS s7u2≥l-e2, pl. with 3s ppa. vil1uS
s7u2≤l-a2w) 'garment’s train, hem' (KB: “ 'was heranhängt') ¶ GB 8 1 4 ,
BDB 1OO2, Ln. 1473-4, Fr. II 1833, Hv. 345  ? Eg MK s¿ *'weak' in s¿-÷
'the weak of arm' (× N ?σ  *s 7777 uw?V  'weak', q.v. ffd.) ¶ EG IV 14, Fk. 2O9,
Tk. I 65 || IE: NaIE (in Gmc only) *°sleu\- 'hanging down loosely (schlaf
herabhängend), slack' >  OSx sle6u 'schlaff, feige', ON slAr, slja1r,
sljo1t 'blunt', OHG sle2o 'dull, faded, tepid (stumpf, welk, lau)', AS
sla2w, slA2w 'sluggish, lazy', NE slow ¶ P 962-3, AHDI 61, Vr. 5 1 8 ,
Ho. 297-8, Ho. S 68, Kb. 9O9, , OsS 821 || A *sula 'lax, loose' >  M *sula
'loose, lax, free, empty' >  MM [MA] sula 'free', [S] sula- v. ' lose
machen, lockern (den Halskragen)', WrM sula, HlM sul 'loose, f ree ,
vacant, empty', Kl {KRS} sul sul id., {Rm.} sulu 'lose, locker, schlaff,
frei, leer', Ord {Ms.} su¯la  'peu tendu, inoccupé, libre', Mnr H {SM} sula2
'non tendu, lâche, faible', {T} sula 'free'; M ı Ewk Nr sula 'weak,
light', WrMc sula  'free' ¶ Pp. MA 327, H 137, MED 736, KW 336-7, SM
1901
357-8  Tg: [1] *sula- v. 'leave (lassen, verlassen)' >  Ewk sula-, Lm
hUla2-, Orc sulagi-, Ul solaoZ7U/I-, Orl sUlaw-, Nn Nh solo2, solo29o-, Nn B
sola2-, sola29o-, Nn KU solao- id., Neg solapça-, Orc sulagi- remain ( b e
left)'; [2] (+ext.) WrMc sulfa  'freely, easily, without special effort' ¶ Z
643, STM II 124  pKo {S} *sÄr- v. 'fit loosely, be shaky' > NKo sÿr-
gÿpta  [sal-gapta] ¶ Gale 641, Rm. SKE 221, S QK #829, MLC 951 ¶ ¶
KW 336-7 (M, Tg), Rm. SKE 221 (Ko, M, Tg), DQA #2117 (A *so2!lo ' b e
lax, loose') || D *c>ulßV  ({†GS} *s-) 'easy, light (non heavy)' >  T m
cul5uvu, Kn sul5uvu 'ease, facility, lightness', Kt c>ulßv 'easy work ,
easy', Tu culaka, Ku su2lkara 'light (not heavy)', Tl culuka(n)
'lightly, with slight\disregard', culukani 'light, easy', sul5uvu 'easy,
easiness' ¶¶ D #27O3 ˚  ≈  IS MS 351 (*{s}ulÿ 'nezakreplennyj ' [IE,
A, D]).
2O51. *s 1111u 6 666 { l}V  (= *s 1111u 4 444 { l}V?) (or *s-?) 'heel, sole of the foot, b o t t o m ' ,
N *k''''{u4 444}ÂV s1111u 6 666lV '∈  bottom (bone) of the leg\foot' (cd. with N *k''''u 6 666r {Ë}
'foot, hoof', q.v.) >  HS: S *k'ursull- >  BHb l7xr^q@ k'ar≤sol (du. with 1s sx.
il2`x8r^q@ k'arsul≤lay) 'ankle' ({KB} 'Knöchel, Fußgelenk'), JA {Trg.}, JPA, JEA
el`1uxr^q@ k5arsul≤la2, JEA al1ucr^q@ k5arc5ul≤la2, Sr «oç®wuœ k5urs5´la2
'ankle', Ak kursinnu 'fetlock, lower leg' ¶ KB 1O69, KBR 1146, Lv. T
II 39O, Lv. IV 38 5-6, Js. 1423, Sl. 1O45, Br. 7OO, Sd. 511, CAD VIII 5 6 6
¶ The variant represented by Ak kursinnu is likely to go back to t h e
N genitive construction (‘ obl. case form) *k''''{u 4 444}ÂV s1111u 6 666lV nu  B *-sïl-
'sandals, shoes', *√[w-]sl v. 'put on footwear' >  Ah esïl 'paire d e
chaussures', BSn tisili (pl. tisila) 'sandals', Ntf tasilt (pl. tasila) ' f e r
à cheval', Zng t´siZ7i 'chaussure', Skn tsila (pl. tsilawin) 'sandals', Kb
´ss´l 'mettre des jambières, des chaussettes', Gh ´s´l 'être chaussé ' ,
ETwl, Ty ´s´l 'se chausser de' ¶ Some of these words may alternatively
go back to L solea 'sandal' ¶ Fc. 1821-2, GhA 172, Dl. 77O, La. S 2 1 3
|| K: GZ *kursl=- 'heel' > OG, G kusl-, G X kursl- 'heel', Mg kurs-i, kurc-i
'heel, kick of a heel', ? kur-i 'heel; heel of a wooden plough', Lz kus-, ?
ku(r-) 'heel, heel of a shoe (kabluk )'. Alternatively, Mg kur-, Lz ku(r)-,
and Sv {K “?} k´⁄r 'heel' (π  Mg?) may represent N *k''''u 6 666r{Ë} ' foo t ,
hoof' (q.v.) ¶¶ K 2OO (*kursl=-), K2 219-2O; FS K 34O and FS E 381-2 ( i n
both: K *kurs-), Q 347, Chik. 65 || IE: NaIE *swol-/*sul- 'sole of t h e
foot; ground' >  L solum 'sole of the foot; soil, ground', solea ' a
leather sole strapped on the foot, sandal' »» OIr sol ≠ fol {Vn.} ' sol ,
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base, plante de pied', nom. pl. solaig, dat. pl. soilgib 'soles of f ee t '
»» ¿ Gk [Hs.] [yli1a {P, Vn.} 'sole' (a different interpretation: {LS} [Hs.]
accus. pl. [yli1aß : tu`ß karpati1nuß tomu1ß '[cut] pieces of leather'??) ¶
WP II 552, P 1O46, WH II 554, LS 1848, EM 634, Vn. S  167-8 || ?σ U: FU
*°s+s7{i}lV 'low' (or *-e-, *-Î-) > ObU {Ht.} *Te2l-, {∫Hl.} *Ta4Æl-/*TE2l- 'low' >
pVg *ta4ÆlkWV id. >  Vg: T ta4lkWï ± ta4lkï, LK ta2lkW´, ta4∏l´kW, MK ta4lkW,
UK ta4lkW´, NV ta4∏lka, SV/LL ta4∏lkWa, UL/Ss talkWa id.; pOs {Ht.} *¬el id .
> D/Nz tet, Kz ¬e¬, O lel ¶ Ht. 136 [#135), Kn. WV 137, Stn. WV 2O6,
Hl. rHt 73 ˚  If the FU (ObU) cognate belongs here, the initial N cns. is
*s- . In this case K *-s- (for the expected *-s`-) may be due to i t s
position within a cns. cluster. Otherwise (which is likely to be m o r e
plausible) the N sibilant is *s 1. FU *°s+s7{i}lV suggests (if it belongs h e r e )
that the N vw. of the first syll. was *u 4444 .
2O52. € *s2222á?{u4444}LV ¬ *s2222á?w{u4444}LV 'look for, search, ask' >  HS: B
*√swl 'look for' >  Tsh {Ds.} sigg´l (3s pf. isuggW´l) 'look for', ? Ah
s´ss´g1g1´l 'chercher', as well as Mz √swl (s´ww´l / y´tseww´l) ' a s k
(a question)' (π Ar √s?l  id.?) ¶ Ds. 62, Fc. 18O9-1O, Dlh. M 196  S
*√s7?l  'ask (question), ask for' >  BHb, EpHb, Pun, Yd, IA, JA [Trg.], JPA,
JEA, Sr, SmA, Md √s7?l G , Ar, Gz √s?l G , Qt laS √s7?l G , OAk inf.
s7a?a2lu, Ak √s7?l (inf. s7a?a2lu ≠ s7a6lu) 'ask (question, inquire)'; d .
Sb, Mn, Qt laSm ms7?l 'oracle', EpHb, IA, JA, Sr, Md √s7?l G , Ar, Gz √s?l
G , Sb laS √s7?l G  'ask for, beg, plead', Sb, Mn √s7?l G  'ask, seek ,
require', Jb {Jo.} √s7?l (pf. s7E2l, sbjn. ys7O2l) 'demand payment for a
dept', Sq {L} ho?ol id., 'borrow' ¶ HJ 1O95-8, KB 1276-9, A #2566, Js .
15O6-8, Sl. 1O98-9, Br. 748, Tal 859-6O, DM 441-2, Ln. 1282-4, BK I
1O36-7, BGMR 121, MA 8O, Rk. 156-7, L G 48O, L LS 139, Jo. J 259, Sd.
1151-2, CAD XVII 274-82 || A: Tg *seb[u]le- 'search, look for' >  Ul
s‰wlu- ≠ s‰wl‰/i-, Nn Nh/KU s‰wl‰- v. 'search so. (obyskivat∆ )',
WrMc {Hr.} seole- 'think over (nachdenken), suwele- id., 'look fo r ' ,
{Z} suwele- ≠ seole- id., 'look for; think over (obdumyvat∆ )'; Tg
*seb[u]len 'a search, searching, looking for' n. act. >  Nn Nh s‰ule% id.,
WrMc seolen {Z} id., {Hr.} 'Bedenkung, Sorge, Erwägung' ¶ × Chn so@u\
'make a search, search for'? ¶ STM II 134, Z 574-5, 653, Hr. 783-4, 8 3 7
 M *sila- >  WrM {MED} s7ala-, HlM {MED} wala- 'persuade, urge ,
ask consistently', Kl Ö {Rm.} s7ala-Xa 'inständig bitten, betteln, m i t
Fragen und Forderungen bedrängen' (Rm.: <  *sila-); M ı ? Alt/Tlt
{Rm.} s7îla- 'verhören' ¶ MED 749, KW 346 ˚  B *-w- and Tg *-b- may g o
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back to a N *-w-  or to an epenthesis of a hiatus (N *-á?u-  >  *-Éu-  >  *-
Éwu-). M *i  may go back to N *u 4444 of the second syll.
2O53. € *s 2222 i [? ]LV  'to roast, to fry, to cook' >  HS: B *°√sl{y} >  Kb ´sli
'cuire rapidement' ¶ Dl. 776  EC: [1] EC *s7+s{o}l- >  HEC {Hd.} *sal-
'cook by boiling, fry, roast' >  Brj sal-  'cook by boiling, bake', Kmb s7ol-,
Hd sar- id., 'fry, roast'; Sa {R} so2l- 'braten, rösten auf dem b rennenden
Feuer', so2≤la2 'Fleisch auf heißen Steinen gebraten; Feuerbrand', Af {PH}
sola 'camp-fire for roasting meat', Sml {ZO} sol- vt. 'grill, toast, roas t ' ;
[2] EC *s7il- > Sml {ZMO}, Sml N {Abr.} s7ïl- vt. 'fry', ? Or {Brl.} sil-awu
'affumigarsi, arruginirsi, ossidarsi' ¶ R S II 319, PH 193, Hd. 68, 2 1 8 ,
297, 338, ZO 364, 376, Abr. S 232, Brl. 374  S: [1] WS *√c'ly (*-c'lay-)
'roast' (*c' <  HS **s...?) >  BHb √c'ly (pf. el1c1 c'a2≤la2, ip. el3c6i% yi-c'≤lE2)
'roast (meat)', JPA, JEA √c'lw+y (pf. al1c6 c5´≤la2) id., SmA √s'ly G
'roast', Ar îlc√sœly v. G  (ip. -sœliy-) 'roast, broil, fry', Gz √s'lw v. G
'broil, roast' (µ : *√c'ly > √s'lw); hardly here Ak LB s5elu6 ' b u r n
(fumigants)', because e points to a √  with III *÷+H (S *a >  Ak e in t h e
presence of a former *÷ or *H); [2] +ext.: CS *√s7lk' >  JA √s7lk' G
'einkochen, sieden' (ı  MHb √s7lk' G  id.), Sr √s7lk' G  'cook, broil ,
boil', Ar √slq  G  vt. 'boil (food, plants) with fire' ¶ KB 961, Lv. IV 1 9 2 ,
566-7, Js. 1283, 1588, Lv. IV 192, Sl. 965, Tal 732-3, Ln. 141O, 1721-2 ,
L G 556-7, CAD XVI 124, Sd. 1O9O, Br. 784, JPS 582 || A: Tg *si3la- v.
'roast on a spit, grill' >  Ewk sila-, Sln s7 !ila-, Nn sIlo-, Neg d. sIlat/ç-,
Orc d. siloc7i-, Ork d. sIlotçI-, PClWrMc [TF] siilo- / siyolome,
WrMc s7olo- / s7olome id., Lm hIl- v. 'spit (meat, fish)', d. hIl¥t/ç- v.
'roast on a spit', Ud {Krm.} silo 'fish roasted on a spit'; Ï Tg *si3lapun
'spit for roasting' (× A {DQA} *sï!l!a 'sharp stick; spit' <  N *s6666e 6 666l ! !!!Ùa6666
'bough, twig, stick', q.v. ffd. × N *s6666i÷3 333lVya6666 'tooth, fang', q.v.) ¶ STM II
82, Krm. 285, Mls. 237  ?σ M *silu4n 'soup, bouillon' (×  N *s{u6666}wolV
'liquid, moisture' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  WS *c' (probably from **s?) in *√c'ly
suggests the presence of *?  in the N word.
2O54. € *ÍVÓaLV 'salt, spice' > IE *seél-/*séel-/*sé=l- 'salt': nom. IE
*seél-s > NaIE *sa2l-s > Gk {alß, L sa2l, Ltv sa2~ls,?µ Arm a¬ aÒ; accus. IE
*séel-m= >  NaIE *sal-m= >  Gk {ala, L salem, Sl (accus. >  accus . -nom.)
*soŸlÁ  (> OCS sol6 solÁ, Blg sol, SCr so•l, Slv so5•l, Cz suºl, Slk sol5,
R sol∆, Uk sil∆), gen. IE *sé=l-os >  NaIE *s´los >  Gk [alo1ß, L salis 
ds.: Vd sali≤la- ≠ sari≤ra- {M} 'salty (?)', OI sali≤la-m ≠ sari≤ra-
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m 'sea, sea flood', OI L sara- 'salty' »» Um salu accus. 'salt' »» OIr
salann, Brtt {RE} *salei\nos 'salt '  >  MW halwyn†≠ halaen, W
halen, OCrn [LC] haloin, Crn holan, MBr holenn, Br holen,
c5hoalenn 'salt' »» Pru sal id. »» Tc A sa2le, Tc B salyiye (ob l .
sa2lyi-) id.  NaIE *sal-d- 'spice (malt, salt) '  > Lt saldu~s, Ltv sal^ds
'sweet' » Sl *so•ld¥- 'malt' > OR solod5 solodË, R, Uk solod, Blg
slad, SCr, Slv sla•d, Cz, Slk slad, P sLo1d id.; Ï Sl *so8ld¥-k¥ ' sweet '
> OCS slad5k5 sladËkË id. (ı R ≤sladok 'is 'sweet', ≤sladk-ij
'sweet'), Blg ≤slad`k, SCr slaŸdak, Slv sladek sla!d´k, Cz, Slk
sladky1, P sLodki, R ∆ , Uk so≤lodkij, Blr sa≤lodki  Ï NaIE
*salda-  v. 'salt' > L salle"- v. 'salt', salsus (<  *sald-to-) 'salted'  »»
Gmc *salta- 'to salt' >  Gt saltan, OHG salzan, NHG salzen id. 
Gmc *salta- 'salty' >  ON saltr, AS sealt, OFrs salt, MLG solt; Ï
Gmc {Wt.}  *saltam 'salt' >  Gt, OFrs, OSx salt, MDt sout, Dt zout,
OHG salz, NHG Salz, AS sealt 'salt', NE salt ¶ P 878-9, Lub. AP*a
59-6O, Krtl. LVBS § 1.6, Wy. IEa 66, F I 78-9, WH II 465-7, Bc. G 34, Slt.
22-3, Vn S  17-8, RE 125, Hm. 385, Frn. 759-6O, Kar. II 151, En. 241, Fs.
4O9, OsS 74O, Ho. 285, 292, Ho. S 62, Vs. III 712-3, Glh. 557, 571, M K
III 448, Vr. 461, Kb. 823, AHDI 55, Wn. 417, JGH 194, 229, 231-6, 3 3 7 ,
Ad. 678, ≈φ EI 498 (*sehÅ-(e)l- 'salt') ||  HS: B *zœaÓl- (>  *zœa2l-) >  Ah t´-
zœall-it 'fine salt from Tidikelt', ? Ty, ETwl ta-zœol-t 'antimony, oxide o f
antimony', a-zœ¥la (pl. i-zœ¥lat¥n) 'jeu d’urine' ¶ Fc. 1959, GhA 221 ¶
Empatization *s >  *zœ may be due to the lr. (evidenced by the vw. a <
*aÓ)  Ch {†AD} *s€u{Ó}Vl 'salt' (*s€ acc. to AD ChCS) >  CCh: pMM
{Ro.} *s6uwal 'salt' >  Mada su~wa!l, Mkt s6u!gu~l, Zlg s6u~wa!l id. »» ECh: Skr
{Lk.} su!luN, {Sx.} su~lu^m 'salt', ?σ Ke {Eb.} su!la! 'sea' ¶ Ro. 318 [#6O3],
ChC, AD AD ChCS  ???σ S *°√s7+sl÷ >  Ar sala÷- '∈ bitter tree, ∈ a loe,
Sælanthus quadragonus, Cacalia sonchifolia (plants)', {BK| sawla2÷-
'aloe' (?imrun min sawla2÷in 'more bitter than aloe') ¶ Hv. 331, BK I
1 1 2 4 .
 2O55. *s{u6666}wolV (= *su4444wolV?) 'liquid, moisture' >  IE: NaIE *su2Æl-,
-a2 'liquid, sludge' >  OI ≤sura2 '∈ intoxicating beverage', Av hura2, MPrs
hur  'intoxicating drink, milk wine (kumiss)', KhS hura2- f. ' f e rmen ted
milk of mares' »» Lt sula`, Ltv sula 'sap', Ltv su2la 'pus, running so re ' ,
Pru sulo 'curdled milk' »» Gk {ylh (with y2) 'mire, slime, sediment ,
matter (exreted from the human body)' »» ON sol- (in cds.) 'mi re ,
puddle', AS sol id., OHG sol {Kb.} 'Sumpfloch, sumpfige Stelle', MHG
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sol, sul 'saline fluid', NHG Suhle 'bog; sump; wallow of pigs', AS
solu (solwe) 'puddle', NNr sØle 'mud' (<  *sulw-); Scn ı F sula
adj. 'molten, fluid'  Ï Gt bi-sauljan 'miai1nein, to stain', Nr sØyla,
OHG bi-sulen 'to soil', NHG suhlen, su4hlen 'to wallow in mi re ' ,
AS sylian 'to soil', NE  sully  Ï NHG Suhlen 'muddy puddle ,
wallow, slough', AS sylen 'puddle, slough, mire'  ¶ WP II 453, 4 6 8 ,
513, P 913, Mn. 1334, M K III 487, M E II 717, Bai. 492, F II 962-3, Vr.
529, Ho. 3O6, Kb. 925, 985, Frn. 9, En. 15, EI 323 (*≤sulehÅ- '≈
[fermented] juice') || HS: S *°-s7+sïl- >  Ar √syl G  (pf. sa2la, ip. -sïl-)
'flow' (of water) (×  N *s 2222 i lV  'be[come] liquid, melt, flow' and N *siz6666V
'stream, small body of water')  Ch: Su {J} sE2~l 'dicke Suppe' »» Smr
{Lk.} sa!le2 'Brühe aus getrockneter Hirse und Milch' ¶ J S 81, Lk. ZSS 8 1
|| K: GZ *s`owel- 'wet, soaked' (× ÿ K *s`ow- <  N *{s}{u 4444}wHa6666 ¬
*{s}É?uwHV  'moisture, water, rain; '[be] wet') >  OG swel- , G svel-, ∆
sovel- ± sobel- 'wet, soaked', Mg s7u(e)-, s7‰- 'wet' (of snow'), Lz s7u-
'wet'; GZ *s`owl- v. 'wet, make wet' > OG sovl-, Mg s7olua, Lz o-s7ol-u id.;
OG swel-i, G svel-i 'wet', Sv UB/LB/L/Ln {TK} s7wel id., 'whey' ¶¶ K
174, K2 182, FS K 286, FS E 315, Srj. KE 28, TK 824 || U *sula > FU *sula
'thawed, melted; to thaw, melt, liquefy' >  F, Es sula 'melted, mol ten ,
liquid, fluid, not frozen', sula-  v. 'melt, thaw' » Er\Mk sola 'not f rozen ,
thawed', 'melted' (of fat, etc.), sola-  v. 'thaw, melt' » pChr {Ber.} *sul¥-
'thaw, dissolve' >  Chr: H wylaw ≤s¥las7, L wulaw s7u≤l-as7 'to thaw, t o
dissolve', E {Ps.} s7ule- 'schmelzen', B sule- id. » pPrm {LG} su$l- ' thaw,
melt, dissolve' >  Z syv- sÈv-, ∆  sÈl- id., Vt sÈlmÈnÈ 'to thaw, t o
dissolve, to be boiled soft (razvarit∆så )' »» ObU {Ht.} *Ta"la2- ≠ *To"la2-
'thaw, be liquefied' >  pVg *ta"l-a2- 'thaw' >  Vg: T/K/N {Mu.} taºl-, T {Kn.}
tal-a2, Yk {Vxr.} taºl-, LL {Kn.} tal-, Ss {Kn., BV} tol- 'thaw'; pOs {Ht.}
*¬o"la- 'thaw' >  Os: V lo"la-, Vy yo"la-, Ty ¬o"¬-, ¬o"¬a-, Y ¬o"¬-, D ta"t-,
ta"ta-, K ta"t-, Nz to"ta-, Kz ¬o"¬a-, O lal- id.; ObU d. *Ta"l-t- ≠ *To"l-t- v t .
'melt' >  pVg *ta"l-t- id. (>  Vg: Yk {Vxr.} taºl-t-, Ss {BV} tol-t- vt. 'me l t
[fat, metal]'), pOs {Ht.} *¬o"l-t- ({∫Hl.} *¬u"l-t-) vt. 'thaw (snow), me l t
(fat, etc.)' (> Os {Trj.}: V lolta", Vy yo"lta, Ty/Y ¬o"¬t´ta id.) » Hg olvad-
vi. 'melt, dissolve'  ? pY {IN} *Tal![´] 'thaw' > Y K/T al!a2- id., al!o2-
'thawed, melted' ('talyj '), T al!a2- v. 'thaw' ¶¶ UEW 45O-1, It. #2O2,
Coll. 115, SK 1O99-1O, MRS 733, 752, Ü 274, Ps. OT 129, Ber. 6 9
[#365], Lt. 197, LG 267-8, Ht. #14O, BV 121, Trj. S 215, MF 5OO-1, IN
219-2O, Ku. 24, ≈ Rd. UJ 48 [#8O] (Y π U) || A {S} *s7o2!lV, {SDM97}
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*s7{o4∏}li 'juice, liquid' >  NaT *so4l 'meat juice, juice, soup' >  MT {Rs.} so4l
({Br.} su4l) id., 'matter, pus', 'liquid', MU {Rs.}, Qzq {Sht., MM} so4l ' m e a t
juice', Qzq {Rl.} so4l 'eine Salzbrühe aus eingesalzenem Fleische' (× π  R
sol∆  'salt'?), Qq, Qrg so4l, Bsh hu4l 'ichor', Nog so4l id., 'meat juice', VTt
su4l 'juice (in cells and tissues of bodies), serum', qanlî su4l 'ichor' ¶ Rs.
W 43O, Rl. IV 583, 83O, Bu. I 648, Sht. 186, MM 324, KarR 586  Tg
*s7o2la 'soup, bouillon' >  Nn Nh/KU c7o2lo%, Nn B colo id., Ud c1olo, Ul
c7o2lo(n-) 'soup', WrMc s7ula 'juice of fruits, ichor' ¶ STM II 4O5, 429, Z
686  pJ {S} *si~ru1 'juice' >  OJ siru, J T s1i!ru, J K/Kg s1i~ru! ¶ S QJ # 2 6 1 ,
Mr. 526  ?σ M *silu4n 'soup, bouillon' (*i because of the inluence of N
*s 2222 i [ ? ]LV  'to roast, to fry, to cook' [q.v.?]) >  MM [MA] {Pp.} s7ilen, [IM]
{Pp.} s7ile, [S] {H} s1ulen 'soup', [HI] {Ms.} s7u4len 'bouillon, soup', WrM
silu4(n), HlM wøl(øn), Brt w¥l´n id., 'broth', Ord {Ms.} s7o4lo4
'bouillon', WrO {Krg.} s7o4l(o4n) 'soup, chowder', Kl {KRS} wøln s7o4l´n,
{Rm.} s7u4ln= ± s7o4ln= ± s7iln= 'soup, bouillon', Dg {T} s7il id., {Mr.} s7ile
'soup', Dx {T} s7uli¢e, ShY {SDM} s7‰len id., 'broth', Mnr H {SM, T} s7ulo2
'soup, clear broth'; M ı Tg: Ewk, Neg, Orc, Ul, Ork, Nn sil‰, Sln
s7 !il(‰), Lm hil, WrMc sile 'soup' ¶ Pp. MA 333, 447, Ms. H 98, H 1 4 3 ,
MED 7O8, Luv. 657, Chr. 738, Krg. 456, KRS 681, KW SM 385, T 386, T
DnJ 143, T DgJ 183, Mr. D 216, STM II 85 ¶¶ S VL #229 (*s7o2!lV ' juice,
fluid'), SDM97 (A *s7{o4 ∏}li 'juice, fluid'), DQA #2178 (A *s7i\o2~li ! id. > T, M,
Tg, J) ¶¶ The kind of vowel length in this A √  (>  T short vw. and Tg
long one) develops in open syllables of N words (under still unknown
prosodic conditions) and is not due to complementary lengthening
(because of loss of lrs. or other elements of a syll.) ˚  U *s- and K *s`-
provide ev. for N *s- . The T cognate can be explained if we suppose
that the N vw. of the first syll. was *u4444. Altaic and Tg *s7- < **si\- (N
*s{u 4444}wolV > **si\olV > A *s7o2lV > Tg *s7o2la). N *-w[V]- i s
reconstructed on the ev. of K *-we-  and the long vw. in A.
2O56. *s1111{oyi}l{Ë} 'entrails' >  HS: S *≤s7iliy-at- 'placenta, afterbirth' >
BHb s7il≤ya2* id. (att. with 3f ppa.: Et1i!l6S5 s7ilya2≤t3a2h 'her af terbi r th ' ) ,
MHb ei!l6S5s7il≤ya2, JA [Trg.], JEA  ai!l6S5s7il≤ya2, em. at1i^l^S5 s7ily´≤t3-a2
{Js.} 'afterbirth, placenta', SmA eils s7lyh, Sr æ4ojli£ s7´l°≤t3-a2, M d
s7ulita 'membrane enveloping the foetus', Tgr SleT s‰let, Tgy s7‰lAt
id., Ar îlASa sala2(-n) {Ln.} 'secundine (thin skin in which is t h e
foetus\young in the womb)', Ak fOB sil°tu ≠ s7el°tu ≠ s7al°tu
'afterbirth'; bf. Ar †0yaliSa saliy-at v. (3f pf.) 'her secundine b e c a m e
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disrupted in her womb' ¶ Frnz. LS2 262-3, KB 1411, Lv. IV 562, Js .
1582, 1584, Sl. 1149-5O, Tal 9OO, DM 454, LH 169, Bsn. 218, Ln. 1 4 1 8 ,
BK I 133, Sd. 1O43, CAD XV 264, MiK I #1.246  HEC *sal- 'belly,
stomach' >  Brj {Ss.} salay, {Hd.} sa≤le id., Sd {Gs., Hd.} sa!lto ' s tomach ' ,
Hd {Hd.} satto id., {Ss.} ? sa2lasiH-te 'belly'; Kmb {Hd.} sala25n- ' b e
pregnant', sala2n-c7uta adj. 'pregnant' ¶ Ss. B 163, Hd. 143-4 (HEC *salto
'stomach'), 218, 297, 336, 39O, Gs. 284   NrOm: She {CR “ Mnt.} sil,
{Fl.} s7Il 'belly' ¶ Blz. OLBP #15, CR NGS 623, ≈ Fl. OO 317  Ch ≈ *sal-
' l iver' > WCh: Jmb {Sk.} sa@la! »» ECh: Kbl {Cp.} sa~li~ya^, Ll {Grgs.} si~yla~,
Kwn sa!ln1a2, Ke {Eb.} sa!ld'e!, Smr {J} s7a~ra1 id. ¶ ChC || U *s1+s6o2la+e
'intestines, bowels' >  F suoli, Es sool 'intestine, bowel', F ∆  suoli
'Mitte des Leibes' » pLp {Lr.} *c1O1le2 'bowel' >  Lp: S {Hs.} tjoaºlie, L {LLO}
tjaº —lle2, N {N} c7oalle, K {Gn.} c7uoÔîll id. » Er s√lo s1ulo, ∆ s1ula, M k
s√la {Ahl.} s1ula, {Ker.} s1ul´ 'gut' » Chr: L wolo s7olo, Uf s7olo ' gu t ( s ) ' ,
H {Ep., Ü} wol s7ol 'gut' » Prm {LG} *s1ul 'gut' > Z s√v s1uv / s1uvy-, Z UV,
Vt s1ul »» pOs *sol ({∫Hl.} *sa"l <  *sO"l) 'gut' >  Os: V/Vy so¿l, Ty/Y so"¬,
I/Nz sut, Kz so¯¬, O sol  Y {Schf.} s7ole 'intestine', Y (K?) {IN} s7olye
'gut' ¶¶ Coll. 116 (FU, Y), UEW 483-4, It. #125 (FP *s1ola), Lr. #173, Lgc.
#675-6, Hs. 1327, Ker. II 149, MRS 716, Ep. 152, Ü 266-7, LG 273, SZ
359, Stn. D 1329, Ang. UJ 129, ≈ Rd. UJ 49 [#82] (Y π U) || A: Tg
*si3l{u3}-, d. *si3lu3-kta 'gut(s)' >  Ewk silukta ± hilukta 'gut(s)', silu-ma-
'cook food from bowels (iz trebuxi )', Ewk Y/I/Vl hilu-ma- ' c o o k
guts', Sln s7ilUkta ≠ s7ilUtta, Neg sIlta, sIlUkta 'guts', Lm hi3lta, O r c
silukta, Ud {Krm.} sulukta ≠ sulikta, Ork sIlUqta 'guts', Neg sIla- v.
'take out the guts (in order to cook them)' ¶ STM II 85, Vas. 353, 4 7 8 ,
Krm. 289  ? T *°solak > OT [MhK] {Cl.} sola2q 'spleen' ¶ ≈ Cl. 8 2 6
(solaq “  solaq 'situated on the left' ÿ so2l 'left') ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2O5O (A
*si\o "lo '∈ internal organ', incl. Tg, T) ˚  The highly tentative rec. of N *-
oyi-  is an attempt to acount for the long vw. *o2 in U and the p resence
of *i in the first syll. of the Tg, S, and NrOm cognates ˚  IS MS 3 4 4
(*s1ÿlÿ 'gut'), Rs. UAW 23, Coll. 148, UEW 483-4 (all authors: U, A),
Blz. LB #73c (S *s7ilyat-, U, Tg, C + qu.σ: S *s7alïl- 'embryo' and D *c>u2l(-
) 'pregnant') ˚  ≈  Gr. II #188 (*tul ≠ sul 'guts') (U, A + qu. Ko + err. Y,
Gil, CK).
2O57. *su4444l ∏ ∏∏∏[w]V 'thread, string' >  IE: Ht sue+il- 'Faden, Band' ¶ Ts.
W 77 || U: FU *°sÉl+lße (= *°su4l+lße?) >  Er s´l∆ 'spun thread' (hardly “
s´l∆ 'fathom') ¶ Er ´ may go back to different FU front vowels,
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including *u4 ¶ ERV 631, ≈  UEW 444 (refers the Er word to FU *su4+ile
'Schoß, Klafter') || A: M *°su4lbeGe >  WrM su4lbege, HlM s¥lb´´
'thread, cord' ¶ MED 742  pKo *sïr 'thread' (× N *sa4444Â{Ë} ' s inew,
fibre', q.v. ffd.) || HS: S: [1] S *°√s7+sll >  Ar salïl-at- 'wool upon t h e
spindle', [2] (?) +ext.: S *°√s7+slk (*°≤s7+silak-?) >  Ar silk-at- (pl. silak-)
'spun thread' ¶ BK 1117, 1129, Hv. 329, 333  Ch: CCh: Mbara {TrnSL}
si!le! 'rope, corde', Bcm {Sk.} sa^lto_@ 'thread', Mtk {Sb.} su!lO^m, {ChL}
sulO~N, Mf {BLB} su!lo!m 'arrow' ¶ ChC, ChL, JI II 3, Sk. B 25, BLB 3 2 2 ,
TrnSL 277, 286 || ?φ D *°c>i+ela- > Tm cilai\, Ml cila 'bow (weapon)' ¶
If D *°c>i+ela- belongs here, its deviating vw. *i+e (delabializartion f r o m
*u4444?) needs explaining ¶ D #2571 ˚ Not here (because of the initial
sibilant) K: GZ *ms7wild- 'bow (weapon)', which is akin to GZ *ms7wil-
'shoot (an arrow)' (see  K2 129) ˚ ≈ Blz. DA 164 [#114] (D, CCh
'arrow, bowstring' + unc. K).
2O58. *s 1111a lbV 'cut out, pull out' >  HS: S *√s7+slb ≠ *√s7lp >  Ar √slb
G  'carry off forcibly, plunder', Gz √slb G  'take off\away, p lunder ' ,
BHb, JA √s7lp G  'draw from a sheath, take off', JA [Trg.] √s7lp G
'loosen, pull, draw', JEA √s7lp G  'pull off\out, remove, draw', ChrPA
√s7lp G  'draw from a sheath', SmA √s7lp G  id., 'remove', Sr, Md √s7lp G
id., 'pull out', Ak √s7lp 'draw from a sheath', 'tear out, pull out' ¶ BK I
1118, Hv. 329, L G 498-9, KB 1427-8, Schlt. 2O9, Lv. IV 565-6, Js. 1 5 8 7 ,
Sl. 1152-3, Tal 9O4-5, DM 469, Sd. 1145, CAD XVII/1 23O-1 || U: FU
(att. in Ugr) *°s1a+olw+Ga 'hollowing adze (Hohlbeil); to gouge out' >  ObU
{†Hl.} *sV∏w+˝´l 'hollowing adze (Hohlbeil)' >  pVg {{†Hl.} *sa"wlÈ∏ >  Vg
Ss sowli 'Hohlbeil mit einem wendbaren Stiel'; pOs *su˝´l >  V/Vy
su˝´l, Ty su˝´¬, Y suw´¬, D/K soX´t 'Hohlbeil, adze for cut t ing
grooves' » Hg ∆  szalu  'Deichsel (adze), Queraxt, Querbeil, Hohlbeil', ∆
szalul-, szalu1l-, szalval- v. 'gouge out or clean with a crooked axe
(e.g. the internal wall of a wheel)' ¶ UEW 889 (*sa6lk+˝V), MF 567-8, Ht .
#582, Hl. rHt 73-4 (on ObU *w and *˝), Trj. 44O, Stn. FUV 35 (•÷  F
salvata v. 'bolt [the door], bar, close' and Lp Vfs {Lgc.} suolw‰t v.
'bite') || A: M *°salba- 'cut grass, weed out' >  WrM salba-, HlM
salba- id. ¶ MED 664.
2O59. *s1111ilkV (= *s 1111ilka?) 'let out' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ ' t h row ' ,
'fall out') >  IE: NaIE *selg- 'let out, throw, pour out, free' (× N *c6666alV
'to pour [out]'?) >  OI  sr=≤jati {MW} 'lets go\fly, discharges, throws,
casts', [RV] ≤sarga 'a stream, gush, downpour', [MBh, Rm] ≤sarga n .
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act. 'letting go, discharging, voiding (an excrement)', Av h´r´z´nti
'they send off', upa-Nhar´s7t´2e 'zu übergießen', Prth hirz- ' lassen,
verlassen' »» OIr selg n. 'hunt' (“ *'releasing the hounds'), Brtt {RE}
*selg- v. 'hunt' > OW in-helcha 'venando', helgha-ti imv. 'hunt! ' ,
MW hely, W hel, hela 'to hunt', OCrn [LC] helhwur 'hunter', Crn
helghya, hellya 'to hunt', OBr a olguo ; "indagatione" ('par d e s
recherches \ investigations \ enquêtes'), MBr hemolch ( f o r
*emholch < *ambi-solg), Br hem-olc5hin% 'to hunt' »» MHG selken
'to drizzle down' (of clouds) ¶ WP II 5O8, P 9OO-1, EI 481 (all of t hem:
*selg8-), M K III 497-8, MW 1183-6, 1245, Vn. S  8O-1, RE 1O5, Flr. 68-9 ,
Hm. 374, SEv. 1O, OsS 753, Lx. 191 ¶ OI ≤sarga points to a IE *g, r a t h e r
than *g8 (⇔ P, EI) || HS: CS *√s7lk 'let go, send' >  BHb √s7lk Sh (K6il5S6e5
hi≤s7lïk3) 'throw, cast off, throw away', MHb ek1ulS6 s7´lu2≤k3a2 G  pp. f .
'Weggeworfene, Verworfene', SmA √s7lk G  ' send ' ,  Sh  'throw', Ar ˚lS
√slk G (ip. -sluk-) 'insert (a hand)', 'travel, go along (a r o a d \ c o u r s e ) '
(possibly bf. from √slk  Sh [pf. ?aslaka] 'engage so. in a road\course' ÷
Hb hi≤s7lïk3 '⇑ ') ¶ KB 1414-6, Lv. IV 562, Tal 9OO-1, Fr. II 345-6, Hv. 3 3 3
|| U: FU *s1ilke ({It.} *s1G4lke = *s1Élke) '≈ sink' >  pLp {Lr.} *c1‰lk‰- ' g o
through (the ice)' (of a foot), 'sink into sth.' >  Lp: N {N} c7al…ga6t id.,
Vfs {Lgc.} c7 !a$˘Òa$ko˘t 'fall through sth.', S {Hs.} d. tjalgudh id.,
'disappear', Nd {TI} c7 !Al;gòa4t 'durch schwaches Eis treten' »» pOs *se"l˝-
({∫Hl.} *sa4Æl˝-) >  Os: Y s´lG´m, s´ll´Gl´m, K {PD} s´tG´m, s´t´ta4m
'allmählich herabfallen (osypa 1 111t∆så ), erschüttet werden, ausfallen' ¶ It.
ULW 193-4, Lr. #1O8, Lgc. #457, Lgc. SL #2843, Hs. 13O1, TI 641 || A:
?σ Tg *si3lgi3- 'get through (a narrow opening)', 'prolezat∆ ' >  WrMc
silgi- ≠ silki- id., 'kriechen (lezt∆ )', Lm hIlg¥, Neg sIlgI- id. ,
'force one’s way through', Nn Nh d. silgic7i- vt. 'push through' ¶ STM II
83, Hr. 794 ˚  ≈  IS MS 35O s.v. *s1el(k)ÿ nezakreplennyj  (does n o t
distinguish this etymon from N *s2222ul ß ßßß{u 6 666} 'lax, loose, slack' [q.v.]). IE
points to a N *-a , while FU *-e and Tg *-i3 may be explained by as. or g o
back to suffixes.
2O6O. *s1111alVmV 'collect on the bottom' (of liquid), 'a place ( a
depression) where water collects' >  HS: S *°√s7+sml >  Ar samal-at-,
suml-at- {Hv.} 'black mud, remainder of water', {BK} 'petite quant i té
d’eau et de boue qui reste au fond d’un bassin; limon noir au fond d’un
puits', samal- 'reste d’eau au fond (d’un vase, d’un puits)', sumla2n-
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'remainder of wine' ¶ BK I 1142, Hv. 337  Eg G smr  'Gewässer im Gau
von Diospolis parva (VII. Gau von Oberägypten)' ¶ EG IV 139 || U: FU
(att. in FP) *s1+s6al+lßmo (vocalism after Db.), *s1+s6ol+lßma (vocalism a f t e r
UEW) >  FP {Db.} *s1almo, {UEW} *s1olma 'valley, depression with water ,
well' > Prm *s1o+Onm- (= {LG} *s1o¿+oÚnm-) 'depression with water' >  Z se≥n
s1on 'narrow gully, depression (loqbina , lo∑ina )', Z Ud 'valley, gorge,
depression between two slopes', Z UV 'a gully in the river valley,
flooded in flood-time', Vt {Mu.} s1um 'small oblong lake near a river' » F
salmi  'strait, narrows, sound', Es salm id., 'narrow strait between t w o
islands' » pLp {Lr.} *c1O2lme2 >  Lp: S {Hs.} tjoaºlmie 'Sund, in dem ke in
Strom geht', L {LLO} tjaºl…me 'Sund; Rinnsal, Wasserrinne; vom Wasser
in einem Deltagebiet ausgegrabener Wasserlauf', N {N} c7oal…bme / -
lm-  'marked contraction of a lake, sound between two lakes or reaches
of a fjord', T {TI} c7uaYlm 'Sund, Meerenge' ¶ UEW 775, SK 956, Lr. # 1 7 4 ,
Lgc. #677, Lgc. SL #291O, Hs. 1327, Db. OS x, LG 252 || D *c>alVmV
({†GS} *c+c1-?) (¬ *k!al[a](-mV)??) 'hole dug for water in dry bed of r iver '
(×  N *c7777ÅlVmV 'orifice, pit' or 'breach') >  Tl celama 'hole dug f o r
water in dry bed of river', Kn calame, calime, calume, cilume
id., Ku salma 'well' »» ?? Brh kal 'place where water collects' (unless π
InA) ¶¶ D #2367, Em. NDVS 377-8, Em. DS 369 ˚  If Brh kal belongs
here (but Ar and Eg do not), pD had an initial *k!-, hence the N rec. m u s t
be *s 6666alV(-mV). If the Eg smr and Ar √sml belong here and Brh kal
does not, the N etymon must be *s1111alVmV. In my opinion, the la t te r
alt. is more realistic.
2O61. *s1111VLXit''''V ≠ *-dV 'to slip' >  HS: B *√slldœ >  Zkr {Ds.}
n´slœu2lœu2d, Rf BA {Rn.} ´nsRöZ7Z7´Îœ, Ttq {Msq.} pf. iselelet 'glisser' ¶ Rn.
336, Ds. B 154, Msq. 138 || K: GZ *sXlet'-/*sXlit'-/*sXl=t'- v. ' s tumble ,
slip' >  Mg cXilat'-/cXilit'-/cXirt'-, ? Lz lt'- id., OG sXlet'-, G sXlet'- /
sXlit'- / sxlt'-, 'slip, dart off' ¶ K 167, K2 171, ≈  FS E 3O9 (*sXl-) || IE:
NaIE *slei\d≈- 'slippery', v. 'slide', *slid≈-os 'slippery, smooth' >  Gk
]olis†a1nv v. 'slip; slip and glide along' (aor. }vlis†on), ]olis†hro1ß
'slippery', }olis†oß 'Glätte, Schlüpfrigkeit' »» OIr slaet 'masse glissante,
coulée, amas, tas', NIr slaod  'a smooth sweeping mass; swathe' »» MHG
sl°ten, AS sl°dan v. 'slide, slip, glide', NE slide; AS slidor
'slippery, smooth', NE slidder; NHG d. Schlitten 'sledge' »» Lt
sly!sti (prs. sly!stu, p. sly!dau) 'to slide, to slip, to glide', Ltv
slist , slI2st '(aus)gleiten', slI2 ^de2t 'to slide, to glide', pa-slI2 ^de2t ' t o
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slip', Lt slidu~s, Lt Z slydu~s 'slippery' »» OI ≤sre2dhati 'fail, e r r ,
blunder' (P: “ *'gleitet ab'), sridh- 'failure, error' ¶  P 663-4, 96O-1,
M K III 558, ≈ M E II 786-7 (*h⁄slei\d≈-), F II 377, Vn. S  125, Dnn. 6 5 2 ,
OsS 825, Lx. 19, Ho. 298, KM 658, Frn. 83O, 833, Mn. 12O9, 1213,  ≠ EI
527 (*(s)lei\- 'slicky, slimy, slippery') ˚  K 167 (K, IE). The variat ion
between N *t '''' (in B and K) and N *d  (in IE) may be due to ideophonic
connotat ions .
2O62. *s1111u 4 444l ! !!! ++++z 6 666u 4 444(-ke6666)  ¬ *s1111il++++z 6 666i(-ke6666) 'mucus, slime, saliva; to spit' >
HS: C: Bj {Rop.} s°l 'saliva', {R} sil 'saliva, drivel' ¶ R WBd 198, Rop.
232 || IE: [1] NaIE *sleig8-/*slig8- 'slime, saliva' >  MHG slich, slI6ch,
NHG Schlick 'slime, ooze' »» Sl *slizÁ 'slime, mucus' >  R sliz∆, Slv
sli•z id., Blg ≤sliza 'saliva'; Sl *slÁza¡ 'tear (lacrima)' >  OCS, OR
sl6za slÁza, R sle≤za, Uk sli≤za, sl∆o≤za, Blg s`l≤za,, SCr
su~za, Slv so!lza, Cz, Slk slza, P Lza id.  [2] NaIE *slei\- +ext.: BSl:
Ltv slieﬁnas 'saliva, drivel' » Sl *sli ¡na 'saliva' >  SrChS slina slina,
Blg, Uk ≤slina, Blr ≤slinå, SCr slIàna, Slv sli!na, Cz, Slk slina, P
s1lina, (with a puzzling √ ) R sl√≤na, Blr, Blg ≤sl√na 'saliva' »» L
sal°va 'Speichel' »» Clt ({Vn.}: not necessarily π L): OIr saile, W
haliw, Br salo 'saliva' ¶ In some IE lgs. (esp. Gmc and Sl) there is
contamination with paro- and synonymous roots for 'silt', 'slippy', e t c .
¶ Lx. 197, ≠ Paul 514, Kar. II 225, WH II 468, Vn. S  14, ≈  Glh. 562, 5 9 6 ,
≈  Vs. III 668, 671-2, ≈  Vr. 516, ≠  P 663-4, ≠ EI 527 (*slei\-n- ÿ *(s)lei\-
'slicky, slimy, slippery') || K: G sila 'hemorrhoidal slime' ¶ DCh. 1 1 7 2
|| U: FU *s1u4l!ke (att. in FP) ≠ *s1u4z6ke (att. in ObU) >  F sylki, Es su4lg
'saliva', F sylke-, Es su4lga-, ∆  su4lge- v. 'spit' » pLp {Lr.} *c1olk‰- v.
'spit' >  Lp: S {Hs.} tjalgedh, L {LLO} tjaºl…kat, N {N} c7ol…ga6t, Kld
c7ol:geÎ id.; pLp *c1olk‰ 'saliva' > N {N} c7o<l…ga6 / -lg- id., L {LLO} tjaºlkaº,
S {Hs.} tjalge id., 'spittle', Kld ¢o2llk, {TI} c7oÒ:]k 'saliva' » Er sel∆ge
s1el!ge, Mk sel∆ge s1el!g´ id., Er s1el!ge-, Mk s1el!g´- v. 'spit' » Chr: L
wu≥vyl ≤s7u4w¥l, B s7u4w´l-wu4t, H {MRS} wy≥vul∆vyd, {Ep.}
wy≥vy≥l∆vy≥t s7´≤w´l!w¥t 'saliva' (wu4t, -w¥t 'water'), s7´wa4l- ( inf .
wy≥va≥l-a≥w), L wu≥val- s7u4wal- v. 'spit' » Prm {LG} *s1o$l- v. 'spit' >  Z
s∆olav- s1‰lav-, Vt såla- s1ala- v. 'spit', Z s∆o≥vz∆y- s1‰vz1È-, Vt
sålz≥yny s1alz1ÈnÈ v. mom. 'spit' »» ObU {Ht.} *su4z6´˝- ({∫Ht.} *su4Î!´˝-)
v. 'spit' >  pVg *su4l!G- >  Vg: T su4l!k-, LK/MK/UK sa4l!G-, P/NV/SV/LL sa4l!l!-,
UL/Ss sal!G- id.; pOs {Ht.} *so4Æy´˝- ({∫Hl.} *su4Æy´˝-) >  Os: V/Vy so4Æy´G-,
Ty/Y so$Æy´G- id. ¶ Coll. 117, UEW 479, Sm. 549 (FU *su4lk/d!ki(-), FP
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*s1u4lki, Ugr su4Æd!kI" 'saliva, spit'), Lr. #161, Lgc. #458, Hs. 13O1, SaR
399, TI 677, Ker. 135, MRS 74O, 758, Ep. 159, LG 27O, Lt. 128, Ht. # 5 6 4
|| A: M *silu4-su4n 'saliva, spittle, slaver, slobber' >  MM {H} s1ilu4su4n,
WrM {MED} silu4su4n, HlM w¥ls id., WrM {Kow.} s7ilu4su4n 'salive,
humeur, phlegme', Kl {KRS} w¥lsn s7u4ls´n, {Rm.} s7u4lsn=, Ord {Ms.}
s7o4lo4su4 'saliva, drivel', Brt w¥lh´n, Dg {T} s7ulse ≠ s7ille, {Pp.} silsu$,
{Mr.} s7ulese 'saliva'; M *silu4-key 'slibbery, full of saliva; saliva' >  WrM
silu4kei, HlM w¥lxij id., Kl {KRS} w¥lk´ s7u4lka4 'full of saliva'
('sl√nåvyj '), {Rm.} s7u4lkE2 'full of saliva; saliva', ?? Mnr H {SM} s1i¢orgòu¢o
'saliva, drivel', ı T: Chg {Rl.} su4la4ga4y, Tkm s¥lekej Tu4l4ekey, U z
su€lak sölak, su€lakaj sölakay, Qmq silegey, VTt {Rl.} sÁºlO4ga4y ≠
sÁla4ga4y, Bsh hel´g´j hÁla4ga4y, Nog, Qq silekey, Qzq s¡lekej
siÆlekey, Qrg s7ilekey, Alt ¢ilekej c1ilekey, Tb/Qmn {B} c7ilekey, Xk
sIlegey 'saliva', ET {Nj.} s7o4lga4y ≠ s7u4lga4y, Az selik id., 'slime' ¶ H 14O,
MED 7O8, KW 37O-1, KRS 686, SM 397, T DgJ 184, Mr. D 218, Rs. W
435, Rl. IV 6OO, 741, 831, Nj. 55O, 552, UzR 393, TkR 598, RAzS 2 7 9 -
81 (Az selik 'slime, saliva'), Äz. 26O, B DChT 165, B DK 268  Tg
*silemse 'saliva, dew' >  Ul sil‰ms‰ id., WrMc sileNgi id., 'drivel' ¶
STM II 86 ¶ The meaning 'dew' may be due to the infl. of the Tg reflexes
of N *s6666[aÓ]{u4444}L÷V 'dew' (q.v.) ¶¶ Rs. W 435 (T, M, Tg) || D *c>olßlß-
({†GS} *Z1+Z-) 'saliva' >  Tm col5l 5u 'dribbling at the mouth as of a child', ?
ca2l5ai\ 'dribble, saliva flowing from the mouth', Kt Z>ol, Klm zoll, Gnd A
c>ol ≠ Z>ol 'saliva', Kn jollu id., 'slaver', Tu jollA 'saliva, spittle', Tl
collu, jollu 'slaver, saliva drivelling from the mouth' ¶¶ D #2862 ˚
BF, Lp, and Mr point to a FU *l! < N *l !!!!, while ObU suggests FU *z6 < N *z6666.
All other lgs. (C, IE, A, and D) do not distinguish between N *l !!!! and *z6666.
The unexpected D *o neeeds explaining ˚  ≈ IS MS 365 (N *s1ulÿ
'sliz∆ '), Rs. W 435 (A, U).
2O63. *s2222ámi  'fat (Fett)' >  HS: S *≤s7am[V]n n. 'fat, oil' >  BHb Nm3S3
≤s7EmEn id., JA [Trg.] Nm2S6 s7´≤man n. 'cream, fat (of milk)', an1m6uS
s7um≤n-a2 n. 'fat', SmA, IA, Plm s7mn 'oil', Pun s7mn in zbÓ s7mn 'o i l
sacrifice', Ug s7mn  'fat, oil, butter', Ar ñm0Sa samn-  'melted butter', Jb C
*s7E2n 'fat, fatness', Ak fOAk s7amn- 'oil, fat, cream', Eb s7amnum {Krb.}
'fat', {Frnz.} 'oil'; d. CS *s7a≤min- adj. 'fat' >  BHb Nm4S1 s7a2≤me2n, JA [Trg.]
Nim4S6s7´≤me2n, JEA an!im4S6s7´me2≤na2 id., Ug s7mn id. ('gordo, cebado ' ) ,
Ar samina  pf. G  'was\became fleshy' ¶ KB 1449-51, HJ 1163, A #2637 ,
OLS 444-5, Lv. T II 493, Sl. 575-6, Tal 9O9, DM 443, BK I 1143, Hv. 3 3 7 ,
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Jo. J 262, CAD XVII/1 321-3O, Krb. EG 34, Frnz. MLE 181, MiK I #1 .248
 Eg Md smy {EG} 'fat milk, cream', {Fk.} 'curds' ¶ EG IV 13O, Fk. 2 2 7
 B *√siÓm 'fat (Fett)' (× N *c6666iXmV id. [q.v. ffd.]) ¶ Fc. 1835, Msq.
141, Dl. 778  C: Bj {Rop.} simu2m 'suet, fatty covering of kidneys' ¶
Rop. 233, Blz. EDB 24  Ch: CCh: Lgn {Lk.} s'‰!m‰~n ( secondary
glottalization?), {Nc.} semen 'be(come) fat' »» WCh: mt. Dir {Sk.}
s7inama 'oil' »» ECh: Mb {J} si!wi!n n. 'fat', Nd D {J} swa@n!, Smr {J} swa@ni@@,
Skr {Sx.} su~nu!, Mgm {JA} se!we!n, Bdy {AlJ} se@we~N 'oil', se!we!n ka~ ta`lta~
'fat' (n., lit. 'hard oil'), Kbl {Cp.} su~w‰~ng‰!, Ll {WeibP} so~Ngo~, Ke {Eb.}
son, {Eb. in ChC} sOn, Kwn su!wa@ne, EDng {Fd.} se~we~, Brg {Lk., J}, Mu {J}
si!wi!n 'oil, fat' ¶ Sk. NB 34, Lk. L 12O, ChC, WeibP 81, Eb. 93, JA LM 1 2 3 ,
AlJ 114, Blz. EChWL #26  ¶¶ OS ##2247 (HS *siman 'oil, fat') || A: M
*seme-Z>in >  MM [MA] {Pp.} semeZ7i 'fat of the intestines', WrM
semeZin, HlM s´mq(in), Brt hemqe, Ord semeZ7i 'fat around t h e
intestines, fat of the epiploon'; M ı WrMc semecen, semeZen
'epiploon' ¶ Pp. MA 32O, MED 687, Ms. O 57, Z 587  Tg *semesik
'omentum' >  Ewk s‰m‰sik, Lm h‰m‰h¥k, Neg s‰m‰siX, WrMc semsu
id. ¶ STM II 142  ???σ pKo *sam 'amnion (caul) and placenta' >  NKo
sam  ¶ S QK #825, MLC 9O1 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1962 (A *se"me+a 'fat', incl. Tg)
|| D *c>avar- ≠ *c>amar- ({†GS} *s-) v. 'smear, oil, rub in (oil, etc.)' (×  N
*c'''' 6 666apV 'clay, mud; to smear, to moisten', q.v. ffd.) >  Tl camuru 'oil ,
any oily\unctuous substance', camuru v. 'smear, daub, rub as with
oil', EpTl samaru  'ghee' ¶¶ D #2389, 2674b ˚  ≈ IS MS 348 (*{sa4}mÿ
'to grease'  > IE, A, ?K, HS) (did not distinguish between reflexes of N
*s 2222ámi  'fat' and N *c 1111 { o }mé€É  'to smear' [q.v.]).
2O64. (€?) *s2222imV (= *simV ?) 'name (as a sign of identity), t h e
same' ([in IE] ‘ 'one') >  HS: S *s7im- 'name' >  BHb MS4 s7e2m (pl. t&mS4
s7e2≤mo2t3) , Ph, Pun, Ug, OA, IA s7m, BA +ppa. -mS6 s7´m-, SmA {BH} s7am,
ChPA s7m, s7ym, JA [Trg.] MS4s7em / em. am1S6s7´≤m-a2, JEA s7´≤ma2 ( c s .
s7em ≠ s7um), Sr 'mo£ s7´≤m-a2, (+ppas., e.g. Jmé£ s7em-° ' m y
name'), NNEA {Mcl.} s7ima, is7ma, A r µs0ì ?ism-, Sb mS s7m, Gz s´m,
Hrs {Jo.} hem, Mh {Jo.} ham (pl. Hrs/Mh h‰mo2t‰n), Jb E/C s7um (pl. ≤s7im-
t‰), Sq {Jo.} s7Em, Ak s7um-u, Eb {Krb} s7um-um ¶ KB 1432-5, 1791-2, HJ
1155-9, A #262O, OLS 44O-1, Lv. T II 491, Lv. IV 569-7O, Sl. 1153-4 ,
Dlm. 427, Schlt. 2O9, Ln. 435, Br. 784-5, Mcl. 3O7, BGMR 126, Jo. H
52, Jo. M 158, Jo. J 262, Krb. EG 4O, Krb. PE 1O7  pB *?i-sim ' n a m e '
(acc. to Pr. M IV-V 111, the B word is not an Arabism; *?i- is a reg. px.
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of masc. nouns) >  Ah, Kb, Izd i-s´m (pl. ismaw´n), Tmz ism (p l .
ismawn), ETwl {GhA} es´m, Gd ism, Zng {Msq.} is7mi, {Bs.} µ4" *as7m
'name'; Kb, Tmz, Izd, Gd √smm  v. 'name' ¶ Fc. 1837, GhA 174, Dl 7 7 7 -
8, MT 641-2, Mrc. 176, Lf. II #1464, Msq. Z 521, Bs. Z 147  Eg fMK
smy ({∫EG} s1my) v. 'report, make report, announce, proclaim' (“ v.
*'call, name') >  Cpt Sd sm2me s´mme, B semI semi v. 'name, appeal ,
accuse' ¶ EG IV 127, Fk. 227, Vc. 188, Crn. 152-3  C *s7im- ≠ *s7um-
'name' (= {E} *si/um-) >  Bj {R} sim (df. ≤u2-sem, ≤u2-sum) id., -sim
(1s p. a≤sim) v. 'name' »» Ag *s7‰NW, {Ap.} *s´NW 'name' >  Bln {R}
s7´NW≠ s7iN, {Bnd.} s´NW, Xm, Km s7‰NW, Aw {CR} s7uNi id.; d. Bln {R}
s7iN-  'nennen, benennen' »» EC *s+s7umm- or *s+s7u?m- 'name' >  Sd su?ma,
Hd summa id.; ??σ Rn su~ma!t 'a brand; mark (to distinguish l ifestock) ' ,
sum- v. 'brand (lifestock)' ¶ E PC #447, R WBd 2O1, R WB 328, Ap. IC
46-7, Gs. 295, PB 172, PG 269, Blz CL 179  Ch {JS} *√s‹m, {Nw.}
*s>i/um, {Stl.} *sumi 'name': WCh {Stl.} *suma-na id. >  Hs su2!na2! (<
*sum-na) id. » AG: Su {J} su!m, Gmy, Cp sÈm, Kfr sum, Tal sö!m, Ang {Hf.}
su$m, {Flk.} su4m id. » BT {Stl.} *sumV id. >  Krkr s‰m, Tng sUmO, Krf
{Sch.} s7i!mi! » NrBc {Stl.} *sUmVn id. > Dir s7in, P’ {MSk.} sIm, Cg s7I@ma~n »
SBc: Tala s‰m, Buli sIm, Wnd s 7i^m, Zar su^m, Kry wu~sum, Jm {Csp.} sim,
Grn {Jgr.} si~n, Sy {Csp.} su^m, Bg {Csp.} yi~si!m id. » Ron: Klr {J} sim, DfB
{J} su!m, Fy {J} ku-su!m id. »» CCh *√s6m id. >  Tr {Nw.} z6im, Hw s6im » Mrg
{Hf.} s6‰!m, Cb s6Èma, Klb {AD} x1imi~, {Mch.} s6im, Br s6ima, Wmd s6ÈmO~ »
BB: FlJ, FlM z6I_m, Gude lÈ~ma » Mtk sb.: {Ro.}: Mkt s6u~m, Mada s6i~me!, Myn
s6imi, Hrz s6‰~ma!y, Mlk, Vm s6i~ma!y, Zlg z6‰~m; Gzg {Lk.} s6imed', {Ro.} s6i~mi!d'
'name' » Db {Lnh.} z6i~mi@ id. » Ktk: Lgn {Bou.} s6‰Ÿm, Bdm {Cfr.} ha~mu~ id. »
McMsg: Mbara {Trn.} s6i!m id. » McMs: Ms {J} sa!mna@, se!mna!, Bnn s7e~me,
ZmB {J} sa!m, {Sa.} se!m, ZmD {KNC} s7e@m, Azm {Pc.} si@mi@na@ id. »» ECh: M b
{J} sa~me~, Mjl semmi^, Kjk simi, Brg {J} ?o!so~m, Mkl {J} su~ma!, Kwn ka!-
s‰@m, se&m, Ke {Eb.} sa!m, Smr {J} su!mi!, EDng {Fd.} si^N, Bdy {AJ} seme,
Mgm pl. {J} se!me~ id., Mkl {J} su!ma~, Nd D {J} ha@m!, Tmk him id. ¶ × Ch
*sim- 'ear' < N *s1111{i}m÷V 'hear' in several Ch lgs (Gzg, Db, some Masa
lgs., Tmk, Smr), where the word means both 'name' and 'ear' ¶ JI II
248-9, Stl. IF 9O, ChC, ChL, Hf. AG 2O, Csp. 27, 59, Jgr. 186, KNC 24, Ro.
296, Pc. 351, Blz EChWL #58; ffd. see  AD ChCS #2O ¶¶ OS #23O4 (HS
*su4m: S, Ch), #2244 (*sim- 'call, speak': S, B, Eg •÷ Ch, LEC), Vc. 1 8 8
(Eg, S) || K ? *°s`{u}m- > Sv: UB {TK} s7wim ≠ s7u4m, Ln {TK} s7wim, L {Dn.,
TK} s7um ≠ {TK} s7´⁄m 'kind of, dialect' (me2rma-mïrma s7umi li˝ra2ls
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le2wkneX 'they sing many kinds of songs') (unless Sv π Aram s7um
'kind' <  S *s7im- 'name'?) ¶ Dn. s.v. s7um, TK 825 || IE: NaIE *sem-
/*som-/*sm=- 'the same, one' (‘ 'together'): [1] *som-/*so2m- ' t h e
same, alone' >  OI sa≤ma- 'the same, equal, like, Av, OPrs hama- ' l ike,
the same' »» Gk [omo1ß 'one and the same, like' »» OIr -som,  reinforcing
pc. of the 3rd pers. (ys he1-som 'c’est lui'), W hwn 'this one' (<
*som-d≈e) »» L sim-ul 'at the same time', similis 'like, resembling' »»
Gmc *samaz 'same' > Gt (sa) sama, ON samr, OHG der samo, daÔ
sama 'the same'; adv.: ON sem 'just as', Sw som 'as, where, when ' ,
OHG sama  'same as', AS same 'same', NE same »» Sl *sam¥ 'oneself;
the same' >  OCS sam5 samË 'self, ipse; the most', Blg sam, SCr, Slv
sa•m , Cz, Slk, P sam  'self, ipse', alone', R sam 'self, ipse', ≤samyj ' t h e
same, the most' »» Arm omn  omn  'some, certain, some one'  [2] *sem-
/*sm=- 'one' > Gk Mc e-me , Gk m. e“iß (< *sem-s), ntr. “en (< *sem) (gen.
m.\ntr. [en-o1ß), f. mi1a (< *sm-i´); px. ]a- / [a- 'one-, same-' (as in ]adelfo1ß
'brother' “ 'one from the same womb', {apax 'once') »» Arm mi mi (<
*sm-iyos, {EC} *sm-ihÅ) 'one' »» L sem-per 'always' »» Tc: A sa-s, B
s5e (*sem-s) 'one' m., A sa4m$, B sana, somo f. »» OI sa-≤kr=t, Av ha-
k´r´t∞  'once, all at once' ¶ AdS  of NaIE *som/*sm= 'together' (‘ 'w i th ' )
(<  N *Zám[? ]V (or *Z 1111 -?) 'together; to unite, to tie together' ¶ P 9O3-5,
AHDI 57, EI 499 (*so≤mo-s 'same'), 399 (*sem-s ≠ *sem ≠ *sm-ihÅ-
'united as one, one together'), M K III 411, 436-7, Glh. 539-4O, F I 1 ,
471-2, II 39O, WH II 538-41, Vn. S  169, Slt. 454, Fs. 4O9, Vr. 461-2 ,
47O, Kb. 823, Schz. 244, OsS 74O, Ho. 269-7O, Ho. S 62, Frn. 753-4 ,
Vs. III 551-2, StSS 592, KT 158, Wn. 415, Ad. 6758-9, Ad. H 15 ˚  u f o r
*i in some lgs. (Ak, Aw, WCh, Sv, T, etc.) is due to the labializing infl. o f
*m.
2O65. *simV 'be wet; moisture, liquid' > K : GZ *s`im- 'wet; water' >  G
X sim-ur-i 'water', Mg s7im-e 'wet, wetness' ¶ Fn. KW-2 43, FS K 284-5 ,
FS E 317 || HS: EC: Or {Grg.} sama 'become mouldy\spoiled\dirty', HEC
{Hd.} *s7am- 'be wet, rot' > Ged {Hd.} s7am- 'be wet', s7amo 'wet', Sd {Gs.}
s7am- 'be wet\humid\damp, rot', s7ama 'wet, damp, moist; co r rup t ,
putrid' ¶ Grg. 251, Brl. 366-7, Hd. 166, 259, 391, Gs. 3OO || A: M
*sime 'sap, juice, liquid' >  WrM sime, HlM wim 'sap', Kl wim, {Rm.}
s7im´ 'juice', Ord {Ms.} s7ime 'juice, sap; abundant milk (from a n
udder)', Mnr H {SM} s1imi¢e 'juice, sap', Dg {Mr.} s7ime 'juice', {T} s7im
id., 'succulence'; M ı PClWrMc simen, WrMc s1imen ({Z} s2im´n∆)
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{Z} 'moisture, humours of the body (from food and drink)', {Hr.}
'Feuchtigkeit; Säfte, Sekrete' ¶ MED 7O9, KRS 673, Ms. O 618, SM 3 9 6 ,
Mr. D 216, KW 357, Rm. M 38, Mls. 237 ¶¶ But M *sime- 'swallow, s u c k
out' and WrMc simi- 'suck' have to be preferably connected with N
*s1111 ++++s6 666e 6 666ÓmV 'to swallow' (q.v. ffd.) or result from a merger of both N
etyma || D *c>imm- ({†GS} *s+c1-?) 'moist(ure)' >  Tm cemmal 'wa ter ' ,
Tu {D} s1ime, {Mnr.} s7ima 'cold, moistness', Tl cemma 'moisture', Ku
Z>imbrï pïgi 'drizzle' ¶¶ D #2539, Mnr. 6616, 649 ˚  ≈ Blz. 162 [#99]
(D, K + err. the D and HS reflexes of N *ÍÉm[V]t ''''V  'cold', q.v.).
2O66. *s1111 ++++s 6 666e 6 666ÓmV 'to swallow' >  U: FU (att. in FV) *s1+s6e2me ' d r ink ,
swallow, gulp' >  F siemi (gen. siemen) n. 'drink, gulp, beverage ' ,
siemaise-  v. 'gulp (down), swallow', Es seem (gen. seeme), so%o%m
(gen. so%o%me) 'draught, gulp', 'Trunk, Schluck' » Er sime- s1ime-, M k
simo- s1im´- v. 'drink' ¶ UEW 773, Ker. II 142 || A: NaT *sîm- (≠
*sim-, *su4m-) v. 'swallow' >  MQp [CC] {Grøn.} sim- v. 'gulp, swallow'
('schlucken, verschlingen'), Osm {Rh.} su4m- 'butt with the snout i n
sucking', Tk † su4m- 'suck (butting with the snout)' (of lambs, e tc . ) ;
NaT *simu4r- >  OT simu4r- v. 'swallow in a single gulp', Brb, Nog, Q q
simir-, Qzq s¡m¡r- siÆmiÆr-, ET, Osm {Rl.} su4mu4r- id., Az su4mu4r- id. ,
'suck out', Tkm s¥m¥r- Tu4mu4r- 'eat greedily', Uz simir- ' s u c k \ d r i n k
slowly' ¶ Cl. 829-3O, Rs. W 422, Grøn. 22O, Rh. 1O95, TrR 797, Rl. IV
737, 853, MM 318, BT 141, Äz. 276, TkR 599  M *sime- 'swallow,
suck out' >  MM [MA] {Pp.} s7ime- v. 'absorb (a liquid)', WrM sime-,
HlM wim´- 'draw a liquid into the mouth, suck', Mnr H {SM} s7‰mu-
'suck', Mgl {Rm.} simina$ 3s 'sucks' ¶ Pp. MA 333, MED 7O9, KW 3 5 8 ,
Rm. M 38, SM 374  Tg *sime- 'suck' > Sln s7 !im‰- 'suck', Lm hImat/ç-
'suck (a bone)', (with as.) çI2mça- 'suck', Orc simic7i- 'suck, suck o u t ' ,
Ud simisi- id., 'suck sth. round (obsasyvat∆ )', Ul simin‰-, Ork, Nn
Nh simi- 'suck in, soak', PCMc, WrMc simi- 'suck, swallow'; but n o t
here Tg *çime- ({DQA} *s7ime-) > Lm çIm¥l- 'percolate', Ul, Nn Nh
c7ime- id., 'get soaked', WrMc s1ime- ({Z} s2im´-) 'be absorbed' ¶ STM
II 87, 394, Z 61O-1, Hr. 796-8, Mls. 237  pKo {S} *sî!mî!i\- v. ' soak ,
permeate' > MKo sî!mî!i\-, NKo sîmi- ¶ S QK #547, Nam 318, MLC 1O25 
pJ {S} *si!m- 'soak' >  OJ sim1m-, J: T s1i~mi-, K s1i!mi!-, Kg s1imi!- ¶ S QJ
#512, Mr. 751 ¶¶ The vw. *-i- may be due to contamination with N
*simV 'be wet; moisture, liquid' (q.v.) ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2163 (A *s7i"!mi-
'suck, soak', incl. T, M, Ko, J) ||  HS : B *-suÓm- >  Ah {Fc.} sum´m ' s uce r
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avec un bruit de lèvres', BMn {Bs.} smu2m 'suck, lick', Rif {Rn.} summ,
Izd ssumm  {Mrc.} 'suck' ¶ Fc. 1O83  C: Ag {Ap.} *s‰NW- v. 'swallow' >
Bln/Dmb {R} s´NW-, Km {CR} s7´GW-, Aw suN- ¶ Ap. AV 19 ¶ Ag *-NW- <
C, HS *-m- (near a vw. *u) reg.   WCh: Tng {J} sumbE 'suck' » NrBc {Stl.}
*sümd'- 'suck' >  {Sk.} Wrj s‰!nd'-, Sir s‰!nd'u!, Cg zumd'- ¶ Stl. ZCh 2 5 3
[#78], Sk. NC 42, ChC  ?? Eg fMd s÷m 'v. 'swallow' (contaminat ion
with a derivative of ÷m  'swallow'?) ¶ EG IV 44-5, Fk. 214 ˚  ≈ IS MS 3 3 6
(*s1em{Ó}ÿ 'swallow': IE, A, U), Rs. UAW 41 (U, A) ˚  Unc. σ (⇔ IS MS):
÷  IE *semÓ- 'ladle out, pour (out)' (>  Lt semiu~ / se!mti ' d raw,
scoop\ladle out', Ltv smel>u / smel^t 'scoop\ladle out', OIr sem-
'pour out', {Vn.} verser, puiser', ? Gk }amh 'water-bucket', w  P 9O1-2, Vn.
S  82-3) (IE *-Ó-  reconstructed by him probably on the accentual ev. o f
Lt se!mti) ˚ The N lr. is reconstructed on the ev. of the FU long vw.
and the B vw. *u  (regularly from *uÓ). The vw. u in B and in some WCh
lgs. (Tng, Cg) may be due to the ass. infl. of *m (cp. u in the reflexes o f
N *s 2222 imV  'name' in different Ch lgs.).
2O67. *s++++s 7 777 {i}ÙmV 'be dark, darken' > HS: WS *√s7Hm 'be b l a c k \ d a r k '
>  JA [Trg.] √s7Hm G  {Lv.} 'bräunlich\dunkelrot sein', JA [Trg.] Mih5S6
s7´≤Ó°m / am1h6S5 s7iÓ≤ma2 'dark, black', MuhS6 s7´≤Óu2m id., JEA Mh4S6
s7´≤Óem 'dark-coloured, glazed', MHb MuhS1 s7a2≤Óu2m 'dark-red', SmA
s7Ówm 'brown', Sr √s7Hm G  'be dusky\swarthy', Ar {Ln., Hv.} √sHm G
'be\become black', {BK} saHam- 'black; black colour', ?asHam- ' b lack ' ,
Jb √s7Hmm: ‰ns7Ha≤mim 'be\become dark (in complexion)', s7Ha≤mum,
s7Ha≤mim 'brown, dark (complexion)' ¶ Br. 769, Lv. IV 583, Lv. T II 4 6 8 ,
Js. 1548-9, Sl. 1128, Tal 885-6, JPS 571, Ln. 1321, BK I 1O64, Hr. 3 1 2 ,
Jo. J 261 || U *s+s7imV > FP *simV (≠ *s7imV?) 'dark, rusty; rust' > pChr
{Ber.} *sim¥ 'black' >  Chr: L wem s7em, weme ≤s7eme 'black, dirty', Uf
s7em¥, s7em, M s1im, s1ime 'black', H wim s7im id., wimy≥ s7im´ 'b lack,
dark' » Prm sim- 'rust, rusty' > Z s¡m  sim, Yz sim id. »» ?? (with BF *h- <
irreg. *s7-) F himmea4, ∆  himea4 'dim, obscure', Es ∆  imi ' schwach
glänzend, schimmernd'  pY {IN} *Tem-  'black, dark' > Y K emu2- ' b lack ' ,
em-b´- 'dark', em-il 'night'; OY: K {Bil.} emmel, NW {Lnd.} e1mil, Ch
{Mat.} emilo, {Boe.} ´mydyn` id., K {Bil.} aima1ivi, {Klc.}
aminpíja 'black' ¶¶ UEW 758-9, It. #4O2, Sm. 553 (FP *siimV
'rust'), Ber. 52 [#325], MRS 699-7OO, 7O6. Ep. 15O, Ps. OT 12O, LG
258, SK 17, W EDW 13O, IN 92 (on pY *T > modern Y zero), 22O, 2 9 9 ,
326, 33O-1 || A: M *°su4me- >  WrM su4me-i-, HlM s¥mij- v. ' a p p e a r
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dimly', WrM su4me-ger, HlM s¥mg´r 'obscure, indistinct, pale' ¶
MED 744 ˚ M *u4 (for the expected *i) is probably due to the ass. infl.
of *m.
2O68. *s1111a 6 666ymV(-t''''V) '≈ hips, loins' >  HS: WS (or SS°) *°s7+si+umat'- ( o r
*T-?) >  Gz s´mat' (≠ samat') 'loins, flanks, waist', Tgr s‰m‰t' ' f lank,
side', Tgy s7Amt'i ≠ s7‰mt'i ≠ s7‰nt'i 'waist', Amh s7‰nt', Har s7ïnt'i ' f i let ' ,
??σ Ar simtœ- 'basque de la cuirasse qui garantit le derrière; bas d’une
robe qui dépasse celle de dessus; courroie qui tient à la selle', {Hv.}
sumtœ- 'woollen garment'; EthS ı Bln {R} simit ≠ simit5 'side' ¶ L G
5O3, LH 347, R WB 3O5, BK I 1138, Hv. 336 || U: FU *s1a6ymV (or *s6-)
'groin, loins' >  Lp T {Gn.} s7Iºjms (gen. s7IºjmIºzIº) 'side' or 'groin' (F
'kuve'), {TI} 'Weiche' »» Os: Nz suy´m, Kz sö8y´m ' g ro in
(Leistengegend)', Sh suy´m 'hip, loin-cloth (Hüfte, Lendengürtel)', Kr
soy´m 'waist', N {Páp.) so2y´m 'Lenden, Kreuz' ¶ Gn. 887, TI 552, KrT
82O, Stn. D 1299, ≈  UEW 45 (FU •c1a6ymV ¬ *s1a6ymV; AD: FU *c1- is
untenable because pOs *s- is not from *c1-) || A: M *°sami 'groin' >
WrM sami 'groin', HlM sam∆ id. ¶ MED 668 || ?φ  D *c>on`tßa 'hip, waist '
({†GS} *s-?) >  Kn son5t5a, Tu son5t5a, on5t5a 'waist', Tl ton5t5i ' loins,
hip' ¶ The cerebrality of *-n`t ß- may be due to the infl. of N *y  (palatality
>  D cerebrality) ¶¶ D #284O.
2O69. *s1111{i}m÷V 'to hear' >  HS: S *√s7m÷ G  'hear' >  BHb, Ph, Ug,
Amr, OA, IA, JA, SmA, Sr, Eb √s7m÷ G, Sb omS s7m÷ G, Ar, Gz √sm÷ G,
Mh/Hrs/Sq {Jo.} √hm÷ (Mh pf. hïma ≠ hu2ma, Hrs pf. ho2ma, Sq pf .
≤hy‰ma÷), Jb {Jo.} √s7m÷ (pf. s7iﬁ÷), Ak inf. G  s7emu6 'hear', Mn omS s7m÷
G  'witness' ¶ KB 1452-6, 1792-3, HJ 1164-6, A #2639, OLS 441, G A 3 2 ,
Tal 9O9-11, Lv. IV 577-9, Sl. 1158-6O, Br. 686-7, BGMR 127, MA 82, Ln.
1427-3O, L G 5O1-2, Jo. M 157-8, Jo. H 51, Jo. J 262, Krb. EG 15  B
*sVm(m) 'ear' >  Gd {Lf.} e2-s´m (pl. sEmmEn), Awj {Prd.} ≤i-s´m (p l .
≤smïw´n) 'ear', d. *ta-su2m(m)-Vt 'pillow' (like Fr oreiller ÿ
oreille, R pod-uw-ka 'pillow' [lit. 'under-ear-er']) >  Kb t3a-sum-t3a
'oreiller, coussin', Izn {Rn.} tsumt3a (pl. t3osamtawin), Rif {Rn.} tsumm´t
id., Nf tsum≤ta2, Skn ≤tsu4mti, Awj ta≤s7u2mt 'pillow', ≈  *a-sa2mu2 >  Ah
asa2mu 'oreiller'; Ï  Ah su2m´t, Kb ssum´t3 'avoir\utiliser pour oreiller' ¶
Fc. 1834, Lf. II #1465, Prd. 164, 17O, Dl. 781  d.? Eg fP smt ({∫EG}
s1mt) v. 'hear', ?? Eg fP sm ({EG} s1m) 'achten, respektieren' ¶ The loss
of *÷ needs investigating ¶ EG IV 12O, 144, Fk. 229  Ch {Stl.} *sim-
'ear' > CCh *s6im 'ear' > Tr {Nw.} z6im, Hw {ChL} s6ima-ra, Gbn/G’nd {ChL}
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s6ima-ta id. » Mrg {Kr.} s6i~mi!, BuP s6im, Klb {AD, Mk.} x1imi, Hld /Wm
{ChL} ximi, Cb {ChL} s6‰!ma~ id. » HgN s6imE, HgK s6im, HgG s6imwu, Kps
s6im‰y » Gude {Hsk.} l‰~ma!, {IL} limïn, Gudu {IL} s6im, FlJ z6‰m‰n id. » Lmn
{Lk.} s6‰~m‰~N id. » Mdr {Eg.} s6i!ma~, Glv {Rp.} hYi!mia~, Gdf {IL} s6imÄ~, Dgh
{Frk.} s6me! id. » Suk {IL} s6‰!ma!i\ 'ear' (and s6a!m-ni 'hear') » Mtk {Sb.}
z6‰!mba^d', pMM {Ro.} s6imay > {Ro.}: Mkt s6u!m, Mada s6i~me!, Myn s6i~mi!, Vm
s6i!ma!y, Zlg z6‰~m 'ear', as well as Mofu {Brr.} s6u~ma~y, {Ro.} s7i~ma!y, Gzg D
{Lk.} s6imed', {Ro.} s7i~mi!d' id. » Db {Lnh.} z6i~mi@, Kola {Sb.} z6i!mi! id. » Gdr
{Mk.} s6um id. » Ktk: Lgn {Bou.} si~m id. » Msg {Mch.} xe!5ma5 id. »» ECh:
Kwn M {J} se~md'i! id. » Kbl {Cp.} sa~mi!, Ll {Grgs.} su~ma! id. » Smr {J} su1mi!,
Nd D {J} ha&m, Tmk {Cp.} him id. » Mb {J} su!ma2!mo~, Mjl suma2mo 'ear'  ?
Ch {Stl.} *ku-sim- 'ear' > WCh: SBc *kusmi (< *ku-sim-?) > Bg kumsi,
Grn kWansi, Kir/Tala/Zar k‰m, Buli kum id. » Hs ku!nne2 id. » AG *kWom >
Ang kWom, Su/Cp kom, Gmy {Fp.} kum id. » Bl ku~mo2!, Tng {J}, Dr, Ngm
kumo, Krkr, Bele ku~mo! id. » Wrj kuma!i\, Kry ku^m, Dir, Jmb ku~ma!, My
ku!ma!i\ id. » Sha kum, Fy humu~, Df hWa!m id. »» CCh: Ms {J} hu!mna@, ZmD
{KCN} hu@m, ZmB {J} hu1m 'ear', Azm {Pc.} hu2!mba! 'ear, leaf', hu2@mba! ' h e a r '
»» ECh: Ke {Eb.} ko!-so!N 'ear' ¶ Stl. IF 9O, JI II 114-5, J T 1O5, ChC, ChL,
KNC 1O, Ro. 242, Pc. 217, Blz. EChWL s.v. 'ear' || K *sem- / *sm- ' h ea r ,
be heard' >  OG sem- / sm-, G sm- id., Mg sim- ≠ s‰m-, Lz sim-, Sv
s´⁄m- / sm- id., Sv UB lisme msd. 'be heard; hear sth.'; d. *sm-en- /
*sm-in- 'listen' > OG, G smen- / smin-, Mg simin-, Lz simin-, sibin-, Sv
smïn- (Sv UB {GP} msd. lismïne) id., Sv LB {TK} s´⁄ma4n ≠ s´⁄man n .
'hearing, attention' ¶¶ K 164-5, K2 163-4, 167, FS K 267-8, FS E 2 9 6 ,
Chik. 314, GP 168, TK 713 || U: FU (att. in Os) *°s1im(-Vl-, -Vlß-) '≈ b e
heard' >  Os Kz siÆm´s1-, Os Sn siÆm´lßl ß´- 'zu hören sein' ¶ Stn. D 1342.
2O7O. *s1111a 4 444m[V]9V '(lock of) hair, fine hair' >  HS: SES *√s7m˝ >  M h
s7o2m‰˝, Jb E s7u%˝ 'fine hair shed by camel' ¶ Jo. M 395  Eg P/BD sm¿
'behaarter Teil des Kopfes; Haare am Kopf' ¶ N *9  > Eg ¿ (is it regular?)
¶ EG IV 122  C: HEC ({Hd.} *s7o2mba) > Brj {Ss.} ≤s7omi, {Hd.} s7o2ma, s7omi,
Hd s7omba, Sd s7o2bba 'pubic hair'; Af {Hw.} sammo 'pubic region' »» SC {E}
*se?em- 'hair' >  Irq {MQK} se?e2mi 'a hair', se?e2NW 'hair, fur', Kz
sa?amayo  'body and limb hair', Asa se?emuk  'hair; feathers', {Fl.} se!mu-g
'headdress, hairdress' »» ??? Bj {R} s7imbeha2ni ≠ s7imba2ni, {Rop.}
s7amb´≤hani  'eyebrows' (× N *c '''' 1 111 {i}mV 'eyelid; to blink [eyes]' [q.v.]) ¶
Ss. B 174, E SC 15O, MQK 92, Hd. 75, R WBd 215 (equates Bj with Bl
s7ebka2 'hair'), Rop. 238  NrOm {Blz} *sVm(m)- 'hair' >  Ym {Wdk.}
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so@ma@ 'hair', {Lm.} soma~ id. (but {C} soma2 'head'), She {CR “ Mnt.}
som  'hair (capelli)' ¶  Wdk. BJ 133, C SE III 83, CR NGF 623, Lm. Y 3 7 3
 Ch mt. *sVÓVm- >  WCh {Stl.} *suÓim- >  Hs su2~ma2! 'growth of hair o n
the head' » BT: Ngm {Mk.} sO^m 'hair', Tng {J} sayU^m 'beard' »» CCh: FlJ
{ChL} sÈ~mc7È`n, FlM {ChL} s7I~mki, FlB {ChL} s7ImkIn, Gudu {ChL} s7INkIn
'hair' » Suk {IL in ChC} s7u!mbu~t id. » Bnn s6i!mi!ta~, BnnM s6imit 'hair', Azm
{Pc.} s6i!mï!ta! 'feather(s)' ¶ J T 141, Ba. 958, Mk. II 282, Pc. 211 ¶¶ Blz.
OLBP #47, OS #228O, ≈ Sk. HCD 237, Tk. I 74-5, Tk. SCC 83 [#12.13] ||
U: FU {UEW} *s1a4Ne 'hair; to plait hair' (‘  v. 'plait') >  F sa4a4 ' f iber ,
filament; end (of thread)', (?) sa4ie id. » Prm *s1i >  Z, Vt si s1i 'hair' »»
ObU *se2˝ ≠ *so4∏˝ {< **se2˝W?) 'curl, tress of hair', {Ht.} *se2˝- ≠ *so4∏˝-
{< **se2˝W-?) v. 'plait' > pVg: [1] *sa4 ÆG 'Locke, Haarflechte, Zopf' >  Vg: T
sa4w, LK/MK sa4G (sa4∏G-a4∏n 'their curl\tress'), UK/NV sa4G, SV/LL sa4∏, UL/Ss
sa˝; [2] pVg *sa4ÆG- v. 'plait' >  Vg: T sa4w-, LK/MK/UK/SV sa4G-/sa4∏G-, NV
sa4G-/sa4∏w-, LL sa4G-/sa4∏-, UL/Ss saG-; pOs: [1] *so4˝ 'tress of hair' >  V/Vy
so4G, Ty sa$ÆGW, Y sa$Æw, D/K/Nz/Kz/O sew id.; [2] pOs *so4˝- v. 'plait' >
V/Vy so4G-, Ty sa$ÆGW-, Y sa$Æw-, D/K/Nz/Kz/O sew- » Hg szo¡- / szo4v-, ∆
su4∏- / su4∏v- v. 'weave, spin' ¶  UEW 471-2, LG 254, Ht. #571, MK 5O9-1O
|| A *sa4Na 'hair lock' >  M: [1] *saNna >  WrM saNna, Kl {KRS} saNna
'forelock of a horse', WrO saNna2, saNnai 'tuft, forelock'; [2] M
*saNmay >  WrM {Rm.} saNmai, Kl Ö {Rm.} saNma4∏ ≠ saNma2 ≠ saNma
'Haarzotte auf dem Stirn oder dem Scheitel (der Pferde \der
Menschen)'; [3] MM {MA} sanZ7iq 'locks, curls' ¶ KW 313, MED 672, KRS
441, Krg. 385, Pp. MA 318  Tg *sen1Ne(n) 'beard, gill' >  Ul s‰n‰m bi ≠
s‰n1‰m bi 'bearded', s‰n‰ ≠ s‰n1‰ 'gill', Lm O h‰Nn´n 'fringe of c lo th
(baxroma)', Lm h‰Nn‰, Ewk s‰nN‰n, Neg s‰2n1N‰, Orc s‰2N‰, Ud s‰N‰, O r k
s‰n‰, Nn Nh s‰yN‰ 'gill', WrMc seNele 'gill, cock’s comb' ¶ STM II 1 4 3
 ??σ T {TL} *saN-ak, *saN-ît 'a place on the neck under the jaw' > Alt
saNat ≠ saNît 'a place under the ear at the end of the jaw; jaw, neck ' ,
{Ra.} 'gill', VTt saNaq, Nog saN9aq, Qq sa˝aq 'gill', Tlt {Ra.} sa2t ' jugular
vein', Tv sa2t 'carotid artery', Tf sa2ﬁt 'cervical artery' ¶ Tl 222, Ra. 2 2 6
¶¶ SDM97 (A *seN(V)mV  'fringe, hair lock'), DQA #965 (A *seNa+o+u id . )
¶¶ The vw. *a  of the first syll. in M and T is probably due to v.
harmony.
2O71. *s{o}m[V]9É ¬ *s{o}9mÉ  'enter, penetrate' >  HS: S *°√s7+s˝m
>  Ar √s˝m G  'inivit (puellam)', ps. pf. su˝ima 'ventrem p lenum
habuit', 'avoir le ventre plein' ¶ Fr. II 32O, BK I 1O95  C: Bj {R} s7um-
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scv. 'come home, enter; penetrate', {Rop.} s7u2m- 'enter, interfere' Ï
caus. Bj {Rp.} s7u2m-s- vt. 'enter, put in', Bj N {R} s7um-s-, Bj R {R}
s7um-s7- 'hineinführen' ¶ Rop. 238, R WBd 215  ? Ch: Mdr {ChL}
s‰msa 'come' »» SBc: Kir K/L {Sh.} s7in 'come!' ¶ ChL, Sh. SB 34 || U
*soNe 'enter, creep in, penetrate' >  Lp: OSw {LÖ} suogne 'intrare', N
{Fri.} suogNa-/suoNa- ≠ suodnja-/suonja- vi. 'smyge, s m æ t t e
ind i', {N} sudnja6  / -nj- ' creep into (with difficulty) (e.g. creep into a
cave)', L {LLO} suotnja ≠ suokNa- 'durch eine Öffnung
hindurchpassieren', K {Gn.} suoan%n%e-, Nt {TI} su\aNNa- vi. 'enter' » ? Er
sova-, ∆ su≤va-, Mk su≤va- 'enter, go in' »» ObU {Ht.} *TV—N- (≠ ? *TVÆNa2)
id. > pVg {Ht.} *tu"w- >  Vg: T to2- ≠ to2y-, LK tu2w-, UK tuw-, P/LL tu2- id.;
pOs *¬a"Na-/*¬oN- ({∫Hl.} *¬ÈÆNa-/*¬a"N-) id. >  Os: V la"Na- / loN-, Vy
ya"Na-, Ty/Y ¬a"N-, ¬a"Na-/¬a"NW-, D/K ta"N-, Nz to"N-, Kz ¬o"N-, O la"N- id. »
OHg av- 'eindringen, sich hineinnehmen, einwachsen'; Ï OHg avat-
'eindringen lassen; einsegnen' >  Hg avat- 'initiate (so.) into'  Sm
*t+c>u4y- 'enter, go in' >  Ne T t√-s∆, Ne T O {Lh.} t!″u$—-s1, Ne F {Lh.} c1u$—, Ng
{Mik.} t!ïd!i, En {Ter.} 3s aor. ¢ua, Kms {KD} 1s prs. s7u$l!Em  Y K {Krn.,
Nik.} s7og- 'enter', {Krn.} ft. s7oxteye 'I shall enter' ¶¶ UEW 446-7, Coll. 4 ,
Db. OS xxix, xxxii, Sm. 548 (FU *sooNi- 'enter' >  FP *sooNi-/*suNa-,
Ugr *TaºNI"-), Fri. 688-9, N III 586, TI 342, Ker. II 147, LG 266, Ht. # 1 4 4 ,
MF 1O1, EWU 61, Jn. 167, AD YN, Krn. JJ 284, Nik. RJS 6, Ang. 229 || A:
M: [1] M *°simgu4- > WrM simgu4- 'creep in, sneak in'  [2] M *siN9u- ≠
*suNgu- v. 'dive' >  WrM siN9u- ≠ s7iN9u- ≠ {Rm.} suN9u-, HlM
wunga-, Kl Ö {Rm.} suN9a- ≠ s7uN9a- 'dive' ¶ MED 711, KW 337, 368 ¶
The variant *siN9u- with an unexpected *i may be due to the infl. o f
*siNge- 'set' (of a celestial body), 'be absorbed into sth.' (w N *s2222iNkË
'sink, fall')  NaT (π  M ?): Nog su4Nu4- 'dive', Qzq, Qq su4Ngu4-, VTt ∆
{Rs.} sÁºNgÁº- 'dive, plunge' ¶ Rs. W 436, KrkR 596 || D (in CD) *c>o2Nk-
enter' >  Klm so;Ng-, Nk so2N- id., Prj c>o2Ng- 'pierce' (of a thorn), Gdb so2Ng-
'be pierced into', so2N- 'pierce, penetrate' ¶ D #2676(a) ˚ In s o m e
descendant lgs. the phonetic history is likely to have been: *-m9-  >  *-N9-
>  *-N-or: *-9m- >  *-9N- (as.) >  *-N-. The long vw. in D suggests that t h e
nasal cns. was preceded by a lr. (N *s {o }9mE ) ˚ In many lgs. there m a y
have been (mutual?) infl. of N *s{o}m[V]9É ¬ *s{o}9mÉ  and N *s2222iNkË
'⇑ ' (q.v.), so that it is hard to distinguish between their respective
reflexes.
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2O71a. *ÍomVdV (>  *ÍondV??) 'sand, small stone', (?) 'dirt' > IE:
NaIE *°sa+ond≈- and *sam[´]d≈- ' sand '  > Gmc *sanÎa- > ON sandr, OHG
sant,  MHG, MDu sant ≠ sand, NHG Sand, OSx sand, OFrs, AS
sond 'sand', NE sand (and Gmc ı F santa id.); there is a pGmc
variant with *m: MHG sampt, NGr B/Trl samp, Yid dma2zzamd ' s and ' ,
apparently related to Gk }ama†oß 'sandy soil', but the cns. m in }ama†oß
may be due to the infl. of }ammoß 'sandy ground' and πa1ma†oß ' sea-sand '
(Güntert on the latter: Reimwortbildung, interaction between t w o
originally different roots); the pGmc and Gk words with *m suggest pIE
**sam[´]d≈- ¶ KM 623, F I 84, Gnt. R 119-2O || A: pJ *su!na! 'sand' >  J :
Tk su~na, K su^na, Kg su!na, Ns s7i~na!, Sh s7i!na`, Y c7i~na!M! id. ¶ SDM97 s.v. A
*sunV || HS: B: [1] *°√smd > Ntf as´md´d (pl. is´mdad) 'pierre s u r
laquelle on aiguise les couteaux'  [2] *√swn > Nfs tasawant 'pierre à
fusil', Sw {La.} tasow´nt '∈ small stone' ¶ Dray 371, La. S 277  Ch:
WCh: Buli {Sh.} s7in1es 'sand' »» ECh: Skr {Lk.} si!n1e@, {Sx.} si!n1-J°o!rr, Jg {J}
s7en1, Brg {J} sa~n1o!, Mu {Lk.} si!n1o~k, {J} sï!ni~yo!, Mjl si^n1o, Kwn {Mch.J}
g‰si^n1, Smr {J} ga~wsi@ni@, Nd D {J} ku!sa@yn1, Tmk {Cp.} k‰saN, EDng {Fd.}
go2!si~ne 'sand' ¶ JI II 281, Blz EChWL #69  || ??σ U: FP *sonta 'dirt' >  F
sonta, Es so%nnik 'dung, manure' » Chr: H s7and¥, B/Uf s7ondo id.,
'urine' » Vt S zud 'black mud (used for dying)' ¶ UEW 764-5, Ep. 146  ˚
If the FU root is a valid cognate (in spite of the semantic distance), i t
suggests a pN *s-  ˚  B *√swn , the WCh root and pJ *su!na!  are likely t o
have lost the N dental stop ˚  Alternatively, it may be supposed t h a t
there was lexical interaction between two different etyma: N *ÍËn[d]V
and *ÍVmVdV .
2O72. *Ía4444mirV 'fat' ('Fett') >  IE: ≈  NaIE *smeru- 'fat, grease '
('Schmer, Fett') (× N *maÂi?V or *æmar1111i?V 'animal fat' [q.v.]) >  Gmc
*smerwa- > ON smio<r, smØr  'butter, fat', Dn smØr, Sw smo4r, NNr
sm(j)Ør  'butter',  OSx smero, OHG sme4ro (gen. smerawes) ' f a t '
('Schmer, Fett, Schmiere'), NHG Schmer 'pork fat, grease, suet', Gt
smaI1r†r n. 'fat', AS smeoru (gen. sme(o)r(u)wes) 'fat, grease,
suet, tallow', NE smear n.; Gmc {Wht.} *smerwyan 'to spread grease
on', {AD} 'to anoint, to smear' (×  N *mer1111u 6 666qV 'to smear' [q.v.]) > ON
smyria, smyrva 'bestreichen, salben', Sw smo4rja, Dn smØre,
NNr smyrja 'to smear, to anoint', OHG smirwen ' sa lben,
schmieren; to fatten', NHG schmieren 'to smear', AS smierwan
'to anoint', NE smear »» OIr smi(u)r (gen. smera), NIr smior, W
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mer 'marrow' »» Gk my1ron 'sweet-oil, sweet juice of plants, o in tment ,
balsam', myri1zv, smyri1zv 'rub with ointment\unguent, anoint', ? smy1riß
'emery powder (used by lapidaries for rubbing and polishing)' (×  Gk
my1rra 'myrrh' π S [*murr- id. >  OCn, Ak murru, BHb r7m mor, Ug
mr, Aram arum mu2≤ra2, etc.]) »» Lt P/Z sma!rsas 'fat' n., esp. 'fat \
tallow of poor quality' (× Lt sma!rsas 'smell, stench') »» Tc B s5mare
'oil', {EI} 'oily, freasy' ¶ WP II 69O-1, P 97O-1, EI 194 (*≤smeru-), Vn. S
142, Fs. 438, F II 273-4, 751, Ch. 723-4, 1O28-9, Vr. 52O-1, AHDI 6 2 ,
Sw. 154, 156, Ho. 3O2, Ho. S 68, Kb. 917-8, OsS 832-4, KM 663-5, ≈
Frn. 841, Wn. 456, Ad. 668, Ad. H 36 ¶ × N *c1111 {o}mé€É 'to smear' (q .v . )
|| A: T *sa4mir1 'fat (fett)' (< *sa4mir-y-) >  OT sa4miz, MQp semiz, MOg
XIII sa4mu4z, Chg sa4miz, Tk semiz 'fat (fett)', Tkm semiz TemiÎ ' f a t ' ,
thick' (of an animal), ET, Uz, Qmq semiz, VTt simez simÁz, Bsh
himeΩ himÁÎ, Xk simIs, Alt {BT} semis 'fat', Qzq sem¡z semiÆz, Yk
a4mis 'fat', Alt/Tlt/Kü {Rl.} sa4mis 'fat, fattened', Nog, Qq, Qrg semiz
'fat, fattened, stout', Chv sama€r sam¥r adj. 'fat, thick'; NaT *sa4mri-
(or *sa4mru4-) 'fatten, grow fat' >  OT {Cl.} sa4mrï-, MQp semir- id., Chg
sa4mir- id., become thick\stout', Tk semir-, Tkm semre- Temre-, ET
{BN} semru4-, semir-, Uz, Qmq semir-, VTt simer- simÁr-, Bsh himÁr-,
Qzq sem¡r- semiÆr-, Alt {BT} semir-, Alt/Tlt/Shor {Rl.} sa4mir- ' fa t ten ,
grow fat', Nog, Qq, Qrg semir- , Xk simIr-  'fatten, grow stout' ¶ Cl. 83O,
Rs. W 4O9, Rl. IV 5O9-11, Pek. 257, Jeg. 177 ¶ The pT alternation *-r1 /
*-r- may be accounted for by a pre-T nominal sx. *-y- in *sa4mir-y >
*sa4mir1 || D *c>amVr-, {†GS} *samVr- v. 'smear' >  Kn savaru v. ' r u b
in, apply to (as water\oil\medicine\ashes)',  Tl camuru v. 'smear' ¶ ¶
D #2389, GS 1O8 (on D *-m- > Kn -v-) ˚  NaIE ≈ *smeru- and ET semru4-
bring to mind the idea of a N *-u6666 (*Ía 4444miru 6666), but the basis for s u c h
assumption is too narrow to be decisive ˚  This N etymon may go b a c k
to some cd. including N *s2222ámi  'fat' (q.v.) with a N sx. *-rV (or a
second component of a N cd., from which only the syll. *rV h a s
survived).
2O73. (€?) *ÍÉm[V]t''''V 'cold' >  HS *√smt' >  B *√smdœ 'be cold' >
Awj {Par.} √s7mtœ, Ah, ETwl, Gh, Tmz {MT}, Izd, Rif, Izn, BSn, Shl, Mz,
Wrg, Ntf, Gd √smdœ 'be cold', Kb ismidœ 'être froid', Sll isœmIdœ id. ,
asœ´mmIdœ 'le froid', Zng {TC} s7a4mœmœuÎœ 'froid' ¶ AiM 254-5 [#15.1.], Fc.
1835, PrGG 299, Mrc. 1233, Dl. 778-9, Ds. 135, Dl. 778-9, Rn. 317-8 ,
MT 642-3, Dray 228-9, Par. 166, TC D 8, Nic. 373, Bs. MS I 121  Ch
*√smd' >  WCh: NrBc: Cg {Sk.} s7id'an, P’ {MSk.} s‰~nd'i! 'cold', Dir {Sk.}
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su~mbu~d'u~ id., Mbr kWi s7ind'i 'harmattan' » SBc: Plc {Sch.} s7imtu, Ds Bn
{Sch.} s7imki, Zar GL {Sch.} s7imda 'cold' »» CCh: Lgn {Nc.} su1made
'Wind, Kälte', {JI “ Lk.} s‰!ma2!d'‰!, s‰~ma2~d'‰` 'wind', Glf {Lbf.} s6ama 'cold' »
Gzg D {Lk.} himed' 'wind' » Gdr {Srp.} semia1 id. » Ms {Mch.} si!me5,
ZmD {Srp.} shimbe1de, ZmB {Sa.} si!mbe~d'e~, Azm {Pc.} si!me2!t-na! 'wind' ¶
JI I 37 and II 78-8O, ChC, ChL, Stl. ZCh 178 [#3O8], Lk. L 118, Pc. 35O-1
¶¶ Gr. LA 54, AiM l.c. || A: M *°semtere > WrM semtere- 'freeze o u t ,
be destroyed by frost' (unless “ WrM {Kow.} semtere- 'se briser, s e
casser' <  N *s1111 ++++s 6 666e[y]m[V]t''''Å 'tear, break' [q.v.]) || ? D: Tu {Mnr., D}
sima 'cold, chill', {D} simma adj. 'cold'; (× D *c>imV 'moist, wet' < N
*simV 'be wet; moisture, liquid') Tu {D} s1ime, {Mnr.} s7ima ' co ld ,
moistness'; not here Tm cemmal 'water' and other reflexes of D
*c>imV 'moist, wet' (⇔ Blz.} ¶¶ D #2539, Mnr. 6616, 649  ¶¶ The
absence of the expected Ê -cns. (resulting from metanalysis?) is
puzzling  ˚ ≈ Blz. DA (equated D with HS + unc. the D and K reflexes
of N *simV '⇑ ').
2O74. (€?) *s1111 ++++s 6 666e[y]m[V]t''''Å 'tear, break' >  U: FU *s1+s6enta4- v. ' t e a r ,
tear off, break' >  Er s1in1d!e-, Mk s1in1d!´- vt. 'break, break off, break t o
pieces' »» OHg, Hg sze4d- vt. 'pluck, pick (lesen, pflücken')', (‘ )
'gather, collect' ¶ UEW 473, Ker. II 142, EWU 14O2, MF 574 || A: M
*°semtere > WrM semtere- {Kow.} 'se briser, se casser', ? {MED} ' lose
hair\wool\feathers\skin' ¶ MED 687, Kow. 1358 || ?σ IE: NaIE *snei\t-
(mt. from *sei\nt-) 'cut, harvest' >  Gt snei†an 'to harvest', uf-
snei†an '†y6sai, to slaughter', ON snI1Îa 'to cut, to mow', Sw snida
'to carve', AS snI2Îan 'to cut into, to hew (stone), to cut off, t o
amputate, to cut (hair, corn), to cut into pieces', OHG snI2dan 'to cu t ,
to mow', OSx snI2than, NHG schneiden 'to cut' »» Sl *sne7t¥ >  U k
sn¡t 'block (of wood), log', OP s1niat, Cz MS/L sne7t 'trunk of a
tree', Cz sne7t m. 'small tree, small block of wood' »» ?σ OIr π sne1id
'petit, bref' ¶ WP II 695-6, P 974, Vn. S  149, KM 669, Fs. 44O, Vr. 5 2 4 ,
Kb. 921, Schz. 263, OsS 838, Ho. 3O4, Ho. S 68, Ma. CS 461.
2O75. *s2222{e}n2222V 'long time', 'old' >  HS: S *≤s7an-at- 'year' >  OAk
s7antu(m) ≠ s1antu(m), Ak s7attu(m), Ph s7t (pl. s7nt), Pun SATH,
Mb s7t, Amn pl. s7nt, BHb en!S1 s7a2≤na2 (a bf. from pl. Min%S1 s7a2≤n-ïm f o r
the phonetically reg. **s7at3), Ug s7nt, (AkSc) {Hnr.} s7anatu (a bf .
similar to Hb s7a2≤na2), OA cs. s7nt, pl. abs. s7nn, IA s7nh, cs. s7nt, s7t, BA
cs. tn2S6 s7´nat 3, pl. Nin5S6 s7´nïn, JA [Trg.] an!S6 s7´≤na2, aT1S2 s7at≤ta2,
1925
SmA s7nh, Sr abs. 'no£ s7´≤na2, em. æ4.on 2£as7a<n>tta2, Ar éUnaSasanat- id. ¶
GB 85O-1, 929, KB 1478-9, 1784, HJ 117O-5, Hnr. 182, OLS 447-8, Tal
914, Lv. T II 499, 521, Js. 16O4, 1636, Br. 789, BK I 1154  Eg fMKL
snf 'last year' (with the deictic pc. -f) ¶ EG IV 162, Fk. 231  Ch: ?
CCh: Tr {Nw.} soni!, Pdl so!na 'year' (unless loans from Ar) ¶ ChC, ChL 
possibly also S *°√wTn  'old' (if from HS **√wc7n < inactivity px. *w-  +
px. *t + *s7n) >  BHb NS1i! ya2≤s7a2n 'old', Ug yTn 'viejo, rancio', √yTn G
'be\become old' ¶ KB 427, OLS 546   Ch {AD} *√ws⁄n 'year' (*s⁄, acc .
to AD ChCS) >  WCh *√(w)sn >  Ngm sa!ni! » NrBc {Sk.}: Wrj wa!s‰~nna!,
Kry wa!s‰~n, Sir wa~s‰~nu!wa!, Jmb wa!su~n, Dir a!s7i~n ¶ ChC || IE: NaIE
*sen(o)- 'old; former' > OI ≤sana- 'old, ancient', Av hana- 'old, o l d
person' »» Arm hin hin (gen. hnoj hnoy) 'old, worn, decayed' »» Gk {enoß
'belonging to the former of two periods, last year’s', { enh kai` ne1a 'the o l d
and new (day)', sc. 'the last day of the month (that consisted of t w o
halves, one belonging to the old, the other to the new moon)', di1-enoß
'two years old' »» L senex (gen. sen-is) 'old' (of a person), c m p r .
senior  'elder, old', sene-o2 / sene2re 'be old', senesco2 'grow old ' ,
sena2tus 'counsil of elders, the Senate' »» OIr sen 'old', Brtt {RE}
*senos 'old' (of a person)  > MW, W, MBr hen id., Br hen, Crn he2n
'old, ancient ' »» Gt sineigs 'presby1thß, presby1teroß' ('old'), sinista
'presby1teroß, eldest', L (π Brgn) [AmM] sinistus 'sacerdos a p u d
Burgundios omnium maximus', OFrk sini-skalkus 'the eldest h o u s e
servant', ON sina , NNr ∆ sina, Sw ∆ sena 'last year’s grass' »» Lt seﬁnas
'old, worn, ancient', seﬁnis  'old person', seniaiﬁ 'long ago, a long t ime
ag, for ages'  NaIE *seno-ma2te2r 'grandmother' >  OIr sen-
ma1th(a)ir, Lt sen-mo!te$ id. ¶ P 9O7-8, EI 4O9 (*≤seno-s 'old'), M K
III 426, F I 522-3, WH II 313-4, Vn. S  83-4, RE 117, Ern. 316-7, Hm. 3 7 4 ,
ECCE 255, Slt. 69, Fs. 422-3, Vr. 476, Frn. 775, Kar. II 169-71 || D ( i n
GnD) *c>enÀ+n`- 'old' (of a person) >  Gnd se2na2l ± sena2l 'aged, old m a n ,
senior', Kui sendßa 'first-born, eldest' ¶ D #28O8 ˚  But U *soNkV ' o l d '
(of a person) (UEW 448, Coll. 71) probably belongs to N *ZoNÉ ( o r
*Zon 2222É ) 'old' rather than here (because of its vw.).
2O76. *s1111i ++++u 4 444n 2 222î ^ ^^^(-kV) (= *s1111i ++++u 4 444n 2 222u 6 666?) 'dark, night' >  A: M *so4ni 'night' >
MM [MA, IsV, IM, LV] {Pp., Lg.}, MMgl {Iw.} so4ni, WrM so4ni, HlM
wønø, Ord {Ms.} so4ni, Kl {KRS} sø, {Rm.} so4∏, so4∏n, Mnr {SM, T, Pot.}
soni, Mgl {Rm.}, Dg {T} su$ni id. ¶ Pp. MA 326, 446, Pp. L III 59, Lg. VMI
65, MED 732, Rm. M 39, KW 335, KRS 457, SM 353, T 36O, T DgJ 1 9 1 ,
1926
Iw. 133  Tg *siNk- 'dark night, dark' >  Ewk siNk‰2, siNk‰2w 'dark night,
darkness of the night', Lm hiNku  'dark night', Lm A siNku, Neg siNk‰lt‰n
'darkness', Lm hiNk‰lt‰n 'northern side, shady side', Ork sikk‰w ' d a r k
night; it is dark' ¶ STM II 91 ¶¶ DQA #2O56 (A *s+zi\ono 'night') || D ( i n
CD) {†KR and An.} *c>intt- 'evening, night' >  Klm c>intevela2 'evening' ,
sittena-tßlun` 'in the evening', Nkr s1itte 'evening', Prj c>itta 'night' ¶ D
#2528, An. SG 127, KR 14-69, GS 127 [#331] (*cint-) || HS: Eg: BD/RT
snk 'dark', MK {Fk.} snk.t 'darkness' ¶ EG IV 175, Fk. 234  WCh:
NrBc: Cg {Sk. in ChC} si^n, {Sk. NB} s'in 'night', ? P’ {Gw.} si-i, {MSk.} ci
'night' » SBc: Kir {ChL} suNri~, Bg {Csp.} zondi5 'evening' ¶ Hardly here :
BT: Grm {Sch.“ Sh.} Z7inni, Krf {Sch.} Z7i~nku!, Dr {ChL} Z7uN 'black' » SBc:
Ds B {Sh.} zï~ni, Ds D {Sh.} Z7i~, Ds Bn {Sh.}, Zar L {Sh.} Z7ï~, Dw {Sh.} zï~, Sy
{Csp.} Z7i, {Car.} z7ï~, Sy Zk {Sh.} Z7‰~N, Zar GL {Sh.} Z7i~Ni~ 'black' ¶ ChC, ≈  Stl.
ZCh 179 [#313] (*si[Ó]ni 'night, be black' >  NrBc + qu. BT and SBc
words for 'black'), Sch. BTL 136, Sk. NB 17, MSk. 2O8, Sh. SB 42, Csp.
42, 49 ˚  Tg and D *i  may go back either to N *i  or to *u4444, while M a n d
SBc point to a labialized vw. of the first syll., but the quality of the M
labialized vw. (*o4 for the expected *u4) remains puzzling ||| N *s1111i ++++u 4 444n 2 222u 6 666
may underly some roots for 'sleep, dream' in HS, K, and IE:  HS: [1] HS
*√wsn v. 'sleep' >  CS *√ws7n v. 'sleep', *wa≤s7in- 'asleep' >  BHb, Ug
√ys7n  G  'sleep, fall asleep', Ar √wsn G  v. 'être endormi d’un p ro fond
sommeil, être dans son premier somme, sommeiller', {Hv.} ' s leep
deeply; slumber', BHb NS4i! ya2≤s7e2n 'asleep, sleeping', Ar ñUSiva wasin-un
'qui est profondement endormi, qui est dans son premier somme', BHb
NS4i! ya2≤s7en sttpf. G  'asleep', Ar ñaSiva wasina pf. G  'était p ro fondement
endormi' ¶ KB 427, OLS 542, BK II 1538-9, Hv. 87O  Ch *√wsn  ' s leep '
> CCh: Lgn {Lk.} wi!sa~n, MsgP {Mch.} we5se5N 'sleep' »» WCh: ? Wrj {Gw.}
ussauna 'sleep', ? P’ {MSk.} (ndur) a!s7i~n 'lie down, sleep', {IL} nd‰r∑
as7iN, Dir {Sk.} yi~sa2!, {IL} yi!sa!h 'sleep' ¶ ChL, ChC, Lk. L 125, MSk. 1 6 5 ,
Sk. NB 40  [2] S *s7i≤n-at- n. 'sleep' >  BHb en!S4 s7e2≤na2, Yd s7nh id., BA
s7´≤na 2* n. 'sleep' (att. +ppa.: ET4n^S5 s7in≤t-e2h 'his sleep'), BA em. at1n^iS5
s7in´≤t3-a2, SmA s7ynh, Sr æ4o,n£e m. s7En[´]≤t3-a2, Sb tnS s7nt, Ak s7ittu,
Eb s7it-t-um (= {Frnz.} s7ittum), Mh/Hrs {Jo.} s7‰ne2t, Jb C {Jo.} ≤s>o≤nut,
Jb E ≤s7u≤nut (misprinted in Jo. M as w7u1nu1t) n. 'sleep', Ug s7nt id.,
'dream', Ar énaSi sinat- {BK} 'envie de dormir, premier somme, p ro fond
sommeil', {Hv.} 'slumber; deep sleep', Sq {L} s7inoh 'heure de la nuit' ¶
KB 427, 1479-8O, 1794, HJ 1175, A #125O, OLS 448, 542, Br. 789, Tal
1927
364, BK II 1539, Hv. 87O, Jo. M 432, Jo. H 124, Jo. J 293, CAD XVII/3
4O5, Sd. 1292, Frnz. MLE 182, L LS 417, MiK I #2.82  Ch *√sn, *sun-
'sleep, d ream'  >  WCh: AG *sV{˝}un- 'dream' > Ang {Kr.} sun, Su su~˝u~n,
{J} su~gu~n, Gmy {Kr.} suwu~n » DfB {J} sunan, Bks {J} suna~t, Klr {J} n. ac t .
5aswa~n 'dream' » BT: (a) Pr {Frz.} c7o!n, {ChL} c7Ä!n n. 'sleep'; (b) Krkr {Kr.}
n. suna~, Gera {Kr.} n. sun‰, Ngm {XChL} su~na^, Krf {ChC} n. su!nna~, Pr {Frz.}
c7u!na~ n., Bl {Lk.} ?i- su!na! 'dream' » NrBc 'sleep' > Wrj {Sk.} s‰n-, Kry {Sk.}
s‰!na~sa!n, My {Sk.} s‰!na~s‰!no~, Sir {IL} sW‰!ni~, {Sk.} su!nsu@ni@, Mbr {Sk.} s‰n-
id.; 'dream' (d.): Wrj {Sk.} m‰s‰n-, n. mu@s‰~na@i\, Cg {Sk.} mu!s6i@ni!, Kry
{Sk.} m‰s‰n-, n. mu~s‰!n, My {Sk.} a!mu~su~n, P’ {MSk.} nd‰~r ma~sI!na, Sir
{Sk.} n. mu@su~ni!, Mbr {Sk.} n. mu_!s7‰~N, Jmb {Sk.} a!mb‰~su_!na!, Dir {Sk.}
m‰~s7‰!N » SBc 'dream': Bg {Sh.} pi! s7a!N, Kir {ChL} s7a~nd‰n, Tala Z {Chl} s6one~,
Gj {ChL} s6unkÈti,` Buli {ChL} s6o^n, Dw {ChL} s7e~tn=!, Zr {ChC} s6e~dn, Zr K {ChL}
s6U~dn=! » Ngz {Sch.} su~wa!n, Bd {ChL} su!wa!n‰!n v. 'dream' »» CCh: McTr
'dream': Tr {Nw.} ci z7ine, Hw {ChL} sÈ~sÈ~ni~ra~, G’nd {ChL} sun‰~tta, Gbn
{ChL} sina~?a~ta, Bk {ChL} si^nata » BB 'sleep': Bcm {Sk.} s7i!no_~, n. act. s7i!nto_~,
BtG {Mch.} c7ino%, Mln {ChL} c7I2!nti~ n., Gudu {IL} conI id. » McMs 'sleep': Ms
{Mch.} se5N, {ChL} n. act. sEnda, Lame {ChL} n. act. s7E~ne~, syE~ne~, LamP {IL}
nde s7en, Bnn {ChL} n. act. si~ye!na!, BnnM sena, Azm {Pc.} se2@na@, Zm {J} se!n,
ZMD {KNC} s7e@n ¶ ChC, ChL, Sk. NB, KNC 24, Frz. P 26-7, Pc. 347 || K: Sv:
UB ïsnaw, L isnaw n. 'dream' (as well as LB (h)ist'am id.??) ¶ TK 3 3 8 ,
GP 112 || IE: NaIE *snou\d[≈]-/*snud[≈]- 'slumber' > Lt  snaud- ( inf .
sna!usti, 1s prs. sna!udz7iu) vi. 'drowse, doze, slumber', Ltv
snauﬁst (1s prs. snauﬁz7u) 'slumber, sleep', Lt snauda~ 'd rowse,
doze, somnolence', Ltv snauﬁda 'Schlummer, Halbschlaf', Lt snu2da~
id., snu2!sti (p. snu2!dau) 'begin to drowse\doze\sleep' »» Gk nysta1zv
'I nod in sleep, nap, slumber; am sleepy' ¶ Frn. 852-4, F II 329-3O ˚  If
these words for 'sleep, dream' belong here, N *2222î ^ ^^^ is specified as *u6666
(*u ++++u 4 444), so that the N etymon may be reconstructed as *s1111i ++++u 4 444n 2 222u 6 666 ' s leep,
slumber' (a semantic variant of *s1111i++++u4 444n 2 222î ^ ^^^ 'dark, night'?) ˚  The identity
of the initial sibilant in *s1111i ++++u 4 444n 2 222î ^ ^^^(-kV) (= *s1111i ++++u 4 444n 2 222u 6 666?) 'dark, night' i s
conjectured from *s1111i ++++u 4 444n 2 222u 6 666 'sleep, dream' ˚  Bl. KM 139-40 [#26] .
(equates HS *√wsn  with the Sv and the IE cognates).
2O77. *s2222on 2222 {i} 'one, only; to be separated' >  IE: NaIE *seni-/*sôni-,
*senu-, sn=-ter- 'alone, separated' > OI sanu-≤tah5 / sanu-≤tar- 'away,
off, aside', sanutya- '≈ fernstehend', Av hanar´ 'except, without' »»
1928
Gk I/Hm }ater 'aloof, apart from, without' (<  *sn=ter) »» Gt sundro2
'kata` mo1naß, kat] ]idi1an, apart, separated', OSx sundar ' besonders ' ,
OHG suntar  'separated, far', MHG, AS sundor 'apart, separated', ON
sundr 'entzwei, gesondert', NHG ds.: besonders, sonderbar,
sondern »» L sine 'without' »» OIr sain adj. 'different, distinct,
particular' (*sôni-s), W o-han, a-han- 'from', gwa-han ' separa ted ,
different', OW han  'other' ('alium'), Crn hanys  'heimlich' »» pTc {Ad.}
*s[a4]nai\ > Tc: A sne, B snai\ 'without'  Ht sani- 'one and the same ' ,
sannapi 'single (vereinzelt)', sanizzis 'excellent' ¶¶ P 9O7, EI 2 4 - 5
(*sen-i/u- 'apart'), M K III 427, WH II 542-3, Vn. S  14-5, F I 178, Fs.
458, Vr. 561989, OsS 895, Schz. 275, Lx. 218, KM 715-6, Ho. 33O, Ho.
S 72, Wn. 433, Ad. 712-3, Frd. HW 187, Ts. W 69-7O || HS: S *°√s7+sny >
Ar {Fr., BK} sana2y-at- 'totalité, le tout', {Hv.} ?as-sana2y-at- 'the whole,
the entire thing', {Ln.} (?aXaÎahu2) bi-sina2yatihï '(he took it) wholly' ¶
Ln. 14O, BK I 1155, Hv. 341  Eg P snw ({EG} s1nw) 'sich trennen v o n
jemandem' ¶ EG IV 157  ??σ SC ≈ *san- ({E} *saN-) v. {E} 'come apa r t ,
separate' >  Kz sanas- v. 'split (firewood)', a SC lge. ı Mb -sange! v.
'leave, take leave' ¶ E SC 179 || A *son{i} ({SDM97} *sonu) 'one, single'
>  Tg *°soni >  WrMc son1o 'one, only, single', soniXon ≠ son1oXon
'single, unpaired' ¶ STM II 111, Z 621, S AJ 227 [#3O8]  M *°sondu-
'be odd' (of numbers) >  WrM sondu-9ay, HlM sondgoj ' o d d
(number)' ¶ MED 726  NaT *sîNar 'one of a pair' >  OT sîNar ({Cl.}
sîNa2r) 'a side, one of the two sides' (unk. length of a in Cl.’s
transcription), Nog sîNar 'only one, single' (onîN sîNar almasî qal˝an ' h e
remained with only one apple', sîNar ulî 'the only son'), Osm {Rl.}
r'nyC sînar 'von einem Geschlechte abstammend' , Tk ∆  sînar, Kr {Rl.}
siNir, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Alt, Tlt {Rl.} sîNar, VTt s¥Nar, Bsh h¥Nar, ET siNar
'one of a pair', Qmq sîNar id., 'very similar', Kr {KRPS} sîNar awuc7 ' p a l m
of one hand' ¶ Cl. 84O-1, Rs. W 417, DTS 5O4, NogR 321, KumRS 2 9 4 ,
KRPS 493, Rl. IV 622, 631  pKo {S} *hÄ~na~h 'one' >  MKo hÄ~na~(h-), StKo
hana ¶ S QK #63, S AJ 254 [#63], Nam 469, MLC 178O, Rm. SKE 6O ¶ For
the origin of Ko *h- cp. Ko *hi!m 'sinew, s trength '  <  pA {DQA} *si\o"~rme
'sinew'  < N *s7777e 6 666Â[V]m{u4444} 'sinew, root '   pJ {S} *sa- (px. of reciprocal
action)  > OJ sa-; pJ *sane 'completely, definitely' > OJ sane  ¶ S QJ
#1635, Mr. 515 ¶¶ DQA #2111 (A *si\o!na 'one, single'), Rm. SKE 6O (Tg,
Ko).
1929
2O78. *Íon2222V (= *s6666on 2222V?) 'hear' >  A: M *sonus- 'hear, listen' >  MM
[IM, LV] {Pp.} sonus-, [HI] {Ms.}, [S] {H} sonos-, [MA] {Pp.}, [IsV] {Lg.}
sonas-, WrO {Krg.} sonos-, Kl soˆs-, {Rm.} sonos- ≠ soNsa- id., WrM
sonus-, HlM sonso-x, Ord {Ms.} sonos-  id., 'obey', Mnr H {SM}
sunos‰- id., {T} sunose-, Dx {T} sonosu-, Dg {T} sonso-, {Mr.} sonse-
'hear, listen', Mgl {Rm.} sonusu- 'hear'; MMgl {Iw.} sunasa2 ' qu ick
hearing', M *sonur 'sense of hearing' >  WrM sonur, HlM sonor
'hearing, the quality of hearing well', WrO {Krg.} sonor 'sense o f
hearing, fine hearing', Kl sonr  soN¥r adj. 'hearing well', Kl D {Rm.} sonr=
'hörbar; mit scharfem Gehör', Brt honor 'fine' (of hearing), ' sensible '
¶ Pp. IM 124, Pp. MA 324, 446, Pp. L III 59, Lg. VMI 64, Ms. H 95, H 1 3 5 ,
Iw. 133, MED 728, Krg. 4O8-9, KRS 454-5, KW 331, Rm. M 38, Chr. 6 8 4 ,
SM 362, T 361, T DnJ 133, T DgJ 161, Mr. D 211 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2O75 (A
*si\u2 !na 'hear, observe' >  M + unc.: the T and the qu. Ko descendants o f
N *c6666 {i}?{a 4444}n 2 222a 6 666 'recognize, know [connaître]' [q.v.]) || HS: CCh *√s6n
'hear' >  Lgn {Lk.} s6‰!na!, {Bou.} s7‰~Ng‰!, Msg {Trn.} s6V!NV! id. ¶ JI II 185 
?σ SES *√s6ny 'see' (× N *c6666{i}?{a4444}n 2 222a 6 666 '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) || IE: NaIE +ext. *sent-
'perceive, feel' (‘ 'think') >  L sentio2 / sent°re / sensi /
sensum 'feel, perceive' (>  It sentire 'to hear'), sensus 'feeling,
meaning' »» OHG sin (gen. sinnes) 'sense, mind, intention' (<
*sinTna- <  *sent-no-) >  NHG Sinn id.; Ï in the Gmc lgs: MHG, NHG
sinnen wv. 'think'; AS sinnan 'sinnen, nachdenken, sorgen u m ' ,
OHG sinnan sv. (<  Gmc *sinTi\an) 'to strive for, to endeavor, t o
demand' >  MHG sinnen id. »» Lt † sinte$!ti 'to make up one’s mind ,
to think, to think over', sinte$!jimas 'opinion' » OCS s9∑6 se<s7tÁ
'prudent' ¶ WH II 515-6, EI 418, EM 924, Ho. 295, Kb. 853, 856, OsS
765, Schz. 251-2, Lx. 195, KM 7O9, Frn. 786, Mikl. E 292, ≈  P 9O8-9
(identifies this IE √  with IE *sent- 'go') ˚  If the ambiguous SES *√s6ny
'see' belongs here, the N rec. will be *s6666on 2222V, otherwise it is a less
specified *Íon 2222V .   
2O79. *s2222u 6 666n 2 222á (or *s2222u 6 666yn 2222á) 'to disappear, to finish' >  HS: CS *s7Vn- >
Ar †UniSa san-it- 'barren soil\year', éUnaSa sanat- {Ln.} 'd raught ,
barrenness', µ  †UnaSa sanat- 'barren year' (-t- of énaSa san-at-
reinterpreted as belonging to the √ , whence the verb √snt G
'experience draught') (×  Ar san-at 'year' <  S *≤s7an-at- id.), SmA s7ny
s7aƒni prtc. 'deteriorated', ms7ny 'destruction' ¶ Fr. II 362, 367, BK I
1148-9, 1154-5, Ln. 144O-1, 1448, Hv. 339, Tal 914 || A: NaT *so4n-
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'disappear' >  OT so4n- 'die down, disappear', Tk so4n- 'go\die out, b e
extinguished', Tkm {TkR, TDS} To4n- 'die out' (of fire), 'be extinguished' ,
Az, ET, Qmq, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Alt {Verb.} so4n- id., VTt su4n- (ı  Chv
su4n-), Bsh hu4n- id., Ggz son- id., so4n-≠sen- 'fade'; a connection with
MQp, Osm so4yu4n- 'go out, die down' (of fire) is qu. ¶ Cl. 834, Rs. W 4 3 O
(mentions Tkm To4∏n- [∫Rs.} so4∏n-] with a long vw., which is at variance
with the data of TkR and TDS), Jeg. 198, TkR 589, TDS 6O8  M *so4nu4-
'be extinguised, go out' (of fire), 'perish' >  MM [MA] {Pp.} so4ni- ' b e
extinguished', [S] {H} su4no√egu 'auslöschen', WrM so4nu4-, HlM
sønø- , Brt h¥n´- 'be extinguihed, go out' (of fire)', Mnr H {SM} suno2-
id., 'fade', {T} suno- 'perish, fade', Kl {Rm.} so4n- 'vergehen, untergehen,
zu Ende sein; verlöschen (das Feuer)' ¶ Pp. MA 326, H 138, MED 7 3 2 ,
Chr. 697, SM 361, Rm. KLW 333  ? pJ si!n- 'die' >  OJ si!n-, J: T s1i~n-, Ky
si!n-, Kg kes7i!M!=, Ns/Sh s7i~n-, Ht s`È~ònò-, Y n=~ni!- id. ¶ S QJ #14, Mr. 752 ¶¶ S
AJ 112, ≈  274 [#13], S VL 2O6-7 (A *siu2nV); SDM97 (A *su4!:ne ¬ *so4!:ni
'fade, extinguish') and DQA #2O92 (A *si\u2!ni id.); in S AJ, SDM97, a n d
DQA a long pA vw. is reconstructed on the basis of erroneously
recorded Tkm •so4∏n-); not here (⇔ SDM97 and DQA) Tg *sï- (¬ *su2-)
'extinguish' (<  N *s7777{u 4 444hi}?V 'fade', 'go out' [fire], 'extinguish') || IE:
NaIE (att. in Gmc) *°swei\n- 'decrease, (?) disappear' >  ON svI1na ≠
svina≠ svena, Nr ∆  sv°na ≠ svina, OHG swI2nan 'to dwindle,
to decrease', MHG swI2nen 'abnehmen, schwinden', MDt swinen
'verschwinden, auszehren'  NaIE *swend≈- 'disappear, wither' (× N
*Íu 6666 n 2 222 dV  'dry up' [intr.], q.v. ffd.) ¶ P 1O52, Vr. 57O, Ho. 338, Ho. S 7 3 ,
Kb. 1OO5-6, KM 694.
2O8O. ?σ *s{u4444}ˆV (= *s{u 4444}NV?) 'breathe, take a rest, be calm' >  K
*s`wen- 'breathe, sigh; take a rest' >  OG suen-, G sven- v. 'rest', Lz
s7van- 'breathe' »» ?φ  Sv s7wem- / s7wm- v. 'rest, take a rest\breath' (UB
1s aor. [= pfc.] ot-s7wem, 1s pfc. ot-s7oma, msd. Ln li-s7wem, UB li-
s7wmïne, LB lis7wmine, L lis7mine) ¶¶ Sv -m- defies explanation
(assimilative labialization *-N- > -m-?) ¶¶ K 174-5, ≠  FS K 282, ≠  FS E
313-4, GP 179, 244, TK 465 || A: Tg *siNti- 'calm, silent' >  Ewk siNti
'calm' (of weather), siNtïlï n. 'quiet, silence (in the space)', siNtïl‰2 ' b e
quiet, silent' (of a person), Nn Nh siNc7i¢‰n- 'become silent' ¶ STM II 9 1 -
2  ?? T: Tlt {Rl.} su4na4 'soul', StAlt su4ne 'human soul' (× N *s7777ËNÉ
'breathe', q.v. ffd.)  ? M *su4ne-su4n 'spirit, soul of one’s life' (× N
*s 7777ËNÉ  '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ||  HS : Eg snn  'calmer, apaiser' ¶ Mks. II #78 .3619
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|  possibly also HS  *√wsn  v. 'sleep', *sin- n. 'sleep', *sun- 'd ream'  (×  N
*s 1111i ++++ u 4 444n 2 222 î ^ ^^^ ( -kV) 'dark, night', q.v. ffd.) ˚  The meaning 'calm' (attested i n
both Eg and Tg) is obviously ancient, but the connection with ' b r ea the '
is still hypothetical.
2O81. *son{Vq}{u4444} (= *soni{q}{u 4444 }?) 'sinew, tendon; root' >  HS: S
*°√s7+snX (× N ?σ *s7777aNKa 'stalks, branches' [q.v.]??) >  Ar sinX- 'root' ¶
BK I 115O  EC: Sml su2n, Sml N su2~n {Abr.} 'belt, strap', {Gal.} ' t endon ,
nerve, vein', Sd {Hd.} sun-c7o (pl. sunna), Tmb {L} sun-c7u 'belt of l ea ther '
¶ ZMO 368, DSI 564, Abr. S 228, Gal. 131, Hd. 394 || IE: *sneé8w-,
*sené8w-o- 'sinew' ({Mn.} *sen´w-o-): [1] NaIE *sne2w-, *°sne2i\u-,
*sneu\[´]r- 'sinew, string, cord' >  OI ≤sna2yu, ≤sna2yu-h5, OI ≤sna2va
ntr., Av sna2var´, Sgd sn?w 'sinew' »» Gk neyra1 f., ney6ron ntr. 's inew,
bowstring' »» L nervus 'sinew, tendon' »» OHG snuor 'string', NHG
Schnur 'string, cord, twine', MLG sno2r, MDt, Dt snoer, Dn, Sw ∆
snor 'cord' »» BSl (× N *s1111a 4 444NeÙá or *sa4444NÅÙá 'to plait, to twist, t o
tie'?): ? Ltv ∆ snaujis 'noose, loop' ({ME} 'Schlinge') » Sl *snova-ti ≠
*snu-ti / prs. *snuj-oß 'set warp '  >  RChS snuti snuti / prs. snov0
snovo<, OR snovati / snuju, Blg snova, SCr sno~vati /
snuàje2m, Slv snova!ti / snu!jem, Cz snouti ≠ snovati / snuji
id., Slk snovat& 'to wind, to reel' »» Tc B s5n%or (pl. s5n%aura) ' s inew'
 [2] NaIE {Mn.} *°sen´w-o-/-a2 'sinew' >  Gmc {KM} *senawo2 ≠
*seniwo-, {P} *sinwa2 'sinew' >  ON sin, OHG se4nawa, sena ' s inew' ,
MHG se4newe 'sinew, nerve', NHG Sehne 'sinew, tendon, fibre', Sw
sena  'sinew, nerve', AS sionu (gen. sionwe) 'sinew', NE sinew  
The relation of this root with IE *sneÓ-/*snoÓ- 'plait, twist' ‘ v. ' sp in '
(< N *s 1111a 4 444NeÙá [or *sa 4444NÅÙá ] '⇑ ') is not yet clear; in some descendent
lgs. the verb may have coalesced with the derived reflexes of the IE r o o t
for 'sinew' or have served as an additional source of words for ' s inew'
(cf. the hyp. of EI 571: 'sinew' ÿ IE *(s)neh⁄(i)- ≠  *sneh⁄u- 'twist f ibres
together) ¶ But Av hinu 'Band, Fessel' and Ltv ∆  {ME} pa-sainis
'Band, Fessel, Schnur', Ltv sain>o^t {ME} 'schnüren, einpacken, ( i n
Bündel) zusammenbinden', {Turk.} 'to pack (up)', Ltv sa~inis 'parcel ,
bundle, package' are better explained as derived from Av ha2(y)-
'binden, fesseln' and Ltv si~et  'to bind' respectively (see  N *Z1111VX{i} ' t o
plait, to bind') ¶ ≈  P 891, 976-7, Mn. 1127, 1232-5, AHDI 56, 62, ≈  5 6 ,
M K III 533-4, F II 311-2, Vr. 476, Ho. 295-6, Kb. 842, 923, OsS 7 5 4 ,
841, ME III 93, 636, 973, Vs. III 699, Mikl. E 312, Wn. 458, EI 5 7 1
(*(s)neh⁄(i)- and *sneh⁄u- 'twist fibres together to form thread; occupy
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oneself with thread') || U *so2ne 'vein, sinew' >  F suoni, Es soon id.,
'tendon' » pLp {Lr.} *so2n‰ 'sinew, vein' >  Lp: S {Hs.} suone, L {LLO}
suotna, N {N} suodna6 / -n- id., Kld su2nn, K {Gn.} su2n4n4 id., 's inew-
thread, thread' » Er/Mk san 'vein, sinew' » pChr {Ber.} *su4n 's inew,
tendon' > Chr: L wo≥n s7o4n, B {Ber.} su4n, M {Ber.} so4n, {UEW} s1u4n, Uf {Ps.}
s7u4n, H wu≥n s7u4n » Prm *so$n ({∫LG} *so¿$n 'sinew' > Z, Vt so≥n s‰n, Vt B sen
»» ObU {Ht.} *TÈ∏nV >  pVg *tÈ∏nV 'vein, sinew' >  OVg: N NSs ta1ane, N
SoO tan`, N W Sol te1n`, Vg: T ta2˘n, LK/Ss ta2n, UK/P/NV/SV t‰2n id.;
pOs *¬an id. >  Os: V/O lan, Vy yan, Ty/Y ¬aºn, K ton, Nz tUn, Kz ¬On
 Sm {Jn., Hl.} *c>‰n 'sinew' (or *t‰n, if the unexplained change *t- >  c7-
occurred at the level of pSlq or some Slq dialects) >  Ne T {Ter.} t´ $’ t‰?%
(nom. pl. t´n” ten?), Ne T O {Lh.} t‰2?%˛\, Ne F L {Lh.} tÈ¢´⁄;n ({∫Lh.} ti&œeœ` =n) ,
Ne F P tÈN?%˛\, En X {Cs.} ti^', En B {Cs.} ti (gen. sg. tinoã), Ng {Cs.} ta6N,
{Ter.} taN 'sinew' » Slq: Tz LTz {KD} tß‰ºn; ({∫KD} t5´=n`) 'sinew', Tz/B {Cs.}
c1e`n id., Tz {Prk.} d. tÈnÈ 'tendon', Kar {Cs.} ten, Tm {KD} c7aºdò ({∫KD}
t5s75aºD), MO {Cs.} c1en, Chl {Cs.} c1a4n, NP/UO {Cs.} c1a4ne 'sinew' » Kms
{KD} tæen; 'sinew, vein', Koyb {Sp.} ten∆ 'sinew' » Mt {Hl.} *t‰n ' s inew'
(Mt K {Pl.} dun7, dun` 'qila ', Mt M {Sp.} ten∆ id.) ¶¶ Coll. 58, Db.
OS xii-xiii, xxx, UEW 441, ≈ Sm. 548 (FU *sÈÈni 'vein' > FP *sooni, Ugr
*TØrsinI"), MF 318-9, It. #163, Lr. #1179, Lgc. #7161, Hs. 1267-8, Gn.
992, SaR 331, Ber. 59, MRS 724, 746, Ü 28O, Ps. OT 133, LG 2O3, Lt.
166, Ht. #143, Jn. 32-3, Cs. 134, 28O, Hl. M 358 [#1OO4] || A: ? Tg
*suna 'strap, belt, rein for draught-dogs' >  Ewk suna 'rein for draught -
dogs, strap, rope', Lm hU2Nkan 'rein for draught-dogs', Ork suna id.,
suna- vt. 'tie', Orc su4na 'shaman’s long draught (hold by people dur ing
the u2ni-festivity)', Ul sUna 'shaman’s belt', Nn Nh/KU sona id., ' long
strap in children’s garment', WrMc suna ≠ su2na 'rein of draught -
dogs' ¶ STM II 127, Z 633, 653  NaT *siNir 'vein' >  OT U {Cl.} siNir
'muscle, sinew', MQp siNir 'sinew', XwT XIV siNir 'bowstring', Chg siNir
id., 'sinew', OOsm siNir, Osm sinir 'nerve, sinew', Tk sinir ' ne rve ' ,
Tkm siNir, ET, Qrg siNir, Uz singir, Qmq, QrB, Nog, Qq, Uz siNir, VTt
seˆer sÁNÁr, Bsh hÁNÁr, Qzq s¡ˆ¡r siÆNiÆr, Alt/Tlt {Rl.} siNir, Xk, Tv
siir sïr, Tf siﬁ:r 'sinew', Yk iNir 'thread' ¶ Cl. 841, Rs. W 423, TL 2 6 4 ,
Rl. IV 687, 696, Ra. 227  M *sinda-sun > WrM sindasun, Hlm
wandas 'nerve, tendon, sinew, vein', Ord s7indòasu¯ 'nerf, tendon', Kl
wandsn 'tendon of Achilles', Kl Ö {Rm.} s7andasn=  'Ende der Flechse,
Sehne', Brt wandaaha(n) 'tendon(s) of hind legs; muscles' ¶ MED
1933
71O, Ms. O 618, KRS 664, KW 348, Chr. 72O  pKo {S} si~5u!r ' s t r ing,
sinew; bow string' > MKo si~5u!r, NKo siwi ¶ S QK #314, Nam 326, MLC
1O4O ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2OO9 (A *si!Nri 'sinew'; incl. T, M, Ko) ˚  IS MS 3 4 1
s.v. qila  *son/Ó/ÿ (IE, A, U), Coll. IUS 7O (IE, U) ˚  The c o m m o n
designation of sinew and root is natural, because both served as r o p e s
˚  The rec. of N *q  in this etymon is qu., because it is based on t h e
ambiguous Ar root only. A vw. between N *n  and the qu. N *q  i s
suggested by U *-n-  (rather than U **-N-  which is expected as a reflex o f
N *-nq- = *-Nq-). The vw. *i of the first syll. in T and M (as well a s
possibly in Av hinu ) may be explained by as. (N *soni{q}{u 4444} > *sin...).
If the Ar word is not taken into account, the pN rec. must b e
*son[V]Ó{u 4444} (= *soniÓ{u 4444}?).
2O82. *s{u4444}n3 333c ' ''' @ @@@VÙV (= *s{u4444}Nc'''' @ @@@VÙV?) 'worm, snake, (?) lizard' >  HS:
Eg fP sZÓ '∈ snake' ¶ EG IV 394  B: BSn sœaÎœ (pl. isœatœtœ´n) ' ve r s
intestinaux' ¶ Ds. B 363  NrOm {Blz.} *s7us7- 'snake' (× N *s1111 ++++s 6 666us1111 ++++s 6 666V
'worm, snake', q.v. ffd.) ||  U : [1] FU *s+t{u4}n1c1{a6} 'worm' >  Krl Ld c7 !u4n1Z7 ! ≠
c7!u4n1Z7!u4 'angle-worm, earth-worm (Regenwurm)', Vp {ZM} c7un1z1 ± c7un1Z7 ±
c7onz7 id. »» pVg {†Stn.} *ta2n1s1 / *ta"n1s1 'worm'  > Vg {Kn.}: T tan1s ± taºn1s1,
LK/MK/UK to2n1s1, NV/SV/LL to$∏ n1s1, P to$∏n1s1 ≠ tun1s1 'worm' ¶ pVg *ta2n1s1 /
*ta"n1s1 goes back to *s+tun1c1{a6} (with depalatalization *u4 > *u, probably
resulting from regr. as. (*u4...a6 > *u...a6) ¶ UEW 53O, ZM 65, Kn. VW 7O,
Stn. WV 13O, 212  [2] U *sVNc1V(-lV) 'lizard' > FU *s{u4}Nc1VlV > F
sisilisko, ∆ sisa4lisko id., Es sisalik, ∆ sisulik ± su4salik id.,
'lacerta' » pLp {Lr.} *tE2n1c1‰l‰Nke2s 'lizard' > Lp: S {Hs.}
dea4djaalummes, Ar diZ7Z7ol, L {LLO} ta4dtjulij, N {N} dA2Z7a6la6gges,
Kld {TI} c7 !en1:]c7 !le'N:]k (with ideophonic variants) » pChr {Ber.} *s7iNs7al!¥ id .
> Chr: L wyÕwale s7´N≤s7al!e, Uf/B s7´N≤s7al!e, M s7iNs7al@e, H {Ep.}
wa≥kwa≥l∆y≥ s7a4k≤s7a4l!´, {MRS} wa≥kwal∆y s7a4k≤s7al!¥ » Prm {LG} *c1o$Z1Vl
({∫LG} *c7 !o¿$Z7 !‰l) id. > Z dzodzuv Z1oZ1uv ≠ ¢odzuv c1oZ1uv, Z LV c1oZ1uv,
Z Lt Z1oZ1Èl id., Yz ≤Z1uZ1Äl ≠ ≤c1uZ1Äl '∈ small inedible fish' »» ObU: pOs {†Ht.}
*so"+os´l, {†Hl.} *su"+a"s´l 'lizard' >  Os: V/Vy sos´l, Ty sa"sa¬t, Y sa"sa¬, D
sa"st, sa"s, sa"st, Kz so"s¬=, O sa"sl=; Vg (π Os?): L {Mu.} sosla4, sosla, N
{MK} sosla4, soss´l 'a mythical animal resembling a lizard or a
dragon', UL {Kn.} sosla '∈ a mythical animal'  Sm {Jn.} *t+c>aºns¥, {Hl.}
*t+c>ans¥ ' l izard'  > Ne: T tanz id., T Ο {Λη.} ta2nc id., 'snake', F L {Lh.}
ta2ns  'lizard'; Ng {Cs.} tan≤su (pl. tand!u?) 'river-lamprey (Neunauge,
re¢naå minoga, Lampetra flivialitis)'; En {Cs.}: X ≤tad!u, B tasu id.; Slq:
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Tz {Prk.} tu4s7i, Tm {KD} c7o4z7, Nr {Cs.} to4s7, MO {Cs.} to4s, Chl to4so4, Ke
tu4ssu4, NP tu4ssu 'lizard'; Kms {KD} tæon;zò´º, {Cs.} thenze, Koyb
{Sp.} tanza id.; Mt {Hl.} *tanZ7V 'lizard' (Mt T {Pls.} taansche, Mt K
{Pls.} tandi, Mt M {Sp.} tanqe id.) ¶¶ UEW 454-5 (U *sVNc1V(-lV) ≠
*sVc7V(-lV)), SK 1O43-4, Lr. #1244, Lgc. #697O, Ber. 62 [#322], MRS
696, 756, Ep. 148, LG 91, Stn. D 138O, KrT 879, Trj. S 434, MK 566 (Vg
π Os), Jn. 151, Cs. 61, 87. 149, 213, 256, Hl. M #959 || A: Tg
*isele(n) 'lizard' >  Ewk is‰l‰2 ± his‰l‰2, Sln is‰l, Lm ïs´l, Neg is‰l‰2,
Orc is‰l‰, Ul is‰l‰% ≠ ‰s‰l‰%, Ork ‰sl‰, Nn is‰l‰% ± is‰lin 'lizard', U d
y‰2l‰ '∈ lizard', WrMc iseleku umiyaha 'scorpion' (with umiyaha
'worm, insect') ¶ STM I 332, Krm. 243 ˚  FU *s{u4}Nc1V suggests that t h e
nasal cns. of the pN word was *N , while the cns. *n1 in FU *s+t{u4}n1c1{a6} i s
due to as. In Tg the initial sibilant was lost by dis. One is tempted t o
suppose that FU *s{u4}Nc1VlV and Tg *iselen 'go back to a N (analytical?)
diminutive *0s{u 4444}n 3 333c ' ''' @ @@@VÙV LV , but then we face a phonetic problem: t h e
N diminutive pc. is *l ßßßßV  with a postalveolar *l ßßßß, while in the FU stem w e
see a N *l ˚ UEW 454 (U, Tg).
2O83. € *s1111a4 444ˆ{c7777 ' '''}V 'knee, articulation' >  HS: S *°s7+s6+Ti[n]Ç'- >  Ak OB/YB
s7is7°tu(m) ≠ tis°tu ≠ tis5°tu, Ak MA sis°tu 'wrist, ank le '
('[Hand-\Fuß-]Gelenk') ¶ Sd. 125O || U {UEW} *s1a4nc7V 'knee' >  ObU
*c7a4 ∏n`c7 'knee' >  pVg {Ht.} *s7a4∏ns7 >  Vg: T s7a4ns7, LK s7O4∏ns, MK/UK sO4∏ns, P/LL
s7ans7, NV s7a2ns7, UL/Ss sa2ns id.; pOs {Ht.} *c7a4n`c7 > Os: V/Vy c7a4n`c7, Ty c7a$n`c7,
Y/D/K c7a$nc7, Nz/Kz s7as7, O sa$s id.  Sm: Koyb {KD} sI≤n;i, sI≤n;e, si≤n'i,
sÈni 'knee', Koyb {Sp.} syne id. ¶¶ UEW 471, Coll. 69, Ht. #1O3, KD 5 8
˚  Qu. (because of the phonetic uncertainty in S).
2O84. € *Íu6666n 2 222dV 'dry up' (intr.) >  IE: NaIE *swend≈- 'wi ther ,
disappear' (× N *s2222u 6 666n 2 222á or *s2222u 6 666yn 2222á 'to disappear, to finish' [q.v.]) >
OHG swintan 'to dwindle, to vanish' ('schwinden, sich verzehren,
zunichte werden'), NHG schwinden 'to become less, to wither, t o
dwindle, to fade', verschwinden  'to disappear', OSx far-swindan
id., AS swindan 'to waste away' »» ?φ Sl *veßd- in *veßd-noß¡-ti 'wi ther ,
fade' (> P wie<dna<c1, Cz vadnouti, Slk va4dnu1t5, HLs wjadnyc1, Blg
våna, SCr veànuti, Slv ve!niti, R ≤vånut∆, Uk ≤v∆ånuti) and in Sl
*u-veß≤d-a-ti id. >  OCSuv9dati u-ve<d-a-ti, R uvå≤dat∆) ¶ The
loss of *s- in Sl is puzzling (metanalysis in the verb with a preverbs?) ¶
P 1O47, Ho. 338, Ho. S 73, Kb. 1OO6, Schz. 279, OsS 917, KM 694, Glh.
666, Vs. I 375 || D *c>un`tß- ({†GS} *s-?) 'dry up' >  Tm cun5t5u id., ' b e
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evaporated by heat', Kt c>undÀ- vi. 'boil away', Kn sun5d5u 'evaporate', Tl
cun5d 5u  'be evaporated\dried up'; D ı OI s1un5t5h- 'become dry' ¶¶ D
#2662, M K 353-4 ˚  IS MS 365 s.v. soxnut∆  *{s}undÿ .
2O85. *Í{u4444}n2 222du4444 '∈ river, body of water' >  IE: NaIE *sind≈u- (??)
'river' >  OI sindhu-h5 'stream, river; the Indus', Av, OPrs Hindu-
'Indus-land, the Indus' »» OIr Sinainn accus. sg., Sinnae dat. sg. ' t h e
Shannon' ¶ Fick VW II 3O3, WP II 5O9, M K III 668, M E II 729-3O ( d o e s
not accept this IE et.) || A: M: WrM so4ndu4-lge 'stream, b r o o k ' ,
'ruisseau' ¶ The meaning of the sx. -lge  is obscure (usually -lge  is u s e d
for deverbal nouns of result) ¶ MED 731, Kow. 1424 || D: eD **c>un`tß{i}
(ı OI cun5t5i, cun5d5ya- 'well', cun5t5ika2 'kleiner Wasserbehälter ' ,
[Hmc.] cun5d5hi 'small pond', Prkr cun5d5hi 'natural pool', Pali son5d5i
'a natural tank in a rock') >  D (bf.?) *c>un`V 'pool, pond' >  Tm cun5ai\
'mountain pool or spring tank', ? Kn d5on5e, don5e  'a small natural p o n d
in a rock', ? Tl dona  'a pool in a hill' ¶¶ D #2716, M K I 394 || HS: Eg
BD swn.w 'Gewässer, Teich' ¶ EG IV 69  C: Dhl {EEN} so2~ni 'river' »»
Asa {OS “?) so?on-k id., ı Mb {E} sonda! 'valley' ¶ E SD 182, EEN 2 5
 ?? CCh: ZmB {Sa.} z‰!na~, ZmD {Srp.} zna, {KND} s‰@na!? 'river' ¶ ChC,
KNC 23 ˚  The unexpected delabialization *{u 4444 } > *i in the prehistory o f
IE still needs investigating.
2O86. (€?) *su 4444ˆ[V]ÂV÷3333V (or *su 4444ÂˆV÷ 3333V) 'nasal mucus', ? '≈  l iquid '
> HS: EC *sinra÷-≠*sunra÷ (or *sirna÷-/*surna÷-) 'nasal mucus' >  Sa {R}
sin≤ra÷- ≠ sun≤ra2÷- (ı ¿ Tgr {R} SN∂)  s‰nda÷ id. [not confirmed i n
LH]), Or {Grg.} furrï, Kns {Bl.} sorn-e2ta, Hr {AMS} surun-ho, Brj sur≤ra,
Sd sandiddo [*-nr- >  -nd-] id. ¶ mt. *-nr- >  Kns -rn-, Hr -rVn- ¶ Ss. PEC
23, 32 (EC *sirn-/*surn-), R S II 329, Grg. 151, Hd. 1O2, 221, 39O, AMS
186  Eg XVIII snx1.t {EG} 'nasal mucus', {Fk.} 'phlegm' ¶ EG IV 171, Fk.
233 || U: FP *su4rÉ(-mV) 'snivel, nasal catarrh' > pChr *s7u4rem > StChr L,
Chr Y s7u4rem 'nasal catarrh' » pPrm *zu$rim 'snivel' >  Z, Vt zÈrÈm id. ¶
UEW 761, Ber. 74, LG 1O8, MRS 747 || A possibility: IE: NaIE *sero-
'watery part of curdled milk, watery part of blood' >  L serum id. »» Gk
]oro1ß id. ¶ The words of the same phonetic shape, but meaning ' a
stream', 'a lake', and sim. (OI ≤sara-h5, etc.), belong to the IE √  *serÓ-
v. 'stream' <  N *s 7777a { ri }ÙV 'to stream, to flow' (q.v.) ¶ P 9O9, WH II 4 4 3 -
4, F II 425 ¶ An alt. solution: IE *serÓ-  v. 'stream, flow' (<  N *s7777a{ri}ÙV)
is the source of Gk ]oro1ß and L serum, too ˚  In U and (?) in IE the N
cluster *-ˆÂ- (=  *-ˆ[V]Â-?) (or *-Âˆ-) contracted to *-r-. If the IE
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word belongs here, its lr. is lost in the prevoc. position ˚  If the N
etymon was *su4444ˆ[V]ÂV÷3333V, it may go back to a N cd. with the f irs t
component *su 6666 NV  'smell' ([in C, Om, Ch] ‘ 'nose') (q.v.). If this is t h e
case, the unspecified *ˆ  is to be replaced by N *N , so that the N e tymon
will be *su4444NVÂV÷3333V.
2O87. *{s 1111}a 4 444[n 3 333] {Z}a 6666 '(lock of) hair, feather' >  HS: S: Ar Ÿ"zay0za zayza2?-
≠ Ÿ"zayzi zïza2?- ≠ ÈzaY0za zayza2 ≠ éYazi"za za2ziy-at- (pl. Èza'yaza zaya2za2)
'feathers, tips of feathers' ¶ Fr. II 27O, BK I 1O32, Hv. 3O3  CCh:
McHigi: FlK {ChC} c7Inc7i, {ChL} s7i~nc7i~ 'hair' » Cb sÈ~si! ≠ s7i~s7i!, WMrg
c7ic7i(r), Ngx s7is7i, Klb s7i@s7i~ 'hair', Mrg {ChC} s7Ins7E giE 'feather' » Msy
{Mch.} s´so%N ta51la%, Kola {Sb.} sU!sU!N, Db {ChL} su~son 'hair' ¶ ChC, ChL
|| ? K: G I c7inc7l- 'down feathers', G c7inc7l- 'fibres of a root' (G c7inc7l-
belongs here if it is a loan from Zan, where pK *c` yields *c7; in this case
the phonetic history may be as follows: N *s1111a 4 444n 3 333Za6666 >  pre-K *sÉnZ`V >
[assimilatory devoicing] *sÉnc`V >  [as.] K *c`Énc`V >  Zan *c7inc7- ı G
c7inc7-) ¶ Chx. 1936 || U: FU *{s1}a4+ec1V 'thin fibres of plants used t o
produce threads' >  Hg szo4sz  'oakum, hemp', szo4szke  ' f laxen-haired,
blond' »» Prm: Z, Prmk s‰Z1 'the best and purest kind of hemp-\f lax-
fibres' (infl. of Z s‰Z1 'pure, clear'), Z {W} s‰Z1 ≠ soZ1 'fibre, th read ,
oakum'; Z ı VTt su4s 'oakum, tow' ı Chv su4s id. ¶ Hg sz- points t o
FU *s1-, while the depalatalization *s1 >  *s in the prehistory of Prm m u s t
be explained by positional changes (dis.?) ¶ UEW 433 (*sác1V), LG 2 6 2 -
3, MF 599-6OO ||  A : T *saç 'head hair (of humans)' >  OT, MU sac7, MQp
sac7 ≠ sas7, Chg saZ7 ≠ sac7, Tk sac>, Uz såc7, ET c7ac7 ≠ sac7, VTt ¢á¢ s7 !a4s7 !,
Bsh sa4s, Nog/Qzq/Qq s7as7, Qrg, Qmn/Tb/QK {B}, Tlt {Rl.} c7ac7, Brb/Kü
{Rl.} cac, Tbl {Rl.} c7ac7 ≠ cac, Alt c1ac1, Sg/Qb {Rl.}, Xk sas, Yk as, Tf c1e<s7,
Chv s1u4s1 id., Tkm Tac7, Az sac7, QrB c7ac7 id., braid', Qmq c7ac7, Tv c7a<s7 ' b r a id '
¶ Cl. 794, Rs. W 39O, TL 197, Rl. III 19O5, IV 195, 389, 394, Ra. 196 
Tg: Ewk sa2Ji 'plait (of hair), long hair' ¶ STM II 54  Ko {S} *c>i!c>≈
'feather' >  MKo c>i!s, c>i!c>≈ ¶ S QK #119, Nam 445-6  ??? M: MM [MA]
œyjN'S sanZ7iq {Pp.} 'kudri ', WrM sanci9, HlM san¢ig 'tuft of ha i r
on the temples of women; side whiskers', as well as Kl sanZ7iÆ9ò ' k u r z e
Haare über den Stirn', unless Rm. is right in deriving the Kl word f r o m
sanZ7i- 'hang' and interpreting it as 'etwas hängendes'. Rm.’s explanation
is hard to apply to WrM and HlM because of the vl. WrM -c- and HlM -
c7- (unlike in  WrM sanZi-, HlM sanq- 'hang, hang down'), so that t h e
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WrM and HlM word may have resulted from contamination of a w o r d
for 'hair' and WrM sanZi9-sanZi9, HlM sanqig-sanqig
'dangling, hanging loosely with a swinging motion' ¶ MED 671, 673, Pp.
MA 318, Kow. 1288, KW 312 ¶¶ ADM57 s.v. *sa4 ∏c7V (T, Tg, Ko), S AJ 2 8 7
[#258] (A *sa4c7V), ADM97 s.v. *senc7æV (T, Ko, qu. M sanci9 + unc. Tg
*çeçe 'patch, rag') ˚  If the N word was *s1111a 4 444n 3 333Za 6666, it was la te r
transformed into *s1a4yZa6 (loss of the marked feature of nasality i n
almost all branches). Its subsequent development may be hypothetically
reconstructed as follows: *s1a4yZa6 >  (as.) *s1a4yca6 (in most lgs.) or *z1a4yZa6
(in pre-S); *s1a4yca6 >  *s1a4∏ca6 (in most lgs.); vowel as. in T, M, and Tg:
*a4444[ :]...a 6666 > *a[:]...V.
2O88. ?φ € *s1111ewVn3333ZV '∈ bone' >  U: FU *s1ewVnc1a4 (or *s1+c1ewc1+s1a4) '≈
heel; heel-bone, hock' >  pLp {Lr.} *c1E2vc1e2 >  Lp: L {LLO} tjeu…tje2 ' d e r
Knochen zwischen dem Schienbein (tibia) und dem Metatarsus
(Kanonenbein) am Hinterlauf (des Renntiers, usw.); Tarsus; Fußwurzel ' ,
N {N} c7Aw…Z7a / -wZ7- ≠ c7Aw…Z7e / -wZ7- 'hock of reindeer or o t h e r
quadruped; calcaneus, the heel-bone of reindeer, etc.', Kld {TI}
c7!iÆeu$:]c7!e ò 'Fußgelenk, Beuge des Hinterbeines (bes. beim Renntier)' »» Os
{Stn.}: Ty sa"˝W´n1t! 'heel', Y ko4Ær-sa"w´n1t! 'heel, back part of the foot', Nz
s1uX´s1 'Rückseite des Unterschenkels beim Pferd', Kz s1ö8X´s1, O s1oX´s1
'Hinterseite des Fußwurzels und des Unterschenkels (bis zur Kniekehle)
¶ Lr. #134, Lgc. #559, LLO 115O, N I 459, TI 657, Stn. D 132O-1 ¶ The
authors of UEW reject the connection between Lp and Os (w Stn. D
1321). If nevertheless the connection does exist, the FU word is
*s1ew[Vn]c1Å (unless it is *s1ewc1Å with a secondary *-Vn- in Os?) || HS:
S *°√s7+sns+s7 >  Ar sana2sin- pl. 'os qui aboutissent aux vertèbres' o r
'extrémités des os des côtes' ¶ BK I 1151 || AdS  of K  *Z`VZ`wal-, {K, K2}
*Z`Z`wal- 'bone' (< N ?σ *ZÅHulV '≈ [calf of] leg, [?] bone of leg', q.v.
fdd.) ¶ This AdS  influenced the meaning of the K word ˚  The e t .
presupposes reductions in K and Lp, which weakens its plausibility. The
as. between the reflexes of N *s 1111 and *Z  in Ar is natural and practically
inevitable.
2O89. *s++++s 7 777a 4 444NV 'tooth' > HS *sin- 'tooth' > S *≤s7inn- 'tooth' >  OAk, Ak
∀ s7inn-u(m), Eb {Krb.} s7inn-, BHb NS4 s7en (stem s7inn-: s7in≤n-o2 ' h i s
tooth', s7in≤n-ayim 'teeth'), Ph, Ug, SmA s7n, BA s7en / s7inn- 'tooth', JA
{Trg.] s7en / em. s7in≤n-a2, JEA an`1iSs7in≤na2, Sr 'no£es7En≤n-a2, Ar sinn-,
Gz s´nn, Tgy s‰nni, Jb E ≤s7nin id., Jb C s7nin id. (pl. s7nun) ¶ KB 1472-4 ,
OLS 446, Lv. IV 584, Lv. T II 498, Sl. 1136-7, Tal 915, Br. 789, BK I 1 1 4 7 ,
Jo. J 262, Jo. M 6O9, L G 5O4, CS 241, Bsn. 189, Sd. 1243, Krb. EG 6-7 ,
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MiK I #1.249  B *-sïn- 'tooth' >  Ah i-sïn-´n 'teeth', e-sïn ' incisive
tooth', Gh i-sin 'tooth', pl. i-sin-´n, Gd a-se2n, pl. se2n-En, Si a-sa¢in, pl. i-
si2n-´n (a¢i <  i regularly in final closed syllables, w La. S 4), Skn, Snd i-
sïn, pl. i-sïn-´n; the homogeneous and consistent (throughout t h e
whole B family) phonetically reg. structure of the word, allowing t h e
rec. of pB *-sïn-, rules out its explanation as a loan from Ar NA s´nn
' tooth' ¶ Fc. 184O, Lf. II #1481, La. S 224, Nh. 149, Sarn. 1  Ch *s€in,
pl. *s€an 'tooth' (by *s€ [{∫Nw.} *s>] I mean the phoneme which yields
WCh and ECh *s and CCh lateral *s6) >  WCh: SBc {Sh.}: Zar K, Tala, Buli
s7i!n, Zar Gl/L, Sy B, Gj s7i^n, Grn s7i~N, Plc P, Wnd s7e^n, Bg, Kir s7aNal ' tooth ' »»
CCh *s6in, pl. *s6an 'tooth' >  Ktk: Lgn {Lk.} s6ini, pl. s6an, Bdm {Lk.} hÈ!nay,
Glf x6ir 'tooth' » McMrg (with *-n > -r) Mrg, Klb x1ir, Pdk s6ira id. » Tr z6in
id. » McMtk: Mtk z6e5en, pMM {Ro.} *s6an >  {Ro.}: Hrz, Vm s6a~ha!n, Mofu
s6e!r, Zlg z6i!r, as well as Gzg {Lk.} s6‰N, s6iN, {Ro.} s6i!N  id. » McMdr (with *-
n- > -r-): Mdr s6a!re!, Glv s6‰!r-da  id. » McMs: Ms sï-ta  id. » McMsg: Msk
sÈ~yÈ~N, Mlw s6È!Ns6È!N  id. » McMs: Azm {Pc.} si!na!, Ms {ChL} siano, {Mch.}
si!ya5, Bnn {ChL} si!na`, BnnM {ChL} siino, Lame {ChL} s7i!?i~  id. »» ECh: M u
{Lk.} si~Na~Nu~, pl. sa!Ni~, Jg {J} sa~No~, Brg sa~No!, Mkl {J} se2!No, pl. seNe~N, Bdy
si~nta!, pl. si~na!, Ke k‰!-s‰!N, Tmk hin 'tooth' ¶ JI II 33O-1, J LM 175, AlJ
113, Trn. LDM 2O, Ro. 349 [#753], ChL, Sh. SB 32, Pc. 351-2 ¶ The
forms of Ktk and Mu suggest that *s6in was originally the form of sg.,
while *s6an was pl. (formed by means of the HS pattern of *a-plurals, w
Gr. IP)  Eg sn (= s1n in EG's transcription) (the phonetic reading of a
character resembling a fish-spear, or, acc. to Gard., 'two-barbed a r row-
head', {EG} 'Zweizack') ¶ EG IV 148, Gard. 514  ??? SC: Irq {MQK}
siHino2 ≠ seHno2 'tooth', 'incisor' (pl. siHna? ≠ seHna?, siHe2ni), {Wh. IP}
siHi^no 'tooth', pl. siHi^ni, {Wh. SI} sE^Hno ≠ si^Hno 'a tooth', Alg {Wh.}
siHi^no, pl. siHe2!ni, Brn {Wh.} siHina, pl. sihe2ri ¶ MQK 93, Wh. IC 26, E
SC 18O ¶ The SC word is qu. as a cognate, unless one finds a n
explanation for the unexpected word-medial H || U: FU *s+s7{a4}NV (or *-
u4- [less plausible]) 'pin, peg' >  Lp N {N} sag≤ge '(wooden) pin, peg,
knitting needle', L K saN≤ge id. »» pObU *Tu4ÆNk 'Keil' >  pOs *¬o4ÆNk ({∫Hl.}
*¬u4ÆNk) id. > Os: V lo4Ænk, Vy yo4ÆNk, Ty s6o$Nk, Nz tu"Nk, Kz s6u"Nk, O luNk; pVg
*tu4ÆNk´l! 'Stöpsel, Pfropfen' >  Vg T tu4Nk´l! ¶ N III 367, Stn. WV 28O, Ht .
138 [#147] || D: [1] D *c>a2n`[a] 'chisel, awl' > Kn ca2na ≠ ca2na ≠ ce2n5a
'a small chisel', Tu ce2n5Ë ≠ ce2nË, Tl se2namu 'awl, chisel' ¶¶ D
#2445 | [2] NED *c>aNkVr- v. 'be on edge' (of the teeth), 'have the t e e t h
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set on edge' >  Krx c>aNgrna2 v. 'be on edge' (of the teeth), Mlt c>arge v.
'have the teeth set on edge' ¶ D #2289, Pf. 19O.
2O9O. *su 6666NV  'to smell (sth.)' > HS: Eg fP ssn 'smell smth. ( r iechen) ' ,
Eg MK/G snsn id., Eg {Mks.} snsn.t 'perfume' (× N *c7777u 4 444NV ' smoke ,
smell' and N *s 7777ËNÉ  'breathe' [q.v.]) ¶ EG IV 172, 277, Fk. 245, Mks. III
#2634  C: EC {Ss.} *san-/*sin-/*son-/*sun- 'nose' >  Sa, Af, Sml san,
pBn {Hn.} *sa!N (>  Bn J/Bi/Kj/L sa!N), Rn sa!m, Arr {Hw.} so2no!, Dsn {To.}
so2^n-o, Elm {Hn.} so2!no, Or {Grg.} fun1n1-a2n, Or Wl {Brl.} funy-an(i), Or H
{Ow.} fun1n1-a2!ni!, Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} funn-a2ni, Kns sïna ≠ so2na, Gdl sina,
Gwd, Gln sind'e, Hr, Dbs sind'-ic7c7e id., HEC {Hd.} *sano 'nose' >  Sd, Ged
sano, Kmb sanu(-ta), Hd sane2, Brj ≤suna id.; EC *sïn- >  Sa {R} s°n- v.
'smell, emit smell (riechen, Geruch verbreiten)', s°n n. ' smell
(Geruch)', s°≤no2  'pleasant odour', Hd s7i?n- v. 'smell' (of meat, bu t t e r ) ;
the EC verb may be inluenced by EthS (see  Tgr {LH} ce~  s'ena vi. ' smell
of', vt. 'smell [sth.]' <  N *c7777 ' '''iwnV 'smell, stench') »» Dhl {To.} sina , {EEN}
pl. sinanne 'nose' »» Ag {Ap.} *?‰s‰n- /*?‰san- 'nose' >  Xm {Ap.} ‰s‰N,
Xm T {CR} as´n, Knf {TBZAC} sa4n, Aw {Hz.} ‰!ssa!n ¶ R S II 325-6, Ss. B
169, L G 562, LH 646-7, Grg. 15O, Sr. 3O5, Brl. 153, Ow. 261, Hw. A
432, Hn. BD 119, PG 256, Hd. 1O6, 297, To. D 146, EEN 24, Ap. AV 5-6 ,
TBZAC 1O2, Blz. CWL, To. DL 526  NrOm {Blz.} *sin(d')- 'nose' >  Mj
sÈnu, Shk sÈnt', Na sinus id. » BMa s7Ènte, Sz s'u2n-i, HzMa s7ini, GaMa
s7indi id. » Jn {Wdk.} si@ya@ id. » Bnc {Wdk.} siŸnt', She sint' id. » Mch {L}
s7ït'o, Shn s7int'a, Anf s7È∏nto, {Gt.} s7inne id. » Cha {C} sind5a2, Bdt sïd'e,
Wl/Zl {C} sid5e2, Gm {Hw.} sï!d'e, Gf sid5e, Bsk {C} sintsa2 (= sinc'a2), D k
{C} sind5a2 id. ¶ Blz. OLBP #85, Wdk. BY 166, Hw. EG  Ch: WCh: Hs
sa!nsa~na2! v. 'emit a smell', Gw {Mts.} s7u!s7u~na id. » Wrj {Sk.} s‰!s‰@n-, Cg
{Sk.} s7‰~s7‰!n-, My {Sk.} s7as7in-, P’ {MSk.} sasu_~n-, Sir {Sk.} s7is7idiwi, J m b
{Sk.} sa!hsa~n (misprint for sa!nsa~n?) 'smell (riechen)' »» pMM {Ro.} ziˆ
'smell of' > Mada zi!N, Myn z7u, Mkt z7i!n, Mlk z7e!, Gzg za~?a!N, Mofu za  Ch
*Íin 'nose' (× N *c 7777u 4 444NV  'smoke, smell'?) > WCh: Fy {J} s7i!n 'nose' » ? Tng
{J} wIsIn id. » Tala {Sh.} ‰s‰n, Buli {Sh.} ?is7i~n id. »» CCh: Gude {IL} s7ina1,
Bcm {Sk.} s7i~ne! id. » Suk {IL} s7s7in, {Mk.} s7in id. » ZmD {Srp.} s7in id. »»
ECh: Smr s7e~nde!, Kbl {Cp.} hû% ~:ndi&, Ll {Grgs.} hi~nda~, Tmk {Cp.} hu~n 'nose' ¶
JI II 258-9, ChC, ChL, Ro. 329 [#688], Blz. EChWL #62 ¶¶ Gr. LA 6O || K
*°s`+sun- >  G {Chx.} sun- 'smell (smth.), an etw. riechen, ber iechen ' ,
{DCh.} sun-i 'odour, stench' ¶ Chx. 1282, DCh. 12OO || U: FU (att. i n
Prm) *°su+u4NV > Prm {LG} *zu$N n. 'smell' >  Vt zyn zÈn, Vt Kz {UEW “?}
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z‰"N (z´8N), Vt G {Wc.} zÈ"m, Vt Uf {Wc.} zÈ"N, Yz zÄn id., Prmk zyn zÈn
'stench' ¶¶ ≠  U *s1+s6aNkV 'taste, smell' >  Hg szag n. 'smell', Slq Tz
sanga- 'smell (sth.)' (Slq {Set.} saNam 'schmecken') ¶¶ LG 1O8, Lt. J
115, Wc. W 133 [#1272], UEW 463, ≠ Sz. MNyH 159 (÷ Hg szag), ≠ Set.
FUS 6O (Vt ÷  Slq saNam, Hg szag) || A: M *siNsi- >  WrM siNsi-,
HlM winwi- 'smell\sniff all over', 'track down by sniffing (as dogs
do)', WrO {Krg.} s7iNsi- v. 'sniff', Kl wiˆw- s7iNs7´- 'smell\sniff all
over', {Rm.} s7iNis7-(X´) 'aufspüren, wittern' (Hund) ¶ MED 712, Krg.
442, KRS 675, KW 359 ˚  M *i of the first syll. may be explained e i ther
by regr. as. (*u+u4...i > *i...i) or by delabialization of the N vw. (which i n
this case is to be reconstructed as *u 4444) ˚  IS MS 342 s.v. zapax
*sun(g)ÿ.
2O91. *s1111a 4 444NeÙá (or *sa 4444NÅÙá) 'to plait, to twist, to tie' > IE *sneé8-
/*snoé8- (= *snex8 -/*snox8-?) > NaIE *sne2-/*sno2- 'plait, twist' (‘  'spin') >
Gk ne1v 'I spin', 3s prs. nê6 (<  *snh1i \ei) 'spins' »» L neo2 / ne2-re v. ' sp in '
»» OIr snI1id 'spins, patches', snI1m n. act. 'spinning', Crn nethe, MBr
neza- v. 'spin', W nyddu, Br neza- id., 'twist'; OIr sna1th ' t h read ' ,
OBr [g] notenn, MBr neut, Br neud(enn) id., ?σ OIr sna1that
'needle' »» Gmc *sno2- Ï*sno2-T- >  OGtn sno1†, Sw snodd n. ' b r a id
(cord)', AS sno2d {Sw.} 'fillet', {Ho.} 'Kopfband, Kapuze', NE
snood  OHG na2jen, na2en, NHG na4hen, MDt naeyen, Dt naaien
'to sew'  ON snu1a 'to wind, (to double and) to twist (yarn), to twine
(thread)' »» Ltv ∆  {ME} sna2-t (prs. sna2ju) 'to twist loosely together ,
to spin'  ?σ Ht senahha- {Mn.} 'snare, ambush', {Ts.} 'Hinterhalt' ¶ ¶
≈  P 973, Mn. 1127, 1232-5, F II 311-2, WH II 159-6O, Vn. S  148-9, 1 5 1 -
2, LP § 24.4, Hm. 598, YGM-1 346, Ho. 3O5, Kb. 711, OsS 637, KM 5O1-
2, Vr. 526, Vr. N 461, ME III 974-5, Ts. W 74, EI 571 (*(s)neh⁄(i)- a n d
*sneh⁄u- 'twist fibres together to form thread; occupy oneself with
thread') || HS: Eg fOK snÓ  'binden, fesseln' ¶ EG IV 168-9  S *°√s7+snH
> Ar sanïH- 'fil sur lequel on enfile les ornements du cou (per les ,
coquillages, etc.)' ¶ BK I 1149  WCh: pNrBc *s6aNh- v. 'sew' > Wrj {Sk.
in ChC} s6a!Nh-, {Sk. NB} *s6aNg-, Mbr {Sk.} s6a@Nh- id. ¶ ChC, Stl. ZCh 1 9 6
[#481], 255 [#1O7], Sk. NB 39 ¶¶ The lateral *s6 in NrBc needs
explaining ||  U : [1] FU *s1a4Ne 'a hair, hair plait' > F sa4a4 'fiber, f i lament,
strand, cord' (×  FP *sa4Na4 'thread'), sa4ie (gen. sa4ikeen) ' f iber ,
filament, (head of) thread '  » Prm {LG} *s1i 'a hair, fiber, string'  > Z, Vt
si s1i 'a hair', Z ∆ , Prmk s1i 'thread', Z ∆  vugÈr s1i 'fishing line' (vugÈr
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'fish-hook'), Yz s1i 'thread, fiber, a hair' »» Hg szo¡-/ szo4v- v. 'weave,
spin' » ObU: (I) {Ht.} *se2-≠*so4∏G-, {†Hl.} *sa4ÆG-≠*so4ÆG- v. 'plait '  >  pVg
*sa4ÆG- id. > Vg: T sa4w-, LK/MK/UK/P/SV sa4G-/*sa4∏G-, NV sa4G-/*sa4∏w-, LL
sa4˝-/*sa4∏-, UL/Ss saG- id., pOs {Ht.} *so4˝- id. > Os: V/Vy so4G-, Ty sa$ÆGW-
, Y sa$Æw-, D/K/Nz/K/O sew-  (II) ObU {Ht.} *se2˝≠*so4∏˝, {†Hl.}
*sa4Æ˝≠*so4Æ˝ 'hair plait ' > pVg *sa4ÆG 'hair plait, pigtail' > Vg: T sa4w,
LK/MK/UK/NV sa4G, SV/LL sa4∏, UL/Ss saG id., pOs *so4˝ 'hair plai t
(Haareflechte)' > Os: V/Vy so4G, Ty sa$ÆGW, Y sa$Æw, D/K/Nz/Kz/O sew 
[2] FP {UEW} *sa4Na4 ' th read '  >  F sa4a4 'fiber, filament, strand, cord' (s e e
above [1]) » Prm {LG} *sÉNis ' th read '  > Z sunis sun1is 'thread, yarn ' ,
Vt si≥n∆ys sin1Ès, Vt MU/Y siNÈs, Vt Kz seN´s 'thread' ¶ UEW 471 (FU
*sa4Ne 'Haar, Haarflechte; flechten, spinnen'), 755, SSA III 244, LG 2 5 4 ,
266, Ht. #571, Stn. D 13O8 || ?σ D *c>am- 'be produced, get ready'  >
Tm camai\ 'be made, constructed, formed, get ready', Ml camayam
'getting ready for a grand occasion, equipment, dress', Kn sama
'getting ready, preparation', Tl sama-kat5t5u 'be\make ready, Klm
savaril- 'make oneself ready' ¶¶ D #2342 ˚  If Ht senahha belongs
here, the N rec. is with *-X- (*s1111a 4 444NeXá  or *sa 4444NÅXá), otherwise it is
with an unspecified *Ù  (= *H ++++X ). If the basic (underived) FU cognate is
*s1a4Ne, we reconctruct a pN *s 1111a 4 444NeÙá , but if it is FP *sa4Na4, the N rec. is
likely to be *sa 4444NÅÙá .  
2O92. *ÍËN[g]{o}  'produce loud vocal sounds (call, make a n
incantation, weep)' >  HS: C: Ag: Bln {R} s7iN- 'rufen, he rbe i - \ an - \ zu -
rufen'; but Bln s7iN- 'nennen, benennen' is likely to go back to C *s7im-
≠*s7um- 'name' <  N *s2222imV 'name' (q.v.) ¶ The vw. may be due t o
apophony or to the infl. of s7iN- '(be)nennen' ¶ R WB 328 || IE: [1]
NaIE *sengW≈- 'speak, make an incantation', 'sing' (× N o  *Z@@@@iNo 'sing,
produce [musical, ritual?] sounds by voice' [q.v. ffd.])   [2] NaIE
*swen- v. 'sound, echo, ring' > OI sva≤nahæ n. 'sound, roar, t one ,
song', svana- v.  'resound, echo', Av xwan- id., Oss I Xon‰n v. 'call ,
invite, lead' »» L sonus 'sound', sona2- v. 'ring, sound' »» OIr senn-
'sonare, play (a musical imstrumemt)', MIr seinm id., seanma n .
'playing music, singing' »» AS swinn, swin 'melody' ¶ P 1O46, Mn.
1346, Ab. IV 214. || A: Tg *soN{a} 'cry (weep)' >  Ewk, Sln, Neg, Orc, Ud,
Nn KU soNo-, Nn Nh/B soNgo-, Lm hoN-, Ul soNgo- ≠ soNgI-, WrMc
soN9o- id. ¶ STM II 111-2  T *siNile- v. 'whine, howl'  > OT siNile-
1942
({Cl.} siNïle2-), OOsm ≥XV siN(i)le- ≠ siN(i)lde- id., MQp XIV siNilde- v.
'howl' (of dogs), Chg {Rl.} -"rknS siNra4- 'weep quietly, -}knS siNla-
id., 'howl', Osm siNle- 'whine, moan', Tk sinle-, ∆ si?Nele- ≠ sinile-
v. 'sob quietly, moan'; but T *siN (o†for humming and buzzing) hardly
belongs here ¶ Cl. 832, 84O, Rl. IV 689  ? M *seNgene- >  WrM
seNgene- v. 'sing' (of wind)' ¶ MED 688 ¶ The front vowels *e in M
and *i  in T may be due to the infl. of the reflexes of N o  *Z@@@@iNo '⇑ ' (e.g.,
the infl. of M *Z>iNgine- v. 'ring, tinkle' [of bells]) ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2668 (A
*si\u~Nu 'whine, weep'; incl. Tg, T).
2O93. *s2222iNkË 'sink, fall' >  HS: Eg P/RT snk {Hng.} 'set' (of the sun ) ,
'sink into water' (of a drowned person), {EG} - vom Untergehen ( v o n
der Sonne), vom Verschwinden ins Wasser (vom Ertrunkenen), snk.w
fP {EG} 'Stelle wo die Sonne untergeht' ¶ EG IV 175, Hng. 723 || IE: NaIE
*sengW- v. 'fall, sink' >  Arm ankanim ankanim v. 'fall' »» Gmc
*sinkWan >  Gt sigqan, ON sØkkva, Sw sjunka, NNr sØkka, D n
synke, OSx, OHG sinkan, NHG sinken, AS sincan 'to sink', NE
sink ¶ WP II 495-6, P 9O6, Mn. 1127, Slt. 367, Fs. 42O, Vr. 576-7, Ho.
294, Ho. S 64, Kb. 855 || A: *s+s7iNgÉ 'sink' >  M *siNge- 'sink, set' (of a
celestial body), 'be absorbed' (of liquid), 'be digested' (of food)' >  MM
[MA] {Pp.} s7iNge- id., [S] s1iNge-, [IsV] s7iNge- 'sink', 'set' (of the sun ) ' ,
[IM] {Pp.} naran siNgeku4 'west' (lit. 'setting of the sun'), Ord {Ms.} s7iNge-
, Kl {Rm.} s7iNg´- 'set (of the sun, etc.), 'be absorbed' (liquid), Kl {KRS}
wing- s7iNge- 'soak, be absorbed', WrM siNge-, HlM wing´- id., ' b e
digested' (of food)', Kl wing- s7iNge- 'soak, be absorbed', Brt w´ng´-
id., 'sink\plunge into', Mnr H {SM} s7‰Ngòe2- 's’imbiber dans, péné t r e r
dans'; M ı WrMc siNge- 'be absorbed' ¶ MED 71O-2, Pp. MA 3 3 4 ,
446, H 141, Lg. VMI 66, Ms. O 62O, SM 377, KW 359, KRS 675, STM II
9O  T: [1] NaT *siN- 'sink into (sth.)' >  OT siN- id., ' b e
absorbed\digested', Osm {Rh.} siN- 'be absorbed; be swallowed, g o
down the gullet, be digested', 'slink and crouch into the smallest
possible space', siNe  ger. 'sinking', Tk sin-  'penetrate' (of smell), Az d .
sinir- 'be digested', Tkm TiN-, ET, Qmq, Nog, Qrkl, Qrg, Tv siN-, VTt
seˆ- sÁN-, Bsh heˆ- hÁN-, Uz siNgi-, Tf sIN- id., 'soak into the ea r th ,
be absorbed', Qzq s¡n-  siÆn- id., 'penetrate; find room, go in, fit in', Yk
iN-  'soak into the earth, be absorbed'; [2 ] ?? T {Rs.} *sîN1- 'go in, fit i n to '
>  Chv s7¥n-¥s1- 'find room, go in' ('pomestit∆så '), Shor/Sg/Qb {Rl.}
sîN- 'hineinpassen, hineindringen' ¶ Chv s7- <  pT *s- due to t h e
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palatalizing infl. of *i ¶ Cl. 833-4, Rs. W 418, Rh. 11O2-3, Rl. IV 622, Ra.
227, Ash. XVII 3O9, Md. OJ 43  pJ {S} *si!ntu!m- 'sink' > OJ si!du!m-, J: T
s1i~Zum, K s1i!Zu!m-, Kg s1i~Zu~m- id. ¶ S QJ #1O73, Mr. 754 ¶¶ ≈ DQA # 2 1 5 1
(A *s{i\u!}Nu 'to sink', incl. T, M, J) ˚ In most lgs. the phonetic history is
likely to have been: *-mk- >  *-Nk-, in some lgs. >  *-N-. In Ko the c lus ter
*-mk- contracted to *-m- ˚ In many lgs. there may have b e e n
(mutual?) infl. of N *s2222iNkË 'sink, fall' and N *s{o}m[V]9É ¬ *s{o}9mÉ
'enter, penetrate' (q.v.), so that it is hard to distinguish between the i r
respective reflexes.
2O94. *s2222a?e[N]kV ¬ *s2222e?a[N]kV 'be near, approach' >  HS: EC: Rn
so!kko~ 'closer, nearer', HEC *s7ik'- ({Hd.} *s7ink'-) v. 'approach' >  Ged, Sd
{Hd.} s7ik'-, Hd {PB} s7ïk'a?- id. »» Ag *s‰kkW- '≈ be near' >  Bln {R} su3k-r-
vi. (md.) 'approach', su3k-s- vt. (caus.) 'make so. approach' ¶ PG 2 6 2 ,
Hd. 21, 26O, 393 (+ unc. Hd hinc7'-, Kmb hinc7' y- 'be[come] close,
approach'; rec. of HEC *s7ink'- with an unj. *-n-), AD SF 96, 272-3 (C
*√{s}?kW)  NrOm (π HEC?): Omt (Gf?) {Mrn.} s7ik'-, Gm {Hw.} s7ï!k'o
vi. 'approach' ¶ Mrn. O, Hw. EG  SES *°√s7?k >  Sq {L} √s7?k ' s e
rapprocher' ¶ L LS 4O9 ¶¶ AD SF 272-3 || D *c>ekk- (≠ *c>eNkk-) ' n ea r ,
close by' >  Prj c>ekkal 'near', Krx c>aXa2 'around, near, in the vicinity of', ?
Tm ceNgat5a(n) id., cen$gali 'nearness, neighbourhood' ¶¶ D #2753 ;
An. SG 137, KR 14-69 (both on D *-Nkk- >  -Nk-≠-kk-) || U *saGe-
'arrive, come' (×  *saGe- 'obtain, receive, reach '  < N *sagá  [= *sage?]
'obtain, hold', q.v.) >  F ∆  saa- v. 'come, arrive' » pMr {Ker.} *sa2G´- v.
'come' >  Er/Mk sa-ms sa- id. » pChr {Ber.} *s7u- v. 'reach (a place) ,
arrive' > StChr L wu- ≤aw , Chr P/B/M/Uf/Y/V s7u- id., Chr H {Ep.} wo-aw
'reach (by going), catch up with' » pPrm {LG} *su- v. 'overtake (so.)' >
Vt sutyny  'catch up with (so.)', Z su-  su- id., 'overtake, catch ( so . ) ' ,
{W} 'vorfinden, überraschen, sich ereignen'  Sm {Jn.} *t+c>¥+aºyw¥- (≠
*t+c>¥+aºywaº-?), {Hl.} *t+c>aywa v. 'reach, arrive' > Ne T t´va€-s∆ 'reach ( a
place), catch up with', Ne O {Lh.} ta4\eB;a2, Ne F {Lh.} ta4\e;B:as1 ' ankommen ,
erreichen', En {Ter.} to2-, {Cs.} taebo ≠ toebo' (1s aor.) 'reach ( a
place)', Kms {KD} (1s prs.) tul!a$m ≠ tæul!a$m 'zum Ziele k o m m e n ,
anlangen, ankommen', tuG6a75 s7o2˘b!i\a$m 'ich kam zum Ziele', Mt {Hl.}
*tayb‰- (aux. verb with resultative meaning “ 'reach') (Mt M {Sp.}
xadajbaga 'death' ÿ xa- 'die') ¶¶ Coll. 54, UEW 429-3O, It. # 3 7 ,
SK 932-4, Gn. 93O, Hs. 1289, TI 464, SaR 323, Ker. II 128-9 [##339-4O],
Ber. 68 [#358], MRS 728-9, Ep. 151, LG 266, Jn. 144, Ter. 684-5, Lh.
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479-8O, KD 74, Hl. M #942 ˚  The phonemes *s and *e in U *saGe-
may belong to the heritage of N *sagá  (= *sage?) 'obtain, hold' a n d
therefore are not taken into account in the rec. of the N etymon ˚
HEC, NrOm *-k'- < *-?k-.
2O95. *sa4444N û ûûûqË 'shoulder, nape, back of the neck' >  K ≈ *°s`{i}ûq- > Sv
UB/L/Ln s7iûq 'back (dorsum)' ¶ Ni. s.v. spina , GP 273, TK 818-9, Dn.
s.v. s7iûq || HS: C {AD} *si+unkW- 'nape, back, shoulder' >  Bj {R} s´nkWa2
≠ sankWa2 id., Bj A {AD} ?U sinkWa 'back' »» EC: Sa {Wlm.} sunku
'shoulder joint', Af {PH} sunku (pl. sunku2ka) 'shoulder', Sml {R} sagan
(pl. sagammo) 'Nacken, Genick', {Lrj.} sagan-madon 'nape (joint o f
the neck)' ¶ AD SF 91-2, PH 185, Lrj. 242, R SS II 338 || U *sa4NkV
({UEW} *seNkV ≠ *sa4NkV) 'arm, (?) shoulder' >  ObU {∫Hl.} *°Te"Nk- ( o r
*°TiÆNk-) >  pOs *¬e"Nk´r ({∫Hl.} *¬iÆNk´r) 'upper arm, shoulder' >  Os: V
le"Nk´r 'upper arm', Vy ye"Nk´r 'Arm von der Schulter bis z u m
Handgelenk, das ganze Arm', D/K te"Nk´r 'Achsel', Kz ¬a"Nk´r, O la$ÆNk´r
'shoulder (Achsel, Schulter)'  Sm: Ne: T {Ter.} tåˆgad t!aNgad
'biceps; naked arm', T Tz {UEW ‘ Lh.} t!a2Nka2d 'upper arm', F P {Lh.}
c1eNka2t 'forearm' ¶¶ UEW 439, Coll. 18, KrT 1O68, S D 782, Ter. 7O3,
Lh. 5O3 ˚  AD GD #48 (U, HS), IS MS 355 s.v. ple¢o2 (U, HS).
2O96. *ÍapV 'to taste, to be tasty' >  IE: NaIE *sap- ≠ *sab- 'juice', v.
'taste, perceive': [1] *sap- >  Av vis7a2pa- (vis7-s7a2pa-) 'poison-juiced'
(sc. 'whose juice is poison') (vis7- 'poison'); Irn ı Arm vi2ap
vis7ap 'dragon' »» Arm ham ham (<  *sap-mo-) 'juice, savour, taste' »» L
sapio2- / -e"re v. 'taste; have taste; discern, be wise, think', sapor n .
'taste', Osc SIPVS 'sciens'; L sapa 'juice' »» Gmc: MHG be-seben
'wahrnehmen', ON sefi 'mind', OSx sevo 'Gemüt, Herz', AS sefa
'mind, heart'; ? ON safi 'sap (Saft)'  [2] *sab- >  OHG saf ± saph
(gen. saphes, saffes) 'juice', MHG saf (gen. saffes), saft, NHG
Saft, MLG sap(p) 'juice, sap', AS sAp id., NE sap »» Ilr sabaium
'beer' ¶ WP II 45O-1, P 88O, ≈σ EI 566 (*sap- 'sap', ? *sap- ¬ ? *sep- '≈
taste, come to know'), Brtl. 1173, Hü. I 247, WH II 476-7, Bc. G 324, Vr.
459, 467, Ho. 268, 288, Ho. S 64, Kb. 817, OsS 744, Lx. 17, 175, KM
619, ≈  Mn. 11O7, 1112-3 || HS: C ({E} pC *s7ob- 'be pleasant, sweet,
pleasing'): Bj {R} ≤s7ibo 'beauty, pleasantness', {Rop.} ≤s7ibi, ≤s7ibi
'good', {R} s7ebo2b (p. a-s7≤bo2b) 'be good, beautiful', {Rop.} s7ibob ' b e
good' »» ¿ Hd {E “?} s7op- 'be sweet' ¶ PB 174 »» (here??) SC: ERt {E} *s7eba
'beer' > Kz {E} sawa-ko (-ko is a sx. of m.), Asa s7eba id. ¶ E PC #249, E SC
1945
93, E p.c. (2OO2), R WBd 2O9-1O, Rop. 235 || D *c>av- ({†GS} *s-)
'taste' >  Tm, Tl cavi id., Kt c>ayv 'taste let in mouth for food jus t
eaten', Kn savi, sam$vi 'that has taste', 'that is
palatable\savoury\sweet\nice', Tu sabi, savi 'flavour, tas te;
palatable, sweet', Klm savvi , Nkr savad  'sweet' ¶¶ D #2396(a) ˚  ≠ Gr.
II #398 (*sap  'touch\taste') (IE, Ai + err. A, J, EA).
2O97. *saP3333 {u 4 444 }(-s 1111V) 'thorn, pointed stake' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'needle') >  HS: CS *s7a≤pa2y- >  Sr {Br.} 'jofo£ s7´p3a2≤y-a2  ' s t imulus,
sko1loπ', {JPS} 'jofo£ s7´p3a2≤y-a2 ≠ 'jof£o s7a2p3´≤y-a2  'sharpened s take ,
splinter, thorn', Ar 'fASa safa(n) {Ln.} 'any kind of tree having
prockles\thorns', {BK} 'arbre à épines', {Hv.} 'prickly grass', {Br.} [Naq.]
'pricks of barley (spinae hordei murini)' ¶ Br. 794, JPS 59O, Ln. 1 3 7 8 ,
Hv. 325, BK I 11O4 || IE: Ht sapikkusta- ≠ sepikkusta- ' need le '
¶ Ts. W 7O || U: FU *saps1V 'pointed stake\stick' > Lp: S {LÖ}
tjuopsem 'furca', N {Fri.} c7uopsem 'bifurcum ferreum' » Chr: V
s7aps7 'netting-needle', ‘ (µ ν ) 'winding-spool', ‘ (µ ν ) L wopw s7ops7, H
wapw s7aps7 'winding-spool, thread on a winding-spool' »» ObU {Ht.}
*To2p´s >  pOs *sop´s 'netting-needle' (*s- for *T- by as.) >  Os: V/Vy
sa"w´s, Ty/Y sa"p´s, D/K/Nz sup´s, Kz sö8p´s, O sop´s id.; pVg *ta2s
'small stick' > Vg: T ta2s, LK/MK/UK/P/NV/SV/LLz to2s id. ¶ UEW 4 3 2 ,
MRS 692, 719, Ht. #153, ≈  Coll. 118 || A: Tg *sap- (+ sx.), *saps-
'needle '  > Neg sapkI∏, Orc saptu 'netting-needle\spit', Orc sapsaNki
'needle for pricking birch-bark', WrMc sabsi- v. 'stitch (leather when
making footwear), prick\singe with a needle (skin of ill persons f o r
treating them)' ¶ STM II 64  M *sibu4ge(n) 'awl'  > MM [S] s1ibu4ge
'Bohrer, Pfriemen', [IM} sibu4ge, [MA] s7ibu4ge, WrM sibu4ge(n), HlM
wøvøg, Ord s7o4wo4go4, Brt w¥bg´, Kl wøvg, {Rm.} s7o4wg´ ≠ s74o4wgö,
Mnr H {SM} sÀubòugòe, Mnr H/M {T} s7ibuge 'awl' ¶ H 139, Pp. MA 3 3 2 ,
446, MED 696, Ms. O 63O, Chr. 737, KRS 681, KW 367, SM 383, T 3 8 2
 ?σ NaT *su4bri > OT su4vri 'with a tapering end, sharp, pointed', Tk
sivri, Az {Cl.} sivri, Qzq/TbTt {Rl.} su4iru4  'pointed' ¶ Cl. 791, Rl. IV
796 ¶¶ KW 367 (M, T) ¶¶ M *i and T *u4 are probably due to the ass .
infl. of the reflexes of N *u4444 ¶¶ ≠ DQA #2665 (A *si\a"bi 'to sew, t o
perforate, awl', incl. M).  
2O98. € *s2222ap''''V 'riverbank, river' >  HS: S *°s7ïp- (or *°sïp-) >  Ar sïf-
'shore of the sea or of a great river, side of a valley' (df. ƒysii> ?as-sïf-
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is applied to the sea-shore of ‘Oman); Ar sïf-, Ar ∆  *sïf-at- ı Jb C pl .
≤sef, sg. sift, Jb E ≤seft, Mh s‰ft 'sea-shore' ¶ Ln. 1485, BK I 1176, Hv.
347, Jo. M 355 ¶ Not here Hb ef1ß1 s6a2≤p3a2 'bank, shore' (from N
*Z6666a{p?}V 'lip; [‘] edge, shore, riverbank')  Eg fMKL/Md sp.t ' b a n k
(of waterway), shore; edge (of a wound, well, vessel, horizon)' ¶ This
word may have influenced the Eg word for 'lip' (sp.t with s- for t h e
expected s7-, cp. S *s6a≤p-at- 'lip', see  N *Z6666a{p?}V '⇑ ') ¶ EG IV 99-1OO,
Fk. 222  B *sïf- ≠ *su2f- / pl. *sa2ff- 'river' > Mz {Dlh.} suf (pl. isuf´n)
'rivière qui coule, torrent', Shw {Hy.} suf  (pl. isaf´n ≠ isaff´n), Sll
{Ds.} a-sif (pl. i-sa4ff´n), SrSn {Rn.} a-sif (pl. asaff´n), Izd {Mrc.}, Tmz
{MT} a-sif (pl. i-saff´n) 'rivière, fleuve', Kb {Dl.} asif (pl. isaff´n) id.,
'wadi', Nf {Beg.} us´f (pl. i≤s´ff´n) id., {La.} us´f (pl. isaff´n) ' r ivière ' ,
Ah † {Fc.} a"-sif 'valley' (preserved in toponymy) ¶ Rn. 313, La. S 2 8 9 ,
Ds. 131, 25O, Dlh. M 184, Dl. 759, Fc. 18O6, MT 617, Msq. Z 527, Hy.
456, Mrc. 4O2, Beg. N 317, Fc. 18O6 ¶ Some infl. of N *c'''' 7 777É[y]p''''V ' s ink,
immerse; swim; flow' cannot be ruled out  NrOm {Blz.} *s7af- >  Zs {C}
s7afa2 'river, lake', Gf {C} s7a2fa2, Gm {Hw.} s7a2!pa 'river' ¶ Blz. OL #212, C
SE III 2O7, C SO 51, Hw. EG  Ch: WCh: Gmy s7ip 'river' ¶ ChC ¶¶ OS
#2253 (*sip- 'river, river-bed') || A: M *saba >  WrM saba, HlM sav,
Kl sav  'river-bed' (unless “ saba, sav 'vessel'), WrM sab, HlM sav
'frontier, limit', Kl Ö {Rm.} sawa 'Grenzland, Seitenplatz'; M ı Chg
sapa  'Seitenplatz außerhalb der Stadt', Osm sapa yol 'round-about way'
¶ MED 653, KRS 434, KW 315  T *sep- > Xk sip 'small river bay', Tv, Tf
sep 'river bay', Qb/Sg/Qc {Rl.} sep 'tributary of a river, Nebenfluß', ?
Chg {Rl.} sipa 'terrace' ¶ Rs. W 41O, BIG 187, Rl. IV 493, 726, Ra. 226 
AmTg *sapsV 'bank (of a body of water)' >  Orc sapsa id., Ul, Nn Nh
sapsI, sapsI qIranI 'bank (at the edge of water)', Nn KU sapsIkI, Nn B
safsI qIranI id. ¶ STM II 64  pJ {S} *si~p‰~ 'tide' > OJ si~po~, J: T/Kg s1io!,
K s1i!o~ ¶ S QJ #1166, Mr. 525 ¶¶ DQA #1922 (A *sa~pæi~ 'shore': T, Tg, J )
˚  The front vw. of the first syll. in T, pJ, and possibly in branches o f
HS (S, B, WCh) may be due to regr. as. (*a. . .É [= *a...i??] > T *e..., p J
*i..., and HS *ï...). Alternatively. the stem with *ï in HS (S, B, WCh)
may be interpreted as a bf. from pl. *sa2p- (the pattern *ï sg. - *a2 pl.,
preserved in B?).
2O99. *s2222ipV 'to pour, to drop, to drizzle, to filter\screen' >  HS: Eg
fXXII sfsf ({EG} s1fs1f) 'spenden (Wasser)' ¶ EG IV 118  +ext.: S
*√s7pk v. 'pour out, spill' >  BHb √s7pk (pf. K6f2S1 s7a2≤p3ak3, ip. K67pS6i% yi-
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s7≤pok3) v. 'pour, pour out', Ug √s7pk v. 'spill', JPA √s7pk G  v. 'pour o u t ,
spill, shed', JEA √s7pk G  id., 'flow', Sr √s7pk G  'pour from one vessel
into another, empty out', Md √s7pk v. 'pour out, spill', Ar √sfk v. G
'pour (blood, tears)', Gz √sbk v. 'melt', Tgr t‰sAbbAkA 'gegossen
werden (aus Metall)', Ak √s7pk (inf. s7apa2ku) to pour, heap\pile u p ' ;
possibly S ı Eg sfc ({EG} s1ft3) '∈  oil (used in rituals and originating
from SW Asia)' ¶ KB 15O4-5, OLS 449, Js. 1616-7, Sl. 117O-1, Br. 7 9 5 ,
JPS 591, DM 472, Sd. 1168-9, BK I 11O1, Hv. 324, L G 483, CAD XVII/1
412-22, EG IV 118, Fk. 225 || IE: NaIE *sei\p-/*sei\b- v. 'pour, spill,
screen': NaIE *sei\b- >  MLG s°pen, MHG s°fen, AS s°pian v. ' d r o p ,
drip', NE seep, sipe; Sw ∆  sipa 'langsam fließen, sickern', MLG s°p
'small brook'  NaIE *se2[i\]bon 'tropfbares Fett' >  Gmc *sai\po2 ' soap ,
resin' >  AS sa2pe id., OHG seifa2, ON sa1pa 'soap'; Gmc ı F
saippua, ∆ saippio, L sa2po2 'soap' (see  Rufinus Apologia Originis :
tô6 Germanikô6 smh1gmati : kalei6tai de` sa1pvn)  NaIE *sei\p- >  OHG sib,
NHG Sieb, Dt zeef, AS sife n. 'sieve', NE sieve »» Sl: SCr si!piti ' t o
drizzle' »» Tc A sip-, sep- v. 'anoint', sepal 'ointment' ¶ WP II 468, P
894, WH II 5O4, ≠ 478, Vr. 462-3, SSA III 143, Ho. 27O, 293, 296, Kb.
836, 848, OsS 751, 758, Lx. 193, KM 699, Wn. 427-8 , ≠ Glh. 548-9 || A
(pA **sipe(rV)):  M: [1] *sibere- >  WrM sibere-, HlM wivr´- v.
'drizzle', M *siber > WrM siber, HlM wiv´r, wivir 'drizzling ra in ,
light shower', Ord s7iwer  'une fine pluie' ¶ MED 695, Ms. O 625  [2] ¿ M
**si{B}u4- (acc. to Rm. SKE, it may go back to pA {Rm.} **sip{u4}-) >  MM
[MA] s7u4∏- v. 'filter', WrM sigu4-, HlM w¥¥- v. 'filter, strain; percola te ' ,
Kl w¥¥-  s7u4∏- v. 'filter', Mnr H {SM} s7u2- 'faire ou laisser écouler' ¶ Pp. MA
337, MED 693, KRS 688, KW 372, SM 383  ? pKo *spî~ri- v. 'moisten' >
MKo spî~ri!- id., NKo p2uri- v. 'sprinkle, shower, rain slightly' (× NKo  p2uri-
'scatter, sow'?) ¶ ≈ S QK #959, MLC 814  Tg: WrMc sibku5ri {Z}
'drain-gutters\holes in city walls, kapel∆niki , qeloba \otverst¡å na
gorodskoj stíní dlå stoka vody ', {Hr.} 'Loch am Fuße d e r
Mauerzinnen als Wasserabfluß und Schießscharte' (WrMc u5 spelled
with the characters of WrM u4) ¶ Z 6OO, Hr. 789] ¶ ¶  SDM95 s.v. *siba
'clay; to smear', Rm. SKE 49 (WrMc •sipku- [for WrMc sibku5ri?] ÷
WrM sigu4- + •÷ Ko c>≈i-da v. 'sift' and [with two queries] T: QK {Rl.} c7u4∏-
, Tb {Rl.} c7u2- 'mit einem Netze fischen') ¶¶ M siba- (>  WrM siba-, HlM
wivax  v. 'plaster, apply ointment') does not belong here but rather t o
1948
A *sipa- 'clay; to smear' <  N *s1111iw{÷ 3333}a (or *s 1111iw9a) 'to smear' (q .v . )
˚  IS SS 345 [#11.11] (S, Eg s1ft3, IE, M).
21OO. *s 2222ipV '(young of a) bird' > HS: Eg G sft '∈ bird' ¶ EG IV 118 
B *°{w}sa2f- >  ETwl/Ty {GhA} t´ssa2f '∈  blue-violet sparrow' ¶ GhA 17O,
PrGG 290  NrOm: Gng {Blz.] *sVff- 'bird' >  Kf {R “ Krapf} soffe"e1
'bird' ¶ R K 79, Blz OL s.v. 'bird '  ?? WCh: Wrj/Kry {Sk.} s7iw 'cock' ¶
Sk. NB 12, Stl. ZCh #33O ({Stl.} *siwV 'bird'; mentions Su {“?} s7i
'bird') || D (in GnD) *c>ïv- ≠*c>ïpp- 'young of birds' (× N πo *c'''' @ @@@ip ''''u(-
r1111V) 'small bird') >  Knd sïpr`i, sïpi 'chicken', Gnd c>ïva ± c>ïwa2(l) ±
c>ivna2ﬁ ± çiva2, Kui sïpa, Ku hippa ± hipa2 ± hïpa id., 'chick' ¶ D # 2 6 3 6
|| A: M *siba-˝un 'bird' >  MM [L] {Pp.} s7ibawun, [MA, IM] {Pp.}, [HI]
{Ms.} s7iba√un, [S] {H} s1ibao\√un id., WrM siba9u(n), HlM wuvuu
'bird, fowl', Brt wubuun, Ord {Ms.} s7iwu2¯, Kl {KRS} wovun, {Rm.}
s7owu2n, Mnr H {SM, T} s7u2, {Pot.} wivo, Mnr M {T} s7ibu, {Pot.} wipo
'bird', ShY {Pot.} wovun ¶ H 139, Pp. L III 6O, Pp. MA 332, 447, MED
747, Rm. 366, SM 383, T 386, Pot. 418, Ktw. OuJ 451  STg *sipi- '∈
small bird; a swallow' >  WrMc {Z, Hr.} sibir9an 'motley swallow,
gesprenkelte Schwalbe' (-9an induced by 9uldar9an 'swallow'), J r c
{Kiy.} s7ibi[r]hun 'swallow' ¶ Z 599, Hr. 788, Kiy. 1O7 [#183]  pKo {S}
*c>i\´2⁄pi~ n. 'swallow' (× N πo *c'''' @ @@@ip ''''u(-r 1111V) '⇑') > MKo {S}, NKo c>e2bi ¶ S QK
#183, Rm. SKE 26, Gale 848, MLC 1464, Nam 425 ¶¶ Rm. SKE 26 (Ko,
Tg), DQA #2O14 (pA *s+zipV  'a kind of small bird').
21O1. (€?) *s2222{u 6 666}P3333V (or *s2222u 6 666?áP3333V?) to sleep', '(?) to rest ( s ich
erholen)' >  IE *swep-/*sup- v. 'sleep' >  Ht sup- v. md. 'sleep'  NaIE
*swep-/*sup- v. 'sleep, dream' >  OI ≤svapiti, ≤svapati 'sleeps', Av
xvap- 'sleep' »» Gk {ypar 'waking vision, Wahrtraum' »» L d. so2pio2 /
so2p°re 'put\lull to sleep' »» ON sofa, AS swefan 'to sleep', MHG
ent-sweben 'to fall asleep', swe4p (gen. swe4bes), AS sweofot n .
'sleep' »» Sl *s¥pa¡-ti 'to sleep' > OCS s5pati sËpati, SCr spaàti, Slv
spa!ti, Cz spa1ti, Slk spat5, P spac1, R spat∆, Uk ≤spati id., Blg
spå v. 'sleep'  Ï NaIE *≤swop-nos, *≤swep-no-s, *sup-≤no-s n. ' s leep,
dream' >  ON svefn, AS swefn id. »» OI ≤svapna-, Av xvapna- n .
'sleep, dream' »» Tc A s5pa4m$, B s5pa4ne n. 'sleep' »» Sl *s¥n¥ id., ' d r e a m '
> OCS s5n5 sËnË, Blg s`n, SCr saàn, Slv sen s´ àn, Cz, Slk, P sen, R,
Uk son id. » Lt saﬁpnas, Ltv sapnis n. 'dream' »» Gk {ypnoß n. 'sleep' »»
Arm ˚un k≈un (gen. ˚noj k≈noy) id. »» pAl {O} *supna >  Al gjume4 id .
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»» L somnus id. »» pClt {Vn.} *sou\no- >  OIr su1an, Brtt {RE} *sou\nos n .
'sleep' > MW, W, Crn, OBr, MBr, Br hun id., OCrn [g] hun ' le targia '
 Ï NaIE {EI} *≤swopniyo-m n. 'dream' > L somnium, Gk ]eny1ption, Lt
∆ sapnyﬁs id., OI ≤svapniyam 'dreamy'  d.: IE *swepVr-/*supVr-
> L sopor (gen. so"po2ris) 'deep sleep' 'deep sleep', Gk {ypar ' t r u e
dream, waking vision', Ht suppariya- v. md. 'dream, sleep' ¶¶ P
1O48-9, EI 17O, 527, Ts. W 78, F II 966, 97O-1, WH II 557-8, 561, Vn. S
196-7, RE 13O, Slt. 63-4, Vr. 528, Ho. 334-5, Lx. 41, 222, O 138, Glh.
539-4O, 571, Frn. 762, Kar. II 154, Wn. LE 125, Wn. 46O-1, Ad. 666, Ad.
H 29, 36 || HS: SES *√s7[?]p > Jb C {Jo.} ≤s>ef (ip. ≤ys>ef, sbjn. ≤ys>ef), Jb E
{Jo.} ≤s7ef 'sleep', Sq {L} s7ef ≠ s7e?ef id. ¶ Jo. J 267, Jo. M 425-6, 593, L
LS 4O9, 42O  Ch: CCh: Msg {Brt.} safaua 'sleep', Msg G {Trn.} inf., p l .
sifi!, sg. s‰fa! v. 'se reposer à l’ombre' » Nz {Mch.} za5v´ 'sleep' » Suk
{IL} s‰~va^i\ id. »» ?? WCh: My/Mbr {Sk.} saw v. 'rest' ¶ JI I 154 (*√zb
'sleep') and II 298-9, ChC, Lk. DQM 111, Trn. LM 114 || ?φ,σ A: Tg:
WrMc {Hr.} sebi- 'sich erholen', sebki- id., 'wieder zu Kräften
kommen', {Z} sebi-, sebki- 'take breath, rest' ¶ Hr. 773, Z 581, STM
II 134  M *seb(ki)- >  WrM {MED} sebki- v. 'recover from fatigue; t o
rest, refresh oneself', HlM {Luv.} s´vxij- v. 'rest' (but s´vxij- ' b e
cooled [e.g. by sweating]' may be of another origin), Brt h´b g¥¥l´-
'let the horse take breath' ¶ MED 679, Gl. II 395, Luv. 372, Chr. 7O1 ¶ ¶
STM II 134 ˚  The discrepancy between the IE ev. of N *u++++u 4 444 and the M-
Tg ev. (pointing to N *e  or *a 4444) is still to be explained. Sq s7e?ef
suggests that the discrepancy may be solved by reconstructing N
*s2222u 6 666?áP3333V ˚  IS MS 367 s.v. spat∆ (IE, HS: SES, Msg).
21O2. *Í{u4444}p ' '''V 'to sweep' >  IE: NaIE *swep-/*seu\p- 'sweep' >  Vd ( h .
l.) sva≤pu2 '(?) broom' »» Gmc *swo2po2n >  ON so1pa, Dn, NNr sopa v.
'to sweep', NE sweep; AS Ìe-swo2pe, OHG gisopfa ≠ gisopha,
gisopfo ≠ gisopho 'garbage, discharge', NE swoop; ON so1fl
'broom'  ?σ NaIE *swep-/*seu\p- 'pour (schütten), scat ter '  > L [Fest.]
sup-o2 / -a2re 'throw', dis-sip-o2 (≠ dissup-o2) / -a2re ' s t r ew
around, scatter, disperse' »» Sl *su-ti / *s¥p-o2 'v. 'pour (schütten)' >
OCS suti suti / s5p0 sËpo<, OR suti / s(Ë)pu id., SCr with
pvs.: sa~-su•ti / sa~-spe2m 'pour out', na~-su•ti / na~-spe2m ' p o u r
in\into', etc.; Sl ip. *si _¡pa2-ti 'schütten' >  ChS s7pati sûpati, SCr
sIàpati, Slv si!pati, Cz sypati, Slk sypat5, P sypac1, R ≤sypat∆
id., Blg ≤sipvam 'I pour' ¶ WP II 524, P 1O49, EI 582 (*swep- ' t h row,
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sweep (into the air)'), M K III 561 (the meaning of sva≤pu2- is n o t
clear), WH I 256-7, Vr. 628, 53O, Ho. 339, Kb. 376Vs. III 812, 818, Glh.
548 || HS: B *√sfdœ > Sll {Ds.} √sfdœ v. G  'sweep', Mz {Dlh.}, Mtm {Ds.}
√sfdœ v. G  'wipe (off\away)', Wrg {Dlh.}, Tmz {MT}, Gd {Lf.} √sfdœ v. G  
id., 'clean by wiping', Kb {Dl.} √sfÎœ v. G  'wipe, rub', Ah {Fc.} √sfdœ v. G
'clean (by wiping, etc.), remove (dust, sand)' ¶ Ds. 31, Ds. B 121, Dlh.
M 184-5, Dlh. Ou 29O-1, Dl. 76O, MT 618, Fc. 18O6, Lf. II #1432  Ch:
WCh: Dir {Sk.} s‰~fa!, Sir c‰!fu, My c7‰~f‰~ 'sweep' »» CCh: Gude {ChL} s6a~bag-
ic7, FlJ {ChL} s6Uva~bi~, FlM {ChL} s7i~bi, FlB {ChL} s6Uba id. » Lgn {Bou.}
s‰~wa~ya~ id. »» ECh: Mgm {J} sa~wwo~, Mkl {J} si!ppe~ id. ¶ ChC, ChL || A ( ?
*s7u4pu ≠ *s7ip{u4} v. 'sweep', n. 'broom'): NaT *su4p 'broom' >  Chg {Rl.} su4p
id., d. Chg {Rl.} su4psa4, su4psu4k 'Kehricht'; T *su4pu4r ≠ *sipir- v. 'sweep' >
OT {Cl.} sipir-, [MhK] {Dnk.} su4pu4r-, MQp XIII-XIV su4pu4r- id., Osm {Rl.} -
rvpvS su4pu4r-, Tk su4pu4r-, Chg {Rl.} su4pu4r-, sipu4r-, ET, Az su4pu4r-, T k m
s¥p¥r- Tu4pu4r-, Uz supur-, Qmq, QrB, Alt {BT}, Qmn {B}, Tlt {Rl.} sibir-,
VTt seber- sÁbÁr-, Bsh heper- hÁpÁr-, Nog., Qzq, Qq, Qrg S sîpîr-,
Qrg s7îpîr- v. 'sweep', Tv s7irbïr v. 'sweep', Chv wa€pa€r s7¥bò¥r ' b r o o m ' ;
T ı M *siBu4r (> *siGu4r) 'broom' >  MM {MT} s7i√u4∏r, Kl s´v¥r sa4Bu4r,
{Rm.} sa4wu4∏r (infl. of sa4wu4∏r 'Fächer'?) ≠ s7u4∏r, WrM sigu4r, HlM w¥¥r
s7u4∏r 'broom'; M ı Yk sippïr id.; *siGu4r- 'sweep' > MM {MT} s7i?u4∏r-, {HI}
s7i√u4r-; *siBu4rde- 'sweep' >  WrM sigu4rde-, HlM w¥¥rd´-, Kl
s´v¥rd- sa4Bu4rd´-, Kl D {Rm.} sa4wu4rd´-, Ord {Ms.} s7u2rde- id.; M ı Yk
sippiy- 'sweep', Ewk sippiy-≠sippir- id. ¶ Rl. IV 848-5O, Cl. 719, 7 2 9 ,
732, Rs. LTS 171, Rs. W 437, MKD 171, Jud. 682, 921, BT 128, B DK
246, TvR 267, Pek. 2234-5, Jeg. 334-5, Pp. MA 336, Ms. H 98, MED 7O3,
KRS 445, SM 383, KW 319, T 386, STM II 93 ¶ Chv s7- < pT *s- due to t h e
palatalizing infl. of *u4  ? M *sebi+u4- v. 'fan, wave', {?} 'sweep' >  WrM
sebi-, HlM s´v´-x v. 'fan, wave', Ord {Ms.} sewe- ' éventer ,
s’éventer', Dx s7iu-, Mnr H {SM, T} s7u2- 'sweep', ?σ Kl D {Rm.} sa4w-Xa
'mit den Flügeln flättern\schlagen'; Ï *sebi-Gu4r 'fan' >  WrM
sebigu4r, HlM s´v¥¥r id., Kl {Rm.} sa4wu4∏r 'Fächer' ¶ MED 679, Ms. O
577, SM 383, T 386, T DnJ 142, Rm. 319  ? Tg {DQA} *°ç+s7ipi+u4- > Ewk
çip- v. scrape' ¶ STM II 398  ?φ (mt.?) pKo {S} *psî!r- 'sweep, wipe' >
MKo psî!r-, NKo s:îl- ¶ S QK #6O3, Nam 321, MLC 1O27 ¶¶ DQA # 2 1 6 6
(A *s7iÆpæa 'to sweep', incl. T, Ko) || D *c>Épp- (= *c>ipp-?) sweep' >  T m
c°pra2, Kn c°pari, Kdg c>i;pe, Tl ciﬁ:puru, Klm, Nk sabdi, Prj c>e2pid,
Gdb sepetß ± c>e2pe2dß ± se2pe ± se2pe2tß, Gnd he2pur ± hepur, Knd siperÀ, Png
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hipos, Mnd he2pur, Kui se2peri, Ku hepori ± hapuri 'broom', Krg tippi,
Knd sipa-, Png hïp-, Mnd, Ku he2p-, Kui se2pa- v. 'sweep', ? Tm c°vu
'sweep clean (as floor)' ¶¶ D #2599 ˚  The delabialization *u 4444 > *i ( a s
observed in M, Tg, and probably in D) is a rather frequent phenomenon
(see Introduction,  2.4) ˚  IS MS 348 s.v. mesti  * {s }upÿ  (IE, A, D).
21O3. *s1111ÉP[q]V 'cover, bury' >  U: FU *°s1{i}ptV- v. 'shut, cover '>  Z
s1iptÈ-, Yz s1ipti- id.; Z ı Vg N {MK} sapti≠ sa4pti, ML {MK} s7apti-
≠s1a4pti, LL {MK} s7e2pti-, P s1a4pti-, K s7a2pti- ≠ s1a4pti- 'bury, hide' ¶
LG 256-7, MK 529, ≠  Coll. 57 || HS: Eg fP sbX ({EG} s1bhœ) 'close a r m s
about so., enclose, shut away' ¶ EG IV 91, Fk. 22O || IE: ?µ  NaIE
*°sepel- v. 'bury' > L sepelio2 v. 'bury' (sup. sepultum) ¶ Dv. # 3 5 3 ,
WH II 517, EM 615 ¶ The origin of the morphological structure of the L
word remains unknown.
21O4. *sa4444q[i]ye6666 'matter, pus, gall' >  HS: Eg Md/N sX 'gall' >  Cpt: Sd
sIWe sis7e, A sI#e siX€e id., 'bitterness' ¶ EG III 228, Vc. 2O3  SC:
Irq {Mgw., MQK} sa2Xi 'bile', {E} saXi 'gall-bladder' ¶ E SC 179, Mgw.
1OO, MQK 92  ?φ CCh: Lgn {Nc.} tsek° 'gall' (c- for the expected s- i s
puzzling) ¶  Lk. L 123 ¶¶ ≈ OS #2171, Tk. I 169 || U *sa4∏ye ({Jn.}
*sexji) 'pus, liquid of the body, rotten liquid' >  pLp {Lr.} *se2y‰ ma t t e r ,
pus' >  Lp: S {Hs.} sie4je, L {LLO} sjedja, N {N} sieggja6 / -j- ' m a t t e r
(in a boil, wound), Kld {Gn., SaR} sïyy 'matter in a boil' » pMr {Ker.}
*siy- > Er, Mk syj  siy, Er/Mk ∆ si 'matter, pus' » pChr {Ber.} *su4y id. >
Chr: H wu≥ s7u4, L wu≥j s7u4y, Uf s7u4, B s7u4y, M s1u4y id. » Prm {LG} *sis1 ' r o t t e n
stuff, rot; rotten' >  Z s¡s∆ sis1, ∆  sîs1 ± s1is1, Vt sis∆ s1is1 id., Yz ≤sis1
'rotten' »» pObU {†Hl.} *Te"y- (= {Ht.} *Ta4Æy-≠*Te"y-) ≠*To4Æy- 'pus, m a t t e r '
> pVg {Ht.} sa4∏y > Vg: T/UK/P sa4y, LK sa4∏y, Ss say id.; pOs {Ht.} *¬o44Æy >  V
lo4Æy, Vy yo4Æy, o4Æy, Ty/Y ¬o$Æy, D/K te"y, Nz tiÆy, Kz ¬iÆy id. » Hg ∆ ev ± e1v id .
 Sm {Jn.} *te ≠ *ti 'pus, matter' >  [1] *te >  Sq Tz {KKIH} te£2, Slq T m
{KD} te2¯ id., UO {KD} ti\e2 'ear-wax', Kms {KD} c7 !a, Koyb {Sp.} t´ ' pus ,
matter'; [2] *ti > Mt {Hl.} ti (Mt M {Sp.} ty) id.  Sm *ti- ± *te- v. ' r o t '
> Ne T d. tim-z∆, Ne F {Lh.} t!!″ïm-c1, Ng {Mik.} t!ïm-s1i id., En X {Cs.} 1 s
aor. t!i ^mero?  'get sour', Slq Tm {KD} te2mba, Slq Chl {Cs.} v. c7iemba,
Kms {KD} 1s prs. tæe?l!Em 'rot' ¶¶ Coll. 11, UEW 434, Sm. 54O (U *sexji
'matter' > FU, FP *seeji, Ugr *sa4jI", Sm *tio_j), Lr. #1139, Lgc. #6313 ,
Hs. 1129, Gn. 955, SaR 32O, ERV 627, PI 261, Ker. II 14O, Ber. 7 2
[#386], MRS 742, Ep. 157, LG 259, Lt. J 176, Ht. #118, MF 115-6, Jn. UK
57 (U *sexji  'faul, Fäule'), Jn. 161, Hl. M 358, KKIH 181 || A: Tg *sï,
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*sï-lse ({Bz.} *sui-lsa4) 'gall' >  Ewk sï, Sln s7 !ïld‰, Neg silt‰, Ud {Krm.}
silih‰, Ul silt‰ ≠ sïlt‰, Ork suilt‰, Nn silt‰ ≠ silt‰%, WrMc silhi
'gall', Jrc {Kiy.} s7ilihi 'gall bladder' ¶ Bz. 994, STM II 73, Krm. 285, Kiy.
126 [#516] ˚ Hardly here the alleged IE √  {P} ¿*sei\-/*soi\- ' t röpfeln ,
rinnen, feucht', arbitrarily abstracted by WP and P from *sei\l- (>  Lt
se!ile$ 'saliva', etc.) and *sei\m- (>  OHG seim 'Honigseim', W hufen
'cream', etc.) ˚  On N *-eÓi-  > Tg *-ï- see Introduction, §  2.4 ˚ IS MS
336 s.v. gnoj  *sa4jÿ (Tg, U), AD GD 7.
21O4a. *s1111aÂV 'top, hill' > K: G ser-i 'hill'; ≠φ Lz {Blz. “ Tll. “ ?}
sert'i 'top of a hill' ¶ DCh. 1164 || IE *ser-/*sr- > Ht {Ts.} ser ' oben ,
oberhalb, darauf, darüber'  Gk Hm [ri1on 'peak'; but hardly here [ri1on
{EI} 'promontory' ¶¶ Ts. W 74, F II 568, EI (Gk [ri1on 'promontory' < IE
*wri- 'fort') || HS: EC: Sml sare 'upper, top, topmost; above, up, high' ,
Rn sara2t 'of the sky, (of) above, upper', sa!rtï!s 'above him\it, on top o f
him\it, the top of him\it', sa!rc7e! 'above, higher than' ¶ ZMO 356, PG
256-7 || U {UEW} *s1arma 'top of the tent' > FU: Vg: UL {Knn.} su¯rmas
'smoke\light hole at the top of the tent', ML/P {Mu.} surm´/ sur´m, K
{Mu.} so$r´m ({∫Mu.} so Àre$m) id.  Sm: Nn: T sarva, T O {Lh.} sa2rwa
'top of the tent', En ≤sama?a 'smoke hole at the top of the tent', ? Kms
{KD} ma2-z´ro id. (maº? ≠ ma2? 'tent') ¶¶ Coll. 58, Coll. CG 144, UEW 4 6 3 ,
WVD 3O8-9, MK 579, Ter. 533, Kh. 4O4 ˚  ≈ Blz. KM 139 [#24], Blz. LB
#111f and ≈ Blz. LNA #52 (all: including K, IE, and EC).
21O5. *s 1111ÅrV(na)  'to sing, to utter ritual\magical incantations' >  HS:
S *-s7ïr- v. 'sing', *s7ïr- 'song' >  BHb ip. -s7ïr-, pf. s7a2r 'sing', s7ïr ' song ' ,
JPA ar!iS5 s7°≤ra2 id., Ug √s7yr 'sing' ([AkSc] 3m yas7ïr in a pr. n.), s7r
([AkSc] s7ïru) 'song', s7r 'singer', SmA, ChrPA -s7ïr- 'sing', ar!iS5 s7°≤ra2
'Gesang', Ak OB s7e2ru id. ¶ KB 1371-4, A #2682, OLS 451-2, Hnr. 1 8 1 ,
Tal 89O-1, Lv. IV 549, Sd. 1219  Ch: Kwn {J} si@re! v. 'sing' ¶ ChL, JS
228 (Ch. *√sr) ¶¶ HS *-r- < *-rn- (as.?) || U: FU *s1arna ' so lemn\magic
utterance' >  F saarna 'sermon', saarna- v. 'preach', Krl A so¢arnu
'folktale, legend' » Prm *s1orn1i ({LG} *s1o¿rn1i) >  *s1Orn1i ({LG} *s1oÚrn1i) (*o >
*O due to *r) >  Z se≥rni s1orn1i, Yz ≤s1orn1i 'conversation, discourse', Z
s1ornit-, Prmk {W} c1ornit-, {WR} s1orn1it- 'speak, talk' »» Os: K sa"rna$˝-
'invoke (protecting spirits, etc.) by incantations' ({PD} 'hervorzaubern ,
durch Zaubersprüche herbeirufen'), Km sa"rna$˝m´n ya$st´ta$ ' m i t
Schmeichel \ Koseworten sprechen' (ya$st´ta$ 'say, speak') ¶ Coll. 55, It.
#38, UEW 463, Sm. 553 (FP *s1arn1a 'discussion'), LG 253-4, PD #2O9O,
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Stn. 1373 ||  A : NaT *sarîn 'incantation, song', *sar[î]n- v. 'sing' >  Qzq †
{Rl.} sarna- 'sing incantations', Qzq {Sht.} sarn- v. 'lament, bewail, sing
mournfully; moan', Qmq, Alt {BT}, Tb/Qmn {B}, Xk {BIG} sarîn ' song ' ,
Tel/Shor/QK/Sg/Qb {Rl.} sarîn 'Gesang', qor sarîn 'Wettgesang, in d e m
die beiden Gegner sich gegenseitig tadeln\verspotten', sarîna- 'Lieder
singen', Tb {B} sarîna- 'sing', Alt {BT, Rl.}, Qmn {B} Tel/Shor {Rl.}, Q m q
sarna- id., Nog, Qmq sarn- 'sing' (of birds), Tkm sarna- Tarna-
'mumble, mutter', rcpr. Tarnas7- 'exchange angry words' ¶ Rl. IV 3 2 3 ,
334, Sht. 168, NogR 289, BT 126, B DChT 147, B DK 246, TkR 567, BIG
182, KumRS 279  ?σ Tg {DQA} *sarin 'a feast (Gastmahl) '  > Nn Nh/KU
sarI%, Nn B sarI(n-) id., WrMc sarin id., 'a meal, banquet'; Tg *sarila-
v. 'feast (schmausen) '  > Nn sarIla- id., 'celebrate a wedding', WrMc
sarila- v. 'feast, offer a meal '  ¶ STM II 66 ¶¶ DQA #1936 (A *sarV
'song, feast') ˚  The absence of *n in S may either be original (in th is
case N *na  is an additional element of a cd.) or result from later loss
(due to metanalysis?) ˚  Coll. 146 (U, T) ‘ IS MS 342 (*s1arnÿ
'zaklinanie ' > U, T) and UEW 462-3 (FU, T).
21O6. *sa4444Â{Ë} (= *sa 4444Âo?) sinew, fibre' >  HS: WS (or CS?) *s7urr-
'navel-string' >  BHb s7or* 'navel-string, navel' (att.: K6r`4s1 s7Or≤r-e2k3 ' t h y
[f.] navel-string', etc.), Ug s7r, JPA {Lv.} ar1&S s7o2≤r-a2, JEA {Sl.} ar!uS
s7u2≤ra2, Sr æro£e s7E[r]≤r-a2 id., Md s7ura, NMd s7orra 'navel', Ar surr-
'navel-string'; SES (×  N *Z6666irwV ¬  *Z6666ir{u} 'root' and N *Z6666eÂ9u6666 'vein,
sinew'?): Mh {Jo.} s6ïrE2 'navel', Hrs {Jo.} s7era2, Jb C {Jo.} ≤s>i≤rO÷, Sq {L}
≤s6iraÓ ≠ s7iraÓ id. ¶ KB 1522-3, OLS 453, Lv. IV 525, Br. 8O2, DM
456, Mc. HM 512, Ln. 1338, BK I 1O75, ≈ Js. 1542 (JA ar1&S ' chain ,
cord'), Sl. 1124, Jo. M 395, Jo. H 124, Jo. J 267, L LS 421, 433, SSL LSNP
433, MiK I #1.254  B *√sr[w] > Izn/Rf asraw 'fil de chaîne du mé t i e r
à tisser', Rf B/A fir7u usra 'fil horizontal (trame)', Tmz i-sirr (pl. i-sarr-
´n) 'fibre de bois\viande; fil de trame, fin pour le tissage des djellabas
ou des burnous' ¶ Rn. 314, MT 653 || IE: NaIE *ser- 'thread, s t r ing '
(× NaIE *ser- 'fasten together in rows' < N *s1111eÂV 'row' × N *Z6666eÂ9u6666 '⇑ ' )
>  OI L sarat {MW} 'thread', {M} 'sutra', sarit {MW} 'thread, s tr ing ' ,
{M} 'sutra',  saran5i- {MW} 'a strait\continuous line', OI mauktika-
sara, mukta2man5i-sara, man5i-sara 'string of pearls', NPrs r'E
hå2r 'row, string (of pearls, etc.)', ??σ YAv hara2-, haraiti- ' a
legendary mountain ridge' (Brtl.: "nach Yt. 19,1 umlagert das Gebirg
alle Länder des Westens und Ostens") »» Tc A sar- 'vein' »» Gk [ormia1
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'fishing-line of horsehair', [ormo1ß 'cord, chain' (×  IE *ser-  'fasten toge ther
in rows') »» OLt se$ris 'thread, cobbler’s thread' »» ON sØrvi
'Halsband aus aufgereihten Perlen\Steinen' ¶ P 911, F II 421, MW 7 7 5 ,
821, 836, 1182, ≠  M K III 442, Mn. 1131, Brtl. 1787, Vl. II 143-9, Sg.
1485, ≈ Bai. 479-8O, ≈ Vr. 577, Wn. 414, ≠ EI 354 (OLt se$ris < *ser-
'line up') || U *sa4rV >  FU *sa4rV 'vein, root' >  Chr: H wa≥r s7a4r ' b lood
vessel (artery, vein), pulse', L wer s7er, L vu≥rwer vu4r-s7er 'pulse' (“
'blood-vessel'; vu≥r means 'blood'), kidwer kid-s7er 'pulse' (kid
'hand'), B/Uf vu4r-s7er 'blood vessel' » Prm *sEr in *vir-sEr ' b lood-
vessel' (*vir 'blood') >  Z UV vir-s‰r, Vt Sr vir-ser, Vt Kz ver-ser
'blood-vessel' »» pObU {Ht.} *Te2r 'root' >  pVg {Ht.} *ta4∏r id. >  Vg: T ta4∏r,
LK/MK/UK/NV tO4∏r, P/SV/LL/ML tO2r, UL/Ss ta2r; pOs {Ht.} *¬er id. >  Os:
V/O ler, Vy yer, Ty/Y ¬a$Ær, D/K/Nz ter, Kz ¬er » Hg e1r (accus. eret)
'blood-vessel, vein, artery'  pY {IN} *Tar- ' roo t '  > OY K {Bil.} larkul,
{Merk} larkun id., Y K {IN} lar-qul, {Krn.} lar-Xul id. (-q≠-X and -l a r e
nominal suffixes) ¶ The names for blood-vessel\sinew and for r o o t
were connected because both were used as threads (ropes) ¶¶ Coll. 7 7 ,
UEW 437, It. #3O1, Sm. 548 (FU, FP, Ugr *sa4ra4 'fibre'), 553 (FP *serV
'vein'), MRS 87, 197, 697, 7O2, LG 264, Ht. #155, MF 159-6O, IN 22O,
3O7 || A: Tg: [1] *sire-, *sire-kte 'sinew, thread' >  Ewk sir‰kt‰ 's inew,
vein, sinew-fibre', sir‰2n '∈ a horsehair (in self-shooting bows, fish-nets,
etc.)', Sln s7!irikt‰ ≠ s7 !iritt‰, Neg, Orc siy‰kt, Ud si‰kt‰, {Krm.} se2kt‰
'thread', Lm sir‰n 'a hair, thread in a self-shooting bow', Orc siy‰kt‰
'thread in a snare device', Ud si‰ 'a hair (trigger in a self-shooting
bow'), Ork sir‰kt‰ 'fibre, a hair (in threads)', Ul, Nn KU sir‰kt‰
'thread, rope', PCMc siren 'thread', WrMc siren id., 'bowstr ing ' ,
WrMc sirge ≠ sirxe  'fibre, thread' ¶ STM II 97-8, Krm. 283, Z 616-9 ,
Mls. 238  [2] ? Tg *sere2- v. 'embroider' > Ewk s‰r‰2-, Lm  h‰r‰2- id. ,
WrMc sereme  'threads (of deer wool) for embroidery' ¶ STM II 146 
? pKo {S} *sïr, {Vv.} *si~la6! 'thread' (× N *su4444l ∏ ∏∏∏[w]V 'thread, string') >
MKo {S} sïr, MKo XV {Vv.} si&r+l 'thread', Ko sil id., 'silk thread', ?σ MKo
XII sil {WS} 'Watte, Flocken' ¶ S QK #1O68, MLC 8O7, Rm. SKE 233, Gale
62O, Xol. 359, Vv. AEN 5, WS 125 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2718 (A*s+ze2r+r1i ' t h read ,
embroidery' >  Tg *sere2-, Ko) ˚  The tentatively recons t ruc ted
labialized vw. in N *sa4444ÂË has been preserved as w and u in Izn/Rf
asraw and Rf fir7u. This vw. is most likely to have been *o  (that leaves
no traces in IE) ˚  In some descendant lgs. it may have contaminated
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with paronymous N words, such as N ?σ *s2222iÂbV 'sinew; to sew' (q .v . )
(whence *i in Tg *sire-).
21O7. *s1111eÂV 'row' >  U *s1erV >  FU *s1erV 'row, order' >  Chr: B s¥r
'Gemütsart, Character, Art und Weise, Gewohnheit', Uf s7¥r, H s´r id.,
'Beschaffenheit, Bau, Konstruktion', ? L wyr s7¥r 'norm, measure, l imit '
» Prm: Z MSs/UV s1er 'skill, craftsmanship; custom, way of behaviour', Z
{W} s1er 'Gewohnheit, Sitte, Mode, Weise' »» ObU {Ht.} *sïr 'manner (Ar t
und Weise)' <  pVg *siÆr >  Vg: LK/MK/UK/P/UL/Ss sir id.; pOs *sir >  Os
O s1ir ≠ sir 'custom, manner, law', V mo˝´-sur 'wie beschaffen', D -sir
'-lei', Y se"r, K sir 'Art, Beschaffenheit' » Hg sze4r 'implement, remedy ' ,
{UEW} 'Mittel, Gerät, Zeug', ∆  sze4r 'row, order'  ?σ pY {IN} *T!ar
' something'  > Y K s7ar id.  ?σ Sm: Ne T O {Lh.} s1er' 'Sache,
Angelegenheit', Ne T serev’ 'according to, as', En {Cs.} sieã, Ng sier
'Sache', Ng d. {Mik.} ≤s1er-kal!i 'bu Úntelen (guiltless, innocent)' (lit. ' o h n e
Sache'), Kms {KD} m=;bi; s7erE 'was?, was für?, ¢to takoe?' (if literally
'what is the thing?') ¶¶ According to Jn. 67-8, the Sm √  is to b e
reconstructed with an initial *k rather than *s- (on the ev. of Kms s7erE
Sm *k- before front vowels yields Kms s7- ≠ s1-) and hence does n o t
belong here. But the Y cognate supports the traditional view (ref lected
in UEW 475) connecting the Sm √  with U *s1erV ¶¶ UEW 475, ≈  Ber. 5 8 -
9 [#3O6] (pChr *c1ir- with an unjustified *c1-), MRS 756, LG 25O-1, Ht .
#6O2, Jn. 67-8, KD 63, IN 221-2 || IE: NaIE *ser- v. 'fasten together i n
rows, string', (P} 'aneinander reihen, knüpfen' (× N *Z6666eÂ9u6666 'vein, s inew'
×  N *sa 4444Â {Ë} 'sinew, fibre') >  Gk e}irv (*seri\o2) 'fasten together in rows,
string', ]enei1rv v. 'string on (a th.)'; (× NaIE *ser- 'thread, string' < N
*sa 4444Â {Ë} '⇑ '): [ormoß 'cord, chain, necklace' »» L ser-o2 / -e"re / serui /
sertum 'join together, put in a row, connect', serie2s ' r ow,
succession', Osc (MANIM) ASERVM '(manum) adserere' »» OIr {Vn.}
sern-  'étendre, joncher, arranger', {P} sern(a)id  'serit', sreth ' r o w '
¶ P 911, EI 354 (*ser- 'line up'), WH II 522-3, Bc. G 312, Vn. S  93-5, F I
469 || HS: CS *s7u2r-at- 'row' >  MHb er!uS s7u2≤ra2, JA [Trg.] at1r^uS
s7u2r´≤t3a2, Ar ÉravSu su2r-at- 'row (of stones\bricks in a wall), s ign \ token
(in a written text)', JEA s7u2r´≤t3a 'row', ? BHb er!uS s7u2≤ra2 ' re taining
wall (of terrasses)' (×ruS s7u2r  'wall' <  S *s7u2r- id.?); S ı G s7ar-i ' r o w
(of fruit-trees, grape vines, etc.), bed for vegetables (Beet)', s7ar- v.
'plant (in rows), make beds for vegetables' ¶ Chx. 1754-5 ¶ KB 1348, Js .
1956
1542, Ln. 1465, BK I 1163, Hv. 343, Sl. 1124-5, Chx. 1754-5 ¶ S *-u2-
belongs to a derivation pattern.
21O8. *{s 1111} {É}rV  'back (dos), nape of neck' >  HS: S (WS?) *√{s7}ry+w
> Ar É"raSa sara2t- 'back (dos)', ? SES: Mh {Jo.} sa2r 'behind; back ,
backwards', Jb E/C {Jo.} ≤ser id., 'because of', Hrs sa2r, ser ' behind ,
after', Sq {Jo.} sEr, {L} sar  'behind'; the unexpected s- suggests that t h e
SES word is an ancient loan from Ar; otherwise the pS origin of SES s- is
*s- (< HS *c-), so that the S word does not belonged here ¶ BK I 1O85,
Bl. 322, Hv. 319, Jo. M 351, Jo. H 112, Jo. J 231, L LS 29O-1  C: Bj {R}
≤sara  'back (Rücken)' (unless a loan from Ar, as suggested by Bj {Rop.}
sara2t id.) »» Ag: Xm {R} s´ra 'back' »» EC: Af {PH} ≤sarra 'back, r e a r ' ,
sarra 'sheep’s tail', Sa {R} sa≤ra2 'tail, rear', Brj {Hd.} saro 'tail of sheep '
»» Dhl sa!re {To.} 'back (dos)', {EEN} 'lower back, meat above buttock' »»
SC: Brn {E} sira 'buttocks' ¶ Blz. EDB 25, E SC 178, EEN 24, To. D 1 4 6 ,
Hd. 218  Eg P s¿, Cpt soI soi 'back (dos)' ¶ EG IV 8, Vc. 185 || D
*c>arÀ-, {†GS} *s1arÀ- 'neck' > Tl ar3u, ar3r3u, Prj c>ar id.; but D *c>er- (>  T m
eruttu 'nape of neck', Ml erattu, Kui se2rki 'back of the neck', Ku
he2rki ± herki 'shoulder, neck') belongs rather to N *c6666 ' '''ehrV ' b a c k '
(q.v.) ¶¶ D ##2817, 2419 || ? U: FU *°s1+s6ÉrV >  Prm *s1{o$}rV- ' s pace
behind sth.' (× N *c6666 ' '''ehrV 'back', q.v. ffd.) || A: NaT *sîrt ' b a c k
(dorsum) of an animal' >  OT Og {Cl.} sîrt id., Chg sîrt ' shoulder ,
shoulder blade', MQp XIV, MOg sîrt 'hill', Tk sIrt, ET sirt, Qmq sîrt,
VTt s¥rt, Bsh h¥rt, Tv sirt 'back of an animal; ridge of a mounta in ' ,
Tkm Tîrt  'hind part, ridge of a mountain, hill', Nog sîrt 'rear, exter iour
part', Uz sirt, Alt sîrt id., 'ridge of a mountain', Qrg sîrt ' ex ter iour
part, highland', Qq, Xk sîrt  'exteriour part, back of an axe', Qzq sîrt id.,
'height, hills'; T ı  Hg szirt  'rock, cliff' ¶ Cl. 846, Rs. W 419, TL 2 6 8 ,
DTS 5O5 ˚  Qu. because the vowels in A, FU, and D violate rules of reg .
sound corrs. ˚  Blz. DA 154-5 [#24] and Blz. LB #6b (HS, Vt, D).
21O9. *Í{i}ÂV 'red, yellow' >  HS: ? S *√{s7}r{s7}r >  Ak ? √s7rs7r v. ' b e
red': s7ars7erru ≠ s7ars7arru 'rote Paste, rote Farbe', BHb (π  Ak?)
r"S2S1s7a2≤≤s7ar  paus. 'red lead (minium)' ¶ Sd. 1191, KB 1536, ≈ GB 8 6 6
(rS4S1)  Ch: WCh: DfB {J} s7aRa!n 'red' »» ?φ  CCh: Azm suruna 'the r e d
sub-soil' ¶ J R 221, Pc. 361   C: Ag {Ap.} *sar-/*sa4r- 'red' >  Bln/Q {R}
sår- 'be red', Xm {R} zår-≠cår- id., Xmt {CR} sår- id., {CR} såro,
{Bnd.} sa4∏rou\ 'red', {Ap.} sa4r-, Aw {CR} sar- 'red' ¶ Ap. AV 17, R WB
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3O9, AD SF 2O7 || IE: NaIE *ser-/sor- (+exts. *-to-, *-b[≈]o-, *-p-, *-k+k8-)
'red, reddish': [1] Ltv sa!rts 'red' (of the human face), Lt sarﬁtas
'light red', 'light bay' (of horses)  [2 ] L sorbum (<*sorb≈- or *sord≈-
)  'red berry (service-berry, rowan-berry)' »» R ∆  sor(o)balina ' h ip-
berry, blackberry', P sirp(ik), sierp(n)ik, Blr sårpuxa 'Serratula
tinctoria (a yellow dying plant)' ı ? Lt ser%pe$s (pl.) id. » Lt
serbenﬁtas {PiesS} 'currant (berry)', {Frk.} 'schwarze Krausbeere,
Gichtbeere, Johannisbeere', serbenta~ {Frk.} 'Johannisbeere' »» Sw {P}
sarf 'red-eye (fish)' ¶ But not here (⇔  P) R ∆ so¯roga ' red-eye,
roach, Rutilus (a fish with red scales)' (π  FU, cp. F sa4rki id.) ¶ P
91O-1, WH II 562, Frn. 776-7, PiesS 644, Vs. III 721-2, SSA III 241 || A:
M *sira 'yellow' (× A {S} *si\a2rV 'white, light [of colour]', {DQA} *si\a2~yri
'white; yellow' < N ? *{s1111}ÉÙarV 'bright; daybreak') >  MM [MA, IM, LV]
s7ira, [S] {H} s1ira, WrM sira, HlM war, Brt wara, Kl s7ara, Ba, Mnr H
{T} s7ira, {SM} s1ira, Dg {Mr.} s7ar, Dx {T} s7Èra, MMgl {Iw.} s7ira2, Mgl {Rm.}
s7ira 'yellow' ¶ Pp. MA 335, 447, Pp. L III 6O, H 141, MED 714, S AP 2 3 8
[#1O7], T 383, T DnJ 143, T BJ 152, KW 349, Rm. M 39, Iw. 134 ˚ The
et. is qu. for several reasons: (a) since the S cognate denotes a p r o d u c t
of culture and a trade article, it may be a Wanderwort, (b) the IE √  is a
dubious cognate, because it is not represented in its pure form, wi thout
extensions (P wants to see the pure form of the √  in the word OI sa2ra-
, which he translates as 'Mark eines Baumes', while M K III 4 6 1
translates it as 'firmness, strenghth, hardness (of wood)'; in any case ,
this word is semantically too remote from the meaning 'red', and M is
right in rejecting P's et.), (c) the M word may go back exclusively to N ?
*{s1111}ÉÙarV '⇑ ' ˚ ≈ Gr. II #437 (*ser 'yellow') (IE, M + err. Sm, Tg, J ,
CK).
211O. *su4444rV 'rub, scrape, smear' >  U: FP *su4rV v. 'smear' >  Chr: L
wu≥raw s7u4≤r-as7 'to smear', M s1u4re- 'schmieren, bestreichen', B s7u4re-
'einschmieren', H {Ep.} wy≥ra≥w ≤s7´ra4-s7 'to smear, to rub' » Prm {LG}
*zu$r- >  Z zyrav-ny zÈrav-nÈ, ∆  zÈral- 'rub, smear', Vt zyra-ny
zÈra- id., 'paint' ¶ UEW 761, MRS 746, 76O, Ep. 163, LG 1O8 || HS: Ch:
WCh: AG: Su {J} s7wO2r 'Brei aus einem Gefäß kratzen; reiben', Ang {Stl.
“?) s7wo2r- 'rub' »» ECh: Smr {J} sa@r 'rub' ¶ J S 83, Stl. VZCh A #244, ChC
s.v. 'rub' || A: T *su4r- 'rub, smear' >  Osm {Rh.} su4r- 'rub on\aga ins t ' ,
Tk su4r- 'rub on, smear, anoint', Uz sur-: yer sur- v. 'plane ( e a r t h
surface)', ET ∆ {Jr.} su4r- ± su4y- 'rub, polish, make smooth\even', {Mal.}
'scrape (animal’s hide to produce leather)', Bsh ∆ hÁºr-, Tv su4r- id., Kr
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{Rl.} su4r- 'rub', Tkm s¥r- Tu4r- 'rub, plough', Ggz, Qmq, QrB, Alt {BT}
su4r-, Uz sur-, VTt sør- sÁºr-, Bsh hør- hÁºr- v. 'plough', Qzq su4r- v.
'furrow, scrape, plane', Qq, Nog su4r- v. 'plane (wood), plough', Qrg su4r-
v. 'rub, plane (wood), Tlt {Rl.} su4r- 'reiben, einreiben, hobeln', Slr {Tn.}
su4r- ± su4∏r- 'sweep' (×  N *Í{u4444}rbV ¬ *Í{u4444}bVrV 'to swing, to sweep '
[q.v.]), Yk u4r- 'scrape, scrape clean (the inner side of hide)', Chv se€r-
sÁr-, ∆ sÁºr- 'rub, smear'; NaT *su4rt- v. 'rub' >  OT, Chg XV, ET, Qrg, O s m
{Rh.} su4rt-, Tk su4rt-, Tkm s¥rt- Tu4rt-, Uz surt- id., Qmq, QrB, Alt
{BT}, Xk su4rt-, VTt sørt- sÁºrt-, Bsh hÁºrt- 'rub, smear', Az su4rt- id.,
'pass sth. on sth. (provodit∆ odnim predmetom po drugomu )', MQp
[CC] su4rt- 'anoint', Qzq su4rt-, SY {Ml.} su4rt-, {Tn.} surtæ- ± sur7t- ' smear ,
wipe', Qq, Nog su4rt- 'wipe' ¶ Md. 64, 177, Cl. 846, ≈  844, TL 382, Rh.
1O88-9, Jeg. 188, UzR 387-8, Rl. IV 81O, Jr. 281, Äz. 278, Tn. SJ 49O,
Tn. SJJ 2O8, Ml. ZhU 1O7, GRM 443, Jud. 672-3, TkR 6O1, Sht. 185-6 ,
Pek. 3165  M: Ba {T} s7ire- 'sweep' (unless < M *sirbe- v. 'sweep, d u s t '
[w  N *Í{u 4444 }rbV  '⇑ ']) ¶ T BJ 152 || D *c>o2rÀ- ({†GS} *c-?) v. 'itch, sc ra tch '
>  Tm cor3i v. 'itch, scratch in order to allay itching', cori v. ' i t ch ' ,
coran5t5- 'scratch', Ml cor3i n. 'itch, scab, nettles', cor3iyuka v. ' i tch ,
scratch, rub oneself', Kt toyr-  v. 'itch', c>orNg 'an itch', Kn tur3i ' i tching,
the itch, scratching', Tu tojji ± coji ± cojji, Prj c>od-, Gdb soy-, Gnd
soh- v. 'itch', Ku Z>u2ra kalka 'itching of the feet' ¶¶ D #2865 || K *sres-
/*sr=s- 'polish, rub (in), grind' >  G sres- / sris- id., Mg sirs-ol- 'polish,
rub (in)', ?? Sv {K} sra2s- 'cut, trim, square'; Ï GZ *sr=sw-il- 'p imple,
abscess' (“ pp. 'rubbed [place]') > OG srswil- , G sirsvil-, Mg sursu-,
Lz msursu-, msirsu- ¶¶ K 165-6, K DE2 173, K2 167-8, Chx. 1273 ¶¶ K
*sres-/*sr=s- < (as.) pre-K *s`r-es-/*s`r-s-? ˚  D *o2 (for the expected
*u[:]) is still to be explained ˚  ≈  Fn. KD #121 (K *srsw- 'scab' ÷  ¿ D
*c>orÀic>-/*c>urÀic>- 'Grind, Flechte').
2111. *s1111u÷re6666 'heavy, large' ([in K] ‘ 'full', 'whole') >  IE: NaIE
*swer- 'heavy' > Gmc *swe2ra- id. > ON sva1r-r, AS swA2r(e), swa2r,
OHG swa2r(i), MHG swAre, swa2re, NHG schwer 'heavy', OHG
swa2ri 'burden', Gt swers ' ]entimoß, honoured' (“  'weighty') »» Lt
svaru~s 'heavy, weighty', Lt svaﬁras, Ltv svars 'weight', Lt sverﬁti
(1s prs. sveriu~), Ltv sve~rt 'to weigh' »» L se2rius 'serious, ea rnes t '
(“ 'weighty') ¶ P 1151, WH II 521, Fs. 466, Vr. 565, Ho. 331, Kb. 9 9 6 ,
OsS 9O3, Lx. 221, KM 692, Frn. 949, 951 || HS: CS *√s7÷r v. 'valuate '
(“ *'weigh') > BHb √s7÷r G  'reckon', MHb √s7÷r D  'put a valuation o n ,
1959
estimate', JA {Trg.}, JPA, JEA √s7÷r D  id., 'measure, calculate', BHb
ro2S2 ≤s7a÷ar, JA ar!o9S2 s7a÷â≤r-a2, SmA s7÷r n. 'measure', Ar si÷r- {Ln.}
'correct price\rate at which a thing is to be sold', {Hv.} 'rate, c u r r e n t
price', BHb Mir%o1S6 s7´÷a2≤r-ïm pl. 'measures' (Gn. 26.12) ¶ KB 149O, GB
854, Js. 1612, Tal 919, Lv. IV 59O-2, Sl. 1168, Ln. 1363, Hv. 321, BK I
1O91, A #2913  ? Eg N s÷¿ 'rich, big' (×  Eg fMK s÷¿ 'make bigger', a
caus. from ÷¿ 'big'?) ¶ EG IV 41-2  EC {Ss.} *s7or- 'rich' >  Or {Grg.} so2r-
om- 'become rich', so2r-oma2, so2r-essa 'rich', {Th.} sores-a ' r icco ,
opulento', soro2m-a / nom. -ni 'ricchezza', pBn {Hn.} *su2r- 'good' (>
Bn Bi su2r-ida, Bn J/Kj su2r-iya, Bn K su2r-u!wa id.), Hr/Dbs {AMS}
s7or(o)kic7o m. / s7or(o)kic7e f. 'rich', Gln {AMS} s7orohitto, s7orkitto m. /
s7orkitte f. id., Dbs {AMS} s7orohum- 'become rich' »» Bj {R} √srr pcv.
(pf. as≤ra2r, pqpf. ≤esrira) 'be long', se≤ra2ra 'long', {Rop.} sara2ra
'long and fairly thick' »» Ag: Bln {R} s7°r- 'sich ers t recken,
lang\hoch\fern sein' ¶ Ss. PEC 33, Hn. BD 11O, 124, Grg. 363, Th. 3O9,
AMS 187, 223, 267, R WB 329, R WBd 2O5, Rop. 234, Blz. CL 179  Ch:
WCh: Bl {IL} sirri, {Bnt.} sI1ri 'big' »» ?? ECh: Smr syÄr 'be long', Mkl
so~?u~ru~ 'long' (unless akin to Mu sa~ga!r, Mjl -sÄgÄr, Kjk sugor id.) ¶ ChL,
Bnt. K 23, ChC, Blz. EChWL #49 || K *sur- >  G X sru 'very', OG, G sruli
'full, whole', Sv suru {FS} 'übermäßig, sehr, groß, ganz', Sv UB/LB/L/Ln
{TK} suru 'too (trop), very', Sv UB {GP} suru 'redundant(ly)' ¶¶ Fn. KW-1
#48, FS K 275, FS E 3O5-6, TK 711, GP 259 || U: FU (att. in BF) *s1+su2re
'big' >  F suuri 'big, high', Krl s7u2ri ± su2ri id., Vp sur1 ± suu\r1 'big', Es
suur 'big, adult' ¶ Coll. and UEW equate the BF word with Krl su2rima
± s7u2rima 'groats', Er s1uro, Mk s1ora, {Ker.} s1or´ 'corn, grain', Chr E s7u4ro4
'cabbage soup', Chr H s7´ra4s7 and Chr Uf s7u4ras7 'groats, porridge', but t h e
connection is high;y qu. (on semantic grounds), albeit not ruled o u t
(≡σ : 'groats' ‘ 'coarse' ‘  'big' in the prehistory of NE great, G groS,
R krupnyj) ¶ SK 1136, ZM 527, Coll. 59, UEW 779, Ker. II 15O, Bc.
879 || D (in NED) *c>urÀ+rc>urÀ+r- >  Krx Z>urZ>urur-na2 v. 'feel heavy (as f r o m
bad digestion)', ? Mlt ju1rjura 'slowly, dimly, drowsily'; D ı M r t
sursurï 'dullness\drowsiness which arise from eating plentifully' ¶ D
#2692, Pf. 191 ˚  The absence of the expected lengthening of *e in IE
may be explained by metathesis: *s1111u÷re6666 >  **s1ur÷e > ppIE *swerÓ- >
NaIE *swer- ˚  Blz KM 12O [#21] (K, C, IE, [?] U + unc. WrM su4r
'commanding appearance, grandeur, majesty; might' [which is certainly
a loanword, as suggested by the absence of any final vw.] - w MED 7 4 4 ,
KW 34O-1).
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2112. *s 1111 ihrV 'late' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  'evening, night') >  HS: EC:
Sa {R} saro2y 'be late (sich verspäten, zu spät \ später kommen)', Af
sa!rra 'later time', sa!rrak 'afterwards' (× sa!rra 'back, rear [derr ière] ,
sarra 'tail') ¶ R S II 331, PH 189  CS *°√s7hr 'evening'  > Ar {Hv.}
sahrat- 'even-tide'; (× N *s7777ehr1111É 'be awake, watch [over], feel, not ice ' ,
q.v.) *√s7hr 'pass the night awake' > Ar √shr G  (pf. sahira) 'pass t h e
night awake', JA [Trg.], JPA, Md, Sr √s7hr G  'be awake', JPA {Js.} √s7hr
G  'get up early' ¶ Ln. 1451-2, BK I 1165, Hv. 341, Js. 1527, DM 451, Br.
76O || K: GZ {FS} *ser- 'night' >  OG ser- 'night' (serit vidre cisk'ramde
'the night up to the dawn [aurora]'), OG, G ser-i 'evening meal', Mg, Lz
ser-i 'night' (π OG?), Mg o-sar-e 'shirt' (“ *'nightie, nightgown'
“ 'that of the night') ¶ FS K 268, FS E 297, GM S 132, 164-5, IS I 241 ||
IE: NaIE {Vn.} *se2r- 'late' >  L se2rus 'late', se2rum 'late hour, evening'
»» Clt {Vn.} *sïro- >  OIr sI1r [sïr] 'late, long lasting' ({Vn.} ' long,
durable'), tri bith sI1r 'forever', Brtt {RE} *sïros ('long in time' ‘
'long in space ' )  >  OW, MW, W, OBr, Br, OCrn hir, Crn hy2r 'long'  ¶
The IE cognate is acceptable unless the L and Clt words are derived f r o m
IE *se2(i)- {WH} 'langsam\spät kommen, sich hinausziehen', {Vn.}
's’attarder, relentir, s’arrêter' ¶ Vn. S  115-6, P 891, WH II 326-7 (all o f
them derive the L and Clt words from IE *se2(i\)-), RE 11O, ≈ EI 3 5 7
(*se2ro-s or *seh⁄ro-s 'long') || ? A: T: OT {Cl.} su4r-c7-u4k 'a story told a t
night' ¶ Cl. 845 || D *c>ir- ({†GS} *s1-) 'night' >  Tm, Ml iravu, ira2
'night', Irl ra'vu, ra;podu, Kt irl, Td i;lß, Kn irul5, irat5u, irl5u, Kdg irî,
Tu irkË, Tl re2yi 'night', Gdb sirtal 'evening' ¶ × D *c>ir- 'dark, b lack '
¶¶ The D cognate is acceptable unless it is identical with the √  f o r
'dark, black' ¶¶ D #2552, Zv. 145 [#2O9] ¶¶ Possible infl. of D *c>+k!ir-
({†GS} *s1-) 'dark' < N *s6666ihrV '≈  gray, bright', [in descendant lgs.: ‘
'dark'?]) is to be taken into account ˚ The presence of a N lr. (*h ) is
suggested both by Ar sahrat- and by D *-r- (resulting from *r-clusters,
while N *-r-  outside clusters yields D *-rÀ-). If OT su4r-c7-u4k belongs he re ,
its vw. u4 (for the expected i) needs explaining ˚ Qu., because t h e
presumed Af, IE, and D cognates have alt. etl. explanations ˚ ≈ Blz. KM
138-9 [#23] (unc. adduction of Bj and Om words for 'cloud' and of Gnc
s7irari 'heaven').
2112a. *Í{i}hu6666rV 'person (man?) of the other exogamous moiety
within an exogamic system of tribes' > HS: S: Ar sœihr-
'daughter’s\sister’s husband' ¶ The emphatic cns. sœ- (for the expected
1961
s-) still needs explaining (infl. of Ar √sœhr  L 'copulate with a woman' o r
Ar sœihr- 'relationship' ÿ √sœhr v. 'melt'?) ¶ Ln. 1737-8, BK I 1379-8O,
Hv. 4O8  EC (?) *sVr- 'relative' > Or {Brl., Grg.} fira (nom. fir-ri)
'relative, friend', (× N *Íu6666K ' '''u 4 444ÂV 'person [man?] of the opposi te
exogamous moiety, parent-in-law'?): Kns {BlSO} sark-att-a 'b ro ther- in-
law of man', Gln {AMS} serko 'Schwager'; but not here Sd so2r-ic7c7a, so2r-
a 2mo , and Ged so2re 2ssa 'eldest brother' (derived from HEC *so2r- 'be first ,
preceding') ¶ Ss. PEC 5 (reconstructs pEC *sar- ≠ *ser- ≠ *sir- ≠ *sur-
'relative', but does not specify the cognates in individual lgs.), Brl. 1 4 8 ,
Grg. 145, BlSO 173, AMS 267, Hd. 33, Gs. 294  Ch *√swr  ≠  *√ sKWr
≠ *√srw ≠ *√srKw ({Nw.} *sVrV) 'in-law') (× N *Íu6666K ' '''u 4 444ÂV) > WCh:
Hs su~Ru!kï! 'father-in-law, son-in-law' » AG *s‰˝‰r ({Sch.} *s´G´€r,
{Hf.} *s5´€G´r) '(father-\mother-)in-law' (ffd. see  N *Íu6666K ' '''u 4 444ÂV) » Ngz
{Sch.} sa~u\ra!k (pl. sa~u\ra~u\c7i!n) 'father-in-law, mother-in-law' » BT: Bele
{Sch.} hu2~ri! 'in-law' (h- < *s-) »» CCh: Tr {Nw.} s‰!rw‰!ki~ 'male relative-in-
law' » BtG {Mch.} se<!rwa 'father-in-law', Bcm {Nw.} s7erwey » M d r
{Mch.} s7o52!la5 'relative-in-law' » Msg {Nw.} sula id. ¶ Nw. ChCR #74, Sch.
DN 145, Sch. BTL 17, 3O, ChC ¶¶ OS #437 (AG ÷  Ar) || IE: NaIE {EI}
*syo2(u\)ros ({Schn.} *≤sye´\uro- /*sye2´\u≤ro-) 'wife’s brother' >  OI sya2≤la-
h5 id. »» Sl *s7u¡rÁ id. > OCS wur5 s7urË, McS wura, SCr Sr wu •ra, OP
szura, szurza, P szurzy, ds.: Blg wurej, wurek, SCr s7u~rjak,
Slv s7urja!k,  OCS wurin5 s7urinË, R, Uk wurin (pl. R wur∆å)
id. » Arm hor  hor 'son-in-law' ¶ WP II 514, P 915, EI 84-5, M K III 551-2 ,
M E II 782, Tr. 261, Glh. 615 || D *c>e[:]rÀV ({†GS} *s-) 'relative-in-law
(spouse’s younger brother?)' > Tl e2ra2lu 'husband’s brother’s wife' (-
alu denotes fem. sex?), Nk serutra 'husbands younger brother’s wife',
Gnd se2r(a)ndßu ± harn=du ± ervondß 'spouses younger brother; spouse’s
younger sister’s husband', se2rïy-ar` ≠ se2rïy-al ± serey-ar` ' e lde r
brother’s wife' (-ar` ≠ -al  is a sf. of the female sex), Knd se2rÀon
'husband’s younger brother', Mnd he2Z>un 'wife’s younger brother', Kui
seZ>enZ>u 'husband’s younger brother' ¶¶ D #2819 ˚  D *e < N *i  i s
irregular (cp. N *c7777ikË 'base of limbs [shoulder, hip]'  > Tm cekil
'upper part of the shoulders', Kn tegal 'shoulder') ˚  Blz. DA 1 5 6
[#47] (D, EC, Ch).
2113. (€?) *ÍuÓ++++wÉÂV (= *s6666uwÉÂV?) 'sour, seasoned' >  IE: NaIE
*su2ro- 'sour, salty, bi t ter '  > ON su1r-r 'sour, bitter', sy1ra 'sour milk ' ,
MLG, MHG su2r 'bitterness'; ON sy1ra 'sour milk', OHG su2r ' s ou r ,
1962
bitter', NHG sauer, Nr, Dn, Sw sur, AS su2r, Dt zuur 'sour', NE
sour »» Lt su2ru~s, ∆ su2!ras 'salty', Ltv suﬁrs 'bitter', Lt su2!ris
'cheese, cottage-cheese', Pru suris, sur 'cheese' » Sl *sÈr¥ ' s ou r ,
raw, moist' > R syroj, Uk sirij id., OCS, OR s7r5 sûrË ' [ygro1ß,
damp' (of fresh plants), Cz syry1 'damp, dank', Slv d. siro85v ' r aw,
uncooked'; Sl *sû ¡r¥  'cheese' > OCS s7r5 sûrË, R syr, Uk sir, SCr
si Ÿr, Slv si~r, Cz sy1r, Slk syr, P ser, Blg d. sirene id. ¶ WP II 513, P
1O39, Vr. 562, Ho. 33O, Kb. 994, OsS 898, KM 626, Frn. 944-5, En. 2 5 9 ,
Trt. 293-4, Vs. III 819, StSS 67, Glh. 549, ≈ EI 69 (*su2-ros or *suÓ-ros
'sour, acid' [especially of liquids or cheese]) || A ({DQA} *su2~yre {AD}
'sour, acid, odorous'): T *sirke  'vinegar' > OT, Tkm, Qzq, Qrg sirke, Tk
sirke, Az sirka4, ET si(r)ka4, Uz sirka, VTt serká sÁrka4, Bsh hÁrka4 ¶
Cl. 851, Rs. W 423  M *sori- v. 'taste' (presumably 'taste spiced f o o d ' )
> WrO sori-  'taste, try', MM [S] sori- 'prüfen, versuchen', WrM sori-,
HlM sori-, Brt hori-, Mnr H {SM} sori- 'try out, test, examine'; Ï
M *sori-sun 'spices', esp. 'wild leek\onion' > Kl {Rm.} sorsn= 'Gewürz,
eingekochte Lauchblüten', Mnr H {SM} soroZò‰ 'wild leek\onion', WrM
{Kow.} sorisun 'grappe des raisins, poignet d’oignons', WrM {MED}
sorisu(n), HlM sor∆s, Ord {Ms.} sorisu¯ 'wild leek (the d r i ed
flowers of which are eaten)' ¶ KW 332, H 136, MED 729, SM 355, Ms. O
584, Krg. 412, Gl. II 438 (sorisun, HlM sor1son 'flower buds o f
onion\garlic'), Kow. 1412, Chr. 685  Tg {DQA} *su2r- ≠ sur  'odour' >
Ul so2rI, so2rU(w)lI, Nn so2rI, so2rIsI- 'stinking, fetid', Ul so2rsU-, Nn Nh
so2rIsI- 'stink, be fetid', Nn sur ‰n‰-, surgi- 'have a strong smell', surgi
'fragrant, odorous', WrMc sur seme 'with good smell' ¶ STM II 1 1 3 ,
129  pKo {S} *su2i- 'become sour' > MKo su2i-, NKo su\ï- ¶ S QK # 4 6 6 ,
MLC 1O22   pJ {S} *su\arasi > OJ su\arasi 'Lugisticum chinensis (zorå ) ,
Nothosmyrnium japonicum'  ¶ S QJ #12O8, Mr. 531 ¶¶ DQA #2O37 ||
?φ U: FU *c1{uy}rV >  Prm *c1u$r- > Vt c1Èrs 'sour', Z c1ir- 'turn sour' ( o f
kvass), 'go bad' (of meat), 'turn rancid' (of butter) » F {LG “?} ¿
suira-ta 'be spoiled, nauseating' (not found in the available
dictionaries of F, incl. SK and SSA) » L N {N} c7iwra6 'evil-smelling,
malodorous', c7iwriidit 'to smell bad' »» ObU {Ht.} *c1a"r- >  pVg *c1a"r-
> Vg: P s1ar-, NV/SV/LL s1ar- / s1a2r-, UL, Ss s1or- 'turn bitter' (of fish); pOs
*c1a"r-> Os: V/Vy/Ty/D t!a"r-, Nz/Kz s1o"r-, O s1a"r- 'turn rancid, go bad' ( o f
fish, fat) ¶ The deviant *c1- is puzzling (infl. of a different FU root or o f
the heritage of a different N etymon?) ¶ LG 3O7, Ht. #82, ≈ Coll. 117, N
1963
I 395 || ??σ HS: S *°s6aw[V]r- > Ar rAv0$as7awra(n) 'honey taken from t h e
hive', Érav0$u s7u2rat- 'bee-hive', √s7wr G  (ip. -s7u2r-) 'collect honey f r o m
the hive' ¶ BK I 1285, Hv. 381 ˚  The T vw. *-i- (< A {DQA} *-u2y- < N *-
uÓ ++++wÉ-?) and the M vw. *-o- still need explaining ˚  The Ar cognate is
qu. for semantic reasons. It may be alternatively and tentatively
equated with FP {LG} *sa6rwV 'sweet beverage'  >  Chr E s7or≤wa ' sweet
beverage made of honey with water (medovaå syta )' » Prm *sorva6 >
Vt sursvu, ∆ survu, Z zarava 'birch-tree sap' (LG 1O4, Ü 269, Ps. OT
125, MRS 72O), although FP *s- is not cognate with S *s6-. But if the Ar
word belongs here, the N rec. must be *s 6666 uwÉÂV .
2114. ? *{s1111}ÉÙarV 'bright; daybreak' >  HS: S *≤s7aHar- ' daybreak,
dawn' >  BHb ≤s7aHar (trad.) 'aurora', {KB} 'aurora' or 'daybreak', M’b
s7Órt, Ug s7Ór, Ar saHar- 'daybreak', JA [Trg.], JPA s7aÓâ≤r-a2 ' dawn,
daybreak', SmA s7hr 'dawn', Ak s7e2+°rtu, s7e2ru, Eb si-/ex(EN)-lum
(= s7eXrum) 'morning' ¶ KB 136O-2, A #2592, OLS 435, Tal 886-7, Lv. IV
537-8, Js. 1551, Ln. 1317, Hv. 311, Sd. 1218-9, Krb. EG 29 || U  *s1+c1{a}rV
'bright (hell), white' (× N z1111{a}hrV [¬ *Z1111{a}hrV ¬ *z++++Z{a}hrV] 'to shine,
to be bright; light [lux]', q.v. ffd.) || A *s{i\a[:]}rV ({SDM95} *sa4~:ri,
{SDM97} *sa4∏ri) 'white, yellow' >  Tg *si\a[:]ru2- ({SDM95} *si\a2ru2-) ' l ight,
whiteness; light in the sky (rainbow, etc.)' >  Ewk se2ru2n 'rainbow', Ewk
SB s7e2ru2n id., 'lightning', Ork se2rro, sIro 'rainbow', WrMc s7ari ' ( i s )
white, clean', n. 'light, rays' ({Z}: bílo , ¢isto , svítlo; svít` , s¡ån¡e
lu¢a ') ¶ STM II 72, Z 666-7  T *si\a2r(îg), ({Rm., SDM95} *sa2r(îg),
{Md.} *si\a2rî˝) 'yellow, light (hell)' (×  N *s6666ÉrÉK'''' {a} 'red, yellow'?) >
NaT *sa2rig  > OT sarî˝ 'yellow', Tkm Ta2rî, Tk sarI, Az, Qzq, Qrlq, Nog,
Qrg, StAlt sarî, VTt sar¥, Bsh har¥, Xk, Shor sarî˝, Tv, Tf sarîG, U z
sariq, ET sarîq ≠ sarî˝ 'yellow', Yk ara˝as 'light yellow' »» Blgh *s7ar (<
*si\ar) 'white' (in the place name *s7arkel, attested in the medieval
Byzantine and Hb sources as Sa1rkel likrs 'Sarkel, "white city" [ t he
ChS name of Sarkel b8lov8qa be7love7z7a means 'whi te
house\tower']) >  Chv L wura s7ura 'white'; Blgh ı OHg sa1r 'yellow
(?), blond (?)', Hg sa1r- (in cds. sa1r-arany 'pure gold', sa2r-gyik
'yellow lizard'), sa1rga 'yellow' (×  N *s6666ÉrÉK'''' {a} '⇑ '?) ¶ Cl. 848, Rs. W
4O3-4, TL 6O1-2, Gomb. BTL 2OO, Jeg. 339, Fed. II 462-3, EWU 13O5-6,
Ra. 226, Md. 114  M *sira 'yellow' (× N *Í{i}ÂV 'red, yellow', q.v.
ffd.)  pKo {S} *hÄ!i\- 'white' >  MKo hÄ!i\-, NKo hi- ¶ S QK #1OO, Nam
1964
482, MLC 1898 ¶ On the origin of Ko *h- (< A *si\-) see  s.v. N
*s7777e 6 666Â[V]m{u 4444} 'sinew'  pJ {S} *si~ru\a~- 'white' >  OJ si~rwo~-, J: T s1iro!i, K
si!roi, Kg s7iroka, Ns s7i~ru~-, Sh s7i!ru!- ¶ S QJ 89, Mr. 84O ¶¶ SDM97 s.v.
*sa4 ∏ri 'white; yellow'), DQA #2O36 (A *si\a2 ~yri id.) ¶¶ The pA rec. with *-
i\a[:]- is evidenced by Chv L s7ur¥, Chv H s7or¥ 'white', Hg sa1rga (<  Blgh)
(Chv, Blgh s7- < *si\-), and by Tg *si\a[:]ru2- ˚ Cf. Jn. 138, Dybo OS I viii,
SK 973-4 ˚ N *s1111- of this etymon is not a certain rec., because U
*s1+c1{a}rV results from contamination of two N words.
2115. *s1111 ++++s 6 666ayiwVÂV 'nit' >  U: FU *s1+s6aywarV 'nit' >  F saivar, ∆
saivara, Es saere, saeras id. » pLp {Lr.} *c1ivrO2s 'nit' >  Lp: L {LLO}
tjiuros, N {N} c7iwros, Kld c7Èvras id., S {Hs.} tjuvres id., 'a fly' »
Prm {LG} *s1‰rVl 'nit' > Z serov s1erov, ∆  s1erol ± s1eral, Prm s1e≤r‰v, Vt
serel s1erel, Vt Y/M/Uf s1erer » Er s1arko, Mk s1a®ka id. » Chr: L
wargen¢e s7ar≤genc7e 'nits', Uf s7arkenc1e, B s7arkince, H {Ep.}
warg´n∆y≥ s7argen1´ 'nit' ¶ In Mr and Chr the FU √  merged with loans
from Turkic lgs. (w below on T **sirka 'nit') ¶ Coll. 149, UEW 77O, SK
948-9, Lr. #143, Lgc. #596, Hs. 1353, MRS 693, Ep. 147, LG 251 || A: T
**sirka >  NaT *sirka4 'nit' >  OT sirka4, MU, MQp, Chg, OOsm sirke, Tk
sirke, Ggz, Az sirka4, Tkm Tirke, Uz sirka, ET si(r)ka4, Kr, Qmq, QrB,
Nog, Qq, Qrg, Alt sirke, Qzq siÆrke, VTt serk´ sÁrka4, Bsh herk´
hÁrka4, Xk sIrge, Tv sirge, Tf si<rhe »» pBlgh *s7îrka id. (with *s7î...a <  pT
*si...a due to vowel harmony; *s1- is a phonematized palatal a l lophone
of *s- [preceding *i] after the synharmonic generalization of the b a c k
vocalism) >  Chv wa€rka s7¥rgòa 'nit' ¶ Cl. 85O, Rs. W 423, TL 182, Jeg.
335, Md. 79, 176  M *sirke '∈ parasitic insect' >  MM [MA] sirke ' n i t '
(π T?), WrM sirke, HlM wirx '∈ flea', Kl Ö {Rm.} s7irk´ '∈ a r e d
insect on cattle, red lice', Ord s7ir″xe  'louse' ¶ Pp. MA 232, MED 718, KW
36O, Ms. O 623  Tg *sere- ≠ *sorV- 'eggs of insects', 'lay eggs' ( o f
insects) > WrMc sere  'eggs of insects', Ewk soro- 'lay eggs in reindeer’s
nasal cavity' (of insects), s‰r‰Nki ± soroNki 'an insect laying eggs i n
reindeer’s nasal cavity' ¶ STM II 113  ? pKo {S} *hi\ ~´⁄ 'nit' > MKo hi\ ~´⁄ ,
NKo (< cd.) s´⁄k≈a4 'nit' ¶ S QK #299, MLC 939, Nam 488  pJ {S}
*si~ra!m(u)i! louse' > OJ si~ra!m[i\ ]i!, J: T s1i~rami, K/Kg si~ra~mi!, Ns s7iyan, Sh
s7iraM id. ¶ S QJ #45, Mr. 525 ¶¶ DQA #1982 (A *si\a"~yri 'nit, louse') ||
D *c>ïr-, {GS} *s1ïr- 'nit' >  Tm, Ml, Kn °r, Kt c>i;r, Td ti;r, Kdg c>i;rî, Tu
tirË ± cirË ± sirË, Tl °ru, Klm si;r, Nkr s1ïr, Nk pl. sïrku, Gnd sïr
1965
± hïr ± hïr`, Png, Mnd hïr, Ku hïru, Krx c>ïr ¶¶ D #2625, GS 116 [#3O9],
44 [#1O1] || HS: WCh: SBc: Zar {IL} s‰!r 'louse', Zar K {Sh.} sïr, Zar GL
{Sh.} s‰2r, Zar L {ASh.} si\e~r, Sy {Csp.} s‰2r, Sy B {Sh.} se2~r‰ ¬ s‰2~r‰ (in Sh.
SB the badly printed letter e  or E  is hard to read), Sy Z {Sh.} si¢eru id.,
Jm {Csp.} su~ru!du~, Grn {Csp.} su!ya~ 'flea' ¶ ChC, Sh. SB 26, Csp. 18, 57 ˚
Rs. UAW 19 (U, A), S AJ 87, 276 [#43], IS MS 336 s.v. gnida *{s1}ajrÿ
(A, U, D + unc. [?] K *c'il-) ˚  ≠ Gr. II #162 (*c7uri 'fly' n.) (A, J, FU +
unc. Sm, EA).
2116. *ser[V]ÙV 'grove, coppice; ∈ tree' >  HS: S *°s7+sar[V]H- >  Ar
sarH- 'any thornless tree', '∈  tree of Nejd' ¶ Fr. II 3O6, BK I 1O79, Hv.
317 ||  U: FU *sertV 'grove, forest' > Prm *so4rd (= {∫LG} *so¿4rd) '∈  grove
(forest)' >  Vt SW su$rd, Vt surd surd 'grove', Z sord '∈ forest' o r
'∈ grove' (in place- names) »» Hg erdo¡  'forest, wood' ¶ LG 261, Lt. 64, ≠
MF 161 (derives erdo¡  from ered- 'have its source, rise, spring') || A:
M *sireNi >  WrM sireNi, HlM wir´ng´, Brt w´r´ngi 'grove,
coppice of small trees, densely growing bushes' ¶ MED 716, Chr. 7 5 O
|| D *c>erÀak- 'firewood' > Tl cer3aku in van5t5a-cer3aku 'firewood f o r
cooking' (van5t 5a  'cooking'), Gnd Mu herk 'a bundle of firewood' ¶¶ D
#2794 ˚  The vw. after *r is suggested by D *-rÀ- (<  N *-r-  outside cns .
clusters). The U and D cognates point to a pN *e , while M *i is still t o
be explained.
2117. *s1111[iy]ar[Ë]yV 'beam' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ pole') >  HS: WS
*s7arwVy- (or *s6arwVy-?), ? *s7a2riy- >  JA [Trg.] , JPA ir%S1 s7a2≤r°,
at1ir%S1 s7a2r°≤t3a2 'joist, beam, post', JEA s7a2r°≤t3a2 'beam', Ar {Ln.}
sa2riyat- 'column (of stone or of baked bricks), mast' (unless a p r s .
prtc. of the Ar v. √sry  [in which of its meanings?]), Gz s6arwe 2 (with a
spelling variant sarwe 2) 'beam of wood, log, trunk' ¶ L G 535, Lv. IV
611-2, Js. 1631-2, Sl. 1181, Ln. 1356 ¶ Aram and Ar point to a pS *s7-,
while the traditional Gz spelling with s6- does not necessarily reflect t h e
OEth phoneme and may have appeared after the merger of *s and *s6 i n
living EthS lgs. || K: G sar-i 'stake, vine-prop' ¶  Chx. 116O, DCh. 1 1 1 O
|| U: FU (att. in FP) *s1+s6arya 'lath, beam' >  F sarja 'series, row ' ,
lohipadon sarjat 'lange Holzspleiße' (lohipato is ' salmon-weir ' ) ,
Krl A saryu, sard!u 'latticework, sledge-laths', Krl {SK} s7arya, sarya ' h e r d ,
crowd', Es sari (gen. sarja) 'series' (π F?), 'cluster (of ber r ies) ' ,
{W} 'Traube, Eierstock' » Prm *s1ori 'beam, roost for hens' >  Vt s1urÈ id.,
Z s1or 'beam (for drying clothes) within a house', c1ipan s1or 'roost', Z US
1966
s1¨r 'cross-beam, pole' ('perekladina , gorizontal∆no
podvewennyj west '), Yz ≤s1ur 'pole' ¶ UEW 77O-1, Sm. 553 (FP *s1arja
'spar'), W EDW 1111, Lt. 62, LG 253 || ? A: (mt. of *y?) Tg *si\araN
'pole' ('qerd∆ ') > Ewk se2raN, Lm ha4∏r¥N, Neg se2yaN, Orc sa4∏Ni, Ud saNi
id., ? Ul cd. sesaNI  'pole for a balagan  (store hut)', ? Ork cd. se2sINI ' a
pole for building a tent', Nn Nh/KU sa%: 'a pole for hanging fish to d ry ' ,
Ewk se2r- v. 'prepare poles as the frame of a tent'  ¶ STM II 72  NaT [1]
*sîruk 'pole' > OT sîruq 'a pole, tent-pole', Chg suruq, MQp sîruq ' po le ' ,
Osm XVIII sîrîq 'a long piece of wood', Tk sIrIk 'pole' ('west ,
qerd∆ '), Ggz sîrîk id., 'stick', Sg {Rl.} sîraq, Tlt/QK {Rl.} sîrîq 'Stange';
T ı M: WrM siru9, HlM wurag 'pole, long mast, stake', Kl wuurg
id. ('west '), Kl D/Ö {Rm.} s7u2ra9 'Stange'  [2] *sîra 'pole, row' >  StAlt
sîra 'pole' ('qerd∆ ', 'Stange'), Osm, Az, Ggz sîra 'row, series' ( 'Reihe,
Ordnung, Reihenfolge'), Kr sîra id., 'line' ¶ Cl. 848, BT 137, Rl. IV 6 3 7 -
41, Hüs. 28O, KRPS 494, GRM 451-3, MED 713, KRS 686, KW 37O ¶ The
vw. *î of the first syll. has not yet found explanation  M *sur9a˝aq
'pole, rod' > WrM sur9a9a9, HlM surgaag, Brt hurgaag id., WrO
s7uuraq ≠ s7uuraq 'a pole', Kl Ö {Rm.} s7u2r˝a9 'Stange' (WrO and Kl s7-
under the infl. of the above M loanword from T) ¶ MED 739, Chr. 6 9 1 ,
KW 37O, Krg. 458  pKo {S} *hi\´⁄ 'a house raf ter '  > MKo hi\´⁄, NKo
s´⁄k∏ara4, ∆  hi\´⁄k∏ara4 ¶ S QK #277, Nam 488, MLC 933 ¶¶ The vw. of t h e
first syll. in the A lgs. (Tg *i\a, T *î, M *u) may be explained b y
contraction of N *-iya-  and by regr. as. ¶¶ DQA #2O67 (A *si\o2!yru
'pole; tent made of poles') ˚  M *u of the first syll. may be due to m t .
or to regr. as (**siru > *sur..., cp. NaT *sîruk).
2118. ?σ € *s2222iÂbV 'sinew; to sew' >  HS: S *°s7 +srb >  Ar √srb v.
'confectionner, coudre, faire une outre' ¶ BK I 1O77 || A: M *sirbu4-su4n
'sinew, tendon' >  MM [IM, IsV] {Lg.} sirbu4su4n id., [IM] {Pp.} sirbu4su4
'bowstring', [LM] {Pp.} s7irbu4su4n, [S] {H} s1irbusun 'sinew', [HI] {Ms.}
s7irbu4su4n 'tendon', WrM sirbu4su4n, HlM wørvøs, Brt w¥rb´h´(n)
'nerve, sinew, tendon; fibre, filament', Ord {Ms.} s7o4rwo4su, Dg {Pp.}
s7 !irbe"s, s7 !irbu$ Æs, {Lg.} s7 !irBu$s, {T} s7irbes, s7irbus id., Kl w¥r¥sn s7u4ru4sn=
'nerve, sinew, tendon; fibre, filament', {Rm} s7u4rw=sn= ≠ s7ir(w)u4∏sn=
'Sehnen, Nerven', Mnr H {SM} s7bòuZò‰ 'nerf, muscle, fibre, f i lament,
nervure'; but the variant *sirmu4-su4n 'sinew, tendon' goes back to N
*s 7777e 6 666Â[V]m{u 4444 } 'sinew, root', q.v.) ¶ Pp. MA 446, Pp. L III 6O, Lg. VMI 6 4 ,
H 141, Ms. H 97, Lew. II 75, MED 716, KRS 687, KW 371, SM 37O, T DgJ
1967
184, Chr. 738, Cev. 856 ¶¶ SDM95 (A *su4rmu4 'sinew'), SDM97 (A
*su4rmu id.: M + unc.σ  Tg *sumu 'sinew', pKo *hi!m id., 'strength', w N
*s7777e 6 666Â[V]m{u4444}).
2119. *Í{u4444}rbV ¬ *Í{u4444}bVrV 'to swing, to sweep' >  IE: NaIE
*swerb≈-/*surb≈- v. 'swing, sweep' >  W chwerfu n. act. 'whirling,
turning round', chwerfan  'whirl for a spindle', {YGM} 'pulley, wharve '
»» Gt af-/bi-swaI1rban, OSx swervan 'to wipe off', OHG
swe4rban 'abwischen, abtrocknen, abreiben', MHG swerben ' s ich
wirbelnd bewegen', ON sverfa, AS sweorfan 'to scrub, to file, t o
wipe' »» Gk syrfeto1ß 'anything swept together, sweepings' ({F} 'Kehricht,
Unrat'), ? [Hs.] sy1rfh : fry1gana 'dry sticks, firewood' »» BSl: Ltv
svaﬁrpsts 'a borer, drill, gimlet', sva2rpst°t 'to bore' » Sl
*svÁrbe7¡ti 'to itch' >  SCr svr!beti ± svr!bjeti, Slv srbe5!ti, Cz
svrbe7ti, Slk svrbiet5, P s1wierbiec1, R sver≤bet∆, U k
sver≤biti 'to itch', Blg s`r≤bi 'it iches'; Ï Sl *svo8rb¥ n. ac t .
'itching' >  R ∆ ≤svorob id., ChS svrab5 svrabË, OR svorob5
svorobË, Cz, Slk svrab 'scabies', SCr, Slv svra•b 'itch, scabies ' ;
OCS [Supr.] d. svrab6n5 svrabÁnË adj. 'knhsmv1dhß, causing i tch ' ;
the semantic prehistory of the Sl √  ('itch' “ v. 'scratch' “ v. ' r u b ,
sweep') may involve contamination with IE *swer- 'weep, rub' (w N
*su 4444 rV  'to rub, to scratch') ¶ P 1O5O-1, EI 6O7-8 (*swerb≈-  'turn, m o v e
in a twirling motion'), ≈ F II 823-4, YGM-1 156, Fs. 1O-1, Vr. 568, Ho.
335, Ho. S 73, Kb. 1OO1, OsS 913, Schz. 278, Vs. III 573, 583-4, Glh.
6O1, SJSS XXXVI 32, StSS 595 || A: M [1] *sirbe- >  WrM sirbe-, HlM
wirv´-, Ord {Ms.} s7irwe- ≠ s7o4rwo4-, WrO s7irbe-, Kl {Rm.} s7irwe-X´
v. 'sweep', ? Ba {T} s7ire- 'sweep'(unless to N *su4444rV '⇑ ' [q.v.]); [2]
*sirba- >  WrM sirba- ± sirbe-, HlM warva-, Ord s7irwa-, Brt
warba- 'wag the tail', WrO s7irbe- v. 'wave', Kl {Rm.} s7arwa-Xa
'wedeln, mit dem Schwanze schlagen', d. Kl warvadx s7arw-ad-X¥,
warvlzx s7arw¥-lz-X¥ 'wag the tail' ¶ MED 718, Ms. O 623-4, Krg.
451, KW 351, 361, KRS 665, Chr. 722, T BJ 152  ? T: Slr {Tn.} su4r- ±
su4∏r- 'sweep' (unless to T *su4r- 'rub, scratch' <  N *su4444rV 'rub, scrape ,
smear' [q.v.]) ¶ Tn. SJ 49O, TL 382 || D *√c>ib+pirÀ- 'fan' >  Tm civir3i,
Kui Z>iperi 'a fan', Kn s°guri, s°gud5i '∈ chowrie', Tl s°viri
'chowrie' ¶¶ D #258O.  
212O. *s1111VÂiXk3333a 'cold' >  HS: C: HEC *sirga 'cold' >  Brj sirga2 ' co ld '
(of weather), sirga2-ga 'cold' (of food), sig≤gir-i n. 'cold' (of weather) ,
1968
sirge2-d'- v. 'cool, become cold', Hd, Kmb sigg- id., Hd sigga(:)lla, Kmb
sigga 'cold' (of food) ¶ Hd. 43, 22O, 298, 338, Ss. B 166 (hyp.: HEC
*sirg- < *sigr-) || K mt. *°sk'arX- > Sv UB/L/Ln {TK} sk'arX-al 'hail ' ¶ TK
7O8, Ni. s.v. 'grad` ', GP 259 || IE: NaIE *sre2i\g-/srïg-, *srïg-os(-)
'cold, frost' (× N *z1111 ++++Z 1 111{i}Â[é€]V ¬ *z1111 ++++Z 1 111{i}[é€]ÂV 'be very cold'??) >  Gk
[ri6goß 'frost', [rige1v (pfc. with prs. sense }erri2ga) 'be cold, shiver f r o m
cold' »» L fr°gus / fr°goris n. 'cold, coolness', fr°gidus adj .
'cold', fr°ge- 'be cold\chilly, freeze' »» Lt ∆  {Nsl.} stre$kti ( p r s .
stre$giu) 'to freeze' (upe$ apstre$ge$ 'the river has frozen') » Sl ≈
*srez7Á > Slv sre$!z7 'crusted snow, white frost', P s1rez$, ∆ s1rzez$, Cz
str7I1z7 'first ice on water', Slk str7I1z7 ≠ sriez7 'ice crust, hoarfrost' ¶
WP II 7O5 and P 1OO4 (in both: no BSl cognate), WH I 547-8, F II 654-5 ,
Brü. 534, Ma. CS 482-3, Kmc. 816 || U: FU *°s1VrV˜ >  Hg ∆  szirony,
szilony 'the surface of snow that has been frozen after melting
weather', (here??) szirony, szirogy, sziroty 'breiiger Schnee,
Graupelregen' ¶¶ ≈  UEW 464-5 (equates Hg szirony 'surface of snow '
with Z c1ar‰m 'ice crust on the snow' and Sm *sÈraº 'snow' a n d
reconstructs pU *s1arV 'snow, ice crust on the snow' [see  N ?σ
*cÅÂ[V]˝V ¬  *cÅ˝ÂV 'freeze, feel cold', N *z1111 ++++Z 1 111{i}Â[é€]V ¬
*z 1111 ++++Z 1 111 {i}[é€]ÂV '⇑ ']), MF 58O ˚  The identity of the N velar cns. (*k , *g,
or *k ''''?) is not clear. It may have been *k'''', while HES *g and IE *g m a y
have been due to the infl. of the adjacent N *X .
2121. *s@@@@ËÂtV 'dirt(y)' >  IE: NaIE *swordo- 'dirty, black' (× N
*c 7777 ' '''u 6 666rtV 'soot' [q.v.]) >  L d. sorde2- v. 'be dirty, unwashed', sordidus
'dirty', sorde2s 'dirt' »» Gt swarts, ON svartr, AS sweart, OSx
swart, Dt zwart, OHG swarz, NHG schwarz, Dn sort ' b lack ' ,
ON sorta 'black colour' »» NPrs Ò"vX Xvål 'lampblack' ¶ WP II 535, P
1O52, WH II 562-3, Fs. 464, Vr. 531, 565, Ho. 334, Ho. S 72, Kb. 9 9 6 ,
OsS 9O4, KM 69O, ≈ EI 147 (*swerd- ÿ *swer- 'darken by making r e d
or black') || HS: Eg fRNK s¿t 'dirt' (and Eg MK [Fk.] s¿t 'earth'?) Ï Eg
fBD s¿t  'besudeln, lästern' ¶ EG IV 27, Fk. 211, Hng. 663 || K *°s`+swar-
/*°s`+swr- >  MG [Vsr.] swar-, G svar-/svr- v. 'stain, make dirty' ¶ Chx.
1242, DCh. 12O1 || ? A: AmTg *sorto+an 'yellow' (-gJ-, -gZ7- <  *-rt-, w
ADb. SR-D 119) >  Orc so9Z7o, Ul so29Jo(n-), Ork so29do(n-) 'yellow', Nn
Nh so29Jo2 id., ? Tg. *so2r- 'become yellow' >  Nn Nh so2ron-, WrMc soro-
id. ¶ STM II 1O3-4, 1O9 || ?? D *c>+k!ott- 'mud, mire' (× N *c'''' 6 666ot' '''V ' m u d ' ,
1969
q.v. ffd.) ˚  The loss of *t  in K *s`+swar-/*s`+swr- may be due t o
metanalysis.
2122. *Íar1111 {i} 'to drip' >  IE: NaIE *sresk- v. 'drip' (*-esk- goes b a c k
to a sx.) >  Av srask- / srasc7a- v. 'drip, trickle down', Av sraska-
'tears, weeping', NPrs ˚4riSi seres7k 'a tear, a drop, droppings of t h e
eaves', MPrs srixt  'dropped' »» Arm srskel srsk-el 'to sprinkle' ¶ WP
II 6O2-3, 7O5, P 1OO2, Brtl. 1644-5, Sg. 675 || A: NaT *sark- v. ' d r ip ,
overflow' > OT sarq- id., Tkm sark- Tarq- 'drip', ET sarqi-, VTt sarq-,
Bsh harq- v. 'drip, ooze', Qmq sarq- v. 'flow in thin current', Nog sarq-
'ooze', Qrg sarîq- 'drip' ¶ Probably a merger with a different √ , h e n c e
the meaning 'hang down' (in OT, Tk, etc.) ¶ Cl. 847-8, Rs. W 4O4, Jeg.
183, Nj. 495  M *sari- v. 'drip, urinate' >  WrM sari, HlM {MED}
sari- v. 'drip, leak; urinate in an irregular manner', HlM {Gl.} sari-
'urinate', {Luv.} sari- 'urinate' (of a dog), Ord sari-, Brt hari- ' u r ina te
with a leg raised' (of a dog) ¶ MED 675, Gl. III 187, Luv. 351, Chr. 6 7 7 ,
Ms. O 563 ||  D  (in GnD) *c>ar`- v. 'drip, fall (out\off)' >  Gnd B sar`a2na2 v.
'drip' (of water from wet clothes), v. 'dribble' (of saliva), Gnd Mu har`-
'fall in drops', Png, Mnd har`- 'fall off' (of leaves), Png har` 'fall out' ( o f
hair) ¶ D #24O4 ˚ Depalatalization *r1 > T *r  before a cns. (Hl.’s rule).
2123. € *Íur 1111i  '≈ squeeze out, filter, strain' >  A : T: [1] su4r1- v. 'filter o r
strain (liquid)' > OT {Cl.} su4z- id., Chg XV su4z- 'purify, clarify', MQp [CC]
su4z- 'strain, purify', Tk su4z-, Az, ET, Qzq, Qq, Nog, QrB, Qmq, Qrg su4z-
, Tkm s¥z- Tu4Î-, Uz suz-, VTt søz- sÁºz-, Bsh høΩ- hÁºÎ-, Chv se€r-
sÁr-  v. 'filter (liquid)' ¶ Cl. 861, Rs. W 438-9, Jeg. 188-9, Md. 64  [2] ?σ
T *sîr1- vi. 'melt, ooze' > OT sîz- id., XwT XIV, MQp XIV (incl. CC) sîz-
'melt', Chg ≥XV 'drip, ooze', OT U {Tz.} sîz- 'sickern', Tk sIz- ' ooze ,
leak, percolate', Tkm syz- TîÎ-, Az, Qrg sîz-, Alt {BT} sîs-, Uz siz-
'ooze, leak', Qzq, Nog sîz- 'elude, evade, run away' ¶ Cl. 861, Tz. UIS
98, Rs. W 42, Az. 279, BT 137 ¶ If the primary meaning is 'melt' and t h e
meaning 'ooze' is due to the infl. of T *su4r1-, T *sîr1- does not belong
here  Tg *si3ri3- 'squeeze out (liquid)' >  Ewk   Úsir- ± Ús7iri-, Ud sï-, Ul,
Nn sIrI- v. 'squeeze, squeeze out, milk', Lm hIr- v. 'milk; squeeze o u t
(matter from a wound)', Neg siy-  v. 'milk', Orc sï-  v. 'milk, squeeze o u t
(milk from the breast)', WrMc siri- 'squeeze, squeeze out, milk,
squeeze out matter from a wound' ¶ STM II 93, Krm. 283 ¶¶ ≈ DQA
#2O21 (A *s7i\u"r1u 'to leak, to ooze'; incl. M, T *sîr1-), ≈  DQA #2184 (A
*si\u"~r1i 'flow, drip'; incl. T su4r1-, Tg) ¶¶ Tg *si3ri3- (= *sIrI-) and T *sîr1-
1970
may be explained by mutual as. of the vowels of both syllables: *Íur1111i >
*sur1î- > pre-Tg *sîrî- (> Tg *si3ri3-) and T *sîr1-; alternatively, Tg *i3 o f
the first syll. may belong together with other cases of Tg *i < N *u  (s e e
Introduction, § 2.4) || IE: Ht sesariya- 'seihen, filtrieren' (× N
*Íac7777 {u} ¬ *s1111{a 4 444}c 7 777 {u} 'scatter, spread about, pour', [in the prehistory o f
descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to winnow, to sift'?) ¶ Frd. HW 191, Ts. W 75 ˚
The tentative rec. of N *Íur1111i is preferable to reconstructing N *Íu4444r 1 111i,
because the latter fails to explain T *sîr1- and Tg *si3ri3-.
2124. *Íu6666r 1 111V (= *Íur 1111É?) 'speak, declare' > IE *swer- ' s peak
(solemnly)' > L sermo2 (gen. sermo2n-is) 'talk, conversat ion,
discourse', adsero2 ≠ assero2 'declare', e.g. in libertatem
adserere  'to declare (a slave) free' (lit. 'declare [him] into f reedom' ) ,
Osc sverruneI1 dat. 'spokesman' »» Gmc *swe2r- > Gt swaran, ON
sverja, OHG swerien, swerren, NHG schwo4ren, OSx, AS
swerian 'to swear', NE swear; ON so1ri pl., MHG swuor, NHG
Schwur 'oath'; ON svara 'to answer', svar, OSx ant-swo2r, AS
and-swaru n. 'answer', NE answer »» ? pTc *s1a4rp- (={∫Ad.} *s5a4rp-)
> Tc A/B s5a4rp- 'explain to, inform, teach'  Ld s1farwa {EI} '≈ oa th ' ,
{Gsm.} 'Gelübde' ¶ P 1O49, WH II 521-2, Buck OU 325, Vr. 565, 568, Fs.
463-4, Kb. 1OO1-2f, KM 695 (Gmc *swe2r- 'swear' “ ellipsis o f
'pronounce an oath', preserved in ON sverja eiÎum), Ad. 655-6, KT
39 (on Tc s5 = [s1]), ≈ EI 535 (*(s)wer-'say, speak'), Gsm. LWE I 95-6 ,
Hirt UG I 33 (on Gmc *e2) || A: T *so4r1 'anything spoken, word' >  OT
so4z id. ({Cl.} so4∏z with unj. indication of length of the vw.), XwT XIII,
MQp XIV, OOsm ≥XIV, Chg ≥XV so4z 'word, speech', Tk so4z, Tkm To4Î, Az,
Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg so4z, VTt su4z, Bsh hu4Î, Uz su€z söz, Alt, Xk, Tv so4s,
Yk o4s 'word' ¶ Cl. 86O, DTS 511, Rs. W 43O || HS: WCh: pBl {Stl.} *sVr-
> Bl {Lk.} sor- 'speak', ? Pero c7e2!ro~ id., Tng {J} se23re3 id., 'deliver a speech '
» AG *sV˝Vr {Hf.} 'swear' > Kfr {Hf.} seger 'swear', Gmy {Hf.} su$—r id.,
{Srl.} s75u6r puoe = s7'u2r pW‰ id., 'take an oath', Ang {J} s‰2r, {Hf.} sïr
'swear', {Flk.} s°r 'an oath; repentance, regret', Mpn {Frz.} se2!r v.
'confess guilt', n. 'confession' ¶ Stl. ZCh 245 [#28], J T 142, Hf. AG # 9 1 ,
Flk. s.v. s°r, Frz. DM 54  Eg fP sr 'fortell; make known' ¶ EG IV 1 8 9 -
9O, Fk. 235; I am thankful to Tk. (p.c., 2OO2) for drawing my a t ten t ion
to the Eg cognate and for providing data on Gmy {Srl.} and Ang {J} ˚
Rec. of *Íur1111É is preferable to that of *Íu4444r 1 111V, because the latter d o e s
not explain T *o4 (*Íu4444r 1 111V would have yielded T *su4r1).
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2125. *s1111ihar 1111u , *-P3333V 'dirt, earth': *s1111ihar1111u >  HS: S *°s7+sVhVr- >  Ar
d. ÉraEi'Sa sa2hir-at- {BK} 'terre, surface de la terre; désert', {Hv.}
'surface of the earth; untrodden desert' ¶ BK I 1156, Ln. 1452, Hv. 3 4 1
 Eg G sr '≈ dirt' ¶ EG IV 191 || U: FU *s1+s6arV 'excrements, dirt; t o
defecate' >  pChr {Ber.} *s7ur 'excrements, dung' >  Chr L/B/M/Uf s7ur,
Chr H s7¥r id. (with an irreg. vw. that defies explanation); Chr H s7ara-,
Chr Uf/B s7ora-, Chr L/E s7ora- ± s7ara- v. 'defecate' » pMr {Ker.} *s1ar´- >
*s1a4r1´- 'defecate' > Er s1er1n1e-, ∆  s1a4r1n1i-, Mk s1a4r1n1´-, s1er1n1´-, s1ar´nd´-,
s1a4r1´n1d!´- id. (× FU *c1arV 'dung' < N *c@@@@{a 4 444}r 1 111V 'dirt, dung, rubbish', q .v.)
»» Hg szar 'dirt, excrements', szar- 'defecate' » Os: Nz s1Or 'dung ( o f
reindeers, elks)', Kz s1Or 'excrements, round pieces of dung' (×  N
*c@@@@{a 4 444}r 1 111V '⇑ ') ¶ UEW 465-6, Coll. 117, Ker. II 138, Ber. 7O, Ü 268, 2 7 5 ,
MF 568-9, LG 25O, 271 || A *si\ar1u >  T {IS} *s⁄a2r1, {Md.} *si\ar1 'clay,
swamp, dirt' ({†pAD}: < **sÉar1) (× N *s 7777a {ri}ÙV  'to stream, to flow')  >
Blgh *s7a2r (ı  OHg sa1r 'muddy river, swamp, mire', Hg sa1r ' m u d ,
mire, dirt' [EWU 13O5, Gomb. BTL 112], Chr L/H s7or 'scale [in a
cauldron], dirt' [MRS 719, Ep. 153]), Chv L wur s7ur 'swamp, quagmire '
»» NaT *saz 'clay, swamp, dirt' >  ET saz, StAlt, Xk sas ' swamp,
quagmire', Chg, Qrg, Chg, Nog, Qmn/Tb/QK {B}, VTt saz, Bsh haÎ
'swamp', Qmq saz id., 'clay', QrB saz topraq 'clay, clayey soil' (topraq
'earth'), QrB d. sazlîq  'clayey, argillaceous', Qq, Qzq saz 'clay (in saline
soil), marshy swamp', Kr saz 'dirt, silt', Yk as 'pus, m a t t e r ' ¶ Yk poin ts
to a pNaT short *a , while the Hg loan from Blgh suggests a pT long *a ¶
Rs. W 4O6, TL 93, 376, Md. 114, 177, Jeg. 339, Fed. II 462, Bii. PDG 4 3 ,
Nj. 496, KumRS 274, RKB 118, Sht. 154, Pek. 164, BT 126, BN 132  M
*siru-˝ay (≠ *sira˝u?) 'earth, soil' >  MM [S] {H} s1iro√ay, [HI] s7ira√u,
[MA] s7ira√u ≠ s7iru2 'earth', [IM] s7iru2 'sand', WrM siru9ai, siru9a,
sirui, HlM woroj, woroo 'earth, ground, soil', Ord {Ms.} s7oro2, M n r
H {SM} s1iru2, {T} s7iru2, ShY {S “?} s7‰ru2 'earth', Brt woroj 'dust, soil ' ,
WrO {Krg.} s7iroi 'earth', Kl {Rm.} s7ora4∏ ≠ s7ora2 id., 'soil, sand', {KRS}
wora  'dust, sand', † 'earth', Ba s7iro 'dust'; M ı Ewk siruGï ± s7iruGï
± sirgï ± s‰rgï 'sand, pebbles', Sln {Iv.} serg¡ ! 'sand' (a merger with
the Tg cognate?) ¶ Pp. MA 336, 447, Ms. H 97, H 142, MED 718-9, Krg.
451, SM 4OO, T 383, T BJ 152, KW 365, KRS 68O, Chr. 73O, ≈  S AJ 2 3 4
[#25]  Tg *siru-n, siru-kta 'sand' >  Neg siyun, Orc siya, siru, Nn Nh
sIya%, Nn KU sIro% ≠ sIru%, Nn B sIrU(n-) 'sand', Ul sIya(n-), {PSchm.}
siru id., 'pebbles', Ewk PT {Cs.} s7eruk id., Sln s7 !irukta%— 'sand' ¶ STM II
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96  pKo {S} *hÄ~rk 'earth' > MKo hÄ~rk, StKo hIlk hîk, Ko: Sl/Cl/PhN/Kw
Xîk, Ph hîk, Chj Xfîk ¶ S AJ 252 [#24], S QK #24, Nam 48O, MLC 1 8 9 4
¶¶ ≈  S AJ 291 [#4O3], ≈ DQA #2O34 (A *si\a"!r1i, incl. T, M, Tg, Ko), Pp.
VG 3O, 6O, 114, KW 365, Md. OJ 195 ||| A form with an ancient r o o t -
extension (originally a N cd. with the second element *P3333V ) survives i n
IE and D: IE: NaIE *srou\p-/*srup- 'scabby dirt on the body' ( ' schorfiges
Schmutz am Körper') >  Gk [ry 1poß (pl. [ry1pa) 'dirt, filth, uncleanness' »» Sl
*strup¥ (< *srou\pos) 'scab on a wound' > R, Blg strup, Cz strup id.,
OR strËp5 strupË 'wound, scab on a wound', OCS strup5
strupË 'wound (tray6ma, vulnus)', P strup 'scab, scurf', SCr stru•p
'tetter, mange', Slv stru•p  'poison' ¶ WP II 7O3, P 1OO4, F II 665-6, Vs.
III 784-5, SJSS XXXVIII 185, Srz. III 56O, Ma. CS 478 || D *c>ar`Vp-
'cowdung' >  Prj carpi (BE: probably = c>ar`pi), Gdb sar`pi ±sadßpi, Gnd
sarapi ± sar`api ± sar`ap ± har`ap, Knd, Png, Mnd, Ku r`a2pi id. ¶¶ D #24O2
(b) ˚  The original bisyllabic *-iha-  is suggested by Ar sa2hir-at- (wi th
vowels belonging to the derivational pattern) and by pT *si\ar1 (>  Chv L
s7ur, where s7- is from *si\-).
2126. *s2222ir 1 111ka ≠ *s2222i{r 1 111}ga 'pain; to be ill\wounded, to pine, t o
languish' >  IE: NaIE *serg≈- v. 'languish, be ill' >  OIr serg {Vn.}
'consomption, maladie, diminution', NIr searg f. decay, decline ' ,
seargaim, seirgim v. 'pine, languish' »» Lt sirﬁgti / prs. sergu~ ,
Ltv sirgt / prs. sirgstu ≠ se>2rgu 'be ill', se>2~rga 'illness, ep idemy'
»» Tc A sa4rk, Tc B sark {Wn.} 'illness, pain', {EI} 'illness' »» ?? MHG
se4rwen, se4rben 'innerlich abnehmen, entkräftet werden,
dahinwelken', se4rwe, se4rbe f.† 'Abnahme, Entkraftung'   Gmc (× IE
*swerK-, {EI} *swerÓK- 'watch over, be concerned about' < N *c@@@@u 6 666Â{k}a
'watch, [?] watch over'): ON sorg, OHG s(w)orga 'sorrow, ca re ' ,
OHG sworge2n 'be anxious, care', AS sorÌ 'sorrow, pain' (> NE
sorrow), ON syrgja 'be concerned about', AS sorÌian 'grieve, b e
anxious about', Gt sau1rga  'sorrow, care' ¶ WP II 529, P 1O91, ≈  EI 5 1 6
(*swerg≈- [with unj. *w] 'be ill'), EI 636 (Gmc < *swerÓK- 'watch over ,
be concerned of'), M K II 495 (NaIE *ser´g≈-/*sr=´\g≈- if the *w-element
in Gmc [OHG sworge2n] is secondary), Mn. 1131, Kb. 1007, Vn. S  9 2 ,
Lx. 192, Frn. 787, Wn. 422 || HS: S *°√s7+srk > Ar √srk (pf. sarika) v. G
'pine away', 'être affaibli, tomber dans la langueur' (≠ √srq G  [p .
sariqa] 's’affaiblir, devenir lâche et languissant [les articulation, les
1973
nerfs]') ¶ BK I 1O83-4, Hv. 318 ||  A : T *sîr1 'ache, pain' >  NaT *sîz >  OT
sîz-la- v. 'ache, have a sharp pain', StAlt {BT} sîs 'aches in b o n e s
(lomota , bol∆ v koståx )', Tlt {Rl.} sîs 'sharp pain', Tk sIzI id.,
'pang', Tkm sid-sid Tid-Tid (ideophone of pain) ¶ Cl. 863, Rs. W
42O, Rl. IV 66O-7, BT 775, TkR 6O3  M *sirqa- v. 'injure, cause pa in '
(× N *z6666Vr[V]ÙV ≠ *z6666V{Ù}[V]rV 'to cut, to wound'??) >  MM [S]
s1irXa- 'verletzen, schädigen', d.: WrM sirqad-, HlM warxt-ax ' b e
wounded or injured'; M *sirqan 'wound, sore '  >  WrM sirqa(n), HlM
warx 'wound, sore; injury', Brt warxa, Ord s7arXa 'wound, sore', Kl
warx, {Rm.} s7arXa id.; M *sirkire- ≠ *sarkire- > WrM sirkire- ≠
sarkire-, H l M warxira- v. 'bite, sting' (as pain or sensat ion
produced by eating hot pepper, etc.), 'feel pain as from rheumat i sm' ,
Ord {Ms.} s7ar″xira- v. 'éprouver une douleur lancinante', Mnr H {SM}
sgòiri¢e 2- 'causerr une douleur lancinante, avoir un goût piquant et a igre '
¶ H 142, MED 718-9, 753, Luv. 647, Cev. 84O, KRS 667, KW 35O, H 1 4 2 ,
Chr. 723, SM #348, Ms. O 61O.
2127. €*s1111 ++++s6 666us1111 ++++s6 666V 'worm, snake' >  HS: NrOm {Blz.} *s7us7- 'snake' (× N
*s{u4444}n3 333c ' ''' @ @@@VÙV 'worm, snake') > Wl {Lm.} s7o2s7s7a, Zl/Gf/Bdt {Lm.} s7o2s7a,
Dwr {Lm.} s7os7a, Malo/Bsk {Lm.} s7os7, Gm {Hw.} s7o!s7s7i, Dc {Lm.} s7o2s7s7i, Zs
{Lm.} s7o2s7i, Cha {Lm.} s7os7a ± s7o2s7a 'snake', Kcm s7os7s7e 'python', Gmr
{Bnd.} s7os7 (?), Mj {Bnd.} s7o(:)s7, BMa/DMa {Bnd.} s7os7 'snake' ¶ Blz. OL
s.v. 'snake', Bnd. PO 149, Lm. W 51, Hw. EG s.v. 'snake'  B: Ah a-sis
'ver de bois' ¶ Fc. 1867 || U: FU *s1+s6us1+s6V 'intestinal worm' > FU: M k
{PI, Ps.} s√zål s1u≤z1al, Er {ERV} sezål s1ez1al, {Ps.} s1ez1al ± s1iz1al id. »»
Os D/Km/Kr sust´ id., 'tapeworm' ¶ UEW 492, Coll. 116, Ps. sL 66, Stn.
D 1381.
2128. *sa{w}u6666s 6 666V 'get dry, harden' >  IE: NaIE *sau\s- / *sus- ' d ry ,
arid' >  OI ≤s 1us5yati  'becomes dry, arid', ≤s1us5kah5 'dry, arid, dried u p ' ,
Av haos7- 'dry up, wither (vertrocknen, verdorren)', hus7ka- adj. ' d ry ,
dried up', OPrs us7ka- 'Festland', KhS hus5ka-, ClNPrs ñdy$vX Xo2s7°-
dan , NPrs Xu2s7ï-da4n 'to grow dry', {Vl.} 'exsiccari, exsiccare', ˚4Xu Xos7k
'dry, withered', Oss D isusun  isusun, Oss I sysyn s‰s‰n ' evaporate ,
dry out' (<  *wi-s7us7-) »» Gk Hm a‘yoß, Gk A a“yoß 'dry, dried' »» pAl {O}
*sau\snya (d. from IE *sau\s-) >  Al thaj vt. 'make dry, dry up' »» L
su2dus (<  *suz-do-) 'dry', 'bright, cloudless' (of weather) »» AS se1ar,
MLG so2r, NNr sØyr 'dry' »» Lt sauﬁsas, Ltv sauss 'dry', Lt sauﬁsti
'to get dry', sauﬁsinti vt. 'to dry', su~skis 'Aussatz, Krätze', Ltv
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sus7kis 'scabby person, filthy creature' (“ 'dry', ÷  OI ≤s1us5kah5), Pru
sausai 'dry' » Sl *su8x¥ adj. (dadj. *sux¥-jÁ) 'dry' >  OCS sux5
suxË, Blg sux, SCr, Slv su•h, Cz/Slk (aadj.) suchy1, P (aadj.) suchy,
R pradj. sux ('is dry'), aadj. su≤xoj, Uk aadj. su≤xij; Sl *sus7-i-ti v t .
(caus.) 'to dry' > OCS suwiti  sus7iti, SCr su!s7iti, Slv sus7i!ti, Cz
sus7iti, Slk sus7it5, P suszyc1, R su≤wit∆ id., Blg ≤suwa vt. 'I d ry ' ;
Sl *s¥x-noß-ti 'to get dry' > OCS s5xn0ti sËxno<ti, Blg ≤s`xna, SCr
sa~hnuti (se), Slv usahniti us‰hni!ti, Cz schnouti, Slk
schnu!t5, P schna<c1, R ≤soxnut∆, Uk ≤soxnuti id. ¶ P 88O-1, M K
III 361-3, Vl. I 696, 757, Sg. 462, 487, BM 193, 2O3, Ab. III 211-2, F I
188-9, WH II 624, Ho. 287, AlbED 886-8, O 471, Frn. 766, Glh. 593, Vs.
III 73O, 813, Chrn. II 22, ≈ EI 17O (*h€sus- ≠ *h€sou\s-os 'dry') || HS: ?
Eg fMd s7w (< *√ss6w?) 'dry, dried', DEg s7w 'get dry', adj. 'dry' (Vc.:
√s7wy) > Cpt: Sd Wooye s7oue, B WOoyI s7o2ui 'get dry'; Eg N s7wy.t
'dry place' ¶ EG IV 429, Fk. 263, Er. 494, Vc. 225, 274  CCh: Mrg {Hf.}
s7u~ v. 'dry up' (water), Ms {ChL} soya, BnnM {ChL} so?amo vt. 'dry' »» ECh:
¿ Kwn M {OS “  ?} s‰we v. 'dry up' ¶ Hf. GML 35, ChL ¶¶ Tk. I 1O2 (Eg,
Ch [Mrg, Kwn M], qu. S *√s6wy 'roast'), OS #2224, OS CChELR 2OO ||
K: GZ *s`us7- v. 'dry, roast' > G {DCh.} s7us7- vt. 'dry, roast, fry', {Chx.} (mo-
)s7us7- 'aus-\durchbacken', 'verbrennen, versengen (z. B. Dürre d a s
Land)', Lz {FS} s7us7ker-i 'roasted, fried' ¶ GZ *s`- >  Lz s7-; G s7- (for t h e
expected s-) is due to as. (*s`us7- > s7us7-) ¶ ≈ K2 183 (*s`us7- π IIr *s1us-),
DCh. 153O, Chx. 1855, FS K 385, FS E 433 || U: FU *s+s7as6V >  Ugr *Tas6V
'get dry\hard' > ObU *To2s7- / *Ta"s7-a2- > pVg {Ht.} *ta2s7- / *ta"s7-a2- vt. ' d r y '
> Vg: T ta2s7- / tas7- / tas7a2-, LK to2s7, MK/UK/UL to2s-, P/NV/SV/L/ML to2s7- /
tos7-, Ss. tO2s- id.; pOs {Ht.} *sa"sa- / *sos- 'get dry' >  Os: Ty sa"s-, sa"sa- /
so"s-, Y sa"s- / so"s-, D/K so"s-, O sa"s- id., Os V/Vy {Trj., Ht.} sos´m, Os
Ty/Y {Trj.} sa"s´m 'hard, dried up' » Hg asz- 'go dry, parch, wither' 
Sm (⇔  UEW): Ne susa-  'be drained, run out' (of reserves) (adduced i n
Lh. SA 157) may well belong here (N *sa{w}u 6666s 6 666V  > *su[:]s6V >  *su[:]sV >
Ne susa-) ¶¶ UEW 844, Ht. #166, Trj. S 434, MF 98 || ?σ A: Tg: WrMc
susa-  'die' (of animals) ¶ Z 64O ˚  In Tg there is as. **s`...s7 >  Tg *s...s.
The loss of the expected initial *s in Eg may have several explanations
(such as as. **ss7 >  s7 or reinterpretation of the initial *sV- as a
causative px., leading to a bf. s7w), but they do not explain why w
follows rather than precedes s7 ˚  IS MS 367 s.v. soxnut∆ *s7u{s7 !}ÿ ( sc .
*s7777u{s 6666}V) (IE, U, K).
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2129. *sitV 'tooth' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'sickle'?) >  K *°s`V{t}- >
Sv: UB/LB/L s7dik, L s7t'ik 'tooth' ¶ TK 815, Ni. s.v. zub` , GP 272, Dn. s.v.
s7dik || A *s+s7id+t£V ¬ *s+s7îd+t£É >  M *sidu4n 'tooth' >  MM [LV, IsV] sidu4n,
[MA, IM, HI] s7idu4n, [S] {H} s1idu, WrM sidu4n, HlM w¥d(´n), WrO
s7idu4n, Kl w¥dn s7u4den, (Rm.} s7u4dn=, Mnr H {T} s7di, {SM} s7dòi, {Pot.}
wito, Mnr M {Pot.} w√tu, {Rkh.} shutu, Dg {Mr.} sidu$, Dx {T} s7îdun,
Ba {T} sdoN ≠ doN, Mgl {Rm.} su$du$n id. ¶ Pp. L III 8, 6O, Pp. MA 332, 4 4 6 ,
Lg. VMI 63, Ms. H 97, H 139, MED 698, Krg. 445, KRS 685, SM 371, Pot.
414, Rkh. 378, T 384, T BJ 152, T DnJ 143, Mr. D 189, Rm. M 39, KW
37O  (here?) NaT *°sîÎî˝ > OT [MhK] {Cl.} sîÎî˝ 'the gaps in the t e e t h
between the gums' ¶ Cl. 799-8OO, MKD III ¶¶ If the T word is a valid
cognate, the pA √  has *-d- , otherwise it is *-d+t£- || D *c>etß-, *c>etß- + sxs.
'sickle' >  Prj c>etal, Gdb setß, Gnd setßer` ± satßa2r` ± satßar id. ¶¶ D # 2 7 5 6
|| HS: ?σ Eg sty 'manier la faucille' (unless identical with Eg sty
'[Hand, Arm an etw.] legen', see  N *{s7777}a 4 444tV 'buttocks; to sit, to s i t
down') ¶ Mks. II #78.3917 ˚  If the cognates meaning 'tooth' (Sv, A)
and those meaning 'sickle' (D, Eg) belong together, the N etymon had *-
t- , but if these are two different N words, the one meaning 'tooth' h a d
*-t ++++ d - . The connection between 'tooth' and 'sickle' may be based on t h e
construction of mesolithic sickles (discovered in the Natufian cu l tu re )
which had a row of microlithic stone tools (resembling teeth) as the i r
cutting edge.
213O. *sitV  'to tie' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to spin') >  HS: S *√s7ty
'≈ bind threads, fix the warp' >  Ak s7atu6 inf. 'Faden knüpfen', MHb
√s7ty G  (pf. et1S1 s7a2≤t3a2) 'fix the warp, start the loom', JA [Trg.] √s7ty
G  'weave'; Ï S *≤s7itiy- ≠ *≤s7atay- 'warp' (×  N *s7777{i}tV 'thread [made
of hair?]') >  BHb it5S6 s7´≤t3ï '∈  web', MHb {Lv.} it5S6 s7´≤t3°, JA [Trg.],
JEA ai!t5S6s7´t3°≤y-a2, SmA s7ty, Sr '∆o4£es7Et3≤y-a2, Ar îtASa sata2-, ÉU'taSa
sata2-t- 'warp, trame de tissu', cp. Ak s7utu6 'web' ¶ Sd. 12O3, 1293-4 ,
KB 1539, GB 867, Br. 811, Lv. IV 617, Lv. T II 521-2, Js. 1637, Sl. 1 1 8 5 ,
Tal 936, BK I 1O51, Ln. 13O6 ¶ × N *s7777{i}tV '⇑ ' (q.v.)  Eg OK/Md sty
'fasten together (knüpfen) (e.g., a collar, a net)' ¶ EG IV 33O ¶¶ Tk. I
228 || K {FS} *s`et-/*s`t- ({K2} *(s)et- / *(s)t-) v. 'spin (with a
spindle)' >  OG st-, G rt- v. spin', Mg rt- v. spin, (?) turn', Sv -lt-/-let- v.
'spin' (msd. UB/LB/L li-lt-e, Ln li-let-e, 3s aor. UB anlet(e)) ¶¶ K 1 7 2
(*(s)t-), K2 177, FS K 281, FS E 312 (*s`et-/*s`t-), TK 44O, GP 52, 158 ||
U: FP *sitV- v. 'tie, fasten' >  F sito-, Es sidu- 'bind, tie, fasten', F
side (gen. siteen), Es side 'band, tie, bond' » Er sodo-, Mk sot´- v.
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'bind, tie' » Chr: L wu≥dyw s7u4Î¥s7, YO/V {Bk.) s7´Î´ks7, Uf/M s7u4Î¥s7, B
s7u4Î¥s7 ≠ s7u4Îu4s7, H wy≥dy≥w s7´Î´s7 'hoop of a cask' (<  prtc. of the v.
*s7u4Î¥- ≠ *s7u4Î´-) ¶ UEW 762-3, Ker. II 146, MRS 742, 759, Ep. 16O ||
A: M *side- >  WrM side, HlM wid´-, Brt w´d´- v. 'baste or s t i tch ' ,
WrO s7ide- v. 'baste, tack', Kl wid-  id., {Rm.} s7id´- 'mit weiten Stichen
heften, zufällig annähen', Ord s7idòe- 'faufiler, piquer', Mnr H {SM} sdi¢e2-
'rapiécer'; M ı WrMc siZin 'rope'; d. M *sideme-su4n > WrM
sidemesu4n, HlM wid´ms 'thread, cord, string; ribbon', WrO
s7idemesu4n 'string, cord', Kl widmsn '(thin) rope', {Rm.} s7idm=sn=
'dünner Strick\Faden, Zwirn', Ord s7idòemes 'bout de corde\fil' ¶ MED
697, Chr. 743, Krg. 445, KRS 671, KW 355, Ms. O 613, SM 334, STM II
99  ? Tg: Ul {PSchm.} sitaxo 'clasp, buckle (zasteqka , pråqka )' ¶
STM II 99  Ko: [1] pKo *stî!i\ 'belt' (× N *s7777{i}tV 'thread') > MKo stî!i\,
NKo t∏i 'belt'; [2] Ko {Rm.} sît- (sît-ta / sît-c>≈‰ / sît-c>≈in) v. ' ba s t e
(clothes)' ¶ Rm. SKE 239, S QK #426, Nam 177, MLC 55O ¶¶ DQA # 1 9 8 7
(pA *s+s7ido+u ¬ *s+s7i\udu 'tassel, string [zavåzka , remewok ]'), ≠  Rm. SKE
l.c. (Ko •÷ Ewk sitimn‰ v. 'attach, tie together'; in fact, Ewk sitimn‰ i s
a loan from M [WrM siZimne-, HlM wiqimn´- v. 'attach, fasten' ×
Yk sitim 'rope, cord', see  MED 722, STM II 99, Pek. 2253]) ˚  IS MS
364 s.v. svåzyvat∆ *s1idÿ (U, A), IS SS #3.17, Rs. UAW 1O (U, A),
Coll. UA 1O (U, A), Blz. KMNE 365 (HS [Eg, S], K, ? A [M, Ko]).
2131. *su4444t[y]V ≠ *su4444[y]tV 'to drink, to suck (milk); milk' >  HS: S
*√s7ty (prm. *-s7tay) v. 'drink' >  BHb √s7ty (pf. et1S1 s7a2≤t3a2, ip. eT3S6- -
s7≤tE2), Ug √s7ty, OA, BA, SmA, Sr √s7ty G , JA {Trg.], JPA, JEA √s7ty G ,
Gz √sty (pf. satya, js. -stay), Ak √s7ty (inf. s7atu6), Eb √s7ty id., Sb
ms7ty n. 'drink' ¶ KB 1537-8, 1796, OLS 458-9, Tal 936, Lv. IV 616-7 ,
Sl. 1184-5, Br. 811, L G 518, BGMR 1 2 9   Eg fP s7dy v. 'suckle' (×
N  *c 7777ayVd[V]yV  'female breast' × N *s6666u 4 444n 3 333ZV 'milk; to suck[le]') ¶ EG IV
564-5, Fk. 273-4, Tk. I 314 (Eg s7dy ÷ S *≤Tady- 'female breast') ¶ Eg s7-
< *s6666- of N *s6666u4 444n 3 333ZV || K *°s`tVm- >  Sv: UB/L li-s7dme, Ln li-s7t'me m s d .
'to make (so.) drink, 'to become drunk', UB {GP} ot-s7d´⁄ma, L {Dn.} ot-
s7d´⁄m 1s aor. 'I made him drink' ¶ TK 46O, GP 178, 244, Dn s.v. s7d´m
|| IE: NaIE *swe2i\d- 'milk' >  Irn: Av xs7v°d- (x- remains unexplained),
KhS s5v°da-, NPrs ry$ s7ïr 'milk' »» Lt svi!estas, Ltv svie^sts ≠
svi~ests 'butter' ¶ P 1O43 (adduces OI ks5vidyati 'becomes wet ' ) ,
M K I 295 (rejects ks5vidyati), Bai. 415-6, Brtl. 562, Frn. 953 (the Lt-
Irn connection is not mentioned), ≈ EI 382 (? *(k)swei\d-  'milk') || A: T
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*su4∏t 'milk' >  OT QU/U {Cl.} su4t, MU, MQp, MOg, XwT su4t, Chg su4d ≠
su4t, OOsm su4d, Tk su4t / su4t- ≠ su4d-, Tkm Tu4yt, Az su4d, XT {DH} sït,
Xlj sït ({∫DT} s°ît), VTt søt sÁºt, Bsh høt hÁºt, Uz sut, Qmq, QrB,
Qzq, Qq, Nog, ET, Ln, Qrg, Alt, Xk, Shor, Tv su4t, Tf su$t, SY su4t ≠ so4t, Yk
u4∏t, Chv se€t sÁt, ∆  {Md.} sÁºt ¶ Cl. 798, Rs. W 438, TL 448-9, Jeg. 1 8 9 ,
Fed. II 46, Md. 64, Ra. 229  M *su4∏n 'milk' (acc. to Dr., bf. from *su4d
[sc. *su4∏d], reinterpreted as pl. *su4∏-d) (× N *s6666u4 444n 3 333ZV '⇑ ' [q.v. ffd.]) ¶¶ ≈
DQA #2O94 (A *si\u2 !t[æ]i 'milk, ∈  liquid' > T, M + unc. Ko *stî!m 'sweat').
2132. € *s2222VtVLV 'to set, to put, to collocate' >  HS: S *√s7tl v. ' s e t ,
plant' >  BHb √s7tl v. G  'transplant (a plant)', MHb √s7tl v. G  ' s e t ,
plant', JA, Sr √s7tl G  'plant', Ar E (π Aram) √s7tl v. G 'transplant ( a
plant)', BHb lit5S6 s7´≤t3ïl v. 'transplanted shoot', Pun ı Gk [Diosc.]
si†ilesade1 : ' [iera1kion to` me1ga' ({LS} 'Urospermum picoides') (÷  H b
s7´t3ï≥le2 s6a2≤d3E2 'transplanted shoots of the field'), JA al1it5S6 s7´t3°≤l-a2
'(transplanted) shoot', Ak A/YB √stl v. G  √stl 'plant', Ak s7itlu
'sprout, shoot', Md s7itla 'plant', Ar SL (π Aram) s7atl-at- ' nursery-
plant' ¶ KB 1539-4O, BDB 1O6O, LS 1598, Wehr 414, Js. 1638-9, Sl.
1185, DM 477, Br. 812, Hv. 351, Sd. 1O33, 1251, CAD XV 197 || IE:
NaIE *stel- v. 'place, put, set' (stellen, setzen)' >  OI [Dhat.] ≤sthalati
'stands' »» Arm ste¬em steÒ-em 'I collocate, place, settle, estalish' ,
ste¬canem steÒcan-em 'I create' »» Gk ste1llv (*ste1l-i \v) 'set i n
order, arrange' »» OL [Fest.] stlocus >  L locus 'place' »» *stol-no-s >
ON stallr n. 'Gerüst, Altar; Stall', AS steall 'act of standing, place ' ,
OHG stal 'place of residence, place, stable', MHG stal 'Steh-\Wohn-
ort, Stall', NHG Stall 'stall, stable', NE stall; OHG stellen 'to put, t o
set up, to institute' ('apponere, collocare, statuere') >  NHG stellen
'to put, to place, to set' (Ï Stelle  'place') »» Pru stallit  'to stand' ¶
P 1O19-2O, EI 472 and 5O6 (*stel- 'put in place, [make] stand [up]'), M
K III 525, WH II 817-8, F II 786-8, En. 254, Stl. 333 (fn. 81a), Vr. 5 4 2 ,
Ho. 318, Kb. 949, 96O, OsS 862-3, Lx. 2O8, KM 736-7, 744-5 ˚  On IE
*st-  < N *ÍVt- see Introduction,  2.2.1O.
2133. *sVÊî^^^^mV (= *sVt''''î ^ ^^^mV?) 'to hear'  (“+‘ 'ear'), ? 'to feel' >
HS: Eg fP sZm  'hear' (Eg Z may go back to *-t'y- or *-dy-) ¶ EG IV 384-7 ,
≈ Tk. I 262 (equates Eg sZm  with S *√s7m÷ 'hear' by supposing that Eg Z
goes back to *÷)  ? WS *√c'wt (mte. *s7...t' > *c'...t?) >  Jb C es'≤bet
'listen carefully', s>e≤s'et 'listen carefully, keep one’s ears open', Sr, JA
[Trg.], JEA, Md √s'wt G , SmA √s5wt Sh 'listen'; WS *c'awt- 'voice' >
1978
Sr æ›o„ça s5awta2, Jb C s'abt id., Ar †v0ca sœawt- 'voice, sound' ¶ Jo JL
243, Tal 73O, BK I 1382, Hv. 4O9, Js. 1272, Sl. 957-8. Br. 625 || IE: H t
istamass- 'hear', istamana- 'ear', ? Lw tummant- 'ear' ¶ Frd.
HW 9O, Pv. I 452, ≈ Ivn. SA 153  || K *s`t{u}m- ' ear '  > Sv: UB/LB s7dim,
L/Ln s7t'im 'ear', ? GZ d. *sa-{s`}tum-al ({K2} *(s)a-(s)tum-al-) 'pillow' (“
nomen loci 'place of the ear', like R poduwka 'pillow'?) >  OG
sastumal 'pillow', G sastumal 'head of the bed', ?σ Mg ortumel, Lz
omtunal  'bearing log of the fire' ¶¶ TK 815, Ni. s.v. uxo , GP 272, Dn. s.v.
s7t5im , K2 175 ˚ If the N stop was *t'''' (indirectly suggested by HS), K *t
is due to as. *st' > *st.
2134. *sËt''''u 6 666 'beat, strike' >  U: FU *sËttV (=*s{o}ttV?) 'strike' >  Prm
*so$t- ({∫LG} *so¿$t-) v. 'chop, strike' >  Yz ≤su$t- 'cut' ( m o m . )
('rubanut∆ '), Z so≥t- s‰t- id., 'strike' »» ? Hg u4t-, ∆  it- 'strike, h i t ,
knock' ¶ The Prm cognate points to a FU *o. The Hg front vw. u4- m a y
be due to the ass. infl. of a front vw. in the next syll. (an old *-u4?) ¶
Coll. 121, LG 265, Lt. 146, Lt. J 18O, ≈  UEW 23 (rejects the connect ion
between Prm *so$t- and Hg u4t- because of the discrepancy be tween
their vowels and derives [with a query] Hg u4t- from FU *aktV ' bea t ,
chop', though FU *a4- does not regularly yield Hg u4- or i-) || A: Tg: Ewk
sutiga- 'knock out (vywibit∆ , vybit∆ )' ¶ STM II 131 || D *c>utt{i}
({†GS} *s-) 'hammer' >  Tm cutti 'small hammer', Ml cutti,
cuttika, Kn suttige, Tu sutti, suttigA, Tl sutte, Gnd sutte,
Kui suthi 'hammer'; D ı  Mrt sutk°  'an instrument of s tone-spli t ters '
¶¶ D #2668  || IE: NaIE *(s)teu\-k/g- 'hit, strike' >  MDt/NLG {P}
stu2ken 'stoßen, aufschichten', Nr ∆  {WP} stauka 'to push' »» Sl
*stuk¥ n. act. 'knocking' >  SrCSl/OR stuk5 stukË, P stuk, R /Uk
stuk id.; *stuka-ti v. 'to knock' >  P stukac1, R ≤stukat∆, Ul
≤stukati, Blr ≤stukac∆ id.; R stu≤¢at∆ id. » Ltv stuknI2 ^t 'to p u s h
forward by little strikes', ∆  {ME} 'stossen, schlagend vorwärtsstoßen' »»
¿ OIr {P} stu1ag 'chop with an axe' (infl. of OIr tu1ag 'axe'  < NaIE
*teu\k-/*tuk- v. 'thrust, stab, prick' <  N *t''''{u4 444}K''''a 'to thrust, to stab, t o
push'?) (unless stu1ag  is a misinterpretation of OIr {Vn.} stu1agaid  ' i l
courbe') ¶ WP II 616, P 1O32-4, Vn. S  193, Vs. III 787, Brü. 523, Kar. II
312, ME III 11O2 ˚  The *-k/g-extensions in IE and the element -ga- i n
Ewk may belong together and point to a N compound etymon *0sËt''''u 6 666-
Ka  ˚  IS SS #1.31 (U, D), IS MS 33O s.v. bit∆C (U, D).
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2135. *s++++s7 777ÉwV 'oneself, self' (“ '[human] body [??]) >  HS *√sw
'himself' >  Eg fO sw 'he; him, himself' (× N *sÉ  'he\she', q.v.) ¶ EG V
59  EC {Ss.} *?is- 'self, oneself' (< N *{h}i  'iste' [q.v.] [or N *yi  'he'] +
N *s++++s 7 777ÉwV 'self', possibly × N *?in2222Vs7777e 6 666 'person, man' [q.v.]) > Af is-i,
Sml, Elm is, Rn is- (+ppa.), Bn se (< *is-e), Bs is-e, Or H {Ow.} if-i, O r
S {Sr.} uf-i ± if-i ± of-i, Kns is-i, Gdl iss, Brj {Ss.} issi, Ya eh
' (one)self ' ¶ Ss. PEC 35, 54, Ss. B 1O7, Bl. 171, PG 16O, Ow. 187-9, Sr.
331, 376, 396-7, Hd. 13O, 2O1 || IE: NaIE *swe- ≠ *se- 'h imself '
('sich'), gen. {P} *sewe, dat. {P} *seb≈ei\, {Szem.} *seb≈i, enclitic gen.-
dat. *s(w)oi\ 'of\to himself' ({Szem.} dat.  *s(w)oi\), *swo-
(pronominal adj.) 'his own' >  OI ≤sva-, Av hva- ≠ xWa- ≠ hava-,
OPrs huva- 'own, one’s own' »» Arm in˚n in-k≈n (gen. in˚ean in-
k≈ean)  'he, she, him-\her-self' (˚  k≈  <  *sw-) »» Gk {e, Gk P whe 'h imself '
(< *swe), gen. Gk Hm {eo, e“io, e[y, e“y, Gk A o“y (<  *swesyo), dat. Gk A o“i,
o[i, Gk L Woi6 (< *swoi\), Gk Hm [eoi6 (< *sewo\), possessive Gk A {oß, Gk D
Wo1ß 'his own' (<  *swos) »» pAl {O} *swai\-ta >  Al vehte ≠ vete ≠
vete4 '(one)self' »» L se2 'himself', sib°, Osc si1fei1, Pæl SEF{E}I ' t o
himself' (<  *seb≈ei\), OL sovos, L suus 'his\her own', Osc suveis
'of himself (sui)' (gen.), su1vad 'sua_ ', Pæl SUOIS 'suis' »» Gt, ON sik,
OHG sih, NHG sich accus. 'himself', Gt sis, ON se1r 'to himself'; Ï
possessive Gt seins, OHG s°n, NHG sein 'his' (<  *sei\-no-s ÿ loc.
*sei\?), Gt swe2s 'one’s own; property' »» Pru sien accus. 'himself' ( o r
'oneself'?), sebbei 'to himself' (or 'to oneself'?), Lt save~ accus .
'oneself', save<ﬁs 'of oneself' (gen.), dat. sa!u, sa!v 'to oneself ' ,
saﬁvas, Ltv savs 'one’s own', Pru swais id. (or 'his\her own'?) » Sl
*seß accus. 'oneself' (> OCS s9 se<), *sebe7 'to oneself' (> OCS seb8
sebe7), *svojÁ 'own’s own' (OCS svoi svojÁ)   ?? Ht si- 'he', Lc
*si- id. (in sesi 'his') may be aternatively (and better) equated with
NaIE *so-  'der' (masculine gender) and U *sÉ 'he\she' (w N *sÉ  id.) ¶ ¶
P 882, Szem. EVS-7O 2O3, Szem. IEL 22O-1, M K III 566, M E II 787-8, F I
431-2, Kb. 853, Bc. G 324, O 498, Frn. 767, En. APG 13O-2, En. 247, Frd.
HW 192, KrlSh. XLJ 2O, 65 || U: FU *°s+s7ÉwV >  ObU *To4Æw 'he' >  pVg
*ta4Æw id. >  Vg: T tu4w, LK ta4w, accus. ta4∏w´, MK/UK/NV/SV/LL ta4w, P
ta4w, accus. ta4∏wa, UL/Ss taw; pOs *¬o4Æ˝ ({∫Hl.} *¬u4Æ˝) id. >  Os: V lo4ÆG,
Vy yo4ÆG, Ty ¬e"GW, Y ¬e"w ≠ ¬o$Æw, D/K te"w, Nz tu"w, Kz ¬u"w, O lu"w ¶
Ht. #125, Hl. rHt 71-4, Vrt. table I || A *sÉwa6n 'human body,
spirit\soul' > Tg *seben 'spirit, ghost' >  Orc s´w´4(n-), Ud s‰w‰(n-)
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'helper spirit (ghost) (helping the shaman)', Ewk, Neg s‰w‰n id., ' idol
representing the helper spirit', Ul sewo(n-) ≠ s‰w‰(n-), Ork s‰w‰, Nn
Nh s‰w‰%, Nn B s‰w‰(n-) 'helper spirit', 'idol', Sln s‰wu2ﬁ 'spirit', ' idol ' ,
Lm h´wki ± s´wki 'god' ¶ STM II 135, Krm. 29O ¶¶ ≠  DQA #195O (A
*sebV(nV) [¬ *z-] 'strange, supernatural'; unc. comparison of the Tg
word with M *sebe-Gu4n 'strange' and Ko so~n 'guest').
2136. € *s 2222i {h}wV  'sun' > HS: Eg fMK sw  'day' (in a date) >  DEg ssw
≠ sw id., Cpt Sd/B soy- su- id.; ? Eg fMK sw  'time' > DEg ssw ≠ sw
'Termin, Zeit', Cpt Sd siy se2w, Cpt B sioy se2u 'time ( temps) ' ¶ EG
IV 57-8, Fk. 215, Er. 461, Vc. 2OO  ?φ  S: Ar √zhw (ip. -zhuw-) G
'shine' (of a lamp) (as. -sh- [-s˙-] >  -zh-?) ¶ BK I 1O23, Hv. 3OO || A: ?
Tg *si{˝}u2n 'sun' > Ewk si˝u2n ≠ hiwun ≠ s7iwun, Sln s7 !igu%, Neg siwun ≠
si˝un ≠ siyun, Orc s‰u(n-), Ud su2(n-), Ork {STM} ss7u(n-) (probably <
*syòun < *siun), Ul, Nn B siu(n-), Nn Nh/KU siu% 'sun', PCMc [TF] siyun
'sun', WrMc s7un 'sun, day'; but the spelling of PCMc does n o t
necessarily reflect the pronunciation (siy- or sy-), but may be a m e r e
spelling device to render *s7- ¶ STM II 78, Vas. 35O, Krm. 288, Ci. 32O,
Mls. 24O ¶ On the origin of Mc s7- see  Introduction, § 2.2 ˚  Hardly
here NaIE *sa[:]wel- / *s(u)wel-, *su2l- / *swen-, *sun- 'sun' (P 881-2) ,
because in this way the element *-(e)l- remains unexplained. For a
better et. of this IE word see N *ÛaÓu 6666 l ! !!!V 'light (lux), sunshine, sun'.  
2137. ?φ  (€?) *{s2222}a 4 444w[÷3333 ]V  'to want', 'to beg' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
desiderative, volitive) >  A: T *sa4b- 'love' >  OT {Cl.} sa4v-, MQp/XwT XIII
sa4w-, Chg XV sew-, Tk sev-, Ax sev-, Tkm søj- To4y-, Uz sev-, ET so4y-
, Qmq, QrB, Qzq, Nog, Qq, Qrg su4y-, VTt søj- sÁºy-, Bsh hÁºy-, Alt {BT},
Tlt {Rl.} su4∏-, Chv sav- id., ? Yk i¢a4y- 'be friendly to' ¶ Cl. 284, Rs. W 4O6-
7, Jeg. 173  Ko {S} *sipî- 'wish, want' >  MKo sipî-, NKo sip˙- sip-,
sip≈î- id. ¶ S QK #832, Nam 325, MLC 1O43, 1O66  A sx. with
voluntative or optative meaning: M *-su[:] / *-su4[:]: *ora-su 'let m e
enter!', o4g-su4 'let me give!' > MM -su / -su4 (kele-su4 'I shall say!', Mgl -su2n
(with a secondary -n), WrM -su-gay / -su4-gey ¶ Pp. IM 255  NaT *-
sun / *-su4n, 3s optative >  OT -zun / -zu4n, MU -sun / -su4n, ET -sun, Az -
sun / -su4n / -sîn / -sin  Tg -su, marker of imv. (2s, 3s) in several
archaic verbs: WrMc bi-su, Nn bi-su 'be!', WrMc o-so 'let him\it b e ,
be!, become!', WrMc gay-su 'take!', Nn ga-su 'buy!', WrMc bay-su
'ask (a question)!', Nn di-su 'come!' ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1975 (*sebe 'to love,
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to have fun'; incl. T, Ko) || IE: NaIE *-s-, *-sy-: [1] volitive sx. *-s- 'wan t
to' >  OI -s- in s1us1ru2-s5ate2 'he wants to hear', OL viss-o2 >  L v°s-o2
(*wei\d-s-o2) 'want to see', Gt ga-weiso2 'I visit' (“ 'want to see'); [2]
in several lgs. *-s-, *-syo- changed into a marker of future: Gk -s- i n
dei1xv 'I shall show', lei1πv 'I shall leave', OL dixo2 'I shall say', faxo2 ' I
shall do', capso2 'I shall take', Osc fust 'will be', Lt duos 'will give';
the less reduced variant *-syo-: OI participium futuri bu2-s5ya-nt-
'who\which will be', OCS b7w9∑e-E bûs7e<s7te-je 'future' ¶ Brg.
KVG 529 || HS: ?σ CS *√s7w÷+˝ >  BHb √s7w÷ D  'cry for help', o@uS
≤s7u2a÷, eo1v^S2 s7aw≤÷a2 'a cry for help', SmA vebsa ?s7bhw ' ou t c ry '
(√s7w÷) (unless related to Plm s7y÷t {HJ} 'protectrice, female he lper ' ,
suggesting a CS √ *√s7w÷+˝ or *√s7y÷+˝ 'help') ¶ KB 134O-1, GB 814, HJ
1129, Tal 883  ?φ C: Ag (Ap.} *ciw-/caw- 'beg'  (× N *wec'''' @ @@@V [ o r
*wic'''' @ @@@V?] 'to order, to require, to beg'???) >  {Ap.} Bln, Km s7iw-, Xm
c7'a4w-, {R} c5aw-, Q s7ew-, Dmb {R} s7åw- ¶ Ap. AV 2O, R WB 331-2, CR
LK 254, ≈  AD SF 1O5 ˚  Ag {Ap.} *c- (= *c'-?) may go back to *Í...? <
*Í...[÷ 3333 ]  ˚  ≈ AD NEPGF 24O-1 (does not distinguish between t h e
reflexes of this N etymon and those of N *Íuwé⁄V 'to push, to cause '
[as well as some possible grammaticalized reflexes of N *s7777u 6 666wHV
'loosen']), Gr. I 2O4-6 ("future S" in IE, A, EA).
2138. *s1111iw{÷3333}a (or *s 1111iw9a) 'to smear' >  HS: CS *√s7˝˝ ¬ ? *√s7÷÷
(*-*-s7u÷÷- + ? *-s7u˝˝) ≠ *-s7u2÷+˝- >  BHb √s7÷÷ G  (2pm imv. uo7S s7o2≤÷u2)
'be smeared \ plastered up', {BDB} 'be blinded' ,  Sh 'plaster up', JA
[Trg.] √s7÷÷ G  vt. 'smooth, paste (glätten, bestreichen)', JEA √s7÷÷  T  ' b e
smoothed down', JA [Trg.] -s7u2÷- G  'plaster', Sr ip. -s7u2÷-, pf. s7a2÷ v. G
'daub, besmear', SmA s7s7y÷ 'smooth', √s7÷÷ TD  'be coated'; ?? Ar
√s˝s˝  v. 'add fat to the food; smear the hair with fat or with oil' ¶ GB
183, BK I 1O95, Tal 919, Lv. T II 5O3-4, Js. 1538, 1611-2, Sl. 1168, Br.
791, JPS 566  B *√zwy v. 'smear' >  Ah {Fc.} ´hwy, Gh {Nh.} ´Z7wy,
Tnsl ´s7wy, ETwl, Ty ´zw´y id. ¶ B *z- may be due to as. *s˝ > *z˝ (> B
*z) ¶ Fc. 625, Nh. s.v. 'oindre', GhA 218, Pr. H 72 [#439] || K: GZ *sw-
v. 'pass one’s hand over (sth.), smear, oil (sth.)' >  OG sw-, G sv-/s-,
Mg, Lz s(v)- id. Ï GZ *sw-am-/sw-m- id. > G svam-/sm-, Mg, Lz sum-
id. ¶ K 163, K2 164-5, Chx. 1214-6, FS K 268, FS E 297-8 || ?φ  IE: H t
sah- 'verunreinigen, beschmieren' ¶ Ts. W 66 || A *sipa 'clay', v.
'smear' >  NaT *sîba v. 'smear' >  OT sîba- ≠ suva- v. 'smear with clay,
plaster' (partially coalesced with suba- ≠ suva- v. 'water' ÿ OT su2v
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'water'), MT XIV [IM] sîba-, Osm sîva-  'beschmieren, tünchen, mit Stuck
bewerfen', Tk sIba- v. 'smear', Xk syba- sîba- v. 'smear (the h o u s e
with clay)', Sg {Rl.} suba-, Shor {Rs.} s7uba- v. 'smear\coat with clay', ET
Tr {Rl.} suba- v. 'plaster'; Osm sîva 'plaster, stucco', Shor sîva
'hardened dung in bear’s stomach in winter' ¶ Cl. 785, DTS 515, Rs. W
414, BIG 2O4, Rl. IV 672, 788, 11O5  M *siba- v. 'smear, coat with
mud\clay, plaster' > MM [MA] s7iba-, WrM siba-, HlM wava- v.
'plaster, stucco; apply mud\ointment', Ord s7awa- v. 'cover\coat with
mud', WrO {Krg.} s7aba-  v. 'daub, smear, cover with dirt', Brt waba- v.
'putty, coat, besmear', Kl wav- s7aw- vt. id. ('za-\ob-mazyvat∆ ,
wpaklevat∆ '), {Rm.} 'beschmieren (mit Lehm), tünchen', Dx {T} s7uwa-
v. 'smear\coat'; Ï M *sibar  'mud, clay' > MM [S] s1ibar, [HI, IM] s7ibar
'mud', [MA, IsV] s7ibar 'clay', WrM sibar, HlM wavar 'mud, morass ,
clay, plaster, stucco', Ord s7awar 'boue, enduit de boue', Brt wabar,
WrO s7abar, Kl {Rm.} s7awr= 'mud, clay, dirt', Kl {KRS} wavr 'clay', M n r
H {SM} sÀawar 'boue, mortier, argile, badigeon', Mnr M {T} s7awar, Dx
s7uwa, Ba s7bar, bar 'clay', Dg s7awar 'clay, mud' ¶ H 139, Ms. H 96, Lg.
VMI 66, Pp. MA 332, 447, MED 693-4, Krg. 431, Chr. 712, KRS 659, KW
352-3, Ms. O 61O-1, SM 369, T 381-2, T DgJ 182, T DnJ 142, T BJ 1 5 2 ,
Mr. D 192, Pp. IM 123   Tg *sipa- (= *siFa-?) v. 'smear' >  Ewk siwa-
id., Ud siFala-, Nn B siF‰kt‰- v. 'stop up (a hole)', Lm hIwtaG ±
hIwtaw 'swamp, marsh' ¶ STM II 74  pJ {S} *sa!pa 'bog, marsh '  > OJ
sa!pa!, J: T sawa!, K sa!wa~, Kg sa!wa id.; pJ *sapa-s- v. 'dip, smear with
laquer '  > ltOJ saFa-s-, J T sawas- ¶ S QJ #463, Mr. 2O, 748 ¶¶ Rm.
352-3 (M, T), Rs. W 414 (T, M, Tg), Pp. VG 3O, 46 ¶¶ Altaic *-p-
(suggested by Ud/Nn -F- and pJ *-p-) is likely to go back to *-bÓ- < N
*-w÷ 3333 ++++9- ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2O11 (A *si!pa 'clay; to smear'; incl. T, M, Tg) ˚ IS
MS 348 (*s1iwÿ 'to smear [with clay]'; U, K, A). If the Ar cognate is
valid, it suggests N *-9- , the Ht cognate points to N *-9++++˝- , which
contradicts the K ev. for a "lighter" lr. (N *÷ ) .
2139. *Íuwé⁄V 'to push, to cause' (‘  'to ask for', ‘ causative) >
IE *seu\éx-/*suéx- > NaIE *sew´- '≈ set in motion' > OI √su2-: su≤vati
'sets in motion, vivifies, urges', pp. ≤pra-su2-ta 'angetrieben, gesandt ' ,
savi-≤tar 'stimulator, rouser, vivifier' (to distinguish from √su2-
'grant, bestow; allow, authorize' <  N *s7777u 6 666wHV 'to loosen', q.v.) » Av
xvaNhayo 'drängt', maînyu-s7u2ta 'vom Geist getrieben' (OI/Av u2 <
NaIE *u2 < IE *uéx; OI i <  NaIE *´ <  IE *é=x) »» ? OIr soI4d twists, turns' 
1983
Ht {Ts.} suwa2y- 'stoßen, drängen, schieben', {EI} 'push, urge', ??? Pal
su2nat 'poured out' ¶¶ Not here Gk ]ea1v (* ]ea1wv) 'let, suffer, allow,
permit', OHG fir-su2men  'to neglect, to miss', MHG su2men  'to delay,
to linger, to tarry', which belong to IE *seu\Ó-/*suÓ- 'let, neglect' <  N
*s7777u 6 666wHV '⇑ ' ¶¶ EI 5O7 (*seu\h‹- / prs. *su≤neh‹-ti), M K III 488-9, MW
698, 119O-1, 1239, Kb. 986, F I 434, Ts. W 79 || A: Tg *sub- '≈ push' >
WrMc subada- 'push each other', Ul sUbaqa- 'interfere, meddle i n
other people’s business' ¶ STM II 115 || D: ? D *°c>o{v}- ({†GS} *s-?) >
Kn so2, so2vu, so2hu 'drive off, chase away', so2vali 'chasing away,
driving off'; the connection with Tm o2ppu 'drive away, cause to f lee '
and o2ccu  'drive away, chase' is highly qu. ¶ D *o (for the expected *u)
is still to be explained ¶ ≈  D #2878 ||| This N word was
grammaticalized as a marker of causativity: HS *sV- >  S *s73V- (px. o f
causative verbs, Sh -stems) >  Ak s7V-, BHb, OA hV-, Ar, Gz ?a-, Sb hV-,
Mn, Qtb, Hdr S s7V-  Eg s- (px. of causative verbs)  B *sV- id.: Shl
ird 'be clean' Ï s-ird 'make clean, wash', Tmz Tam´z 'take (o f t en ) '
Ï s-Tam´z 'make so. take (often)', Tw imŒar 'être grand' Ï s´mŒ´r
'rendre grand', etc.   C prefix of causality*-sV- (following the personal
pxs. of verbs) (in verbum finitum of the prefix-conjugated verbs), sx. o f
causality *-sV- (preceding the sxs. of person-gender-number) ( i n
verbum finitim of the suffix-conjugated verbs and in some nominal
forms of verbs) >  Bj pxs. and sxs. -so2/se-, -s- »» Ag (sxs.): Bln {Plm.} -s-,
-is-, -s‰-, Xm {Ap.} -s-, -Èz-, -Èss-, Km {Ap.} -s7-, Q {R} -s7-, -z-, Aw {Hz.}
-c7- »» EC *-s7- (prefixes): Sa {Wlm.}, Af {Hw.} -ys-, -s-, (?) -y-, (sxs.): Sa -
is-, Sml -si-, Or, Sd -s-, ? Rn -s- ≠ -(i)c7- »» SC: Irq {Mous} caus. sx. -s- 
NrOm caus. sx.: Gf {Mrn.} sx. -s-/-is-, Cha {C} -s, -is, -s7, Zl {C}, Ym {C}
-s, Kf {C} -c7-  Ch: traces of the HS marker of causativity have b e e n
found in Hs: Hs -a!r, -s7e2!, causative sxs. of the verb ¶¶ Dk. SHL 1OO-1,
Dk. AL 1O4-7, Dk. JDPA 256-61, Sd. G 116-7 (§  89 [17]), 122-3 (§  9 4
[22]), Bst. ESA 19, Lip. 334, 387-392, Ed. §§  44O-5, AD KJ 93-7, AD SF
287, Pr. M VI-VII 57-9, Cadi 41-5, Hz. AL 31, Ap. REA ∀ , Ap. Kh II 47O-1,
Ap. K 331, PH 246-7, PG 31-2, Mous 17O-5; C SE III 34, 143-4, and IV
2O9-12; C SO 39, Mrn. O 58-9, AiM 223, PorS 363 || ? A: J ( incl.
Ryukyu ds.) -s-causative: J noko-s(u) 'leave behind' ↔  noko-r(u)
'remain' ˚  AD NEPGF 24O-1 (did not distinguish between the reflexes
of this N word and those of N ?φ *{s 2222 }a 4 444w[÷ 3333 ]V  'to want' (as well as s o m e
possible grammaticalized reflexes of N *s7777u 6 666wHV 'to loosen, to re lease ' ) ,
Gr. I 2OO-2 ("causative S" in IE, Y, A [Tg, J, qu. T], EA, Ai).
1984
214O. *{s}{u 4444}wHa6666 ¬ *{s}É?uwHV 'moisture, water, rain', 'to ( b e )
wet' >  HS: S *°√s7+sHH, *°-s7+suHH- >  Ar saHH- 'rain', √sHH (ip. ya-suHH-u)
v. 'pour forth (water), flow down'; S *°s7+sayH- ≠ *°s7+say÷- >  Ar sayH-
'flowing water', say÷- 'water running on the ground'  ¶ BK 1O57, 1 1 7 3 -
4, Hv. 31O, 346-7  NrOm: Bnc {Wdk.} so@?, Gmr {Fl.} so? 'water' ¶ Wdk.
BY 11O, 182, Fl. OWL, Blz. OL (*°so? 'water')  C: Ag {Ap.} *s‰w- ({∫Ap.}
*s´w-) 'rain' >  Km {Ap.} s‰wa, {CR} suwa2, Xm {Ap.} sÈ!wa, Bln {Bnd.}
suwa, {R} zu≤wa2, Q {R} suwa2 'rain' »» EC: Ya sOXO 'rain' »» SC: Alg
sa?ami, Brn {Wh., E} sa?ama 'river', ?? Asa {E} so?oNk 'valley' ¶ R WB
312, Ap. AV 19, Blz. CWL, E SC 18O, Wh. IC 25, ≈  AD SF 1OO  ??φ Ch:
WCh: Cg {Sk.} za2!we@ 'water' » Gj {Sh.} ze2~, Tule/Zem/Sy/Zar {Sh.} z7a~, Zem
D {Sh.}, Ds/Wnd/Dw {Sh.} s7a~ id. ¶ JI II 34O-1, Sh. SB 33 || K **s`ow- v.
'wet, wetten' Ï GZ *s`owel- 'wet, soaked' and GZ *s`owl- v. 'wet, m a k e
wet' (× N *s{u 6666 }wolV  'liquid, moisture' [q.v. ffd.]) ||  IE *seu\Ó-/*suÓ- >
NaIE *seu(´)-/su2- 'moisture, rain' >  Gk {yei (with a long y2) 'it ra ins ' ,
y¢eto1ß 'rain' »» Gmc: OHG sou (gen. souwes ± sowes) 'juice', AS
se1aw  'juice, moisture', ON søgr  'rain; sea' »» Pru suge  [suye] 'rain' »»
pAl {O} *su2ya >  Al shi 'rain' »» pTc {Ad.} *su-/swa2sa2- > Tc A/B su-
/swa2sa2 2- v. 'rain ¶ P 912-3, EI 477 (*suÓ- 'rain'), Lehm. GE 213 (on t h e
Gmc ev. of a lr. in this word), Krs. WT I 299, Wnt. TE 193-4 (on the Tc
and Gk ev. of an IE lr.), F II 978-9, Ho. 287, Kb. 926, OsS 845, Schz. 2 6 4 ,
Vr. 577, 413-4, Wn. 443, Ad. 693, Ad. H 1O2 ¶¶ AD ChCS ##17, 27 ||
A: T *si\ub ({Md.} *si\u2b) 'water' ({†pAD}: < **sÉu2b) >  NaT *su[:]b 'wa te r '
> OT [MhK] su2w ≠ suw, {Cl.} su2v (sc. suw), {DTS} suv ≠ suw ≠ sub
≠ su˝ 'water, river', [MCh.] s7uv 'water' (interpreted by Md. as s1ub),
Tkm suv Tuw, Tk su, Uz, Qmq, Nog suv suw, Az, ET, VTt, SY {Ml.},
Slr {Ten.} su, Qzq su suw, Qq suw, Bsh hÈw, QrB, Qrg, Alt su2, Tv, Tf,
Xk, Shor su˝, Yk u2 »» Chv s7îv, Chv MK {Md.} s7u' 'water ' ¶ Md. 12O-1,
177, Cl. 783-4, TL 88-9, MKD 169-7O, DTS 512, 515-6, TkR 592, Ra.
229, Jeg. 34O, Ml. ZhU 1O5, Ten. SSJ 487 ¶ The rec. of a long vowl (Cl.,
Md.) is not justified (Tkm has a short u, the long -u2 of Yk goes back t o
*-ub)  d.?: M *suba9 'narrow long swampy depression' (<  * 'r iver ') ,
'ditch, canal' >  MM [HI] {Ms.} subaq 'fossé, canal', WrM suba9, HlM
suvag 'ditch, trench, canal; narrow long swampy depression', Brt
hubag  'ditch, gutter' ¶ Ms. H 96, MED 733, Chr. 687 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #218O
(A *s7i\uba+u 'water' >  T {DQA} *sIb [= *su[:]b?]) || D *°c>u2- 'wet' >  Gnd
su2su2 (ai\a2na2) 'be just a little wet' (of clothes drying) ¶¶ ≈  DED #2242 ( +
1985
unc. D *c>o2k-, {GS} *zo2k- 'wash, rub' [D #2872, GS 119, #312]) ˚  The
tentative N rec. **su 4444wHa 6666  explains the pT form as resulting from vowel
harmony: *su4-...-a6 (= [sYu4...-a6]) >  (synharmonic as. with preservation o f
the palatality of *sY-) *sYu...-a6 (or *si\u...a6) and later pT *sY- (or *si\- ? )
>  Chv s7-. The alt. rec. N *{s}É?uwHV  is an attempt to explain the pT
diphthong *-i\u- as going back to a former bisyllabic structure *-É?u-
˚  N *-H-  is reconstructed on the ev. of S and K (it is the only N cns .
yielding S *H  and K zero). N *s-  is reconstructed on the ev. of K *s`-. But
if the K cognate is rejected (as ambiguous), we must replace N *s-  a n d
*-H-  by unspecified *s2222- and *-Ù-  ˚ AD LRC 7-8, IS MS 341 (*sÿwÿ
'qidkost∆ ' > IE, T, K, HS).
2141. (€?) *sVwé€V 'to drink' >  K *s`w- v. 'drink' >  OG su  imv.
'drink!', G sv-, Mg, Lz s7(v)-, Sv {K} s7(w)- 'drink' (lal´⁄-s7 aor. ' h e
drank', mi-s7w-a pfc. [res.] 'I have drunk'); Ï GZ {K} *s`w-am / *s`wm
v. 'drink' >  OG suam- / suem- / sum-, G svam- / sm-, Mg, Lz s7um-
id. ¶ K 17O, 173-4, K2 179, FS K 281-2, FS E 313 || HS: B *√swh ({∫Pr.}
*√swh⁄) (perfective stem *-swah) v. 'drink' >  Ah {Fc.} imv. ´su / 3 m
pf. iswa (Fcj. 24), Gh {Nh.} ´su, Gd {Lf.} Esw / iswö2, Awj {Par.} s7u /
yes7wa2, Sll {Ds.}, Izd {Mrc.} su / iswa, BSn {Ds.} su2 / iswu, Kb {Dl.}
s´w / y´swa, Izn/Rf/SrSn {Rn.} su, Tmz {MT} s´w / swi ≠ swa,
Mz/Wrg {Dlh.} s´w / y´swu, Si {La.} su / isua, Nf {Beg.} e>1su /
yesuwu6, Skn {Srn.} su2 / i!sua", Zng {TC} es7bi 'boire' (pf. yis7be) ¶ Fc.
1842, 2OO1, Msq. 38, Lf. I 258 and II #1512, Dl. 795, MT 661, Dlh. M
195, Dlh. Ou 3O7, Mrc. 35-6, Beg. N 22O, TC Z 303-4, Nic. 368, Par. 1 6 1
 Ch {AD} *√s€wh v. 'drink' >  WCh: Hs s7a2! » Su {J} s7wa2, Ang s7we2, Cp
s7u2, Gmy {Fp.} sua, Tal {IL} su@wa~ v. 'drink'» Fy {J} s7o, DfB {J} s7oh id. » Bl,
Krkr {J} s-, sa-, Grm {Gw.} shen%a or shena, Krf {Sch.} she2!-wo~, Ngm
so~wo2~ id. » Wrj {Sk.} sa!, {J} sa~! (imv.), Cg {Sk.} s7a@, Kry {Sk.} sa@, My {Sk.}
sa-, Sir {Sk.} sa~, P’ {MSk.} sa, Jmb si!, sa!, Mbr {Sk.} si! / sa2! » Bg {J} s7e,
{Sh., IL} s7a?, {Jgr.} s7a2~, {Csp.} s7e2~, Kir {Sh.} se, Grn {Sh., Csp.} sai\, Tala
{Sh.} hYa, Jm {Csp.} he, {Gw.} hiye1, Gj/Zul/Plc {Sh.} s6a, Buli {Sh.} s7a,
Tule {Sh.} s7e, Zem/Tule/Wnd/Ds/Dw {Sh.}, Sy/Zar {Sh.} s6e » Ngz {Sch.}
sa!, Bd {Sch.} s‰~?-yi!n, s‰~g°i!n id. »» CCh: Tr {Nw.} za, Gbn s7i, Hw sa » Cb
{IL}, WMrg {ChL} sa, Mrg {IL} sa~h » FlJ {ChL} se, FlB/FlM {ChL} si, Gude
{Hsk.} sa, Bt {Mch.} sa5, Bcm {Sk.} so!b'o@, Gudu {IL} sa » Mdr {Eg.} s7a!, s7u!s7e!
» Suk {IL} s‰~va!n id. » Mtk {Sb.} sa, pMM {Ro.} *say >  Mofu {Brr.} -s-,
{Ro.} se!y, Gzg D {Lk.} s7e, {Ro.} si!, Mkt {Ro.} sa!, Mada/Myn/Mlk {Ro.} s7e,
1986
Hrz {Ro.} s7a!wa~ v. 'drink' » Db {Lnh.} sa~ » Gdr {Mch.} sa5 » Lgn {Lk., Bn.)
se, Bdm {Lk., Cfr.} hi, Msg {Trn.} s ` » ZmB {Sa.} se1, ? {J} c7e! id. »» ECh:
Kwn {J} se22¶¶, Ke {Eb.} sE! » Kbl {Cp.} su~w‰, Ll si » Smr {J} s7Ä~, Tmk {Cp.} he~ »
Skr {Sx.} se@, {Lk.} sa » EDng {Fd.} sE2^ » Mb {Lk.} su!wa~, Brg {J} sa!ya~, Jg {J}
s- id. ¶ JI I 51 {Ch. *√s€w) and II 11O-1, JS 88, Nw. #39, Stl. IF 92 (Ch
*sa+i?- > *swy / *sy? / *sw?), ChC, ChL, Stl. ZCh 18O [#326] (WCh
*sahW ≠ *sihW), Ro. 239, Csp. 15, 47, Sh. SB 35, Hsk. 267 ¶¶ AD ChCS
##17, 27 ||  ? U: FU {Coll.}*seGe-, {UEW} *sew+Ge- v. 'eat' (× N *se6666g ++++kV
'to eat, to swallow' [q.v. ffd.]).
2142. o  *s1111{ow}yV 'to sound' >  IE: NaIE {P} *swei\-/*swi- v. ' sound ' ,
+ext.: *swei\sd-  id. >  OI ks5ve2d5ati ≠ ks5ve2dati 'buzzes, hums ,
murmurs' (k- from metanalysis in some word group or due t o
onomatopoeia?) »» OIr {Vn.} se1it- 'souffler', {P} se1t- 'play (a wind-
instrument)', ind fet 'sibilus' ({Vn.}: f- < *sw-), NIr fead 'a whistle ' ,
W chwythu  'to blow (wind), to play (a wind-instrument)' »» ? Gk si1zv
v. 'hiss' »» Sl o  *svist¥ n. 'whistle'  > OR svist5 svist, Cz svist, P
s1wist, R, Uk svist id.; Ï *svistati ≠ *sviste7ti 'to whistle' > OC,
OR svistati svistati, R svistet∆ ≠ svistat∆, U k
svistati, Cz sviste7ti ≠ svistati, Slk svistat&, P s1wistac1
id. ¶ Not here Gt swiglo2n  'to blow a flute', OHG swe4glo2n 'to blow a
Schwegelpfeife', AS {Ho.} sweÌel 'music', and L sïbila2- v. 'whist le '
(see  N *s 1111u 6 666ygVl ßßßßV  'produce sounds by voice or by blowing') ¶ P 1O4O-
1, EI 72 (*swei\- 'blow through a small aperture so as to hizz or buzz ' ) ,
Vn. S  76-7; M K I 295-6 (because of the onomatopoeia he rejects all
connections of the OI word), M E I 441, F II 7O4 (si1zv is o ) , Vs. III 58O-
1, Ma. CS 389 || U: FU *s1oye- v. 'sing, sound', *s1oye 'voice' >  F soi- v.
'sound, ring', soitta- 'play (a musical instrument)', soitto 'mus ic ' ,
Es so%itle- v. 'scold' » pLp {Lr.} *c1o2y‰ v. 'sound, resound' >  Lp: L {LLO}
tjuodjat, N {N} c7uoggja6t / -j-, K {Gn.} c7u2yyeÎ id., Vfs {Hs.}
tjuojedh id., tjuoje n. 'sound' » pChr {Ber.} *s7o-kt¥- v. ' s o u n d
(lauten, tönen)' >  Chr: H waktaw ≤s7akta-s7, L woktaw s7ok≤ta-s7 /
s7okte-, B/M/Uf s7okte- v. 'play (music), be heard' »» ObU {Ht.} *su"y
'voice, sound' >  pVg *su"y >  Vg: LK/MK soy, P/Ss suy 'voice'; pOs {Ht.}
*so4Æy ({∫Hl.} *su4Æy) 'sound, voice' >  Os: V/Vy so4Æy, Ty/Y so$Æy, D/K se"y,
Nz/Kz siÆy, O siy id. » Hg zaj, † szaj 'noise, din, sound' ¶ Coll. 1 1 4 ,
UEW 482-3, Lr. #188, Lgc. #754, Lgc. SL 2899, Ber. 64 [#336], MRS 6 8 9 ,
714, Ht. #565 || ? A: pJ {S} *sa~wa~k- v. 'sound, make noise' > OJ
1987
sa~wa~k-, J: T/Kg sawa!g-, K sa!wa!g- ¶ S QJ # 987, Mr. 748  ¶¶ ≈ DQA
#1938 (A *sa~ybo ' sound '  >  J + unc. T *so4gla4- 'say' [in fact from N
*s 7777oK ''''o {÷ 3 333 }e 6 666 'to say'] + Tg •sawu- [an unjustified rec. from Orc saGiki n .
'sound' and o : Ud safu-safu o2-, safura- and Ewk sauda- 'rustle']) || HS:
C: Dhl {EEN, To} so2? v. 'sing', {To.} so2!?e 'song' »» SC: Asa s7is7a?a 'voice' ¶
E SC 231, EEN 24, To. D 147 ˚  IS MS 342 s.v. zvu¢at∆  *s1ojÿ (IE, U) ˚
Qu. (at both the IE and the N levels) because of the onomatopoe ic
factor in the history of the words.
2143. *siz6666V 'stream, small body of water (lake and sim.)' >  HS: S
*°√s7+syl >  Ar sayl- 'water-course, torrent', saylat- 'a stream, shower ' ,
(Ï ?) √syl (pf. sa2la , ip. yasïlu) v. 'flow' (water) ¶ BK I 1177, Hv. 3 4 7
¶ Possible infl. of N *s{u6666}wolV 'liquid, moisture' (q.v.) || IE: NaIE
*selos- 'lake, marsh' > OI ≤saras- 'lake, pond', ≤Sarasvat°- (name o f
a stream and of a goddess), Irn *harah-  'lake' in n. l.: Av HaraXvait°-,
OPrs Harauvati- 'Arachosia (a province in the Persian empire)' (÷  OI
≤Sarasvat°-) »» Gk {eloß ntr. (gen. {eleoß) 'marsh-meadow, marshy
ground; backwater' »» ? W heledd, he6l 'meadow along the side of a
river' ¶¶ P 9O1, EI 37O (*≤seles- 'marsh'), M K III 443-4, F I 5O1-2 || U:
FU *siz6V 'moisture; small stream; moist, swampy land' >  Prm: Z z¡lå
zil!a 'a place with stagnant water (mesto , gde stoit rqavaå voda )',
'nasse, sumpfige, morastige Stelle', ars1a-zil!a 'anhaltender Staubregen
im Herbst', Yz zil!k≤ya 'moist, swampy' »» OHg u4gy ≠ igy ' spr ing,
brook, river' ('fons, rivulus, fluvius') ¶ ¶  UEW 442, LG 1O5, MF 959-6O
|| D *c>il- ({†GS} *s-?) 'pond, brook, river' >  Tl cilupu 'a pond', Klm
silka 'river', Nkr s1ilka 'brook, river', Prj c>ilva 'brook, rivulet', Gnd
silka 'small river' ± hilka ± ilka 'rivulet' ¶ ¶  D #2569 ˚  •÷ Eg fP s7
({Vc.} < *√s7yw) 'lake, pool, basin' > DEg s7y 'lake, well' >  Cpt WiI s7e2i
'well, basin' (EG III 397-8, Fk. 26O, Vc. 258), probably belonging to N
*s6666 {a 4 444}?iwÉ (or *c6666 {a 4 444}?iwÉ?) 'body of water, (?) wet\swampy g round '
(q.v.) .
2144. € *su÷ 3333 ++++9z 6666V  'finger(s), hollow hand' > HS: CS *≤s7u÷+˝[a]l- 'hol low
hand' >  BHb ≤s7o÷al* 'hollow hand, handful' (attested forms: &lo0S1
s7O÷á≤l-o2 'his hollow hand', pl. Mil5o1S6 s7´÷a2≤l-ïm and pl. cs. il4o9S2
s7a÷â≥le2), Md s7ula 'hollow hand', JA {Trg.} al1o9S2 s7a÷â≤l-a2 ≠ al1uoS6
s7´÷u2≤l-a2 'hollow of the hand\sole', Sr {Br.} \o0wu£ s7u÷≤la 2  ' handfu l '
({Br.} 'pugillus, manipulus') ¶ KB 1487-8, Lv. T II 5O3, Js. 161O, Br.
793, DM 454 || U *suz6{a} 'finger' >  pObU *Tu2z6(V) id. >  pVg *tu"l!a2
1988
'fisnger-ring' > Vg: T tol!a2, LK/MK tol!´, UK tul!´, P/NV/UL/Ss tul!a id.; pOs
{Ht.} *¬uy ≠ *¬Oy 'finger' >  Os: V loy (with 1s ppa. luy´m 'my f inger ' ) ,
Vy yOy, Ty/Y ¬oy, D/K tu4y, Nz tu"y, Kz ¬u"y, O luy id.; V/O luy 'sewing-
ring (Nähring), finger-ring', Vy yuy, Ty/Y ¬uy, D tu"y, Nz tu"y, Kz ¬u"y id .
 Sm {Jn.} *°t¥yaº, {Hl.} *°t¥ya 'finger' >  Mt {Hl.} *taya id. (Mt: M/K
{Mll.} taia id., M {Pl.} tajída 'his finger', T {Mll.} ta1jam ' m y
finger') ¶ ¶  Coll. 64, Coll. CG 4O5 (*sulV), UEW 449 (*suz6V), Sm. 5 4 O
(U *suwd!aº 'finger' > FU *s/s1uwd!a, FP *s1uwd!a, Ugr *sud!a, Sm
*to_ja4), MF 651-2, Ht. #116, Jn. UK 21 (U *suz6aº), Hl. MTKV 62-3, 8 8 ,
Hl M #941 ˚ In S the N cns. *-z6666- yields *-l- if the root-initial cns. is a
sibilant; therefore no S *s7˜s 6-roots are attested.
2145. *seZ7777Å 'a relative from the opposite exogamous moiety within
an exogamic system of tribes' ('father\son-in-law', 'mother’s b ro the r ' ,
and sim.) >  K {K2} *s`iZ`e- or {K} *siZ`e- 'son-in-law' >  G siZe-, Mg
si(n)Z7a- ± sinda id., Lz siZ7a- id., 'bridegroom', Sv: UB/L c7ïz7e, LB/Ln
c7iz7e 'son-in-law' ¶¶ K 163, K2 181, TK 831 ¶¶ The pK rec. *s`iZ`e- i s
preferable. As.: N *seZ7777Å > *seZÅ (whence regularly K *s`iZ`e-); dis.
*s7...Z7 > s...Z7 in Zan || HS: EC *s7Vz- ({Blz.} *sVz-) 'relative-in-law' >  Sml
so!ddog 'father-in-law', so!ddo!h 'mother-in-law', Rn {PG} se~yyo!H ≠ so~yyo!H,
{Oo.} so≤yo2H 'female-in-law' (= mother- \ daughter-in-law)', {PG, Oo.}
seyyo!H (/-kk-) 'male-in-law (father- \ son- \ brother-in-law)', pBn
*si~dda!H 'mother-in-law', 'sister-in-law' >  Bn B/J/Kj siddah, Bn K soddo!h
id., Or {Grg.} sodd-a2 'in-law, wife’s sibling', Or H {Ow.} sodda!, O r
B/O/Wt {Sr.} sodda2 'in-law' (Or ı Arr sodda! id.), Arr so!h 'in-laws', Gln
{AMS} soqo 'son-in-law' ¶ Hn. BD 118, 149, PG 259, 1O (on t h e
morphophoneme -H / -kk-), Oo. 7O, Grg. 36O, Sr. 386, Ow. 271, Hw. A
394, AMS 222  ? (mt.?) WCh: P’ {MSk.} c7o!si~-ti (pl. c7o~sa2!ni) ' in-law',
??φ: Wrj {Sk.} Z7ayi-na id., c7iyakW-ai\ 'female relative-in-law' ¶ MSk. 1 7 1 ,
Sk. NB 27, Stl. ZCh 255 [1O2] || U *c1ec7a4 'uncle' >  F seta4 ' father’s
brother', ? Es ∆  sedi 'mother’s brother' » pLp {Lr.} *c1E2ce2 ' father’s
brother' >  Lp: S {Hs.} tjiedsie, L {LLO} tjiehtie2, tja4∏htie2, N {N}
c7Acce id., Kld {TI} c7ie]c4c4 'father’s younger brother' » Er c7ic7e ' e lde r
brother-in-law (sister’s husband)', Mk ∑ava ≤s7c7ava ≠ ≤s1c1ava 'mother’s
mother', ∑åtå ≤s7c7a4t!a 'mother’s father' » pChr *c7u4c7´ ≠ *c7ec7a4 >  Chr L
¢u™¢u™ c7u4c7u4, H ¢y™¢y™ c7´c7´, {Rm.} c7 !iÆc7 !´, U c1u4c1o4 ≠ tu2c1o4  'mother’s
brother' » pPrm *c7Oz7 'mother’s brother' >  Z ¢oq c1oz7, Z Lt/Ud c7oz7, Vt
1989
¢™uqmurt c7uz7murt id., ¢™uqbuby 'mother’s father' »» Vg: LK {Kn.} s7a4s7,
Ss {Kn.} sasiG 'uncle', P {Kn.} s7a4s7s7´-m 'my uncle'  Sm {Jn.} *c>ic>a4
'mother’s younger brother' >  Ne T tidå, T O {Lh.} t!″id!e, Ng {Mik.} d .
tÈtid!a, Slq: Tz {KKIH} ti£ta4 'mother’s younger brother', Tm {KD} d .
(dim.?) c7ße¯Z7 ß´gòa, MKe cßi¯c7ß;a id., Ch {Cs.} tec7ea, MO {Cs.} c7ec7a
'mother’s brother', Ke {Cs.} citca, NP c7ic7e, Nr dim. ceZ7ega 'uncle' 
pY {IN} *c7 !a2c7a2 'elder brother, uncle '  >  Y K {IN} c7!a2c7!a2 id., {Krn.} c7ac7a
'elder bother' ¶¶ UEW 34-5, Sm. 536 (U, FU *ceca4, FP *c7/s1ec7a4, Ugr
*c7ec7a4, Sm *cica4), Lr. #126, Lgc. #534, Hs. 1315, TI 665, PI 312-3 ,
RMarS 167, Ep. 144, Rm. OTS 158, Ber. 7, Jn. 33, KKIH 183, KHG OSJ
92, Cs. 135, 147, 258, IN 21, Krn. JJ 284, ≈ Rd. UJ 35 [#5] (Y π U) ¶ ¶
Pre-U assimilatory affricatization of *s-: N *seZ7777Å >  *c1ec7a4 ˚  Blz. KM
119 [#18] (K, EC, U) and 13O (added NB), AD NM #111, S CNM 12 (÷ ÷
proto-Lezgian).
2146. *Íi{Z7777}V 'to skin, to scratch' >  K: GZ *Z7iZ7g-wn=- v. 'pinch, n ip ,
tweak (a large portion)' >  G Z7iZ7gn- id., Mg Z7g‰Z7gon-, Z7giZ7gon- id. ¶ K
269, K2 281, FS E 574 (*Z7iZ7g-) || HS: C: Ag *°sVsk- v. 'skin' >  Bln {R}
sisk- ¶ R WB 311 || A: Tg *si3sa- v. 'scrape, scratch' >  Ul sIsa/I-
'scrape (skoblit∆ , skresti )', WrMc sis7a- 'dig in the earth' (of pigs),
'gnaw' (of worms) ¶ STM II 98  ? NaT *soy- v. 'skin (an animal), pee l '
> OT soy- v. 'skin', XwT XIV soy- v. 'strip off', MQp *soy- v. 'peel', O s m
XIV soy- v. 'flay', Tk soy- v. 'strip, undress, peel', Ggz, Az soy- v. 'peel ,
skin', Tkm soj- Toy- v. 'peel', SY soy- v. 'skin (an animal)', Qrg soy v.
'skin' ‘ 'slaughter', Qzq soy-  'slaughter\skin (an animal)', 'undress', Tv
soy- v. 'skin, take off (a saddle)', Alt soy- id., 'slaughter', Xk soy- v.
'skin, bark', VTt suy-  id., 'slaughter' ¶ Cl. 858, Rs. W 425, Ten. SSY 2O6,
Jud. 65O, Jeg. 198 ˚  K *Z7-, C, and Tg *-s- are due to as. be tween
sibilants.
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2147. *s7777ubyV 'spike, spear; to pierce' >  HS: S: Ar √sbb G  'p ierce ,
cut; spear (in the anus)' ('percer, transpercer [surtout à l’anus],
couper'), {Ln.} 'cut, wound, pierce in the sabbat-' (contamination with
Ar sabbat- 'anus, podex') ¶ BK I 1O38, Hv. 3O4, Ln. 1284-5 || K: G s7ub-
i 'spear, lance' ¶ Chx. 185O, DCh. 1529 || U: FP *s7uye (<  **√s7uwye)
'spear, bear-spear, spike (of a weapon)' >  F ∆  hui 'Spule', huitti id.,
'(runde) Spitze, Gipfel', Es hui, ∆  hoi, Lv vo˘i\, vWoi\ 'Netznadel; Spule
beim Weben' » Lp: OSw {LÖ} suoj, Pt/Ar ≤suoyya¿ 'netting needle' » Prm
{LG} *s7u$ > Z wy s7È, Z UV/I s7i 'spear, bear-spear (rogatina ), bayonet ' ,
Vt wi s7i, Vt MU s7È 'sting, spike, bayonet' ¶  UEW 787-8, SSA I 177, LG
325, Lt. 198 ||  A  (× N *s6666apÉ[h]NV '≈  log, trunk of a tree', q.v. ffd. × N
*s1111{o}b[V]t''''V [or *sVb[V]t''''V] 'stem, piece of wood'?): Tg *so2ba
'∈ stick', pJ {S} *sa~wu\a~ 'pole, rod, staff' ˚  AD NM #33, ≈  S CNM 9-1O
(unc. rejection of the K cognate).
2148. € *s7777ËdV 'fasten tightly, strangle, be violent to so.' >  HS: WS
*√s7dd ≠ *-s7u2d- v. 'fasten tightly, apply violence against, devastate' >
BHb ddS √s7dd G  ≠ dvS √s7wd G  (pf. dd2S1 s7a2≤d3ad3, ip. duSi! ya2≤s7u2d3)
v. 'deal violently with, devastate' ({KB} 'verheeren, verwüsten,
vergewaltigen'), d7S s7od3 'violence, oppression', Ug s7dd G  'devasta te ' ,
Md √s7d? ≠ √s7dd v. G  'fasten (as chains), bind tightly, overpower ' ,
Ar √sdd G  (pf. sadda) v. {BK} 'fermer, boucher (avec un t ampon ,
bouchon, etc.) un trou\orifice, barricader un passage', {Hv.} 'stop ( a
flask), dam (a river), close up (a breach)', Gz √sdd v. G  'd r ive
out\forth, chase away', Tgy √sdd 'chase away, send', Tgr √sdd v.
'brace (e.g. skin on a drum), fasten tightly; give trouble, bother, assail '
¶ KB 1317, BDB ##77O3, GB 8O8, OLS 433-4, DM 449, BK I 1O68, Hv.
314, L G 485-6, LH 197 || K *s7wd-, {FS} *s7wed-/*s7wd- v. ' choke ;
suffocate, be suffocated; drown, get drown' >  OG s7toba ≠ s7doba n. ac t .
'to choke, to suffocate', s7is7udil- 'strangulation', Lz s7k(v)id-, s7k'id-
'suffocate, strangle', Mg s7kvid-  id., 'drown, hang (so.)', Sv s7gwd-, s7gud-
± s7k'wd- v. 'strangle\drown, be strangled\drowned' ({TK} msd.: UB/L li-
s7gwd-e ≠ -i, Ln li-s7k'wdi) ¶¶ K 215, K2 249, FS E 425-6, Q 359, TK 4 5 8
˚  IS MS 35O s.v. 'nasilie ' *s7{u}dÿ, IS SS #3.24.
2149. *s7777u 6 666÷adV (= *s7777u 4 444÷adV?) 'good, happy, pleasant' >  HS: WS
*√s7÷d 'be happy' > Ar √s÷d (pf. sa÷ida) 'être heureux (un homme q u i
réussit)', √s÷d  (pf. sa÷ada) 'être heureux \ propice \ favorable' (a day,
an hour), Sb doS s7÷d 'beneficence', (?) 'good fortune', s7÷d v.
'grant\bestoe a favour' (of a deity) ¶ Fr. II 316, BK I 1O9O, Hv. 3 2 1 ,
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BGMR 121-2  ?? B: Kb zœzœ´Îœwi 'passer une période heureuse' (unless a
caus. of a verb represented in Ah du´t 'be happy') ¶ Dl. 932, Fc. 221 ||
K *s7ed-/*s7d- 'be proper, fit' >  Mg s7kid- id., {Q} s7kidapa 'decency; t o
befit\become (prili¢estvovat∆ )', ma-s7kiduapa 'it befits me', Sv s7ged-
, s7gd- ± s7k'ed- 'deem sth. worthy' (msd. UB/LB/L li-s7gd-e, Ln li-s7k'ed-e)
¶¶ K 214, K2 248, Q 36O, FS K 376, FS E 422-3, TK 458, GP 178 || IE
*sweéd- >  NaIE *swa2d- 'sweet; be pleasant' (× N *Z6666u 6 666hdV [ o r
*Z6666u 6 666hVdV?] 'sweet', q.v.): [1] *swa2d- 'enjoy; be pleasant' > Gk {hdomai,
Gk D {adomai, Gk B wa1domh 'rejoice, take delight', Gk {adymoß, Gk H m
{hdymoß 'pleasant', [hdonh1 'pleasure' »» L sua2deo2 v. 'present (sth.) in a
pleasing manner' (‘ 'recommend, advise') »» Gt sutis  ' ]epieikh1ß, mild,
nachgiebig' »» ? Vd sam$-≤sud-e2 inf. {MW} 'to taste, to enjoy', OI
≤svadate2 'is pleasant, tastes well' »» Lt su2!dyti 'to salt, to pickle
(food)' »» Tc B swa2r- 'please'  [2] NaIE *swa2≤du-s 'sweet' >  OI
sva2≤du-  'sweet, savory, pleasant' »» Gk [hdy1ß, Gk El wa2dy1ß, Gk D [ady1ß id .
»» OSx swo2ti, OHG swuo Ôi 'sweet, pleasing', NHG su4S, MDt soete,
Dt zoet, ON søtr, NNr sØt, Sw so4t, Da sØd, OFrs, AS swe2te
'sweet', NE  sweet »» pTc *swa2re > Tc: A swa2r, B swa2re 'sweet' 
[3] NaIE *°swa2dw-i-s > OI sva2d≤v°-, L sua2vi-s 'sweet, pleasant'  [4]
NaIE *swa2d-o- 'savoury, pleasant', *≤swa2dos- 'pleasant taste; pleasure,
satisfaction' > Vd ≤pra2-svadas- 'pleasant' »» Gk “hdoß 'delight, pleasure;
vinegar', meli-hdh1ß 'honey-sweet'  [5] NaIE *swa2don-om, *swa2don-a
'delight, pleasure' >  OI ≤sva2danam 'act of tasting; seasoning, making
(food) savory' »» Gk [hdonh1 'delight, pleasure' ¶ P 1O4O, EI 5 6 6
(*swehÅde/o- 'be tasty, please'), 56O (*swehÅ≤du-s 'pleasing [to t h e
senses], tasty'), M K III 567-9, M E II 788-9, 797, MW 1122, 1279, F II
622-3, WH II 611-2, Fs. 461-2, Vr. 577, Vr. N 868, Ho. 339, Ho. S 7 3 ,
Kb. 1OO8, OsS 898, KM 765, Frn. 944, DLKZ 777, Ad. 725-6 || ?φ  A:
NaT *su4∏çi- 'be sweet' (infl. of N *Z 6666u 6 666hdV  [or *Z 6666u 6 666hVdV?] '⇑ '?) >  OT {Cl.}
su4c7ï- 'be sweet', su4∏cig 'sweet', Tkm s¥jœi Tu4yZ7i 'sweet, tasty', OOsm
XIII su4Z7i ≠ su4Z7u4, Osm {Rh.} îjvS su4Z7u4, Tk † π  su4cu4 'wine', Tk †
su4cu4k 'pleasant, tasty', Tki su4c7u4k ≠ c7u4c7u4k, Uz suc7uk ≠ c7uc7uk, Qrg c7u4c7u4
'sweet', XwT XIV su4c7u4g 'sweet; wine', MQp XIII su4c7u4∏ 'sweet, grape wine' ,
Qzq t¨∑y tu"s7s7î, Bsh søsø sÁºsÁº, VTt tø¢e tÁºs7 !Á 'sweet (non sal ty) '
(water) ¶ Cl. 795-7, Rs. W 457 (Rm.: *su4∏c>i- 'be sweet' ÿ *su4∏t 'milk' +
*sï), TkR 596, Rh. 1O86, TrR 796, Jud. 88O ˚  If NaT *su4∏çi- is a
1992
legitimate cognate, it points to the N vw. *u 4444 in the first syll. (N
*s7777u 4 444÷adV).
215O. *s7777{ayu4444}dV 'throw, (?) leave (abandon)' >  HS: CS (or S)
*√s7dw+y 'throw, cast, shoot' >  IA √s7dy G  'shoot', JA [Trg.], JEA
√s7dy+w G  (pf. id4S6 s7´≤d3e2 ≠ ad1S6 s7´≤d3a2) 'swing, throw, cast, shoo t ' ,
Sr √s7dw+y G  (pf. ædo£ s7´≤d3a2) 'hurl, throw, shoot (an arrow), cas t ,
fling', Ar √sdw G  (pf. "daSa sada2) {∂Ln.} 'stretch forward arms, hands ,
fore legs', 'play with walnuts, throwing them into a hole', {BK, Hv.}
'stretch forth the hand' »» (× N *{s7777}a 4 444tV 'buttocks; to sit, to sit d o w n ' )
Ak √s7yt (inf. s7e2tum, s7ia2tum, p. -s7ït-) 'übrig lassen' ¶ Js. 1524, Sl.
11O9-12, Br. 757-8, JPS 56O, Ln. 1336, BK I 1O73, Hv. 315, Sd. 1221 ||
?σ K *s7wed- / *s7wd- 'remain' (“ 'be left') >  OG s7d- / s7ed- 'remain', G
rc7-, Mg sk‰d-, skid- id., Lz skid-, skud-, sked- (n. act. o-skad-u) v. ' live
(wohnen)' »» ?φ Sv sed-/sd-, sa4d- 'remain', UB ka-sed 'escape harm f r o m
sth.' (msd.: UB/L li-sed) ¶¶ K 215, K2 249; FS K 379-8O and FS E 4 2 6
(without mentioning the Sv cognate), TK 447, GP 167 || U: FP *s7aytt{a4}
(>  *s7a4ytt{a4 ≠ *s7aytta-) 'throw, hurl' >  F heitta4- 'throw, cast; leave,
give up', Es heida- / heit- 'cast, throw' » Lp S {Hs.} saatt´edh
'versetzen, abschicken, wegtreiben, fahren lassen', {Lgc.} sa2tti-, {SK}
se$tte-, sitte- 'throw, hurl' » Z, Prmk s7‰t-, Yz s7o$t- 'put corn into t h e
drying-house (ovin )', Z s7o$t- 'throw (e.g. snow-balls) into the crowd' ¶
*-tt- (for *-Î-) may be due to suffixation (*-Î-t- >  *-tt-) or to s o m e
unknown laws of phonotactics: *-yd-  >  *-ytt-?) ¶ UEW 781, Lgc. #6O77,
Coll. H #81.22, SK 65, TmK 781, Lt. J 199 || A: ?φ M *side- >  WrM
side-, HlM wid´-, Brt w´d´- 'throw, fling' ¶ M *side- may b e
explained as going back to **sayidÉ < (delabialization) *s7777ayu4444dV ¶
MED 696, Chr. 743 || D (in SD) *c>a2tß(tß)-/*c>an`tß- v. 'throw' >  Ml
ca2t5t5uka v. 'throw darts, hurl', ca2t5uka, ca2n5t5uka v. ' t h row ' ,
ca2t5t5u 'a hurl', Kn ja2d5isu v. 'throw', Tu ca2n5d5uni v. 'fling a spear' ¶
D #2439 ˚  ≠ S NSShS #13 (K •÷ IE *sed- 'sit'; in fact, IE *sed- 'sit d o w n '
[rather than 'sit'!] is from N *{s7777}a 4 444tV 'buttocks; to sit, to sit d o w n '
[q.v.]).
2151. *s 7777 {u 4 444hi}?V 'fade', 'go out' (fire), 'extinguish' >  HS: S *°√s7hw+y,
? WS *s7aw?-: [1] S *°√s7hw+y >  Sr √s7hw+y (pf. æho£ s7´≤ha2 ≠ Ôhi£
s7´≤h°) v. 'be extinguished' (fire), 'remisit' (febris), 'evanuit' (robur) ¶
Br. 759; [2] WS *s7aw?- '≈ nothing, evil' (× N ?σ *s7777uw?V 'weak', q.v.
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ffd.) ¶ GB 8O9, KB 1323-5, BK I 1168-9, BGMR 52, L G 521 »» Eg XX swh
(= {EG} s1wh) 'verschwinden lassen' (unless a caus. of an una t tes ted
verb **wh) ¶ EG IV 72 || IE: NaIE *swï- (also +exts. *-g-, *-k-)
'decrease, become less, be(come) silent' >  Ic svI1a 'to abate' (of pa in )
(× N ?σ *s7777uw?V 'weak'), with *-k-: OHG sw°ge2n, NHG schweigen
'to be silent', OSx sw°gon, AS sw°Ìian, suÌian id., 'to be quiet' »»
Gk si2gh1, Gk D si2ga$ (<  *swï-g-) 'silence', si6ga 'silently; in silence' ,
siga1v, sivpa1v (<  *swiyo2-p-) 'I am silent' ¶ P 1O52, Bv. 736, Vr. 57O,
Ho. 337, Ho. S 73, Kb. 1OO3, OsS 915-6, KM 591, F II 7OO-1, EI 518 ( ?
*swïg/k-  'be silent, hush') || U: FU *°s7+c7iya- (or *-N-) >  F hii-pu-a v.
'fade' (with the rf./ps. sx. *-pu- , cp. F juo-pu-a  'to get drunk' ÿ juo-
da 'to drink', w Laan. 282) ¶ Rs. UAW 42 || A: Tg *sï'- v. 'extinguish' ,
*sï'-b- v. 'go out' (fire)' >  Ewk sï- v. 'extinguish', sïw-  v. 'go out' ( f i re) ' ,
Sln s7 !ïgu2-, Lm hïw-, Neg sïw- v. 'die out', Orc sïwi- v. 'extinguish' ,
sipti- ≠ sipt‰- v. 'die out' ¶ STM II 73; a different interpretation: S AJ
215 [#171] ˚  On N *-ÉÓi-  > Tg *-ï- see Introduction, §  2.4.
2151a. *s7777{a}q[Vg]aÂV 'soot' (‘  'black') >  HS: CS *s7V≤X+Hur- ' soo t ' ,
*√s7X+Hr v. 'be black' > BHb r7hS6 s7´≤Hor 'soot', rh2S1 s7a2≤Har 'was black ' ,
r&hS1 s7a2≤Ho2r 'black', JA [Trg.] ar!&hiS5 s7°Óo2≤r-a2 'coal' (ı MHb r&hiS5
s7°≤Óo2r id.), Sr {Lv.} æ®owuxj£i s7°Óu2≤ra2 'soot', {JPS} æroxo£ s7´Óa2≤ra2
'burnt crusts of bread', Sr √s7Hr v. G 'be(come) black', JEA √s7Hr v. G
'be black' ,  Sh  'get black', SmA s7Óyr 'dark-coloured' ¶ GB 819, KB
1358-9, Lv. IV 537, Js. 1551-2, 1559, Sl. 1129, Br. 77O-1,  Tal 887 
ECh: Kwn {J} si@ra@k‰!n 'black' ¶ ChC, Blz. EChWL s.v. 'black' || A (*saKar-
Ï *saKar-Vl, {ADb.} *saXar-Vl 'black' or 'gray') : M **sa˝ar- Ï [1]
*sa˝ar-al 'gray, ashen, dun-coloured' >  WrM sa9aral, HlM saaral
'ashen, dun-coloured', Brt haaral, Kl saarl, {Rm.} sa2rl= 'dun, light
bay, cream-coloured' ('graugelb, bulanyj )', Ord sa2ral 'gris, cendré ;
robe qui va du gris au fauve clair'; [2] Ord sa2rabòtæur 'grisâtre' ¶ MED
657, Chr 66O, KRS 434, KW 318, Ms. O 561  Tg *saka-rin, *saka-lyan
({ADb.} saxarin) 'black' >  Ewk Skh sakarïn 'black', Ewk NB saha 'gray ' ,
Ewk Hng saha 'black, gray', Lm haq¥rIn 'dark, black, brown (buryj )',
Orc sakar, Nn saXarI% 'black, dark', Ul saXarI(n-), Ork sa˝arI ≠ sa2rI
'black', PClWrMc [TF] {Mls.}, WrMc saXaliyan {Hr.} 'black', {Z} 'b lack,
very dark', Jrc {Md.} saXa-lian, {Kiy.} sahaliyan 'blackish' ¶ STM II 5 6 ,
Mls. 233, Hr. 756-7, Z 559, Kiy. 131 [#62O], Md. ChF 138 || K: [1] GZ
*na-s7qir- ≠ *na-qs7ir- 'coal' > OG naqs7ir- ≠ naûqs7ir-, G naXs7ir- ≠ nas7Xir-
1994
, Mg nos7ker-, nos7kver-, Lz nos7ke(r)-  ? [2] G z7˝ari 'schwarzrot, g r au '
¶ Chx. 1O39, K2 139, Abul. 326 ˚  A hypothetic clister *-qg- (< N *-
qVg- ) was probably reduced to HS and K *-q- (> S *-X-, GZ *-q-) and t o
a velar cns. in pA (> M *-˝-, Tg *-k-), as well as possibly to pre-K *9 (> K
*˝) in K *z7˝ (< *s7˝), as reflected in G z7˝ari.
2152. *s7777aHK''''É 'to cover, to hide' >  HS: SES *°√s7Hk' >  Jb C √s7Hk' G
(pf. s7Hak') 'lie hidden' ¶ Jo. J 261  ? WCh: AG {Stl.} *sok v. 'hide' >  Su
{ChL} so~k, ? {J} c7Ok, Kfr {Nt.} so!k, Anf {ChL} sOk, Gmy {Kr.} sok ¶ × N
*s6666 {a}ka 'to cover' (q.v.) ¶ Stl. VZCh A #233, ChL, ChC, Nt. 37 || U
*s7akkÉ v. 'hide' >  FV *s7a+a4kkÉ >  Lp N {N} c7iekka6t / -g- v. 'h ide ,
conceal, keep secret', L {LLO} tjiehka2 (in cds.) 'hidden, conceiled,
secret' » Chr B s7aktem v. 'insert, hide'  Sm {Jn., Hl.} *t¥k-  ' verbergen '
> Ng {Hl.} t‰k- 'verbergen, verstecken, vergraben'; En Tn {Hl.} tos- ( inf .
tot!e, 3s to?aÎa) id.; Slq Tm {KD} vt. takku (1s aor. taNNabò) ' k e e p
(xranit∆ )', Slq Tz {KKIH} i£lla4 taq- v. 'bury' (i£lla4 'down'), Slq {Cs.}: Nr
tahhap, Ke tagannau, Ch/UO/B taknam, NP takannam, MO
taNnau, Kar taNnam, Tz taNnam, takpam 'I buried', ? Sq Tz
{KKIH} taqÈtÈ-qo 'to close', i£lla4 taqÈtÈ-qo 'to lock', {Cs.} takatam ' i ch
schloß zu', ?? Slq Chl {Cs.} ta6gadam 'ich bedeckte (mit einem Tuch) ' ;
Mt {Hl.} *tak- 'vergraben' (Mt M tagnam` {Sp.} 'zakopyva√ ') ¶¶ Ps.
sL 1O5-6, N I 384, LLO 1152, LG 256-7, Jn. 146, Cs. 144, KKIH 114, 1 7 9 ,
Hl. M 35O [#946], 428 || A [1] M *saki- 'protect, guard' > MM [PP, S,
HI] saqi- 'protect', [MA] saqi- 'guard, protect against', WrM saki- , HlM
saxi-, Brt haxi- v. 'protect, preserve, guard', Mnr H {SM} sagòi-, {T}
sagi- id., 'expect', WrO {Krg.} sak!a-, sakiq-, Kl sák- sa4k-, {Rm.} sa4ki-
v. 'guard, keep', Ba sa29e- (so in T BJ), sa9e- (so in T 356) 'wait fo r ,
expect', Dx {T} sa9i-, Dg {Pp.} sagiÆ-, {T} sagi-, {Mr.} sahi-, Ord sa≈″xi- v.
'guard; observe (laws, customs)' ¶ Pp. MA 318, Pp. KP 156, Pp. PP 129, H
131, Mss. H 93, MED 662, SM 319, T 356, T BJ 146, T DgJ 356, T DnJ
133, Ms. O 553-4, Krg. 395, KRS 445, KW 31, Chr. 679  T *sak- (× T
*sakî- 'watch, be aware') > Chv syx sîX, syxa€ sî˝¥ n. ' gua rd
(oxrana )', NaT *sak-çî 'a guard (person), guardian' > OT, Chg ≥XV saqc7î
id., XwT XIV saqc7î, Tkm Taqc7î, ET saqc7i, VTt saqs7 !¥, Bsh haqs¥ ' ( a )
guard, sentry', Qzq saqs7î 'watchman', Qmq saqc7î, Nog, Qq saqs7î, U z
so˚¢i såqc7i '(a) guard', Qrg saqc7î, Alt saqc1î id., 'guardian'  Ï T
*sakla- 'protect, guard' (× *sakla- 'watch ' )  >  Tkm Taqla-, Az saXla-
'protect, guard, hold', ET saqli-, Qmq, VTt, Nog, Qzq, Qq saqla-, Bsh
1995
haqla-, Qrg, Alt saqta-, Chv syxla- sîxla- 'protect, guard' , Osm saqla-
, Tk sakla- id., 'conceal' ¶ Jeg. 2O1, Cl. 8O5-6, 81O, TkR 558-9, Sht.
171, BT 125 ¶¶ There is lexical interaction between this A root and t h e
A reflex of N *s2222ÅHk{a} 'search, find, know' (q.v.) ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1957 (A
*se~kæu; incl. T, M)  [2] ?? AdS  of Tg *seg+k- v. 'litter (branches o f
conifer on the flour), cover the flour with sth.' and of WrM {Kow.}
sekci  'herbes qu’on étend sur le lit' (< A {AD} *sekæ- 'spread out' < N
*s 2222 { a 4 444 }ka ++++á 'strew, spread', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ DQA #1952 (A *s+zegi 'to l i t ter;
mat ' ) .
2153. *s7777oK''''o{÷ 3 333}e 6 666 'to say' > IE: NaIE *sekW- v. 'say' >  Gk ]en(n)e1pv ' tell ,
tell of, relate' (aor. } eni-spon, imv. pl. }espete) »» L °nseque 'sag an' ( =
Gk ]ennepe), inquam 'I say, speak' (< *insquam, old inj. or conj., acc .
to BD), inquit '(he) said' (<  aor.  *en-skWe-t), Um prusikurent
'pronuntiaverint' »»  OW hepp, MW heby(r), W eb(e), ebr 'he said ' ,
OIr {Vn.} rosc 'dicton (généralement en vers) d’une formule légale,
adage, aphorisme, brocard' (< *pro-skWo-), {P} arosc 'proverb' (*ad-
pro-skWo-), insce 'Rede' (*eni-skW-ya), OIr sce1l, W chwedl 'news,
recitation' »» Gmc *sagjan >  ON, Ic, NNr segja, Sw sa4ga, Dn sige,
OSx se$ggian, OHG, NHG sagen, AS se<c1Ì1an 'to say', NE say (IE
*sokWe2-) »» Lt se~kti (prs. seku~) 'to tell, to narrate', saky!ti id., ' t o
say', Ltv sacI2 ^t 'to say' » Sl: ChS sohiti soc7iti 'to indicate', Blg
so¢a  v. 'show, indicate', ChS, OR sok5 sokË 'kath1goroß, accusa tor ' ,
OR sohiti soc7iti 'to look for, to search, to sue (in a court), to b e
plaintiff', SCr so~c7iti 'to search for, to find out, to establish the guilt
of', OCz sok 'Ankläger', Cz sok 'rival, adversary', OP soczenie
'accusation', P osoka id., 'libel', osoczyc1  'to accuse', R † so¢it∆ ' t o
sue, to be plaintiff' ¶ P 897-8, EI 536 (*sekW-  'say, recount publicly'), F I
52O-1, WH I 7O2-3, Bc. G 343, Vn. R  44, Vr. 467, Schz. 243, Kb. 8 1 8 ,
OsS 734-5, KM 619, Ho. 288, Ho. S 62, Frn. 757, 773, Brü. 384-5, Mikl.
E 313, Mikl. L 87O, Vs. III 7O8, Srz. III 46O. 471, BD II 3, 127, 164, 4 6 8
|| U: FP *s7oke v. 'say' (‘ 'repeat') > F hoke- v. 'say repeatedly; babble ,
chatter, speak', Es ∆  ogeda v. 'teach, give advice' » Prm {LG} *s7u- v.
'say' >  Z wu-ny, Vt wuyny 'to say' ¶ LG 324, UEW 786-7 || A: T
*so4gla4- v. 'say' >  MT [TZ], Qzq, Qq so4yle-, Tv søgle- so4G1le- id., Chg,
Az so4yla4-, Tk so4yle-, Tkm To4yle- Qrg su4ylo4- ≠ so4ylo4-, Blq, Xk so4le- v.
'say', VTt søjl´- sÁºyla4-, Bsh højl´- hÁºyla4-, Nog so4yle- v. ' say,
narrate', Uz söyla-, Chv ∆  {Ash.} sol!l!a- v. 'speak' ¶ Rs. W 429, Ash. XI
179 || HS: ? S *0√s7+sk'÷ > Ar √sq÷ G {BK} 'chanter' (se dit du coq), D
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{Hv.} 'abuse so. by blaspheming against him' ¶ BK I 11O8, Hv. 372 ˚  In
T *so4gla4- its front vw. *o4 results from some regr. as., and its voiced cns .
*g  goes back to a cluster (from N *K '''' . . .÷ 3 333) .
2154. *s7777iLV 'quiet' >  HS: S *√s7lw 'stay quietly, be at rest' (× N
*s2222alu 6666 'intact' [‘ 'entire'], 'in good condition, healthy', q.v.) > BHb
√s7lw (1s pf. iT5v^l2S1 s7a2≤lawtï), OA √s7ly 'stay quietly, be at rest', BHb
vl4S1 s7a 2≤le2w 'untroubled, carefree, at ease', ulS3  ≤s7Elu2 'untroubled s ta te ' ,
ev!l6S2 s7al≤wa2 'quietness, ease, security, untrobled state', Ug √s7lw v.
{OLS} 'rest (reposar)' ({A} 'sich trösten'), BA el4S6 s7´≤le2 'qu ie t ,
carefree', ulS1 ≤s7a2lu2 'negligence', JPA √s7ly+w G  (pf. il4S6 s7´≤le2 ≠ al1S6
s7´≤la2) 'be at ease, quiet, rest, unconcerned', JEA √s7ly+w G  ' forget ' ,
ChrPA, NNEA {Mcl.} √s7ly 'be carefree, calm, rest', JA [Trg.] ai!l6S5
s7il≤ya2 'quiet, unconcerned', {Lv.} s7il≤ya2 'Ruhe, Ungestörtheit', Sr \e£
s7´≤lE2,  em. 'jol£a s7al≤y-a2,  Md s7alia 'tranquil, peaceful, calm', Sr
√s7ly (pf. Jli£ s7´≤l°) 'be silent, be still, abate, dwell in peace', IA
*s7lyh (pl. s7lyn), JA {Trg.} {Lv.} ev!il4S6 s7´le2wa2, at1v^l4S6 s7´ le2w´≤t3a2
'Ruhe, Zufriedenheit, ungestörtes Leben', at1uil1S6 s7´la2yu2≤t3a2 'Ruhe,
Frieden', Sr 'jol£e s7El≤y-a2 'stillness, quiet', Ar vlS √slw G  ' console
oneself for (se consoler de qc., ne plus s’en affliger'), √slw Sh (p f .
îl ﬁs0à ?asla2) v. 'be safe from wild beasts', Éval0Su sulwat- ' confor t ,
consolation', Ak NB s7elu2 'become negligent, neglect' ({Sd.}: π Aram),
Ak s7ilu6tu ≠ s7ilI6tu 'negligence' ¶ HJ 1142, KB 1392-4, 179O, A
#26O9, BK I 1132, Deg. § 62, Lv. T II 482, 49O-1, Js. 1582, Sl. 1148, BK I
1132-3, Hv. 334, Br. 778, JPS 579-8O, DM 441, Mcl. 442, Sd. 1211 ¶ S
*-w- may either go back to the N etymon (that will be reconstructed a s
*s 7777iLË) or be due to contamination with N *s2222alu6666 '⇑ '  B: Ah sullan
'doucement', ETwl, Ty sol≤lan id., 'lentement' ¶  Fc. 1832, PrGG 298 ||
IE: NaIE *sil- 'be silent, be quiet' > L sile2- 'be silent, be still, rest' »» Gt
ana-silan 'kopa1zein, to abate, drop' (of wind) [Mc. 4.39], AS
sa2lness 'silence (Schweigen)' ¶ Mn. 1139, WP II 462, Fs. 44, Ho. 2 6 9
|| U: FU (att. in BF) *°s7+c7iLya- >  F hiljaa, hiljan, Krl hil!l!an adv.
'quiet', Krl Ld hil! 'slow, quiet', Es hili, hilja 'late' (adv.), hilja ' l a t e '
(adj.), Lv ïligò 'slow' ¶ SK 75, SSA I 163 || A: M *silV- >  WrM
silirke- v. 'be lazy, idle', Kl {Rm.} s7ala4∏-Xa (< *sila-yi-) 'nicht tun, faul
daliegen', Brt h´l´n xatar-xa 'to be idle, to loaf' ¶¶ Rl. IV 6 5 3 - 4
and Rs. W 416 mention a T root in MQp [CC] {Rl. ‘ Rs.} sîlî ' ruhig,
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gelassen' and Kr sîlaN  'Ruhe', but it is not confirmed either by Grøn. ( a s
to MQp [CC]) or in KRPS (for Kr) ¶¶ KW 346, Chr. 7O5.
2155. *s7777u÷ 3333l {e 6666} 'throat, mouth' > HS: S *°√s7+s÷l > Ar sa2÷il- ' t h roa t ' ,
mas÷al-  id. (both words restructured as if they were derived from √s÷l
'cough') ¶ BK I 1O93, Hv. 322  ?φ CCh: Ms {J} su~lla~, Bnn {ChL} su~lda~,
BnnM {ChL} sula 'hole' (× N *ÍilV 'hole', q.v.) ¶ ChC. ChL || U: FU
*s7u2le 'mouth, lip' > Os: V lul, Vy yul, Ty ¬u¬, D tut 'mouth' »» F huuli
(gen. huulen), Es huul 'lip' » Lp: N {N} sulla6 'approximation to s th . ' ,
L {LLO} sulla 'in der Richtung gegen …, in der Gegend von …' ¶ UEW
9O3 || IE: NaIE *swel- v. {P} 'swallow' > Av xvar- 'genießen,
verzehren' »» NE swill 'drink eagerly\greedily', Ic sollr 'Trinkgelage'
 +ext.: *swelk- > MLG, MDt swalch 'Schlund', NHG Schwalch
'Öffnung des Schmelzofens', OHG swelhan ≠ swelgan, ON
swelga, AS swelÌan 'to swallow', NE swallow v. ¶ P 1O45 ¶ The
absence of traces of the lr. may be explained by metathesis (N *s7777u÷ 3333l {e 6666}
> mt. *swelÓ-  > *swel-  with no *´ in the postvocalic position).
2156. (€?) *s7777u 4 444 ++++u9LV 'throw down (the enemy), attack, be hostile' >
HS: Eg fP sXr (= {EG} s1hœr) 'overthrow, throw down (the enemy, e tc . ) ' ,
Eg L sXry.w - Bezeichnung für feindliche Menschen ¶ EG IV 257-8, Fk.
242 || K : OG {DCh.} s7u˝l-i 'quarrel, fight', G {Chx.} s7u˝l-i 'dissension,
strife, quarrel, enmity', s 7u˝l-  'auf Kriegsfuß stehen, in Unfrieden leben '
(hardly [⇔ DCh.] from Ar s7u˝l-  'occupation, affaire, travail, besogne', w
BK I 1245) ¶ DCh. 153O, Chx. 1854-5 || A: ? M: WrM su4lgu4du4- v.
'hate, detest, defame' ¶ MED 743.
2157. € *s7777Ë[é€]LV '∈ roe, deer' >  K: GZ *s7wel- 'roe, chamois' >  G
s7vel-, Mg skwer- id., Lz mskwer-, pskwer-, msk'wer- 'deer' ¶¶ K 2 1 6 ,
K2 25O, FS K 38O, FS E 427, Chik. 91, Gm. SSh 27 (Gm.’s law: K *s7w- >
Mg/Lz skv-) || HS: EC {Ss.} *s7a2l- 'oryx' > Or {Th.} sa2l-a, Or B {Sr.} sa2la2,
{Vnt.} sala, Gln s7a2l-to, Brj ≤sa2la id., EC ı Amh ß¬ sala id. ¶ Ss. PEC
33, Ss. B 161, Th. 296, Sr. 382, Vnt. 131, Gnk. 239.
2158. (€?) *s7777al ∏ ∏∏∏GV  'strike, break' >  K *°z7˝ l- >  G {DCh.} z7˝l- v t .
'break, split' ('lomat∆ , kolot∆ , ∑epit∆ '), {Chx.} 'Risse in e tw.
verursachen', G Kx {Chx.} z7˝l- 'zerquetschen, beschädigen etw. (z. B.
vom Transport) ' ¶ G z7- <  *s7- by as. (*s7˝- >  z7˝-) ¶ DCh. 1O3O, Chx.
1O4O || ? IE: NaIE (+ext.) *sl´k+k8- or *slak+k8- 'beat, strike' >  Clt: OIr
slachta (cn. {Vn.}: slactha) 'beaten' ({Vn.} pp. of OIr *slac-
'battre'), ScGl slachdaim  'I strike with a hammer', slachdan ' c lub ' ;
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with an "expressive" -kk-: OIr slacc 'sword', NIr slacaire {Dnn.}
'batter, bruiser, beater' »» Gmc: Gt, OSx slahan, ON sla1, Sw, Dn, NNr
slaº, OHG slahan (sluoc / sluogun / geslagen) 'to beat, to slay,
to slaughter', NHG schlagen, OFrs slagia 'to beat', AS sle1an id., ' t o
kill', NE slay ¶ P 959, EI 549-5O, Vn. S  124, Dnn. 649, Vr. 512, Fs. 4 3 6 ,
Ho. 298, Ho. S 67, Kb. 9O4, OsS 817-8, KM 652 || A: NaT *sal- v.
'strike; move, put into (violent) motion' (×  N *sÅl{e6666} 'put, t h r o w '
[q.v.]) >  Tkm Tal- 'beat, strike', Uz sol- sål-, Qmq sal- 'strike', Qzq,
Qq, Qrg sal- 'strike\hit (violently)'; Ï NaT *sal-îs7 'battle, w a r ' >  Qrg,
Alt, ET salîs7, Uz sålis7 id. ¶ Cl. 824, DTS 482, Jud. 625, UzR 377, MM
286, KrkR 559, TL 562  M: AdS  of M *sal[u]- vi. 'separate', *sal9a- v t ,
'separate' (×  *sala9an 'branch') < N *s6666a 4 444l[V]qË 'cleave, cut a sunde r '
(q.v. ffd.) ˚  ≠  IS MS 353 s.v. *s1o{lÓ}ÿ 'otdelåt∆så (ot stada)' (K,
U) .
2159. *s7777el! !!!V (or *s7777el ß ßßßV) 'take away\off, destroy, pull off' >  K *°s7al-
/*°s7l- >  G s7al-/s7l- v. 'destroy, be destroyed, annihilate, spoil' ¶ Fn. SK
96 [#119], Chx. 1829-36 ||  HS : S *√s7ll  v. 'take out\away' (× N *colßßßß ++++l ! !!!V
'be\make empty'?) >  Ar √sll v. G  (pf. salla, ip. -sull-) 'draw ( a
sword), extract gently, steal', Sq √s7ll v. 'ravir, enlever', BHb √s7ll G
'pull out' (2pm ip. ta2≤s7ollu2, Ruth 2.16), 'plunder', Ak √s7ll G
'withdraw (from a storage place?), plunder' (BHb and Ak: × S *√Tll
'plunder' >  Ar √Tll id.) ¶ KB 1416-7, GB 814, BK I 1116-7, Hv. 329, L LS
417, Sd. 1142, CAD XVII/1 196-7 || IE: NaIE *sel(wo)- v. 'take, se ize '
(×  N *s6666il ß ßßß {u 6 666} [or *s6666il{u 6666}?] 'take, take away\off', q.v. ffd.) || ?σ U: FU
*°s7el!V v. 'split' > Prm s7o4l!- ({∫LG} *s7o4 ¿l!- 'split, break to pieces' > Z Sk s7ol!-
vi. 'split' (of playing knucklebones), Yz ≤s7ul!al- vt. 'chip (∑epat∆ )' ¶ LG
321 || D *c>elß- ({†GS} s-) v. 'pull off, draw' (× N *c7777eLV 'pull away, t a k e
away\out, rob', q.v.) >  Kn sel5e v. 'draw, pull, pull off, rob', Tu sel5A
'force', Tl {Km.} celuku  v. 'pull out (as eyeballs)', ? Kui Z>elka v. 'pul l ' ,
Z>elba v. 'pull, draw' ¶¶ D #2791, Km. 363 [#472] ˚  If FU *°s7el!V
belongs here, the N etymon is *s 7777e l ! !!!V , otherwise it may be either *s7777el ! !!!V
or *s7777el ß ßßßV ˚  Bru. 1O5 (S, IE), Blz. KM 12O [#22] (K, S, IE, D).
216O. (€?) *s7777Vn2222[V]÷V 'make, build' >  K *°s7en- 'build' >  OG, G s7en-
id. ¶ Ser. 181, Chx. 178O-1 || HS: Ch ({Nw.} *s<ina 'work'): CCh: T r
{Nw.} s6‰!na~ (s.c. -r) n. 'work' » Bcm {Sk.} lYento_ » Lmn {Lk.} s6‰~na~ » Glv
{Rp.} s6‰ra, Dgh {IL} t¬ !´r5a~ (= c6‰!Ra~), MfG {Brr.} s6‰ra ≠ s6‰re n. 'work ' ,
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pMM {Ro.} s6‰r id. >  Hrz s6era, Mlk s6e~re!le~, Gzg D {Lk.} s6‰ra, {Ro.} s7‰~ra!,
Mofu {Ro.} s6e~re!y id. » ZmB {Sa.} sïn id. »» ECh: ? Skr {Lk.} u!ssan id. ¶ Ch
*-n- > -r-, -R- in the Mdr and some Mtk lgs. (Mdr s6a!re!, Glv s7‰!rda, Mofu
{Ba.} s6E~r 'tooth') ¶ Nw. 34 [#15O], ChC, Brr. MG II 236, Lk. G 137, Ro.
362 [#817]  ?φ WS *√c'n÷ 'make, work skilfully' >  Ar √sœn÷ G  'make ,
manifacture', Nbt √s5n÷  v. G  or D  'make' (π Ar?), Sb {BGMR} √s5n÷
v. 'fortify', s5n÷ n. or v. '(?) work', √s5n÷ (pf. hs5n÷) 'keep shut up \
under restraint', ms5n÷t 'fortress, castle', Hdr {MA} ms5n÷t(n) id. ,
OYmn {Slw.} ms5n÷h› 'Festung, Bauwerk', Ar NY {Slw.} sœa2ni÷ 'wall
(Mauer)', Mn {MA} ?s5n÷ 'ouvrier, gardien', Qt {MA} Îy-ms5n÷t ' ( ? )
corporation des artisans', Jb {Jo.} ≤s'ina÷ v. 'invent', e≤s'un÷ v. 'bui ld,
invent', Mh {Jo.} s'‰na2t (√s'n÷), Jb E/C {Jo.} s'‰n≤÷at 'way of doing s th . '
(hardly π  Ar O [<  Ar éoan0Ca sœan÷a 'art']), Sr '0oñçe s5En≤÷-a2 'skill, craf t ;
a doing, contrivance' Ï Sr √s'n÷  D  'act skillfully', BHb √c'n÷ Sh (abs .
inf. o2n$c6e2 hac'≤ne2a÷) {Hier.} 'solliciter ambulare' ¶ HJ 971, Cn. N II 1 7 2 ,
JPS 481-2, Br. 633, KB 972-3, Ln. 1832-5, BK I 1375, Hv. 4O7, BGRM
143, MA 94, Slw. 136, Jo. M 364, Jo. J 24O ¶ The WS glottalized cns .
*c'- (for *s7-) needs explaining || ?σ IE *senÙ-  '≈ (try to) obtain, achieve,
accomplish' >  Ht {Ts.} sanh- 'seek, try, strive for; require' (× N
*Z1111Vn2222hV '≈ acquire, obtain, increase', q.v.), NaIE *se+an´-, *se+anu- '≈
(try to) obtain, achieve, accomplish'  (×  N *Z 2222ÉNqV 'seek, try to obta in ' ,
q.v. ffd.).
2161. *s7777u 4 444nigo (or *s7777u 4 444No?) 'snow' >  IE: NaIE *snei\gW≈- v. ' snow' ,
*snigW≈-, *snoi\gW≈o- n. 'snow' >  pInA *sne2ha- >  Prkr sin5eha-
'hoarfrost, snow, mist', pInA *snih- > Prkr sin5ha2- 'snow, dew, mis t ' ,
Drd: Shina hiÆn 'snow' » Irn: Shgn z7´niZ7 id., Av snae2z7a- v. 'snow' »» Gk
ni1f-a accus. 'snow', nei1fei 'it snows' »» L nix (gen. nivis) ' snow' ,
n°vit (< *snei\gW≈eti) 'it is snowing', ninguit id. (*-n-infix) »» W
nyf 'snow', nyfio 'to snow'; OIr snig-id 'snows, rains', snige n t r .
'drip, flowing', snecht(a)e 'snow' (with a *t-sx. like in Gk nifeto1ß
'falling snow, snowstorm'), NIr sneachta  'snow' »» OHG, AS sn°wan
'to snow', ON sny1r 'it snows', Gt snaiws, OHG sne2o, NE snow,
NHG Schnee, ON snAr, snja1r, snjo1r, Dn sne, Sw sno4, AS sna2w
'snow', NE snow »» Lt snieﬁgas, Ltv sni~egs, Pru snaygis 'snow'; Lt
sni~g-ti, Ltv snigt 'to snow', Lt  sne!ige$ti 'to snow heavily' » Sl
*sne7 !g¥ 'snow' (gen. *sne7ga~) > OCS sn8g5 sne7gË, R sneg, P s1nieg,
Cz sni1h, SCr Cr snie 8g, SCr Sr sne 8g, Blg snåg »» Tc B s1in1catstse
2000
'snowy' ¶ P 974, EI 53O (*snei\gW≈- v. 'snow', *snigW≈-s ≠ *≤snoi\gW≈o-s
'snow'), ≈ Tu. ##13798, 138O2, F II 298-9, WH II 169-7O, LP § 26.9, Vn.
S  153, Dnn. 664, YGM-1 346, Fs. 44O, Vr. 527, Kb. 92O, 922, OsS 8 3 8 ,
84O, Ho. 3O4-5, Frn. 853, En. 252, Vs. III 697, Glh. 568-9, Ad. 629-3O
|| U: FU (in FL only) *s7u4Ne (or *c7-) 'wet snow' >  F hyy 'ice, melt ing
snow' » pLp {Lr.} *so2ve2 'snow with ice and water' >  Lp: N {N} suovve
'wet snow', S {Hs.} suo4vie 'Eisrinde, Eisschicht auf der Erde', Kld {TI}
su2vv  'Haufen von Eisstücken neben der Wuhne' ¶ SK 94, Lr. #1196, Lgc.
#7195, Hs. 1271, TI 538, SSA I 2O1, ≠  LCm. NLP 13, ≠ It. EWF 52 (F-Lp
comparison "ist lautlich nicht statthaft"), ≠ Ps. M 136 (F ÷ Er c7ov, c7oN,
Mk s7ov 'foam'; rejected in UEW 621) ||  A: Tg *su4Nu4 'hoarfrost, snow' >
Ewk siNi-ks‰ id., siNi-lg‰n 'snow', Nn suNgu 'hoarfrost', WrMc su(N)-
v. 'become covered with hoarfrost' ¶ STM II 9O-1  M *so4N >  WrM so4N
'small pieces of ice in a river', HlM søng id., {Gl.} so4N 'small pieces o f
ice in a river (in the autumn), sludge', Brt h¥n(g) 'crumbly ice,
drifting ice in rivers in spring-time', Kl sø˜ id., {Rm.} so4N 'Frühjahrseis,
lose Eisstücke im Fluß', Ord so4N 'glaçons charriés par une rivière' ¶ KW
333, Gl. II 445, MED 731, Chr. 696, Ms. O 587  ?φ NaT *sa4N 'ice floe,
block of ice' >  Qzq, Nog seN id., Qq seN 'ice, ice floe', Tk ∆ seNc7e ' ice-
covered ground', Chg Xw {Rl. “ Vm.} saN 'das leichte Eis, das sich a u f
der Oberfläche des Wassers bildet', Chv san 'small pieces of ice on t h e
river (wuga ) (before the river gets ice-bound)' ¶ NaT *a4 may b e
explained by as.: *s7777u 4 444nigo (or *s 7777u 4 444No) > (progr. as.) **su4Na4 > (regr. a s . )
**sa4Na4  > T *sa4N ¶ Rs. W 41O, Rl. IV 448, KrkR 574, Sht. 174, NogR 2 9 4 ,
Rl. IV 286, TL 19, Jeg. 178  pKo {S} *s´⁄N-/*s´!⁄n- 'be chilly' > MKo
s !´⁄nÄ~r-hÄ-, sa!nÄ~r-hÄ-, NKo siNg´⁄n siNg´⁄n ha-, s´⁄nir-ha-, sanir-ha- ¶ S
QK #834, Nam 282, 299, MLC 869, 935, 1O65  ?? pJ {S} *si~m‰, {Vv.}
*sima-⊥u or *simu-⊥a 'frost' (× N *ÍÉm[V]t''''V 'cold'?) >  OJ {S} simo,
{Vv.} simwo⁄, J {S}: T/Kg s1imo!, K s11i!mo~ 'hoarfrost, frost' ¶¶ Rs. W 41O;
Vv. AEN 2 (equates the J word with Tg *xima(n)- v. 'snow' and re jects
the J word as a reflex of N *s7u4NË (my former rec. of the N word), S QJ
#713, Mr. 524, Kenk. 1673 ¶¶ DQA #2O77 (A *si\u~Ne 'hoarfrost'), S AJ
81, KW 333, Rm. SKE 284 ¶¶ Hardly here  Tg *saNu-n 'cool', *saNu-ksa
'hoarfrost' (STM II 62-3), and M *seGu4- 'shadow, dark '  (≠ DQA # 1 9 1 4
[A *s+za"~No 'cold, cool']) ˚  FU *-e in *s7u4Ne suggests progr. as .
(something like *s7777u 4 444nigo > **s7u4nigi > **s7u4ngi > *s7uNe) ˚  An alt. ( a n d
less convincing) rec. is N *s7777u 4 444No > *s7iNo >  *s7ingo >  (mt.) *Ínigo >  IE
2001
*snei\gW≈- (for details of the vowel changes w AD NGIE 17-22) ˚  Not
here (⇔ AD NM) Eg fP s7ny.t '≈ haily weather', {Fk.} 'storm', ??? Eg MKL
s7n÷ 'Unwetter, Gewölk', {Fk.} 'storm-cloud' (EG IV 5O2, 5O7, Fk. 2 6 8 -
9), because Eg s7 goes back to N *s 6666 rather than to *s7777. Eg s7ny.t goes
back probably to HS *√s6ly and is possibly related to Gzg c6ac6alay 'ha i l '
(Lk. G 137) (see  OS #537 and Tk. AANM 1) ˚  AD NM #7 (N *s7u4NË), S
CNM 5 (÷÷ ST), Rs. UAW 476-7 (U, A).
2162. *s 7777ËNÉ  'breathe' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'soul') >  HS (× N ?σ
*s{u4444}ˆV [= *s{u4444}NV?] 'breathe, take a rest, be calm') >  Eg fP ssn
'breathe', Eg L/G snsn  id; hardly here Eg fP ssn  'smell smth.', Eg MK/G
snsn id., Eg {Mks.} snsn.t 'perfume' (< N *c7777u 4 444NV 'smoke, smell' × N
*su 6666NV  'to smell [sth.]' [q.v.]) ¶ EG IV 172, 277, Fk. 245, Mks. III #2634 ,
Tk. I 13O  S *°√s7+snn >  Ar sanïn-at- {Ln., Fr.} 'wind' or 'gentle wind' ,
{BK, Hv.} 'wind' ¶ Ln. 1439, Fr. II 361, BK I 1147-8, Hv. 338  ?? EC: Af
{PH} sïne- v. 'inhale snuff, sniff (sth.)', sïno 'snuff (tabac à priser)', Sa
{R} s°≤no2 'Schnupftabak' (unless π Tgr {LH} ce~  s'e2na2 v. 'sniff') ¶ PH
191, R S II 326, LH 646-7 || U: FU *s7uNe 'soul (of a dead person), ghos t '
> F ∆ huu  'ghost, spirit' »» Er {Ps.} c7ov 'human soul', c7ov-zo pac1a-zo ' h i s
soul', c7opac7a 'ghost, Gespänst', Mk {Ps.} s7opac7a id. (acording to UEW,
pac7a is likely to mean 'soul', too) » Z {W} s7e<n s7‰n 'shadow of a d e a d
person', Z won`ån s7onyan, won`åno™j s7onyan‰y 'the late …' ( u s e d
with the name of a deceased person), Z Vm s7‰n 'stench' »» ObU *Tu2N
'shadow soul of a person' >  pOs *¬uNk id. >  Os: V luNk, Vy yuNk, Ty/Y
¬uNk, D/K tonX, Nz tunX, Kz ¬ö8NX, O lo"Nk; pVg *tÈ∏w id. >  MK tow,
towi, UK t‰2w, P t‰2w´s1 ¶ UEW 5O3, Coll. 82, Sm. 55O (FU, FP *s7oNi,
Ugr *ToNkI" 'ghost'), LG 322, Ht. #127 (ObU *Tu2G) ¶ F huu may b e
alternatively (but much less plausibly) explained as a loan from Gmc:
ON hug-r 'Sinn, Gedanke, Mut', cp. OHG hugu 'mind' (Vr. 265) || A
(× N ?σ *s{u4444}ˆV [= *s{u4444}NV?] '⇑ '?): T: Tlt {Rl.} su4na4 'soul', StAlt su4ne
'human soul which remains near the person’s body for some time a f t e r
his death' ¶ Rs. W 434, BT 134; Rs. supposes that the word is a loan
from M (cp. M *su4ne-su4n), which may be true only if the M word exists
without the sx. *-su4n  (of which no ev. is known to me)  M *su4ne-su4n >
WrM, WrO su4nesu4n, HlM s¥nc(´n) 'spirit, soul of one’s life' ({MED}
'animating principle'), Brt h¥n´h´(n) 'soul', Kl † {Rm.} su4nsn=, Kl D / Ö
{Rm.} su4msn= ≠ 'Seele, Schattenseele', Ord {Ms.} sunesu, Mnr H {SM}
suni¢e2Zò´ 'soul, animating principle (âme, principe de vie)' ¶ MED 7 4 4 ,
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KW 34O, SM 361, Krg. 424, T 361, Chr. 697, Snz. AB 585 || D *c>o2NkV
({An.} *coNkkV) 'demon, evil spirit' >  Tm co2ku 'vampire, devil,
goblin', Ml co2ku  'demon', Tl co% ∏ku  v. 'be possessed (by evil spirits)', v.
'posess' (of a devil), Prj c >oku  v. 'posess' (of spirits) ¶¶ D #287O, An. SG
133, ≠  Km. 365 (does not distinguish between the √  in question a n d
*c>orku v. 'be intoxicated, mad') ˚  Cf. Blz. SNE #8 (U, A, D) ˚  Not h e r e
K *s`wen- 'breathe, sigh; take a rest' (see  N ?σ *s{u4444}ˆV (= *s{u 4444}NV?)
'⇑ ' ) .
2163. *s7777aNgV 'to wish, to like, to love' >  ? K *°s7(w)n- >  G s7no 'Reiz,
Scharm, Anmut, liebliche Schönheit', s7noiani 'beautiful, pleasant', ?σ G
s7n-/s7vn- 'passend finden', 'als selbstverständlich betrachten' ¶ Chx.
1837, DCh. 1524 || HS: S *°√s7ng v. 'love' >  Sr √s7ng v. G ' love ' ,
s7Eng´≤t3-a2 n. 'love' ¶ Br. 79O  NrOm *s7un(n)- 'love, wish' (× N
*s6666oN?V 'to wish', q.v. ffd.) || U: FU *s7aNV v. 'wish, strive for sth.' >  F
havi-, havitse- 'eilig \ wetteifernd nach-streben \ -haschen', havi
'wetteifernde Bemühung', havitele- 'desire, have a desire for, h u n t
after', Vp habi 'hardly, only just, with difficulty' ('ele , nasilu ,
edva ') »» pObU {Ht.} *To2Nk- (/ ? *Ta"Nka2-) v. 'want, wish' >  pVg *ta"Nk- >
Vg: LK/P taNk-, MK taNk-, taºNk-, Ss taNx- id.; pOs *¬a"Nka- / *¬oNk- ({∫Hl.}
*¬ÈÆNka- / *¬a"Nk-) >  Os: V la"Nqa-, Vy ya"Nqa- v. 'wish, want, love', Ty /U
¬a"Nq- / ¬a"NqW-, D ta"NX-, K ta"NX- / ta"NXa-, Nz ta"NXa-, Kz ¬a"Nka- 'want ,
wish' ¶ UEW 496, Coll. 8O, SK 63-4, ZM 1O1, Ht. #146, Hl. rHt 71-2, Trj.
S 2O2 || A (× N *s6666oN?V 'to wish' [‘ 'to love', 'to wish evil to'], q.v.):
Tg: WrMc {Z} saN9u, saN9us7a '(a person) gloating over another’s
misfortune', saN9us7a- v. 'gloat over anothers’ misfortune', {Hr.}
saN9us7a- 'schadenfroh sein, etwas Böses gönnen' ¶ STM II 62, Z 5 5 6 ,
Hr. 766  pKo {S} *sa~i\5o!- 'be jealous' >  MKo sa~i\5o!-, NKo sa4u- ¶ S QK
#1O34, Nam 296, MLC 924  pJ {S} *s‰ni\a-m- v. 'grudge, envy' > OJ
so!ne!m-, J: T sone!m- K so!ne1m-, Kg so~ne~m- ¶ S QJ #7O8, Mr. 755 ¶¶ DQA
#1913 (A *s+zaNi 'to envy').
2164. ?σ (€?) *s7777aNKa 'stalks, branches', ? 'straw' >  HS: S *°s7+sVnX-
(× N *son{Vq}{u4444} 'sinew, tendon; root', q.v.) >  Ar sinX- ' rac ine ,
bois\roseau de la flèche, le bas d’un fer de lance' ¶ BK I 115O ¶ S *X (<
N *q ) belongs to the heritage of N *son{Vq}{u4444}|| U: FU *s7aNka ≠ ( a t t .
in Ugr only) *s7aNV (or *saNV) 'bough, branch' >  F hanka ' thole(-pin) ,
oarlock, rowlock', Es ∆  aNga;dò 'an die Ränder des Bootes befestigte
Dollen' »» Hg a1g 'branch, bough, twig' » ObU *Ta"˝ 'bough' >  Vg *ta"G >
2003
Vg: T taw, LK taG, P t‰2G, Ss tow id.; pOs d. *¬a"˝ -V 'durch einen Ast
enstandene Vertiefung \ Biegung \ Schiefheit im Holz \ in einem Bret t '
> Os: VK ya"˝È, Ty ¬a"˝È, Kr ta"w´, Kz ¬o"wiÆ ¶ The BF word points to FU
*s7aNka, the ObU cognate suggests *s7aNV (or *saNV), while Hg a1g m a y
go back to both variants ¶ UEW 496, 843, Sm. 55O (FU *s7aºNkaº, FP
*s7aNka, Ugr *s7aºNka 'branch'), SK 55, MF 69-71 || ?σ D *c>+k!a[N]kk-
(ay) 'rind of fruit and other useless parts of plants' (×  N *{s6666}a4 444NK''''a '≈
bough, inedible [or less valuable] parts of plants', q.v. ffd.).
2165. *s7777ËNK''''a (= *s7777u 4 444NK ''''a?) 'be tight (too narrow), be heavy, b e
difficult' >  IE: NaIE *swenk- 'be heavy \ difficult' >  Lt sunﬁkti ' g row
heavy, begin to feel heavy', {Frn.} 'in der Schwangerschaft
voranrücken', sunku~s 'heavy, difficult', OLt sunkinga 'pregnant' »»
AS swangor {Sw.} 'sluggish (physically and mentally)', {Ho.} ' schwer ,
langsam, träge', OHG swangar, NHG schwanger, Dt zwanger
'pregnant' ¶ P 1O48, Frn. 941, Sw. 166, Ho. 332, Kb. 995, Schz. 277, KM
689 || HS: CS *√s7nk' '≈ be tight (too narrow), be difficult' >  MHb
√s7nk' v. D  'strangle, choke', JA [Trg.] √s7nk' D  id., 'trouble, confound ' ,
Sh  (pf. qin$S6a2 ?as7≤nek5) 'be narrow', JEA √s7nk' Sh  'torment', SmA
√s7nk5 D  'destroy', ?σ Ar √snq  G  (pf. saniqa) 'suffer indigestion o f
milk' (of babies) ¶ Js. 1O64, Sl. 1166, Tal 915-6, BK I 1153, Hv. 34O ||
U: FU *s7oNka 'be difficult, sick, in distress' ({UEW} 'eng, Bedrängnis; eng
werden') >  Prm *s7Og ({∫LG} *s7oÚg) >  Vt s7ug adv. 'difficult, uneasy', Z s7og
'grief, misfortune, sorrow', Prmk s7og 'nausea, sickness, sorrow', Yz
s7o≤gal- 'be ill\sick' »» ? Hg aggo1d- 'worry' ¶ UEW 5O1, LG 32O ¶ The
meaning 'eng, eng werden' (reconstructed by UEW) is not a t tes ted
directly, but is a felicitous scholarly guess (probably based o n
typological grounds) ˚  The discrepancy between NaIE *we (a reg reflex
of N  *u  and *u 4444) and FU *o (usually a reflex of N *o ) is puzzling. A
possible (highly hypothetic) solution is N *s7777u 4 444NK''''a with FU *o from N *u4444
due to the FU vw. harmony (regr. as.: *u 4444 . . .a  > *o...a) .
2166. *s 7777iNerV  'mouse' > HS: S: Ak s7ara2nu '∈ rat' ¶ Sd. 1185 || U:
FU *s7iNere 'mouse' >  F hiiri, Es hiir, Vp hïr » Mk weer s7ey´r, Er
¢eer∆ c7eyer1, ∆  c7ever1 » Prm *s7u$r >  Z, Vt wyr s7Èr »» Hg ege1r /
egere- » pObU {Ht.} *Te2Nk´r >  pVg ta4∏Nk´r >  Vg: T/LK/MK/P ta4Nk´r,
LL/ML nom. pl. ta4Nka4∏rt, Ss taNk´r; pOs *¬o4Nk´r ({†Hl.} *¬O4ÆNk´r) >  Os: V
lo4Nk´r, Vy yo4Nk´r, Ty ¬a$ÆNkW´r, D/Nz teNk´r, Kz leNk´r, O loNk´r ≠
leNk´r ¶ Coll. 81, UEW 5OO-1, Db. OS xxx, It. #3O3, Ker. II 156, Sm. 5 5 O
(FU, FP *s7iNiri, Ugr *s7I"NkI"rI"), LG 326, Ht. #15O || A: Tg *siNer
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'mouse' >  Ewk PT/Np siN‰r‰2-k‰2n, Ewk Ag/D hiN‰r‰2-k‰2n, Lm Al hiN‰r-
k‰2n, Neg siN‰2y‰2, Orc, Ud siN‰, Ul, Nn Nh siNg‰r‰, Nn KU siNg‰ri ' r a t ' ,
PClWrMc [TF] {Mls.}, WrMc siNgeri {Z, Hr.} 'rat, mouse', {Hr.} ' small
rodent', Jrc {Kiy.} s7inge 'rat' ¶ STM II 92, Z 595, Hr. 8O1, Mls. 2 3 8 ,
Kiy. 1O5 [#149]  T: OT {Cl.} sîqîr-qa2n '∈ large rat ' ¶ Cl. 816 ¶¶ ≠ Coll.
148 (U, Tg).
2167. UA  € *s7777a 4 444rV 'to spread' >  U: FU *s7a4rV v. 'reach; spread, o p e n
wide' >  Prm *s7Er- >  Vt {UZS} s7erya- 'spread wide (one’s fingers),
rastopyrivat∆ ', 'thin out (plants), proreqivat∆ ', Z s7erg-‰d- ' s p r ead
out, move apart, open wide' »» pObU *TE2r- >  pOs *¬er-´mt- ({∫Hl.}
*¬a4Ær-´mt-) 'spread out (ausbreiten), unterlegen, auf die Erde legen' >
Os Vy yer´mt-, Os D ter´mt- id., Os Kz ¬erm´¬- 'ausbreiten'; Vg: T
ta4≤ra4∏mt-, LK/P ta2r´mt-, Ss ta2ramt {Rd.} id. » Hg e1r- 'reach t o ,
extend\stretch; get to, arrive at, come to' ¶ UEW 497-8, LG 319, UZS
498, Sm. 55O (FU, FP *s7a4ra4-, Ugr *Ta4ra4- 'let go'), Hl. rHt 68, MF 7 9 3 ,
≠ Ht. #156 || A: NaT *sa4r- 'spread' >  Tk ser- 'spread over', Az sa4r-
id., 'hang clothes on the line', Tkm Ter- v. 'spread out on the g round
(fruit for drying), hang clothes on the line', Kr {Rl.} sa4r- ' ausbrei ten,
ausspannen', Chv sar- 'spread' ¶ Rs. W 411, Jeg. 178, TkR 576, Rl. IV
4 5 7 .
2168. € *s7777oÂwV 'dry; to get dry' >  K: GZ *s7wer- / *s7wr- 'get dry;
become dim' > OG, G s7r- vi. 'get dry', Mg skir-, sk‰r- id., Lz skir-, skur-,
sk'ir-, sk'ur- id., 'become dim'; ? (according to Gm.) OG s7wer- 'get t i r ed '
¶ GZ *-w- is reconstructed on the basis of Gm.’s law (K, GZ *s7w- >
Mg/Lz sk(v)-) ¶ Gm. SSh 63, K 216, K2 25O-1, FS K 381, FS E 428 || U
*s7orwa- 'dry' >  pLp *sO2rve2 'dead (dry) pine-tree' >  Lp: S {Hs.}
soaºrvie, L {LLO} saºr…ve2, N {N} soar…ve / -rv-, Kld su¢er4r4v id.; Lp L
{LLO} saºrvo2, Lp N {N} soar…vo- / -rv- vi. 'turn into dead pine,
wither' (of pine-trees) » Prm {LG} *sur- >  Z, Prmk wurav- s7urav-, Z ∆
s7ural- vi. 'dry, dry in the wind'  Sm {Jn.} *t+c>Èraº- (= {Hl.} *t+c>Èra-) vi.
'dry up and get hard' ('[hart] trocknen') >  Ne: T {Ter.} tyra-, T O
{Lh.} tÈr;a2˘- 'get dry', F L {Lh.} 3s aor. tÈrra$NNa"¥ id. » Mt {Hl.} *tiri
'hard, dried up' (Mt M {Sp.} tyry 'hard')  Ï Sm {Hl.} *t+c>ÈrÈpta- v t .
'dry' >  Ne T tyra€bta- id., Mt {Hl.} *t[i]ribt‰- id. (Mt M {Mll.}
tri!ptima-challa4 'dried fish, √kola ') ¶¶ Coll. 57, UEW 5O2-3, Lr.
#1161, Lgc. #681O, Hs. 1227, TI 51O, LG 324, Jn. 16O, Hl. M ##1O28-
3O, Ter. 681 ˚ ≠ Gr. II #313 (*c7ira  'roast') (unt. comparisons).
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2169. *s7777a{ri}ÙV 'to stream, to flow' >  HS: S *°√{s7}rH >  Ar √srH N
(pf. ?insaraHa) 'couler librement et s’introduire en coulant (p. ex., d e
l’eau)' ¶ BK I 1O78-9  Eg G s¿Ó  '∈ ein Gewässer'; but Eg G s7rÓ ' b r o o k '
does not belong here (⇔  OS #226O), because in this word the cha rac te r
r r represents [l] rather than [r], as has been shown by Vycichl (Vc.
262) on the ev. of Cpt Sd Wli2 s7le2h ≠ Wle2 s7leh (verbe s e
rapportant à la reparation de bords des canaux) ¶ EG IV 22, 528  Ch:
WCh: NrBc: Jmb {Sk.} si^rya! 'river', Sir {Sk.} s7‰r‰Ngi 'stream' ¶ ChC s.v.
'river', Sk. NB 37 ¶¶ ≠ OS #226O (NrBc, Eg s7rÓ) || IE: IE *serÓ-, NaIE
*sreu\- v. 'stream, flow' (× N *Z@@@@u 6 666r 1 111{u6 666} 'to stream' [q.v.]): [1] IE *serÓ- >
OI ≤sisarti, ≤sarati 'streams, hurries', OI si≤ra2 'stream, water' »» ??
MIr {EI} sirid 'wanders through' ¶ Traces of *Ó are preserved in OI
sis°s5arti (desiderative of ≤sisarti) and in Gk Hm [rv1omai 'I m o v e
quickly' (<  *sro2-i\o2); but IE *sermo- (>  Vd ≤sarma 'flowing, d a s
Fließen', etc.) is better explained as going back to N *Z@@@@VÂVmV ' t o
stream, to flow, to pour' (q.v.)  [1a]  NaIE *sero-  'watery part of curd led
milk, watery part of blood' > L serum id. »» Gk [oro1ß 'the watery part o f
milk, serum'  [2] (× N *Z@@@@u 6 666r 1 111 {u 6 666} '⇑ ' [q.v.]) *sreu\- v. 'flow, stream', *srou\-
o- n. act. 'flow(ing), streaming', *sru-to- adj. 'flowing', *sreu\-men-
'stream' >  OI ≤sravati 'flows', srava- n. act. 'flow(ing)', sru≤ta-
'fließend, geflossen', OI sro2tah5, OPrs rautah- 'river', NPrs dvr  ru2d
id., 'torrent, flowing water', Av gen. pl. raona<m 'of rivers' » » Gk [re1v ' I
flow', [ro 1oß n. ag. 'stream, flow, current', [ryto1ß 'flowing' »» Lt srava~, Ltv
stra~va 'a stream, streaming', Lt srove$ﬁ 'current, stream, t o r r en t ' ,
sru2!ti (prs. sru2vu~) 'to stream', srave$!ti 'langsam fließen, r ieseln ' ,
Ltv stra2ve2 ^t 'to stream', Lt sru!tos 'dungwash, dungwater', Lt E
srauja~ 'rapid stream', Ltv strauja 'Strom(strich)', straume
'stream, torrent, flow' » pSl *struja >  OCS struja struja, Blg
stru≤å, SCr stru!ja 'stream', R struå 'stream, jet, spurt', Slv
stru!ja 'branch of a river, stream'; pSl *ostr¥v¥ ≠ *ostr¥vo (< *ob-
strov¥/o) 'island (in a river)' (“  'sth. flowed about') >  OCS ostrov5
ostrovË, Blg, R ≤ostrov, Uk ≤ostr¡v, SCr oàstrvo, Slv ostro~v
'island'; Sl *strumÈ (gen. *strumene) (<  *sreu-men-) > P strumien,
'stream, brook', Slv stru!men id., 'branch of a river',  Uk strum¡n∆
'stream, jet', R ∆ strumen∆ 'brook' »» OHG stroum (> NHG
Strom), AS stre1am (> NE stream), ON straumr 'a stream' »»
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Arm a®oganem ar2oganem vt. 'I sprinkle, wet', o®oganem
or 2oganem  vt. 'I water, bathe, bedew, wet' »» OIr sruaim 'stream', {Vn.}
'flot', OBr strum  'copia (lactis)' ¶ P 9O9-1O, 1OO3, M K III 443-4, M E
II 784-5, ≈ M E II 731, 733, Sg. 592, BM 251, F II 425, 65O-2, WH II 5 2 5 ,
Vn. S  188, Slt. 77-8. Flr. 3O9, Vr. 552, Ho. 325, Kb. 976, OsS 882-3, KM
758-9, Frn. 887-9O, Vs. IV 165, 783-5, StSS 63O, Glh. 59O-1, EI 2 O 7
(*ser- 'flow', *sreu\- id.) || U: eU **s7arÉ >  FU *s7are 'flood, brook' ≠
*s7a4+erV 'brook': [1] FU *s7are >  Ugr {UEW} *TarV 'während d e s
Hochwassers entstandener See', {AD} 'flood, stream' >  ObU {Ht.} *Tu2rV
> pVg *tu2rV 'lake' > OVg: N SoG, E TM tur, S ChusO tor, S Vt tora, S
SSs turr, W Sol tu11r` id.; Vg: LK/MK/UK/P/NVK/ML/LL/Ss tu2r, NVZ
tor, nom. pl. to2rt, SV tur, nom. pl. tu2rt, LL tor id.; pOs *¬ar >  Os: V lar
(with ppa. of 1s lu2r´m) 'während des Hochwasser an einem Wiesenufer
entstandener See', Nz tOr, Kz ¬Or, O lar id., lake', Vy yar ' t iefliegendes
Wiesenufer und Wiesengelände, das im Frühling überschwemmt is t ' ,
Ty/Y ¬aºr id., D tor 'lake' » Hg a1r 'flood, stream'  [2] FU *s7a4+erV ' b r o o k '
> Prm {Lt.} *s7Or 'stream, brook' >  Z wor s7or 'brook, a stream of wa te r
after a shower or from melting snow', Vt wur s7ur 'river', Vt Sl s7ur
'narrow gully, loqbina ' »» Hg e1r (accus. eret) 'brook' ¶ In FU *s7are
the final *e is evidenced by the long vw. a1 in the first syll. in Hg (w IS I
164); the variant *s7a4+erV <  **s7arÉ is due to vowel harmony  pY {IN}
*Ter- 'flow, float' > Y K er´- vi. 'plyt∆  (float?)', er´s7- vd. ' f loat
(splavlåt∆)'; OY K {Bil.} yarrai, {Merk} jarej 'plyt∆ ' ¶¶ UEW 4 9 9 ,
843-4, Coll. 3, Sm. 55O (FU *s7aº/oraº, FP *s7ora, Ugr *Taºra ' f lood,
lake'), Lt. 1OO, LG 322, UZS 51O, MF 1O, 16O, Ht. 58, IN 22O-1, 299 ||
A: T {IS} *s⁄a2r1, {Md.} *si\ar1 'muddy river, swamp, mire, mud' (× N
*s 1111 ihar 1111u 'dirt, earth', q.v. ffd.)  Tg *sire (or *s7ire?) 'spring of wa te r '
>  Nn B sir‰ id., Ud si¢‰, {Krm.} se2 'narrow river-bay with cold spring-
water', WrMc s7eri 'spring of water' ¶ STM II 1O1, Krm. 282  pJ {S}
*situ  'damp place, dampness' >  ltOJ situ , J T s1icu ¶ S QJ #625 ¶¶ DQA
#2768 (A *si\o~ri 'flow, be soaked'), ≠ DQA #2O34 (A *si\a2!r1i ' e a r th ,
sand; marsh'; incl. T, J) || D *c>a2rÀ˛ ({†GS} *s+c1-?) 'juice, liquid (as f o o d ) '
>  Tm ca2r 3u  'juice, sap, water with aromatic substances', Ml ça2r3u ' s ap ,
broth', Kn ca2r3u, sa2r3u 'sap, juice, broth', Tu sa2rË 'sap, soup, b r o t h ' ,
ca2rË '∈  pepper water', Tl Mrl ca2ru '∈  curry', Kui Z>au 'dhal, gravy,
soup', Ku Z>au\yu2 'curry', Z>a2yu 'sauce, curry, cooked pulse'; D ı M r t
sa 2r  'dilute mixture of tamarind, etc.'; there is also a still unexplainable
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variant *c>e2rÀ˛ >  Tm ce2r3u 'sap, juice', Tl ce2ru 'tamarind soup, b r o t h '
¶¶ D #2484 ˚  D *2rÀ points to a N intervocalic *-r-  (hence N
*s 7777a {ri}ÙV). Therefore T *-r1 must go back to *-ry- < N *-riÓ- (actually
*-riÙ- ) rather than to N *-r 1111 - . The vowels of the first syll. in Tg *sire, T
*si\ar1, and D *c>e2rÀ˛ may be due to regr. as. (infl. of *i  of the next syll.).
The glide *u\ in NaIE *sreu\- is likely to belong to the heritage of N
*Z@@@@u 6 666r 1 111{u6 666} '⇑ ' ˚  IS MS 369 (*s7arÿ: IE, T, U, D), ≈ Resh. NNE #8 (U, A +
unc. T *sir1- 'ooze, melt' and Tg *sir- id., which are possibly connec ted
with N *Íur 1111 i  '≈  squeeze out, filter, strain', q.v.).
217O. *s7777u 4 444ÂdV 'fibre (used as thread)' > U: FP *s7u4rtV 'yarn, thread' >
Chr H wy≥rty ≤s7´rt¥, Chr U/B s7u4rto4 id., StChr L wu≥rto≥ ≤s7u4rto4 ' t h r e a d '
» Prm *s7´rt 'yarn' >  Z wo≥rt s7´rt, Yz s7o$rt, Vt wort s7ort ¶ UEW 7 8 5 ,
Sm. 554 (FP *s7u4rtV 'thread'), MRS 747, LG 323 || A: T *sîrt >  OT sîrt
'thick, hoarse hair' »» Blgh *s7îrt >  Chv s7¥rt 'bristle'; Blgh *s7îrt ı Bsh
s7¥rt 'bristle', SbTt Tb {Rl.} s7irt, {Gig.} wyrt, SbTt Ichk {TTDS} s7îrt
'horse-hair', Hg se4rte ≠ so4rte 'bristle' ¶ Chv s7- <  pT *s- due to t h e
palatalizing infl. of pre-T *i (that later changed into *î due to vw.
harmony) ¶ Cl. 846, Jeg. 335, Fed. II 449-5O, Gomb. BTL 117, Tm. 2 5 1 ,
TTDS 519, Rl. IV 1O75, EWU 1322-3  ?? M *sirkeg (if <  *°sirt-keg)
'fibre, thread; bristle' (× N *s6666ÉÂ[V]K''''a 'to plait, to wattle', q.v.) >  WrM
sirkeg 'fibre, thread; raw silk', HlM wirx´g 'fibre, filament, t h read ' ,
Brt w´rx´g, Kl s7irk´ 'bristle', s7irk´ 'Borste (des Schweinerückens),
Nackenhaare', Kl {KRS} wirkg s7irk´g 'bristle', {Rm.} s7irk´gò 'raw silk,
silk thread', WrM sirkei-, HlM wirxij-x v. 'bristle' (of hair); M ı
WrMc sirge  'silk, silk thread' ¶ MED 718, 718, KW 36O, KRS 676, Kow.
1533, KW 36O, Chr. 75O, Z 619 || HS: S *°√s7+srd >  Ar √srd G v.
'sew\stitch (leather)' (× sd. from √srd  'pierce'), sard-  {BK, Hv.} 'mai led
fabric', {Ln.} 'coat of mail' ¶ BK I 1079-8O, Hv. 317-8, Ln. 1346-7 ˚  M
*i and pre-T *i (> T *î) go back to N *u 4444 (delabialization, which is a reg .
change, see  Introduction, §  2.4).
2171. *s7777e 6 666Â[V]m{u4444} 'sinew, root' > HS: Ch *√Írm 'root' > WCh: Maha
{Nw.} sorom, Bl {IL} s7orin, Ngm {Nm.} s7ori id. » Ron: Tmbs {Sh.} sE2mE2~ id .
¶ Stl. VZCh B #19O, ChC, JI II 276-7 || U: FU {Resh.} *s7{e}rmV '≈ sinew,
thread' >  F hermo, ∆ hermu 'nerve ' »» ObU {Ht.} *To2r´m > pOs
*¬orem 'signal thread in a net (stretching when fish is caught)' > Os: V
lo¿r´m, Vy yo¿r´m, Nz tur´m, Kz ¬ö8r´m, O lor´m id.; pVg ta2r´m > Vg Ss
to2rom id. ('Fühlleine') ¶ Resh. NNE #1O, SK 7O, Stn. D 8O2-3, Ht. # 1 6 2
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|| A *sÉrmu4 'sinew' > M *sirmu4- 'sinew, tendon' > WrM sirmu4su4n,
HlM wørmøs , Brt w¥rm´h´(n) 'nerve, sinew, tendon; fibre, f i lament ' ;
but the variant *sirbu4-su4n id. goes back to N ?σ *s2222iÂbV 'sinew; to sew '
(q.v.) ¶ MED 716, 718, Chr. 738  ?φ  Tg *su'mu' 'tendon' > Ewk, Neg,
Orc, Ud sumu, Lm hum, ∆ huma4, ∆ humo$, Ul sumul(i), Ork humu ≠ sumu
id., 'thread made of tendon', Nn: Nh sumul, B suumulu, KU sum-k‰%
'tendon', Ewk sumum‰ 'made of sinews' (threads) ¶ STM II 126  pKo
{S} *hi!m > MKo hi!m, NKo him 'sinew, strength' ¶ pKo *h- is a reg. reflex
of A {DQA} *si\- (cp. pKo *hÄ~na~h 'one' < A {DQA} *si\o!na id. < N *s2222on 2222 {i}
'one', pKo *hÄ!i\- 'white '  <  A {DQA} *si\a2~yri < N ? *{s1111}ÉÙarV ' b r ight ' ,
pKo *hÄ~rk ' ear th '  < A {DQA} *si\a"!r1i < N *s1111ihar 1111u  'dirt, earth', etc.) ¶ S
QJ #513, Nam 5OO, MLC 19O1  ? T *°sÉrmÉ > Chv s´rme kob¥z
'violin' (lit. 'string kob¥z' [kob¥z is a musucal instrument]) ¶¶ DQA
#2O83 (A *si\o"~rme 'sinew'), ≈ SDM97 (*su4rmu id.) ˚ The extants d a t a
do not allow us to distinguish between the N vowels *e  and *i of t h e
first syll. ˚ Resh. NNE #1O (U, A).
2172. *s 7777ehr 1111É 'be awake, watch (over), feel, notice' >  HS : CS *√s7hr >
JA [Trg.], JPA, Sr, Md √s7hr G  'be awake', JEA √s7hr 'remain awake
late', Ar √shr G  'spend the night awake' (×  N *s1111ihrV 'late' ( [ in
descendant lgs.] ‘  'evening, night') ¶ Lv. IV 515, Js. 1527, Sl. 1129, Br.
76O, Ln. 1451, BK I 1156, Hv. 341  ECh: Jg {J} ser- v. 'see' (prs. sera,
p. sirr-), EDng {Fd.} sa~ri~Ni~le~ ≠ sa~rNi~le~ 'rester les yeux ouverts sans
pouvoir trouver le sommeil, ne pas fermer l’oeil' ¶ J J 117, Fdr. 365 ||
IE *seé8r(w)- > NaIE *se2r-, *ser-w- ({IS} *se{Ór}-, {P} ser[u\]-) {P} ' so rgend
Obacht geben, schützen, bewahren': [1] IE *seé8r- >  Av haraiti ' h a t
Acht, schützt', {EI} 'defends', har´tar 'Hüter, Wächter', ha2ra- 'Acht
haben, schützen' »» Gk {hrvß (gen. {hrvoß) '*protector' ‘ 'hero, mighty
man'  [2] NaIE *serw- > L serva2- v. 'watch over, keep', Osc
serevkid 'auspicio, iussu', Um seritu SERITU 'servato'  ?? Ld
{Gsm.} katare- (= kat-sare-) (< *-soreye/o-) {Pol.} 'stand watch ' ,
sare%ta {Pol.} 'protector' (valid if Pol.’s translation of the Ld words [EI
458] is right) ¶ The acute intonation in Lt suggests an IE √  with a lr. *N 8
or *Ó; Gk h points to a palatalized lr. ¶¶ P 91O, ≈ EI 458 (*ser-
'protect'), Brtl. 1787, 18O6, Frn. 776-7, En. 136, Tp. P A-D 52-3, IS II
1O7-8, F I 644-5, WH II 525-6, Bc. G 324, 345, Frn. 776-7, ≈ Gsm. LW I
64-5, 87 (Ld {Gsm.} katare-  'willfahren' [?], sare%ta 'wohlgesinnt') ||
U: FL *s7era+a4- v. 'awake' > F hera4- v. 'awake, wake up', Vp heras7tuda ≠
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hera4s7tu4da4 id., Es {Rs.} a4raneda 'fühlen, ahnen, gewahr werden,
entdecken' » ? Mk srgoze- s´rgoz1´-, Er syrgoze- sirgoz1e- vi.
'awake' (according to IS, pMr *srga- <  *s7rga- <  *s7er-ka4) ¶ SK 71, ERV
628, PI 256 || A ({S VL, AJ} *se2r1i [with the vowel length of the 1 s t
accentual type] v. 'be awake, perceive'): T *ser1a4- > NaT *seza4- v. ' feel ,
perceive, understand' >  OT, Chg sez- (aor. seza4-r) v. 'perceive, feel,
discern, notice', Tk sez-, Az, Qrg, Qzq sez-, VTt sÁz- id., Xk sis- ' feel ,
guess', Tkm TeÎewa2r bol- v. 'undergo', ?φ TîÎ- 'feel' ¶ Cl. 86O-1, DTS
498, Rs. W 413, TkR 57O, 6O3  M *seri- v. 'be awake, perceive' >  MM
[S] seri- v. 'notice, know, learn', [HI, MA] seri- vi. 'awake', sere- v.
'notice' ('s’appercevoir de'), 'feel', (hPSc) sere-  v. 'beware', WrM sere-
≠ seri-, HlM s´r´- v. 'awaken, revive; recover conciousness; k e e p
vigil; learn', Ord {Ms.} sere-, Dg {Pp.} seºr1iÆ-, {T} sere-, Dx s7i¢eri-, MMgl
{Iw.} seru$n vi. 'awake', Mgl {Rm.} sera$na$ 'he is awake', Mnr H {SM} sari-
's’éveiller, reprendre ses senses, se dégriser' ¶ H 134, MED 689-9O, Ms.
H 94, Pp. MA 32O, Iw. 131-2, SM 327-8, T 357, T DgJ 163, T DnJ 1 4 2
 Tg *seri- 'feel, be awake' >  Nn KU s‰r‰- v. 'feel, notice', Ewk, Sol
s‰ri- 'be awake', WrMc sere- id., 'feel, guess, understand'; Ï Tg
*seri-bu- vt. 'awake' >  Ewk s‰riw-, Sol, Nn Nh s‰ru2-, Lm ho$:ru-, Neg
s‰y‰w-, Orc s‰yu-, Ork s‰ru-, Ud {STM} siu2-si-, Ud Sm {Krm.} siu-si,
Ul s‰ru-c7u/i- id., WrMc serebu- v. 'bring (so.) to his senses, s o b e r
(so.); to give to feel\understand' ¶ STM II 145, Vas. 378, Krm. 286, Klz.
S II 4O, Z 589, Hr. 784  ? pKo {S} *sari- 'beware, be careful, spa r e
oneself' > NKo sari- id., Ko {Rm.} sari-, si\´⁄ri- or s´⁄ri- v. 'be careful o f
oneself, be anxious about oneself'  ? MKo sîrkîi\ 'wisdom', NKo sîlgi id .
¶ S QK #122, Nam 231, MLC 873, 1O27, Rm. SKE 224, S AJ 256 [#122]
 pJ *si!r- v. 'know' >  OJ sir-, [RJ] si!r-, J T s1i~r-, K/Kg s1i!r- ¶ S AJ 9 1 ,
266 [#4O], S QJ #4O, Mr. 752 ¶¶ S VL #2O7 and ≈ DQA #1946 (pA
*sa2 !r 1i 'know, beware, feel', incl. T, M, Ko, J), S AJ 91-2, 276 [#38] ( u n c .
rec. of a long *e2), KW 325 (M, T). S (AJ 91-2) justifies the adduction o f
Tg *sa2- v. 'know' by presuming that A *-r- (and *-r1-?) was lost a f t e r
long vowels (S AJ 2O-1), allegedly on the ev. of Tg *ï- v. 'enter' and Tg
*mu2-  'water', which he equates with M *ire-  v. 'come' and WrM mo4ren
'river', but both Tg *ï-  and Tg *mu2- have obvious N etymologies wi thout
*-r-  (w  N *? {e}yV  'come' and N *mu 6666hi  'water, fluid') and hence do n o t
justify the hyp. of the Tg loss of A *-r- or *-r1- ˚  IS MS 331 (*s7erÿ), IS
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II 1O7-8 (*s7ehr1ÿ), Rs. UAW 43 (U, A) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #229 (*ser ≠ *sor
'know') (IE, U, A, J + qu. Ko, Gil).
2173. *{s7777}a 4 444tV 'buttocks; to sit, to sit down' > HS: WS *s7it- (p lura l
*s7at-a2t-) 'podex, seat (of body])' ('Gesäß') >  BHb tS4 ≤s7e2t3 (pl. t&tß1
s7a2≤t3o2t3) 'seat (of body), buttocks', IA s7t 'buttocks, anus', Sr '4o£æ´
?Es7t-a2 'podex, nades; fundus (sepulcri)', Md s7ata 'buttocks, pub ic
regions', Ar ?ist- (pl. satat-) {Ln.} 'podex, anus', {Hv.} 'buttock', M h
{Jo.} s7ït (pl. s7‰to2t‰n) 'backside, buttocks, anus', Hrs {Jo.} s7ït (p l .
s7‰to 2t‰n) 'backside, posterior', Jb C {Jo.} ≤s>et (pl. ≤s>tet‰), Jb E {Jo.} ≤s7et
'privates (front or back, of a male or female)', Sq {Jo.} s7‰h, {L} ≤s7eh
'parties sexuelles de la femme', Grg Sl suto 'flesh of back above t h e
hip', Grg Ed us7t 'waist'; MHb tis s7yt (traditional rabbinical
vocalization: tiS5 s7°t3) 'a pit beside the altar (of the Temple) f o r
libations' ('ein unterirdischer Raum … am südwestlichen Winkel d e s
Altars, wohin der Wein der Trankopfer hinabfiel') may be a la te
reinterpretation of BHb tS4†s7e2t3 written with a mater lectionis i†y for e2
¶ Ln. 56, Hv. 8, KB 1536-7, HJ 1198. Lv. IV 55O, Br. 81O-1, DM 446, Jo .
M 396, Jo. H 125, Jo. J 267, L LS 413, L EDG III 1O2, 566, ≈ MiK I #1 .255
(S *s7Vt-, *?i-s7Vt-) ¶ Not here (⇔  MiK) Ak is7du 'base, foundation' a n d
Ug ïs7d = ?is7du 'leg' (see  N *s++++s 7 777ádV [or *s++++s 7 777idV ?] 'lower part')  ? S
*-s7ït- (*√s7yt) v. 'put, place' >  BHb tiS √s7yt G  (ip. 3m ya2-≤s7ït3, p f .
≤s7a2t3), Ph, Pun s7t (√s7yt), Ug √s7yt ([AkSc] inf. s7ïtu), Amr {G} √s7yt id.;
(× N *s7777{ayu4444}dV 'throw, [?] leave [abandon]') Ak √s7yt (inf. s7e2tum,
s7ia2tum, p. -s7ït-) 'übrig lassen' ¶ KB 1375-7, HJ 113O-1, A #27O2,
OLS 456-7, G A 32, Hnr. 181, Sd. 1221  Eg Md sty '(Hand, Arm a n
etw.) legen' (×  Eg P sty v. 'throw' < N *s2222idV 'sprinkle, pour' × N
*c@@@@ ' '''{u 4 444}tV [or *-t''''-?] 'throw, fling, pour'), ? Eg fP s.t (if from *sVt-t-)
'seat' (‘ 'throne'), 'place' >  Cpt Sd/B se  se 'seat, place', se se- in Cpt
Sd semIse se-mise ± Cpt B semIsI se-misi {Vc.} 'delivery chai r ' ,
{Crum, Crn.} lit. 'birth-place, birth-seat' ‘ 'childbirth, delivery' (mIse
mise is v. 'bear, bring forth') ¶ EG IV 1-6, Fk. 2O6, 328, Vc. 182, Crum
186, Crn. 9O, 145, ≈ Tk I 228 (does not distinguish between sty ' lay '
and sty 'throw')  EC: ? Sml Rh {R, C} s7itto2 'vulva' (“ 'podex'?) ¶
DSI 551  NrOm: Kf {C} s7itto2, Mch {L} s7ïtto 'vulva', Kcm {CR} setto
'clitoris', Ym {C} se2to2 'hymen' (all f rom * 'podex'?) ¶ C SE IV 5O2, L M
52, AD SF 247, Blz. OLBP #1O7 ¶¶ Ward ESE 4O7 ‘ Tk. I 228 (Eg, S)  ?
Ch: CCh: Ktk {Bou.} sa~t‰~N 'sit down', ECh: Kwn {J} sa@d'i! id. ¶ ChC, JI II
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295 || ?σ K *°s7t- > G s7t- / s7ten- / s7tin- / s7tom- 'remain, leave (let s th .
remain)' (×  ÿ  K *s7wd-  'renain') ¶ Chx. 1822, DCh. 1519 || IE *sed- v.
'sit (down)' >  OI sad-  'sit down, be seated' (3s aor. ≤a-sad-at, 3s p r s .
≤s°dati), Av had- v. 'sit down', hiÎaiti (< *sisde/o-) 'sit ' , OI
≤sadah5 n. 'seat, place, residence' »» Arm nstim nstim 'I sit, I a m
sitting down', aor. nstaj nstay (<  *ni-sed-/*ni-sd-, cp. OI ni-
s5°dati 'sits down') »» Gk {ezomai (< *sed-yo-) 'seat oneself, sit', {izv (<
*sisde/o-) 'sit',  {edoß (gen. {edeoß) 'sitting-place, seat, chair', {edra2 id. »» L
sede2- (1s sedeo2) v. 'sit', s°do2 (< *sisde/o-) 'sit down' »» OIr said-
'sit' (saidid 'sits'), W seddu 'to sit' »» Gt sitan, ON sitja, OSx
sittian, OHG sizzen, NHG sitzen, AS sittan 'to sit', NE sit »» Lt
se$de$!ti 'to sit' (1s prs. se$ !dmi, se$!dz7iu 'I sit')', se$!sti / prs. se$!d-u
(usually rf. se$!sti-s) 'sit down', Ltv se2^st / prs. se2 ^z7u, se2^du ( r f .
se2stie^s) id., Pru s°dons 'sitting' » Sl *se7sti (< *se2d-ti) / 1s prs.-ft .
*seßd-oß 'sit down' > OCS s8sti se7sti / s9d0 se<do<, R sest∆ /
sådu, SCr seàsti ± sjeàsti / † sjeàde2m, Slv se5!sti / s5e•dem, OCz
siesti, P sia<s1c1 / sia<de<, Blg sådam id.; Sl *se7de7ti / 1s prs. *se7djoß
'sit, be seated' > OCS s8d8ti se7de7ti / s8qd0 se7z7do<, R sidet∆
/ siqu, Uk sid¡ti / sidqu, SCr se~deti / se~d°m, ∆ sje~diti /
sje~d°m, Sln sede!ti / sedi!m, Cz sede7ti / sedI1m, Slk sediet& id.,
Blg sedå 'I sit'  a rdp. in Ht sesd-  'dauernd sitzen, ruhen' ¶¶ P 8 8 4 -
7, EI 522 (*sed- / prs. *≤sedsti ≠ *≤sisdeti 'sit down' / stative p r s .
*se2deh⁄ti 'sits, is sitting'), M K III 423, 472-4, F I 443-6,WH II 5O7-9, Vn.
S  7-8, Slt. 99, Fs. 424-5, Vr. 477, Ho. 296, Ho. S 65, Kb. 86O, OsS 7 6 8 -
9, Schz. 253, KM 711, Frn. 769, 777, En. 245, Vs. III 613, 618-9, Glh.
551-2, Ts. W 75, Frd. HW EH III 28 || A: Tg *°sed- v. 'sit' in d. *°sede-kin
'place for sitting' >  Ork s‰d‰xi(n-) 'plank-bed (nary ), floor' ¶ STM II
137 || D *c>atßtßa 'back (dos)' (if from 'podex') >  Nkr satßtßa 'back', Klm
satßtßa 'shoulder-blade, shoulder', Gnd ∆  satßtßa2 ≠ hatßtßa2 'shoulder' ¶¶ D
#23O3 ˚  Hardly here Eg s7d 'vulva' and D *c>u2tt-, {†GS} *s+cu2tt- 'pr ivate
parts' because of the D vw. *u2 and of the consonants.: Eg d and D *-tt-
(both pointing to a N *-t ''''-), see  N *s6666 ++++c 6 666u 6 666t ' '''V 'vulva, anus' ˚ This e t .
suggests that N *s 7777 yields Tg *s- ˚  If G s7t- / s7ten- / s7tin- / s7tom- d o e s
not belong here, the N rec. is *Ía4444tV ˚  ≠ S NSShS #13 (comparison o f
IE *sed- 'sit' with K *s7wed- / *s7wd- 'remain'), ≠ Blz. DA 155 [#36] (HS,
D {Blz.} *cu2tt-).
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2174. *s7777{i}tV (= *s7777 {i}tË?) 'thread (made of hair?)' >  K *°s7it-
'thread' >  G s7it-i 'woollen thread' ¶ Fn. SK 95 [#113] (equates G s7it-
with Sum s7ita 'Band'), DCh. 152O, Chx. 1824 || HS: S *√s7ty '≈ b ind
threads, fix the warp', *≤s7itiy- ≠ *≤s7atay- 'warp' (× N *sitV  'to tie' [q.v.
ffd.]) || A: pKo {S} *stî!i\ 'belt' >  MKo stî!i\, NKo t∏i ¶ S QK #426, Nam
177, MLC 55O  pJ {S} *si(n)tai\ or *si(n)ti\a > OJ side, J T s1ide ' tassels
tied to sacrifices' ¶ S QJ #425  ??φ T *sîÎ-  >  OT [MhK] sîÎî˝ ≠ siÎi˝
'one of the two skirts of a robe', Tkm syj Tîy 'skirt (lower part) of a
robe (podol )', Chv wa€raß s7¥ras1 'tassel on a belt, trimming on t h e
edge of a hem' ¶ Chv s7- <  pT *s- due to the palatalizing infl. of *i ¶ Cl.
799-8OO, TkR 6O3, Ash. XVII 332 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #1987 (pA *s+s7ido+u ¬
*s+s7i\udu 'tassel, string'; incl. T, Ko), ≠ DQA #2O25 (A *s+s7itæV! {AD}
'bands, ribbons' >  J) || ?φ D *c>utßtßV ({†GS} *Z+Z1-) 'tuft of hair' >  T m
cut5t5i, Tu jut5t5u, Klm Z>utßtßi id., Ml jut5t5u 'tuft of hair on shaven
head', Kn jut5t5a, jut5t5u id., 'tuft growing on an animal’s head', Kdg
Z>îttî 'tut of hair as worn by brahmans, woman’s backhair', Tl jut5t5u
'long lock or tuft of hair', Gnd c>utßtßi ± c>utßtßï ± c>utßtßiN 'hair', Z>utßtßï ' t u f t
of hair', Krx c>utßtßï 'hair, bristles, mane'; D ı OI ju2t5a- 'twisted ha i r '
¶¶ D #2655 ˚  Blz. KM 12O-1 [#23] (K, A, S + unc. Eg sty ' knüpfen ' )
˚  T *sîÎ- is highly problematic as a cognate both because T *-Î- d o e s
not go back to N *-t-  and because of its deviating meaning. If D *c>utßtßV
belongs here, it tentatively suggests regr. as. of the vw. of the first syll.:
D *c>utßtßV < N *s7777{i}tË.
2175. *s7777{ayu}t''''V (or *s7777at ''''ËyV?) 'twig, rod' >  HS: WS *s7awt'- ' r o d ,
scourge, whip' >  BHb y&S s7o2t' (pl. Miy5&S s7o2≤t'-ïm), Gz sW@ sawt' id.,
JA [Trg.], JEA ay1&S s7o2≤t5-a2 'rod, scourge', Sr '†ow£a s7aw≤t5-a2 'whip,
lash', Ar 6v0Sa sawtœ- 'leathern whip' ¶ KB 1337, Js. 1531, Sl. 1116-7 ,
Br. 763, JPS 564, BK I 1164, Hv. 344, L G 521  B *-sVdœw- (> *-sVtœtœ-) >
Ah *tas´tœtœa (pl. tis´dœwa) 'branche coupée d’arbre épineux', Tmz {MT}
as´tœtœa (pl. is´Îœwan) 'branche', Kb {Dl.} t3as´tœtœa (pl. t3is´Îœwa)
'branchette, rameau d’arbre' (the meaning of smallness is due to the f .
gender of the word), Sll {Ds.} tasœtœtœat (pl. tisœ´tœuïn), asœtœtœa (pl. isœtœuan)
'branche', BSn {Ds.} tasœtœtœa (pl. tisœ´dœwïn) id., 'rameau', Izd {Mrc.}
tœasœ´tœtœa (pl. tœasœtœtœwin) 'branche du palmier' ¶ Fc. 18O5, MT 617, Dl.
758, Ds. 45, Ds. B 49, Mrc. 38 || K: MG [VT] s7t'o, G s7t'o ≠ rt'o ' b r anch ,
twig'. The variant rt'o may be of dialectal origin (West Georgian o r
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Zanian rhotacism of sibilants?). Hardly borrowed from Arm ost ost o r
NArm ost vost 'branch' ¶ Chx. 1848, DCh. 1O42, 1528 || U: FP
*s7{ayu}ttV or *s7att{u}yV 'twig, rod' >  Yz s7at! 'branch of a leaf-bearing
tree', 'thin trunk of a tree', Z UV/Vm/I/LV/Sk/Ud s7ayt!, Z US/LL/P/Ss
s7at! 'long flexible rod', StZ vugyr wat∆ vugÈr s7at! 'fishing-rod' (vugÈr
means 'hook and line'), watin s7at!in 'thin rod, fishing-rod'; Z ı Vg
sayt ± sa4yt, Os sa2y´t 'rod' » ? BF: F hutja, ∆  hutia 'long thin r o d ,
fishing-rod', Es hudi (gen. hudja) {Slv.} 'cudgel, bludgeon, rod', {W}
'Stange, dünne Latte, Plumpkeule (beim Fischen)', Lv udYa~ {Sj.} 'Stange,
Spieß, Lanze, Stachel', {Kt.} 'Stange zum Stoßen der Boote auf Flüssen
und Seen' ¶ LG 318, SK 91, Raun EKET 13, Slv. 63, W EDW 1242, Kt. 4 4 8 ,
Sj. LDW 121.
2176. *s 7777awV  '(in the) middle' > IE: NaIE *-su, locative pl. ending (“
'among' “  'in the middle'), e.g. *wl=kWo(i\)-su loc pl. ('among wolves'?)
(with the marker of pl. *-oi\- from the declension of demonstr. prns.) >
OI vr=ke2-s5u 'among wolves', OLt, Lt A vilkuo-su loc. pl. (StLt
vilkuo-se with the change *-u >  -e under analogical influences,
possibly of the OLt illative case [acc. to A. Senn]), Sl *vÁlc-e7-X¥ loc. pl .
of the word for 'wolf' (>  OCS vl5c8x5 vlËce7xË), Gk ly1koisi
loc./dat. ofthe word for 'wolf' (transformation *-su >  -si due to t h e
infl. of the loc. sg. ending *-i or of the Gk locative ending -fi  <  *-b≈i), ?
L lup-is (×  dat./instr. pl.) dat./instr./loc. pl. of lupus 'wolf', NaIE
*su2nu-su 'among sons, in sons' >  loc. pl. of the word for 'son': OI
su2nu-s5u, Lt A sunuo-su, StLt sunuo-se, Sl *sÈn¥-X¥ (>  OCS
s7n5x5 sûnËxË), NaIE *toi-su 'among\in these' (m. pl.) > OI te2s5u,
OCS t8x5te7xË, Lt tuose  It is not yet clear if Ht -as dat.-loc. pl .
(in anzas 'to\among us', sumas 'to\among you [pl.]) belongs h e r e
¶¶ Brg. KVG 395, 399 (table), Szem. EVS-8O 146-8, 151, 153-6, 16O-2,
167-8, 171-5, 187-92, 196, Szem. IEL 16O, 164-92, Bks. 114, 18, 1 7 3 ,
Mz. BIES 218-28, Stang SLKM 125, Stang VG 186, Senn LL 12O || K {K,
K2} *s7owa-, {FS) *s7uwa- 'middle, in the middle' >  OG s7uwa- ≠ s7owa-
'middle' (s7uwa ˝ames 'mihnight'), G s7ua- ≠ † s7uva- adj. 'being in t h e
middle of, between; middle', Mg s7ka- ≠ ska- 'middle', Lz s7ka- ≠ s7k'a-
'middle, waist; between', Sv {FS} sga, isga 'between, midst', Sv {TK, GP}:
UB/L {TK} sga-≠isga-, Ln {TK} (i)sk'a-≠ysk'a- pv. 'herein-, hinein-', UB
{GP} -(i)sga- postp. 'in, into', UP/L sga2w, LB sgaw, Ln sk'aw ' inside,
inner Georgia', UB sga4∏n, LB (i)sgan, L sga2n, Ln sk'a4n adv. 'inside' ¶¶ K
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218, K2 252, FS K 384, FS E 431-2, Chx. 1849-51, Q 359, Gm. SSh 5 1 - 4
(*s7w- > Sv sg-), TK 7O2-3, GP 257 || HS: C: Ag: Aw {Hz.} ‰s7ew, {Bnd.}
Ès7ew, Aw D {CR} s7å≤w°, Aw {Wldm.} s7owi, Dmt {CR, R} s7å≤w°, Knf
{TBZAC} s7ew 'heart' »» SC: a SC lge ı Mb swaho 'heart' ¶ Blz. CWL,
Hz. NSA 138, Wldm. s.v. 'Herz', TBZAC 1O2 ¶¶ But Eg OK s.t 'p lace,
seat' is more likely to belong to N *{s 7777 } a 4 444 tV 'buttocks; to sit, to sit d o w n '
(q.v. ffd.) || U: FV *s7+sawta 'lungs' >  pChr {Ber.} *s7oÎ¥ id. >  Chr: L
wodo s7oÎo, B/M s7oÎo, H wody s7oÎ¥ » pLp *so2vte2 'gill(s) (of a fish)' >
Lp: Ml {Schl.} syo4ydee su$\o4Úu$\dòe2, L {LLO} suou…te2, N {N} suow≤de, K
{Gn.} suv4v4d, Kld {SaR} suvv∆t suv4v4t id. ¶ UEW 754-5, Ber. 64 [#333] ,
MRS 713, Ep. 151, Lr. #1198, Lgc. #7191, Schl. 133, Gn. 1O67, SaR 3 2 9
|| A: ?φ  Tg *saya(n) 'interstice between fingers\toes' >  Ul saya(n-),
saya2, Ork saya(n-), Nn Nh saya%, Nn B saya, Nn KU sayra, Ewk saya ±
haya ± s7aya id., Ewk PT saya 'interstice between reindeer’s toes' ¶ STM
II 55 ˚  ≈ Blz. 121 [#24] (K, Ag, FU + err. Eg s¿w 'satt', n o t
• ' s tomach ' ) .
2177. *s7777u4 444wÅ ¬ *s7777uwÉ  'fit, good' >  HS: CS *√s7wy v. 'be fit, equal ,
even' >  BHb evS√s7wy  G  v. 'agree, be like' (pf. ev!S1 s7a2≤wa2, ip. ev#S6- -
s7wE2), ev#S 1 s7a2≤wE2 'plain', MHb ev#S1 s7a2≤wE2 'equal', JEA avS √s7wy v. G
'be equal, be worth, be appropriate', Sr √s7wy+w G  (pf. æwo£ s7´≤wa2)
'be equal, fit, like', Ar îvS √swy  G  'valoir', îvASu suwa(n) 'égal,
choisi', sïy-(un) 'égal, pareil' ¶ KB 1333-5, GB 811-2, Br. 76O-1, Lv. IV
518-9, Js. 1532, Sl. 1116, Tal 878-9, BK I 117O-3  ??? B: Sll {Ds.} ssius
'be good' (pf. issius), but Gd ihusi 'was beautiful' suggests that the pB
√  has an initial lr., which makes the comparison qu. ¶ Ds. 4O  ? C: Bj
{R} s7o2 'gut, schön' »» EC: Sa {R} so2 'gut!; schön!; bravo!' »» SC: ???φ I rq
{MQK} c'u2? 'nice, sweet' (= {Fl.} s5u 'good')  ¶ R WBd 2O8, R S II 3O6,
MQK 11O || K {K} *s7u-, {FS} *s7w- v. 'befit so., be proper' >  OG *s7u- i n
s7e-ma-s7u-s 'befits me' (s7emas7us cXorebay igi 'life befits me, podobaet
mne qizn∆ '), s7e-a-s7w-s 'es ziemt sich', s7w-en-ier-i 'beautiful', G
s7ven- 'be\look beautiful', Mg skv-: mo-skv-an-d‰ 'es ziemt sich f ü r
mich', skv-a  'beautiful', sku- 'decorate', Lz msku- v. 'be proud, impress
by one’s beauty', sku-al-i 'beautiful', Sv: sgu- v. 'befit so.' (msd. UB li-
sgw-e), UB {GP} sgwa4n, {TK} sgwan, L sgwen 'beauty, charm'; Ï K *m-
s7w-en- 'beautiful' > OG ms7wen- 'standing in beauty' ('krasu√∑ijså '),
G ms7ven-i 'schön, reizend, entzückend', ms7venier- ' (wunder )schön,
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(bild)hübsch', Mg skvam- ≠ sk'vam-, Lz mskva-, pskva- 'beautiful', Sv
U/L musgwen, Ln musk'wen 'smooth, even' ¶¶ K 14O, 217-8, K2 128-9 ,
248, FS K 377-8, FS E 424-5, Chx. 868-9, 1816-7, TK 577, 7O4, GP 1 6 6 ,
222, 258 || IE: NaIE *su- 'good, well', esp. as the first element in cds .
(e.g. *su-b≈ago- 'beglückend', preserved in IIrn and Sl [with *b≈ag-
'zuteilen', cf. P 1O7, EI 161]) >  OI ≤su 'well, wrightly', Av hu-, OPrs u-
'good, well' (OI su-≤bhaga- 'possessing good fortune, lucky, happy ' ,
Av hu-baGa 'gutes Eheglück gewährend') »» Gk [ygih1ß 'healthy' (<  *su-
gWii\e2s 'well living') »» Clt: Gl su-, W hy- ≠ hu-, Crn hy-, OBr ho- ≠
he-, Br he- (e.g. W hy-gar 'lebenswürdig' = Gl p.n. Su-carus, OBr
ho-mer  'écoulement rapide'), OIr su-, so- (in su-thain 'ewig', so-
sce1l(a)e  'Gospel, Eu-angelium' »» ON su1-svo<rt 'black-bird' (literally
'completely black [one] ') »» Lt su2dru~s 'abundant, rank (üppig, geil),
dense' (of plants, vegetation), Lt sveiﬁkas , Ltv sve~iks 'healthy, g o o d '
» Sl *s¥-dorv¥(jÁ) 'healthy' >  OCS s5drav5 sËdrav, Blg zdrav,
SCr, Slv zdraàv, Cz, Slk zdravy1, P zdrowy id., R zdo≤rovyj id.,
'zdo ≤rov  'is healthy'; Sl *s¥boz7Áje 'possession' (< IE d. *su-b≈ago-, s e e
above) >  OCz sboz7ie 'possessions', Cz zboz7i1 'goods (marchandise) ' ,
P zboz$e 'corn', R ∆ zboq∆e 'possessions, wealth, corn', Blr
zboqqe, Uk zb¡qqå id. ¶ P 1O37-8, EI 235, M K III 478-8O, M E II
734-6, F II 954-5, Vn. S  155-6, Flr. 2O7, 21O, 212-4, ≈ Vr. 559, Frn.
937, 95O-1, Glh. 694, Vs. II 84-5, 9O, Ma. CS 584, HlK 433-4 || U: FV
{Coll., Ker.} *s7u4wa4 'good' > F hyva4, Es hea, hu4va id. » pLp {Lr} *s‰ve2
v. 'improve, make better, amend' >  Lp: N {N} sa6vvet v. 'heal', S {Hs.}
su4vv´edh, U {Schl.} syvveet, L {LLO} savve2t, Kld {TI} sAvva¯dò
'heilen, sich schließen (von einer Wunde) ' » pMr *c7iv´ >  Er ∆  {Ps.} c7iv
'gut, tüchtig, brav', Mk ∆  {Ps.} c7iva 'gastfreundlich' » Chr H {Ep.} wu s7u
'health, healthy' (wu ´d´m 'healthy person'), {Rm.} s7u 'gesund, f r isch '
¶ Coll. 82, Lr. #1O96, Lgc. #6O73, Hs. 1275-6, TI 48O, Ker. II 1 5 8 - 9
[#443], MRS 727, Ep. 154, ≠  UEW 499 (reconstructs *s7eNa4 on t h e
alleged ev. of Vt s7on1er 'straight', Z s7an1 'gut, tüchtig', and Hg igen 'yes,
very', that are adduced in UEW with queries and hardly belong here) ||
A: M *su{B}u >  MM [S, HI] su {H} 'Segen und Schutz (der Genien d e r
Ahnen), Glückseligkeit', {Ms.} 'Fortune', PClWrM {Ms.} suu 'Fortune', ?
WrM suu, ? HlM suu 'genius, distinction, superiority' ¶ H 136, Ms. H
96, MED 74O  T: ¿ OT su esa4n 'happily (blagopolu¢no )' (Altun jaruq
623.5), this may be a loan from Chn su v. 'rise from the dead' ( t h e
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character composed of clues 195 and 115 covered by the clue 14O), a s
supposed in DTS 312; the hyp. of the loan (far from being immediately
covincing) can be checked by comparing the OT text of Altun jaruq
(which is a translation from Chn Suvarn_aprabha_sa) with t h e
corresponding Chn text ˚  IS MS 371 (*s7uwÿ 'good').
2178. ?σ (€?) *s7777uw?V 'weak' >  HS: Eg MK s¿ 'mit schwachem Arm' ,
Eg fLMK z¿w 'weak' (of arm), 'tired' (of a person’s back) (× N *s2222ul ß ßßß {u 6 666}
'lax, loose, slack') ¶ EG III 419, IV 14, Fk. 2O9, Tk. I 65 (Eg s¿ ÷ Ar
salisa 'be mild', B, EC, CCh *sl-≠*s7l-roots for 'soft, smooth', see  N
*s2222ul ß ßßß {u 6 666} 'lax' and N *s1111il ∏ ∏∏∏i ¬ *s1111il ∏ ∏∏∏ayV 'smooth, slippery')  WS *s7aw?- >
BHb, MHb av^S1 s7a2w (spelled s7a2w?) ≠ vS1 s7a2w 'nothing, worthless', Ar
saw?- {BK} 'mal, ce qui est mal', {Hv.} 'evil, mischief; wrethched', Sb auS
s7w? 'evil, bad', Gz say´? 'disgraceful \ scandalous \ depraved act' ¶ GB
8O9, KB 1323-5, BK I 1168-9, Hv. 342, BGMR 52, L G 521 || A: M
*subsu > WrM subsu, HlM suvs 'weak brandy (the last of the l iquor
distilled from stray)', WrM subsara-, HlM suvsrax '(to) b e c o m e
weak' (of brandy) ¶ MED 733 || ? IE: NaIE *0swï- >  Ic svI1a 'to aba t e '
(of pain) (×  N *s7777{u 4 444hi}?V 'fade', 'go out' [fire], 'extinguish'[q.v.]) ¶ P
1O52, Bv. 736.
2179. *s7777 {e}wHV 'give birth, be born' >  IE *seu\Ó-/*suÓ- >  NaIE
*seu\[´]-/*su2- 'give birth' >  OI ≤su2-te2 'bears \ begets (a child)', ≤su2-
tu- 'pregnancy', su-≤ta-h5 'son', su2ti- 'birth', Av hu2nami 'I give
birth', hav- 'give birth', MPrs vi-s7u2tak 'Ausgeburt' »» OIr suth
'produit, portée (des animaux), progéniture', W hog-en 'girl' (*suka2-),
hog-yn 'lad'  »» Arm ustr ustR 'son' (transformed by analogy with
dustr dustR 'daughter')   Ï [1] IE *suÓ-nu- > NaIE *su2≤nu-s 'son' >
OI su2≤nu-, Av hunu- id. »» Gt sunus, ORu sun®, ON sonr ≠ sunr,
OHG, OSx, AS sunu, NHG Sohn 'son', NE son »» Lt su2nu~s, Pru
sou2ns 'son' » Sl *sÈ8n¥ (gen. *sÈnu~, pl. *sÈnov-) 'son' >  OCS s7n5
sûnË (gen. s7nu sûnu, nom. pl. s7nove sûnove), Blg sin sin,
SCr, Slv si 8n, Cz, Slk, P syn, R syn, Uk sin  [2] *suÓ-yu- 'son' > pTc
*soy > Tc B soy, A se 'son' »» Gk L/Cr y[iy1ß 'son', µ  Gk Hm/I/A y[io1ß id .
¶ WP 47O-1, P 913, EI 56 (*seu\(Ó)- 'bear a child' Ï *suÓnus- ≠
*suÓyus  'son'), Dv. #4O8, M K III 481, 492-4, M E II 741, Ch. 1153-4, F II
959-61, Vn. S  2O5-6, Fs. 46O-1, Vr. 53O, Ho. 33O, Kb. 991, KM 713-4 ,
Slt. 325-6, Frn. 941-2, En 252, Vs. III 817-8, Glh. 547, Wn. 424-5, Ad.
7O3-4, Ad. H 126 || K *s7ew-/*s7w- 'give birth, beget' > OG s7ev-/s7v-, G
s7v-/s7o-b- 'give birth', Mg sk-, sku-, Lz sku-, skv-, sk- 'lay eggs', Mg sk-
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´l-ed-i 'Lebewesen, Geborenes'; Ï [1] K *m-s7w-e 'born; child' >  OG
ms7o- in p'ir-ms7o- 'first-born' (p'ir- 'first'), Mg skua (pl. skual-) 'chi ld ' ,
pSv *m-sge-y >  {TK} UB/L sgey, LB sge, emsge, Ln sk'e 'heir, (so.’s)
child', UB {GP} sgey 'son', Sv {K} msgey 'child, boy'; [2] GZ *s7w-il- ' b o r n
(child)' >  OG s7wil-, G s7vil-, Lz skir-, sk'ir- 'child', Mg oxora-sk-il-
'brother\sister-in-law' ¶¶ K 139, 214-7, K2 128, 248, 251, FS K 376-7 ,
FS E 423-4, Chx. 1838, TK 7O4, GP 258 || HS: C: Bj {Rop.} -s7iwi ≠ -
s7uwi pcv. 'be pregnant', s7iwia-bi/-ti ≠ s7uwia-bi/-ti ' i s
pregnant' (≤u2-s7a? s7uwe≤a2-bi 'the cow is pregnant'), Bj {R} ≤s7u2ya
'pregnant' (≤u2-s7a? s7u2≤ya2-bu 'the cow is pregnant'), Bj B {Alm.} ≤s7uya
'pregnant' (≤ane s7u≤ya2tu 'I am pregnant ' ) ¶ Rop. 24O, R WBd 22O,
Alm. BS III 63  Eg G swÓ ({EG} s1wh5) v. (vom Erschaffen des Samens
durch Chnum), as well as possibly Eg fP swÓ.t ({EG} s1wh5.t), {Vrg.}
[sa[:]wHa-] 'egg; hard roe; the place of germinating life in the womb ( sc .
of a son)', DEg swÓ 'egg', Cpt: Sd sooy2e souhe, B sOoy2I so2uhi
'egg' (×  HS *√cwH 'egg' > Ch *√cwH 'egg' > Hs c'u2!we! 'testicle', pNrBc
{Tk.} *caHWi ≠ *c'uH- 'egg', pMdr *c6ay- ‘ *c6iy- id., etc., see  Stl. ZCh
18O-1 [#327], JI II 122-3, Tk. I 155-6, Sk. NB 19, Tk. NB 168) ¶ EG IV
72-4, Er. 417, Fk. 217, Crn. 169, Vc. 2O2, Tk. I 155-6. OS #221O || U:
FU *°s7e+iwV > Chr: L † {Ü} wyv´ s7¥wa4, H † {Ü} wy≥v´ s7´wa4 ' chi ldren,
posterity' ¶ Ü 282, 287 || ? D *c>e2v- ≠ *c>e2p-  'child' >  Tm ce2y ' son ,
child', Ml ce2vala 'child at the breast (?), Tu je2vu 'child, lad, youth ' ,
jo2vu id., 'baby, female child', Prj c>e2pal, Gdb se2pal 'boy, youth', Gdb
sa2pal 'boy' ¶¶ The cognate is qu., because Prj/Gdb -p-  points to a pD *--
p-/-v- ¶¶ D #2813 ˚  AD LRC #45 (IE, K), IS MS 361 s.v. roqdat∆
*s7{e}wÿ (IE, K, U).
218O. *s7777u 6 666wHV 'loosen' ('release', 'let out', 'melt', etc.') >  IE *seu\Ó-
/*suÓ- >  NaIE *seu\[´]- / *su2- 'let, neglect' >  OI {MW} √su2- ' g ran t ,
bestow; allow, authorize' (≠  √su2- 'set in motion, urge, impel' <  N
*Íuwé⁄V 'to push, to cause' [q.v.]) »» Gk ]ea1v (* ]ea1wv) 'let, suffer ,
allow, permit' (Gk [Hs.] e}ya : ... }ea 2sg. imv., Gk Sr [Hs.] }ebason : }eason 2
sg. aor. imv.) »» OHG fir-su2men 'to neglect, to miss', NHG
versa4umen 'to neglect', MHG su2men, NHG sa4umen, NGr S
saumen, Nr Al su2me(n) 'to delay, to linger, to tarry' (P: <  NaIE *su2-
≤mo-s 'nachlassend, säumend') ¶ WP II 472, P 915, MW 698, 1239, F I
434, Kb. 986, WW 336-7, Schz. 275, KM 628 || HS: WS *√s7wH (>  µ
*√s7yH) v. 'melt, dissolve' >  JPA {Lv.} √s7wH G  (pf. hvv@S6 s7´≤waÓ)
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'zerfließen', Sr √s7wH G  (pf. X£o s7a2Ó) 'melt, waste away', BHb √s7yH
G  (pf. hS1 s7a2H) 'melt, dissolve', Ar {Dz.} √syH (pf. sa2Ha) 'melt', Gz {L}
√syH (js. y´-sïH) G  'melt, liquefy, dissolve' ¶ KB 1369, GB 822, Lv. IV
517, PS 4O89, L G 522  ? Eg XX swÓ 'verschwinden lassen (d i e
Sprache der Besiegten)' (unless a caus. from wÓy 'entgleiten') (× N
*s 7777 { u 4 444hi }?V 'fade', 'go out' [fire], 'extinguish') ¶ EG I 339 and IV 72 || K
*s7w- 'let so. go, leave' >  OG s7w-, G s7v-, Mg, Lz s7k(w)- id., Sv {K}
s7gwan-  (msd. li-s 7gwan) 'let go, set free, send' ¶¶ K 214, K2 248-9. FS K
378, FS E 425, Q 359  || A: Tg {ADb.} *su2bÉ 'release, untie' >  Ewk suw-
'untie, unfasten, untether', Lm hu2-, Lm A hu 2w-  'untie, unlace', Sln su2w‰-
'unwrap', WrMc su- vi. 'free oneself from, escape (a misfortune), ge t
untied', subu-  vt. 'release, set free, bare, take off' ¶ STM II 116-7 ˚  IS
MS 358 s.v. puskat∆ *s7ÿwÿ (IE, K).
218Oa. *{s6666}a?ÉbV 'to rot; rotten' >  HS: C: Bj {R} sa2beb- ' m o r s c h
werden, rosten', se≤ba2b 'Fäulnis, Rost' »» ¿ SC {E} *sa[:]b- 'dirt' >  Alg
sibi 'soot', ı Mb sa!bu 'dry cow dung' ¶ R WBd 194, E SC 178, E PC
#225  ? S *°√s6yb > Ar s7a2yib-at- 'ordure, chiasse, tache; défaut, t ache ,
ce qui dépare ou détruit la bonne qualité d’une chose' ¶ BK I 1284 || D
*c>ap-, {GS} *s1ab- 'rotten; to rot, ferment' >  Tm avi v. 'ferment ( a s
decayed fruit, etc.)', Ml aviyuka v. 'rot, spoil (as fruits laid on a
heap)', Kn avi  v. 'rot, be spoiled\damaged', Tl aviyu v. 'rot', Ku hap-
'be rotten', Gnd Ch sav-, Png hab- 'go bad, become rotten', Knd sab- v.
'rot and produce an offensive smell', Mnd hab- v. 'decay', (?) Krx
c>a%:wa%:r- 'get an unpleasant taste' ¶¶ D ##2341, 2424, Pf. 5, GS 1 2 7
[#328], 38 [#68] ¶¶ In some D lgs × D *c>am- < N *c7777 ' '''a 4 444m[V]XV ' s ou r ,
bitter' || A: Tg (att. in NrTg) *si\aba-ksa 'rotten wood' (*-ksa is a sx. o f
names of substances [Stoffwörter])  > Ewk se2waksa 'rotten tree, r o t t e n
wood', Lm ha4∏wUs ± he2was id. ¶ STM II 69 || IE: NaIE {WP} *k8sa[:]p- v.
'rot' > Gk sapro1ß 'rotten, putrid', Gk sh1pv, Gk D sa@pv ' m a k e
rotten\putrid', Gk md.: sh1pomai (pfc. se1shpa, 2s aor. ]esa1phn) ' b e ( c o m e )
rotten, rot' »» Lt s7iu~p-ti (1s prs. s7iumpu~) 'to rot' (of wood), Ltv
{ME} su6pe6t 'schmutzig werden, verderben (vom Mehl), modern' ¶ WP
II 5OO, F II 696-7, Frn. 993 ˚  If the Ar word belongs here (which is
qu.), the initial cns. of the N word was *s6666- ˚ If WP’s IE rec. is accepted ,
the N etymon is likely to be *s 6666a?ÉbV  (because IE *k8s- suggests a  N *s6666-,
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cp. NaIE *k8se(:)r-: *k8se(:)r-o- 'dry' <  N *s6666arV 'be dry'). If so, IE *-p-
goes back to *-?b- < N *-?Éb- .
2181. *s6666Vb÷V ¬ *s6666V÷bV (= *s6666u 6 666b÷V ¬ *s6666u 6 666÷bV?) 'tribe, people' >
IE: NaIE *seb≈a2 (≠*0sweb≈-?) 'tribe, Sippe' >  OI sa≤bha2 'assembly ' ,
{MW} 'congregation', {M} 'Gemeindehaus' »» Gmc {P} *seByo2 >  Gt sibja
'blood relationship' (in frasti-sibja 'adoption as [one’s] chi ld '
['y[io†esi1a'] suniwe sibja accus. 'y[io†esi1an' 'adoption as a son'), ON
d. sifjaÎr 'related, akin', cd. sif-jungr m. 'a relative', MDt, OFrs
sibbe 'blood relationship, kin, Sippenband'; OSx sibbia ' k i n
(Sippe)', OHG sippa ± sibba 'kinship', sippo 'kinsman', NHG
Sippe, AS sibb 'kin, relationship', NE sib »» L Sabïnï (“  'belonging
to a tribe'), Osc safinim 'Sabine' (ethnonym) = L Samnium »» ? Pru
subs 'selbst, eigen' » ?φ,σ Sl *svobo≤da 'freedom' (“  *'state o f
belonging to the kin') > OCS svoboda svoboda, Blg svoboda ≠
svoboda, SCr slobo~da ≠ svobo~da, Slv svobo!da, R, U k
svoboda, Cz svoboda, Slk sloboda, P swoboda ≠ s1wieboda
'freedom' ¶ If Sl *svoboda and Pru subs belong here, there is a NaIE
root variant *sweb≈-/*sub≈- pointing to a N *u++++u 4 444 (*s 6666u 6 666b÷V). The
variation *-we- / *-e- goes back to a kind of Schwebeablaut (**su\eb≈-
/*seu\b≈-, see AD NGIE and NVIE) ¶ ≈ WP II 456, ≈  P 883 (*s(u\)ebho- ≠
*s(u\)obho- 'von eigener Art'), EA 354 (*s(w)eb≈- 'lineage'), ≈  M K III
433, Bc. G 324, Fs. 417, Ho. S 64, Kb. 858, Schz. 262, OsS 758, WW
25O, KM 71O, Vr. 473, Vs. III 582-3, StSS 594, Glh. 562-3, Ma. CS 49O,
Brü. 528, En. 258 || HS: WS *≤s6a÷[V]b- >  Ar s7a÷b- {Ln.} 'a great t r ibe ,
nation, people', {BK} 'tribu; troupe, bande' » Sb {BGMR} bo_ s6÷b ' t r ibe ,
community, group of village communities', Mn {MA} bo_ s6÷b ' t r ibe ' ,
Qtb {Rk.} bo_ s6÷b 'tribe, tribal group', OYmn [Hmd.] ∫o$ s7÷b 'b ig
community (consisting of many clans)', {Slw.} ∫o$ s7÷b (= H m r
*√s6÷b?) 'ansässiger Stamm, ansässsige Bevölkerung \ Gemeinde'; ? SES
*√s6÷b 'valley' (if “ 'tribe’s country'): Hrs {Jo.} s6a÷b 'valley', Jb {Jo.}
s6a÷b 'valley, watercourse', Sq {L} ≤s6a÷ab 'valley, wadi' (unless akin t o
Ar s7i÷b- 'road') ¶ Ln. 1556, BK I 1235, BGMR 13O-1, MA 85, Rk. 1 6 9 ,
Slw. 12-4, Jo. H 117, Jo. J 244, L LS 431 || K: OG sopeli 'world ,
country, land (cvri1on), village (kv1mh)', G sopeli 'village, world' ¶ Abul.
4O1, DCh. 119O-1, Chx. 1271 ¶ -p- <  N *-b-  + lr.? || A: Tg: Lm s‰wJ‰n
'village (selo , derevnå)' ¶ STM II 134  ? NaT *su4[:] (< *su4B?) 'army' >
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OT {Cl.} su4∏, MU, XwT XIII, Osm XIV-XVI su4 'army' ¶ Cl. 781, TL 563, Rl. IV
794-5 ˚  BSl, K, and T suggest a N rounded vw. of the first syll.
2182. *s6666ab++++p ' '''ÉH{i} 'log, piece of wood' >  IE *(s)peh8i\- ' l ong \po in ted
piece of wood' (×  N *p '''' iX ++++ÌyV 'sharp bone, sharp tool' [q.v.]) >  [1] NaIE
*°(s)p(≈)e2i\-/*(s)p(≈)ï- 'pointed piece of wood' >  OI ≤sphya- {MW}
'piece of wood shaped like a sword', {M} 'shoulder-blade', Khw p≈ï
'wooden spade' » NPrs {Sg.} ´fi feh 'oar; rake or shovel; an agricultural
implement for levelling the ground', ´fa fa4h 'oar, paddle', Shgn fay
'wooden spade', Ydg fïa, KhS phvai , Oss: I fiyyag ≠ f‰yyag, D fiyyaga4
'spade, shovel' ¶ IE *s-  mobile is due to the merger with N *p''''iX++++ÌyV 
[2] +ext. with *-d- ≠ *-t-: Ht ispatar (obl. stem ispann-) ' spi t ,
skewer'  NaIE *spit- (≠ *°spid-) '≈ spit, spear, needle' (× N
*s1111{o}b[V]t''''V [or *sVb[V]t''''V] 'stem, piece of wood', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ ≈  P
98O-2, ≈  M K III 547, M E II 779, Ab. I 474-5, MW 1271, Vl. II 698, Sg.
942, Bai. 264, F II 83O-1, WH I 318, Frn. 875, Vr. 532, Ho. 311, OsS
853, KM 726, 728 || HS: S *°√s6{a}baH- '≈  piece of wood' >  Ar s7abaHat-
{Ln.} (?) 'a broad piece of wood' (du. ˆi'tahaba4WL" ?as7-s7abaHata2ni ' t w o
pieces of wood of the minqalat- [∈ 'means of transport'], upon which
bricks are carried from place to place'), éhab0$a s7abH-at- 'rafter \ t imbe r
of the ceiling', éhab0$a s7abH-at- 'large door \ gate' ¶ Ln. 1495, BK I 1 1 8 3
|| U: FU *s6appV 'pole' >  Vg {Kn.}: T s7ap´l, UK so2p´l, P s7opl´ 'Pfahl,
Stange, Baumstumpf', LK s1e2t-sop´l 'pale, stake', Ss a2wi-sO2pla ' d o o r -
post' » Hg ∆  za1p  'rung of a ladder; a board in the wall of a wagon \ c a r t
\ barrow' »» ? F sapila 'rod for carrying hay' ¶ UEW 885 ( re jec ts
sapila because of -p-), Coll. 112, MF 7O3-4, SK 97O || A ({DQA}
*sa"!pæi! 'stick, pole'): M *sibeGe > MM [HI] s7ibe√e 'haie', [S] s1ibe√e 'Zaun,
Verhau', WrM sibege, HlM wiv´´ 'tall fence, paling, enclosure o f
sticks\poles; palisade', Brt w´b´´ 'paling, palisade' ¶ H 139, Ms. H 9 6 ,
MED 694, Chr. 741  ? Tg *°sapkun >  Neg sapkun 'root (of plants)' ¶
STM II 64  pKo {S} *s´!⁄p  > MKo s´!⁄p {MLC} 'brushwood, kindling', NKo
s´⁄p˙  [s´⁄p] id., 'prop, support (of plants)' ¶ S QK #485, Nam 3O1, MLC
961  pJ {S} *si~mpa! ≠ *si!mpa! 'brushwood, firewood' > OJ si~pa! ≠ si~pa!,
J: T s1i~ba ≠ s1i!ba, K s1i~ba!, Kg s1iba! ¶ S QJ #466, Mr. 522, Kenk. 1645 ¶ ¶
DQA #1919, Mr. KJ 227 (Ko, J) ˚  The internal labial cns. of the N w o r d
may have been either *-b-  (preserved in Ar and changed in IE and U: N
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*-bÉH- > *-bH- >  NaIE *-p-, -p≈-, U -pp-) or *-p''''- (preserved as *-p- in IE
and as *-pp-  in U, but changed into -b- [for unknown reasons] in Ar) ˚
The vw. *i in M *sibeGe (and probably in pJ *simpa) are explained b y
regr. as.
2183. *s6666áb[V]ÙV 'tallow, animal fat' >  IE: L se2bum ' tal low',
se2bo2sus adj. 'fat' ¶ WH II 5O4, ≠ WP II 468, ≠ P 894 || HS: SS *√s6bH >
Gz s6´bH n. 'fat; fatness, obesity', √s6bH G  'be\grow fat', Jb C s6abH n. ' f a t
on meat; corpulence', Mh s 6abH n. 'fat, corpulence', Hrs s 6abH n. fat' ¶ L G
525, Jo. J 245, Jo. M 371, Jo. H 118, MiK I #1.261  EC: pSam {Hn.}
*subaH  'butter' > Sml {ZMO} subag  'ghee, clarified butter, animal fat', Rn
{PG} su!ba~H / cs. subakki! 'liquid fat, oil', Bs {HL} su2ba, Arr {Hw.} sïbin
'butter', Elm sïpi 'fat', as well as possibly Af {PH} subaH 'clarified
butter', Sa {HL} subaH id., {R} se≤ba2Ó ≠ ze≤ba2Ó ≠ su≤ba2Ó 'd ie
zerlassene Butter, Schmalz'; the Af/Sa may be a loan from EthS, but i t s
vw. u  and its meaning 'butter' (specifically connected with other EC lgs.)
suggest its EC origin ¶ ZMO 366, PG 267, HL 135, Hw. A 393, HP 194, R S
II 3O9, Hn. S 96, Blz. RL 258   ? Ch: CCh: FlM {Kr.} sÈb'u~ru~ n. 'fat', Nz
{Luc.} sÈ~b'È~ri! 'fatness' »» ECh: EDng {Fd.} se~we~ 'fat (animal fat, bu t t e r ,
oil)', Brg {Lk., J} si!wi!n, ? Kbl {Cp.} amb su~w‰~ng‰~ n. 'fat', Mu {J} sI!wi!n~ n .
'fat', se!wi!ni !t adj. 'fat' ¶ ChL 19, 49, JI 132-3, ChC s.v. 'fat', Fd. 369-7O
||  A: Tg *sebe 'animal fat' > Ewk s‰w‰ 'melted fat of a bear', s‰w‰- v.
'melt fat of a bear', Orc s‰w‰- v. 'melt fat of animals\fish', Ud s‰w‰si-
v. 'melt fat', ?φ  Ork s‰˝in‰  'suet of a reindeer' ¶ STM II 135, Krm. 2 9 O
¶¶ ≈ DQA #1949 (A *sepV 'inner fat, entrails'; semantically u n c .
comparison of Tg with M *sebe-su4n 'cud, animal excreta, content of t h e
s tomach ' ) .
2184. € *s 6666adV 'to tie' > U *s6+s1aÎa 'tie; a tie' > pOs *sa"l´ ({∫Hl.} *sÈl´)
'belly girth (of a reindeer), fastening girth' >  Os: Kz so"¬ ke¬ 'Bauchgurt
des Renntiers' (ke¬ 'rope'), V sa"l´ id., 'den Zugriemen t ragender
Riemen über dem Rücken des Renntiers', Km sa"t´ 'um e ine
Rindenschachtel genähter Verstärkungs«gürtel» aus Birkenrinde'  Sm
{Jn.} *sa4r¥-, Hl} *sa4r¥-, *sa4r- v. 'tie' >  Ne: T såra€-s∆, T O {Lh.} s1a$—ra2-,
F L {Lh.} s1a$—rra-s1 id.; En X {Cs.} seÒabo, En B {Cs.} serabo id. (1s a o r .
obc.); Slq Tz {KKIH} so2£rÈ- 'tie to\together, attach, tie (a kerchief o n
one’s head), knit', sarre2 £- 'attach, tie to', sarral-  'harness', Mt {Hl.} *sa4r-
v. 'tie' (Mt M {Sp.} sarnym` 'våqu ', warnam` 'privåzyva√ ',
wårnam`  'svåzyva√ ') ¶ UEW 461 s.v. *s1alV (but does not rule out U
*s1aÎa; in fact, the regular common source of pOs *-l- and Sm *-r- is U
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*-Î-), Jn. 137-8, KKIH 168, 171, Hl. M #87O || HS: WS *√s6dd >  Ar
√s7dd 'bind, fasten tightly', {BK} 'serrer, lier fortement' ({Fr.}
'constrinxit, firmiter ligavit'), Mh {Jo.} m‰≤s6add‰t (pl. m‰s6o2d‰d), Jb C
≤ms6Ed‰t (pl. mo≤s6od) 'girth round a camel’s belly' ¶ Ln. 1517, Fr. II 4O2,
BK I 12O3, Hv. 356, Jo. M 372, Jo. J 246  Eg Md/G s7d 'Tuch um d e n
Kopf, Kopfbinde' ¶ EG IV 566 ˚  ≠  IS SS 324 [#3.17] (wrongly equa tes
Os sa"l´ 'harness strap' with F sito- 'tie', M *side-, and Ko sit-, t h a t
belong to N *sitV  'to tie' [q.v.]).
2185. ?σ *s6666ádVwV '≈≈ tip, end (extrémité)' >  HS: S *°s6adaw- >  Ar
"dA$as7ada- 'extrémité, bout' ¶ BK I 12O6 || A: ppM *sedi- > pM *seZ>i-
Gu4r 'extremity, edge, horn' >  WrM seZi-gu4r, HlM s´q¥¥r 'margin ,
hem' ('les bords [de l'habit, des côtés]'), Ord seZ7òu$:r 'coin'; M *seZ>i- >
WrM seZi-, HlM s´qi- v. 'butt with the horns, gore', Ord seZ7òi-
'donner un coup de corne de côté', Kl Ö {Rm.} seZ7i- 'mit den Hörne rn
seitwärts stossen' ¶ MED 692-3, Kow. 1359, Ms. O 569, KW 321  Tg
*seJ+çe- (+ sxs.) 'point\head of a ski-stick' >  Ewk s‰J‰-kï  'hook of a ski-
stick', Ul s‰c7‰-pu(n-), Nn Nh s‰c7‰pu%, Nn B s‰c7‰fu(n-) 'point\head of a
ski-stick' ¶ STM II 137-8 || K *s`taw- 'head' (× N *tVwV 'head' [q.v.])
>  K tav- 'head, ear (of cereals)', Lz ti- 'head', Mg ti-s7a 'to himself,
home' (lit. 'into head'), Sv: UB/L s7da 'ear (of cereals)', LB s7da, Ln s7t'a
'corn-cob' ¶¶ K 175 (*(s⁄)taw-), K DE 358, ≈ K2 66 (*taw-), Q 2 4 2 ,
Chik. 43-4, TK 814, GP 271 || ? possibly IE: NaIE *°s{e2}d≈- >  Gmc {Wtk.}
*sïdo2 'side' > ON sI1Îa 'side (of body)', Dn side, Sw sida, OSx sïda,
OHG sïta, NHG Íeite, AS sïde 'side', NE side ¶ ≈  P 891, ≈  KM 7OO-
1, Vr. 472, Ho. 292, Ho. S 64, Kb. 858, OsS 768, KM 698-9.
2186. *s6666a 4 444gaÂV 'cut, pierce' > HS: S *°√s6gr >  Ar √s7g7r 'thrust with a
spear' ¶ BK I 192, Hv. 352 || U: FU (att. in ObU) *s6a4G+krV v. 'chop, c u t '
>  pObU *s7E2˝´r ({Ht.} *s7e2Ì´r) v. 'cut' >  pVg *s7a4∏G´r- v. 'cut '>  Vg: T
s7a4wr-, P s7aGr-, N sa2Gr-; pOs *so4˝´r- ({∫Hl.} *sO4Æ˝´r) v. 'cut' >  Os Ty
sa$ÆGW´r-, Y sa$Æw´r-, D/Nz/Kz/O sew´r- ¶ Ht. 183 [#585], Stn. OV 7 3
[footnote] || IE: NaIE *sker- v. 'cut' > pAl {O} *skera > Al shqerr ( a o r .
shqorra) v. 'rip, tear' »» OIr scar(a)im (<  *skôra2-mi) 'I  separa te
(trenne)', W ysgar 'Trennen' »» ON skera 'to cut, to pierce', OHG
sce4ran, NHG scheren, AS sc1ieran 'to cut (hair), to cut off', NE
shear »» Lt ski~rti (1s prs. skiriu), Ltv s7k¯irﬁt (1s prs. s7k>ir>u) ' t o
separate, to detach, to disjoin' ¶ P 939-4O, Vn. S  33-4, Vr. 49O, Ho.
278, Kb. 877, OsS 789, KM 643, Frn. 8O8, Hamp AIEW 149, O 433, Frn.
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8O8, ≈ EI 143 (*(s)ker-  'cut apart\off') ¶ The IE √  is ambiguous because
there are alt. possibilities to explain it ˚ NaIE *k (for the expected *g≈)
is due to as. (**sg≈- > *sk-) (see  Introduction,  § 2.2.1O). The IE velar
cns. *k  suggests that N *g  was followed by the vw. *a ˚ An alt. etl. hyp.
(involving a mt.): N *c6666 ' '''a 4 444garV > HS: S *°√s6'rg >  Ar Ôr%√Î^œrg7 v. ' spl i t '
('fendre') ¶ BK II 19-2O, Hv. 416 || IE  and U  (as above).
2187. € *s6666VÌV 'ray' >  HS: S *°√s6÷÷ >  Ar s7u÷÷- 'rays of light', ' c lear ,
watery' (of milk), s7a÷a2÷- 'rayon, filet de lumière' ¶ BK I 1234, Hv. 3 6 6 ,
Ln. 1554 || K: G sXiv-i 'ray' ı Sv {Ni.} sXiw id. ¶ Chx. 13O6, DCh.
12O7, Ni. s.v. lu¢` .
2188. € *s 6666 {a}ka  'to cover' (‘  'to clothe') >  HS : CS *√s6kk v. 'cover' >
BHb Kkx √skk (Late BHb s < *s6) v. G  'cover, screen; wrap oneself ' ,  S h
prtc. K6ißm4 me2≤s6ïk3 'covering', BHb, MHb eƒ1x8 suk≤ka2 (<  eHb *s6uk≤ka2)
'cover of twigs, booth' ‘ 'tabernacle (used in Sukkoth festivities)', JPA
√skk G  (pf. K6k2x6 s´≤k3ak3) 'verwickeln, flechten', {Js.} ' inter lace,
intangle', JEA √skk D  'cover over', ak1k1x6 s´k3a2≤k3a2 'ceiling of twigs o r
matting, esp. the cover of the tabernacle' (ı  MHb K6k1x6 s´≤k3a2k3 id.) ,
Ar √s7kk: pf. ˚W$a s7akka {Fr.} 'totum se operuit (armis)', √s7kk G {BK}
'être couvert d’armes, etre armé de pied en cap', mis7akk- ' a r m u r e ,
cotte de mailles' ¶ GB 543, Lv. III 522-5, Js. 963-4, 99O, Sl. 81O, Fr. II
44O-1, BK I 1256-7, ≈  KB 713  Eg P/BD/G s7c ({EG} s7t3) 'bekleiden,
schmücken', Eg P/N/G s7c '∈ Kleid' ¶ EG IV 558  ?? Ch: pAG {S} *sok
'hide' (×  N *s7777aHK''''É 'to cover, to hide' [q.v. ffd.]) || IE: NaIE *sag- ≠
*seg- v. 'cover, wrap, clothe' ([in some descendant lgs.] × N *s7777aHK''''É
'⇑ ') >  Ltv segt 'to cover, to thatch, to roof', sega 'blanket, bed -
spread; cover', sags7a~ n. 'plaid, wrap', Lt † saﬁge$ 'Umschlagetuch,
Überwurf', Pru saxtis 'bark (of a tree)' » Gl ı L sagum 'a mant le
made of coarse wool' ¶ WP II 448-9, WH II 464, Frn. 754, ≈ Kar. II 1 6 4 ,
En. 243, ≈ P 887-9 (does not distinguish this IE √  from IE *seg- ' haf ten ,
sich anhängen, berühren'), ≈σ EI 64 (*seg-  'fasten').
2189. (€?) *s6666okV 'be mad\stupid\intoxicated' >  HS: WS *√s6kk ' b e
mad, stupid' >  Jb C *s6ekk, Jb E s6e!k 'be mad', Jb C s6Ek, Mh s6ak 'sin', ? Ar
√s7kk (pf. s7akka) v. 'doubt about', s7akk- 'doubt, suspicion' ¶ Jo. J 25O,
Jo. M 377-8, BK I 1256, Hv. 372 || A *s+s7o!ka 'drunken, alcoholic d r i nk '
>  M *so9ta- 'get drunk' >  MM [LM, S, MA, IsV] soqta-, {IM} soXta-,
WrM so9ta-≠ so9tu-, HlM sogto- 'be(come) drunk \ intoxicated' ,
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Kl sogtx so9t¥-X¥, {Rm.} soqta-, Ord {Ms.} so9ò≈t≈o2-, Mnr H {SM}
so9òdòo2- 'get drunk', Mnr H/M {T} so9do-, Ba soXte- 'be(come) d r u n k ' ,
Dx sodo-  'get drunk' ¶ H 135, Pp. MA 324, 446, Pp. L III 59, Lg. VMI 6 4 ,
MED 723, KRS 453, KW 329-3O, Ms. O 58O, SM 351, T 359-6O, T DnJ
133, T BJ 147  T: OT [MhK] {MKD} so˝dîc7, {DTS} su˝dîc7 'a circulating
feast in winter' ¶ MKD 165, DTS 513  pJ {S} *sa!ka!-i 'sake  (a kind o f
alcoholic drink)' > OJ sa!ke!, J: T sa~ke, K sa!ke! id. ¶ S QJ #26, Mr. 517 ¶ ¶
Hardly here pKo {S} *su~5î~r 'wine, alcoholic drink', which is more likely
be belong to N *s 2222VkVÂV  'intoxicating drink' (q.v.) ¶¶ S AJ 275 [#24] ,
≈ DQA #21O1 (A *so!+u!ga~ 'drunken, alcoholic drink', incl. T, M, J) || ?φ
D : Kn sekke 'country wine' ¶ ≈  D #2749 ˚  Some words belonging to A
*s+s7o!ka 'drunken, alcoholic drink' may have been connected o r
contaminated with the reflexes of N *s 2222u 4 444K ' ''' {a }  'to drink, to suck' (q.v.). If
Kn sekke  belongs here, its vw. e  of the first syll. needs explaining.
2189a. (€?) *{s 6666}i{? ++++÷}ËkV 'flesh, meat' > HS: C: Ag {AD} *s6ik- ({Ap.}
*six-/*s‰x-) 'meat' > Bln {Bnd.} s‰2xa, {R} ze≤g$a2 (pl. zik), Xm {R}
zi≤ya2, Xmt {CR} seya2, {Bnd.} sïya, Km {CR} siya2, {Bnd.} sïya ' f lesh,
meat', Q {R} zeya2 id., 'body'; Ag ı Gz s6´ga2 'flesh, meat' ¶ L G 5 2 6 ,
Ap. AV 17-8, R WB 296, CR K 247n, ≈  AD SF 99-1OO   CCh: Mlw {Trn.}
s6u!k 'meat', Mbara {TrnSL} s6u!k id., s6u!k sï~ id., 'body' (sï~ 'body') »» Ke
{Eb.} ku!-su!ki! 'flesh' ¶ Trn. LDM 3O, TrnSL  27O, Muk. MChS 256, Eb. 7 7
|| ?σ K *°s`+suk'- > G suk'-i {Chx.} 'Filet, Lendenstück', {DCh.} 'fillet,
beefsteak' ¶ Chx. 1278, DCh. 1196 || D *c>ik- 'flesh' > Tl ciyya ' f lesh,
muscle', Zigili 'plump, fleshy', Gdb seg 'muscle, flesh', Gnd M n
sikahk, (?) Png Z>ey 'flesh' ¶¶ D #2549 || ??σ A: T *sî∏gun ≠ *su2gun ' d e e r '
> OT {Cl.} sî∏˝un 'male maral deer', MQp XIII s5IGIn 'wild bovine', Chg
≥XV su˝un '∈ wild bovine', XwT XIV sî˝un 'stag', Alt, Tlt, QK sî˝în, Qb,
Xk, Shor, Tf sî∏n 'maral deer', Tv sî∏n, SY so˝un ≠ su˝un 'male mara l
deer', Tk sIg"In, Az sî˝în 'elk', Tkm Tu2˝un 'stag' ¶ Cl. 811-2, Ra. 23O,
BT 135, Rl. IV 617 ˚ If the K and\or the T cognate are valid, the N r ec .
must be with *s 6666 - , otherwise N *s6666- cannot be distinguished from N *c6666-.
The length of the vowel in T is due to the contraction of the N sequence
*-i{?++++÷}u- ˚ A lateral cns. in Ag and N is suggested by the Gz reflex ˚
The length of the first vw. in T and the glottality of K *k' are likely t o
suggest the presence of a lr. *? or *÷  (N *{s 6666}i? ++++÷ËkV) ˚ ≈ Blz. LB
#1O9b (incl. Ag, Ch, and D).
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219O. *s6666ak''''a 'to split, to cleave' > HS: WS *√s6k'k' v. 'split' >  Ar √s7qq
(pf. s7aqqa, ip. -s7uqq-) v. 'cut lengthwise, cleave, split', Mh √s6k'k' (p f .
s6‰k') v. 'split, crack', Jb √s6k'k' id., Hrs √s6k'k' (pf. s6ek') v. 'split' ¶ Ln.
1575-6, BK I 252, Jo. M 378-9, Jo. J 25O, Jo. H 12O  Ch: WCh: Klr sikY
v. 'cut' »» ECh: Brg {J} si~kki! id. ¶ JI II 96-7  C: Dhl {To.} c6'ak'e2d-
'distribute', {E} c6'ak'e2Î- 'distribute portions of food' ¶ To. D 149, E SC
214 ¶ In Dhl the glottalized c6'- (for s6-) is probably due to as. || IE: NaIE
*sek- v. 'chop' (× N ? *s2222VK''''V 'to carve, to chisel' [q.v.]) >  OIr {P}
e1iscid 'haut ab' »» Lt † i<-se$!kti 'eingraben, schneiden', is7-se$!kti
'sculpere', pase$ !kelis ≠ pose$ !kelis 'smith’s big hammer' » Sl *se¡7kti
(prs. *se7≤koß) 'to chop, to cut' >  OCS s8Wi se7s7ti (prs. s8k0 se7ko<),
R se¢∆ (prs. se≤ku), SCr seàÓi ± s(i)jeàc1i (Ï prs. se!Óe2m ±
sije!c7e2m), Slv se5!kati (ÿ  prs. se5•kam), Cz sIci, sekati, Slk
siect&, sekat&, P siec1 (prs. sieke<)  id. »» L d. se2cula 'sickle' »» AS
sigÎe (< *sekita2) 'scythe', NE scythe  NaIE *sek-u2ra2 'axe' >  L
secu2ris id. »» Sl *seki_ ¡ra  id. > OCS, OR sek7ra sekûra, SCr
sje~kira, Slv seki!ra, R, Blg sekira, Uk sokira, P siekiera, Cz
sekyra, Slk sekera ¶ P 895-6, EI 38 (? *seku2r- 'axe' ÿ *sek- ' c u t ' ) ,
Frn. 544, 773, Vs. III 592-3, Brü. 488, Glh. 551, Tls. 541 || A *sak- >  Tg
{DQA} *°sak-pi- > Ul saqpI(n-) 'axe' ¶ STM II 56  pKo {S} *sa~ki!- ' carve ,
engrave' > MKo sa~ki!-, NKo sa4gi- ¶ S QK #11O2, Nam 282, MLC 92O  pJ
{S} *sa~k- 'rip, split' > OJ sa~k- id., J: T sa!k-, K sa~k- 'split, cleave, rip' ¶ S
QJ #1674, Mr. 746, Kenk. 1562 ¶¶ DQA (A #1899 *s+za~kæa ' s h a r p
instrument; to cut, split') || ? U : FU *s6 +s 1a +ukkV 'a piece (Stück), part' >  F
lyo4da4 suku-ksi 'to break into pieces' (lyo4da4 'to beat'), ??φ sukku
'zerquetschter Zustand' »» pOs *sa"k  ({∫Hl.} *sÈÆk) >  Os: Vy sa"q in yo4Nsa"q
'crumbled ice, Eisbrei (pieces of ice that crumble away in spring)' (yo4Nk
means 'ice'), LK sa"q 'fein zerkrümelt (Salz u. a.)', D sa"Xat- v. ' b r eak ,
break to pieces, break up, reduce to small pieces', K sa"Xat- 'break t o
pieces, damage' » Hg ∆  szak 'small piece, part', szakit- 'tear, t e a r
asunder', szakad- id, 'be torn' ¶ UEW 457-8 ˚ One could possibly
adduce here U (in ObU only) *s6a4k+GrV v. 'chop, cut', but from t h e
phonetic point of view it is preferable to ascribe it to N *s6666a 4 444gaÂV ' c u t ,
pierce' (q.v. ffd.) ˚ ≈ Gr. II 86 (*cek ≠ *sek 'cut') (IE, A, Gil, CK, EA;
not distinguished from N ? *s 2222VK ''''V 'to carve, to chisel').
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2191. *s6666ÉK''''o 'look at, watch, see' >  IE *sekW- 'look at, see' >  H t
sakuwai\ 'look at, watch, observe', sakuwa 'eyes', Ld saw- ' see ,
observe', Lw {Ivn.} tawa2/i 'eye', Lc tawa 'eyes' (< {Ivn.} pSAn
*takWa; pSAn *t- < IE *s-  NaIE *sekW- >  Gmc *sexW-an >  Gt saI1Han,
ON sja1, Sw, Dn se, OSx sehan, OHG se4han, NHG sehen, AS se1on
'to see', NE see »» OIr rosc~ n. 'eye, look' (<  *pro-skWo-), {P} ar-
secha 'er sollte uns sehen' »» pAl {O} *sa2kska- > Al: T shoh, G shof
'see' »» pTc {∂Ad.} *s7otra4i\a4 > Tc: {P} A s5otre, Tc B s5otri ' m a r k
(Zeichen)' (<  *sekW-tr-), {Ad.} B s5otru2na pl., s5otru2ni du. ¶¶ ≈σ  P
897-8 and ≈σ EI 5O5 (both do not distinguish between *sekW- ' look ,
see' and *sekW- 'follow' <  N *s2222 {o}K''''o 'to follow'), Ts. W 67-8, Frd. HW
177, Vr. 477, Fs. 4O4-5, Kb. 834, OsS 749, Ho. 29O, Ho. S 63, KM 6 9 7 -
8, ), Vn. R  44, O 425-6, Ad. 663, Ad. H 137, Iv. SA 133  || HS: CS ( o r
WS) *√s6kw+y 'look, expect' >  BHb d. eI!k5ß6* *s6´k3ï≤ya2 (pl. cs. t&Ik5ß6
s6´k3ï≥yo2t3) ?σµ {GB} 'Gegenstand des Schauens, Schaustück', [Vulg.] ' q u o d
visu pulchrum est', tik`5ß6m2 mas6≤kït3 {BDB} 'show-piece (e.g. ca rved
figure), image, imagination', MHb {Js.} √sky G  (pf. ek1x1 sa2≤k3a2) ' look ,
see, foresee', JA [Trg.], JPA {Js.} √sky+w G  (pf. ik4x6 s´≤k3e2 ≠ ak1x6
s´≤k3a2) id., 'look out, hope', JEA √sky+w D  'wait', Sr √sky D  (p f .
Jki.ßasak≤k°) 'wait for, look for', Md √skw+y ({DM} ska) 'direct t h e
gaze towards, look for(ward to), look', Ar √s7kw G  (pf. 'ka$a s7aka2)
{Fr.} 'ask for (from God)' (‘  {Ln.} 'complain'), É'ka4Mi mis7ka2t- {Ln.,
Hv.} 'niche for a lamp in a wall', Gz masko2t 'window' (Nld. and Jfr.: Ar
mis7ka2t π EthS) ¶ GB 785, BDB 967, Js. 989, Lv. T II 161-2, Lv. III 5 2 2
(√sky+w  G  'sehen, scahuen'), Sl. 8O9, Br. 473, JPS 376, Fr. II 444-5, Ln.
1589-9O, Hv. 374, L G 365, Nld. NB 51, Jfr. 266, ≠  Rb. AWA 123 [fn. 2O]
(derives Ar mis7ka2t- and Gz masko2t from a Hb source) || A: M
*siqa{˝}a- 'look searchingly, take aim' >  MM [HI] siqaZ7u u4Z7e ' observe
attentivement!' (imv.) (u4Z7e means 'look, see'), WrM siqa9a- ≠ si9a-,
HlM wagaa- v. 'peer, look intesely or searchingly; take aim', ? Mnr H
{T} sge- 'see, look', {SM} sgòe- 'see' ¶ Ms. H 97, MED 721, SM 346, T
3 5 8 .
2192. *s6666iK''''{Ë} 'to get\be cold; cool' >  A ≈ *s7ikV ≠ *s7i\oka6 >  T *sogî-
v. 'get\be cold' >  OT soÌî- id., XwT XIV, OOsm XVI sovu-, MQp XIV
sowu-, Tk sog"u-, Az soyu-, Tkm Towa-, Uz såwu-, ET savu-, QrB suu-,
Qmq suwu-, Nog, Qzq suwî- (inf. suw-uw), Qq suwî-, VTt d. suy-n-,
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Bsh h¥w¥-, Qrg su2-, Alt, Tv, Xk so2- v. 'become cold', Ï NaT *so9î-q
'cold' >  OT soÌîq, MQp XIII and XIV [CC]  sawuq ≠ sowuq, Chg ≥XV
sawu˝ ≠ -q, Tk sog"uk, Az soyu9, ET soÌa ≠ savuq, Uz såwuq, T k m
Towuq, Qmq suwuq, QrB suuq, Nog, Qzq, Qq suwîq, VTt su(w)¥q, MsTt
suw¥q, Bsh h¥w¥q, Qrg su2q, StAlt, Tv so2q, Alt {Vrb.} su2q, Xk so2X, Xlj
sOwuq id. »»Chv siw´, Chv MK si 'cold', Chv siw´n 'become cold' ¶ Cl.
8O6, 8O8, DTS 5O7, Rs. W 425, TL 15, Md. 46, Jeg. 19O, TkR 582, Hüs.
271, UzR 374-5, S AJ 176 [#16], DT 191  Tg *”s7’ik-/*s7{i\a}k- v. ' f reeze ,
be cold' (= {ADb.} *si\axu-ra- v. 'freeze') >  Ewk Tk çig- v. 'freeze', Ewk
Skh/Urm çig- v. 'shiver', WrMc {Z} s7aXura- v. 'freeze, shiver, suffer
from cold', s7aXurun n. 'cold', Mc Sb {Y} s7aÌ¨run ≠ saÌ¨run ' co ld ' ,
{Mrm.} s7aXurun 'cold wind' ¶ STM II 389, 423, S AJ 2O8 [#2O5], Y
#2O61, Klz. MS 253  pKo {S} *sik- v. 'cool off' >  NKo sik- id. ¶ S AJ
257 [#156], S QK #156, MLC 1O45, BKRS I 766, Rm. SKE 233 ¶¶ S AJ 2 8 1
[#156], SDM95 (A *s7i\ukæV 'cold'), SDM97 (A *s7a4kæo id.), ≈ DQA # 2 1 7 3
(A *s7i\ogo id. > T, Tg, Ko + unc. J *s‰y‰ 'gentle' [of wind]), Rm. SKE l.c.
¶¶ It is possible that the pA vw., denoted as *a4 in SDM97, is a reg. reflex
of pN *i || U **s6ikku- (in eU, which still had *u in the final syll.) >  FU
*°s6ikk(w)V 'cool' >  pVg *s7ïkW- / *s7e"kW- 'cool' >  Vg: N/K se2kW, ML
s7e2kW 'the cool (proxlada )', {Mu.} 'kühl', K sa4kWi, N se2kWti- v. ' m a k e
cold\cool' ¶ MK 54O, BV 11O, ≈ UEW 774 || D *c>+k!ikk- v. ' th icken;
congeal' (of liquid), 'harden' (× N *c6666 ' '''iK''''V 'tight, narrow, dense', q.v.
ffd.) || HS : the S root *°√”s6’k'k' is probably reflected in an Arabic dialect
(not recorded in known sources) as *√s7qq, which was borrowed b y
some NSA and B lgs.: Jb s7‰k' 'cold, numbness', Sq ≤s7Ek'ak' n. 'cold' , yhEk'
adj. 'cold', Si s7qi n. 'cold' ({La.} ´mmutaŒa s7qi 'I am cold', lit. 'I a m
dying from cold'), Gd {CM} s7aqi÷ adj. 'cold'; the fact that the words i n
NSA and B are Arabisms is suggested by their phonetic shape: the cns .
s7- in Jb and Sq (for s6- expected in an inherited word) and -q- in Si a n d
Gd (typical of Arabisms) ¶ Jo. J 261, L LS 421, La. S 242, CM 123) ¶
Leslau (l.c.) brings forward a possibility of connecting the MSA √  to Ar
√s7qq 'être pénible' (??σ) ˚ Cf. AD AltAD #12.
2193. (€?) *s6666 ++++s 1 111u[?a]K ''''V(r 1111V)  'resin' > IE: NaIE *°swek[W]- 'resin' (×  N
*z6666ËK''''Ë [= *z6666oK ''''Ë?] 'juice') >  Blt: Ltv pl. svek>i 'resin', ∆ svakas ( f .
pl.) id., Lt sakaiﬁ (pl.), Pru sackis id. ¶ The absence of the expected -
v- in Lt and Pru needs explaining. This -v- belongs to the etymological
heritage (cp. below FU *-u- and Gnd -v-≠-w-) ¶ ≈ P 1O44 and ≈ EI 4 9 9 -
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5OO (both adduce Gk ]opo1ß and define its meaning as 'Baumharz, res in ' ,
while in fact the Gk word means 'vegetable juice, acid juice of fig-trees'
[see  LS 1241], hence it hardly belongs here, see  N *z6666ËK''''Ë '⇑ '), Frn. 7 5 6 -
6, ≈ Kar. II 334, En. 241 ||  A: T *sakîr1 'resin' >  OT sa˝îz ± saqîz ' gum,
resin', Tkm TaqîÎ, CrTt, Kr saqîz, Qzq, Qrg sa˝îz, Qq sa˝îz ≠ saqqîz,
VTt sa˝¥z, Bsh ha˝¥Î, ET se˝iz, Xk sa2s, Shor sa˝îs, Yk jas, Chv L
suxa€r sux¥r 'resin', Tk c>am sakIzI id. (c>am 'pine, fir') ¶ Cl. 817-8 ,
Rs. W 396, TL 117-8, Ash. XII 218, Jeg. 198, Fed. II 7O || ?? HS: S
*°√s6+srk 'adhere, cling, clutch' >  Sr √srk G  (ip. -srak3) v. ' adhere ,
stick to' (of plaster), JEA √srk v. G  'adhere, stick, cling, c lu tch '
(unless the basic meaning is 'clutch, hold fast, hang to', as in JA √srk
v. G) ¶ Js. 1O27-8, Lv. III 592-3, Sl. 831, Br. 499, JPS 392 || ? U: FU
*s6 +s 1urV 'pitch, resin' >  pPrm {LG} *s1u$r 'resin' >  Z, Vt sir s1ir, Yz s1Är »»
Hg szurok 'pitch' ¶ UEW 492, LG 257, MszFUE III 6O3 ¶ The FU √
belongs here if one finds a way of explaining the absence of t h e
expected internal *k (*s6+s1urV <  **s6+s1VkurV) || ??φ D: Gnd sever ±
s1ever ± saver ± sowwer ± heber 'gum', as well as possibly (wi th
obscure phonetic history) Kn (π Tl?) jigat5, jigat5e, jibat5u
'stickiness, gum', Tl jigat5a, jiguru 'gum, birdlime', and Klm sijotß
'sticky'; D Ï OI cikka- 'gum, birdlime' ¶¶ D #2488 ˚  If both S a n d
FU cognates are valid, the N initial cns. is *s 6666 - . If the FU cognate is valid,
but the S one is not, it may be N *s 1111 -  as well.
2194. *s6666ilß ßßß{u6 666} (or *s6666il{u 6666}?) 'take, take away\off' >  HS: WS *√s6lw ≠
*√s6ll id. > Ar √s7lw G  (ip. -s7luw-) 'lever, soulever, hausser', Mh √s6ll
G  v. 'carry, take, take away', Jb C √s6ll G  v. 'lift up off the ground ' ,?
ltBHb √sll (<  *√s6ll) 'pile up in the street, leave around; pile u p
sheaves' ¶ KB 715, KBR 757, Fr. II 447, BK I 1264, Jo. M 379, Jo. J 2 5 2 ,
GB 545 || IE: NaIE *sel(wo)- v. 'take, seize, lay hold of' (× N *Z6666 {Ë}lH{u 6666}
'take, take away, pull out' [q.v.] × N *s 7777e l ! !!!V  'take away\off, destroy, pull
off') >  Gk [elei6n, Gk Ep [ele1ein (aor. II inf.) 'to take, to seize, to take in to
one’s power', Gk {elvr 'spoil, booty' »» OIr selb 'possession', MW, W
helw id. (in ar  helw  'en la possession de') »» Gmc caus. ('to cause t o
have'): Gt saljan  'to offer as a sacrifice, to sacrifice', OHG sellen ' t o
give over, to betray, to transmit', ON selia, NNr selja, Sw sa4lja, D n
sAlge , AS se<llan 'to hand over (übergeben), sell', NE sell ¶ P 899, EI
564 (*sel-  'seize, take possession of'), F I 487-8, Vn. S  79-8O, Fs. 4O8-
9, Vr. 469, Kb. 841, OsS 739, Schz. 248, Ho. 289 || U: FU (att. in Ugr)
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*s6il+lßV >  pVg *s7ïl- v. 'acquire' >  Vg: N {Mu.} se2l-, ML {Mu.} s7e2l-
'erwerben, beschaffen', Yk {BV} sel!- 'find, earn, acquire', N sél- id.,
{Mu.} se2l- 'suchen, erwerben, kaufen' »» Hg szu4l- v. 'give birth to' (<
*'acquire [a child]') ¶ UEW 888, MK 54O, BV 11O, MF 6O4-5 || ?σ D
*c>ilß- ({†GS} *s1-) v. 'strip off', (‘ ?) v. 'pluck' >  Tm il5i v. 'strip off,
pluck', Tu cilkuni v. 'flay', Prj c>il-kip/t- v. 'peel\scale off', Kui sli-
Nga v. 'be plucked', ? Brh sil 'skin' ¶¶ D #2585. The D √  belongs here if
its primary meaning is 'strip off' (<  'take off') rather than 'skin' ˚  If D
*c>ilß- belongs here, the N etymon is *s6666il ß ßßß {u 6 666}. Oherwise it may be e i ther
*s6666il ß ßßß{u 6 666} or *s6666il{u 6666}.
2194a. *s6666il ∏ ∏∏∏V (and *sil ∏∏∏∏V?) 'fat (Fett)' > U *s6il+lßa4 ≠ FP *sil+lßV > F
silava, ∆ sileva4 'pork fat, lard' » pChr *s7el > Chr: L/H wel s7el
'animal fat, lard (Speck)', M s1el id., B s7el 'melted lard\tallow' » Prm
*su$l > Z sÈv, ∆ sÈl n. 'fat, lard', Z sÈla adj. 'fat' (of broth) »» Vg LK/P
{Knn.} s7ilt 'bear-fat'  pSm {Jn.} *sel¥ ≠ *sil¥ n. 'fat' > Ng {Cs.} ≤sela
'melted fish-fat', {Ris.} d. sielaga 'intestinal fat of a reindeer', {Cs.}
selaga2 adj. 'fat'; Slq NP {Cs.} d. s°le id., Km {Cs.} sil n. 'fat', {KD} s1ÈÒ;
± s1iÒ id., 'tallow', Koyb {Sp.} syl∆ n. 'fat', sel∆ 'animal fat (salo ) '
¶¶ All U cognates (except Prm) are accounted for by U *s6il+lßa4, while
Prm *su$l point to a U *s- ¶¶ UEW 478, 758, SK 1O24, Ber. 59, MRS 6 9 8 ,
Ep. 149, LG 267, Lt. 2O1, Jn. 14O, Cs. 65, 16O, 189, KD 61 || IE: NaIE
(+ext.) *selp- n. ' fat '  > OI sar≤pih5 /sarpis5- 'clarified butter' »» Gk
[Hs.] }elpoß : }elaion, ste1ar 'olive-oil, stiff fat', Gk Cpr [Hs.] }elfoß :
bu1tyron 'butter', Gk }olph 'leathern oil-flask' »» Alb gjalpe4 'butter' »»
pTc *s1a4l!pe (= {Ad.} *s5a4lype) > Tc: A s5a4lyp, B s5alype '(sesame) oil;
salve, ointment' »» OHG salba , NHG Salbe, AS sAlf(e) 'ointment, NE
salve; Ï Gt, OHG salbo2n, NHG salben, Sw salva, Dn, NE salve,
AS sealfian  'to apply ointment, to anoint' ¶ P 9O1, EI 194, MW 1 1 8 4 ,
M K III 446, F I 5O3, O 129, Ad. 652-3, KT 39 (on Tc s5 = [s1]), Ho. 2 8 6
|| HS: S *°√s7+sly > Ar √sly T (pf. îlataS0ì ?istala2) 'be fat' (of a sheep) ,
Ar SL îlWsaMumusalla2 'butter' ¶ Bel. 339, Hv. 334 ˚  Vg and Sm point t o
a N *s6666- , Z, Chr, and S suggest a N *s- , while F and IE may go back t o
both. The variation is possibly due either to lateralizing as. N *s...l >
*s6...l or to delateralizing dis. N *s 6666 . . .l > *s...l ˚  BmK #285 (IE - U
*s1ila4, sc. *s6il+lßa4), ≈ Blz. LB #5Oa (incl. IE, U, Ar).
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2195. *s6666 ++++s 1 111ul ∏ ∏∏∏V (= *s6666ul ß ßßßV?) 'trunk, log' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'board', 'trough', and sim.) >  IE: NaIE *swel- ≠ *sel- >  [1] *swel-
'plank, board' >  OHG swelli 'Sockel, Fußgestell', swella 'Schwelle,
sill', NHG Schwelle 'threshold', ON svill, syll 'foundation beam,
doorsill, threshold', Ic sull 'sill, the horizontal beam that bears t h e
upright portion of a frame', Sw syll, Dn syld, NNr svill ' th reshold ' ,
AS syll id., 'doorsill', NE sill  [2] *sel- 'board', 'trough', 'bench', a n d
sim. (× N *Z6666ál∏∏∏∏V '∈  tree', q.v. ffd.) ¶ P 898-9, EI 431 (*swel-≠*sel-
'plank, board'), WW 286, Vr. 573, Kb. 1OOO, OsS 911, KM 692, Ho. S
63, Ho. 286, 34O, HDEL 12O6, F II 691-2, Frn. 785, 942-3, ≠  WH II 5 5 4 ,
≠  EM 633 || HS: B: Ah, ETwl, Ty a-s´llum 'board' ¶ Fc. 1831, GhA 1 7 3
 possibly CS *°{s6}ullam- 'ladder, stairs' > JA sull´≤m-a2, if Hb sull≤la2m,
Ph slmh, and Ar sullam- id. are loans from Aram; otherwise (if t h e r e
was a CS *sullam-), this S word does not belong here ¶ BK I 13O-1, KB
715, HJ 788 || U *s6+s1ul+lßV 'wooden receptacle' >  Es {W} sulu ' t rough ,
wooden compartment (Verschlag) in a room (for small animals)' » Prm:
Vt Sr s1ulÈs, Vt Kz s1ul‰"s 'oblong small wooden trough (Holzmulde)
(used for screening flour, etc.)', Vt G s1ulÈÆs 'oblong bowl'  Sm: En
{Dlx.} suruku '∈ Geschirr', En X {Cs.} ≤s1uÒoka, Ng {Cs.} sil!a?ka
'trogähnliches Gefäß'; ?? Slq: Nr {Cs.} holak, Tz {KKIH} sola,
Y/B/Tz/Kar {Cs.} solaN, NP {Cs.} sollaN, Tm {KD} solak ' s p o o n '
(unless the Slq word is a loan from T; see  Mt {Hl.} *s7om[´]lak ' s p o o n '
[Mt: M {Sp.} womlak` id., T {Mll.} schomolu1kma 'my spoon'] π  T,
cp. Qb samalaq, Xk samnaX 'spoon' [÷  c7avlî 'Schaumlöffel' in other T
lgs.?, see Dr. TM III 38, #1O56]) ¶¶ Coll. 8, UEW 488-9, Cs. 66, 92, 1 5 9 ,
249, Dlx. MSE 2O9, KP 2O2, KKIH 17O, Hl. M #9O5 || A: Tg *°sul...
'pole' >  Ud sulaNku '∈ pole, pin (wtyr∆ , ∈ qerd∆)' ¶ STM II 124, Krm.
289 || D (in SD) *c>+k!ulßikk- 'stick' >  Tm cul5ikku 'pikestaff, sharp-
pointed stick carried by travellers', Kn cul5ike 'a stout stick to b e a t
cotton with' (× N *c '''' 1 111u 6 666 l ß ßßßV 'stalk, stick', q.v.) ˚  If the S word for ' l adder ,
stairs' is *s 6ullam-  (and it belongs here), we should reconstruct a pN *s6666-
, otherwise we remain with an unspecified N *s6666 ++++s 1 111-. If D *-lß- is due to t h e
infl. of N *c'''' 1 111Ël ß ßßßV, we cannot unequivocally reconstruct N *-l ßßßß- a n d
remain with the unspecified N *-l∏∏∏∏- (= *-l ++++ l ß ßßß -) .
2196. *s6666{u 4 444}l ∏ ∏∏∏i 'neck, nape' >  U: FU *°s6+s1u4l+lßi >  Prm *s1u$l- 'neck' >  Z
s∆yl¡ s1Èli 'neck', Vt sil∆ s1il! 'horse’s withers (xolka )', sil∆s∆o≥r
s1il!s1‰r 'nape' (lit.: 'neck’s hind part') ¶ LG 271, UZR 389 || A: M *sili
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'nape of the neck, sinew of the neck' >  WrM sili , HlM wil 'nape, flat-
topped hill', Brt w´l´ 'occiput, nape, hill', Kl wil 'sinew of the neck ,
mountain ridge', {Rm.} s7ili 'sinew of the neck; nape', WrO {Krg.} s7ili
'nape', Brt w´l´ 'back of the head, nape', Ord {Ms.} s7ile ' nuque ;
tendon, nerf' ¶ MED 7O6-7, KRS 672, KW 356, Krg. 446, Chr. 744, Ms. O
616  Tg *silni 'collar ' , *°si+el- '≈ neck' >  Orc sili 'women’s collar o f
satin with fur', Ul sini  'women’s collar of fur', Ork sinni 'collar', WrMc
selxe 'dewlap, loose-hanging skin under a bull’s neck', selxen
'stocks on a criminal’s neck' ¶ STM II 84, 14O, Z 586 ||  HS : Eg Md {DW}
s7¿s7¿.t, s7¿s7¿y.t 'Vorderhals-Gegend', {Fk.} s7¿s7¿.t 'bosom', Eg Md/G
{EG} s7¿s7¿y 'Kehle, Kelkopf' (?), as well as Eg XVIII/XX {EG} s7¿s7¿y.t, {Fk.}
s7¿s7¿.t 'necklace' (the latter: × HS *sVrsVr- 'chain '  > S *s7ars7ar- id., B:
Skn i-s´rs´r id., Hs sassari id.) ¶ Eg IV 413, DW II 836, Fk. 261-2, Tk. I
312 ˚  The delabialization of *u4 in T and M (or in proto-Altaic?) is a
reg. phenomenon ˚  If the Eg words do not belong here, the initial N
cns. may be either *s 6666 -  or *s 1111 - .
2196a. *s6666i÷3 333lVya6666 or  *c6666i÷3 333lVya6666 'tooth, fang' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'sharp stick') > HS: S *°≤s6a÷[V]l- > Sq {SSL} s6a÷al 'dent, crochet', {Ls.}
≤s6a÷al 'tooth' ¶ Ls. LS 431, SLL LSNP 471  EC: Kns {BlSO} s7u2la 'tooth o f
wild boar' ¶ BlSO 186b, Ss. B 175  || A (× N *s6666e 6 666l ! !!!Ùa6666 'bough, twig, s t ick '
× N *s 2222 i [? ]LV  'to roast, to fry, to cook ' ) : T *sî∏l! 'tooth, spit' > Chv wa€l
s7¥l 'tooth' »» NaT *sî∏s7 'spit, sharp stick' > OT sîs7 'spit, fork, spike', Tk
sis>, Az s7is7, Tkm c7is7, Bsh wew s7Ás7, Xk. sIs, Tv, Tf s7is7 id., Qrg s7is7
'sharp stick, sharp object', VTt  wew s7Ás7 'sharp rod' ¶ Cl. 856-7, Rs. W
494, Md. 71, Ra. 23, S AJ 192, TL 228  Tg *sila-pun 'spit '  (× ÿ Tg
*sila- v. 'roast on a spit, grill' < N *s2222i[?]LV '⇑ ', q.v.) > Ewk silawun,
Lm hIlUn, Neg sIlawUn, Orc silo2(n-), sil‰u(n-), Ud silou(n-), Ul
sIlopU(n-), Nn Nh sIlpo%, Nn B silFo(n-), WrMc s7olon 'spit' ¶ STM II 8 2
 pKo *sa!r 'arrow, sting' > MKo sa!r, NKo sal ¶ S QK #162, Yu 436, MLC
895  pJ *sa~si 'sharp stick'  > OJ sasi, J: T sas1i!; ? pJ *sa~s- v. 'p r ick ,
stab' > OJ, J Kg sa~s-, J T.K sa!s- ¶ S QJ #191, Mr. 748 ¶¶ But not here M
*sidu4n 'tooth' (see  N *sitV 'tooth') ¶¶ S AJ 288 [#282], DQA #2O97
(A *sïl!a 'sharp stick, tooth' > T, Ko, J + err. M) || ?φ  U: FU (att. in FV)
*c1il+lßV-mV 'fang, eye-tooth (Eckzahn) of predators '  > pLp {Lr.} *c1‰la-
mV 'fang' > L: U tjilla`ma, L tjala2m, N {N} c7a6lam id., Kld {TI}
c7 !a ¿ÒÒan 'Hauzahn der Hunde und Raubtiere' » Er cilim pej c1il!im-pey
'Überzahn (a new tooth that grows over the old one)', ∆ 'fang', M k
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s1el!a4n1-pey ± c1il!a4n1-pej 'Überzahn' (pej means ' tooth ' ) ¶ UEW 613-4, Lr.
#1O7, Lgc. #46O, TI 642, ERV 725 || D *c>il(l)- 'spike, sharp stick' > T m
cilukku 'tooth of a saw, barb, iron staple', Ml cilukku 'spike, i r o n
barb, javelin', Tu cille2li  'a sharp stick to dart a fish with', Tl ciluku,
sela  'arrow' ¶¶ D #2568 ˚  T *-l!- < *-ly- < N *-lVy- . If the T cognate
is valid and FU *c1- may be explained otherwise, the pN rec. must b e
*s 6666i÷ 3 333lVya 6666, while the FU cognate suggests N *c6666i÷3 333lVya6666 ˚  Blz. LB # 1 1 2 b
(including Sq, T).
2197. *s6666[aÓ]{u 4444}L÷V 'dew' >  U: FU *s6uz6a 'hoarfrost, frozen dew' >  Lp
N {N} c7o<DDe 'coating of ice formed by frozen rain\sleet on stones o r
trees' »» pObU *s7o2Î! 'hoarfrost, frozen dew' >  pVg *s7a"l! id. >  Vg:
T/P/V/LL s7al!, LKs7aºl!, N sol! id.; pOs *soy ({∫Hl.} *sa"y <  *sO"y) >  Os V/Vy
soy, Ty/Y so"y 'Reif, Rauhfrost', D/K suy 'Rauhfrost' ¶ Coll. 75, UEW 4 8 8 ,
Sm. 549 (FU *s1ud!aº, FP *s1ud!a, Ugr *su"d1a 'ice crust'), Ht. 181 [#562]
|| A: Tg *sile(-kse) 'dew' > Ewk sil‰ks‰ ≠ sil‰2ks‰ ≠ hil‰ks‰ ≠ s7iluks7‰,
Sln s7!iliks7!i, Neg sil‰ks‰, Orc sil‰Ns‰, Ud {Krm.} silih‰, Nn, Ul sil‰ms‰,
Ork s1il‰s1k‰, WrMc sileNgi, Jrc {Md.} sie-le-un, {Lg.} s7ileu4n, {Kiy.}
s7ileun, Lm hil¥s 'dew', hïli 'light rain, hoarfrost', Lm A sïli 'dew', Nn
sil‰-u-, Ewk sil‰-Gï- v. 'be covered with dew, get wet from dew' ¶ STM
II 85-6, Krm. 285, Gru. SSJ #1O, Md. ChF 158, Kiy. 97 [#OO1O]  T
*sa2lgî{m} 'dew, hoarfrost' (> 'cold weather'?) >  Chv sîvlam  'dew' »» T k m
Ta2l9îm 'mirage in a desert', OT {Cl.} salqîm 'cold, hoarfrost' (infl. of OT
sarqîm id. “ sarq-îm 'an act of hanging down'?), Xk salîm 'dew'; s e e
also Shor s7alîm, Tv, Tf s7alîn, and StAlt c1alîn 'dew' (their initial cns .
resembles the reg. reflex of pT *ç-; they may be loans from Xk o r
another T lge. with the merger of pT *s- and *ç-) ¶ Cl. 826, 849, TL 3 9 ,
Jeg. 2OO, Fed. II 75, Ra. 23O ¶ The unexpected pT vw. *a2 still defies
explanation  pKo {S} *s´~⁄ri! 'hoarfrost' >  MKo s´~⁄ri!, NKo s´⁄ri ¶ S QK
#215, Nam 299, MLC 936, BKR II 681, Rm. SKE 23O ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2OO5 (A
*sila 'dew, liquid; hoarfrost'; incl. Tg, Ko), Rm. SKE 23O || HS: B
*°saÓluÓ ¬ *°salÓuÓ (pl. *°suÓlalÓ- ¬ *°sulÓaÓ) >  *-sa2lu2- >  Kb a-salu
(pl. i-sula) 'thick layer of snow'; there is an alt. et. (B *saÓluÓ ¬
*salÓuÓ <  N *c7777al ! !!![Ë]gV 'snow' or 'hoarfrost'), which is less plausible
for lack of the expected reflex of N *g ¶ Dl. 771 ˚ Tg *-i- (that may g o
back to *-u 4444- , but not to *-u- ) suggests that FU *-u- results f r o m
assimilative deplatalization of *-u 4444 -  ˚ The length of the T vw. points t o
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a N lr. The long vw. *a2 in T *sa2lgî{m} and *aÓ in B *°saÓluÓ suggest a
rec. of *-aÓ- in N *s 6666aÓ{u 4444 }L÷V .
2198. *s6666a 4 444l[V]qË 'cleave, cut asunder' >  HS: CS *√s6lX id. (or S
*°√s6lX) >  Ar √s7lX G 'split with a sabre', ?? Sr s´lïÓ-a22 'canalis,
alveus, cloaca' (<   *s6alïX-, pp. of the verb *√s6lX in the meaning 'dig '?)
¶ Fr. II 446, BK I 1263, PS 2644 || K *°s+s`X[a]l- / *°s+s`Xwl- >  G sXl- /
sXal- / sXwl- 'beschneiden (Reben, Baum)' ¶ Chx. 13O6 || U *s6a4lu4-
'split, cut' >  FU *s6a4lu4- (> *s6a4le-) v. 'cut' >  F sa4li- 'in Splitter spal ten ' ,
sa4le, gen. sa4leen 'splint(er), slat' » Lp: N {N} c7alle- v. 'make a line,
cut (into) a split', L {LLO} tja2lle2t 'ritzen, schneiden, schnitzen' » Chr B
s7ela- '(sich) spalten', Chr H s7ela4- 'erstechen, zerreißen, zerhauen' »»
pObU *s7ïl-/*s7u4∏l- v. 'cut' > pVg *s7iÆl- id. > Vg: UL sil-, T/LL s7ilt-, LK, MK
silt-; pOs *su4l- id. >  Os: V/Vy su4l- » Hg szel- v. 'slice, cut'  pY {IN}
*T!o4l-(g‰)- vi. break' (-g‰, a sx. od vi.) > Y: K s7o4lg‰- vi. 'break, faint ( i n
Ohnmacht fallen)', T so4l˝o2- 'broken' ¶¶ UEW 47O-1, Sm. 549 (FU, FP
*s1a4la4, Ugr *sa4la4 'cut'), LLO 113O-1, Ht. 184 [#588], MF 577-8, LG
311, IN 222 ¶¶ To my mind, pObU *ï+*u4∏ may be accounted for by t h e
infl. of a labialized vw. (*u4) of the second syll. || A: M *sal[u]- (× N
*s 7777al ∏ ∏∏∏GV  'strike, break'?) > WrM sal-, salu-, HlM sala-, Brt hala-,
Kl sal- sal- v. 'separate, branch off; be detached, isolated', Ord sal-,
Dg {T} sala- vi. 'be separated, separate', WrO sala- id., 'part f rom,
branch off', d.: MM [S] salulc>a- 'sich trennen'; M *sal9a- 'separate' >
MM [S] {H} salha- = sal9a- '(ver)teilen', d. [H] sal9a9da- 'être d o n n é
comme part', WrM, WrO sal9a-, HlM salga-, Kl salh-, {Rm.}
sal˝a- v. 'separate, divide', Ord sal9a-, Dg {T} salga2- vt. 'separate', Brt
halga- id., 'remove'   Ï M *sala˝an >  WrM sala9a(n), HlM
salaa, Ord {Ms.}, Mnr H {SM, T}, Dx sala 'branch\twig', 'limb of a
tree, offshoot; bifurcation', Kl {Rm.} sala2 'Ast, Zweig; Verzweigung',
{KRS} sala 'space between fingers, bifurcation', Dg sala2 'bifurcation'; M
ı  Tb sala, Xk sala2 'bough, twig', Alt salaa 'bifurcation, tributary o f
a river', Qzq sala 'span (between fingers), arm of a river, fork of a
road' ¶ H 131, Ms. H 93, MED 663, 665-6, Gl. II 37O, Ms. O 554-5, Krg.
389-9O, KRS 436-8, KW 3O9-1O, Chr. 667-9, SM 32O, T 357, T DnJ 1 3 3 ,
T DgJ 161, B DChT 146, BIG 179, BT 125, Sht. 165  ?σ Tg *°salgV-
'cleave in two parts' > Ewk ∆  salg‰da2- v. 'cleave\tear lengthwise (in t w o
parts)'; Ï *salga-n 'fork (of a road, river), perineum' >  Ork salda(n-)
id., 'forked crown of a tree', Nn KU sal9a%, Orc sa2ga, Ewk salgan, Neg
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salga, Lm ha2lg¥ 'perineum', Lm Ol ha2lg¥ 'span\interval (between t h e
tripods forming the basis of a tent)', WrMc salZa 'crossroads, fork o f
a road', ? sarg1a 'perineum' ¶ STM II 58  Ko: pKo {S} *s´!⁄ri ' interval,
space' >  MKo s´!⁄ri~, NKo † s´⁄ri id.  ?σ pJ {S} *sa!r- 'depart' > OJ sa!r-,
J: T/K/Kg sa!r- ¶ S QJ #717, Mr. 747 ¶¶ DQA #19O2 (A *s+zalo ' b e
separated': M, Tg, J, pKo *sÄ~r-) || D *c>al-, {GS} *sel- v. 'split, c u t
asunder' (× N *c1111al ! !!![É÷]o 'to split, to cut') >  Tu selA 'chink, crack' »»
OTl {Km.} selagu v. 'cut', Tl {Km.} celagu ≠ celacu ≠ selavu v.
'cut, chop', {BE} selagu ≠ selayu v. 'cut', Tl sela 'hole',»» Krx c>alx-
v. 'open, uncover', Mlt c>alge v. 'split\break open' »» Brh c>aliN v.
'become cracked, split' »» Krx c>alx- v. 'open, uncover', Mlt c>alge v.
'split\break open' »» Brh c>aliN v. 'become cracked, split' ¶¶ D #2377 ,
Km. 363 [#47O], 5O1 [#1225-6], GS 65-6 [##2O1, 211] ¶¶ The Tl verb <
N *s6666a 4 444l[V]qË × D *kell- (>  Kn kelle 'a shiver, splinter', Tu kell´ ' a
splinter') ˚  N *q is suggested by S *X, while in K the change *q > *X
and the mt. are due to certain laws of cns. combinations (account ing
for the so-called "harmonic complexes" such as *s`X) .
2199. *s6666a 4 444l[i]wV (or *s6666a 4 444l[i]wVyV?) '∈ a wild gallinacean fowl' >
HS: CS *s6{a}law- (or *s6alaway-?) 'quail' > BHb vl1ß6 s6´≤la2w (either f r o m
OA [if <  S *≤s6alaw-] or from *s7u≤law-), SmHb ivls s7lwy, IA ivlx
slwy, ivvlx slwwy, JA [Trg.] vil1x6 s´≤la2w, SmA {Tal} ivlx slwy
saºlbi, {BH} ivlx slwy ≠ iblx slby [saƒlbi], em. ativlx slwyt?, Sr
Ôwalßa salway, Ar (π Aram) îval0Sa salwa2 salway 'quail' ¶ KB
1241, Lv. T II 166, BH II 6O3, Fr. II 348, Hv. 334, Tal 59O, Br. 476, JPS
378  ECh: Ke {Eb.} su!lku!, Kwn {J} su!lko@, Kwn M {J} su~lgo! 'guinea-fowl' ¶
Eb. 93, ChC || U: FU *s6+s1a4lwV 'hazel grouse' (Tetrastes bonasia) >  Prm
*s1o$la >  Z s∆o≥la s1‰la, Vt såla s1ala 'hazel grouse'; (Z ı?) Vg {MK}:
ML s7ula 4, LL s7ula, P s7ul´œ, T s7ula 'hazel grouse' »» pOs *se"˝lay
({∫Hl.} *siÆ˝lay) >  Os: Ty/Y s´G¬a$y, Sl s´Gtay, s7o$Ætta$y, s7´ta$y, Kr s7uta$y
'Tetrastes bonasia, hazel grouse', D s7u4ta$y 'partridge ¶ pOs *-˝l-  may g o
back to *-l˝- (mt.) <  FU *-lw-; on FU *-w- >  pOs *-˝- see  Hl. rHt 7 3 - 4
¶ Coll. 111, LG 27O, ≈ Rd. rLG 426 (Z ı Vg; wrongly denies the Prm-Os
relationship because of the seemingly superfluous Os *-˝-), MK 5 7 1 ,
Stn. D 1315-6, PD #2337, Trj. S 444, Hl. rHt 73-4 (on FU *-w- >  pOs *-
˝-), Stn. OAS IV 127, 14O (FU *-w- >  pOs *-˝-) || D (in GnD) *c>a2lßV-
'quail' >  Klm sa2le2 ≠ salle ≠ sa2le, Nkr sa2lße 'quail' ¶ D #248O ˚  The
coinciding element *-ay in pOs *se"˝lay (*siÆ˝lay) and S *≤s6alaway (>  Sr
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and Ar salway) may have a common source at the pN level. GnD *-lß-
(for the expected *-l-) may be due to some positional factor (e.g. N
*s6666a 4 444liwV > **s6a4lyV > **s6a4∏l!V > D *c>a2lßV).
22OO. *s6666il ! !!!V(-ma) 'eye; look, examine' >  U *s6il!ma4 'eye' >  F silma4,
Es silm id. » pLp {Lr.} *c1‰lme2 id. >  Lp: S {Hs.} tja4lmie, L {LLO}
tjal…me2, N {N} c7a6l…bme, Kld {SaR} ¢all∆m, K {Gn.} c7ailm id. » Er
sel∆me s1el!me, Mk sel∆me s1el!m´ id. » Chr Es7in1c1a id. » pPrm *s1inm- >
Z s1in / s1inm-, Vt s1in id. »» Hg sze4m id. » pObU *s7e2m id. > pVg *s7a4Æm id. >
Vg: T/LK/P/V/LL s7a4m, MK/UK sa4m, N sam; pOs *sem ({∫Hl.} *sa4Æm) id. >
Os: V/Vy/D/Nz/Kz/O sem, Ty/Y sa$Æm  pSm *s¥yma4 Ú *seyma4, {Hl.}
*sÁyme id. > Ng ≤s1ayme ≠ ≤s1eymI, En sey, Ne T s´v sE;B, Ne F xa4E;m, Slq
Tz {KKIH} sayÈ, Kms sima ≠ sayma, Koyb {Sp.} sima, {Pl.} sima`, M t
{Hl.} *sïme 'eye(s)' (Mt: M {Pl.} ssima4, simå, {Sp.} sime id., {Mll.}
schi!me 'oculi', T {Mll.} schi!meda4 id., K {Mll.} schi!imi id., {Pl.}
sjimide 'his eye[s]') ¶¶ UEW 479, Coll. 57, Db. OS xxxi, It. #387, Sm.
54O (U, FU, FP *s1ilma4, Ugr *sI"ma4, Sm *so_jma4 'eye'), Lr. #11O, Lgc.
#464, Ls. 13O3-4, Gn. 814, SaR 387, Ker. II 135-6, Ht. 184 [#592], LG
256, Jn. 132, Ptp. 37, Hl. M #886, KKIH 167 || A: M *sili- > WrM sili-,
HlM wil´-, Brt w´l´-, Kl Ö {Rm.} s7il-, Ord s7ili- v. 'select, choose '
(“ *'look') ¶ MED 7O7, Chr. 744, KW 357, Ms. O 617  Tg *si3lma- v.
'examine, choose' , n. 'choice' >  Ork sIlma 'choice', sIlma- v. ' choose ,
select', Ewk sinma- id., Mc simne- 'aussuchen, prüfen, examinieren' ¶
STM II 89, Z 611-2, Hr. 798 || IE: Clt: OIr {Vn.} sell 'iris de l’œil, œ i l '
Ï sellaid '(he) looks'; W syllu, Crn sellos, Br sellout, sellet
'to look' (Vn. does not accept WP’s etymology equating the Clt words
with Gk sti1lbv 'shine')   OIr su1il 'eye' (unless it is akin to Brt t
*sa2wel- 'sun' and goes back to IE *suél- / *suéel- 'sun', as usually
supposed, although it is typologically not very plausible and has n o
parallels in the history of languages [at least to my knowledhe]: t h e
mythological concept of the sun as "the eye of the sky\heaven" c a n
encourage the change from 'eye' to 'sun', but hardly from 'sun' t o
'eye') ¶ ≈ Vn. S  82, S  2O1-2, Bc. #4.21, EI 188, 438, 556, ≈ WP II 646, ≈
P 1O35 ˚  ≈ Blz. LB #48d.
22O1. *s6666i{l ! !!!}wV 'shank, flesh\meat of a limb' >  HS: S *°s6ilw- >  Ar
s7ilw- {Ln.} 'a limb (or member) of flesh\meat; body (of an animal) ' ,
{BK} 'membre séparé du corps, reste d’un animal égorgé', {Hv.} s7alïy-
at- 'piece of meat' ¶ Ln. 1592-3, BK I 1264, Hv. 375  NrOm {Blz.}
*suyl- > Hrr {Abb.} suyle2ya 'leg', Gnj s7ule 'calf of the leg' ¶ Blz. OLBP
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#89, CR H 661  Ch: WCh: Bd {IL in JI} si!lÄ@k, {ChL} sï!la2!n 'bone' »» CCh:
Bu {ChL} sÈl, {Mk} sIl, BuP {Mk.} sIl, Mrg M {Mk.} s7Il 'leg' » Hg Wl
{Mk.} sIlla id. » Msk {Lk.} sil 'bone' » Afd {Stz.} szale, {Sö.} sale ' shin-
bone' »» ECh: Mb {Lk.} si!la!lo~ id. ¶ JI II 36, 22O, ChL, Mk. I 174, 241, 2 8 1 ,
Lk. ZSS 189, Sö. 262 || A: M *silbi 'calf of the leg, shin, shank' >  MM
[HI] s7ilbi 'tibia', [MA] s7ili 'calf of the leg', WrM silbi, HlM wil´v
'shin bone, shank, tibia', Kl wilv s7ilwi 'calf of the leg, shin-bone', ?
Dg s7ilem 'shin-bone' ¶ MED 7O5, S AJ 241 [#167], KRS 672, KW 357, Pp.
MA 333, Ms. H 97, T DgJ 183, Gl. II 495  ? pKo {S} *sÄ!rh flesh, mea t ;
skin' (×  N *s 6666 iÂV  'skin of animals, rawhide') >  MKo sÄ!r(h), NKo sal ¶ S
QK #53, Nam 29O, MLC 895, S AJ 253 [#53]  pJ {S} *si~si~ 'meat '  > OJ
si~si~, J: Ns s7i~s7i!, Sh s7i!s7i!, Y c7i~c7i~ id. ¶ S QJ #128, Mr. J 527 ¶¶ ≈  S AJ 9 5 ,
279 [#12O] and SDM97 s.v. *sA" ~l5wi (M, Ko, J + unc. Tg *silu-kta
'gut(s)' that belongs to N *s1111 {oyi}l{Ë} entrails') || D *c>ïla- in Kn
c°laman5d5e, Tl c°laman5d5a 'ankle' (× N *c6666 ' '''{i}l[V]÷V 'side of b o d y '
[‘ 'rib'], 'hip') ¶¶ D #2634; D *man`tß- means 'knee', see  D #4677 ¶¶ D
*-l- may have beem ascribed to the infl. of N *c6666 ' '''{i}l[V]÷V || ?φ  U: FU
(in FP only) (mt.?) *s6+s1+siwVl!V 'flesh, meat '  >  Er syvel∆ sivel!, M k
sivol∆ s1iv´l! 'meat' » Chr L wyl s7¥l, H wy≥l s7´l, Uf s7¥l, M s7il!, B
{UEW} s7¥l, {Ber.} s¥l 'meat' » Prm *sil!- > Vt si≥l∆ 'meat' ¶ UEW 763, It.
#4OO, Ker. II 144, Ber. 61, LG 258, PI 248 ¶¶ Chr s7- (in all dialects,
except conflicting evidence on M) suggests FU *s1- or s6-, while Vt s-
suggests FU *s- ˚  ADb. MSR 21 [#16] (A [M + err. Tg], D). FU and J
suggest N *-l !!!!- , while D -l- (apparently pointing to N *l ) may b e
ascribed to the merger with N *c 6666 ' ''' { i }l [V]÷V .
22O2. *s6666e 6 666l ! !!!Ùa6666 'bough, twig, stick' >  A ({DQA} *sï!l!a 'sharp stick; sp i t '
(×  N *s6666i÷3 333lVya6666 'tooth, fang', q.v. ×  N *s2222i[?]LV 'to roast, to fry, t o
cook'): T *sïl! ≠ *sî∏l! 'spit, sharp stick' > OT  sî∏s7 'spit for roasting, fo rk ,
spike', Tk s>is> 'spit, skewer, knitting needle', Az s7is7, Kr s7is7 ± sis ' sp i t ' ,
Qrg s7is7 'spit, sharp stick' »» Chv wa€l s7¥l 'tooth' ¶ Chv s7- <  pT *s- d u e
to the palatalizing infl. of pre-T *i (before the change *i  > *î due to vw.
harmony) ¶ S AJ 192, Rs. W 42, Jeg. 332, Jud. 9O9, KRPS 476, 646  Tg
*sila-pun 'spit (for roasting)' >  Ewk silawun, Lm hIlUn, Neg sIlawUn,
Orc silo2(n-), sil‰u(n-), Ud silou(n-), Ul, Ork sIlopU(n-), Nn Nh sIlo%, Nn
KU sIlao%%, Nn B silfo(n-), WrMc s7olon id.; *sila- v. 'roast on a spit' (× N
*s2222i[?]LV '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ¶ STM II 82, Krm. 285  pKo {S} *sa!r ' a r row,
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sting' > MKo sa!r, NKo sal ¶ S QK #162, S AJ 257, MLC 895  pJ {S}
*sa~si~ 'sharp stick'  > OJ sasi, J T sas1i! id.; *sa~s- v. 'prick' > OJ sas-, J :
T/K sa!s-, Kg sa~s- ¶ S AJ 271-2, S QJ #191, Mr. 748  M *silb+mu4Gu4-su4n
'needle of a conifer '  > WrM silbu4su4n ≠ silmu4gu4sun, HlM
wilm¥¥s id., WrO {Krg.} s7ilbusu4n, Kl wilvsn 'tree neddle(s)' ¶
MED 7O5, 7O7, Krg. 447, KRS 672 ¶¶ ≈ S AJ 288 [#282] and DQA
#2O97 (>  T, Tg, Ko, J) || D *c>+k!elß- ({†GS} *s-?) 'twig, rod' >  Kt c>elß
'∈ long round stick', Kn sel5e 'twig, small branch, stick', cal5l5u, cel5u,
cel5l 5u, sel5l 5u 'long flexible twig\rod', Kdg Z>alße 'long thin pliable s t ick ' ,
Tu cilA , silA  'fishing rod', Tl sela  'twig' ¶¶ D #279O || HS: DEg s7lÓ
'Sproß, Zweig' ¶ Er. 52O  Ch: ? Hs sa~Rfa2 'stalk', ?? Hs s7a!lla~ 'the r e e d
guaranya', 'flowering spikes of the reed guaranya' (× N *s1111al ∏ ∏∏∏ {a}
'willow') ˚  A *-ï- (for the expected *e) may be due to contaminat ion
with N *s6666 ++++c 6 666i÷3 333lVya6666 and *s2222i[?]LV .
22O3. *{s6666}an 2222a 'word; say' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'think') >  U: FU
(att. in BF) *°s6+s1+saˆa 'word' >  F sana, Krl A sana ≠ s7ana, Krl Ld, Vp
sana, Es so%na, ∆  sana, Lv s‰na~, Lv W sina~ ≠ su4na~ id.; Ï F sanoa, Es
so%na-ma, Vp sanu-da 'to say' ¶ SK 964-5, ZM 496, Kt. 36O || A: M
*sana- v. 'say, think' > MM [HI] {Ms.} sana- 'calculer', WrM, WrO sana-
, HlM sana-, Kl san-, Brt hana-, Dg, Dx, Mnr H {SM} sana- 'say'; MM
[HI] {Ms.} sana- 'calculer' may have been influenced by Chn M su\an¢
({Kg.} suan5) 'calculate' ¶ Ms. H 93, Pp. IM 164, MED 668, Kow. 1 2 8 1 ,
Krg. 384, KRS 441, SM 323, T 357, T DnJ 133, T DgJ 161, Kg. AD # 8 2 5
|| HS: WCh: Bd {Sch.} z‰!na^n 'speak', ? Ngz {Sch.} zÈ!nzÈ~n 'riddle, tale' ¶
ChL I 26O [#373], Sch. DN 181  Eg fMK s7ny v. 'question, inquire in to ,
say, think' >  DEg s7n 'ask (a question)' >  Cpt: Sd WIne s7ine, B WInI
s7ini 'demander, interroger ' ; Eg fMd s7ny 'beschwören, besprechen ' ,
s7n.t '≈ Beschwörung' ¶ Eg s7ny belongs here unless it is a sd. f r o m
s7ny 'turn around' (as suggested by Vc.) ¶ EG IV 495-6, Fk. 268, Vc.
265-6, Crn. 246  ? EC: amb  Or se2na2 'memory' (unless derived from se2n-
v. 'enter' or belongs to N *cuNV  'know' [q.v.]) ¶ Grg. 354, Brl. 371 ( O r
sena 'ricordo, memoria') ¶¶ Not here Ag: Bln {R} såna2 'fable', Km
{CR} sån-iz- 'tell a fable' (adduced by IS [IS MS 339]), because it is a
sd. from såna2 'as, like', cp. Ar maTal- 'proverb, parable' “ maTal-
'similar' <  S *ma≤Tal- id. ˚  The semantic change from 'say' to 'think' is
typologically justified (≡σ : Hb way≤yo2mEr b´lib≤bo2 'and he thought', lit.
'and he said in his heart') ˚ IS MS 339 (*sanÿ  'think'; U, M + •÷ [with
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a query] Ag) ˚ If the Eg word belongs here, the N etymon is *s6666an 2222a,
otherwise it is *s @@@@ ++++s 6 666an 2222a .
22O4. UA € *s6666áÓn````V 'mushroom, fungus, sponge (Schwamm)' >  U:
FU *s6e2+a4∏n`e id. >  F sieni, Es seen id. » pLp {Lr.} *c1a2na2 >  Lp: S {Hs.}
tjaanaa 'tinder-fungus', Vfs {Lgc.} c7 !a2˘n;a; 'frischer Feuerschwamm,
Holzknoten, Höcker', L {LLO} tjatna2, N {N} c7adna / -a2n- ' t inder -
fungus on birch-trees', Kld {TI} c7 !a2nna 'Baumschwamm,
Birkenlöcherschwamm' » pChr {Ber.} *s7in 'fungus on trees, tinder' >
Chr: L wen s7en, B/M/Uf {Ber.} s7en 'tinder (made of tinder-fungus o n
trees)', H s7in id., 'tinder-fungus' » Vt sen∆ki s1en1ki 'tinder', Vt: G/Sr
s1en1ki, Sr senkÈ, Kz senka, senk¥, s1enk¥ id., 'tinder-fungus' »» ObU
*s7ïn`˝V 'fungus on trees (Baumschwamm)' >  pVg {Ht.} *s7ïn´G id. >  Vg:
T s7ïn´w, LK s7e2nï, MK senï, P s7e2niG, NV/SV s7e2ni, O se2niG id.; pOs {Ht.}
sa4n`´˝ > Os: V/Vy sa4n`´G, Ty sa$Æn`´G, Y sa$Æn´G, O sa$n, D sa$n´, Nz san´, Kz
san` 'fungus on birches and other trees (used as tinder and for o t h e r
purposes)' ('berezovaå ¢aga , trutnik ') ¶ UEW 494-5, Coll. 113, Db.
OS xiii, Sm. 548 (FU *s1e/a4na4 'fungus' > FP *s1a4na4, Ugr *sena4), Lr.
#119, Lgc. #515, Lgc. SL #2821, Hs. 1293, TI 646, Ber. 6O, MRS 7OO,
7O6, Ü 261, UZS 386, Ht. #596, Trj. S 416, Stn. D 1345 || A: Tg: WrMc
sence 'mushroom', sanca {Z} '¡udino uxo ' ('∈  edible m u s h r o o m
[under oak-trees and birches]'), {Hr.} 'eßbarer Baumschwamm' ¶ STM II
61, 143, Z 555, 576, Hr. 765, 781.
22O5. *s6666É{y}on3333tË 'finger(s), fist' >  HS: S *°√s6ntr >  Ar s7untar-at- ≠
s7antar-at- 'finger', OYmn rtn$ s7ntr (= OAr Y *s7antar- or Hmr *s6ntr)
'finger' ¶ BK I 1275, Slw. 125-6  WCh: ? Ngz {Sch.} ma!-sa2~u\d'-a~k
'forefinger', sa2~u\d'u! v. 'wipe around inside of food bowl with curved
forefinger to get what remains' ¶ Sch. DN 111, 145 || A: AmTg *seantu
'fist' >  Orc sa4∏antu ≠ sa4ntu 'fist (clenched for striking)', Ud santu, Ul
s‰2ntU, Ork se2ttU, Nn Nh sIanto ± -U, Nn B sa4∏nto 'fist' ¶ STM II 69 || D
(in SD) *c>o2n`tß- / *c>o2tßtß- ({†GS} s-) 'strike with knuckles of the fingers' >
Tm cot5t5u, Tu so2n5t5uni id., Ml co2t5t5u 'a slap on the head ' ,
cot5t5uka- v. 'rap with the knuckles', ?φ  Kn son5e 'strike with t h e
fingers' ¶ D #2836 ˚  ADb. SR-D 449, ADb. MES 32 [#29] (Tg, D).
22O6. *s6666u 4 444n 3 333ZV 'milk; to suck(le)' >  K {FS} *s`Z`e, {K, K2} *(s)Z`e- 'mi lk '
> OG sZe-, G rZe-, ∆ rze- ± Ze-, Mg bz7a-, Lz bz7a- ≠ bZ7a- ≠ mz7a- ≠ mZ7a-,
Sv UB/LB/L/Ln l´⁄Z7e  id. ¶¶ K 172 and K2 177-8 (*(s)Z`e), FS K 288-9, TK
543, GP 2O8 ¶¶ If FS’s rec. of *s`- is right, K *s`- (rather than t h e
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expected *s-) is due to as. (**sZ`e >  *s`Z`e) || ? HS: amb Eg fP s7dy v.
'suckle' (×  N *su4444t[y]V ≠ *su4444[y]tV 'to drink, to suck [milk]; milk' ×
N *c7777ayVd[V]yV  'female breast' [q.v.]?) ¶ EG IV 564-5, Fk. 273-4, Tk. I
314 ¶¶ If Eg s7dy goes back to N *s6666u 4 444n 3 333ZV, this is one of the cases of N
*Z  yielding Eg d (w Tk. I) || U *s6u4n1c1a4 'breast' >  FU *s6+s1u4n1c1a4 >  Hg
szu¡gy 'breast (of a horse, of a human being)', ? sze4gy, szegy
'breast (of a bovine)' »»  ? F sisa4- 'inner, inside', Es sisi 'inside'  Sm
{AD} *s6u4ns¥, {Hl.} *su4ns¥ 'breast' >  Ng {Mik.} s1in1s1´, {Cs.} sins1a, En: X
{Cs.} s1ud!o, En B {Cs.} s1uso id.; ? Ne T s√nz, Ne O {Lh.} s1u$nc ' jüngstes
liebstes Kind' » Mt {Hl.} *ku4nZ7u4 'breast' (Mt: T {Adl., Mll.} ku!nschum
'my breast', M {Mll.} ku4ndschu, K {Mll.} gu1nschu 'pectus', K {Pl.}
gu1ndjude 'breast') ¶¶ UEW 48O, Coll. CG 4O2, Sm. 54O ( U
*s1u4ns1i/a4, FU, FP *s1u4ns1a4, Ugr *su4Ænc1a4, Sm *su4nso_), Jn. 144, Hl.
MTKV 15 [#84], 88 [#391], Hl. M #595, Lh. 455 ¶¶ According to Hl. M
79, Mt k- goes back to Sm *s-; but the earlier hyp. (Ps., Coll., IS, AD)
about Mt k- from U *s6- (= *s7 !- of Coll.’s notation) is typologically
preferable (cp. *s6 > k1 in Daghestanian lgs.); cp. Mt keye 'heart' <  U
*s6+s1u4z6e 'heart' < N *s6666u 4 444z 6 666÷Å id. (U *s6- may have been either original o r
resulting from as. [*s1...z6 > *s6...z6]); the only serious counter-example is
Mt key?be ≠ ? key?bu4 'seven' going back to a supposed pS {Jn.}
*seyt3we of Iranian origin; but borrowing from Indo-Iranian sources
may have been accompanied by secondary lateralization, like in FU
*s6ata 'hundred' f rom  IIr *s1atam; other supposed counter-examples
(mentioned in Hl M 79) are not valid because in those roots we c a n n o t
distinguish between U *s1- and *s6-; besides, Mt kund´ha4 'black' may b e
not a derivative from Sm *suntV (as supposed in Hl. M), but rather g o
back to Sm *ku4mt¥ ' smoke ' || A: M *su4∏n 'milk' (× N *su4444t[y]V ≠
*su4444[y]tV 'to drink, to suck [milk]; milk' [if M *su4∏n is a bf. from *su4d,
as supposed by Dr.]) > MM [L, IM, IsV] su4n, [S] s7un 'milk', [MA] su4n id.,
su4 (in su4 ko4keku4 s7idu4n 'milk-teeth'), WrM su4n, HlM s¥¥ su4∏, su4∏n-, Dgr
{Pp.} su$:, Mnr N {SM} sun, MMgl, Mgl su$n ¶ Dr. TM III 58, MED 744, Iw.
133, T 361, SM 36O, Pp. MA 328-9, 447 ¶ The phonetic prehistory of M
*su4∏n may be assumed as follows: N *s6666u 4 444n 3 333ZV >  *su4nyV (if pre-M *y is a
reg. reflex of N *Z ) >  *su4∏n (with compensatory lengthening) > M *su4∏n
˚ One can consider adducing D *nen1c>- 'chest, heart' >  Ml nen1c>u, nen1n1u
id., Tm nenc>u, nenc>am id., 'mind', Kt nanZ> 'heart', Td nÈZ id., 'dewlap ' ,
Kdg nen1n1i, n1en1n1i, Knd ninZ>am, Png nenZ>om 'chest', Prj din1n1i, Png nenZ>a
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'pith', Kui ninZ>a 'heart of a tree, pith', Ku linZ>a 'kernel, yolk of egg', ?
Krx nisanßdß 'core or hard wood of a tree' ¶¶ Cf. D #3736. Does Ku linZ>a
preserve the ancient *l- (<  N *z 6666 -) before it changed (like any other *l-)
to D *n-? But D *nen1c>- as a cognate is highly qu. for phonetic reasons. It
can be tentatively accepted if we suppose a voiced N *z6666- . But even i n
such a case the D vw. *e  is not explained ˚ If Eg s7dy belongs here, t h e
N initial cns. must have been *s6666- . Otherwise it may have been e i ther
*s1111- or *s6666- ˚ Eg s7- and Sm *s6- (> Mt k-) (if valid) suggest a pN *s6666- .
22O7. (€?) *s6666oN?V 'to wish' (‘  'to love', 'to wish evil to so.', ' t o
strive' [‘ 'to reach']) >  HS : WS *√s6n? v. 'hate' > BHb anß √s6n? G , Ug
√s7n? G , IA [Eleph.] ans √sn?, JA [Trg.], JEA anx√sn? ≠ inx √sny
G  (pf. in4x6 s´≤ne2 ≠ in%x6 s´≤n°), S r √sny+w G  (pf. "noß s´≤na2), SmA
{Tal} √sny, Md √sn?, Ar √s7n? G  'hate', WS *s7a2ni?- prtc. G  ' enemy '
> BHb an47ß s6o2≤ne2, Ug s7nü, SmA sn, Sr æ'noßo sa2≤n<?>a2 'enemy', OCn
(AkSc) s7unu2 'Hasser', M’b ians s7n?y 'my enemies', Sb an_ s6n?
'(personal) enemy, ill-wisher'; JA [Trg.] ea1n^x2 san≤?a2 'hater, enemy ' ,
an!x6 s´≤na2 'hatred, hostility' ¶ KB 1247-8, KBR 1338-4O, OLS 446-7, Lv.
III 55O, 556, Lv. T II 174, Sl. 1OO6-7, Sok. 384, Br. 483, Tal 599-6OO,
BK I 1274, BGMR 133  Om (× N *s7777aNgV 'to wish, to like, to love') :
NrOm: Kf {C} s7un-/s7unn- v. 'love, prefer, want', Mch {L} s7u~nni(ye!) v.
'love', s7u≤n-ac7c7o 'intimate friend', Shn {Lm.} s7u!n- 'lieben, wünschen,
wollen', Anf {C, Lm.} s7un-, Ym {Wdk.} s7u~na~, Bnc {Wdk.} s7u@n v. 'love' »» ?
SOm: Ari G {Fl.} s7olIm 'love' (Fl.: Ari G l and n vary as allophones) ¶ AD
SF 115, C SE IV 498, L M 51, Lm. Sh 377, Wdk. BY 111, 135, Fl. OO 3 1 9
|| U: FU (in FP only) *s6+s1oNe- v. 'desire, want' >  BF (× N *ZoNÙV ' t o
want, to wish'): Es soovi- v. 'wish, want', F suo- 'not (be)grudge,
allow, wish', Vo so2vi- v. 'hope, wish' » Prm: Z si-ny s1i-(nÈ) v. 'wish', Z
I s1i- v. 'be jealous' ¶ But ObU *To2Nk- (≠ *Ta"Nka2-?) v. 'want' goes back t o
FU *soNe- id. < N *ZoNÙV '⇑ ' ¶ UEW 775-6, LG 256 ¶ UEW 447, 775-6 ,
Ht. #146, LG 256 || ?σ A (× N *s7777aNgV 'to wish, to like, to love'): Tg
*saNg-  'gloat over anothers’ misfortune', pKo {S} *sa~i\5o!- 'be jealous', p J
{S} *s‰ni\a-m- v. 'grudge, envy' (ffd. see  N *s7777aNgV) ˚  But IE *senÙ- v.
'strive, reach' (>  Ht {Ts.} sanh- id.) cannot belong here, because Ht h
(<  IE *Ù) does not correspond to S *?. IE *senÙ- is more likely to g o
back to N *Z 2222ÉNqV 'seek, try to obtain' (q.v. ffd.).
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22O8. € *s6666a++++oN ÷3333V '≈ run, jump, climb' >  HS: WS *√s6n÷ >  Ar √s7n÷ D
'être rapide, véloce, se dépêcher, accélérer ' ,  Sh (pf. ?as7na÷a) ' ê t r e
rapide dans sa marche', Mh, Hrs, Jb √s6n÷ (Mh pf. s6u2na, sbjn. y‰s6nE2, J b
E/C ≤s6ina÷ 'stand on the hind-legs with the forelegs on a tree' [of
animals], Jb C ≤s6Otna÷ v. 'climb and play around; jump', ‰s6≤tOn÷ v.
'jump', Hrs s6o2na v. [pf.] 'stand on the hind legs [to feed]') ¶ BK I 1 2 7 6 ,
Hv. 379, Jo. J 253, Jo. M 38O-1, Jo. H 12O || U: FU (att. in Ugr)
*s6a+oNV v. 'run, jump' (× N *c6666 ' '''aNË 'jump, skip') >  Hg sza1guld- v.
'move\run at top speed, rush' » pObU *s7u2˝+w-> pOs *sa˝´l-/*sÈ˝´l- v.
'gallop' >  Os Ty/Y saº˝´¬-, D saXit-, Kz si"X´¬- id., pOs *su˝´m-
'Sprung' >  Os: Ty su˝´m, Y suw´m, D/O soX´m, Nz suX´m, Kz sö8X´m
id.; pVg *s7u2m- v. 'gallop' >  Vg: T s7o2m, LK/P s7u2m-, MK/UK su2m- id., pVg
*s7u2l´nt- id. > Vg P s7u2l´nt-, UL su2lint- ¶ UEW 89O, Ht. #579, MN 559-6O
|| ? AdS  of D *c>+k!aNk-, {GS} *c1aN- v. 'jump, climb' (< N *c6666 ' '''aNË '⇑ ', q.v.
ffd.) .
2209. € *s6666{a4 444}N{c'''' @ @@@}V 'bark, skin' (‘ 'vessel') >  HS: CS *°√c'anc'in- ≠
*c'inn- >  BHb tn#c3n^c5 c'in≤c'EnEt3, SmHb s'aºn≤se2net '(∈ ) container' ( th i s
semantic interpretation is confirmed by early translations: [LXX]
sta1mnoß 'jar', [Trg.] c5´lo2≤Ó°t3 'flask', L [Vulg.] vas 'vessel', Sr [Psh.]
k5Es≤t5a2 'pot') or 'basket (?)', JA {Lv.} an`1ic5≠an`1c5 c5in≤n-a2 ' baske t ,
plaited container', {Js.} 'basket of palm leaves', JEA an`1c2 c5an≤n-a2 ≠
an`1x2san≤n-a2 'basket', SmA s5nw 'jar', Ar sœinn- 'basket for bread' ¶ KB
973, KBR 1O39-4O, Js. 1277, 129O, Lv. IV 2O2, Sl. 967-8, Tal 736, BK I
1373-4 ¶ The unexpected S *c'- is probably due to as. (infl. of N *-{c '''' @ @@@ }-)
|| U: FU (att. in ObU) *°s6{a4[:]}n1c1V 'birch bark' >  pVg *s7a4∏s7 id. >  Vg: T
s7a4∏s7, LK/NV s7O4∏s7, MK/UK sO4∏s, P/SV/LL s7O2s7, LL/Ss sa2s; pOs *sin1c1 id. >  Os:
V/Vy/Ty sin1ç, D/K sen1ç, Nz/Kz s1es1, O s1is1 ¶ Ht. #597 ˚ It is tempting t o
adduce here Eg N s7ny '(∈ ) vessel' (EG IV 5O3) and the qu. pC √  {E} *sa2N
'water pot' (>  Ya sa2nya id., SC {E} ¿*sa[:]N or *sa[:]ng id. >  Irq {MQK}
isa2Ngi [{E} isangi] 'half-calabash bowl'; SC ı Bantu lgs.: Mb (E}
sange! 'water pot', Pare sangu, Luyia {E} *-siongo- id. [E PC #472, E SC
179]), but the absence of reflexes of the third cns. (N *c'''' @ @@@) makes such a
comparison too uncertain.
221O. *{s6666}a4 444NK''''a '≈ bough, inedible (or less valuable) parts of p lants
(straw, rind of fruit)' >  U: FU (att. in FV) *s1+s7a4Nke (or *sa4Nke) ' s talks,
dry twigs\boughs' >  F sa4nki (gen. sa4ngen) 'stubble' » pChr {Ber.}
*s7eNg¥ (= {∫Ber.} *s7eNg´8) >  Chr: H {Wc.} s7a4N˝´ 'dürrer Ast', {MarS}
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wa≥ngy ≤s7a4N˝¥ 'dry brushwood, fallen twigs\branches (suxoj
xvorost , valeqnik )', pu-wa≥ngy pu-≤s7a4N˝¥, L pu-weÕge pu-
≤s7eN˝e 'tree(s)', Uf/M/B pu-s7en˝e id. (pu 'tree') ¶ Some scholars
(Setälä, Wk., Stn.) adduce here Lp N {Fri.} sagge 'paxillus, a cus
reticularia' and Lp K {Gn.} saîNke 'Pflock', but UEW rejects it o n
semantic reasons; without the Lp word the FU initial cns. may b e
reconstructed not only as *s- (as in UEW), but also (even m o r e
plausibly due to Chr E s7-) as *s6+s1- ¶ UEW 756 (*sa4Nke), It. #267, SK
1167-8, Gn. 957, Stn. FUV 42, Ber. 6O [#313], MRS 474, 697, Ps. OT
12O || IE: NaIE *sonko- (or *song≈o-) 'sheaf of ears, straw, chaff'' (×  N
*Z @@@@enV 'ear of cereal, head of a plant', q.v. ffd.) >  Arm ung ung (gen.
`ngoj ´ngoy) 'chaff, straw; grain, corn; legume' »» MHG, MLG sange
'sheaf of corn, manipulus', eNHG, NGr ∆ Sange , Sangel, NE ∆  sangle
'sheaf of corn', NLG † sangeln 'kleine Büsche mit Erdfrüchten' »» Gk
}acyra pl. 'chaff, husks, bran' ¶ WP II 51O, OsS 743, Lx. 176, Paul 493, F I
2O3-4 || D *c>+k!a[N]kk-(ay) 'rind of fruit and other useless parts o f
plants' (× N ?σ *s7777aNKa 'stalks, branches'?) >  Tm cakkai\ 'refuse as o f
sugar-cane after pressing, rind of fibrous parts of fruits, bark', Ml
cakka  'rind of a fruit', Tl cekka 'oil-cake refuse after pressing oil' ¶ ¶
D *-Nkk- >  -kk-, acc. to the theory of KR ¶¶ D #2276, An. SG 137, KR 1 4 -
69 || HS: ?σ S *°√s6nk' >  Ar œyni$a s7anïq- 'piece of wood for raising
honey-comb' ¶ BK I 1278, Hv. 379  ?σ Eg MK s7n.w 'grass as fodde r
for cattle' ¶ EG IV 5O2 and VI 71 ˚  If Eg s7n.w and Ar s7anïq- belong
here (in spite of semantic difficulties and the absence of k in Eg), t h e
initial N cns. is *s6666, otherwise it may be either *s6666 ++++s 1 111- or *s- (*s-  is less
probable in vue of pChr *s7- [that usually goes back to FU *s1, *s6, or *s7-
] ) .
2211. *s6666apV (or *s6666opV?) 'to sew (leather); leather' >  HS: WS
*√s6py+w v. 'sew (leather)' >  Mh s6‰fu2, Jb ≤s6fe id., Mh m‰s6fïw, J b
m‰s6≤fe? 'nail for sewing leather bags', Ar Èfa$0ì ?is7fa2 (√s7fy) 'awl' ¶ Jo .
M 374, Jo J 247, Fr. II 436, Hv. 371, L G 49O  CCh: Glv s6apÈ~-/s6apU,
Nkc s6apa~ns6apa v. 'sew' ¶ ChL s.v. || U: FU *s6opa 'shirt, garment' ( ' e i n
hemdartiges Kleidungsstück') >  F sopa 'shirt, garment', Es so%ba
'Shawl, wollene Weiberdecke, Regendecke', Vp soba 'clothes' »» pVg
*s7u"+u2p 'shirt' > Vg: T s7op, ML s7up, Ss sup ¶ SK 1O72-3, W EDW 1O7O, MK
578, ZM 516 || A: M: WrM sabkin, HlM savxin 'dressed skin,
leather' ¶ MED 653  Tg *su3bgu3 (Ú*sobgo) 'fish-skin used as leather' >
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Neg sobgU id., Ewk ¿subgu, accus.   ¿subgu-w‰ 'fish-skin', Orc subbu, Ud,
Ul sugbu, Ork subgu ≠ sugbu, Nn sobgo ≠ sogbo id., Orc subbu-ma, Ul
sugbu-m‰, Nn sogbo-ma 'made of fish-skin' ¶ STM II 116, Vas. 365, 3 7 3
˚  The rec. *s6666apV means that the M vw. *a is original, while t h e
labialized vw. in FU and Tg is due to the assimilating infl. of t h e
adjacent labial cns. *b. An alt. solution is to reconstruct N *s6666opV, b u t
in this case the M vw. *a remains unexplained.
2212. *s 6666apÉ[h]NV  '≈ log, trunk of a t ree '  > IE: NaIE *sp≈e2n- {P} ' long
flat piece of wood' >  Gk sfh1n 'wedge', [Hs.] sfa1nion ; klini1dion ' couch ,
bed' »» Gmc *spe2nu-s > OHG, MHG span, NHG Span, AS spo2n, Sw, D n
spaºn 'chip, shaving of wood', ON spa1nn, spo1nn id., 'shingle,
wooden disk', NE spoon »» OIr sonn 'staff; support', W ffon 'staff' ¶
EI 431 (IE *sphÅen- 'flat-shaped piece of wood'), F II 83O-1, WH I 3 1 8 ,
Frn. 875, Vr. 532, Ho. 311, Kb. 929, OsS 853, KM 726, 728 || HS: CS
*{s6}apïn-at- 'boat' > IA spynh 'boat', JA [Trg.] an!if5x6 s´p3°≤na2,
aT1n^if5x6 s´p3in≤ta2 {Lv.} 'ship', {Js.} 'freight-ship', JEA aT1n^if5x6
s´p3in≤ta2 'boat, ship', Sr æ4>on~jfiß s´p3i<n>t≤t-a2, Md spinta, BHb
[Jona 1.5] en!if5x6 s´p3ï≤na2 'ship'; Aram ı Ak NB/NA sap°n(n)atu
'ship', Ar safïnat- {Ln.} 'ship, boat' ¶ HJ 797, KB 721-2, Lv. T II 18O-1,
Js. 1013, Sl. 825, Br. 49O-1, DM 334, BH II 61O-1, Frnk. 21, CAD XV
164, Ln. 1375 ¶ An alt. CS reconstruction of *s-  of the initial cns. is less
likely because S *s- goes back to an affricate and cannot be related t o
FU *s6+s1- and A *s- || U: [1] FU *s6+s1awNa 'pole' > F sauva id., Es †, ∆
sau (gen. saua) id. » pLp {Lr.} *c1a2vNe2 'prop' > Lp: N c7aw…gNe 'a po le
in the roof of a lath gamme (Lappish hut which is not for living in)', A
tjaavkng-, I c7evNi 'prop' »» ObU *s7+su:˝ ({Ht.} *su"˝) 'staff, s t ick
(Stab) '  > pVg *s7+su"w id. > Vg (partially in cds.): LK/MK soy, P suy, Ss
suw, pOs {Ht.} *so"˝ id. > Os: V/Vy/Ty so"˝, Y/D/K so"w, Nz/Kz su"w, O
suw ¶ UEW 468-9, Lr. #125, Lgc. #49O, N I 376, Ht. #578  [2] possibly
U *s6+s1aymV (if < **s6awe+iNV) 'log that is hollowed out, wooden vessel '
‘ 'crib, mortar, boat' > F saima '∈ big boat with sails', seimi ≠
soimi 'manger, crib', Krl: K s7oi\mi, Ld sai\m‰, Vp soi'm 'big boat', Es
soimi, so4ime, so%im 'crib' » Er s1uma,  Mk s√ma s1u≤ma, ∆ s1ima ' a u s
einem Baume aushegauener Trog, trough for feeding animals, koloda ' »
Vt: Sr/Y s1umÈk, Kz s1um‰k 'small glass, wooden bowl', Y s1umÈk 'a glass,
'wooden bowl for vodka'  Slq: Tm somma 'mortar ({Hl., Stn.} ı Os
Vy {Stn.} somma  id.), Tz suma4 'bucket' ¶¶ UEW 456-7, Coll. 114, SSA III
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142-3, PI 262, Stn. D 1342-3, KKIH 172  || A (× N *s7777ubyV 'spike, spear ;
to pierce' × N *s1111{o}b[V]t''''V [or  *sVb[V]t''''V] 'stem, piece of wood' × N
*s6666ab++++p ' '''ÉH{i} 'log, piece of wood'?): Tg *so[:]ba > Neg so2wa ≠ so2˝a ' s t ick
used to hang a tea-pot over the fire', so2wala1- ≠ so2˝ala2- 'drive\run a
stick into sth.', Nn Nh sowo2c7a 'landmark, sign' ¶ The vw. *o[:] belongs
to the heritage of N *s 1111 {o}b[V]t ''''V  or  *sVb[V]t''''V ¶ STM II 1O3  pJ {S}
*sa~wu\a~ > OJ sa~wo~, J: T/Kg sao!, K sa!o~ 'pole, rod, staff' ¶ S QJ #465, Mr .
518, Kenk. 1576  ?φ M *si{B}antV9 > WrM si9anta9 ≠ si9antu9,
HlM waantag  'wedge' ¶ MED 699 ¶¶ The loss of *-N- in Tg and J is still
to be explained ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2O63 (A *si\o2 ~ba '∈ stick'; incl. Tg, J) ˚  NaIE
*p≈  suggests the presence of a N lr.; the only N lr. that may be lost in pS
and may cause aspiration in NaIE is *h .   
2213. *s 6666u û ûûûqV 'breathe in, smell sth.' >  HS: CS *-s6u2k'- v. 'smell sth.' >  Sr
√swk'  G  (pf. sa2k5) v. 'take breath, draw breath, inhale, smell, scent', ?
Ar √s7wq G  (ip. ya-s7u2q-u) v. 'excite so.’s desire in'; CS *s6awk'- >  Sr
'œowßa sawk5-a2 'breathing, breath, nostrils, sense of smell', ? Ar s7awq-
'yearning' ¶ Schlt. HWS 24 [#3], Ln. 162O, Hv. 382, JPS 37O || K
*°s+s`uûq- >  G suûq- 'das Gefühl des Überdrusses bewirken (von allzu fe t ten
Speisen)' ¶ Chx. 1287 || IE: NaIE *swek+k8- v. 'smell of sth., smell sweet '
>  W chweg, Crn whek, Br c&hwek 'sweet, pleasant', W chwaeth
(<  *swekto-) 'taste (Geschmack)' »» OHG swehhan 'to 'smell of s th . ,
to smell foul', with gem.: OHG swecka, swecki 'fragrance', OSx
swec n. 'smell, odour', AS swecc, swAcc id., 'taste'; OSx
swe$kkian 'to stink', AS swAccan ≠ sweccan 'to smell (of s th . ) '
¶ WP II 521, P 1O43, YGM-1 154, 156, Hm. 131, Kb. 998-9, OsS 9O7,
91O, Ho. S 73, Ho. 331 || U: FU *°s1+s7ukkV >  ObU *°s1+s7uk v. '≈ sniff' >
pVg *suk 'schnupfen' >  Vg: LK sox-, saºx-, MK sok-, UK/SV s‰kW-, P/NV
suk-, NV suk- ± sÈkW-, LL sok-, suk-, UL sox- id., Ss {Stn.} sixW-
'schluchzen' ¶ The initial *s6- was delateralized either in pU\pFU\pUgr
or in Vg probably due to ideophonic associations of the word ¶ Ht .
#814, Stn. WV 295, MK 571; Ht. l.c. tried to equate the Vg word with Os
V sÈq´m, Os Vy sÈqÈm 'schneuzen', which is untenable because of irreg.
sound corrs. between vowels, which prevented Ht. from recons t ruc tng
a pObU stem ||  A : Tg: Ork sukruc7c7i- v. 'smell sth., scent' ¶ STM II122.
2214. *s6666arV 'to be dry' > HS: S *°√s6rr+y > Ar √s7rr ≠  √s7ry 'dry s th .
in the sun' ¶ BK I 12O8, 1223, Ln. 1524, Fr. II 4O6, 417, Hv. 358, 363 
Eg fMK w-s7r 'dry up', Eg G ws7r 'das Trockene, das Dürre', Eg Md s-s7r
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vt. 'dry, dry up', s-ws7r 'dörren, {Fk.} vt. 'dry' ¶ EG I 374-5 and IV 7 6 ,
295, Fk. 7O, 218, 269 ¶¶ Cal. 28 || IE: NaIE *k+k8se(:)r- '(be) d ry ' ,
*k+k8se(:)r-o- 'dry' > Gk xhro1ß adj. 'dry', xero1n 'das Trockne' »» L ser-esc-
v. 'get dry', sere2nus 'dry' (of weather) »»  Ltv {Turk.} se2r-t 'to p u t
(corn) to dry before threshing', sers 'corn brought home for drying' ,
??σ Lt ∆ s7aﬁras 'fodder' ({P} 'dry fodder') »» MHG, NGr ∆  serben vi.
'to dry up, to wither (verdorren, welk werden)', ? OHG serawe2n
'arescere; dwindle, consume' »» ?φ Arm ¢or c7≈oR adj. 'dry', ¢ir c7≈iR
'dry fruit' (though Arm c7≈- is not regularly from *k+k8s-) ¶ •÷ (⇔  P) OI
ks5a2≤rah5 'caustic', sharp' (actually akin to ks5a2yati 'burns') ¶ WP a n d
P reconsruct IE *k8- on the highly qu. evidence of Lt s7aﬁras ¶ WP I 5O3, P
625, EI 17O (*k8seh⁄ro-s), Mn. 571, WH II 52O, F II 335-6, M K II 288, Kb.
844, OsS 756, Frn. 964, Kar. II 173-4, Turk. 599, Ach. V 748-9, Slt. 2 3 4 ,
Hü. 485 || U: FU *s6arV v. 'get dry' >  pPrm *s1ur- v. 'get stale, dry, h a r d '
> Z I s1ur- v. 'get stale, dry', s1urem 'stale, dry ®zasoxwij )', Z Ud s1urmem
id. »» pObU *s7u2r- v. 'get dry' > pVg *s7u"r, ?*s7u2r- id. > Vg: ML s7urr-, N su2r-
id.; pOs *sar- 'trocknen' >  Os: Vy/O sar-, D/K sor- id. » Hg sza1rad-
'dry (up), become dry, wither', sza1ri 1t-  vt. 'dry' ¶ Coll. 117, UEW 4 6 6 ,
Sm. 549 (FU *s1oraº- 'wither, dry' > FP *s1ora, Ugr *sora-), MF 57O-1,
LG 275, Ht. 185 [#6O5] || D *c>+k!ar- 'rough of surface, coa r se '
Erro r!) > Tm caracara v. 'be rough of surface', Tu çarat5A 'what is
coarse', Kui srogu 'a rough surface' ¶¶ D #2354.
2215. € *{s6666}ÉÂV 'to roast' >  HS: Ch ≈ *sur- ' fry'  >  WCh: Ang {ChL]
sur, {Flk.} su2r 'fry' » ? Hs so2!ya2~ id. » BT: Gera {ChL} su!ru~-mi~, Ngm {ChL}
sUr, Krf {Sch.} s7u!ru!-wo~, ? Pr {Frz.} c7u2!ro~  id. » Tala {ChC} sure id. »» CCh:
Hw {ChL} sÈra~N, G’nd {ChL} su~ranZ7i, Gbn {ChL} su~renc7i, Bk {ChL} surad'a,
Tr {Nw.} zurra id. » Gude {ChL} sU~r∑tIc7, Gudu {ChL} sÈ~ra2  id. »» ECh: Mkl
{J} so~ri!ye~ 'griller', {ChC} 'fry' ¶ Nw. #55, J LM 177, ChC, ChL, Flk. s.v.
su2r, Frz. P 27, ≈  OS #479  ?φ  Eg fP ¿s7r 'roast, bake' ¶ EG I 21, Fk. 6
|| A: M *sira- >  MM [MA, IM, LV] s7ira-, WrM sira-, HlM wara-x
'roast, broil, fry', Mnr H {SM} s1ira2-, {T} s7ira2-, Dx {T} s7Èra- id., Kl war-
x 'roast', {Rm.} s7ar-Xa 'am Spieße braten' ¶ Pp. MA 335, 447, Pp. L III
6O, MED 714, SM 397, T 383, T DnJ 383, KRS 667, KW 35O  Tg
*°s7+çÉre- > Ewk PT ç‰r‰- 'be baked (near the fire)' ¶ STM I 422  pKo {J}
*sÄ~r-m- 'boil (food), cook' > MKo sÄ~rm-, NKo salm- sa2m- ¶ S QK # 5 2 6 ,
Nam 292, MLC 9O1 ¶¶ DQA #2683 (A *s7ero 'bake, boil').
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2216. € *s 6666iÂV  'skin (of an animal), rawhide' >  HS: SS *s6{i}r- id. >  Sq
{L} ≤s6irhi 'skin', Grg Sl {L} sïr, Grg Wl {L} sir 'hide of cattle after t h e
hair has been pulled off' ¶ L LS 433, L EDG III 559, SSL LSNP 1474, MiK I
#1.267 || A: M *sirin > MM [SH] {H} s1iri 'rawhide', WrM siri(n),
HlM wir  'skin, rawhide', WrO {Krg.} s7iri 'hide, skin', Kl {Rm} s7ir, s7iri
'rawhide, animal’s skin, hide' ¶ H 142, MED 717, Krg. 451, KW 359  ?φ
pKo {S} *sÄ!rh 'flesh, meat; skin' (×  N *s6666i{l ! !!!}wV 'shank, flesh\meat of a
limb', q.v. ffd.).  
2217. *s6666u 6 666rV 'a herd\swarm\flock (of wild animals)' >  U: FU *s6+s1urV
'herd' >  pLp {Lr.} *c1or‰k 'herd of reindeer' >  Lp: L {LLO} tjaºra2, Nt {TI}
c7 !o2ra id., N {N} c7o<ra6 / -rra6g- 'rather small herd of reindeer' »» pOs
*sur >  Os: V/Vy/D sur 'small herds of wild reindeer and elks' ¶ UEW
491-2, Coll. 75, Lr. #165, Lgc. #653, TI 678, Stn. D 1365-6 || A: NaT
*su4ru4g 'herd' >  OT suru4g 'flock, herd' >  Tk su4ru, Az, Ggz su4ru4 ' h e r d ,
crowd', Tkm s¥ri Tu4ri, MQp [CC] svrvv1 su4ru4v, Qmq siriv siriv,
QrB s√r√u su4ru4w, Nog su4ru4v, Tv su4ru4g 'herd', Uz suru, suruv, Q q
su 4riw  'herd of sheep' ¶ ≈  Cl. 85O, Rl. IV 815-6, Grøn. 227, RKumS 9 7 3
|| HS: S *°√s6+swr or *°√s6+syr (*s6u2+ïr- or *su2+ïr-) >  Md sira 'flock ( o f
birds), swarm' ¶ DM 329  B: Ah, Ttq a-s´ra 'herd of wild animals' ¶
Fc. 1851, Msq. 344 ˚ ≈  IS I #4O (*Çurÿ  'herd of wild animals').
2218. (€?) *s6666e÷ 3333 [a]rV 'reach, approach, enter' >  HS: S (CS?) *√s6÷r >
Ar √s7÷r G  'entrer dans l’eau; entamer\commencer (une affaire); ê t r e
dirigé droit contre quelqu’un (lance)', ?σ  Sr √s÷r  G  'visit, inspect; d o ,
deal, commit' ¶ BK I 1216-7, Br. 488, JPS 384 || D {†Em.} *k!e2r- ([GS]
*se2r-) 'reach, arrive, go into' >  Ml ce2ruka 'approach', Kt c>e;r-, Td
so4;r- 'arrive', Kn se2r- 'be(come) close\near, go to, approach, r each ,
enter', Kdg se;r- vi. 'join', Tu s1e2ru- 'arrive, reach', Tl ce2ru ' join,
approach, reach, arrive at, enter\join as a class', Gdb se2r- v. ' a r range ,
reach', Gnd B {Tr.} se2ra2n5a2 'invade (a country), enter or occupy ( a
house)', Gnd G/HMS {BB, Lind} here 'near', Knd se2rpu ' ne ighbourhood ' ,
Kui serna 'cleave to', Ku herinai\ v. 'reach', Krx (past stem) ker- 'go', ?
Brh ke2b 'nearness, vicinity; near' ¶ × D *c>a2r- (or *k!a2r-) 'approach, b e
united' (w D ##246O, Em. DS 361-2) ¶¶ D #2814, BB CVG ##3483 ,
3585, Em. DS 366, GS 18O [#457], 6O [#177] || ?σ A: NaT *sa2rî
'direction (towards)' >  OT {DTS} 'direction' (taN sarî-qa bardîlar 'wen t
in the direction of the dawn', to4rt sarî-qa 'to the four directions [sc.
cardinal points]'), {Cl.} sarî∏ 'towards, in the direction of', Chg XV sarî
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'direction, side', XwT XIII sœarI, MQp [CC] sarî 'towards', Tkm † Ta2rî
postp. 'to, towards, in the direction of', Osm {Rh.}, Az, Sg/Qb/Qc {Rl.}
sarî, Kr ir%x1sarî, Uz sari, Tb {B} sa2r ≠ sa2rî id., Qmn {B} sa2rî 'd i rect ion,
side (storona )', Xk sari- (+ppa.) 'side, direction; on\from t h e
direction of' ¶ DTS 488, Cl. 844, TkR 567, Rh. 1O27, Rl. IV 322, Äz.
258, UzR 356, B DK 244, 246, B DChT 145, BIG 182, ≈  Rs. W 4O3 ˚ D
*-r- goes back to the cluster *-Ór- (< N *-÷3333[a]r-).
2219. *s6666o÷3333VrV ¬ *s6666o÷3333År1111V 'grain, (wild) cereal' >  HS: WS n o u n s
with the root *√s6÷r 'barley': WS *s6V÷a2r-at- 'barley, Hordeum sat ivum'
> BHb er!7oß6 s6´÷o2≤ra2 'barley', Ug s7÷rm pl. t., OA eros s6÷rh, IA (p l . )
Nros s7÷rn (s s7 = [s]), JA {Js.} aT1r^o2x6 s´÷ar≤ta2 (pl. Nir5o1x6 ≠
Niros s´÷a2≤r°n, pl. em. aI!r2o1x6 s´÷a2ray≤ya2), SmA s÷rh, Sr
s´÷a2r´≤t3a2 (pl. s´÷a2≤rE2), OSA s6÷r 'barley'; Ar ryoi$a s7a÷ïr- 'barley', n .
unit. Érayoi$a s7a÷ïr-at- 'grain of barley'; Ar ı  Mh s7‰÷ïr, Jb E ≤s7÷ir, Jb C
s7i≤÷ir, Tgr s=0R s7a÷ar ≠ s0R sa÷ar 'barley' ¶ KB 1254, KBR 1345-6, A
#2658, OLS 427, Br. 489, Tal 6O3, Lv. T II 178-9, Lv. III 562, Ln. 1 5 6 1 ,
BK I 1239, LH 226, Jo. M 391  C: EC: Sa {R} sinra2 (ı or π EthS),
Af {PH} sirray, Sml N {Abr.} sa!re2!n 'wheat ' »» Bj Hd {R} se≤ra2m 'bar ley '
»» acc. to Praet. AS and L G, C ı Gz s6´rna2y 'wheat', Tgr s7‰rnay ≠
s7‰nray (ı Bln {R} s7in≤ra2y 'wheat'), Tgy s‰rnay id. ¶ L G, Praet. AS 7 8 ,
R WB 327, R WBd 2O5, PH 192, Abr. S 218 || U *s6+s1ora 'grain'  >  FU (a t t .
in FP) *s6+s1ora >  pMr *s1u2r¥ >  Er s√ro s1uro, Mk se™ra s1or´ 'grain,
cereal' » F sora 'gravel; grit' (“ *'grain'), Es ∆  s´⁄ra 'crumbled s tone ' ,
sora  'small pearls' (all “  *'grain') » Chr L wu≥r s7u4r 'soup', Chr U/M s7u4ro4
id., Chr wu≥raw s7u4≤ras7, ∆ s7u4raks7 'cereals (Grütze, krupa )'  ?? Ne {Lh.}
s1orra2 '(edible kernel of) stone-pine nut; seed of coniferous trees'; h e r e
Ne s1- is irreg. ¶¶ ≈  UEW 776, Ker. II 15O, Ber. 73-4, MRS 746, Ü 28O,
Lh. 451 || D: [1] ? (in SD) *c>+k!o2rÀ 'boiled rice' >  Tm, Ml co2r3u 'boi led
rice', Td twÈ;r 'cooked food'; [2] ? *c>+k!a2r` 'cake, bread' >  Gdb sa2ru
'pancake', Gnd sa2r`i[:] ± sa2ri[:] ± [h]a2ri 'bread', Png, Mnd ha2ri, Ku he2ra
± he25ra 'bread, cake' ¶¶ D ##2465, 2897 ˚  If the D cognate is *c>+k!o2rÀ,
the N rec. must be *s6666o÷ 3333VrV, while D *c>+k!a2r` suggests N *s6666o÷3333År1111V ˚  ≈
Blz. DA 163 [#11O] (HS, D).
222O. *s6666a 4 444Ìoy[i]ÂV 'hair' >  HS: S *s6i≤÷ar- ≠ *≤s6a÷ar- 'hair' >  BHb
ro1ß4 s6e2≤÷a2r, Ug s7÷r, OCn (EgSSc) sa-÷a-ru, BA cs. ro2ß6 s´≤÷ar, JA
{Trg.} ro2x6 s´≤÷ar / em. ar1o6x2 sa÷≤ra2, JEA ar!o9ß2 s6a÷âra2 [sa÷â≤ra2])
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(cs. ro2ß6 s´÷ar), SmA s÷r, Sr æro0ßa sa÷r-a2, Md sara, Ar s7a÷r-≠
s7a÷ar- 'hair', Hrs {Jo.} s6o2r 'hair, wool', Sq {L, SSL} ≤s6a÷rihor pl. 'cheveux' ;
S snglt. *s6V÷ar-at- 'a hair' > BHb ar1o9ß2 s6a÷â≤ra2 id., Ug s7÷rt 'wool', Ar
s7a÷(a)rat- 'a hair', Gz s6´÷´r´t 'hair', Ak s7a2rtu ≠ s7a?ratu ≠ s7e2rtu
'hair, hide', Eb sa-ra-tum [*s6a÷ratum], se-ra-du-um [*s7e÷ratum]
{Frnz.} 'skin, hide'; Cn ı Eg N s÷rt pl. 'wool (as merchandise)' >  DEg
s÷r.t >  Cpt Sd/B sort sort 'wool', Eg (EgSSc) {Hlk.} sa1-÷a1-ru1
({∫Hlk.} s1a1-÷a1-ru1) 'hair, thicket' ¶ KB 1253-4, 1786, KBR 1344-5, Br.
488, OLS 426-7, Alb. VESO 28, EG II 49, Er. 411, Vc. 197, Lv. T 178, Js .
1O1O, Lv. III 562, Sl. 1189, Tal 6O2-3, DM 315, BK I 1237-8, Jo. H 1 1 7 ,
L LS 432, SSL LSNP 1472, Sd. 1191-2., Frnz. EL 18O, Hlk. #187, SivCR 8 2 ,
MiK I #1.26O  C: pAg *c>‰gW‰r 'hair' >  Bln s7‰gW‰r; Ag ı EthS: Gz
s'agWr 'hair, fur, feathers', Tgr, Amh c7'‰gAr, Tgy s'AgWri 'hair' » ? pLEC
{Bl.} *d'ogor 'hair' (× N *t''''u 4 444K ' '''V 'hair', q.v.) >  Af dßogor, Sa {Wlm.} dagar,
Bs ogorro, Dsn {To.} Îu2^r id., Sml dßogor 'fur, animal's coat' »» Bj {RHd.}
s7ura= 'pubic hair' ¶ Bl. 217, AD SF119, HL 65, L G 55O, To. DL 496 
NrOm: Mj {Bnd.} sa2ru 'hair', Shk {Fl.} s'iaru 'beard' » Shn {Lm.} c'ïra!
'hair; hide (Pelz)', ?? Hrr {Abb.} sorge2  'crown of head' ¶ Fl. OWL, CR H
661, Lm. Sh 4OO  Ch: WCh {Stl., AD} *s6VHVr 'hair' >  Hs {Ba.} s7a2!ri~
'long hair on ram’s chest', Hs Kc {Ba.} s7i~ro@ id., su~ra2@ 'the growth of ha i r
on the head from its first appearance after the head has been shaved
until it is long', Bks syaH (-H <  *-r) 'hair', ?? Hs c'o2!ro2! 'a tuft of hair', ?
Ywm turtuk 'hair' »» ECh: Skr {Sx.) l‰~w‰~r, EDng {Fd.) la!wa~, Mkl {J) la2!wo!
'hair' ¶ ChC, JI II 186-7, Stl. ZCh 2O1 [#52O], Sk. HCD 184, Ba. 93O,
943, 958, 962, 1O43, Sk. HCD 184 ¶¶ ≠  OS #1O7 || U: FU (in Ugr only)
*s6a4G[u]rV 'hair' > pVg *s7a4Gr (> *s7a4∏r in some dialects) > Vg N (M) saGÈr,
sa2GÈr, saÈr 'horse's hair', Ss sa2G´r, P s7a2r 'Roßhaar', T s7a4∏r id.,
Pferdeschweif', Yk {Vxr.} sáºr, s‰G‰r 'horse's hair ' »» OHg sze1r, Hg
szo¡r 'hair' ¶ UEW 886, MF 598-9, MK 51O, BV 96 || A: M *°soyir >
WrM soir, HlM sojr 'coarse long hair which projects from the fur' ¶
MED 724 || D (in GnD) *c>+k!o2r`a 'a hair' >  Kui so2r`a id., Ku hora 'a single
hair of the beard', horaNa ≠ ho2dßaNga 'beard', ? Gnd sorkoo 'man with a
beard' ¶ D #2894; D *-o2- < *-aÌo- < N *-a 4444Ìo-? ˚  Blz. DA 156 [#17] (D,
HS [Ch, Om, Bj] + Sum su?ur or suXur 'cheveux, Haarschopf) ˚  M
*°soyir points to pN *s6666a 4 444Ìoy[i]ÂV (with D *-r`- < *-yr- < *-y[i]r-)
rather than to *s 6666 a 4 444Ìor 1111V , that does not account for the M cognate.
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2221. *s 6666 ihrV '≈ gray, bright' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'dark'?) >  HS: S
*°√s6hr >  Ar ?as7a2hir- 'couleur blanc de narcisse' ¶ BK I 1282  ?φ B
*°√srr >  Ah √srr 'be bright (almost white)', asrir 'blanc; de cou leur
très claire, presque blanche' ¶ Fc. 1856 || U: FU (att. in Ugr) *s6ïrV
'gray' >  pVg *s7ïr-/s7ir- >  Vg: N {Mu.} se1ri, P s7ir, K sir 'dusk, twilight,
dawn', Ss {BV} s´ri-pos 'aurora, zarå ', Yk {Vxr.} ser-paºs, ser´y-paºs
id. (pos, paºs 'light') » OHg XIV szir ≠ zy4r 'gray', XVIII szu4r 'gray,
dark, dust (dämmerig)', Hg szu4rke  'gray' (-ke is a derivational sx.) ¶
MF 6O5, EWU 1465, ≈  UEW 36 (adduces Z Z1or, Z US Z1Or 'gray', and Vt
Z1ar 'Morgendämmerung' and reconstructs FU *c1erV, which is un t . ,
because FU *c1 does not regularly yield Hg sz- and Vg *s7-; in my view,
the Prm root belongs to FU *c1+s1arV 'bright [hell]' <  N *z1111{a}hrV ¬
*Z 1111 {a}hrV  ¬ *z ++++Z {a}hrV  'shine, be bright') ||  D *c>+k!ir- ({†GS} *s1-) ' d a r k '
>  Tm iru 'black', irul5 'darkness, dark colour', Ml iru 'be dark', Tl
irulu 'darkness', Klm c>irum 'very dark', Gdb siriN 'black', Prj c>iruN,
Gnd hirki, Knd siruki, Ku sïnga 'charcoal', Kui srïva 'soot'; (× D *c>ir-
[{†GS} *s1-] 'night' <  N *s1111i[h]rV 'late, [in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'evening,
night'): Tu irlË, irl5Ë 'dusk, darkness, night' ¶¶ D #2552. The
semantic change from 'gray' to 'dusk, dark' is typologically justified ( a
semantic parallel: OHg) ˚  It is tempting to adduce here M *sira
'yellow', but an internal Altaic comparison suggests a different et. o f
the M word (w  s.v. N ? *{s 1111 }ÉÙarV 'bright, daybreak').
2222. (€?) *s6666iÙ[Ë]ÂV 'side, edge' > HS: S *°s6{i}Hr- > Ar s7iHr-at- b o r d ,
rivage, côté (d’un fleuve, de la mer, d’une vallée)' {Hv.} 'narrow margin
of a river, a valley', {BK} ? s7aHr- 'Chahr, littoral entre l’Oman et l’Aden',
(?) 'intérier, milieu d’une valée' ¶ BK I 1197, Hv. 354  B: Ah {Fc.} s´r
'du côté de; vers', ETwl/Ty {GhA} s´r 'vers, en direction de' ¶ Fc. 1 8 5 1 ,
GhA 177 || U: [1] FU (att. in FV) *s6+s1ïre 'side, edge' >  F ∆  siiri (gen .
siiren) 'Seite, Rand, Kante', Krl A sïri-c1i, Krl Ld s7ïri-c1i ≠ sïric1i, Vp
sirïc1i '(passing) by, vorbei' » pMr {Ker.} *s1ïr1´ 'side, edge' >  Er ¢ire
c7ir1e, Er Kd/Kl/Vck s1ir1e, Mk wire s7ir1´, ∆  s7ir1a4 ¶ UEW 774, Ker. II 1 5 7 -
8, SK 1O18  [2] FP *s1+s6u4ry{Å} 'edge, side' >  F syrja4 'edge, bo rde r ,
side' » Chr H/Uf/M/B s7o4r 'edge, rib (not a bone), verge', Chr L wo™r s7o4r
id. ('kraj , rebro , gran∆ ') »» pPrm *s1Ë›r- 'place outside (the object ) ,
edge, border' >  Z Ud s1‰r 'place behind (sth.)', Vt s1‰r in s1ils1‰r 'back o f
the head' ¶ It. #425, SK 1148, LG 27O, 275, UZS 389, MRS 724, Ü 27O,
≈  UEW 779-8O (FV *s1u4rya4 without taking into account Prm) || A: Tg: ?
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Ewk Uc sirkun 'cape' ¶ STM II 95 ˚ ≈ Blz. LNA #52 (suggested to equa t e
U *s1u4rya4 with Tg; adduced the EC, T, K, and D reflexes of N *{s1111} {É}rV
'back [dos], nape of neck', N *s1111aÂV 'top, hill', and N *c'''' 1 111orV 'tip, t o p ,
edge'; err.: N *Íir(y)u ≠ *Íu4rya4 '[top of] hill, mountain ' )  ˚  FP
*s1+s6u4ry{Å} suggests pN *s6666iÙËÂV.
2223. *s6666e6 666rwV 'insert, thrust in, stop up' >  HS: Eg MK {Fk.} s7r v.
'stop up, block', {EG} s7rw.t 'Verstopfung' ¶ EG IV 528, Fk. 27O || D
*k!er- (+ sxs. *-uk-, *-ukk-, *-ut-, etc.)  v. 'stop up, thrust, plug, dam'] >
SD, SCD *c>er- (× N *c7777ÉÂé€V [= *c7777Ér÷V?] 'to stick in, to gouge, t o
chisel' × N *c7777{i}9ÂV [≠ *c7777 {i}Â{9}V?] 'to stop up, to thrust, to plug, t o
dam'?) > Tm ceruku  v. 'insert, slide into', Ml cerutuka  v. 'shove in ,
put in, insert', Kn serku, sekku 'shove in, put in, insert, tuck ( t h e
end of the garment) into another (part of the garment)', Tl cekku v.
'set (as a precious stone), thrust, tuck up', ceruvu  v. 'insert, stick in ' ,
Gnd harZ>- vt. 'fix, fit in'  NED: Krx Xerr- 'introduce lengthwise b y
gradual pushing, insert, stick into or behind', Mlt qere  v. 'thrust in, t u c k
in', {Hahn} kherr- v. 'pocket, put in' ¶¶ D #2778, Km. 36O, #469, ≠
#454, Em. DS 365-6 || A: Tg: Ewk sirb‰r‰- 'drive in (a nail)' ¶ STM II 9 5
˚ This is the only unambiguous case of N *s6666- yielding D *k!-. Cf. D
{†Em.} *k!e2r- ([GS] *se2r-) 'reach, arrive, go into' <  N *s6666e÷ 3333arV ' r each ,
approach, enter'.
2224. *s6666 {o}rËbV 'to drink, to gulp, to sup, to suck' >  IE *serb≈- /
*sorb≈- / *sr=b≈- v. 'sip, sup, drink' >  Arm arbenam aRbenam 'I d r i nk
(alcoholic drinks)' / aor. arbi aRbi (<  *sr=b≈-) »» Gk [rofe1v, Gk I [ryfe1v
'I sup greedily up, I gulp down', Gk [ro1fyma, Gk I [ryfhma {LS} 'that which
is supped up, thick gruel \ porridge', {Ch.} 'plat que l’on avale, s o u p e
épaisse' »» pAl {O} *serba- >  Al gjerb- v. 'sip' »» L sorbeo2 / -e2re
'suck in, drink down, swallow' »» Lt sre$ﬁbti /  prs. srebiu~ v. ' sup ' ,
surﬁbti / surbiu~ v. 'suck, sup', Ltv surbt / surbju v. 'sup' » Sl
*s¥rb- ≠ *sÁrb- ≠ *serb- v. 'sup' >  OCS sr5bati srËbati, OR
serebati serebati, R ∆ ser≤bat∆± ≤ce4rbat∆, Blr ser≤bac∆, U k
ser≤bati, Slv sre$!bati, Cz str7ebati, Slk strebat&, P sarbac1,
serbac1 1 'to sup', Blg ≤s`rbam 'I sup' »» ?? o  Gmc: NGr ∆  surpfen ±
su4rp(f)en 'to sip', Sw † (early XIX c.) surpa i sig, MHG
su4r(p)feln, Sw so4rpla 'to sip', as well as MLG, MDt, Dt slorpen,
Dt slurpen, NHG schlu4rfen 'to sip; to eat\drink noisily', NE r
slurp 'eat greedily\noisily', NE ∆ , NE Sc slorp ' d r i n k \ e a t \ s u p
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greedily\noisily' ({KM}: -l- due to the infl. of the Gmc √  represented i n
MLG slucken, MDt, Dt slokken, NHG schlucken 'to swallow') »»
Psh ¬dvr raw-≤d‰l ≠ r‰w-≤d‰l (prs. îvr r‰≤wi) 'to suck breast'  H t
sarap- / sarep- v. 'sip (nippen)' ¶¶ P 1OO1, EI 175 (*sreb≈- / p r s .
*≤srob≈ei\ 'gulp, ingest noisily'), F II 663, Ch. 978, Slt. 24O, O 132-3, Vs.
III 6O4, Hlq. 1154, Vr. N 654, Lx. 219, KM 659-6O, OED IX 233, 25O,
Asl. 455, Mrg. 65, Ts. W 71 ||  HS: S *√s6rb 'drink' > Ar √s7rb G  ' d r ink ,
suck', Gz √s6rb G  'drink, absorb, sip', JA Frß√s6rp (= √srp) G  {Lv.}
'einschlürfen, Flüssigkeit an sich ziehen', MHb  Frß  √s6rp (= √srp)
G  {Lv.} id., 'drink', JEA  Frß √s6rp (= √srp) {Sl.} 'gulp down,
consume, quaff', Sr √srp G  'sup up, swallow up, absorb', sar≤ba2
'syrop', Md √srp G  'swallow, gulp down', Ar (π Aram) √srf G
'donner trop de lait à son enfant, le nourrir de lait à l’excès', Ak YB (π
Aram) sara2pu  v. {CAD} 'sip (?)', {Sd.} '≈ einsaugen' ¶ The devoicing *b
>  p in Aram (ı MHb, Ak YB, Ar) (just as other cases of the variat ion
*b≠*p  in S) is still to be explained ¶ L G 533, Lv. IV 613, Js. 1632-3, Sl.
119O, BK I 1O83, 12O9-1O, Hv. 318, 358, Br. 496, 5OO-1, JPS 389, 3 9 2 ,
DM 338, CAD XV 172, Sd. 1O28 || A: M *soru- 'suck (in)' >  WrM
soru-, HlM soro-x, Brt horo-xo v. 'suck in, draw in, imbibe', WrO
{Krg.} sor- 'suck' ≠ suru- 'imbibe, draw into oneself', Kl sor-x
'suck, draw (a liquid) into oneself', {Rm.} sor-Xa 'aufsaugen,
einschlürfen', ?? Dg {Mr.} sorete-, {T} sorto- 'get drunk', {Mr.} soreto2,
{T} sorto2 'a drunk; drunk' ¶ MED 729-3O, Gl. II 438, Kow. 1413, Chr.
685, Krg. 412, 422, KRS 455-6, KW 332, Mr. D 212, T DgJ 164  NaT
*so2r(u)- 'suck' >  OT [MK] so2r- (aor. so2ru-r) 'suck (sth.), suck u p \ o u t ' ,
XwT XIV, Chg XV sor-, MQp XIII s7or-, Tki {Cl.} s7ora-≠s7orî-, Tkm sor-
To2r- (not s7o2r-, as in Cl. 843), OOsm XIV sor- suck', Tk † sor- ( a o r .
sorur), Az, Qrg, QK/Tlt/Shor/Kü {Rl.}, Xk sor-, Uz su€r- sör-, Alt {BT}
so2r-, soru- 'suck, suck out', Qmq, Nog, Qq, Qzq sor-, Uz su€r- sör-,
Bsh hur- h¥ºr- id., 'extract (liquid)', ET s7ori- id., 'drink (o f f ) '
('vypit∆ '), ET ∆  {Jr.} s7ora- v. 'suck' ¶ A long *-o2- is due t o
complementary lengthenening (*-orob- >  *-orw- >  *-o2r-) or to (reg.?)
vowel lengthening in originally open syllables? ¶ The irreg. s7- in s o m e
lgs. is puzzling ¶ Cl. 843, Rs. W 429, Rl. IV 542, TrR 786, Äz. 27O, TkR
586, UzR 394, Nj. 549, Jr. 288, BR 638, KumRS 288, BT 13O-1, BIG 1 O 4
|| D o€ *c>+k!urÀ- ≠ *c>urÀ+rup- 'drink, sip' > Kn sur3i v. 'drink with a sipping
noise', Kn JK jur3i v. 'sip', Tu surusuranA 'drinking liquids with a
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sipping noise', Tl jur3r 3a  'a sup of liquid or semi-liquid food', jur3r3u v.
'drink\sip\sup (liquid or semi-liquid food) with a noise', Knd zurÀi-
'suck up (liquids with a noise)', Nkr c>urpip- v. 'suck', Ku surpu re?-
'suck in, slurp, eat food easily', ? Z>uru 'gruel', Krx surup- v. 'drink with a
noisy sucking of the lips' ¶¶ D #2712, ≠  Pf. 197 (believes that Krx
surup- is onomatopoeic) ˚ The N vw. between *r  and *b  i s
reconstructed on the ev. of D, because D *-rÀ- goes back to a N
intervocalic *-r-  rather than to a cns. cluster. In D *c>+k!urÀ- and in A t h e
N intervocalic *-b-  is lost (*-b-  >  *-w- >  *-∅-), but in D *c>ur3up- i t
turned to *-p- (due to some unknown factors). D *u (rather than *o)
may be due to as. (something like N *o.. .u  > *u...u) ˚ IS MS 354 s.v.
pit∆ (xlebat∆) *s7!ÿrpÿ (IE, S).
2225. *s6666É{?V}ÂbV 'coarse hair, eyebrow' >  HS: (mt.) S *≤s6ap(p)[a]r-
>  JPA [Tos.] d. ar!if5x6 s´p3°≤ra2 ≠ ar!if5c6 c5´p3°≤ra2 'goat’s hair', Ar
s7afr- (≠ s7ufr-) {BK} 'bord de la paupière où naissent les cils', {Hv.}
'place of growth of the eyelash' (Ï pl. [“ coll.] ?as7fa2r- ı Tgr ?asfar
pl. 'eyelashes'), Jb C {Jo.} ≤s6Ef‰r, Sq ∆  {SSL} ≤s6E2!f‰r, Sq {Jo.} s6frir, M h
{Jo.} s6‰frïr, Hrs {Jo.} s6f‰rïr 'eyelash', ? Ak YB sappartu {Sd.}
'Kopffell, Fell an Hornwurzel'; CAD interprets the last word as 'tip of a n
animal horn' (÷ BHb rf1&S s7o2≤p3a2r 'horn as a wind instrument'?) ¶ Js .
1O14, BK I 1247, Hv. 369, H 2O1, L ALT 166, Jo. M 374, Jo. H 119, Jo. J
247, SSL LSNP 1473, Sd. 1O27, CAD XV165, MiK I #1.266 || K: GZ *c'`arb-
'eyebrow' >  OG, NG c'arb-, Mg XIX {Brs.} c7'ob- id. ¶ K 248, K2 3O7, FS K
459, FS E 52O, Brs. 74 || A: M *serbe '≈ fish fins, tuft of hair' >  WrM
serbe ≠ serbege, HlM s´rv´é 'fish fins', Kl {Rm.} serwa4∏, {KRS}
serwa4 'back fin (of a fish)'; M *serbeger > WrM serbeger, HlM
s´rv´g´r 'disheveled, with hair standing up', WrM sirbe-ger ' c o p
(of birds)', WrM sirbeger, HlM wirv´g´r 'tousled, disheveled,
shaggy' (WrM sirbeger u4su4 coarse, shaggy hair', sirbeger
ko4mu4sge 'shaggy eyebrows') ¶ MED 688-9, 715, KW 326, KRS 45O 
Tg *sirpa-kta 'horse’s hair, bristle' >  Nn Nh sIrbaqta ≠ sIrpaqta, Nn
B/KU sIrbIqta, Nn B sIrbIXta, Ul sIrpaqta id., Orc sipakta ≠ sIppakta,
Neg sItpakta 'horse’s hair' ¶ STM II 99-1OO ¶¶ But hardly here T *sîrt
'thick hair, bristle' (w s.v. N *s7777u 4 444ÂdV 'fibre [used as thread]') and M
*sertei\- 'stick out, protrude' ¶¶ DQA #2O2O (A *sirpæa+o+u 'thick hai r ,
bristle'; incl. Tg, M) ˚  K *c`'- is likely to go back to *s6?- < N *s6666[V]?-;
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the Tg and S *p  are due to secondary emphatization (N *?. . .b  > *p' >  Tg,
S *p).
2226. € *s6666a 4 444ÂK''''e 6 666 '≈ break, split, cut' >  U: FU *s6a4rke- 'break, split,
chop, cut' >  FP *s1a4rke- (×  FU *s1a4rkV- < N *{z1111a 4 444}Âga 'to strike, t o
trample, to break' [q.v.]) > F sa4rke- 'break, crush (stones, e tc . ) ,
smash', Es ∆  sa4rge- v. 'split, break to pieces', Vp sa4rge-, s1arg1e-
'zerbrechen, spalten (z. B., Kienspäne)', {ZM} sa4rk-ta / prs. sa4rgeb
'chop splinters (used as wooden torches) (∑epat∆ lu¢inu )' » Lp L
{LLO} tjier…ke2- ≠ tja4r…ke2- 'zu(recht)schneiden, ab-\ausrunden ( d a s
Loch im Schuh)', tjer…kav 'log, billet' ( <  *'broken, sawn'), Lp N {N}
c7ierga6 'piece that has been sawn off' » ?? Chr: H {It.} s7a4rGe-, {Ep.}
s7a4rga4- v. 'open sth. piled, heaped, rolled up', {Ü} v. 'open, unrol l ,
unfold', E {It.} s7erGe- 'öffnen, zerstreuen', E {Szil.} s7erGalta- ' e in
Sträußchen auseinanderteilen; zerreißen', Chr L {MRS} werga- v.
'open wide, cut through, move\slide apart' » Mk {PI} såråfto- s1a4r1a4-
ft´- v. 'fell' » Vt s‰rÈ- so™ry- v. 'break (sth.)' »» ObU (mt.) *s7e2˝´r- v.
cut' >  pVg *s7a4∏G´r- >  Vg: T s7a4wr-, LK sO4Gr- ≠ saºGr-, MK saùGr- ≠ saºGr-,
UK saºGr-, P s7aGr-, UL/Ss sa2Gr- id.; pOs *so4˝´r- ({∫Hl.} *sO4Æ˝´r-) v. ' c h o p '
> Os: Ty sa$ÆGW´r-, Y sa$Æw´r-, D/Kz/Nz/O sew´r- id. ¶ UEW 32-3 (s.v. FU
*c1a4rke-; does not distinguish FP *s1a4rke- 'break, split' from FU *c1a4rke-
'ache, pain' <  N *c ''''áG rV 'be in pain, feel hurt, resent' [q.v.]), It. # 2 6 8 ,
SK 117O-1, ZM 538, N I 387, LG 267, Ht. #585 || HS: S *°√s6rk' 'cut' >
Ar √s7rq 'fendre, couper en deux', {Ln.} 'slit (the ear of a sheep \goa t ) ,
pluck (fruit)' ¶ Ln. 1539, BK I 122O, Hv. 359.
2227. *s6666ÉrÉK''''{a} 'red, yellow' > HS: S *°√s6rk' > Ar √s7rq (pf. s7ariqa)
'rougir, paraître rouge (se dit du sang, des yeux atteints d’une
inflammation)'  ? (mt.) CS *√s6k'r G  'be\make red' >  MHb, S r √sk'r G
'paint red', {Br.} 'rubrum fecit', Ar √s7qr (pf. s7aqira) 'être roux, have a
ruddy\fair complexion' (of humans), 'be sorrel' (horse)', ?as7qar- ' r e d -
haired' (person), 'roan, sorrel' (horse), JPA ar1q^ix5 sik5≤r-a2, Sr æ¢>orqoß
s´k5a2r≤ta2 'red paint, fucus', JEA at1r^q^x2 sak5r´≤t3a2 'red paint', Ar
s7uqr-at-  'reddish colour' ¶  Js. 986, 1O21, Br. 495, PS 2722, Js. 986, Sl.
829, JPS 38O, BK I 122O, 1254-5, Hv. 372 || IE: NaIE *°serk+kW- > Lt ∆
sa!rkanas 'grell, rosig, rosarot', Ltv ∆  {ME} sar^ks 'reddish', Ltv
sar^kans 'red, scarlet', Lt sarkti, Ltv sar^kt 'to redden' ¶ Frn. 7 6 3 -
4, 775-6, Kar. II 155-7, ME III 721 || A: M *sir9a > MM [MA] s7ir9a,
WrM sir9a, HlM warga adj. 'light bay' (a horse), Ord s7ar9òa ' d u n
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colour (= isabelle)', 'dun' (horse), WrO s7arGa 'bay\yellow' (ho r se ) ,
Brt warga 'light bay, pale-yellow', Kl warh s7ar˝¥ id., {Rm.}
'yellowish, dun-coloured, light yellow' ¶ Pp. MA 336, MED 716, Ms. O
6O9, Krg. 439, KRS 666, KW 35O, Chr. 722  T *si\a2rîg ({Rm., SDM95}
*sa2rîg, {Md.} *si\a2rî˝) 'yellow' (× N ? *{s1111}ÉÙarV 'bright; daybreak', q.v.
ffd.) ¶¶ The voiced reflex (M *9 , T *g) of N *K '''' is still to be explained ||
? U: FU: F sa4rki 'red-eye, roach, Rutilus (a fish with red scales)' ı R
∆ so¯roga id. ¶ SSA III 241, ≠ P 91O-1 ˚ The vibrant of the N e tymon
is *r  if the cns. *r  in T *si\a2rîg belongs to the heritage of the etymon i n
question (rather than to that of N ? * {s 1111 }ÉÙarV ) .
2228. *s6666ÉÂ[V]K''''V 'to plait, to wattle', 'plait' >  HS: WS *√s6rk' ≠
*√s6rg > Gz ?as6r´k'o2 ≠ s6ark'o2 'plait', s6´rk'o2 'rope, snare'; with unexpected
*g for *k': BHb grß √s6rg G  (3pm ip. paus. y´-s6o2≤ra2g#u2 'will b e
interwoven'), TD (ip. ugr6T1ß6I% yis6ta2r´≤g#u2 'will be woven, b ra ided
together'), MHb √srg  D  'strap (in zig-zag), girth; make a partition b y
means of net-work', gr1x1 sa2≤ra2g# 'weaver, net-plaiter', JEA √srg D  v t .
'saddle', Sr √srg G  'set the wrap in the loom, begin to web;
interweave, entangle', {Br.} 'plexit, implicuit, firmavit', Ar (π  Aram?)
√srg7 G  (pf. ÔaraSa sarag7a) 'plait (her hair)' (a woman), √srg7 D
'embellish, adorn', Gz √srg G  'intertwine, embroider, interlace' (π
Ar Eg); acc. to Leslau, also BHb √s6rk' v. 'card (flax)', JPA, JEA, Sr, M d
√srk' 'comb' (L: "'comb' [that is, sth. used for plaiting]") ¶ L G 5 1 2 ,
534, KB 1261, 1268-9, KBR 1353, Js. 1O22-3, Sl. 832, Br. 496, JPS 3 8 9 ,
BK I 1O78, Hv. 317 || IE: NaIE *serk+k8- 'wicker-work, wattling', ? v.
'hedge in' >  Gk {erkoß 'net, toils, snare for birds; fence, hedge, wall, t h e
place enclosed, court-yard', [orka1nh 'enclosure, fence' »» L sarcio2, -
°re v. 'patch, mend, repair'  with a n-infix: Ht sar-nin-k-
'compensate (ersetzen, entschädigen, büßen)' ¶ P 912, EI 629 (*serk-
'construct\repair a wall'), F I 561, ≈ II 418, WH II 478-9, Ped. H §  52 .2 ,
Frd. HW 187, Ts. W 72 || U: FU (att. in FP) *s6+s1erkV v. 'tie together', d .
*s6+s1ermV... '(sth.) tying together' >  Chr L wo™rgaw s7o4r≤g-as7 'to t i e
together (zavåzyvat∆ , zaputyvat∆)', wo™rmy¢ ≤s7o4rm¥c7, ∆  ≤s7o4rm´ºc7
≠ ≤s7erm¥c7 'bridle', Chr H sermy™c ≤serm´c id. » Prm *s1´rmet 'bridle' >
Z sermo™d s1erm´d, Z Vm/LV/Ud s1erm´d, Vt s1ermet id. ¶ It. 175 ( n o .
3O2), MRS 528, 725, Ep. 1O8, LG 251 || ??σ A: Tg *seruk 'bag, wicker
vessels' > Lm h‰2ruk 'bag; wicker vessels (of birch-bark)', Ewk s‰ruk , Neg
s‰yux, Ork s‰ruku 'saddle-bag' ¶ STM II 146  M *°sarqV 'vessel,
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kitchen dish'  > Kl Ö {Rm.} sarXa 'vessel, container, kitchen dish', Kl
{KRS} sav-sarx 'plates and dishes', ?σ MM [S] sarqut 'meat f o r
sacrifices' ¶ KW 313 (mentions WrM sarqu  '?', not confirmed by o t h e r
sources), KRS 443, H 132   ?? M *sirkeg 'fibre, thread; bristle' (× N
*s7777u 4 444ÂdV 'fibre [used as thread]', q.v. ffd.)  pKo {S} *s´~⁄rk '∈ box' >
MKo s´~⁄rk, NKo s´⁄lgi ¶ S QK #4OO, MLC 95O  pJ {S} *su~r[u\]i~ > OJ su~ri~
'bamboo box for travelling' ¶ S QJ #41O, Mrt. J 534 ¶¶ DQA #197O (A
*seru(kæV) '∈ box\bag').
2229. € *s6666VtVwV 'cold weather' > K *s`tow- v. 'snow' ({K} *(s`)to- v.
'snow', {FS, K2} *tow-) (× N ?φ *tu6666wV 'rain; to sprinkle'??) >  OG tow-,
G tov-, Mg tu-, Lz (m)tu-, Sv: UB/LB/L s7du- / s7dw-, Ln s7t'u(w)-, s7t'u-
(msd.: UB li-s7dw-e, LB/L li-s7du-e, Ln li-s7t'u-e 'to snow', UB s7duwe, LB/L
s7due, Ln s7t'ue 'it snows'), UB s7duwa 'snow-fall'; Ï GZ *s`towl- ' snow '
({K} *(s`)towl=-) n. 'snow' >  OG towl-, G tovl-, Mg t‰r- ± tir-, Lz
(m)tvi(r)-, mtur- ¶¶ K 175-6, K2 73, FS K 151, FS E 163-4, Chik. 189, TK
461, 816, GP 178, 272 || HS: WS *s6i≤taw- ≠ *≤s6at[a]w- 'winter, ra iny
season' > AncHb *s6´≤ta2w > ltBHb vt1x6 s´≤t3a2w 'rainy season, winter', OA
s7tw, JA [Trg.] av!t6x5 sit3≤wa2, Md sitwa, Sr æ∑o4ßa sat3≤w-a2, SmA
vtx stw, Ar ŸÕt4i s7ita2?-, Évat04a s7atw-at-, Mh s6e2t‰w, Hrs ≤s6‰t‰w, J b
E/C ≤s6EtE? 'winter', Sq {Jo.} ≤s6et‰ 'north, north wind' ¶ KB 728, KBR
77O-1, Deg. 48, Lv. T II 192, Js. 1O3O, Br. 5O2, Tal 613, DM 33O, Ln.
15O4, BK I 119O, Jo. M 387 ˚ This is one of the K roots suggesting a
law: pre-K *st, *s`t, *s7t > K *s`t (= {K} *(s⁄)t) (> G, Mg, Lz t, Sv s7d), cp. S
*÷as6arat- ı K *as`t- 'ten', S *Xamis7at- ı K *Xus`t- 'five', N *k''''Ës@@@@dV
'to chop, to cut' >  K *k'wes`t- v. 'chop, cut', N *dVs7777tV 'moon' >  K
*d+tus`te- id..
223O. (€?) *s6666ot ''''V 'to exercise magic' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ ' t o
curse', 'to bless') >  HS: S *°√s6wt' (>  *√s6yt') v. 'harm by magic' >  Ar
s7iwa2tœ- ≠ s7uwa2tœ- 'calomnie, injure', √s7ytœ D  {BK} 'livrer à la mort, à l a
perte'; CS *√s6t'n v. 'be hostile, oppose, attack, accuse' >  BHb†Nyß
√s6t'n 'show enmity, oppose' , JA [Trg.], SmA √st'n G  'hinder, b e
hostile', Ar √s7tœn 's'opposer (à quelqu'un)'; Ï BHb Ny1ß1† s6a2≤t'a2n
'adversary, opponent' (‘  'Satan'), JA [Trg.] Nt2x6 s´≤t3an ' adversary,
accuser (in court); Satan', CS *√s6t'm >  BHb Myß √s6t'm G  ' show
enmity, persecute', Ar µt$ √s7tm G  'insulter, injurier', {Hv.} 'revile,
vilify' (as. *s6t' > s7t) ¶ KB 1227-8, KBR 1317, Js. 973, Lv. T II 155, Tal
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581, BK I 119O, 1231-2, 1288, 1297, Hv. 351  Eg MKL s7tm 'heft ig
werden (beim Sprechen), verleumden', {Fk.} 'be quarrelsome' ¶ EG IV
557-8, Fk. 273 ¶¶ Vc. GÄSW 4OO, Tk. I 228 || U: FU *s6ot{a} ' (magic)
force', v. 'curse' (‘  'cause damage to'), v. 'bless' >  pMr *s1u2d¥- >  Er
s1udo-, Mk s1ud´- v. 'curse' » Chr M s7u≤Îem 'verfluchen, verwünschen', L
≤s7uÎ¥s7 'Fluch, Verwünschung', H s7uÎ¥s7 'damnation, invocation' » ?σ F
sota, Es so%da 'war, battle', F soti-, Es so%di- v. 'wage war' »» pObU
*s7o2t > pVg *s7a2t 'Glück' > Vg: T s7a2t, UL so2t, Ss sO2t; pOs *sOt/*sot ({∫Hl.}
*sOt/*sa"t <  *sO"t) 'force, power' >  Os: Kz sOt, O sot ¶ Coll. 115, UEW
777, It. #123, Ker. II 151, Ü 272, Ep. 155, SK 1O84, Ht. 186 [#6O8], KrT
884-5 || ?σ D *c>otßtß˛ 'insinuation, disparaging remark; defect, blame;
fault' (× N *c @@@@od÷Ë  '≈ defect, evil deed', q.v. ffd. × N ?σ  *c 6666ËdV  'be weak,
be damaged, be weary', q.v.?); the merger is responsible for t h e
unexpected *-tßtß- for *-t(t)- || ?φ  A (*s+s7at-, {S} *sVtV v. 'curse'): M
*sadur {S} 'treacherous' >  WrM sadur, HlM sadar 'vile, immoral ,
lewd, wanton', Kl {Rm.} sadr= 'liederlich, ehebrecherisch, hurer isch ' ,
{KRS} sadr sad¥r 'disgusting, lecherous' ¶ MED 656  T: Tb/SbTt ∆
{Tm.} sata 'middle-headed, slow-witted (bestolkovyj ,
neponåtlivyj), 'credulous', ? VTt ∆  {TTDS} satan-u 'to say nonsense ,
to talk rot' or 'to be middle-headed' (the definition in TTDS is
ambiguous), satas7-u 'to be delirious (bredit∆ )', Bsh hatas7¥-u\ id.,
hatas7t¥r¥-u\ id., 'to bewilder', hatas7t¥ra (imprs.) 'I a m
delirious\bewildered' (unless the primary meaning of *sata- is ' lose
one’s way, roam', as in VTt {Rs.}); Starostin adduces NaT *satga- >  MT
[QB] sat9a- {Rs.} 'beleidigen, beschimpfen', but Cl claims that OT satga-
basically means 'tread, trample' (v.) ¶ Cl. 8OO, Rs. W 4O5, KW 3O7, Tm.
186, TTDS 362, 365, BR 623, Rl. IV 376-81 ¶¶ Rm. l.c., S CNM 3 ˚  The
vw. *a of the first syll. in T and M may be explained by regr. as .
(something like N *o.. .a  > *a...a). M *-d- (for the expected *-t-) needs
explaining ˚  Cf. IS MS 357 (* {s1}otÿ  'curse' > U, D), AD #123, S CNM 3
(suggested to adduce M *sadur and T *satga; ÷ NrCs).
2231. € *s6666 ++++c 6 666u 6 666t ' '''V ≈ 'vulva, anus' > HS ≈ *s6Vt'- >  Eg Md s7d {EG} 'vulva' ,
{DW} 'weibliche Scheide' ¶ EG IV 566, DW 873  B: Izd {Mrc.} izœd (p l .
izœd´n) 'vagina' ¶ Mrc. 259 ¶ mte.: (**Í...t' > ) **s...dœ > *zœd || D *c>u2tt-
'private parts' >  Tm cu2ttu 'anus, buttocks, private parts, p u d e n d u m
muliebre', Ml cu2ttu  'testicles, penis', Kui suti 'female urinal passage' ,
ı OI cu2Æta-, cu2Æta-, cyuti- 'anus' ¶¶ D #2724, M K I 395 ˚  ≈ Blz.
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DA 155 [#36] (D, Eg + err. S *sit- 'podex' and other HS reflexes of N
*{s 7777 } a 4 444 tV 'buttocks; to sit, to sit down' [q.v.]).
2232. *s6666at '''' {ahi} '≈ to take away' >  HS: Eg fP s7dy 'take, take away,
remove, rescue, salvage' ¶ EG IV 56O-2, Fk. 273 || IE: *steé- ({M}
*steh€-)  >  NaIE *(s)ta2i\- 'deprive so. of sth. secretly, steal', *(s)ta2yu-s-
'thief, theft' (× N *t''''aHyV 'go away, take away, [in descendant lgs.] ‘
'conceal') >  [1] *°sta2y-, *°sta2yu-s- > OI sta2≤yu-, ≤ste2ya-m 'theft'  
[2] IE *ta2i\- 'deprive so. of sth. secretly, steal', *ta2yu-s-, *ta2ti-s ' th ief '
(× N *t''''aHyV '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ¶ The phenomenon of *s- mobile is c r ea t ed
by the interaction of N *s6666at ''''{ahi} and *t''''aHyV ¶ P 1O1O, EI 5 4 3
(*(s)teh¢- 'steal, bring secretly, conceal'), M K I 496 and III 513-4, M E
II 75 || A: T *sat- v. 'sell' >  OT, MU, XwT, OOsm, Chg XV sat-, MT xiv
[IM] -†'S sa2t- ≠ -§'S sa2tœ-, MQp XIII -§'S sa2tœ-, Tkm sat- Tat-,
Tk sat-, Ggz, Az, Xlj, ET, VTt, Blq, Qmq, Qzq, Qq, Nog, Qrg, Alt, Shor
sat-, Uz såt-, Bsh hat- id., Xk, Tv sat/d-, Tf sa<tæ- id., v. 'trade', Yk at-î∏ n .
'trade', Chv L sut- sut/dò- v. 'sell, trade' ¶ The MT and MQp spelling
with the letter alif is merely graphic and does not indicate the length o f
the vw. ¶ Cl. 798-9, Rs. W 4O5, TL 335, Ra. 226, Jeg. 197, TkR 568.
2233. *s6666Vt''''VÂV 'tie' (‘ 'rope'); to twist (means of tying)' >  K
*°√s`t'r > Sv L {Dn.} s7t'´⁄r(a2n)- / s7t'ra2n- 'twist, twist a rope', 1s aor. (p fc . )
oXs7t'´⁄ra2n 'I twisted a rope, 1s prs. Xwas7t'rani, msd. UB {TK} li-s7dra4n-i,
L {Dn.} li-s7t'ran-e, {TK} li-s7dran-i, Ln {TK} li-s7t'ra4n-i ¶ TK 46O, Dn. s.v.
s7t5´r(a2n) || IE: NaIE *stre[ i\ ]g- 'twist together; rope' > L string-o2 / -
e"re (pp. strictus) 'bind, tie' (to distinguish from other semant ic
variations of the verb, which do not belong here) »» Gmc *strikki-
'rope' >  OFrs, MLG strik, OHG, MHG stric, NHG Strick 'rope' »»
MIr {EI} sreng  'string, cord' ¶ P 1O36, WH II 6O4-5, Kb. 974, OsS 88O,
KM 757, ≈φ,σ EI 574 (*strenk- 'string, pull tight') || HS: mt.: CS *√s6rt'
'rope' >  MHb yr3x3 ≤sErEt5 {Lv.} 'rope (Seil, Strick)', {Js.} 'stripe, s t r ip
of a sheet', Ar 6Yri$a  s7arïtœ- 'rope made of palm-tree fibres', some S lg.
(Ph.?) ı Gk [Hs., Man.] sy1rthß 'cord for drawing with, r e in '
(reinterpreted as connected with sy1rv 'drag, draw, trail along') ¶ Lv. III
59O, Js. 1O25, BK I 1216, Hv. 36O.
2234. (€?) *{s6666} {o}wV 'feather, wing' >  HS: Eg fP s7w.t 'feather, wing'
¶ EG IV 423-5, Fk. 262  Ch: WCh: Fy {J} so2^ (pl. so!) 'feather', Krkr {IL i n
ChL} sawku id. »» ECh: Smr {J} swa~k 'wing' ¶ ChL, J R 89 || K: GZ *swe-
'wing, feather' >  MG, G X/P sve-, Mg sua, psua-, Lz sua-, psua-, mswa-
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id. ¶ K 163, K2 165, Chik. 1O1, FS K 269, FS E 299 || A: ?σ M *°soyil- v.
'fly very high' >  WrM soil-, HlM sojlo-x id. ¶ MED 724 ˚  This is
one of the two N words, in which N *s6666- is likely to yield K *s- (see  N
*s6666Vy?V 'thing'). An alt. solution is to reconstruct here N *s1111- and t o
suppose that in certain (still unknown) conditions N *s 1111 -  yields Eg s7-.
2235. € *s6666VwV 'to swell' >  HS: Eg Md {EG} s7ww ' emporste igend,
anschwellend' (von einer Geschwülstblase o. ä.), {DW} s7wy
'emporteigen, aufschwellen' (von einer Geschwülste, Wunde) ¶ EG IV
431, DW 841-2 ||  K {FS} *s`iw- 'swell, swell up' >  OG, G siv-, Mg s7in-,
Sv {K} s7iw- / s7i- id., msd.: UB {GP, TK} li-s7y-e, LB li-s7i-e 'to swell' ¶¶ K
177 (*s`i-), K2 18O-1 (*s1i(w)-), FS K 284, FS E 316, Q 357, TK 463-4, GP
179 ˚  Cf. N *ÍV?[y]{u 6666 }  'be full'.
2235a. *s6666 {a 4 444}?iwÉ (or *c6666 {a 4 444}?iwÉ?) 'body of water', (??)
'wet\swampy ground' >  HS: Eg s7 'pool, lake, basin' (acc. to EG and Tk.,
the spelling of the word represents s7y; acc. to Vc., it is ≈ *s7yw) >  DEg
{Er.} s7y 'lake, well' >  Cpt Sd/B WiI s7e2i (pl. Sd Wiy s7e2w) 'pui ts ,
citerne, fosse, bassin' ¶ EG IV 397-8, F 26O, Er. 485, Vc. 258-9  C: Dhl
{EEN, E} c6'a2!÷a 'lake', {To.} c6'a2!÷a 'river, lake' (× N *s1111{Vy}ÌË 'surface o f
water', which accounts for -÷-?) »» SC: Irq/Alg {E} c6'awi, Brn c6'awa ' l ake '
¶ E SC 214, EEN 18, To. D 149  ?σ S *°s6a?[V]w- > Ar s7a?w- 'vase, l imon
qu’on extraît d’un puits' ¶ BK I 118O ¶¶ Tk. PAA 9 (C, Eg) || IE: NaIE
(att. in Gmc) *°s{o}i\w- 'body of water (lake?)' >  pGmc *sai\wa- ≠
*sai\wi '≈ lake' >  Gt saiws 'lake, swamp', ON sja1-r, sjo1-r, sA-r,
OSx se6o, OHG se2o (gen. se2wes) 'sea, lake' (> NHG See id.), MDt
see  (gen. se6wes) id. (> Dt zee  'sea'), AS sA2 'sea, lake, swamp' (>  NE
sea); NrGmc ı F saivo 'clear place in a sea' ¶ Fs. 4O6-7, Vr. N 8 5 6 -
7, Vr. 575-6, Ho. 266, Ho. S 63, OsS 757, Schz. 249, Kb. 843-4, KM 6 7 6 ,
≠ EI 503 (the Gmc word π non-IE sources) || D *°c>+k!av- >  Kn
javugu, jo2gu, javal5u, javul5u 'swampy ground' ¶ D #2398 || A
({AD} *sibe): M *siber 'swampy' (of ground), 'swampy ground' >  MM
siber, Kl {KRS} wivr 'swampy' (of ground)', Kl Ö {Rm.} s7iwr= 'nasses
Land mit Gebüsch und Wald, Waldung, Urwald', WrM siber, HlM
wiv´r 'dense shrubbery on a marsh, overgrowth on a river bank ;
dense forest, thicket', Ord {Ms.} s7iwer 'terrain humide et où il y a d u
gazon touffu' ¶ MED 695, KRS 669, KW 362, Ms. O 625  pJ {S} si!mpa~ /
si~mpa! 'turf' > OJ si!ba~, J: T s1i~ba ≠ s1i!ba~, K s1i~ba!, Kg s1i!ba~ ¶ S QJ #276, Mr .
522 ¶ DQA explains the unexpected *-mp- by the infl. of pJ *si~mpa! ≠
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*si!mpa! 'firewood'  ?σ Tg *sïbe-gi 'swampy ground where horse-tai l
grows', *sïbe(-kte) 'horse-tail' >  Ewk sïw‰˝ ≠ sïw‰˝i 'swampy lawn
where horse-tail grows', Lm hïw‰˝ 'horse-tail thicket', Ewk sïw‰-kt‰,
Lm hïwRt, Neg siwu-kt‰, Ul, Nn siu-kt‰, WrMc sibiya ≠ sibe
'horse-tail' ¶ STM II 7, Z 599  ?σ T *°seb- > Tkm To4v-dek ' spurge
(Euphorbia)' ¶ TkmR 587 ¶¶ St AJ 79, DQA #2O99 (A *sï~pe ' swamp
ground, swamp vegetation') ˚  The Altaic cognate suggests N *s6666-, while
the C cognates may point to a N affricate *c6666- , but SC/Dhl c6' may also
result from glottalization of *s6666 (as. to *? ) that involves affricatization.
On N *-a4444Ói- > Tg *-ï- see  Introduction, §  2.4 ˚  Hardly identical with
N *s1111{Vy}ÌË 'surface of water' (q.v.), because Eg s7 'pool, lake' and IE
*soi\w- cannot be cognate with S *s7 +s˝÷ and with K *z˝wa2 (irreg. co r r s .
of the initial sibilant and no lr. in Eg and IE).
2236. € *s6666{o}hyV 'to wish' >  HS: WS *√s6hy+w≠*√s6wy v. 'wish' >  Sr
√swy+w (pf. Æwoß s´wa2, ip. Æwesñe nE-swE2) v. G  'long, desire', Æweß
s´wE2 'cupidus, studiosus', Ar √s7hy+w G  (ip -s7hay- ≠ -s7haw-) v.
'covet, long for', Sq {L} ≤s 6e?e 'se soucier', Mh, Jb √s6hw+y T  (Mh ≤s6athi,
Jb ≤s 6uthi v. 'want, like'), n. a. Mh s6‰hwe2t, s6h‰, Jb s6h‰≤wEt 'desire' ¶ Br.
462, JPS 363, Jo. M 376, Jo. J 25O, Fr. II 462, Hv. 38O, Lv. III 488 (JEA
ivx √swy {Lv.} 'sich nach etw. sehnen, etw. im Geiste verlangen' is
interpreted by Sl. 792 as [?] 'jump')  ? Eg L s7¿ 'be friendly' (of t h e
heart) ¶ EG IV 4O1  C: SC: Irq {Mgw., MQK} s6a2!?- v. 'want, desire, like,
love', {Wh.} s6a2?- v. 'like, love', Grw/Alg {Wh.} s6a2?-, Brn s6a?- v. 'like', Kz
{E} s6a?as-, Asa {E} s6a?at- v. 'love, like' »» Dhl s6aw- {To., E} id., {EEN} v.
'love' ¶ AD SF 115, E SC 2O8, EEN 26, Wh. IC 56, Wh. SI s.v. -hla2?-, Mgw.
1O1, MQK 94, To. D 142 ¶¶ Tk. PAA 9, Tk SCC 84 [#14.1] ¶¶ Unlike Tk
SCA, I do not believe that there was *?  in the S √  (the letter Æ? in Sr is a
spelling device) and that ? in SC and Eg (¿ ) is ancient, it is rather a
hiatus-filling epenthesis || U: FU (att. in FP) *s6+s1+so2yV v. 'wish' >  pPrm
*{s1}i- (<  pre-Prm *{s1}a6ya6?) v. 'wish' >  Z s1i- id. » ? BF: F suo- v. 'wish ' ,
'allow, permit, let', Krl su2va, Es soov 'wish, desire' ¶ LG 256, SK 111O.
2237. ?σ € *s6666Vy?V 'thing' >  HS: WS *s6ay?- 'thing' >  Ar s7ay?- id., M h
{Jo.} s6ï, Hrs s6i, s6ï, s6‰y, Jb C {Jo.} ≤s6e, Jb E {Jo.} s6i? id., Sq {Jo.} s6i, {L}
s6° ≠ s6i? 'something', (with a negation) 'anything' ¶ Ln. 1626-7, BK I
1293-4, Jo. M 39O, Jo. H 123, Jo. J 259, L LS 428 || K: GZ *sa- - basis
of interr. adverbs: OG, G sa-da 'where?' (-da is a locative ending),
saidam, said˝an 'where from?', Mg, Lz so 'where?', so-le 'where f rom? ' ,
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Mg so-s7a 'wither? ¶ The semantic prehistory of K *sa-: 'thing' ‘ 'wha t
thing?, what?' (possibly an ellipsis like It che cosa? >  cosa? 'what? ' ) ,
*sa-da 'in what' ‘ 'where?' ¶ DCh. 1O61, 1O75, Q O116, Marr 185 ˚
This is one of the two N words, in which N *s6666- yields (or is likely t o
yield) K *s- (see N *{s 6666 } {o}wV 'feather, wing').
2238. *s6666u4 444z 6 666÷Å 'heart' (“  'breast'??) >  K: GZ *s`ul- 'soul, spirit' (‘
'smell') > OG sul- , G sul- 'soul, spirit, smell', Mg, Lz s7ur- id., Mg go-s7ur-
v. 'smell (sth.)', s7ur-am-i, Lz s7ur-on-i 'fragrant', Lz o-s7ur-u v. ' smell
(riechen)', Lz {K} s7ur- 'smell sth', 'smell of' ¶ K 178, K2 182, FS K 2 8 7 ,
FS E 319, Q 358-9, TK 465, 823, GP 18O, 272 || HS: Eg CT/BD s7n÷
'chest, upper part of the human body' ¶ EG IV 5O4-5  C *{s6}V{z6}÷- >  EC
*saz÷- (< *saz6÷- ?) 'heart' >  Kns sata2-ta, Arr {Hw.} za~zza! id., Gwd, Gln
sa÷-ko!, Gwd D sata÷te, Hr, Dbs sasa÷-ko2 id.; ¿ Arr {Ss.} sEde id. (acc. t o
Ss. [absent in Hw. A], a loan from some related lge. because of d) ¶ Ss.
WOKS 138 [#13], Hw. A 4O1, AMS 184, 22O, 248  Ch: WCh: Tng {J}
su~ldu~m 'heart' »» ECh: Kbl {Cp.} sa~li~ya& id. ¶ J T 148, ChC  ??? S
*°{s6}u{÷}l- or *°{s6}ul{÷}- >  Ak s7u2l-u 'ein Totengeist' (?) ¶ Sd. 1269 || U
*s6u4z6a4(me) 'heart' >  FU: F syda4n, gen. syda4me-n, Es su4da, gen.
su4dame 'heart' » pLp {Lr.} *c1‰Îe2m 'heart' (>  Lp Pa {TI} c7!A$—Îêe" id.) Ï
pLp *c1‰Î‰k 'through' >  Lp: S {Hs.} tjîrreh, Tn {Lgc.} c7!ÈrrÄh_ ({∫Lgc.}
c7!iœr`r`E œé), Vfs {Lgc.} c7!ÈrrÄ] ({∫Lgc.} t!s7 !iœrrEœO), L {LLO} tjata2, N {N} c7a6Da6
'through' » pMr {Ker.} *s1id!‰y >  Er s1ed!!ey, Mk s1ed!i 'heart' » Chr s7u4m id. »
pPrm *s1Ë›lem id. > Vt s1ulem id., Z s1‰l‰m 'heart, soul, spirit' »» Hg szi1v,
∆  szu¡, szu¡v 'heart' » pObU *s7iÆm id. >  pVg *s7im id. >  Vg: T s7a4m,
LK/P/LL s7im, N sim; pOs*se"m id. >  Os E se"m, Nz/Kz sa"m, O sa$Æm  pSm
{Jn.} *sey¥ 'heart, courage' ({AD} *s6ey¥) >  Ne T sej, Ne F s1e2y, Slq T m
s1ïd!, Mt {Hl.} *keye (Mt: M {Sp.} keem`, T {Mll.} ke1I4m 'my heart', K
{Mll.} gi!i 'heart', {Pl.} gei!ide 'his heart') ¶¶ Coll. 59, UEW 477, It.
#42O, ≈ Sm. 549 (FU *s1u4da4mi/*s1edmi, FP *su4da4mi, Ugr sI"mI"
'heart'), Lr. #1OO, Lgc. #438, Lgc. SL #2884, Hs. 1322, Ker. II 139-4O,
Ber. 73, Ht. #593, LG 27O, SK 1142-3, Jn. 139, Hl. M #455, ≠ 79-8O
(supposes that Mt k- is from Sm *s-  before *e , *i, *u4) ¶¶ In my opinion,
it is more natural to suppose here a pSm *s6-, because a change of a
lateral obstruent into a velar is typologically more plausible (it occu r s
in the Daghestanian lgs.) than a change *s- >  *k- || A: Tg *°sVleme
'heart' >  Ewk {Vas., STM} s‰l‰m‰ ≠ h‰l‰m‰ ≠ s7‰l‰m‰ id.; Ewk ‰ of t h e
first syll. may be due to as. ¶ STM II 141, Vas. 376, Vas. RES 269  ? M
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*su4lde > WrM {MED} su4lde, HlM s¥ld '«soul»', sc. ' tu te lary
deity\deities, protecting genius (Tibetan bla)', Ord su$ldòe 'génie
protecteur', WrM {MED} uridus-un su4lde 'ancestral spirits', {Kow.}
su4lde 'bénédiction; génies tuteurs, pénates, lares', Ï: MM [S] su4lder
'Glückszeichen; Würde, Majestät', Kl {Rm.} su4ldr= 'Schicksal, Los, Glück;
Symbol' ¶ MED 743, Kow. 1428, Ms. O 598, H 137, KW 34O ˚  Coll. 1 4 6
(U, Tg), ≠ UEW 477 (rejects the connection of U with Tg, because in h is
opinion Ewk s‰l‰m‰ is a d. from Ewk s‰l‰ 'iron' and is identical with
s‰l‰-m‰ 'made of iron', which is highly qu. unless a semantic o r
mythological proof of the above identity is provided) ˚  An alt. N r ec .
is *s 6666u 4 444L÷Å , which does not account for EC *saz÷-. The sonorant *l in K,
Tg, S, and Eg (where *-l- >  n ) is a reg. reflex of N *-z 6666- .
2239. *t{a 4444 }  'away (from), from', ablative (separative) pc. >  HS: C: Ag:
Knf {Hz.} -da, as well as possibly Aw -des and Bl -l‰d 'from'; Bln -d ' i n '
indicates also the cause (qånGat-id  'aus Neid') which may go back t o
a sx. of abl. ¶ Hz. AL 16-7, R BilS 679-80 || IE [1] NaIE *de2 'away
(from), from' >  L de2 prep. 'from' and de2- (preverb of separation), Fls
DE prep. 'de', Osc DAT id., DA(D)- pv. 'de-', Um DA- id. (DAETOM
'deitum, delictum'), L in-de 'thence, from there', un-de 'whence?' »»
Clt: OIr di , de  'from … down, from … away', OW, Br di, Crn the, pv.:
OIr d°- , de- , privative ('without', negative): W, Crn, Br di-  [2] NaIE *-
de / *-Ê (archiphoneme *-d≈ + *-d + *-t), separative (abl.) case ending >
Gk Cr tv6-de 'from here', Gl bratu-de  'ex merito'; *-Ê  'from' >  OI ≤ma-d,
Av ma-t À, OL me2-d 'from me', OI ≤tvad, Av ÊwatÀ ≠ Êwa2t À, OL te2d
'from thee'; with the *-o-stems *-o2Ê / *-e2Ê: OI vr=ka2d 'from the wolf ' ,
pas1≤ca2d 'from behind', Gk Dl woi1kv 'domo', Gk D }opv 'from where?',
{v 'from which' (rel.), 'whence?', OL -o2d 'from' (Gnaivo2d >  L Gnaeo2
'from Gnaeus'), Osc sakaraklu1d '(ex) sacello @', toutad 'from t h e
community\people', Gt Ha†ro 2  'from where?', as well as the BSl ending
of the *o-stem: Blt *-a2 (> Lt -o, Ltv -a) and Sl *-a: Lt toﬁ 'of\from this ' ,
vilﬁko 'from\of the wolf', dieﬁvo, Ltv di~eva 'from\of God', ChS
t8la razluhiti s9 te7la razluc7iti se< 'to separate from t h e
body', vl5ka vlËka 'of\from (the) wolf', R ≤volka 'of (the) wolf '
 AnIE *-a{t}i, ablative case ending: Ht -az(a), Ld -ad id., Lw, HrLw -
ati, Pal -at (?), Lc -adi, -edi (abl.-instr. case emding) ¶ Brg. KVG
383-4, 4O4, 411, EI 37 (*de2 'away [from]'), WH I 325-6, Bc. G 314, 3 3 2 ,
≈ Pln. II 444, LP §§  344, 431.9, YGM-1 452, Stang VG 181, Vnd.1 II 24O,
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P 7O2, IS I 213, Rsk. 54-6 || U *-tV ({Coll., Hj.} *-ta/*-ta4) 'from', sep .
case ending > FV *-ta / *-ta4 id. > BF primary sep. ending *-ta / *-ta4 / *-
Îa / -Îa4 >  F -ta/-ta4 (after cnss.), -a/-a4 (after vowels) in F kotoa
'from home' (↔ kotona 'at home') (koto means 'home'), luota
'from (smbd.)' ('de chez'), 'from the vicinity of' (↔ luona 'near, bei ,
chez'), alta 'from under' (↔ alla 'under'), ylta4 'from above' (↔
ylla4 'above'), ulkoa 'from outside' (↔ ulkona 'outside, out o f
doors'), tyko4a4 'from the vicinity of' (↔ tyko4na4 'near, bei, chez ' ) ,
whence the BF partitive ending *-ta / *-ta4 / *-Îa / -Îa4 >  F -ta/-ta4/-
a/-a4 (vetta4 'de l’eau', verta 'du sang', lapsia 'des enfants'), Es -
t/-d/-∅ (aastat prt. 'year', aasta-i-d pl. 'des années', leiba p r t .
'du pain'); the form of primary separative (with *-ta / *-ta4) f r o m
derived stems with locative sxs. *-s- and *-l- gave rise to secondary case
forms: elative *-s-ta / *-s-ta4 'from within' (cp. the seconadary inessive
*-s-sa / *-s-sa4 'in' <  the locative *-s-na / *s-na4) (>  F talo-sta ' f r o m
the house', Suomesta 'from Finland', Helsingista4 'from Helsinki',
Es linnast 'from [the] town') and delative *-l-ta / *-l-ta4 'from t h e
surface of' (>  F po4yda4-lta4 'from the table' [sc. 'from the surface o f
the table'], tori-lta 'from the market', Es laua-lt 'from the table ' ,
po%llu-lt 'from the field') » Lp S {Sz.} -t, -dE 'from' (ablative), e.g. alle2-
t 'from the west', yille-dE id., pad!d!e2-t 'from the top', Lp K -Î 'some, d u '
(partitive), e.g. såmmeÎ  'de la force' » Er -do/-de/-d!e, (after vl. cnss.) -
to/-te/-t!e 'from', Mk -da, -ta, e.g. Er tolgado, Mk tolgada 'from a \ t h e
feather' »» A controversial case: Ugr *-l 'from' >  Hg -l 'from' (alo1-l
'from below', marker of the elative case -bo1-l/-bo¡-l 'out of', delative
case marker -ro1-l/-ro¡-l) » Vg: UL -l, -´l, Ss -l, -´l, -n-´l 'out of, f r o m '
(elative case); Hajdú rejects Ugr *-l as a cognate and tries to find its et l .
ties elsewhere (FU d. *-l  'place on', in my opinion probably cds. with *l,
e.g. BF *-l-ta/a4 'from', sc. 'from the surface of', and Chr {Sz.} -lec1 ≠ -
lec7 'from')  Sm *-tÉ sep. >  Ne T {Ter.) -x-d / -ga€-d / -ka€-d, pl. -
x-t / -ga€-t / -ka€-t, En {Ter.} -h-Î / -go-Î / -ko-Î, pl. -h-t / -gÈ-t / -
kÈ-t, Ng -g´-t´ / -k´-t´, pl. -gi-t´ / -ki-t´, Mt {Hl.} *-[a]du 'from' (Mt K
{Pl.} irnjadu 'von vorn', chu1naadu 'von hinten'), Kms -tt- / -tc1i-
'from' (+ppa.: tura-tt-´ 'from his house' ↔  tura-nd-´ 'in[to] his house ' ,
turattan 'from thy house' ↔  tura2nan 'in[to] thy house', turatc1i ' f r o m
my house' ↔  tura2n1i 'in[to] my house')  Y: Y K qada-t 'whence?' (qada
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'where?'), tada-t 'from there' (tada 'there'), teni-t 'from here' (teni
'here'), Y T xo-t  'whence?' ¶¶ Krn. JJ 2O7-1O ¶¶ Sz. 56-8, 63-8, Coll. CG
287, Srb. PGS 4O-1, Rmb. 5O-1, Ter. NJ-93 332, Ter. EJ-93 346-7, Ter.
NgJz-93 353-4, Hl. MTKJ 337, Hl. M 14O, Kü. KJ 384-5, Hj. US 227-8 ¶ ¶
The vw. *-a/*-a4 in FV *-ta/*-ta4 may be due to grammatical analogy with
the locative *-na / *-na4 within the nominal case paradigm ¶¶ If Ugr
word-final *-l  'from' belongs here, it points to a pU *-ÎV, which
became *t in FV (a reg. reflex of the postcons. *Î). But if Ugr -l d o e s
not belong together with FV *-ta/a4 (which is Hajdú’s hyp.), the pU case
ending may be reconstructed with the cns. *t (as in Coll. CG 287-8 a n d
Hj. US 227-8), which suggests that the pN e tymon  is to b e
reconstructed as *ta  or *ta4444 || A: ? NaT *-ta / *-ta4, sep. (abl.) case
ending (functioning as a semantic variant of the locative *-ta / *-ta4?) >
Yk -ta/-to/-ta4/-to4 (with phonetically conditioned allomorphs -da/-do/-
da4/-do4, -la/-lo/-la4/-lo4, -na/-no/-na4/-no4) (partitive case ending), OT Tü
-da / -da4 / -ta / -ta4 sep.: tab˝ac7-da adîrîltî '(the Türküt people )
separated from the Tabghaches' (Toñuquq inscription), men ... tab˝ac7
qa˝an-ta bedizc7i kelu4rtim 'I have brought stone-carvers from the k h a n
of the Tabghaches' (the small Kül-Tegin inscription), qîrqîz-da jantîmîz
'we returned from the Qïrgïz land' (Toñuquq), Az ∆  -da/-da4 'from' ¶
Kon. GJTRP 157, GJJ 134-5 || D *-tßi 'from' >  Kui, Ku -tßi, Krx -tï sep. ,
Mlt -te, -tï id. (mann-te 'from a tree', male-n-te 'from a man', naib a2lar-
tï 'from 4 men'), Klm att-atß 'whence?', -n-attatß (sep. ending “
"increment" -n- [<  N *nu] + attatß), Tu {ShanBh} -ttÈ / -tÈ 'from' (a
ugelÈ-ttÈ a2klßu on1Z>i c>en`dßÈnÈ getterÈ 'they removed a ball from that well' ,
kay-tÈ 'from  the hand'), {RamR} -dßdßÈ 'from' ¶¶ An. SG 215-6, BB K 2 4 7 ,
Shanm. DN 3O8-9, 357, 363, 382, ShanBh T 85, RamR SLDT 81, Hahn
KG 14-5 ˚  FV *-ta / *-ta4 and T *-ta / *-ta4 suggest N *ta  or *ta4444, while
IE *de2 points to a N front vw., i.e. to N *t{a 4444} . The vw. *-i, *-ï in D a n d
AnIE apparently suggests a variant *ti  of the original N particle, but a
cd. of *t{a4444} with another pc. is a more plausible solution. IE *(-)de
'from' (>  Gk Cr tv6-de 'from here', Gl bratu-de  'ex merito', L de2, OIr d°,
de , etc.) provides ev. for N *t , while Ugr *-l 'from' (if it belongs h e r e )
point to a N *d  (rather than *t , which is still to be explained) ˚  IS I
212-4 (*da, locative pc.; does not distinguish between the etymon i n
question and the locative *da, sc. N *d[oy]a  'place, inside'), Gr. I  1 5 7 -
6O ("ablative T" in IE, U, EA, Yk + unc.: Tg, Gil, CK).  
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224O. *tV - a postnominal marker (prn.?) of plurality ('together') >
K: [1] K *°-ta, plural ending in the oblique cases >  OG, G -ta id.; i n
modern G this so-called "old plural" is used mainly in the written style
and is more bookish than the form with the pl. sx. -eb-  ¶ Fn. GAS 55-61 ,
Vogt GLG 3O-2  [2] K *-t, sx. of pl. subiecti in verbs of the 1st and 2 n d
persons > OG, G, Mg, Lz -t, Sv -d; the same sx. functions (in all K lgs.) a s
a verbal marker of pl. obiecti (with morphological positional l imitations
that differ in different lgs.) ¶¶ For more details see  Dt. 57-6O ||  HS *-t-
, marker of plurality (coalesced with the *t-endings of different origin
and functioning, incl. *-t of the fem.-and-inanimate gender, w N *t''''a 4 444
[dem. prn. of non-active objects] [q.v.] and N *{?}atV 'female, w o m a n '
[q.v.]) >  C *-(V)tV/*-VttV, sx. of pl. >  Ag: Bln {Plm.} mÈ≤raw-ti
'snakes' (↔  sg. mÈra≤w-a), kÈnZ7Èl-ti 'ovens' (↔  sg. kÈnZ7Èl-a), ayg-ut
'lakes' (↔  sg. ayÈg), {R} ≤abd-it 'trees' (↔  sg. ab≤da), ≤ardåt ' l o rds '
(↔  sg. adå≤-a), t-ådår-åt 'ladies' (↔  sg. t-adå≤ra), Xm {R} zin-t
'brothers', Nin-t  houses' (↔  sg. zin, Nin), ir-t 'eyes' »» EC *-Vt(V),
sx. of pl. >  Sa {Wlm.} -it (≤dßa-it 'stones' ↔  sg. ≤dßa-a; ≤santit 'knives' ↔
sg. ≤santi; ≤loynit 'herdsmen' ↔  sg. ≤loyna; ≤Hodßit 'trees' ↔  sg. Hadßa), Af
{Bls.} -it≤te (÷amm-it≤te 'uncles' ↔  sg. ≤÷ammi; alsit≤te 'moons' ↔ sg.
≤alsa), Af S {Morin} -ti (sa÷ol-ti 'elder brothers' ↔ sg. sa÷al); Sml *-at >
-o / -ad- (+ppa.) (Sml N {Lm.}, Sml B {Mrn.} wala2lo 'brothers' ↔  sg.
wala2l; Sml B ilko 'teeth' ↔  sg. ilik), Sml Ji {Lm.} -da2 ≠ -do2 (lamda2 ' m e n '
↔ sg. lam; lohodo2 ≠ lohoda 'legs' ↔  sg. loho), Bn {Hn.} -ti (urti ' cheeks '
↔  sg. u!r); Arr {Hw.} -te (?arte! 'bulls' ↔  sg. ?a2!r; Naw?-te! 'crocodiles' ↔
sg. Na!w?; kac7c7-te! 'chests [of body] ↔  sg. ka!c7c7); Or -o2ta ≠ -ota (namo2ta
'men' ↔  sg. nama2; urZ7o2ta 'stars' ↔  sg. urZ7i, Or B n1e2n1c7'ota 'lions' ↔ sg.
n1e2n1c7'a), Kns {BlSO} -ad'a ≠ -ad'd'a (sinad'd'a 'noses' ↔  sg. sïna; iskatad'd'a
'women' ↔  sg. iskatt-eta; afad'd'a 'mouths' ↔  sg. afa; mottad'a ' f r iends '
↔  sg. motta), Gdl {Bl.} -ad'a (appad'a 'fathers' ↔  sg. appa; arappad'a
'tongues' ↔  sg. arap≤p-at; ≤parad'a 'years' ↔  sg. ≤par-at); Hr, Dbs -a(:)d'd'e
(ka2sad'd'e 'shadows' ↔  sg. ka2sse; ika2d'd'e 'peoples, tribes' ↔  sg. iko), Gln
-id'd'e (s7amp-id'd'e 'youngsters', ma2ng-id'd'e 'corns'); Ya -et, -Et (i!kut-et
'thighs' ↔  sg. i!kut; no!tEt 'lips' ↔  sg. no2!t'o) (unless a case of pl .
reduplication); HEC: Kmb {L} -ta, -te, suff. of collectiveness (hol≤l-ata
'sheep' pl. ↔  snglt. ho2l-≤c7u; mik'≤k'-ata 'bones' ↔  mik'-ic7≤c7u 'a bone') »»
Dhl {To., Zab.} -u2ta, -to, {EEN} -u2t†a, -t†o (÷a!nu2~t†a 'heads' ↔  sg. ÷a~ni~;
kalat†e2 !t†o 'incisors' ↔  sg. ka!la~t†i), (here?) -addi, -udda (si!naddi 'noses' ↔
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sg. si!na; k'o!k'addi 'throats' ↔  sg. k'o~k'; Z7a2ludda 'friends' ↔  sg. Z7a2le) »» SC
(here?): Irq, Alg -du, sx. of pl. (Irq {Mous} ?afaydu 'sides' ↔  sg. ?afay;
c6 'aNkadu 'bridges' ↔  sg. c6'aNka, Alg {Wh.} fradu 'bones' ↔  sg. fara) ¶ Zab.
MNPC 38-43, 61-76, 9O, 115, 137-8, 153-4, 162-6, 179, 196, 2O7-8,
283, 294-5, Plm. NB 387, R BilS § 146, Wlm. S 159-6O, Bls. GGA 177-8 ,
Morin NAS 367, Mrn. SS 26, Hw. A 336, 371, 388, To. D 136, EEN 1O,
13, Mous 53-5, Wh. IC 19-26 ¶ Ag *-t- goes back to a pC *-tt- (while pC
*-t- >  Bln -r-); the same may be the origin of some sxs. in the EC lgs.
The origin of the glottalized consonants t' and d' in the pl. ending o f
some EC lgs. is still to elucidate ¶¶ S *-a2t-plural (originally marker of n .
coll.) does not belong here (⇔  IS I 12) (see  N *t''''a 4 444, dem. prn. of n o n -
active [inanimate] objects, and the comment at the end of this en t ry )
|| U *-t, pl. of nouns for animate beings >  FU *-t, plural ending: BF
nom. pl. *-t (F kala-t 'fishes', Krl kala-t, Vp kala-d, Lv kala;tò, Es
kalad), in the obl. cases pl. BF *-i\-te- (*-i\- is another marker of pl.) ≠
*-te-, e.g. pl. gen. *-i\-t…e-n ≠ *-t…e-n (>  Vp kaloi\dYen, F kalojen, Es
kalade) »» pLp *-k nom. pl. (reg. reflex of pFL *-t, e.g. pFL *kala-t
'fishes' > pLp *ko2le2k) > Lp N -k (guolek 'fishes'), Lp S/L -h, -∅, Lp I -h »»
Er/Mk -t / -t! (tolga-t 'feathers', p1e-t!  'ends') »» ObU *-t >  pVg *-t >  Vg
{Lml.}: T, LK/MK/UK, SV/NV/P/LL/ML, UL -(´)t, Ss -(´)dò (T ko2Ò-´t, LK
xu2lt, MK/SV/UK ku2ll=òt, Ss xu2ldò 'fishes', etc.); pOs *-t >  Os (all dialects)
{Ht.} -t (with allomorphs -´t, -¥t), pl. ending of the absolute ( n o n -
possessive) paradigm  Sm {Mik.} *-t, sx. of nominal pl. >  Ne, En, Ng -?,
Kms -?i, (combination with the pSm marker of pl. *y) -ye?, -ye?, Slq
{Mik.} -Ê2 (= -t/-n) >  Slq Tz -t, marker of pl. of the non-possessive
paradigm: kana-t 'dogs', po-t 'trees'; the same ending is probably
present in other ds. of Sq, too (w Cs. GSS 14O-54), but for lack o f
descriptions of these dialects no precise information is available; t h e
same marker of pl. -Ê2 is found as a predicative ending of 3p ({Mik.} -
Ê2  'sunt'), within the predicative endings of 1p -mÈÊ2, 2 pl. -lÈÊ2, a n d
in the possessive endings of nouns: 1p -mÈÊ2 'our', 2 pl. -lÈÊ2 'ves ter ' ,
3 pl. -tÈÊ2  'their' ¶¶ Coll. CG 297, Sz. 51, Laan. 148-5O, Krh. 197, 2O8-
9, Lml. HFW 11-2, Ht. ChrO 36-7, Ht. XJ 3O8-9, Mik. GSS 238-9, Hj. SS
11, 19, 23, 26-7, Hl. M 134, Prk. SG 33-8, KHG 169-7O || A: M *-d, p l .
ending of nouns >  MM -d, -ud (e.g. [HI] noyan-d ≠ [PP] noya-d 'off icers '
[↔  sg. noyan], yabi˝a-d 'equestrians' [↔  sg. yabu˝an], [S] ele-t ' s ands '
[↔  sg. ele-su4n], [MA] ba˝-ut 'ties' ↔  sg. ba˝), WrM -d (mori-d
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'horses' [↔  sg. morin], 9aZad 'countries' [↔  sg. 9aZar], HlM, Ord ,
Brt -d ≠ -t, Kl -dò, Mgl -t; M *-d is also found in the interr. prn. *ked (p l .
of *ken 'who?') > MM ket, WrM ked ¶ Pp. IM 178-8O, 229, Gbn. ATG §
172  Tg: WrMc -ta  / -te , pl. ending of some animate nouns: ama-ta
'fathers' (↔  sg. ama), eme-te 'mothers', asiha-ta 'youngsters' (↔
sg. asihan), eZe-te 'chiefs' (↔  sg. eZen); -t- for the expected *-d-
has not yet found explanation ¶ Hrl. 33-4  ? T: OT -t, -Vt: era4t ' m e n ,
warriors' (pl. of er), oylît 'descendants' (pl. of oylan), tarqa-t (pl. o f
tarqan - a title), tegit (pl. of tegin 'prince'), OT {Pel. ‘ Mng.} *tu4rku4t
'Turks' (preserved in Chinese transcription); acc. to Br., this sx. is of M
origin, but Sin. UAP 212-3 is not sure about it; Kon. suggests that -t is a
loan from Sogdian; -a2t in MT ba2˝a2t 'gardens' ↔  sg. ba2˝, aymaqa2t
'stems' ↔  sg. aymaq  is of Prs (π Ar) origin ¶ SIGTJM 12-3, Kon. GJTRP
147, Tekin GOT 122, Pel. T 687, Mng. TLP 111, Batm. JJP 1O2, Ajd. 1 4 4 ,
Br. OTG 15O-1  ˚  The original meaning of the etymon is hard t o
determine. One of possible meanings is 'together', which is compat ible
with its use as a marker of multiple subjects and multiple objects in K
˚  IS’s hyp. of the exclusive connection of {IS} *-tV with inanimate
nouns is not sufficiently proved; its only argument is S *-a2t- as m a r k e r
of pl. of non-active nouns, which is not a valid proof: in fact S *-a2t- is a
compound: *-a2- as a marker of collectivity (used without *-t- in t h e
pred. case of f.) + *-t- as a nominalizer (allowing to use t h e
construction N [nominal] + *-a2- in specificaly nominal cases with case
endings [*-u of nominative, *-a of accus.-genitive] and with t h e
determner *-m ). The resulting form N -a2t-um nom. / N-a2t-am acc.-gen. is
not actually a pl., it has the case-and-status endings of sg. and is
constructed with predicate verbs in f. sg., because in pS it was a n. coll.
(sg. f.). The morpheme *-t-  in S *-a2-t-u(m)/*-a2-t-a(m) goes back to t h e
N prn. of inanimate objects *t''''a 4 444 (q.v. ffd.) and  hence does not belong
to this etymon ˚  ≈ IS I 12 (*-tV as marker of pl. of inanimate nouns ) ,
Sin. UAP 211-4 (U, A), Gr. I 1O6-8 ("plural T" in U, A, EA, Gil, ¿ Ai).
2241. *ti?u6666 'shine, be bright, be seen' >  HS: Eg: fOK t¿ v. 'be h o t
(sky, bread, etc.)', G t¿  'verbrennen', fMd t¿.w  {Fk.} 'heat', {EG} 'Hitze,
Glut', NK t¿y.t 'Glut' ¶ EG V 229-31, Fk. 293 || K *te- 'light (lux)' Ï:
[1] pGZ *na-te- 'light' > OG natel-i n. 'light, ray', OG, G natel- adj. ' l ight,
bright', Mg, Lz note-  'torch, splinter (used as torch, lu¢ina )'; Ï *°nat-
/*°nt- 'shine, give light' > OG nat-eb-a, nat-ob-a n. act. 'shine, give light ' ,
G a-nat-eb-s 'lights up, illuminates', a-nt-ia '(it) shines, gives light'; ??
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[2] K *te-n- 'become visible, get lighter' (× N *t{o}ˆV 'appear', q.v. f fd . )
>  OG ten- 'be dawning'  (da witar gantena ˝amei igi ... 'when t h e
morning was come …' [Mt. 27.1]), Mg tan- v. 'be getting light; spend t h e
night', Lz tan- 'be getting light; be visible', Sv ten-/tn- 'become visible,
be born'; GZ *ten-eb-a 'dawn' > G teneba 'dawn', Lz tanapa id., Mg
tanapa 'Easter' ('resurrection') ¶ K 92 (*ten-), 145 (*na-te-), K2 6 8
(*ten-/*te-), 136-7 (*nat-e- 'light', *nat-/*nt- 'shine, give light'), FS K
143 (*tan-/*tn-), 147 (*ten-), Q 24O, Marr 146, Abul. 318 || IE: [1]
*dei\- 'shine, be bright' > OI ≤d°de2-ti 'shines, is bright', 3p d°dyati »»
Gk Hm de1ato 3s ipf. 'videbatur', aor. doa1ssato, Gk de1eloß 'visible' »» IE
broken rdp. *doy-do- and sim. >  ON teitr, AS ta2t 'glad, merry' (“
'shining'), ON teita 'to gladden, to delight', AS tA2tan id., 'to caress ' ,
AS ta2t 'glad, merry', OSx te6t 'glad', OHG zeiÔ 'zart, lieb, angenehm'
¶ P 183-4, ES 513, M K II 45, F I 354, 378-9, Vr. 586, Ho. S 74, Ho. 3 4 2 -
3, Sw. 167, Kb. 1246, OsS 1241  [2] IE *dyeu\- 'daylight', 'deif ied
daylight, heaven' >  NaIE nom. *dye2u\s ≠ diye2u\s, accus. *dye2(u\)m, voc.
*dyeu\, gen. *di≤w-es, *di≤w-os) >  OI ≤dya2uh5 (accus. dya2m, gen.
di≤vah5 ≠ ≤dyo2h5) 'heaven, sky, day', Av dyaos7 abl.-gen. 'from t h e
sky'; OI ≤diva2 'by day', ≤divasa- 'heaven, day' »» Gk Zey1ß (accus. Zh6n,
gen. Di(W)o1ß), Gk B/Lc De1yß 'Zeus', }endi2oß 'at midday' »» L gen. Iovis ' o f
Jupiter', Osc dat. Diu1vei1, Diuwei 'to Jupiter', L die2s 'day' (for t h e
expected *die2us on the analogy of accus. die2m), L [Plt.] d°us ' b y
day', L nu-dius tertius 'now is the third day' »» OIr die, NIr dia,
Brtt {RE} *dii\ïu\s (<  IE *diye2u\-s) >  OW did, MW, W dydd, OCrn [VC]
det, Crn deth, dyth, OBr {Flr.} ded ≠ did, MBr dez, Br L deiz, Br
T/Cr/V de 'day' »» Arm tiy tiw 'day'  Ht siu- 'god' ({GI} 'god o f
sun', 'god of heaven'), siwanna-  'divine', siwatt-  'day', Lw tiwat-
(nom. tiwaz), Pal tiyaz 'god of sun'  [2a] IE *dye2u\s-p´te2r ' f a the r
daylight, father heaven' (name of a god) >  OI ≤dya2us5 pi≤ta2 »» Gk Zey`ß
path1r »» L Iu2piter≠ Iuppiter, Um voc. Iupater, dat. Iuvepatre
»» Ilr [Hs.] Dei-pa1tyroß  [2b] d. with an *o-sx.: NaIE *≤dei\wo-s
'heavenly' (‘  'god') >  OI de≤vah5 'heavenly, divine; god', Av dae2va-
'demon, false deity' »» OL deivos, L deus 'god', dea 'goddess ' ,
d°vus 'divine, god' (Ï d°v°nus  'divine'), Osc dei1vai1 'deae' »» OIr
dia  (gen. de1) 'god', OCrn duiu-(tit) 'Gott(heit)', MW {SEv.} dwyw,
dyw, W duw, OCrn duy, Br doue 'god', MW {LP} dwym-awl
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'divine' »» ON ti1var pl. 'gods', Gmc *tei\waz >  ON Ty1r 'war god', pl .
tI1var 'gods', OHG Ziu, Zio (gen. Ziwes) 'Mars' (in ziestac ' d ies
Martis, tuesday'), AS T°Ì (gen. T°wes) 'Mars', cd. t°wes-dAÌ$
' tuesday'  >  NE tuesday »» Lt die ﬁvas, Ltv di~evs, Pru deiws,
deywis (gen. deywas) 'god' ¶¶ P 184-6, EI 149 (*dye(u\)- ' day ' ) ,
23O-1 (*dei\≤w-o-s 'god', *≤dyeu\-s ph=Å≤te2r 'sky-father'), Ts. W 77, Carr. P
75, Lar. 128-9, GI II 791, Watk. G, Neu AT 116-131, M K II 42, 63-4, 7O-
1, M E I 75O-2, F I 61O-1, WH I 345-6, 349-51, 359-6O, 732-4, Bc. G
315, 338, LP §§ 6.2, 16, Thr. § 34O, RE 87, SEv. 29, Flr. 132, 138, YGM-1
197, Vr. 6O3, OsS 1291, Ho. 35O, Frn. 93-4, En. 158, Tp. P A-D 321-4 .
Slt. 6O-1 || ? A: M: MM [AT] ciu4gen ≠ ceu4gen 'shining' ¶ MED 12OO
˚  IE *dyeu\- and MM ciu4gen ≠ ceu4gen suggest a word-final N vw. *u
or *u 4444, while the absence of its reflexes in IE *dei\- and K *te- still needs
explaining ˚  Cp. Etr tiu, tiv- 'moon' ¶ Pfiffig 3O4-5, Pallottino Ew
3O3 ˚ ≠ BmK 3O3-4 (equating IE *dyeu\- with Sum de1 v. 'smelt' and D
*tï-  'fire', actually belonging to N *t{e}Ìaw{a} 'fire' [q.v.]), ≠  S NSR 4 -
6 (err.: compares IE with K *d˝e 'day' [in fact f rom  N *dVw9++++˝V ' s un ,
day, morning'] and reconstructs a pN *dW- ) .
2242. € ≈ *to{?}i 'fig' > HS: S *tV?i≤n-at-, *tV?in- 'fig tree, fig' >  BHb
en!a4T6 t´÷e2≤na2, Pun (?) Nit tyn, IA tyn, JA [Trg.], JEA at1n^iT4
te2n(´)t3a2, SmA t?nh, tynh, Sr E æ¢—æ¢éte<?>tta2, Sr W æ¢oæ¢i ti<?>tta2,
æ4oñ 2¢iti<n>tta2,Md tina 'fig tree', Ar tïn- 'fig(s), fig-tree(s) ' , snglt.
tïn-at- 'fig, fig tree', Ak tittu(m) (pl. tina2tu(m)) id. ¶ KB 1544-5 ,
Lv. T II 536, Sl. 12O5-6, Ln. 325, BK I 213, Hv. 64  EC: Sml {R} dåyn
'fig tree, fig', pl. dåymo ¶ R SS II 123  NrOm: Ym {C} te?a2
'sycamore' ¶ C SE III 85 || D {†Km.} *to2y-, {GS} *to2˝- '∈ fig t ree '  >  Prj
to2y 'Ficus glomerata', Gdb to2y marin id. (marin 'tree'), Gdb toia2 ± to2ya,
Knd to2ga, Png to2ga mar, Mnd tu2ge 'fig tree', Kui to2ga 'fig, fig tree', Ku
to2ya 'fig' ¶¶ D #3537, GS 188 [#478] ¶¶ The cns. -g- in Knd, Png, Mnd,
and Kui is still puzzling. Krishnamurti (Km. 33-4) claims that -g- o f
several D lgs., incl. some lgs. of the SCD, CD, and NED branches, may g o
back to pD *-y- , without formulating a clear phonetic law ˚ ≠φ  Blz. DA
16O [#8O] (equates the D root with Arm tæuz , Gk B ty6kon 'fig tree' [cp. F
II 818] and HS {Blz.} *tik'- 'fig').
2243. *tu4444?{o} 'two' >  IE *dwo2(u\) 'two' m. (and *dw´i\ f./ntr., {Huld}
*duwai\ f.) >  OI m. d(u)vau, f./ntr. d(u)va 2, YAv m. duua, n t r .
duuae2-c7a, KhS duva, NPrs du, Psh dwa, Oss: I d‰wwa4 ≠ duwa4, D
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duw(w)a4 'two' »» Arm erku eRku id. »» Gk Mc dwo, Gk H m  dy1(w)v,
Gk A  dy1o id. »» pAl {O} *duwo2 (f. *duwai\), {Huld} *du4 (f. *du4∏) id. >  Al:
T/G dy du4, SG/Be du4, P du4, f. du4∏ »» L m./ntr. duo, f. duae »» OIr  da1u,
da1, NIr da1 id., Brtt {RE} *dwa2u\ m. 'tree' >  OW dou, MW deu, W dau,
Crn dow, deu, OBr, MBr dou, Br daou id. »» Gt m. twai, f. twos,
ntr. twa, OSw Ru tuai®, OSw m. twe2r ≠ twe2, f. twa2r, ntr. tu,
ON m. tveir, f. tvAr, ntr. tva1 ≠ tvau, OHG m. zwe2ne2, f. zwo2,
ntr. zwei , eNHG (before XVIII) m. zween , f. zwo , ntr. zwei (> NHG
zwei and zwo), OSx m. twe6ne, f. twa2, ntr. twe6, AS m. twø2Ì$en,
f. twa2 , ntr. tu2 'two', NE two (and † twain); the ON, OSw, OSx, AS,
and OHG m. forms are due to analogical restructuring within t h e
paradigm of cases and genders (in WGmc based probably on pGmc
forms of obl. cases, incl. gen. *twayo2n and dat. *twayiyo2m t h a t
preserve the pIE du. morpheme *-oi\-, see Brg. DK 55ff.) »» Lt du~ m., dvi~
f., Ltv divi, Pru dwai 'two' » Sl *d(¥)va id. > OCSd5va dËva, Blg,
R, Uk dva, SCr, Slv dva•, Cz, Slk dva, P dwa; Sl *d(¥)ve7 'two' f. > OCS
d5v8 dËve7, Blg, R dve, Uk dv¡, SCr dve• ± dvi Ÿje, Slv dve•, Cz
dve7, Slk dve, P dwie »» Tc: A wu m. (< *dwo-u\), we f. (<  f. *dwa-i\),
B wi m./f. (< *dwo-i\) 'two'  The initial component of a cd.: NaIE *dwi-
'two-, bi-' > OI dvi-, Av bi-, Arm erki- eRki-, Gk di-, OL dvi-, L bi-,
ON tvi-, Lt dvi-  HrLw tu-wa-i 'two', accus. tuwaõzi 'duos', H t
cd. da-yuga 'two years old', da2n 'for the second time' ¶¶ P I 228-9 ,
Mn. 174-6, EI 399-4OO (*dwoi\- ≠ *d(u)woi\yos 'two, group of t w o '
[cardinal collective], *≤dweh‹(u\) ≠ *du≤weh‹(u\) 'two' du.), M K I 82-4, M
E I 761-3, Bai. 163-4, Ab. I 385-6, F I 424-5, WH I 381-3, Huld 56, O 7 9 ,
Me. EAC 165, RE 141, SEv. 45, LP § 13.3, YGM-1 164, Flr. 151, Fs. 484-5 ,
Vr. 6O1-2, Ho. 357-8, Ho. S 76, Kb. 1271, OsS 131O-1, KM 896, Frn.
1O7-8, En. 164, Tp. P A-D 395, ESSJ V 185-8, KT 158, Wn. 585-6, Ad.
598-9, Ad. H 19, 137, Ts. E III 5, Mer. HHG 16, Mer. SGA 283 || HS: S
*taw?am- ≠ CS *tu?a2m- 'twins, a twin, sth. double': S *taw?am- >  BHb
Mim5a9&T to2?â≤m-ïm pl. 'twins', Ar  ˜Ÿav0Ta ≠ ˜àv0Ta taw?am- 'one of t h e
twins', Ak tu2(?)am-tu 'twins; sth. double (double door, double bag,
etc.)'; CS *tu?a2m- >  BHb†Mim5»aT6†t´?o2≤m-ïm 'twins', Ar ˜"òÅTu tu?a2m-
'joint à un autre, faisant pendant à un autre; qui vient à la suite d’un
autre'; d. CS *ta??um- 'twin' >  Ar ˜òuTa ta?um-, OA *ta??um(-a2) (ı  Ak
NA ta??um- 'double, of twins') >  Sr W "µoæ¢o ta2<?>ma2, JPA *ta2ma2
[*tO2mO2] 'twin' ı Êvma6ß 'Thomas' ¶ KB 1561, BK I 189, ≠ Br. G I 384 ( a n
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unc. hyp. connecting S *taw?am-≠*tu?a2m- with Ar wa2?ama 'agree, live
peacefully with'), Sd. 1340, 1364  ? WCh: AG {Tk.} *°to2 'repeat, d o
again' > Ang {Flk.} to2, tu-to2  'do sth. over and over again', Ang K {J} to2
'repeat (an act)' ¶ Flk. 294, Tk. (p.c., 2OO2) || U: FU (att. in BF) *to-
n1c1e 'second' (*-n1c1e is a sx. marking ordinal numerals) >  F toinen
(gen. toisen), Es teine (gen. teise), ∆ to%ine, Vp toyn1e (gen.
toyz7en), Lv tWoy (gen. tWoyz) 'second' ¶ SK 1327-8, Kt. 444 || A
{SDM97} *tu4wu 'two' >  Tg *Juwe- 'two' >  Ewk, Sln Ju2-r, Lm Jo$—-r±Ju2-r,
Neg Ju2-l, Ork, Ud Z1u2, Nn Z7u\‰-r ± Z7u2, Ul Z7u\‰-l, Ork du2, WrMc Zuwe, Mc
Sb Z7u2, Jrc {Kiy.} Z7uwe ¶ STM I 276-7, Krm. 234, Y #2736, Klz. MS 15O,
Kiy. 132 [#637], S AJ 215 [#132]  pKo: [1] {S} (in S AJ) *tub+wîr,
{DQA} *tuburh 'two' > OKo {Lee} tu4pO4r ≠ tu4BO4r, eMKo [NR] {Blz.} tufuri,
MKo {Lee} turh, {S} tu2rh, NKo, Ko Ph tul, Ko: Sl tu2l, Ks tu2!l, Hm tu@l  [2]
pKo {S} *tubu- > MKo, NKo tu2- {MLC} 'two, a couple' in cds. and as t h e
first component of nominal phrases ¶ S AJ 255 [#94], S QK #94, Nam
166, MLC 5O1, 5O9, Lee GKS 174, Mr. KJ 245, Blz. N 128  M  *Z>i[w]rin
'two' >  MM [S] Z7irin 'two', WrM Z7irin 'two (women)', Dg Z7u2ru2 ' pa i r ' ,
Mnr H {SM} Z1òu4r 'couple, pair' ¶ H 9O, MED 1O6O, S AJ 238 [#98], SM
96  ? T: [1] *t… u2-l! *'making a pair to, a second one (just like this o n e ) '
‘ 'equal, counterpart, corresponding to so.\sth.', 'a place opposite t o
this one' >  OT tu2s7 id., OT U tu[:]s7 'one of the same age, comrade ' ,
'counterpart', Tkm du2s7 'approximately equal '  (ol biÎ du2s7 bar 'he is
approximately of our age', lit. 'he our [age-]equal is'), Qrg, StAlt tus7, Tv,
Tf dòus7 'a place opposite to this o n e '  (StAlt tuz7-îm-da-Ìî 'one who is
opposite to me', lit. 'opposite-my-in-being'), Qrg tus7-tuq
'corresponding, counterpart', Yk tus 'the side in front of so.', Chv: L
te€l tÁl, H tÁºl 'a certain place; just; opposite'; [2] SDM97 and DQA
suggests a T etymon {SDM97 }*t[æ]o4 ∏r-, {DQA} *tVbVr 'second' >  ¿¿ Blgh
{SDM97} tvirem (the source?; not mentioned in Erd.) and Chv
tepe€r tebòÁr 'another'; but Jeg. and Fed. suggest a more plausible et . :
Chv tepe€r 'another' <  tata pe€r 'noch (tata) ein (pe€r), tepre
'another' <  tata pe€rre 'noch ein' (pe€rre is 'one') (cp. VTt TYK
{TTDS} ta4bÁr 'once more' <  ta˝¥ bÁr, lit. 'noch ein') ¶ Cl. 558, Rs. W
5O1, DTS 59O, Tz. UIS 1O2, Rl. III 15O8-9, Rh. 922, TkR 287, BT 1 5 9 -
6O, Jud. 774, TvR 184, Ra. 146, Pek. 2854-5, Ash. XV 28-33, Jeg. 2 4 3 ,
Fed. II 214, TTDS 435 ¶¶ S AJ 33, 292 [#424] (A *di\u4wV 'two'), ≈ DQA
#2247 (A *ti\ubu; incl. M, Tg, Ko), Blz. N I 11O, 112-3, 118-21, 128 ||
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?φ  K *t'ûqu- 'two' - in extended stems: [1] *t'q'u-b- 'pair, twins '  >  OG, G
t'ûqub-i ≠ t'ûqup'-i, Mg t'ûqup'- ≠ t'k'ub-, Lz t'ûqub-, Sv UB/Ln {TK} t'ûqwib, L {TK}
t'ûqub 'twin(s); an equal one; couple, pair', G t'ûqup'-ad 'in twos, in pairs ' ,
t'ûqup'- 'zwei Dinge aufeinanderlegen', Sv UB {GP} t'ûqwibd adv. 'in pairs ' ,
t'ûquba 'one of a pair', [2] *°t'ûqu-c7'- >  G t'q'uc7'i 'pair of joint f ru i t s \nu ts ,
pair' ¶¶ K 184-5, K2 194, Abul. 415, DCh. 1232, Chx. 137, TK 722, GP
261; the K stems may belong here only if the "harmonic cluster" *t'ûq
goes back to the cluster *t? (cp. GZ *c'ûqal- 'water, well' < N *c'''' 1 111il∏ ∏∏∏ÓÅ [=
*c'''' 1 111il ∏ ∏∏∏hÅ?] 'be wet\moist; moisture [water, etc.]') or there is a n o t h e r
source (ext.?) of K *ûq ˚ Cf. Mng. E-1 23 (IE, U, Ko), IS MS 338 (IE, U,
Ko), AD KJRE 11O-1 (IE, S, U, Tg, Ko, K), ≈ Blz. IET ∀ (IE, A, mentions BF,
rejects the S cognate [on the basis of Br.’s unc. hyp. connecting S
*taw?am-≠*tu?a2m- with Ar wa2?ama 'agree, live peacefully with' - n o t
'imitate']; mentions similar words in other lgs.: Austronesian *Duwa,
Ainu tu 'two', Sino-Tibetan *Tur 'pair' and Cherkes t'u2 'two'), Tk. (p .c . )
(Ang, IE); w  AD AltAD #4 ˚  Mng. E-1, ≈ Gr. II #4O4 (*tu 'two') (IE, U, A,
Ko, Ai).
2244. € ≈ *ta÷3333{i} 'to tear' > HS: C: Dhl {EEN} d˘a2÷- v. 'tear' »» SC: Kz {E}
da?- v. 'bite' ¶ EEN 27, E SC 163 (SC *da2÷- v. 'rend, tear')  Ch: WCh: AG:
Su {J}, Mntl {J} tE2, {ChC} te2^, Kfr {Nt.} te2, Mntl {J} tE2 v. 'tear' » BT: Glm
{Sch.} ta!-(a2~la!) id. »» CCh: BM: Hld tu@wa@, Wmd tUwa id. ¶ J S 84, Sch.
BTL, ChC, ChL || IE: NaIE *da2-/*d´-, *da2i\-/*d´i\-/*dï- v. 'divide, t e a r \ c u t
into pieces' >  OI ≤da2ti, ≤dya2ti 'cuts up, divides, mows', ≤dayate2
'divides; participates' »» Gk dai1omai 'I divide', dai1ß, dai1th, daity1ß
'portion, sacrifice' »» Gl arcanto-dan ≠ arganto-da[n] 'mone ta r ius '
(lit. 'silver divider') »» ? pAl {O} *dan1a (from *daya- under the infl. o f
other verbs in *-n1a) > Al daj (aor. dava) 'divide' ¶ P 175-6, EI 1 6 1
(*dehÅ(i)- 'cut up, divide'), M K II 2O-1, 3, F I 341-2, Billy 13-4, O 54 ˚
≠ BmK 312 (equating the IE √  with S *√t'hn v. 'grind', SC {E} *d'aH- v.
'knock' and K *t 'eX-  v. 'break').
2245. *tËbV (= *tu 4444ba?) (or *tiba?) 'grass, straw; to c u t
grass\plants' >  HS: S *≤tib[V]n- 'straw' >  BHb Nb3T3 ≤tEb3en, JA [Trg.], JEA
an!b6iT5 tib3≤na 2, Sr 'no∫¢e tEb3≤na2, Ar tibn- ≠ tabn- 'straw', Ak tibnu
'straw, chaff' ('Stroh, Häcksel') ¶ KB 1553, GB 87O, Js. 1645, Lv. T II
524, Sl. 12O3, BK I 192, Sd. 1354-5  ?φ  Ch: pAG {Stl. VZCh} *d'{i}b,
{Hf.} *J°ip v. 'harvest' >  Gmy {Hf.} d'ip, Ang {Hf.} J°ip, Su {J} d'ïp id. »» ?
CCh: Bcm {Sk.} d'awo id. ¶ ChC, J S 64, Stl. VZCh ¶¶ The origin of t h e
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initial glottalization in Ch is not clear || K : [1] GZ *tib- 'grass' >  G tiv-a
'hay' ({K}: < tib-va, n. act. of tib- v. 'mow'), G Aj tiba-, Mg tib- 'hay', Lz
tib- 'grass'; [2] GZ *tib- 'mow' >  OG, G tib-, Mg, Lz tip- id. ¶ K 94, K2
71, FS K 149-5O, FS E 162-3 || A: NaT *°t[æ]oPan 'straw, husk, chaff' >
Nog toban 'straw', Qzq, ET topan 'husk, chaff', Qq topan 'chaff, b r a n ' ,
Qrg topon 'chaff', Shor toban  'dust of grain, dust of rotten wood' ¶ KrkR
648, Rl. III 1232, MM 349, Sht. 2O2, Nj. 31O, NogR 353, Jud. 751 ˚
NaT *o  is likely to go back to an earlier *u4 (regr. as. *u4...a > *o...a); th is
pre-T *u4 may be either original (< N *u 4444) or result from labialization o f
N *i (influences by the labial cns. *b). K *tib- also suggests that the vw.
of the N word was either *u 4444 (because K *i is one of the regular reflexes
of N *u 4444) or *i .
2246. *táb÷3333V (= *ta4444b÷ 3333V?) 'follow, run, chase' ([in pN or i n
descendant lgs.] ‘ 'beg hard, demand') >  HS: WS *√tb÷  >  Ar √tb÷  v. G
'follow, come with', D 'pursue unremittingly', 'demander avec
insistance', MHb √tb÷ v. G  'search, ask, claim, summon', JA [Trg.]
√tb÷  v. G  'ask, demand, inquire', JEA √tb÷ G  'demand, claim, solicit ' ,
Sr √tb÷ G  'seek, demand, beg; require, claim', Mh √tb÷  G  (pf. tu2ba,
sbjn. y‰tbE2), Jb E/C √tb÷ G  (pf. te2÷, sbjn. ≤yOtba÷) 'follow'  ¶ BK I 19O-
1, Js. 1645, Sl. 1191-2, JPS 6O3-4, Hv. 55-6, Jo. M 399 || D *tev- v.
'beg hard, importune by begging' (× N *t''''e˝wV 'ask [for], beg') >  T m
tevvu  v. 'beg hard, importune', Ml te2ra  'beggar', Tl de2vurincu v.
'beg humbly, importune', Krx temb-  v. 'beg for alms' ¶¶ D #3431A || A:
[1] T *t[…]abîra- 'run at full speed, rush, gallop' > OT {Cl.} tavra2- ' has ten ,
be in a hurry', Tk ∆ dabra- ≠ davrî- 'galop, run at full speed' ¶ Cl. 4 4 3 ,
DTS 542, ET VGD 112-4     [2] T *t[…]abîl!- > Chg {Bu.} tawîs7- ' r u n ,
jump' and d. *t[–]abîl!-gan 'hare' > OT tavîs79an, MOg XIII taws7a2n, MQp
XIV dawus7aGan, Chg XV tawus7qan, MU tavîs7qan ≠ tavs7an, Tki {Cl.}
taws7qan (sic!), Tk tavs>an, Az dovs7an, Ggz, Qmq tavs7an, T k m
tows7an, Xlj dovus7˝an, Uz (Shch., TL} tös7qan, ET tos7qan, Yk tabîsXa2n
id.; T ı M *taulayi 'hare '  >  MM [PP] tæavlayi, [LM] î<v0Ta tawlay,
[MA] ta√ulai\, [S] taolai\ ≠ ta√ulai\, [IsV] taulai\, WrM taulai, HlM
tuulaj, Ord tæu2¯la4∏, Kl tuula, {Rm.} tu2la4∏, Dg {Pp.} tæa2u\l!e2, {Mr.} tau\lï
id., Mnr H {T} tu2lï id., {SM} tæu2¯lï, MMgl itaula, Brt tuulaj ' h a r e ,
rabbit' ¶ Cl. 447, Rs. W 453, Shch. Zh 136, TL 164, Bu. I 338, Pp. PP 1 3 1 ,
Pp. L II 127O, Pp. MA 343, HJ 145, MED 788, KRS 52O, Iw. 1O7, SM 43, T
367, Mr. D 193, Chr. 438  Tg (in NrTg) *te2b- > Ewk t‰2wul- 'catch u p
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with (dognat∆ )', Lm t‰wut- 'go behind so.' ¶ STM II 226 ¶ Tg *t- ( f o r
the expected *d-) may be due to the infl. of Tg *tebe- 'catch ' (< N
*t''''ábV 'catch, seize')  ?µ pJ {S} *tapasir- 'run' > OJ tapasir-
(tabasir-), influenced by pasir-  'run' (unless d. from it with the px. ta-)
¶ S QJ #744 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2354 (*te2~ba~- 'run') [T, M (considered the M
word as a genetic cognate of T rather than a loan from it), Tg, J], Vld.
255 (M, T) ˚  If the vw. *e in D *tev- belongs to the heritage of N
*t''''e˝wV, the N etymon is to be reconstructed as *ta4444b÷3333V ˚  Qu.,
because D *tev-  has an alt. et.
2246a. ?σ € *táb[V]s2222V ≈ 'heel; to trample, kick with the heel' > HS:
Eg NK tbs 'heel' >  DEg tbs >  Cpt: Sd Tvs tibs, B †Ivs t˙ibs id. ¶
EG V 262, Er. 625, Vc. 211 || A: M *debse- >  WrM debse-, HlM
d´vs´-, Brt d´bh´- v. 'stamp the feet, trample', Kl {Rm.} dews- id. ,
{KRS} devs- 'kick with the foot', MM [S] debse- v. 'dance' ¶ MED 2 3 9 ,
Chr. 214, KRS 191, KW 9O, H 34 ˚  It is tempting to adduve here U: ??
OHg fXVII, Hg i tapos- 'tread (on/down), trample' (¶ EWH 1481), b u t
it is more likely to be a derived  descendant of  U i  *tappV v. ' t r ample '
(< N ? *t''''a 4 444bÓa or *t''''abÓÉ 'to trample, to kick, to crumple, to p re s s ' )
˚ Qu.    
2247. *ta?ága 'rock, mountain; top' >  HS: B: Ah et´q (pl. it´qq´n)
'rocher à pic un peu surplombant' ¶ Fc. 1919  Om {AD} *d'ak'-/*tak'-
'mountain' > SOm: Hm {Ldl.} d'uk'a 'mountain' ¶ Bnd. AL 135, CR H 42O-
5, HWH 324, C SE IV 5O7  C: Ag: Xm {BSW} t‰gWa 'up', {R} adv. a n d
postp. da2g 'up, on', bï-da2g 'im/auf dem Lande', da2ges ' u p o n ' ,
da2g≤se2sa 'upper', Bln {R} da2g postp. 'on, above', Q {R} dig 'über, a u f '
»» Bj {R} ≤tagega 'Höhe', ta≤gig 'height', Bj A {AD} ?i ta≤gïg 'highland,
mountainous region' ,  ta≤ge2!ga 'high' ¶ Ss. B 61, Ss. PEC 18, Bl. 184, Grg.
118, Brl. 89, Sr. 294, R WB 98, R QW 47-8, R Ch II 352, R WBd 223, BSW
KhWL 7 ¶¶ Blz. OL (HS *daguH 'mountain, rock') ¶¶ Since t h e
connection with EC {Ss.} *d'agH-, {AD} *t'agVH- 'stone, rock', with B
*√dŒ 'stone', and with Ch *d'Vg- ≠ *dVg- 'stone' remains too qu. o n
phonetic and semantic grounds, it has not been taken hereinto accoun t
|| A: T *t… a2g 'mountain'  ({ADb.} *t-) >  OT ta˝, Tkm da2˝, Tk dag", Ggz
da2, Az, CrTt da˝, Qzl {Jk.} ta˝ ≠ ta2˝, Tv dag dòa˝, Tf dòa˝, Slr da2˝, SY,
Ln, ET, Xk ta˝, Uz to© tå˝, CrTt tav, Qmq, Nog, Qz1, Qq, VTt, Bsh
taw, Qrg to2, Alt tu2, Chv t¥v, Chv L tu id., Yk tî¢a id., 'forest' ¶ ADb. Ttd
52 [#18] (neutralization of T *t- and tæ-), S AJ 18O [#54], Cl. 463, ET
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VGD 117, Rs. W 454, Ra. 168, Md. 27, 178, Jk. K 31, Dr. TM II 439-4O,
Jeg. 254, Fed. II 24O  M *deGe-re 'above, up' >  MM deGere ([PP]
de√ere, [MA, IM] de2re), WrM degere, HlM d´´r, Kl de2r adv., pos tp .
'above, on top of, high', Dx Z7i‰r‰, Dg d‰2r, Mnr H {T} dere, {SM} dò‰re,
Mgl {Rm.} de2ra$ 'on, on top of', Dg {Iv.} dere 'top'; M *deGe-du4 >  WrM
degedu4, HlM d´´d 'higher, upper; highest', Mnr H {SM} dòi¢edòi
'upper'; M *degde- > WrM degde-, HlM, Brt d´gd´- 'rise' ı Ewk
d‰gdi-, Sln d‰gd‰-, WrMc dekde- id. ¶ S AJ 239 [#129], MED 242-3 ,
Luv. 17O-1, T 328-9, STM I 228-9  ???σ Tg *deg- v. 'fly' >  Ewk, Lm, Neg
d‰G-, Orc d‰ili, Ud di‰li-, Ul, Nn d‰gd‰-, WrMc deye-, Mc Sb d‰y‰-
id.; NrTg: Ewk d‰Gi ≠ d‰Gï, Sl, Neg d‰Gï, Lm d‰Gi 'bird' ¶ STM I 2 2 8 - 9
 pKo *t´⁄ 'still more, moreover' >  NKo t´⁄ id. ¶ S AJ 256, S QK # 1 4 7 ,
MLC 439  pJ *ta~ka~ 'high, mountain' >  OJ ta~ka~- high', J: T/Kg taka!, K
ta!ka~- id; OJ take 'mountain', J: T/Kg take!, K ta!ke~ id. ¶ S AJ 271 [#162] ,
S QJ #162, Mr. 539, 841 ¶¶ S AJ 283 [#188], DQA #2236 (A *t…e2ga
'high, top; mountain') || U: Sm {Jn.} *{t}a4{k}{w}¥ (= *t+c>+sa4k+tw+mV) ' d a s
Obere, Oberlauf' >  Ne T Y {Ter.} dat. sg. t√” 'up, to the sides', Ne T da t .
sg. {Ter.} t√”u€’ 'up', {Lh.} t!a$?Bu;?% ± t!u$?u?% 'up', Ne T t√”u€j ' t o p ,
upper', Ne F {Lh.} dat. c1iÆ?uB 'up', En {Cs.} te?i 'top', Slq Tm {KD} ta2m
'aufwärts', Slq Ch {Cs.} tammel 'das oben befindliche', Kms {Cs.}
tha6wa 'aufwärts' ¶ Jn. 155, Ter. 699, Cs. 146, 186, 2OO, 257 ˚ The
vowels in the A lgs. (T *a2, M and Tg *e) may be accounted for if the N
etymon was *ta?ága . But if the vocalization hyp. of SDM97 (A *e2) is
right, this A vw. corresponds to U *a4 and may point to N *a4444 within pN
*ta 4444 ?Vga . In A there is compensatory lengthening of the vw. (evidenced
by T *a2) due to the loss of the lr. Ah q, Om *-k'- (and probably Sm *-k-)
go back to **-k'- from N *-?Vg- )
2248. € *tu?{g}V (or *t''''u?{g}V?) 'listen, hear' >  HS: C {AD SF}
*√t'g(g) > EC: Arr {Hw.} -tteg-/-ttig- 'know' (1s ?i!ttige, 2s, 3f te!ttege,
3m ye!ttege) (× N *da4444hgË 'to watch, to look at'?); EC *d'{a}g- 'ear' >  LEC
{Bl.} *d'a€g- 'ear' > ‘Af dßag 'auricular region', Rn {Oo.} ≤dßog(-e) 'ear', {PG}
dßo!g 'ear-drum; hearing (ability to hear)', Bn dßeg, Sml dßeg 'ear' (the vw.
e  on the analogy of the d. verb dßeg-ay-sad-); Ï LEC *d'a€ga-ay- v. ' h e a r '
>  Kns, Gdl dßakay- 'hear', Or {Grg.}, Or H {Ow.} d'agay-, Or B/O d'aga2,
d'age2ta, Or O d'age-a, d'age2ta, Elm d'ek-ay-, Arr {Hw.} d'eg(a)y-, Kns dßak-ay-
sad-, and Sml dßeg-ay-sad- (both latter forms with sxs. of ben. + caus.) v.
'listen'; w also Rn {PG} dßa2g-, {Sim} dßag-, Arr d'ed'egad'-, Ya dek- v. ' hea r ' ;
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Brj ≤d'aga 'ear' ¶ Ss. B 61, Bl. 137, 248, Grg. 118, Ow. 258, Sr. 294, Sim
19, PG 88, 96, Hw. A 354-5  Ch: WCh *√dkw (or *√dkW) >  NrBc
{Stl.} *n-dukw+y- v. 'hear' >  P’ {MSk.} nduku~, Mbr {Sk.} d‰k‰, My {Sk.}
d‰ka!y-, Sir {Sk.} d‰~hï!wi id. » Bd {ChL} d‰kWa^n, {IL in ChC} du!gWa~ id. »»
CCh: Tr {Nw. in ChC} t‰ki~ id. »» ECh: Kjk dugiye, Kjk aZ7igala, Mnj
Z7i^gE!wO~, Mu {J} Z7e~ge!w, Jg {J} d'oy-, Brg d'o2~yi! id.; ? Ke {Eb.} d'i!gi! ' t h ink '
(× N *da4444hgË '⇑ ') ¶ Stl. ZCh 252 [#56], JI II 184-5, ChC, Blz. EChWL # 4 O
|| A *tugV ({ADb.} *t…u˝- = {∫ADb.} *du˝-) v. 'hear, listen' >  M *du˝ul-
> WrM du9ul- v. 'hear, listen', HlM, Brt duula- id., Ord dòu2l- 'hear', ?
MM [MA] {Pp.} du√u2la- 'emit sounds'; Ï M *du˝ul-9a- > MM [S] d .
du√ul-9+qa-, [PP] du√ulqa 'let know, inform', WrM du9ul9a-, HlM
duulga- id., 'advise' ¶ H 4O, MED 271, Chr. 2O5, Ms. O 16O, Pp. MA
147, Pp. PP 122  ?? NaT *t…uy- (∫ADb.} *duy-) v. 'perceive, hear, feel' >
OT {Cl.} tuy- v. 'feel, perceive, notice', Tk duy- v. 'feel, hear, learn', Az
duy-, ET tuy- 'feel, learn', Ggz, Tkm duy-, VTt, Bsh t¥ºy-, CrTt, Qq, Nog,
Qrg, Uz, ET tuy- v. 'feel'; Qp ı Chv L tuy- 'feel, notice, hear' ¶ Cl. 5 6 7 ,
ET VGD 29O, Jeg. 255, Fed. II 241, Rs. W 497, ADb. Ttd 59-6O  Tg
{DQA} *°duya- > WrMc duyle- 'interrogate, investigate a complaint ' ;
but WrMc duyle- , duybule-  'collate' may have been influenced by o r
borrowed from Chn dòuy 'pair; to collate' ¶ STM I 22O  ??σ,φ pJ {S}
*tu\a-p- 'ask (fragen)' > OJ tu\o!p-, J: T to~- ≠ to!, K to!-, Kg to~- ¶ S QJ
#1171, Mr. 771 ¶¶ Pp VG 139, ADb. SRAE 18, ADb. Tdt 59-6O, ≈ DQA
#2268 (A *tuyu  'listen, perceive' > T, M, J) ¶¶ The loss of N *-g-  (or i t s
transformation into *-y-) in T, Tg, and J is still to be elucidated ˚ C *t'-
and EC *d'- are likely to go back to a cluster *t-  + *? .
2249. (€?) *tiÌV  'to flow' (? [in IE] ‘ 'to run quickly') >  HS: S *°-
tï÷- >  Ar √ty÷, -tï÷- G  {BK} 'être liquide et couler', {Fr.} 'fluidum fuit ,
fluxit', {Hv.} 'flow and spread' (water); ?? cp. also Ak √tXX G  ( inf .
taXa2Xu) 'übergießen' ¶ BK I 212-3, Fr. I 2O6, Hv. 64, Sd. 13O1 || K
*teX-/*tX- 'pour' > OG, G tX- 'pour, spill', Sv d´⁄tXel 'liquid', Mg (n)tX-
, Lx ntX- v. 'fall'; ?? (acc. to K2) Sv s7dX-, s7tX- v. 'exhaust', s7deX- ' b e
exhausted' ¶¶ K 98, K2 7O, Chx. 5O8, Schm. 115-6 || ?σ IE *dei\Ó- >
NaIE {P} *dey´-/*dya2-, *dy´-, *dï- 'hurry, run quickly' >  OI d°yati
'flies, soars' »» Gk Hm di1on 'I fled', di1emai 'I hurry, flee, speed', di1es†ai
'to flee' »» OIr {Thr.} di1an 'swift', de1ne 'swiftness' »» ? Ltv die^t ' t o
dance' ¶ P 187 (IE 'eilen, nacheilen, streben'), M K II 46, Hofm. 61, F I
389-9O, Thr. § 257, ≈ Kar. I 217-8, ≈ EI 2O8 (*dih⁄- [prs. *dih⁄ye/o-]
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'fly; move quickly') ˚  An alternative etymological comparison: N
*tiqV  > Ak taXa2Xu 'übergießen', IE and K (as above) ˚  Illich-Svitych
(IS MS 347 s.v. 'te¢∆ ' *tÿ{h5}ÿ) equated K with the dubious IE √  **da2-
'fließen' (P 175) (which is based on an implausible comparison of IIr
*da2na- 'stream' with Arm tamuk tamuk 'moist, humid' and Al
dhjame4 n. 'fat').
225O. *t{e}Ìaw{a} 'fire' >  HS: C: ? Bj {R} ≤dihe 'embers, charcoal' »»
EC: ? Sa {R} tata2!÷ d<aÓ-, tata2!÷ -a 'Funken machen; das Feuer sprühen \
spritzen'; C ı Tgy t†) bl tAta÷ bAlA id. (the direction of t h e
borrowing is not clear; but since the word is isolated in S, the C sou rce
is more probable); »» C ı Mb -totoxo≠-totoko vi. 'boil'; ??σ,φ SC: E
adduces Brn c7'axasa 'salt (from ashes of burnt reeds)' ¶ E SC 1 9 3
(equates Mb, Dhl, and Brn; reconstructs SC *tßax- vi. 'burn'), R WBd 6 4 ,
R S II 358  Ch: CCh: Bt {Mch.} di1ye, BtG {Srp.} die1 'fire' »» ECh ≈
*√Êw 'fire' >  Kwn {J} to~wa@, Ke {Eb.} c7‰!wa!, Kbl {Cp.}, Ll {Grgs.} tu~wa~,
Smr {J} du@wa@, Nd D {J} do‡w, Tmk {Cp.} d‰u, Kjk tawe ¶ JI II 139, ChC,
Eb. 6, Lk. ZSS 77, 89-93, Blz. EChWL #27  || K: OG, G daÌ- (aor. -daÌ-)
'brandmarken', G daÌ-i 'Brandzeichen, Brandmal, Brandeisen', G Kzq
daÌ- 'braten (Zwiebeln in Fett)' ¶ Chx. 277-8 ¶ as. *t-˝ > *d-˝? || IE
*deéu\- (= *de´€u\-) >  NaIE *da2u\- / *d´w- / *du(:)- (/ ? *de2w-) vt. ' b u r n ,
kindle' >  OI du-≤no2-ti vt. 'burns, tortures', du2-≤nah5 ' b u r n t ' ,
da2≤vah5≠ davah5 'fire, Brand' »» Gk dai1v ({EI} <  *da2w-jv) 'I light u p ,
make burn, kindle', pfc. de1dhe 'burns' (itr.), pfc. prtc. dedayme1noß »» OIr
{P} do1im 'ich senge, brenne', {P., Vn.} a1tu1d (<  *ad-dowth) n .
'kindling', MW deifyaw  'to burn, to singe', W dewy / inf. deifio (v
<  *w before y) v. 'scorch, singe' »» OHG zusken vt. 'to burn ( u p ) ,
adurere, exurere, oburere ' »» Lt dz7ia!u-ti 'to hang up for drying', Ltv
z7aut id., vt. 'to dry' (Lt and Ltv suggest an *e2-grade *de2u\-) »» pTc {Ad.}
*tu- > Tc: B tu-, A, B twa2s- 'kindle, ignite, light' ¶ P 179-81, EI 8 7
(*dehÅu\- 'kindle, burn, blaze'), M K II 49-5O, Hofm. 5O, Ch. 248-9, F I
343-4, Vn. A 1O2, LP § 39.1, YGM-1 166, Kb. 127O, OsS 13O6-7, Frn.
117. Ad. 298-9 || U: FU *tewV-tV 'fire' (× N *t''''á{p}V 'to warm, to b e
warm'?) >  Ugr {MF} *ta4wtV, {UEW} *tu4wV-tV >  ObU {∫Hl.} *to4∏w´t
'fire' >  pVg *ta4∏w´t id. >  Vg: T ta4w´t, LK tO4∏wt, tO4wt, taºwt, MK/NV
tO4∏wt, P/SV tO2wt, LL tO2t; pOs *to4Æ˝´t >  V/Vy to4ÆG´t, Ty te"GW´t, Y te"w´t,
D/L tu4t, Nz/Kz tu"t, O tut id. » Hg tu¡z (accus. tu4z-et) 'fire' ¶ MF 6 4 8 ,
UEW 895-6, Ht. #631 (ObU *to4 ∏G´t) ¶ UEW (l.c.) reconstructs here pUgr
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*tu4GV-tV or *tu4wV-tV, Ht. #631 reconstructs pObU *to4ÆG´t, b u t
Helimski (Hl. rHt 73-74) has shown that in stems with front vowels
there is a pObU distinction between pObU *-w- (> pVg *-w-, pOs *-˝-)
and pObU *-˝- (> pVg *-G-, pOs *-˝-), hence in the stem in ques t ion
the pObU (as well as pUgr and pFU) medial cns. is *-w-. In Os dialects
*o4Æ changes into e" due to the infl. of the following *w. Acc. to Hl. r H t
68-9, pVg *a4∏ and pOs *e ({∫Hl.} *a4 Æ) correspond regularly to Hg. e, sc. g o
back to pFU *a4 (in contradistinction to pVg *a4 and pOs *e" (*a4 Æ) which
correspond to Hg e4 and go back to higher pFU vowels). In the stem i n
question we have to reconstruct pFU *a4 and suppose that Hg u¡/u4 is
here from pFU *a4w || A: Tg *da- >  WrMc da- v. {Z} 'catch fire', {Hr.}
'brennen (Feuer)', WrMc da-bu- 'kindle, light fire', Mc Sb da- ' c a t ch
fire', da-v´- v. 'light fire', ? Ewk dariçï 'burning', ? Ork darrIN9atU,
darrIptaNgI 'kindling (wood) (rastopka )' ¶ STM I 2OO, Hr. 168, 176, Y
##479, 481 || D {tr.} *tï[y]- 'fire' ({GS} *tyï-) vi. 'burn' >  Tm tï, tiy,
Ml, Kn t° 'fire', Tu tu2 'fire', Tm t°, t°y v. 'be burnt', Kt ti;y- v. ' b e
singed, roasted', Td ti;y- v. 'be singed', Kn t° v. 'burn, scorch, singe' ,
Brh tïn 'scorching, scorching heat' ¶¶ D #3266, GS 2O2 [#511] ¶¶ The
quality of the D vw. may be due to the infl. of *y ˚  The initial d- f o r
the expected •t- in Bj and G may be due to the infl. of other r o o t s
(heritage of other N words) (e.g. G dag- 'brandmarken'). IE *-eé- (> NaIE
*-a2-) and Tg *-a-  suggest the presence of N *a  after the lr.
2251. *toÓ{u4444} ≠ *ta++++áÓ{u4444} (= *to{G }{u4444} ≠ *ta++++á{G }{u 4444}?) 'br ing,
fetch, give' > IE *deéW- ≠ *deéWw- >  NaIE *do2-/*d´-, *do2u\-/*d´u\-/*du-
v. 'give' >  OI ≤dada2-ti, Av daÎa2îti 'gives', OPrs dada2tuv 'let h i m
give!' »» Gk di1dvsi 'gives', pp. doto1ß 'given' »» L da2- v. 'give', pp. da"tus
'given' (m. sg.) »» Arm tam ta-m 'I give', aor. etu etu (<  NaIE *e-do2-
m) »» OLt du!o-mi 'I give', inf.: Lt  du!o-ti, Ltv do^t 'to give', Pru da2st
'gives' » Sl *da¡-ti (1s prs-ft. *da≤mÁ) 'to give' >  OCS dati dati / 1 s
dam6 damÁ, R dat∆ / 1s ft. dam, SCr daàti / da•m 'give', Slv da!ti,
Cz dati, Slk dat&, P dac1 'to give' »» ? Clt: (*pro-do2/´-) > Brtt {RE}
*rodïmi 'give' >  OW rodesit 'he gave', MW roÎi ≠ roi, W rhoddi
≠ rhoi, Crn ry2, MBr reiff, Br rein% 'to give' ¶ Acc. to P, NaIE *do2u-
/*d´u-/*du- is represented by OI da2≤vane2, Av da2vo2i 'zu geben', Gk Cp
dywa1noi 'er möge geben', inf. dowenai, and L arc duim, duis 'dem, d e @s '
 ? Lc M {ABIv.} da-/du- v. 'give (?)', Ld da2n 'I give (?)' ¶¶ P 223-6, EI
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224 (*deh‹-), M K II 13-4, F I 388-9, WH I 36O-3, Ped. CG II 473 (Brtt <
*pro-d-), ≈ LP § 5O6 (Brtt < *pro- + Clt *to-ber-), RE 99, Slt. 1O5, Frn.
111-2, ESSJ IV 194-8, SPS II 353-7, Glh. 189-9O, Vs. I 485, Ts. E III 5 -11 ,
Gsm. LW 94, 96-7, ABIv I 85 || U *toGe- v. 'bring, fetch, give' >  F tuo-,
Es too, tuu- v. 'bring, fetch' » Lp Vfs {Lgc.} tu˘o˘kk‰-, Lp S {N} duok;´ v.
'sell' » pMr {Ker.} *tu2G¥- > Er tue- tuye-, Mk tu- tu-, ∆  tuy´- v. 'br ing,
fetch' »» pObU {Ht.} *tu2-, *tu˝- >  pVg *tu2-l- 'holen' >  Vg: T to2l-,
MK/UL/ML/Ss tu2l-, P tu2l-≠tul- id.; pOs *tu-, *tu˝- 'bring' > Os: V/Vy/Ty
tu-, tu˝-, Y tu-, tuw-, D tu-, te"w-, ta$w-, K tu-, to"w-, ta$w-, Nz/O tu-,
tu"w- » ? Hg toj- 'lay eggs'  pSm {Jn., Hl.} *t¥- 'bring, give' (= {∫Jn.}
*t´8-) >  Ng tasa 'give', imv. tá” 'give!', En ta” id., Ne T tas∆ ta2s1 v.
'give', ta ta2 'Ersatz, Tausch', Ne F ta;s1 v. 'give', aor. ta2N;a2t 'I gave', Slq
Tz {KKIH} tu2- 'carry' ('taskat∆ '), Kms det-, tet- 'bringen, holen', M t
{Hl.} ¿ *ta- 'geben, hergeben'  pY {IN} *tV- 'give' > Y: K/T {IN} tadï-
'give', ? K {Jc.} ti!a4- id. ¶¶ UEW 529-53O, Coll. 64, Sm. 55O (FU, FP
*toxi-, Ugr *togI"- 'bring'), MF 635-6, Ker. II 171, Ht. #613, Lgc. SL
179, Jn. 145, KKIH 188, Hl. M #93O, IN 247, ≈ Rd. UJ 44 [#56] (Y π U )
|| A: [1] pKo *ta2- >  MKo ta2-ko~, NKo ta2go, Ko Ph ta2(g)o 'give me' ¶ Rm.
SKE 247-8, S QK #947, MLC 378;  [2] AdS   of A {DQA} *tæu"ya {AD} 'o f fe r
food to guests' (<   N *t''''ËhyV 'eat, feed; food', q.v. ffd.- which is t h e
main source, as evidenced by Tg *t- < N *t ''''-) ¶¶ DQA #2452 || D {Pf.}
*tay- ≠ *tey-, {Km.} *tay-\*tey- ≠ *ta(:)- ({†GS} *t-) v. 'bring', v. 'give
(to the1st\2nd pers.)' >  Tm taru/ta2r- (imv. ta2) v. 'give (to t h e
1st\2nd pers.)', Ml taruk, ta2r- (imv. ta2) id., Kt ta;r-, ta-, ta;, Td
to;r-, ta-, to;, Kdg tar-, ta; id., Kn tar, ta2r, ta2 v. 'lead or conduct nea r ,
bring, give (to the 1st\2nd pers.)', Tl teccu, te2- v. 'bring', Gnd ta-
/tar- v. 'bring', Knd ta-, t-, Png, Mnd ta- id., Kui tapa, tat-, Ku ta?- id.,
Brh tiniN, tir-, neg. ti- v. 'give'; Pf. adduces here Krx tay-, te2y- v. 'send a
newly marriage girl out of the village' and Mlt teye id. ¶¶ D ##3O98,
3418, Pf. 18 [#77], Km. 389 [#598] || ? HS: ??amb Eg N thm ' (Leute,
Vieh) herbeibringen, holen' (unless a sd. from Eg fMd thm ' s tossen,
drängen') ¶ EG V 321; Eg h may go back to *÷ <  *÷ and *Ì (the initial
combinations tV÷  and dV÷ do not exist in Eg) ˚  ≠ BmK 275 (unc.: D √
÷  S *√hdy v. 'convey, take' [interpreted as •day-]) and 3O5 (unc.: IE
and U roots ÷ Eg dw / d v. 'put, place' and dj 'present' [interpreted a s
•d, dw v. 'give, put, place'; in fact Eg dw / d is a cognate of IE d≈e2- v.
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'put' <  N *di÷e6666 ≠ *dVÓË? 'to put, to place']), S NSShS #19 (IE, A
*tæoye-) ˚  *-y- in A *tæoye- and in D *tay-≠*tey- is a hiatus-filling cns .
(after the loss of the lr.). A *tæ- is due to the lr. (N *tVÓ- > *tÓ- > A
*tæ-). IE *deÓW- ( >  NaIE *do2-/*d´-) may have resulted from the loss o f
*-w- (possibly as. *toÓ{u 4444} > *toÓo) ˚  The variation *toÓ{u 4444} ≠
*ta++++áÓ{u 4444} may be due to assimilation (either labialization *-a++++á-  > *-
o-  or palatalization *-o- > *-á- under the infl. of *-{u 4444 }) ˚  ≈ Gr. II
#174 (*to 'give') (IE, U, CK + unc. A, Ko, EA).
2252. *tawiká 'insect, vermin, (?) reptile' >  HS: B *ta-wk- ' w o r m '
(metanalysis reinterpreteing the form as n. ag. of *√wkk) >  Ah
tawkke, Ty, ETwl taw´kœkœe, Gh tawki, Sll tawkkWa, Gd tök´kka, Izd
tawkka 'worm' ¶ Fc. 1476, Lf. II #O7O9, GhA 197, Mrc. 261 || IE *dei\g8-
≈ 'tick (Ixodes)' >  Arm tiz tiz 'tick' »» MIr {P} dega (accus. degaid)
(<  *diga2t-) 'stag-beetle' »» Gmc *tïkan- (with intensifying gem. *tikkan-
) 'tick' >  AS {Ho., Sw.} ticca id. (P: read tiica or ticca), NE tike
and tick, NHG Zecke 'tick'; Gmc *tikan- >  MLG teke, OHG ze4hho,
MHG zeche , zecke 'tick' ¶ P 187-8, EI 257 (*dig8[≈]), Slt. 335, Ho. 3 4 6 ,
Sw. 172, Skeat 646, WrW 565, Kb. 1243, OsS 1242, Lx. 33O, KM 876 ||
A *t+dakV 'snake, lizard' > pKo {S} *to~iri\o~N  'lizard' > MKo to~iryo~N, NKo
toroN-nyoN ¶ S QK #9O9, Nam 162, MLC 464  pJ {S} *t‰!ka!- ' snake ,
lizard'  > OJ t[u\]o!ka!g[i\ ]e~, J: T to~kage, K to~ka!ge~, Kg toka!ge, Y tu~ga!ra~ ¶ S
QJ #123, Mr. 548  ??σ Tg *dakV 'sheat-fish' > Sln da2xi, Neg da2xI ±
da2kI, Nn Nh do¢aqa id. ¶¶ DQA #22O3 (A *t+dake) || ?φ ,σ  K *(s`)tagw-
'mouse' (unless akin to ECh: Ke du~gla~ 'mouse') >  OG tagu, G tagv-, Lz
mtug-, mtuy-, Sv s7dugw, s7t'ugw- 'mouse' ¶¶ K 175, K2 66 (*tagw-), FS K
142 and FS E 154 (*tagw-), Abul. 172, Eb. 42 ˚ The K cognate is highly
qu. (because of the irreg. *-g-  and the meaning).
2253. *tek÷V 'to touch' >  HS: WS *√tk'÷ >  BHb √tk'÷ v. G  ' s t r ike
with the hand', JA √tk'÷ G  id., 'clap', Tgr √t'k'÷ G  'clap hands' ¶ KB
1642-3, Lv. T II 554, Js. 1693, Sl. 1229, LH 614-5, L G 595  EC: O r
{Grg.}, Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} tuk'- v. 'touch', ? Af -o2tok- v. 'strike' (×  N
*t''''{u4 444}K''''a 'to thrust, to stab, to push') ¶ Grg. 38O, Sr. 394, ≠ Ss. PEC 4 8
(adduces Rn taX-  and Dsn ta!? v. 'push', cp. N ≈ *t''''e{h}aka?e6666 'to put, t o
set'), PH 177 || IE: NaIE *deg+g8- v. 'touch' >  Gt tekan (3s p. taI1tok),
MLG tacken 'to touch', ON taka (p. to2k), Dn tage, Nr ta, MDt
taken 'to take', Sw taga 'to take, to touch, to catch'; NrGmc ı ME
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taken > NE take »» Tc B ta4k- v. 'touch' ¶ P 183, EI 595, Fs. 475, Vr.
58O, Hlq. 1158-9, Wn. 5O4-5, Ad. 289, To. DL 529 || A: T *t…eg-,
{†ADb.} *teg- v. 'touch' >  OT {Cl.} ta4g- v. 'touch, reach', MT [IM] da4g-,
Tk deg"-, Az da4y-, Ggz dï-, XT {ADb.} dey-, Qrg, StAlt tiy- v. 'touch', T k m
deG- id., 'hit (the target)', VTt, Bsh tij- tiy-, Uz teg- v. ' t o u c h
(undeliberately)' ('zadet∆ , kosnut∆så '), ET ta4g-, Tv dòeG1-, Tf dòeG-, Chv
tiv- v. 'touch' ¶ Cl. 476, IS AD #A 1O, ET VGD 173-5, ADb. Ttd 52 [#4],
Ra. 171, Jeg. 249-5O, Fed. II 226 ¶ But OT ta4g- v. 'attack' (Cl. 4 7 6 )
belongs to N *t''''a 4 444kV 'to attack' (q.v.) || D *tak- ({†GS} *t-, *-g-) v.
'touch' (× N *t''''aka++++á 'to touch', q.v. ffd.) ˚ IS MS 369 (*ta4kÿ
'trogat∆ ' >  IE, A, D *tak-). T *-g- < N *-k÷- (reg. , cp. N *hak÷V ' t o
stand, to stop, to stay, to be' >  T *a2g-  v. 'rise' and N *c 6666Ék÷V  'to step, t o
tramp, to trample down' >  T *çigru- v. 'trample down').
2254. € *tÅkË{n1111 ++++n ` ```}V (or *tÅkË[ÓV]?) 'bug' >  HS: C: pAg *t‰kWan
'bugs' >  Bln {R} t´©Wan ≠ t´xWan, Xm {R} t´≤xWan, Q {R} tu2ka2n
'bugs', Km {CR} tuxa2n-a 'bug'; Ag ı Gz {L} t´kWa2n 'bedbug'; EthS ı
Sa, Af {R} t´kWan 'bug' »» EC: Sml {ZMO} tuXa2n 'bug, weevil, bedbug ' ,
Sml N {Abr.} tu!ka2!n, Or {Th.} tu≤kan-a (nom. tu≤kan-ni) 'bug', Or B
{Sr.} tuka2ni, Qbn {L} tuha2na 'bedbug' »» Dhl {E} t†akkWa?e 'dung beetle' ¶
AD SF 53, 273, Sr. GBO 222, ZMO 397, Abr. S 155, L G 573, EEN 8, E 1 6 9
¶ •÷ (σ ) Brn {E} taqambariya 'butterfly' (E 169)  Eg P tkk.t
'Schlupfwespe, ichneumon (?)' ¶ EG V 336  S: JEA {Sl.} Kkt tkk
(without vocalization) '∈ worm' ¶ Sl. 12O7, Js. 1663 (K6k2T6 t´≤k3ak3
'worm of silk'), Lv. IV 642 (K6k1T6 t´≤k3a2k3 'Motte'), Dlm. 42O (ak1k`6T2
takk´≤k3a2 'Zernager [Motte]') || D (in SD) *tak{u}n`V≠ *tak{u}lßV ({†GS}
*t-, *-g-) 'bedbug' >  Kn tagun5e, tagan5i, tagan5e, tigun5e,
tigan5e, Td tixin`y, Tu tagulA, çagul5A, Krg M c>avn`a, Krb tokki
'bedbug' ¶ D #2996 ˚ If the Eg, S, and Dhl cognates are valid (which is
not certain), Ag, EC, and D *-n(V) may go back to a sx. (whence a N r ec .
*tÅkË[ÓV]); alternatively, S, Eg, and Dhl cognates may have lost t h e
*n-element (metanalysis?) ˚ Blz. DA 159 [#7O] (suggested to add S, Eg,
and SC to the Ag-EC-D comparison).
2255. *tÅK ''''á 'to suit, to be appropriate, to fit' >  IE *dek8- v. 'suit, b e
fit' >  L dece2t 'it is proper \ seemly \ fitting', ? Um tic>it 'decet, is
allowed'  Ï NaIE n. abstr. *dek8-os >  L dec-us / dec-or-is ' t h a t
which adorns or beautifies, distinction, grace' »» Vd das1as≤yati
'favours, serves, obliges' (ÿ  *das1as ntr. ÷ L decus) »» OIr dech ' d e r
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beste'  other ds.: ? Gk do1kimoß 'trustworthy; approved, e s t eemed '
(unless ÿ dokey1v  'keep an eye upon' [so according to F I 4O5]) »» OHG
zeho2n, gizeho2n 'to restore', gizeh 'richtig', Gt te2wa ' o r d e r
(Ordnung)', gate2wjan 'to arrange, anordnen', AS tiohhian ≠
tioÌan 'to determine, to  fjudge', ?? ta1wian 'to prepare, to tan' 
Ht {Ts.} dakk- 'entsprechen, ähneln'  ? Ï IE *dek8s- 'right, r ight
(dexter)' (× N *t''''ogV 'straight', q.v.) >  OI ≤daks5ati 'acts to t h e
satisfaction of', ≤daks5in5a-, daks5i≤n5a- 'right (dexter), southern, able,
dexterous', Av daxs7at À '(?) macht es (einem) recht', das7ina- ' r ight ,
south' »» Gk dexitero1ß 'right (dexter)', dexio1ß 'right, fortunate, boding
good' »» pAl {O} *deca 'right (dexter)' >  MAl [Bzk.] djathe4 id. Ï MAl
{FB} diaxte [di\aTtÄ], StAl T djathte4, Al {Kf.} djathe4te4, Al ∆  {Huld}:
SG di\aTt, D di\a2Tt, A Jat, M di\astÄ id. »» L dexter 'right' (↔ 'left'), Osc
destrst 'dextra est', Um DESTRAM-E 'in dextram', testre e ' i n
dextro' »» OIr dess, NIr deas/deis- 'right (dexter), Gl *dexsiva,
dexuae, CltI†Dessuaeona, Brtt {RE} *dexsowos 'right (dexter)' >  MW
deheu, W deau, Crn dyghow, OBr, Br dehou 'right' »» Gt
tai1hswa, OHG ze4so 'right (dexter)' »» Lt deﬁs7inas id., des7ine$ﬁ
'right hand' » Sl *desn¥(jÁ) 'right (dexter)' >  OCS desn5 desnË, Blg
≤desen, SCr de~sni 8, deàsan, Slv de!sen  Ht {Ts.} taks- 'fügen' ( i m
Sinne von 'unternehmen [Kriegszug]'), 'bereiten' ¶¶ P 189-91 and Mn.
137 (both do not distinguish this √  from homonymous *dek8- ' n ehmen ,
aufnehmen', {Mn.} v. 'find, get'), WH I 346-7, M K II 1O-1, 27, M E I
689-91, 71O, MW 465, F I 366-7, 4O4-6, WH I 33O-1, 346-7, Bc. G 3 1 5 ,
332, 349, Pln. II 73O, Thr. § 262, LP §§  25.4, 323.3, Fs. 471, 476, Ho.
342-3, Kb. 392, 1243, 1248, OsS 1239, 1242, 1252-3, Schz. 333, Frn.
9O, ESSJ IV 218-9, ≈ Glh. 192-3, Kf. 83, O 67-8, Huld 53 (pAl *di\aT-tÄ),
RE 122, Flr. 133, Hm. 147 , Ts. W 81, Ts. E III 31-2, 4O-3, EI 564 (*dek8-
(prs. *dok8ei\) 'take\accept graciously or properly'; no distinction f r o m
*dek8- 'find, get', see N *t{e}K''''á 'take, carry'), 271 (*dek8es- 'honor') ||
D *takk-/takV ({†GS} *t-) v. 'be fit, appropriate, ready' >  Tm taku ( f t .
stem takuv-, past stem takk-/takunt-) 'be fit\excellent', Ml taku
v. 'be fit, suit', takka 'fit', Kt takl 'preparation of half the village lands
for sowing', Td tokoT 'suitable', Kn tagu (past stem takk-) v. 'be fit,
proper, suit', takka 'fit proper', Kdg takka 'sufficient', Tu takka ' f i t ,
suitable, worthy', Tl tagu ≠ tavu v. 'be proper, fit, suitable' ¶¶ D
#3OO5, ≠  Km. 373 [#522] (+ unc. Kui sanZ>a v. 'be fitting, beautiful ' ,
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whence unt. rec. of pSD and pCD *c>a2y- / *c>ay-V >  *ta2y- / *tak-V) ||
HS: S *√tk'n v. 'be straight, in good condition' (× N *t''''iK''''a 'be s traight ' ,
q.v. ffd.) ˚  IS MS 355 ('podxodå∑ij ' *ta{k5}ÿ: IE, D), IS SS #2.6 (IE,
D) ‘ BmK 313-4.
2256. *t{e}K''''á 'take, carry' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'get, possess') >
HS: Ch {JS} *√tk v. 'take' >  WCh {Stl.} *tVk- id. >  Ron {J}: DfB tye^k v.
'take, take out', Sha t‰k v. 'take' »» CCh: Msg {Trn.} tV~kV~, Msg G tk-,
Msg P tik- v. 'take' » ?? Ktk: Lgn {Lk.} zgi!, z‰gi!, zgo!, Bdm {Lk.} Z7ugu v.
'take' ¶ Stl. ZCh 163 [#167], ChC, ChL, JS 261, MB SMSM 112, Lk L 14O,
Lk. B 14O  ? S *°-tïk- or *°-tu2k- >  Ar ?ita2kat- (n. act. from a der ived
verbal stem) 'épilation, action d'arracher le poil et les plumes' ¶ BK I
213 ¶¶ OS #2388 (*tek- >  WCh, CCh *tyak-, erroneously Eg tkk
• 'grasp, seize', in fact v. 'attack') || IE *dek8- {Mn.} v. 'find, get' (‘
'deem, judge'), {P} 'nehmen, aufnehmen' >  YAv dasa- 'goods ,
possessions' ({Brtl.} 'Gegenstand der fahrender Gabe,
Vermögensstück'), dasaÊavant 'rich', KhS da2s1- v. 'receive, ge t
(possessions)', da2s5t5a- 'rich, happy', NPrs ñt4"d dås7ta4n ' have,
possess, keep ' »» Gk I/Ae/Cr de1komai 'I take, accept, expect' (Gk A
de1comai under the infl. of *de1c†v, inf. de1c†ai) »» ???σ Sl *desi- v. ' f ind,
meet' (× N *tá÷s@@@@V 'to track [game], to follow the tracks of', q.v. f fd . )
 ? Ht {Ts.} taks-  'fügen, bereiten' (< *dek8-s-) (×  N *tÅK ''''á 'to suit, t o
be appropriate, to fit') ¶¶ Mn. 137, Brtl. 7O2, 74O, Bai. 157, BM 2O7-8,
WP I 783, P 189-19O (all of them do not distinguish this √  from t h e
homonymous *dek8- v. 'suit, be fit', w  N *tÅK ''''á '⇑ '), F I 373-4, Ts. W 8 1 ,
Ts. E III 4O-3, ≈ EI 564 (*dek8- 'take\accept graciously or properly'; n o
distinction from *dek8- 'be in order', see  N *tÅK''''á '⇑ ) || A: Tg *tu'k- ( =
{∫Bz.} *to4k-) v. 'carry, hold' >  Ewk tuk- v. 'carry on one's back, ho ld ' ,
Lm to$k- ± tuk- v. 'carry on one's back, take', Ud tug‰l‰- ≠ tu‰l‰- v.
'take in one's arms', Ul tu2wu, Nn Nh tuxi, Nn KU tuxi ≠ tuxi‰ ≠ tux‰
'armful' ¶ STM II 2O6-7, Krm. 296 ¶ as.: N *t. . .K ' > **t'...K' >  Tg *t...k ||
D (in SD) *tekk-/*tek- v. 'take, pull' ({†GS} *t-) >  Tm tekku v.
'receive, take', ? tevvu v. 'get, take, obtain, seize', ? Kt tev- v. 'pul l
along or out of', Kn tege, tegu, tegi v. 'pull' ¶ D #34O7 ˚ The
origin of the Tg vw *u' in*tu'k- is still to be established (cp. t h e
abovementioned Bdm Z7ugu). A highly tentative solution is a rec. of a N
*te?oK ''''á  or *to?eK''''á (*?  and *o  are N phonemes that may disappear
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without traces in IE, unlike other laryngeals and labialized vowels) ˚
BmK 313-4 (IE, D + tying in IE dek8m= 'ten').
2257. *tik''''{u 4 444} '≈ show' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'say') >  HS: S *°√tyk'
(= prm. *-tïk'-?) > Gz √tyk' (D  pf. tayyak'a) v. 'observe, look at'  Ch:
WCh: Ngz {Sch.} ta2 ~tku! (3s p.) v. 'show, demonstrate' (n. act. ta2!tka~, sbjn.
ta2!ta@k), Bd {Sch.} ta2tk‰~d'a^n v. 'show' »» CCh: BnnM {ChL} takamo, Zm {J}
ta@k v. 'show' ¶ JS 227, ChL, ChC || K  *tkw- v. 'speak, say' >  OG tkw-, G
tkv- id., Mg, Lz tk(v)- v. 'say', Sv -:kw-: n. act. {K} lïkwisg, {GP} (UB)
lïkwïsg  'to say sth.', 3s aor. {Test.} X-a4∏kw(in) 'he told him', 3s ft. pfc .
{Test.} X-a4∏kwni(ne) ¶¶ K 96-7, K2 75, FS K 153, FS E 166-7, Chx. 736-8 ,
GP 174, Test. S 22 ¶¶ K *tkw- < **tk'w- (as.) || IE *dei\k8- v. 'show' (‘
'say') > OI de2s1- (prs. ≤dides5t5i, di≤s1ati, de2s1ayati) 'show, indicate ' ,
Av dae2s- id. (dae2do2is7t 'shows', imv. do2is7i 'show!', 2s aor. inj. da2is7
'du sollst zeigen') »» Gk dei1knymi 'I show' »» L d°c-o2 / -e"re v. 'say', Osc
dei1kum DEICVM id., dicust 'dixerit', Um teitu, DEITU 'dicito'; d.: L
diÆc-o2 / dica2re  'consecrate, dedicate, devote to gods; inaugurate' »» Gt
gateihan 'to announce', AS te2on {P} id., {Sw.} 'to accuse', ON te1a (>
ti1a) 'to show, to communicate', tega 'to show,to reveal', OHG
z°han 'to say sth. about so., to blame, to accuse' >  NHG zeihen ' t o
accuse'  int.: OHG zeigo2n > NHG zeigen 'to show'  H t
tekkussai-  '(sich) zeigen, präsentieren' ¶¶ P 188-9, EI 516, Ts. W 8 9 ,
Ts. E III 3O2-6, M K II 43, F I 355-6, WH I 348-9, Bc. G 315, 332, Fs. 2O4,
Ho. 345-6, Vr. 585, 59O-1, 877, Kb. 1251, OsS 1238-9, 1259-6O, KM
877, Me. WB 56-7 ('show' ‘ 'say' in juristic usage in some IE lgs.) || A:
Tg *çi3k- + suff. 'come in sight, appear', 'be shown' >  Ewk çikiltu- v.
'appear, come in sight' (of leaves, horns of reindeer), WrMc {Z}
ciqZala vi. 'sprout' (of shoots, sprouts of plants), 'rise from t h e
ground '  ¶ as.: N *t.. .K '''' > **t'...K' (> pre-Tg **tik- > Tg *çi3k-) ¶ STM II
3 9 1 .
2258. *toK''''É ++++a or *taK''''É++++a 'to tear' >  IE: NaIE *dek8- or *dek- v. ' t e a r
(up), reduce to threads' ({P} 'reißen, zerreißen, zerfasern') >  Gt
tahjan 'to tear', dis-tahjan 'to destroy', Ic tAja (1s prs. tA, p p .
taÎi) 'to card (wool)', Nr ∆  tAja, taa 'fasern, zerreißen' »» ? OI
dasa2  'fringe of a garment' (× NaIE √ *dek8-, *dok8-lo- 'a single hair, tail' >
Gt tagl  'a hair', AS tAÌel 'tail', OIr du1al 'plait, tassel') ¶ P 191, M K
II 27, Fs. 47O-1, Bv. 785, Ho. 341, Thr. 41 || A: Tg *tagdV- v. 'tear o u t '
> Ewk tagdï- 'tear out, take away (sth. from so.)', Ewk Urm/Ucr tagdï-
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'tear away', Lm ta2d- (STM: <  *tagdi-) 'tear to pieces', Neg tagdI- id. ,
'tear away, pull out\aside', Ul ta9dI-, Nn Nh/B tadora- 'tear\pull o u t ' ,
Ud tagdi- id., 'tear out\off', WrMc tadu- 'tear off \ to pieces \ i n to
two parts' ¶ STM II 15O-1 ¶ as.: N *t.. .K '''' > **t'...K' (> pre-Tg **t...k Ï
**tak-dV- > Tg *tagdV-) || D (in NED) *tok-/*tonk- v. 'tear off' >  Mlt
toqe  v. 'nip off (as herbs), cut off (as bamboos)', Krx toNk≈- v. 'break a
part of a plant with fingers, cull or pluck a leaf' ¶ D #3479, Pf. 192 || ??
HS: WS *√ntk' v. 'tear away, pull, draw' > BHb √ntk' G  (pf. qt2n! na2≤t3ak')
id., D  (pf. qT4n % nit≤tek') v. 'tear apart, tear out', Ar √ntq G  v. 'pull off ,
draw off', ? Gz √ntk' G  v. 'pull' ¶ Here there may be contaminat ion
with other S verbal roots beginning with *√nt-, such as *√nts7
'ausreißen', *√ntr  v. 'tear'). The initial *n- may be a former px. ¶ BDB
#5423, KB 695, L G 4O7 ˚  D points to a N *o , while Tg suggests *a .
This discrepancy is still to be explained.
2259. *ta4444yK ''''V 'finger', ‘ 'one' > HS: C: EC *tVkV 'one' >  Or T {Mrn.}
tokko m. 'one', tokka f. 'one', Or {Grg.} tokko, Or B/Wt {Sr.} tokko, Or O
{Sr.} to(k)ko, ta(k)ka, Or H {Ow.} tokko, takko, Arr {Hw.} tokko! m., takka!
f. 'one', Elm to!ko, f. taka, Dsn takaç, tikid'(d'i), Kns {BlSO} takka ≠ tokka,
Ged {Hd.} takka 'one', ? Sa {R} ti 'one', ? Af {PH} tiya (f. tï) 'one thing,
something, anything', ? Af {R} taºw 'solus, each', Rn ta!kka~y ≠ ta!kka~c7
'one by one, one at a time' »» Ag: Bln {R} tu2, Xm {R} t° 'alone, solus' ¶
Grg. 377, Sr. 391, 393, Ow. 9O, Hw. A 396-7, BlSO 189, 197, Hd. 1O7,
PH 2OO, R WB 344, PG 274, To. DL 529, Blz. DL s.v. 'one '   Ch: CCh
*tVkW- 'one' >  Dgh {Frk.} te!kWe~, ti!tkWe~, Ngs {IL} t≈‰!k≈Wu~, Msy {Mch.}
takan, Db {Lnh.} ta~ka@w, Gdr {Mch.} ta51ka5, Lgn {Lk.} tku! 'one' ¶ JI II
262-3, ChC, ChL || IE: NaIE *dei\k8+k(w)- 'finger' >  L digitus, EpL
dicitus id. »» Gmc (< *doi\k8+kwa2): ON ta1, OHG ze2ha, NHG Zehe, MLG
te2we, NGr M/S ce2ve, MDt tee, Dt teen, AS ta2he, ta2 'toe', NE toe
»» ? amb Gk da1ktyloß, Gk B dakky1loß 'finger', unless it is from *da1tkyloß
<  IE *dn=t-kulo-s (÷  OHG zinko 'spike, sharp point '  > NHG Zinken
'spike', as supposed by J. Hofmann) ¶¶ Bc. 239-4O, WH I 351, F I 344-5 ,
Ch. 249-5O, Hofm. 51, Bois. 164, Vr. 578-9, Vr. N 726, Ho. 341-2, Kb.
1242, 1254, OsS 1236, 1281, KM 877 ¶¶ The IE diphthong *ei\ may b e
explained by postulating a phoneme *y in N (*ta 4444yK ''''V) or by supposing
that it is due to the infl. of the verb *dei\k8- v. 'show' (<  N *tik''''{u 4 444} '≈  t o
show', q.v.); another possibility: *dei\k8 +k- 'finger' ÿ *dei\k8- v. 'show'. L -
git-  from -kit- is due to dis. (acc. to WH) || A : NaT *tæa4∏k- 'only, a lone '
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>  OT {Cl.} ta4k 'only', Chg ta4k 'only, alone', Tk tek 'only; odd', tekin
'alone', Tkm ta4 ∏k 'odd (number)', Az ta4k id., 'alone', Qzq tek 'only' ¶ Cl.
475, Rs. W 47O, Hüs. 287, MM 341 || Gil: Gil ES {Blz. “?} tox´n1 ' f inger '
¶¶ Blz. KM 137 [#18] ˚ N *y  is suggested by IE (*ei\) and by T ( length
of the vw.: N *a 4444y  > T *a4∏). The fortis *tæ- in T (suggesting an earlier *t'-)
may have been influenced by the internal cns. (N *-k''''- >  T *-k-).
Another possible solution is to separate the N word for ' f inger '
(*tVyK ''''V > IE, Gil) from that for 'one' (N *t''''a 4 444K ' '''V >  HS, T) ˚ ≈ Blz. KM
137 [#18] (equates Gil tox´n1 with K, HS, and A words for 'span, hand ' ,
see N *t ''''okV '≈ [palm of] hand [with fingers], span of hand ' )  ˚ ≈ Gr. II
#150 (*tik 'finger') (IE, A, Ko, Ai, Gil + unc. CK, J).
226O. *taLV  'to shake, to wave' >  HS: CS *√tltl id. >  Ar √tltl (p f .
taltala) 'agiter, secouer', ? BHb Mil`5T2l6T2 taltal≤l-ïm '(?) waving palm-
branches' (Cant. 5.11) (the meaning tentatively supposed on the ev. o f
some early translations: [LXX] e>la1tai, [Vulg.] elatae palmarum
'Triebe von Palmen', as well on the Arabic cognate) ¶ GB 88O, BDB
1O68, KB 16O3-4, BK I 2O3 || IE: NaIE *del(d), ? *0dou\l- vi. ' shake ,
swing' > AS tealt 'unsteady, heaving (ship); precar ious ' ,
tealt(r)ian 'schwanken, wackeln, unsicher sein', MDt touteren
'to stagger, to reel, to swing', Dt touteren id., 'to be irresolute', Nr
tylten  'shaky, unsteady, tottering', Sw tulta  'to hobble, to toddle ' »»
?? Lt delﬁsti (prs. delsiu~) 'to linger, to loiter, to delay', du2line$!ti ' t o
wander, to drag oneself along' »» ?φ  OI do2≤la2 'swing, litter', do2la2yate2
'rocks about like a swing, moves to and fro', do2lita- 'swung, shaken,
tossed' (unless borrowed from an Austronesian lge., as supposed by M )
¶¶ WP I 8O9, P193-4, Ho. 343, Sw. 171, Vr. N 743, ≈  Hlq. 1241, MW
498, M K II 67, Frn. 88 (connects delﬁsti  with IE *del- 'long') || A
*t…aL- > NaT *t…alb- > OT {Cl.} talpî- v. 'flutter, palpitate, pulsate' (in ds.:
talpîn- id., v. 'struggle', [MhK] talpîr- v. 'flutter': kus7 talpîrdî 'the b i r d
flutttered its wings'; [MgK] talpîs7- v. 'flutter' (cooperative: kus7lar
kamu˝ talpîs7dî 'the birds all fluttered together'), XwT XIV talbî- v.
'struggle, flutter', OOsm XIV-XVI talbIn- ≠ dalbIn- v. ' f lu t ter ,
palpitate', Tk Kn dalbIn-mak 'to flounder in water' (of so. w h o
cannot swim), Tv dòa<lbay- vi. 'spread' (of wings), dòa<lbay-a<lbaNna- ' f lap
wings', Yk talba2 n. act. 'swinging', talbar- 'take wing' ¶ Cl. 493, IS AD
47, SDD I 396  M *dalal- >  WrM dalal-, HlM dalla- v. ' beckon ,
wave the hand', Kl dall=- 'winken, schwingen'; M *dalayi- 'wave\swing
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one’s hand\arm' > MM [MA] dala- v. 'make a sign', WrM dalai-, HlM,
Brt dalaj- v. 'raise the hand in order to strike, brandish, swing,
wield', M ı Tlt/Alt {Rl.} talay- '(die Hand, die Peitsche) zum Schlage
aufheben, schwingen, in der Luft bewegen' ¶ KW 74, Pp. MA 138, MED
224, Chr. 183, Rl. III 879 ¶¶ In the preconsonantal position T *l may g o
back both to A *l and to *l! ¶¶ IS AD 47, Pp. AU 1OO, Rm. VMT 57 ˚  IS
SS 32O [#2.2], IS MS 369 ('tråsti(s∆)' *talÿ: HS, IE, A). CS *√tltl, IE
deld-, and M dalal- are likely to go back to a N reduplicated *taLV-
taLV.
2261. *ta4444LV 'cut (split, trim, cleave)' > K: pGZ *tal-/*tl- v. 'p lane ,
trim, shave, hew' >  G tal-/tl-, Mg tol- id. (× N *til ∏∏∏∏V '≈  to rough-hew,
to chisel, to cut into slices') ¶ K 9O-1, K2 66-7, FS K 143, FS E 155 || IE:
NaIE *del[´]- v. 'cleave, carve' ({P} 'spalten, schnitzen, kunstvoll
bebauen') (× N *til ∏∏∏∏V '⇑ ') >  OI ≤dalati vi. 'bursts, cracks' ( semant ic
infl. of ≤phalati 'bursts, splits, cleaves open or asunder'), da2Æ≤layati
'causes to burst', dala-m 'part, piece, half' »» Gk (int.) dai-da1llv ' w o r k
cunningly, embellish', dai1daloß, daida1leoß 'cunningly\curiously wrought '
»» pAl {O} *dalna2nya (adj. with *-no-; ÿ IE *del-) >  Al dalloj
'distinguish, discern', {BFU} 'scheiden, teilen', {Kf.} 'cvri1zv' »» L dola2- v.
'hew with an axe' (×  IE *del- v. 'split') »» ? OIr delb 'form, image', OW
delu , W delw 'imago, figura, effigies' (×  IE *del- '⇑ ') »» ON telgja ' t o
carve, to cut', NLG talter 'Lumpen, Fetzen' »» ? Arm {WP, P} to¬em
toÒem 'präge ein, brenne ein' (if from *dôl- [as WP and P a f t e r
Scheftelowicz], unless it is a sd. from toÒem v. 'thread, string, a r range '
[‘ 'write'], w N *tËLV '≈  to line up ' ) »» Lt dali~s 'part', daliju~,
daly!ti v. 'divide', dalia~ 'share, destiny', Ltv dal>a, ∆ dalis ' p a r t ,
share', Lt pu~s-dylis me$!nuo 'moon in its last quarter' (pu~s is 'half ' ,
me$!nuo is 'moon'), Pru dellieis 'divide' » Sl *dol!a 'part, share' >
RChS, OR dolA dolja, R, Uk ≤dolå, P dola id., 'destiny', OCz s doli
'happily, with success' ¶ P 194-6, EI 143 (*del-  'carve, split, cut'), M K II
24-5, F I 339-4O, WH I 364-6, Vr. 586, LP § 19 , Frn. 81-2, Kf. 75, O 5 5 ,
Frn. 81-2, ESSJ V 62-3, SPS IV 81-2, ≠ WP I 8O9-12 || A *ta4+eL- v. 'split' >
M *delbere-  v. 'burst or crack asunder, go to pieces, split, break' >  WrM
delbere-, HlM d´lb´r´- id., WrM delberkey, HlM d´lb´rxij
'split, cracked; crack, cleft, crevice', Kl delvrk´ 'deep scratch', {Rm.}
delwr=kE2 'tiefer Riss', ¶ MED 248, KRS 196, KW 87  Tg *delk{i}- v. ' spl i t '
(× N ?σ *dáL{k}a  'to prick', q.v.?) >  Ewk d‰lki- v. 'split\chop in to
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pieces', Lm d‰lk¥- v. 'separate, chop into pieces', Lm Sk d‰lk´-'split,
chop (a tree) into pieces', Nn d‰lki- v. 'split (reed in order to plai t
mats)', WrMc delxe- vi. 'separate', Mc Sb d‰l˝‰- 'be disconnected \
ripped off; come off, go off, peel off', Jrc {Md.} delxe-, {Kiy.} telxe-
v. 'separate' ¶ STM I 232-3, Y ##12OO, 1713, Kiy. 119 [#39O], Md. ChF
136 ¶¶ ≈ ADb. 58 [#11], ≈  SDM97 (A *t{i}l(k)a 'split, divide,
differentiate', incl. M, Tg), ≈ DQA #2227 (A *telV 'split, strike' >  incl.
M, Tg) || D *°talß+l- > Mlt tale- v. 'cut off' ¶¶ ≈ D #3124 || HS: d.: WS
*≤talam ≠ *≤talu+im 'furrow' > BHb Ml3T3 ≤tElEm, JA {Dlm., KB, Js.} am1l6T2
tal≤m-a2 (and [Trg.] {Lv., Js.} am1l1T6 t´la2≤m-a2), Ar µlaTa talam-, Gz t´lm
id. ¶ KB 16O2, Dlm. 421, Lv. T II 54O, Js. 1672, BK I 2O5, L G 574-5 ¶ ¶
It is originally a deverbal derived noun with the nominal sx. *-Vm- ˚
M, Tg *e, and D *a suggest pN *a4444 ˚  AD GD #125 and DQA l.c. (IE, A),
IS MS 36O ('ras∑eplåt∆ ' *te{l !}ÿ: IE, A, ? K, ? HS [C]), IS SS #2.12 ˚  ≈
Gr. II #218 (*tel 'hurt') (IE, A + unc. CK).
2262. *til∏∏∏∏V '≈ to rough-hew, to chisel (behauen), to cut into slices'
>  K: pGZ *tal-/*tl- v. 'plane, trim, shave, hew' (× N *ta4444LV 'cut [split,
trim, cleave]' [q.v. ffd.]) || IE: NaIE *del[´]- v. 'cleave, carve' ({P}
'spalten, schnitzen, kunstvoll bebauen') (× N *ta4444LV '⇑ ') >  OI
da2 Æ ≤layati 'spaltet, macht bersten', ≤dalati 'birst' (semantic influence
of ≤phalati 'springt entzwei'), dala-m 'Teil, Stück, Hälfte' »» Gk
(intens.) dai-da1llv 'work cunningly, embellish', dai1daloß, daida1leoß
'cunningly\curiously wrought' »» pAl {O} *dalna2nya (adj. with *-no- ÿ
IE *del-) >  Al dalloj 'distinguish, discern', {BFU} 'scheide, teile', {Kf.}
'cvri1zv' »» L dola2- v. 'hew with an axe' »» ? Arm to¬em toÒem ' p r äge
ein, brenne ein' (if from *dôl- [as WP and P after Scheftelowitz], unless i t
is a sd. of toÒem  v. 'thread, string, arrange', w  N *tËLV  '≈  to line up') »»
? L dola2- 'behauen, bearbeiten' (×  IE *del- v. 'split') »» ? OIr delb
'Gestalt, Form', OW delu , W delw 'imago, figura, effigies' (×  IE *del- v.
'split') »» LG talter 'Lumpen, Fetzen' »» Lt dali~s 'part', daliju~,
daly!ti v. 'divide', dalia~ 'share, destiny', Ltv dal>a, ∆ dalis ' p a r t ,
share', Lt pu~s-dylis (me$!nuo) 'Mond im letzten Viertel' (pu~s m e a n s
'half'); ??σ Lt dylu~, di~lti, Ltv de>lu, dilstu, dil^t 'grow used up ( b y
rubbing)', dilot  'abschleifen' » Sl *dol !a 'part, share' >  RChS, OR dolA
dolja, R, Uk ≤dolå, P dola id., 'destiny', OCz s doli 'happily, with
success'  ¶ P 194-6, Frn. 81-2, Kf. 75, O 55,  ESSJ V 62-3, SPS IV 81-2, ≠
WP I 809-12, WH I 364-6 || A: NaT *t…il- 'zurechtschneiden', cut i n to
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slices\strips' >  OT {Cl.} til- v. 'cut into slices', Tk dil-, Ggz dil- 'divide
in pieces \ parts \ stripes', Tkm dil- 'cut into segments \ slices \
stripes', MOg [L] dilla4- 'cut to pieces', Ggz, Az dil-im 'slice', Bsh tÁl-,
Qmq, Qzq, Qrg, Alt, Ln, ET, Uz til-, Qzl, Xk tIl-, Yk ta4l-, Chv c7Ál- ' c u t
into hunks \ stripes', VTt tÁl- id., v. 'chop sticks, cut up leather t o
thongs', Tv dòil- v. 'saw up (a log to boards), cut up (leather t o
thongs)', Tf dòil- 'cut up to long narrow stripes \ slices'  ¶ Chv c7- < pT
*t-  due to the palatalizing infl. of the vw. *i ¶ Rs. W 49O-1, IS AD 39, ET
VGD 23O-1, TkR 27O, TrR 232, GRM 145 ¶ × pA {SDM95} *t{i}l(k)V v.
'split, divide, differentiate' (>  M *c>ilu4-Gen 'space between', Tg *del- v.
'split, divide', pKo *ta~rÄ~ 'be different', pJ *ta~nka~p- / *ti!nka!p- v. 'd i f fer ' )
¶ SDM95 s.v. *t{i}l(k)a ˚  IE *e and K *a are likely to belong to t h e
heritage of *ta 4444LV .
2263. *tulV  '≈ tell (a story), pronounce magic\ritual texts' >  HS: S
*°√twl >  Ar √twl G  'exercer un enchantement\sortilège', Ar tuwal-
'magic art, witchcraft', ? *°√tlw  (×  N *t''''eLV 'shout, call') > Ar √tlw:
tala2 tila2w-at-an 'he read (a book), recited (sth.)', tila2w-at- ' reading,
recital' (unless “ √tlw G  'follow') ¶ BK I 2O5-6, 211, Hv. 62, 64  ? B
*°√tlÓ >  Shw {Hy.} utla v. 'parler, discourir' ¶ Hy. 556  ? C: Ag:
Bln/Q {R} tela2, Xm {R} t5ela2, Km {CR} tila2 'medicine, drug (Arznei)' »»
EC: Sml {DSI, ZMO} talo 'decision, advice, opinion, proposal', {DSI} tali-
v. 'decide, advise', {ZMO} rule, govern', Sml N {Abr.} ta!lo 'decision' »»
SC: Kz {E} tulatu 'court case' ¶ R WB 338, Abr. S 234, DSI 574-5, ZMO
385-6, E SC 325 || IE *del- 'tell, narrate, pronounce ritual texts' >  H t
talliya- v. 'invoke (gods)', Lc M {KrlSh} tali '(heathen) priest' (×  N
*t ''''eLV  '⇑ ' [q.v.])  Gmc *talo2 'narration', *taljan 'to tell, to narrate' >
ON tala 'speech, conversation', AS talu 'narration' (>  NE tale), MLG
tale 'speech', MDt tael, ta2le 'speech, language', Dt taal ' language,
speech', OHG zala 'tale'; ON tala 'to speak, to talk', AS talian ' t o
enumerate; to consider (a thing to be so-and-so)', te$llan 'to n a r r a t e '
¶¶ P 193, Ts. IAH 265, Ts. E III 58-6O, KrlSh. XLJ 86, Vr. 58O-1, Vr. N
718, Ho. 342, 344, Kb. 1239, OsS 1226, ≠ Pol. ONRT 661, GI 8O8 (fn. 1 )
|| U: FU (att. in Ugr) *tultV 'witchcraft' >  Hg ta1ltos ' so rce re r ,
shaman; Zauberpferd' » ObU *tV∏lt >  pOs *tOlt/*tolt ({∫Hl.}
*tOlt/*ta"lt)> Os: N tolt 'giant' (“  'sorcerer'), toltn, tolten ' m i t
Zauberkraft', Vy tolt 'fever', Kz tö8¬t 'Hilfe; Linderung (bei e iner
Krankheit, in der Armut)', toÚ¬ta 'without effort, without noise;
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suddenly'; pVg *tu2lt >  Vg N tu2lt´n, tu2ltn´ 'leicht, einfach' (“  *'by
witchcraft') ¶ UEW 895, Ht. 188 [#637] ˚  May be (but not necessarily
is) connected with N *tËLV  '≈ to line up' (q.v.) ˚  IE *del- (rather t h a n
**deu\l- with *eu\ < N *u ) is due to a law eliminating clusters of t w o
sonants ˚  AD NM #124, S CNM 9 (÷÷ ST), ≈ Blz. KM 122 [#27] (S, C, B,
IE + reflexes of N *tËLV  '≈ to line up' + unconvincingly: Tg *te2luNu
'narrating, folk tale' [which should be better referred to N *t''''eLV '⇑ ' ] ,
Ak te2lu  'pronounce distinctly' [e2 points to a S *÷  or *H]).
2264. € *tËLV '≈ to line up' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to count') >  K:
pGZ *twl-/*twal- v. 'count' >  G tvl(-a)/tval-, Mg tval- (π G?) id. ¶
Fn. KW-2 42 [#6], Chx. 487-8 || IE: NaIE *del- '≈ row, thread, count ing '
>  Arm to¬ toÒ 'row', to¬em toÒem v. 'thread, string' »» Gmc *talo2
'counting, narration', *taljan 'to count, to tell' (× N *tulV  '≈ tell [ a
story], pronounce magic\ritual texts', q.v. ffd.) >  AS talu 'series', tAl
'number', ÌetAl 'number, series', OHG zala 'row, number, counting,
account', NHG Zahl 'number'; OHG zalo2n, NHG zahlen 'to count' ¶ P
193, Vr. 58O-1, Kb. 1239, OsS 1226, KM 872, Bedr. 7O7, EI 397 (*del-
'aim, compute') ˚  The meaning 'narration, to talk' (as in Gmc) has a
double origin: it goes back both to N *tËLV  '≈ line up' (cp. compter
- raconter) and to N *tulV '≈ tell (a story), pronounce magic \ r i tual
texts'. An alt. solution is to assume that these two N words are identical:
*tu lV  '≈ line up' ‘  'narrate, tell (a story)' ‘ 'pronounce magic \ r i tual
formulas' ˚  ≈ Blz. 122 [#27] (incl. K, IE; see above s.v. ≈≈ *tulV  '⇑ ' .
2265. € *t ++++ t ' '''VLV  'hang' > HS: *√tly+w 'hang' (KB: '(an)hängen') > H b
√tly G  (pf. el1T1 ta2≤la2, pp. iulT1 ta2≤lu2y), IA √tly 'hang', JA [Trg.]
√tly+w G  'lift up, hang', JEA √tly G  'hang, suspend', Ak tullu6 D
'behängen' ¶ KB 16O1, Js. 1671, Lv. T II 539, Sl. 12O8-9, Sd. 1369 
ECh: Ndam D {J} tu~la~, Ll {Grgs.} tu2&l 'hang' ¶ ChC ¶¶ OS #508 || A: pKo
*tÄ!r- 'hang, fasten'  > MKo tÄ!r-, NKo tal- ¶ S QK #952, Nam 140, MLC
403  pJ *ta`ra1- vi 'hang' > OJ ta~ra-, J: T tare!-, K/Kg ta~re~- ¶ S QJ #1159 ,
Mr. 764 ¶¶ DQA #2386 (A *tæi\a2lo 'hang, strap'; Ko, J + unc . σ M
*teleyi 'belt for trousers' and Tg *to2li ' be l t ' )  ˚  ≈ Gr. II #196 (*tol
'hang') (A, Ko, J, Ai + err. IE + unc. M, Tg).
2266. *toé€l ∏∏∏∏V  (or *tol ∏∏∏∏é€V) 'to fill, to pile up; full' >  HS: EC *tu2l- v.
'pile up' (× N *ti[?a]l !!!!o  'stone, heap of stones'??) >  Sml, Or, Kns tu2l-, Bs
tu2l-a- 'pile up', HEC *tu2l- v. 'pile up, stack' (of grain) >  Brj {Hd.} tu2l- id.,
Ged {Hd.} tu2l- id., {L} tu2~le v. 'heap', Sd {Gs., Hd.} tu2l- v. 'pile up' »» ???σ
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SC: Kz {E} tal- v. 'grow' ¶ Ss. B 18O, Bl. 185, AD GDS #7.19, Abr. S 24O,
Grg. 381, L M 54, Hd. 113, 223, 263, 396, Gs. 318, E SC 168  NrOm:
Ym {C} tu2l- 'fare i covoni, ammucchiare', {Wdk.} tu2@lo- v. 'heap u p ' ,
Mch {L} tu2llo! 'heap, pile' ¶ L M 54, C SE III 83, Wdk. BY 137  Ch: WCh:
Hs tu!li~ 'heap, crowd', Ang {Flk.} tu2l 'a swelling', {J} tu2l 'swelling after a
bit by a fly' »» ECh: Ke {Eb.} t‰laN 'völlig' ¶ Abr. H 897, Eb. 97, Flk. s.v.
tu2l, ChC  ?σ B: Ah t´w´ltw´l 'swell, inflate' ¶¶ ≈ Tk. SCC 79 [#6.2]
(C, Om, Ch + unc. Eg tw¿ 'hochheben, hold up, support', Ar tall- 'hill ' ,
and JA t´l°≤l-a2 'high' [actually pp. 'lifted up, exalted' ‘ 'high', see  N
*ti[?a]l !!!!o  '⇑ ']) || K *°twal- >  G tval- 'zur Reife kommen, reif werden
(z. B. Früchte)' (“  * 'become full') ¶ Chx. 474 || A *to2lV >  T *t… o2l- v.
'be filled, be full' >  OT {Cl.} tol- id., Tkm do2l-, Tk dol-, Az, Ggz dol-,
VTt, Bsh tul-, CrTt, Qry, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, ET, Ln, Alt, Xk tol-, Uz töl-,
Chv L tul- tul-, Tv dòol-, Tf dòOl-, Yk tu¢ol- id., Tf dòOl- vi. 'come to a n
end, be done, be filled'; T d. *t… o2lu 'full' >  OT {Cl.} tolu2, Tk dolu, Az,
Ggz dolu, Tkm, XT {ADb.} do2lî, Nog, Qzq, Qq tolî, Blq, Yk tolu, VTt, Bsh
tuly tul¥, Qrg, Alt tolo, Uz töla4, Tv dòolu 'full, filled', Yk tolor- v. 'fill,
fulfill'; T ı Ewk tolI 'full' ¶ IS AD 4O, ADb. Ttd 61 [#9], Rs. W 486, ET
VGD 257-9, Jeg. 256, Fed. II 242-3, Ra. 173, JkR 389, 4O2, Pek. 2 8 1 9 -
2O, Rl. III 1191-3, DTS 172-3  Tg *do3l-Vm- v. 'fill' >  Neg dolImIça
'full, whole', WrMc dolmo- 'pour in, fill the cup, add (wine)' ¶ STM II
195 ?σ pJ *ta!r- 'be sufficient, full' >  OJ tar-, J: T ta~ri-, K ta!ri!-, Kg
tari!- ¶ S QJ 158, Mr. 764 ¶¶ ≠ But S AJ and DQA #229 equate the T a n d
J stems with Tg *Jalu(-m) 'full' and pKo *c>Ära v. 'be sufficient, enough '
and reconstruct pA **c7a 2lo 'full, to fill'.
2267. *tal ßßßß ÷ 3 333 {o}  '≈ (back of the) neck, shoulders' >  HS: S *°√tl÷
'neck' >  Ar tala÷-  'longueur du cou \ de l'encolure', √tl÷  G  (pf. tali÷a,
ip. -tla÷-) 'avoir un long cou \ une encolure longue'; in Ar the semant ic
component of 'length' is probably due to the infl. of the pa ronymous
root √tl÷ v. 'be tall' (as in the word talï÷- 'tall')  (< N *táL÷3333É ' b e
long', q.v.) ¶ BK I 2O4, L G 574, Di. 552, Sd. 1369-7O  ???φ C: SLEC
{Bl.} *dul 'back (dorsum)' > Kns tu!l-ta id., Sml N {Abr.} du!l id., 'on', Sml
{ZMI} dul 'top, surface; on, above' ¶ Bl. 177, Abr. S 68, ZMI 1OO || IE
(att. in Blt) *°d[≈]elÓ-b-/*0d[≈]olÓ-b-/*0d[≈]l=Ó-b- 'upper arm' >  Ltv ∆
dalﬁba ± dalﬁbs 'Stamm des Baums, Stange', Lt di~lbis 'forearm' ({P}
'Röhrenknochen, Schienbein'), Ltv de>lbs 'Oberarm', dilﬁba ≠ di~lbs
'forearm (Oberarm)', ∆ 'Schienbein'; ??σ (× N *dáLbV 'to gouge, t o
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dig, to cut through'??): Lt da!lba ≠ de!lba 'lever, crow-bar', Pru
dalptan ; "Durchschlag" 'crow-bar (for punching holes)' ¶ P 246, Frn.
81, En. 156, Tp. P A-D 291-4, ME I 434, 454, 466-7, PiesS 128, 144 || A
*t…a[:]lu 'shoulders, shoulder-blade' >  NaT *t…a[:]l 'upper part of the back;
back (dorsum)' >  Tk dal 'back (dorsum) ' ,  ∆  dal ± dalh, Az dal id.,
'back part', Az Tbr/Erz {Foy} dal 'part of the back between t h e
shoulders', Tkm † da[:]l 'back part', Tkm ∆  {Mux.} dal  'back' ¶ IS AD 4 7 ,
Rs. W 13O, ET VGD 131-2, ADb. SR 141-2, Az. 95, Foy AS II 213, Mux.
234  M {Lg.} *da2lu 'shoulder-blade, the hinder part of the shoulder' >
MM [MA, IM] vL"d da2lu, [IsV] vuL0"daa dalwu (sic!), WrM dalu, HlM
dal 'shoulderblade', Brt dala, MMgl da2lu2 ({Lg.} [da2lu]), Mgl {Rm.}
do2lu, Dg dal id., Dx daleu, Ba dali, Mnr H {SM} dòa2li 'shoulder (épaule) ,
shoulderblade', Kl dal, {Rm.} dala 'sholuderblade'; M ı Chg dalu id.;
M *dalaN ({ADb.} *dalu-n) 'horse’s withers (zagrivok ); fat under a
horse's mane' (ADb.: “ adj.) >  WrM {Kow.} dalaN 'nuque, le dessus d e
cou (des chevaux, des mulets)', Kl dal¥N, HlM dalan(g) dalan≠dalaN
'fat under a horse's mane', Brt dalan 'horse’s withers' ¶ IS AD 4 7 ,
MED 226-7, ADb. MSR 9 [#1O], Pp. MA 138, 435, KW 73, Rm. M 27, Iw.
97, Lg. VMI 25, SM 42, T 327, T BJ 138, T DnJ 117, T DgJ 134, KRS 1 7 8 ,
18O, Chr. 183-4, Kow. 1632, 1635  Tg: Ewk dalu2 'shoulder-balde o f
reindeer\elk' (π M?) ¶  STM I 195  ?σ pKo {S} *tÄ~r5a!i\ 'wing of a
saddle' (unless derived from tÄ!r- 'hang', as supposed by MLC) > MKo
tÄ`r5a!i\ 'wing of a saddle', NKo tara4 'mudguards hanging on either sides
of a horse; two sideboards of a coffin' ¶ S QK #857, Nam 141, MLC 3 8 2
 pJ {S} *ta~√i 'hand, arm' > OJ te~, J: T/Kg te!, K te~e, Ns tÈ!, Sh tï!, Ht s7ï~,
Y tï~ ¶ S AJ 266, S QJ #35, Mr. 545 ¶¶ IS AD 47, STM l.c., ≠ ADb. SRAE
445 (M ÷  T *Ja2l 'fat under the mane of a horse'; A •dalu [{∫ADb.}
*Îalu]), DQA #362 (A *talo 'wing, shoulderblade') || D (in SD) *to2lß
({†GS} *t-) 'shoulder, arm' >  Tm to2l< id., Ml to2l< 'shoulder', Kt to;lß
'upper arm (elbow to shoulder)', Td twÈ;lßfody 'bangle worn on u p p e r
arm', Kn to2l<(u), Tu to2l5u 'arm' ¶ D #3564 ˚  SD rounded *o2 i s
probably due to regr. as. ˚  IS MS 355 ('ple¢o ': A-D).
2268. *táL÷3333É(-ga)  'be long' >  HS: S *°√tl÷ v. 'be tall, high, long '
(× N *tul ßßßß ÷ 3 333V 'tip, sprout, sth. protruding, summit') >  Ar talï÷- 'tall', ?
tal÷-at- 'hauteur, élévation, monticule', (× S *√tl÷ ' neck '  < N *tal ßßßß ÷ 3 333 {o}
'[back of the] neck, shoulders') Ar √tl÷  (pf. tali÷a, ip. -tla÷-) 'avoir u n
long cou, une encolure longue' ¶ BK I 2O4, Hv. 61 || IE: [1] *del[h8]- >
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NaIE *del[´]- 'long' > Sl {ESSJ} *dÁlÁ, {Bern., SPS} *dÁl!a ' length'  > OCz, Cz
de1l, LLs del, OP dla id.; Sl *dÁliti (1s prs. *dÁl!oß) 'to prolong, to m a k e
longer' >  OCS prod6liti prodÁliti (prodÁliti slovo 'mhky6nai
to`n lo1gon' =  'to speak long', lit. 'to prolong the speech'), R pro-≤dli-
t∆  'to prolong, to make longer', SCr † dlji Ÿti id., Cz dlI1ti, R ∆ dlit∆
'to prolong, to postpone', R rf. dlit∆så 'to last'; Sl *dÁlina 'length' >
R dli≤na, SCr † dlji~na id., Ï R dlin-n-yj 'long' »» Gmc: Nr ∆
tØla 'zögern, warten'  [2] IE *deleh8g≈-/*dl=h8≤g≈-o- 'long' >  NaIE
*dele2g≈-/*dl=∏≤g≈-o- > OI d°r≤gha-, Av dar´ga-, dar´Ga-, OPrs darga-
, Oss I/D darg` dar˝ 'long' »» Gk dolico1ß id. »» ?σ Gmc: Gt tulgus
'firm, steady', OSx tulgo 'very' »» Blt (with unexplained loss of *d-): Lt
i~lgas, Ltv ilﬁgs, Ytv ilg 'long', Pru ilga 'for a long time, diu' » Sl
*dÁ¡lg¥ (dadj. *dÁ¡lg¥jÁ) 'long' > OCS dl6g5 dlÁgË ≠ dl5g5 dlËgË,
Blg d`l`g, SCr duŸg, Slv do•lg, Cz dlouhy1, Slk dlhy1, P dLugi, R
dolgij 'long', R ≤dolog 'is long'  Ht daluki- 'long' (of time a n d
space)  [3] NaIE *dlong≈o- 'long' > L longus »» Gt laggs, ON langr,
OHG, NHG, AS lang 'long', NE long »» MPrs drang 'long' »» pAl {O}
*dlata 'long' (< *dln=g≈-to-) > Al gjate4, ∆ glat‰ ¶¶ P 196-7, EI 3 5 7
(*dl=h⁄≤g≈o-s and *dlong≈o-s 'long'), F I 4O6-7, Frn. 183-4, Zink. LJZ I 7 3 ,
En. 183, Tp. P I-K 4O-1, Bern. I 251-3, StSS 189, 52O, SPS V 215-6, 2 1 9 -
2O, Glh. 2O9-1O, ESSJ V 2O7-12, M K II 47, Ab. I 344-5, Fs. 482-3, Hs. S
76, Kb. 588, Ts. W 82-3, Ts. E III 61-5, ABIv. II 111-2, Vr. 345, Fs. 318, O
13O-1 || A: M: WrM delegu4u4, HlM d´l¥¥ 'large, vast, spacious,
wide', MM [MA] delge- v. 'open wide', delgere- v. 'spread', WrM delge-
{Pp.} 'ausbreiten', {MED} v. 'spread', HlM d´lg´- id., WrM delger,
HlM d´lg´r  'extensive, vast', Mnr {T} delge- vt. 'spread, unfold', M n r
H {SM} dòiergòe- 'étendre, déployer, étaler, dérouler'; M ı Yk da4la4y,
da4la4ga4y 'abundant, vast', Ewk d‰l‰˝‰y, d‰l‰y 'vast' ¶ MED 248-9, Pp.
MA 14O-1, T 328, SM 52 ¶¶ STM I 233-4, ≠ Pp. VG 22 (considers Ewk
d‰l‰y to be an inherited Tg word and a cognate of M delge-, delegey
rather than a loan) ˚  ≈ IS MS 339 (*tel(h5)ÿ 'long') and IS SS # 2 . 1 3
(in both: A, IE, •S [a non-existent Ar √tlH]) ˚  ≠ Gr. II #249 (*del
'long') (IE, CK + err. A *delpæa  'wide').
2268a. *tul ßßßß ÷ 3 333V  'tip, sprout, sth. protruding, summit' >  HS: S *°√tl÷  >
Ar tal÷-at- 'high\elevated land\ground' (× S *√tl÷ 'be tall, long' < N
*táL÷3333É(-ga)  'be long'?) ¶ Ln. 312, BK I 2O4  EC: Sml {DSI} tuluH
'hump; large benign tumour on the hind part of the neck', Or {Grg.}
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tullu2 'mountain, hill', Sd {C} tullo2 'mountain', {Gs.} tullitte, coll. tullo
'hill, heap', {Hd.} tull-o2 'hill' (semantic infl. of tu2l- v. 'pile up'?, w N
*toé€l ∏∏∏∏V ¬  *tol∏∏∏∏é€V 'to fill, to pile up; full' and N *ti[?a]l!!!!o ' s tone ,
heap of stones') ¶ DSI 589, Grg. 379, Gs. 318, C SE II 221 || U: FU
*tuz6ka 'point, upper end' (Ï FP *tuz6ka-mV) >  F tutka 'Spitze ' ,
tutkan (gen. tutkamen), 'Spitze, Ende', Es tutk, tutkem 'Ende,
Winkel' » Lp N {N} dut_kum ≠ dut_kun, , L {LLO} turækum ' leaf-bud
(on trees)', Lp Vfs {Lgc.} dòur¥ºk;om‰ 'Knospe, Kätzchen an Bäumen' »
Prm *to+Ol! 'sprout, shoot, excrescence' >  Vt tul!Èm 'young shoot on t h e
top of a tree' ('die oberen zarten Sprößlinge der Bäume'), tol!a ' f i r -
cone', Z LL/MS pon-tol! 'sty on the eye' (pon- 'dog’s' ‘ '≈ rotten') »» ObU
{Ht.} *to4Æz6/*te"z6, *toz6/*ta:z6 'Gipfel, Spitze, oberes Ende' >  pVg *ta4Æl!´k ≠
*ta"l!´k id. >  Vg: T/LL/ML tal!´k, LK taºl!´x, MK/UK taºl!´k, P/SV tal!k, NV
tal!k ± ta4l!´k, UL tal!´x, Ss tol!´x ≠ tal!´x; pOs *to4Æy, *to"y ({∫Hl.} *tu4Æy, *tu"y)
>  Os: V/Vy to4Æy, Ty/Y to"y, D/K te"y, Nz/Kz tiÆy, O ta$Æy id. » OHg to4lgy,
to¡lgy, Hg to¡gy 'udder', {UEW} 'Euter, Gesäuge' ¶ Coll. 12O, UEW 5 3 3 -
4, Sm. 55O (FU *tud!kaº 'tip' >  FP *tud!ka, Ugr tu"d!ka), MF 643-5, LG
281-2, Ht. #616-7 ¶¶ Cf. N *t''''ol÷ 3333Å(-kV) or *t''''Ål÷3333V(-kV) 'head, t o p ,
upper end, tip' || D  *{t}ulßi 'sprout, bud; to sprout, bud' >  Tm tul5ir- v.
'bud, sprout, shoot, put forth leaves', tul 5ir  'bud, sprout', Ml tul5ir ' a
bud', Kn sur›i 'tender sprout', Kn Hl sulßi, Kn B c>uli 'sprout', Kn R
tOlß´lu 'mango shoot', Kdg c>ulßi 'leaf shoot', Tu sul5i 'tender shoo t ,
germ, bud', Mlt {Drs.} cu1le v. 'sprout', cu1lo 'blade of grass or c o r n '
¶¶ D #3362 ˚  AD LZL 359-6O (*tulG2ÿ HS, U, D + •÷ T), IS I 2 2 2
(*du’ÿ; U, D + •÷ K).
2269. *t{a}lhV  ¬ *tahElV  '≈ to hit, to damage, to be damaged' >  HS:
S *°√tlh >  Ar √tlh G  (ip. -tlah-, pf. taliha) 'périr; être triste e t
chagrin' ¶ BK I 2O5 || IE *deé8l-/*dé=8l- >  NaIE *de2l-/*d´l- v. 'damage,
destroy' >  Gk dhle1omai 'I destroy, damage', pan-daÆ !lhtoß 'des t royed ' ,
freno-daÆlh1ß 'sinnesgestört' »» L dole2- v. 'ache' (mihi dolet 'it h u r t s
me', caput dolet '[one's] head aches'), dolor 'pain', but not de2le2-
'blot out, efface' (where de2-  is a px.) »» Ltv de~lI2t 'to wear out', ∆  {ME}
'quälen, ∆  {ME} de ﬁ2l> 'es ist eine Schande' ¶ ≠ P 194-5, F I 378, WH I 3 3 5 -
6, 364, ME I 463, ≈ Kar. I 2O8-9 ¶ L and Ltv <  IE *de2l-/*d´l- × IE *del- v.
'split' (<  N *ta4444LV 'cut [split, trim, cleave]') || U: FU (att. in Vg)
*°t+s+s7{a}l+lßV >  Vg N {Mu.} tal ≠ taºl 'illness, contagious disease' ¶ MK
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621 || A  *ta2la- > T *t[…]a2la- 'bite' (of animals), 'damage, ruin' > OT tala-
v. 'damage, pillage', MQp XIV-XV, OOsm ≤XIV tala- 'bite, tear; p lunder ' ,
Chg ≥XV tala 'pillage', Tk dala-, Az, Ggz dala- 'bite' (of animals), Chv
tula-, ∆ t¥vla- id., 'kill (an animal)' (of predators), Tkm ta2la-, Az tala-
'bite' (of animals), 'plunder', Uz, Qrg tala-, Yk tala2- 'plunder', Xk tala-
v. 'ruin, destroy', Alt tala- id., 'plunder; scold, abuse', VTt, Bsh, Qzq,
Qq, Nog, Qmq tala- 'plunder', 'bite' (of animals)'   T ı M (×  N
*t ''''al ! !!! {h}a  'lift up, carry', q.v.): MM [S, MA] tala-, Kl {Rm.} tala- v.
'plunder', WrM tala-, HlM tala- v. 'take away, confiscate, p lunder ;
ruin', Ord tæala- 'piller et casser les objets'; M ı WrMc tala-
'confiscate' ¶ Cl. 492, ET VGD 134-7, Rs. W 458, Jeg. 256, BT 14O, Pek.
2533, MED 771, H 144, Pp. MA 339, KW 376  ?σ pKo {S} *ta~r√a!i\- ' lu re ,
seduce, coax' >  MKo ta~r√a!i\-, NKo talla4-  ¶ S QK #624, Nam 139, MLC
4O4  ?σ pJ {S} *ta!ra!-s- 'deceive, lure' > OJ ta!ra!s-, J: T taras- ¶ S QJ
#57O ¶¶ DQA #2321 (A *tæa2!la 'plunder, seduce') || D *tall- v. ' bea t ,
hit' >  Tm tallu  v. 'beat, crush', Ml tallu 'a blow, stroke, beating', Tu
dalliyuni v. 'slap, beat', Tl ∆ talgu v. 'strike', Knd talg- v. 'strike, h i t '
¶¶ D #31O5 ˚  Cf. Blz. SNE I #7 (IE, ?U + erroneously HS *dall- 'weak').
227O. *tál∏∏∏∏[h]{o} '≈ be\make foolish, deceive' >  HS: S *°√tll >  BHb
√tll Sh  pf. 3m lt3e4 he22≤t3El, 2m T1l6t2e4 he2≤t3alta2, ip. 3pm ul`t4e1i^
y´ha2≤t3el≤lu2) v. 'deceive, cheat'; ?σ S *°√tlh > Ar √tlh G 'perdre la t ê te ,
demeurer interdit \ stupéfait', ta2lih- 'stupéfait, interdit' (unless sd. o f
√tlh  'périr', see  N *t {a } lhV  '≈  to hit, to damage, to be damaged') ¶ GB
879, KB 16O2, BK I 2O5 || IE: NaIE *del- {P} 'listig schädigen', *del-os
'lure' >  Gk do 1loß  'cunning contrivence for deceiving\catching', dolo1v v t .
'beguile, ensnare, take by craft' »» L dolus (gen.  dol°) 'fraud, decei t ,
guile', Osc accus. DOLOM 'dolum' (L and Osc π Gk?) »» OIr dul
'snare', NIr dol 'snare, fishing net', OIr dolb, dailbe 'deceit', NIr
dolbh 'sorcery', W † do6l (pl. dolau) {YGM} 'loop', {Mn.} 'noose' »» ON
ta1l n. 'deceit, cunning (Betrug, List)', tAla 'to entice, to deceive' ¶ P
193, Mn. 154, WH I 366-7, Bc. G 315, F I 4O7-8, Dnn. 255, YGM-1 1 9 3 ,
Vr. 58O-1 || A: NaT *t…a4∏+e2li+u4- ≠ *t[…]Élba4- ({ADb.} *t…a4∏l(w)i-) 'mad, fool '
>  OT Og [MhK] telu4 'stupid', Tk deli, Tkm da4∏li, Ggz, CrTt, Qmq deli,
VTt tilÁ, Qrg teli 'mad', Az da4li, Nog teli ≠ deli, Blq teli, Bsh tilÁ id.,
'stupid'; NaT *t[æ]Élba4 > OT telva4 'lunatic, mad', Tkm telbe id., Uz telba
id., 'stupid', ET ∆  {Jr.} tElbE, Qrg delbe 'fool, foolish', Qq delbe
'extravagant, crazy' ¶ Cl. 493, MKD 184, DTS 551, ET VGD 214-7, J r .
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3O2, TkR 3OO, Hüs. 1O2, UzR 422, ADb. Ttd 61 [#16] ¶ The var iant
*t[…]Élba4- may be due to the infl. of the reflex of A *du2lwÉ ' c razy,
stupid' <  N *du 6666 l ß ßßßËhV  'be mad, be stupid' and/or result from a phonet ic
change: N *o  + *a4 of a suffix > *wa4 > T *ba4 ˚  Ar √tlh and the long vw.
in T *t…a4 ∏ +e2li+u4- suggest that in the pN etymon there was a cs. *h , that was
lost in Hb and in the prevocalic position in NaIE.
2271. *ta4444lËé€Å ¬ *talËé€a4444 '≈ cold season, rain' >  IE: NaIE *del-
'rain', 'moist' ('humide') >  Arm  te¬ teÒ 'heavy rain', te¬am , -em, -
um teÒam, -em, -um v. 'cause to rain heavily, open the windows o f
heaven' »» OIr {P} delt 'dew', MBr, Br delt 'moist' ('humide') ¶ P 1 9 6 ,
≈σ EI 2O7 (*del- 'flow'), Ern. 151, Hm. 149, Bedr. 697-8, ≠  Ach. IV 3 9 2
|| U: FU *ta4lwa4 'winter' > F talvi (gen. talven), Es talv, Lv toÚ2la, Lv
W taƒla id. » pLp {Lr.} *ta2lve2  id. >  Lp: N {N} dal…ve, L {LLO} tal…ve2, S
{Hs.} daalvie, Vfs {Lgc.} dòalòEwi\E, Kld ta2ll∆v ta2lê:v » pMr {Ker.}
*ta4l!´ > Er tele t!el!e, Mk tåla t!al´ id. » Chr: KB tel, Uf tel´, B tele id. »
Prm {LG} *tO$l > Z t‰v, Yz to$l id. »» ObU {Ht.} *tÉ—l(´˝) 'winter' >  Vg *ta4∏l
≠ *tïlï >  Vg: T ta4∏l, LK/MK/UK/NV tO4∏l, P/SV/LL tO2l, UL/Ss ta2l 'winter ' ,
LK/MK/Ss te2li 'in winter', P te2l-p‰2l, UL te2li-pa2wl 'Winterdorf'; pOs
*te"l´˝ ({∫Hl.} *ta4Æl´˝) 'winter' >  Os: V/Vy te"l´G, Ty/Y to$Æ¬´G, D/K te"t´,
Nz ta"t, Kz ta"¬, O ta$Æl » Hg te1l (accus. telet) id. ¶ UEW 516, Coll. 1 1 8 ,
Coll. CG 414, Db. OS x, Sm. 55O (FU *ta4lwa4, FP *ta4lva4, Ugr *ta4lga4),
MF 625-6, It. #271, Kt. 429, LG 283, Lr. #1223, Lgc. #7728, Hs. 4O3-4,
SaR 344, Ker. II 166, Ht. #635 || A: NaT *t…olu 'hail' > Tk dolu, Az dolu,
Ggz tolu (the vl. t- is still to be explained), Tkm {TkR, TDS} dolî ( n o t
do2lî, as in AB and Rs. W), XT {ADb.} dolî, Xlj tuo3;lî, Kü {Rl.} tolî, Tv dòolu,
Yk tolon ¶ IS AD 42 [#24], Rl. III 1196, Rs. W 486, TkR 278, TDS 264, DT
2O8, ET VGD 26O-1, ADb. Ttd 61 [#5], TvR 17O ¶ IS reconstructs *tæ-
({∫IS} *t-) on the basis of alleged variations t- ≠ d- (observed in Ggz
tolu, Tk Rh tolu, and MT [L] {presumably Türkmäni} tolu). But the Og
lgs. of the Balkans (Ggz and the Balkan Tk dialects) are known to have
been preceded in the Balcans by those of the pre-Oghuz Pächänäg-
Quman (sc. Qïpchaq) population and may have had some Q p
substratum (in Qp the opposition tæ- : t- was lost) (w Mng. TLP 11, 3 2 -
4), so that tolu in Ggz and Tk Rh may be a Qp loanword, while t h e
supposed Türkmäni identity of the gloss tolu from the Leiden Glossary
is highly qu. Hence IS's conclusion referring this word to the *tæ-group
is hardly reliable ¶ S CNM 6 on my T *tolu: "Turk. *do2lu (no *tolu)". A
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misunderstanding: my lax T *t- = {S} d-. The pT vw. was short, as p roved
by Tkm dolî (TkR 278, TDS 264)  ? OJ turara 'icicle' ¶ S CNM 6 || ??
Attention should be paid to Gil A tilf (/ tilv) 'autumn' and tæulf ( /
tæulv) 'winter' ¶¶ ST 354, 386, SR RN 162, 264 || K : pGZ *towl= 'snow' >
OG towl-, G tovl-, Mg t‰r-, tir-, Lz (m)tvi(r)-, mtur- id. ¶ This K s t e m
belongs here only unless it is d. from {K} *(s`)to- v. 'snow' (< N
*s 6666VtVwV  'cold weather') ¶ K 176, K2 73, FS K 151, FS E 163-4 ˚  The
absence of *u or *u\ (< N *u  or *u 4444) in the IE word (*del-) may b e
explained either by its loss in stem-final position (before vowels of t h e
next morpheme) or as suggesting that the N vw. was *o  ˚  The
labialized vw. *o in T and K is probably due to the ass. infl. of *Ë : *-
ÅlË- >  T *-olu, GZ *-owl= ˚  AD NM #12 ˚  Gr. II #427 (*tel 'win te r ' )
(U, Gil).
2272. *tÅl !!!!V  'to tread, to pound' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to t h r e s h ' )
>  K *tel-/*tl- 'trample, press' >  G tel- 'trample, crush', {Chx.}
'zertreten, zerstampfen', Mg tal- id., Sv tel-/tl- v. 'press, touch' ¶¶ K
92, K2 68, FS E 159 || U: FU **tala4- or **ta4la- > FP *tal!a- ≠ *0ta4l!V-
'trample, tread upon' > F tallaa-, Es talla- id. » Prm {LG} *tal!- >  Z tal!-
nÈ, tal!av-nÈ 'trample down, puddle (clay) with feet' » ?φ  Mk tålå-
t!a4l!´- v. 'thresh' ¶ UEW 791, FF 1O17-8, LG 278 || D *talß- v. ' poun d ,
thresh' (× N *da4444{z 6 666}V 'to strike') >  Kn tal5isu v. 'pound, beat, deprive
rice of its bran by pounding', Tu talu 'threshed, beaten', talpuni v.
'thresh', Gnd dalsa2na2 v. 'pound, thresh' ¶¶ D #313O ˚  Cf. BmK 2 9 3 - 4
(an attempt to equate the K and the D √  with IE telk-  v. 'push', FU *tol!V
v. 'shove, thrust in', and SC: Irq cil-  v. 'sting', Kz cal-  v. 'stab', etc.). It is
more plausible to equate IE *telk- v. 'push, strike' with T *tæalkæ- v.
'strike, beat', etc. (w  N *t ''''al ß ßßßk ' '''a  'strike, push').
2273. € *tul!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV '≈ be bright\light (hell)' >  A: M: [1] M *dul (× N
*dul∏∏∏∏i 'fire; to heat') > WrM dul , HlM dul 'clear, serene, calm, br ight '
(of weather), Ord dòu¯l adj. 'sans vent et sans froid', Kl {Rm.} dul o4dr=
'summer day; warm windless day' ¶ The absence of final vw. suggests
that M *dul is a loanword ¶ MED 272, Ms. O 16, KW 1O1  [2] AdS  of M
*edu4r du4li 'noon', lit. 'middle of day' (*edu4r means 'day', pre-M **du4li
'noon' coalesced with M *du4li 'middle') >  MM o4du4r du4li [IsV] ' n o o n ' ,
[IM] 'afternoon', [S, HI] u4du4r du4li 'noon', WrM du4li, HlM d¥l ' n o o n ,
middle', as well as Mnr N {SM} dòur, {T} dur 'noon, day' (× M *edu4r ' d ay ' )
¶ MED 28O, SM 66, T 331-2, Pp. MA 443, Lg. VMI 28, Ms. H 1O7, H 3 8
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 NrTg *do2la2 'clear' > Ewk do2lo2 'clear' (of the sky), 'evident', Lm n .
del´d 'clear sky', adj. 'open' ¶ STM I 215 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #228O (A *tu2~l!i
'clear sky, noon' > T, M *du4li, Tg)  ?σ T *t…u4l! 'noon' (unless related t o
M *du4li 'middle' and *edu4r du4li 'noon') > NaT *t…u4s7 >  OT [MhK] tu4s7, Chg
[San.], Blq, Qmq, Qrg, StAlt tu4s7, Qzq, Nog, Qq tu4s, VTt, Bsh tøw tÁºs7, Kr
tu4s7 ≠ tis, Uz tus7, Tv d¥`w dòü <s7, Tf dòu$s7 'noon' ¶ Cl. 559, DTS 6OO, Rs.
W 5O7 ('noon'), TL 78-9, Ra. 178, Rl. III 1586-7, Jud. 786, BT 163 ¶
Hardly from *t…u4s7 'halt in a journey', as suposed by MhK and Cl. || D
*tulß-(aNk-/-akk-) ({†GS} *t-) v. 'shine, be bright' (×  N *dul∏∏∏∏i '⇑ ') >  T m
tul5aNku v. 'shine, be bright, luminous', Ml tul5aNNuka v. 'gl i t ter ' ,
til5aNNuka, tel5aNNuka v. 'shine, glitter', Tm, Ml tul5akkam
'brightness, splendour', Kn tol5agu v. 'shine', n. 'shine, sp lendour ' ,
tol5apu 'shine, lustre', OTl {Km.} tola%ku v. 'shine, be splendid', Tl
tulakincu v. 'shine, rejoice', tulakimpu 'shining, rejoicing' ¶¶ D
#336O, Km. 381 [#56O], 395 [#633]; for the history of *u see  Zv. 6 5 - 6
|| ? HS: Possibly AdS  of SC: Irq {MQK} de2lo2, {E} delo 'day', Kz deles
'yellow' (pl.?), Asa -dili?i 'red' (all from N *d{i}l∏∏∏∏a 'sunshine, daylight,
bright') ¶ E SC 346 [#11], MQK 29.
2274. € *tVl!!!!V  (= *tÅ{y++++Ó}il!!!!V or *ti{y++++Ó}Ål!!!!V?) 'female' > A: T
*t…il!i (≠ *t…îl!î) > NaT *t…is7i (≠ *t…îs7î) 'female' > OT tis7i 'female' ( b u t
[MhK] dat. tîs7î-qa), XwT, MQ, Chg XV tis7i id., Cmn tis7i id., 'woman ' ,
OOsm XV dis7i 'woman', Tk dis>i, CrTt, Qmq tis7i, VTt ∆ t¥s7¥, SbTt tÁs7Á,
Alt tiz7i, Xk tIzI, SY tese, Tv diqi dòiz7i 'female animal', Kr tis7i ± tisi
'female, woman' ¶ Cl. 56O-1, ET VGD 244-5 || D *talßlßV ({†GS} *t-)
'female, mother' >  Tm tal5l5ai\, Ml tal5l5a, Tl tal(l)i, Prj tal, Knd tali,
Png tar`i, Kui tßadßi id., Kui tali 'female bird\mammal, hen', Gnd M talloG
'mother, female of animals', {Mtch.} talur 'female of animals', Gnd
Mu tallur 'mother of animals\birds, hen which has laid eggs more t h a n
once', Gnd B tßa2li 'cow', Ku tali 'female of animals', ∆  talli id.,
'mother'; another possible cognate is D *totßtß˛ 'nipple' >  Ml tottu, Tu,
Kn tot5t5u id. (if the N lateral cns. was *-lßßßß- and if IS's hyp. about N *-l ßßßß-
>  D *-tß- is right) ¶¶ D ##3136, 3488.
2275. *ti[?a]l !!!!o  'stone, heap of stones' >  A: Hun {Prc.} *tia2l 'stone' ¶
Prc. HsS ∀  T *t…i\a2l! 'stone' ({†pAD}: < **t…Éal!) > Chv L c7ul, Chv H c7ol id .
»» NaT *t… a2s7 >  OT ta2s7, Tk tas> 'stone', Tk Iç das>ag"Ir 'stony coun t ry '
('çok tasçlÈ yer'), Az, Slr das7, Tkm da2s7, Ggz, ET, CrTt, Qmq, Blq, VTt, Bsh,
Qrg, Alt tas7, Nog, Qzq, Qq tas, Uz tås7, Tv, Tf dòas7, Yk ta2s 'stone' ¶ Rs. W
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466, Cl. 557, ET VGD 167-9, Ash. XV 22O-1, Fed. II 421-2, IS AD # B 1 5 ,
SDD I 4O5  M *c>ila˝un 'stone' >  MM (ChSc) c7ila√un, WrM
cila9un, HlM culuu, Brt wuluu(n), Kl ¢olun c7olu2n, Ord c7æilu2, Dg
c7olo2 ¶ Ms. H 47, H 27, KRS 654-5, KW 444, Chr. 733, Ms. O 7O4, Klz. D I
131, T DgJ 182; the voicelessness of the initial cns. *c>- (for t h e
expected voiced *Z>- <  pre-A *ti\-) has not yet found explanation  Tg
*Jola, {Vv.} *jOlo 'stone' >  Ewk, Sln, Neg, Ork Jolo, Lm Jol, Orc, Nn, Ul
Z7olo, Ud Z1olo 'stone' ¶ STM I 263, Krm. 234  pKo {S} *to2rh ' s tone ' ,
{Vv.} *two~lo!-k >  MKo {Vv.} tolh, {S} to2r/torh-, NKo tol ¶ S AJ 37-8 ,
254 [#83], S QK #83, Nam 159, MLC 478  pJ {S} *[d]i!si~ 'stone', {Vv.}
*[d]i!so3~ >  OJ {Vv.} isi 'stone', ltOJ {Vv.} i!si~, J: T is1i!, K i!si, Kg i!s7iò, H t
i~s7i~ 'stone' ¶ S AJ 267 [#72], S QJ #72, Vv. AEN 369-7O, Mr. 426 ¶¶ S AJ
37-8, 277 [#68], DQA #2246 (A *ti\o2!yl!i~) , S AJ 237 [#88] (A *ti\o:l!a-),
SDM97 (A *to4!:l!i) || K *°t'a[:]l- >  G t'al-i 'flint, fragment of a tooth' ¶
Chx. 1317, DCh. 1214 || HS: S *till- (≠**tïl-≠?**tall-) 'mound, h e a p
of stones' >  BHb tel, till- 'mound, hill, mound of ruins, heap of s tones ' ,
JA [Trg.] tel, til≤l-a2 'heap of stones, mound', JEA al`1iT til≤la2 ' ru in-
mound', Sr tEll-a2 'mound, hill, heap', Ar tall- 'hill, heap', Ak till-,
tïl- 'mound' ¶ GB 879, Sd. 1359, Ln. I 311, BK I 2O3, Lv. IV 644, Js .
167O, Sl. 12O5, Br. 824, PS 4438, JPS 613  ?? AdS  of EC *tu2l- v. ' h e a p '
(× EC *tu2l- v. 'pile up' < N *toé€l ∏∏∏∏V  [¬ *tol ∏∏∏∏é€V] 'to fill, to pile up; ful l ' )
>  Sml, Kns, Brj tu2l- 'heap' ¶ Bl. 185, Ss. B 18O, Hd. 396 || ?φ D *c>all-
({†GS} *Z+Z1all-) 'broken stone, (stone) chip' >  Tm calli 'stone chips,
pieces of glass', Ml, Tu calli 'chip, postherd', Kn jalli ' b r o k e n
stone\metal', Tu jalli 'broken stone', Tl jalli 'road metal, b r o k e n
stone', Prj Z>alub 'stone chips' ¶¶ D #2381, AM 291 ˚ The formula
*ti[?a]l !!!!o reflects two alt. hypotheses: 1) the pN rec. *ti?al !!!!o
presupposes contraction of a N disyllable in Altaic: N *ti?al!!!!o >  A {S,
SDM94} *t…i\a2l!V ≠ *t…i\o2l!V, 2) the pN rec. *til !!!!o presupposes a "vowel
breaking": N *til !!!!o >  *t…i\o2l!{a} ( >  *t…i\o2l!a ≠*t…i\a2l!V). The first of the t w o
solutions has an advantage: it accounts for the K, D, and U reflexes (K
glottalized *t'-ù*t?-ù N *ti?-, D *c>a-ù*ti\a-ù N *ti?a-, the vw. *-a- b o t h
in D and in K) and for the length of the Altaic vw. (due to contaction o f
a disyllable), while the second hyp. presupposes rejection of both the K
and D cognate roots and fails to account for the A vowel length. In t h e
framework of the first hypothesis Tg *-o- and pKo *-o2-†may be explained
by regr. as. ([N *ti?al!!!!o > pre-A ≈≈ *t…i\a2l!o  > A (*t…i\a2l!V ≠) *t…i\o2l!V > Tg
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*Jola and pKo *to2rh]. Cf. IS SS #11.25, MS 343: A, K ˚ The connect ion
of D *c>all- with the N etymon in question is highly qu. for phonet ic
reasons (*-ll- for the expected *-lß-) ˚ ≈  AD AD #2 ˚  AD NM #82, S
CNM 8 (÷÷  NrCs), Vv. AEN 4-5 ˚ Gr. II #368 (*tul 'stone') (A, Ko, J ,
Etr).
2276. *tel !!!![é€]V 'to bore, to pierce' >  HS: C: Bj {R} √tl? (1s: p. ≤a-
tla? , prs. a-tanl°?) v. 'bore, pierce' »» ?φ SC: Irq {MQK} c'ïl- v. ' s t ing ' ,
Kz {E} c'al- v. 'stab', c'elet- v. 'drill', ?σ,φ Asa {E} Z7alas- v. 'bite, sting' ¶ R
WBd 226, E SC 193 (SC *tßel- v. 'prod, poke'), MQK 1O9 || A: T: [1] *t…
el!- v. 'pierce, bore' >  OT {Cl.} ta4s7-, MOg [L] dis7-, Tk des>- v. 'spli t ,
pierce', Az, Ggz, Tkm, XT {ADb.} des7- v. 'pierce', Qmq, Uz, Qrg, Alt tes7-,
ET {BN} ta4s7- ≠ to4s7-, Nog, Qzq, Qq tes-, VTt, Bsh tis7-, Tv dòe<z7-, Tf dòe<s7-,
Xk tis-, Yk ta4s- id., Tki {Zn.} ¢yT tis7, ET ∆ da4s7 'hole' Ï NaT *t…a4s7ik
'hole' (> Cmn tes7ik, Tk des>ik, Tv dòes7ik, etc.); [2] *t…el- 'pierce' ( a
secondary variant; it resulted probably from precons. depalatalization
*l! > l): OT, XwT, MQp, Chg, Osm del-, Tk del-, Ggz, CrTt, Kr Cr del-, Az
da4l- ¶ VTt and Bsh i provides ev. for a pT *e and hence for an A *e ¶ IS
AD 39, Cl. 49O, 559, ET VGD 185-6, 21O-2, BN 152, Ra. 172, Rs. W 4 7 1 ,
ADb. Ttd 58 [#11] || IE: NaIE *del[´]- v. 'cleave, carve' (× N *til ∏∏∏∏V '≈  t o
rough-hew, to chisel, to cut into slices', q.v. ffd.) ˚ SC *c'- still needs
explaining.  
2277. *temV  'full, complete' >  HS: WS *tamm- id. >  BHb MT2 tam ' i s
complete, has been completed\finished' (pf. of the verb √tmm),
√tmm (ip. yit≤tom) v. 'be complete', Ph, Pun tm 'perfect, undamaged;
honest', tm (and Pun THEM) 'totality, completion, integrity', Sr √tmm
D (pf. Mµe¢a tam≤mEm) 'make entire\perfect', Md √tmm v. ' b e ,
become, remain', Ar √tmm  G  (pf. tamma) 'être fini, achevé, complété;
avoir lieu complètement; finir', tamm-, timm-, tumm- 'fin; complément ,
ce qui complète; perfection', Mh, Jb, Sq √tmm v. 'be finished, finish'
(pf. 3m Mh t‰m, Jb E tim, Jb C timm, Sq tem 'is finished, has b e e n
finished') ¶ KB 1613-5, JH 329, HJ 1216-8, JPS 714, BK I 2O6, Jo. M
4O2  Eg fP tm 'everything, totality', tm 'be complete', Eg NK tm
'vollständig machen' ¶ EG V 3O3-5, Fk. 298-9  NrOm: Ym {Wdk.} tu2~ma~
'much filled', tu2~mi~ 'filled sufficiently', {Lm.} tu2m- 'be full' ¶ Wdk. BY
137, Lm. Y 379  ? C: Bj {R} te≤m°m 'ganz', tem°m- 'ganz sein' (π
Ar tamïm- 'entier'?)  CCh: Msy {Mch.} tem, Db {Lnh.} tE!m 'all' ¶ ChC
|| K: G -tamam- 'kühn sein', G Kx -tamam- 'gut gedeihen' (z. B., v o n
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Pflanzen)  possibly AdS  of G tem-i '(Dorf-, Land-) Gemeinde' (< N
*tamé⁄{u 6666} 'earthern wall, hut', q.v.) ¶ Chx. 45O, 472  || U: FU *temV(-)
'full', vt. 'fill, cram' >  Chr: KB tem´, B teme 'full', KB tema4-, L tema-
(inf. tema1w), KB tema4-, U tema- 'become full\sated', L tema- ( inf .
tema1w) 'fill, make sated', KB/U/B teme- id., H t´mä-w tema4- ' g e t
sated, fill' »» Hg † te4m-, Hg to4m- vt. 'stuff, fill' ¶ UEW 52O, Coll. 1 1 9 ,
MRS 569, Ep. 117 || D (in SD) *tum(p)- ({†GS} *t-?) 'full', (Ï ?) v. ' b e
filled, fill' >  Kt tumn 'full', Kn tumbu v. 'become full, filled u p ,
complete', tombe 'multitude', Irl t≈umba 'much', Tm tumpai\
'assembly, crowd', Kdg dumb- v. 'become full', Tu tombara ' abundan t ,
much', Kt tub- v. 'be filled full', tubc- vt. 'fill', Kn timbu vt., vi. 'fill ' ,
Tu tumbuni  v. 'be filled', Krg tumdßi v. 'fill' ¶ D #3331 ˚ The vw. *u
in D (and u  in NrOm) may be due to the ass. infl. of *m  ˚ Blz. LB #1c, ≠
IS MS 356 and IS SS 320 [#2.4] (CCh ÷ U *ta4Ne 'full', D tan`- 'abound'), ≈
BmK 292-3 (HS, D, Sum tum 'abundance, plenty' + unc. FU *tuNke- v.
'stuff in' [UEW 537-8]), ≠  Gr. II #5 (*tuma 'all').
2278. *tVmV (= *tamV?) 'hair' >  HS: EC: Rn {PG} ti!m 'hair', pSml
{Lm.} *tim- id. >  Sml {ZMO} tin/tim- 'a hair', Sml N ti!n/tim-, Sml
B/Ash/My/Db {Lm.} tiN 'hair' ¶ ZMO 393, Lm. SD 337, Abr. S 238, Oo.
68, PG 277  CCh: Bnn {Lk.}, Azm {Pc.} tu!mu!sa! 'hair' ¶ Lk. ZSS 132, Pc.
398   ?σ  Eg fMK tm¿  'mat; sack (for corn, etc.)' >  Cpt: Sdtme tme, B
†mi t˙me2 'natte (jonc, alfa)'; DEg tm 'Matte' >  Cpt: Sd tom tom, B
†om t˙om id. and/or Sd tOOme to2o2me, A tOmes to2mes ' bourse ,
sac' ¶ EG V 3O7, Fk. 299, Er. 631, Vc. 214-5 || K: pGZ *tma- ≠ *tama-
'hair' > G tma , Mg toma-, tuma- 'hair', Lz (n)toma- 'hair, wool, fleece' ¶
K 95, K2 73, Fn. KW-2 42 [#9], FS K 151-2 and FS E 164-5 (*tom-) || ? U:
FP *taNka 'lock of hair, lump of hair\wool' (<  **tam-ka with the sx. *-
ka?) > pLp {Lr.} *to2Nke2 > Lp: N {N} duog…ge 'lump of hair, lump of wool;
tangled beard', L {LLO} tuogge2 'Knoten, Knäuel von etw. Verfilztem,
Verwickeltem (z. B. von Haaren, Wolle)', Kld {Lr.} tu2N4:g, {TI} tu2˘N2˘]k˘ ' a
cloth of uncarded felt wool', {TI} tu$E"ggòa"dò 'sich verfilzen (Haar, Wolle) '
» Prm *tug or *tu4g >  Z tug / tugy- 'tassel', Z Ud tug/tugy- 'Haarflechte,
Zopf', Vt tug, Vt MU tu$g, Vt B to˘g ({∫LG} to_g) 'tassel, fringe ha i r \ f ib res
(baxroma )' ¶ UEW 791, Lr. #13O1, Lgc. #8O7O, Lt. 221, LG 285, TI 6 1 4
˚  Tromb. CCS II 156 (K, S, Cpt), Blz. KM 121 [#25] (K, HS: C, Ch, •÷ B:
in Ntf, BMn, Izn timmi , Shl timint, etc. the element ti- is a px. of f.).
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2279. € *tVmV 'worm, snake' > HS: EthS *taman- > Gz taman ' snake ,
dragon', Tgy, Amh tAmAn id. ¶ L G 578  EC: Sa {R} timbaki≤ya2
'worm' ¶ R S II 355 || IE: NaIE *dem(-el)- 'worm' >  Al: T ≤dhemje4
'caterpillar, maggot' (-mj- <  *-ml-?), T dhemize4 ≠ {Hamp}
dhe4≤mize4, dhi≤mize4, G dhemize4, dheme4z id., 'blowfly' »» Gk
demele1aß accus. pl., ∆  [Hs.] demblei6ß pl. 'leeches' ¶ P 2O1, EI 65O (IE
*deme≤li-s 'worm'), F I 363-4, Hamp AIEW 143, BFU 116, FJGJSh 4O2, ≠
O 81 (pAl *Zo2mya2 'worm' ÿ pAl *Zo2 'earth' <  IE *d≈g8≈o2m 'earth'), F I
363-4 ˚  ≠ BmK 3O8-9 (trying to equate the IE √  with EthS √t'mm v.
'twist', M tomu , and Th *tom-  v. 'twist').
228O. € *t{a}h[V]mV  'fire; to kindle; very hot' >  HS: S *°√thm >  Ar
taham-  'chaleur brûlante' ¶ BK I 2O9  Eg G thm 'kochen' (unless ÿ
Eg XVIII/G hm 'heiß sein [ein krankhafter Zustand], brennen') ¶ EG II
489 and V 322  NrOm {Blz.} *tam- 'fire' >  Gf {Mrn.}, Wl/Zl {C} tama2,
Wl {LmS} tama, Cha/Bsk/Bdt {C} tama2, {Fl.} tama, Dk tama2, Male {Fl.}
ta;mi, {Si.} ≤tami, {Hab.} tamia, tamo, She {C} tam, Bnc {Wdk.} ta@m, Shn
{Fl.} tawa, Krt {Fl.} ≤tamo, {Si.} tama, Anf {MYTY} temma, {Fl.} tamo, Gnj
{Si.} ≤tama, Kcm {Si.} ta≤ma, Sz {Fl.} ta;mi~, {SWW} tå~mmi~, HzMa {Fl.}
ta;mE, {SWW} tammi~, Na {C, Fl.}, Shk {Fl.}, Mj {Bnd.} tamu 'fire'; Bnd PO
146 mentions Kf tamo 'fire' (not confirmed by other sources [ four
rather voluminous dictionaries of Kf!]) ¶ Blz. OL #96, C SE III 116, 1 7 6 ,
C SO 35, 45, 63, Mrn. O 157, Wdk. BY 154, LmS 519, Fl. OWL s.v. ' f i re ' ,
MYTY 12O, Hab. M, Si. ACh 4, Si. M 8, SiW BA 12, Bnd. PO 146  SC: [1]
Irq {Blz.} tumu!q 'hot ash' (the word is not found in the "Iraqw
vocabulary" by Mgw., though Blz. mentions Mgw. as the source); [2]
(???) Ehret reconstructs SC *t'o2!m- 'hot' on the alleged ev. of Kz camali
'hot' and Mb sumasu!  hot season' (ı Kikuyu themithu 'hot season ' )
¶ E SC 175, Blz. SC s.v. 'ashes' ¶¶ Tk. p.c. (Om or Eg thm ÿ hm) || A
({SDM95} *t[æ]amV, {DQA} *t[æ]e~mo) >  NaT *t[…]am- v. 'burn, kindle' >
Qrg tam-, Xk tamîl- 'catch fire', OT tamÎur-, SY tam-dîr- vt. 'burn', VTt
tam¥z-, Qrg, Nog, Qq tamîz- id., Yk tîmît- v. 'kindle'; OT [MhK] {Cl.}
tamdu2, tamduq 'fierce fire, blaze' ¶ Cl. 5O4, Rs. W 459, Jud. 698, Rl. III
1OO1, BIG 216, TL 363  pJ *t‰~m‰~-s- vt. 'burn, light' >  OJ tomos-, J: T
to~mos-, tomo!s-, K to!mo!s-, Kg to~mo~s- ¶ S QJ #183 ¶¶ SDM95 (A *tæamV
[≠ t-] 'burn, incend'), S AJ 286 [#254], DQA #2342 (A *tæe~mo ¬ *t-
'burn, kindle').
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2281. *tamé⁄{u6666} (or *ta 4444mé⁄{u 6666 }) 'earthern wall, house' >  K *°te[:]m- >
G temi '(Dorf-, Land-) Gemeinde; Stammverband; Gebiet, Bezirk' (×  N
*temV 'full, complete' [q.v.]??) ¶ Chx. 472, DCh. 557 || IE *dom[Ó]u-,
*dom[Ó]o-, *demÓ- (= *dom[éx]u-, *dom[éx]o-, *deméx-?) > NaIE *domu-,
*domo- 'house', *dem´- v. 'build': [1] *domu- >  L domus (gen. domu2-
s ) 'house' »» Sl *dom¥ (gen. *domu) >  OCS dom5 domË (gen. domu
domu) 'house', Blg, R dom  'house, home', Uk d¡m , SCr do•m, Cz duºm,
P dom  'house', Slv do$ 8m  'home', OR domov6 domovÁ 'nach Hause' »»
OI damu2-nah5 / damu2-nas- 'householder, master' »» Lt namuﬁ-
daryﬁs 'Baumeister' (as. *d...m > n...m?) »» ?φ Arm {Bdr.} tanutér
tanu-te6R 'master of a house'  [1a] the apophonic grade *°dmo2u\- i s
represented in Gk I dmv1ß (gen. dmvo1ß) 'prisoner of war, slave (Knecht) '
(“  *'house servant'?)  [2] NaIE *dom-, *do2m / gen. *dem-s 'house' >
OI ≤dam- id. (att.: gen. pl. da≤ma2m), Av da<m, da<mi, da<n loc. sg. ' i n
the house', nÉmo2  gen. 'of the house' »» Gk Hm dv6 'house' »» Arm tun
tun 'house'   [2a] *dems poti- 'master of a house' > Gk despo1thß ' l o rd ,
owner', OI ≤dam-pati-, Av d´2ng pati- id., 'ruler'  [3] NaIE *domo-s
'house' (analogical change due to the inluence of the more n u m er o u s
*o-stems?) >  OI ≤damah5 'house' »» Gk do1mo-ß id. »» L dom° loc. ' a t
home' (÷  OI ≤dame2 'in [a, the] house, at home') »» Lt naﬁmas ' h o u s e '
(as. *d...m >  n...m?)  [4] NaIE *dem(´)- v. 'build' >  Gk de1mv 'I bui ld ' ,
pfc. prtc. dedmhme1noß (rdp. from *dme2- [an apophonic grade of *dem´-]),
Gk D [Pindar] neo1-dma2-toß 'new-built' »» KhS pa-dïm- 'make'  HrLw {EI
“?} tama-  'build'  [5] +ext. *-r- 'building', v. 'build, carpenter' >  ON
timbr, OSx timbar, AS timber 'timber, wooden building', OHG
zimbar id., NHG Zimmer 'room (in a house)', NE timber; Gt
timrjan 'erbauen', ON timbra, OHG zimbaren 'to build, t o
timber', MHG zimbern, NHG zimmern 'to build, to carpenter' ¶¶ If
the interpretation of HrLw tama- is valid, the pIE root is *dom[éx]u-,
*dom[éx]o-, *deméx- ¶¶ P 198-9, EI 87 (*dem(hÅ)- 'build [up]'), 192, a n d
281 (*≤do2m / *≤dem-s 'house, household, nuclear family', *≤dom(hÅ)os-
'house, household'), M K II 18-9, F I 364-5, 4O2-3, 4O8-9, 428-9, WH I
369, Vr. 588, Fs. 478, Ho. 348, Kb. 1252, OsS 1261-2, Lx. 336, Frn. 41O,
ESSJ V 72-3, Bern. I 21O-1, SPS IV 98-1O1, Glh. 2O3, Slt. 2O9-1O, Bedr.
69O || A *t… a2mV 'wall, house' >  NaT *t… a2m 'wall' >  OT {Cl.} ta2m, XwT
XIII-XIV tam 'wall', MQp XIII, Cmn XIV tam 'roof', Chg ≥XV tam ' r oo f ,
wall', OOsm ≥XIV dam 'building', Osm dam, Tk dam 'roof, hut, r oo fed
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shed', Az dam 'building, house, roof, roofed shed', Ggz dam ' s table ,
roofed shed', Tkm ta 2m  'house', Uz tom tåm 'roof', Uz ∆  tom ' lodging,
room (Zimmer)', Qzq tam 'wall, house, mud hut', {Rl.} 'Aufbau ü b e r
einem Grabe', Qq tam 'house', Qrg tam 'wall (of mud or brick), h o u s e
(of mud or brick)', ET {Nj.} ˜'T tam 'wall, fence, mud building' (ı
Oyr T {Rm.} tama 'wall [Wand, Mauer]'), SY tam 'wall, fence', Sg {Rl.},
StXk tam 'Erdschichte', Xlj da2m istu4 'roof' {DHST, but not mewnt ioned
in DT} ¶ Cl. 5O2, Rs. W 459, TrR 2O7, Hüs. 96, Sht. 191, Jud. 698, Nj.
283, KrkR 616, Ml. ZhU 11O, Rl. III 991, 1648-9, UzR 442, BIG 2 1 5 ,
DHST 3O4, ADb. Ttd 62 (•÷  *tæa2m without ev. for *tæ-), KW 3 7 7
(mentions WrM tama '?', not confirmed by other sources)  p J
*ta~mu~ru\a! 'plot, camp' >  OJ tamura, ltOJ [RJ] ta~mu~ro!, J: T tamuro!,
ta!muro, K ta!mu~ro~, Kg tamuro! ¶ S QJ 393, Mr. 541 ¶¶ Hardly here (≠σ,φ)
Tg *tamV- 'shed, cover' >  Ewk tamana 'folding birch-bark cover for a
tent', Nn B tamIxI 'Schirmdach, naves ' (STM II 159) ¶¶ Rs. W 458, ≈
DQA #2323 (A *tæa2ma 'wall, roof'; incl. T, J) || ?σ HS: B *tVmmu2 >  Kb
at3´mmu (pl. it3´mma) 'hutte à fourrage, à paille', BSn {La.}, SrSn {Rn.}
at3´mmun, Rf {La.} at3mun, Kb Z {Rn.} at´mmu 'meule de paille' ¶ Dl. 8 2 5 ,
La. MChB 363, Rn. 3O3 ˚  The length of the vw. in T *t… a2m is likely t o
reflect the N lr. ˚  The N final vw. is hard to determine: IE *dom[h]u-
and B*tVmmu2 suggest N *-u  or *-u4444, but Gk neo1-dma2-toß points to an *a-
coloured lr., hence pN *-a  ˚  Rs. W 459 (A, IE); S NSShS #21 and S NSR
(A, IE); cp. also BmK 314 (IE, Sum di!m  v. 'make, fashion').  
2282. € *tVm[V]s6666V 'to gather, to concentrate, to condense' >  HS: S
*°√tms6 >  Ar √tms7 v. G  'gather, collect' ¶ BK I 2O8, Hv. 62 || IE
*dens-/*dn=s- '≈ dense' > Gk dasy1ß 'thick with hair\leaves\bushes, ha i ry '
»» L de2nsus 'dense, thick (with vegetation, etc.)'  Ht dassu-s
'massive, heavy, mighty' ¶¶ P 2O2-3, EI 574 (*≤densu-s / *dn=≤sou\-s
'thick'),  F I 351, WH I 341-2, Ts. E III 259-66 ˚  ≠ BmK 3O8 (equat ing
the IE √  with Eg dns  v. 'be heavy', which goes back to N *don1111c 1 111É ' large,
heavy' [q.v.]).
2283. *t{o}ˆV 'appear' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'seem') >  HS: S
*°√tnn v. 'be similar' >  Ar tinn- 'semblable, pareil; ami; égal en rang ' ,
{Hv.} 'similar, equal; companion' ¶ BK I 2O8, Hv. 63 || K *tan-/*tn-
({Fn. KW-1} *tan-) 'appear, be visible', *ten- 'become visible; be getting
light'; (× N *ti?u6666 'shine, be bright, be seen', q.v.) >  G tnev-/tni-/tn- ' a n
jem.\etw. Gefallen finden, etw. gutheißen, billigen', Mg ton-ua ' scheinen,
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erscheinen', Sv -ten-/-tn- 'appear, become visible, be born; m a k e
visible, show; give birth' (aor. a4Xten, msd. L {Dn.} li-ten 'show', UB/L
li-tn-e, Ln li-ten-e 'give birth, be born', make visible') ¶¶ ≈ K 92, ≈ K2
68, Fn. KW-1 35 [#28] (G, Mg), Chx. 495, Ni. s.v. poåvit∆så; Fn. KD (K
*ton-/*tn-), FS 143, FS E 155-6, TK 434, GP 154 (UB litne 'give birth, b e
born'), Dn. s.v. ten (liten 'show', litne 'be born') || D *to2nÀrÀ- ( =
*to2nÀdÀ-) ({†GS} *t-) v. 'be visible, appear, come to mind' (× N *t''''oNV
'learn [erfahren], inform') >  Tm to2n3r3u, Kn to2r3-, to2r3u- 'be visible,
appear, come to mind', 'come into existence', Ml tonnuka v. ' spr ing
up, occur, appear to the sight', Kt to;r- v. 'be visible', Td twî;l- ≠ twî;tÀ-
'be foreseen', twî;rÀ- id., 'be visible', Kdg to;nd-îc>i 'it (a sudden idea)
came in a flash', Tu to2juni  'appear, seem, be seen', Tl to2cu 'occur i n
the mind, seem, appear', Krg to% :pu 'that which strikes the mind, an idea;
manifestation, appearance', Prj to2nd-, Gdb to2ndß- v. 'appear', Knd to2rÀ- v.
'appear, be seen', Kui to2nZ>a v. 'appear, seem', Ku tonZ>a-ai\yali v.
'appear' ¶¶ D #3566; the element *-rÀ- is a sx.? ˚  Cf. Fn. KD #73 (K, D
*to2r À- 'appear, be seen').
2283a. *tÉNgVlßßßß ++++ l ! !!!V  'heavenly light in the night (star[s], moon)' > IE:
NaIE *°dn=g[≈]lo- > Gmc *tungal- 'star(s), constellation' >  Gt tuggl, OSx
tungal, OHG himil-zungal 'Gestirn', AS tunÌol id., ' s t a r ,
constellation', ON tungl 'Gestirn, Mond' ¶ WP I 792, Ho. 355, Ho. S
76, Vr. 6O1 || HS: C: Ag *c>‰Ng‰Òw- ({Ap.} *c´mg´lw-/*c´mg´rw-)
' s tar '  > Bln/Km {Ap.} s7‰ng‰rwa, Bln {R} s7inru≤wa2, Km {CR}
s7iÆngiÆrwa2 (pl. s7i"ngi"ru2-t), Xm {R} s5´gluwa, Q {R} s7engeru≤wa2,
Awn {R} segul≤wa2 id. ¶ Ag *c>- for the expected *t- still needs
explaining ¶ Ap. AC 2O, R WB 326, CR K 252, ≈ AD SF 125-6  ?φ  NOm:
Anf {C} c75igiro2, {MYTY} s'igro2, {Fl.} c'ige;ro, Bsk {C} t5eqna2, Kf {C]
t5oZ7eno2, Mch {L} t'oZ7Z7o 'star' ¶ MYTY 119, AD SF 125-6, C SE III 116 a n d
IV 5O9, L M 55, Fl. OWL  Ch: CCh: Bt {Mk.} tekelie2, Bc {Sk.} tu_!ku~le!,
{ChL} tI~kU~lE~y 'star' »» ?φ WCh: Kfr {Nt.} d'a~gar id. » Sy Zk {Sh.} c7a2~z6ur, Tule
{Sh.} c6a2!c6u2^r id. ¶ ChC, ChL, Sh. SB 31, Nt. s.v. d'a~gar || D *tiNg+kalß ' m o o n '
> Tm, Ml tiNkal5, Td tîgîlß, Kn tiNgal5,  Tu tiNgol5u 'moon', Kt tiglß
id., tiNglß 'month', Kdg tiNga 'month', Kui tingal danZ>u 'crescent m o o n '
¶¶ D #3213 ˚  Blz. LNA #53 (suggested to equate IE with D and t o
reconstruct pN *tiNka(lV)  'moon').
2284. *to6666{p' '''}á 'head, top' > HS: Eg fP tp  'head', Eg N tbn  id. (+ AdS :
 N *t''''a 4 444hipe6666 'high place, top, hill'?) ¶ EG V 261, 263-72, Fk. 296 || A
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({SDM97} *t…opæÉ 'hill, top'): NaT *t[…]o4po4+u4 ≠ *t[…]o4pa4 'top, hill' >  OT {Cl.}
to4pu4∏ 'the top (head, summit, mountain, hill)', MQp tepe ≠ depe, Cmn
tebe, Chg to4pe Tk tepe, Ggz tepe, Az ta4pa4, Tkm depe, Qry to4be ± tebe
± t!ob!a, VTt, Bsh tu4ba4 (ı  Chv tu4be), Nog, Qzq, Qq to4be, Qrg to4bo4 ≠
do4bo4, Alt to4bo4, Uz tepa, ET to4pa4, Tv tæey ({ADb.}: < **dhey < **depey)
'crown of head, hill, summit', MU tepe ≠ to4pe, Xlj ta4pa4 'hill, summit ,
top of sth.', Yk to4bo4 id., 'head' ¶ In the T lgs. we may suppose mutua l
infl. of the paronymous roots *to4po4+u4 and *t[æ]a4pe (on the latter see  s.v.
N *t''''a 4 444hipe6666 '⇑ '). The attempts to unite these two T roots in spite of t h e
phonetic differences (by postulating pT *tæa4pæo4 [Dr. TM III #872 and DT
2O1] or by reconstructing ppT *tæeºpæe {Md.}) are superfluous ¶ Cl. 4 3 6 ,
TL 2O1, BT 154, IS AD 42 [#23]  (× N *dVbV 'hill') M *dobun 'hill' >
WrM dobu, -n, HlM dov 'hill, mound, knoll', Ord {Ms.} dòowoN
'monticule, colline', Kl {Rm.} down= 'hill' Ï WrM {Gl.} dobo9un
'summit of a mountain, peak'; M ı Yk dobun 'Erhöhung'; the var iant
with t- (in Kl towxn= < {Rm.} *tobu-qan} is probably a loan from T ¶ Kow.
1818, MED 255, Gl. III 177-8, SM 64, Ms. O 155, KW 97, 4O4  Tg
{DQA} *du4∏- ≠ *du4b- 'upper (on the mountain\hill); top' (× N *d[oy]a
'place (within, below), inside' × N *dVbV 'hill'?) >  Ewk dïw ≠ dï˝u2
'upper (on the slope), dï-l‰2 'at the top', 'forest on the mountain s lope ' ,
dïn  'upper part of the mountain', Lm da4 'mountain peak', d‰2yi ± d‰2w ±
d‰3G  'upper, found at the top', Neg dï-  (+ppa.) 'top, peak', Orc dï-l‰, U d
dïxi 'farther from the river bank', Ork dï-si 'up from the bank', dipti
'upper part of the tent', Ork duww‰2, Nn duy‰ 'the side from the r iver
bank to the woods', Nn Nh duwuy 'farther', WrMc dele 'top' ¶ STM I
2O2-3  pJ {S} *[d]i!pa~ 'rock, cliff' > OJ i!pa~, J: T iwa!, K i!wa~, Kg i!wa ¶
S QJ #1242, Mr. 429 ¶¶ ≈  SDM97 (A *topæÉ 'hill, top' >  T, M), DQA
#4OO (A *t+du!ype~ 'hill, top '  >  M, Tg, J) || IE: NaIE *°doP- ≠ *dub- ' t ip ,
summit' (?) >  Gmc *ta+opp- (≠ ? *tupp-) >  AS topp 'summit' (>  NE
top), OFrk *topp- 'summit' (ı OFr top 'pointe, sommet', topet
'sommet', Fr toupie  'top, spinning-top, peg-top'), NLG topp, Dt top
'summit', ON topp-r  'Spitze', MHG zopf  'tip', as well as possibly MHG
zopf 'plait (of hair)', NHG Zopf id., ON toppr 'aufgebundenes Haa r '
and typpi 'end' (see  N *tup÷V 'tail, back' (q.v.) »» Sl *dÈba-ti >  Slk
dibat&, R ∆ dybat∆  'to tiptoe', Uk ≤dibati 'to walk on stilts' » ? Ltv
{ME} duba  'a sheaf in a upright position' ('aufgestellte Garbe') ¶ Ptrs. H
7O-1, ≈ P 227, HDEL 1347, 1545, AHDI 69, Sw. 174, GH 562-3, Ho. 3 5 1 ,
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Vr. 595, ME I 5O8, Bern. I 249, Vs. I 557, ≈  ESSJ V 197-8 (does n o t
distinguish Sl *dÈba-ti 'to tiptoe' from the homonymous verb *dÈba-ti
'to reel, to stagger') ˚  The labialized vw. of the second syll. in NaT
*t[…]o4po4+u4 and in M *dobun is due to progr. as.
2285. *tu4444 ++++up''''V 'to blow, to breathe' >  HS: Eg fMK tpy '(Luft,
Lebensatem) einatmen, atmen' ¶ EG V 296 || A : T {†ADb.} *°t[æ]u4b- >  OT
t{u4}va4k 'a blow-pipe' ¶ Cl. 439 || D (in GnD) *tu2{pp}- ({†GS} *t-?) v.
'blow' >  Png tu2b- (p. tu2pt-) v. 'blow with the mouth', Knd tu2b- id., v.
'puff, blow out (lamp)' ¶ D #3388.
2286. *tup÷V 'tail, back' > U: FU *tuppV 'back (dos), spine' >  Chr:
L/H tup , KB/U/B tup 'Rücken' » Vt tybyr 'back (dos), backbone', Vt
Sr tÈbÈr, Vt Kz t´b´r 'back (dorsum), spine' »» Hg ∆ top 'der dicke Teil
der Schweinskeule oder des Schinkens', ∆  tomp  'Oberschale des Rindes',
Hg tompor 'buttock, haunch', † 'thigh (Schenkel)' ¶ UEW 538, MRS
599, Ep. 121, U3S 432 || HS: CS *√tb÷ 'be behind, follow' > Ar {Ln., BK}
√tb÷ G  'follow', {BK} taba÷- 'foot (of qudrupeds)', ?σ Ug √tb÷ G  ' go ,
depart' ¶ Ln. 293-6, BK I 19O-1, A #243, OLS 461, Hnr. 184  (+ext.) B
*√dœfr 'hind' > Ah dœ´ff´r 'derrière', Gh √dœfr v. 'be behind, follow', Kb,
Gd, ETwl, Ty, Rf, Izn, Mz, Wrg √dœfr, CM √dœfr, Shl {Z} √dœfr ± √tœfr, Gd
etœf´r 'follow', Zng {TC} etf´r 'avoir une dette' (pf. y´tfer) ¶ Fc. 261, NZ
451-3, DCTC 285, TC Z 316  Om: SOm: Dm {Fl.} tIfo 'behind' »» NrOm
Kf {C} tefo2 'kidneys'; ? NrOm *√d{p'} >  Bnc {Wdk.} da@b v. 'follow', Ym
{C} dup˙-, {Wdk.} du~po@ ≠ du~po~ v. 'hunt', Kf {C} dabbo2 'caccia con l a
trappola \ il lacciuolo' ¶ Fl. OO 317, C SE III 72 and IV 424, 504, Wdk.
BY 1OO, 121 || A ({DQA} *tu!+o!bV 'end, edge') (×  N *du6666bV 'edge, e n d ' ,
q.v.): Tg *dube2 'end (of an object), top' >  Ewk duw‰2 ≠ duG‰2, Neg duw‰,
WrMc dube, duben id., 'point (of a sword)', Mc Sb {Y} duv´, duvu
'tip, point, end', {Mrm.} dube 'oberes Ende, Spitze, Schluß', Lm duw‰t
'top (of tree), point', Orc, Ul du(w)‰, Ud, Nn du‰ 'end, edge; point' ¶
STM I 218, Krm. 229, Y #26O4, Klz. MS 14O  pKo {S} *tu2i\h ' behind ,
back, North' >  MKo tu2i\ / tu2i\h-, NKo tu\ï ¶ S QK #367, Nam 168, MLC
517  pJ {S} *tu!pi! 'finish' > OJ tu!pi\i! 'finish', J: T/K cu!i-ni, Kg cui!-ni
'atlast, finally' ¶ S QJ #37, Kenk. 2O48 ¶¶ S AJ 71, ≈ DQA # # 2 2 6 4
(*tu!+o!bV 'end, edge'  > Tg, Ko, J) ¶¶ The meanings of Tg *dube2 and p J
*tu!pi! belong to the heritage of N *du6666bV ¶¶ Tg *d- belongs to t h e
heritage of N *du6666bV || ? IE: NaIE *dubb- (if the original meaning was
'tail') (× NaIE *°doP- ≠ *dub- 'tip, summit '  < N *to6666{p' '''}á 'head, top' [q.v.
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ffd.]) >  Ltv {ME} duba  'a sheaf (standing upright), aufgestellte Garbe' »»
Gmc *tuppa 'plait (of hair) '  >  MHG zopf, NHG Zopf id., ON toppr
'aufgebundenes Haar' ¶ ME I 5O8, Ptrs. H 7O-1, ≈ P 227, HDEL 1 3 4 7 ,
1545 ˚  This N word has phonetically irreg. variants suggesting s o m e
unclear ideophonic associations or contamination with o t h e r
(paronymous) words. Cf. N *dVmPV 'back, hinder part, tail'.
2287. *ta{P}kV (or *tawkV?) 'to obstruct, to prevent, (?) t o
overpower' >  U: FP *tawkV v. 'stop\cease (doing sth.), abstain f r o m
doing sth.' >  F tauota / taukoa- v. 'discontinue, cease' » Lp N {N}
duow…got v. 'be weaned; be ashamed to do sth.' » pPrm *dug-d- >  Z
dugdÈ- v. 'cease doing sth.', Vt dugdÈ- v. 'stop' (*-d- is a Prm reflexive
sx.) ¶ It. #48, Sm. 554 (FP *te4wka-  'stop'), LG 97, N I 6OO, ≠ UEW 4 2 2
(rejects the Prm cognate because of the alleged lack of corr. be tween
Prm *g and F -k-, but in fact the voiced Prm *g is explained by as .
caused by the adjacent reflexive sx. *-d-) || A: NaT t[æ]o2g (<  **t[æ]awg <
**t[æ]abg or **t[æ]apg?), {†ADb.} *to2g {Cl.} 'obstruction, barr ier ;
obstructed' >  OT {Cl.} to2˝ 'stopper, obstruction to anyth.; dam; spu r s
(of a mountain)', ? Shor, Sg to˝ 'gelt (die noch nicht geboren hat)' ( o f
a female animal), Sg, Qb tu˝ 'eine gelte Stute', Qrg tu2, Qzq tu tuw, Q q
tuw 'barren' (of a female animal), Qrg tu2bas 'barren' (of a woman or a
female animal) ¶ Cl. 463-4, Rl. III 1157, 143O, Jud. 772, MM 352, KrkR
657|| D (in SD) *taka- ({†GS} *t-, *-g-?) v. 'stop, resist, obstruct' >  T m
takai\ id., Kn taga 'delay, obstacle, hindrance' || ?σ HS: CS *√tk'p v.
'overpower' (mt. < **√tpk <  [as.] *√tp'k) >  BHb Fqt √tk'p v. G
'overpower, prevail, attack' (Eccl. 4.12), BA √tk'p v. G  'grow strong' ¶
ESh MH III 1476, KB 1644 ¶ D #3OO6 ˚  If CS *√tk'p belongs here, t h e
N labial cns. is a stop (*P ), otherwise it may be either *P  or *w .
2288. *teq{á?Ë} 'say, talk to' >  HS: C {AD} *√t'XW v. 'say, speak' >
EC {Ss.} *-d'H-, {AD} *-t'VH- v. 'say' >  Sa {Wlm.} -dßH- / -dßeH- v. 'say' ( imv.
edßeH, p. -edßHe), Af {PH} (e)-dßHe-/-a-dßH-, Sml {AD IPCV} -idßih-, Sml N
{Abr.} dßeh- / dßah- / -dßï- / -dßa2h(d)-, Sml C ri / rih- / raH-, Rn {Sim} -dßeH- /
-dßaH- (ayiµaH 'he said', ayaµeH 'he says'), {PG} -dße2H- / -dßaH / -dßa2H- (yadße2H
'he says, does', 3s p. yidßaH) 'say', pBn {Hn.} p.: *-ereh- / n.-p. *-erah- >
Bn J -e2r- / -erah-, Bn K -ereh- / -erah- id. »» ? Ag *d‰k'W-, {Ap.} *d´GW-
/*d´qW- v. 'speak' >  Bln/Q {Ap.} d‰w-, Xm {Ap.} d‰qW-, Aw {Hz., Ap.}
d‰˝W- (1s d‰qW-) »» Bj A {AD} -di-/-dï- (prs. -n-dï-), Bj {Rop., R} -di-
(p. 1s ≤a-di, 2m te-≤diy-a, 3m ≤e2-di; prs. 1s ≤andi) pcv. 'say, name' ¶
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AD SF 57, 321, AD IPCV §§ 1.2.3.2, 1.2.3.3, Ss. PEC 41, Hn. S 67, Hn. BD
35, 57, 144, PG 6O, 148, Ap. AV 9, Rop. 78-9, R WBd 55, R WB 115, PH
94, 27O-4, 282 || IE *d[≈]eh8- 'say' >  NaIE *d[≈]e2- >  Sl *de7- v. 'say' >  OP
dzie 'inquit', OCz dieti / diem, Cz di1ti, HLs dz1ec1, LLs z1as1, Slv
deja!ti 'to say', OR d8i de7i, d8 de7, R de - pc. of quoting ( indirect
speech), OUk dí 'namely', Uk ∆ di 'namely, that is '   Ht te- {Frd.}
'sagen', {Ts.} '(autoritativ) sprechen' ¶¶ Frd. HW 319, Ts. W 85-9, Ts. E
III 143-7, 291, Vs. I 489-49O, SPS III 1O6 (*de7 as pc. of quoting), ≠ ESSJ
IV 229-23O, Ivn. OPA 8O-1, SPS III 126-8 (does not distinguish be tween
Sl *de7- v. 'place', *de7ja- v. 'do', and *de7- v. 'say') || K: pGZ *t'ûqw- v.
'report, let know' >  OG t'ûqw-, G t'ûqv- 'v. 'say, tell, report, let know', Mg
t'ûqu- ≠ t'ûqw- ± t'ûqv- 'say' ¶ K 184, K2 193, FS K 3O3-4, FS E 338, Chx.
131-2, Q 331 || A: T *t… e2[y]- v. 'say' >  OT te2-, XwT XIV de- ≠ te-, MQp
XIII de2-, Chg ≥XV de- 'say', MOg Tkm XIV {Cl.} de-dï 'he said', Tkm diy-,
ET de- ≠ da4-, Tk de-, Az, Ggz, Uz, Ln, CrTt, Qry, Qmq, Nog, Qzq, Qq,
Qrg, Alt de-, VTt di-, Bsh, Qmn ti-, Tb tiy-, Xk tI-, Tv dòe-, Tf dòE-, SY ti-
te-, Yk di¢a4-, Chv te- 'say' ¶ Cl. 433-4, IS AD 39, Rs. W 467-8, ET VGD
221-4, Ra. 17O-1, Jeg. 241-2, Fed. II 2O5, S AJ 182 [#7O]  ?σ M *da˝u-
n 'sound' > WrM da9u(n), HlM duu(n) ¶ MED 219  Tg *de[b]- ' song;
shamanizing' > Ewk d‰w‰y 'song', d‰w‰y- v. 'sing and dance an Ewenki
dance', d‰wJ‰ki- v. 'shamanize', Orc da4∏saNgo interj. (a refrain o f
shaman’s songs), WrMc deyeNgu 'melody' ¶ STM I 228, 23O ¶¶ DQA
#2235 (A *te2 ! 'say, sound') ˚ The glottalization of the original *t-  in C
and K is due to the N lr. *? ; K *ûq < N *qV?; C *√t'XW may be explained
by mt. (*teq{á?Ë}  > *tV?VqË). If M *da˝u-n belongs here, its *a m a y
be due to regr. "harmony of vowels" (*e...u > *a...u), which suggests
that the final labialized vw. was *u . In the prehistory of IE and T t h e
final syll.*-?Ë  was probably lost. If we accept an alt. hyp. admitting t h a t
the N initial cns. was *t '''', the initial cns. of NaIE and A remains
unexplained ˚ ≈  IS MS 365 (*te{h}ÿ 'say'  > IE, T + unc.: K *tXo- v.
'ask' [actually from N *t''''e˝wV 'ask for, beg']), BmK 318 (K, Sum
dug 4 v. 'say\speak\tell').
2289. *terV 'to tear, to burst' >  HS: S *°√trr >  Ar √trr (pf. tarra)
'éclater, partir (le noyau de la datte quand on la casse avec une pier re) ;
être séparé' ¶ BK I 194 || IE *der-, *derÓ- v. 'split, tear' (× [?] N *tu4444ÂV
or *tuÂÉ 'to pierce, to stick into'' × [?] N *tor1111V 'to bark, to peel' × N
*tÅr1111qV '≈  to make an incision, to dig') >  OI dar- (prs. dr=≤n5a2ti, pfc .
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da≤da2ra) v. 'burst, cause to burst, tear', Av auua ... d´r´na<
'auseinanderspaltend', NPrs ñdayrwda da4rr-ïda4n ≠ ñdayrda da4r-ïda4n ' t o
tear, to rend, to lacerate', {Vl.} 'lacerare, discerpere', Av dar´dar-
'split' (pp. d´r´to2 [= OI dr=≤ta-]) »» W, Crn, Br darn 'piece, par t ' »» Lt
dirﬁti (prs. deru~ ≠ diriu~), ∆ di~rti 'to tear asunder, to flay' » pSl
*der-ti ≠ *dÁra¡-ti (prs. deŸr-oß) 'to tear, to flay (× N *tor1111V '⇑ '): [1] *der-
ti > SCr {Tls.} dre Ÿti ≠ {ESSJ} drije~ti, {Glh.} drije!ti 'to tear, t o
rend, to flay', Slv dre5!ti 'to skin, to flay', P drzec1 'to tear, to r e n d ' ,
Slk driet&, Cz drI1ti 'to flay'; [2] *dÁra¡-ti > OCS d6rati / p r s .
der0 dero< v. 'skin, flay, lacerate', SCr de Ÿrati, Slv de 8rati 'to t e a r
asunder, to rend, to flay', Cz dra1ti, Slk drat& 'to rend, to strip', R
drat∆ 'to tear, to bark (a tree)', Uk drati ≠ derti 'to t e a r
asunder', Blg dera 'tear asunder, rend, flay' »» Gt dis-tai1ran
' [rhgny1nai, zerreißen', OHG zerren, fir-zerren 'to tear, to tear u p ' ,
NHG zerren 'to tear, to pull, to tug', AS teran 'to tear, lacerate', NE
v. tear  ¶ P 2O6-9, EI 567 (*der- 'tear off, flay'), M K II 59, M E I 7O1-3,
Vl. I 844, Sg. 517, Horn 125, LP § 12.1, YGM-1 163, ECCE 23O, Hm. 1 4 3 ,
Frn. 96-7, ESSJ IV 2O9, V 218-9, Bern. I 185, Vs. I 5O4-5, Glh. 191, Tls.
1O3, SJSS X 544, SPS V 231-5, Fs. 12O, Ho. 346, Kb. 1248, OsS 1247-8 ,
KM 88O || D *terÀ- ({†GS} *t-) v. 'burst asunder, break, cut' >  Tm ter3i
vt. 'burst asunder; break, cut', Ml ter3ikka  v. 'cut off', Kn tir3i  v. ' cu t ,
cut off', OTl treyyu v. 'be chopped\cut off', trevvu  v. 'be cut', Gnd
tivv-, Knd tev- v. 'be broken', Png tre2z-, Mnd trey- v. 'cut (e.g. c r o p s ) '
¶¶ D #3437, Km. 399 [##65O, 652] ˚  IS SS #2.11, IS MS 36O ('rvat∆ '
*ter(Ó)ÿ: IS, D + •÷ K *tXar- v. 'dig').
229O. *tuÂV 'back, back side' > HS: S *°-tu2r- 'turn back, return' (× *-
tu2r- ' tu rn '  <  N ?σ *tu4444wrV ¬ *tuwrÉ 'to [re]turn, to roll [up], to t u r n
round') > Ak -tu2r- G : inf. OAk, Ak A tua2ru(m), Ak OB ta2ru(m) ' s ich
umwenden, umkehren, zurückkehren', Ak NA/NB tu2ra  'komm zurück ,
wiederun' ¶ Sd. 1332-6, 1372 || IE: NaIE *dors-/*ders- '≈ back (dos)' >
L dorsum 'back (dos)' »» Ltv {ME} dirﬁsa 'der Hintere' (unless d. f r o m
dirst  'to defecate') »» OHG zers  'penis' (“  *'tail'?) ¶ WH I 373, ≠ WP
I 798, 8O2, ME I 47O, Kb. 1248 ¶ NaIE *-s- must be a sx. or an ext. || U:
FU {UEW} *turya 'nape, back of the head' >  F turja 'Hinterteil d e s
Nackens', Es turi (gen. turja) 'nape, upper part of the back' »» OHg
tar, Hg ∆ tarja 'Genick, Hinterkopf des Rindes; Schulterstück' ,
tarko 1  'nape, back of the head' ¶ UEW 538-9 ¶ Acc. to UEW, FU *-ya i s
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a poss. ending ˚  IE *dors- (rather than **dou\rs- with *ou\ < N *u ) is d u e
to a law eliminating clusters of two sonants ˚ The comparison be tween
Latin and FU was suggested by Blz. in 1989 (Blz. LB #6c).
2291. *tu4444ÂV or *tuÂÉ 'to pierce' >  A: M *du4ru4- v. 'p ierce ,
stick\push\shove into' >  MM [S] du4ru4- 'eindringen, hineinsetzen', WrM
du4ru4- to put\push\stick into; slip in, insert, thrust in', HlM d¥r´-
id., Kl d¥r- du4r- 'put\push\shove in, hineinstecken', Brt d¥r´- id. ,
'dip' ¶ H 39, MED 283, KW 1O5, KRS 22O, Chr. 21O ¶¶ IS AD 47 ¶¶ Not
here  T *t…u4r1- vi. 'string, thread (a needle)' (<  N *t''''u 4 444ryV ¬ *t''''uryÉ o r
*t''''u 4 444r 1 111V ¬ *t''''ur1111É 'row, line; to string', q.v. ffd.) || D *torÀa- ≠ *tora-
'hole' (× N *durV or *du4444rV 'hole, hollow', q.v. ffd. × N *t''''or{Vh}a ' t o
pass over; through'?) || HS: C: Dhl {EEN} t†a2r- v. 'pierce, spear' (× N
*t''''or{Vh}a '⇑ '?) »» EC: Sml to2rrey ≠ to2rri, Sml {Abr.} to2!rray ≠ to!rri!
'dagger', Rn {PG} to2^r (pl. to2~ra!r), Ya {Hn.} tO2!r (pl. tOrO!ri) ' spear ' »» SC: Kz
talangayo 'bleeding arrow', ?? {E}: SC ı Mb ito, itoro! 'spear' ¶ ZMO
396, Abr. S 239, PG 28O, E SC 169 [#7] (*ta2~r- v. 'spear, pierce with a
weapon'), EEN 8 (Dhl ÷ Ya -tu%ra '?'), Hn. Y II 134 || IE: NaIE *der- v.
'prick, pierce' (× N *tor1111V 'to bark, to peel' × [?] N *terV 'to tear, t o
burst' × [?] N *tÅr 1111qV '≈  to make an incision, to dig') >  Lt du~rti ( p r s .
duriu~), Ltv durﬁt 'to stab, to thrust, to prick', Lt dura~ 'crow-bar' »
pSl *der- / *dÁr- >  ?σ SCr u~-driti (prs. u~-drim) 'to strike'; pSl *dira
'hole'  > OCS dira dira 'hole, crack', SCr ∆ di~ra ≠ diŸra ± di!ra, R
∆ dira, Blr dzirka, Cz dI1ra 'hole'; pSl *dÈra 'hole '  > OR d7ra
dûra 'hole, passage', R dy≤ra, Plb dara" 'hole' »» OI darah5 'hole in t h e
ground, cave' ¶ P 2O6-9, ≈ Frn. 113, M K II 21, Drd. 861, Vs. I  515, 5 5 9 ,
ESSJ V 3O-1, 2O5, Srz. I 765 ˚  IS MS 357 (*turÿ 'pierce'), IS SS 3 2 1
(in both papers A is equated with D).
2292. ?σ  *tu4444wrV ¬ *tuwrÉ 'to roll, to turn round, to wind'  >   HS: S
*°-tu2r-(× S *°-tu2r- 'turn back, return' < N *tuÂV 'back, back side') >  Ar
√twr G  (pf. ta2ra, ip. -tu2r-) 'faire le tour, circuler autour d’un poin t ' ,
Ak -tu2r- G : inf. OAk, Ak A tua2ru(m), Ak OB ta2ru(m) ' s ich
umwenden, umkehren, zurückkehren' ¶ BK I 21O, Sd. 1332-6  C: Bj
{R} √trr (p. ≤a-trir, prs. a-tan≤r°r) 'drehen, wickeln' ¶ R WBd 2 3 2
|| IE (+ext.): NaIE *derb≈- 'twist\bind together' >  OI dr=≤bhati
'strings\ties together, ties in a bunch', Av d´r´wÎa- 'bundle o f
muscles', WIrn *(ham-)darb- v. 'sew' >  Xuri dur-, dur-uft, Prc an-darf,
Orm un-d´r´w- id. »» Sl *dorb¥ >  Blr ≤dorab 'basket, box (Korb,
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Schachtel)', R ∆  doro ≤bok  'box\basket of bast (korob )' »» Arm to®n
tor2n (< *dorb≈-n-) 'scoini1on, rope, cord, string, twine' »» OHG zerben,
p. zarpta (rf.) 'sich (um)drehen, wälzen', AS tearflian (<
*tarbalo2n) vi. 'to roll, to wallow' ¶ WP I 8O8, P 211-2, EI 6O7 (*derb≈-
'turn, twist'), M K II 6O, M E I 7O3-4, MW 491, ESSJ V 74, SPS IV 112-3 ,
Kb. 1248, OsS 123O, Ho. 344, Sw. 171 ¶ *-b≈- is to be considered a r o o t
ext. || A *°tu2+u∏4rV > NaT *t… u4∏r- v. 'roll up' >  OT tu4r- v. 'roll up (a scroll ,
one's sleeves, etc.)', OOsm XV du4r- v. 'roll up', Tkm du4yr-, ET tu4r-, Yk
tu4∏r- id., Tv dòu4r-, Tf dòu$r- 'roll up as a tube', Az du4r-ma4k 'some f o o d
rolled up in flat bread', Qzq, Qq, Qrg tu4r- 'roll up (sleeves, t rouser -
legs), raise (hem of a skirt)', Nog, VTt, Bsh, Alt, Xk tu4r-, VTt tÁºr- id. ,
'wrap' ¶ Cl. 53O-1, Rs. W 5O6, ET VGD 319-2O, Ra. 178, Hüs. 118, Jud .
783, ADb. Ttd 61 [#12]  pJ {S} *tu~tu~m- 'wrap' > OJ tu~tu~m-, J: T cucu!m-
, K cu1cu!m-, Kg cu~cu~m- ¶ S QJ #112O, Mr. 776 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2283 (A *tu2ri-
'to wrap, to fold', incl. T, J).
2293. *tu4444r÷ 3 333e 6 666 ¬ *tur÷3333e 6 666 'full, filled' >  HS: S *°√tr÷ >  Ar √tr÷ (p f .
tari÷a, ip. -tra÷-) v. 'be filled\full' ¶ BK I 196, Hv. 58 || U *tu4re 'full' >
Prm {Lt.} *tu$r 'full, filled' > Vt, Z tÈr id., Z tÈr- v. 'be full, become filled',
Vt tÈr- v. 'fill; become full, satt werden' » F tyrty- 'bis zum Ekel s a t t
werden', tyrehty- 'stop, be(come) stopped, cease to flow', {Rd.}
'gedämpft werden, gehemmt werden, stocken, sich stauen', pLp {Lr.}
*t‰r‰ vi. 'stiffen, tighten' >  Lp N {UEW} da6rra6t 'steif werden,
erstarren, hart weden', Lp Kld {TI} t‰rra- 'aufquellen, dicht werden ( e in
spack gewordener Gegenstand in Wasser)'  Sm: Slq NP tiir 'voll,
Füllung', Slq B/Kt/UO tiir-, Slq Tur {Lh.} tïrtÈ- v. 'fill' ¶¶ UEW 5 2 4 ,
Coll. 64, Lr. #1214, Lt. 198, LG 293, Décsy UP 1O9 (*tira4) || A: Tg
*di3ra-, di3rami[n] 'thick' > Ewk diram, Sln dirami, Lm dIr¥m, Neg diyam,
Orc diyami, Ud dea4mi ± diyami, Ul dIramI, Ork JIramI, Nn Z7IramI,
WrMc Ziramin, Jrc {Kiy.} diramei\ 'thick', Nn Z7Irala- (+ppa . )
'thickness' ¶ STM I 2O7-, Kiy. 135 [#692] ¶¶ ≈ DQA #225 (A *tï!ri
'thick, plenty' > Tg) || D *{t}u2r- v. 'be filled up' >  Tm tu2r, Ml tu2ruka
id., ??φ Krx c>u2r-na2 v. 'get obstructed, blocked up (as a rat-hole, p ipe ) '
¶¶ D #339O, Pf. 43 [#245], 77 [#488] ˚  IS MS 356 s.v. 'polnyj '
*{t}urÿ (U, D), BmK 278 (HS, U; unc.: S ÷  Kz tal- v. 'grow' and Dhl {E}
t †ar- v. 'collect together, mix').
2294. *taré€V 'to drink' > K {K2} *ter-/*tr- v. 'drink' >  OG ter-/tr-,
G tver-/tr- v. 'get drunk', Sv tr- v. 'drink' (msd. UB/LB/L/Ln litre ' t o
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drink'); K 69 plausibly suggested that -v- in NG results from mt. ter-v- >
tver- ¶¶ K 95-6 (*tr-), K2 69, Schm. 114;  FS K 149 and FS E 1 6 2
(*twer-), TK 434, GP 154 || A *tarV 'a kind of beverage' >  NaT *t[…]ar >
OT tar [MhK] ({Cl.} ta2r) 'milk residue, that is the clotted milk which
remains at the bottom when the pure butter has been melted and d rawn
off', Yk tar 'sour boiled milk that is fermented in summer and s t o r ed
for the winter', 'frozen sour milk'; T ı WrM tara9, HlM tarag
'clabbered milk, sour milk' ¶ Cl. 528, JkR 375, Pek. 2654, MED 779 ¶
Cl.'s assumption of a long a2 is based on the shaky argument of t h e
Arabic spelling, but must be rejected on the clear ev. of Yk  ? M
*darasun 'wine' >  MM [IM, IsV] darasun id., WrM darasun, HlM
dars(an)  'sweet wine made from fruit or grain', WrO {Krg.} darasun
'wine, drink', Kl darasn daras¥n 'wine made of berries', Mnr H {SM}
dò‰ra2s‰ 'genièvre, vin', {T} dera2se, Dx darasun 'wine'; the s t range
preservation of the final -un in Dx and the unexpected long a2 and ‰ (e )
in Mnr suggest borrowing (at least in Mnr and Dx) ¶ Pp. MA 435, Lg.
VMI 25, MED 232, Krg. 545, KRS 183, SM 49, T 329, T DnJ 117 || D
*tar- ({†GS} *t-) v. 'drink, swallow' >  Tl tra2gu, tra2vu v. 'drink', Prj
ta2r-, Gdb ta2rg- v. 'swallow' ¶¶ D #3174, ≠ Km. 398 [#644] (•÷  Tm a2r-
v. 'eat, drink' and Gdb K sark- v. 'drink water from the t ank ' ;
reconstructs *tar-≠*c>ar-) ˚ BmK 3OO (K, D). The presence of a N lr. i s
suggested by D *-r- (<  N cns. clusters *-r⊥-  reg. ) .
2295. *tirÓV 'be quiet, lie (liegen)' >  HS: Ch: WCh {Stl.} *t+t'ird- v.
'lie down, go to bed' >  Ang {Flk.} te2r v. 'cause to lie down, lie down' »
Krkr {IL} ta!d'u~, {Lk.} ta~d'u~ v. 'lie down', t‰d'u v. 'sleep', Gera {ChL} t‰~d'i! v.
'sleep', Glm t‰!r vi. 'sink, descend', Tng {J} ti3de3 v. 'sleep' ¶ Stl. ZCh 1 6 6 -
7 [#195], J T 153  ? Eg G t¿Ó 'sich senken, sich ablagern ( v o m
Schlamm eines Gewässers)' Ï (?) Eg MK {Fk.} t¿Ó.t 'lees, dregs'; Eg N
t¿Ó 'eintauchen' ¶ EG V 233, Fk. 294 || K *°tir- >  G tir- ' ( s i ch)
beruhigen' ¶ Chx. 491 || IE *dreé8-/*dré=8- >  NaIE *dre2-/dr´- v. 'sleep' >
OI ≤dra2ti, ≤dra2ya-ti, -te2 'is asleep' »» Arm tartam taRtam
'irresolute, sluggish, idle, unsteady, cowardly, moving slowly' »» Gk H m
(aor.) }edra†on (<  *e-dr=-d≈-om) 'he slept', prs. dar†a1nv 'fall asleep' ¶ P
226, M K II 76, Slt. 36O-1, Ch. 253, F I 349-5O, EI 526 (*dreh⁄- 'sleep' =
*der- + ext.) || ? A *°t…irga >  M *Z>ir9a- >  WrM Zir9a- v. 'set' (of t h e
sun), ↑ 'sleep', Ord Z7òir9a- 'set' (sun, moon, stars), ↑ 'go to bed' ¶ MED
1O59, Ms. O 2O2 || D (in GnD) *ter- ({†GS} *t-) v. 'lie (down), sleep' >
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Mnd te2r- v. 'lie, lie down', tre2p- v. 'lay down', Knd ter-p- v. 'put to sleep,
cause to lie down, lay', Png tre2p- v. 'lay down, put (child) to sleep', Kui
treppa- v. 'cause to lie down', Ku trip- v. 'lay down, make so. sleep' ¶ D
#3425 ˚  D *e for the expected *i needs explaining ˚  IS MS 356 s.v.
'polnyj ' *{t}urÿ (U, D).
2296. *toÂgá (= *torgá?) 'weak, loose' >  HS: B *√trg >  Ah ´tr´g1
'lâcher librement (un animal)', ETwl, Ty ´tr´g 'dénouer; dé tacher ,
lâcher librement; libérer, déboutonner' ¶ Fc. 1591, GhA 192 || IE: NaIE
*dreg8≈- '≈ be slack, be loose, be weak' >  Lt dru~z7-ti (prs. dru<z7u~)
{Frn.} 'to become weak', mano akis dru2z7ta 'I am gradually losing
the sight' (but {PiesS} druz7ti 'get clouded, darken'), as well a s
possibly Lt {Frn.} driz7ti! (prs. dri<z7tu!) 'to be timid, to b e c o m e
miserable\weak' (‘ 'to be afraid'?) »» Gt trigo2 'ly1ph, distress', ON
tregi 'sorrow', AS treÌa 'grief, affliction', OHG tra2gi 'slow, lazy,
sad', NHG tra4ge 'slow, dull', OSx tra2g id., tra2gi 'Trägheit', OHG
tra2g° 'weariness, sluggishness', 'taedium, pigritia, segnities, torpor' ¶
WP I 821ff., P 226-7 ('unwillig, verdrossen' “ 'schlaff, zähe sein'?), Frn.
1O6-7, Fs. 48O, Vr. 597, Kb. 1O28, OsS 95O, Ho. 352, Ho. S 75 || A
*t…orgV >  M *dor9umZ>i >  WrM dor9umZi, HlM dorgomq 'weak,
feeble'; M *dor9un >  WrM dor9un, HlM dorgon 'lack, deficit;
insufficient'; M *dor[a˝]u >  WrM doru, {Rm.} dora9u, HlM dor
'weak, impotent, incapable', Kl Ö doru 'unterlegen, schwach, schlecht ' ,
M *doruyi > WrM dorui, HlM, Brt doroj 'weak, feeble, emacia ted ' ,
MM [MA] doray kibe tu4∏ni 'weakened him', doraytu2lqu u4yle 'weakening
work' ¶ MED 262, Kow. 1885-6, KW 96, Pp. MA 143, Chr. 196  Tg:
WrMc {Z} dor9olo- v. 'stop growing (cereals), bloom insufficienty,
betoken bad harvest' ¶ STM I 216, Z 828, Hr. 12O (rejects the Mc w o r d
as a misinterpretation)  ? NaT *t[…]u2r- ≠ *t[…]o2r- v. 'be(come) weak,
emaciated, lean' >  OT tu2r- v. 'be\become weak, emaciated', Xk tura par-
, tura ka- v. 'be exhausted\tired', Yk {Pek.} tu¢or 'emaciation', tu¢or- ' g e t
emaciated', tu¢orXay 'weak'; T ı MM [S] tura- 'abnehmen, schwächer
sein', turu- 'abmagern' ¶ Cl. 53O, Pek. 2824, 2829, H 155, Rl. III 1 4 4 6 ,
BIG 24O.
2297. *táÂp''''V (or  *t''''áÂP3333V?) 'tremble, shake' > HS: S *°√t'rp > Sr
√t'rp G  {JPS} 'clap, flap, move', {Br.} 'percussit' ¶ Br. 29O, JPS 182 ||
IE: NaIE *°drep- ≠ *°trep- 'shake, tremble' >  Psh ¬BrD dra≤b‰l 'to shake ,
to press down' »» Sl *trep- > Cz tr7epati 'to shake, to flutter, to clap,
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to flap (one’s wings)', LLs ts1epas1, HLs tr7epac1 'to swing'; Ï Sl *trep-
et¥ n. act. 'trembling, quivering'  > OCS trepet5 trepetË, Blg, R
trepet, SCr treàpe2t, Slv trepe`t, P tzpiot id. ¶ P 1O94, Vs. IV 9 8 -
9, Asl. 4O2, Mrg. 22 || A: M *derbe- > WrM derbe-, HlM d´rv´- v.
'flutter; struggle (as birds\fish)', Ord dòerwe- 'battre les ailes (oiseau) ,
flotter au gré du vent (étoffe)', Kl {Rm.} derw- 'flattern (von Vögeln),
zappeln (von Fischen); ds.: MM [S] derbel- 'beben, erschütteln', WrM
derbelZe-, HlM, Brt d´rv´lz´- v. 'flutter, flap in the wind', WrO
derbeku4u4l- 'make fly in the wind' ¶ MED 252-3, Ms. O 141, H 3 6 ,
Krg. 556, KW 9O, Chr. 218 ˚ If the N etymon is *táÂp''''V, IE *t- and S
*t'- (for IE *d- and S *t-) may be due to as. (N *t...p '''' > *t'...p' >  IE *t...p
and S *t'...p) and possibly to ideophony, but if the N rec. is *t''''áÂP3333V, M
d-  defies explanation.
2297a. *tÅr1111u6 666 '(∈ ) tree, log' >  HS: EthS (π C??): Tgr {LH} ÊR tor
'gable-beam in the roof', (d. or cd.?) ÊR˜R tormor, {Abb.} ÊRµN
torman 'cross-beam in the roof' ı Bj {R} tir≤ma2n (pl. ≤tirman) ' d e r
Dachstuhl, Querbalken, welcher das Dach stützt' ¶ LH 3O7, R WBd 2 3 2
|| K: G taro 'Querblatt (an der Wand oder in einem Wandschrank) ' ,
{NCh.} 'shelf in the wall' ({DCh.} 'zastavec` ') ¶ Chx. 463, NCh. 2 3 1 ,
DCh. 554 || IE *deru- / *doru- / *dreu\- /*drou\- / *dru-, {EI} *≤doru / gen.
*≤drou\-s 'tree, wood' >  Ht {Ts.} taru (ta2ru), Lw {Mlc.} ta2ru ' w o o d
(Holz), tree', LycIs [StB] de1rbh (*derwa-) 'juniper' ([StB]: De1rbh … {o ]esti
tê6 tv6n Lykao1nvn fvnê6 }arkey†oß)  NaIE: OI ≤da2ru 'piece of wood, w o o d
(Holz)' (nom. ≤drun5a2, gen. ≤dro2h5, ≤drun5ah5), ≤dru- 'wood, wooden
inplement, tree', Av da2uru (gen. sg. draos7) 'tree trunk, piece o f
wood', NPrs r"d då2r 'wood (Holz), beam' »» Gk do1ry (gen. do1ratoß,  Gk
Hm duro1ß) 'tree, tree trunk, plank\beam', dry6ß 'tree, oak' »» pAl {O}
*druwa 'tree, wood (Holz)' >  MAl {FB} druu 'lignum', Al: T dru, G
dru6 'tree, wood (Holz)', SG/Be/Mn dru , P dru, dru2ni, U dru, druni, D/Kr
dru% id. »» OIr daur (gen. daro) 'oak', MW derw-en snglt. (p l .
derw), W da6r (pl. darwen), OBr {Flr.} coll. daeru, MBr {Ern.}
deruenn (pl. deru), Br {Hm.} deruenn (coll. derv) 'oak' »» Gt
triu 'tree, wood (Holz)', ON tre, AS tre1o (>  NE tree) 'tree', OSx
trio 'tree, beam' »» Sl *de•rvo 'tree' > OCS dr8vo dre7vo, P drzewo,
Slv drevo^ id., SCr dre•vo, R ≤derevo 'tree, wood (Holz)', Cz dr7evo,
Slk drevo 'wood (Holz), timber'; Sl *dr¥vo 'tree', pl. *dr¥va ' w o o d
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(Holz), fire-wood' > Blg d`r ≤vo, SCr dr Ÿvo , Slk drvo 'tree', Slv dr!vo
'log, cudgel'; Sl *dr¥vo 'tree' > Blg d`rvo , SCr dr Ÿvo, Cz ∆ , Slk drvo
id., Slv dr!vo 'log (of fire-wood), club', Sl pl. *dr¥va 'fire-wood' ({EI} <
*druhÅo/ehÅ) > OCS dr5va drËva, SCr dr~va, P drwa, R dro≤va,
Blg d`r≤va id.  Possibly words for 'resin, tar' (ÿ  *deru- 'tree'?): Ltv
darﬁva 'tar, pitch', Lt derva~ id., 'resin; resinous stump' »» ON tjara
'tar' (< Gmc *terwo2n), ON tyrv, Nr tyri, Sw to4re ≠ tyre ' res inous
wood', MDt tar , Dt teer, MLG ter(e) (ı NHG Teer) 'tar', NHG lc.
(in Kurhessen, Schwalm) (Wagen-)Zehr id., AS teoru 'tar, resin', NE
tar  ¶¶ P 214-7, EI 598, Frd. HW 267, Ts. W 88, Ts. E III 23O-5, Mlc. CL
218, M K II 36, M E I 721, Horn 116, F I 411-2, Fs. 48O-1, Vr. 591, 5 9 7 ,
6O3, Ho. 346, 353, Ho. S 76, KM 775, SEv. 31, LP § 67 , YGM-1 168, Flr.
128, Ern. 152, Hm. 152, Frn. 9O-1, ESSJ IV 211-3 and V 141-2, SPS III
54-7, Gh. 2O7, O 76, Huld 56 (pAl *druna-) || A: pKo {S} *to~ri! > MKo
to~ri!, NKo tori 'cross-beam' ¶ S QK #373, MLC 465  pJ {S} tu!ri!-(n)k‰!i\
'ceiling beam' > OJ tu!ri!gi!, J T curigi ¶ S QJ #385 ¶¶ SDM97 s.v.
*tæo4r(g)e, ≈ DQA #2392 (A *tæi\o!rge 'support, beam', incl. Ko, J); t h e
err. rec. of A *tæ- is  based of unj. comparison with Dg terkin 'dais' ( i n
fact a loan from Mc) and Tg *turga 'prop, support' (in fact der ived
from Tg *torga- v. 'prop up' < N *t ''''oÂga  'hold, prop up'  || ? D *°ta2r`- >
Kn ta2r› 'stem or stalk of corn, flowers, etc.' ¶ ≈ D #3185 ˚  The
labialized vw. of the first syll. in A may be due to regr. as. ˚  S AJ 2 8 9
[#312] (A *°t[æ]erV tree', IE), ≈ S NSR 4-6 (IE + A *tæi\or1e [with err. r e c .
of *tæ-] + K: G dvire  'Balken'; on this basis he reconstructed N *dW-).
2298. (€?) *tor1111V 'bark; to bark (remove the bark), to peel' > IE: NaIE
*der- v. 'skin, flay, bark' (× N *tu4444ÂV or *tuÂÉ 'to pierce, stick into' ×
[?] N *terV 'to tear, to burst' ×  [?] N *tÅr1111qV '≈  to make an incision, t o
dig') >  Arm te®em ter2em 'I flay, skin' »» Gk de1rv id., dei1rv id. (*-yo-
present), Ï de1rma 'skin, hide, leather' »» Lt  dirﬁti (1s prs. Lt diriu~
[*-yo-present], Lt Zh deru~) 'to flay, to bark' » pSl *der-ti ≠ *dÁra¡-ti
(prs. deŸr-o ß) 'to tear, to flay (×  N *terV '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ¶ P 2O6-9, EI 5 6 7
(*der- 'tear off, flay'), F I 368-7O, Frn. 96-7, ESSJ V 218-9, SJSS X 5 4 4 ,
Bern. I 185, SPS V 231-5, Slt. 266-7 || A *to2r1V > T *t[…]o2r1 'birch bark' >
NaT *t[…]o2z > OT toz 'birch bark', Chg, OOsm toz, VTt tuz, Bsh tuÎ, Qzq,
Qrg toz, Alt, Xk, Shor tos, Tv tæo<s, Tf dòos, Yk tu¢os 'birch bark', Uz tös
'birch-bark used to trim saddles with' (a loan from a lge. with reg. -s <
NaT *-z?), ?? Az toz-a˝ac7î 'birch tree' (if “ *'birch-bark tree' r a t h e r
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than “ 'dust tree') ¶ Cl. 571, Rs. W 491-2, Ra. 174, TL 1O3, UzR 467 ;
ADb. Ttd 58-9 and SRAE 79 (on distinction between pT *t…- and *tæ-) ¶
For lack of reliable Og data and due to the discrepancy within the Tv ev.
and that of Tf one cannot distinguish between T *t…- and *tæ-  M *duru-
sun >  WrM durusun, HlM durs 'shell, bark', WrO {Krg.} dursun
'bast, bass', Kl dursn dursn= 'bark (Baumrinde)', Brt durhan ' l ime
bast (lub )' ¶ MED 276, Krg. 576, KRS 216, Chr. 2O4, KW 1O3  Tg
*du'ri 'cradle made of birch bark' > Lm do$r ± dur, Neg duy, Orc duyi, U d
du4i, Ul, Nn duri id., WrMc duri 'cradle' ¶ STM I 217, Pt. 49, Z 836 
pKo {S} *tur´⁄i\ 'bucket, scoop' > NKo ture ¶ S QK #994, MLC 5O3  p J
{S} *tu!ru![m]pa~i\ 'bucket, pail' > OJ tu!ru!be~, J: T cu~rube, K cu~ru!be~, Kg
curu!be ¶ S QJ #4O9, Mr. 557 ¶¶ DQA #2263 (A *to2 !r1u 'birch bark, vessel
made of birch bark'), KW 1O3 || ?φ  HS: Ch: pAG {Stl.} *(n)daram ' b a r k '
>  Su {J} d‰~ra~m 'thick tree-bark', Tal {J} d‰ram, Ywm {Sh.} nda~ra~m, Tmbs
{Sh.} da~ra~m 'bark', Ang {Flk.} darm » Wrj {Gw.} tirhei 'skin' »» ECh:
Smr {J} ta~ri!n1 'bark', Ke {Eb.} tïr‰ 'Schale, Haut', Tmk {Cp.} da2r` ' h u m a n
skin' ¶ JI II 8, 296, ChC, J S 62, Stl. ZCh 241 [#16], Cp. 52, Eb. 98 ˚  The
unexpected length of the T vw. (if reconstructed correctly on the ev. o f
Yk tu¢os) is still puzzling ˚  AD NM #92, Vv. AEN 6, ≠ S CNM 14 (IE *der-
v. 'skin' •< N *teri 'to tear, to burst'; rejects the IE cognate of the N
etymon in question) ˚ An alt. et. is N *dur 1111É  >  Ch (as above), M *duru-
sun, and T *Ju4r1- 'v. 'flay' (>  OT ju4z-, etc., w Cl. 984), but it fails t o
explain IE *der-.
2299. *tVr1111V 'suffer, endure' >  HS: C: Bj {R} √trm prs. md. (1s: p .
a-≤tra2m, prs. atta≤r°m; prtc. te≤ra2ma) id., 'tolerate' ¶ R WBd 2 3 1 -
2 || U: FV *tarkV v. 'endure' >  F tarje-ta (prs. tarkene-) 'to s t and
the cold', Es ∆  tare-ta, targe-ma (prs. targe-n) {W} id.,
'vertragen, sich getrauen' » Chr H: StChr H ≤t´rxa-s7, Chr K ≤t´rxe-m,
Chr Y ≤to"rxe-m; StChr L tur≤ka-s7, Chr Y/U ≤tu"rke-m 'to endure ' ,
'ausstehen, aushalten, dulden, ertragen' ¶ It. #46, SK 1235, W EDW
112O || A: T *t…o4r1- v. 'suffer, endure' > OT to4z- ({Cl.} to4∏z-), Chg to4z- id.,
XwT to4z- id., Tkm do4Î-, Az do4z-, VTt tu4z- (ı  Chv tu4s-), Bsh tu4Î-, Qry
to4z- ± tez-, Qzq, Nog, Ln to4z- 'endure', Tk Ist do4z- id. ( 'ka t lanmak,
tahammül etmek') ¶ Cl. 572, Jeg. 267, Rs. W 495, ET VGD 272-3, SDD I
471, ADb. Ttd 59 (in *ÇVÆz-stems the opposition *tæ- ↔ *t- i s
neutral ized) .
23OO. *tÅr1111qV '≈ make an incision, dig' >  HS: S *°√trX >  Ar √trX G
'scarifier le peau, y faire une légère incision' ¶ BK I 196 || K: GZ
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*tq+Xar-/*tq+Xr- v. 'dig' >  OG, G tXar-/tXr- 'dig', Mg (n)tXo(r)- 'dig,
bury', Lz tXor- v. 'plough, dig' (× K *°s`tXar / *°s`tXr- v. 'dig' < N
*Íid[˝]VrV ≠ *ÍidVr[˝]V 'to shovel, to sweep') ¶¶ Chik. 286; FS K
158 and FS E 171-2 (*tXar-/*tXr-); K2 77-8; K 176-7 (*(s⁄)txar-
/*(s⁄)txr-) ¶¶ Within the "harmonious complex" *t + lr.\uvular t h e
opposition between *q and *X is neutralized || IE *derÓ- 'sth. dug' (×
“*der-, *derÓ- v. 'split' <  N *terV 'to tear, to burst' [q.v.] × N *tu4444ÂV
or * tuÂÉ 'to pierce, to stick into' ×  [?] N *tor1111V 'to bark, to peel') >  OI
dara-h5, dar° 'hole in the earth, cave' »» pSl *dÁrn¥ = {SPS} *dr1=n¥ (<
NaIE *dr=2no-) > Slv dr~n, Cz drn, R de4rn, LLs dern, P darn1 'turf, sod '  ¶
P 2O6-9, ESSJ V 224-5, SPS V 5O-1, ≈ M K II 21 || D (in GnD) *ta2r`-/tar`-
({†GS} *t-) v. 'dig, scratch' >  Gnd ∆  tar`a2na2 v. 'dig or scratch up, as pigs' ,
ta2r`k- ± tar`k- ± tark- v. 'scratch', Knd ta2r`- v. 'scratch up earth, as r a t s ' ,
Mnd ta2r`-v. 'scrape off (bark)', Kui ta2r`a v. 'dig out, excavate, sc ra tch
out', Ku tar`Z>- ≠ tr`aZ>- v. 'scratch up (as dog, fowl, etc.)' ¶ D #3122 ˚
BmK 3O1-2 (IE, D, Sum dar  v. 'split').
23O1. *tusV or *tu4444sV 'against, in the opposite direction' >  IE [1]
NaIE *dus-  'mis-, un-', 'bad' (as the initial component of cds.) >  OI dus5-
≠ dur-, Av dus7-≠ duz7- id. »» Gk dys- id. »» Arm t- t- 'un-' »» L dis-
'un-' as in difficilis 'heavy' (lit. 'un-easy') »» OIr do-, du- px. ' un - ,
mis-, dyß-, bad', W dy- 'bad' »» Gt tuz- in tuz-we2rjan 'to doub t ' ,
ON, AS tor-, OHG zur- 'un- '  > NHG zer- 'un-, asunder' »» Sl *d¥z7dÁ
'rain' = {SPS, ESSJ} *d¥z7dz7Á 'rain' (<  {EI} *dus-dyus 'un-day', sc. ' u n -
weather') > OCS d5qd6 dËz7dÁ, Blg d`qd, SCr ∆ da•z7d ≠ daàz7d, Slv
de~z7, R doqd∆, Uk do∑, P deszcz, OCz de1s7c7, Cz de1s7t&, P deszcz
'rain'   [2] NaIE *deu\s- v. 'lack' >  OI do2s5ah5 'fault, crime, vice, want' »»
Gmc *tiu\zo2n >  AS {Ho.} t°erian ≠ t°orian 'nachlassen, aufhören ,
ermüden, müde sein', {Sw.} te2orian 'to fail, not to be up to the m a r k ;
to be tired', NE v. tire  ¶¶ WP I 816, P 219, 227, EI 43, M K II 54-5, 6 7 -
8, F I 425, WH I 354-5, Thr. § 365, Fs. 484, Vr. 595, Ho. 346-7, 351, OsS
13O5, KM 88O, Slt. 275-6, SPS V 194-6, ESSJ V 195-7 || HS: S *√ts7+sy >
Ar √tsy L  (pf. îsa'Ta ta2sa2) 'faire du mal à qn.'; cp. also Ar tu2s-
'maleur' (unless “ tu2s- 'nature'?) ¶ BK I 199, 21O || U  *°tu4sV > Sm: Slq
ti …tÈ-qo 'to swim\go against the stream' ¶ KKIH 184 || A: ?φ  M *tus
'opposite (gegenüber)' (× M *tus- 'straight'?) >  WrM {Gl., Rm.} tus
'gegenüber', {Kow.} tos 'contre, vis-à-vis, devant', Kl tus {Rm.}
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'gegenüber', {KRS} 'opposite, face to face', Ord {Ms.} tæu¯s, Mnr H {SM,
T} tæus 'vis-à-vis, en face, vis-à-vis de, en face de', 'opposi te '  ¶ Valid
unless it is a loan from NaT *t…us7 'opposite to, facing' (Cl. 558, Rl. III
15O1, 15O8-9) (<  N *tu4444?{o} 'two', q.v. ffd.). The vl. *t- for t h e
expected *d- defies explanation (other than a hypothetic borrowing
from NaT *t…us7) ¶ KW 412, Kow. 1823, SM 437, T 367, Gl. III 18O, Ms. O
683  T: It is worth paying attention to Osm tu4sku4ru4 ' zu rück ,
zurückweichend' ¶ Rl. III 1579-8O ˚  The comparison with Slq was
suggested by Hl. (p.c., 1976).
23O2. *{t}u6666ÍV 'bush (shrub)' > HS: Ch: Ngz du~s 'densely wooded a r e a
of bush' ¶ Sch. DN 51 || IE: NaIE *dus-(mo-) {Dv.} 'shrub (arbusto)' >
OIr (WH, WP} doss 'Busch' »» OL dusmus, L du2mus a thorn bush ,
bramble' »» MHG zu2sach 'bushes, underwood (Gestrüpp)', zu2se id.,
'lock of hair' ([?] in Gmc contamination with another √  meaning
'zerreißen, zerfasern': OHG zir-zu2so2n 'zerzausen', {Kb.} 'to free, t o
dissolve', MLG to2sen 'reißen, zerren', etc.) ¶ Dv. #828, WP I 766-7 ,
WH I 381, Lx. 341 || A: T: Tv dòo4s 'bush, shrub' (unless “ Tv dòo4s ' r o o t '
< NaT *t…o4z id.) ¶ TvR 179.
23O2a. *tá÷s@@@@V (more probable than *dá÷s@@@@V) 'to track (game), t o
follow the tracks of' >  HS : S *°≤da÷[V]s7+s- >  Ar da÷s- 'trace, piste; chemin
battu', {Fr.} 'vestigium; multum calcata (via)', √d÷s G  ' fou ler
fortement avec les pieds' ¶ Fr. I 33, BK I 7OO, ≠ DRS 2O2  Ch: WCh: Df
{J} d'usaﬂy, Btr {J} d'isaﬂy v. 'find' » Ngz {Sch.} ta~sa!u\ (n. act. ta!s7i!) v. ' f ind,
come across, stumble upon' ¶ Sch. DN 158, ChC, J R 214 ¶ Probably d'-
≠ t- < N *d- or *t- + *÷ || K *°Z+Z`- > G Zi- (prs. Zev-) 'forschen, suchen
(nach)' ¶ Chx. 2O72 ¶ K *°Z+Z`- >  G Zi- (pres. Zev-) 'forschen, suchen
(nach)' ¶ Chx. 2O72 ¶ K *Z- < *ds- (with *d- < pre-K *d÷- < [as.] *t÷- < N
*t...÷-) || A: M *°des >  WrM, HlM des 'following, next, subsequent ,
second', desle- v. 'be next, follow', unless a loan from Tib de-s
'therefore, ergo, after that' (abl. of Tib de 'that') ¶ MED 254, Kow.
17O9-11, Vv. AEN 15 (M π Tib) || IE: NaIE *de2[s]- / (?) *des- ' f ind,
track, trace' >  Gk dh 1v  'I shall find', Gk [Hs.] }edhen : e“yren '(he) found' »»
pAl ? *en-das-sya, {O} *en-da-sya >  Al ndesh v. 'encounter' »» Sl
*desiti 'to meet, to find' (×  IE *dek8- 'find, get' < N *t{e}K''''á ' t ake ,
carry'? ) > OCS desiti desiti (prs. dew9 des7o<) 'e[yri1skein,
invenire; to find\meet (so. somewhere)', OR, RChS desiti desiti,
d8siti de7siti id., RChS dositi dositi, udositi u-dositi
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'to find, to meet', SCr de~siti  (prs. 1s deàsim) id., deàsiti 'to find so .
(antreffen), to meet', desiti  se 'to happen, to occur' ¶ The IE √  m a y
be either *de[:]s- or *de[:]-, because both the Gk and the Al form may b e
interpreted in both ways, while Sl *des-  may well go back to *dek8- ¶ WP
I 783, 814, P 217, F I 383, Ch. I 275, AlbED 554, O 284, ≈ ESSJ IV 217-8 ,
Glh. 192, Drd. 75, SPS III 74-6 ¶ If the NaIE √  was *de2-, it may go b a c k
to IE *deÓ- < *deÓÓ-  < **de÷z+z1V < N *tá÷s@@@@V (as. *-÷s@@@@- > *-÷z@-), h e n c e
the N etymon would be *tá÷s@@@@V ˚ The IE cognate points to a N *t- . If
the N etymon is *tá÷s@@@@V, the S initial cns. *d- may be explained by as .
*-t÷- >  S *-d÷- (in the primary stem *(yi)t÷as7 >  *(yi)d÷as7). A similar
process in the prehistory of K may explains the pK voiced cns. *°Z+Z`-. But
if the N etymon is *dá÷s @@@@V , the IE cns. *d- remains without explanation
˚  AD NM #32, ≠  S CNM 13 (does not accept the G cognates; suggests
that M *des- may go back to to **di-se with **di- like in *Z>irin ' two ' ;
suggests to derive Ar √d÷s from HS *di÷as- to walk'; hence considers
this N comparison "very shaky").
23O3. (€?) *tVé€t''''V 'finger' ([in D] ‘ 'point, sharp edge'?) ( =
*tu4444é€t''''V [?]; an alt. rec. is *taé€u4444nt ''''V) >  HS *°t'VÓt'- >  eB *dœaÓdœ- >  B
*dœa2dœ- (pl. *dœu2dœ-) 'finger' > Kb {Dl.} a-ÎœaÎ (pl. i-ÎœuÎ-an), Snd {Prov.} tœad
(pl. itœud´n), {Bs.} t&adi, Wrs {Bs.} 3'5 dœaÎ (pl. ñ"3v5Y idœuÎan),
Hrw {Bs.} d'5 dœad (pl. ñ"dv5Y idœudan), Mz {CM} dœad, Mz/Wrg {Dlh.}
dœadœ (pl. idœudœan), Izd {Mrc.} a-dœadœ (pl. i-dœudœ-an), Ah {Fc.} a-dœadœ (p l .
idœ´dœwa2n), Ty/ETwl {GhA}, Tw U {Sdl.} adœadœ, Gh {Nh.} a-dœadœ (pl. i-
dœ´dœwan), Ttq {Msq.} ad5ad5 (pl. id5ad5u%en), BSn/Skn {La.} dœa2dœ,
Izn/SrSn/Rf {Rn.} dœadœ (pl. idœ´ºu\dan), Tz {Stm.} ≤adœaºdœ (pl.i-dœödœa2n, Si {La.}
tœa2dœ (pl. itœu2dœa2n) 'finger', Gd dœudœa2n 'fingers' ¶ Dl. 172, Fc. 255, Sdl. 2 7 8 ,
Lf. II #O335, GhA 3O, Mrc. 88, La. MChB 118, Rn. 311, Msq. 94, Nh.
152, La. S 227, Stm. 157, Prov. ZQS 111, Bs. ZOu 86  ?φ  SC: I rq/Grw
{Wh.} dï!c'a, Irq {MQK dïc'a, {E} dic'a ± c'ic'a, Alg/Brn {Wh.} dïnc'a (p l .
dïc'o), Alg {E} dinc'a, Brn {E} dinc7'a 'finger' ¶ Wh. IC 23, E SC 193  ?φ
WCh: Hs di!nc'i~ 'handful' ¶ Abr. H 216 ¶¶ Tk. PAA 5 (SC, Hs) || ?σ D
*tuti, *tut-a ({†GS} *t-) 'point, sharp edge' > Tm tuti id., Kn tudi, Tu
tudi 'point, end, extremity, top', Tl tudi 'end, termination', tuda
'end, extremity, tip', Mlt tota  'point, pointed' ¶¶ D #3314 || K : GZ *tit-
'finger, toe' >  OG, G tit-i id., Lz cd. titi-mc7'k'on- 'the little finger', ??
(dis.?) Mg k'i(n)t-, Lz k'it- 'finger' ¶ K2 71-2, Chx. 489, Abul. 181, Ser.
72 || ?? Gil: A tæadm / ®adm 'crown (of the head), top', ES tæadm ' c rown
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of the head' ¶¶ ST 378, ST RN 2O4, Krn. N 353, 488 ˚  ≠ IS MS 3 5 2
('okone¢nost∆ ' *du’ÿ, equates the D √  with U *tuz6ka- and K *dud-
'point, upper end') , IS SS 323 [#3.2] (the same comparison) ˚  In HS
(or eB) there is as. *t...t' >  *t'...t', while in K there is as. in the opposi te
direction: *t...t' > *t...t ˚  Qu. because of seemingly irreg. sound cor r s .
˚  The data of SC and Hs (if belonging here) and Mg k'i(n)t- suggest a
word-medial *n  (probably N *taé€u 4444nt ''''V) .
23O4. ?φ  € *tu6666wV 'rain; to sprinkle' >  HS: S *°√twn (or WS
*√tw+?n?) > Gz tawan 'season of the small rains (Aprile - July), spr ing
rain', ? Ug {Grd.} tänt (*[tV?an-[a]t-]) 'rain' (not attested b y
Aistleitner and OLS) ¶ L G 582, Grd. UT 49  C: Ag: Bln {R} tu3Na2n
(*t‰NWa2n) 'beginning of the rainy season, following the summer heat' ¶
R WB 342 ¶¶ Gz tawan may be of Ag origin || D (in SD) *tu2{v}- v.
'sprinkle' >  Tm tu2vu v. 'sprinkle, strew', Ml tu2vuka v. 'be spilled',
tu2kuka v. 'strew, spill, shower', Td tu;f- v. 'spread (grain in sun t o
dry, etc.)', Tu du2suni v. 'sprinkle' ¶ D #3394; the D cognate is valid
unless it goes back to **tuk-  || AdS  of K {K} *(s`)to- v. 'snow', {FS, K2}
*tow- (× N *s6666VtVwV 'cold weather', q.v. ffd.); cp. {K} *towl=- ' snow '
(< N *ta 4444 lËé€Å  ¬ *talËé€a 4444 '≈ cold season, rain') ˚  Fn. KD #97 (K, D).
23O5. *tVwV 'head' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'oneself') >  HS: ?φ
NrOm: Sz {Fl.} tu_wi, {SWW} tu!i& ± tui& 'head', Cha {Fl.} toya, {C} toya2 ±
toy°a2 ≠ toy ° 'head' (unless < *tok'a, cp. Gm {Hw.} te!k'o 'head of') ¶ Fl.
OWL, SiW BA 49, C SE III 176, Blz. OLBP s.v. 'head', Hw. EG  SC: I rq
{Mous} ti 'oneself; each other' (a rf. and reciprocal prn.): ino!s ti
c'arere2? 'he will hang himself' ('he' + ti + 'hang' 3m), na÷'ï ti al-ti?ina!?
'the children run after each other' ('children' + ti + 'together-run' 3 p )
¶ Mous 139-4O  HS **tw-, prefix of reflexivization in derived verbs
(“ 'oneself' “ 'head') > B *tw- ≠ *t-, prefix of passivization >  Tw t- ≠
tw-, Nf cw- ≠ tw-, Rf, SrSn, Izn twa-, Kb cw-, Zng tœ-: Tw {Pr.}
tw´g1r¥w ≠ t¥g1r¥w v. 'be found' (↔  ´g1rw v. 'find'), t¥nk¥dœ ' ê t r e
coupé' (↔  ´nk´dœ 'couper'), Nf i-cw-ak´r 'he was robbed' (ÿ  aker v.
'rob'), Izn, Rf, SrSn twatœ´f 'être pris\saisi\emprisionné' (ÿ  ´tœtœ´f v.
'take, seize'), Kb {Dl.} imv. cwilq´Îœ / pf y´cwalq´Îœ 'être ramassé' (ÿ
´lq´Îœ 'ramasser'), Zng {Nic.} tœarat3um 'être relaché, payé, r embour sé '
ÿ art3um '[re]lâcher, ouvrir, défaire') ¶ Pr. M VI-VII 63-4, Beg. 68, Rn.
61, Nic. 55  The S prefix *t- and the infix *-t- (following the f irs t
radical of the primary stem [>  Ak p., Gz js., CS ip.]) with the reflexive
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(‘ reciprocal, passive) meaning: [1] the stem of the basic stirps (Qal,
fa‘ala) + infix *-t- (so-called Gt) *yiÇtaÇVÇ(-) >  Ak iÇtaÇVÇ, Ar
yaÇtaÇiÇu (VIII form), JA yiÇt´≤Çe/iÇ, Sr n´Çt´≤ÇaÇ (in Aram/Sr
with verbs primae dentalis et sibilantis  only), [2] the stem of the basic
stirps + prefix *tV- (T ) *yitÇaÇVÇ(-) >  BA, JA yiÇt´≤Çe/iÇ, Sr
nEt3Ç´≤ÇaÇ, Gz y´tÇaÇaÇ, [3] the stem of the geminated ( 4 -
consonantic) stirps + infix (Dt ) *yVÇtaÇÇiÇ(-) >  Ak uÇtaÇÇiÇ, BHb
yiÇtaÇ≤ÇeÇ, JA yiÇtaÇ≤ÇaÇ, Sr nEÇtaÇ≤ÇaÇ (Hb, Aram, and Sr Dt-
forms used with verbal stems primae  t, d, t', s, z, c', s7, and s6 only), [4]
the stem of the geminated stirps + prefix (TD ) *yVtÇaÇÇaÇ(-) >  BHb
yit3ÇaÇ≤ÇeÇ, JA yit3ÇaÇ≤ÇaÇ, Sr nEt3ÇaÇ≤ÇaÇ, Ar yataÇaÇÇaÇu (= V
form), Gz y´tÇaÇÇaÇ; these forms underly those of the new (actually
derived) WS perfective aspect: Ar Gt  (VIII form) ?iÇtaÇaÇa, TD  (V
form) taÇaÇÇaÇa, BHb TD  hit3ÇaÇ≤ÇeÇ, A T  h+?it3Ç´≤ÇaÇ, TD
h+?it3ÇaÇ≤ÇaÇ, Sr T ?Et33Ç´≤ÇEÇ, TD  ?Et3ÇaÇ≤ÇaÇ, Gz T  taÇaÇ(a)Ça, TD
taÇaÇÇaÇa, e.g. Ak Gt  imtaXs5u2 'they faught each other' (ÿ  √mXs5
v. 'fight'), Dt  uXtabbit 'he was robbed' (↔  D  uXabbit ' h e
robbed'), BHb TD  pf. cons. qZ4h2t6I%v@wayyit3Haz≤zek' 'and he s t rengthened
himself' (ip. 3pm uqZ^h2t6i% yit3Hazz´≤k'u2, pf. 3s qZ4h2t6e5 hit3Haz≤zek') (ÿ
√Hzk' G   'be\become strong'), Dt  pf. cons. 1s rm`4T2S6a3v!wa2?Es7tam≤mer
'and I kept myself from' (ÿ √s7mr 'guard, keep'), BA T  pf. 3f tr3z#G^t6e5
hit3g´≤zErEt3 'was cut out', Dt  ip. 3m an`$T2S6i% yis7tan≤ne2 'will be changed ' ,
TD  juss. rq2`B2t6i% yit3bak'≤k'ar 'let search be made' (ÿ D  √bk'r), JA [Trg.]
{Lv.} T  pf. 1s tir%m1G6t6a5 ?it3g´ma2≤r°t3 'I was destroyed' (∏ 1O9.23, J o b
2.17), Ar Gt  ip. ﬁuritao0Ya ya÷tariÎ^œu 'opposes (\will oppose) himself ' ,
TD  rubWkataYa yatakabbaru 'makes (will make) himself great', Gz T  takadna
≠ takadana 'covered himself, was covered', TD  ta?ammara ' showed
himself' ¶ Br. G I 528-31, Br. AG 38-9, Sd. G 12O-2 [§  22], 1O*-46*,
Rms. 1O1-6, 299-3O7, Lv. I 146, Di. G 137-9, Schlz. FSV 43 (an u n c .
hyp. driving back the S stems with *t-, *-t- to an analytical cons t ruc t ion
with *√?tw+y  v. 'come')  C *-t-, reflexivizing affix of verbs, sc. prefix
of pcvs., and an element of the word-final complex in scvs. (<  px. o f
aux. verbs): [1] prefix: Bj passivizing px. -tV-: {RHd.} p. -to2-da2r / prs. -
to2-dïr v. 'be killed' (from -dir v. 'kill'), p. -tdaba2l / prs. -tdabïl v. ' b e
gathered' (from -dbil v. 'gather'), p. -tdaga2y / prs. -tdagi v. ' b e
returned', vi. 'return' / -dgi ≠ -digi vt. 'return'; Bj reflexivizing px. -t-
in the forms of present, habitative, and permissive "tenses": prs. -e2tlïw
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(/ habitative and permissive -ïtlïw-) v. 'burn oneself' (from -liw v t .
'burn', prs. -tdabïl vi. 'gather' (from -dbil vt. 'gather'), prs. -tdagi ( /
habitative -tdig , permussive -tdiga) vi. 'return' (from -dgi vt. ' r e t u rn ' ) ,
EC: Sa -t-, prefix of the medium voice (autobenefactive ≠
intransitivizing voice): it was still preserved as -t- in Sa I of the 1 9 t h
cent. (as described by CR), but has been assimilated to the following
cns. in modern Sa (as described by Wlm.): -iggidil (< *-i-t-gidil) vi.
'break', 'break sth. undeliberately' (↔  -igdil  vt. 'break'), -iggire÷- (<  *-
itgire÷) v. 'be cut off' (↔  -igre÷- v. 'cut off'), Af -t- (interpreted by Clz.
as reflexivizing and by Hw. as autobenefactivizing prefix): {Clz.} -
utub´lå 'vedersi' (p. 1s ?u≤tub´lå, 2s/3f tu≤tub´lå, 3 m
yu≤tub´lå, 3p yu≤tub´lån, etc.) ↔  -ubilå v. 'see' (p. 1 s
≤?ubilå, 2s ≤tubilå, etc.), {Hw.} idßdßiHidße (<  *itdßiHidße) 'sew sth. f o r
one’s own benefit' (↔  idßHidße 'sew'), ette2dßege 'know for one’s o w n
benefit' (↔  e2dßege 'know') »»» [2] a reflexivizing (rf.) o r
autobenefactivizing (abf.) sx., *-t- of the word-final morphemic
complex in scvs. (going back to a px. of the aux. verbs): EC: Af {Hw.} -
it-, e.g. digir-it-e 'play for one’s own benefit' (↔  digir-e 'play'), faHs-
it-e 'boil sth. for one’s own benefit' (↔  caus. verb faH-is-e 'boil s th . ' ) ,
Sa {Wlm.} ÷akal-it- v. 'wash oneself', Sml -(a)t-, abf. sx.: s7ub-(a)t- v.
'pour for one’s own benefit' (præt: 1s, 3m s7ubtay, 2s, 3f s7ubatay, e t c . )
(↔  s7ub- v. 'pour'), Rn abf. and rf. sx. -t- (wara2ba-t-ta 'she fe tches
water for herself' ↔  wara2b-ta 'she fetches water', dßix-t-a 'he washes
himself' ↔  dßiXa  'he washes'), Or T {Mrn.} abf. -t- (>  -d'- [<  *-t-?-] and -
n- [<  *-t-n-] due to the infl. of the following markers of person-number :
*?- of 1s and *n- of 1p): 1s aubf. be2≤kad5d5e2 (<  *be2k-at-?e2) 'I knew f o r
my own benefit, I understood', 2s and 3f be2≤katte2 (<  *be2k-at-te2), 3 s
be2≤kate2 (<  *be2k-at-ye2), 1p be2≤kanne2 (<  *be2k-at-ne2), etc. (↔ basic
voice 1s ≤be2ke2 'I knew', 2s and 3f ≤be2kte2, 3m ≤be2ke, 1p ≤be2kne,
etc.), Sd {Mrn.} rf.-abf. -id5- (as-id5- v. 'make for oneself, make oneself '
↔  as- v. 'make', hays7-id5- v. 'wash oneself', etc.); SC: Irq {Mous} -t
(marker of the middle voice, having reflexive and sim. meanings):
hamc6'ït v. 'take a bath' (↔  hama2c6' v. 'wash'), tu÷'u2t v. 'pull oneself o u t '
(↔  tu2÷' v. 'uproot'), du2xu2t v. 'get married' (for a woman)' (↔  du2x v.
'take out, marry [a woman]'), ÷'ïfït v. 'sneeze'; the suffix -t m a y
describe a situation, in which the body is central: ÷'ïfït v. ' sneeze ' ,
iwït v. 'sit', s6ak'a2t v. 'be tired' ¶ AD KJ 93-6, P 243-4, 249-5O, Mous
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175-8, PG 31  NrOm: Gf {Mrn.} -et-, passivizing\reflexivizing sx.:
be?-et- ≠ be2t- v. 'be seen' (↔  be?- v. 'see'), yel-et- v. 'be born' (↔
yel- v. 'give birth'), ol-et- v. 'fight each other' (reciprocal “ rf.) (↔
ol- v. 'fight'), Ym -t-, passivizing sx.: s7uk-t- 'essere sgozzato \
sacrificato' (↔  s7uk-  'sgozzare, sacrificare'), {C} qon-t- ({Wdk.} ko2nto)
v. 'be born' (↔  {C} qon-  v. 'give birth') ¶ AD KJ 93-6, Mrn. O 59-6O, C
SE III 33-4, Wdk. BY 144 || K: GZ *taw- 'head' >  OG tav- 'head', G tav-
id., 'ear of cereals', Lz ti- 'head', Mg ti-s7a 'to himself, home' (lit. ' i n to
head'); Sv s7da- ± s7t'a- 'ear of cereals' (that is due to merger with N ?σ
*s6666ádVwV4444 '≈ ≈  tip, end (extrémité]', q.v.) ¶¶ K 175 (*(s⁄)taw-), K DE
358, ≈ K2 66 (*taw-), Q 242, Chik. 43-4 || IE: AnIE: HrLw -ti 'sich', Lw
-ti, Lc -ti, reflexive pc., Ht -z, -za id. ¶ Mer. HHG 129, Mlc. CL 2 2 6 ,
Lar. 97, Mlc. L 72, Ts. W 1O7 ˚  ≠ IS I XIII (caus.-rf. *t5ÿ) tried to find a
common origin of the HS marker of reflexivization, the passive sx. i n
BF, and the causative sxs. in A, U, and D (which is doubtful both f o r
semantic reasons and because of a structural difference: in U, A, and D
this is a postverbal sx. that may go back to a N aux. verb, while in HS
this is a prefix that is hardly explainable as an aux. verb in view of t h e
syntactic structure of N).
23O6. *tayhV (or *ta9yV?) 'incline, bend, bend\move aside' >  HS:
[1] S *°-tïh- >  Ar √tyh , -tïh- (pf. ta2ha [<  *tayaha], ip. ya-tïh-u) v. ' g o
astray', 'errer à l’aventure (sans savoir où l’on va), s’égarrer' ¶ BK I
213, Hv. 65  or [2] amb ? S *°√t{˝}y+w > BHb eot√t÷y+w (pf. ta2≤÷a2, ip .
yi-t3≤÷E2) 'reel, stagger' (≤?ïs7 l´÷Eb3≤ro2 ta2≤÷u2 'they have stumbled off, e a c h
his own way' [Is. 47.15], wub3as6s6e2≤k3a2r ta2≤÷u2 'sie taumeln v o m
berauschendem Getränk' [Is. 28.7], ta2≤÷a2 l´b3a2≤b3ï 'mein Herz taumelt' [Is.
21.4]), 'wander about, go astray' (this last meaning is caused by t h e
impact of the paronymous verb BHb eoy  √t'÷y+w 'wander, stray, err' <
*√t'˝w), Ug {DrvG} tGy G  (?) 'journey afar' (h. l.) ¶ KB 361, 1625-6 ,
GB 884, DrvG 159 || U *taye- (or *toya-) vi. 'bend, decline, break' >  F
taipu- vi. 'bend, be bent, bow', ∆  taimi 'Biegung', F taitta- v t .
'break, fold', Es {W} taibu- 'nicht steif oder unbeweglich sein ' ,
taivuta-  'biegen, krümmen' » pLp *tO2ye2 'break' > Lp: N {N} doaggje-
, S {Hs.} doaºjudh v. 'break off', L {LLO} taº —dje2- ' b rechen ,
durchbrechen'   Sm: Ne O {Lh.} tuyo- 'das Kreuz schlagend und b e t e n d
sich verneigen (vor dem Heiligenbild)', ?? Kms taylo2- ' ze rbrechen ,
niederreißen' ¶¶ UEW 5O5-6, Coll. 51, Lr. #1272, Lgc. #7951, Hs. 4 4 2 ,
Db. OS x || A *tay{a} > NaT *t…aya- > OT {Cl.} taya2- v. 'lean against ( s th . ) ,
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prop (sth.) up', Tk daya-, Ggz, Az, Tkm daya-, CrTt, Qry, Qmq, SbTt,
Bsh, Qq, Qzq, Ln, Alt taya- id., Uz taya-, Yk taya2- 'prop up'; rf. *t…aya-n-
'lean on, support oneself by' > OT tayan-, XwT, MQp, Chg ≥XV tayan- id.,
OOsm dayan- XVI-XVIII 'rely on', Tk dayan-  'lean against, rest on', Tkm,
Az, Ggz dayan-, CrTt, Qmq, VTt, Uz, ET, Alt, Xk, Yk tayan-, Tv dòayan- id .
¶ Cl. 567, 569, IS AD 45, Rm. W 455, ET VGD 125-7, ADb. Ttd 6O  Tg:
WrMc {Z} daya- v. 'lean', ?σ dayanca- ≠ dayaca- ≠ dayaci- v.
'wave' ¶ Z 773-4, STM I 19O  M *dayi- > [1] MM [S] dayiZ>i- ' abziehen,
abfallen von jem-m'; [2] ?σ: M *dayiba-, *dayibVla- > WrM {MED}
daiba-, HlM dajva- vi. 'wobble, totter, sway', WrM {Gl.} daibila-
id., vi. 'shake', {Kow.} taibala- se balancer, chanceler, se r e m u e r '
(err. interpretation of the initial WrM letter d+t as voiceless t-), WrM
daibalZa-, HlM dajvalza- v. 'totter, wobble, sway, rock', Brt
dajbalza-, dajbagana- 'walk staggering', Kl dáávl- da4∏wl=-
'stagger', {Rm.} 'sich zur Seite biegen, sich seitwärts bewegen; wellen,
wogen' ¶ MED 221, H 31, Gl. III 2, Kow. 1549, KRS 187, KW 83, Chr. 1 8 1
˚  Coll. 146 (U, A), IS SS 32O [#2.1] (U, A), IS MS 35O s.v. naklonåt∆
*tojÿ (U, A), AD GD 14 ˚  The Ar root √tyh belongs here if the s t e m
of ip. -tïh- is a secondary analogical back-formation from the verbal
noun tayh- 'going astray' and from the pf. form ta2ha (<  *tayaha). S
*°√t˝y+w is a cognate unless BHb √t÷y+w is a deglottalizaed variant o f
S *√t'˝y. Lack of lengthening of *a in T (evidenced by Tkm) speaks i n
favour of the N rec. *tayhV , because *ta9yV would have yielded an A
(and T) stem with a long vw.
23O7. (€?) *ta{q++++9}ayu6666 'relative-in-law (person of the opposi te
exogamous moiety within an exogamic system of tribes)' >  IE
*deéywer- >  NaIE *≤da2i\we2r / *da2i\wer- (gen. *da2i\w≤r-es) 'husband’s
brother' >  OI de2≤var- (de2≤va2) 'husband's brother; wife's b r o t h e r
(younger than ego)', Psh rv{L 6le≤war, Ygn ≤sewir, Oss I tiu ti2w, Oss D
tew 'husband’s brother' (Ygn, Oss, and some other East Iranian f o r m s
suggest an EIrn devoicing *d≈- >  *t≈-) »» Arm tajgr taygR ≠ tagr
tagR ≠ tegr tegR 'husband’s brother ' »» Gk da2h1r (<  *daiwhr, {EI}
*dajawh1r) id. »» L le2vir ≠ laevir (gen. -i2) id. (a dialectal f o r m
["Sabinism"] with l- for the expected *d-; e2 [for ae] is a rusticism; t h e
stem was presumably transformed due to the infl. of vir, -° 'man ' ) »»
OHG zeihhur, zeichur, zeihhor, AS ta2cor, OFrs ta2ker
'husband’s brother' ({P}: the inlaut cs. is due to the infl. of the Gmc
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cognate of Lt la!igonas 'wife’s brother') »» BSl (*i-stem t rans formed
from the original consonantic stem, the consonantic stem being
preserved in the Lt gen. dieverﬁs): Lt dieveri~s, Ltv dieﬁveris
'husband’s brother' » Sl *de7 ¡verÁ > RChS d8ver6 de7verÁ, R ≤dever∆,
SCr de àve 2r ± djeàve2r, OP, P ∆ dziewierz id. ¶ WP I 767, P 179, EI 8 4
(*dai\≤hÅwe2r), F I 338-9, WH I 787-8, M E I 743-4, M K II 64, Asl. 7 7 5 ,
Mrg. 4O, Ab. III 296-7, Kb. 1245, OsS 1239-4O, Stlr. 174, Ho. 341, Frn.
95, Bern. I 198,  ESSJ V 19, SPS III 179-8O (Sl *de7ver¥ >  *de7ver1Á), Glh.
2OO, Slt. 58 ¶¶ *-er- in the IE stem *deéywer- is an individualizing sx.
of kinship names (as in *b≈ra2ter- 'brother', etc.) || A: NaT *t…a˝ay
'mother's brother' >  OT {Cl.} ta˝a2y 'maternal uncle', Cmn ta˝ay, MQp
t5°Ga2, Chg ≥XV ta˝ay ≠ ta˝ayî id., SY taGey ≠ ta˝ay 'mother’s relative' ,
MQp XIII t5a2y, Tk dayI, Tkm da2yî, Az dayî, Ggz dayka (ADb.: <  *dayî-
ka) 'maternal uncle', Qq dayî id., 'relative from mother’s side', Qrg
{Jud.} tay  'matroclinous relationship', Tv dò a2y, Yk ta2y 'mother’s b r o t h e r
(elder than ego)'; NaT *t…a[:]y-îza 'mother's sister' (a cd. with *a4za4 [ a
root represented in OOsm a4za4 'mother’s sister']) >  OOsm dayîza,
diyaza, diyeze, Tk {Rl.} da4yza4, Tk ∆  dayza, diyeza 'mother's sister', T k m
dayÎa 'mother's female relative'; StAlt tajda-lar (<  *tay-ada-lar)
'matroclinous ancestors' ¶ Dr. TM III #1176 believes that *ta˝ay a n d
Og *tay  are different roots (while in many lgs. *ta2y(î) > *tay(î) go b a c k
to *ta˝ay) ¶ The final -î in the Og lgs. and in Qzq may go back to t h e
ppa. of 3s ('his, her') ¶ Cl. 474, ET VGD 127-9, Rs. W 455-6, TvR 1 3 9 ,
TkR 243, BT 139, KrkR 157, Jud. 688-9, JkR 371, ADb. Ttd 6O [#7] 
Tg *da2- 'relative-in-law' > Ewk da2, Neg da2Nta id., WrMc dancan
'relative-in-law, mother’s\wife’s relative' ¶ STM I 183-4  pJ {S} *di\a o r
*dai\ 'elder sibling, elder relative' > OJ je ¶ It may alternatively belong
together with K *[u]da 'sister' <  N *é€ËdV 'sister', '∈ female relative' ¶ S
QJ #813, Mr. 392 ¶¶ DQA # 2215 (A *ta2!yV 'elder-in-law, e lder
relative') || ??σ  HS: amb B: Ah ti ≠ t´y 'father, uncle, father-in-law', Ty
ti- (pl. t¥y-) +ppa., Twl s7i-/t¥y- +ppa. 'father' (TY ti-s 'his father'), Tw
D/U {Sdl.} ti- (pl. ta"y-) ¶ Fc. 1877, PrGG 336, Sdl. 259 ¶ The word is
partialy or entirely a Lallwort. It belongs here unless the Ll.-factor is n o t
the only origin of this kinship name ˚  IS MS 361 (*ta{Ó}jÿ 'a relative':
IE, T).
23O8. *taqozi  'to plait, to wattle' >  K (in GZ) *tq+Xaz-/*tq+Xz- v.
'plait (together), weave' >  OG tXz- v. 'plait', G tXz- v. 'compose (poe t ry ,
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music), fabricate', Lz (n)tXoz- v. 'plait' ¶ K 97, K2 76-7, Chik. 285 ||
HS: Ch {JS} *√tkWs⁄ v. 'tie' >  WCh: Ngz {Sch.} ta!kWsÈ ≠ tau\sÈ, Bd {ChL}
taksa^n id. »» CCh: Glv {Rp.} takWa!s 'bind' ¶ The Ch cns. *kW as a reflex o f
N *-qo-  still needs explaining ¶ Sch. DN 156, JS 269, RpB 86 || IE
*deé8(y)- >  NaIE *de2-/*d´-,*de2i\-/ di(:)- v. 'bind' >  OI ≤dyati 'binds', Av
nï-dya2- 'bind\tie fast' »» Gk Hm de1v (<*de1jv) 'I bind, tie'   pp. *d´-≤to-
>  OI di≤ta- 'bound, tied' »» Gk det1o-ß id.  *de2-mn= 'string, cord' >  OI
≤da2man- (nom. ≤da2ma2) 'string, cord, fetter ' »» Gk y<po1-dhma 'a sole
bound under the foot, a sandal', dia1-dhma 'band, fillet; the band r o u n d
the tia1ra of the Persian king', Gk Mc de-de-me-no  'bound' ¶ WP I 7 7 1 ,
P 183, EI 64 (*deh⁄-), M K II 34, 69, M E I 716-7, Brtl. 761, F I 374-5, O
59 (shows that Al duaj 'sheaves of grain' and dell 'tendon' do n o t
belong here) || U: FU *tosV 'a vessel, basket' (“  *'wicker basket' “
*'sth. wattled') >  pPrm *doz- or *do4z- '(kind of) vessel' >  Z doz, dozy-
'vessel(s), box, bast basket', Z US döz, Yz ≤duz id., Vt duz 'wooden t u b
(kaduwka )', Vt SW du$z id., 'bast vessels' »» pOs *to"¬ >  Os: Sr to"¬, Ty
to"¬ 'Kiste, Kasten', Os N {Ahl.} tul 'Köcher', Os O to"t 'Zwischenwand'  ¶
UEW 532, LG 94, Stn. D 1428 || A: [1] ?φ M *ta9si 'cup' >  WrM ta9si,
HMl tagw 'cup', Brt tagwa 'tea cup, small cup'; M ı Ewk taksi, ∆
ta2ks‰, taks7i 'small cup' ¶ MED 766, STM II 154 ¶ The unexpected M *t-
(for *d-) is puzzling | ???σ [2]: It is less plausible to adduce here A
{SDM95} *t…osV '≈ mat' > ??σ M *do4si 'anvil' > MM [IM] do4si, [MA] do4s7i,
WrM do4si, HlM døw, Mnr H {SM} dòo2s7´ ¶ Pp. MA 144, 436, MED 269, T
331, SM 62 ¶ A possible semantic prehistory: 'anvil' “ 'sth. undelying,
mat'  NaT *t…o4s7a4 v. 'spread out (as mat)' >  OT to4s7a4k, Tk do4s>ek ' m a t ,
mattress' (ı Chv tu4z7òek 'mattress, feather-bed'), do4s>e- v. 'spread o u t
(as mat)', Qzq to4so4- id.; acc. to SDM, NaT *-s7- goes back here to *-sc7- ¶
In *ÇÉs7-roots the opposition *t…- ↔ *tæ- is neutralized (ADb. Ttd 5 7 - 8 )
 Tg *°d{o'}sçi- v. 'lie (liegen)' > Lm: Ol/B/O/P d‰sçi-, Sk do$ssi- ≠ do$sçi-
v. 'lie', Ol d‰sçiJ‰k 'place to lie, bed' ¶ STM I 238 ¶¶ The adduction o f
pA *t…osV is plausible only if its original meaning is 'mat, matress' ( a s
assumed in SDM95) rather than 'spread, lie', which is qu. ||  D (in GnD)
*toc>- v. 'tie, bind' >  Gnd toh-, doh-, to?-, do?- v. 'tie', Knd to®À- v. ' t ie ,
bind, build', Kui tohpa, toht- v. 'tie, bind', Ku doh- id. ¶ D #3536 ˚  K2
77 connects the K √  with IE *tek8s- 'plait, compose' (P 1O58-9), which
deviates from reg. sound corrs.
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23O9. *tu4444[y]Z++++Z 1 111V (or *tu4444[w++++?]Z++++Z 1 111V) '∈  part of an arm/leg' >  HS: S
*°tic+c'iy- >  Ak s7is°tu(m) ≠ tis°tu ≠ tis5°tu, Ak A sis°tu
'Hand-, Fußgelenk' ¶ Sd. 125O || K: OG teZo ≠ tezo 'thigh' (Abul.:
'barkali [Schenkel]', Jud. 3.16: = mhro1ß 'thigh'; Lev. 3.9: = πo1ai
'muscles of the loins'), G teZo 'Hüfte, Oberschenkel' ¶ Abul. 18O, Chx.
474 || IE: NaIE *dou\s- '(upper) arm, shoulder' >  OI ≤do2s5- ' a r m ,
forearm', Av daos7- 'Oberarm, Schulter', eNPrs ¢vd do2s7, NPrs ¢vd
du2s7 'shoulder (humerus)' »» OIr doe4 (<  *dou\s-n=t-s) (gen. doat) 'arm' »»
Ltv pa-duse 'armpit, bosom (Busen des Kleides)' » ? Sl *pa¡z[d]ux¥ ≠
*paz[d]uxa (< **paz-dux-?) >  Slv pa•zduha ≠ pa•zdiha, pa•zuha ≠
pa•ziha 'armpit', OCS pazuxa pazuxa 'ko1lpoß, masca1lh' ( ' bo som,
armpit'), R, Uk, Blg ∆  ≤pazuxa 'bosom', SCr paŸzuha ' bo som,
shoulder', OCz pazuch, Cz pazouch, pazoch, Slk pazu1ch, P
pazucha id. ¶ WP I 782, P 226, EI 26, M K II 68-9, M E I 749-75O, Vl. I
931, Sg. 544, Horn 13O, Kar. II 7, Vs. III 186-7, SJSS XV 5, ≈  Glh. 4 7 2 - 3
|| ?φ U *°tu4∏z6+L+yV (or *°s+s7u4z6+L+yV) >  Sm *tu4∏y ({Jn.} *tu4¥\y) 'sleeve' >  Ne
T t√, {Lh.} t!u$—, Ne F {Lh.} c1u$—, Ng {Cs.} t!i6ja, {Mik.} t!ïd!´, En. {Cs.}: X
tiojo, B t!i1jeijo; Slq d.: Nr to4nak, MO to4naN, Ke tu4∏naN, NP
tu4∏nnaN, Ch/UO t!u4naN, B t!u4n1aN, Yel/Kar tu4naN; Kms {KD} tæu$ id. ¶
Jn. 167, Cs. 28, 89, 149, 199.
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231O. *t''''a 4 444, dem. prn. of non-active (inanimate) objects (wi thout
distance opposition [proximal ↔ intermediate ↔  distal]) >  HS: I. HS
*tV-/*-Vt, marker of the so-called "feminine gender", actually
feminine-and-inanimate gender (a merger with N *{?}atV ' female,
woman' [q.v.], as well as probably with N *t''''i that constructs nomina
act. [q.v.]), used in different grammatical functions: [a] verbal px. *tV-
of 3 pers. "feminine" (= feminine-and-inanimate\collective) >  S, B *tV-
id., EC *t(V)-, Bj, Aw t(V)- of 3f in pcvs., *t- as marker of 3f in many Ch
lgs., as well as the 3f marker *-t- within the person-number-gender sxs.;
[b] HS nominal ending *-Vt-, marker of both the female sex in n o u n s
(like S *-at- in *≤bin-at- 'daughter' >  Hb tB2 bat3, Ar bint-, etc., B *-t i n
*t-funas-t 'cow', ONum ult 'daughter') and of the fem.-and-inanimate
gender (that is used to form singulative, collective, and abstract n o u n s )
in S, Eg, B, C, and Ch, [c] HS pronoun *tV- (prn. of the fem.[-and-
inanimate] gender) >  OAr ta2 and tï 'this\that' f. (Br. G I 317-8 [§
1O7g]), Sb t 'that (f.) which' = 'lo que' (t-b-s7rn 'lo que está en e l
valle' (here the formal f. of t  is likely to have an abstract meaning of Sp
lo) - w Bst. 42, Bst. DSRP); LbB: Gnc T {Mi.} -to 'this' (mensey-to
'this king'), pB *t-a2 f. sg. / *t-ï f. pl. 'that\those which', 'that\those o f '
(ddn.) (the elements *-a2/*ï go back to  N *ha , deictic pronominal p c .
['ille', distal deixis], and to N *yÉ  [= y{i}?] 'these, they' [deictic m a r k e r
of animate pl.]) > ta f. sg. / ti f. pl. 'that\those which, that\those of' i n
practically all B lgs. (with a phonetic variant t3a / t3i in Kb and several
other NrB lgs.) (Pr. M III, AiM 176, 211, 217, Fc. 1448-59), Bj t-, m a r k e r
of the fem. gender in the df. art.: Bj A {AD} nom. sg. tu2-≠tu-, accus. sg.
to2-≠tu2, nom. pl. ta2-≠ta, accus. pl. te2-≠ti-, Bj Hd {Rop.} nom. sg. tu2-
≠ti-, accus. sg. to2-≠ti-, nom. pl. ta2-≠ti-, accus. pl. te2-≠ti, Bj (dialect
recorded by Reinisch) nom. sg. tu2-, accus. sg. to2-, nom. pl. ta2-, accus .
pl. te2-; B *tV- , prefix of fem. nouns, both sg. and pl. (going back to a n
article similar to that of Bj), e.g. Sll, Nf ta-lÌ´mt 'she-camel' (pl. ti-
l´Ìmin, ti-l´Ìmatin), Kb t3a-funast3, Tmz ta-funast 'cow', Zwr t-funast,
Zmr t3-funast3 id. (pl. t3ifunasin), t3-mÌart3 'old woman', Mz t-m´tœtœut
'woman', etc. (w  AiM 2O8-9); Sml -ta, -tu, -tï, fem. forms of df. articles;
C marker of fem. *t- in dem., interr. and poss. pronouns: Bj {R} t-u2n
'this' f. (accus. t-o2n), t-a2n 'these' f. (accus. t-e2n), Sa {R} t-a2, t-ay
'this' f., t-o, t-oy 'that' f., Sml -t-ani! (accus. -t-a!n) 'this' f. (sx. of a
noun), -t-a2si (accus. -t-a2) 'that' f. (general deixis), etc., Or H {Ow.} t-
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ana rect. 'this' f. (↔ m. x-ana), t-uni nom. 'this' f. (↔ m. x-uni), t-a2!ni!
'this' (anaphoric) f. (↔ m. x-a2 !ni!), t-a!mi! 'which?' f. (↔ m. x-a!mi!), t-iyya
'my' f. (↔ m. x-iyya), t-e 'thy' f. (↔ m. x-e), etc., Or B tuni~(-ni") 'this' f . ,
rect. t-a!na", gen. ta!na!, etc., Sd t-e, t-enne, t-e2ne, t-in 'this' f., etc. (w AD
KJ 28, 46-8, 1O6, 116-7 and s.v. N *K'''' {u 4 444}, dem. prn.), as well as a
marker of the fem. gender within postnominal agglutinated markers o f
personal possesion in Bj (-t-), Sml (-t-: i~≤na!n-t-a~y-d-u 'my daughter ' ,
where -t- is the marker of fem. of the suffixed poss. prn. -taydu, -ay- is
the morpheme of 1s, and -d- is the marker of fem. of the postposit ional
article, cp. ≤i!na~n-k-a~y-g-u 'my son', where -k- and -g- are masc. gender
markers), Or ∆  -t- , etc. ¶ AD KJ 1O7-8, Ow. 88   The same marker *-t-
of the f.-and-inanimate gender is found in the S compound ending *-a2-
t-  which functions as a marker of feminine "plural" (Hb -o2t3, Ar -a2t-, Gz
-a2t, Ak -a2t-). There is syntactic and morphological ev. that proves t h a t
in pS the forms with *-a2t- were not real plurals, but collective nouns ( i n
sg.): [a] the *-a2t-forms have case endings of sg. (nom. *-u, accus.-gen.
*-a) and a marker of status determinatus of sg. (*-m), [b] if they
function as a subject, their predicate (in Arabic) is sg. f. Here the S
morpheme *-t- is actually a nominalizer (substantivizer) of a n
originally analytical construction of collectivity (with collectivity pc. *-a2
< N ?σ  *?a{h}a [collective pc. of inanimate, '≈ de ça']). This is suggested
by the fact that S *-a2-t- is found only in the purely substantive cases
(nom., accus., gen.), while in the pred. case (> f. pl. of the WS new
perfect) we find S *-a2 without *-t-. The same *-t- is found as a
substantivizer of Ak adjectives in pl. (-u2t- in sunstantivized adjectives
in pl. ↔ -u2 as pl. of not sunstantivized adjectives)  In Ch this HS p r n .
*tV  contaminated with the reflex of N *{?}atV 'female, woman', giving
rise to a personal prn. of 3f (actually, feminine-and-inanimate) that Blz.
reconstructs as *ta. In WCh it functions (1) as a preverbal subject
marker of 3f.: Hs ta2 (with past), ta (with some other verbal forms), i n
the BT lgs. (with neutral form, pf.: Bl, Gera ti~, Krf, Glm, Grm ta~, Tng ta,
etc.), in the Ron lgs. (with the main aspect of the verb: Fy, Bks, Klr ti!);
(2) as an aut. prn. of 3f (prefix + *ta , acc. to Kr.'s rec.): Hs i-ta, Bl i-ta~,
Ngm te^, Krkr dÈ-t‰w, Tng N-ta, Fy, Bks yi!-t, Ngz, Bd a-tu~, Zul ti ' she ' ;
(3) as an object prn. of 3f (*tV , acc. to Kr.): Hs, Bl ta , Krkr, Tng ta~, Ngz
atu~, Bd tu~; (4) as a postnominal poss. prn. of 3f (*ta , acc. to Kr.): Hs ta,
Bl to, Krf ta&a, Krkr (tÈ)-t‰~w, Tng to~, Pr te~, Ron: Fy -it, Bks -et. In CCh
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this pronouns appears: (1) as a ppa. of 3f: Gude -ta~, Bcm -ro~ (-r- <  *-t-
), Mln -(g‰)-to~, FlM -tU~, Mbara -ta! 'her'; (2) as an object prn. of 3f.:
Bcm (na)-ro~, Gudu ba-r (-r- <  *-t-), FlM (ga`)-ta!, Msg G/P {MB} -ti ' h e r ' ,
Mbara -ta!; (3) in some CCh lgs. it is one of the elements within isolable
pers. pronouns of 3f (as in Mbara ti!ti! 'she'). In ECh it functions as a
subject prn. of 3f (Mkl ti!-/t-, Bdy -ti!, -g-i!t), as a pronominal object sx.
of verbs (Mkl -t, -ti~ 'her', Bdy -ta! 'her', -ti~ 'to her', Tmk -d 'her', Mgm -
ti!, -ti~ 'to her'), as a ppa. of nouns (Mkl -tu~, Bdy -t, -ti~ 'her'), and as a n
emphatic aut. prn. ("pronom d’insistance"): Tmk ta2 ﬂn 'she' (↔  d'a2ﬂn ' h e ' ) ,
as a dem. prn. of the f. gender (*t-pronouns of f. ↔ *k-pronouns of m .
[ffd. details see  N *K'''' {u 4 444}, dem. prn.]). It also functions as a
demonstrative element (without connection with the fem. gender, sc .
not having merged with N *{?}atV '⇑ ': Ke m. sg. to!N 'this', f. sg. ta!N, p l .
te!N 'these' [Sch. ED 158-9]) and as a CCh subject prn. of 3s m.: Msg G
{MB} t‰, Msg P {MB} te, Mbara, Mlw ti ¶ Cf. Kr. RChP, MB SMSM, J R,
Sch. BTL, Sch. DN, Frz. GP, Blz. PPCh1 ∀ , Blz. PPCh2 ∀ , Trn. MVM 7 6 ,
TrnSL 163-6, J LM, JA LM,  Al. DB 196-2O6, Cp. 31 | II. A variant *t'V
without de-emphatization survives in Ch as *d'V, a dem. prn. (‘ a
marker of definiteness) >  {Sch.}: Hs ka!ra~s d'i^n 'the carrot(s)' (↔  ka!ra~s
'carrot, -s'), Su lu! d'i^-s‰~ 'this house' (↔  lu! 'house'), G’nd naf-d'a 'the
man', naf-d'i 'this man' (↔  naf- 'man'), Msg d'i!f d'a! 'the man' (↔  d'i!f
'man'), Mkl ?a~?u! d'o!N 'the water' (↔  ?a!?u~ pl. 'water'), as well as a pe rs .
prn. of 3m (Tmk d'a2ﬂn 'he') ¶ Sch. ED 158-6O || IE [1] NaIE *to- ( nom. -
accus. *to-d), dem. prn. of the neuter (inanimate) gender (↔  *so d e m .
prn. of the animate gender) >  OI ta-d 'it, that' ntr. ↔  sa (≠ sa-s) ' h e ,
that' m., Av G, YAv ta-t∞ 'this, it' ntr. ↔  YAv ha2 m. »» Gk to1, df. art. n t r .
↔  [o, df. art. m. »» pGmc {SGGJ} *Tat 'das' (ddn. prn.), ntr.(↔ *so m.) >
Gt †ata ntr. ↔  sa m., ORu †at ntr. ↔ sa m., ON †at ntr. ↔ sa1 m . ,
AS ÎAt ntr. ↔ se2Æ m. In the obl. cases it was generalized for all
genders, e.g. NaIE accus. m. *to-m >  OI tam, Av t´m, Gk to1n, Gmc
*Tan(on) (>  Gt †ana, ON †ann, AS Îone), NaIE accus. f. *ta2-m (c f .
nom. f. *sa2) >  OI, Av ta2m, Gk th1n. The form of the f. (a NaIE
innovarion) is *sa2 (based on *so-), but in many lgs. it is *ta2 (e.g. pGmc
*To2 >  Gt †o2, AS Îa2). In many branches of NaIE *to- was generalized
throughout the paradigm off all genders: OCS t5 m., ta f., to ntr., Lt
ta~s m., ta~ f. Cf. also L tam 'so', OIr 3m pers. pronouns as infixes: -d
(+ nasalazition) m. (<  *tom), -d ntr. (<  *tod), Tc A/B tu dem. p r n .
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('das') ntr., A ta 4m  'this' ntr. ¶ P 1O86-7, Brg. KVG 399-4OO, Bks. 2O2-
5, SGGJ III 318-22, Ho. 286, 36O, KT 164-5, Wn. 421-2, 443  [2] NaIR
*-d = *-Ê (archiphoneme from **-t in the word-final position), ending
of the neuter (inanimate) gender in pronouns: NaIE *i-d (= *i-Ê) ' i t ,
that' (↔  *i-s m.) (>  L id ntr. ↔  is m., Gt ita ntr. ↔  is m.), *kWo-d
'what' ↔  *kWo-s 'who' (L quod, ON hvat ↔  hver, OHG (h)waz
↔ (h)wer), and *kWi-d 'what' ↔  *kWi-s 'who' (>  L quid ↔ quis, Gk
ti1 ↔  ti1ß), etc.  AnIE *-t ntr. ↔  *-s anim. gender: enclitical forms o f
the pers. prn. 3s: Ht, Lw, Pal -at ntr. ↔ -as m., Ht apat 'it, this' n t r .
↔ apas 'he\she, this' anim. gender, Ht, Pal kuit 'what' ↔  kuis ' w h o '
¶¶ Brg. KVG 4O2-3, Bks. 2O2-6, KrlSh. XLJ 2O-2  [3] IE *-ti, "primary"
verbal ending of 3s (e.g., in the prs. tense) >  OI -ti, Gk -si (ti1†h-si
'puts'), L -t, Gt -†, OHG -t, pSl *-tÁ (>  OCS -t5, R ∆  -t∆), Ht -zi, Lw,
HrLw, Pal -ti (e.g. OI ≤bhara-ti, L fer-t, Gt bai1ri-† 'carries', OCS
beret5 beretË 'takes'), IE *es-ti 'is' >  OI ≤asti, Gk ]esti1, L est, Gt,
OHG ist, pSl *jestÁ (> OCS Est5 jestË, OR Est6jestÁ, R est∆, P
jest, etc.), Ht eszi, HrLw asti; IE *-t, "secondary" verbal ending o f
3s (e.g., in the ipf.) >  OI -t, L -t, Osc -d (ku1m-bened ' conveni t ' ) .
These endings spread to the 3p forms and were added to the original
**-n-ending of 3p. due to generalization within the paradigm of the 3 r d
person: pre-IE **-t 3s ↔  **-n 3p >  IE "secondary endings" *-t 3s ↔  *-nt
3p, "primary endings" *-ti 3s ↔  *-nti 3p (ffd. see  N *n2222 {a 4 444}, prn. o f
collectivity and plurality) ¶¶ Brg. KVG 59O-8, Bks. 232-7, Pv. I-II 2 8 5 ,
KrlSh. XLJ 22-3, 4O-1, Mer. HHG 34-5, EI 457 || K: Mg te 'this', ti ' t h a t '
(attributive pronouns, followed by nouns), tena 'this one', tina ' t h a t
one' (aut. pronouns, used without nouns) ¶ Q O42 || U *ta4, dem. p r n .
of inanimate objects (‘ 'this', 'that'), as well as the initial element o f
compound pronouns (*ta4-mV, *ta4-tV, *ta4-kV, *to2 <  **ta4 + *o, U *ta4 +
*a >  FU *t{a2} ≠ *ta4∏, etc., that indicate different distance-deictic
positions: proximal, intermediate, distal, etc.): [1] U *ta4 >  F (with case
endings) ta4ha4n 'hierher, her', ta4ssa4 'hier, hierbei' » Lp N {N} die
'there (nearer the person addressed than the speaker), die-t 'iste' »»
pMr *ta4 > Er te t!e, Mk tå t!a4 'this', (with case sxs.) Mk tåsa t!a4-sa, Er
tes´ t!e-se 'here', Mk tåsta t!a4sta, Er test´ t!e-ste 'from here' »
pChr {Ber.} *ti >  Chr: H ty≥ t´ 'that, he', E {Ps.} t´ ± ti ± te 'this' »»
pObU {∫Hl.} *te" 'ille' or 'hic' > pVg *ta4 Æ > Vg: P ta4, Ss ta 'that'; pOs *te"-t´
({∫Hl.} *ta4Æ-ta) 'here' >  Os: V te"t, D te"t´ id. » OHg te1 'hierher' (in t h e
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set phrase Sem the Se6 towa [= szem te1 szem tova] 'weder
hierher noch dorthin')  [2] U *°ta4-mV >  F ta4ma4 'this', Es tema, ∆
tema4 'he\she\it'  [3] U *ta4-tV > Chr: H {MRS} ty≥dy t´Î¥, {Ep., Rm.}
ty≥dy≥ t´Î´ 'that, he', E {Ps.} t´Îe 'this'  Sm: Ng {Ter.} t‰ti ' t h a t '
(anaphoric)  [4] U *ta4 + *a > FP *ta2 > Lp: N {N} da2 'here (hic-deixis) ' ,
da2-t 'hic' (obl. da2-), K {Gn.} ta2tt, Kld {Kert} taddò 'hic' » Prm *ta >  Vt
ta 'this', Z ta 'this, such'  [5] U *ta4-kV >  Er teke t!ek!e 'just this', M k
tåka t!a4ka 'the only one ' »» pObU *te"G >  Vg T tu4 'jener' (<  *ta4Æw); pOs
*te"{˝} ({∫Hl.} *ta4Æ{˝}) >  Os: O ti 'jener', V/K te"G, Y te"G´ 'h ierher '  Sm:
Ne T {Ter.} tiky 'that, this'  [6] U *to2 >  F tuo, Es too 'ille' » Lp: N
{N} duot / duo- 'that one over there, that … over there', do<2 ' ( f a r )
over there', do<2t / do<2- 'that (one) far away over there', S {Hs.} duode
'iste', L {LLO} tuot  'that one over there (but nearer to the speaker t h a n
taùt 'ille'), Kld {SaR} tudt tu]t: 'ille' » pMr *to- >  Er/Mk {Ker.} to-, tu-
in Er/Mk tona  tona 'ille', Er to-sa 'there, then' » Prm *to$ (or *to) ' t h a t '
> Z t‰rÈt 'yesterday' (<  t‰-rÈt 'that evening'), Z Lu t‰-lun, Z US tö-lun,
Vt tolon 'yesterday' (lit. 'that day'), Vt tu-pal 'that side' (pul 'side'), Vt
Sr tu, ? Z Ss tÈ 'ille' »» pObU *to 'ille' >  pVg *ta", *ta2n- >  Vg: P ta, LK/P
ton, UL to2n id., LK taºt, Ss tot 'there'; pOs to-m 'ille' >  Os: V tom(È), Vy
tomÈ, Ty to"m(È), D/Nz to"m(´), Kz to"m(iÆ), O to"m(i), ta"m id.  Slq Tz
{KHG} to 'ille'  [7] Other compound pronouns with U *ta4- >  Lp: N {N}
da6t 'this\that' (obl. da6-), S {Hs.} daade 'this, hic', L {LLO} tat ' th i s
(der\die\das, dieser\diese\dieses), he\she\it', K {Gn.} t‰tt, Kld {Kert}
tEddò 'iste', tEdda 'hic'  In the Sm lgs. there are rich systems of deict ic
pronouns based mainly on combination of U *ta4 with markers of deixis
(vowels) ({Hl.} *tÁ(-),*ta4(-), *te(-), *ti(-) '≈ this, that ' , *tu4(-) ' t h i s ' )
and with other morphemes: Ne T {Ter.} t√ku 'this, that (p resen t ) ' ,
taky  'that (pointed at)', tåm’  (pl. tev’ ) 'this (pointed at, vot  ´tot )',
talij 'iste', tali√m’ 'iste (the nearest between two)', tex´ ' ille
(distant)', tex´√m’ 'ille (more distant between two)', etc., Ng {Ter.}
tane  'ille (more distant)', t‰nd‰  'that', tak‰  'that (pointed at), ille', e tc . ,
Slq Tz {KHG} tam 'hic', tol!, to2nna 'ille' (besides the abovementioned to
'ille'), ti£na, ti£nana 'that' (anaphoric), Mt {Hl.} *ti 'he' (Mt M {Sp.} ty)
Ï *tin 'he, that (jener)' (Mt M {Pl.} tin∆ 'he, they', {Sp.} tyn`
'vot` ') and Mt *tik '(?) 'here' (Mt M {Sp.} tyk 7`), d. *tÉlVN ' h i the r '
(Mt K {Pl.} delan 's√da '), d. *ta+a4na+a4 '≈ da, dort' (Mt M {Sp.} dana
'there')  In Y there are different pronouns and pronominal adverbs
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based on N *t ''''a 4 444 + deictic markers of distance and syntactical ( local,
temporal, etc.) morphemes: Y: T/K tudel 'he', tittel 'them', T tie-
(stem) 'ille', ta- (stem) 'that' (anaphoric), T (attr.) taN / (aut. p r n . )
taNu-n/-t 'that', taN / taBun ({Krn.} tabun, tawun) ≠ tamun ' t h a t
near, known, but absent here', T tideN, tidaN, K tinetaN ' t h a t '
(anaphoric), T tada 'there', tida 'then (earlier)', tadat 'then (later)', tan
≠ tat 'so', K ta2 'there', tï 'here', tat 'from there', K/T {IN} ta2t ' s o ' ,
etc.; pY {IN} *ti+u 'this' > Y: K (attr.) tiN / (aut. prn.) tuBen ({Krn. JJ}
tub´n, {Krn. JJ-K} tuw´n) 'this', T {IN} tuN 'this', T ten 'hic', K tï
'here' (↔ ta2 'there') ¶¶ UEW 5O5, 513-5, 526-8, Kert SJ 173-4, Hs. 1 2 3 -
6, Ker. II 165, 168, Ps. M 14O-1, Ber. 76, Ep. 125, Ps. OT 151-2, Rm. BT
144-5, MRS 119, LG 277, 284, Ht. ##611, 614, Hl. rHt 68-9 (on pObU
*e"), Hl. M 15O, ##954, 977, 1OO6, 1O16-7, 1O22, 1O75, EWU 1 5 1 4 ,
Ter. OGNJ 148, Ter. NgJ 169, KHG 293, Krn. JJ 72, 82-7, 278, Krn. JJ-K
354-5, IN 247-8 || A *tæá- 'der, das' (ddn. dem. prn.), *tæá-r{a} ' d e r ,
das' (marked topic-focalizing case, sg.), *tæá-k+ge  (a dem. prn.), *tæa (<
**tæá-a) 'that, ille' (prn. with ille-deixis) >  M *te 'that' (>  MMgl te,
Mgl, Ba te, Mnr H {T} te, {SM} ti\e, Mnr M {Rkh.} ti id., HlM {Pp.} te2
ter´, Brt te2 tere 'that [pointed at, von  tot ]'); M *te-re ( t heme-
focalizing case ↔ stem of obl. cases *te-gu4n) 'that' (used also as 'he') >
MM tere, WrM tere, HlM, Kl ter´, Brt, Ord tere, Dg t‰r‰, obl.: M
*teGu4n > MM te5u4n, WrM tegu4n, HlM, Brt {Pp.} tu$—n, Kl tu4∏n; *te-de (p l .
of *tere) > WrM tede, MM, Ord, Brt tede, HlM {Pp.} tedd´, Kl ted´, Dg
{Pp.} t‰d‰ ¶ Pp. IM 225-8, Iw. 136, Rm. M 4O, SM 416, T 364, T BJ 1 4 8 ,
Rkh. 379, Chr. 459  Tg: I. AmTg *te-y[i] 'that', distance-deictically
unmarked dem. prn. (↔  *ey 'this', hic-deictic prn.) >  Nn Nh t‰y, Nn B
tI2, Nn KU tIy, Orc tï, t‰i 'that, he\she\it', Ud {STM} t‰i, t‰yi ' t ha t ,
this', Ud Sm {Krm.} ti 'that', Ul tI, tIy 'that, he\she\it', {PSchm.} ' th is ' ;
Tg *tere ≠ *tarV (< **te-r{a} due to vowel harmony) and its pl. *°tese >
WrMc tere (pl. tese) 'that, he', Mc Sb (ter´) [t‰r] 'that, h e \ i t ' ,
(tes´) [t‰s] 'they' (↔ (er´) [‰r] 'this', (es´) [‰s] 'these'), (te2r´) [t‰2r]
'that', Ewk tar, tare, tari, Neg tay 'that, this, he\it', Sln taya, tari 'that' 
II. Tg *ta2 'that, ille' (marked) >  Nn B ta2 'there', 'there (pointed a t
place) ('tam , von  tam '), Orc ta2-du2 'there', ta2du2k 'from there', ta2la, ta2ti
'dorthin', Ud {STM} tadu 'there', tala 'there (dort, dorthin)', Nn, O r k
taya 'that side', Ewk ta2du2 'there', tala 'there (dort, dorthin)', Lm tar
'that', 'voilà' ('vot , von , to ; tot ') ¶ STM II 165-7, Krm. 294, Y ##2878-
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83, Hrl. 42-3 ¶ Mc tere cannot be a loan from M (as some scholars
believe), because it has an irreg. form of pl. (tese) with an ancient
(pN) et. and without parallels in M ¶ The semantic position of Tg *tey[i]
within the system of the Tg dem. pronouns (↔  *e(y)  'this' and *ta ' t ha t ,
ille') can be understood from the scholars’ observations. Avrorin (Avr.
GNJ I 262) points out that Nn t‰y  is used much more than R tot, while
‰y  'this' is used only if the object is very near to the speaker. It m e a n s
that t‰y is the unmarked member of the opposition. From its R
translation (not only 'tot' = 'that', but also 'on , ona , ono ' = 'he, she ,
it') we may conclude that this is also used as a distance-deictically
neutral pronoun. On the relation between Tg *te- and *ta- cf. Sem BD
61 {on Nn B: t‰2tyi 'iste (pointed at)' ('von  tot [ne  tak  daleko ])', ta2t!i
'ille (pointed at, more distant than t‰2tYi)'} and Sun. KUD 85 {on Nn KU:
tiy , t‰y 'that' ('tot '), taya  'that (on the other side)'}. Sun. UJ 4O poin ts
out that Ul tI  'that' and ‰y  'this' are usually used as a kind of articles 
? NaT *t…e-ge ≠ *t…i-gi ≠ *t…e-g{u} '≈ iste', 'von  tot ' ({IsxP}: 'that seen ,
but more distant than bu  ['this']') >  VTt, Bsh tege tÁgÁ , Qrg tigi ' t h a t '
('tot '), Qrg te2, StAlt tu, Qmn tu ol, Xk t¡g¡ tIgI, Tv dòo4∏ / dòo2 / dò u4∏ / dòu2
'that pointed at' ('von  tot '), Tf dòE2 'that (seen from here)', Slr U tu4 ≠
t(æ)u2, Slr Ul tu4∏ ' t ha t  (ille); there (illic) ('tam , von  tam '), Slr U t(æ)u2gu
'there (illic)'; in Slr there is a system of 4 deictic pronouns: pu ' th i s
(nearest to the speaker)' ↔  Su (= {Tn.} c<u) 'this (less near) ↔  vu ' t h a t '
↔  tu4 'that (farthest from the speaker)' (Tn. SJ 129) ¶ Ra. 172, Ra. MTJ
256, Isx. M 247-9, IsxP 231-4, BIG 227, 416, B DK 53, Tn. SJ 129, 5 2 2 ,
526, Rs. W 479, S AJ 194, Rl. III 141O ¶ The prn. is not attested in OT,
therefore S AJ 52 supposes that it is a loan from M. The M source m a y
be the stem of the obl. cases *te-gu4n-. The loan hyp. can explain t h e
initial lax *t…- (reflected in Tv and Tf dò-) for the expected pT *tæ-  pKo
*ti\ !´⁄ 'that' >  MKo ti\´!⁄, NKo c>´⁄ 'that' ¶  S AJ 52, 254 [#87], S QK # 8 7 ,
Nam 154, MLC 1417  ?? J: J to in to mo kaku mo 'this and that, so a n d
so', to-kaku-no 'this and that', ?? to as a quotative pc. (Gr. “ As.C: to
may go back to a dem. prn.) ¶ Prl. JUA 177, Kenk. 1994, As.2 142, As.3
139, Mill. JL 344, Gr. I 97-8 ¶¶ S AJ 52, 289, DQA #2286 (A *tæa / tæe
'that' > T *t[æ]i-(ko4), M *te-re, Tg ta-, Ko), S AJ 52, 289 [#311], Rm. SKE
26 || D: in D this N prn. is represented in 4 different functions: in t h e
{Zv.} "resumptive" and personal (3s) prn. *ta2n / (obl.) *tan- 'himself ' ,
in its pl. form *ta2m / *tam(m)- 'they themselves, they', in the ending o f
the inanimate gender *-tu (Zv. DL 21), and in the ending of the 3s n t r .
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(inanimate) of the appellative non-past {Zv.} *-ˆ-(a)t˛ (Zv. DL 32; o n
the meaning of the term "appellative" w  Zv. DL 26-7): [1] sg. *ta2n / obl .
*tan-, "resumptive" and pers. prn. of 3s >  Tm ta2n3 / obl. tan3(n3)-
'oneself', ta2n3e2 'himself', Ml ta2n / obl. tan-, '(one)self', ta2ne2 ' b y
himself', Kt ta;n / obl. ta(n)-, Td to;n / obl. tan-, Kdg ta;nÈ / tan-
'oneself', Kn ta2n / obl. tan- 'he\she\it' (with the meaning of a
reflexive prn.), Tu ta2n´, Klm ta;n / tan-, Prj, Gdb, Gnd ta2n / tan- Kui
ta2nu /tan- '(one)self', Tl ta2nu / obl. tan- 'one’s self, he\she, h im-
\her-self', Png ta2n 'he, himself', ta2 'his, one’s own', Kui ta2n ' h im- \he r -
self, Krx ta2n / obl. taNg- 'himself', Mlt {Drs.} ta1n(i) / tan3g-
'him\her\itself, Brh te2n 'self, my\thy\him\self, ourselves, etc.' ¶¶ D
#3196  [2] pl. *ta2m / *tam(m)- 'they, themselves' >  Tm, Ml ta2m /
obl. tam(m)-, Kn ta2mu / tam-, ta2vu / tav-, Klm, Prj, Gdb, Krx
ta2m / tam-, Nkr ta2m, Gnd tamma2, Knd ta2m, Kui ta2ru, Ku tambu2 / obl .
tam-, Mlt {Drs.} ta1m(i) / obl. tam- id., Kt, Td ta;m / tam-, Kdg taNga
'themselves' ¶¶ D #3162  [3] *-tu, ending of ntr. (inanimate gender )
in pronouns and numerals, e.g. [a] Tm atu ≠ a∴tu 'that thing' (↔  a-
van3 'that man', a-val5 'that woman'), Ml a-tu, Kt a-d, Kdg a-dÈ-, Png
a-di 'that thing', Kn a-du, a-tu, a-ttu 'that thing' (↔  a-va ' t h a t
man', a-val5 ≠ a2ke 'that woman'), as well as with merger of t h e
homonymous markers of f. and ntr.: Tl a(d)di , Klm, Nkr, Nk, Prj, Gnd ∆
a-d, Knd a-di, Kui a2-di, Mlt {Drs.} a2th 'that woman or thing'; [b] T m
itu ≠ i∴tu 'this thing' (↔  ivan3 'this man', ival5 'this woman'), Ml
itu, Kt id, Kn idu ≠ itu ≠ ittu, Kdg idÈ, Png idi 'this thing', M n d
idi  'this' (ntr.), as well as with merger of the markers of f. and ntr.: Tl
i(d)di, Klm, Nkr, Nk, Prj, Gdb id, Gnd ∆  (h)id, Knd idi, Ku ïdi, Krx ïd,
Mlt {Drs.} i1th 'this woman or thing'; [c] Tm utu, Kn udu, Tu undu
'ista res', as well as with merger of f. and ntr.: Ku u2di, Krx hu2d ' i s ta
mulier aut res'; [d] Tm on3r3u ≠ on5n5u (Zv.: <  *or-tÀu) 'one' ntr., Ml
onnu, Gnd ∆  untß≈a2l id., Kn ondu, Kdg ondÈ, Tu on5ji, Tl on5d5u, Krx
on`tßa2, Mlt -ond  'one thing', and with merger of f. and ntr.: Knd unrÀi ' o n e
woman or thing'; [e] Kdg dan`dßÈ (<  *iran-tÀu) 'two things', Tu rad5d5´, Tl
ren5d5u, Nk erndßi, Krx e2ﬁr` ≠ e2n`dß id., Prj irdßu id. (↔  irul 'two men', iral
'two women') ¶¶ D ##1, 41O(a), 474, 557(a), 99O, Zv. DL 21  [4]
{Zv.} *-ˆ-(a)t˛, 3n of the appellative non-past >  ModTm -ppa-tu ( 3 n ,
appellative), Tl -tun-di, Png -n-at (3n ft.), Gnd -ndu2 (3n, {Zv.} "pas t
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irrealis cum habitual") ¶¶ Zv. DL 32 || E: [1] MEl -t 'iste' (allocutive
ending of nouns) ↔  -k  'hic' (locutive), resembling the sitation in Slavic:
*t¥  (a ddn. and anaphoric prn.) (>  R tot 'ille, iste') ↔ *sÁ (<  IE *k8-i-)
'hic' (ESlSJ-SGZ II 618-23, 7O7-1O); [2] MEl -t, a rare ending of t h e
inanimate gender ("Dans la documentation méso-élamite, les inanimés
à suffixe -t … sont en voie de disparition" - GrilS EGE 13), and possibly
AchEl -t+da/-te, generalizing sx. of abstract nouns (derived f r o m
nouns and adjectives): marri-da 'all, everything', daki-da ' o t h e r
things' (cp. daki 'various, other') ¶¶ McA 66, Dk. JDPA 97, GrilS EGE
13-4 ˚ AD GD 14, IS I 7 (*t5a4 'this, that') ‘ BmK 287-9 ˚ The N p r n .
*t ''''a 4 444 is a member of several semantic oppositions: [1] N *t''''a 4 444 as a prn. o f
non-active objects is opposed to N *sÉ  (prn. of active [animated]
beings and active objects). This opposition is preserved in IE (*so ' h e '
[active gender] ↔  *toÊ 'it' [non-active gender]), partially in FU (F ha4n
and Lp N {N} so<2n [both from N *sÉ] are used for human beings
['he\she'], while the t-pronouns are used indiscriminately), in D (Krx -s
m. ↔  -d ntr. and f. [merger of homonymous markers] in pronouns, w
Hahn KG 23-6), and probably in Eg (-f [<  *sw-] m. ↔  -t f. [sc. "female-
and-inanimate" gender]). In some daughter families N *t''''a 4 444 was opposed
to the N animate *yi  'he' (e. g., S *y- 3m [<  N *yi  'he'] ↔  *t- 3f) or t o
other dem. pronouns (that either were connected to animate beings o r
were originally neutral as to the opposition 'active' ↔ 'non-active'): C
*k- m. (<  N animate [?] dem. prn. *k '{u 4444}) ↔  *t- f., Sm: in Ne T t h e
pronouns t√ku and tiky (anaphoric) are used anaphorically when
referring to non-humans only, while for human beings the prn. of 3 s
pyda 'he\she' (a Ne innovation) is used (Ter. OGNJ 148) | [2] The N
prn. *t''''a 4 444 as denoting a single object is opposed to the N prn. o f
collectivity\plurality *n2222{a 4 444} (q.v.). The opposition is preserved (a ) in U
(e.g. F ta4ma4 'this' ↔ na4ma4 pl. 'these', tuo 'that' ↔ nuo pl. ' t hose ' ,
etc.), (b ) in Eg: p¿  'this, the' m. ↔  t¿  f. ↔  n¿ abstr., pl., pw 'this' m. ↔
tw f. ↔  nw abstr., pl., pn 'this (near me)' m. ↔  tn f. ↔  nn abs t r . ,
pl., pf  'that' m. ↔  tf  f. ↔  nf   abstr., pl. (Gard. 85); in Eg O (acc. to Ed.
83-9, EG 216, 251) nw, nf, etc. were not pl. forms, but abs t rac t
pronouns: nw 'Dieses, Dieses da', nf 'Jenes', probably from collective
pronouns: pw 'this' m. ↔  tw f. ↔  nw abstract <  *coll.), (c ) in IE
("primary" verbal endings: *-ti 3s ↔  *-nti 3p, "secondary" endings: *-t
3s ↔  *-nt 3p), while in Eg fMK nw, nn, and nf had (preserved?) t h e
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function of pl.; this situation may go back to an ancient difference
between dialects of Eg, so that one cannot rule out the very old age o f
this n-pl. of pronous (which may be even inherited from pN) (cp. t h e
dual marker *-ni in S, -n of du. in Tz {Stm.} m´ra2w-i-n 'twenty', a n d
other traces of the N pronoun of duality *nÉ 'they [two]' [in U, K, a n d
A, see   s.v. *nÉ ]) | [3] A new opposition of N *t''''a 4 444 demonstrative vs. N
*K''''o interrogative has developped in some lgs., in which both N *K''''o
'who?' and N *t''''a 4 444 lost the semantic feature of animateness (in N *K''''o)
and inanimateness (in N *t ''''a 4 444), and both were generalized as in ter r .
resp. dem. pronominal stems: L quantum ↔ tantum, NHG was ↔
das, wer ↔  der, NE where ↔  there, when ↔ then, R kuda ↔
tuda, kogda ↔ togda, kak ↔  tak, kakoj ↔  takoj, Y T qada
'where?' ↔  tada 'there', probably also in WrM kedu4(n) 'how much?' ↔
tedu4i 'so much' ˚ The sx. of the theme-focalizing case (≈  m a r k e d
nominative) *-re in A *te-rV (preserving this function up to the a t tes ted
M lgs.) is akin to the IE nominative-accusative ending *-r in heterocli t ic
nouns and is to be projected up to the pN level (w  N *rV - t heme-
focalizing [topicalizing] pc.) ˚ IS I 7 (IE, HS, K, U, A, D), Gr. I 9 4 - 9
("demonstrative T" in IE, U, A [incl. Ko, J], Gil, CK, EA, Ai).
2311. *t ''''i , syntactic pc.: it is combined with words of verbal meaning
to build analytical nomina actionis >  IE: NaIE *-ti-, sx. of nomina
actionis, e.g. *mn=-ti-s  'thought' (abstract noun) (ÿ *men- v. 'think') >
OI mati-h5 'mind, intellect', Av mainis7 'memory', L mens (gen.
mentis) 'mind', Gt ga-munds 'mnhmosy1nh, mnei1a' = 'Andenken,
Gedächtnis', OHG gimunt, AS Ìe-mynd 'memory', OCS pa-me<tÁ
id., NaIE *g8no2-ti-(s) 'knowledge' (ÿ *g8no2- v. 'know') >  Gk gnv6siß
'knowledge, inquiry', OI ≤pra-jn%a2-ti-h5 'knowing the way to' ( n .
abstr.), OHG ur-c(h)na2t 'recognition, agnitio', OCS po-znatÁ
'cognitio', OCS zna-tÁ, Lt z7ino!-ti 'to know' (infinitive), NaIE *do2-ti-s
'giving' (n. abstr.) (ÿ *do2- 'give') >  OI ≤da2ti-, Gk dv6tiß, Gk A do1siß
'giving' (n. abstr.)', 'gift', L dos (gen. dotis) 'a dowry, gift', Lt du!o-
ti, OCS da-tÁ 'to give' (inf.) ¶ Brg. KVG 348-9, Fs. 194 || HS *-t- a n d
*tV-, sx. and px. of nomina actionis: [1] HS sx. *-t- >  S *-at sx. o f
nomina actionis and of deverbal abstract nouns, in numerous pa t te rns ,
e.g. in the pattern *1V2a≤3at-: BHb eq!d!c6 c´d3a2≤k'a2 'righteousness', Sr
æ4,o0da∆i yid3a÷≤t3a 2 'knowledge', Ar éKaraHa Harakat- 'movement', éJaraXa
Xarag7at- 'military expedition' (< n. abstr. 'going out'), é5afaNu nufaÎ^œat-
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'shivering caused by fever', BHb ek1r!B6 b´ra2≤k3a2, Gz barakat
'benediction', Ak i?iltum 'Verbindlichkeit', d°ktum 'killing' ( n .
act.) (from the verb du2k-), or the S pattern **12i≤3at- (>  *2i≤3at-):
*s7i≤nat- 'sleep' (n. abstr.) (<  **ws7i≤nat- ÿ *√ws7n v. 'sleep') >  BHb
en!S4 s7e2≤na2, Ar énaSi sinat-, Ak s7ittu n. 'sleep'  BHb infinitives with -
Et3/-at3, -t3, e.g. td3r# ≤rEd3Et3 'to descend' (√yrd), to2D2 ≤da÷at3 'to k n o w '
(√yd÷), tT4 tet3 'to give' (√ntn), t&nB6 b´≤no2t3 'to build' (√bny), Ph
infinitives with -t: Ph By l-d÷t 'to know' (√yd÷), Ph s7bt 'to s i t '
(√ys7b), l-bnt 'to build', Pun l-tt 'to give' (√ytn) ¶ JB NB 86-94 ,
Sd. G 57-63 [§§  55-6], FrdR 73, 82  Eg -t [*-Vt], sx. of nomina ac t .
(and other abstract nouns) in different nominal patterns, e.g. in t h e
pattern reconstructed by Osing as *≤1 i.23-at (>  Eg L {Os.} *≤1e.23-0t):
Eg OK qrs.t (n. act. of qrs 'bury') >  Eg L {Os.} *≤k'e.rs-0t >  Cpt kaise
'Bestattung, Balsamierung', Eg NK nq÷.t 'Schneiden, Schmerz' (n. ac t .
of nq÷ 'einritzen, audreißen') >  Eg L {Os.} *≤ne.k'÷-0t >  Cpt A neeke
'Wehen', Eg OK wzs7.t (ÿ verb wzs7 'ausscheiden') >  Eg L {Os.}
*≤we.zs7-0t 'Ausscheidung' ‘ 'Harn' >  Cpt Sd/B/F is7 'Harn', etc., or i n
the pattern *≤1 a.23-ut  (>  Eg L {Os.} *≤1a.23-0t): Eg NK grg.t 'Fang ( m i t
dem Schleppnetz)' (n. act. of grg 'Falle stellen') >  Eg L *≤ga.rg-0t >  Cpt
Sd CorCs corcs 'Fang mit dem Schleppnetz' ¶ Os. I 96-118  B
nomina act. (used also as infinitives) of the form *tV-...-Vt, where t h e
prefix *tV- goes back to the prefixed article and therefore does n o t
belong to the N etymon in question, but the sx. *-Vt does belong he re .
Examples from Tw {Pr.}: t-andœ´r-t 'fait d’être en colère' (inf. and n o m .
act. of the verb ´ndœ´r 'be angry'), t¥m¥dœint 'act of grazing, pas tur ing '
(inf. and n. act. of ´dœ´n) ¶ Pr. M IV-V 81-97  C: Ag: Bln {R} -åt, -t, sx.
of abstract nouns: bi≤r-åt 'heat', får≤h-åt 'joy', gå≤n-it 'age' »» Bj
{Rop.} -ti, sx. of nomina act. : ≤tamti 'act of eating' (ÿ tam ' e a t ' ) ,
≤da2bti 'act of running' (ÿ da2b 'run'), hi≤rErti  'act of walking' (ÿ
hi≤rEr 'walk') ¶ R BilS 661, Rop. 3 8   [2] HS *tV-, prefix of deverbal
abstract nouns > S *tV-  id.: Ar nomina act.  (masdar): rU'ka30Ta taÎka2r-un
'to remember, das Erinnern' (ÿ *√Îkr 'remember'), Gz tafda2l
'Vollendung', BHb lumg^T2 tag£≤mu2l 'compensation', Sr tak3tu≤s7a2 ' f ight ' ;
with both a prefix *tV- and a sx. *-at-: BHb em1D4r^T2 tarde2≤ma2 ' d e e p
sleep', Sr taÓmes5≤ta2 'bashfullness, modesty' ({Br.} ' p u d o r ,
pudefactio'), etc. ¶ JB NB 287-311 || U  *-tV ≠ *-ttV, sx. of nomina ac t .
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(‘  infinitive): BF {Laan.} *-ta-k / *-ta4-k, infinitive (*-k is the lative case
ending) >  F sx. of the "1st infinitive": -ta/-ta4, -da/-da4, (after s h o r t
vowels) -a/-a4, (after certain cnss.) gmc.+-a/-a4 (juos-ta 'to r u n ' ,
pes-ta4 'to wash', teh-da4 'to make', saa-da  'to get', sano-a 'to say ' ,
tulla [<  *tul-tÆa-k] 'to come'), Vp -da/-d!a/-ta/-t!a, sx. of the infinitive
(aya-da 'to drive [fahren, treiben]', hu4pt!a 'to jump', pan-da 'to p u t ' ) ,
Lv -da / -d‰ sx. of the infinitive (tu2lda 'to come', yu;¢od‰ 'to drink'), Es -
da  (marker of the infinitive) » pLp {Krh.} *-de2-k, sx. of the infinitive (*-k
going back to the lative case ending) >  Lp: N/Å -t, J -yh / -t, I/Kld -Î , T -
dÆ ≠ -d›e, sx. of the infinitive (pLp *kul;‰-de2k 'to hear' >  L: N {N} gulla6t,
J guwÒ´yh, Klt kullAd id.) »» pOs {Ht.} *-ta / *-ta4, sx. of the infinitive >
Os: V -ta/-ta4, Vy -ta/-ta4, -nta/-nta4, Ty/Y -ta˝¥/-ta4G´, P -ta˝´,
S/Nz/Sh/O -ta, Kz -tiÆ id.; Os Sh {Gu.} -at, sx. of abstract nouns: Xu"w-at
'length' (ÿ  Xu"w 'long'), lo"w-at 'size' (ÿ  *lo"w 'large, big')  Sm *-
tV, sx. of deverbal abstract nouns (<  U *-ttV): Slq: Chl {Cs.} oldo4t
'Anfang' (ÿ oldam 'I begin'), UO {Cs.} e`aldo4t, Chl {Cs.} oaldo4t
'sign' (ÿ Chl oaldam 'zeichnen, ein Zeichen machen), Ne O {Lh.} gen.
sg. n1a$mkÆ≤k-a2Î-an (nom. sg. is n1a$mk5) 'das Hängenbleiben (ÿ n1a$mka2
'hängen bleiben') ¶¶ Lh. PUAS 273-87, Sz. 79, Laan. 246, Krh. 288-9O,
Ht. ChrO 55-6, Majt. SM 355-7, Gu. MOUJ 311 || A: ? NaT *°-ti/*-tî, a
rare sx. of deverbal nouns: OT {Cl.} o4gdï 'praise' n. ÿ o4g- ({Cl.} o4∏g-) v.
' praise' ¶ Cl. xliii, 1OO-2  ? Tg *-te in *bu-te 'death, illness' (>  Lm
but‰n 'illness, disease', Neg butun 'lepra' ÿ pTg *bu- v. 'die') and i n
*Jeb-te  'food' (if “ 'das Essen', as supposed by Rm.) >  Ewk Z J‰bt‰, O r c
Z7‰pt‰ 'food' ÿ pTg *Jeb- v. 'eat' ¶ STM I 98-9, 279-8O ¶¶ Rm. EAS II
124-5; both the T and the Tg sxs. are qu. as cognates because they a r e
rare and may be alternatively interpreted as forming nomina obiecti.
2312. *t''''{u4 444} (>  *t ''''i) 'thou' >  HS: [1] HS *tV-, verbal px. of the 2 n d
pers. >  S {Hz.} *ti- id. (in the prefix-conjugated verbal tenses of t h e
underived verbs [G ]) >  Ak ti-, Ar ta- (transformed from *ti- due t o
generalization of the vw. -a- in the paradigm of the ip. activi), BHb ti-
≠ t´- ≠ ta2- ≠ te- (ti-k'≤bor 'you [sg. m.] will bury', t´-d3ab≤ber 'you will
speak', a&bT1 ta2≤-b3o2 'you will come', wat≤teb3k[´] [pf. c.] 'and you wep t ' )
going back partially to the original *ti- and partially to the generalized
*ta-, Ug, Ph tV-, BA ti- (≠ un-attested *t´-), JA ti- ≠ t´-, Sr -¢e tE- ≠ -
¢ t´-, OSA Sb tV- (trÓm 'mayest thou have mercy'), Gz t´-, Mh, Jb ,
Sq t‰-  (sbjn.\js. and prs.); in the derived verbal patterns (and probably
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in the negative verbal forms) the pS px. is *ti- and *tu- (the latter f r o m
*ti- + *-u-  of derivational origin) (ffd. see  Hz. VP) ¶ Hz. VP ∀ , MSUS
142, Seg. AAG 263-3O7, Br. SG 126-43, Bst. 14, Jo. MSA 15  LbB ( =
pre-B) {Pr.} *tV-, px. of 2s of the verb >  ONum {Rö.) tV- id. (O.
Rössler’s tentative rec. is based on proper names, e.g. trnb-n ' y o u
[god] will add to us') »» pB {AD} *tV-...-at, {Pr.} *tV-...-ad, 2s of verbs
(the preradical vw. *V varies according to tenses: namely *ta"-...-ad+t i n
pf., *tu"-...-ad+t in ip., resulting from grammatical processes a n d
analogies within the verbal aspect system) >  Shl, Tmz, Dmn, BMn, Rf,
Jrb, Snd, Zwr, ASgr, Wrs t-...-t (≠  t3-...-t3), Ah, Ttq, Gh, Mz, Wrg, Shw,
Izn, SrSn, BSn, Zng, Nf t(´)-...-(´)d and t3(´)-...-(´)d3), Fgg/Grr t-...-c7, Kb
{Mmr.} t-...-dœ, Kb AZ {Gln.} t3-...tœ, Kb GK {Gln.} t3-...Îœ, Shnw {La.} h-...-dœ ¶
The B form *tV-...-aÊ is a "mixed form" ({Pr.} "système mixte") going
back to contamination of the original verbal *tV-form and t h e
predicative adjective (stative) with 2s sx. *-Ê (w below [4]). In m y
opinion, the pB form was *tV-...-at, while the voicing *-t >  -d is a n
innovation of Tw and some other lgs., which is not shared by the rest o f
the B lgs. The causes both of the voicing *-t >  -d and of t h e
emphatization *-t > -tœ ≠ -dœ ≠ -Îœ are not yet known ¶ Pr. M VI-VII 9-1O,
12-7, Rö. JN 44O-1, Ai. MSB 83, Beg. 45-58, Allaoua PPK, Mmr. 49-5O,
La. Ch 59-6O  C *ti-, prefix of the 2nd pers. of pcvs. >  Bj ti-/t‰-/t-, 2
pers. prefix: (p.) ti-...-a (2m), ti-...-i (2f), ti-...-na (2p) »» Ag: Aw {Hz.}
ti- 2s (no opposition of gender) (ti!nte! 'you come' ↔  1s a!nte!, 3m yi!nte!,
etc.) »» EC *t-, 2s of pcv.: Af, Sa, Sml, Rn t-, Bn J -t- (preceded by a!-: 2 s
a!tU~hU~N‰~ 'you [sg.] ate' , a!ta~ha~Na~ 'you eat' ↔  3m a!Z7U~hU~N‰~, a!Z7a~ha~Na~)  In
all C lgs. the same marker of the 2 pers. *-t- functions in the suffix-
conjugated verbs (going back to constructions Nominal form of t h e
verb + Auxiliary pcv.) as the initial element of the former aux. verbs,
e.g. EC: Or B tu~m-t-‰~ 'you (sg.) forged' ↔  tu~m-‰~ 'he forged', Sd {Mrn.}
hun-te 'you (sg.) exterminated' ↔  3m hun-e, Af ab-teh 'you (sg . )
did' ↔  abe-h  '(he) did', ab-tah  'you (sg.) do' ↔  ab-ah  '(he) does', Ag: Aw
{Hz.} Z7ew-t-e! 'you (sg.) bought' ↔  3m Z7ew-e!, etc. (2s: verb + *tV-?V,
where *-?V is the stem of the aux. verb ↔  3m: verb + *yV-?V) ¶ AD KJ
118-9, AD IPCV § 1.2, Zab. VC, Hz. AL 22, Sim 24, PH 254-5, PG 42-4 
Om: verbal sxs. of 2s sometimes contain the cns. t (e.g. Ym {C} pf. -t,
ipf. -ata, -uta, {Lm.} -t(a)), but this is not enough to draw conclusions
because of the complicated interplay of possible archaic m o r p h e m e s
with innovations and with sxs. of tenses\aspects ¶ Bnd. MO 1O3-4, C SE
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III 16-9, cp. genetic hypotheses: Blz. PPCh1 23-5, Zab. VO 25-8 ¶¶ Dk.
SXJ 78, Blz. PPCh1 11-2O, FrdR 61, 68, 7O, 73, 77-8  [2] HS *°°-t{i},
verbal sx. of the 2nd pers. within the paradigm *-mi 1s - *-ti 2s ,
surviving in HEC only: Kmb yom-mi 'I am' - yon-ti 'thou art', as well a s
in the paraphrastic paradigms of the HEC independent pfc. a n d
independent ipf. going back to endings of the aux. verb *Vn-: {AD} *it
V⁄n-mV 'I eat' - *it V⁄n-tV 'you (m. sg.) eat' - *it-t V⁄n-tV 'you (f. sg.)
eat', *it V€n-mV 'I ate' - *it V€n-tV 'you (m. sg.) ate' - *it-t V€n-tV
'you (f. sg.) ate', whence Alb {Mrn.} itam 'I eat' - ittanti 'you (sg. o f
both genders) eat', ic7c 7o  'I ate' - ittonti 'you (m. sg.) ate', Sd {Mrn.}
itemmo ≠ itam 'I eat' - itatto 'you (m. sg.) eat', itommo 'I ate' -
itotto 'you (m. sg.) ate', etc. ¶ AD PLOG 1O3-12, Mrn. S (on Alb: Mrn.
S 3OO), Mrn. ApD, C SE II 228-9, 237-8, C S 597-692  [3] HS *-ti
within the autonomous isolable (subject) prn. *?an-ti 'thou' (< N
*?on2222V 'self, the same' + N *t''''{u4 444} [> *t''''i] 'thou') >  pS *?an-ta 'thou' m . ,
*?an-ti 'thou' f.: (α) pS *?an-t-a 'thou' m. >  BHb eT1a2 ?at≤ta2, Ph, Ed, OA,
Yd ?t, Pun (RomSc) [Plt.] ETHA, Ug ät, (AkSc) {Hnr.} ?atta[:], Amr {G}
?atta, IA, Nbt, Plm ?nt, EpJA etna?nth ≠ eta?th ≠ ata ?t?, BA k
etna?nth, q T6n^a2 ?ant[´], JEA Nd/G tna?nt, JEA B ta ?t, Sr W $.ñ 2àa
?a<n>t ?att[´], Ar †an0à?anta, Gz ?anta, Ak atta, Eb an-da, (β ) S *?an-
t-i[:] 'thou' f. >  BHb Ta2 ≤?att[´], Ph ?t, IA, EpJA ?nty ≠ ?nt, Sr W
Ô$.ñ 2àa ?a<n>t<y> ?att[´], Ar †ÿºn0à ?anti, Gz ?antï, Ak att° ¶ Br. G I
3OO-1, Br. SG 48, KB 98, OLS 58, Hnr. 1O8, 293, HJ 85-6, GB 76, 7 8 ,
895, G A 13, Rybak AN, Harv. 97 ¶ The opposition *?an-ti[:] f. ↔  S *?an-
ta m. is a pre-S innovation based on association of *?anti with the fem.
ending *-i[:] and on pre-S creation of *?anta <  *?anti + HS marker o f
masc. (in 2s) *-a (that appears as the ending of masc. in Bj ti-...-a, 2 m
form of pcvs. within the paradigm a-dir  'I killed' - ti-dir-a 'you (m. sg.)
killed - ti-dir-ï 'you (f. sg.) killed' - i-dir 'he killed', etc.)  C *?anti
'thou' (without gender distinction) >  Ag *?‰nt{i} 'thou' >  Bln {R} ?´n≤ti,
Aw {Hz.} ‰n≤t‰ »» EC *?ati 'thou' > Sml adi!-ga, adi@-gï, Rn a~ti!, Or ati, Kns
{BlSO} a!tti, Gdl {Bl.} a!tte, Bs {HL, AOM} ati, Af/Sa atu! (-u from t h e
nominal case inflection), Sd ate, etc. »» Dhl {To.} ?a2!ta, {E} ?a2!t†a 'thou' ¶
AD SF 13-4, Bl. 131-2, 184, Ss. PEC 1O, PG 4O, HL 78, Ow. 254, Sr. 2 6 6 ,
AOM 6, E SC 282, To. DL 4O, To. D 37  ? Om: Dzd: Mj yetu ' t h o u '
(accus. yet-n= ~), Shk yEta!, Na yeta id. ¶ All. D 383, 392 (note 6), Bnd. MO
145-6 ¶ This Dzd prn. may explain (but not necessarily does) the origin
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of the puzzling NrOm prn. *ne 'thou' and SOm *Vna id. (> Ari a2na!, Gll
yIna! id.). The possible scenario is: HS *?an-tV  with subsequent loss o f
*n  in Dzd and of *t in NrOm and SOm (cf. AD SF 2O-1); Bnd MO 1 4 5 - 6
and 2O1 rejects similar explanations by supposing that Dzd *-tV  is a sx.
¶¶ AD PP 69, 112, AD PSH § 6.3 (#174), HL 78, Blz. PPCh1, Blz. PPCh2 
[3a]  The same HS isolable prn. *?an-ti  'thou' followed by morphemes o f
pl. and du. gave rise to autonomous pronouns of 2p and 2d: HS **?an-
tin 'you' (pl.) > C (nom.): LEC *?atin id. >  Sa a!tin, Sml idi!n-ku, Rn ati!n,
Dsn ?i~ti!ni~, ? Bs {AOM} isin »» Ag: Bln ‰n≤t‰n, Km {CR} intån, {Ap.}
‰nta4(n)diw nom. (accus. ‰nta4), Q {R} entån, Aw {Hz.} ‰nto!Z7i (Hz: -Z7i
"was later added, as a part of the renewal of plural marking o f
pronouns" - Hz. ES §  T.2) ¶ Bl. 131, Hz. AL 2O, Hz. NSA 134, PG 4O, Ap.
K 32O, To. DL 211  S *?an-tim(mu) (<  **?an-ti-n-mu) 'you' (pl. m . )
and *?anti-n-na 'you' (pl. f.) >  pronouns of 2 pl.: Ak OB/OA attunu
m. (<  *?antunmu < *an≤tinma by assimilative labialization), attina f. ,
Eb {Frnz.} an-da-nu 'you' pl., BHb MT3a2 ?at≤tEm 'you' pl. m., NT4a2
?at≤ten 'you' pl. f., SmHb {BH, Mc.} attimma 'you' pl. m., atten 'you' pl .
f., Ug ätm pl. m., IA ?ntm pl. m., BA NuTn^a2 ?an≤tu2n, EpJA ?twn pl. m .
¶ Sd. G 41, KB 99, 167O, BH IV 42, HJ 86, A #464, OLS 59  Om:
pNrOm {AD} *?antÉnV (≠ *?antunV?), {Blz.} *?antuni/*?antuna ' y o u '
(pl.) > Wl {C} inte2, {Bnd.} intena, {AlA} inte, Hrr {CR} h´nte2na2, Zl/Gf
{C} inte2, Gf {AlA} hinte, Bsk {C} inti, Zs {Si.} ?uti≤ni, {C}
(w)untuna, Zrg {Si.} ≤hutuna, {Bnd.} wutuna, Bdt {Hw.} hinu2ni, Gnj
{Si.} ?ïnina, Dwr {Bnd.} hIntEtta, Dc {Bnd.} Intena, Drz {AlA} intenï,
{Bnd.} Intani, Cnc {AlA} intenï, Oyda {Bnd.} Intana, Male {Bnd.} Inc7i,
Gdc {Bnd.} InnInna, Cha {C} inte2 ± inti, {Bnd.} inte, Gamu {AlA} e2ti,
Ym {C} itto2, {Bnd.} nItto, {Wdk.} ni~tto!, Kf {C} itto2, ittos7i, Mch
{Bnd.} itO2s7i, {Lm.} itto2(s7i), Shn {Lm.} i!tti~, Bnc {Bnd.} Inta2yku ' y o u '
(pl.), {Wdk.} yi~ntaŸykn=@ id. (obj.), 'vester' (pl., poss.), Anf {MYTY} inta
'vester' Ï intas7ine 'you' (pl.) (derived like bas7inne 'they') (cp. Anf
{Bnd.} Inta2s7i 'you' [pl.]) »» Dzd: Mj {Bnd.} iti, {AlA} yetu 'you' (pl.), Shk
i!ti~ id., it- (verbal prefix of 2p), Na iti!-kis 'you' (pl.) »» SOm: Dime
{Bnd.} ya4tO, Ari/Gll {Bnd.} yeta!, Hm B {Bnd.} ya4ddi 'you' (pl.), Ari {Bnd.}
-ete, Ari G {Bnd.} -Et (verbal endings of 2p) ¶ AD SF 134-5, Blz. PPCh1
23-5, Lm. Sh 274, AY ShM 7, 9, Wdk. BY 113, 132, AlA ODS 1O, MYTY
1O5, Bnd. AM 7, Bnd. MO 163-4 ¶¶ Blz. PPCh1 3-6, 11-25  [4] HS *-
t{i} 'you (sg.) are', sx. of the 2s subject of the nominal predicate: S *-a-
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ta m., *-a-ti f. id. (*-a- of the pred. case) >  Ak -a2ta (m.), -a2ti (f.) id .
(the so-called "stative"), WS *-ta  (m.), *-ti  (f.), 2s forms of the WS n e w
perfect >  Ar -ta m., -ti f., BHb -ta2 m., -t[´] f., Ph, Pun -t ( t h e
unvocalized script does not distinguish between gender forms), IA -t
m., -ty f., Sr -t m., -ty f. (pronounced -t[´] in both genders due to t h e
reduction of the final vw.), but before object sxs.: -ta2-  (Sr W -to-) m., -
ti2- (Sr W -ti-) f. (Sr k5t5ltny [k'´t'al-≤to-n] 'you [m. sg] killed m e ' ,
k5t5ltyny [k'´t'al-≤ti-n] 'you [f. sg.] killed me'); in SS (OSA, the EthS a n d
SES lgs.) *-t- of the sxs. were replaced by *-k- (generalization of *-k-
from the 1s ending within the conjugation paradigm) ¶  The
differentiation between *-ti f. and *-ta m. is a (pre-)S innovation,
identical with the aforementioned differentiation in the isolable
pronoun (w  above [3]). In the Ak forms the vw. -a2- was introduced d u e
to the generalization of the vw. of the 1s form: pS *s7a≤lim-a2ku 'I a m
well', *s7a≤lim-a-ta 'you are well', etc. >  Ak s7alma2ku 1s, s7alma2ta
2m, etc. ¶ MSUS 137, Sd. G 1OO-1, 8*, Br. SG 45 [§ 75], 126-49, Seg.
AAG 265, 263, FrdR 58 ¶ ¶  Dk. SXJ 85-94, Dk. AL 92-7, Blz. PPCh1 1 1 - 7
 B *-t (> -dœ, -d), marker of 2s of the qualitative verbs (verbs denot ing
quality) >  Kb {ABs., Mmr.} -(´)dœ (z´ddig-´dœ 'you [sg.] are clean'), Gd,
Awj -at (Gd {CM} m´qqur-at 'thou art big', Awj m´llat 'thou a r t
white'), Ah -a4d (karrozœ-a4d 'thou art sad'), Ttq -ad (s´m´m-´d 'thou a r t
bitter'), Gh -´d (m´llul-´d 'thou art white'); in Si {La.} -atœ has b e e n
generalized as marker of 2s throughout the tenses of the indicative:
l´mz-atœ 'tu a mâché', gafl-atœ 'tu passeras' ¶ Ai. MCB 74, 77-8O, Mmr .
65-7, La. S 51-2  Eg O/M -tì, marker of 2s in the "pseudo-participle"
(= Gard.’s "old perfective"): Eg M hr.tì 'thou art content', ìw.t(ì)
{Gard.} 'thou art come' ¶ Ed. 271-2, Gard. 234-8 ¶ ¶  Dk. SXJ 85-94, Dk.
AL 92-7, Blz. PPCh1 11-7  [4] The same HS ending *-ti 'thou' followed
by morphemic markers of pl. and du. (just as in [3a]) gave rise t o
endings of 2p and 2d of predicative nomina (‘  stative forms): S *-a-
tim(mu) (< **-a-ti-n-mu) 'you' (pl. m.), *-a-ti-n-na 'you' (pl. f.), and *-
a-tim-a2 'you' (du.) (*-a- is the marker of the pred. case of nomina) >
Ak -a2tunu (2p of both genders; -a2- by generalization from 1 sg. -
a2ku), WS person/number endings of the "new perfective" (Qatal-
tense): 2pm *-tim(mu), 2pf *-tinna, *tim-a2 2d, whence BHb MT3- -≤tEm
2p m., NT3- -≤tEn 2p f., Ug -tm 2p m., -tn 2p f., -tm 2d, IA Nt- *-tu2n
(BA NuT- -≤tu2n) 2p m., IA Nt- {Seg.} *-≤te2n (JA [Trg.] NiT5- -≤t°n, JEA Nit-
-tyn) 2p f., SmA {Mc.} Nvt- -ton 2p m., Nit- -tEn 2p f., Sr W -≤tun, Sr E
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-≤ton 2p m., Sr W/E -≤tEn 2p f., Ar -tum 2p m., -tunna 2p f., -tuma2 2 d ;
in pre-Ak, Aram, and Ar labializing as. -um- <  *-im- followed b y
generalization of *-u- (in Ar and Ak) ¶¶ For references see   above [4]
and Siv. U 72, Dlm. GJPA, Levias 86, Epst. 54, Mc. GSA 143, A U 51-3 ||
IE: [1] NaIE *tu2 nom. 'thou' and possibly *tw-om id. (preserved in IIr
and Tc B) > pIIr *tu2 > Av G tu 2 (following the sentence-initial word), Prt
tu, MPrs to2, ClNPrs vT tu, NPrs vT to, Oss I d‰, Oss D du 'thou' (Ab.:
Oss d- <  *t- originally in an intervoc. position in word groups, where
this change is regular); pIIr *tuv-am (either from NaIE *tw-om or on t h e
analogy of *eg8≈om) >  OI ≤tvam ≠ tu≤vam, Av G tuu´m, YAv tu2m,
tum, OPrs tuvam »» Gk D ty1, Gk A sy1 (s- on the analogy of se ' t h e e '
[accus.] <  IE *twe) »» Arm du du ' thou ' »» pAl {O} *tu2 >  Al G/T ti »» L
tu2 »» Clt: OIr tu1 »» Gmc: Gt †u, ON †u1, OHG du2 ≠ du, NHG du, AS
Îu2 ≠ Îu 'thou', NE thou »» Lt tu~, Ltv tu, Pru tou (enclitic tu) » pSl
*tÈ• >  OCS t7 ty, Blg, Uk ti, R ty, SCr, Sln ti•, P, Cz, Slk ty »» pTc
{Ad.} *tuwe >  Tc B t(u)we (acc. to Ad., from IE *tuÓom ≈  NaIE {AD}
*tw-om), Tc A tu (<  NaIE *tu2)  AnIE *ti 'thou' nom. >  Ht zik,
zigga, {EI} z°g 'thou' (-g by analogy with 1s), tug 'thee', Pal {EI} t°
'thou', tu2 'thee' ¶¶ Blz. IEPP ∀ , AD PP ∀ , EI 455 (IE *≤tuÓ [ emph.
*tu≤Óom], accus. *≤tewe [encl. *te, emph. *≤twem], gen. *≤tewe),
GSchm. IGPP 113-9, 143-4, Brg. KVG 41O-3, Brtl. 654-5, 66O-1, M E I
682-3, Ab. I 378, F II 817, EWA II 826-36, Frn. 1133-4, En. APG 1 2 9 ,
Stang VG 247-8, Glh. 624-5, Vs. IV 13O, LP §§  337, 357, KT 162, Wn.
516-7, Ad. H 149-56, Cowg. EG 169-7O, O 455-6, Huld 116, KrlSh. XLJ
2O, 36, Ts. W 92, 1O9  [2] IE *twe and *te 'thee', *tu-/*twe-/*teu\-
/*te- (+ case markers or without them) functioning as the stem o f
oblique cases of the prn. of 2s; Cowg. EG 169-7O and Ad. H 1 6 1
reconstruct the IE case system of this prn. as follows: stressed accus .
*≤twe , unstressed accus. *te , stressed gen. *≤tewe , unstressed gen. *toi\.
G. Schmidt’s rec. (GSchm. IGPP 11O, 144, 2O4-5, 245-6): accus. *te2 a n d
*tu, gen. *teu\, dat.-loc. *tow-oy and *tu-b≈ei\, abl. *tu-s. O.
Szemerényi's rec. (Szem. EVS-8O 228-34): NaIE: accus. *twe(:)/*te(:),
*twe(:)-m/*te(:)-m, gen. *tewe/*tewo and (encl.) *t(w)ei\/*t(w)oi\,
accus. *twe-d, dat. *t(w)ei\/*t(w)oi\, *te-b≈i; pIE: accus. *tu-≤e, gen.
*tu-≤os, dat.-loc. *t(w)ei\, *t(w)-eb≈i, abl. *tu-ed. Beekes’s rec. (Bks. VT
249-53): accus. *≤twe, gen. *tewe, *tei\, Av *twed, dat. *teb≈yo, *toi\,
loc.-instr. *toi\. Representation in some principal IE lgs.: OI accus. tva2,
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≤tva2m, abl. ≤tvad, dat. ≤tubhya(m), te2, loc. ≤tve2, ≤tvayi, ins t r .
≤tva2, ≤tvaya2, gen. ≤tava, te2, Av {Reich.} accus. Êwa<m (YAv Êwa2),
abl. Êwat∞ ≠ Êwa2t∞, dat. taibya2, taibyo2, loc. te2, gen. tava2 ≠
tava, Gk accus. se1 (Gk D te1), dat. toi, soi1, gen. sei6o > su6, soi, L accus .
te2(d), dat. tib°, gen. tu° (OL t°s), Gt accus. †u-k, dat.-loc. †us,
OHG accus. di-h, dat.-loc. dir, Lt accus. tave~, dat. ta!u, ins t r .
tavimi~, loc. tavyje~, gen. tave<ﬁs, OCS accus. t9 te<, dat. teb8
tebe7 / ti ti, loc. teb8 tebe7, instr. tobo) tobojo<, gen . /accus .
tebe tebe (by analogy of the dat. form) / ti ti, Ht accus., dat.-loc.
tuk ≠ tukka, gen. tuel, abl. tuedaz, Pal accus.-dat. tu2 'dich, d i r ' ;
in Brtt the accus. form *te acquited the meaning of nom.: Brtt *ti
' t hou '  > OW, Mw, W ti, Crn ty, te, MBr, Br te ¶¶ GSchm. IGPP 12O-
44, Blz. IEPP ∀ , Brg. KVG 41O-3, Rch. 2O4-13, Stang VG 248-53, LP § §
348-57, RE 139, Ts. E III 423-6, KrlSh. XLJ 2O || U: [1] U *tÉ (originally
*ti < N *t'''' {u 4 444}?) 'thou' nom., *ti-nu gen. (>  *tin{u} ≠ *tun{u} [serving as a
common basis for the oblique cases] < N *t''''{u4 444} nu with the N genitive
pc. *nu) > FU {It.} *ti- / tinV (and *tenV?) (in BF, Chr, Prm, Hg) ≠ *tu-
/ *tunV (in Lp and Mr) > F sina4 (gen. sinun), Es sina (gen. sinu) »
pLp {Wk.} nom. *tunna, *tun, ill. *tunn- + case ending, gen./accus. *tun
(>  *tu2 in the Northern and Southern dialects, probably a bf.) >  ( 1 )
nom.: Lp: N do<2n ≠ do>n, Vfs dòaºtnE, L ton, totno, Ar ton, M todn,
Kld/T/Nt/A tonn ≠ ton, I tun, (2) gen./accus.: Lp: Kld {Kert} tonE, T toniÀ,
N du2 ≠ du, L/Ar tu2, tuwwa, M/Nt/A/I tu2 » pMr {Ker.} *tun >  Er/Mk
nom. ton  ton, gen. ton∆ ton1 » pChr {Ber.} *tin1´ >  Chr: H ty™n∆ t´n1, L
tyj t¥j, Ch t¥n1e ≠ t¥n1, P/B/M tin1 'thou' » Prm *tEn ({Lt.} *teÚn) ' t h o u '
(<  FU *tenV?) >  OPrm te / obl. ten-, Z, Prmk, Yz t´ te 'thou' / obl .
t´n- ten- (accus. Z ten‰, Yz ≤tenÄ, dat. Z tenÈd, Yz ≤tenut), Vt ton ton
'thou' »»  Hg te4 (accus. te1ge4d)  Sm {Hl.} *tÁn, {Jn.} *t¥n 'thou' >  Ng
{Mik., Ter.} t‰n‰, {Cs.} tannaN, En (cmpd.) {Cs.} tod!!i, En X {Prk.} tod!i
'thou' (but En B {Prk., Ter.} u2 'thou', obviously of different origin), Slq
Tz {KHG} nom.-accus. tan 'thou', 'thy', dat./all. ta4ntÈ, Kms {KD} nom. -
gen. tæan, accus./dat./loc. tæå≤nan, Koyb {Sp.} tan` 'thou, thy', Mt {Hl.}
*t´n- 'thou' (Mt: M {Sp.} ta 7n` , {Pl.} tan∆, K {Pl.} -dy-)  pY {IN} *t´t
'thou' > Y T/K {IN} t´t, {Krn.} tet, OY XVII {Wts.} do1t, tot, totlie1, OY
Ch {Mat.} tota, {Boe.} to$tli$ 'thou', OY O {Mat.} ti-  [1a] Lp p r n .
of 2d (Lp N {N} doai, Lp Ar {Lgc.} dòo2j, Lp Tf {Lgc.} dòoaj <  *tun-Vy) is
explained by E. Itkonen (It. LC 1OO) as derived from the prn. of 2s (pLp
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*tun, *tunna) ¶¶ Acc. to Sm.’s and Jn.’s alt. theory of the U historical
phonology, the pFU and pU prn. is reconstructed as *tun (Sm. LM 3 8 ,
Jn. UK 14), but since no details of the rec. are published, at least in t h e
papers available to me (incl. in the "Historical phonology of the Uralic
languages" by Sammallahti), it is so far impossible to evaluate it ¶¶ It.
#388, UEW 539, AD PP, Wk. EUL 278-86, Lgc. #7947, Kert SJ 73, Ker. II
169, Ber. 76, Kov. LV 23O, Kov. GM 246, Lt. 138, Lt. J 61, LG 293-4, Lt.
DPJ 1O8-1O, Jn. 147, KHG 288-9, KD 143, Ter. NgJ 161, Ter. EJ 447, Cs.
GSS 347-53, Prk. ED 86, Hl. M 147-8, #928, IN 248, 322, Krn. JJ 72, Krn.
IMJJ 142-3, PBS II 115-25 ¶¶ The variant *tun{u} <  *tin{u} by as. The
forms without *n (Lp *tu2 and Hg te4) may be interpreted as phonetically
reduced variants of *tun{u} and *tin{u}  [2] U *ti+e 'thy' (enclitic p r n .
‘ ppa.) > (with nouns in sg.) BF *-si > F -si, Krl -s7, Vp -i\z7, Vo -zi » pLp
{Krh.} *-t‰ > Lp: N/U -d, Kld -dò, Pt -t » Er -t (kudo-t 'thy house'), Mk -t
in most obl. cases (or-so-t 'in thy coat', or-do-t 'of\from t h y
coat', etc.), but -c1´ / -c1- (<  -t- + demonstrative s1´ / s1) in the nom. ,
gen., and dat.-iness.: orce or-c1´ 'thy coat', orcen∆ or-c1´-n1 'of t h y
coat', orcti or-c1-t!i 'to thy coat') » Chr: L -t (ava-t 'thy mother'), H -
t, -et, -c » Prm: Vt -ed, -d, Z -Èd, -d 'thy' »» Hg -(a/o/e/o4)d (ha1z-ad ' t h y
house', ko4nyv-ed  'thy book') (Hg -d < FU *-n-tV? - w Décsy UP 67) 
Sm {∫Jn., Sm.} *-rV, {Hl.} *-r(¥), {Kü.} *-ÎV 'thy' in nom. (>  Ne F, En -r,
{Cs.} -lo, -Òo, -ro, Ng -r‰, Slq Tz {KHG} -l(È), Kms -l, -lV, Mt {Hl.} *-r i n
Mt *t´nd´r 'thy' [Mt M {Sp.} tyndar`]) and Sm { ∫Jn., Sm.} *-tV, {Kü.}
*-d/tV obl. (> Ne -d(a), -Tu, -t´, En -Î, -d, -do, -to, Ng -d‰, -ta, -t‰, Slq -d,
-dV, -t, -tV); the pU voiced cns. *-Î- (>  pSm *-r-) for the expected *-t-
(>  pSm *-t-) is still to be explained ¶¶ Majt. SM 273-6, Majt. VJ I 111-8 ,
Laan. 181-4, Krh. 237-8, Ps. M O4, PI 334, KHG 184-8, Hl. SelJ 365-6, Hl.
M 142, Kü. SUKF I 164-82, Kü. KJ 384, Décsy UP 67-8 ¶¶ The status o f
*ti+e as an enclitic word (rather than a sx.) is evidenced by its posit ion:
in some lgs. it follows case endings (incl. those of late origin): F
kirjassa-si 'in thy b o o k '   [3] A morpheme or m o r p h e m e s
reconstructible as *tV (sometimes fused with preceding grammatical o r
derivational morphemes) function as the verbal marker of 2s (<
postverbal prn. of 2s) in several tenses of the U lgs.: F -t, Es -d » Mk/Er
-t (present) » Chr L/H -(V)t (present) » Vt -d »» Hg -d (s/obcj.; t h e
endings -sz and -l of the subjective conjugation are Hg innovations
based on verbal derivational sxs. with loss of the original marker o f
person)   Sm: NrSm: [1 ] s/obcj., sg. of the object: Ne T, En B -r -r, Ng
-r‰; [2] s/obcj., du. or pl. of the object: Ne T -d -d, Ng {Ter.} -ta4, En B
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{Ter.} -Î »» Slq Tz {Hl.}: -l (s/obcj.), -ntÈ (sbcj.) »» Kms {Kü.} -l ( b o t h
s/obcj. and sbcj.) ¶¶ Coll. CG 242-4, 3O8-1O, Sz. 129, Décsy FUS 1 7 6 ,
BBB 417-8 (Hg -d <  *tÉ; Hg -sz and -l of 2s go back to derivational
sxs.), Ter. NJ 386, Ter. NgJz 428 || A: A *°tæi 'thou' >  M *c>i 'thou' >
MM ci, WrM ci, HlM ¢i c7i, Dg, Brt s7i, Mnr, Mgl, Ord, Kl c7i, Dx c7î, Ba
c7e. The genitive *c>inu4 of this prn. (>  MM cinu ≠ cini, WrM cinu,
HlM c7inï, Ord, Mnr c7ini, Klm c7inÁ, Brt s7en1i(:), Dg s7in1ï, Dx c7în1i, Ba
c7ene) goes back to **t'i-nu < N *t''''{u4 444} nu ('thou' + postposition o f
genitive). Other oblique cases are based on *c>ima (originally accus. <
**t'i-ma < N *t''''{u4 444} mÅ , sc. 'thou' + marker of accusative), whence p M
accus. *c>ima-yi 'thee' (*c>ima + M accus. ending *-yi), dat. *cima-du(r)
'to thee' (*c>ima + M dative ending *-du[r]), etc.  In some modern M
lgs. the M pronoun *c>i 'thou' in the postpredicate position ( sc .
following either a verbal or the nominal predicate of the sen tence)
changed into a personal affix of the predicate. This occurred in Brt, Kl,
Dg, and Mgl: pM *c>i 'thou' >  Kl -c7, Brt -s7i ≠ -s7, Mgl -c7i, Dg -s7i (Kl
garv-¢, Brt garba-w 'you went out', Mgl ira$n-c7i 'you come', Dg
yawbei\-s7i 'you will go'). In the postnominal position M *c>i had a
possessive meaning. It lost its stress and ultimately (in modern M lgs.)
became a ppa.: pM *c>inu4 'thy' > HlM -c7iÆn, Kl -c7n=, Brt -s7n1i ≠ -s7, Ord c7in,
Mgl -c7i, Dg -s7in1, -s7n1i (pM *aqa c>inu4 'thy elder brother' >  HlM {Pp.}
aXXa"c7Án) ¶ Pp. IM 35, 112, 213, 218-24, 251, Snz. SG 151-2, Snz. SG-G
84-5, T DnJ 27-3O, T BJ 4O-8, T DgJ 53-4 || D {Zv.} *-ˆ-ti, pers. ending
of 2s non-past of verbs >  OTm -ti († non-past), Kui (ft.), Krx (prs . ,
female) -di, Knd (non-past) -n-i(d); D {Zv.} *-ˆ-ti-r, pers. ending of 2 p
non-past > OTm -tir, Kui ft. -d-eru, Krx prs. female -d-ay, Knd non-pas t
-n-ider ¶¶ Zv. DL 36 ¶¶ The D pl. sx. *-r goes back to N *rV yÉ  (= *rV
y{i}?), a compound prn. of plurality \ collectivity (q.v. ffd.) || E: pE
{McA} *-ti > MEl {McA} -ti, {Dk.} -t(i) >  -t, {ER, GrilS} -t, AchEl {Pap.} -
(n)ti, -(n)ta (verbal enclitical marker of 2s), MEl {Dk.} -h-t(´), {GrilS} -
h-t (verbal marker of 2p), MEl, AchEl {ER} -t (nominal sx. of 2s, so -
called "allocutive", sunki-t  'thou [the] king') ¶¶ McA 113, GrilS EGE 3 3 ,
ER E 76-7, Dk. JDPA 1OO-3, Paper RAE 42-4 || K: GZ *tkwen- 'you' (pl . ) ,
'your (vester)' >  OG tkwen-, G tkven- id., Mg, Lz tkva(n)- 'ye', tkvan-
'your (vester)' ¶ K 176, K2 75-6, FS E 167, Chik. 223-4 ¶ This prn. goes
back to a N cd. *t''''{u 4 444} 'thou' + *kË  of plurality + *nu  of genitive; which
suggests that the original meaning of *tkwen- was 'of you, yours' (p l . ) ,
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but later it was generalized as the prn. of 2p without case distinctions
(cf. a parallel change in the prehistory of G s7en ' thou ' ) ˚ IS I 6, AD PP
∀, Blz. IEPP ∀, UEW 539, McA l.c. (D, El), BmK 285-7, Gr. I 71-4 (IE, U, A,
Gil, CK, EA). The variant *t'i is likely to result from delabialization of t h e
original N *t''''{u 4 444} 4 (loss of a marked phonemic feature typical o f
grammatical morphemes, possibly induced by the analogy with N *mi
'I'). The de-emphatization *t'- >  HS *t- is very typical, but is obligatory
in grammatical words\morphemes only. That is why there are n o
glottalized cnss. among the grammatical morphemes in HS. On M *ta
'you' (pl.) and U *ta4 ≠ *te id. see   s.v. N *t''''{u4 444} ?a 'ye (vos)' ˚ On N
*s1111{u 4 444} (> *s 1111i) 'thou' (that may go back to a phonetic variant of *t'''' {u 4 444})
see  above *s 1111 {u 4 444 }  (> **s 1111 i ) 'thou' (entry 2OO6a).
2312a. *t''''{u4 444} ?a ≠ *s1111{u4 444} ?a  'ye (vos)', prn. of 2p (N *t''''{u 4 444} ≠ *s1111 {u 4 444}
'thou' + N *?a , pc. of plurality [q.v. ffd.]) >  IE verbal endings of 2 p :
{Bks.} "primary" *-tÓe (> OI -tha, Gk -te, L -tis, Gt -†, Lt -te, Sl *-te,
Ht -teni), "secondary" *-te (> OI -ta, Gk -te, L -tis, Gt -†, Sl *-te, H t
-ten) ¶¶ Szem. EVG-SO 216, Bks. 232-7, Brg. KVG 591-6 (incl. the tab le
of p. 596), Mer. SGA 334, 339-4O || U [1] *te ≠ *tiyV (as well as *te +
du. sx. *-˝a4) 'ye' (pers. prn. of 2p) >  pLp {Krh.} *tiy >  Lp: N {N} dï, Vfs
{Lgc.} dòiyyEh_, S {Hs.} di(j)h, Kld {SaR} tyjj tÈyy 'you' (pl.) » Er tyn∆
tin1, Mk tin∆ t!in1 id. » pChr {Ber.} *te, {Rd.} *tE id. >  Chr: L te te (gen .
tendan tendan, accus. tendam tendam), B/M te, H ta≥ ta4 (gen.
ta≥mdan ta4mdan, accus. ta≥mdam ta4mdam) » Prm *ti id. >  Z t¡ ti (gen.
tiyan), Prmk t¡jo≥ tiy‰ ≠ t¡ ti (gen. tiyan), Yz ≤teyÄz (gen. ti≤yan), Vt
ti≥ ti (proc. ti≥å tiya, gen. ti≥låd til!ad) »» OHg XII tiv [tiu4\], XVI
thew , XVIII thu4, Hg ti 'you' (pl.) (unless OHg -u4\ <  *-˝ <  *-k)  ? Sm
{Jn.} *te(n) you' (pl.) > Ng t‰N, Slq Tz te2£, Kms {Kü.} s7i?, Koyb {Sp.} se;
but Mt {Hl.} *tenda4 id. (Mt M {Sp.} t´nd´, {Pl.} tendå) is a derivative
from the prn. of 2s (Mt *t´n 'thou') ¶ Sm *te(n) may go back either t o
the pU prn. for 'ye' or to the prn. of 2s with an additional marker of pl .
 pY {IN} *tit > Y T/K tit 'vos', tit- (+ noun), tit-l!e 'vester' ¶¶ UEW
54O explains pLp *-y, Prm -y‰, and Mr *-n1 (< U *nV) as ppas.  [2] The
U pronouns *te ≠ *tiyV 'you' (pl.), when used enclitically after nouns ,
gave rise to ppas. of 2p: Chr: L -da, H -da/-da4 » Prm: Vt -(È)d, -t-, Z -nÈ-d,
Prmk -nÈ-t, Yz -ni-t  Sm: Ne T rect.-accus. -da” -da? / gen. -ta” -ta?
'vester' (pl. possessoris), En B {Ter.} rect. -ra?  / gen.-accus. -ra? id. ( d u .
and pl. possessi: rect. -Îa? 'vestri' / gen. -ta?), Ng {Ter.} rect. -rÈ? /
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accus. -m-tÈ? (-m is the marker of accus.) / gen. -tÈ? 'vester' (p l .
possessoris) (pl./du. possessi nom. -tu4? 'vestri' / gen. -tu?), Slq Tz
{KHG} (-lÈt€) = -lÈn/t 'your' (pl.) / gen.-accus. (-tÈt€) = -tÈn/t, Kms
{Kü.} -la? / (after a nasal cns.) -na? 'vester' (pl. possessoris), Mt {Hl.} *-
ra[?] / *-ra4[?] 'vester'; benefactive forms of 2p of nouns: Ng -ru? / -tu?
(taÎ‰-ru? tu?o 'the reindeer came for you [pl.]', lit. 'cervus-vobis venit ' ;
sat‰r‰t‰m-tu? koÎa?aru? 'you [pl.] obtained [preyed on] a polar fox f o r
yourselves', lit. 'vulpem-vobis consecuti estis')  [3]  The U pronominal
morpheme *te ≠ *tiyV 'you' (pl.), when used enclitically after verbs
(sometimes with sxs. of pl.), gave rise to personal endings of verbs:
(sbcj.) Mk -da, -d!´, Er -do, -d!e » Chr L/H -da » Prm: Vt -dÈ, Z -(n)nÈd, Prmk
-t, -t‰, Yz -tÄ, -t »» Hg -tok / -to4k /-tek  Sm: Slq Tz {KHG} -lÈt/n
(ending of 2p), Ne T {Ter.} -da- (ending of 2p, sbcj.), -ra- (id. with sg.
obiecti) (prs. -da-?, -ra?, p. -da-c1, -ra-c1), En {Ter.} -ra- (2p, sbcj. a n d
s/obcj. with sg. obiecti), -Îa-  (s/obcj. with pl./du. obiecti), (prs. -ra-? /
-Îa-?, p. -ea-ç / -Îa-ç), Ng {Ter.} -ru?/ -ru4?/ -rÈ? / -ri? (2p, sbcj. a n d
s/obcj. with sg. obiecti), -tu?/ -tu4?/ -tÈ? / -ti? (2p ending, s/obcj. with
pl./du. obiecti), Kms {Kü.} -le? (ending of 2p) ¶¶ UEW 539-4O, Laan.
182-4, 191-4, 228-3O, Mark PSUS-25 ∀ , Mak. KJ 69-72, Kask EJ-66 4 7 -
9, Vääri LJ 144-8, Krh. 2O9, 24O-5, 28O-3, It. LC 97, Lgc. #7843, Lgc. SL
#2644, Hs. 118, SaR 352, 365, Fkt. EJ-66 185-91, Fkt. MJ-66 2O3-5,
2O7-14, Ps. M O5, Ber. 75, Kov. LV 227, 23O-3, Kov. GM 244-9, LG 2 7 9 ,
Lt. J 45, 61, 67-9, 185, Lt. KZJ 287-92, Lt. KPJ 3O5-9, Tepl. UJ 265-72 ,
MF 632-3, Ht. ChrO 38-9, Stn. XJ 216-2O, Stn. OG 7O, Trj. VD 84-7 ,
EWU 1516-7, Jn. 156, KHG 184-7, 258-64, 288-93, Hl. M 144, # 9 8 3 ,
Ter. NJ 381, 386-8, Ter. EJ 444-51, Ter. NgJ 96-7, 161, 185, Ter. NgJz
423-31, Kü. KJ 383-6, Krn. JJ 72-8O, Krn. JJ-T 44O-1, Krn. JJ-K 354, Ku.
272-3, IN 248, JN III || A nom. *tu4a ≠ su4a / gen. *t{u4a}nu ≠ *s{u4a}nu
'you' pl. >  Tg nom. *su'e ({Bz.} *su4a4) / obl. *sun- (≠ ? *°su'en-) id. (<  N
*s1111{u4 444} ?a , sc. *s1111 {u 4 444}  'thou' + plurality pc. *?a ) >  WrMc suwe, obl .
suweni, Nn Nh nom. su‰ / obl. su'n-, Nn B/KU su2', Orc, Ud, Ork, Neg,
Ewk, Sln nom. su2 / obl. su'n-, Lm hu2 / obl. hu'n-, Ud {Krm.} nom. su / obl .
sun-, Ul suni ≠ sunu; in many Tg lgs. the form *suenu' ≠ *suni is u s e d
with the sx. ≈*-Ngu4+i[:]: WrMc suweniNge, Ewk sunNï, Lm hunNi, Neg
sunnï ≠ sunNï, Orc sun1iNg‰, Ud sun1uNu, Ork sunuNi, Nn: Nh su‰Ngi,
B/KU suNgi, B sun´Ngi 'yours'  In some modern Tg lgs. the Tg prn. *su
became a ppa. of 2p: Nn, Ul, Orc -su , Ud -hu 'vester' ¶ Bz. 1O7-11, STM
II 72-3, 115, Krm. 87, 91, 288  M *ta / gen. *tanu / dat. *tan-a ' y o u '
(pl.) >  MM nom. ta / gen. tanu, WrM nom. ta / gen. tanu, HlM, Brt
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nom. ta2, Dg nom. ta2 / gen. {Pp.} tanaï, Kl {Pp.} nom. ta / gen. tan1 ≠
tanÁ, Mnr {Pp.} nom. ta / gen. tani; later on (in Brt, Kl, Dg, Mgl) M *ta
in the postpredicate position changed into a subject ending of 2p: Kl -t,
Brt -ta, -t, Dg -ta2, Mgl -to (Kl garv-t, Brt garba-t 'you [pl.] wen t
out', Dg xels´n-ta2 'you [pl.] said'); in the postnominal position *tanu
became later a ppa. of 2p: >  HlM -tan -ta"n, Ord -tan, Kl -tn=, Brt -tna4∏,
Dg -ta2n1, Dx tani ≠ tayi, Mgl -toni 'vester' ¶ Pp. IM 218, 221 ¶¶ ≈  S AJ
52 (A *sa4 'thou' in T *sa4-n and Tg *si 'thou') ˚ See IS I 6, AD PP ∀ , Blz.
IEPP ∀ , ≈ Palm. LMP 169-74, Gr. I 71-4 ("second-person T" in IE, U, A, Gil,
CK, EA) ˚  Cf. N *?a , pc. of plurality ˚  S *-timmu 'ye' m. ( t h e
autonomous prn. *?an-timmu), *-tinna 'ye' f. (the aut. prn. *?an-tinna),
and the related pronouns of B, C, and Eg do not belong here. They a r e
likely to be independent derivatives (or cds.) of pHS origin (N *t''''{u 4 444} 4 +
HS markers of pl.). Mutatis mutandis the same is true of K *tkwen ' ye ' ,
'ves ter ' .
2313. *t''''V, a marker of passive participial constructions (verb + N
*t ''''V  = an analytical construction with the meaning of passive part iciple
or passive verbal adjectives) >  IE: NaIE *-to-, a marker of verbal
adjectives (mostly with passive meaning), that in some descendant lgs.
were incorporated into the verbal system as passive participle.: NaIE
*g8no2-to-s ≠ *g8n=:-to-s 'known' (>  L no2tus id., OIr {LP} gna1th ' known ' ,
W {YGM} gnawd 'customary', Gk gnvto1ß 'perceived, understood; well-
known', Gt kun†s  'bekannt', Lt pa-z7i!ntas 'gekannt'), NaIE *k8lu-≤to-s
'heard, heard of' (>  OI s1ru≤ta-  heard, listened to, heard of', Gk klyto1ß
'heard of, famous', L inclutus 'famous'), NaIE *s(y)u2tos 'sewn' (>  L
su2tus, Lt s7u2!tas, OCS s7itË, OI syu2≤tah5 id., Gk neo-ka1t-ty2toß
'freshly sewn'), NaIE *mn=-to-s 'thought (gedacht)' (>  OI ma≤tah5 id., Lt
min%tas pp. 'remembered', L com-mentum / -i 'invention, what so .
invented', com-mentus 'which has remembered', Gk a]yto1-matoß
'acting on one’s own will', [of things] self-moving, self-acting') ¶ Hirt IG
III 284-6, Bks. 25O-1, LP § 9.1, YGM-1 236 || U: FU *-VttV nomina
patientis (obiecti) (> pp. and sim.) >  BF *-(t)tu / *-(t)tu4,  pp. of pfc. >  F
laulettu 'sung', tehty 'done', Krl annettu 'given', ommeldu ' sewn' ,
Vp anttud 'given', t!ehtud 'done' (with -d on the analogy of the pfc. p r t c .
ending -nud), Vo sa2tu 'received' » Er -do ≠ -da and c o m p o u n d
morphemes -sto / -ste, sxs. of gerunds (verbal adverbs): oza-do ' i n
sitting position (sidå )', yuram-sto 'on passing (proxodå )', Mk -da:
koma-da 'gebückt, in bent\leaned position' »» Hg -at / -et, sx. o f
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deverbal nomina obiecti: it-at  'document' (ÿ  i1r- v. 'write'); Hg -tt,
sx. of past pp.: olvasott 'gelesen' (a tegnap olvasott ko4nyv
'das gestern gelesene Buch') ¶ Sz. 79, Laan. 249-5O, Fkt. EJ-66 192, PI
12O, Majt. SM 355-7, Majt. VJ-76 387, 4OO  This FU pp. may under ly
the BF passive verb stems (the prs. pp. F saa-ta-va 'be ing
got\received' with the participle sx. -va) ¶ Coll. CG 279 ||  A : T *-t ≠ *-
tu/*-tu4 ≠ ? *-ti, sx. of deverbal adjectives with passive meaning: NaT
*o4gi-t 'ground grain' (>  OT [MhK] o4git 'ground wheat, etc.', ET {Jr.}
u4gu4t 'grain cleaned ready for grinding') ÿ *o4gi- v. 'grind', NaT *Jar-
t(u) 'sth. split' (>  OT {Cl.} jartu 'sth. split off', [MhK] jartu 'long s t r ips
of wood', VTt jart 'half') ÿ pT *Jar- v. 'split', Az jo˝ur-t 'sour mi lk '
ÿ jo˝ur- v. 'mix', Tkm ayîr-t 'offshoot, otvetvlenie 'ÿ ayîr- v.
'separate', as well as possibly OT [MhK, QB] so4kti 'bran' ÿ so4k- v.
'tear apart' ¶ SrbG SIGTJ 229-3O, Cl. xliii, 1O1-2, 819, 954-9  Tg *°-ta
/ *°-te, sx. of derived nouns (passive result of an action): Ewk -ta / -t‰ /
-to, e.g. ‰m‰2n-t‰ 'remainder' (sc. 'what is left') ÿ ‰m‰2n- v. ' leave' ,
no2da2n-t‰ 'otbros ' ('sth. thrown away') ÿ no2da2n- v. 'throw' ¶  Vas. 7 9 O
|| HS: In the pHS lge. nomina obiecti and passive deverbal adjectives
with the ending *-Vt- may have existed, but since they are always
feminine (because of their ending *-Vt- associated with the fem.
gender), they cannot be distinguished from forms with the feminine *-
t- derived from masculine prtcs., adjs., and substantivized adjs. As t o
the *tV-  prefix with the original meaning of nomen obiecti, it cannot b e
distinguished from metonymic usage of nomina actionis  with the prefix
*tV- (w N *t ''''i): BHb lumg6T2 tag£≤mu2l 'compensation' is both a n o m e n
obiecti and a nomen actionis ˚  Cf. IS I 218-9 (*-di, sx. of the past; IS
did not distinguish between *d{i} of imperfectiveness and *t'V of pp . ) ,
Cald. 5O8-1O (FU: F -t [pp.] and Hg -t [past tense], D *-t(t) [p.], T -d-
[p.], IE: NPrs -d- [p.]), Gr. I 179-82 ("passive participle T" in IE, U, EA); IS
I xiii (caus.-rf. *t5ÿ) tried to find a common origin of rf.-ps. verbal
derivatives in U and HS (w  N *tVwV 'head') and a marker o f
causative in A, U, and D (which is doubtful both semantically a n d
because of a structural difference: in U, A, and D this is a postverbal sx.
that may go back to a N aux. v., while in HS this is a px. that is hardly
explainable as an aux. v. in view of the syntactic structure of N) ˚ ≈ Gr.
I 197-2OO ("denominative T" in IE, U, Y, A, CK, Ai, EA).
2314. (€?) *t''''V, pc. of marked (definite?) accusative (‘ accus. o f
pronouns) >  HS: S *-tV or *-a2tV, accus. ending of pers. p r o n o u n s
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(*s73u2?a(:)tV 'him', etc.): OAk {G} -a2t, accus./gen. ending of suffixed
pers. pronouns (-ni?-a2t 'us', -kin-a2t 'you' f. pl., -s7in-a2t 'them' f . ) ,
Ak OB (-a2-/u2-)ti, accus. ending of prs. pronouns (-ni?a2ti 'us', -
kunu2ti 'you' m. pl., -kina2ti 'you' f. pl., -s7unu2ti 'them' m., -
s7ina2ti 'them' f.), Ak OB -(a2)t(i); accus.-gen. ending of separate pe rs .
pronouns: 1s ≤y-a2ti, 2s OAk ku(w)-a2ti, 2m Ak OB/OA k-a2ti ≠ k-
a2ta, 2f Ak OB/OA k-a2ti, 3m s7u-a2ti >  s7a6ti (with innovative forms:
s7ua2tu > s7a6tu), 3f OAk s7i-a2ti, later s7a6ti, s7ua2ti, 1p ni-a2ti, 2 p m
kunu2-ti, 2pf kuna2ti, 3pm s7unu2-ti, 3pf s7in-a2ti; the forms ka2ta
and s7uwa2tu (>  s7a6tu) result from analogy: 2m ka2ta with -a due t o
the infl. of the nom. atta2 'thou' m. (versus att° 'thou f.), 3 m
s7uwa2tu with -u on the analogy of nom. s7u2 'he' (vs. s7° 'she'), Ug
{Siv.} -t , ending of accus./gen. in pers. pronouns: hw-t  'him, his', hyt
'her (accus./gen.)', hmt 'them, their (m. pl.)', hmt 'them, their (du . ) ' ,
Sb accus./gen.: 3m hwt, 3f hyt, 3pm hmt, hmwt, 3pf hnt (↔
nom.: hw? , h?  'he', hy? , h? 'she', hmw 'they' m., hn f.). In some lgs.
these forms lost their ancient case meaning: Ph OBy h?t 'he', OPh, Ph
hmt they', Ar Sp HUET 'he', HIET 'she', HUMAT 'them' m., HUNNAT
'them' f., Ar P {L “?} hu2tu 'he', hite 'she', Gz w´?´tu2 'he, t h i s \ tha t ' ,
y´?´tï 'she; this\that' (f.) (with new accus. forms based on the nominal
accus. ending -a: w´?´t-a, y´?´t-a), ?´mmu2ntu 2 'they' m., ?´mma2ntu 2
'they' f., ?´llo2ntu2 ≠ ?´llu2ntu2 'these' ¶ Sd. G 41, G OAWG 13O-2, Dk. AkJ
9O, 1O6, Dk. XAU 114, Siv. U 36, BGMR 55, FrdR 45-6, L G 2O, 25, 6O2,
625, Br. G I 3O3-6  C: Ag *-tt, accus. (or accus./dat.) of pe r s .
pronouns and some nouns: Xm {Ap.} -t, object case ending of pe rs .
pronouns (yÈ!-t 'me', kÈ!-t 'thee', NÈ!-t 'him', Ni!-t ≠ NÈ!r-t 'her', yÈna-t ≠
yÈ!na4-t 'us', kÈ!ta-t ≠ kÈ!ta4-t 'you' accus. pl., NÈ!ta4-t ≠ Na!ta4-t 'them'), Bln
{R} yi-t 'me, to me', ku"-t (kW‰-t) 'thee, to thee', n°-t 'him, to h im ' ,
yi≤na-t 'us, to us', in≤ta-t 'you' (accus. pl.) 'to you', na-t 'them, t o
them', Km {Ap.} ku-t 'thee', etc.; the same accus. ending is used with
some nouns in Km {Ap.}: aba-t 'patrem', iw‰na-t 'feminam', in Bln:
Z7a2na-t 'elephantem', jå≤råbau\kun gån≤j°na-t 'I need a female
slave', n° gån≤j°na-t ke≤Ga2nt°u\X 'he married (his) female slave', a s
well as possibly with feminine nouns in Km: lÈ!wa4-t 'cow' accus. (vs .
lÈ!wa 'cow' nom.), lÈwa4ya4!n-t 'the cow' accus. (vs. lÈwa4ya4!n 'the c o w '
nom.) (unless in the latter case the ending -t is connected with the *t-
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ending of f.); ?? Bln {R} -t°, marker of accus. in proper names (with a
final cns.) and pronouns >  gir≤g°s-t° jå≤råbnau\kun 'we a r e
looking for Girgis', aw-t° jåråbdå≤na2u\Gun 'whom are you looking
for?' »» EC: Sa {R} yo2-t ≠ yo2-d 'me' accus., nu2≤ma-t 'uxorem' ¶ Ap. K
325, Ap. Kh I 259, 263, R BilS 677-8, R S II 345, 377, R WB 42-3, 2O9,
279, 365-6 || U: FU *-ttV, sx. of the accus. >  F -t of the pronomianl
accus. (minu-t 'me', sinu-t 'thee', ha4ne-t 'him', meida4-t ' u s ' ,
teida4-t 'you' pl., heida4-t 'them', kene-t whom?'), Krl -t of t h e
pronomianl accus. (minu-t 'me', sinu-t 'thee', ha4ne-t ' h im ' ,
meida4-t 'us', teida (mia4-t 'us', tYia4-t 'you' accus. pl., hia4t ' t h e m ' ) ,
Ing -dò of the pronomianl accus. (mei\ye-dò 'us', tei\ye-dò 'you' pl., hei\ye-
dò 'them') »» Os: V {Trj.} -t ≠ -Át, accus. ending of pronouns (1s ma4n-t,
2s nÁºN-Át, 3s lÁºG-Át, 1d min-t, 2d mNin-t, 3d lin-t, 1p m´N-´t, 2p n´N-´t,
3p l´G-´t), Sh {Trj.} -´t id. (1s man-´t, 2s nan-´t, 3s tuw-´t, 1d min-´t,
2d n´n-´t, 3d t´n-´t, 1p muN-´t, 2p nan-´t, 3p t´w-´t), Kz {Rus.} -´t id .
(1s man-´t ≠ man-t´, 2s na4N-´t, 3s ¬uw-´t, 1d min-´t, 2d n´n-´t, 3 d
¬´n-´t, 1p mun-´t, 2p n´n-´t, 3p ¬´w-´t), Vy/Ty/Y/P/D/K/Kr/Nz {Ht.} -
t id. » Hg -t, accus. of pronouns and nouns. Szinnyei (Sz. 6O) a n d
Klemm (Klemm MTM 27Off.) believed that the Hg accus. is akin to t h e
Mr df. form with -t!, which is hardly plausible because the latter goes
back to the enclitic U prn. *ta4 <  N *t''''a 4 444 (dem. prn. of non-active
[inanimate] objets) ¶ Laan. 19O-2, Laan. IJ 1O8, Jelis. FJ-93 1OO-1,
Mak. KJ 69, Trj. XJ 328, Rus. SXJ 84, Ht. ChrO 7O-1 || ? IE *°-[e]Ê,
accus. ending of personal pronouns (acc. to Blz.’s hyp. [Blz. IEPP 14]) >
OL accus. me2d 'me', te2d 'thee' (GSchm. IGPP 1O2). Blz. (IEPP 3 and 8 ,
note 6) equates this OL form with the Ht ntr. nom.-accus. ppas. -mi+e-t
'my', ti-t 'thy', which is hardly acceptable, because this Ht ending is
obviously that of the neuter gender (<  IE * -Ê  nom.-accus. ntr., whence L
id , quid , quod , etc.) ↔  the animate gender ending (nom.) -s (in Ht -
mi-s  'my', -ti +es  'thy') IE *-s nom. anim. (whence L is, quis , etc.) ˚
Blz IEPP 3, 14-15 (HS, IE, U) ˚ This N particle is hardly identical with
the N prn. *t ''''a 4 444, because the latter refers to inanimate objects, while t h e
N accus. pc. *t''''V is used with pronouns that denote (at least in the 1 s t
and 2nd persons) human beings. One of the possible explanations is
that N *t ''''V  originally denoted accusative of definite referents (like BHb
ta3 ?Et3 and the Tk accus. form), hence their use with definite p r o n o u n s
in U, HS, and possibly IE. It is possible (but not certain) that the N
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accus. particle *t''''V is a reduced var. of the N word *?ey{V}t''''V ' r each ,
obtain' (q.v.).
2315. *t''''É÷Ë 'to take' > HS: S *°-tï÷- > Ar √ty÷ (ip. -tï÷u, pf. ta2÷a) v.
'take, carry away' ¶ BK I 212-3, Hv. 64 || K: pGZ *t'e(w)-/*t'i(w)- v.
'contain, have enough room for (soderqat∆ , vme∑at∆ )' >  OG t'e(v)-
/*t'i- 'contain, receive', G t'e-/t'i- 'contain', Mg (n)t'i(r)-, t'r-, Lz
(n)t'i(r)-, (n)t'i(n)-/(n)t'r- {Kl.} 'fit in', {Chik.} 'pomestit∆så ' ¶ K 18O,
K2 186. Chik. 326 || IE: Ht da-, HrLw ta- v. 'take' ¶ Ts. E III 5-11, Mer .
HHG 114-5; connection with IE *d≈e2- v. 'put' is not ruled out, but is less
plausible || ? A: M *tu / *tu4 >  MM [S] tu 'having', possessive p c .
(gergai tu 'having a wife', qahca nidu tu 'having [only] one eye ' ) ,
WrM -tu / -tu4, HlM -tu / -t¥, sx. forming adj. (sometimes wri t ten
separately) and expressing the idea of possessing: WrM mori-tu
'having a horse' ¶ H 153, Pp. GPMJ 111, MED 838, 848.
2316. *t''''abV 'fit, good' >  HS: S *t'a2b- 'good, pleasant' >  BHb b&y t'o2b3
id., Ug t5b 'good, sweet, pleasant', (AkSc) {Hnr.} t'a2bu 'sweet, pleasant ' ,
OA, IA, Plm t5b, BA by1 t'a2b3, JA [Trg.] {Lv., Js.} by2 t5ab3 / em. ab1y1
t5a2≤b3a2, [BT] {Sl.} by´ t5a2b3, JEA {Sl.} t5a2b3, Sr B†o t5a2b3 'good', JA [Trg.]
by1t5a2b3 adv. 'well, much', Ar tœa2b-un 'chose bonne \ agréable \ douce ' ,
{Hv.} 'palatable thing', Ak t5a2bu(m) 'schön, gut, süß', Eb {Frnz.} t'a2b-
'good'; in pS the adjective (in its pred. form) was incorporated into t h e
verbal system as a stative form (>  WS new perfect): BHb b&y t'o2b3 ' i s
good', Ar tœa 2ba 'was good', Ak (stative) t'a2b 'is good, fit, beautiful' Ï  d . :
Ak t5ia2bu(m) 'to be good, to fit', JA √t'?b G  (pf. t5´?eb3) {Js.} ' b e
bright \ good \ well', {Lv.} 'wohlgemut \ fröhlich sein', Sr pf. ∫'†e
t5E<'>b3 'was good', Ar √tœyb  G  (pf. tœa2ba, ip. ya-tœïb-u) v. 'be good' ¶
BDB 373-5 [##2895-6], 1O94 [#2869], Js. 515, Lv. II 131-2, Lv. T I 2 9 2 -
3, Sl. 492, Br. 265, 269, HJ 415-9, KB 355-6, Sd. 1376-8, 138O-1, A
#111O, OLS 479, Hnr. 131, Frnz. EL 167, BK II 126-8, Hv. 443  EC: Dsn
{To.} d'aba!n 'good, pretty', {Ss.} d'aba2n 'pretty' ¶ To. DL 492, Blz. DL s.v.
'good' || IE: NaIE *d≈ab≈-, d≈ab≈-ro- 'fit, good' >  L faber ' ingenious,
skilful' (‘ 'worker, artisan') »» Arm darbin daRbin ' forger ,
locksmith' »» Gt gado2f ist 'es ist passend, schicklich', ga-daban ' s ich
ereignen, passen', ON dafna 'to become fit\strong, to thrive', MDt
gedouf 'sich fügen', Dt deftig 'proper, decorous, portly', AS {Ho.}
Ìedafen ≠ {Sw.} Ìede2fe 'fitting, seemly', NE daft »» Sl *dob¥ ' g o o d '
>  R ∆  dob 'is good', do≤boj 'good', Uk ∆  dobij 'good'; *do~b-r¥
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(dadj. *dobr¥jÁ) 'good' >  OCS dobr5 dobrË 'good, beautiful', R
≤dobryj, Blg do≤b`r 'good, good-hearted', SCr doŸbar, Slv do1ber,
Cz dobry1, P dobry 'good' » Lt daba~, Ltv daba 'nature, character', Lt
dabi~n-ti (prs. dabin-u~) 'to adorn, to beautify' ¶ P 233-4, WH I 4 3 6 -
7, Fs. 176-7, Ho. 69, Sw. 41, Vr. 71, Frn. 79, Kar. I 193-4, ESSJ V 45-7 ,
Vs. I 52O-1, Glh. 2O2, Slt. 146, ≈ EI 139 (*d≈ab≈- put together' Ï
*d≈ab≈ros 'craftsman') ¶ The sequence *d≈...b≈ (rather than **t...b≈) is
due to the IE incomptability law that rules out combination of vd.
aspirates and vl. cnss. in the same root || A: M *tab >  WrM tab, HlM
tav 'pleasure, confort; benevolence', Kl taw´ 'wish; pleasure', WrM
tabtai, HlM tavtaj 'good, comfortable, pleasant', {Kow.} 'b ien ,
convenablement', Kl tawta 'comfortable, favourable', ? MM [S] tab
'recht, richtig, wahr', Ord tæabò 'bien, efficacement, complètement' ¶
MED 76O-1, Kow. 594, 16O9, H 143, KRS 47O-1, Ms. O 639  ?φ  NaT
*tæap 'satisfaction, sufficiency' >  OT {Cl.} tap id., 'satisfactory,
sufficient', Qc {Rl.} tap 'das Passende, Zusammenhörige', Alt/Tlt {Rl.}
tap-pîla qîl, tabîNc7a qîl 'tue was du willst, nach eigenem Gutdünken!', Tv
taptyg tæap-tæî˝ 'tasty, sweet, beautiful' ¶ Cl. 434, Rl. III 946 ¶¶ Rs. W
462-3, TvR 4O7 ˚ IS MS 355 s.v. 'podxodå∑ij ' (fit'), IS SS #13.6, Mö.
VW 51 (all of them: S, IE).
2317. ?σ € *t''''abV '≈ head' > HS: Eg N db.t 'head' ¶ EG V 494 ("wohl
fehlerhaft") || ? A *°tæabV >  M *tab[u] 'head of a nail' > WrM {Rm.}
tab, tabu, {Kow.} tab id., {Gl.} tab 'head of a nai l \sword-hi l t '
('wlåpka , blåxa  na  ´fese  me¢a , na  gvozde '), Ord tæabò 'head of a
nail', Kl {Rm.} tabò 'Nagelkopf, Mützenkopf', {KRS} tav´ 'head of a
nail\rivet, button, rivet', Brt tab  'head of a rivet, metal plate (blåxa )',
WrM {MED} tab , HlM tav  'part of the scalp on which a braid or pigtail
grows' ¶ MED 78O, KW 373, Kow. 1594, Chr. 4O7, KRS 47O, Gl. III 2 7 ,
Ms. O 639, STM II 149 ¶ The word is attested in modern M lgs. only,
which may be accounted for by its meaning (a technical term n o t
expected to be mentioned in short vocabularies of the MM period or i n
"The Secret History"); an alt. hyp. of its foreign (Turkic) origin,
although phonetically plausible, is hardly acceptable because the w o r d
is not attested in the T lgs. (as far as it is known to me).
2318. € *t ''''ábV  'catch, seize' > HS *√t'b > B *-tœtœVf- (†Pr.: <  *√wdœf=
eB *√wtœf) v. 'seize, grasp' >  Rf, SrSn ´tœtœaf v. 'seize, take', Izn ¥tœf, Si
´tœtœ´f (pf. y´tœtœ´f), Nf, Snd ´tœtœ´f, Gd Etœtœ´f (pf. itœtœEf, Lcj. 8) v. 'seize', Kb,
Wrg ´tœtœ´f v. 'hold, take, seize', Mz ´tœtœ´f 'tenir ferme, saisir, a t t r aper ' ,
Tmz tœtœ´f 'prendre, saisir, tenir, attraper', Izd tœ´f (pf. itœ´f) v. ' t ake ,
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seize', Sll {Ds.} ´tœtœ´f (pf. itœtœ´f≠ itœtœa2f) v. 'hold, possess', Ah ´tœtœ´f v.
'take, hold', Twl, Ty ´tœt œ´f v. 'take, marry' (pf. Twl itœtœ¥f, Ty y´tœtœ¥f, Pcj.
1 A 2) ¶ Lf. I 242-5 (on Lcj. 8) and II #16O3, Rn. 311, Fc. 276, Mrc. 2O2,
229, Dl. 835-6, Dlh. Ou 342, Dlh. M 38, La. S 292, MT 738, GhA 3O,
246-7 (on Pcj. 1 A 2), Ds. 226, 276-7 ¶ B *-tœtœVf, *√[w]tœf < *√t'p' by as .
from *√t'b)  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *tab'- (≠ *t'ab-?) 'seize, catch' >  Krf {Sch.}
twa!-wo~ (verbal noun to~fa!), Glm {Sch.} ta!b-a2~la!, Gera {Sch.} ta^w-mi! v.
'catch, hold' » Gj {ChL} do~b'i! v. 'seize' »» CCh: MfG {Brr.} -t‰b'- ! ' accepter ,
recevoir, prendre ce qu’on donne' »» ECh: Mkl {J} (aor.) ti^:b'a! / (p rogr . )
ta^:b'u! 'picorer' ¶ Stl. ZCh 168 [#2O5] (adduces Hs ta2!b'e~ v. 'rip' - ??σ),
Abr. H 834, Ba. 968-9, ChC s.v. 'catch', Sch. BTL 59, 88, Brr. MG II 2 3 9 ,
J LM 18O  Eg XXI dbdb 'angreifen' ¶ EG V 442 ¶¶ OS #2446 (*tab-
'catch, seize': Eg, Ch; adduces Hs ta2!b'e~ without indicating its rea l
meaning) || A: Tg *tebe- ({DQA} *te2be2-) v. 'catch' >  Ewk t‰w‰- ≠
t‰2w‰2-, Neg t‰w´n-, Lm t‰w- v. 'catch, grasp (sth. flying)', Ud t‰w‰n‰-
v. 'try to catch sth. flying', t‰w‰Ni- v. 'catch sth., throw back', WrMc
tebdeZe- v. 'play ball, play shuttlecock' ¶ STM II 226, Z 724 ¶ The
WrMc tebdeZe- has a variant tebkeZe- (Z 724) obviously connec ted
with the Wanderwort represented by WrM tebeg, HlM t´v´g
'shuttlecock', and Kl {Rm.} tew´gò 'a shuttlecock made of metal pieces
with feathers' (MED 789, KW 395); the origin of the word is obviously
Turkic: OT [MhK] tepu4k 'a thing cast from lead which is wrapped i n
goat’s hair or the like and used as a toy', MQp tepu4k 'a toy with which
children play' (ÿ  pT *tæep-  v. 'kick' [Cl. 435, 439])  M *teberi > MM
[MA, IM] tebere- 'embrace', [S] teberi- id., 'put one’s arms r o u n d
(umfassen)', Kl tevr-, Brt t´b´ri- id., WrM teberi-, HlM t´vr´-
'encircle, encompass with or carry in one’s arms', Ord tæewere-, Mnr H
{SM} tæo2ri- 'carry\hold in one’s arms, embrace' ¶ Pp. MA 343-4, 447, H
147, MED 79O, KRS 488, Chr. 451, Ms. O 662, SM 425-6  pKo {S}
*t´~⁄pî!r- 'lead, take so. with'  >  MKo t´~⁄pî!r-, NKo t´⁄bul-  ¶ S QK #86O,
Nam 15O, MLC 443  ?σ pJ {S} *ta~mpa! 'bundle '  > OJ taba, J: T ta!ba, K
ta~ba!, Kg taba! ¶ S QJ #1O31, Mr. 536 ¶¶ DQA #2362 (A *tæe2~pa! ' c a tch ,
embrace; armful').
2319. *{t''''}ebÅ (≠  *t''''em[b]V?) 'ruminant (antelope, cervid)' >  HS:
WCh {Stl.} *ta2bV(-r) 'gazelle' >  AG: Su {J} ta2^p 'crested duiker', Ang
{Flk.} te2p, {ChC} tep 'antelope', Gmy latap, Kfr {Nt.} tap id. » ? NrBc
{Sk.}: P’ tambura, Sir t‰mb‰ri, Jmb tamur, Mbr tambur, Kry tambu_r
'gazelle' ¶ Stl. ZCh 161 [#153], ChC s.v. 'antelope', J S 84, Flk. s.v. te2p,
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Sk. NB 1O  SC: Grw c'efelu 'reedbuck', Kz c'efeluko 'Thomson's gazelle '
¶ E SC 354 (SC *t~+t~ 'efelu > pRt *cefelu 'small antelope') || U *tewa4 ' e lk ,
reindeer' >  F teva 'male elk' »» Hg tehe1n, ∆  tehen, teje1n 'cow', †
'cattle'  Sm {Jn.} *t+c>‰¥\ '(domestic) reindeer' >  Ne T ty tÈ∏, Ne F tÈ∏,
Ng {Mik.} ta2, En {Mik.} tÈa, {Ter.} tea, Kms {KD} tæo, Mt {Hl.} t‰[:]ga4 ( M t
{Mll.}: M ti!gga4, K de1ge, T ta4!ga4 'rangifer ferus', Mt T {Pl.} tagoe
'Cervus tarandus, olen∆ ' = 'Rangifer tarandus'); cds.: Slq UTz {Hl.} o2£ta4
'domesticated reindeer', mac1in o2£ta4 'wild reindeer (mac1i  'forest, woods ' )
¶ Hl.'s recontruction of the Sm √  as an unambiguous *c>‰¥\ is hardly
justified ¶¶ Coll. 62, UEW 522-3, Jn. 155. Hl. M # 1OO1 || A: T {Md.}
*tæeba4, {†ADb.} *teba4 'camel' >  OT [ThS II] teba4, OT QU [MhK] {Cl.}
ta4va4y, OT Og [MhK] {Cl.} da4wa4y ≠ da4wa4∏, XwT XIV teva4, MQp XIII-XIV
tewe2 ≠ dewe2, Cmn XIV to4ve, Tk deve, Az da4va4, CrTt, Qry deve ≠ teve
≠ tu4ye, Tkm du4ye, VTt, Bsh dÁºya4, Blq, Nog, Qzq, qq tu4ye, Uz tuya, ET, Ln
to4ga4, Qrg, Alt to4∏, SY te ≠ ti, Xk tibe tibe, Tv tæewe, Tf tæEb!e, Chv t´ve,
Slr to4u4\va4 'camel', Yk taba 'reindeer'»» Chv L te€ve tÁve, Chv H tÁºve
'camel', Blgh ı Hg teve 'camel' ¶ Cl. 447-8, Shch. Zh 1O3-4, ET VGD
313-5, Mng. WK, BT 156, Ra. 233, Md. 96, 178, Jeg. 244, Fed. II 211, Rs.
W 468, DTS 556 ¶ The initial cns. tæ- in Tv and Tf suggests pT *tæ-,
though ADb. (Ttd 51) finds that in roots with a medial voiced obs t ruen t
the opposition *t…-≠*tæ- is neutralized  M (π T?): WrM temegen,
HlM t´m´´(n), Kl tem´n 'camel'; M ı Sln t‰m´g´%, Orc, Nn t‰m‰,
WrMc temen 'camel' ¶ STM II 235 ˚ The appearance of m in NrBc
and M has no explanation so far.
232O. € *t''''obV 'teat' > HS: WS *t'ub[V]y- (≠ *0t'ib[V]y-?) ' teat '  >  Ar
tœuby- ≠ tœiby- 'teats of animals', Gz t‰b, Tgy t'ub 'teat', Tgr t'ub ' b reas t ,
teat', d.: Ar {BK} √tœby 'avoir les pis bien à bas' (a she-camel); S
*°√t'bw > Gz √t'bw G  (js. y´-t'bu2) 'suck (the breast), suck milk', Tgr
√t'bw, Tgy pf. t'Aba id.; WS *≤wat'[V]b- > Ar watœb- 'outre à lait, sein t r è s
developpé', 'protuberant woman’s breast', Mh {Jo.} wo2t'‰b ' t ea t ,
nipple', Hrs {Jo.} H-a2t'‰b ' teat' , Jb C {Jo.} ≤Et'‰b 'teat of a camel', Sq {L}
≤?at5ab 'pis' ¶ BK II 58-9, 1561, Ln. 1829-3O, Hv. 427, 878, L G 587, L
LS 57, LH 616, Bsn. 913, Jo. M 433, Jo. H 138, Jo. J 294, MiK I #1 .277
|| A (*°tæob-): M *tobc>i 'nipple (?), button' >  MM [MA, IM] {Pp.} tobc7i
'button', WrM tobci, HlM tov¢ 'button; nipple, teat', WrO tobc7i
'button, nipples', Br tobwo 'button, nipple', Kl tov¢, Ord {Ms.}
dòobòc7æi, Mnr H {T} debc7i, {SM} dòi¢es1Z1òi, Mnr M {T} to˝c7i, Dx tîZ7î
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'button' ¶ MED 81O, Krg. 5O1, KRS 499, SM 54, T 328, Pp. MA 35O,
448, T DnJ 136, Ms. O 14, Chr. 423 ˚  Valid only if the pr imary
meaning of M *tobc >i  is 'nipple, teat' rather than 'button'.
232Oa. *t''''u 6 666bV 'thin, small, of short stature' > HS: EC: pSam {Hn.}
*d'u2ban- ' thin '  > Sml dßu2ban- 'be thin' ('essere sottile\magro\snello'), Bn
{Hn.} d'u2a 'thin'; Dsn {To.} da!d'ab- 'become thin' ¶ Hn. 58, DSI 182, To.
DL 49O  S: Ar tœibb-at- (pl. tœibab-) 'oblong piece of land \ cloth \
cloud', tœibba2n-at- 'longue bande de cuire \ d’étoffe; longue bande d e
terre\nuage que l’on voit s’étendre sur l’horizon'  Ar tœafa2f-at- ' pe t i t e
quantité, un peu', tœafïf- 'peu nombreux' ¶ BK II 51, 87, Hv. 425 || D
(att. in KK) *°tup- > Kui tßup 'short, dwarfish', tßupri 'short', tßupura ' a
short man\boy', Ku tu2pla 'short', tupla  'dwarf' ¶ D #2963  || A: Tg: Lm:
Sk to$ ∏b‰ç‰, Ol to$b´r‰k‰k‰n ≠ to$ ∏b´r‰kk´n 'dwarf', Ol to$b´N‰, O to$ ∏b‰N‰n,
Sk to$ ∏b‰n1‰ 'of short stature, dwarfish' ¶ STM II 2O1.
2321. (€?) *t''''u 4 444bV (or *t ''''ubÉ?) 'calm, quiet, (?) even' >  U: FU *tu4wV
'calm, quiet' >  F tyven, Es tu4ve 'calm, quiet' ('ruhig, still') »» ObU
{Ht.} *to4∏˝´n >  pVg *ta4Æw´nt 'Ruhe, Stille' >  Vg: T tu4we2t!, LK ta4∏w´t, UL
ta$:Ban¢nòt, Ss/Sg tawant; pOs *te˝´n ≠ *to4˝´n 'still' ({∫Hl.} *ta4Æ˝´n ≠
*tO4Æ˝´n) >  Os: V/Vy teG´n, Ty ta$ÆGW´n, Y ta$Æw´n, K tewin, Nz/Kz/O
tew´n ¶ UEW 525-6, Sm. 55O (FU *tiwa4 'calm, deep' > FP *tiva4, Ugr
*tI"ga4) (both UEW and Sm. do not distinguish between this √  and FU
*tu4wV 'deep' <  N *t''''u 4 444b÷Å 'deep', q.v.), Coll. 12O, Ht. #626 || A
(*°tæu4bV): M *tu4b- Ï *tu4bsin 'even, straight, calm' >  MM [MA, HI]
tu4bs7in 'even, straight', [S] tubs1in tukel 'ruhig, friedlich', tubs1in
XariXu 'in Frieden heimkehren', WrM tu4bsin, HlM t¥vwin ' level,
even, peaceful, calm', {Kow.} 'tranqillement', Kl tøvw¥n 'peaceful(ly),
quiet', Kl Ö {Rm.} tu4ws7n= 'glatt, eben, friedlich, ruhig; Frieden, Ruhe' ,
tu4ws7id´-x´ 'ruhiger, milder werden, sanftmütig sein\werden', MM [HI]
tu4bs7i√erit 'pacifier'; M *tu4bkine- >  WrM tu4bkine- {Kow.} 'apaiser ,
radoucir', {Gl.} 'appease, pacify, establish calm (usmirit∆ , ukrotit∆,
vodvorit∆  spokojstvie)', Kl Ö {Rm.} tu4pkn=-x´ 'sich besänftigen,
beruhigen, sanfmütig werden'; M *tu4btu4 > WrM {Kow.} tu4btu4
'straight, sincere', Kl {Rm.} tu4pt´-x´ 'sanft, ruhig, mild werden' ¶ KW
415-7, MED 848-9, Gl. III 236-7, Kow. 19O7-9, KRS 511, H 153, Ms. H
1O3, Pp. MA 357-8 || ??σ HS: S *°√t'bb >  amb Ar √tœbb G  (pf. tœabba)
'traiter (qn.) avec douceur', 'act kindly\mildly' (coalesced [1] with Ar
√tœbb v. 'be intelligent; être habile, savant', akin to Sr √t'bb v. ' m a k e
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inquiry, inform oneself, be informed', Sb t5bb v. 'teach, proclaim', Gz
√t'bb v. 'be wise, prudent', and Sq {L} t5eb v. 'know', as well as [2] with
Ar √tœbb  v. 'treat medically', possibly akin to Jb √t'bb  v. 'cut the skin o f
a slaughtered goat') ¶ Fr. III 36, BK II 5O-1, Hv. 425, BGMR 152, Jo. J
274, L LS 198, Ls CDG 585, JPS 165, Br. 265 ¶ The adduction of Ar √tœbb
'traiter avec douceur' is valid unless it is a sd. from √tœbb 'be wise' ˚ IS
SS 317 [#1.14] (FU, M *tu4b 'quiet').
2322. *t ''''ué€ibV  'reed, stick' > HS: S: Ak t5ubu6 '(∈ ) reed' ¶ Sd. 1 3 9 3
 ?φ  EC (mt.?) *?ut[u]b- 'pole', {Ss.} *?utb- 'roofpole' >  Sml udub 'po le ,
pillar, post', Sml N u!dub  'roofpole, tentpole', Rn {PG} u!tu~b 'curved h o u s e
pole', Or {Grg.} utuba2 'central pole that supports roof beams', Or B / O
{Sr.} utuba2, Or Wt utuwa2 'poles, long thick sticks', Arr {Hw.} ?utu!b
'centre-pole of a house' ¶ Ss. PEC 57, Abr. S 242, PG 286-7, Grg. 391, Sr.
39, Hw. A 344 || IE: [1] NaIE *twïb≈-, *tub≈- 'hollow as a r e e d '
('röhrenartig hohl') >  Gk si$fvn 'tube, pipe, siphon (used for drawing
wine out of the cask)', 'service-pipe for water in houses', Gk [Hs.]
sifno1ß : keno1ß ({P} 'hollow') »» L t°bia 'pipe, fife, flute; shinbone ' ,
tuba 'straight war-trumpet', tubus 'pipe, tube', Osc ı VL *tufa,
*tufus  'tube, horn (musical instrument)' >  Romance lgs.: It Tr tof 'Öse ' ,
Srd L tuva 'Höhlung im Mühlstein', Port tufo 'Öffnung zum Ablassen
des Wassers', Sp Mrg tufo  'end of an axle', It STs tufa, It Sr tofa, It Ab
tof´ 'shepherd’s horn', It Np tof´ 'bugle-horn' ¶ L t°bia may go b a c k
to a merger of IE *twïb≈- and IE *(s)teyb≈- 'stalk' (>  OCS stÁblÁ id.,
etc.) ¶ WP I 751, P 11O2, WH II 68O, 712, F II 713, ML ##8964, 8969  
[2] ?σ NaIE *d≈eu\b≈-/*d≈ub≈- 'sharp stick, pin, wedge' >  Gk [Hs.] ty1foi :
sfh6neß 'wedges' »» Gmc: Sw, NNr dubb 'pin', NGr Trl Tuppe ' large
piece of wood'; (dim.): OHG tubil 'plug', tubili 'dowel', MHG
tu4bel, MLG do4vel 'Dübel, Pflock' (ı  NHG Du4bel ≠ Do4bel 'peg ,
pin'), MDt do4vel 'peg, plug, pin, dowel', NE dowel ¶ P 26, EI 6 3 8
(≤d≈ub≈o-s 'wedge, peg'), F II 95O, Hlq. 16O, Kb. 1O43, OsS 965, Lx. 2 3 3 ,
KM 145 || A: M: WrM toibur, HlM {MED} tojvor 'stick, cane ,
crutch' ({Gl.} 'kostyl∆ , kl√ka , bagor ') ¶ MED 819, Gl. III 149, Kow.
1582  ?φ Tg: WrMc {Z} teben, teben moo 'prop, support', {Hr.}
teben moo 'Stützholz' (moo is 'tree as timber, log') ¶ STM II 225, Z
722, Hr. 894 || Gil: Gil A tæif 'reed' ¶¶ ST 381 || ?φ  D *tu2{pp}V /
*tu2mp[V] ({†GS} *t-) 'tube, hole' >  Kn tu2bu 'tube of an ea r -o rnament '
(but Kn tu2bu 'nave of a wheel' is a loan from Mrt tu%ba2 id. <  OI {Tu.}
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*tumba-), Tl tu2paramu 'hole', Tm tu2mpu 'tube, sluice, b a m b o o
tube' ¶¶ D #3389, Tu. #5869 ˚  In IE *twïb≈- the incompatibility law
(rejecting a combination of a vl. stop and a voiced aspirate in the s a m e
√ ) is infringed, which is probably due to the two-syll. distance be tween
*t''''- and *-b-  in the N word (and presumably in the Pre-IE root) a n d
possibly to the presence of a cns. between them. But in IE *d≈eu\b≈- (if i t
belongs here) the obligatory as. does operate, probably due to a kind o f
phonetic reduction (in prosodic conditions that were different f r o m
those of *twïb≈-?) ˚  The short vw. of the first syll. and the long vw. o f
the second syll. in Ak may be explained if Ak t5ubu6 goes back t o
*t''''ubVÓV (mt. from N *t ''''ué€ibV) ˚  The M vw. *o for the expected *u
is still to be explained.
2323. € *t''''áb÷3333{Ë} 'to fill' > A *°tæe+a4b{Ë} v. 'load, convey in a carriage;
fill' >  Tg *tebu- id. >  Ewk t‰w(u)-, Ewk I tup- ≠ t‰p- v. 'put into, load,
fill, stuff (with sth.)', Lm t‰w(u)-, Nn B t‰u- v. 'load, fill, stuff', Neg
t‰w-, t‰wu- 'id., Orc t‰wu-, t‰u-, Ork t‰w(w)‰-, t‰u- v. 'load, s tuff ' ,
Ud t‰u- v. 'load, pour in', Ul t‰u-c7i- v. 'load', WrMc tebu-  v. 'load, p u t
a load (on the shoulders, on a carriage), fill (a vessel)' ¶ Ci. 168, STM II
224-5  M *teGe- v. 'load; convey, transport' > WrM tege-, tegege-,
HlM t´´- id., MM te√e- [S] v. 'load (on a vehicle)', [HI] 'charrier', O r d
tæe2- v. 'convey, transport; carry (a foetus in one’s womb)', Kl tee- te2-
'carry, convey\transport', {Rm.} id., v. 'load' ¶ MED 792, H 147, Ms. O
654, Ms. H 1OO, KRS 489-9O, KW 395 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #233O (A *tæebV ' t o
put' > Tg *teb-, M *teGe-) || HS: WS *√t'b÷ 'fill' >  Ar √tœb÷ G  ' empl i r ,
remplir (une mesure, un vase, une outre)', Jb √t'b÷  G  (pf. Jb C t'O2÷, Jb E
t'e2÷) v. 'drink more than enough', Jb E √t'b÷ Sh  (pf. Et'≤ba÷) 'make so .
drink too much milk', s>‰t'≤ba÷ v. 'drink plenty, too much' (this Jb ve rb
was influenced by √t'b÷ v. 'drink straight from the source') ¶ BK II 5 3 ,
Jo. J 274, Jo. M 4O5  ? C: Bj {R} -tib pcv. 'fill' (1s: p. a≤tib, p r s .
an≤t°b), -ta2b 'be full' (1s: p. a≤ta2b, prs. ≤ata2bi) ¶ R WBd 22O ˚  In
some Tg lgs. there may be infl. of Tg *te2b- v. 'put (stellen)' <  N *t''''ap''''V
(= *t ''''ap ''''i?) 'to put' (q.v.) ||| An alt. (and less plausible) comparison: N
€ *t''''áp{Ë} 'to fill' >  A: Tg *tebu- v. 'load, fill' || HS: Bj {R} -ta2b v. ' b e
full', -tib v. 'fill', a≤ta2b 'full'  S *√t'pp v. 'be full' >  Ak MA {Sd.}
t5appu 'filled (gefüllt)', MHb {Lv.} pp. Fufy1 t5a2≤p3u2p3 'full', Ar {BK}
√tœff Sh  v. 'fill up, remplir entièrement (un vase, la mesure)' ¶ BK II
87, Hv. 433, Lv. II 182-3, Sd. 1379-8O  ?φ  Ch: Hs tu!mfa2~ye2! v. 'fill;
become full' ¶ Abr. H 898 ¶¶ OS #2481 (*t 'u(m)f-  'fill, be full': S, Hs).
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2324. *t ''''ub÷V  'lake; natural depression filled with water' >  K *t'ba (<
**t'wba?) ≠ *t'ub- 'ravine, lake' (×  N *t''''u 4 444b÷Å 'deep'??) >  OG, G t'ba-
'lake', Lz t'oba-, t'iba- 'lake, pond', Sv {K} t'ub(a)- 'ravine, lake', Sv {TK}:
UB/Ln t'uba4, Ln t'´⁄ba4, L t'uba 'puddle, swamp'; ? Sv {Ni.} t'wib 'river', Sv
UB {GP} t'wib 'ravine with a rivulet, runnel', Sv UB/LB/L {TK} t'wib
'ravine, gorge' ¶¶ K 179 and K2 185 (*t'ba 'lake'), TK 719-2O, GP 26O,
Ni. s.v. ríka , GP 26O; GM S 114-5 and GM SAKS 43 (anaptyctic o i n
Zan) ¶¶ The variant *tub- is represented in Sv (t'wib- <  *t'ub-i), while
the variant *t'b- may go back to *t'wb-, like in the √  *g[w]s-/*gus- v.
'web' (with *g[w]s- > G ksov-, w  K 67) or in other cases of *ÇwÇ >  *ÇÇ
supposed by K: *k'wm- v. 'emit smoke' >  G k'm- v. 'burn incense ' ,
*rkwm- >  G rkm- v. 'cover', *swm- >  G sm- v. 'stroke with the hand ,
smear', *t'izwn=- >  G *t'izn- v. 'lice', *t'ik'wn=- >  G t'ik'n- v. ' l eap ' ,
*warcXwn=- > G varcXn- v. 'comb', *tkwlep- >  G tklep- v. 'eat greedily,
gobble' || HS: NrOm: BMa {SSW} tå~wE! 'lake' ¶ SiW ABK 17  S *°t'ib÷- >
Ar [Qam.] {Fr.} tœib÷- 'fluvius; vadum aquae', {BK} 'fleuve, gué', {Hv.}
'river' ¶ Fr. III 38, BK II 54, Hv. 426 || IE: NaIE *d≈eu\b- ≠ (with a nasal
infix) *dhumb-  'depression in the ground (filled with water)' (×  *d≈ewb-
'deep' <  N *t ''''u 4 444b÷Å  id.) >  Ilr dy1briß 'sea' »» MHG tumpf 'pool, puddle ' ,
OHG tumpfilo 'shallow place (Untiefe); whirlpool', MHG tu4mpfel
'deep place in water, Strudel', NHG Tu4mpel 'deep place in water ' ,
'pool of stagnant water', NE lc dump 'a deep hole in the bed of a
river\pond' »» Lt duburyﬁs ≠ du2buryﬁs, du~buras 'pit, depress ion
filled with water', dumburyﬁs id. ¶ P 267-8, Kb. 1O45, OsS 969, Lx.
234, KM 796, OED III 714, ≈ Frn. 1O8 || U *towV 'lake, pond' >  FU:
pPrm {LG} *tu$ > Z, Vt tÈ 'lake' »» pObU {Hl.} *to"w+˝ 'lake' >  pVg *tO"w >
Vg T to2; pOs *to"˝ ({∫Hl.} *tu"˝) id. > Os: V/Vy/Ty to"˝, Y/K to"w, D te"w,
Nz tu"w, O tuw id. » Hg to1 (accus. tavat) 'lake, pond'  Sm {Jn., Hl.}
*to 'lake' > Ne T to, {Lh.} to2, Ne F {Lh.} to2 ± toU\, En {Ter., Mik.} to; ? Ng
{Mik.} d. ≤turku (<  {Jn.} *to-rkaº); Slq Tz {KKIH} to2, Slq Tm {KD} tu2; Kms
{KD} tæu, Koyb {Sp.} to; Mt {Hl.} *toh id. (Mt: K {Pl.} doh, {Mll.} do, M
{Sp.} toa, M/T {Mll.} to) ¶¶ UEW 533, Coll. 62, Sm. 54O (U *toxÈ
'lake' > FU, FP *tuxi, Ugr *tu"gI", Sm *to), MF 635, Ht. #62O, LG 2 9 2 ,
Jn. 164, KKIH 186, Hl. M #1O43 || A: T *t[æ]uba, {†ADb.} *tuba ' d e e p
lake, deep place in a lake/river' (infl. of N *t''''u 4 444b÷Å 'deep') >  Chv ta€pa
t¥bòa 'deep place in a river\lake (omut )', MsTt, VTt TYK/TYT, Bsh ∆
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t¥ºba id., 'deep place (pu¢ina , omut )', VTt U t¥ºba 'deep lake wi thout
outlet with steep banks; swampy river-bed that is without water in d r y
years', Qq tuba 'backwater (zavod∆ )' ¶ Ash. XIV 282, IS MS 336, TTDS
416, BR 529, KrkR 653 ˚ In IE and K this N word coalesced with N
*t''''u 4 444b÷Å 'deep' (because of the merger of N *u  and *u 4444), the meaning
'lake' being interpreted as 'a deep depression filled with water'. But i n
U and T, where *u  and *u 4444 did not merge, the distinction between N
*t''''ub÷V 'lake; natural depression' and N *t''''u 4 444b÷Å 'deep' has b e e n
preserved (althogh there is semantic infl. of N *t''''u 4 444b÷Å on N *t''''ub÷V)
˚ U *o (for the expected *u) is still to be explained ˚  Cf. IS MS 3 3 6
s.v. 'glubokij ' ('deep') *t5ubÿ (?IE *d≈ewb/p- 'deep', T *t[æ]uba
'omut ', U *tuwV 'lake', D *tuvV v. 'dip in', K *t'(u)ba 'deep, lake') ˚ ≈
Gr. II #231 (*to  'lake') (U, J, Ai, Gil).
2325. *t''''Ëb÷3333V 'hoof, (finger-\toe-)nail, sole of the foot, heel' > HS:
EC: Af {PH} dßib÷i (pl. dßi!bi÷), {R} ti≤bi÷, Rn da!dda~b 'heel', ? Arr {Hw.} te!b
'foot, spoor' ¶ PH 91, R A II 115, Hw. A 396, PG 1OO  ? Ch: WCh: DfB
{J} ta~mba~ 'sole (Sohle)', ta~mba~ ti saku!r 'sole of the foot', Bks {J} ta~5ba~-i
sa6y 'sole of the foot (with the heel)', ta~5ba~-i ra^ 'palm of the hand' »»
ECh: Kbl {Cp.} ta~ba&, Kwn M {J} taba 'foot' ¶ ChC s.v. 'foot', J R 146, 2 2 1 ,
OS #2347  ?φ Eg NK tbs 'heel' >  DEg tbs >  Cpt: Sd Tvs tibs, B
†Ivs t˙ibs id. ¶ EG V 262, Er. 625, Vc. 211 ¶¶ OS #2347 (C, Ch) (pHS
*tab-/*tib-) || U *°top[p]a (or *°s7op[p]a) >  Sm {Jn.} *topaº, {Hl.} *topa
'hoof' ('Klaue, Huf') >  Ne T toba 'hoof', Nn T O {Lh.} to2bòa", Ne F L {Lh.}
to2p;a" 'Klaue, Huf' » Slq: Tz {KKIH} topÈ, {Cs.} tope 'foot', Nr {Cs.} tob,
Ke toppa, NP toppe 'foot' » Mt K {Hl.} *toha+o ({Pl.} tohoto` 'hoof') ¶
Ter. 664, Lh. 492, KKIH 185, Cs. 148, 225, Hl. M #1O44 || A {SDM97}
*tæu4 !pæo 'hoof, (finger-\toe-)nail' >  NaT {S, SDM95} *tæubn1ak 'hoof' >  OT
QU [MhK] {Cl.} tuya˝, MU tuynaq, MQp tuyaq ≠ tuynaq, XwT tuynaq ≠
tunyaq, Chg tuwa˝, Osm XIV-XVI duynaq ≠ tuynaq ≠ dîynaq ≠ tîynaq, Tk
toynak ≠ duynak, Tkm toynaq, Chg {Rl., Bu.} ·"vT tuva˝, {Bu.}
Œ'NY0vT tuynaq ≠ œ'YT t{u}yaq, ET {BN, Jr.} tuvaq, {Rl.} œ"vvT
tuvaq, {Nj.} œ'YvuT tuyaq, ∆  œ"v…vuT tuvaq, ET ∆  {KtnM} tubaq, ET Kc
{LCq} tuwa2q, Uz tue≥˚ tuyåq, VTt, Bsh t¥ºyaq, Qry, Qmq, Blq, Nog, Qq,
Qrg tuyaq, Qzq tu"yaq, StAlt tujgak tuy˝aq, QK (B, Rl.}, Sg {Rl.}, Q c
{Rl.}, Qb {Rl.} tuy˝aq, Xk tuj©ax tuy˝aX, SY {Ml.} tuya˝ ≠ tuyu˝- ≠
tîyî˝, Tv du√g dòuyu˝, Yk {Pek.} tuj_ax tuy%aX ¶ Cl. 519, Rs. W 4 9 9 -
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5OO, ≈ TL 147 (adduces a  misquoted Slr "cæîna˝" for cæîrnaX that d o e s
not belong here, see  Tn. S 3O5), S AJ 179, TrR 252, 868, Rl. III 1 4 2 4 ,
1435, BIG 239, B DLT 2O9, BT 157, BN 58, Nj. 34O, RUjS 5O8, Jr. 3 1 7 ,
Mng. G 8O8, Ml. ZhU 124, 128, Bu. I 41O ¶ The rec. of *-b- in *tæubn1ak
is suggested by ET tubaq ± tuvaq ± tuwa2q and by Chg {Rl., Bu.} ·"vT.
But ADb. (TL 147) reconstructs the pT √  as *tæuyNak  ppM **tu{B}ur >
pM tu˝ur 'hoof' (× N *t''''VP3333ÂV ≠ *t''''VÂP3333V '∈  part of the foot', ' foo t ' ,
q.v. ffd.)  Tg *°t{u4}pa 'fingernail' >  Orc tipa id.; Ï Tg *tu4p-ken 'nai l
(clavis)' >  Ewk tipk‰n  'wooden nail, peg', Sln tikk‰2su%, {Iv.} tebko≤sun,
Lm tipkin ± tipk‰n ± tipkir 'wooden nail; stake (kol)', Neg tipk‰2n, O r c
tipp‰ (<  *tipk‰2n), Nn Nh tukp‰%, Nn KU tipk´%, Nn B tufk‰(n-), O r k
tukp´/-n- ≠ tupk‰/-n- 'nail (clavis)', Ud tikp‰ / tikp‰n-, Ul tukp‰ /
tukp‰n- 'nail, peg' ¶ STM II 185-6  pKo {S} *to~ph 'fingernail' >  MKo
to~p≈, Ko Chj t≈op id., Ko Ph/PhN/Kw (and StNKo) son-t≈op, Chs Lson
Lt≈op, Ks/Sl son t≈o!p, Hm so^n t≈op 'fingernail' (lit. 'hand nail', because
son means 'hand') ¶ S AJ 252 [#13], S QK #13, Nam 459, MLC 17O8 
?φ pJ {S} *tu!ma!-i\ 'fingernail, claw' >  OJ tu!me!, J: T cu~me, K/Kg cu!me, Ns
c7i~mÈ!, Sh c7i!mi~, Ht sÈ~òmòi~, Y m=~mi! ¶ S AJ 268 [#93], S QJ #93, Mr. 555 ¶ ¶
SDM97 s.v. *tæu!4pæo 'nail, hoof', DQA #24O4 (A *tæi\u"!pæo 'nail [nogot∆],
hoof'), S AJ 278 [#87] (A *tæupæV) ˚  The nasal element in J and WCh
defies explanation so far. Altaic *-pæ- may well go back either to N *-p ''''-
or to *-P÷3333- , but N *-P÷3333- (namely *-b÷ 3333-) is more plausible in the light
of Ch data ˚ Gr. II #65 (*topa  'claw') (U, A, incl. Ko, J).
2326. *t''''u 4 444b÷Å 'deep' >  K *t'ba 'deep' >  Mg t'oba-, t'obo- 'deep', (× N
*t''''ub÷V 'lake; natural depression filled with water'): Sv UB t'wib ± {K}
t'ub(a)- 'ravine' (ffd. see  s.v. N *t ''''ub÷V) ¶¶ K 179 (*t'ba 'lake'), GM S
114-5 and GM SAKS 43 (anaptyctic o in Mg), TK 72O, GP 26O || HS: S
*√t'b÷ v. 'sink deep, be drowned' (×  N *t'''' {a}{p÷}V 'plunge, immerse ' ,
q.v. ffd.) || IE: NaIE *d≈eu\b-  'deep', with a nasal infix: *d≈umb-
'Erdvertiefung' (× N *t ''''ub÷V  '⇑ ') >  Gt diups, ON dju1pr, AS de1op, NE
deep, OSx diop, OHG tiof, NHG tief 'deep'; Gt daupjan, OSx
do6pjan, OHG toufen, NHG taufen 'to baptize', ON deyfa, AS
diepan 'to dip, to baptize', dyppan id. (>  NE dip), ON deypa,
dy1fa, du1fa, AS dy2fan 'to dip', NE dive; MHG tobel, NHG Tobel
'wooded gorge, ravine, gully' »» OIr {Thr.} domuin, W dwfn, Crn
down, MBr {Ern.} doun, Br deun 'deep' (<  *d≈ubni-) »» Lt dubu~s
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'hollow, concave', Ltv do^bjs7 'hollow, deep', Lt du~bti (prs. dumbu~)
'to become hollow\sunken; to stick, to sink', Ltv dubt vi. 'to sink, t o
be hollowed out, to become hollow' » Sl *d¥≤no 'bottom ( o f
river\sea\lake, of vessel)' (<  *d≈ub-no-) > OCS d5no dËno, Blg
d`no, SCr dno Ÿ, Slv dno~, Cz, Slk, P dno, R, Uk dno id. ¶ P 267-8, EI
154 (*d≈eu\b- 'deep'), Fs. 121, Vr. 76, 78, 87, Kb. 1O19, 1O24-5, OsS
939, 942, 947, Lx. 227, Ho. 72-3, 79, 81-2, Ho. S 13, Thr. § 19O, LP §
48, YGM-1 197, Ern. 195, Hm. 153, Frn. 1O8-9, Kar. I 222-3, 234-5; ESSJ
V 174 and Glh. 2O1-2 (in both: Sl *d¥bno with unj. [for the pSl level]
rec. of *b) || U: FU *tu4wa4 'deep' > F syva4 'deep', Es ∆ su4va ± su4va4,
? Es su4gav 'deep, depth', Lv t‰va;, Lv W tiva;, tu4va; 'tief, weit n a c h
innen' » pLp {Lr.} *t‰ve2 'deep; the water far out, deep water' >  Lp: N {N}
da6vve -v- id., 'the deep of the river or fjord', U {Schl.} divve`-, I {It.}
tavve 'die Meerestiefe, das tiefe Meer', Pa {TI} tA˘;vv, T {TI} ta¿vve, Kld
{TI} tA˘vv(´), K {Gn.} toÔivv [t‰˘v4v4] 'open water surface, esp. d e e p
sea', S {Hs.} d. dyvv´ene 'draußen in einem Fjord' »» ?? Chr tu4-, tu4yu4∏-
'outside' ¶ UEW 525-6, Sm. 55O (FU *tiwa4, FP *tiva4, Ugr *tI"ga4
'calm, deep') (UEW and Sm. do not distinguish between this √  and FU
*tu4wV 'calm, quiet' <  N *t''''u 4 444bV [or *t''''ubÉ?] 'calm, quiet, [?] even ' ,
q.v.), Kt. 416, Lr. #1216, Lgc. ##7677, 7877a, Hs. 475-6, TI 578 || A {S}
*°tu4∏pæV >  NaT *t… u4∏p 'bottom (of a river/lake/vessel), bottom, root' >  OT
tu4p, Tk dip/dib- id., VTt, Bsh tÁºp, StAlt tu4p 'bottom (of a
river/lake/vessel), root', ET tu4p 'bottom, root, under', Tkm du4i\p, Az
dib, Ggz dip, Tv dòu4p, Xk tu4p id., 'bottom (of a river/lake/vessel)', Qrg,
SY tu4p 'bottom (dno , niz )', Tf dòu$p 'bottom (of a vessel/river)', Chv t´p
± t´ºp id., 'root'  ¶ Cl. 434-5, Ra.178, Rs. W 5O5, TL 1O8-9, ET VGD 3 1 7 -
9, Md. 65, Dr. TM II 652ff., TkR 191, Hüs. 1O6, Ml. ZhU 127, BN 1 5 9 ,
Nj. 326-7, BT 162, S AJ 194 [#2O7], ADb. Ttd 54 ¶¶ S AJ 289 [#316], ≠
SDM95 s.v. *tu2b{i} end, edge' (includes T *t…u4∏p 'bottom', cp. N *to6666 {p ' '''}á
'head, top') ˚ In many lgs. (IE, K) the reflexes of this N word coalesced
with those of N *t ''''ub÷V  'lake; natural depression filled with water'. But
in U and T, where N *u  and *u 4444 did not coalesce, the distinction be tween
N *t ''''u 4 444b÷Å  'deep' and N *t''''ub÷V '⇑ ' has been preserved. In IE (Gmc a n d
Blt) the reflexes of this N word may have been semantically unf luenced
by the paronymous reflexes of N *t'''' {a}{p÷}V 'plunge, immerse'. In pA
there is mte. from the initial cns. to the word-medial one. In IE the cns .
*d≈- for the expected *t- may be due to the pre-IE incompatibility law
(ruling out roots with emph. vl. +  vd. cnss. [> IE vl. + vd. aspirate]). The
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length of the vw. in T is due to the presence of an additional cns. (N *÷ )
˚  Cf. IS MS 336 s.v. 'glubokij ' ('deep') *t5ubÿ (?IE, T, U *tuwV
'lake', D *tuvV v. 'dip in', K *t'(u)ba 'deep, lake'), S AJ 289 (A, IE).
2327. ? i  *t''''a 4 444bÓa or *t''''abÓÉ 'trample, kick, crumple, press' >  HS: B
*°√tbb (×  N *t''''a{p''''}É 'squeeze, press') >  Ah ´tb´b 'se serrer dans ses
vêtements, être serré dans ses vêtements' ¶ Fc. 1882  C: SC: ?? Alg {E}
c'obo?ot- v. 'melt', C ı Mb -si!bi v. 'wring' (× N *t''''a{p''''}É '⇑ ') ¶ E SC 1 7 6
(equates Alg, Mb, and Dhl; reconstructs SC *t'u2 !b- v. 'squeeze out') || IE
{EI} *depÓ- > NaIE *dep≈- 'trample, push, knead, strike' (× N *dap''''[V]˝V
≠ *da˝op''''V 'push' [q.v.]) >  Arm toπem top≈em 'I strike' »» Gk de1fv
vt. 'soften by working with the hand (kneten, walken)' »» Sl *de7b- (inf.:
{ESSJ} de7bati, 1s prs. de7boß) v. ' s t r ike '  >  Cz de7bati 'to srike, to lash', R
Ps dåbat∆ 'to break', SCr † deŸpi•m / deŸpiti (ip. de!pati) v.
'strike'; ? Sl *deptati >  P deptac1 'to tread upon, Cz deptati id., ' t o
oppress' ¶ IE *d- rather than *t- due to the pre-IE incompatibility law
(ruling out roots with emph. + vd. [> IE vl. + vd. aspirate]) ¶ WP I 786, P
2O3, EI 55O (*depÓ- 'strike'), Slt. 389, Tls. 85, F I 37, SPS III 159, Brü.
87, ESSJ IV 225 || U i  *tappV v. 'trample', 'strike with one’s foot' (× N
*t ''''ab[V]qa  'hit, strike' ×  N *dap '''' [V]˝V  ≠ *da˝op''''V 'push' × N *t''''a{p ''''}É
'squeeze, press') >  pMr *tapa- >  Er/Mk tapa- 'zertreten, niedertreten' »
Prm i  *tap- 'trample, press; flap (xlopnut∆ )' >  Z i  tapkÈ- 'flap', ' s t r ike
with one’s hoof' (of a horse), 'walk slowly', tapyav-nÈ 'walk with sof t
quiet steps', Vt i  tapÈrtÈ- 'stamp one’s fee t '  »» Hg i  tapos- ' t r e a d
(on/down), trample', tapod-  'treten, zertreten'   Sm: Ne T i  ta€pa€r-
v. 'kick, push with one’s foot', Ne O {Lh.} tapar- 'mit dem Fuß t re ten ,
stoßen', Slq Tz {KKIH} tappal- 'kick, strike with the foot (pnut∆ ,
lågnut∆ )', {Erl.} tapÈr- 'mit dem Fuß stoßen', Slq {Cs.}: B taper-, Ke
ta2ber-, Nr tabar- 'stoßen' ¶¶ UEW 5O9, MF 613-4, LG 278, TmK 6 7 1 ,
Ker. II 164, Lh. 449, KKIH 179, Erl. 251, Ter. 5O9, Cs. 146, 286 || A i
*tæa4pæV (≠ *t…a4pæV?) > T *tæa4p- v. 'kick, stamp, clap' (× N *t''''ab[V]qa '⇑ ' )
>  OT ta4p- v. 'kick, stamp, clap', MT XIV [IM] da4p-, Tkm da4p-, da4pin-, Tk
tep-  v. 'kick' (of horses)', Osm {Rl.}, Chg {Rl.} da4p- 'mit Füssen t r e ten ,
ausschlagen (von Pferden)', Ggz tep- 'kick, strike with the feet', Az ta4p-
v. 'stop up; felt (valenki, felt boots)', ta4pik 'a kick (pinok )' (*t… >  T k m
d- in *ÇVp-roots, w  ADb. Ttd 54), XT dEp-, Qzq, Qrg, Uz, StAlt tep-, StXk
tep-/-b- tep-/-b-, Sg t¡p-/-b- tip-/-b-, VTt, Bsh tÁp-/-b-, ET ta4p-,
Tv tæe<p-/tæe<v-er, Tf tæe<pæ-, Yk ta4p- v. 'kick' ('pinat∆, lågat∆ '), Chv
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tap- tap/bò- v. 'kick, push' ¶ IS AD 43 [#8] (mentions a Tv variant
•de<v-, not confirmed by Tv dictionaries), Cl. 435, TrR 85O, Rl. III 11O8-
9, 1687, TL 394, TvR 4O9, Ra. 234, Jeg. 23O, ADb. Ttd 55-6, BIG 2 2 3 ,
225, Fed. II 171-2  M *teyire- > WrM teire-, HlM t´jr´-x v. ' k i ck
with the hind legs, kick back', Ord {Ms.} tæïr- 'kick with the hind leg', Kl
{Rm.} tïr- id., {KRS} tiir- tïr- id., 'kick with the foot' (pinat∆ ,
lågat∆så )', Brt tiir´- 'trample the ground (utaptyvat∆)'  ? M
{DQA} *°tu4bu4- > WrM tu4ber- v. 'stamp the feet, trample underfoot' ¶
MED 797, 848, Ms. O 662, KRS 498, KW 396 (Kl tïr- < *tewire-), Chr,
422  Tg *°tebb- (or *°tepp-?) >  Lm t´b¥k- 'press\squeeze (sth. juicy)';
i  Tg *tepte- 'trample down' >  Ewk t‰pt‰- id., Nn t‰p‰t‰- 'dance' (n.), ?
Lm t‰ps‰Nnï- 'trample ground on the same place, mark time' ¶ STM II
224 ¶¶ IS AD 5O, Pp. AU 1OO ¶¶ M *tu4bÉr- v. 'stamp the feet, t r ample
under foot',  Tg *tu2b- v. 'step, trample' (> Ewk tu2w-, Lm to$—- id., Neg
tu 2asan  'track'), and pJ *tu!mpu!- 'trample, destroy' (>  J T cu~bu-s- id., ltOJ
tu!bu!ra-, J T cu~bu 'be trampled, destroyed', w  S QJ #1197, Mr. 772) m a y
either belong to a different etymon or have a labialized vw. due to t h e
infl. of the labial cns. ¶¶ ≠ DQA #239O (A *tæi\o"!pæe ' t rample '  > T, M, J )
|| ?i  D *tapp- ({†AD} *dabb-) v. 'strike, beat' (× N *t''''ab[V]qa ' h i t ,
strike', q.v. ffd.) ˚  *a in U *tappV is probably due to vowel ha rmony
(N *-a4444...a > U *a...V). One of two possible pN reconstructions is
*t''''abÓÉ (suggesting that A *a4 is due to regr. as.: *-a...É > A *a4...V) ˚
The et. is qu. because such onomatopoeic words and roots may have
originated independently in different descendant families a n d
subfamilies. M *d-  (for *t-) in *debse-  is still to be explained (as.?).
2327a. *t''''ab[V]qa 'hit, strike' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'kill') >  HS: S
*√t'bX v. 'slaughter' (‘  v. 'cook') >  Ak √t'bX (inf. t5aba2Xu), BHb
√t'bH G  v. 'slaughter, slay, kill off', Ug √t'bX 'sacrificar, degollar', JA
{Trg.} √t'bH v. D , JEA √t'bH v. G  'slaughter, slay', Sr √t'bH G  'slay,
strike', Pun, OA d. t5bÓ 'butcher, cook', Ar ≈b^ √tœbX v. G  'cook', Gz
√t'bH G  (pf. 2B1 t'abHa, js. Y@∫! y´t5ba2Ó [y´t'baH]) v. ' s laughter ,
slay, kill', Tgr/Tgy √t'bH G  'strip off the skin', Sb d. t5bX 'meat', Hr s
√t'bX (pf. t'´bo2X) v. 'cook\boil', Mh √t'bX (pf. ≤t'awb‰X) v. ' cook ' ,
'make a mark' (“  *'slaughter, sacrifice', cp. Gz Sh  ?at'b´Ha v. 'make a n
incision, sacrifice'), Jb √t'bX (Jb E pf. t'O2X, Jb C pf. t'e2X v. 'wrap edible
corms in cow pats and bake'), Jb C t‰b≤Xun 'baked' ¶ Sd. 1235-6, A
#1111, OLS 479, HJ I 419, KB 352-3, KBR 368, HJ 419, Lv. T I 293, Js .
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516, Sl. 492-3, ≈ Br. 267, JPS 166, BK II 52, Jo. M 4O6, Jo. J 274, L G
585-6, LH 615 ¶ EthS *H for the expected *X has not been explained ( a
loanword from a H-lge.?) || U: FV *tappa- v. 'strike' (‘ v. 'kill') (× N
*dap''''[V]˝V ≠ *da˝op''''V 'push' × U i  *tappV v. 'trample' <  N ? i
*t''''a 4 444bÓa or *t''''abÓÉ 'trample, kick, crumple, press') >  F tappa-, Es
tapa-  v. 'kill, slaughter' » pMr *tapa- >  Er/Mk {Ps.} tapa- v. 'strike a n d
wound (or leave a mark)', {KC, PI, ERV} tapa- v. 'break, defeat ( t h e
enemy)', Mk {Ahl.} tapa- 'schlagen, prügeln' » ? i  Chr tapt-as7 ' fo rge
(kovat∆ , otbivat∆)' ¶ UEW 5O9-1O, Ker. II 164, KC 299, PI 266, ERV
645 || A i  *tæa4pæV (≠ *ta4pæV?) >  T *tæa4p- v. 'kick, stamp, clap' (× N ? i
*t''''{a4 444}bÓa '⇑', q.v. ffd) || D *tapp-, {†AD} **dabb- (?) (< **tapÓ-) (× N ? i
*t''''a 4 444bÓa or *t''''abÓÉ '⇑ ') >  Tm tappu v. 'strike, kill', tappai\ 'a blow' ,
Kn dabbe, debbe, d5abbe, d5ebbe 'a blow, stroke', Tl debba id.,
dabbad5incu v. 'slap', Prj tapp- v. 'strike, kill', Knd tap- v. 'strike, h i t '
¶¶ D #3O75 || ?? K: GZ *tkwep-/*tkwip- 'beat, beat up ' (×  N *du6666k{Ë}
'strike, beat', q.v. ffd.) ¶ The cns. *k for the expected *X and t h e
unexpected labialization (*w ) may be due to the heritage of N *du6666k{Ë}
˚  IS MS 33O and IS SS #1.1O (both: i  *t5apæÿ v. 'beat': IE *tep-
'beat\tread', A *tæapV v. 'beat\forge\tread' [T, Tg], U *tappa v. ' b e a t
with feet, tread', D *tapp- v. 'beat', K *t'k'ep-/*t'k'eb- v. 'trample', HS *t'p-
v. 'beat, break, trample'), ‘ BmK 318-9 (*t5ab-/*t5´b-: S, U, D). In
my opinion, we may distinguish here between several N words:
*t''''ab[V]qa 'hit\strike', i  *t''''a{p''''}V 'hit (the target)', *dap''''[V]˝V ≠
*da˝op''''V 'push', (?) i  *t''''{a 4 444}bÓa 'trample, kick, crumple, press', a n d
*t''''a{p ''''}É 'squeeze, press'. In the descendant lgs. the roots going back t o
these words influenced each other, sometimes contaminated a n d
merged. Ideophonic associations could also play a role. U *-pp- < *-bÓ-
(Ó is a vl. lr.) < N *-b[V]q- .
2328. ?φ  € *t''''VbV{L}V 'dip in, immerse' >  K: G t'bor- 'unter Wasser
setzen' ¶ Chx. 1332 || HS: WS *√t'bl v. 'dip in' >  BHb √t'bl G  (ip. -
t'bol) v. 'dip into (a liquid), dive, plunge into', JA [Trg.] √t'bl G  ' d i p
into, bathe', JEA √t'bl  G  vi. 'immerse oneself for ritual purification', vt .
'dip food', Ar {KB} mutœabbal- 'feucht' (not found in the available
dictionaries of Classical Ar), Gz √t'bl G  v. 'wash with holy water', t'abal
'holy water, baptismal water', ? Mh m‰t'b‰lo2t 'hot stones put under a n d
on to dough in a glowing fire' (“  *'hot stones put into water to heat i t
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and to cook food in it') ¶ KB 353, KBR 369, BDB #2881, Lv. T I 293, Js .
517, Sl. 493, L G 586, Jo. M 4O6 ˚  K *r < *{L} still needs investigating.
2329. € *t''''u6 666Ó{c@@@@}V ≠ *du6666Óc6666 ' '''V 'glide, slip' > HS: WS *√t'Ós+c' id. >  Mh,
Hrs √t'hs G , Jb E √t'hs G  v. 'slip, stumble', Jb C Sh  et'≤hes ≠ et'Hes v.
'slip', Ar Y {Goit.} tœuHusœ 'schlüpfrig'; WS *√dÙs6'+c' >  Ar √dHsœ G  'glisser,
trébucher dans un terrain glissant', Sq {L} √dh5dœ (= √dHs6') 'glisser,
trébucher, s’égarer', Gz √dXs6' G  v. 'slip', Jb: E ≤daHas6', C ≤mud≤Has6'
'slippery place' ¶ Jo. M 4O8, L G 128, L LS 125, BK I 675, Goit. 38 || D
{Pf.} *tuc>-Vk- v. 'slip, slide' >  Tl dusuku v. 'slip, slide (as a tied k n o t ,
sth. hold in hand, foot in clay, etc.), dusiki(l)lu v. 'slip, slide', Krx
tus(´ º)g-  v. 'loosed threads that are knit' ¶¶ D #3288, Pf. 74 [#454], Km.
4O3 [#667].
233O. ≈≈ *t''''a 4 444wodV 'be full' > U: FU *ta4wÎe 'full', v. 'fill' >  F ta4ysi
(gen. ta4yden) 'full, filled, whole', Es ta4is (gen. ta4ie) 'full, filled' » pL
{Lr.} *tE2vte2 v. 'fill' >  Lp N {N} dAw…de-/-wd-, Lp S {Hs.} dievtedh,
Lp Vfs {Lgc.} dòÈ\‰3w]t‰3-, Lp L {LLO} teu…te2t id., Lp Kld ti\ev4:deÎ id.,
tïvt, tivt 'full' » StChr L ti¢, Chr U/B/M tic1 'full' » Prm: Vt dol-dol,
dolak 'everybody, everything, (as a) whole', Prmk do$l 'all, everybody,
everything', Z ∆ d‰la 'very, completely' (Z ∆  {Glv.} d‰la kus7 ' s t a r k
naked' [kus7 is 'naked'], d‰la bi 'very hot' [bi is 'fire, heat'] ‘ Z d‰la bi-
‰n 'blazing') »» ObU *te2˝´l 'full' >  pVg *ta4∏G´l >  Vg: T ta4wl, LK tO4Gl´,
MK/UK ta4∏Gl´, P taGla, NV ta2wla, LL taGl, UL/Ss ta2Gl id.; pOs *tel ({∫Hl.}
*ta4Æl) > Os: Vy/O tel, Ty ta$Æ¬, K/Nz tit, Kz te¬ id. » Hg tele, teli 'full,
filled' ¶ UEW 518, Coll. 119, Sm. 55O-1 (FU *ta4wda4, FP *ta4vda4, Ugr
*ta4gda4 'fill'), ≈ Lr. #1249 (Lp π F), SZ 113, ≈ TmK 2O9, MF 626-7, Ht .
#622, Lr. #1249 (Lp π F), Lgc. #4821, Hs. 435 ||  A (*tæodV?): T *tæoÎ-
, {†ADb.} *toÎ- v. 'be full, be sated' >  OT toÎ- id. ({Cl.} to2Î- wi thout
proof of the length), Tk doy-, Tkm, Az, XT doy- 'be(come) sated', SY
toz-, Qzq, Qrg, Qq, Nog toy-, VTt, Uz tuy-, Tv tod-ar tæod-ar, {ADb.}
tæo<t-, Tf {Ra.} dòOt-, {ADb.} dòO<t- id., Yk tot 'full (sated)', tot- 'be full
(sated)'; T {Md.} *toÎ-gun- >  OT [MhK] toÎ˝un-, Tkm doyan-, Chv L
t¥ran-, Chv H t¥ºran- 'eat one’s fill' ¶ Cl. 451, Rs. W 483, TrR 244, Jeg.
238, Md. 43, 179, Ra. 147, ADb. Ttd 52 [#17], Fed. II 195-6 ¶ Acc. to A.
Dybo’s theory (ADb. Ttd 5O-2), in roots with intervoc. voiced obs t ruen t
the opposition *t… ↔  *tæ- is neutralized  M *todsun (ADb.: <  **tæod-
sun ) n. 'fat (as food), butter' (“ *'sating') >  Mnr H {SM} tæo2Z‰ ' bu t t e r ' ,
MM tosun [S, MA, IM] 'butter', [HI] 'fat, oil', [IsV] 'fat (graisse)', WrM
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tosun, HlM tos 'fat, butter, oil, tallow', Kl tosn= 'fat, oil', MMgl tusun
'oil, grease', Mgl {Rm.} tusun 'Fett, Speck' ¶ MED 828, KW 4O3, Rm. M
4O, H 152, Pp. MA 351, 448, Ms. H 1O2, SM 422, T 365, Iw. 139, Lg.
VMI 69 ¶¶ KW 4O3, ADb. Ttd 52 || K {K} *t't'en- (< **t'd-en- <  **t'wd-en-
) v. 'fill, stuff, pack (tight) with' >  OG, G t'en- id., Mg t'it'in- v. ' s tuff
tight', Sv: {K} t't'´⁄n-/t'´⁄t'´⁄n- 'fill to the brim', L {Dn.} t'´⁄t'´⁄n- (msd. li-
t't'´⁄n-e, 1s aor. oX-t'´⁄t'´⁄n) id.; L lit'´⁄nt'e2le msd. 'to fill' ¶¶ K 183, K2
186 (*t'en-), FS 292-3, FS E 325-6 (*t'en-), Dn. s.v. t5´t5´n-and t5´nt5e2l-
|| D (in SD) *tav- ({†GS} *t-) 'much' >  Tm tava 'much, intensely', Kn
tave 'abundantly, wholly, completely', Td tof Èn- v. 'be perfect' ¶  D
#31O6 ¶¶ The D cognate is valid only if the pre-D cluster **-wd- (< N
*-wod-) yields D *-v- || ?σ IE *teu\t- 'the whole, everybody, people' (>
L to2tus 'the whole, entire', etc.) (×  N *t''''ut ''''É 'clan\tribe, everybody,
all' [q.v. ffd.]) || Gil: Gil A tata- dòadòa- 'all, whole, full' ¶¶ ST 3 4 4 - 5
˚  BmK 289 (U, D + erroneously IE {P} te2w-/tew´- v. 'swell' and Eg
tw¿.t 'swellings'); ≠ Resh. NNE #11 (phonetically unj. comparison o f
FU *ta4wÎe 'full' with A {DQA} *ta2l!V, see  N *dalqa++++Ë 'wave') ˚  In IE
the consonants *t...t- instead of the expected *t-...d≈- are a
contribution of N *t ''''ut ''''É .
2331. *t''''ogá 'dust, earth' >  HS: C: Dhl {To.} t'uggWa, {EEN} t'˘uggWa,
{E} t'˘o~ggWa 'smoke' »» Ag: Xm {BSW} ≤t'iya 'smoke' ¶ E 228 compares t h e
Dhl word (believing that Dhl belongs to SC) with Kz selemuko ' s m o k e '
(<  earlier {E} *sogWalem) and reconstructs SC *t'YogWa 'smoke'¶ E SC
228 (SC *t'YogWa 'smoke'), EEN 17 (believing that the SC word is a loan
from Khoisan), To. D 148, Blz. CL 18O, BSW KhWL 77  S: Ar rvjuY0da
dayg7u2r- 'earth, dust' ¶ Fr. II 8, BK I 671, ≠ Ln. 853 (supposes that Ar
dayg7u2r- 'earth, dust' is a sd. from dayg7u2r- 'darkness') ¶ Ar d- for t h e
expected tœ- is due to the incompatibility of initial *t'- and medial *-g- i n
S roots (similar to the known IE incompatibility law)   ?? Ch (× N *t''''uK''''a 6 666
'earth [substance], mud, dust'): WCh: Hs to2~ka!2 'ashes' » Tng du3ka id.,
'potash, salt' ¶ Abr. H 868, J T 81, ≈  Sk. HCD 258 || IE *d≈eg8≈o2Æm /
*d≈g8≈em- 'earth' >  NaIE: OI ks5am- (nom. ks5a2 !h5, accus. ks5a2m,
gen./abl. gmah5 ≠ jmah5, instr. jma2), Av zam- (nom. zaù, gen. z´m-
o2, accus. za<m) id., NPrs ñyMz za4mïn id., 'ground' »» Gk c†v1n ' e a r th ' ,
camai1 'on the earth' »» pAl {O} *Zo2 'earth, land' >  MAl G {FB} xee [Îe2],
StAl T/G dhe, Al {Huld}: D/P Îe2, Be/Ç/Ba/F Îe »» L humus ' e a r t h
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(soil)' »» OIr du1 (gen. don) 'place, spot' »» Pru semme ≠ same ({En.}:
[zeme2]) 'earth'), Lt z7eﬁme$, Ltv zeme 'earth, land' » Sl *zemja ' e a r th ,
land' >  OCS zemlA zemlja, Blg zemå, SCr zeàmlja, Slv ze!mlja, Cz
zeme7, Slk zem, P ziemia, R, Uk zemlå id. »» Phr Gdan Ma 'Mothe r
Earth' »» pTc {Ad.} *tken > Tc: A tkam$, B kem$ 'earth, ground'  AnIE
(× N *t''''uK''''a 6 666 '⇑ ' [q.v.]) Ht tekan / gen. taknas 'earth', loc. tagan ( =
{GI} [tkan]), abl. tagnaza, Lw tiyam(m)i- 'earth', HrLw {Ts.} takmi
'earth, land' (dat. takami 'to the earth') ¶¶ ≠  P 414-6 (*g8≈Dem-), EI
174 (*≤d≈eg8≈o2-m 'earth'), M K I 288, 448, M E I 424-5, Bai. 346, F I
1O98-9, WH I 664, LP §  28, Frn. 1299, En. 245-6, Glh. 695, Vs. II 93, Wn.
5O6-7, Ad. H 35, 42, Ad. 192, Huld 57-8 (pAl *Îe2; refers Al to IE
*d≈oyg8≈a2 'that which is molded, daub'), O 8O-1; Ivn. OPA 25-35 and GI
149-15O (analysis of phonetic changes); ABIv. II 133-7, Mlc. CL 23O-1,
Ivn. SA 153, Ts. E III 292-3OO ¶¶ *d≈- (for the expected *t-) is due t o
regr. as. and to the incompaibility law that rules out roots with
voiceless stops + voiced aspirates || A  *tæogV  'dust, clay' >  NaT {†ADb.}
*tog- 'dust' > OT to˝ ({Cl.} to2˝), Chg {VZ, Rl. ‘ Rs.} ·vt to˝ 'dust', ET
∆  {Nj.} to˝ 'dust', {Jr.} to˝ 'dirt which as the result of a dus t - s to rm
gathers on leaves' ¶ Rs. W 483, Cl. 463, Nj. 316, Jr. 3O9, Rl. III 1158 ¶
Acc. to A. Dybo’s theory, in stems with intervocalic voiced obs t ruen ts
the opposition *tæ- ↔ *t…- is neutralized  M *to{˝}u-sun 'dust' >  MM [S,
HI] to√osun, WrM to9usun, HlM toos, Brt to2hon, Kl to2sn= 'dust', Dg
{Pp.} to2s, {Mrm.} tos id., {Mr.} tua2se 'dust, dirt' ¶ MED 818, H 151, Ms.
H 1O1, KW 4O5, Klz. D II 138, Mr. D 226  Tg ≈  *toaksa 'clay' (with a
sx. *-ksa for uncountable nouns) > Ewk, Neg ta2ksa, Lm ta2s, Ud takea4, Ul
toaqsa ≠ tUaqsa, Ork to2qso, Nn Nh/KU toaqsa  id. ¶ STM II 154  ?σ Tg
*tu'g- 'c loud'  > WrMc tugi, Jrc, Ewk A/Tkm tuGu, Lm to$G‰ri, Ud toko$
'cloud'; ≈ *tu'gV-kse id. >  Ul, Ork, Nn Nh t‰w‰ks‰, Nn B tu‰ks‰, Ewk
tu2ksu, Sln tukcu id., Ork t‰ww‰2wu 'cloudy' ¶ STM II 2O8 ¶¶ STM II 1 5 4
(Tg, M).
2332. (€?) *t''''ogV 'straight' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'true') >  HS: EC
*d'ug- 'true' >  Or {Grg., Sr.} d'uga2 'true, right', Arr {Hw.} d'u!gga, Dsn d'u2^,
Kns d'uk-a2ta, Gdl, Gln d'uka 'truth', Brj d'uh-a-kka/-tta 'certain' ¶ Ss. PEC
26, Ss. B 66, Bl. 217, Hw. A 357, Grg. 13O, Sr. 299, AMS 198, To. DL
495 || A *t[æ]ogV >  NaT {†ADb.} *tog- (*t- =  neutralized a rch iphoneme
*tæ/t…-) >  OT to˝- v. 'go straight for (sth.)', to˝ur- v. 'be upright ,
straight', to˝uru 'straight', Tk dog"ru, Tkm do˝rî id., Az do˝ru ' t r ue ' ,
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Chg to˝rî 'opposite', Cmn to˝ru 'straight', tuvra 'even', Qzq tu2ra
'straight', VTt tur¥ id., 'true' ¶ Cl. 465, 472-3, Rs. W 484, Hüs. 1 1 1 ,
DHST 3O5, Grøn. 247, 258  ?? Tg *toNdo (or *toNno) 'straight' >  Neg
toNno, Sln tondo2xo2, {Iv.} tondo1, Ork, Nn Nh toNdo, Nn KU toNno, WrMc
tondo 'straight; just, honourable', Ewk toNno id., 'faithful, loyal', O r c
toNno(n-), Ud X/B {STM} to2Ndo 'straight', Ud B {Shn., Krm.} toNdo 'a h i t '
(of hitting the target), Jrc {Kiy.} tondo 'loyal' ¶ STM II 197-8, Krm. 2 9 6 ,
Kiy. 119 [#4O7] ¶ If the pTg form is *toNno, it may go back to **tog-no
|| ? IE: NaIE *dek8s- 'fortunate; right (dexter)' (<  **deg8≈-s-? × ÿ IE
*dek8- v. 'suit, be fit' <  N *tÅK''''á 'to suit, to be appropriate, to fit', q.v.
ffd.) ˚  In IE *dek8s- the cons. *d- is accounted for by *t-  in N *tÅK''''á
and by the incompatibility law ruling out the occurence of a vd. asp .
and a vl. stop  in the same √  (whence IE **d...g8≈ is for •t...g8≈) .
2333. *t''''á9wV 'swell, be(come) thick\large\strong', ? 'fat; b e c o m e
fat' > HS: CS *√t'˝t'˝, *√t'˝w v. 'swell' >  Sr {Br.} √t'÷t'÷ id. ( ' t umere ' ) ,
Ar √tœ˝w G  ≠ √tœ˝y G  'dépasser la mesure, être trop grand, t r è s
haut', 'déborder' (se dit d'un torrent, d'une fleuve); ?σ S *°-t'ï{˝}- > Gz
√t'y÷ G  (pf. te2÷a) 'besmear, anoint' [<  *'besmear with fat']?) (×  N
*t''''eqV 'to smear, to rub') ¶ Br. 283, Fr. III 58, BK II 86, ≈  L G 6OO  ?
Ch (× N *t''''eqV 'to smear, to rub', [in HS: ‘ 'fat, marrow'] [q.v.]?): ECh:
Kwn {JI} d'a~we@ 'fat' (n.) »» WCh: ? Buli {Sh.} d'ugI id. ¶ JI II 131, ChC || IE
*teÓw-/*twoÓ-/*tÓ=u\- >  NaIE *te2w-/*t´u\-/*two2-/*tu2- '≈ big, strong' >
OI tav°-ti 'is strong, has authority' (pfc. tu2tava), tavas- ' s t rong,
powerful; strength', Av tav- 'be capable of' (pfc. tu2tava), tavah-
'strength, power', OPrs ata2vayam 'ich vermochte', u-tava- ' s t rong '
»» Arm †iy t˙iw 'number' »» Gk [Hs.] tay5ß : me1gaß, poly1ß ( 'b ig,
numerous') »» L *tove2- v.' stuff' Ï to2mentum 'stuffing (of a pillow,
mattress)' »» Sl: RChS t7ti tû-ti (1s prs. t7U tûj-u) 'to be fa t ' ,
SCr to•v n. 'fattening' Ï Sl *tovi¡ti >  SCr to~viti 'to fatten' ¶ P 49O-
1, ≈σ EI 56O-1 (*teu\hÅ- 'swell [with power], grow fat'), M K I 49O-1, M E
I 638-9, F II 861, WH II 689,  Glh. 634, Jah. OSK 3O, 111 || A: M
*tebeGe- Ï *tebeGe-re >  WrM tebegere, HlM t´v´´r ' fa tness ,
plumpness', WrM tebegere-, HlM t´v´´r´- v. 'become vigorous,
regain one’s health\strength, become plentiful\abundant', Kl tewE2r-
'stark, kräftig werden', Brt t´b´´r- 'become well-fed, fat' (of cat t le) ,
Ord tæewe2re- 'redevenir vigoureux'; Brt W t´b´´l tebe2l 'fatness ( o f
cattle)' ¶ MED 79O, KW 395, Chr. 451, Ms. O 662  ? T {†ADb.}
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*°tob[u]r- v. 'be large\big' >  OT [MhK] tovur 'large', tovra- v.
'become big', Tk d. dobur-cuk 'rain with large drops' ¶ Cl. 444, TL
26, THDS IV 1534 ˚  If T *°tob[u]r- belongs here, its vw. *o is due to ass .
infl. of *b  and possibly of *u  of the next syll. ˚  ≠ BmK 289 (an a t t e m p t
to equate the IE √  and Eg tw¿.t  'Schwellung' with FU *ta4wÎe 'full' a n d
D *tav-  'much', see N ≈≈ *t ''''a 4 444wodV  'be full').
2334. *t''''e˝wV 'ask (for), beg' >  HS: EC *d'a2÷- v. 'ask for' >  Af {PH}
dßa2÷e2 v. 'plead, prey, supplicate, beg', Sa {R} da÷- ≠ de÷- 'rufen, nennen;
bitten, beten, die Gottheit anrufen' (unless “ da÷- 'rufen, nennen'), Rn
dßa2H- v. 'ask for', Arr {Hw.} d'aw(i)?- 'beg' ¶ PH 88, PG 88, R S II 96-7 ,
Hw. A 354  ??s S *°-t'u2÷- >  Ar -tœu2÷- v. 'obéir; prononcer\répéter qc. à
qn.' ¶ BK II 119, Hv. 441 || K: pGZ {K} *tXo-, {K2} *tXo(w)-, {FS} tXow-
v. 'ask for, beg' >  G tXov- v. 'ask for, marry (a woman)', Mg tXv- ' a s k
for; marry (so. to so.)', Lz tXv-/tX-  'ask for, marry' ¶ K 99, K2 79, FS K
16O-1, FS E 174, Q 245-6 || D *tev(v)- v. 'beg' (× N *táb÷3333V [=
*ta4444b÷ 3333V?] 'follow, run, chase' [‘ 'demand']?) >  Tm tevvu v. ' b eg
hard, importune', Ml te2ra 'beggar', Tl de2vurincu v. 'beg humbly,
importune', Krx temb-na2 v. 'beg for alms', temba"rus 'mendicant, beggar '
¶¶ D #3431A.
2335. *t''''aka++++á (or *t ''''oka?) 'to touch' >  HS: C: EC: Af {PH} dßage v.
'touch', Sa {R} dag- ≠ d<ag- 'berühren, anrühren' »» Ag: Xm {R} dag$-
[daG-] 'berühren, antasten' ¶ PH 89, R S II 1O2, R Ch II 38  WCh: NrBc:
Mbr, My, Jmb t‰k‰n v. 'touch' ¶ ChC, Sk. NB 45 || IE: NaIE *tag+g8- v.
'touch' >  Gk tetagv1n (aor. II prtc.) 'having seized' »» L tango2/-
e"re/tet°gi/tactum v. 'touch', Vls atahus (ft. II) 'attigerit' »» AS
Îaccian  'to touch, to stroke (a horse)', ME thakken 'to stroke', OLG
thakolo2n  'streicheln' ¶¶ P 1O54-5, EI 595, F II 684, WH II 647-8, Pln. I
442, Ho. 359, Skeat 645 || A: NaT *°t[…]oku- v. ' touch '  >  Az toXun-, Tk
dokun-, Ggz dokun- id., Chg {Rl.} œmnQv6 toqun- 'sich an etwas s toßen ,
anstoßen', ET {Nj.} toqun- 'touch, catch on, collide (zadevat∆ ,
zaceplåt∆så; stalkivat∆så)' ¶ Hüs. 296, GRM 151, Rl. III 115O, Nj.
319  AmTg *tugde v. 'reach, touch (langen bis …)' >  Orc tugd‰-, Ul
tugdi- ¶ STM II 2O3-4 ¶¶ DQA #2199 (A *ti\okæe 'touch, reach') || D
*tak- ({†GS} *t-, *-g-) v. 'touch' (× N *tek÷V 'to touch', q.v.) > Kn
tagalu, tagilu, tagulu 'come in contact with, touch, hit', Tu
tagaruni 'to draw near', Tl tagulu, tavulu v. 'touch, come i n
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contact with, strike against', Knd tagli v. 'touch, hit', Krx takna2 ' t o
rub\graze in passing, to give a very slight knock', Mlt take v. ' t ouch ,
hurt (as a sore)' ¶¶ D #3OO4 ˚  If the N etymon is *t''''akV, NaT *o i n
*°t[…]oku- and Tg *u in *tugde must be explained by the infl. of an Altaic
labialized vw. of the second syll. But if the N *t ''''oka  is preferred, D *a i n
*tak- may be attributed to regr. as. (*o. . .a  > *a...a), but IE *a has n o
explanation ˚  EC *tak'- v. 'push, strike' and Or tuk'a v. 'touch' can b e
better explained as going back to N *tek÷V '⇑ ' and N *t''''{u 4 444}K ''''a ' t o
thrust, to stab, to push' (q.v.) ˚  IS SS #5.19, IS MS 369 (*ta4kÿ ' t o
touch': IE, A, D) ‘ BmK 283-4 (IE, D + Sum tag  v. 'touch' + •÷ EC *tak'-
v. 'push, strike' + •÷  SC: Alg tinq-  v. 'squeeze out').
2336. *t''''a4 444kV (or *t''''a 4 444k ' '''V?) 'to attack' >  K *°t'ak'- >  G {Chx.} (da-)t'ak'-
'an-\zusammen-stoßen, zusammenprallen, angreifen' ¶ Chx. 1316 ||
HS: Eg MKL tkk 'attack; violate (a frontier)', tkk.w 'attackers', Eg
XIX/G tktk v. 'angreifen', tkk 'der Angreifer' (HS de-emphat izat ion
*t- < *t'-) ¶ EG V 336, Fk. 3O2 ¶¶ Hardly here (⇔  Tk. I 221) S *√tkk ≠
*tktk 'tread on (with feet), step on, oppress' (GB 788) and Hs ta2!ka~
'disobey, break the law' || A : NaT {†ADb.} *ta4g- v. 'attack' (×  T *ta4g- v.
'reach, touch') >  OT {Cl.} ta4g- v. 'attack', ? Tkm deg-  v. 'hit (the ta rge t ) ' ,
Qq, Qz1 tiy-  'attack' ¶ Cl. 476, TkR 251, TL 572 || D *ta2kk- ({†GS} *t-)
v. 'attack, assault' >  Tm ta2kku v. 'attack, strike', ta2kkam ( n . )
'attack, assault, hit', ? Ml ta2kkuka v. 'hit', Kn ta2ku v. 'attack', ? Tu
ta2kuni≠ta2guni v. 'hit', Tl ta2ﬁku v. 'attack' ¶¶ In some D lgs. the √
coalesced with the homonymous verb *tak- 'touch' (<  N *t''''aka++++á [ o r
*t '''' oka?] 'to touch'), which may account for the unexpected long vw. ¶ ¶
D #315O, ≠ Km. 38O [#554] (does not distinguish between several r o o t s
and reconstructs *ta2y-nk-/-kk-) ˚  K and D seem to suggest N *-k ''''- , b u t
their evidence is not decisive (since as. is possible), while T *ta4g-
provides decisive ev. for a N *-k- .
2337. *t''''{e}kÉ 'to build, to shape, to make, to do' >  HS *√t'Vk- >  Ch
{JS} *√d'k v. 'build, make earthenware' >  WCh {Stl.} *d'Vk id. (× N
*t''''o{ û ûûûq}a 'to plait, to bend'?) >  pAG {Hf.} *J°ik v. 'build, make po t t e ry
(from clay)' > Su {J}, Gmy {Hf.}, Chip d'ik, Kfr M {Hf.} J°ik, Ang {Hf.} J°ia\k
v. 'build, make pottery', {ChL} J°ik v. 'build'; BT: Pr {Frz.} d'i!gu~ v. 'bui ld ' ,
Krkr {Lk.} d'a~ko~, {ChL} d'‰ku v. 'build, make earthenware', Dr d'i~ v. 'bu i ld '
»» ECh: ? Mu {J} di~ya! v. 'build' ¶ JS 56, ChC s.v. 'build', Stl. ZCh 1 7 4
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[#263], ChL, ChC, Hf. AGG, Frz. P 29  ? Eg N dg¿ 'Steine verlegen, Säule
aufstellen, Gewölbe bauen; pflanzen' (×  N ≈ *t''''e{h}aka?e6666 'to put, to s e t '
[q.v. ffd.]) || IE {P} *tek 8†-, {ABIv.} *teks-, {EI} *tek8s- 'fabricate', {Mn.}
*tek 8s-  v. 'fashion, carpenter, create, cut (behauen)' >  OI ≤taks5- id., Av
tas7-t 'has built', tas7a- 'axe', MPrs ta2s7°Îan  v. 'cut, shape', NPrs ¢Ta
ta4s7 'hatchet, axe'; Irn ı Arm ta2em tas7em v. 'rough-hew, roughen
down, plane' »» Gk te1ktvn 'carpenter, worker in wood; craf t sman ' ,
te1cnh 'craft in work, art, skill' (<  *teks-na2) »» L tex- (tex-o2, -e"re, -
ui, -tum) v. 'plait, weave' (× NaIE *tek- id. < N *t''''o{ û ûûûq}a 'to plait, t o
bend') »» OIr ta1l 'adze, paring-knife (doloire), carpenter’s axe' (<
*to2ks-lo-) »» OHG dehsa 'axe', dehsala 'axe, adze', ON †exla
'Queraxt' »» Sl *tesa¡ti (1s prs. *tes7oß) 'to shape by hewing' ( ' behauen ,
tesat∆ ') > OCS  tesatitesati / tew0tes7o<, R te≤sat∆ / tewu,
SCr te~sati / teàs7e2m, Sln te>!sati / te<s7em v. 'hew, trim (as log)', Cz
tesati, Slk tesat& 'to hew, to hack, to chisel', P ciosac1 / ciosze<
≠ ciesac1 / 'ciesze< v. 'hew, square' » Lt tas7y!ti / 1s prs. tas7auﬁ
'rough-hew, trim', Ltv te2st /te2~s7u  'cut (wood), hew, trim'  AnIE
{ABIv.} *tak-s-/-t- >  Ht taks- {Ts.} 'bereiten (Wohnung)', ' fügen
(Kriegszug)', {ABIv.} 'make, fashion (delat∆ , masterit∆ )', Ld tas1o '≈
befehlen, anordnen'; ABIv. II 146-8 tie in Ld taqtula- {ABIv.}
interpreted as 'conclude a treaty, tie (two entities) by a treaty', but Ts.
does not accept the connection for morphological reasons and because
of the obscure meaning of the Ld word ¶¶ Mn. 1374, P 1O59-1O6O
(*tek 8†- 'flechten, das Holzwerk des geflochtenen Hauses
zusammenfügen'), M K I 468, M E I 612-4, Horn 87, F II 867-8, 889-9O,
WH II 678-9, Vn. T  21, Kb. 147, OsS 98, EWA II 564-8, Vr. 6O9, Frn.
1O65, Vs. IV 5O-1, Sls. I 1O5, Glh. 623-4, Ts. E III 4O-4, 46-9, ABIv. II
146-8, Gsm. SL 296, Gsm. LW 2O9, 211, EI 139 (IE *tek8s-(t)or/n- ' o n e
who fabricates [cloth, wool, etc.]' ÿ *tek8s- 'fabricate'), 38 (IE ?
*tek8so/ehÅ- ≠ *tek8slehÅ- 'axe, adze') ¶¶ IE *k8 (for the expected *g8) is
accounted for by as. *-g8s- >  *-k8s- (or *-g8†- >  *-k8†-) || U: FU *teke- v.
'do, make' > F teke-, Es tege- id. » pLp *t‰k‰- > Lp: N {N} da6kka6-/-g-,
S {Hs.} dakkedh, L {LLO} tahka-, Kld t‰kka"-/t‰GGa"- id. » pMr {Ker.}
*teG´- >  Er tee- t!eye-, Mk tie- t!iy´- v. 'do, make' »» Hg te4v-/te4-
/te4sz- id.; at the pFU level the √  merged with FU *teke- v. 'put, p lace '
(w  N ≈ *t''''e{h}aka?e6666 'to put, to set') ¶ UEW 519, Sm. 55O (FU, FP *teki-
, Ugr *tekI"-  'do'), Lr. #121O, Lgc. #7631, Hs. 413, TI 581, Ker. II 1 6 5 - 6
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|| A: [1] A {DQA} *tæa"~kæu~ {AD} 'make, repair' (× N *tÅK''''á 'to suit, to b e
appropriate, to fit') > Tg *taku- ' repair '  > Ewk taku-, Lm taq-, Ul taqU-,
taqUnac7I-, Ork taUtçI- ± ta2wçI-, Nn KU taqo-, Nn Nh/B ta9o- ≠ tao9o-
id. ¶ STM II 155  pJ {S} *tu~ku~r- 'make' > OJ tu~ku~r-, J: T cuku!r-, K
cu!ku!r-, Kg cu~ku~r- id.; OJ tu~ku~r‰~p-, J: T cukuro!-, K cu!ku!ro1-, Kg cu~ku`ro~-
'repair' ¶ S QJ #1O11, Mr. 774  T *t[æ]agîra- > Xk {BIG} ta˝îra-
'repair, mend (footwear, clothes)', Sg {Rl.} ta˝ra- 'ausbessern, zunähen
(einen Riß)', Qzl {Jk.} ta˝ra-  'stopfen, flicken, nähen (alte Kleider)'; b u t
not here (⇔  Rs.} Tv tæa2r- 'cut\clip (hair, plants)' (π  M *ta˝ari- ' c u t
short, cut off', cf. MED 765)  ¶ Rs. W 454, BIG 212, Rl. III 8OO, TvR 4 O 1
¶¶ DQA #2291  [2] amb M *°tege- >  WrM tege- v. 'do so, thus, o r
that way', HlM t´g´-  id. (× d. from the M *te- 'that', see  Pp. IM 228) ¶
MED 792 ˚  An alt. pN rec. (based on IE and Tg) is *K'''' in *t'''' {e}K ''''É, but i t
fails to account for the cognates in FU, T, and M ˚  Cf. BmK 277 (IE, FU)
˚  ≠ Gr. II 1O3 (*tek 'do') (U, CK + err. IE *d≈e2-).
2338. *t''''iko 'horror, fear' ([in A] 'abhor, hate') >  IE : NaIE *tyegW- {P}
'scheu vor etwas zurücktreten oder auffahren', {EI} 'give way, pull
oneself back (in awe)' >  OI ≤tyaj-ati 'leaves, abandons, quits', {EI}
'stands back from sth.', OI ≤tyajah 'abandonment', Av iÊiiaj7ah-
(iÊyaj7ah-), iÊiiej7ah- (iÊyej7ah-) id. »» Gk Hm se1bomai v. 'feel awe
or fear (before gods), feel religious awe, feel shame', Gk se1bv v.
'worship, honour', se 1baß  'reverential awe', sobe 1v  'frighten off' ¶ P 1O86,
EI 65O, M K I 529-53O, M E I 673-4, F II 686-7 || D *tikVl-, {†GS}
*digVl- 'fear, fright' >  Tm tikil, tikir 'fright, terror', Kt digi;lß in- v.
'be thunderstuck, be astounded because found out in wrongdoing', Kn
digil(u), digalu 'consternation, horror, fear', Tu digil´, Tl
digulu  'fear, alarm', Knd tiyel 'fear', tiyel- v. 'be afraid' ¶¶ D #32O2
|| A: NaT *t[æ]iksin- > Osm tiksin- 'abhor', Tk tiksin- 'be disgusted,
loathe', Az diksin- 'start, be frightened', Qq tiksin- 'be squeamish ' ,
?φ Tv c7eskin- id.; T ı M: WrM Zigsi-, HlM qigwi- 'abhor, hate' ¶
Rl. III 1351, Hüs. 1O7, KrkR 64O, MED 1O52, TvR 529  Tg *ti3kun-,
*ti3kul- 'be(come) angry' > Ewk  Útikun, Lm tIqUn- 'be angry', Ewk tikul-,
Sln {Iv.} tegul!- ≠ tu˝ul, Lm tIqUl- 'become angry ¶ STM II 179 ¶¶ ≈
DQA #2369 (*tæikæV- 'fear, hate') (incl. T, Tg) ˚  Tg *-k- (for t h e
expected *-g-) still needs explaining ˚  IS MS 37O s.v. uqas  *t5ikË, IS
SS #1.28.
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2339. (€?) *t''''oku 'large, thick' >  IE: NaIE *teg+g8u- 'thick' >  Gmc {Vr.}
*Tikkw- 'thick' >  ON †ykkr, †jokkr, †jukkr, NNr tjukk, Sw
tjock, Dn tyk, OHG dicki, NHG dick, OSx thikki, AS Îicce
'thick', NE thick »» Clt: OIr tiug 'thick', Brtt {RE} *tegus > OW, MBr
teu, W, Crn tew id., Br tev id., 'fat' ¶ WP I 718, P 1O57, EI 5 4 7
(*tegu-s 'thick, fat'), Vr. 63O, OsS 1O2, EWA II 624-6, Ho. 364, KM 1 3 1 ,
Vn. T  76, RE 138, Hm. 788 || HS: ?φ C: Bj {R} deg- 'be heavy', ≤de2ga
'heavy' ¶ R WBd 62 || A: M: WrM to9uma9 'rather la rge\ fa t ' ,
to9lui-, HlM togloj-x 'be large \ robust \ corpulent', ? Brt tu9Zi-
'be stout \ corpulent' ¶ MED 814, 817, Chr. 434.
2339a. *t''''okV '≈ (palm of) hand (with fingers)' ([in descendant lgs.]
‘  'span of hand') > K : GZ *m-t'k'aw-el- 'span (the distance between t h e
end of the thumb and the end of the little finger of a spread hand)' >
OG mt'k'awel-, G mt'k'avel-, Mg t'k'u-, t'k'u2-, t'k'ou-, Lz mt'k'o-, mt'k'u-, (m)t'u-
id. ¶ K 138 and K2 126-7 (*mt'k'awel-); FS K 223-4 and FS E 4 2 6
(*mt'k'aw-) || HS: EC *ta[:]kk- 'span of hand' >  Sml {ZMO} ta2ko ' h and -
span measurement (based on the distance between the thumb and t h e
tip of the middle finger)', Sml N {Abr.} ta2!ko 'span', Or T takku 'palm o f
hand (with fingers)', Or {Grg.} ta2kku2 'span (distance between t h u m b
and forefinger)', Sd {Gs.} ta2kko id., Ged {Hd.} ta2ko, Hd {Hd.} ta2kko?o,
Kmb ta2c7c7u-t  ({Hd.}: < *ta2k-c7u-t), Qbn {L} tac7c7uta 'span of hand', Ya
{Gr.} tegei 'hand', {Hn.} t'e!kE! (pl. t'e!hkE!i!) 'arm' ¶ AD SF 262, ZMO 3 8 1 ,
Grg. 371, Gs. 31O, Hd. 139, 261, 299, 339, Hn. Y II 12O  NOm: H r r
{Ls.) ta2ka2-Îu, ? Gm {Hw.} tad'a!ko 'span', ? Mc {L} ta4c7c7i- v. 'measure' ¶ Ls.
M 53, Hw. EG || A: M *to4Ge 'span of hand' > WrM to4ge, HlM tøø
'span, the space from the tip of the thumb to the tip of the index o r
middle finger when extended', Kl {KRS} tø 'span (distance between t h e
thumb and the forth finger)', {Rm.} to4∏ 'span (distance between t h e
thumb and the middle finger)', Brt tøø id., Dg {MYC} tu‰2, Mnr E {MYC}
tu4∏ 'span' ¶ MED 832, KRS 511, KW 4O8, Chr. 433, MYC 643  Tg *togar
'span of hand' > Ewk toGor  'span (distance between the tip of the t h u m b
and that of the index)', Neg toGoy, Orc, Ud to2, WrMc to ≠ too ' s p a n
(distance between the thumb and the middle finger)', Lm toG¥r, Ul
tawali, Nn Nh tawar, Nn B tawara, Nn KU tor 'span' ¶ STM II 19O-1
?σ pKo {S} *to!i 'measure of capacity (1/1O mal) '  > MKo to!i, NKo twe
¶ QK #117O, Nam 161, MLC 496 ¶¶ DQA #2418 (pA *tæo~gi~ 'span') ˚ ≈
Blz. KM 137 [#18] (incl. K, EC, Om, M, Tg; does not distinguish this N
word from N *ta 4444yK ''''V 'finger').
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234O. ≈ *t''''e{h}aka?e6666 'put, set' >  HS: Eg N dg¿ 'Steine verlegen, Säule
aufstellen, Gewölbe bauen; (Bäume) pflanzen; (etw.) ankleben' (d <  HS
*t') (×  N *t'''' {e}kÉ 'to build, to shape, to make, to do' [q.v.]), Cpt: Sd
tOOCe to2o2ce ≠ ({Vc.}: aberrant form) tOke to2ke, B tOHI to2Zi
'ajouter, appliquer, joindre, planter' ¶ EG V 499, Vc. 227 ¶ Eg g (for k)
needs explaining (possibly the infl. of N *h  could produce a lenis cns .
[Eg "voiced" obstruent consonants are very likely to have been lenes])
 ?? S *°√tkl > Gz √tkl v. G  'plant, implant, set up, establish' (ı Bln
{R} takal, Xm {R} tikel v. 'plant', Sa {R} takal 'stechen') ¶ L G 573 ||
U: FU *teke- v. 'put, place' (× N *t'''' {e}kÉ '⇑ ' [q.v.]) >  Lp: N {N} da6kka6-/-
g- v. 'place, dispose of', ?σ L {LLO} tahkat 'hervorbringen, schaffen;
tun, machen' » Er t!eye- v. 'place (somewhere) ('det∆ , devat∆ )' »» Hg
te4v-/te4-/te4sz- 'put, place, lay' ¶ UEW 519, ERV 652, LLO 1O64 || A:
[1] A {DQA} *tæe!ge~+o~- 'sit' > Tg *tege- 'sit down' > Sln {Iv.} t‰k‰-, t‰Gi-
id., Ewk t‰G‰- ± t‰2-, Lm t´G-, WrMc te-, Mc Sb t‰- ± t‰G‰- id., Neg
t‰G‰-, Orc, Ud, Ork, Nn Nh/B t‰2- 'stand\sit up (from lying in bed)' ¶
STM II 226-8  ?σ pKo {S} *thÄ!- 'ride' > MKo t≈Ä!- ¶ S QK #51O, Nam
456, MLC 1684  ??σ pJ {S} *t‰!k‰! 'bed' (if “ 'sit') > OJ, J K to!ko!, J: T
to~ko, Kg to!ko ¶ S QJ #211, Mr. 548 ¶¶ DQA #2333   [2] A *tæikæV- v.
'place into, stuff into' ({SDM97} *tæikæu- v. 'stuff into, press into', {DQA}
*tï~kæi- v. 'plant vertically) (× N *t''''{u 4 444}K''''a 'to thrust, to stab, to push', q.v.
ffd.) || IE: NaIE *ta2g- v. 'put (sth.) to its right place, arrange' >  Gk
(prs.) ta1ssv, Gk A (prs.) ta1ttv (aor. e>ta1ghn, prtc. takto1ß) v. 'place in a
certain order; arrange, put in order', ta1gma 'ordinance, command', Gk
Th ta2go1ß 'leader, commander' »» Lt pa-togu~s ' convenient ,
comfortable' (cp. Gk e}ytaktoß 'well ordered'), Ltv ∆  {ME} pata2gs
'handlich, bequem', Lt {Ju.} su-to !gti 'sich trauen lassen, s ich
verbinden, sich verheiraten', {EI} 'ally oneself with, get married' (“
*'arrange oneself with') »» Irn: Prt tgmdr '≈ commander' (< *tagma-
da2ra- 'command-giver') »» ? Tc: A ta2s1s1i pl.                   ' commanders ' ,
B ta2s1 '≈ commander' ¶ P 1O55, EI 472 (*ta2g- or *tehÅg- 'set in place,
arrange'), Ch.1O95-6 (has doubts about *a2), F II 845-6, 859-6O, ≠ Mn.
1365, F II 859-6O, Frn. 551, ME III 119, Wn. 49, Ad. 387-8 ˚  A N l r .
that produced vw. lengthening in IE, but disappeared in both Eg and S
(and did not cause glottalization of any adjacent cns.) is most probably
*h . The *a-colouring laryngeal in pIE is likely to go back to N *-ha- ˚
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≠ Gr. II 1O3 (*tek 'do') (U *teke- 'do', CK: Chk, Kor teyk id.  + err. IE
*d≈e2- 'put').
2341. *t''''okV?V ≠ *t''''o{h}ákV 'to burn; fire' >  HS: Eg fXVIII tk¿ vi.
'burn, illumine' >  DEg tk 'verbrennen, anzünden' >  Cpt: SdtOk to2k,  B
†Ok t˙o2k 'allumer, chauffer'; Eg fP tk¿.w ({Vc.} tk¿) (= {Os.}
*≤ti.k?ùw, {Vc.} *taki?) {EG} 'Flamme, Licht, Fackel, Kerze', {Fk.} n .
'torch-lighting' >  DEg tyk 'spark' >  Cpt: S d tIk tik, B †Ik t˙ik id. ¶
EG V 331-3, Fk. 3O1-2, Er. 659, Vc. 212, Os. I 79 and II 46O ¶ Vc. 2 1 2
distinguishes between Eg fP tk¿ 'flamme' and Eg M tk¿.w, while EG V
331-3 mentions only Eg fP tk¿.w 'Flamme, Fackel, Kerze'  ? C: Bj {R}
√tkWy (1s: p. ≤atkWi, prs. atan≤kW°) vt. 'cook' (×  N *d{Å}k{o} ' t o
burn' [trans.], q.v.?) ¶ R WBd 225 || K [1] pGZ *tutk- v. 'scald, burn o n
the surface' >  G tutk- 'scald, scald oneself', {Chx.} (ga-)tutk- '(an-, a b -
)brühen', (da-)tutk- 'verbrühen, verbrennen', Mg tkutk- {Fn.}, Lz tutk- v.
'burn' ¶ K 74 (*tutk-), Chx. 5O3, DCh. 57O, Fn. KW-2 48 #2  [2] K
(+ext.) *°t'k'rec+c`- > G t'k'rec- 'an der Oberfläche verbrennen' ¶ Chx. 1 3 5 4
|| IE *teé8g8+g- > NaIE te2g8+g-/*t´g8+g- v. 'burn' >  Gk th1ganon ≠ mt. ta1ghnon
'frying-pan, saucepan' »» OHG dachazzen ≠ dahhezzen 'to f lame
(lodern), to blaze', AS Îe$c1c1an vi. {Ho.} 'verbrennen'; ÎAc1elle ' t o r ch ,
a light' (infl. of fAcele 'torch' π L facula) ¶ WP I 717-8, P 1O57, F
II 815, Kb. 141, OsS 95, EWA II 488-9, Ho. 359, 361 || A {DQA} *tæoge+i
'fire' > NaT {†ADb.} *to4gen 'brand' > OT [MhK] {Cl.} to4gu4n, Chg XV to4gen
id., Osm {Rh.} do4gu4n 'tattoo mark', Yk tu4¢o4n 'moxa, tinder used f o r
cauterization'; T ı WrM to4gene, HlM tøønø 'cauterization, moxa ' ,
WrM to4gene-, HlM tøønø- v. 'cauterize, apply a poultice or a high
compress' ¶ Cl. 484, Pek. 29O2, MED 832, Rh. 926  M *tu4Ge+i-(deg) >
WrM tu4gu4deg, HlM t¥¥d´g 'campfire', Ï ? *tu4{G}i-mer >  WrM
tu4imer, HlM t¥jm´r 'forest or steppe fire, wildfire', Dg {T} tui\mer,
{Mr.} tuimere, Brt t¥jm´r, Ord tæu$i\mer 'fire (incendie)', WrO {Krg.}
tu4imer 'fire, blaze', Kl t¥¥mr tu4∏m´r 'fire (incendie)', {Rm.} tu4∏mr=
'Feuersbrunst' ¶ MED 85O-1, T DgJ 169, Mr. D 227, Chr 443, Krg. 53O,
KRS 525, KW 418, Ms. O 684  Tg *to3ga 'fire' > Ewk toGo ± towo ± togo
'fire, campfire', Sln togo 'fire', Lm toG±tow 'fire', Neg to2≠toGo, Orc, U d
to2 'fire, campfire', Ul tawa 'fire', tawU-/-I- v. 'light (a candle, e tc . ) ' ,
Ork tawa ≠ ta2wa 'fire, hearth', Nn tawa ± ta(w)U ± to2 'fire, campfire ,
hearth', Nn Nh ta2o2(wo2)-, Nn B ta(w)U- v. 'ignite', Lm tuwa , Mc Sb tua,
Jrc {SDM} towi 'fire', Mc Sb tabu- v. 'ignite' ¶ STM II 19O, Krm. 295 ¶ ¶
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DQA #2417, S AJ 157 (adduces pJ *ta!k- v. 'burn, set fire' >  OJ tak-, [RJ]
ta!k-u~, J T ta~k-, cf. S QJ #649, Mr. 762) || ? Gil: Gil A tuGr 'fire' ¶¶ ST
384-5 ˚ Cf. Blz. KM 121-2 [#26]: K •tkutk- (sc. *tutk-), HS *√tkW,
and A *toka v. 'burn' (Tg *toga + •÷ pJ *tak-) equated with Ugr *tu4G´-t
(sc. U *tewV-tV) 'fire' (which, to my mind, does not belong here, b u t
goes back to N *t{e}Ìaw{a} 'fire') and with an alleged D *tikk-/*tukk-
'hearth, fireplace' (actually *tikkel-/*tunkel-), which is too doubtful.
2342. *t''''ËklßßßßÉ (‘? *t ''''Ël ßßßßkÉ) (or *t ''''Ëkl !!!!É) 'wolf, jackal, fox' >  HS: C
{AD} *√tkWl 'Lycaon pictus, jackal', {E} *takWl- 'wild dog' >  pAg {AD}
*takWla2 >  Bil {R} taºg≤la2, Q {R} taXWela2 'wolf'; Ag ı Gz tkO¬
takWla2, Tgy, Amh tkO¬ tAkWla 'wolf, Canis famelicus (?)', Tgr {LH}
TK¬  t‰kla, {Mz.} tokla  'Lycaon pictus' (or 'Canis lupaster'); Ag or EthS
ı Bj {R} taºkla 'Lycaon pictus', Sa {R} taºkla ≠ taºXla2 id. »» SC: WRt
{E} *takWer- 'jackal' ({E}: >  Irq {MQK} pl. tawe!r 'wild dogs', sg.
tawe2r(a)mo2 'wild dog', {Mgw.} tawe2r-mo2 'fox, jackal', Grw {Fl.} tuer
'wild dog' [Ehret postulates a change SC *-l- >  WRt *-r-]) ¶ E PC #412, R
WBd 226, R WB 334, R S II 352, L G 573, LH 316, MQK 1OO, Mgw. 1 O 8
 NrOm: Gnj {Si.} ≤t'irku, Gcm {Si.} tOr≤ko, Bdt {Hw.} ≤tolko, Krt {Si.}
tOlkO, Zs/Zrg {Si.} ≤tOlko, HzMa {SWW} dulli!, Sz {SWW} du2~li! ± du2~lE~
'hyena' ¶ Hw. NKL 219, Blz. KV s.v. to1lko, Si. ACh 16, SiW BA 14 ¶¶ It i s
tempting to include here the word for 'jackal' in some WCh lgs.: Stl.
reconstructs WCh *dila 'jackal' >  Hs di!la2!, Gw dila »» BT: Krkr di!la! »»
Ron: Sha {J} fat‰-õJel »» Ngz {Sch.} dÈ!la! (Stl. ZCh 173 [#256]), but t h e
word (except that of Sha) is obviously a loan from Kanuri d‰!lå! ' jackal '
(Lk. KL 194, Sch. DN 34) || A ({DQA} *tæulke, {AD} *tæulkÉ or *tæu4lkV
'wolf' or 'fox'): T *tæu4lku4 ≠ *tæilku4 'fox' ({ADb.} *tilku4, {Md.} ppT
*tæu4i\lkæi) >  OT [QB] {DTS} tilku4 ≠ tu4lku4, {Cl.} tu4lki, [MhK] {Cl., DTS}
tilku4 ≠ tilki, MU, XwT tilku4, Cmn, Chg tu4lku4, MQp tu4lku4 ≠ tilku4, OOsm
dilku4, Tk tilki, Ggz, Tkm tilki, Az tu4lku4, Slr A tu4ligu ≠ tu4lu4gu4(r) ≠
tu4lugo, Slr U tæuligur ≠ tæulugu ≠ tæulugo, VTt tølke tÁºlkÁ, Bsh tølkø
tÁºlkÁº, Qry tu4lku4 ≠ tilki, Qzq, Qqm Nog tu4lki, Qmq, Qrg, StAlt tu4lku4, Xk
tu4lgu4, Uz tulki, Uz XwrOg tilki ≠ tu4lki, ET {Nj.} tu4lka4, Tv dilgi dòilGi,
Tf dòilGi 'fox' »» Chv tile€ tilÁ, {Fed.} til id. ¶ Cl. 498-9, DTS 596, Shch.
Zh 135, TL 161, 643,  BT 161, Tn. SJ 526, Ra. 173, Nj. 338, Jeg. 2 5 1 ,
Fed. II 229, Md. 66, 181  Tg: Sln tu2lg‰ 'wolf' ¶ STM II 21O  ? pJ {S}
*tu\a!ra! 'tiger' >  OJ tu\o!ra!, OJ tu\o!ra!, ltOJ [RJ] to!ra! >  J: T to~ra, :to!ra!, Kg
to!ra ¶ S QJ #273, Mr. 55O ¶¶ DQA #246O || D *to2lß- ({†GS} *t-) 'wolf' >
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Kn to2l5a, Tu to2l5´ ≠ to2l5e 'wolf', Brh to2la 'jackal', as well as possibly
Tm to2nt5a2n5 and Tl to2ﬁd5e[:]lu 'wolf' (where -ntß- and  ﬁdß <  *-l + t-) ¶¶ D
#3548 ˚  The rec. of N *-kl ßßßß- is preferable to *-l ßßßßk- because it is m o r e
natural to explain the length of the vw. in D by compensa tory
lengthening caused by the loss of the first component of the N c lus ter
*-kl ßßßß-: *-Vkl ßßßß-  > *-V:lß-. In precons. position T *l may go back both to N
*l  and to *l !!!!, hence N *l !!!! is not ruled out.
2343. *t''''a 4 444ktV 'louse' >  HS: C: Bj {R, Rop.} ta2t (pl. tat) 'louse' ¶ R
WBd 232, Rop. 245  Ch *tVt- 'louse' > WCh: Ron: Fy {Sch.} te!t, Klr {IL}
t≈i!d id. » BT: Krkr to!d'a~, Gerum {Sch.} tO2&d'ON id. »» CCh: BtG {Mch.}
te51tiye5, Mtk {ChC} te!c7e!, Mkt {Ro.} a~ta!c7, Md i~te!t id. ¶ ChL, ChC, Ro.
286 || U: FU *°ta4ktVmV >  ObU *tE2ktVmV 'louse' >  pVg {Ht.} *ta4∏kmV
id. > OVg: W P, S Vt taxma, N SoO takm`, W Sol taxm`; Vg: T ta4k´m,
LK/MK/UK tO4∏X´m, P/NV/LL taX´m, SV ta2X´m, UL/Ss ta2k´m ' louse ' ,
LK/MK taºX´my-, UK taºXm´y- v. 'delouse'; pOs {Ht.} *to4˝t´m 'louse' >
Os: V/Vy to4Gt´m, Ty ta$ÆGWt´m, Y ta$Æwt´m, D/K/Nz/Kz/O tewt´m id. ¶
Ht. #634 || A: Tg *tikte 'louse' >  Ul tikt‰, Ork tikt‰ ≠ çikt‰, Nn Nh
c7ikt‰, WrMc cixi ≠ cixe  'louse'; the unexpected vw. *i may be due t o
coalescence with Tg *tï- that is found in the Tg vb. *tï-le- 'look f o r
lice' (ffd. see  N *t''''a 4 444yV 'louse'), so that *tikte may be interpreted a s
*tï- + nominal sx. *-kte ¶ STD II 179 ¶¶ Rm. SKE 165 (on the Tg sx.).
2344. *t''''{a}K''''á 'be\keep quiet, be silent' >  HS: Ch: WCh: pAG *d'ok v.
'be\keep quiet' > Gmy, Kfr, Kfr M, Ang d'ok, Su {J} d'O@k » pNrBc {Stl.} *tik'i
'silence' >  Kry ti!ki@, My ti!ki~ti!ki~, Sir t‰k'i ¶ Hf. AGG #79, Stl. Ang #6O,
Stl. ZCh 25O [#37], Nt. 1O, J S 65, ChC s.v. 'silent, silence' || IE: NaIE
*tak+k8- v. 'be silent' >  L tace-o2 / tace2-re / tacui / tacitum v.
'keep silence', Um tac<ez TASES 'tacitus', TASETUR nom. pl. 'taciti' »» ?
W gosteg 'silence' »» Gt †ahan, ON †egja, OSx thago2n, OHG
dage2n v. 'be silent', ON †agall, †o<gull 'schweigsam, still' ¶ WH II
641-2, ≈ EI 518 (*tak-), Bc. G 348, Pln. II 758, Fs. 487-8, Vr. 6O5, 6O7,
OsS 94, EWA II 488-9O, Ho. S 76 || A: NaT *tæa4+ek >  OT, QT ta4k 's i lent,
silently', ta4k tur- v. 'be silent, stand silent', Chg tek≠dek 'silent', OOg XI
ta4k tur- v. 'stand silent', Tk tek dur- v. 'stand silent\quiet', Tkm dek
'quiet', dek dur 'stand quiet!', Qq, Qrg, Uz tek 'quietly (smirno ,
spokojno )', tek tur 'stand quiet!', Nog tek oltîr 'sit quiet!' ¶ Cl. 475, TrR
841, TkR 252, KrkR 633, Jud. 719, UzR 422, NogR 343 ¶ The initial t-
≠d-  in the Og lgs. provides ev. of pT *tæ- (w IS AD 38-45) ˚  The IE vw.
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*a points to a N *a . The vw. *a4+e in T (< A *°{a4}?) is likely to be due t o
vowel harmony (suggestring a front vw. of the second syll. in the N
etymon) .
2345. *t''''iK''''a 'be straight' >  HS: S *√tk'n v. 'be straight, in g o o d
condition' (× N *tÅK''''á 'to suit, to be appropriate, to fit', q.v.) >  BHb
√tk'n  v. G  'be straight' (inf. N7qt6l5 li-t3≤k'on) v. 'be straight', D  Nq`$T5 (p f .
tik'≤k'en) 'he made (it) straight', Sr √tk'n G  (pf. Nœe› t´≤k5En) ' b e
established, firm', Ar √tqn Sh  (pf. ?atqana) vt. {Ln.} ' m a k e \ r e n d e r
(sth.} firm \ stable \ solid', {BK} 'construire \ bâtir avec art, habi lement
et solidement', {Hv.} 'improve', Ak √tk5n G  'geordnet, gesichert
sein\werden', ?φ  Tgy √tk'n D v. 'stabilize' ¶ GB 888, Sd. 1323-4, Br.
831-2, KB 1642-4, Ln. 3O9, BK I 2O2, Hv. 6O, L ESAC 55 || IE: NaIE
*tei\k- / (with a nasal infix) *tink- v. 'be fit; trust' >  Lt ti~kti ( p r s .
tinku~) 'to be fit\suited', Ltv tikt (prs. ti ~ku) 'to like, to enjoy'; Lt
tike$!ti (prs. tikiu~), Ltv tice2 ^t 'to trust, to believe' »» OHG dingen
'to hope, to strive to', MHG dingen 'hoffen, glauben, Zuversicht
haben' ¶ WP I 7O5, Frn. 1O9O-2, Kar. II 4O2-3, Jg. VB 91-1O3, Kb. 1 5 5 ,
OsS 1O3, EWA II 653-5, Lx. 31 || A *tæikæV 'straight' >  T *tæik- v. ' inser t
vertically' (× N *t''''{u4 444}K''''a 'to thrust, to stab, to push', q.v. ffd. × N ≈
*t''''e{h}aka?e6666 'to put, to set'), *tæik 'straight, vertical, precipitous' >  OT
tik- v. 'insert vertically', tik 'straight, vertical, upright, precipitous', OT
[MhK] dik tur- v. 'be vertical', Chg tik 'vertical', Tk dik, Ggz dik id.,
'precipitous', Tkm dik 'straight; precipitous, steep', Az dik, ET tik
'straight, vertical', Tk dik-, Tkm, Ggz dik- v. 'install\insert vertically',
Az tik- v. 'build', ET tik- v. 'install, plant', Tv tæik-/tæig- 'put ( a
cauldron) on fire, set up a yurta (tent)', Xk t¡k-/-g- tIk-/-g- ' p u t
food on fire (to cook it)', Chv {Ash.} ¢ike c7igòe 'precipitous, upr ight '
('krutoj , otvesnyj ') ¶ Chv c7i- < *tæi- (palatalizing infl. of *i?) ¶ Cl.
475-7, Ash. XV 196, Md. 8O, 179, IS AD 41 [#11] (equates Tk tik- with
T *t…îq-), TvR 413, BIG 227 ¶ Tense pT tæ -is suggested by Az tik- and Tv
tæik-  M *c>ike 'straight' >  WrM cike, HlM c´x, Brt s´x´ ' s t ra ight ' ,
WrO ciki id., 'direct', Kl ¢ik c7ik´ 'straight' ¶ MED 18O, Kow. 2 1 7 5 ,
Krg. 636, KRS 649, KW 439, Chr. 4O5  ? Tg *-tikï 'towards' (direct ive
case ending, {Ci.} allative ending) >  Ewk -tikï ≠ -tkï (e.g. oron-tikï
'towards a\the deer', bira-tkï 'towards a\the river'), Neg -tixï ≠ -tkï,
Sln -tixï ≠ -txï, Lm -takï ≠ -tkï, Ork -taki ≠ -tai, Orc -ti(kï), Ud -tigi,
Ul -ti, Nn -c7i ≠ -tki ≠ -ki ¶ This ending belongs here unless it is a cd. *-
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ti + *-kï  (as supposed by Bz.) ¶ Vas. 791, 793, Bz. 85-7, Ci. 256, Sun. S
161 ¶¶ ≠ SDM97 (A *tï~kæi v. 'plant vertically' > T, M + unc. Tg *dïke2 v.
'hide'), KW 439 (M, T, Tg, Ko c7ik 'Richtung, gerade, aufrichtig') ˚ ≠
BmK 29O (a semantically unwarranted attempt to equate S *√tk 'n  v. ' b e
straight' with IE *tegu- 'thick' and M cigira9  'strong').
2346. *t''''{o}k''''o 'run away, run, stream' >  HS: S *°√t'k'w >  Ar tœqw G
(pf. tœa2qa, msd. tœaqw-un) {Fr.} 'celeriter incessit', {BK} 'marcher avec
rapidité' ¶ Fr. III 12, BK III 112  EC: HEC *t'ok'- v. 'flee' >  Sd {Hd.} t'o2k'k'-,
{C, Mrn.} t5ok5- id., Brj t'okk- id., Hd {Ss.} tok- v. 'flee, leak' ¶ AD SF 2 7 6 ,
Ss. B 182, Hd. 223, 397  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *tak'- v. 'go, run' >  Hs Kc tu!k'a~
v. 'go away, go to a journey', Hs ta~k'a2! 'pace' » Glm {Sch.} ta2~g-(a2!la~) v.
'run' » DfB {J} to^k / hab. twa2 ^k id. »» ? CCh: Hw {ChL} t‰!kWa~ v. 'follow' ¶
Stl. ZCh 163 [#168], Ba. 977, 1O5O-1, Sch. BTL 89, J R 222, ChL ¶¶ ≠ OS
#2418 (*tuk'- 'go, run') || K: pGZ *t'ik'wn=- v. 'skip (away), run quickly '
> G ∆ (ga-)t'ik'n- 'skip, skip away (skakat∆ , uskakat∆)', Mg t'i(r)k'on- v.
'run as fast as one can' ('beqat∆  bez  oglådki ') ¶ K 181, Q 328 || IE
*tekW- v. 'run, flow' (EI 'run, flow swiftly') >  OI ≤tak-ti 'hur r ies ,
rushes along', Av tac7aiti 'runs', KhS ttays- v. 'run, stream', NPrs
dz'T  tå2z-a4d 'walks fast, runs', ˆtx'T  tå2Xta4n 'to hasten, to walk fast, t o
run' »»  pAl {O} *en-teka 'chase, pursue, follow' (<  {Huld} *en-tekW-o2) >
MAl G {FB} ndiecune > Al T/G ndjek / ndoqa, Al ∆ : SG {Huld} ndi\ek
/ ndoki\a, D ni\eku / noc1a id. »» OIr tech- 'flee', MW {Vn.} go-deb
'refuge, retraite, abri', {P} tebet 'Flucht', W tebed 'retreat', Br
tec&h- v. 'flee' »» Lt teke$!ti (1s prs. teku~) 'to run, to stream', Ltv
tece2 ^t  (prs. teku ) 'to run, to flow' » Sl *tek- (1s prs. *te≤k-oß, inf. tek-
≤ti) > OCS prs. tek0 tek-o<, inf. te∑i tes7ti v. 'flow, run', SCr
te~c7e2m / te~c1i, Slv te!c7em / te!c7i, R te≤ku / te¢∆, Cz teku / te1c7i
v. 'stream, flow', P cieke< / ciec1 'run, teak', Blg teka 'flow', d.: U k
t¡kati 'to run'  ? Pal tekanza {ABIv.} 'flowing' (but {Carr.}: acp .
'?'); Mn. adduces here Ht {Ts.} wa-tku- v. 'jump, flee', which is u n c .
¶¶ P 1O59-6O, EI 491, ABIv. II 163-4, Carr. P 74, Ts. W 1O4, M K I 4 6 6 ,
M E I 61O-1, Bai. 121, Sg. 273, Horn 82, Mn. 1372, Ch. 1113, Vn. T  4O,
YGM-1 4O6, Hm. 78O, Frn. 1O74-5, Vs. IV 37, Glh. 622, StSS 694, O
286, Huld 97 (ppAl *ndEk- / ndok-i\- >  pAl *ndi\ek / *ndoça) || A: [1] T
*tæo4k- 'pour out (a liquid)'  > OT, OQp XIII, XwT XIV, Chg XV to4k- id., Tk
to4k-, Az, Tkm do4k-, Uz tök-, VTt, Bsh tu4k-, Qzq, Qrg, ET, Yk to4k-, Tv
tæo4k / dòo4k- 'pour, pour out', Tf tæO$ <kæ- 'pour out ' ¶ Cl. 477, Ra. 235 ¶
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The front vw. still defies explanation (trace of an *É-sx. or of a pN
*t'''' {o}k ''''ÉÓo??) | [2] A {AD} *tæoksV v. 'run' >  M *toqsi- v. 'flee' ( o f
animals) >  WrM toqsi-, HlM togwi- {MED} v. 'flee in fright', {Gl.}
'flee, escape (from a human)' (of animals), {Luv.} 'flee by leaps, b o u n d
a way off' (of animals, e.g. antelope), Ord dòo9òs7i- 'flee in fright' ¶ MED
815, Luv. 4O3, Gl. III 212, Ms. O 148  Tg *tu3ksa- v. 'run, skip' >  Ewk
tuksa-, Ewk ∆ toha-, tuks7a-, tuha-, Neg toksa-, Ud {STM} tuksea4-, {Krm.}
tuka4- v. 'run', Sln tUkça2n- v. 'skip, jump', Lm tU2s- 'run in a slow trot', Lm
Al tU2h- v. 'skip' ('skakat∆ '), Ork tUqsa- v. 'compete in reindeer-sledge
race' ¶ STM II 3O8  [2a] A d. *tæoksa-kï 'hare': Tg *tuksa-kï >  Ewk
tuksakï, Ewk ∆  tohakï, tuks7akï, tu2hakï, Sln tUrçaxi ≠ tUtçaxi, Neg
toksakI2, Orc tuksa(n), Ud {STM}, Ud B/Sm {Krm.} tuksa, Ud X {Krm.}
tukc1a, Ork tUqsa, Nn Nh/B toqsa ¶ STM II 2O8, Krm. 297  pKo *thoski!
'hare' >  MKo t≈oski!, NKo t≈ok∏i ¶ S QK #282, Nam 459, MLC 17O5 ¶ ¶
DQA #2419 (A *tæogsu 'run; hare'), Rm. SKE 283 ('hare': Tg, Ko) ˚ AD
GD #123 (IE, K, Tg) ˚ Gr. II #3O2 (*tekw 'pour') (IE, T, qu. Ko, J, EA).
2347. *t''''uK''''a 6 666 'earth (substance), mud, dust' >  HS *°√t'k'W >  C: pAg
*dak'W-/*dAdak'W- ({Ap.} *daqW-/*da4daqW-) 'mud' >  Q daxWa, Bln {R}
dåraqWa, Xm {R} råqWa »» LEC *d'o[:]k'k'- >  Sml {DSI, ZMO} dßo2qo ' m u d
(fango, melma)', Sml N {Abr.} dßo2 !qo~ 'turbid water', Or {Grg.}, Or B /O/Wt
{Sr.} d'ok'k'e2 'mud, dung', Or Gj {LLC} d'ok'e2, Or {Th.}, Or M {LLC} d'ok'e, Kns
d'oqqe-ta 'mud', Gdl d'o2kk'-itot 'quicksand', Gwd {AMS}, Gln {AMS}, Grs
{AMS} d'oqqolo 'mud' (to be distinguished from LEC *c7'o[:]k'k'- >  Gdl c7'ok'k'a,
Gwd {Ss.} c7'ok'k'a 'mud', and [borrowed from LEC] Amh c7'‰k'a 'mud') ¶ Ap.
AV 8, Ss. PEC 3O, 5O, DSI 178, ZMO 123, Abr. S 66, Grg. 129, AMS 1 9 8 ,
265, Bl. 218 ¶ Ss. PEC mentions Or d'o2k'k'- with a long o2, which is a t
variance with lexicographical sources (Grg., Sr., Th., LLC), hence his r ec .
of EC *d'o2k'k'- is less accurate than Bl.’s *d'o[:]k'k'-  ?? B *dVqq-≠*tVqq-
'clay' >  Rf Wr/B/Am, SrSn i-d3aqqi 'clay', Tmz {MT} id´qqi ≠ it´qqi
'argile, terre à potier, terrain argileux', Sll {Ds.} id´"qqi 'argile à pot ie r ' ,
Chl {NZ} id´qqi ± it´qqi 'terre à poterie', Ty idaqqan pl. 'morceaux
d’argile séchés et durcis; terre cuite' ¶ Rn. 3O9, MT 7O, Ds. 2O, NZ 3 6 6
 ?? WCh (× N *t''''ogá 'dust, earth [substance]', q.v.): Hs to2~ka!2 'ashes' »
Tng du3ka id., 'potash, salt' || A: Tg *tuka 'earth, clay, sand' >  Ewk tuka
'sand', tukala 'earth, soil, clay', Ewk Ald/Uc/K tukala 'soil, ashes', Ewk
Brg/NB tukala 'mud', Sln toko≤la 'earth', Lm tUq¥l ± toqla ± tUqal
'litter, dirt', Neg toxola ≠ tokola id., 'dust, earth, soil', Orc tuala, U d
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tukea4, Ul tUaqsa 'clay', Nn Nh/B toXala, Nn KU toXala ≠ toqala ' e a r th ,
soil, clay' ¶ STM II 3O7 || D *tuk-/tu2k- 'dust, earth' >  Tm tukal5 ' dus t ,
particle of dust', Tl du2gar3a 'dust, dirt, soot', Klm tu;k 'dust, ea r th ,
clay', Nkr, Prj tu2k, Gdb tu2kur` 'earth, clay' ¶¶ D #3283 || AdS  of IE
*{t}ek-/{t}k- 'earth' (< N *t''''ogá '⇑ ', q.v.); the absence of *eu\ or *u ( t h e
expected reflex of N *u in *t''''uK ''''a 6 666) suggests that the main source of t h e
IE root is N *t''''ogá ¶¶ Ivn. OPA 25-35 and GI 149-15O (analysis o f
phonetic changes), ABIv. II 133-7, Ts. E III 292-3OO.
2348. *t''''uK''''V 'offspring', 'young (of an animal)' >  HS: S *°t'awk'- >  Sr
{Br.} t5awk5-a 2 'young pigeon, chicken' ('pullus columbae sive gallinae')
¶ Br. 272 || IE: NaIE *teu\k- 'offspring' (× N *t''''owK''''a 6 666 'germ', q.v.) >  OI
to2≤kam 'posterity, children', Vd dat. sg. tu≤c-e2 'to the children \
offspring' »» MHG diehter ≠ tiehter, NGr ∆  Tichter 'grandchi ld '
(infl. of MHG tohter, NHG Tochter 'daughter' < IE *d≈ugÓ-ter?) ¶ P
1O85, M K I 5O8, 527, M E I 651, 67O (rejects the MHG-NGr cognate ,
preferring to connect it with *d≈ugÓ-ter 'daughter'), Vl. I 426-7, Sg.
288-9, Horn 84, Lx. 3O ¶ The N etymology of IE *d≈ugÓ-ter (P 277, WP I
868) is still to be investigated; it is worth paying attention to Ar √dHq
'mettre bas, enfanter' (BK I 674-5) (unless it is a sd. of Ar √dHq
'chasser, éloigner') and to T *yegen 'grandchild, nephew' (TL 293) || A
*tæ{u}kæV 'young artiodactyl' >  Tg *tu3k- id. >  Ewk tu3ku3çan ± tu3ku3ça2n ±
tukuç‰2n 'young elk', Sln tuxsa2 ﬁ 'Kalb bis zu einem Jahr', Lm tuGu- ≠ tu2- v.
'fawn, whelp', WrMc tuqs7an {Hr., Z} 'calf' (ı Sln tuxs7an id.); s o m e
Tg lge. ı Yk tugut ≠ tubut 'young reindeer' ¶ STM II 21O, Klz. S II 4 8 -
9, Z 4O5, Hr. III 925  M *tu9ul 'calf' >  MM [S, HI, ZhY] tu9ul (tu-qu-
lun, tu-qul, tu-qun), [MA, IM] tuGul 'calf', WrM tu9ul, HlM, Brt
tugal 'calf less than a year old', Kl {KRS} tugl tu˝¥l 'calf; suckling
(artiodactyl)', {Rm.} tu˝¥ºl 'calf, young animal', MMgl [Z], Mgl {Rm.}
tu˝ul, Mnr H {T} tu9ul, {SM} tæu9òur, Dx tu9unc7a, Ba tolc7ek 'calf' ¶ MED
838, KW 4O9, KRS 516, Ms. H 1O3, H 153, Iw. 139, T 366, SM 429, Pp.
MA 354, 448  NaT *tæoklî 'a very young lamb (of the first or s econd
year)' >  OT {Cl.} toqlî 'a lamb a few months old', MT XIV [IM] toXlî,
MQp toqlî, Tk toklu, Ggz toqlu, Tkm toqlî, Qq toqlu ≠ toqlî ≠ toqtî
'yearling lamb', Az ∆  to˝lu ± to˝lî ± toXlu 'sheep of the second year ' ,
Qzq toqtî 'a lamb older than 6 months', Qrg toqtu 'young ewe', Qrg S
toqtu 'two-year-old wether', Nog toqlî 'two-year-old ram', toqlu ' two-
year-old sheep', S toqtî, Tv tæo˝du 'yearling lamb'  ?φ  NaT {†ADb.}
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*to+ug >  Tkm do˝ 'one-year-old goat up to the first kidding'  ?σ,φ NaT
*t…ug- ({†ADb.} *tug-) v. 'be born, give birth to' >  OT tu˝- v. 'be b o r n ' ,
XwT, Chg tu˝-, Cmn to˝- ≠ tov- ≠ tuv-, OOsm do˝-, Tk dog"-, T k m
do˝-, Uz tuw- v. 'be born', Az do˝- v. 'bear; appear, be born' ¶ The T
verb is a very qu. cognate both because of its meaning and because o f
the initial lax *t…; the noun *tæoklî is a qu. cognate because of t h e
unexpected vw. *o ¶ Cl. 465-6, 469, Shch. Zh 115, TL 433-4, 698 (*to˝-
'be born'), GRM 472, Jud. 147, 744 ¶¶ KW 4O9, 414, DQA #2458 (A
*tæukV 'calf, lamb' > Tg, M, T *tæoklî) ˚  NaT *o (for the expected *u) i n
*tæoklî still needs explaining ˚  Cf. N *t''''owK''''a 6 666 'germ, seed', altough t h e
connection between descendants of these two N words (like in Irn [OPrs
tauma2  'family, clan', Av taoxman 'seed, germ']) is hardly ancient.
2349. *t''''{u4 444}K''''a 'to thrust, to stab, to push' > HS: EC {Ss.} *tak'- v. ' push ,
strike' >  Rn taX-, Dsn ta!? v. 'push', ? Af -o2tok- v. 'strike ( s th .
inanimate)' (× N *tek÷V 'to touch'?) ¶ Ss. PEC 48, PH 177, Sim 4, PG
274, To. DL 529  ?? S *°√tkl (× N ≈ *t''''e{h}aka?e6666 'to put, to set') >  Gz
√tkl G  v. 'plant, implant, set up, establish' (ı Bln {R} takal, Xm {R}
tikel v. 'plant', Sa {R} takal 'stechen'). One may tentatively adduce
here SES: Mh, Jb √t'k'k' (Mh pf. t'‰k', Jb C pf. t'ek'k', sbjn. ≤yOt't'‰k', Jb E pf .
≤t'ek') v. 'knock, bang, pound', Hrs √t'k'k' (pf. t'‰k', sbjn. y‰t'k'a2k') v.
'knock', resulting from contamination of different paronymous roots +
ideophonic factor (or onomatopoeia) ¶ Jo. J 276, Jo. M 4O9, Jo. H 1 2 9 ,
L G 573 || IE: NaIE *tuk- v. 'thrust, stab, prick' >  VL *tu"kka2re 'to t o u c h '
> It toccare, OFr tochier, Fr toucher, Sp, Prt, Ctl tocar id. »» Clt
({SB, Vn.}: < *tuk-slo-): OIr toll 'pierced, perforated; hole', Crn toll,
tol, MW {Flr.} tull, {SEv., Vn.} twll id., W {YGM} twll 'hole', OBr
{Flr.} tull 'foramen = hole', MBr toull 'hole', Br toull 'p ierced,
hollow; hole'; ?: OIr tu1ag 'axe', NIr tuagh 'axe, hatchet', OIr
tu1agaid v. 'chops with an axe'»» Gk ty1koß 'instrument for working
stones, a masons’ hammer\pick', tyki1z-v v. 'work stones' »» Sl *t¥k- >
OCS t5kn0ti tËkno<ti (1s prs. t5kn0 tËkno<) 'phgny1nai, f igere '
(tËkno<ti vË rebra'to poke into ribs'), R tknut∆ 'to poke into, t o
stick into, to prode', Cz tknouti mom. 'to poke, to prick' ('tknut∆ ,
kol∆nut∆ '), P tkac1 / tkam v. 'thrust, stick, stuff'; ip. stem *tÈk/c7- >
OCS t7kati tûkati (1s prs. t7h0 tûc7o<) 'to prick' ('pungere'), R
≤tykat∆ (ip. of tknut∆) 'to poke, to jab', Blg ≤tikam 'I thrust, s t ick
into' ¶ Mn. 1452, ≈ P 1O32-4, ≈ ML #8767, ≈  Kö. #98O2 (Rom π Gmc
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*tukko2n 'zucken'), GH 561, F II 941-2, SB 134, Vn. T  1O3, 158, Dnn.
76O, SEv. 36, YGM-1 423, Flr. 325, Hm. 798, Dnn. 76O, Mikl. L 1O17,
Mikl. E 367-8, Vs. IV 64, 13O, ≠ P 1O32 || U: [1]  FU *t{u4}kV- v. ' push ,
thrust' >  F tyo4nta4- 'push, shove' » Prm *to4y- or *toy- 'push, th rus t ,
prick' (× FU *tol!V v. 'push '  < N *dÅ++++ol ! !!! [V]÷V 'push', q.v. ffd.) »» ObU
*to4∏k-/*te2k- 'stopfen' >  pVg *ta4ÆG- 'stopfen, stechen, drängen' >  Vg: T
ta4w-, MK ta4ÆG-, UK ta4G- ≠ ta4ÆG-, P ta4w- ≠ ta4∏w-, Ss taG- id.; pOs *to4k-
({∫Hl.} *tO4Æk-) 'stopfen' >  Os: V/Vy to4ki-, Ty/Y ta$ÆkWi- id., V/Vy to4k´n-,
Ty/Y ta$ÆkW´n-, Kz/Nz tek´n-, O tok´n- 'sich füllen', V/Vy to4G´l-, Nz
tew´t-, Kz tew´¬-, O tew´l- 'verstopfen' » Hg † be-to4v- ' t ief
eindringen', Hg tu ¡z- v. 'pin, stitch, stick' ({UEW} 'ans tecken,
aufstecken') ¶ UEW 52O (FU *tekV-, but why are the reflexes in t h e
descendant lgs. so different from those of FU {UEW} *teke- ' t u n ,
machen' [where there is no labial element]? [see UEW 519]), LG 281, Ht .
187 [#619]  ?? [2] FV *tokka 'pierce, hit, touch' >  F tokkaa- 'p ierce ,
peck' » Er toka- toka- v. 'touch; hit (the goal)', Mk toka- toka- v.
'touch, hurt (by striking\bumping)' ('tronut∆ , uwibit∆ ') ¶ If FV
*tokka belongs here, its vw. *o (rather than *u4) is puzzling (may it b e
due to regr. as.?) ¶ UEW 796-7, ERV 665, PI 272 || A *tæikæV v. 'p lace
into, stuff into' ({SDM97} *tæikæu v. 'stuff into, press into') (× N ≈
*t''''e{h}aka?e6666 'to put, to set') >  Tg: [1] AmTg *ti3ki- v. 'be placed into, f i t '
>  Orc tiki- 'be able to contain (vme∑at∆ )', Ul tiki-, Nn Nh c7IqI-, Nn
KU tIykI- 'go in (a container)' ('pome∑at∆så '), Ud {STM} tixi- ±
tikYi- id., 'have enough room for (vme∑at∆ )', Ud Sm {Krm.} tixi- id. ,
v. 'fit, be large enough, nalezat∆ ' (of clothes, footwear)  [2] Tg *çi3ki-
v. 'put, insert, stuff' (× N ≈ *t''''e{h}aka?e6666 '⇑ ') >  Nn B c7iqo- 'put, inser t ,
stuff', Ewk çikiw- 'insert, stuff', çikça- 'stuff tight', Sln Sikç‰- ≠ Sitçi-
'stuff\cram into, poke', Neg çimN‰t- 'pick one’s teeth', Ul c7igZ7ic7i- ≠
c7irg‰c7i- 'stop up tightly, drive a wad into the rifle', WrMc ciki- be t h e
right size for, fit to the hole' (of a handle, axe-handle), 'be a tight fit, g o
in' ¶ STM II 178, 391, Krm. 295; the forms meaning v. 'stuff into' o r
sim. may be loans from M (see  ⇒ )  M *c>iki- v. 'stuff into, press i n to '
(× N ≈ *t''''e{h}aka?e6666 '⇑ ') >  WrM ciki- v. 'jam, stuff, press, shove', HlM
c7ixe-, Brt s7‰x‰- id., Kl c7ik- id., 'squeeze into', Mnr H {SM} c1æigòi-, {T}
c7igi-, Dx c7Èqi- v. 'stuff into, press into' ¶ MED 181, STM II 391, KRS
65O, SM 448, T 379, T DnJ 141  T: [1] *t[æ]îk(a)- v. 'stuff into, p res s
in' (× N ≈ *t''''e{h}aka?e6666 '⇑ ') >  OT U tîq- 'stuff into, press in', Tk tIka-
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vt. 'plug, stop up', Ggz tîqa- 'stop up', Az tîXa-, Tkm dîq-, ∆  tîq-, Q z q
tîq- v. 'stick into, thrust into', Tv dòî˝î- vi. 'stuff (with), t h r u s t '
('plotno  nabivat∆ , prosovyvat∆ '), Chv ¢yx- c7îx/Gò- vt. ' s tuff
(with), fill' ¶ Chv c7- < *tæ- (palatalizing infl. of *u4?) ¶ Cl. 476-7, IS AD 4 1
[#11], Rs. W 477-8, 479-8O, TkR 268, 297, Sht. 2O8-9, TvR 413, Md.
75, Jeg. 329, Fed. II 428-9  [2] NaT *t[æ]ik- v. 'put, place, insert' (× N ≈
*t''''e{h}aka?e6666 '⇑ ') >  OT tik- v. 'insert', Tk dik- 'erect, set up, p lant ' ,
Tkm dik- 'insert, build, dig in, plant', Qzq tiÆk- tik- v. 'put, place,
insert into the ground', Tv tæik-  (inf. tiger) 'put (a cauldron) on fire,
put, set up (a tent), establish' ¶ Cl. 476-7, Rs. W 479, TvR 413   pKo {S}
*ti~k- v. 'dip down, imprint' >  MKo ti~k-, NKo c>:ik- ¶ S QK #497, Nam
181, MLC 154O  pJ {S} *tu!k- v. 'poke, trust' >  OJ tu!k-, J: T cu~k-, K/Kg
cu!k- ¶ S QJ #475, Mr. 773 ¶¶ ≈ SDM97 (A*tæikæu- v. 'stuff into, p res s
into'), DQA #2249 (A *tï~kæi 'to plant vertically' > T *tæik-, M), ADb. KL
s.v. *tæikæi- 'vsovyvat∆ ' || D *tukk- v. 'push, shove' > Kn ∆  du2ku, du2ki
v. 'push', Krx tukk-na2 v. 'give a push, shove', Mlt tuke 'push, remove' ¶ ¶
D #3286 ˚  In descendant lgs. the reflexes of this N word contaminated
with those of several paronymous words sharing the basic meaning v.
'knock, strike', whence probably K: G tutk- v. 'push, strike' ˚ ≠ BmK
316-8 (an attempt of undiscriminated comparison of different [possibly
ideophonic] Gmc, K, S, C, FU, D, A, and Sum roots with meanings s u c h
as 'knock, strike', 'crack', 'break\crush', 'tread down', etc. and sharing
an initial t'/t and a second cns. *k/g/k', partially with different s t em-
final cnss.: G t'k 'ac- v. 'strike', Sag tu˝ula  'strike with the feet', etc.); ≠  IS
II 28-9 (NED *tukk- < N {IS} Lu4k5ÿ 'pierce, thrust').  
2349a. (€?) *t''''u 4 444K ' '''V (or *t''''u 4 444kV?) 'hair' > HS: C: EC {Bl.} *d'ogor ' h a i r '
(× N *s6666a 4 444Ìoy[i]ÂV 'hair'?) > Af {PH} dßa!gor, Sa {Bl.} dagar, Bs. ogor-ro
'hair', Sml {DSI} dßogor 'animal’s coat, wool',  Sml N {Abr.} dßo!go!r
'animal’s coat', ? Dsn {To.} Îu2 ^r 'hair' ¶ Bl. 217, PH 89-9O, Abr. S 65, To.
DL 496, DSI 177  Ch: WCh: Cg {Sk.} ta!k 'hair' ¶ ChC, ChL || A: T *tæu4k
'body hair, animal’s coat' >  OT U, Chg tu4k, MU, XwT tu4g 'body ha i r ' ,
MQp tu4g 'feathers', XwT tu4y 'fur', Tk tu4y, Ggz tu4y, Az tu4g 'hair, down,
feather', Xlj tïk 'body hair', Tkm tu4y id., 'hair of animals', Blq, Xk tu4k
'hair, hair of animals, feather', Qmq, Qzq tu4k, Uz tuk 'body hair', Bsh
tÁºk, ET tu4k id., 'hair of animals', VTt tÁºk, Alt tu4k id., 'small feathers', Q q
tu4k 'hair of animals, down', Nog tu4k id., 'body hair', Qrg 'body hair o f
humans, short hair of animals', Tv dòu4k, Tf dòu$k 'hair', Chv t´k feathers ,
body hair' ¶ ≈ ET 198 and ≈ Cl. 433 (in both: unj. φ  adducion of OT tu4∏
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'hair of the body'), DT 2O4, Ra. 177  Tg *ti3ki3-kta 'hair' > Neg tIkta,
Orc tikta 'hair (on the hide)', Ewk Tmt tikikta ≠ tekikta, Ewk U r
tikikta  'a hair near its root' ¶ ≈ STM II 178 ¶¶ DQA #24O8 (T, M, Tg +
unc. σ: WrMc tuku 'cover of a fur-coat', WrM toqum ' saddle
fender'), ≈ S AJ 282 || ?φ D: Krmb {Zv.} ?φ takare 'hair' ¶ The vw. a i n
the first syll. may be explained by regr. as. ¶ Zv. BNTL 655-6  ˚ Tg *-k-
suggests a N *-K''''- , while EC *-g- may be due to dis. (deglottalization d u e
to the presence of another glottalized cns.) ˚ Blz. DA 152-3 [#4]
(adduced D and unconvincingly words for 'head' and 'neck' in different
HS lgs.).
235O. ≈  *t''''[o?]a4444K ' '''[w]Å 'goat, sheep' >  HS: Ch: CCh: Glv {Rp.} tu2!˝wa~
'sheep, lamb', Dgh {IL} t≈u!˝wE!˝E~, {Frk.} twi!˝e~ 'sheep' » Lmn {Lk.}
tu!wa!ka! id. » MfG {Brr.} d'O!kW id. »» ECh: Nd D {J} d'‰!ga ^ id. ¶ Ch *w
suggests a N *w  following *K'''' ¶ JI II 291, RpB 95 ||  A: T *t[æ]a4ka4 ({ADb.}
*tæekæe) 'he-goat, male wild goat' >  OT ta4ka4, Tk teke, Az ta4ka4, T k m
teke, Ggz, Qzq teka4, XT {ADb.} tEkE, Tv dòe<G1e id., Chv taka tagòa ' r a m '
¶ Rs. W 47O, ADb. Ttd 55 [#11], TL 154, 428, 647, Jeg. 228, Fed. II 1 6 3 -
4  M *teke >  WrM {MED} teke 'wild goat, ibex [Capra siberica] ' ) ,
{Kow.} 'uncastrated he-goat', Kl tek id., HlM t´x 'wild goat, ibex', Brt
texe ı  WrMc texe , Sln texe 'he-goat'; acc. to Rs. W 47O and SDM95,
M π T ¶ MED 797, KRS 49O, Chr. 458, STM II 2  Tg *to2kï 'elk' >  Ewk
to2kï, Sln to2xi, Neg to2kI2, Ork to2 ≠ to2Go, Ul, Nn Nh to2, Nn KU to2kI ' e lk ' ,
Lm to2kI 'male elk', WrMc toXo 'grown-up elk'; Tg ı Gil tæoX 'elk' ¶
STM II 191-23O ¶¶  Attention shoud be payed to words for wild h o r s e
and wils ass: M: WrM taki 'wild horse (Equus Przewalski), wild ass ' ,
HlM tax∆ id., and probably NaT *tagî 'female of the wild ass' >  OT XI
[QB], MU taÌî id. (Cl. 466); it is not clear whether they belong here ¶ ¶
≈ SDM95 s.v. *tæu\a2kæV 'a horned animal' (T, Tg + qu. M *taki 'wild
horse'), DQA #2385 (A *tæi\a2~kæu 'a horned animal '  >  T, Tg), Rs. W 47O,
Cl. 466, Kow. 1656 ||  D  *takar, {GS} *tagar- 'ram' >  Tm takar ' sheep ,
ram, goat, male animal', Kn tagar, t5agaru, t5agara, t5egaru ' r a m ' ,
Tu tagaru, t5agar´, Tl tagaramu, tagaru id. ¶¶ D #3OOO, GS
223 [#546] ˚  The N emphatic *t''''- is evidenced by A *tæ- (>  T *tæ-, M
*t-) and possibly by MfG d'-.
2351. *t ''''a9[V]K'''' {a}  'to stick \ be stuck to sth.', 'to fix\attach (sth. t o
sth.)' >  HS: SES *√t'˝k' >  Mh √t'˝k': G  pf. t'‰˝a2k' v. 'be stuck, a t t ached
to ' ,  Sh  pf. h‰t'≤˝awk' v. 'stick sth. to sth.', Jb C √t'˝k': pf. G  t'a≤˝ak',
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sbjn. y‰t'≤˝Ok' v. 'be stuck, attached to', Jb E t'˝ak' id., Jb C Sh  (p f .
et'≤˝ek', sbjn. ≤yEt'˝‰k') vt. 'stick, attach to' ¶ Jo. M 4O7, Jo. J 275  ?
Ch: Dgh {Frk.} ta~kWma!, ? ti!kWa~ v. 'stick' ¶ ChC s.v. 'stick' || U *takkV
({UEW} *takka) 'hang, cling to, stick to sth.' >  FU *takkV >  F takkala
'adhesive state of the snow, so that it sticks to the skis', F ∆  takki
'feuchter Schnee, Pappschnee', takalta-, takista- 'befestigen,
anheften, kleben', Es takista- 'befestigen, andrücken; s tecken
bleiben, stocken, anhaften, hängen bleiben', F takerta-, takelta- v.
'stick to sth.' (of snow, etc.), takertu-, takeltu-, takistu- v. ' ge t
stuck, stick, fasten' »» Os: V ta"GraGt´- 'andrücken, D ta"x´rt- ' ha f t en
machen, anheften', O ta"x´rt- 'hängen (an einen Nagel, das Zugnetz a u f
Strangen)', ta"x´rl´- 'sich anheften, hängen bleiben'  Sm: Slq: Nr {Cs.}
tokuatpa, UO {Cs.} t!okuatpa 'es blieb hängen\haften' ({UEW} ' e s
blieb stecken, haftete eng'), Tz {KKIH} toqqÈ- 'stick' ('zastråt∆ '),
toqqal-  'dress so.; put on (clothes), haft (e.g., an axe on an axe-handle) '
¶¶ UEW 5O7-8, Coll. 61, SK 12O7-9, KKIH 184, Cs. 148, 231 || A
*tæa[:]ka- >  NaT *tæak- >  OT taq- v. 'fix\attach (sth. to sth.)', OOg, Chg,
Cmn taq-, XwT daq-/da˝- v. 'fasten', Osm {Rh.} taq- v. 'affix, a t tach ,
append', Tk tak-, Az taX-, ET taq- 'fasten, attach, hang on, put o n ,
wear', Tkm daq- 'sew (to\on), fasten (to)', Qzq, VTt ta˝-, Qq taq- id. ,
'attach, bind to' ¶ Cl. 464, Rh. 1225, TrR 822, TkR 243, Hüs. 284, MM
339, KrkR 611, Nj. 278-9 ¶ Initial *t-≠d- in the Og lgs. provides ev. o f
pT *tæ-  Tg *ta[:]ga- v. 'stick (fast), get caugh' >  Ewk taGa- id., taGaw-
id., 'get caught (somewhere)', Neg ta2-, taxa-, Orc ta2- id., Ud ta-, Nn ta2-
'stick fast, get entangled (in a net)', Ul ta2-, ta2xa- ≠ taoxa- 'get caught ,
run aground' , WrMc ta- 'get caught on, be trapped', Sln ta2Gu32- ' h o o k
sth., get hold of' ¶ STM II 149-15O, Krm. 292.
2352. *t''''owK''''a 6 666 'germ', 'seed' >  HS: eB *√t'a2k' >  B *-dœa2Œ- / *-dœa2qq-
'grain, seed' (× N *dik''''V 'edible cereals\fruit'??) >  Ah ta-dœaq (pl. ti-
dœa2Œ-ûïn) 'grain, semence', Ttq {Msq.} tadœaq (pl. tidœaŒin) 'grain (de blé ,
d'orge)', Gh ta-dœŒ´q (pl. c7i-dŒaŒ-in) 'grain (de céréale)' ¶ Fc. 2 8 9 -
29O, Msq. 141, Nh. 163, ≠ NZ 478 (the B root “ *dV˝ 'stone, cai l lou')
|| IE: NaIE (in IIrn) *°teu\k[W]- 'seed, germ' > OI ≤to2k-man- ' junger
Sproß von Getreide', Av taoxman 'seed, germ', OPrs tauma2 'family,
clan' (× NaIE *teu\k- 'offspring' < N *t''''uK''''V 'offspring'?), MPrs to2hmag,
to2m, NPrs ˜xTu toXm 'seed', ´maxTu toXme 'seed (semen p lantarum);
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origin', Psh to2ma 'seed' ¶ M K I 527 || U: FU *towkV 'germing', ‘
'season of germing, spring' ({UEW} 'spring') >  F touko 'sowing, c r o p ,
season of germing, season of sowing', toukokuu 'May', Es to%ug
'sring sowing' » pMr {Ker.} *tu2G´-nd´ >  *tund´ >  Er tundo, Mk tunda ' i n
spring, spring' »» pObU {Ht.} *tV∏˝(-) 'spring' >  pOs *to˝, *to˝È ({∫Hl.}
*tO4Æ˝, *tO4Æ˝È) >  Os: V/Vy to˝, Ty ta"˝W, Y ta"w, K ta$w, Nz/Kz tOw; pVg
*tu2ya2 >  Vg: HK/MK/LK tu2y´, P/UL/Ss tu2ya, SV tu2y ¶ UEW 532-3, Coll.
119, 132, Coll. CG 414, Ker. II 172, MF 62O-1, Ht. 187 [#621].
2353. *t '''' eLV  'shout, call', (?) 'utter ritual\magical incantations' >  HS:
Ch: WCh {Stl.} *tVl- v. 'ask, shout' >  pAG {Hf.} *tal v. 'ask' >  Gmy, Kfr,
Su tal  v. 'ask', Ang {Flk.} talme v. 'ask (a question) » BT: Pr {Frz.} te!lo~
id. » ??s  Hs {Ba.} ti!lla~ v. 'call\speak loudly to so. for him to hear (unless
“ ti!lla~ v. 'pierce a hole') »» ECh: Ke tu!lu!l 'Alarmgeschrei' ¶  Stl. ZCh
[#196], Hf. AGG 19, Ba. 1O14, Frz. P 5O, Eb. 1OO  ?? S *°√tlw (× N
*tulV  '≈  to tell [a story], to utter ritual incantations') >  Ar √tlw v. G
'read (from a book), recite' (unless from √tlw 'follow'); but hardly
here Ak te2lu  'to pronounce exactly', which for phonetic reasons m u s t
go back to S *°√t÷+Hl >  ¶ BK I 2O5, Bel. 57, Hv. 62, Sd. 1345 ¶¶ OS
#2362 || K: Sv {TK}: UB/L li-t'u2li, LB/Ln li-t'uli 'to call (so.), to say', UB
{GP}, L {Dn.} lit'u2li id., 'to yell', Sv {Ni.} t'uli v. 'shout' ¶ TK 449, GP 17O,
Dn. s.v. t5u2li, Ni. s.v. kri¢at∆  ¶ ¶  The origin of Sv u2 is unknown || ?σ
IE *tel- 'utter ritual incantations, pray' >  AnIE (× N *tulV  '⇑ ' [q.v.]): H t
talliya-  v. 'invoke (gods)', Lc M {Krl.} tali 'priest'  NaIE: ON †ylja
{EI} 'recite a poem', {Vr.} 'aufsagen', †ula 'string of words', {Ho.}
'song', †ulr  'Kultredner, Dichter', AS Îyle 'orator, speaker; jester' ¶ ¶
≈ EI 45O (*telÓ- '≈ pray'), Ts. E III 58-6O, KrlSh. XLJ 86, Vr. 626, 63O,
Ho. 374 || A: Tg *te2lu'Nu' 'narrating, folk tale' > Lm t‰2l´N, Neg t‰2luN, O r c
t‰2lumu ≠ t‰2luNu, Ud t‰luNu, Ul t‰luNgu, Ork t‰luN(g)u, Nn t‰2luNgu id.;
cp. Gil tæÈlgu 'legend' (π Tg?) ¶ Bz. 985, STM II 233, Krm. 298 ¶ Blz.
KM #27 equates Tg *te2luNu with words belonging to N *tulV '⇑ ', but i t
is hardly acceptacle (≠ φ ) || D (in SCD) *tel+lß- ({†GS} *t-) >  OTl, Tl
telucu v. 'praise, worship, request, beg', Gnd talehk- v. 'beg\ask f o r
sth.\so., esp. a bride', ∆  talk- , talp- v. 'ask, beg' (hardly from D *telß- v.
'become clear', as suggested by Km.) ¶ D #3427, Km. 39O-1 ˚ ≈ Blz.
13O (equates the D root with the reflexes of N *tulV  'to tell [a s tory] ' ,
q.v.) .
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2354. (€?) *{t''''}il∏ ∏∏∏V(-K''''o) (¬ *t-?) 'tongue, organs of speech' >  A
*tilkV 'tongue, voice' >  pT {TL} *t…ilk > NaT *t…îl/*t…il 'tongue' >  OT tîl
≠ til, MU til, XwT XIV, MQp/Cmn XIV, Chg ≥XV til, MT XIV [IM], OOsm
dil, Tk dil, Az, Tkm, Ggz, XT dil, SY dîl, Uz, ET, CrTt, Qry, Qmq, QrB,
Nog, Qq, Qrg, Alt, Ln, Tb til, Qzq, Xk tIl, VTt tÁl, Tv, Tf dòîl, Yk tîl
'tongue' »» Chv ¢e€lxe c7ÁlGòe (<  *t…îl˝aq) 'tongue', ¢e€le€x c7ÁlÁx 'vocal
cords' ¶ Chv c7i- < *tæi- (palatalizing infl. of *i?). Acc. to Mudrak’s ru l e
(Md. DKCh 22O-1), pT *-lK regularly yields NaT *-l, while in Ch i t
remains as -lX+k- (in Auslaut -l¥X+k / -lÁX+k) ¶ Cl. 489, IS AD 39 [#3], ET
VGD 228-3O, ADb. SR 36 (*dI4jlk = *t…îi\lk), S AJ 171 [#28], 1 8 3 - 4
[#84], Ra. 179, TL 227-8, Md. 72 (ppT *tî2lk >  T *tî2l), 179, ADb. Ttd 6 2
[#16] (*t…ïl <  *t…îlg), Ash. XV 28O, Fed. II 411  Tg *di3lga-n 'voice' >
Ewk dilgan, Sln dilga%, Lm dIlg¥n, Neg dIlgan, Orc digga(n-), Ul dIlZ7a(n-)
≠ Z7IlZ7a(n-), Ork Z7Ilda(n-), Nn Nh/KU Z7Il9a%, Nn B *Z7Il9a(n-), WrMc
Zil9an, Mc Sb Z7Il9an 'voice', Ud digan-a- v. 'say, cry', Ewk dilg-u2ra2, Lm
dIlg-Ur 'loud-voiced' ¶ STM I 2O6, Krm. 227, S AJ 21O ¶¶ ≈ DQA # 2 2 4 2
(A *tilV 'tongue; voice', including T, Tg), ADb. SR 47 (A *tilgV), S AJ
284 || D (in KK) *tVl+lßek- ({†GS} *t-?) v. 'put out the tongue' >  Kui
tle2pka (< *tle2k-p-)/tle2kt- id., Ku tek≈- (in vendo2ri tek≈mu2 'put out y o u r
tongue') ¶ D #343O || ?σ i  K: pGZ *t'lek'-/*t'l=k'- 'lick, lick oneself' ( o f
animals) (× N *daÓl∏∏∏∏V ¬ *dal∏∏∏∏ÓV 'lick'?) >  G t'lek'-, Mg *t'irk'- 'lick, l ick
oneself' (of animals), ? Lz nt'k'val- id. ¶ K 182, K2 1OO-1, Fn. KW-1 36 ¶
Possible infl. of N o  *l ∏∏∏∏ak '''' {Ë} 'to lick, to lap' || ?σ IE: NaIE *tolkW-
'speak', '≈ declare' >  L loquor / inf. loqu° / pfc. locu2tus est
'speak' »» OIr ad-tluch v. 'thank', to-tluch- v. 'ask (bitten)', do-
tluchethar 'prays' »» Sl *t¥lk¥ >  OCS tl5k5 tlËkË ' [ermeney1ß,
interpretation', OR t5lk5 tËlkË id., R tolk 'sense', † 'explanation ' ,
Blg t`l≤kuvam 'I interpret, explain' »» ?? OI tar≤kayati 'guesses,
reasons about, considers as' ¶ P 1O88, EI 535, WH I 821, EM 652, Vn. T
79-8O, Vs. IV 71, qu.: M K I 484-5 and M E I 633 (?σ : OI tar≤kayati
ÿ  tark- 'drehen') || ?σ HS: B *√dœly, *√dœls 'lip' >  Ah a-dœaloy (pl. i-
dœlay), ETwl ¥dœ¥l¥y, Ty tadœ¥loyt, Tnsl {NZ} adœalay,  Gh a-dœlu (pl. i-
dœlay´n) id., with an ext.: Mz {La.} a-dœl´s, Gd a-dœalis (pl. dœ´lsa2n), Skn a-
tœlus (pl. i-tœla2s), Skn adœlus 'lip', Nf adœilsan 'both lips' ¶ Fc. 273, Lf. II
#O345, La. MChB 113 (fn. 5), La. S 253, Ds. IVB 276, Wlf. EAW 45, NZ
465, 467-8 ˚  The IE, K, and B roots (if they belong here) suggest a n
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initial N *t ''''- , while the Altaic cognate points to a N non-emphatic *t- .
This discrepancy still remains unexplained.
2354a. *t''''u 6 666l ∏ ∏∏∏V 'fire; kindle (a fire)' >  A ({DQA} *tæu+olV 'kindle a
fire'): M *tu4le- 'kindle a fire, set on fire, burn '  > WrM tu4le-, HlM
t¥l´- id. ¶ MED 852  Tg: WrMc tolo- 'kindle a torch, set fire' (π
M?) ¶ Z 741 ¶¶ QDA #2461 || U *tulß +le 'fire' (× N *dul∏∏∏∏i 'fire; to hea t ' ,
q.v. ffd.) || ?σ Gil: Gil A tæulf 'summer' ¶¶ ST 386 || HS: S *°t'ul[V]w >
Ar tœulw-at- 'éclat de l’aurore', {Hv.} 'brightness\gleam of dawn' ¶ BK II
104, Hv. 437  WCh (× N *dul∏∏∏∏i '⇑ '): Ang {ChL} tal vt. 'burn' » Tng {J}
tE~lE~ v. 'fry, put in\on fire, roast' »» Ch: HgB t‰~li~ndO, FlK tâ~lU~ntiku vt .
'burn' ¶ ChC, ChL ˚  IS MS 341 (A ÷ K *t'wr- > Sv t'wr- 'kindle a
candle') ˚  Gr. II #152 (*tul 'fire') (U, A, CK, Gil, Ai).
2355. *{t''''}a4 444Xl∏∏∏∏a ≠ *{t''''}a 4 444l ∏ ∏∏∏Xa or *{t''''}aXl∏∏∏∏É ≠ *{t ''''}al ∏ ∏∏∏XÉ 'spleen' >  HS: CS
*t'iHa2l- id. > MHb l&hy6 t5´≤Óo2l, Ug t5Ól, JEA, Sr t5´Óa2≤l-a2, Md t5ahala
id., Ar tœiHa2l- id., d. coll. tœuHl- id.; S *t'ulHïm- 'spleen' >  Ak OB/LB
t5ul°mu, Mh, Hrs t'‰l≤Haym, Jb E/C t'El≤Him id. ¶ OLS 48O, Br. 272, Js .
528, Sl. 499, DM 173, BK II 61, Sd. 1394, Jo. M 41O, Jo. J 277, Jo. H 1 3 ,
L A 223, L EDH 152, L EDG III 616, MiK I #1.278 || A *ta2+a4∏lV >  NaT *t[…]a2l
'spleen' >  OT U tal ({Cl.} ta2l), ET tal, Yk ta2l id.; NaT d. *t… a2l-ak (≠
¿*ta4la4k) id. >  OT QU, MQp, Chg talaq, Tk dalak, Ggz dalak, Az dala9,
Az Tbr {Foy} da4la4G, Tkm da2lak, Qry, QrB, Qmq, Qzq, Nog, VTt, Bsh
talaq, Uz talåq ¶ IS AD 47, Cl. 495, Rs. W 457, TL 279 (T *t…(i\)a2l-ak), ET
VGD 137-8, Nj. 281, Rl. III 88O, ADb. Ttd 61 [#6]  M *deli-Gu4n (≠
*deli-ku4n?) 'spleen' >  WrM deligu4n ≠ deligu4u4, MM [L] delgu4n, [HI]
deli√u4n, [MA, IsV] delu4∏n, HlM d´l¥¥(n), Brt d´l√u(n), Kl {KRS}
del¥n, {Rm.} delu4∏n, Mnr H {SM} dòiliu2, Dg {T} delkin, Dg Cc {T} delig
id.; AncM *deli-ku4n ı WrMc deliXun ≠ deliyaXun, Ewk d‰lkin, Sln
d‰lkiﬁ id.; MM *deligu4n >  Ud {Shn., Krm.} d‰ligi, Ud Sm {Krm.} d‰lug‰
id. ¶¶ IS AD 47, Gomb. LAS 21, MED 25O, Gl. III 114-5, Kow. 1719, SM
55, Ms. H 5O, Lg. VMI 27, Pp. L III 56, KW 86, STM I 233, Krm. 23O,
ADb. Ttd l.c.  pKo *t+c>ira > NKo c>ira 'spleen' ¶ S QK #888, MLC 1 5 2 9
 pJ *[d]i ¬ *[d]‰-i\ 'gall bladder' > OJ i ¶ S QJ #1644, Mr. 42O ¶¶ ≈
DQA #2285 (A *ti\o2!le 'spleen', including T, M, Ko, J), S CNM 11 (A
*ti\a2le id.) (in both sources T, M, Ko + •÷ Tg *dilba 'diaphragm), S AJ
14 ¶¶ A *t- (for the expected *tæ-) may be due to the infl. of *X || K:
pGZ *t'ûqirp'- 'spleen' >  G t'ûqirp'-, Mg t'ûqip'- id. ¶ K 184, K2 193 ¶ The K
root is likely to go back to N ?φ  *0{t ''''}a 4 444Xl ∏∏∏∏a bV ¬ *0{t ''''}a 4 444l ∏ ∏∏∏Xa bV ( sc .
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*{t''''}a4 444Xl∏∏∏∏a ¬ *{t''''}a 4 444l ∏ ∏∏∏Xa + N *bÅ [adjectival pc., q.v. ffd.]); N *t''''...X >
**t'X- > K *t'ûq- (ass. glottalization of *X); K *r from N *l∏∏∏∏ due to s o m e
unknown phonetic rule? ˚  Altaic *t- for the expected *tæ defies
explanation so far ˚  ≠ IS MS 364 s.v. 'selezenka ' ('spleen'). Not h e r e
(⇔  IS) Lp N {N} daDve and Lp S {Hs.} ha1b…Die 'spleen'. On the ev. o f
the cognates in U (incl. other dialects of Lp) this Lp word for ' sp leen '
goes back to U *la4ppV (w  UEW 242) < N *l{á}p''''Å 'spleen' (q.v. ffd.) ˚
AD NM #1O3, S CNM 11 (÷÷ NrCs), Vv. AEN 6.
2356. *t''''al ß ßßß÷V ≠ *t''''a÷lßßßßV '≈  shoot, sprout, twig' >  HS: S *°√t'l÷ >  Ar
tœal÷- 'spathe du palmier; fruit, quand il commence à se nouer; f rui ts ' ,
√tœl÷ G  'être en fleur', 'produire la spathe' (un plamier) ¶ BK II 9 6 - 8
 B *√dœlÓ, *-dœluÓ > Ah ´dœlu (Fcj. 14) 'être vert et pousse r
rigoureusement', ?σ  Tmz dlu / dli 'être en grande quantité, abonder', ?
SrSn t3ad3la (pl. t3ad3liwin) 'gerbe'  ?φ B *√dl[Ó] 'branch' >  Ah ted´le ' a
thick trunk, a thick branch' ¶ Fc. 192, 271, MT 89, Rn. 3O9, NZ 3 2 8 ,
463 || K: ?σ *m-t'il- 'greens, vegetables' >  OG, G mt'ili 'k i tchen-garden,
garden', Mg d. o-rt'win-, o-rt'il-, Lz (der.) o-nt'ul-e 'kitchen-garden' (ÿ
Mg *rt'(w)in-, -rt'il- and Lz *nt'ul- 'vegetables'); ??φ Sv: UB/L/Ln {TK}
lart'am, UB {GP} lart'a4m, LB (h)art'am, Sv {K} (l)art'am, lert'a4m 'k i tchen-
garden' ¶¶ Doubtful as a cognate because of the unexpected vw. *i ¶¶ K
138, K2 126, Chik. 147, TK 367, GP 136  ?φ G tela 'elm (våz ) ' ,
teladuma 'Ulmus campestris (karaga¢)', telamus7i 'Ulmus scabra &
elliptica' ¶ DCh. 556, Chx. 471 ¶ The unexpected initial *t- may suggest
that G tela, etc. are loans from another lge. (T?) || IE: NaIE *ta2l-
'shoot' ('junger Trieb') >  Gk th6liß (gen. -evß ≠ -ioß) ' fenugreek ' ,
thle†a 1v  (mostly in present prtc.) 'be luxuriant-growing \ blooming' »» L
ta2lea 'short stake\bar; a cutting, slip for planting', ta2lia ≠ talla
'hull of onion' ([Fest.] talla 'folliculum cepae') ¶ Not here Oss tala
'young tree, sprout' ( π  T), as well as Lt ato!las 'af ter-grass,
aftermath' (⇔  P), Ltv ata2ﬁls 'after-grass, aftermath, second crop', a n d
Pru attolis 'Grummet' (cognate of Gt alan 'to grow')  ¶ WP I 7O5, P
1O55, F II 892-3, WH II 644, Ert. ED 235, Ab. III 224-5 (Oss π T),  Frn.
22 || A: NaT *tæal {AD} 'willow' >  OT QU tal ≠ dal ({Cl.} ta2l) 'willow',
[MhK] 'a green branch ('arrat >bu-l-qad >i:bi)', MU XIV ta[:]l 'willow', Chg
dal 'tree, willow', tal 'willow', Osm, Tk dal , Ggz, CrTt, Qry Cr, Qmq dal,
QrB, Qmq, Nog, Qq, Qzq, Alt, ET, Xk, Shor tal, Tkm {TDS, TkR} tal ( b u t
{Rs.} ta2l) 'willow (iva , tal∆nik , verba , vetla )', MQp XIII Ò'6 ta[:]l,
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VTt, Bsh tal id., Qrg tal 'willow, withe, twig', Tv tæal id., Yk d. (“  d im. )
tal-aX 'willow' ¶ Cl. 489, ADb. Ttd 62 [#4] (proves that the initial cns .
in pT is *tæ-), Dm. NRTAJ 156, 188, 2O5, Rs. W 457, TL 125-6, ET VGD
13O-1, TkR 615, TDS 632 ¶ Tkm tal (with a vl. t- instead of *d-) is
probably a loan from a Qp lge. (where t- is reg.). The pT vw. *a is n o t
long (⇔ Cl.) on the ev. of Tkm and Yk (acc. to the available
dictionaries), the letter ’alif in the Ar transcription of OT and MU is n o t
a reliable ev. for a long a2  Tg {ADb.} *talgik 'fallen trees, twigs, a n d
branches' ('valeqnik ') >  Ewk talgïG, Lm ta2lgIG, Neg talgIx id., c p .
(here ???) Nn Nh datala% datalan '∈ willow (a species)' ¶ Pt. 43, STM I
2O1 || D *talß- ({†GS} *t-?) v. 'shoot forth, sprout' >  Tm tal5ir id.,
tal5ir 'sprout, tender shoot', Ml tal5ir 'bud, new leaf, shoot', Ka
tal5al, tal5ir v. 'bud, sprout, shoot', Tu tal5ir´ 'sprout, bud', Tl
talaru v. 'bloom', taliru 'sprout, shoot', Ku da2l- v. 'blossom' ¶¶ D
#3131 ˚  In NaIE and D (where the lr. was lost) there was a part ia l
merger of the reflexes of this N word with those of N *t ''''al ß ßßß [Éy]{o} ' t o
give birth to; progeny' ˚  Cf. *t'VlV 'rod' ('prut ') in Daghestanian lgs.
The de-emphatization in B (*d for *dœ) is still to be explained ˚  IS MS
359 *t5a4lÿ 'rasti ' and IS SS #1.4.
2357. *t''''ol÷ 3333Å(-kV) or *t''''Ål÷3333V(-kV) 'head, top, upper end, tip' >
HS: Ch: CCh: pDb {Blz.} *talaN 'head' > Db {Lnh.} ta~la!N, Db K {Sb.} ta!la^N,
Msy {Mch.} ta!la% 'head'  ¶ JI II 183, ChC  WS *√t'l÷ ≠ (?) *°√tl÷ >  Ar
√tœl÷ G  'gravir une montagne, s'élever sur une hauteur', tœil÷- 'lieu élevé
d'où l'on peut voir les alentours'; 'bord, marge'; Jb E/C √t'l÷ (C pf .
≤t'ela÷), Mh √t'l÷ G  (pf. ≤t'awla, sbjn. y‰t'lE2) v. 'rise, get up'; ??? (× N
*tul ßßßß ÷ 3 333V 'tip, sprout, sth. protruding, summit') Ar tal÷-, tal÷at-
'hauteur, élévation, monticule' ¶ BK I 2O4 and II 96-98, Ln. 312, Jo. M
4O9, Jo. J 277 || A *tæolVkV ({SDM97} *tæolukæV) 'head' >  M *tolu9ay
'head' >  WrM tolu9ai 'head, top, tip', HlM tolgoj id., WrO
tolo9ui 'head', tolo9oi id., 'top', Kl {Rm.} tol˝a4∏ ≠ tol˝a2 'Kopf,
oberes Ende', Mnr {T} tolgue2, Mnr H {SM} tæor9ue2¯, {Pot.} tolgoj, M n r
M {Pot.} tolgaj, {Rkh.} torge1 'head' ¶ KW 392, MED 822, Krg. 5O4, T
366, SM 424, Pot. 412, Rkh. 378  pKo {S} *tÄ~i\ko~r >  MKo tÄ~i\ko~r, NKo
ta4guri 'forehead' ¶ S QK #3O6, Nam 147  ?σ AmTg: Ork tolpomU ≠
torpomU (from a compound or derived word?), Nn dulkumi 'sinciput' ¶
STM I 217, 223; the voiced d- is irreg.  ?s T *tæuluN 'temple (Schläfe),
hair on the temples' >  OT {Cl.}, Cmn tulum, MQp tulum ≠ tuluN, Chg
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{Vm.} tulu˝um (inaccurate record?) 'temple', XwT {Faz.} tuluN 'hair o n
the temples', OOsm ≥XIV duluN ≠ tuluN, Osm {Rh.} tolun ≠ toluN, Tk
tulun, ∆ dulun ± dulum, Qmq ∆ tulum 'temple', VTt tolym t¥ºl¥m,
Bsh tolom t¥ºl¥ºm, Nog, Qq, Qzq tulîm, Qrg tulum, Alt tuluN, Shor tulun
'plait of hair', Xk tuluN 'two plaits of hair', Chv ta€la€m t¥l¥m 'lock o f
hair, curl' ¶ The T cognate is valid only if one can find proper contexts
(and\or typological parallels) for the semantic change 'head, top, u p p e r
end' ‘ 'temple' ¶ Cl. 5O1, Rs. W 498, TL 2O3-4, Faz. II 411, Rh. 1261-2 ,
Jeg. 235, Fed. II 188-9, Vm. 266 ¶¶ DQA #2426 (A *tæo2~lu 'head') || D
{tr., GS} *tal- 'head, top' >  Tm talai\, Ml tala 'head, top, end', Kt tal
'head, top', Tu tarA, Tl tala id., 'hair of head', Td tal 'head, e n d ,
edge', Kn tale , tala  'head, being uppermost', Kdg tale 'end', Klm, Nkr,
Nk, Gdb tal, Prj tel, Gnd talla ± tala2, Knd tala, Kui tlau, Ku t≈r`a2yu2 ±
tra2yu ± tala 'head', Mlt tali 'hair of head' ¶¶ D #31O3, GS 18O [#456]
|| ?σ IE: NaIE *°tVl- > Clt: W tal 'forehead', Br tal, Crn ta2l ' fo rehead ,
front', OIr tel ≠ taul ≠ tul and tul cind 'forehead' (cind 'of t h e
head'), unless (acc. to WP I 74O and P 1O61) the Clt √  goes back to NaIE
*tel- 'flat' (‘  'surface' ‘ 'surface of the head, forehead') ¶ ¶  Bc. 2 1 8 ,
Vn. T  18O-2 ˚  The A cognate points to a N *o  in the first syll., while
the D root suggests *a  or *a4444. This discrepancy is still to be explained.
One of possible solutions: the N etymon is *t''''ol÷ 3333Å(-kV), and t h e
unexpected pD vw. *a  of the first syll. may be due to the ass. infl. of t h e
N vw. *Å of the next syll. ˚  Hardly here (because of the vw.) FU
*tuz6ka 'point, upper end' (Ï FP *tuz6ka-mV), which probably belongs
to N *tul ßßßß ÷ 3 333V 'tip, sprout, sth. protruding, summit' (q.v.) ˚  BmK 2 9 4
(Clt, D), ≠ BmK 3O9-11 (an attempt to connect S *√t'l÷ v. 'rise' with
some C, IE, U, D, and A roots meaning 'forward', 'to come', 'old', ' t o
touch', etc.), Blz. DA #3 (D, CCh, Clt).
2358. *t ''''ul ∏ ∏∏∏ [i]÷ 3333e 6 666 'come, enter' >  HS: S *°√t'l÷ >  Ar *tœl÷ G  'venir d a n s
un pays, se rendre dans un pays; survenir, se présenter chez que lqu 'un '
¶ BK II 97  Ch: WCh: AG *√d'l 'go in' > Su {J} d'El, Chip d'El, Mnt del id .
» ? SBc: Gj, Plc d'eli 'go out'; ?? Gj tuluwi~ {ChL} v. 'come' »» ECh: Jg {J}
dul, dol v. 'come' ¶ Stl. ZCh 174 [#272] || U *tul+lße- v. 'come' >  F, Es
tule- id. » Lp T {TI} toÒÒA- id. » Chr KB/U/B tola- id. »»??s Hg tala1l- v.
'find, discover'  Sm {Jn.} *toy-≠ tuy- v. 'come' >  Ne T to-s∆, T O
{Lh.} to2s1, Ne F to2-s7, imv. tu?, En B {Ter.} to-s∆, {Cs.} 1s aor. to?ado,
En X {Cs.} 1s aor. to?aro, Ng {Cs.} 1s aor. tu6?am, {Ter.} tuj-så, Slq
Tz {KKIH} tu4-qo v. 'come', tul!c1È-qo id., Slq {KD} Tm tu4∏a- ' ( an )kommen ' ,
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Mt {Hl.} *toy- 'come' (Mt K {Pl.} de`lymdoi & 'come here' [de`lym
'here'], M {Sp.} toj 's√da '), ? Kms {KD} 1s prs. s7o2l!am 'I come' ¶¶ Coll.
63, UEW 535, TI 6O5-6, Sm. 54O (U *tolÈ-, FU, FP *tuli-, Ugr ?
*tu"lI"-, Sm *toj-), MF 6O9-1O, It. #2O6, Jn. 164, KKIH 189, Hl. M
#1O47 || A: M: Brt π {Rm.} tu$lgu$- 'eintreten, to arrive\enter' (ene Xolo
dai\dada irehen tu$lgu$hen Xoi\nolo 'after your arrival and entering th is
distant continent' - Zhamtsarano, Alamzhi mergen, line 4537) ¶ Rm. SKE
266-7, Rm. EAS I 11O  pKo *tî!r- 'enter' >  MKo tî!r-, NKo tîl- v. ' e n t e r '
¶ S QK #677, Nam 174, MLC 534, Rm. SKE 266-7  ? T *t[…]u4l!- ' se t t le
(somewhere)' > OT {Cl.} tu4s7- id., Tlt {Rl.} tu4s7- 'irgendwo h inkommen,
sich wohin begeben', Tv dò‹ <z7- 'stop at (a place)', ET c7u4s7-≠tu4s7- 'stop a t
(someone’s house, inn)', Qzq tu4s- 'stop (at someone’s house)' ¶ The T
verb is a valid cognate unless it is a sd. of T *t…u4l!- 'fall, descend' (ET
VGD 33O-3) ¶ IS AD 4O, TvR 186, MM 368, Nj. 398-9, Rl. III 1587-8, BT
163 ¶¶ Rm. EAS I 11O ("tü. tu4s7- 'hineintreten', tu4s7u4m 'Einkommen': m o .
burj. tulgu- 'eintreten', kor. tiœl- 'hineintreten'") ¶¶ The adduction o f
the A √  is qu. because the meaning 'come, settle down' is n o t
demonstrably primary in T and because the M word is based only o n
Rm.’s interpretation of one epic text ˚  If the T cognate is valid, the A
lateral cns. is *-l!-, accounted for by a contraction: N *t''''ul ∏ ∏∏∏[i]÷ 3333e 6 666 >
*t'ul+lßiÉ >  *t'ul+lßiyÉ (with *-y- appearing in hiatus) >  *t'ul+lßyÉ >  A *tæul!É.
The M cognate (if valid) suggests an Altaic fortis *tæ-, while Tv dò- s eems
to suggest a pT lenis *t…-, but this is a phonetic problem that is still to b e
investigated ˚  ≠  BmhK 3O9-11 (an attempt to connect the above U √
with some S, C, IE, D, and A roots meaning 'rise', 'forward', 'old', ' t o
touch', etc.) ˚ ≈ Gr. II #72 (*tul 'come') (U, Ko, CK, EA + err. T a n d
M).
2359. € *t '''' oLÓV  'to cross (a river, a mountain range, etc.)' >  IE *tl=Ó-
≤to- 'ford, passage' >  Lt ti~ltas, Ltv tilﬁts 'bridge' »» Vd t°r≤tham
'ford, passage' (× ÿ  OI ≤tarati 'crosses over') ¶ IS IA 74, M K I 5O7;
≠ P 1O61 and Frn. 1O94 (both do not distinguish between this stem a n d
homonymic stems: *tel[´]- 'flat' and *tel- 'board') || A {SDM95}
*tæol +l !V  v. 'cross (a stream\river, a mountain ridge)' >  Tg *tul- v. ' c ros s
(a mountain ridge, a stream)' >  Ewk tuldun- v. 'cross (a mounta in
ridge)', Ork tolo- v. 'cross a stream (on a tree trunk put across it)' ¶
STM II 195, 21O  pKo {S} *tÄ~ri~ 'bridge' >  MKo tÄ~ri~, NKo tari ¶ S QK
#379, Nam 13, MLC 383 ¶¶ DQA #2427 (A *tæo!lV 'bridge, r iver
crosing ' ) .
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236O. *t''''aLHV  'flat' >  HS: CS *√t'lH 'be flat' >  Sr t5´l°Ó-a2 'flat', Ar
tœalH-ïy-at- {BK, Hv.} 'sheet of paper', Ar tœalH- {Ln.} 'spadix\spathe of a
palm-tree', {Fr.} 'spatha palmae' ¶ Br. 276, Ln. 1865, Fr. III 363, BK I 9 4 -
5, Hv. 435  NrOm: Kf {C} t'ello2 'a plain', Mch {L} ≤t'a4llo 'meadow, plain '
¶ C SE IV 51O, L M 55 || ?σ K: pGZ *t'{a}l- / ?*t'l- >  G R {Brd.} t'ala ' layer
(plast )'; ?φ  G {DCh.} t'lu 'single (odino¢nyj )', 'naked tree wi thout
branches'; Mg t'oli 'equal', (Mg ı ?) G t'ol-i 'equal, person of the s a m e
age', (G ı ?) Sv {TK}: UB/LB/Ln t'wel, LB t'uwel, t'el id. ¶ DCh. 1224-5 ,
Brd. IR 4O, Chx. 1359, TK 72O || IE *tel[Ó]- 'flat, flat ground' >  OI
tala-m 'flat surface, level, palm (of hand)' »» L tellu2s, gen. -u2ris
'earth' (<  *telnos), meditullium 'inland' »» OIr talam 'earth, l and '
(<  *tôl´-mo-) >  NIr talamh 'a farm of land'; MW {TLw.} tal 'plot o f
land' »» Arm †a¬ t≈aÒ 'quarter, ward, district; neighourhood' »» Pru
talus  'floor' » Sl *tÁlo 'ground, soil, floor' >  SCr tloŸ, Slv tlaà (gen. pl .
ta!l) id., OR, RChS t6lo tÁlo 'Boden', P tLo 'floor; the ground of a
picture\stuff', Uk tlo 'ground of a picture\stuff', r 'field' »» ON †el
'ground', †eli 'frozen ground' ¶ In BSl: × NaIE *tel[´]- 'wooden boa rd ,
plank, (?) t ree '  < N *t''''Ål!!!![Ù]V or *t''''Ålßßßß[Ù]V 'stem,  (∈?) tree' ¶ WP I
74O, P 1O61, Mn. 1375, ≈σ EI 247 (IE *telÓ-om ≠ ? *tl=-Ó-om 'floor [of
planks]'), WH II 655-6, Vn. T  22-3, Dnn. 713, Flr. 31O, TLw. 27O-1, Vr.
6O8, 61O, Frn. 1O93 (does not distinguish between *tel[´]- 'flat' a n d
*tel- 'board'), En. 262, Glh. 631, Srz. III 1O78-9, Mikl. E 37O, Brü. 5 7 1
|| A *tæaLV > M: [1] M *tala 'plain, steppe' >  WrM tala, HlM tal, Brt
tala  'plain, level space, steppe', Dg {Mrm} taL , taLa" 'plain, field'; ı
T: Qrg tala2, Chg tala id., Tk dala id., Tk ∆  tala 'flat country', Az tala
'glade', Yk ta2la 'steppe (¢istoe  pole ), plain'; some T lge. ı Kl tala
'open place, field, plain'; M *talaba+ur 'flat surface' >  MM [HI] talabar
'plat, assiette', WrM talabur, HlM talbar 'field, plain'; [2] M
*tal(a) > WrM tal, tala, HlM tal 'half, one of a pair', Kl tal¥ ' ha l f '
(“  *'equal'), ? 'side' ('half' “ 'equal' “ 'even' “ 'flat'; unless re la ted
to Ko tal in îm-dal 'shady side' and thus belonging to a different A √
[Rm. SKE 252]); [3] WrM {Rm.} talba9u, Kl talwu2 'flat, even' ( ' f lach,
eben') ¶ MED 771, Chr. 411, Klz. D II 135, Ms. H 99, KRS 473, KW 3 7 5 -
7, Rs. W 458  Tg *tal- v. 'be flat' Ï [1] Ewk Y/Skh/Urm tallaGa2-, Ewk
Np tallaka2- v. 'flatten (the ground)', Ewk Y/Np/Skh/Urm tallama, Ewk Z
tallaka2n 'plain, flat land'; [2] *tal[u]gan 'plain surface (of land or b o d y
of water)' >  WrMc tal9an 'flat surface, flat surface of water, sur face
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of an object', {Hr.} 'surface of a flat object', Ewk talgi 3n 'flat surface of a
body of water (glad∆ )', 'backwater (zavod∆ , zaton )', Nn B/KU tal9a
'bay, lake (connected with the main body of water)'; Tg ı Yk tolo2n (<
*talu˝an) 'valley' ¶ STM II 157-8, Z 7O9, Hr. 884  Ko {MLC} tî∏l ' a
plain, an uncultivated field', {Gale} tîl 'flats, prarie, a wilderness ' ,
{Und.} n´⁄lbîn-t´⁄l 'savannah' (literally 'broad plain') ¶ Plv. KA 12O2,
Rm. SKE 262, 266, MLC 533, Und. 515, Gale 27O ¶¶ DQA #2322 (A
*tæa2~le 'open place, open sea'  > M *tala 'plain, steppe', *tal-b-, Tg
*ta2lgi-, sc. *tal[u]gan 'plain surface') ˚  IS ms. *t5al{h}a 'ploskij '
(IE, Om, K, T, M, Tg, Ko, but not S).
2361. *t ''''al ß ßßß [Éy]{o} 'young of an animal, child; to give birth to' >  HS:
WS *t'a≤lay- (≠ *≤t'alay-?) 'young of an animal, child' >  BHb el3y1 t'a2≤lE2
'lamb', JA [Trg.], JEA il4y6 t5´≤le2 / ai!l6y2 t5al≤y-a2 'young man, lamb', Sr
t5al≤y-a 2 id., Plm t5ly 'young, boy', Ar ;|6a tœala-n 'young of a gazelle,
young of artiodactyls', Sb t5ly 'yearling lamb', Gz t'alï 'goat, kid' ¶ GB
276, KB 359, KBR 375, Lv. T I 3O2-3. ≈ Js. 536-7, Sl. 5O4, Br. 276, BK II
1O3, Fr. III 68, BGMR 153, Ls CDG 59O  EC {Ss.} *d'al- v. 'give b i r th ,
beget' > Sa, Af, Sml dßal-, Rn dßel-, Bn d'el-, Elm dal-, Arr, Kns, Gdl, Dl d'al-
id., Bs {HL} al- 'give birth', Dsn d'al- id., 'generate'; Sa {Wlm.} dßaylo
'young of an animal' ¶ Bl. 1O3, 195, Ss. PEC 21, 3O, Ss. B 62, 129, AD SF
57-8, ZMO 1O8, PH 9O, Sim 11, 13, 25, PG 93, HL 65, Hw. A 353, To. DL
493  ECh: Mu {Lk.} d'a!2l-, Mgm {JA} d'o2~lo~ v. 'lay (eggs)' ¶ Lk. ZSS 181, JA
81 || U: BF: F ∆  tallo 'yearling pig, young pig', Es tall (gen. -e), Vo
tal!u, talikka 'lamb' ¶ SK 1213-4  || ?φ K: G tel-i 'sucking-pig' ¶ Chx.
556 ¶ G t- (for the expected t'-) is puzzling. A possible solution is
suggesting that G tel-i is a loan from some Turkic lge. (see  below on T
*t[æ]e2l 'young animal [calf, etc.] that is suckled not by its own m o t h e r '
[Rs. W 471] and on T *tæo4∏l 'progeny') || IE: NaIE *te(:)l- 'young of a n
animal, child' >  Lt teﬁlias, Ltv tel>s7 'calf' » Sl *te≤l-eß (gen. *teleß¡te)
'calf' >  SrChS tel9 tele<, OR telja, R pl. telåta (sg. d .
telënok), Uk telå (gen. telåti), Blf tele, SCr te~le (p l .
te~leta) 'calf', Slv te5!le, Cz tele, Slk tel&a, P ciele< id.; Sl d. *telÁcÁ
(< *tel-ÁkÁ) >  OCS tel6c6 telÁcÁ 'young ox' (“ 'calf')  *o-grade o f
apophony: OLt talokas 'grown-up daughter', Lt taloﬁkas 'g rown-up
man'  with an unexplained vw. a2: Gk Ae ta6liß (gen. -idoß) 'marr igeable
maiden, bride' ¶ Mn. 1375, F II 85O, Frn. 1O56, 1O77-8, Kar. II 388-9 ,
Glh. 622, Vs. IV 38, Sls. I 99 || A : NaT *tæo4 ∏l 'progeny, descendants' >  OT
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Qp to4l id., MU, MQp, MOg XIV, Chg to4l, Tkm do4∏l 'sperm, b reed ,
progeny', Tk do4l, Az do4l 'offspring', Qq, Qzq, Qrg to4l 'breed', VTt, Bsh
tu4l 'foetus', Tv tæo4l 'child, young of an animal'; T ı WrM to4l, HlM
tøl  'newborn animal', Kl {Rm.} to4l 'jährlicher Zuwachs des Viehs' ¶ Cl.
49O, Rs. W 493, TL 322, MM 375, TkR 282, KW 4O6 ¶ Cl. reconstructs a
long •o4∏ for OT and OOg, but Tkm provides ev. for a short pT *o4 ¶¶ ≈
DQA #2258 (A*to!le ¬ -i\o-, -i\a- "descendance" [sc. 'progeny]; including
T) ¶¶ Hardly here T *t[æ]e2l 'young animal (calf, etc.) that is suckled n o t
by its own mother' (Rs. W 471) and M *telege '(an offspring) t h a t
nurses from two mothers' (unc. rec. *tæe!2lV 'young lamb, calf' {DQA
#2359}), because the specific (hence the original) semantic com ponen t
here is not 'offspring', but 'suckled not by one’s own mother', which
may be related to S *°√t'll (Ar √tœll G  'léser quelqu’un de ses droit, l e
priver de ce qui lui est dû', BK II 91) and to IE (OIr tlenaim 'I s tea l ' )
|| D (in SD) *talß- ({†GS} *t-) 'breed' > Kt taylß 'breed of cattle', Ka tal5i
'race, family, stock, breed' ¶ D #3131 ˚  The quality of T *o4∏ may b e
explained by regr. as. (infl. of N *-Éyo?). The length of T *o4∏ still needs
explaining ˚  Cf. IS MS 359 *t5a4lÿ 'rasti ' and IS SS #1.4 (does n o t
distinguish between the etymon in question and N *t''''al ß ßßß÷V ≠ *t''''a÷l ßßßßV
'shoot, sprout, twig' and quotes S *talay- , IE, T, M, D, but not C, U, a n d
K).
2362. *t ''''alËya  'skin, fell' >  HS: Ch: pNrBc {Stl.} *tala 'skin' >  Kry
{Sk.}, P’ {Sk.} tala, Cg tal 'skin' ¶ Sk. NB 4O, JI II 296, Stl. ZCh 251 [#43]
|| U *tal+lßya 'skin, fell' >  F talja id. » pLp {Lr.} *to2lye2 'fell' >  Lp: N {N}
duol…lje, S {Hs.} duo4lije, U {Schl.} du4ell…jee, L {LLO} tuol…je 2, Kld
tu2lêlê  Sm {Jn.} *t+c>aº¥\y+n1¥ (most probably *taº¥\y¥) 'skin of t h e
forehead' >  Ne T taj  'skin of the forehead; forehead', Ne O ta2y 'skin o f
the face', Ne F {Cs.} tai, {Lh.} ta2yOk:;u id., Ng {Cs.} tuaja 'skin of t h e
forehead', En X {Cs.} ta6jo, En B {Cs.} taijo 'skin of the head', Kms d .
{KD} tæuyu-s7¥kætu5 'Schlafstätte aus Renntier- oder Elentierhaut', Mt K
{Pl.} da1ihase 'bald patch on the head (plew∆ )' ¶¶ UEW 5O8-9, Lr.
#1294, N I 593, Lgc. #8O82, Hs. 467, Jn. 15O, Hl. M #939 || A: Tg *talu
'birch bark' >  Ewk talu, Sln tala ≠ talu3, Neg, Ul, Ork talu3, Orc talu, U d
taluga, Nn talo ≠ talu3, WrMc tolXon ¶ STM II 158  NaT: [1] *t[…]ul-
gak ≠ *t[…]ul-kuk 'bared skin; leather sack' >  OT Trf {BG} tolquq 'a h ide
filled with air and used as a float', Osm {Rh.} œqLv6 do @lqu @q (×  œqLv6
do @lqu @q 'filled') (Rh.’s 6 d = [t]), MT [IM] {Battal} tolkuk, [ o the r
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sources] tulkuk 'tulum (skin used as a receptacle for liquids)', MT XIV
{AH} dolquq id., OOsm XV, Tk ∆  tula 'raw hide', Bsh tulaq id., Q z q
{Bu.}, Qq tuwlaq 'dry hide (of a cow\horse) used to felt wool o n ' ,
Alt/Tel {Rl.} tulaq 'kahles, abreriebenes Fell; ein Fell, das auf dem Boden
ausgebreitet ist, auf dem man sitzt; ein trockelenes hartes Leder, a u f
dem man die Filzdecken schlägt', tulaq ton 'ein kahler Pelz,
Ledermantel', Az tulug tulu9 'a hide taken off as a whole, wine-skin' ,
Tk tuluk / tulug"u-, Osm {Rh.} œvLv6 {∫Rh.} do @lu @q a skin or h ide
used as a receptacle or a float', Qrc {Rs.} tuluq 'wine-skin', SY {Ml.}
tulu˝ soqpa 'corn grains with husks'  [2] T *tæulum >  Osm {Rl.} tulum
'gegerbtes Fell von Tieren, ein Lederschlauch', {Rh.} ˜vLv6 tulum ' a
skin or hide taken off whole (used as a receptacle), bagpipe', Tk
{Thms.} tulum 'bag or bottle made from the skin of animals f o r
holding cheese, liquids, water, wine; ∈ bagpipe made from the s a m e
material', SY {Ml.} tulum 'leather sack for milk and milk products', Yk
tulum 'useless piece of leather', ET, Uz ∆  tulum 'leather receptacle f o r
liquids', as well as Qry/Alt {Rs.} tulup 'leather coat' (ı R tu≤lup
'sheepskin coat'), VTt tolop t¥ºl¥ºp 'sheepskin'; T ı M: MM [IM]
tulun, WrM, MMgl tulum, HlM, Brt tulam, Ord tæu¯lu¯m, Kl tulm
tulm=, Mnr H {SM} tæulun, {T} tulum, Mnr M {T} tuluN 'whole skin used a s
a vessel for liquids'; M ı Tg: Sln tolo2 id., tol≤ma 'bucket', Ewk d .
tulum-ka2n 'whole skin of a calf used as a vessel for grain, flour, d r i ed
curds', WrMc tuluma, turme 'leather sack filled with air ( f o r
crossing rivers)'; the M word is a loan rather than a genetic cognate, a s
suggested by the absence of final vw; T ı  (through some M and\or Tg
lge.) NKo turumaki 'overcoat' (see  Lee CSMK 118)  [3] T: StAlt {BT}
tulus7 'leather sack from a whole skin of an animal' ¶ T *u of the f irs t
syll. may be due to as. (A *a...u >  T *u...u) ¶ BG AI 47, Rs. W 497-8, TL
187-8, Rl. III 1467-71, 1721, Bu. I 751, KrkR 658, Hüs. 2O7, Äz. 344, BT
158, Ml. ZhU 124, Rh. 1261-2, Thms. 495, Dr. TM II ##931, Pek. 28O,
Pp. MA 448, MED 841-2, SM 431, T 367, Iw. 139, KRS 517, KW 41O, Chr.
434, STM II 212, Hr. 927 ¶¶ ≠ DQA #2731 (*tæulu+o "torn and sc raped
skin", sc. 'bared and tanned skin' >  T + err. M and Tg words for ' l ea ther
sack' and Ko turumaki  [treated as genetic cognates]), S CNM 8 || D *to2l
/ *toli ({†GS} *t-) 'skin, hide' >  Tm, Ml to2l 'skin, hide', Tm toli id.,
'husk', Ml toli 'skin, bark, peel, rind', Kt to;l, Td twî;sß, Kn to2l(u),
Kdg to;lî, Tl to2lu, Ku to2lu2, to2lu 'skin, hide', Tu tolikA, Prj, Gdb to2l
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'skin, bark', Nkr, Nk, Prj to2l 'skin', Gnd to2l 'skin, hide' ± to2la ' sk in ,
bark of tree' ± to2lu 'skin', Knd to2l, to2lu 'skin (of animals)'; forms with
word-internal -k-, -g-, -v- (Ml tukal 'skin of a fruit', Kn togal ≠
toval id., 'skin, hide', Tu tugal´ 'skin, bark') either do not belong
here or go back to a contraction of cds., like Kt to;krl <  to;l karl ' p eg
used in pegging down hide to dry' (literally 'hide wood', w  D #1389); o n
the contraction hypothesis w Zv. 66-7 ¶¶ D #3559, Zv. 64 (rec. of *o2)
˚ The rounded vw. of the first syll. in T and D may be due to regr. as .
(infl. of N *Ë of the second syll.). An alt. N rec. is  *t''''o 6 666lV, but it d o e s
not explain the vw. *a in U and Tg ˚ Cf. Blz. SNE I 242 [#6] (U, D) ˚
AD NM #96, S CNM 8 (÷÷ ST *{t}aÒÓ  'membrane, pellicle').
2363. *t''''al ß ßßßk ' '''a 'strike, push' >  HS: WS *√t'lk' v. 'throw, let r u n ,
release' >  JA [Trg.], JPA √t'lk' G  v. cast, throw', ? Sr √t'lk' v. G  ' b e
abandoned, disappear', Ar √tœlq (ip. -tœliq-) G  'lâcher qch., laisser
passer de ses mains en les ouvrant', Jb √t'lk ' (pf. et≤lek', sbjn. ≤yEt'l‰k') v.
'release, let run, shoot', Mh, Hrs √t'lk' Sh v. 'let run' ¶ BK II 1OO-1, Fr.
III 66, Js. 538, Lv. T I 3O6, Br. 278, Jo. H 13O, Jo. J 277-8, Jo. M 41O,
Lv. II 162 ¶ The S √  (adduced to this etl. comparison by IS) remains q u .
as a cognate because its primary meaning may have been 'let go,
release'. If it does belong here, the underlying semantic prehistory m a y
be: 'let go, release' “ 'push'  ? WCh *°√d'l >  Bg {Sh.} d'al v. 'beat' ¶
ChC || K: G I t'k'vlec'-/t'k'vlic'- 'zerbrechen, zerschlagen' ¶ Chx. 1353 ¶
This is a case of a typical K mt. (lrs., uvulars, and velars are attracted t o
the position after the initial or nearest dental, sibilant or labial
stop\affricate) bringing about "harmonic clusters" || IE: NaIE *telk-
/*tolk-/*tl=k- v. 'strike, push, crash' > Clt: OI {Vn.} tolgaid 'il a t t aque ' ,
tolg 'force, énergie', NIr tolg 'strength, effort', tulca 'a sudden
charge with the horns', talc(a) 'force, vigour', W talch ' f ragment ,
grist', OCrn [g] talch ; "furfures" »» BSl: Ltv {Vs.} no-ta2lcI2t ' b e a t
(pokolotit∆ )', su-telﬁkti 'konzentrieren' » Sl *telkti (prs.*tÁlk-oß) >
OCS tl8∑i tle7s7ti / tl5k0 tlËk-o< 'schlagen, prügeln; klopfen,
pochen' ({Mn.} v. 'clash, crush'), RChS tl8∑i tle7s7ti / tl5k0
tlËk-o< v. 'push', tlo∑i tlos7ti / tl5k0 tlËko< id., 'knock', OR
t5lhi tËlc7i 'to beat, to strike, to crush', R to≤lo¢∆ / tol≤ku v.
'crush', Slv inf. tlec7i 'to flog', tlouci (prs. tluk-u) 'to knock, t o
beat', P tLuc 'to grind, to pound'; d.: R tol≤kat∆ 'to push'; R {SSRLJ}
to≤loka n. act. 'grazing cattle on fallow'; Sl *tolk¥ >  Cz tlak
'pressure', Slv tla~k 'paving, floor', {Frn.} 'festgestampfter Boden,
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Druck', P tLok 'Gedränge', R ∆  tolok 'Stampfer, Handramme'; P
tLokno, R tolok≤no 'oat floor'  pBSl *talka2 'collective voluntary
work' > R ∆ tolo≤ka, Ltv ta~lka f., Lt talka~ 'voluntary collective w o r k
for a member of the village community', {Mn.} 'rally', {Frn.}
'zusammengebetene Arbeitsgemeinschaft', Ï Lt telkiu~ {Mn.} v.
'mass, rally', {Frn.} 'Arbeitsgemeinschaft zusammenbitten, sammeln' ¶
Mn. 1376, 14O2, 141O, WP I 741 (*teleq- 'stoßen, zers toßen ,
schlagen'), P 1O62 (*telek- id.), EI 471 **telk- 'push, thrust'), Vn. T
1O2, LP § 54, Dnn. 713, 743, 766, YGM-1 4O3, 411, SJSS XLIII 461, Srz.
III 966, 1O48, Frn. 1O53-4, 1O78, Tr. 321-2, Vs. IV 73-4, SSRLJ XV 5 5 9 ,
ME IV 127-8 || A: NaT *t[æ]alk(î)- v. *'strike, beat' (‘  [1] 'crush', cf .
*t[æ]alkæan 'crushed grain', [2] 'injure, harm', [3] 'soften [leather] b y
beating it') >  OT {Cl.} talq- (gerund talqar) v. 'injure, h a r m ' ,
Alt/Tlt/Shor {Rl.} talqî-, Tv dòal˝î- 'soften (hides in order t o
manufacture leather)', VTt, Bsh talk¥-, StAlt talqu-la- id., 'brake (flax) ' ;
NaT *tæalkan (<  *tæalk-gan) 'parched crushed grain' ('tolokno ') >  OT
{Cl.} talqan, Chg, StAlt, Bsh, Qzq, Qrg, ET talqan, Xk tal˝an, Uz tålqån
id., Tf t…alhan id., 'fried flour', Tkm talXan 'sweet parched c rushed
grain', Tv dòal˝an 'flour'; T ı MM [MA] talqan, Kl talXn=, {Rm.} talXan
'parched crushed grain', WrM talqa 'powder, flour', HlM talX(an)
'bread, flour', Oyr talqan 'wheat flour', Brt talXa(n) 'flour'; R
tolokno and P tLokno 'parched oat flour' may result f r o m
coalescence of a Sl derived word (cp. R tolo¢∆, P tluc '⇑ ') with a
loan from T ¶ Cl. 495, DTS 519, Rs. W 458, TL 382, Rl. III 89O, Ra. 1 6 9 ,
BT 14O, MED 773, Pp. MA 339, ADb. Ttd 65 [#7], KW 376, Vs. IV 73-4 ¶
Tkm t- suggests pT *tæ- (w  IS AD), w ADb. Ttd l.c. || D *talß- ({†GS} *t-)
v. 'push' (× N *dÅ++++ol! !!! [V]÷V 'to push', q.v. ffd.) ˚  IS MS 369 (*t5ÿlk5ÿ
> IE, S, D) ˚ The corr. between T *-l- and D *-lß- suggests a N *-l ßßßß-
(because T *-l- rules out N *-l !!!!- , while D *-lß- rules out N *-l-) .
2364. *t''''aLPV (= *t ''''aLbV?) 'vast; room' >  HS: S *°√t'lb '≈ far' >  Ar
√tœlb (pf. tœaliba) 'se trouver loin; être éloigné', tœulb-at- 'voyage
lointain' ¶ BK II 93 || IE: NaIE *telp- v. 'have room', *tolpa2 'space' >  OI
≤talpah5 'Lager, Ruhesitz, Bett' »» OIr -tella 'have room for sth.' »» Lt
tilﬁpti / prs.  telpu~, Ltv  ti ~lpt / prs. te>lpu 'fit in, find r o o m
(Raum wohin haben)', Lt talpa~ 'capacity, ausreichender Raum', Ltv
te>lﬁpa, tilﬁpa, tilpe 'space, Raum', Lt tu~lpinti, Ltv tilpina2^t ' t o
give place' » ??σ Sl *t¥lpa > OCS tl5pa tlËpa, Blg t`lpa, R tol≤pa
'crowd', Cz tlupa 'band, gang', Slk {SBR} tlupa id., 'crowd' »» pTc
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{Ad.} ta4lp- > Tc B ta4lp- 'be emptied' ¶ P 1O62, EI 536, M K I 489, M E I
637-8, Thr. §§ 83, 153, Frn. 1O54, 1O94, 1138, Kar. II 385-6, SJSS XLIII
46O, Vs. IV 74, Ma. CS 53O, SBR 887, Ad. 297 || A: M *talbi-˝un > WrM
talbi9un, HlM talbiu {MED} 'broad, wide, vast', {Rnc.} id .
('wirokij , prostornyj '), Kl talvˆ n. 'square' (Lenina talvˆ
'Lenin square'), 'field' (sportyn talvˆ 'play-ground); M *talb{i}9u
> WrO talbuu 'sloping', Kl talwu2 'flach, eben', Ord tæalbu2 9òaZ7òar
'terrain qui est en pente douce' ¶ MED 773, KRS 474, KW 377, Rinch.
195, Kow. 1638, Gl. III 58, Krg. 476, Ms. O 642 ˚  If the N etymon is
*t ''''aLbV , IE *p  (for *b≈) is due to the IE morphophonology that rules o u t
co-occurence of vl. consonants and cd. aspirates.
2365. € *t''''u 6 666l ! !!!É (or *t ''''áwu6666 l ! !!!É?) 'extend, stretch, be(come) long' >  HS:
WS *-t'u2l- 'long, far' > Ar √tœwl (pf. tœa2la, ip. -tœu2l-) 'être long, s’étendre
en longueur', tœawl- 'length', tœawïl- 'long, tall', BHb Sh  ps. pf. ly2ue
hu2≤t'al (ip. yu2≤t'al) {GB} 'hingestreckt werden, der Länge n a c h
hinstürzen' ,  Sh  he2≤t'ïl v. 'throw far', Sb ip. yht5ln v. 'extend', t5l
'length', Gz, Tgr √t'wl D  'extend', Mh t'o2l, Hrs t'awl, t'‰l, Jb E t'Ebl, Jb C
≤t 'ol 'length', Mh, Hrs t'‰wayl 'long' ¶ GB 274-5, KB 357, KBR 373, BK II
123-5, Hv. 442, BGMR 154, Jo. M 413  EC: Sa {R} d5e2l, d5ål 'long, high,
far' ¶ R S II 125  WCh: Su {J} dul 'pull, ziehen', Mpn {Frz.} du2l 'pull' ¶ J
S 63, Frz. DM 12  ? Eg fP dwn vt. 'stretch out, stretch (bows) ,
straighten (knees)', vi. 'be stretched out' (×  N *t''''an2222V 'draw, s t re tch ,
extend'), if HS *-l- may regularly yield Eg n ¶ EG V 431-2, Fk. 311 ¶ ¶
Tk. I 1O3 || A: T *to4l!e- (< **tæo4l!e-?) >  NaT {IS} *to4s7e- v. 'spread out ( a
mattress, etc.) >  OT {Cl.} to4s7e- id., Tk do4s>e-, Ggz, Tkm do4s7e-, Tkm NY
tu4s7e-, Az do4s7a4-, MT [IM] do4s7a4- ≠ to4s7a4-, Chg, MQp to4s7e-, Tv dòø<z7e- v.
'spread out', ET Tr to4s7a4- 'als Lager ausbreiten', Qq to4se-, Qzq to4sel- v.
'spread out, make up (a bed)'; Ï*t[æ]o4s7ek 'mattress' >  Tk do4s>ek, Az
do4s7a4k, Ggz do4s7ek, XT {ADb.} do4s7Ek, Tf {ADb.} dòo$Z1ek id., Tv dòo4z7ek id.,
'bed ' ¶ A. Dybo (ADb. Ttd 57-8) has found that in *ÇVs7-roots t h e
opposition *tæ- ↔ *t…- is neutralized ¶ Cl. 561, IS AD 42 [#22], Rs. W
495, MM 276, KrkR 652, ADb. Ttd 58 [#1O]  M *tele- >  WrM tele-,
HlM t´l´- v. 'stretch (as hide or bow), smooth by stretching ( a s
textiles)', Ord {Ms.} tæele-  'étirer, distendre, étendre', Kl telx tel-x´ v.
'stretch out, extend' ¶ MED 797, SM 418, Ms. O 656, KRS 491, KW 3 9 O
 Tg *tele- v. 'extend' > Ewk, Neg, Orc, Nn t‰l‰-, Lm t‰lg¥- ≠ t¥lg¥- v.
'stretch (a hide on a frame)' ('rastånut∆ '), Ul t‰lu- v. 'stretch (f ish
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skin)', WrMc tele- v. 'extend, stretch, smooth by stretching' ¶ STM II
232 ˚  One of possible N reconstructions is *t''''u 6 666l ! !!!É, that p resupposed
that M and Tg *e  of the first syll. is due to regr. as. (*o...e > *e...e). If Eg
dwn  belongs here, the Eg, M, and T cognates suggest to prefer the r ec .
*t''''áwu6666l ! !!!É ˚ ≠ BmK 3O6-7 (they equate the S √  with IE *del-, *dele2g≈-,
*dôl´g≈o- 'long').
2366. *t''''Ël !!!!V (= *t''''u 4 444l ! !!!V?) 'to drip; drops of water, dew' >  HS: WS
*t'all- 'dew; to drizzle' >  BHb t'al, t'all-, Ar tœall- 'dew, light rain', Ug t5l,
JA [Trg.] t5al / t5al≤l-a2, Sr t5all-a2, Gz t'all, Tgr, Amh t'All, Tgy t'Alli, M h
{Jo.} t'al, Hrs {Jo.} t'Äl, Jb E {Jo.} t'Ehl, Jb C {Jo.} t'El 'dew', Gz t'all ' dew,
moisture', Ug √t5ll v. 'fall (dew), Ar √tœll v. G  'moisten slightly t h e
soil' (dew), 'être humide, légèrement humecté par la pluie ou par l a
rosée', Gz √t'll G  (pf. t'alla) 'be moist\humide\wet, be covered with
dew' ¶ KB 358-9, KBR 374-5, BDB #2919, Js. 535, Lv. T I 3O2, L G 5 9 1 ,
Br. 275, LH 6O6, A #1118, OLS 48O-1, BK II 91, Hv. 134, Jo. M 4O9, Jo .
J 277, Jo. H xv, 129 || IE: NaIE *(s)tel- v. 'drip' >  Gk stala1ssv v. ' l e t
drop (e.g. tears)', vt. 'drop', stala1ssv fo1non v. 'drop blood', sta1lagma
n. 'drop', stalagmo1ß 'a dropping, dripping', {P} 'das Tröpfeln, Tropfen '
»» ME stalen, NE stale, MLG, NHG stallen v. 'urinate', NE stale
'urine', MLG stal 'urine of horses' »» ?σ Lt tulﬁz7ti v. 'become h u m i d '
¶ P 1O18, F II 776, KM 737, HDEL 1255 ¶ Acc. to IS's hypothesis, IE *(s)-
is an indirect reflex of the N word-medial palatality || ? A *°t[æ]Ël!V >
[1] (here?) T *°t[æ]u4l! >  OT [MhK] tu4s7 'nocturnal emission
(spermatorrhoea)' (MKD 125) ¶ DTS 6OO, Cl. 559 (interprets it as a
private case of tu4s7 'dream')  [2] ?σ T *t…ol! 'ice' >  NaT *t…os7 >  OT {DTS}
tos7 'glacier in the mountains', StAlt, Tb tos7, Tv dòos7, Tf dòO<s7 'ice', Q m n
tos7, Xk tos, VTt tus7 'water over the ice of rivers\lakes (naled∆ )', Yk
toho2- v. 'break ice in a r iver '  ¶ DTS 578, Cl. 557 (interprets OT tos7 a s
'pool'), Ra. 174, BT 154, B DChT 157, B DK 255, BIG 233, TatR 559, JkR
392, ≠ DQA #244 (T*t…ol! ' ice '  < A *c7jo~lu! [sc. *c>i\o~lu!] 'ice, hail'; t h e
etymology is based on the highly controversial hyp. of T *t…- going b a c k
to A *c7-), Vv. AEN 8 (justified criticism of the latter etymology, which I
accepted in NM) ¶ The lax *t…- and the vw. *o (for the expected *u) still
need explaining  pJ {S} *tu~ra!ra! > OJ turara, J: T cu~rara, K cu~ra~ra!, Kg
curara! 'icicle' ¶ S QJ #154O ¶¶ ≠ DQA #244 || D {Km.} *tulß- ({†GS} *t-)
>  Tm tul5l5i 'a drop', tul5l5am 'little drop of water', tul5i v. 'drip', Ml
tul5i, tul5l5i 'a drop', Kt tolßg- v. 'wash one’s hands with tears', Td tu4¬ßy
a drop', to¬ßy- vi., vt. 'sprinkle', Kn tul5aku v. 'be scattered in d rops ' ,
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tul5uku v. 'sprinkle', Kdg tulßi 'a drop', OTl {Km.} tola%ku v. 'spill,
scatter (as water); overflow', Tl {BE} toluku v. 'rain', Prj tolk-, Knd
tor`k- vi. 'spill' ¶¶ D #3361, Km. 395 [#632] ˚ ≠ BmK 3O2-3 (equates S
and D with IE *del- [>  OIr delt 'dew', Br delt 'moist', Arm te¬ teÒ
'heavy rain', etc.], which in my opinion belongs to N *ta4444lËé€Å ¬
*talËé€a 4444  '≈  cold season, rain', q.v.).
2367. ≈ € *t''''Ël!!!!É÷3333V 'breast, female breast' >  HS: S *t{u}lV÷- id. >  OAk
tuli?um ≠ tula?um 'breast', Ak B/NA tulu6, te+ilu6 ' b reas t ,
nipple', Gz t¬) tala2÷ [talla÷] 'breast', Mh t‰lo2t (√tl÷) 'nipple' ¶ G
OA 297, Sd. 1369, L G 574, Jo. M 4O1, MiK I #1.276 || A ≈ *t[æ]Éo4l!i ( =
*t[æ]o4√o4l!i?) ({DQA} *tæo2l!i) 'breast '  > T *t[æ]i\o∏4l! 'breast' >  Chv c7u4lÁk
'hame-strap' ('supon∆ ') (<  *ti\o∏4l!-lik 'breast-collar' ['nagrudnik '], c p .
Az do4s7lu4k, Bsh tu4s7lÁk id., VTt tu4s7lÁk 'podgrudnik ' ['lower breas t -
collar'?]) »» NaT *t[æ]o4∏s7 > OT U to4s7 'breast', OT [MhK] {MKD} to4∏s7
'sternum' or 'breast-bone', MU do4s7 ≠ to4s7, XwT to4s7 ≠ tos7, MT XIV [IM],
Cmn, Chg to4s7, MQp, OOsm do4s7 'breast', Tk do4s>, Az, XT {ADb.} do4s7, T k m
do4—s7, Qry to4s7 ± tes7, Qmq, Blq, Qrg, Alt, Tb, QK, ET to4s7, VTt, Bsh tu4s7, Nog,
Qz1, Qq, Xk to4s, Uz tös7, Xlj to4∏s7≠dòo4∏s7, SY to4s, tu4s id., Tv tøw tæo4s7, Tv
NE {ADb.} dòo4s7 'breast-bone', Tf dòO$s7, Yk tu4¢o4s 'chest, breast-bone' ¶ Rs.
W 495, TL 271-2, ADb. Ttd 58 [#18], MKD 198, Md. 119, 179, Jeg. 3 2 8 ,
Fed. II 427, DHST 3O7, Pek. 29O8, ≈ DQA #2441 (T *t…o4l!) ¶ Tv tæ- po in ts
to pT *tæ-, while Og, Tf, and Tv NE suggest pT *t…-; acc. to DQA, the la t te r
may be induced by merger with T *t…o4l! 'mountain slope'  Tg: WrMc
tulu  'breast (of a horse)' ¶ STM 211 ¶¶ ADb. Ttd 58 [#18] ¶¶ A. Dybo
(ADb. SR-D 446 [#22] and ADb. Tts 58) adduces a Tg s t e m
reconstructed by her as *tui\l-gen 'breast of an animal' (>  Ewk tiN‰n,
Sln, Nn KU tiN‰%, Lm tiN¥n, Neg tiN´n, Ud tiN‰(n-), Ul, Ork tuNg‰(n-), Nn
Nh tuNg‰%, WrMc tuNgen - w STM II 184-5, Krm. 295), but since no ev.
for *l in this √  has been produced, this rec. is not reliable ¶¶ DQA
#2441 ˚  The Altaic root may have resulted from a mt.: N ≈ *t ''''Ël !!!!É÷ 3333V  >
≈ *t'Ë÷+˝Él!V > A ≈ *t[æ]Éo4l!i.
2368. *t''''al ! !!![9]V 'be quiet\calm' >  HS: S *°√t'l˝ >  Ar √tœl˝ G  ' ê t r e
faible\fatigué; faire qch. mollement, faute de force' ¶ BK II 99 || IE:
NaIE *(s)tel- v. 'be quiet\still' >  OIr tu(i)lid, con-tu(i)li 'is as leep '
(iter. *toleyo2), cotlud n. 'sleep' (*kom-toli-tu-s) »» Lt tyle$!ti ( p r s .
tyliu~) 'to be\keep silent', ti~lti  (prs. ti<lu~) 'to grow quiet' » SCr za~-
tljati (prs. za~-tlja2m) 'to doze off'; caus. ChS toliti toliti
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'placare', Slv to!liti vt. 'to quiet', OCS utolitiu-toli-ti id., SCr
uto~liti 'to become calm; to appease', R u-to≤lit∆, Blg uto≤låvam
v. 'appease, slake (thirst, hunger)' »» ON stilla 'to still, to soo the ' ,
OHG, NHG stillen 'to still', OHG stilli, NHG still 'still, quiet', AS
stillan 'to still', stille 'quiet', NE still ¶ P 1O61-2, EI 475 (*(s)tel-
'be still, quiet'), Vn. T  17O-1, Kb. 964, KM 75O, Frn. 1O95, Vs. IV 7 1 ,
Tls. 146 || A (+ext.?) *tæaLpæV 'calm' >  M *talbi- Ï M *°talbi˝un >
WrM talbi9un, HlM talbiu 'gentle, calm'; M *talbira- >  WrM
talbira-, HlM talbira- v. 'be relieved, calm down', Ord tæa˘wira-
'se relâcher, diminuer d’intensité'; Kl talva- talwa2- 'calm down' ¶
MED 773, KRS 473, Ms. O 651  Tg *talpa 'calm water; backwater
(zavod∆ )' >  Nn Nh talbo2 'backwater, glassy surface of water, b r o a d
part of a lake', WrMc {Z} talfa 'backwater (zavod∆ , zajmi∑e), ca lm
water', talfari  'low' (speed of a ship in shallow water) ¶ STM II 157, Z
71O ˚  IE *(s)- suggests the presence of a palatal element within the N
word, hence it may be supposed that the N lateral cns. was *l !!!!.
2369. *t''''ul ! !!![V]{9}V 'spread like a veil\net, cover with a vei l \net ,
catch (fish, etc.) with a net' >  HS: S *°√t'l˝+÷ >  Gz {L} ?an-t'ol´÷a v.
'spread, stretch, spread like a veil, veil, cover with a veil', Tgr aN€L0
?ant'ol÷a v. 'spread, stretch out' (Gz, Tgr π  C [an unk. C word]??) ¶ L G
59O, LH 618 || K *tXewl- v. 'fish with a net' > OG tXewl-, G tXevl- id. ,
? Sv: {K} tXe2l- v. 'look for, hunt', UB/L {TK, GP} li-tXe2l-i, LB/Ln li-tXel-i
msd. 'to search for' (acc. to Dn., plrt. of li-tX-e 'look for, find') ¶¶ K
98, TK 435, GP 154, Dn. s.v. tX-, ≠  FS K 158-9 (reconstructs *tXe-
'catch, look for' on the basis of Sv words and forms without *l, e.g. me-
tXw-ya 4r  'hunter', but there the loss of *l  is a reg. phonemic change) ||
U: FU *tulkV 'seine, drag-net' >  Z: Sk tÈv, UV, US, P, MS tÈl id. »» ObU
{Ht.} *to"l´˝ ≠ *to"˝´l id. >  pVg *tO"l´G >  Vg: ML toli, UL, Ss toliG id.;
pOs *to"˝´l ({∫Hl.} *tu"˝´l) > Os: Nz to"X´t, Kz to"X´¬ id. ¶ Coll. 12O, UEW
536, LG 292, SZ 389, Ht. #636 || A *tæul!É- >  T *t[æ]ul!a- v. 'hobble ( a
horse, etc.)' >  NaT *tus7a- > OT tus7a-, Qzq t¨sa- tu"sa-, Qrg tus7a-, Tv
dòu<z7a- duqaar, Tf dòus7a- id.; Ï T *t[æ]ul!a2k 'hobble' >  OT tus7a˝ ({Cl.}
dus7a2˝), Tkm dus7a2q, Az Shm tus7aX, VTt, Bsh tywau t¥s7aw, Q z q
t¨sau tu"saw, StAlt tuqak tuz7aq, Uz tuwov tus7åw, Tv {TvR}
duqak, {Ra.} du`qag dòu<z7aG, Tf dòus7aG id., Qrg tus7o2, Xk tuzax tuzaX
id., 'fetters' ('okovy '), Yk tuhaX 'loop, snare, chain, fetters' »»  Chv
ta€la€ t¥l¥ 'hobble' ¶ Cl. 561, DTS 59O, Rs. W 5O2-3, TvR 182-3, Jeg.
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235, Fed. II 188, AzDDL 391, BT 157, Ra. 176, Md. 58, 18O (T *tu"L- [=
*tu.l!-] 'hobble') ¶ Cl. considers OT tus7a- to be a d. from OT {Cl.} tu2s7
'buckle' (Cl. 558), which is semantically qu. and phonetically untenable ,
because the short *u is proved by the Tkm and Chv reflexes (provided
that Cl. was right to suppose a long u  in the word for buckle) ¶ A. Dybo
(ADb. Ttd 57-8) has found that in *ÇVs7-roots the opposition *tæ- ↔ *t…-
is neutralized† Tg *tule- v. 'cast (a fishing net), install (a self-shooting
bow, a trap, a snare)' >  WrMc tule- 'aufstellen (Fallen), auslegen
(Netze)', 'cast (nets), set (a snare \ trap)', Orc, Ud, Ul, Ork, Nn, Ewk,
Neg tul‰-, Lm tul- id., Ork tul‰gd‰ 'fishing net', tul‰c7i- v. 'fish with a
net'; Tg *tule-  has also a broader meaning: 'install' (in a broader sense) ,
'arrange' >  Ewk, Neg tul‰- 'put (on a stretching frame)', Lm tul- v.
'arrange', Sln tulu-  'hang up', Ork, Nn tul‰-  v. 'sew on (a button), WrMc
tule- 'anstecken (Holzgriff an Hacken, Holzgestell an Mühlsteine,
usw.)'. This broader meaning is likely to go back to a later semant ic
change. But of course we cannot rule out a possibility of casual
homonymy or of a primary broader meaning with later semant ic
narrowing: 'install' ‘ 'cast (a net), install (a snare, etc.)'; in this las t
case the Tg √  does not belong to the A and N etymon in question ¶ STM
I 212, Krm. 297, Z 756, Hr. 925 ¶¶ The Tg data suggest a strong A *tæ-,
while the T data are ambiguous in this respect || D *°tolßk˛ 'net f o r
trapping' > Tm tol5ku id., Ml tol5l5a 'snare, trap' ¶ D #3531 ˚  N  *9  i s
tentatively reconstructed on the assumption that here FU *k goes b a c k
to a postcons. *9: FU *tulkV < *tul9V < N *t''''ul ! !!![V]{9}V; a similar origin
may be supposed for *k  in D *°tolßk˛. If this assumption is wrong and *k
in FU and D is a sx., the N rec. will be *t''''ul ! !!![V]{÷3333 ++++9}V ˚  The D vw. *o
(for the expected *u) needs investigating ˚  AD NM #3O, S CNM 4 (÷ ÷
ST), Vv. AEN 17 (unjustified doubts about the semantic change in T:
'catch with a net' ‘ 'hobble'; misquotation: erroneous •tul[i]{g}V
instead of N *t'ul[i]{9}V [so in AD NM for N *t''''ul ! !!![V]{9}V]), LCm. NLP 1 6
(unjustified doubts about U, A, and D).
237O. *t''''al ! !!! {h}a 'lift up, carry' > HS: S: [1] CS *°√t'l{y} v. 'lift up' >  JPA
{Js.} imv. G  t5´≤l° 'lift up', Md √t'l{y} T  prtc. u-mit5lia 'and they shall
be removed' ¶ Js. 536, DM 179-18O  [2] S *√nt'l v. 'lift, carry' >  BHb
√nt'l G (ip. -t't'ol) v. 'impose, lay upon, weigh', √nt'l D  'lift up', BA
√nt'l G  (pf. n´≤t'al), IA {HJ} nt5l G  v. 'lift', MHb {Js.} √nt'l G
'move\carry off, take', JA [Trg.] √nt'l G  {Lv.} '(auf-/er-)heben', {Js.}
vt. 'take, lift, move', JEA {Sl.} √nt'l G  'take', Sr √nt'l G 'sustulit', ' b e
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weighty, draw water', nat5t5°≤l-a2 'heavy', ? Ak √nt'l v. G  'see, l ook '
(if“ 'lift up the eyes') ¶ KB 655, KBR 694, Js. 899-9OO, Lv. T II 1O4-5,
Br. 425, JPS 337, Sl. 744-5, Sd. 766, CAD XI 121-2, JH 178, HJ 728-9 ¶
*n- is likely to go back to a HS verbal prefix  pCh {JS} √d'l v. ' ca r ry ,
bring' >  WCh: Jmb {Sk.} do2luwi v. 'bring' »» ECh: Kwn {J} do~le@ v. ' ca r ry ,
bring', Smr {J} d'‰~ga!l v. 'carry on head' ¶ ChC, JI II 62-3, JS 61, ChL s.v.
'carry'  ? C: Bj {R} √tlg (1s: p. ≤atlig, prs. atan≤l°g; prtc. ≤tilga)
v. 'lift up' »» ? SC: ?σ,φ Kz c'al- v. 'fly' ¶ R WBd 227, E SC 194 (pSC *tßol-
v. 'rise off the ground') || IE *telé-/*tleé- >  NaIE *tel´-/ *tla2- v. ' lift,
carry, endure' >  OI tu≤la2 f. 'balance, scale, weight', tulayati 'lifts u p ,
weighs', MPrs tl?cwk5 [tara2zu2g], NPrs vz"rTa ta4rå2zu2 'balance, scale; t h e
sign Libra' »» Arm †o¬um t≈oÒum 'I let, permit, tolerate' »» Gk tlh6-nai
inf. (pp. tlhto1ß), Gk D aor. }e-tla2-n (pp. tla2ta1) v. 'bear; hold o u t ,
endure', Gk tela "-mv1n  'a broad strap for bearing (anything)' »» L toll-o,
-e"re v. 'lift up, tale up and away' »» OIr tlen-  'enlever, dérober', ' s tea l '
(semantic change like in M (see ⇓) »» Gt †ulan  'to endure, to to lera te ' ,
ON †ola, AS Îolian 'to endure, OSx tholo2n, OHG dole2n id., ' t o
suffer', NHG dulden 'to endure, to tolerate' »» Ltv ∆ {ME} iz-tilt
'aushalten' (unless f rom  *iz-stilt) »» pTc *ta4l- > Tc A/B ta4l- v t .
'uphold, keep raised' ¶ P 1O6O-1, EI 352 (*telh€- / prs. *tl=≤neh€-ti ' l ift,
raise'), M K I 516, M E I 658-9, Vl. I 429, Sg. 291, F II 848-9, WP II 688-9 ,
Fs. 5O4-5, Vr. 615, Ho. 366-7, Ho. S 78, OsS 1O7, EWA II 714-7, KM
146, Vn. T  78-9, ME IV 189, Wn. 5OO, Ad. 296-7 ¶ If there is any
connection of this root with N *t ++++ t ' '''Vl ∏∏∏∏V 'hang', it may be only secondary
|| A *tæal!{a}- v. 'carry, carry away' >  T *t[æ]al!u- ≠ *tæal!î- v. ' ca r ry ,
transport (sth. somewhere)' >  OT tas7u-, Tk tas>I-, Ggz tas7î-, Az das7î-,
Qmq tas7î-, Qzq tasî- (inf. tasu2), Qq tasî-, Tv dòa<z7î- id., Slr ta2s7î- ≠ ta2s7i-,
Nog tasî- (inf. tasu-B) 'carry' ¶ Cl. 56, IS AD 42 [#21], Rs. W 466, Tn. SJ
5O4, NogR 339, RKumS 1OO3, KumRS 3O8, KrkR 626, MM 336  M
*tala- v. 'take away, plunder' (× π T *t[…]a2la- 'bite' [of animals],
'damage, ruin' < N *tahElV , see s.v. N *t{a}lhV  ¬ *tahElV  '≈ to hit, t o
damage') >  WrM tala-, HlM tala- v. 'take away', MM [S, MA] tala-
'plunder, loot', WrO talu- v. 'rob, steal', Kl {KRS} tallx tall´X´,
{Rm.} tal¥Xa v. 'plunder', Ord tæala- 'piller et casser les objets' ¶ MED
771, H 144, Pp. MA 338, Krg. 475, KRS 474, KW 376, Ms. O 641  ?
WrMc tala-  v. 'confiscate' (π M?) ¶ Z 7O8 ¶¶ KW 376, ≈ DQA # 2 3 2 1
(A *tæa2 !la- v. 'plunder, seduce', including T, M) || D [1] *ta2lß- ({†GS} *t-)
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v. *'lift' (‘ 'hold', 'bear, endure') >  Tm ta2l5u (p. ta2l5i-) v. ' b ea r ,
suffer, tolerate', Kn ta2l5, ta2l5u v. 'hold, take, undergo, experience,
wait', Tu ta2l 5uni, Tl ta2l5u v. 'bear, endure'  [2] ?φ  (in NED) *t{e}l+lß- >
Mlt te1le v. 'lift (as the corner of a curtain or hem of a dress)', Krx
tel´g-na2 v. 'tuck up (e.g. garment before sitting)' ¶ Krx/Mlt l is a reg .
reflex of D *lß, but the vw. e is deviant ¶¶ D ##3188, 3428, Km. 3 8 1
[#561] (reconstructs pSD *ta2lß- with an alleged variant •ta2l- based o n
unc. adduction of Tm ta2l- v. 'stay, rest, stop') ˚  IS (ms.): *t5al{h}e
'carry' (S, IE, D), Tromb. CL (IE, D), BmK 281-3 (IE, A, D +
unconvincingly S *√tly ≠ *√tll 'to hang', *till- 'hill', C *tVl- 'hill' +
Sum ta1l  v. 'be wide\broad'). The N lr. is reconstructed on the ev. of IE,
it was most probably *h , because it is the only N lr. that meets t h r e e
requirements: it is lost in S (only N *h and *? may be lost there), i t
yields NaIE *´ in syllabic position (Gk a " in tela "-mv1n, unless it is f r o m
*n=), and it has a-colouring effect on a preceding vw. (which N *?  c a n n o t
have) ˚  ≈ Gr. II #383 (*tal 'take') (IE, A, Gil, CK + qu. Ko, J, Ai), ≠ Gr.
II #196 (*tol  'hang') (an unc. attempt to connect the IE root with A, Ko,
and J, as well as with Ai words for 'belt', 'hang', see  N *t ++++ t ' '''Vl ∏∏∏∏V  'hang').
2371. *t ''''Ål !!!! [Ù]V  or *t''''Ålßßßß[Ù]V 'stem', 'tree (∈?)' > HS: S *°t'alH- '(∈ ) a
big tree' >  Ar tœalH- (coll.) 'Acacia gummifera', tœalH-at- 'an Acacia
gummi fera  tree', '(tout) grand arbre dans un terrain sablonneux' ¶ BK II
94-5 || IE: NaIE *tel[´]- 'wooden board, plank, (?) tree' >  OI taruh5
'tree' (semantic infl. of daru 'tree'?) »» Gk thli1a2 'board\table with a
raised edge, baker’s table' »» AS Îille 'floorboard', Îel 'plank, b e d ' ,
Îelu ≠ Îele 'plank',  OHG dil, dilo, dilla 'board, plank, floor m a d e
of boards; bretterne Wandbekleidung des Zimmers', NHG†Diele ' boa rd ,
plank; floor', Yid dil 'floor', ON †il 'floor\wall of planks', †ili
'wainscot, panelling', †ilja 'plank' »» Lt ti~les$ pl. 'Bodenbretter i m
Kahn, Bodenbelag' (Mn.: < *tl=y´), Ltv tilandis 'Bretter, die Diele e ines
Bootes bilden', (× IE *tel[Ó]- < N *t''''aLHV  'flat') Pru talus 'floor' ¶ ≈
Mn. 1375, IS IA 74; ≈ P 1O61 and Frn. 1O93-4 (both do not distinguish
between *tel- 'board' and *tel[´]- 'flat'), En. 262, M K I 484, F II 8 9 2 ,
OsS 1O2-3, KM 131-2, Ho. 362, 365, Vr. 61O, Kb. 154, EWA II 644-7 ,
≈σ EI 247 (*telÓ-om ≠ ? *tl=-Ó-om 'floor [of planks] ') || D (in SD) *ta2lß
({†GS} *t-) 'stem, leg' >  Tm ta2l5 'leg, stem, stalk', Ml ta2l5 'stalk, s t em ' ,
Kt ta:lß 'stem, trunk', Td to;¬ß 'thigh of animal’s hind leg, trunk of t r ee ' ,
Kn ta2r ª 'stem or stalk' ¶ D #3185 ¶ Either the meaning 'leg' i s
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secondary, or there are two homonymic pD roots, one for 'leg' and t h e
other for 'stem'.
2372. *t''''{É}mV 'to feel by touch' >  HS: Eg fP dmy vt. 'touch, feel b y
touch', vi. 'be joined' >  Cpt: Sd tOOme to2o2me, B tOmI to2mi ' un i r ,
toucher' ¶ EG V 453-5, Fk. 313, Vc. 215 || U *tumte v. 'feel, touch, feel
by touch' >  F tunte- v. 'feel, recognize, sense, taste, smell, know', Es
tunde- to feel, sense, experience' » pLp {Lr.} *tomt‰- v. 'feel, k n o w
(kennen)' >  Lp: N {N} dow…da6t v. 'know, perceive, sense', S {Hs.}
daºbde- ± daºmde-, U {Schl.} daºb…dat, L {LLO} taºb…taºt id., Kld {Lr.“
Gn.} tom:deÎ, {SaR} tommt´ 'learn (erfahren)' » ppPrm {LG} *tu$d- >
pPrm *tO$d- v. 'know, learn (erfahren), remember' >  Vt todyny id., Z
to™dny  v. 'know, recognize, guess', Vt, Z tod 'memory', Yz t º´d- to$d-
v. 'know' »» Hg tud- v. 'know, be able'  Sm {Jn.} *tumt¥ (or *c>-, *-
mc>-) v. 'know' ('kennen, wissen') >  Ne T ≤tumdas∆ 'learn (e r fahren) ,
notice', Nn T O {Lh.} tumta2, Ng {Cs.} aor. s./obcj. 1s tu5mtu5'a!ma
'erraten', En {Cs.} 1s aor. s./obcj. tuddabo 'erfahren, erraten', {Ter.}
d. tumt´ru”  'learn (erfahren)', Kms {KD} tæ´mnEm 'wissen, vers tehen ' ,
{Cs.} thu4mna4m 'wissen, sich erinnern', Koyb {Sp.} abytymnem`
'ne  zna√ ' ('I do not know'), Koyb {Sp.} tymnelejmam`, Mt *tumd´-
v. 'notice' (Mt M {Sp.} tumdudquguram` 'prime¢a√') ¶¶ Coll. 63-4 ,
UEW 536-7, Db. OS xxxii, Sm. 541 (U *tumtÈ- 'know' >  FU, FP
*tumti-, Ugr *tumtI"-), Lr. #1268, Lgc. #7617, Hs. 4O8-9, SaR 3 5 7 ,
Lt. 127, LG 283, Lt. J 186, Jn. 167, Cs. 63, 89, 187, KD 7O, Hl. M #1O91
|| A *tæe+a4mV v. 'feel by touch' >  Tg *tem{i}- v. 'feel by t o u c h '
('∑upat∆ ') >  Ewk t‰mi- ≠ t‰mï-, Lm t‰mi- ≠t´mi-, Neg t‰mi-kt‰-, Ul
t‰muru-, Ork, Nn Nh t‰miri-, Nn KU t‰mir‰- id.; Tg ı Dg t‰mil‰2- ' feel
(betasten), touch' ¶ STM II 233-4, T DgJ 167  M *temte-li- / -ri- >
WrM temtel-, temteri-, HlM t´mtr´- v. 'grope, search by feeling,
touch with the hands', Ord {Ms.} tæemtæere- 'tâter, tâtonner', Brt
t´mt´r-x´ 'to grope one’s way' ('bresti  nao∑up∆ '), Kl temtrx
temt=r-x´ id., {Rm.} 'im Dunkeln herumtappen, mit den Händen z u
betasten suchen', Mnr H {SM} tæi\a4ndòuli- 'tâter, toucher avec la main' ¶
MED 8OO, Chr. 453, KRS 492, KW 391, SM 415 ¶¶ DQA #2343 (A
*tæemV 'grope, search) || D [1] (in SD) *timVr- v. 'smear, rub ( t h e
skin, etc.)' >  Tm timir v. 'smear as sandal paste, rub, apply to (as a
flower to the skin)', Kn timir v. 'rub and smear the skin'  [2] ( i n
SD) *tin`tß- ({†GS} *t-) >  Tm t°n5t5u v. 'touch, feel', Ml t°n5t5uka v.
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'touch', Kt ti;nßd ß- v. 'be polluted by illegal sexual intercourse', Kt, Td ti;tß
'pollution', Kn t°d 5u  v. 'touch (as air or wind), touch (as with f ingers) ' ,
Kdg tÈnßdß- v. 'touch' ¶ D ##3234, 3268 ˚  The puzzling U vw. *u may n e
explained by as. (infl. of *m) ˚  IS MS 353 s.v. o∑upyvat∆  *t5{e}mÿ
(TM, D).
2373. *t''''o6 666mV 'to cut (off)' >  HS: S *°√t'mm >  Ar √tœmm v. G  (ip. -
tœumm-) 'se raser la tête à tel ou tel endroit', 'shave' ¶ Fr. III 69, BK II
1O5 || IE: NaIE *tem- v. 'cut', *tomo-s 'a cut, slice (Abschnitt)' >  Gk
Hm te1mei 'he cuts', Gk A te1mnv, Gk Hm/I/D ta1mnv 'I cut', Gk to1moß ' a
cut, slice; part' »» L aestuma2- v. 'estimate (the price of a th ing) '
(denom. from *ai\s-tomos 'der das Erz zerschneidet') »» OIr tamnaid
'(he) cuts off', tamun 'tronc d’arbre, bille de bois' »» BSl *tiÆno2 /
*tinti (<  *t˛mno2 ÷  Gk ta1mnv) >  Lt ti~nti (prs. tinu~) 'to whet ( b y
hammering)', {Frn.} '(die Sense) durch Klopfen mittels eines Hammers
schärfen, dengeln', Lt {Frn.} tyni~mas 'Schlagen, Geißeln, Dengeln' » Sl
*teßti (prs. *tÁn-oß) >  Slv te<!ti / prs. tne~m, OCz tieti / tnu, Cz
tI1ti / tnu 'hew', OR t9ti te<ti / t6nË tÁnu 'kill\stab (with a
sabre, etc.)', R ∆  tnut∆ / tnu' 'stab (with a knife, etc.)', P cia<c1 /
tne< 'hew, smite, strike' ¶ WP I 719, P 1O63, Mn. 1378, 1411, F II 874-6 ,
WH I 2O-1, Vn. T  25, Frn. 1O99, Ju. I 651, Srz. III 11O6, Sls. I 98 || A:
NaT *tæomur- v. 'cut' (Cl.: caus. [s?] from **tæom-) >  OT {Cl.} to+umur- v.
'cut in a rounded shape', Blq {Rs.} tomur- 'aushauen, fällen', VTt {∂Rl.}
tum¥r- 'abhauen, absägen (den Teil eines Balkens)', SbTt Tv/Tr {Tm.}
tum¥r- v. 'hew, trim, rough-hew', SbTt Tb tum¥r- {Rl.} id., ' behauen ' ,
{Tm.} 'chop off', VTt {Rl.} tumra- 'hauen, abhauen, durchhauen', SbTt
Tb {Gig.} tumra- 'saw up (firewood)', VTt tumran tumran 'block o f
wood, log, stump (koloda , ¢urban , obrubok )', SbTt Tb/Tr {Tm.}
tumram 'stump, stub (pen∆ , obrubok )', Tlt tomîr- v. 'cut through ( a
log)', Osm {Rs.} tumruq 'Stamm, Klotz', {Rh.} tomruq 'a heavy log f r o m
the main trunk of a tree', Tk tomruk 'log, block of wood' ¶ Cl. 5O9,
Rl. III 1238, 1521-3, Rs. W 487, Tm. 218, Rh. 1263, TrR 865  ??φ M:
WrM tobi-, HlM tovi- v. 'engrave (gold, silver), beat out a pa t te rn ;
incrust, inlay' {Gl.} id., 'carve' ¶ MED 811, Gl. III 177; the denasalization
*-m- >  *-b- is still to be explained || D *tum- v. 'be cut (off)' >  T m
tumi (fts. -v-, prts. -nt-) v. 'be cut off', tumi (fts. -pp-, prts. -tt-)
v. 'cut off', Tl tumuru 'a small piece or bit' ¶¶ D #3325 ˚  T and M
point to a N *o , D *u  suggests N *u  (or *u 4444), while the IE cognate can g o
back to etymons with any vw.  
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2374. *t ''''o˝amV 'to bite, to taste' >  HS: S *√t'÷m v. 'taste' >  BHb
Moy√t'÷m G , IA √tÄ÷m, JA [Trg.], JEA, Sr √t'÷m G  'taste, eat a bit', Ar
µoﬂ√tœ÷m v. G  'taste, eat', Gz √t'÷m v. G  'taste, be tasty', Mh √t'÷m
(pf. t'a2m, sbjn. y‰t'o2m, verbal noun t'‰≤÷aym), Jb, Sq √t'÷m (pf.: Jb C
≤t'÷am, Jb E t'a≤÷am, Sq ≤t'a÷am) v. 'taste, eat, try (food)', Ak (inf.) tÄe2mu
v. 'taste', BHb Mo2y2 ≤t'a÷am n. 'taste, feeling' ¶ KB 361, KBR 377, Lv. T I
312, Js. 543, Sl. 510, Br. 283, BK II 83, Hv. 432  C: EC *d'am-d'am-
≠*d'ad'd'am- v. 'taste', 'tasty' >  Or {Grg.} d'amd'ama2 'delicate, f lavored,
savory', {Brl.} d5and5ama n. 'taste', d5and5ama` 'tasty', Sml dßadßdßam- vi.
'taste', Bn d'id'd'im- id., Brj d'ed'd'e2m-a2 'good-tasting', as well as probably
LEC *d'am- 'food, consume' >  Sml dßam- v. 'drink milk\blood', Rn {PG}
dßam- v. 'drink (food drinks)', Bs {HL} d'am- v. 'drink', Or d'ama 'whey ' ,
Kns, Gdl d'am- v. 'eat', Dsn d'an- {Bl.} v. 'bite', {To.} 'tear off, tear t o
pieces'; a more archaic LEC √  variant *d'a÷m- is present in Sml {R}
d<a÷an, pl. d<a÷mo 'taste, juice, sauce', Af {PH} dßa÷ame 'take a sample
of food, taste', and Sa {HL} dßa÷ame v. 'taste' »» Dhl {To.} tem- v. ' t ry ,
taste', {EEN} t†em- 'try, look at' ¶ AD SF 317-8, AD PSH §  5.2 [#6], Ss. B
62-3, Bl. 1OO, Hn. S 57, PG 91, PH 88-9, Grg. 12O, Brl. 98, HL 92, ENN 8 ,
To. D 148, To. DL 493, Blz. CL 178  WCh (?) *d'a{Óim}- >  Gmy tiy‰m v.
'taste', My a d'a~hi!n id., Hs d'and'ana2 v. 'taste', Bl dand'- id. »» CCh *√d'm:
HgNk d'amata v. 'taste', Bdm d'‰m, ? Msg {Trn.} t !m ! id. ¶¶ AD PSH §  5 . 2
[#6], §  6.3 [#73], OS #2454, ≈  Sk. HCD 55 || U: FU *°toG+wmV ( o r
*°tokmV) >  pObU *to2˝´m- or *to2w´m- v. 'bite' >  pVg *ta"G´m- o r
?*ta2w´m- id. >  Vg: LK/MK towm-, UL to2w´m-, Ss tO2wm; pOs *to˝´m-
({∫Hl.} *tO4Æ˝´m-) id. >  Os: Ty ta"˝W´m-, Y ta"w´m-, D/K/O toX´m-, Nz
tuX´m-, Kz {Stn.} tOX´m-, {KrT} tO2˝´m-/tOXm- ¶ Ht. 187 [#625], KrT
977-8, Stn. D 1414-5 || A: Tg *tam- v. 'champ, taste ( food) '  > WrM
tamis7a- id., Ewk tam- v. 'champ' ¶ STM II 158  NaT(?) *tæa[:]m- n .
'taste' >  Alt {BT} tam, Tlt/QK/Shor {Rl.} ta2m id. (for these lgs. of n o n -
Muslim peoples the Persian-Arabic origin of the word is less likely t h a n
for Uz tam ≠ ta`m 'taste' and ET taam 'food', which are obviously
loans); ?σ T *tæam-ga2k ({ADb. *t…an˝ak) 'soft palate and throat' >  OT
{TL} tam˝aq, {Cl.} tam˝a2q, MU, MQp, XwT tamaq, MOg tamaq ≠ tama˝
id., Chg tama˝ ≠ tamaq, Tk damak, Ggz damak, Az dama9 'palate', T k m
damaq, Uz tåmåq, Qry, QrB, Qmq, VTt, Bsh, Qzq, Nog, Qq, Qrg, ET,
Alt/Qmn {Rl.}, StAlt tamaq, Xk, Shor tamaX 'throat', Tv tæaNmaq 'gills',
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Yk tamaX 'throat, pharynx' ¶ Cl. 5O5, Rs. W 46O, TL 229-3O, Rl. III 9 9 3 -
4, 1649, BT 14O, MM 33O, BT 14O ¶ Tv tæ- provides ev. for pT *tæ- i n
the noun, while d- of the Og lgs. is ambiguous (w IS AD and ADb. Ttd
62-5)  M *tamsiya- > ? WrM tamsiya-, HlM tamwaa- v. ' champ ,
click the tongue, taste food', Ord tæams7a2- v. 'champ', WrO tams7a2- id.,
'smack the lips', Kl tamwa- tams7a2- id., 'cling the tongue (as a sign o f
pleasure)', Brt tamwaa- id., v. 'savour (smakovat∆ )'; M *tamsu9+q
'tasty' > Ord tæamsu¯q id., WrO tams7iq 'delicate', ? WrM taNsu9,
HlM tansag id. (infl. of *taNsu 'tenderness' and/or *taNsi- ' champ'?) ;
M *tamsiN > WrO tams7iN 'savory', Kl {KRS, Rm.} tamwˆ tams7N=
'gourmand, fastidious (wählerisch) in food', {Rm.} tamsa"9ò ≠ taNsa"9ò id.,
'Süssigkeiten'; M ı Qzq tamsanu-, Qq tamsan- 'smack the lips', Qrg
tams7an-  id., 'click the tongue (a sign of pleasure)' ¶ MED 775, 778, Ms.
O 643, Krg. 477-8, KRS 475, KW 377, 379, Chr. 413, Jud. 7OO  pJ {S}
*ta~mi\a~s- 'try' > OJ tam[i\ ]es-, J: T tame!s-, K ta!me!s-, Kg ta~me~s- ¶ S QJ
#1O12, Mr. 763 ¶¶ DQA #23O1 (A *tæa ~ma-  'to taste, to munch' >  M, Tg,
J) || ?σ ,φ  D: Tm t°m 'sweet', te2m 'sweetness' (unless from *tï{s}-) ¶
D #3274, ≈ GS 2O2 [#512] (pD *tyï- 'sweet'). If Tm t°m-  belongs he re ,
the N rec. may be *t''''o ++++a˝imV ˚ ≠ Gr. II #120 (*tamp 'eat') (A *tæama
'taste' and EA ≈ *tam- 'lick, chew' erroneously equated with IE *dapÓ-
'feast, sacrifice' [a loan from S *ÎabH- 'sacrifice'], as well as with Vg
*ta 2p  'food', etc.).
2375. *t''''áqmV (or *t ''''áqËmV?) 'sinciput, crown of the head, t o p ,
tip' >  HS: S *°√t'Xm >  Ar [Qam.] {Fr.} ?atœXam- 'anterioris pars nasi ( i n
homini et iumento)' ¶ Fr. III 44  C: Ag **dVmVH >  Aw {L} du2mï ' t o p ' ,
Ag ı Gz d´ma2Ó [d´maH] 'head, crown of the head, summit' (unless
from S *dima2˝- [>  Ar dima2˝- 'brain'], acc. to W. Müller) »» ? EC: O r
d'uma (nom. d'um-ti) 'end' ({Brl.} 'estremità, fine') ¶ L G 134, Grg. 1 3 1 ,
Th. 116, Brl. 128 || K *°t{q}em- (or *°t{q}e2m-) >  OG tXem-i 'top of t h e
head' (Deut. 28.35), 'top of the hill' (Ex. 17.9, Mt. 27.33), G tXem-i
'Scheitel, Gipfel' ¶ Chx. 5O9, Abul. 186, DCh. 574, Ser. 74 || IE *°teé8mn=
>  NaIE *°te2mn= >  Sl *te7meß / te7men- 'crown of the head' >  SrChS, OR
t8m9 teme< / gen. temen-e temen-e id., 'skull', R ≤temå, U k
t¡m’å, P ciemie<, SCr teàme ± tjeŸme 'crown of the head', Cz te1me7,
temeno id., 'summit' ¶ Srz. III 1O93-4, Vs. IV 41, Ma. CS 525, Sls. I
1OO || A *tæemV ≠ *tæËmV >  Tg *temV ≠ *tumV ({DQA} *tumNu)
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'crown of the head, occiput' > Ewk I t‰mulk‰2n ≠ timulk‰2n 'crown of t h e
head', 'skull', Sln tumulkï, Ud t‰mug‰, Orc {PSchm.} tumaxa, Mc Sb
tuNun  'crown of the head, sinciput' ¶ STM II 217  ? NaT *t[æ]umak ' f u r -
cap '  >  Chg {PC} tumaq '∈ cap', {Vm.} tuma˝ 'fur cap of the Qazaqs', ET
{BN, Nj., Rl.} tumaq, Bsh ∆ t¥ºma˝a 'winter fur cap with large ear-flaps ' ,
SbTt Tö toma˚ t¥ºmaq, Qrg tumaq, QK {Rl.} tubaq, Tkm ∆ tumoq id., U z
tumo˚ tumåq id., 'cap', Qzq {Sht., MM} t¨ma˚ tu"maq 'winter cap, f u r
cap with ear-flaps and back flap (treux )', ET ∆ , Ln tumaq '∈ cap'; T ı
Kl tomo˝a 'Mütze, Kappe' ¶ TL 483, BN 157, Nj. 339, Rl. III 1514, 1 5 1 7 -
8, UzR 451, Jud. 765, Sht. 211, KrkR 654, Tm. 212, KW 399  M *tomi
n./adj. 'chief' >  WrM tomi , Ord {Ms.} tæomi  'chef, primipare', tæomi-la-
'être à la tête de' ¶ MED 8OO, 822, SM 431. Ms. O 666  pJ *tum- ' t o p ,
head' > OJ {S, Vv.} tumu-ri (≠ {S} tuburi) 'head, top' >  ltOJ {Vv.} tuburi,
eNJ tuburi ≠ tumuri, J: T/Kg cumuri!, K cu!mu!ri! id., Sh c7i!bu!ru! 'head ' ¶ S
QJ #114, Mr. 556,  Vv. AEN 6-7 ¶¶ S CNM 8 suggested to adduce T a n d
OJ, as well as M tomi-la- 'chief' and tumur-li˝ 'hat' ˚  The labialized
vw. in the Altaic lgs. may be due to the labializing effect of *m or g o
back to the labialized vw., if the etymon was *t''''áqËmV. In the la t te r
case the vw. *Ë  must have been lost in the pre-history of IE: *t''''áqËmV
> *t'áqmV > IE *°teé8mn= ¶¶ DQA #2464 (A *tæu"mu 'head, top of t h e
head') ˚  AD NM #1O5, S CNM 8, Vv. AEN 6-7.
2376. *t''''um[V]qV 'dark' >  HS: S *°√tmX >  Ak tamX-u6(m)
'evening', tamX-°tu id. ¶ Sd. 1314  C *t{u}m[Ó]- 'dark' >  Ag *tem- >
Xm {R} tema 'darkness', tim (pl.) 'dark nights', Q {R} tem- v. ' b e
dark', tema 'darkness', Km {CR} tem- v. 'be dark', tem 'darkness' »»
? HEC *tuns- (or *t'uns-??) >  Hd {PB} t'unso, {Hd.} tunso 'darkness', Sd
{Gs.} tunsa- v. 'grow dark', Sd {Hd.}, Kmb {Hd.} tuns- v. 'become d a r k ' ,
Sd {Gs., Hd.} 'darkness', Hd {PB} t'uns-, {Hd., Gs.} tuns- v. 'grow dark' ¶
AD SF 53-4, Hd. 47, PB 177, Gs. 319  Om: NrOm: Kf {C} t5um- v. ' b e
dark', t5umo2 'darkness, evening, night', Shn {Abb.} t5uma2 'night', Bnc
{Wdk.} t'u~ma1m 'at night' »» SOm: Dm {Fl.} t'um 'darkness' ¶ C SE IV 51O,
Wdk. BY 112, Fl. OO 317  ? Ch: ECh: it is tempting to adduce Mu {Lk.,
J} de~d'e!m, Mjl deddem and Mkl di~d'd'o! 'night', but the morphemic
structure of the word and the origin of the initial de-, di- are not clear;
cp. also Kbl {Cp.} da~ma" 'night ' ¶ JI II 257, Blz. EChWL #61  ¶¶ AD l.c., C
SE II 221-2 (C, Om) || IE *temÓ- >  NaIE *tem(´)- 'dark' (and ds.:
*temes- ntr. 'darkness', *tem´sra2 'darkness', *temsro- 'dark') >  OI
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≤tamah5 (tamas) ntr., Av t´mah- 'darkness', OI ≤tamisra2h5 (pl.) id.,
MPrs tom 'finster' »» L temera2- v. 'darken', temere 'blindly' ,
tenebrae 'darkness' (probably dis. from *temafra2 <  *tem´sra2 ÷  OI
≤tamisra2h5) »» OIr tem, later teim, temen 'dark, gray', OIr teime
'darkness', te(i)mel id., 'shade' »» OHG de4mar, de4merunga
'twilight', NHG†Da4mmer 'weak faint light', Da4mmerung ' twilight,
dusk', Ic {KM “?} †a1m 'dunkle Luft', †a1maÎr 'dark', Far {JM} ta1m
'haze'; OSx thimm 'dark', (*tem-sro/a2 > ) MDt, Dt † deemster,
OHG dinstar 'dark, dusty' »» Lt te!m-ti, Ltv tim-t 'to g row\ge t
dark', Lt teme$!ti 'to be dark (finster)', Lt te!msta 'it is getting d a r k ,
the day is closing in', Lt tema~, Ltv tima, ti~msa, tu~msa, Lt
tamsa~, Lt E tumsa~ 'darkness', Lt temsas, Ltv tu~ms7s ≠ tumss
'dark (finster)' » Sl *tÁ≤ma (accus. *tÁŸmoß ≠ *tÁ≤moß) 'darkness' >  OCS,
OR t6ma, R t∆ma, P c1ma id., SCr ta!ma 'darkness, dusk'; Sl d. adj .
*tÁmÁn¥ 'dark' ('dunkel, dinster') >  OCS t6m5n5, R ≤te≥mnyj, Blg
≤t`men, SCr ta•man ≠ ta!man, Cz temny1, P ciemny ¶¶ P 1O63-4,
Dv. #319 (*temos  'tenebra'), EI 147 (*≤tomÓes- 'dark'), M K I 478, M E  I
626, WH II 656-7, 664, EM 1O27-8, Vn. T  48, Kb. 157, OsS 99, 1O4,
EWA II 573-5, 66O-2, KM 12O, Ho. S 77, Vr. N 1O8, JM 438, Frn. 1O55-
6, 1O8O, 1139, Kar. II 44O-1, Vs. IV 4O, 133-4, Glh. 619-2O || U: FP
*tum[m]{e} 'dark' >  F tumma id., tummentaa v. 'darken, m a k e
dark', Krl tumma 'dark-coloured', Es to%mmu 'dark', Lv tuma~
'undurchsichtig, nebelig (Wetter)', F ∆  tumea 'dusky (hämärä)', Es
tume  'dark' » Prm {LG} *tu$m- >  Z LV tÈm- vt. 'darken, shield from t h e
light' ¶ SK 1395-7, Kt. 439, LG 293 || A *tæum- >  NaT *t[æ]um[V], *t[æ]um
>  Slr tum-, tumu-, tumî- vi. 'darken' (of the sky)', 'cover with darkness
(okutyvat∆  mgloj )', SbTt t¥ºmas 'cloudy, overcast with clouds', Tk ∆
dumcak  'cloudy weather', VTt ∆ t¥ºm¥z¥q 'cloudy' (cp. also VTt t¥ºma
'closed from all sides'), ?s  OT {Cl.} tum 'uniform' (of dark colour): tum
qara at 'a uniformly black horse', tum torî˝ at 'a uniformly dark bay
horse'; T *{tæ}uman 'mist, fog, (?) darkness' >  OT tuman 'fog, mis t ' ,
'darkness' ({DTS} 'mgla , mrak '), Chg {Bu.} tuman 'mist, fog, darkness ' ,
tumanlu 'foggy, dark', Tkm duman, Tv tæuman ≠ dòuman, Tf dòuman, Q z q
tu"man, Qq duman ≠ tuman, Slr, Qmq, Nog, Qrg, StAlt, ET, Uz tuman, VTt,
Bsh t¥ºman, Xk tuban 'mist, fog', Brb tuman 'darkness (mgla )', Tk
duman, Ggz, Az duman, Yk tuman id., 'mist, fog'; pT **t[æ]u4m (wi th
rdp.) >  Chv tÁttÁm  'dark', 'darkness' ¶ Cl. 5O3, DTS 585, IS AD 175, Rs.
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W 498, TL 33-4, ET VGD 295-6, Bu. I 753, Rl. III 1518, Tn. SJ 522-3, TatR
544-5, BR 531, BT 158, Dm. JBT 191, Ash. XV 1O3-4, Jeg. 249, Fed. II
224-5  Tg *°tum- > WrMc tumin 'dark' (of colour) (×  WrMc tumin
'thick, dense'), unless tumin 'dark' is a sd. from tumin 'thick'; ?φ
Tg *tamna 'fog, mist' > Nn tamna ≠ tamn1a id., Ork, Ul tamna 'haze, mist ,
fog' ('mgla , tuman '), Ud {Shn.} tamn‰Ηa4, {Krm.} tamn‰ha4 'mist', Ewk
tamna-ksa id., tamna- v. 'get misty (weather)' ('tumanit∆så , idti
paru'), Lm tamnarI 'fog, haze' ('Nebel, Nebel-, Staubschleier'), tanmU-
v. 'get misty (weather)' ('neblig werden'), WrMc talman 'mist, s t eam' ,
Jrc ta~h-ma~-ki^h 'mist, fog' ¶ STM II 159, 213, Krm. 293, LamW 942 ¶
The vw. *a (for the expected *u) in Tg *tamna is still to be explained
(infl. of the nearly synonymous A *da[:]m- 'dust' <  N *dÅmV ' s t eam,
mist, dust'? [q.v. s.v.]?) ¶¶ It is not clear if the meaning 'mist, fog' (in T
and Tg) goes back to 'darkness' or there is coalescence with a different
A root ˚ IS SS #1.29, IS MS 368 s.v. 'temnyj ' *t5umÿ (IE, C [with
Om], BF), AD rTPN (IE, HS, BF, A) ‘ BmK 284-5 (IE, C + •÷ Eg tms v.
'hide'). IE and Tg suggest N *t ''''- , while in S, C, and T there is d e -
emphatization of the initial cns. ˚ ≈  Gr. II #89 (*tum 'dark') (IE, U, A,
CK, EA + err. Ko).
2377. € *t ''''Vm[V]ka ++++á  'to wet, to dip' > HS: S *°√t'mk' >  Gz √t'mk': v.
Sh  (pf. ?at'mak'a) 'dip, immerse', t'´mu2k' 'dipped, baptized', t'´mk'at
'immersion' ¶ L G 593 ¶ Glottalized k' for the expected k  is probably d u e
to as. || IE: NaIE *teng+g8- v. 'wet, moisten' (×  N *t''''ÅN++++n` ```V 'moisture') >
Gk te1ggv v. 'moisten, soak, dye' »» L ting-o2, -e"re v. 'dip, dye, wash,
sprinkle, paint' »» OHG dunko2n, NHG tunken 'to dip', NGr Sw tink
'moist' »» ? OIr tummaid '(he) dips, immerses' ¶ WP I 726, P 1O67, EI
639 (*teng- 'moisten, soak'), F II 863, WH II 684, OsS 115, EWA II 8 5 5 ,
KM 797, Vn. T  183, Mn. 726?
2378. (€?) *t''''u 4 444mK'''' ' '''V ¬ *t''''u 4 444N[K'''' ' ''']V 'leather sack' >  U: FU (in Ugr)
*tu4N[V]tÉ (or *ta4N[u4]tÉ?) 'quiver' > Hg tege4z ≠ te4ge4z 'quiver' » ObU
*tu4∏w´t id. >  pVg *ta4Æw´t id. >  Vg: LK/MK ta4Æw´t ≠ ta4wt, P ta4∏wt, Ss
tawt; pOs *tu4G´t id. >  Os: V/Vy tu4G´t, Ty tiGW´t, Y/D/K tiw´t, Nz
tiÆG´t, Kz tiÆw´t  Ne T {PT} ten∆t∆’ / -n- t!‰n1t!?%%% 'quiver' ¶¶ UEW 8 9 4
(Ugr *ta4NV-tV), MF 624, Ht. #632, Hl. rHt, PT RNS 115, Mu. USz 9O,
Hal. USz I 262 || A: T *°t[æ]iNdi or *°t[æ]îNdî > Chg {Bu.} tiNdi or tINdI
'ein Sack aus Leder oder aus Pilz' (≈  {Rl.} È∂kyT tiN +gdi) ¶ Bu. I 4 3 9 ,
Rl. III 1355  ?φ  M *°c>u4Nke >  WrM cu4Nke, HlM c¥nx 'bag, pouch' ¶
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MED 2O9 || ?φ HS: Eg fMK tm¿  'sack for grain and other fruit' > Cpt: Sd
tOOme to2o2me, A tOmes to2mes 'bourse, sac' (×  Eg fMK tm¿ ' m a t '
< N *tVmV 'hair' [q.v.]?) ¶ EG V 3O7, Fk. 299, Vc. 215.
2379. € *t'''' {i}m[Vn]V 'be quiet, be calm' >  HS: S *°√t'mn >  Ar tœamn-
{BK} 'tranquilité, repos', {Hv.} 'quiet, enjoying rest', pf. tœa?mana ≠
tœam?ana {BK} 'coucher son dos sur qc. pour reposer; se reposer de q c . '
¶ BK II 11O, Hv. 439 || A: Tg *tVm[n]a6 'calm' >  Lm tIm¥r¥n 'lull, ca lm
weather (before a storm)', ? Ud ton v. 'calm down (the wind)' ¶ STM II
182  T *t[æ]îm 'silence' >  Tkm dîm- 'fall silent', Alt tîmî- 'be silent ' ,
Qq, Qrg tîmpîy- id., Qzq tîm-tîrîs '(deathlike) silence', Qrg tîmîzîn
'quietly, in silence', Tlt/Qmn {Rl.} tîm  'silence, silently', Xk tîm n. 'quie t ,
silence', tîmîx, Alt tîmîq 'silence', Qzq tîmîq, Bsh t¥m¥q, VTt t¥m¥z¥q
'calm' ¶ Rs. W 47, TkR 298, MM 354, KrkR 656, Jud. 791, TatR 561, BT
163-, Rl. III 134, BIG 244 ¶¶ ≠ DQA #2271 (A *ti\u"m(k)u 'silent, ca lm' ,
including T) ˚  ≠ BmK 3O7-8: a comparison between Ar √tœ?mn ≠
√tœm?n  and IE *domÓ-  v. 'subdue, conquer, tame', which is unc. on b o t h
phonetic and semantic grounds (the basic meaning of the IE √  is v.
'subdue, conquer, overpower' [cp. Gk doma1zv v. 'overpower', t h e
meaning 'tame' being secondary], while the S √  means 'tranquility; t o
res t ' ) .
238O. *t''''an2222V (= *t''''an2222u 6 666??) 'draw, stretch, extend' >  IE: NaIE *ten-, ( ? )
*tenu- v. 'draw, stretch, extend' (×  IE *ten- v. 'strain' <  N *t''''i{n ````}É
'strong; to strain'?) >  OI ta≤no2ti 'expands, extends, spreads', ut-
ta2na 'ausgestreckt', Av usta2na id., KhS astan-, asta2n- v. ' s t r e t ch
(a musical instrument)', ttanv- to stretch' »» Gk Hm/I tany1v (Gk H m
3s md. ta1nytai) v. 'stretch, stretch out, strain' »» L tend-o2 / -e"re
'stretch, stretch out, extent, spread' »» Clt: MW, W {YGM} tynnu, Crn
{ECCE} tenna 'to pull', MBr {Ern.} tennaff 'tirer', Br {Hm.}  tennan%
id., 'retirer, ôter'; ? OIr tan 'time' (<  'duration, time extension'?) ,
'moment' »» pAl {O} *en-tenya >  Al: T ndej ≠ nde4nj, G nde6j v.
'stretch, spread' »» Gt uf-†anjan 'to stretch out', ON †enja
'auspannen, ausstrecken', AS Îe$nnan 'to stretch, to extend', OSx
the$nnian 'to stretch (dehnen, ausspreiten)', OHG dennen ' t o
extend, to tense, to pull', NHG dehnen, aus-dehnen 'to stretch, t o
extend' »» Sl: OCS teneto,tonoto, Cz tenata, R te≤ne≥to ' sna re ,
Fangnetz' » Lt tinﬁklas 'net, fishing net', Ltv tI2 ~kls id.  d. pp. *tn=-≤to- >
OI ta≤ta- 'extended', Gk *tato1ß (Ï tatiko1ß 'extensible'), L tentus
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'stretched, stretched out, extended, spread' ¶ P 1O65-6, EI 187 (*ten-
'stretch'), 574, Mn. 1379-14O5, Hamp AIEW 149, O 283, M K I 4 7 1 ,
475, M E I 618-9, Bai. 12-3, 122-3, F II 853, WH II 663-4, 666, Vn. T  2 5 -
6, Ern. 687, Hm. 782, YGM-1 425, ECCE 298-9, Fs. 513-4, Vr. 6O9, Ho.
362, Ho. S 77, Kb. 15O, EWA II 582-5, KM 125, SJSS XLII 447, Vs. IV 4 2 ,
139-4O, Frn. 1O98-9 || A *tæanV- >  Tg *ta2n- v. 'draw' >  Ewk ta2n-
'pull\take out, stretch' ('vyta∑it∆ , vy- , po- , pri- , na- .  ob-
tånut∆ '), Sln tan-, Orc, Ud ta2n-a-, Ul tU\an-, Ork to2n-, Nn to\an- ' d raw,
pull' ('tånut∆ , ta∑it∆ '), Lm ta2n- 'draw\pull out' ¶ STM II 16O ¶ In Tg
the vw. was lengthened in an open syll.  ? M *°tanV- >  Kl tan-x
'twist\plait together', {Rm.} tan-Xa 'aus Fäden oder Schnüren e inen
Knopf zusammendrehen; knoten, knüpfen, flechten' ¶ KRS 476, KW 3 7 8
(but WrM tanu-, mentioned by Rm., is not registered in the available
dictionaries of WrM) || D *tan`tß- ({†GS} *t-) v. 'pull' >  Prj tßandß- id., Gdb
tindß- v. 'pull, pull a cart', Gnd tßandß- ≠ tendß- v. 'take out\off, remove' ±
tßendß- v. 'take out\off, draw (water)' ± tandßa2na2 'to extract (oil) ±
tendßa2na2 'to pull off' ¶¶ D #3O52 || HS: Eg fP dwn vt. 'stretch o u t ,
stretch (bows), straighten (knees)', vi. 'be stretched out' (× N *t''''u 6 666l ! !!!É [ o r
*t''''áwu6666l ! !!!É?] 'extend, stretch, become long', if HS *-l- may regularly
yield Eg n ) ¶ EG V 431-2, Fk. 311  CCh (× N *t''''aNga++++o 'draw, s t re tch ' ,
q.v.?): Azm {Pc.} ta2@nda! v. 'drag, pull' »» ECh: Jg {J} ten1- v. 'draw', EDng
{Fd.} tE!n1E~ 'tirer (la corde, etc.)' ¶ Pc. 367, J J 117, Fd. 158 ¶¶ Tk. I 1 O 3
(Eg dwn ÷  S *√t'wl 'be long, stretch out', EC {Ss.} *d'⁄a2l- 'exceed', a n d
AG du[:]l 'pull', see  N *t''''u 6 666l ! !!!É (or *t''''áwu6666l ! !!!É?); BmK 29O-2 proposes t o
adduce S *√ntn 'give', which deserves consideration if we can explain
the initial *n- ˚ Eg twn (mt. from *√tnw?), IE *tenu- and t h e
controversial WrM {Rm.} tanu- may be interpreted as tentatively
suggesting N *t''''an 2222u 6 666 ˚ IS MS 37O s.v. tånut∆ t5anÿ (IE, A- D), IS SS
#1.1O, ≠ BmK 29O-2 (an unc. attempt to equate IE *ten- v. ' s t re tch ,
draw' not only with S *√ntn v. 'give', but also with some other S r o o t s
[like *√wtn  v. 'endure'], with D *tan- v. 'abound' and with M tani- v.
'know', cp. N *t''''an2222V 'feel, know').
2381. (€?) *t''''an 2222V 'feel, know' > HS: EC: ?φ Sa {R} √t5nt5n v. ' t h ink
(meinen, dafür halten)': imv. et5in≤t5in, p. 3s i-≤t5int5ina, inf.
a≤t5ant5en ¶ R S II 361 || A *tæan{i}- v. 'know' > NaT *tæanî- v. 'know, b e
acquainted with' >  OT tanî- v. 'be acquainted with', Tk tanI-, Az, Ggz,
Qmq, Qq, Bsh tan¥-, VTt tan¥- (inf. tanu), Qzq, Nog tanî- (inf. tanuw),
Uz tani-, Tf tæanî- 'be acquainted with, recognize', Slr tanî- ≠ ta2nî-,
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StAlt, Xk tanî-, Tv tæanî-, ET tonu- v. 'recognize (u- /pri-znavat∆ )', SY
tæani- (<  M?) ≠ tanî- v. 'recognize, distinguish', Tkm tanî∏mal ' known,
famous', tanîs 7 id., 'an acquaintance'; Ï T *tæanuk ≠ *tæanîk 'witness' >
OT, Chg tanuq, Osm danîq, Tk tanIk, VTt tan¥q, Qrg tanîq, ET tonuq id .
»» Chv tîn¥, tîn 'witness' ¶ Cl. 516-9, Tn. SJ 5OO-1, BT 141, Ra. 232-3 ,
Rs. W 461, Jeg. 268, Md. 1OO, 178, Fed. II 267, IS AD 42, ADb. Ttd 6 3
[#5]  M *tani- v. 'know, be familiar with; recognize ( so . \ s th .
previously known)' >  MM [S, HI, MA] tani-, WrM tani-, HlM tani-
id., Kl tan1-(X¥), Ord tæani-, Dx, Ba tani-, Mgl ta2ni-na v. ' k n o w
(connaître), recognize', Mnr H {SM} tæani- 'connaître, reconnaî t re ,
pouvoir déchiffrer', MMgl [Z] tanixc7i 'an acquaintance' ¶ H 145, Pp. MA
34O, Ms. H 99, KW 387, MED 778, KRS 477, SM 4O8, T 363, Iw. 136 ||
U *ton+n`V- v. 'get accustomed, learn' (× N *t''''oNV  'learn (e r fa ren) ,
inform', q.v. ffd.; the merger accounts for U *-o-) ˚ AD GD 14, IS SS
#1.6, IS MS 343 s.v. *t5anÿ 'znat∆ ' (IE, U, A).
2382. *t''''i{n````}É 'strong', 'to strain' (= 'violence directed to oneself') >
HS: B *°√dœny > Kb √Îœny: ´Îœni 'être gros, corpulent', Shl {NZ} dœni / idœni
'être gros\solide\épais' ¶ Dl. 178, NZ 476  WS *√w+ytn ' f low
continuously, be durable' (×  N *æwete6666 '(flowing) water') >  BHb Nt1ia4
?e2≤t3a2n 'constant, continual; always filled with running water', Ar √wtn:
G  (pf. watana) v. {Hv.} 'flow continuously', {BK} ' ê t r e
inépuisable\perpetuel' (de l’eau qui jaillit sans cesse d’une source), L
'persevere in', Sb wtn 'continuous (rain)', wa2tin- {BK} 'qui coule ,
courant (eau)' ¶ KB 43, KBR 45-6, BK II 1482, Hv. 849, BGMR 165, DRS
652 || A *°tæine+a4- >  M *c>ineGen >  WrM cinegen, HlM ¢in´´, Brt
w´n´´(n) 'strength, power', Kl {KRS} ¢inán, {Rm.} c7inE2n 'Stärke,
Vermögen, Kraft', {KRS} ¢inátá c7ina4ta4 'strong' ¶ MED 188, KRS 6 5 1 ,
KW 441, Chr. 748  ??i ClKo tîn tîn hÄda 'be solid\strong, b e
substantial', Ko {MLC} tîn tîn hada ≠ t∏în t∏în hada 'be strong, robus t ,
healthy; be hard, substantial' ¶ Rm. SKE 267, MLC 53O ¶¶ Rm. l.c.; ≠
DQA #237 || Gil: Gil A c7æÈN / sÈN 'strong' (π  M?) ¶¶ ST 458 || D *tin`-
({†GS} *t-) 'strong', *tin`dßi- {Pf.} 'strength, violence directed to oneself '
>  Tm tin5 'strong, hard, firm', tin5m, tin5n5am 'certainty, vigour,
strength', Ml tin5 'firm, strong, solid', tin5n5am 'strength', Kn tin5n5a
'thickness, stoutness, greatness', tin 5uku , tin5aku v. 'use pressure o r
strain as in childbirth or in easing nature', Tu din5d5´ 'stout, s t rong ' ,
din`n`a 'heaviness, heavy', Tl tinuku v. 'strain', Kui tßingi 'tight, fast ,
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taut', Krx tßindßï 'strength', tinx-na2 v. 'strain', Mlt tinqe v. 'strain (as a t
stool)' ¶¶ D #3222, Pf. 83 [#527] || IE: NaIE *ten- v. 'stretch (to t h e
uttermost), strain' (×  IE *ten- v. 'stretch' <  N *t''''an 2222V 'draw, s t re tch ,
extend') >  OI ta≤no 2ti  'spannt, zieht aus', 'expands, extends, spreads' »»
Gk tei1nv 'stretch (by main force), stretch to the uttermost, spannen ' ,
tetano1ß ≠ te1tanoß 'straightened, smooth', ? te1nvn (gen. te1nontoß)
'sinew, tendon', a>-tenh1ß 'stretched, strained', {P} 'sehr gespannt, s t raf f '
(a>- <  *sm=-), to1noß 'that by which a thing is stretched', n. ac t .
'stretching, tightening, straining' »» pAl {O} *en-tenja >  Al: T ndej ≠
nde4nj, G nde6j v. 'strain' »» ON †enja 'auspannen, ausstrecken' »» OIr
te1t, W tant  (both from *tn=ta2) 'string (Saite)' ¶ P 1O65-6, M K I 4 7 5 ,
Hamp AIEW 149, O 283, F II 853, 863-5, Vr. 6O9, Vn. T  55, EI 1 8 7
(*ten- 'stretch') ˚ IS MS 364 s.v. sil∆nyj  *t5inÿ (A, D), IS SS #1.2O.
If the IE stem belongs here, we reconstruct N *-n````- (as the only c o m m o n
source of IE *-n- and D *-n`-), otherwise it is either N *-n ````-  or *-n 1111- .
2383. *t ''''i {h}u 4444n 2 222V 'mud, silt, dirt' >  HS: WS *t'ïn- 'mud, clay' >  Ar tœïn-
'mud, clay', Sr t5°≤n-a2 'lutum', Mh t'ayn 'clay, soil', Hrs t'ayn, Jb E/C t'un
'clay' ¶ Br. 274, BK II 131, Hv. 444, Jo. M 414, Jo. J 282, Jo. H 131 
CCh: Lgn {Bou.} t‰~N 'earth' ¶ JI II 117  ?? Eg {Vc.} dnmm 'salé' (unless
n = [l], as suggested by comparison with Cpt Sd tOlem to2lem 'salir ,
être salé'); not here Eg G tnm  'dirt' > Cpt tOlm 2 to2lem ¶ EG V 312 (Eg
G tnm ), Vc. 214 ¶¶ OS #2472 (HS *t'in 'earth, dirt') || IE *tiÓn- > NaIE
*tïn- > Sl *tïna2 'mud, slime' >  OCS tina tina 'bo1rboroß (mud, mi re ) ' ,
OR tina tina 'id., 'slime, swamp', R ≤tina, Blg ≤tinå 'slime, m u d ' ,
OCz tina 'Kot, Morast' »» ?σ AS Î°nan  'become moist' »» Tc B tin- ' b e
dirty' ¶ EI 16O (*tiÓn- '[be] dirty'), SJSS XLIII 456, Vs. IV 59, Srz. III
959, Chuk. 1O8O, ≠  Tr. 323 (connects the Sl word with BSl *tïmen-
'swamp'), ≈ Ho. 365 (with unt. etl. parallels), Ad. 297-8 || K: pGZ
*°tX{u}n- v. 'soil' >  G tXun- 'be-, ver-schmieren, schmutzig machen ,
beschmutzen'; reduplicated stem K *t[X]itXwn=-  v. 'soil, soil oneself' >  G
titXn-, Mg tXitXon- ¶ Chx. 49O, 513, K 94 (*titXwn=-), FS K 15O (*titX-
) || ?s U: FU *°tu4N[k]V >  ObU *tu4ÆNk 'moss' >  pVg *tu4ÆNk id. >  Vg: T tu4N,
LK ta4NWkW, P ta4Nk, UL/Ss taNWkW; pOs *to4ÆNk ({∫Hl.} *tu4ÆNk) id. >  Os: V
to4ÆNk, Ty/Y to$ÆNk, K to"Nk, Kz tu"Nk, O tuNk ¶ Ht #641 ˚ N *h is the only l r .
that can both disappear in S and yield *X  in K clusters (here *tX ) .
2384. *t''''an 2222Ùu 4444 ¬ *t''''a 4 444n 2 222Ùu (or *t''''aNÙu4444?) 'thin, short' >  HS: S m t .
*°√t'Hn > Ar tœuHan- 'petit, courtaud, de petite taille' (of a person) ¶ BK
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II 62 || IE *ten[Ó]u- >  NaIE *tenu- ≠ *tônu- 'thin' >  OI ta≤nu-h5 ' th in ,
small, slender', MPrs tnwk tanuk 'thin, shallow', NPrs ˚nT tonok ' th in ,
light, weak'  »» Gk tany- in cds.: Gk Hm tany1-floioß 'thin-barked, with
thin bark', tany1-fylloß 'with narrow leaves', tany-h1khß 'with a t h in
point\edge', Gk [Hs.] tany1-sfyroß 'mit schlanken Fußknöcheln'; Gk
tana(w)o1ß {LS} 'outstretched, tall, taper', {F} 'dünn, schmal ,
langgestreckt, lang' »» L tenuis 'thin' (based on the fem. form *tenu-ï-
, cf. OI f. tanv° 'thin') »» Clt *tanawo- >  OIr tana, tanae 'mince ,
fin, étroit', Brtt [RE} *tanawo-s  'thin' > MW teneu, W tenau ' th in ,
rare', Crn tanow  'thin', MBr {Ern.} tan(n)au  'mince', Br tanav ( o l d
spelling tanao ) 'mince, fluide, clairsemé' $ »» OHG dunni, NHG du4nn,
OSx thunni, ON †unnr 'thin', AS Îynne id., 'lean', NE thin »» Lt
te<!vas 'thin, slim', Ltv tie^vs 'thin' (object), 'lean' (person) » Sl
*tÁŸn¥k¥ ≠ *t¥Ÿn¥k¥ 'thin' >  OCS t5n5k5, (rare) t6n5k5, SCr
taŸnak, Sln t´na•k, Blg ≤t`n`k, OR t5n5k5, R (pradj.) ≤tonok,
(aadj.) ≤tonkij, P cienki, Cz, Slk tenky1; cmpr. Sl *tÁ+¥ne7ji >  OCS
t5n8i ¶ P 1O69, EI 574 (*≤tenu-s / **tn=≤nou\-s 'thin, long'), M K I 4 7 4 ,
M E I 62O-1, McK 82, BM 135, F II 851-3, WH II 666, Vn. T  26, RE 1 3 8 ,
YGM-1 4O8, Ern. 676, Hm. 773, Vr. 627, Ho. 374, Ho. S 79, OsS 1 1 5 ,
EWA II 855-9, KM 148, Frn. 1O86, SJSS XLIV 534, Glh. 62O, Vs. IV 76-7 ,
Sls. I 1OO, Tr. 319 || A *tæaN{u4}- >  Tg *°taN{a} >  Ewk Y/Sm/Urm taNa
'lean, skinny', taNa-, Ewk Skh taNna- v. 'get lean, skinny' ¶ STM II 1 6 2 ,
Vas. 386  M *taN[g+k]i 'delicate, tender' >  MM [S] taNgi ' schwach,
Schwächling', WrM taNki, HlM tanx∆ 'delicate, tender', Kl tan∆g
tan1g 'weak', Brt tangil 'delicate, tender, beloved, verweichlicht '
(izneqennyj , neqnyj , vozl√blennyj)'  M *tanu- v. 'reduce i n
size, cut off, shorten' >  WrM tanu-, HlM tana- id., Kl tan- ' shor ten ' ,
amb 'reduce', Brt tana- id. (×  Brt tana- 'reduce by cutting, cut off ,
ob- /ot-rezat∆ ') ÷  Kl taNn¥- id.) ¶ H 145, MED 777, 779, KRS 476-7 ,
Chr. 413 ˚ Altaic *-N- may go back to N *-n2222X- (or *-n 2222H-?). If M *tanu
does not belong here, A *N  may be original and go back to N *N . In NaIE
the lr. is lost in prevoc. position (f. *tenwï is a NaIE form derived f r o m
*tenu- after the loss of the lr.) ˚  Trnt. NE (IE, A).
2385. *t''''ÅN++++n` ```V 'moisture' >  K: G t'en-i 'humidity, Feuchtigkeit,
syrost∆ ' ¶ Chx. 1335, DCh. 121, GL 49O || HS: ECh: Ke te!Ne!
'befeuchten, nässen '  ¶ Eb. 96, ChC || IE: NaIE *teng+g8- v. 'wet, mois ten '
(×  N *t''''Vm[V]ka++++á 'to wet, to dip', q.v. ffd.) || D *tan`- 'wet' >  Kn
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tad5i 'wet, damp, moistness', ? Kn Hv c>en`dßi 'wet', Tu tan5as´,
tanas´ 'wetness,  dampness, water', ? can5d5i 'wetness; wet, mois t ,
humid', ? cammi  'dampness, moisture', Tl tad5i 'moisture, dampness ,
wetness; damp, moist, wet'; D ı Prkr tan5n5a2ya- 'damp'; D *tan`n`ï(r)
'cold water' (semantic infl. of the isophonic √ *tan`- 'cold') >  T m
tan5n5°r, tan5n5i 'cold water, water', Ml tan5n5°r, tan5n5i 'cold water ,
drinking water', Kt tan`i;r, Kn, Tu tan5n5°r 'cold water' ¶¶ D #3O45
(does not distinguish between this √  and *tan `-  'cold'), Tu. #13676 (2).
2385a. € *t''''eN{Ë} 'large body of water' >  HS: S *°t'imm- >  Ar tœimm-
'mass of water; sea' ¶ BK II 1O5, Hv. 438  WCh: Tng {Kr.} tE!Ngu~l ' l ake '
(not found in J T) ¶ ChL I 121 || A *tæeNÉ 'large body of water' >  T
*°t[…]{e}N > OT [MhK] t[æ]VN 'lake' or 'marsh' (unvocalized Arabic sc r ip t )
¶ Cl. 512, DTS 551  T *t…eNir1 'large body of water' (‘ 'sea') >  OT ta4Niz
(or teNiz) 'large body of water, sea', Tk deniz 'sea', Az da4niz, Ggz
deniz, Tkm deNiÎ, Chg ta4+eNiz ≠ deNiz, XwT ta4Niz, CrTt, Qmq, Qrg, ET
deNiz, MQp, QrB, Nog, Qq, Qzq teNiz, VTt diNgÁz, Bsh diNgÁÎ, U z
dengiz, Xk tiNIs 'sea', StAlt teNis 'sea, ocean' »» Blgh *ta4+eNir ı OHg,
Hg tenger 'sea' ¶ Cl. 526, DTS 552, Rs. W 474, ET VGD 194-5, TL 8 9 ,
Dr. TM III #1192, Grøn. 241, Faz. II 38O, BT 147, ADb. Ttd 64 ¶ The
irreg. initial d-  (for t-) in some Qarluq and Qypchaq lgs. (Qmq, Uz, ET)
and in Qrg must be explained by inter-Turkic borrowings (quite na tura l
for a word denoting an object not familiar to speakers of many T lgs.).
Acc. to ADb. Ttd 64, in the *ÇÉN-roots the opposition *tæ- ↔ *t…- i s
neutralized. The origin of the sx. *-ir1 is not yet known  Tg: WrMc
teNgin 'large lake' ({Z} 'large deep lake, of which  the banks c a n n o t
be seen) ¶ STM II 236, Z 72O ˚  The N emphatic *t ''''-  is recons t ruc ted
on the ev. of S *t'- and Tg *t-. N *{Ë}  is suggested by S *m (<  N *-N-
near a labialized vw. [reg.]) ˚  Hardly here the U √  that was
recostructed by Coll. as *toNe  'lake' (Coll. 62). In the light of the ex tant
data, this U √  is to be reconstructed as *towV (so in UEW 533) < N
*t '''' ub÷V  'lake' (q.v.).
2385b. € *t ''''iNV 'hear, listen' > HS: ECh: Ll {Grgs.} d'e@Nli!, Nd D {J} d'u~lÄ~
'hear', EDng {Fd.} d'e!Nge! 'ear' ¶ JI II 115, 185, ChC || A: T *t[…]îN >  OT tîN
'listening' (Cl. 512 has doubts about the meaning), Qzq tîN ' eavesdrop,
overhearing', Qq tîN tîNla- v. 'eavesdrop'; Ï T *t…îNla- > NaT *t…îNla- ≠
*tiNla4- 'listen' > OT tîNla-, XwT XIII diNla4-, XIV tîNla- id., Chg fXV tîNla-
'hear', Tk dinle-, Tkm, CrTt diNle-, Az diNla4-, Uz, ET tiNla-, Nog, Qq,
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Ln tîNla-, Qzq, Alt tîNda-, VTt, Bsh t¥Nla-, Tv dòîNna-, SY tînna- ≠ tinna-
'listen', Xk tîNna- 'lend an ear to ' »» Chv ta€nla- t¥Nla- 'listen' ¶ Cl.
522, DTS 568, ET VD 236-7, Rs. W 478, MaM 357, KrkR 668  M *c>iNla-
v. 'listen, eavesdrop' (π  T?) > WrM ciNla- ≠ ciNna-, HlM ¢agna-,
Kl ¢i˜n- c7iNn´- id., {Rm.} c7iNn´-'lauschen, belauschen', Ord {Ms.}
c7æiNna-, Mnr H {T} c7iNla- 'hear, listen', Mnr Nr c1æiNla- 'écouter, p r ê t e r
l’oreille' ¶ MED 19O, KRS 652, T 38O, SM 462, KW 441.
2386. UA ? € *t''''oNÉ (or *t''''u 4 444NV?) 'butt, lower end of the trunk' >  U:
FU *tu4Ne id. >  F tyvi 'lower part of the trunk, larger end, bo t t om,
base', Es tu4vi 'stem, trunk', {W} 'unteres dickeres Ende (e ines
Stammes oder Stengels), tu4u4 'butt end, stump, stub, stubble' » Chr: H
ty≥ng tÁNg, L tu≥Õ tÁºN 'butt, lower end of the trunk, base', U/B tu4N
'Stammende, dickes Ende eines Baumes' » Prm *dÈN 'butt, lower end o f
the trunk (komel∆)' > Vt di≥n∆ din1, Vt Kz/Sr diN ≠ din1, Vt G dÈn1, Z d¡n
din, Prmk dÈn id. »» Hg to¡ (accus. to4vet) 'stem; base, lower part' ¶
Coll. 12O, UEW 523-4, LG 94, It. #42O || A: NaT *tæo4N{ga4(k)} >  T k m
to4NNe, Uz tu€ngak töNgak, tu€nka tönka 'stump, stub; block of w o o d '
('pen∆ , ¢urban '), Brb {Rl.} to4No4k, Alt/Tlt {Rl.}, StAlt to4No4s7, Shor {Rl.}
to4Na4s7 'tree stump' ¶ Rs. W 493, Jeg. 257-8, Rl. III 1247, BT 156 ¶ In
some lgs. partial contamination with words for 'hummock, tussock '
(VTt tu4mga4k, Tkm tu4mmek, Chv L tumxax, tumxa)  pKo *tuN- >  NKo
tuNc>≈i 'base of a tree trunk', Ko {Rm.} tuNk≈´⁄gi 'root' ¶ S QK #921, MLC
511, Rm. SKE 277 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2462 (A *tæumgi+e 'base of tree trunk o r
grass stalk' >  Ko); Rm. SKE l.c. equates Ko tuNk≈´⁄gi with M tu4Nke
(interpreted by him as 'the down-part, the base of a tree', which
meaning is not confirmed by other sources [including KW]) ˚ NaT
*tæo4N{ga4(k)} points to a N etymon *t ''''oNÉ , while FU *tu4Ne (and pKo *tuN-
?) may go back either to N *t''''oNÉ or to *t''''u 4 444NV ˚ IS MS 344 s.v.
komel∆  *t5ungÿ, IS SS #1.18 ˚ Gr. II #4OO (*tunke 'trunk (tree)') (U ,
A, Ko, CK).
2387. *t ''''oNV  'learn (erfahren), inform' > HS: Ch *√d'n > WCh: Bks {J}
d'iNi^ v. 'see' »» CCh: Ms {J} d'u2~na~ id. ¶ ChC, J R 141 || IE: NaIE *teng- /
*tong-  v. 'think, feel', {Mn.} v. 'remind, draw attention to; reflect u p o n ,
long for', *tonga2 'sentiment' >  L [En.] tonge2- v. 'know' ('nosse, sc i re ' ) ,
L Prn tongitio2 'notio', Osc TANGINOM 'sententiam', abl. tanginu1d
' sententia_ ' »» Gt †agkjan / 3s p. †a2hta v. 'think, reflect upon', ON
†ekkja 'to notice, to realize', OHG, NHG denken, OSx the$nkian, AS
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Îencan 'to think', NE think; Gt †ugkian (3s p. †u2hta), AS
Îync1an, OSx thunkian 'to seem, to look like', OHG dunken ' t o
think (aestimare, putare)', NHG du 4nken  'to seem, to look, to imagine' ,
ON †ykkia 'dünken, scheinen, gefallen'; ON †okkr, †okki 'opinion,
favour (Gefallen)', OHG danc 'thanks, favour', danco2n 'to thank, t o
gratify, to bless', NHG danken 'to thank'; OSx thank 'Dank, Gnade' ,
AS Îanc 'thought, sentiment, thanks', NE thank  »» pTc *ta4nkw > Tc: A
tuNk, B taNkw n. 'love' ¶ P 1O88, EI 575 (*teng-) Mn. 1411-2, WH II
69O, Bc. G 325, Fs. 487, 5O4, Vr. 6O7, 615, Ho. 36O, 362, 374, Ho. S
77, 79, Kb. 143, 172, OsS 95-6, 115, EWA II 527, 579-81, 853-4, KM
121, 127, 148, Wn. 518, Ad. 277 || U *ton+n`V- v. 'get accus tomed,
learn' (× N *t''''an2222V 'feel, know'; the merger accounts for *-n2- [*-n+n`-]
instead of the expected *-N-) >  pMr {Ker.} *t¥na- Ï >  Er tonado-, M k
tonad´- 'get accustomed, learn', Er tonavto-, Mk tonaft´- v. ' t each ,
accustom so.' » Chr: L tune≤ma-w 'to learn, to study, to ge t
accustomed', U/B tunema- 'lernen, sich üben, sich gewöhnen', B
tun´kte- v. 'teach', mt.: Chr H ty≤menå-w, KB t¥mena4-, t¥meya4- v.
'learn, get accustomed' »»  Prm *tun >  Z tun 'soothsayer, medicine-man' ,
Vt tuno 'female soothsayer', Z tunav-nÈ / tunal-, Z ∆ tunal-, Vt tuna-nÈ v.
'predict, vaticinate' »» Hg tanul-  v. 'learn, study', tanit-  v. 'teach' ¶ F
tunte- ≠ tunne- v. 'know, recognize' and Es tund-ma 'to feel' d o
not belong here, but rather go back to FU *tumte- (w  N *t'''' {É}mV ' t o
feel by touch')  Sm {Jn.} *t¥ntaº- (or *c>-, *-nc>-) v. 'teach', *t¥nt¥- ( o r
*c>-, *-nc>-) v. 'learn' >  Ne T ta€nara- 'punish, teach a good lesson', Ne
T O {Lh.} tan;ara2 'durch Strafen abrichten, belehren', Ne F L {Lh.}
tanna"ra 2mmÈ 'ist durch Strafen belehrt', Slq Tz {KKIH} te£nÈ ' intelligence',
te£nÈmÈ- v. 'know, understand' ('znat∆ , umet∆ , ponimat∆ '), te£nÈrpÈ- v.
'think' ¶¶ UEW 537 (*tuna-), Sm. 55O (FU, FP *toni-, Ugr *tonI"- ' g e t
used to'), Ker. II 169-7O, LG 286, MRS 597-8, Jn. 147, Ter. 625, KKIH
18O-1 ¶¶ Prm *u provides ev. for FU *o, while the vowels of other lgs.
are ambiguos (may go back either to *o or to *u), therefore I prefer t o
reconstruct pU *ton+n`a- rather than *tuna- (as in UEW) || A *tæuN{a}-
'inform' >  T *°t[æ]uN >  Chv ta€n t¥n 'mind, intellect; memory' (but n o t
here Tv tæu4N 'sum, total' [π  Chn tæu!N 'together'] and other words of T
lgs. adduced in DQA #2751) ¶ ≈  Jeg. 237, Fed. II 192-3  M *tuN9a-
({DQA} tuN-) > MM [HI] tuNqa- tuN9a- {Ms.} 'promulguer', {Lew.}
'proclamer, afficher', WrM ↑ tuN9a(9a)-, HlM ↑ tungaa-, Ord ↑
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tæu¯N9a2- 'know, think, judge', WrO tuN9a-, Kl tuˆha- tuN˝a2- ' th ink ,
reflect'; WrM tuN9a9 ≠ tuNqa9, HlM tunxag, WrO tuN9aq
'declaration', Ord tæu¯N9aq 'notification officielle', Kl {Rm.} tuN9a29ò ≠
tuN9a"9ò 'Bekanntmachung, announcement' ¶ Ms. H 1O3, Lew. II 81, MED
842, Ms. O 681, Krg. 519, KRS 518, KW 41O-1  Tg *tu+oN- > WrMc
toNgi-  'tell\narrate (erzählen) in detail, expand', Ewk NB tuN‰- ' know' ,
Ewk I/Sm tuNnï- v. 'warn' ¶ STM II 197, 216  pJ: [1] pJ {S} *tu\anap-
'proclame, narra te '  > OJ tu\o!na!p, J: T/Kg tonae!-, K to!na!e!-  [2] ? p J
tu!Mka!- 'let know, inform' > OJ tu!ga-, J: T cu~ge-, K cu!ge!-, Kg cuge!- ¶ S QJ
##645, 1O14, Mr. 77O, 772 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2751 (A *tæuNe ' in form' ,
includong J *tu\anap-, M, Tg) || D *tonÀrÀ- ({An.} *tonÀdÀ-) 'be visible,
appear, come to mind' (×  N *t{o}ˆV 'appear', [in descenfant lgs.: ‘ ' t o
seem'], q.v. ffd.) ˚  U and D point to a N *o , while T and M *u still
needs explaining.
2388. *t''''ËN{q}V 'swell, swell up' > ? HS: S *°√t'nX v. 'eat to excess' >
Ar √tœnX G  {Hv.} id., {BK} 'être gras', 'se charger l'estomac de m e t s
gras, et en avoir une indigestion' (semantic infl. of other roots of t h e
tœn-kernel: √tœnH 'avoir une indigestion', √tœnTr 'avoir mangé de l a
graisse au point d'avoir une indigestion') ¶ BK II 112, Hv. 439 || U: FU
*toNV v. 'swell' ('[auf-, an-]schwellen') >  Z dun 'swollen, inflated', Z
dundÈ-, Prmk {UEW} tundÈ- vi. 'swell' (body, bellow due to an illness), Yz
{UEW} dun≤di- v. 'swell' (stomach) »» Hg dagad- v. 'swell' ¶ UEW 53O-1,
MF 132, LG 98 || A: M *°tu4Nke 'swelling' >  WrM tu4Nke 'overgrowth o f
feather grass'; Ï *tu4Nkeyi-: WrM tu4Nkei-, HlM t¥nxij-(x) v.
'swell up, become bloated or inflated', Ord tæu$N″xï- 'être gros (p. ex.,
un ventre, un paquet)', ? tæuNgï- 'avoir une forme ronde et massive,
être gros\grand', ?? Kl c7in-x´ 'aufschwellen' ¶ MED 853, Ms. O 687, KW
441 ¶¶ M *t- provides ev. for pA *tæ- || D *te2Nk-/*te2kk- ({†GS} *t-) >
Tm te2Nku- v. 'fill, become full, be crowded', te2kku v. 'drink to t h e
fill, be full, replete', Kn te2Nki 'mass, multitude', Tu te2kA 'br imful ' ,
Krx te2kl te2xr- v. 'have an overfilled stomach', te2ﬁx te2ﬁxr- v. ' suf fer
from a heavy dinner, feel puffed up' ¶¶ D #3453 ˚ D *e2 still needs
explaining (regr. as. from N *Ë. . .É?).
2389. *t''''eNqV '(∈ ) tree, (∈ ) forest' >  HS: Ch *°tVN (or °t'VN?) tree' >
WCh: pAG {Hf.} *t'‰N 'tree' > Gmy {Hf.} t'eN, Kfr {Nt.} t‰!N, Su {J} ti!N, Ang
{Hf.} tu_N (= {Flk.} tewN) 'tree', Mpn {Frz.} t‰!N 'tree, wood'   It is n o t
clear whether one may adduce here Ch *tV[w]n 'mahogany' (with a vw.
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different from that of Ch *°tVN 'tree', to judge from the reflexes in Su
and Ang) > Su {J} tE!n, Ang {Flk.} tan or ten 'mahogany', Glm {Stl.} ta!n,
Gera {Stl.} c7a~ni! id. »» CCh {ChL}: Hw ti~n‰~, G’nd {ChL} ti^nda, Gbn {ChL}
ti!yI~n-da! 'mahogany tree' ¶ Hf. AGG 19 [#66], Nt. 4O, Frz. M 83, J S 8 4 -
5, Flk. s.v. tan (or ten), tewN, ChL II 15, 25, 34 ¶ OS # 2 3 9 2
(misquotes the Gbn word ascribing it to Gabri [sc. Smr G within ECh]), ≠
Stl. ZCh 165 [#182] (*tani/*tawni 'tree [baobab, mahogany]') ¶¶  ≠
OS #3297 (*ti?in- 'tree' •÷ S *ti?in- [sc. *tV?in-] 'fig, fig tree', which
in fact goes back to N ≈ *to{?}i 'fig' [q.v.]) || K *t'ûqe(n)- 'forest, w o o d '
>  OG, G t'ûqe- 'forest', Mg t'ûqa- n. 'wood, weed', Lz (m)t'k'a- 'grass, d o g
rose (Rosa canina)', Sv UB/LB/L {TK} t'ûqen 'stick, cudgel' ¶¶ K 1 8 4 ,
K2193, FS K 3O2-3, FS E 336-7, Chx. 1374, Abul. 414, Chik. 24, TK 7 2 1
¶¶ K *t'ûqe(n)- is probably based on mt. (typical K displacement of l rs .
and uvulars to a position immediately following the preceding [esp.
initial] stop or affricate) and subsequent assimilative glottalization:
*t'Énq- >  *t'qÉn- >  *t'ûqe(n)- || A *°tæu4N+nV >  M *tu4n+N 'woods, forest' >
MM [S] tun, WrM tu4n≠tu4N id. ¶ MED 853, H 154|| D *tenÀ, *teNk˛, ?
*0teNku ({†GS} *t-) 'coconut tree' >  Tm ten3, ten3n3ai\, teNku,
teNkam, Ml teNNu, Kt ten ka;y, Kn teNgu, t5eNgu 'coconut t r ee ' ,
Td to4(g) go;y 'coconut', Kdg teNgÈ mara 'coconut tree', teNge ' coconu t ' ,
Tu teNg´ 'coconut tree', Tl te2-mra2nu, te%:-∆et5t5u 'coconut t r ee ,
teNka2ya, t5eNka2ya 'coconut' ¶¶ D #34O8 ˚ The vw. *u4 in M may b e
explained by regr. as., if we suppose that the pN word was *t ''''eNqË . K
*t'ûq- < **t'q- by as.  
239O. *t''''aNga++++o 'draw, stretch' >  IE: NaIE *teng≈- or *tengW≈- ' d raw,
pull, stretch, strain' ({P} 'ziehen, dehnen, spannen') >  Av Tang-
'ziehen, Bogen spannen', KhS tham$j- 'draw, stretch' »» Sl *teßg- >  ChS
rast9g0 ras-te<g-o< / rast9∑i ras-te<s7ti 'distrahere', OR
t9gati te<gati, R ∆ tå≤gat∆, R tå≤`nut∆ 'to pull, to draw', Blg
tegna vi. 'weigh, weigh upon'; Slv te•g 'drawing force, d rough t '
('tåga '), SCr te•g id., 'weight'; SCr na-te!gnuti (prs. na~te2gne2m) vt .
'to stretch, to draw tight', Slv te5!gniti vi. 'to stretch', Cz tahati,
ta1hnouti, Slk tiahnut&, P cia<gna<c1 'to pull' »» ? L temo2 ({EI} <
*teng≈+gW≈-s-mon-) 'cariot pole' ¶ P 1O66, Mn. 1379-14O5, Bai. 1 4 8 ,
SJSS XLII 447, Vs. IV 139-4O, Sls. I 98, EI 187 (*teng[≈]- 'pull') || A
*tæaNgV- >  Tg *taNgi- v. 'draw' >  Lm taNgiqu ≠ taNg1aqu 'implement f o r
pulling the bowstring on the bow' ('stanok  dlå  natågivaniå  tetivy
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na  luk '), WrMc taNgi-me-liyan 'nach hinten gekrümmt, ausgewölbt '
¶ STM II 16O, Z 698, Hr. 887  pKo {S} *tÄ~N-kÄ!i\- 'stretch, pull ' > MKo
tÄ~NkÄ!i\-, NKo taNgi- id., Ko N {Rm.} taNga4-d 'pull, draw' ¶¶ Rm. SKE 2 5 6 ,
S QK #856, Nam 145, MLC 414 || HS:  Ch (× N *t''''an2222V 'draw, s t re tch ,
extend', q.v.): Azm {Pc.} ta2@nda! v. 'drag, pull', Jg {J} ten1- v. 'draw', EDng
{Fd.} tE!n1E~ 'tirer (la corde, etc.)'  ?? CCh: Lgn M {Bou.} d'a~?a!m- v.
'draw'   ¶ ChL, Pc. 367, J J 117, Fd. 158 ˚ IS MS 37O s.v. tånut∆
t5angÿ (IE, A). This etymon is likely to be connected with (der ived
from?) N *t ''''an 2222V '⇑ '.
2391. *t''''áNK''''a 'firm, dense' >  HS: B *°√dœng (<  **√t'nK) >  Ah tœuNg1´t
(= *t-dœuNg1´t) (pf. i\´tœtœuNg1´t) 'être fort' (une saveur, une odeur, u n
aliment, une chose parfumée) ¶ Fc. 278-9, NZ 475-6 || IE: NaIE *tenk-
v. 'be strong, solid, dense' >  Av taxma- 'tapfer, tüchtig, energisch,
heldenhaft', Psh tat (<  *taxta-) 'dense, thick' »» OIr {Vn.} te1cht
'solide, épais; coagulé' »» Gmc: [1] *TiNhan 'to grow (wachsen), t o
thrive' > AS Î°on (p. ÎunÌon, pp. ÌeÎunÌen) id., 'to flourish', OHG
d°han 'to grow (wachsen), to thrive, to prosper, to succeed', OSx
th°han, NHG gedeihen, Gt †eihan 'to grow, to thrive, to f lourish '
 [1a] pp: OSx gi-thigan 'gediegen, erwachsen', OHG gi-digan {Kb.}
'strict, severe, advanced, reliable', MHG gedigen 'grown up, f i rm' ,
NHG gediegen 'solid'  [1b] AS ÎinÌan, OFrs thigia 'to thrive', OSx
a-the$ngian 'ausführen'  [2] d.: ON †e1ttr, Sw ta4t, Dn tAt, NNr
tett, MHG d°hte, NHG dicht, ME, NE ∆ thight 'dense', AS Îïht
(in cds.: maÌa-Îïht  'magenstark', me<te-Îïht  'thick from eating') »»
Lt ta!nkus  'thick (dicht), dense' ¶ P 1O68 (does not distinguish this √
from IE *tenk-  'sich zusammenziehen'), Brtl. 626-7, Mrg. 84, Vn. T  4O-
1, Fs. 493-4, Vr. 6O9, Ho. 365-6, Ho. S 77, Kb. 153, 339, OsS 1O2, 24O,
EWA II 634-7, KM 131, 238-9 || A *tæáNkV- >  M *teNke+u4- >  WrM
teNke-, HlM t´nx´- v. 'endure, recover strength or health', Brt
t´nx´-, Ord tæeN″xu$- 'recover (after illness), recover s t rength ' ;
*teNkegen > WrM teNke, teNkege, HlM t´nx´´, Brt t´nxéé(n),
Ord tæeN″xe2 'power, force, strength' ¶ MED 8O2-3, Chr. 455, Ms. O 6 5 8
 ?i  Tg *ti\aN[k] or *tÉN[k] 'firmly, densely' ( secondary
ideophonization?) >   Ork te2N, Orc tá2n-tá2n, Ud te¢ák-te¢ák, Ud Sm
{Krm.} ta4k-ta4k id. ('krepko , plotno , tugo '), Neg te2N-te2N, te2N-tïN, Ul
te2N-te2N, Nn Nh tI¢aq-tI¢aq '(very) firmly (krepko , krepko-nakrepko)' ¶
STM II 173, Krm. 294.
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2392. *t''''uNK'''' ' '''V 'to press, to force oneself, to be too narrow, to b e
tight' >  IE: NaIE *twenk- v. 'press' >  Gmc {P} *TuNxian (>  *Tu2xjan) ' t o
press, to press down, to oppress ([nieder-]drücken, bedrängen)' >  OHG
du2hen 'to press, to urge', OLF bethu2wen 'to press down', D t
duwen 'to push', AS Îy2wan, Îe1on, {Sw.} †y2wan, †ïen 'to press' »»
Lt tvanku~s 'stuffy, close', {Frn.} 'schwül, drückend' ¶ It is not ye t
clear what connection there is with IE *tweng8≈- 'bedrängen' >  Av
Êwa<zZ7aiti 'falls into distress', ON †winga 'to force, to t o rmen t ' ,
OSx thwingan, OHG dwingan 'to force, to compel', ON †winga
'zwingen, belästigen' ¶ P 1O99-11OO, ≠φ EI 451 (*tweng8≈- with unj. *g8≈
based on controversial comparison with Gmc [ON †winga, etc.]), Kb.
171, OsS 114, EWA II 842-4, 922-4, KM 897, Ho. 375, Sw. 182, Frn.
1149 || U: FU *tuNke- v. 'press, squeeze into, thrust into' >  F tunke-
'press, squeeze, thrust, push, force, force one's way through', Es
tungi- v. 'force oneself, press, crowd' » pMr {Ker.} *tuNg¥- >  Er toNgo-
tongo-ms, Mk toNg´- tongo-ms 'hineinstecken', 'to shove\s t ick
(into), to thread a needle' »» Vg {Mu., MK}: T/P tokr-, LK/Ss toxr-
'zerknüllen, drücken, stecken', {UEW} 'stopfen' » Hg dug- v.
'stick\put\thrust into' ¶ UEW 537-8, Coll. 12O, Sm. 55O (FU, FP
*tuNki-, Ugr *tuNkI"- 'cram'), MF 135, Slv. 4O7, Ker. II 17O, ERV 6 6 9 ,
MK 65O || HS *t'unk'- >  C: HEC {Hd.} *t'uk'k'- v. 'be narrow' >  Kmb, H d
t'uk'k'- v. 'be narrow', t'uk'k'a 'narrow' »» SC: Alg {E} tinq- v. 'squeeze out' ¶
E PC #73 (pC *tak'- / *tik'- / *tuk'- v. 'press'), L l.c., Hd. 1O4, 3O1, 3 4 1 ,
413  S *°-t'u2k'-, *°√t'wk'y >  Gz √t'wk' G  (pf. t'o2k'a, js. y´-t'u2k') v. 'be i n
dire straits, be oppressed\afflicted; compress, constrain', √t'wk'y (p f .
t'awk'aya) v. 'be narrow, be under stress, be painful', Tgy t'AwwAk'A v.
'press, pressure' ¶ L G 599 ˚  IS MS 338 s.v. davit∆  *t5unk5ÿ (IE, U), IS
SS #1.26.
2393. *t''''a{p''''}É 'squeeze, press' > HS: C: Dhl {EEN} t'˘u2B-, {To.} *t'u2b- v.
'squeeze', {EEN} t'˘u2Bit˘- v. 'milk' »» ?? SC {E} >  ?? s Alg c'obo?ot v. 'me l t '
(after E, probably caus. from a v. for 'drip'), SC ı Mb -si!bi v. 'wring '
(× N ? i  *t''''a 4 444bÓa or *t''''abÓÉ 'to trample, to kick, to crumple, to press '?) ;
Ehret equates Alg, Mb, and Dhl and reconstructs SC *t'u2!b- v. ' squeeze
out' ¶ To. D 148, EEN 17, E SC 176  B *°√tbb (× N ? i  *t''''a 4 444bÓa o r
*t''''abÓÉ '⇑ ') >  Ah ´tb´b 'se serrer dans ses vêtements, être serré d a n s
ses vêtements' ¶ Fc. 1882  S: +ext. *r: *°√t'pr >  Ak √t5pr G  ≈ ' s ich
herandrängen an' ¶ Sd. 138O || IE: NaIE *tap- v. 'press (down,
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together), squeeze' >  Gk tapeino1ß 'brought down, humbled' (“
*'pressed down, depressed') »» ON †efja 'to stamp (stampfen)', †o1f
'Gedränge', †o1fi 'felt', OHG bidebben ≠ bideppen 'to suppress
(unterdrücken), to soothe' ¶ P 1O56, F II 854, Vr. 6O6-7, Kb. 151, EWA
II 55O-1 || U: FU *°ta4+eppV v. 'press tightly' (× N *daPV(K''''V) 'to s t ick
[adhere], to glue' [q.v.]) >  Prm {Lt.} *tOp- 'press tightly' >  Z top‰d-, Z US
tOp´d- vt. 'press' ('qat∆ , pri- /za-qat∆ '), ? Vt tupat-yny 'fix,
attach' ¶ Lt. 98, LG 282, Wc. StWU 51 || A: T: [1]  T *t…ap- ' p r e s s '
(influenced by N *dap '''' [V]˝V  ≠ *da˝op''''V 'to push', q.v. ffd.)  [2] ?σ T
*t… a2p- ' t rample '  (× N ? i  *t''''a 4 444bÓa or *t''''abÓÉ 'to trample, to kick, t o
crumple, to press', q.v. ffd.)   AdS  of M *dabta- 'hammer, forge, b e a t '
(< N *dap''''[V]˝V  ≠ *da˝op''''V '⇑', q.v. ffd. ×  N *daÙwV [≠ *dawÙV?]
'to press, to push') ¶¶ DQA #2221 (A *ta 2 !pæV-  'to stamp, to press').
2394. i  *t''''a{p''''}V 'hit (the target)' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ ' succeed,
find, find an answer, identify, recognize') > HS: WS *√t'bb 'know, b e
wise' >  Sr √t'bb (pf. t5ab) v. 'make inquiry, inform oneself, b e
informed', Ar tœabb- 'habile, savant, versé dans une science;
cirsonspect', √tœbb: pf. (<  adj. of state) tœabba 'était habile, savant', Sq
{L} t5eb 'croire, savoir', Gz √t'bb v. G  'be wise, prudent, sage', Sb d .
t5bb v. 'teach, proclaim' ¶ BK II 5O-2, JPS 165, Br. 265, L G 585, L LS
198, BGMR 152 || IE: NaIE *top- 'wohin gelangen, auf etwas treffen;
Ort, wo man hingelangt oder hin will' >  Gk to1poß 'place', topa1zv v. ' a i m
at, guess' »» AS Îafian 'to consent to, to permit, to tolerate; to endure ,
to suffer' (Hofm.: “ *'Platz machen, Raum geben') »» Lt ta~p-ti, Ltv
tapt 'to become (werden, entstehen)', Ltv pa-tapt 'to reach ( a
place), to be able to arrive', Lt pri-ta~p-ti 'to take up with' ¶ P 1O88,
F II 911, Hofm. 369, Ho. 36O, Sw. 179, Frn. 1O57-8, Kar. II 375, Bc. 6 3 6
|| U: FP *tap(p)V- v. 'find, succeed, fit' > F tapaan / tavata v. ' f ind,
meet, come across' » Vt tupa- 'come to an understanding; fit, be t h e
right size', dun s1arÈs1 tupa- 'come to an agreement about the price' ¶ Wc.
StWU 51 (F, Vt; other scholars did not find this etl. connection be tween
F and Vt because they equated the above words with the isophonic FU
verbs meaning 'to strike', 'to stick', etc.), U3S 249 || A *tæapV v. ' h i t
the target, find' >  T *tæap- v. 'find, hit the target, guess' >  OT {Cl.} tap-,
MT [IM] dap- v. 'find, learn', Yk tap- v. 'hit the target', Tkm, Qmq tap-,
Tk ∆  {SDD} tap- v. 'find', Az tap- v. 'find, guess' (not dap-, as in IS AD
41), Slr tap-± tap¢f- ± ta5p- ± ta?-, ET tap- id., QrB tab-, VTt, Bsh, Qzq,
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Nog, Qq, Qrg, StAlt, Xk tap- (prevoc. tab-), Uz top- tåp-, SY tap- ± ta5p
± ta?-, Tv tæîp- (prevoc. tæîv-) v. 'find', Chv L tup- tup/bò- v. ' f ind,
detect', tupa€ tubò¥  'solution of a riddle' ¶ Cl. 435, IS AD 41 [#7], Rs. W
462, TL 699, Hüs. 283, Äz. 326, SDD III 1313, BT 142, Tn. SJ 5O2, Tn.
SJJ 211, Cs. KKS 1O7, Jeg. 258, Fed. II 248  (? ppM *ta{B}a- > )  M
*ta˝a- v. 'guess' > MM ta√a- [MA] v. 'guess', [HI] 'deviner', WrM ta9a-,
HlM, Brt taa-, Dx ta˝a-, Ba ta2- v. 'guess, solve a riddle', Kl taa- ta2- v.
'tell the fortune, suppose', {Rm.} 'erraten; annehmen, mutmassen', Ord ,
Mnr H {SM} tæa2- 'deviner, conjecturer'; M ı Ewk ta2G-, Lm ta2- v.
'recognize \ identify (so.), guess', Sln {Iv.} taGi-  'know', Neg tak-, Ul, Nn
taqo2- v. 'recognize\identify', Orc takki- v. 'recognize (so. seen before ) ' ,
WrMc taqa- '(er)kennen, können', Mc Sb taq´m´ v. 'identify' ¶ MED
763, KRS 469-7O, KW 386, Pp. MA 338, Ms. H 98, SM 4O4, T 362, T DnJ
135, T BJ 147, STM II 149, Z 7OO, Hr. 881, Y #1859 ¶¶ Pp. VG 13, 1 2 2 ,
139, 157-8, IS AD 48-9 ¶¶ Pp. (l.c.) considers Ewk and Lm forms to b e
genetic cognates of M rather than loans and postulates their prehis tory
as *tapa- > *tawa2-gi- > Ewk ta2g-, Lm ta2-; Pp.'s hyp. is hardly convincing
because no traces of Tg *-w-  have been discovered || D (in SD) *ta2pp˛
'appointed time, proper time' >  Tm ta2ppu 'expected m o m e n t ,
apppointed time, convenience', Ml ta2ppu 'proper time, oppor tuni ty ' ,
Td top 'time, chance' ¶ D #3161 ˚ If the N etymon is *t''''ap ''''V, WS *b
(for the expected *p) needs investigating. A possible solution: the N
etymon is *t ''''abV , while *-p- and *-pp- in IE, U, Tk, and D are due to as .
(N *t''''...b > **t'...p') ˚ IS MS 356 s.v. popadat∆  (v  cel∆ ) *t5apæÿ (IE,
A, U, D + •÷ Eg and Ch [the Eg and Ang forms mentioned by IS are n o t
acceptable on semantic grounds]), AD NM #34, S CNM 4 (÷÷  ST, Yn),
Vv. AEN 3 ("the root may be onomatopoeic").
2395. *t''''{a}p''''V (or *t''''{a}P3333?V, *t''''op ''''V, *t''''oP3333?V?) 'to wade, to cross ,
to go through, to pass' > HS: C: Bj (R} -dif v. 'wade a river' (1s p. a-
≤dif), n. act. ≤da2f 'ford' »» ?σ EC: Sml dßa2f- {DSI} 'pass by; release, let go ' ,
{ZMO} id., 'leave, omit', Sml N dßa2f- v. 'pass by' ¶ R WBd 6O-1, ZMO 1O4,
DSI 146, Abr. S 42 || K *°t'op'-> G t'op'- v. 'wade' ¶ Chx. 1359-6O || A:
NaT *tæop- id. > Qzl {Jk.} to2p-, Xk {BIG} tobîr-; *topul-> OT {Pp.} topul-
'durchgehen', {Cl.} t{u}pul- 'pierce', Yk tobul- id. ¶ Rs. W 489, BIG 2 2 9 ,
Pp. VG 47, Cl. 44O, Pek. 2694  M *ta˝ul- 'pass, go through '  > WrM
ta9ul-, HlM tuula- id., 'penetrate', Ord tæu2l- id., 'cross ( f ranchi r ) ' ,
WrO tuuli- 'penetrate, come through', Kl {Rm.} tu2l- ' durchgehen,
durch-\hinüber-kommen ¶ MED 766, Vl. 211, Ms. O 678, Krg. 51, KW
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413  Tg *tap adv. 'through (naskvoz∆ )' >  Neg, Ul, Ork, Nn tap, Ewk
top, tapamnak ± topomnak id., ? Sln tawaakki- v. 'prick' ¶ STM II 1 6 4
 pJ {S} *t‰~p‰~r- {Mr.} 'pass by\through' > OJ t‰~p‰~r-, J: T/Kg to2~r-, K to2!r-
¶ S QJ #1O15, Mr. 77O ¶¶ DQA #2311 (A *tæa"~pæe~ 'to go through'), Vld.
211 (M, T) ˚ If the N etymon is *t''''ap''''V or *t ''''aP 3333?V , the vw. *o in K a n d
NaT may be due to the infl. of the labial cns. (K *p', NaT *p). If t h e
ancient N vw. was *o , the Tg vw. *a  remains without explanation.
2396. € *t''''ap''''V (= *t''''ap ''''i?) 'to put' > A: NrTg *te2p+b- v. 'put (stel len),
set, install' >  Ewk t‰2w-, Ewk Brg to2f- v. 'put (stellen), plant (a p lan t ) ' ,
Lm t‰2w- id., Lm A/O t‰2w- v. 'build' ¶ STM II 225  M *tabi- 'p lace,
put' > WrM, WrO tabi-, HlM tavi-, Ord tæa$wi- ≠ tæawi-, Brt tabi-
id. ¶ MED 772, Ms. O 65O-1, Krg. 469, Chr, 4O8  ?? pKo {S} *tu!- ' p u t ,
place' (× N *t''''áb÷3333{Ë} 'to fill'?) > OKo tu!-, NKo tu- ¶ S QK #872, Nam
163, MLC 5O2 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2355 (A *tæe2 ~ybo '[to] put, [to] set' > Tg *te2b-,
M *tabi- + unc. pKo *tÄ~bi- 'become') || D (in CD) *tapp- ({†GS} *t-) v.
'put' >  Nkr, Gdb P tap- v. 'put', Klm tap- v. 'put (spell on buffalo)', Nk
tap- v. 'make lie down; put on (shirt)', Prj tapp- v. 'put, plant (seeds)' ¶
D #3O73 ˚  IS MS 344 klast∆ *t5a4pÿ (A, D). The long vw. in Tg is reg .
in N open syllables (a gravis sign in pA rec. denotes a tone in long
vowels yielding short vowels in T and length in Tg). Cf. the Tg short *e
from a vw. in a N closed syllable: Tg *tebu- v. ' load'  < N *t''''áb÷3333{Ë} '⇑ ' .
The quality of NrTg *e2 is probably due to regr. as. (*e2... from N *a.. .i ) .
2397. *t''''ap''''V(-LV) 'to feel\touch with one's fingers, to smear' > HS:
S *√t'pl v. 'smear' (‘ v. 'soil') >  BHb lfy √t'pl v. G  ' smear \p la s t e r
over, coat, cover', JEA √t'pl G  'apply a paste', JA [Trg.] √t'pl G
µφ 'anheften, ankleben, zufügen', Sr pp. t5´≤p3°l 'defiled, corrupt' (“
*'soiled, made dirty'), t5´≤p3El 'sordidus', Ar √tœfl v. G  (pf. tœafila) ' b e
soiled by dust' (plant), tœafïl 'turbid water', Ak √t5pl G  ' s chmähen ,
verdächtigen' ¶ KB 362, KBR 379, GB 278, BDB #295O, Lv. T I 315-6, Js .
547-8, Sl. 513, Br. 285, Sd. 1379, BK II 89-9O, Hv. 434 || IE: NaIE {Mn.}
*°tep- v. 'smear' >  Lt te~pti / prs. tepu~, Ltv tept / prs. tepju v.
'annoint, smear', Ltv tepe2 ^t / prs. tepe2ﬁju v. 'smear', tepe 'putty '  
NaIE *tep(o)l- 'smear; lubricant' >  Lt teplio!ti 'to smear', teﬁpalas
'lubricant, ointment', {Krsch.} teple1nti / prs. teplenu~ ' m i t
Schmiere\Salbe mehrfach ordentlich schmieren' »» Clt: W tail ' dung ,
manure' ¶ ≈ Mn. 1383, Frn. 1O8, Kar. II 392, Vn. T  47, YGM-1 4O3 ¶
This stem should be kept apart from NaIE *tap-  v. 'dip in' (⇔ WP I 7O5) ,
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that goes back to N *t'''' {a}{p÷}V 'plunge, immerse ' (q.v.) || U: i  FU
*tappV  v. 'feel, finger, touch' > OHg XVI tapat-  'tasten', Hg tapogat-
v. 'feel, finger', tapint-  id., 'touch', ? tapasz  'plaster' »» F tapailla
'to grope, to grope about' ¶ Bá. 3OO-1, EWU 1481, MTE III 842-6, Wc.
SW 51, UEW 521 (Hg tapogat- < FU *toppa- 'fassen, greifen, ha l ten '
[refers to an etymological entry that I have not found in UEW]) || D ( i n
SD) *tapp- ({†GS} *t-) v. 'grope, feel by touching' >  Tm tappu v.
'grope, feel about', Ml tappuka id., tappal 'groping', Tu tabbuni
v. 'feel, grope' ¶ D #3O72 ˚ IS MS 353 o∑upyvat∆  *t5apæÿ (IE [*tep-
v. 'smear, dip in'], ?A, U, D).
2398. *t''''á{p}V 'to warm, to be warm' > IE *tep- >  NaIE tep- v. ' b e
warm' >  OI ≤tapati 'makes warm, heats', tap≤ta- 'heated, h o t ' ,
≤tapas- n. 'warmth, heat', Vd {MW} ≤tapu- 'burning hot', Av ta2paîti
'is warm', tafsa<n 'es soll ihnen heiß werden', MPrs tab¨†NPrs ∫T ta4b
'fever', NPrs ˆtF'T tå2f-ta4n 'to set on fire, to burn; to be hot; to shine,
to sparkle', Oss: I tav-‰n, D tavun v. 'heat, warm', I ta4vd, D ta4vda4 ' h o t '
»» L tepe2- 'be lukewarm', tepidus ' lukewarm', tepor
'lukewarmness, moderate heat', tepidus 'lukewarm' »» OIr te1 ' h o t '
(pl. te1it <  *tepent- ÷  OI prtc. tapant-), ten(e) 'fire', gen. -ed (<
*tepnet-), NIr teine id., Brtt {RE} *te2mmos 'warm, hot '  > W twym,
Crn tom, MBr toem,†Br†tomm id., OCrn toim ; "calidam' 'warm' ( f .
accus.); ? Brtt {RE} *tanos >  W ta6n, OCrn ta2n 'fire', OBr tan ' l a re ,
foyer', Br tan 'fire' »» NNr teva  'vor Hitze keuchen', ?σ AS Îe<fian ' t o
pant' »» Sl *tepl¥-j¥ dadj. 'warm' >  SCr ∆ teàpli ∏, Cz, Slk teply1, P
ciepLy, R ≤te≥plyj, d.: OCS teplost6 teplostÁ 'warmth'  Sl
*topl¥ 'warm' > OCS topl5 toplË, Blg topl`, SCr toàpao, Slv
topel to!p´Ò  Sl *topi ¡-ti vt. 'to heat' >  SCr to~piti, Slv topi!ti, Cz
topiti, R to≤pit∆ id.  Ht {Ts.} tapassa-, HrLw tapassa-s ' fever ,
heat' ('Fieber, Hitze') ¶¶ P 1O69-7O, EI 263-4 (*tep- 'hot'), Frd. HW
211, Ts. W 85, Ts. E III 121-3, M K I 477, M E I 623-5, MW 437, Horn 8 5 ,
BM 1O5-6, Ab. III 237-8, 283, WH II 667-8, Vn. T 38, 49-5O, Dnn. 73O-
1, RE 95, 143, Flr. 31O, Ho. 362, Vs. IV 44, Glh. 633 || K *t'ep+b- / *t'p+b-
({FS, K2} *t'ep- / t'p-, {K} *(t'ab-)/ *t'b-, {†Test.} t'a4p+b-) v. 'warm\heat, b e
warmed\heated' >  OG t'p-, G t'b-, Mg t'‰b-, t'ib-, Lz t'ub-, t'ib- id.; Ï K
*t'p-il- (≠*t'b-il-?) 'warm' >  OG t'pil-, G t'bil-, Mg t‰bu-, t'ibu-, Lz t'ibu-,
t'ubu-; Ï K *°t'eb-id- > Sv {TK}: UB/LB/L t'ebdi, Ln t'ebedi 'warm' (unless
π Oss ta4vd ± ta4vda4 'hot') ¶¶ K *a4 is reconstructed in the f ramework
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of Test.’s theory of vowels, assuming the existence of a vw. *a4 (>  G a,
Zan *‰ [= {∫GM} *o'], Sv e) ¶¶ K 179-18O, K 186, 192, FS K 293-4, GM
SAKS 56-7, Test. KV 69, TK 716, GP 26O, Ab. III 283 || U: FU (att. i n
Ugr) *tewV-tV 'fire' (× N *t{e}Ìaw{a} 'fire' [q.v. ffd.]) || A {DQA}
*tæepæV 'warm, burn' >  Tg *tepe v. 'burn' >  Nn Nh t‰p‰- vi. 'flame u p ,
burn' (of fire), Nn B t‰f‰- id., 'stoke (a stove)', WrMc tefe vi. ' b u r n
down' (of firewood)', ? Mc Sb {Y} ti\Ev´m, ti\Evim (ti\av´m´, ti\avim´)
vt. 'burn, set fire, light' (representing an A variant *tæebV, as supposed
by SDM95?) ¶ STM II 238, Y #482  pKo *t´~⁄b- v. 'be warm' > MKo t 2´⁄p-
/t´~⁄w-, NKo t 2´⁄p-/t´⁄w- id. ¶ S QK #468, Nam 153, MLC 451 ¶¶ DQA
#2331 (A *tæepæV  'warm; to burn') ||  HS: [1] *t'Vp- >  WCh: ? Ngz {Sch.}
d'a2~fa!u\ 'perspiration', ??σ,φ Hs ta~fa!sa~ vi. 'boiled' »» CCh: Mtk {Sb.}
n=!d'U!fa!?a! 'hot' ¶ ChC, Abr. H 836  S (+ ext.): Ar tœa2biX-at- {BK} ' cha leur
excessive et brillante du midi', {Hv.} 'the hottest hour of the day', b u t
Ar √tœbX v. 'cook' hardly belongs here (it goes back to pS *√t'bX v.
'slaughter' < N *t '''' ab [V]qa  'hit, strike' ([in descendant lgs.: ‘ 'kill'], q.v.
ffd.); ? EthS: Gz √t'bs G  (js. y´-t'b´s) v. 'roast, parch, broil', Tgr, Tgy,
Amh √t'bs G  v. 'fry' (cp. Hs ta~fa!sa~ 'boiled'?) ¶ L G 586, BK II 52, Hv.
425  [2] ?? HS *√dp (dis. *-t'p- > *-dp-?) > S *°√dp? > Ar {Fr.} √df? G
(ip. -dfa?-) 'caluit, calidus fuit; calefecit, fovit (vestis)', 'être chaud ,
contenir de la chaleur; chauffer, échauffer (un vêtement chaud)' ¶ Fr. II
4O, BK I 711  ?φ EC: Sa {R} da≤be2 'live coals', pSam *dab >  Sml dab, Rn
{PG} da!b, {Oo.} dßab, {Hn.} dab 'fire'; ? Af {PH} dube 'paste dough inside a n
oven', Sa {R} du2b-  'braten' ¶ Bl. 243, ZMO 76, PG 99, Oo. 67, R S II 9 8 -
9, Hn. S 55, PH 86 ˚ IS MS 338 s.v. gret∆(så) *t5{a4}pÿ  and IS SS # 1 1 . 8
(both: IE, HS [partially err.], Ko, K) ‘ BmK 214-5 (K, S + Sum tab v.
'burn'), 277-8 (IE, Hs + Eg •tp v. 'burn', n. fire, flame' [quoted f r o m
Budge II 832, which is an unreliable source]).
2399. o  *t''''u6 666pV 'to spit, to drip' > HS: WS *tup-, *√tpp ≠ *√tp? ≠
*√tpy 'spit' >  BHb tf37T ≤top3Et3 {BDB} 'act of spitting', {KB} 'Speichel,
Auswurf', JEA FuT tu2p3 or F&T to2p3 {Lv.} 'spit out!' [imv.], {Js.} ' spi t t le '
(both based on different interpretations of BT Keth. 61b: kl my?
dc5÷dy lk twp s7d?y twp s7d?y, that Lv. interprets: 'alle Flüssigkeit,
die dich quält, speie aus und wirf den Speichel fort, speie aus und wirf
ihn fort'), {Lv.} √tpp (pf. *FT2 tap3, D  *ip5T2 tap≤pï) v. 'spit', {Js.} *if4T6
t´≤p3e2 id. (Lv.'s and Js's recs. based on BT Nid. 42a: kwlkw brwk5? Ód?
tpytw  'you all spit with the same spittle'), Ar SL {Bel., Hv.} √tff v. G
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(pf. tœaffa) 'spit (blood)', Ar Eg {Hv.} √tff v. 'spit', Gz √tf? G  (p f .
taf?a) v. 'spit, spit out', ??s Ar tuff- 'dirt under the nails'   WS *-tu2b-,
*°√tbb v. '≈ spit, vomit '  > JA [Trg.] ab1uT tu2≤b3a2, ab1uiT6 t´yu2≤b3-a2 n .
'vomit', Sr √ty+wb v. Sh  (pf. ?at3°b3) 'vomit', t´yo2≤b3-a2, t´yo2b3≤t-a2 n .
'vomit', Sq {L} ≤tebib 'spittle'  +ext. *-l-: WS *√tpl v. 'spit' >  Ar √tfl
G  'cracher (une salive fine)', tafl- ≠ tufl- ≠ tufa2l- 'crachat de salive
fine', Mh/Hrs/Jb {Jo.} √tfl  G  v. 'spit', Mh t‰fyo2l, Hrs t‰fe2l, Jb E tfyOl,
Jb C tfol 'spit, saliva' ¶ GB 888, BDB #1O64, KB 1638, L G 57O-1, Lv. IV
658, Lv. T II 532, 535, Js. 1655, 1685, Br. 818, JPS 6O6, BK I 2OO-1, Bel.
55, Hv. 6O, BK I 2O1, Jo. M 4OO, Jo. H 126, Jo. J 269-7O, L LS 438, MiK
I ##2.72-4  Eg P tf v. 'spit', tf 'saliva' >  Cpt: Sd taF taf ≠ tiF
te2f, B †aF t˙af ≠ †iF t˙e2f id. ¶ EG V 297, Vc. 225  B *√wtf:
Ty, ETwl {GhA} uttafœ 'être craché', s-ut´fœ v. 'spit', Ah {Fc.}, Ttq {Msq.},
Gh {Nh.} s-ut´f id. ¶ Fc. 1885, Nh. 146, GhA 188, Msq. 7O  C: Ag: i  Xm
{R} titif, tiftif, tiftaf 'saliva', i Bln/Xm {R} tif y-, i Km {CR} tiÆff
y- 'spit' (v.) »» EC *tuf- > Bn {Hn.}, Sml, Rn, Or {Grg.}, Kns {Bl.}, Af {PH},
Arr {Hw.}, Gwd {Bl.}, Brj/Ged/Hd/Kmb {Hd.} tuf-, Hr {Bl.} a-c7u!f-iy, Gdl
{Bl.} s7uh- v. 'spit', Sa {R} tufåna2 'Speichel' »» i Bj {R} tiffo2 'saliva' ¶ R
WB 347, Abr. S 24O, PG 281, Hn. S 44, Grg. 378, Bl. 166, 184, Ss. PEC
1O, Ss. B 179, Hw. A 397, PH 2OO, Hd. 222, 262, 299, 339, 396, AD
GDS 77 [#7.7]  i  Ch: WCh: Hs to2!fa2~ v. 'spit' » Fy {J} tu~f, DfB {J} tu^f id. »
Krkr {J} t‰f-, Bl {Lk.} tuf- id. » Ngz {Sch.} tÈ~pku! id. »» ECh: Kwn {Lens.}
a!d‰!be!, Ke {Eb.} tu!fi! id. » Mu {Lk.} tuffa, Brg {J} c7i~fi! id. »» CCh: Glv {Rp.}
taf-, Gdf {IL} t≈fdu!‰~, Dgh {Frk.} tfa~, Ngs {IL} tf‰~d'e~ id. » Db {Lnh.} tif id. »
pMM {Ro.} *t‰f > Myn t‰~f-, Mofu {Ro.} ta!f, Zlg t‰fda!, Gzg {Ro.} ta!fta~z6a!y
id. » Bcm {Sk.} tu_!fo_~, Gudu {IL in ChL} tevr∑a id.» Lgn {Lk.} tufu id. » Ms {J}
tu!fna2, ZmB {J} tu!fo! me!?, {Sa.} tu!f me~?e~, ZmD {KNC} tu@p (me@?) id.  a n d
+ext. *-l-: Mkt tfa~la!, Hrz ti!fi~la~ v. 'spit' ¶ JS 249, ChC, Stl. ZCh 1 6 2
[#157], Nw. #121 (pCh *t´f´/*tuf´), Eb. 99, Ro. 333 [#68O], Lens.
1O2, KNC 27 ¶¶ AD GDS 77 (C, S, Eg, Ch), Cal. 44 (Eg, S), OS # 2 4 1 3
(*tuf- 'spit': S, Eg, Ch, C), 51O [#2433] (*tVfal-/*tVfil- 'spit': S, CCh:
Mkt), ≈  Sk. HCD 258 ¶¶ On the possible origin of the ext. *-l- (in S a n d
CCh) see  N *lÅ , pc. of verbal constructions (noun + *lÅ = analytical
verb) (‘  sx. of denom. verbs) || K: Sv {Ni.} -t'b-´⁄ne, -t'be, {FS} li-t'b-´⁄n-
e (prs. 3s at'b´⁄ne), Sv UB {GP}, Sv L {Dn.} li-t'b´⁄n-e v. 'spit', Sv: {Ni.} na-
t'ibw, UB {TK, GP} na-t'b´⁄nw, LB/L/Ln nat'b´⁄n 'spittle' ¶¶ FS K 3O1-2
(connects the Sv √  with the G onomatopoeic interj. t'pu 't∆fu ! ' [ 'pah!,
initating a spittle], which is hardly a reliable etl. cognate), TK 614, GP
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169, 229, Ni. s.v. plevat∆ , plevok` , Dn. s.v. t5b´n- || IE: Lw tappa-
{Mlc.} v. 'spit (on)' ¶ Mlc. CL 2O6, Lar. 9O  ?? o  Irn: NPrs ƒTu tof, Tjk
tuf tuf, Krd Sr ƒT tif 'spittle (salivæ eiectio, sputum)', Wx tuf
'saliva, spittle' ¶ Ab. III 3O8-9 (on NPrs tof as o ), Sg. 312, Horn 87, Vl. I
449, GrSK VaxJ 476, RTdS 437, KrdJ 142 || A: NaT *tæu4pkæu4r- v. 'spit' >
Cmn tu4pku4r-, XwT r0kufTu {Faz.} tu4fku4r-, Chg {Rl.} -rvkFvT tu4fku4r-, Tv
d¥pk¥r- dòu4pku4r-, Az tu4pu4r-, Uz tupur-, Uz NmA {Nal.} tu4pu4r-, ET
tu4pu4r- ≠ tu4ku4r, Ggz, Qmq, QrB, Nog, Qrg, StAlt, QK, Shor, Xk tu4ku4r-, Tf
{ADb.} tæu4kku4r-, Qzq tu4kir-, VTt tÁºkÁr-, Bsh tÁºkÁºr-, Tk tu4ku4r-, T k m
tu4yku4r- id.; ¿ NaT *tæu4pkæu4 'a spit, spittle' > Tv d¥kp¥ dòu4kpæu4 (or a bf.?)
¶ Rs. W 5O4, Rl. III 1596, 16OO, Faz. II 426, Grøn. 26O, BT 161, B DLT
211, Nal. RSS 183, ADb. Ttd 57 [#8], TvR 187  Tg *tu3pin 'spittle' >  O r k
tUpI / tUpIn-, Ul tIpU / tIpUn- 'spittle', Nn B tofI, Nn Nh topI% id. ,
'saliva', Ewk tumin ± tUmin ± tomin id., Sln tomiﬁ, Lm tumnin ' spit t le ' ;
Tg *tu3pi3-n[a]- v. 'spit' > Orc tupina-, Ork tUpIn-, Ul {PSchm.} tifu-, Nn
Nh topIn-, Nn KU tofi3na-, Ewk tumin- ± tumun-, Ewk {Cs.} tu23mina-,
Sln {Iv.} tomon- ≠ tumun-, Lm tumni- ± tomni- id., Ud tumiNi- v.
'spit out'; AmTg *tu3pi-çV-  v. 'spit' > Orc tupic7i-, Ul tIpc7I- ¶ STM II 2 1 3
 pJ {S} tu~[m]pa~k- v. 'spit' > OJ tupak- id., tu~pa~ki\i~, J T cubaki 'spittle' ¶
S QJ #1O27, Mr. 552 ¶¶ DQA #2469 (A *tæu"~pæi 'spit, spittle') || D {tr.}
*tupp-, {GS} *tup- v. 'spit' > Tm tuppu-, Ml tuppuka-, Td tu4f în-, Kn
tu2pu-, Kdg, Krx tupp-, Mlt tupe v. 'spit'; *tuppal- 'saliva, spittle' >  Tm,
Ml tuppal, Krx tuppalxo2, ? Mlt tup9le id. ¶¶ D #3323, GS 53 [#14O] ˚
IS MS s.v. plevat∆  *t5upÿ (HS, K, D + •÷ IE *pt[ y ]ew- v. 'spit'). In HS
there is de-emphatization *t''''- >  *t-. We cannot draw any conclusions
about the age of the forms with an *l-extension (S, CCh, D) before a
grammatical analysis of these forms in CCh and D is accomplished ˚
Gr. II #361 (*tup 'spit') (A, J, Ai, EA + unc. Ko).
24OO. *t''''a 4 444hipe6666 'high place, top, hill' > HS: S *0√t'hp > Ar tœaha2f-
'élevé, qui est bien haut dans les aires' (nuage) ¶ BK II 115  ??? Eg N
db.t  'head' ({EG}: "wohl fehlerhaft"), Eg L/G dbn 'head' (unless var. o f
tbn id.)   AdS  of Eg fP tp, Eg N tbn 'head' (< N *to6666{p ' '''}á 'head, t o p '
[q.v.]) ¶ EG V 261, 263, 272, 434, 437, Fk. 296 || U: FP *ta4we 'hill,
island' (× N *dVbV 'hill') > Lp N {N} dievva / -v- '(roundish) hill', Lp
L {Wk.} ti¢evva-, ti\evva-, {LLO} tievva2 'hill' » Z d¡ di, Yz di ' is land,
small island', Z Lu di 'island, peninsula, hill' ¶ UEW 794, Wk. LLW 1 4 4 ,
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LG 94, Lt. J 11O, SZ 1O8, TmK 198 || A: NaT *tæa4pe ({ADb.} *tæepæe) ' t o p
of the head, summit, hill' >  MT XIV [IM] ta4pa4 'hill', Tk tepe 'hill; peak ,
summit; head', Ggz tepa4, Az ta4pa4, Tkm depe, Uz tepa, Tv tæey (ADb.: <
*de<pey) 'hill, crown of head', Yk ta4ba4 'summit, top of the head' ¶ In t h e
T lgs. we may suppose mutual infl. of the paronymic pT roots *tæa4pe a n d
*t[…]o4po4+u 'hill, top' (on the latter see  N *to6666{p ' '''}á 'head, top'). The
attempts to unite these two T roots in spite of the phonetic differences
(by postulating pT *tæa4pæo4 [Dr. TM III #872 and DT 2O1] or b y
reconstructing ppT *tæeºpæe {Md.}) are unc. and superfluous ¶ Cl. 436, IS
AD 42 [#23], TkR 258, GRM 466, Hüs. 289, ≈ DQA #2346 (T *tæepo4+u4 × A
[DQA #4OO] *tu!i\pe~ 'hill, top')  Tg *tep+b- > Ewk Nr {Cs.} tepe ' a r row-
head (made of stone)', ? Neg t‰ws‰ 'high wooded hill' ¶ STM II 2 2 5 ,
238  ? M *tebeg > WrM tebeg, HlM t´v´g 'shuttlecock, top-knot o f
hair', Kl {Rm.} tew´gò 'Flechte, lange Haare im Nacken (der Mädchen)
oder zwischen den Ohren (der Pferde)'   Hardly here WrM tab, HlM
tav  'part of a scalp on which a braid\pigtail grows; head of a nail' ( t h e
phonetic shape of the word suggests that it is a loan) ¶ MED 76O, 7 8 9 ,
KW 373, 395 ¶¶ ≈≈  SDM97 (A *topæÉ  'hill, top'), KW 395 (M, T), ≈ DQA
#2346 (A *tæe"pæa! 'tuft [of hair]' “ 'top of head', including T, M + q u .
Tg: Sln tabXa 'tail on shaman’s belt', Ewk t‰wduk‰ 'rags') || D *tipp-
/tiv- ({†GS} *dibb-?) 'hill, heap' (× N *dVbV 'hill') >  Tm tippai\
'mound, elevated ground', Kt tip 'rubbish heap', Kn tippe ' h eap ,
hillock, dunghill', dibba, dibbu, tevar(u) 'hillock', Tu hippA
'heap, hill', Tl tippa id., 'mountain', dibba 'hillock, heap', Prj dßippa
'heap', dßibba 'mound', Gdb dibbe id., 'hillock', Gnd dïbe 'heap', dippa
'highland for cultivation', Kui dßepa 'rising ground, high land', Ku debbe,
dibba 'hill', Krx dßippa2 'mound, hillock', Mlt tube 'rubbish heap' ¶¶ D
#3229  ˚ FU *-w- (< *-b-) is likely to represent N *-p- .
24O1. *t '''' {a}{p÷}V  'plunge, immerse' > HS: S *√t'b÷ v. 'sink, sink d o w n '
(× N *t''''u 4 444b÷Å 'deep') >  BHb oby √t'b÷ G  'sink down', Sr √t'b÷ G  v.
'sink, be sunk', MHb, JA [Trg.], JEA G  √t'b÷ v. 'sink, drown', Ak
t5ebu6(m), Ak A t5aba2'u(m) 'untertauchen, untergehen' ¶ BDB #2883 ,
KB 353, KBR 369-7O, JPS 1O6-7, Js. 518, Lv. II 137-8, Sl. 494, Br. 2 6 7 ,
Sd. 1382  (mt.): Eg fMd tXb 'immerse, irrigate', Cpt Sd tO2v to2hb
'tremper, plonger, mouiller' ¶ EG V 326, Fk. 3O1, Vc. 226, T I 3O8 (Eg,
S) || IE: NaIE *tap[´]- v. 'plunge, immerse, soak' >  Arm †a†ayem
t≈at≈awem 'I plunge, immerse' »» Sl *topi ¡-ti > OCS topiti topi-ti
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'immergere', R topi-t∆ vt. 'to drown, to sink (a vessel)', Blg topå
'dip in', Cz topi-ti 'to dip in', P topi-c1 vt. 'to drown', SCr to~pi-ti
'to flood, to inundate'; Sl *to-noß-ti (< *topnoßti) vi. 'to drown, to s ink
(in water) '  > ChS ton0ti tono<ti, SCr to~nuti, Slv to!niti, R
tonut∆, P tona<c1, Cz tonouti, Slk tonu1t& id., Blg t`na 'I sink ( i n
water)' ¶ P 1O56, Vs. IV 78-8O, Slt. 445 || ?s K: G t'bor- '(Fluß, Regen)
setxt (etwas) unter Wasser' (×  N ?φ  *t''''VbV{L}V 'dip in, immerse') ¶
Chx. 1332, 1359-6O ||  D  (in SD) *tuv- ({†GS} *t-) v. 'dip in, soak' (× N
*t''''u 4 444b÷Å 'deep'?) >  Tm tuvai\ 'dip in, soak', Ml tuvekka v. ' s teep ,
soak in water', Tu tuva 'overflowing, running over' ¶ D #3355 ˚
Assimilation N *t''''{a}{p÷}V > *t'{a}b÷- > K *t'b-,  D *tuv-, S and pre-Eg
*√t'b÷-. Eg tXb may be explained by prehistoric deglottalization *t'- >
t- , metathesis of the lr. and a puzzling transformation N *÷  > X (acc. t o
Tk I 3O8, due to incompatibility of **t÷ in Eg). NaIE *-p- < *-p'- < N *-p÷-
. D *-u- is likely to belong to the heritage of N *t ''''u 4 444b÷Å .
24O2. *t''''{a}p''''[V]˝V 'dirt, mud' > HS: WS *√t'b÷ 'dirt, mud' > Ar √tœb÷
(pf. tœabi÷a, ip. -tœba÷u) 'être sale, sali d'ordures (homme); être sale,
couvert de rouille (un sabre)', tœaba÷- 'saleté, crasse, rouille', tœabi÷-
'sale, crasseux', Grg En t'a4Ba, Grg Ed t'a4wa4 'mud' ¶ BK II 53-4, L EDG III
6O8  pCh {Nw.} *tab'V 'mud' > WCh: Hs ta~b'o@ (ı Ngz {Sch.} ta~b'o!), Gw
{Mts.} to~bo » Bl {Nw.} teb'b'i, Ngm {ChL} ndE~b'i~ » Ngz ta~b'o! » Cg {Sk.}
nda@b'a!kYa@n, Kry {Sk.} ta!b'a~ku@, Sir {Sk.} t‰~b'‰~hi!, Mbr {Sk.} nda~b'a!ku@, Dir
{Sk.} a~tu!b'a~ku~ » Kir {ChL} ndo~p or õdo~p, Plc {ChL} nduw‰p or õduw‰p, Dw
{ChL} ndw´p, sc. õdW‰!p or n=!dW‰!p id. »» CCh: Tr: Pdl {ChL} t‰~bdi~, Hw
{ChL} ta~bu~ra~, G’nd {ChL} t‰pta, Gbn {ChL} t‰!pta~, Boka t‰!pt‰~ » McHigi:
FlM dU~bu~ » Ktk {Nw.} ndab'e id. »» ECh: Tmk {Cp.} du~bo@, Nd D {J} d‰~bya~ id .
¶ Nw. #89, Stl. ZCh 161 [#154], Sch. DN 154, Cp. 55, Abr. H 835, ChC,
Mts. G 115, ChL ¶¶ ≈  Sk. HCD 248 || K: G tXap'- ' beschmutzen ,
besudeln', G P tXip'- 'schmutzig machen, beschmutzen, beschmieren' ¶
Chx. 5O8, 51O || A *tæapæV (× N *t''''ap''''V 'to feel\touch with o n e ' s
fingers, to smear)' >  Tg *tapV >  Ewk Uch tapara2- v. 'be soi led '
('pa¢kat∆så '), Ewk Np tapka- vt. 'soil' ('zapa¢kat∆ '), Ork tapti ' c lay '
¶ STM II 164  NaT *t[æ]ap- >  OT kir tapc7a (couple of synonyms) ' d i r t ' ,
VTt, Bsh, Nog tap 'stain', VTt, Bsh tapla- vt. 'soil', Chg, QrB {Rs.} tap
'Fleck, Narbe' (but in Chg {Rl.} and QrB {RKB} the meaning of tab is
'scar' only) ¶ DTS 3O8, TatR 515-6, BR 5O6-7, Rs. W 462, Rl. III 945-6 ,
954, RKB 716, NogR 334  ?? T *tæop[æ]rakæ 'earth' (× ÿ  *tæop[æ]ra- v.
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'become dry') >  OT topra2q, MQp XIII, XwT/Cmn XIV topraq, Chg ≥XV
topra˝ ≠ topraq, Tk toprak 'earth, soil, dust', Qzq topyraq 'land, soil ' ,
Tkm, ET topraq, Uz tupråq, VTt tufraq, Bsh tupraq, Qrg topuraq. Alt
tobraq, Xk tobraX 'earth, soil', Tf tO<pæraq 'dust, soil', Tv dovurak
dòoBuraq id., 'earth', Yk toburaX 'dust, sool', Chv L ta€pra t¥pra, Chv H
t¥ºpra 'earth, soil, dust (prax )'; (T ı ?) WrM tob(a)ra9, HlM
tovrog 'earth, dust', Brt toborog 'dust (pyl∆ , prax )', Kl tovrg
towr¥9 {KRS} 'speck of dust', {Rm.} 'Staub, Erde, Sand'; (T ı ?) WrM
tob(a)ra9, HlM tovrog 'earth, dust', Brt toborog 'dust (pyl∆ ,
prax )', Kl tovrg towr¥9 {KRS} 'speck of dust', {Rm.} 'Staub, Erde,
Sand' ¶ Cl. 443-4, Rs. W 489, Jeg. 237-8, Md. 43, 18O, Ra. 234, MED
81O  M *toÌura9 'earth, dust' > MM [S] to√ora9, WrM to9ura9,
HlM toorog 'particles of matter suspended in a liquid', Brt toorog
'dust, specks of dust, motes', Kl toorm to2r¥m 'whirlwind dust, haze o f
dust', Dx tura 'earth; dust (prax )', Dg tu\a2ral 'dust, specks of dust' ¶
MED 81O, 817, T DgJ 169, Chr. 423, 429, KRS 499, 5O6, KW 4O4, S AJ
239 [#127] ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2313 (A *tæa"pæo(rV) 'earth, dust'), Vld. 21O (M,
T) ˚  *o in M *toÌura9 and in T *tæop[æ]rakæ may be due to regr. as. (* -
ap''''- > *-op-).
24O3. ≈ *t ''''aP 3333HV  'flat' > HS: EC: Sd {Gs.} t'awo 'plain, flat plain', {Mrn.}
t'abo 'plain, foot of a mountain' ¶ Gs. 324, Hd. 397, AD SF 227  S
*√t'pH v. 'be flat, wide' > Tgr √t'fH v. G  'be level, flat, wide', Tgy t'AfHe
'flache Kuchen machen', OAk √t5p? (inf. t5apa2'um), Ak B t5epu6
'hinbreiten', BHb hpy √t'pH D  'spread out', hf2y3 ≤t'Ep3aH, hf27y ≤t'op3aH
'hand-breadth, span', JA ah1ufy6 t5´p3u2≤Ó-a2 'Fußlänge' ({Lv.}:
'Handbreite' ‘ 'Fußbreite'), Ar Df {Rhod.} ˙f^ tœofH 'der Rücken, d ie
stumpfe Seite der einseitigen Schwertklinge', Amh t'‰ffi 'palm of o n e
hand', ?σ Sq {SSL} ≤t'afaH 'bord (du pied, de la main)' ¶ LH 621, Sd.
1388, BDB ##2946-7, KB 362, KBR 378-9, Lv. T I 315, Lv. II 177, Rhod. D
36, Kane 2192, SSL LSP 147, MiK I #1.279 || K: Sv: LB {TK} t'ap
'woodland glade', UB t'ap {GP} t'ap 'horizont(al)', {TK} 'wide gently
sloping ground', {GP} t'ape2l 'flatcake', ?µ Sv {TK}: UB/L t'a2ps7w, U t'aps7w
'flat' »» ? G {Chx.} t'ap-i 'Talbecken', t'apobi 'Waldwiese, Wiesengrund' ¶ ¶
GP 26O, TK 715-6, Ni. s.v. plosk¡j  (Sv taps7w), Chx. 133O || A: *°tæaPV
>  M *tabqay- >  WrM tabqay-, HlM tavxaj- v. 'be flat, low', Brt
tabxaj- v. 'be flat'; *tabsay- > WrM tabsay-, HlM tavsaj- v. ' have
a flat surface or top' ¶ MED 781-2, Chr. 4O9.
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24O4. *t''''VP3333ÂV ≠ *t''''VÂP3333V '∈  part of the foot', 'foot' > HS: B [1]
*√tfr 'front part of the foot' (× N *c7777 ' '''Ëp''''V(ÂV) 'fingernail, claw'??) >
Ah a-tf´r (pl. i-t´rfa2n), Ty/ETwl e-ta"fœa"r (pl. i-t´fœran) 'front part of t h e
foot (including the toes)' ¶ Fc. 1885, GhA 188  [2] *√dœfr) (< *√t'fr)
v. 'follow the tracks\footprints of' >  Gd {Lf.} √tœfr (Etœf´r), Izd {Mrc.}
√tœfr (tœfur, pf. itœfar), Skn {La.}, BSn/BMn {Bs.}, Sll {Ds.} √dœfr, Izn {Rn.},
Kb {Dl.} √Îœfr id., ZAS √t3fÒ ({∫Loub.} t &fL) <  *√tœfr) 'suivre, m a r c h e r
sur les traces de'; but Ah {Fc.} and Gh {Nh.} dœ´ff´r 'behind, after, t h e
hind side' belong rather to the B stem *√dVffVr 'behind, hind side' (>
ETwl/Ty {GhA}, Wrg {Dlh.} d´ff´r, Kb {Dl.} Î´ffir) influenced by *√dœfr
v. 'follow the tracks of' ¶ Fc. 261, 1885, GhA 188, Loub. 464, Rn. 3 1 1 ,
La. S 298, Dl. 172, Dlh. Ou 47, Nh. 15O ¶ Does the uvularized fœ i n
ETwl/Ty et¥fœ¥r suggest mte. **√tœfr >  √tfœr?  ?? S *°≤t'arap- >  Ar
ˆ'Far06a˘ ?atœ-tœarf-a2n- 'feet', ?al-?atœra2f- 'feet and hands', 'the par t s ,
sides' ¶ BK II 72-3 || K *°t'erp- >  G t'erpi 'sole of the foot, heel' ¶ Chx.
1336 || A: T: OT torpî 'who follows' ('a calf following its m o t h e r ' )
(semantic change: *'follows the heels' ‘ 'follows [someone]') ¶ Cl. 5 3 3
 ? M *tu{B}ur (× N *t''''Ëb÷3333V 'hoof, (finger-\toe-)nail, sole of the foot ,
heel') >  WrM {Rm.} tu9ur, Kl {Rm.} tu2r 'der untere harte Rand d e s
Pferdehufs', HlM tuur, {Rm.} tæu2r 'hoof', MMgl {Mlr.} tu2r 'Pferdehuf';
pM *tu{B}urayi 'hoof' > WrM tu9ura, tu9urai, {Gl.} tu9urai, HlM
tuuraj 'hoof'; {Gl.} to9urun id. ¶ MED 839, Kow. 1812, Gl. III 1 7 2 ,
175, KW 413, Klz. D II 138, Lg. VMI 7O (WrM tu9uray •÷ MM turu2(n),
which in fact corresponds to WrM turu9un 'hoof' [KW 411]).
24O5. *t''''eqV 'to smear, to rub' ([in HS] ‘ 'fat, marrow') >  HS: WS
(or CS?) *-t'ïX- 'smear, overlay' > BHb -t'ïH- or -t'u2H- v. G (3m pf. hy1
t'a2H) 'overlay', {KB} 'darüberstreichen, verputzen', Ug {A} √t5y+wX G
'(über)tünchen' (not mentioned in OLS), Ar -tœïX- v. G  'être sali ' ,
'defile', (× N *t''''á9wV 'swell, become thick\large\strong'?) Gz √t'y÷ G
(pf. te 2÷a) 'besmear, anoint' ¶ KB 357, A #1117, BK II 128, Hv. 443, L G
6OO  Eg G tX  'fett, gemästet' (of oxen) ({Tk.}: < *dX) ¶ EG V 251, 3 2 5
 C: Bj {R} d<a2h n. 'fat', -d<ah v. (1s: p. a≤d<ah, prs. an<≤d<°h) 'be fat' »»
LEC {Bl.} *d'u[:]H- 'marrow' > {Bl.}: Af dßuHu, Sml dßu2H, Sml N {Abr.} dßu2~H, Rn
{PG} dßu!H, Kns d'o!h-ota, Or B d'u!ha, ? Or Wl {Brl.} d5uka id. ¶ R WBd 73, Bl.
1O8, Abr. S 68, PG 99, Vnt. 46 (Or B duha, nom. -ni 'midollo, po lpa ' ) ,
Brl. 12, LLC 123  ? Ch (× N *t''''á9wV 'swell, b e c o m e
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thick\large\strong', ? 'become fat'): ECh: Kwn {JI} d'a~we@ 'fat' (n.) »»
WCh: ? Buli {Sh.} d'ugI id. ¶ JI II 131, ChC ¶¶ Tk. I 17O (S, Eg, C, Ch) ||
K: G tXun- 'be-\ver-schmieren, schmutzig machen, beschmutzen' (× N
*t''''i{h}u4444n 2 222V 'mud, silt, dirt', q.v. ffd.) || D *te2y- ({†GS} *t-) ' r u b
(away\off), smear' > Tm te2y 'wear away by friction, be rubbed', Ml
te2yuka 'be rubbed off', Kt te;y- 'become worn down', vt. 'rub, wea r
down', Kn te2, te2y(u) 'grind, triturate\macerate in water on a s lab ' ,
Kdg te'y- vi. 'wear off', vt. wear off, smear', Tu te2puni v. 'rub, polish ' ,
Krg te2di 'rub', Tl te2yu  'be worn; wear by use, handling, or rubbing', Ku
de2- v. 'wipe' ¶¶ D #3458, Zv. 45.
24O6. *t''''u 6 666 {q}i ¬ *t''''u 6 666{q}yV 'hit, strike' >  HS: ?s S (or CS) *√t'XX ≠
*√t'Xy ≠ *°√t'wX v. 'throw, shoot' >  Ar √tœXX G  'jecit, removi t ' ,
'jeter, rejeter, ôter', BHb ehy √t'Hy/w D  v. 'shoot' (in the set phrase `5
ki-mt'aHâ≥we2 ≤k'Es7Et3 'distance of a bowshoot'), MHb hv!y6 t5´ ≤wa2Ó
'Schuß, Schleuderung', 'Schußweite' ¶ Fr. III 44, BK II 63, KB 357, KBR
379, Lv. II 149  EC *d'aw- v. 'hit, strike' >  Or d'a-e 'he hit', Kns, Gdl
d'a!w-e! id., Arr {Hw.} d'aw- 'hit', {Ss.) d'a-y-iy- (pf.), Elm d'a- v. 'h i t ,
strike', Brj d'aw- id., Dsn d'ok / d'o- 'hit, beat' ¶ Bl. 212, Ss. PEC 43, Hw. A
423, To. DL 495 || K *°t'e{q}-/*°t'ûq-d- v. 'break' > OG t'eX- vt. 'break', t'ûq-
d- vi. 'break', G *t'eX-/t'ûq- id. (trans. t'eX- v. 'break', ps. [inf.] t'ûq-d-oma,
a-t'ûqd-eba 'bricht aus, [Emailschicht] springt ab', ga-t'ûqd-eb-a
'[zer]bricht, geht kaputt') ¶ Abul. 412, 49, Chx. 13339-1341, DCh.
1219, 123O ||  IE: NaIE *twe(:)i\-/*two2i\- v. 'hit, strike' ({P} ' schlagen ' )
>  AS Îw°tan 'to cut, to shave off', ON †veitr 'Schlag, Querhieb,
Einschnitt', †veita 'to strike, to chop, to push', Sw ∆  tveta, NNr
tveita 'hauen, schlagen' (ON ei <  pScn *ai\ <  IE *oy) »» Lt tvo!-ti
(prs. tvo!j-u) 'to strike, to lash, to whip' (o  <  *u¢o [after v] <  IE *o2) ¶
WP I 747-8, P 1O99, Vr. 628, Frn. 1155-6, Ho. 374; Ptrs. VSW 33f., Bg.
RR I 29O (both think of a √  *tu-) || A: Tg *tuyVNke v. 'push, knock ,
move' >  Lm Ol/B tuNk‰- v. 'knock (silently)', Lm Sk/T tuNk‰- v. ' p u s h
(slightly)', Neg tumku-, tuNku- vi. 'move', 'beat' heart, Ul tuync7ulbu-,
tunc7u- vt. 'move, stir', Nn Nh tuyNku- vi. 'move, stir', 'start beat ing '
(heart) ¶ STM II 216 ˚  ≠ BmhK 311-2 (an unc. attempt to equate EC
*d'aw- v. 'hit, strike' and Sum du v. 'butt' with IE *dwer- 'hand, fist ' ,
{Mn.} *dews´n- 'evil, harm' and IE {Wt.} *dew- v. 'burn, hurt').
24O7. (€?) *t''''ËqV 'near; be close to, approach' > HS: S *°√t'X{y} >  Ak
t5e2+°Xu '(unmittelbare) Nähe', t5eXu6, Ak OA √t5X? G  (inf. t5aXa2?u)
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'ganz nah herankommen\-gehen\-treten' ,  'reach, approach' ¶ Sd. 1 3 8 4
 EC *d'Vww- >  Arr {Hw.} d'ewwi! 'near', d'ewwahad'- 'approach', Sml
dßaw adj. 'near, soon, close', {ZMO} dßow, Sml N {Abr.} dßo!w adv. ' nea r ,
nearby, close', Rn {PG} dßow id., dßowwa2dßa v. 'approach, come close t o ' ;
? (× N *t''''iyÅ 'be narrow') Sa {R} day- v. 'be c lose \nar row' ,
'nahe\schmal\eng sein' ¶ ZMO 113, 123, Abr. S 66, PG 97-8, Hw. A 3 5 5 ,
R S II 121, 4O8, 448, 462 || IE: NaIE *°tuw-/?*tou\- 'near '  >  Ltv tuv-s
adj. 'near', tuvu, ∆ tuvi adv. 'near (by), close (by)', 'sogleich,
'sofort', Pru tawischas 'Nächster' » Sl *tu, *tu-to 'here' (×  N *t''''a 4 444,
dem. prn. of non-active [inanimate] objects) > OCS, OR tu tu ' h e r e '
(≠ OCS, OR tu tu ' there '  < N *t''''a 4 444 ⇑ '), OR tuto tu-to 'here;, R, U k
tut, Blr tuta, Blg tu-ka, SCr tu•, Slv tu~, Cz tu, tuto, P tu,
tuta, tutaj, HLs, LLs tu 'here', Slk tu, tu-na 'voici, here' ¶ The N
et. in question is responsible for the Sl vw. *u  (< IE *ou\) and for the hic-
deixis of one of the variants of the Sl word ¶ Frn. 1147, En. 263, Vs. IV
126, StSS 7O7-8, Brü. 583 ||  ?σ  D  (att. in McTm) *to2y > Tm to2y ' c o m e
in contact with, reach', Ml to 2yuka  v. 'unite' ¶ D #3556.  
24O8. € *t''''Vqa 'melt, get spoiled' >  HS: S *°√tXX >  Ar √tXX v. G
(pf. taXXa) 'become sour, transform into leaven' (paste), S r d p .
*°√tXtX > Ar SL {Hv.} √tXtX v. 'be rotten, worm-eaten' ¶ BK I 193, Hv.
57 || IE *teé- >  NaIE *ta2-/*t´- (+exts.: *ta2w-, *ta2y-) v. 'melt, dissolve'
>  Oss I tay‰n / pp. tad, Oss D tayun / pp. tad id., 'be digested' »» MW
{SEv.} tawd 'melts', MBr teuzyff 'liquefecit', teuziff, Br teuzin%,
MW, W toddi v. 'to melt', W tawdd, Br teuz 'molten', OBr todiat
'fondeur'  »» NaIE *ta2u\- >  Gmc *Taw- >  ON †eyja, Dn tØ, Sw to4a, D t
doojen, OHG douwen ± dewen 'to thaw', MHG touwen (π MHG
U, where the opposition d-↔t- was lost?), NHG tauen , AS Îawjan ' t o
thaw', NE thaw; NHG verdauen 'to digest'; NaIE *t´-y- >  *tï- >  Gmc:
ON †°Îr  (< *tï-≤to-s) 'melted' »» Sl *ta¡j-ati 'to melt, to dissolve' >  OCS
taAtitaja-ti / ta) taj-o< , SCr taàjati, Slv ta!jati, Cz ta1ti, P
tajac1, R ≤taåt∆, Uk taåti id., Blg taå v. 'melt, dissolve'; Sl *ta-l¥(-
jÁ) > OR tal7i talûi, R ≤talyj, Uk ≤talij, P taL adj. ' thawed ' ;
caus.: Cz taviti, Slk tavit& vt. 'to melt, to cast' »» Arm †anam
t≈anam (aor. vt. †açi t≈ac≈i, aor. vi. †açaj t≈ac≈ay) v.
'wet\dip\moisten' »» ?? with a *b[≈]-ext.: L tabe2- (prs. tabe2sco2, pfc .
tabui ) 'melt' ¶ P 1O53-4, EI 378 (*tehÅ- 'melt'), AHDI 69, Ab. III 2 2 2 -
3, SEv. 117, 166, YGM-1 4O6, 411, Flr. 314, Hm. 787, WH II 639-4O, Vr.
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6O9-1O, Vr. N 127, OsS 97, EWA II 619-22, ≈ KM 773 (NHG t- due t o
the infl. of Tau  'dew'), KM 812, Vs. IV 3O-1, StSS 69O, Glh. 617-8, Srz.
III 922, Brü. 563, Chrn. II 23O, Slt. 377 ˚  The regressive direction o f
as. in S (*t'...X >  *t...X) may be due to prosodic factors ˚  ≈ BmK 2 9 5 - 7
(S, IE + semantically unwarranted comparison with D *te2y- v. 'rub, b e
worn out', K tXe-  v. 'pour out', and Eg tÓs  v. 'grind').
24O9. *t''''ÅûûûûqË 'lie (tell a lie), deceive' >  HS: S *°√t'k'l >  Gz √t'k'l G  v.
(pf. t'ak'ala, js. y´-t'k'´l) 'lie, slander', Amh √t'k'l G  (pf. t'Ak' 'k'AlA) v. 'lie' ¶
L G 596 || K: pGZ *t'ûqu- >  OG t'ûqu- 'lügen', G t'ûqu- / t'ûquv- / t'ûquil- ≠
t'ûqvil-: da-/mo-t' ûqu- 'anlügen, täuschen', Mg t'ûqu- (pres. t'ûqu-ap-a ≠ t'ûqu-r-
ap-a) v. 'lie to so., deceive' ¶ Chx. 1378, FS K 3O5, FS E 34O || D *takk-
({†GS} *t-) v. 'deceive' > Tm takkat5i id., Ml takkit5i 'cheating i n
weighing', Tu takkad5i-da2ye 'one who cheats in weighing', Tl
takkari 'rogue', takkali 'theft, deceit, trick'; D *takk- ı InA
*tß≈agg- ≠ *tß≈akk- v. 'deceive, steal' >  Mrt tß≈ak 'thief', tß≈aknße2 v. ' b e
deceived', Oriya tß≈akiba2 v. 'deceive' ¶¶ D 512 [app. #42], Tu. #5489 ¶ ¶
InA *tß≈- suggests that that the initial cns. in D was probably fortis (*tæ-
or *t≈- as a reflex of N *t ''''-?).
241O. *t ''''o { û ûûûq }a 'to plait, to bend', ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to build', ' t o
make earthenware', 'to weave'), ? (“ ) 'to twist' >  HS: Ch: WCh: P’
{MSk.} ta!kWid'u~ v. 'plait' » Bg {Sh.} tuk, Kir {ChL} tokkame id.  a n o t h e r
possible cognate is Ch {JS} *√d'k v. 'build, make earthenware' (>  WCh
{Stl.} *d'Vk id. > pAG {Hf.} *J°ik, BT *d'Vk- build, make earthenware' »»
ECh: ? Mu {J} di~ya! v. 'build'), but the vw. and the pBT cns. *-k- suggest
that this Ch √  belongs to N *t'''' {e}kÉ 'to build, to shape, to make' (q.v.
ffd.) ¶ JS 56, ChC s.v. 'build', Stl. ZCh 174 [#263], ChL, Hf. AGG, Frz. P
29 || ? K: Sv: {Ni.} -t'ûqpe v. 'bosseln' ('lípit∆ '), li-t'ïûqp'e 'Bosseln'
('lípka '), UB/LB {TK} -at'ûqube, L/Ln -at'ûqwbe 'unite, add', UB {GP} li-
t' ûqwbe msd. 'to unite' ¶ TK 65, GP 17O, Ni. s.v. lípit∆  || IE: NaIE *tek-
v. 'plait, weave' >  Arm †e˚em t≈ek≈em 'I twist, warp' »» Gmc *Te2x-,
*Te2G- >  OHG da2ht ≠ ta2ct 'wick, Docht', NHG†Docht, MLG dacht,
decht, NGr Sw dá2gel, dohe, NGr B da2hen, NGr Als†Do2che 'wick', ON
{Vr.} †a1ttr 'Draht, Faden, Docht', Sw taºt, Nr taºtt 'rope' »» Oss I tag
(<  *ta2ka-), D taga4 'thread', ? Oss I taxun, Oss D taxt v. 'adorn' »» ? pSl
*t¥k-a¡ti v. 'weave' (if from the IE zero-grade *t =k-) >  OCS t5kati
tËka-ti / 1s prs. t5k0 tËk-o<, R tkat∆ / tku, P tkac1 / tke<, OCz
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tka1ti / tku, Cz tka1ti, Blg t`k`, SCr tkaàti, Slv tka!ti »» ? L tex-
(tex-o2, -e"re, -ui, -tum) v. 'plait, weave' (< IE *tek8s- 'fabricate' <  N
*t''''{e}kÉ '⇑ ') ¶ WP I 716, Mikl. E 367-8 (distinguishes Sl *t¥k- v. 'weave '
from the homonymic *t¥k- v. 'poke\stick into'), Vs. IV 64 (does n o t
distinguish between these two Sl roots), Ma. CS 529, HlK 385, Ab. III
22O-1, 242-3, P 1O58, WH II 678-9, Kb. 1O11, OsS 921, KM 136, Vr.
6O6, Slt. 378 ¶ Arm t≈ek≈em 'drehe' and Oss fa4lda4x‰n v. 'turn ove r '
suggest that in NaIE the verb meant also '≈ twist, drehen' || A {SDM97}
*tæokæV- v. 'plait, weave', {DQA} tæo"kæV 'curved', {ADb.} *tokæu v. ' spin ,
plait' > NaT *tæoku- v. 'plait, weave' >  OT QU toqî- v. 'weave (a fabr ic) ' ,
XwT XIV toqu- ≠ toqî-, Cmn XIV, Chg ≥XV, MT [IM] toqu-, MQp toqî-, MOg
doqî- ≠ doqu-, Tkm doqa-, Ggz doku-, VTt, Bsh tuq¥-, Qzq toqî-, Qrg
toqu-, Ln toqo- toqî-, SY toqo- toqî- 'weave', Tk doku- id., v. 'plait ( a
mat)', Az toXu-, Nog, ET toqu-, Qq toqî-, ET toqu-, Uz töqi- id., ' kn i t ' ,
Qrg toqu- v. 'weave', Qzq toqu- v. 'weave, knit' ¶ Cl. 467, TL 395-6, TkR
276, Hüs. 296, GRM 151, MM 352, ET VGD 253-5, Nj. 318-9, Jud. 7 4 4 ,
UzR 468, Rs. W 484-5 (does not distinguish this √  from *tæokæ- v.
'strike'), Rl. III 1145-51  Tg *tok- vi. 'bend, turn\go round '  >  U d
tokc7igu 'crooked', Ewk tokor-, Neg toxoy- 'turn\go round', Ewk
tokoriw- 'be bent' ¶ STM II 192  M *toki...- >  Brt toxii- toxï- ' b e
bent'; M *tokir 'bent' >  Brt toxir 'bent, crooked', WrM tokir, HlM
toxir 'bent, crippled', Kl Ö {Rm.} tokr= ≠ takr=, Kl D {Rm.} ta4kr=
'krüppelig, verrenkt', ?φ Ord dòa″xir 'unable to use his arm\hand', M
ı  Yk tokur  'bent, bowed' ¶ Chr. 431-2, MED 82O, Ms. O 114, KW 3 9 5 ,
398, STM II 192 ¶¶ DQA #2424 || D (in SD) *tukVl- ({†AD} *dukVl-)
'woven cloth' >  Kn dukula, dugula, duku2la 'woven silk, very f ine
cloth or raiment', Tm tukil , tuyil  'fine cloth, rich attire', Ml tukil,
tuyil 'cloth, dress'; D ı OI LSk/EpSk [MBh., etc.] duku2lam ' fe ines
Zeug, das aus dem Bast der Dukula-Pflanze hergestellt wird', OI Sk
duku2lah5 'a kind of plant', Pali duku2la, duka2la, Prkr dugulla,
dualla, duu2la id. ¶¶ D #3285, Tu. #6389, M K II 48 ˚ The IE and T
cognates provide ev. for N *t ''''- , while Tg *d- suggests N *t- . The
variation may be accounted for by some sort of as., dis., or a
conditioned loss of tenseness in some A lgs. The rec. of N *- ûûûûq- is valid
only if the Sv cognate is acceptable. Otherwise the N rec. must b e
*t''''oK''''a ≠ *toK''''a ˚ T, M, Tg, and IE point to a N *o , while SD *u may b e
due to neutralization of the opposition *u ↔ *o  in some environments
in SD.  
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2411. *t''''o{?u4444} û ûûûqa 'hide, skin' > K: pGZ *t' ûqaw- id. >  OG t'ûqaw- ' l ea ther ,
skin, hide', G t ' ûqav- id., 'fur (for a fur-coat)', Mg t'ûqeb- 'skin', t'ûqabar- v t .
'skin', Lz t'ûqeb- ≠ t'eb- 'skin, hide' ¶ K 183, Abul. 414, Ser. 155, Q 33O-1,
Marr 19O, DCh. 1229, Chx. 1373-4 || HS: Ch: [1] {JI} Ch *√d'k ' skin ' :
WCh: Bl {Ib.} d'i~s7i! id. »» CCh: Ms {J} d'i!gï!na@, {Mch.} dik 'skin', Zm {J}
d'ige! 'skin (of humans)', ZmD {KNC} d'i~ge~, {Sa.} d'i!ke! ≠ d'i~ke!, Lame {ChL}
dikietu!, LamP di@ketu 'skin'  [2] Ch {JI} *√tk (AD: maybe *√t'k ≠
*√tk) 'skin, body' >  ECh: Mgm {J} tu!kku!, Jg {J} tok, Mu {J} to~go~ ' sk in ' ,
{Lk.} tO!go~ 'hide', Bdy {AlJ} to!ko~, Kjk tau!wO~ 'skin' »» WCh: Ywm {J} tak
'body' » Wrj {Sk.} t'‰~Ga@i\, Cg {Sk.} c7u!ke@, Kry {Sk.} ti!, My {Sk.} tu!wa~tu!,
Mbr {Sk.} t'‰!wo!, Jmb {Sk.} tu@wa! 'body' » Ngz {Sch.} tÈ~ka~ 'body' (unless
from Knr ti!g‰~ 'body') »» ?? CCh: Ms {Mch.} twa5, {J} tu§:na@, ZmB {J, Sa.}
tu! 'body' ¶ JI I 16, 152 and II 34-5, 296-7, AlJ 121, Blz. EChWL #74   ?
S *√t?k' > Ar √t?q G 'être rempli' (outre) ¶ BK I 188, Hv. 55 || IE {EI}
*≤twek- / *twôk-  'skin, hide' > OI tvak- id., tvacasya- 'in der Hau t
befindlich' » ? OPrs taka- 'shield' (“ *'made of leather') ( i n
takabara2 adj. pl. 'carrying shields') »» Gk sa1koß 'shield', fere-ssakh1ß
m. 'shield-bearing, Schildträger' (s-< *tw-, -ss- <  *-tw-)  H t
tuekka- 'body, person, self', Lc tukedri- 'statue' ¶¶ WP I 747, P
1O99, EI 522 (*≤twek-s / *twô≤k-os 'skin'), M K I 537, M E I 684, Hinz
128, F II 672, Frd. HW 226, Frd. HW EH III 33, Ts. E III 4O1-5 || U: FU
*°to{k}V (or *-G-, *-w-) >  ObU *ta"˝- 'skin, leather' >  pVg *ta"w´l! id. >
Vg: T/SV/LL tawl!, K/P/NV towl!, Vg N (= Vg LL/Ss) towl id.; pOs *ta"˝ta
({∫Hl.} *tÈÆ˝ta) 'reindeer hide' >  Os: Ty/Y ta˝t´, D/K ta"X´t, Nz ta"Xt´,
Kz ta"XtiÆ, O ta"Xti ¶ Ht. #618, KrT 983 || A: ?φ Tg *tu43ki(-kta) 'skin, h ide
(from animal's head)' >  Ew tiki-kta 'skin', Lm tïk‰n 'hide ( f r o m
animal's head)', Neg ti3kta, Orc tikta 'animal's hair', WrMc tuku ' f u r -
coat cover' ¶ STM II 178  NaT *t[æ]u∏4k ({∫ADb.} *tu4∏k) 'fur, body hai r ,
down' > OT {Cl.} tu4∏ / tu4k- 'body hair', MU XIV {Rl.} tu4k, Chg XV tu4k ≠ tu4y,
MQp XV tu4g id., Tk tu4y, Tk tu4y 'down, hair, fur', VTt, Bsh tÁºk, Qzq,
Qrg, ET tu4k, Uz tuk 'hair, fur', Xk tu4k, Yk tu4∏ id., Tv d¥g dòu4G 'hair of t h e
head, fur', Tf dòu$k… 'hair, fur' ¶ ≈ Cl. 433, TL 197-8, ≈ Rs. W 5O3, Rl. III
153O, Ra. 177 ¶ ADb. (TL 197-8) explains the loss of -k  in some lgs. as a
reg. phonetic change. The Og forms suggest the expected *tæ-, while Tv
and Tf point to an unexpected lax *t…-; the solution of the problem h a s
not yet been found (as far as I know)  S CNM 3 suggests to adduce
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here M *toqum 'saddle fender made of felt\leather' (>  WrM toqum,
HlM toxom id., Ord {Ms.} dòoXom 'chabraque sur laquelle se repose l a
selle', MM [ZhY] toqum 'feutre ou tapis qu’on met sous la selle
immédiatement sur le poil', Mnr H {SM} tæu9òun id.), but it is m o r e
plausible that this noun is derived from the M verb *toqu- 'put o n \ o v e r '
(>  WrM toqu-, HlM toxo- 'put on\over', MM [HI] toqu- {Ms.} v.
'saddle', {Lew.} v. 'harness, saddle', Mnr H {SM} tæu9òu- v. 'saddle'). Only
if the primary meaning of the M verb *toqu- was 'put on a saddle,
saddle' (v.), then both *toqu- and *toqum may belong here ¶ MED 8 2 9 -
3O, Ms. H 1O2, Lew. II 79, SM 428-9, Ms. O 149 ¶¶ S CNM 3 || D *tokk˛
({†GS} *t-) 'skin, bark, rind' >  Tm tokku, Tl tokka id., Ml tokku
'skin, peel'   d. *tokatß 'bark, peel' >  Kn togat5u, togat5e, to2t5e
'bark, rind, peel, pod', Tm, Ml to2t5u 'shell of a fruit', Gnd to2ta2 ' o u t e r
skin of the mahua fruit', Gnd K totßtße v. 'peel'  ? d. *tuk(k)-al- ' sk in ,
hide' >  Ml tukal 'skin as of a fruit', Kn togal, toval 'skin, h ide,
leather, skin of fruit', Tu tugal´  'skin, bark, rind' ¶¶ D ##3544, 3 5 5 9 ,
Zv. 66, 9O,12O ˚  The meaning 'body' (in Ht and WCh) is secondary (σ ε
'skin' ‘ 'body') ˚  ≠ BmK 315 (an attempt to equate the K word with IE
*(s)teg-  v. 'cover' and S *t'k'-roots meaning 'dark, black'), AD NM #95.
2412. *t''''arV '∈ vermin, noxious insects' >  HS: SC {E} *te~r+d-
'cockroach' >  Kz talangayo id., SC ı Mb te!re! id. ¶ E SC 17O || IE:
NaIE *ter- '(∈) vermin, noxious insects' ({P} 'malmendes oder bohrendes
Insekt') > L tarmes (gen. tarmitis) ≠ termes 'wood-worm' »» Clt
(<  *kon-tro2no-): W cynrhon-yn (pl. cynrhon, {SB} cynrhawn)
'maggot, grub', Crn contronen 'maggot', {SB} 'bug (Cimex)', MBr
controunenn, Br snglt. kontronenn / coll. kontron 'ver d e
viande'; Clt (*to2r-a2ko-) >  W torogen ≠ trogen (pl. trogod) ' t i ck ' ,
OBr {Flr.} toroc 'curculio, charançon', Br {Flr.} teureug, teurg
'tiques', {Hm.} teurk  'maladie de la peau des moutons »» ? Gk terhdv1n
'wood-worm'  (ı  L tere2do id.) (×  ÿ √ter- 'bore', cp. te1retron ' a
borer') ¶ P 1O76, F II 879 (terhdv1n ÷ te1retron 'a borer'), Ch. 11O6, WH
II 649, SB 123 (Clt *kon-tra2no- ÿ  *tra2- v. 'bore'), YGM-1 149, 418, Flr.
317, Hm. 475, 787, ECCE 224 || A *°t[æ]ara- >  NaT *tæara-kan
'cockroach' >  ET ñ'q"r'T taraqan, VTt, MsTt, Bsh, QrB, Nog, Qq, Qzq,
Qmn/QK {B} taraqan, SbTt Tb {Rl.} taraqan, Alt/Tlt {Rl.} taraqqan,
Tv tæaraqæan id.; T ı OR tarakan5≠torokan5, R, Uk tara≤kan,
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Uk tor≤gan, Blg tar≤kan id. ¶ Rs. W 463, Nj. 271, TatR 517, Bu. I
721, TTDS 398-9, Rl. III 839, B DK 251, B DLT 2O2, BR 5O8, NogR 3 3 5 ,
MM 333, KrkR 622, RKB 619, TvR 4O8, Vs. IV 2O-1, Chrn. II 228, Lok.
159 [#2O27]; on the T sx. of nominal derivation *-kan see  Rs. MTS 1O2,
B OGOJ 247 ¶ In some of the T lgs. of the former USSR (but not in ET)
the word taraqan may be a loan from R tara≤kan (which is obvious
for Qmq/Az tarakan and Yk taraka2n with -k- for the expected -q-, -X-,
and -˝- ), but in the final account the origin of the word is Turkic r a t h e r
than Slavic (⇔  Bu., Lok., Vs., and Chrn.) || D (in GnD) *ta[:]rÀ+r˛ 'ant' >
Png ta2r ≠ da2r, Mnd ta2r 'ant', Kui ta2ru 'small black ant', ? Gnd ta2ro2 ' t h e
queen white ant' ¶ D #3166.
2413. *t''''aÂV, *t''''aÂV-ÓVgV, *t''''aÂV-t''''V 'to drag, to pull' >  HS: WS
*√t'rr ≠ *√trr >  Ar √tœrr G  'enlever, emporter, arracher; pousse r
devant soi', Mh √trr  (pf. t‰r) 'drag, lead away' ¶ BK II 64, Jo. M 4O3 
Eg fP dr 'entfernen (vertreiben, wegnehmen)' (×  N *der?{i} ' t h r u s t
back, drive away'?) ¶ EG V 473-4 ¶¶ ≠ OS #2486 || K: [1] G {Chx.} t'ar-
v. 'carry, bring, lead (führen)' ¶ Chx. 1325-8  ?? [2] a variant with a
deglottalized cns.: K {K} *tr-, {K2} *ter-/*tr-, {FS} *tar-/*tr- v. ' d rag ,
pull' >  OG ter-, eNG {SSO} G ter-/tr-, Mg (n)t‰r-/(n)tir-, Lz tir-, tor-,
tur- id., Sv: tr-/tir- id., U/OB/Ln {TK, GP} li-trine 'to drag'; acc. to FS,
the variant *tar- is attested in eNG ∆ {SSO} ga-tar-va 'gewaltsam
heraus-bringen\-zerren', G Mx/Mt/P/Im/Aj {FS} sa-tar-i 'Gerät z u m
Herab-schleifen\-zerren\schleppen das Heu von den Bergen' ¶¶ K 9 5 ,
K2 68-9, FS K 143-4, FS E 156, TK 434, GP 154 || IE: NaIE {Mn.} *tr=g≈-
(or *tr´g≈-) v. 'draw, pull' >  L trah-o2, -e"re id. »» ? OIr traigim v.
'ebb, run out' (× ÿ  tra1ig 'rivage'), NIr tra1ighaim v. 'drain', W
treio 'to ebb' »» Sl *t¥¡rga-ti 'to pull, to draw' >  OR tr5gati
'vellere', SCr tràgati, Slv tr!gati 'to tear\pull\pluck out', U k
torgati 'to pull, to tug, to tear', P targac1 id. (targac1 za
wLosy\suknia< 'to pull [so.] by the hair\coat'), Cz (u)trhati ' t o
pick, to pluck', OCS istr5gn0ti is-trËg-no<-ti ' ]exarpa1zein, t o
pull\tear\throw out, to extract', R ras-torg-nut∆ ' t o
dissolve\annul (agreement, marriage) ' ¶ Mn. 1445, P 1O89 (adduces
many semantically remote forms and reconstructs IE *trag≈- / *tro(:)g≈-
/ *tre(:)g≈-), WH II 698-9, Vn. T  123 (traigim ÿ tra1ig), Ma. CS
535, Vs. IV 83, StSS 372, Glh. 638 || U: FU *°tarka- >  Er ≤targa- ' t a k e
out, draw\pull out', Mk targa-  'take out, pull' ¶ ≈ UEW 511-2 (*tarttV-
'steckenbleiben, klebenbleiben') ¶ Cf. FU *tarttV v. 'hold, seize' < N
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*dar[VÓ]V 'hold, hold fast, fasten' (q.v.) || A: NaT *tæart- v. 'pull ,
drag' >  OT tart- id., Tk tart-, Az dart- v. 'pull', Tkm, VTt, Bsh, Qzq,
Qrg, StAlt, Xk, Yk tart-, ET ta(r)t- v. 'pull, drag', Uz tårt-, Tv tæÈrt-, Tf
tæÈ<rtæ- v. 'pull, drag out' ¶ Cl. 534-5, Rs. W 265, Ra. 236  ?φ  M *tata-
v. 'draw, pull, drag' >  WrM tata-, HlM, Brt tata-, Kl tat¥- id. ˚ Rs.
UAW 465 (U, A), BmK 297-8 (IE, K *tr- + a questionable D ideophone:
Kn dara dara - noise of dragging anyth. on the ground, etc.).
2414. € *t''''áÂV '≈ else, more, other' >  IE: NaIE *-tero-, a sx. o f
pronouns and adjectives with the meanings of comparison and choice
between two objects\persons ('more than the other', 'between two ' ) :
*kWo-tero- ≠ *kWutero- 'which of the two?' (>  OI kata≤rah5, Av
kata2ra-, Gk po1teroß, Gt Ha†ar, L uter, Lt katra~s id., Osc
pu1terei1-pi1d 'in utroque', Um PODRUHPEI 'utroque', Sl *koter¥(-jÁ)
≠ *kotor¥(-jÁ)  ≠ *k¥ter¥-jÁ ≠ *k¥tor¥-jÁ 'which one, which o f
them?'  >  OCS koter5 koterË ≠ kotor5 kotorË, koter7i
koter¥i ≠ kotor7i kotor¥i, Blg 'kotryj, -ra, -ro, Slv
kote1ri, Slk kot(e)ry1, kotory1, R ko'toryj, Ukr ko'torij, P
kto1ry, Cz ktery1), *i-tero- 'another' (>  OI ≤itarah5 id., L iterum
'for the second time'), *an-tero-  'the other of the two' (>  OI ≤antarah5,
Oss a4nda4r, Gt an†ar, ON annarr, OHG ander, AS o2†er, Lt
anﬁtras, Pru antars ≠ anters 'other'), the sx. in L alter 'the o t h e r
of the two', Osc alttram 'alteram', OCS v5tor5 vËtorË, R
vto'roj 'the second', the sx. of the cmpr. *-tero- (>  OI a2≤ma-tara-h5
'rawer', Gk v>mo1teroß id., palai1teroß 'older') ¶ Brg. KVG 321, Hirt IG III
2O9-13 [§ 129], P 37, F II 586, WH I 32-5, 723-4, and II 845, Bc. G 3 4 2 ,
Fs. 53, 283, Ho. 243, EWA I 241-2, En. 142, Tp. P A-D 94-5, ESSJ XI 2O1-
3 and XIII 247 || A: [1] ? Tg: Ewk -tar/-t‰r/-tor o2-, a verbal form o f
additional continuation ('more'): N‰n‰t‰r o2Jam 'well, I shall come again '
('nu , e∑e  pridu '), haval-tar o2ça2 'he went on working more' ('on  e∑e
porabotal ') (with the verb o2- 'werden') ¶ Vas. 791  [2] Tg *te2ri ' pa i r ,
both, one of the couple' >  Ewk t‰2rï 'pair', t‰2rïn 'one of the pair', ' o n e
opposed to the other of the pair', Lm t‰2ri 'pair', t‰2rin 'pair, both', Neg
t‰2yï id., Orc t‰2yï, Ud {Shn.} ti‰, Ud Sm {Krm.} te2 'pair', Nn KU t‰rini
'in the same way (odinakovo )' ¶ STM II 239, Krm. 294  pJ {S} *ta~t‰~p-
;'compare, liken to' > OJ ta~to~p(a)-, J: T tatoe!-, K tato!e!-, Kg ta~to~e~- ¶ S QJ
#1475, Mr. 765, Kenk. 1929 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2363 (A *tæe2~ra 'pair; t o
compare' >  Tg *te2ri, J) || ??? HS: One could consider the possibility o f
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tying in S: BHb Mr#y3 ≤t'ErEm 'not yet, before', 'noch nicht', M&ry6 t'´≤ro2m
'even before'. But there is a grammatical argument against this hyp.: t h e
Hb word ≤t'ErEm has some syntactical features of a noun, e.g. its usage
with a prepositional prefix b´- 'in': b´≤t'ErEm 'before'; in addition, th is
usage suggest a meaning 'early, before' as the original meaning of t h e
word, that probably belongs to N *t''''or?V 'fresh, new' (q.v.) ¶ KB 3 6 3 ,
KBR 379-8O, HJ 43O (bt5rm  'before' in EpHb).
2415. € *t''''era 'to heat, to roast, to fry' >  A: Tg *ti\ar- vt. 'melt., r o a s t '
>  Lm tá∞r-, Lm Al tIar-, Lm Sk tI\ár- v. 'melt (fat, suet)', Neg te2y- (<
*te2r-) v. 'melt (fat), fry', Orc tiru- v. 'fry, bake, heat', Ork çIrU-  v. ' c o o k
fat', Nn çIro- v. 'melt fat, roast', WrMc caru- v. 'fry' ¶ STM II 173 || D
{tr.} *terÀ-, {†GS} *tedÀ- v. 'heat (intensely), scorch' (of fire, sun's heat) >
Tm ter3u v. 'burn, scorch', Nkr tirup 'sun's ray', Prj ted- ≠tßedß- v. ' b e
fierce' (of sun’s heat), Knd terÀ- id., Gnd ter- id., tarïta2na2 v. 'be hot' ( o f
sun), tarïsta2na2 v. 'heat bread over a flame' ¶¶ D #344O, GS 6 3 - 4
[#194) ˚ Tg *i\a < N *É.. .a  (acc. to AD AVD, see above Introduction, §
2.4) ˚ But hardly here SC: Irq {E} c'iri!H- v. 'glow' (E SC 175) because o f
the initial cns. (see  N *c '''' 1 111 { i }LHV '[char]coal, soot').
2416. *t''''eÂV 'to contain (aufnehmen können)' >  K : pGZ *t'i[r]- >  OG,
G t'e-/t'i- v. 'contain' (OG romeli s7emZlebul ars dat'ewnad, dait'eien ' q u i
potest capere capiat' - Mt. 19:12), Mg (n)t'i(r)- / t'r-, Lz (n)t'i(r)- ≠
(n)t'i(n)- / (n)t'r- 'contain (vme∑at∆)' ¶ K 18O, Chik. 326, Q 328 ¶ The
loss of *-r- in OG remains unexplained || U: FU *terV ' have \ f ind
enough room for itself (Raum oder Platz haben oder f inden,
hineingehen)' >  Prm *tEr- id. >  Z t‰r-, Vt terÈ- id. »» OHg XVI te1r-
'Raum haben', Hg ∆  te1r- 'Raum\Platz haben\finden, hineingehen', Hg
te1r 'space, room' ¶ UEW 522, Sm. 55O (FU, FP *tira4-, Ugr *tI"ra4-
'fit'), MF 628-9, EWU 15O5, LG 284 || A (?) *°°tæ{e}ÂV >  Tg: Lm Ol t‰riG
'spacious, able to contain much' ¶ STM II 239 ˚ Cf. IS MS 333 s.v.
vme∑at∆  *t5arÿ (K, U + •÷ S *√?t'r [that in fact does not m e a n
'conta in ' ] ) .
2417. *t''''or{u4444} ¬ *t''''or{yu4444} 'bring\come into existence (create, make ,
give birth, be born)' >  IE: NaIE *twer- v. 'create, produce by plaiting,
lay (a rope)' (×  N *t''''u 4 444ryV ¬ *t''''uryÉ or *t''''u 4 444r 1 111V ¬ *t''''ur1111É 'row, line; t o
string', q.v.) >  Gk soro1ß 'vessel for holding anything, cinerary u r n ' ,
sarga1nh 'a plait, braid; basket', Gk I [Hs.] targa1nai : plokai1, synde1seiß,
pe1dai 'sth. twisted\bound together, fetters' ({LS} 'plaited work'), Gk ?
ta1rph 'large wicker basket' (if there was dis. *tw...p >  *t...p) »» Sl
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*tvor-i¡ti 'to create, to make, to form' >  OCS tvoriti tvoriti, R
tvo≤rit∆, SCr tvo~riti, Cz tvor7iti, P tworzyc1 'to create', Blg
tvo≤rå v. 'create'; ChS tvor5 tvorË 'form', OR tvor5
'appearance, look, P two1r , Uk tv¡r , Cz tvor 'cration, sth. created' »
Lt tve!rti / prs. tveriu~, su-tve!rti / su-tveriu~ v. ' f o rm ,
create', tve$ri~mas n. act. 'forming, creating' (×  tve!rti / tveriu~
'seize, fence, enclose', tve$ri~mas n. act. 'seizing, enclosing') ,
sutve$ri~mas, {Krsch.} sutve$!rimas 'creating, c rea tu re ' ,
tvere$ ﬁjas, {Frn.} tvere$ !jas 'Schöpfer, Gründer, Erbauer', tve$rinyﬁs
'creature, creating' ¶ In Gk there is coalescence with *twer- v. ' twist ,
turn, close in' <  N *t''''u 4 444 ++++ur 1111i 'turn round, surround, enclose' (q.v.) ¶ P
11O1 (reconstructs *twer- 'fassen, einfassen, einzäunen', does n o t
distinguish the √  in question from *twer- v. 'twist, turn, close in'), F II
677, 687, 856, LS 1758-9, Frn. 1152, Vs. III 33-4, Glh. 646-7, ≠  EI 5 6 4
(Sl < IE *twer- 'take, hold') || A *tæo4r{u4} v. 'give birth to; be born, c o m e
into existence, be created' >  NaT *tæo4ru4- ≠ *tæo4re- id. >  OT {Cl.} to4ru4- v.
'come into existence, be created', Chg {Cl.} to4re- ≠ to4ru4- v. 'come in to
existence, be born', OOsm {Cl.} do4ru4-, Tk tu4re-, Az to4re-, Tkm do4re-,
ET {Nj.} to4ri- id., 'be born', to4ra4l- 'originate, come into existence', ET ∆
{Jr.} to4rEl-, Cmn {Cl.} to4re-  'be born', Tk ∆  to4re- 'meydana gelmek,
çog ¨almak' (v. 'come into being, multiply'), Qrg to4ro4- 'give birth to', Tv
tæo4ru4- id., 'be born', Xk to≥r¡- to4rI-, Tf dòO$ru$- 'be born', Ln to4yo4-t- 'give
birth to, create', Yk to4ro4 ∏- 'be born', 'bring forth' (of animals) ¶ Cl. 5 3 3 ,
Ra. 175, Rs. W 495, Nj. 313-4, Jr. 314, Pek. 2779-8O, SDD 1393  M
*to4re- v. 'be born; bear' >  MM [MA] to4re- v. 'be born', [IM] to4ru4- v.
'bear', WrM to4ru4- v. 'be born, come into being', HlM to4ro4-, Kl to4r-,
Ord {Ms.} tæo4ro4-, Dg {Pp.} tæu$r- v. 'be born, bear', Mnr H {SM} tæuro-
'enfanter, accoucher, naître ' , MMgl {Iw.} to4rA v. 'be born', Mgl {Rm.}
tUra$na$ 'wird geboren', ∆ {Lg.} to$rana v. 'be born' ¶ Pp. IM 49, Pp. MA
353, 448, T 367, KW 4O7, Rm. M 41, MED 836, SM 435, Iw. 139 ¶ S QJ
#1679 ¶¶ KW 4O7, ≠ Cl. 533 (unc.: M π T) ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2436 (A *tæo"ri
'be born, copulate', including T, M) || D *tor`- ({†GS} *t-) v. 'work' >
Tm tor›il 'act, action, work', tor›°i 'working woman', Ml tor›il
'business, occupation', Kn tur›il 'work, servitude', tor›tu ' se rvant '
(esp. 'female servant'), Tu tol5il´ 'trade, business', Tl tottu ' female
servant' ¶¶ D #3524 || ??? HS : it is tempting to adduce here HS *√tr v.
'plait, sew' > Ch (× N ≈≈ *{t ''''}arV[P3333V]  ≠  *{t''''}VP3333VrV 'to tie together '?) :
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WCh: Ron: Bks, DfB {J} to2r (hab. Bks twa2!r, DfB twa2‡r) 'nähen, s techen,
durchbohren' » Ngz {Sch.} tÈ~rmu! v. 'plait three strands together to m a k e
rope' » Kry {Sk.} t‰@r-, My {Sk.} tÈ@r- v. 'sew' »» CCh: Db {Lnh.} ti~r v.
'plait', {Mch.} ter 'tordre', MfG -t‰!rd'- v. 'plait' ('tresser [cheveux,
natte]'), Mf {BLB} t‰rd'- 'tordre en spirale' ¶ JI II 288-9, ChC s.v. 'p la i t '
and 'sew', J R 147, 222, Stl. ZCh 165 [#186] (WCh *t/t5År- v. ' sew,
plait'), Mch. D 153, Brr. MG II 244, BLB 35O, Sk. NB 39, Sch. DN 253 ¶
The words of Ron and CCh lgs. are valid cognates only if the original
meaning is v. 'sew, plait' rather than v. 'twist' and v. 'pierce'  AdS  o f
EC: Sa/Af {R} √trtr pcv. 'sew' (probably < N ≈≈  *{t ''''}arV[P3333V] ≠
*{t''''}VP3333VrV '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ OS #24O6 ˚ IS MS 361 roqdat∆  t5urÿ
(BSl, A) ˚ The contradiction between the  T ev. (T *-r- suggesting N *r )
and that of D (D *-r`- suggests N *r 1111) may be solved if we admit that t h e
N vibrant was followed by *y  (or by *-u 4444?) and that N *-ry-  (or *-r-
followed by *u4444?) yields A *-r- and D *-r`-. IE *we is a reg. reflex of N *o
before  *-u ++++ u 4 444.
2418. (€?) *t ''''ËÂÉ 'start, set in motion, begin' >  HS : C *√tr v. 'start' >
Ag *°tAÒ- v. 'begin, start' >  Bln {R} tår y- 'sich auf den Weg machen;
anfangen, beginnen', tår-s- 'beginnen, anfangen' »» ??s EC: Arr tïr- v.
'climb, ride' »» SC {E} *tir- v. 'set in motion' >  Kz tilim- id. »» Dhl {To.}
tirid-, {E} t†iriÎ-, {EEN} *t†itiÎ- v. 'move restlessly' ¶ E PC #75 (pC *tar-
/tir- v. 'start up'), EEN 8, To. D 148, R WB 842, Hw. A 397, E SC 1 7 O
[#23]  ?m CCh {ChL}: G’nd tÈrtI~ka^nan, Gbn târtIk‰n‰~, Boka tIrtikagân
v. 'begin' || ?s IE: NaIE *twer- v. 'move quickly, stir up' >  OI
≤tvarate2, tu≤rati 'hurries', tu≤ra 'rasch', Av Êwa2s7a- (<  IIr
*≤tvarta-) 'eilig, rasch' »» Gk o>-try@-n-v v. 'stir up, rouse' »» Gmc (×  N
*t ''''u 4 444 ++++ ur 1111i  'turn round, surround, enclose' [q.v.]) Sw tva4ra 'stir, agitate ' ,
AS Îweran id., 'churn', OHG dwe4ran 'stir up, mix', dwiril
'twirling-stick', ?? ON †yrja  'laufen, sausen'  NaIE *t(o)ru2- (with m t . )
({Fick} < **turu2-) (×  N *t''''u 4 444 ++++ur 1111i '⇑ ' [q.v.]): Gk tory$nv ≠ tory2na1v 'stir u p ,
about', tory$nh 'stirrer, ladle for stirring things while boiling' »» ?σ L
trua  'scoop, ladle' ¶ P 11OO, EI 6O7 (*twer-  'stir, agitate'), M K I 5 1 4 ,
539, M E I 684-5, F II 44O-1, Ho. 373, Kb. 178-9, OsS 121, EWA II 915-9 ,
925-6, Vr. 63O, F II 914-5, WH II 7O8-9 || A: T *°t[æ]o4rçi- >  OT {Cl.}
to4rc7i- v. 'begin, start' ¶ Cl. 534  ?σ M: WrM tu4ri- 'push' ({Gl.} ' push ' ,
{MED} 'drag, push forward'), tu4rigde- 'be pushed', HlM t¥r´-x
'drag, push forward' ¶ Gl. III 259, MED 855.
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2418a. *t''''u6 666ÂV 'hold' >  IE: NaIE *twer-/*tur- 'grip, hold' > Lt
tve!rti (1s prs. tveriu~) 'seize, snatch, grab', Ltv tve^rt (1s p r s .
tver>u~) 'seize, hold', Lt ture$!ti (1s prs. turiu~), Ltv ture^t
'possess, own', Prs turit 'have, have to' » ? Sl *za-tvorï-ti 'to s h u t '
(unless *t  on the analogy of *ot-vorï-ti 'to open') > OCS zatvoriti
zatvoriti, R zatvorit∆, SCr zatvo~riti, Slv zatvo<!riti, Cz †
zatvor7iti, Slk zatva1rat5 'to shut', Blg zatvaråm 'I shut', Sl
*zatvor¥ 'bolt (shutting a gate\door), seclusion'  > OCS zatvor5
zatvorË, R † zatvor, SCr za!tvor, Slv zatvo~r, Slk za1tvor, P
zatwo1r id., Blg zatvor 'prison, gate' (× IE *tworos 'Einfassung' > N
*t ''''u 4 444 ++++ ur 1111 i  'turn round, surround, enclose', q.v.) »» ?σ Gk seira@, Gk I seirh1,
Gk D shra1 'cord, rope' (< *twer-ya2) ¶ WP I 75O-1, P 11O1, Mn. 1 4 6 6 ,
Vs. II 82, BER I 612, Glh. 646, Frn. 1152, F II 687 (doubts about t h e
origin of Gk seira@) || K: G Gr t'or-i 'amount held in two hands ("double
handful")' ¶ Ghl. 515 || HS: WS *√t'ry (≠ S *°√t'rr) > Ar √tœrr G
'rassembler, réunir en un seul lieu', Gz √t'ry Sh  (pf. ?atœraya) 'possess ,
take possesion', t'´rït 'possessions', ??σ  JEA {Lv.} √t'ry≠√t'rw G  'give'
(esp. s7ek5al w´-t5´ra2 'negotiate', lit. 'take and give') (unless Sl.’s
interpretation of the JEA verb as 'throw' is valid) ¶ BK II 64, L G 597-8 ,
Lv. II 189-9O, Sl. 517 || A {DQA} *tæu2~r+r1e 'hold, lift, take' > Tg *tu2rï- >
Ewk tu2rïn-, Lm tor- 'hold back (uderqivat∆ , sderqivat∆)', Ewk Skh
turuw- 'detain (prevent from running)', Orc turu- 'slow down ( t h e
draught-reindeer)', Ul turuw‰n-, Nn Nh turu2- id., 'stop' (vt.) ¶ STM II
22O  pKo *tÈ~r- 'hold, lift' > MKo tÈ~r-, NKo tÈl- ¶ S QK #134, HMC 3 3 6 ,
MLC 535  pJ *t‰~r- (or *tu\ar-) 'take' > OJ t[w]o~r-, J: T to!r-, K, Kg to~r- ¶
S QJ #118, Mr. 771 ¶¶ S AJ 279 [#11O] (A *tæu4∏rV), DQA #2445, Mr. KJ
233 (Ko, J) ˚  In Tg (and hence A) there is lengthening of the vw. in a n
originally open syllable (a reg. change).
2419. UA € *t''''u4 444ÂV 'hard roe' >  U *°t{u4}rV >  Sm {Jn.} *tira4ma4 ≠
*tu4ra4ma4, {Hl.} tireme ≠ *tu4reme 'hard roe' >  Ne T tirebå, Ne F {Lh.}
t!i¬!¬!ïm1m1e"¢E", Ng {Cs.} t!i≤rimi, {Mik.} c7irimi, En X {Cs.} t!iÒe6, En B {Cs.}
t!ire6, {Ter.} c7irE, c7ir1i, Slq Tz {KKIH} tÈr, Slq Tm {KD} te2¯re¯bò, Kms {Cs.}
thu4ru4ma4, {KD} tæu$r;mE, Koyb {Sp.} turm´, Mt {Hl.} *tu4rma4 (Mt: T
{Mll.} tu4rmja4, M {Sp.} turm´, {Mll.} tu4rma4, K {Mll.} du4!rmja4) ¶ Jn .
163-4, Cs. 146, 264, KKIH 189, Hl. MTKV 2O, 94, Hl. M #11O1 || A
*tæu4Â{i} 'hard roe' >  M *tu4ri-su4n >  WrM tu4ri-su4n, HlM t¥rs, Kl
{Rm.} tu4rsn=, Brt t¥r∆h´(n) id. ¶ KW 416, MED 855  Tg *ti+ure-kse id .
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> Ewk tir‰2-ks‰ ± tir‰2ks7‰ ± tir‰2h‰, Sln, Ul turs‰, ? WrMc cerguwe ≠
cerhuwe ¶ Vas. 415, STM II 189, Hr. 143, Z 93O ¶¶ KW 416, Pp. VG
112, DQA #24O7 (A *tæi\uri ¬ *tæi\oro 'fish-roe')  ˚ IS MS 343 s.v. ikra
t5urÿ, IS SS #1.17, Rm. l.c., Sauv. 68, AD NM #77, Vv. AEN 4 ( a d d s
WrMc turi  'peas', which is doubtful).
242O. *t ''''ehrV  'clean, pure' > HS: WS *√t'hr v. 'be clean\pure' >  BHb
√t'hr (ip. -t'har) v. 'be clean', t'a2≤ho2r 'clean', √t'hr D  'cleanse, purify ' ,
Pun t5hr 'pure', t5hrt 'purity', JEA √t'hr G  v. 'be clean, cleared away' ,
Ar √tœhr G  (pf. tœahara, ip. -tœhar-) v. 'be pure, clean', Gz √t'hr G  (js. -
t'har) v. 'be pure', Tgr √t'hr G  v. 'be clean', Mh, Hrs, Jb √t'hr v. G  ' b e
ritually clean, pure', Mh t'‰≤hayr, Hrs t'‰≤her, Jb C/E ≤t'hir 'ritully clean,
pure', Sq {L} t5ahir 'clean'; EthS ı Sa {R} t5i≤ra2 'rein' ¶ KB 354, KBR
369-7O, BK II 114, Hv. 44O, L G 589, Jo. M 4O8, Jo. J 275, HJ 42O, Js .
52O || D {Km.} *te2rÀ- ({†GS} *t-) v. 'be(come) clean\clear' >  Tm te2r3u
v. 'be made clear as water, be clarified, be accepted as true', Ml te2r3al
'clearness', Kt te;r-  v. 'become clear' (with subject na;r ~ 'country'), sc. v.
'dawn', te;r-c>- v. 'make (day) dawn', Kn te2t5a, te2t5e 'clearness, pur i ty
(as that of water, etc.)', Tu te2t5´ 'pure, clear', OTl te2r3u, Tl te2r3u,
te 2ru  v. 'become clear or free from suspended matter', Gdb te2r-sap- v.
'clear (as a liquid)', Gnd te2r-s- v. 'filter' ¶¶ D #3471, Km. 392 [#614]
|| K (?) *tetr- 'white' >  OG, G tetr-, ? Sv: UB {GP} twetne, {TK}
twetwne ≠ tetwne, LB {TK} tetne, L {TK, Dn.} twetwne, Ln {TK}
twetwene 'white' ¶¶ K 91, TK 262, GP 1O6, Dn. s.v. t5vet5vne || ?σ,φ
IE: NaIE *°terb[≈]- > pSl *terbi ¡-ti 'to clean, to stub' >  ChS tr8biti
tre7biti, Slv tre5!biti id., OR terebiti terebiti, Blr cere≤b¡c∆,
P trzebic 1  'to grub up (a wood), to clear (a forest\wood) of trees', R ∆
tere≤bit∆ id., 'to clean', Uk tere≤biti 'to clean, to shell', SCr
tre !biti ± trije!biti 'to clean', Cz tr7I1biti 'to sift out, to winnow,
to refine', Blg ≤trebå  'I clean, stub' ¶ P 1O71, Mikl. E 354, Glh. 638, Vs.
IV 45-6 || ?φ  A: M *tu4rc>i- >  WrM tu4rci- {Kow.} 'nettoyer, essuyer,
frotter', HlM t¥r¢i- v. 'clean, wipe, rub', Ord dòu$rc7æi- in arc7æiXu
dòu$rc7æi-Xu$ 'wipe (essuyer)' ¶ MED 854, Kow. 1953, Ms. O 172 ¶ If th is
rather questionable cognate belongs here, the vw. *u4 needs explaining.
2421. *t''''u ++++o[w]r{u6666} 'grow, grow densely, sprout forth, become bushy,
thrive; thicket, thick bush\grass' >  HS: S *°√t'rr, *°t'urr- >  Ar √tœrr G
'pousser, germer, pulluler' (of plants, hair, beard, etc.), t œurr-  ' chevelure
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longue et qu’on laisse pendre' ¶ BK II 64-5  ??? C **°t'ur- >  Ag **duÒ-
'thicket' ı Gz du2r 'forest', do2r 'wilderness', Amh dur 'wood, fores t ' ,
Tgy dur {YGE} id., 'thicket, bush', {Bsn.} 'bosco, selva' ¶ L G 141 (hyp.:
Gz du2r, dor π Amh dur <  OEth dabr 'mountain'), YGE 691, Bsn. 76O ||
K {Fn.} *t'ewr- {AD} 'thicket; be dense' >  G t'evr-i 'dichter, dunk le r
Wald', Sv {Ni.} t'a4wre- 'get denser, thicken' ¶¶ Chx. 1334, Ni. s.v.
gustít∆ || IE: NaIE *tre(:)u\-, *treu\s- 'flourish, thrive, ripen' >  Av
tuTrus7a adj. 'zur Vollreife gelangen', prs. stem Traos7- 'zur Reife \
Vollkommenheit gelangen \ bringen'  »»  OHG triunit (OHG Al t- f o r
†-) 'excellet, pollet, floret', OHG drowen ≠ drouwen ± trouuen
(<  *Trau\jan) 'to grow up (pubescere)', MHG u2f-gedrouwen p r t c .
'erwachsen', ON †ro1ast (from *Tro2wo2n) 'wachsen, gedeihen' ,
†roski 'Reife' ¶ WP I 754, P 1O95, Brtl. 655, Kb. 169, OsS 96O, EWA II
8O6, Lx. 242, Vr. 623 ||  A: ?σ M *torni- >  WrM torni- ≠ tarni-,
HlM torni-, Ord tæorni- v. 'grow, grow up' (of children and young
animals), 'reach manhood', Brt torni- 'grow up, reach manhood' ( o f
children), WrM torni9un, HlM torniun 'of tall stature, well grown,
corpulent; healthy', Ord tæorni\u 2n 'qui est devenu grand et gros pour s o n
âge' (children, young animals) ¶ MED 827, Luv. 411, Chr. 431, Ms. O
671 || D *tu2rÀ(-) ({†GS} *t-?) 'bushes, bushy, thicket' (× N *d{u6666}rV
'woods, bush[es]') >  Tm tu2r3u 'bushes, shrubberry, thick underwood,
low jungle', tu2r3- v. 'become bushy, sprouth forth', Kt tu;r ' bushy
bunch of leaves of tree', Td tu;rÀ / tu;tÀ- 'branch with leaves; bushes ' ,
Knd to2rÀu 'thicket' ¶¶ D #34O1 ˚ Fn. KD 342 [#98] (K, D).
2422. *t''''oX++++qËryV or *t ''''ËX++++qr 1111V 'dirt; be dirty' > HS: C: EC {Ss.} *d'⁄ur-
v. 'be dirty' (× N *{c'''' 7 777 }{u}ÂV 'to soil, to stain; dirty'?) >  Or {Grg., Sr.}
t'urï 'dirt, filth', Or H {Ow.} t'u!rï! 'dirty', Or {Ss.} t'ur-, {Grg.} t'ura2w"a, Arr
t'ur-aw- id., t'ure! 'dirty thing', Sd, Hd t'ur- v. 'be dirty' »» Ag: ?? Bln {R}
dåraqWa 'clay' ¶ Ss. PEC 29, 31, AD SF 56-7, E PC #76, Grg. 386, Sr.
396, Ow. 272, Hw. A 398  B *-dœïr- >  Ah edœir 'gros excrément ' ,
EWlm/Ty edœer 'human faeces', Tnsl edœer 'gros excrément (d’hommes,
des quadrupèdes carnassiers)' ¶ Fc. 283, GhA 33, NZ 483  ?? Ch: WCh:
My {Sk.} ti!ri~, Kry {Sk.} tu!rku~ 'dirt' »» ECh: Ke {Eb.} t‰!rwa!, Ll (Grgs.}
ti@rwe!, ? Kwn {J} do!ru!wo@ 'dust' ¶ ChC, ChL, Eb. 98 ¶ Acc. to the s o u n d
corrs. within Ch that are postulated in JI I xix-xxx, this Ch √  is easier t o
explain as belonging to N *d{u6666}r[?]V 'dirt' || K *°tXwr- >  G tXvr-
/tXvar- v. 'be dirty, make dirty' ¶ Chx. 5O9 || A {DQA} *tæo2!r1e 'soil ,
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dust' > T *tæo2r1 'dust' >  OT {Cl., IS} to2z, XwT XIII to2z, MQp XIII do2z, Cmn
XIV, Chg ≥XV toz, Tk toz, Tkm to2Î, Az, Ggz, Qrg toz id. ¶ Rs. W 492, Cl.
57O-1, DTS 578-9, TL 99-1OO, S AJ 195 [#229], Hüs. 295, TkR 637, Tz.
UIS 1O2, ADb. Ttd 59  Tg *tu2'r ({ADb. Ttd} *tore) 'earth' > Ewk tur, Lm
to$:r, Lm Al/B tu2r, Lm M tuer, Neg tu2y 'earth', Nn Nh turqa 'clod o f
earth', Nn KU turu na2nI 'subterranean world' ¶ STM II 217-8, S AJ 2 O 9
[#33]  Ko *t´2⁄r- '(become) dirty' >  MKo t´2⁄r-m- id.; MKo t´2⁄r´~⁄p-, NKo
t´2⁄r´⁄p- 'be dirty, filthy, soiled' ¶ S AJ 255 [#113], S QK #113, Nam 1 5 3 ,
MLC 442  pJ *tu~ti~ 'earth' > OJ tu~ti~, J: T cuc1i!, K cu!c1i~, Kg c1u] ! ¶ S AJ 2 6 5
[#19], S QJ #19, Mr. 557  ? ppM *toB{u}ra9 > M *to˝ura9 'earth, d u s t '
(× N *t'''' {a}p ''''[V]˝V 'dirt, mud', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ S AJ 91, 274 [#18], {SDM95}
(A *tæo~wVr1V 'earth, dust, dirt') DQA #2444 (A *tæo2!r1e 'soil, dust ' ) || D
*tur- ({†GS} *t-) 'rubbish' (× N *t''''Ër[V]yV 'litter, dirt, dust', q.v. f fd . )
|| ?σ IE: NaIE {WH} *te2r-os / *ter-⊥a2 'earth' >  OIr ti1r 'earth, ground;
land, country', Brtt {RE} *tïros ' ear th '  > OW, MW, W, OCrn tir, Crn
ty2r, OBr, MBr tir  'earth', Br tir  'land, country' »» OL tera, L terra
'earth', Osc teer{u1m}, teru1m 'terra, territorium', teras ' t e r rae ' ;
any connection with IE *ters- 'dry' (mentioned by WH, EM, EI) may b e
secondary (folk et.) ¶ WH II 673-4, EM 687-8, Vn. T  74-5, RE 9O, Flr.
314, Hm. 79O, YGM-1 41O, EI 17O ˚ M and D suggest the rec. N
*t''''oX++++qËryV, but if the M and D cognates are rejected (as having al t .
etymologies), the N rec. may be *t''''ËX++++qr 1111V. Some of t h e
abovementioned words may result from a merger with N *t''''Ër[V]yV
'⇑ ' .
2423. *t''''or?V 'fresh, new, young, young animal, child' >  HS: WS
*√t'r? >  Ar tœari?- 'recent, fresh', √tœr? (pf. tœaru?a, ip. ya-tru?-u) v. ' b e
fresh, juicy', Mh t'E≤ray? 'wet, damp, fresh', Hrs t‰rï? 'fresh', Jb C/E
≤t'e≤ri? 'fresh (food)'; with the loss of root-final *?: Ar √tœrw/y (p f .
tœaruwa ≠ tœariya) v. 'be quite fresh, freshly plucked', tœarïy- ' f resh ,
recent', BHb *t'a2≤rï (attested: f. eI!r%y6 t'´rï≤ya2), MHb ir%y1 t5a2≤r° ' f resh ' ,
Ug t5ry 'fresh food', Sr t5arru2n-a2 'recens', Gz t'´ra2y 'raw, crude'; ?
BHb Mr#y3 ≤t'ErEm 'not yet', 'noch nicht' (“ * 'earlier', cp. EpHb bt5rm
'before') ¶ HJ 43O, KB 363, KBR 379, BDB #2961, A #1125, OLS 481, Fr.
III 45, 54, BK II 65, 8O, Ln. 1852, Hv. 428, 432, Br. 289, L G 598, Jo. M
411, Jo. J 279, Jo. H 13O  ? B *√trr 'new' >  Si {La.} a-tra4r (pl. tra4r-
´n, f. ta-tra4r-t), Skn {Sarn.} trïr (pl. trïr-´t), Nf {CM} a-trar (pl. ta-
trar-´t), Awj {Par.} atra2r (pl. tra2r-´n) 'new' ¶ La. S 163, 266, Sarn.
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22, Prd. 17O || K: OG t'arig-i 'lamb' (Joh. 1.36), G t'arig-i 'yearling
lamb, sacrifice lamb' ¶ Ser. 153, Chx. 1329 || IE: NaIE *torno- ' young
man, young animal', *t{e}ru-no- 'young', *torm-/ *tr=m- id. (× NaIE *ter-,
teru- 'delicate, weak' <  N *t''''ar[V]Ó{u6666} 'delicate, thin', q.v.) >  OI
≤tarun5a- 'young, delicate, fresh', Av tauruna- 'young, boy', Oss I
ta4r‰n ≠ t‰r‰n, Oss D ta4rna 'boy'; OI tarn5a-, tarn5aka- 'calf, young
animal' »» Lt tarﬁnas 'servant' (“  *'young man') »» Arm †o®n t≈or2n
(gen. †o®in t≈or2in) 'grandson', †arm t≈aRm 'young, fresh, green' »»
pAl {O} *trima >  Al trim 'grown man; brave\valorous man, hero', †
'warrior' »» Gt †arihs  (= }agrafoß) 'ungewalkt, neu (vom Tuch)' (P: “
'fresh') ¶ M E I 632, M K I 483-6, P 1O7O-1, Ab. III 28O, Frn. 1O6O-1, O
464, Slt. 3O4-5, Fs. 49O, ≠ EI 490 || U: FU (att. in BF) *°to2re 'fresh, r a w '
>  F tuore? 'fresh', Es toores 'raw, crude; unripe, green', Lv tuo\r¥zò
'green, raw' ¶ SK 14O9-1O, Kt. 441 || A {DQA} *tæo2!rV 'young animal,
child' >  T [1] NaT *tæo[:]ru+î 'young', ¿*t[æ]or 'calf' >  Tk ∆  {SDD} toru
'young' (of a man, tree), Slr torî 'foal', Chg {Rl.} tor 'calf'  [2] NaT
*tæo2rum 'young camel' >  OT torum id., MT [IM] torum 'suckling young
camel', Tk torun  '2-year-old camel', Tk ∆  {SDD} torum 'young camel ' ,
Tkm to2rum, Tv dòorum 'camel in its 2nd year'; T ı M: WrM torum,
HlM torom  'young camel in its 2nd year', WrO {Krg.} toro2m, torom,
Kl {KRS} tor´m 'a two-year-old camel'  [3] NaT *tæo[:]run 'grandchild' >
Osm {Rh.}, Tk torun, Kr torun ≠ torîn 'grandchild', VTt turun 'g rea t -
great-grandchild'  [4] NaT *t[æ]o[:]rpak 'calf in its 2nd year' >  Chg [MA]
torpaq {Pp.} 'three-year-old calf', {Shch.} ¿ 'calf in its 2nd year', Q z q
torpaq 'yearling calf', Qrg torpoq, StAlt torboq, Xk torbaX 'calf in its 2 n d
year', ET to(r)paq 'heifer in its 2nd year'; ds. (?): Brb torbo˝îs7 'big calf ' ,
Yk torbos 'calf', ? Qrg toropoy 'young pig'  [5] NaT *tæo[:]ray 'child,
young pig' >  Qmq toray 'child', Tf tæoray 'yearling bear', and possibly
Qrg toray 'young wild pig', Qzq, Qq, Nog toray 'young pig '
(Qzq/Qq/Nog/Qrg toray are likely to be influenced by or bo r rowed
from M) ¶¶ SDD III 1345-6, Cl. 549, DTS 578, IS AD 42 [#29], Rs. W
491, Shch. Zh 1O2, 1O6-7, 125-6, Rl. III 1179-8O, 1183, 1189-9O, Rh.
6O7, TvR 174, Pp. MA 126, BT 154, BIG 233, KRPS 539, MM 35O, KrkR
649, NogR 358, Tn. SJ 517, Pek. 2736, Ra. 235, MED 827, Krg. 5O9, KRS
5O8  M *toruyi 'young pig' >  WrM torui 'suckling pig', HlM toroj
id., 'young yak', Oyr, Brt toroy 'young pig', Kl {Rm.} tora4 'young wild
pig' ¶ KW 4O1, MED 827, Ra. 235  ?σ NrTg *toro-kï+u4∏ 'boar' >  Ewk
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Urm/Ucr/Z torokï, Neg torokï3; Tg ı Yk {Pek.} toroku ≠ toroXu ' b o a r ' .
An alt. possibility is that the source lge. is Yk ı Ewk, Neg, but this is
less plausible for two reasons: [1] Neg and Ewk Urm are spoken i n
regions outside any contact with Yk (namely, on the Middle and Low
Amur and on the Amgun), while Yk has a strong Tg substratum, [2] Ewk,
Neg torokï≠-kï3 are explainable within Tg as ds. with the sx. of animal
names -kï (Ewk tuksakï, Neg toksakï3 'hare') ¶ Vas. 761, Pek. 2741 ¶ ¶
Shch. Zh 125-6, Pek. 2741 ¶¶ DQA #2446 (A *tæo2!rV 'young animal') ¶ ¶
The pA vw. length with an acute (>  vw. length in T and shortness of t h e
vw. in Tg) goes back to a compensatory lengthening caused by a n
additional element after the vw. or the following cns. within the N w o r d
|| D *°tar- child' > Kn taruvali 'boy, girl', taral5e 'girl'; the D w o r d
may have been influenced by OI tarun5a  'young, fresh, tender' ¶ cp. D
#2817; w  also M K I 483 ˚ D *a still needs explaining ˚ The length o f
the vw. in T and FU is explained by complementary lengthening
connected with the loss of N *? . It is possible that the pN
reconstructions *t''''ar[V]Ó{u6666} 'delicate, thin' and *t''''or?V 'fresh, new,
young, young animal, child' represent the same pN etymon (if t h e
difference between vowels of the first syll. can be explained away) ˚
Blz. SNE I 243 [#1O] (equates S and FU with IE *ter-).
2424. *t''''or{Vh}a 'to pass over; through' >  IE: [1] IE *terx-/*trex- ( =
*trexÅ- with an a-coloured lr.) v. 'pass over, cross' > NaIE *ter´-/*tra2- >
OI ≤tarati, ti≤rati 'crosses\passes over, overcomes, surpasses' ( p p .
tïr≤nah5, tu2r≤tah5), Av tar-, taurv- 'overcome', OPrs viy-a-
tarayam 'ich überquerte', Blc tarag 'umwenden', KhS bi-tar- v.
'cross' »» L tra2ns  'through' (originally an active prtc. of the verb *tra2-
v. 'cross, pass over', cp. in-tra2- 'enter'), Um TRAF, TRAHAF, tra
'through', TRAHVORFI ' t ransverse_ ' »» ? OHG derh ' pe r tusus ,
perforated' (× N *t''''u 6 666rÓa4444 'to bore, to drill'); AnIE: Ht tarh-, tarhu-
'siegen, mächtig sein, können', (with the pc. -za) 'besiegen, bezwingen,
überwinden'   [2] NaIE *ter[´]- 'hindurch, über … weg' >  OI {MW}
ti≤rah5 adv. 'across, beyond, over', Av tar´2, taro2 adv. seitwärts', OI
tiras prep. 'through', Av taro2 id., OPrs ta[ra], Phl tar ' across ,
through' »» OIr tar  'über … hinaus', W trim-uceint '3O' ('a decade
over 2O'); NaIE {P} *°trey >  OIr (a proclitic with phonetic shor tening)
tri, tre, OW trui, MW trwy, drwy, OBr trei, tre, MBr, Br, Crn
dre 'through', W tra 'extremely, very, over' ¶¶ But IE *term-
'boundary-mark, end' (>  Gk te1rma, -atoß 'end, boundary ' ,  L termen,
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termo2 [gen. termo2nis], terminus 'boundary-mark, limit,
boundary' »» MHG drum 'Endstück, Ende', Ht tarma- 'Nagel, Pflock,
Stift', Lw {Lar.} tarmi- 'clou') is unlikely to belong here, as suggested
by the absence of the lr. (present in IE *terx- >  Ht tarh-) ¶¶ P 1O74-6,
EI 229 (*terh€- 'bring across, overcome'), Hamp AIEW 15O, M K I 48O,
5O3, M E I 629-32, 646-7, Bai. 128, 282, MW 447, WH II 671-2, 7OO,
Bc. G 349, Vn. T  28-9, YGM-1 412, 42O, Flr. 319, Fs. 488, Kb. 151, OsS
1OO, 119, EWA II 6O4-5, 879-82, Lx. 33, Ho. 364, Ho. S 79, Frd. HW
213, Ts. E III 157-7O, 185-9 || ?s amb K *°t'ar- >  G {Chx.} t'ar- ' e twas
durchführen', v-i-t'ar-eb (ft. ga-v-i-t'ar-e) 'sich mit etw. durchbohren ' ,
ga-t'ar- 'carry \ lead \ transport through (some place)' ¶ Chx. 1327-8 ,
DCh. 272, 1215 ¶ The G √  (if a valid cognate) is likely to go back to a
coalescence of several ancient roots, whence the other meanings of t'ar-
: 'führen, bringen, tragen' (× N *t''''aÂV 'to drag, to pull'), ' f ahren ,
reiten' || U: FV *tora(-ksV) 'across (quer)' >  pLp {Lr.} *tO2re2s id.,
'transversal (querliegend)' > Lp: N {N} doares, S {Hs.} doaºres, L {LLO}
taº —re2s, Kld {SaR} tu´res∆ tu¢er4es4 'across' ('querüber') »» pMr {Ker.}
*tu2r¥-ks > Er troks, turks, Mk torks 'through, across' »» Chr: L torew
to≤res7, H {Ep.} tor´w 'across', H {Rm.} ≤tores7 'die Breite; quer über' ¶
UEW 799, Lr. #1281, Lgc. #7973, Hs. 445, SaR 363, Ker. II 171, Rm. BT
148, MRS 582, Ü 2O7, Ep. 119 || D *tu2rÀ- ({†GS} *t-) v. 'enter, pene t ra te
(a hole)' (× N *duri 'go, walk'??) >  Tm NA tu2r v. 'enter', Kn tu2r3u v.
'enter, enter a hole as a mouse, go through a hole or eye as a th read ,
penetrate, pierce', Tl tu2r3u ≠ du2r3u to enter, penetrate', Gnd turrv- v.
'thrust into', dorra2na 2 v. 'penetrate', Ku du2h- v. 'pierce, go right th rough ' ,
Krx turd- v. 'pass through a narrow aperture, fall through a hole, o o z e
out', Mlt tuTr-kat ße v. 'pass through a place, pass through (as an a r r o w ) '
¶¶ D #3399(a) || HS: AdS  of Dhl {EEN} t†a2r- v. 'pierce, spear' (<  N
*tu4444ÂV or *tuÂÉ 'pierce') ¶ E SC 169 [#7], EEN 8 ˚  IS MS 357 (*turÿ
'protykat∆ '), IS SS 321 (in both papers A is equated with D) ˚ The N
lrs.\uvulars yielding Ht h  are *h , *X , *˝ , *9 , and *q . If both the K a n d
the Ht cognates are valid, the only possible N lr. is *h (that yields z e r o
in K), and subsequently D *-rÀ- (the reg. reflex of the N intervocalic *-r-
) points to the presence of a N vw. after *-r-  ˚ Cf. also N *t''''ËÂK''''V
'pierce through; through' (any etymological connection?) ˚ ≠ Gr. II
#124 (*teru 'edge') (IE {WP, P} *ter-mn= 'Grenzpfahl' [obviously der ived
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from *ter- 'hinübergelangen', cf. P 1O74-5] ÷ err. FU *tera4 ' cut t ing
edge' and A *tæerpo  'big cutting instrument' ÷  J and Gil).
2425. *t''''ar{iÓ}V 'open, bald' >  U: FU *tarV(-) 'open' ( 'öf fnen,
offen') >  Chr: H tara-s7 {Ep.} vt. 'move apart', {Rm.} taras7 ' ausbrei ten,
auseinander sperren', {MRS} ≤tara-s7 id., vt. 'to separate, to move away' ,
L to≤raw id., to≤ra 'far away', 'far' adj., E {Ps.} tora 'weit, fern' » Prm
*tar- >  Z Le {SZ} taral- 'open wide (one’s eyes), stare' »» Hg † ta1r
'open', ta1r-  v. 'open' ¶ UEW 51O, SZ 365, LG 278, MF 614-5, MRS 5 6 3 ,
581-2, Ep. 115, Rm. BTS 142, PsS 143 || A *tæar1V 'bald', 'not covered
with vegetation' >  T *tæar1- 'bald', 'not covered with hair\vegetation' >
OT taz ({Cl.} ta2z) 'bald', Chg, MQp taz, OOsm XIV daz id., Tk daz ' ba ld ,
balding', 'not covered with vegetation' (land), 'arid argillaceous l and
without vegetation (takyr )', Az daz, Kr taz, StAlt, Xk tas 'bald, balding;
bald spot', Tv tæas 'bald, balding, not covered with vegetation', {TvR}
dazyr dòazîr, {IS} dòa<zîr 'land without vegetation, VTt, Nog, Qq, ET taz,
Bsh taÎ, Uz tåz 'tetter, scabby', Qzq id., 'bald', Slr taz 'ba ld-headed
man'; T ı  Kl {Rm.} tar 'glatzig, kahl, schlecht behaart' ¶ IS AD 41 [#5],
Cl. 57O ¶¶ IS AD 5O, Rs. W 467, TL 671-2, TrR 212, TvR 143, 4O8, Hüs.
95, BT 144, BIG 22O, TatR 5O8, MM 327, Nj. 274, UzR 44O, Tn. SJ 5O6,
KW 38O, ADb. Ttd 58 [#1] (assumes that there may be a neutral izat ion
of *tæ ↔ *t… in *ÇVÆz-roots)  M *taraqay 'bald' >  MM [HI] {Lew.}
taraXai\, {Ms.} taraqai\ 'bald', [IM] {Pp.} tar˝a[y] 'balding, bald', [MA]
{Pp.} tara˝ai\ 'tetter, scab', WrM {Kow., Gl.} taraqai 'galeux, mangy
(weludivyj )'; M ı Yk tara˝ay 'bald, balding' ı Ewk tara˝ay id. ¶
KW 38O, Lew. II 77, Ms. H 99, Pp. MA 341, 447, Kow. 1663, Gl. III 7 5 ,
STM II 164  pKo {S} *tÄi\- >  NKo ta4-m´⁄ri 'a bald head' ¶ S QK # 8 4 8 ,
MLC 426 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2352 (A *tæer1o 'bald', including T, M, Ko) || D ( i n
SD) *tarÀ- ({†GS} *t-) 'bald' >  Tm tar3ai\ v. 'be(come) bald', Kt tarv-
'(head) becomes bald', Td tarÀ- v. 'become bald', tarÀ madß 'bald head', Kn
tar3at5a, tarat5a, tarat5u 'baldeness; bald'; D ı Mrt tartße2
'baldness' ¶ D #3145 ˚  D *-rÀ- points to a N intervoc. *-r- . T *-r1- i s
probably from *-ry- < N *-riÓ- ˚ IS MS 347 lysyj  t5arÿ, IS SS 3 1 8
[#1.19] (A [T, M], D), ≠ BmK 298-3OO (an unc. attempt to equate FU
tara-  v. 'open' with roots of other lgs., such as IE *st[≈]er- v. 'spread', S
√wtr v. 'stretch', Tm ta2r3r3- v. 'winnow', M tara-, and Sum tar v.
'disperse'; cp. N *t '''' a r 1111ÙV 'throw, disperse, scatter').
2426. *t''''ar[V]Ó{u6666} 'delicate, thin' >  IE: NaIE *ter-, *teru- 'delicate,
weak' >  Gk te1rhn 'smooth, soft, delicate', Gk [Hs.] te1ry : a>s†ene1ß, lepto1n
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({F} 'zart, schwach') »» Sbn terenum ntr. 'soft' and possibly L tener
'tender, delicate, soft' (mt. induced by tenuis  'thin'?) ¶ P 1O7O-1, F II
879, 883, WH II 665, Pln. II 8O, 593, 724, ≠ EI 49O || A: NaT *t[æ]a2r
'narrow (eng, schmal)' (“ 'thin') >  OT {Cl.} tæa2r 'narrow, constr ic ted,
confined', Tk dar, Tkm da2r, ∆  ta2r 'narrow', Az, Ggz, XT dar, ET ta(r),
Uz tor tår, VTt, Bsh, Qzq, Qrg, StAlt, Xk tar, Yk ta2r, tu¢or, Xlj {DT} ta2r,
Tv tæar, Tf dòar 'narrow (eng, schmal)' ¶ IS AD 41 [#13], Cl. 528, Rs. W
463, Rl. III 835-6, Ra. 169, DT 197, ADb. Ttd 61 || D *ta2rÀ- ({†GS} *t-) v.
'be thin\lean' >  Ml ta2r3uka v. 'become thin, droop', Kt targ ar`- v.
'become lean' (ar `- v. is 'happen'), Td to;x- v. 'become lean\slender', Kn
{Km.} ta2r3u v. 'wither, become emaciated', Tu targod5A 'leanness', ?
tarun5t5u v. 'shrivel', OTl {Km.} ta2r3u v. 'diminish, be reduced', Tl
{BE} ta2r3u ≠ ta2ru v. 'fall away in flesh, become lean' ¶¶ D #3192, Km.
388 [#592] ˚ The long vw. in T suggests the presence of s o m e
additional element in the N word. It was most probably a lr. The loss o f
the lr. in the NaIE cognate is due to its prevocalic position. D *-rÀ- ( f r o m
the N intervoc. *-r- ) points to a vw. between N *r  and *Ó . It is qu i te
possible that the N words *t''''or?V 'fresh, new, young, young animal,
child' and *t''''ar[V]Ó{u6666} are etymologically connected (if the difference
between vowels of the first syll. can be explained away) ˚ Blz. SNE 2 4 3
[#1O] (equates IE *ter- with the S and FU representatives of N *t''''or?V
'⇑'), ≠ BmK 28O (IE *ter-, Eg {Budge} •tr v. 'be weak' [actually tr ' s th .
bad, polluted' and try.t 'Schlechtes, Böses', w  EG V 317]).
2427. € *t ''''u 6 666rÓa 4444 'to bore, to drill' >  IE *teré8- / *treé8- id. >  NaIE *ter´-
/ *tre2- id. >  Gk ti1trhmi, titra1v, tetrai1nv 'bore through, perforate', f t .
trh1sv; trhto1ß 'perforated, with a hole in it', trh6ma 'hole', tere1v ( a o r .
}etore) 'bore through, pierce', to1rmoß 'hole'   +exts.: [1] *truÓ-p- >  Gk
try2pa1v 'bore, pierce through', try@ph 'hole'; [2] ? pGmc *Tr-el- >  MLG,
MHG, NHG drillen 'bohren' ¶ P 1O71-4, F II 885, 937, EWA II 6O4-5,
KM 143 || D: *tura ({†GS} *t-) v. 'bore, drill' >  Tm tura v. ' tunnel ,
bore', turuvu v. 'bore, drill', Kn turi, turuvu v. 'hollow, b o r e ,
drill', Tu turipini, turipuni, turupuni v. 'bore, perforate', Kui
trupka (<  *truk-p-) v. 'bore, pierce', Krx tu2r- v. 'pierce th rough ,
perforate' ¶¶ D #3339 ˚ In the light of the D cognate it can b e
supposed that IE *teré8- goes back probably to pre-IE **teu\ré8- (s e e
Introduction,  2.4, AD NGIE, and AD NVIE). IE *truÓ-p- is likely to g o
back to pre-IE **turÓ-p- (mt.) ˚ Qu., because it is hard to b e
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distinguished from para- and homonymic words or roots with r a t h e r
similar meanings (such as N *tu4444ÂV or *tuÂÉ 'pierce'). An al t .
tentative comparison: OHG derh (< IE °*tVrk+k8?) ÷  S: Ar tœarq ' coup ' ,
√tœrq G  'frapper' (BK II 75-7).
2427a. *t''''o 6 666rÙV 'long, large, far' > HS: S *°√t'rH > Ar tœaraH- ' r e m o t e
place, lieu éloigné', adj. tœaraH- 'éloigné', tœirH- 'endroit éloigné', mitœraH-
'long' (of a spear, bois de la lance) ¶ BK II 67-8, Hv. 428-9  LEC {Bl.}
*d'er- ≠ *d'e2r- 'long, tall' >  Af dßer-, Sml dße2r, Or d'e2!r-a?, Kns, Gdl d'er-, Rn
dße2^r, Arr d'e2r-a! (f. d'e2r-i!) id., Kns d'e2r-a 'tall person', Sml. dßer-a2d- ' b e c o m e
long\tall', dße!r-er- 'length', Elm d'e2r-id'a, Dsn d'er 'long, tall, deep' ¶ Bl.
1O9, 314, To. DL 494, PG 93, Hw. A 354 || A: M *turu9 > MM [S] {H}
turuh 'far', WrM turu9, HlM turag 'size, breadth, height', 'big,
huge' (of animals) ¶ H 155, MED 844  T {Cl.} **t…ur- ı [1] T *t…urk
'the length (of sth.) '  > OT {Cl.} turq id., Qz tu"rqî 'length', Qrg turq
'length (of sth.)', Tv dòur9u 'the whole' (of time) (e.g. ertem dòur9u ' t h e
whole evening'), Tf dòurhu 'the whole' (of time)., 'distance (equal t o
…)', Chv t¥r¥x 'environs, along', 'piece of linen at full length (xolst vo
vs√ dlinu )'   [2] Tv dòurt 'length' ¶ Cl. 537, Ra. 176, Jud. 769, TvR
184 || D *to2ra > Kn to2ra 'bigness, largeness', to2ritu 'that which is
big', to2rida  'a big man', Tl to2ramu  'thick, stout, large', Tu to2ra id.;
stoutness, thickness', Kui tro2Z >a v. 'grow in body' ¶¶ D #3557.
2428. *t''''ar[V]yi 'to rub' > HS: S *°√t'rr ≠ (?) *°√t'ry > Ar √tœrr vt. G
'whet (a knife)'; ? Ak t5eru6 'einreiben, massieren; tief eindringen'; th is
Ak verb belongs here only if the primary meaning is 'rub in' rather t h a n
'tief eindringen' ¶ Sd. 1388, BK II 64, Hv. 428 || IE: NaIE *teri-/*trei\-
≠ *ter- v. 'rub' > Gk tei1rv v. 'rub hard', tri1bv v. 'rub' »» L tero2, -e"re
(pfc. tr°vi, sup. tr°tum) 'rub, wear away' »» Clt: Brtt {RE}
*tera2wïmi ' rub '  >  OBr toreusit (3s p. of *torau\ 'to rub'), Br
taravat  'to rub (trotter)', ?σ MW tereu  (3s tery), W taro 'to h i t '
»» Sl *ter-ti / 1s prs. *tÁr-oß v. 'rub' > ChS tr8ti tre7-ti / t6r0 tÁr-
o<,  R te≤ret∆ / tru, P trzec1 / tre<, OCz tr7ieti, Cz tr7i1ti / tru ≠
tr7u , SCr tr òti / tre•m ≠ ta òre2m id. » Lt tri~nti / trinu~, Ltv trI2t
/  trinu ≠ trin>u v. 'rub'  NaIE *treu\[Ó]- 'rub' > Gk try1v 'rub o u t ,
wear out' »» ChS {Mikl., Srz.} tr7ti trûti 'tri1bein, to rub' ¶ P 1O71-
2 (does not distinguish this √  from IE *ter´- v. 'bour, drill' <  N *t''''u 6 666rÓa4444
'to bore, to drill'), EI 49O (*ter(i)- 'rub, turn', *treu\(Ó)- 'rub away,
wear away'), F II 865, WH II 472-3, RE 124, Frn. 1124-5, Vs. IV 47, Glh.
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641, Mikl. L 1OO8, Srz. III 1O15 || A *tæarV- v. 'scratch' > T *t[æ]ara- v.
'comb, rake' >  OT {Cl.} tara- v. 'comb (the hair, etc.)', Osm {Rh.}
œM"r6 tara-(maq) v. 'comb, hackle, rake, harrow', Tk tara- v t .
'comb, hackle, card, rake', Ggz, Qrg, QK tara-, Az, XT dara- v. ' c o m b ,
rake', Tkm dara-, VTt, Bsh, Qmq, Nog, Qq tara-, Tv, Tf {ADb.} dòîra-, Chv
L tura- tura- v. 'comb, hackle', Qzq, Kr, StAlt, Uz, Xk tara-, Slr X {Tn.}
t…ara2-, ET tari-, Yk tara2- v. 'comb', Slr Ul t…arî- vt. 'rake (ubirat∆
grablåmi)';Ï *t[æ[argak 'a comb, a hackle' (Cl.: “ ' constant ly
combing') >  OT/MQp {Cl.} taraq, Chg {Cl.} tara˝ ≠ taraq, MT XIV [IM]
taraq ≠ daraq, OXwT tar˝aq, ET tar˝aq ≠ ta˝aq, StAlt taraq, Yk tara2X ' a
comb', Osm {Rh.} Œ"r6 taraq 'a comb, a rake, a hackle', Tk tarak ' a
comb, a rake', Ggz tarak, Az darag dara9, Tkm daraq, VTt, Bsh, Nog,
Qq, QK taraq, Kr taraq ± taraX ± tarak, Chv L tura tura 'a comb, a
hackle', Qmq taraq id., 'harrow', ?s Az Nx taraX, Slr A t…araX 'wooden
comb', Qzq taraq, Qmn taraq ≠ daraq, Uz taråq, Xk tar˝aX, Tv, Tf
dòîr˝aq 'a comb', Qrg taraq 'weitzähniger Kamm', at taraq ' horse-comb ' ,
Yk tara2X n. 'comb, harrow'; (× T *tæîrmaq 'harrow'): ET tarmaq n .
'harrow' (× tarmaq 'twig'), Xk tarbas-ta- v. 'harrow; rake (hay)' ¶ The
vw. *-î- in Tv and Tf is due to the infl. of the reflexes of T *tîrNaq
'fingernail, claw' (>  Tv, Tf dòîr˝aq id.) ¶ In some lgs. there may have
been mutual infl. of this root and pT *t[æ]ara-  v. 'seed, till (the soil)' ¶ IS
AD 41 [#19], Cl. 532, 539, TL 465-8, Rl. III 837, Rh. 1235, TrR 827-8 ,
GRM 459, Hüs. 98, AzDDL 372, TkR 246, Tn. SJ 5O2, Ra. 179, TvR 1 9 4 -
5, TatR 517-8, BR 5O7-8, KumRS 3O5, KRPS 514, MM 333, NogR 3 3 5 ,
Jud. 7O6, BT 122, B DLT 2O2, B DK 251, UzR 4O7-9, BIG 218, Nj. 273-4 ,
278, Pek. 2564-8, Jeg. 259, Fed. II 25O-1, ADb. Ttd 63 [#19] (believes
that t- in Tk tara- is due to the infl. of tarak and reconstructs t h e
verb as *t…ara-)  M *tarmu- d. v. 'rake, (“ ) to scratch' >  WrM
tarmu- {Kow.} 'entasser le foin en râtelant', {MED} v. 'rake (as hay) ' ,
HlM, Brt tarma- id., Kl Ö {Rm.} tarma- 'kratzen, zusammenraffen' ¶
MED 781, KW 381, Gl. III 87, Chr. 415, Kow. 1681|| D: [1] D *tar-
({†GS} *t-) v. 'rub two pieces of wood for fire, (‘ ) churn ( a s
buttermilk)' >  OTl tar(u)cu, traccu 'rub two pieces of wood f o r
fire, churn', Tl tari- adj. 'pertaining to churning', Prj terib-/ terit- v.
'churn' ¶¶ D #3O95, Km. 378 [#541] | [2] (in SD) *tar`- ({†GS} *t-) v.
'rub, abrade, wear away' >  Ml tar›ayuka, Kn tal5e v. 'be worn o u t ,
rubbed (as a rope)', Ml tar›ekka v. 'rub down, grind (as sandal)', Tu
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tarepuni v. 'grind, rub', tareyuni, tarevuni v. 'be rubbed off, ab rade ,
wear away', ∆  talßepun`a v. 'rub' ¶ D #3114 ¶¶ The origin of *-r`- of t h e
latter D √  and the relation between both D roots are still to b e
investigated. It may be supposed that here D *-r`- goes back to **-ry- <
N *-r[V]y- , while in another (accentual?) context N *-r[V]y- gave r i se
to D *-r- ˚ IS MS 368 (*t5arÿ 'rub' > IE, A [M, T], D, S) ‘  BmK 279 (IE,
D + •÷  Sum tar v. 'be distressed, troubled') and 3OO (D- A).
2429. *t ''''ir[y]V 'to turn, to bend, to twist' (trans.) >  HS : B *√dœrn  (× N
*t''''u 4 444 ++++ur 1111i 'to turn round, to surround, to enclose') >  Ah, ETwl, Ty ´dœr´n
'(se) tourner, changer de direction; tordre', Fgg dœr´n 'renverser', Gd
Edœr´n id,. 'retourner', Wrg ´dœr´n 'retourner, se retourner sens dessus
dessous; virer, renverser, Mz ´dœr´n '(se) tourner, changer de direct ion ' ,
Izd mdœ´rœrœa 'se retourner' ¶ Fc. 285, GhA 33, Lf. II #O357, Dlh. Ou 6 7 ,
Dlh. M 41, NZ 487-9  ?σ S: Ar √tœryn (pf. tœaryana) 'être mêlé, brouillé,
être en confusion; être troublé' ¶ BK II 8O  ? C: Ag: Bln {R} terir-
'sich drehen'  ? ECh (partially × N *t''''u 4 444 ++++ur 1111i '⇑ '): EDng {Fd.} tu~rku~
'palissade en paille tresseé (entourant l’enclos familial)', Jg {J} tork
'Zaun' / pl. torage  (≡σ : R pleten∆ 'wattle-fence' ÿ plesti 'plai t ,
wattle'), Mgm {JA) to!ro!ko! 'clôture de la case', as well as possibly Bdy
{AlJ} ti@rpo~ (pl. ti@ra!p) '∈ palissade' and Mgm {JA} ti~rpo~ (pl. te!rre~ppi~)
'clôture, haie' ¶ J J 117, J LM 188, JA 13O, Fd. 172, AlJ 12O || K: G
{Chx.} t'rial- 'sich (im Kreis) drehen', t'rial-i 'Drehung, Umdrehung' ¶
Chx. 1362-6, DCh. 1226 || IE *ter-, *ter-kW- 'turn (round)': [1] NaIE
*ter- >  Gk kyklo-terh1ß 'made round by turning', to1rnoß ' carpenter’s
tool for drawing a circle' (ı L tornus id. Ï L torna2- 'turn in a
lathe, make round' >  LtL torna2-  v. 'turn') »» L teres, -etis ' r ounded ,
well-turned, {WH} 'länglichrund, glattrund' (×  IE *ter- 'reiben' t h rough
the semantic interpretation of the word as 'glattgerieben'? - w P 1 O 7 1 )
»» OSx thra2ian, OHG dra2en, NHG drehen, MDt draeyen, D t
draaien 'to turn, to rotate', AS Îra2wan 'to twist' »» Clt: W, Crn, Br
tro n. 'turn', Ï : W troi, OBr tro(u)-im, MBr treiff, troeiff, Br
trein%  'to turn'  [2] IE *ter-kW- >  L torque2- vt. 'twist, wind, wrench '
»» Gk }atraktoß 'spindle' »» OI tar≤kuh5 id., nis5-t5ar≤kya- ' au fd rehbar '
(√tark-  'drehen') »» AS ÎrA2stan  'turn, twist, writhe' »» Pru tarkue
'Riemen zum Binden am Pferdegeschirr' » Sl *tork¥ > OR torok5
torokË, R, Uk torok 'strap behind the saddle for fastening load ' ,
SCr, Sln tra•k 'strip, ribbon, strap',  Blg † trak , Cz †, Slk trak  ' s t r ap ' ,
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P troki ' s t raps '  »» pAl {O} *terka >  Al tjerr (aor. ≤torra), Al {Kf.}
tierr ≠ tier ≠ tir (aor. tora) v. 'spin' »» Tc B ta4rk- 'twist a r o u n d '
 ?σ Ht tarku- v. 'dance' (if f rom vi. 'turn, se tourner', as suggested
by Bn., rather than akin to Gk tre1cv 'run', as supposed by Lar.) ¶ P
1O71-2, EI 572 (*terk(W)- 'twist'), F I 18O and II 44, 913-4, WH II 67O,
692-4, RE 141 (Brtt *trogïmi 'turn'), Kb. 164, EWA II 747-5O, Ho. 3 6 8 ,
Ho. S 78, Vr. N 131, M K I 485, M E I 633, Tr. 314, En. 263, Vs. IV 8 5 ,
Srz. III 982, Glh. 635, Ma. CS 533, O 457, Kf. 355, Ç II 184-5, 47O, Wn.
5O3, Ad. 294-5, Ts. E III 178-8O, Bn. HI 125 || D {Pf.} *tïr- / *tir-V
({†GS} *t-) >  Tm tiri v. 'turn, revolve, be twisted', Ml tiri 'a t u r n ,
twist, wick', tiriyuka  v. 'turn round', Kt tiry- v. 'change in nature f o r
the worst', tirg-  vi. 'turn, return', Td tÈry-  vt. 'twist', tÈrx- vi. 'turn', Kn
tiri v. 'turn round', Kdg tir- id., Tu tirn$guni v. 'turn, rever t ,
revolve', Tl tiri 'a twist, turn', Klm, Nkr tirg- vi. 'turn, wander', Png
tirk- v. 'writhe', Gnd tiri- v. 'revolve', Knd tiri- v. 'be twisted', Ku
tir`vali v. 'turn round', Krx tïr- v. 'turn on one's heels', ter´m- v. ' ro l l
up' ¶¶ D #3246, Pf. 32 [#153] ¶¶ D *-r- (rather than *-rÀ-) points to a N
cns. cluster, e.g. *-ry-  (as suggested by Ar √tœryn and G t'rial-) || ??σ A
*tæir... 'elbow' >  T {Md.} *tæiÆrs(g)ek ≠ (× *tïr1 'knee') tæiÆr1se 'elbow' >
NaT *tæirsga4[:]k 'elbow' >  OT {Cl.} tirsga4∏k ± {ADb.} tirsa4k, MQp tirsa4k
≠ dirsa4k, XwT, Chg tirsa4k, Tkm tirTek, Nog, Qq, Qmq tirsek, ET ∆
tirsa4k, Uz tirsak, VTt tÁrsa4k, Bsh tÁrha4k, Tk dirsek, Ggz dirsek, XT
diÆrsek, Xlj {DT} tï'rsa4k, Az dirsa4k 'elbow', Az Qb dirsa4k 'camel’s h u m p ' ,
Slr tu4ssa4x ≠ tu4ssix 'elbow, knee', Qzq t¡rsek tiÆrsek {MM} 'shin', {TL}
'knee, inner side of the knee', Kü tirsa4k  'Kniekehle', Qrg tirsek 'achilles
tendon (tendo calconeus)', Xk tIrsek 'knee of the hind leg'; (×  NaT *t…iz
<  *t… u4 ∏r1 'knee' < N *t ''''u 4 444 ÷Vr 1111V  '[part of] leg' ['calf of leg', 'thigh', 'knee '?]) :
Tv dòiskek, Tf {Md.} tæiskek 'knee' »» Chv c7avsa ± c7avsavay ± c7asa
'elbow' ({Md.} < T *tæiÆr1se) (on the phonetic pre-history of c7avsa s e e
ADb. SR 166; it may be connected with pT ascending diphthongs, s e e
above Introduction, §  2.4.1) ¶ T {Md.} *tæiÆrs(g)ek with *r (rather t h a n
*r1 because of the precons. position [Hl.’s rule]) ¶ Cl. 553, Rs. W 481, TL
247-9, ADb. SR 47, 165-9,198-9, Sht. 21O, Hüs. 11O, AzDDL 192, MM
362, Jud. 738, DT 2O5, Tn. SJ 527, KumRS 317, Rl. III 1377, Ash. XV
125, 16O, Md. 77, 83, 179, ≈  Jeg. 362  Tg: [1] acc. to ADb., Tg *tiJa-
ki 'muscles of the forearm (antebrachium) and shin' > Ewk tiJakï ±
çiJakï 'calf (sura), muscle of the calf', Lm tIJIqI 'muscle, biceps; calf
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(sura)', Orc tiZ7aki 'calves of the legs', Ud teZ7a4'i, Ul c7IZ7a-pan, Nn Nh
c7IZ7akI 'calf (sura)' ¶ STM II 176  [2] ? Tg *°çirak (<  **tirak) 'span' >
Ewk çirak id. ('påd∆ ') ¶ STM II 399 ¶¶ ADb. SR 311 ˚ D *-r- ( r a t h e r
than *-rÀ-) points to a N cns. cluster, e.g. *-ry-  (as suggested by Ar
√tœryn and G t'rial-).
243O. *t''''Ër[V]yV 'litter, dirt, dust' > HS: S *°√t'rym 'spoiled water' >
Ar √tœrym D 'être gâtée, puante (eau)' ¶ BK II 8O  Ch: WCh: pNrBc
{Stl.} *{t'}Vr- 'dirt' > My {Sk.} ti!ri~, Kry {Sk.} tu!rku~ »» ECh: Ke {Eb.} t‰!rwa!,
Ll {Grgs.} ti@rwe! id. ¶ ChC, ChL, Stl. ZCh 253 [#71], Sk. NB 18, Eb. 98 
SC: Irq {MQK} te2ri, {E} teri 'dust', SC ı Mb ite!ri 'dust' ¶ E SC 17O,
MQK 1OO || K *m-t'wer- 'dust' >  OG mt5uer- 'dust, ashes', G mt'ver-
'dust, whirlwind of dust', Mg t'ver- 'dust', Lz mt'ver- 'dust, ashes', ? Sv
{K “ ?} t'wi- 'earth' ¶¶ K2 126, FS 223, E 244-5, ≈ K 138 || A: Tg: WrMc
toron {Z} 'dust (raised by the wind, or by walking people, animals,
vehicles)', {Hr.} 'aufgewirbelter Staub' ¶ Z 743, Hr. 918 || IE: NaIE
*(s)ter- 'filth, filthy liquid', v. stain, dacay' ('unreine Flüssigkeit;
besudeln; verwesen') (×  N *{c'''' 7 777 }{u}ÂV 'to soil, to stain; dirty' [q.v. ffd.]
and possibly N *c7777{i}ÂkV 'pus, rotten\filthy liquid' [q.v.]) || D *tur-,
*tur-k- ({†GS} *t-) 'rubbish, bits of straw' (× N *t''''oX++++qËryV o r
*t ''''ËX ++++ qr 1111V 'dirt; be dirty') >  Tm turumpu 'bits of straw, refuse s talks
as of sugar-cane', tura2l  'rubbish of dry leaves', Ml turumpu ' s t raw,
awn', Tu turumbu 'chaff, {BhK} 'chaff and waste', Tl tukku,
tukkud5u, Prj turri, Knd turÀi 'rubbish', Gdb tur 'weed, grass', Gnd tog
'dust, rubbish', Kui turki 'refuse heap, manure', Ku truki ± turki
'refuse' ¶¶ D #3346 ˚ K 2 126 equates GZ *mt'wer- 'dust, whurlwind o f
dust' with IE *twer-/*tur- 'turn, whirl' (P 11OO).
2431. *t ''''u 4 444ryV ¬ *t ''''uryÉ  or *t''''u 4 444r 1 111V ¬ *t''''ur1111É 'row, line; to string' >  HS:
[1] S *t'u2r-≠*t'urr- ≠*t'awr- 'row, (?) band' >  BHb ruy t'u2r 'row ( o f
building-stones, of jewels, etc.)', Ak t5urru 'Band, Knoten', ? Ar tœawr-
'a time (vicis, fois)' (tœawran ba÷da tœawrin 'une fois après l'autre'), ?
Mh/Hrs t 'awr  'a time, once', ? Mh m‰n t'awr 'sometimes', BHb Mir%uy ≠
Mir%y8 t'u2≤r-ïm 'course, row' (× N *t''''u 4 444 ++++ur 1111i 'turn round, surround' [q.v.])
 [2] with de-emphatization: S *turr- 'a string; turn, order' >  BHb r7T
≠ r&T to2r (pl. Mir7T to2≤rïm, pl. cs. ir4&T to2≥re2) 'string (of pearls, o f
pieces of gold\silver)', 'row', MHb r&T to2r 'rope' ({Dlm.} 'Schnur ,
Seil)', 'turn, order', Ug tr {KB “ DL} 'Band' (tr ärs5 w s7mm 'Band
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der Erde und des Himmels'), {OLS} 'timón, tiro (de carro)', JA [Trg.]
ar!&T to2≤r-a2 'rope', {Lv.} 'geflochtenes Seil', JEA ar!&T to2≤r-a2 ' l ine,
row', Ak turru 'Band, Knoten'; BHb *t'ï≤ra2 (attested cs. tr@iy5 t'ï≥rat3)
'encampment protected by a stone wall, row of stones (along the wall);
wall coping, battlement' ¶ KB 357-8, 1575, KBR 373-4, GB 275, 874, A
#28OO, DLS KTU 16 III 2, OLS 47O-1, Dlm. 44O, Js. 1656, Lv. T II 5 3 3 ,
Sl. 1199, BDB #29O5, BK II 118, Jo. M 413, Jo. H 131, Sd. 1397 (hyp.:
Ak t5urru ≠ turru π Sum, but the opposite direction of t h e
borrowing is more plausible) || IE: [1] NaIE *°twerya2 >  Gk seira1, Gk
Ep/I seirh1, Gk D shra1 'cord, rope, string, band' (? × IE *twer- v. ' c rea te ,
produce by plaiting, lay [a rope]' <  N *t''''or{u4444} ¬ *t''''or{yu4444} ' b r i ng \ come
into existence [create, make]' [q.v.])  [2] NaIE *°ster- 'stripe' (‘  ' r a y ' )
>  Ltv ∆  {ME} stars 'schmaler Streifen; quer ausstehender Ast', Ltv
star-s '(sun)ray, ray of light', biks7u stara 'trouser-leg', ∆  {ME}
stara 'Strich, Strecke; Ast, Zinke' »» Pokorny adduces Sl *stre7la
'arrow' and other (mainly Gmc) words representing IE *stre2l-, *stre2m-,
*streyb- , etc. and meaning 'arrow, 'ray', 'stripe', which is highly qu. ¶ F
II 687, ≠  P 11O1, P 1O28-9, ME III 1O45, 1O47, Kar. II 286-7 (does n o t
indicate any plausible cognates of Ltv stars, stara within IE) || A
*°tu4r1V ¬ *°tur1É >  T *t…u4r1-≠*t…ir1- vt. 'string (aufreihen, nanizyvat∆),
thread (a needle)' >  OT tiz- v. 'string (beads), arrange in a row', Chg
≥XV tiz- ≠ tu4z- id., MQp XV tiz- 'µa7aNa (arrange in order?)', Tk du4z-
'arrange', diz-  vt. 'string', Az du4z-, CrTt, Qry, Nog tiz-, Qzq t¡z- tiÆz-,
Alt tis-, Xk tIs- ≠ c7Is-, Ln tez- ≠ tu4z-, Tv dis- dòis-, Tf dòis…- v.
'string', Tkm du4z- id., 'fix (meat) upon a spit', Yk tis- v. 'thread a
needle', Chv tir- id., v. 'string', Qmq tu4z- 'arrange in a row', VTt tez-
tÁz-, Bsh tÁÎ-, ET, Uz tiz- id., v. 'string' ¶ Cl. 572, DTS 564, IS AD 39, ET
VGD 218-2O, Ra. 173, Jeg. 252, Rs. W 482, Ash. XIV 62-3, Jeg. 252, Fed.
II 235, BIG 319, ADb. Ttd 59 [#6] ¶¶ All proposed inter-Altaic
comparisons of this T root (with MKo c>îrî-ta! 'go the direct way' [S AJ
13, DQA #247], M *c>ir- 'straight' [DQA #247], and M *du4ru4- ' p u t \ s t i c k
into, insert' [IS AD 47]) are semantically unreliable. The loss o f
tenseness in the T initial cns. (*t…- for the expected *tæ-) is still puzzling
(infl. of some other T root or N word [e.g. N *tu4444ÂV or *tuÂÉ  ' t o
pierce, stick into', whence 'to thread a needle']?) ˚ Qu., because the T
√  is ambiguous and both IE recs. are based on one attested lge. each.
2431a. € *t ''''VÂ[V]bV 'inside of the body, belly' > HS: CS *√trb >  Ar
tarïb- 'chest', tarïb-(at-) {Ln.} 'part of the breast which is the place o f
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the collar\necklace', tarïba-t- {Hv.} 'uppermost part of the h u m a n
breast; ribs', Aram (× S *TVrb- > Ar {BK} Tarb- 'saindoux, axonge', {Hv.}
Tirb- 'fat of the intestines'): JA {Trg.} br@T6 t´≤rab3 ≠ bir4T6 t´≤re6b3 /
aB1r^T2 tar≤ba2, JEA aB1r^T2 tar≤ba2, Sr '∫o®¢a tar≤ba2 'abdominal fat' ¶
Ln. 3O1, 334, BK I 195, 221, Hv. 58, 68, Js. 1694, Lv. T II 557, Sl. 123O-
1, Br. 833-4 || IE: NaIE *°terb[≈]- > Sl *terb-/*trÁb- > Uk tereb, Scr
tr!ba  'belly', SCr tr!bonja  'a pot-bellied person'; (with the sx. *-ux¥ ≠
*-uxa): Sl *trÁbux¥ 'entrails (esp. as food)' > RChS trebux5
trebuxË, Blg t`rbux, Sln tre5!buh, Cz terboch, P trybuch,
terbuch, R trebuxa, Uk tribux id., SCr tr~buh id., 'belly', R ∆
trebux  'glutton' ¶ Vs. IV 96, Glh. 637.
2432. *t''''iÂga 'force, strength, effort' >  HS: S *°√trg ( d e -
emphatization *t' >  *t) >  Ar ∆yriTa tarïg7- 'violent, fort' (wind), ' fo r t ,
robuste' (person) ¶ Fr. I 188, BK I 195 || IE: NaIE *treg- v. 'be s t rong,
apply force\violence' (for **treg≈-  due to the pre-IE incompatibility law
ruling out emph. + vd. cns. in the same √ ) >  OIr tracht ' fo rce ,
Stärke', tre1n (< *treg-s-no-) 'strong', W trech 'stronger', Br trec&h
'winner' »» ON {Vr.} †rekr, †rek 'Kraft, Stärke, Ausdauer', †reka
'drängen, drücken', AS {Ho.} Îre>ce 'violence', Îracu ' p ressure ,
force, violence', OSx wa2pan-thre$ki {Ho.} 'Kraft', {P}
Waffentüchtigkeit' »» Ltv {ME} treksne 'Schlag, Stoß' ¶ WP I 755, P
1O9O, Vn. T  121, 235-6, Vr. 62O, ME IV 23O, Ho. 367-9, Sw. 183, Ho. S
78-9, 83 || U: FU (att. in ObU) *°ti[:]rV >  pObU {Ht.} *tïr '≈ force ,
violence' >  pVg *tïr >  Vg: N {Ht. after Mu.} te2re$N ' e ro ¡s ( s t rong) ,
kraftig', te2rp id., P {MK} te2riN, K {MK} te2re$N 'flink, schnell, wild'
(Vg K te2re$N vuot 'ein heftiger Wind', te2re$N lu2 'ein flinkes Pferd'),
LK/MK {Ht. after Kn.} te2rn´N e2ri 'Kriegslied', MK {WVD} te'e"r ({Kn.}
te$ \e `r) 'spirit' (esp. 'spirit of illness'); pOs *ta 4r´n  'evil spirit' >  Os: V/Vy
ta4r´n, Ty/D/K/O ta$r´n, Nz/Kz tar´n id. ¶ The loss of N *g is still to b e
elucidated ¶ Ht. 189 [#643], MK 642, WVD VII 38O || A *0tæigirV ( m t .
from N *t ''''iÂga?) 'strong, firm' >  M *c>iGira9 'strong, firm' >  WrM
cigira9 ≠ cigireg, HlM ¢ijr´g, Brt wiirag 'strong, robus t ,
powerful', Ord {Ms.} c7ïraq 'solide de corps', Mnr H {T} c7ira9 ' s t rong,
firm', {SM} c1æira9ò 'serré, qui ne lâche pas, sévère' ¶ MED 179, T 38O,
SM 456.
2433. € *t''''oÂga 'hold, prop up' > IE: NaIE *derg≈- 'hold', {EI} 'grasp '  >
YAv drag- (prs. draz7aite, inf. dra2J7aNhe) v. 'hold, lead', KhS dr=js-
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'hold' »» Gk dra1ssomai (ft. dra1xomai, pfc. de1dragmai), G A dra1ttomai
'grasp, lay hold of' »» Sl *dÁrz7a¡ti 'to hold' > OCS dr6qati drÁz7ati,
SCr dr~z7ati, Sln drz7a!ti, Cz drz7eti, Slk drz7at&, P † dzierz$ec1, R
derqat∆ id., Blg d`rqa I hold' »» Arm trçak tRc≈ak 'bundle ( o f
brushwood, etc.)' (< *dorg≈-so-) ¶ EI 564 (? *derg≈-), Brtl. 771, Bai.
164, ≈ F I 415, Bern. 258, ≈ P 254, ≈ ESSJ V 23O-1, ≈ Glh. 2O7, Xud. II
456 || A : Tg *torga-  'prop up, stretch; a prop' >  Ewk turga-, Neg toy9a-,
Ork tU(d)da- vt. 'prop up', Nn toy9a- id., 'draw a hunting cross-bow' ,
Lm tUrg¥- vt. 'stretch (sth.), stretch a hide for drying', Ewk turga, Neg,
Nn Nh toyga, Ul d. tUZ7aqU 'a prop', Ud tuga, Nn Nh toy9a 'hunting cross-
bow' ¶ STM II 218-9 ¶ Cf. N *t''''erVK''''V '(∈ ) tree, stick' ¶¶ ≠ DQA # 2 3 9 2
(Tg *turga- [i.e. *torga] < A *tæi\or(g)e 'beam, support') ˚  IE *d...g≈ f o r
*t...g≈ by the pre-IE incompatibility law (ruling out emph. cns. + vd. i n
one root) ˚  ≠ S NSShS #4 (Tg *turga- equated with K *dwire ' log,
beam' and IE *derw-  'tree') ˚  Doubtful.
2434. *t''''erVK''''V '(∈ ) tree, stick'  > HS mt.: WCh: Ngz {Sch.} ta!ka!rwa!
'long bamboo pole' ¶ Sch. DN 155 ¶¶ OS #2361 || U: FU {UEW} *tÉrkkV
'pine-tree' (∈?), {Coll.} te+irkV 'young fir-tree, pine-tree' >  Chr: L
tyrke 'young pine-tree', B t¥rke 'Fichte' »» ObU *te2r´˝ / *te2˝´r 'p ine-
tree' >  pVg *ta4Ær´˝ >  Vg: T ta4r´w, LK/UK ta4rï (pl. ta4rG´t), P ta4∏riG,
NV/SV/LL/ML ta4∏ri, UL/Ss tariG id.; pOs *te˝´r ({∫Hl.} *ta4Æ˝´r) >  Os:
K/Kr/Sg tex´r id. ¶ UEW 54O, Coll. 119, Sm. 55O (FU, FP *tirka4, Ugr
*tI"rka4 'fir'), Ht. #648, MRS 617, Ü 221 || A *tæerVkæ- '≈ tree' > NaT
*tæera4k 'poplar, tree' > OT {Cl.} tera4 ∏k 'poplar', Tkm derek, Qq, Alt terek,
VTt tira4k, Uz terak, ET tera4k, Shor, Tv tæerek, Xk, Chv tirek id., Qzq,
Qrg terek id., 'tree', Bsh tira4k 'black poplar', CrTt, QrB, Qmq, Nog
terek, Qry t!er1ak ± terak ± terek 'tree', Tk direk, Ggz direk, Az dira4k
'pole, post, pillar', Yk tira4x ≠ ta4ra4x 'poplar', ∆  tira4x 'aspen; fir (Abies) '
¶ Cl. 543, Rs. W 475, ET VGD 2O5-7, TL 1O5, 134, S AJ 194 [#2O3],
KumRS 312, NogR 346, KrkR 636, Sht. 199, Nj. 343, UzR 425, BR 5 2 8 ,
BT 148, Ml. ZhU 118, Pek. 2679, Jeg. 252-3, Fed. II 235, TvR 412  Tg:
WrMc terki(n) {Z} 'dais, platform, porch', {Hr.} 'Plattform, auf der d ie
Halle steht; Freitreppe' (× ÿ  terki ' [hin]über-/[hin]auf-springen') ;
Mc ı Dg {T} terkin, {Pp.} terkiÆN 'dais, platforn, stage' ¶ Z 73O, Hr .
9O4, T DgJ 167 ¶¶ Tg *turga- v. 'support, stretch', n. 'a prop' hardly
belongs here (⇔  DQA) for phonetic reasons and because its p r imary
meaning is likely to be verbal (otherwise one cannot account for t h e
meanings like Lm tUrg¥- vt. 'stretch, stretch hide for drying', Nn toy9a-
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v. 'support, draw a hunting cross-bow', etc., see  N *t''''oÂga 'hold, p r o p
up') ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2392 *tæi\or(g)e 'support. beam', SDM97 (A *tæo4r(g)e
id. and *terV  'poplar, tree') ˚  ≈ S AJ 289 [#312] (A, IE).
2434a. € *t''''ËÂK''''V 'pierce through; through '  > IE: NaIE *°terk[W]e-
/*tr=k[W]e- 'pierce through; through ' > Gt †ai1rh, OHG durh, MHG,
NHG durch, OSx thurh ≠ thuru, AS Îurh ≠ Îerh 'through', NE
through ; OHG derh  'pertusus, perforated' ¶ P 1O76, KM 148-9 || A:
Tg: Ewk turk‰t 'through (durch und durch, naskvoz∆ )' ¶ STM II 221.
2435. (€?) ≈≈  *{t ''''}arV[P3333V] ≠ *{t''''}VP3333VrV 'to tie together' >  HS: CS
*√tpr v. 'sew together' >  BHb √tpr G  id., JEA, JPA √tpr G  'sew' ¶ KB
1637, Js. 1689, Sl. 1226, Sl. P 588  WCh: Ngz tÈ~r∑fu! v. 'hobble, fetter' ¶
Sch. DN 153   ?? Ch √tr 'plait, sew' (×  N *t''''or{u4444} ¬ *t''''or{yu4444} ' t o
bring\come into existence [create, make]', q.v. ffd.)  ?φ  EC: Af {R}
√trtr v. 'sew', Sa {R} √trtr v. 'sew, sew together' (Sa, Af: p. 3m i-
≤tirtirå, prs. Sa a-≤tirtirå, imv. etir≤tir, sbjn. Sa a-tar≤taro2,
Af a-tar≤taru2) (× N *t''''or{u4444} ¬ *t''''or{yu4444} '⇑ '?) ¶ R S II 358, R A III 1 1 8 ,
Clz. 134 || IE: Ht {Ts.} tarupp- 'sammeln, versammeln,
zusammenflechten' ¶ Frd. HW 217, Ts. E III 24O-4 || ?φ,σ D *ta{r}[V]tß-
({†GS} *t-, *-dß-) >  Tl tra2d5u 'cord, rope, thread', Klm ta;dß 'rope', Nkr
ta;r` id. ¶¶ D #3256 (connects it with Tm carat5u 'twisted thread', Ml
carat5u 'cord', and Kt c>ardß 'flat neckband') || ?φ A *°tæara- >  Tg *tara-
v. 'tie together' >  Ewk tara2-  'tie together (pieces of cloth, loskuty )', Ul
taragu3- id., tarac7u3- 'tie\stitch together' ¶ STM II 167.
2436. *t''''{e}ÂPV 'devour, eat, be sated' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'enjoy') > HS: S: [1] CS *√t'rp v. 'devour' (× S *√t'rp 'tear, strike' [> Sr,
JA, Md √t'rp id.]) > BHb √t'rp G (pf. t'a2≤rap3, ip. -t'rop3) v. 'devour', ' t e a r
(its prey)' (of wild beasts), JPA √t'rp G  id., BHb √t'rp Sh  (pf. Fir%y6e5
hit'≤rïp3) v. 'make enjoy', Ar √tœrf G  (pf. tœarifa) 'dévorer les bo rds \ l e s
extrémités' (of a camel) (×  d. from tœarf- ≠ tœaraf- 'bord, extrémité')  ¶
KB 363-4, Js. 555-6, BK II 72, DM 182, Br. 29O, JPS 172  [2] with d e -
emphatization: S *°√trp  > Ar √trf G  'jouir du bien-être, vivre au sein
de l’aisance et des délices' ¶ BK I 197 || K *°t'rp- >  G t'rp-(oba) {DCh.} v.
'admire, be glad', {Chx., NCh.} v. 'love' ¶ DCh. 1227, Chx. 1368, NCh.
38O || IE: NaIE *terp-/*tr=p-/*trep- v. 'be sated, rejoice', {EI} id., ' t a k e
(to oneself)' >  OI tarp- : ≤tr=pyati  'satisfies himself, becomes sated, is
pleased with',  Av †ra<f(´)Îa 'befriedigt\ausreichend versehen ' ,
†ra<fs 'Zufriedenheit', ??σ: OI pas1u-≤tr=p- 'cattle-stealing', Av
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tr´fay- ≠ tar´p- 'steal' »» Gk te1rpomai v. 'have full enjoyment of a
thing, have enough of it; enjoy', te1rpv v. 'satisfy' »» ? Blt: Pru {En.} en-
terpo 'nützt', en-terpon 'useful', Lt tarﬁpti 'to thrive', {Frn.}
'gedeihen, gesund werden', Ltv ta2 ﬁrpa, te<2 ﬁrpa 'Kraft' »» Tc A, B
tsa2rw- 'be confident, rejoice' ¶ P 1O77-8, EI 5OO, Mn. 1387, M K I
524, M E I 634-5, MW 453, F II 881-2, Frn. 1O62-3, En. 169, Ad. 7 3 1 - 2
|| ?φ U: FP *terV v. 'feed' >  Er/Mk t!r1a-, t!ir1a-, Er tir1a- 'ernähren' » Prm
*tEr- > Z LL t‰rs1È- v. 'eat' ¶ UEW 795, LG 284 ¶ The FU √ belongs here if
the change from N *-ÂP-  to F -r- is reg. ˚  AD GD 15, IS SS #1.13, IS
MS 37O (*t5ÿrpÿ  'pleasure' > IE, S, K), ≠ BmK 3O2 (equates the K and S
roots with IE *drep-/*drop-  v. 'scratch, pluck, tear') and 278-9 (the IE √
is equated with S *√trp  v. 'remain, be left' [with a later sd. in Ar √trf
'live in opulence']).
2436a. (€?) *t''''{o}Â{P3333}V 'to need, to suffer, to be moved (wi th
sadness, [?] joy)' > HS: S *°√t'rb G  > Ar √tœrb 'be sad, be moved (wi th
sadness or joy)' ¶ BK II 65-6, Hv. 429  ? C: Bj -tera2m pcv. (p. a-
≤tra2m , prs. atta≤rim) 'sich fretten, mit Not und Mühe sich das Leben
erkämpfen', am-tera2m 'mitleiden', {Rop.} tar≤mu2ma ' long-
suffering, forgiveness' (× N *tVr1111V 'suffer, endure') ¶ R WBd 231-2 ,
Rop. 245 || IE: NaIE *terp- 'suffer' > Gmc: ON †o<rf, OSx tharf, AS
Îearf n. 'need, want (Mangel)', Gt †arba id. (' [yste1rhma, [yste1rhsiß'),
OHG darba n. 'deficiency, lack; fasting, starving', ON †arfa 'nöt ig
sein', †arfr 'necessary, needed' »» Sl *tr=pe7¡ti 'to suffer, to e n d u r e
suffering' > OCS tr6p8ti trÁpe7ti 'to endure (suffering), to b e
patient', Slv trpe5!ti, Slk trpiet&, P cierpiec1 'to suffer', Cz
trpe7ti, R terpet∆ 'to suffer, to endure', Blg tr`pna, t`r!på v.
'suffer' ¶ Vr. 6O6, 631-2, Ho. 361, Ho. S 77, Kb. 145, EWA II 536-4O, Fs.
49O, StSS 7O5 || ?σ A: T *t[æ]orp- > OT {Cl.} torpun 'seeking', torpla- ' t r y
to find out' ¶ Cl. 533-4.
2437. *t''''u4 444Âû ûûû û ûûûqV 'firm, dense, strong' >  HS: WS *√t'rk' '≈ b e \ m a k e
strong, dense' >  Ar √tœrq G  'densae una alteram tegente fue run t
(plumae avis)', 'être épais, bien fourni' (of bird’s plumage), Gz √t'rk' G
v. 'fortify\strengthen, make tight', Amh t'ArrAk'A v. 'fasten with nails,
reinforce with metal' ¶ Fr. III 51-2, BK II 75, L G 597 || K: G K/Kx *t'roûq-
i 'sehr dick, groß und plump' ¶ Chx. 1367 || A: NaT *tæu4rk {Dr.}
'strong', {Cl.} 'in the culminating point of maturity' >  OT {Cl.} tu4rk ' jus t
fully ripe' (of a fruit), 'in the prime of life, young, vigorous' (of a
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person), Qrg tu4rk 'fat, in prime condition' (of a sheep), Chg {Rs.} tu4rk
'tapfer und roh', MT XIII tu4rk 'in the prime of life', Osm tu4rk {Rh.} ' a
beautiful\beloved, but cruel one', Xlj tu4rk 'mighty, flourishing', Ggz
{ADb.} tu4rk, Az {ADb.} tu4rka4 'a commmoner' ¶ Cl. 542-3, Dr. TM II 8 8 8 ,
Rs. W 5O6, Jud. 783, Rh. 536, DHST 3O7, ADb. Ttd 65.
2438. (€?) *t''''{u}ÂZ++++Z 1 111V 'dry, dried up, hard' >  IE *ters- >  NaIE *ters-
v. 'be dry, dry up (trocknen, verdorren), be thirsty', *tr=su-, *tr=so- ' d r y '
>  OI ≤tr=s5yati 'thirsts', tr=≤s5t5ah5 'rough, harsh', tr=≤s5uh5 'greedy,
desirous', trs5a2 'thirst', YAv tars7u- 'dry', Av tars7na- 'thirst', Psh.
≤t‰z7ßai\ 'thirsty' »» Gk te1rsomai 'I become dry, dry up' »» L torre2- v.
'burn\parch\dry up with heat\thirst' »» Arm †a®am t≈ar2am,
†a®2am t≈ar2s7am 'fade, withered', †a®amim t≈ar2amim,
†a®2amim t≈ar2s7amim v. 'fade, wither' »» pAl {O} *tarsya > Al ter v t .
'dry' »» Gt ga†ai1rsan, ga†au1rsnan, ON †orna, OSx thorron,
OHG dorre2n vi. 'to dry, to wither'; ON †orsti, OHG durst, NHG
Durst, AS Îurst 'thirst', NE thurst; Gmc *Tarzjan > Gt
ga†aI1rsan 'verdorren, ON †erra, AS a2Îierran vt. 'dry', OHG
derren  id., 'roast'  Ht tars-  vt. 'dry (trocknen, dörren), roast' ¶¶ P
1O78-9, EI 17O, M K I 524-5, M E I 635-6, Bai. 636, Mrg. 85, F II 882-3 ,
WH II 694-5, Fs. 2O6, Vr. 6O9, 617-8, Ho. 365, 372, Kb. 151, 163, EWA
II 6O5-7, 734-6, 877-9, KM 149, Slt. 154-5, O 452, Ts. E III 219-2O ||
HS: CS *√trz >  Ar √trz G  (pf. tariza, ip. yatrizu ≠ pf. tariza, ip .
yatrazu) v. 'be hard' (flesh, meat), 'be dry\arid', JA [Trg.] zr@T6 t´≤raz
'hard wood, wild oak' ¶ Fr. I 189, BK I 196, Hv. 58, Js. 1697, Lv. T II 5 5 9
|| ?φ U: FV *turta- 'stiff, rigid (steif, starr)' >  F turta (gen. turran)
'numb, benumbed', turtu- v. 'become numb, be benumbed, b e c o m e
stiff', Es turd 'half-dry (wood)', turdu- v. 'become half-dry' » Chr
Uf/B turta-, H turta-NGa- v. 'harden, stiffen', {MRS} id., 'get s t ronger
(krepnut∆ )' ¶ UEW 8O1, Ep. 122, MRS 6O2 ¶ The fate of N *Z  and *Z1111
in U is still to be investigated ˚  BmK 283 (IE, S + •÷ S and C words f o r
'dust', which belong to N *t ''''Ë r [V]yV  'litter, dirt, dust' [q.v.]).
2439. *t''''År1111V 'entrails, liver' >  HS: C ≈ *tir- ' liver' >  EC *tir- id. >  Sa
{R} tiraw, Af tiro, Sml T tara2w, Sml J turuw, Bs toto, Or {Grg.}, O r
B/O/Wt {Sr.} tiru2, Kns {BlSO} ti!ra2, Arr {Hw.} tira!, Dsn c7i!ra, Hd/Kmb {C}
tiro2, Gln ti!re ≠ c7i!re, Hr/Dbs {AMS} c7ï!re, Cm {Hw.} ti!r-e, Ged {Lm.}
tiro ≠ tidßo 'liver'; C ı Mb {E} i-tirao id. ¶ AD SF 54, 2O3, Ss. PEC 1 1 ,
Bl. 1O4, PH 199, Ss. B 1O4, Hw. A 397, Grg. 376, Sr. 393, Th. 319, BlSO
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s.v. ti!ra2, AMS 255, To. DL 49O, Blz. CL 18O  Om: NrOm: Wl {LmS}
tiriya, Malo {LmS} tire, Gm {Hw.} ti!re, Dc tire 'liver' »» SOm: Ari turi
id.  ??? possibly NrOm words for 'chest': Wl {LmS} tira, Zs tire,
Zl/Dwr/Gf {LmS} tira, Gm {Hw.} tira!, Dc {LmS} tira 'chest' ¶ LmS 523-4 ,
Hw. EG s.v. 'chest' and 'liver', AD SF 54, 2O3  WCh: SBc {Sh.} (cds.?):
Plc wa~-te~ra?e~, Kir K fWok-totok, Kir L hWo~k-turo~k, Kir Mn fWa~k-tura!k, Ds
Bn f‰k-t‰r‰k, Ds B fWa~k-tira~k 'liver' » ? P’ {MSk.} tirk'Wasa 'kidney' ¶
ChC, ChL, Stl. ZCh. 166 [#188], Sh. SB 26 || D (+ext.) *tar`VNk- ≠
*tar`akVN ({†GS} *t-) 'liver, (?) internal organs '  > Tu taNka ' lungs,
liver', Klm tarNgudß, Nkr tarNgur`, Nk taNg, Prj tar`uNg, Gdb tar`iN ±
yaNaNil, Gnd tar`ki ± tanaki, Knd tar`ki ± tan`a2ki, Png tr`a2kiN, M n d
tßr`a2keN, Kui tra2dßa ≠ tla2dßa ± tr`a2dßaNga, Ku t≈r`a2?na ± tra?na 'liver' ¶¶ D
#312O || A: T: Tlt {Rl.} to4rGo4m 'Schafdärme, die mit gehackten Herzen,
Leber, Lunge und Fett gefüllt sind' ¶ Rl. III 1257, Rs. W 494 || ?σ IE: Clt:
OIr tarr, Brtt {RE} *to+arr- 'belly' > W, MCrn tor 'belly', OCrn [g] tor
'ventre', OBr tar, torn, MBr torr id., Br tor ≠ teur ' vent re ,
bedaine, panse' ¶ The adduction of Uk tereb 'belly' and Sl *trÁbux-
'entrails' (suggested in Blz. LB #1O3 and Blz. DA) is too qu. (because o f
the unexplained *-b- , *-bux-) and less plausible than an equation of t h e
Sl words with Ar tarïb- 'chest' (see  N *t''''VÂ[V]bV 'inside of the body,
belly') ¶ Vn. T  33, RE 81, YGM-1 411, Hm. 787, 795 ˚  The vw. o4 of t h e
first syll. in Tlt to4rGo4m is accounted for by regr. as. ˚  Blz. DA 1 5 6
[#19] (D, HS + unc. Sl).
244O. ≈ *t''''{Ë}r1111i 'heavenly light in the night (moon, star)' >  HS:  B *-
trï or *-trVy 'star' >  Ah, Gh atri (pl. itran), ETwl atœri (pl. etœran), Ty
atœri (pl. ´tœran), Izn, SrSn, Rf it3ri, Nf, Snd itri (pl. itran), Kb, Izd it3ri
(pl. it3ran), ? Si, Skn, Gd iri (pl. iran) ¶ Fc. 1912, Dl. 827-8, La. MChB
388, GhA 191, Mrc. 1O8, Lf. II #13O9  C: Bj {R} terig≠-k (pl. tirg)
'moon', Bj Am {AD} tU ≤?e2tIrIg, ≤?o2 tIrIg, pl. ?I ≤tIrga id. ¶ AD SF 48-9 ,
254-5  Ch {Nw.} *tVr-, {Stl.} *tariy-/*tiray-/*tayir- 'moon' >  WCh
{Stl.} *ta2rya ≠ *ta2yra 'moon' >  AG {Stl.} *tary- > Su {J} ta!r, Ang {Hf.},
Ywm {Sh.} ta2r, Gmy {Hf.} t'a2r, Chp {ChL} tEr, Mpn {Frz.} ta@r » DfB {J} tu!re!,
Bks {J} tu~re~ » Tng {J} te3re3, Dr {J} tE!RE~, Krkr {J} tare!, Grm {Gw.} terre,
Krf {Sch.} te~re!, Bole {Mk., IL} tErE, Maha tarya, Gera te~ra!, Glm c7ïra~
'moon' » Kry {Sk.}, My {Sk.} ti!r, Wrj {Sk.} c7i!ra~na~, P’ {MSk.} c7i~ra, Sir {Sk.}
t‰~ri!, Jmb {Sk.} ti!ra~ id. » Grn {Jgr.} ta2~ra%, Wnd {Sh.} c7a~r id. » Ngz {Sch.}
tÈ~r∑a!, Bd {IL} t‰r∑a id. »» CCh: Tr {Nw.} tera, Hw ndu~ra~ id.» HgNk {ChL} tÈrE,
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{Mk.} tIrrE, FlK {Mk.} tIrri » Lmn {Mk.} tIrri, {Lk.} tri! id.» Mdr {Eg.} tre!,
{ChL} tÈre, Dgh {ChL} ti!le~ id. » Msy {Mch.} tra5, Db {Lnh.} tI~ra~, Kola
{Sb.} tra! » Zm {ChL} ter, ZmB {J} te!r, Lame {LJ} c7E!r7 (= c7E!R?), LmP {Vnb.}
c7e, Ms {ChL} tila, Bnn {}ChL tI~ye~la!, BnnM {ChL} tilna, Azm {Pc.} tï@la%@ id .
»» ECh: Kwn {J} ki~-di@r, Ke {Eb.} ki!-ti!r » Kbl {Cp.} k‰~-d‰~r‰~, Ll {Grgs.} gi~-
di~re~ id. » Smr {J} du!ru~, Nd D {J} d‰!r, Tmk {Cp.} d‰!R » Mkl {J} te!re~ id. »»
Jg {J} tE!rE!, Brg {J} te~re, ~ Mu {Lk., J} ti!ri!, Mjl {DB} tiri^, Kjk {DB} tiri, Kjr
{DB} ti~re! id. ¶ ChC, ChL, JI II 238-9, Stl. IF 53-4, J T 53, J S 84, Pc. 3 8 7 ,
DB  ?µ S *÷aTtar-(at)-, name of the goddess Astarta\Ishtar ,
personification of the planet Venus (morning star) (belongs here only if
it goes back to a cd.) >  Ph ÷s7trt (ı  Gk  >Asta1rth), BHb tr37TSo2
÷as7≤torEt3 'Astarta', Ug ÷Ttr, (AkSc) {Hnr.} ÷aTtaru, DA ÷s7tr, OSA
÷Ttr, Ak is7tar, Eb das7-dar id., ? Sr ÷at≥t°r nulpa2≤na2 a n d
÷at≥t°r nuh≤ra2 (names of stars); S ı IE *xest(e)r ≠ *xster- ({Pv.}
*Å⁄est(e)r- ≠ *Å⁄st(e)r-) 'star' >  Ht xaster- (nom. sg. xasterza
[xaster-s]), NaIE: Gk a>sth1r, gen. a>ste1roß 'star', }astra (coll.) 'stars', Arm
ast¬ astÒ 'star', OI ≤str=bhih5 instr. pl. 'with\by stars', (gen. p l . )
str=n5a2m ≠ str=2n5a2m 'of stars', Av star- 'star' (nom. pl. sta2ro2), KhS
sta2raa-, MPrs sta2r, sta2rak, NPrs ‰ra'tSi setå2re, Psh sto2rai, L ste2lla (<
*ste2r-la2), Brtt {RE} snglt. *sterinna2 (>  OBr, Br sterenn, MBr steren
[pl. stir, stiret], OCrn [VC], Crn steren [coll. ste2r], OW
sserenn, W seren snglt. [pl. se6r]), OIr ser ({RE}: π Brtt?), Gl
sirona, Gt stai1rno2, OHG sterno, stern, ON stjarna, Tc: B
s1cirye 'star', A s1re-n1 pl. 'stars' ¶ The broadening of meaning (S ' t h e
morning star Venus' ‘ IE 'star') during or after the borrowing is not a n
obstacle for the et. (⇔  Dk. OH ‘ EI 341), because such broadening is
widespread in the history of language contacts: cf. the origin of NE
trousers (π ScGl triubhas π OFr trebus 'breeches'), R
gazeta 'newspaper' (“  Fr “  It gazzetta “ It Vn gazeta, name o f
a Venetian periodical that sold for one gazet), Uk growi  'money' (π
NHG Groschen, name of certain coins π L denarii grossi) ¶ KB
85O-1, OLS 94, Hnr. 164, Br. 554; Krb. EG 31, Shf. A ∀ , AfD I, Gese RAS
222, Hfn. VRA 244, IS DIES 6-7, AD IEH 15, AD CCIE 6, P 1O27-8, Pv. III
238-9, M K III 512, M E II 755-6, Bai. 433, Horn 157-8, Vl. II 22O, Fs.
448, Vr. 549, Kb. 962, Slt. 123-5, Me. EAC 151, Vn. S  9O, RE 135, YGM-
1 391, Flr. 3O7, Ern. 653, Wn. 489, Ad. 64O ¶¶ Grn. LA 59, Blz. ‘AthAA
∀, ≈ EI 543 (IE *h€ste2r, -(e)r- 'star'; no distinction of inherited words [<
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NaIE *ter- 'star') from Semitisms; unj.  rejection of the obvious Semitic
origin of the IE word], Wt. S ∀, Prv. ∀ || IE: NaIE *ter- 'star' >  Vd n o m .
pl. ≤ta2rah5 'stars' »» Gk te1raß, pl. Gk Ep te1raa 'signe du ciel, étoile; signe
envoyé par les dieux' ¶ M K I 497, 524, M E II 755, Ch. 11O5-6, F II 8 7 8
(semantic doubts about the OI-Gk connection) || A: [1] Ko {S} *tÄ!r
'moon' > MKo tÄ!r, NKo tal ¶ S AJ 253 [#54], S QK #54, Nam 1 4 O
 ?φ pJ {S} *tu~ku~i\ 'moon' > OJ tuki\i, J: T cuki!, K cu!ki~ ¶ S AJ 94, 2 6 8
[#97], S QJ #97, Mr. 554 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2394 (A *tæi\orgu 'moon', including
Ko, J), ≈ S AJ 278 | [2] ?? T *Jul-tur1 ({Md.} Z1u"ldur1 = Ju⋅lt…ur1) 'star' ( a
cd., possibly N *Z6666u÷ 3333l ∏ ∏∏∏V 'to be bright'; blaze; flame' + N *t'''' {Ë}r 1111i, ffd. s e e
N *Z6666u÷3333LV '⇑ ') | [3] the same T element *-t…ur1 may be present in T
*kæu4nt…u4r1  'noon' (see  N *K''''u 4 444n 2 222V ¬ *K''''un2222É 'sun, day') ˚  HS *t- (from N
*t '''') is due to  HS de-emphatization.
2441. *t''''u 4 444 ++++ur 1111i 'turn round, surround, enclose' >  HS: CS *-t'u2r- v. ' g o
round', *t'u2r- 'surrounding wall', ? *t'awr- 'surrounded place' >  Ar
√tœwr G : ip. ya-tœu2ru Hawla-hu2 'goes around about' (pf. tœa2ra) (Hawla-hu2
means 'around him'), Ar SL {Bel.} tœa2r-, tœa2ra-t- 'hoop (cerceau)', Ar
t œawr-  'one time (Mal, vicis)', Sr t5aw≤r-a2 'space (in time or dis tance) ' ,
MHb ruy  t5u2r 'protecting wall', Nbt t5wr 'Mauer (?)': ds.: OSA mt5wr
'enclosing wall', Ar tœawa2r- {Bel.} 'superficie, aire', {Hv.} 'area, yard of a
house'; (× N *t''''u 4 444ryV ¬ *t''''uryÉ 'row, line'): BHb Mir%uy ≠ Mir%y8 t'u2≤r-ïm
'course, row' ¶ KB 357-8, KBR 373, Ln. 189O, BK II 118, Bel. 36O, Hv.
441, Br. 272  B *√dœwr v. 'turn round' >  Sll {Ds.} dœ¥ºwer ' t ou rne r ' ,
Tmz tdœur 'tourner, virer, tournoyer, faire volte-face', dœ´wwar ' fa i re
tourner', ? Izd {Mrc.} mdœ´rœrœa 'se retourner'; (?) +ext. *-n-: B *√dœrn
'(se) tourner, changer de direction; tordre' (× N *t''''ir[y]V 'to turn, t o
bend, to twist', q.v. ffd.); B *°√dœr >  Awj utœar 'envelopper. enlacer ,
entortiller ' ¶ Ds. 281, Fc. 285, GhA 33, MT 96, Lf. II #O357, Mrc. 2 2 4 ,
NZ 483   ? ECh *√trk, *√trp 'palissade, haie' > EDng tu~rku~ 'palissade
(entourant l’enclos familial)', etc. (× N *t''''ir[y]V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) || IE:
NaIE *twer- v. 'twist, turn, close in', *tworos 'Einfassung' (× N *t ''''ËÂÉ
'start, set in motion, begin', q.v.) >  OHG dwe4ran 'to stir u p ,
aufwühlen, rühren', AS Îweran 'to stir, to churn' »» Lt tve!rti /
tveriu~  'seize, fence, enclose', tve$ri~mas n. act. 'seizing, enclosing' ,
aﬁp-tvaras 'fence (Gehege)', Lt tvora~, Ltz tvare 'fence (Zaun)' »»
Gk soro1ß 'urn' (< *tworos)  (?) +ext.: L turbo 'a movement in a circle,
an eddy, a whirling round ' ¶ WP I 749, P 11OO-1, ≈σ  EI 564 (*twer-
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'take, hold'), Mn. 1466, F II 754, WH II 718, Ho. 37, Kb. 178, OsS 1 2 1 ,
EWA II 915-8, Frn. 1152, 1155 || A *t[æ]u4+uÂ{i} v. 'turn round, s u r r o u n d '
>  M: WrM {Gl.} tu4ri- v. 'surround, close in (okruqat∆ )', tu4ri-gde-
{Rm.} v. 'be closed in', {Gl.} 'be surrounded', {Bb.} tu4ritke- v.
'barricade, put a limit to, put up a fence', {Rm.} tu4ri-megei ' t h e
closing or meeting the flanks of the hunters, the incircling of the game '
¶ Rm. SKE 278, Gl. III 259, Bb. 1O37-8 ¶ WrM tu4ri- means also ' p u s h '
({Gl.} 'push', {MED} 'push forward'), and tu4rigde- means also ' b e
pushed'; as to tu4ri-megei  (with the meaning reported by Rm.), it h a s
not been confirmed by dictionaries of WrM available to me. WrM
tu4ri- 'push' does not belong here, it is likely to go back to N *t ''''ËÂÉ
'start, set in motion' (q.v.)  NKo turî- {MLC} 'put around, su r round ,
encircle; turn round', {Rm.} turu-, turî- v. 'surround, circle about, t u r n
round, whirl about' ¶ MLC 5O4-5, Rm. SKE 278 ¶¶ Rm. SKE 278 (Ko, M +
•÷  Tg: Ewk turku-ldi-  does not have the meaning 'surround' [ascribed t o
this word by Rm.] [w Vas. 4O3]). The M cognate (if real) suggests pA
*tæ- ¶¶ But T *t…u4∏rV v. 'roll up' hardly belongs here; for both semant ic
and phonetic reasons it is more likely to go back to N ?σ *tu4444wrV ¬
*tuwrÉ 'to (re)turn, to roll (up), to turn round' (q.v.) || D *tor`(-)
({†GS} *t-) 'cattle-stall, corral, pen for cattle' (× N *durV ' ho le ,
hollow'?) >  Tm tor›u 'cattle-stall, manger, pound', to2r›(am) ' cat t le-
stall', Ml tor›u 'stable', tor›uttu 'stable, sheepfold, pen to goats', Kt
to;y  'buffalo pen', Td twÈ 'corral, pen', Prj -tol in c>akur-tol 'cattle s h e d '
(c>akur goes back to a word for 'cattle, bull') ¶¶ D #3526 ˚ The D vw.
*o (for the expected *u) has to be explained (cp. N *tu4444ÂV or *tuÂÉ
'pierce, stick into; hole '  > D *torÀa- ≠ *tora- 'hole') ˚ IS MS 333 s.v.
vertet∆(så) *t5urÿ (HS, IE, A), IS SS #1.12 ˚ The nearly homonymic
N words *t ''''u 4 444 ++++ur 1111i   and [?σ] *tu4444wrV ¬ *tuwrÉ 'to (re)turn, to roll ( u p ) ,
to turn round' inevitably coalesced in those lgs. that have lost the pN
distinctions *t''''- ↔ *t-  and *-r1111- ↔ *-r- ˚  D *o (for the expected *u)
still needs explaining ˚  Gr. II *4O1 (*tur 'turn') (IE + err. A *tolu, Ai +
qu. Ko, J).
2442. *t''''u4 444÷Vr1111V '(part of) leg' ('calf of leg', 'thigh', 'knee'?) >  HS: C:
EC: Af {PH} dßï÷a2re 'thigh (cuisse)', {R} te÷a≤r° 'Oberschenkel (?)' »» Dhl
{EEN} t†ahara 'calf of leg', {To.} ta!hara 'heel' ¶ Blz. EDB 28, E PC # 3 7 2
(*tahr- or *tarh- 'calf of leg'), PH 91, EEN 8, To. D 148, R A II 115    B  
*-dœa2r- (< **t'a2r) > Ah adœ´r (pl. idœa2r´n), Gh, Shl, Gd adœar, Awj atœar, Fgg
dœarœ, Shw, Mz, Wrg dœar, Kb aÎœar, Tmz adœar ± atœar, Snd tœar 'foot, leg', Ntf,
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Zng adœar, Izn, SrSn dœar, Nfs, Si tœar 'foot', Rif dœar ± adœar 'foot, paw' ¶ Fc.
281-2, Dl. 18O, NZ 479-8O  ???φ Eg G tw¿.t 'leg (as a re l ique) '
(unless ÿ Eg fP tw¿ vt. 'support, sustain', vi. 'lean') ¶ EG V 25O, Fk.
294 || K: G t'or-i 'paw (Pfote, Tatze, Pranke)' ¶ Chx. 136O || A *tæu4∏r1{i},
{SDM97} *tæu4∏r1i, {DQA} *tæi\u2!r1e 'knee', ? 'leg' >  T *t…u4∏r1 ({ADb.} *t[æ]u4yr1,
{DQA} *t…ïr1) 'knee' ({†pAD}: < **t…Éu4r1 < **t…u4&:r1) >  OT {Cl., Tz.} tïz, Tk
diz, Tkm dî∏Î, SEXT ChS, NEXT G/J/M, NrXT Sh dïz, NrXT Dg/Q, SWXT
PK du4∏z, SWXT QB du4∏zin, SWXT SA di º:s7, NrXT DG1 dîz, NrXT DG2 du4z,
SWXT H di'Î, Az, Ggz diz, ET, Nog tiz, VTt tÁz, Bsh tÁÎ, Qzq, Qrg, StAlt
tize 'knee', Tv dòis 'knees' (in the expression dòis kîrîNga olurar
'kneel'), Chv c7Ár  'knee', Yk tîs 'fell from an animal's leg (lapka )'; ? Xk
tIzek, ? Tv dòiskek 'knee' (the forms of Xk and Tv may result f r o m
contamination with T *tæirsga4[:]k 'elbow', w N *t''''ir[y]V 'to turn, t o
bend') ¶ ADb. (Ttd 59) reconstructs NaT *t[æ]u4yz and believes that h e r e
the opposition between *tæ- and *t…- has been neutralized (as in t h e
*ÇVÆz-roots) ¶ Md. 77, S AJ 95, 252, IS AD 39, Cl. 57O, Rs. W 482, BT
149, Jeg. 323, Fed. II 413, Ash. XV 284-5, DH ChT 71, 81, 93, 116, 1 3 8 ,
151, 191, 2O2, 213, 225, 247, 28O, ADb. Ttd 59, BIG 227  pKo *ta~ri!
'leg' >  MKo ta~ri!, NKo tari ¶ S QK #145, Nam 129, MLC 383  M
*tu4reyin > WrM tu4rei, HlM t¥rij, Brt t¥rin, WrO tu4re2, Kl t¥rá
tu4ra4 ∏ 'bootleg, boot-top', Ord tæu$rï 'tige de botte', Mnr H {SM} tæurï ' t ige
de bas\botte, canon d’une culotte'; M ı T: Sg to4ra4i\ 'Stiefelschaft' ¶
KW 415, MED 854, KRS 523, Krg. 53O, Chr. 446, Ms. O 688, SM 434, Rl.
III 1251  Tg *tu4re, *tu4re-kse 'boot-leg, boot-top' >  WrMc ture, Ewk
[Cs.] turei, Ewk tir‰2-ks‰ ± tir‰2-kt‰± tir‰2-ks7‰± tir‰2-h‰, Neg tiy‰ks‰,
Orc ti(y)‰ks‰, Ud {STM} ti¢‰Η‰, Ud X/B/Sm {Krm.} te2h‰, Ul, Ork, Nn
Nh/B tur‰ks‰, Nn KU tiriks‰ ¶ STM II 188, Krm. 294 ¶¶ DQA #241O (A
*tæi\u2!r1e 'leg, knee'); it is not clear if we should include here T *t[æ]irsga4k
'elbow', because its meaning is hardly derivable from 'knee', f r o m
typology of semantic changes we learn that the meaning 'elbow' d o e s
not usually go back to 'knee', but rather to 'bend'. T *tæirsga4[:]k ' e lbow'
(together with Tg *tirak [>  *çirak] 'span') is to be connected with N
*t ''''ir[y]V '⇑ ' (q.v.) ˚ In the light of Af and K the most likely N lr. is *÷
˚  Blz. LB #1OOf (suggested to add B and K), ≈ Blz. LNA #54 (pN *t'arwi
≠ *t'awri 'leg' >  B, K, A + unc. D *ta2r`- 'stem' ≠ *ta2lß- 'leg, stem' [see  N
*tar 1111u 6 666 '∈  tree, log' and N *t ''''Ål !!!! [Ù]V  'stem', ∈? 'tree']).
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2443. *t''''ar1111ÙV 'throw, disperse, scatter' >  HS: WS *√t'rH v. 'throw' >
Ar √tœrH G  v. 'fling, cast away', {Fr.} 'con-\pro-\ab-\re-\in-iecit ' ,  Sq
√t'rH: {L} ?et5rah5 'jeter, jeter l’ancre, rester', {Jo.} (in Jo. J) ‰!t'raH v.
'throw, put down', Mh {Jo.} √t'rH (pf. ≤t'awr‰H, sbjn. y‰t'ra2H) v. ' leave,
allow, let', Jb E √t'rH (pf. ≤t'er‰H) id., Hrs {Jo.} √t'rH (pf. ≤t'awr‰H, sbjn.
y‰≤t'rÄH) 'leave, desert, leave alone', Jb C {Jo.} √t'rH (pf. ≤t'er‰H, sbjn.
≤yOt'r‰H) v. 'allow small calves to suck their mother’s milk' ¶ Fr. III 4 6 ,
Hv. 429, L LS 2O9, Jo. M 412, Jo. H 13O, Jo. J 28O  CCh: McHigi:
HgNk tÈr∑E, HgG tÈ~re~, HgF tu!ri`, FlK tÈ!r∑u@?, FlH tÈ~rÈ~yi v. 'fall' ¶ ChL ¶¶ OS
#2484 || IE: NaIE *°sterÓ-/*°streÓ- >  NaIE *ster´-/*stra2- ≠*stro2- ≠
*ster- ≠ strew- v. 'spread, scatter' (× N *c7777År{h}{u6666} 'to spread, t o
scatter' [q.v. ffd.]): the variant with a lr. is represented by Vd st°r≤n5a-
(prtc.) 'spread, scattered', OI ≤sta2r°man- 'act of spreading-out; b e d ,
couch', Gk strvto1ß 'spread, laid, covered', strv6ma 'anything spread o r
laid out for lying or sitting upon, a mattress, bed', L stra2tus p p .
'spread, stretched out', stra2men 'straw, litter' ¶ The variant *ster-
without reflexes of the lr. (e.g. in forms with *-nV-sx.: OI str=≤n5a2-ti
'spreads, scatters', L sterno2 'I spread', Gk sto1r-ny2-mi 'I spread') goes
back to N *c7777År{h}{u 6666} 'to spread, to scatter' ¶ P 1O29-31, EI 5 7
(*ster(h‹)- 'strew' Ï ? *sterh‹mn= 'strewn place, bed'), M K III 517-8, M
E II 756-7, F II 8O2-3, WH II 59O-1, Cowg. EG 155ff., Vn. S  93-5, Flr.
3O9, Ern. 662, Hm. 76O, KM 757-8, Vr. 552, O 442, AlbED 844, Frn.
9O9-1O, 917, Vs. III 379 || A *°tæaÂ{i} > M *tari v. 'sow' > MM [MA, IM]
tari- v. 'sow', WrM tari-, HlM tari- v. 'sow, plant', Dx tarÁ-, Ba
tare-, Mnr H {SM} tæari- v. 'sow'  a related (derived?) stem: M *tara- v.
'disperse, scatter' >  WrM tara-, HlM, Brt tara- id. (Brt manan
tara-ba 'the mist has cleared', lit. 'dispersed', nind´n taraba ' t h e
birds flew away [in different directions]), Kl tar- 'scatter, d isperse '
(¥¥ln tarœ odv 'the clouds dispersed') ¶ Pp. MA 411, 447, MED
779, 781, Chr. 414, KRS 479, SM 411, T 363, T DnJ 135, T BJ 148 ¶ ¶
DQA #2315 (A *tæa!yri 'scatter, disperse') ˚  IE *s- reflects t h e
palatality within the N word. It is tempting to adduce here Tm ta2r3r 3u  v.
'sift, winnow'. It belongs here only if Tm ta2r3r3u is from *ta2rÀ-t-, but Tl
tal(u)cu v. 'winnow small grains from floor' suggests that t h e
underlying form of Tm is *ta2l-rÀ- ¶¶ D #3195, Km. 381 [#564] ˚  BmK
298-3OO (IE, M tara-, Sum tar v. 'disperse' + Tm ta2r3r3u, FU *tara-
v. 'open', and S √wtr v. 'stretch out').
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2444. *t''''Ér1111gÉ 'to run' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'running place' ‘
'road') >  HS: B *√dœrg v. 'flee' >  Ty, ETwl √dœrg (dœ¥rr¥g) 's’évader,
s’enfuir, déserter', Ah dœ´r´g1g1´g1 'fuire à toute vitesse', Tdq dœ´rr´g1 ' f lee '
¶ GhA 33, Fc. 283, NZ 486  S *°√t'rk' 'way, road' (as. from **√t'rg?) >
Ar tœurq-at- (pl. tœuraq-) {BK} 'marche', 'chemin, voie', tœarïq- ' chemin ,
route' (ı Gw {Mts.} tu!ri!kYi 'road'), tœarïq-at- 'sentier, voie, t r a c é
d’une route', Ar O {Jo.} tœirïgah 'way', Tgr {Ams.} t'ArAk'-At 'way' (π
Ar?) ¶ BK II 77-8, Hv. 431, Ams. 55, L G 597, Jo. H 13O  ? ECh: Ke {Eb.}
t‰!ra! n. act. 'run (Lauf)', fe! t‰!ra! 'run away' ¶ Eb. 97 || IE: NaIE *treg≈+g8≈-
or {Mn.} *tr=g≈- (actually *tr=g≈+g8≈-) v. 'run' >  Gk tre1cv 'I run' »» Clt: ? W
traw m. 'progress, lead', Gl uer-tragos, o]ye1rtragoß {Dtn.} 'swift-
footed dog', {Vn.} chien courant' (ı L vertragus 'greyhound'), Clt
{Vn.} *traget-s / gen. *tragetos 'foot' > OIr traig (gen. traiged) id.,
Brtt {RE} *troget-s id. >  MW troet, W troed, OCrn truit, Crn tro2
id., OBr treit 'feet' (sg. *troi\t), MBr troat, Br troad ' foot '  »» Gt
†ragjan, AS ÎrA2Ìan 'to run' ¶ P 1O89, Mn. 142, EI 491 (*treg≈-
'run'), F II 927-9, Fs. 5OO-1, Ho. 368, Vn. T  122-3, RE 97, Dtn. 2 9 3 ,
298, Billy 156 ¶ It is not clear if this √  is identical or only isophonic
with *trg≈- v. 'draw' (cf. N *t''''aÂV ≠ *t''''aÂV-ÓVgV 'to drag, to pull ' ) ;
NaIE *treg≈+g8≈- is an interesting case of the usually avoided r o o t -
structure "tenuis + media aspirata"; it remains to found out condi t ions
for this kind of exception || A: T *tæa4r1 ({DQA} *te2r1-) >  OT ta4z v. ' r u n
away, flee', Az ∆ ta4z-, Tkm teÎ-, Xk tis-/-z-, ET ta4z-, Tv dòez-, Tf dòes…- v.
'run away, flee', ET ta4z- v. 'leave one's nest\home', Chv tar- v. ' r u n ,
flee' ¶ Cl. 672, Ra. 172, IS 41 [#6], Rs. W 477, S AJ 198 [#281], BIG 2 2 6 ,
Fed. II 175  M *tergi-le- v. 'run, flee' >  WrM {Gl.} tergile- id., Kl
{Rm.} tergl=-x´, Brt t´rg´l-x´ 'to run away, to flee'; M *°tergE-d{e}- >
Brt t´rg´d´- id.; M *tergen 'vehicle (carriage, wagon, chariot)' >  MM
[MA, HI, S] tergen id., [PP] tæerged (pl.) 'carriages, wagons', WrM
terge(n) 'carriage, wagon', {Kow.} id., 'chariot', HlM t´r´g,
t´rg´n, Brt t´rg´, WrO tergen, Kl {Rm.} tergn=, Mnr H {SM}
tæi¢e2rgòe, Dg t‰rg‰ 'carriage, wagon'; M d. *terge-Gu4r 'wide r o a d ,
highway' > MM [HI] terge√u4r 'grande route', WrM tergegu4r {MED}
'wide road, highway', {Gl.} '(wide) road, wide street', {Kow.} 'rue large,
grand chemin', WrO tergegu4—r 'highway, road, street', Dg t‰rgu2l
'road, way' ¶ MED 8O5, Kow. 1775-7, Gl. III 145-6, T 365, T DgJ 1 6 7 ,
SM 417, Pp. MA 349, Pp. PP 131, Ms. H 1O1, H 149, Krg. 496, Chr. 4 5 6 ,
S AJ 239 [#135]  Tg: Ewk tirgï- v. 'walk', ?? WrMc cir seme
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'quickly' (seme 'by saying') ¶ STM II 187, 4OO, Z 94O-1  pKo {S}
*tÄ~r?i! (× N *dáÂ{h}Vga ≠ *dáÂ{h}VkV 'to walk, to run; way, pa th ' ,
q.v.) >  MKo tÄ~r?i! {S} 'ride quickly', NKo talli {MLC} v. 'run (can te r ,
gallop)' (of a horse), 'run, rush, hurry' (unless an iter. from *tÄd-
'run') ¶ S QK #511, Nam 141, MLC 4O5 ¶¶ S AJ 295 [#535] (A *tæa4r1V
'run, run away'), SDM97 (A *tæa4∏r1ga 'run, flee'), DQA #2412 (A *tæï!r1ge
id. > T, M, Tg), KW 393.
2445. *t''''u 6 666tV '(fore)arm' >  K *t'ot'- 'arm, branch' >  G P/X t'ot'-i ' h and ' ,
G P t'ot'-i 'limb of a horse', MG [VTq] t'ot'-i 'limb (of an animal)' (t'ot'i
lomisa 'lion’s paw'), G t'ot'-i 'twig, branch, arm of a river', s7arvlis t'ot'i
'trouser-leg', Mg t'ot'-i, t'vat'v-i 'paw, hand', Lz t'ot'-i 'branch', Sv: UB/LB
t'wet / t'ot'-, LB t'et', L t'ot', Ln t'wet' 'arm, hand ' ¶¶ K 182, Chx. 1 3 6 1 ,
Chik. 135 (G, Lz), Q 33O, DCh. 1225, NCh. 379, GTK KD I 594, Ghl. 5 1 5 ,
TK 72O, GP 26O, Dn. s.v. t5ot5, Ni s.v. ruka (Sv t'wet') || HS: C: LEC
*d'u(n)d'um- 'forearm' >  Sml N {Abr.} dßu!dßun (pl. dßu!dßu!mmo!) ' f o r ea rm
(from elbow to fingertips)', Sml {DSI} dßudßun / pl. dßudßummo ' fo rea rm,
ell', Or {Th.} d5und5uma id., {Grg.} d'und'uma, Or M {AD} ≤d'und'uma 'e l l ' ,
{LLC} d5und5uma 'lower arm', dunduma 'ell', Or H {Ow.} d'u~nd'u!ma!
'forearm, arm’s length, half a meter', Or B {Vnt.} dund5uma ' pugno ' ,
{LLC} d5und5umo 'lower arm', Kns {BlSO} d'und'uma 'cubit (from elbow t o
fingers)' ¶ AD SF 251, Abr. S 67, DSI 179, Th. 117, Grg. 131, Ow. 2 5 9 ,
Vnt. 47, LVCZ 1O, 64, BlSO 26  ??σ,φ Eg BD cycy {Fk.} 'trot', {EG} a
word for legs ¶ EG V 357, Fk. 3O4 || Gil: Gil A t…ot… ' f o r ea rm '
('predple¢∆e ') ¶¶ ST 36O || D *tutß- 'thigh' >  Tm tut5ai\, tot5ai\, Ml
tut5a, Td twar`, Kn tod5e, Tl tod5a 'thigh', Tu tud5A id., 'shank', Klm
dutß 'hip', ? Kui dßondßo 'thigh, ? Ku tuntu 'hip' ¶¶ D #33O2 ˚ D *-tß-
suggests N *-t- , while the K and C glottalized consonant in the Inlaut is
due to assimilation.
2446. *t''''ut ''''É 'clan\tribe, everybody, all' >  IE *teu\t-(a2) ' peop le
(Volk), tribe' ({Dv.} 'tutto, popolo', {P} 'Menge Volkes', {McC} 'S tamm' ,
{Bn.} 'plénitude, peuple, nation, civitas') >  Osc towto, TOUTO
'community (civitas)', Um accus. TOTAM, gen. TOTAR 'c i t izenry
(civitas)', TOTAPER, TUTAPER 'pro civitate'; ? L to2tus 'whole' (unless
from *tow´tos 'vollgestopft') »» OIr tuath 'tribe, people', Crn tu4s
'folk, people, relatives', MBr tut ≠ tud 'people' ('gens'), pl. tudou
'nationes', Br tud 'people' (pl. of den 'man, person'), MW tut
'people, country, land', W † tud id. »» Gt †iuda , OHG diot, AS Îe1od,
ON †jo1Î 'Volk, Leute'; ds.: NHG deutsch 'German', deutlich
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'clear', deuten 'explain' »» Ltv ta~uta 'people (Volk), nation', OLt, Lt
tauta~ id., Lt tauta~ 'Oberland, Germany', Pru tauto 'Land' »» ? I rn
{Mrg.} *tau\ta-ka- >  NPrs {BM} ‰dvT tu2de 'mass of people, people '
('massa  l√dej , narod ') (as well as ClNPrs ‰dvT {Sg.} to2da, NPrs ‰dvT
tu2de 'heap', Sgd twÎ?k 'Masse, Erdhaufen'?)  ? AnIE {ABIv.} *tuti-
'army (Heer)' >  Ht tuzzi- 'Heer, Heerlager, Truppenmacht', Lc
tuta/i 'army' ¶¶ P 1O84-5, EI 417 (*teu\≤tehÅ- 'the people [? u n d e r
arms]'), Frd. HW 232, Ts. E III 499-5O4, ABIv. II 172-3, Dv. #449, WH II
695-6, Bc. G 325-6, 349, GM 137, BM 137, Vl. I 478 (‰dvT  ' acervus,
cumulus'), Fs. 496, Kb. 158-9, EWA II 684-8, KM 129, Vn. T  164, YGM-1
422, Frn. 1O69, En. 263, GI II 749, Zm. IGSS 326, 328-9 [notes 47-53] ,
McC 112-6, Vr. 613 ¶¶ Bn. and Neu reject the connection between AnIE
*tuti and IE *tewta2 (w Bn. VIIE I 366 and Neu HB 1O5) ¶¶ Mul. 49O, EM
1O5O, and Szem. favour the connection of L to2tus with the IE √  i n
question, while Walde and Hofmann (WH II 695-6) reject it and p re fe r
to interpret the IE word as *tow´-tos- 'vollgestopft'. McCone HWK 1 1 6
rejects the *tow´tos-etymology as phonetically untenable (lack of lr. i n
IE *tewt-) and prefers a semantically unreliable et.: *tewt- ÿ *tew-
'aufmerken, dienen, schützen'. Ernout and Meillet (EM 1O5O) suppose a
dialectal development *ew >  L o2. The IE √  may go back to a coalescence
of the N word in question and N ≈≈  *t''''a 4 444wodV 'be full' (q.v.) || A
*tæËti > NaT *tæo4tæu4 'everbody, everything' > Tv tød¥ tæo4du4, Tf tæO$dO$ id .
¶ Ra. 235  M *°tuZ>i (<  *°tudi) >  WrM tuZi, HlM tuq ' t h roughout ,
always', WrM edu4r tuZi 'all day long' (edu4r means 'day'), M ı OT
tu4zu4 'all' (suggesting that M *tuZ>i originally meant 'all') ¶ MED 8 4 8 ,
Luv. 421, Cl. 573 || HS: WCh: Pr {Frz.} d'o!e~, Dr {Nw.} da!i 'all' » ??φ Gw
{Mts.} du!du! 'all', Hs du!, du!ka~ 'all' ¶ Ba. 272, Frz. P 29, Nw. KL 123, ≈  Sk.
HCD 5O  ?s S: Ar tœu2tœ-, tœa2tœ- 'long, grand, long' ¶ BK II 119 ˚ There is
no satisfactory explanation for the reflex *-Z>- (rather than *-c>-) in M.
An alt. rec. is *t ''''utÉ , supposing as. (N *t '''' . . .t  >  *t'...t') in S, IE, and T.
Hardly here U: Sm {Hl.} *tu4k- 'all' (>  Ne T t√ku”, {Prk.} t!uku?, t!ukuti?
'alle(s)', Mt {Hl.} *tu4gu4y 'everywhere' [Mt M {Sp.} tuguj]), unless *-k-
is a sx. and the U etymon is **tu4t-kV (w Jn. 168 [Sm *tu4c>+s+k+t-], Cs. 2 8 ,
9O, KP #16O1, Ter. SILSJ 98, Hl. M ##1O69, 1O78, 1O87).
2446a. *t''''u 4 444t ' '''{a} 'dust, ashes' (‘ [in descensant lgs.] 'smoke') > K
*t'ut'a- 'ashes' >  G XVIII {SSO} t'ut'-i, G {DCh.} t'ut'-i 'lye', {Chx.} t'ut'a ' lye
(Aschenlauge)', t'ut'-e 'alkali', G I t'ut'a, Mg t'ut'a-, Lz mt'ut'a-, USv, Sv Ln
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t'‰t', Sv UB, Sv Ld‰t' 'ashes' ¶¶ K 183, K2 192, FS 335, DCh. 1228, Chx.
137O, Ghl. 518, BU 295, TK 722-3, Ch. 16O-1 (G, Mg, Lz) || A: ?σ T
*tæu45tæa4- v. 'smoke (emit smoke)' > OT {Cl.} tu4ta4-, {Gb., DTS, Rs., TL)
tu4t-, XwT {Faz.} tu4ta4-, Tk ∆ tu4te-, Xlj {DT} titi-, Tkm, Kr Cr, Nog, Qzq,
Qq tu4te-, VTt, Bsh tÁºta4-, Qrg tu4to4-, Qmn tu4de-, Ln du4du4-, SY t!uti- ± tu4t-,
Xk, Shor tu4de-, OOsm du4t-, Tk tu4t-, Ggz tu4t- id.; Ï T *tæu4tæu4n n .
'smoke' >  OT, Chg Xw, MQp tu4tu4n, OOsm XIV du4tu4n, Nog, Qq tu4tin, Q z q
t¥t¡n tu4tiÆn, Qrg, ET tu4tu4n, Alt, Xk, Shor tu4du4n, Chv t´t´m 'smoke', Tk
tu4tu4, Az, Tkm tu4tu4n ' tobacco '  ¶ Cl. 432 (the original stem is tu4ta4-),
457-8, TL 364-5, DTS Rs. 5O6, Faz. II 426, DT 2O6, ET 329  pKo *tî~tkî~r
≠ *tî~thî~r 'dust' > MKo tî~tkî~r ≠ tî~t≈î~r id. ¶¶ DQA #2472, SDM97 (*tæu!tæi
[or *-t-] 'smoke') || HS: Ch: WCh: Dr {J} dud'a! 'ashes' (unless from N
*dÅr÷3333V 'ashes') » Klr {J} atoto^ 'ashes' ¶ JI II 4-5, J R 350  C: Ag: Awn
t‰tri! 'dust'; ?φ pAg *tiza 'smoke' > Bln {R} te≤da2 (pl. tid), Km {Ap.}
tiza, Xm tiya id., Ag ı Gz -t'ïs- (3m sbjn. y´t'ïs, 3m pf. t'e2sa) v.
'smoke' »»  ? SC {E} *ted+ri > Irq {MQK} te2ri 'dust, cloud of dust', SC ı
Mb ite!ri 'dust'; the SC word belongs here only if it is *tedi »» ? EC: Sml
{ZMO} dßedo 'mist' ¶ Hz. NSA 137, R WB 334, Ap. IV 47, L G 6O1, E SC
17O, MQK 1OO, ZMO 114 ˚  The semantic change 'ashes' ‘ ' s m o k e '
(or viceversa) is not confirmed typologically (as far as I know); a
possible filiation is: 'dust' ‘ [1] 'smoke', [2] 'ashes' ˚  Cp. also D: T m
ta2tu  'powder, dust', Td to;T  'powdery' (D #3159); this D √ (as well a s
SC, EC, and Ag roots with a front unrounded vw.) may belong here only
if the discrepancy of vowels is explained away (e.g. by reconstruct ing
the N etymon as *t''''uÓÅ++++ÉÊV or *t''''Å++++ÉÓuÊV) ˚  The etl. connect ion
between K and A was proposed by Blz. in 1989 (Blz. LB #4f) and in 1 9 9 2
(Bl. KM 14O-1 [#28]); ≈ Blz. LNA #56 (N *t'ut'i 'ashes, smoke '  > Ch, K,
Ko + ¿ M [in fact T] *tu4tu4n, *tu4t-su4g).
2447. ?σ € *t''''oÓt''''V 'to run, to stream' >  A *tæËtæV (DQA *tæota!) >  Tg
*tu'te- ({∫Bz.} *to4ta4-) v. 'run' >  Sln tut‰-, Ewk tut-, Orc, Ud tutu-, Nn
¿tutu-, Ul tUtU-, Ork tUta- v. 'run'; the lower series of vowel harmony i n
Ul and Ork is probably a late development ¶ STM II 223-4  pKo {S}
*tÄ`d- 'run' > MKo tÄ~t/r-, NKo tat/r- ¶ S QK #855, Nam 139, MLC 4 O 1
 ?φ  pJ {S} *tanta-yu\ap- {S} v. 'float, ramble', {Mr.} 'drift' > OJ ta!da!-
y[u\]op-, J: T tadayo!-, K ta!da!yo!-, Kg ta~da~yo~- {Kenk.} v. 'float, swim, drift' ¶
S QJ #731, Mr. 761, Kenk. 1864 ¶¶ DQA #2439 || D *to2tß ({†GS} *to2dß-)
'a stream' >  Ml to2t5u, Kn to2d5u 'water-course', Kdg to;dßÈ ' small
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stream', Tu to2d 5u 'drain, sewer, brook', Krg to2dßa 'stream', Gnd dß≈o2dßa(:)
± dßo2r`a ± dßo2dßa 'river', ∆  dora  'running brook' ¶¶ D #3543 ˚  D *-tß (*-dß)
< N *-Ót''''- (de-emphatizing effect of the lr.?), while otherwise t h e
intervocalic N *-t ''''- would have yielded D *t. An alt. hypothtical rec.: N
*t ''''otV  with Tg as. **t...d > *t...t.
2448. *t''''a 4 444wHV 'abandon, leave' > K : *°t'ew- v. 'leave, abandon' >  OG
t 'ew-  v. 'abandon', G t'ov- v. 'leave\abandon'; acc. to Klimov, also Mg, Lz
t'al- v. 'be mixed' ¶ K 18O || HS: WS *-t'u2H- (or *-t'wVH-?) 'go away,
leave (partir)' >  Ar √tœwH  (pf. tœa2Ha, ip. ya-tœu2H-u) 'périr, être près de s a
ruine; errer; s’en aller', {Hv.} 'perish; go away; wander', Jb C et'≤baH
(√t'wH) v. 'wander off' ¶ BK II 117, Ln. 1888-9, Hv. 44O-1, Jo. J 281 ||
A (*tæ{á}bV): M *tebc>i- v. 'leave' >  MM tebc>i- [S] 'werfen, verlassen,
verraten', [HI] 'abandonner, sacrifier', WrM tebci- ≠ tebsi-, HlM
t´v¢i-, Brt t´bw´- v. 'abandon, leave', Kl {Rm.} tepc7- 'beisei te
lassen, verlassen, sein lassen, dulden' ¶ MED 789, H 147, Ms. H 1OO,
KW 392, Chr. 451 || D (in SD) *tavVr- ({†GS} *t-) >  Tm tavir- v.
'abstain, cease, leave, separate from', Ml taviruka v. 'be put aside ' ,
Kn Hv t´vru  v. 'drive away', Tu tauruni  v. 'remove' ¶ D #3113 ˚ ≈
BmK 319-2O (K, S, D + Sum du v. 'go\leave' + unconvincingly IE
*dew(´)-/*dwa2-/*du2- v. 'move forward' and other stems wi thout
reliable semantic connections with the N word in question).
2449. *t''''a4 444yV 'louse' >  HS: NrOm: Ym {C} tu?a2, {Wdk.} tu~?a~, {Lm.}
tu?a~ 'louse' ¶ C SE III 85, Wdk. BY 137, 163, Lm. Y 378 || U: FU *ta4ye
'louse' >  F, Es ta4i id. » pLp {Lr.} *ti-kke2 >  Lp: N {N} dik…ke, S {Hs.}
dikkie, L {LLO} tihkee, Kld tÈkêkê id. » Chr: H ti ti, L tij tiy, E ti ±
tiy id. » Prm *to4y (= {LG} *to4¿j) id. >  Z toy, Z US to¿y, Yz ≤tu$y, Vt t‰y »»
ObU {Ht.} *tE2k(t)´mV ({Ht.}*te2k(t)´mV) id. >  pVg ta4∏kmV >  Vg: T
ta4k´m, LK/MK/UK tO4∏x´m, P/NV/LL tax´m, SV ta2x´m, UL/Ss ta2k´m; pOs
*to4˝t´m ({∫Hl.} *tO4Æ˝t´m) >  Os: V/Vy to4Gt´m, Ty ta$ÆGWt´m, Y ta$Æwt´m,
D/K/Nz/Kz/O tewt´m » Hg tetu¡ id. ¶ UEW 515, It. #613, Coll. 1 1 9 ,
Sm. 55O (FU, FP *ta4ji, Ugr *ta4jI" 'louse'), LG 25O, Lt. 65, MF 631-2, Lr.
#1251, Lgc. #785O, Hs. 437, MRS 374, Ep. 117, Ht. 188 [#634]; o n
pObU {Ht.} *e2 = E2 cf. Hl. rHt 68-9 || A {DQA} *tæiyV 'louse' >  Tg: O r c
tïna- v. 'look for lice, louse (so.)', Tg *tï-le- id. >  Ewk, Neg tïl‰-, Lm
tïl-; Tg *tikte (< **tï-kte?) n. 'louse' (×  N *t''''a 4 444ktV 'louse', q.v.) >  Ul
tikt‰, Ork tikt‰ ≠ çikt‰, Nn Nh c7ikt‰, WrMc cixi ≠ cixe 'louse' ¶
STM II 179, 181, 392  T *°t[æ]i- > OT U ti-la4r '∈  insect' ¶ Cl. 5O1 ¶ ¶
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The A cognate is acceptable if A *-iy- may go back to N *-a 4444y-
(assimilative palatalization *a4 > *i) ¶¶ DQA #2367 ˚  IS MS 3 3 5
(*t5a4jÿ 'louse') and IS SS #1.9 (in both: A, U, K *t'il⁄- 'louse'); K {K}
*t'il⁄- 'louse' or {K2} *t'il- id. (>  G t'il-, Mg t'i(y)-, Lz mt'i-, Sv t'is7-; w K
181, K2 188, TK 718) may be accepted as cognate only if we can explain
Sv -s7- or K’s *l⁄- ˚ Gr. II #254 (*tay 'louse') ([“  IS]: L U, A + Ai).
245O. *t''''iyÅ 'to be narrow' > HS: EC (× N *t''''ËqV 'near; be close t o ,
approach'): Af {PH} dßayi v. 'be close\near', Sa {R} day- v. ' b e
close\narrow', 'nahe\schmal\eng sein' ¶ PH 91, R S II 121, 4O8, 4 4 8 ,
462 || U *tiya4 'narrow (eng, schmal)' >  Er teå t!eya, {ERV} teine
'narrow', Mk tåjnå t!a4yn1´ 'eng, schmal'  Sm {Jn.} *tÈyaº id. >  En {Cs.}
ti^ja, Ne T tyå, Ne T O {Lh.} tÈ∏y;e id., Slq Tz {KKIH} ti£c1È ' n a r row
passage, isthmus, neck of land', {Prk.} tic7i 'narrow passage
(tesnina )', Slq Ch/UO {Cs.} tet!eka 'eng' ¶¶ Coll. 62, UEW 523, ERV
652, 661, PI 279, KKIH 183, Cs. 147 || A: Tg *ti{y}e 'narrow' >  Ewk tiy‰
≠ tiy‰2, Lm tiG‰2kun, Lm KO tIwakun ≠ tI≤yakun, Lm A t‰y‰2kun ' n a r row
(eng, schmal)', Ork çïNm‰y, Nn KU ti3Z7o% ≠ -u%, Nn Nh/B c7i3Z7o% ≠ -u% ' n a r row
(eng)' ¶ STM II 176, Vas. 4O8, CiR 64O, Pt. 155 ˚  IS MS 37O s.v. uzkij
*t5ija, IS SS 318 [#1.15], Coll. 146, Rs. UAW 36, Sauv. 71 (in all sources
U, Tg).
2451. (€?) *t''''ËhyV 'eat, feed; food' > HS *√t{?+h}y/w ≠ ? *√t'hy/w >
S [1] *√t?w/y 'eat' >  Ak ta?u6 v. 'eat, graze', Mh {Jo.} √twy v. G  
'eat' (pf. t‰wu2 ≠ twuh, ip. y‰≤tayw, sbjn. y‰te2), Hrs {Jo.} t‰wo2, Jb E/C
{Jo.} pf. ≤te, prs. ≤yte, sbjn. ≤yit, Sq {Jo.} ≤te id.; ? [2] *°√t'hy/w >  Ar
√tœhw/y (pf. tœaha2, ip. -tœhu2 ≠ *-tœhaw-, n. act. tœahw-,*-tœuhw-, *tœuhy-)
'prérarer à manger (cuire, rôtir, arranger les viandes\mets)', ‰I'6a tœa2hi-
n 'personne qui prépare à manger (cuisinier \ rotisseur \ boulanger) ;
qui donne à manger' ¶ Sd. 134O, BK II 116, Ln. 1888, Jo. M 4O4  Eg fP
t 'bread' ¶ EG V 2O9, Fk. 292  C: Bj {R} tiyu 'Kost, Nahrung,
Lebensunterhalt' ¶ R WBd 233  ?? NrOm: Ym resp {C} ta?- v. ' e a t ' ,
{Wdk.} ta~?ra~ id. ¶ C SE III 85, Wdk. BY 135, Fl. OWL s.v. 'eat'; t h e
adduction of this Ym word is qu. for three reasons: (1) there is n o
explanation for -r-, (2) the Ym word is isolated within Om (at least i n
the meaning 'eat'), (3) the social essence of the "respectful language
(linguaggio di rispetto)" suggests that the original meaning of the w o r d
is not 'eat', but sth. else (possibly a µ φ )  Ch {AD} *√thWy ≠ √tyw,
{JI} *√twy v. 'eat (soft food)', {Nw.} *ti v. 'eat' >  WCh *√thWy ≠
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*tyw, {Stl.} *tihW / *tahW v. 'eat (soft food)': Hs c7i! » BT: Dr {J} twi /
twa, {Nw.} tu!i, Krkr {Lk., J} t- / {J} tu-, Grm {Sh.} ti~ya!, Krf {Sch.} tï!-wo~,
Bl {Lk.} ti- » Klr {J} c7i, {IL} t≈ix, DfB {J} c7uh / c7wa2‡y, Bks {J} c7u / c7wa2!y,
Tmbs {Sh.} c7i » NrBc: Sir {Gw.} twa, {Sk.} tu2!, Mbr {Sk.} ti@ / ta2~, J m b
{Sk.} ti! / ta2~ » SBc: Gj/Buli/Tule {Sh.} c7i » Ngz {Sch.} ta!, Bd {IL} t‰gi /
t‰d'i »» CCh: Ms {J} ti!na! ≠ c7i!na!, ZmB {J, Sa.} ti! »» ECh: Mgm {J} ti!y-,
ti!ya!w, EDng {Fd.} te2~, Bdy {AlJ} aor. ta2@ / pfc. te1 / aor. pl. te@ye~w » Skr
{Sx.} te@, Mw {J} te^ » Mu {J} tï^/ tu!wa2^, {Lk.} tu!wa~, inf. ti~ya!, Mjl {DB} tu@k,
Kjk {DB} tu, Kjr {DB} tuye, Brg {J} ta!ya~ ¶ JI I 56 and II 12O-1, J M, Stl.
ZCh 167 [#2O1] (*ti/ahW), J R 213, J B, Nw. KL 133, DB, Blz. EChWL ¶ ¶
OS #2345 (HS *ta?- 'eat' >  S, Eg, C, Ch), AD SF 53 (S, Eg, C, Om, Ch), ≈
Sk. HCD 34 || D (in SD) *tu[y] v. 'eat' >  Tm tu v. 'eat' (generally u s e d
in negative forms), tu 'food', Kn tuyyal 'a dish of rice, milk, a n d
sugar' ¶ DED #2685, D #3282 || ?σ A *tæËyV {AD} 'offer food to so . '
(× N *toÓ{u 4444} ≠ *ta++++áÓ{u4444} 'bring, fetch, give'?) >  Tg *tu'yu- v. ' o f fe r
food to so. (e.g. a guest)' >  Ewk, Ul  ¿tuyu-, Ewk Skh tuy‰-, Lm toy-, Lm
Al tuy-, Neg, Orc, Ork toyo-, Nn Nh tuyu- id. ('ugo∑at∆ '), Ewk tuyun,
Ewk Skh tuy‰n, Neg toyon, Orc, Ork toyo, toyon-, Ul tuyu, tuyun-, Nn Nh
tuyu% 'food offered to a guest' ¶ STM II 2O6  NaT *t[…]oy 'feast' (unless
“ *t[æ]oy 'camp, community') > OT toy '(wedding) feast', XwT XIII,
Cmn/MQp/OOsm XIV, Chg XV toy 'feast', Tkm toy 'wedding feast ,
wedding, feast', ET, Nog, Qzq, Qq, Qrg, Alt, Xk toy, VTt, Bsh tuy, Tv dòoy
id.; T ı WrM toy 'feast' ¶ Rm. W 567, Jeg. 255 ¶¶ SDM97 s.v. *tæoye
(T, Tg + •÷ M *tu4geGe- 'distribute') and DQA #2457 (pA *tæu"ya 'give,
give a feast': T, Tg), ≠ Rm. SKE 26O-7O (+ untenable parallels for the Tg
√ ) ¶¶ Tg *t-  is a reg. reflex of N *t ''''- , but the quality of the pT dental is
not clear: Tkm t- suggests *tæ-, while Tv dò- points to T *t…- ˚  A *tæËyV
belongs here only if its etymologocal meaning is 'feed' and not only
'give' or 'feast'.
2451a. *t''''aHyV 'go away, take away' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'conceal') > IE *teh(y)- 'take away, steal'  > NaIE *ta2y- 'deprive so. o f
sth. secretly, steal', *ta2yu-s-, *ta2ti-s 'thief' (× IE *steé- 'deprive so. o f
sth. secretly, steal' and NaIE *(s)ta2yu-s- 'thief, theft' < N *s 6666at '''' {ahi}  '≈ t o
take away', q.v.) > OI ta2≤yu- 'thief', Av ta2yu- id., ta2ya- 'theft' »» Gk
thta1omai 'I am deprived\bereft of, in want of', thy4 !sioß, Gk D tay4!sioß
'idle, vain, undertaken to no purpose' (if “ ≈ *'[self-]deceptive') »» OIr
ta1id  'thief' »» Sl *taj- 'steal, conceal': *ta!jiti (prs. *tajoß) 'to conceal' >
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OCS taiti tajiti (prs. ta) tajo<), R ta≤it∆ (prs. ta≤√), SCr
ta!jiti (prs. ta!j°), Slv tajiti 'to conceal'; *tajÁ 'secret' >  OCS tai
taji adv. 'la1†râ, secretly', OR tai 'secret', Slv ta•j 'denial', Cz pod
tajem 'secretly'; Sl *tatÁ 'thief' > OCS tat6 tatÁ, R † tat∆, SCr, Slv
ta•t 'thief, robber' »» Tc B ene-stai\ 'in secret'  Ht, HrLw taya-
'steal' ¶¶ P 1O1O, EI 543 (*(s)teh¢- 'steal, bring secretly, conceal'), M K
I 496 and III 513-4, M E II 75, Vn. T  7, F II 895-6, Vs. IV 11, 28, Glh.
618, Ad. 84-5, Ts. E III 24-6 || U: Ugr *tayV-tta- 'verbergen,
verheimlichen' (π Irn?) > Vg: T tuyt-, to2yt-, P tuyt- id., 'vers tecken ' ,
MK tuyt-, Ss tu2yt- vt. 'hide', LL tuytka2t- vi. 'sich verbergen' » Hg titok
'a secret', † adj. 'geheim, heimlich' ¶ UEW 892 || A: Tg *tey- or *tï-
'take away (sth. from so.) > Ewk, Ud, Ul  ¿tï-, Lm te2-, Sln tïn-, Nn Nh c7ï-
id., Neg tIZ>ayama 'thief' ¶ STM II 173-4 || HS: S *°√t'Hy ≠ *°√t'yH > Ar
√tœHy G  'être loin, être éloigné', √tœyH (ip. -tœïH-) {BK} 'périr, se pe rd re ,
s’en aller; s’égarer et manquer le but', {Hv.} 'go astray, perish', √tœwH
(ip. *-tœu2H- ≠ -tœïH-) G  {BK} 'errer, rôder, aller çà et là; s’égarer et ne p a s
atteindre le but' ¶ BK II 62, 117, 128, Hv. 443 ˚  The Ugrian cognate
suggests that here Tg *-ey- or *-ï- go back to *-ay-.
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2452. *wa  'also, same' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'and') > HS: S *wa
'and' > BHb -v!wa2-  (before a stressed syll.) / -v^w´-  / -uwu- ,†Ph w-, Pun
w-, (LSc) U-, Y-, (GkSc) u-, Ug w-, (AkSc) {Hnr.} wa- (?), OA w-, w?-
([wa]), BA, IA -v^ w´- / -u wu-¨†Sr w´-, Md u-, Ar, Gz wa-, Sb, Mn, Q t
w-, Mh {Jo.} w(‰)- / ‰w-, Hrs w(‰)-, Jb E/C b-, Sq {Jo.} w‰-, Ak u-, Eb
{Krb.} u1, u`, wa ¶ Br. G II 484-9O [§ 3O2], KB 247, 1699, FrdR §  257a ,
HJ 294-6, Hnr. 122, OLS 512-3, Deg. §  46a, Seg. AAG 234, 532, Mc. HM
45O-2, BGMR 154, MA 1O1, Rk. 47, L G 6O2, Jo. M 418-9, Jo. H 133, Jo .
J 286, DRS 473-8O ||  IE: NaIE {WP, Mn.} *u 'and, but, also' > OI u ≠ u2
encl. 'and, also' (also in cds.: no2  < 'and not' [*na  'not' + *u\], atho2 ' a n d
then, and so' [< *at≈a 'then, so' + *u\]) »» Gk -y in pa1n-y ' a l together ,
entirely', {WP} 'gar sehr' (< pa1n 'all' + -y) »» ? Tc A ok {Ad.} 'again ' ,
{JGH} 'yet, still', {Wn.} 'encore' (*u-g), B ma2wk, A ma2 ok 'not again'  
NaIE cd. *u-te > OI uta, Av uta2Æ, OPrs uta2 'and, also', Gk -y1te in ]h-y1te
'as, like as' ( }h 'as' + -y1te)  Highly problematic is the ambiguous NaIE
apophonic grade *au\  'again' ({F} 'again, back [zurück]') (with a puzzling
*a  for the expected *e  or *o) >  Gk a‘y 'again, afresh, once more' »» Gmc:
Gt auk 'then, also, but', ON auk 'also, and', Sw och, ock, Dn og
'and', OHG ouh, NHG auch 'also', OSx o6k, AS e1ac 'also'. If IE *au\
meant originally 'back, away' (as suggested by BSl: Lt au-, Sl *u-
'away'), it does not belong here (unless the meaning 'back [zurück]' i s
the original meaning of the N word, whence the meanings 'also' a n d
'and') ¶ WP I 188, Mn. 1496, M K I 97, 1O1, M E I 2O9, ≈ F I 183, Fs. 6 7 ,
Vr. 19, Ho. 82, Ho. S 57, Kb. 754, OsS 67O, Schz. 231, KM 36, Wn. 3 2 9 -
3O, JGH 3O, Ad. 1O9, F I 183 || K: OG, G -ve 'also, same' (encl. pc. o f
identity): OG rametu Xar-ve galilevel 'for thou art also a Galilæan'
(Mk. 6.2O), mas-ve saXlsa s7ena 'in the same house' (Luc. 1O.7), G s7en-
ve 'du selbst, gerade du' ¶ Ser. 62-3, Chx. 371 || A: M *ba 'and, also,
same' > MM [S] {H}, [HI] {Lew.} ba/be 'and, also', [HI] {Ms.} ba/be ' a n d ' ,
{Ms.} ba 'même', WrM, WrO {Krg.} ba, HlM ba, Kl b {Rm.} ba, Dg {T}
ba(:) 'and, also', Brt ba 'and' ¶ H 11, 14, Ms. H 38, 4O, Lew. II 16, 1 8 ,
MED 64, T DgJ 123, Krg. 322, KW 27, Chr. 71 ˚ ≈ BmK 6O3 (*wa/*w´
sentence particle 'and, also, but, like, as' > IE, S, K [without
distinguishing between reflexes of N *wa  'also, same' and those of N
*?{a}wu6666 'whether?', 'or']), ≠ KW 27 (M π S??).
2453. *wV 'who?' >  HS: Ch: WCh: Hs wa2~ 'who?' » Fy {J} wa@, Bks ?a!-
wa@, DfB wa@(-ma6y) id. »» CCh: Mrg, Klb wa~, Bu wa~...ri » McMtk: Mtk
ware ≠ wara, pMM {Ro.} *wa >  Mada {BrrB} wwa~ / wwa~y, {Ro.} uwa,
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MfG {Brr.} wa, Mf {BLB} wa!, wa, as well as {Ro.}: Myn, Mlk, Mofu wa!y,
Hrz wi!ya~, Mkt, Gzg wa » Mdr wa! » G’nd, Boka wu~ni, Gbn wUni » Gude
{Hsk.} wu~, {ChL} wa~ » Lmn we@ (<  *wa) » Hide wa » Bdm (w)o2ni 'who? '
»» ECh: Mkl, Jg we2^, Bdy wa!, EDng wa2, Mgm we~ » Mb {J} wa2~ » Ll we!y id .
¶ ChL, ChC, Lk. G 42, Ro. 359 [#8O3], BLB 376, Brr. MG II 252-3, BrrB
262, Blz. EChWL #98  B: Zkara wi, Kb wi, wu 'who?' ¶ Dl. 848-9  ?
C: Ag: Bln {R} wu≤ra2 'what?', Aw {Hz.} wa!tay 'what?', w‰!s7 'where?' ¶
AD KJ 117, R BilS 691-2 || K *wi- 'who?' >  OG nom., erg. wi-n, G
nom., erg. vi-n (gen. vi-s, dat. vi-s(a)) 'who?', Sv {TK} i- ± yi- ± e-
(*'who?') in the gen. form: UB i-s7a, L yi-s7a, Ln e-s7a 'whose?' (i-s7a
has7wis7 li? 'whose daughter is she?') ¶¶ Fn. GAS 73, Vogt GLG 41, FS K
124, FS E 135, ≈ K2 52, ≈ K 135, Mrtr. N 183, TK 311 ||  A: Tg *u'- 'who? ' ,
'what?' >  Ewk PT u˝un  'who?', 'what?' (of sth. unknown), Nn KU u2n‰k‰- -
interr. verb ('how to act?', 'what to do?') ¶ STM II 247 ˚ The e lements
*-i- (and -i-n) in K and B may have been induced by K *mi-n 'who?' a n d
by N *mi  'what?' (or go back to N *ya  'which?', cf. Myn, Mlk, Mofu
wa!y, Hrz wi!ya~ 'who?').
2454. *wÉc@@@@u 6 666 'fit (?), good, beautiful' >  HS: S *√wsm >  Ak
(w)asa2mu 'be fit, be proper, be suitable', Ug ysm 'beautiful ,
pleasant', ysmt 'beauty', Ar √wsm G  (pf. wasama, ip. yasimu)
'surpass so. in beauty', (pf. wasuma) {BK} 'être beau de visage' ¶ Sd.
1473-4, OLS 539, BK II 1537, Ln. 3O54, Hv. 87O,  DRS 569 || IE *wesu-
/ *we2su- / *eu\s- 'good' >  OI ≤vasu-h5 (f. ≤vasv°-), Av vaNhu-,
vohu- 'good', OI vas°ya2n, Av vahyÕ 'better', OI vasis5t5ha-, Av
vahis7to2 'best', MPrs ve2h 'better, best', NPrs ´Bi beh 'good, better' »»
OIr feb* {P} 'excellence, superiority (Vortrefflichkeit)', {Thr.} ' ( g o o d )
quality' (att. in an obl. case: feib {EI} 'in excellence') (<  *wesw-a2),
febas {P} 'Vortrefflichkeit', fo1 'good, goodness' (< *wosu-), {Thr.} fi1u
'worth' (< *we2su-), W gwych 'splendid, fine, brilliant', {YGM} gwiw
'fit', Crn gwyw  'fit, worthy', MBr {Ern.} guyou  'gai, enjoué', Br gwiv
'vif, gai, éveillé' »» OCS un 8ii un1-ii ≠ un 8 i un1-e7i adj. ' b e t t e r '
(cmpr. of uno* <  *ews-no-)  BSl *wes-el- >  Ltv ve>se>ls 'heal thy,
unhurt, intact' » Sl *vesel¥(jÁ) >  OCS vesel5 veselË, Blg ≤vesel,
SCr veàseo, Slv vese8l, Cz, Slk vesely, OP wiesioLy, P wesoLy, U k
ve≤celij 'gay, cheerful', R ve≤ce4lyj id., ≤vesel 'is gay, cheerful' 
Lw {Mlc.} wa2su- 'good'  NaIE *eu\s-: Gt iusiza 'better' ¶¶ P 1174-5 ,
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EI 235 (*wesu- 'excellent, noble'), M K III 173-4, M E II 533-4, Vl. I 2 8 2 -
3, Sg. 2O9, Horn 55, Thr. §§ 249, 911, LP §  24.4, YGM-1 267, 274, Ern.
3O7, Hm. 365, Fs. 298, StSS 74O, Vs. I 3O3, Glh. 667, BER I 136-7, Kar.
II 513-, Mlc. CL 266 || U: FU *wÉc1V 'beautiful, straight' >  Prm {LG}
*ves1 'straight' >  Z ves∆kyd ves1kÈd, Yz ves1kÄt 'straight, truthful', Vt
ves1kÈt, ves1-ves1 'slender', ves1kÈtskÈ- v. 'straighten oneself' »» ObU
{Ht.} *wïc1´N 'beautiful' >  pVg *wïs1´N id. >  Vg: LK wis1´N, MK wis2´m,
Ss we2s1´N; pOs *wic1´N id. >  V/Vy/Ty wit!´N, D/L wet!´N, Kz/O wes1´N,
Nz wes1´p ¶ LG 54, Ht. #654 ˚ ≠ Gr. II #18O (*asu 'good') (IE + unc. A,
EA).
2454a. *wic@@@@ ++++c @ @@@ ' '''V (or *wÉn1111c 1 111 ++++c 1 111 ' '''V?) 'whole, all' > IE: NaIE *wei\s-
/*wis- 'whole, every', (pl.) 'all' > Lt vi~sas, Ltv viss, Pru wissa
'whole' (pl. 'all') » Sl *vÁsÁ 'whole' > OCS v6s6 vÁsÁ, Blg se, Slv ve~s,
SCr ∆ va`às ± ves, OCz ves7, OP wszy, R ves∆, Uk uves∆ id. »» ?? IIr
(if from a d. *wis-k8[u]we+o-?) > OI vis1vah5, Av v°spa-, OPrs visa-,
Sgd wysp-, KhS bis1s1a-, MPrs Trf vyspy 'every, all'. The element *-k8-
may be tentatively equated with -k- in OI ≤pina2kam 'stick', Gk pi1nax
'stump, stub' (ÿ  NaIE *pin- 'Holzstück', see  P 83O, Eul. 171-4).  Is i t
possible to equate the IIr stem with Lt visoﬁks, OCS v6sak6 vÁsakË,
R vsåkij, Cz vs6aky1 'all kind of'? ¶ Frn. 1264, En. 275-6, Vs. I 3O4-5,
364, Glh. 541, M E III 225-6, Bai. 289, ≠ P 1176 (IE *wi-k8-) || HS:
NrOm: Bsk {Fl.} woi\ci, Dk {Blz. “ Fl.?} wayci 'all' ¶ Fl. OWL s.v. 'al l ' ,
Blz. LB #1d || U {UEW} *wec1V ≠ *wen1c1V 'whole, all' > Er vese ves1e ±
ves1i ≠ va4s1iy 'whole, every, all' » Prm {LG} *wVc1V > Vt N voc1ak 'whole,
entilely' ('vsØ , celikom '), Z ∆ vac1 'completely, quite' »» Hg o4ssze,
OHg, Hg ∆ o4szve adv., pv. 'zusammen, aneinader, zueinander'  Sm:
Ng {Ter.} b‰ns‰ (pl. b‰nJe) 'whole' ('ves∆ '), Kms bu$s7;a 'heil, ganz' ¶ ¶
UEW 568, Coll. CG 68, 14O, LG 4, Ter. NgJ 169, KD 12 || D (on GnD)
*vic>- 'all ' > Knd, Png vizu, Mnd viZ>a 'all', Knd vizer, Png vizer, M n d
viZ>ar 'all men, all people' ¶ D #5387 ˚ Since IE *i\ may go back to N
*n1111, one of two alternative N reconstructions is *wÉn1111c 1 111 ++++c 1 111 ' '''V ( n o t
accounting for D *vic>-). But if the N etymon is *wic@@@@ ++++c @ @@@ ' '''V, U *e in needs
explaining ˚ The equation was first proposed by Blz. in 1989 (Blz. LB
#1d); Blz. LNA #57 (Om, BSl, U, D).
2455. *wac@@@@[V]qV 'liquid' (esp. 'dirty\filthy liquid'), 'dirt' > HS: WS
*√wsX v. 'be dirty' >  Ar ≈Sv √wsX G  (pf. wasiXa, ip. yawsaXu ≠
yasaXu ≠ ya2saXu) v. 'être sale\malpropre' (of hands, body, c lothes) ,
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wasaX- 'saleté, malpropreté', wasiX- 'sale, malpropre, sali', Mh, J b
√wsX: Mh pf. a≤wasX, sbjn. ya≤wasX, Jb E pf. a≤wusX, Jb C pf. o2sX v.
'dirty' (but Mh w‰sa2X, Jb E/C ws‰X  'dirt' may go back to Ar O wi≤saX
id.), Tgr {d’A} √wsX  G  (pf. wAsXA) 'troubler, salir' ¶ BK II 1532-3 ,
Jo. M 431, Jo. J 293, LH 437, DRS 567 || IE: [1] *wo(:)s-o-s, -a2, -i-s,
*wes- , *wo2s- 'liquid' (esp. 'dirty liquid'), 'moisture' >  OI ≤vasa2 ' l iquid,
fluid', NPrs ‰'B bå2h 'sperm, coitus' »» Um VESTICATU vestikatu
'libato', vestic>ia 'libamentum (libation)' »» OFrs wase 'mire', OSx
waso 'sod, ooze' ({Ho.} 'Rasen, Scholle'), Dt waas 'layer of mist o f
fine drops', AS wo2s 'juice, liquour, sap', NE ooze; ? Nr vass- 'wa te r '
(in cds. and ds.: vassen 'watery', vass-flo 'stream of water', ∆
vass-fall 'waterfall, shower', etc.) (unless a still unexplained
phonetic variant of vatn 'water') »» Ltv ∆  {ME} ie-vasa 'moisture i n
the ground, sap in trees', ??? vasa 'forest with wet ground and b lue
clay' » Sl: Cz SEB/Mr d. {Ma.} vaskï (spelled by Ma. as vazky1) ' d a m p ,
moist (vlhky ;)'  ?? Ht {Frd., Ts.} wassi 'Ingredienz; Heilmittel, Salbe'
(Mn. 1495 interprets this word as '[∈] ritual liquid')  [2] Ï NaIE
*wos´-lo-s 'fluid' ({Mn.} 'fluid, serum') >  OIr {SB} fu1al (gen. fu1ail),
NIr fual 'urine', OBr [g] di-di-oulam ; "micturio"  (unless < Clt {SB}
*woglo- 'urine')  ?? OIr, Ir fuil 'blood' »» OHG wasal ' f euch te
Erdmasse', Sw vassla 'whey'; a Gmc source (OHG ∆?) ı MdL [LxS]
{OsS} wasilus 'humor' ¶ Some of these words may result from a
merger with NaIE *weis-/*wois-/*wis- 'liquid, swamp' (> ON veisa
'mud, swamp', OI vi≤s 5am  'liquid') ¶¶ P 1171-2, Mn. 1495, 1525, 1 5 8 2 ,
≈ EI 639 (*h⁄wes- 'moist'), M E II 533, ≠  M K III 168-9 (treats OI ≤vasa2
as a variant of va2s1am 'grease'), Vl. I 186, Bc. G 351, Thr. 171, Dnn.
337, 339, SB 266, Ho. 4O6, Ho. S 84, Kb. 1151, OsS 11O2, Hlq. 1321-2 ,
Vr. 652, Ark. 983, Frn. 23 (s.v. atvas7a~), ME II 86, Ma. CS 557-8, Frd.
HW 248, Ts. W 1O3 ¶ If Mn.’s rec. *wos´los is valid, we have here a
trace of an IE lr. from N *q  || U: FU *wac1[c1]V 'dirt, (dirty) liquid' >  Er
vac1e, Mk vac1´  'faeces, dirt' »» ObU {Ht.} *wÈ∏c1´k 'dirt' >  pVg {Ht.}
*wa"s1´k >  OVg: S Vt vo¢ag`, Tb vo¢ax`, S Tr vosåx`, W Sl
vo1¢ax`, Vg: T {Mu.} u2c1e$X, P {Mu.} vaºs1e$X 'Kot', LK {Kn.} wos1taxt-,
MK waºs1taxt- 'sich beschmutzen'; pOs *wÈc1´k, *wa"c1´k ({∫Hl.} *wÈÆc1´k)
'dirt' >  Os: Cng wit!´x 'dirt', K wit!´x, Ks wa"t!´X 'mud (nåwa ,
Schlamm)'; Os: Vy wÈt!k´l, Nz wo"s1l´X, Kz wo"s1lß´X, O wa"s1l´X ' h u m i d
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(feucht)' ¶ But pLp {Lr.} *vo2n1c1‰ 'water on ice, bare ice, matter in a
wound' (> Lp N {N} vuoZ7…Z7e, Lp L {LLO} vuodtja, etc.) hardly belongs
here, it may be better equated with D *van`tß- 'dirty' [D #4282] ¶ UEW
557-8, Coll. 122, Ps. M 151 [#1247], Ht. #653, Stn. D 165O-1, Jv. 68 (Er
vace 'kal , wlak '), Lr. #1446, Lgc. #8719 || A: M: WrM baZima9,
baZima 'sediment, drugs, residue of a liquid' ¶ MED 93 || D (in SD)
*vac>- 'fluid; to ooze, flow, rain' (× N *wÅÍV 'rainy weather, ra iny
season') >  Tm vaci 'rain, water', Kn basi, bose v. 'drip, tr ickle,
ooze', basu 'oozing', Tu basabasa 'gushimg, flowing in a s t r eam' ,
bassa  'overflowing' ¶ D #5214.
2456. (€?) *wec'''' @ @@@V (or *wic'''' @ @@@V?) 'to order, to require, to beg' >  HS:
WS *√wc'y+w >  Ar É'cava wasœa2-t- 'commandement, ordre', √wsœy D
'léguer qch. par testament, recommander qch. en se mourant', √wsœy
Sh  id., 'ordonner, commander', BHb vc2 c'aw n. 'order', {KBR}
'command', √c'wy v. D  (pf. eu!c5 c'iw≤wa2) 'command', SmA √s5wy v.
D 'command', Sb ws5t 'decree, ordain', Mh {Jo.} awo2s'i, Jb C o2s'i 'give
dying instructions'; √c'wy D  v. 'order', IA bs5wt 'in an order, b y
ordering' ¶ BK II 1551-2, KB 946-8, KBR 1OO8-9, Tal 726, BGMR 1 6 4 ,
Jo. M 432, Jo. J 293, DRS 592  Eg fOK wZ v. 'command, decree ,
commend to', wZ, wZ.t 'order' ¶ EG I 394-7, Fk. 73-4  C: Ag *c>iw-
/c>aw- v. 'beg' ([???] × N ?φ  *{s2222}a 4 444w[÷3333 ]V 'want, beg', q.v. ffd.) || ?φ  K:
GZ *Xw{e}c'+c`'-- > G Xvec'- v. 'beg', Mg, Lz Xvec'- id. (π G?) ¶ Chik. 4 2 7
¶ *X- may be due to metanalysis of the 1 sg. form (with the pK px.
*Xw- of 1s) || D (in SD) *ve+ic>a-, {†GS} *ve+isa- 'command, order' >
Tm viyam id., Kn besa 'performance of a prescribed act, demand ,
order' ¶ D #54O5, GS 75-6 (on the SD neutralization of *i and *e
before *a  of the next syll.).
2457. *wec6666 ' '''[V]?V 'go out' > HS: S *√ws6'?, -ws6'i?- 'go out' (× WS
*√ws6 '? 'blossom' < N *wis6666?V 'grow' [esp. of plants], q.v. ffd.) >  OCn
[EA] yi-s5a (3s ip. G ), Ph √yc5? G  'go out ' , BHb √yc6'? G  {KBR} id.,
'come out, come forth', Ug √ys5? v. 'come out', {OAS} 'salir, a somar ' ,
Amr {Krb., Frnz.} inf. wa-za-u`-um (= was'a2?um) 'go out', Sr √y÷w+y
(pf. '0o∆I yi≤÷a2) v. G  'grow', Sb, Gz √ws6'? v. 'come out, go out', Ak
√ws'? v. 'go out\away', S d. *maws6 'a?- > BHb ac1&m mo2≤c'a2 'place\act o f
going out, source', Ph m(w)s5?, Y’d aqvm mqk5? (k5 = [XÔ]), IA mw÷?
'rising (of the sun)', Sr (d.) maw÷°≤t3-a2 'growth (Wachstum), plants ' ,
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{Br.} 'crescentia, plantae', Ak mu2s5u2 'exit, passage, escape' ¶  KB 4O6,
53O, KBR 425-7, BDB 422-6, HJ 465,6O4-5, A #1222, OLS 539-4O, Br.
3O4-5, Lv. T I 34O, Js. 583, BGMR 156, L G 6O6, Sd. 1475, Frnz. EL 1 5 2 ,
157, Jo. J 296, CAD X/2 247, DRS 595-6 || IE: NaIE *wesk- v. 'go o u t ,
depart' > OI [Dhat.] vas5k-ate2 id. ({MW}: vas5k-ate2 is an err. spelling
for vask-ate2) »» MHG wischen v. 'leicht und schnell sich bewegen,
(ent)schlüpfen' »» ¿ W {Mn. “?} gwesu 'to go out, to depart' ¶ Mn.
1528, 1678, MW 93O, Lex. 324 || A: NaT *o4ç- v. 'go out' (of fire, e tc . ) ,
'be extinguished' >  OT {Cl.} o4c7- id. ([MhK] o2t o4c7di 'the fire went o u t
[ñakaSa]', erniN o4pka4si o4c7di 'the man’s anger died out [ñakaSa]), Tkm, Qrg,
ET, Ln o4c7-, Qzq, Qq, Tv o4s7-, Tf O$ <s7-, StAlt o4c1-, Uz u€¢- öc7-, Xk us-, Yk o4s-
v. 'go out' (of fire), OT o4c7- {DTS} v. 'stop' (of breath) ([MhK] erniN tînî
o4c7di 'the man’s breath stopped'), VTt u4s7 !- v. 'die out' (of a clan, e tc . ) ,
'be ruined' ¶ Cl. 19-2O, DTS 376, ET Gl 559-6O, Ra. 215, TatR 755 || D
(in GnD) *vec>c>-/*venc>- v. 'take out' >  Mnd ve2nZ>-, Kui ve2sa- v. ' t a k e
out', Ku vec>c >- v. 'take out\off' ¶ D #5523 ˚ T o4- is a regular reflex of N
*we-  (cp. N *wel!!!!V 'shoulder, upper part of the back '  > T *o4l!{u4}n '≈
shoulder ' ) .
2458. *w++++?u4444 ++++uc6666 ' ''' 6 666[V]ÌV 'to put, to set, to lay' > HS: WS *√ws6'÷ >  Ar
ø5v √wÎ^œ÷ G  (ip. -wÎ^œa÷-) v. {BK} 'placer, poser, mettre', {Hv.} ' p u t ,
put down, place', Sb hws6 5÷  inf. 'be stationed, be resident', ?σ Jb C {Jo.}
≤mos6 'a÷ 'circular house; family' ¶ BK II 1554-7, Hv. 876, BGMR 157, Jo. J
296, ≈ DRS 598-9 || K *°c'`ûq- (or *c'ûq-) >  OG, G c' ûq- 'put\set (several
objects on sth.), arrange' (‘  'draw up warriors in battle array') ¶ Chx.
22O4, 2227, DCh. 17OO, KEGL VIII 1215-6, Abul. 555 || D (in GnD) *uc>-
v. 'set, put' >  Png uc>- v. 'fix (e.g. net), set (trap), put (put on fire)', M n d
uc>- v. 'fix (net), set (trap)' ¶ D #582 || ? A: Tg: Ewk PT uçuç‰- v. ' l ie,
liegen' (of a person) ¶ STM II 297.
2459. *wedV 'to hunt' (‘ [in descendant lgs.] ‘ '[to] wish') > K
*wed- 'wish, ask' > Sv wad-/wd- 'wish' (wad n. 'wish', i-wd-i 'he longs
for'), Sv: UB {GP} msd. li-wd-i 'to yearn for so.\sth.', UB/L {TK} li-wd-
i, Ln {TK} li-wa4d-i 'to wish'; OG, G ved-r- 'ask, implore' (OG
evedreboda mas 'he asked him') ¶¶ FS K 121, FS E 131, Fn. GAS 231, GP
151, TK 45O || U: FU *weÎV 'kill, (?) hunt' (×  N *wedV [ o r
*we?VdV?] 'push, strike, cut'?) > Prm {LG} *viy- (or *v‰y-?) 'kill' > Vt
vi- vi-, ∆ viy- 'kill', Z vi- vi-, Z LL, Prmk viy-, Yz vi;- id. »» ObU
{†Hl.} *we2l- 'kill' >  pVg *a4Æl- > Vg: T a4l-, LK/MK/UK/P/NV/SV a4∏l-, LL a4l-
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≠ a4∏l-, UL/Ss al- id.; pOs {{†Hl.} *wa4Æl- > pOs *wel- > Os: V/Vy/O wel-,
Ty/Y wa$Æ¬-, D/K/Nz wet-, Kz we¬- id. » OHg ≥XIII o4l- 'kill', Hg o4l- 'kill,
slaughter', (× Ugr *ya4lV- 'go') OHg ≥XII u4ld-, Hg u4ldo4z- 'chase, p u r s u e '
¶ UEW 566-7, LG 57, MF 513-4, EWU 1O81, 1588, ≈ Ht. #68O (ObU
*we2l-/*wo4∏l-, pOs *wel-) || D: [1] *ve2tßtß- / ?φ *ve2n`tßtß-, {An.} *ve2n`tßtß-,
{GS} *ve2ntß- 'hunt' (× N *wen2222dV 'fight, injure, hurt') >  Tm ve2t5t5am,
ve2t5t5ai\ 'hunting, chase, murder', ve2t5u 'hunting, hunter', Ml ve2t5t5a,
Kn be2t5e, be2n`t5e, Tu be2n`t5A, bo1n`t5A, be2t5i, Tl ve2ﬁt5a, ven`t5a
'hunting, chase', Kt ve'tß, Td pe'tß, Kdg bo;tße, Nkr, Knd ve2tßa, Gnd vetßa ±
ve2tßa, Png, Mnd be2tß, Ku be2tßa 'hunting', Klm ve;tß a;dß- 'hunt'; [2] ?φ *ve2n`-
/*ve2n`tßtß-/*ve2tßtß-/*ve2n`- 'want, desire' (× N *w{o}n````V 'wish, love', q.v.) >
Tm ve2n5t5u v. 'want, desire', ve1t5t5am 'desire, thing desired', ve2t5ai\
'desire, longing', ven`(t5)um 'it will be required \ necessary', Ml
ve2n5am, ve2n5t5um 'it must, ought, is desired', ven` 'necessary', Td
po4;dß-. Kdg bo;dß- v. 'beg', Kdg bo;n`dßu 'it is wanted', Kn be2(n)t5a ' longings,
sexual passion', Tu be2d5u- v. beg, ask', Tl ve2d5u v. 'pray, beg, wish' ¶ ¶
Zv. 1O4, D ##5527-8, GS 199-2OO [#5O1], 6O [#172], An. SG 131-2 ˚
Fn. KD #42 (K, D).
246O. *wedV (or *we?VdV?) 'push, strike, cut (with weapon)' >
HS: Eg fOK wdy '(vom Ufer den Schiff) abstoßen' ¶ EG I 387  B {†Pr.}
*-wÓi+ut > Ah au\t (Fcj. 62 = Pcj. I A 6, pf. iw´"t, frq. agga2t), Ty/Twl
´w´t (pf. y´w¥t, Pcj. I A 6), Gd {Lf.} Ew´t (pf. ïwEt) 'frapper', Mz
{Dlh.} ´w´t id., Wrg {Dlh.} ´w´t, Sll {Ds.} u2t, BSn {Ds.} u2w´t3, Izn {Ds.}
uw´t3, {Rn.} ew´t3, Rf B/A {Rn.} ew´t3 (√wt) id., 'battre', Kb w´t3 id.,
Tmz {MT} w´t/wt/ut id., ?φ Zng {TC} ewih 'frapper' (pf. yuwah, 3 p
yuwa?n) ¶ Fc. 1533-8, 2OO5 (on Fcj. 62), GhA 2O3; Pr. M VI-VII 1 O 6
and GhA 247 (both on Pcj. I A 6); Dlh. M 23O, Dlh. Ou 357, Rn. 284, Dl.
878-9, MT 772-4, Ds. 34, 135, Ds. B 33, 14O-1, Lf. I 239 and II # 6 8 9 ,
DCTC 288, TC Z 309, TC FL 2  Ch: Ngz wÈ~du! v. 'cut off, slice off' ¶ Sch.
DN 164 || IE *wed≈- v. 'push, strike, destroy, slay' > OI vadh- ' s t r ike ,
slay, kill', ≤vadhar 'a destructive weapon', Av vadar- id., vada-
'wedge for hewing wood', va2da2y° 'zurück-stoßen\dringen' »» Gk H m
}e†vn (pl. }e†onteß) [Sc.] 'damaging, destroying, provoking', Gk [Hs.] }e†ei
'destroys, provokes', ?σ Gk ]v†e1v shove, push' »» OIr fodb {P} 'spoils o f
war', {EI} 'weapon' (< *wod≈-wo-), faisc id 'presses', MW gwascu
'press '  »» Lt vedega~ 'adze, ice-axe', Ltv ve>dga 'ice-axe, crowbar', Pru
wedigo  'carpenter’s axe' » OCS s5vada sË-vada 'quarrel, strife' »»
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pTc {Ad.} *wa4t- > Tc: B wa4t- 'fight', A wac, B weta ' comba t ,
struggle'  here Ht wezz- ≠ wiwida-, if it means {EI“?} ' s t r ike ,
urge' rather than {Ts.} 'sich bemühen, anstrengen' ¶¶ WP I 254-5, P
1115, and EI 471 (all of them: *wed≈- 'push, strike'), ≈ Mn. 1498, MW
916, M K III 135-6, M E II 496-7, F I 446-5O and II 1144-5, Ch. 3 1 6 ,
Hofm. 84, Frn. 1211, En. 272, StSS 639, Wn. 541-2, Ad. 59O, 6O8, Ts. W
1O7 || U: FU *weÎV  'kill' (× N *wedV  'to hunt', q.v. ffd.) || D (in SD)
{tr., †GS} *vetßtß- 'cut with weapon, cut off, strike' >  Tm vet5t5u ' c u t
with sword\axe, cut off, engrave, dig as a well', Ml vet5t5uka id.,
vet5t5u 'blow, strike, cut, wound', Kt vetß n. 'cut, mark of a cut', Kn
bet5t5u 'strike forcibly into, cause to enter firmly, impress, s t amp,
coin', Tu bet5t5u- 'cut, circumcise', ? bot5t5u- 'beat as a drum, k n o c k
as a door' ¶ D #5478 ˚  The root-medial lr. in pB ( recons t ruc ted
according to Pr.’s theory) points to a pN lr., which is likely to have b e e n
*? (the only N lr. liable to leave no traces [such as lengthening o f
vowels] in NaIE). But if the form of the verb in B may be explained
without postulating a lr. (⇔  Pr.), the N etymon is *wedV  ˚  IS SS # 3 . 2 3
and IS MS 262 (*wedÿ  'cut [with weapon]' >  IE, D).
2461. *wVd[V]÷V 'walk, go, set out for '  > HS: B *√w+ydÓ 'go' (× N
*÷{o}dË 'go' × N *ya4444d{a} or *yada4444 'go') >  Sll {Ds.} ´ddu ≠ ´dZu (3m pf .
idZa) 'go', n. act. tawada  'going, to go', Tmz {MT} ddu (3m pf. dda) ' go ,
go away', Izd {Mrc.} ddu (pf. idda), Kb {Dl.} d3d3u (3m pf. y´d3d3a),
BSlh/BMs {Ds.} ´ddu (3m pf. idda) 'walk, go', SrSn {Rn.} addu, SrSn Gz
ip. tudu 'go', BMs ´ddu (pf. idda) 'walk', Awj {Prd.} ÷add (3m pf .
ya≤÷add, ya≤÷idda) 'go' (with a puzzling ÷), Zng {TV} pf. yidde 'aller' ¶
Ds. 13, MT 75O, Dl. 126-7, Rn. 3O5, Ds. B 1O, 212, Prd. 159, Mrc. 1 8 ,
162, TC Z 306  ?? WS *√wd÷ > Ar √wd÷ G  (pf. wadu÷a) 'partir p o u r
un voyage', ?σ Jb C {Jo.} √wd÷  (pf. o2da/, sbjn. ≤y-Oda÷) 'see so. off' ¶ BK
II 15O9, Jo. J 286, DRS 5O2-3 || IE: NaIE *wad≈- (or *w´d≈-/*wa2d≈-)
'walk, wade' >  L va2d-o2, -e"re 'go' {{EI}: with new long grade), vadum
'shallow ford in a river\sea', va2d-o2, -a2re v. 'wade' »» Gmc: ON vaÎa
'to wade, to advance', Dn vade, NNr, Sw vada, Nr va ± vade, OHG
watan, NHG waten 'to wade', AS wadan id., 'to walk, to stride', NE
v. wade; Gmc *waÎa n. ' ford '  > OHG wat id., NHG Watt ' sandbank ,
shallows', AS wAd  'ford; water, sea', ON vaÎ 'ford, shallow (place)' ¶
WP I 217, P 11O9, EI 625 (*wad≈- 'wade'), WH II 723-4, Vr. 637, Kb.
1152, OsS 11O3, Ho 378, Sw. 198, KM 841 || K: GZ *wed-/*wid- ' go ,
walk' ([?] × N *÷{o}dË 'go') >  OG w+ved-/wid-, G ved-/vid-, Mg, Lz id-
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'go, walk' ¶ K 84, K2 51, FS K 121-2, FS E 13O-1, Chik. 273 || A: M
*o[:]d- 'go, depart, set out for' (× N *÷{o}dË 'go' [q.v. ffd.] × N
*q{Å}d[V]? {o }  'to step, to walk') ˚  In the HS cognate the lr. follows *d,
while in the IE √ (if it is *w´d≈-/*wa2d≈-) it precedes N *d . It is not c lear
which variant of the N word is ancient and which results from mt.
2462. *wedhÅ  'to cause to go (to drive, to lead)' > HS: WS *√wdh >
Ar √wdh (ip. yadihu) 'éloigner qn. et l’empêcher de se livrer à qch. ' ;
Mh {Jo.} √wdy (pf. awo2di) 'take away', Jb E {Jo.} √wdy (pf. o2di), J b
(∆? ) {Jo. H} wudi id., Mh S {Jo.} awo2di 'bring', ? Hrs {Jo.} √wdy (p f .
awe2d, sbjn. yawe2d) 'turn away' ¶ In SES the intervoc. *-h- is likely t o
have been lost ¶ BK II 1513, Jo. M 421, Jo. H 124  EC: Sml wad- {DSI}
'lead, guide, direct, drive (condurre, guidare, dirigere)', {ZMO} vt .
'move; drive; conduct, lead', Sml N {Abr.} wad- 'drive', Rn {PG} weya o r
woya 'drive (animals), lead' »» Dhl {EEN, E} wad†-, wad†at†-, {To.} wad-
'carry' »» SC: Kz {E} walit- v. 'wear', Asa {E} wades- v. 'lift, carry' ¶ Abr.
S 246, DSI 6O2, PG 293, E SC 311, EEN 43. To. D 149  mt.: B {†Pr.}
*√wht vt. 'drive, chase' > Ah {Fc.} awt, Ty/ETwl ´w´t 'drive (domes t ic
animals)' ('conduire en poussant devant soi [des animaux]'), 3m a o r .
Ah i-w´t, ETwl i-w¥t, Ty y´-w¥t (Fcj. 62 = Pcj I A 6); coalesced with B
*√wht 'beat, strike', whence Kb ´wt3 i lmal 'chase away the cattle!'
('fait sortir les bêtes!') is interpreted as 'beat the cattle away!' ¶ Fc.
1533, 2OO5, Pr. M VI-VII 1O6, GhA 2O3, 246-7, Dl. 878-9 || IE
*wed≈[Ó]- >  NaIE *wed≈- v. 'lead' (with loss of *´ [< *Ó] in the prevoc.
position) > IIr *wad≈- v. 'lead, lead a woman into one’s house' > Av
vaÎayeiti 'leads', upa-vaÎayeiti 'gives a woman in marriage', Yzg
waÎ- 'marry ' , d. OI va≤dhu-h5 'bride, young wife', Av vaÎu2- 'wife,
woman', Sgd wdw 'wife', Psh wal-war 'bride-price' »» AS weddian
'marry', NE wed »» OIr fedid '(he) leads, carries, brings', W
arweddu 'to lead, to bear', W dy-weddîo 'to betroth' »» BSl: Lt
vedu~ (inf. ve~sti), Ltv ve>du ≠ vedu (inf. vest) 'I lead, guide', ' I
marry (a girl)', Pru west  'führen' » Sl inf. *vesti  / 1s prs. *ved-oß ' l ead '
> OCS vesti vesti / ved0 ved-o<, Cz ve1sti / vedu, Slk viest&
/ vediem, P wies1c1 / wiode<, R, Uk ves≤ti / ve≤du id., Blg ve≤da ' I
lead'; Ï  iter.: Sl *vod i ¡ti / *vodjoß iter. '(use to) lead' > OCS voditi
voditi / voqd0 voz7d-o<, Cz voditi, Slk vodit&, P wodzic1<, SCr
vo~diti, R vo≤dit∆/ vo≤qu id., Blg ≤vodå 'I (use to) lead'   P adduces
here NaIE {P} *wed-mno- 'dowry' (in his interpretation 'bride-price ' )  >
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Gk Hm }eedna pl., Gk A pl. }edna, sg. {ednon 'bride-price, nuptial gifts', AS
wituma, wetma, OHG widamo 'dowry (Brautgabe, Mitgift)', NHG
Wittum 'dowry, widow’s jointure'. If this derived word does belong
here (which is doubtful), its *d for the expected *d≈ may be due e i ther
to as. (caused by the adjacent plain voiced *m) or to contaminat ion
with a different √  ¶¶ Not here (⇔ EI) Ht huet- / hut(t)- /
hu(i)ttiya- 'draw, pull, pluck, drag' (see  Pv. III 343-52) ¶¶ WP I
255ff., P 1115-6, ≈ EI 346 and 369 (*h€wed(Ó)- 'lead, take a wife'; unj .
adduction of Ht and rec. of *h€-); M K III 136-7, M E II 497-8, F I 442-3 ,
Thr. § 177, YGM-1 32, 2O5, Frn. 1231-2, En. 273, KM 865, Vs. I 2 8 4 ,
Glh. 677-8, Chrn. I 146, BER I 126, Schz. 321, Kb. 1188, OsS 1137, KM
865, Ho. 4O1 || U: FU *weta4- 'lead, pull, draw' > Vp {ZM} veda- 'd rag;
lead (so.)', ka4z1ipol!is7 veda- 'lead so. arm-in-arm with him', F veta4-, Es
veda- 'pull, draw, haul, drag' » pMr {Ker.} *vet!´ -/*vit!´ - ({Ker}: <
ppMr *vïd!´-) > Er vetå-ms vet!a-ms, {W} ved!a-ms, Er Kz {Ps.} vit!u-ms,
Mk våte-ms va4t!´-ms, {Ps.} va4t!´ -ms ± va4d!a-ms 'to lead' » pChr {Ber.}
*wiÎ¥- v. ' lead'  >  Chr: H wiÎe- (inf. vidaw ≤wiÎas7, {Ep.} ≤wiÎa4s7), L
wu4Îe- (inf. vu≥daw wu4≤Îas7), Uf/B wu4Îe- id. »» OHg XII-XIV vezet-
'accompany, lead', Hg vezet- v. 'lead, guide, conduct', OHg ≥XIV, Hg
veze1r 'leader, chief(tain) '  ? Y: Y T {Ku.} u2se- 'carry\take away
(otvezti , otnesti)', Y T/K {Jc.} ≤us7e- 'lead, carry' ¶¶ Coll. 67, UEW
569-7O, It. #343, Sm. 551 (FU, Ugr *weta4-, FP *veta4- 'pull'), SK
1719-21, ZM 621, ERV 129, PI 61-2, Ber. 89, Ker. II 188, MRS 65, 85, Ep.
12, Ü 35, MF 69O, EWU 1631, Ku. 289, Ang. 248 || ?φ A: T *î∏Î- ' s e n d
(sth.)' , (‘ ) 'allow to go, release'  > OT {Cl.) î∏Î- 'send, allow to go,
release', XwT XIV iÎ- ≠ iy-, MQp [CC] XIV î-/îy-, Qrg, Alt iy-, Xk ys- îs-
'send', Kr, QrB iy-, Tv ît-, Yk î∏t-, Chv år- yar- 'send, allow to go' ¶ Cl.
37-8, Rs. W 164, ET Gl 332-3, Md. 82, 165  M d. *udur{i}(d)- > MM
udurid- [HI] {Ms.} 'guide, lead', [S] {H} v. 'lead', WrM udurid-, HlM
udirda-x 'lead, guide, direct', WrO {Krg.} udurid- 'lead, guide,
conduct', Brt udarida-, Kl † udrd-x ud¥rd¥X¥ 'direct, l ead
(rukovodit∆ , vesti za soboj )', ? Kl {Rm.} udr= tata-Xa ' anführen ,
leiten', Ord {Ms.} udòuri-, udòuridò- 'be the first to do sth., take t h e
initiative, begin, make preparations for', udòuril 'entreprise, initiative',
Mnr H {SM} dòuru- 'lead, guide, indicate', {T} duru- 'lead, show the way' ,
Dx {T} uduru- v. 'guide, be so.’s guide' ¶ H 159, Ms. H 1O5, MED 8 6 2 ,
Chr. 463, KRS 528-9, Krg. 168-9, KW 446, SM 67, T 332, T DnJ 136, Ms.
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O 723 ¶¶ ≈ SDM97 (A *u4 ∏d{u}; incl. T, M), ≈ DQA #678 (T *î∏Î- < pA i\u2!du
'lead, direct') ˚  FU *-t- < *-th- by as. from N *-dh- . In A there is
compensatory lengthening of the vw. (due to the loss of the N lr. [or o f
*w-?]) ˚ The A cognate is legitimate if N *we- may yield a T word-
initial *î∏- and a M initial *u- ˚  ≈ IS MS 333 (*wetÿ  'lead': IE, ?A, U), ≈
UEW 569 (U, IE).
2463. *w{i}g[?]e6666 'carry, take (somewhere)' >  IE: NaIE *weg8≈- v.
'carry, convey', *wog8≈o-s 'way' >  OI ≤vahati 'drives, transports, r ides,
draws (a car), leads', Av vaz-aiti 'goes in vehicle (fährt)', MPrs
vaz°tan  'dahinfahren', KhS bays-  v. 'move, run, ride, ride in vehicle '
»» Gk P wece1tv 'he should bring', Gk Cp aor. }e-wexe 'er brachte dar', Gk
A }ocoß 'anything which bears, carriage' »»  L veh-o2, e"re / pfc. ve2x° /
sup. vectum 'carry, convey' »» OIr fe1n, W gwain '∈ vehicle', cy-
wain 'fahren', Brtt ı L co-vinnus 'war-chariot of the ancient
Britons and Belgæ' ({WH}: < *ko-weg8≈-nos) »» Gt ga-wigan, OHG (gi-
)wegan  vt. 'to move, to shake'; Gt wagjan id., af-wagjan 'to shift ,
to remove', ON vega vt. 'schwingen, heben', OHG weggen vt. ' t o
move, to shake', AS weÌan vt. 'to move, to bring, to lead'; OHG
wagan 'cart', AS wAÌn 'vehicle', ON vagn id., 'sledge'; Gmc {Zlz.}
*weg-a-z ≠ *weg-u-z 'way' >  Gt wig-s, ON veg-r, OHG, OSx weg,
NHG Weg, AS weÌ1 'way', NE way »» Lt ve~z7ti (1s prs. vez7u~) v.
'convey', Ltv vizina2 ^t v. 'take (out) for a drive' »» Sl *vez- >  OCS
vesti vesti (1s prs. vez0 vezo<) v. 'to convey\transport  in a
vehicle\ship', R vez≤ti / ve≤zu, P wies1c1 / wioze<, Cz ve1zti /
vezu v. 'convey \ transport', Blg ve≤za 'I convey, transport'; iter. R
vo≤zit∆, SCr vo~ziti, P wozic1 'to convey, to transport' »» pAl {O}
*weZa > Al vjedh (aor. vodha) 'steal' »» pTc {Ad.} *w1a4kne > Tc: A
wka4m$ (pl. wa4knant), B yakne 'way, manner' ¶ WP I 249-51, P
1118-2O, EI 91 (*weg8≈- 'bear, carry'), M K III 177-9, M E II 535-7, Bai.
27O, F II 457-8, WH I 282 and II 742-3, EM 717, LP §  17, Zlz. M II
#29.41, Fs. 212, 541, 563, Vr. 639, 65O, Kb. 113O, 1157-8, OsS 1O74-
5, 11O9-1O, Schz. 3O6, 313, Ho. 38O, 388, Frn. 1236, SJSS 183, Vs. I
286, Chrn. I 138, BER I 129, O 51O, Ad. 481-2 || U *wiGe >  FU *wiGe
v. 'take sth. somewhere, carry' >  F vie v. 'take, bring, carry', Es vii- v.
'bring' » pLp {Lr.} *vik‰- v. 'carry\transport (away, from one place t o
another)' > Lp: Klt {Lr. “?} viikka6d, Kld {SaR} vygk´ id., {TI} vÈ]k:a"ÎÆ,
T {TI} vÈ]k:AdÆ 'führen' » pMr {Ker.} *vïG´- >  *viy´- >  Er ∆  {ERV} vie-
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ms viye-ms 'otvezti', v. 'drive/convey so. to some place', {Jv.} vie-
ms ≠ vii-ms ≠ vi√-ms 'otnesti ', v. 'carry sth. to some place', M k
{PI} vi- vi-n, ∆ v1iy´- v. 'accompany so., send back sth. (wi th \ th rough
so.)' » pPrm {LG} *vaya6- v. 'bring' >  OPrm way-, Z vay-, Vt vayÈnÈ id .
(in the light of OPrm w-  is it preferable to reconstruct pPrm *way-?) »»
ObU {Ht.} *wiÆ-/*wiÆy-≠*wiÆ˝- v. 'take' >  pVg *wiÆ-/*wiÆG-/*we"y- ( =
{Hl.} *we"y-, {Ht.} *wa4Æy-) > Vg: T u4- / *u4y-/ u4w-, LK/MK/UK wi-/ wiG-/
wa4y-, P wi-/ wu4-/ wiy-/ wu4y-/ wa4y-, NV wu4-/ wa4∏y-, SV/LL u4-/ u4y-/
wa4∏y-, UL/Ss wi-/ wiG-/ woy- id.; pOs *we"-/ *we"y- ({∫Hl.} *wiÆ-/*wiÆy-
) >  Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y/D/K we"-/ we"y-, Mz/Kz wu"-, O wu-/ wuy- 'take' »
Hg viv-/ vi-/ visz-, Hg ∆ veys-, ve2s-, vu4s- v. 'carry, lead', Hg ve4v-
/ ve4-/ve4sz- v. 'take, take away, buy', visel-  v. 'carry, lead'  pY {IN}
*we˝e2- vt. ' lead'  > Y K {IN} ege2- 'lead by the hand', T {IN} wege2- id. ,
{Ku.} wegi¢e- 'lead after oneself', 'lead an animal (by the rein, etc.)' ¶ ¶
Coll. 125 (*weGe ≠ *wiGe), It. #4O5, 265-6, UEW 573 (*wiGe), Sm.
551 (FU *wixi-, FP *vixi-, Ugr *wI"gI"- 'take'), Lr. #1384, TI 752, LG
47, Ht. #651, MF 687-8, SaR 65, ERV 134, Jv. 91, PI 55-6, Ker. II 1 9 O
(Mr *vïG´- >  *viy´-, misinterpreted as 'wegnehmen'), IN 249-5O, Ku.
46-7 ¶¶ The change FU *-ï- >  Prm *a is still to be explained (It. 265-6:
"a  <  vorperm. *ï . Könnte man sich die Entwicklung *-ï˝- >  *-ïi\- >  >  *-
ei\- > *-a4i\- > *-ai\- vorstellen?") || HS: ECh: ? Nd D {J} *u@ge!y v. 'bring' »»
WCh: Gmy {Kr.} wo~ka!m 'road', Tng {J} o3~ko~3, {ChC} wo!ko~ 'way, path, r o a d '
¶ J T 127, ChC s.v. 'road' and 'bring'  Eg G wZ¿.t  'way', Eg fMK wZ¿ v.
'go, set out, proceed' ('sich begeben, gehen') ¶ EG I 4O3-4, Fk. 75 
?σ,φ EC {Ss.} *yug- v. 'pull off\out' >  Kns {BlSO} yuk- v. 'pull off, pull
thread off spool', Gdl {Bl.} yuk- v. 'take, unhang (sth. fastened)', Dbs,
Gln yuk- 'herausziehen' ¶ Ss. PEC 43, AMS 192, 228, BlSO 22O, Bl. G 1 3 1
˚ IS SS 334 [#6.2O] (IE, U), IS MS 351 s. v. nesti  *wegÿ (IE, U; •÷ Tg
*{e}ga4 v. 'carry, drag' [with a query]). In fact, the Tg √  in question is
*e{b}e- (> Ewk PT ‰w´- ≠ ´G‰- v. 'carry on one’s back to another place ' ,
Orc ‰wugi- v. 'bring', w STM II 436), and it is hardly a cognate of IE
*weg8≈- and FU *wiGe- ˚ Cf. Gr. II #57 (*wek 'carry') (IE, U, A + Ai).
2464. *wa4444k÷ 3333e 6 666 (= *wa4444k÷e 6666?) 'strong, vigorous; s trength '  > HS: S
*°√wk÷ > Ar √wk÷ 'be strong (robuste)' (a horse), 'be f a s t \ f i rm '
(thing) ¶ BK II 1597, Hv. 891 || IE: NaIE *weg8- 'strong, vigorous' (‘
'awake'), *wog8o-s 'strengh', *weg8e2- 'be strong' > OI ≤va2ja-h5 ' con tes t
(Wettkampf), victory', Av vazis7ta-  'am besten mit Kraft versehen' »» L
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vege-o2 / vege2-re 'stir up, quicken', vege"tus 'lively, vigorous,
fresh', vigil 'wakeful, watchful' »» Gt ga-wak-nan, ON vakna, AS
wAcnan vi. 'to awake'; Gt wakan, OSx wako2n 'to be awake', OHG
wahhe2n vi. 'to wake, to wake up (wachen, er-\über-wachen)', NHG
wachen 'to be awake, to be on guard, to keep watch', AS wAc1c1an
'wachen', NE watch; ON vakinn 'awake'; AS wacian 'to be awake ' ,
NE wake'; caus.: Gt us-wakjan 'to awaken from sleep', ON vekja,
OSx we$kkjan, OHG, NHG wecken, AS we$c1c1an vt. 'to wake' ¶ WP I
248-9, P 1117-8, E 55O, M K III 182, M E II 54O-1, WH II 741, 788, Fs.
2O9, 536, 547-8, Kb. 1133, 1164, OsS  1O79, KM 828, 842, Vr. 6 3 9 ,
652, Ho. 378, 387, Ho. S 62, 85 || U: FU *wa4ke 'strength, power' > F
va4ki (gen. va4en) id., 'people, men', Es va4gi 'might, strength, force' »
pLp {Lr.} *ve2k‰ {AD} 'strength, might '  > K {Gn.} vïgg, Kld {SaR} vi2gk
id., 'force', Lp: L {LLO} viehka, N {N} viekka6 'rather la rge\s t rong ' ,
adv. 'fairly, rather' » Er viy , Mk vi  'strength, power, might' » Chr: L vij
wiy , B wiy , H vi vi id. » Prm *viy- 'strength' (homonymous with *viy-
'joint, Gelenk' of uncertain origin) > Z I/Sk/Ss/Ud y‰z-vi, Z LV y‰z-vÈy
'strength' (y‰z 'people, men' and 'joint, articulation [of a limb]'), Vt
kat!-vi 'strength, power' (kat! id.) »» ObU {Hl.} *wE2˝, {Ht.} *we2˝
'strength' > pVg {Ht.} *wa4∏G > OVg Tr/Tb va, OVg N Chd ua (Cyrillic
script), Vg: T wa2w, LK/MK/UK/NV wO4∏, LL wO2, UL/Ss wa2G id.; pOs {Ht.}
*wo4˝ > Os: V/Vy wo4G, Ty wO$ÆGW, Y wo"w, D/K weG, O wey id.  ?? Sm:
Ne {Lh.} BÈk;a 'Kraft' ¶¶ Coll. 123-4, UEW 563, It. #277, Sm. 551 (FU
*wa4ki, FP *va4ki, Ugr *wa4kI" 'power'), Lr. #1396, Lgc. #8518:6, SaR
42, LLO 1398, N III 77, MRS 65, Ep. 12, ≈ LG 55, SZ 141-2, U ZS 178, Ht .
#672, ≠ MF 681-2, Jk. rColl. 52, Lh. JVD 161 || A : NaT *bek 'firm, solid,
stable' > OT {Cl., MKD} ba4k id., XwT XIV bek c7ok 'very much', XIV bek
'firmly', OOsm ≥XV pek  'firm, solid, violent', Tkm bek , ET ba4k 'firm, solid,
stable', Qmq bek 'firm, solid; very', Tk pek 'hard, firm', QrB, Qrg bek
'firm', Qzq, Qq, Nog bek, VTt, Bsh bik bik 'very', Alt bòek, Tf bòe<kæ, Xk
pik pik 'firm, solid', Yk biga4 id. ¶ Cl. 323, Rs. W 68, ET B 117-2O, Ra.
161, BIG 149  M *beki 'strong, firm, solid; robust, vigorous, durab le '
> WrM beki, HlM b´x, Brt b´xi id., WrO beki ≠ begi 'firm, s t rong ' ,
Kl Ö {Rm.} bek´ 'stark, fest', MM [MA] {Pp.} d. bekit- v. 'strengthen' ¶
MED 96, Krg. 342, Pp. MA 116, Chr. 134, KW 41  pKo {S} *p´⁄k[h] ' very '
> NKo p≈´⁄k 'very, very much' ¶¶ SDM97 (A *ba+ekæi 'firm, hard, very ' ) ,
Rm. SKE 213, Rm. EAS I 57, 145, MLC 1743 ˚ The narrowing of a vw. i n
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T (or in pA?) (N *a4444 > T *e [and pA *e?]) is still to be explained ˚ N *-
k÷ 3333 -  (= probably *-k÷- ) is evidenced by S and A (A *-kæ- <  N *-k÷ 3333- [= *-
k÷-?]) ˚ IS MS 367 (N *wa4ke 'strong' > IE, U), UEW 563 (U, T, M) ˚
Gr. II #369 (*bek  'strong') (IE, U + err. A, Ko + qu. Gil).
2465. *wak[V]Ùa (= *wak[V]Ha?) or *wak[V]÷a 'to shout '  > IE
(mt.) *we+aég-/*wé=g- > NaIE *wa2g- / ? *w´g- 'shout, cry' > L va2gi"-o2 /
va2gï-re 'cry, whimper as a child', va2gor (gen. va2go2r-is) ' t h e
crying of young children, the bleating of kids' »» Lt vo!grauti ' t o
whimper, to shout', {Nsl.} vo!gra, Lt ∆ vo%gras n. 'a whimpering
person (child)' ¶ But OI fVd vag≤nu-h5 m. 'cry, call, roar, sound (esp .
of animals)' and Vd vagva≤nu- 'sound, noise' are likely to belong n o t
here (because of a ), but rather to IE *wekW-  (see N *w{a}K ''''o  'to call') ¶
WP I 214-5, P 111O, WH II 723-4, Frn. 1271, M K III 123, M E II 488, Ped.
IH 57-8 (heteroclisis: nom. *wa2g-u / gen. *wag-≤n-es), cp. EI 8 9
(*(s)wehÅg≈- '≈ cry out; resound') || HS: S: [1] WS *√wkH (≠ S
*°√wk÷?)  > Gz √wkH v. D  'clamour, boast', Sb {Mü.} wkÓy-n ' ( ? )
altercation, dispute', ? BHb √wkH Sh  (ip. h@ik5&i yo2≤k3ïaH) 'rebuke, call
to account, judge', JEA √wkH Sh  (pf. hk2&a ?o2≤k3aÓ) {Sl.} 'decide,
establish; admonish' ({Lv.} 'zurectweisen'), JA [Trg.] {Js.} at1uhk1&a
?o2k3a2Óu2≤t3a2 ≠ aT1hk2&a ?o2k3aÓ≤ta2 'reproof', ({Lv.} 'Zurechtweisen')
(× *√wkH 'argue, strife'), Ar √wk÷ G  {Hv.} 'reprehend so. on' (÷ f o r
the inherited *H may be accounted for by contamination with *√wk÷
'strike', hence the meaning {BK} 'réduire qn. au silence par une fo r t e
reprimande'); [2] S *°√wk? > Ar *√wk? TD  (V form) 'pousser des cr i s
dans la douleur de la parturition' (fremale camel) (? for *H or *÷ due t o
onomatopoeia?) ¶ BK II 1594, 1597, Hv. 891, L G 612, Mü. ÄMSW 2 8 4 ,
KB 391-2, Js. 25, Lv. I 5O2-3, Lv. T I 14, Sl. 534, DRS 538  C: Ag *wak-
'shout' > Xm {R} wa2G-  'schreien, mit lauter Stimme rufen, lärmen' ¶ R
Ch 11O || U: FU *°wakV 'call' (× N *w{a}K''''o  id. [q.v. ffd.]) >  ObU {Ht.}
*wa2˝- 'call (rufen)' >  pVg *wa2G- > Vg: LK/P wo2w-/wow-, MK wo2G-
/wow-, NV/LL wow-, SV wo2G-/woG-, Ss wO2w- 'call (zvat∆ ), ask for ' ;
pOs {Ht.} *wa˝- id. > Os: V wa˝-, Ty waº˝- id., Vy wa˝-, Y waº˝-,
D/K/O waX-, Nz/Kz wOX- 'call (zvat∆ )' ¶ Ht. #673, Trj. S 5O7, BV 2 3
|| D (in SD) *vak-, {†GS} *vag- v. 'sound, cry' > Tm vakul5i, vakun5i
n. 'sound', Kn bagul5(u), bagal5u v. 'bark, cry out', baggu 'crying' ,
Tu bagal5u-, bagul5u- v. 'bark, clamour' ¶ D #52O4 ˚ The loss of t h e
lr. in Bj suggests that it was N *H  or *÷ rather than *X  or *˝ . S *H
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suggests the N lr. *H . But if the N lr. was *÷ , S *H in *√wkH may be d u e
to as. (*k÷ > *kH).
2466. (€?) *w{a}K''''o  (or *wáK''''o , *woK''''o) 'to call' > IE: NaIE *wekW-
(prs. *wokW-ti) 'speak' (possibly with infl. of IE *ÓwekW- < N *{X}oK''''Ë
'to call out, to speak [solemnly]; incantations'), 'call' > OI ≤vak-ti ( p p .
uk≤ta-), ≤vivak-ti 'says, speaks', Av vak- (pp. u2Æxta-) 'speak'; ?
(with as. *kn > *gn and infl. of NaIE *wa2g- / ? *w´g- 'shout, cry'  < N
*wak[V]Ùa  or *wak[V]÷a 'to shout'?) OI fVd vag≤nu-h5 m. 'cry, call,
roar, sound (esp. of animals)' and Vd vagva≤nu-  'sound, noise' »» Arm
go¢em goc7≈em v. 'cry, exclaim, call' »» Gk e‘ipon, Gk Ls wei1phn a o r .
'spoke' »» L d. voc-o2, voca2-re 'call, summon' »» Pru wackïtwei
'locken', wackis 'Geschrei', enwacke2mai 'wir rufen an', {EI} ' w e
invoke'  NaIE d. *wekWos- 'speech' > OI vacas-, Av vac7ah-
'speech, word' »» Gk }epoß 'word, a saying, speech', Gk Ae/Cp we1poß
'word'  NaIE d. *wo2kW-(s) 'voice' > OI nom. va2k / obl. va2c- 'voice,
speech, word', Av nom. va2x-s7 / accus. va2c7-´m id. »» L vo2x / gen.
vo2c-is 'voice, cry, call' »» Gk }oπ* 'voice' (Gk Hm }op-a accus., ]op-o1ß
gen.) »» pTc {Ad.} *wek > Tc: A wak, B wek id., 'noise'   NaIE d .
*°wokW-tlo-m >  OIr {P} foccul 'word', ?σ W gwaethl 'strife, ba t t le '
 other ds.: OHG gi-wahan (p. giwuoc ≠ giwuag) {Kb.}
'erwähnen, erzählen, sagen, erinnern', giwahanen 'to mention, t o
remember', NHG erwa4hnen, Dt gewagen, gewag maken ' t o
mention'; ON va1tta 'to testify', va1ttr 'testimony' (< Gmc *waxta-
z); Gmc *woxm, {Ho.} *wo2hm- > ON o1mun 'voice', AS wo2m(a) ' no i se '
¶¶ The adduction of Ht huek- 'conjure, treat by incantation' (as in P
1136) is convincingly rejected by Puhvel (Pv. III 323-7); on Ht huek-
see  N *{X}oK''''Ë '⇑ ' ¶¶ WP II 245-6, P 1135-6, EI 534-5, M K III 123-6 ,
18O, 221, M E II 488-94, 539-4O, Brtl. 134O-2, Vr. 419, 648, Vr. N 2O3,
KM 174, YGM-1 253, Ho. 4O5, Kb. 1132, OsS 276, 1O75, En. 169, 27O,
Slt. 382, F I 464, 545 and II 458, WH II 823-5, Wn. 541, Ad. 6O7, Ad. H
37-9, Ts. E I 255-7 || HS: Ch: ECh: Smr {J} ≤wo~g‰~ 'call', Ndam D {J}
wuga, Tmk {Cp.} w‰~g id., Mkl {J} wa2^ke! 'appeler, nommer' ¶ ChL, ChC, J
LM 183 || ? U: FU *wakV 'call' (× N *wak[V]Ùa or *wak[V]÷a ' t o
shout' [q.v. ffd.]) || ? A: ? T *ma2kîr- 'shout, bellow' (× N *m{a}?[V]K''''V
'cry, shout', q.v. ffd.) ˚  Cf. also SD *vak- v. 'sound, cry' (D #52O4) ,
which is more likely to belong to N *wak[V]Ùa  or *wak[V]÷a  '⇑ ' ˚  If
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FU *wakV and/or *ma2kîr- belong here, the N vw. of the first syll. is *a ,
otherwise it may be *a , *a 4444, *e , or *o .
2467. *wik'''' {a} 'back part, behind, backwards '  > IE: NaIE *wei\k- (≠
*wei\g-??) 'yield, give way, draw back' (contamination with
homonymous roots for 'move', 'tremble', etc.) > Gk e}ikv / aor. }e-
(w)eixe 'yield, give way, draw back' »» OI vi≤jate2 'starts back, recoils,
flees from' »» Gmc *wïk- 'give way, give in' > OSx w°kan 'to yield, t o
give in, to give way', AS w°can  'to give way, to collapse', {EI} 'to yield,
to give ground', OHG w°hhan, NHG weichen id., 'to give in', ON
vikja, vikva, y1kva id. ¶ ≈ WP I 233-5, ≈ P 113O-1, ≈σ EI 6 0 7
(*wei\g/k- 'turn, yield'), ≈σ 63 (? *wei\k- 'bend a pliable object'), 6O7,
≈ Vr. 663, Kb. 1196, OsS 1154, ≈ KM 845, Ho. 392, Ho. S 87, ≈ Vr. 6 6 3
(all of them do not distinguish this √  from IE *wei \k/g-  'bend, swing'), F
I 454 (a justified comparison between Gk, OI, and Gmc), ≈ M K III 2O4-5
and M E II 577-8 (no distinction between vi≤jate2 'flees' and vi≤jate2
'heaves' of different origin), MW 959 ¶ The variant *wei\g- may be d u e
to contamination with other roots ||  K: OG, G uk'u 'behind, backwards ' ,
uk'u- px. 'backwards', OG uk'u-ani 'behind', uk'u-mart 'backwards' ¶ Chx.
1397-9, Ser. 157-8, DCh. 1251-5 || A: M *bo4ke 'back, backside' > WrO
{Krg.} bo4q 'rear, torso, rump, posterior, buttocks', Kl bøk bo4k´
'backside of the knukle-bone (serving as dice)', {Rm.} bo4kö 'der Rücken,
die Rückenseite des Spielknochens', Brt b¥x´ 'back part of the body ' ,
?σ WrM {Bb.} bo4ke 'the frame of a plough'; M ı Qzq {Rl.} bu4go4 ' d i e
Stelle des Knochens (beim Spiel) mit der Rückseite nach oben'; M
*bo4ksen 'backside, rear, buttocks' > MM [MA] {Pp.} bo4kse ' bu t tocks ' ,
WrM bo4gsen, HlM bøgs 'backside, posterior part, rear; r u m p ,
buttocks', Ord {Ms.} bòo4gòso4 'buttocks, vulva', WrO {Krg.} bo4qso4
'backside, rump', Kl bo≥gs bo4g´s 'rear, backside' ¶ KW 55 (equates Kl
bo4kö with WrM bo4ke '?'), MED 126, Bb. 475, Pp. MA 123, Ms. O 8 5 ,
Krg. 359, KRS 113, Rl. IV 1881 ˚  The labialization N *i  > M *o4 (due t o
the ass. infl. of N *w [> M *b-]) is still to be investigated.
2468. *woyk''''V 'straight, even, fit ' > IE: NaIE *wei\k- ' t r ue ,
resembling (like truth), fit' > Gk A e]iko1ß, Gk I o]iko1ß adj. 'like t r u th ,
likely', n. 'likelihood', Gk }eoika (pfc. with prs. sense) 'be like', Gk H m
e‘ike ipf. 'it was opportune', Gk (w)e}ikeloß, (w)}ikeloß adj. 'like', Gk A
e]ika1zv ( ]e-wika1zv) 'represent by an image, portray', Gk A e]ikv1n, Gk Cp
weiko1na accus. 'image, picture' »» Lt vyﬁk-ti  'to be a success, to happen ,
to occur', i<-vyﬁk-ti 'to come true; to happen, to occur', Ltv vI2kt
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'gedeihen, vorstatten gehen', ve~ikt 'to manage, to carry o u t ' ,
ve~ikties 'to succeed (in), to do well' (a merger with the √  of Lt
vaiky!ti 'to chase, to hunt', veikti 'to do, to act, to have a n
effect'?), ? Lt pave!ikslas 'image, picture, example' (unless f rom  *pa-
veizd-klas < IE wei\d-/*wid- 'see', as supposed by Bg. and Frk.) »» AS
w°Ì≠w°h≠we2oh 'image, idol' ¶ WP I 237, P 1129, ≈σ EI 25 (*wei\k-
'appear [whether the appearance is into the speaker’s sphere o f
reference or another’s]), F I 452-3, 53O, Frn. 556, 1181, 1213-4, 125O,
Bg. rHerm. 47O (= Bg. RR III 7O4) || K: OG, G vak'e 'smooth, even ' ,
vak'- 'make\be smooth\even' ¶ Chx. 36O-1, NCh. 213 || U: FU (att. i n
FV) *woyke 'straight' > F oikea 'right, just, correst', oiko- 'get r ight ,
rectify, straighten' » pLp {Lr.} *vo2yk‰ 'straight, right '  > Lp: N {N}
vuoi…ga6d 'right, reasonable; straightforward', vuoi…ga6 adv. 'really,
straight, truly', K {Gn.} vu2y:g, Kld {SaR} vu2jjk adj. 'straight, even' »
preMr {Ker.} *viyG´-d!´ - > pMr {Ker.} *viy´d!´ - > Er vide vid!e, ∆
viyed!e, Mk vidå ≤vid!´ adj. 'straight', n. 'truth', Er vit∆ vit!, ∆ viyet!,
Mk vidi ≤vid!i 'right (dexter)' » pChr *wiya- >  Chr: H via≥ka≥
wi(y)a4ka4 'straight', via≥na≥w wi(y)a4na4s7, B wiyne- 'become straight ' ;
{Ber.} *wiya-ks- > Chr: L viåw wi≤yas7, YO/V wiya4ks7, Ch wiyaks7, B
wiyas7, H via≥w vi(y)a4s7 'straight' ¶ Coll. 1O3, UEW 824-5, SK 421-2, Lr.
#1424, Lgc. #8735, SaR 54-5, Ker. II 19O-1, ERV 132, 137-8, PI 54-5 ,
Ber. 86, MRS 69, Ep. 12 ˚  IS MsN s.v. *woyk5ÿ 'straight' (IE, U).
2469. *walV  'be strong, be able' > IE: NaIE *wal- id., 'rule over' >  L
val-eo2 / valor 'timh1, value', Osc {Pln.} wale 'valens' or 'validus' (?) »»
Clt: OIr {P} fal-n-, fol-n- 'herrschen', {P} flaith 'Herrschaft', {SB}
'Herrscher', OW gualart , W gwaladr  'lord, ruler, prince', W gwlad
{EI} 'rulership', OCrn gulat, MBr gloat 'country, land', Br glad id.,
'kingdom (heaven)', 'property' »» Gt waldan ' ]arkei6n, to suffice', ON
valda, OSx gi-waldon, OHG waltan, NHG walten 'to rule, t o
have control over, to govern', AS wealdan id., 'to possess', NE wield;
ON veldi 'power, Macht' (< *woltiyom); ON vald 'Macht, Gewalt',
OFrs weld, OHG walt {Kb.} 'force, power, law', giwalt, MHG
(ge)walt 'Gewalt, Macht, Herrschaft', NHG Gewalt ' power ,
authority, violence', AS Ìeweald 'power' »» BSl (+ext.): Lt valdy!-ti
'to rule, to govern, to own', Ltv va~ld I2 ^t 'to govern, to rule, to reign'; Lt
velde$!ti (1s prs. ve!ldu, ve!ldz7iu) 'to own, to rule, to t a k e
posession, to inherit', Pru waldu2ns nom. sg. {En.} 'mant inieks
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(legatee)' or 'Erbteil', weldu2nai nom. pl., weld°snan accus. sg.
'heritage' » Sl inf. *volsti (< *vold-ti) / 1s prs. *vold-oß 'own, rule ove r '
> OCS vlasti vlasti (1s prs. vlad0 vlado<), OCz vla1sti ( p r s .
vladu)' to own, rule over'; Sl *volde7-ti 'to own' > OCS vlad8ti
vlade7-ti, OR volod8ti volode7-ti, R ∆ volo≤det∆, U k
volo≤d¡ti id., Blg b vla≤deå 'I rule over, own'; Sl *volda-ti 'to own'  >
OCS vladati vlada-ti, Cz cd. o-vla1dati id., SCr, Slv vla!dati ' t o
govern, to rule, to reign', P wLadac1 'to make use of, to handle, t o
manage, to wield', Blg ≤vladam 'I rule over, own'; Sl *volstÁ (< *vold-
tÁ) 'power (dominium) '  > OCS vlast6 vlastÁ '(political) power ,
power of the strong person; owned region'  (ı R vlast∆ 'political
power'), OR volost6 volostÁ 'region, country, power', R ≤volost∆
'volost (small rural district)', Blg vlast 'political power', SCr vla•st
'power, might, rule', Slv la•st 'property, possession', Cz vlast, Slk
vlast& 'one’s native country', P wLos1c1 'landed property, estate'; ?
OCS vlat5 vlatË 'gigas' »» pTc {Ad.} *wa4lo (obl. *la2nt) (< *wl-a2nt-
'the ruling one') > Tc A wa4l, B walo, A/B obl. la2nt 'king', B walo
'king'; pTc *wla2w- >  Tc A/B wla2w- v. 'conrtol'  Ht {Ts.}
walliwalli- 'stark, kräftig', walliwallai- 'kräftigen' ¶¶ WP I 539, P
1111-2, EI 49O, WH II 727-8, Pln. II 71O, SB 262, LP §§ 136.1, 299, YGM-
1 254, 267, Hm. 315, Fs. 548, Kb. 385, 1139, OsS 276, 1O84, KM 835-6 ,
Ho. 385, Vr. 64O-1, 653, Frn. 1188-9, 1217-8, En. 27O, 272, Vs. I 34O-
1, 344, BER 16O-1, 163, Ma. CS 569-7O, Glh. 674-5, StSS 118, Me. DIE
22 (Sl *vold- ÷ Gmc *wald- rather than Sl π Gmc), Wn. 554-5, Ad.
581-2, 617, Ts. W 1OO || D *val/*vall- ' s t rong '  > Tm val ' s t rong,
hard, forceful', vallam, valam 'strength', vallu 'be able', Ml val,
valu  'strong, powerful, great', Kt val  'powerful, very, right', Kn bal v.
'grow strong\firm', bal(u) 'strength, firmness', Kdg bala ' power ,
strength', Tu bala  'strength', Tl valanu  'skill, excellence', Prj vela key
'rught hand', Gdb valan 'thick, stout', Gnd walle2 'much, very'; (×  D
*valß- < N *wÅlßßßßa [or *wu++++ol ß ßßßa?] 'big, large, multitude', q.v.): Mlt
balehne 'large', balebale 'large ones', Brh balun 'big, large, elder' ¶¶ D
#5276, Zv. 156 [#225] || HS (with an ext.): C *°√wlk' > EC: Sd {Gs.}
wolk'a, {Hd.} wolk'a! ≠ walk'a! 'strength, power', {C} wolqa2 'strong'; HEC
ı Gf {Mrn.} wolk5a 'strength, power' ¶ Gs. 348, Hd. 4OO-1, C SE II
252, Mrn. S s.v. wolk5a, Mrn. O s.v. wolk5a || A: M *buli- 'be super ior
in strength, overcome, be victorious' > Brt buli- id., (×  M *buliya-
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'take away by force, seize' < N *[æ]w{Å}l[iy]V 'draw, pull [out, off] ' ,
q.v.): MM [S] {H} buli- 'conquer, rob, take away by force', WrM buli-,
HlM buli- 'overcome, conquer, take by force, be superior i n
strength', Mnr H {SM} bòuli- 'enlever de force, piller, ravir' ¶ Chr. 1 1 1 ,
MED 134, H 22, SM 33 ˚  The vw. *u in M *buli- is to be attributed t o
the ass. infl. of N *w-  or M *b- (on M *bu- < N *wa-  see  Introduct ion,
§ 2.4) ˚  BmK #487 (IE, D).
247O. *wÅlßßßßa (or *wu++++ol ß ßßßa?) 'big, large; mult i tude '  > HS: CCh: Msg
{Mch.} wel, Mlw {Trn.} we~l, Mbara {TrnSL} wa~la! 'old' » Bu {ChL} ?W‰la
'large', Mrg {Hf.} ?Wa!l 'great' ¶ ChL II 55 [#281], Hf. GML 26, ChC, Trn.
MVM 287, TrnSL 3OO  ?σ C: Ag: Aw {Hz.} wulla!, {CR} wul≤la2, D m t
{CR} wulla2 'all' ¶ AD SF 19O  ?σ SOm: Hm {Bnd. “ Fl., Ld.}, Hm K
{Bnd.} (w)ul(l), Hm B {Bnd.} wU2l 'all' ¶ Bnd. AL 144, AD SF 19O || IE:
NaIE *wel-  'many, much, amount' > Gk: I e}ilh (< *weln-), A }ilh (i2-), D
}ila2 (i2-) (< *wilna2) 'a crowd, troop of men', Hm/A {aliß adv. ' i n
crowds, in plenty' »» Sl *velÁ(-jÁ) 'big, great' >  OCS, OR velii velii,
Blg ≤veli, SCr ve•lji•, OCz velI1 id., Cz vele, Slk velo, HLs wjele
'very'; Sl *velÁ-mi 'very' (“ instr. pl. of *velÁ) > OCS, OR vel6mi
velÁmi, R † vel∆≤mi, Cz velmi, Slk vel&mi, P wielmi id.; Sl
*velik¥(-jÁ) 'big, great '  > OCS velik5 velikË, Blg ve≤lik, SCr
ve~lik, Slv ve!lik, Cz vel(i)ky1, Slk veliky1, vel&ky1, P wielki id., R,
Uk ve≤likij 'great', R ve≤lik 'is large\big' »» ? W gwala ' amoun t ,
sufficiency, enough', MBr {LP} gwalch (not mentioned in Ern.), Br
gwalc&h  'satiety, sufficiency', Br a-walc&h 'enough', gwalc&han% ' t o
sate, to satisfy' »» ?? Tc A wa4l, B walo  'king' (but more probably f r o m
IE *wal-  'be strong, rule over' < N *walV  'be strong, be able', q.v.) ¶ ≈
P 1138, LS 828 (i2- in }ilh, }ila2), Ch. 462-3, ≈ F I 74, 722, Vs. I 288-9, Glh.
665-6, BER I 131-2, LP § 37.3, YGM-1 254, Hm. 56, 344, Wn. 554-5 || U
*wulßV 'big, much, many' > Lp: L aºllo2 id., N {N} o<l…lo ≠ o<llo≠ o<lo
'much, many' »» Os: N {KrT} w¥l 'big, older', O {Stn.} wul, Pt {Stn.} ulß
'krupnyj , groß'  Sm: Ne: T ˜uli” 'quite, very', T O {Lh.} Nul!i? id. ¶ ¶
Coll. 44, UEW 543-4 (does not take into account Os and reconstructs U
*ulV), Stn. D 1586, KrT I 222, Ter. 4O3, Lh. 43 || A *u+olV 'big, many' >
M *olan 'much, many, numerous' > MM [IM] {Pp.} olan, [MA, HI, S] olon
id., WrM olan, HlM, Brt olon id., 'multitude', Ord {Ms.} olon, Kl oln,
{Rm.} oln=, Mnr M {T} oloN 'much, many, numerous', Mnr H {T} olu¢on id.,
{SM} olu¢on id., 'very', Mnr H {T}, Ba {T} oloN, Dx {T} olon 'much, many' ¶
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Ms. H 81, Pp. MA 264-5, 443, H 123, MED 6O7-8, Ms. O 51O, KRS 3 9 5 ,
KW 285, Chr. 354, SM 298, T 354, T BJ 145, T DnJ 131  T: NaT d .
*ulug 'big, great' (× A *pæulÉ 'large' < ? N *p''''alyu6666 'much, superfluous') >
OT, OOsm XIV ulu˝, XwT XIII ulu(˝), MQp XIII ulu2,  XIV [CC] ulu, Chg XV,
ET ulu˝ ≠ uluq, SY, Ln, Xk, Tv, Tf ulu˝, Tkm, Slr ulî 'large, big, great', Tk
ulu, Ggz, CrTt, Kr Cr ulu, Yk ulu2 id., VTt oly ¥ºl¥, Bsh olo ¥ºl¥º ' large,
big; old, grown up' (of a person), Az ulu 'big, great, ancient', Uz ulu˝,
Qzq ¨ly u"lî, Qq ullî, Alt ulu, Uz uluÌ 'great', Qrg ulu2 'great, elder', †
uluq  'chief, ruler', Yk ulu2 'large, great' ¶ Cl. 136, ET Gl 593-5, Rs. W 5 1 3 ,
Sht. 289, Jud. 8O3-4, MM 488, KrkR 67, Nj. 134, BT 167, Ra. 237 ¶¶ S
AJ 286, ≈ DQA #2517 (A *ulu+o  'big, many; good'; incl. T, M)  || D {tr.,
†GS} *valß- 'multitude; (?) big' > Tm valaNkam 'large family', Kn
bal5aga 'mass, multitude, assemblage, troop, the family circle', Tu
bal5aga 'quantity, heap, multitude', Krg bali 'clan', Tl bala2gamu
'retinue, party, circle of friends and relatives'; (× N *walV 'be s t rong,
be able' [q.v.]?): Gdb valan 'thick, stout', Mlt balehne 'large', balebale
'large ones', Brh balun 'big, large, elder' ¶¶ Tm -l- for the expected -l5-
is puzzling (infl. of the reflex of N *walV '⇑ '?) ¶¶ D #53O8 a n d
(merger of roots) D #5276 ¶¶ D *val- 'strong, hard' (D #5276) hardly
belongs here (≠φ,σ) (⇔  IS MS) ˚  IS MS 331 s.v. *wolÿ 'bol∆woj ' (IE,
A, U, D, HS), Glh. 665-6 (IE, U, D, A, Mrg ?wal + err. Eg wr) ˚  The U
and A data suggest a N rounded vw., but if this vw. in U and A is due t o
the infl. of N *w- , we prefer to reconstruct N *Å (on the ev. of D); o n
M *o- < N *wa-  see Introduction, §  2.4 ˚  ≠ Blz. LNA #22 (semantically
unjustified equation of U and A with IE *ol-  'all').
2471. *w{i}lV 'exchange', 'value' > U: Y T wal!e 'p r ice ,
compensation, bride-price' ¶ Ku. 41 || D {tr., †GS} *vil 'sell; price' >
Tm vil 'sell, be sold', vilai\ 'selling, price', Ml vila 'sale, price', Td
pîl 'price', Kt bil, bili v. 'sell, buy', bili, bele 'price, cost', Kdg bele
'cost', Tu bilA, belA 'price, value, worth', Tl viluva, vela id.,
'cost', vil(u)cu v. 'sell, buy' ¶¶ D #5421 || HS: S (with an ext . )
*°√wlt' > Gz √wlt  D  'change, exchange' ¶ L G 614, DRS 55O-1.
2472. *wo÷3333 ++++9lV (or *wo÷3333 ++++9l ß ßßßV?) 'stay, be' >  HS: S *°√w÷+˝l >  Gz
√w÷l  (pf. wa÷ala ≠ w´÷la, juss. ya÷al) v. 'spend the day, remain, s tay ' ,
Tgr, Tgy √w÷l G v. 'spend the day' ¶ L G 6O2-3  B *√wlÓ (prm. *-
wlVÓ ) v. 'be' (× N *hiL{Ë}  'stand, be, exist', q.v.) >  ETwl/Ty {GhA} imv.
¥llu (3 m pf. ETwl illa, Ty y´lla), Ah imv. ´ll (pf. illa) 'be' (Fcj. 11, Pcj.
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I A 9), Kb {Dl.}, Wrg/Mz {Dlh.} ili (pf. y´lla), Gh {Nh.}, BSn {Ds.}, Si
{La.}, Gd {Lf.} ili (pf. illa), SrSn, Izn, Tmz ili 'be' ¶ Pr. M VI-VII 119, Fc.
971, 2OOO (on Fcj. 11), GhA 1O9, 246-7 (on Pcj. A I 9), Dl. 439, Dlh.
Ou 161, Dlh. M 1O1, Ds. B 123, MT 362-3, La. S 66, Lf. II #O853  C: EC
*?o2l- (≠ *wo[:]l-?) v. 'stay' > LEC {Bl.} *o2l- {AD} v. 'stay, spend the day' >
Or {Grg.} o2l- id., Kns o2l- 'spend the day', Gdl ol-ad'- v. ben. 'be late', Sml
prs. a2l 'I stay', p. ïl 'I stayed', o2!l 'did not stay', Arr ?ell- / ip. ?all-
'stand' » Brj wol-?- md. 'pass the time, stay', ? Hd wul- v. 'stand' ¶ Bl.
112, 15O, Ss. PEC 51, Ss. B 188, Grg. 3O6, Hw. A 267-9 ¶¶ Coh. EC # 1 9 6 ,
L G 6O2-3., L ECDG 243 || U: FU *wole- v. 'be, become' >  Er ule- ul!e-,
Mk ule- ul!´- id. » F, Es ole- v. 'be' » Chr L/E ula-, H ¥la- id. » Prm *vu$l-
/ *vo$l- v. 'be, exist': *vu$l- >  Z vyl-o≥m vÈl-‰m 'existence', Vt G {Wc.}
vÈÆlÈÆ- v. 'be, be there', Vt Sr vÈl-, Vt Kz v‰l- id., 'exist', Vt ulyny-
vylyny, Z ovny-vyvny 'to be, to be once upon a time' (Z
ol¡sny-vyl¡sny 'there were once upon a time' [in fairy tales],
olo≥ny-vylo≥ny o≥no≥dz 'they live upon this very day [oni qivut-
poqiva√t do six por]') (ov-, ol- means 'live'), Z Vish/EV vu$l- ' b e ,
be once upon a time'; Prm *vo$l- v. (in the past tense) 'be' >  Z vo≥l¡
v‰li, Yz vo$li 'was', Vt val val 'was' (a  <  *o due to *l) »» ObU {Ht.}
*wo2l- v. 'be, live' >  pVg *a2l- >  Vg: T a2l-/al-, LK u2l-/ul-, o2l-,
MK/NV/SV/LL/UL o2l-, P o2l-/ol-, Ss O2l- id.; pOs *wol- > Os: V/Vy wa"l-,
Ty/Y wa"¬-/wo"¬-, D/K/Nz ut-, Kz wö8¬-, O ol- id. » Hg vol-/val-
/vagy- 'be' ¶ Coll. 1O3, UEW 58O-1, Sm. 551 (FU *waº/oli-, FP
*voli-, Ugr *waºlI"- 'be'), Ker. II 175, Ht. #681, MF 669-71, LG 67, 7 1 -
2, TmK 485 || A *bo2l- ≠ *o2l- > T *bo2l- (≠ *o2l-) v. 'become, be': *bo2l- >
OT, Chg, MQp, Tkm, Qmq, Qrg, Qzq, Qq, ET bol-, Xk pol-, Chv L pul-
pul-, Alt, Tv bòol-, Tf bòOl-, Uz böl-, VTt, Bsh bul-, SY pol-, Yk bu¢ol- ' b e ,
become', XwT, Nog bol- v. 'be'; NaT *o2l- 'be, become' >  Osm ol-, Tk ol-,
Tk W o2l- 'be, become', Az, Ggz, CrTt {Rl.} ol- id., Uz ∆  {Jud.} ol- ' b e ' ;
acc. to Mel.’s hyp. (Mel. xl-xli), supported by other scholars (including
Cl. and the authors of ET), the original T form is *bol-, with the loss o f
the initial *b-  (through the stage of *w) in Og and Uz ∆ ¶ Cl. 331-2, ET
B 185-8, Rl. I 1O8O-3, Ra. 163, Jeg. 164, Fed. I 442-3, Md. 39; t h e
length of the vw. is suggested by Yk and Tk W; the short o in Tkm needs
explaining  M *bol- (≠ *o2l-) 'become, be' >  MM [S, MA, IM, PP, IsV]
bol-, WrM bol-, HlM bolo-, Kl bol-, Ord bòol-, Dg, Mgl bol-, Mnr boli
≠ o2li-, Dx wolu- ≠ polu- id. ¶ Pp. IM 99, MED 114, KRS 1O7-8, Rm. M
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2O, SM 27, 296, T 318, T DnJ 114  pJ *b‰!r- 'be' > OJ wo!r-, J T/K/Kg
o!r- ¶ S QJ #25O, Mr. 742 ¶¶ DQA #196 (A *bo2!lo+-e 'be'), ≈ #1595 (A
*o2 ~lu 'be, become; come', incl. T *o2l-), S AJ 284 || D (in SD) *ulß- v. ' b e ,
have' >  Tm ul5-, Kn ul5-/ol5- id., Ml ul5- v. 'be there, exist', Kt olß- v.
'exist, be (in a place)', Kdg ulßlß- v. 'be, be in a place, have', Tu ul5l5- v.
'be, exist, have' ¶ D #697 ˚  D *-lß- (for the expected *-l-) may go b a c k
to pre-D *-l!- in a detrived stem with *-l!- from **-l-y- (or may be due t o
the presence of a lr.?). SD *u- may be explained by a kind of posit ional
neutraliztion of the opposition *o ↔ *u  in SD or by the assimilatory
infl. of N *w- . An alt hypothesis (supposing that D *lß goes back to N
*lßßßß) does not explain U *-l- ˚  IS MS 332 (*woGlÿ  > A, U, ?D, HS).
2473. *waÓlV  'cry, speak' > IE: NaIE *°wo+a+´l- ≈ id. >  BSl: Sl *volati
> P woLac1 'to cry, to call', Cz volat(i) 'to clamour', (za-)volat(i)
'to call (to so.)' » Lt {Ma. “?} valiu!oti 'to sing' (of mowers when
mowing hey), Ltv valo^da 'language, speech'  ?φ NrGmc: ON va1la, NNr
vaala 'jammern', ON vAla 'jammern, klagen', Sw ∆ va4la ' schreien,
blöken', Dn ∆ vAlle 'schreien'; NrGmc ı ME weile, wailen 'wail ' ,
NE wail ¶ Not here ON vo<lva  'prophetess, sibyl' (adduced by Mn. a n d
BmK) “ 'Stabträgerin' ÿ vo<lr 'runder Stab'  ¶ Ma. CS 572, Brü. 63O,
Kar. II 478-9, ME IV 461-2, ≠ Mn. 1488, Vr. 64O, 671, ≠ BmK #488 ( +
err. ON vo<lva, Gk ]alazv1n 'vagabond, false pretender', ]alazoniko1ß
'boastful', and ]alazoney1omai 'make false pretensions' [in fact from t h e
Thracian tribal name ]Alazv1neß], see Vr. 673-4, F I 61, Ch. I 53) || HS: B
*waÓl 'word(s), language, way of speaking'  > Ah {Fc.} a"-wa2l, ETwl, Ty,
Gh, BSn, Izd, Izn, Kb a-wal, Gd {Lf., CM} awal (pl. {CM} iwall´n), Sll
{Ds.} a-wa4l (pl. iwa4liwn), Tmz awal (pl. iwaliwn), Nf {La.} a-wa2l id.,
Skn {Srn.} a≤wa2l n. act. 'speaking'; Ï B {†Pr.} *si-Ówil caus. (Fcj. 1 5 5 ,
Pcj. I A 4) 'speak, produce sounds' (metathesis *√Ówl  < *√wÓl) > Ah
siwl, ETwl, Ty s7iw´l, BSn {Ds.} Si {La.}, Skn {Srn.} sïw´l, Sll {Ds.}
saw´l ≠ sawl, Tmz siw´l, Zng {TC} s7ïwiy 'parler' ¶ Fc. 1877-8O,
2O14 (on Fcj. 155), GhA 197, Ds. 212, Ds B 263-4, Dl. 862, La. S 2 6 2 ,
MT 759, Lf. II #1667, CM 145, Pr. M VI-VII 1OO-2 (on Pcj. I A 4), DCTC
291  Ch {Stl.} *waÓal- {Stl.} 'weep, cry', {AD} 'produce vocal sounds ,
weep, cry' > WCh: Hs ha!-wa2 ~ye~ 'tears' (ha-  is a px. for body parts) »» pAG
*wa2l 'weep, cry' > Ang, Mpn {Frz.} wa2l, Cp wal 'weep, cry', Su {J} wa~l
'tönen, erschallen, klingen', wa~l ma2~p 'wail, weep' » NrBc {Stl.} *war- (<
*waÓl-) > Jmb wara, Cg wure 'weep, cry' »» ECh {Stl.} *?al-/*?il- id .
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(loss of the initial syll.) > Ll ile, Mkl ?o2~le / *ïle! id., EDng a!le~ {ChC} id.,
{Fd.} 'emit sounds, weep', 'cry' (of animals), Mu {Lk.} i!le2!li~ 'tears', Skr
{Nc.} a2!le?a2!le 'weep', o!lu2 'funeral song' ¶ Stl. IF 142, Hf. AG #228, J S
86, ChC, ChL, Lk. ZSS 3O, 37, Fd. 19  C: Bj {R} waºlik- scv. ' ru fen ,
schreien' ¶ R WBd 238  ??? o†S: i  CS *√wl(w)l > Ar √wlwl (p f .
walwala) 'wail, shriek' (woman), 'howl' (wolf), Sr {PS} i , o† walwalt-
a2 'ululatus', BHb ll4i^ y´≤le2l, el1l1i^ y´la2≤la2 n. act. 'howling' ¶ BK II 16O5-
6, Hv. 892-4, PS 1O63, DRS 542-4, BDB 41O, LH 428 || U *wal+lßa >  FU
(att. in FV) *wal+lßa 'word' >  F vala, Krl A vala 'oath, vow' » pLp {Lr.}
*vo2le2 'song; conjure '  > Lp S {Hs.} vuo4lie 'Lappish song', Lp L {LLO}
vuolle2 '«ein Jojker» (lappischer Melodiensatz, F jojku)', N {N} d .
vuollo- '(noisily expressed) delight', Lp Pa {TI} vu$Æ‰"l;e2dò ' j emandem
übles wünschen oder wahrsagen (im Denken\Sprechen, bes. d ie
Zauberer)' » Er, Mk val 'word'  pY {IN} *walm´ 'shaman' > Y T {IN}
wolm´, {Ku.} volm´, K alm´ id.; OY K {Bil.} alma id. ¶¶ UEW 812, SK
1614, Lr. #1432, Lgc. #8769, Hs. 1457, LLO 1445, TI 787, IN 249 (Y T
walm´ [misprint for wolm´]), 295 || D *val- 'say, speak, p r o d u c e
sounds by voice' > Tm vali v. 'say, tell, narrate', n. 'sound', Krg valli
v. 'bark', Gnd Nr vallih- c. 'call, invite' ¶¶ D #5283 | ??? D *valß-,
*valßavalß- 'babble, be talkative, noisy' (an ideophonic stem which m a y
have developped on the basis of *val-  'say, speak') > Tm val5aval5a  ' b e
talkative \ wordy, babble', Ml i  val5aval5a2 'sound of babbling', Tu
bal5akA 'boasting', Tl i  val5ava2l5i 'noise, fuss, hubbub' ¶¶ D #531O
˚  ≈ BmK #488 (*wal-/*w´l- > IE, D, Ar √wlwl).  
2474. ? (€?) *weÓ++++yLV (or *weLÓV?) (= *weé⁄++++yLV ¬ *weLé⁄V?)
'≈ hip, waist' > HS: B: Sll a-wla4∏l 'groin (aine)' ¶ Ds. 12 || A: T {ADb.}
*be2lk 'waist '  (×  N *beLkVgV 'belly, waist' [q.v. ffd.] × N *P3333el ß ßßß?e 6666 ¬
*P 3333e?l ßßßße 6 666 'side of body, side') > NaT *be2l, Chv pile€k pilÁk 'waist' || ?σ
IE: ¿ Ht {Frd.} walla 'Schenkel, (?) Bein' (not mentioned in Ts. W) ¶
The cognate is valid only if Frd.’s interpretation of the word is right ¶
Frd. HW 242 ˚  A preconsonantic T *l may go back to any N lateral cns .
˚  If Ht walla  belongs here, the N etymon is *weé⁄ ++++ yLV or *weLé⁄V .
2475. *waL÷3333á 'wish, require' >  HS: S *°√wl÷ >  Ar √wl÷ (p f .
wali÷a, ip. -wla÷-) {Hv.} 'be fond of, covet', {BK} 'être avide d e ,
convoiter' ¶ BK II 16O4, Hv. 893 || IE *welé8- >  NaIE *wel[´]-/wle2(i\)-
v. 'want, choose', n. *wl=ti-s 'wish' >  L vol-o2, inf. velle v. 'want' »» OI
√var-: prs. vr=n5°≤te2 , vr=n5a2ti, vr=n5o2ti, vr=nute2 'choses, prefers ,
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wishes, loves', Av var-  v. 'choose, want' »» Gt wiljan, ON vilja, OFrs
willa, OSx willian, wellian, AS willan, OHG wellen, NHG
wollen 'to want', 3s prs (being transformed into p./prs.): Gt wili,
ON vill, vil, OFrs, OSx, OHG wili, NHG will 'he wants', NE will v.
(and analytical marker of ft.); ON vil, AS will n. 'wish, desire'; Gt
wilja, ON vili, OSx willio, OHG willo, NHG Wille, OFrs, AS
willa n. 'will', NE will n. »» ? Gk D lv6 (2s lê6ß, 3s lê6) 'wish, desire' (Gk
Cr opt. lE(i)oi, lEioien, conj. lEionti, prtc. lEiontoß, -a) (Schw. GG I
676: < *wle2(i\)mi) »» OLt ve!lti / 1s prs. ve!lmi v. 'wish, prefer, allow'
» Sl *vel- / *vol-: *vele7-ti (1s prs. *vel!-oß) 'to order' >  OCS vel8ti
vele7ti / v. vel) veljo<, Slv vele!ti, Cz veleti, R ve≤let∆ ( p r s .
ve≤l√), Uk ve≤l¡ti id., 1s prs.: SCr ∆ ve~lju, Blg ∆ ≤velåm ±
velim 'I say', ∆ ≤velåm 'I decide'; Sl *vol!a n. 'will' >  OCS volA
volja, Blg, R, Uk ≤volå, SCr voàlja, Slv vo!lja, Cz vuºle, Slk vol&a, P
wola; Sl *°vole7ti > SCr vo ~leti ± vo~ljeti 'to love'; Sl *do-vÁle7-ti ' t o
be enough' (<  *wôle2-) > OCS dov6l8ti do-vÁle7-ti / p r s .
dov6l) do-vÁljo<, R do≤vlet∆, Uk do≤vl¡ti »» ?? Arm ge¬ geÒ
'beauty, charm, attraction, good grace' (unless < NaIE *wel- 'see, l ook ' )
¶ P 1137-8, EI 629 (*wel-  'wish, want'), M K III 244-5, M E II 511-2, WH
II 88-3O, F II 15O, Fs. 563, Vr. 663-4, Ho. 396, Ho. S 88, Kb. 1 1 6 6 ,
12O1, OsS 1119-2O, KM 859, 868, SGGJ IV 424, Frn. 122O, Vs. I 2 8 8 ,
347-8, 521, Glh. 678, BER I 132-3, 175-6, Slt. 141-2 || U: FU *wa2z6V- v.
'demand, desire, wish, urge' >  F vaati-  v. 'demand, ask (so. for), want ,
urge' » Prm *vas7- >  Z US vas7‰d-, Yz ≤vas7Ät- vt. 'drive' ('gnat∆ '), Prmk
va≤s7‰t- v. 'zwingen, wegtreiben' »» Hg va1gy- v. 'desire, wish, long to' ¶
Coll. 122, Coll. CG 414, UEW 549-5O, LG 49, SZ 67, Lt. J 95, KPR 57 ¶
The FU cognate is valid only if the Prm √  belongs here, otherwise the FU
√  may be reconstructed as *wa2c7V (which may include ObU *wac7V v.
'catch fish', Ht. #657) || A: Tg *°bala- >  Ewk Brg bala- v. ' o r d e r ,
compell' ˚  AD LZL 36O-1.
2476. € *wVL{h}V 'to hit, to a t tack '  (‘ 'to wound, to kill') > HS: ?σ
S *°√wlh, prm. *-wlih- >  Ar √wlh G  (pf. walaha ≠ waliha, ip .
yalihu) 'be dejected \ depressed by grief', D (pf. wallaha) ' confound ,
perplex so.' (of grief), 'intoxicate so.' (wine), walh- 'grief' ¶ BK II 1O5-
6, Hv. 894 || IE *welÙ- '≈ strike, hit, fight' > Ht walh- 'strike, a t t ack '
({Ts.} 'schlagen', 'niederschlagen, überfallen, schädigen')  NaIE
*wel[´]- 'wound, slay, fight' (× N *9u 6666LV 'to destroy, to fight; war', q .v.)
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> W gweli, Crn goly (pl. golyow) 'a wound', MBr {Ern.} gouli id.,
gouliaff, goulyaff 'to wound' »» Gmc (× N *÷ol∏∏∏∏V 'to starve, to die;
dead', q.v. [?]): ON valr  'the slain in battle', AS wAl, OHG {OsS} wal,
walu id., 'slaughter, carnage; battlefield', NHG cd. Walstatt
'battlefield', OSx wal 'death'; AS wo2l 'pestilence', OSx wo2l id., ' r u i n
(Verderben)', OHG wuol id., 'desaster' »» Sl: OCz va1leti (1s p r s .
va1leju) 'wage war', Sl *valÁka > OCz, Cz va1lka 'war', P walka, Blr
≤val∆ka  'fight, combat', ? Uk valåva  'battlefield with bodies of t hose
slain in battle' (× va ≤låtiså  'be scattered all over') » Blt: Pru u2lint  (<
*wo2lint) 'to fight' ¶¶ Frd. HW 242-3, Ts. W 1OO, WP I 3O4-5, P 1144-5 ,
≈ EI 367 (*wel(h€)- strike, tear at'; unj. adduction of L vello2 ' p luck ,
tear' <  N *[ æ ]w{Å}l [iy ]V  'draw, pull out\off'), Thr. 171, Dnn. 339, Ern.
282, Vr. 642, Ho. 38O, 4O5, Ho. S 82, 89, Kb. 1232, OsS 1O85, 1 2 1 4 ,
KM 834, ≈ Ma. CS 553, Tr. 548, En. 269 ˚  Not here (⇔ IS MS) the FU √
of Hg o4l- 'kill', etc., which is FU *weÎV 'kill ' (< N *wedV 'to h u n t ' )
rather than FU *welV ˚  IS MS 367 (*welÿ  'to fight' > IE, A, D ÷ • U).
2477. *wÅlßßßß ++++l ! !!![V]{h}V 'to turn, to roll, to revolve'  > HS: WS *√wly
vi. 'turn' > Ar √wly G + prep. ÷an (pf. …ñ0Oa îLava wala2 ÷an, ip. yaliyu
÷an ) vt. 'détourner de', √wly D  'turn away from, turn back', Mh {Jo.}
√wly  Sh  (pf. h‰wlu2) vi. 'turn back, direct oneself to', Jb C {Jo.} √wly
G  (pf. o2li) 'turn towards', Jb E/C {Jo.} √wly Sh  (pf. eb≤le) ' d i rec t
oneself towards', Hrs {Jo.} w‰l  'towards' ¶ BK II 16O6-7, Hv. 894, Jo. M
429, Jo. J 292, Jo. H 136, ≈ DRS 549  B *√wÓl  (mt. f rom  **√wlÓ?),
pf. {†Pr.} *-wÓi+ul > Ah a"wl (3m pf. iw´l) '(se) tourner (changer d e
direction)' (Fcj. 62 = Pcj. I A 6), ETwl/Ty {GhA} ´w´l id. (3m pf. ETwl
iw¥l, Ty y´w¥l) ¶ Fc. 148O-94, 2OO5 (on Fcj. 62), GhA 197, Pr. M VI-
VII 1O6 and GhA 246-7 (both on Pcj. I A 6)  C: Dhl {E} walam- i n
wa!lampa!ni 'whirlwind' ({E}: walam- + ?u2f-/yu2f- v. 'blow') »» ? SC: I rq
{MQK} harwe2r- 'surround', {E} harwel- v. 'surround' ¶ E SC 314, E PC
#576, MQK 47 || IE: NaIE *wel(´)- / *wle2-, *welu-, *wlei\- v. ' t u r n ,
roll' > Lt ve!lti / prs. veliu~ v. 'felt, full (cloth)' (a NaIE heavy basis
*wel´-), Ltv vel ^t  'to roll, to trundle; to felt, to full (cloth)' » Sl *vali¡ti
seß rf. 'to roll' > OCS valiti s9 valiti se< id., Sl ip. *val!a¡ti 'to roll ,
to felt, to full (c loth) '  > OCS valAti s9 valjati se< rf. 'to roll', Cz
va1let se, R va≤låt∆så rf. id. (v.i.), R va≤låt∆, SCr va!ljati 'to roll ,
to felt, to full (cloth)', Cz va1leti, Slk va1l&at& id., Blg ≤valåm 'I felt ,
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full' »» OI valati 'turns, turns to, returns' (unless π D *val-
'surround, turn around'), Av var- '(se) vertere' »» Arm gelum gelum
v. 'wring', gelanim gelanim v. 'twist, wring, writhe', glem glem v.
'roll, wheel' (< *wle2-) »» Gk e]ile1v (*wel-n-e1v) ≠ e}ilv v. 'roll up', e]ily1v
'enfold, enwrap' »» L volv-o2, -e"re / volvï / volu2tum v. 'roll, wind,
turn\twist round' »»  OIr fillim  'turn (drehen), bend', {SB} 'flecto' »» Gt
af-walwjan 'wegwälzen', at-walwjan 'hinzuwälzen', fau1r-
walwjan 'vorwälzen', AS wealwian vi. 'to roll', wielwan,
wiellan  'wälzen, rollen', ON valr adj. 'round', MLG walen ' d r ehen ,
wälzen, rollen' ¶ WP I 298-3O4, P 114O-3, EI 6O7 (wel- 'turn, wind,
roll'), M K III 161 (against the connection between OI valati and IE
*wel-), Ach. II 112, Slt. 81-2, F I 457-8, WH II 832-4, SB 275, Frn. 1 2 2 1 ,
Vs. I 268, StSS 1O8, Glh. 661, Chrn. I 132, BER I 116-7, Vr. 642, Fs. 1 3 ,
Ho. 386, 393-4 || ? A: M *bulu > WrM bulu, HlM bul 'wheel, hub of a
wheel; cylinder; roller for husking grain or leveling ground', MM [HI]
bulu 'hub of a wheel', Ord {Ms.} bòu¯lu¯ 'cylindre servant à écorcer l e
millet \ à aplanir la terre', WrO {Krg.} bulu 'roller, hub', Brt bul
'cylinder (val , valik )', Kl bul id., 'hub', Brt E bula 'hub of a wheel ' ,
Kl {Rm.} bulu id., 'Rolle' ¶ On M *bu- < N *wa-  see  Introduction, §  2.4 ¶
MED 136, Ms. H 43, Ms. O 96, Lew. II 22, Krg. 366, KRS 117, Chr. 11O,
KW 59 || D *valßai\ 'circle, ring' > Tm val5ai\ 'circle', Ml val5a 'ring', Td
pal' 'ring, circle', Kt valß 'bangle', Kn bal5e 'ring, armlet, bracelet', Kdg
balße 'bangle, ring', Tu bal5A  'bracelet, hoop', ı OI valaya- 'bracele t ,
ring'; D *valß- (+ sxs.) v. 'surround, turn around' >  Tm val5ai\ v.
'surround, walk around', Ml val5ayuka, Tl balayu v. 'surround', Tl
{Km.} valayu vi. 'turn around', Kt valßc>- v. 'walk in a circle, m a k e
round', Kn bal5asu 'go in a circle or round', Tu balepu- 'enclose,
surround' ¶¶ D #5313, Tu. #114O5, #114O7, M K III 161 ˚ The IE a n d
B data point to the existence of a lr., which is likely to have been *h
(the only lr. which was easily lost in S) ˚ ≈ BmK #486 (*walY-
/*w´lY-  > IE, HS [S, C], D) (with inaccurate information about Ar).
2478. *w{e}lßßßß ++++l ! !!![V]hV (or *wilßßßß ++++l ! !!![V]hV?) 'field, plain'  > IE *wa+el- >
Ht {Ts.} wellu- 'unmowed grass; meadow'  ? NaIE: L valle2s, vallis
'valley' ¶¶ Ts. W 1O4, ≈ WH II 729 (with unc. etymological proposals), ≠
EI 2OO (Ht < ¿ *≤welsu- 'meadow, pasture' - an unc. rec.) || K: GZ
*wel- 'field, plain' ({K2} 'valley, field') > OG, G vel- 'field, plain', Mg ve
/ vel- (in pl.) 'field, glade (pole , polåna)' ¶ K 82-3, K2 51, Q 234 || D
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(in McTm) *ve+ilß- 'area, terrain, field' >  Tm vil5a2kam 'battlefield,
surrounding area', Ml vil5a2kam 'battlefield, garden' ¶ In Tm and Ml
there is positional neutralizalion of the opposition *i ↔ *e before *a o f
the next sylable ¶ D #5435 || HS: S *°√wlh > Ar d. mïlah- {BK} 'vas te
plaine, désert', {Fr. “ [Qam.]} 'campus, desertum' ¶ Fr. IV 5O5, BK II
16O6, Hv. 894  C: Ag: Q {R} wula2y 'plain, field, meadow' ({Beke}
wulagha), Km {CR} wula2Ga2 'plaine, prairie', Xm {R} wula-s- (“
causative?) 'auf die Weide treiben' ¶ R Q II 142,R Ch II 111, CR K 265  ˚
The change N *-lßßßß ++++l ! !!!- >  D *-lß- takes place in an intercocalic posit ion,
which suggests the presence of a vw. after N *-l ßßßß ++++ l ! !!!-. An alt. hyp.: N
*w{e}l ßßßß ++++l ! !!!hV > pre-D *w{e}lß +l!V > D *ve+ilß- ˚  Giorg. 65 and GI2 793 (IE,
K), Blz. KM 141 [#3O] (suggested to adduce Ag and unconvincingly U
*olkV  'grass').
2479. *w{i}l ßßßß [i]qV  'liquid; moist, damp' > HS: S *°√wlX > Ar √wlX
Sht [rf.] (pf. ?istawlaXa) 'être arrosé par la pluie\rosée, être humec té ,
humide' (le sol), ?arÎ^un waliX-at-un 'terre humectée, humide ,
mouillée', walïX-at-un 'boue, fange; lait épais' ¶ BK II 16O2 || U
*wilß[y]V 'sap of trees, sap-wood' > FU: Chr L vyle w¥l!e {MRS}
'cambium', Chr E {Ps.} w¥l!e 'sap of trees' »» ObU {Ht.} *u4Ælß-, {Stn.} *o4Ælß-
{AD} 'sap of trees, sap-wood' > pVg {Ht.} *u4Æl!- ≠ *u"l!- 'sap-wood' >  Vg: T
{Stn.} o$l!, {Ht.} ol!, UK/P/ll {Stn.}, LK/P/LL {Ht.} il!, ML ïl!, VS {Stn.} yi"l! id .
(Stn.: with a hyper-correct *y-); pOs {Ht.} *o4Ælß 'sap of t rees '  > Os: V/Vy
o4Ælß, Ty o$Ælß, Y o$Æl, D/K e"l´, Nz a"l´, Kz a"lß 'sap of a tree (birch, conifer t r e e s ) '
¶ Acc. to Stn. ZOUV, the non-palatal vw. o$ in Vg T is due to the infl. o f
Vg T o$l!s1t- 'abschälen (Baumstamm), skoblit∆ ' ¶ MRS 88, PsS 17, Stn.
ZOUV 237, Stn. D 9O, Ht. #23  Sm {Jn.} *u4lV >  Slq: Tm {KD} o4l;, MKe
{KD} u4Úl:uÚ 'sap of trees', {Cs.}: NP u4llu, Yel u4∏l, B u4∏le, Tz/Kar u4l) ¶¶ The
palatal l! in Chr and Vg points to the presence of *y ¶ ≈ Jn. 27, Cs. 1O9,
2O3 ¶¶ ≈ UEW 24 (*al ßV  'sap of a tree'; does not take into account Chr)
|| A: M *o4leN 'fresh\soft grass' > MM [MA] o4leN 'grass' (att.: o4leN tataqu
˝aZ7ar 'field used for mowing grass'), 'meadow' (o4leNin ic7e2su4n 'lugovoj
tal∆nik '), [S] olaN ({H}: read oleN) 'fresh grass', WrM o4leN, HlM
øløn 'soft grass, thick grass', WrO {Krg.} o4lo4N 'meadow, green field,
plain, lawn', Kl o4lN= 'sanftiges Gras, Wiese' ¶ Pp. MA 275, H 122, MED
633, KW 295, Krg. 14O  T *o4∏l 'damp, moist' >  OT {Cl.} o4∏l id.,
MQp/OOsm XIV o4l 'moist', XwT XIV o4l 'moisture', Chg XV o4l, Tk o4l, T k m
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o4∏l, Yk u4¢o4l, Qrg, Xk, Tv o4l, Tf O$l, ET yo4l, Alt u4l, Qb {Rl.} o4∏l ≠ u4∏l, Shor {Rl.}
u4∏l, Chv vil id., Tk o4l 'humidity \ dampness (of soil)'; Chv vil ' d a m p ,
moist' points to a short (shortened?) *o4; in some T lgs. pT *o4∏l-
contaminated with *ho4[:]l- 'damp, moist' (<  A *pæo2le 'moist, succulent '  <
N *p''''Ël∏∏∏∏ÓV 'be liquid, be wet' [q.v. ffd.]); if the latter T word was *ho4l
and Chv vil goes back to it, this can explain the short *o4 in t h e
prehistory of Chv ¶ Cl. 124, ET Gl 523-5, Rs. W 371, Ra. 214, Md. 5O,
172 ˚  On N *wi-  > T and M *o4- see  Introduction, §  2.4 ˚  IS MS 3 3 3
(N *wiLÿ, sc. *wilßV: U, A, ?S, IE *welk- ≠ *welg- [see  N *wi{l ßßßß}ka?V
'wet, moist']).
248O. *[æ]w{Å}l[iy]V  (or *[æ]wo6666l [iy]V?) 'draw, pull (out, off)' > IE
*[æ]wel-/*[æ]wol- v. 'draw, pull, pluck, tear out '  > L vell-o2, -e"re / pfc .
velli ≠ volsi / sup. volsum v. 'pluck, pull, twitch' »» Gt wilwan
'to steal, to plunder', wulwa 'robbery', wilwa 'robber' »» ? Gk
[ali1skomai 1s prs. (aor. [alv6nai), Gk Th wali1ssketai 3s prs. 'be taken \
conquered' (of persons, places), 'gefangen werden', Gk {alvsiß
'Einnahme, Gefangennahme' »» Arm go¬anam goÒanam v. 'rob, s tea l '
 Ht walli- 'geschoren (?), enthaart' (of hides), {EI} 'plucked' ¶ WP I
3O4-5, P 1144-5 (with unc. parallels from other IE lgs.), ≈ EI 5 6 7
(*wel(h€)- 'strike, tear at'), WH II 744-5, Fs. 564-5, F I 74, 77, Mn.
15O9 ('snatch, tug'), Ts. W 1OO, ≈ EIC 567 (IE *wel(h€)- 'strike, tear a t '
without distinguishing between reflexes of N *æw{Å}l[iy]V and t hose
of N *wVL{h}V 'to hit, to a t tack ' ) || A: M *buliya- > WrM buliya-,
HlM bulaa- 'take away by force, seize, grab, rob, pillage', MM [S] {H}
buli- 'rob, take away by force, conquer' (× M *buli- 'overcome' < N
*walV 'be strong, be able', q.v.), WrO {Krg.} buliu- 'take away' ,
buli- 'take by force', Ord {Ms.} bòu¯la2-, Kl {Rm.} bula2- id., Kl {KRS}
bula-, Brt bulåa- id., 'conquer', Ba {T} bula- 'take away by force ' ,
Mnr H {SM} bòuli-, {T} buli- id., 'rob' ¶ On M *bu- < N *wa-  s e e
Introduction, §  2.4 ¶ MED 134-5, H 22, Krg. 366, KW 59, KRS 117, Chr.
113, Ms. O 93, SM 33, T 32O, T BJ 135 || K *°wl- > G a-vl- v. ' e twas
einer Sache entlang ziehen\führen' ¶ Chx. 38O-2 || D {tr., †GS} *val- v.
'draw, pull' > Tm vali  v. 'draw, pull, row', Ml vali 'drawing, pull, tug ,
spasm', Kdg bali v. 'snatch, pull', Krg bali v. 'pull', Kui velba 'pull, pull
up' ¶¶ D #5282 || ? U: FU *wol!V 'strip sth. (bark, etc.) off' > pLp {Lr.}
*O2lO2 'v. id., 'gnaw' > Lp: L {LLO} aƒllo2- 'cut off branches', N {N} oallo- /
-l- 'strip the bark off', K {Gn.} voalleÎ, Kld {TI} vu\allaÎ v. 'gnaw' » Er
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{W} vala- 'make even, smooth' Ï {ERV} valanå valan1a ' smoo th ,
even' » Prm *vol!- v. 'bark (a tree)' >  Z, Yz vol!-, Z US voÚl!- id., Vt v‰l!-
'remove a ring of bark from a tree in order to make the tree dry' »» Vg
{Kn.}: T ol!c1t-, MK wal!s1t-, P wol!s1t- v. 'abschälen (Baumstamm,
Deichselstange)' ¶ UEW 582-3, TI 771, ERV 1O1, LG 621 ˚
*[æ]w{Å}l[iy]V as a pN rec. is preferred to *[æ]wo6666l[iy]V, because M
*-u- and FU *-o- may be due to the infl. of *w- (on N *wa-  >  M *bu-
see  Introduction, §  2.4) ˚  BmK #485 (IE, D) ˚  On N and pIE *æ- s e e
Introduction, §  2.2.6.
2481. *wol[y]V 'look, see' >  HS: B *will 'eye', *√Ówl 'avoir l’œil
sur' > Gd a-w´ll (pl. wall´n) 'eye', Kb all´n 'eyes' (pl. of t3it3 'eye'), Ah
awl  (pf. yew´"l) 'avoir l'œil sur (veiller sur, surveiller)' (Fcj. 63, Pcj. I A
4, bringing about the rec. of the stem as *-hwil ) ¶ Fc. 1493-4, Pr. M VI-
VII 1OO || IE: NaIE *wel- 'see', *wl=-tu- 'Aussehen' >  OIr fil ≠ fel≠
feil  'there is' (<  imv. *wele  'behold!'), OIr fili (gen. filed), OgIr gen.
velitas 'seer, poet' (<  *wele2ts), Brtt [RE] *welïmi v. ' see '  >  MW
gwelet (1s gwelif), W gweled , Crn gweles (1s gwelaf), OBr
guil-≠ guel-, MBr guel- id., MBr gwelet, Br gwelout 'to see' »»
L voltus ≠ vultus 'expression of the face, countenance, look,
aspect' »» Gmc *wlei\d- 'Angesicht' >  Gt anda-wleizn accus. id. (? ) ,
AS wl°tan, ON li1ta 'to see, to look', AS wlita 'face' »» Tc B yel-
'investigate' ¶ WP I 293, P 1136-7, EI 5O5, LP §  92, Thr. 58-9, 479, RE
126, Flr. 191, WH II 831, Fs. 48, Ho. 4O3, Vr. 358, Ad. 5O7 || U: FU
*wÉl+lßV v. 'think, understand, learn' >  Z velav- velav-, ∆ velal-, Yz
≤vo$lal- v. 'learn, understand, get accustomed', OPrm, Z vel‰d- v t .
'teach, train, accustom', Vt vala- ≠ valal- 'understand (ponåt∆ ,
osmyslit∆)' »» Hg ve1l- v. 'think (meinen)' ¶ UEW 589 (FU *wÉlÉ-),
LG 51, Lt. J 1O1 || A: T: [1] *°bol!gu- > ds.: NaT *bos7gun- 'learn, receive
instruction'  > OPT {Cl.} bos79un- id.; caus. NaT *bos7gut- > OT bos79ut-
'teach' ¶ Cl. 379   [2] ? *°ol! >  OT os7 'look!, see here!' (unless “ *ol!-
'this, voici', see  ET Gl 492-4) ¶ Cl. 254-5  ? M *bol9u˝a- v. ' beware
carefully, be careful, be cautious' >  MM [HI] bol9a√a- {Ms.} ' examiner
avec soin', {Lew.} id., 'discerner, agir avec circonspection', WrM
bol9u9a-, HlM, Brt bolgoo-, Kl bolha- bol˝a- v. 'be careful, b e
cautious, beware' ¶ Ms. H 42, Lew. II 21, MED 117, Chr. 99, , KRS 1 O 5
 pKo {S} *pÄ~i\ho!- 'learn' >  MKo pÄ~i\ho!-, NKo pa4u- ¶ S QK #818, Nam 2 2 ,
MLC 921  pJ {S} *b´!si!-pa- 'teach' > OJ wo!si!pa-, J: T o~s1ie-, K o!s1i1e!-, Kg
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os1ie!- ¶ S QJ #785, Mr. 742 ¶¶ DQA #189 (A *bo!yl!o 'learn, be at tentive ' :
T *bol!gu-, M, Ko, J) || D (in CD) *o2l- v. 'see' >  Klm o;l- 'see, look a t ' ,
Nkr o2l- 'see' ¶ D #1O66 ˚  D, T, and M point to a pN *o , while the FU
front vw. (*É ) still needs investigating.
2482. € *waLdV 'to give birth' >  HS: S *√wld 'give birth' >  Hb, Ph,
Ug, OA, IA, JA [Trg.], JEA √yld G , Sr pf. dle∆æ i ?i≤lEd3, Ar, Sb, Mn, Qt ,
Gz, Ak √wld G  'give birth, beget'; Sr ædol∆a yal≤da2 'birth ' ; WS *≤walad-
'(so.’s) child' >  BHb dl3i# ≤yElEd3, SmHb ≤ya2l´d, Pun, Ug, Nbt, Plm yld id.,
Ar dL0va wald- 'né, procréé, enfenté; postérité, enfants', Sb wld ' b o r n
one, begotten one; children', Gz wald 'son'; a metatonic S var iant
*wa≤lad- >  Ak (w)ildu 'child, lamb' and Ar dLava walad- 'child,
offspring, youngling'; Eb mu-li-tum ({Frnz.} = mulltum <
*muwallitum) ≠mu-wa-li-tum = muwallitum prtc. D f. 'midwife' ;
Mh {Jo.} w´≤le2d coll. 'children', Jb C {Jo.} ≤e≤led id., ≤e≤lOd pf. ' bege t
children' ¶ KB 393-4, HJ 456-7, OLS 526, Js. 578, Lv. T I 334-5, Br. 3O1,
Sl. 534-5, BK II 16O2-3, Hv. 893, Sd. 1496, CAD I/1 71, 287ff., Frnz. EL
146-7, BGMR 16O, Jo. M 428, Jo. J 291, DRS 546-7, MiK I #2.8O  LbB
*w  (< *wVld) 'son' >  ONum w id., B *w >  Ah aw, BSn uº, Izd u id., d .
ilili 'new-born child', Kb u- ≠ w- 'son of …'; LbB *wVlt (<  *wVlVdt)
>  ONum wlt 'daughter', B *wVlt id. >  Izd ult ≠ ul´t id., Izn ult
'daughter of' ¶ Fv. LJ 418  EC: pSam {Hn.} *weil- (pl. *we~i~≤la~l) ' ch i ld '
> Sml wïl (pl. wïlal) 'boy', weyl f. 'calf', Rn {PG} we2^l 'child' (pl. we2~la!l
≠ we2~yla!l), {Hn.} we^l 'baby; baby-camel', Bn Bi/J we2^'l (pl. we'2l‰') ' ch i ld '
¶ Hn. S 98, Hn. BD 98, PG 291-2 ||  A: Tg *baldi- v. 'give birth, be b o r n '
>  Ewk baldi-, Lm bald¥-, Neg, Ul baldI-, Orc ba2gdi-, Ork, Nn Nh/KU
balJI- v. 'be born, give birth', Ud bagdi- id., 'live; grow', Sol baldi- v.
'give birth', ?WrMc banZi- ≠ bani- 'be born', Mc Sb banZ7i- id., J r c
bandi- 'live' ¶ STM I 69-7O, Krm. 21O, Bz. 46, Kiy. ##388, 488.
2483. *wi{l ßßßß}ka?V 'wet, moist' > IE: [1] NaIE *welg- 'moist, damp' >
Gmc: OHG welc 'damp', MHG we4lk 'damp, wet' (and also OHG welc
'soft, limp', MHG welk 'limp', MLG welk 'welk, dürre', NHG welk
'withered, faded'?) »» Lt vi~lgyti, va!lgyti 'to moisten, to damp, t o
wet', vi~lks7nas 'damp', Ltv valgums 'moisture, humidity', val ^gs,
ve>l ^gans 'moist, humid, damp' » Sl *v¥lg-¥k-¥ 'damp, moist '  >  RChS
v5lg5k5 vËlgËkË, R ∆ ≤volgkij, Cz, Slk†vlhky1, P wilgi id.; Sl
*v¥lg- >  derivatives: R ≤volgnut∆ 'to become moist\damp', P
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wilgos1c1 n. 'moisture, wet, damp', wilgotny  adj. 'wet, damp, mois t ' ;
Sl *vo¡lga 'moisture' > OCS vlaga vlaga id. (ı  R ≤vlaga), Blg
≤vlaga, SCr vlaàga, Slv vla!ga, Cz vla1ha, Slk vlaha id., ' dampness ,
humidity', OR vologa vologa 'soup', R ∆ vo≤loga 'a liquid, l iquid
fat (as seasoning)', Uk vo≤loga 'fat liquid'   [2] NaIE *welk- 'mois t ,
wet' > OIr folc {P} 'Wasserflut', {EI} 'heavy rain, wet weather', OIr, NIr
folcaim 'I bathe, wash', NIr folcadh n. 'bath, wash, dipping', Brt t
{RE} *wlipus 'wet' (< Clt *wlikwu-) > OW, OBr gulip, W gwlip, Crn
glyp, MBr gloeb, glueb, Br gleb; Brtt {RE} *wolkïmi 'to wash' > W
golchi, Crn golghy, MBr gwelchi, Brt gwalc&hin% ≠ gwelc&hin%
'to wash', OBr gwolch-ti 'washhouse' »» Gmc: OHG welhc, MHG
welch 'moist, damp' »» Lt valka~ 'puddle, pool', Ltv ∆ {ME} valks
'fließendes Wässerchen, Waldbächlein, (Regen)bach, feuchter Ort' ¶ WP
I 3O4-6, P 1145-6, Mn. 1145, ME IV 457, LP § 3.4, Tr. 358, RE 144-5 ,
Dnn. 327, Kb. 1165, OsS 1118, Lx. 312, Ho. 386, Frn. 1191, ≈ EI 6 3 9
(*welk- ≠ *welg- 'wet') || A: Tg *bi3lkV > Ewk bilki-, Ud {STM} be¢a4ku-,
Nn Nh bIlxo- v. moisten' ¶ STM I 82 || U: ?σ FU *°wVlßKV- 'flow, leak' >
pOs {†Hl.} *°wÈÆlß´˝-, {†Ht.} *°wa"lß´˝- > Os: V/Vy/Ty {Trj.} wa"lß´˝-, V/Ty
{KrT ‘ Stn.}, Ag/UAg {Trj.} waºlß´˝-, Vy {KrT ‘ Stn.} waºl´˝- ' f l ießen'
(Wasser vom Dach, auf der Erde, in einem kleinen Bach),
'rinnen\tropfen' (Wasser, Schweiß) ¶ Trj. S 517, KrT 224, Stn. D 1 5 8 7
|| HS: B {†Pr.} *√[w]lŒ > Kb al´Œl´Œ 'mou et humide', ll´Œl´Œ ' ê t r e
ramolli', Wrg ll´Œl´Œ  'être ramolli par imprégnation d’eau \ de l iquide'
(×  B *√lŒŒ ≠ *√lwŒ 'soft, tender, mild' <  N *Laûûûûqu6666 'tender, mild') ¶
Dl. 458, Dlh. Ou 17O  ?σ Eg ∀ w¿Z  '(be) green, fresh', 'raw' (of f o o d ) '
(× N *werVK''''V 'branches, leaves of a tree', q.v.) >  DEg wt ' b e
green\fresh' > Cpt Sd/B oyOt uo2t id. ¶ EG I 264-6, Fk. 55, Er. 1O4-5,
Vc. 238 ˚  N *-ka?-  yields both **-k? > **k' > IE *k and (with the loss o f
*?) **-k- > IE *g. N *-ka?-  >  **-k? > **k' yields Tg *k ans B *Œ ˚  If FU
*°wVlßKV-  belongs here, the N lateral cns. is *l ßßßß, otherwise it remains a n
unspecified *L (N *wiLka?V) ˚  IS MS 333 (IE *welk-, *welg- < N
*wiLÿ , sc. *wil ßßßßV  [see N *w{i}l ßßßß [i]qV  'liquid; moist, damp']).
2484. *walK'''' {a} 'be bright\white, shine'  > IE: NaIE *wlek-/*wl=k-
'radiant, shining, bright '  > OI ul≤ka2 'fiery phenomen in the sky,
meteor', ?? varcah5 'brilliance, lustre' (also 'energy, vital activity') »»
Gk ∆ [Hs.] }awlax : lamprv6ß 'brightly, brilliantly' (of sun, stars), possibly
also (?) Gk ]hle1ktvr 'the beaming sun; fire (as an element)', }hlektron ≠
}hlektroß 'amber; an alloy of gold and silver', ]hlektri1ß 'shining' (of t h e
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moon)  ? Ï NaIE *wl=ka2nos {EI} 'smith god' > Oss D wa4rgon id. »» L
Volca2nus, Vulca2nus 'god of fire' ¶ WP I 321, P 1178, F I 629 (no e t .
for ]hle1ktvr, }hlektron, etc.), M K I 112, 153 and III 651, M E I 231-2, ≠
WH II 825-6 (Volca2nus π Etr or "Mediteranean"), Ab. IV 93-4 || U:
FU *wal+lßkV-/*wa4l+lßkV- 'bright, light-coloured, white; light (lux)' >  F
valkea 'while, bright; fire, light of fire', valkas (gen. valkaan)
'white cow', valko 'white ox/horse', valkoinen 'white', Es valge
(gen. valge ) 'white, light; light (lux)', valgu  'white ox', Krl Ld vaÒged
'white, bright' » pLp {Lr.} *ve2lk‰ 'white '  > Lp: S {Hs.} v 1o4o4lge-de ' i s
white', v 1o4o4lge-ge ≠ -ke, Kld vïlkeÎ 'white', L {LLO} viel 1kat ( a t .
viel 1kis) 'light(-coloured)', N {N} viel…ga6d (at. vil…gis) 'white,
light, pale' » Er valdo valdo, Mk valda vald´ 'white' » Chr: L
volgydo ≤wolG¥Îo, Uf/B wolG¥Îo, Y walG¥Î¥, H valgydy
≤walG¥Î¥ 'light-coloured; light (lux)' »» ObU {Ht.} *wa"l!´˝- v. 'gl i t ter
(glänzen, blestet∆)' (× *wal!V 'light (lux), bright; to shine' < N
*w{e}l !!!!V 'to shine, to lighten', q.v. ffd.; ObU *l! is inherited from N
*w{e}l !!!!V) » OHg ≥XIII, Hg vila1g 'light (lux)', 'world' (a loan t ranslat ion
from some Slavic lgs., in which the descendants of pSl *sve7t¥ m e a n
both 'light' and 'world') (OHg, Hg i is probably due to the infl. o f
*w{e}l !!!!V 'to shine, to lighten') ¶ Coll. 122-3, UEW 554-6, It. #52, Sm.
551 (FU *wûlki- 'light' > FP *ve4lkita, Ugr *wûlki-), SK 1619-21, Lr.
#1399, Lgc. #8674, Hs. 1439-4O, Ker. II 181, MRS 53, 74, Ht. #687, BV
24, ChCh 1O8, MF 691-3, EWU 1636-7 || D {tr., †GS} *va2l 'whiteness,
purity'  > Tm va2l id., Ml va2l 'purity', Tl va2lucukka 'Venus (p lane t ) '
¶¶ D #5364 ¶¶ Cf. D {Tr., GS] *velß- 'white, shining' < N *w{e}l !!!!V '⇑ '
(q.v. ffd.) || ?σ HS: WCh: Hs wa~lk'i!ya2 'lightning', ? Dr w‰li?yo~ id. ¶ Ba.
1O77, ChL, ChC ˚  IS MS 363 (*w {a}l!(k)ÿ 'bright') (IE, U, D), AD GD # 6
(IE, U).
2485. *w{u}LK''''a (or *w{u}Lka?V) 'remove, dislocate, pull, drag' >
IE: NaIE *welk- 'draw, carry (away) '  (possibly with the infl. of N
*[æ]w{Å}l[iy]V 'draw, pull [out, off]') >  Av -var´k- (with pxs. only)
'draw, drag' »» Blt: Lt vilﬁkti / 1s prs. velku~ 'carry, drag, pull', Ltv
vi~lkt / ve>~lku 'pull, draw, drag' » Sl *velk-tiŸ ≠ *volk-ti (1s p r s .
*velkoß ≠ *volkoß) 'to draw, to drug' > OCS vl8∑i vle7s7ti / vl8k0
vle7ko<, SCr vu!c1i / vu!c1e ∏m, Slv vle!c7i / vle!c7i, Cz vle1ci / vleku,
Slk vliect& / vlec7iem, P wlec / wLoke<, R vo≤lo¢∆ / volo≤ku,
Blg vle≤ka v. 'drag, draw' »» Gk a‘ylax, }alox, Gk Hm accus. ‘vlk-a ( n o m .
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* ‘vlx = {Slm.} }a[w]olx) 'furrow' ¶ WP I 3O6, P 1145, ≈ EI 471 (*h¢welk-
'pull'; unj. rec. of *h¢- on the alleged ev. of Al T heq 'draw, pull' [ in
fact akin to Gk {elkv <  IE *solkejo2,  see  O 145]), F I 77, Slm. U 258ff. ,
Frn. 1253, Vs. I 342, BER I 165, Glh. 688 || HS: WS *√wlk' > Gz √wlk'
G  'be dislocated, fall off, slip off', Tgy wAlAk'A 'be dislocated', Amh
wAllAk'A id., 'be taken off' (clothes), Ar √wlq Sh ps. (pf. ?awliqa) ' b e
seized with madness', ?awlaq- {BK} 'folie, démence' ¶ L G 614, BK II
16O5, Fr. IV 5O5, Hv. 894, ≈ DRS 554-5 || A: M *bul9u > WrM bul9u,
HlM bulga, Kl bul˝u - preverbal word expressing uprooting, pulling
out of a socket, disjointing: WrM bul9u tata-, HlM bulga tata-
'pull out with the root, uproot, jerk out', Kl {Rm.} bul˝u tat- ' ver renken,
ein Glied verziehen', WrM bul9u coki-, HlM bulga coxi- ' k n o c k
out (as a tooth)' (*tata- 'draw', *c>oki- 'beat ' ) ; Ï *bul9ul- > WrM
bul9ul-, HlM bulgalax  v. 'disjoint, luxate; break at the root; k n o c k
out of a socket', WrO bulGul(a)- v. 'uproot, dislocate, disjoint', Brt
bulgal-, Kl bulhl- 'dislocate, luxate, disjoint (a bone from t h e
carcass)', Kl {Rm.} bul˝al- 'verrenken'; M *bul9ura- > WrM bul9ura-,
HlM bulgarax 'be disjointed \ luxated; come out of a socket; b e
uprooted', WrO bulGur(a)- v. 'dislocate, uproot', Brt bulgar-, Kl
bulhr-, {Rm.} bul˝ar- 'be dislocated, luxated' ¶ MED 134, Krg. 3 6 7 ,
KRS 118, KW 59-6O, Chr. 111 ˚  The deglottalization and voicing N *K''''
> M *9 is still to be explained. A possible solution is to reconstruct N
*w{u}lka?V  (N *k  > M *9, N *-ka?- > **k?  > **k' > S *k' and IE *k) ˚
The apparent M evidence for N *u  is not unequivocal, because M *u
may be attributed to the infl. of the N cns. *w-  or M *b- (on M *bu- < N
*wa-  see  Introduction, §  2.4).
2486. *wÅlÅt''''V (= *walÅt''''V?) 'run, flee' > K *wlt'- 'run away,
flee, escape' > OG lt'- id., Mg rt'- ≠ nt'- 'run away', Lz rt'- ≠ mt'- id., ' f lee ' ,
Sv √:t'w- (msd. UB lït'w, 3s prs.: UB/L Xe2t'w, LN/Ln Xet'w) 'run away'
¶¶ K 85, K2 54, FS K 126, FS E 136, Chik. 419, GP 169, TK 248-9 || A: M
*bulta- > WrM bulta-, HlM bulta- v. 'avoid, flee, dodge, sneak\s l ip
away', {Kow.} 'éviter, fuir la peine', Ord bu¯ltæu¯- ≠ bu¯ltæa- ' changer
brusquement de direction (p. ex. pour éviter qch.)', WrO bulta-
'avoid, flee', d. bultayi- 'evade'; d.: MM [S] {H} buldari-
'ausweichen', WrM bultari-, HlM bultra-x 'avoid, evade', WrO
bultari-, bultir- id., Dg {T} boltoro- 'evade, get rid of' ¶ H 21, MED
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135-6, Kow. 1197, Ms. O 96, Krg. 267-8, T DgJ 127 ||  D *valac>- 'flee'  >
Tm valacai\, valacal 'emigration, flight from home', Kn valase,
valise, olise id., 'flight', Tl valasa '(e)migration, flight, or removal
from one country to another' ¶¶ D #5278 ˚  D *-c>- goes back probably
to *t '''' + another cns. (belonging to a sx.) or to a pre-D cluster *-t'y- or *-
t'i\- ˚  The M vw. *u is probably due to the indl. of *w- . On M *bu- < N
*wa-  see  Introduction, §  2.4.
2487. ?φ  € *wVL[V]t''''V 'moist; moisture' >  K: GZ *wlt'- v. 'wet ,
moisten' >  OG (v)lt'-, G lt'- v. 'wet, get wet', Mg rt'(w)- 'soften ( b y
wetting)' (*l >  r in a cluster) ¶ K 122 (*lt'w-),  K2 11O  (GZ *lt'w- o r
*wlt'-), FS K 127 and FS E 137 (*wlt'-) || HS: Ch: CCh: Bnn {ChL}
lo~d‰!mWa! 'moist', Azm {Pc.} la2 @u\d'a ! msd. 'to melt (a solid, by heat)', ? lo2@ta!
msd. 'to dissolve (by saturation), to melt away' ¶ Flk. s.v. le2t, ChL, Pc.
265, 273 »» WCh: Ang le2t v. 'melt, smelt'  ?φ S *°√wlT >  Ar walT-
'small quantity of rain; remainder of wine\water', {BK} ' r e s t e \ rés idue
d’eau sur le sol sablonneux \ de vin \ de farine' ¶ Hv. 892, BK II 16OO-1
¶ S *T  (for the expected *t' or *t) may be accounted for by an ext.: *t-s7
>  *c7 >  S *T  ? B *-lu2dœ- (unless π L lutum) >  Gd a-lödœ, Shw {Hy.}
ludœ, BSn {Ds.} lu2dœ, Izd {Mrc.} a-ludœ (pl. ilatœtœ´n) 'boue', Kb a-luÎœ ' b o u e
(plutôt liquide), grosse boue', Tmz a-ludœ (pl. aludœn, ilatœtœ´n) id., 'glaise,
eau boueuse', Mz ludœ 'limon, vase' ¶ Lf. II #O878, Hy. 326, Ds. B 46, Dl.
445, MT 369-7O, Dlh. M 1O3, Mrc. 75, Msq. Z 493 || ? IE: AdS   of NaIE
*lat-  'moist' (see N *Z6666at ''''V 'fluid, body of water' [q.v. ffd.]) ˚  ≈ IS II 3 1
(*L{a}t5ÿ: IE *lat-, K, WCh + unc. S *√rt'w 'moist').
2488. *w{e}l !!!!V 'to shine, to lighten' > HS: Ch: CCh: G’nd {ChL}
wu~lwu~d'a!nZ7i, Gbn {ChL} wu~lwu~tte!, Boka {ChL} wi~lwu!ta! 'lightning' » FlG
{ChL} wala~li! id. » Nkc {ChL} wulva id. » Ms {Caït.} wi~lek 'lancer les
éclairs' (orage), 'briller par intermittence', {ChL} wilata, Bnn {ChL}
we~le~ra!, BnnM {Lk.} welera 'lightning' »» ECh: Ke {Eb.} we!ld'e! id. ¶ ChL,
ChC, Eb. 1O2, Caït. 151 || K *°wel- > Mg, Lz val- v. 'lighten' (Mg val-
un-s, Lz val-um-s 'it is lightening'); but hardly here (⇔  K, FS) G el- a n d
Sv hel-, el- 'lighten', see N *hÅlV 'to shine; bright' ¶¶ ≈ FS K 121 and FS
E 131 (*wel-), ≈ K 79 & K2 46-7 (*el-); all of them adduce G el- and Sv
hel-, el- || U: FU *wal!V 'light (lux), bright; to shine' > F valo n. ' l ight,
lightning', vaalea ({UEW}: sporadic vowel lengthening), ∆ {SK} valea
'light(-coloured); pale, pallid, white' » Er valdo valdo, Mk valda
vald´ n. 'light', adj. bright, light' (×  FU *walkV 'white' < N *walK'''' {a}
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'be bright\white, shine') » Prm *vOl!- (= {∫LG} *voÚl!-) 'shine '  > Z
volåvny vol!av-nÈ, Z US voÚl!l!al-nÈ 'be glossy, shine', Vt: G c7il!-val!, M
c7il!i-val!i 'Glanz, Schimmer; glänzend, schimmernd', S val!k, M val!t
'glänzend, schimmernd, leuchtend' »» ObU {Ht.} *wa"l!´˝- ' sh ine
(glänzen)' (× N *walK'''' {a} '⇑ ', q.v.) > pVg {Ht.} *wa"l!´G- > Vg: T ol!k-,
LK/MK/UK waºl!G-, P/NV/LL wal!l!-, UL/Ss wol!G- v. 'glitter'; pOs {Ht.}
*wa"l!´˝-≠*wo"l!´˝-, {†Hl.} *wÈÆl!´˝-≠*wu"l!´˝- id. > Os: Kz wo!¬!iÆ-, O
wa"l !i-; the palatalized *l! (at the level of pObU or pFU) is caused by t h e
contamination with FU *wal!V 'light (lux), bright; to shine' » OHg ≥XIII,
Hg vila 1g  'light (lux)', 'world' (a loan translation from some Slavic lgs.,
in which the descendants of pSl *sve7t¥  mean both 'light' and 'world') ¶
UEW 555-6 (the ObU √  belongs here only if *-˝- goes back to a
derivational sx.), Coll. 122-3, Sm. 551 (FU *wûlki- 'light' > FP
*ve4lkita, Ugr *wûlki-), ERV 1O1, Ker. II 181, LG 62, Ht. #687, (on FU
*wal+lßkV-/*wa4l+lßkV- 'bright, light-coloured, white; light [lux]' < N
*walK'''' {a} 'be bright\white, shine') Sm. 551 (FU *wûlki- 'light' > FP
*ve4lkita, Ugr *wûlki-) || D {tr., GS} *velß- 'white, shining' > Tm vel5
'white, shining', vel5i v. 'break' (as the day), 'clear, whiten', Ml vel5i
'light, clearness', Kt velß 'white', velßv- 'become pale', ? Td po4lß 'whi te ' ,
Kn bel5(u), bel5a 'whiteness, brightness', Kdg bolßî- 'become white', Tu
bol5Ë, bolË  'white, bright', Tl velu2gu 'shine, give light', Klm veleN n .
'light', Prj vil 'white', Gdb viled id., Gnd werc>ï n. 'light', Ku vella ≠
wella 'white', Krx bilc>- v. 'shine, glitter, sparkle', Mlt bilbilre v. ' sh ine
brillianly; D ı Prkr villa- 'bright, clear', vilha- 'white' ¶¶ D # 5 4 9 6
(a), GS 218 [#536], 61 [##179, 185] ˚ The unexpected FU *a may b e
due to the infl. of U *walkV 'white' < N*walK''''{a} 'be br ight \whi te ,
shine' or result from regr. as. (if followed by a back vw.) ˚ ≈ Blz. KM
123 [#29] (Ch, K, FU, D + err. IE *wl=k- 'leuchten' and Hs wa~lk'i!ya2
'lightning' that belong to N *walK '''' { a }  '⇑ ').
2489. *wel!!!!V or *wel!!!!VKV 'shoulder, upper part of the back' > U
*wVl!kV > FU *woLka 'shoulder' > F olka, Es o%la, ∆ olg ± o%lg id. » pLp
{Lr.} *O2lke2 id. >  Lp: S {Hs.} oaºlgie, N {N} oal…ge / -lg- id., L {LLO}
aºl…ke, Kld {SaR} vu´ll∆k, {Gn.} vu¢el:g id. ('Schulter, Achsel') »» amb
Vg: LK/P {Knn.} woyl´p, Ss {Knn.} wa2Gl´p, {BV} vaglap, {ChCh.}
waGlap 'shoulder strap (låmka , owejnik; Schulterriemen,
Tragriemen, Riemen im Zugseil [der Narte] am Schulter)' (×  FU *wakla
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'aus Ruten geflochtener Riemen') (-p is a sx.)  pSm *wa4ykk¥ ' n eck ,
shoulder' >  Ne T ik, Ne T O {Lh.} yïk;, Ne F {Lh.} B!i\e;≈k, Ng {Mik.} d .
bak´Î´, En {Ter.} bek 'neck', Slq Tz {Prk.} q‰q 'shoulder', Kms {KD}
bai\gò;´ 'Nacken', Koyb {Pls.} baige, {Sp.} bajga€ 'neck', Mt {Hl.} ( ? )
*ba4yka4 ≠ *bo4+u4yko+u44 id. (Mt: M {Pls.} buiko4, buik´ id., {Sp.} b√jxude
'his neck', K {Pls.} by4~I"ky4di id.)  pY {IN} *wel- 'carry on one’s
back\shoulders' > OY K {Bil.} elle2yi-, Y {IN}: K elï-, eleyï-, T welï- id.,
T wel-ib´ 'saddle' (with the sx. -b´ denoting a place), wel-il ' load ,
package' ¶ At the pFU level the identity of the lateral cns. cannot b e
determined (because Vg l may belong to the heritage of FU *wakla),
but a pU palatal *l! is positively suggested by Sm *y ¶¶ UEW 581, Sm.
551 (FU *wolkaº, FP *volka, Ugr *waºlka- 'shoulder'), Lr. #827, Lgc.
#4562, SaR 61, BV 2O, ChCh. 1O7, Jn. 173, Pot. 5O, Hl. M #1O7, IN 25O,
299 || A: T *o4l!{u4}n > OT {Cl.} o4s7u4n '≈ shoulder' ([MhK] o4s7u4n 'ra’su-l-
katifi' = 'point [sc. flexion] of the shoulder'), Alt/QK/Shor {Rl.} o4z7u4n
'collar-bone', Brb {Rl.} u4z7u4n 'humerus, upper arm', Tv o4z7u4n ' humerus ,
forearm', Tki, ET ∆ {Jr.} o4s7ne ≠ o4s7ni, Shor o4s7tu4 'shoulder' (< *o4s7n-u4 ' h i s
shoulder'), Tf O$ <h!u$n 'shoulder', QrB o4s7u4n 'chest, breast'; Alt o4s7
'Oberarm' ¶ Cl. 263, Rl. I 13O8, 19O7, ADb. SR 159-6O, 192, Ra. 2 1 4
 Tg *u'lin ≠ *u'lkVn 'breast-bone' > Ewk  ¿ulin (accus. ulin-ma) ' b reas t -
bone of a bear; chest', Lm o$lk‰n 'chest, thorax', WrMc ulku giraNgi
'breast-bone, collar-bone', ulkume 'chest strap (for fastening t h e
saddle on a horse)' ¶ STM II 261, ADb. SRAE 446 (*i+uleg), DQA # 2 5 1 5
*ol!i+e 'chest bone, collar-bone' ¶¶ ADb. KL 11 [#28] (A *o4lVg), ADb. SR
3O9 [#23] (A *oi\l!eg) || D *velßV(N)k- ({†GS} *-Nk-) '(lie) on the back' >
Tl velikilu  'fall\lie on the back', velikila  'on the back, supine', Klm
vela2ka2 'lying on one’s back', Gnd KM {BB} pal ver`iNgi 'with the face
upwards', Gnd B {Tr.} p≈at war`e2ngana v. 'sleep on one’s back', Png
r`e2N(g)- ± r`e2k 'lie on the back', Mnd r`e2N)g)- 'fall backward', Kui la2mgari
'flat on the back' ¶¶ D #2499 ˚  The rounded vw. in FU and A is due t o
the labializing infl. of *w- . T o4- and Tg *u- are regular reflexes of N
*we-  (see Introduction, §  2.4)  ˚  ADb. MSR 21 [#2O] (U, A, D), Resh.
NNE #12 (U [FU, Sm], A) ˚  If the N etymon is *wel!!!!VKV, the absence
of reflexes of N *K in T and in one of the variants of the Tg root is still
to be explained.
249O. ? € *wVl!!!![V]P3333É 'fur-bearing animal '  > IE: NaIE *wl=p(-ek8)- ≠
*[w]Vlou\pe(:)k8- '≈ fox' >  L volpe2s ≠ vulpe2s 'fox' »» Lt wilpis7yﬁs
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'wild cat', laﬁpe$ 'fox, Ltv lapsa id. »» Gmc (× NaIE *wl=kWo-s 'wolf' < N
*w{Ë}z6666[É]K''''o ≠ *w{o}K''''Vz6666V '∈ a canine'): Gt wulfs, ON ulfr, NNr,
Dn, Sw ulv, MDt wolf ≠wulf, Dt, OHG wolf, NHG Wolf, OSx, AS
wulf 'wolf', NE wolf »» Gl ]alv1phx (< *walv1phx) 'fox' »» ? Arm
a¬ués aLue6s id. »» OI lo2pa2≤s1ah5, Av raopi- 'fox, jackal', ZPhl
lwb?s ≠ lwp?s, ClNPrs ‰'Bvr ro2ba2h (> NPrs rubåh) 'fox', KhS
rru2va2sa- 'jackal', Oss I ru2vas, Oss D robas 'fox'; Av urupi-s 'dog' 
Ht {Ts.} ulip(pa)na '∈ predator' ('wolf'?) ¶¶ WP I 317-8, P 212-3, EI
212-3 (*wl(o)p- 'fox'), WH II 83O, M K III 115-6, Ab. III 433-4, Fs. 5 7 6 ,
Vr. 632-3, Vr. N 845, Ho. 41O, Ho. S 9O, Kb. 1224, OsS 1196, KM 8 6 7 ,
Frn. 34O, 1254, Slt. 119, Ts. W 96 || A: M {DQA} olbo ≠ *olbi >  WrM
olbu, HlM, Brt olbo 'flying squirrel' (unless there was an initial *F-
leaving no traces in WrM, HlM, and Brt) ¶ MED 6O8, Chr. 353   T *°u4∏l!
> NaT *°u4∏s7 > Yk u4∏s 'sable, marten, lynx', Xk/Tv u4s (π Yk?) 'lynx'; T
*u4[:]l!a4k (× N ? *w{Ë}z6666[É]K''''o ≠ *w{o}K''''Vz6666V '⇑ ', q.v.) > T *u4[:]l!a4k >  MT
[IM] {Shch.}, Osm {Rl.} u4s7a4k, Tk u4s>ek 'lynx' ¶ Shch. Zh 141-2, TL 1 5 9 ,
Rs. W 523, Pek. 3184-5, TrR 89O, Rl. I 19O4 ?φ pJ {S} *b‰s‰ ¬ *b‰su\a
'otter' >  OJ woso , J T uso ¶ S QJ #328, Mr. 512 ¶¶ DQA #2512 (A *u2!l!pe
'fur-bearing animal' ["ground game"]) ˚  The absence of reflexes of N
*P3333 in T *°u4∏l! still needs explaining.
2491. *wVmo[?]i 'use magical forces' ('make magical signs, u t t e r
magical incantations, swear, cause suffering, to rment ' )  > HS: S *√wm?
≠ √wmy+w '≈ make a (magical?) sign, swear' > OAk √wm? G  ( inf .
wama2?u) 'swear', d. Ak ma2mïtu 'oath, curse', JA {Trg.] √ymy+w G
(pf. am1i^y´≤ma2), JEA {Sl.}, JPA Bz {Sl.} √ymy G  'swear', Sr √ymy+w G
(pf. Jmi∆i yi≤mï ≠ 'mo∆æi ?ima2) 'swear', Ar √wm? G  (pf. wama?a)
'make a sign with the head to' ¶ Sd. 899-7OO, 1459, AD X/1 189-9O,
Br. 3O3, Js. 58O, Lv. T I 335-6, Sl. 536, Sl.  242, BK II 16O9-1O, Hv. 8 9 5 ,
DRS 556 || IE: NaIE *omo2(i\)- v. 'swear; torment, vex, annoy' > OI
≤amïti 'swears' »» Gk }omny2mi, ]omny1v 'I swear'  another variant o f
meaning: OI amïva2 'pain, grief; distr ess, terror', Vd amïva
'tormenting spirit, demon; affliction, disease', ? am- 'be pernicious,
dangerous; be afflicted, sick' (unless “ am- 'anpacken, anfassen') »» Gk
Hm ]omoi1˝oß {Hofm., P} 'plagend, leidvoll' »» ON ama 'plagen, belästigen'
»» Tc B ami-s1ke 'bad-tempered, despondent', {Wn.} 'mal disposé, d e
mauvaise humeur', amis1ka4n1n1e 'tristesse, affliction, détresse', {Ad.}
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'bad disposition, despondency' ¶ The IE cognate is valid unless *a+om-
'strong, strength' (> Av ama- 'Kraft, männliche Potenz; stark') belongs
here and its meaning is primary ¶ WP 178-9, P 778, Dv. #372, M K I 4 4 ,
M E I 96-8, MW 8O, 82, Hofm. 232, F II 388-9, Ch. 798-9, Slm. U 1O1ff.,
Vr. 8, Wn. 143-4, Ad. 19, ≈φ EI 56O (*hÅemh‹- 'swear') ||  U: FU *wa6me-
v. 'influence by magic means' > Prm: Z vomidz vomiZ1, Z US voÚmÈZ1, Yz
≤vomiZ1 n. act. 'bewitching with the evil eye', Z vomZ1av-nÈ, Yz ≤vomZ1al-
nÄ 'to bewitch with the evil eye' »» OHg im-a1d- 'pray, worship', Hg
ima1d- 'worship, adore' ¶ UEW 589, LG 62, Lt. J 1OO, MF 318, EWU 6 O 8
˚  The loss of the initial *w- in IE (possibly *wVm- > *ou\m- > IE *om-
?) still needs investigating.
2492. (€?) *wu 6666mÓV (or *hu 6666mhV) 'spit, vomit'  > IE: NaIE *wem´- v.
'spew, vomit' >  OI ≤vamiti 'vomits', MPrs va2me2Î 'speit aus', Oss I
wa4m‰n ≠ om‰n, Oss D wa4mun 'to vomit' »» Gk ]eme1v 'vomit', n. ac t .
}emetoß, }emesiß »» L vom-o2 / -e"re 'vomit', n. act. vomitus »» ON
va1ma  'Unwohlsein', OSw vami  'Ekel', Ic voma  'nausea', Nr ∆ vimla
'to feel nausea', vimra 'to make so. sick, to nauseate' »» Lt ve!m-ti,
Ltv vemﬁ-t 'to vomit' ¶ WP I 262-3, P 1146, EI 538 (*≤wemÓ-ni ' spew,
vomit'), Mn. 1517, M K III 146, M E II 5O6-7, Ab. IV 85, F I 5O4-5, WH II
835-6, Vr. 642, Frn. 1222 || D *um- v. 'spit, vomit' >  Tm umi ' spi t ,
gargle', umin°r, Tu ubbi, Tl ummi 'spittle, saliva', Ml umiyuka
'spit out', umir›u 'spittle', umir›ka v, 'spit, emit', Kn ummalu,
ummulu 'phlegm, mucus', Tu ubbiyuni, {BhK} ubi v 'spit', Krg
ubbi id., umi 'saliva', Tl umiyu  v. 'spit, spit out' ¶¶ D #636 || ? HS: Eg
NK hmh  'saliva' or sim. ¶ EG II 49O ˚  BmK #4O8 (IE, D) ˚  If Eg hmh
belongs here, the pN etymon may be *hu6666mhV (though the shift N *Óu6666-
>  NaIE *we- has no parallels). But if Eg hmh is kept apart, the N r ec .
must be *wu 6666mÓV .
2493. (€?) *w++++yËmVÂ[Ê]V or *w++++yËmVrVn3333ÊV '∈  egg' >  HS: S
*√w+ymr (? *w+yVmu[;]r-) >  Ak tumurtu 'ant’s eggs'; ? Ar rvM'Y
ya2mu2r- 'male camel' (“  'having testicles'??) ¶ Sd. 137O, BK II 1634  ?
mt.: Eg CT wrm.t  '(?) testicles' ¶ EG I 333  ??φ Ch: Tng {J} amak ' egg '
¶ JI II 122, J T 66 || A *[y]Ëmur+r1- 'egg' >  T *Jumur-tka 'egg' >  OT/Chg
{Cl.}, Tkm jumurt˝a, MQp jumurtqa, Tk yumurta, Az jumurta, Uz ∆
jumurtqa, Qmq jîmîrtqa, VTt jomyrka j¥ºm¥rqa, Bsh j¥ºm¥ºrtqa, Nog
jumîrtqa, Qzq q¨myrt˚a z7u"mîrtqa, Qrg Z7umurtqa, StAlt Z1îmîrtqa, Tv
¢uurga c7u2r˝a, Tf n1umurha, Xk nîmîrXa, Shor nîbîrtqa, Yk symyyt
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sîmî2t »» Chv ßa€marta s1¥mardòa ¶ Cl. 938, ET J 25O-1, TL 149, Rs. W
211, Ra. 21O, Jeg. 2O7, Fed. II 94  Tg *u3mu2- 'lay eggs' >  Ewk Úumu2- id.;
*u3mu2-kta 'egg' >  Ewk umu2kta, Sln Umatta ≠ UmUrta, Lm Umt¥, ∆  Umta,
Neg omokta ≠ omUkta, Orc, Ud umukta, Ul omUqta ≠ UmUqta, Nn Nh
omoqta id.; *u3mu2- with a different sx. >  WrMc um9an, umXa,
umXan 'egg' ¶ STM II 269, Krm. 3O2  ?φ M *o4mdegen 'egg' (originally
a derived noun or a cd.) >  MM [LV] {Pp.} o4mdegen, [IM] {Pp.} o4ndu4ge,
WrM o4mdu4gen ≠ o4ndegen, HlM øndøg, Brt ¥nd´g´(n), Kl {KRS}
øndgn o4ndg´n, {Rm.} o4nd´ºgn= ≠ o4nd´ºg´, MMgl [Z] u$ndagan, Mgl {Rm.}
u$nda$Go2n, Mnr H {SM} ndòigòe, {T} ndige, Mnr M {Rkh.} ende1ge1, Dx {T}
endeGi, Ba {T} ndegi id. ¶ Pp. L II 1261, Pp. MA 443, MED 635-6, T 349, T
DnJ 144, T BJ 145, Iw. 144, Rm. M 41, KW 296, KRS 416, Chr. 5O5 ¶
Loss of the reflexes of N and A *-r- in Tg and M may be due t o
metanalysis and back formation ¶¶ ADb. SRAE 13 and TL 149 (both: A
*o4mur-), S AJ 58, SDM97 (A *umi(r)-tkV [≠o-] 'egg'), DQA #2522 (A
*u!mu-tki 'egg' > T, M, Tg) || ? D: Png ro2ndßa, Mnd rundßa 'egg', as well a s
possibly D *un`tßa ({†GS} *undß-) 'small globular object' >  Tm un5t5ai\, Ml
un5t5a id., 'ball', Kt un`dßy 'round lump of food', Td udßy 'round, ball', Kn
un5d5e 'a round mass or ball (of raw sugar, clay, cow-dung, etc.)', Tu
un5d5A 'ball, ball-shaped confection', Tl un5d5a 'ball, globe'; D ı OI
un5d5eraka-, Prkr un5d5eraya- 'ball of flour, roll, loaf', Mrt u2dßa2 ' l u m p
of kneaded dough' ¶¶ D #664(b), Tu. #1669 ˚ T *J- and Ak t- may b e
due to metanalysis: they are likely to be final cnss. of the f i rs t
components of word compounds, in which the N w o r d
*{w++++y}ËmVÂ[Ê]V was used. Alternatively, Ak t- may be a S px. o f
derivation, and T *J-  may point to a N *y- . The D roots (Png ro2ndßa, M n d
rundßa, and D *un`tßa) may belong here if the N etymon is
*{w++++y}ËmVrVn3333ÊV.
2494. *wa4444n ` ```V ¬ *[ÙV]wa4444n ` ```V 'relative (of a younger \ the s a m e
generation) of the opposite exogamous moiety within an exogamic
system of tribes' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'brother\sister-in-law, son-in-
law') >  HS: ? Eg fP Ówn 'child, young man', Ówn.t 'girl, virgin,
daughter', Eg N Ówn 'so.’s child, son', Eg fP Ówn v. 'be rejuvenated' ¶
EG III 52-4, Fk. 166, Tk. I 297  Ch: WCh: Ngz {Sch.} wÈ~n son', wÈ!n1a^
'girl, young woman, daughter', Bd {ChL} wu~n‰!n 'son', wu!n1a!n 'girl' » NrBc
{Sk.}: Wrj wu@na!i\, Cg u@ne!, Kry wu!n, My wu`n, Sir u2@na!, Mbr wu2!na! 'girl,
daughter' » Plc {ChL} wun 'son', Buli {IL} w‰na 'child', {ChL} u!nÈ~ ' son ,
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daughter', Wnd {ChL} wun id., {IL} w‰!n 'child' »» CCh: Pdl wi~nu~s7u~ 'girl', ?
Lmn Hd {Lk.} ˝e2!ne 'boy' ¶ Sch. DN 169 (Ngz wÈ!n1a^ 'girl, daughter'), 2 O 1
(Ngz wu1n1a^ id.), ChC, ChL, Sk. NB 23, Lk. H 1O7  NrOm {Blz.} *wan-
'woman' >  She {Bnd.} wano 'woman' ¶ Blz. OL #63, Bnd. LE s.v. ' w o m a n '
(Blz. p.c. 2OOO: "mistake?") ¶ Tk. I 297 (Eg, ? Lmn) || U *wa4ˆ V >  [1]
FU *wa4Nu4 'daughter’s husband, younger brother' >  F va4vy, † va4y, Es
va4i 'daughter’s husband' » pLp {Lr.} *viv‰ id. > L {LLO} L vivva, N {N}
vivva6, Kld vÈvv id., S {Hs.} v´îjve 'younger sister’s husband;
sister’s husband younger than ego' » Mk ov 'daughter’s husband, sister’s
husband' » Chr H wiNG´, U/B weNe 'daughter’s husband, younger
sister’s husband'  Sm *wa4n¥  'relative-in-law (durch Heirat verwandt ) '
>  Ne T O yiy, Ne F Lm wiy 'younger relative’s husband', En bï
'Schwager, Mann der Schwester', Ng biNi,-n 'daughter’s husband', Slq:
Tz {Cs.} kuena4, Nr {Cs.} kuenek, Kar {Cs.} kuenaN 'wife’s b ro the r ' ,
Tm {KD} ku´n;´ºgò 'svåger, svägerska', LTz {KD} kW‰2n´ºgò 'styvson, systers
man'  [2] ? (d.?) U *wantV 'bridegroom, relative-in-law' >  Lp Kld
vu2ntem 'Freier, Bräutigam'  Sm: Ne O yanne5, Ne F Lm wennï5 ' d u r c h
Heirat verwandt, verschweigert' ¶¶ Coll. 67, UEW 557, 565-6, It. # 2 7 8 ,
Sm. 541 (U *we+a4Niw 'son-i-law' > FU *wa4Niw, FP *va4Niv, Ugr
*wa4NI"-, Sm *wiNo-), Jn. 173, Lr. #1394, Lgc. #8611, Hs. 143O, Jn .
173, Cs. 277 || A: Tg *bene- 'wife’s sibling' (× N *ben```` ++++n 1 111V ' younger
relative', q.v.) >  Ewk b‰n‰r, Ewk Z/Sm b‰n‰ 'wife’s brother, wife’s
younger sister', Lm ben´r 'wife’s\husband’s younger sibling', Neg b‰n‰
'wife’s younger sibling', Orc b‰n‰ id., 'wife’s younger sister’s husband ' ,
Ul b‰n‰li, b‰n‰r 'wife’s younger brother', Ud {Krm.} b‰n‰ 'wife’s
younger sibling', Nn Nh b‰n‰r- 'wife’s younger male cousin; nephew' ¶
STM I 125, Krm. 216 || D: [1] ?? *vanna or *van`n`a '(elder) brother’s
wife' >  Klm vanna  'brother’s wife', ? Png oni  'elder brother’s wife', ? Knd
oni id., 'maternal uncle’s daughter (older than person conce rned) '
(unless the D word is a loan from Prkr vahun`n`ï 'husband’s e lder
brother’s wife') ¶¶ D #5251  [2] (in GnD) (< d.?) *va2n`i 'wife' > Png,
Mnd va2n`i id. ¶ D #5348  [3] D *-vanÀ 'man' (within dem. p ronouns) :
D *a-vanÀ 'that man (ille homo)' (≥*a-tu 'that thing') >  Tm avan3 ≠
avvan3 'that man', Ml avan, Kn ava, Nkr avnd id. (≥ Tm, Ml atu
'that thing', Kn adu , Nkr ad 'that thing'), D *i-vanÀ 'this man' (≥ *i-tu
'this thing') >  Tm ivan3 'that man', Ml ivan , Kn iva, Nkr ivnd id. (≥
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Tm, Ml itu 'this thing', Kn idu ≠ itu, Nkr id 'this thing, th is
woman'), D *u-vanÀ 'iste homo' (≥*u-tu 'ista res') > Tm uvan3, Kn
uva  'iste homo' (≥ Tm utu , Kn udu  'ista res'); the same √  is f o u n d
in cds., e.g. Kdg illa-v %´⁄ 'man who is a relative' (lit. ' house-man ' ,
'family-man': illa- is 'house, family'), Mlt qal-we 'thief' ¶¶ Shanm. DN
3O-14O, D ##1, 41O, 494  ˚  AD NM #112, ≠  S CNM 12 (rejects the Tg
cognate, because, in his opinion, N *w-  cannot yield A *b-; but cf. N
*waLdV 'to give birth' [q.v.] >  S *√wld G  id. and Tg *baldi- v. 'give
birth, be born', D *van- 'elder brother’s wife' < N *wa4444n ` ```V ¬
*[ÙV]wa4444n ` ```V 'relative of the opposite exogamous moiety within a n
exogamic system of tribes' [see ADb. NNN 35] and other N words with A
*b- < N *w-  that are quoted in this dictonary) ˚  The semanteme
'relative from the other exogamous moiety within an exogamic sys tem
of tribes' (preserved in U, A, and D) was transformed in 'younger
relative' in HS ˚  FU *-N- in *wa4Nu4 may be due to the presence of a sx.
˚  The pN element *ÙV- (> Eg Ó-) may go back to the first componen t
of a cd.
2495. *w{o}n````V 'wish, love; luck' > ? HS +ext.: *√wng ≠ *√wnk' >
EC: Sml wana2g 'goodness, kindness, mercy', Sml N {Abr.} wa!na2^g
'goodness', Sml wana2gsan, Sml N wa~na2~gsa!n 'good, nice, kind' ¶ ZMO
4O8, Abr. S 249  S *°√wnk' >  Ar √wnq: mu2niq- adj. 'qui plaît ,
agréable' (derivational pattern of a prtc.) ¶ BK II 1611  ? Ch: Hs
wa~Ngala~ 'feeling pleasure' ¶ Ba. 1O79, Abr. S 921 || IE *wen- 'wish,
strive for, love' > OI ≤vanati, va≤no2ti 'demands, strives for, l ikes' ,
vani- f. 'wish, desire', ≤vanah5 / vanas- ntr. 'loveliness; longing,
desire' (÷ L venus), va2n1cha2 n. 'wish', vanita2- 'beloved (woman) ,
wife', Av vanta2- id. »» L venus (gen. veneris) ' c h a r m ,
attractivness' ‘ Venus 'goddess of love'; vener-o2 / -a2re v. ' a s k
reverently; revere, respect, worship, honour' »» OIr fine (< *venya2)
'kinship, (joint-)family' »» Gmc *we2no2 'expectation, hope '  > ON va1n ≠
(v)o1n, Nr von, Sw vaºn, Gt we2ns id.; Gmc *wa2ni\a- adj. > ON vAnn
'belonging to hope; beautiful'; Gt we2njan, ON vA1na 'to expect, t o
hope'; ORu -winaR, ON vinr, AS wine, OSx wini, NNr vin, D n
ven, Nr venn, Sw va4n 'friend', OHG wini id., 'beloved'; Gmc
*wunsko2- n. 'wish'  (÷ OI va2n1cha2) >  ON o1sk, OHG wunsc, NHG
Wunsch, MDt wonsc ≠wunse, AS wy2sc1≠wu2sc1 n. 'wish' (in t h e
cd. wu2sc1-bearn 'liebes Kind') Ï Gmc *wunski\an > ON yskja,
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øskja, OHG wunsken, NHG wu4nschen, AS wy2sc1an 'to wish', NE
wish v.; OHG R wunja, OHG wunna, wunnï 'delight', NHG
Wonne 'joy, delight', OSx wunnia, AS wynn 'joy', NE d. winsome
»» Tc: A wan1i, B wïna 'pleasure'  Ht wen-, went- 'copulate' ¶ ¶
WP I 259, P 1147, EI 158 (*wenÓ-  'desire, strive to obtain'), M K III 1 4 1 -
2, M E II 499-5OO, WH I 752-3, Thr. § 259, Vr. 421, 643, 666, 671, 68O,
Fs. 561, Kb. 12O3, 1229, OsS 116O, 1212-3,1228-9, KM 868-9, Ho. 3 9 7 ,
411-2, Hlq. 1376, 1389, Wn. 544, Ad. 6O1-2, Ts. W 1O5 || U: FU: FL ≈
*[w]onne  'luck' > F onni 'luck, chance, fortune', Es o%nn 'happiness ,
luck, fortune' » pLp ≈ *vo2nn‰ >  Lp: L {LLO} vuodna 'Glück', N {N}
vuod…na6 / -dn- 'good fortune, luck' ¶ SK 422, N III 784, Lgc. #8784 ,
LLO 143O ¶ FL *n may go back to pFU *n or *n` || A: T *on- v. ' thr ive,
prosper' > OT {Cl.} on- id., Chv a€n- ¥n- 'succeed', 'be good' ( c r o p ) ,
'breed well' (live-stock), Tk on-  ≠ un- 'improve, be healed'; in most T
lgs. the cns. -n- changed into -N- under the infl. of  the word oN ' r igh t '
(Cl.: "by false analogy with oN"): OOsm ≥XIV oN- 'prosper, thrive', MQp
XIV oN- id., 'be satisfactotry', Tkm oN- 'get right, return to no rma l
(naladit∆så )', Uz u€ng- öN- 'be successful, fit', Qrg, Nog, Qq, ET oN-,
VTt, Bsh uN- id., 'have luck', QbB oN-, Qzq oN- 'succeed, have luck', oN
'success, good luck' ¶ Cl. 166-9, DTS 367 (OT on 'fate'), ET Gl 456-6O,
Sht. 155, UzR 584, Md. 42, 171 (pT *oN-)  ?σ M *onu- 'hit the t a rge t '
‘ 'guess rightly' (× N *waNÉ  'to hit, to injure', q.v. ffd.) || D ?? *ve2n`-
/*ve2n`tßtß-/*ve2tßtß- 'want, desire '  (× N *wedV 'to hunt', q.v. ffd.); the D
vw. *e2 suggests that the main source of the D √  is N *wedV , but t h e
latter is likely to have contaminated with N *w{o}n````V (as suggested by -
n`- in Ml ve2n5am  'it must') ¶¶ D #5528 ¶¶ GS 173 [#435] suggests h e r e
D *ve2r`- > SD *ve2r`-/*ve2nr`-; if GS is right, the D √  does not belong to N
*w{o}n````V ˚  The HS cognate is qu. because the HS root-final *g needs
explaining ˚  Blz. SNE #15 (C, Ch, IE, U, T).
2495a. (€?) *wV[÷V]ˆV  'stay, (?) be' > HS: C: Ag {AD} *w{a2}n- ' s tay,
be' > Bln {Ap.} wan-, {R} wa2n- 'weilen, sich aufhalten, die Zeit
verbringen', Xm {Ap.} w‰n-, {R} win- 'sein, existieren, bleiben', Q {R}
wa2n- 'weilen, sich aufhalten, sein, existieren', Km {Ap.} wan-, {CR}
wa2n-  'être, exister' ¶ Ap. IC 50 (Ag *√wn 'be'), R WB 357, R Q II 1 1 1 ,
CR K 265  Eg ∀ wn (n) 'be' ('sein, vorhanden sein') ¶ EG I 3O8-9  ? S
*°√wa÷n- > Ar wa÷n- 'lieu où l’on se retire, asile, refuge'; possibly a lso
WS **-÷u2n- 'dwell' Ï WS *ma÷a2n- 'place, dwelling' > BHb N&om1 ma2≤÷o2n
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'dwelling' (ı Sr 'ñow.µoma2÷o2≤n-a2 'country, region'), Ar ñ'oaMa ma÷a2n-
'lieu, endroit, place', Sb m÷n 'dwelling' ¶ GB 443, ≈  KB 577 ( e r r .
equation with Ar ma˝na-n 'dwelling', which is derived from √˝ny
'dwell' and does not belong here), BK II 414, 512-3, 157O, Br. 3 9 8 ,
BGMR 23 ¶ WS *ma÷a2n- belongs here if it goes back to S *√w÷n with
metanalysis (reinterpretation of *w- as a prefix of intransitivity) ¶¶ If
the S root belongs here, the absence of ÷ in Eg is still to be accoun ted
for || K *°wan- >  G van-: [1] 1s prs. v-i-van-eb 'sich einrichten,
niederlassen, ein Haus beziehen', [2] 1s prs. v-a-van-eb vt. ' ( j emanden)
herbergen' ¶ Chx. 362, ≈  Fn. KL 72 (unreliable equation with Mg on-
[name of a city] and Sv wan 'plain, lowland, plateau') || Highly
doubtful: IE: Ir fanaim {IED} 'wait, stay', {Mn.} 'tarry, dwell' (acc. t o
Mn. from NaIE {Mn.} *0wa2Æn- 'stay, dally, linger, limp', but the alleged
cognates of the Ir word (L [va2nus], Gmc, and Al, adduced by Mn.)
cannot be semantically related to the N word ¶ Mn. 149O, IED 43 ˚ If
NaIE *wa2Æn- belongs here, the N rec. must be *wa[÷V]n2222V ˚ ≈  Blz. KM
141 [#29] (suggested the K-Ag-Eg comparison and adduced the dubious
IE parallel).
2496. (€?) *wen2222dV 'to fight, to injure, to hur t '  > IE: NaIE *wend≈-
'wound, injure' (× N *waNÉ  'to hit, to injure') > Gt wunds, AS, OSx,
NHG wund, OHG wunt adj. 'wounded', ON und, OHG wunta, NHG
Wunde, OSx wunda, AS wund n. 'wound', NE wound n.; Gt ga-
wundo2n, ON unda, OHG wunto2n, NHG wunden 'to wound' »»
Arm vandem vandem 'I undo, destroy, ruin' ¶ Fs. 213, 566, 577-8, Kb.
1129-31, KM 869, Vr. 634, Ho. 41O, Ho. S 9O, OsS 1213, KM 869 || D
{†An.} *ve2n`tßtß- 'hunt, (try to) kill' (× D *ve2tßtß- 'hunt' < N *wedV ' t o
hunt') > Kn be2n5t5e, Tu be2n5t5A ≠ bo2n5t5A, Tl ve2ﬁt5a ≠ ven5t5a
'hunting, the chase', as well as Tm ve2t5t5am, Nkr ve2t5a id., etc. ( f fd .
see N *wedV  'to hunt') ¶¶ D #5527, An. SG 131-2 || ? A: M *onZ>i- (<
**ondi-) > MM [S] onZi-  'punish (bestrafen)' (unless identical with MM
[S] honcit- 'tadeln, maßregeln' with h- < pM *F-) ¶ H 77, 125, MED
616 ˚ Highly doubtful because of the alt. etl. connections in IE, D, a n d
M. The M cognate is legitimate if M *o- may go back to N *we- .
2497. (€?) *wen2222dV 'to be withered, to dry' > IE: NaIE *wend≈- ' b e
barren, wither' >  OI vandhya- adj. 'barren', vandhya2 ' b a r r e n
woman'  »» Arm gon£ gonZ7 'mangy, scurfy' »» ? OIr {SB} fann 'weak', NI
fann 'weak, languid, faint', OCrn guan, Crn, Br gwan 'weak' (<
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*wn=d≈-) »» Sl *veßd-noß¡-ti (ip. *veßdati) 'to fade, to wither' >  OCS
uv9dati u-ve<dati, SCr ve!nuti, Slv ve!niti, Cz vadnouti,
Slk va4dnut&, P wie<dna<c1, R ≤vånut∆ 'to fade, to wither', Blg ∆ vena
± våna v. 'wither' (Blg vexna ± våxna id. has x due to the infl. o f
s`xna  vi. 'dry'); ?? ChS 0diti o<diti, Cz uditi, P we<dzic1 vt. ' t o
smoke, to humigate' ¶ WP I 261, Mn. 1513-4, ≈  P 1O47, 1148, SB 2 5 9 ,
Dnn. 297, Hm. 347, M K III 143-4, M E II 5O3, Dnn. 297, ECCE 25O, Hm.
347, ≈ Vs. I 375, ≈ Glh. 666, BER I 138-9 || D *ven`tß-, {†GS} *vendß- > T m
ven5t5u v. 'dry as in the sun, become withered', Ml ven5t5-elpu 'an o l d
bone', Kn ben`dßu '∈ white and light corky wood; cork, pith; a soft \ light
\ useless substance', Tu ben5d5Ë ≠ ben5d5u 'pith; Aeschynomene aspe ra
(a light and spongy plant growing in water); thin(ness), lean(ness) ,
light(ness), emaciated', bon5d5u 'pith', Tl ben5d5u 'Aeschynomene
indica; soft, powerless'; D ı Mrt b≈e2dß 'pith' ¶¶ D #548O || ?,φ A: T:
OT {Cl.} be2Î- 'be weak' (of eyesight) ¶ Cl. 298.
2498. *wen[?V]dV 'to turn' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to re turn ' )  >
HS: B {†Pr.} *√wndœ (Pcj. I A 2) > Ah {Fc.} imv. ´nn´dœ 'se t ou rne r ,
changer de direction', Ty/ETwl ´nn´dœ (3m pf.: Ty y´nn¥dœ, EWlm inn¥dœ)
'enrouler, envelopper, tourner (dans une autre direction), ê t r e
enroulé\tourné', Tmz {MT} ´nn´dœ 'envelopper', Rf/Izn/SrSn {Rn.} ´nnadœ
'(se) tourner', Kb ´nn´Îœ '(s’)envelopper, tourner', Wrg {Dlh.} ´nn´dœ
'tourner, entourer', Mz {Dlh.} ´nn´dœ id., 'enrouler', BSn/BMnc {Ds.}
´nn´dœ, Nf {La.} ´nn´tœ 'tourner', Skn {La.} ´nnaºtœ 'tourner en rond', Gd
Enn´dœ (3m pf. innEd) 'tourner, enrouler' ¶ Fc. 1298, Pr. M VI-VII 3OO,
GhA 14O, Dl. 546, Dlh. Ou 212-3, Dlh. M 133, Ds. B 348, MT 466, La. S
3O4, Lf. I 244 & II #1O96  C: Ag: Q {R} waºntå-r-, Xm {R} water-
vi. 'return, turn back', Bln {R} wanta-r- id., vt. caus. waºnta-s- v t .
'give back, put back, answer' ¶ R WB 358 || IE: NaIE *wend≈-/*wond≈-
/*wn=d≈- 'turn, twist, plait' > OI van≤dhur- 'wicker basket tied on a
wagon, wicker carriage' ({M}: <  IIr *wand≈-  'flechten, winden') »» Gk c d .
ka1n(n)a†ron 'cane or wicker carriage', Gk R [Hs.] }a†raß : {arma 'wagon '
({EI}: }a†raß < *wn=d≈-r-) »» Arm gind gind 'ear-ring, buckle' »» Um PRE-
VENDV ' advert i to \ \\\', ¿ AHV-VENDV 'avert i to \ \\\ (let him turn aside)' »» Gmc:
Gt bi-windan 'umwinden', us-windan 'to plait', OSx, AS windan,
ON, NNr, Sw vinda, Dn vinde, OHG wintan, NHG winden ' t o
wind', NE v. wind; d. caus. Gmc *wandi\an >  Gt wandjan, ON, NNr
venda, Sw va4nda, Dn vende, OSx we$ndian, AS we$ndan, OHG
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wenten, NHG wenden vt. 'to turn, to bend ' »» pTc *wa4nt- > Tc A/B
wa4nt- v. '≈ cover, envelop' ¶ WP I 261, P 1148, EI 6O7, Mn. 1 5 1 3 ,
1556-7, 1575, M K III 143, M E II 5O3, F I 779, Pln. 725, 751, Fs. 9 8 ,
55O, Vr. 653, 665, Ho. 389, 397, Ho. S 85, 88, Kb. 1168, 12O6, OsS
1O89, 1164, KM 852, 861, Slt. 142-3, Ad. 592 ||  D  *ven`t ß-, {†GS} *ven`dß-
v. 'turn (round), return' > Tl ven5d 5i  'again, once more', Ku vendali ' g o
back, return', ? Kui vr`epa (p. vr`et-) v. 'return, come back', ? Krx bir`d-
vt. 'turn over, turn round, give back' ¶¶ D #5481 ˚  The emphatic *dœ i n
B and the vl. *t  in Ag (for the expected *d) suggest the presence of a l r .
in the N word, that is likely to have been *?  (N *-?Vd-  > *-?d- > *-t'- > B
*dœ); any other lr. would have yielded a NaIE *´ , which is not the case.
2499. (€?) *w{o}nt''''V 'belly' > IE: NaIE *went-/*wont- id. > L
venter (gen. ventris) 'belly' »» Gmc *wanTa- >  d.: MLG ingewa2t,
ingewant, ingewende, MDt inghewant, Dt ingewanden
'entrails' (infl. of MDt inghewa6de ÷ NHG Eingeweide of different
origin) ¶ ≈ P 11O4-5, WH II 751, ≈ Vr. N 281 || U: FU *°[w]ontV,
*°[w]ontVrV > ObU *o2nt, *o2nt´r 'belly, inside of the body' > pVg *a2nt´r
> Vg MK/UL ont´r 'stomach (Magen)'; pOs {Ht.} *ont ({†Hl.} *a"nt <
*O"nt) > Os: V/Vy ont, Ty/Y o"nt, D/K/Sh unt 'inside of the body (nutro ,
Inneres), belly'; pOs {Ht.} *ont´r ({†Hl.} *a"nt´r < *O"nt´r)  {Ht.} 'Leib' >
Os: Vy/O ont´r, D/Nz unt´r 'womb', Sh unt´r id., 'belly, inside of t h e
body', Kz wö8nt´r 'belly', V ont´r, Ty/Y o"nt´r {Trj.} 'length, extension,
distance' ¶ Sm. 542 (FU, FP *oNti , Ugr *oNtI" 'cavity'), Ht. #4O, Stn. D
117-8, Trj. S 327 || ?σ HS: mt. WS *√wt'n 'dwell' (“  *'be within [ a
house]'), *°wVt'Vn- (*wa≤t'an-?) 'dwelling, place to dwell' > Ar √wtœn
(ip. -wtœinu) G  'dwell in, settle, inhabit (a place)', watœan- 'dwelling;
stable for cattle; fatherland', Jb C {Jo.} √wt'n G  (pf. o2t‰n) 'start living
in a new place' (π Ar?), Sb d. (n. l.) mwt5n 'temple' ¶ BK II 1563, Hv.
878-9, Jo. J 294, BGMR 166, DRS 529.
25OO. *wan2222VÛ{a} 'belly' > HS *√wnZ7 ≠ *wVZ7Vm/n- (mt. f r o m
*√wnZ7) > CCh: Db {Lnh., ChL} we~nZ7i@ 'entrails', ? G’nd {ChL} w‰~ns7a!ra~, ?
Gbn {ChL} w‰~nse~wu!re~ id. »» ?? WCh (× N *æwÅtV 'belly'?): Zar {ChL}
vI~ci!ki~ 'stomach' ¶ ChC, ChL  S *°waÎam- > Ar waÎam-at- 'ventricle
with the bowels' ¶ BK II 1515, Hv. 961, DRS 5O6  C {AD} *wVZVn- ( ?
≠ *wVZVm-?) 'belly, inside' > Ag {AD} *°wVZVn- / pl. *°wVZZVn- >
Bln {R} wOdån (pl. wOzån) 'belly, heart, inside of the house', Xmt
{Bnd.} ‰2zEn 'heart' »» EC {Ss.} *wazn- (≠ *wazVm-?) > Af {R} wadana2
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'belly, heart, inside', Sa {Bl.} wadan-a2!, {Ss.} wadana ≠ wazana ' hea r t ' ,
{Wlm.} wadana 'belly'; pSam {Hn.} *≤we!zne~ 'heart' >  Sml N {Abr.}
wa!dne, pBn {Hn.} *we!nne~ (> Bn: Bi wenn‰, J/Kj we'!nn‰, K we!nn‰), Rn
{Hn.} ≤we!yn-a, {PG} we!yna~, Bs {Fl.} wIzEna id., Or B {Anr.} o!nne?, {Sr.}
onne2, Or T {Mrn.} onne2, Or H {Ow.} o!nne2!, Or Wt {Hn.} onaò id., Kns otan-
ta 'center', Dsn {To.} Óu¢oÎin-u 'chest', Óu¢oÎin-ni 'heart ' , Elm pawa (<
*wawa < *wazan), ?φ Arr zazza! 'heart', pHEC {Hd.} *waZana 'heart' >
Sd wadan-a, {Gs.} wodana, Alb, Kmb wazan-a, Hd {Hd., Ss.} wodan-a,
Tmb {L} wazano, Brj {Ss.} woda!n-a; LEC ı Gf {Mrn.} wozana, Gm
{Hw.} wozina!, Wl/Malo {LmS} wozana, Kcm {LmS} wazzo 'heart'; EC ı
EthS: Har {L} waza2na 'chest, courage', Grg Sl/Z wAzAnA, Grg Wl {L}
wAzAn 'heart, chest'; Rn {PG} woya2!m, {Fl., Bnd.} wayam 'heart' m a y
represent C *wVZVm- and EC *wazVm- ¶ AD SF 187, Ss. PEC 2O, Ss. B
187-8, Bl. 211 (LEC *wadn-/*wadan-), BlSO 131, R WB 353, Sr. 3 3 7 ,
Ow. 27O, Hn. W 6O, Hn. S 98, Hn. BD 111, 15O, PG 293-5, Hd. 77-8 ,
226, 3O2, 343, 4O1, L Z 12O, L EDG III 675, Hw. A 4O1, Hw. EG s.v.
'heart', LmS 552-3, C SE I 279, To. DL 5O7  ? B: Sll {Ds.} ada2n ( a n n .
wada2n) pl. 'intestin grêle, boyau', BSn/Izn/Mtmt {Ds.} a2Îa';n ' intest ins
(incl. panse des ruminants, cœur, poumons, foie)', Ty/WTwl adan
'intestin grêle', Ah {Fc.} ada2n´n pl., Gh {Nh.} adan, Izd {Mrc.} adan
'intestins', Nf {La.} adun, {Beg.} adu2 (pl. ada2n) 'intestino', Gd {Lf.} a2dan
(pl. ada2nEn) 'intestins, boyaux' ¶ Ds. 45, 159, Ds. B 178, Fc. 2O5, GhA
24, Lf. II #O291, Beg. 238  ? Eg P wzmw '∈ human body pa r t ' ;
according to Tk. I 176-86, Eg z  < HS *Z7 is not anomalous (⇔  OS) ¶ EG I
357 ¶¶ Coh. #397 (C, B), OS #2538 (HS *waZ7am- 'intestines' >  S, Eg),
#2539 (*waZ7an-/*waZ7in- 'intestines' >  B, Ch, C, Om) || U: FU *wac1a
'stomach, belly' > F vatsa 'belly, stomach', Es vats (vatsa)
'paunch, belly' »» Vg {Mu.}: N vas1, ML vas7a 'stomach' ¶ Coll. 1 2 3 ,
UEW 547, MK 721 || D *vac>- ≠ *vanc>- 'belly' ({Zv.} *vac>-) > Tm vayin3
id., vayir3u id., 'paunch, womb, centre', vaya2 'foetus, womb', Ml
vayar3u  'belly, stomach, inside', Kt vi;r, Td pi;rÀ 'belly, pregnancy', Kn
basar3(u), basir3 'belly, abdomen, womb', Tu ban1ji 'stomach, belly,
womb', Knd vaski 'small intestines', Png/Mnd vahiN pl. 'intestines', Kui
vahi, Kw wahi ± vahi ± vahï id. ¶¶ D #5259, Zv. 112 || IE: NaIE {F}
*we2Ænes-tro- '∈  internal organ (in the belly)' ('stomach of ruminants '? )
> Gk }hnystron 'abomasum (the forth stomach of ruminants)' »» Nr ∆
vinstr id., Sw ∆ vinster 'Lab-\Blätter-magen', Ic vinstr ' o m a s u m
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(the third stomach of ruminants)', Far vinstur, Nr ∆ vinstr, Sw ∆
vinster 'abomasum', Ic vinstur {Bv.} id., {Hlq.} 'the third s tomach
of ruminants', OHG wanast, wenist 'belly', {EI} 'the first s t omach
of ruminants', NHG Wanst 'rumen' »» OI vanis5≤t5hu 'a part of t h e
entrails of an animal offered as a sacrifice' ¶ P 11O5, EI 2 (*wenVst(r)-
'abomasum, omasum'), M K III 14O-1, 175, F I 638, WH II 75O-1, Kb.
114O, OsS 1O88, KM 837-8,  Bv. 861, JM 5O6, Hlq. 1351-2 ˚  Uralix *-
c1- suggests N *-Z++++Z 1 111- , while Ar -Î- points to a N *-Z7777-; FU *wac1a and D
*vac>- reflect a later epenthetic variant of the N word with loss of t h e
nasal consonant ˚  ≠ BmK 617 (equates the FU and D roots with IE
*udero-/*we2dero- [see N *æwÅtV 'belly']).
25O1. *wan1111V 'squeeze, press' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'weaken
[sth.]', 'ram, trample down, make compact by pressing') > HS : S *√wny
'≈ suppress, weaken (vt.)' >  BHb √yny+w 'suppress, oppress': acp. G
en3&i yo2≤nE2 'oppressing'  ( f. ha2≤÷ïr hayyo2≤na2 'the oppressing city'),  Sh  pf .
en!&e ho2≤na2 'he oppressed, maltreated', JA [Trg.] √yny: Sh  pf. in%&a
?o2≤n° id. ({Lv.} √yny Sh  'bedrücken'), JEA {Sl.} √yny Sh  ' a c t
fraudulently', JPA Bz {Sl.} √yny Sh  'vex, taunt, deal fraudulently', Ar
√wny G  'être fatigué; être faible, mou, manquer de force' (“ *'be
weakened'), Ak (fOAk?) {Sd.} inf. wana2?um '≈ unter Druck se tzen,
bedrängen mit', Sb {DRS “ VAbd.} hwny 'dépérir' ¶ KB 398, BDB 4 1 3 ,
GB 3O3 (adduces Mn •√wny that is not confirmed by up- to-date
research), Lv. T I 337, Sl. 538, Sl. P 242, BK II 1612, Hv. 896, Sd. 1 4 5 ,
DRS 562 || U: FU *wan1V 'make soft\compact (by kneading, fulling)' >
F vanu-  'become condensed, thick, be kneaded; become matted, m a t ' ,
vanutta- 'shrink, cause to shrink, knead; full, mill', {SK} ' t h r a sh
soundly (mukiloida)', Es vanu-  'shrink; become matted, mat, felt', {W}
'walken' »» OHg va1nyol- 'walken, filzen; massieren', Hg va1nyol- v.
'felt (wool); full, mill' ¶ UEW 558, W EDW 13O6, MF 671-2, EWU 16O5-6
|| A: NaT *uy- (< *un1-?) 'squeeze, t rample '  >  OT {Cl.} uy- 'squeeze ( t o
make compact)', {DTS} 'trample', MT [IM] uy- 'knead', d. OT {Cl.} uyma2
n. 'felt', Tkm ∆ uyuq 'felt socks', Tb/Qzq/Chg {Rl.} uyuq 'felt b o o t s
(valenki )' ¶ Cl. 267, 273, DTS 6O (OT uy- 'compact'), ET Gl 581-2, Rl. I
1633 || ? IE NaIE *wei\(´)- / *wï-, +exts.: *wït- (< *wi-Ót-), *wei\-s
'(make) wither, weaken' (× N *wiz7777V 'gray, [?] withered' [q.v. ffd] × N
*wahyV  '[be] weak' [q.v.]) ˚  The NaT vw. *u- (from N *wa- ) may b e
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connected with the labializing infl. of *w- (on similar development i n
M an Tg see  Introduction, §  2.4).
25O1a. € *wÉyn1111 ++++n ` ```V ≠ *wÉn1111 ++++n ` ```yV 'daylight' > HS: Eg G wyn ≠wny,
DEg wyn  'light (lux)' > Cpt: Sd oyeInuein, B oyOInI uo2ini id. ¶ EG
I 315, Er. 79, Vc. 231  NrOm: Wl {LmS}, Gm {LmS} wo2nta 'morning ' ,
wo2nto 'tomorrow', Gf {LmS} wonta id., 'morning', Zl {LmS} wonto, {C}
wonto2, Dwr {LmS} wanto, Gm {Hw.} wonto! 'tomorrow', Dc {LmS}
wonto, Bsk {LmS} wonto, wons, Cha {LmS} onta≠wonto ' t omor row ' ,
Kcm {LmS} wanto id., 'God' (“  * 'daylight'), Hrr {CR} wånto 'God;
tomorrow', Bdt {Hw.} wont- 'dawn', She {CR} wen-den 'today', won-
s5, wensen, Bnc {Wdk.} wo1nsa1n 'tomorrow', Ym {Wdk.} wo~na~ ' t ime ,
day', wo~no~ 'tomorrow' ¶ LmS 546, Wdk. BY 113, 138, C SE III 81, C SO
45, Hw. NKL 236, CR NGS 13, CR H 665, Hw. EG || D [1] *vin` 'sky' > T m
vin5, vin5t5u, Ml vin5n5u 'sky, heaven', Tl vin(n)u 'sky', Mlt bin`ye
'god of thunder and lightning'  ¶¶ D #5396  [2] *va2n`a 'sky, c loud,
rain' (× N *N[Vw]an 1111V 'sky, cloud', q.v. ffd.)  [3] It is not clear if o n e
may add here D *ve2nt- 'spirit, god' (> Prj ve%:did ± ve%:didß 'god', Gdb
{BB} ve2nditß 'devil[s], spirit[s]', Gdb O ve2nditß 'god', Gnd pe2ndßra vandin
'the highest god of the Muryas'), it is more plausible to equate it with D
(McTm) *ve2nt- 'king' (> Tm ve2ntan3 'king, Indra', Ml ve2ntan,
ve2ntu 'king') ¶¶ D ##5529-3O ˚ ≈ Blz. DA 162 [#1O1] (HS, D;
includes D *ve2nt- 'god').
25O2. *waNÉ  'to hit, to injure' > IE: NaIE *wen- 'hit, injure'  > W ym-
wan 'to joust', ?σ Brtt {RE} *wanami 'to pierce, to stab, to thrust' >
MW gwaint, W gwanu, Crn gwana, MBr goanaff, Br gwanan%
id., OBr cic-guan 'fork' »» ?σ Gt winnan 'to suffer', wunns n .
'pain' ¶ P 11O8, EI 548-9, RE 119, YGM-1 256, 44O, Fs. 213, 566, 577-8 ,
KM 869, Vr. 634, Ho. 41O, Ho. S 9O, OsS 1213, KM 869 || K: GZ *wn-
'injure, harm; torment, suffer' >  OG vn-  v. 'harm; suffer' (mravli mevno
me ... 'I have suffered a great deal …' - Mt. 27.18), G vn- v. ' inhure ,
harm', OG vneba-y, G vneba n. 'suffering, Easter', Mg n- v. 'harm' ¶ K2
54-5, Ts. 381-3, DCh. 5O9-1O, Ser. 65-6, Q 285 || U: FU *waNV- ' h i t ,
cut '  > ObU {Ht.} *wa2Nk- >  pVg *wa2Nk- 'hi t '  >  Vg: T/SV/LL waNk-,
MK/UK/P/NV/ML woNk- id., UL wo2Nxap n. 'hammer'; pOs {Ht.} *waNk-
(= {∫Hl.} *wa2Nk-) 'hew (behauen) '  >  Os: V/Vy wa˝-, Ty/Y waºk-, D/K
waNX-, Nz/Kz wON-, O waN- id. » OHg va1g- 'hew down, chop ,
slaughter', Hg va1g- 'cut, hew down, chop' »» ? Prm {LG} *va6n- ' cut '  >  Z
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vundyny vundÈnÈ 'to cut, to crop', Vt vandyny vandÈnÈ 'to cut, t o
slaughter' ¶ UEW 558, LG 7O, Ht. #698, MF 665-6, EWU 1595 || A: T
*mo4N- (< **bo4N-) > OT [MhK] mo4N- {MKD} 'kick', ET {Nj.} mo4N- ' k i ck
(brykat∆så)', ET Tr mo4N- v. 'rear, kick' (a horse) ¶ Cl. 767, MKD 1 1 9 ,
Nj. 771, Rl. IV 213O  Tg *baNsa- 'kick', 'rear' (a horse) >  [1] m o m .
*baNsala- > Orc, Nn baNsala-, Ud baNc7ala-, Ul, Ork basala- ' k i c k \ r e a r
(once)', WrMc bas7ila 'kick, strike with a fist'; [2]  iter. (?) *basaç3i3- >
Ul basac7I-, Nn baNsac7I- 'kick\rear' ¶ STM I 72  ? M *onu- 'hit t h e
target' > WrM onu-, HlM ono-x, on-x, Brt ono-xo id., 'guess
rightly', Ord ono- id., 'make a good deal, earn', WrO ono- 'hit t h e
target, understand' ¶ MED 615, Ms. O 512-3, Krg. 1O7, Cher. 357 ¶ ¶
DQA #95 (A *ba"Ngi 'to kick'  >  T, Tg) ˚  On M *o- < N *wa-  s e e
Introduction, §  2.4. T *-o4- can be explained by the palatalizing infl. o f
*-É  and the labiaizing infl. of *w- .   
25O3. *wa4444N{g}o 'hook' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'handle') > U: pre-FU
**wa4Nka6 >  (after synharmonic levelling) FU *waNkV (= *waNkË?) ≠
*wa4NkV 'hook' (× N *wa4444Nka  'to bend'): [1] FP *waNkV (= *waNkË?) > F
{Cl.} vanko, vanka, vanku 'hook lever used for rolling burning logs
across a burn-beaten clearing', Es vang (gen. vannu) 'handle; c rook ,
bend, loop' » Prm *vugV 'handle, hook' > Z vug vug 'handle, bucke t -
handle (duqka )', vugyr vugÈr 'fishing-hook, fishing-line', Vt vugy
vugÈ 'handle (of a door, bucket, cauldron, etc.)' ('ru¢ka , skoba
dveri , duqka vedra \kotla ')  [2] FU (in ObU) *°wa4NkV 'hook' (‘
'draw with a hook', 'hang on a hook') > ObU *wa4∏Nk- (and *wa4∏Nk- +
sxs.) id. > pVg *wa4∏Nk- > Vg: LK/MK waºxr-, LL waxrit- 'draw with a
hook', T wa4Nk´r, P/NV/SV waxr´p, UL/Ss wa2Nkrip 'hook'; pOs {Ht.}
*wa4Nk-/*wiNk-, {†Hl.} *wa4∏Nk-/*wïNk- > Os: V/Vy wiNò- ({Ht.} wiNæ-),
Ty/K/Kr wiNk- vi. 'remain stuck\hooked (zacepit∆så , zastråt∆),
hängen bleiben (povisnut∆ )', d.: V/Vy wa4Nòl´˝-, Ty wa$Nò¬´˝- id.; ds. :
V/Vy wiNka4lßi, Ty wiNlßi, D/K wa$Nkl´, Nz waNkal´ 'hook', Vy wa4Nòwa4,
Ty wa$Nk´p, K/Kr/O wa$Nk´m, Nz/Kz waNk´m id. ¶ Coll. 139, It. #54, Sm.
554 (FP *ve4Nka 'handle'), LG 69, UEW 814, Ht. #699, Stn. D 16O8-1O,
Trj. S 513, 524 || D *vaNk- 'hook' >  Tm vaNki '∈ iron hook or curved
instrument; ∈ armlet', Kn vaNki, oNki 'hook; gold armlet of a curved
shape', Tu oggi, uggi 'handle, hook', vaNki '∈ bracelet', Tl vaNki
'∈ curved ornament worn on the arm', oNkiya, oNke 'hook\peg fixed
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in a wall', Gnd ChM {LuC} vakonjee  'an elephant goad' ¶¶ D #521O ||
IE: (mt.) NaIE *wogW≈ni-s, *wogW≈nes- 'ploughshare' > Gk [Hs.] ]ofni1ß :
{yniß. }arotron 'ploughshare, plough' »» Pru wagnis 'Sech' = 'Pflugeisen',
{EI} 'coulter' »» OHG waganso, NGr B Wagensun, ON vangsni
({Vr.}: < *vagsni), NNr vagnse, vangsne, Sw ∆  wangs
'ploughshare' »»  L vo2mis (gen. vo2meris) id. (whence nom. vo2mer
id.) ({WH}: < *wogW≈-smis) ¶ WP I 315, P 1179-8O, Mn. 1561 -2
(wogW≈snis), EI 434 (wogW≈nis), F II 453-4, WH II 835, En. 269, Vr.
643-4, Kb. 1132, OsS 1O74, Hlq. 1341 (s.v. vigg) ¶ NaIE *-gW≈n- < N *-
Ng-  can be explained as a case of metathesis || A: M *oNgi (×  M *oNgi
'hole' [< N *waNKV ≠ [>?] *woNKV 'hole, orifice', q.v.] and A {DQA}
*Ni\uNni {AD} 'heel' [>  Tg *n1uNni 'heel, shin']?) > MM [S] {H} oNgi
'handle (of a sword)', WrM oNgi, HlM ongi 'socket\ring for a handle
in an axe\spade\hoe', Ord oNgi 'virole, anneau dans lequel on fai t
passer la manche d’un instrument', Kl o˜h 'orifice (prouwina ) in a n
axe'; M ı WrMc uNgin 'orifice for a handle in an axe\spade' ¶ H
124, MED 614, Ms. O 514, KW 287 || ?φ  HS: WS ≈ *w{an}w- ' hook '  >
BHb vv!* wa2w* (att.: pl. Miv%v! wa2≤wïm, pl. cs. iv$v! wa2≥we2) 'hook, p in ,
peg', Pun ww 'nail', Ph *wa[:]w (name of the letter wu w) >  Gk way6
(name of the letter for wwww); JA [Trg.] vv! wa2w, em. av!v! wa2≤w-a2
'hook', Gz wa2we2 'hook, ring, buckle, point'  ¶ KB 249, BDB 255, HJ
297, Js. 372, Lv. T I 2O7, Dlm. 114, L G 623, DRS 513-4 ¶ A tentat ive
explanation: Hb, JA a2 < *a% < *an (like in Hb ?ïs7 'man' < *?ins7, see  AD
PSH 57-8), which accounts for a2 (rather than ´ ) in the Hb pl. cs. wa2≥we2;
absence of *n in Gz suggests that this is a loanword. The irreg. w- i n
Hb, Ph, Pun, and JA suggests as. (*w- preserved in Cn and Aram due t o
the infl. of the medial *-w-) ˚  Alternatively, one must consider t h e
possibility of borrowing: FU *waNkV and D *vaNk-π IIr *wank- (s e e
N *wa 4444 N ka  'to bend'), but this latter hyp. (suggested for FU *waNkV b y
Coll. and UEW) is less plausible because in IIr we do not find t h e
meanings 'hook' or 'handle' ˚  ≈ ADb. NNN 34 (N ? *N⁄Åi\NkV ' h o o k ,
handle' > U, D, IE, M + unc. A ? *Ni\uNni 'heel, hook' >  Tg *n1uNni 'heel ,
shin') ˚  M *o- goes back to N *o  or *a  in *waNKV ≠ (>?) *woNKV
'hole, orifice'. On M *o- < N *wa-  see Introduction, §  2.4.
25O4. *waNKV ≠ (>?) *woNKV 'hole, orifice' (‘  'pit') > U
**w{a}NkV > FU *woNkV 'hole, cave' > F onkalo 'cleft, crevice, ravine,
gorge; cave; hollow, cavity, pit', ∆ ongahta- 'become hollow',
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ongerta- v. 'hollow out', Es unk (gen. unga) 'rafter (of the roo f ) ' ,
ongas (gen. onka), ungas (gen. unka) 'vent-hole (in the gable o f
the house)' » Lp: N {Fri.} vuoggo  'hole of a field mouse; hut' ( ' an t r ium,
in quo mus sylvestris tegit[ur]; tugurium'), Kld {SaR} vu´˜˜k vu¢eN:k
'fox-hole' »» ObU {Ht.} *wo2Nk, *wo2Nka2 > pVg {Ht.} *wa2Nka2 'pit' > Vg: T
waNka2, LK woNx´, MK/UK woNk´, P/NV/ML woNka, UL wo2Nxa, Ss wO2Nxa
id.; pOs {Ht.} *woNk, {†Hl.} wa"Nk 'lair, animal’s hole' > Os: VK/Y woNk
Ty wo"Nk, D/K woNX, Nz uNX, Kz ö8Nk, O oNk id.; pOs {Ht.} *wa"Nka ({†Hl.}
*wÈÆNka) id. > Os: V wa"Nk´, wo"Nk´, Vy wa"Nka, Ty/Y wa"Nk´, D wa"NX´ id .
 Sm {Jn.} *waºNk¥ > Ne: T va˜g, O/F {Lh.} Ba2Nk 'pit, ravine; animal’s
hole, lair'; En {Cs.} ≤baggo 'pit', {KD} d. bòa2gu"ta 'nest'; Ng {Cs.} ≤banka
'pit, nest'; Slq: Tm {KD} d. ko"ÚNg¥r 'bird’s nest hollowed out in a t r ee ' ,
UO {KD} kWoq;a 'small pit' ¶¶ Coll. 44, UEW 583, Sm. 551 (FU *woNki
'den' > FP *voNki, Ugr *waºNkI"), SaR 63, Ht. #697, Trj. S 517, Jn .
171-2, Ter. 42 ||  A *ËNgV  'orifice, pit, hollow' > M *oNgi 'hole, orif ice '
> Kl {Rm.} oNgi id., M *oNgi 'handle, socket, or ring for a handle in a n
axe\spade\hoe' (× N *wa4444N{g}o 'hook', [in descendant lgs.] ‘ ' handle ' ,
q.v. ffd.), M *oN9ay[i] > WrM {Rm.} oN9ai, Kl o˜ha 'hollow in a t r ee ,
cave', {Rm.} oN9a4∏ ≠ oNga2 'Höhle, Vertiefung; leer, hohl'; M *oN9ayi- >
WrM oN9ai-, oN9ui-, HlM ongoj- 'become wide open, form a n
opening\gap, gape', Brt ongoj- 'become opened', Ord oN9O4∏- ' b e
opened (as a door), gape, yawn', Kl o˜ha- v. 'gape', {Rm.} oN9a4∏- ≠
oNga2- 'leer\hohl\offen sein', M *oN9{a}rqayi > WrM oN9urqai ≠
oN9arqai, HlM, Brt ongorxoj 'opening, orifice, gap, hole', O r d
oN9orXO4∏ 'ouvert, troué; trou', WrO oN9orqa 'hollow, pit, opening; eye
hollow', Kl o˜hrxa 'hollow, eye hollow; hole, cave', {Rm.} oNga"rXa4∏
'vertieft, hohl; Vertiefung, Höhle'; M *oNgila- > WrM oNgila-, HlM
ongilo-, Brt ongil- 'dig; dig in, rummage' ¶ MED 614, Luvs. 299, H
124, Ms. O 514-5, Krg. 1O8-9, KRS 398-9, KW 287, Chr. 356, Z 142  Tg
*oNu 'hollow, cave' > Orc, Ud {STM} oNgo 'cave', Nn Nh oNgo 'rectum', ?
Ewk d. uNtuka2ça2n 'small hollow (åmka )'; ? Tg d. *ËNala 'pit, hole ,
hollow' > Ewk uNulu 'pit, puddle', Ud uNulu 'hollow in a tree', Ul oN9olo
id., 'cave', Neg oNolo, Nn oN9olo ≠ uNgulu id., 'hollow (depress ion) ' ,
WrMc uN9ala 'hollow in a tree, hole, hollow of the ear' ¶ STM II 28O,
Krm. 3O2, Vas. 497, Z 142  T *u4N- 'dig a hole in' > OT {Cl.} u4N- id. ,
'hollow (sth.) out', MQp XIV u4N- 'hollow out, excavate', [CC] 'dig,
excavate', Qzq u4Ng- 'make a pit\hole (by boring), make an excavation' ,
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Qrg u4Nu4- 'make\punch\forge a hole, bury oneself in' ¶ Cl. 16, DTS 6 2 6 ,
Rs. W 521, Sht. 28, Jud. 822, ET Gl 634 (on the T d. *u4Nu4r ' cave,
animal’s hole') ¶¶ DQA #2528 (A *uNe  'hollow, pit') || D (in SD) *vaNk
'orifice' > Tm vaNku 'orifice, hole, hollow, rat-\snake-hole', Ml
vaNku, Tu oNka 'rat-\snake-hole' ¶ D #5212, Tu. #11191, M K III
124, 127-8 || ??φ HS: C: Ag: Bln {R} an≤qa2y 'hole, cave' ¶ R WB 4O  B
*-wVnuÓ (and *-{wV}gnuÓ-?) 'well (puits), pit '  > Awj {Prd.} a≤w´nu2 (p l .
w´n≤yin ≠ w´nni≤yin) 'well', Izd {Mrc.}, Tmz {MT} anu (pl. una), Gd {Lf.}
a2nu (pl. {CM} anuyin), Nf, Snd {La.} dim. tanut (pl. tina), BS {Ds.} a2nu
(pl. anu2y´n), Izn {Ds.} a2nö (pl. anö2y´n), Sll {Ds.} a2nu (pl. una), Si {La.}
anu, Gh {Nh.} anu (pl. unan) id., Ah a2nu (pl. u2na2n), Ty anœu (pl. unœa2n), ETwl
anœu (pl. enœwan) id., 'pit', Kb {Dl.} anu 'gouffre ou puits naturel', Ntf {La.}
dim. tanut 'petite excavation dans le sol'; ?? *-{wV}gnuÓ- >  Ah tag1nut
'puits peu profond' ¶ Prd. 172, Fc. 1283-4, GhA 137, La. MChB 4 1 2 ,
Mrc. 2O7, Lf. II #1O66, CM 15O-1, Ds. 235, Ds. B 292, MT 458, Dl. 5 3 7
˚  On M and Tg *o- < N *wa-  see  Introduction, §  2.4 ˚ IS MS
(*woN {k}ÿ  'orifice' > U, A, D), Rs. UAW 33 (U, A).
25O5. (€?) *wa4444Nka  'to bend' > IE: NaIE *weng-/*wong- ' b en t ,
crooked' > Gmc: OHG winken 'to wave, to nod', MHG winken ' t o
move to and fro (schwanken), to wink one’s eyes', MLG winken, AS
wincian  'to shut eyes, to blink', NE wink v.; AS, OHG winkil, NHG
Winkel 'corner'; Gmc *wanko2n > ON vakka, Sw vanka, Dn vanke
'to wander about', OSx wancon, OHG wanko6n 'to waver, to shake ' ,
NHG wanken  'to move to and fro' » Lt ve!ngti (1s prs. ve!ngiu) ' t o
avoid, to evade, to shun' (“  'to bend\turn outwards'), vi~ngis n .
'bend, curve; winding', vi!ngiuoti  'to twist, to wind, to meander', Pru
wïngriskan n. accus. sg. 'cunning', {EI} 'trick' » ?σ pAl {O} *wenga2 >
Al: T ve4ng, G vang {AlbED} 'wooden rim of a wheel, wooden s t ake
(stuck in the ground and tied to sth.)' ({O} 'hoop, tyre, ring, rim') » OI
vaNgati [Vop.] 'goes lamely, limps', [Dhat.] 'goes' ¶ P 1148-9, EI 6 3 ,
Vr. 639, Kb. 1142, 12O4, OsS 1O92, 1162-3, KM 837, 861, Frn. 1 2 2 3 ,
1256-7, En. 274, Tr. APS 462, O 5O4, AlbED 928, MW 912 || ? U: pre-FU
**wa4Nka6 'hook' >  FU *waNkV (= *waNkË?) ≠ *wa4NkV (× N *wa4444N{g}o
'hook', q.v. ffd.) ¶ Coll. 139, It. #54, Ht. #699 || D *va2Nk-, {GS} *vag-
/*vaN- v. 'bend, bow' > Tm va2Nku- ≠ ve2Nku- vi., vt. 'bend', Ml
va2NNuka vi. 'bend', Kt vag- 'be slightly bowed', va;g- 'make ( p o t )
bulge (in throwing it on the potter’s wheel)', vak- vi. 'bend, be cowed ' ,
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Kn ba2gu v. 'bend, bow', boNkane  'in a bending\bent way', Kdg ba;Ng-
'become bent, slope', Tu ba2(N)gu-, Tl vaNgu- v. 'bow, stoop', Klm,
Nkr, Png, Gdb vaNg- vi. 'bend', Knd vaN- id., 'become bent', Ku {Fzg.}
vwa2Ngali 'be crooked', {Isr.} vaNg- vi. 'bend, be bent', Krx beNk(a5a2)-
vt. 'turn from a straight line, bend, curve', beNko2, baNka2 'crooked, ben t ,
curved'; D ı OI van1cati 'moves crookedly', Pali vaNka- ' b en t ,
crooked' (this borrowing accounts for the cns. c/k, because in t h e
inherited IE word [< IE *weng-] we expect OI g [see  on OI vaNgati
above]) ¶¶ D #5335, GS 23-4 [#2], Tu. #11191, M K III 124, 127-8 ˚  IS
MS 336 (*wankÿ  'to bend' [vt.] > IE, U, D).
25O6. *wop''''V 'pour, strew'  > HS: B {†Pr.} *√wfy 'pour' (Pcj. I A 2 ,
Fcj. 32) >  Tw {Pr.} imv. ´ffi 'verser' (3m pf. iff¥y = {∫Pr.} iffa4y) id.,
Ty/WTwl {GhA} imv. ´ff´y id. (3m pf. WTwl ikk¥y, Ty y´kk¥y), Ah {Fc.}
imv. ´ffi (3m pf. iff´y) id., Izd {Mrc.} ffi (3m pf. iffi) id., {MT} ff´y ≠
ffi 'suppurer', déborder' (liquide), Sll {Ds.} ´ffi (3m pf. iffi) ' ve rse r
(liquide)', Izn {Rn.} ´ff´'y id., 'transvaser', Gd {Lf.} S  s´fi ' d é b o r d e r '
(marmite qui bout), Kb {Dl.} ´ffi 'puiser' ¶ Fc. 31O-1, 2OO2, Pr. M VI-
VII 92-3, GhA 45, 246-7, Rn. 297, Lf. II #O461, Dl. 243, Mrc. 262, Ds.
292, MT 14O-1  +ext.: Eg fP wps7  v. 'strew, scatter' ¶ EG I 3O5, Fk. 6 O
|| IE: NaIE *°wep- ' s t rew'  > OI ≤vapati 'strews, scatters ( seed) ' ,
≤vapra-h5 'earth mound', Av vï-vap- 'disicere', 'zerstreuen', I rn
*vafra2- 'snow' (“ *'aufgeschüttet'?) > Av vafra-, Phl vafr, NPrs ƒrBa
ba4rf, KhS baura 'snow' ¶ WP I 256-7, P 1149, M K III 144-5, M E II 5O3-
4, Horn 47, Bai. 3O5-6, Brtl. 1346-7 || U *°wo+apta or *°wo+aps+s7a (× N
*Hop''''[V]l ∏∏∏∏É 'flow down'?) >  Sm {Jn.} *waºptaº- ≠ (vi.) *waºpt¥-, {Hl.}
*wapta- 'pour (out), overturn ' > Ne T vabta€-(c∆) 'strew ou t ;
overturn', T O {Lh.} Ba2pta2- id., Ne F L {Lh.} Ba2pta2- 'umfallen', En {Ter.,
Mik.} bata-, {Cs.} ba≤ta- 'pour out', Ng {Mik.} boptud!a 'turn over' » Slq
Tm {KD} d. vt. 1s aor. ko"pt´rnagò 'drown' » Kms {KD} 1s prs. ba5pt´l!a$m ' I
pour, I strew' » Mt {Hl.} *baXt‰- 'overturn' (Mt M {Sp.} baxtyåm` ' I
overturn') ¶ Jn. 172, Ter. 29, KP 31, KD 8, Hl. M 72, 213 [#92] || D ( i n
NED) *op(p)- vt. 'wet, soak' >  Krx op- 'wet, soak (with a view o f
softening and preparing to work)', Mlt rf. oprare  'become soft (as e a r t h
by water)' ¶ D #981, Pf. 187 [#53].
25O7. *w{a}qa 'hit, hurt' > HS: S: Ar {Fr. “ [Qam.]} *waXX- 'dolor' ¶
Fr. IV 446, BK II 15O3  (Ar waXX-  'peine, fatigue')  Eg d. s-wX? ( caus .
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of √wX?) vt. damage' ¶ EG IV 74 || IE *weé-/*woé-/*wé=- >  NaIE
*wa2-/*wo2-/*w´- 'hit, wound' > Gk ]aa1v 'hurt, damage', n. act. ]awa1th
(Gk Ae a]ya1ta) >  Gk A }ath 'bewilderment, infatuation'  with a *-t-ext.:
Gk o]yta1v (3s aor. o‘yta ") 'I wound, hurt, hit', ]vteilh1 n. 'wound' »» Ltv
va^ts  'wound' ({EI} 'suppurating wound'), Lt voti~s 'ulcer' ¶ WP I 2 1 1 ,
P 11O8, ≈σ EI 65O (?*wehÅt- '[suppurating] wound'), Ch. 3, Hofm. 27, F
I 2 & II 449-5O, 1153, Frn. 1275 || A: Tg *u\a2- (< **ua2- < N *w{a}qa?)
'kill' > Ewk, Sln, Orc, Ud, Ul, Ork, Nn wa2-, Lm A wa2-, WrMc wa2-, Mc Sb
wa2-, Jrc wadula  'kill' ¶ STM I 127-8, Krm. 216, Vas. 77, Kiy. 122 [#459]
|| D *vay- 'strike' >  Kn bese 'strike with a whip', Knd vey- v. 'flog,
beat', Kui ve2pa (p. ve2-t-) v. 'strike, beat', Ku ve5- 'beat' ¶¶ D #5555 ˚
IS MS 33O (*wa {h5}ÿ  'beat'), AD GD 5 ˚  Gr. II #435 (*wa 'wound') (IE,
A + qu. Gil).    
25O8. *wÅr{i} 'to burn, to heat, to cook\fry' > HS: S *°√wry >  Ar
√wry (pf. wariya) 'donner (faire jaillir) du feu' (of a strike-a-light),
√wry (pf. îrava wara2, 3m ip. ya-rï) id., 'être allumé' (of fire) ¶ BK II
1526, Hv. 865  C: EC: Sml war- 'put out to dry', pBn {Hn.} *war- > Bn
Bi/J/K/Kj war- v. 'dry in the sun' ¶ ZMO 4O9, Hn. BD 1O3  NrOm:
Malo {Fl.} ware 'warm' ¶ Fl. OWL  Ch: WCh: Dr {ChC} wari v. 'roast' »»
CCh: Pdl {ChC} vara v. 'burn', Gzg D {Lk.} wur vt. 'burn, roast' ¶ ChC s.v.
'roast' and 'burn', JI II 55, Lk. G 138 ¶¶ BmK adduces Eg G wr.t ' f lame' ,
but in fact this is only "Bezeichnung der Flamme" (EG I 332), sc. a w o r d
with unknown meaning, hence the comparison is not reliable || K {FS}
*war- > G varvar- v. 'glow, light, blaze (glühen, leuchten, f l ammen) '
{DCh.} 'pylat∆ ', Sv {Fn.} warwa2l- v. 'glitter, flash, glance' ¶¶ Fn. KW-1
35 [#19], FS E 127-8, Chx. 367-8, DCh. 5O2 || IE: NaIE *wer- v. ' b u r n ,
heat' > ? Arm va®em var2em vt. 'light up, set fire to', va®im var2im
vi. 'take fire, be kindled, lighted, be on fire, flame' »» ? Gmc *warma-
'warm' (× IE *gW≈ormo- 'warm' < N *gor 1111á  'hot; to heat; embers') >  ON
varmr, NNr, Dn, Sw varm, OFrs, OSx, OHG, NHG warm, AS
wearm 'warm' (adj.), NE warm adj.; Gt warmjan, OSx warmian
v. 'warm' »» Sl: [1] *var¥ 'heat' (n.) >  OCS, OR var5 varË, Uk var
id.; [2] Sl *vÁre7-ti vi. 'to boil, to seethe '  >  OCS v6r8ti vÁre7ti (p r s .
v6r) vÁrjo<), SCr vreàti (prs. vri•m), Slv vre!ti, Cz vr7I1ti, Slk
vret&, P wrzec1, Uk ≤vr¡ti, Blr vr´c∆ id., R ∆ vret∆ vi. ' sweat
intensely'; [3] Sl *variti vt. 'to cook' (ÿ *var¥ 'heat') > OCS variti
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variti, SCr va!riti, Cz var7iti, Slk varit&, P warzyc1, R va≤rit∆
'to cook', Slv vari!ti 'to weld (iron)', va!riti 'to brew', Blg varå ' I
cook'; ı *var¥ n. act. 'boil' > Slv va•r, Cz, Slk var n. act. 'boil', SCr
va•r (gen. va•ra) 'boiling water', R var  'boiling water, pitch, heat' » Lt
vi~rti (1s prs. ve!rdu, 1s p. viriauﬁ), Ltv vir^t (1s prs. ve<r^du ≠
virstu, 1s p. viru) 'to boil, to bubble, to seethe' »» Tc A wra2tk-
'cook'  Ht war-/ur- vi. md. 'burn', warant- 'burnt' ¶¶ The
irregular Arm v-  (for the expected g- <  IE *w-) is puzzling; Cuny R 88f .
tried to explain it by postulating two different *w-phonemes in pIE
(*w⁄- > Arm g-, *w€- > Arm v-); Mallory (EI 88) supposes that the Arm
words are of Iranian origin ¶¶ P 1166, EI 88 & 125 (*wer- 'burn', 'boil ,
cook'), Fs. 552, Vr. 64, Kb. 1147, OsS 11OO, Ho. 387, Ho. S 84, KM
838, Vs. I 273, 362, Glh. 662-3, 783, StSS 1O8-9, BER I 118, 121, Frn.
1263, Frd. HW 344, Slt. 451-2, Ts. W 1O1 || D {tr.} *varÀ-, {GS} *vadÀ-
'be fried\grilled' > Tm var3u  (ft. -v- , p. -nt-) id., var3u (ft. -pp-, p. -
tt-) vt. 'grill, fry, toast', Ml var3a  'frying', Td parf- (p. part-), Prj vedp-
(p. vedt-), Gdb vatßp-, Gnd vars- ± vah-, Png vah- v. 'fry', Kdg bare- ' b e
fried', Mnd vahpa- vt. 'cook, bake', Kui vahpa- vt. 'fry, grill', Ku vah-
'fry, roast' ¶¶ D #5325, GS 34 [#51] ˚  BmK 613 (HS [S, Eg], IE, D +
Sum ur4-ur4 v. 'burn up, flicker, flame, gliter'), Blz. KM 123 [#28].
25O9. *warV 'stream of water' > HS: Eg ∀ w¿w {EG} ' su r f
(Brandung) of the sea \ of high water of the Nile', Eg G w¿w ' f lood,
water', Eg MK {Fk.} w¿w 'waves of the sea' ¶ EG I 249, Fk. 53  C: [1]
LEC *war- ' r iver '  > Dsn wa!r, Arr {Bl.} war id., Rn {PG} wo!r 'well', Sml
war 'pool, pond'  [2] pC *√wrb+p ({E} *warb-) 'stream of water; t o
pour\fetch water' > EC *wara2b- 'draw \ pour water '  >  Or {Grg.} wara2b-
'draw water', Kns {Bl., Ss.} ora2p-, Gdl orra2p-, Ya irpa- id., Arr {Hw.}
war(a)b- 'draw and fetch water', Sml caus. wara2b-iy- v. 'water', Rn {PG}
wara2b- 'fetch water, fill (container) with water', Bs wora2b- ' d r i nk
water, be watered' (of cattle), Brj hura2b-  'pour out' »» Ag {AD} *w{a}Òap
' r iver '  >  Bln {Plm.} wArA≤ba (pl. wA≤rAf), Xm {R} wirba2 (pl. wirib),
Xm T {CR} wirva2 ¶ Bl. 1OO, Ss. PEC 42, Ss. B 1O2, PG 291, 294-5, Grg.
4OO, Hw. A 399, ≈ AD SF 247, E PC #581, R WB 36O, To DL 5 3 1
 NrOm: Male {Tre.} voro 'river'  Ch: WCh: My {ChL} w‰!r 'lake' »»
ECh: Ke {Eb.} vo~r 'lake, river' ¶ ChL. Eb. 1O1  S *°√{w}r >  Ug yr ' ear ly
rain' ¶ OLS 535 || IE: NaIE wer-/*we2r-/*u2r- 'water, flowing water' > Vd
va2r- (nom. va2h5), OI ≤va2ri ntr. water' (× ≤va2ri 'rain' < N *w{a}qrV
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'to rain, to drip'), Av vairi- m. 'sea' »» ??? Arm gaj® gayr2 ' m u d ,
mire, filth' (×  N *w{a}qrV '⇑ ', q.v.) »» Gmc: ON vari n. 'a liquid,
water', π va1ri 'a liquid', π ve1r 'sea', AS wA(:)r ' sp ray
(Spritzwasser)' »»  Pru wurs 'pond, pool' (× NaIE *wr=n-/*u2r-/*au\r- < N
*Gu6666ru6666 'to flow, to stream') »» pTc {Ad.} *wa4r > Tc: A wa4r, B war
'water'  Lw {Mlc.} wa2r id. ¶¶   WP I 252-3, P 8O-1, ≈φ,σ  EI 6 3 6
(*≤we/oÓr- 'water'), Dv. #331, M K III 194, M E II 544-5, MW 943, WH II
84O, ≈ Vr. 646, 653, En. 278, Wn. 557-8. Ad. 577-8, Mlc. CL 257  || U:
FU *°wa+o+ur[V]yV >  ObU {Ht.} *wu2rVy 'river-bed' >  pVg {Ht.} *wu2ra4y
id. >  Vg: T ora2y, LK ori, MK worï, P wuri, NV uri, Ss u2ray; pOs {Ht.}
*wurÈ id. > Os: V, Vy, Ty urÈ, D, K, Nz ur´, Kz wö8riÆ, O wuri ¶ Ht. # 7 1 2
|| D *varÀ- 'flood, torrent' > Tu barakelË 'inundation', Tl var3ada
'flood, torrent, inundation, deluge', var3r3u 'flow, flood', var3uta loc.
'in the flood\river', Prj vered, Knd urÀda 'flood', Ku va2ru id., varda piyu
'torrential rain', Kui va2ru 'stream, torrent' ¶¶ D #5323, ≈ # 5 3 5 6
(referring Kui va2ru to a wrong pD √ ) ˚ ≈ Blz. LB #15 (the first t o
adduce Ug, Male, and Ch cognates).
251O. € *waÂV 'crow, raven' > IE: NaIE *worn- id. > BSl *vorn-o-s
'raven' > Lt varﬁnas, Lt W va!rnas, Pru warnis id. » Sl *vo!rn¥ id. >
OCS vran5 vranË, Blg ∆ vran (df. vra≤n-`t), McdS vran, SCr,
Slv vra•n, Cz vran, R, Uk ≤voron  BSl *vorn-a2 'crow' > Lt va!rna,
Ltv vaﬁrna, Pru warne id. » Sl *vo¡rna ' c row'  >  Blg ≤vrana, SCr
vraàna, Slv vra!na, Cz, Slk vrana, P wrona, R, Uk vo≤rona†»» Tc B
wrau\n1a {Ab.} '≈ crow', {Wn.} 'corneille du prédicateur' ({Wn.}: <
*wa4rn-au\n1a) »» o? Arm ag®ay agr2aw 'raven, crow' (perplexing a-; r2
due to onomatopoeia?) ¶ Frn. 12O1, En. 272, Vs. I 253, Glh. 681, BER I
18O-1, Wn. 583, Ad. 616-7, EI 142 (*wer- 'crow') || U *warV ' c row'  >
F varis ≠ vares (gen. variksen ≠ vareksen), Es vares (gen.
varese ≠ varekse) id.; Krl A varoi\ id. » pLp {Lr.} *wo2rc1c1e2 ' c row'  >
Lp: S {Hs.} vuortje, U {Qv.} vuo4r…tjee, N {N} vuor…c7es, K {Gn.}
vu2ro_c7c7 id., Kld {SaR} vu2r´¢ vu2rec7 'magpie' » Er varaka varaka, ∆
varsej vars1ey 'raven, crow', ∆ {Ps.} var1c1ey, var1c1eN, varks1iy ' c row ' ,
Mk varsi ≤vars1i id. »» ObU {Ht.} *wu2r- id. > pVg *u"rVn > Vg: ML {Mu.}
urin-ye2kwa 4, Ss u2rin-e2kWa id. (ye2kwa4 ± e2kWa 'woman'); pOs
*wurNay 'crow' > Os: V/Vy/Ty urNÈ, Y wurNÈ, D wa"rNa$y, K wa"r˝a$y,
Nz/Kz wo"rNa, O wa$rNa id. » Hg varju1 (accus. varjat) id.  Sm {Jn.}
*w¥r-, {Hl.} ? *w¥ra4 'crow' >  Ne: T d. va€r˜´, T O {Lh.} BarNa4¢e, F {Lh.}
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BarN¥È ± Ba¬Na4¢ei; Slq Tz d. {KKIH, Prk.} k‰ra4, {Prk.} kW‰ra4 id.; Kms {KD}
bariÆ, Koyb {Sp.} bare id., {Pls.} ≤bare 'carrion crow (Corvus corone) ' ;
Mt {Hl.} *bÉrÉ 'crow' (Mt M {Sp.} bere ") ¶¶ UEW 559, Coll. 66, Lr.
#1459, Lgc. #88O1, SaR 58, ERV 1O8-9, PI 46, MF 673-4, Ht. #7O9, Jn .
17O, KKIH 116, Hl. M #111.
2511. *æwarV 'look, watch' > IE: NaIE *æwer-/*æwor- id., 'perceive,
pay attention to, take care', *æwo≤r-os  'watching, cautious' (× N *z@@@@ËÂ{i}
'look at, examine'?) >  Ltv rf. ve2r-tie^-s (prs. ve~r-) 'to look a t ' ,
ve2riba 'attention, notice' »» Gk wor-, [or-: Gk Hm ]epi` }orontai ' s ie
beaufsichtigen', Gk [Hs.] {orei : fyla1ssei '(he) guards\watches', Gk A
[ora1v 'I see' (*w- evidenced by the hiatus in [ev1ron ipf. and [eo1ra2ka pfc . ) ,
}eforoß 'overseer, guardian' »» L vereor, -e2ri v. 'behold with f ea r
(ängstlich beobachten), fear, have respect for, revere' »» Clt (<  *kom-
wôryos) > OIr {Vn.} co1ir, coair 'juste, égal, droit, appropié', W
cywair 'perfect, orderly, ready' »» Gmc: ON varr 'a t tent ive,
cautious', OHG war 'aware, careful', gi-war 'conscious, careful', AS
wAr 'aware; attending, heading', OSx war cautious', Gt warai
(nom. pl. of *wars) 'sober', OSx, AS waru 'precaution, care', OHG
wara 'awareness, care' (<  *wora2); OHG be-waro2n 'to protect', NHG
bewahren 'to keep, to preserve; to guard', NE beware; OSx, OHG
waro2n 'to beware' (> NHG wahren 'to watch over, to look after, t o
keep safe'), AS warian  'to guard, to watch over', NE cd. aware »» Ltv
ve2rt (1s prs. ve!ru), usually rf.: ve2rties 'to be considered, to b e
reckoned' »» Tc: A wa4r- v. 'smell (sentir)', B wa4r-sk- act. 'emit a
smell', md. 'smell (receive a smell)', A war, B were n. 'smell, o d o u r '
 ??σ Ht werite- v. 'fear' ¶¶ WP I 28O-5, P 1164-5, EI 417, Mn. 1 5 1 6 -
7, F II 4O9-1O, WH II 757-8, Vn. C  152, YGM-1 152, Fs. 551, Vr. 645-7 ,
Kb. 387, 1145,1148, OsS 58, 277, 1O96, 11O1, Schz. 3O9-1O, Lx. 3O9,
KM 832, Ho. 38O, 384, Ho. S 83-4, Kar. II 513, Wn. 558, Ad. 596, Ts. W
1O5, ≈ EI 6O6 (*w(h⁄)erÓ-; unc.: ÿ IE *weÓro-s 'true') || U: FU
*°warV > Ugr *°warV 'wait, be on one’s guard, keep safe' > Vg: T o2r-
'wait', MK u2r- id., 'be on one’s guard', P d. wurla4∏t- 'ein wenig war ten ' ,
Ss o2r- 'wait; treat carefully, keep safe' » OHg XII va1r- 'wait', Hg va1r-
'wait, expect, look to' ¶ UEW 898-9, MF 672-3, EWU 16O6 || A: M
*bara˝an  'a thing seen, the sight of; (?) protection' >  MM bara√a 'Form,
Erscheinung', WrM bara9an, HlM baraa 'object visible in t h e
distance; view; form', Ord {Ms.} bòara2 'les dimensions d’un objet, p o u r
autant qu’elles tombent sous le sens de la vue (à une certaine distance);
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aspecte, présense vue de loin, protection', WrO bara2 'a thing seen, t h e
sight of', Kl baran 'outline, view', {Rm} bara2n, bara2 'outline of a n
object, figure (seen in the distance)'; M *bara˝ala- > WrM bara9ala-,
HlM baraala- 'appear in the distance', 'be visible', WrO barala-
'become visible' (of a distant object), WrM bara9alqa-, HlM
baraalxa- 'look up, glance upward'; M *bara˝atayi 'seen from afar ,
visible' > WrM bara9atai, HlM baraataj, Dg bara2tï id. ¶ H 12-3 ,
MED 83, Ms. O 5O, KRS 81, KW 83, Krg. 334, T DgJ 124 || D *arÀi-, {GS}
*yerÀ+dÀ- ({AD} *yerÀ+dÀi-) v. 'know, find out, search' >  Tm ar3i, Tl er3u2gu
v. 'know, understand, perceive', Ml ar3iyuka v. 'know, understand', Kt
ayr, Td ar3y-, Kn ar3i v. 'know', Kdg ari- v. 'find out', Tu arupu, aruhu
'knowledge', Krg ade to search', Brh harrifiN v. 'inquire, ask' ¶¶ D
#314, Zv. 95 (reconstructs *atß-), GS 134 [#348] ˚  D {GS} *ye- < *wa-
due to as. to *-i- ˚  The adduction of Eg wrs7 'spend the day, b e
awake' (proposed by Bm.) is highly qu. ˚  MF 672-3 (FU, IE), BmK 6 O 4
(*war-/*w´r- 'look, watch our for, observe, care for' >  IE, FU + q u .
Eg wrX [not confirmed by the available dictionaries], wrs7) ˚  On N
and pIE *æ- see Introduction, §  2.2.6.
2512. *wa 4444 rÉ  'make, do' (“ 'plait'?) > HS: C *√wry 'do' >  Bj √wry
{R} (1s: p. a≤we2r, prs. awa≤r°) 'machen, tun', {Rop.} -wEr 'do, a c t '
(a≤wEr 'I did', a≤wari 'I do', ti≤waria 'thou doest'), {R} ≤wara ≠
≤waºra 'Werk, Tat, Handlung, Arbeit, Geschäft' »» Sa {R} u6≤ray
'Geschäft, Gewerbe' (ay s°n u6≤ray 'what is your occupation?'), Af {R}
u≤ray  'Geschäft, Arbeit, Gewerbe' ¶ R WBd 239, Rop. 78, 248, R S II 4 8 ,
R A II 24  EthS (π C?) *√wry 'do' >  Tgy pf. ∑rywarAyA / js. Y∑v
y‰wari 'operare, fare', W®Y w‰ray 'faccenda, affare', Tgr pf. w®
wAra  'do, try', w®T wArat n. 'work' ¶ LH 435, Bsn. 642-3  ? Eg ∀ ìry
'do, make' >  DEg ìr, ìry > Cpt: Sd eIre, B IrI id. ¶ EG I 1O8-12, Er. 3 6 ,
Vc. 65, ≠  Tk. I 14O (reads ìry as √yly)  NrOm: ¿ Cha {Hnz. “?} ir
'make' ¶¶ Tk. l.c. (Eg, Bj, Cha + err. EC *ye2l-/*ya2l, Asa wel-), Hnz. HS
75 (Eg, Cha) || U: FU *°wa4rV > ObU {Ht.} *we2r- 'make' > pVg *wa4∏r- >
Vg: T wa4∏r-/wa2r-, LK/MK/UK wO4∏r-, P/LL/ML wO2r-/war-, NV wO4∏r-/war-,
SV wO2r-/wa2r-, UL/Ss wa2r- id.; pOs {Ht.} *wer-, {†Hl.} *wa4Ær- > Os:
V/Vy/D/K/Nz/Kz/O wer-, Ty/Y wa$Ær- id. ¶ Coll. 139 (FU π Ary), Ht .
#7O3 || A (× N *war?{u 6666} ¬ *wa?r{u6666} 'tie' [‘ 'thong', 'rope'], 'to b ind,
to tie'): T *o4 ∏r- v. 'plait' > OT {Cl.} o4∏r-, MQp, Chg o4r- id., Tkm o4∏r-, T o4r-,
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Az ho4r-, CrTt or1- id., 'knit', Uz ör-, ET o4(r)- 'plait', Qzq, Nog, Qrq, Qrg,
Alt, Yk o4r- id., 'twist (ropes)' ¶ Cl. 1O5, ET Gl 544-6  M *o4re- > MM
[MA] o4re- 'plait' ¶ Pp. MA 277  pKo *o2r 'strands of rope' > MKo o2r,
NKo o2l id. ¶ S QK #79O, Yu 579, MLC 12O7  pJ *‰!r- 'weave' > OJ o!r-, J :
T o!r-, K/Kg o~r- ¶ S QJ #248, Mr. 742 ¶¶ DQA #1604 (A *o2re 'plai t ,
weave') ˚  This etymological comparison suggests that N *wa4444- m a y
yield T *o4∏- and M *o4- ˚  Two possible directions of semantic change:
(1) 'plait' ‘ 'make by plaiting' ‘ 'make' or (2) 'make' ‘ 'make b y
plaiting' ‘ 'plait, weave' ˚  IS MS 339 (*wa4rÿ 'delat∆ ': U, C + qu. IE
*werg8-/*wreg8- 'act, do', see  N *woÂke6666 'make') ˚ ≠ Gr. II #420 (*ur
'weave') (IE, A, Ko, J + err. U *workV [<  N *woÂke6666 'make'] + unc. Gil,
EA).
2513. *werV  'to speak; communication, information' > HS : EC *war-
'news, information' > Sml wa!r 'news, communication, informat ion ' ,
warso / war-s-ad- v. 'ask (question), inquire', war-s-t- 'get news', Rn
{PG} wo!r 'news', wor-s-ad-, Brj war-s-adß- 'ask (about sth.)', Sd {Gs.}
wore2 'matter, strange thing; news, fable' ¶ Ss. PEC 42, Bl. 211, ZMO
4O9, 411, PG 294-5, Gs. 35O  ?? WS *√wry > [1] CS *√wry S h
'teach, let know' (ÿ *wVr[V]y 'news, information' or **√wry G  ' g e t
information'?) > JA √yry Sh (pf. ir%&a ?o2≤r°) 'teach, instruct', BHb
√yry+w Sh  (pf. er!&e ho2≤ra2, 3m ip. er#&i yo2≤rE2) 'teach, instruct, d i rec t ' ,
BHb d. er!&T to2≤ra2 'instruction, law', MHb er!&T to2≤ra2 'teaching, Jewish
religion', EpJA earve hwr?h  Sh  inf. abs. 'to teach', JA [Trg.] √yry S h
(pf. ir%&a ?o2≤r°) 'teach', JEA {Sl.} √yry Sh  'instruct, make a legal
decision', JPA Bz √yry Sh 'teach, instruct', Ar SL √wry Sh (pf. îrav0à
?awra2) 'show' (semantic influence of the paronymous verb îàr0à ?ar?a2
'show'?); [2] EthS *√wry > Gz √wry G  (3m pf. waraya, 3m js. y´ray)
'tell news, narrate', Tgr √wry (3m pf. w®wAra) 'announce', wAre (<
*waray-) 'communication', Tgy wAre 'notice, fame', Amh wAre 'news ' ,
EthS ı  Sa, Af ware 'news', Or {L} ware2, {Brl.} ware, Hd ware ' f a m e '
¶ GB 318, KB 415-6, BDB 434-6, Js. 596, 1657, Lv. T I 344-5, Sl. 542, Sl.
P 245, BK II 1526, Hv. 865-6, HJ 277, L G 618, Brl. 421, DRS 627-8 ||
IE: NaIE *wer- 'say, speak, tell' > Gk e}irv 'say, speak, tell', [rh6siß, Gk Ar
wrh6siß 'a saying, speaking, speech', Gk Hm [rh6tor 'a speaker', Gk [rh1tra2,
Gk Ae bra@tra2 'verbal agreement, covenant', Gk [rh6ma 'word, speech' »» ?σ
IIr: Av urvata- 'command, ordinance, rule', KhS gvar- 'assert, tell,
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speak', Ydg wor 'oath', Vd {MW} vra≤ta-m '(?) will, command, law,
ordinance, rule' ({M} 'Gelübde, religiöse Observanz, Pflicht' “ 'Gebot ,
Anweisung, Regel') »» Pru wertemmai 'we swear' » Sl: [1] Sl *rota
'oath' (unless < *rok-ta) > OR rota rota, R † ro≤ta 'oath, vow', SCr
ro~ta, P rota 'oath'; Ï Sl *roti¡ti seß 'to swear' >  OCS rotiti s9
rotiti se<, SCr ro~titi se, HLs roc1ic1 so id., Sl *roti ¡ti >  Slv roti!ti
'to implore, to entreat', Cz rotiti  'to rumble at, to be angry with'; [2]
Sl *°vÁrati (1s prs. *°vÁroß) > R vrat∆ (prs. vru) 'to tell lies'; Ï Sl
*vra!c7Á 'sooth-sayer, sorcerer, medicine-man'  >  SCr vra•c7 id., 'witch-
doctor', Slv vra!c7 'witch-doctor, medicine-man', Blg vra¢ id.,
'sorcerer', OCS vrah6 vrac7Á ' ]iatro1ß, one who heals, physician', R
vra¢ 'physician'  Ht {Ts.} weriya- v. 'call, name, mention', -war-
(pc. of quoted speech “ 'said'), Pal we2rti 'calls' ¶¶ WP I 283-4, P
1182-3, ≈ EI 535 (*(s)wer-; unj. adduction of reflexes of N *Íu6666r 1 111V [=
*Íur1111É?] 'speak', q.v.), Mn. 1516, AHDI 77, F I 469-71, MW 1O42; M K
III 278-9 and M E II 594-5 (doubts about the connection of the IIr s t e m
with IE *wer-), Bai. 94-5, En. 273, Vs. I 361 and III 5O7, StSS 585, Glh.
531, 68O, BER I 183, Ts. W 1O1, 1O5 || D {BE} *verÀrÀ- ({†GS} ≈ *-dÀ- or *-
rÀ- + cns.?) 'speak' > Gnd veh- ± weh- v. 'tell', Knd ve®- v. 'speak, tell ' ,
Png vec>- v. 'speak', Mnd veh-, Ku veh- v. 'tell, say', Kui vesta / p. vest-
b. 'say, speak, tell', ? Krx ba?a- 'say, command', ba2r- 'be called' ¶¶ D
5514 ˚  BmK 613-4 (*wer-/*wir- > IE, HS, D).
2514. *werV 'without, not, void of, (?) empty' >  HS: B *wVr ' n o t '
(negation of verbs) >  ETwl, Ty w´r, Ttq {Msq.} wr, wor ({∫Msq.} u%r,
u%or), Ah, Shl, Izd ur 'not', Tmz ur ≠ w´r, Izn, Rf, Srsn ur (ur ... s7, e tc . ) ,
Zng {TC} wer id., Kb ur (usually with completive ara, sc. ur + verbe +
ara) 'not, do/does/did not', a w´r 'let … not' (a w´r d-yuŒal 'qu’il n e
revienne pas!', a w´r t´s÷uÎœ 'que tu n’en aies pas'); B *w{a2}r >  Kb, Tmz
war  'without' ¶ Ai. MCB II 2O3, Nic. 15-6, 65, Fc. 1522, GhA 2O1, Msq.
2O7, Mrc. 435, MT 765-7, Rn. 127, Ds. 197, Dl. 871-2, TC Z 309 || K:
GZ *we[:]r- 'not' >  OG wer 'not, cannot', G ver 'cannot', (in cer ta in
cases) 'does … not' (d˝es ver arid k'argad 'today he does not feel g o o d
[unfortunately]'), ver- 'no-' (in negative pronouns\adverbs: ver-vin
'nobody', ver-˝ara 'not any more'), Mg va(r) 'not; do not!; cannot', Lz
var ≠ va 'not, -less'  K *-ur (sx. of nomina attributiva privativa [ ' -
less']) >  G -ur id. (G I k'ud-ur 'without tail'), Sv -ur '-less' (XeX-ur
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'without wife', di-ur 'without mother', nic-ur ± liv-ur 'without wa te r ' )
¶¶ Mg, Lz a in a close syll. points to a pK *e2 (Test. KV) ¶¶ K 83, FS K
123, 3O9-1O, FS E 132-3, 345, Fn. GAS 213, Ser. 63, Vogt GLG 218, Chx.
373, DCh. 5O5, Q 233, Marr 143, TK 73O || D *verÀ- 'void of, empty' >
Tm ver3u 'empty, Ml ver3u 'asunder, void of, empty', Kt ver ' m e r e ,
unmixed, vain', ver a;lß 'man without wife or children', vera;c> ' w o m a n
temporarily without a child', Kn bar3e, bar3i, bar3u 'emptiness', Kn
PBh barÀide 'for nothing, without cause', Kdg bari 'only, merely', Tu
baji id., 'empty', Tl barigi, Nkr vatßtßi, Mnd veru, Ku var?i ± vWa2ri
'empty', Prj vededi, Gnd warro2l 'alone', Knd va®i 'mere, simple,
nothing but', Png vari 'bare, empty', Kui vari 'only', Brh bira 'simply,
just' ¶¶ D #5513.
2515. *wa÷3333re 6666 'wooded hill\mountain' >  HS: CS *wa÷r- ' fores t ,
thicket' >  BHb ro2i@ ≤ya÷ar 'thicket, wood', M’b y÷r 'forest, park land ' ,
Pun yr, [Aug.] IAR  'wood' (hÓrs7m s7yr 'wood-craftsmen'), Ug {A}
y÷r 'Gestrüpp, Wald', {OLS} 'forest', JA [Trg.] ya÷≤r-a2 'forest, th icket ' ,
Sr ya÷≤r-a2 'thicket, a tangle of thorns and briars', {Br.} 'herba inutilis,
virgulta; vepres', Ar Y {L “?}, Ar B {Lb. “  Stace} ÉrO0va wa÷ra 'thicket' ¶
KB 4O4, KBR 422-3, HJ 464, Br. 3O5, JPS 194, Js. 585, Lv. T I 34O-1, A
#12OO, OLS 517, L G 6O3, Lb. 2928, Stace 171, DRS 58O  B *√wrr,
*wVrïr 'mountain, hill' >  Mz awrir (pl. iwrir´n) 'mountain, big hill ' ,
Mz, Izd, Sll tawrirt (pl. tiwririn) 'hill', Kb awrir, t3awrirt3 'a height
(hauteur du terrain)', Tmz awrir (pl. iwrirn), tawrirt (pl. tiwririn)
id., 'hill', Si turar´t (pl. tura2r) 'hill' ¶ Dlh. M 228, Mrc. 54, Dl. 872, Ds.
69, MT 768, La. S 216  LEC: Cm {Hab.} wo!ro 'forest', Dsn {Bnd.} war;,
{Hab.} wa2r, {Fl.} wOr  'mountain' (but hardly here Dsn {To.} wa2^r ' s tone ' ,
related to Ah awrra  'small stone', see To. DL 531 and Fc. 1521) ¶ AMS
278, Blz. DL s.v. 'mountain '   NrOm {Blz.} *wor- 'forest' >  Wl/Zl {C}
wora2, Wl/Zl/Dc {LmS} wora, Gm {Hw.} wo!ra id. ¶ C SO 35, Blz. OL
#144, Hw. EG, LmS 547-8  Ch: WCh: Sir {Sk.} wu2^rI! 'forest', Zr {ChL}
wUr, {IL in ChC} w‰&r 'mountain' »» CCh: Kola {Sb.} wu!rU^m id. ¶ ChC, ChL
||  U  *wo2re (< **wa2re) 'wooded mountain' > F vuori (gen. vuoren)
'mountain' »» Prm *vo$r 'wooded hill, wooden height' >  Z vo≥r v‰r, Yz
≤vu$r 'forest', Z v‰rvÈv 'an oblong height in the flood-plain', Vt vyr
vÈr 'height, hill' »» ObU {Ht.} *wo2r 'coniferous forest' >  pVg {Ht.} *wa2r
> Vg: T wa2r, UK wo2r, NV/LL wor, Ss wOr id.; pOs {Ht.} *wor >  Os: V/Vy
wor, Ty wo"r, Kz wö8r, O or id.  Sm: Kms bo2r 'Berg, Landrücken'
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(unless a loan from Tg) ¶¶ UEW 571, LG 67, Ht. 196 [#7O5], KD 1O ¶ ¶
The vw. *o2 (from earlier *a2) is probably the reg. reflex of N *aÓ . This is
suggested by the absence of *a2 in the pU (and pFU) vocalism (w Db. OS
xxii-xxvi). In FU (FL) there is also a variant stem *wa4∏ra4 'wooded
mountain' >  F vaara 'wooded hill\mountain' » pLp {Lr.} *va2re2
'mountain, forest' >  Lp: {Hs.} S vaarie, L {LLO} va2rre2, N {N} varre
'mountain', Kld va2r4r 4 / var4r 4 'forest' (Coll. 121-2, UEW 571, Sm. 551 (FU
*woori 'forest, hill' > FP *voori, Ugr *waºrI"), Lr. 144-5 [#1357] ,
Lgc. #8454, Hs. 1399-14OO). This latter variant may have originated
from regressive as.: pre-U *a2 >  *a4∏ due to the infl. of the front vw. in t h e
second syll. || A: Tg *bo2ri 'small mountain' >  Ewk Skh/Urm bori ' a
height covered with burned wood', Ewk Ald/Z/Ucr 'stony hill', Ewk Skh
bor 'small mountain wooded by creeping trees\bushes (gorka ,
pokrytaå stlanikom )', Ork bo2ri 'a small height' ¶ STM I 95  ? NaT
*o4[:]r 'a height, high ground, high' (*o4 ∏ <  **o2 due to as. caused by a pre-T
front vw. of the second syll.) >  Chg ≥  XV o4r, o4rk 'high ground, upwards ' ,
Tk o4r 'a height, hill', Qmq o4r id., Qzq o4r 'a small height', {Rl.} ' e ine
hohe Stelle, die Erhöhung', {Rl.} 'mountain ridge' (taladan o4r ko4ru4Ænu4Æ ' v o n
der Ebene aus war ein Bergrücken zu sehen'), VTt u4r 'a height', Uz ör ' a
gently sloping height', Qq o4r 'river-head, upper reaches (of river)', SY u4r
'a high place', Qzq (or SbTt Tb?) {Rl.} u4r 'eine kleine Erhöhung, e in
Hügel'; in many lgs. the √  contaminated with the omophonous T √  *o4∏r-
'rise' (<  N *é⁄erË  'ascend, rise' [q.v.], w IS I 254-5 [#116]), whence
Qmq o4r 'top', SbTt Tb {Rl.} u4r 'ein höher liegende Teil', etc. ¶ Cl. 193, ET
Gl 542-4, Rl. I 1216-8, 1824 || D (in SD) {tr., †GS} *varV 'mounta in ,
slope' >  Tm varai\ 'mountain, peak, slope of hill', Kn bare, Kdg bare
'steep slope', Tu bare 'a steep precipice' ¶ D #5274 ¶¶ D *-r- (unl ike
*-rÀ-) is a reg. reflex of N *r -clusters (*r + cns. or cns. + *r ), in this case
*-÷ 3333r- ˚  Tg *bo2- and T *o4[:]- are likely to go back to  N *wa÷3333- , s e e
Introduction, §  2.4 ˚ ≈ IS MS 337 (*wo{rÓ}ÿ 'mounta in '  >  Tg, U
*worV + err. D *vo2rV (i.e. *po2re, see  D ##45O5 and 4567), ≈ Blz. DA
161 [#88] (unc. equation of this N word with D *va2r-  'slope, side').
2516. € *waÓrV ¬ *warÓV 'to scratch, to scrape, (?) to comb' > U
*°w{a}r+Îe >  Sm {Jn.} *wÈr¥ v. 'scratch, scrape '  >  Ne T vyrda- v.
'scratch; rub, wipe, scrape', Ne T O {Lh.} BÈrÎa2- 'kratzen, schaben', Ne F
BÈrta2- 'mit dem Wetzstein schleifen' » Slq Tz {KKIH} ki£rÈ- v. 'obodrat∆ '
(= v. 'bark'?) ¶ Jn. 175, Ter. 62, Lh. 73, KKIH 117 || D *va2r- v. ' c o m b
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(as hair)' > Tm va2r, va2ru, Ml va2tuka, Kn ba2rcu ≠ ba2cu, Tu
barcu- ≠ ba2cu- id., Krx bagr- v. 'comb oneself'; D ı  OI va2rakira-
'a small comb' ¶¶ D #5357 ˚  ≠ Fn. KD #4 (equates D with K *warcX-
that belongs to N *war 1111 c 6 666V  'rub, scrape', q.v.) ˚  D *-r-  (reg. reflex of N
*r-clusters) and the D long vw. suggest the presence of a N lr.  
2517. *w{a}qrV (or *w{a}rqV?) 'to rain, to drip, to trickle, to b e
strained' > IE: NaIE *we2r-/*u2r- 'rain', (?) 'liquid' (× N *Gu6666ru6666 'to flow, t o
stream' [q.v.]) > OI ≤va2ri n. 'rain' (× OI va2ri 'water' < N *warV
'stream of water'), Av va2r- n. 'rain', va2r- v. 'rain', KhS ba2r-, Psh
wo2re2d´l- id. »» ?? Arm gaj® gayr2 'mud, mire, filth' (more likely t h a n
from N *warV  '⇑ ', q.v.) »» Gmc: ON u1r 'humidity, drizzling rain', y1ra
'to drizzle (fein regnen)', ? AS u2riÌ 'moist' »» L u2r°na ' u r ine ' ,
u2r°nor / -a2ri v. 'dive' ¶ WP I 252-3, P 8O-1, EI 636 (*≤we/oÓr-
'water'), M E III 194, Brtl. 41O-1, Mrg. 88, Bai. 278, WH II 84O, Vr. 6 3 5
|| D {tr., GS] *va2r- v. 'flow, trickle, be strained' (of a liquid) > Tm va2r
v. '(over-)flow, trickle', va2ri  'channel for draining off rain-water f r o m
roof', Ml va2ruka 'run, flow down, be strained off' (of water), Kt va;ry
'ditch around field', Td po;ry 'ditch', Kn ba2r v. 'set free a liquid, p o u r
out, purge', Tu barcelË 'channel to empty surplus water (as from a
field)', Tl va2ru v. 'flow down as water from boiled rice, be d ra ined
off', Nk va2r Z>av, Prj va2r Z>a2va 'water of boiled rice', Prj, Gdb va2rp- / p .
va2rt- v. 'strain (as water from boiled rice)', Gdb va2r- 'be filtered ( l ike
boiled rice)', Gnd HMB {BB}, Png va2r- v. 'pour', Gnd Mu {Bh.} var, Knd
va2ra 'irrigation channel', Kui va2ru 'water-channel' (×  Kui va2ru ' s t r eam,
torrent' < N *warV  '⇑ ') ¶¶ D #5356, GS 36 [#61], 31 [#33] || mt. (?) :
HS: S *°√wrX >  Ar wariX- 'arrosé et amolli par la pluie' ¶ BK II 1 5 1 7
|| ? A: M *boru˝an 'rain' > WrM boru9an, HlM boroo(n), Brt
boroo, Brt b, Brt Ag boroon, Ord bòoro2n, WrO {Krg.} buran id., Kl
boran 'rain, bad weather', Kl {Rm.} bora2n 'bad weather, storm with
rain' (if recorded accurately, × M bura9an 'snowstorm' <  N *buÂV
'storm, stormy wind', q.v.), Mnr H {SM} bòuro2n 'petite pluie continue' ¶
On M *bo- < N *wa-  see Introduction, §  2.4. In Mnr and WrO the vw. u
of the first syll. may be due to infl. of *bura˝an 'storm, snowstorm'  >
WrO bura2n ¶ MED 121, Krg. 371, KRS 11O, KW 51, Chr. SM 36 ˚ ≠ Gr. II
#31O (*urus  'river') (unt. comparisons).
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2518. *[æ]weÙVrV 'be mad, be dizzy, be intoxicated'  > HS: S
*°√wHr > Ar √wHr G (pf. waHira, 3m ip. yaHiru ≠ yawHaru) ' ê t r e
animé de colère\haine contre qn., être infecté du venin du lézard called
Érah0va waHra' ¶ BK II 1499 || IE: NaIE *[æ]wo2r- 'be mad, be giddy' (× N
*w{a}Â÷3333V [≠ *w{a}÷ 3333ÂV??] 'weak' [of a person]) > Gk [vra2kia1v v.
'faint, swoon away' »» ON W o1rar pl. 'attacks of mental d is turbance ' ,
{Vr.} 'Betäubung, Wahnsinn', NNr orar id., ON ørr 'mad, (mental ly)
disturbed', NNr, Dn Ør, Sw ∆ o4r id., OSx wo2rig 'entkräftet, m ü h e ,
matt', OHG wuorag 'intoxicated (berauscht), languorous' ¶ P 118O, F
II 1151, Vr. 419, 684, Kb. 1232, OsS 1214, Schz. 331, Ho. S 9O || D
*verÀ[:]i-, [GS] *verÀ-i- 'drunken, mad '  > Tm ver3i 'be d r u n k ,
intoxicated, become mad', Ml ver3i 'intoxication, fury', Kn ver3i id.,
'madness, confusion', Tl ver3r3i 'madness, mental derangement', Knd
verÀi 'foolish, simple', Ku verila 'madman', Brh birr 'wild, not t ame ' ,
birrï  'wildness' ¶¶ D #5511, GS 57 [#158], 66 [#2O4] || U: FU *u4rV ' b e
drunken, intoxicated (× N *?uÂÉ or *?u4444ÂV 'drink, swallow' [q.v. ffd.])
 ? Slq Tm {KD} o4∏ra- ≠ ‰2ra- 'get drunk' ¶¶ But Sm *‰r- v. 'drink' is
likely to belong to N *?uÂÉ or *?u4444ÂV '⇑ ' only ¶¶ Coll. 16, UEW 85, LG
329, Lt. J 16O, Jn. 21-2, Hl. M #249 ˚ FU *u4rV belongs here if FU *u4-
may go back to N *we- .
2519. *wiXÂV 'male, man' >  IE: NaIE *wïro-s nom. 'male pe rson ,
man' > OI v°≤ra-, Av vi[:]ra- 'man, warrior, person, hero', MPrs vir,
Sgd wyr- 'husband, man' »» L vir 'male person', OL vir ' husband ' ,
Um VEIRO, VIRO 'men' (accus. pl.) »» OIr fer, Brtt {RE} *wiros ' m a n ,
husband' > OW gur, MW gwr, W gw6r, OCrn, OBr gur, Crn, MBr, Br
gour id. »» Gt waI1r, OSx wer, OHG we4r 'man', AS wer, ON verr
'man, husband' »» Lt vy!ras, Ltv vI2rs id., Pru wijr ≠wirs 'Mann' ¶
The perplexing shortness of i in L still needs explaining ¶ P 1177-8, EI
366 (*wiÓ≤ros 'man, husband'), M K III 238-9, M E II 569-7O, WH II
796-7, EM 738-9, Bc. G 351, Pln. II 763, Thr. §§ 57, 74, LP §§  5.5, 6 .3 ,
RE 111, Fs. 544, Vr. 657, Ho. 391, Ho. S 85, Kb. 117O, OsS 1122, Frn.
1258, En. 275, ≈  P 1177-8 || HS: C: Ag: Bln {R} wuh°r 'bull'; Ag ı
Tgr WHRw‰h‰r 'bull' »» EC: Sml war 'you, fellow!', 'hey, you!', 'man! '
(addressed to a male person) (≡σ : Sp ⁄hombre! and G k'aco! ' y o u
fellow!' “ 'man!') ¶ AD SF 2O3-4, R WB 354, LH 427, DSI 6O7, Abr. S
25O, ZMO 4O9 || K: Sv L/LB/Ln Xwir 'male animal (dog, cat, bear)', Sv
UP Xwir 'male (dog)' ¶ Dn. s.v. Xvir, TK 878, GP 3O2 || U: FU *°wÉrV
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>  pPrm *ver 'man, male' >  OPrm wer 'servant, slave', Z pi-ver
'husband's brother' (pi 'son'), Z Vm ver-c1eri 'male fish' (c1eri 'fish'), Vt
{Mu.} var , war 'slave, servant' ¶ LG 52 ˚ The unexpected Prm vw. *e
still needs explaining.  
252O. € *we[y]r[V]?V 'back' >  HS: WS *√wr? > Ar wara2?a 'ce q u i
est derrière ou au delà', √wr? v. G  'éloigner', ? Mh {Jo.} √wr{?+÷} v. S h
(pf. h‰wrE2 ≠ h‰wrE?) 'turn, bring back (beasts, people), k e e p
back\away', ? Hrs {Jo.} √wr{?+÷} v. Sh  (pf. awra2) 'bring h o m e
(livestock) in the evening', v. Sh  (pf. s7‰wra2?) 'back off, be b rough t
back, ?µ Sb hwrt 'back part' ¶ BK II 1516, Jo. M 429, Jo. H 136, Mü.
BHS 7O, BGMR 57, DRS 614-5  EC: Or {Grg.} wïrtu2 'spine' ¶ Grg. 4O3,
Brl. 424  ?σ Ch *√w[y]r 'neck' ({Stl.} *Ha-wuyar [with the px. of b o d y
parts *Ha-]) > WCh 'neck': Hs wu!ya2~ » Klr {J} wur » Wrj {J} yira!y, Cg {Sk.}
wIre!, Kry {Sk.} (˝)wïr, My {Sk.} wi!r, Mbr {Sk.} (˝)wï!ro~, Jmb {Sk.}
yi!ra! » Kir {SAh.} uyar, Tala {Sh.} ya2r, Zar {IL} yE^r » Ngz {Sch.} wu~ra! »» CCh:
HgNk {Mk.} wure, FlK {Mk.} wuri 'neck' » Gude {Hsk.} u2~ra! ' neck ,
throat', Gude/Nz/Bcm {Mk.} wura, BtG {Srp.} wu2re1, Gudu {IL} wuRa
'neck' » Lmn {Mk.} wurEk id. »» ECh: Jg {J} were, Mu {J} wï!ri~ id. ¶ JI II
252-3, Nw. #91, ChC, ChL, Stl. IF 142 (pCh *Ha-wuyar), ≈ Stl. ZCh 2 3 9
[#86O] (*[HW]-yara), Hsk. 287  Eg G w¿y.t 'Kehle (des Gegners, d i e
durchbohrt wird)' ¶ EG I 49  B *√wr > Izn {Rn.} aw´rr, Rf {Rn.}: T
awar, B awarn 'behind, after'; Mz {Dlh.} aw´rœrœi 'au-delà' ¶ Rn. 2 8 5 ,
Dlh. M 228 || D *verVn 'back' > Tm verin, Kt, Klm ven, Kn ben, Kdg
bennî, Tl ve(n)nu '(the) back', Nkr venka 'behind', Knd venka
'afterwords' ¶¶ D #5488 ˚  D *-r- suggests a N or post-N *r -cluster; i n
view of the Ch and S cognates it is likely to be either *-yr-  or *-r?- < N
*-r[V]?- ˚  Blz. DA 154 [#23] (HS, D), ≈ Blz. LB #6c (including S, EC, B,
D) .   
2521. *war?{u6666} ¬ *wa?r{u6666} 'tie' (‘ 'thong', 'rope'), 'to bind, to t i e '
> HS: either [1] Eg OK w¿r  'zusammenschnüren', Eg fBD w¿r.t 'Schnur ,
Strick'  or [2] Eg fBD w¿ 'Schnur, Strick', Eg XVIII/Md w¿.t 'Schnur ,
Band', Eg fXVIII w¿w¿.t 'rope' ¶ EG I 244, 25O, 252 || IE: NaIE *wer- v.
'bind, tie', *werw- 'rope' > Lt ve!rti (1s prs. veriu~), Ltv ve2rt ( 1 s
prs. veru) 'to string', sa-va2re 'Rute zum Binden', Lt E vi~rtine$
'Bündel'; Lt virve$ ﬁ, Ltv vi~rve 'rope', Pru wirbe  'rope (Seil)'; but n o t
here (⇔  EI) Lt ve!rti, Ltv ve2rt to thread (a needle)' (÷ R ∆ verat∆,
Blg vra, and OCS v5vr8ti vË-vre7ti 'shove, put into') » Sl *vÁrvÁ
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'rope' > OCS vr6v6vrÁvÁ ≠ vr5v6 vrËvÁ, OR v6rv6 vÁrvÁ, R †
verv∆¨†Blg vr`v, McdS vrv, OCz, SCr ∆ vrv, Slk vr•v id.; d .
(originally dim.) Sl *vÁrvÁca > SCr vr•vca ≠ vr•pca, Slv vr•vca, d .
vrvica, P wirzbca; Sl *vÁrvÁka >  R ve≤re≥vka, Uk v¡r∆ovka
'rope' »» Gk [ry2th1r ({P}: < *wry2th1r) 'strap (with which one holds a horse ) ,
rein; strap to flog with' (× ÿ ]ery1v 'drag, draw'???), ? syn-aei1rv ' b i nd
together' »» Vd vara≤tra2- 'thong' »» ? (+ext.): Clt: OIr fraig 'watt le ,
osier', {Thr.} 'wall', NIr fraigh 'inside roof of a house; rafters', Brt t
{RE} *wrïgami 'to sew'  > Crn gwry2as, OBr gruiam (1s), MBr
gruyat, gryat, Br gwriad, gr(w)iat 'sew' ¶ WP I 263-5, ≈  P
115O-1, EI 64 (*(h€)wer- '≈ attach'), F I 23-4, Thr. 191, Dnn. 333, RE
127, Frn. 1263, En. 274-5, BER I 187, Vs. I 295, Glh. 686; ≠  M K III 2 4 5 - 6
(connects OI vara≤tra2- with vr=≤n5o2ti 'covers; ≠ F I 571 and Ch. 3 6 7
(both: [ry2th1r ÿ ]ery1v 'drag, draw' || D {tr., †GS} *va2r- 'thong' > T m
va2r 'churning rope, leather strap', Kn ba2r, ba2ra, Tl va2ru, va2r3u
'leather strap, thong', Ml va2r id., 'tendon', Td po;r 'whip' ¶¶ D # 5 3 6 3
(b) || A: Tg d. *bartu3ki3n 'rope' (×  N *weraÓ[V]tV 'root, sinew', q .v.)
> Nn Nh bartoxiﬁ, Ul batUxU(n-) 'rope, cable', Neg batUxIn, Orc ba2tuxa4∏ ≠
ba2tuxi, Ud {SDM} batixi 'rope' ¶ STM I 77  AdS   to the A root f o r
'plait, weave' (T *o4 ∏r-, M *o4re- 'plait', pJ *‰!r- 'weave', pKo *o2r 'strands o f
rope') (< N *wa 4444 rÉ  'make, do', q.v. ffd.).
2522. *w{a}Â÷3333V (≠  *w{a}÷ 3333ÂV??) 'weak' (of a person) > HS: S
*°√wr÷ > Ar √wr÷ G (pf. wara÷a, 3m ip. yara÷u) {Hv.} 'be faint-
hearted \ weak', {BK} 'être faible \ sans énergie \ incapable de t o u t
effort; être timide; être modeste \ pieux' ¶ BK II 1521, Hv. 864 || IE:
NaIE *wo2r- 'be weak, faint' > OSx wo2rig 'entkräftet, mühe, matt', (× N
*[æ]weÙVrV 'be mad, be dizzy, be intoxicated') Gk [vra2kia1v v. ' faint ,
swoon away' »» ON W o1rar pl. 'attacks of mental disturbance', {Vr.}
'Betäubung, Wahnsinn', NNr orar id., ON ørr 'mad, (mental ly)
disturbed', NNr, Dn Ør, Sw ∆ o4r id., OHG wuorag ' intoxicated
(berauscht), languorous' ¶ WP I 316, P 118O || A : M *barama  'weak' ( o f
a child)  > WrM barama, HlM baram id.; ?? WrO barama 'alas! w o e
is me! poor fellow!', ?? Kl {Rm.} barma, Brt barma 'poor fellow!' (unless
ÿ  M *bar-, Kl {Rm.} bar- 'come to an end') ¶ MED 84, Krg. 335, Chr 8 9
˚  The long *o2 in NaIE *wo2r- may be accounted for by a metathet ical
variant *w{a}÷ 3333ÂV of the pN word (or by complementary lengthening
(*-{a}Â÷ 3333V- > *-o2r-)?).
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2523. *w{i}rh{u4444 ++++u} 'be wide\broad, expand, spread' > HS: S *°√wrh
> Ar wa2rih-at- adj. f. 'broad, spacious' (of a house), √wrh G  'be very
fat' (of a woman) ¶ BK II 1525, Hv. 865  Eg ∀ wr, wrr 'big; be big' ¶
EG I 326-3O  ?? SC: Irq {MQK} ?ur 'big, great', {E} ur 'big, large', ur-aw-
'grow up' ¶ E SC 395, MQK 113  Ch: Ang {Flk.} warN 'big', Su {J}
wu!ra!N 'big', ? Gmy warr  'strength' » Glm wur- v. 'surpass' ¶¶ OS # 2 5 2 9
(Eg, Ch, Irq), ≈ IS II 1O9-1O || IE {EI} *werÓu- (nom.  *wer≤Óu-s, gen.
*wer≤Óou\-s) 'broad', *werÓ-os- ' b readth '  > OI u≤ru-h5, Av vouru-s7
'wide, broad', Oss I wa4ra4X, Oss D uruX 'broad, spacious' »» mt.: Gk
e]yry1ß 'wide. broad', e‘yroß ntr. 'breadth' ¶ WP I 285, P 1165, M K I 11O,
M E I 227, Ab. IV 9O-1, F I 592-3 || ? K (+ext.): GZ *wr=c`- 'be b road ,
wide' > OG, G vrc- v. 'widen'; Ï GZ *°wr=c`-el- 'broad, wide' >  Mg
pirc 7a-  'broad' (of eyes), 'branchy' (of trees) ¶ K 85-6, K2 55, FS K 1 2 7 -
8, FS E 137-8, Abul. 161 || D {tr., †GS} *vir[i]- v. 'expand, open '  > T m
viri, Ml viriyuka id., Kn biri id., 'burst open', Tl viriyu id., vi.
'open', Td pîry- 'be opened' (bag), 'be parted' (hair)', Kdg biri- ( p .
birinZ>-) v. 'dismantle' (house), 'open' (jackfruit), biri (p. biric>-)
'spread', Tu biriyu- vi. 'split', Prj virNg- 'be loosened', Gnd A {Sbr.}
virp- vt. 'spread', Knd vir(i)s- 'open (as a book), lay open', Krx berr-
'get out of space by expanding sidewise' ¶¶ D #5411 || A: Tg *bire- v.
'roll out dough' >  Ul, Nn Nh bir‰-, WrMc bire- id.; ? Tg *bir(i)- v.
'spread perches' > Ewk biri- id.; Ï Tg *biri-ptin 'perches that a r e
spread as flooring'  > Ewk biriptir, Ud bïpti id., Orc bipti 'a tent f o r
provision'; Tg *biri-ke[:]n 'perches spread as flooring' >  Lm birk‰n, Lm
A birk‰2n, Neg biy‰2G‰2 id., WrMc biregen ≠ bireken 'wattle-fence' ¶
STM I 84-5, Krm. 212 ˚  D *-r- is the reg. reflex of N *r-clusters ( r a t h e r
than of the intervocalic *-r- ), hence the lr. *h  (attested in Ar) m u s t
belong to the N word ˚  Bm. TPN 364-5 [#4OO] (Eg, IE, K), ≈ IS II 1O9-
1O (Eg, WCh < N *wol{a} 'big, large' [i.e. N *wÅlßßßßa [or *wu++++ol ß ßßßa?] 'big,
large; multitude', q.v.).
2523a. *wÅr{H}V 'grain (of cereals) '  > HS: Eg fXVIII w¿Óy.t 'Ertrag
der Ernte, Fülle des Korns', 'Getreide' (spec. 'Spelz') ¶ EG I 258  SC: I rq
wara2ri (pl. wara2NW) 'seed(s)' ¶ MQK 115, Blz. SCL s.v. 'seed(s)'  Ch:
WCh: Kry/My {Sk.} wa!re!, P’ {MSk.} va2~ri!, Wrj {Sk.} wa@ri!na@, Cg {Sk.}
va2~ri@n, Sir {Sk.} (˝)wu~ryi! 'seed' »» ECh: Mu {Lk.} wa2r 'Getreide, Korn' ,
Kjk {DB} wa2r 'seed' ¶ JI II 286-7, Lk. ZSS 186, Blz. EChWL #72 || IE: H t
{Ts.} warwatna- 'seed, posterity', (?) Lw {Ivn.“?} warwalan id. ¶
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Ivn. SL 154, Ts. W 1O2 (hyp.: warwatna- π Lw) || D: [1] *var-
'rice' > Tm, Tl vari 'paddy', Prj pl. verc>il id., vars pïru 'rice straw', Ml
vari  'wild-growing rice with rough beards'  [2] *varak- 'millet' >  T m
varaku id., Ml varaku 'Paspalum frumentacium (a kind of millet) ' ,
Kn baraga, baragu id., 'Indian millet', Tl varaga, EpTl vruvu
'hog millet (Panicum miliaceum)' ¶ D ##526O, 5265 ˚ D *-r-
(regularly from N *r-clusters) and Eg Ó suggest the presence of a N l r .
Eg Ó  and the AnIE loss of the lr. suggest that it was N *H .
2524. *wirXV  '∈ tree' ('Populus', 'Alnus', or sim.)' > K: GZ *werXw-
' aspen '  >  OG verXu {Abul.} 'aspen' or 'white poplar (Populus alba)', G
verXv-, Mg veX- 'aspen'; (G ı?) Sv: Ln werXw, L werXw-la, UB
yerXw, UB/KB/L yerXw-la, LB erXw(-la) id. ¶¶ K 84, K2 52, Abul. 1 5 7
(translates OG verXu  into G as 'aspen', but into L as 'Populus alba'), TK
639 || IE: NaIE *werno-, werna2 {EI} 'alder (Alnus barbata)', {P} 'a lder ,
poplar' > Mcd {Hs.} }aliza 'white poplar' »» pAl {O} *werna > Al T/G
verr 'alder' »» OIr fern, OCrn guern-en 'alder', W, Br gwern
'alder wood', W gwernin ≠ {LP} gwernen 'alder'; Gl ı  VL *verna >
It P verna, Prv verna, Ctl vern, Fr Lr ver(n), vern1e 'alder' »» Arm
geran geRan 'beam, rafter, joist' (not 'alder', as in EI!) ¶ WP I 292, P
1169, EI 11, Mn. 152O, GI II 635, O 5OO, LP §  72, Hm. 358, YGM-1 2 6 4 ,
ML #9232, Slt. 294-5  || ?σ A: M *bur9a-sun 'willow, osier; willow
branches '  > WrM bur9asu(n), HlM burgaas(an), burgas id.,
'twigs of willow; brushwood', Ord bòu¯r9asu¯ 'saule des dunes', WrO
burGasu 'willow, rosewillow', Kl burhsn 'pussy-willow', {Rm.}
bur˝asn= 'Strauch, Weidenbusch', Brt burgaaha(n) 'twig, (long) d r y
branch, rod (prut , xvorostina , loza )', 'willow, shrubs', ?σ MM [S]
{H} burh5asun 'elm bark', ?? MM [MA] {Pp.} bur˝asut pl. 'leaves' ¶
MED 137, Ms. O 98, H 22, Pp. MA 125, Krg. 372, KRS 12O, KW 62, Chr.
113  Tg *burgan, *burgak '(poplar\willow) grove, thicket' > Ewk Tt
'poplar brushwood', Ewk Clm burgan  'grove on riverbank', Ewk ∆ burgan
'thicket on a riverbank', Sln bur≤gan 'grove', bUgga%— ≠ bUrga%— 'purple o r
rose willow', Lm bUrga˝ 'poplar\willow grove', Ork bUda 'willow
brushwood', Nn B boy9a mo2nI 'purple\rose willow', WrMc buZan
'forest\grove in the plain' ¶ STM I 111 ||  D  *virV- 'sebesten (a kind o f
tree)' > Tm viracu, viricu, virucu 'large sebesten', viriyan3
'common sebesten', Ml viris1u '∈ tree', Tl virigi 'Cordia sebes tena '
¶¶ D #54O8 ˚ M and Tg *u may be explained by labialization of t h e
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original vw. (caused by the heritage of N *w- ) and by i ts
depalatalization (due to regr. as., caused by the M and Tg vw. *a of t h e
second syll.) ˚ BmK 614 (*wir-/*wer- > K, IE, D).
2525. *wVr[y]{É} 'another', *yi wVr[y]{É} 'one and another o n e '
(‘ 'two') (N *yi  'a couple' [‘ a marker of dual] + N *wVr[y]É
'another') >  K *yor- 'two' >  OG, G or-i, G Ing {Schm.} oor-i, G G {Ghl.}
vori (= wori?), Mg z7ir-i ≠ z7‰r-i, Lz z7ur-i ± Z7ur-i, Sv: UB yo2r-i, yo2r-u,
yeru (dat. yarw), LB yori (dat. yarw), L yeru, Ln yerbi ¶¶ K 149, FS K
243, FS E 267-8, Schm. 129, Ghl. 227, TK 64O, GP 238, Dn. s.v. yeru||
HS: C: Bj {R} we2r, ≤waºri 'another, second', {Rop.} wEr '(an)other' »»
Ag *?aÒi/*?‰ÒÒi, {Ap.} *?ari / *?‰li (*-l- <  *-ÒÒ-) 'other' >  Bln ?ari-
XW, Km ay‰-˝W, Aw ‰l≤li-w ¶ Ap. AV 2, R WB 45, R WBd 245, Rop. 2 4 8 ,
E PC #579 || D *ir- 'two' > Tm, Ml iru (before cns.) / °r (before vw.)
adj. 'two', Tm iran5t5u, Ml ran5t5u 'two', Kt ir, Td, Kdg i;r 'two' ( b o u n d
form: Kt ir va;d 'twenty', ir pa;n`y '2 pa;n`y measures', Td i;r o'r`, Kdg i;r
an`dßî '2 years'), Kn iru / ir / ik / °r adj. 'two', Tu irË, ir- ' two ,
double, both', Tl iru-, °r- (in some cds.: iru-vadi 'twenty'), Klm,
Nkr iddar '2 men', Klm i;ral, Nk iralß '2 women', Prj irdßu, Gdb indßi ' 2
things', Prj, Gdb irul '2 men', iral '2 women', Knd ri?-/ri-, Png, Mnd,
Kui ri, Ku rï ± ri 'two', Krx irb, Mlt iwr  '2 persons', Brh iratß, ira2- ' t w o '
¶¶ D #474 ||  A : T *o4r1-ga4 'another' (originally dat. of **o4r1 'another'?) >
OT (?), Chg o4zga4 'other, other than, different', Tk o4zge, Tkm øzge
o4Îge, Az, ET o4zga4, Qmq, QrB, Qzq, Qq o4zge, VTt u4zga4, Uz özga, Qrg
o4zgo4, Alt o4sko4, Tv o4ske ¶ Cl. 263, DTS 395, Rs. W 377, ET Gl 5O8-9, UzR
579 ¶ The T word belongs here unless we accept the etymological hyp.
of Bu. and Rl. interpreting NaIE *o4z-ga4 as the dative case of *o4∏z 'oneself '
 M *o4reGe '≈ otherwise' > MM [S] {H} ore'e (= o4re√e) ' anders ,
besonders'; M *o4reGeli, *o4reGel-su4n 'one out of a pair' > WrO o4ro4∏li, Kl
{Rm.] o4rEli, Brt ¥røøl(é) id., 'an equal half', MM [HI] o4re√elsu4n {Lew.}
'qui n’est pas double, qui est seul d’un pair, impair, unique', Kl ørásn
o4ra4s´n, {Rm.} o4rE2sn=† 'one of a pair', WrM o4ru4ge(l)su4n, HlM
ørøøsøn, Ord o4ro4∏so4n id., 'odd'; M *o4reGel 'half' > MM [MA] o4re2le,
WrO o4ro4∏lo4, Kl ørál o4ra4l id., WrM o4ru4gel, HlM ørøøl 'half of a
carcass' ¶ H 121, Ms. H 84, Lew. II 69, Pp. MA 277, MED 643-4, Krg.
149, Ms. O 539, KRS 422, KW 298, Chr. 513  Tg *u're2- 'resemble' > Ewk
ur‰2- id., v. 'echo', Lm ur‰2ç, Ork ur‰x‰ 'resembling, similar, equal to' ¶
STM II 289 ¶¶ DQA #1579 (A *o"r1e 'other, one of two') ˚  D *-r- po in ts
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to a N cns. cluster (*r  + another cns.), so that the D and T ev. may b e
consiliated by postulating N *-ry- ˚ The labialized vw. in T, M, and Tg
is not necessarily original, because it may be caused by the ass. infl. o f
N *w-.
2526. *woÂdV 'grow' (trans.), 'raise, bring up (children\animals)' >
IE: NaIE *wred≈-/*werd≈- 'grow', *word≈o-s 'grown, full-grown,
upright, high', *wr=d≈- 'raised, upright, high' >  OI ≤vardhati
'increases. augments, strengthens', ≤vardha-h5 adj. 'augmenting', m .
'increase', u2rdh≤vah5 'raised, upright', Av var´do2  adj. 'growing', NPrs
{Sg.} |"v vå2lå2 'exalted, eminent, high', |'b bå2lå2 'high; height', ˆdayL'B
bå2lïda4n 'to grow, to wax great' (<  *werd≈-), Oss I w‰rd‰g, Oss D urdug
adj. 'vertical, perpendicular (otvesnyj )' »» Gk ]or†o1ß, ∆  wor†o1ß ± bor†o1ß
'straight, erect' »» Arm ardak aRdak adj. 'smooth, even' »» ON varÎi
m., varÎa f. 'cairn' »» pTc *wra2t- > Tc: B wra2t- '≈ shape, form', A
wra2tal in sne-wra2tal 'formlessness' »» BSl (× IE *{x}ord≈- < N
*z{e}r 1111dV 'to grow', 'to feed, to rear', q.v. ffd.): Ltv ra2dI2 ^t ' c rea te ,
produce, give birth to', Sl *rodi-ti  (prs. *rodj-oß) 'give birth to' (ffd. s e e
N *z{e}r 1111dV) ¶ P 1167, Mn. 1578, 1598, EI 249 (*wred≈- 'grow, s tand ,
take shape'), M K III 157-8, M E II 52O-1, Horn 39-4O, Vl. II 14O, Ab. IV
121-2, F II 415-6, ME III 462, Vs. III 492, Xud. I 167, Vr. 645, Ad. 616 ||
U: FP *wortV vt. 'rear \ raise \ bring up (e.g., domestic animals,
children)' > Chr: L urda- urÎa- 'keep\rear\raise (e.g. animals)', Kz
urÎe-, Y wo_rÎe-, YU {Bk.} wu_rÎe- 'erziehen\halten (Vieh, Bienen,
Diener, ein fremdes Kind)' » pPrm *verd- 'bring up, feed'  > Z verd-, Yz
≤verd- 'feed', Vt vordÈ- 'bring up'; ?? pPrm *verd- 'give birth' >  Z ∆
verd- id., Vt vordskÈ- 'be born' ¶ U EB 183-5, Ü 23O, LG 52; qu.  UEW
825 and  It. #4O1 (FU π Ary) || A: M *borda- ≠ *bordu- ' f a t t en
(animals)' >  WrM borda- ≠ bordu-, HlM bordo- id., 'fertlize t h e
soil', Kl bord- id., {Rm.} borda- 'mästen, fett und dick machen', WrO
{Krg.} bordo- 'fatten up, feed so as to slaughter; get fat', Brt bordo-
'fatten up', Ord bòordòo-  'nourrir de graines farineuses'; M ı Chg {Rm.}
borda- 'fett und dick sein' ¶ MED 12O, Ms. O 8O, Krg. 356, KRS 111, KW
51, Chr. 1O5 || ?? HS: S *°≤war[V]d- *'boy', *°≤war[V]d-at- 'girl' (if “
* 'erzeugtes Kind') >  Ak fOAk (w)ard-u(m) 'servant, slave' ,
(w)ardatu(m) 'girl, young woman' ¶ Sd. 1464-6 ˚  IS MS 335 (IE,
U) .
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2527. (€?) *woÂke6666 'to make '  > IE: NaIE *werg8- 'do, make, work' >
Av var´z- 'act, do, make', NPrs ñdayzrva va4rzïda4n {Sg.} 'to labour, t o
endevour; to exercise, to perform; to sow', {Vl.} ' s t r enuum\ass iduum
esse in agendo, factitare, exercere', ñdayzrBa ba4rzïda4n 'to sow;
persevere', zrBa ba4rz 'seed, agriculture', zrva va4rz id., 'trade, art, craf t ;
custom, habit', {Vl.} 'labor asiduus; opificium ', KhS valys- v. 'work ,
cause' »» Arm gorc gorc 'work, affair, deed' »» Gk }ergon, we1rgon n .
'work', }organon 'instrument\tool of doing sth., organ', }erdv 'do' ({F} <
*w e1rgi\v) / pfc. }eorga, Gk Cp aor. }ewerxa; Gk [re1zv 'do, act, deal' ({F} <
*wr=g8-y-) »» Clt: OBr guerg 'efficax', MW guereit, gwreith ' d e e d '
»» ON, NNr, Dn verk, Sw verk, va4rk, OHG werc ≠ werah, NHG
Werk, AS weorc≠worc n. 'work', NE work n.; Gt wau1rkjan, ON
yrkja / p. orta, NNr yrkja, Sw yrke, OSx wirkian, OHG
we4rko2n 'to work, to act', OHG U wurchen  / p. wor(a)hta, OHG F
wirkan≠wirchen / p. war(a)hta, NHG wirken, AS wyrc1an /
p. worhte  v. 'work, do', NE work v. »» Tc wa4rks5a4l, Tc B warks5a4l
'power, energy' ¶ WP I 29O-1, P 1168-9, EI 649 (*werg8-, p r s .
*wr=g8eye/o- 'work'), Dv. #54O, Brtl. 1374-9, Sg. 173-4, 1462-3, Bai.
379, F I 54, Flr. 189, LP §  491.5, Vr. 656, 679, Fs. 555, Ho. 39O, 4 1 1 ,
Ho. S 88, Kb. 118O, OsS 1122-4, 1128-9, 1168, KM 854, 862, Slt. 144-6 ,
Ad. 579-8O || U: FU {Ber.} *worke 'sew'  >  pChr {Ber.} *wurG´- ({∫Ber.}
*wur˝´8-) id. > Chr: L urge- ur≤Ge (inf. urgaw ur≤G-as7), Uf/B urGe-, H
yrge- ¥rGe- (inf. yrgaw ≤¥rG-as7); Chr: L vurgem wur≤G-em, Uf/B
wurGem, H vyrgem ≤w¥rG-em 'cloth' » Prm *vur- 'sew'  >  Z vurny
vur-nÈ, Vt vuryny vur-ÈnÈ 'to sew' »» Hg varr- 'sew' ¶ UEW 584-5 ,
Ber. 82, MRS 82, 89, 632, 764, Ep. 166, LG 7O, MF 674-5 || ?σ HS: S
*°√wrk >  Ar √wrk G  'be able to do', {BK} 'être de force et au de là
pour faire (telle ou telle chose)', D warraka ÷ala2 'être de force à faire
qch.' ¶ BK II 1523-4, Hv. 864.
2528. € *werVK''''V 'branches, leaves of a tree' > HS: S *≤warak'-
'branches, leaves of a tree' > Ar œrava waraq- 'leaves of a tree, foliage'
(‘ 'sheet of paper'), √wrq G  {BK} 'être branchu, avoir des b ranches
longues' (a tree), {Hv.} 'put forth leaves' (a tree), OA yrk5 'verdure', JA
[Trg.] aq!r^i@ yar≤k5-a2 n. 'green, herb, vegetables', adj. 'green', JEA
yar≤k5-a2 'vegetables', BHb, MHb qr3i# ≤yErEk' id. (Ï MHb q&ri! ya2≤ro2k5
'green'), Sr 'œor∆a yar≤k5a2 (abs. Œre∆i yi≤rEk5) 'a herb, vegetables', Sb
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wrk5 'vegetable crops', Ak (w)ark5u 'gelbgrün, Grünes', Ug yrk5 {A}
'Gelbes, Gold', {OLS} 'amarillo verdoso' (un metal, oro); Qt {Rk.} wrk5
'(piece of) gold', Sb wrk5, Gz wark' 'gold, gold coin' (“ 'yellow' “
'green'), OYmn (= Hmr?) wrk5 ({Slw.} wariq-) 'silver, money', Ar (π
OSA or Eth) warq- ≠ wirq- ≠ wurq- 'argent monnayé'; Ï (?) *√wrk'
'be green'  > Ak √wrk5 G  'gelbgrün\fahl sein\werden', MHb/JA {Js.}
√yrk' Sh (MHb pf. qir%&eho2≤r°k5, JA qir%&a ?o2≤r°k5) 'be light-coloured,
pale, green, yellow', Sr √yrk' G  'be\grow pale', yar≤k5a2n, yark5a2≤na2
'yellowish, pale yellow', {Br.} yura2≤k5-a2 'viridis, lividus' ¶ BK II 1522-3 ,
Hv. 864, HJ 471, KB 42O-1, Sd. 1463-4, 147O-1, Js. 597-8, Lv. T I 3 4 5 -
6, Sl. 543, Br. 3O9-1O, JPS 197, BGMR 162, Rk. 56, Slw. 219-2O, L G
618, A #1247, OLS 538, DRS 632-4  Eg ∀ w¿Z  '(be) green, fresh', ' r a w '
(of food)' (× N *wi{l ßßßß}ka?V 'wet, moist' [q.v.]) >  DEg wt ' b e
green\fresh' > Cpt Sd/B oyOt uo2t id. ¶ EG I 264-6, Fk. 55, Er. 1O4-5,
Vc. 238 ¶¶ Tk. I 319-2O (sceptical about the Eg - S connection) || D
*verÀVk- 'firewood' (<  *'branches used as fuel'?) > Tm vir3aku,
vira2y, Knd verÀgu, Png vezgu, Mnd viyke, Kui veZ>u, veZ>gu, Ku vergu ±
vegu2 ± vegu ± weggu 'firewood, fuel', Ml vir3uku, Kt verg, Td
berkh, Krg biZ>i 'firewood', Tu birin1ji 'slender pieces of f i rewood' ,
Gnd verrki ± vark ± verk ± vaXk, veXki 'fuel, stick of firewood' ¶¶ D
#544O.
2529. (€?) *weraÓ[V]tV 'root, sinew' > IE: NaIE *wra2d-/*wôra2d-
/*wôr´d-/*wr´d- 'branch, twig, rod, root '  > Gk [ra@di2x (gen. [ra@di2koß)
'branch, frond', [ra1damnoß 'young twig', [ri1za, Gk L bri1sda 'roots' (<
*wre1di\a) »» L ra2d°x (gen. ra2d°cis) 'root' »» pAl {O} *wradn1a2 > Al: T
rre4nje4 , G rranje4 'root' »» Clt: Brtt {RE} *wradyos ' roo t '  > W
gwreiddyn (coll. gwraidd), OCrn [g] grueiten, Crn
gwredhen, OBrt {Flr.} ureid, MBr gwruizyenn, Br gwrizienn
id.; W gwrysg 'haulm', {P} 'Äste, Zweige'; OIr fre1n 'root' (< *wr=d-o-);
OIr fre1m (< *wr=d-ma2) id., W greddf 'instinct, intuition' (“ ' r o o t ' ) ,
greddfu 'take root' »» Gt wau1rts 'root', ON urt, OSx wurt, AS
wyrt  'root, herb (Kraut)', OHG wurz , NHG Wurz 'herb, spice, r o o t ' ,
cd.: AS wyrtwalu 'root' (lit. 'Kraut-stock'), OHG wurzala, NHG
Wurzel, MDt wortele, Dt wortel 'root'; ON ro1t (< *wra2d-) (ı
ME ro2t > NE root), Sw rot, Dn rod id. »» An unknown (Irn?) lge. ı
Sr Ædo∆®i∑a war°d3-a2 'blood vessel, sinew', MHb dir%v! wa2≤r°d3 ' b lood
vessel, jugular vein' and Ar warïd- 'jugular vein' (the cns. d [for t h e
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expected *t if the word is an inherited S cognate] and Aram/MHb w-
[that are ruled out in inherited S words] suggest that these words a r e
loans from an IE lge.) ¶ WP I 228, P 1167, ≈ EI 8O (*wr(hÅ)d-,
*wr(e)hÅd- 'root, branch'), F II 637-8, 655, WH II 415, O 384, LP §  4 4 ,
Bc. 522, RE 123, Hm. 366, YGM-1 273, Fs. 556, Vr. 452, 636, Vr. N 8 4 7 ,
Kb. 1236-7, OsS 1218-9, KM 87O, Ho. 412, Ho. S 91, Br. 186, Js. 375-6 ,
BK II 151, Hv. 863 || ? A: Tg d. *bartu3ki3n ' rope '  (× N *war?{u 6666}  o r
*wa?r{u6666} 'tie' [‘ 'thong', 'rope'], q.v.) >  Nn Nh bartoxiﬁ, Ul batUxU(n-)
'rope, cable', Neg batUxIn, Orc ba2tuxa4∏ ≠ ba2tuxi, Ud {SDM} batixi ' r o p e '
¶ STM I 77 || D *ve2r- 'root' > Tm, Ml ve2r, Kt, Klm ve;r, Td po4;r, Kn
be2r(u), Kdg be;rï, Tu be2rË, Tl ve2ru, Nkr, Gdb ve2r, Prj va2r, Knd ve2la
≠ ve2la, Ku {Fzg., Isr.} ve?la 'root' ¶¶ D 5535 ˚  Tg *a may be due t o
the heritage of N *war?{u 6666}  or *wa?r{u 6666 } . D *-r- and *e2 suggest that *-
e2r- in the D root goes back to pre-Dravidian *-erÓV- < (syncope) N *-
eraÓV-.
253O. *w{i}ÂZV 'young herbivorous mammal (calf, lamb, etc.)' >  K:
GZ *werZ`- 'ram' >  OG, G verZ-, Mg erZ7- id. ¶ K 84, FS 123 || IE: NaIE
*werse2-/ï- '(young) herbivorous mammal' >  Lt verﬁs7is 'calf', Ltv
versis 'ox, cattle', Pru dim. werstian 'calf' »» L verre2s / -is ' a
boar' »» IIr (×  IE *wers- 'male'): OI vr=s5ah5 'bull', Av var´s7ni 'male ,
ram' »»  ? pTc {Ad.} cd. *keu\-wa4rsa4n 'bull' (lit. 'bull-calf' or 'bul l-male ' )
(× IE *wers- 'male') > Tc: A kayurs5, B kau\urs5e 'bull' ¶ WP I 269, WH
II 761, M K III 251-2, M E II 575-6, Frn. 1228-9. En. 273, Ad. 212, ≈ EI
363 (*≤werse2n 'male [as sire]') || A *bir1a(gu) 'young herbivorous
mammal (calf, lamb, etc.)' (× N *b{Å}÷3333VrV 'ungulate ') >  T *bîr1agu ( o r
*bur1agu?) ({SDM} *bur1agu) 'calf' >  OT, OOsm buza˝u, MQp buza˝u ≠
buzawu, [CC] buzaw 'calf', Chg buza˝u ≠ buzag ≠ buzaw 'young of a
cow\buffalo', Az buzov 'calf of the first 6 months of its life', ∆  bîzo2
'two-years-old calf', Tk buzag"I, Ggz buza2, Qmq buzaw, VTt bozau
b¥ºzau\, Bsh b¥Îau\, Qzq b¨zau bu"zaw, Qq, Nog bîzaw ≠ buzaw, Qrg
muzo2, Alt bîza ± bozu, Uz buzåq, ET mozay, Xk pîzo, Shor pîza, Tv bòîza2,
Chv L pa€ru p¥ru (obl. pa€ra€v- p¥r¥v-), Chv ∆  p¥r¥v, Chv H p¥ºru
(Chv {Md.} p¥ºru') 'calf' ¶ Rs. W 74-5, Cl. 391, Shch. Zh 1OO-1, ET B 2 3 9 -
42, TL 438-9, Jeg. 149, Fed. I 4O2-3, Md. 57, 175 (T *bu⋅r1agu). In m y
opinion, the original vw. of the first syll. is likely to have been *î, which
in many T lgs. was labialized to *u by as. to the adjacent *b-  M
*bira˝un 'calf' >  MM [S] bura√u 'two-year-old calf', [MA] buru2 ' t h ree -
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year-old calf', WrM bira9u(n), HlM båru2 b!aru2, Kl b¥r¥ bu4ru4, {Rm.}
bu4ru4 ∏, Ord {Ms.} bòiru2¯ 'calf of a second year', Brt buruu  buru2 'calf of t h e
first year', 'young bear\lynx\elk\deer (of the first year)', MMgl [Z] {Iw.}
burau2l 'two-year-old cow', bura˝ul 'three- or 'four-year-old cow', M n r
M {Pot.} piru 'calf'; M ı ? Yk boro2sku ≠ boro2sko 'calf (after its f i rs t
4-5 months)' ¶ MED 1O6, H 22, Pp. MA 126, Chr. 114, KW 6O, KRS 13O,
Iw. 93, SM 36, T 32O; in some M lgs. the original vw. *i was labialized
to u  due to the infl. of b-  Tg *°bi\aru (or “ M?) >  Ewk: Np be2ru, T k m
be2ranki 'sheep', Ewk Olkm/Tng bore2 'ram' ¶ STM I 78  pKo {S} *puruk
'young bull' > MKo puruk-so (so 'cow'), NKo purugi ¶ S QK #1153, MLC
813  pJ {S} *pi!tu!-nsi! 'sheep' > OJ pi\i!tu!Z>i!, ltOJ [RJ] pi!tu!Z>i!, J: T hi~cuZ1i,
K hi!cu!Z1i!, Kg hicu!Z1i ¶ S QJ #33O, Mr. 411 ¶¶ SDM95 s.v. *bi¢Vr1V 'calf ,
lamb', SDM97 (A *ba4r1{i} id.), DQA #136 (A *bi\o"!r1u id.), Pp. VG 21, 6O,
81, 131, 146-7, KW 6O || HS: S *√wrz >  Gz ware2za2 'young' ( o f
humans and animals), 'young man', Tgr w‰reza 'young man', OAk
ura2s5-um, Ak OB/MB/MA ur°s5-um 'billy-goat' ¶ L G 619, Sd. 143O-
1 ¶ The Ak glottalization of the sibilant (s5 for the expected z) is
puzzling  EC: Rn {PG} o2^r 'bull, male camel', HEC {Hd.} *war?e ' young
female calf' >  Sd wa5r-ic7c7o (pl. wa5dda) 'female calf', Hd we2?-ic7c7o
'young female calf', pl. wa5la 'young calves'; Sd war-a2mo 'older ma le
calf; ox, bull' ¶ PG 241, Hd. 35, 3O2-3, 4OO ¶  The disappearance of t h e
reflex of *Z  is still to be explained ˚  AD GD #4O (IE, K, A [T, M]). Here
A *-r1- presumably goes back to pre-Altaic **-rJ- <  N *-rZ-  (unless the N
cluster was *-r 1111Z - ) .
2531. (€?) *æwVÂÛV ¬ *æwVÛVÂV 'to pour, to flow' > IE *æwers-
/*æwors- > NaIE *æwers- 'rain, dew' >  OI vars5ati 'it rains', var≤s5a-
'rain, rainy season, year', Av aiBi-vars7ta- 'beregnet, worauf e s
geregnet hat', Krd wa4s7t ± wïs7ani 'rain' »» Gk {ersh, ]ee1rsh 'dew' »» OIr
frass {Thr.} 'rain', {P} 'rain, shower (of rain)'  Ht warsa≠†' rainfall ' ,
Lw warsa- 'drop' ¶¶ WP I 261, ≈ P I 81 (IE *wers- ÿ *awer- 'wa te r ' ) ,
≈ WH II 761, M K III 16O, M E II 522-3, F I 567, Thr. 131, Ts. W 1O2, Lar.
1O8, ≈ EI 477 (*h⁄wers- 'rain') || HS: B *°√wzr (× N *Z@@@@u 6 666r 1 111{u 6 666} ' t o
stream') >  Kb imv. ´zz´r  v. 'couler; aller au fond' ¶ Dl. 952 || ?φ  A : M ≈
*°bursu > MM [L] v0SurBu{Pp.} bursu, [MA] bursu 'river' ¶ Pp. L II 1265, Pp.
MA 125 ˚  M *-s- < **-z- (loss of the obstruent part of N *Û in t h e
postconantal position?) ˚  On N and pIE *æ- see  Introduction, §  2.2.6.
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2531a. € *wÅr1111V 'way, path' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'road') > HS
*wVr- > Eg ∀ w¿.t 'way' ¶ EG I 246-7, ≈  Vc. 231  Ch: WCh: Gmr {Gw.}
war, Kfr {Nt.} wa!r 'road' »» ? CCh: Zm {Sa.} va!ri~, {ChL} vari id. ¶ ≈ Stl.
ZCh. #793, ChC, ChL, Nt. s.v. wa!r  ?? SC: Rft *√?Vr- >  Irq {MQK}
?irwa2 'path', Grw {Wh.} u!ru^wa (pl. u^rdu) 'path, way' (unless f r o m
*√?rX 'road' < N *?u++++orVqV 'path, way') ¶ OS #122 (pRft *?uruw-),
Wh. IC 24, MQK 57 ¶¶ ≈ OS #122 (incl. Gmy and Grw; does n o t
distinguish this HS root from *√?rX 'road') || D: SD *var`i 'way, r o a d '
> Tm, Ml var›i id., 'path', Kn bar›i 'way, road', Tu bari ' l ineage,
descent' ¶ D #5297 ˚  ≈ Blz. DA 162-3 [#1O4] (incl. the D and HS
cognates; unc.  his other equations: with the FV *ura 'way, path' [< N
*?u++++orVqV '⇑ '], with T *oram  'street' and M *[h]oram 'trace, trail' [mos t
probably <  A *porVm 'trace', cf. Ko porÄm 'sign, trace', see  Rm. SKE
2O6]) .
2532. *æwu6666r 1 111u 6 666 'to scrape' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to plough') > IE
*æworw- >  [1] NaIE *°[æ]worw-/*°[æ]wr=w- 'plough, dig up' >  L verv-
ag-o2 'brachen' ({Mn.} 'plough up - a fallow'), verv-actum 'newly
turned fallow' »» NIr fearb 'a stripe' (× N *z1111oGÂu6666 [or *z1111oÂGu6666]
'line\boundary\strip of land between geographical objects\areas')  [2]
NaIE *æworwo-s 'furrow, ditch' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'boundary-di tch '
‘ 'boundary') > Gk: Mc wo-wo, {ChB} wo[r]wo- '(?) boundary', {AJ}
'frontera, límite' [?], A {oroß, I o‘yroß, Crc {Hofm.} Gk Crc horwoß, [orboß,
{Schw., Bc., Ch.} }orwoß 'boundary, landmark', Gk Cr/Ar ‘vroß, Gk ‘uron
'boundary, limit', Gk Hm o]yroi1 pl. 'trenches\channels for hauling u p
ships and launching them again' »» L (amb-)urva2- 'surround ( a
territory) by a boundary-ditch', [g] urvus 'circuitus civitatis', Osc
uruvu1 {WH} 'boundary' ({Bc.} 'curva, flexa [?]') »» NIr forba 'glebe-
land' »» Lt urﬁvas 'ditch, hole, den', Ltv urva 'Loch, Höhle (in d e r
Erde)' »» ?? OI u2r≤vah5 'dungeon' (⇔ M K I 117 and M E I 245 [denies
the connection of u2r≤vah with this IE √ ]) ¶ Mn. 1523, 1581-2, 16O6,
EI 215 (*worwos 'furrow'), ≠ WP II 352-3, F II 425-6, 447, Ch. 825, Bc.
GD §§  54, 58c, Schw. GG I 135, Hofm. 239, WH II 767, 843-4, Bc. G
326, Dnn. 3O4, 33O, AJ II 45O, ChB 228, Ch. 825, Tr. 335f., Frn. 1 1 7 1
|| U *°wur+Îa- > Sm {Jn.} *w¥raº-, {Hl.} *w¥ra- vt. 'scrape, plane' > Ne
T va€ra- 'make wood shavings by scraping a birch-tree', Ne T O {Lh.}
Bar;a2 'schaben (mit dem Messer, usw.)', Ne F {Lh.} Borr´a-s1 id.; Ng {Cs.}
1s obcj. aor. bara5ama 'scrape'; En {Cs.}: X ≤boÒabo, B ≤borabo
'schaben'; ?φ Slq Tz {KIIH} qorsan 'adze' (q- for the expected k-); M t
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{Hl.} d. (r-frq.) *bar´r- 'scrape' (Mt M {Sp.} bararnam` 'I s c rape
[skobl√ ]') ¶ Jn. 17O, Ter.45, KKIH 163, Hl. M #1O1 || D *ur`u- v.
'plough, dig up' > Tm ur›u v. 'plough, dig up, scratch', Ml ur›uka, Td
usßf-, Kn ur›-, Kdg u;lß-, Tu u2d5u-, Prj, Gnd ur`-, Gdb u2dß-, Png, Mnd, Ku r`u2-,
Krx ui-, uy- v. 'plough', Kt ug- (p. ur`t-) id., 'be ploughed', Klm, Nkr ur- v.
'harrow, plough', Knd r`u2- v. 'plough, till soil', Kui r`u2va v. 'plough', u2r`a
'dig up with snout, root up', Mlt use  v. 'turn up the soil (as pigs do)' ¶ ¶
D #688 || A *u4r1+ru4†'rub, whet' > M *u4ru4- 'rub' (× A *pæu4r1É 'crush, tear t o
pieces') > WrM u4ru4-, HlM ¥r´-(x) v. 'rub; grate, file', Brt ¥r´-(x´)
id., 'whet', Ord {Ms.} u$ru$- 'frotter, aiguiser, limer, émietter', Kl ¥r- v t .
'card (wool), scutch' ('¢esat∆ , trepat∆ '), {Rm.} u4r-X´ ' ze r - \ab- re iben ,
feilen, raspeln'; Rm. and Pp. postulate here M *F- (*Fu4ru4-) which is unj . ,
because in MM and the h/F-preserving M lgs. no traces of *F- have
been attested ¶ MED 1O13, Chr. 514, Ms. O 763, KRS 555, KW 459 ¶¶ ≠
DQA #1864 (A *pæu"r1i+e 'to crush '  > M ÷  unc. Tg *puru-, *purgu- ' c rush ' ,
T *u4r1- 'tear, pull apart \ to pieces', pKo *pîr 'in pieces, in crumbs'), ≠:
Pp. VG 111, 132, Rm. EAS I 54, 56, 216, Rm. SKE 216, Posch AAl 283-4 ,
IS II 1O1 (all of them connect the M word with A *pu4r1u4 'crush') ˚ h- i n
Gk A {oroß (and in Hofm.’s reading of the Gk Crc word as horwoß, [orboß)
is probably ancient, while in other Gk ds. there is psilosis (loss of h-)
(see  Bc. GG 52-5), therefore we must reconstruct pIE and pN *æw- (s e e
Intoduction, §  2.2.6) ˚ If the N vw. of the first syll. was *u , M *u4 of t h e
first syll. may be due to regr. as., suggesting N *æwur 1111u 4 444 . But if the vw. o f
the first syll. was *u4444, U *u is due to as. infl. of U *a of the second syll.
˚ BmK #489 (*wurY-/*worY-  'to scratch, to incise, to dig up' > IE, D,
Sum uru4  , ur11(-ru) 'to plough').
2533. *wÅr1111c6 666V 'rub, scrape' > K: GZ *warcX- v. 'comb' (× N
*H{u4444}rXVc6666V 'to scratch, to comb', q.v. ffd.) || HS: mt.: S *√ws6r v.
'saw' > Ar √ws7r G , Gz √ws6r G  id. Ï Gz mo2s7art 'a saw', Ak OA, OB
s7as7s7a2ru ≠ s7us7s7a2ru≠ s7ars7a2ru id.; µ: [1] BHb √s6wr (pf. c. rß2I!v@
way≤ya2s6ar) v. 'saw', [2] S *√ns6r id. >  MHb,  JA [Trg.], Sr √nsr G  v.
'saw, cut asunder', Ar √ns7r G  'saw', Ak OB/OA nasru 'gesägt'; CS
*mans6a2r- 'a saw' > BHb r&]m2mas6≤s6o2r, JA, Sr ar!x`1m2 ærosoµamassa2≤r-a2,
Ar mins7a2r-, Ak YB (π Aram) massa2ru id. ¶ BK II 1258, 126O, 1 5 4 1 ,
GB 465, 781, KB 6O5, 1224, Br. G I 226 [§  84.3], Br. 434, JPS 342, Dlm.
233, ≈ Nld. NB 172, Js. 919, Lv. T II 117-8, DM 242, 3O2, Sd. G §  5 7 a ,
Sd. 619, 753, 1198  ?φ  Eg fOK wsy v. 'saw' > DEg ws > Cpt: Sd
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oyeIseueise, B oyIsI uisi v. 'saw, cut' ¶ EG I 258, Er. 99, Vc. 237 ¶
The Eg cognate is qu. because of the unexpected cns. s (for s7) || IE
*wers-/*wors- > NaIE *wers-/*wors- {P} 'drag over the ground' > L
verr-o2 / inf. verre"re / pfc. verr° / sup. versum 'drag, trail ,
sweep, pull' »» Gk }errv, Gk Lr ipv. werre1tv, Gk El inf. wa1rren 'go slowly,
wander about; be clean gone, disappear' »» ON vo<rr  'stroke of the o a r '
 Ht wars- '(ab)wischen, (ab)streifen' ¶¶ WP I 292, P 1169-7O, F I
566, WH II 761-2, Vr. 675, Ts. W 1O2, Frd. HW 246 || D {tr., †GS} *var`-
'scrape, wipe' > Tm var›i v. 'wipe, scrape, gather together as a pulpy
mass, rub in', Ml vat5ikka v. 'wipe off, scape, polish', Td podßy- v.
'scrape', Kn bar›i, bor›i 'sweep together, wipe off', Tu bal5i 'smear a s
lime', OTl vr›accu, Tl vraccu v. 'efface (the writing)', Tl bad5iyu
'sweep away' ¶¶ D #5295 ˚  K *c  for the expected *c` defies explanation
(a special development in a cns. cluster?). K *X  (having no parallels i n
S, IE, and D cognates) is likely to belong to the heritage of N
*H{u4444}rXVc6666V  ˚  ≠ Fn. KD #4 (K, D).
2534. *wÅÍV (= *waÍV?) 'rainy weather, rainy season' > HS: Ch
{JS} √ws⁄n 'rainy season' > WCh {Stl.} *wasun- id. >  NrBc {Stl.} *wasun
id., 'year' > My {Sk.} w‰!sÈ~m 'rainy season', Wrj {Sk.} wa!s‰~nna!, Kry {Sk.}
wa!s‰~n, My {Sk.} wa!s7‰ s7a^n (sc. wa!s7‰s7a^n or two words?), {ChL}
w‰s7Es7‰~m, Sir {ChC} wa~s‰~nu!wa!, Mbr {ChC} wa!s‰@n, Jmb {ChC} wa!su_~n, ?
Dir {ChC} a!s7i~n 'year' » SBc {Stl.} *was6Un > Plc {ChL} wa!s7i~n, Zul {ChL}
wa!s6i~ne~, Gj {ChL} was6iN 'rainy season', 'year' »» CCh: Gude {Hsk.} v‰~na!
'rain', ??φ Gudu {ChC} vi&ec7u4! 'rainy season' ¶ ChC, ChL, Stl. ZCh. 2 3 8 - 9
[#852], Sk. NB 49, Hsk. 288 || IE: NaIE *wesr= / gen. *wesn-es
'springtime' > OI vasan-≤ta-h5 id., Av vaN≤ri loc. 'in spring', MPrs
vaha2r, NPrs ®'eBaba4hå2r 'spring' »» Arm garun gaRun id. (< *wesr-)
»» Gk }ear (< *we1ar, reconstructed on the ev. of prosody), gen. }earoß ≠
‘hroß (whence nom. ‘hr), [Hs.] ge1ar 'spring' (< *wesar) »» L ve2r (gen .
ve2ris) id. »» OIr errach id. (lenition from *ferrach) (< *wesr-a2ko-
), OW guiannuin 'in spring' (*wes-nt-ei\no-), OCrn guaintoin
'spring' »» ON va1r, Dn, Sw vaºr, OFrs wars id. »» Lt vaﬁsara ≠
vasara~, Ltv vasara 'summer' » Sl *ves≤na 'spring' >  OCS, OR vesna
vesna, R, Uk ves≤na, SCr ∆ ve~sna, Slv ve•sna, Cz, Slk vesna, Cz ∆
vesno, P wiosna id. ¶ WP I 3O1, P 1174, EI 5O4 (*≤wesr=), M K III 1 7 2 -
3, M E II 532, Horn 56, F I 432-3, WH I 755, LP § 26.3, Vr. 644-5, Frn.
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12O6, Vs. I 3O3, Chrn. I 145-6, Ma. CS 582, Slt. 139-41 || A: ? M *°osu-
v. 'suffer from cold weather' >  WrM osu, HlM oso- id. ¶ MED 624 ||
D  (in SD) *vac>-  'rain, flowing water', 'v. 'ooze' (× N *wac@@@@[V]qV ' l iquid '
[esp. 'dirty\filthy liquid'], 'dirt', q.v. ffd.) ˚  If M *°osu- belongs he re ,
the N rec. is *waÍV . On M *o- < N *wa-  see Introduction, §  2.4.
2535. *wa4444?[e]sV 'get tired, be(come) weary\troubled' > U: FU (a t t .
in FL) *°wa4sV 'get tired\exhausted' > F va4sya4 'to get t i red \weary ' ,
{Hkl.} † 'abgenutzt werden', Krl A va4zu4o4, Krl Ld va4zu4da4, Vp va4zu4da4, Vo
va4su4a4 'ermüden', Es va4si-, ∆ {W} va4su4- 'get tired' » pLp {Lr.} *ve2s‰- id .
> Lp L {LLO} viessat 'be exhausted', N {N} viessa6t, Kld vïssaÎÆ ' g e t
tired' ¶ SK 1847-8, ≈ Hkl. Fv 113-5, W EDW 1335, Lr. #1413, Lgc.
#8693, LLO 14O9 || D *ve2c>- 'be weary, get tired' >  Tm ve2car3u ' b e
weary \ fatigued \ vexed', ve2ca(:)t5ai\ 'sorrow', Ml ∆ ve2ca2r3u
'anxiety', Kn be2ja2ru 'weariness (from fatigue, pain, vexation) ' ,
be2sar3(u) 'grow weary\fatigued', Kdg be;Z>a;ra 'sorrow', Tu be(:)ja2rË,
be(:)sa2rË, Tl ve2sat5a 'weariness, fatigue', Tl ve2sa(:)ru ' b e
troubled \ fatigued', Krg bisirige 'homesickness' ¶¶ Some items (Kn,
Kdg, Tu) may go back to modern IAr lgs. (e.g. Hindi be2-za2r 'sick' π
NPrs r"z zå2r 'weak, emaciated') ¶¶ D #5524 || HS: WS *√w?s7 ≠
*√?ys7 v. 'despair' > BHb √w?s7 N  (pf. Sa2&n no2?as7, prtc. Sa1&n no2≤?a2s7)
'despair', BHb √y?s7 (< *√w?s7) D  'make despair', JA [Trg.] √y?s7 (<
*√w?s7) D  'verzweifeln machen\lassen, zur Verzweiflung br ingen ' ,
aS1uai^ y´÷u2≤s7-a2 {Lv.} 'Verzweiflung, Desperation', {Js.} 'despair', JPA
Bz {Sl.} √y?s7 TD 'abandon hope', JEA {Sl.} √y?s7 TD  'abandon a claim' ,
SmA ?y÷s7 n. 'despair', mw?s7 muww´s7 'desperate', Ar √y?s G  (p f .
ya?isa ≠ ya?usa, ip. [Qm.] y-ï?su) 'désespérer de, perdre tout espoi r
de', √?ys  G  id., Gz √?ys  (js. y´-?ïs) 'waste away, languish' ¶ BDB 3 8 4 ,
Fr. I 75 and IV 514, BK I 74 and II 1621, KB 364, Js. 56O, Lv. T I 324, Sl.
521, Sl. P 233, Tal 328, L G 5 ¶ The Ar cns. *y- in the pf. ya?isa ≠ ya?usa
(for the expected w-) may be due to the root reinterpretation in t h e
form of ip. (where the morphophonemic opposition (w) ↔ (y) was
neutralized). Similar reinterprettion may have brought about t h e
transformation of *√w?s7 into *√?ys7 (due to the loss of *w in t h e
intervoc. position in some verbal forms) ˚  The D vw. (*e for t h e
expected *a < N *a 4444) suggests the presence of a N front vw. *-e- a f t e r
the lr. ˚  Schrd. DU 95 (FU, D), IS MS 37O (BF, D).
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2536. (€?) *wVÍ[÷3333 ]V (= *wËs1111÷V?) 'wide, vast' > HS *√ws÷ >  WS
*√ws7÷ >  Ar √ws÷ (pf. wasi÷a ≠ wasu÷a) 'be broad \ ample \ wide' ,
Sb √ws7÷ oSwuw 'amply supply (with water)', as well as possibly (σ ) H b
d. oS2i$ ≤yes7a÷,  M’b {y}s7÷ 'deliverance, salvation', BHb, M’b, SmA √ys7÷
Sh  'save, deliver' ¶ BK II 1534, Hv. 869, KB 427-8, HJ 476, Tal 3 6 4 ,
BGMR 162, DRS 648  Eg OK wsX 'wide' ¶ EG I 364-5 ¶¶ Tk. I 326 (Eg
w...X < *w...÷) || IE: NaIE (+ext.) *wasd≈- 'wide, long' >  L vastus
'vast, enormous' »» OIr fot  'length', fotae  'long', Ir fad  'length', fada
'long', Mx foddey id. ¶ P 1113-4, WH II 737, Thr. §§ 8O, 345, Dnn.
269-9O ||  ??σ U: FU *°wo+us1V > ObU {Ht.} *wu2s- 'yawn'  > pVg *u2s´nt-
> Vg: T o2s´nt-, LK u2s´nt-, LL/Ss u2sint-, P u2s´ntO2l- id.; pOs *wus- id. >
Os: Km os- id., d.: V/Vy usÈl-, Ty/Y usÈ¬- id., Nz usiÆyt-, Kz wö8siÆ¬´-, D
wa"ses-, K uses- id. ¶ Ht. #72O, Trj. S 5O3-4 ˚  The absence of t h e
expected *´  in NaIE needs explaining. It may be suggested that the reflex
of N *÷ merged with adjacent consonants (e.g., *÷-t > **d > IE *d≈-).
2537. *was[V]t''''V 'place inside' > HS: S *≤was7it'- (≠*was7at'-?)
'middle' > Ar wastœ-  'midst, middle', d. wasatœ- 'intermediate, middling' ,
Sb, Mn tSwwu ws7t5 n. 'middle, midst', Qt tSwwu ws7t5 'in, in the middle
of', Gz w´st' 'interior, middle, inner part' and possibly JEA ay1S6v#
wEs7≤t5a2 'oesophagus', JPA ay1S6v# wEs7≤t5a2 'gullet', MHb {Js.} yS3v#
≤wEs7Et5 id. ({Lv.} yS3v$ ≤wes7Et5 'Schlund'), JPA Bz {Sl.} ysˇ wws7t
'throat' (the JA and MHb words are borrowed from a *w-preserving S
lge.), Sr 'to3∆a yas7≤t5a2 {JPS} 'throat, gullet, windpipe', {Br.}
'oesophagus, arteria' ({Trcz.}:“  'middle of the body'); ? OAk, Ak is7tu
'since, after, as soon as' (a reg. reflex of *wa≤s7at-, valid if f r o m
'within'), ?? Eb a1s7-ta, a1s7-ti, a1s7-tu` 'chez; from' (if the loss of *w- i s
reg.) ¶ Gz ´  points to a pS posttonic vw. *i (AD SNSE) ¶ L G 62O, Fr. IV
464-5, BK II 1533, Hv. 868, Js. 376, Lv. I 5O5, Sl. 396, Sl. P 17O, Br.
31O, JPS 189, Penn. SPE 295-7, BGMR 163, MA 1O5, Rk. 56, CAD VII
284-8, DRS 645-6 || IE: NaIE *wa(:)stu ≠ *west[u] 'home, h o u s e '
(× NaIE *wes-, etc. 'be, live, dwell' < IE *xwes- < N *Ì{u4444}s 6 666V 'live' [q.v.])
> Vd ≤va2stu- 'homestead, house' (×  OI ClSk/BdhSk va2stu- 'p lace,
seat' that goes back to a d. from *wes-  'be') »»  Gk }asty ± *wa1sty (Gk B
gen. wa1stioß, Gk M wa-tu) 'city' »» L Vest-a 'goddess of the h o m e
hearth' »» W gwas 'abode', {P} 'Heimstätte', OIr {P} i foss 'at h o m e '
(not here OIr foss  'Bleiben, Rasten' < NaIE *wes-  'be, live') »» pTc {Ad.}
*wost > Tc A was5t (pl. was5tu), Tc B ost (pl. ostwa) 'house' ¶ ≈ P
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117O-1, ≈ EI 281 (*≤h€wostu 'dwelling' [with unj. *h€-] •ÿ *h€wes-
'dwell'), M K III 198, M E II 549, F I 123-4, ≈ WH II 772-4, YGM-1 258, SB
277, Wn. 342-3, 549, JGH 11, 7O, 9O, 1O1, 164-5, 258-9, Ad. 128, Ad.
H 24, 125-6 || U : FV *wasta  'place, place by, place opposite sth., in t h e
opposite direction'  > Mk vasta, {Ker.} vast´, {Ahl.} vasta ' p lace
(Stelle, Platz, Ort); sleeping place (Schlafstätte), bed' » F vasta- i n
vasta-ranta 'the opposite bank of a river', vasta-kohta ' t h e
opposite (of)', vastaan 'against', Vp vast(e¯) 'by, near' (iknad
vast(e¯) is7tub 'sits by the window'), '(leaning) against' (panda sii\nad
vast(e¯) 'postavit∆ k stenke '), Es vastas 'opposite, opposite t o '
(kauplus on teatri vastas 'the shop is opposite the thea t re ' ) ,
vast  '(only) just, just now' » pLp {Lr.} *vo2ste2 'nearby, opposite, in t h e
opposite direction'  > Lp: S {Hs.} vuo4stie 'nearby' (jukken
vuo4stie 'ganz nahe am Fluß'), 'entgegen', L {LLO} vuoste2 'by ( a
time limit), immediately before', vuoste2- 'opposite, entgegen '
(vuoste2-piegga 'head-wind', vuoste2-ravve2 'Gegenstömung'), N
{N} vuos…te  'in the opposite direction', Kld vu2s∆t vu2s4s4t 'opposite, i n
front of, pråmo pered ' (oarr´ vu2s∆t ¢u2vv´ 'to site against t h e
light'), adj. 'in the opposite direction' (vu2s∆t pi˜˜k 'head-wind') »
Chr: L vawtarew was7ta≤res7 'opposite' (was7tares7 i≤la 'he lives
opposite [my house]'), 'in the opposite direction', 'against', B was7tares7
'gegenüber', H {Ep.} vawtar´w was7tares7 'in the opposite direct ion ' ,
vawtar´w mard´q 'head-wind' ¶ The semantic variant 'p lace
opposite sth.' may be due to a semantic change 'place by' ‘ ' p lace
opposite sth.' ‘ 'against' (as seen in Vp and Lp) or to contaminat ion
with a different √  ¶ It. #57, UEW 815, ZM 616-7, Lr. #1471, Lgc. #8839 ,
Hs. 1467, LLO 1462-4, SaR 58-9, Ker. II 182-3, MRS 58, Ep. 1O || D ( i n
SD) *vati, {†GS} *vadi 'so.’s place, dwelling' > Tn vati 'lair, nest', Kn
badi  'a deity’s place, small building', Tu badi  'roofed shelter ( t emple )
constructed for a devil' ¶ D #5246.
2538. € *wis7777V 'green' >  IE: NaIE *wis- > L vire2- 'be green,
verdant', viridis 'green' (× *wei\s- v. 'sprout, grow' <  N *wis6666?V ' t o
grow') »» ? Gk ]io1ß 'rust, verdigris' ¶ P 1134, WH II 797, F I 73O-1 || U: FP
*wis7a 'green, yellow' >  F vihanta 'green, blossoming', viheria4,
vihrea4 'green' » Er oz7o 'yellow' » Chr H ¥z7ar, z7ar, Chr Uf/B uz7ar
'green' » pPrm *ve¿z7 'green, yellow' >  Vt voq 'green', Z veq ' g reen ,
unripe, not black', Prmk veq, Yz ≤viz7 'green, yellow' »»» Not here FU
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(att. in FP) {UEW} *wis7a 'poison' (>  F, Es viha 'hate, anger', Vt voz7
'Zorn', Vt G {W} voz7o 'an evel spirit causing illness', Yz ≤viz7u$kti v. ' b e
jealous'), because it is obviously a loan from IIr *wis7a- 'poison' (see  N
*wiH[V]ZV 'spring (fons); to flow') ¶ It. ##391-2, LG 49, Coll. 14O-1,
UEW 823-4, Sm. 554 (FP *vis7a- 'green', *vis7a- 'hatred') ˚  ≈: Coll.
141 and Jcs. 26.
2539. *wis 6666 ?V  'to grow' (esp. of plants) >  HS: WS *√ws6'? ≠ *√ws6'y
v. 'grow, sprout' (× N *wec6666 ' '''[V]?V 'go out') >  Jb √ws6'y (pf. ≤is6'i, sbjn.
≤ys6'E?) 'grow' (plants), Sq {L} es65a G  pf. 'pousser' (herbes), JA [Trg.]
aoi √y÷w+y v. 'blossom' (of plants) ({Js.}: “ 'burst forth', {Lv.}: “
' herauskommen' ) , Sr √y÷w+y (pf. '0o∆I yi≤÷a2) v. G 'shoot, sprout, b u d ,
spring\come up', 'grow' (of plants) ¶ Br. 3O4-5, JPS 194, Lv. T I 34O,
Jo. J 296, L LS 7O, DRS 598-9 ¶ Aram (incl. Sr) <  N *wis6666?V 'to g row'
× CS *√ws6'? v. 'go out' (< N *wec6666 ' '''[V]?V '⇑ ', q.v.) || IE: NaIE *wei\s- v.
'sprout, grow' ('sprießen, wachsen') >  Lt veiﬁsti 'to procreate, t o
breed', veiﬁsti-s vi. 'to multiply', Ltv viesti-s 'sich vermehren ,
gedeihen', Lt veislu~s, vislu~s 'fecund, fertile, prolific', Lt veisle$ﬁ,
Ltv vaisla 'breed', Pru we2isin 'fruit', weijsewingi 'fruchtbar' »»
ON vi1sir, NNr visa 'bud', AS w°se 'sprout, stalk' ¶ WP I 242, P
1133, Frn. 1214, En. 272, WH II 797, Vr. 668, Ho. 399 || A: NaT *o4s- v.
'grow' >  OT ≥ VIII o4s-, Tkm o4T-, Uz ös-, Qmq, QrB, Qzq, Nog, Qq, ET,
Qrg, Alt, Xk, Tv o4s-, VTt u4s- (ı Chv u4s/zò-), Bsh u4T-, Ln o4s- ± u4s- ¶ Cl.
241 (supposes [without arguments] that the T word is a loan from M),
ET Gl 552-3, Rs. W 376, Jeg. 281, BT 12O, Fed. II 3O1-2  M *o4s- v.
'grow' (esp. of children, animals, plants) >  MM [S, HI] o4s- v. 'grow' ( o f
children), [MA] {Pp.} o4s- v. '≈  grow' or '≈ stand up' (of hair), d. [HI]
{Ms.} o4ske- 'faire accroître', WrM o4s-, HlM øsø-, Kl øs- o4s-, Dx {T}
osÈ- v. 'grow, multiply' (of humans and animals), 'increase', Mnr H
{SM} o2s‰-, {T} o2se- v. 'grow' (of plants, children) ¶ H 128, Ms. H 84-5 ,
Pp. MA 279, MED 645, KRS 427, KW 3O1, SM 298, T 354, T DnJ 132 
??φ Tg {ADb., SDM95} *iseb-, {Bz.} *u4si- v. 'grow' (× N *{Ì}is6666VbV ' t o
grow; vegetation', q.v. ffd.)  Ko {S} *i~sa~k- >  MKo i~sa~k-, NKo isak- v.
'sprout, spike' ¶ S QK #482, Nam 4O1, MLC 133O ¶¶ Rs. W 376, SDM97
(A *u4si 'to grow, to sprout'), DQA #674 (A *i\use id.) ˚ The A d a t a
point to a N fricative sililant (s -sound) rather than to an affricate.
Semitic *-s6'- may go back to a N cluster *-s 6666?- . On T and M *o4- from N
*wi-  see  Introduction, § 2.4.
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254O. *æwes6666 ++++c 6 666÷V 'to wind, to wrap, to clothe' > HS: S *°√ws6÷ > Ar
√ws7÷  D  'make up (thread, cotton) into a ball', was7ï÷- 'layer of pa lm-
leaves under the coating of a flat roof', 'haie vive en arbrisseaux d o n t
on entoure un jardin', 'variegated tent of a chief', wus7u÷ 'cobweb' ¶ BK
II 1542, Hv. 871-2 || IE *æwes[éx]-/*æwos[éx]- 'cover, clothe' > H t
was(s)-, wassiya-, wessiya- vt. 'clothe, cover; put on (c lo thes) ' ,
wess- md. 'be clothed', 'be put on' (clothes)  NaIE *æwes- vt .
'clothe', ds.: *æwesô-no-, *æwes-mn=-, *æwes-tro- n. 'garment' > OI ≤vas-
te2, Av vaste2 'wears, is dressed in', OI ≤vasana-, Av vaNhana-, OI
≤vastra-, Av vastra- 'cloth, clothes, dress, garment', ≤vasman-
'cover, clothes' »» Arm zgenum z-genum v. 'clothe, get dressed; p u t
on one’s back, wear' (< *æwes-nu-), zgest z-gest 'dress, r o b e ,
garment, clothes' »» Gk {enny2mi (Gk I e{iny2mi), aor. {es(s)ai 'put clothes o n
(so.)', }es†oß, }es†hma, ]es†h1ß 'clothes', Gk D w e1stra 'warm upper ga rmen t '
»» pAl {O} *wesya > Al vesh 'put on (clothes), cover' »» L vestis
'covering, garment, clothing', vestio2 vt. 'dress, clothe, cover' »» MW
gwisgaw, W gwisgo, MCrn guyske, Crn {ECCE} gwysca, MBr
guisquaff, Br gwiskan% 'to dress, to wear (clothes)' »» ON verja
'to wrap, to clothe', Gt wasjan, OHG we4rien, OSx, AS we$rian ' t o
wear, to dress', NE wear v.; Gt wasti 'garment'; ON vesl ' u p p e r
garment, coat'; MHG wester  'Taufkleid' »» pTc *wa4s- > Tc: A/B wa4s-
'be\get dressed in' ¶¶ WP I 3O9, P 1172, EI 1O9 (*wes- 'be dressed,
dress'),  M K III 175-6, M E II 529-3O, F I 521-2, WH II 775-6, LP § 4 7 4 ,
YGM-1 267, ECCE 257, Hm. 365, O 5O1-2, Fs. 552-3, Vr. 655-8, Fs. 5 5 2 -
3, Ho. 391, Ho. S 86, Kb. 1179, OsS 11O2-3, 1128, 1132, Lx. 315, Slt.
247-8, Wn. 564-5, Ad. 597, Frd. HW 428, Ts. W 1O3, 1O5 ¶¶ N *÷  > H t
∅. The (apparent) absence of any traces of lrs. in NaIE is explained, if
the primary stem was *weséx- with subsequent loss of *éx in t h e
prevoc. position, while the derivatives may have been of later origin
(after the loss of the prevoc. lr.). Is it possible to interpret NaIE *ô i n
*æwesô-no- as a trace of a lr.? || D *ve2(n)c>- 'wrap, put on (as a dress ) ,
wear (clothes) '  > Tl ve2yu 'put on (as a dress)', Krx ba%—c>- 'throw ( a
piece of clothing) on so.’s shoulders, wrap it around his body', Mlt
{Drs.} benje v. 'dress, gird', ba1sre 'cover oneself in clothing', ? Brh
be2niN 'wear, put on' ¶ The nasalised √  variant in NED (and Brh?) is
probably due to some D morphological pattern ¶¶ D #5534 ˚  On N
and pIE *æ- see Introduction, §  2.2.6.
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2541. (€?) *æwÅtV 'belly' > IE: [1] NaIE *æudero- / *æwe2dero- 'belly' >
OI u≤dara-m, Av udara- 'belly' »» Gk [Hs.] {oderoß : gasth1r ' s t omach '
(< * {yderoß?), acc. to Frisk, here also Gk {yderoß 'dropsy' (“ *'swollen
stomach') (× : connection with {ydvr 'water', σ≡: NHG Wassersucht
and R vodånka 'dropsy') »» Pru weders 'belly, stomach (Bauch,
Magen)', Lt ve$!daras, ∆ ve$!deras id., † 'intestines'; '∈  sausage m a d e
of entrails and potatoes', Ltv ve2 ^>de>rs, ∆ ve2 ^>dars 'belly'  ? [2] NaIE
*æud-tero- 'belly, womb' >  Gk [yste1ra 'womb', [Hs.] {ystroß : gasth1r
'stomach' »» L uterus ≠ uterum (gen. uter°) 'womb, belly' (×
NaIE *udero-, see  above) ¶ WP I 19O-1, P 11O4-5, EI 2 (*udero-
'abdomen, stomach'), M K I 1O4, M E I 216, WH II 846, Ch. 1151, 1 1 6 2 ,
F II 956, ≠ 975-6 ( [yste1ra 'womb' ÷ OI ≤uttara- 'oberer, höherer', sc .
cmpr. of *ud- 'upper'), Frn. 121O-1, En. 272 || D (in SD) {tr., †GS}
*vatßtßi 'belly' > Ml vat5t5i 'belly; rupture', Kn bat5t5i 'rupture, hernia;
big intestine', Kdg batßtßi 'stomach (Magen)', Tu bat5t5i 'rupture' ¶ D
#5232 || ? HS: WCh: Zar {ChL} vI~ci!ki~ 'stomach' (× N *wan2222VÛ{a}  'belly '
[q.v.]?) ˚  ≠ BmK 617 (equates IE *udero- / *we2dero- with FU *wac1a
'stomach, belly' [{BmK} *watYa] and D *vac>- 'belly' [see  N *wan2222VÛ{a}
'⇑ ' ) .
2542. *wÅtV  'earth, ground, dirt' > IE *wed- > NaIE *wed- ' g round ,
earth' > Gk o‘ydaß (gen. o}ydeoß) 'surface of the earth, ground', }edafoß
'the bottom \ foundation \ base (of anything)' with the suffix -afoß
(unless ÿ {edoß 'seat') »» Arm getin getin 'ground, earth, soil, l and '
 Ht utne- 'land', 'country' (↔  'city') ¶¶ WP I 254, F I 441-2 and II
442 (Ht < IE *wedeno-/*udn-), Ts. W 98 || HS: Eg fXVIII ìwtn ≠ ìtn
'surface of the earth, ground, dirt, dust', DEg ìwtn 'ground', Cpt: Sd
eItn eitn, B Iten iten, F eIten eiten 'ground, earth, dust' ¶ EG I
58, Er. 47, Vc. 68, Crn. 49 || D (in SD) *vati, {†GS} *vadi 'mud, mire '  >
Tm vati  'mire', Kn badi 'mud, mire, slush, ooze' ¶ D #5245 ¶ D *-t-
for the expected *-tß- is puzzling.
2543. *wa4444tV 'gut, sinew' > HS: WS *≤watar- 'sinew'  > BHb rt3i#
≤yEt3Er, Gz watr 'sinew, cord, bowstring', Sr æ®o$∆a ya≤t3r-a2 (abs. ®$a∆i
yi≤t3ar) 'sinew; string (of a bow, of a musical instrument)', JA [Trg]
{Lv.} Nir%t1i^ y´t3a2≤r°n, aI!r@t1i^ y´t3a2ray≤ya2 pl. 'ropes' (π  Hb pl .
Mir%t1i^ y´t3a2≤rïm, as suggested by -a2-), JEA {Lv., Dlm.} ar1t6i@ ya≤t3r-a2
'bowstring, straight side of the stomach', Md iatra, Ar rtava watar-
'sinew; bowstring; chord of a musical instrument' ¶ KB 431, Lv. II 28O,
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Dlm. 18O, Lv. T I 349, Js. 6O5, Wl. 548, Br. 313, JPS 2OO, DM 166, BK II
148O, Hv. 848, L G 62, DRS 653, MiK I #1.29O  ??? Eg XVIII w¿.t
'Strick bei der Gründungszeremonie', Eg Md w¿t {EG} '«Bänder»', sc .
'Muskeln und Sehnen am Kiefergelenk', {DW} 'Band am Kiefergelenk'
(valid if w¿.t < *√wrt < mt. *√wtr?) (× Eg fBD w¿ 'Schnur, Strick' <
N *war?{u6666} ¬ *wa?r{u6666} 'tie' [‘ 'thong', 'rope']) ¶ EG I 244, DW I 1 6 O
|| U *°wa4t[t]{É} (or *wa4s+s7{É}) > Sm {Hl.} *weto4, {Jn.} *wet¥(-) 'gut' >
Ne: T edë, T O {Lh.} ye2d!u$, F {Lh.} B!i\e'c1u$; En X {Cs.} ≤bere, B {Cs.} ≤bede;
Ng {Cs.} ≤beatuN, {Mik.} pl. ≤betu5; Slq: Tz {KKIH} ketÈ, Tm {KD} kEdò "´
id.; Kms {KD} bedu$, Bedu$, bed¥, {Cs.} be6du4, Koyb {Sp.} badë; Mt {Hl.}
*bedu4+o4h (Mt K {Mll.} bedu @, Mt M {Mll.} bedu 'gut', {Sp.} bodëxta
'his gut', T {Mll.} be≤du4kta id.) ¶ Jn. 175, Ter. 88, Lh. 121, KKIH 1 1 5 ,
Hl. M #1O6, Cs. 69, 93, 117, 191, 211 || D {tr., †GS} *vatß- 'cord, string,
rope' > Tm vat5am id., 'bowstring', vat5i 'rope', Ml vat5am  'rope', Kn
vat5a, vat5ara, vat5i 'string, rope, tie', Tl vat5i 'rope, cord', Gnd
vatßiya '∈  strong rope' ¶¶ D #522O.
2544. *æwete6666 '(flowing) water' > IE *æwed-/æwod-/æud- 'water' ({EI}
*≤wodr= / gen. *≤wedn=-s / loc. *u≤den-i 'water'; coll. *≤wedo2r / accus .
*u≤den-m= / gen. *ud≤n-os 'water') >  OI gen. ud≤nah5, loc. u≤dan(i)
'water' »» Arm get get 'river' »» Gk {ydvr 'water' (gen. {ydatoß <  *æud-n=-
tos) »» Phr bedy id. »» Um utur accus. id. (abl. une <  *æud-n-i) »» OIr
uisce ({EI}: <  *udn=-s-kyo-) id. »» Gt wato2 (dat. pl. watnam), ON
vatn (generalization of the stem for the obl. cases), OSw vAtur,
OSx watar, OHG waÔ Ôar, NHG Wasser, AS wAter 'water', NE
water »» Blt (with the puzzling infix *-n-): Lt vanduoﬁ (gen .
vandenﬁs, accus. va!ndeni<), Ltv u2 ^dens, Pru wundan, unds
'water' » Sl *vo≤da id. (accus. *voŸdoß) >  OCS voda voda, Blg, R, U k
vo≤da, SCr vo~da, Slv vo!da, Cz, Slk voda, P woda »» pAl {O} *udr-ya2
'water' > Al uje4, pl.: Al: T uje4ra, G ujna »» pTc {Ad.} *wa4r > Tc: A
wa4r, B war id.  AnIE: Ht watar 'water' (obl.: weten-, wit-), Lw
{Lar.} wid- id. (dat. u1-i-ti, accus. pl. u1-i-da-an-za)  NaIE *°[æ]ou\d-
v. 'flow' (of water) >  OI o2d- 'quellen, benetzen' (prs.: 3s u≤natti, 3 p
un≤danti), o2d-man- n. 'flood, flooding', Av aoDa 'well, spring o f
water'   d.: ON va1tr 'humid, wet', Sw vaºt, Dn vaºd, OFrs we2t, AS
wA2t id., NE wet   Sl *ve7dro 'pail, bucket' (“ *'vessel for water') >
OCS, OR v8dro ve7dro, Blg, R vedro, Uk v¡dro, SCr ve~dro ±
vje~dro, Slv ve!dro5, Cz ve7dro, Slk vedro, P wiadro ¶¶ P 78-8O, EI
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66 (*≤wodr= 'water'), M K I 1O3, 132, M E I 215-6, 279, F II 957-9, Bc. G
35O, Pln. II 761,Vn. U  21, Fs. 553-4, Vr. 648, Ho. 381-2, Kb. 1153, OsS
11O6, KM 84O, Frn. 1194, En. 269, Vs. I 283-4, 33O, Glh. 676-7, BER I
127, 168-9, Slt. 34-6, O 483-4, Ad. 577-8, Frd. HW 249-5O, Ts. W 1O4,
1O6, Lar. 111 || HS: EC: Ged {Hd.} wada?e 'water, river', as well a s
possibly (× EC *√w÷ 'flowing water' < N *ho[w]÷3333a [or *ho÷ 3333wa] ' t o
flow, to stream; a stream'): Hd wo?o, Kmb wa?a, wi?a, Sd wa2, Brj ≤wa2
(gen. wayin-) 'water', and (C ı) Amh w‰ha 'water' ¶ Hd. 164-5, 2 6 4 ,
Ss. B 186, PH 211  WS *√wtn v. 'flow continuously' (wa te r )
(× *√w+ytn 'be cont inuous '  < N *t''''i{n````}É 'strong') >  Ar wa2tin- 'flowing
continuously' (of water) [{BK} 'qui coule, courant (eau)'], √wtn (p f .
watana, ip. yatinu) v. 'flow continuously' (of water), Sb wtn
'continuous (rain)'; ??? Sb √wdw+y v. 'flow' ¶ BK II 1482, Hv. 8 4 9 ,
BGMR 156, 165, DRS 652 || U *wete 'water'  >  FU *wete id. >  FU
*wete id. > F vesi (gen. veden), Es vesi (gen. vee) » pMr *ved!´ - >
Er/Mk ved∆ v1ed! » Chr H vy≥d v´Î, Chr L vu≥d vu4Î » Prm {LG} *va ( o r
*vaº?) >  Z va, Vt vu »» ObU: Vg: T u4ç, LK wiç, P wu4ç, Ss wit » Hg vi1z
(accus. vizet)  Sm {Jn., Hl.} *wit 'water' >  Ne F {Lh.} B!it, Ne T i”,
Ne T O {Lh.} jï?, Ng {Cs.} be6' (gen. bed-aN), {Mik.} bÈ', En B/X {Cs.}
bi6' (gen. En B biro? %, En X bido? %), En {Ter.} bi?, Slq Tz {KKIH} u4t, Kms
{KD} bu$, {Cs.} bu4, Koyb {Pl.} bu4, by, {Sp.} bu2, Mt {Hl.} *bu4 (Mt: M/K/T
{Mll.}, A {Msr.} bu, M {Pl.} bu, {Sp.} bu€)  ??φ pY {IN} *o2nc7ï 'water' >
OY K {Lnd.} o1ndschi, {Bil.} -ondschi, {Klc.} oqej, onqi, OY U
{Lnd.} onsche, OY Ch {Mat.} onde, {Boe.} i$!nqii$, i$qi$elo, Y K {Krn.}
o2Ji, {IN} o2z7ï id. ¶ The Y cognate is qu. because of the unexpected word-
internal *n  ¶¶ UEW 57O, Sm. 541 (U, FU *weti, FP *veti, Ugr witI",
Sm wit), Ker. II 188, LG 46, Jn. 176, KP 17, KKIH 193, Hl. M #143, IN
273, 316, Krn. JJ 283 || A: Tg *u3du3n 'rain' > Ewk Úudun, Sln u3du3%, Lm u3d¥n
± u3du3n, Ork udu / udun- ¶ STM II 248  pKo {S} *o~ra!n- 'heavy rain' >
MKo o~ra!n-pi! ¶ S QK #88O ¶¶ DQA #2489 (A *u+odV ¬ *i\u+odV 'rain') ||
?φ  D *vatß- ({†GS} *-dß-) v. 'flow, run in a small stream' >  Tu od5d5a
'flowing', od5d5uni v. 'flow, run', Kn od5i v. 'flow in a small gentle
stream', Tm vat5i v. 'drip, trickle', v. 'ebb' (of tide), Ml vat5ivu ' a
current', vat5iyuka v. 'overflow, ebb, trickle', Td war`f / war`t- v.
'flow' (of blood), Tl vad5iyu ≠ od5iyu v. 'be strained, percola te ' ,
vad5ucu ≠ vad5acu v. 'pour slowly, let falling drops', Klm vadßp- v.
'pour', Knd vadßis- v. 'pour down' ¶¶ D #5221 ˚ The element *-n- in S
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*°√wtn, Tg *u3du3n, and in the oblique cases *wedn=-, *ud(e)n- of the IE
heteroclitic noun goes back to the N genitive pc. *nu  (*æwete6666 nu  ' o f
water') ˚ Tg *u- is a regular reflex of N *we-  (see  Introduction, §
2.4). D *vatß- is a qu. cognate because of the vw. *a (for the expected
*e) ˚ IS SS #2.17, IS MS 336 (*wetÿ: IE, Tg, U + S: Sb √wdw+y
'flow'), ≈  AD MRV 29 (IE, U, Tg), ≠ BmK #483 (*wat'-/*w´t'-: IE, U + D
[Tm o2tam 'moisture', etc.]; wrong phonetic corespondences) ˚  On N
and pIE *æ- see Introduction, §  2.2.6 ˚ ≈ Gr. II #416 (*wet 'water') (IE,
U, A + unc. Ai).
2545. (€?) *wÅÓtV '≈ to smell (sth.), to smell (of sth.)' > HS: ? B
{†Pr.} *°√wht > Ah inf. awt 'be smelled' (unless “ awt 'be s t r u c k ' )
[Fcj 62 = Pcj I A 6], ??σ Ty ¥wœwœat¥n n. 'smoke' ¶ Fc. 1536, Pr. M VI-VII
1O6 (on the conjugation Pcj I A 6), PGG 352 || D {Pf.} *va2tß- 'smell' > T m
va2t5ai\ 'fume, scent', Ml va2t5a 'scent of dogs', Tl va2d5a 'smell', Krx
ba%:r `- v. 'perceive as by sniffing, scent, discover\track by the smell' ¶¶ D
#5343, Pf. 59 [#37O] || U *watta- 'find tracks of' > pLp {Lr.} *vo2tte2- id .
> Lp: S {Hs.} vuo4tt!edh 'nachspüren, (einen Wolf \ Elch) aufspüren,
der Spur folgen', L {LLO} vuohtte2t 'find tracks of', N {N} vuot…tet
id., 'observe, get to know', Kld {TI} vu2¿;t;e- 'folgen, die Spuren
verfolgen, aufspüren' » F otta-, Es vo%ta-, Vo v‰tta2, Lv v‰t;¥ ' t ake ,
take away', F d. otus, Krl otus7 'game (animal)' » Prm {LG} *vo$t- v.
'chase' > Z ∆ v‰t-, Z d. vo≥tly- v‰t-lÈ- id., Prmk vo≥t- v‰t-, Yz vo$t-, Z
v‰t‰d-  'run after\down, catch up'   Sm: Ne T O {Lh.} wed!e- 'look a f t e r
\ inspect (nachsehen), visit (as a sick person)', T {Ter.} v´$de- id .
('prosledit∆ , proverit∆ , razvedat∆ , navestit∆ ') ¶¶ Coll. 69, UEW
561-2, Lr. #1476, Lgc. #8847, Hs. 1468, TI 8OO, SK 443-4, LG 69, KPR
85, Lt. J 1O1, Ter. 68, Lh. 68 ˚  U *-tt- as a reflex of N *-Ót-  still needs
investigating ˚  In some lgs. there may have been influenced of N
*we 6666 t {Ì}V 'look, see' (q.v.).
2546. € *witV?V  'find' > HS: S *°√wt?+h v. 'find' >  OAk, Ak OA inf.
wata2?-um, Ak B inf. (w)atu6m, p. 3s u2ta 'finden, entdecken' + + ??
WCh  (× N *we6666t{Ì}V 'look, see'): pBT {Stl.} *wV- v. 'see, find' >  Dr {J}
wa-, Krkr {J} w- 'find', Tng {J} we2- 'see, look' » ?? DfB {J} wisi- 'find' ¶
Stl. VZCh B #2O8, Stl. ZCh 247 [#57], ChC, J T 161 || IE: NaIE *wei\d- v.
'find' (× N *we6666t{Ì}V '⇑ ') >  OI vid- v. 'find, discover, obtain': p r s .
vin≤dati ≠ ≤ve2tti ≠ vit≤te2, aor. ≤avidat, pfc. vi≤veda, Av
vae2d-  'finden, erlangen', prs. viŒnastiŒ ≠ vind´nti, pfc. v°vae2Îa
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id., MPrs vinda2tan 'gewinnen, erreichen' »» Arm gtanem gtanem ' I
find', aor. 3s egit egit 'he found' ¶ P 1125, Me. EAC 49, 1O6, 16O, M
K III 214, M E II 579-81, ≈ Slt. 82-3 (Arm gt-/get- < NaIE *woi\da ' k n o w ' )
|| AdS  of A *bÉdV 'search, look for' and of D *vet- (or *vedd-?) v.
'seek, search, look for' (both mainly from N *we6666t {Ì}V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) ˚
S *°?+h suggests that in the N etymon there was a lr. The only N lr. t h a t
coud leave no traces in IE is *? (with a preceding vw., otherwise N *-t?-
[> *-t'-] would have produced an IE *-t-).
2547. *æwot[V?]É ¬ *æwot[É?]V 'speak, utter sounds', (?) ' o rgan
of speech'  > HS: Eg P wt 'tongue' or 'mouth' (?) ¶ EG I 377  ECh: Ke
{Eb.} wa2!te! 'say', wa2!te! kel 'speak' (lit. 'say words'), ??φ Smr {J} wa!y
'speak', {Nc.} woio  'speak, talk' »» CCh: ?σ Gude {Hsk.} wud'‰ 'take o a t h
on a fetish', wu~d'a! 'formal oath', ??φ Lgn {Lk.} wa!- ≠ wa2!- 'say' ¶ Eb.
1O1, ChC, Hsk. 293, Lk. L 125, Lk. ZSS 82  WS *√wt't' > Ar √wtœtœ G
(pf. watœtœa) 'shout, make noise', 'cry out' (of children), Tgr √wt'{y} G
(pf. w™ wAt'a), Tgy √wt'y  G  (pf w2y wAt'AyA) 'sing', ?? (o ?) Tgr
√wc7'c7' 'howl, make a noise, bluster' ¶ BK II 1559, Hv. 877, LH 44O, ≈
DRS 528  C: HEC {Hd.} *od?- 'cry, mourn' >  Brj, Ged, Kmb, Sd od?- id .
»» ?φ Bj {R} ad<- scv. 'bellow' (of camels) ¶ Hd. 45, R WBd 8 || IE *æwed-
/*æud- 'utter vocal              
sounds, speak' (× N *hawtV 'call, speak') > OI ≤vadati (pp. ud-i≤ta-
) 'speaks, says, raises the voice' »» Lt vadi~nti (1s prs. vadinu~) ' t o
call by name; to invite, to ask' (as well as Sl *vaditi > OCS vaditi
vaditi 'to accuse'?) »» Gk [Hs.] goda6n (sc. woda6n) : klai1ein 'to lament ' ,
Gk [yde1v, {ydv v. {LS} 'call, name', {F} 'besingen, verherrlichen'  ? H t
uttar / uttan- 'word, speech' (× N *wÅt''''VrV 'speak') ¶¶ The NaIE
variant stem *aud- (> Gk a]yda1v v. 'utter sounds, speak', a]ydh1 'voice,
sound, speech') is hardly explainable as a Schwebeablaut from *æwed-
(because of the unexpected vw. a-) and may be atrributed to N
*hawtV '⇑ ' (q.v.) ¶¶ WP I 251-2, ≈  P 76-7, EI 535 (*wed- 'raise one’s
voice'), M K III 133-4, M E II 496, Frn. 1177-8, StSS 1O8, F I 184 and II
956, Ts. W 97-8 || A: [1] *Ë:tæÉ 'sound', 'sing' (of birds)' >  T *o4∏t- v.
'sing' (of birds), 'emit a sound' >  OT, Az, CrTt, Ln o4t-, Ggz yo4t- 'sing' ( o f
birds)', Tk o4t- id., 'resound', 'emit sounds' (of musical ins t ruments) ,
OOsm XIV v. o4t- 'bleat', Tv ø<t- 'emit sounds', Chv av¥t- 'sing' ( o f
birds), 'croak' (of frogs), v. 'thunder', Yk u4¢o4t- v. 'coo, invoke (spir i t s ) '
¶ Cl. 39-4O, ET Gl 556, Jeg. 21, Rs. W 52, 376, TvR 6O6 ¶ Yk u4¢o4t- po in ts
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to a pT long *o4∏  M *o4c>i- (<  **o4ti-) 'say, inform' >  MM [HI, S] o4c7i- v.
'inform, report', [MA] o4c7ibe n. 'account', o4c7ibe u4geyi 'said a word ' ,
WrM o4ci-, HlM ø¢i- v. 'say, answer, testify; pray', WrO {Krg.} o4ci- v.
'depose, say respectfully', Kl Ö {Rm.} o4c7´- v. 'answer to an accusat ion ' ;
Ï M *o4c>i-g >  WrM o4cig, HlM ø¢ig 'testimony, deposition ( i n
court), prayer', WrO o4ciq 'reply', Kl Ö {Rm.} o4c7 º´gò n. 'answer'; ? Dg
uc7un 'song', uc7ule- v. 'sing' ¶ H 121, Ms. H 83, Pp. MA 272, MED 6 2 8 ,
KW 3O2, Krg. 143, T DgJ 172  Tg *°ot- (or *°xot-) > Ewk otutka-
'shout' or 'cry' ('schreien') ¶ STM II 29   pJ {S} ‰!t‰~ 'sound' >  OJ o!to~, J :
T oto!, K o!to~, Kg o!to ¶ S QJ #18O, Mr. 513 ¶¶ S AJ 286 [#245], DQA
#1589 (A *o"!tæe~ ¬ *-t- 'sound')  ?? [2] A *bËdË >  M *bodu- v. ' th ink ,
count' > WrM bodu-, HlM, Brt bodo-, Ord bòodòo- id., WrO {Krg.}
bodo- 'think, guess', Kl bod-x  'to suppose, to guess', {Rm.} bodo-Xa" ' t o
think, to count', Dg {T, Mrm.} bodo-, {Pp.} bòodòo"- 'think' ¶ MED 1O9,
Chr. 97, Ms. O 72, Krg. 35O, KRS 1O4, KW 48, T DgJ 127, Klz. D I 115 
Tg (π M?): Ewk, Sln bodo-, Ork bod(d)o- 'think', Ud {Krm.} bodo
'consider, think over, estimate', Ud {STM}, Nn bodo-, WrMc bodo-
'think, count', Ul bodo-≠bodI v. 'count' ¶ STM I 88, Krm. 213  ?? pKo
{S} *ptî!-t 'will, intention'  > MKo ptî!t, NKo t ∏Is [t∏ît] id. ¶ S QK # 3 5 5 ,
Nam 174, MLC 544 ¶¶ SDM97 (A*bu+u4dË 'think, intend')  || D (in SD)
*o2t- ({†GS} *-d-) 'utter, recite, pronounce' >  Tm o2tu v. 'read, reci te ,
utter mantras, speak', Ml o2tuka v. 'recite, read, say', Kn o2du id.,
'utter', Kt o;d- 'read, pronounce (charms)', Td wî;T- v. 'read', wî;t
'incantation', Kdg o'd-, Tu o2duni v. ' read ' ¶ D #1O52 ˚  The N lr. *-?-
survives in HEC, is lost in IE (a reg. change), in Ar and in Ke, while in t h e
prehistory of some other lgs. (A, Bj) it merged with N *-t-  (*-t?- >  *-t'-)
and later produced reflexes of *-t'- (sc. A *-tæ- and Bj -d<-). The long vw.
in T *o4∏tæ- and SD *o2t- may have resulted from loss of the N lr. *-?-
(complementary lengthening).
2548. *we6666t{Ì}V 'look, see' > HS: S *√wd÷  v. 'know' (as. N *-t{Ì}-  >
*-d{Ì’- > *-d÷-) > Ph, Ug, Aram √yd÷ G  v. 'know', BHb √yd÷ G  (pf. od2i!
ya2≤d3a÷) 'know, learn, notice', o2id5&e ho2di2a÷ (Sh pf.) 'communicate', M h
√wd÷ v. 'know' ,  Sh  h‰wdE2 ≠ h‰w≤dE÷ v. 'tell people that so. is u n d e r
one's protection', OAk ida2&um, Ak fOB idu6 ≠ edu6, Ak MA/NA
(wa)du6, v. 'know', Eb √wd÷ id. ({HMu.} 3m aor. i\I`-da = yiwda÷ ' h e
knew\knows'), SCn acp. G  *yo2≤di÷- ı Eg (EgSSc) {Hlk.} y(u)-di-÷a
'(one) knowing'; Ï S *di≤÷-at- (from **wdi÷at-) 'knowledge' >  BHb
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eo1D4 de2≤÷a2, Pun, Ug {OLS} d÷t id., Ak di?(a)tu ≠ da?(a)tu 'not ice ,
information' (× N *di{h}a 'look at', q.v.) ¶ OLS 126-7, 521, KB 373-5 ,
KBR 39O-2, HJ 439-4O, Sd. 187-8, 1454-6, CAD III 13O-1, IV 34-5, a n d
VII 2O-34, Krb. PE 4O-1, HMü. 18O, 183, Hlk. 53O, SivCR 78, DRS 5O2-3
 Ch: CCh: McMs: Azm {Pc.} we@d'a! msd. 'to see, to know', ? Ms {Caït.}
wi~ 'see, know' » BM: Cb wu~ti~ 'see' »» ECh: Smr {J} ?wo~tn=! 'know' »»
??φ WCh: Tng {J} we2- 'see, look' (×  N *witV?V 'find'?) ¶ Pc. 417, Caït.
15O, JI II 217, ChL, J T 161 || IE: NaIE *wei\d- v. 'see, look' >  Gk e]idh1sv
ft. 'I shall know', besides Gk Hm e }idomai 'appear, am seen' »» L video, -
e2re v. 'see, look' »» Gt witan 'to see, to look', ON vita, AS be-
witian 'to observe, to watch', OHG wiÔÔe2n, gi-wiÔÔe2n 'to b e c o m e
wise, to know' »» Sl *vi¡de7ti (1s prs. **vi ¡djoß) 'to see' > OCS vid8ti
vide7-ti, SCr viàdeti ± vi Ÿdjeti, Slv vi!deti, R videt∆, Cz
vide7ti, P widziec1 id., Blg viqdam ≠ vidå 'see' » Ltv {ME } vI2de2^t
'(in der Ferne \ flüchtig \ nicht genau) sehen, wahrnehmen', µ viede^2t
'to see, to have the faculty of sight', ?φ  Lt veizde$!ti 'to see', Pru
widdai '(he) saw'  A derived noun: *weyd-o- >  Gk e‘idoß ' shape ,
aspect' »» Sl *vid¥ > OCS vid5 vidË 'aspect, sight', R, Uk vid, SCr,
Slv vi•d, Cz, Slk vid id. » Ltv veiﬁds 'shape, form', Lt veidas 'face' 
NaIE pfc. 3s *≤woyd-e 'knows' (“ *'has seen') / 1p *wid-≤me 'we k n o w '
>  Gk o‘ide 'knows', }idmen 'we know' »» OI 3s ve2da (1p vid≤ma), Av
vae2Îa2 'knows' »» Clt *widri (< pfc. *widr= 'they know')  >  W {LP}
gw6yr, Crn gor, Br goar 'knows', OIr -fitir id. (ro-fetar ' knows ' ) ,
W gwydd- 'know' »» Sl *ve7de7 > OCS v8d8 ve7d-e7 'I know'; ‘µ
*ve7de7ti 'to know' (prs: 1s *ve7-mÁ, 2s *ve7-si, 3s *ve7 ≠ *ve7s-tÁ) > OCS
v8d8ti ve7de7ti (prs: 1s ve7mÁ, 2s ve7si, 3s ve7 ≠ ve7stÁ), Slv
ve1deti, Cz ve7de7ti (prs.: 1s vI1m, 2s vI1s7), Slk vedet&, P
wiedziec1 'to know' ‘µ: R vedat∆, Uk v¡dati id. »»  Pru µ waist
'to know' »» Gt 3s wait (1p witum), ON veit, AS wa2t, OHG weiÔ,
NHG weiS 'I know, he knows', NE † wit 'to know' (prs. wot, p .
wist); Ï inf. OHG wiÔÔan, NHG wissen 'to know' »» µ: Arm
gitem gitem 'I  know' »» L v°d° 'I have seen, I saw' »» Brtt [RE}
*woi\d-buta2 'to know' (cd. *woi\d- + *b≈u2-t- 'be',  see  N *buÓi 'g row,
appear') > MW gwybot, W gwybod, Crn gothwos, OBr gudbut,
MBr, Br gouzout 'to know'  NaIE *wid- in Gk inf. aor. ]idei6n v. ' see ' ,
aor. e‘idon 'I saw'   NaIE *wid-(o)- 'sight, shape, appearance' >  OI vid-
'knowledge' (× N *witV?V 'find' [q.v.]) »» ON vit 'Verstand', OHG
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wizz° knowledge, wisdom', NHG Witz 'wit', † 'esprit, mother wit ' ,
OFrs, AS witt 'intellect, knowledge, awareness', NE wit n.; Gmc d. (<
*wid-yo-?) > Gt -witi  (in un-witi  'Unwissenheit') ¶ Mn. 15O1-2, ≈ P
1125-7, EI 337 (*wei\d- 'see, know [as a fact]', pfc. *≤woi\de), Bks. 2 3 8 -
9, F I 451-2 and II 357, Ch. 526, 569-7O, LP § 44, Sw. 24, Ho. 4OO-1, Kb.
1221-2, OsS 279, 1193-4, Vr. 669, KM 864-5, Frn. 1212-6, En. 269-7O,
273, Vs. I 283, 312, Glh. 668, BER I 143-6 || U *°{u4}{t}e (= *u4+it[t]+s+s7e) >
Sm {Jn.} *¥t¥- v. 'see', {Hl.} *ÁtV- 'be seen\visible (sichtbar sein)' (× N
*q{i}tV 'appear, become visible', q.v. ffd.) || A: M *bedere- (× N
*witV?V '⇑ '?) > MM [S] bedere- 'suchen, absuchen', WrM bedere- v.
'seek, search, look for', HlM b´dr´-, Brt b´d´r- id., Kl bedr- bedr=-
'get\be ready to, intend to' ¶ H 14, MED 94, Chr. 129, KRS 93, KW 41 ||
D *vet- (*vedd-?) v. 'seek, search, look for' (× N *witV?V '⇑ '?) >  Kn
bedaku 'seek, search, look for', Tl vedaku, vetaku v. ' search ,
explore' »» Krx beddna2 (biddyas) v. 'seek, search', Mlt bede v. ' seek ,
marry' ¶¶ D #5483. According to IS, D *-dd- <  N *-tÓ-  ˚ The phonet ic
prehistory of the Sm (and pU) root still needs investigating ˚ The IE
ev. points to a pN *i , while the D and M vowels suggest a pN *e . This
contoversy is still to be resolved. It may be supposed (as a possible
solution) that the IE root was influenced by N *witV?V 'find' ˚ In
some lgs. there may have been infl. of N *wÅÓtV '≈ to smell s th . '
(q.v.) .
2549. *wat''''V 'heavy, firm, strong' > HS: Eg fOK wdn 'be heavy,
weigh' ¶ EG I 39O, Fk. 73 || A *°batæV > M *batu 'firm, solid, stable'  >
MM [MA] batu id., [IM] batu 'hard, strong', [IsV] batu 'hard, solid', [S]
batu adv. 'fest (anziehen)', WrM batu, HlM bat 'firm, solid, s table,
strong', Brt bata, WrO batu, Kl bat bat¥, {Rm.} bata 'firm, solid,
steady', Ord {Ms.} bòatæu, Ba {T} bat‰, Mnr H {SM} pæadòu 'firm, solide' ,
{T} padu ≠ batu id., 'strong'; M ı Chg {SulB} batu 'strong, hard' ¶ Pp.
MA 113, 433, Lg. VMI 19, H 13, MED 91, Chr. 91, Krg. 325, KRS 84, KW
37, Ms. O 57, SM 3OO, T 354, T BJ 135, SulB 66 ¶ M bac>im- 'hasty' d o e s
not belong here, but goes back to  N *ba9[V]t''''{i} 'be quick; sudden '
(q.v.) || D: NED *ott- 'heavy'  >  Krx ott≈a2 'burden; heavy, difficult', Mlt
oye  'heavy, important' ¶ D #977, Pf. 186 [#5O] || ?φ  U: pY {†IN} *waÎ-
'firm, strong' >  Y T war- 'be firm, solid', Y K {Jc.} adi 'fest (die Tür
zuschließen)', a≤dulbe 'become hard\strong', a≤dulbei 'vigour,
courage, strength'¨ †a≤dulet- 'strengthen, gather strength, grow s t rong '
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¶ Ku. 42-3, Ang. 4, IN 91 (on pY *Î), 94-5 (on pY *w-) ˚ It is still to b e
found out if (and under what conditions) N *wa- may yield NED *o-,
and N *-t''''- may yield pY *-Î-.
255O. *wet ''''V  'year' (and\or 'long time' [‘ 'old']??) > HS: B *wVta2y
'year '  > Ah {Fc.} awetay (pl. iwti\a2n), Ty/ETwl {GhA} aw¥tœay (p l .
iw´tœyan), Gh {Nh. awatay (pl. iwc7ian) ¶ Fc. 1538-45, GhA 2O3, Nh. 2 7
|| IE *wet- 'year' > pAl {O} *weta id. > Al vit, vjet  Ht witt-, d .
wettant- 'year', ?φ: Lw {Lar.} ussa/i-, HrLw usa-s id.  Ï NaIE
*wetos / *wetes- / *wets- 'year', 'old' (lit. 'jährig') > OI d. vatsa≤ra-
'year', ? vat≤sa- 'calf, young of animals, child' (“ *'yearling') »» Gk w
e1toß ± }etoß (gen. }eteoß) 'year' »» pAl {O} *vetus7a > Al vic> 'calf' »» L
vetus (gen. veter-is) 'old', d. vetustus 'old, ancient', d. (d im. )
vetulus 'little old, poor little old' »» Lt †, ∆ veﬁtus7as 'old (a l t ,
bejahrt)', Ltv ve>cs 'old' (of things), 'aged' » Sl *vet¥x¥ 'old' ( o f
things)  > OCS vet5x5 vetËxË id., 'ancient', Blg vext, ≤vet`x id.,
'decrepit' (of things)', R ≤vetxij, Cz vetchy1, Slk vetchy ' dec rep i t '
(of things), P wiotchy, wiotki 'flimsy, sleazy'  Ï NaIE *wet-elo-
'yearling' > Gk }etelon, }etalon id. »» L vitulus 'bull-calf', Um vitlu
accus. id. ¶¶ WP I 251, P 1175, EI 654, M K III 132-3, M E II 495,  F I 5 8 3 -
4, O 5O6-7, 5O9, WH II 776-8, 8O7, Bc. G 351, Pln. II 763, Frn. 1233, Vs.
I 3O7, Ma. C 564, BER 139, Frd. HW 255, Ts. W 1O6, Mer. HGG 14O, Lar.
1O3, Ot. 1O3 || A: T {DQA} *°o4tu4- > Chv vata€ vadò¥ 'old' (of a p e r s o n )
¶ Jeg. 47  M *o4te- Ï *o4tegu4n (pl. *o4tegu4s) 'old (senex)' > MM [S] {H}
otogu, [L, MA, IM] o4tegu4, [HI] o4to4gu4 gu45u4n 'old person', WrM pl .
o4tegu4s, HlM pl. øtøgs  'seniors, elders, chieftains', WrM o4tegu4 ' o l d
man; senior', Kl {Rm.} o4tög´, o4tkö 'old man', Brt øtøø 'old', Mnr H
{SM} sdòo29òu 'old man'; WrM o4tel-, HlM øtlø-, Brt ¥t´l-, Kl øtl-
o4tl=-, Mnr H {SM} sdòo2li- v. 'age, grow old'; Mnr H {SM} sdòanoN, {T}
sdanoN 'last year' ¶ SM 327-8, H 129, Ms. H 85, Pp. L II 1258, Pp. MA
279, 443, MED 646, Chr. 516, KRS 427, KW 3O2, STM II 294  NrTg
*u'tV >  Ewk utu 'old (senex), decrepit', Sln u≤taçi 'grandfather', Lm ut‰
'old' (of a dog) ¶ STM II 294   pJ {S} *‰!t‰!-na~ 'grown-up man, an adu l t '
> OJ otona, J: T o~tona, K/Kg o~to!na` ¶ S QJ #258, Mr. 513 ¶¶ DQA #161O
(A *o2!tæe 'old'; T, M, Tg, J), Pp. VG 1O8 (A *o4ta4- 'old'; M, Tg, Chv), Rm.
EAS I 146, Jeg. 47 (Chv, M) ¶¶ The M root has no initial *F- (on the ev.
of MM o4to4gu4), so that the supposed ev. of Mnr s- (< h/F, usuallly f r o m
pM *F ) has no value, acc. to Md.-Hl.’s law of a secondary Mnr h-/f-/s-
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induced by the stem-medial vl. cns. ; an alt. hyp. (ignoring MM o4to4gu4
and interpreting Mnr sdòo29òu 'old man' as providing ev. for pM *F-)
would have meant that the M √ goes back to N *P3333ÅÓt''''V 'old m a n '
(q.v.) ¶¶ DQA #161O (A *o2!tæe 'old [senex]') ˚  T *o4- and Tg *u'- ( a n d
probably M *o4-) are regular reflexes of N *we- (see  Introduction, §
2.4) ˚  B, IE, and Mnr suggest that the original meaning of the word was
'year', while the cognate words in L, BSl, and most A lgs. may b e
interpreted as pointing to the meaning 'long time' (‘ 'old'). Which
meaning is the original one, is still to be investigated ˚  IS MS 3 3 7
(*w {e}t5ÿ 'year': IE, B, A).
2551. € *wit''''V 'grain' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'seed') >  HS: C: HEC
*wit'a 'seed' >  Hd wit'o 'seed, grain, cereal', Kmb wit'a id., ' c r o p ' ,
wit'a-ta 'seed', Sd wit'a id. Ï *wit'- v. 'sow' >  Hd wit'-, Kmb wït'- id.,
Sd wit'-  v. 'sow, scatter, sprinkle' ¶ Hd. 13O, 3O3, 343, 4O1, Gs. 344 
Eg G wtc 'seed', Eg fOK wtc v. 'beget' ¶ EG I 381-2, Fk. 72 ¶ -c goes
back probably to a sx.; t for the expected d (<  *t') is due either to as .
(*d...c >  t...c) or to pHS deglottalization  WCh {Stl.} *wVnt'V 'grain,
seed' >  BT: Krf {Sch.} wa~tta~, Bl {ChL} w‰tto~, Grm {Sch.} wa~ta! ' m u s h
(staple food made from flour of cereals, called tuwo in Hs)' » SBc: Grn
{Sh.} wandar, wanti, Gj {Sh.} wundel, wund, {ChL} wundul, Zem/Brw
{Sh.} wanda ≠ wonda, Sy {ChL} w‰~ndu, Dw {ChL} w‰ndi~ 'grain, seed' ¶
Stl. ZCh 238 [#847], ChL I 85, Sch. BTL 59, 149, Ba. 1O65 (on Hs tuwo)
|| D {tr., †GS}) *vitt˛ / *vitt- 'seed', *vitt- v. 'sow', [GS] *vit- id. >
Tm, Ml vittu, Prj vittid 'seed, semen', Kt vit, Td pÈt, Kn bittu,
bitta, ? bir›tu, Kdg bittÈ, Tu bittË, Tl vittu, Klm, Nkr vitanam,
Gdb vïti, Knd vitu, Ku 'seed', Kui vitka2 'semen'; Tm, Tl vittu v. ' sow,
spread', Kdg bitt-  v. 'sow, scatter', Kt, Nkr, Prj, Knd vit-, Td pÈt-, Gdb
vit- ± vït-, Gnd, Png, Mnd vït- v. 'sow', Kn bittu v. 'put seeds, sow '
¶¶ D #54O1, Zv. 93-4, GS 46 [#1O9].
2552. € *waÓt''''V  'cold (north) wind' > A: AmTg *o2ti3 'north wind' >
Ul o2tI 'northeast wind', Nn Nh/B o2c7I 'north, north wind' ¶ STM II 28 ||
D *vatß-/*va2tß- ({†GS} *-dß-) 'north, cold wind' > Tm vat5a ' no r the rn ' ,
va2t5ai\ 'north wind, cold wind, wind', Ml vat5a 'north', va2t5a 'wind ' ,
Kn bad5a 'the north, to the north', Kdg badßakï 'north', Tu bad5aka2yi
id., 'northern', Tl vad5aku2gon5d5a 'Himalaya' ¶¶ D #5218 ˚  Here D *-
tß- (the reg. reflex of N *-t- ) goes back to N *-Ót '''' -  (> *-t- by as.). On Tg
*o- < N *wa-  see Introduction, §  2.4.
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2553. (€?) *wÅt''''VrV  'speak' > HS: CCh: Gudu {IL in ChC} wad'r- ' s ay '
¶ ChC || D *vatarÀ-, {†GS} *vadarÀ- v. 'chatter, talk, shout' > T m
vatar3u v. 'chatter, be talkative', Kn odar3u v. 'sound, cry a loud,
shout', Tu badaritanu 'defamation', Tl vadaru ≠ vaduru v.
'prattle, chatter' ¶¶ D #5244 || ? IE: Ht uttar / uttan- 'word ,
speech, thing' (× N *æwot[V?]É ¬ *æwot[É?]V 'speak, utter sounds') ¶
Ts. W 97-8  ˚  Cp. N *æwot[V?]É ¬ *æwot[É?]V '⇑ ' > IE *æwed-/*æud-
'utter sounds, speak' (q.v.).
2554. *æwayV 'want, wish, strive for' > IE *æwei\- 'strive f o r '              
> NaIE *æwei\- id. (×  N *Xawi[?V]  'drive, chase, pursue' > IE *xwei\éx-
v. 'pursue /chase', q.v.) >  OI ≤ve2-ti (3p ≤vy-anti) 'tracks, has i n
view, strives for, hastens', v°-≤ta-  'desired, liked, loved' »» Gk {iemai {P}
'eile, strebe, begehre' »» OL [DI] voi-s, L v°-s 'you (sg.) want', in-v°-
tus 'unwilling, against one’s will' »» pTc {Ad.} *woya2- > Tc A wa2-, B
wa2ya(:)- 'will drive, lead' ¶ Ffd. see  s.v. N *Xawi[?V) ¶ ¶  ≈  P 1123-4 ,
≈σ EI 2O8 (*wei\(Ó)- 'go after'), M K III 255-6, M E II 5O9-1O, F I 711-2 ,
WH I 714 and II 8OO, Ad. 36-7 || A: Tg *°bay- 'look for, try to find,
beseech' > WrMc bay-(mbi) {Z} 'look for (sth. lost), search, ask, beg ' ,
{Hr.} 'suchen, (er)forschen, verlangen, (er)bitten', Mc Sb biam‰ ' l ook
for, beseech, beg, seek, ask' ¶ STM I 64-5, Z 464-5, Hr. 69, Y ##1527 ,
156O ¶¶ The connection with M *bayc>a˝a- (> WrM bayca9a, HlM
bajcaa- v. 'investigate, inscpect, inquite into, check, examine') is
highly qu., because *bayca9a- is apparently derived from *bayc>a ' s t a t e
of being' ÿ  *bay 'be' (see MED 72-3) ||  D  *vay- 'desire' > Tm vayam
n. 'desire', vaya2 id., 'love', vaya2vu v. 'desire', Kn bayake ' longing,
wish, desire', Kdg bay- '(stomach) hungers', Tu bayaku-, bayasu-
'long for, desire eagerly', Tl va%—cu, va2cu v. 'feel a strong desire f o r
sth.', va%—pu 'longing eagerly after long privation', Gnd vas- ± vah- ±
was- '(hunger\thirst) be felt' ¶¶ D #5257 || ? HS: CS *√?wy > BHb
√?wy D  'wish', Sr √?wy+w  G  'agree' (only participles: act. prtc. m .
æ∑´´æ o ?a2wE2 / '∆o∑æ a ?awya2), Ar √?wy (pf. ?awiya) G  'être é m u ,
éprouver une émotion de pitié \ compassion \ tendresse pour qn.' ¶ KB
2O, BK I 72, Hv. 17, ≈ DRS 12 ¶ The initial *?- may be somehow
explained by S apophony or reinterpretation of derived forms.
2555. *wVyV 'we' >  IE: [1] IE *wei\- 'we' pl. >  Ht we2s 'we'  OI
va≤yam, Av vae2m, OPrs vayam 'we' ({M}: *-am on the analogy o f
other personal pronouns [those represented by OI a≤ham 'I', ≤tvam
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'thou']) »» Gt weis, ON ve1r, OSw w°(r), OSx wi, we, wir, OHG,
NHG wir, AS we2 'we', NE we »» pTc {Ad.} *wes > Tc: B wes, A was
'we'   The cd. *wei\-  + *dwo2  'two' underlies pronouns of 1st pers. du. :
Lt ve-du, Gt, AS, OSx wit, ON vit  [2] NaIE *we2 'we' du. nom. f o r
nomina animata (< N *0wVyV {h}á , with N ? *{h}á [an ancient
marker of dual], q.v. ffd.) >  Vd va2m nom. 'we' du. (on OI a2≤vam
accus. and a2≤va2m nom. 'we' du. see N *n 2222V 'we' excl.), OAv va2 'we' d u .
nom. »» OCS v8 ve7 'we' du. ¶¶ Brg. KVG 41O-3 (with a table), WP I
22O, P 1114, EI 454-5 (*≤wei\ 'we', emph. *we≤yom), Mn. 15O5, 1524, M
K III 147, M E II 5O8, Ad. 265-6, Bks. 2O8-9, Fs. 56O, 568-9 || HS: SOm:
Hm {Ldl.} wo 'we' (general form), wosi, wodi (aut. prn.), won
(dependent) 'we', wo-no / wo-ntia / wo-nna / wo-nno 'our', Ari {Hw.}
wo!…(:) 'we' (basic form), wo…(:)ta1 'we' (aut. prn.), wo…(:)-m 'us' (-m is a
marker of accus.), wo…(:)nte!n 'our', Ari G {Bnd.} wota, wo2te, Dm {Fl.}
watu / woto 'we' (abs.), accus. won-im 'us', wo (with postposit ions,
e.g. wo gis7o 'because of us'), wo-ko 'our', {Bnd.} wO(:)t, Ari U/B {Fl.}
w‰ta, Hm B w‰di ¶ Hz. PO and Fl. OO reconstruct pSOm *w‰t 'we ' ,
probably on the basis of early descriptions (Bnd., etc.) and of t h e
verbal sxs. of 1p: Gll -ot, Dm -t. Alternatively, the element *tV in t h e
SOm prn may go back to the HS accusative ending *-tV (w N *t''''V,
marker of  accusative) ¶ Ldl. H 414-5, Hw. A 448-52, Fl. D 521-5, Fl. OO
315, Hz. PO 11O-2, Bnd. AL 161  ?? Eg wy 'I' (dependent) (× N
*é€oyV  'by me, my') ¶ Ed. 75 || K *c7wen-i 'our' >  OG c7ueni c7weni,
G c7veni, Mg c7k‰n-i ≠ c7kin-i, Lz c7kun-i ≠ c7kin-i ≠ s7kun-i ≠ s7kin-i ' o u r ' ,
Sv UB {GP} gu-s7gwe2(y), {TK} gwis7gwey ≠ gus7gwey, LB gwi-s7gwe ≠
gus7ge 'our' incl., UB {GP} ni-s7gwe2(y), {TK} nis7gwey, LB nis7g(w)e ' o u r '
excl. (gu-  is the marker of 1p incl., ni-  is that of 1p excl.), L gus7gwe, Ln
gus7k'we 'our'; GZ *c7wen-i 'our' ‘ GZ *c7wen 'we' >  OG c7uen c7wen, G
c7ven, ∆ c7on, Mg c7k‰-, c7ki-, Lz c7ku(n)-, c7kin-, s7ku- ¶¶ K 219-2O, FS K 3 8 8 -
9, FS E 436-7, Fn. GAS 72, Ser. 194, TK 183, GP US 45, Tt. 18-9, Dn. s.v.
gus7gve ¶¶ K *c7wen- 'our' is analyzable as *c7- (marker of poss .
pronouns < N *c7777{u 4 444} 'that of …, that which' [cp. *c7e-m-i 'my', *s7eni <
**c7-sen-i 'thy']) + *we- (< N *wVyV  'we') + *-n- (<  N *nu ,  marker o f
gen.) + *-i  (pK marker of nom.).
2556. *wahyV '(to be) weak' > IE: [1] NaIE *wa2y-/*w´y-/*wï-
'(be) weak' > OI ≤va2yati 'vanishes, becomes exhausted, is
extinguished', Av fra2vayo2it À 'es möge erlöschen' »» Lt vo!jus adj .
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'suffering, weak, ill', Ltv va!js7 (f. va!ja) 'weak, feeble, lean' »» ? W
gwael  'poor, ill, base, vile', gwaelu 'to sicken' »» ?? ON vI1l 'misery,
need', AS wïl {Vr.} 'Bedrängnis, Kümmernis', {P} 'Bedrängnis, Not '
(absent in Ho. and Sw.) ¶ WP I 213-4, P 1111, M K III 189-9O, M E II 5 3 8 ,
Frn. 1272, YGM-1 252, Vr. 663-4  [2] NaIE *wei\(´)-/*wï-, +exts.:
*wït- (< *wi-Ót-), *wei\-s '(make) wither' (× N *wiz7777V 'gray, [?]
withered', q.v. × N *wan1111V 'squeeze, press', [‘ 'weaken sth.'], q.v.) >
NaIE *wei\(´)-/*wï-, +exts.: wït- (< wi-Ót-), *wei\-s '(make) wither,
weaken' > L vie2sc-o2-/-e"re 'fade, wither, shrink', vie2tus 'wi thered,
shrunken' »» OIr [g] feugud  'marcor' ÿ  OIr {LP, P} *feo 'withered', W
gwyw id., 'feeble' (both from NaIE *wï-wo- or *wis-wo-), W
gwywo 'to wither, to fade' »» OHG we4sane2n v. 'wither', MHG
wesel 'schwach, matt', NE ∆ weasel, weazen 'thin, lean', ON
vesall  'poor, miserable'; ON visinn 'withered', prtc. of *wisan; Ï
Gmc *wis-n-o2n ≠ -e2n > ON visna, NNr visna, Sw vissna, D n
visne, AS wisnian 'to dry up, to wither' »» Lt vy1sti (p. vy1tau),
Ltv vI2st 'to fade, to wither, to droop', Lt vy!tinti (/ pa-vaitinu~),
Ltv vI2tina2 ^t 'to make [sth.] fade', Ltv viete2t, vI2te2t id. ¶ WP I 2 2 7 -
8, P 1123, WH II 787-8, LP § 95.3, YGM-1 277, Vr. 657, 668,  Hlq. 1 3 5 9 -
6O, Ho. 39, Kb. 1184, OsS 1131, Frn. 1265 || HS: S *°√why > Ar
√why G  (ip. -whay-) {Hv.} 'be weak, frail', 'be rent' (clothes), ' b r e a k
asunder' (skin, rope), {BK} 'être faible\débile; être crevé\déchiré; s e
détraquer, se déranger, tomber en morceaux' ¶ BK II 1618-9, Hv. 8 9 9
|| A: Tg *°b{a}y- > Ewk KO ba4yay- 'scanty (skudnyj)' ¶ STM I 79.
2557. *woy[?]e6666 ¬ *wo[?]ye 6666 'be strong, be able\capable' > HS: S
*°√w?y  > Ar wa?y- 'strong beast', √w?y  G  (pf. îàvawa?a2, 3m ip. î`iYa
ya-?ï, n. act. wa?y-) 'promise, threaten' ¶ BK II 1474, Hv. 846 || IE
*wei\Ó- > NaIE *wei\´- / *wï- 'strength, force' > OI ≤vayas 'energy,
strenghth, power' »» Gk }iß (with a long i2) 'strength, force', [Hs.] gi1ß :
]iscy1ß 'strenghth (of body)' (gi1ß = *w i2ß), Gk ‘i-fi 'strongly' ( 'wi th
strength') (*wï + *b≈i-, pc. of instr.) »» L v°-s (accus. vim) ' fo rce ,
strength, power' ¶ ≈ P 1123-4, M K III 147-8, F I 735-6, WH II 8OO-1, EI
2O9 and 548 (*≤wei\Ós 'vital force' ÿ *wei\Ó- 'be strong') ¶ The NaIE
√  may have contaminated with homonymous *wei\(´)-roots (< N
*æwayV 'want, wish, strive for' and N *Xawi[?V]  'drive, chase ,
pursue') || U: FU *woye 'be able, (?) be strong' > F voi-, Es vo%i- ' b e
able', F voi-ma , Es vo%im 'power, might' » ? Z † ojo≥s oy-‰s ' s t reng th '
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»» OHg >XIV vI1-, Hg vI1v- v. 'fight, struggle with' ¶ UEW 579, LG 2O4, SK
18O5-6, EWU 1648 || A: NaT *u2- or *u[:]y- > OT {Cl., Rs.} u2- 'be able,
capable' ı OT, OOsm u-˝a2n 'allmighty, God', Osm {Rl.} ˆ'9yv" oy˝an
id. (?) [{Rl.} 'allgegenwärtig', an epitheton of God], XwT XIII, MQp ∆ XIII
u˝a2n, Chg XV u˝an 'God' ¶ NaT *u[:]- is not a reg. representative of N
*wo- ; the problem is still to be investigated ¶ Rs. LTS 193, Rs. MIFTS
167, Rl. I 97O-1, Cl. 2 ||| This pN word may be the source of a m a r k e r
of passivity\intransitivity in descendant lgs.: HS *wV- ≠ *-u[:]- > Eg -w,
verbal suffix of the passive form ¶ Ed. 261-9  S: [1] *w- as t h e
additional first radical of verbs of state and quality: *√w+yt'b 'be g o o d '
(> BHb, BA, JA √yt'b) - cp. *t'a2b- 'good' (> BHb t'o2b3 id., etc.); [2] *-u- ≠
*-u2- as an apophonic prefix\infix of ps.: CS *y-u-12a3- 3m ps. of the G -
stem (> Ar y-u-qtal-u 'he is\will be killed'), *y-u-s7a-12a3- 3m ps. of t h e
caus. Sh-stem (> BHb Ml2S6i! y-O-s7lam 'it will be comple ted \ res t i tu ted ' ,
Ar y-u-slam-u 'he will be kept safe'), pS ps. verbal adj. of the D -stem
*1u22V3- (> Ak adj. 1u22u3, Ar 3m pf. 1u22i3a, BHb 3m pf .
1u2≤2a3), pS ps. verbal adj. of the causative Sh-stem *s73u12V3- (> Ak
adj. s7u12u3, BHb 3m pf. hO1≤2a3, Ar 3m pf. ?u12i3a), BHb ps. adj. o f
the G -stem 1a2≤2u23 (sa2≤g£u2r 'closed') ¶ Ptrc. IF IV 6O2ff., KB 354-6, 39O-
1, BL H 378  pB {Pr.} *tiwi- / *-ttiwi- (> Tw tw-/ttw-, NrB ttw-),
px. of the ps. verb stems (<  combination of the HS reflexive px. *t- a n d
the passive *w-): imv. *tiwi-kraz / 3m pf. *yittiwikraz > Tw imv.
tw´kra4Æh / 3m pf. ittwa4Ækra4Æh 'être acquis' ¶ Pr. M VI-VII 56, 63, as well
as 88-267 (on the ps. forms of different conjugations), Cadi 45-72  ?
EC: Sml -ow-, sx. of verbs of state and quality (denom. inchoative
verbs): ÷oll-ow- 'become hostile' ÿ ÷ol 'enemy', ÷add-ow- ' b e c o m e
white' ÿ ÷ad 'white', Sml C {M.} duXow- 'become old' ÿ duX ' o l d
man', Af {Hw.} -o2we, derivational sx. of inchoative verbs (Ha2gidd-o2we
'become busy' ÿ  Ha2gid 'matter, affair') ¶ Mrn. SS 97, 267, ZMO 53-4 ,
7O, PH 245 ¶¶ Kln. PSK 26 || U: FU *-wV- (≠ *wVy-?), passivizing a n d
intransitivizing verbal sx.: F -u-/-y- (na4ky- 'be visible' ÿ na4ke- ' s ee ' ,
kaatu- 'fall, overturn' ÿ kaata- v. 'fell'), Es -u-/-i-
(passive\intransitive: kordu- 'repeat oneself, recur' ↔ korda- v t .
'repeat', su4tti- 'be kindled, catch fire' ↔ su4u4ta- vt. 'kindle') » Lp N
sx. -u-: gaw…dnu-  'be able to be found, exist' ÿ gawd…na6- 'find' » Er
-vo-: kadovo- kadovo- 'remain' ÿ kado- kado- 'leave, deser t - ,
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neåvo- neyavo- 'be seen' ÿ nee- neye- 'see' »» Vg N -we- / -we2-, sx.
of ps. verbal forms ({Rmb.} sub`ektno-passivnoe språqenie): wa2-
we-m 'he knows me' (lit. 'I am known [by him]'), Vg T {Ht.} wa4∏rïw´m ' I
am made' (momentaneous present) ↔ wa4∏r´m 'I make', wa4∏r´ws´m ' I
was made' ↔ wa4∏rs´m 'I made', Vg N wa2rwes´m 'I was made' ↔ wa2rs´m
'I made'; Os *-Vy- sx. of passive verb forms: Os V werluy¥m, Os Kz
wer¬ay´m 'I am made' ↔ Os V werl´m, Os Kz wer¬´m 'I make', Os V
wersuy¥m, Os Kz wersay´m 'I was made' ↔ Os V/Kz wers´m 'I m a d e '
 Sm: Ne T O {Lh.} -o(:) / -u$-(:), intransitivizing sx. (s1i;d!o2 vi. ' awake '
↔ s1i;d!e2 vt. 'wake'), Kms {Cs.} s7u4ddo4∏l!a4m vi. 'awake' ↔ s7u4ddirl!im v t .
'wake' ¶¶ The Os forms are likely to suggest the existence of a var iant
sx. *-wVy- ¶¶ Coll. CG 281, Lh. 38-43, Kul. P ∀ , Ht. POU ∀ , Rmb. 1 1 3 ,
119 || A: T {Rs.} *-u-/*-u4-, sx. of reflexive verbs and of denom. verbs o f
quality ('become\be X'): OT sa4s7-u4- 'losmachen' ÿ  sa4s7- 'lösen', OT bay-
u- 'become rich' ÿ  bay  'rich', ba4k-u4- 'fest sein' ÿ ba4k 'fest', MT qîz-u-
'be expensive' ÿ qîz 'expensive' ¶ Rs. RT ∀ , Cl. 384-5, Br. OTG 215 
Tg *-bu-, verbal sx. of passivity (and causativity): pTg *Nu2'n-bu4 ({∫Bz.}
*No4∏n-bu4-) 'be said, cause to say' > Nn {Bz.} umbu- 'be said' ÿ un- ' s ay '
(STM I 171) ¶ Bz. 122 || Gil: Gil A v-, Gil ES w- px. of the reciprocal
voice ¶¶ Pnf. II 62-3, Krn. NJ-79 313 ˚  Alternatively, the passivizing-
intransitivizing morphem of HS, U, A, and Gil may go back to s o m e
other N word (still to be reconstructed) ˚  Hardly here (⇔ IS) the K
causative sx. *-ev-, because the connection between causativity a n d
passivity is not close enough to justify the conjecture ˚  IS MS 3 6 4
(*woj{Ó}ÿ 'sila ': IE, T, BF), IS I 13 s.v. Passiv wÿ (A, U, ?K, HS), IS
MsN s.v. -u- ps. and intr., Gr. I 2O9-1O ("reflexive U/W" in U, A, Gil,
Ai).
2558. *wayÓV 'to descend; below' > HS: C: Bj {R} ≤wuha
'Niederung, Tiefe', wu≤ha2-y 'in der Tiefe; unter, unterhalb' ¶ R WBd
237 || U: FU *wayV 'sink, go to the bottom' > F vajoa- v. sink, fall,
descend', Es vaju- v. 'sink, subside' » pLp {Lr.} *vo2yO2- vi. 's ink'  > Lp: S
{Hs.} voaºjudh, L {LLO} vuodjo- id., N {N} vuoggjo- / -j- 'sink, go t o
the bottom', Kld {TI} o¢ayes7Gu¢Ät›t›e- inch. 'start sinking' » Er, Mk vaå-
vaja- v. 'sink (sinken, ertrinken)' » pPrm {LG} *vo$y-, ({∫LG} *vo$¿j-) vi. id .
> OPrm v‰j-, Yz vu$y- id., Z vo≥j- v‰j- 'sink, be stuck (in)', Vt vyj-
vÈj- 'sink, immerse' »» Vg: N {Mu.} uy- 'sink', Y/Ss {BV} uy-tt-, ML {Mu.}
uy-t- d. vt. 'submerge, drown' » ? Hg vejsze 'weir-basket, trap ( f o r
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fish), Senk-reuse' ¶ Coll. 122, UEW 551, It. #5O, Sm. 551 (FU *waºjaº-
'sink' > FP *vaja-, Ugr *woja-), Lr. #1426, Lgc. #8753, Hs. 1435, TI
1723, LG 66, Lt. J 1O3, BV 128, EWU 1615-6 || A: NaT *bay+Îî- v.
'disappear', 'set' (of the sun) (× N *maÙyV 'lose force, weaken,
disappear, be worn out'?) > Osm {Rl.} bayî- 'vergehen, proxodit∆ ,
is¢ezat∆ ', VTt/Qzq {Rl.} bay¥- 'set' (of heavenly bodies), Qrg {Jud.}
bayî- 'sink' (level of the water in a river\lake), 'stop giving milk' (of a
cow) ¶ Rl. IV 1468-9, Jud. 98; semantic infl. of T *bat- 'disappear, s e t
(of the sun)'  ?σ M *oyi > WrM oi-, HlM oj- v. 'fall down', ?σ 'be
rebound, ricochet', Brt oj- 'feel sick, have nausea', Ord o˘o4\- ' a t t r ape r
des maux de tête par suite d’une disposition' ¶ MED 6O4, Ms. O 5 1 5 ,
Chr. 352  ˚  Hardly here NaIE *we(:)-/*wo- {P} 'herab, weg von' (>  L
ve2-grandis 'small, diminutive' ↔ grandis 'big, large', ve2-sanus
'mad' ↔ sanus 'healthy', see  WP I 13-4, P 72-3, WH 74O-1), which
cannot be separated from *au\- 'herab'; actually, without identifying
*we2Æ- with *au\- the rec. of the meaning as 'herab' is not justified ˚  IS
MS 353 (U, T).
2559. *wa4444z7 777V 'little, young' > K *°waz7- >  G vaz7-i 'son; boy; young
man; man (male person)', vaz7- 'mannhaft sein', vez7o voc. 'Junge!' ¶
Chx. 363, 373, DCh. 5O1 || HS: B: SrSn a-wzwiz 'un tout petit peu' ¶
Rn. 285  ?σ S *°√wzy >  Ar îzAva waza(n) 'petit de taille et au c o r p s
ramassé' (×  √wzy [p. îzava waza2] 'être rassemblé, aggloméré sur u n
seul point') ¶ BK II 1532 || U: FV *wa4s7a4 'little, few' >  F va4ha4 ' l i ttle,
small, scanty; a little', va4ha4n 'a little', Es va4he, ∆  va4ha, va4ha4 ' l i t t le
(not much), few (not many)' » pMr {Ker.} va4z7a4 'small, younger' >  Er
veqava vez7ava 'younger brother’s wife', veqas∆ke v1ez7as1k!e ' l i t t le
finger', veqens∆ v1ez7en1s1 'youngest (son, etc. in a family)', viwka
v1is7ka 'small, younger' (in set phrases: viwka kel∆ 'uvula' [ 'small
tongue'], viwka patå 'husband’s younger sister', viwka sur ' l i t t le
finger', etc.), viwkine v1is7k1in1e 'small, little', Mk våqå va4z7a4 ' ( n e w )
daughter-in-law' (name used during her wedding party) ¶ UEW 818-9 ,
Ker. II 187, ERV 118, 138, PI 61.
256O. *wiz7777V 'gray, (?) withered' > K *°wez7- >  G † vez7an-i {DCh.}
'dove-coloured, gray (sizyj , seryj , buryj )', {Chx.} 'schwefelgrau,
taubenfarbig', G Mt vez7ani 'getigert, gefleckt' ¶ Chx. 373, DCh. 5O5 ||
HS: B *√zwzw >  Ah h´wh´w v. 'be gray', ETwl {Nic.} n. ac t .
t´zawzawt 'being gray', Ty {ABs.} zawzaw, Gh {ABs.} z´wz´w ' ê t r e
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bleu(-clair)', Kb a-z´jzaw 'green, blue, gray; uncooked, unripe' ¶ Pr. H
71 [#43O], Fc. 624, Dl. 936-7 || IE (× N *wahyV '[be] weak' and N
*wan 1111V 'squeeze, press', [in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'make weak', q.v.): NaIE
*wei\(´)-/*wï-, +exts.: wït- (< wi-Ót-), *wei\-s '(make) wither,
weaken' > L vie2sc-o2-/-e"re 'fade, wither, shrink', vie2tus 'wi thered,
shrunken' »» OIr [g] feugud  'marcor' ÿ  OIr {LP, P} *feo 'withered', W
gwyw id., 'feeble' (both from NaIE *wï-wo- or *wis-wo-), W
gwywo 'to wither, to fade' »» OHG we4sane2n v. 'wither', MHG
wesel 'schwach, matt', NE ∆ weasel, weazen 'thin, lean', ON
vesall  'poor, miserable'; ON visinn 'withered', prtc. of *wisan; Ï
Gmc *wis-n-o2n ≠ -e2n > ON visna, NNr visna, Sw vissna, D n
visne, AS wisnian 'to dry up, to wither' »» Lt vy1sti (p. vy1tau),
Ltv vI2st 'to fade, to wither, to droop', Lt vy!tinti (/ pa-vaitinu~),
Ltv vI2tina2 ^t 'to make (sth.) fade', Ltv viete2t, vI2te2t id. ¶ WP I 2 2 7 -
8, P 1123, WH II 787-8, LP § 95.3, YGM-1 277, Vr. 657, 668,  Hlq. 1 3 5 9 -
6O, Ho. 39, Kb. 1184, OsS 1131, Frn. 1265.
2561. *w{Ë}z6666[É]K''''o ≠ *w{o}K''''Vz6666V '∈ a canine' > IE: NaIE *wl=kWo-s
'wolf' > OI ≤vr=ka-, Av v´hrka-, NPrs Grgu gorg id. »» Gk ly1koß id .
(× NaIE *lu(n)k8- < N *l ∏∏∏∏uk '''' {á} '∈ canine' [q.v.]) »» L lupus 'wolf' ( f r o m
Sbn or under the infl. of *wl=p- '≈ fox' < N ? *wVl!!!![V]P3333É ' fur-bearing
animal'?) »» Gmc *wulg-ï > ON ylgr 'she-wolf'  Gmc (×  NaIE *wl=p- < N
? *wVl!!!![V]P3333É '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) > Gt wulfs, ON ulfr, NNr, Dn, Sw ulv,
MDt wolf ≠wulf, Dt, OHG wolf, NHG Wolf, OSx, AS wulf 'wolf ' ,
NE wolf; Gmc *f is due to the merger with NaIE *wl=p- »» Lt vilﬁkas, Ltv
vi~lks, Pru wilkis 'wolf' » Sl *v¥lk¥ id. > OCS vl5k5 vlËkË, Blg
v`lk, SCr vu•k, Slv vo•lk, Cz, Slk vlk, P wilk, R volk, Uk vovk »»
Tc B walkwe id.  ?σ,φ AnIE: Lw walwa- 'lion', Ld walw-el(i)-
'pertaining to a lion' ¶¶ WP I 316-7, P 1178-9, EI 646-7 (*≤wl=kWo-s), M
K III 24O-1, M E II 57O-1, Horn 2O2-3, F II 143-4, WH I 836-7, Fs. 5 7 6 ,
Vr. 632-3, Ho. 41O, Kb. 1224, Frn. 1251-2, Glh. 688-9, BER I 2O5-6, Wn.
542, Mlc. CL 254 || HS: S ?? *°wa≤s6ak'- > Ar was7aq- 'lynx' (ı ClNPrs
œ$v vas7aq  id.ı Tk vas>ak, Az vas7a9 id.) ¶ Dz. II 8O8, Wehr 9 5 1 ,
Bel. DFA 389, Blb. 546, ≈ Dr. TM IV #1765 (Tk, Az, NPrs π ?) ¶ -q i n
ClNPrs suggests that the Prs word is a loan (most probably, from Ar) 
C *wVKVl-≠*wVlVK- 'jackal, lycaon' > Ag: Aw {R} wugeli 'jackal' »»
EC: HEC: Kmb {C} olokk-ic7c7o 'jackal', {Hd.} orok-ic7c7u 'wolf', Hd {PB}
orok-ic7c7o 'Lycaon pictus' (Hd -r- is the reg. reflex of pHEC *-l-); ? Arr
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{Hw.} wola!te id. ¶ AD SF 189-9O, Hd. 169-7O, 335, Hw. A 399  Ch:
Mofu {Brr. in ChC}, MfG {Brr.} wa!ga~la!k 'jackal (Canis aureus)' ¶ ChC,
Brr. MG II 253 ¶ Dz. II 8O8, Wehr 951, Bel. DFA 389, Blb. 546, ≈ Dr. TM
IV #1765 (Tk, Az, NPrs π ?) ¶ -q in ClNPrs suggests that the Prs word is
a loan (most probably, from Ar) ¶ The S root is highly qu. because t h e
hypothesis of the foreign origin of the Ar word cannot be rulled out ||
U: FU (in ObU only) *°”w’oks6VrV 'fox' (× N ? *{9}oK''''Vs6666 ++++c 6 666V(-ÂV) '∈ a
canine') >  pObU *wa"ks7a2r >  pOs *wa"ksar ({∫Hl.} *wÈÆksar) 'fox' >  Os: Y
wa"qsar, Nz/Kz wo"Xsar, D/K wa"Xsa$r, O o"Xsa$r; pVg *O"ks7ar id. >  Vg: T
oks7a2r, LK/MK oxs´r, P/ML oxs7´r, Ss oxsar ¶ Ht. #679 || ?φ A: T *u4[:]l!Ék
(× N ? *wVl!!!![V]P3333É 'fur-bearing animal') >  MT [IM] u4s7a4k, Osm {Rl.}
˚$v" u4s7a4k, Tk u4s>ek 'lynx' ¶ Rl. I 19O4, Pek. 3184-5, Shch. Zh 141, TL
159  ?? Tg: Ewk ul‰ 'wolf' ¶ STM II 264  ¶¶ Cf. DQA #2512 (A *u2!l!pe
'fur-bearing animal' ["ground game"]) that belongs to N ? *wVl!!!![V]P3333É
'⇑ ' ˚ FU *s6 (< *z6 in a cluster *-kz6- > *-ks6-), Ar s7 (<  S *s6), IE, C, Ch, M
*l , and T *l! (secondary palatalization) suggest a pN *z 6666.
2562. *wiH[V]ZV 'spring (fons); to flow' > HS: S *°√wHz+Î, *-
wHaz+Î- v. 'flow' >  Gz √wHz G  (pf. w´Hza, js. yaHaz) 'flow' (of a
stream, water), Tgy, Tgr √wHz G  id. ¶ L G 61O-1 || K: GZ *weZ`-
'spring (fons)' >  G veZa id., Mg menZ7 id. (m- < *w- due to as. to t h e
following n) ¶ K DE 361-2, K2 53 (*weZ`- 'mineral spring'), FS K 125, FS
E 134-5, Ghl. 225 || IE: NaIE *wei\s- v. 'flow' ({P} 'zerfließen, fließen')  >
Vd {Grs.} vis5- 'sich ergießen, fließen'  Ï NaIE *wiso- ' l iquid'  (‘
'poison') >  L v°rus 'liquid, poison' »» OI vi≤s5am, Av vis7-, Phl vis7,
KhS bœa4ta- 'poison' »» Gk ]io1ß (with i2-) id. »»  pTc {Ad.} *wa4se- > Tc: A
wa4s, B was id. »»  OIr fI1 id., W † {SB} gwy 'Flüssigkeit, Fluß', W † {SB,
YGM} gwyar 'blood' (< *wei\saro-) »» ON veisa 'swamp', OFrs wa2se
'mud', OHG wisa, NHG Wiese 'meadow', AS wa2se 'mud, swampy
country', NE ooze n. ¶ P 1134, M K III 223, 227-8, M E II 563-4, Bai.
282, WH II 8OO, Vr. 652, Ho. 38, Kb. 1213, OsS 117O, ≠  KM 858 (NHG
÷ ON veisa  'Schlamm'), F I 73O, SB 265-6, YGM-1 273, Ad. 584, EI 4 3 9
(*≤wis-s ≠ *wïs 'poison') || U: FU *°wi[:]sV '(swift) current; to flow' >
pPrm *viz > Prmk viz {Wc.} 'Strom, stromende Stelle im Wasser';Ï
Prm *viza6l 'rapid(s), current' > Z vizuv vizuv 'stream, rapid(s)', Vt
vizyl vizÈl 'streqen∆ , rapid(s), swift current' ¶ LG 56, Wc. SW 337.
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2563. *ÙebZ 7777V 'breast' > HS: CS *Ha≤Îay- (≠ *°≤HaÎ[a]y-) id. >  Hb ez#h1
Ha2≤zE2 id., BA hâ≤d3e2* id. (ie5&de9 Hâ≤d3-o2hï 'her breasts' du./pl.), Sr '∆od≈a
Óad3≤y-a 2, SmA idh Ódy, MNA {OJ} Hazyo, JA [Trg.], JEA ai!d6h2 Óad3≤ya2,
Md hadia  'breast, chest', Ar vU30Ha HaÎw-un , îU30Hi HiÎy-un n. 'vis-à-vis',
ŸU"3aHi HiÎa2?- 'opposite to (gegenüber)', {BK} 'celui qui fait un vis-à-vis'
¶ KB 289, 17O4-5, KBR 3O1, Tal 248, Js. 426, JPS 127, Lv. T I 24O, Sl.
432, OJ M 177, BK I 399, Hv. 116, Dh. 1O5, MiK I #1.112  C: HEC {Hd.}
*aZo 'milk', {L} *az- n. 'milk' >  Brj ≤ad-a, Sd, Hd ado, Kmb azu-t id.; ? Ya
at-a5 id. ¶ L Z 12O, Hd. 99, Ss. B 23 || U: FU *eÎe 'front' >  F esi (gen .
eden ), Es esi  'fore, forepart, forefront', F edella4  'before, in front o f ' ,
Es edasi 'foreward' »» ObU {Ht.} *yïl 'front' (with a prosthetic *y-) >
pVg yïl > Vg: T, LK il, P il ≠ il!, Ss e2la 'forward', LK e2lt, P ye2lt, UL e2lit
'in front, before'; pOs {Ht.} *yil > Os: V/Vy >  V/Vy il, Vrt i¬´, Ty i¬, D
it, Nz yet, Kz ye¬ adj. 'front (vorder)', V/Vy il´n, Vrt i¬´n, Nz yet´n, Kz
ye¬´n 'in front' » Hg elo¡ 'fore', elo¡tt 'before' ¶ UEW 71-2, Coll. CG
411, SSA I 1O8, Ht #187, Trj. S 52-4 || ?φ  D *etV, *etVrÀV ' b reas t ,
chest' >  Kt ed  'trunk from chest to navel', ed ma;r 'chest of body' (ma;r
'chest'), Kn ede, edde, erde 'chest, breast' (-rd- <  *-tVrÀ-?), Tu ede
'heart, chest, bosom', Tl eda 'heart, breast', ed5a%da, ed5d5a id., Prj
edram, edrom, Knd edurÀam 'chest' ¶¶ D #827 || A: M *ebc>i-Gu4n ' b reas t ,
chest, sternum' > MM [HI] ebc7e√u4n 'breast' ({Ms., Lew.} 'poitrine'), [S]
{H} ebce√u(n) 'Brust', WrM ebcigu4(n), HlM øv¢¥¥(n) ' s t e rnum,
chest', Kl øvc¥n o4wcu4n 'sternum', Ord o4bòc7æu2, Shrn is7c7u, Mnr H {SM}
s1Z1òi\u2 'poitrine, poitrail' ¶ MED 628, H 4O-1, H SMG I 28, KRS 4O9-1O,
KW 3O3, SM 492, Ms. H 51, Lew. II 12 ˚  In HS, FU, and D the N c lus ter
*-bZ7777- was simplified with loss of the reflex of *b . If the D √  belongs
here, N *Z7777 yielded D *t ˚ ≠ Gr. II #171 (*eti 'front') (U + err. IE, M +
unc. Gil, CK).
2564. € *XËc1111 ' '''V 'to peel, to bark, to scrape off (hair, etc.)' >  HS: S
*°√Hc'c' > Ar √Hsœsœ G  (pf. çWha Hasœsœa) v. 'shave (the hair)' ¶ Fr. I 3 8 6 ,
Hv. 126 || K: (K or GZ?) *Xwec'-/*Xwc'- v. {K2} 'peel' >  OG Xwec'- v.
'bark (a tree), peel, scrape, hew', G Xvec'- v. 'plane (wood), s c rape
(strogat∆ , skoblit∆)', Mg, Lz Xoc'- v. 'peel', ? Sv na-Xwc'i ≠ na-Xc'wi
'thin' (prtc. with the px. na-) ¶¶ K 259, K DE 359, K2 329, FS K 4 8 5 ,
Abul. 329, DCh. 1744.
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2565. *X++++qu4444[y]dV 'to separate' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to divide;
part') >  K : MG, G Xvedr-i  'part, share, plot of arable land' ¶ DCh. 1 7 4 3 ,
Chx. 2348 || IE *[Ó]wei\d≈-/*[Ó]wid≈- >  NaIE *wei\d≈-/*wid≈- v.
'separate, divide' >  OI vidh- 'be destitute/bereft of, lack, want', nir-
viddha- 'separated from each other, isolated', vi≤dhu- ' lonely,
solitary', vidhu≤ra- 'bereft, bereaved (of a loved person), a lone,
solitary', ? ≤vidha2- 'distribute' »» L d. di-vid-o2 / -e"re v. ' separa te ,
divide', Um UEF 'partes' accus. pl. (<  *wei\f-f), vetu 'dividito' (<
*wei\f[e]tod)  Ï  IE *[Ó]wid≈ewo-s 'separated' > L viduus 'deprived,
bereaved, destitute', W gweddw 'widower', Gk ]h(W)i1†eoß ' unmar r i ed
youth'; Ï IE *[Ó]wid≈ew-a2 'widow' >  OI vi≤dhava2, Av viÎava2 id.,
NPrs ‰vYb bïve (< ClNPrs be2va) 'widow(er)' »» L vidua 'widow;
divorced \ unmarried woman' »» OIr fedb , Crn guedeu  'widow'  »» pAl
{O} *widewa2 > Al ve id. »» Gt widuwo2, OSx widowa, OHG
wituwa, NHG Witwe, ∆ Wi(t)tib, AS widewe id., NE widow »»
Pru widdewu 'widow' » Sl *vÁdo≤va id. > OCS v5dova vËdova, SCr
udo~va, Slv vdo•va, Cz, Slk vdova, P wdowa, R vdo≤va, U k
udo≤va, Blg d. vdo≤vica id.  EI 642 (Huld) quotes Ht SALu(i)dati-
'widow', which is not confirmed by Ts. W and other available sources; if
Huld’s perplexing interpretation of SALu(i)dati- (with unexpected
lack of h-) is valid, the derivational origin of the IE word for 'widow'
(or only of the Ht word) is to be reconsidered  Ï NaIE *°woi\d≈-son-
> Gmc *wai\san- 'orphan' > OFrs we2sa, OHG weiso > NHG Waise ¶ ¶
P 1127-8, Dv. #617, ≈ EI 16O and 642 (*wi-d≈h⁄- 'put asunder' Ï
*wid≈h⁄ewehÅ- 'widow'), WH I 359 and II 785-6, Bc. G 351, Pln. 762-3 ,
≠ M K III 21O-1 and M E II 556 (OI vidh- <  vi-dh-a, vi-≤dha1-), Brtl.
1443, F I 625-6, O 497, Fs. 562, Ho. 393, Ho. S 87, Kb. 1163, 1 2 1 8 ,
Schz. 327, KM 865, En. 273, Glh. 65O, Vs. I 281-2 || A: NaT *u4Îu4r- >
OT u4Îu4r- v. 'choose (one of several); part, separate', Xk u4zu4r- v .
'choose (one of several)' ¶ Cl. 67-8, BIG 254.
2566. (€?) *{X}u6666d[V?]V 'get (somewhere), reach (some place), c lash
(with sth.)' >  K *Xwed-/*Xwd- 'meet, come across, hit (the goal); b e
found' >  OG Xwd-/Xwed- 'meet (begegnen)' (da s7eXudes magas ...
'[they] befall him'), G {DCh.} Xvdoma ≠ Xdoma 'come across, pass by ' ,
{K2} 'meet, be found' , G {Chx.} Xvedr-/Xvd- 'meet (treffen), hit', G G/I
Xvden-/Xvdin- 'meet (unwillingly), come across', Mg, Lz Xvad- ' m e e t
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(treffen)', Sv {K} Xwïd- ({K): < *Xwi\-+ed) 'meet (begegnen, t re f fen) '
¶¶ K 258, K2 328, FS K 484-5, FS E 549-5O, Chx. 2346, DCh. 1728-9 ||
HS: pre-B ** √Ówt' >  B *√Ówdœ >  Ah awdœ 'parvenir à', Gd aw´dœ
'rejoindre, arriver à', Kb aw´Îœ« / y´BBW´Îœ 'atteindre, parvenir', BMn
awÎ  'arriver' ¶ Fc. 1461, Lf. II #165O, Dl. 851-2  ? S: Ar √Hd? G  ' he lp
so. against, rescue so, from (tyranny)', Ar √Hd? G  + ?ila 'seek a refuge
towards, se refugier auprès de qn.' ¶ Hv. 114, BK I 389 ||  ?σ D *utßtß- ' b e
trapped \ caught in a trap' >  Gdb utßtß id., Gnd urra2na2 'be jemmed in a
trap' (of fish) ¶¶ D #598 ˚  The N glottal stop *?  survives in S a n d
indirectly in B (*d? > *t' > *dœ).
2567. € *ÙagV 'dry, hard' > HS: S: Ar ?aHag7g7- 'dur' (crâne) ¶ BK I
379, Fr. I 344 ('durum [caput]')   C *√Hgg > EC *Hgeg-/*Hgog- ({Ss.}
*(h)geg-/*(h)gog-) vt. 'dry' > Sa -oHgog- 'be dry', pOr {Bl.} gog > Or gog-
, Kns kok- 'dry', Arr gog- vi. 'dry', go~ga!- adj. 'dry', Dsn gogu adj. ' h a r d ,
dry', go!gob- 'be hard\dry', Elm g°og°-i!d'a 'dry '  »» Ag: Bl {R} haºgWag-
'vertrocknen, verdorren', Km, Aw kag- 'dry' (k- < *hg?) ¶ AD SF 2 5 6 ,
Ap. 12, To. DL 5OO, Blz. CL 177, ≈ LmS 365  || A: M *°a9- v. 'dry ( u p ) '
(unless it is *Fa9-) > WrM a9-, HlM ag-ax  'dry, dry up' ¶ MED 12.
2568. € *Ùa{?u4444}gá 'to lack, to want' >  HS: SES *√Hwg (= *-Hu2g-?) >
Mh, Hrs, Jb √Hwg  v. (d. stems): Mh pf. Ha2tu2g / sbjn. y‰Ht‰wo2g, Hrs pf .
Ha2to2g / sbjn. y´⁄Ht‰wo2g v. 'need', Mh pf. ≤Hatw‰g, Jb E pf. ≤Hat≤Eg, Jb C
pf. ≤HO≤tEg (sbjn. y‰H≤tOg) v. 'need', Hrs Ha2g´h (pl. H‰ga2t) n. ' need ,
thing', Mh ≤ho2g‰t (pl. h‰wo2y´g), Jb E HOgt, Jb C ≤HO!g‰t (pl. ≤Heg) n .
'need, thing, something' ¶ Jo. M 193, Jo. J 12O, Jo. H 63  Eg MK ÓZy
({EG} h5d3j, {Fk.} h5d3ì) vt. 'injure, destroy, annul', vi. 'fail' ¶ EG III 212-3 ,
Fk. 182  C: HEC {Hd.} *ho2g- >  Kmb, Sd ho2g- v. 'lose, miss, lack' ¶ Hd.
322, 372 || IE: NaIE *a2[i\ ]g8≈-/*´g8≈-/*ïg8≈- '(be) needy' >  Gk [Theo.]
a∞ch6n 'poor, needy (arm, dürftig)', Gk ∆  [Hs.] ]hch6neß : kenoi1, ptvcoi1
'those without property, beggars', ktean-h 1chß  : pe1nhß 'poor', Gk i∞cana1v
'I long for' »» Av a2z7i-s7 'eager desire (Begierde)', NPrs zÀå2z id., Av a2z7a-
s7 'Streben, Eifer', izyati 'endeavours to obtain, longs for', iŒz7a2
'Streben, Eifer', OI °ha2 'request, desire', °hate2 v. 'endeavour t o
obtain; long for', e2≤ha-h5 'desirous, wishing' ¶ WP I 49-5O (IE *a2g8˙-), ≈
P 14-5 (err.: ÷ Tc A a2ka2l, B aka2lk 'wish', which are of MIrn origin, s e e
Ad. 2), M K I 97, 13O, F I 2OO, Vl. I 29 || AdS  of A: NaT *a4g-su4-
'be(come) defective, deficient, lacking' (< N *h++++Ù{a 4444}ka 'to need, t o
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lack', q.v.) > OT a4gsu4- ({Cl.} egsu4-), OT (BrSc) {Gb.} a4gso4-, ET o4gsu4-,
Chg o4ksu4-, OOsm eksi-, Tk ∆ eGsi-, eysi-, Qrg, Ln eksu4-, Tkm eGiT- ¶ Cl.
117, ET Gl 257-8, DTS 168, Rl. I 687, 1188.
2569. € *ÙágVrV 'gird, tie around, surround' >  HS: S *√Hgr  v.
'gird; prevent from walking\approaching' >  BHb √Hgr G  vt. 'gird', vi.
'gird oneself', &r7gh9 Hâg#o2≤r-o2 'his girdle', er!&gh9 Hâg#o2≤ra2 'girdle,
loincloth', Ug √Ógr v. 'gird', Pun Ógr, Nbt Órg? '(protecting) wall,
enclosure', JPA √Hgr G  v. 'encircle, gird', Sr √Hgr G  v. 'halt, limp, b e
lame', Ar rjH√Hg7r v. G  {BK} 'empêcher qn. d’approcher, lui in terdi re
l’accès', {Hv.} 'prevent, hinder, withhold, restrain', v. D  'be su r rounded
by a halo' (the moon), rjuHu Hug7ur- 'chair qui antoure le sabot de l a
bête', Ar D maHg7ar 'abgegrenztes Weidegebiet', Sb Ógr 'reserve ( s th .
for exclusive use)', mÓgr 'land reserved (for so.’s exclusive use ) ' ,
OYmn {Slw.} mÓgr 'Plantage; bebautes, umfriedetes Landstück;
abgegrenztes Weideland', ? Ak ege2ru 'to twist, to perverse' ¶ KB 2 7 9 ,
KBR 29O-1, A #9O3, OLS 174, HJ 348, Js. 424, Br. 214, Ln. 516-8, BK I
38O-1, Hv. 111-2, Lb. 36O, BGMR 67, Slw. 67-8, Sd. 19O, CAD IV 4 1 - 2
 ? amb Ch: WCh: pAG {Stl.} *gWaÓar 'gird' >  Su {MtS} gwohar, Ang
{Flk.} gwar » pBT *ga2r- v. 'tie to, bind' >  Bl g%ar-, Ngm {ChL} ngar-, Pr
{ChL} ˝‰ri˝o~, ? Tng {J} ke3ri3 'tie, bind, imprison, fasten' ¶ Stl. ZCh 2 4 3
[#42], 246 [#4O], ChL, J T 98, AD ChSC 33 ¶ The WCh √  may b e
alternatively equated with Tg *gu3r[i]- 'tie under' (STM I 174) || A: NaT
*e+a4gir- vt. 'encircle, surround' >  OT {Cl.} a4gir- id., v. 'twist, spin', Tk
eg"ir-, Tkm eGir-, Uz jigir-, ET egi(r)-, Az a4yir-, Qzq iÆyiÆr-, Kr G, Qmq,
QrB, Nog, Qq, Qrg, Alt iyir-, Tv e2r- 'spin, twist (threads)' ('pråst∆,
su¢it∆ '); the meaning 'spin, twist' is probably due to coalescence with
a different √  ¶ Cl. 113, ≈  Rs. W 37, ET Gl 227-31  M *eGere-
'surround, rotate, revolve, twist' > MM [S] {H} e√ere-, WrO {Krg.} e2r-
'surround', WrM egere-, HlM ´´r´- 'rotate, whirl, twist, spin', Brt
´´r´-, Ord e2re- v. 'spin', Kl é´r- id., 'twist (zwirnen)', {Rm.} e2r- id.,
'drehen, im Kreis um etwas gehen' ¶ H 42, MED 299, Ms. O 242-3, Krg.
78, KRS 7O6, KW 131, Chr. 781  ?σ pKo {S} *´~⁄rî~ 'spool' > MKo ´~⁄rî~ id.,
NKo ´⁄lle 'reel, spool, bobbin' ¶ S QK #413, Nam 36O, MLC 1144 ¶ ¶
DQA #417 (A *egVrV  '[to] twist, [to] spin').  
257O. € *ÙakÉÇV 'shoulder (Achsel), armpit' >  IE: NaIE *aks- ¬
*ag8(e)s- (and\or *ok-?) 'shoulder, armpit' (× N *9otK''''V 'popliteal space
[back of the knee], armpit') >  Gmc: OHG {Kb.} uohhisa ≠ uochisa
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≠ uohasa 'shoulder (Achsel)', MHG uohse, u4ehse 'armpit'; with a
*-n-sx.: OHG uochsana 'shoulder (Achsel), armpit', AS o2xn ' a rmpi t ' ;
with a *-t-sx.: ON o1st, o1str 'throat-pit' ('Halsgrube'), Nr ∆  o2ste, AS
ocusta ≠ o2xta id., NE oxter 'armpit'; (NaIE *ag8s-el- ¬ *aks-el- > )
ON o<xl, AS eaxl, OHG ahs(a)la 'shoulder' > NHG Achsel »» L a2la (<
*aksla) 'armpit; wing'; L axilla  'armpit' (with a dim. sx. -illa); ı OIr
oxal 'armpit' »» Arm anu† anut≈ (<  *asnut≈) 'armpit' »» ?φ OIr
ochae 'hollow of the armpit' (suggests IE *°ok- without *-s-?) »» Av
as7ayaƒ  gen. du. 'of both shoulders (Achseln)' ¶ P 6, Dv. #243, ≈ EI 5 1 6
(*hÅek8s- 'shoulder[-join]; axle'; *hÅek8slehÅ- 'shoulder'), WH I 25, KM 6 ,
Vr. 421, 689, Ho. 87, 234, Kb. 11, 1117, OsS 7, 1O58, EWA I 114-6, Lx.
259, Vn. O  6, 36 ¶ On the connection between the meanings ' a rmp i t '
and 'shoulder' see  below. Connection with IE *ak8s- 'axis' (supposed b y
many scholars) is unc. for lack of sufficient semantic ties ¶ P 6, Dv.
#243, ≈ EI 516 (*hÅek8s- 'shoulder[-joint]; axle'; *hÅek8slehÅ- ' shoulder ' ) ,
WH I 25, KM 6, Vr. 421, 689, Ho. 87, 234, Kb. 11, 1117, OsS 7, 1O58,
EWA I 114-6, Lx. 259, Vn. O  6, 36 || HS: Eg: {EG} MK/NK Ócc.t
'shoulder (Schulter, Achsel), armpit', MK {Fk.} Ócc.t 'armpit', Ócc v.
'carry under the arm' ¶ EG III 2O4, Fk. 181  ?φ B *ÓayVt  >  Tmz t-ayt-t
(pl. t-uyat), Kb t3ay´cc (pl. t3uyat3) 'shoulder', Izd tayt (pl. tuyat)
'armpit' ¶ Valid if N *-kÉÇ-  may yield B *-yVt-  ¶ Dl. 923, MT 786, Mrc.
16, 42O  Ch: ?? Ke {Eb.} ko!si 'shoulder' ˚  The connection be tween
the meanings 'armpit' and 'shoulder' (at both the pIE and the pN levels)
is not clear (semantic change [and if so, in which direction?] o r
secondary semantic association between originally unrelated stems?).
2571. *ÙakÉÂV 'plain' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'field') >  IE *ée+ag8ro-
> NaIE *ag8ro-s 'field, field in cultivation' > OI ≤ajra-h5 'field, plain' »» Gk
]agro1ß 'field', Gk Hm ]agro1ß 'farm' »» L ager 'land in cultivation, a field' ,
Um AGER 'ager'; L ı Izn ig´r 'terrain' »» Gt akrs, OSx akkar, OHG
ackar± ac(c)har, NHG Acker, AS Acer 'field (in cultivation)', NE
acre »» ? Arm art aRt 'field' ¶ ≈  P 6, EI 2OO (*hÅeg8ro-s ' f ield,
pasture'), ≈  M K I 23, ≈  M E I 52, ≈  WH 22 (• : *ag8ro- 'land “ ' p a s tu re '
ÿ  ag8- 'drive cattle'), Bc. G 327, F I 16, Mn. 5, Schz. 83, Ho. 8, Ho. S 2 ,
Kb. 13, EWA I 4O-2, KM 6-7, Slt. 132 || HS: CS *√Hkr 'field i n
cultivation' >  Sr {Br.} æ®wk≈ Ókwr' (= *Óaku2ra 2?) (not att. with
vocalization signs) 'ager', Ar {Ln.} ÉravKu'ha Ha2ku2r-at- 'a piece of l and
retained and enclosed by its proprietor for sowing and planting t rees ' ,
MHb, JPA √Hkr G  v. 'lease, rent (a field, a plot of land)', JEA √Hkr G
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'contract agricultural land as a tenant'; S ı  Sum akar 'field' ¶ Js. 4 3 ,
Sl. 46O, Sl. P 2O1, Br. 231, Ln. 616, Lv. II 49-5O || A: M *eGerme
(unless with *F-) 'open plain' >  WrM egerme, HlM ´´r´m ' o p e n
plain, desert, steppe', WrO ekerme tala 'wasteland, barren plain '
(tala 'plain'), Kl {Rm.} e2rm= ≠ e2rm´ in: e2rm= ca˝a2n ta2la 'leere, weite
Wüste' (ca˝a2n 'white') ¶ MED 299, Krg. 76, KW 131 ˚  The sound c o r r .
between S *k and IE *g suggests a common heritage rather t h a n
borrowing. Therefore the hyp. of IE *ag8ro-s as a loan from either Sum
akar 'field (in cultivation)' or from S needs revising (w ≈  AD IEH 2 3 )
˚  M *e-  from N *a  is due to regr. as. (infl. of N *É  of the next syll.).
2572. (€?) *Xako++++aÂV  '≈ top part, tip, extremity' >  IE *xag[W]r- >
NaIE *agro- 'top, point, summit, uppermost (oberstes)' >  OI ≤agram
'tip, summit, beginning', agri≤mah5 'the foremost', Av aGra- ' d e r
erste, oberste', aGr´m n. 'Anfang, das Oberste, Spitze' »» Ltv agrs
'early', agrums 'early hour, early morning'  Ht {Pv.} hekur ' r o ck -
sanctuary, acropolis' ¶¶ P 8-9, M K I 18, M E I 45, Brtl. 49, Kar. I 56-7 ,
Ts. E I 235-6, Pv. III 287-9 || HS: S *°√Hrk >  Ar {Ln.} Harkak-at-, p l .
Hara2kik- ≠ Hara2kïk- 'heads \ extremities of the two hips\haunches t h a t
are next the ground when one sits', Ha2rik- 'upper part of horse’s
withers', 'branches of the two shoulder-blades of a horse', 'place o f
growth of the lowest part of the mane, next to back upon which he w h o
mounts lays hold' ¶ Ln. 553 ¶ The mt. may be connected with the S
morphophonemic law ruling out roots with the sequence *H...k   B {Pr.}
*√ÓŒr >  Ah {Fc.} a"hŒ´r 'escarpement à pic formant le cou ronnemen t
(d’une montagne)' ¶ Fc. 1752, Pr. H #348 || ?σ,φ K: Sv hok'er ± wok'er
'the very bottom, end' (× N * {÷ }ok '''' i  'sharp point\edge', q.v. ffd.).
2573. *Xek''''V 'scrape, scratch' >  K *Xok'- v. 'scrape' >  MG [VTq.], G
Xok'- 'scrape, scratch', Mg Xok'- 'scrape, 'shave', Sv li-Xk'-´⁄n-e ' t o
scratch' ¶¶ But hardly here Mg, Lz Xak'-ar- 'scrape', that is likely t o
belong (acc. to K2) to K *pXek'-/*pXik'- 'scrape' ¶¶ K DE 367, K2 21O,
33O, Q 4O5, Chik. 332-3, Fn. KW-2 95 [#5O], DCh. 1751 ||  HS: S *√Hkk
v. 'scratch' >  MHb, JEA Kkh √Hkk G  'rub, scratch', Sr √Hkk G  id., Ar
√Hkk G  (pf. Hakka, ip. -Hkuku) {BK} 'gratter; frotter', {Hv.} 'rub (a t h . )
with, scrape off (gold) with', Gz √Hkk  G  v. 'itch, scratch, rub, sc rape ' ,
Tgr √Hkk G  'scratch, scrape, Tgy Hak3Ak3A, HankWAk3A pf. 'scratch', Jb C
{Jo.} √Hkk G  (pf. Hekk, sbjn. yHik) 'level off' ,  Sh  pf. aH≤kek 'p lane ,
level, smooth', Mh {Jo.} √Hkk G  (pf. H‰k) 'level off, scratch', Hrs {Jo.}
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√Hkk G  (pf. H‰k), Jb C pf. HOtkk 'scratch', Ak OB/LB eke2ku ' t o
scratch' ¶ Js. 462, Sl. 46O, Br. 23O, JPS 141, Fr. I 4O9, BK I 469, Hv.
135, L G 228, Jo. M 173-4, Jo. J 1O7, Jo. H 58, CAD IV 63-4, Sd. 1 9 3 ,
MiK I #2.23  C: EC *Hek'-/*Hok'- > Sa Hokuk-, Sml Hoq-, Bn ho?-, Gdl hek'-,
Arr he2k'- v. 'scratch', Rn {PG} o2X- 'scratch (an itchy place)', Or ho2k'-
'scratch (an itch)', Brj hok'o2k'- 'scratch oneself' (<  rdp. *Hok'Hok'-) »» Bj
{R} √hgWn (1s p. a-haº≤gu"n, prs. ahan≤gu"°n) v. 'scratch, itch' »» Dhl
{EEN} Hïk'- 'grind' ¶ Ss. PEC 48, 5O, Ss. B 99-1OO, PG 241, R WBd 113, AD
SEC 134 [#7.1O], AD SF 157, E PC #528 (pC *Hok'W-/*Hek'W-), Grg. 213-4 ,
Hw. A 366, EEN 27  ?φ  WCh: Ang {Flk.} gwak 'rub hard, polish, gr ind
corn' (if Tk. is right in postulating a reg. corr.: AG *g ÷ S *H) ¶ Flk. s.v.
gwak ¶¶ Tk. PAA 14 (Ang, Dhl, S) || D *ekk- v. 'scratch, card' >  Ml
ekkuka, Png ec>- v. 'card (cotton)', Kt ek-, Tf o4k- v. 'scratch (oneself ,
an itching limb)', Gnd eh-  v. 'weed' ¶¶ D #765 ˚  Blz. KM 115-6 [#9] (K,
S, Bj, EC).
2574. *{X}oK''''Ë (or *{X}oK''''i?) 'call out, speak (solemnly?);
incantations' >  IE: Ht huek-  'conjure, treat by incantation' ¶ As shown
in Pv. II 323-7, this NaIE verb is hardly connected with NaIE *wekW-
'speak' (see N *w{a}K ''''o  'call') ¶¶ EI 449 ||  HS: S *°√Hky+w  > Ar √Hky+w
G  {BK} 'rapporter, relater', {Hv.} 'relate (a fact)', Hika2yat- {Hv.}
'narrative', {BK} 'récit, histoire, relation; conte' ¶ BK I 472, Hv. 136 
Eg fP Ók¿ 'magic spell (Zauber), supernatural force; incantation' ( =
{Vc.} *Hik? > *Hïki?, verbal noun) > Cp Sd/B 2Ik hik 'magic'; Ï Eg: fP
Ók¿.w 'magician', MK {Fk.} Ók¿w 'magic, magic spells', Ók¿y
'magician' ¶ EG III 175-7, Fk. 179, AD WIL (pre-S *X...k >  S *H...k) || A:
T *hokî[:]- ≠ *hoku[:]- >  OT {Cl.} oqî∏- 'call out aloud, summon, recite' ‘
'read', Xlj ho¿qu- v. 'read, sing', Osm {Zn.} oqu- 'pronounce aloud, r ead ' ,
Tk oku-, Az oXu-, Tkm oqa-, Uz öqi-, CrTt, QrB, Qrg, ET, LN oqu-, Qzq,
Nog, Qq oqî-, LN uqu-, VTt, Bsh uq¥- 'read' ¶ Cl. 79, Rs. W 359-6O, DT
134, ET Gl 439-41 ¶ It may be tentatively suggested (as a possibility)
that N *X-  yields pT *h- (preserved in Xlj) (see  No. 2585 [N *ÙamV
'womb, vulva']). But, on the other hand, Xlj h- may be a language-
specific innovation (as in other roots) ˚  IE *we as a reflex of N *o  i s
explained by the rule 4 described in AD NGIE 17: N *-o⊥u  >  pre-IE⁄ *-u⊥u
(⊥  = any cns.) and later pre-IE⁄ *u > IE *we .
2575. € *Ù{o}yÉK''''V 'lap, lower front part of the belly' >  HS: WS
*Hayk'- 'lap, loin' > BHb qih4 Óe6k5 [He2k'], Ug (AkSc) {Hnr.} He2k'u 'lap', JA
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[Trg.] aq!ih4 Óe2k5-a2 {Js.} 'lap, bosom', {Lv.} 'Schoß', Ar Haqw- ≠ Hiqw-
'cette partie du corps qui est au bas des côtes; ceinture', Sb Ók5w-nhn
du. df., Ók5w-y du. cs. 'loins', Gz HakWe2 ≠ Hawk'e2 ≠ Hawk'We2 'hip, loin ' ,
Mh {SSL} ≤Ha2k'‰w 'taille' (π Ar?), Jb C {Jo.} Hak'≤Hek' 'hip(s), h ip-
bone(s)' ¶ SS *k'w  and k'W and Ar qw go back to the S nom. form (...k'-
u) ¶ KB 3OO, Hnr. 124, MiK I #113, Js. 46O, Lv. T I 255, BK I 469, L G
239, SSL LNPM 22O, Jo. J 1O8  ? WCh: Tng {J} agO, {ChL} ha˝o~, Krkr
{Lk.} ?a~ko!, {ChL} ?a~k‰!w 'stomach, belly' ¶ J T 65, ChL || A *o4ye+a4kæV > T
*o4ye+a 4k 'part of animal skin on the lower belly' >  Chg {PC} o4yek id., ' h a i r
under animal’s neck', Tv o4yek, Alt/Tlt {Rl.} o4yo4k 'belly (of animals) ,
belly part of animal’s hide', Shor/QK {Rl.}, Xk o4∏k 'belly part of animal’s
hide', Qrg o4∏k id., 'side of a horse', Chg {Rl.} 'Yv" o4ya4k 'Bauch- u n d
Halshaut des Eichhörnchens', VTt {Bu.} 'Yvù u4ya4k 'podbr√wnica '
(this R word is absent in modern standard R, but in the dialect of t h e
Volga-Kama region it means, acc. to Dal, 'a thong under horse’s belly a s
part of the harness', see  Dal III 162) ¶ ET Gl 515, Rs. W 369-7O, TL 1 4 6 ,
423, PC 86, Rl. I 1179, 121, Jud. 597, BIG 136, Bu. I 165  M {DQA}
*o4yekei\ 'lower part of animal’s belly' > WrM {Kow.} o4yeke 'bas-ventre ,
ventre, entrailles des animaux', {MED} o4yu4ke, HlM øex, øexij ' t h e
thin flesh of the belly; pit of the stomach' ¶ Kow. 553, MED 633 ¶¶ ≠
DQA #1545 (incl. T and M).
2576. € *ÙÅK''''ÅrV 'need, want, be hungry' >  HS: Eg fP Ók5r ' b e
hungry', Cpt Sd/B 2ko hko (qual. 2oker hoker), Cpt F 2Ika hika id.,
Eg fOK Ók5r 'a hungry man', Cpt Sd 2ike he2ke, Cpt B 2ikI he2ki
'poor' ¶ EG III 174-5, Fk. 178-9, Vc. 293  ?σ S *°√Hk'r >  Ar √Hqr (p f .
Haqira, ip. -Hqaru) 'be mean, deplicable, contemptible; have n o
weight\worth', 'devenir vil, méprisable, tomber dans l’abaissement' ( i f
from *'be poor' “ *'go hungry'); (pf. Haqara) 'être vil e t
méprisé\dédaigné; mépriser' ¶ Ln. 611, Fr. I 4O7, BK I 466-7, Hv. 134 
C: SC *√k'Wr 'hunger '  > Irq/Alg {MQK, E} qWari, Brn {E} qori, Kz {E}
k'uliko id. »» Dhl k'e!re id. ¶ E SC 28O, MQK 89, EEN 19, To. D 138  Ch:
Mpn {Frz.} k‰2 !r 'hunger' ¶ Frz. DM 31 ¶¶ Cal. #72 (S, Eg), Tk. I 211 a n d
Tk. SCC 91 [#21.4] (S, Eg, C, Ch) || D *akkarÀ- 'necessity, want' >  Ka
akkar3e, Tl akkar3a id., 'need', Tm akkar3ai\, akkarai\ ' concern ,
interest, need, necessity' ¶¶ D #21.
2577. *{X}alV  (or *H- ,*÷ 3333-) (*'forehead' ‘ ) 'front, edge' >  HS: S
*°√Hlm  (or **√÷lm) > Ak ellamu  'front' (in space or time)' ¶ CAD IV
1O1, Sd. 2O3  ? Eg P Ó¿.t or Ó¿y.t 'front part, face, forehead;
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beginning' (unless ¿ was followed by a vowel, sc. it was not from *l) >
Cpt: Sd/B 2I hi, Sd 2Ii hie2, e2i ehe2, A 2I hi, 2eI hei, e2I ehi,
e2IeI ehiei 'beginning, front part' ¶ EG III 19-24, Vc. 285, 314, Tk. I
3OO || ?φ  K: G Xling-i 'edge' (Chx.: Xlingi 'Kante, Rand', DCh.:
Xlingi≠ lingi 'kraj u doski') ¶ Chx. 2369, DCh. 65O, 1749 || U *alV
(?) >  FU {UEW} *alka  '(front\back) edge, beginning; to begin' >  F alka-,
Es alga- v. 'begin', F alku, Es alg (gen. alu) 'beginning' » pLp *alke2 v.
'begin' >  Lp S {Hs.} aalg´e-˜, Lp N {N} al…ge- -lg-, Lp L {LLO} al…ke2-, Lp
K a2ilke- ± ailke-, Lp Kld all∆k´ v. 'begin', Lp L {LLO} al…go -lg-, Lp L
al…ko2, Lp K a2lk±alk 'beginning, origin' »» pObU *a2l´˝ ≠ *a2l´N ≠ *a2˝´l
≠ *a2N´l 'beginning, end' {Ht.} >  pVg *a2G´l >  Vg: T awl, LK/UL owl,
MK/NV/SV o2l, P o2l / nom. pl. owl´t, LL o2l / aGlt, Ss O2wl id.; pOs *al´N >
Os: V/Vy/O al´N, Ty/Y aº¬´N, D/K ot´N, Nz Ot´N, Kz O¬´N id. ¶ UEW 6-7 ,
Coll. 71, Ht. #26, Lr. #46 (believes that Lp is a loan from F), Lgc. # 1 8 5 ,
Hs. 2O6, SaR 24  ? Sm {Jn.} *ol¥ 'summit, head' >  En {Cs.}: X oÒi?, B
ori? 'Gipfel, Höhe', X oÒo 'früher', oÒo?, B oro? 'vor'; Slq Tz {KKIH}
ol´ 'head', Kms {KD} uÒu ≠ ulu, Koyb {Sp.} ulu id. ¶ Jn. 29, Prk. SG 12O,
KKIH 142, KD 8O; Jn. (p.c.) does not connect Sm *ol¥ with FU *alka,
because the vocalism of the Sm stem does not match that of the FU
word || A  {SDM97} *a2la 'front side' > NaT *a2l 'front, forehead' >  OT al
(= *a2l) 'front, facing, prior position', Qmq, QrB, VTt, Bsh, Tb, SY, Tk ∆
al, Qrg al(d) 'front, front side', ET, Ln ayl id., Tkm a2l-a, QK, Qrg al-Ìa
'forward', Tkm ∆  al (= *a2l) 'forehead'; NaT *a2lîn 'forehead' >  OT alIn
(= *a2lîn), Tkm a2lî, Az, SY alîn id., Tk alIn 'forehead, front, face', Alt
alîn 'front', QK {B} alîn 'front side, space in front of', Xk, Tb {B} alîn
'front' adj., Tf, Tv Tj alîn  'face' ¶ Cl. 121, 147 (is not sure about OT al,
because in the texts it occurs only with a 3s ppa. in oblique cases [dat . ,
lat., abl.], which may be interpreted as cases of alIn; he suggests t h a t
a2l appeared later [in Chg, etc.] as reinterpretation of the oblique cases
of a2lîn), ET Gl 124-5, 146-7, TkR 43, Hüs. 15, B DLT 138, B DChT 1OO,
1O2, Jud. 48, Ra. 153  Tg: Ewk Nr {KD} a2lmI 'front part of t h e
garment'; ?? Tg *elmu (with a puzzling *e) 'front part of footgear '
('peredki ') >  Ul ‰lmi, Ork ‰lmu ≠ ‰lum, Nn ‰rmu, Neg ‰nmu, Orv
‰mmu ¶ KD KWV 26, STM II 454  pKo {S} *a~r-p 'front' >  MKo a~rp, NKo
ap˙ ap ¶ S QK #651, Nam 348, MLC 1O98  pJ {S} *a~ra~p-ar- v. ' a p p e a r '
> OJ a~ra~p-ar-a-, J: T/Kg araware!-, K a!ra1wa!re1- ¶ S QJ #589, Mr. 677 ¶ ¶
DQA #66 (A *a2 !la or *e2la 'front side': T, Ko) ˚ Cf. IS I 244 (*Óalÿ): U,
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A. If the K cognate (qu., because its final part is not clear) is valid, t h e
initial lr. of the N etymon must have been *X- (it is the only o n e
yielding K *X- and a S epiglottal cns.). If the K cognate is rejected, b u t
the Ak one is accepted, the N initial cns. could have been *H- , *÷- , *X- ,
or *Ì- .
2578. *XÅlV '(be\become) clean' >  IE *°x{a}l- >  Lw halali ' c l ean '
ı Ht halali id. ¶ Pv. III 13, Ts. W I 126, Lar. 38 || HS: S *√Hll ' b e
clean' >  Ak ele2lu 'become pure', ellu 'clean', JA [Trg.] √Hll D
'wash, rinse', JEA √Hll D  'wash', Sr √Hll D  'wash away, cleanse,
purify', Md √hll D  id., 'rinse, wash', ?σ Ug Óll {OLS} 'desacralization,
purification', ?σ BHb √Hll D 'entweihen', N 'entweiht werden '
('desacralize' “  'pirufy, clean'??)  ¶ Sd. 197-8, Js. 47O, Lv. T I 26O, Sl.
464-5, Br. 231, JPS 142, DM 148, KB 3O6-7, OLS 176  C: EC: Sml {DSI}
Hal- 'rinse, wash', Sml N {Abr.} Hal- 'wash' »» SC: Asa hilus- v. ' s t ra in ,
filter' ¶ DSI 622, Abr. S 116, E SC 335 (SC *hel- v. 'clean')  Eg OK
Ó¿.ty d. 'Bleicher, Wäscher' ¶ Hng. 5O1 ¶¶ Tk. SCC 96 [#26.6] (C, Eg,
S) || D *al- v. 'wash, clean' >  Kn ale v. 'wash', alambu, alumbu,
alabu, alubu v. 'rinse, wash', Tm alampu-, alai\cu- id., alacu- v.
'rinse', Ml alakkuka 'wash clothes by beating', Td asÀp- v. 'clean', Tu
alambuni 'to wash', Tl {Brown} alamu v. 'wash' ¶¶ D #246||  E: NEl
a-lik  'es wurde gesäubert (?)' ¶¶ HK 46.  
2579. *Xel Å  'dwell, live' >  HS: WS *-H{i}ll- v. 'stay, live
(somewhere), settle somewhere, encamp' >  Sb llh Óll v. 'encamp', Hr s
{Jo.} √Hl(l) v. 'stay, alight, live (at)', Mh {Jahn} √Hll G  ' s t ehen
bleiben, verweilen, wohnen', {Jo.} v. 'settle', Jb C/E {Jo.} √Hll G  id., Ar
√Hll G  (ip. -Hillu≠-Hullu) 'descendre dans un endroit, mettre pied à
terre, s’arrêter, faire halte', ps. ÒWHu Hulla 'être habité' (un lieu), ÒwhaMa
maHall- 'halte; endroit, lieu, place', maHallat- 'campement, hôtellerie,
quartier (de la ville)' (in Ar the verb was semantically influenced by t h e
verb √Hll 'dénouer, défaire [un nœud]', the ancient meaning ' hab i t e r '
being better preserved in the ps. Hulla 'was inhabited' and in der ived
nouns: Hulu2l- 'habitation, demeure', maHall-, maHallat-, etc.) ¶ BGMR
67, Jahn MS 191, Jo. M 176, Jo. H 58, Jo. J 1O8, Fr. I 412-4, BK I 4 7 2 - 5
|| K: GZ *Xl- v. 'dwell, stay (somewhere)' > Mg Xor-ua 'to set t le
(somewhere)' ('sich ansiedeln') ({K}: < *oXor-ua ÿ Mg oXor-
'dwelling'), G Xl-  v. 'be' (verbum existentiae, copula), 'be (in good, b a d ,
etc. condition)': ga-Xla-var(t)  'ich bin, ich bin’s', p'et're gaXlavart 'I a m
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Peter', gaXlavs, gaXlavt 'er\sie\es ist', 'es hat', 'ist vorhanden ' ,
(k'argad/cudad) gaXlavs 'befindet sich (gut\schlecht)'; Ï GZ *s3a-Xl=-
(= {∫K} *(s)a-xl=-) 'house' (nomen loci with the litteral meaning
'dwelling') >  OG, G saXl- 'house', Lz oXor- id., Mg oXor- 'dwelling,
abode; farmstead' ¶ Chx. 2365-6, Q 295-6, ≠ K 171-2, K2 176 (*s3a-Xl=-
ÿ *Xal-/*Xl- 'be among, near') || U *ela4- v. 'live, dwell' >  F ela4-, Es
ela- v. 'live (leben, wohnen)' » pLp {Lr.} *E2le2 id. > Lp: N {N} Allet id., S
jiel´e- 'live (leben)', L ielle2-, T yielle- 'live, visit' » Chr: H {Rm.} ´le-,
{Ep.} y≥la≥- ´la4- v. 'live', L ila- ila-, E ile- 'leben, wohnen' » pPrm *Ol-
id. > Z ol-≠ov-, Yz ol- id., Vt ul(y)- ul(ÈÆ)- v. 'live' »» Hg e1l- id., pObU
*ye"l- (= {Hl.} *je"l-, {Ht.} *ja4Æl-/*je"l-) > pVg *ya4Ælt- v. 'be healthy' >  Vg:
T yilt-, K/P/V ya4lt-, LL yelt-, UL/O yalt- id.; pOs *ye"lpa4˝l´- ({∫Hl.}
*yiÆlpa4˝l´-) v. 'resuscitate' >  Os: V ye"lwa4Gl´-, Kz yi¸¬pa¬´-, O yilpa$l´-
id.  Sm {Jn.} *[y]ila4, {Hl.} *[y]ile v. 'live' >  Ng n1ilÈd!e id.; En {Cs.}: a o r .
1s X iÒiro?, B jiredo? id.; Ne T {Ter.} ile(s∆), Ne O {Lh.} jïl!e2, Slq
Tz {KKIH} ilÈ- id.; Kms {KD} 1s prs. t!ilïl!Em 'wiederaufleben', d!ili
'lebendig', Mt {Hl.} *il´- 'live' (Mt: M/T {Mll.} ili!nde, K {Pl.} ilinde1,
{Mll.} illende 'vivus') ¶¶ Coll. 1O, UEW 73, SK 37-8, It. LC 184, Lr.
#226, Lgc. #856, N III 863-4, Hs. 78O, LG 2O3, Ep. 167, MRS 131, Ü 5 3 ,
294, Ht. #185, Hl. rHt 71, Jn. 27, Jn. UK #73, KKIH 11O, Hl. M #34O ||
A: M **ele- v. 'live, be healthy'Ï adj. *ele-Gu4r 'healthy',‘ 'sober' >
MM [MA] rv|yÆ ele√u4∏r ' hea l thy ' , ˚yLrv|YÆ ele√u4∏rlik 'health', [IM] rLuÆ
elu4∏r ' sober ' ,îB rvLÆ elu4∏r bï 'health', Brt elu4u4r elu$—r 'healthy, sober ' ,
ı: Yk a4lia4r≠ o4lu4¢o4r id., Ewk NB ‰l‰r 'sober'; mt. *eleGu4r >  *ereGu4l,
whence WrM eregu4l, HlM er¥¥l eru$—l, Kl eru4∏l 'healthy' ¶ Pp. MA 1 5 2 ,
437, STM II 45O, otherwise Klz. MJ 17 || AdS  of D *ill˛ 'dwelling,
house' (<  N *?il{Å} 'place to stay', q.v. ffd.) ˚ Cf. IS I 267-8 s.v. *?elÅ
'qit∆ '. IS adduces words from K, S, B, C, T, and M, which have n o
obvious semantic connections with the meaning 'live' and arouse m a n y
doubts (concerning both the meaning and phonology). In my opinion,
among the words adduced by IS there are reflexes of different N
sources: besides N *Xel Å  'dwell, live', there are words going back to N
*?elV 'clan, tribe' (q.v.), N *wo÷3333 ++++9lV 'stay, be' (q.v.), and possibly
other N words.
258O. *XelV 'fence, boundary, border; enclosure' >  HS: WS (or S)
*√Hwl ≠ *√Hyl v. 'surround' >  Ar Hawl- 'surrounding', Hiwala2?-,
Hula2?- 'seconde membrane qui sort de l’utérus à la parturition (chez les
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chamelles)', Sb Ówl (prep.) 'around', (n.) 'surrounding a t o m b
chamber'; S *Ha≤wil- (?) >  Hb He2l (spelled lih4 Óyl and lh4 Ól) ' o u t e r
rampart, outwork', Ug Ól 'fortaleza, baluarte; torre, finca, coto'; ?φ Ak
Xillu 'egg membrane' ¶ KB 299, KBR 312, BGMR 73, BDB #2426, OLS
175, BK I 519, Ln. 575-6, MiK I #1.13O  EC: Sml he2l ' space
surrounding a settlement' ¶ DSI 3O5, ZMO 187 || K *°X+qel- >  G Lch
Xel-i 'Grenzzeichen, Steinhaufen im Wald' ¶ Chx. 2332 || IE *xel-
'enclosure' >  Ht hali-  'pen, corral; lunar halo'  Gk Hm a>lvh1 ' garden ,
threshing-floor', Gk Cp alawo = a>lwv 'garden' ¶¶ Pv. III 26-28, Ts. E I
128-9, F I 82-3, Ch. 67-68 || D *ell-ay 'limit, border, boundary' >  T m
ellai, Ml ella, Td ely, Kn elle, Tl ella id. ¶¶ D #846, Zv. 72.
2581. *Ùili?V 'dirt, silt, soot' >  HS: WS *√Hl? v. 'rust', *H{i}li?at-
'rust' >  BHb ea1l6h3* HEl≤?a2* 'rust' (e`t1a1l6h3 HEl÷a2≤t3a2h 'her rust'), Sq {L}
Óal?e 'dirt', Mh {Jo.} H‰le2t 'rust', H‰lu2 v. 'become rusted', Jb E/C {Jo.}
≤Ha≤le v. 'rust' ¶ KB 3O2, KBR 315, L LS 174, Jo. M 179, Jo. J 11O || IE:
NaIE *ïl-, *ïlu- 'mud' ({P} 'Schlamm'), 'silt' > Gk i∞ly@ß, -y1oß 'mud, silt' »»
pSl *jÁl¥, *jÁlo, *jÁla 'silt, mud' >  OCS il5 ilË 'mud', R il 'silt', Blg
il, SCr ji Ÿla 'silt, slime', Cz ji1l, Slk i1l 'silt, clay', P iL 'loam, mud' ¶ P
499, Mn. 43O, F I 723, Tr. 1O3, ESSJ VIII 221-2, EI 371 (*ÓiÓlu- ' m u d ,
swamp') ||  A : T *il! ≠ *îl! 'soot, dirty smoke' >  OT îs7 'lamp-black, soo t ' ,
Tv îs7, Qb, Sg, Alt, Tlt, QK îs, Shor, Kü, Qrg îs7, Yk îs 'smoke'; possibly
with infl. of T *is  'soot' (< N *HÉ[y]s 2222Ë  'faeces, filth', q.v.) ¶ Cl. 254, Rl.
I 14O6, Nj. 164, ≈ ET Gl 38O (T π  M *isu4 'smoke', see N *HÉ[y]s 2222Ë) ||
D  (in SD) *ill- 'soot' >  Tm illat5ay 'soot adhering to the inner side o f
the roof', Kn illn5a id., Ml illara-kkari, illar›a-kkari 'grime, s o o t '
¶ D #498 ˚ T *-l!- < *-ly- < N *-l ∏∏∏∏i?-.
2582. (€?) *ÙaLbV (= *ÙalbV?) 'white' >  HS: WS *Ha≤lab- n. 'milk' >
BHb bl1h1 Ha2≤la2b3 id., MHb bl1h1 Óa2≤la2b3 id., 'white of egg' (Ï MHb
N&Bl6h3ÓEl≤bo2n 'white of egg'), Pun, Ug, IA Ólb, JA [Trg.] bl2h9 Óâ≤lab3 /
aB1l6h2 Óal≤ba2, JEA {Sl.} ab2l6h2 Óalb3a2, Sr {Br.} Óal[´]≤b3-a2, Ar ∫laHa
Halab- {Fr., BK} 'milk', Gz Halab 'sour milk'; d.: Ar Halïb- 'milk', Gz
Halïb, Tgr, Tgy Halib 'milk, curds', WS *√Hlb v. 'milk' > MHb, JA, Ar, Sr
√Hlb id.; WS (Aram?) ı Ak NA Xilpu 'milk' ¶ KB 3O2, KBR 315, HJ
372, OLS 176, Js. 464, Sl. 461, ≈ Lv. II 52 (JA bl2h9 Óâ≤lab3 / aB1l6h2
Óal≤ba2), Br. 232, Fr. I 414-5, BK I 476-7, Hv. 138, L G 229, CAD VI 1 8 7
 C: SC ({E} *?i~li!ba 'milk'): Irq {Mgw., MQK} ?ilwa2≠?ulwa2, {Wh.} i^lwa,
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Brn, Alg ilba, Grw ulu^wa, Asa liba 'milk' ¶ AD SF 129, 152, Wh. IC 24, E
SC 291, Mgw. 11O, MQK 55 ¶¶ AD l.c., OS #123O, ≠  E EEA 93 (SC *iliba
'milk' π proto-East-Nilotic *lep- v. 'milk') ¶¶ The S words *Ha≤lab- a n d
*Ha≤lïb- have a morphological structure typical of adjectives ( t h e
patterns *Ça≤ÇaÇ- and *Ça≤ÇïÇ-), suggesting an original meaning of adj .
('white'?) || IE: NaIE *alb≈o- 'white' > L albus id., Um alfu f. 'white' »»
Gl albo- 'white' »» Gk [Hs.] accus. pl. ]alfu1ß 'white', Gk ]alfo1ß
'whiteness, white leprosy' »» pGmc *alB-it, *alB-ut- 'swan' > OHG albiÔ ,
elbiÔ , AS Albitu, ielfetu, ON elptr, o<lpt »» Sl {Glh.} *o¡lboßdÁ ≠
*e¡lbeßdÁ 'swan' >  RChS lebed6 lebedÁ, Blg lebed, SCr laàbu2d, Slv
lebe!d ≠ labo!d, R ≤lebed∆, ∆  ≤lebåd∆, P Labe<dz1, Cz labut& ¶ ¶
Adduction of Ht alpas  'cloud' is unj. ¶¶ WP I 92-4, P 3O-1, Mn. 13-4, F
I 81-2, WH I 26-7, Bc. G 327, Vr. 1O1, Glh. 365, Kb. 16, Schz. 85, ≈ EWA
I 152-4, Ts. E I 18, Pv. I 37-8 (rejects the connection of Ht alpas
'cloud' with IE *alb≈- for lack of semantic proximity), EI 641 (*h¢el≤b≈o-
s) ||  ?φ D *all- 'clear' (of liquids) (× N *hÅlV 'to shine; bright', q.v.) >
Krx all- 'become clear' (of liquid left undisturbed), Mlt {Drs.} a1le ' g e t
clear (as water when left undisturbed)', ? Kui alga 'tidy, clear' ¶¶ D
#261, Pf. 184 ˚  D *all- belongs here if N *-lb-  may yield D *-ll-. If t h e
D cognate is legitimate, the N etymon is *ÙalbV ˚  If Ht alpas h a d
belonged here, the rec. would have been N *HaLbV , otherwise it is N
*ÙaLbV  ˚  Trnt. NE2 (S, IE), AD NM #2O.
2583. € *Ù{a}lmV 'to dream' >  HS: WS *√Hlm v. 'dream' >  Hb, JA
[Trg.], JEA, Sr, SmA, Ar, Gz √Hlm G , Mh/Hrs √Hlm (pf. ≤Hayl‰m, sbjn.
y‰Hlo2m), Jb C √Hlm (pf. ≤Helm, sbjn. yaH≤lum) id.; WS *≤Hul[V]m- ≠
*≤Hil[V]m-, *Hala2m- n. 'dream' >  Ph, Ug Ólm, Ar Hulm-, BA Ml3h4 ≤HelEm,
JA, Sr ÓEl≤m-a2, Sb Ólm, Gz H´lm, Hrs Ha2l´m (pl. Ha2lo2m), Mh Ha2m (p l .
H‰≤lawm), Jb E/C Hum (pl. ‰H≤lom) id., BHb M&lh1 Ha2≤lo2m id. ¶ HJ 375-6 ,
KB 3O7-8, KBR 317-8, 32O, HJ 375-6, L G 23O, A #1O3, OLS 176, Lv. T I
261, Sl. 465, Br. 234-5, Tal 272-3, Ln. 631-2, BK I 482-3, Hv. 14O,
BGMR 68, L G 23O, Jo. M 179, Jo. H 59, Jo. J 11O, Nak. 246, MiK I
#2.25 || U: FU *{a}lmV, {Sm.} *aºlmaº > FP: Chr: L omo n. 'sleep, d r e a m ' ,
∆ om ± om´ id. » Prm {LG} *onm- ({LG} *o¿nm-) n. 'sleep' >  Z un / unm-,
Z US ön, Yz ≤un, Vt um / umm- id. »» ObU *wu2l´m / *wu2lmV (or *-Î-)
'dream' >  pVg {Ht.} *u2lmV >  OVg S Kg olma, OVg S VT olm`, OVg S
Tr ulmu, Vg T o2l´m, OVg Tb ulym, OVg N Chd ulm`, Vg
LK/MK/UK/UL/Ss u2l´m, Vg P wul´m, Vg NV/SV/LL ul´m n. 'dream'; Ï
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Vg: T olma2y-, LK/NV/SV ulm´y-, MK/UK u2lm´y-, P wulm´y-, LL ulmay-,
Ss u2lmay- v. 'dream'; pOs {Ht.} *wul´m n. 'dream' >  Os: V/Vy ul´m, Ty
u¬´m, D/K ot´m, Nz ut´m, Kz wö8¬´m, O wul´m id., ? pOs {Ht.} *al´m n .
'sleep' (>  Os: V/Vy/O al´m, Ty/Y aº¬´m, D/K ot´m, Nz Ot´m, Kz O¬´m)
(× FU *oÎa- v. 'sleep'?) ¶ Sm. 542 (FU *aºlmaº 'dream' > FP *alma, Ugr
*aºlma), LG 297, TmK 722, MRS 379-8O, ≈ Ber. 45, ≈ Ht. #664, Stn. WV
2O9, Kn. WV 17O.
2584. (€?) *Xol!!!!V 'middle; be among' > K: GZ *Xal-/*Xl- v. ' b e
among\near sth.' > OG, G Xl- id., Mg, Lz Xol- id. ¶ K 26O, K2 325 (GZ
*Xal-/*Xl- 'be among, near sth.') || A: T *°ol! 'middle' > OT os7 ' t h e
heart\centre of a tree-trunk\branch\horn'  ¶ Cl. 255, Rs. W 366 || ?σ
HS: S *°-Hu2l- > Gz √Hwl G  (js. y´-Hu2l, pf. Hawala ≠ Ho2la) 'mix, mingle ' ,
T  (pf. taHawla) 'be mixed, mingled', Tgr (tA)HawAla 'eat and drink i n
community' ¶ L G 249.
2585. € *ÙamV 'womb, vulva' >  HS: Eg fMd Óm.t 'womb (of a
cow\woman), vulva', ?σ fP 'woman' ¶ EG III 76, DW II 597-6OO, Fk. 1 6 8 -
9, Tk. I 123  ?σ S *HVm[V]m(-at)- '∈ internal cavity of animal’s body ' ,
'∈ part of viscera' > Ar Hama2m-at- {Ln.} 'middle of the breast\chest, ( ? )
sternum', {BK} 'milieu de la poitrine \ du poitrail, sternum', ? Hamma2?-
'fesses', Tgr H‰mm‰to 'a dish of entrails cut to pieces', Tgy H‰mm‰to
'una pietanza fatta d’interiori di capra\pecora, etc.', ? Sq ∆ HE!?m {SSL}
'bas-ventre', ? Ak umandu 'ein Teil des Leibesinnern' ¶ Ln. 637, BK I
486-7, Hv. 141, Sd. 1412, LH 62, Bsn. 4O, SSL LSNP 146O, MiK I #1 .119
|| A: T *ha[:]m or NaT *a[:]m 'vulva' >  OT, MOg, MQp [incl. CC] am, Tk
am , Kr, VTt, Qzq, Qrg, Alt am id., Xlj {DT} ha2m id. It may be tentatively
suggested (as a possibility) that N *X-  yields pT *h- (preserved in Xlj)
(see   N *{X}oK''''Ë [or *{X}oK''''i?] 'call out, speak; incantations') . But, o n
the other hand, Xlj h- may be a language-specific innovation (as i n
other roots) ¶ Cl. 155, Rs. W 18, DT 122, DHST s.v. haœ2aœm  ˚  Cf. IS I 2 4 5
(supposes that T *a[:]m goes back to N {IS} *Óanga, sc. N {AD} *?aNga
'to open', 'opening' [esp. 'mouth']).
2586. € *ÙEmV  'warm' > HS: S *√Hmm 'be hot', *Hamm- hot' >  Hb Mh1
Ha2m (pl. Mim`5h2 Ham≤m-ïm) 'hot', JA [Trg.], JEA, Sr √Hmm G  (pf. Óam)
'be hot', Ar √Hmm G  (pf. Hamma) 'heat (water, a bath, a stove)' , Ak
emmu 'hot'; Ï *Humm- 'warmth, heat' >  Hb M7h Hom id., Sr {Br.}
'µowu≈ Óu[m]≤ma2 'calor, aestus', Ug Óm {A} 'heat', {OLS} 'hea t ,
drought' ('calor, sequía'), Ar Humm- 'chaleur brûlante\excessive ( d e
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midi)', Humm-at-  'fever', Ak ummu  'heat' ¶ A #835, OLS 177, KB 3 1 2 ,
KBR 325, Lv. T I 266, Sl. 469-7O, Br. 238, JPS 145, BK I 485-7, HJ 38O,
Ln. 636, CAD IV 15O-1  C: Dhl {EEN} Hant †-iÎ- v. 'warm oneself' »» SC:
Irq {Mgw.} ha2!m 'warm', {MQK} ha2m 'hot, warm' (of water), Alg hamis-
'set on fire' ¶ E SC 299, EEN 26, Mgw. 1O2, MQK 44, Blz. SCL s.v. ' w a r m '
 ?φ Eg XVIII hm vi. 'be hot, burn' ¶ EG II 489 ¶¶ OS #1285 (S, Irq, Eg)
|| A: NaT *{i}m{i}k 'mild\warm' (of weather) > OT {Cl.} imik, Tk An
îmîk ≠ umuk id. ¶ Cl. 159, SDD 769, 1419.
2587. (€?) *ÙomV 'sour, bitter' > HS *Hum- > C *Hum-≠*Ham- >  Bj {R}
-hami (√hmy) pcv. 'be bitter, acid, sour' (1s p. ≤a-hami, 1s prs. a-
≤hammi), ≤ha2mi 'bitter, acid, sour' »» LEC *Hum- ({Ss.} *Ham- ≠ *Hum-)
'bad' (× N ?σ *ÙËmV '≈ old, bad, miserable', q.v. ffd.)  Eg MK Ómì.t,
Cpt 2moy hmu 'salt' ¶ EG III 93-94, Fk. 17O, Vc. 299  S (+ext . )
*√Hms6' v. 'be sour, be fermented' >  Hb √Hmc' G id., pf. 3m (pausal
form) Ha2≤me2c' vi. ' leavened' ,  Sh  prtc. maH≤mEc'Et3 'sth. sour-tasting', Sr
√Hm÷ G  vi. 'ferment, leaven', JA [Trg.] √Hm÷ G  'be(come) sour, b e
leavened', Ar ∞mH √HmÎ^œœœœ G 'be(come) sour', Tgr {d'Ab.} √Óms65
[Hms'] G  (pf. Óams65a) 'become sour\bitter', Ak eme2s5u v. 'be sour ' ;
CS d. *≤Hums6'- 'sourness, vinegar' >  Hb ≤HomEc', Ug Óms5, JA [Trg.] om2h9
Óâ≤ma÷, em. ao1m6uhÓum≤÷-a2 'vinegar', Ar ∞m0Ha HamÎ^œ- 'salt or b i t t e r
plants'; Cn ı Eg N ÓmZ 'vinegar' ({Vc.} = [HumZ-]), (EgSSc) {Hlk.} Óa`-
m-Za >  Cpt Sd 2m 2yh´mZ, Cpt B hemZ 'vinegar' ¶ KB 316, KBR 3 2 9 -
3O, A #941, Lv. II 73, Lv. T I 266, Js. 478, BK I 492-3, Hv. 143, Br. 23O,
JPS 147, EG III 99, Vc. 3O3, Hlk. #169, SivCR 83  Ch {Stl.} *Hama ' sa l t '
> WCh: Fy {J} ?ama^ id. »» CCh: Msg HOm id. ¶ Stl. IF 115 ¶¶ OS #1231 (HS
*Ham- > Eg, Ch) || IE *éWem-/*é=Wm- 'raw, bitter, (?) sour' >  OI a2≤ma-
'raw, uncooked' »» Gk ]vmo1ß id. »» L ama2rus 'bitter' »» OIr om, W of
'raw' »» pGmc *ampra- (< *om-ro) > Dt † amper  'sharp, astrigent, s o u r '
('scherp, wrang, zuur'), Sw amper 'bitter, sharp (piquant)', ON apr
'hard' »» ? Arm hum hum 'raw, unripe, sour' ¶ P 777  (*om-), Dv. # 7 2 4 ,
EI 478 (*h€o≤mo-s ≠ *h€o2≤mo-s), M K I 77, WH I 35, Vn. O  21, F II 1 1 4 9 ,
Slt. 353, Vr. 11, Vr. N 16, Hlq. 17 || ?σ,φ U: FP *umra 'wild angelica
(Angelica sylvestris)' or 'sorrel' (<  *'sour grass') >  Er umbrav, umrav
'sorrel', pPrm *ömra > Z omra  'Angelica sylvestris', Z US/LL umra, Prmk
umra id., Yz ≤umra 'angelica' ¶ Lt. 57, LG 2O5, U 372.
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2588. € *ÙumV (= *XumV?) 'to wish, to covet' >  HS: WS *-Hu2m- (≠
*Xu2m-?) 'wish' >  Ar √Hwm G  (pf. Ha2ma, ip. -Hu2mu) v. {BK} 'vouloir ,
désirer', {Hv.} 'be thirsty, long for', {BK} Ha2yim- 'altéré de soif', M h
√Hwm  (sbjn. y‰Ho2m) 'want, like, wish, need', Bth √Hwm, Hrs √Xwm
(sbjn. y‰Xo2m) (with a puzzling X for the expected H), Hbt √Xwm v.
'want' ¶ BK I 521, Hv. 151, Jo. M 194-5, Jo. H 145, Nak. #1138  Ch
{AD} *XVm- {AD} 'wish, look for' ({Stl.} *Xam- 'look for') (× N *qumV
'prey, ask') > ECh: Ll {ChC} ha~m- 'look for' »» CCh: Bcm {Sk.} hu_~ma@ 'wan t '
»» ?φ  WCh: DfB {J} ga^m 'look for' ¶ Stl. IF 1O8, 289, ChC, J R 214 || A:
NaT *um- 'ask for, covet' >  OT {Cl.} um- id., MQp/OOsm XIV um- v.
'hope', Tk um- , Az, CrTt, Qmq um- id., Ggz, Kr Cr um- v. 'covet, hope ' ,
Uz ∆  um- v. 'wish' ¶ Acc. to Cl., the meaning 'hope' developped due t o
the infl. of NPrs dyM"u omïd n. hope', whence Tk um- v. 'hope, believe',
Az, Ggz, CrTt, Qmn v. 'hope' ¶ Cl. 155-6. ET Gl 595-6, Vl. I 122  ?σ p J
{S} ´`m´`-p- 'think', {Mr.} *omo-pa >  OJ {S} o~mo`p- id., {Mr.} omo-Fu-
'think, feel', J: T omo!-, K o!mo!-, Kg o~mo`- 'think' ¶ Mr. 741, S QJ #16O,
Kenk. 1442, ≠ DQA #34 (unc.: T *um- < *a"!mo 'mouth, taste) ˚ The Ch
cognate (if valid) is likely to point to N *X- ˚  I am grateful to S.
Starostin (p.c., 1976) for drawing my attention to the J cognate.
2589. ?σ *ÙËmV '≈ old' (of things), 'bad, miserable' > U: FU *oma
'old, worn' (of things) > pLp {Lr.} *O2me2 'old' > Lp: S oaºmie, L aº@me2s, N
oames, In oami, Kld {SaR} vu´mm∆ vu¢em1m1 'old' » Er umok 'long ago '
»» ? Hg (×  FU *soN[k]V  'old' <  N *ZoNÉ 'old'): ? OHg XI ohut, XII out,
XVI awat '(very) old', ? Hg o1 'old, ancient, antique', avar 'dry fallen
leaves and parched grass' ¶ UEW 337, Lr. #831, Lgc. #4573, SaR 6 2 ,
EWU 1O, 61-2, 1O52, MF 71-2, 495 || HS: LEC *Hum- 'bad' (× N *ÙomV
'sour, bitter') >  Sa, Af um-a, Sml Hun/ Hum- 'bad, evil, worthless', Sml J
huN-, Or {Bl.} ha!m-a5, {Grg.} ham-a2 (Or a <  *u, acc. to Bl.) ¶ R WBd 1 1 8 ,
Bl. 1O7, 2O1, Ss. PEC 38 (EC *Ham-≠*Hum-), Hn. S 64, ZMO 435, Th.
185-6, Grg. 197-8, E PC #519 »» SC {E}: Brn, Alg Hamis- 'get lost, forget ' ;
??σ: Brn Ham-, Alg hamu 'hardship, distress' ¶ Ss. PC 38, ZMO 435, Th.
185-6, Grg. 197-8, E SC 334, 379 || IE {∫Ad.} *ée+ou\mo- > ON aumr
'arm, elend' »» Tc B au\me {Ad.} '≈ misery', {Wn.} 'misère', Tc A
oma4skem {Ad.} evil', {Wn.} 'mauvais, méchant' ¶ Vr. 19, Ad. 1 3 2
(*h€e+ou\mo-), Wn. 154, 335-6 ˚  Highly qu. (too loose and unreliable
semantic connections). Identical with N *ÙomV 'sour, bitter'? ˚
Suggested by Blz. (Blz. LB #7a and Blz. LNA #23: N *Homa) ˚  Hardly
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here D *u2m- 'dumb' (better from N *{÷ 3333}umN++++n 2 222V 'to sleep, to lose
consciousness / remembrance of') and Kl omu2n  'soft' (⇔ Blz. LNA #23).
259O. *XVmV 'wall, (?) wind-break' >  HS: WS *Ha2m-at-, *Ha2m-ït-
'wall (around a city \ settlement)' >  OCn (AkSc) Xu-mi-tu ( =
*Ho2mïtu), Hb em1&h Ho2≤ma2 'city wall, wall (around a building or an a r e a
of a city), Ph Ómyt 'fortress', M’b Ómt 'wall', Ug Ómt, (AkSc)
Hamïtu 'city wall (Mauer, muro)', Sb Ómy 'build a dam wall (for a
canal)' ¶ KBR 298, HJ 381, A #944, OLS 178, Hnr. 125, BGMR 69, HJ
381 || K: G Xim-i 'Zaun aus Rohr', Xim-e 'Zaun aus Baumstämmen' ¶
Chx. 2361 || IE: Ht humma 'stable, stall, sty', (?) Lw hum(ma)ti
'stable' ¶ Ts. E I 283-4, Pv. III 373 || ? A: WrMc emile- v. 'screen' ({Z}
'zaslonåt∆ , zakryvat∆ , zastínåt∆ ') ¶ Z 81.
2591. *Xam[V]ge6666 'tight, narrow; to squeeze' >  IE *xamg8≈- >  NaIE
*ang8≈- 'tight (eng), narrow', v. 'narrow down, tie (up), squeeze' >  Av
a<zaNhe2 'zu bedrängen', ny-a2zara 'sie schnürt sich' »» Gk }agcv v.
'squeeze (esp. the throat), embrace, strangle, throttle' »»  L ang-o 2 , -e"re
'press tightly; strangle, throttle' »» OIr ing 'Bedrängnis' (P: <  *n=g8≈i),
Brtt {RE} *angios 'nar row'  > W yng ≠ ing, Crn yn, OBr enc, MBr
encq, Br enk id. »» Sl *veßz-ati 'to tie' (1s prs. *veßz7-oß) > OCS v9zati
ve<zati, SCr, Slv ve!zati, Cz va1zati, Slk viazat&, R vå≤zat∆ ( 1 s
prs. vå≤qu) id., Blg ≤veqa 'I tie'  NaIE *an≤g8≈-u-s 'tight, narrow' >  OI
am$hu-h5 'narrow', MPrs {M} *anzu2k id. >  MncMPrs hnzwg, Prt
?nz7wg, MPrs ı Arm an3uk anZuk 'narrow, strait' »» L angi-
portus ≠ angi-portum 'narrow street' »» Gt aggwu (adj. n t r . ) ,
ON o<ngr, AS enÌe, OHG engi, NHG eng 'narrow' »» Sl *oß≤z¥-k¥
'narrow' (f. *≤oßz¥-ka, ntr.*≤oßz¥-ko), dadj. *≤oßz¥k¥-jÁ >  OCS 0z5k5
o<zËkË, SCr u`àzak, Slv o5!zek, Cz, Slk u1zky1, P wa<zki, R ≤uzok /
≤uzkij , in d. (words, forms) without *-¥k¥: cmpr. *oßz7ÁjÁ (<  *oßz-s7ÁjÁ)
'narrower' >  SCr uàz7°, Cz u1z7i1 id., R (pradj.) ≤uqe 'is narrower', d .
nouns like OR uzota uz-ota 'narrowness', etc.  NaIE *ang8≈os-,
*ang8≈es- 'narrowness, oppresion, anxiety' >  OI ≤am$hah5  / am$has- nt r . ,
Av a<zah 'anxiety, trouble' »» L angor 'suppression of the th roa t ,
mental distress, anxiety', angustus 'narrow', angustia
'narrowness' »» ON angr  'ill humour, affliction, sorrow', OFrs angist,
OHG angust, NHG Angst 'fear' »» Lt anﬁks7tas 'narrow, cramped', ?
ChS 0zost6 o<zostÁ 'narrowness' (unless d. within Sl)  Ht
ham(m)e(n)k- ≠ hami(n)k- 'tie; betroth' ({EI): < *h€m=neg8≈-) ¶¶ P
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42-3, ≈σ EI 64 (*h€emg8≈- 'tie, constrain'), F I 17-8, M K I 14, M E I 38-9 ,
RastM PJ 157 (on the Mnc letter j  for Prt z7), WH I 47, RE 114, Flr. 1OO,
159, Fs. 13-4, Vr. 1O, 687, Kb. 32, 2OO, Schz. 88, 124, EWA I 253-5 a n d
II 1O72-3, KM 22, 165-6, Frn. 11, Glh. 658, 667-8, Vs. I 374 and IV 1 5 4 ,
Srz. III 1172, Ped. H 197, Pv. III 64-8 || HS: S *°√Hmg >  Ar √Hmg7 D  v.
'cligner l’œil en rapprochant les paupières (pour mieux voir)', ' ê t r e
maigre, maigrir' ¶ BK I 488 || U: FU {UEW} *aNke 'narrow, depressed' >
F {UEW} ankea 'schwer, bedränget, melancholisch', {Sz.} ange (gen .
ankeen) 'Begrängnis', Es angu- 'gerinnen, starr werden' (both unless
π Gmc [Gt aggwu 'eng', etc., w above]) »» OHg agg- 'worry' ( ' s i ch
um etwas kümmern'), Hg aggo1d- 'be anxious, worry', ∆  aggo1d- v.
'curdle' (of cow milk) ¶ UEW 12, EWU 1O-1 || D *aNkan`am ' space
between two posts\pillars\beams' >  Kn, Tu an$kan`a, Tl an$kan`amu
id., Tm an$kan`am  'space between two pillars' ¶¶ D #28.
2592. *{Ù}o[?a]mus1111 ++++s 6 666V (or  *{Ù}o[?a]mË(-s1111 ++++s 6 666V)) 'ar t iculat ion
between a limb and the trunk' (‘  'hip joint, rump, shoulder joint ' ) ,
'collar-bone', 'shoulder', or sim. >  IE: NaIE *om(e)so-s 'shoulder' >  OI
≤am$sa-h5 id., Oss I on, Os D ona4 'shoulder-blade' »» Arm us us (gen.
usoy) 'shoulder' »» Gk ‘vmoß id. (<  *osmos, cp. ]ep-omma1dioß ≠ ]ep-vma1dioß
adj. 'on the shoulders') »» L umerus 'shoulder', Um uze, ONSE ' i n
umero' »» Gt ams 'shoulder', ON a1ss 'mountain ridge' »» pTc {Ad.}
*a2ns+ce > Tc A es, B a2ntse 'shoulder' ¶¶ Hardly here (⇔ Pv., EI) H t
anassa- 'body part in the rear of the lower torso', prob. {Pv.} 'h ips ,
buttocks' (possibly connected with L a2nus, see  Ivn. R III-VIII 162 a n d
Po. PBH 2O5) ¶¶ P 778, EI 515-6 (≤*h⁄+h¢omso-s), M K I 14. M E I 37, Ab.
II 227-8, F II 1148-9, WH II 815, Bc. G 339, Slt. 2O3-4, Wn. 182, Ad. 4 3 -
4, Ad. H 2O, 28, 147, Pv. I-II 63-4 || HS: WCh {Stl.} *?am(s6i) and {AD}
*wam(s6i) 'arm' > SBc: Bg {J} ?a!ms6i!, Kir wam, wamsi, Plc am, Gj womz6i
id. » Ngz {Sch.} a!ma^i\ 'hand, arm' ¶ Stl. ZCh 231 [#79O], Sch. DN 9, ChC
 ?σ Eg MK/G x1ms ({EG} h3ms1) v. 'bend one’s back in respect' ¶ EG III
367, Fk. 2O1 || U *wams1V 'rump, crupper, shoulder' >  FU: pOs
*wam´s >  Os: D wom´s 'bones of the shoulder', V wam´s 'withers ,
crupper', Vy wam´s 'back part of the animal’s trunk; pelvis and t h e
back end of the spine together with the surrounding meat', Ty waºm´s
'back part of the body, loins with their meat'  Sm: Ne: T åmz 'g roin ' ,
T O {Lh.} ya$:pcara 'Vertiefung zwischen dem Oberschenkel und d e m
Bauch um die Genitalien', T Y ya$:msara, T MZ ya$:mZ, F we\¢a$ms ≠ we\¢a$mc
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id.; En: X {Cs.} ≤bat!aro, B {Cs.} ≤bat!ado 'loins (Kreuz am Rücken)'; Ng
{Cs.} bob≤sudu 'loins, waist' ¶¶ Coll. 66, UEW 556, KrT 225, Lh. 1 O 3
|| A {ADb.} *omur1 >  T *omur1 'collar-bone', 'breastbone', or sim. >  Chg
{PC}, MQp, OOsm omuz, Tkm omuÎ, CrTt, Qmq, QrB omuz 'shoulder', Tk
omuz, Ggz omuz 'upper part of the back', Tk ∆  omuz 'back, horse’s
chest', Uz ömiz 'shoulder', 'arm-hole (in garments)', Chv ¥m¥r
'animal’s breast, dewlap (podgrudok )', Tkm omurdan 'shoulder, u p p e r
part of a sleeve' (with *r1 >  r before a cns. [Hl.’s law]); Ï *omurtka ≠
*oNurtqa 'backbone' >  OT o˝ur˝a id., Tk omurg"a, Qzq omîrtqa, Qrg
omurtqa, OOsm XIV, Tkm oNur˝a, Az onur˝a ¶ ET Gl 453-5, Md. 1 7 1
(*omur1), 41 (*oNurî˝, *oNur9a), Cl. 92-3, Rs. W 361-2, TL 24O-1, ADb.
SR 136-7, 188-9O ¶ The original meaning is likely to be 'col lar-bone ' ,
'breastbone', or sim., the semantic shift to 'shoulder' in the lgs of t h e
SW area (within and near the former Byzantine Empire) may be due t o
the infl. of Gk ‘vmoß 'shoulder'  ppM {Pp.} *omurî-˝un >  M *omuru˝un
>  MM [S] {Koz.} [UygSc?] omoru, {H, Pp.} omori√ud ({H} pl. o f
omorih?) 'breastbone', WrM omuru9un, HlM omruu ' s t e rnum,
clavicle, breast', Brt {Pp.} omor1uN 'horse’s breast', Kl {KRS} omrun
'grud∆ ' (= 'chest'?), Kl D {Rm.} omru2n, Kl Ö {Rm.} omru2 'chest (cavity),
breastbone', ? Mnr H {SM} murs7da9 'Adam’s apple'; M ı Nog, Qq, Q z q
omîraw  'horse’s breast; breast', Qrg omuro2  'breast (of horses and o t h e r
animals)', Qmq omuraw, VTt, Bsh umraw 'collar-bone', Alt omuru2
'stature (stan )', Xk omîrî˝, Sg/Qb/Qc/Kü {Rl.} omrî˝ 'front part of a
horse’s breast' ¶ MED 611, Vld. 196, KRS 397, KW 285-6, H 124, SM
251, ≈  ET Gl 453-4 (the authors try to find a T et. for omraw ≠ omuraw
without considering it a loan from M), KumRS 243, BIG 126, Rl. I 117O-
1 ¶¶ Pp. VG 68, KW l.c., ADb. SR 3O8 [#18] ˚   The A cns. *-r1- may b e
explained by a hypothetic (reg. in some conditions?) change: N *-s1111- >
**-z1- > A *-r1-. Another possible case of this pre-A rhotacism is A {AD}
*pæokæu4r1- 'bovine animal, bull' related to L pecus / pecoris (<  N
*p''''oK ''''u 4 444 '[herds of] ruminant animals, wild cattle' [q.v.] with a sibilant
extension). An alt. solution of the problem is morphological: N *s1111V ( o r
*s6666V) may have been an aux. word (> sx.) used to form derived n o u n s
or cds., esp. those with the abstract meaning; this N *s1111 ++++s 6 666V underl ies
the pIE abstract nouns with the stem-final *-os (e.g. *g8en-os >  L gen-us
[gen. gen-er-is], Gk ge1n-oß [gen. ge1n-e-oß], OI ≤jan-ah5 [gen. jan-as-
ah5]), and the Tg nomina collectiva with the sx. *-sa / * -se (Ewk mo2-sa
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'grove, a group of trees' and Ork mo2so 'forest' ÿ Ewk, Ork mo2- ' t r ee ' ,
w Vas. 258, 788, STM I 54O-1). In this case the abovementioned IE, S,
Ch, and U words with a sibilant go back to the N cd. *{Ù}o[?a]mu-s1111 ++++s 6 666V,
while those without the sibilant go back to N *{Ù}o[?a]mË  without t h e
element *s1111 ++++s 6 666V, while A *-r1 is a different sx. ˚  U and WCh *wa- (in U
*wams1V and WCh *wam(s6i)) are likely to go back to N *{Ù}o?a-  (>
**Óo\a).
2593. (€?) *{X}a4444n 2 222V (or *-N- ) 'to bow, to bend down, to descend' >
HS: CS *√Hny+w >  Ar √Hnw G  (ip. -Hnuw-) v. 'recourber, plier;
pencher la tête pour boire', √Hny G  (ip. Hniy-) v. 'courber, r ecourbe r ,
cambrer (un bois)', Hanw- 'crooked', 'courbé, courbure', BHb √Hny
(ip. -Hâ≤nE2) v. 'decline, encamp', Amr √Hny+w v. 'encamp' ¶ KB 3 1 9 ,
KBR 332, Fr. I 437-8, BK I 5O6, Hv. 147  ? (+ext.) Eg OK Xnd '≈ b e n d
(wooden sticks)', Eg MK {Fk.} 'bend (wood), twist together (flower-
stems)' ¶ EG III 312, Fk. 195 || A: T *a4n+N- ({Md.} ppT *e⋅N-) v. 'descend,
come down' >  OT, XwT en- 'descend, come down', Tkm eN-, Chv an- v.
'descend, come\go down', Yk {Pek.} a4Niya4≠a4nia4 'slope' ('pokatost∆ ,
slon '); (here??) Tkm ïn-, Tk in-, Ggz jin- 'descend' ¶ Cl. 168, Rs. W
43, Fed. I 43, Jeg. 26, Pek. 27O, ET Gl 353-4 (T *ïn- 'descend'), Md. 3 4 ,
164 (T *e"N  = *a4⋅N  'descend'; rejects the connection with Tkm ïn-), S AJ
18, 72, 257, 292. All forms except Tkm ïn-, Tk in- , and Ggz jin- can b e
accounted for by T *a4n-; the Tkm long vw. in ïn- may suggest a pT long
vw., but may be alternatively explained as going back to ji- (with a
prosthetic *j-, as in Ggz). Acc. to Md. 34, Tkm ïn- does not belong
here. Tk in- and Ggz jin- must be of the same origin as Tkm ïn- ¶¶ ≠
DQA #1533 (T < A *Ne2!ni 'go [down, away]', see  N *Nán2222É 'go [away]')
|| ?σ,φ K: G I XvanXval- 'sich winden' ¶ Ghl. 749, Chx. 2345.
2594. *XinV 'be happy\glad, love' >  K: Sv: UB -Xe2n- ± -Xen- ' b r ing
good news', msd. UB/L li-Xe2n-e, LB/Ln li-Xen-e 'bringing (/to br ing)
good news' ¶ TK 484, Dn. s.v. -Xe2n- || HS: CS *Hinn- >  Hb Nh4 Hen
'favour' / +ppa. Hinn- (3m Hin≤n-o2) 'grace, beauty; favour, approval ' ,
MHb Óen, JA [Trg.] an`!h5 ≠ an`!ih5 Óin≤na2 'grace, favour, loveliness', Ph
Ón 'favour', OA, IA Ón {HJ} '(quality) which procures favour'; S
*√Hnn, *-Hunn- >  BHb √Hnn (pf. Ha2≤nan, ip. ya2-≤Hon, pf. c. Nh1I!v@
way≤ya2HOn) 'be gracious, generous', Ph √Hnn  N , Pun √Hnn G , Ug √Hnn
G /D  (?) 'be benevolent, merciful towards so.', Amr {G} √Hnn ' b e
gracious, be merciful', JA √Hnn  G (pf. Nh2Óan , ip. N96 5 ^&hi$ ye2≤Óon) v. {Lv.}
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'jem-m günstig\gradevoll sein, sich seiner erbarmen', Ar √Hnn G  (p f .
ñWHa Hanna) {BK} 'avoir une grande tendresse pour qn.; avoir compass ion
de qn.; être ému (de tristesse, de joie)', {Hv.} 'long for her child' ( a
woman), Ak ene2nu 'seek grace'; Ï *Ha≤na2n- > Htr Ónn? 'pi ty,
compassion', Sr 'nono≈ Ó´na2≤n-a2 (abs. Nno≈ Ó´≤na2n) id., 'mercy', Ar
ñ'naHa Hana2n- 'mercy, blessing, tenderness of heart', 'pitié, compassion ' ,
Plm Ónn?  'clement, merciful' ¶ KB 318, 321, A #947, OLS 78-9, HJ 3 8 6 -
7, 389, BK I 498-9, Hv. 145, G A 2O, Js. 481, 484, Lv. T I 268-7O, Sl.
474, 457, JPS 149 || A: M *ina9 >  MM [S] inah 'Favorit, Günstling',
WrM ina9, HlM ånag 'beloved, darling; favourite, lover; f r iend ' ,
'benevolence, affection' ¶ H 82, MED 4O9-1O || D *inÀ- 'p leasant ,
agreeable' >  Tm in3- 'sweet, pleasant, agreeable', Ml in(ip)pam,
inuppam , inima  'pleasure, delight', iniya 'sweet', Kn in, ini, ine
'sweetness, pleasantness, loveliness', Tu, Tl impu 'agreeableness,
pleasantness', Tl incu 'be agreeable', ?? Brh hane2n 'sweet' ¶¶ D # 5 3 O
˚  Hardly here FU *intV 'energy' (LG 2O9-1O, SK 1O8); NaIE *ans- ' b e
favourable' (P 47) is to be kept apart, because it belongs together with
S *√?ns7 id. (<  N  *?an2222[V]s2222V '≈ friend(ly), favourable, useful', q.v.) ˚
Blz. SNE #14 (*HinV in S, A + •÷ IE + •÷ U), ≠ Bmh NMF (•÷ IE *ans-, S).
2595. € *ÙÅn2222[V]÷V 'together, with' > D *-a2nÀ > Tm -a2n3 'with' (ending
of instr.), ? OTl {An.} -´nÀ ≠ -´ id. (c>e2yi 'hand' ↔  c>e2t´(nÀ) 'with t h e
hand') ¶¶ An. SG 211-3 || HS: Eg fP Ón÷ 'together with', 'and' ¶ EG III
11O-2, Fk. 172  This N etymon may underly the second e lement
*(i)Hen- of the HS compound aut. prn. *?aniHÉn-nV 'we' (*?an-
[focalizing topic pc., forming aut. pers. pronouns] + *(i)Hen- + *nuV
'we, our') found in S, Bj, and B: S *?a≤niHnu  'we' (aut. prn.) >  BHb unh6n2a9
?â≤naHnu2, Ph ?nÓn, BA, JA [Trg.], JEA † an1h6n2a9 ?â≤naHna2, IA ?nÓn(h),
Plm ?nÓnw, Sr Nna≈ Ó´≤nan ≠ (archaic) Nnxñæ ?nÓnn (probably
Nnaxñæ ´* *?´naÓnan), Ar ñuh0NanaHnu, Gz n´Hna, Mh/Hrs {Jo.} n‰Ha2, Jb E
≤nHa, Jb C ≤nHan ≠ ≤nHa, Sq {Jo.} Han ≠ ≤Hanh‰n, Ak (a)n°nu ¶ KB 6 9 ,
1669, Lv. T I 4O, Sl. 144, PS 25O, Br. 28, Nld. CSG § 163, Jo. M 29O, Jo .
H 95, Sd. G § 41)  C: Bj {RHd.} hi≤nin, {Rop.} he≤nnen 'we, us', {R}
ha≤nan, han≤in, he≤nin 'we', {R} he≤ne2-b 'us', {RHd.} -ho2n, {Rop.} -
hon 'us', {R} han≤ne2 ± he≤ne2 'our' (× N *éinV [= *ÙinV?] ' o the r ' ? )
¶ R BedS §§ 157-165, Rop. 197-8, RHd. B 111-2    B *hana2-Œ 'us, ' t o
us' > Tw {Pr.} a2n¥Œ ± ha2n¥Œ id. (ffd. see  N *n2222V 'we' excl.) ¶¶ If th is
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conjecture is right, the HS word *?aniHÉn-nV originally meant ' w e
together'. For an alt. et. of *?aniHÉn-nV w s.v. N *éinV (= *ÙinV?)
' o the r ' .
2596. *Ùu4444{w}in2222ÇV (or *Ù{u4444}n 2 222ÇV?) 'thin, narrow'  > HS: Eg Md/NK
Óns ({EG} h5ns1) 'narrow (eng, schmal)' ¶ EG III 116  C *√÷nÇ: ?φ EC:
Sa {Wlm.} ÷enda 'little, small', Af {PH} ÷undßa 'be small, be young', ?φ  Arr
*?ini! 'child, boy' »» Ag: Aw {Hz.} ‰ncay 'boy' ¶ AD SF 143, HP 62, Hw. A
341 || U: FU *°win1c1a (≠ *°wic1V?) 'thin, narrow' >  Ugr: ObU {Ht.}
*wïn1c1V >  pVg *wiÆs1 >  Vg: T u4s1, LK/UK wis1, P/LL is1 'small', UL us1 e2Nk
'elder brother’s youngest daughter (mladwaå  zolovka )' (e2Nk ' e lde r
brother’s daughter'); pOs *wa4n1c1 'narrow' >  Os: V/Vy wa4n1t!, Ty/D wa$t!,
Nz/Kz was1 » Hg [early XIX] ve1zna 'hager, schmächtig', Hg O ve1zna
'lean, thin, slight (sovány, cingár)', Hg ve1zna 'puny, sickly, peaky,
weak' ¶ UEW 899 (*wa4n1c1a ≠ *wa4c1V), Coll. 123 (*wa4n1c1V), Ht. # 6 9 6 ,
EWU 1631 || A: T *Jinç-k£a4 'thin' >  OT jinc7ga4 'thin, slim, delicate', Tk
ince, Az, Ggz inZ7a4, CrTt inZ7e, Tkm ïnc7e (ï < *ji), Qmq inc7e, QrB inc7ke
≠ inc7ge, Nog jiNis7ke, Qq z7iNis7ke, Qzq z7iÆNiÆs7ke, VTt nÁs7 !ka4, Bsh nÁska4,
Uz ingic7ka4, ET inic7ka4, ∆  JinZ7ige, Qrg, Ln ic7ke, Alt c1ic1ke, Tv c7iNGe, Yk
sin1n1iga4s 'thin', Xk n¡ske nIske,  Chv ßinße s1inz1òe 'thin, narrow' ¶ Cl.
945, Rs. W 2O3, ET Gl 364-5, NogR 124, Tn. SJ 4O3  M *u4c>u4-ken ≠
*o4c>u4-ken 'small, little' (× N *NËÇ''''V 'small, few', q.v. ffd.)   ? pJ *u!su!-
'thin' > OJ u!su!-, J: T u~su-, K u!su-, Kg u!s7i-, Ns u~su!-; •÷ J Sh inc7a! and J Ns
i~kkYa! 'short' (acc. to Starostin, from pJ {S} *mi~nsi~ka~ 'short') ¶ S AJ 2 6 9
[#1O2], S QJ #1O2, Mr. 843 ¶¶ S VL 228, ≈ SDM97 s.v. *n1iNc7æi a n d
*Nu4∏c7æe, ADb. NNN 34, ≈ DQA #1544 (A *No"!yc>u thin, small' > incl. T *o2çu-
, M *o4c>u4-, pJ *u!su!-) || D *u2n1c>- 'lean, thin; to dry up' > Tm un1cat5t5ai\
'leanness, thinness', Tl u2ﬁca 'withered, lean, thin', Prj u2n1- v. 'dry u p ,
become emaciated' ¶¶ D #735 ˚  If the N etymon is *Ù{u4444}n 2 222ÇV, U *wi-
< *u4- may be a case of "labial fission" (see  Introduction, §  2.2.7). But
the rec. *Ùu4444{w}in2222ÇV is preferable, because is is able to account n o t
only for FU *°win1c1a, but also for T *Jinç-k£ a4 (*Ùu4444 {w}i- > **u\4i- > **yi- >
T *Ji-).
2597. *Ùa4444n 2 222VkV (¬ *Ùa4444NkV?) 'jaw, palate' >  HS: WS *Hink-, *Ha≤nak-
'palate, lower jaw' >  BHb K6h4 Hek3 id. / +ppa. Hikk- (Hik≤k-o2 'his pala te ' ) ,
JA [Trg.] ak`1ih5 ≠ aƒ1h5 Óik≤k-a2 'palate', JEA ak`1n^ih5 Óin≤k-a2 ≠ ak`1ih5
Óik≤ka2, Sr 'k.on≈e ÓEn≤k-a2 ≠ 'k.o≈e ÓEk≤k-a2 and pl. ÓEn[´]≤k3E2 'pa la te ,
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pharynx', Ar Hanak-  {BK} 'palais et la partie de la bouche sous le m e n t o n
correrspondante au palais', {Hv.} 'palate; lower jaw', Tgr HanAk ' pa la te '
(π  Ar?), Mh H‰nnu2k, Jb C/E ≤Ho≤nuk 'gum and palate', Hrs ≤Henn‰k ' g u m
and uvula' ¶ KB 3OO, KBR 313, Lv. II 82, Js. 455, Sl. 457-8, Br. 244, Ln.
639, Fr. I 437, BK I 5O5, Hv. 147, Jo. M 182, Jo. J 112, Jo. H 6O, MiK I
#1.124 || U  *a4NV 'chin, jaw, jaw-bone' (×  N *?a4444N÷ 3333 ++++9V 'chin' [q.v. ffd.])
> ObU *{a2}n´{˝} > pVg {Ht.} *a2n´{G} 'jaw' > Vg: T a2n´w, LK/MK o2nï, P o2na
'jaw' ¶ Ht. #39 (•÷  Os *on`c7´˝ ({∫Hl.} *a"n`c7´˝) that can be b e t t e r
explained from N *Gan2222 {c 6 666 ' '''}Ë 'cheek' [q.v.]) ||  A  ({DQA} *e2Na, -kæV ' ch in ,
jaw') (× N *?a 4444N÷ 3333 ++++9V '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.): NaT *a4 ∏N or *e2N 'cheek', T *eNa4k ' ch in ,
jaw, cheek', pJ {S} *a1nk- 'jaw, chin; gills', Tg: WrMc eNge 'beak' ¶¶ Cl.
166, 183, DTS 174, Rl. I 714, ET Gl 284-5, TL 218-9, TkR 798, Hüs. 1 3 1 ,
DTS 174, BT 195, Fed. I 45, S QJ #163, STM II 457, DQA #434.
2598. ?σ (€?) *ÙVˆkV (= *Ùa4444ˆka?) 'to untie, to open' >  HS: S
*°√Hnk >  Ar √Hnk Sh  (pf. ?aHnaka) 'éloigner, écarter, chasser' ¶ BK I
5O5  C *Hink- v. 'open, untie' ({E} v. 'remove, open') >  Ag ≈ *?‰nk-
(× N *?aNga 'to open' × N *n 2222Éko  'to open [?], to bare, to uncover') >
Bln {R} ?‰nk- 'öffnen, auflösen, aufbinden; befreien', Xm {Ap.} ‰k-s-, {R}
iek-≠ek-, Q ‰nc7-, ‰ns7- v. 'open, undo' »» SC: ¿ pRt {E} *Hink- v. ' p u s h
away' (E cites no reflexes in individual lgs.) »» ? EC: Or {Grg.} hïk- v.
'loosen, untie', {Th.} hic-u 'slegare, scioglere, rilasciare, liberare' ¶ E
PC #53O, Ap. AV 4, R WB 37, Grg. 2O7, Th. 195 || U: FU *aNa ' un t ie ,
open (lösen, öffnen, aufmachen)' (×  N *?aNga '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.) || ?σ A: Tg:
Ewk SB ‰N‰y‰- 'stretch (rastågivat∆)' ¶ STM II 458.
2599. € *X++++q{a}n2222[V]K''''V (or *X++++q{a}NK''''V) 'to bend' >  HS: C: Bj {R}
√hng (1s p. a-ha≤nig) 'biegen, krümmen' »» ? SC: Alg xongo?os- v.
'bend, wrap' ¶ R WBd. 116, E SC 259 (SC *xon1onko v. 'bend, fold' >  Alg
xongo?os- and Mb kﬁo~n1o~nko~ 'joint [of body]') || IE *xenk- (≠ *0x8enk-?)
'bend' > Ht hink- v. 'bow (reverentially), curtsy' ¶ Ts. E I 25O-1, Pv. III
292-6  NaIE *ank- vt., vi. 'bend' > OI ≤an%cati, ≤acati 'bends, curves ' ,
MPrs anc7°tan 'bends' »» Gk a>gkv1n 'elbow', a>gka1lh, ]agkoi1nh ' b e n t
arm' »» Lt ∆ a!nka 'loop' »» L [Fest] ancus 'qui aduncum brach ium
habet' »» Tc A an%ca4l 'bow (arc)'  ? NaIE d. *onko-s 'crooked, hook' >
Gk }ogkoß 'barb of an arrow' »» L uncus 'crooked, hook ' »» OIr e1kath
'fish-hook' »» OHG ango 'hook', ds.: AS anÌel 'fish-hook, hook', ON
o<ngull 'fish-hook', OHG angul 'fishing-rod', NHG Angel ' f i sh-hook '
»» OI ≤an$≤ka-h5 n. 'hook, curve, bend', Av aka- 'hook' »» OCS 0kot5
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o<kotË 'hook' ¶¶ P 45-7 (*ank-), EI 61-2 (*h€enk- ≠ *h€eng- 'bend a n
object so that it stays bent'), and ≈  AHDI 3 (all of them do n o t
distinguish between NaIE *ank- and *ang-), M K I 19, 24, M E I 47, 52-3 ,
Vr. 687, Ho. 6, Kb. 32, EWA I 251-3, KM 22, F I 1O-2 and II 347, Wn.
146, WH I 46 and II 816, Frn. 11.
26OO. *Ùa4444n ` ```Vt''''V 'grain, kernel' >  HS: S *Hint'-at- (≠ *Hunt'-at-?)
'wheat' >  Hb ey`1h5 Hit'≤t'a2, Ug Ót5t, OA Ót5h, IA Ónt5? ≠ Ót5h, Plm
Ó(y)t?, JPA, JEA at1y`6h5Óit5t5´≤t3a2, Sr æ4,ot≈eÓEt5t5´t3a2, Md Ót5ita, Ar
é6an0Hi Hintœat- (ı Sq {L} Óint5eh), Ak ut5t5atu 'wheat', Gz X´t't'at ≠
H´t't'at- 'grain, seed', BA pl. Niy5n6h5 Hin≤t'-ïn 'grains of wheat', Jb C {Jo.}
≤Hi≤t 'et 'ear of rice', ≤Hit' 'ears of rice, food, beans' ¶  KB 294, 171O, KBR
3O7, Lv. II 36, Js. 453, Sl. 453, Br. 227, Ln. 657, BK I 5O3, Jo. J 119, L G
268  C {AD} *√Óyt' > EC: Sml N {Abr.} ha!d'u2~d' 'corn, millet', Sml {ZMO}
had'u2d ' 'maize, jowari, millet, sorghum' »» SC: Irq/Grw {Wh.} ÷ayiti?i (p l .
÷ayito?o), {MQK} ÷ayito?o2 (snglt. ÷ayti?ï) 'maize' ¶ AD SF 221-2, Abr. S
1O2, ZMO 177, MQK 18 || IE (mt.) *é8et(e)n (/*x8et(e)r-?) 'grain,
kernel' >  NaIE *et(e)n- 'kernel, grain' (× N *qatV  '∈ corn' [q.v.]) >  OIr
{P} eitne  'kernel', ScGl eite  'unhusked ear of corn', eitean ' kernel ,
grain' »» Gk }etnoß 'a thick soup of pulse, pea-soup'  AdS  of H t
hat(t)ar '∈  cereal' ('ein Getreideart') (< N *qatV  '⇑ ') ¶¶ P 343, F I
582, Ts. E I 22O, Pv. III 247 (Ht hat(t)ar ÿ hat- 'dry up') || D *an`tßi
'kernel, stone of a fruit' (× N *Ó{a4444}n 2 222tV 'kernel' [q.v. ffd.], whence D *-
tß- rather than *-t-) ˚  Since Ht hat(t)ar goes back mainly to N
*qatV , it provides no decisive ev. for N *X- . Therefore the N rec. is
with *Ù-  (= N *X-  or N *H-).
26OOa. (€?) *ÙayNo (= *H++++XayNo) (a variant reconstruction ins tead
of *?ayNo , q.v. s.v.) 'marrow, brain, soft fat of animals' (‘ 'to smear ,
to anoint') > HS: C {E} *HangWl- 'brain' > EC *HangVl- 'brain' >  Sa {Wlm.}
Hangal, pl. Hangul id., Af {PH} Ha!ngal 'brain', Or B {Anr.} Engu≠Engo2 id. »»
? Dhl {E} ÷a~ni 'head' »» Ag ı Amh angol 'brain' and Tgr Óangal HangAl
(pl. Óana2g´l Hanag‰l) ı Bln {R} hangWel (pl. hana2gW´l) 'b ra in ' ;
Ag: Aw angWal id. may be either a return loan from EthS (as suggested
in AD SF) or an inherited C word (as in E PC) »» ?? C ı  Mb anga!lo ' h e a d '
(E SC 276 reconstructs SC *÷aN- 'head' on the basis of Mb and Dhl) ¶ E
PC #522, AD SF 153, PH 126, To. D 136, EEN 13, ≈  E SC 27; acc. to E SC,
the stem of Dhl and Mb may go back to SC *÷aN- 'above, up' (>  I rq
{MQK} ?a2!N 'past, already, ancient times', {E} aN 'in the past, long ago ' ,
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Brn oN 'mountain', see  E SC, MQK 15), but the direction of semant ic
change may have been the opposite as well  ? EthS (a loan from a C
lge.?): Gz ?angW´÷ 'marrow, the soft fat of animals', Tgr ?‰ng‰÷o, Tgy
?angW‰÷, Amh angWa 'marrow' ¶ L G 28-9 ¶ If the pN etymon is *?ayNo
(a reconstruction based on the assumption that Gz ?angW´÷ is of pS
origin), the unexpected C *H- has to be accounted for. It may b e
explained if we reconstruct pN *H++++XayNo  and suppose that the EthS
word is a loan from a C lge. that has lost the initial lr.; an alt. hyp. is t o
suppose that C {E} *HangWl- goes back to a cd. *H++++X... ?ayNo   NrOm:
Kcm {CR} anqa2, {Fl.} ‰nk'a2 'head' ¶ Blz. OLBP #56  Ch: CCh: Cb {ChL}
?a!Nga~ra~, Mrg {ChL} aNgada 'brain', Mbk {Mch.} a2nga, Bana {Lk.} ya!nga
'head' ¶ ChL, ChC s.v. 'brain', Mch. VCSP 173 ¶¶ For the HS compar i son
see AD SF 15 and Blz. OLBP #56 || U *ayNe (≠ *ayN{o}?) (U {Coll.} *ayNo,
FU {UEW} *ayNe) 'brain, ? marrow' > F aivo(t) 'brain, temple, t empora l
(bone)', Es aju 'brain'  pLp {Lr.} *vo2jN‰ >  Lp N {N} vuoiNa6s7-: p l .
vuoi…gNa6s7a6k » Lp L {LLO} vuoiNam ≠ vuoi…Nam 'brain ' » p M r
{Ker.} *oyG´ >  Mk uj uy 'marrow, brain ' »» ? Hg agy 'brain, m a r r o w '
(OHg also 'skull')   ?? Sm: Nn T ˜´v´j 'brain' (unless ÿ ˜´va
'head'); acc. to Coll. 2, here also Ng {Cs.} dÔia, En X {Cs.} ae, En B {Cs.}
ebe6, Slq: Nr/Ke {Cs.} ku4u, NP {Cs.} ku4^N 'brain'  ?φ Y: OY O {Mat.}
abor` 'mozg` ' ('brain' or 'marrow') ¶¶ UEW 5, Sm. 542 (FU *aºjNi
'brain' > FP *ajNi, Ugr *aºjNI"), Coll. 2, Lr. #1425 (does not distinguish
it from Lp *vo2yN‰ v. 'breath'), Lgc. #8741, Ker. II 173,  Ter. 415, Cs.
227, IN 294 || IE: NaIE *ongW- 'anoint ' , *ongW-en-≠*n=gW-en- ' f a t ,
grease' ({EI} IE *h‹engW- 'anoint') >  OI an%j-, a≤nakti (3p an%≤janti,
pp. ak≤ta) v. 'smear, anoint', ≤a2jyam 'melted or clarified butter ( u s e d
for oblations, for sacrifice, and for anointing anything sacrificed o r
offered)' (< a2 + ajya < *ngWyo-) »» Arm øcanem o6canem <
*au\canem 'I anoint' »» L unguo2  / pp. unctus v. 'anoint, besmear', U m
umtu 'unguito' »» OIr imb, W ymen-yn, OCrn amen-en, Br
amann 'butter' »» OHG anko, ancho, MHG, NGr Al anke id. »» Pru
anctan, ancte id. ¶ WP I 81, P 779, EI 24, Dv. #779, WH II 819-2O,
EWA I 263-5, OsS 2O, LG § 8.1, Me. EAC 237, Tp. P A-D 91, En. 142, MW
133 ˚ Cf. UEW 5 (FU, Y, T); UEW mentions “ türk. *a4N 'Gedächtnis,
Verstand'”, probably a misprint for T *a2N (a dubious connection). The
U stem belongs here only if its medial cns. is *-N- (as reconstructed b y
Coll. and UEW); but Hl. [p. c.] suggests an alt. rec. with a medial *-w-;
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in the latter case (acc. to Hl.) the U stem may be a d. from U *oywa
'head' (UEW 336-7). If the latter conjecture is right, the U stem d o e s
not belong here, and the pN stem is to be reconstructed as *H++++XaNo o r
*?aNo  rather than *H++++XayNo or *?ayNo . But Hl.'s et. faces difficulties:
the initial vw. of U *ayN+we 'brain' is different from that of U *oywa
'head', and Lp -N- may hardly go back to U *-w-; at least, such a
possibility is not envisaged by Krh.’s historical phonology of Lp (Krh.
76-197, Krh. HL 274-7) ˚  ≈  AD NM #68, S CNM 11 ˚  Cf. Gr. II # 4 8
(*ayu  'brain').
26O1. € *ÙËNgV 'throat' >  HS: Eg fXVIII Óngg 'pharynx' ( ' d e r
Schlund [in dem die Zunge sitzt]') ¶ EG III 121  S: Ar Érajan0Ha Hang7ar-
at- 'larynx', rjnH√Hng7r D 'égorger', {Hv.} cut open the throat to'; ??
dvjun0Hu Hung7u2d- 'larynx' ¶ BK I 5O1-2, Hv. 146  C {AD} *{H}anKWar
'throat, pharynx' >  Bj {R} ankar 'palate, 'gullet (Shlund), throat', Bj A
{AD} ≤hankar 'gullet (Schlund), pharynx, and the back part of t h e
mouth' »» EC: pSam {Hn.} *hangu!ri > Sml hunguri, Bn {Hn.} ha≤Nure
'throat', Sa {R} anqar  'palate, throat ' ¶ AD SF 153-4, Hn. S 63  WCh:
?? Ngz Ngu!rz6a!z6i!ya! 'throat' ¶ Sch. DN 127 || A: T *o4Na4ç > OT {Cl.} o4Nu4c7,
Tv o4∏s7 'larynx, wind-pipe', Xk o4go4s, ET o4Nga4c7, Alt o4c1 'wind-pipe', Sg o4∏s
'thorax', VTt ¥ˆá¢ u4Na4s7 !, Brb o4na4c7, Bsh q¥Î¥l u4Na4s, Qzq, Qq o4Nes7, Qrg,
Ln qîzîl o4Ngo4c7, QK o4∏c7 ≠ o4∏s7, Uz qizil öNac7 'gullet, oesophagus', Bsh u4Na4s
'front side of the neck', Yk o4Nu4s 'musles of the occiput', o4Nu4s bas
'blood-vessels of the neck' ¶ Cl. 172, DTS 387, ET Gl 536, ≈ ADb. SR
138 (unc. *o4Na4ç ÿ *o4mgen '[upper part of the] breast')  M
*4o4NgeleGu4r (× N *÷3333omKe6666 '[∈ part of the] neck') > WrM o4Ngelegu4r,
HlM øngøl¥¥r {MED} 'depression above (sic!) the Adam’s apple ',
{Kow., Luv.} 'depression under the Adam’s apple', Kl {KRS} øˆgl¥r
o4Ng´lu4r id., {Rm.} o4Ngölu4r 'Vertiefung zwischen dem Adamsapfel u n d
dem Brustbein' ¶ MED 638, Kow. 498, Luv. 322, KRS 418, KW 297  Tg:
Neg uN‰l‰ 'bird’s crop, Adam’s apple', Lm uNr‰2n '∈ muscle of the n e c k
of male reindeer\elks' ¶ STM II 279-8O  pJ {S} *u~na~(-nsi) 'back o f
head, nape' > OJ una, u~na~Zi~, J: T u~naZ1i, K u!na!Z1i!, Kg unaZ1i! ¶ S QJ #1114 ,
Mr. 563 ¶¶ DQA #1573 (A *o~Ni(c >V) 'windpipe, part of neck').
26O2. *ÙupV 'press, crush, rub' >  HS: CS *-Hu2p- ≠ *√Hpp 'rub, c lean
by rubbing': [1] CS *-Hu2p- >  MHb  √Hwp (prm. -Óu2p3-, pf. Fh2 Óa2p3)
'rub the head with natron or another mineral in order to cleanse i t ' ,
{Lv.} 'reiben, abreiben (eine Art des Kämmens)', Sr √Hwp G  v. {Br.}
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'wash (one’s head)', {JPS} 'rub, cleanse, sprinkle', 'πow≈a Óaw≤p-a2 {Br.}
'lautio (capitis et barbae)'; [2] CS *√Hpp >  MHb √Hpp G  v. ' r u b ;
cleanse (one’s head)', Ar √Hff G  'pluck (the hair of the face), shave
(the head \ beard \ moustache)', ({Ln.} 'cut\clip the hair of one’s head ,
one’s beard\moustache') ¶ Lv. II 24-5, 94, Js. 437, 492, Br. 221, JPS
132, BK I 455, Ln. 597, Hv. 131 ||  IE: NaIE *ub- 'press, press down' >  OI
ub≤jati 'presses down, keeps under, subdues', Av ubJ7yaîte 'wi rd
niedergedrückt' »» Lt P u2ﬁbiti 'zur Eile drängen' ¶ WP I 193, P 11O3, M
K I 1O7, Frn. 1156 || U *°op[p]e >  Sm {Jn.} *Èp- v. 'press, squeeze' >  Ne
T ∆  ˜ybarc∆ 'crumple\squeeze (in a hand), 'pinch with fingernails ' ,
Ne T O {Lh.} NÈbòa¿rc1 'in der Hand zusamendrücken, in der Hand
drücken', Ne F {Lh.} NÈppÈrh_s1 id., Slq Tz {KKIH} Èpa-qo ' p re s s \ squeeze '
('davit∆ '), Èpqal-qo 'crush, squash (razdavit∆ )', Slq Nr {Cs.} e>pa&ap
'drücken' ¶ Jn. 25, Ter. 4O6, Lh. 34, KKIH 196, Cs. 1O3, 212 || A: NaT
*u+ob- 'crush, crumble, rub to powder' >  OT {Cl.} uv-  v. 'crush, c rumble ,
reduce to powder', Tk ov-, uv- ∆  o- 'rub, crumble', Ggz u2-, CrTt o˝-,
QrB uw- , Bsh îw- , VTt u- 'rub, rub to powder', Az ov- id., 'crumble', SY
u˝- 'crush', Xk u˝-, Qmq uw- 'crumble', Kr uw- id., 'knead' ¶ Cl. 4 -5 ,
Rl. I 1591, ET Gl 4O1-3 ˚  U *o- (for the expected *u-) is still to b e
explained ˚  Hardly here A {ADb.} *opæa 'powder' ‘ 'flour' (w N *?op''''a
'≈  powder, dust, small pieces of dirt').
26O2a. *XÅrV 'tracks, path, way' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'road') >
HS: Eg fP Ór.t 'Weg, Landweg' ¶ EG III 144   S: Ar Ha2r-at- {Ln.} ' a
quarter of a city\town consisting of sevetal narrow streets and having
but one general entrance', {Hv.} 'quarter of a town, street' ¶ Ln. 666, BK
I 525, Hv. 148  B {Pr.} *h€rh⁄ > Ah hur´t, ETwl hœur´t 'suivre à la t r a c e '
¶ Pr. H #65, Fc. 638, PGG 136  Ch: WCh: Su {J} ?ar, Ang {ChC} ?ar∑
'road' »» Klr {J{ aRa!w 'Weg' ¶ ChC, J R 35O ¶¶ ≈ OS #122 || K: GZ *Xer-
'step; make a path\road' > Mg Xar- 'eine Spur durch den Schnee
treten', Lz Xar-i n. 'step', OG Xer- v. 'lead, steer a course' (of pilots), G
Xer- 'show the way', s-Xer-v-el-i 'Richtungsgeber, Steuer' ¶ FS K 481, FS
E 547 || D: SD *a2rÀ- 'way' > Tm a2r3u 'way, road, path', Ml a2r3u 'way,
manner', Td o;rÀ 'way, entrance into thicket' ¶ D #4O5 ˚  ≈ Blz. DA 1 6 2 -
3 [#1O4] (incl. D and WCh).
26O3. ??φ *X{aw[a]}rÉ (or *XawÉrV) 'bright, white'  > HS: CS
*√Hwr, *-Hwar- (≠  *-Hu2r-?) 'be bright \white '  > BHb √Hwr G  ( 3 m p
ip. ur" v!h=i# yEHé≤wa2ru2) 'turn pale', MHb {Js.} √Hwr D  (pf. ru$h5
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Óiw≤wer) 'make clear\evident', BA ru!h5 Hiw≤wa2r 'white', JA [Trg.]
√Hwr G  (pf. rv@h9 Óâ≤war) 'be white, pale', JEA √Hwr G  ' b e c o m e
white, be lighter in colour', Sr √Hwr G  (pf. ®wa≈ Ó´≤war) ' b e ( c o m e )
white', ®wo≈e ÓEw≤wa2r 'white', Md hiwara, hawara id., Ar {Ln.}
√Hwr D  (pf. Hawwara) 'whiten (clothes, wheat, food)', {BK} √Hwr G
(pf. Ha2ra, ip. -Hu2r-) 'wash\whiten clothes'; but Ar √Hwr  G  (pf. Hawira)
'have its white and its black strongly delineated' does not necessarily
belong here, it may be related to Mh and Jb √Hwr 'turn black' ¶ KB
287, 17O6, Dlm. 1O4, Lv. T I 24O-1, Js. 438-9, Lv. II 26-7, Sl. 435, Br.
223, JPS 133-4, DM 142, BK I 5O9-1O, Ln. 665, Jo. M 195 || IE (+ext . )
*xarg8-, *xarg8i- 'white' (× N *z1111{a}hrV [¬ *Z1111{a}hrV ¬ *z++++Z{a}hrV] ' shine,
be bright; light [lux]') > Ht harki- 'white, bright'  NaIE *arg8(i)- ' b e
white, by shiny' > OI ≤arjuna-h5 'shiny white', r=j≤ra- ' rad iant ,
gleaming', {MW} 'red(dish)', raja≤ta-h5 'whitish, silver-coloured' »» Gk
]argo1ß, ]argh1ß 'shining, bright, white', ]argi-o1duß 'white-toothed', }argyroß
'silver' »» Msp ARGORIAN 'made of silver' »» L argu-o2 / -e"re 'put i n
clear light' »» Clt: Gl (in n. pr.) {Schm.} argio- *'shining, br ight '
('brillant'), Brtt {RE} *argi\os ' snow'  > MW eiry, W eira, OCrn irgh,
Crn ergh, MBr erc&h id. »» Gt aI1rkni†a accus. 'to` gnh1sion,
genuineness' (from *aI1rkns [conjecture for aI1rknis] *'clear,
immaculated' ‘ 'holy'), OHG erkan {Kb.} 'steadfast, noble, agile',
{EWA} 'hervorragend, ehrwürdig, fest, bestimmt, wirklich', {Schz.}
erchan, erchen 'fest, wirklich', {OsS} e4rchan, e4rchen ' r ech t ,
echt' »» Tc: A a2rki, B a2rkwi 'white'  Ï IE *{x}r=g8-n=t-om ({EI} *h€r=g8-
n=t-om) 'silver' > OI raja≤tam, Av ´r´zat´m, OPrs (a)rdata-, KhS
a2ljsata- id. »» L argentum id., Osc argentud id. (abl.) »» OIr
argat, W ariant, MCrn arians, Crn arhans, Brt arc&hant
'silver' »» Arm arca† aRcat≈ id. (-at≈ under the infl. of erkat≈ ' i r o n ' )
¶¶ Pv. III 169-71, Ts. G I 197, P 64-5, EI 14 (*h€arg8i- 'white'), 6 4 1
(*h€r=g8-u- ≠ *h€r=g8-es- id., *h€r=g8-n=t-om 'silver'), M K I 5O-1, 12O-1, a n d
III 34,  F I 132-4, WH I 66-7, Bc. G 312, Vn. A  88-9, Schm. KGP 134, Billy
14, RE 133, Fs. 25, Kb. 2O8, Schz. 126, OsS 147, EWA II 114O-2, Slt.
129-31 Wn. 167, Ad. 49-5O ¶¶ IE *-ar- < *-au\r- (loss of *u\ be fo re
sonorants) ||  A: T *u4ru4N ≠  *Éwru4N 'white' (× N *?{o}mrÉ  'burn' ( in t r . ) ,
'shine, be bright', q.v. ffd.) > OT, Yk u4ru4N id., Chg XV ewru4N 'shining,
bright, clear weather', MQp XIII u4 ∏ru4n 'milk', Tk ∆ u4ru4n 'milk, yoghurt', ?
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Qrg u4ru4N baraN 'morning twilight, dawn; sth. dimly seen in the dark' ¶
Cl. 233-4, Jud. 825, TL 6O1.
26O4.  *XoÂ[V]wV 'herd\pack of (wild) animals' (‘  'animal'?) >  K:
G Xrov-a, {DCh.} Xro 'pack (as of wolves, etc.), herd (of deer, etc.)' ¶
Chx. 2391, DCh. 1756 || HS: S *°√Hwr > Ar Hawar- {BK} 'taureau', {Fr.}
'taurus', {Hv.} 'ox' ¶ Fr. I 44O, BK I 51O, Hv. 148  B {Pr.} *√h€rw  > Ah
tahrut  'herd (of camels, of sheep\goats)', Izd tawrut  (pl. tiwra) id., Ah
ehere (pl. ih‰raw´n) 'menu bétail', Twl {ABs., Nic.} eh´re (pl. ih´rwan),
Gh ih[´]ri id., possibly Ty eh´ri 'calf', Sus ahruy 'moutons', tahruyt (p l .
tihray) 'brebis' ¶ Fc. 64O, Pr. H #397  C: EC {Ss.} *Hor 'herd' >  Kns
hor-e2ta 'wealth, livestock', Or horï id., 'cattle', Gdl horet 'cattle', HEC
{Hd.} *hor 'herd, property' >  Ged hore 'herd', hor-te 'property', ?? Brj
hor-?- v. 'breed' ¶ Ss. B 1O1, Bl. 2OO, Hd. 79, 118 || A: AmTg *ora+on-,
*ora+okV  'animal(s)' (× N *?or1111{u} 'antelope, deer, mountain goat'?) >  Ul
oro(n-) 'animal', Ud {Shn.} 'o, {Krm.} o2? (<  *oroko) 'animal, bird' ¶ SMT
II 25, Krm. 273 ˚  If AmTg *ora+on- and *ora+okV belong here, the N
etymon is *XoÂ[V]wV , otherwise it is *XËÂ[V]wV .
26O5. (€?) *ÙaÂc7777V (= *XaÂc7777V?) 'rub, scratch' >  HS: S *√HrT v.
'plough, till the earth' >  BHb Srh √Hrs7 v. G  'plough; engrave', OCn
√Xrs7 v. 'plough', Ug √HrT G  v. 'plough, till (the earth)', IA trh
√Hrt v. 'plough', Plm √Órt, SmA, Md √Hrt G  'engrave', JA [Trg.]
√Hrt G id., {Lv.} 'eingraben, aushöhlen', Sr √Órt v. G  'dig o u t ,
furrow', Ar €rH √HrT G  {Hv.} 'till and sow (the eartth)', {BK}
'labourer \ cultiver la terre', Tgr √Hrs v. 'plough', Ak ere2s7u ' t o
cultivate/plant (a field), to seed by drilling seed into a furrow by m e a n s
of a seeder-plow' ¶ KB 343, KBR 357, OLS 181, HJ 4O7, Js. 5O7-8, Lv. T
I 286, Tal 298, Br. 26O, JPS 16O, DM 153, BK I 4O3, Hv. 117, CAD IV
285-9  ?φ  C: Bj {R} √hsy (1s p. ≤a-hasi, prs. ahansi) pcv.
'schärfen, spitzen' ¶ R WBd 127 || A: M *arc>i- >  MM arc7i- [S] {H}
'wipe', [MA] v. 'clean, wipe clean', [IM] {Pp.} 'sweep, rub', WrM arci-,
HlM ar¢i- v. 'wipe\clean\dry by rubbing; erase, weed', Kl arc7(Á)-
{KRS} vt. 'clean, wipe', {Rm.} 'rein fegen, abputzen, abwischen', Dg {T}
arc7i- vt. 'clean' ¶ H 8, Pp. MA 1O4-5, 432, MED 51, T DgJ 122, KRS 5 2 ,
KW 15 || IE: Ht hars- v. '≈ till (the soil)' (unless a loan from Ak, a s
supposed by Pv.) ¶ Pv. III 184-5, Ts. E I 183, EI 434 ¶ The loan hyp. m a y
solve the enigma of the irreg. Ht s  (for the expected IE *-st- or *-d-) ˚
If Ht hars- is an inherited cognate, the N etymon is *XaÂc7777V, but if i t
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is a Semitism, the pN source is to be reconstructed as *ÙaÂc7777V ( =
*X++++HaÂc7777V).
26O6. *{Ù}iÂgV '∈ (horned?) artiodactyl' >  HS: S *√Hrg > Gz
Óarge2, Óarg° 'ram, male of sheep and goats', Ar Harag7-at- ' t r oupeau
de chameaux', Hurg7- 'chamelle grande et forte', Harag7- ' chamelle
maigre, exténuée de fatigue', Hurg7ag7-, Hurg7u2g7- 'chamelle grande, forte e t
rapide à la course' ¶ BK I 4O4-5, L G 242  C: EC {Ss.} *org- '∈ male
herbivore' >  Sml org-i 'billy-goat', Rn o!rge~y, Arr ?o~rgi! ' uncas t ra ted
billy-goat', Or B o!rg-e5 'baby she-camel', Gdl {Ss.} ork-eta 'billy-goat' ,
{Bl.} ork-e2t 'non-castrated male goat older than ca. two months', H r
ork-akko 'billy-goat', Ya org-ei\ 'male giraffe'; ? cp. also (with mt.) Sml
agor 'bull-calf to two years old', Rn {PG} o~go2^r 'oryx, gemsbok'  »» Bj {R}
er≤gane , ≤argin  'sheep, ram' ¶ The loss of the expected initial cns. i n
C is still to be explained ¶ Ss. PEC 23, Bl. 112, PG 238, 243, Hw. A 343, R
WBd 29 || IE: NaIE *york+k8- 'roe deer' (× N *n1111 {a}ÂK''''a ++++á [= *n1111 {a}Âûûûûqa++++á?]
'∈ deer' [q.v. ffd.]) || A {ADb.} *irge 'ram' >  NaT *irk >  OT {Cl.} irk
'ram', Tb {B} irk, Qb/Sg/Tlt {Rl.} ir(i)k id., Qmq, QrB irk, ET ∆ {Jr.} eyik
≠ iyik, Ln ïk, Tv irt 'castrated ram', Qrg irik ≠ irk, Tk ∆  irk ' t h ree -
year old castrated ram' ¶ Cl. 22O, ET Gl 377-8, Rl. I 1459, 1464, 1 8 3 3 ,
Jud. 3O3-4, Jr. 99  M *irge >  MM [S] irge, WrM irge, HlM ir´g,
Ord {Ms.} ïrge, Kl irg irg´, Mnr H {SM} yergòe 'castrated ram, we the r '
¶ H 83, MED 414, Kow. 326, KRS 272, Ms. O 387, SM 492 ˚ The
reflexes of this N word denote camels in Ar and Or only, while
elsewhere they refer to horned animals. It may be tentatively suggested
that originally the etymon denoted horned animals.
26O7. *Xar1111 {u 4 444} 'valley, low place, ravine, pit' >  HS: S *°√Hry >  Ar
îrAha Hara2- 'gîte de la gazelle; aire de la maison, espace compris e n t r e
les murailles; plage; lieu où l’autruche dépose ses œufs', {Fr.} É"raha
Hara2-t- 'atrium, mediumque domus; tractus latus; nidus ovorum' ¶
Hardly here (because of X-) Ak Xarru 'watercourse' ¶ Fr. I 373, BK I
417, CAD VI 114-5  ?? Eg fO x1r 'under', x1ry 'which is under', Eg fMK
x1rw 'base, lower side, under-side' (unless from una t tes ted
hypothetical Eg {Vc.} *x1r 'heel' >  Cpt B 3a- Xa- 'heel' or akin to M h
{Jo.} ‰nXa2li 'under, underneath' [as supposed by Tk.]) ¶ EG III 386-9O,
Fk. 2O3, Vc. 282-4, Tk. I 142-3, Jo. M 3O8 || IE *xery- ¬ *xr=y- ({EI}
*≤h€eryo-s) 'cavity' (× N *9ar{i} 'valley, hollow in the ground, cave' [q.v.
ffd.]) and (possibly) IE *ÓaÓr- 'valley, low place, cave'  (× N *z1111 {a}[Ó]rV
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'low place, valley', q.v. ffd.) > Ht hari-s (gen. hariyas) 'valley' || U:
FP {LG} *are 'pit, ravine, valley' > pPrm *or (∫LG} *o¿r) 'ravine, gully' >  Vt
Sr/Y ‰r, Vt Kz o$r 'Flußbett, Graben', Vt {W} ur 'Graben', Vt N ur-kÈrem
'ravine (ovrag , log )' (kÈr- 'wash away, break through' [of water]), Z
Ud orov  'rut, gully' ('rytvina , promoina ') (× Z or- 'be torn'), Z {TmK}
ko™dq-o™ro™m k‰Z7-‰r‰m 'former river-bed in a bend of a river' (k‰Z7
'bend of a river') »» Chr XVIII {Pl.} or∆  'ditch (rov` )' ¶ LG 2O7 (•÷  Os V
urÈ 'old river-bed', which goes back to pOs *wOrÈ, w Stn. D 163), ≈
UEW 721 (connecting the Vt and Chr forms with FP *orkV 'depress ion,
valley') || A: T *o4[:]r1 'valley' >  OT {Cl.} o4∏z 'valley (and the like)', O s m
XVIII o4z 'wadi', Tk An o4z 'valley' »» Chv {Ash.} var 'ravine' ¶ Cl. 278-9 ,
SDD 1124, Ash. V 167 ¶ The vw. *o4 (instead of the expected *a) is
probably due to the palatalizing and labializing infl. of the vw. of t h e
second syll. ||  D  (in SD) *ar`i 'place where a lagoon\river joins the s e a '
>  Tm ar›i 'place where the lagoon joins the sea', ar›ivu ' r ivermouth ' ,
Ml ar›i id., 'bar', Kn ar›ave 'mouth of a river in which the tide e b b s
and flows, bar', Tu al5uve  'rivermouth, harbour', Krg alßu2ba2galu ' m o u t h
of a river' ¶ D #278 ˚ It is worth paying attention to K: G Xriat'i
'steiniger Abhang, Geröllhalde' (Chx. 2389), although the structure o f
this word and its prehistory are not clear.  
26O8. (€?) *X{o}t''''{Å} 'scrape (off), 'rub off' >  K *Xwet'-/*Xwt'- v.
'scrape' >  G Xvet'- id., 'tear\scrape off, sweep', Mg Xvat'- ' sc ra tch ,
gnaw', Lz Xvat'- v. 'gnaw', Sv UB {GP} -Xwit'-/-Xwt'- (msd. li-Xwt'e) vt .
'exterminate', -Xwet'- (msd. li-Xwet') vi. 'perish' (of a multitude) ¶¶ K
259, K2 328-9, FS K 485, FS E 55O, Chik. 425, TK 485, GP 188-9 || HS: S
*°√Htt > Ar √Htt G  vt. 'rub off (mud), bark (a tree)', ??σ {BK} vi. 'fall
off' (leaves of trees) ¶ Fr. I 339-4O, BK I 373, Hv. 11O ||  ? A : NaT *otæa-
'cut (grass)' (× ÿ T *otæ- 'grass, vegetation')  >  OT {Cl.} ota- ' c u t
(grass)', 'pull up (weeds)', Tk ota-, Qzq, Qq ota-, Alt oto- ± odo-, VTt,
Bsh uta-, Xk oda- 'pull up (weeds)' ¶ Cl. 34-5, 42, ET Gl 482.
26O9. *Ù{o}t''''{i} '∈ fish' > HS: S *°Hu2t- >  Ar Hu2t- {Ln., BK} 'fish' (esp. ' a
great fish'), {Hv.} 'salmon-fish ¶ Ln. 663, BK I 5O8, Hv. 148  C: Bj {R}
hu2t 'fish' (π Ar?)  WCh {Stl.} *HadV 'fish' > NrBc: Wrj {Gw.} eudei,
{Sk.} ˝‰~da!i\, Cg {Sk.} ˙a2^ti~, Kry {Sk.} ˝‰!de@, My {Sk.} ˝‰!di!, Jmb {Sk.}
a!wu~da! ¶ Stl. ZCh 225 [#747] || A *°o[:]tæ{i} >  Tg *o2çV 'small fish' >  O r c
oc7ko ≠ oc7oko, Ul o2c7o(n-), Ork otoa, Nn Nh o2c7aqa2, Nn B ocoa 'small f ish' ,
WrMc o2ca ≠ oca '∈ species of Gobio (gudgeon or the like) with a large
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mouth and red eyes' ¶ STM II 29, Z 12O, 131, Hr. 738 ¶¶ Tg *ç (ear l ier
*çi < A *tæi?) suggest a final A *i || IE: NaIE *°o+ati- > Lt ati~s, Ltv aﬁte
'halibut, turbot' (× N *÷ 3333at ''''Ë  '∈ fish', q.v.) ¶ Frn. 21, Bg. KS 274.
261O. *ÙVt''''V 'quick' >  IE: NaIE *e2t-/*o2t- 'earlier, quick(ly)' >  ON
a1Îan 'earlier, before' »» Lt U {Gtl.} otu 'quickly', otu~s 'eilfertig, behend ,
Eile habend, dringend'  Ï NaIE *e2tro-/*o2tro- 'quick' ({P} ' r asch ,
heftig') >  OHG a2tar (<  *e2t≤ro-) {EWA} 'scharfsinnig, rasch, eifrig
(acer)', {OsS} atar 'quick, clever, sharp (acer, fugax, celer)', AS
A2dre, OFrs e2dre, OSx a2dro 'at once, forthwith', ON a1Îr 'earlier' (“
'early') »» Ltv a2trs  'quick, fast, swift', a2tri  'quickly, fast, swiftly', Lt U
{Gtl.} otru~s 'lebhaft, feurig, temperamentvoll; gierig (beim Fressen u n d
Trinken)', ? Lt K a!trei\ 'schnell, heftig, ungestüm' »» ?? Tc {Wn.}: A
ata4r , Tc B etre  'hero' (unless an Iranian loan, as suggested by Bai.) ¶
P 345, EI 194 (? *e2tro- 'quick, fast'), Vr. 2, Kb. 47, OsS 33, EWA I 3 7 9 -
81, Kar. I 84, Frn. 518-9, Gtl. LS 99, Ho. 9, SiSS 22, 5O, 228, 485, Wn. LE
23, Wn. 152 ||  HS: S *√Htk  v. 'hurry, go fast' > Ar √Htk  G  (ip. -Htiku)
v. {Hv.} 'walk at a quick and short pace', {BK} 'marcher rap idement
d’un pas serré', Ak {Sd.} eta2ku 'sich beeilen, sich dranhalten' ¶ Fr. I
341, BK I 375, Hv. 11O, Sd. 26O || A: M *u4+o4d-tu4r >  MM {HI} o4ter 'vi te,
rapidement', WrM u4dter ≠ o4dter ≠ u4dtu4r, HlM ¥dt´r
'immediately, quickly, rapidly'; the element *-tu4r may be identical with
*tu4r >  WrM tu4r, HlM t¥r 'temporarily, for a short time', MM [MA]
tu4rgen 'quick, fast' (tu4rgen usun 'quick water') ¶ Ms. H 85, MED 8 5 4 ,
996, KW 415, Pp. MA 359.
261Oa. (€?) *ÙÉt''''VÂV or *ÙiLt''''Vr1111V 'blood vessel (vein, a r te ry) ,
sinew, root' >  IE: NaIE *e2tor, *e2trom, *e2tr= 'blood vessel (vein, a r te ry) ,
sinew, internal organ' (× N *qu 6666 [hÉ]t ''''V 'entrails; sinew, thread; to tie') >
AS A2dre, A2der, ON A1Îr 'vein', OHG a2dra 'blood vessel (vein,
artery), sinew', NHG Ader 'vein, artery' »» Gk Hm ‘htor 'heart', Gk A
‘htron  'abdomen, the part below the navel', as well as [??] Gk }htrion, Gk
D }atrion 'the warp in a web of cloth', Gk }htria by1blvn 'leaves made o f
strips of papyrus' »» OIr inathar 'entrails' ¶ P 344, EI 359 (*h⁄eh⁄tr- ≈
'lung, internal organ'), Mn. 254-5,  Dv. #256, F I 645, ≈  Vr. 68O (ON
AÎr < pScn *a2Îï + unc.: Ic AÎ, NNr Ad 'small creek', interpreted b y
Vr. as 'Wasserader'), Ho. 9, Ho. S 4, Kb. 5, EWA I 54-7, OsS 3, ≈ KM 7, ≈
EI 359 (*h⁄eh⁄tr- ≈ 'lung, internal organ') || HS: S *°√Htr > Ar Hita2r- (p l .
Hutur-) 'corde principale de la tente à laquelle on attache d’autres p o u r
mieux la tendre' ¶ Fr. I 341, BK I 374  Eg P/MK Ótr 'Strick, Seil', Eg
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Md/L/G Ótr v. 'bind together' >  Cpt Sd 2Otr 2 ho2t´r ' r éun i r ,
attacher, lier'; cp. Cpt Sd 2etre hetre 'navel' (“  'navel s tr ing ') ;
?σ: Eg: fOK Ótr 'yoke of oxen', fXVIII 'span of horses; horses' >  Cpt Sd
2to hto, Cpt B 2†o ht≈o 'horse' (Cpt ı Bj {R} hata2y id.) ¶ EG III
199-2O2, Fk. 18O-1, Vc. 315-6, Ws. 4OO, Tk. I 3O4  WCh: Su d'ugur v.
'darn (flicken)' (with an epenthetic -g-, see  AD ChSC 35; loss of t h e
initial lr. in the AG lgs., as in Su {MtS} gwohar 'belt' [< HS *√Hgr id.]
and in Mpn k‰2!r 'hunger' [<  HS √Hk'r 'be hungry']) || A: ? T *Jîltæîr1 (<
**Jiltæa6r1 ≠ **iltæa6r1) 'root' >  OT jîltîz, Osm {Rl.} zYdlY jîldîz, Kr
jîldîz, Chg {Rl.}, Uz ildiz, ET iltiz ± z7ildiz, ∆ jildiz, Alt Z1îltîs, SY Z1îltîs
≠ jîltîs, Shor c7îltîs, SY Jîltîs ≠ jiltîs, Kü {Rl.} jîldîs, Tf sîldòîs, Yk
silis id. ¶ T *J- < prosthetic *y-? ¶ Cl. 922, Rs. W 2OO, ET Gl 35O, TL
1O9, DTS 267, KRPS 264, Rl. I 1495 and III 488, 521, Ra. 23O ˚ If t h e
phonetically questionable T cognate is valid, the N rec. is *ÙiLt''''Vr1111V,
otherwise it is *ÙÉt ''''VÂV .
2611. *XawV 'to rain, to spurt' >  IE: Ht he(w)u-, he(y)aw- n .
'rain' ¶ Pv. III 3O1-4, Ts. E I 235, 238-4O || HS: Eg: fP Ów.t, Óy.t, MK
{Fk.} Ówyt n. 'rain', MK/NK/L Ówy, Óy ({Fk.} Ówì) v. 'rain' (with ' t h e
sky' as subject), as well as amb Eg fMK Ówy v. 'flow, flood' and amb Eg
P/G Ówy, Óy n. 'flood (of a river\watercourse)' (× N *Ùo6666yV 'to swim,
to float, to flow', q.v.) ¶ EG III 48-9, Fk. 165  Ch: WCh: Sir {Sk.} hWï!
'rain' »» ECh: Smr {J} ?o v. 'rain', {OS “?} ?wa2 'rain' ¶ ChC ¶¶ OS #13O3
and Tk. I 46 (both: Eg, Ch) || A: T *°ab- v. 'spurt' (×  N *qapV ' t o
stream, to flow'?) >  OT U ¿ h. l. ab-  v. 'spurt' (of blood) (Cl. considers i t
to be a misreading of aq  in the Uyguric script) ¶ U2 27 (line 22), Cl. 4 ,
DTS 1.
2612. *Xawi[?V]  'drive, chase, pursue' >  HS: S *°√Hww >  Ar
Haww- {Fr.} 'propulsio camelorum', {BK} 'action de faire marcher les
chameaux' ¶ Fr. I 438, BK I 5O7  Eg Ówy v. 'drive off (cattle)' (×  Eg
OK Ówy v. 'beat, strike', whence the double meaning 'Tiere schlagen
und dadurch treiben') ¶ EG III 46-8, Fk. 165  B *√h?y v. ' chase ,
pursue' >  Ah ´hi 'chasser devant soi rapidement', Tnsl, ETwl, Ty huyy´t
'chasser' ¶ Fc. 541, Pr. H #441 || ? K *°X+qew- >  G Xev-
'zurückweichen, sich zurückziehen' (“ *v. 'be driven back'?) ¶ Chx.
2322 || IE *xwei\éx- v. 'pursue, chase' >  AnIE *xwey- v. 'run, flee' (“
*v. 'pursue' or “ *v. 'be driven \ chased \ pursued'?) >  Ht huwai\-
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/huya- 'run, hurry', HrLw hwaya(n)ta or hu(i)ya(n)ta 'they r a n '
 NaIE *wei\ [´]- v. 'pursue, drive' (≠ {P} 'worauf losgehen, es e rs t reben ,
erjagen') (× N *æwayV 'want, wish, strive for') >  Av v°- (vayeîti,
vyeînti) 'pursue, chase', OI ve2ti ≠ ≤vayati 'follows, strives, leads,
drives' »» Gk Hm (w-)i>vkh1 'pursuit', Gk Crn wiv1kei '(he) pursues ' »» Tc
A wa2-, B wa2ya- 'will drive, lead' »» ON veiÎa, AS wAÎan to h u n t ,
wander', OHG weido2n {Kb., Schz.} 'to graze, to hunt', NHG weiden
'to lead\drive to pasture; to graze'; ON veiÎr 'hunt', AS wa2Î 'hunt ing;
wandering, travelling', OHG weida {Kb.} 'prey (Beute), food (Futter) ,
pasture', {Schz.} 'Beute, Fang, Futter, Weide', NHG Weide 'pasture' »» Lt
veju~, vy!ti v. 'drive\chase (away)', Ltv vaja2t 'verfolgen' » Sl *vojÁ >
OCS voivojÁ 'warrior'; Ï [1] *vojin¥ id. > OCS voin voin, Cz, Slk
vojI1n, R voin; [2] Sl *vojÁna 'war' >  OCS voina voina, SCr †
vo8jna, R vojna; [3] Sl *vojÁ-ska ≠ *vojÁ-sko 'army' >  OCS voiska
voiska, Blg vojska, SCr, Slv vo1jska, Cz, Slk vojsko, P wojsko, R
vojsko, Uk v¡jsko  NaIE pp. *wï-to- 'pursued' >  OI {MW} v°-
≤ta- pp. 'approached, desired, liked' »» Lt vy!tas 'pursued' »» L in-
v°tus 'unwilling' ¶ This prtc., together with other forms with *-ï- (Av
v°-tar- 'Verfolger, Nachjagender', etc.), provides ev. for a stem-final
lr. (sc. the stem is a set5-base). The original lr. must have been a light
one (it yields zero in AnIE) with unknown vocalic colouring (*éx in m y
notation). Mayrhofer equates OI ve2ti with Ht wiya- 'schicken, jagen' ,
but it is unt. because Ht wiya- is actually u-iya- ( 'schicken' “
*'herschicken', acc. to Ts. W) with the px. u- 'her', cp. p-iya-
'hinschicken' ¶¶ P 72-3, 1123-4, EI 2O8 (*wei\(Ó)- 'go after'), Hirt IG II
1O8 (on *-ï- as ev. for set5-bases), M K III 255-6, MW 1OO4, WP I 79, F
I 747-8, WH I 79 and II 713-4, Vr. 65O-1, Ho. 382, 384, Sw. 2OO-1, Kb.
1161-2, Schz. 313, KM 846, Tp. P A-D 142-3, SchmB EV 75, StSS 7 1 9 -
56, Vs. I 334-5, Chrn. II 279, Glh. 678, Frn. 1185-6, 1267, Ad. 36, Ts. W
95, Pv. III 419-23 || A *a2bV 'hunt; to hunt; wild game' (× N *G {o}wV
'wild sheep\goats', 'wild game'??) > NaT *a2b 'hunting, wild game' >  OT
{Cl.} a2v id., {DTS} ab ≠ av 'hunting', OT Og [MhK] a2w id., XwT aw≠ av
id., 'wild game', Chg aw, MQp [CC] uv 'hunting (venatio)', Tkm a2v, Tk
av 'wild game, hunt', Tk av, CrTt, Qzq, Nog, VTt aw≠av, Q m q
haw≠aw 'hunting', Uz åw , ET av±aºw±ow±o2  'wild game, hunt', Qrg u2
'hunt'; ? NaT **a[:]b- > Tk ∆  {ET “ THDS} av- v. 'drive (away), chase' ¶
Cl. 3, DTS 1, 68, ET Gl 62-3, TL 417-8, THDS I 39O, Rs. W 1  M *a[:]ba
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'chase, hunt' >  MM [S, MA], WrM aba, HlM av id., 'Jagd, Treibjagd',
MM [IM] aw ≠ ab 'battue', Kl av aw¥ 'battue', {Rm.} awa 'Vogeljagd,
Vogelfang'; MM [MA, IM] d. aba-la- v. 'hunt' ¶ MED 1-2, KRS 2O, KW 1 9 ,
H 1, Ms. H 33, Pp. MA 93, T VM 1O5  ? Tg *wa2- ({S} <  **awa2-) ' h u n t ,
kill' >  Ewk, Neg, Lm A, Orc, Ud, Ul, Ork, Nn wa2-, Lm ma2- 'kill, ge t
game\catch (of hunt, fishing)', Sln, Crj wa2- 'kill', WrMc wa- 'kill,
hunt', Mc Sb va2- 'kill' ¶ STM I 127-9, Y #739 ¶¶ Pp. VG 46, S CNM 1 O
(suggests to adduce Tg *wa2-) ˚ In A and in some IE lgs. there is
semantic change 'drive\chase' ‘  v. 'hunt'. The IE stem-final light lr . ,
unless it is of suffixal origin, provides ev. for a N stem-medial lr., which
may be only *? , because this is the only lr. which both yields zero i n
AnIE and K and can be lost in S and Eg.
2613. *Ùay{u4444} 'live' > HS: WS *√Hyw (G  prm. *-Hyaw- >  CS *-Hyay-)
v. 'live' >  Sb†wuih Óyw, Gz √Hyw (pf. 1Yw Óaywa, js. -Óyaw ≠ -
Óyu2), Sq {L} √Óy{y} ({DMü.} ÷a≤se ≤leÓye 'il vivra peut-être'), Hb eih
√Hyw+y (ip. -HyE2), Ph pf. Ów?, Ug √Ówy ¬ √Óyy, Amr {G} √Hyy, IA
eih,aih√Hyw+y G, BA aih√Hyw+y G , JA [Trg.] iih≠ aih √Hyw+y G ,
JEA {Sl.} iih√Hyy G , Sr 'j≈ √Hyw+y G  (ip. 3m 'xejñi n-ïÓe2 ≠ '≈e'ñi n-
ï<?>Óe2) 'live', Ar îwH √Hyy ≠ √Hyw G  (pf. îWHa Hayya ≠ îayiHa Hayiya,
ip. -Hya2) id., ˆ"vayºHa Hayw-a2n 'living, animal; life'; WS *Hayy- adj. 'alive,
living' >  Hb, BA, J A ih2 Hay, Ug Óy, (AkSc) Hayy-, Pun, IA Óy, Amr {G}
Hayy-, Sr 'jo≈a Óayy-a2 (abs. J≈aÓay), Ar Hayy-, Sb ih Óy, Sq {L} Óay id.;
the substantivized pl. of the S adj. *Hayy- means 'life': Hb pl. MiI%h2
Hay≤yïm (sg. cs. ih4 ≥He2), Ph, Ug Óym, BA NiI%h2 Hay≤yïn, Ar ê'y WHa Hayya2t-
(sg. < pl. *Hayy-a2t-), Mh {Jo.} H‰yo2t, Jb {Jo.} HyOt ¶ KB 295-7, KBR 3O7-
1O, GB 225-7, 9O6, A #911, Br. 228, OLS 185-6, G A 19, Js. 454, Lv. T I
252-3, Sl. 453-4, Beyer AHG 23, 27, JH 86-7, HJ 365-9, PS 1251-4, Fr. I
448-9, BK I 522-4, Hv. 151-2, L G 252, L LS 171, Jo. M 196, Jo. J 1 2 2 ,
BGMR 74-5  C {AD SF} *√Hyw >  Bj {R} ha2y- scv. 'live, be heal thy ' ,
ha2y 'alive, living', {AD) hayït 'situation', ? U ≤hiyu 'husband' (“
*'person' “ *'living being'?) »» EC: Sa {Wlm.} Heaw 'people, Menschen ' ,
He≤awto 'person'; ? Sa {R} hay- 'live' (if {∫R} h is [H] and unless it is a
loan from EthS; the word may have merged with the C reflex of N
*how{i} 'become, appear', q.v.) »» SC: Irq {MQK} Hawa2ta ' husband ,
male', {Wh.} Ha!wa^ta 'man, husband', Brn {Mnh.} Óawata 'Mann' ¶ AD
SF 156, R WBd 132-3, R S II 2OO, MQK 49  ? Eg fP Ów 'food' (≡σ : Fr
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viande) ¶ EG III 44, Fk. 16O  ? Ch: Bdm {Tlb.} aiju 'live' ¶ Tlb. 4 5 3
¶¶ Coh. 1O3, Cal. 175-6, IS I 242 (with references to earlier s tudies) ,
AD SF 156 || IE *éeyu-/*éei\w- > NaIE *ayu-/ayw- 'life' >  OI ≤a2yu ' l ife ' ,
≤a2yu-h5 'vital power', a2≤yu-h5 'lebendig, beweglich', Av a2yu2, gen. yaos7
(<  *ée2yu-/*éyew-) 'lifetime, lifespan' »» Gk ai>v1n 'vital power, life,
eternity', Gk ai>ei1, Gk Cp ai>wei1 'ever', Gk Cp ywaiß zan 'during o n e ' s
lifetime' »» Al {Jokl} eshe4 'Zeitraum' ({Jokl} <  *aywesya2) »» L aevus,
aevum 'lifetime, time of life, period of time; eternity' »» OIr a1es ' life,
age' »» Gt aiws, OHG e2wo, e2wa 'eternity' Ï  e2w°g 'eternal' (> NHG
ewig id.), ON A1vi, A1fi 'eternity, lifetime'; Gt aiw 'ever' (in t h e
construction ni  ... aiw  'never'), ON A  'always', AS a2, o2 'ever, always',
OHG io, NHG je 'ever' »» Tc A a2ym- {P} 'spirit, life' ¶ P 17, Mn. 7, M K I
77, F I 35-6, 49, WH I 21, Fs. 3O-1, Kb. 211-3, 5O6, Schz. 126-7, 1 7 5 ,
EWA II 1175-8, Vr. 68O, 682, Ho. 1, Jokl LKU 34, Wn. 173, EI 352 a n d
548 (*≤hÅoyus / gen. *≤hÅyou\s 'vital force, life, age of vigour') || A: NaT
*o4y >  StAlt öj o4y, Tlt {Rl.}, Qmn {B} o4y, Tv øj o4y 'moment, t ime,
season', Tb {B} o4y 'time'. IS adduces Yk o4yu4∏n 'future, time', which is a
loan from Tg (w below) ¶ Rl. I 1172, BT 118, B DK 238, B DChT 1 4 2 ,
TvR 333  M *u4ye 'time, generation' >  MM [HI] u4ye 'generation', [S]
uye(n) u4ye(n) 'old, earlier', WrM u4ye, HlM, Brt u4ye, Kl u4y ' t ime ,
epoch, period, age; generation', Dg {Mr.} uie 'generation'; the meaning
'generation' may have been a result of a merger of homonyms: M *u4ye
'time' × M *u4ye 'joint of body' ¶ MED 1OO1-2, Chr. 495, KRS 547, Ms. H
1O9, H 167, Mr. D 231  Tg *u'yV-, *u'yu'-(n-) 'life, living' >  Ul  ¿uyu,
¿uyun- 'living', Nn Nh  ¿uyu%, Nn B uyu(n-)≠uy‰(n-) 'living, alive', O r k
uyu(n-) 'living; a living being; life', Mc weyXun 'living', 'provision ' ,
weyZu- v. 'resuscitate'; Tg ı Yk o4yu4∏n 'future, life, lifetime, time' ¶
STM II 252, Sun. UJ 245, Antn. YSK 49  pJ {S} *‰~y‰~- 'grow old' > OJ
o~yu~-, J: T/Kg oi!- K o~i~- ¶ S QJ #1337, Mr. 74O ¶¶ DQA #156O (pA *o"~ye
'life, age') ˚ Cf. AD LRC #62: IE, S; IS I 242-3: HS, IE, A. The initial
*o4≠*u4 in Altaic is due to regressive as. of the kind called «Altaic vowel
breaking» bringing about Altaic ascending diphthongs. The source o f
the ass. infl. must have been both rounded and palatal, sc. N *u 4444  ˚  Gr.
II *247 (*ayu 'live') (IE, A, J, CK, EA).
2614. *Ùo6666yV 'to swim, to float, to flow' >  HS: Eg MK Ówy v. {EG}
'flow' (of a river) ('fließen, fluten'), {Fk.} 'overflow, surge up' (of t h e
Nile), amb Eg P/G Ówy 'flood' (×  N *XawV 'to rain, to spurt' [q.v.])
¶ EG III 48, Fk. 165 || U *uye-≠*oye- v. 'swim' >  F ui- 'swim, float', Es
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uju-, ∆  oju-, ojo- 'swim' » pLp {Lr.} *vo2j‰ v. 'swim, float' >  Lp N {N}
vuoggja6-/-j-, Lp L {LLO} vuodja-, Lp Kld vu2jje-, Lp Nt vuojje- id., Lp
S {Hs.} vuoje- 'swim' » pMr {Ker.} *uy´- > Er ue- uye-, Mk ue- uy´- id .
» Chr: L iå- iya-, E iya-, H ia4- id. » pPrm *uy- >  Vt uya-, Z uy- id. »» pObU
*wu2y- 'swim, float' > (1) pVg *(w)u"y- > Vg: T oy-, LK (w)oy-, UK/P wuy-
, UL/Ss uy- id., (2) pOs *uy- > Os: K u4y-, frq. u4yit-, D uyit- v. 'crawl' ( o f
a snake) » Hg u1sz- v. 'swim'  Sm {Jn., Hl.} *u- id. >  Ne F Ly Nu2-, Slq
(aor. 1s): Tm u3¯agò, Tz u23Na"gò id., Tz {KKIH} u2-, Mt {Hl.} *u[:]- v. 'swim' ¶ ¶
Coll. 64, UEW 542, Sm. 536 (U *uxi_ 'swim' > Sm *u-, FU, FP *uji-, Ugr
*u"jI"-), It. #211, Lr. #1422, Lgc. #8748, Hs. 1448-9, LG 296, Stn. D 2O,
Jn. UK 42-3 #122, Jn. 29, KKIH 192, Ker. II 173-4, Hl. M #11O8 || A
{SDM97} *oye+o (or *uyo) v. 'swim' >  M *oyi-mu- 'swim' (unless it i s
*Foyi-mu-?) > WrM oima-, oimu- v. 'swim', HlM ojmo- id., Kl o4∏m- v.
'bathe, swim', Ord oo4\mo- {Ms.} v. 'wade', as well as possibly M {DQA}
*u4yi- v. 'sink, put in a pot for boiling' (>  WrM u4y(u4)-, HlM ¥j-, O r d
{Ms.} u4∏-, Mnr H {SM} wï- v. 'put [meat, vegetables, etc.] into boiling
water or soup in order to cook it') and M *u4yer 'inundation, flood' (>
MM [HI] {Ms.} u4yer, WrM u4yer, HlM ¥er id.) ¶ MED 6O4, 999, 1OO2,
SM 48, Ms. H 1O9  Tg *u3yV- v. 'swim' (of birds) >  Ewk PT/Y/Urm uyu-
, Ewk B uwu-, Ewk Y/Nr/Skh/Urm un1u-, Neg oyIyan- ≠ oGIyan- v. ' swim'
(of a waterfowl), Ud X {Shn.} uyan- ≠ wuyan-, Ud B/Sm {Krm.} wayan-
v. 'swim (on the surface of water)', Nn KU oyana- id. (of waterfowls a n d
mammals) ¶ STM II 25, Krm. 217  pJ *‰~y‰!nk- or *‰~yu\ank- v. 'swim' >
OJ oy(u\)og-, J: T oyo!g-, K o!yo!g-, Kg o~yo~g-, Ns o2~gY-, Ht u~-, Y u~M- ¶ S QJ
#74, Mr. 744 ¶¶ DQA #1559 (A *o~ye 'swim'), S AJ 22O #2O9, 238 #9O,
267 #74, 277 #7O, MED 6O4-5, KW 3O4, SM 182, STM II 253, Pp. VG
14O, Rm. EAS I 98 ˚ The U and the A (M and Tg) stems were equa ted
by many authors: Rs. UA 42, Coll. 147, AD LRC #81, IS MS 355, Rédei
(UEW 542), and others. The Eg cognate has not been adduced so far ˚
≈ Gr. II *377 (*oye  'swim') (U, A, J + err. Ko).
2615. *Ùaz6666u 4 444?V , *Ùaz6666Ë?É , *Ùaz 6666ÉwV , or *Ùaz6666[V]wÉ  'to cover, t o
spread', 'soft stuff spread on the ground as bedding' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘  'soft stuff [fell, feathers, hay]') >  HS : S *°Has6w-, *°√Hs6{y+w} >  Ar
Has7w- 'pailles, crin, plume, tout ce qui sert à remplir u n
coussin\oreiller', Has7ïyat- (pl. Has7a2?-) 'matelas, lit' ¶ BK I 119 || U: FU
*a+oz 6V 'bed (ein mit etwas bedeckter, zum Liegen [Schlafen] geeeigneter
Platz)' >  Prm *wol! ({LG} *wo¿l !-) 'bed, bedding, litter (spread for animals
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to lie upon)' >  Vt vales val!es 'feather-bed, bed, mattress', Z vol! /
vol!l!- 'fell of reindeer or elk', uv vol! 'bedding (made of cloth)' (uv i s
'bottom'), Z vol!‰s, Z USs o¿l!‰s 'bedding, litter (for animals to lay
upon)', Z ∆  vol!-pas1, Z USs o¿l!-pas1 'bed' (pas1 is 'coat'), Prmk ol!pas1, Yz
≤ul!pas1 'bedding' »» Vg {Kn.}: T aº≤l!aº;t 'bed', Ss O2l!a$t-yïw, O2l!a$t-pum 'hay a s
bedding (Bettheu)' (yïw is 'wood', pum is 'grass, hay') » Hg a1gy ' b e d '
¶ UEW 4, Sm. 542 (FU, FP *ood!i, Ugr *aºd!I" 'bed'), MF 74, LG 62, WVD
VII 28 || D *alß- v. 'spread, cover' >  Kn al5ur v. 'enclose, cover ,
overspread', OTl, Tl alamu v. 'spread, extend', Knd almi v. ' level,
spread out' ¶¶ D #3O7, Km. 285 [#45] || A: Tg *elbe- v. 'cover' > Ewk
‰lb‰- 'cover a tent with reindeer fells or cloth', Neg ‰lb‰- id., ' cove r
oneself with sth.', Orc ‰bb‰, Ud ‰gb‰- v. 'roof', Ul ‰lb‰m‰ ' foot-gear ' ,
‰lb‰n‰  'a sacking cover for fish and meat', Nn KU ‰lb‰% 'roof', Ul, Nn Nh
‰lb‰n‰ 'sail', WrMc elbe- v. 'roof; to thatch, to cover' ¶ STM II 445 
T *a4l!u4- > OT a4s7u4- v. 'cover, envelop' ¶ Cl. 256 ˚  In the N e tymon
(*Ùaz6666u 4 444?V , *Ùaz6666Ë?É , *Ùaz 6666ÉwV , or *Ùaz 6666 [V]wÉ) the cns. *w  or t h e
reflex of the labialized vw. is preserved in S *°Has6w- and in Tg *elbe-
(*w or *Ë?  > Tg *b), but lost in U and D. OT a4s7u4- suggests t h a t
*Ùaz 6666u 4 444?V or *Ùaz 6666Ë?É are the preferable reconstructions. Tg *e-  and T
*a4- (rather than *a-) are explained by as. caused by the front vw. of t h e
second or third syllables.
2616. *ya  'which?', 'what kind of? > K: Sv ya4- ± ya- 'who?': Sv UB
nom. ya4r, erg. ya4rd, dat. ya4-s, gen. is7a ≠ yes7a, Sv L nom. ya-r, gen. ya-s7,
Sv UB nom. ya4-r, gen. i-s7a, Ln nom. (y)a4r ¶ Top. SJ 83, TK 637, Dn. s.v.
yar || IE: Sl *jak¥(jÁ) 'what kind of?, which?', *jak¥ 'how?': Sl
*jak¥(jÁ) > OCS Ak5 jakË id., Blg åk, SCr ja•k m. (ja!ka f., ja•ko
ntr.), Cz, Slk jaky1, LLs †, P jaki, Uk åkij, R S åkij 'which?', 'wha t
kind of?'; Sl *jak¥ 'how?' > OCS Ako jako, P jak, Uk, Blr åk id., P
jako 'as' (OCS and P jako resulted from merger of *jak¥ with Sl *ako
'as') ¶ Wtk. OIV 16 and IS I 278: + unc. Ht  -ya pc. 'and, also' ¶ Sl
*jak¥(jÁ) and *jak¥ are derived from the IE descendant of N *ya  with
the sx. *-k- (ffd. see  N *K''''a , substantivizing, singulative, or distinctive
[singling out] prn.) ¶ ESSJ VIII 171, StSS 793-7, Vs. IV 552-3, Glh. 2 8 6
|| A: M *ya ≠ *ya-n 'what?' > MM [IsV] ya 'what?' (ya kilu4∏ bi 'what have
I done?'), [L, IsV, IM] yan 'what?', [MA] id., 'what …!' (exclamatory: yan
o4ter 'how quick [he is]!, kakoj bystryj!'), as well as Brt åa, Dx yan
'what?, which?', Ba yaN 'what?' (or f rom  *ya˝un?); M *ya˝a- interr. v.
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'was tun?'  > WrO {Krg.} ya- ≠ ya2-, HlM, Kl åa- ya2- id., WrM d .
ya9aki- id., 'how to act?'; M *ya-˝un 'what?, what kind of?, which?' >
MM [HI] ya√u(n), WrM ya9u(n), HlM √u(n), Brt √un, Mnr H {SM} ya2n
id., {T} ya2N 'what?', Ord yu$— id., yu2n ≠ yu$—n 'which?', Kl √n yun, {Rm.} yu2n
'what?', WrO yuun  'what?, why?' ¶ Pp. L III 77, Pp. MA 387, 45O, Ms. H
11O, MED 423-5, Lg. VMI 73, SM 487, T 337, T DnJ 122, T BJ 14O, Ms.
O 4O6-7, Krg. 7OO-1, KRS 7O7, 713, KW 218, 221, Chr. 785, 787  Tg
*ya 'what?'  > Ewk e2, Sln ï, Neg e2wa, Orc ya2wu, Ud {STM} y‰w‰Ni id.,
{Krm.} y‰?u 'what?', 'who?' (of animals), WrMc ya 'what?, who?'; Tg
*ya- interr. verb ('was tun?') > Ewk, Neg e2-, Lm a4∏-, Orc, Ud ya- ≠ y‰- id .
¶ STM I 288, Krm. 243   || D *ya2 'what?, which?' > Tm, Ml ya2 'what? ' ,
Td e;T (obl. e;n-) 'which person\thing?', e-/ey- 'which?, what?' in te r r .
adj., Kn ya2 'what?, which?', Kdg, Klm e-, Tl e- 'which?', Knd aye 'which?,
what?'; Tm ya2van3, Ml ya2van ≠ e2van, Kt evn, Kn ya2vanu, Kdg
e;v´⁄õ, Tl eva%d<u 'which man?', Nkr e2n 'who?' (m.), Gdb eyin 'which
man?', eyndß 'who?', Gnd benondß 'who?, which man?', Knd e2n 'who?', Krx
endr 'what?' ¶¶ D #5151 ¶¶ Knd aye may go back to demonstr. *?a +
*ya (like HS *?ayy-) || HS: ? Ch: CCh: Msg ya~ 'where?' »» WCh: Hs ya2~ya~
'how?' (× N *?a 4444yV  'which?', 'what?') ¶ ChC ||| This etymon may be a n
AdS  of the relative pronoun *yo- in IE and FU (see  N *{y}iyo  'which '
[rel. prn.], 'that which, related to'). N *ya sÉ (with the dem. prn. *sÉ )
is an AdS  of IE *-is- (of cmpr.) and of the K genitive ending *-is` (see  N
*sÉ  'he\she' and N *{y}iyo  'which') ˚ IS I 277-8 (*jÿ 'which, wha t
kind of' [interr. and rel.]), Gr. I 225-9 ("interrogative J" in IE, U, A, Gil +
unc. Ai) ˚  Cf. N *?a 4444yV  '⇑ '.
2617. ? *yÉ  (= *y{i}?) 'these, they' (deictic marker of an imate
plural) >  HS: B {Pr.} *ï-, nominal px. of m. pl.: {Pr.} *ï-Œu2na2b ' f ea thers '
↔ sg. *a2-Œa2nïb 'feather' (> Ah {Pr.} pl. iŒu2nab ↔ sg. a"Œa2nib), *ï-dœiha2ran
'feet' ↔ sg. *a2-diha2r 'foot' (>  Ah {Pr.} pl. i-dœa2ra4n ↔ sg. adœa4r, Kb {Dl.} pl .
iÎœarœrœ´n ↔ sg. aÎœarœ), Tw, Shl, etc. i- (with allomorphs depending on t h e
environment); according to Vc. ADB, this px. goes back to a df. art. o f
m. pl. ¶ AiM 211-2, Pr. M IV-V 14-6, 5O-63, Dl. 18O  Eg O y-, px. o f
pl. in dem. pronouns: ypn 'these' m., yptn 'these' f. (↔  pn 'this' m . ,
tn  'this' f.), ypf  'those' m., yptf 'those' f. (↔  sg.: pf m., tf f.), ypw
'these' m., yptw 'these' f. (↔  sg.: py > pw m., ty > tw f.) ¶ Lpr. 6 8
 C: Bj R ya2 / a2 'the' nom. pl. m., ye2 ≠ yi / e2 ≠ i accus. pl. m. (ya2,
ye2, yi before vowels and lrs., otherwise a2, e2, i) (↔  wu2 / u2 'the' n o m .
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sg. m., wo2 / o2 accus. sg. m.), Bj {Rop.} yi 'the' pl. (before n o u n s
beginning with h-), i ≠ E  'the' pl. (before disyllables with a long vw.) »»
EC {Zab.} *-Vy(-), marker of pl. >  Sml Me {Lm.} -a2y-tÈ (-tÈ is an art icle
of f. sg.) (nin 'man' - pl. nim-a2y-tÈ, luk 'leg' - pl. lu?-a2y-tÈ, ilmo 'child' -
pl. ilmaÎ-a2y-tÈ), Arr -a!y ≠ -e!y (sirg-at 'mad person' - pl. sirg-a!y, kede-
te! 'bee' - pl. ked-e!y, to2ma-te! 'water-pot' - pl. to2ma!y), Elm -ay (o!na-te
'fruit' - pl. o!nay, ha!ruwa!te 'girl' - pl. ha!ru!way, e!lete 'jackal' - pl. e!lay),
Or -eyyi / -iyye (obole2ssa 'brother' - pl. oboleyyi, Or B d'a!ha ' r o c k ,
stone' - pl. d'aha2yye, wa2ti 'baby-calf' - pl. wati!yye), Kns {BlSO} -iyya / -
aya (ap-itta 'fire' - pl. ap-iyya, okk-atta 'cow' - pl. okk-aya), Gdl -ayya, -
iyya (qi!m-ayt 'old man' - pl. qi!m-ayya, ha!l-itt 'stick' - pl. ha!l-iyya), Sd -
Vyye (bal-ic7c7a 'gazelle' - pl. baliyye, og-e2ssa 'doctor' - pl. o≤ge2yye), Ya -
ai ≠ -ay ≠ -Ey (ilma!mu 'tear' - pl. ilma1may, xOxOrmO2rO 'penis' - pl .
xOxOrmO2!ra!i!, morZ7i? 'sinew' - pl. morZ7ey) ¶ Rop. 9, R BedS 6O-1, Zab.
MNPC 77, 113-4, 118-9, 141-2, 156, 169-7O, 19O, 241-2, 296  ? pre-S
morpheme (*-{?}i?) of nom. plural, which followed the case ending a n d
later merged with it into nom. pl. *-u2, accus. pl.*-ï, gen. pl.*-ï; t h e
palatality of the accus. pl.*-ï  (contrasting with the accus. sg.*-a) po in ts
to a palatal element within the original marker of pl., so that t h e
prehistory of the S case/number sxs. may be conjectured as follows:
accus. sg.*-a + pl. *-{?}i >  accus. pl. *-ï, nom. sg. *-u + pl. *-{?}i >  n o m .
pl. *-u2, gen. sg. *-u + pl. *-{?}i >  gen. pl. *-ï || IE *-i\, plural ending o f
the animate gender (>  NaIE m. and f.) of dem. and interr. pronouns, e.g.
*to-i \  'these' (animate gender) >  OI te2, Lt tieﬁ, OCS ti ti, OR t8 te7,
R te , Gt †ai id., Gk B/D/Hm toi1 (m. pl. of the df. art.; Gk A/I o[i id. was
created on the analogy of m. sg. [o), L is-t° 'those' (thou-deixis), a s
well NaIE m. pl. locative *to-i\-su 'in these' >  OI ≤te2s5u, OCS t8x5
te7xË id., Gk Hm toi6si, Gk A toi6ß (dat. pl. of the df. art.). The f o r m
*toi\ is specifically connected with the animate (>  masc.) gender a n d
not with the inanimate (neuter) one (where the marker of plural is *-h=
>*-´ [< *-é=  and *-a2 [< thematic vowel + *h]). In some dialects this *-oi\-
form of nom. pl. m. spread to the system of nouns and adjectives
(declension of the *-o-stems), whence such forms as Gk ly1koi 'wolves' ,
†eoi1 'gods', OL poploe 'peoples', L lup°, OCS vl5ci vlËci 'wolves' ,
L vir-°, and OIr fir (<  *viroi\) 'men', Gt blindai 'blind' (m. pl.) 
Ht k-e2 'these' (pl. anim. of the dem. prn. {Rsk.} ka2-s), ap-e2 ' t hose ' ,
HrLw °i , pl. anim. of the dem. prn. °-s  ¶¶ Bks. 2OO-6, Brg. KVG 39O-1,
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4O6-6, Brand. GS II 76-7, Vnd.2 II 78-9 (Sl *te7 >  OCS ti ti, OR t8
te7), Rsk. 68-7O, Mer. SGA 322-3 || U {Coll.} *-yi/-?i (> -i-, -i\-),
marker of pl. in oblique cases >  FU *-y, pl. ending in obl. cases: F
koulu-i-ssa 'in schools', kalo-i-sta 'from fishes', Lp N sul…lu-i-d
accus. 'islands' (from suolo 'island')  ? Sm {AD} *-y-/*-?i-, (+ppas . )
{Hl.} *-y- (marker of plural): Kms {Kü.} Z1aGa-?i-m 'rivers' (accus. pl . ) ,
Z1aGa-?i-n 'of rivers' (↔  sg. Z1aGa-n 'of [a\the] river'), Z1aGa-?ye? ' r ivers '
(nom. pl.), possibly also Ne {Coll.} Nudi? 'hands' (gen. pl.) (↔  Nuda
'hand'), Tv {Coll.} kindai\ 'smoke' (accus. pl.) (↔ kinta [nom. sg.]), En
{Coll.} yohe? 'rivers' (accus.-gen. pl.) (↔  yaha [nom. sg.]); +ppas.: -y-n´
'my …s' (*-y- pl. + *-n´ 'my' with pl. nouns) >  Mt {Hl.} *-n+n1É (*ay´nÉ
[Mt M {Sp.} aine] 'my children') ¶¶ Hj. US 233, It. LC 41-6, Kü. KJ 3 8 3 ,
Kü. SUKF I 31-8, Coll. CG 297-8, Hl. M 145 || A: Tg *-ye, pl. of t h e
interr. prn. *N{uy} 'who?' >  Ewk, Neg nï-y´ ≠ Nï-y‰, Lm n1ï-y‰ ≠ Nï-y‰,
Orc n1ï-y‰ '¿quiénes?' ¶ STM 66O ˚  IS interpreted this N etymon as a
sx., which is untenable, because in the descendant lgs. it functions b o t h
in the word-final and in the word-initial position (the latter in Eg (y-)
and B) and as a separate word in Bj, which proves that N *yÉ  was
movable, and hence it was a separate word ˚  ≈ IS I 12 (IE, U, HS), Gr. I
1O8-1O ("plural I" in IE, U, CK, EA, unc.  Gil).
2618. *yi  'he', (?) 'that' (anaphoric) >  HS *yi- 'he' (verbal px. of 3 m )
>  S *yi- id. >  Ak i-, pWS *yi- (with verbs having a thematic vw. *a) >
BHb yi-, ye- (e.g. K`6b6I$v@way≤yeb3k[´] 'and he wept'), Gz y´-; the vw. *-a-
in Ar ya- and in BHb ya2- (Mq!I!v@†way≤ya2k'Om 'and he stood up') is due t o
analogical generalization of the vw. in the paradigm of the verbal
personal pxs. ¶ Hz. VP 35-48   N *yi  may be also present in S *miyV
'who?' (possibly from N *0mi yi  = N *mi  'what?' + N *yi  'he', see  ffd.
N *mi  'what?')  B *ï- , verbal px. of 3m >  i- in modern B lgs.  C *yi-
, verbal px. of 3m: Bj (?)i-; EC: Sa, Af, Rn y-, Sml yi-, y-, y-a- (-a- i n
yaqa2n 'knows' and yahay 'is' goes back to a px. of imperfectiveness “
aux. verb, w AD IPCV), Dsn yi-, y-; Ag: Aw yi-; C *yi- is probably p resen t
in Or i-sa 'he' (the marked nominative i-n-ni), Aw ‰!-n 'this', in SC: I rq
{Mous} ?ino!s, ?i!s, pl. ?ino?i!n, ?ini!n, {Wh.} i~no!s≠i~nu!s 'he, she', p l .
i~no~?i!n 'they', Grw i~no!(s), pl. i~no~?i!n, i~ni!n, Alg in, pl.ina, Brn ina 'he, she ' ,
pl. iney 'they' ¶ Zab. VC, AD KJ, AD IPCV, Hz. AL 21-2, PH 259-62, Grg.
22, PG 42-4, To. DL 2OO-2, Wh. 57, Mous GI 112  NrOm: Hrr {CR} yi,
Zl/Gf {C}, Wl {LmS} ï, Male {AzA} ?i! 'he', Bsk {Bnd.} ?iy 'he', iy 'his'  ¶
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CR H 63O, LmS 92, 273-4, AzA 8O-2, C SO 38, 48, Bnd. MO 11  Ch
{Sch.} *-i, marker of definiteness: Dr ga!m-i^: 'the ram' (↔ ga!m 'ram'), Zr
gÈma2n-i 'the husband' (↔ gÈma2n 'husband'), EDng a~k-i! 'the fire' (↔ a~ko~
'fire') ¶ Sch. ED 158-6O || IE *?ei\-/?i (or *h8ei\-/*h8i- ?), anaphor ic
dem. prn. {Bks.} 'that, the (just named)' (×  N *{h}i  'iste' or 'hic') >  OI
a≤y-am m., GAv ay-´2m m., OI i≤y-am f., OI i-≤d-am ntr., OI i≤m-am,
OPrs imam m. accus. 'eum' »» Gk Cp }in 'eum, eam' »» L i-s m., i-d n t r . ,
e-a  f. (dem. pronouns 'he/it/she', 'this/that') »»  OIr e1 ≠ he1 'he' (< *i-s
), ed ≠ hed (< *id or *id-a2) 'it', pl. he1 »» Gt i-s 'he', accus. in-a, n t r .
ita  'it', pl. eis 'they', ORu eR, iR, iaR rel. 'that, which', ON es, l a te r
er , OHG er  'he', iÔ ≠ eÔ 'it', NHG er m. 'he', es ntr. ' it ' »» Lt ji~-s h e ' ,
ji~ 'she' » Sl *j-  dem. 'is, ille', rel. 'which': m. nom. *jÁ, f. nom. *ja, n t r .
nom.-accus. *je > OCS, OR m. i i, f. A ja, ntr. E je; Sl *j- in the obl .
cases: OCS gen. m.\ntr. Ego jego 'of him, of it', dat. m.\ntr. Emu
jemu 'to him, to it', etc.  AnIE: HrLw ï-, nom. ï-s 'this' (Mer. HHG
61-7); but Ld -i- (enclitic px. of the 3rd pers.) does not necessarily
belong here: it looks like a variant of a more typical -a- id. (Mer. SGA
319: "A fianco di -a-  [in lidio] compare qualche volta una forma di -i-…
Si può provvisoriamente accettare che si tratti d'una variante p e r
evoluzione fonetica") ¶¶ P 281-3, Bks. 2O2, M K I 13, 46, 86, M E I 1O3,
WH I 72O-1, F I 726, Fs. 296, Vr. 1O5, EWA II 1O92-11O7, LG § 358, Thr .
§§ 25, 4O5, Frn. 194, ESSJ VIII 2O4-5, Gsm. LW 129  || K *[h]i ' t h a t '
(distal deictive stem), 'he' > G i-s 'he; that',i-gi id., Mg i-, Lz hi-, Sv i-
'that' (× N *{h}i  'iste' or 'hic', q.v. ffd.) || A *i >  T *-i/*-î
'his\her\their' (after cnss.; *-i  and *-î  are distributed acc. to the palatal
harmony of vowels; in lgs. with labial harmony of vws. there a r e
additional allomorphs -u4/-u) >  OT, MQp [CC], XwT, Chg, Tkm, CrTt, ET
∆, Nog, Qq, Alt -i/-î, Qzq, Xk -I/-î, VTt -Á/-¥, Tk -i/-I/-u4/-u, Az, Ggz,
Qmq, Qrg, Tv, Tf -i/-î/-u4/-u, Bsh -Á/-¥/-Áº/-¥º, Kr T/G -i/-î/-u, Yk -a4/-
a/-o4/-o, Chv -Á, (stem-final vw. -a  or -e + ppa.  > ) -i, (after geminated
cnss.) -i; ? Blq inol 'that'; the T allomorph *-si / *-sî 'his\her' ( a f t e r
vowels) is of more complicated origin (probably N *sÉ  'he\she' [q.v.] +
vw. *-î/i induced by the postcons. allomorph) ¶ Ktw. PLA 46-7, Bz. BT
1-17, Rs. MTS 21-5, Dmt. KP ∀ , Sev. KP ∀ , PhTF ∀ , Pokr. GJ 117, Mag.
198, Ra. MTJ 22  M *i- 'he' (gen. *i-nu, in other cases*i-ma-, which
goes back to the N accusative construction *yi mÅ 'him') >  MM, WrM
i-nu  'his', ima- , stem of the obl. cases of 'he';*-i 'his' >  PClWrM -i id.;
gen. *i-nu > Dg Cc {Pp.} ïN ≠ ïi %\ 'he', gen. in1ï, as well as WrM inu
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(focalizing marker of the theme) ¶ Pp. IM 214-5, MED 412 ¶¶ ≈ DQA
#582 *i  (a deictic √ ; T, M i-  'he' + deictic *i-  in Ko and J; no dist inction
between the reflexes of N *yi  'he' and N *{h}i  'iste') ˚ Cf. IS I 27O-2
(combines together N *yi  'he', N *{h}i  'iste', and N *h{e}  'this' a s
variants of the same word), Gr. I 81-5 ("third-person I ≠ E" and a
similar "pronoun/demonstrative" in IE, U, A, Gil, and Ai).
2619. *yi 'a couple' (inanimate) ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ a marker o f
dual) > IE: the NaIE ending of dual (ntr.) *-o-i\ / *-i(:): [1] NaIE ntr. *-o-i\
(of *-o-stems) (*-o- belonging to the stem): OI yu≤ge2 'two yokes', OCS
iz8ize7, [2] NaIE *-i(:) of consonantic stems: Av v°saît-i, Gk wi1kat-
i, L vigint-° 'twenty', OCS r imeni imen-i 'two names', t8lesi
te7les-i 'two bodies'; [3] NaIE *-ai\, nom.-accus. du. of *a2-stems m., f.:
OI ≤as1ve2 'two mares', OIr tuaith 'two peoples' (sg. tuath ' peop le ' )
(<  pClt *tou\tai\), Lt ranki~, OCS r9c8 ra<ce7 'two hands'. Bks. 1 9 4 - 5
reconstructs the IE dual ending of nom. ntr. as *-iÓ⁄ (sc. *-iÓ) - mainly
on the ev. of NaIE *-ï in OI (aks5° 'eyes'), which would suggest N
*yiÓV , but since this IE lr. has no counterpart in S and Eg, I am inclined
to suppose that the length of i  in OI is of analogical origin and does n o t
go back to any ancient lr. ¶ Brg. KVG 388-9 ||  HS: S *-ay, the marker o f
accus.-gen. dual >  Ar -ay, -ay-ni accus.-gen. dual (?ibn-ayni accus.-gen.
'two sons', ?ibn-ay accus.-gen. cs. 'two sons of …'), with loss of case
distinction: BHb -≤ayim du. (st. abs.) (Mi%m2&i yo2≤m-ayim 'two days'), -≥e2
du.\pl. cs. (in4r6q2 k'ar≥ne2 'horns of …'), OAk -°-n (s5alm°n ann°n
'diese beide Bildnisse'), Ak OA -e2n (s7e2ne2n pat°te2n 'two o p e n
shoes') ¶ Br. AG §  69, Sd. G 76 [§ 61]  Eg -wy  du. masc., -ty du. f em.
(nominal sxs.): zn.wy 'two brothers', zn.ty 'two sisters'  ? Ch: Hs
D/Dm {Vc.} -ay, -a2ye2, dual sx.: fantaziyE2y 'zwei Hacke' ¶ Vc. HÄ 9 3 - 6
¶¶ Dk. SXJ 6O (S, Eg, B) || A: T palatalization of *-r in names of pa i red
body parts >  T *ko4r1 'eye, both eyes' (>  OT ko4z [ko4z-in ko4ru4p 'seeing with
the eyes'], Tk go4z , Tkm go4Î, etc. 'eye'; cp. T *k£o4r- v. 'see' <  N *g{u4444}÷rV
'look, look for' [q.v. ffd.]), *k…o4ku4r1 'breast, two female breasts' (>  OT
ko4ku4z 'chest, breast, both breasts of a woman' [ko4guzi qara 'with b lack
breasts'], Tk go4g"u4z 'breast', Tkm go4vu4T 'female breast, woman’s
breasts', Chv: L ka€ka€r k¥gò¥r, H k¥ºgò¥ºr id., etc.; cp. without the reflex
of *yi : T *kæo4ku4r-a4k 'breast, chest' >  Tkm ku4krek, Qrg ko4ku4rek, Q z q
ko4krek), T *t… ïr1 'knee' (>  OT tïz, Tk diz, Tkm d î∏Î, Tv dis-kek, Chv
c7Ár), T *muyN1ur1 (> *mu4N1u4r1) ({Md.} *bo⋅{n1N}or1) 'horn(s)' (>  OT mu4Nu4z ±
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mu4yu4z, Tk boynuz, Tkm buynîÎ, Az buynîz, Chv {Ash.} m¥yra ' ho rn ( s ) ,
[cd.] Chv L m¥yragòa, Chv V mîr1agòa ≠ mu'r1agòa, Chv MK mîr1aGa ' h o r n ' ,
cp. M *mo4gere-su4n 'cartilage, gristle') ¶ Cl. 57O, 712-4, 736, 756, Rs. W
2O2, 288, 294-5, 347, 482, Ash. VIII 292, Jeg. 98, Fed. I 249, Md. 5 1 ,
169, 174, TkR 194-5, 42O, MED 545, KW 268 ˚  IS MsN s.v. *-i- dua l
(IE, HS).
2619a. *yV , pc. of hypocoristic (?) address (vocative) >  HS:  S *-ay-
(diminutive-hypocoristic infix): *˝ulaym- (S *˝ulaym- 'boy, young
man', *˝ulaym-at- 'maid, girl' >  OA ÷lym 'child', IA, Nbt, Plm ÷lym
'servant', JA am1il4o8 ÷ule6≤ma2, JEA {Sl.} am1il4uo ÷ule6≤ma2 'young m a n ' ,
Sr ÷´lay≤m-a2 'boy, a youth', etc.; f.: SmHb aƒlïma 'maid', IA ÷lym{h},
÷lymt-, Plm ÷lymt? 'female servant'), which is a diminutive-
hypocoristic derivative from S *≤˝alVm- 'young man' and *≤˝alVm-at-
'maid' (ffd. see   s.v. *9il ßßßßË 'boy, young man'); Ar g7umayl- (hypocoris t ic
of g7ama2l- 'beautiful'); Ar ya, preposition of the analytical vocative case
|| K: GZ *-ia, a diminutive suffix: G, Mgr -ia: G Zam-ia 'old chap ,
bratec ', Mgr Z7imaia id., G bac'-ia 'little hare', Mgr k'iboia 'crawfish ' ,
parpalia 'buttefly' ¶  K 1OO, K2 8O || IE: NaIE *-yo-/*-iyo-, a
diminutive suffix: Gk paid-i1on 'Kindchen' (from pai6ß 'child'), [orni1†-ion
'Vögelchen', L -io2 in pu2sio 'a little boy', pu2milio 'a dwarf' ( f r o m
pu2milus 'a dwarf'), senecio (diminutive-hypocoristic derivative
from senex 'old man'), OCS robi∑6 robis7tÁ 'servulus' (-is7tÁ < *-
i2t-yo-s) ¶ Brg. KVG 337-8 || U: FU *°-y >  BF *-y in diminutives: F ∆  enoi\
'mother's brother', kukkoi\ 'petuwok ' (diminutive of kukko 'cock'), Krl
A moamoi\ 'mother', ka4go4i\ 'cuckoo', F ∆, Vp reboi\ 'fox', Krl Ld, Vp kukoi\,
Ing kukkoi\ 'cock', Krl Ld met!s7!oi\ 'capercailye', taloi\ 'house', Vp l!a4moy
'fire' (from l!a4m1 'warm'), Ing tu4tto4i\ 'girl' ¶ Laan. 214-5 || A: Tg *-(a)y,
hypocoristic suffixes (usually in address words): Ewk -y in hypocorist ic
address forms of nouns: aka2-y 'bratec! ' (from aka2 'brother'), ‰k‰2-y
'sestrica! ' (from ‰k‰2 'sister') ¶ Vas. 757 ˚  Evidence of the analytical
origin: the etymon is represented by suffixes, by a prefix  (that is, it was
movable) and by a preposition.
262O. *yabÉ (≠ *yapÉ ) 'to cover, to fence, to protec t '  > HS: Eg MK
ìb.w 'refuge, shelter' ¶ EG I 62, Fk. 15  C: Dhl {EEN} Z7a2B-, {E} Z7aB- v.
'save' »» SC: Irq {MQK} ya2w- 'protect with a fence', {E} yaw- v. 'enclose,
fence', Alg yaba 'fence' »» HEC {Hd.} *if- 'be covered' Ï caus. *if-i[:]s-
v. 'cover' (× N *qup ''''V   [¬   *qu 4444p ' '''V?] 'to cover, to close; a lid, a cover') >
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Hd {Hd.} if-ïs-, Kmb {Hd.} if-is- v. 'cover', Hd if-oc7c7u n. ' cover ,
stopper (e.g. cork)', Sd {Gs.} if-ic7c7o n. 'cover'; C ı Grg {L}: Ch efa v.
'cover with a lid, stop up (an opening)', Ez, Ms effa4 id., Gt ifa4, Ed, Sl, Wl
iffa4, Ms, Go iffa n. 'lid, cover' ¶ E SC 315, MQK 122, EEN 29, Hd. 4 4 ,
284, 323, 373, L EDG III 19  ? WCh: Ngz {Sch.} a!bu^ 'hiding, seeking
refuge' ¶ Sch. DN 4 ¶¶ Tk. SCC 1O4 [#34.1] (SC, Dhl, Eg, Ch) || A: T
*Jap- 'cover; build (a wall)' > OT {Cl} jap- 'cover (things), build ( a
wall)', XwT XIV, MQp XIV [CC] jap- v. 'cover, shut', OOsm jap- v. ' cover ;
hide, conceal', Tkm, CrTt, Qmq, Nog, VTt, Bsh, ET jap-, Uz jåp-, QrB,
Qrg Z7ap-, Qzq, Qq z7ap, Xk c7ap-, Tv s7îp-, Tf c1î<pæ-, Yk sap- 'cover', ?σ: Tk
yap-, Ggz jap- 'make, build' ¶ Cl. 87O-1, Rs. W 187, ET J 126-9  M
*ibe(-Ge)≠*iBe(-Ge)- > MM [HI] {Ms.} ihe2- v. 'protect', ihe√en
'protection', ihe2gde- 'be protected', [S] {H} ihe√e- ≠ ihe2- 'protect, he lp ' ,
ihe√el ≠ iheyel 'protection (Schutz)', WrM ibe-, HlM iv´- v. 'pad, lay
sth. between or under', WrM ibege-, HlM iv´´- 'protect, help', O r d
{Ms.} iwege2- 'traiter avec bonté (prince, ses sujets)', WrO {Krg.} ibe-  v.
'protect, save', ibe2- 'save, rescue, protect', ibege- v. 'protect', Kl †
ivá- iwa4- 'patronize, protect (pokrovitel∆stvovat∆ , opekat∆ )', Kl
{Rm.} iwE2- 'be-\unter-schützen, hüten, helfen', Kl ivál iwa4l
'protection, care', {Rm.} iwE2l 'Schutz, Hut, Segen, Hilfe', Brt W
´big´´l 'patronage, protection' ¶ Ms. H 62, Ms. O 39O, H 81, MED
396, Krg. 89, KRS 262, KW 212, Chr. 753  Tg *u'+u3psi 'garment '  > Ul
upsi 'shaman’s garment', Neg upsi id., 'skirt', Nn B ufsi 'belt' ¶ STM II
281, Ci. N 285  pKo *psî!- 'wear\put on (headgear)' > MKo psî-, sî!-
NKo ssî- ¶ S QK #9OO, Nam 317, 319, MLC 1O23-4  pJ {S} ‰~p- 'put o n
clothes (on the upper body), cover' > OJ op-, o~po~p-, J: T o2~-, K/Kg o2!- ¶ S
QJ #1O47, Mr. 742-3 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #644 (A *i\o ~pe '[to] cover, wear'; M, Tg,
Ko, J), Pp. VG 236, 286 ¶¶ The change of M *i- < N *yV- and that of Tg
*u'+u3p- < **ip- (assimilatory labialization) < N *yVP- are still to b e
investigated || IE: NaIE *yeb≈- /  (SA) *oi\b≈- 'copulate '  (× possibly IE ??
*yeP- 'enter' > pTc {Ad.} *ya4p- 'enter' and Lw ipatarma 'west') > OI
≤yabhati 'copulates', BdhSgd ??y?ıt?k 'adulterous' »» Gk D o}ifv
'futuo' »» Sl {Bern.} *jeb- (1s prs. *jeb-oß, inf. *jeti and *jebati)
'futuere' > Blg prs. eba  'futuo', SCr je!be2m / inf. je~bati, Slv je•bam
/ je!bati, P jebac1, R prs. ebu / inf. et∆ ≠ eti ≠ ebat∆, U k
ïbati yi≤batI 'futuere', OCz jebati id., 'beat' ¶ WP I 198, P 298, ≈σ EI
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5O8 (*yeb≈e/o- 'copulate' “ 'enter\penetrate'), M K III 7, M E II 398-9 ,
F II 371, Bern. I 452, ESSJ VIII 188 (Sl *je7bati with *e7 on the ev. of Uk i
in yi≤batI, but his *e7 is at variance with many attested forms, e.g. R p .
e≥b yob), BER I 474, Ad. 496-7 Mlc. CL 91 ¶¶ The semantic change
'cover' (v.) ‘ 'futuere' is most natural when referred to cattle ( ' t h e
steer covers a cow'), so that it may be supposed that it occurred in t h e
language of the IE cattle-breeders.
2621. *ya4444d{a} (or *yada4444) 'to go' > U: FU *°ya4+eÎV (or *°ya4+elV)  'go' >
ObU *ye"l- >  pVg *ya4Æl- >  Vg: T yil-, LK/MK/UK/P/NV/SV/LL ya4l-/ya4∏l-,
UL/Ss yal- 'go' ({BV} 'sxodit∆ , s`ezdit∆ '); pOs *ye"l- ({∫Hl.} *yiÆl-) >
Os V/Vy ye"l- 'go' ({Trj.} 'xodit∆ , ezdit∆ ') ¶  Ht. #184, BV 151, Trj. S
91 || A: NaT *JaÎa- v. 'walk', *JaÎa-k (JaÎa-g) 'on foot, pedestrian' (N
*a 4444 >  T *a due to vowel harmony) (× N *raydV 'foot, track; to walk '
[q.v.]) >  OT, MT jaÎa-˝ 'on foot, 'pedestrian', Chg {Rl., Cl.} jaya- ' i m
Wasser gehen, indem man Grund unter sich hat', Tk yayalIk n. ac t .
'walking', Tk yaya, Az jaya˝, ET jayaq, Uz jayåw, VTt z7!a4ya4w, Bsh
ja4ya4w, Qzq z7ayaw, Qrg Z7o4∏, Alt Z1oyu, SY jaza˝, Xk c7aza˝, Tv c7ada˝, Tf
c1adòa˝, Yk satî∏ 'pedestrian, on foot' ¶ Cl. 887, Rs. W 177, ET J 68-9, TrR
918, Rl. III 72, Ra. 193 || HS: B *√y+wdw 'go' (× N *wVd[V]÷V 'walk,
go, set out for', q.v. ffd.).
2622. *y{o}dV 'claws (as of a lobster\scorpion)', 'to hold be tween
fingers \ claws (e.g. of a lobster)' (‘  [in HS and pre-K] 'arm, hand') >  D
*itßukk- 'claws of a lobster\scorpion', 'take between the claws' >  T m
it5ukku 'prehensile claws (of a scorpion \ lobster)', it5ukku v. ' t a k e
between the fingers \ toes, grasp as with pincers', it5ukki 'prehensi le
claws of a crab\scorpion, pincers, tongs', Ml it5ukku 'claws o f
lobster', Kt iklß 'tongs', Kn ikkur ª, ikkur ªa, Tu ikkul5i 'pair of tongs \
pincers', Kn ir ªkur ªi, Kui dßipa 'tongs, pincers', Kn id5aku v. 'p inch ,
tweak' ¶¶ D #444 || A: Tg: WrMc yo2da- v. 'hold (something that hangs
down)', {Z} 'derqu v` rukí ¢to svísivwi , nesu nebreqno ,
povísiv` v` rukí ', {Hr.} 'in der am Arme herabhängenden Hand
tragen' ¶ Z 2O2, Hr. 1O22 || HS: S *≤yad- 'hand' >  BHb di! ≤ya2d33 ' h and ,
forearm', cs. di@ ≥yad3, st. prn. &di! ya2≤d3-o2 'his hand', du./pl. Mi%d2i!
ya2≤d3ayim, pl. cs. id4i^y´≥d3e2, Ph, Ug, IA yd 'hand', JPA di@ yad3 (≠ dia5 ?I6d3
≠ dia3 ?E6d3), BA cs. di@ ≥yad3, Sr Ædo∆ài ?i≤d3-a2, cs. d∆a yad3 ≠d∆ài ?id3, Ar ∂Ya
yad-, Sb, Mn, Qt yd, Gz AD ?´d, OAk, Ak ∀ id-u(m), Eb i-tum =
{Frnz.} yidum 'hand', i-tim yidim gen. sg. and accus.-gen. du. ' hands ' ,
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Mh {Jo.} indf. ?ïd, df. Ha-yd, Jb E/C {Jo.} ≤ed 'arm (from fingertip t o
shoulder), hand', Hrs {Jo.} Hayd 'hand, arm, forepaw', Sq {Jo.} ≤‰?‰d, {L}
?ed 'hand'. In some lgs. (Aram dialects, SES, Eth, Ak, Eb) there is as .
*ya- >  *yi- and later (?)i- ¶ KB 39-71, KBR 386-8, HJ 443-9, A #1138 ,
OLS 52O-1, Br. 295, Nld. CSG § 146, BK II 1624-5, L G 7, BGMR 167, Rk.
8O-1, MA 1O8, Jo. M 46O, Jo. J 313, Jo. H 146, L LS 52, Krb. EG 19, 2 1 ,
Frnz. EL 144, BHKKLMBlz. SAL #96, MiK I #1.291  Eg ∀ d hier.  * 'hand '
(unless alternatively, Eg fP {†Rö.} ÷ 'arm' [†Rö.: HS *d > Eg ÷]) ¶ EG I 1 5 6
and V 414, 58O, Fk. 3O8, Tk. I 37 || ? K: pGZ *dlaûqw- 'elbow' (if f r o m
N *0y{o}dV ÷3333al! !!!VûûûûqË 'bend of arm' = *y{o}dV + *÷3333al! !!!VûûûûqË 'a bend, a
joint in a limb', q.v. ffd.) ˚  D *i-  from N *yV- needs investigating ( c p .
the item no. 2646) ˚  The semantic change 'claw of a lobs te r \ scorp ion '
‘ HS 'hand' is a typical zoomorphic metaphore (reminding the NE
slang usage of paw for 'hand', muzzle for 'face', etc.).
2623. (€?) *yuge6666 (or *yuke 6666?) 'to drink' > U: FU *yuGe (or *yuke?) v.
'drink' > F juo-, Es joo- (inf. II juu-a, 1s p. jo%in), Lv inf. ju~o-d¥ id. »
pLp {Lr.} *yuk‰ id. > Lp: S {Hs.} juvge-, L {LLO} juhka-, N {N} jukka6- /
-g-, Kld √gk´, K {Gn.} jukke- id. » pChr {Ber.} *yu4y- > Chr: L ju≥a- yu4a-
(inf. ju≥aw yu4≤as7), B yu4ya-, Uf Ju4a-, H ju≥a≥- yu4a4- (inf. ju≥a4w yu4a4s7) id. »
Prm {LG} *yu- > Z, Vt √- yu-. Prmk, Yz yu- id. »» ? ObU: ? pOs *ya4n1c1- id .
(belongs here if *-n1c1- is a sx.) > Os: V/Vy ya4n1t!-, Ty/Y yen1t!-, D/K yan1t!-,
Nz yas1-, Kz yen1s1-/yan1s1-, O yen1s1-/yes1- 'drink'; ?? Vg: T a4y-, LK a4∏y-,
MK/UK/P/LL a4y-/a4∏y-, UL/Ss ay- id. » OHg ≥XI i-, y4u-, Hg iv- (/i-, isz-),
∆ ihu- id. ¶ Coll. 84, UEW 1O5, Db. OS xxvii, xxxii, It. #231, Sm. 5 4 3
(FU, FP *juxi-, Ugr *ju"gI"-), SK 124, SSA I 249, Lr. #285, Lgc. #18O7,
SaR 427-8, Gn. 468, Ber. 12, MRS 155, Ep. 52, LG 335, Ht. #726, MF
329-3O, EWU 629-3O, Mägiste ELLE || A: NaT *°Ju[:]g or *°Jo[:]g > OT
ju2+o2G, {DK} jo2G 'meal for the dead', {Cl.} jo2G 'funeral feast' (the vw. o2
was reconstructed by Cl. and DK on the basis of the Ar spelling with v  i n
MhK, which is not a sufficient proof) , OT VI ı BzGk VI [MnP] do1gia
'Turkic funeral feast' (Gk d- renders eOT J- and thus confirms the hyp.
of an obstruent pT *J-) ¶ Cl. 895, MKD 229 || ? HS: Ch: Tng {J} yE2 ± E2 v.
'dr ink ' ¶ J T 86  EC (×  C *√÷g 'drink' < N *÷{á}go  id. [q.v.]): Arr
{Hw.} ?ig-, Dsn ?i!k, Elm {Hn.} ïk-, Kns ik-, Msl/Gdl {Bl.} uk- v. 'drink' ¶
Ss. PEC 17, Wh. IC 56, Bl. 1O8, BlSO s.v. ik, Hw. A 34O, To. DL 482.
2623a. *yuÓV 'to tie, to bind', 'sth. that binds\ties' > IE: NaIE *ye2u\-
{EI} 'bind, join together' > OI ≤yau-ti 'binds, unites', yu2≤ti-
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'Verbindung, Vereinigung' »» ? Blt: Lt ja!utis 'ox, steer' ({EI}: ' t h a t
which is yoked'), Ltv ju2tis 'fork in a road' ¶ EI 64, M K III 25, 28-9 ,
Frn. 191 || A: T *Jular (with a sx. *-lar of n. coll.) > OT yular ({Cl. yula2r
with unj. vowel length) '(a horse’s) halter', Osm {Rl.} yular, Tk yular,
Ggz yular, Alt Z1ular, Slr Z1ulur, Tv c7ular, Yk sular id., Slr c7ulîr7 'short r o p e
(part of a horse’s bridle)', Chg {ShSB} yular 'a rope attached to t h e
animal’s neck', Tk ∆ yular 'golden thread hanged on a woman’s
forhead' ¶ Cl. 932, ET J 244-5, Rl. III 554, ShSB 105, Tn. SJ 314-5 || HS:
C: Bj {R} ya2y 'rope' ¶ R WBd 243, 336.
2624. € *yakV  '≈ to pour, to be covered with water' > A: T *Jag- v.
'pour down, pour rain' >  OT ja˝- id., MU, XwT, MQp, Chg, OOsm ja˝-,
Tk yag"-, Tkm, Az, ET, Slr, CrTt, Kr, SY, Xlj ja˝-, Gz ja2-, Uz jå˝-, Qmq,
Nog, VTt, Bsh jaw-, Qzq, Qq z7aw-, Qrg Z7a2-, Alt Z1a2-, Xk, Shor, Tv c7a˝-,
Tf c1a˝-, Chv L ßu- s1u-, ∆ s1¥v- v. 'pour rain'; T d. *Jagmur n. 'rain' >  OT
ja˝mur, MQp [CC] (j)am˝ur, Tk yag"mur, Az ja˝mur, Tkm ∆  ja˝mîr,
ET jam˝u(r) ≠ jaNmur, Uz jåm˝ir, Qmq jaNur, VTt jaN˝¥r, Bsh
jam˝¥r, Qzq z7aNbîr, Qq z7am˝îr, Qrg Z7am˝îr, Alt Z1aNmîr, Xk naNmîr, Yk
samî∏r, Chv L ßuma€r s1um¥r 'rain' (in some lgs. and contexts a lso
'snow') ¶ Cl. 896, 9O3-4, 9O8, ET J 57-8, TL 25, Rs. W 177, TkR 8O4,
Äz. 182, Jeg. 216-8, Fed. II 127-8, 135-6, Ra. 193  Tg *°yaku- ' b e
covered with water' (of ground) > Ewk yaku- id.; Tg *yaku[n] ' g round
covered with water, pit filled with water '  > Ewk yaku 'grassy swamp,
puddle, pit filled with water', WrMc yo2Xon 'pit filled with water, d i t ch
(in a field)' ¶ STM I 339 ¶¶ ≠ DQA #62O (Tg < A *i\ak[æ]a) || HS: Eg Wc
ìkn  'draw (water), (Wasser) schöpfen' ¶ EG I 139.
2625. *ya4444k{a} 'ice, cold' > IE: NaIE *yeg+g8- 'ice' > ON jaki 'piece o f
ice, icicle', NGr Sw Ja4ch, Gicht (= Gejicht) 'hoarfrost; frozen d e w
on trees'; dim.: Gmc {Vr.} *jekulaz > ON jo<kull, Sw jo4kel, NLG °s-
hekel, ja4kel, OLG {Vr.}, OHG ihilla, NGr ∆ Ichel 'icicle', AS {Ho.}
Ì1icel(a), Ì1icele 'icicle, ice' (Ì1 = [j]), NE ∆ ickle 'icicle', NE (cd. > )
icicle »» OIr aig (gen. ega), Brtt {RE} *yagis, {Vn.} *yago- > W ia2,
OCrn [g] iey ice'; Ï Brtt *yagnyos 'cold' (“  *'icy') > OCrn iein,
MCrn yeyn, yen, MBrt yen, Brt ien 'cold'  Ht eka- n. 'cold, f ros t ,
ice', e +ikuna-  adj. 'cold' ¶¶ WP I 2O6, P 5O3, EI 287 (*yeg- 'ice, icicle') ,
Vr. 289, 294, Ho. 142, Sw. 74, Km. 495, Vn. A  28, RE 1O6, Frd. HW 4O,
81, Pv. I 257-9 || HS: C: Ag {Ap.} *?‰˝a˝- ' ice '  >  Bln {Ap.} ?‰xaxa, {R}
eg$ag$a2 'hail, ice, snow', Q {Ap.} (y)eGaGa, {R} yeg$a2g$a2 id., Aw {Ap.}
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‰!˝a˝i 'ice'; possibly (but not certainly): Aw {Bnd.} ‰9umi 'cold', {Hz.}
‰9‰mt-  v. 'feel cold' ¶ Ap. AV 6, R WB 17, R QW 149, R DQW 65O (s .p .
14), ≈  AD SF 263  ??φ NrOm: Kf {C, Fl.} ak'- 'be cold', {Fl.} ak'k'o, {C}
ak5k5o2 'cold', Shn {Fl.} ak'a, {C} ak5a2, Amuru {Fl.} a!kWa, Anf {Fl.} ak'o ' co ld '
¶ Fl. OWL, C SE IV4O2 ¶ The unexpected glottalized k' needs explaining
|| U (+ext.) ≈ **ya4ks7a >  [1] FU *ya4ks7V 'cool, cold' > F  ja4a4hty- ±
ja4hty- 'grow cold, become cold\cool', Krl ya4htu4- id. , Vp ya4u\htu-
'congeal' » Lp: N {Fri.} iksem, jiksem 'frigidus', L {LLO} jiekso4- ' g e t
cooler\colder' (weather), jeuhsas 'cold and windy' (weather), T {TI}
yik:sem adj. 'cold' » pMr {Ker.} *ya4ks7´ > Er ´kwe eks7e, Mk ´we, {Ps.}
a4s7a4, ∆ ya4s7´ 'cool; cool weather', Mk ´wks a4s7ks adj. 'cool' » pChr yu4ks7´-
'get colder' > Chr: L yu4ks7em (inf. ju≥kwaw yu4k≤s7as7), B yu4ks7e, Uf Ju4ks7e-,
H u4ks7e- (inf. u≥kwaw ≤u4ks7as7) id. »» Os: V yo4˝li, Ty ya$Æ˝¬i n.\adj. ' co ld ' ,
D ya$Æ˝t´ 'cold, cool', Kz yiÆ¬iÆ 'cool'  [2] FV *yaks7a 'cool, cold' > Es
jahe (gen. jaheda) 'cool', jahtu- 'cool down, become cool', Lv yoÚ2?-
id. » Lp Sw {LÖ} juoskos 'rigidus', Lp Vfs {Lgc.} ju$\o4sk1i\e n. ' co ld ' ,
jo;sko˘- 'get cooler' » Er åkwamo yaks7amo, Mk åkwama yaks7ama adj .
'cold', Er åkwamo, Mk åkwam yaks7am n. 'cold, cold weather' ¶ The
variation *ya4ks7V ≠ *yaks7a suggests an old U √  with combination of a
front vw. and a back one (probably **ya4ks7a) with subsequent as. ( d u e
to "vowel harmony") in two opposite directions ¶ Coll. 84, UEW 9O-1,
631, It. #241, SK 133, SSA I 26O, TI 65, ERV 776, 8O1, PI 318, 321, Ker.
II 37, Ber. 13, MRS 156, 641, Ep. 132 || D  (in NED) *°{ya+e}k- > NED *°e2k-
'become cool' > Krx e2x- vi. 'lose heat, cool', e2xta5a2- vt. 'cool', Mlt e29e
'become cool', e29tre 'make cool' ¶ D #875, Pf. 186 [#43] ˚  ≈ AD GD 5
and IS MS 346 (IE, U, A; both do not distinguish this N etymon from N
*ya 4444N [g]e 6666 'ice; to freeze'), Blz. DA 162 [#98] (suggested to add NrOm).
2626. *yu6666ka  'attach, tie\bind to '  >  IE: NaIE *yeu\g- / *yung- v. 'b ind ,
harness, yoke' > OI yuj- (prs. 1s yu≤najmi, 3s yu≤nakti, 3 p
yun1≤janti), Av yaog- / yuJ7- v. 'harness, yoke, join', d.: MPrs a2-
yo2xtan- v. 'harness', Z7uxt, ClNPrs †fJ Z7uft 'yoke, pair', NPrs Z7oft
'pair' »» Gk zey1g-ny2-mi v. 'yoke, put to; bind, bind fast' »» OHG untar-
jouhhen 'subjugare' »» L jung-o2 / -e"re 'join, unite, connect' »» OIr
cuing  'yoke' (< *kom-yung-) »» Lt ju~ngti (1s prs. ju~ngiu) 'to yoke,
to join, to connect', Ltv ju2 ^gt  'to harness, to put to'  Ï  [1] IE *yug-o-
m 'yoke '  >  Ht iuka- id.  NaIE *yugo-m id. > OI yu≤ga-m, Av yuga-,
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ClNPrs ªJu Z7uG id. »» Gk zygo1n id. »» L jugum id. »» OW iou, W iau,
OCrn ieu, Brt ieo id., Ir ughaim 'harness' »» Gt, OSx juk, ON ok,
OHG joh, NHG Joch, AS Ì1eoc ≠ ioc 'yoke', NE yoke »» Sl *j¥Ÿgo >
*jÁŸgo 'yoke' > OCS igo igo, Blg, R ≤igo, SCr †, b igo, Slv igo•, Cz, Slk
jho id., P jugo id., '∈ cross-beam', SCr ∆ ji~go '∈ cross-beam' » Lt
ju~ngas  'yoke' (with n  due to the infl. of ju~ngti 'to join'), Ltv ju2^g-s
'yoke'  [2] NaIE d. *yeu\g-os ntr. 'yoke\team of beasts '  > Gk zey1goß n t r .
id., team (of oxen\horses\mules) (Gespann)' »» L ju2gera pl. Ï sg.
ju2gerum 'a measure of land, ≈ 2,5OO m 2 ' (“ 'a plot ploughed by a
team of oxen') »» MHG jiuch 'ein Morgen Landes' ¶¶ WP I 2O1-2, P
5O8-1O, ≈ EI 64 (*yeu\- 'bind, join together' [see  N *yuÓV 'to tie, t o
bind'], *yeu\-g- 'join together; yoke'), EI 655 (*yu≤go-m 'yoke'), Bc. 7 2 6 ,
M K III 19-21, M E II 412-3, 417-8, Horn 95, Vl. I 517, Sg. 364-5, BK 1 5 1 ,
F I 6O9-1O, 615-6, WH I 726-31, Vn. C  273, LP § 35.3, YGM-1 295, Dnn.
774, KM 333, Fs. 3O4, Vr. 417, Kb. 522, 11O7, Schz. 178, OsS 465, KM
333, Ho. 141, Lx. 1O2, Frn. 196-7, ESSJ VIII 2O6-8, Glh. 274, Pv. II 4 9 5 -
6, 498-9 || HS: EC: Sml {DSI} yo2ke 'legare le mani \ i piedi a qualcuno ' ,
yo2ko 'legatura delle mani \ dei piedi' ¶ DSI 647  NrOm: Mch {L}
≤yokka(ye!) v. 'spin', Kf {Msr.} yokke id., Kf {C} yok- 'domare (un b u e
per l’aratro); filare (il cotone ecc.)' ¶ C SE 52O, Msr 241, L M 58 ||  A: T
*Ju4ga4n (≠ *Jugan?) 'bridle' (< pre-T **Ju4gan?) (× N *Luka4444?V '≈ flexible
rod, thong', q.v. ffd.) ˚ ≠ Gr. II #38 (*yeu  'belt') (IE ÷ U *yaye  'belt').
2627. *yaKs{o} 'to loosen, (?) to untie '  > U: ppU **yakso- > FP
*yaksa- ≠ *yoksa- 'untie' > pMr {Ker.} *yuks´- > Er yuks1e- (inf. √ksems
juks1ems), ∆ uks1e-, Mk yuks´- v. 'untie' » Krl A yaksa- vi. 'undress', Krl
{Gn.} yaks7a- id., vt. 'ausziehen, entblößen', Vo yahza- ' d i e
Fußbekleidung ausziehen', ?σ F jaksa-, Es jaksa-, ja4ksa- 'be able t o ,
have strength enough to' » Prm {LG} *jusk- > Prmk, Vt √skyny
yuskÈnÈ, Yz jusk- v. 'unharness' ¶ IE 'take off'), Ker. II 46, LG 336 ¶ The
variation *yaksa- ≠ *yoksa- suggests an earlier etymon with a stem-final
*-o (*yakso-) with subsequent vowel assimilation in two opposi te
directions || A: NaT *Jas- 'loosen' > OT jas- v. 'unstring (a bow);
disband (troops)', MQp XIII jas-, OOsm ≥XIV jas-, Tk yas- v. 'uns t r ing
(a bow)' ¶ The √  *Jas- 'flatten; flat' (represented in OOsm, Tk, a n d
other T lgs., see  Rs. W 191 and ET J 155-6) is either a semant ic
derivative from 'unstring the bow' or a different (albeit homonymous )
root ¶ Cl. 973 || HS: WCh: pAG {Hf.} *yok- v. 'become loose' > Kfr {Nt.}
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yo~k 'loosen', Gmy {Hf.} yok 'become loose', Ang {Hf.} 'be shaky, loose' ¶
The loss of N *s  in WCh is still to be explained ¶ Hf. AG #184, Nt. 45.
2628. *yáK ''''á (or *yáK ''''Há?) '(very) bright, white' > HS: S *°-yik'k'- >
Ar √yqq (ip. -yiqq-) 'être d'une blancheur éclatante' ¶ BK II 1631  C:
Ag *°yak'k'- >  Bln {R} yaq- 'be light\bright (hell)' ¶ R WB 365, ≈  AD SF
185  ?? Eg L/G ìk5h5 'shine (leuchten)' (unless connected with Eg MK k5h5
'light [hell], light [lux]') ¶ EG I 138 and V 66 || IE: NaIE *yek8-(o-s)/*oi\k8-
(o-s) 'light colour, clearness, brightness' >  OI ≤yas1-ah5 ntr. 'beauty ,
splendour', Av yaso2.h êya- 'Ansehen verleihen', YAv yaso2.b´r´ta- ' i n
würdiger Weise dargebracht' »» Sl *e7s¥, *e7sa n. 'light colour, radiance' >
SCr jas  'clearness', Slv ja•s 'light, splendour, radiance', ja1sa ≠ jesa ' a
ride cut in a forest', Slk jas 'radiance, glitter'; Ï *e7 ¡s¥n¥ adj. ' c lear ,
light (hell)' > OCS jasËnË, Blg ≤åsen, SCr jaàsan, Slv ja!sen, R ≤åsen
/ ≤åsnyj  'clear', Cz, Slk jasny1, P jasny 'clear, bright', Uk ≤åsnij ≠
ås≤nij 'bright, clean' » Lt ais7kus 'clear, bright' ¶ Mn. 44O, M K III
12, M E II 4O5-6, Bern. I 276, ≈  ESSJ VI 5O-3 (Sl *e7sa, *e7s¥, *e7sk¥n¥
with unjustified *k) || U *yákkV >  Sm {Jn.} *yekV (unless it is *l!ekV)
'white' > Ng {Pl.} d. díkaga1, Slq Nr {Cs. in Lh.'s interpretation} ≤ca2g(a),
Slq MKe {KD} t!e2Ì´, Slq EKe {Kzm., Katz} t’e:k3` t!e2q´ 'white' ¶ Jn. 4 2 ,
Katz SQ 179-181, Kzm. DMSJ 274, KD D 73, Cs. 133, 153, 3O2, CsL SSM
96  FV *yaks1[t]{e}rV 'red' (probably from N *0yáK''''á c''''ÅÓt++++dV ' l ight
red', see N *c ''''ÅÓtV  ¬ *c ''''ÅÓdV  'red') > Er yaks1tere, Mk yaks1t´r, Chr: L
jowkarge yos7≤karGe, H jakwargy jaks7arG¥ 'red' ¶ ERV 8OO-1, Üp.
3OO, ≠  UEW 6O6 (Chr < FV *aks7te-rV or *aks7V-terV 'gelt, güst ,
unfruchtbar') || A: ?φ M *ya9a-˝an 'pink' > WrM ya9an, HlM ågaan
'pink, ruddy, violet, lilac', {Kow.} 'vermeil, rouge clair', IM {T} ya˝a2n,
Brt ågaan 'pink' ¶ MED 423, Kow. 2246, T VM 273, Chr. 795   ?φ  p J
{S} *a~ka~- 'bright, red' (× N *{h}awk{a} 'light [lux]; bright', q.v. ffd.)  Tg
*ikere 'light (lux), lighting appliance (svetil∆nik )' >  Neg UA ik‰r‰,
Neg LA, Nn ix‰r‰ 'light (lux)', Neg ik‰r‰ ≠ ix‰r‰, Orc, Ul, Ork, Nn ix‰r‰
'lighting appliance, lamp (burning fat), candle', Ng LA ix‰r‰-, O r k
ik‰r‰c7i- v. 'light' ¶ STM I 3O2 ¶¶ S AJ 11O, 277, SDM97 (A *a4∏kæa
'light, white' > T, J, Tg), DQA #634 (T, J, Tg, M) (A *i\a2!ka 'light, whi te ' )
˚  Resh. NNE #3 (A, FV *yak-s1[t]{e}rV). The age of the semantic change
'bright, light' ‘ 'pink, red(dish)' is not clear. It may be rather ancient
(because it is present in several branches of N: FU, M, and J). But it m a y
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also result from cds. (e.g. N *0yáK''''á c''''ÅÓt++++dV 'light red' ‘ ' p i nk ' )
(that are not necessarily very ancient) with ellipsis in M and J. M *-9- is
likely to go back to *-k- < N *-K''''H- . Tg *i- as a reflex of N *yá- still
needs investigating.
2629. *yoK ''''É  (or *?oK ''''É?) 'seize, catch' > HS: Eg fOK ìcy (= {EG} ìt3j)
'nehmen, rauben, fortführen', fNK ìc¿ 'etw. fortnehmen' ¶ EG I 149-5O,
Fk. 34  EC: Hr/Dbs {AMS} ekk-, Gln/Gwd {AMS} akk- 'take' ¶ AMS 2 6 O
 Ch: WCh: Ang {Flk.} yak 'pick up\out, ladle out', Mpn {Frz.} ya!k
'hold, catch', Su {J} yak id., 'seize', Cp {J} ya!k 'catch, seize' » Bl {Lk.}
yokk- 'pflücken', Pr {ChL} yukO~ 'seize' » Bg {Sh.} yok 'carry (load)' »» ECh:
Jg {J} ?ek-it- 'take' ¶ JI II 62, J S 88, J J 112, Frz. DM 67, ChL, ChC ¶ ¶
Tk. I 235 || D (in SCD) *okk- ({†GS} *-gg-) v. 'trap' >  Tl oggu 'lay a
trap\net, lay a wager', Gnd HMB {BB} og- v. 'set (fishtrap)', Gnd M n
{Ph.} vagga2na2, vakka2na2 'set snare', Kui oga- v. 'trap, snare', Ku og-
v. 'set a trap', u2r`u2 ogali v. 'noose' (u2r`u2 'a snare') ¶ D #934 || A: ?σ Tg
*ukï 'fishing-tackle, trap (for f ish\birds) '  > Lm u2kit, Neg uxï, Orc, Nn
uki id., Ewk ukï id., 'fishtrap', WrMc uku 'fishtrap', 'trap for birds' ¶
STM II 253 || IE: NaIE *ei\k8-/*ïk8- 'take possession, possess' (*ei\k8- is a
SA from *i\ek-?) > OI ≤°s1e2, ≤°s5t5e2 'owns, possesses, is master of', Av
ise 'is lord over', ise2 'ich verfüge' »» Gt aigan* 'to have' (aih ' I
have', aigum  'we have'), ON eiga, OSx e6gan, OHG eigan, AS a2Ìan
'to possess', NE own v.; Ï ON eigan, OSx e6gan, OHG eigan, NHG
eigen, AS a2Ìen adj. (“  pp.) 'own', NE own; Gt aigin, ON eigin,
OSx e6gan, AS a2Ìen 'possession' »» ?σ Tc B ai\k- 'know, recognize' ¶
The length of *i in *ïk8- is still puzzling ¶ P 298-9, EI 27O (*hÅei\k8-
'possess'), M K I 96, M E I 2O7, Fs. 2O, Vr. 95-6, Ho. 2-3, Ho. S 14, Sw.
8, Kb. 187, OsS 126, EWA II 981-3, KM 156, Ad. 1O1-2 ˚  HS d e -
emphatization *K ' > *k .
2629a. € *yiLV  'burn' (trans.), 'kindle' > A: Tg *yila- id. > Mc Sb
yila-, Ewk ila-, Lm Ila- id., Sln ila- 'sqe¢∆ ', Orc, Ud ila- 'kindle'  (× N
*yel[ay]V 'to shine; light [lux]'): Sln ila%: 'light (lux) ¶ STM I 3O3-4 
??σ M *ilc>in 'warmth, heat' > WrM ilci(n), HlM il¢(in) id. ¶ MED
4O3 || HS: WCh: Jmb {Sk.} yila 'burn' (tr.) ¶ ChC || ?? AdS  of IE
*{é}el- (≈ *{é}al-) v. 'burn, burn sacrifices' (see  N *÷{a}l ∏∏∏∏V 'burn [esp.
sacrifices], use magic means [sacrifices, magic formulae, etc.] t o
produce a particular result').
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263O. *yel[ay]V 'to shine; light (lux)' > U *yel+lßa4 'light; sun, day' >
FU: pLp {Lr.} *yE2l‰kk‰s 'clear (weather), bright' > Lp: L {LLO} jielakis,
N {N} jA2la6ka6s ≠ ja6la6ka6s 'complete cloudlessness, clear weather', K
{Gn.} jiel!Xøs 'clear weather'  Sm {Jn.} *yela4 ≠ *ya4la4 'light (lux), sun ,
daytime' > Ne: T ålå, T O {Lh.} ya$—l!;e, F {Lh.} ya$—¬¬e"a4Æ id.; Ng {Mik.} ≤JalÈ
'daytime'; En {Cs.}: X ≤jeÒe, B ≤jere 'daytime'; Slq: Tz c1e2lÈ 'dayt ime,
sun, light', Tm {KD} t!e2l 'daytime', d. t!e2l´dò 'sun'; Kms {KD} Z1aºÒ;aº ≠ d!aºÒ;aº
≠ c1aºÒ;aº ≠ t!aºÒaº 'daytime', Z1aƒÒ¥mn1a 'es tagt, es dämmert', Koyb {Sp.}
dqålla 'daytime', dqållokbla 'I am lighting (sví¢u )'  pY {IN}
*yel!‰- > Y K {IN} yel!o2Z7 !e 'sun' (formally a prtc.), OY K {Bil.} yelo1nsha,
{Merk} jelondscha 'sun'; ???σ Y K/T yel!‰- 'boil, be cooked' (“  * 'fire '
“ 'light'??) ¶¶ Coll. 17, UEW 96-7, Lr #261, Lgc. #1618, Jn. 4O-1 ( S m
*ya4la4), Jn. p.c. (Sm *yela4 ≠ *ya4la4), Cs. 11, 51, 83, 135, 187, KKIH 1O3,
KD 14, Pot. 38, 47, IN 224, 3O3, ≈ Rd. UJ 36 [#13] (Y π U) || K *[h]el-
v. 'lighten' (× N *hÅlV 'to shine; bright', q.v. ffd.) || A: T *Jal!u- ≠
*Jîl!{u}- > NaT *Jas7u- ≠ *Jîs7{u}- v. 'flash, shine'  > OT jas7î- id., XwT XIV
jîs7î- v. 'shine', MQp XIV yîs7î- 'flash' ('øamaL a '), Shor c7as7- v. 'lighten', Kr G
jas 'lightning'  Ï  T *Jal!în ≠ *J{î}l!în > NaT *Jas7în 'lightning' > OT, XwT
XIV, Qmq, Tb {Rl.} jas7în, Uz jas7in, Nog jasîn, VTt, Bsh ja4s7Án, Alt Z1a2z7în,
Shor {Rl.} c7az7în, Xk, Sg {Rl.} c7azîn id. »» Chv /s1is1Ám/ [s1iz1òÁm]  id. ¶ pT *-
a- of the first syll. is likely to result from the ass. infl. of the following
*a ¶ Cl. 977, 979, ET J 149-5O, TL 22-3, Md. 1O4, 16O (reconstructs pT
*Jaºl!çu- with -l!ç- on the aleged ev. of Chv. *-s1-, but the latter may b e
explained by as. [*s1...l! > s1...s1]) ¶¶ The pT back vw. *a (≠ *î) for t h e
expected *e (<  N *e ) may be due to vw. harmony (regr. as.) ¶¶ Md. 1 O 4
equates the T √  with M *no4le- 'fire, flame' and Tg *nu3l- 'kindle', which
is less plausible semantically (albeit not ruled out as an alt. or a n
additional source of the T root); cp. Pp. VG 38 and STM I 6O9 t h a t
equate the M and Tg √  with T *Jalîn  'flame' (that does not belong he re ,
but goes back to N *Z1111alV or *Z1111alV÷3333V 'flame', q.v.) ¶ M *ile ' c lear ,
manifest; visible' hardly belongs here (⇔  IS); it goes back to A *ila-
'seen, visible' < N *?il ∏∏∏∏V  'eye' (q.v.) || D  *ell- 'light (lux), sun '  > Tm el
id., 'lustre, splendour', elli, ellai\ 'sun, daytime', Ml ella 'light ( lux) ,
ilakuka v. 'shine, twinkle', Tl {Km.} elamu 'be shiny\splendid' ¶¶ D
#829 ˚ D *-l- and U *-l- point to a N *-l-; hence T *-l!- is secondary,
probably from *-ly- < N *-lVy- , the vw. *V (most probably *a ) being
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suggested by the fact that in U and D *-l-  has not been palatalized, sc. i t
was not in direct contact with *-y-  ˚ IS MS 362-3, IS I 281-2.
2631. (€?) *y{a}mË (or *yomV) 'go' > HS: S *°√ymm >  Ar √ymm D
'aller prendre qch., diriger sa lance à dessein contre qn.' ¶ BK II 1 6 3 4
|| U (att. in Ugr) *°yomV 'go, set ou t \of f '  > Vg: T ya2m- / yam-, LK/P
yo2m-, Ss yO2m- 'go' » ? OHg XIV indol- 'bewegen, rücken', Hg indul-
'start, begin to move, set out\off, depart', OHg XV indeit- ' abgehen
lassen', Hg indit- 'start, set off; set going' (-dul- and -dit- a r e
derivational sxs.) ¶ UEW 1OO-1, MF 319-2O, EWU 613 ||  A: ?φ M *yabu-
'go, walk' > MM [MA, IM, PP] yabu-, WrM yabu-, HlM åva-x, O r d
yawu¯-, Mnr H {SM} yu2¯-, {T} yu2-, Mnr M {T} yau-, Dx {T} yawu-, Ba {T}
yu-, Mgl {Rm.} yobu- id., WrO {Krg.} yabu- 'go', Kl jov-x, {Rm.} yow-
X¥, Brt åba-xa 'to go, to walk, to travel' ¶ Pp. MA 385, 45O, Pp. KP
159, MED 42O, SM 494, T 338, T DnJ 122, T BJ 14O, Krg. 7O1-2, KRS
279, Rm. RW 22O, Chr. 793-4 ˚ U *-o- may be due to regr. as. (*a . . .Ë
[= *a.. .o?] > *o...V) or to the labializing infl. of *m. If M *yabu- d o e s
not belong here, the N etymon may be reconstructed as * y omV .
2632. *y{a}mV (or *yoma) 'good\fit' >  HS: S *√ymn 'right (dex te r ) '
>  BHb ya2≤mïn 'right side', 'right hand', Ug ymn, Ar yaman-, Gz yama2n,
Ak imnu (f. imittu) id., Eb a-me-nu1n, a\i-me-tum (= yaminum,
f. yamittum ≠ yimittum) 'right (dexter), IA, Plm, Nbt ymn 'right s ide ' ,
Sr yamm°≤n-a2 'nojmi∆ a'right side', adj. 'right', JPA Bz yam≤m°n ' r ight
side\hand', JEA {Sl.} yamm°≤na2 id., 'right foot', JA [Trg.] yamm°≤n-a2,
Sb ymn  'right hand', Ar yamïn- 'right hand, right side' ¶ A #1179, OLS
529, KB 396-7, KBR 415, HJ 461, Js. 58O, Sl. 536-7, Sl. P 242, Br. 3O3,
BK II 1634-5, BGMR 168, Krb. EG 2O, Frnz. EL 135-6, MiK I #1.292  Eg
O ìmn  'right (dexter)', ìmn.t  'right side, west', Cpt: Sd emnt emnt , B
ement ement 'west, western', Sd/A/O ament, B amenT amenti,
A/L emnte emnte  'les enfers, l’Enfer' ¶ EG I 86, Fk. 21, Vc. 11, 43 ¶ ¶
Tk. I 37 || U: FU (in Ugr only) *°yoma 'good' >  ObU: Vg: T yoma2s,
LK/MK/UK yaºm´s, P yom´s, NV yom´s ± yam´s, SV/LL yam´s, UL/Ss
yomas 'good'; Os: V/Vy/Ty/Y/D/K ye"m, Nz/Kz ya"m ≠ yiÆm, O yim ' g o o d '
» OHg ≥XII, Hg jo1, ∆ gyao1 ± gyo1 'good, fit', Hg java 'the best' ¶ UEW
85O, Ht. #738, MF 339, EWU 645 || A: NaT *Jama- 'make good\fit' ‘ v.
'patch' >  OT jama-  ({Cl.} yama2-) v. 'patch', Chg jama-  v. 'patch, repair' ¶
Cl. 934-5, Rs. W 184  ? M *°nimbayi (< **n1am- < **yam-) >  WrM
nimbai, HlM nåmbaj adj./adv. 'precise, accurate, careful; t ho rough '
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¶ MED 584  ?? Tg *nam qw. 'well, good, fit' >  Neg, Orc, Ul, Nn nam id .
¶ STM I 58O ˚  U *o may be explained by the labializing infl. of *m,
which suggests a N etymon *yamV . An alt. N rec. is *yoma
(presupposing that NaT *a  of the first syll. and Tg *a are due to regr. as .
*yoma > *yama).
2633. *ya 4444mV 'body of water' ('sea, lake') ‘  'water' >  HS: CS *yamm-
'sea' >  BHb Mi!ya2m (pl. Mim`5i@ yam≤m-ïm) 'sea, large lake', Ph, Ug, OA ym,
BA, JEA yam≤m-a2, Sr yam≤m-a2, Ar µwYa yamm- 'sea', JA [Trg.] yam≤m-a2
'sea, lake'; Cn ı Eg fXVIII ym, (EgSSc) {Hoch} ya-ma, ya-mu ( =
yamma/u) 'sea', Cpt: Sd eIom eiom, B Iom iom, A/F Iam iam id. ¶ KB
395, HJ 458-9, Br. 3O3, OLS 527-8, EG I 78, Hoch #52, Lv. T I 336, Js .
579, Sl. 536, Reym. 163ff., RR 1181, BK II 1634, Eg I 88, Fk. 18  ?? B
*?amaÓ+w+y- 'water' (with the masc. article *?a- and the pl. ending *-a2n:
*?a-?amaÓ+w+y-a2n > *?a-?am-a2n > *a2m-a2n pl. 'water') > Ah, Gd a2m-an, Kb,
Shl, Wrg, Mz, Izd, Si, Zng aman, Nf {Beg.} amE2n, ama4∏n, Awj {Prd.} imïn
'water', Gd {Lf.} a2man id., a2mIn 'in water' »» Gnc AHEMON, AEMON
'water' (going back to the eB form *?a-?am-a2n) ¶ The second syll.
*maÓ+w+y- (with *-aÓ+w+y- reflected in the final a < *a2 in the attested B
lgs.) may be due to contamination with HS *ma[y]w- 'water' (see  N
*mu 6666hi  'water') ¶ Vc. UB 314, Vc. ADB 143, Fc. 1139, Lf. II #O951, Mrc.
91, Dl. 479, La. S 228, La. MChB 196, Bs. NLB I 48, Wlf. 513, Nic. LBM
2O2, Beg. 215, 272, Prd. 139, Pr. M IV 146 (reconstructs pB *Óa-ma2Ó-an
without taking into account the Gnc form suggesting a syll. between t h e
px. and *m)  Ch *[ÓV]yVm- 'water' >  CCh: Tr {Nm.} ?yim, G’nd {ChL}
ye~ma, Gbn ye~me » BM: Cb yI~mi, BuP {Mch.} jimi » HgNk yiemi » Lmn
ï!mi » Suk {IL in ChC} ya^m » Mtk {Sb.} i~ya^m ≠ ya~m, pMM {Ro.} *yam id. >
Gzg {Lk.}, Mf {BLB} yam, MfG {Brr.} ya1m, as well as {Ro.}: Mada, Myn,
Mlk, Zlg, Mofu ya1m, Mkt ya!w » Db {Lnh., ChL} yIm, Kola {Sb.} yi^m, Msy
{Mch.} yim » Msg {Mch.} yim »» WCh: Su {J} a~m, Tal {J} ham, Ywm {J}
˝am » Fy/DfB/Bks {J} ham, Klr {J} ?aﬂ:m » Krkr {J} ?am, Tng am »» ECh:
Mgm {J} a~mmi~ » Brg {J} ?a~mi~, Mu {J} ?a~m=!, ?a~m, Jg ?a!m, Mjl {DB} a2m, Kjk
{DB} a~me! 'water'  (with the px. *k-): Kwn {J} ka2!m, Kbl {Cp.} ka2m‰~, Ll
{Grgs.} ka@ma@ id. ¶ JI II 34O-1, ChL, ChC, Ro. 362-3, BLB 387, Brr. MG II
259, Blz. EChWL #94 ¶¶ ≠ Ap. ANH 23 (joins those suggesting to adduce
S *may- 'water', which is phonetically unacceptable) || U: Sm {Jn.}
*ya4m {AD} 'large body of water (sea, large river)' >  Ng {Prk.} ≤dz∆åma
≤Z1ama, {Cs.} jam 'sea', Ne T åm’ 'sea, large river', {Cs.} jam 'sea', {Lh.}
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ya$:m? 'large river, the Ob', Ne F L {Lh.} ye"a$:m 'large river', Kms {Cs.}
nam ('large river'?) ¶ Jn. 4O, Ter. 841, Cs. 12, 52 || D *am  'water' >
Tm am, a2m, Krx amm, Mlt amu id. ¶¶ D #187 ¶¶ IS (IS I 279-8O)
adduced NED *amm with a query ˚  AD GD 5 (HS, U), IS I 279-8O (HS,
U, D), S CNM 6.
2634. *yum{a} 'day, daylight' ([in the prehistory of descendant lgs.]
‘  'sky, heaven, god') > HS: S *≤yawm- (or *≤yawam-?) 'day, daylight' >
Ak u2m-u, Eb {AD} yaw[a]m-u2 (a-wa-mu) pl. 'days' ({Krb., Frnz.}
yawmu2), BHb M&i ≤yo2m 'day' (pl. Mim5i! ya2≤m-ïm), Ph, Pun ÌÈ†ym, Ug ym,
(AkSc) {Hnr.} yo2mu, OA ÌÂÈywm, IA Mvi ywm = BA M&i yo2m, em. am1&i
yo2≤m-a2 'day', JA [Trg.], JEA am1&i yo2≤m-a2 'day, sun', Sr W 'µow∆a yaw≤m-
a2, Ar ˜v0Ya yawm-, Sb mui ≠ mi y(w)m, Qt mui ywm 'day', Gz yo2m
'today', Mh {Jo.} H‰-≤yawm, Hrs {Jo.} H‰-yo2m 'sun', Jb E/C {Jo.} yum
'sun', Jb E yum, Jb C yu(h)m 'day', Mh H‰-yu2m pl. 'days', Hrs H‰-yo2m‰t
(pl. H‰-yïm), Sq {L} yo2m 'day'; JA am1m1i^ y´ma2≤m-a2 'daytime, daylight';
BHb pl. ya2≤m-ïm and Eb a-wa-mu (if it is yawamu2) 'days' suggest t h e
presence of *a  after *w  (lost in sg. and preserved in pl.: sg. *≤yawam- >
[posttonic syncope] *yawm-, but pl. *yawa≤m-u2/ï without syncope)  ¶
KB 382-4, HJ 448-53, Br. 299-3OO, OLS 527, BK II 1637-8, L G 627, Js .
569, 58O, Sl. 529-3O, Hnr. 133, Krb. EG 29-3O, Frnz. EL 137  C: Bj {R} -
a2yim (1s p. a-≤?a2yim, prs. e1-?e≤y°m ≠ ≤e2yy°m), Bj B {R} -yaym v.
'pass the day', Bj {Rop.} ?a2yim id., 'pass the noon-time' ¶ R WBd 3 7 ,
Rop. 158 ¶¶ ≠  OS #2576 (err. genetic comparison of S *yawm- with Jg
{J} yom 'day', while in fact Jg yom is a loan from Ar ChCS yo2m [RL 5 4 1 -
2]) || U: FU (att. in FV) *yuma 'sky, heaven, god'  > BF d. (with t h e
derivational sx. *-la): F jumala, Vp Jumal ≠ yumal, Es jumal, ∆
jummal 'god' » Mr XVIII {Strl.} Jumishipas ({UEW}: = jumi-s7-pas)
'Mordvinian gods', Er ëndol yondol, Mk ëndol yond´l 'lightning' (l i t .
'heaven fire' or 'god’s fire', with Er/Mk tol 'fire') » Chr {Ber.} *yum¥
'sky, weather, god' > H jymy y¥m¥, L √mo yumo, Uf yumo 'god', {Ü}
yum¥ndu4r, yum¥n-tu4r 'horizon' ('edge of sky'), B {PsS} yumo 'sky, t h e
chief god' ¶ UEW 638, It. #173, SK 122, SSA I 247, Ber. 12, MRS 1 6 3 ,
782, Ep. 32, Rm. BT 31, PsS 99, Ü 311-2 || IE: NaIE *ye+om-, name of a
mythical being (deity)  > Vd Ya≤mah5 (name of a mythical being ruling
the spirits of the dead), Av Yima- (name of a legendary king of Iran) ,
MPrs Z7am(-s7e2t), ClNPrs µJa Z7am, dy4mJa Z7a4m-s7e2d (names of kings [lit.
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'rex', 'rex splendidus', s7e2d from a Phl word for 'lux']) » Nrs p r o p e r
names: Ash imra2, Pra yumra2 (< *yama-ra2Z7a 'king Yama) »» ON Ymir
(name of a primordial giant in the Norse mythology) ¶ M K III 8, Vl. I
528, Sd. 369-71, Vr. 678, Gnt. AWH 337.
2635. *ya4444n[h++++?]V (or *?a4444nh++++?V??) 'speak, say' > HS: Eg ∀ ìn ' speak ,
say' ¶ EG I 89, Tk. I 124-5  B {†Pr.} *√ynÓ (or *√wnÓ) 'say'  > Ah
imv. ´nn (3s pf. inna, Pcj. I A 9 = Fcj. 11), Ty/ETwl {GhA} ¥nœnœu (3 pf.: Ty
y´nœnœa, ETwl inœnœa), BSn {Ds.} ïni (3s pf. inna), Gh {Nh.} ´n (3m pf. inna),
Gd En (3m aor. inna), Kb, Wrg, Mz ini (3s pf. y´nna), Sll, Tmz, Rf, Izn,
SrSn ini (3m pf. inna) ¶ Fc. 1279, 2OOO, Pr. M VI-VII 119 (on Pcj. I A
9), Nh. 151, GhA 137, 246-7, Dl. 535-6, MT 457-8, Ds. 96, Ds. B 1OO,
Dlh. Ou 2O9, Dlh. M 13O, La. S 226-7, Rn. 391  C: Bj {R} -(?)an (1s p .
a-≤?an, 3m p. y-an, 1s prs. ≤a-?ani ≠ ≤?ani, 3m prs. ≤yi-ni) 'say' ¶ R
WBd 19-2O, R BedS IV §§  3O6-7  WCh: Ngm {Nw.} ana 'say' »» CCh:
ZmB {Sa.} i~n id. »» ECh: Mu {J} ?e!N, Kw {J} a~ne@ id., ? EDng {Fd.} a~na~ ≠ a~n
(introduces indirect speech) 'I\they say that', 'he sais that', ? Mkl ?u~nte!
'say, declare' ¶ ChC, J DM 19, Fd. 1O ¶¶ OS #4O, Tk. I 124 || U *a4∏n+n`e
'speak; voice' > FU *a4∏ne 'voice, sound '  >  F a4a4ni id. » pLp {Lr.} *ye2n‰
'voice' > Lp: L jietna, N jiedna6, Kld yïnn id. »» Hg e1nek, e1ne4k ' song '
 pY {IN} *an- ' speak '  > Y: K/T an1n1‰- (an-n1‰-) 'speak', an-t‰y- ' say,
reply' ¶¶ UEW 25, Sm. 543 (FU, FP *a4ni, Ugr *a4nI" 'voice'), Lr. # 2 6 7 ,
Lgc. #1737, IN 215, Ang. 17 || D {GS} *yan-, {tr.} *enÀnÀ- ≠ *a{nÀ}- 'say' >
Tm en3 id., Ml ennuka v. 'sound, say, think', Kt in-, -n-, Td în-, Kdg p .
en-d-, ft. em-b-, Prj en-, Gdb in- 'say (so-and-so)', Kn en, ennu, an, Tu
anpi-≠ inpi-, Tl anu 'say, speak', Nkr, Nk en-, Gnd in- ± ind-, Knd,
Png, Mnd, Kw in-, Kui inba 'say', Krx an- 'say, tell', Mlt {Drs.} a1ne
' think\say\do thus' ¶¶ According to Bur., the variation *e- ≠ *a- in D
suggests a ppD *ya- ¶¶ D #868, Zv. 58, 129, GS 133-4 [#344], Bur. DS V
6O2 ˚  The rec. of a N initial *y-  is suggested by the B and D d a t a
(interpreted according to Bur.’s theory and Pr.’s pB reconst ruct ions) ,
while the Eg, C, and ECh data point to a N initial *?- ˚  The pB root-final
*Ó  and the long vw. in FU point to the presence of a lr. in pN, while t h e
absence of any final lr. in Eg suggests that the N word-medial lr. was a
"weak" one: *h  or *? ˚  IS I 28O-1 (*jÅnÿ).
2636. ???σ (⁄?) *yán3333ÊV '≈ stretch, strain, pull' >  D (in McTm) *e2nt-
v. 'stretch' >  Tm e2ntu 'stretch out the hands', Ml e2ntuka 'take u p ,
stretch arms\legs' ¶ D #894 ||  ?φ  A : T *Ja4 ∏ +e 2t(a4)- v. 'lead, pull' >  OT {Cl.}
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ye2t+d- 'lead (a horse)', {DTS} yet- id., 'pull (a person by the hand, a n
animal by a bridle rein), Tk yet-, yede-, CrTt, Nog jet-, Tkm ït-, Tv
c7et-, SY jet- ± Z7it-, Ggz jede- 'lead', Yk si¢a4t- 'lead by t h e
hand\rein\rope', ?? Chv s1av¥t- 'lead by the hand, by a rein' ¶ Cl. 8 8 4 ,
DTS 258-9, ET Gl 387-8, Jeg. 2O2, Pek. 2194-5 ¶ The long vw. is
suggested by Yk and (according to IS) by the voiced -d- in Tk yede- ¶
The loss of the N *n 3333 (with complementary vowel lengthening?) is still t o
be explained || ?σ U *ya4nta4 'sinew, tendon' (× N *ya?oN[y]É ' s inew,
tendon') > F ja4nne (gen. ja4nteen) 'tendon, sinew, cord' » Lp Nt {TI}
ye$a4ddòa"ò-pes;sa"ò 'loaded gun' (pes;sa"ò is 'gun') » Chr: H y´Îa4n, Uf/B
y¥ÎaN 'bowstring', L {MRS} jydan y´≤Îan 'string for lockering wool
and fluffing it up' (werstobojnaå struna )' »» ObU {Ht.} *yÉ:nt´˝
'bowstring' >  Vg *ya4∏nt´G >  Vg: LK yant´N, MK/UK yO4∏nt´N, P yanti ≠
ya2ntuw, NV yantu, SV/ML ya2ntul, LL yantu2, UL ya2ntaw, Ss ya2ntew id.;
pOs {Ht.} *yo4Ænt´˝ > Os: V/Vy yo4Ænt´G, Ty/Y yo$Ænt´G, D/K ye"nt´, Nz yiÆnt´,
Kz yiÆntiÆ, O yinti id. » OHg ideg 'sinew, bowstring', Hg ideg 'nerve' 
Sm {Jn.} *yent¥ 'bowstring' > Ne T en, T O {Lh.} ye2n, Ne F {Cs.} jien, Ng
{Cs.} yenti, En X {Cs.} je2ddi, Slq Tz {KKIH} c1i£ntÈ, Slq Tm {KD} ç‰$Æn;d,
Kms {KD} nen‰$Æ id. ¶¶ UEW 92, Cl. 18, Sm. 537 (FU, FP *ja4nti, Ugr
*ja4ntI" 'bow string'), TI 52, Ht. #195, Jn. 43, KKIH 1O5 ˚  If U *ya4nta4
belongs here (in contamination with *ya?oN[y ]É ), its vw. *a4 of the f irs t
syll. may go back to *a of N *ya?oN[y]É (> U *a4 [regr. as. *a.. .É  >
*a4...V]) (q.v.) ˚  IS I 281 [#147] (D, A, U).
2637. *ya?oN[y]É ¬ *yo?aN[y]É (or *yawoN[y]É ¬ *yowaN[y]É?)
'sinew, tendon' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'bow [weapon]') >  HS: Eg: [1] Eg
fO ìwn.t ∈ 'bow (weapon)' ('Art Bogen') ¶ EG I 55, Fk. 13  [2] Eg MK
ìny  'Schnur; Seile des Schiffes', {Mks.} 'corde, lien', {Vc.} 'ficelle, c o r d e
(d’un navire)' >  Cpt Sd/A eIne 'entrave, lien pour les pieds' ¶ EG I 9 3 ,
Mks. I #O322, Vc. 65 || U [1] *yoNse ≠ *yoNkse 'bow (weapon)' >  F
jousi (gen. jousen), joutsi 'bow' » pLp {Lr.} *yo2ks‰ 'bow' >  Lp: S
{Hs.} juokse, L {LLO} juoksa, Kld ju2x4:s » pMr {Ker.} *yoNg´ks 'bow' >
eMr XVIII {SJRN} ionks yoNks, Er {Ker.} yoNks id., {KC} ked∆ e≥nks
'∈ hand tools' (ked∆ is 'hand'), Er SA {ERV} e≥ns 'hand-driven device
for carding wool, wool-carding bow (ru¢naå wersto¢esalka ,
lu¢ok )', Mk {Ker.} -yoNks 'bow' » pChr {Ber.} *yoN´z7 'bow (weapon)' >
Chr: H yaNGez7, Uf yoNez7, M yoNu"z7 »» ObU {Ht.} *yo2˝´T 'bow (weapon)' >
pVg {Ht.} *ya"G´t >  Vg: T ya4wt ± yawt, LK/MK/UK/UL/Ss yowt, P/SV
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ya4Gt, NV ya4wt, LL yeGt; pOs {Ht.} *yo˝´¬ > Os: V/Vy yo˝´l, Ty ya˝W´¬,
Y yaw´¬, D/K yoX´t, Nz yuX´t, Kz yö8X´¬, O yoX´l id.  Sm {Jn., Hl.}
*Ènt¥ 'bow, shooting bow' >  Ne T ˜yn, {Lh.} NÈn;, Ne F {Lh.} NÈÆn;, Ng
{Ter.} d!int´, En {Cs.} eddo id., Slq Tz {KKIH} ÈntÈ id., u4ntÈ 'arc', qo2n u4ntÈ
'rainbow', Slq Ch {Cs.} ynZ1e 'bow', Kms {KD} ïn´, i\ïn´ id., Koyb {Sp.}
in´, Mt {Hl.} *mindi 'bow' (influenced by Sm *wÈn1-, *wÈntV- v. ' b end ,
bend a bow') (Mt: T/K {Mll.} mi!ndi, K {Pl.} mi~ndi 'Bogen', M {Sp.}
myndi  'shooting bow') ¶¶ Coll. 19, UEW 1O1-2, It. #9O, Ht. #179, MK
18O, Sm. 537 (U *jûnsû, FU, FP *joNsi 'bow string'), Lr. #29O, Lgc.
#1838, Hs. 8O4, MF 317, Ker. II 45, Fkt. RMS 136, Ber. 11, Jn. 25, KKIH
192, 196, Cs. 1O2, Hl. M #678  [2] AdS  of U {UEW} *ya4nte 's inew,
tendon' (× N ???σ  *yán 3333ÊV '≈ to stretch, strain' [q.v. ffd.]) || A: T {Rs.}
*Ja2n1 'bow (weapon)' (> *Ja2y ≠ *Ja2) > Bsh jan, Shor nan, OT ja2, Tkm ja2y,
Tk yay, Az, Ggz, Kr, Nog jay, Uz jåy, Qzq, Qq z7ay, Qrg Z7a2, Alt Z1a2, Yk sa2
id., Chv L s1u in ukßu uk-s1u 'werstobitnyj luk ' ('a bow for lockering
wool and fluffing it up'), ∆  ök-s1u 'shooting bow' (Chv L uk- <  T *ok
'arrow') ¶ Rs. W 186, Cl. 869, ET J 74-5, Ash. III 2O3-4, Fed. II 129  ?
pJ {Vv.} *ya > OJ {S} ya 'arrow' ˚  U *-[k]se goes back probably to a sx.
of derivation. Eg ìwn and T *Ja2n1 with a long vw. suggest two syllables
between between N *y-  and *-N- , which explains the appa ren t
conflicting ev. of *o in U and *a2 in T ˚  ≈  AD NM #26, ≈  S CNM 1 3
(equates T *Ja2n1 'bow' with Tg *Jeye-n 'sharp point' and has d o u b t s
about the N et. in question), ≈  Vv. AEN 8 ("The ev. for reconstruct ing
Turkic *Z7 rather than *y is more than meager"; in fact, in my system
there is neither T *Z7- nor *y-, but a palatal obstruent *J- [suggested b y
the BzGk transcription with d- and by the T phonological s t ruc tu re
avoiding initial sonorants]; the remark on pJ *ya <  A *da2n1 or *Z7a2n1 with
pJ *y- from *d+Z7- and not from N *y-  is interesting, but still has to b e
proved) .
2638. *ya4444N[g]e 6666 'ice; to freeze' > U: FU *ya4Ne 'ice' > F, Es ja4a4 id. » pLp
{Lr.} *ye2N‰ id. > Lp: S {Hs.} jie4Ne, L {LLO} jiekNa, N {N} jiegNa6, Kld
i2˜˜, K {Gn.} yïNN » pMr {Ker.} *ya4G id. > Er ´j ey, ∆ en ± ev ≠ iy ≠ i,
Mk ´j a4y, ∆ ya4y » pChr {Ber.} *iy  'ice' > Chr: L ij iy, B iy, Uf i, H i i »
Prm *yo$ ({LG} *yo$¿) id. > Z ji ji, Z US yÈ, Yz ≤yu$, Vt jo≥ y‰ »» ObU {Ht.}
*ye2Nk ' ice '  > pVg ya4∏NkV id. > OVg S ChusO ja1nka, OVg S Kg ånka,
anka, , OVg S SSs jong, ja4ng, OVg N SoG jank, Vg: T l!a4∏N, LK/MK/NV
yO4∏Nk, P/SV/LL/ML yO2Nk, UL/Ss ya2Nk id.; pOs {Ht.} *yo4Nk / *ye"Nk, {†Hl.}
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*yO4ÆNk/*yiÆNk > Os: V/Vy yo4Nk, Ty/Y ya$ÆNkW, D/K/Nz/Kz yeNk, O yoNk ' i ce '
» OHg XV ieg, XVI y4eeg ± gy4egh 'ice', Hg je1g (accus. jeget), ∆ gye1g
'ice, hail' ¶ Coll. 84, UEW 93, Db. OS xxx, It. #244, Sm. 543 (FU, FP
*ja4Ni, Ugr *ja4NkI"), Lr. #168, Lgc. #1738, SaR 92, Gn. 484, Ker. II 3 7 ,
Ber. 8, MRS 138, Ep. 2O, LG 111, Lt. J 123, Ht. #197, Hl. rHt 71-2, MF
338, EWU 642 || A: NaT *Ja4+e[:]N ({Rs.} *ja4N) 'pieces of ice on t h e
surface of water\ground' > Tv ¢eˆ , Kc nin` niN 'wuga  (pieces of t h in
ice on a river)', Qb Sl n1eN id., 'drifting of ice', Xk ∆ nin` niN 'drif t ing
of ice', Sg/Qb {Rl.} neN 'ice on the ground, snow-crust' ¶ Rs. W 197, TvR
527, Rl. III 677, BIG 117  ? Ko N {Rm.} i\´⁄N e2rgi- ≠ ´⁄N e2rgi- ' f reeze ,
stiffen entirely in the cold' (unless π Chn iN 'ice'), ?? Ko {Rm.} ´⁄Ngîi\-
da 'congeal, stuffen, become solid', NKo {MLC} ´⁄Nki-ta ' curdles ,
congeals' ¶ Rm. SKE 55, MLC 1154 ¶¶ Rs. W 197, Rm. SKE 55 (Ko, Tg) ¶ ¶
It is tempting to adduce here OJ yuki\i and J yuki 'snow', but if OJ y-
goes back to pJ *d- , such comparison is unt. || HS: Ch: Dr {J} cd. ye!n-
do_ !r5a!li~ 'hail' (the second part related to Tng {J} da2!glIk 'hail') ¶ ChC, J
T 77 ˚  ≈ AD GD 5 and IS MS 346 (IE, U, A; both do not distinguish th is
N etymon from N *ya4444k{a} 'ice, cold'), ≈ Rs. UAW 31 and Rs. W 197 (U,
A; + err. Ewk iN- 'cold' [in fact from Tg *xiN[V]]) ˚ ≈ Gr. II # 2 1 9
(*yenka 'ice') (IE, U, A, J + qu. CK).
2639. ? € *yVP3333÷i 'to rise; up' > HS: S *°√yp÷ > Ar √yf÷ G  'climb ( a
mountain), be grown up', yafa÷- 'hill', ya2fi÷- 'élevé' ¶ BK II 1631, Hv.
9O3 || IE: NaIE *epi-/*opi-/*pi- 'upon' (direction, place) (loss of *i\- b y
analogy with *pi- < **{i\+?}p[Ó]i-?) > Gk ]epi1 / }epi 'upon' »» OI ≤api- ≠ pi-
px. {MW} 'near, over', OI ≤api 'also, and', Av aîpi, OPrs apiy ' be i ,
nach' »» Arm ú ew (>  NEArm yev) 'and, also' »» L ob 'auf - hin, nach -
hin, auf - zu' ‘  'in front of; in return for, to the purpose; because of' »»
? Gt iftuma adj. (“  sprl.) in iftumin daga 'on the following day' »»
Pru ep-  pv. 'be-' (“ *'over'), Ltv ap prep. 'around', Ltv ap- pv. ' r o u n d ' ,
Lt apieﬁ 'about' » Sl *ob prep. (+ accus.) 'against' (as a prep. o f
direction), 'against the surface of' (direction) >  OCS, OR ob5 obË, o
o, R, Uk ob(o), o, P o, ∆ ob, LLs wo ≠we ≠ ho, HLs wo, Slk, SCr o,
Sln ob ¶ WP I 122-3, P 323-5, 11O5-7, MW 55, M K I 39, M E I 86, F I
535, WH II 192-4, Fs. 29O, Frn. 12-3, En. 93, 169, Vs. III 96, ESSJ XXVI
71-4, ESlSJ-SGZ I 133-4, 14O-1, Slt. 397-8, EI 391 (*h⁄epi ≠ *h⁄opi ' n ea r ,
upon') ¶¶ The absence of NaIE *´-  in the apophonic zero grade suggests
the pIE lr. *?- or the glide *i\-. The evolution N *yV- > NaIE *e- still
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needs investigating (shall we suppose an intermediate stage **i\epi-
/**i\pi- [cp. AD NVIE]?) ˚  The alt. hypothetic NaIE cognates *upo/*up-
/*eu \p-  'up' and *up-s-  'high' are ruled out because of the absence of t h e
expected *´  in the intercons. position in *ups-; on NaIE *up(o), *ups- s e e
s.v. N *÷3333up''''V 'to take wing; up ' ˚  The pN rec. *yVP3333÷i is m o r e
plausible than the formally possible alt. rec. *yVP3333˝i, because the N
obstruent cluster *-P 3333˝ -  is more likely to undergo as. (N *-P3333˝- > *-b˝-
) than the N cluster *-P 3333 ÷ -  (obstruent + sonorant).
264O. € *yËPXV 'leopard' >  HS: C: Ag *y{i}p- 'leopard' >  Bln {R}
≤y°ba2, pl. yi"f, Dmb/Q {R} y°ba2 'leopard. panthere' ¶ R WB 365, R QW
149 || K *°wepX- 'leopard' >  OG vepXi-, MG [VTq.] vepXvi, G vepXvi
≠ vepXi id. ¶ Abul. 157, DCh. 5O6.
2641. *yÉûûûûqi or *y{u}ûûûûqi 'both, two (persons)' >  A: T *i+ekkæi, {Md.}
*e'⋅k(k)i 'two' (× A *pæÉkæye, {SDM} *pæákæe 'follow, be next' <  N
*p '''' {É }K ''''yV 'to track [game], to follow the tracks of') >  OT ekki, MQp XIV
ikki, Uz, ET, Qzl, Sg/Qb/Kc/Tb {Rl.} ikki, Xlj {DT} a4kki, Yk a4kki ≠ ikki,
Tk iki, Tkm, Az, Ggz, Kr G iki, CrTt, Kr Cr, Qmq, QrB, Nog, Qq, Uz ∆ ,
Qrg, Alt {BT}, Tb {B} eki, Qzq ekiÆ, VTt, Bsh ike ikÁ, Qmn {B} eki ≠ iki,
Alt/Tlt/QK {Rl.} a4kki (a4 = /e /, no opposition /e / ↔ /a4/), QK {B} eki ≠
ekki, Shor iygi, Xk ¡k¡ IkI, Ln iÆke ≠ iÆkke ≠ iÆs7ke, Tv iy%i, Tf ihﬁYi, ET ∆
{Jr.} is7ki ≠ is7 Æki, {Ml.} is7ke, Slr {Tn.} iSki [is7!ki] ≠ iSke [is7!ke] ≠ is7ki
≠ is7kî ≠ iSki ≠ iSkæi, {Kk.} ÈÆs7qÈ ≠ s7qi¯, SY {Tn.} is7qî ≠ is7kî ≠ s7ki, Chv
ikke€ ikkÁ, ike€ igòÁ; T *ikkir1 'twin(s)' (d. at the pA or the pT level) >
OT {Cl.} ik(k)iz, {DTS} ikkiz ≠ ekiz, MQp XIII jikiz, OTkm XV ikkiz,
Tkm ekiÎ, Az ekiz, Qzq egiÆz, Nog, Uz egiz id., Qq, Qrg egiz, Alt egis
id., 'couple', Chv yÁkÁr  'double', yÁkÁres7 'twins' ¶ Cl. 1OO-1, 119, Cl. TN
2O (on the pT geminated *-kk-), DTS 167-8, 2O6-7, ET Gl 252-4, 337-9 ,
Md. 9O, 163 (T *e'"k(k)i), Rl. I 682, 1421, Nj. 174, BT 19O, B DLT 32, B
DChT 37, B DK 49, BIG 412, Ra. 2OO-1, Jr. 139, Ml. UN 113, Tn. SJ 1 2 1 ,
Tn. SSJ 71, DT 1O9, Jeg. 67-8, Fed. I 162-3 ¶¶ The gemination of -k-
may reflect a pA cluster *-kæy-  M *iki+ere 'twins' (unless π T) >  MM
[MA] ikir, WrM ikere ≠ ikire, HlM ix´r id., WrO ikire id., ' pa i r ' ,
Kl ikr ik=r, Brt ´xir 'twin(s)' ¶ Pp. MA 195, MED 4O1, Krg. 1O1, KRS
267, KW 2O6, Chr. 779, ≠ DQA #1785 (M < A *pæi\o~kæe 'next, following')
|| U: [1] Sm *y¥k¥ 'twin' (<  U *yuk[k]V [or *l!-, *z6-]) >  Ne T d. åxa”
yaXa?, {Lh.} ya$¿Xa", Ne F {Lh.} d. Ja$¿Xa˘l!l!´¢‰, Ng {Cs.} ≤jaka, En {Cs.} ≤jeho
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id., Slq Tm {KD} ça4∏˝ a s7‰≤ta4∏G 'two twins'  [2] U {Coll.} *-ka4 / *-ka,
ending of dual of nouns: Vg N -G (a2pa-G '2 cradles', pu2t-ÈG '2 ket t les ' ) ,
Os V -˝´n / -G´n / -q´n / -k´n (ko4t-k´n '2 hands', weli-G´n ' 2
reindeers), etc., Sm: Ne T nom. -ha?% / -ga?% / -ka?%, En -hÈ?% / -gÈ?% / -kÈ?,
Ng nom. -g‰y / -k‰y, Slq Tz -qi£, as well as an ending of dual in verbs:
Kms {Kü.} -˝Áy / -gVy (ending of 3d)¶¶ Jn. 34, Coll. CG 3O2-3, Ht. ChrO
123-4O, Kálmán ChrV 43-4, Ter. NJ 38O, Ter. EJ 442, Ter. NgJz 4 2 2 ,
KHG 168-9, Kü. KJ 383 || K *°-ûqe >  OG XI-XIII -ûqe, G F -ûqe, G Ing -ûq, G
Mt/Kx -ûqe ≠ -k'e, sx. of plurality of the indirect object of the 2nd a n d
3rd persons (geubnebi 'I say to thee' ↔  geubnebiûqe 'I say to you [pl.] ' ,
unda 'he wants' ↔  undaûqe 'they want') ¶ Dt. 6O-1, Chik. Q || ? HS: t h e
final element *Œ (<  ppB *k') in pB *hana2-Œ 'us, 'to us' (>  Tw {Pr.} a2n¥Œ
± ha2n¥Œ id.), in the postnominal sx. *-naŒ 'our' (>  Tw -n¥Œ, Kb, Shl -
n´Œ , Si, Wrg -nn´Œ, etc.), in the postverbal sx. *-VŒ ± *-(V)nVŒ 'us' (>
Ah -n¥Œ, Kb, Shl, Wrg -aŒ, Si -anaŒ, Zng -´ng) ¶ Pr. M I-III 164, 17O-3,
AiM 216-7  WCh: Ron {J}: Fy kon 'we' du., Bks ku!n, Sha g‰^n, Klr yig%i^:n
id., proclitics: Fy, Bks ku!, Sha gî!, Klr  g%i! id. ¶ J R 371, 39O ˚  In G ( o r
already in pK?) the original meaning of dual shifted to plural. If the N
vw. of the first syll. was *u  (as suggested by Sm), the T and M vw. m a y
be explained by vowel harmony and by the infl. of pN *y- : N *yuûûûûqi  >
*yu4k'i > yik'i > T *ikæi, M *iki+ere.
2642. *yar{u 6666} 'to shine (leuchten), to burn '  > A: NaT *Jaru-
'be(come) bright, shine' > OT {Cl.} jaru2- 'be/become bright, shine', XwT
XIV, Chg XV jaru-, MQp XIV, Qmn/Kr {Rl.} jarî- id., Uz ëri- jåri- v. ' b e
bright\light, dawn', ET joru-, Qrg Z7arî-, Kr, SbTt jarî-, Alt Z1arî-, Xk, Shor
c7arî-,  Tv c7îrî-, Tf c1îrî-, Ln jayu- v. 'shine (leuchten)'; Ï T *Jaruk n .
'light, gleam', adj 'bright, shining' > OT jaruq id., MQp XIV jaruq, [CC]
jarîq n. 'light', Tkm ∆  jarîq 'bright', Kr jarîk ± jarîX, Slr jaruX, U z
ëru© jåru˝, ET joruq, Qzq, Qq z7arîq, Qrg Z7arîq, Alt Z1arîq, Xk c7arîX, Tv
c7arîq n. 'light', adj. 'bright' ¶ Cl. 956, 962-3, Rl. III 12O, ET J 134-5, Bu.
II 327, Rs. W 189, Ra. 2OO  M *yarV- 'shine, gleam; burn (as fire)' >
MM [MA] {Pp.} yarilduba v. (p.) 'burned' (of fire), Kl {Rm.} yar-X¥
'blinken, schimmern (in der Ferne), leuchten', WrO {Krg.} yaralZa- v.
'gleam, glisten, sparkle', Kl {KRS} årlzx yar¥lz¥-X¥, HlM {Luv.}
åralza- 'glitter, gleam (sverkat∆ , blestet∆)' ¶ Pp. MA 387, KW
216 (mentions WrM yara-, which is not confirmed by the available
dictionaries of WrM), Krg. 7O6, Luv. 695, KRS 711  ?σ Tg *ya[:]r{u}-,
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*ya[:]rukta- 'have a good look at, examine' > Ewk e2rukta-, Lm a4∏rU- ±
e2rU- ± ya2rU-, Neg e2wUkta ± e2yUkta-, Orc a4∏oktaçi- ≠ yauktaçi-, Ud I
{Krm.} y‰ukt‰si-, Ud K/Sm {Krm.} yaktasi-, Ul yorosU/I-, Ork e2roqto-,
Nn: Nh ya2rsi-, B ya2raqta-, KU ya2roqta- id. ¶ STM I 291, Krm. 243 ¶¶ Rm.
EAS I 68, Rs. W 189 (T, M) || D (in McTm) *°erÀ- 'shine' > Tm er3i
'shine, litter', Ml er3ikka  'shine (as sun)', er3ippu  'sunshine' ¶ D # 8 6 1
|| HS: Ch *√yr 'burn' > WCh: Bg {Sh.} yar, ? Tala Sh {Sh.| ya2 vt. 'burn' »»
?? CCh: Bdm {Lk “ Nc.} y°rOu\≠ yirau ≠ ye2rau 'heat, day' ¶ Sh. SB
34, JI II 54-5, Lk. B 131  ? Eg G ìr.t '≈ flame'; but Eg G {Crn., Vc.} ìrr
'shed light' hardly belongs here, because Cpt Sd eIelel eielel and Cpt
B Ielel ielel, elel elel 'shine, glitter' point to an Eg *√ìll (÷ Hb -
lle  √hll  'leuchten') ¶ EG I 114, Vc. 62, Crn. 46 ¶¶ OS #2579 ˚  IS MS
364 (*jarÿ  'siåt∆ ': A, D).
2643. ?σ *yerV 'misfortune', 'to curse, to be angry' (<  *'to cause
misfortune') > U: FU *yerV v. 'curse, scold' > Prm {LG} *yo4r- ({∫LG *jo4¿r-)
v. ' curse '  > Z ër- yor-, Z US yo¿r-, Prmk yord-, Yz ≤yur-, Vt √ris∆k-
yuris1k-, {Wc.} yu$r-, Vt B yÄr- id. »» Vg {Kn.}: T/LK/P/Ss ye2r- v. ' cu rse ,
scold' ¶ UEW 97-8, LG 1O1 || A *ye[:]r- > pJ {S} *ira-t- or *dirat- ' b e
annoyed' (× N  *Z7777a 4 444? {o 6666 }rV 'to blame, to scold, to accuse, to be angry, t o
hate'??) >  OJ ira-t-, J T iradat- ¶ S QJ #833, Mr. 698  NaT *Je[:]r- ≠
*Je[:]ri- v. 'hate, blame, scold' (×  N *ze÷rV 'to hate, to abhor, to b e
annoyed', q.v. ffd. ×  N *Z7777a 4 444?{o6666}rV '⇑ ') ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2598 (A *Z>e2~ri ' b e
annoyed\disgusted'; incl. T, J) || D (in McTm) *ïrÀ- 'grief, anger '  >  T m
°r3al 'grief (as of a broken heart), deep-seated sorrow', Ml °r3a, °r3u
'anger, fury', °r3uka, °r3ekka 'be angry' ¶ D #553 || HS: S: Ar yarr-
'evil, calamity', {BK} 'mal, malheur, inimité' (unless ÿ √yrr 'be h a r d ' )
¶ BK II 1626, Hv. 9O2 ˚  Is D *ï- a legitimate representative of N *ye-?
The matter is still to be investigated ˚  L ïra 'anger' and OI iras≤yati
'is angry' do not belong here (see  M K I 91, P 335, and WH I 717-8).
2644. *yoÂV(-bV) 'firm, strong, hard  > HS: S *°√yrr > Ar √yrr G
'be hard' (a stone), ?ayarr- (pl. yurr-) 'dur et uni nature l lement
(comme une pierre)'; possibly also ??? √?rb G  'être dur \ difficile' ( s e
dit des temps, du sort), ?? √?rb TD  (pf. ta?arraba) 'be hard towards
so. in' ¶ BK I 22-3 and II 1626, Hv. 6, 9O1-2  ? Eg ∀ ¿.t '≈ (so.’s)
strength (Kraft)', {Fk.} 'striking-power (of god, etc.) '  > Cpt O it- e2t-
in itF e2t-f 'sa force' ¶ EG I 2, Fk. 1, Vc. 56  ? C: Bj {R} e≤ra2b ' s t rong
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(mächtig, stark)' (of people) ¶ R WBd 28 || U: FU *°yorV >  ObU {Ht.}
*yo2r 'force, power' > pVg *ya2r > Vg: ML {Mu.} yo2r, Ss {Kn.} yO2r 'Kraft,
Macht; kräftig, mächtig', {BV} ër tara 'by force, with difficulty
(nasilu , ¢erez silu )'; pOs {Ht.} *yOr ≠ *yor 'force, strength, power ,
violence' > Os: K/Nz/MO yur, Kz yö8r, O yor id. ¶ Ht. #2O3, MK 175-6 ,
BV 31, Stn. 4O3 || A: T *°Jarb 'firm, solid' (× N *da4444[y]ÂV ¬ *da[y]ÂÉ
'be[come] stiff\firm') > OT jarp 'firm, solid' ¶ Cl. 957 ˚  The
unexpected T *a  may belong to the heritage of N *da[y]ÂÉ  ˚  N *bV i s
probably identical with the N adjectival pc. *bÅ that formed c o m p o u n d
(>  derived) names of quality bearers (q.v.).
2645. *ya4444?u6666rË (= *ya4444?u 6666ro?) 'body of water' > HS: B: Zng {Bs.} t-ier-
t 'river'  NrOm: Anf {Bnd.} yuro 'river'  CCh: Msg {Mch.} e5re5?,
{Trn.} a~re^, {GKrs.} e3re32! ± re32 'river', {Brt.} ere2 'Tal', Mbara {TrnSL} re2~
'river' ¶ ChC, Lk. DQM 93, TrnSL 289  ?? Eg ìtrw  'river', ìtr 'the Nile'
(with puzzling -t-), [AkSc] na2ruya-ru-?u-u! 'the Great Riber' or ' t h e
Nile', DEg yr, y÷r 'Fluß, Kanal', Cpt: Sd eIoor eioor, B Ior ior, A
IOOre io2o 2re  'canal, watercourse'; acc. to Vc., the history of the w o r d
is as follows: *yatraw > *yarraw > dis. *ya?raw ¶ EG I 146-7, Er. 4 9 ,
5O, Vc. 66  S: BHb r7ai^ ≠ r&ai^ y´≤?o2r 'the Nile', 'big river' (e.g. ' t h e
Tigris') [Dn. 12.5-7], 'wasserführende Stollen eines Bergwerks'; Vc. 6 6
suggests the reading yo2r, which is ruled out by the spelling var. rvai;
unless the word is a loan from Eg, it may go back to *°yV≤?a2r- o r
*°yV≤?ur- ¶ KB 364-5 || IE {EI} *yuÓr- > NaIE: Blt *yu2r- 'sea' >  Lt ju2!ra,
pl. ju2!re$s, Ltv ju2ra, Pru iu2rin 'sea' »» ? Thr iuras (name of a r iver )
¶ Frnk. 198-9, Kar. I 362-3, ≈ P 81, EI 636  || U: FV {UEW} *ya4rwa4 ' l ake '
> F ja4rvi (gen. ja4rven), Es ja4rv id. » pLp {Lr.} *ya2vre2 id. > Lp: S
jaavrie, L jau…re2, N jaw…re, Kld yav4:r4e » pMr {Ker.} *ya4r´-k´ > Er
´r∆ke er1ke, Mk ´r∆xke a4®1k´ id., 'pond' » Chr: L er yer, Uf/B yer, H
ja≥r ya4r 'lake' ¶ UEW 633, It. #242, SK 132, Lr. #258, Lgc. #1673, Ker. II
38, MRS 114, Ep. 28 || A: ?µ T *Jîr-mak 'river,  waterstream' > Chg [LM]
jîrmaq 'large river, waterstream', Qmq jîrmaq, Uz irmåq 'waters t ream,
affluent', Tk Irmak 'river', VTt {Rl.} Z7îrmaq 'die Bucht', Chv s1îrma
'small river' ¶ Dubious because the meaning of *Jîr-  is not clear ¶ Rs. W
2O2, ET Gl. 664-5, Rl. IV 124 || D *ya2rÀ[u], {GS} *ya2dÀ- 'river', ‘ 'water '  >
Tm ya2r3u ≠ a2r3u 'river, brook', Ml a2r3u, Tl e2r3u 'river', Kt peyv-e;r id.,
te:lvi-e;r 'the Pykara river', Tu a2rË 'river, stream', Prj per-ed ' r iver '
(per- 'big'), Gdb ber beretß 'big river' (ber 'big'), Gnd ye2r ± e2r, Knd
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e2rÀ(u), Png ez, Mnd ey, Kui e2Z>u ± e2su, Ku e2yu2 ± e2yu 'water' ¶¶ D #5159 ,
GS 134 [#345] ˚ D *-rÀ- suggests an intervocalic N *-r- . FV *ya4rwa4
may go back to N *ya4444?u 6666rË + sx. *-Å ˚  IE *Ó in *yuÓr- and BHb -?- i n
y´≤?o2r (unless  the Hb word is a loan from Eg) suggests the presence of a
lr. (N *ya 4444?u 6666rË). The vw. *u  in IE and o2 in Hb. suggest that the vw. of t h e
second syll. was *u or *u4444 (*ya 4444?u 6666rË). The absence of *u or *w in the IE
Auslaut suggest that the N final labialized vw. was *o ˚ Blz. LB # 9 6
(suggested to add the T and Zng words), Blz. LNA #24 (suggested to a d d
the B, Om, Ch, Blt, and T cognates).
2645a. € *yV÷3333 ++++9VrV 'honeycomb', {?} 'beehive' > HS: WS *ya÷+˝[V[r-
(or *wa÷+˝[V[r-) > BHb ro2i@ ≤ya÷ar 'honeycomb', snglt. cs. tr2o9i@
ya÷â≥rat3 id., JA [Trg.] ya÷≥rat3 dub3≤s7a2 id. (dub3s7a2 'honey'), ? (d.?): Gz
ma÷a2r ≠ ma÷ar 'honey, honeycomb', Tgr, Tgy mA÷ar, Amh mar 'honey' ¶
KB 4O4, Lv. T I 34O, Di. 2O7, ≈ L G 326, Ap. CAAL 29 || D {Blz.} *y{a2}rÀ-
'honeycomb, beehive' > Tm ir3avu, ir2al, ∆ ir4a2t5t5u, Kdg te;n-eri, Tu
edi , Kui Z>e2ka 'honeycomb', Kn irl5e id., e2ri 'empty beehive', Gnd ye2ri
'the bee’s comb in which the eggs and grubs live', Gnd HM aGey 'part o f
hive where bees and grubs live' ¶¶ D #517 ˚ The S-D equation was
suggested by Blaz ]ek (Blz. DA 163 [#111]).
2646. *yÉr÷3333V '∈ (young of a) ruminant animal '  > HS: CS *≤ya÷[V]r-
'kid' > BHb pl. t&ro1i^ y´÷a2r-o2t3 'kids', Ar ya÷r- 'chevreau'; WS *yar÷- >
Ar yar÷- 'calf', {Hv.} 'young calf', ? Tgr wAr÷e 'moutain-goat' ¶ KB 4O4,
BK II 1626, 163O, Hv. 6O2, LH 235 || U: FU *°yÉra >  Z jo≥ra y‰ra ' e l k '
¶ ≈ LG 113 (adduces [with a query] Chr {Ü} jy€gar y¥gar '∈ a beas t ' ,
which is a loan from T or M) || D *ir- 'antelope, deer '  (× N *÷iÂ{i}
'[male, young] big ungulate') > Tm iralai\ 'stag', '∈ deer', Kn eral5e ≠
erale '∈  antelope, deer', Tu eral5e 'antelope, deer', EpTl iri (p l .
irilu) 'stag', ir3r3i 'antelope', Mlt ilaru 'mouse deer' ¶¶ ≈  D #476 ˚
Not here Chr {Ü} jy€gar y¥Gar '∈ a beast', because its connection with
the N etymon in question contradicts the rules of s o u n d
correspondences known so far. It may be a loan from a T or M w o r d
that belongs to N *ÛÉg ++++ kVrV  'antelope' ˚  D *-r- is the reg. reflex of N
*r -clusters (here *-r÷ 3333 -). D *i-  from N *yV-  needs investigating (cp. t h e
item no. 2622).  
2647. *yar 1111V 'to draw\scratch a sign' > U : FU (att. in Ugr) *yarV id. >
Os: V/Vy yeri- v. 'draw (lines), scratch (on the surface of s th . ) '
('¢ertit∆ , carapat∆ '), Ty/Y ya$Æri- id. ('einen Strich ziehen, k r a t zen
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[Nagel, Holzsplitter usw.]') » ?? Hg I1r-, ∆ ir- 'write', ∆  'einen Muster
zeichnen, malen' (unless π Blgh, cp. Chv s1îr- 'write', as supposed b y
Cl.) ¶ UEW 85O, MF 321-2, Trj. S 72 || A: T *Jar1- ({Md.} *Ja$r1-) (× N
*n1111iÂV 'rub, scratch, draw\make a sign', q.v.) > OT, OOsm XIV, Chg XV
jaz- 'write', OTkm XIII -z'Y jaz-  (read by Cl. as ja2z- on the unsufficient
ev. of the plene spelling), Tkm åz- jaÎ- (short a), Tk yaz-, Ggz, Az,
Kr, Qmq, Nog, VTt, ET, Ln jaz-, Bsh jaÎ-, Uz ëz- jåz-, QrB, Qrg Z7az-,
Qzq, Qq z7az-, Xlj ja;z- id.; the variant *J{î}Â- (represented by Chv ßyr
s1îr and by the M loanword Ziru- 'draw, paint') belongs to N *n1111iÂV ¶
Cl. 984, Md. 1O4, 16O, DT 221, TkR 8O7 (yaÎ-  with a short a), ET J 7O-
1 ¶¶ ≠ DQA #147O (*n1+l !i\a"r1e 'to draw' > T, M + unc. Tg *n1iru- 'draw' [ in
fact from N *n1111iÂV] and MKo ni~rk- to read') || D (in SD) *er`ut- v.
'draw (lines, pictures) '  > Tm er›utu v. 'write, paint, draw', Ml
er›utuka v. 'paint, write, learn', Kt elßd-, Kdg ´⁄lßîd- v. 'write' ¶¶ D
# 8 5 3 .
2648. € *yah[V]r 1111V 'broad open place' > HS: S *°ya≤har- or *°≤yahar- >
Ar yahar-, yahr- 'broad place', {BK} 'endroit vaste, spacieux' ¶ BK II
1637, Hv. 9O5 || A: T *Jar1î 'broad open place'  > OT jazî id., Tkm †
åzy jaÎî 'steppe, vast space', Tk yazI 'plain, valley', Nog ∆ jazî, ET
jazi ± ja4zï ± jezi 'steppe', Alt/Kü {Rl.} jazî (= Z1azî) 'vast plain', Qzq ∆
z7azî, Qrg Z7azî 'plain', Xk c7azî 'field, steppe', Yk sîhî∏ 'glade' ¶ Cl. 9 8 4 ,
Rs. W 194, ET J 73, Rl. III 229, Jr. 155, Ml. UN 116, Mng. G 738, BIG
3O6.
2649. *yÅsV 'bone', (?) 'limb, joint (articulation)' >  U: FU *ya4se
'limb, joint (articulation)' >  F ja4sen 'joint (articulation)', 'member', Es
ja4se 'limb' » pMr {Ber.} *ya4z´n1´ 'limb, joint' > Er ´zne ez1n1e, Mk ´zne
a4z1n1a4, Mk P {Ps.} ya4z1n1a4 ≠ ya4zna4 'joint (Gelenk)' » pChr {Ker.} *yiz7¥N id. >
StChr L jyqyÕ y¥z7¥N, Chr E ∆  J¥z7¥N, Chr H eqyÕ yez7¥N » Prm {LG}
*yo$z-  'joint, articulation (in a limb, in a plant)' >  Vt e≥z yoz ' j o in t \node
(in a palnt)', Z UV yez 'Gelenk', Z P {Wd.} y‰zna 'Muskel, Gelenk', Z
jo≥zvi y‰z-vi, Z USs y‰z-vÈy, Vt e≥zvi yoz-vi id. (with vi 'force'?) »»
Hg i1z 'limb, joint' ¶ UEW 95, Sm. 552 (FP *ja4si 'joint'), MF 333, It.
#243, 211, 291, Ber. 11, Ker. II 4O, LG 112 || A: M *yasun 'bone' >  MM
[MA, IM, LV] yasun, [IsV] ya2sun 'bone', WrM yasu(n), HlM ås(an) id.,
'corpse', Kl åsn yasn= 'bone', Brt åha(n) id., 'skeleton', Mnr H {T}
yase, {SM} ya4s‰, Mgl {Rm.} yo2sun, (ArSc) {Wr.} ya2su2n≠ ya2su2, Dgr {T}
yasu, Dx {T} yasun, Ba yasoN 'bone' ¶ Acc. to Hattori’s hyp. (Hatt. LV),
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Mgl long vowels go back to long vowels in pM; but his hyp. has not ye t
been sufficiently proved to reconstruct here pM *ya2sun, the more s o
that Mgl {Rm.} yo2sun has a deviant o2, while in Mgl (ArSc) ya2su2(n) ( jus t
as in IsM) the orthographic a2 reflects the Persian spelling of [a]-sounds;
in any case, the et. of pM long vowels (if any) is unknown ¶ MED 43O,
KRS 711-2, Chr. 8O2, Pp. MA 388, 45O, Pp. L III 77, Lg. VMI 73, SM 49O,
T 337, T DgJ 197, T DnJ 122, T BJ 14O, Rm. M 3O, Wr. B 171 || HS: Ch
(× N *Ìo6666c 7 777 ' '''V 'bone'): WCh {Stl.} *y+wasV(-kV) 'bone' >  pAG *?as >  Su
J°i!yE!s, Ang Jis ≠ yis, Cp *?e!s » SBc: Zem, Brw, Wnd {Sh.} yes, es, Sy
yiski, Gj {Sh.} ?ïsï~, Dw ?is » BT: Tng {J} wos, Krkr O+osu, Ngm {Kr.}
?wO~sO^, Krf {Gw.} wo!sen∞i »» ECh: Kbl {Cp.} ?i`si!, Ll {Grgs.} i!si^:; Skr {Sx.}
‰@si@Ni!; Mgm {J} ?a~ssu!, Mkl {J} ?o~sse!, Jg {J} ?aso, Brg {J} ?a!so! 'bone' ¶ Stl.
ZCh 231-2 [#795], JI II 36-7.
265O. *yosV '≈ go\run, go away' > HS: S *°√ys{s+s7 } or *°√ys7{s+s7} >  Ar
√yss (pf. yassa, ip. ya-yiss-u) 'aller, partir, s’éloigner' ¶ BK II 1627 
?φ  Eg: fOK ìzy '≈ go! (gehe!)', MK {Fk.} ìs (<  ìz) id. ¶ EG I 126, Fk. 2 9 ,
Tk. I 176 (considers ì- to be prosthetic and equates the Eg word with
Mz zwa  'go', Hs Z7e2 ! 'go to', and related words of other B and Ch lgs.) ||
IE: NaIE *ei\s-/*is- v. 'move (go\run) in a hurry' (× NaIE *ei\s-/*oi\s-
'move with impetus' < N *÷3333iZ@@@@V 'strong, healthy'?) >  OI is5≤na2-ti,
is5yati 'sets in motion, swings', Av ae2s7- '(sich) in eilige Bewegung
setzen' »» OSx ovast (<  *ob3-ai\st?) n. 'haste', AS of-ost ≠ of-est ≠
of-st 'haste, zeal (Eile, Eifer)', ON eisa 'vorwärtsstürzen', {EI} ' g o
dashing' ¶  P 299-3O1, EI 5O6 (*h⁄ei\s- 'set in motion'), M K I 94, M E I
271-2, Ho. S 57, Ho. 24O, Vr. 98 || U: FU *y{o}sV- v. 'ski, toboggan' >  Z
islav-nÈ, Z Lu/LV/Ud Èslav-nÈ, Prmk Èslas1-nÈ, Yz Äs≤las-nÄ id. »» ObU
*y{o2T}- >  Os D/K yut- v. 'ski' ¶  LG 11O, Stn. D 418 || ? A: Tg * Úo2s- v.
'retreat' >  Ewk, Lm o2s- id., Neg o2s-, Ork o2ssI- v. 'step aside, clear ( a
place)', Ul osI-, Nn Nh/B o2sI-, osI9o- v. 'clear (a place), tidy up' ¶  STM
II 25-6 ˚  Eg fOK z  (for the expected s ) still needs explaining.
2651. *yu[⊥]t{i} 'with', 'with, by' (instrumental), 'together with'  >
HS: S *?ittV 'with (cum)' > OAk, Ak ∀ itti, ittum 'with, along with ' ,
'by' (agens of ps. verbs), Ak MB/NA itu 'with, beside', BHb ta4 ?et3
'with' (/ -Ta5 ?itt- before pronominal endings: iT5a5 ?it≤t-ï 'with m e ' ,
etc.), Ph, Pun ?t 'with, near, beside', Tgr ?‰t 'by, with' (here also ?‰t
'on, in'?), Hrs h‰t 'with, at the home of, at' ¶ Ug ht, interpreted in A
#862 as 'with', actually means 'now' (OLS 169-7O) ¶ CAD VII 3O2, 3 1 2 ,
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KB 97-8, A 93, HJ 131-2, LH 349, Jo. H 53  ? C: Bj {R} -t 'in, an, bei ,
von, aus, mittelst' ¶ R Bd §  134b || IE: Ht -it, ending of the instr. case
¶ Rsk. 54, 56, Mer. SGA 275, 292 || K: GZ {K} *-it, ending of the instr .
case >  OG -it(a) ≠ -yt(a), G -it / (after stem-final -o, -u) -t, Mg -it /
(after stem-final vowels) -t, Lz -t(en) id. ¶ K 1O1, K S 99-1O4, Fn. GAS
55-61 || U: FU *°yuttV > Ugr *yuttV > ObU {Ht.} *yo"t 'with' > pVg {Ht.}
*yO"t > Vg: LK/MK yaºt, Ss yot id.; pOs {Ht.} *yo"t (= {†Hl.} *yu"t) id. > Os:
V/Vy yo4Æt, Ty yo"t, Y yo"ta » Hg ∆ ya2t 'Namensbruder' (< **'together
with'??) ¶ UEW 852 (pUgr *yutV 'friend, comrade'), ≈  Coll. 18, Ht .
#21O ||  A : Tg *-Ji (<  **-di), ending of the instr. case >  Nn, Ul, Ork, U d
-Z7i, {Krm.} -Z1u, Sln -Ji, Neg -Ji ≠ -di, Lm -t, -ç, (after a stem-final -n) -Ji,
(stem-final) -n + *Ji >  Lm -n1, ? WrMc -i (<  *-Ji artially due t o
metanalysis) ¶ Bz. 1O27, Ci. 257-8, Krm. 86 || D *-tßV, ending of t h e
sociative case >  Tm -t5u, Ml -t5a id., Klm -atß, Brh -at - endings of t h e
instr. case, Brh to (postposition) 'together with' ¶¶ Shanm. DN 25O-
386, An. SG 2O9-14 ˚  The least grammaticalized meaning (originally
'together with'?) is preserved in Brh and probably underlies Hg ∆ ya2t
'Namensbruder' ˚  Ht -it and K *-it suggest a front vw. (≈ N *i ), while
FU *°yuttV point to a labialized u-like vw. The solution may be N *u ,
that was palatalized into i by as.  to *y-  and to final *-{i} . S, D, and K
point to a N plain *t , while U *-tt- is a regulat reflex of N *-t ''''- or s o m e
cns. clusters. The solution may be N *-?t-  or another cluster (*-⊥t- ,
where ⊥  is a symbol for an unspecified cns.).
2652. *yaÓt ''''V (= *ya?t ''''V?) 'stranger, foreigner' ([in descendant lgs.]
‘ 'enemy') >  A: NaT *Ja2tæ 'foreign(er)' >  OT ja 2t 'stranger, foreigner;
strange, foreign', Chg jat ≠ jad 'strange, foreign', MQp [incl. CC] jat,
OOsm jad 'stranger, foreigner', Tkm ja2t, Qrg Z7at 'strange, so. else’s
(fremd); other', Kr, Qmq, Nog, VTt, Bsh, ET jat 'fremd', Az jad, Uz ëd
jåd, Qzq, Qq z7at id., Tk yad, Alt Z1at 'strange, foreign'; Qp  ı Blgh >
Chv yut 'fremd' ¶ Cl. 882, ET J 158-9, TL 564, DTS 247, Jeg. 352 || D
(in McTm) *e2t- 'stranger, foreigner, enemy' >  Tm e2talan3  'foe, enemy ' ,
e2tilan3 'stranger, neutral', e2tila2r 'other, strangers, foes, enemies ' ,
e2tin3mai\  'strangeness, foreignness, enmity', Ml e2til ' ne ighbourhood ' ,
e2talar 'enemies' ¶¶ *e2- < *ya[:]- reg. ; the irreg. reflex of N *-t ''''- (D *-
t- for the expected *-tß-) may be accounted for by the preceding l r .
(assuming that N *-Ót''''- may yield D *-:t-) ¶ D #89O || HS: Eg ì¿d
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'enemy' ('der Frevler, Feind') (unless “ Eg XIX/G ì¿d 'der Elende, d e r
Arme') ¶ EG I 35.
2653. *yuwV '∈ tree' > IE: NaIE *ei\wa2 / *oi\wa2, *ei\wo-s id. (SA f r o m
*yew-/*yow-) > Gk }oa, o}ih, }oh 'service-tree (Sorbus domestica)' »»Arm
ajgi aygi 'vineyard' »» L u2va 'bunch of grapes, vine' »» Gl *ivo-s ' yew'
(ı  VL *ïvu-s > Fr if, Fr S lieu id.), OIr e1o, W ywen (coll. yw),
OCrn [g] hiuin (; "taxus"), Crn {ECCE} ewen (coll. ew), Br ivin id .
»» ON y1r, OHG °wa, NHG Eibe, MLG °we, MDt ijf, AS °w, e1ow
'yew', NE yew »» Pru iuwis 'yew', Lt ieva~, jieva~, Ltv ieﬁva ' b i rd -
cherry tree' » Sl *jÁŸva 'willow' > OR iva iva, R, Uk, Blg ≤iva, SCr
i Ÿva, Slv i!va, Cz jI1va, Slk iva, P iwa  ? Ht e(y)a(n)- '∈ evergreen
tree' ¶¶ P 297-8, EI 654 (*h⁄ei\wo-s 'yew'), ≈σ EI 63 (*Óoi\wo/eÅ- '≈
berry, fruit'), F II 343, WH II 849, SB 46, Billy 9O, ML #456O, Wb. IV
826, Dauz. 398, YGM-1 447, Hm. 4OO, ECCE 2OO, Vr. 679, Ho. 189, Kb.
519, OsS 46O, KM 154, Frn. 183, En. 186, ESSJ VIII 248-9, Glh. 281, Pv.
I-II 253-7 || HS: Eg G ìwy '∈ shrub or tree' ¶ EG I 49 || U *yuwV ' t r e e '
> FU *yuwV 'tree' > ObU {Hl.} *yuwV id. > pVg *yïw id. > OVg: S Tg √1,
S Tr √, S Chus √, ju, E TM jju, N SoG jiu, W P iux`, Vg:
T/LK/MK/UK/NV yïw, P yu4w, SV/LL ïw, ML/UL/Ss yiw id.; pOs {Ht.}
*yu˝ id. > Os: V/Vy/Ty yu˝, Y yuw, D/K/O yuX, Nz/Kz yu"X id.  Sm
{Jn.} *ye+‰[w] 'pine-tree '  > Ne: T {Ter.} e (= ye), T O {Lh.} ye25, F L {Lh.}
Ji\e; id.; Slq: Tz {KKIH} c1o4∏ id., Tm P{KD} t!o4∏, B/Y {Cs.} t!o4∏, NP {Cs.} t!u4e,
Kar {Cs.} t!u4∏, MO, UO ku4e 'Föhre, Fichte'; Kms {KD} d!u$, d!W‰º: (= Ju$,
JW‰º:?) 'Fichte, Föhre', Koyb {Sp.} dqë 'pine-tree'; Mt {Hl.} *c7a4 id. (Mt:
T/K {Mue.} dscha4, K {Pls.} dja, M {Mue.} tsja4, {Sp.} t¢å)  pY {IN}
*yaw  'birch-tree' > Y T ya2 id., OY NW {Lnd.} jaija`l id. ¶¶ Coll. 18, UEW
1O7, Sm. 537 (U *joxû- 'tree' >  FU *juxi, Ugr *jugI", Sm *je4), Ht .
#175 (ObU *yu˝V), Hl. rHt 73, Sm. #31, Jn. 42, ≈ Jn. UK 26O ( U
*yVÓi), KKIH 1O6, Cs. 127, 154-5, KD 16, Pot. 48, Hl. M #194-5, IN
2 2 3 .
2654. *yow?V '≈ good, right, proper' > IE: [1] NaIE *yeu\-s ≠ *you\-s
'good, right, proper; goodness' > OI ≤yo2h5 (yo2s) ntr. 'welfare,
happiness, prosperity', Av yaos7 'Heil', yaos7 da2- 'heilkräftig machen ' ,
yaoz7-da2Tra- 'Heilkräftigkeit, Vervollkommnung', yaoz7-da2-
'purification ritual', MPrs yo2z7-dahr 'holy' »» OL ious > L iu2s (gen .
iu2r-is) n. 'right, law', d. iustus 'just, equitable; lawful' »» OIr
(h)uisse 'just,  gerecht' (< *yus-tiyos)   [2] NaIE *yewa2- v. ' ease ,
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relax, benefit' > NPrs rva'Y yå2va4r 'helper', îrva'Y yå2va4rï 'assistance' »»
Gk ]ea@v v. 'allow, let' ¶ WP I 2O3, P 512, EI 41O-1 (*yew(e)s-
'order\normality required by the rules of ritual'), Mn. 447, M K III 27-8 ,
M E II 42O-1, Vl. II 15O9, Sg. 1527, WH I 733-4, Thr. § 25, LP § 2O, Ch.
3O8-9, ≈ F I 434 ( ]ea@v < ??? NaIE *sew´-, cp. OI savi- 'set in mo t ion ' )
||  A : M *yo-sun  'generally accepted rule, custom, habit' > WrM yosun,
HlM ës(on), Brt ëho(n) id., MM [HI] yosun id., 'principle, norm', WrO
{Krg.} yosun 'manner, custom, way', Kl josn yos¥n id., ' (poli t ical)
power', {Rm.} yosn= 'Sitte, Gewohnheit, ererbte Praxis' ¶ MED 435-6, Ms.
H 111, Krg. 712, KRS 28O-1, KW 219 (supposes that M yosun is a loan
from Chn yo2, but it is not clear which Chn word was meant), Chr. 2 2 8
|| HS: Eg NK ìw¿ 'be glad (sich freuen)' ¶ EG I 49  Ch: Krkr {Kr.}
y‰~w‰!w, {J} ?yawau\, {IL} yawo 'good' ¶ ChC, ChL.
2655. *{y}iyo  'which' (rel. prn.), (enclitic pc.) 'that which, re la ted
to' (individualization through relation): [I]  as a prn. (× N *ya  'which?'?)
> IE: NaIE: *æyo-, rel. (and interr.?) pronominal √  ('which' or sim.) ( m .
*æyo-s, f. *æy-a2, ntr. *æyo-d) > OI m. ya-s, f. ya2, ntr. ya-d id., Av yo2
'which' rel. »» Gk {oß m., {h f., {o ntr. id. »» Clt: Gl DUGIIONTI-IO 'who serve '
»» ? Phr ioß (ni) 'whoever' »» Sl m. *jÁ-z7e (> OCS iqe iz7e), f. *ja-z7e (>
OCS Aqe jaz7e), ntr. *je-z7e (> OCS Eqe jez7e) 'which' (rel.)   » Ltv ja
'if' (< ntr. *yad), Lt je!i ≠ jeiﬁ 'if' ¶ Wtk. OIV 16 and IS I 278: + unc. Ht -
ya pc. 'and, also', ≈  P 383 (does not distinguish this √  from the NaIE
dem. *ei\-/*e-), EI 457 (*≤yo-s / *≤yehÅ / *≤yo-d 'who, what, that' rel.), M
K III 14, ≈  M E II 39O (IE *Óyo-), F I 434, Frn. 182, En. LG 825, ESSJ VIII
171, StSS 793-7, Vs. IV 552-3, Glh. 286 ||  U : FU (att. in FV) *yo- 'which '
(rel.) (‘  'whatsoever') > F jo-ka (gen. jon-ka) 'which' (rel.), 'every ' ,
Krl yoka 'which' (rel.), F, Es ∆ jos 'if' (< loc. of *yo-?) » Lp: N juoga6
'something, something or other', L {LLO} juoka  'some', Klf yuk›k›e every '
» Chr: H √q yuz7, L √qo yuz7o, Uf/B yuz7o 'some ( irgendeiner ,
nekotoryj )' ¶ UEW 637, It. #87, SK 116-7, Ep. 31, MRS 782 ||| [II] As
a postnominal pc.: IE : NaIE *-(i)yo- 'related to', suff. of adjectives, e.g.:
(1) NaIE *p´tr-iyo-s 'fatherly, paternal, belonging to (the) father' >  OI
pitr(i)yah5, Gk pa1trioß, L patrius id., (2) Av asnya- 'day-…,
referring to (the) day' ÿ azan- 'day', (3) Sl *-Áj-: OCS hlov8h6
c7love7c7Á (pronominalized adj. hlov8hii c7love7c7ii), R
¢elove¢ij 'of a person, human', (4) Tc A -i, sx. of possessive
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adjactives (man1-i 'of the moon, lunaire'), Tc B -i, sx. of acp. (ya2m-i
'doing, making')  Ht -iy-, sx. of derived adjectives (antur-iy-a
'staying within')  Here also L -° (gen. sg. of the *o-stems), OgIr -i id .
in maqi  (makkWi) 'son’s', Gl -ï in SEGOMARI (gen. of a proper n a m e )
(Bks. on Itc-Clt *ï : "an adjectival sx."), as well as the glide in L -ae (gen .
sg. of *-a2-stems) ¶¶ BD II/1 19O-1, Vnd.1 I 4O3, Saf. GHJL 131-2, Bks.
192, KK 28, 86, Kron. EHS I 168-7O   Possibly here also [1] NaIE *-is-
of cmpr. (< N *{y}iyo sÉ , lit. 'than / related to + he \ she ' ) (in OI bah-
°yas-  'stronger', Gk bra1ssvn 'shorter', L mell-ior 'better', OHG eng-
iro 'narrower', Pru maldaisei 'die Jünger', OCS star8iw- star-
e7js7- 'older', Gt hard-iza 'harder', and OHG hert-iro id., see  BD
III:1 551-62) and [2] *-ist(≈)o- of sprl. (< N * {y}iyo sÉ c7777{u 4 444}, lit. 'than /
related to + he\she + that which'), see  s.v. N *c7777{u 4 444} 'that of …, t h a t
which' ||  HS : S *-iy-, sx. of denom. adjectives ("nisbah") and of nomina
gentilicia > BHb -°  (f. -i≤ya2 and -°t3, both from *-iy-at-), Amr -iy-, Ar -
ïy-, Gz -ï, Ak -iy-, in Aram within compound sxs. (of the s a m e
meaning) -a2-y-; Hz. is probably right in adducing here the S genitive
case ending *-i (>  Ar -i, Ak -i, Ug -i, Gz -∅) ¶ Br. G I 397 [§ 22O], Hz.
ACCS 219-21, Siv. U 49, Hnr. 294-3O1  Eg -y, sx. of d e n o m .
adjectives: ncry  'divine' (ÿ  ncr 'god'), z¿by 'belonging to a jackal '
(ÿ  z¿b 'jackal'), also in denom. nouns: Xtmy 'Siegelschneider' (ÿ
Xtm 'seal') ¶ Ed. §§ 246, 342  ? B *-ï, sx. of deverbal nouns  > Zng
{Bs.} ets7-i 'food' ¶ Bs. MS I 156-8  C: Bj {RHd.} -i gen. sg. / -ï- id .
(preceding other grammatical affixes) (wi-?o2r-i ba2ba 'pueri pater', ?i-
ba2ba wi!-wi-?o2r-ï-b 'patrem pueri' [-b, marker of accus. in nominal
phrases], wi-?o2r-ï-t de 'pueri mater' [-t is a fem. marker of accus. i n
nominal phrases]), {Rop.} -i (gen. sg. m.), -t-i (gen. sg. f.): ≤tak-i
≤ka2m 'a man’s camel', ta≤kat-t-i ≤ka2m 'a woman’s camel'); Bj A {AD}
-(y)i, ending of gen. sg. / -ï- id. (preceding another affix) (-t of fem.
possessi, -b of accusative possessi) »» EC: Sa {R} -(h)i, genitive ending
(gala2y≤to-hi lak 'camel’s leg'), Af {PH} -i, -i-h (genitive ending: awk-
i! miga÷ 'the boy’s name', ka!y danan-ih ge2ra 'his donkey’s tail') ¶ AD KJ
34, 1O9, Rop. 14-5, RHd. B 1O9, PH 226-7  NrOm: Shn {PB} -i (gen .
ending: fokk-i gas7o-ni 'river-of bank-on', sc. 'on the bank of the r iver ' )
(but Rtl. does not mention this ending), Kf {C} -e (gen. ending: ta2t-e
bus7o 'king’s son'), -i, Bdt -i (gen. ending) ¶ Zab. CO 619-2O, PB SMS
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68, C SE IV 294-7, Fl. KL 373, Rtl. ShM || possibly K *-is` (ending of t h e
gen. case) (< N *{y}iyo sÉ , lit. 'which is' × N *ya sÉ id.) > endings o f
gen.: OG, G -is, -s, Mg -is7, -s7, Lz -s7, Sv -is7 (≠ i\s7), -a4s7 (± -as7) 7. On t h e
origin of the cns. *-s` in this K ending see  N *sÉ  'he\she' ¶¶ K S 88-93, K
1O3 ||  U  ≈ *-ï ≠ *-yV, sx. of denom. adjectives >  F -i (at the end of t h e
initial component of a tatpurusha): silm-i-vesi 'water for the eyes
and the face' (silm- 'eye'), lehm-i-karja 'herd of cows' (lehma4
'cow') »» Vg {Sz.} -i at the end of the initial component of a t a tpurusha
(ta4∏li- 'winter-…' ÿ ta4∏l 'winter'; xo`li 'morning-…' ÿ xol 'morning ' ,
i\o;li 'der untere' ÿ  i\ol 'bottom'), Os {Sz.} Xo;dòi; 'house-…, belonging
to the house' ÿ Xo;t 'house', to$wi 'pond-…, of a pond' ÿ to'w
'pond' » Hg -i, sx. of denom. adjectives (isten-i 'divine' ÿ isten
'god', tegnapi 'of yesterday' ÿ tegnap 'yesterday')  Sm ending
of denominative adjectives: Ne -j, -i;, -È (Ne T puj, Ne T O {Lh.} pu;i;,
Ne F pu2i; ± pu2y 'sutuated behind' [cp. Ne F Ks pu2 'buttocks, hind par t ' ] ,
Ne T F tej, Ne T O t!e2i; 'gestrig, of yesterday' [cp. t!i\e;N 'yesterday'], Ne
T ta€˜y, Ne T O taN;È∏ 'sommerlich' [cp. Ne T ta’ taN, Ne F taN;
'summer']), Ng {Cs.} -ya (kufuya 'leathern' ÿ ≤kufu 'leather'), En -
yo (En X {Cs.} t!°yo, En B {Cs.} t!ei\yo 'gestrig' [cp. t!e? 'yesterday']) ¶ ¶
Sz. 86-8, 1OO, Coll. CG 264, Lh. PUAS 55-6O ˚  IS I 14, 282-4 (besides
denom. sxs. in HS, IE, and U, IS adduces here the sx. *-i of deverbal
nouns and prtcs. in A and the D sx. *-i of converbs, which is less
concincing).
2656. *z1111o?a (or *z 1111o?ya , *z 1111oy?a) 'to bear (a young); to be born, t o
grow' >  K  *zw- v. 'bear a young' (of animals) >  OG zw-, G X/Ing zv- id .
»» Sv {K, FS} z(w)-, msd. {K, FD} li-za2l ≠ li-zwel-i, Sv UP {GP} li-za4∏l v.
'bear a young' ¶¶ K 87, K2 58, FS K 131-2, FS E 142, GP 151 || HS: Eg fP
z¿ 'son' ¶ EG III 4O8-1O, Fk. 2O7 || U *°s1oya (or *°s1ol!+z6a) >  Sm {Jn.}
*soyaº v. 'be born, grow', {Hl.} *soya- 'give birth' >  Ne T soå-s∆, {Lh.}
so2˘y;a$:- v. 'be born, grow up', Ne F {Lh.} xo2˘ye\a$-s7 ! 'gebären, verschaffen' ,
En X {Cs.} (1s aor.) soa6ro, En B {Cs.} (1s aor.) soja6do v. 'grow', Slq Tz
{KKIH} so2c1(È)- id. ('vyrasti '), Kms {Cs.} 3s p. sûbie 'gave birth t o ' ,
Koyb {Sp.} sujlam` 'I give birth', Mt {Hl.} *soy´- 'give birth' (Mt M
{Sp.} soågura 'I give birth') Ï Mt {Hl.} *soyu[h+k] 'Gewächs, Gras,
Heu' (Mt: M/T/K {Mll.} so1iu 'gramen' [sc. 'grass'], M {Sp.} soe≥k`
'hay, grass', T {Mll.} heeli~m-soiu 'hay' [heelim means 'dried']) ¶
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Jn. 142-3, KKIH 17O, Hl. M ##898-9 || A: ??σ Tg *so[:]- v. 'mate' ( o f
animals) >  Ewk so-kan- v. 'mate', Ud so-ni id.; hardly here WrMc Zuy
(pl. Zu-se) 'son' and Jrc {Md.} Z7uy-il, {Kiy.} Z7uwii 'child', because
Mc/Jrc Z7- is not the reg. reflex of N *z1111- (reconstructed on the ev. of K
and U) ¶ STM I 271 and II 1O5, Kiy. 113 (#294), Md. ChF 138 (#294) ;
Ewk -kan may be a verbal sx. (w  Vas. 7OO-1).
2657. *z1111i9{o}dV 'stake, peg', ([in descendant lgs.' ‘ 'paling, f ence ' )
>  K *z˝ude 'fence' >  OG zGude 'fence, wall', G, Mg zÌude ' fence' , Sv:
UB/LB/Ln {TK} ZÌwid id., L Z˝ud id., ¿ Sv ∆  {Wrd.} zghwid id.,
'boundary' (a variant with z- is not confirmed by other sources); GZ
*z˝wed-/z˝wd- v. 'fence in, enclose' > OG mo-z˝udva msd., G z˝ud- v.
'fence in, enclose', ?σ Mg z˝vind-/z˝od- v. 'destroy, exterminate' ¶¶ K
89 (Sv Z˝ud π G), K2 62, Abul. 171, DCh. 533-4, TK 848, Wrd. 5 9 6 ,
6O4 || IE *é8od≈-/*é8ed≈- >  NaIE *od≈-/*ed≈- 'stake, stake fence,
enclosure' >  AS eodor 'enclosure, fence, hedge; dwelling', OHG etar
'fence (Zaun), edge (Rand)', ON jo<Îur-r, jaÎar-r 'Rand, o b e r e
Zaunstange' »» Sl *odr¥ > OCS odr5 odrË 'bed (kli1nh, kra1bbatoß),
funeral bier (soro1ß)', Cz odr 'stake (Pfahl)', SCr o~dar 'bier, catafalque ' ,
{P} 'rankender Weinstock', Blg od`r 'flooring (nastil )', Slv o!d´r id.,
'hayloft' »» ? Gk }ostrimon (<  *od≈-tro-?) 'byre, enclosure for cattle'(⇔
Frisk) ¶ ≈ P 29O, ≈ WP I 121, Vr. 289, Ho. 91, Km. 21O, OsS 154, EWA II
1166-8, Vs. III 123-4, Ch. 833, ≠ F II 438 || A: Tg *°sigdi- 'peg' >  Ewk
sigdiwu2n ± higdiwu2n id. (with vowels of the closed series: accus .
sigdiwu2nm‰) ¶ STM II 76, Vas. 349, 476 || D *c>i[:]t- 'bamboo pin' >  Prj
c>itam 'bamboo pin (for leaf cup)', Gnd itam 'leaf-pin' ¶¶ D #2641.
2658. *z1111ed[h]u4444 ++++u (or *z1111endV[h]u 4444 ++++u?) 'pull, drag, draw' >  K: GZ *zid-
v. 'drag, pull' >  OG, G zid- id., Mg {Q} zi(n)d- id., 'pull out', Lz zd- v.
'take, arise, drag' ¶ K 87, K2 58, FS K 133, Chik. 275-6, Q 237 || HS: S
*°√zdw > Ar √zdw (prm. -zduw-) 'tendre, étendre', 'extendit ( m a n u s
versus rem)' ¶ Fr. II 231, BK I 982, 1322  EC {Ss.} *zit- v. 'pull' >  Sml
Z7ïd-, pBn *(hA2!-)s7ï!d- (>  Bn Bi (hA2!-)s7ï!d-, Bn J/Kj hA2!-s7ï!d-, Bn K ho'2!-sï!d-
id.), Rn Z7ït- {Sim} id., {PG} id., 'drag', Kns tit-, Gd tis7-, Gwd, Gln sit-,
Hr sic7-, Brj did'- (< *dit-d'-) 'pull' ¶ Ss. PEC 2O, Ss. B 55, ≠ Hn. S 83, Hn.
BD 122, Sim 11-2, 15, PG 166 || A: NaT *Ju4[:]Î- v. 'carry' > OT {Cl.} ju4∏Î-
id. ([MhK] ol ju4k ju4∏Îtï 'he carried the burden'), Tlt ju4y- v. 'carry (? ) ' ,
ET {Nj.} ju4di- 'load sth. on an animal', ET ∆  {Jr.} ju$d- ≠ ju4d- ' c a r ry \ load
sth. on one’s shoulders' ¶ Cl. 885, DTS 283, Rl. III 611, Nj. 793, Jr. 1 6 1
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|| D *c>e2nt-/c>e2t- ({†GS} *s-) v. 'draw' >  Tm ce2ntu v. 'draw (as a r o p e
running over a pulley)', Kn se2du, se2ndu v. 'draw up (water from a
well), pull in (as string of kite), draw in with the mouth', Kdg se'd- v.
'drink a deep draught', Tu se2duni v. 'draw water', OTl {Km.} ce2 ﬁdu v.
'pull up, draw up as water', Tl ce2 ﬁdu , ce2du id., Mlt c>e2nde v. 'remove i n
small quantities from a heap' ¶¶ D #2812, Km. 364 [#475] (the Tl w o r d
< ÿ pSD *ce2- / *te2-) ˚   The origin of D *-n- has not yet b e e n
elucidated. It is likely to be a Dravidian morphological infix.
Alternatively, comparison between D *c>e2nt- and Mg zi(n)d- suggest a N
etymon *z1111endV[h]u 4444 ++++u ˚  K, S, OT, and Tlt provide evidence for N *-d- ,
while EC and ET seem to point to N *-t- . This contradiction may b e
removed by supposing a N cluster *-dh-  or *-dVh- (> *-dh-), t h a t
explains the origine of *-t- in the prehistory of EC and ET: *-dh-  or *-
dVh- > -th- (assimilative devoicing) > *-t- (a hyp. supported by the D
cognate: D *t  may go back to N *-dÓ- , but not to an intervocalic *-d- ).
NaT *-u4[:]- may be due to regr. as. (N *z1111e...u 4444 ++++u > **Ωu4...u4 > T *Ju4[:]?).  
2659. *z1111o 6 666g[V?]Ë ¬ *z1111o 6 666gË[?V] 'hill' > K *zugw- 'hill' >  Mg zugu 'hi l l '
in n. l.: Zugdidi, etc.; Sv: UB/LB/Ln {TK} zugw, zwigw, UB {GP} zug, L
{TK} zugw 'hill' ¶¶ FS K 137, FS E 148, TK 253, GP 1O5 || HS: Ch: WCh
{Stl.} *Z7igWa 'hill, rock' >  Su {J} Z7wa!k 'rock' ( 'Felsen') » Krkr {Kœ.}
Z7igawa, Zigawa 'hill' » Ngz {Sch.} Z7i~gwa~i\ 'small hill formed b y
hoeing in which grain is planted' » NrBc: P’ {MSk.} zi~gi!ya 'rock' ¶ Stl.
ZCh 194 [#462], J S 68, Sch. DN 85, ChC s.v. 'rock', MSk. 228 || U
*c1ukkV 'hill, summit' (× N *c6666uK''''V 'thorn, point, summit') >  pLp {Lr.}
*c1okk‰ > Lp: N {N} c7o<k…ka6 / -kk-, L {LLO} tjaºhkkaº 'summit, moun ta in
peak', S {Hs.} tjaºkke id., 'hill', K {Gn.} c7okk, Kld {TI} c7o]k: 'Spitze ' ,
{SaR} ¢o2gk 'sharp' » Prm {LG} *c1uk >  Z ¢uk c7 !uk 'mountain peak, small
hills (nebol∆waå vozvywennost∆)' »» ObU: Vg: T c1ak´l 'heap (of hay,
etc.)', LK s1ax´l 'Insel (auf der Wiese, auf dem Sumpf)', ML m‰2-s1ok´l
'small hill', Ss ur-s1ax´l 'hill'; Os: Ty t!a$k 'vorragendes Ende, Spitze', D
t!a$k '(Spitze einer) Landzunge; vorragende Spitze, Ecke', O s1a$x ≠ s1a$k
'Hammer' (“  'Spitze')  Sm {Jn.} *sok 'hill' >  Ne: T soxo  'high po in ted
hill', T O {Lh.} soXo; 'hoher runder Erdhügel'; En X {Cs.} d. so1ro, En B
{Cs.} d. sodo 'Landspitze' » Slq Tz {Prk., KKIH} soq 'promontory (mys ) ,
Vorgebirge, hohe Landzunge' ¶¶ Coll. 8, UEW 42, Lr. #159, Lgc. #45O,
Hs. 1298-9, Gn. 725, SaR 398-9, TI 676, LG 312, Jn. 143, Ter. 567, KKIH
17O, Erl. 2O9 ¶¶ The meanings 'sharp', 'edge', 'hammer' in the FU lgs.
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are hardly derivable from N *z1111o 6 666g[V?]Ë ¬ *z1111o 6 666gË[?V] 'hill', but may b e
attributed to the heritage of N *c6666uK''''V 'thorn, point', which a lso
accounts for the U affricate *c1-  (for the expected *s1-) || A (≈ *zËkæV):
NaT *°Jok 'high ground' >  OT joq id.; d.: [1] NaT *Jokaru ≠ *Jokarî (<
*Jok-garu/î, directive of *Jok) 'upwards' >  OT, Chg joqaru, Tk yokarI,
Tkm ∆ joqorî, ET yuqari, VTt, Bsh ju˝ar¥, Yk so˝oru id., [2] NaT *Jokus7
'a rise (in the ground), ascent, slope' >  Kr Cr, Osm {Rh.} joqus7, Tk
yoqus> ¶ Cl. 896, 9O6-7, ET J 213-5, Rh. 2216  Tg: Ud B/Sm {Krm.}
su4gbo  'gentle slope (of a hill near a river)' ¶ STM II 118, Krm. 29O ˚  U
points to a pN *u  (in the first syll.), while the deviant T *o still needs
investigating. Alternatively, it may be tentatively suggested that the pN
vw. was *o , while U *u results from a kind of regr. as. (N *z1111o 6 666g[V?]Ë >
*z1uK'u > U *c1ukkV ˚  The apparent reflex of N *K'''' in U and T is likely t o
go back to N *-gV?- .
266O. *z @@@@VgÉrV (or *z @@@@VrgV?) 'back (dorsum)' > K *°z+z`urg- >  OG, G
zurg-i id. ¶ Chx. 42O, Ser. 69, DCh. 531 || HS: B [1] *√zgr 'back ( d o s ) '
>  Kb {Dl.} a-zajur (pl. i-zajur-´n), Kb Z {La.} a-zagur 'dos', Ntf {La.} a-
zagur 'chevelure'  [2] ??σ B *√zgr v. 'be high, tall, long' >  Ah h´g1r´t
id., t´hh´g1r´t ≠ t´zz´g1r´t 'hauteur', Ttq {Msq.} pl. i-h´Z7´r-´n 'high (in a
high position)' ('haut [élevé]'), 'long', h´Z7´r´n 'long', taz´Z7´r´t
'hauteur', Wrg zz´gr´r v. 'be long, tall', WTml, Ty z¥gr¥t v. 'be long,
high, tall', Tnsl s7´Z7r´t, Gh z´Z7r´t, z´Z7´r, Gd z´g1rEt, Mz zz´Z7r´t, Tmz
z´grit v. 'be long', Tmz az´grar, Mz az´Z7rar, Rf Wr/Br/A a-z´gra4r, Nf
{La.} a-z´gra2r 'long' ¶ Dl. 936, Fc. 531, GhA 211, MT 797-8, Dlh. O u
387-8, Dlh. M 248, Msq. 148, 176, Rn. 325, La. MChB 115, La. S 253, Pr.
H #182 ¶ B [2] *√zgr v. 'be high, tall, long' belongs here only if t h e
original meaning was v. 'be high' “ 'be on an animal’s back' || A (≈
*zVgÉrV): NaT *Jagîr 'back\withers of a horse' (‘  'saddle-gall') (× N
*dagorV 'shoulder-blade, upper part of the back') >  OT, Az, Tkm ja˝îr
'saddle-gall', OT U {Bai.}, Chg [San.], {Bu.} jaÌîr 'shoulder-blade', Tk
yag"Ir 'horse’s withers, saddle-gall', Tk ∆  ja˝îr, Chg {Bu.} r9Y ja˝îr
'back', VTt ∆  z7 !aw¥r 'shoulder', Tki jeGir, Uz ja˝ir, ET jeGi(r), Ln
ja˝îy, Qzq, Qq z7awîr, Nog jawîr, Qrg Z7o2r, StAlt Z1u2r 'saddle-gall',  Chv:
H s1or¥m, L s1ur¥m 'back (dorsum), loins'; Ï NaT *Jagîrîn ≠ *Jagîrnî
'back (of a pack-animal)' (× T *Jagrîn, {ADb.} *jaÌrun ' shoulder-blade
as part of the back' < N *dagorV ) >  Tkm ja˝îrnî  'back (dorsum)', Tk ∆
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ja˝rîn, Uz ja˝rin, Qmq jawrun, Nog jawîrîn, Qzq z7awrîn, Qrg Z7o2run
id.; T *Jagîr ı M *da˝ari 'abrasion, saddle-sore' (>  MM [S] da√ari,
WrM da9ari, HlM dajr) ¶ The d. *Jagîrîn 'animal’s back' proves t h a t
the original meaning of *Jagîr was 'back' rather than 'saddle-gall' ¶ Cl.
9O5, ET J 65-7, TL 242-3, Rh. 2188, TkR 8O5-6, MED 218  M *seGer
({Pp.} *sege2r) >  Kl {Rm.} se2r 'upper back, back (dorsum), nape; spine ' ,
WrM seger, HlM s´´r 'spine, backbone, spinal column', Brt h´´r
'∈ appendix of a rib (otrostok rebernoj kosti )' ¶ MED 682, Chr.
7O9, KW 328  ?σ Tg *sigde ({ADb.}: <  **sir-de <  **si˝r-de) ' spinal
column, sinew of the back, vertebra' >  Ewk sigd‰ 'sinew of the back ,
vertebra, sirloin', Neg sigd‰ 'mountain ridge', Orc, Ul, Nn, Ud {Krm.}
sigde 'a sinew of the back' ¶ STM II 76-7, Krm. 283-4 ¶¶ Pp. VG 7 3 ,
127, ADb. SR-D 443-4 [#3] ¶¶ But T *sîrt 'back, mountain ridge' (Cl.
846) hardly belongs here (unless it is an early loan from M).
2661. (€?) *z2222ÉgËtV (= *z7777ÉgËtV?) 'thigh, leg' >  IE *h8eKÊV (or *?-)
>  Ht egdu, igdu 'leg' ¶ Pv. I-II 26O-1 || A (≈ *zÉgËtV 'thigh, h ip ' ) :
NaT *JotV (and *0Ja+o[g]utV?) 'thigh, upper leg, shin' >  OT {Cl.} jota
'thigh', {DTS} joda jot…a ± jota 'shin, upper leg', ET jota id., StAlt Z1odo,
Xk, Tv, Shor c7oda 'shin', SY jota ± jawta ± jowta 'bone in a leg of a
sheep', Yk soto 'lower part of the hind leg, shin' ¶ Rs. W 2O7, Cl. 886, ET
J 29-3O, DTS 269, 275, Tn. SJJ 185, BN 79  M *seGu4Z>in 'hip, thigh' >
WrM segu4Zi(n), HlM s¥¥q su4∏Z7 'pelvic bone, pelvis, hip, upper p a r t
of the thigh bone', Kl s¥¥q su4∏Z7´ 'hip-bone, pelvis, hip', Ord su2Z7òi ' o s
iliaque, hanche', Mnr H {SM} su2Z1òi 'hanche', MMgl {Z} sAu$Z7i 'upper p a r t
of buttocks, haunch', Dgr seuZ7i {T} 'hip', {Mr.} 'lower back' ¶ MED 6 8 4 ,
KW 342, KRS 466, SM 357, Iw. 131, T DgJ 163, Mr. D 211  Tg *°sigdi-
pu >  Ork si9Z7ipu 'the upper part of the tarsus' ¶ STM II 77  pKo {S}
*h´~⁄tu!i\[h] 'foot, leg' >  MKo h´~⁄t≈u!i id. ¶ S QK #32O, Nam 485 ¶¶ DQA
#2564 (A *zi\o"!gtu 'thigh, leg') || HS: ?σ S *°√s7+sgd >  Ar √sg7d (pf. dajiSa
sag7ida) v. 'be swollen' (a foot), ?asg7adu 'swollen' (foot) ¶ BK I 1O52,
Hv. 3O9 ˚  If the S cognate is accepted and its initial cns. is *s7, the N
recostruction is likely to be *z 7777 e gËtV .
2662. *z1111Vk''''Ë 'to tie' >  K *sk'w- (<  *zk'w- [as.]?) v. 'tie, bind' (× N
*s1111a 4 444k[V]?Ë 'plait, tie, bind, wicker') >  OG mo-sk5w- ' s ich
verschränken', sk5ul-, nask5w- 'knot', sk5un- v. 'decide', G sk'ven-
/sk'un- v. 'close, shut', sk'ul-i 'zu bindend, Bund, Knoten', Mg sk'v-/sk'u-
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≠ skv-/sku-, Lz sk'v- ≠ skv- v. 'tie (up)', Sv UB le-sk'w-er, Sv Ln
lensk'wer 'rope' ¶¶ K 164, K2 16O, FS K 272-3, FS E 3O2-3, Gm. SSh 7 1 ,
Chx. 1265-6, TK 4O9 || HS: CS *z{i}k'k'- (+ ending of pl.) 'fetters' >  BHb
zik'≤k'-ïm pl., JA [Trg.] {Lv.} NiQizzik5≤k5°n pl. id., Sr zEk5≤k5-E2 pl. ' f e t t e r s '
('vincula') ¶ KB 266, GB 2O3, Lv. I 232, Br. 2O3, ≈ Js. 396 (JA Niqiz
z°k5°n), PS 1O42 || U: FU *°s1a4ku- v. 'plait' ı FU *s1a4ktV- (or *s6-) v.
'mend (a net, footwear, etc.), plait, set snares' (× N *s1111a 4 444k[V]?Ë '⇑ ' [q.v.
ffd.]) ˚  The vw. *a4 in FU *°s1a4ku- does not necessarily point to a N vw.
*a 4444, because here FU *a4 may belong to the heritage of N *s 1111a 4 444k [V]?Ë .
2663. *zu6666LV 'to fall, to crush down' >  K: GZ *z`wel-/*z`wl- v. 'fall,
crush down' > OG {Abul.} zul- 'fall down', da-zul- ({DCh.}: = da-zwl-) v.
'collapse', G T na-zl-ob-iÆ 'landslide', Lz z7ol- ≠ z7ul-: mi-z7ol-e-e-n ≠ mi-
z 7ul-e-e-n  'es ist offenbar hinuntergefallen \ hinabgestürzt' ¶ K2 64, FS K
14O-1, Abul. 1O9, 17O, DCh. 364, Ghl. 4O3, Xb. 126-7 ||  HS: WS *√zll
v. 'fall (vehemently, e.g. from a rock or to a precipice' (‘ v. 'attack') >
Jb √zll G  (pf. zell, sbjn. ≤yOzz´l) v. 'fall from a ledge \ a rock; accost ,
attack'; Gt  ≤zOttel v. 'fall off a rock \ a precipice', Mh, Hrs √zll v.
'attack', (×  N *Z @@@@ i l ∏ ∏∏∏V  'to slip, to slide') ?σ Ar √zll (pf. zalla, ip. ya-zill-
u) v. 'slip' (foot), 'glisser sur un sol glissant' (a foot, a person) ¶ Fr. II
246, BK II 1OO2, Hv. 293, ≈  DRS 738, Jo. M 46, Jo. J 318 || IE *[Ó]wel-
/*[Ó]wo2l- v. 'fall\fell down' >  Arm glem glem 'I incline' »» Sl (caus .
stem) *vali¡-ti 'to fell, to pull down' >  OCS valiti valiti ' t o
overturn', R va≤lit∆, Uk va≤liti, Sln vali!ti, P walic1, Slk valit&
'to fell, to pull down', HLs walic1 id., rf. walic1 so 'to fall d o w n
(povalit∆så), to fall', Blg vali v. 'fall' (of rain, snow, hail), va≤l-
eq 'precipitation, falling of rain\hail\snow' ¶¶ This verb is to b e
distinguished from its homonym (IE: NaIE *wel(´)- / *wle2-, *welu-,
*wlei\- < N *wÅlßßßß ++++l ! !!![V]{h}V 'to turn, to roll, to revolve', q.v.) t h a t
means 'roll' (v.) at the level of NaIE, in pSl, and in Arm (IE *[Ó]welÓ-
/*[Ó]wo2lÓ- /**[Ó]wleÓ- >  pSl *vali-ti, *val!a-ti v. 'roll',  Arm glem
glem 'I roll, wheel') ¶ Slt. 81-2, Chrn. I 132, Glh. 661, Trof. 34O, BER I
114, ≠ P 114O-3.
2664. € *Ωa÷3333l ∏ ∏∏∏É(-NV) ¬ *Ωa4444÷ 3 333l ∏ ∏∏∏a(-NV) '(be) awake\alive' >  HS: S
*°√z÷l > Ar √z÷l (pf. za÷ila, ip. -z÷al-) {BK} 'être gai, dispos et alerte;
marcher d’un pas rapide par suite de la vivacité naturelle', {Ln.} ' b e
brisk, lively, active', {BK} √z÷l Sh (pf. ?az÷ala) 'rendre vif, a ler te ' ,
za÷il- 'vif, dispos' ¶ Ln. III 1232, BK I 991-2 || A ({AD} ≈ *za4la6(NV),
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{†DQA} *zela6(NV) 'be awake, live' [‘ 'human being']): Tg *sel[n]e-
'wake up' >  Ewk, Sln s‰l‰-, Orc s‰n‰-, s‰n‰gi-, Ud s‰l‰-, s‰l‰gi-, Ul
s‰n‰-, s‰ni-, Nn s‰n‰- vi. 'wake up', WrMc sela- vi. 'have a good t ime,
cheer up, be happy' ¶ STM II 141  T *Jal[a]N-uk 'human being' >  OT
{DTS} jalaNuq ≠ jalNuq ≠ jalîN(˝)uq, {Cl.} jalNuq id., Chv s1în(¥) id. ¶ Cl.
93O, DTS 227-9, ≈ TL 325, ≈ Fed. II 153-4  pKo *sa2r- 'live' > MKo sa2r-,
NKo sa2l- id.; Ï pKo *sa2rÄ!m 'person' > MKo sa2rÄ!m, NKo sa2ram ¶ S QK
#64, Nam 29O, 293, MLC 871, 897 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2554 (A *zela 'be awake,
live'; incl. T, Tg, Ko) ˚  The semantic ties between the supposed
cognates within A are qu., and the et. is not certain.
2665. *z@@@@o9lÉ 'back part\side' >  A: M *°so4lu4r >  WrM so4lu4r ≠
su4lu4r, HlM sølør adj. and n. 'bending backward (as a bow); o n e
who throws back his head' ¶ MED 731  Tg *sugli > EwkM sulïn ' b a c k
(dorsum)', Ewk Chlm sulïn  'hump', Ewk PT solin 'dorsal fin (of a f ish) ' ,
Ork suli  'withers (of a reindeer, horse, bear)', Nn Nh so9lI%, Nn KU solI
'wild boar’s mane', Orc su2li 'mane' ¶ STM II 7O, 1O7, 124 ¶¶ ≈ DQA
#2569 (*zi\u!l!a) 'spine' (does not distinguish between reflexes of N
*z @@@@o9lÉ  and those of N *z 1111e 6 666l ! !!! [V]-(K ''''a)  '≈ back [dos]') || HS: S: Ar zu˝l-
at- 'podex', {BK} 'cul, derrière' ¶ Ln. III 1235, BK I 995 ||  D  *c>oll- ({†GS}
*Z+Z1-?) 'back part\side' >  Krx c>olla2 'back wall or back side of a house ' ,
Mlt c>ole 'the back of the house', ? Kn colleya, colleha, jolleha
'pointed end of a female’s bundle of hair at the back of the head', Tl
jollemu , jol5l 5emu 'a tire formed by weaving the tresses in chains a n d
then coiling them up at the back of the head' ¶¶ D ##2858-9.
2666. *z1111iL÷V 'to shove', 'to knead\stir' >  K: GZ *zel/*zil-/*zl=- v.
'crumple, press, knead, rub' >  OG (da)zela- v. 'press, rub', G zel-/zil-
id., Mg {Q} zal- v. 'knead', zeli ≠ zeri 'dough', ma-zal-i ' dough-
kneader', Lz o-zal-e 'trough for kneading dough', {FS} 'Knetmasse,
Knetgefäß'; ? Zan: amb Mg z-/zu-, amb Lz z- (if from *zl=-) v. 'knead, r u b ,
mix' (alternatively belonging to N ≈  *Z1111ié⁄V 'to press, to knead, to r u b '
[q.v.]) ¶ FS K 13O-1 and FS E 141 (GZ *zel/*zil-), Schm. 111, Chik. 2 7 4 -
5, Q 235, K2 57 || HS: SES *√zl÷ >  Mh pf. zu2la, sbjn. y‰zlE2, Jb E/C pf .
≤zela÷ v. 'shove, push' ¶ Jo. M 467, Jo. J 319 ||  A  *°{z}iLV- > M *sileGe-
>  WrM silege-, HlM wil´´- v. 'stir fire with a poker', Ord s7ile2-
'attiser avec le tisonnier' ¶ MED 7O5-6, Ms. O 616.
2667. ?σ € *z@@@@ÉLqVP3333V 'sorcery, witchcraft' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'calamities') > HS: S *°√zlXp > Ar zalXaf-at- 'malheurs, calamités' ¶ BK
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I 1OO4  ? B *°√zœlw (<  **√zl[Ó]F?) 'calamities' >  Kb zœzœ´lwi
'traverser une periode malheureuse' (unless from B *√zlw ' ê t r e
tordu', w  Pr. H #267, Fc. 599) ¶ Dl. 944 ||  A *({AD} *zÉLVbÉ, {SDM95}
*zilVbe, {SDM97} *za4lVbi '≈ sorcery, witchcraft'): NaT *Je+ilbi- >  OT
{Cl.} jelvi id., Xk c7ilbIgen 'monster', Yk ilbi 'demoniac, possessed'; T
ı WrM cilbi≠ cilvi 'sorcery, trickery, deception' ¶ Rs. W 196, Cl.
919-2O, Kow. 2346  ?σ M *silmu- >  WrM {Cev.} silmusun, HlM
wulmas, Kl s7ulm= ≠ s7ulmu (pl. s7ulmus) 'demon' ({Rm.}: 'Teufel, e in
böser Geist') ¶ Luv. 659, Cev. 859, KW 867  ?σ pKo {S} *si\´2⁄b v. ' b e
annoyed, vexed, sad' > MKo si\´⁄p/w-, NKo s´2⁄r´⁄p/w- id. ¶ S QK #6O7,
Nam 3O5, MLC 935 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #256O (A *zi\a"lVbi 'sorcery, wutchcraft ;
to investigate [by magic power]'; incl. M *silmu-, T, Ko, J) || If this N
stem goes back to a cd., its first component **z@@@@ÉLV may be d iscerned
(with a query) in IE *Ùel- 'harm' (>  Ht halluwai- v. 'resort t o
violence, brawl, quarrel', vt. 'savage, fight', halluwai- n. 'violence,
brawl, altercation, quarrel') and in NaIE *el- (>  Arm e¬e®n eÒer2n
'rascality, offence, misdeed, malice, fatality', Gk }olly2mi [ft. ]ole1sv] v.
'destroy, make an end of', ?? OIr {P} elc 'böse') ¶¶ P 3O6-7; F II 3 7 8 - 9
and Ch. 792-3 (both: no et. of }ollymi); Pv. III 49-51; Ts. E I 275 and Pv.
III 363-8 reject the comparison of Gk }olly2mi with Ht hulla- ' smash ,
quash, defeat' (proposed by other scholars and quoted in P 3O7) ˚  Qu.
for lack of close semantic connections both within branches of A a n d
between HS and A.
2668. *z1111e 6 666l ! !!![V]-(K''''a) 'back (dos)' >  A: T *Jîl! 'spine' ‘ 'moun ta in
ridge' ‘  'mountain forest(s)' ‘ 'thicket' (‘  'thick, dense') >  NaT *Jîs7
>  Yk sis 'spine, rump, mountain ridge, mountains', OT jîs7 {Cl.} ' t h e
upper part of the mountains covered with forests, mountain fores ts ' ,
{Ml.} id. ('¢ern∆ [les i gory ]'), Alt Z1is7, Tb Z7îs7, Xk c7îs id., SbTt {Tm.}
jîs7 a˝ac 'fir-tree' (a˝ac 'tree'); Cl. reads the OT word as jî∏s7, with a
long î∏ on the unreliable ev. of the plene spelling in Mah >mud al-
Kashghari’s ¢yY yys7 'downward slope'; the Yk ev. contradicts Cl.'s
hyp. of a long vw. ¶ Cl. 976, Ml. PDP 392, DTS 268, MKD 228, ET J 4 4 ,
Rs. W 2O2, Rl. III 497-8 and IV 161, Tm. 92 ¶¶ SDM97 (*zil!V ' spine,
nape'), ≈ DQA #2569 (adduces pJ {S} *sasu 'sticking edges of the r o o f
beams' > OJ sasu, which is unc. because of lack of reliable semant ic
proximity; DQA reconstructs *zi\u!l!a 'spine' combinig reflexes of N
*z1111e 6 666l ! !!![V]-(K''''a) and those of N*z@@@@o9lÉ 'back part\side', q.v.) || U: FU
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(att. in FV) *s1+s6eLka4 'back (dos)' >  F selka4, Es selg id. » pLp {Lr.}
*c1e2lke2 'back, spine' >  Lp: N {N} c7iel…ge id., Kld {TI} c7 !i¢el:]k:´ò 'spine', T
{TI} c7 !el:]k:e 'small of the back, rump' » Chr L ≤wylyq ≤s7¥l¥z7 'small o f
the back (loins)', Uf/B s7¥l¥z7 id., 'rump', M {Wc.} s7il!e 'back (dos ) ,
sacrum', Chr (= Chr Uf?) {Ü} wy€ly€q 'muscles of the back' ¶ It. # 3 3 3 ,
UEW 772, SK 995-6, Lr. #152, Lgc. #61O, TI 661, MRS 753, Ü 283, Ber.
32O (pChr *s7il) || HS: S *°√zlk' >  Ar zalaq- 'fesses (d’une bête d e
somme)' ¶ BK I 1OO6 ˚  Alternatively, one may suppose simplification
of the final cns. cluster in T: N *-l !!!! [V]K ''''V  (in N *z1111e 6 666l ! !!![V]-K''''a) >  pre-T **-
l!Kæ >†T†-l!, but this is very doubtful, because no other cases of s u c h
simplification are known ˚  N *-a accounts for the T vw. *î (vowel
harmony: *É...a > *î) ˚  Resh. #13 (U, A).
2669. *z1111{u}9[V]l!!!!V (¬  *z1111V9{u}l !!!!V?) 'flow, pour' >  K: GZ *z˝wel- v.
'pour' (of heavy shower) >  G I z˝vel- id., {Chx.} z˝vel-a 'heavy ra in ,
shower', Mg z˝var-z˝vali id., z˝var-z˝val-an-s 'rain falls in a shower '
¶ K2 63, FS K 137-8, Ghl. 236, Chx. 423 || HS: S *°√z˝l > Ar √z˝l (p f .
za˝ala, ip. -z˝al-) 'verser par petites quantités', zu˝l-at- ' quant i té
d’eau, etc., versée en une seule fois' ¶ BK I 995, Ln. 1234-5   ? B *√zzl
v. 'flow, run' (coalescence of two roots: *√zzl v. 'flow' and *√zzl v.
'run', the latter not belonging here?) >  Ah ah´l v. 'flow (couler), r u n ' ,
BSn azz´l, Gd {Mot.} ´zz´l id., Izn, Rif, SrSn √zzl, Mz, Kb azz´l
'courir, couler (eau)' ¶ Fc. 553-7, Rn. 442, Pr. H #212, Dlh. M 389, Dl.
94O || ¿¿ IE: Ht {Frd.} huwalla 'ausgießen' ¶ Frd. HW 78 (rejected b y
Ts. E I 425 and not mentioned by Pv.) ||  A : T: [1] T *J{u}l!- >  NaT *J{u}s7 >
OT {Cl.} j{u}s7- v. 'pour out', ? Alt/Tlt {Rl.} jus- v. 'wash away' (of wa te r )
('ab-\weg-spülen')'; ı OT j{u}s7ul- v. 'be poured out' (of water) ¶ Cl.
976, 978, Rl. III 566 ¶ The cs. *-l!- (rather than *-l-) in T*J{u}l!- is due t o
contamination or to a *-y-sx.  [2] (here?) T *Ju[:]l 'spring, founta in '
(×  N ??φ *Z7777ÉÂ[u]l ∏∏∏∏V 'to flow, to stream; rapid current' [q.v. ffd.] × N
*LiLV 'water, sea'??) ¶ T *-l- in *Ju[:]l belongs to the heritage of N
??φ *Z7777ÉÂ[u]l ∏∏∏∏V || ?φ D *c>all-, {Km.} c>alß-/*c>elß-, {GS} *cal- v. 'pour o u t ,
sprinkle, disperse' (× N *c6666alV 'pour (out)', q.v. ffd.) ¶ D *-ll- i s
inherited from N *c 6666a lV .
267O. *z@@@@ÉNgV 'black, dirt-coloured, dirty' >  K *°z`+zang- >  G zang- v t .
'make black/dirty' ¶ Not here G zangi 'negro' (π NPrs za4ngï 'Negro,
Ethiopian', possibly connected with Ar zang7-) ¶ Chx. 39O || HS: S: Ar
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∆N0za zang7- ± {Ln.} ∆N0zi zing7- '∈  nation of the blacks' ('East Africans,
Ethiopians') ¶ Ln. 1256, Hv. 297, BK I 1O15 || A ({SDM97} *za4Ne(rV)
'yellowish, brown, gray'): NaT *°Jegren  'yellow' (of a horse) >  OT jegren
'chestnut (colour)'; T ı M: WrM Zegerde, HlM z´´rd ' r e d ,
chestnut (colour)' ¶ Cl. 914, ET J 22-3, MED 1O43  NrTg *siNa[r]-
'yellow, brown, gray' > Ewk siNama 'yellow, yellowish-gray, brown, d i r t -
coloured', Ewk siNarïn, Neg sINayIn 'brown, yellow, gray', Ewk siNa2l‰-,
Lm hINa2l- 'become yellow', Lm hINan1a 'yellow, brown', Sln s7!iNariﬁ
'yellow' ¶ STM II 9O.
2671. (€?) *za4444N{K''''}V 'skin of animals (used as a container o r
garment)' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'waterskin', 'wineskin', 's leeve' ,
'coat', etc.) >  HS: CS *zi{n}k'- 'skin of animals (used as a container o r
garment)' >  IA, Plm zk5  'goat-skin (used to transport oil, wine, etc.)', JA
zik'≤k'-a2 'hose, waterskin, wineskin', Sr zEk5≤k5-a2 'wineskin, lea thern
bottle', SmA zk5 'waterslin', Aram ı Ar ziqq- and Ak NA zik5k5-
'wineskin', Ar ı Gz z´k' 'leathern bottle, leathern bag' ¶ GB 2O5, HJ
339, Js. 396, BK I 998, JPS 119, Tak 238, L G 642, CAD XXI 129, Sd.
1531, DRS 785, Hv. 291 || A ≈ *za4N+gËnV ({SDM97} *zo4g(e)nV,
{SDM95} *zag(u)nV) 'sleeve') >  T *Ja4Nn ≠ *Ja4gn 'sleeve' >  OT {Cl.} jeN,
[MhK] ja4N, Tk yen, Tkm, Uz jeN, ET ja4N, Qzq, Qq z7eN, VTt œin z7 !in,
Bsh eˆ jÁN, Qrg Z7eN, Alt Z1en, Tv c7eN, Xk n¡n` nIN, Yk si¢a4X, Chv s1an¥,
∆  s1avn¥ ± s1an ¶ Chv ∆  -vn- points to a pT *-gn- (= *-gWn-?), Chv *a
provides ev. for pT *a4, but VTt i goes back to *e (< *a4 under t h e
palatalizing infl. of pT *J-  or VTt z7 !-?) ¶ Cl. 94O, Rs. W 197, ET J 186-7 ,
Ash. XII 27, 39, Jeg. 2O2, Fed. II 94, Rl. III 312, 322, 328  Tg *su2'n
'outer garments, coat' >  Ewk  ¿sun ≠  ¿su2n (accus. sun-m‰), Neg su2n, O r k
so2(n-) ≠ su2(n-) 'outer garments', Sln su%: 'coat, oriental robe (xalat )';
Ewk ı Yk son 'outer garments' ¶ STM II 126, Vas. 369-7O  pJ su\a!n-
ta~i\ 'sleeve' >  OJ su\o!de~, ltOJ [RJ] so!de~, J: T so~de, K so!de!, Kg so!de ¶ S QJ
#36O, Mr. 529 ¶¶ SDM97 (A *zo4g(e)nV 'sleeve'), DQA #2563 (A
*zjognV, sc. *zi\ognV) || ?σ D (in GnD) *c>aNkVr`V, *c>aNkVn` ' b a ske t '
(“ 'leathern sack'?) >  Knd soNgor`i 'basket that holds four seers o f
grain', Png haNgon`, Mnd haNgun` '∈ basket', Ku ha2Ngor7i ≠ haNgor`i ≠
haNun`i 'small basket'; D ı OI can$ge2r°- 'basket' ¶ D #2288, Tu.
#4565 ˚  The voicing of N *K '''' in A (if the pA rec. of DQA is accepted) is
due to the voicing infl. of *N  within the cns. cluster. The labialized vw.
in Tg and Ko and the labial glide in pJ may be due to the infl. of t h e
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labialized vw. of the second syll. ˚  SDM97 l. c. (A, U) ˚ Hardly h e r e
IE *(s)k+k8en- 'abgespaltene Haut' (>  Gmc *skenTa- >  ON skinn, AS
scinn, NE skin 'skin', W cenn 'Häutchen, Haut'), because this s t e m
is inseparable from the v. *(s)ken- 'abspalten' (OIr sca1in- v. ' sp l i t ' )
and from words for 'film, scales' (W cen id., OCrn [LC] cennen
'membrana', Br skant 'écailles', OIr ceinn 'écaille') and requires a n
additional hyp. of metathesis (w  P 929-3O, Vn. C  55, S  29).
2672. o† *z1111ap''''V or *z1111aP3333?V 'to strike' >  K: GZ *zep'- v. ' s t r ike
repeatedly' ('thrash, flog; trample down') >  G zep'- {K2} id., {Chx.}
'fetstampfen, festtreten (z. B. die Erde), flach\weich klopfen (z. B.
Fleisch)', Mg zap'- v. 'lash', Lz {K2} zap'- 'lash', {FS} 'schlagen, klopfen' ¶
The irreg. *z- for the expected *z`- may be due to the onomatopoe ic
associations of the word ¶ K 87, K2 57, FS K 131, FS E 141 (*zep'-), ≈ F
KW1 #2O (*zap'-) || HS: WS (+ext.) *√zbt' 'strike, hit' >  Ar Y/D √zbtœ G  
'kick', Gz √zbt' G   'strike, smite, plague, beat', Tgr √zbt' G   'hit', Tgy
√zbt' G   'hit lightly', Amh √zbt' G   'beat, thrash' ¶ Lb. 1818, L G 632, ≈
Di. 1O5O, DRS 672-3 || U: FP *sappV- v. '≈ strike (a heavy blow)' >  Prm
{LG} *sap- >  Z sapkÈnÈ 'to cut off; to insert with a heavy blow; to c h o p
at sth. with an axe', Vt sapkÈnÈ 'to let fall, to knock down (by pushing.
striking)' » ? Chr H s7a 4p-≤kaya-s7 'to scatter, to put into disorder' ¶ LG 2 4 9
|| D *c>app- ({†GS} *c1-) 'clap hands', 'slap' (×  N o  *c'''' @ @@@ap ''''[÷]a 'beat, s t r ike,
chop' [q.v. ffd.]).
2673. ?σ € *z @@@@oÂV 'foreign, hostile' > HS: S *zar- 'foreign(er), enemy ' ,
whence the verb *√z?r or *√zwr v. 'be foreign, hostile' (with inser t ion
of an additional cns. in the root-medial position due to requirements o f
the S verbal morphology and on the analogy of triconsonantic verbs) >
BHb za2r 'strange, foreign(er), non-Israelite' (Ï prt. Hoph‘al rz!um
mu2≤za2r 'estranged' > NHb rz!um mu≤zar 'strange, queer'), Ph zr {HJ}
'strange, other', OA zr 'foreigner', Yd zr {HJ} 'stranger', Ar za2?ir-
(acp.) 'visitor, pilgrim' (interpreted as a participle, cp. Ar √zwr v. G
'visiter [un lieu saint ou une personne pour témoigner le respect']) (×
WS *-zu2r- v. 'visit' < N *z@@@@ËÂ{i} 'look at, examine') » Ak za2'iru ≠
ze2'iru ≠ ze6ru 'hostile', √z?r (inf. ze6ru ≠ ze'a2ru 'dislike, ha te ,
avoid' ¶ KB 256, 268, KBR 267, 279, JH 8O, HJ 34O, Ln. 1268-9, BK I
1O25-6, Hv. 3OO-1, Jo. M 47O, L G 646, CAD XXI 14, 94-7 || A: Tg
*sori3- v. 'fight', *sori3n n. 'fight, battle' >  Ork so2ri id., Ul sorI id., sorU-,
sorI- v. 'fight', Nn sorI% 'fight, battle', sorI- v. 'fight' » WrMc sori- v.
'shoot at each other' ¶ STM II 113 || ? AdS  of IE: *é8er- >  NaIE *er- v.
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'be angry, hostile' (< N *ze÷rV 'to hate, to abhor, to be annoyed' [q.v.
ffd.]).
2674. *z @@@@ËÂ{i} (= *z @@@@Ër 1111 {i}?) 'look at, examine' (or *z 7777ËÂ{i} 'to watch,
to spy') >  K: G zver- 'auskundschaften, rekognoszieren; belauern' ¶
Chx. 4O4 || HS: either [1] WS *-zu2r- v. 'visit' (×  S *zar- ' foreign[er] '  < N
?σ *zoÂV 'foreign') >  Ar -zu2r- G   v. 'visiter (un lieu saint ou u n e
personne pour témoigner le respect)', Qtb {DRS} s7tzr 'tenter d e
visiter', Tgr/Amh {DRS} √zyr  (pf. zAyyArA) 'visiter, aller en pélérinage' ,
Mh zo2r v. 'visit a saint’s tomb', v. 'visit (so.)', Jb E/C zOr v. 'visit ' ,
?σ SmA zrw 'idolatry' ¶ Ln. 1268-9, BK I 1O25-6, Hv. 3OO-1, Jo. M
47O, Tal 228  or [2] S *°-s7u2r- (or *-Tu2r-) > BHb -s7u2r ({∫trad.} *√s7wr)
v. 'behold, regard; to watch stealthily, lie in wait' ¶ GB 816, KB 1345-7 ,
BDB 1OO3, ≈ DRS 71O || IE *[Ó]wer- 'look at, pay attention' (× IE
*æwer-/*æwor- id. < N *æwarV  'look, watch', q.v. ffd.) || A: M *sori- v.
'test, examine, try out' >  WrM sori-, HlM sori-, Brt hori- id., MM
[S] sori- 'prüfen, versuchen' ¶ MED 729, H 136, Chr. 685 || D *c>u2r`-
'see, look' (× N *c 7777 ' '''u 6 666÷r 1 111V ≠ *c7777 ' '''u 6 666r 1 111÷V id., q.v. ffd.) ˚  The rec. of the initial
sibilant depends on the S cognate: if the latter is *-zu2r-, we recons t ruc t
pN *z@@@@- , but if it is *-s7u2r-, the N cns. is *z7777- . Since the N etymon i n
question is not the main source of D *c>u2r`-, the latter provides n o
decisive ev. for N *r 1111.
2675. *ze÷rV 'to hate, to abhor, to be annoyed' >  K *z`ar- >  G zar- v.
'hate, detest', zar-ob-s / e-zar-eba 'er ist unlustig \ überdrüssig', Sv:
UB/LB {TK} z7ar 'state of being bored (mocqena)', Sv UB {GP} z7ara4y ' s o .
quick to take offence or to become bored', Sv {FS} li-z7a4r 'langweilig
werden\sein', m-a-z7a4r-da 'mir wurde es überdrüssig' ¶¶ FS K 138, FS E
149-5O, Fn KW1 35 [#21], Chx. 391-2, 424, TK 683, GP 254, ≈ K2 6 3
(adduces G zar- 'be lazy' and reconstructs K *z`ar-/*z`r- id.) || HS: S
*°√z÷r (× N *z@@@@u 6 666r÷É 'fear, frighten') >  Ar za÷ir-, za2÷ir- 'méchant, d o n t
on évite la société' ¶ BK I 99O || IE: *é8er- >  NaIE *er- v. ' b e              
hostile' (×  N ?σ *z1111{E}Âz1111V 'set in motion, incite, make\be ready f o r
fight' × N ? *zoÂV 'foreign, hostile' [q.v.]) >  Av ham-ara- 'Gegner,
Widersacher', ham-ar´na, OPrs ham-arana- ' feindliches
Zusammentreffen, Kampf', OI sam-a≤ra- 'strife, conflict' »» Gk }eriß
(gen. }eridoß) 'strife, quarrel' »» Sl *ra¡tÁ (gen. *ra¡ti) 'fight, battle, a r m y '
({M, Vs.}: < *or-ti-s) > OCS rat6 ratÁ (gen.  rati) battle, war; enemy
troops', R †, Uk rat∆ 'army', SCr raàt, Blg rat 'war' ¶ M K III 436, F I
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559-6O, Glh. 519, StSS 579, Vs. III 448 || A: NaT *Je[:]r- ≠ *Je[:]ri- v.
'hate, blame, scold' (×  N ?σ *yerV 'misfortune', 'to curse, to be angry '
× N *Z 7777a 4 444 ? {o 6666 } rV 'to blame, to scold, to accuse, to be angry, to hate') >  OT
ryY jer- ({Cl., Dnk.} je2r-) v. 'loathe / be disgusted at (sth., esp. food) ,
criticize, blame', OT Og -ryY jer- ({Cl.} je2r-) 'loathe (food)', Osm {Rh.}
-rY jer- ≠ jir- id., Tk yer- v. 'loathe, blame, slander', Tkm ïr- v. ' b o r e
(so.)', Qzq z7er- v. 'loathe', Yk sir- id., 'blame', Qq z7eri- v. ' loa the ,
shun', Qrg Z7eri- v. 'shun, keep aloof [from] (e.g. its own youngs)' ( o f
animals), Alt Z1eri- ({Rl.} ja4ri), Tlt {Rl.} ja4ri- id., QK {Rl.} ja4ri- ' a b h o r '
¶ The length of the vw. is not certain: in Tk the initial ï-  may go back t o
*ye-, Yk has a short vw., and Cl.’s and Dnk.’s rec. of the OT *e2 is based
on the precarious ev. of the Arabic spelling. Yk i  and Tkm ï  suggest t h a t
the pT vw. was *e[:] rather than *a4[:] ¶ Cl. 955, DTS 257, MKD 223, Rs.
W 198, ET J 193, Rh. 22O2, Rl. III 338-9, Jud. 25O-1 ¶¶ Not h e r e
(because of the Anlaut) pJ {S} *ira-t- or *dirat- 'be annoyed' (see N ?σ
*yerV 'misfortune', 'to curse, to be angry') (⇔ DQA #2598) ¶¶ ≈ DQA
#2598 (A *Z>e 2 ~ri 'be annoyed\disgusted').
2676. *z1111oGÂu6666 (or *z 1111oÂGu6666) 'line\boundary\strip of land be tween
geographical objects\areas' >  K *zÌwar- 'limit, bound' >  OG zGvari
id., G {Chx.} zÌvari 'Grenze, (Grenz)scheide', Lz ˝oZ7 'border ( o f
house), court', Sv {TK}: UB ha4˝wra, LB a4˝wra, L a˝wra, Ln la4˝wera
'boundary, border'; d. K {K2} *°z˝wan- v. 'limit, restrict' > OG, G
z˝van- id. ¶¶ Chx. 422-3, DCh. 927, 532, Abul. 171, TK 894, ≈ K2 6 2
(*z˝war- ÿ *z˝wan-) || IE *æworw- >  NaIE *æworwo-s ' fu r row,
boundary-ditch, boundary' (×  d. from NaIE *æworw-/*æwr=w- 'plow, dig
up' <  N *æwu 6666r 1 111u 6 666 'to scrape', q.v. ffd.) > Gk Mc wo-wo, {ChB} wo[r]wo-
'(?) boundary', {AJ} 'frontera, límite' [?], Gk A {oroß, Gk I o‘yroß, Gk Crc
{Hofm.} horwoß, [orboß, {Schw., Bc., Ch.} }orwoß 'boundary, landmark', Gk
Cr/Ar ‘vroß, Gk ‘uron 'boundary, limit', Gk Hm o]yroi1 pl .
'trenches\channels for hauling up ships and launching them again' »» L
(amb-)urva2- 'surround (a territory) by a boundary-ditch', [g]
urvus  'circuitus civitatis', Osc uruvu1 {WH} 'boundary' ({Bc.} ' curva ,
flexa [?]') »» NIr forba 'glebe-land' »» Lt urﬁvas 'ditch, hole, den', Ltv
urva 'Loch, Höhle (in der Erde)' »» ?? OI u2r≤vah5 'dungeon' (⇔ M K I
117 and M E I 245 [denies the connection of u2r≤vah with this IE √ ]) ¶
Mn. 1523, 1581-2, 16O6, EI 215 (*worwos  'furrow'), ≠ WP II 352-3, F II
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425-6, 447, Ch. 825, Bc. GD §§  54, 58c, Schw. GG I 135, Hofm. 239, WH
II 767, 843-4, Bc. G 326, Dnn. 3O4, 33O, AJ II 45O, ChB 228, Ch. 8 2 5 ,
Tr. 335f., Frn. 1171 || U: FU *s1orV 'small area between t w o
geographical objects, strip of land' >  pPrm *s1ur >  Z Ud mu-s1ur 'waldige
Strecke Landes (bes. zwischen zwei Flüssen)' (mu is 'earth, land'), Vt
s1ures, Vt SW s1u≤res 'road, way' »» pObU *sa"r >  pVg *sarÈ∏ 'valley, small
swamp' (× N *z1111{a}[Ó]rV 'low place, valley', q.v.) >  Vg T sar‰2 ' small
swamp', LK/MK saºr 'Engpaß', UL/Ss sori 'valley'; pOs *sa"rt ({∫Hl.} *sÈÆrt)
'enge Straße zwischen zwei Seen' >  Os: K/O sa"rt, Nz/Kz so"rt id. In s o m e
forms there is infl. of the homonymous (or paronymous) √  f o r
'narrow' (represented by Hg szoros 'tight, close' and szorul- v. ' ge t
narrow') ¶ UEW 487, Ht. 185 [#6O1], MF 595, LG 275.
2677. *z1111{a}hrV (¬ *Z1111{a}hrV ¬ *z++++Z{a}hrV) 'shine, be bright; light
(lux)' > HS: WS *√zhr  'shine' > JA [Trg.] rez √zhr G (pf. re2z^ z´≤har)
'shine, bloom', Sr √zhr  G   'be clear, transparent, bright', Ar √zhr v. G
'shine' (moon), 'glow' (fire), BHb √zhr v. Sh  'shine', MHb √zhr D
'brighten', Hrs {Jo.} √zhr I  (pf. ze2h´r, sbjn. y´zho2r) 'shine' (but Hrs
√zhr I  'appear', Tgr √zhr Sh  [pf. aZhr ?azharA] 'become manifest ,
appear' and ΩHR  zah‰r  'open, offenkundig' are more likely to belong t o
N *z1111{É}hÂV ¬ *z1111{É}Â?V 'see, know', q.v.), BHb re27z ≤zohar 'shining,
brightness', JA {Js.} ar!e9z@ zahâ≤r-a2 'light; brightness, sp lendour ,
moon', ar!e9iz% zihâ≤r-a2 'moon, moon-light' (×  N *z6666áh”a’Âa 'moon '? ) ,
Sr zah≤ra2 'brightness, splendour, flashing', Ar êraE0zu zuhr-at-
'whiteness, shining colour, beauty' ¶ KB 254-5, KBR 265, BDB ##2O94-
6, Js. 382, 384, 391, Lv. T I 212, JPS 111, Ln. 1261-2, BK I 1O19-2O, Hv.
298-9, Jo. H 149, LH 493, DRS 695  ?φ  B *°√zrr >  Kb izrir v. ' ê t r e
clair, dégagé (ciel)' ¶ Dl. 954  ?σ WCh (×  N *z6666áh”a’Âa '⇑ ', q.v.): Ang
{Flk.} za2r, Su {J}, Mpn {Frz.} za~r, Mnt {J} zayi! 'star' »» DfB {J}  Z7ﬁo!re~t id .
¶ J S 89, J ChMGB 172, Frz. DM 69, ChC, Stl. ZCh. 2O1 [#519] ¶¶ Tk.
PAA (WCh, S) || A: NaT *Jaru+î- v. 'shine, send out light' (× N *yar{u 6666} ' t o
shine [leuchten], to burn', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ ≠ DQA #2556 *ze2ra (incl. T +
unc. comparisons with M, Tg, J) ||  U  *s1 +c 1{a}rV 'bright (hell), white' (×  N
? *{s1111}ÉÙarV 'bright; daybreak') >  FU *c1+s1arV >  pLp {Lr.} *c1o2re2 'half-
white, bright gray, gray-haired' >  Lp: Ar {Lgc.} ≤c7 !o$¢Ora¿k 'half-white' ( o f
hair), S {Hs.} tjuo4ries, S Sn {Lgc.} ≤c7 !u¢o4ri¢Es '(Renntier) mit hellen
Haarspitzen', L {LLO} tjuorre2 'reddish-yellow, bright gray' (a dog), N
{N} c7uorre / -r- 'mottled brownish gray colour of (animal’s) hair' »
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?φ Prm *Z1Or ({∫LG} *Z7 !oÚr) 'bright (colour), pale '  >  Z Z1or, Z US Z1Or 'g ray
(hair), grey hair', Vt Z 1arÈt  'light (colour)', ? Vt Z1ar 'Morgendämmerung '
 ? Sm *s‰r, *s‰r- 'white' > Ne: T {Ter.} s´ $r”, T O {Lh.} s‰2r?eò, F L {Lh.}
XÈ¢‰®; Ng {Ter, Hl.} syr; En {KD} TE2Ú, {Ter.} sy’ / syr-; Slq Tz {Prk.,
KKIH} s‰rÈ; Kms {KD} d. siÆrE, siÆri, {Cs.} siri, Koyb {Sp.} d. syry id .
¶¶ Lr. #2O5, Lgc. #782, LLO 1184, N I 442, Hs. 1349, LG 92, Jn. 138, Lh.
41O, KP ##1224, 13O9, Hl. US 137, KKIH 169, Ptp. 35, ≠ UEW 3 6
(equates the Prm *Z1Or with Vg *s7ïr-/s6ir- 'dusk, dawn' and OHg szI1r
'gray', which is unc., see  N *s6666ihrV '≈  gray, bright') || ? IE *xarg8-,
*xarg8i- 'white' (× N ??φ *X{aw[a]}rÉ [or *XawÉrV] 'bright, white ' ,
q.v. ffd.) ˚  If the IE cognate is valid (in spite of the unexplained ext. *-
g8-), the initial N cns. is *z1111- , otherwise it may be *Z1111- as well. The Prm
cognate favours N *Z 1111- . The N lr. *-h-  was lost in IE probably due e i ther
to dis.  (*xahr- >  *xar-) or to the merger of the two lrs. (*xh- >  *x-). If
the U cognate is rejected (because of its ambiguity in the Sm part), t h e
N initial cns. will be less specified (*z@@@@ ++++Z @ @@@) .
2678. *z1111{a}[Ó]rV 'low place, valley' >  IE *éaÓr- 'level\open place,
vast space' (× IE *xa[:]ri- 'valley, low place' < N *9ar{i} 'valley, hollow i n
the ground, cave' [q.v.] × N *Xar1111 {u 4 444} 'valley, low place, ravine, pit' [q.v.
ffd.]?) > NaIE {WP} ? *a2ro- 'open place, vast space' > OI abl. a2≤ra2t ' f r o m
a distant place', loc. a2re2 'far away' »» L a2rea  'a level\open place' »» Ltv
a2 ^ra 'outdoors', a2 ^res 'open country', ? Lt o!ras 'air, weather' ¶ WP I
79, ≠ M K I 78 (equates the OI word with L o2lim 'formerly, at t h a t
time'), M E I 173, ≠ WH I 65, ≠ Frn. 518 (equates the Blt words with NaIE
*a2r- v. 'plough'), Kar. I 76 || U: FU *s1+s6a4rV 'valley, ravine, low place'  >
pPrm *mu-s1a4r, *s1a4rt (*a4 = {LG} *E) 'valley, ravine; space between t w o
rivers \ swamps \ mountains' (*mu is 'earth') >  Z m‰s1‰r ' ravine,
depression', s1‰rt 'high fir-tree forest in a low place; a moist place in a
river valley'; Lïtkin and Guljajev distinguish this √  from the Vt pa ronym
mu-s1ur 'lange Strecke Weges, waldige Strecke Landes (bzw. zwischen
zwei Flüssen)' that goes back to  FU *s1orV 'small area between t w o
geographical objects' (<  N *z1111oGÂu6666 [or *z1111oÂGu6666] ' l ine \boundary \ s t r ip
of land between geographical objects\areas') »» in the ObU lgs. both FU
stems merge, their vw. going back to *o of FU *s1ora and their meaning
reflecting both roots: ObU {Ht.} *sa"r- >  pVg *sa"rÈ2 >  Vg T sar‰2 ≠ saºr‰2
'small swamp', Vg LK/MK saºr, UL/Ss sori 'Waldrücken zwischen zwei
Seen', {BV} 'saddle between two mountain peaks, forest between t w o
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swamps' ¶ LG 176-7, UEW 487, Ht. 185 [#6O1], Stn. WV 232, BV 1O6 ||
A: T Jar ({Md.} *Ja2¿r) 'steep bank, ravine, cliff' (“ *'valley'?) (× N
*de9arV  'hill, summit', q.v.) >  OT ja[:]r ({Cl.} ja2r) 'a vertical bank of a
river eroded by water or a gorge cut through a mountain side by water ' ,
Tk yar , Qmq, Nog jar, Ln jay 'precipice', Tkm Z7ar, ET ja(r) 'ravine', Alt
Z1ar, Xk c7ar 'steep ravine (år )', Qq z7ar, Qrg, Uz Z7ar id., 'precipice, s t eep
bank', Qzq z7ar 'ravine, steep bank', Chv L ßyr s1Èr 'precipice, s t eep
bank', ? Yk sî∏r 'small hill, a height' ¶ Cl. 953-5 (OT ja2r with a long vw.
on the basis of the Arabic spelling), ET J 17-8, 135-7, Rs. W 188-9, Jeg.
219-2O, 225, Fed. II 139, 155-6, Md. 99, 16O, TrR 912, Fed. II 155-6 ,
Pek. 2475 ¶ FU *a4 (for the expected *a) may be due to vw. ha rmony
(infl. of a front vw. of the next syll.).
2678a. € *z1111{É}hÂV ¬ *z1111{É}Â?V 'see, know' >  K: GZ {K2} *zer-/*zir-
v. 'look', {AD} 'look' or 'see' >  OG, G mzer-/*mzir- 'look', Mg Zir-, Lz
(n)Zir- ≠ zir- ≠ c'ir- 'see, find' ¶ K2 57-8, Chik. 39O || HS: S: [1] WS
*√zhr G  (ps.) 'be seen', Sh ,  [?] D  (caus.) 'instruct, warn' (“  **'let
know'; ≡σ: Tl imv. cu2 'see!' - cum°, cud5° 'take care!', exclamation o f
warning [D #2735, Km. 359]) >  Hrs {Jo.} √zhr  G  (pf. ze2h´r, js. y´zho2r)
'appear', Tgr √zhr Sh  (pf. aZhr ?azharA) 'become manifest, a p p e a r '
and ΩHR  zah‰r  'open, offenkundig' (but Hrs √zhr G  'shine' belongs t o
N *z1111{a}hrV ¬ *Z1111{a}hrV ¬ *z++++Z{a}hrV 'shine, be bright' [q.v.]), BHb
√zhr Sh  (pf. rie5z^e5 hi-z≤hïr) {KB} 'warn', {BDB} 'instruct, teach, warn ' ,
JPA B {Sl.}, SmA √zhr Sh 'warn', BHb √zhr N (pf. re2z^n% niz≤har) ' b e
instructed, admonished, warned', BA Nir%ie5z^ z´hï≤r-ïn pl. 'careful ,
cautious', IA zhr {HJ} T  'take heed, take care of', JPA √zhr G  {Js.}
'look out, guard', MHb rie5z! za2≤h°r , JEA rie5z^ z´≤h°r 'careful', JPA Bz
{Sl.} riez zhyr 'careful, prudent, watching over', ChrPA {Schlt.}, M d
√zhr D  'warn', ChPA G  zhr acp. 'animum attendens ad cavendum' ;
[2] S *°√zrr > Ar {Ln.} √zrr (pf. zarra) 'increase in intelligence (and i n
probation and experience)', √zrr  (pf. zarira) 'become intelligent' ¶ Jo .
H 149, KB 254-5, 17OO, BDB 264, HJ 3O7, Js. 381-2, Sl. 4OO, Sl. P 1 7 2 -
3, Schlt. 54, Tal 222-3, BK I 1O25-6, Ln. 1222-3, LH 493, DRS 695  ?φ
B *-zœraÓ- ≠ *-zœruÓ- ≠ ? *-zœiÓr- 'see; know' (× N *c7777 ' '''u 6 666÷r1 111V ≠ *c7777 ' '''u 6 666r 1 111÷V ' s ee ,
look', q.v. ffd.)  ??φ Eg fP sy¿ ({EG} s1j¿) 'recognize so. ( e rkennen) ;
perceive; know' ¶ EG IV 3O-1, Fk. 212 ¶¶ Zl. KÄLV 115 (Eg, B) ¶¶ Both
the B and the Eg cognates are qu. because of the irreg. sibilant (*zœ f o r
*z  in B, s  for z  in Eg [s due to the infl. of the lr. *h?]) ˚  IS MS 333 s.v.
videt∆  *Zirÿ (K, Eg, B) ˚  The N lr. (*h) is suggested by WS *√zhr, B
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*zœraÓ- ≠ *-zœruÓ- ≠ ? *-zœiÓr-. S points to the pN sequence *-hÂ- , while
most B lgs. suggest that the lr. was the last cns. of the N word. The
uvularization in B belongs to the heritage of N *c 7777 ' '''u 6 666÷r 1 111V ≠ *c7777 ' '''u 6 666r 1 111÷V .
2679. € *z1111aw[V]rV 'young of a beast' > K: GZ *mo-zwer- 'heifer' >  G
mo-zver-i, Lz mo-zar-i ≠ mo-za-i ≠ mu-zar-i id. ¶ FS K 132 || A: T
{Md.} *Jabru, {Dr.} *Jabrî˝ 'young of an animal' (×  A *da4+bru id. > pTg
*deb[u]ren > Ul d‰uru(n-), Ork d‰wr‰(n-) ≠ d‰ur‰(n-) 'young of a b i rd ' ,
WrMc deberen  'young of a beast\bird' [STM I 239]) >  Chg, MQp javrî
'young of an animal', Osm {Rh.} jawrî ≠ jawru id., 'one’s child', Tk
yavru 'young of a beast, nestling', Chg [BaL] javri 'young wild
animal', [AFT] jawrî 'chicken, young bird', CrTt {Rl.} ja4wru4; Chg jawru-
q id., 'child', Chv L ßa€va€r s1¥v¥r, Chv H {Md.} s1¥ºv¥ºr, Chv L ßura€ s1ur¥
({Md.} s1u'r¥), ßuri s1uri ({Md.} s1u'ri) 'young of a beast' ¶ Rs. W 1 7 8 ,
Md. 28, 16O, Jeg. 219, ≈  Fed. II 14O-1, Rh. 2195, TrR 917, ET J 53, TL
168-9 ¶¶ Pp. AU 1O5 (T, Tg).
268O. *z@@@@u 6 666r÷É 'fear, frighten' >  K *°z+z~ar- v. 'frighten', n. 'horror' >
OG zar-i 'terror, horror', NG zar- v. 'frighten, inspire horror', s7e-zar-
'jemanden in Angst/Schrecken setzen' ¶¶ Chx. 392 || HS: S *°√zr÷ (× N
*ze÷rV 'to hate, to abhor, to be annoyed') >  Ar √zr÷ TD  tazarra÷a
'être prompt à faire du mal', {Hv.} 'hasten to do mischief' (× S *√zr÷
'sow, cast seeds'??) ¶ BK I 985, Hv. 287 || A: M *°su4re- >  WrM, HlM
su4re- v. 'awe, inspire horror'; M *su4r(e)key- >  WrM su4rkey, HlM
s¥rkij-, Ord su$r″xï ≠ su$re≈″xï 'terrible, frightening', Kl s¥rká
'extraordinary, exceptional' ¶ MED 745, Ms. O 599, KRS 465 || D ( i n
McTm) *c>u2r(-) v. 'frighten' >  Tm cu2r- v. 'frighten, be cruel', cu2r ' f ear ,
suffering', Ml cu2r 'fiend, affliction, disgust' ¶ D #2725.
2681. *z1111 ++++Z 1 111{i}Â[é€]V ¬ *z1111 ++++Z 1 111{i}[é€]ÂV 'be very cold' >  K *°z+z1wr- >  G
z(v)r- 'freeze, congeal' ({Chx.} 'erfrieren [lassen], abfrieren') ¶ Chx.
416, 426, DCh. 529, ≠ K 65 (G < K *z`r- 'become damp\wet, freeze') ||
IE: NaIE *sre2i\g-/srïg- 'cold' (AdS  of N *s1111VÂiXk3333a 'cold', q.v. ffd.) || U
*s1{ï}rV- or *c1{ï}rV- '(crust of) snow\ice' (× N ?σ *cÅÂ[V]˝V ¬
*cÅ˝ÂV 'freeze, feel cold') >  Lp {LLO} tjar´va c7ar4va 'so h a r t
gefrorener Schnee, daß man darüber gehen kann', Lp Ml {Schl.}
tjar…va t¢jòarwa 'Harsch, zusammengefrorene Schneedecke', tjar…ka
t¢jòarka 'gefrorener Erdboden' » Prm *c1ir >  Z I c1ir 'thin ice over snow', Z
Vm/LV/Ud c1ir 'hardened surface of the ice', Z UV c1irs 'frozen surface
of the ground'; ? Prm ı Krl {Wc.} c7 !irt!e 'thin snow-crust (after a
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thaw)' »» Hg szirony 'thin crust on ice over snow; hoarfrost' (acc. t o
EWU, -ny is a denom. derivational sx.)  Sm {Jn.} *sÈraº 'snow' (×  N
*c1111arV [or *c'''' @ @@@arV] 'hard\firm, hardened crust, hard\rough surface ' ,
q.v.) >  Ne: T syra, T O {Lh.} sÈr;a", F N {Lh.} XÈrr¥¢a" 'snow, winter'; Ng
{Cs.} ≤siru, {Mik.} su4ru4 id.; En {Ter.} syra, En {Cs.}: X ≤siÒa, B sira
'snow'; Slq Tz {KKIH} sÈrÈ id.; Kms {KD} s´rE, {Cs.} sira4, Koyb {Sp.}
syra, {Pl.} sirra4 id.; Mt {Hl.} *sira4 (Mt T/M {Mll.} sirra4, Mt K {Mll.}
se1rre, {Pl.} sira) id. ¶¶ Not here Z c1ar‰m, c1ars 'ice crust on snow' (⇔
UEW 464), that goes back to N *c1111arV (or *c'''' @ @@@arV) '⇑ ' (q.v.) ¶¶ LLO
1139, Schl. 137, MF 789-9O, EWH 1439, Wc. FUAA 256, LG 3O7, Jn .
14O, KKIH 173, Hl. M ##891-2, ≈  UEW 464 s.v. *s1arz (with *a on t h e
presumed ev. of Z c 1ar´m  and without taking into account Lp) ˚  Hg sz-
points to a pU *s1 (hence to N *z 1111 -), while Prm *c1- (< U *c1- reg. ) and IE
*s- suggest a pN *Z1111- . If the N cns. was *z1111- , the IE initial *s- (for t h e
expected *Ó-) may be accounted for by some special reflex of N *z1111- i n
the precons. position or in the position before *r. If the initial N cns .
was *Z 1111 - , G zr-  is likely to result from a precons. desaffrication of K *Z- .
2682. *{z1111a 4 444}Âga 'to strike, to trample, to break' >  K *°z+z`erg-wn=- v.
'trample down' >  G zergn- 'feststampfen, festtreten (z. B. Erde)', v.
'press, trample, ram' ¶ Chx. 4O2, DCh. 521 || HS: CS *√zrg >  Ar √zrg7
'frapper avec le fer du bout inférieur de la lance',  NNEA {Mcl.} zerga2
'short spear' ¶ BK I 984, Fr. II 232, Mcl. 89, DRS 791 ¶ The meaning is
likely to have been influenced by the paronymous Ar verb √zg7g7
'frapper, percer avec le zug7g 7-, c.-à-d. avec le bout inférieur de la lance '
(ÿ  zug7g 7- 'ferrure pointue au bout inférieur de la lance') (BK I 973, Fr.
II 225) || ?σ IE *h8erg≈[éx]- (× N *rVg[V]÷V 'to quake, to move i n
agitation' [q.v. ffd.]) > NaIE *erg≈- '≈  tremble, leap, fidget', H t
argatiya-  'stoop to rage, come to violence' ¶¶ WP I 147-8, P 339, M K
I 119, M E I 249, F II 433, Ch. 83O, LS 1258, Vs. II 22, 24, Pv. I-II 147-8 ,
≠σ EI 5O8 (*≤h¢org8≈ei\ ≠ *≤h¢r=≤g8≈or 'mounts, covers') ¶¶ The meaning o f
IE *h8erg≈[éx]- is influenced by N *rVg[V]÷V || U: FP *s1a4rkV v. ' b reak ;
[?] fell' (× FU *s6a4rke- 'break, split, chop' <  N *s6666a 4 444ÂK''''e 6 666 '≈ break, split,
cut' [q.v.]) > F sa4rkea4 v. 'break' » Lp L {LLO} tjer…kav 'log, billet' ( <
*'broken, sawn'), Lp N {N} c7ierga6 'piece that has been sawn off' » Chr
W ≤s7a4rG-em, E s7er≤G-em {It.} 'öffnen, zerstreuen', Chr H s7a4rga4- {Ep.} v.
'open sth. piled, heaped, rolled up', {Ü} v. 'open, unroll, unfold', Chr L
{MRS} werga- v. 'open wide, cut through, move/slide apart' » Mk {PI}
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såråfto- s1a4r1a4-ft´- v. 'fell' » Vt s‰rÈ- so™ry- v. 'break (sth.)' ¶ It.
#268, SK 117O-1, N I 387, LG 267.
2683. ?σ *z1111{E}Âz1111V 'set in motion, incite, make\be ready for fight' >
K: GZ *zrz-in- v. 'perturb' ('verwirren, privodit∆ v småtenie '),
'excite' > OG zrzen- id., G zrzen-/zrzin-: m-zrzn-is 'mich übernimmt e in
Zittern\Schaudern, ich erzittere\schaudere', Mg z‰rz‰ni, zirzini 'noise ,
hubbub (krik , wum , vopl∆ )' ¶ K 88-9, Chx. 417, Q 237 || HS: CS
*zarïz- 'ready to fight, brave' > Sr z´r°za2 {JPS} 'brave, valiant,
strenuous; ready, swift', {Cst.} 'puissant, fort, rapide', MHb zir%z! za2≤r°z
{Lv.} 'gerüstet, zu etwas geschickt, befähigt', JEA zir%z^ z´≤r°z 'swift,
diligent, valiant', Ar [Qam.] zarïz- {Fr.} 'agilis, mundus', {DRS} 'agile,
propre'; CS *√zrz D  v. 'arm, instigate' >  JA [Trg.] {Lv.} √zrz D
'strengthen, instigate', {Lv.} 'rüsten, ansporren', JEA √zrz D  ' a rouse ,
encourage, arm, strengthen', MHb {Lv.} √zrz  D  'zu etw. anspor ren ' ,
SmA √zrz D  'hasten, hurry', Sr √zrz {Cst.} D  v. 'arm', G  ' ê t r e
vaillant' ¶ The S cognate is valid unless it goes back to *zVrz- 'girth' (>
JA [Trg.] z´≤raz / zar≤za2) ¶ Lv. I 553-4, Lv. T I 42O-1, ≈ Js. 412-3, Sl.
420, Cst. 92, JPS 12O, Tal 239, Fr. II 233, DRS 793 || IE *é8er[Ó]- >  [1]
NaIE *√er(´)- 'set (oneself) in motion, set on, incite' >  OI (rdp.) ≤iyar-
ti 'sets in motion', md. ≤°rte2, Av iyar-/°r- 'set (onself) in mot ion ' ,
OI r=≤n5o2-ti, Av ´rÉnaoîti 'arises, moves', OI r=≤ti-h5 ≠ ≤r=ti-h5 ' a t t ack ' ,
Av -´r´ti- 'energy' »» Gk }orny2mi 'I stir up, set on, incite', md. }orny2mai
(pfc. }orvra) 'move, stir oneself' »» OIr {P} ad-orth 'Erregung' »» Gmc
{Vr.} *arn- > ON ern  'tüchtig, energisch', Gt arniba ' ]asfalv6ß, s icher ' ,
d.: OHG e4rnust n. 'earnest, zeal', {EWA} 'Energie, Entschlossenheit,
Ernst', MHG e4rn(e)st 'Festigkeit, Ernst', NHG Ernst ' earnes tness ' ,
ernst 'earnest', AS eornost 'zeal, earnestness; earnest, serious', NE
earnest   [2] AdS  of NaIE *er- v. 'be hostile' (< N *ze÷rV ' ha t e ,
abhor, be annoyed', q.v. ffd.) ¶ P 326-32 (×  other roots), M K I 9O, 1 2 2 -
3, and III 436, F II 422-4, WH II 222-3, Vr. 1O5, Fs. 58, Km. 2O8, OsS
15O, EWA II 1144-5, Lx. 47, KM 172-3, Glh. 519, Vs. III 448, EI 5 O 6
(*h⁄er-  'set in motion').
2684. *z@@@@ {e}r 1111dV 'to grow', 'to feed, to rear' ('to cause to grow') >  K
*z+z`ard-/*z+z`r=d- v. 'grow; bring up, feed' >  OG, MG zrd- v. 'feed, raise,
bring up' (Mt. 6.26, III Kings 18.4, etc.; VT 5.19), OG zrd- v. 'be b rough t
up' (Job 31.18), G zard-/zrd- ≠ rd- v. 'grow', 'raise, bring up', Mg rd-
id., Lz rd- v. 'grow', Sv (´⁄)rd-: msd. {K2} lï-rd-i (with compensa tory
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lengthening), Sv LB/L {TK} lirdi 'to grow', ({FS} 'wachsen, heranziehen ' ) ,
Sv UB/L/Ln {GP, TK} li-rdi 'rear so.\sth., grow\cultivate sth.; be r ea red ,
grow up', li-rd-e  'be somewhere, dwell, live, exist' ¶¶ K 88, K2 57, Chik.
3O8-9, Q 3O4-5, Marr 181-2, Abul. 169, Ser. 68, Chx. 416-7, Dn. s.v. rd,
Ni., TK 446, GP 165, FS K 129, FS E 139-4O (*zard-/zrd-) ¶¶ K, K2, a n d
FS K reconstruct here K *z-, but since the Zan and Sv reflexes are ze ro ,
one cannot distinguish here between K *z- and *z`- (w Mach. KEDP 1 6 5 )
|| HS: WS *√zrd (or *√Îrd) v. 'sprout' >  MHb [Msh.] √zrd  {Lv.}
'Zweige oder Reben in die Höhe ziehen, aufschiessen lassen', z´ra2≤d3-
°m 'shoots, sprouts', ? Tgr Ωre∂ zareda '(scarf) hanging long down,
(cow) long-tailed' ¶ Lv. I 552, Js. 411, LH 497 || IE *Óord≈- >  NaIE
*ord≈- v. 'grow, rise' (× N *é⁄erË  'ascend, rise'?) >  OI r=dh- v. ' thr ive,
prosper, succeed', Av ar´d- v. 'grow', Oss D ira4zun id. »» OIr ard 'high,
big' »» Dt aarden 'to thrive, to grow', ON o<rÎ n. 'crop, harvest', AS
earÎ ≠ ierÎ 'harvest' (×  NaIE *ar(´)- v. 'plough' <  N *9arÓV ' c rush ,
grind', whence AS e$rian, OHG arjan 'to plough', AS earÎ ≠ ierÎ,
OHG art 'ploughing') »» pSl *rod-i-ti (/1s prs.-ft. *rod-j-oß) 'to give
birth' > OCS roditi roditi (/ roqd0 roz7do<), SCr ro~diti, Slv
rodi!ti, Cz roditi, Slk rodit&, P rodzic1, R rodit∆, Uk roditi
id., Blg rodå  'give birth'; pSl 1s prs. *or≥st-oß 'I grow' (*-st- < *-d-t-) >
OCS rast0 rast-o<, SCr ra!ste2, Uk rostu id., n. act. Sl *orst¥ >
OCS rast5 rastË, SCr, Slv ra8st, R rost  'growth' » Ltv ra2dI2^t
'create, produce', {ME} 'give birth to'  possibly IE *Ù=rdu- > NaIE *´rdu-
'steep, high' >  L arduus 'steep, towering, lofty', ON o<rÎugi ' s t eep ' ,
OIr ard 'high, big', Av ´r´Îva 'upright', ? Ht harduppi '≈ high' ¶ ¶
Mn. 886-7, otherwise P 399, M K I 124 (OI r=dh- < NaIE *al- 'grow'), M E
I 118-9 (no definite et. of OI r=dh-/ardh-), Vr. 688, Ho. 86, 94, 1 8 7 ,
Km. 45, OsS 27, 31,  ≠ Vr. N 5-6 (Dt aarden  ÿ aarde  'earth'), Vn. A
87, Vs. III 49O-2, 5O5, Glh. 518-9, Ma. CS 42O, Chrn. II 118-9, ME III
462, Pv. III 2O3, EI 269 (*h€erdu-s 'high, lofty') || ?,φ U: FU {UEW} *sera4,
{Ker.} *se2ra4 'old' (of age), 'grown up' >  pMr *sïr´ >  Er syre sir1e ' o l d '
(of age), 'grown up' (of a wolf)', Mk sire s1ir1´ 'old' »» ? Hg o4reg ' o l d '
(of age), ∆  'large' ¶ UEW 44O, Ker. II 142, MF 515 || D *c>er`- v. ' thr ive,
grow' > Tm cer›i id., Ml cer›ikka v. 'be fertile', ? Kui ser`i 'bride' ¶¶ D
#2789 ˚  The U and D roots belong here if U *-r- and D *-r`- may g o
back to N *-r 1111d- (or *-rd-?). Cf. Fn. KD (equates K with D *cand- v.
'g row' ) .
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2685. *z++++ZitX++++qa 'dirt, excrements' > K: G zitX-i 'dirt' ¶ Chx. 4O8 ||
IE: NaIE *°sk+k8ei\d[Ó]- >  Gmc *ski(:)t- 'defecate' >  ON skI1ta, NNr, Sw ∆
skita, Dn skide, OHG sc°Ôan (>  NHG scheiSen), Dt schijten,
AS sc1°tan v. 'defecate'; ON skI1tr, AS scitte 'diarrhoea', NHG
ScheiSe  'excrements', NE shit ¶ IE *sk+k8- may be due to as.: *ZitX+qa
>  *citX+qa >  IE sk+k8ei\\dÓ- ¶ Vr. 494, Vr. N 619, Kb. 887, , OsS 8OO, KM
641, Sw. 148, Hi. 28O, ≠  EI 144 (Gmc < *skeh⁄i\-d- 'cut') || U *sitta
'excrements' >  F ∆  sitta , Es sitt  'dirt, filth, excrements', F ∆  sittu-
, Es sitti-, sittu- v. 'defecate' » Prm *sit 'dung, excrements' >  Z s¡t
sit, Vt si≥t∆ sit! id.  Sm {Jn.} *tu4t 'excrements' >  Ng {Cs.} t!i', t!°',
Slq Tz {KKIH} tu4t, Slq Tm {KD} to4¿dò, Kms {KD} t≈u$', {Cs.} thu4'd id.; Sm
*tu4t- 'defecate' > Ng {Cs.} 1s aor. t!i≤di'em, Slq Tm {KD} to4˘tku, 1s a o r .
tu4¿nnagò, Kms {KD} 1s prs. t≈u$'l!;em, Mt {Hl.} *tu4d´r- id. (Mt K {Pl.}
tjudernjam 1s prs.) ¶¶ Coll. 57, UEW 444-5, It. #39O, LG 258, Jn .
167-8, KKIH 89, Hl. M #1O71 || ?σ D *°c>itßtß˛  ({†GS} ≈ *Z+Z1idßdß˛) 'greasy
substance' >  Kn (π Tl?) jid5d5u 'a smeary, greasy or oily substance, a s
ghee or oil', Tl jid5d5u 'oilness, grease, greasiness, unctuousness' ¶ ≈  D
#2516 ˚  G z-  suggests N *z-  (but does not rule out *Z- as a possibility
either), while IE *sk+k 8- points rather to a N affricate.
2686. (€?) *z++++Zew[H]V 'to mix' >  K: G (ga-)zav- 'vermischen,
verdünnen' ¶ Chx. 388, FS K 131-2 || U ≈ *sewk-tV, {UEW} *sokta- v.
'mix, stir up', (?) v. 'sift' >  F {Coll., UEW} seuhto- v. 'stir up, mix,
muddle up' » ?σ  Er suvtne- suvtn1e-, Mk ≤sifonde- s1if´n1d!´- v. 'sift ,
sieve', Er suvtem∆ suvt!em!(e), Mk ≤siftem s1ift!´m, ∆  s1uft!´m 'sieve' »
?σ Chr: H s7akte, U s7okte, M sokte 'sieve'  Sm: Slq {Cs.}: Tz/Chl/UO
tuaktam, Kar/B te`aktam, MO tuaktau, Ke tuoktau v. 'mix,
stir up (flour, meal)' ¶¶ Coll. 56, UEW 446 (does not include F
seuhto- "for phonetic reasons" and reconstructs U *sokta-), Cs. 1 5 O
¶¶ The element *-t- in the U stem may be interpreted as a verbal ( f rq .
or another?) sx. (w Lh. PUAS 294-316, 322-7), the cns. *k may go b a c k
to a sx. || ?σ HS: S *°√xwH > Ar √zwH G  'réunir ce qui était d ispersé '
¶ BK I 1O25 ˚  Cf. N ≈  *Z 1111 ié ⁄V  'to press, to knead, to rub' (q.v.).
2687. *z1111ayé€V or *z1111aé€yV 'summer', ([in the prehistiry o f
descendant languages] ‘  'year') >  K  *za- 'year, (?) ' summer '  > Sv {TK}:
LB za4 (dat. za4w) 'year, summer', UB/Bc za4y (dat. za4ys ≠ za4w), L zay
'year'; the first element in names of seasons: [1 ] GZ *za-mtar- 'winter' >
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G zamtar-, Mg zotonZ7- id.; acc. to K 87, the element *-mtar- may b e
connected with Sv UB lintw-, Sv L lunt- 'winter' and may be akin to S
*ma≤t'ar- rain' (>  BHb ry1m1 ma2≤t'a2r, Ak mit5r-u 'rain', Ar matœar- 'heavy
rain'); [2] G za-pXul-  'summer' (cd. with K *pX-  'warm') ¶¶ K 86-7, 1 9 4 ,
K2 56, TK 251 || HS: B {Pr.} *√zyh⁄ 'of the same age' >  Ah huyy´t v. ' b e
of the same age', Twl {Nic.} z´yy´t id., Ah a-hi 'one of the same age', Kb
{Dl.} t3izzya '(one) of the same age' (pl. t3izzyiwin), Mz {Dlh.} a-zuyi
'égal d’âge, de force', Wrg {Dlh.} ta-zuya 'égalité, égal d’âge', Gd {Lf.}
z´g1g 1awEn 'compagnons du même âge' ¶ Pr. H 73 [#445], Fc. 542-3, Dl.
964, Dlh. M 257, Dlh. Ou 4O1, Lf. II #1772 || A: T *Ja2y 'summer' >  OT
{Cl.} ja2y 'summer, spring', Az, Qmq, SY, Ln jay, Bsh ja4y, VTt z7 !a4y, QrB,
Qrg Z7ay, Alt Z1ay, Xk, Tv c7ay, Tf c1æay, Yk say, Chv L s1u (gen. s1¥v-¥n)
'summer', Nog ∆  jay 'spring'; Ï T *Ja2y-lak 'summer pasture' >  T k m
ja2y-la ≠ ja2yla˝ 'pasture', Tk ≤yayla, Az, Qmq jayla, Qzq, Qrlq z7aylaw,
Alt Z1aylu 'summer pasture' ¶ Cl. 98O, Rs. W 179, ET J 74, 78-9, TL 74-5 ,
Ra. 194, Fed. II 128 ˚  The rec. *z1111aé€yV is suggested by the long vw.
*a2 in T and presupposes a mt. N *z1111aé€yV > *z1111ayé€V in the prehis tory
of B. Otherwise (if B *√zyh⁄ preserves the ancient order of N *y a n d
*é€ ), there must have been a mt. in pre-T.
2688. (€?) *z 1111 ++++Z 1 111á[y ++++ ? ++++ ÷ ]z 1111V  'to fill', (?) 'to overfill, to overflow' >  K : GZ
*ziz-in- {FS} 'fill, overfill', {K2} v. 'crowd (to overflowing)' >  G G, Mg
ziz-in- {K2} id., {FS} 'vollstopfen, vollfüllen' ¶ K2 58-9. FS K 133, FS E
144, Fs KW-3 #14 || A: T: OT [MhK] yeyÎ-ti 'he filled' ¶ Cl. 884 || HS:
? EC *za2z- 'flood; to flow' >  Sml da2d- 'flood', da2d-ad- 'overflow', Kmb
{Hd.} za2z-, Sd/Hd {Hd.} da2d- 'spill, flow', Brj {Hd.} da2d- 'float', ? Kns {Bl.}
ta2t- 'leave residue (food, drink)' ¶ ≈  Ss. B 5O (unc. EC *da?d- ÿ *da?-
'rain'), Hd. 184, 274, 344, 357, L Z 119-2O (proving the phonetic law:
*z > Sd, Hd *d).
2689. *z7777 ++++z 1 111ËHEbV  'to swallow, to eat' >  K: Sv: {Ni.} zweb- 'eat', msd. :
UB/Ln {GP} li-zweb, Lx li-zeb, L li-zob 'eat sth.' (prs. (-)izbi); UB/Ln le-
zweb , L le-zob 'food', UB {GP} zobla4y 'eater (good \ bad eater)' ¶ Ni. s.v.
íst∆ , TK 394, 432-3, GP 145, 152, Dn. s.v. zob || HS: S *°√s7+sHb >  Ar
√sHb  (ip.. -sHab-) 'avaler avec avidité (en buvant et en mangeant)' ¶ BK
I 1O57  Eg: fMd sx1b ≠ Md/XVIII sx1p ({EG} s1h3b ≠ s1h3p) v. 'swallow
(einschlürfen, einnehmen [Heilmittel])' >  Cpt {Vc.}: Sd sO2p so2hp, A
sO#p so2X€p v. 'swallow' ¶ EG IV 268-9, Fk. 244 ¶¶ Vc. 2O6, Tk. I 1 7 3
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|| A: Tg *Jeb/p- v. 'eat' >  Ewk, Lm J‰b- ≠ J‰p-, Sln J‰g- ≠ J‰b-, Neg
J‰w- ≠ J‰p-, Orc J‰pt‰-, Ud {Krm.} Z1‰- ≠ Z1o- ≠ Z1‰pt‰-, Ul Z7‰p-, Nn
Z7‰b/p-, WrMc Ze-, Zef- ¶ STM I 279-8O, Krm. 236 ˚  If Ar s- is from S
*s7-, the N rec. is *z7777ËHEbV, but if the Ar sibilant is from S *s-, we m a y
suppose a N initial *z 1111-  with as. *-zH- >  *-sH- in Ar and a similar as. in Eg
(or a reg. change z > s in the history of Eg).  Tg *Jeb/p- points to pN
*z7777.
269O. € *z7777omVn2222V '≈ think', ? 'remember', '(have a) dream'  >  K: GZ
*zman-, K *zm- (< **zmn-) v. 'think, dream' >  OG, G zman-, Mg {FS}
zim- (inf. zim-ap-a) v. 'dream', Lz zmon- v. 'think', {FS} me-v-o-zmon ' I
think'; Mg zim- v. 'dream', Sv {Srj.} zm- (msd. li-zm-a2l-un-e) v.
'träumen' ¶¶ The meaning 'dream' is reinforced by the semantic infl. o f
*(s)i-zmar- 'a dream' (<  N *z7777om[V]ÂV 'dream' [q.v.]) ¶¶ K 88, ≈  FS K
134, ≈  FS E 145-6 (*Zm-), ≈  F KW1 #22, Chx. 4O9-41O || A: Tg
*Jo2m[V]n- 'remember, think, have a day-dream' >  Ewk Jo2n- v.
'remember', Jo2mkit/c>- 'recall, have a day-dream (me¢tat∆ )', Sln Jo2mU2-
'be recalled', Jo2n- 'think', Lm Jo2man- 'recall, remember (from time t o
time)', jo2mq¥n 'thought', Neg, Ul JombU-, Orc Jo2mbu-, Nn Nh/KU Jo2mbo-
'think of, invent (pridumat∆ , vydumat∆ )', Neg Jon- 'remember', U d
Z1oNi-, Ork do2ndU- 'remember', WrMc Zom/n- 'remember' ¶ STM I 2 6 4 ,
Krm. 234.  
2691. *z7777om[V]ÂV 'd ream'  >  K: GZ {K, K2} *(s)i-zmar- 'a dream' >
OG, G sizmar- id., Lz izmoZ7(e)-, ezmoZ7a- id.; d. (× N *z7777omVn2222V '≈
think', ? 'remembe', 'have a dream') (?) GZ *zman-/*zmn- v. ' d ream'  >
OG, G zman- id., Lz zmon- 'think'; cp. GZ *zman-/*zmn- v. 'dream' ¶ K
172, K2 177, FS K 134 (*zm-), FS E 145-6, Chx. 1246 || HS: CS ( ? )
*°√s7mr v. 'be\keep awake in the night' (“  **'doze, be half-asleep' “
*'dream') >  Ar √smr 'passer la nuit à causer, deviser pendant la nui t ;
veiller'; it is not clear whether BHb s7immu2≤rïm '(night of) observance '
(Ex. 12.42) belongs here, because it is either a semantic merger of t h e
√  in question with Hb √s7mr  (<  S *√Tmr) v. 'guard' or a word der ived
from the latter √  only ¶ BK II 1136-7, GB 849)  ?? WCh {Stl.} *sa2m- v.
'sleep' >  AG: Su sa2m, Tal {IL} sa~m, Gmy sa2!!m, Kfr {Nt.} sá2m, Ang {Flk.}
se2m, {ChC} sE~m, Cp {Kr.} sam v. 'sleep' » BT {Stl.}: Ngm, Maha som, Buli
ho2 ~m id. ¶ Stl. ZCh 178 [#3O5], ChL s.v. 'sleep', JI II 298-9, J S 81, Flk. s.v.
se2m || IE *Óon(e)r- ¬ *hWen(e)r- 'dream' > NaIE *oner- 'dream' >  Arm
anur£ anuRZ7 (<*ono2r-yo) 'a dream' »» Gk }onar id., }oneiroß id., 'god o f
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dreams' »» pAl {O} *anrya2 >  Al: T e4nde4rr, G ande4rr 'dream' (<*onr-
yo-) ¶¶ WP I 18O, P 779, Mn. 1647, F I 393-4, Kf. 4O, 97, O 92, My. 1 1 ,
Slt. 287-8, Me. LHLG I 222f., EI 1O and 169-7O (*≤h‹enr=, *h‹onr= ' d r e a m ' )
¶ In all probability, pIE as. *-nr- <  *-mr- || U: FP *s7omprV ¬ *s7oprV v.
'dream, day-dream' >  Z wobro™dly- s7obr‰dlÈ- v. 'appear in o n e ' s
phantasy\dream' » ? F hourata, houria, hourailla v. 'be delirious,
be wandering (in one's mind)', F ∆  hoprehtia id., F houre ' ch imera ,
delirium, phantasm', Es ∆  houri- v. 'speak thoughtlessly' ( ' p u h u a
umpimähkään, ajattelemata') ¶ SK 82, LG 32O ¶ Z -b- is a reg. reflex o f
U, FU *-mp-, while the F and Es forms suggest U, FU *-p- ¶ ¶ In all
probability, U *-mpr- <  *-mr- (a typical epenthesis of a homorganic
plosive within a cluster of a nasal cns. and r) .
2692. *{z 7777 }aP 3333V  (or *z 2222aP 3333V?) to make, to work' >  IE *Óop- (or éWep-)
>  NaIE *op- v. 'work', *op-os ntr. 'work' >  OI ≤apah5 (apas) 'work', Av
hv-apah- 'good work' »» L opus / oper-is 'work', oper-a2- v.
'work', Osc u1psannam 'operandam', upsed 'fecit', Um OSATU
'facito \' ('make' 3s imv.) »» AS e $fnan  'to carry out, to do', ON efna ' t o
work, to do', OHG uoben {Km.} 'üben, pflegen, tun', {Schz.} ' üben ,
ausüben, pflegen' (>  NHG u4ben) »» ? Tc A ops5aly 'season\time f o r
action' ¶ P 78O, Dv. #544, EI 649 (*≤Óopes- n. 'work'), WH II 217-8, Bc.
G 32O-1, 34O, Mul. 3O4, Ho. 88, Vr. 94, Km. 1116, OsS 1O57, Schz.
3O4, KM 799, Ad. 76-7 || A: NaT *Jap- 'make, prepare' >  OT QU, MT
jap- v. 'make', OT U jap- 'create', Tk yap- , Ggz, Chg yap- 'make, bui ld ' ,
Ggz, Kr, Ln, VTt ∆, ET ∆ jap- 'make' ¶ ET J 126-7, Rs. W 187, Br. MT 3 7 ,
≠ Cl. 87O-1 (unc.:  OT, Az Z7ap-, Tk yap-  'make' “  T *Jap- v. 'cover') ||
HS: C: Ag {Ap.} *sab- / *cab- (<  *t-sab-) v. 'do' >  Bln hab-, Xm {R} sab-
≠ cab-, {Ap.} s5ab-, Q s7Ab-, Km {CR} såb- ≠ zåb-, Aw c‰w- (1s c‰p-
[= {AD} < *s⁄Vb-?- with ?- of the marker of 1s]) ¶ Ap. AV 17, AD SF 9 7 ,
E PC #253 || K: G Z7apa- v. 'work hard' (unless a loan from some T lge.)
¶ Chx. 2432-3 ˚  The G word (until it is a loan) suggests a pN *z 7777 - . If t h e
G word does not belong here, the N rec. must be registered as *z 2222 aP 3333V .
2693. *z7777ás1111X++++qV 'blood' >  K *zisXl=- 'blood' >  OG, G sisXl-, Mg
zisX´r-, zisXir-, zisXer-, Lz di(n)cXir-, Sv UB/LB/Ln/L zisX 'blood' ¶ ¶
K 87, K2 59, FS K 133-4, TK 252, Dn. s.v. zisX || IE *h8esx-r=, gen. *h8ôsx-
n-es 'blood' > OI ≤asr=k, ≤asr=t, gen. as≤nah5 id. »» Arm ariyn aRiwn
id. ({Ped.} <  *asriyon, {P} <  *esr=-) »» Gk }ear, e‘îar, Gk [Hs.] ‘har id. »» OL
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as(s)er ≠ assyr id. »» Ltv asins id., pl. asinis »» pTc *ya4sa2r > Tc A
ysa2r, B yasar (pl. ysa2ra) id.  Ht e+isxar, gen. esxanas ' b lood ' ,
specially 'dark (venous) blood', Lw a2sXar-/asXan-* ' b lood ' ,
a1sXanuwant(s)- 'bloody' ¶¶ P 343, WP I 162, EI 71 (*≤h⁄esh⁄r= ≠
*≤h⁄esh€o2r / gen. h⁄esh€≤n-os '[flowing] blood'), M K I 66, F I 422, WH I
72, Slt. 129, Kar. I 78, Wn. 6O7-8, Ad. 487, Ad. H 114, Pv. I-II 3O5-313,
Mlc. CL 35-6, Ivn. SA 153 || U: FU (att. in ObU) *°c7os1kV or  *°c7oks1V >
pObU *c7o2k´s 'bear's blood' >  pVg *s7a2w´s >  Vg LK/P s7ows, MK/UK
sows, UL so2ws, Ss sO2ws id.; pOs *c7O˝´s / *c7o˝´s ({∫Hl.} *c7O˝´s /
*c7a"˝´s) > Os Kr c7oX´s7, Sh s7Ows7 id. ¶ Ht. 132 (#99) ¶¶ pObU *-k´s is a
reg. reflex of both U *-s1kV and *-ks1V ¶¶ PFU (or pU?) *c7- for t h e
expected *s7- may result from dis. (**s7os1kV >  *c7os1kV) || A: Tg *se2kse
(<  *se2s-kse < as. *Jes-kse) 'blood' >  Ewk s‰2ks‰ ≠ s‰2ws‰ ≠ s‰2gs‰, Sln
s‰2kç‰, s‰2tç‰, Lm h‰2s, Neg, Orc, Ul, Nn s‰2ks‰, Ork s1‰2ks1‰, Ud sakeá
'blood' ¶ Tg *-ksa/-kse is a reg. sx. of uncountable nouns (such a s
'meat', 'fish', etc.) ¶ Ewk s‰2Gï- v. 'flow' (of blood) and Neg s‰2- id. a r e
most probably bfs. based on metanalysis of Tg *se2kse2 as *se2-kse a n d / o r
*se2k-kse ¶ STM II 138-9 || ? HS: Eg fP {EG} zXn 'ein innerer t ier ischer
Körperteil als Speise', 'ein Backwerk in Form des Fleischstücks', {Fk.}
'kidney-fat' ¶ EG III 47O-1, Fk. 241 ˚  IE and Tg point to a front vw.
(*á ) in the first syll. of the IE word, while FU *o in *°c7os1kV or  *°c7oks1V
is puzzling. It may be explained by regr. as. if we reconstruct the N
etymon as *z7777ás1111X ++++qo or *z7777ás1111oX++++qV. If the N word was *z7777ás1111X ++++qo, IE
*x (in h8esx-r= / *h8ôsx-n-es) rather than *xW is explained by i ts
preconsonantal position.
2694. *z6666a÷ 3333idV 'to cut' >  HS: Eg fMK s7÷d v. 'cut (off\down)' ¶ EG IV
422, Fk. 262 ¶¶ Hardly (⇔  many scholars) akin to S *√s6rt '  'cut' (Eg ÷ is
not cognate with S *r) || IE: NaIE *lai\d≈- / *lid≈- v. 'cut, wound' >  Gk
li1stron 'a tool for levelling \ smoothing', 'spade', '∈  shovel', listre1v v.
'dig round (a plant)', lisga1rion 'Grabscheit, Hacke zum Ebnen d e s
Bodens', {LS} 'spade, mattock' ({P}: dim. of *li1sgoß [<  *lid-sko-]) »» L
laedo2, laede"re v. 'hurt, injure' »» ? Lt  lydi~mas 'glade (in a
woodland), clear space, clearance', Ltv lI2 ^dums 'clearance, assar t ' ,
(lI2duma) lI2^st (prs. lI2 ^du) 'to make a clearance, to clear woodland
for tillage', Lt ly!dyti id., 'to smooth' ¶ WP II 378-9, P 652, F II 129, WH
I 749, ≈ Frn. 364 (rejects the abovementioned IE connection of the Blt √
and unconvincingly proposes a different et.), Kar. I 519, 54O || U: FP
*laÎV 'incision, notch' (‘ 'trace') >  F latu, F ∆  laju 'track, ski-
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track', Krl Ld, Vp Òadu 'ski-track' » Lp: N {N} lat…to / -tt-, L {LLO}
la`htoo, Snk {TI} ÒaÎÎa id. » pChr {Ber.} *loÎ´ 'notch; mould ( f o r
making bricks) ' >  Chr: H lady laÎ´ id., Uf loÎo 'notch', L lod-(as7) ' I
make a notch' » Prm: Z lu 'mould' ¶ UEW 682, SK 28O, MRS 279, 293, Ü
1O6, Ber. 31, LG 163 || D (in GnD) *natß- v. 'cut, tear' >  Gnd natßk- ±
netßk- v. 'cut (wood), cut by splitting', Png nadß- (p. natßt-) v. ' b e
torn\severed', nadß- (p. nat-) v. 'tear, sever', Mnd nadß- v. ' b e
broken\snapped' ¶ D #3586.
 2695. *z 6666a 4 444 {Ki}dV  'move, go' > U: FU *la4kte v. 'go, go out' (× N *LaK''''a
'leg'?) >  F la 4hte-  'go, proceed; go off\away', Es la4he- 'go' (part of t h e
suppletive paradigm of the verb mine- ), la4hk 'Gehen, Fortgehen' » Lp:
Kld {SaR} li2xxte- 'go out', K {Gn.} lïXte-≠-ie-, T likte- ' s ich
begeben' » pMr *liGt´- >  Er livte- l!iv1t!e-, l!if!t!e- 'carry out, lead ( a n
animal) out', Mk lifte- l!ift!´-, ∆ l!ix1t!e- ± liSt!e- id. » Chr: L lektaw
lek≤ta-s7 'go out', Uf lekta-, H {Ep.} la≥kta≥w, {MRS} la≥ktaw ≤la4kta4-s7
id., 'set off (sich auf den Weg machen)' » Prm *lOkt- ({∫LG} *loÚkt-)
'arrive, come' > Z lokt-, Z US lOkt-, Yz ≤lokt-, Vt lÈkt- »» pOs *lu4˝´t > Os:
V lu4G´t- 'go out', D tiw´t- 'go out\away' ¶ Coll. 94, UEW 239-4O, Sm.
552 (FP *la4kti- 'depart'), It. #252, #271, SaR 16O, ERV 341-2, PI 1 4 8 ,
MRS 284-6, Ep. 6O, LG 16O, Gn. 1332, It. #271, Ker. II 79-8O || HS: WCh
*z6+Z6akV{d}- ({Stl.} *s6+Z6akVd-) v. 'move' > Hs za2!ku~d'a2! v. 'hitch up (the child
slung on one's back)', Ngz z6a~gdu! vi. 'move off road, detour' ¶ Stl. ZCh
196 [#476], Abr. H 963, 98O, Sch. DN 47  S *°√s6kd >  Ar √s7kd v.
'give' (“  * vt. 'move') ¶ BK I 1257, Hv. 372 || IE: NaIE *lei\t≈-≠ *l
i(:)t≈- v. 'go' (× N *Lic7777 ' '''V 'to pass, to go away' [q.v. ffd.]) || ? D {Km.}
*natß-a-, [GS] *n1adß- v. 'walk, go, pass' (× N *raydV  'foot; track; to walk' ,
q.v. ffd.).
2696. *z6666ËK''''Ë (= *z6666oK ''''Ë?) 'juice' > HS: SC: Irq {E} c6'aqWa 'sap' ¶ ≈  E SC
223 || IE: NaIE *sekWo-/*sokWo- 'juice' > Gk ]opo1ß 'vegetable juice, ac id
juice of fig-trees' »» Sl *soŸk¥ ' juice'  > OCS sok5 sokË, Blg sok, SCr
so•k (gen. so•ka ≠ soàka), Sln so5•k (gen. so5•ka ≠ so5•ku), R sok (gen .
soka ≠ soku), Uk s¡k (gen. soku), P sok »» ? L su2cus 'juice' (×  N
*s6666 ++++s 1 111u[?a]K''''V(r1111V) 'resin' × IE *seu\k- 'suck'?) »» pTc *sekwe > Tc: A
saku, B sekwe 'pus' ¶ P 1O44, EI 499-5OO (*so≤kWo-s 'sap, res in ' ) ,
WH II 622-3, F II 4O5-6, Frn. 756-7, ≈ Kar. II 334, En. 241, Glh. 57O, Vs.
III 7O8, Brü. 5O6, Ad. 698 || A : NaT *Juk 'resin, gum' >  Xk ¢ux c7uX,
Qzl s7uX, Qb Juq, Tv c7uq, Tf c1uq£ 'resin', Shor/Sg {Rl.} c7uq 'Baumharz,
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Teer', Qrg Z7uq  'sth. stuck to', ??φ OT U [UMT] {Rcm.} ju4∏ 'juice'; Ï NaT
*Juk- 'stick to' >  Qrg Z7uq-, Alt Z1uq-, Xk c7uX- id. ('prilipat∆ ') ¶ Rs. W
119, BIG 324, Rl. III 2165, Jud. 267, BT 58, DTS 283, Rcm. I 283, TvR
546, Ra. 198  ? M *sigu4-su4n 'juice' (×  N *s2222u 4 444K ' ''' {a} 'to drink, to s u c k '
[q.v.])  Tg *s7+çu4kse[n] 'juice, sap' > Ewk çu2ks‰, Neg çu2xs‰, Orc c7u2ks‰ id.,
Lm çu2s 'juice of plants (esp. berries), juice (of meat, fish)', Ork su2ks‰ ≠
tu2ks‰ 'juice of berries' ¶ STM II 411 ¶¶ SDM97 s.v. A *z7u2gi ' ju ice '
(erroneously connected with pKo *sku!r 'honey', that belongs to N
*s1111Vk''''V 'honey' or 'bee' [q.v.]) ˚  IE *e/o (in *sekWo-/*sokWo-) po in ts
to a N *o  rather than *u ; if so, T *u, Tg *u4, and L u2 must be explained
by the infl. of a N word-final *u 4444 (at variance with the IE ev. for a word-
final *o ) and/or by a merger with other words. M *i (< *u4?) still needs
investigating ˚  ≠  The glottalized Irq c6'- may result from ass.
glottalization (N *z6666...K'''' > **c6'...k' >  Irq c6'...qW). The rules of dis tr ibut ion
of IE *l- and *s- as reflexes of N *z 6666 and *Z 6666 are still to be investigated. M
*s- points to N *z6666-  ˚  ≠ IS MS 366.
2697. € *z6666omV 'be hot', 'sun', (?) 'flame' >  HS : S *≤s6am{a}s7- 'sun' >  Ak
s7amas7, s7ams7-, Eb {Ptt.} sI1-pis7, Sb s6ms7, Ar s7ams-, BHb ≤s7EmEs7, Ug
s7ps7, (AkSc) {Hnr.} s7aps7u, Ph, IA, SmA s7ms7, BA, JA [Trg.], JEA e m .
s7im≤s7-a2,  Amr {G} s7amsu or s7aps7u 'sun'; Cn ı Eg (EgSSc) {Hoch}
s7ams7a (s7a-m-s7a, s7a-ma‹-s7a, etc.) n. l. In Cn (incl. Ug) and Aram
there was an as. law: *s6...s7 > s7...s7. S *≤s6amas7- may go back to the a N c d .
*0z 6666omV meZ6666V ('≈  hot sun\light'), cp. N *meZ6666V 'sun, light; to shine' ¶
HJ 1168-9, KB 1468-71, OLS 449-5O, Hnr. 183-4, Lv. T II 497, Js. 16O2,
Sl. 1136, Tal 914, BK I 1269, G A 31, Dah. LCE 178, Hoch #4O2  Eg fOK
s7m , s7mm v. 'be hot' (esp. of fire and sun) ¶ EG IV 468-9  ? Ch: WCh
*z6+lVmV >  Ang {Flk.} lem 'sun'; unlike Stl. ZCh #844, I do not s e e
enough semantic reasons for connecting this word with Plc liyem ' sky,
god', Dw lem-zi 'sky' and lem-si 'god' || U: FU *l+lßomV 'flame, e m b e r s '
> Chr: H lom¥z7, lomb¥z7, L/B lom¥z7 'ashes' (< 'embers') » pPrm *lo+o4m- v.
'flame', n. 'embers' >  Z lomaw-, Yz lu≤mal- v. 'flame', Yz lum 'embers', ?
Vt Sr/M lumIºt 'warm' »» Hg la1ng, ∆ lang 'flame' ¶ UEW 25O, MRS
294, Ü 1O7, Ep. 62, LG 16O-1, Lt. 53, It. #53, MF 386-7.
2698. (€ ) *z6666Ëˆ[g]V '(young?) ungulate' >  HS: S *°s6anag- >  Ar ∆na$a
s7anag7- 'camel' ¶ Ln. 16O4, Fr. II 455, BK I 1275 || A ({AD} *zu2ntV ≠ ?
*zu[:]nNa):  NaT *Junt 'horse' >  OT, OQrg junt id., Chg junt 'mare', MQp
junt 'horses', OOsm jont 'mare; horses', Osm {Rh.} dNvYu yund 'wild,
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unbroken brood-mare', Tk yont 'unbroken mare', yont yIl 'Horse
Year (one of the 12 years in the Turkish animal cycle)', Tk ∆  jund
'horse; male ass', jont 'unbroken horse', SY jut ± jot ± ju4t ± Ju4t
'horse', Yk {Pek.} sono-˝os 'young horse'; T Ï Sm {Jn.} *yuntaº ' h o r s e '
(> Ne T √no, T O {Lh.} yu$n:å", Ng {Strl.} junta, En {Ter.} d√da, Slq Tz
{KKIH} c1untÈ, Kms {KD} ïnE, Koyb {Sp.} ine ", Mt {Hl.} *n1+nunda ' h o r s e '
[Mt: M {Sp.} nundo, M {Mll.}, A {Msr.} nunda, {Pl.} nonda, T {Mll.}
nju4!nda4, K {Mll.} njunda]) ¶ Rs. W 211, Cl. 946, Rh. 2221, ET J 253-4 ,
Pek. 2279, Jn. 49, KKIH 1O7, Hl. M #789  Tg *so2nNa(n) ≠ *so2nda(n)
'young reindeer, reindeer-calf' >  Ewk so2nNa2 'new-born domest ic
reindeer, wild reindeer-calf', Lm ho2nN¥-çan 'reindeer-calf (of the f irs t
half-year), young ungulate (lamb, foal, calf)', Neg so2nNaça2n ' new-born
reindeer', Orc soNoço(n-) 'new-born elk', Ork so2ndo(n-) ' r e indeer
yearling, calf, foal, young bear'; -çan, -ça2n, -çon is a diminutive sx. ¶ STM
II 11O-1  M *°sunda-sun 'female elk\deer' >  WrM sundasu, HlM
sundas id. ¶ MED 737 ¶¶ DQA #2574 (A *zunti 'a young animal ' ) ,
SDM97 (A *zu2nV id. >  T, Tg), S VL 226 (T, Tg). This type of length (S’s
type 2) is of prosodic origin and does not point to any pN lr. A *-tV
may go back to a sx. || ?? U: FV *c1on1V 'male\young ungulate' >  F
sonni (gen. sonnin) 'bull' ({FUV} 'Stier, Bulle, Farre'), Es so%nn (gen .
so%nni) 'Bull, Stier; Hengstfüllen, Widder', Lv sonn 'ram' » Prm {LG} *c1aºn1
'foal' > Z ¢an∆ c1an1, Zr ¢un∆y c1un1È ¶ FUV 614, LG 3O1 ˚  FU *c1on1V
may belong here only if it goes back to a nominal compound **X-s6on1V
(**-t-s6- > *-c1-) with subsequent loss of the initial part of t h e
compound. If FU *c1on1V belongs here, it suggests a word-medial N *-n 1111-
or *-ˆi- , sc. N *z6666Ën1111[g]V or *z 6666ËˆigV .
2698a. *z6666Éé€P3333V ¬ *z6666ié€ÉP3333V (or *LÉé€p''''V ¬ *Lié€Ép''''V?) '≈
spade, shovel, ladle' >  IE: NaIE *le2p-/*l´p- 'spade, shovel' >  BSl: Lt
lopeta~ 'spade, shovel', Ltv la^psta id., 'shoulder-blade', Pru lopto
'spade' »  ? Sl *lopa¡ta 'spade' >  ChS lopata lopata, SCr lo~pata, Slv
lopa!ta, Cz, Slk lopata, P Lopata, R, Uk lo≤pata id., Blg lo≤pata
'spade, oar'   ??σ  Ht lappa {CHD} '∈ a metal implement (tongs?)'; t h e
connection of the Ht word cannot be seriously discussed before i t s
meaning is investigated (cp. N *l ßßßßa [q]p ''''a 'palm of hand, sole of foot, s th .
flat') ¶¶ ≈  P 679, ≈ Frn. 339-4O, En. 2O5, Glh. 382, ESSJ XVI 39-43, CHD
L-N 4O, Ts. E II 32-3 || K: G lap'ot'-i {Chx.} 'large wooden spoon', {DCh.}
id., 'scoop, ladle (kovw` )', G I/G {Chx.} laperi 'a broad flat wooden
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spoon', G {DCh.} laperi 'ladle (razlivnaå loqka ), iron shovel' ¶ Chx.
664, 666, DCh. 642-3 || U *lippV 'spade, ladle, spade-shaped board' >
FU *°Li[:]ppV > F liippi 'ladle \ scoop made of birch-bark', Es lipits
'Spatel, Rührholz', ? lipp (lipi) 'small thin board' » ? Er {Ps.} l!ipis7,
l!ipuz7a 'eines von den Brettern zwischen den Aufschlagsfäden', pl.: Er
l!ipuz7at, Mk l!ebz7at 'Bretter zwischen den Aufschlagsfäden'  pY *li[:]p´
({IN} *lip´) > K {IN} lip´, {Rd.“ IN) lïp´ 'snow-shovel', {Jc.} l°pe n .
'shovel' ¶¶ ≈  UEW 69O, IN 232, Ang. 141, ≠ Rd. UJ 39-4O [#31-2] (Y π
U *lapV 'Ruder' and [?] U *lapa 'Fläche, Blatt') || HS: S *0√s6Hb > Ar
√s7Hb  G   'enlever\râcler avec une pelle (la terre, etc.)' ¶ BK I 1196 ˚  If
the Ar cognate is rejected (as isolated within HS), the initial N cns. m a y
be either *z6666 or *L ˚  Some of the connections may be due t o
borrowing.
2699. *z6666Ë û ûûûqË  'putrefy, turn sour, spoil, become turbid' >  HS: WCh
{Stl.} *Z6+s6agW- (= *z6agW-?) v. 'be rotten' >  Hs za!gWa~n1e2! 'putrefied (mea t ,
fish, etc.)' » Ngz z6È!gWa~d'u! v. 'putrefy, decompose, go rancid' ¶ Stl. ZCh
196 [#475], Abr. H 961, Sch. DN 45  EC: Or su2ka 'clot', su2ka?a v. ' c lo t ,
curdle' ¶ Grg. 366 || K *°laûqe- 'rotten' >  G laûqe- id. ( 'verfault ,
verdorben') ¶ Chx. 669, FS E 221, ≠ K2 1O7 (adduces Lz loûqa- ' sweet ' ,
see  N *Laûûûûqu6666 'tender, mild' [‘ 'sweet']) || A ({SDM97} *zu4kæo ' r o t t en ,
turbid'): ? NaT *Jog-urt  'curdled, coagulated milk' (× N *dVÂ[é€]Vg++++K ' '''V
'sediment [in food], refuse' [q.v.]?) >  OT, Tkm jo˝urt, Tk yog"urt, Az
jo˝urd, Nog juvÈrt, Qrg Z7u2rat, Yk su¢orat 'curdled milk' ¶ Cl. 9O5-6, ET J
2O7-8; an additional source is a d. from T *Ju˝ur- v. 'knead (dough ,
etc.)' (et. prefered by Cl.)  M: HlM wogwi-x v. 'turn too sour' ( o f
sour milk), Brt wogwo- id. ¶ Luv. 656, Chr. 728, Cev. 853  Tg *su4k
'turbid\muddy water', *su4ku4 'turbid, muddy' >  Ewk sik ' t u r b i d \ m u d d y
water', siki 'turbid\muddy', Neg sIxI2 id., Lm hIqU, Lm A saq ≠ s‰q id.,
'turbid water' ¶ STM II 8O-1   pKo {S} *s´~⁄k- v. 'rot, become spoiled' >
MKo s´~⁄k id., NKo s2´⁄k- v. 'rot, decay, corrupt' ¶ ≈ S QK #82O, MLC 9 4 O
 ?σ  pJ {S} *su!k- 'make paper (out of soaked mash)' > OJ suk- , J: T su~k-
, K/Kg su!k- ¶ S QJ #5O8, Mr. 758 ¶ ¶ SDM97 (A *zu4kæo 'rotten, turbid '  >
T, M, Tg, Ko), DQA #2568 (A *zi\u!ko 'to rot, to ferment > T, M, Tg, J) ¶ ¶
The rec. of a voiced A *z-  depends on the validity of the T cognate. If i t
is not valid, we cannot distinguish between A *z-  and *s-  ˚  The voicing
of the velar cns. in WCh and T still defies explanation.
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27OO. € *z6666áh”a’Âa 'moon' >  HS *z6Vh[V]r- 'moon' >  WS *≤s6ah[V]r-
'moon' >  JEA ar!e9ß2 s6ahâ≤r-a2 [sahâ≤r-a2], Sr sah≤r-a2, Ar s7ahr-, Gz
s6a2hr (= [s6ahr(´)]) 'moon', BHb d. Min57re9ß2 s6ahâr-o2≤n-ïm ' c rescents
(amulets or jewelry)', Sb s6hr 'novilunium, beginning of month', OYmn
re$s7hr ({Slw.} *s7ahr-) (= Hmr *s6Vhr-?) id., Mh s6e2h‰r, Hrs, Jb ≤s6Eh‰r
'first crescent of the moon', Sq s 6E;h‰r  'moon' ¶ KB 1222, KBR 1311, Br.
462, BK I 1281-2, BGMR 132, Slw. 127, Jo. M 376, Jo. H 119, Jo. J 25O,
L G 528  C {E} *s6e2h- 'moon' >  EC {Ss., Bl.} *le?-, {E} *leh- id. >  Kns lea,
Gdl leha, Rn {PG} ye!yya~H (cs. yeyyakki!), Or {Grg.} Z7i?a, Or H {Ow.} Z7i?a!,
Or B/O {Sr.} Z7ia, Or Wt {Hn.} Z7ïaò, Or Wl {Brl.} Z7iya, Or ∆  {Ss.} Z7aha,
Arr {Hw.} le!? 'moon ' , Hr/Dbs {AMS} le÷o, Gln {AMS} le÷÷o, Gwd {AMS}
le÷ayyo, Cm {Hab.} le2÷o id. (the lr. ÷ due to the infl. of C *s6e÷- 'light' ?) ,
Ya lE?- 'moon '  »» SC: Irq {E} s6ahaN, {Wh.} s6a^haNW (pl. s6a!he2!ri), {MQK}
s6aHaNW, Brn {Wh., E} s6eheN, Alg {E} s6ehe, {Wh.} s6ehey, Kz {E} s6ahayiko,
Asa {E} lehek 'moon', ı Mb {E} m-s6i!he id. ¶ E PC #569, Bl. 111, 1 6 3 ,
2O5, Ss. PEC 21, 36, PG 299, Grg. 234, Sr. 339, Ow. 265, Hw. A 381, Hn.
W 61, Brl. 27O, E SC 212 (s.v. SC *s6e2:he 'moon'), Wh. IC 24, MQK 9 4 ,
AMS 258  B *-zïr- '(full) moon, moonlight' >  Si {La.}, BMn {Bs.}
taziri, Grr {Bs.} tziri 'moon', Tmz {MT} taziri ± tiziri ± dziri ' m o o n ,
full moon', Kb t3iziri, Snd, Zww {La.} tiziri 'moonlight', Wrg taziri ' full
moon', Mz taziri, Gd tazïri id., 'moonlight' ¶ MT 812, Dl. 955, Lf. II
#1832, Dlh. M 254, Dlh. Ou 396, La. S 254 ?σ WCh (×  N *z1111{a}hrV [¬
*Z1111{a}hrV ¬ *z++++Z{a}hrV] 'shine, be bright; light [lux]', q.v.): Ang {Flk.}
za2r, Su {J}, Mpn {Frz.} za~r, Mnt {J} zayi! 'star' »» DfB {J} %Z7o!re~t id. ¶ J S
89, J ChMGB 172, Frz. DM 69, ChC, Stl. ZCh. 2O1 [#519] ¶¶ Tk. PAA
(WCh, S) ¶¶ The meaning 'moonlight ' may point to a contaminat ion
with HS *√zhr 'shine (leuchten)' (w s.v. N *z1111{a}hrV '⇑ ') || A: M
*sa[:]ra 'moon' (‘  'bright' in derived words) >  MM [IM, IsV] sara, [MA]
sara(n), WrM sara, HlM, Kl sar, Mnr H {SM} sara, Ba sare 'moon', Dx
sar 'month'; the meaning 'hell, licht' is attested in the WrM d. sara-
gul 'bright, light, clear' (cp. Dx saru2l 'moon, month') ¶ KW 313, MED
674, KRS 441-2, T 357, T DnJ 133, T BJ 146, SM 326  ??σ,φ Tg {SDM}
*se2 'year' >  Orc, Ul, Nn s‰2 'year (of life), age', Ud s‰, WrMc se id., J r c
sege 'age', genehei\ sege 'last year', tuman sege 'long life' (lit. ' t e n
thosand years ') ¶ STM II 133, Kiy. 1O2-3, 146 [##O82, 1O2, 866] 
??σ pKo {S} *s´~⁄r ≠ *sÄ~r >  MKo s´2⁄r ≠ sÄr 'year, age', NKo sal id., s´2⁄l
'beginning of the year' ¶ S QK #821, Nam 29O, 3OO, MLC 896, 95O 
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pJ {S} sa!tu!ku!i\ 'the fifth mounth of the moon calendar' >  OJ satuki\i, J: T
sa~cuki, K sa!cu!ki!, Kg sacu!ki id. ¶ S QJ #7O2, Mr. 515 ¶¶ DQA #2556 (A
ze2ra 'light; moon; moon cycle [year]'  > M, Tg, Ko, J + unc. T *Jar- v.
'shine'). The authors of DQA reconstruct an A voiced *z- on the alleged
ev. of T *Jar- v. 'shine', but the adduction of T *Jar- (obviously from N
*z1111{a}hrV (¬ *Z1111{a}hrV ¬ *z++++Z{a}hrV) '⇑ ') is hardly acceptable,
therefore it cannot justify an unambiguous rec. of A *z- ˚  The B
cognates point to a N voiced cns., sc. *z6666- ˚  What was the ancient
meaning of N *z6666áh”a’Âa: 'moon' or 'bright' (as suggested by Rm. f o r
Altaic [KW 313] and by IS for Nostratic [IS MS 363])? The semant ic
change of 'moon' into 'bright' is rather rare in the lgs. of the world,
although attested in M (see  above) and S (S *°√s6hr in Ar ?as7a2hir-
'couleur blanche du narcisse', see  BK I 1282), while the opposite o n e
(from 'bright' to 'moon') is much more typical (it occurred in L, Sl, a n d
MHb), but we cannot accept it for proto-Nostratic because it will n o t
explain the coincidence of meaning ('moon') in S, C, and M.
27O1. € *z6666Vr[V]ÙV ≠ *z6666V{Ù}[V]rV (= *z6666a{Ù}ÉrV?) 'to cut, t o
wound' >  HS: CS *√s6rH >  JA √srH (pf. s´≤raÓ) 'cut, castrate' ({Lv.}
'schneiden, einschneiden, kastrieren'), Sr √srH v. 'hurt, injure', ' t e a r ,
wound (as wild beasts)', Ar √s7rH v. 'cut, split' ('couper, disséquer ,
fendre') ¶ Lv. III 588, Br. 497-8, JPS 39O-1, BK I 1212 || A: NaT *Ja2r- v.
'split, cleave (with a sharp instrument)' >  OT {Cl.} jar-  id., MQp XIV, Chg
XV jar- 'split', Tkm år- ja2r-, Qzq z7ar- v. 'cut asunder, cleave', Tk yar-
v. 'split, cut off, cut short', Az jar-, Uz jår- vt. 'split, cleave', Ggz, Kr,
Qmq, VTt, Bsh, Nog jar-, Blq, Qrg Z7ar-, Alt Z1ar-, Xk c7ar- 'split asunder ,
chop, cleave', Uz jår- , ET ja(r)-, Qzq z7ar- v. 'split', Qq z7ar-, Ln jay-, Tv
c7ar- 'chop', Tf c1ar- 'split (a bone)'; Ï (probably) NaT *Ja2ra n. ' w o u n d '
> XT {DH} ja2ra, Tkm jara (short a?), Tk yara, Ggz, Az, Qmq, Nog, VTt,
Uz, ET jara, Qzq, Qq z7ara, Qrg Z7ara id., Chv L ßur- s11ur- 'split, t e a r
asunder, unrip' ¶ Cl. 954-5, ET J 135-7, Rs. W 188-9, Jeg. 219-2O, 2 2 5 ,
Fed. II 139, 155-6, TAG 1O4, KW 215, TkR 819, Ra. 194 ¶ ??? × A {†DQA}
*pæi\a2re, {SDM97} *pæa4∏re v. 'split' < N *p ''''a 4 444ri {?}É (or *p''''a 4 444ryÉ?) 'to t ea r ,
to split', only if S’s rec. of A *i\a2 is justified  Tg * ¿sir- ({SDM97} *su4r-)
v. 'cut, cut out' >  Ewk  ¿sir-, Lm hir-  v. 'cut (leather, cloth), cut off', Neg
siy- 'cut', Nn Nh/B sur‰2 'axe', ? Nn {On.} suri¢e- vi. 'tear, tear off' ( o f
skin) ('ot- \za- \raz-dirat∆så ') ¶ STM II 93-4, 123, Vas. 356-7, Pt.
121, On. 38O-1, Sem. BD 186  pJ {S} *s‰~r- v. 'cut, shave'  > OJ so~r-, J :
T so!r-, K/Kg so~r- ¶ S QJ #997, Mr. 756  ?? AdS  of A: M *sirqa- v.
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'injure, cause pain', *sirqan 'wound, sore' (<  N *s2222ir 1 111ka ≠ *s2222i{r 1 111}ga
'pain; be ill\wounded', q.v. ffd.) ¶¶ SDM97 (A *z{a 4}re 'cut, tear, shave ' ) ,
DQA #2575 (A *zi\a~re id.).
27O2. *Z1111{Å}{?}V (= *Z1111 {Å}{?}o?) 'to lie (liegen)' >  K *Zew-/*Zw- ' l ie '
({K} v. 'lie' [of inanimate]) >  OG Ze-/ Z- 'lie' (s-Ze 'you [sg.] lie', Ze-s
'lies', m-i-c [< *mi-Z-s] 'I have'), Mg Zu- / Zv- / Z‰- (Zu-n 'lies', mu-m-o-
Z‰ 'I wear, I have on [me], Z´-d-‰ 'it lied'), Lz Zu-/Z(v)-, zu-/z(v)- ' l ie '
(Zu-n 'lies', mo-Zu-n 'es liegt bei [auf] mir', 'I have'), Sv {FS} zi-/z´⁄- (zi
± z´⁄ 'is', X-a2-z 'es liegt darauf', X-o2-z 'es liegt bei ihm'), Sv L {Dn.} z-
'lie on...' (ma2z 'lies on me', Z7a2z 'I lie on thee', Xa2z 'I lie on h i m \ h e r ' ,
etc.), Sv UB/LB l-iz 'is, exists' (and 1s Xw-iz 'am', 2s X-iz '[thou] a r t ' )
¶¶ K 233, K2 279, FS K 422, FS E 475, Chik. 434, Dn. s.v. z-, GP 151, GP
US 54, TK 424 || A *Z>a- (= {S, SDM} *Z7a-) 'lie' >  pKo {S} *c>a![N]- v.
'sleep' >  MKo c>a-, ça!-si~-, c>a5Äp-so, NKo c>a-, c>a-si- id.; acc. to S QK,
NKo hon.†c>umu-si- 'sleep' may go back to pKo *c>aNwu-si- ≠ c>aNup-si-
id. ¶ S AJ 254 [#78], S QK #78, Nam 422, MLC 1374, 138O, 1497  ? T
(× N *n2222at '''' {o} 'bend, bow, incline' [intr.], q.v. ffd.): NaT *Jatæ- ' l ie
(liegen)' (if derived from **Ja-) ¶¶ S AJ 283 [#181], SDM97 (A *Za-
'lie) || IE *ses- v. {EI} 'rest, sleep, keep quiet' >  Ht ses- / sas- v.
'sleep, rest, remain, keep quiet'  NaIE *°s{e}s- >  OI ≤sas-ti ' s leeps ' ,
sas≤varta2 'stealthily', Av hah-m° 'I sleep' ¶¶ EI 527, Frd. HW 1 8 8 ,
Ts. W 93-4, M K III 449 ˚  The N lr. is tentatively reconstructed as *? ,
because it is the only laryngeal that does not cause vowel lengthening i n
the *VÓÇ-position in NaIE (and leaves no traces in AnIE). The final vw.
is likely to have been *-o  (whence  K *-w-, but no *-u\- in IE) ˚  Hardly
here D *k1a2- 'die (sterben)' (> Tm ca2-, Krx xe?e-na, Brh kahiN id., cf. w D
#2423, Em. *C 366), because, acc. to my tentative working hyp., D *k!-
(>  SD, SCD *c>- ≠ ∅, GnD, CD *c>-, NED *k-, Brh k-) goes back to the N
lateral obstruents (cp. N *s 6666 e ÷ 3333 [ a ]rV 'reach, approach, enter' > D *k!e2r-),
hence D *k1a- is from N *c 6666 ' '''Å÷ 3333V 'be lost, die'.
27O3. € *Z@@@@u6 6669bV ( o r  *z@@@@u 6 6669bV?) fig tree (∈ ?)' >  HS: S *°√z˝b >  Ar
?az˝ab- 'a big fig-tree' ¶ BK I 993  CCh: Glv {Rp.} acu!wa 'fig tree' ¶
RpB 7 || D *c>uv-, {GS} *Z1uv- 'fig tree' >  Tm cuvi 'white fig, Ficus
infectoria; stone fig, Ficus gibbosa parasitica', cuvalai\ 'pipal, Ficus
religiosa', Klm Z>uvi id., Ml cuvann-a2l 'Ficus infectoria', Kn juvvi
mara id., Tl juvvi 'Ficus tsiela', Prj Z>u2 meri, Gnd Z>u2 mar`a '∈ sp. o f
Ficus' (Kn mara , Prj meri , Gnd ma2r`a 'tree') ¶¶ D #2697, GS 116 [#3O7]
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˚  S NM 1O inconvincingly suggests to adduce here A {S NM 7} *Z7iugV
'berry', reconstructed by him from NaT *Jigda4 'jujube tree/berry' a n d
WrM {Pp.} Zigde 'jujube (berry)' (to my mind, both go back to N
*dik''''V 'edible cereals\fruit', q.v. ffd.), as well as to adduce M
*Z>eGergene '∈ berry' and Tg *Ju4ksi-kte '∈ berry' ({S} *Z7u4ksi-kte
'blueberry') ˚  ≈  AD NM 51 [#54], S CNM 7 (÷÷  NrCs), 1O.
27O3a. € *Ûe[Ó]bV  '∈ a bird' (probably 'gallinaceous' a n d \ o r
'waterfowl'?) > HS: Ch ≈ *Ûa[:[b- 'guinea fowl' > WCh: Hs za2~bo2!, Gw {Mts.}
Z7a~bu~wa! » Pr {Frz.} c7a!w » NBc: Cg {sk,{ sa2!bu@n, Kry za!bu@r, Ny {Sk.} za!bu~rku_!,
{ChL} Za~bÈ~ra~ku!, Wrj {Sk.} za@bri-!ya@i\, P’ {MSk.} Z7a2~vu_!na, Mbr c7'a!pu~r, Diri
a!za~vu@na! » SBc: Bg {Sh.} s7a~p, Kir {ChL} s7a4pm=~, Plc {ChL} z6i~bI!n, Zar {Kr.}
z6ubm=~ » Ngz {Sch.} za2!ba~nu!, Bd {ChL} sa2!va~n1i!n »» CCh: Tr {Nw.} c7i@va~n, Pdl
{ChL} sI!va~ndi! » BM {ChL}: Mrg cÈvUr∑, Bu cÈ~vu!r∑, Cb ZU~vu~ra! » HgB {ChL}
zÈ~vU~nO!, Kps {ChL} zÈ~vU~nE!, FlK {ChL} zÈ~vÈ!n, Gude {ChC} zo~vÈ~na » Glv {Rp.}
z7a!bU!ra~, Gv {ChL} z7a!bu!ra~, Mnd {Mch} z7a!cÈ~re~, Dgh {Frk.} za~vÈ~r∑a! » Mtk
{Sb.} za~pa^n, Myn/Mofu {Ro.} Za~va!r, MgG {Brr.} õZ7ava!r / c7ava!r, Mada
{BrrB} za~va~r, Mkt {Ro.} za~vu!r, Hrz sa!vna~, Mf {BLB} za!pa!n, Gzg {Ro.}
c7u~vu!n » Db {Lnh.} za~vI!n, {ChL} za~vu!n, Kola {Sb.} zO!vO~N » Gdr {Mch.}
zavuna » Ktk {Bou.} sa~fa~N » Zm {ChL} Z7afan, ZmB {J} co!fno!k ± {Sa.}
Za!mba~ka~ »» ECh: Smr {J} s7i!b´@Ri!, EDng {Fr.} zU~pu~lo~, Mkl {J} zo!±bi1lo!, Jg {J}
su~bi~lo!, Brg {J} zo!bo!lo!, Mu {J} zo~bo~lo! 'guinea fowl' ¶ Chc, ChL, Sk. NB 2 5 ,
MSk. 185, Sch. DN 181, Nw. WLT 42, Ro. 265 [#339], BrrB 279, Brr. MG
II 2O8, BLB 393 || D *c>e2v- '≈ cock, male of birds' > Tm ce2val 'male o f
birds and fowls, cock, male swan, kite', ∆ ca2valu 'cock', Ml ce2val ≠
ca2val 'cock, male of birds', Mlt c>aw˝e 'cock-bird' ¶¶ D #2818 ˚ Cp.
also K : G c7ibuXa 'snipe (Gallinago)' (Chx. 1O33), though this is hardly a
valid cognate (for both phonetic and semantic reasons) ˚ Hardly h e r e
D (att. in NED): Krx c>ubba2, Mlt c>uwe 'peacock' [D #2676] ˚ Blz. DA
158 [#62] (Ch equated with D *c>e2v- and with NED *c>ub- 'peacock').
27O4. *ZeybÅ 'tail, penis' >  HS: CS *zubb- >  Ar zubb- 'penis', Ar NY
zibbin, zibb, zubb id., zubbah 'vulva', MHb d. {Dlm.} NB1&z zob≤ba2n
{Dlm.} 'skin that surrounds penis', {Lv.} 'der Beutel, welcher d a s
männliche Glied der Tiere verhüllt', {Js.} 'the bag which conta ins
animal’s member' ¶ BK I 268, Bns. NJ II 484, Dlm. 118, Lv. I 517, Js .
383, DRS 669, MiK I #1.293   B: Tmz {MT} azbub 'clitoris' (π  Ar
zubb-?) ¶ MT 79O  Possibly AdS  of EC *dub- (Ï *dab-) 'tail, h inde r
part' and of Om {Blz.} *dub- 'tail' (both from N *dub[?]V 'back, h inde r
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part, tail', q.v. ffd.); hardly here Sa daba ≠ zaba ≠ Îaba 'Rücken' ( b e t t e r
to be equated with *damb- 'back') || U *seypa4 ≠ *saypa 'tail' >  Es
saba, F ∆ sapa id. » Lp N {N} sAi \…be, L {LLO} sei´pe2 ≠ sa4i´pe2 id. ¶
The variation *seypa4 ≠ *saypa may be due to two ways of synharmonic
generalization of an early **seypa Sm {Jn.} *taºywaº, {Hl.} *taywa ' t a i l '
> Ne T t´va€, {Lh.} ta4e¯B;a"¯, Ne F L {Lh.} ta4Æe¯iBBa"¯¥, Ng ≤t‰ybu, Kms {KD}
tæïma id., Mt {Hl.} *tayba id. (Mt M {Sp.} dajba) ¶¶ UEW 438, LLO 9 4 7 ,
Jn. 15O, Coll. 55, SK 969, Hl. M #943 || A: Tg: Ud Z1iba 'penis' ¶ Krm.
232, STM I 255  ?φ M *c>ibe > WrM cibe, HlM ¢iv, Kl {Rm.} c7iw´",
c7iwl= 'penis' ¶ MED 174, KW 442-3 ˚  Do M *i and Ud i represent a
legitimate development of N *ey? .
27O4a. € *{Z 1111 }VcXaLV  'fire; (?) burning wood' > K: GZ *{Z}ec`Xl =- ' f i re '
> OG, G cecXl-, Mg da(n)c7X‰r-, dac7Xir-, Lz dac7Xir-, dac7Xur-, dac7Xer- id .
¶ K 234 and K2 28O-1 (GZ *Zec`Xl=-); ≈ FS K 424 and FS E 478 (GZ *Zec`X-
) || A: M *{Z>}uçal- (> *c>uc>al-) > Ord Z7òuc7æali 'fire' ({Ms.}: ευφ. for ' f i re ' ) ,
WrM cucali , HlM cucal  'torch, firebrand; partly burnt wood', {Kow.}
'brandon, tison, flambeau', Kl cucl cuc¥l 'firebrand (golovØwki )',
{Rm.} cucul 'firebrand; partly burnt wood', Brt {Chr.} susal id.; WrM
{ChrR} cucala- v. 'kindle, set on fire' ¶ MED 2O4-5, Kow. 221O, KRS
643, KW 434, Chr.39, Ms. O 221 ˚ Fn. KD #69 equates the K √  with t h e
D √  that is reconstructed by him as *ciccu 'fire', which is u n t .
because this D √  is *kic>c>- (w  Zv. 115 [#131], DED #1272, D #1514).
27O5. ?φ  (€?) *ZVc'''' ++++c6 666 ' '''V '≈ willow' >  K {K2} *Z`ec'`[w]n=-, {FS} *Z`ec'`-
'willow, Salix babylonica' >  OG Zec'n- 'willow', G Zec'n-a- 'willow, pussy-
willow', Mg zic7'on- ≠ c7'ic7'on-, Sv: L c7´⁄c7'´2⁄nd, Ln c7ic7'´⁄nd, UB/Lx c7'´⁄c7'´⁄nd, Lx
c7'´⁄c7'´⁄ndra id. ¶¶ K 237, K2 286, FS K 425, TK 866 || IE: H t
sisiya(m)ma- (?) '∈ tree' ('willow'?) ¶ Frd. HW EH 1O4, Ts. W 76 ||
?φ A: Tg *suJe-gde 'willow' > Ud suZ1‰gd‰ 'willow', WrMc suZiqde ' r e d
willow resembling a linden', Neg suJ‰gd‰ 'poplar' ¶ Cp. N ?σ
*Z1111a[y]Z1111VXË '≈ ∈ leaf-bearing tree without berries and edible f rui ts
('linden-tree, Tilia' or sim.)' (q.v.) ¶ STM II 12O, Krm. 288 ¶ A kind o f
mt. and dis. (*Z...c' >  *s...Z)?  
27O6. *Z1111igË 'thorn' > K: GZ *Zigw- ({FS K} *Zig-) 'thorn' >  G I Zigve
{Ghl.} 'thorn', {Chx.} 'Dorngestrüpp', Zigva {FS} 'Dorngestrüpp', {Chx.}
'steifes Borstengras (Nardus stricta)', G Gr/I Zigur-a-i  {FS E} 'Schilfgras',
{FS K} '(food made of) sarsaparilla (Stechwinde, Smilax), wolfberry
(Lycium, dereza , ∈ thorny bush)', Mg {Q} Zigiri ≠ Zig‰ri 'thorn' ¶ FS E
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479-8O, FS K 425-6, Chx. 2O72, Ghl. 686, KEGL VIII 746-7, Q 374 || HS:
S *°z{u}gg- >  Ar Ôwzu zug7g7- 'arrow-head, pointed iron-foot of a spear ,
point of the elbow', zug7ug7- (pl.) 'short lances, javelins', √zg7g7 (pf. ÔWza
zag7g 7a) 'pierce with the pointed iron-foot of a spear'; ? S *≤za+ik'-at- >  Ak
zik5-tu 'sting (of a scorpion); sting, barb, point', JA [Trg.] tq@z^
z´≤k5at3, em. aT1q^z% zik5-≤t-a2, JEA zik5≤ta2 'goad', Sr zEk5-≤t3-a2 {PS}
'stimulus', {Br.} 'stimulus, virga, baculus', {JPS} (derived?) za2k5u2≤t3-a2
'goad'; ? CS *zik'k'- >  BHb MiQ%z% zik'≤k'-ïm 'fire arrows' (h. l. Pr. 26 .18) ,
MHb {Js.} Niq5iz% z°k5-°n 'sparks, burning arrows'; 'shooting s t a r s
(meteors)', JA {Js.} aq!iz%z°k5-a2 'shooting star' ¶ BK I 973, CAD XXI 1 3 2 -
3, Js. 395-6, 411, Sl. 411, Br. 2O4-5, PS 1151-2, JPS 119, KB 266, KBR
278, DRS 682, 786  ??φ Ch: WCh: NrBc {Tk.} *zak'W- ≠ *zuk'W- ' s t ab ,
pierce' > Wrj nzak'W-, Mbr zuk'-um-, Cg zug-um id. »» CCh: Mf {BLB} ZukW-
'enfoncer, piquer dans' ¶ Sk. NB 41, Tk. NB 172, BLB 126 ¶¶ Tk. NB 1 7 2
|| A *Z>igu4nV 'thorn, needle' >  NaT {Rm.} **Jigu4na4 >  *Jigna4 'needle ,
thorn' >  OT U (MnSc), OT QU [MhK] jigna4, Chg, XwT igna4, MQp [CC]
igine, OTkm {TAG} 'nkY jigna4∏, Tkm iNNe, MQp {TAG} 'nyY jïna4∏
'needle', Tk ig"ne, Az iyna4, VTt ina4 'needle, thorn', SY {ET} ijiNne
'needle, needle of a conifer', {Tn.} jiNne ≠ Z7iNi 'needle', ET {BN} jiNna4 ≠
igna4, ∆ Z7iNna4, Uz igna, Qzq ine Áyne, QBl, Nog, Qq, Qrg, Alt iyne, Bsh
Ána4, Xk ¡n`e INe, Tv ine, Yk in1a4 ¶ Cl. 11O, TAG 12, 11O, ET Gl 367-9 ,
TrR 432, Grøn. 1O5, BN 63, 76  M *Z>eGu4n 'needle' >  MM [MA] ñvvJ
{Pp.} Z7e√u4∏n, [IM] ñvju {Pp.} Z7u4∏n, [HI] {Ms.} Z7o4√u4n, WrM Zegu4n ≠
Zegu4u4, HlM z¥¥(n-), MMgl {Iw.} Z7au$n, Mgl {Rm.} Z7o4u$n, Mnr H {SM}
Z1òiu2, Dx Z7un, WrO zu4n, Kl z¥n (gen. z¥¥n´), {Rm.} zu4∏n id. ¶ MED
1O44, Pp. MA 2O5, 439, KRS 26O-1, KW 485, Rm. M 42, H 89, T 334, T
DnJ 12O, Iw. 1O9, Ms. H 69, Krg. 685 ¶¶ KW 485 (M, T), Rm. EAS II 2 O 6
(M, T *jigu4na4) ˚ If S *≤za+ik'-at-, CS *zik'k'-, and NrBc *zak'W- ≠ *zuk'w-
belong here, their cns. *-k'-  suggests HS *√Zg? and N *Z1111igV?Ë. The
vw. *u in S *°z{u}gg-, in NrBc *zuk'W-, and in Mf ZukW- may have b e e n
induced by the N word-final *Ë .
27O7. € *Z 2222o 6 666gV  'shoulder' (or '∈  part of the shoulder') > HS : C: Ag: Bln
{R} zåg ≠ ze2g 'shoulder(-blade)', Xm {R} zïg 'shoulder, back side' »»
SC ı Mb ki-zo!ga ≠ ki-zo!Ga ≠ ki-zo!ka id.  CCh: Mofu {Ross.} ma-
ZagWo!m, Mlk {Ross.} Za!go~m 'shoulder' ¶ Ross. 325 [#637] ¶¶ Tk. PAA 5 -
6 (Ch, SC) || A: M: MM [S] {H} Zoqudus 'in den Rücken, den Rücken
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entlang'   M {ADb.} *Z>u˝an 'waist part of the backbone' > WrM Zo(n),
HlM zoo(n) 'base of spine; vertebrae, spine' ¶ H 92, MED 1O68  AdS
of NaT *Jagrîn ({ADb.} *jaÌrun) 'shoulder-blade as part of the b a c k '
(< N *dagorV 'shoulder-blade, upper part of the back' × N *z@@@@VgÉrV
[or *z @@@@VrgV ?] 'back' ['dorsum']) ¶ ET J 65-7, TL 242-3 ¶¶ Not here (⇔
ADb.) Neg Joktoxo2n 'a hollow between shoulder-blades' and Ud Jokpo
'pectoral arch (of birds)', because the primary meaning of this Tg √  i s
'angle' (STM I 262) ¶¶ ADb. MSR 199, ≈ ADb SR-D 443.
27O8. *Z @@@@Ëg{Ë}  'to move somewhere' (intr., trans.) > HS: S *°√zgw >
Ar √zg7w (3m pf. 'jaza zag7a2, 3m ip. ya-zg7u2) 'pousser, faire aller' ¶ BK I
976  Ch: CCh: Lgn {Lk.} z´ge, zege v. 'follow', zga v. 'return b a c k
(zurückkehren)' »» ECh: Mb {J} Z7a~ge! v. 'follow' ¶ Lk. L 127-8, ChC s.v.
'follow' || A ({DQA} *Z>ugi- v. 'carry [on the back]'): M *Z>u4+o4Ge- ({Pp.}
*Z>u4+o4ge-) v. 'move/carry (sth.), transport' >  MM [S] Zu√e- 'hinstellen' ,
MM [HI] d. Z>u4ge√u4l- 'faire transporter', WrM {Pp.} Zu4ge-, {SM, MED}
Zo4ge-, HlM zøø-x v. 'move (sth.) from one place to ano the r ,
transport', Kl zøø- zo4∏- id., 'carry\convey from one place to a n o t h e r '
('vozit∆ , taskat∆ '), Ord {Ms.} Z7òo4∏- 'transporter', Mnr H {SM} Z1òi¢o2- id.,
{T} Z7i¢u2-, Ba {T} Z7o2-, Dg {T} Z7ug-a2-, {Z} dquv´- id., Dx {T} Z7ue- ' c a r ry
from one place to another' ¶ MED 1O74, KW 479, H 94, Ms. H 69, Ms. O
212, SM 89, T 334, T DnJ 12O, T BJ 139, T DgJ 144  Tg *Jugu2-/*Juge-
v. 'transport, convey' >  Ewk JuGu2- v. 'carry\transport from one place t o
another ('pereta∑it∆ , perenesti , perevezti '), Lm JuGu-, Neg Juwu-
≠ JuGu-, Orc Z7usi-, Ud Z1u2-, Z1u2gi-, {Krm.} Z1u2-, Z1u2si- id., WrMc Zuwe-,
Zuwenu- v. 'carry\convey from one place to another, transport o n
ships' ¶ STM I 269-7O, Krm. 234  pKo {S} *c>i~ >  MKo c>i~-, NKo c>i- v.
'carry on the back' ¶ S QK #6O1, MLC 1527, Rm. SKE 31 ?φ pre-T {Cl.}
**Ju4∏-, {Rm.} **Ju4- Ï (with the sx. *-Î-, see  Cl. xlvi) T *Ju4∏Î- > OT ju4Î-
v. {Cl.} 'carry (sth.)', {MKD} vt. 'load, ¬amaHa', Tlt {Rl.} ju4y- 'carry out' (? ) ,
?φ ET ∆ {Jr.} Ju4d- 'carry, load on one’s shoulders'; Ï T *ju4k n. ' load ,
burden' > OT, XwT XIV, MQp XIV [CC], Chg ≥XV ju4k id., Tk yu4k, Tkm, A,
Kr, Nog, ET, SY ju4k, Uz juk, Alt Z1u4k, Xk c7u4k, Chv s1¥k id. ('gruz ,
tåqest∆ '), Tv {Ra.} ¢¥`k c7ü <k, Tf {Ra.} c1ü <k 'load\burden (carried o n
the back)', Qmq Ju4k, Qzq, Qq z7u4k, VTt, Bsh jøk jÁºk, QbB Z7u4k 'load' ¶
Cl. 885-6, 91O-1, Rm. W 212, ET J 262-3, MKD 235, Rl. III 611, Jr. 1 6 ,
BT 59, Ra. 199 ¶¶ Pp. VG 28, 111, Rm. SKE 31 (Ko, T, M, Tg), DQA
#2629 || D *c>o2(y)- ({†GS} s- or *s1-?) 'drive (away), send' (× N *Z{Ë}XË
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'cause [so., sth.] to move from one place to another' ['lead, send'], q.v.
ffd.) .
27O9. *Z2222ËgV 'mane, long hair (on animal’s body)' > A *{z}Ëgdu > T:
NaT *Jogdu > OT {Cl.} jo˝du 'the long hair under a camel’s chin', ?φ Qrg
c7u 2da 'long hair of a camel (under the throat, on knees); long soft sheep
wool' (c7- suggests borrowing from a T lge with initial devoicing) ¶ Cl.
899, Jud. 877  M (π T?): WrM Zo9dur, HlM/Brt zogdor  'long ha i r
on the throat of a camel,  mane of a lion', Kl zogdr zogd´r 'mane of a
camel\lion', Ord {Ms.} Z7òu¯gòdòu¯r 'long hair on the neck\legs\head of a
camel' ı Qrg Z7o˝dor 'lock of hair on camel’s occiput; long fea thers
under the throat of a golden eagle or a krasavka (∈ crane)', Tv c7o˝dur
'loose-hanging skin on camel’s\bull’s breast under its throat' ¶ MED
1O67, KRS 25O, Chr. 255, Ms. O 216, Jud. 255, TvR 537 || HS: B: Sll
{Ds.} a-za2g 'crin du cou', Ah a"-hag1 (pl. i-hag1g1´n) 'crête de poils de l a
bosse de chameau', ETwl/Ty {GhA} a"-zag (pl. i-z¥gg-¥n) 'crin (poil d e
crinière), crinière', Gh {Nh.} a-zeZ7 'poil (des personnes)' (pl. i-zaZ7Z8-´n)
¶ Pr. H #171, Fc. 53O, Ds. 83  SC ı Mb i-zigizigi 'mane' ¶¶ Tk. PAA
5 || IE: Ht suksuqa 'Stirnhaar [?] (des Rindes), Mähne (des Pferdes) '
¶ Ts. W 77 ˚ Not here  K : G Zua 'horse hair' (< N *Zu4444é⁄yV 'fibre, th ick
ha i r ' ) .
271O. € *Z2222u 6 666{?}VgV (or *Z2222u 6 666gV{?}V) (? 'bring' ‘ ) 'give, give i n
exchange' >  HS: S *°√c'gw (or *°√T'gw) >  Gz s'aggawa v. ' bes tow
favour, give graciously', s'agga2 'grace, favour, gift' ¶ S *c'- < **Z??) ¶ L G
551  Ch: pAG {Stl.} *zugum 'present, gift' >  Su {J} zu~gu~m, Ang {Flk.}
zum »» CCh: Msy {Mch.} sk´m v. 'sell' »» ECh: Mu {J} sag 'bring' ¶ Stl.
VZCh A #298, ChC || A: Tg *Juge2- v. 'exchange' >  Ewk JuG‰2-lg‰-, Neg
JuG‰-t-, Nn, Ul Z7u‰-c7i-, Ork du‰-li ¶ STM I 27O, S AJ 225 [#3O4]  pKo
*c>u!- 'give' > MKo c>u~-, NKo c>u- (× a N word underlying Ugr *c7ayV 'give' ,
see  UEW 841) ¶ S AJ 252 [#35], S QK #35, MLC 435 ¶¶ ≈  S AJ 2 9 4
[#556] (A *c>u\agV), ≈  SDM97 s.v. *c7o4ga 'give, exchange', ≈ DQA # 2 4 2
(A *c7i\o"ge id., incl.  Tg, Ko).
2711. *ÛÉg++++kVrV (= *Z2222Ég++++kVrV?) antelope' >  HS: Ch: WCh {Stl.}
*Z7agari '∈  antelope' >  Hs Kc {Sch.} Z7a~ga!rï~, {Abr.} Z7a~ga!ri~ 'buck duiker ' ,
Hs K {Ba.} Z7a~ga@ti~ id. » BT: Gera {Gw.} jwangere (j  = Z7) ' roan  ante lope '
»» CCh: Gude {ChL} Z7È~gÈ~ra!, Nz {ChL} Z7IgI~la!, FlM Z7â~gâ~rU! 'antelope' ¶ Stl.
ZCh 194 [#46O], Sch. BTL 117, Abr. H 413, Ba. 485, ChL || A: M
*Z>eGere(n) 'gazelle' >  MM Ze2ren {Ms.} 'gazelle', {Lew.} 'antelope', WrM
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Zegere(n), HlM z´´r  'antelope' (sc. 'gazelle'), Kl {KRS} zeerˆ ze2r´N
'Persian gazelle, dqejran ', {Rm.} ze2rn= 'Reh, Rehkuh'; M ı NPrs
ˆ"ryJa Z7ei\rå2n 'gazelle', OOsm ˆ"ryJ Z7eyran, Tk ceyran, Az Z7eyran,
Tkm Z7eren, Alt Z1e2ren, SY Z7igir 'antelope', Z7iger, jiger 'deer, roe' (the SY
loanwords preserve the old M stem-medial cns. *-G- as -g-), R
dqej ≤ran  'gazelle' (π T π M); it is hardly tenable to postulate a pT
source of the above words of T lgs. (Rm.’s pT *Z7a4gira4n) because t h e
word is not attested in texts preceding the Mongolian conquest and is
easily explained as a loan from M; Chr {Ü} jy€gar j¥gar '∈ a beas t '
may be a loan from the abovementioned T/M source ¶ Ms. H 67, Lew. II
29, MED 1O43, KRS 246, KW 474, Dr. TM I ##3O1-2, Rs. W 194, Ü 3 1 4
|| D (in SD) *°c>ikar- >  Kn cigari, cigare 'black buck of antelope' ¶
≈  D #25O4 (connecting this word with Kn jiNke, Tu jiNkA, and Tl
jiNka 'antelope', which in fact belong to N *Z1111 {a}n 1111[V]g++++kË ' an te lope '
[q.v.]).
2712. *Z1111e9a  'to get\be sated' >  K: GZ *Ze˝-/*Z˝- v. 'be sated, b e
filled' > OG, G Z˝-/Ze˝- id., Mg rZ˝-, Lz Z˝- id. ¶ K 235-6, K2 28O, FS K
423, Q 313-4, Chik. 39O-1 || IE *sex-/*sx=- 'be sated', *sex-ti- ' sa t ie ty '
>  NaIE *sa2-/*s´- v. 'be\get sated', *sa2-ti- 'satiety' >  OI a-si-n-≤va-
'unsatable', sa2-tan 'pleasure' »» Tc: A {Wn.} si-, si-n- vt. 'satisfaire,
rassasier', vi. 'être satisfait\rassasié', B {Ad.} soy- 'satisfy oneself, b e
satisfied' »» Gk }av (aor. inf. ‘asai) vt., vi. 'satiate; take one’s fill ( o f
sth.)', }aatoß (< *n=-s´-to-s) unsatable', }amenai (with a2) 'satisfy oneself' »»
L satur 'sated', satis 'enough' »» OIr sa1ith (< *sa2ti-) 'satiety,
sufficiency' »» Gt sa†s, ON saÎr, OSx sad, OHG sat 'satt, gesättigt ' ,
NHG satt 'sated', AS sAd 'sated; weary, disgusted with', NE sad »» Lt
so!tis 'satiety, satiation', sotu~s (accus. soﬁtu<) 'sated', Ltv sa2ﬁts
'satiety, moderation', Pru sa2tuinei : "sätt igst"  » It is not clear if o n e
may adduce Sl *sÈt¥ 'sated' (>  OCS s7t5 sûtË, R syt, ≤sytyj, P
syty, Cz syty1, Blg sit, SCr siàt, siàt°, etc.) because of its deviant
vw. »» Arm ha4 hac7 'content(ed), pleased, satisfied'  Ht {EI, Ad.“?}
sa2h- v. 'stuff full, clog up' ¶¶ WP II 444-5, P 876, EI 5OO (*seh€(i)-
'satisfy, fill up' Ï *≤seh€tis 'satisfaction', *sh=€≤tos 'satisfied'), Mn.
1113, F I 159, WH II 481-2, Vn. S  15-6, Fs. 411-2, Vr. 459, Ho. 267, Kb.
829, KM 625, Wn. 426, Frn. 857, En. 242, Vs. III 821, Chrn. II 222, ≈ Glh.
55O (explains Sl *È in *sÈt¥ by postulating its origin from IE *sex[W]-,
which is unc., because IE *exW would have yielded NaIE *o2 rather t h a n
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**u2 [a reg. source of Sl *È] and because OIr sa1ith suggests *sa2-), Ad.
7O3 || A {DQA} *Z>e2- 'eat' >  T *Je2- v. 'eat' >  OT/Qp {Cl.} je2-, Tk ye-, ∆
jï-, MQp [CC], XwT, Chg je-, Az, CrTt, Kr Cr, Nog, Uz je-, Tkm ij- ï- (<
*jï- < *Je2-), ET je(y)- ≠ ja4-, Ggz ji-, SY  je- ≠ ji- ≠ Z7i-, Ln je- ≠ ji- ≠
Z7e-, Qzq, Qq z7e-, Qrg Z7e-, Alt Z1i-, Tb Je-, Xlj jie';-, je';-, Xk ¢¡- c7I-, Tv
c7i-, Tf c1i-, Yk si¢a4-, Chv s1i- ¶ Cl. 869-7O, Rs. W 194, ET Gl 333-5, DT
224, Tz. UIS 1O7, Ra. 196, Fed. II 114-5  pKo {S} *c>a2- 'eat' >  MKo c>a2-
si!- id., NKo c>asi- id. ¶ S QK #25, Nam 411, MLC 138O ¶¶ ≈ DQA # 2 5 9 6
(A *Z>e2 'eat'; incl. T, Ko), ≠ S AJ 35, 281 ˚  IS MS 34O (*ze9ÿ v. ' e a t ' ) ,
Glh. 55O (*ÍaÓË / *ÍËÓa) ˚  Hardly here U *seGe- 'eat' (see  N
*se6666g ++++kV 'to eat, swallow').
2713. € *Z1111V9{i} 'rancid, bitter, rank, fetid' >  K {FS} *Za˝-, {K}
*mZa˝e- 'rancid' > G mZa˝e, G G Za˝e- 'rank, rancid, bitter', Mg Zu˝e-,
Sv {K} m´⁄Zi˝ 'rank, rancid' ¶¶ K DE 363, K2 13O, FS K 42O, FS E 4 7 3 ,
Mach. K 25, DCh. 926, Ghl. 684 || HS: S *°√z˝˝ >  Ar za˝˝-, zu˝˝-
'odeur fétide des aisselles' ¶ BK I 993, DRS 776  ?φ  B *√zœÓy ≠ ¿
*√zÓy v. 'be bitter' > Gh izœzœa 'bitter', Si {La.} zœay v. 'be bitter', Skn za2y
'bitter', Nf yazay, Snd y´za¢i 'it is bitter' ¶ La. S 194 ¶ The f o r m s
registered without emphatization of *z may be due to inaccura te
recording ¶ ≠ Tk. PAA 5 (Ar ÷ ≠ φ  Ak za?u6 'duften', ≠φ ,σ  Kz Zi?a-muko
[pl. Zi?a?-iko 'sperm']).
2714. ≈  *Z1111ié⁄V 'to press, to knead, to rub' >  K *zVÓ-, {K, K2} z-
'press, squeeze' >  Mg {Q, Chik.} z- 'knead', Lz {Chik.} z- ' c r u s h
(çqleta, razdavit∆)' (unless <  *zl=- <  N *z1111iL÷a 'to shove', ' t o
knead\stir' [q.v.]), Sv {K} zih-  v. 'press, squeeze (?)' ¶¶ K 86, K2 55-6, Q
235, Chik. 274-5, FS E 141 || IE: Ht sai\-/siya- ' fes tdrücken,
einprägen' ¶ Ts. W 67, Frd. HW 175 || HS: Ch: WCh: pSBc *ZVw- v.
'press' ('davit∆ , måt∆ ') >  Buli nZ7o~wu!, Plc z7o~wu! » NrBc: Pa’a {MSk.}
Z7ew id. »» ? CCh: Bdm {Nc.} c7ey v. 'press' ¶ Stl. ZCh 262 [#16], ChC s.v.
'press'  ?? S *°√zHw  > Mh, Jb √zHw  v. G 'bump into, push out of t h e
way' ¶ Jo. M 467 ˚  The origin of Sv -h- (most probably, from some N
lr.) still needs investigating.
2715. (€?) *{Z 1111} {o}HÉ 'to scatter' > ?φ K: GZ *cw(i)- {K2} vi. 'pour, fall '
(of dry substances) >  OG gardamocwiden zecit 'fall from the sky '
(Matth. 24.29), G cvi-  vi. 'pour, fall' ('sypat∆så ', ' h inun te r - \he run te r -
\ab-fallen), Mg c(i)-, Lz (n)c- id. ¶ K 224 ('sich verschütten'), K2 2 6 5 ,
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FS K 398-9 ¶¶ K *c- is probably from *cH- < pre-K *Z1H < N *Z1111VH- ||  HS:
S *°-zu2H- > Ar √zwH (pf. za2Ha, ip. -zu2H-) 'disperser', 'scatter' ¶ BK I
1O25, Hv. 3OO || IE: [1] IE *seh•[y]-> NaIE *se2(i\)-/*s´(i\)- v. 'sow' > L
ser-o2 (< *se-s-o2) / -e"re / se2-v° / sa"-tu-s 'sow' »» Gmc *se2jan > Gt
saian (p. saI1so2), ON sa1 (p. sera), OHG sa2en, NHG sa4en, OSx
sa2ian, AS sa2wan 'to sow', NE saw »» Lt se$!-ti (1s prs. se$!ju), Ltv
se2t  (1s pr. se2ju) 'to sow' » Sl *se7-ti (inf.) / 1s prs. *se7j-oß 'sow', (Ï )
*se7ja-ti inf. 'to sow' > OCS inf. s8ti se7ti ≠ s8Ati se7jati / p r s .
se) se7jo<, SCr sIàjati / sIàje•m, Slv se5ja!ti / se5•jem, OCz sieti /
se7ju, Cz sI1ti / seji, P siac1 / sieje<, R ≤seåt∆ / ≤se√, Blg (1s p r s . )
≤seå v. 'sow' »» Clt d.: OIr sI1l 'a seed (Same)', W hil 'seed, progeny '
 Ht sa2(i)- {Ad.“?} 'sow, throw', {Ts.} 'shoot'  Ï [1a] NaIE *se2-mn= ' a
seed (Same), sowing' > L se2men 'a seed' »» OSx, OHG sa2mo, NHG
Same id. »» OLt se$muoﬁ 'sowing', Lt se$!menys 'linseed', Pru semen
'a seed' »» Sl *se7 ¡meß (gen. *se7 ¡men-e) 'a seed (Same)' > OCS s8m9
se7me<, Blg ≤seme, SCr seàme ± sjeàme, Slv se5!me, Cz sime7, Slk
semeno, P siemie<, R ≤semå  [1b] NaIE d. *se2-to-, *s´-to- pp. ' sown,
scattered' > L sa"tum 'sown' »» Clt: Brtt [RE} *satos 'seed (semen) '  > W,
Br had, OBr att, MBr hat, Crn ha2s »» Gt mana-se2†s 'mankind ,
world' (lit. 'man-seed'), ON sa1Î 'chaff; seed', OHG sa2t 'seeds, seed-
field', NHG Saat, OFrs se2d, AS sA2d 'sowing, seed', NE seed  [1c]: L
sa"tio n. act. 'sowing, planting' »» OIr, NIr saithe 'swarm, litter' (<
*satio), W haid, Br hed  'swarm'  [2] NaIE *se2(i\)- 'scatter, sift' >  Lt
sijo!-ti, Ltc sija2 ^t 'sift' » Sl: OCS ras8ti rase7ti (< *raz-se7ti) ≠
ras8Ati rase7jati 'to scatter, to disperse', Cz rozsI1ti, R
ras ≤seåt∆  'to disperse', HLs sac1 (1s prs. saju), LLs sas1 'to sift', OCS
pros8Ati pro-se7jati 'to sift (cribrare, durchsieben)', Cz
prosI1ti, R pro≤seåt∆ id. » Gk ]h†e1v ( ]h-†e1v) v. 'sift'   NaIE d. *se2i\-to
'sieve' > Lt si!eta-s, Ltv sie^t-s, Sl *si¡to 'sieve' > Blg, R ≤sito, SCr
sIàto, Slv si!to, Cz sI1to, Slk, P sito  NaIE d. *se2-tlo- v. 'sieve' > W
hidl, OBr sizl, Br sil, OIr sI1thlaid 'he sieves' »» Gmc *se2Tla n .
'sieve' > ON sa1ld, Dn sold, Sw saºll,ı F seula, Krl siekla ± s7iekla
id. ¶¶ Hardly here Ht {Pv.} ishuwa(i)- v. 'shed, throw, scatter, p o u r '
({Pv.}: ÷ Gk ]ina1v 'empty out', OI is5- 'impel' < IE *Óei\sÓ-), {Frd., Ts.}
suhha- 'schütten' ¶ P 889-9O, EI 534 (*seh⁄- 'sow'), 5O5 (*seh⁄-men
'seed'), 518 (*seh⁄(i)- 'sift', *seh⁄-tlom 'sieve'), WH II 512, 522, Vn. S
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1O8-9, 121-2, RE 127, Fs. 344, 4O3-4, Vr. 459-6O, Hlq. 1142-3, SK
1OO5, Kb. 817, 827, 829, OsS 736, 742, 745, Ho. 267, 27O, Ho. S 6 2 ,
Frn. 774, 778-9, 783-4, En. 245, Vs. III 6OO-1, 615, Glh. 546, 55O, SJSS
385, 625-6, Chrn. II 16O, F I 624-5, Ad. 683, Pv. I-II 4O4, Frd. HW 1 9 6 ,
Ts. W 67, 77.
2716. ?σ € *Z@@@@o÷[V]kV 'back end, tail' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'behind', 'after', 'to follow, to follow [game] by the tracks') >  HS: S
*°za÷[V]k- >  Ar {BK, BKIG, Dz.} za÷ak-at- 'tail', Ar Mgr {Dz.} za÷k-at-
'derrière, cul', ?? Ar za÷k-at {Fr.} 'mora, qua subsistunt', {BK} ' t e m p s
que l’on reste quelque part', {Hv.} 'delay, stay in a place' ¶ Fr. II 238, BK
I 991, Hv. 28O, BKIG II 416, Dz. I 593  B *√zhg (= {Pr.} *√zh⁄g) >  Ah
´h´g1 v. 'suivre rapidement', ETwl/Ty {GhA} ´z´g, Tnsl {Pr. “ ABs., MtT}
´s7´g id., Gh {Nh.} c7i-m-zik 'vengeance'; B *-zu2k- (<  *-zuÓk-) >  Tz ta-
zuk-t, Tmz {MT} ta-zuk-t (pl. ti-zuk-in) 'buttock, hip, thigh', Izd {Mrc.}
ta-zuk-t (pl. ti-zuk-in) 'fesse' ¶ Fc. 524, Pr. H #17O, GhA 21O, MT 8O1,
Mrc. 116, 421  C: EC: Sml Z7e2go, Sml N Z7e2!go 'nape of the neck', Arr
{Hw.} ze!h id. »» ? C ı Mb {E} ki-zo!ga ≠ ki-zo!˝a 'shoulder' ¶ ZMO 2 1 9 ,
Abr. S 139, Hw. A 4O1, E SC 19O  NrOm {Blz.} *zikk- ≠ *zukk- ' b a c k
(dorsum)' >  Shn {Beke} ≤Z7ikko, {Lm.} Z7ïk'a!, Bdt {C} zahi, Kcm {Fl.}
zahe, Wl {C} zikko2, {Beke} zokko, {LmS} zokkuwa, Dwr {C} zikko2,
{Beke} ≤zokko, {LmS} zokke, Oyda {Fl.} ≤zokko, Gm {Hw.} zo!kko, Male, D c
{LmS} zokko id. ¶ Blz. OLBP #4, Lm. Sh 323, LmS 568, Hw. EG || A: M:
WrM Zo9u 'barb of a harpoon' ¶ Gl. III 511, MED 1O67 || AdS  of IE
*sehg-/*sh=g- >  NaIE *sa2g-/*s´g- 'scent out, track (nachspüren), follow
(game) by the tracks, seek out' (P, Vn., F: an ancient hunting term) (< N
*s2222aHk{a} 'search, find, know', q.v. ffd.).
2717. *Zu4444k[V?]V ¬ *Zuk[V?]É 'edible cereals, harvest (of wild
plants)' > HS: S *°√zkw > Ar √zkw (pf. 'Kaza zaka2, ip. -zku2) v. 'grow' ( a
plant) ¶ BK I 1OO2, Hv. 292  ?φ  Eg fMK sk¿ n. 'crops', (??) Ï Eg fP
sk¿ ({EG} s1k¿) v. 'plough, cultivate a field' (× ÷ S *√s7kk > Ar sikk-at-
'ploughshare', Ak √s7kk  'aufreihen, eggen' ÷ Hs sa~kWa!mi! '∈ hoe') ¶ EG
IV 315-6, Fk. 251, Tk. I 217-8, Hv. 327 ¶¶ The S-Eg comparison is qu. φ
(there is no proof that Eg s  is cognate with S *z), therefore Tk. AANM 1
rejects it; however, it is acceptable if the devoicing *Z >  Eg s i s
accounted for by as. or if the noun sk¿ is primary, while the verb sk¿
is derived from it or does not belong here ||  U : FU *su4ks1V 'autumn' >  F
syksy, syys, Es su4gis (/su4gise-) id. » pLp {Lr.} *c1‰kc1‰ id. >  Lp: S
{Hs.} tjaktje, L {LLO}, U {Schl.} tjaktja, N {N} c7a6k…c7a6, K {Gn.} c7eœX2c7
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» pMr {Ker.} *suks1´ >  *soks1´ 'autumn' >  Er sëks∆ s1oks1, ∆  soks1, s1oks,
Mk sëkse s1oks1´, ∆  s1oks1, s1oks, seks » pChr {Ber.} *s7iz7¥ id. >  Chr L
≤wyqe s7¥z7e, Chr H wy≥qy≥ s7´z7´ » Vt si≥z∆yl siz1Èl, Vt G s1iz1ÈÆl id. »»
ObU {Ht.} *Tu4Æ˝´s id. >  pVg {Ht.} *tu4Æk´s id. >  Vg: T tu4ks, LK/SV ta4xWs,
MK/NV ta4∏kWs, P ta4xs ≠ ta4∏xs, LL ta4xs, UL/Ss takWs; pOs {Ht.} *so4Æ˝´s id .
> Os: V/Vy so4ÆG´s, Ty se"GW´s, Y/D/K se"w´s, Nz/Kz su"s, O sus » Hg o¡sz
id. ¶ UEW 443, Coll. 116, Db. OS xxx, ≈ Sm. 549 (FU, FP *s1uks1i, Ugr
*Tu4ÆksI"), Lr. #1O3, Lgc. #449, Hs. 13OO, Gn. 73O, Ker. II 145, Ht .
#133, U3S 392, Ep. 161 ¶ Lp *c1-, Er, Mk s1-, and Os *s- (reg. reflexes o f
FU *s1-) are due to as. (*s...s1 > *s1...s1) || A ≈ *Z>u4KV(-rV) 'edible cereals ,
millet' > NaT *Ju4gu4r 'millet' > OT QU ju4gu4r ≠ u4gu4r (MKA III 9) id., OT U
u4gu4r ± u4yu4r ∈ 'small seed, millet', MU u4yu4r 'millet', Qrg S {Jud.} Z7u4go4ru4
'sorghum', Qrg N {Jus.} Z7u4go4ru4 'maize', Osm c7o4ka4ri 'grains of Bukharian
millet'; T ı  Kl Ö Z7u4go4r 'kaoliang (Sorghum japonicum)' ¶ Cl. 275-6 ,
TL 458, Br. MT 94, KW 116, Jud. 272  Tg *Jiy+ga ≠ ? *Jiy+ge 'millet' >
Orc Z7i¢‰-kt‰, Ud Z7akta, Neg Ja2kta, {PSchm.} JI¢akta id., Nn Nh/KU Z7i¢‰kt‰,
Nn B Z7ikt‰, Z7‰kt‰ id., 'rice', Sln Jakta 'porridge, food', WrMc Ze ' f ine
millet; corn' ¶ STM I 244  pKo *c>o~h 'millet' > MKo c>o~ / c>o~h-, NKo c>o
id., {Rm} c>i\o 'millet, Setaria germanica '  ¶ S QK #249, Nam 427, MLC
1568, Rm. PKE 37 ¶¶ Rm. PKE 37 (T, Ko), Rm. EAS I 65 (er roneously
adduces Chv s1¥gò¥r 'bread', which is from T *Jugu-r 'kneaded' [Jeg.
2O5-6, ET J 243-4]), DQA #2616 (A *Z>i\u!gi 'millet') || D *c>ugg-, {†GS}
*sugg- 'harvest, season of harvest' >  Gnd sugge 'harvest', Kn suggi
'the season of gathering crop (esp. the time of reaping corn and grain) ,
spring (from the middle of March to that of May)', Tu suggi ' harvest ,
the second rice-crop, the 12th Tulu month (March-April)' ¶¶ DED
#2176, D #2647 ˚  IS MS 37O (*zukÿ 'harvest'), AD NM #16, S CNM
1 2 .
2718. ?WW  *Û{a}kVn2222V 'elephant' >  HS: C: Ag: Bln {R} Z7a2na2 (p l .
Z7a2n), Q Z7a2na2 (pl. Z7a2n, Z7a2nt), Aw {Fl.} zi9oni 'elephant'; C ı Amh
z‰honı Xm {R} zohon≠ zehon »» EC ≈ *zakan- id. >  Af {R} daka2no
(pl. do3ku2n), Sa {CR} dakun, Sml Hw/Og {R} dagon ≠ do3gon id., O r
B/O {Sr.} dannaba2 arba2, Or Wt {Sr.} dannawa2 arba2 'female elephant' (arba2
'elephant') (ı  Dhl {EEN} d†a!nnaBa, {To.} da!nnabe 'female elephant') »
pHEC *za2ne ({Hd.} *Za2ne) 'elephant' >  Kmb {Hd.} zane2(-c7c7u) (p l .
zana2kata), Sd {Hd., Gs.} da2n-ic7c7o (pl. da2niwo), Hd {Hd.} da2ne-c7c7o id. » Ya
{Hn.} so≤go!me~i\ (pl. sogomei\di) id. »» Dhl {EEN} d†okko2!mi, {To.} doko2!mi
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'elephant' ¶ AD SF 1O7, PH 79, Hd. 56, 274, 344, 358, L Z 12O, Hn. Y II
124, Sr. 285, EEN 28, To. D 132  Om: NrOm: Wl/Zl/Gf/Bk/Cha {C}
dangarsa2, Dwr {CR} dangarsa, Gm {Hw.} danga!rsi, Zs {C} dongor,
Bdt {C, CR} zakka2, Kcm {Lm. “?} za2kka, Hrr {Hw.} za!kka 'elephant' »
Ym {Wdk.} za2~kno@ id. » Kf {C} dangiyo, Mch {L} da4Ngao, {Lm.} dengawo,
Anf dangec7c7o, Shn {Mrn.} dangas, {C} danges7a id. (but {Lm.}
danges7s7a! 'buffalo') » ? Mj/Na {Lm. “?} do2r, Shk {Lm. “?} do2ro ' e l ephant '
»» SOm: Hm {Fl.} doNger, Ari B doNgor id. ¶ AD SF 1O7, Blz. OL # 1 3 3 ,
Wdk. BY 139, L M 27, Lm. Sh 296-7, CR H 666, Fl. OO 318, Hw. EG, Hw.
NKL 222  Ch ≈ *{Z}VkVn- 'elephant' >  WCh: BT: Tng {J} yu3gne3, Tng B
{ChL} yo!ku~ne!, Gera {Sch.} yoni, Ngm {ChL} ya~wE~n, Krf {Gw.} yiwuni,
{Sch.} yu2~ni!, Bl {Mch.} jauno' (j  = [y]) id. » Ngz {Sch.} Z7a~u\na~k (p l .
Z7a~u\na~ni!n) id. » NrBc: My {Sk. in ChC} y‰!wu~n, {ChL} yE!wi~n, Sir {Sk.}
yo2@wa!ni!, Mbr {Sk.} ya!wI~n, Jmb ya!wa~n id. » Bg {J} yuwaﬂn, {Csp.} yuwan,
{Sh.} ywa2~n, Grn {Hrn.} yi!w‰!n, {Csp.} yo2w‰n id. »» CCh: Tr {Nw.} Z7u~wa~n
id. ¶ JI II 124-5, Sk. NB 2O, Sch. DN 83, J T 171, ChC s.v. 'elephant', ChL,
Hrn. G #145, Sh. BZ 29, Csp. 16, 48 || A: NaT *Jaga2n 'elephant' >  OT
ja˝a2n, XwT XIV, MU XIV [Rbg.] ja˝an, SY ja˝an ≠ jaNan , Tv c7a2n, Alt/Tlt
{Rl.} ja2n (= Z1a1n) id. (here also Alt/Tlt {Rl.} ja2n, Alt {BT} Z1a2n 'big,
great'??); T ı M *Z>a˝an >  WrM Za9an, HlM zaan za2n 'elephant' ¶
MED 1O23, Kow. 2245 ¶ Cl. suggests that Alt/Tlt ja2n and Tv c7a2n may b e
reborrowings from M ¶ Cl. 9O4, ET J 6O, Rl. III 79, TvR 5O4 || ?φ D
*ya2nÀ(ai\), [GS] *ya2n- 'elephant' >  Tm ya2n3ai\, a2n3ai\, Ml a2na, Kt, Td a;n,
Kn a2ne, ya2ne, Kdg a;ne, Tu a2nA, Tl e2nu2gu, e2nika, Klm ena2gï ±
e2Ngi, Nkr e2nagï, Prj e2nu, Gdb e2nig, Gnd ye2nï ± ai\nï ± e2nal ± e2ni ± e2n,
Knd e2ngu ± e2ni ¶¶ D #5161, GS 134 [#347] || IE: loans from unknown
sources: Gk gi1ga2ß (gen. gi1gantoß) 'giant', Lt † gogas 'giant' (P
'wielkolud'), Ltv ∆  ga2gan-s  'giant; long rope', ? OI gaja-h5 'elephant' ¶
F I 3O5-6, Frn. 161, ME I 616, M K I 314, M E I 458 ˚  The unexpected D
*y-  needs explaining; it is likely to sugest that D *ya2nÀ(ai\) is a loanword
˚  Blz. DA 157 [#51] (suggested that D {Blz.} *yan3 [sc. *ya2nÀ-] may g o
back to *iyan < *c>iyan < *c>igan).
2719. (€?) *Z1111alV (or *Z1111alV÷3333V) 'flame' >  U: FU *s1ala(-) ' l ighten;
lightning' >  F salama 'lightning' »» ObU {Ht.} *sÈ∏l- v. 'lighten' >  pVg
{Ht.} *sÈ∏l- >  Vg: T sa2˘l-, LK/UL/Ss sa2l-, MK/UK/NV/LL/ML s‰2l-, P s‰2l-
≠s‰l- v. 'lighten', P salna 'lightning'; pOs {Ht.} *sa"l-, *sa"la- v. 'lighten' >
Os: V sa"l-, sa"la-, Ty sa"¬-, Km sa"t-, Nz so"t- id., Y sa"l, D/K sa"t ' l ightning'
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¶ UEW 459, Coll. 111, Ht. ##589 || A *Z>ali- >  NaT *Jal- v. 'blaze, b u r n ,
shine' > OT jal- id., StAlt {BT} Z1alî-, Tlt {Rl.} jalî-, Shor {Rl.} c7al- id., Yk
sal- 'roast (on fire)'; Ï [1] NaT *Jalîn 'flame' >  OT, MQp [CC], Chg
jalîn, OOsm jalîN, Tk yalIn, Ggz, Kr, Qmq, Nog jalîn, Qzq, Qq z7alîn,
Qrg Z7alîn, Tlt {Rl.} Jalîn, Xk c7alîn, Qzl {Jk.} s7a2lîn 'flame', Tv c7alîn n .
'heat from the fire', Tkm jalîn id., 'flame'; [2] NaT *Jalkîn ' f lame'  > Tk
yalkIn, ET jalqun, Uz jålqin, Qzq z7alqîn, VTt, Bsh jalq¥n, Alt Z1alqîn,
Tb/QK {Rl.} jal˝în ¶ Rs. W 181, Cl. 918, 929, ET J 1O6-7, TL 356-7, 3 6 3 ,
Rl. III 165, 1877, Md. 16O, TvR 515, BIG 31O ¶ Cf. N *Z6666u÷3333l ∏ ∏∏∏V 'to b e
bright', 'blaze, flame' (possibly a secondary source of the T √ )  M
*Z>ali 'flame' >  WrM Zali, HlM zal∆ 'flame, spirit', WrO {Krg.} zali
'flame, splendour, glory', zalida- v. 'blaze, flame', Kl zal∆ n. ' f l ame '
¶ MED 1O31, Krg. 659, KRS 239 || ? HS: amb S *°√zl÷ 'burn (so.’s sk in)
with fire', (× N *Z1111u 4 444[hV]lßßßß˝V (or *Z1111u[hV]l ßßßß˝É) 'smoulder, burn' [intr.],
'live coals', q.v. ffd.) ˚  If the S word goes back to the N etymon i n
question, the N rec. is *Z 1111a lV÷ 3333V  (not *Z1111al÷ 3333V, because N *-l÷ 3333- yields U
*-z6-). Otherwise it is N *Z 1111alV .
272O. *Z @@@@áLV  'to swing, to wave, to be shaky', (?) 'to spring, to l eap '
> HS: WS *√zl(z)l > BHb √zll N  'shake, quake' (of mountains) (3p pf .
ul`7zn1 na1≤zollu2), Ar √zlzl D  'faire trembler, secouer, agiter', TD  (p f .
tazalzala) 'be agitated, quake' (esp. of earthquake), zalza2l
'earthquake', ChrPA mzdll  'drunken', Sr √zll  G  {Br.} 'subsiluit', Gz {L}
√zll G  'move, be shaken, swing, be agitated' ¶ Br. 196, BK I 1OO4-5,
BDB 272, ≈ DRS 738, L G 638 || A: Tg: WrMc Zele, Zelen ' shaky,
shaky gait of a drunken man; doubtful, uncertain' ¶ Z 977 || IE: NaIE
*sel- / {Brg.} *sôl- v. 'jump, leap' > L salio2 (pfc. salu°) vi. ' spring,
leap, jump, bound', frq. salta2- 'dance' (VL *salta2- ' jump'  >  It
saltare, Fr sauter, Sp, Prt saltar), L n. act. saltus (gen .
saltu2s) 'a spring, leap, bound' »» Gk {allomai ({Brg.} < *sôly-) vi.
'spring, leap, bound', {alma 'a spring, leap, bound', {alsiß n. 'leaping' »»
(+ext.) Sl *0sÁlpa-ti (or *0s¥lpa-ti?) 'to spring, to leap'  > ChS
sl6pati slÁpati ≠ sl5pati slËpati id. ¶ WP II 5O5, P 899, EI
323, WH II 468, F I 76, BD I 467, Tr. 256, Mikl. E 3O7, Mikl. L 861.
2721. *Z@@@@il ∏ ∏∏∏V 'to slip, to slide' > HS: S *°√zll (or CS *√zll) > Ar √zll
(pf. zalla , ip. ya-zill-u) v. 'slip away, lapsavit in loco lubrico', msd. zall-
'sliding' (×  N *zu6666LV 'to fall, to crush down'), Ar D {Lb.} √zll 'glisser ' ,
NNEA {Mcl.}  L∆Ωé ze6l zïl, zil n. 'sliding (glissade)' (πAr?); +ext.: Ar
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√zlX  v. 'slip' ¶ Fr. II 246, Ln. 1241, 1244, Hv. 293, Lb. 1847-8, Mcl. 8 6 ,
≈ DRS 738) || A: T *Jî∏l- v. 'slide' (× T *Jî∏l- v. 'creep' < N *Z@@@@iÙl∏∏∏∏V ≠
*Z@@@@il ∏ ∏∏∏ÙV 'to creep, to crawl') >  VTt U z7 !¥l- 'slide downhill', VTt I, SbTt
Tö jîl- id., 'slide', Xk c7îl- v. 'slide, ski', Tv c7îl- 'slide (of sledge)', Yk sî∏l-
v. 'ski', Alt/QK/Kü {Rl.} jîl- v. 'slip' ¶ Length of T *î is due to the merge r
with T *Jî∏l- v. 'creep' ¶ ≈ ET J 4O-1, Rs. W 2OO, TTDS 178, 579, Tm. 9O,
Pek. 244O, Rl. III 481  M: WrM Zildam, HlM qaldam 'skillful ska t e r '
¶ Kow. 2347, MED 1O55, Rm. EAS I 65-6 (mentions WrM ¿ Z7ilga,
Z7ilgai, Z7ilgam, Z7ilgag 'gleitend, glatt, fließend', not confirmed b y
Kow., MED, Gl., and Bb.) || ?σ U *s1+c1il+lß- 'smooth', v. 'whet' (× N *s1111il∏ ∏∏∏i ¬
*s1111il∏ ∏∏∏ayV 'smooth, slippery', q.v. ffd.) || IE: NaIE *slei\-m- ' s l ippery' ,
'smooth' (× N *s1111il ∏ ∏∏∏i ¬ *s1111il ∏ ∏∏∏ayV '⇑ ' [q.v. ffd.], see also N *Z@@@@VL{i}Ká ' t o
slip, to slide' and N *s 1111VLXit ''''V ≠ *s 1111VLXidV 'to slip').
2722. *Za9[V]li (or *Za9[V]layV) 'secret(ly); to deceive' >  HS: S:
Ar za˝al- 'counterfeit, adulterated' (of money, metal) ¶ Ln. 1235 || U
*sala- v. 'do sth. secretly, steal' >  F, Es sala n. 'secret', F salaa
'secretly, stealthily', Es salaja 'secretly' » pLp *so2le2 'thief, thievish,
secretly' >  Lp: S {Hs.} suoleh- 'steal', Vf {Lgc.} su¢o;Ò;‰h_ ' th ief ' ,
su¢a$;Ò;dòa$m‰ v. 'steal', L {LLO} suola 'thief', suolle2t 'in secre t ,
secretly', suola2ti- 'steal', N {N} suola6 / -lla6g- 'thief, thieveish' ,
suoladi- 'steal, go stealthily', Kld {SaR} su2ll 'thief', su´ln´ 'steal' »
Er, Mk sala- 'steal' » pChr *sol¥ ' thief' , *sol¥- 'steal' (Ber: *s7ol´œ,
*sol´œ-) >  Chr: H woly s7ol¥ 'thief', L wolyp s7ol¥p, Uf s7ol¥p
adj./adv. 'secret, -ly', H, L wolywt- s7ol¥s7t-, M sol¥s7t- 'steal' »» pObU
{Ht.} *Tu2l´m- v. 'steal', *Tu2lmVk 'thief' >  pVg {Ht.} *tu2l´m- 'steal' >  Vg:
T tolma2nt-, LK/MK/UL tu2lm´nt-, P/NV/SV tul´mt-, LL tu2l´mt-, UL/Ss
tu2lmant- id.; pVg {Ht.} tu2lm´k 'thief' >  Vg: T to2lm´k, LK/MK tu2lm´x,
P/NV/SV/LL tulm´x, UL/Ss tu2lmax id.; pOs {Ht.} *¬al´m- 'steal' >  Os:
V/O lal´m-, Vy yal´m-, Ty/Y ¬aº¬´m-, D/K tot´m-, Nz tOt´m-, Kz ¬O¬´m-
id.; pOs {Ht.} *¬almak 'thief' >  Os: Vy yalmaq, Y ¬aº¬maq, D/K totmaX,
NMz tOtmaX, Kz ¬O¬maX, O lalmaX id.  Sm {Jn.} *taºla4-, {Hl.} *tale- v.
'steal' >  Ne: T tale-s∆, T O {Lh.} ta2l;!e2-, F {Lh.} ta2¬!¬!i\e;-s1; Ng {Cs.} 1 s
aor. obcj. tole≤?ama; En {Cs.}: (1s aor. obcj.) X taÒibo, B tarebo
'steal'; Slq Tz {KKIH} t‰2lÈ- id., t‰2lÈt 'secretly', Slq Tm {KD} 1s a o r .
tu¢‰l;abò 'steal'; Ï Sm augm. {Jn.} *taºl¥y¥r-, {Hl.} *tal‰r- 'steal' >  Kms
{KD} 1s prs. tæaºy‰rl!am, Mt {Hl.} *ta4l‰r- (Mt M {Sp.} telernym` ' I
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steal')  Y: K {IN, Jc.} olo- v. 'steal, {Jc.} ≤olol 'theft' ¶¶ UEW 43O-1,
Coll. 55, Sm. 54O (U, FU *saºlaº-, FP *sala-, Ugr *saºla-, Sm *taºla4-
'steal'), Lr. #1175, Lgc. #715O, Lgc. SL #2255, Hs. 1266, SaR 331, Ber.
#338, MRS 716-7, Ep. 152, Ht. #141, Jn. 15O-1, Lh. 47O, KKIH 182, Hl.
M #975, IN UASJu 86, Ang. 194, ≈ Rd. UJ 43 [#51] (Y π U), KD 47O ||
A (? *Z>al{i}-): NaT *Jala 'false accusation' >  OT {Cl.} jala2 '≈ false
accusation; (?) suspicion', MQp [CC] jala 'false accusation', Nog, VTt,
Bsh jala, Qzq, Qq z7ala, Qrg Z7ala 'slander', SbTt jala id. (in jala jabu ' t o
calumniate'), Alt {Rl., BT} Z1ala n. 'fine (Strafgeld, Geldbuße)', Chv L (<
VTt?) jula jup 'to pretend, to speak deceitfully (lukavit∆ ), t o
calumniate'; NaT *Jal˝an 'a lie; untruthful' >  OT {Cl.} jal˝a2n id., 'a l iar ' ,
MQp XIV jal˝an 'a lie', Tk yalan, Ggz, Az, Tkm, Qq jalan, Qzq ∆  z7alan,
Kr, Nog, VTt, Bsh, ET jal˝an, Uz jål˝ån, QBl, Qrg Z7al˝an, Qzq, Q q
z7al˝an id. ¶ Cl. 919, 926, ET J 87, 91-2, BT 44 , Rl. III 154 and IV 3 6 ,
Jeg. 347, TkR 811  M *Z>ali 'ruse, deceit' >  WrM Zali, HlM zal∆
'ruse, craft, cunning, trick, deceit', WrO zalida- v. 'deceive, t r ick ' ,
zalidul 'cunning, ruse'; Ï WrM Zaliqai, HlM zalxaj, zal∆xaj
'treacherous, cunning', Ord {Ms.} Z7òa$liXa4∏ 'astucieux', WrO {Krg.}
zaliXai 'crafty, wily', Kl {Rm.} zal!Xa4∏ 'listig, hinterlistig', ? Ba zelu
'cunning, cute' ¶ MED 1O31, KW 465, Ms. O 183, Krg. 659, T BJ 14O 
Tg: [1] AmTg *Jelen 'deceit, lie' >  Ul Z7‰l‰(n-), Ork Z7‰l‰(n-), Z7ill‰(n-),
Z7‰ll‰(n-), Nn Nh Z7‰l‰% id.; Ul Z7‰l‰c7i-, Ork Z7il‰n-, Z7‰(l)l‰n-, Nn Nh
Z7‰l‰n- v. 'deceive, tell a lie'; Ul Z7‰l‰(m)bu, Ork Z7‰ll‰m‰Ngu, Nn Nh
Z7‰l‰Nku, Z7‰l‰pi 'deceiver, liar'; [2] Tg *Jelum n./adj./adv. 'secret(ly)' >
Ewk, Neg J‰lum, Lm J‰l´m id., Lm J‰l´m-, Ork J‰lum- ' app roach
stealthily, steal in' ¶ STM I 28 ¶¶ KW 465 (A *Z7alî; T *Z7al!- 'hide', M) ,
DQA #259O (A *Z>ela 'deceive') ˚  IS MS 368 s.v. tajnyj  *zalÿ (U ,
A).
2723. ?σ *ZÅHËlV '≈ (calf of) leg', (?) 'bone of leg' >  K *Z`VZ`wal-,
{K, K2} *Z`Z`wal- 'bone' (× N ?φ *s1111ewVMZV '∈ bone'??) >  OG Zual-, G
Zval- id., Sv UB/LB/L/Ln Z7iZ7w id., ? Mg ı G Gr Z7iZ7gv- 'robust m a n '
(“ *'bony man') ¶¶ K 241, K2 291, Ghl. 782, TK 888 || HS: SC: Kz {E}
Zulu-tiko 'calf of leg' ¶ E SC 353  S *°z+ÎaHa2l- >  Gz {L} zaHa2l 'hind leg' ,
Amh zal id. ¶ L G 634, DRS 714 ¶¶ Tk. PAA 6 || D *c>allatß+n`- 'cloth f o r
legs' >  Tm, Ml callat5am 'short drawers', Kt c>alalßm, c>alßm 'per ineal
cloth', Kn callan5a, cal(a)n5a, collana, col5na ' d rawers \b reeches ' ,
Tu callan5a, calla[:]na, Tl calla[:]d5amu 'short breeches'; D ı OI
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calanaka- 'a short petticoat' ¶¶ D #2379 || ?σ A: Tg *Jalan ' knee ,
elbow, joint (of a l imb) '  > Ewk Z Ja2la 'elbow', Ewk, Neg Jalan, Orc, Ud,
Ul Z7ala(n-), Ork dala(n)-, Nn Z7ala%, WrMc Zala, Zalan 'joint (of a l imb),
Ewk Sm † jalan 'ell', Lm Jal¥n 'joint of the knee' ¶ STM I 245-6.
2724. *Z@@@@iÙl∏∏∏∏V ≠ *Z@@@@il ∏ ∏∏∏ÙV 'to creep, to crawl' >  HS: CS *√zHl (≠
*°√zlX) 'creep, slide' >  BHb, JA [Trg.] √zHl v. 'creep, crawl', Sr \o≈Ωo
za2Ó≤l-a2 'locustae repentes' (“  acp. G  'crawling') Ar ∆  √zHl {GB “
Lb.} 'gleiten', {Del.} 'sich verkriechen' ¶ GB 196, KB 256-7, KBR 267, Js .
39O, Lv. T I 213, Br. 194, Lb. PD 428, DRS 714  || IE: NaIE *sel- (≠
*tsel-?) v. 'creep, crawl' (×  N *Z@@@@il ∏ ∏∏∏V 'to slip, to slide') >  OI ≤tsarati
'creeps on, sneaks', tsaruh5 'a crawling animal', Av srvant-
'crawling' »» Lt sele$!ti 'to creep, to tread noiselessly' »» Arm so¬im
soÒim (< *tsol-?) 'I glide, creep into, slip' »» MDt, ME slïken ' leise
gleitend gehen, OHG sl°hhan ≠ sl°chan 'to crawl, to slink', NHG
schleichen 'to crawl, to creep' »» ? OIr selige 'turtle' »» ?? Al
shllige4 ≠ she4llige4 'viper' (acc. to O xix, the change *s >  Al sh
[outside the intervoc. position after *ïÆ, *u2 Æ] is irreg.) ¶ *t-  in OI and p r e -
Arm may be a remnant of a px., e.g. *d- as a zero grade of the px. *ad-
'to' ¶ P 9OO, EI 141 (*(t)sel- 'sneak\crawl up on'), Hamp AIEW 145, M
K I 54O-1, Kb. 9O9, OsS 822, KM 655, Frn. 774, Vn. S  81-2, O 4 2 5
(treats Al shllige4 as a tabooistic description from lig) ¶ The absence
of traces of a lr. points to a metathetic variant *Z @@@@ i l ∏ ∏∏∏ÙV  of the N e tymon
¶ The meaning 'slip, slide, glide' may be due to the merger with N
*Z@@@@il ∏ ∏∏∏V '⇑ ' || A *Z>ïla6- 'creep' >  T *Jî∏l- 'creep' >  Qrg Z7îl-, VTt ∆  z7 !¥l- ±
j¥l-, Uz Z7il-, Alt Z1îl-, Xk, Qzl c7îl-, Yk sî∏l- id.; Ï T *Jîla2n 'snake' >  OT
{Cl.}, Tkm jîla2n, MU, XwT jîlan, MQp, Chg jîlan ≠ îlan, Tk yIlan, Az
ilan jîlan, Ggz, Kr, Qmq, Nog, SY jîlan, VTt, Bsh J¥lan, ET, Ln ilan, U z
ilån, QrB, Qrg Z7îlan, Qzq, Qq z7îlan, Alt Z1îlan, Xk, Tv c7îlan, Chv s1Álen, ∆
s1Áºlen; the loss of the vowel length of *î in T *Jîla2n (or in Tkm jîla2n?) is
still to be explained ¶ ET J 4O-1, 277, TL 18O, Cl. 93O, Jeg. 21O, Fed. II
1O6-7 ˚  IS MS 358 s.v. polzti *zilÿ (IE, A, S + •÷ ? K *zirt' >  Mg
zirt'- 'to slip'), Resh. NNE #14 (U, A).
2725. *Z1111u 4 444[hV]lßßßß˝V (or *Z1111u[hV]l ßßßß˝É) 'smoulder, burn' (intr.); ' live
coals' >  HS: S *°√zl÷ 'burn (so.’s skin) with' (fire) >  Ar √zl÷ ' b rû l e r
avec le feu (p. ex. le pied à quelqu’un)' ¶ Fr. II 249, BK I 1OO5, Hv. 2 9 3
 EC: Rn {PG} Z7i~la!H 'burning charcoal, glowing coal' (× N *c'''' 1 111 {i}LHV
'[char]coal, soot') ¶ PG 167, Bl. 2O2, 215, Ss. PEC 22, 3O || K  *°cX{u}l- >
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Sv L cXul-, cXwl- v. 'singe, burn the surface of (opalit∆ , obqe¢∆ )',
msd. {TK}: UB/Ln li-cXwle, L li-cXwli id. ¶ TK 478, Dn. s.v. cXul- ||
IE: NaIE *swel[´]- vi. 'smoulder, burn' > OI {MW, M} ≤svar- v. 'shine' »»
Gk e{ilh, {elh 'sun’s heat\warmth', [ela1nh 'torch of reeds', ]ale1a warmth ,
heat (of fire)' »» AS swelan , OFrs swela  vi. 'to burn, be to burnt u p ' ,
MLG swelen >  NLG swe2lenı NHG schwelen 'to smoulder' »» Lt
svi~lti / svi<lu~ vi. 'singe, burn without flame', Ltv svilﬁt ( p r s .
svilstu, svil>u, svilu) 'to burn, to singe, to glow' ¶ WP II 531-2, P
1O45, EI 88 (*swel- 'burn'), ≈  M K III 563 (does not distinguish this √
from IE *seéwel- 'sun'), MW 1281, F I 458-9, Ho. 334, KM 692, Frn. 9 5 4
|| U *s1u4z6e or *s6u4z6e 'charcoal' >  F sysi (gen. syden), Es su4si (gen .
so4e) id. » pLp {Lr.} *c1‰Î‰ id. > Lp: S tjîrre, L tjata2, N {N} c7a6DDa6 / -
D-, I c7iDDa id. » pMr {Ker.} *s1ed! id. > Er, Mk sed∆ s1ed!, Er ∆  {Mu.} s1a4d!
» pChr {Ber.} *s7u4y id. >  Chr: L wu≥j s7u4y, B, M s7u4y, Uf s7u4, H wu≥ s7u4 id. »»
ObU {Ht.} *su4ÆÎ! 'charcoal' >  pVg *su4Æl!i >  Vg T su4l!i ± su4li; pOs *so4Æy
({∫Hl.} *su4Æy) > Os V/Vy so4Æy id.  Sm *s6iy¥ ({Jn.} *siy¥) 'live coa l '
(*s6u4z6e < as. U *s1u4z6e, unless the U etymon is already *s6u4z6e) >  Ne F {Lh.}
tu˘s1 s1ïy ≠ tu˘s1 s1e2y id. (tu˘s1 'fire'); En T {Adl.} sie1 'pruna', En {Cs.}
cmpd. tu6sio 'coal'; Slq Tz {KKIH} sic1È id.; Kms {Cs.} si' id.; Mt {Hl.}
*ki (or *kï, *kiyi?) 'live coal' (Mt T/K {Mll.}, T {Adl.} gi 'pruna') ¶ ¶
UEW 477-8, Coll. 59, It. #426, Sm. 54O (U *s1u4d!i, FU, FP *s1u4di, Ugr
*su4Æd!I", Sm *sijo_ 'charcoal'), SK 1149, Lr. #99, Lgc. #437, Hs. 1 3 2 2 ,
Ker. II 139, Ber. II 72, MRS 742, Ep. 157, Ht. #563, MK 573, Jn. 14O,
KKIH 17O, Ptp. 45, Hl. M 79 (unc. on Sm *s- > Mt k- preceding *e, i, a n d
*u4), 276 [#479] ||  A: T *Jula 'torch, lamp, a light' and M *Z>ula id. (× N
*Z6666u÷ 3333l ∏ ∏∏∏V 'to be bright', 'blaze, flame' [q.v. ffd.])  Possibly here also d. :
T *Jult…ur1 ({Md.} *Ju"ldur1) 'star' (× N *Z6666u÷ 3333l ∏ ∏∏∏V) || D *c>ulßlß-/*c>u2lß-
'fireplace' >  Tm cul5l5ai\ 'potter’s kiln, furnace', cu2l5ai\ 'kiln, furnace ,
funeral pile', Ml cul5l5a 'potter’s furnace', cu2l5a 'brick-kiln'; D ı OI,
Prkr culli—- 'fireplace' ¶ D #2709 ˚  The K vl. cnss. *cX- (for t h e
expected vd. *Z˝- < N *Z 1111 . . .˝) may point to the presence of a lr. ≈ *h
(that regularly disappears in S) ˚  ≈  IS MS 37O s.v. ugol∆å  *s1u’ÿ (IE,
U + •÷ D *c>utßV 'burn'), ≈  AD LZL 361-2 (*Z2ul˝2Ä4, sc.  AD [notation o f
AD ND] *ÛulØÉ 'smoulder, burn': U, A [T, M], HS [S, C] + •÷ D *c>utßV
' b u r n ' ) .
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2726. € *Z@@@@VL{i}Ká 'to slip, to slide' >  HS: S *°√zlg (or ??σ WS
*√zlg) >  Ar ∆L0za zalg7- 'slippery place', √zlg7 'courir légèrement e t
glisser à la surface du sol' (and ???σ MHb, JA [Trg.] √zlg  G  'drip, flow',
Gz √zlg  'flow, trickle, drop'); cp. also Ar D {Lb.} v. √zHlq (pf. zaHlaqa)
'slip (glisser)', Ar √zHlq TD  (pf. tazaHlaqa) v. 'slide/slip upon one’s
posteriors' (H  due to contamination with CS *√zhl 'creep, slide', w s.v.
N *Z@@@@iÙl∏∏∏∏V ≠ *Z@@@@il ∏ ∏∏∏ÙV 'to creep, to crawl') ¶ Lb. 1827, BK I 1OO3, Ln.
122O, Js. 4O1, L G 637, DRS 733 || IE: NaIE *slei\g8- 'slippery, smoo th ' ,
v. 'stroke, rub (the surface of sth.)' >  Sl *slÁz¥k¥ 'slippery' >  OCS
sl6z5k5slÁzËkË, Slk slizky1, P s1lizki, Uk sliz∆≤kij id., as well
as (×  *sliz¥k¥ ÿ *slizÁ 'slime') Slv sliz‰k, Cz slizky1, slzky1, R ∆
≤slizkij 'covered with slime, slippery'; possibly × N *s1111u 4 444l ! !!! ++++z 6 666u 4 444(-ke6666)  ¬
*s1111il ++++z 6 666i(-ke6666) 'mucus, slime, saliva; to spit' in R ≤sliz∆ 'mucus, sl ime' ,
Uk sliz, Slv sli•z id., Blg ≤sliza 'saliva' »» ON slI1kr 'Schleim auf d e r
Fischhaut', Ic slI1kur 'smooth', Gmc pp. *slixta 'geglättet' >  Gt
slai1hts 'lei6oß, smooth', ON sle1ttr 'smooth, even', OHG sle4ht
'smooth, plain', MHG sle4ht straight, even, smooth', NHG schlicht
'smooth, plain' (and schlecht  'bad'?), AS sliht  'smooth, even' (> NE
slight) »» OIr fo-slig- 'frotter, enduire ' »» Gk li1gdhn {P} ' d i e
Oberfläche streifend', {LS} 'just scraping \ grazing' (IE *sl- > Gk l-) ¶ P
663-4, Fs. 437-8, Vr. 515, Ho. 299, Skeat 57O (et. of NE slight), Kb.
9O7, OsS 819-2O, Lx. 197, KM 654-7, Vn. S  133, F II 121, Vs. III 6 7 1 - 2
|| ?? A: Rm. EAS I 65-6 mentions M (WrM?) Zil9a, Zil9ai, Zil9am,
Zil9a9 'gleitend, glatt, fließend', but these words are absent in t h e
standard dictionaries of M (those available to me) ˚  Derived from N
*Z @@@@ i l ∏ ∏∏∏V  'to slip, to slide' (q.v.)?
2727. *Z@@@@{Å}l!!!!V 'to be weak' >  K: G vi-Zal-ebi 'be weakened' ¶ Chx.
2O53, 2O95 || HS: CS *zawl- 'cheap', *√zwl 'be worthless, cheap' ( o r
S *°zawl- 'cheap', *°√zwl, if MHb is borrowed from Aram) >  JPA, JEA,
MHb l&z zo2l 'cheap', JA [Trg.] √zwl G  (pf. lz1 za2l) 'be worthless,
cheap', JEA al1uz zu2≤la2 'low price', SmA √zll G  'be unworthy'; KB
mentions IA [Frh.] zwl or zl 'of little value (geringschätzig)' ( n o t
confirmed by HJ) ¶ KB 256, Js. 386, Lv. I 522, Sl. 4O4, Tal 231-2  ? Eg
MKL z¿w 'weak' (a person), z¿w-÷ 'weak of arm' (unless ÿ z¿w
'zerbrechen') ¶ EG III 419, Fk. 2O9 || A (*Z>Vl!V ({DQA} *Z>e"l!o) 'weak,
quiet'): NaT *Jal!î- ≠ *Jîl!i- 'be lazy, emaciated, weak, quiet' >  Qrg Z7as7î-
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q 'weak', 'lean' (of meat), Z7as7î- 'become soft\weak', 'start going b a d '
(of meat), Yk sîhîy-  'become tame' ¶ Rs. W 192, Jud. 241, JkR 362-3 
M *Z>aliqa- '≈ be lazy, tired, apathic' >  MM [HI] Zaliqai\ 'laziness', WrM
Zaliqai, HlM zal(∆)xaj 'negligent, lazy', WrO {Krg.} zaliqai
'careless', WrM Zalqa9u, HlM zalxuu 'lazy, idle', Kl {KRS} zalxu
zalXu 'lazy, lazy person', {Rm.} zalXu2 'faul, träge, müde, apathisch', Dg
{T} Z7alko2 'lazy person', {Mr.} Z7aleko2 'lazy', WrM Zalqa-, HlM zalxa-
'get tired', Dg {Mr.} Z7aleko2-re- v. 'tire, get\be tired' (but WrM Zalqa-,
HlM zalxa- 'be afraid\frightened' is likely to go back to another √ ) ;
M *Z>alira- >  MM [S] Zalira- 'vom Zorn ablassen', WrM Zalira-, HlM
zalira- v. 'shirk, be lazy\nonchaland, rest from work' ¶ MED 1O32,
H 85, Ms. H 65, KW 465, KRS 239, T DgJ 142, Mr. D 175, Krg. 659  Tg
*°Je2l- >  Ewk J‰2l- 'become quiet' (of a sound) ¶ STM I 283  pJ {S} *da~s-
>  OJ ja~sa-, J T yaseru 'be emaciated', OJ ja~su {S} 'quiet, easy', {Mr.}
'easy, cheap', J: T/Kg yasu1-, K ya!su~- 'quiet, easy' ¶ S QJ #556, Mr. 8 4 4 ,
Kenk. 2163, S AJ 135 (on pJ *d- >  OJ j-) ¶¶ DQA #2591 (*Z>e"l!o 'weak,
quie t ' ) .
2728. *ÛaÓu6666l ! !!!V 'light (lux), sunshine, sun' >  IE *suél- / *suéel- /
*seéwel-/ suéo2l- ({M} *su \´€l- / *su´\€el- / *se \´€u\el- / *su´\€o2l-) >  NaIE
{P} *sa[:]wel- / *s(u)wel- / *s(u)wo2l- / *su2l- 'sun' >  Vd ≤svah5 (≤svar)
≠ ≤suvah5 (≤suvar) (gen. ≤su2r-as, dat. su2≤r-e2) 'sun, sunshine,
splendour, bright sky', Av hvar´  'sun' (gen. hu2r-o2), MPrs Xvar , NPrs
rvE hu2r, rXu≠ rvX Xor ,Oss I Xu2r, Oss D Xor id.; personifying d. with *-
ya-: OI su2ryah5 (≤su2r-ya-s) 'sun, sun-deity' »» pGk {M} *ha2wel- Ï
*ha2wel-yo- > Gk Cr [Hs.] ]abe1lioß, Gk D/Ae/Ar ]ae1lioß, Gk Hm ]he1lioß, Gk
A {hlioß 'sun' »» L so2l 'sun' (<  *su´\€o2l-, {EI} < sau\l- < *sehÅul-) »» MW
heul, W haul, OCrn [VC] heuul, MCrn heul, houl, OBr {Flr.}
houl, MBr heul, heaul, Br heol, Br V hi(a)ol 'sun' »» Gmc {Fs.}
*so2wula2 > Gt sauil, ON, Ic so1l, AS so2l 'sun' »» {P} *sa2welya2, {Frn.}
*sau\liya2 > Blt: Lt sa!ule$, Ltv sauﬁle, Pru saule 'sun' » Sl (× IE *su´\€en-,
w below) *s¥lnÁ 'sun' in derived words: [1] Sl *po-s¥lnÁ 'sun-wise
(from the east to the west)' >  R ∆  ≤posolon∆, SCr Cr ∆  na oposun
id., [2] Sl *°bez-s¥lnÁ-n¥ >  OCS besl6n6n5 beslÁnÁnË ' ]anh1lioß,
wihout sun', [3 ] R ∆  solno≤pe≥k 'full blaze of the sun', solnovo≤rot
'solstice, Sonnenwende', [4] Sl *s¥lnÁ-ce 'sun' (originally dim.) >  OCS
sl5n6ce slËnÁce, Blg ≤sl`nce, SCr su•nce, Slv so•nce, Cz
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slunce, Slk slnce, P sLon1ce, R ≤solnce, Uk, Blr ≤sonce 'sun' 
NaIE *swen-, *sun- 'sun' (< IE *suÓen [{M} *su´\€en-] <  N *ÛaÓu6666l ! !!!V + t h e
N genitive pc. *nu  [>  IE marker of oblique cases in heteroclitic nouns ] )
>  Av gen. xv´2ng 'of the sun' (<  *swen-s) (in {Brtl.} xv´2ng.dar´sa
adj. 'den Anblick der [wie die] Sonne gewährend')  »» Gt sunno2, ON,
OSx, OHG sunna, NHG Sonne, AS sunna ≠ sunne 'sun', NE sun 
Glh. 594 mentions ¿ Lw si(h)wal- 'sun', not confirmed by available
sources (Lar., GI, etc), while Mlc. CL 194 translates Lw si(h)wal- a s
'stiletto' or sim. “ *'sharpness'; if there is a lr. in this Lw word (and if
its reading and Glh.’s interpretation are right), it will suggest a s t rong
lr. (*x) in pIE and a *Ù++++Q in pN ¶¶ P 881-2, Ptrs. H 268 (IE heteroclisis:
nom. *sa2u\-el, gen. *su-≤n-es with unacceptable treatment of *-el as a
sx.), EI 556 (*≤sehÅul- / gen. *sh=Å≤w-en-s 'sun'), M K III 496, 563, 566-7 ,
M E II 793-4, WD II/2 938, BM 189, 599, Horn 111, Vl. I 746 and II
1484-5, Ab. IV 246-8, WH II 553-4, YGM-1 281, Flr. 214, Hm. 378, F I
631, Fs. 412, 46O, Vr. 529, 561, Ho. 3O6, 33O, Ho. S 72, Kb. 988, OsS
894, Schz. 275, KM 716, Frn. 765-6, En. 243, Vs. III 34O, 71O-1, Glh.
594, Brtl. 188O || HS: B *zVhl- ({∫Pr.} *√zh⁄l-) (= sg. *zahl- / pl. *zihl-
?) 'sunshine, daylight, day' >  Ah ah´l (pl. ehïla2n), Ttq ah´l (pl. ehilan),
Tnsl as7´l (pl. is7ilan), Twl {Pr.} az´l ≠ as7´l ≠ az7´l, Ty {Pr.} a2z´l ≠ a2z7´l,
Gh az´l (pl. iz7ilan) 'day', Kb azal (pl. izilan) 'clarté du jour; pleine
chaleur', Sll azal ≠ aza4l 'daylight', Shnw azil 'le jour, plein soleil', Skn
{Srn.} aze1l 'day', Si {La.} az´l 'jour naturel, au jour' »» Gnc P {Wlf.}
zelo$y 'sun' ¶ Pr. H #219, F 579, Dl. 941, La. MChB 181 [nt. 1, 3], Wlf.
588 ¶¶ The adduction of S *°√s7Xl  (>  Ar √s7Xl  'clarify a beverage') [AD
NSAS 17O] is too qu. (?σ ); if it is accepted, the N etymon must b e
*Z6666aqul!!!!V || A: T *Jal![ç]u+î- v. 'blaze, flame' >  OT jas7u- v. 'flash, shine ' ,
XwT/MQp {Cl.} jîs7î- 'shine', Shor c7as7- v. 'lighten', Chv s1is1/z1ò- v.
'lighten, flash, shine'; Ï T *Jal!îk >  NaT *Jas7îk 'sun' >  OT QU [MhK]
jas7îq 'sun', Chg XV jas7îq id.; it is not clear if this word is identical with
Osm, Tkm îs7îq, Tk Is>Iq, Az îs7îG 'bright, light, a light', MQp XIV îs7îq
'rays of light; light, brightness'; T *Jal![ç]în 'lightning' >  OT, XwT jas7în,
Chg jas7în ≠ îs7în, MQp jas7în ≠ ja2s7în, Qmq jas7în, Uz jas7in, Nog jasîn,
VTt, Bsh ja4s7Án, Alt Z1a2z7în, Sg c7azîn, Shor c7az7în, VTt {∂Rl.} jas7¥m, ET {Rl.}
jas7im, Chv s1iz1òÁm id., (?) Kr Cr jes7im 'reflection of a distant lightning
(seen in the sky) (zarnica )' ¶ The rec. of *ç is based on Chv -s1/z1ò- (<
*-l!ç- reg. ); but if Chv -s1/z1ò- is here due to as., the pT rec. must be *Jal-;
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even if the rec. of *-l!ç- is right, this *-l!- may well result from ass.
palatalization due to *ç; in both latter cases Chv s1iz1òÁm may belong to T
*Jalîn (< N *Z1111alV [or *Z1111alV÷3333V] 'flame', q.v.) or result from a merge r
of both roots ¶ Rs. W 192, Cl. 977, 979, ET J 149-5O, TL 22-3, 65-6, Rl.
III 247-8, Ash. XII 171-3, Jeg. 214, Fed. II 123, Md. 1O4, 16O (*Z1aLc1u
'blestet∆ ')  ? pJ *sas- v. 'shine '  > OJ, J T sas- id. ¶ S QJ #592 ¶¶ ≈
DQA #2565 (A *zi\ol!a 'shine; blaze'; incl. T, J), Md. 1O4 (qu. T *Jal!çu ÷
M *no4l{u4}Ge 'flame' ÷ Tg nul- 'kindle') ˚  If the primary meaning in T is
'sun', that of pN is 'sun, sunshine, day'. But if in T the primary meaning
is 'shine', we must suppose the same meaning in pN ˚  ≈  AD NSAS 1 6 9 -
7O (*Za{q}LË; IE, B, T + •U *yeLa 'shine' and qu. S *°√s6Xl) ‘ Glh. 594.
2729. *ZÅHil!!!!++++l ß ßßßV (or *ZÅÌil!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV?) 'wolf, dog' >  HS: S: Ar zalHab-
'wolf' (<  N *ZÅÌil!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV-bÅ with the adjectival pc. *bÅ for animal
names [q.v.]) ¶ BK I 1OO1  EC: Af {PH} da!lHu (pl. dala2Ha!) ' s t r iped
hyena', Sa {R} da2leho2 (pl. dala2h) "der Wolf" (= 'lycaon pictus'?) ¶ PH
79, R S II 1O6 ¶¶ In HS there is metathesis and an obscure devoicing: *-
˝L- > *-lH- || K *Z`a˝l=- 'dog' >  OG, G Za˝l-, Mg Z7o˝or-, Lz Z7o˝o(r)-, Sv
UB/Ln z7e˝ (dat. z7a˝w), L z7e˝ ¶¶ K 236, K2 283, FS K 429-3O, FS E 4 8 4
(*Z`a˝l-), TK 684 || D *c>a2kilß-, {†GS} *Z1+Za2˝ilß- '∈ dog' > Kn ja2yila ' dog ' ,
Tu ja2val5a nayi 'wolf-dog', Tlg ja2gilamu 'hound, hunting dog' ¶ ¶
An interesting case of D {GS} *-˝- f rom  N *-H- (or *-˝-?) ¶¶ D #2459 ,
GS 159, 168 (on the reflexes of pD *-lß-) ˚  K *˝- (if it is from N *-H-)
may be due to as. (*ZVH-  > *ZV˝-).
273O. *Z@@@@al ! !!! ÙV (or *Ûal !!!!ÓV) 'dripping fluid' >  IE: NaIE *sal[´]-
'saliva, wet dirt' >  L sal°va 'saliva' »» ScGl sal 'wet dirt, ear-wax', OIr
saile 'saliva', W haliw id., 'spittle' (π L?), Br halo, hal id. »» ?? Gk
]olo1ß (WH: <  [olo1ß?) 'dark liquor (the ink of the cuttle-fish, blood)' ¶ ×
homonymous *sal-words of different origin ¶ ≈  WH II 468-9, ≠  P 879, ≈
Mn. 111O, F II 381, Vn. S  14, Hm. 368 || A: T *Ja2l! 'tears' (×
N *n1111o9{a4444}l[y]V 'slime, tears [?], moisture, fluid; raw', q.v. ffd.) ¶ Cl.
975-6, ET J 161-4 (both of them treat jas7 'fresh', jas7 'green', jas7
'tears', jas7 'year of one’s life', etc. as one polysemous T word), DT 2 1 8 ,
Jeg. 12O-1  Tg *Jali3- v. 'flow' (of saliva) >  Ewk Jali-; d. *Jali3-ksa
'saliva, slime' >  Ewk Jaliksa, Lm Jals¥, Orc diliks‰ ≠ duluksa 'saliva',
Neg Jalsa, Ud Z7ale≈a4, Ul Z7e2lc7Uqsa, Z7IlaUqsa, Ork Jelusqa, Nn Nh Z7Iloqsa
'saliva', 'slime (as on the skin of fish)'; *Jali3-ptu3n 'bib (protecting t h e
baby’s garments from saliva)' >  Ewk Jaliptun, Neg Jalipu3n ¶ STM I 2 4 6
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 ? M: HlM, Brt zalxag  'slime, mucus, pus' ¶ Luv. 19O, Cev. 263, Chr.
248 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #2586 (A *Z>a2!lu 'saliva'; incl. M, Tg) || D *c>alßV ({†GS}
*Z+Z1-) 'slime, mucus' >  Tm cal5i 'catarrh, mucus blown out of the nose ,
phlegm', Ml cal5i 'mucus, semen', Tl jalubu, Gdb Z>albu 'a cold,
catarrh, influenza' ¶¶ D #24O9 || ? HS: WS *√zlH >  MHb {Js.} hl2z#
≤zElaÓ  'sprinkling fluid, perfume', MHb √zlH  v. G  'drip, wet', JA [Trg.]
√zlH v. G  id., 'sprinkle', JEA √zlH D  'sprinkle', Sr √zlH v. G  ' p o u r
out, sprinkle, bedew', Md zh?l pf. 'sparsit', Ar D {L from unk. source}
mezelaH 'vessel for drawing water', Gz √zlH v. G  or D  'drain o u t ,
draw\empty all the liquid from a vessel, wring out a wet garment' ¶ Js .
4O1, Sl. 414, Br. 197-8, JPS 116, L G 637  WCh: Mpn {Frz.} ze2@l 'saliva'
¶ Frz. DM 69 ˚ The T long vw. points to the presence of a N l r .
(following N *-l !!!!- rather than preceding it, otherwise we would have
expected a long vw. in IE [and D?]). If the S cognate is rejected ( f o r
unsufficient semantic proximity), one remains with N unspecified cnss .
*Û-  and *Ó ˚ AD GD 7, ≈ IS MS 365 s.v. sliz∆  *za/l/ÿ (IE, Tg, D).
2731. ?σ *ZomV 'spice, spicy mineral, spicy food' >  K {K2} *Z`m(u)-,
{FS} *Z`um- 'salt' >  Mg Z7imu id. (d. Z7imol- v. 'salt'), Lz (n)Z7umu, Sv:
UB/LB/L Z7im (LB gen. Z7´2⁄m-am) 'salt'; Ï K *Z`mar- 'vinegar' >  OG Zmar-
i id., Mg Z7umor-i, Lz Z7umo(r)-, nZ7umor-, Sv Z7imar id. ¶¶ K 239-4O, K
289-9O, FS K 437, FS E 493-4, Dt. ASK I 51, Chik. 23, Chx. 2O81, Q 3 7 6 ,
416, TK 888, GP 313 || D *c>omm-, {†GS} *Z+Z1omm- '≈ spicy food, (spicy)
soup' >  Klm Z>omma 'broth', Gnd M/B {Tr., Ph.} Z>ammo2 'meat -soup,
curry' ¶¶ D #2851, BB CVG #1394 || HS: B *°√zmm >  Tmz az´mmum
'orge encore légèrement verte qu’on moissonne pour le griller et piler,
sert à confectionner le bendeq (pâte faite du blé grillé)' ¶ MT 8O7 ?
Eg smyn  (<  *zmyn?) 'soda (Natron)' ¶ Mks. II #78.3538.
2732. *Zám[?]V (or *Z1111-?) 'together; to unite, to tie together' >  HS:
WS (or CS) √zmm >  Ar √zmm G {Ln.} tie, bind, fasten', Sr √zmm G
(pf. zam) 'tie\train a tree, tie a vine', z´ma2≤m-a2 'tie of a vine', Gz
√zmm G (pf. zamama, js. y´zm´m) 'tie with a cord the lower jaw of a
horse\mule', z´ma2m 'nose rope of an animal, halter, muzzle of a
wooven cord' ({Nld.}: π Aram/Sr) ¶ Ln. 1248-9, BK I 1OO8, JPS 117, L
G 638, Nld. NB 41, DRS 748-9  Eg fP zm¿  'unite; be united with, join' ¶
EG III 446, Fk. 225 || ?σ K {K} *Z`ma-, {FS} *Z`am- 'brother' > OG Zma-y, G
Zma id., Zama, Zam-o id. (used as vocative), Zam-ia, Zam-ik'-o ' b r o t h e r '
(dim., used as vocative), G P Zam-ula  'brother' (dim.), Mg Z7ima, Lz Z7uma
'brother', Sv: UB Z7´⁄m-il, LB Z7im-il, L/Ln Z7umil 'brother (in relation to a
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sister)' ¶ K 239-4O, K2 288-9, FS K 428-9, FS E 483, Chx. 2O56, 2O8O,
TK 89O || IE: NaIE *som-/*sm=- 'together, with' (× N *s2222imV 'name, t h e
same [‘ IE 'one'] [q.v.]) >  OI sa-≤ha, (in cds.) sadha- ' toge ther ,
jointly, with', Av hada2, haÎa, OPrs hada2 id. (<  N *Z@@@@ám[?]V da  [*da
'in' < N *d[oy]a 'place, inside']); OI ≤sam- 'together', Av ham-, han-,
h´n-, ha<m-, OPrs ha(m)- 'with, together' »» Lt sam-, sa<- px .
'together' (samﬁdas, sam-da~ 'hire, rent' [*som- + *d≈e2- 'put'], sam-
buvis 'coexistence', sa<-junga 'union, alliance'), Ltv so- [su¢o-] px.
'together' (so^-vardis 'Namensvetter' [va2rd-s 'name']), Pru sen
prep. 'with, together', san- (in sanday 'go away!' “ *'with god') » Sl
*soß- px. 'together', e. g. *soß-se 7d-¥ 'neighbour' (lit. 'Mit-wohn-er') >  OCS
s0s8d5 so<se7dË, Blg s`≤sed, SCr suàsed ± suàsjed, su!sed ±
su!sjed, Slv so!se5d, Cz soused, P sa<siad, R so≤sed, R ∆ , Blr
su≤sed, Uk su≤s¡d id.  ? BSl *su 'with' (here unless from IE *ksu[n],
cp. Gk xy1n, sy1n 'with') >  Lt su~ 'with', Sl *s¥ (+ instr.) 'with' >  OCS, OR
s5  sË , Blg s  / s` , SCr s  / sa , Slv s  / z , Cz s  / se , R s  / so , Uk, Blr z
 OI ≤smat  'together, jointly', Av mat∞  'together, with' »» Gk [a- / dis. ]a-
(a  copulativum, px. of union\likeness), {ama prep. 'together with, at t h e
same time with' (×  IE *sem- 'one') ¶ P 9O2-5, EI 646 (*som- ' [ together]
with'), M K III 45O, 548, M E II 779-8O, Frn. 753-4, 935-6, En. 242, 2 4 6 ,
En. APG 152-3, Vs. III 539-4O, 736, F I 1, 83, Ch. 2, 68-9 || A: NaT
*Ja4+ema4+e ({Cl.} *ja4ma4∏) 'and; also, too' >  OT {Cl.} ja4ma4∏ id., XwT XIV
jVma4 ({Cl.} y.me:) 'and', MQp XIV [CC] jemese (Rs.: <  *JÉma4-a4rsa4) ' o r
also' ¶ Cl. 934, ≈  Rs. W 196, ≈  Rl. III 388-9 ˚  If the K √  belongs he re ,
the N initial cns. is *Z- , otherwise it is *Z++++Z 1 111 -  (= *Z @@@@ -) .
2733. *Z @@@@iwVm[V]gÉ  'leopard' > IE: NaIE *sing8≈o- 'leopard' or ' l ion '
>  Arm in3 inZ (gen. pl. `n3uç ´nZu-c≈) ≠ inc inc 'leopard' »» OI
sim$ha-h5 'lion', Pali, Prkr s°ha- id. ¶ WP II 5O8, Mn. 158, EI 35O (??
*sin≤g 8≈os- 'leopard'), 356, Tu. #13384, Hü. I 45O, Ach. II 243, Slt. 42O-
1, M K III 463, M E II 727-8 (no et. of OI sim$ha-h5) || HS: EC: HEC
*zagum 'leopard' (metathesis *-mg- >  *-gVm-) >  Tmbr {L} zAgu≤ma, Sd
dagu2n-c7o id. » Ya {Hn.} suNqai (pl. suN≤qaimo5) 'lion' ¶ L Z 12O, Hd. 9 1 ,
Hn. Y II 129  Ch: WCh: Ngz {Sch.} Z7È!gÈ!z7È!u\, Bd ?‰~-zg-e2!n 'lion' » Hs za2!kï~,
Gw Z7a!kYi id. »» CCh: pMrg *ZiNVy > Cb {ChL} ZuN‰y, WMrg {ChL} Z7IN‰y, ?
Br {ChL} cÈNi, ? Ngx {ChL} ciNi id. » Lgn {Lk.} z‰!v‰ni id. » Db {Lnh.}
nZ7a@ga~w id. » Ms {Mou.} zi!mi1, ? {J} s6o^na~, ? Bnn {ChL} z6o!na~, ? BnnM {ChL}
s6Ona id. »» ECh: Mkl {J} su~wwu!, Kwn {ChC} se~mki@, se!mgi! id. ¶¶ ≈  Sk.
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HCD 295, ChC, ChL, Sch. DN || D *c>ivVNki 'leopard' and sim. (× N
*c6666 ' '''{i}bVÌV or *c6666 ' '''{i}bV÷V 'hyena' and N *s2222ibV÷3333V 'beast of prey') >
Tm civin$ki 'Indian lynx, hunting leopard', Ml civin$n$i ' hunt ing
leopard', Kn sivan$gi 'tiger-wolf, hyena', Tl civa%gi, civva%gi,
civvan$gi, siva%gi, sivan$hi, sivvan$gi 'hyena' ¶¶ D #2579 || ?σ
A: ?σ,φ AmTg *yeNgu >  Ul y‰Ngul(i) 'wolf, racoon-like dog', Nn Nh/KU
y‰ngur, Nn B y‰Nguru 'wolf', ?φ: Orc n1iNgu, Ud n1‰Nu id. (× N
*Lu4444 ++++uN{gá?}V '∈ beast of prey') ¶ STM I 498, 639, 65O  ?? M: HlM
qing´r 'bitch' ¶ Luv. 18O, Cev. 247 ¶ Dubious, because not a t tes ted
in M outside HlM (even in WrM) ¶¶ ≠ DQA #12OO (A l!eNgV
'∈ predator' >  HlM, Tg) ˚  In IE, pMrg, and D there is as. *-mg- >  *-Ng-
˚  AD NM #4 (*ÍiwVNgÉ 'leopard'), S CNM 5 (suggested to adduce T
*jebken [sc. *Je+a4bken] 'wolverine', that in my opinion is likely to belong
to N *Z 7777á?VbV '∈  beast of prey', q.v.; ÷÷ NrCs, ST), Vv. AEN 17 ( d o u b t s
about the semantic changes in Tg).
2734. *Z@@@@amaka ≠ *Z@@@@amVK''''V 'to throw, to cast' >  HS: CS √znk'
'throw' >  Sr √znk' G  'throw', BHb √znk' D  h.l. 'spring o u t ,
hervorspringen', MHb √znk' D {Js.} 'squirt, sputter, reject wih force ' ,
Sh  (pf. qin5z^e5 hiz≤n°k5) vt. 'drop, pour' ¶ Br. 2O1, KB 265, Js. 4O7,
DRS 765  ? Ch: Msg {Trn.} s6V~nV~kV~ 'throw' ¶ ChC || IE: NaIE {WP}
*sma(:)g-  'throw, (‘ ) strike' >  Lt ∆  prs. smag-iu~ / inf. smoﬁg-ti (∆ )
'throw (sth. heavy)', (∆  and StLt) 'fling, beat, whip', Lt ∆  smoﬁgis
'heftiger Wurf, Schlag' » Sl *smaga-ti  'to strike, to flog' >  P smagac1 ' t o
whip, to flog', R ∆ sma ≤gat∆ , Uk smag≤nuti, sma≤gati 'to strike, t o
flog' »» Sw sma4cka  'heftig niederwerfen', {Hlq.} 'slänga (to fling)', NGr
∆ schmacken 'to cast, to fling away', MLG smacken, Dt smakken
'to throw, to fling, to slap, to smack', NE (π MLG or MDt) smack v.
'strike heartily \ noisily' ¶ WP II 682, Mn. 1221, Tr. 27O, Mikl. E 3O9,
Frn. 848, DLKZ†746, PiesS 662, Vs. III 683, Hlq. 1OO6-7, Vr. N 655, HDEL
1219 || A: M *Z>aN9u- > WrM ZaN9u- vt. {MED} 'cast, throw; direct t o ' ,
Kl za˜hx ZaN˝¥-X¥, Brt zangaxa ZaN9a-Xa 'to raise one’s hand ( i n
order to strike), to swing (e.g., one’s arms)' ('zamaxivat∆så ,
razmaxivat∆ '), ('raise one’s hand' ‘ 'threaten'): WrM ZaN9a-, WrO
zaNXa- 'threaten' ¶ MED 1O35, Gl. III 427, KRS 241, Chr. 249, Krg. 6 5 5
˚  As. *mk' > *Nk' (> S *nk') and *mk > M *-Ng.
2735. *Z@@@@enV 'ear of cereal, head of a plant' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'sheaf of corn') >  K: OG, G Zna 'sheaf of corn' ¶ Chx. 2O82, DCh. 1 6 2 1
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|| IE: NaIE {WP} *song≈o/a2- or *sonko- 'sheaf of corn, straw, chaff' (× N
*{s6666}a 4 444NK''''a '≈ bough, inedible or less valuable parts of plants [straw, r i n d
of fruit]'?) >  Arm ung ung (gen. `ngoj ´ngoy) 'chaff, straw; grain,
corn; legume' »» MHG, MLG sange 'sheaf of corn, manipulus', eNHG,
NGr ∆  Sange, Sangel, NE ∆  sangle 'sheaf of corn', NLG † sangeln
'kleine Büsche mit Erdfrüchten' »» Gk }acyra pl. 'chaff, husks, bran' ¶ WP
II 51O, OsS 743, Lx. 176, Paul 493, F I 2O3-4 || D *c>e2nÀ- / *c>enn- ({GS}
*s1-) 'ear of corn' >  Tm e2n3l, Tl ennu, vennu, Knd serÀen (pl. serÀeku),
Gnd KM en id., Gnd s1en ± han id. ± san 'head of jowar' ±  seNk pl. ' c o r n ' ,
Klm, Prj c>en 'head of paddy', Nkr s1en 'head of jowar', Gdb c>ennu ± sen
'ear of corn or paddy', Krx hessu c>annu 'head of rice', Mlt c>anu 'pod' ¶ ¶
D #2798.
2736. *Z1111É++++an2222V 'to burn' (intr.), 'live coal (embers), fire' >  HS: Eg P
znzn.t  'Feuersbrunst' ¶ EG III 461  S *°√znd 'strike fire' >  Ar √znd
G  'faire jaillir le feu (à l’aide d’un zand-)', zand- 'briquet consistant e n
deux morceaux d’une espèce du bois qui frottés l’un contre l’autre
donnent le feu' (ı  Amh {DRS} zand [zAnd?] id. [?] [{DRS} 'briquet fai t
de deux bâtons']) ¶ BK I 1O16, DRS 759  B: Zww {Ds.} ziz´n- ' g e t
warm\heated', Kb {Dl.} zœizœzœ´n id. (secondary emphatization), Zng {TC}
o?z$œuz$œun, {MH‘Nic.} o-zzun 'fire' ¶ Ds. IVB 257, AiM 26O, TC D 3, TC
Z 306 (o?zœuzœun)  ? WCh: Krf Z7inZ7iNi 'charcoal' ¶ JI II 66 ¶¶ Tk. I 1 2 8
(Eg, B, Ch) || A ({SDM97} *Z7a4na, i.e. *Z>a4na 'burn; ashes, [live] coal'): T
*Jan- vi. 'burn, blaze up' >  Tk yan- , Tkm, Az, Kr, Nog, ET jan-, Qq z7an-,
Qrg Z7an- id., Ggz, CrTt, Qmq, VTt, Bsh, Ln jan-, Uz jån-, Qzq z7an-, Chv L
s1un- vi. 'burn' ¶ Cl. 942, 947-8, Rs. W 184, ET J 112-3, Jeg. 218, Fed. II
136  Tg *Ja[:]n- ({DQA} *Ji\an-) 'flame' >  Ewk PT/Ald/Z/Np/Uc Ja2nN‰-,
Ewk Nr/Skh v. 'blaze', Ud Z1aNa 'live coal', ? Ewk Sm yandR"a, ? Ewk Np
yanda 'ceremoinal fire', ? Nn B yaN9ora v. 'kindle, stoke (a hea r th ) ' ,
WrMc yaN9a , yaN9an  'torch' ¶ STM I 249, 341-2, Krm. 231  pKo {S}
*c>Ä!i\ 'ashes' > MKo c>Ä!i\, NKo c>a4, Ko ∆: Chs c1a4L, PhN/Hm c1a4, Ks c1e^, Chj ça4,
Kw Lça4 ¶ S QK #2, Nam 418, MLC 14O9  pJ {S} *da~ni~ 'tar, pitch' >  OJ
ya~ni~, J: T/Kg yani!, K ya1ni` ¶ S QJ #186, Mr. 573 ¶¶ S AJ 287, SDM97 (A
*Z7a4na), DQA #26O3 (*Z7i\a~jna~ 'to burn; ashes; tar') || U: FU *s1+s6in+n`e
({UEW} *s1ine) 'charcoal' > Lp N {N} c7idna6 / -n- id. »» Hg sze1n (accus .
szenet) 'coal', Hg ∆  sze1n 'fire, live coal' ¶ UEW 48O, Sm. 549 (FU, Fp
*s1iini, Ugr *sinI" 'charcoal').
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2736a. € *Z2222Vn2222V 'image, sign' > HS: Eg fMKL znn 'statue, sculptural \
pictorial image; image, figure; likeness', ? fMK znn 'official document ,
written list, and sim.' ¶ EG III 46O, Fk. 232 || IE: Ht sena- ≠ sina
'figure, doll, effigy (Ersatzbild)' ¶ Ts. W 74-5.
2737. € *ZÉHˆV 'lie down, sleep' >  K: GZ *Z`in- 'lie, sleep', *Z`il- (<
**Z`in-l-) n. 'sleep' >  OG, G Zin- v. 'sleep, fall asleep', Zil-i n. 'sleep', Lz
Z7ir-i id., o-nZ7ir-u 'go to bed, fall asleep', o-Z7in-u 'lie down (s ich
hinlegen)', {Marr} Z7in- 'lie down, lean (loqit∆så , prislonit∆så)',
Mg Z7ir-, nZ7ir- v. 'lie, sleep', v-o-nZ7ir-u-an-k 'I go to sleep', Lz o-nZ7ir-e,
Mg o-nZ7ir-al-i 'bed' ¶ K 238, K2 287, FS K 434, FS E 489-9O, Marr 2 3 6 - 7
|| HS: WS *√zHn > Gz √zHn G  'be tranquil \ quiet \ calm, repose', Ar
√zHn G  'be slow, dilatory (in doing sth.)' ¶ L G 634, Fr. II 229, BK I
98O, Hv. 285, DRS 716  NrOm: Zl {C} zand5-¨† Wl {C} zin?- ' l ie
(giacere), sleep', {Bnd.} zIn?-, Dc {Bnd.}, Gm {Hw.} zin?-, Drz {Bnd.}
zina?- 'sleep' ¶ Blz. OL #218 (NrOm *zin-/*zan- v. 'sleep'), Hw. EG, C
SO 36, 45  Ch: WCh: Pr {ChL} z7inge!nO~ 'lie down', Dr {J} Z7o!wa~n ' d r e a m '
»» CCh: ?? Tr {Nw.} z7ine n. 'dream' (unless from HS *sVn  with the reg. T r
voicing of cnss.), Pdl {ChL} Z7e~ni v. 'sleep', Z7ina v. 'dream' » BB: Bcm {Sk.
in ChC} Z7i!ro~ v. 'dream', Z7irito_! n. 'dream', Mln {ChL} zU~ri^ti! n. 'dream' »
FlM {ChL} zunuft 'lie down' ¶ JI II 1O8, ChC, ChL, Nw. WLT ##312, 458 
?φ EC: Af {PH} dßïne 'sleep, spend the night', Sa/Af {R} d5°n- ≠ d°n- v.
'sleep', Sa {Bnd.} dïne 'sleep', {R} d5°n ≠ (rare) d°n n. 'sleep' (only if
Af/Sa dß- may go back to EC *z-) ¶ PH 92, R A II 839, R S II 126 ˚  Blz.
KM 123-4 [#3O] (K, EC, Om, Ch), ≠  AD NSAS 167 (adduced HS *sVn-,
√wsn 'sleep, dream', cp. N ?σ *s{u4444}ˆV [= *s{u4444}NV?] 'breathe, take a
rest, be calm' and N *s1111i ++++u 4 444n 2 222{u6 666} 'sleep, dream' [see   s.v. N *s1111i ++++u 4 444n 2 222î ^ ^^^(-kV)
'dark, night']).
2738. *Z1111 ++++c @ @@@iX++++˝n2222V '∈ ungulate' > K *°c+c`Xen- 'horse' > OG, G cXen-i id .
¶ Srj. 254, DCh. 16O5-6, Chx. 2O41, KEGL VIII 681 || U: FU *°c1{ï}n+n`V >
OHg ≥XIII csina 'foal' (? × N *Z1111 {a}n 1111[V]g++++kË '∈ antelope' [q.v.]) ¶ EWU
212-3 || D *c>iN+mk- ({†GS} *Z1+Z-) 'antelope', (?) 'deer' (× N
*Z1111 {a}n 1111[V]g++++kË '∈ antelope'?) >  Kn ZiNke, Tu ZiNkA, Tl ZiNka
'antelope', Kn Bl Z>imke  'deer' ¶¶ D #25O4 ¶ The element *-k- ≠ *-mk- i s
likely to go back to a sx. or to a component of a cd.  
2739. *Z1111Vn2222hV '≈ to acquire, to obtain, to increase' >  K: GZ *Zen-
/*Zin-  'add, be added, acquire' (× N *Z2222ÉNqV 'seek, try to obtain') >  OG
Zen-/Zin- 'acquire, gain', G Zin-/Zen- {Chx.} 'erwerben, anschaffen ' ,
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{Kl.} 'add, increase', Mg Zin- v. id., 'acquire', Lz (n)Zin- 'add, be added .
increase, be increased' ¶ K 235, K2  279, FS K 422, FS E 476 (*Zen-/*Zin-
), Q 374-5, Chik. 389, Chx. 2O65 ||  HS: Eg XXII znn.w 'kaufen, an s ich
bringen' ¶ EG III 461 || IE *senÙ- '≈ (try to) obtain, achieve,
accomplish' >  Ht {Ts.} sanh- 'seek, try, strive for; require'  NaIE
*se+an´-, *se+anu- '≈ (try to) obtain, achieve, accomplish' (× N
*s7777Vn2222[V]÷V 'make, build' ×  N *ZoNÙV 'want, wish' × N *Z2222ÉNqV '⇑ ' ,
q.v. ffd.) || ?σ D *c>enÀa 'much, many' >  Knd se2na 'much', Png heni
'many', ? modern Tl {Km.} s1a2na 'a lot' ¶¶ D #2824 ˚  N *h  is the only l r .
that yields h  in Ht and is lost in K (and may be lost in the HS lgs.). If t h e
Ht cognate is rejected, the N rec. will be *Z 1111Vn 2222 [ é€]V . If D *c>enÀa belongs
here, the N nasal is *n , otherwise we remain with a less specified *n 2222 ( sc .
N *n++++n ` ```).
274O. (€?) *Zu6666wVˆV (= *Zu6666wV{n1111 ++++n ` ```}V?) 'to copulate', ( ? )
'membrum virile' >  HS: WS *√zny v. 'fornicate' >  BHb enz √zny+w G
id., JA √zny+w G  'commit fornication, become involved with a n o t h e r
man' (of a wife, betrothed girl), Sr √znw+y G  (pf. 'ñoΩ ze≤na2) ' c o m m i t
whoredom', SmA √zny G  (pf. znh), Ar îNz√zny G  'commit adul tery
\ fornication', Mh √zny id., Hrs, Jb E/C, Gz {L} √zny 'fornicate', Gz
z‰nyat, z‰ne2t 'fornication, sperm', BHb prtc. en!7z ≠ en!&z zo2≤na2 'whore ,
fornicatrix', NNEA {Mcl.} za2n°ta2 'fornicatrix, prostitute', Plm znyt?
'whore, harlot'; Mn tÎnt 'fornication', and Ug dnt ' lujuria,
fornicación' (with WS *Î-) may be explained (after MiK) by the infl. o f
WS *√Îmm 'blame, reprove; dispise, disgrace' (<  N ?σ *Z7777ÉmV 'way
[??]' ‘ 'manner of behaviour' ‘ 'blame, fault' [q.v.])  ¶ KB 263-4, KBR
275, Tal 234-5, Lv. I 545-6, Lv. T I 225, ≈  Js. 4O6, JPS 118, Mcl. 88, BK I
1O18, Hv. 298, L ESAC 19, L G 642, Jo. M 468, Jo. H 149, Jo. J 149, DRS
76O, MiK I #2.84 ||  K  *Z`uwan-/*Z`uwn- v. 'copulate, get pregnant, be i n
heat' (of animals) >  G Zuvn- 'be in heat' (animals), {Chx.} m-Zun-a-ob-a
'Läufigkeit, Brunst', {DCh.} 'heat (of animals), mating', MG {SSO}, G
{DCh.} m-Zuvn-ob-a 'copulating' (of dogs and wild beasts of p rey) ,
{Chx., DCh.) m-Zun-av-i adj. 'in heat (läufig, brünstig)', Mg Z7un-, Z7ud-
/Z7vid-, Lz Z7und- v. 'kiss', Sv {FS} Z7uwa4∏n-≠Z7wa4n-/Z7uwn-: li-Z7wa4n-i / ad-
Z7uwn-e v. 'get pregnant' (of an animal), Sv UB {GP} li-Z7wan-a4∏l m s d .
'copulate' (of cats, dogs, wolves, bears) ¶ K2 291, FS K 437, FS E 4 9 3 ,
Chx. 877, DCh. 927, GP 191 || ? D *c>un`n`- (/ *c>un`tß-?) ({GS} *c+c1-) >  Tm,
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Ml cun5n5i, Kn tun5n5i, tun5n5e, Krx c>on`dßo2 'membrum virile' ¶¶ D
#2666 .
2741. *Z1111 {a}n 1111[V]g++++kË '∈ antelope' >  HS: B *zVnkVdœ- >  Ah {Fc.}
tih´nka2dœ , Twl {Pr.} az´nk´dœ ± az7´nk´dœ ± tas7´nk´tœ, Ty {Pr.} az´nk´dœ,
ETwl/Ty {GhA} azœ´nk´dœ (as. *z...dœ > zœ...dœ) 'gazelle' ¶ Fc. 679, Pr. H # 3 1 9 ,
GhA 222  Ch: WCh: Hs za!nke2! 'duiker antelope' » Ang {Flk.} zung
'∈ antelope' (Hs kanki) » Sir z‰Ng‰ri '∈  a big antelope' ¶ Stl. ZCh 1 9 1
[#418]  ?? C: Ag *c>{a}ngVn- > Bln {R} s7ån≤g°na2 'Antilope s t repsiceros
(female)', Xm {R} s5aje≤na2 id. ¶ R WB 326 ¶¶ ≈ Tk. PAA 11 (Ang ÷  B
*√zmm 'Antilope oryx') || A: M: WrM {Kow.} ZaN9u-tai, {MED}
ZaNguudai  'young antelope or elk' ¶ Kow. 224O, MED 1O35 || U: FU
*c1on1V 'male or young ungulate' >  F sonni 'bull, bullock', Es so%nn
'bull, female foal, ram', Lv sonn 'ram' » Prm {LG} c1aºn1 'foal' >  Z ¢an∆
c1an1, Vt ¢un∆y c1un1È id. »» ?? OHg ≥XIII csina 'foal' (× N *Z1111 ++++c @ @@@iX++++˝n2222V
'∈ ungulate' [q.v.]) ¶ UEW 614, It. #121, LG 3O1, EWU 212-3 || D
*c>iN+mk- ({†GS} *Z1+Z-) 'antelope', (?) 'deer' (×  N *Z1111 ++++c @ @@@iX++++˝n2222V '⇑ ') >  Kn
ZiNke, Tu ZiNkA , Tl ZiNka 'antelope', Kn Bl Z>imke 'deer' ¶¶ D #25O4
˚  FU *o for the expected *a may be due to the infl. of the N word-final
*Ë  (> M *-u). The absence (loss?) of the FU reflex of N *-g ++++k-  still needs
investigaring. D *i belongs to the heritage of N *Z1111 ++++c @ @@@iX++++˝n2222V ˚  Cp. Blz.
DA 157 [#54] (B, WCh, D).
2742. o  *Z@@@@iNo 'sing, produce (musical, ritual?) sounds by voice' >  K
*°z+z`en- >  G P zen- 'sing' ¶ Chx. 4O1 || HS: CCh: Msg {Trn.} zV~nV!
({∫Trn.} z `n 1) 'sing'  ? WS (or SS?) *√zym (prm. *-zïm-?) >  Gz √zym
G  (pf. zem  ze 2ma) 'produce a tune, sing', zeµ  ze2ma2 'harmony, melody,
song, liturgical chant', Ar Mgr {Cln.} pf. za2m [zam] 'mugir', ' g rogner '
(sanglier), 'roucouler' (pigeonneau) (unless an independent o ), Ar Sd
{DRS} zïm  'cris' ¶ The S word belongs here if N *-N-  may yield S *-m- ¶
L G 638, DRS 725-6 || IE: NaIE *sengW≈- 'say, make an incantat ion,
sing' >  Gmc *singWan >  Gt siggwan 'to sing, to read aloud, t o
prophesy', Gt Cr singhen, ON syngva ≠ syngja, OSx singan ' t o
sing', OHG singan 'to sing, to sound', NHG singen 'to sing', AS
sinÌan id., 'to sound', NE sing; Gmc *sangW-s > Gt saggws 'Gesang,
Musik, Vorlesung', ON so<ngr '(sacred) song(s)', OSx sang 'singing,
song', OHG sang 'song, sound', NHG π  Sang 'song', AS sanÌ ' song,
singing, poem; noise', NE song »» Prkr sam$ghai-  'sagen, belehren', {EI}
'say, honour', pIAr {Tu.} *saNg≈ati ≠*sa%hati 'tells' »» Gk ]omfh1 (<
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*songW≈a2) 'divine voice, prophecy; voice' »» Clt: MW de-(h)ongli
'explain' ¶ × N *ÍËN[g]{o} 'produce loud vocal sounds (call, make a n
incantation, weep) ' (q.v.), the meaning 'sing, song' going back to N
*Z@@@@iNo , while the other meanings are  likely to be connected with N
*ÍËN[g]{o}  ¶ WP II 246, P 9O6-7, EI 519 (*sengW≈- 'sing, make a n
incantation'), Dv. #368, AHDI 58, F II 392-3, Fs. 4O3, 419, Vr. 573, 5 7 8 ,
Ho. S 62, 64, Ho. 27O, 294, Kb. 828, 855, OsS 743, 766, Tu. 757 (pIAr
without specification) || A: M o  *Z>iNgine- >  WrM ZiNgine-, HlM
qing´n´- , qinxn´-  vi. 'ring, tinkle' (of bells) ¶ MED 1O57.
2743. *ZoNÉ (or *Zon 2222É) 'old' >  K *°Z`wen- 'become old' >  Lz mZ7ven-
(n. act. o-mZ7wen-u) id.; Ï K *Z`wen-l- ≠ GZ *Z`wel- 'old' >  Sv
UB/LB/L/Ln {TK, GP} Z7winel- 'old' (inanimate), Sv UB {GP} Z7wina4ld
'formerly', Sv {Ni.} Z7wnel- 'become old'; OG Zuel-, G Zvel-, ? Mg Z7ves7-,
Lz (m)Z7ve(s7)-, nZ7ves7- 'old' (Mg/Lz *-s7- <  the gen. ending *-s`-, see  Top.
NS 238-9) ¶¶ K 238 (*Z⁄wen-  'grow old', *Z⁄wel-  'old'), FS K 432-3, FS E
488 (*Z⁄w-  'alt, altern'), TK 889, GP 313 || U: FU *soN[k]V 'old' >  pChr
{Ber.} *soNg¥ >  Chr: H {Ep.} wony s7on¥ 'old' (of animate beings),
{UEW} s7oN˝¥ 'old', L woÕgo s7oN˝o 'old, decrepit' (of a person), Uf/B
s7oN˝o, M soN˝o id. »» OHg agg 'old' (of persons/things), Hg agg 'very
old, aged', OHg agg-  'grow old', ? OHg av- 'altern, abgenutzt werden ' ,
? OHg avul- 'altern', ? Hg avul- 'become obsolete \ antiquated', ?
OHg XI ohut, XII out, XVI awat '(very) old', ? Hg o1 'old, ancient ,
antique' ¶ Coll. 71 (*soNV), UEW 448 (*soN[k]V), Sm. 548 (FU *soNkaº,
FP *soNka, Ugr *TaºNka), Bk. S 94, Ber. 66 [#345], MRS 719, Ep. 1 5 2 -
3, Ü 268, EWU 1O, 61-2, 1O52, MF 71-2, 495 || A: T *°{J}o4nu4- > Tv c7o4nu44-
'grow decrepit\old', c7o4nu4 4k 'aged, very old, decrepit' ¶ TvR 543, ≈  Rs. W
213 ˚  To distinguish from the reflexes of N *s2222{e}n2222V 'long time; o l d '
(q.v.) .
2744. *Z2222ÉNqV (= *Z1111ÉNqV?) 'seek, try to obtain' >  IE *senÙV (× N
*s7777Vn2222[V]÷V 'make, build' ×  N *ZoNÙV 'want, wish' × N *Z1111Vn2222hV '≈
acquire, ontain, increase') >  Ht {Ts.} sanh- 'seek, try, strive for ;
require' ('suchen, versuchen; erstreben, planen'; fordern, ver langen')
 NaIE *se+an´-, *se+anu- '≈ (try to) obtain, achieve, accomplish' >  OI
san- (prs. sa≤no2-ti, aor. ≤sanat) 'gain, obtain, procure', Av han-
'obtain, achieve' »» ? Gk Hm a}inymai (Mn: <  *san-i\u-) 'take, take ho ld
of' (unless *ai\-nu- ÿ IE *ai\- 'seize' [>  Ht ai- 'give']), Gk }anymi,
(thematized) ]any1v ≠ [any1v , Gk Hm }anv (<  }anwv) 'effect, achieve,
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accomplish' »» OIr {P} con-snI1 'fights (for sth.), wins', {Vn.} 'il se b a t
(pour), il dispute (qch.), il gagne', do-seinn 'pursues, strives', ?σ W
cynyddu 'to overrun, to win', {P} 'erobern, zu gewinnen suchen ' ,
{YGM} 'to increase, to grow, to augment' »» MHG senen, NGr Sw sanen,
sa2nen, NHG sehnen 'to long, to yearn', MLG senentl°ken
'sehnsüchtig' ¶¶ WP II 493-4, P 9O6, EI 3 (*sen(hÅ)- 'seek, accomplish ' ) ,
Mn. 1111-2, M K III 427-8, Vn. C  2OO, ≈ LP § 631, YGM-1 149, F I 4 1 ,
115, KM 698, Ts. W 7O || HS: mt. Eg fP zXn 'look for, seek', zXn.w
n.act. 'looking for, seeking' ¶ EG III 468-7O  || A: T *Jind- >  OT {Cl.}
jind- 'search (smth.), seek (smth.)' ¶ Cl. 946 || K: GZ *Zen-/*Zin-
'acquire, add' (× N *Z1111Vn2222hV '≈ acquire, ontain, increase', q.v. ffd.) ˚
Not here (because of *o) FU *soNe 'wish, want' (< N *ZoNÙV id. [q.v.
ffd.]). K *Z- suggests N *Z1111- , but the K √ is ambiguous, so that its ev. is
not decisive.
2745. *ZoNÙV  'want, wish' > HS: S *°√znH > Ar √znH (pf. zanaHa, ip .
-znaH-) v. 'praise' ({BK} 'louer, combler d’éloges'), Ak zenu6 'be angry,
hate', zenu6 'angry' ¶ BK I 1O16, Hv. 297 || IE: NaIE *se+an´-, *se+anu-
'try to obtain, obtain' (×  N *Z2222ÉNqV 'seek, try to obtain', q.v. ffd. × N
*Z1111Vn2222hV '≈ acquire, seize, increase' × N *s7777Vn2222[V]÷V 'make, build')  ?
Ht sanh-  'seek, try, strive for; require' (× N *Z2222ÉNqV [= *Z1111ÉNqV?] '⇑ ' ,
q.v. ffd.) || U: FU *soNe- v. 'wish, want' >  ObU *To2Nk- (≠ *Ta"Nka2-?) v.
'want' >  pVg *ta"Nk- id. >  Vg: LK/P taNk-, MK taNk- ≠ taºNk-, Ss taNx- id.;
pOs *¬a"Nka / *¬oNk- ({∫Hl.} *¬ÈÆNka / *¬a"Nk-) >  Os: V la"Nqa-, Vy ya"Nqa-,
Ty/Y ¬a"nq- ≠ ¬a"NqW-, D ta"NX-, K ta"NX(a)-, Nz ta"NXa-, Kz ¬a"Nqa- id. »» BF
(× FU *s6+s1oNe v. 'desire, want' <  N *s6666oN?V 'wish' [‘ 'love', 'wish evil t o
so.', 'strive'], q.v.): Es soovi- v. 'wish, want', F suo- 'not to grudge,
allow, wish', Vo so2vi- v. 'hope, wish' ¶ UEW 447, 775-6, Ht. #146, LG
256 ||| An alt. (and less plausible) etymon: N *ZoNhV 'want, wish' >
HS: WS *√zny > BHb enz √zny+w G  (3f pf. cons. en3z^T5v@ wattiz≤nE2)
'become involved with another, commit fornication' (of a wife,
betrothed maiden) (see  N *Zu 6666wVˆV  'copulate') ¶ KB 264, KBR 275 ||
IE: Ht sanh- 'seek, try, strive for; require' (× N *Z2222ÉNqV [= *Z1111ÉNqV?]
'seek, try to obtain', q.v. ffd.) (without NaIE *se+an´-, *se+anu-) ˚  Not
here WrM Zo4N, HlM zøn 'will, arbitrariness', it is obviously a sd. f r o m
MM Zo4N, WrM Zo4N 'omen, sign', which is a loan from Chn (w MED
1O75, Kow. 24O8) ˚  The latter alt. et. presupposes the loss of N *h  i n
S. Zero cns. in S and h  in Ht can point only to N *h .
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2746. *Z1111{u 4 444}Nka (or *Z1111{u 4 444}n 2 222ika) 'to bend' >  K: G znek-/znik- ' b end ,
curve' (zn- <  *Z+Z`n-) ¶ Chx. 411-2, DCh. 526 ||  ? HS: C: Ag: Aw {E} z‰kk-
v. 'stoop' »» ? Bj {Rop.} √dgy (3m p. i-dgi; di≤g°ti fant°t 'he is
combing [his hair] back'), but acc. to R’s data, the √  is √tgy ({R} imv.
≤tegya, p. ≤adgi, plqp. e≤ta2g, prs. atan≤g°) with d by as. (-tg- > -dg-)
in the past tense only; but forms with t may have resulted from bf .
(based on -dgi  interpreted as phonemic -tgi) ¶ E PC #397, R WBd 2 2 3 -
4, Rop. 169  S: ? Ar {Fr., BK} éykNz zVnkïyat- (vocalization n o t
attested) / pl. †"v'kNz zVnka2wa2t- 'stirrup, fulcrum eques t re ,
escabeau', {Bel., Hv.} Éva'kaN0za zanka2wat- / pl. †"va'kaN0za zanka2wa2t- id .
(unless the word is a loan from NPrs, as believed by Hv.; cp. Tjk uzangu
'stirrup'), TA {Rt.} zingo id. (π Ar?) ¶ Fr. II 259, BK I 1O17, Bel. 2 9 9 ,
Hv. 298, Rt. 568, DRS 763 || IE: NaIE *swe(n)g- ≠ *s(w)enk- '≈ bend' >
OI ≤svajate2 'embraces, clasps', Vd ≤pari-s5van1jiyas ' f es te r
umfassend', Av paîris7-XÜaXta- 'rings umschlossen', Sgd {Grsh.}
?wxwnc (*avahvanZ7a-?) 'Umfassen' »» ?σ OIr seng {Vn.} 'mince' (“
**'flexible'), NIr seang 'slim, slender' »» MHG, MLG swanc 'biegsam,
schwankend, beweglich', NHG schwank 'pliable, flexible, supple;
slender', AS swancor  'pliant, supple'; NaIE *swenk- >  Gmc *sweng- >
OHG swingan, NHG schwingen 'to swing', AS swinÌan vi. ' t o
flutter, to fling oneself', NE swing v. ¶ WP II 526-7, P 1O47-8, EI 6 3
(*swe(n)g- 'bend, swing'), M K III 558, M E II 788, Vn. S  85-6, IED 9 2 ,
Kb. 1OO6, OsS 916-7, Lx. 22O, KM 688-9, 694-5, Sw. 166, Ho. 332, 3 3 8 ,
≈  Mn. 1346 || U *s1+s6iNe n. 'curve, bend, sth. bent' >  F sii 'big b e a m
(rafter) under the inner roof' » Prm *s1ig >  Z sigo≥r s1ig‰r 'slope of a
roof\haystack', s1igorav-nÈ 'to roof a house', Z I s1ig 'Gewölbe', Vt sig
s1ig 'garret' »» pOs *siN >  Os: V siNi, Ty/Y/D siN 'bend of a sledge-
runner (sgib poloza narty )', Kz siÆN id., 'leichte Krümmung (e ines
Baumes)', Nz siÆN 'bend of the skis'  Sm {Jn.} *siN (≠ *sVN?) ' h ind
part of a tent (sc. that opposite to the entrance)' >  Ne: T si’ s1i?ﬁ, T O
{Lh.} s1ï?ﬁ´, F L {Lh.} sïN; Ng {Pop.} saN, {Ter.} sÈN;; En {Hl.} s7i¢e?ﬁ, {Ter.}
se?ﬁ id. » Kms {KD} sÈN; id. ¶¶ UEW 48O-1, LG 254, Lt. 182, Stn. D 1 3 4 8 -
9, Trj. S 429, Jn. 141, Ter. 554, Xm. 14O, Hl. TO 43, KP 189-9O ˚  If t h e
N vw. of the first syll. is *u4444, its delabialization (*u 4444 > *i) in U needs
explaining.
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2747. i  *Zap''''V 'hold, seize, catch' >  IE: NaIE *sep- 'hold, handle
(skillfully)' >  Av hap- 'hold', OI ≤sapati 'touches, handles, caresses;
venerates' »» Gk {epv (mostly with pxs: ]amfi-e1pv, ]efe1pv, me†e1pv, peri-
e1pv) 'prepare, elaborate, is busy about' (in the last meaning × {epv <  IE
*sekW- 'follow') ¶ ≈  P 9O9, EI 45O (*sep- 'handle [skillfully], ho ld
[reverently]'), Brtl. 1764, M K III 429-3O, F I 548 || A *Z>apV ({SDM97}
*Z >abV) v. 'catch, hold' >  Tg *Japa- v. 'catch, seize, take hold' >  Ul Z7apa-,
Ork dapa- ≠ dappa-, Orc Z7awa-, Ud Z1awa- id., 'take', Ewk Jawa2-, Ewk
Vl/I/Ucr Jaba2-, Lm Jaw-, Sln, Neg Jawa- 'catch, seize, take hold', WrMc
Zafa-  id., 'take', Mc Sb Z7af‰- ≠ Z7av‰- 'catch, seize, take hold, hold', J r c
Z7afa- 'capture, catch' ¶ STM I 24O-1, Y ##1522, 1539, Kiy. 118 [##365-
6]  pKo {S} *c>a~p- v. 'catch, take hold' >  MKo c>a~p-, NKo c>ap- ¶ S QK
#512, MLC 1397 ¶¶ ≈ DQA #258O (*Z>apæu; incl. Tg, Ko), Rm. EAS I 6 4 ,
Rm. SKE 23, Pp. VG 28 || K: GZ *c`'ap- 'take, seize' > G c'ap- ' se ize '
(ac'apna 'he stole'), 'learn, study' (“ *'take knowledge'), Mg, Lz c7'op-
'take, seize, hold'; the metaphorical meaning 'learn, study' is attested i n
OG (mo-c'ap-e 'pupil') ¶ K 248, ≠: FS K 441, FS E 497-8, K2 293 (equat ing
G c'ap- 'study, learn' with Lz c'op-, nc'op- id. [which is likely to be an o l d
loan from G] and reconstructing GZ *c'ap- 'learn, study') ¶ mte.: N
*Zap ''''- > **c'ap- (>  K *c`'ap-) ˚  IS MS 332 s.v. brat∆ *zap5ÿ, IS SS
#1O.33 (in both sources IE, A).
2748. (€?) *Z@@@@ ++++z@ @@@aPV 'to cover' >  HS: WS *√zbn >  Hrs √zbn G  (p f .
z‰bo2n, sbjn. y‰zbe2n) v. 'protect', Mh √zbn Sh  (pf. h‰zbu2n, sbjn.
y‰≤hazb‰n) id., Jb E/C ez≤bin v. 'accompany and protect so .
apprehensive', s>‰zïn 'go with so. for protection', Ar D {Lb.} √zbn D
'défendre, donner asile', zibn 'secours, aide, protecteur', ?σ Ar Mgr
{DRS} √zbn D  'soudoyer des mercenaires' ¶ Jo. H 148, Jo. M 463, Jo. J
315, Lb. 182O, DRS 675-6 || A: NaT *Jap- 'v. 'cover, shut' >  OT jap-,
Tkm, CrTt, Kr, Qmq, Nog, VTt, Bsh, ET jap-, Uz jåp-, Qzq, Qq z7ap-, QBlq,
Qrg Z7ap-, Alt Z1ap-, Xk c7ap-, Qzl s7ap-, Yk sap-, Tf c1î<p- v. id., Tv s7îp-/s7îv-
v. 'cover'; Ï *ja{p}îg 'roof' > Tlt {Vrb.} Jabu, Sg, Shor c7abî˝ ¶ ET J 1 2 6 -
7, Rs. W 187,Tl 53O, DTS 235, TvR 585, Ra. 2OO, ≈  Cl. 87O-1 || U:
?φ FU: Mk {Ps.} s7op´-, Er c7opo- vi. 'hide' (×  Mk s7op´-, Er c7opo- 'enter [ a
forest], dive, fall [into a hole]') ¶ Ps. sL 1O5, ERV 755 ˚  Mk and Er o
(probably from FU *o) may be explained by assimilating infl. of FU *-pp-
or Mk-Er -p-.
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2749. i  *Z1111ip ''''V 'to pinch', (?) 'a pinch' >  IE: NaIE *skei\p-≠*skip- v.
'pinch' > Arm xi† Xit≈ (< *skiptis) 'gripes, colic' »» Sl *s7c7Áp-/*s7c7ip- >
ChS ∑ipati s7tipati 'vellicare', R ∑i≤pat∆ (prs. ∑i≤pl√), P
szczypac1, Cz s7tI1pat, SCr s7ti!pati (prs. s7ti 8pa2m), Slv s7c7i!pati
'to pinch', Blg ≤∑ipå v. 'pinch', R ∑e≤pot∆, Cz s7petka 'a pinch' » Lt
skypata  'small piece, a crumble', Ltv s7k<ipsna, s7k>ipsta 'a pinch; a
lock (of hair)' ¶ Mikl. L 1135, Vs. IV 5O3, 5O7, ME IV 42, ZVSZ 434, ≈  P
922, ≈  Glh. 614, ≈  Frn. 8O5 ¶ IE *skeip- <  pre-IE *c1ip'- <  *Z1ip'V (due t o
the pre-IE root structure law ruling out a voiced cns. and a glottalized
one in the same √  [the source of the IE incompatibility of med ia
aspirata and tenuis within a root]) || U: FU *c1ÉppV(-) v. 'pinch, (?) n .
'finger-tip' (×  N *c'''' @ @@@Ép''''÷V 'finger') >  Chr: H {MRS} cy≥vewta-, {Ep.}
cy≥vewta≥- c´≤wes7ta4- v. 'pinch, nip', cy≥vewty≥w c´≤wes7t´s7 n .
'pinch', L ¢yvywta- c7¥w¥s7ta-, U c1¥w¥s7te-, B c7´w´s7ala- v. 'pinch' »
Prm *c1ep-, *c1‰pel!- ({∫LG} *c7!eœpel!-) n. 'pinch, finger-tip', v. 'pinch' >  Z S
c1ep‰l! 'a pinch', Prmk {UEW} ce≤p‰l! 'finger-tip', {KPR} n. 'pinch', Z
¢epo≥l∆t- c7!ep‰l!t-, Prmk c1e≤p‰l!t- v. 'pinch', Vt ¢epyl∆t- c7!epÈl!t- v.
'pinch, jam' ('u∑ipnut∆ , pri∑emit∆ '), Z ¢epo≥lå c1ep‰l!a ' tongs ,
tweezers', Z Ud c1ep‰r 'Zwick, Kniff', c1ep‰rt- v. 'pinch (zwicken,
kneifen)', Yz ≤c1epl!al- 'kneifen, rupfen' »» OHg, Hg csI1p 'pinch, nip' ¶
UEW 49 (convincingly rejecting the adduction of F hyppy, hypi
'finger-tip' and of Lp Kld ciehp 'finger, toe' because of the initial cns .
going back to FU *c7-), MRS 682, Ep. 14O, MF 118-9, EWU 217, LG 3O3,
Szin. 28 || ?σ D *c>ippam ({†GS} *c+c1+s-) 'bundle, parcel' (“ *'a pinch') >
Tm cippam, Tl cippamu 'bundle, parcel', Ml cippam 'bundle' ¶ ¶
D #2534 || A: pKo {S} *c>i~p- v. 'pick up, pinch' > MKo c>i!p-, NKo c>ip- id.,
{Rm.} 'pinch; pick up, take, arrest' ¶ Rm. SKE 34-5, S QK #1O18, MLC
1554-5  Tg: WrMc Zifu-  v. 'pinch', Zifu-bu-  'be pinched' ¶ Z 991 ¶ ¶
Rm. l.c. ˚  IS MS 373 s.v. ∑ipat∆  *Z1ip5ÿ (IE, U, A).
275O. *Z @@@@or{Ë} 'crawl, creep' >  K *°Z+Z`wr- / *°Z+Z`wer- v. 'creep, crawl '
>  OG Zwr-, G Zvren- / Zvrin-/ Z(v)rom- / Zvr- / Zver- 'k r iechen,
klettern', {DCh.} 'crawl', {AxT} 'lezt∆ ', {GL} 'ramper, se traîner' ¶ Chx.
2O7O-2, DCh 1622-3, KEGL VIII 746, 775, AxT 439, GL 569 || HS: B
*√zrrw >  Ah {Fc.} h´riru, h´rirw- 'se traîner, être traîné', Twl {Pr.}
z´rurw (n. act. a-z´ru2ru) id. ¶ Fc. 662-3, Pr. H #394 || D *c>or+rÀ[Vk]-
({†GS} *s1-?) 'crawl, creep' > Krx c>org- 'move forward with one’s seat o n
the ground, crawl on the hands and seat, move on with difficulty', Mlt
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c>orge, c>orgre 'creep along stealthily', c>orgtre v. 'drag the feet, trudge', ?
Kdg ogg-  'wriggle on belly' (of a child) ¶¶ D #2854.
2751. *Z{o}rV '∈  bird of prey' >  K: GZ *Z`er- 'kite' >  OG Zeri (Lev.
11.13), G Zer-i, Zer-a 'kite (Milvus)', Lz mZ7aZ7-i, Mg *Z7aZ7- ı G Gr Z7aZ7-
a-i id. ¶ FS K 431, DCh. 1615, KEGL VIII 733 || HS: Eg fP Zr.t '∈  bird o f
prey (falcon, kite, or sim.)' (>  Cpt: Sd tre tre, B †re t˙re 'mi lan ' ) ,
Eg fXXII Zr.ty 'falcon or sim.', Eg {Mks.} Zr 'Milan'; a semantically less
probable cognate: Eg MK zwrwt '∈ bird' ¶  EG III 429 and V 596-7 ,
6O1, Mks. II #4942, Vc. 22O, BnH ÄW s.v. d3r 'Milan', Hng. 1O11 (Zrw
'Vogel [*Milan]') ¶ Eg Zr.t and Zr suggest that Eg Z- is a regular
representative of N *Z- . But this is the only etymon with s u c h
representation of N *Z- , as against one semantically weak case of N *Z-
yielding Eg z- (N *ZËwV 'to eat, to taste' > ??? Eg zw.t 'wheat') a n d
one ambiguous case of N *Z- or *Z1111- yielding Eg z- (N *Zám[?]V o r
*Z1111ám[?]V 'together; to unite, to tie together' > Eg zm¿ 'unite; b e
united with, join'). The problem is open for further research || A: NaT
*Jo[:]rî '∈  bird of prey' >  Qrg Z7oru 'vulture', SY jorî '∈  bird of p r ey
(bigger than sar)' ¶ ET J 29, Jud. 262.
2752. (€?) *Z ++++ zoÂV  'hand (palm of hand and fingers) ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘ 'span') >  HS: WS *≤zar-at- (unless π Eg fP Zr.t 'hand, palm o f
hand') >  BHb tr3z# ≤zErEt3 'span (as a measure)', ¿ Ug {Grd., Dah.} dr.t
id. (not mentioned in A and OLS), IA trz zrt, JA [Trg.], JEA aT1r^z@
zar≤t-a2, SmA zrt, Md zirta id., Sr zar≤t-a2 {JPS} id., {Br.}
'spithama', MHb tr3z# ≤zErEt3 'little finger (Kleinfinger)', Tgr {LH} rAyam
zAra(t) 'middle finger', {d’A} rAyam zArat 'little finger' (rAyam 'long') ¶
KB 272, BDB 284-5, Grd. UT 71O, Dah. UH 7ff., HJ 342, Lv. T I 232, Sl.
422-3, Tal 241, Br. 2O8, JPS 121, DM 168, ≈ DRS 8O6, LH 161, MiK I
#1.298  NrOm: Ym rl. {C} zerum 'hand' (× N *Z7777ÉÂV÷3333á 'arm, u p p e r
part of a leg/arm' [q.v.]) ¶ C SE III 89 ||  U: FU *sorV(-s1V) 'span' >  pChr
{Ber.} *sor, *sorz7 > Chr: YU s7or, M s7orz7, Uf sorz7 id. »» ObU {Ht.} *To2r´s
'span' > pVg {Ht.} *ta2ra2s > Vg: T tara2s ({Mu.} taºras), LK/MK/UK to2r´s,
UL to2ras, Ss tO2ras id.; pOs {Ht.} *sor´s, *sort 'span' >  Os: O sorOs, Ty/Y
so"rt, D/K/Nz surt, Kz sö8rt id. ¶ UEW 448, Coll. 3, Sm. 548 (FU, FP
*sors1i, Ugr *TaºrsI" 'a unit of length [≈ a quater of meter]'), Ber. 6 7
[#352], Ht. #165, MF 194 || ? D *c>o2tß-/*c>otßtß- (/*c>o2n`tß-?) (*Z>-?) 'span' ( i f
from *c>or-tß-) >  Ml co2t5t5a-cca2n5- 'span of the thumb and t h e
forefinger', Kt c>o;tß 'breadth of four fingers', Kn co2t5u, cut5u, Kdg
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c>u;tßî, Tu co2t5u, co2t5t5u, co2n5t5u 'the small span of the thumb and t h e
forefinger', Tu cut5t5i  'a span', Tl Zut5t5ili  'the small span' ¶¶ D # 2 8 3 4
˚ Qu. (the S word may be a loan from Eg); if the S cognate is rejected,
it changes the N rec.
2753. ? (€?) *Z@@@@u 6 666rV 'inside of body, heart' >  HS: S *°zawr- > Ar zawr-
'upper part of the breast' ¶ Hv. 3O1, DRS 7O9  C: Ag {Ap.} *Z‰r
'entrails' > Bln Z7‰r, Xm z‰la, Q Z7ir, Aw z‰ri ¶ Ap. AV 23, R WB 158-9 ||
A ({S} *Z7u4rVkæV 'heart') (× N *du4444rV ¬ *dËrÉ 'entrails, heart') > T *Ju4r-
a4k 'heart' > OT ju4ra4k, Tk yu4rek, Tkm, Ggz, Qmq, Nog ju4rek, ET ju4ra4k ≠
z7u4ra4k, Az u4ra4k, ∆  ju4ra4k, Ln ju4jek, Uz juraq, Qzq z7u4rek, VTt, Bsh jÁºra4k,
Qrg Z7u4rek, SY (j)o4rek, Alt Z1u4rek, Xk, Tv c7u4rek, Shor c7u4rex, Tf c1æu$r1ek, Yk
su4ra4X; Chv c7Áre (π  a NaT lge.) ¶ Cl. 965, Rs. W 213, ET J 27O-1, TL
276 (T *ju4rek), Ra. 199, Jeg. 324, S AJ 179 [#41]  M *Z>u4+iru4ken ' h e a r t '
(× N *du4444rV ¬ *dËrÉ '⇑ ', q.v. ffd.)  ? Tg: Sln Ju≤rugu 'heart' (unless π
M) ¶ STM I 278 ¶¶ S AJ 282 [#176], ≈ DQA #2624 (A *Z>u"~r(V)kæe; incl.
T, M) || ??σ D: Tm cu2r3u 'anus' ¶ ≈ D #2724 ˚ Qu. (the A cognate is
ambiguous) .
2754. *Z1111{Ë}ÂV (= *Z1111oÂV?) 'female being' >  K *zura2- 'female' >  Lz
zura- 'female animal', Mg zura- 'coward', Sv: L {TK} zuray, LB/Ln {TK}
zura4, UB zura4y {TK} 'ewe, female goat', {GP} 'female animal', d. UB/L
zura2l, Ln zural 'woman' ¶¶ K 89 and K2 61, (*zura-), FS K 137, FS E 1 4 9 ,
Q 238, TK 253, GP 1O5 ||  IE *sor- 'woman, female' in cds.: [1] AnIE: H t
-sara-, sx. for female beings: ishassara- 'lady, mistress' (ÿ isha-
'lord, master'), supessara 'chaste girl, virgin' (ÿ  suppi- ' r e in ' ) ,
*hassussara (SAL.LUGAL-ra) 'queen', HrLw hasusara 'queen', Lw
{Mlc.} na2na-sri(ya) gen. 'sister' (ÿ  na2ni-(ya) gen. 'brother')  [2]
NaIE *tri-sr-es / *tri-sor- 'three' f. (“  *'three women') >  OI tisrah5,
OIr te1oir id., NaIE *0kWetwor-sres 'four' f. >  OI catasrah5  [3] NaIE
*swe-sor- 'sister, female member of the clan' (“  *[one’s] o w n
girl\woman', a cd of *swe- 'own' + *sor-) >  OI ≤svasar- ( n o m .
≤svasa2), Av XvaNhar- 'sister' »» Arm ˚ojr k≈oyr (< *sweso2r) id., gen.
˚e® k≈er2 (<  *swesr-os) »» L soror id. »» OIr siur (<  *sweso2r), W
chwaer, OCrn [LC] huir, MCrn hoer, hor, OBr guoer ({Flr.}:
spelling for hu\oer), MBr hoar, Br c5hoar 'sister' »» Gt swistar, OSx
swestar, OHG swester, NHG Schwester, Dt zuster, AS
sweostor, s(w)ustor, ON systir id. (ı  NE sister), Sw, NNr
syster, Dn sØster id. »» BSl: Lt sesuoﬁ (gen. seserﬁs), Pru
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swestro id. » Sl *ses≤tra, accus. *ses≤troß (passed into the *-a2-
declension) id. >  OCS sestra sestra, Blg, R, Uk ses≤tra, SCr
se~stra, Slv. se!stra, Cz, Slk sestra, P siostra id. »» Gk ∆  [Hs.]
}eor ; †yga1thr, ]aneπio1ß 'daughter, cousin' ({EI} 'cousin’s daughter ' ,
probably emending Hs.’s glossa to †yga1thr ]aneπioy1) »» pTc {Ad.}
*[s7a4]s7er > Tc: A s5ar, B s5er 'sister' ¶¶ Kron. EHS I 1O9-12, Pv. I-II 3 8 4 ,
Ts. W 28, Mlc. CL 154-5, WP II 533, P 642, 1O51, 1O9O-2, ≈ EI 5 2 1
(*≤swesor / gen. *swe≤sr-os 'sister'; doubts about the element *sor i n
*≤swesor), M K I 5O6, III 565, M E II 796, Renou §  269, F I 53O-1, WH II
563-4, Vn. S  123 and T  51-2, Slt. 62-3, Flr. 195, Fs. 469, Vr. 574, Ho.
33O, 335, Ho. S 73, Kb. 1OO3, OsS 917-8, Schz. 278, Frn. 777-8, En.
26O, Glh. 545-6, Vs. III 612, Ad. 661 ||  HS: CCh: Suk {IL} z‰~r, {Mk.} zIr
'woman' ¶ JI II 347, Mk. I 318  ?σ  Eg fP zr.t  'ewe' (only if the form is
primary, while zr  'buck' is a bf.) ¶ EG III 462-3, Fk. 235 ||  U  *°s1Vr+Îa >
Sm {Jn.} *s‰raº 'widow(er)' >  Ne: T s´ $ra s‰ra 'widow(er)', s´ $ra ne
s‰ra n1e 'widow', T O {Lh.} s‰2r;a; 'widow(er)', Ne F N Xi\Æe;rra"¢´ id.; Ng
{Cs.} ≤seru; En {Cs.} ≤siÒa ≠ sira id.; Slq Kt {KD} s‰ºrU4 nE˘i\˝um
'widow'; Kms {KD} seri 'widow(er)', serine 'widow'; the Sm cognate
is valid only if the meaning 'widow' is primary, whence a b roadened
meaning 'widow(er)'. The change of meaning 'woman' ‘ 'old w o m a n '
(‘ 'widow') may have been induced by the reflexes of U *sera4 ' o l d '
(UEW 44O) ¶ Jn. 138-9, Cs. 31, 65, 91, 189, 3O4.
2755. *Z1111aGVÂV 'hedgehog' >  K *°Z+Z`˝arb- id. >  MG [KC] gZ˝arbi,
eNG {SSO} Z˝arbi 'hedgehog', gZ˝arbi {SSO} 'big hedgehog ('didi
ZGarbi'), G z˝arbi ≠ Z˝arbi ≠ † gZ˝arbi 'hedgehog', {DCh. RGS}
z˝arbi, gZ˝arbi id.; the word gZ˝arbi may go back to a cd. (SSO:
gZ˝arbi = didi Z˝arbi 'big Z˝arbi') ¶ Chx. 422, 2O92, DCh. 1 6 2 4
(Z˝arbi 'hedgehog'), DCh. RGS 94, SSO I 181, 291, and II 36O || IE
*°sÙVr- >  some AnIE lge. reflected in a gloss: [Hs.] scy6r : ]eci6noß
'hedgehog' ¶ Ch. 1257 || U: FU *°s1a+orV >  pObU *°sa2+o2r >  Vg: T {Mu.}
sÕr 'badger', P {Mu.} moÔ-sor m‰2-sor 'hedgehog' (m‰2 'earth') ¶ MK
552 || A: M *Z>ariB+˝a 'hedgehog' > MM [HI, MA] Z7ari√a, [IsV] Z7ari\a-sun,
[NQ] {Pel.} Z7aria, {Pp.} Z7arya, WrM Zara9a, HlM Zara2, Kl zara, {Rm.}
zara2, Brt zaråa zarya2, Dg {T} Z7‰r‰2, MMgl Z7ai\ra, Mgl {Lg.} Z7a$i\ra ±
Z7Ei\ra$ id., M ı  Tjk Z7ayra 'porcupine' ¶ Ms. H 65, Pp. MA 2O1, Lg. VMI
37, MED 1O37, Kow. 23O1, KRS 241, KW 467, Chr. 252, T DgJ 143 ˚
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All data (except Vg) suggest a N affricate (*Z 1111 - ). K *-b- is likely to g o
back to the N component * bÅ  of animal names (q.v. ffd.).
2756. € *Z1111{a}hÂV 'flower, blossom', ? 'unripe berry' >  HS: CS
*zah[a]r- > Ar zahr-, zahr-at- ≠ zahar-at- 'flower, blossom', ?? JA [Trg.]
√zhr  v. G  'bloom' (×  √zhr  'shine') ¶ Ln. 1261-2, Js. 382, Lv. T I 212 
EC *zara2r- 'flower' >  Bs dara2ra, Or {Th.} darara (nom. dararri), O r
{Grg.}, Or B/O/Wt {Sr.} dara2ra2, Or M/Gj {LLC} dara2ra, HEC {L} *zara2r- >
Kmb/Qbn/Alb zara2r-, Sd dara2r-o, Brj dara2!r-a 'flower' ¶ Ss. B 53-4, 1 9 5 ,
Th. 93, Grg. 99, Sr. 285, LLC 77, L Z 12O, Hd. 66 || U: FU *c1{a}rV ({UEW}
*c1a6rV) 'flower, blossom; unripe berry' >  Lp {Fri.} c7uruk ' b acca
immatura, cruda', Lp N c7uoro / c7ur…ru- 'unripe cloudberry' » ?? Prm
*c1+Z1orV > pZ {LG} *Z1VrV- > StZ dzoridz Z1oriZ1 'flower', Z UV/Vm/I /Sk
Z1oriZ1, Z Le Z1‰riZ1 'flower of berries', Prmk Z7or, Yz Z1oriZ7 'unripe' ( o f
berries); -Z1 is a derivational suffix; if the FU vw. is *a, the Prm vw. *o
(for the expected *ö  [{∫LG} *o¿]) is irreg. »» ObU {Ht.} *c1a2r- >  pVg *c1a2rÈ∏
'flower' >  Vg: K/P/LL s1o2r, Ss s1O2ri id.; pOs {Ht.} *c1ar´k >  Os Kz s1Or´X
'blossom', s1OrXat- 'Blüten bekommen', Nz s1OrX´m- 'Beerenknospen
bekommen' ¶ Coll. 76, UEW 47-8 (rejects the Prm cognate), LG 92, Ht .
# 8 3 .
2757. € *Z@@@@VÂVmV 'to stream, to flow, to pour' >  HS: WS *√zrm >
BHb ≤zErEm 'heavy rain', JA [Trg.] tim5r^z@ zar≤m°t3, tim5r1z^ z´ra2≤m°t3
id., MHb √zrm v. G  'stream', ?σ OSA √zrm in Î-zrm (an ep i the ton
of the moon-god ÷m) ¶ KBR 281-2, Js. 414, ≈  Lv. T I 231, BK I 984, Mü.
ASAHL 3O8 || IE: NaIE *sermo- 'flowing' >  Vd ≤sarma {Bt., WP, P}
'flowing, das Fließen', {MW} 'going, running, flowing' (RV I 8O.5) »» ? Gk
[ormh1 'a violent movement onwards, assault' »» hydronyma: Se1rmioß, Fr la
Sermanne (< Gl *Sermanna), It N Sermenza (< *Sermentia), Vn n. l .
Sirmio2 (<  *Sermio2), Pnn n. l. Sirmium, P n. l. Í!rem ({P}: <  Vn
*Sermo-) ¶ WP II 49-5O, P 9O9-1O, Bt. VII 84, MW 1183, F II 419-2O, ≠
M K 471 (denies that the OI √  means 'flow') ¶ We may try t o
etymologize the IE word as derived from *serÓ- v. 'stream, flow', but i n
this case the absence of the lr. in *sermo-  will remain unexplained.
2758. € *Z@@@@VÂÊV 'pudenda muliebria', 'lewd' >  HS: S *°√zrd >  Ar
zirda2n- 'pudenda muliebria' ¶ BK I 984 || IE: NaIE *sert- v. 'p rac t i se
lewdness' >  ON serÎa / sarÎ / ps. prtc. sorÎinn ≠ stroÎinn v.
'Unzucht treiben' (ı AS seorÎan 'copulate with a woman'), OSw
sar† 'stupravit', MLG serden, MDt seerden, OHG sertan ±
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serten ± serden 'to sleep with, to copulate', MHG se4rten id.,
'stuprare, to torture' »» ?σ W serth {P, Vr.} 'obscene', {YGM}
'discourteous, unclean, base' ¶ P 911, Vr. 47O, Kb. 845, Schz. 249, OsS
757, Lx. 192, Ho. 29O, YGM-1 391.
2759. *Z@@@@u 6 666r 1 111{u 6 666} 'to stream' > HS: B *√zrr 'be liquid, melt' >  Tmz {MT},
Izd {MT “?} zrir vi. 'être\devenir liquide; fondre'  B *√wzr ' f low,
stream' (× N *æwVÂÛV ¬ *æwVÛVÂV 'to pour, to flow', q.v. ffd.) ¶
Dl. 952, MT 811  C: EC: Sa {R} za2r- 'fließen, rinnen', zår 'Bach,
kleiner Fluß, fließendes Wasser', Af {PH} dare2ra n. 'pouring out unt i l
empty', ?σ dara 'pool, lake, pool left behind in wadi; water which seeps
out of the ground' »» Ag: Xm {R} zår  'river' ¶ R S II 332, PH 8O-1, R Ch
II 96 || IE: NaIE *serÓ-, *sreu\- v. 'stream, flow' (<  N *s7777a{ri}ÙV ' t o
stream, to flow' [q.v. ffd.]) ¶ But IE *sermo- (> Vd ≤sarma  'flowing, d a s
Fließen', etc.) is better explained as going back to N *Z@@@@VÂVmV ' t o
stream, to flow, to pour' (q.v.) ¶ P 9O9-1O, 1OO3, M K III 554-5, M E II
784-5 || A *Z>u+u4r1V ({S} *Z7ur1V ≠ *-u4-) >  T *Ju4r1- 'swim' >  NaT *Ju4z- >
OT ju4z- 'swim', Tk yu4z-, j¥z- Tkm ju4Î-, Ggz, Kr Cr, Qmq, Nog ju4z-,
Tlt/QK {Rl.} ju4s-, VTt jøz- jÁºz-, Bsh jøΩ- jÁºÎ-, Az, ET u4z-, QrB, Qrg
Z7u4z-, Qzq, Qq z7u4z-, Alt d∆u≥s-/d∆u≥z- Z1u4s-/Z1u4z-, Xk c7u4s- 'swim' ¶ Cl.
984, ET J 281, TatR 194  ?σ NrTg *Ju3rku3 'rapids in a river' (× ÷ M
*dargil 'rapid current', see  MED 233) >  Lm JUrkU 'rapids in a r iver,
rapid current', Neg Joyku 'fairway in a river' ¶ STM I 277 ¶¶ S AJ 2 8 4
[#2O7]; DQA #254 (pA *c>u!rka ¬ *-i\o- 'swift stream, current '  > Tg, M )
|| D *c>o2r`- ({†GS} *c+s-?) v. 'tickle, drip' (× N ? *c'''' 1 111or1 111V 'to drip, t o
trickle', q.v. ffd.).
276O. ? *Z1111as7777V 'bush (shrub), wood (Holz)' >  K *Zes7a- ' f ire-wood' >
OG, G s7es7a-, Mg dis7ka-, Lz dis7ka-, dis7k'a-, ?φ  Sv UB/LB/L/Ln zek (dat . :
UB/LB zekw ≠ zek-s) (zek(w) hpl. from the expected *zeskw?) ¶¶ K
234, K2 28O, FS K 424, Chik. 157, TK 252, GP 1O4 || U: FU *°c1as7+skV
'bush (shrub), brushwood' >  StChr L c1as7ker 'thicket (¢a∑a , ¢a∑oba )',
Chr L {Ü} c1as7kar 'shrubs (bushes)', Chr E {Ps.} c1as7kar 'dichter Gebüsch' ,
Chr H {Rm.} ≤cas7ke;r 'das Reis, Reisig', {Ep.} cas7ker, c1Ès7ker, Chr {Coll.}
c1as7ka 'small-wood, brushwood, scrub', 'birch' ¶ Coll. 74, Ep. 136, MRS
668, Ü 242, PsS 157, Rm. BT 15O || Gil: Gil: A çes / zes / Jes (Zec3), ES
çe® 'branch, bough' ¶¶ ST 349, Krn. N 485 (ES çer 'bough') || ?σ, φ HS:
Eg fP ssZ  'Art kostbares Holz' (as. from *zs  with a sx.??) ¶ EG IV 279.
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2761. ? € *Z1111is 7777V 'fire' > U: FP *c1{i}s7V vt. 'burn, scorch' >  Chr L {MRS}
¢yqdy≤r-aw c7¥z7d¥≤r-as7 vt. 'burn, scorch', {Ü} c7¥z7d¥ra- v. ' s co rch '
(of the sun) » pPrm *c1u$s7- or *c1is7- >  Z ¢iwkav-ny c1is7kav- ≠
c1is7kal- v. 'burn, scorch; touch with frost (prixvatit∆ morozom )', Vt
¢™uwka- c1us7ka- v. 'scorch, burn (one’s skin, fingers); pour boiling
water on, scold', ¢™uwtas∆ky- c1us7tas1kÈ- 'be burnt (esp. of food, so.’s
skin') ¶ Lt. 186, LG 3O8, MRS 682-3, Ü 25O || HS: Eg fP sZ.t = {Vc.}
[*siZya.t] 'fire, flame' (mt. of voiced and vl. cnss.: **ziÇ- >  *siZ-?) >
DEg sty.t > Cpt: Sd sate sate, B saT sati, A sete sete ≠ seete
seete id. ¶ EG IV 375-6, Fk. 257, Er. 475, Vc. 197 ¶ The unexpected Eg
affricate Z (for the fricative s) may be due to dis. (from the expected
*zVs).
2762. *ZËwV 'to eat, to taste' >  K *Z`ow- v. 'fill one’s mouth with
food, eat one’s fill, graze' >  OG Zow- (≠  Zov- ≠ Zo-), G Zov- v. 'g raze ' ,
Lz Z7um-, Z7up-, nZ7-, Z7-, Z7v- id., Sv Z7u2b- 'fill one’s mouth with food' ( m s d .
{Fn.} li-Z7u2b-e) ¶¶ The origin of Sv -b- ( f rom  K *-w-?) is still to b e
established. On an alt. (highly problematic) et. of Sv Z7u2b- see  s.v.
*c6666iP[V]÷á 'eat one’s fill, feed to satiety'  ¶¶ K 24O, K2 29O (GZ *Z`ow-
'graze'), Fn. KW-2 44-5, FS K 436, FS E 491-2 (pK *Z`ow-) || HS: CCh: Ngs
za~we!, Mdr {Eg.} za!, Glv {Rp.} z-, Gdf {IL} zu!(?)a~ 'eat (soft things)'  It i s
not clear whether we should adduce here the √  *zVm- 'eat ( so f t
things)' that is represented in most other subgroups of CCh (see  JI II) ¶
JI II 12O-1, ChC, ChL  ??σ EC: pSml {Hn.} *zei\- v. 'try, test' (if “ ' t o
taste') >  Sml is ku dei\, Bn ki!-de!i\ v. 'try, test', Rn {Hn.} ye^y id. (= {PG}
yey-  'look at'?) ¶ Hn. S 77, 38 (on the particle ku in Sml and ki!- in Bn),
PG 299   Perhaps here: Eg P zw.t {EG} 'wheat (Triticum d u r u m ) ' ,
{Hng.} 'Dinkel' ¶ EG III 426, Hng. 674  WCh: NrBc {Tk.} *zu 'guinea
corn, sorghum' (“  'food'?) > {Sk.}: Wrj zu2-na, My/Kry zu, Mbr z7u2, Cg
zun 'guinea corn, sorghum' ¶ Sk. NB 24, Tk. NB 173  || D (in McTm)
*c>u+ov- v. 'taste' >  Tm cuvai\ v. 'taste, eat, chew', cuvai\ n. ' t as te ,
flavour, sweetness', Ml cuva n. 'taste, flavour', cuvekka v. 'taste' ¶
D #2396 (b).
2763. € *Z @@@@ iÙV  (or *z @@@@ iÙV ) 'come, (?) go (away)' >  HS: Ch: WCh {Stl.}
*ZV 'enter, come' >  Hs zo2! 'come' » NrBc *Za 'enter' >  Wrj, Kry zau, P’,
Sir za, Jmb, Mbr, My za- ¶ Stl. ZCh 187 [#382]  CS *-zïH- > Ar √zyH G
(ip. -zïH-) 'go away, be far away', as well as (×  CS *√zHH 'remove' < N
*Z{Ë}XË  'to cause so./sth. to move from one place to another'), BHb
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√zy+wH ¬ √zHH N  (3m ip. hZ2i% yiz≤zaH) 'be removed, displaced', {KB}
'sich loslösen, verschieben', JA [Trg.] {Js.} √zwH G  (ip. y´≤zu2âÓ) vi.
'be unsteady, move' ({Lv.} 'weichen, von der Stelle sich fortrücken'), v t .
'remove, turn away' ¶ Ln. 1775, BK I 1O3O, KB 255, BDB 267, Js. 3 8 5 ,
Lv. T I 215, DRS 7OO ¶¶ S l.c. || A: Tg *Ji- 'come' >  Nn, Ul Z7i- ' c ome ,
approach', WrMc Zi-, Mc Sb Z7i- id. ¶ STM I 255, Y #1172 ¶¶ DQA
#2599 (equates the Tg √  with T *Jet- 'reach' [Rs. W 199] and with M
*Z7id-ku4- > Kl zu4tk´- 'strive').
2764. *Z{Ë}XË  'to cause (so., sth.) to move from one place t o
another' ('to lead, to send') >  K *Z`e˝w-/*Z`˝w- v. 'lead' >  OG Z˝w-
/Ze˝w-v. 'lead', G Ze˝v-/Z˝v-/Z˝- v. 'lead, march at the head of ,
accompany', Mg {K} b-Z7˝u-k 'I go in front of', {Q} n-Z7˝ ver-i ' l eader
(predvoditel∆)', Sv {TK}: UB mu-z7we˝ ≠ mu-z7e˝w, Ln muz7we˝ ≠
m´⁄z7we˝, L mu-z7o˝ 'leader', Sv {K} li-z7o˝w, Sv UB {GP} li-z7we˝ v.
'lead (so.)'  Ï K *Z`˝w-a2n- v. 'send' >  OG Z˝wan-/Z˝wn- v. ' s end ,
make a present of', Z˝weni ≠ z˝weni 'present', G Z˝van-/Z˝vn-, Mg,
Lz Z7˝on- / Z7˝un- v. 'send', Sv {FS} z7˝wa2n-, z7˝wan-, z7o˝wan- 'take with
oneself, send' ¶¶ K FSK 27, K 24O-1, K2 285, FS K 432, FS E 487-8, TK
576-7, GP 164 || HS: CS *√zHH ≠ *√zwH (×  N *Z@@@@iÙV or *z@@@@iÙV
'come, [?] go [away]', q.v.) >  Ar √zHH (3m ip. ya-zuHHu) 'ôter ( u n e
chose) de sa place', 'faire aller en avant et en arrière, pousser en avant
et en arrière', BHb √zy+wH  ¬ √zHH N  (3m ip. hZ2i%yiz≤zaH) 'be removed,
displaced', {KB} 'sich loslösen, verschieben', JA [Trg.] {Js.} √zwH G
(ipf. y´≤zu2âÓ) vi. 'be unsteady, move', vt. 'remove, turn away', Sr
√zwH G  vi. 'move, stir\arise oneself in action, rise', vt. 'put in mo t ion '
¶ BK I 977, KB 255, BDB 267, Js. 385, Lv. T I 215, JPS 112, Br. LS 192 ||
D *c>o2(y)- ({†GS} s- or *s1-?) (× N *Z@@@@Ëg{Ë} 'to move somewhere' [ intr . ,
tr.], q.v.?) >  Ka so2, so2vu, so2hu v. 'drive off, chase away', ? T m
o2ppu, o2ccu v. 'drive away', ? Gdb c>o2y- ± soyp- v. 'send' ¶¶ D ##2866 ,
2878 ˚  IS MsN (N *Z1uGa4 'vesti ' [?]: K + qu. A *Z>uge- v. 'carry'). S
suggests an original vl. word-medial *-X- . The voiced *˝ in K is due t o
as.: pre-K *Z`X > K *Z`˝. Connected with N *Z @@@@Ëg{Ë}  '⇑ '?
2765. (€?) *Z 1111VXi  'to plait, to bind' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to sp in ' )
>  K: GZ {K} (?) *ZaX- v. 'spin' >  G ZaX- id., Mg tuX- id. (tuXuns ' h e
spins'), Lz tX-  v. 'spin' (tXups  'he spins') ¶ K 233 || ? HS: Eg fP zÓ 'Zelt
aus Matte aus Leinenstoff' ('Zelt aus Matte' interpreted by EG a s
'Flechtwerk'), zÓ-ncr  'Leinenstoff' ¶ EG III 464-5  ? B: Gh t´-zayzay-t
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'corde' ¶ Pr. H #45O  ? CCh: Lame {Sa.} ze~o! 'corde' ¶ Sa. DL 434 ¶¶ Tk.
PAA 5 (B, CCh, Mb {E} u-zi 'thread') || IE *sex8- ({Pv.} *seÉ€-) / *sex8y-
v. 'bind' > Ht ishiya- , ishai-  v. 'bind, wrap', Lw 3p prs. active gender
hishiyanti (≡ Ht prtc. nom. pl. com. ishiyantis)  NaIE: [1] NaIE
*0se2- >  Vd ≤a-sa2-t 'he bound', ≤sa2-tum v. 'bind', ava-sa2-tar
'unbinder'  [2] NaIE *≤se+oy- (<  IE *sx8e+oy-) / *0se2y- >  Vd saya≤tvam
'binding', OI se2≤tar-  'binder', ≤se2tu-h5 'binding; fetter, bond', Av ha2y-
v. 'bind' »» L saeta 'fishing line; coarse hair, bristle' »» ON seiÎr
'Band, Gürtel', seil 'cord, rope, fetter', OSx se6l, AS sa2l 'rope, f e t t e r '
(>  NE sole), OHG seil 'rope, string', NHG Seil 'rope, cord'; ?? OHG
silo  'belt', {OsS} 'Geschirr für Zugvieh, Riemenwerk des Zugviehs', NHG
Siele 'breast-piece (of harness)' »» Lt sieﬁti (prs. sieju~), Ltv si~et
(prs. si~enu, se~ju) 'to bind', Lt saiﬁtas n. 'tie; leash, lead; t e the r ' ,
{Frn} 'Eimer-schnur\-kette, Trag-band\-bügel, Strick', saiﬁlas
'Eimerschnur, Tragbügel'  [3] NaIE *0sy- (< IE *sx8y-), *si(:)- (<  *sx8i(:)-)
>  OI ≤syati 'binds, ties, fetters', Vd si≤ta- 'bound' (unless from *s´-
≤to- <  *sx8=-to-), Av hinu- 'bond, fetter'  Ï [3a] NaIE *si-man- >  Gk
[ima1ß (gen. [ ima1ntoß) 'leathern strap\thong, lash of a whip' »» OI s°≤ma2 /
s°≤man-  'parting of the hair, boundary' »» ON si1mi  'Band, Strick', OSx
s°mo 'rope', AS s°ma 'string, band, bond', NGr ∆ Seime 'rope f o r
drying linen' ¶¶ Pv. I-II 398-4O3, Ts. E I 384-8, Mlc. CL 7O, P 891-2, M K
III 5O1, 549-5O, 745, WH II 462, F I 724-5, Vr. 468, 476, Ho. 269, 2 9 4 ,
Ho. S 63-4, Kb. 837, 853, OsS 75O, 764, Frn. 755-6, 783 ˚ Hardly h e r e
IE *syuéx- >  *syu2- v. 'sew' (because of its sonorants *y and *u), w N
*Zu 4444 é ⁄yV 'fibre, thick hair'.
2766. *Zu4444é⁄yV 'fibre, thick hair' >  K {K2} *Z`ua-, {FS} *Z`u- 'horsetai l
hair' >  G Zua 'horsetail hair, horsehair', Mg Z7ua, Sv {Marr} Z7´⁄/ Z7i
'horsetail hair' ¶¶ K2 29O, FS K 436-7, FS E 492, Chx. 2O89, Q 376, 4 1 6 ,
Marr JNDR 773 || IE *syuéx- v. 'bind, sew' (mt. from **suéxy-?) >  NaIE
*syu2- / *sïu\- v. 'sew', *syu2-to- 'sewn', *syu2-d≈la2 'awl' >  OI ≤s°vyati
'sews, joins (bindet\fügt zusammen)', syu2≤ta- 'sewn' »» Gk kassy@v (<
*kat-su!o2) 'sew' »» L su-o2 / -e"re, su°, su2tum v. 'sew', su2bu"la (<
*syu2-d≈la2) 'awl' »» Gt siujan, ON sy1ja, AS siow(i)an ≠ seowian
(>  NE sew), OHG siuwen 'to sew'; (NaIE *syu2to- > ) MHG siut
'Naht', ON sjo1Îr, AS se1od 'bag, pouch, purse'; (NaIE *syu2-d≈la2 > ) OHG
siu(wi)la, NHG Sa4ule 'awl' »» Lt siu2!ti (prs. siuvu~), Ltv s7u2t ( p r s .
s7uju ≠ s7uvu ≠ s7u2nu) 'to sew', Pru schutuan 'Zwirn', Lt siuvi~k-
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as ≠ -is, siuve$!jas, Ltv s7uve2ﬁjs ≠ s7uva2ﬁjs 'tailor', Pru
schuwikis  'shoemaker' » pSl *s7i ¡ti (inf.) 'to sew' > OCS witi s7iti,
SCr s7i Ÿti, Slv s7i!ti, Cz s7i1ti, Slk s7i1t&, P szyc1, R wit∆ id.; pSl *s7i ¡joß ' I
sew' >  OCS wi) s7ijo<, Blg ≤wiå, SCr s7i Ÿje∏m, Slv s7i 8jem, R w∆√; pSl
*s7i ¡dlo 'awl' (< NaIE *syu2-d≈lo-m) >  P szydlo, Cz s7i1dlo, Blg, R ≤wilo,
SCr s7i Ÿlo, Slv s7i!lo; pSl *s7it¥ pp. 'sewn' >  OCS wit5 s7itË, R
wit(yj) »» Tc A su- 'sew'  Ht {Ts.} suel- (= {Pv.} suwel-) 'Faden,
Band', {Ts.} suwarwil- '∈ Material für Festbinden, Binse(?)'   Ï IE
*syuéx-men- > NaIE *syu2-men- ' band '  > Gk [ymh1n 'thin skin, m e m b r a n e '
( [ymh`n [ygro1ß 'the large dorsal sinew of cartilaginous fish'), Pru
schumeno 'Schusterdraht', OI ≤syu2man- 'band, strap', Ht {Ts.}
sum(m)anza(n)- {EI} 'thread', {Ts.} 'Strick, Band' ¶¶ WP II 514, P
915-6, EI 573 (*syuh⁄- 'sew'), M K III 477-8, M E II 734, MW 1273, F II
964, WH II 631-2, Ho. 29O, 296, Fs. 425, Vr. 479, 572, Kb. 86O, OsS
769-7O, Lx. 196, KM 627, Ho. 29O, 296, Frn. 789-9O, En. 244, Vs.  IV
438, 443-4, Glh. 6O7, Ts. W 77, 78, 8O, Pv. I-II 4O3 || U *su4ye 'fibre' >
F syy  'fibre, filament; annual ring (of a tree)', F † syi 'fibre', † syve
(gen. syveen ) 'fibre, nerve' » pChr {Ber.} *s7iy 'annual ring of a tree' >
StChr L wij s7iy, H wi s7i, B s7o4y, U s7iya id. » Prm {LG} *sE >  *se >  *si
({LG} *seÚ >  *se¿ >  *si) >  Z s¡ si 'fibre,  Vt si™ si 'layer', Vt Y {Wc.} si
'annual ring'  Sm *ti ≠ *tu4 ≠ ? *tiw  'fibre, annual ring of a tree' >  Ne
T ti, {Lh.} t!i, Ne F {Lh.} c1ï 'annual ring', Ng {Cs.} t!°, En X {Cs.} t!°, En B
{Cs.} t!i 'Holzader', Slq: Tm {KD} podò-tu4∏, Nr {Cs.} po2t-tu4, B {Cs.} put!-
tu4, Tz/Kar {Cs.} puot-tu4 'Holzader' (podò- [po2t-] means 'of [a] t r e e ' )
¶¶ UEW 443, Coll. 59, Sm. 54O (U, FU, FP *su4xi, Sm *ti 'annual r ing ' ) ,
Ber. 62, MRS 7O5, Ep. 15O, LG 257, Jn. 161, Jn. UK 223, Cs. 63, 8O,
166, 236.
2767. Ll. o†*Z1111u4 444Z1 111V ≠ *Z1111u 4 444n 1 111Z 1 111Å 'teat, female breast' >  HS: S Ll. o†*zïz-
id. > BHb ziz% zïz 'nipple, full breast', ? Ug {A} zd 'female breast' (×  N
*c7777ayVd[V]yV 'female breast'), Ar AT {Dz.} ÉzaYzi z°z-at- ' female
breast, teat', Ak NA z°zu  'teat' ¶ KB 268, A #321, BK I 1O32, Dz. I 6 1 9 ,
Sd. 1532, CAD XXI 149, MiK I #1.295 || Ll. K: GZ {K} *ZuZu ' female
breast' > OG, G ZuZu-i, Mg ZuZu- id. ¶ K 235, K2 281; FS K 427 and FS E
481 (*Zu-) || U: FU {Coll.} *c1u4n1c1a4 (< *c1u4n1c1a) 'female breast' > pLp {Lr.}
*c1in1c1e2 id. > Lp: S tjiddjie, Ll. tjidtje2, N c7iZ7…Z7e, Klt c7iZ7Z7ê id. » Chr L
¢yze c7‰ze 'female breast, nipple, teat' »» Hg szu4gy 'breast o f
animals'; Ll. cse4cs  'mamma' (with phonetic transformation due to t h e
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tendencies of Lallwörter) » ObU {Ht.}: Vg (partially in cds.): T s1u4s1´w,
LK/MK s1o4s1, s1o4∏s1, P s1is1, NV s1u4s1a, SV/LL s1u4s1, UL s1is1, Ss s1is1, s1us1 'n ipple,
teat'; Os {Ht.}: V/Vy/Ty/Y t!ut!È, Nz s1u"s1´, Kz s1u"s1iÆ 'nipple' ¶ Db. OS xxxi
(FU *c1ïc1a4), Coll. 75, Coll. CG 4O2, 41O (FU *c1u4nc1V), Lr. #139, Lgc.
#568, MRS 683, MF 113-4, LG 311, Ht. #824 || ?φ A: Tg *Jadan (≠
*JaJan) 'udder, female breast' > Ewk Jadan, Lm J‰Jin ± JaJan ' udde r ' ,
Neg Joyan, Ork dadaqta 'female breast' ¶ The vw. *a of the first syll. i s
puzzling (as. from **Z1111u 4 444Z 1 111a in a Lallwort?) ¶ STM I 242 ˚  The length o f
*i in S may be due to the loss of *n1111.  The loss of *n1111 and o t h e r
irregularities may be due to the phonetic tendency of nursery words t o
the ÇVÇV-structure (whence K *ZuZu, pre-ObU *c1Ëc1Ë, Hg cse4cs, S
*zïz-).   
2768. ?σ (€?) *Z1111a[y]Z1111VXË '≈ ∈ leaf-bearing tree without berries a n d
edible fruits (lime-tree, Tilia or sim.)' >  K {K, FS} *ZacXw- ' l ime-tree,
Tilia' > OG cacXu-, G cacXv-, Mg cacXu- ± cXacXu-, Lz ducXu-, Sv {TK}:
UB za4sXw, LB zesX, zesx-ra ¶¶ K 233, K2 278, FS K 42O-1, FS E 473-4 ,
Q 37O, Abul. 514, TK 251 ||  ?? HS: S: Ar SL zayzafu2n- 'lime-tree' ¶ This
word is to be distinguished from the homonymous word Ar SL zayzafu2n-
'fruitless sorb-tree', which is probably a loan from Gk zi1zyfon ' jujube-
tree, Zizyphus' (though these homonyms are likely to have influenced
each other) ¶ Bel. 293, Bel. DFA 681, Hv. 291 || A: Tg: WrMc {Z}
ZaZixi, ZaZuri 'dense forest' ¶ It is worth paying attention to Tg
*Ju[e]gde2n 'alder-tree' (<  *-gd- <  *-J-d- <  N *-c1111 ++++Z 1 111- + a sx.??) (>  Ewk
Jugd‰n, Lm Jo$d‰n, Neg Jugd‰2n, Orc Jugd‰(n-), Ud Z1ugd‰(n-), O r k
Z7uw‰gd‰ ≠ Z7u‰gd‰ 'alder-tree'), which may well belong to A
*zË[V]g[V]t+dV >  NaT *so4gu4t+d 'willow' (see  Rs. W 429) ¶ STM I 2 4 2 ,
269, and II 12O, Krm. 235, 288, Z 97O, Hr. 514.
2769. *Z 7777á?VbV (= *Z 7777e?VbV?) '∈ beast of prey (wolf or sim.)' >  HS:
S *≤Îi?ib- 'wolf' >  BHb ba4z^ z´≤?e2b3, pl. Mib5a4z^ z´?e2≤bïm, IA [Frh.] bad
d?b, JPA bD4 de2b3, JPA, JEA em. ab1iD4 de2≤b3a2, SmA bid dyb, Sr '∫oæ∂ ‰
de2<?>b3a2, Ar ∫`03iÎi?b- (ı Bj {R} d°b), Ak z°b- 'wolf', Gz ZAB z´?b
'hyena' (the posttonic vw. is evidenced by BHb, where pS *-≤i?i- yields -
´≤?e2-) ¶ AD PSH 41, 98, 121, 139, KB 25O, KBR 26O, Js. 276,  Sl. 326, Br.
137-8, Lv. I 37O, HJ 237, Tal 179, CAD XXI 1O6, L G 63O, DRS 324-5 
Eg fP z¿b  'jackal' (either a cognate of or a loan from S) »» ?? Eg N ìshb
(= [*?VshVb-]) '∈  wolf or dog' (acc. to EG I 132, a foreign word) (with a
prosthetic ?V- and with as. [*-Î?- >] *-s?- > sh) ¶  EG I 132 and III 42O,
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Fk. 2O9  C: EC *zVÓb- > HEC *zo2bb- 'lion' >  Sd do2bb-ic7c7o, pl. do2bb-a,
Alb zobe-c7c7o, Kmb zo2bbe-c7c7u, Tmbr zob≤be-c7c7u, Qbn zo2bbo2 'lion' » pSam
*da÷aw- ≠ (mt.) *dawa÷- 'jackal' (× N *d{á}wV÷3333 ++++9V 'wolf' or ' jackal ' ,
q.v. ffd.) »» ? SC: Irq du?uma 'leopard' ¶ AD SF 1O6, Hd. 92, L Z 12O 
Ch: WCh ? *Z7i[?V]b- ({Stl.} *Z7i?Vb-) >  Ngz {Sch.} Z7i!b-da~ 'civet c a t
(Viverra civetta)' »» ECh *Z7abiy- 'hyena' >  Bdy Z7ebay-gi 'striped hyena ' ,
Mgm Z7a!biya! 'brown hyena' ¶ Sch. DN 84, ChC s.v. 'hyena' ¶¶ OS #266O
|| K: G c7iba 'young dog' (K *c7- <  **Z7Ó-?), G ciba 'small dog', a call-
word for dogs, G Kzq ciba 'Hündchen' (c-  is still to be explained) ¶ Chx.
1933, 2OO3, KEGL VIII 5O1, 614 || A (*Z>e+a4be-ken): T *Je+a4bken
'wolverine, glutton (Gulo gulo)' > Tv c7epke ≠ c7ekpe, Qb {Rl.} ja4kpa4, Q m n
{B}, Alt {BT} Z1e2ken, Alt {Rl.} ja4∏kka4n (= Z1a4∏kka4n), Shor {Rl.} c7a4ka4n, Yk
{Pek.} si¢a4ga4n ¶ The long vw. in Alt and the diphthong in Yk are due t o
compensonatory lengthening (the loss of *b) ¶ Shch. Zh 14O, B K 2 1 2 ,
BT 51, TvR 526, Pek. 2185, Rl. III 318, 32O, 1948  M *Z>eGek+gen (<
**Z>eBeken?) 'wolverine' > WrM Zegege, {Rm.} Zegeke, Brt z´´g´n,
Kl zeegn ze2g´n, {Rm.} ze2kn=, HlM z´g´´ (< *Z>egeGen < mt. *Z>eGegen) ¶
CHR. 275, KRS 246, KW 474, MED 1O51 ¶¶ 'wolverine' ÿ (dim.?)
'wolf'; ≡σ: NE wolverine ÿ  wolf ¶¶ ≠ DQA #2571 (A *zïbe 'a k ind
of predator' >  T + unc. M *sibor  'panther' and Tg *sibige2 '∈ big beast o f
prey' [in fact from N *s2222ibV÷3333V 'beast of prey', q.v. ffd.]) ˚ ≠ BK DA
157 [#56] (an unc. equation of the HS root with D *c>iv[v]anki ' l eopard ,
lynx, hyena' [in fact from N *Z@@@@iwVm[V]gÉ 'leopard' × N *c6666 ' '''{i}bVÌV
or *c 6666 ' ''' { i }bV÷V  'hyena', q.v.]).
277O. *Z7777u[?]bV 'to pour, to flow' >  HS: S *-Îu2b- v. 'flow' >  BHb bvz
√zwb G  (ip. -zu2b3-) 'flow', 'drip with fluid', Ug mdb {OLS} 'flood o f
tide', JA [Trg.] √dwb G  'flow, drip', JEA √dwb G  'flow out, discharge ' ,
Md √dwb  v. 'flow', SmA √dwb  G  'melt, have a discharge', Sr √dwb
G  'flow out, have an issue (menstruation, semen, etc.), melt', Ar
√Îwb  v. G  'melt', √zwb  v. G  'flow' (π  some z-lge.?), Ak za2bu inf.
'dissolve, ooze' ¶ KB 255, KBR 266, OLS 26O, BK I 787, 1O24, A #72O,
Grd. UT #1425, Tal 171, Js. 282, Lv. T I 163, Sl. 315, Br. 144, JPS 8 4 ,
DRS 329, Sd. 15O1-2, CAD XXI 9-1O  Ch: WCh {Stl.} *Z7ub+b' v. 'pour' >
Hs zuba v. 'pour' » Bl Z7ubb-, Dr Z7o~b'e! id. » ? Ngz Z7i~c7b'u! v. 'sprinkle' »» CCh:
MfG {Brr.} !-Z7‰b'- v. 'wetten (the lips, iron)', Dgh {Frk.} Z7u!pa~ 'be wet', D b
{Lnh.} Z7u!p id. ¶ Stl. VZCh #93, Stl. ZCh 194 [#457], Abr. H 975-6, Sch.
DN 85, ChC, ChL, Brr. MG II 136  Eg fP z¿b 'fließen, rinnen', {Fk.} ' d r i p '
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¶ EG III 42O, Fk. 2O9 ¶¶ OS #2669 (*Z7ub- 'flow, pour'), ≈  OS # 2 6 3 1
(*√Zub v. 'pour', based on an unc. rec. of pS as *√zwb), ≈  Sk. HCD
547 || K *°Z7Vb+p- > ? Zan *Z7gVp- ı  G I Z7gep-i 'heavy rain' ¶ Chx. 2 4 3 6
|| A *Z>ub- > M *°Z>uba9 > WrM Zuba9, HlM zuvag 'irrigation channel ,
drain' ¶ MED 1O77  Tg *°Jub+p- > Ewk Juwa2t- v. 'have diarrhoea' ¶ STM
I 268 ˚ N *-?b-  is suggested by b' in some WCh lgs.
2771. ?o € *Z7777 {u 4 444}[bV]bV '∈ insect' > HS: S *Î{u}bVb- ≠ ÎVbÎVb- 'a fly'
> BHb bubz^z´≤b3u2b3, JA [Trg.] ab1b6iD dib3´≤b3-a2, Sr 'bo∫o∂ adabba2≤b3-a2 ≠
'bo∫o∂ edEbba2≤b3-a2 id., Ar Îuba2b-, Mh {Jo.} Î‰b≤be2t (pl. Î‰be2b), Jb E {Jo.}
Î‰b≤bOt, Jb C {Jo.} Î‰b≤bOt (pl. ≤Îbeb), Sq {L} dbiboh, Ak zubbu ≠
zumbu id., Hrs Î‰bbe2t (pl. Î‰bÎe2b) id., ÎebÎ‰be2t 'worm' ¶ KB 25O,
KBR 261, JPS 81, Js. 294, Jo. M 79, Jo. J 45, Jo. H 27-8, DRS 326  B
*zVbb- 'fly' >  Ah {Fc.} a-h´b (pl. i-h´bb-in) 'mouche plate', ETwl, Ty e-
z¥bb (pl. i-z¥bb-¥n) 'mouche (œstre) du bœuf', Tnsl {ABs.} a-s7´bb, Gh
{ABs.} az´b 'fly', Izd {Mrc.} i-zib (pl. i-zabb-´n) 'mouche de cheval' ¶
Fc. 5O5, GhA 2O8, Pr. H #122, Mrc. 17O  Eg MK zb.t '≈ vermin
(Ungeziefer)', DEg sb 'vermin, louse' >  Cpt Sd sIv sib, Cpt B sIp sip
'vermine, tique' ¶ EG III 432, Vc. 183  ?φ C: Bj {R} d<iba2b (pl. d<ibåb)
n. 'flea' ¶ R WBd 73  ? Ch: WCh: Ngz {Sch.} Z7u!wa^k, Bd {ChL} Z7u!wa2!n n .
'fly' »» CCh: Mtk {Sb.} Zu!wa^y, pMM {Ro.} *Ziway (>  Mada {Ro.} zu~we!,
Myn {Ro.} a!zu~we!, Mkt {Ro.} zu~wa!y, Hrz {Ro.}, Mf {BLB} Zu!wa!y,
Mlk/Vm/Mofu {Ro.} Zu~wa!y, Zlg {Ro.} Zu~we!, MfG {Brr.} Z7a!Z7u~wa~y, Gzg D
{ChC} Z7uZ7uwed', Gzg {Ro.} Z7i~Z7i~we!d', Gzg Mj {Lk.} Z7iZ7uwed'), Glv {Rp.}
nZ7u2!wiya~, Gv {ChL} nZ7uwa~, Dgh {ChC} n~=Z7u!we~, {ChL} nzu!we~, Nkc {IL}
nzu!we~, Mdr {Mk., ChL} nZ7uNwa n. 'fly' »» ECh: Mu {J} d'u~wo!, Jg {J} diwo
id. ¶ Nw. 52 (s.v. *diwa  'fly'), ChC, ChL, Ro. 254 [#282], Lk. G 125, RpB
74, BLB 128, Brr. MG II 137 || A {SDM97} *Z>u4∏bu '∈  stinging insect' >  Tg
*Jube-kte, *Jube-n 'wasp, bee' >  Ewk Juwukt‰ ± Ju˝ukt‰ 'wasp', Sln
Ju2kt‰, Lm J‰w´t ≠ J‰w‰t, Neg J‰w‰-kt‰ ≠ J‰˝‰kt‰ ≠ J‰y‰kt‰, Nn
Nh/KU Z7‰w‰%, Z7‰w‰k‰%, Nn B Z7‰w‰(n-) 'wasp, bee' ¶ STM I 268  ? NaT
*Ji[:]bin ≠ *çî∏pîn ≠ *çi[:]mîn > OT c7îbîn ≠ c7î∏bîn 'fly, gnat', Tk cibin, Az
c7ibin 'fly, mosquito, gnat', Tkm c7î∏bîn, Uz c7ibin 'gnat', Qmq Z7ibin ' f ly ' ,
{Rm.} 'Sandfliege', VTt ¢eben c7ÁbÁn, ET c7ivin, Qrg c7îmîn, Alt, Tb {B}
c1îmîn n. 'fly', Qzq s7îbîn id., s7îbîn-s7iÆrkey 'swarm of midges', ?φ Tv s7îmîl
'larve' ¶ The variations *J- ≠ *ç- and *-b- ≠ *-p- ≠ *-m- are due to t h e
ideograpfic (onomatopoeic) associations of the word ¶ TL 186, Cl. 8 3 8 ,
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Rs. W 11O, TatR 632, TkR 743, Sht. 235, Nj. 416 ¶¶ ≈  SDM97 (A *Z7u4∏bu
> T, Tg + •÷ M *Z7o4gey 'bee'), ≠ KW 487 (M, T), Pp. VG 28, 58.
2772. (€?) *{Z 7777 }a{÷ 3333 }dV  (or *Z 2222aÓdV?) 'spread, be flat' > A: NaT *Ja2Î- >
OT {Cl.} ja2Î- v. 'spread out (on the ground, etc.)', XwT/MQp XIV, Chg XV
jay- id., Tk yay-, Ggz, Kr jay-, Uz e≥j- jåy-, VTt z7 !a4y-, Bsh ja4y-, Qzq, Q q
z7ay-, Qrg Z7ay-, Alt {BT} d∆aj- Z1ay-, Xk c7as-, Tv c7at-, Tf c1at- id., T k m
ja2y- v. 'roll out dough', Az, Qmq, ET jay-  id., 'spread out' ¶ Cl. 883-4, ET
J 76-7, TkR 8O8, Ra. 195  M *Z>ada-: WrM {MED} Zadara-, HlM
zadra- v. 'spread' (here unless from Zadara- v. 'unfold, unwrap ,
loosen'), WrM {Rm.} Zada-9ai 'lying open, spread out', ?σ Kl zadha
'open, not closed'; WrM {Rm. “ ?} Zada-i- 'sich ausbreiten', Zada-9ar
'flach ausgebreitet'; if the primary meaning of the M √  is 'to open, t o
loosen', 'apart' (WrM Zada 'apart'), the M √  does not belong here (⇔
Rm.) ¶ MED 1O21, Kow. 2277-8, KRS 236 ¶¶ Rm. EAS I 64 and Rm. SKE
24 (T, M + unc. Ko c>ak:i [Rm.: <  c>at-ki-] 'to place with the back down ' ,
arbitrarily interpreted by Rm. as 'mit ausgebreiteten Armen auf d e n
Rücken legen'), DQA #2584 (A *Z>a2dV '[to] spread, unravel
[rasstilat∆ , rasputyvat∆]'> T, M) || D *c>atßtß- 'flat(ness)' >  Kn
cat5t5u, cat5t5a, cat5t5e 'flatness, levelness', Tu cat5t5A 'flat, level',
Knd satßu, satßu-pan`ku 'flat rock' (pan`ku ' s t o n e ' ) ¶¶ D #23O8 || ?σ HS: S
**°√Î÷d >  (as. in the framework of a  rdp. pattern) Ar √Î÷Î÷ D
'disperse' ¶ BK I 772-3 ˚ N *Z7777 and *÷3333 are justified only if the S cognate
belongs here. Otherwise the N etymon is less specific: *Z 2222 aÓdV   ˚ IS SS
#3.19 (A, D), IS MS 359 s.v. rasstilat∆så  (A, D).
2773. *Z7777áw˝{i} 'bad, ugly', ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'left [link]') >
IE: NaIE *seu\yo- 'left (link)' >  OI sav≤ya- 'left, left hand\arm', Av
haoya-, MPrs ho2y- 'left' »» Sl *s7uyÁ 'left (link)' >  OCS wui s7ui id .
(' ]eyv1nymoß'), wuica s7uica 'left hand', Slv s7u•j (f. s7u!ja) 'left', SCr
s7u~va•k (gen. s7uva!ka) 'left-hander', OR s7ui 'left', R ∆  ≤wujca ' lef t
hand', Uk ≤wujb¡¢ 'on the left side' »» ? Clt: MW {SEv.} asswy /
asseu, W aswy 'left' (if from *ad-sewyo-, as suggested by Ped. a n d
Mn.), ?? Br su (call to a horse to turn left) ¶ WP II 472, P 915, EI 3 4 9
(*seu\≤yo-s), M K III 449, Tr. 26O (none of them mentions the Clt
cognates), Vs. IV 484, Ped. VG II 16, Mn. 38 (reconstructs *a+´sewyos ≠
*sewyos  'left-hand, sinister', adduces the Clt cognate and Arm aheak
aheak 'left' + •÷ Tc B saiwai v. 'the right'), Bc. 865-7, SEv. 4, YGM-1
34, Wn. 41O-1 (rejects the connection of Tc B saiwai with the IE √  i n
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question) || A: ppM *Z>eBu4n 'left' >  MM [L] XIII {Pp.} Z7ewu4n, [HI] Z7e√u4n,
[IsV] Z7u4yu4n 'left', WrM Zegu4n, HlM, Brt z¥¥n, Kl z¥n, {Rm., Pp.} zu4∏n
'left; east'; M ı ? Ork d‰wun≤Ji ≠ d‰un≤J‰ ≠ d‰un≤Ji 'left', Ewk J‰Gin,
Neg JiGinid‰gd‰2, Orc Z7‰2n≤Z7‰, Ud Z1i¢‰N‰Z1‰, {Krm.} Z1e2N‰Z1‰- 'left', Nn
Z7‰unc7i 'to the left side', WrMc Zun 'at\to the left side' ¶ Pp. L II 1 2 7 1 ,
Ms. H 67, Lg. VMI 4O, MED 1O44, STM I 282, Krm. 232, KRS 259-6O, KW
485 || HS: S *°√Î÷Î÷ (rdp.) >  Ar Îa÷a2Îi÷- 'bad, of poor quality' ( o f
palm trees) ¶ BK I 773 || K: G Z7˝una 'ugly' ('unschön, häßlich'), G K
Z7˝urta 'mißgestalteter, häßlicher Mensch' ¶ Chx. 2457 ˚  IS MS 3 4 6
s.v. levyj  (*z{e}wÿ, represented in IE and M; adduction of WrMc
Zebele is to be rejected because the word means 'right side' r a t h e r
than 'left side' [as in IS l.c.]) ˚  The K and S cognates suggest that the N
rec. is *Z7777áw˝{i} and the meaning of the N word is 'bad, ugly, (‘?)
left' ˚ It is possible to find a semantic connection between this N w o r d
and N *Z 7777o {?}awV  or *Z 7777a {?}owV  *'≈ be of poor quality\appearance; b e
weak, be bad' (q.v.), but the cognates in M suggest that these t w o
etymons have different vowels and hence represent two separate N
words ˚  The alternative reconstruction of a pN word (€ *Z2222áw{i} > IE,
M)  with the original meaning 'left' ('link') is hardly plausible, because
we know from the history of languages that the meaning 'left' i s
(always?) secondary.  
2774. *Z7777ËH{i} '≈ show, advise, get accus tomed '  >  HS: Eg fMK zÓ
'advice', zÓy 'adviser; clever, understanding' ¶ EG III 465-6 || K
*c7w(e)- v. 'get accustomed, train, school' > OG c7ue- , G c7ve-/*c7vi- id. ,
Mg *rc7kv(a)-, Sv c7kw- 'get accustomed (?)' (msd. UB {TK} li-c7kwne) ¶ ¶
K 219 (GZ *c7we-), K2 256 (K *c7w(e)-); FS K 388 and FS E 436 (*c7w-),
TK 471 || IE: Ht siya- md. 'sich zeigen' ¶ Ts. W 75 ˚ Does Ht i
suggest a N front vw., i.e. N *Z7777u 4 444H{i}? ˚ K *c7- < *Z7H.
2775. *Z7777 {a}kË 'be low', 'be short and stocky' (of a person) >  K: G G
{Chx., Ghl.} Z7agvera(-i) 'a short robust person' ¶ Chx. 2424, Ghl. 7 7 2
|| U *c7oka 'low', 'shallow', 'low water' >  Lp: L {LLO} tsaƒhke2 ' shallow'
(of a lake), N {N} coakke / -g- 'low water' (of river or sea), Kld
cu´gk∆, K {Gn.} cuoÔikk 'shallow'; L {UEW} tsaƒhko2-, N {N} coakko-
/ -g- 'fall' (level of water), 'sink'  Sm: Slq: Tz {KKIH} t‰2kke2£- vt. ' d r y
out' , t‰2kÈrÈ- vi. 'dry out', Tur {Lh.} t‰2kkÈ- id., Ke {Cs.} cakka-, Nr {Cs.}
c7aga-  'austrocknen'  Y K {Jc.} c7oGunn1e- 'be shallow' (of a river), ?
Y T {Ku.} c7o˝une- 'be thin', c7o˝u˝ay- 'grow thinner' ¶¶ UEW 6O-1, LLO
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1242-3, SaR 381, KKIH 182, Cs. 133, Ku. 235-6, Ang. 39 || A: M *Z>a9Z>a-
yi- 'be short and stocky' (of a person) >  WrM Za9Zai-, HlM, Brt
zagzaj-, Kl zagzi-x zagzï-x´ id., Kl Ö {Rm.} za˝za4∏-Xa 'kurz u n d
dick sein', Ord {Ms.} Z7òa9òZ7òa4∏- ≠ ja9òZ7òa4∏- 'be short' (of a person); M
*Z>a9Z>a-9ar >  WrM Za9Za9ar, HlM zagzgar ≠ zagqgar, Kl
zagzhr za9z´h´r, Brt zagzagar  'short, stocky' (of a person), ' b r o a d
and thick' (of a beard), Kl Ö {Rm.} za˝z¥˝ar 'kurz und dick, v o n
kleinem Wuchs, stämmig', Ord {Ms.} Z7òa9òZ7òa9ar ≠ ja9òZ7òa9ar 'short' (of a
person); Brt zagzuul za9zu2l 'be low\undersized' (of a pine forest) ¶
MED 1O25, KRS 235, KW 463, Chr. 243, Ms. O 179 || ?σ HS: S *°√Îkw
>  Ar √Îkw D  'être gros, corpulent' ¶ BK I 778 ˚  U *-o- (for *a) is d u e
to the ass. infl. of the labialized vw. of the next syll. G Gr -g-  in Z7agvera-
(for the expected -k-) has not yet found explanation.
2776. *Z7777É˝LV (or *Z7777ÉL˝V?) '∈ small carnivore mammal' ('fox', [?]
'jackal', 'weasel' or the like) > K : eNG Z7il˝ao ({SSO} 's]avi mela', literally
'black fox'), G Z7il˝ao ≠ Z7il˝o 'silver fox', {DCh.} Z7il˝ao id., 'red fox', G
{Chx.} Z7il˝ao 'schwarzer Fuchs' ¶ Chx. 2448, DCh. 1771, KE VIII 1 5 9 1
|| HS: S: Ar {Hv.} Îu?a2l-at- 'fox', Îa?l- ≠ Îi?l- ≠ Îu?l- 'jackal, weasel ' ,
{Ln.} Îa?la2n- ≠ Îu?la2n- 'jackal' or 'wolf', Îu?a2lat- 'wolf' (?  for t h e
expected ÷  is due to the infl. of Îi?b-  'wolf' or to derivational processes
[like pl. fractus **Îu÷[V]?a2l- > Îu?a2l-?]) ¶ Hv. 194, BK I 762, Ln. 95O ||
A: Tg *Jele(-kï) 'weasel' >  Ewk J‰l‰-kï, Lm Jiliki, Neg J‰l‰xï, O r c
Z7‰l‰ki, Ud Z1‰l‰xi, Ul Z7i‰li(n-) ≠ Z7‰li ≠ Z7‰liki, Ork J‰l!‰i, Nn Z7‰li,
Z7‰lik‰% 'weasel', WrMc Zelken '∈ small carnivore mammal' (? {Z}
'burunduk  [chipmuck, Tamias], kolonok [Siberian weasel, Mustela
sibirica], qëltyj xorëk') ¶ STM I 28, Z 977, Krm. 236 ˚  'Fox' a n d
'weasel' may be semantically connected as names of two fur-bearing
animals.
2777. *Z7777amV 'be dying, perish' >  HS: S *°√Îmy >  Ar √Îmw+y v. G
'writhe in agony' (of a dying or slaughtered beast) (pf. 'Ma3a Îama2, ip. -
Îmiy-, n. act. Îamy-) ¶ BK I 783, Hv. 23O  But hardly here Sml
dßimas7o 'be dying' (⇔  Blz.), because there is no confirmed etl. identity
between Sml dß and S *Î || D *c>am- ({†GS} *s-) 'die, be finished', ( caus . )
'kill' >  Tl samayu 'die, perish, be destroyed', camaru 'kill', T m
camai \  vi. (p. -v-) 'be consumed \ destroyed', vt. 'finish', camai\ (p. -
pp-) 'kill, destroy', Ml cavati 'consumption', Kt c>am- 'be finished \
spent', Kn same, save, savi 'be destoyed \ consumed, wear away' ,
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Gnd Z>avu-ka2na2 ± havk- 'kill' ¶¶ D #2343 || U: FV *yama- 'be dying' >
pLp {Lr.} *ya2me2 'die' >  Lp: S {Hs.} jaam´edh, L {LLO} japme2t, N {N}
jabmet, K {Gn.} ya2m1m1eÎ 'die, perish' » pMr {Ker.} *yu2ma- >  Er e≥ma-
yoma- 'be missing (get lost, etc.), perish', Mk √ma- yu≤ma-, ∆  ima- id. »
pChr {Ber.} *yom- > Chr: H åmaw ≤yamas7, L jomaw yo≤mas7, B/Uf yoma-,
M Joma-  'get lost, perish'  ?? Sm: Ne T O {Lh.} ya2ma2- 'be unable', T Sd
{Lh.} n1ew1a2w ya2?ma2 'my mother is ill', Ng {Cs.} jama-jua- ' n i ch t
können'  pY {IN} *yam-p- 'be ill, die' > Y T {Ku.} yaba-, {IN} yawe- ' d ie ' ,
yamZ7 !ï- 'be ill', yaw, {Jc.} jobe, Y K {IN} yo2, {Jc.} jobo 'illness', ? Y T
{Ku.} yaw- 'feel pain' ¶¶ Coll. 17, UEW 89, Lr. #256, Lgc. #1661, Hs.
753-4, LG 337, Rd. rLG 422, Ker. II 44-5, ERV 182-3, PI 319, Ber. 11, Ep.
25, MRS 147-8, 787, Lh. 97, Cs. 52, Ku. 63-4, Ang. 82, 94-5, IN 224, IN
RJ 4 ˚  Not here Alt Z1obo- 'be sick' (BT 55), which is a loan from M
(pM *Z>oba- 'suffer' <  N *Z7777o{?}awV or *Z7777a{?}owV *'≈ be of p o o r
quality \ appearance; be weak, be bad' [q.v.]) (see  also Cl. 872) ˚  The
U cognate is valid if N *Z7777- may yield U *y- (hyp. formulated by t h e
present author in 1974 [AD NSAS 163-75], but not confirmed later) ˚
Blz. SNE I 239 [#1] (*Zama; U, D + [unc.] Alt Z1obo-, C + Ko samaN
'death' [in fact a loan from Chn]).
2778. ?σ € *Z7777ÉmV 'way (?)' ‘ 'manner of behaviour' ‘ ' b lame,
fault' > [1] (N) 'blame, fault': HS: WS *√Îmm ≠ *°√Î?m  > Ar √Îmm v.
G  (pf. Îamma) 'blame, reprove', Îamm- 'blame, vice'; (×  √Î?m ' d r ive
away, repousser'): √Î?m G  'blame, dispise, disgrace', Îa?m- 'vice,
shameful action', BHb em`1z% zim≤ma2 'evil device, wickedness' (× em`1z%
zim≤ma2 'plan, purpose' ÿ √zmm 'consider'), 'infamy, shameful
behaviour', MHb (π  Aram) em1uD du2≤ma2 'woman of ill repute', {Lv.}
id., 'woman suspected of illicit intercourse', Ug tdmm {TOu} ' s e
conduire mal', {OLS} 'trato lascivo \ denigrante', tdmmt {TOu}
'inconduite', {OLS} 'lascivia', Mh {Jo.} √Îmm G (pf. Î‰m, sbjn.
y‰Îm‰m) 'miscall so. behind his back', Jb E/C {Jo.} √Îmm G  id., M h
aÎme2m 'put all the blame on so.\sth.', Gz √zmw D 'fornicate, commi t
adultery\whoredom, have illicit intercourse', Tgy √zmw D  ' fornicate ,
commit adultery', Amh zAmma 'whore, harlot' ¶ KB 272, Js. 284, Lv. I
383, BK I 762, 781, Hv. 225, 23O, BDB 273, TOu I 2O1, OLS 463, DRS
335, Jo. M 8O, L G 639, Bsn. 723, Kane 1612, MiK I #2.14 || A: M
*Z>ime- ≠ *Z>eme- >  WrM Zimed- v. 'accuse; blame, repr imand ' ,
Zimele-  id., v. 'chide, scold', v. 'lecture', WrO ze2m  n. 'blame', zem n .
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'harm, evil, guilt', zeme n. 'blame, fault, reprimand; scolding' ,
zemele- v. 'scold, reprove' ¶ MED 1O56, Kow. 2348-9, Krg. 667 |||
[2] (N) 'manner of behaviour, natural law': HS : S: Ar Îima2m-  'right, d u e ,
honour', {BK} 'devoir, obligation', esp. 'l’obligation de protéger les
siens' ¶ BK I 781 || A: M *Z>ime 'conduct, manner of behaviour' >  WrM
Zime ≠ Zeme, HlM z´m id., WrO ze2m 'discipline, natural law', zeme
'discipline, sacred instructions' ¶ MED l.c., Kow. 2348, Krg. 667 ||| [3]
? (N) 'way' >  HS: Eg L/G zm¿.ty 'Weg, Straße' ¶ EG III 452 || A: It i s
tempting to adduce here the M word that is represented by WrM Zam,
HlM zam, WrO zam 'road, way, pass', Kl {Rm.} zam 'Weg, Landstraße'
(MED 1O33, Kow. 229O, Krg. 661, KW 466, Kg. AD 328 [#1162]), b u t
this M word is at least influenced by (or contaminated with) (if n o t
identical with) the loanword Z>am 'posting station' (MM [S] {R} Z7am id . )
probably of Chn origin (π ltMCn ≈  c7am <  MChn {Starostin,  p.c.} tß…em
[>  Chn M Z7òan] 'to stop; stage of journey') (see  Kg. AD 328 [#1162], H
85; on the T word Jam 'posting station' of the same Chinese origin s e e
Cl. 933). If the M word is a loan from Chn, it does not belong here. If
there was contamination, the Chn infl. is responsible for the one-syll.
structure and the vw. a  in the M word ˚  It is not yet clear whether t h e
above semantic entities are connected and, if so, whether our tentat ive
hyp. of the semantic development ('wrong behaviour, vice' “ ' conduc t ,
manner of behaviour' [?] “ 'way') is correct.
2779. ??φ *Z7777a{m++++N}VK''''á ≠ *Z7777{a}K''''V{m++++N}V 'chin, beard' >  IE {EI}
*smek8-, *≤smok8wr=: [1] *smek8- 'chin' > OIr smech 'chin' (<  *smek8a2) »»
possibly L ma2la 'cheek-bone, jaw-bone', 'cheek, jaw', dim. maxilla
'jaw-bone, jaw' (ma2la < *sm =k8-sla2)  [2] *≤smok8wr= 'beard, (?) chin'' >
Ht {Ts.} zamankur ≠ zamakur 'beard', samankurwant-
'bearded' ('bärtig')  NaIE: OI s1mas1ru 'beard' »» Arm mayru˚
mawRuk˙ ≠ møru˚ mo6Ruk˙ id. »» pAl {O} *smekra2 >  Al mjeke4r
'chin, beard'  »» Lt smaﬁkras, † smakra~ 'chin', Ltv smakrs chin,
palate' »» ?σ AS smA2ras 'lips' ¶ The depalatalized *-k- (in Al and Blt)
is due to its precons. position ¶ Frd. HW 259, Ts. W 69, 1O8, WP II 6 8 9 ,
P 968-9, EI 1O7, 251, M K III 982, WH II 15, Vn. S  14O-1, Slt. 18O-1, O
269-7O, Frn. 839 || HS: [1] HS **Z7Vk'Vˆ- (< N *Z7777 {a}K''''V{m++++N}V) ' ch in ,
beard' >  S *Îa≤k'an- 'beard' >  BHb Nq!z! za2≤k'a2n id., 'side whiskers', Ph zk5n,
JA [Trg.] Nq@D6 d´≤k5an, em. JA [Trg.], JEA an!q^D5 dik5≤n-a2, Sr dak5≤n-a2,
SmA dk5n, Ak zik5n-u 'beard', Ug dk5n 'beard, chin', Ar Îaq(a)n- ' ch in '
  Ak fOB zuk5tu ≠ suk5tu 'chin' ¶ KB 267, KBR 278, AD PhSS 2-5, OLS
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135-6, HJ 339, Js. 319, Lv. I 42O, Sl. 335-6, Tal 192, Br. 164, Sod.
1O61, 153O-1, CAD XXI 125-6, DRS 339, MiK I #63  WCh *Z7aKamV
({Stl.} *Z7aKan+mV) 'chin' >  Su {J}, Kfr M {Hf.} Z7a˝am, Ang {Flk.} Z7a2m,
Gmy {Hf.} Z7o2m, {Kr.} z7o?o!m, Cp {Kr.} z7‰k‰m 'chin', Kfr {Nt.} Z7aga!m 'jaw' »
BT: Grm {Gw.} Z7aNgumu 'chin' »» ECh: Mkl {J} zu!ku!mo~ ≠ zu!ki!mo~ (p l .
zu^Nki~ma~gi!) 'chin, beard' ¶ Stl. ZCh 195 [#463], Hf. AGL 22 [#162], Nt.
16, ChL, ChC, J LM 2O2  [2] ?φ  C: Bj {R} s7a≤nak (pl. ≤s7anaka) ' jaw-
bone, chin, beard' »» Ag ≈ *°{c>}Ångabat >  Km {CR}, Q {R} s7ång´bat
'beard, chin' ¶ R WBd 217, R QW 127 || A: NaT *JaNak, {∂Rs.} *JaN1ak
({ADb.} *jayNak) 'jaw, cheek' >  OT jaNaq, {Cl.} jaNa2q ' cheek-bone,
cheek', MU, XwT, ET jaNaq, Chg jaNaq ≠ jaNa˝ 'cheek', MQp jaNaq
'cheek, jaw', Bsh, Kr T jaNaq, QrB Z7ayaq, Qzq, Qq z7aq, Alt, Tb Z1a2q, Tf
n1a2q, Tv c7a2q, Yk sîNa2X 'jaw, cheek', ? Qzq iyek 'jaw', Qrg Z7a2q, Uz Z7a˝
'jaw', Chg jana˝ ≠ janaq, Tk yanak, Az jana9, Tkm, VTt, ET jaNaq, Q m q
jayaq, Slr Ul jaNaX, SbT Tb {Rl.} n1aNaq, Xk na2X 'cheek', Shor {Rl.} na2q
'cheek, cheek-bone' , Uz jånåq 'cheek-bone' ¶ Rs. W 187, Cl. 948, ET J
123, TL 219-2O, Tn. SJ 346, Rl. III 627, 636  Tg *Jegi 'chin' >  Ewk J‰G
± J‰w ± J‰y ± J‰k 'chin, lower jaw', Sln J‰gi, Orc Z7‰y, Ud {Krm.} Z1‰i ≠
Z1‰y 'chin', Nn Nh Z7‰yl‰% 'cap-lace tied under the chin', WrMc Zelgin ≠
Zelgiyen id. ¶ STM I 281, Krm. 235 ˚ Tg *e is due to regr. as. (*a . . .É
> *a4...É > Tg *e...) ˚ The connection between HS **Z7Vk'Vˆ- and t h e
supposed IE and T cognates is confirmed by Tg *Jegi, but is still n o t
certain. If it does exist, it may be accounted for either by mt. or by a
suffixal element *-Vˆ (cp. S *≤?uÎ-[V]n 'ear', *≤k'ar-an- 'horn', and *≤gur-
an- 'throat' with a sx. *-an- typical of names of body parts). If HS
**Z7Vk'Vˆ- does not belong here, in the N rec. the cns. *Z7777- must b e
replaced by *Z 2222 -  (= Z++++Z 1 111 ++++Z 7 777). The reflexes of the etymon in question should
be distinguished from those of N *s1111a 4 444m[V]9V '(lock of) hair, fine ha i r '
(q.v.) .
278O. *Z7777emu6666 û ûûûqa[é€e6666] 'fog, smoke, hot\sultry air' >  K: G Z7anûq-i ' d ense
fog' ¶ Chx. 243O || IE: NaIE *(s)meu\k≈- ≠ *(s)meu\g- 'smoke' >  Gk
smy@cv 'burn in a smouldering fire' »» Gmc: MHG smouch n. ' smoke ,
steam', MDt smooc, Dt smook, NHG Schmauch 'dense smoke', AS
smoca 'smoke', NE n. smoke; AS sm°ec1 'smoke, steam', NE ∆
smitch 'smoke'; MDt smieken, smuiken, Dt smoken ±
smuiken, AS sme2ocan vi. 'to smoke', smocian 'to smoke', NE v.
smoke; AS sm°ec1an vi. 'to smoke', vt. 'to fumigate', MLG smo4∏ken,
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NHG schmauchen 'to smoke, to puff at a pipe' »» Arm mux muX
(gen. mxoj mXoy) 'smoke' (< *[s]muk≈o-) »» Clt: OIr mu1ch, Brtt [RE]
*mukos ' smoke '  > W mwg, Crn mo2k id., Br moged id., mog ' foyer ,
maison, famille, feu', moug n. 'suffocation', adj. 'étouffant' »» Lt
sma!ugti (prs. sma!ugiu) 'to stifle' (“ *'to stifle by smoke'), ' t o
strangle' ¶ WP II 688-9, P 971, EI 529 (*(s)m(e)ug[≈] 'smoke'), F II 7 5 2 ,
Slt. 187-8, Vn. M  69-7O, RE 131, Hm. 576, 584, Frn. 841, Ho. 3O1-3,
OED IX 275, Vr. N 659-6O, OsS 835, Lx. 2OO, KM 662 || U: FU *c7eNke
'current of air, hot air, sultriness' >  F henki (gen. hengen) ' b rea th ,
current of air, air, spirit, ghost', Es hing (gen. hinge) 'breath, c u r r e n t
of air, soul' » Prm: Vt q≥og Z7og 'hot air (in a oven, in a sauna)', S r / M
{Wc.} Z7og, Vt Uf {Wc.} z7og 'very hot, sultry' »» ObU {Ht.} *c7É—Nk >  pOs
{Ht.} *c7e"Nk ({∫Hl.} *c7iÆNk) >  Os: Ty/Y/D/K c7e"Nk, Nz/Kz s7a"Nk, O sa$ÆNk
'heat, hot' (of air, weather), D {Stn.} Xotn´ c7´Nk 'it is hot in the r o o m ' ,
m´nem c7´Nk 'mir ist heiß'; pVg *sa4∏Nk >  Vg: T sa4k, LK saºx, MK/UK sO4∏x,
P/NV/SV/LL sax, Ss sa2Nk 'hot, heat' ¶  Besides, there is a FU √  *c7u4NV
'smoke, fog' (either contamination with N *c7777u 4 444NV 'smoke, smell' [q.v.]
or going back entirely to N *c7777u 4 444NV) ¶ UEW 57, 59, Coll. 8O, U3S 1 4 5 ,
Wc. FUAA 246, Ht. #1O6, Stn. D 287.
278Oa. € *Z7777ËhˆV 'show; understand, be taught '  >  HS: WS *√Îhn >
Ar √Îhn G  (ip. -Îhan-) 'understand', Îihn- 'understanding, sagacity' ,
{BK} 'intélligence', {Fr.} 'ingenium', Îahab- {Fr.} 'ingenium, intellectus,
memoria', {Hv.} 'prudence', Jb C {Jo.} √Îhn G  (pf. ÎE≤hEn, sbjn.
y‰Î≤hun) 'have sense, have acquired intellectual maturity, be clever' ,  S h
(pf. eÎ≤hin) 'teach, instruct' ¶ Fr. II 98, BK I 786, Hv. 232, Jo. J 45 || K
*°c7wen- > OG c7uen-, G c7ven- v. 'show' ¶ Ser. 194, DCh. 1576 ¶ K *c7- <
**c7h- < *Z7h- (as.).
2781. (€?) *Z7777an2222[Vb]V 'tail, back '  >  HS: S *Îa≤nab- 'tail' >  BHb bn!z!
za2≤na22b3, Ug Înb, JA [Trg.] aB1n^D2 dan≤b-a2 ≠ aB1n^uD dun≤b-a2, M d
dinba, SmA dnb, Sr dun≤ba2, dunb´≤t33-a22, Ar Îanab-, Gz zanab, Tgy
zAnAb, Mh Î‰nu2b, Hrs Î‰ne2b, Jb C ≤Îu≤nub, Sq {L} ≤dinob, {Jo.} denob,
Ak zibb-atu ± zimb-atu, Eb s7e`-na-bu` ({Krb.} Îin[a+´]bu(m),
{Frnz.} Îinabum) 'tail'  ? Gz zaba2n 'back, tail' (πC?; see ⇓), ??? Ar {Ln.}
Îuba2b- 'point, extremity, sharp edge' ¶ KB 263, KBR 374-5, OLS 14O, Br.
159, JPS 87, Lv. I 415, Js. 315, Tal 191, Ln. 952, 98O-1, L G 64O, L LS
13O, Jo. M 81, Jo. H 28, Jo. J 47, CAD XXI 1OO-2, Krb. EG 44, Frnz. EL
154, DRS 336, BK I 763, MiK I #64  C: EC {Ss.} *zanb- ≠ *zinb- ' t a i l '
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(× N *dVmPV [= *dVmp''''V?] 'back, hinder part, tail') >  Sa daban ±
zaban ± Îaban, Rn {PG} du!b 'tail; buttocks, bakside', Sml {DSI} dambe
'behind, after; hind' ('dietro; dopo; posteriore'), ka dambe2 (v.) ' e sse re
indietro', Sml N damb-ayn-ayya 'hinten sein', Or {Brl.} daballe1
'codino', {Th.} daballe 'tail, tress (of hair) ' ({Ss.} <  *daban-le2), H r
sinp-o2 'uncircumcised penis', Arr {Hw.} du!mm 'tail', Dsn {To.} du!m ' ta i l
tip'; Gz zaba2n  'back, tail' may be a loan from a Cushitic source (unless a
mt. from S *Îa≤nab-) ¶ DSI 13O-1, Ss. WKOS 14O, PG 1O3, Brl. 84, Th.
81, Hw. A 353, To. DL 492, ≠ L Z 126 (doubts about EC {Ss.} *z-), L G
631, MiK I #62 ¶¶ L Z 126 (EC ÷ S) || A: NaT *Jan- vi. 'turn back' >  OT
{Cl.}, ET, SY, Ln, Chg jan- id., Uz e≥n- jån- vi. 'return' ¶ Cl. 94O-2, ET J
111-4 ¶ This T √  may be an AdS  of T *Ja2n 'side' (mainly from N
*L++++z 6 666an 2222V 'side (of body)' [q. v. ffd.]) || ? IE: NaIE *°dumb- 'tail, penis '
(× N *dVmPV  '⇑ ' [q.v. ffd.]) ¶ NaIE *d- is inherited from N *dVmPV .                
2782. i  ≈  *Z7777Ën2222{c 1 111 ' '''}Ë (or *Z7777Ën2222c 7 777 ' '''Ë?) 'ant, stinging insect' >  K: GZ {FS}
*Z7inc7'w-, {K, K2} *Z7inc7'wel- 'ant' > OG Z7inc7'vel- 'ant', G c7'ianc7'vela- id. (×
*c7ia- 'worm'), G Gr Z7inc7'vela-i, Mg c7'k'ic7'k'-i-t'ia- ≠ Z7ginZ7g-i-t'ia-, Lz
dimc7'k'u- ≠ dumc7'k'u- 'ant'; •÷ Sv m´⁄rs7k'- 'ant' (or a merger with a
different √?) ¶ K 269, FS K 5O4, FS E 573-4 || HS: C: EC: Sa dßu2dße, Sml J i
{Lm.} dßudßdßu? 'ant', ? Bs {HL} tunc7e 'red ant', HEC {AD} *c7'unc7'- ≠ *c7'uc7'-
'ant', {Hd.} *c7'u2c7'a 'small ant' >  Sd {Gs.} c7'unc7'a (coll.) 'big black an t s ' ,
(snglt.) c7'unc7'-ic7c7o 'a big black ant', Kmb t'ut'i-ta 'small ant', Brj c7'u2c7'c7'e2
id.; EC ı EthS: Arg t'uc7', Grg Sl c7'u2nc7'e2, Grg Wl c7'unc7e 'gnat', Har c7'u2c7'
'small black ant', (× N *{s1111}Å?{c1111 ' '''}V '∈ stinging insect'): o:†Gz s5a2s5u2t,
s5a2s5o2t, s5a2s5e2t 'gnat, stinging insect, red ant', Tgr s'as'ot, Tgy s'as'e ' an t ' ,
Amh c7'‰c7'at 'gnat' »» Ag {Ap.} *c>‰nc>- (= {∫Ap.} *c´nc-) 'fly' >  Bln, Q
s7in≤s7a, Xm {R} s5´s5a, Aw c‰!nca! id.; Ag ı EthS: Gz s'´ns'´n1a, Tgy
s'‰ns'‰ya, Tgr c7'‰nc7 'ay 'fly' ¶ Hd. 2O, 184, 341, 357, Gs. 62, L EDH 5O, L G
564-5, L EDG III 183, R WB 3O8, Ap. AV 19, Hz. AL 11 [fn. 15], Lm. Sh
4O1-2, HL 144  NrOm (the data are mainly from {C} and {Lm.}): Kf
c75uc75o, Mch {L} c7'u~t'o, Anf {Lm. “?} c75uc75c75o, Mj c7'u2c7'u, Nao {Lm.} c7'u2c7o, Wl
c7'u2c7a, Zs, Dc, Gamu c7'uc7c7e, Bdt c7unc7e, Kcm c7'use, Bnc {Wdk.} c`'u1c`', Wl
c7'unc7'alle, Dc c7'unc7alle 'ant' ¶ C SE IV 419, Lm. Sh 4O1-2, Wdk. BY 1OO,
163 || U: FU *c7onc7a ≠ *c1on1c1a 'flea' >  F ∆  sonsar, sonsari 'flea', Krl
A, Ld c7 !onZ7 !oi, Krl A c7 !onc7 !oi, Vp sonZar ≠ sonzar, Lv {Kt.} si~e\z´r id. »» Er
¢i¢av c7ic7av, ∆  c7uc7av, Mk wi¢av s7i≤c7av id. »» pChr {Ber.} *s7urs7´ >
Chr L wurwo ≤s7urs7o, Chr H wurwy s7urs7¥ id. »» pObU *c7u2n`c7 'flea' >
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pVg {Ht.} *s7u"ns7 ({AD} *c7u"nc7) >  OVg S Vt ¢√¢∆, OVg S SSs
tschutsch, OVg N SoO wunw`, OVg W Sol wuw`, Vg: T s7os7, LK
s7ons7, MK sons, UK suns, P/NV/SV/LL s7us7, UL/Ss sus id.; pOs {Ht.} *c7un`c7
> V/Vy/Ty c7un`c7, Y c7unc7, D/K c7u4nc7, Nz s7u"ns7, Kz s7u"s7, UL/Ss sus id. ¶ Coll.
114, UEW 39, Ht. #1O4, SK 1O71-2, Kt. 363, ERV 751, PI 3O5 || D ( i n
KK) *°tßu2ntßV 'ant' >  Kui dßu2ndßu, dßu2ndßuri 'large black ant', Ku {Isr.}
dßondßo5or`i id., {Fzg.} dondori, {Slz.} dondßodi 'ant', Ku K {Mah.} dßundßunu
orla2 'black ant' ¶ D #2969 || A: ?φ pJ {S} *sunsu-musi (*musi ' insec t ' )
>  OJ suZumusi, J T suZumus1i '∈ cricket' (×  N *c''''{e}r[a]÷V '∈ [stinging?]
insect' [q.v.]??) ˚  GZ {FS} *Z7inc7'w-, FU *c7onc7a, FU *c1on1c1a, and o t h e r
cognate roots with two hushing consonants or two hissing consonants
(in the Anlaut- and Inlaut-position) may be explained by assimilation ˚
IS MS 35O (U, K, C: *Z7onc7 5ÿ 'stinging insect').
2783. *Z7777i û ûûûqV 'shame, humiliation' > K : G G Z7aûq- 'in Unehre \ in üb len
Ruf bringen', Z7aûq-i 'Unehrenhaftes' ¶ Chx. 2433 || HS: S *°√ÎyX >  Ar
√ÎyX D  (pf. ≈ayW3a ÎayyaXa) vt. 'abase' ({BK} 'humilier, abaisser;
soumettre [quelqu’un] à sa volonté') ¶ BK I 79O, Fr. II 1O1, Hv. 233 ¶ ¶
S *X  <  **q <  [HS de-emphatization] N * ûûûûq) || D *c>ikk˛ ({†GS} *siggV) >
Tm cikku 'modesty, shame', Kt c>ig 'shame, self-respect', Td sig
'shame', Kn (π Tl?) siggu 'shame, decency, modesty, bashfulness,
disgust', Tl siggu 'shame, disgrace, bashfulness', Knd sigu, Ku siku,
sigu  'shame' ¶¶ D #25OO ˚  The vw. a in the G verb and its derivative
is probably due to apophony.
2784. € *Z7777arÉ 'be good\favourable\beneficial' >  K: G Z7er- ' b e
satisfied; satisfy; get fed up with sth.' ('sich begnügen; zufriedenstellen;
satt kriegen') ¶ Chx. 3442-3, 2459 || A {†SDM97} *Z>are ({SDM} *Z7are)
>  T *Jara- 'be beneficial\useful\suitable for' >  OT jara- id., Tk yara-
'be useful, be of value for', Ggz, Az, VTt, Bsh jara-, Alt Z1ara- id., Tkm,
Kr, Qmq, Nog, ET jara-, Qrg Z7ara- id., 'be liked', Qzq, Qq z7ara-, Xk c7ara-
v. 'fit, match, suit', Chv L c>urac>- s1uras1/z1ò- vi. 'reconcile' ¶ Cl. 9 5 6 ,
UEW 189, ET J 137-8, Ash. XII 265-6, Jeg. 219, Fed. II 141-2  Tg *Jari-
n 'for, for the sake of' >  Ewk Jarin, Sln Ja2riﬁ, Ud Z1i‰, ? WrMc Zalin ¶
STM I 253  pKo {S} *c>ar 'well, favourable' > NKo c>al ¶ S QK #75O, Nam
416, MLC 1376  pJ {S} *d‰!r‰! 'good, right' > OJ jo!ro!-si-, J: T yo~ros1i- ≠
yoros1i!, K yo!ro~s1i~-, Kg yoro!s1i- ¶ S QJ #664, Mr. 845 ¶¶ DQA #2581 (A
*Z>a"!ra 'good, favourable').
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2785. *Z 7777uÂV 'stake, pole, long piece of wood' > HS: Eg M z¿w , Eg XIX
z¿yy 'Balken', DEg sy, Cpt: Sd/B soi, F sai, A sa 'poutre' ¶ EG III 4 1 9 ,
Vc. 185  B *√zrr 'branch, cluster' >  Gd {Lf.} ta-zrira ' b ranche t t e
porte-fleur', {CM} azerar 'poutre', BMn {Bs.} a-zerrur id., Tmz {MT}
a-zrur 'grappe', ?s ta-zra 'collier', ?s Kb a-zrar id. ¶ MT 811-2, Dl. 9 5 4 -
5, Lf. II #1844, CM 149 ¶¶ Tk. AANM 2 || K: GZ *Z7war- 'stake, picket' >
OG Z7uar-, G Z7var- 'cross', Mg Z7gunZ7g- 'stake (used as a prop for vine),
prickle, spike', Lz mZguZ7-, mzguZ7- 'stake, post' ¶  K 269, K2 343, Chx.
2445, Q 412 || IE: NaIE *swer-/*°sur- {EI} 'pole, rod' >  OI ≤svaru-h5
'sacrificial post, stake, long piece of wood' »» Gk {erma 'prop, suppor t ' ,
Gk Hm accus. [ermi1n-a 'bed-post' »» MHG swir 'Uferpfahl', {EI}
'mooring post', NGr Sw Schwir(r)en 'pole', AS sw°er, sw°or
'post, pole (Pfosten), column, prop' »» L surus  'twig, shoot, stake' »» ??
Ltv ∆ {ME} sve2re 'Ziehbalken beim Brunnen' (×  the √  of Ltv {ME}
sve2~r-t 'mit dem Hebel heben') ¶ P 1O5O, EI 442, WH II 635, M K III
563, M E II 794-5, ME III 1153-4, F I 561-3, WH II 635, Ho. 337, OsS 9 1 7 ,
Lx. 223, Frn. 949, ME III 1153-4 || ? A: M: WrM Zuru9a or Zoru9a
'arrow with a horn head' (the vw. letter of the first syll. may be r e a d
either as u  or as o) ¶ MED 1O72 (Zoru9a), ≠ S CNM (the M word •< A
*n1o 4ra 'blade, edge'; rejects its connection with N *Z 7777 uÂV ) ˚  AD NM 7 O
[#88].
2786. *Z7777a 4 444?{o 6666}rV 'to blame, to scold, to accuse, to be angry, to h a t e '
>  K: G Z7or- v. 'gründlich schelten' ¶ Chx. 2453, 2459 || HS: S: [1] CS
*√Î?r >  Ar Î?r G  (pf. Îa?ira) 'être en colère; abhorrer qch . ,
éviter\fuir qn. (par peur, par aversion, par méprise)', Sr ®∂a dar G  p f .
(acp. ®æa∂o da2≤?ar) 'fight', ?σ JA [Trg.] raD2 dar pf., acp. {Lv.} 'schlagen,
abprügeln' ¶ BK I 761, JPS 81, 97, Lv. I 37O, Lv. T I 158  [2] S *°√Îrr ≠
*°Îw+yr (prm. *°-Îu2r-, *°-Îyar-) '≈ be angry, frighten' >  Ar Îara2r- {Ln.}
'anger and aversion' or 'disapprobation', {BK} 'colère violente, fu reur ' ,
√Îyr (pf. ra"3a Îa2ra, ip. -Îyar-) 'avoir en horreur, avoir de l a
répugnance pour qu’un', ? √Îwr (pf. ra"3a  Îa2ra, ip. -Îu2r-) 'effrayer,
faire peur à' ¶ BK I 766, 788, 79O, Ln. 957, DRS 325-6  B *√zwr
'reproach, insult' >  Izn {Rn.}, Rf T {Rn.} zaur 'réprimander qu’un, lui
faire des reproches', Tmz {MT} azwar  (pl. izwarn) 'honte, déshonneur ,
opprobre, insulte' ¶ MT 819, Rn. 32O  Ch: Su {J} Z7igir ' t adeln ,
zurechtweisen' (with an epenthetic -g-, see  AD ChSC ∀ ) ¶ J S 67, ≠  Stl.
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VZCh #96 (equates Su Z7igir with Hs za2 !gi~ v. 'abuse') || A: NaT *Je[:]r- ≠
*Je[:]ri- v. 'hate, blame, scold' (×  N *ze÷rV 'to hate, to abhor, to b e
annoyed', q.v. ffd. ×  N ?σ *yerV 'misfortune', 'to curse, to be angry ' )
¶¶ ≈ DQA #2598 (A *Z>e2~ri 'be annoyed\disgusted') || D (in SD) *c>arÀ-,
{†GS} *Z+Z1arÀ- v. 'rebuke; abuse, jeer at' > Kn jar3e, jar3i, jer3e, jer3i id.,
Tu jaripuni, jar(e)puni 'to insult, to jeer, to despise' ¶ D # 2 4 2 2
˚  NaT *e[:] (rather than *a4) belongs to the heritage of N *ze÷rV .
2787. € *Z7777ÉÂV÷3333á 'arm, upper part of a leg/arm' >  HS: WS *Îira2÷-
'arm' >  BHb o2&rz^ z´≤ro2a÷, Ug Îr÷, BA or!d6a3 ?Ed3≤ra2÷, IA dr÷, JA [Trg.],
JEA ao1r!D^ d´ra2≤÷-a2, JA [Trg.], JPA ao1r^D^a3 ?Ed3r´≤÷-a2, Md dra ' a r m ' ,
Sr '90o®o∂ d´ra2≤÷-a2 'arm, shoulder', Ar Ø"ra3i Îira2÷- {Ln.} 'the fore a r m
(from the elbow to the extremities of the fingers), cubit'; cubit', OYmn
Îr÷ ({Slw.} *Îira2÷) 'hill near a mountain', Mh {Jo.} Îar?, Hrs {Jo.} Îera2,
Jb C {Jo.} ≤ÎEra÷ 'forearm', Sq {L} di≤re÷i du. 'two cubits', Gz d .
mazra2÷t  'arm, shoulder (of an animal) ¶ KB 269, 1662, 1695, HJ 3 4 2 ,
OLS 141, Br. 168, JPS 98, Ln. 961-2, Hv. 227, Slw. 93-4, L G 379, L LS
136, Jo. M 81, Jo. H 29, ≈  DRS 341, MiK I #65  EC *zir- >  Sa dir-o
'hip', Arr {Hw.} yirr 'upper arm', Dsn Îi!r 'rib', Brj {Ss.} ≤dirri, {Hw.}
≤diri 'backbone' ¶ Ss. B 56, Hw. A 4OO, To. DL 496  ?σ Om: Ym rl. {C}
zerum 'hand' (×  N *Z++++zoÂV 'hand [palm of hand and fingers], [ in
descendant lgs.: ‘ 'span']', q.v.) ¶ C SE III 89 ¶¶ Blz. OLBP (Om, S) || IE
*sreé8-no- > NaIE *sre2no- '≈ loins, hip, thigh' >  Av ra2na- 'the outer p a r t
of a thigh; thigh', MPrs ra2n, NPrs ˆ"r rå2n 'thigh (femur)', KhS rrana4
'belt (?)', Oss I ron, Oss D rona4 'belt' (“ 'that of the thigh') »» Lt
stre$!nos pl. 'loins, the small of the back' (sg. stre$!na), ∆  sre$!na
'Lende, Hüfte, Keule', Pru straunay ({Tr., Frn.}: read strannay o r
strainay, En.: strannay) 'Lenden' ¶ WP II 7O5, P 1OO2, EI 2 6 O
(*≤sre2no/ehÅ- 'hip, thigh'), Brtl. 1523, McK 7O, Vl. II 11, Bai. 361, Sg.
564, Ab. II 419-2O, Frn. 889, 921, Tr. APS 439, En. 257.
2787a. ??φ *Z7777ÉÂ[u]l ∏∏∏∏V 'to flow, to stream; rapid current' > U: FU ( i n
Ugr) *c7a4rl+lßa4 'rapid current' > Vg: N {Mu.} sa2rla4 'abschüssige Stelle i m
Flusse, wo das Wasser stürzend fließt', T {Kn.} sa4rl!ï 'nastrØvnik  (n a
lugax)', LL {Kn.} sa4rl´-waNk´ 'låqina (v bolotax )' (= 'low place in a
swamp') » Hg sello¡  'rapid current' ‘ 'Nixe, Wasserfrau' ¶ The words o f
Vg T and Vg LL have been quoted in UEW from Kannisto’s unpubl ished
papers; unfortunately, the meaning of R Sib nastre 4vnik r emains
unclear so far (at least, for the present author) ¶ UEW 841, Mu. AKE
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537, ESSJ XV 66 (on the meaning of R Sib låqina), ≈  EWH 1 3 1 6
(supposes that Hg sello¡ is a substantivuzed prtc. [with the sx. -o¡] o f
sellik [a variant of serlik 'sich zusammendrehen']) || A: Tg *°Jilan
> WrMc Zilan ≠ Zulan 'unfrozen rapid current of water (bystrina),
unfrozen patch of water in an icebound river (polyn∆å )' ¶ STM I 2 5 7
 M {Rm.} *Z>ila˝u > Kl œalu, {Rm.} Z7alu2 'unfrozen patch of water i n
an icebound river'   M *Z>il9a > WrM Zil9a, HlM, Brt qalga ' ravine,
dell, basin, ditch', Kl {Rm.} Z7il˝a" 'river bed, dry river bed', Z7al˝a" ' r iver-
bed' , {KRS} œalh 'ravine, depression'ı  Sln Jilga 'ravine' ¶ MED
1O55, Chr. 231, KW 1O7, 1O9, KRS 224, STM I 257  T *Ju[:]l ' spring,
fountain' (× N *LiLV 'water, sea' × N *z1111{u}9[V]l!!!!V [¬  *z1111V9{u}l !!!!V?] ' t o
flow, to pour'??) > OT {Cl.} jul, {DTS, Gbn.} ju2l, Slr jul ≠ jul! ' spr ing,
fountain', Qb/Qc {Rl.} jul 'mountain river, brook', Xk c7ul 'brook', Qzl
{Jk.} s7uÒ, Chv ßa€l s1¥l, ∆ s1¥l¥ 'spring'; Qzq (π  M?) z7îlîm ' un f rozen
patch of water in a river\lake' (×  z7îlî 'warm'?) ¶ Cl. 917-8, DTS 277, ET
J 244, TL 89, Rl. III 552, 2175, Tn. SJ 365, Jk. K 3O, MM 182-3  ¶¶ DQA
#2612 (A *Z>i\o2lu 'river bed, stream') || HS: S *°√Îyl > Ar mutaÎayyal-
'arrosé d’une pluie légère (un champ)' ¶ BK I 792 ˚ N *-Â[u]l ∏∏∏∏- > *-rl-
> -l- (by as.) in A and S ˚  Qu., because the supposed phonet ic
transformations are too complicated to be certain.
2788. *Z7777awV 'to have a changed taste (to get sour, to ferment'), t o
fade, to wither' >  K: G m-z7av-e 'sour' ¶ DCh. 894 || HS: ? AdS  of S
*°√Îwy >  Ar √Îwy v. 'wither, become thin\weak' (of plants) (< N
*Z 7777o {?}awV  or *Z 7777a {?}owV  *'≈ be of poor quality\appearance, be weak,
be bad', q.v. ffd.) BK I 789, Ln. 989 || IE: Ht siwai- 'sour (bread)' ¶
Ts. W 77 || A: M *Z>aba{˝}ara- 'have a bad tas te \odour ' >  WrM {Kow.}
Zaba9ara- 'gâter le goût, spoil the taste', {MED} ama Zaba9ara- v.
'have a bad taste in one's mouth, have a dry mouth', Ord Z7òawa2ra- ' emi t
unpleasant odour'; M *Z>aba˝an 'tasteless, emitting an unpleasant
odour' > WrM Zaba9a(n) {Kow.} 'qui a l'odeur des herbes, qui s e n t
l'herbe', {MED} 'rank odour, halitosis; tastelessness', HlM {MED}
zavaa(n) id., Kl zava 'unpleasant, foul' (of odour, etc.), Brt zabaan
'tasteless', Ord aman Z7òawa2 'bad odour in one’s mouth', Mnr H {SM}
Z7òi¢a4wa2n 'insipid, fade' ¶ Kow. 2257, MED 1O18, KRS 235, Chr. 241, Ms.
O 19O, SM 85  ? NaT *Jab- 'bad' (× N *Z7777o{?}awV or *Z7777a{?}owV '⇑ ' ,
q.v. ffd.) Ï  *Jabur1 'bad', *Jab-lak 'bad; extremely', *Jabrî- > OT jabrî-
v. 'become bad\weak'.
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2789. *Z7777o{?}awV or *Z7777a{?}owV *'≈  be of poor qual i ty \appearance;
be weak, be bad' > K : GZ rdp. *Z7[w]iZ7w- '≈ of ugly appearance' >  G Kzq
Z7iZ7a 'a clamorous, ugly-dressed woman' ({FS} 'schmutzige, häßl ich
gekleidete Frau'), Mg Z7gviZ7gv-in- 'grob\plump aussehen' ¶ Fn. KW-1 3 8
[#1O2], FS K 5O5, FS E 574 || HS: S *°√Î?y ≠ *°√Îwy >  Ar √Î?y G
'fade, wither' (of grass), √Îwy (pf. Îawa2 ≠ Îawiya, ip. ya-Îwï) v.
'wither, become thin\weak' (of plants) ¶ BK I 762, 789, Ln. 989 ¶ cp. N
*Z7777awV 'to have a changed taste'  NrOm {Blz.} *Z7e2?- 'bad' >  Kf {C}
ye?o2 'bad' ('brutto, cattivo') ¶ Blz. OL #191, C SE IV 517  CCh: Ms
{Vnb.} Z7o?o 'evil' ¶ ChL III 169 ¶¶ Blz. l.c. (pHS *ZV{w+Ó}V 'bad, evil' >
Om, CCh + unc. σ  Ag - he certainly meant Bln {R} Z7iGa2, pl. Z7°X ≠ Z7°k
'a poor person' [R WB 178], that cannot belong here because of its -k-/-
˝-) || A: T **jab- (× N *Z7777awV '⇑ ') Ï [1] T *Jabu+îr1 >  NaT *Jabu+îz
'bad, evil, wicked' >  OT {Cl.} javîz- 'bad', {DTS} jabuz ≠ jafuz ' b a d ,
weak', XwT, MQp, Chg jawuz, OOsm javuz id., Osm zv'y jawuz, Tk
yavuz 'stern, inflexible, ferocious' (‘ 'good, excellent'), Tkm e≥vuz
jowuÎ 'hard' (as in jowuÎ gu4nler 'hard times', lit. 'hard days'), ET
javuz 'cruel', Uz e≥vuz jåwuz, VTt jaw¥z 'wicked, evil, villainous,
cruel', Qzq, Qq z7awîz 'vilain, scoundrel; malicious, mean', SY yus
'wicked', Yk su¢os 'strict(ness), severe, threatening'; [2] T *Jablaq > OT
{Cl.} javlaq 'bad, evil', MQp, XwT jawlaq, OOsm javlaq 'extremely', Tk
∆ jablaq ± javlaq 'coward, miserable'; [3] T *Jabrî- >  OT jabrî- v.
'become bad\weak' Ï OT jabrît- vt. 'weaken', MQp javrut-
'overstrain (a horse)'; [4] ? VTt jaba˝ay, Bsh jaba˝¥ 'poor' (in VTt
jarl¥ jaba˝ay, Bsh jarl¥-jaba˝¥ 'poor people') ¶ Cl. 876-9, 881-2, DTS
222-3, Rs. W 176, Rh. 2195, TkR 312, UzR 141, Sht. 97, Pek. 2351-2, ET
J 46-8, Tl 335  ?σ M *Z>oba- 'suffer', *Z>obalaN n. 'suffering' >  MM [S]
{H} Z7oba ≠ Z7obo-, {MA] {Pp.} Z7oba-, WrM Zoba-, HlM zovo-x, Kl zov-
x, {Rm.} zow-, Brt zobo- v. 'suffer', MM [S] {H} Z7obolaN 'Beschwer,
Belästigung', [HI] {Ms.} Z7obolaN, [MA] {Pp.} Z7obalaN, WrM ZobalaN, HlM
zovlon, Ord Z7òowoloN, Kl zovlˆ zowl¥N, {Rm.} zowlN=, Mnr H {SM}
Z7òi\o9òlo2N 'suffering' ¶ H 91, Ms. H 67, Pp. 2O7, MED 1O65, KRS 249-5O,
SM 89, KW 476  Tg *Jo{b}- >  Ewk JoGor- ≠ Jowo- ≠ JoGo- 'suffer f r o m
poverty, be poor', Neg Jobo-, Orc Z7obo-, Ud Z1o2- id., Lm JoG- id., v.
'suffer', Sln Jowo ≠ JoGo- v. 'suffer', Ul Z7obI, Ork JobbI 'a person i n
need, a poor man', Nn Nh/B/KU Z7obo- v. 'work; be in need, be p o o r ' ,
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WrMc Zobo- v. 'grieve, suffer', Jrch {Kiy.} Z7obogun 'hardship' ¶ STM I
26O-1, Krm. 233, Kiy. 145 [#844], Md. ChF 138 (Z7o-bo-hun)  pJ {S}
*du\a~wa~- 'weak' >  OJ yu\o~wa~-, J: T/Kg yowa!-, K yo!wa~- id. ¶ S QJ 6 3 4 ,
Mr. 845  pKo {S} *c>ubîr 'be hungry, be famished' > MKo c>u25î!ri~-, NKo
c>u2ri- ¶ S QK #573, Nam 434, MLC 1496 ¶¶ DM97 (*Z7o4bV 'weak, b a d ' ) ,
≈ DQA #263O (A *Z7u" ~jbe  'weak, bad' > M, Tg, Ko, J).
279O. € *Z7777VXV 'to push, to strike' >  K: G da-Z7aX- 'mit etwas o d e r
gegen jem. stoßen', mi-Z7aX- 'mit etw. gegen etw. stoßen' ¶ Chx. 2434 ||
HS: CS *√ÎHw+y >  Ar √ÎHw G  'pousser avec vigueur et faire m a r c h e r
devant soi', JEA √dHy G {Sl.} 'push aside\away, postpone; supersede ' ,
{Lv.} 'verstossen', iuhD5 diÓu2y 'Verstossung, Zurückweisung', BHb (π
Aram?) √dHy+w G  'push, thrust'   ? S *°√dHH > Ar √ÎHH G  'fendre ( d u
bois), broyer' ¶ BK I 765-6, DRS 33O, Lv. I 388-9, Sl. 323-4, KB 2O9-1O,
BDB 19O-1  C: EC: pSam {Tk.} *{z}aH- > Rn {Hn.} Z7a^H-, {PG} Z7aH- 'beat' »»
Dhl {To., E} d'aH- v. 'pound' »» ? SC: Irq {E} daH- 'knock over\down' ¶ Hn.
R 212, To. D 167, E SC 189, PG 165  ?φ Eg OK zÓ {EG} '?' ( ü b e r
Stampfenden), {Hng.} 'stampfen, zerstoßen', ? fMK {EG} sÓm
'zerstoßen, zerstampfen' ¶ EG III 464, IV 215  Ch: WCh: NrBc: P’ {MSk.}
Z7u!wa~ v. 'pound', Diri {Sk.} Z7uwa, My {Sk.} iZ7i 'mortar' »» Ron: DfB {J}
Z7ah ≠ Z7a!(hi!) v. 'pound (cereals)', Bks {J} nZ7u 'stampfen, (im Mörse r )
stoßen' »» CCh: ZmB zu~? v. 'pound (in mortar)' ¶ Sk. NB 32, 35, J R 1 4 3 ,
2, JI II 268-9 ¶¶ Tk. PAA 8-9.
2791. *Z6666u 6 666hdV (or *Z6666u 6 666hadV?) 'sweet' >  HS: S *°≤s6{u}h[V]d- >  OAr ‘A,
ClAr s7uhd-, OAr T s7ahd- 'honey, unrefined honey (in its w a x \ c o m b ) '
(acc. to Rb., *u > OAr T a) ¶ Ln. 161O, Rb. AWA 1OO, Fr. II 46O  Eg OK
pr ìs7d 'Ort, wo Süssigkeiten hergestellt werden' (pr means ' house ' ) ,
?σ  Eg P ìs7d {EG} '∈ a fruit-bearing garden tree, ∈ holy tree (on its leaves
gods wrote the name of the king)', Eg fOK ìs7d {EG} '∈ sweet fruit' (or ?σ 
Eg fOK {Fk.} '∈ tree, fruit of the ìs7d-tree') ¶ EG I 136, Fk. 31  B *√zœÓd
(*-zœaÓd-/*-zœiÓd-) 'be sweet' >  Ah izœad 'be sweet, savory, have a
pleasant scent' ({Fc.} 'être agréable aux sens'), ETwl/Ty izœadœ 'be sweet '
(izœodœ 'is sweet'), Ttq {Msq.} izœidœ 'is sweet', Gh {Nh.} izœidœ, Kb {Dl.} zœid3
id., BSn/Mtm {Ds.} zœe2'dœ 'be sweet' (yizœe2'dœ 'is sweet'), Shw {Hy.} iz5id ' i s
sweet' (pl. z5iden), Rf/Izn {Rn.} Î-mizœidœ (misprint for Î-mizœiÎœ?)
'sweet', Izn {Rn.} TazœyuÎœi 'sweetness', Rf A/B TazœzœuÎœ´i\ 'sweetness', Zng
{TC} az$ œuÎ 'doux' ¶ Fc. 1931, GhA 219, Msq. 96-7, Dl. 928-9, Ds. B 1O4,
Rn. 322, Hy. DFCh 2O6, Nic. 4O9, DCTC 296 ¶ The emphatic *zœ is
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puzzling (infl. of the adjecent lr.?)  ? EC: Arr {Hw.} sad'd'a2!b
'honeycomb' (mrf. sad'd 'a?me!) ¶ Hw. A 392  ? NrOm *s7id- 'honey' >  Zs
{C} s7ida 2, {Si.} ≤s7ida, Bdt {C} s7ida 2 (not s7id5a2, as mentioned by Blz.),
{Hw.} s7ida, Kcm/Zrg {Si.} s7ida, Krt {Si.} ≤s7Ida, Gnj {Si.} ≤s7ir ¶ Blz. HCO
5O-1, 56, ≈  Blz. OL #73 (Om *s7id+d'-, but the variant with d' is based o n
misreading of C SO 63), C SE III 2O7, C SO 63, Si. ACh 5 ¶¶ Blz. HCO 5O-
1, 56 || A: NrTg *Jut- >  Ewk Jutï 'tasty, sweet', Lm Jut 'sweet' ¶ STM I
279 ¶¶ Hardly here (because of the cnss.) NaT *su4∏çï- (<  **su4∏Î-c7ï) ' b e
sweet', *su4 ∏çig  'sweet' || IE *sweéd- >  NaIE *swa2d- 'sweet; be p leasant '
(× N *s7777u 6 666÷adV 'good, happy, pleasant', q.v.): [1] *swa2≤du-s 'sweet' >  OI
sva2≤du-  'sweet, savory, pleasant' »» Gk [hdy1ß, Gk El wa2dy1ß, Gk D [ady1ß id .
»» OSx swo2ti, OHG swuo Ôi 'sweet, pleasing', NHG su4S, MDt soete,
Dt zoet, ON søtr, NNr sØt, Sw so4t, Da sØd, OFrs, AS swe2te
'sweet', NE  sweet »» pTc *swa2re > Tc: A swa2r, B swa2re 'sweet' 
[2] NaIE *swa2dw-i-s > OI sva2d≤v°-, L sua2vi-s 'sweet, pleasant'  [3]
NaIE *swa2d-o- 'savoury, pleasant', *≤swa2dos- 'pleasant taste; pleasure,
satisfaction' > Vd ≤pra2-svadas- 'pleasant' »» Gk “hdoß 'delight, pleasure;
vinegar', meli-hdh1ß 'honey-sweet' ¶ P 1O4O, EI 566 (*swehÅde/o- ' b e
tasty, please'), 56O (*swehÅ≤du-s 'pleasing [to the senses], tasty'), M K
III 567-9, M E II 788-9, 797, MW 1122, 1279, F II 622-3, WH II 611-2, Fs.
461-2, Vr. 577, Vr. N 868, Ho. 339, Ho. S 73, Kb. 1OO8, OsS 898, KM
765, Frn. 944, DLKZ 777, Ad. 725-6 ˚  The unexpected IE *-d- goes b a c k
to *-t- <  N *d , devoiced by the adjacent vl. *h . The origin of the Tg cns .
*-t- may be similar.
2792. € *Z6666ek''''V 'be tight\crammed, tighten' >  K *°Z`+Zek'[w]- >  G Kzq
{Ghl.} ga-Zek'va vt. 'to pack tight, to cram full; to trample (magrad
gatena, datkepna)', G Kx/Kzq {Chx.} Zek'(v)- 'vollfüllen, vollstopfen' ,
G K {Ghl.} ga-Zek'-ili 'stuffed (gatenili, nabityj )' ¶ Ghl. 144, Chx.
2O64-5 || U: FU *’+l!ekkV 'tight, dense, crammed' ('dicht, eng') >  Vt
l√kyt l!ukÈt 'crammed', Vt Sr/Kz l!ukÈt 'eng', Vt G l!ukÈÆt 'eng' (bes .
vom Raume) »» ObU {Ht.} *l!u4Æk- 'thick' (grass, wood), 'dense' (cloth) >
pVg {Ht.} *l!u4Æk > UL/Ss l!akW id.; pOs {Ht., Stn.} *l!o4Æk, {Hl.} *l!u4Æk >  Os: VK
{Ht.} l!o4Æk, Ag/UA {Trj.} l!u$Æk, Ty/Y {Ht.} ¬!o$Æk, {Trj.} l!u$Æk, Sl {Trj.} t!u$Æk, Nz
{Ht.} t!u"k, Kz {Ht.} ¬!u"k id. ¶ UEW 26O-1, U3S 27O, Ht. #373, Trj. S 2 2 6 ,
Stn. WV 279 ˚  Cf. N *c 6666 ' '''iK ''''V 'tight, narrow, dense' (q.v.).
2793. *Z6666ok''''V 'to push' > HS: S *°√s6k'k' (× N *s6666ak ''''a 'to split, to cleave ' )
> Ar {BK} √s7qq G  'fendre, pourfendre (le bois, etc.)', 'pousser' (se d i t
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d'un dent) ¶ BK I 1252  Ch: ? WCh *Zik+q- v. 'push' >  NrBc: Kry Z‰@k‰@t‰~,
My a zu~ku~ti!s‰~y » SBc: Gj Z7e~kka~ id. » Ngz Z7È~gz6a~z6È~r∑u! v. ' j o s t l e \ touch \push
(repeatedly) ' »» ? CCh {ChL}}: Gude z‰~ygI~c7, Glv s6U~gU~Gant, s6Uga~, Gv
s6u`ga`g`na, Nkc a s6iga v. 'push' ¶ Stl. ZCh 189 [#399], Sch. DN 82, 2 1 4 ,
ChC, ChL || K *°Z`Vk'- >  Mg Z7ik'- v. 'push' ı G I Z7ik'a(v)- 'puffen, Puffe
verteilen' ¶ Q 413, Chx. 2447 || IE: NaIE *lak8+k- or *lag8+g- v. 'kick' >  Gk
[Hs.] la1zv v. 'kick', Gk la1x adv. '(to kick) with the heel\foot', lakti1zv
v. 'kick with the heel\foot' » MHG lecken 'to kick' ¶ Mn. 659; F II 8 2 - 3
(no et. of the Gk words); alt. etymologies: P 673, Ch. 619, Lz. 123 || U:
FU *’okkV v. 'push, butt' >  F tokata 'stechen, picken' » Chr H ≤loG-as7
v. 'but t ' »» ? OHg gyakik 'stechen, bohren', Hg gyakik 'coire' (× ÷
pObU *yo+o2kka6 'stechen') ¶ MF 228, an alt. etl. connection: LG 165 || D
(in GnD) *c>okk- ({GS} *Z-?) v. 'strike' >  Gnd Z>okka2na2 ± hak- ≠ hok- Ú±
Z>uka2na2 v. 'strike, kill' ± Z>ak- v. 'kill', Kui soka ± so2ka- v. 'strike at', v.
'bite (snake, dog)' ¶ D #2831 ˚  NaIE *a  still needs explaining.
2794. *Z6666ál∏∏∏∏V '∈ tree' > K: GZ *Z`el- 'tree, wood (Holz)' >  OG Zel- id.,
G {Chx.} Zel- 'stem of a fallen tree', {K2} 'bar', Mg Z7a (pl. Z7al-epi), Lz Z7a,
nZ7a, mZ7a (pl. (n)Z7al-epe) 'tree, wood', Mg Z7al- 'tree-' (first com ponen t
of a cd.) ¶ K 237, K2 285, FS E 486, Chx. 2O65 || U: FU (att. in FP)
**’a4+el+lßV 'alder' >  (as. *’...l+lß >  pChr and pPrm *l...l for the expected
*l!...l): pChr {Ber.} *lil-pu >  Chr: L no™lpo™ no4lpo4, B lo4lpo4, H lu™lpy™
lu4lp´ 'alder' » pPrm *lOl-pu id. >  StZ lovpu, Z US lOpu, Z UV lolpu, Vt
lulpu , Vt SE lu$lpu (Chr and Prm *pu means 'tree') ¶ UEW 688, Ber. 3 3 ,
Ep. 64, LG 16O, It. #3OO, Coll. 96, SZ 2O2 || IE: NaIE *sel- 'beam, b o a r d
(used as bench, bed, trough, etc.)' (× N *s6666 ++++s 1 111ul ∏ ∏∏∏V 'trunk, log' [q.v.]) with
dissimilative delateralization *Z6...l+lß >  *Z...l+lß >  IE *s...l: >  Lt su!olas
'bench', Lt ∆ ? si~le$ 'trough, pig’s trough', sili~s 'crib', ? Ltv sile
'trough, manger' »» AS selma ≠ sealma, OSx selmo  (sc. 'wooden
bed') »» L solium 'a chair of state, royal\official seat, throne; ba th -
tub; sarcophagus' »» pAl {O} d. *sa2la2 >  Al T gjolle4 (<  *se2la2) 'slab o n
which salt for livestock is placed' »» Gk [Hs.] {elmata (pl.) 'planking,
decking' »» Gk (ÿ Pls?) seli1ß 'plank', se1lmata (pl.) 'logs of building
timber', 'rowing-benches', sg. se1lma / -toß 'the upper planking of a
ship, deck; seat, throne' ¶ Gk s- (for the expected h-) needs explaining
(a loan from Pls or another "pre-Gk" *s-preserving sister-lge.?) ¶ P 8 9 8 ,
EI 431 (swel- ≠ *sel- 'plank, board'), Ho. 286, F II 691-2, AlbED 2 8 8 ,
Frn. 785, 942-3, O 137, ≠  Mn. AHG 87.
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2795. € *Z6666u÷3333l ∏ ∏∏∏V 'to be bright', 'blaze, flame', '∈  a light' ('torch' o r
sim.?) > HS: S *°√s6÷l v. 'shine', *°≤s6u÷[a]l- 'flame' >  Ar √s7÷l (pf. s7a÷ila)
v. 'have a white spot on the tail or forelock (a horse)', √s7÷l (pf. s7a÷ala)
v. 'light' (a fire), s7u÷l-at- (pl. s7u÷al-) 'flamme; tison, morceau de bois
allumé par un bout', s7a÷al- 'blaze on the tail or forelock of a horse' ¶
BK I 124O-1, Hv. 368 || A (× N *Z1111u 4 444[hV]lßßßß˝V or *Z1111u[hV]l ßßßß˝É ' smoulder ,
burn' [intr.]; 'live coals'?) : M *Z>ula 'light (lux), torch, lamp' >  MM Z7ula
[MA] {Pp.} 'a light, torch', [PP, IM] {Pp.}, [IsV] {Lg.} 'a light, lantern', [HI]
{Ms.} 'lamp', WrM Zula , HlM zul  'lamp, candle, light', Ord {Ms.} Z7òu¯la
'lamp (in front of Buddhist statues and images of divinities)', Mnr H
{SM} Z1òu4la2 'lamp, lantern', {T} Z7ila, Mnr M {T} Z7ula 'lamp, but ter - lamp' ,
Dx Z7ula, Ba Z7ila 'butter-lamp (lampadka )' ¶ Pp. MA 21O, 439, Pp. KP
152, Lg. VMI 39, MED 1O78, Gl. III 517-8, Ms. O 217, SM 96, T 333, T
DnJ 12O, T BJ 139, KRS 255, KW 479  T *Jula 'torch, lamp' >  OT jula
id., XwT XIV jula 'lamp'; Ï  T *Jult…ur1 'star' > OT jultuz, XwT XIII julduz
≠ ulduz, MQp XIII, XIV [CC], Chg XV julduz, Tk yIldIz, Tkm jîldîÎ, Ggz,
Az, Kr Cr, Uz jîldîz, Tk ∆  jîlduz, XT {Dr.} jîlduzò ± juldus, Brb/Tb/Kü
{Rl.} jîldîs, Qb/Qc {Rl.}, SY jîltîs ≠ jultîs, Slr jîl!tîs, Tk ∆, Kr T/G, Qmq,
Uz, ET ∆ julduz, Xlj juldu;z ≠ julduz, Ln julduz ± juldus, VTt j¥ºld¥z, Bsh
j¥ºnd¥ºÎ, Qzq q¨ldyz z7u"ldîz, Qq z7uldîz, Qrg Z7îldîz, Alt Z1îldîs, Xk
c7îltîs, Yk sulus, Tv sîldîs, Tf sîldòîs 'star' »» Chv: L ßa€lta€r s1¥ldò¥r, H
s1¥ºldò¥ºr id.¶ Acc. to Bang and Br., *-t…ur1 is a sx. (cp. NaT *ku4ndu4z
'noon'), in the light of comparative ev. it goes back to N ≈  *t'''' {Ë}r 1111i
'heavenly light in the night (moon, star)' (q.v.) ¶ Cl. 919, 922-3, ET J
279-81, Ra. 229, Rl. III 488-92, 553 , 559, DT 228, Jeg. 2O6, Md. 5 7 ,
162 (T *î  >  u  due to the infl. of j-), 162, Br. OTG §  47 ¶¶ KW 479 || IE:
acc. to reg. sound laws, the IE reflex of this N word must be *swe2l- ( i n
the presence of *-l- the initial N *z6666- yields IE *s-). It practically m e a n s
that IE *swel[´]- v. 'smoulder, burn' (P 1O45) goes back to a merger o f
N *Z1111u 4 444[hV]l ßßßß˝V ¬  *Z 1111u [hV]l ßßßß˝É  '⇑ ' (q.v. ffd.) and the N word in ques t ion
(though semantic considerations suggest that N *Z1111u 4 444[hV]lßßßß˝V ¬
*Z 1111u [hV]l ßßßß˝É is the main source).
2796. *Z 6666 {Ë}lH{u 6666 }  'take, take away, pull out' >  HS: S *°√s6lH >  Ar √s7lH
G  'undress oneself', ∆  'throw off, reject', Ar √s7lH D  'strip so. of h is
clothes' ¶ Fr. II 446, Hv. 375 || K *°Z`el- >  Lz Z7al- ≠ Z7el- in ma-n-Z7ale,
ma-n-Z7eloni '(a person) able to carry much (skol∆ko ugodno) wood o r
firewood' ¶ Marr 235 || IE: NaIE *sel(wo)- 'take, seize, lay hold o f '
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(dissimilative delateralization *Z 6666 . . .l ++++ l ß ßßß >  *Z...l+lß >  IE *s...l) (× N *s6666il ß ßßß {u 6 666}
'take, take away\off\up' [q.v. ffd.] × N *s7777el ! !!!V 'take off, destroy, pull
off') || A: T *Jul- 'pull out, pluck out, take' >  OT jul- 'take back ,
redeem (a prisoner); pluck (a bird)', Chg XV jul- 'pluck out', MQp [CC]
jul- 'redeem', Tk yol- 'pluck; pull out, tear out (hair), depilate; s t r ip ' ,
Ggz, Az, Tkm jol- 'pull out, pluck out', Uz , Ln jul-, Qrg Z7ul-, Qzq q¨l-
z7u"l-, Qq, ET z7ul-, Alt d∆ul- Z1ul-, Xk, Tv c7ul-, Tf c1ul- id., Kr Cr, SY juls-,
Chv ßa€l- s1¥l- id., 'save (so.), liberate', VTt j¥ºl- 'shave', Bsh j¥ºl- v.
'pluck' ¶ Cl. 918, ET J 218-9, DTS 277, Rs. W 21O, Ra. 198, TvR 546 
M *Z>ul- Ï *Z>ul9a-, *Z>ulmu-, *Z>ul9ul-, ? *Z>ulbu-: M *Z>ul9a- >  WrM
Zul9a-  v. 'pull, pull out, tear by pulling, pluck, remove the hair; weed ' ,
Kl {Rm.} Z7ul˝a-Xa 'ausreißen, ausreißen lassen (Haare, Wolle, Federn) ' ;
M *Z>ul9a-˝a- >  HlM zulgaa-x 'to pull (out), to tear by pulling', Brt
zulgaa-xa  'to pull out, to pluck out (hairs from wool), to tear away,
to bark (a tree)', Kl {Rm.} Z7ul˝a2- 'ausziehen, ausreißen lassen', O r d
{Ms.} Z7òul9a2- 'arracher (qch. qui croît)'; M *Z>ulmu- >  WrM Zulmu-,
HlM zulmax  v. 'pluck (a bird); shed skin \ hair \ feathers', Kl Ö {Rm.}
Z7ulma-Xa  'herausziehen (Haare)', Brt zulma-xa 'fall out' (of animal’s
hair), 'cast the coat' (of snakes); M *Z>ul9ul- >  WrM Zul9ul-, HlM
zulgalax v. 'flay, skin, pull out hair\wool', Kl œulhl- Z7ul˝¥l- id. ,
Kl D {Rm.) Z7ul˝al- '(die Felle) schlichten, zu lange Haare ausreißen'; ?
M *Z>ulbu- >  WrM Zulbu-, HlM zulbax 'shed skin, lose hair', Kl
Z7ulwu-Xa 'ausfallen (von den Haaren)', ? Ord {Ms.} Z7òulbu- 'mettre b a s
avant terme' (< *'throw away', as in R vykinut∆); Kl {KRS, Rm.} œul-
Z 7ul-  'pull out, pluck\tear out (hair, feathers)' may be either a loan f r o m
T or an inherited word (<  M *Z>ul-); in any case, Kl Z7- (for the expected
z- [Pp. IM 114-8]) may be due to the inluence of the T cognate ¶ MED
1O78-9, 1217, KRS 233, KW 115-6, Chr. 261-2, Ms. O 217-8 || D ( i n
SD) *c>ol- ({†GS} *s-) >  Tm coli- 'strip off, peel off; tear', Kn suli
'tear\strip off, peel; plunder, rob', Tu sulipini, sulipuni 'to peel ,
to flay, to skin, to pare off', suligA 'pillaging, plundering, robbing ' ,
Krg solpu v. 'peel'; D ı pInA {Tu.} *c7≈oll- (>  Prkr chollaî 'to skin ' ,
etc.) ¶ D #2856, Tu. #5O73 ˚  A dubious cognate: WCh: NrBc {Tk.}
*z‰l- v. 'skin' > Wrj, Mbr nz‰l-, ? Sir zÈnu ¶ Skn. 4O, Tk. NB 173 ˚  ≠ IS
MS 364 s.v. sil∆nyj *Z1ÿlÿ (?) (K + err. S *dœl÷ [sc. *√s6'l÷]).
2797. *{Z6666}VmV (or *s6666 ++++c 6 666 ++++c ' ''' 6 666 ++++Z 6 666VmV) '≈  to put, to place' >  HS: S *s6ïm-
'put, set' >  BHb √s6ym G  (pf. Mß1  s6a2m, ip. -s6ïm) v. 'place, put, lay', Amr
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{G} √s7ym (ip. -s7ïm-) G  'place', Ph, Pun, Yd, OA s7m (ip. [-s6ïm]), IA s7m
≠ sm G  (ip. [-s+s6ïm]) 'place, put, set up', BA √s6ym (= √sym) (p f .
Mß1 s6a2m, imv. pl. umiß5 ≤s6°m-u2) v. G  'put, set, lay', JA [Trg.] √sy+wm
(spelled with ß s6 ≠ x s) (ipv. s6°m, s°m) 'place, put, appoint', JEA
√swm  'put on shoes\sandals', JPA Bz {Sl.} Mvx√swm  G  v. 'place', Sr
√sym (pf. Mßo sa2m, ip. -s°m) 'put, lay, set', Ar µy$ √s7ym (ip. -
s7ïm-) v. G 'sheathe (the sword), penetrate into', {Fr.} 'recondidit ( r e m
in aliquid), immisit (telum in pectus), inivit (virginem), inivit (in r e m ) ' ,
Sb mi_ s6ym 'set up, erect (sth.), perform (ceremony)', Gz √s6ym (p f .
£em s6e2ma, js. Y£iM y´-s6ïm) 'set, set in order, put, place, appoin t ' ,
OAk *√s1ym (inf. s7ia2mum) 'fix, determine', Ak √s7ym G  ( inf .
s7ia2mu >  s7a2mu) 'establish, assign a role \ an activity; al lot
power\qualities' ¶ KB 1232-6, 1785, KBR 1321-6, GB 783-5, 926, G A
32, G OA 26O, Js. 1535, Sl. 793-4, Sl. P 37O, Fr. II 473, Br. 469-7O, JPS
366 (Sr √swm for √sym), BGMR 136, L G 539-4O, Sd. 1225, CAD
XVII/1 358-64 || K *°z`+zm- v. 'do' >  OG, G zm- id. ¶ Mol. AGG 71, DCh.
525, Chx. 4O9 || D (in CD) *c>um- v. 'catch, lay' >  Prj summ- v. ' seize,
catch hold of', Klm sum- v. 'catch, seize, buy', Nkr sum- id., v. 'lay', Nk
sum- v. 'buy, catch, hold'. The vw. *-u- for the expected front vw. m a y
be due to the ass. infl. of *-m- ˚  The semantic change from 'put' t o
'do' (as in K) is quite plausible (cp. the origin of NE do and NHG tun
(cf. N *di÷É  'to put, to place' > IE *d≈eh8- / *d≈ei\h8- v. 'put, lay, p lace ' ) .
The rec. of the voiced cns. *Z6666- is valid if K *°z`+zm- belongs he re .
Otherwise the N initial lateral cns. remains less specified (*s6666 ++++c 6 666 ++++c ' ''' 6 666 ++++Z 6 666-) .  
2798. (UA € ?) *Z6666o ++++aÓÉmË (= *Z6666o ++++a?ÉmË?) '∈ berries (bird-cherry?) ,
a (sweet-smelling?) plant with berries(\fruit?)' >  U *’o2me 'b i rd-cherry
tree' >  F tuomi id., Es toom 'bird-cherry' » pLp *To2m‰ ({Lr.}
*Îo2me œ)> Lp: Vfs {Lgc.} ≤hipmi¢e-, -mu$ore 'bird-cherry tree', N {N}
duobma6 / -m- 'bird-cherry', S {Hs.} fuome, Fi {SK} fu¢om, Nt {TI}
tu¢omma id. » Mr: Er le≥m l!om 'bird-cherry tree', d. le≥mze≥r l!omz1or
'bird-cherry', Mk lajme laym´, ∆  {Ps.} laym1a4Æ 'bird-cherry tree' » pChr
*lom-pu id. (*pu 'tree') >  Chr: L lombo, B lombo, H lomby lomb¥
'bird-cherry tree', Uf lombo id., 'bird-cherry' » Prm {LG} *l!o$m / *l!o$my-
({∫LG} *l!o$ ¿m) 'bird-cherry' > Z l∆o≥m l!‰m / l!‰my-, Yz ≤l!u$m, Vt l∆o≥m l!‰m
id. »» ObU *’È∏mV ({Ht.} *Î!ïœmz) id. >  pVg {Ht.} *l!È∏mV >  OVg N SoG
lja4m, OVg S ChusO le1ma, OVg S Vt lema, Vg: T/P/NV/SV/LL/ML l!e2m,
MK/UK l!‰2m, UL/Ss l!a2m; pOs {Ht.} *yOm >  V/Vy yOm, Ty/Y yom, D /Nz
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yum, Kz yö8m  Sm *l!‰m ({Hl.} *y‰m) 'bird-cherry' >  pSlq {Hl.} *t!‰m >
Slq Tz {Hl., KKIH} c1‰m, Kms {KD} lem; id. ¶¶ Coll. 64, Db. OS xxiii, UEW
65-6, It. #164 (FU *Î!o2me), Sm. 536-7 (U *d!ÈxmÈ, FU *d!ÈÈmi, FP
*d!oomi, Ugr *d!ÈmI", Sm *je4o_m 'bird-cherry'), Lr. #221, Lgc. ##1119 ,
8O83, Lgc. SL #1389, Hs. 8O3, Rv. LpFU 33 (on FU *’- [= {Rv.} *Î!-] >  Lp
d- ± h- ± f-), Ker. II 8O-1 (pMr *la2m < *loa\m < pre-Mr *lo2m´), ERV 34O-
1, Ber. #154, MRS 294, Ep. 62, Ü 1O7, LG 164-5, Ht. #167, Jn. UK 24O,
Hl. M #693, KKIH 1O4, KD 36 || A: M *°Z>imu{˝}u-sun 'b i rd-cherry,
buck-thorn' >  WrM {Rm. “?} Zimu9usun, Kl {Rm., RKSA} Z7imsu2n
'bird-cherry', 'buckthorn (Frangula, Wegedorn = Färberbeere)', Kl {KRS}
cømsn co4msn 'bird-cherry, bird-cherry tree' (<  *co4+Ému4-su4n?) ¶ KW
11O, KRS 638, RKSA 68, 125, Pp. IM 42 (WrM Z7imu9usun >  Kl
Z7imu2sn= 'buckthorn [a plant]')  T *Jîmurt 'bird-cherry tree' >  Tk ∆
jumurt, Uz s7umurt, VTt ∆ , Bsh ∆ s7¥ºm¥rt ± s7¥m¥rt, Brb {Rl., Tm.}
jumrut, SbTt {Tm.} s7¥ºmr¥ºt ± jom¥rt, Alt, Qmn {B} Z1îmîrît, Tlt {Rl.}
jîmîrît, Kü {Rl.} jumurt, Tb {R} n1îmîrt, QK {Rl.} jurbut, Xk nîmîrt, Sg
{Rl.} îmîrt, Qzl {Jk.} umurt, Shor {Rl.} nuburt ≠ nîbîrt ≠ nîmîrt id., a s
well as possibly (with an obscure phonetic transformation) StAlt
d∆odro Z1odro and Tv ¢odroo c7odro2 id. »» Blgh >  Chv: L ße€me€rt
s1ÁmÁrt, H s1ÁºmÁºrt; Blgh ı VTt womyrt s7¥ºm¥rt, Uz s7umurt ' b i rd -
cherry', Blg smardl`ka 'a good spot for bird-cherries, place with
many bird-cherries', Qzq s 7omîrt  'sloe' ¶ Rs. W 211, ET J 283-4, TL 1 3 5 -
6, Rl. I 4O6 and III 5OO, 551, 577, 584, 697, 7O8, BIG 114, 12O, BT 5 5 ,
B DK 214, Jeg. 211, RKazS 811 || ?? HS: S *√s6mm > Ar s7amma2m-
'sweet-smelling streaked melon' (semantic infl. of Ar √s7mm 'smell'?) ¶
BK I 1265, Hv. 375 ˚  IS II 37-8 (*’a{mÓ}u 'bird-cherry'). The N final
vw. was probably *u rather than a front vw. (*u 4444), as suggested by M
*Z>imu-(˝u-sun) (a N final *u4444 would have yielded M •Z>imu4-). U *-e m a y
be explained by a series of conditioned changes, possibly N *Z6666o ++++aÓÉmË
>  as. *Z6o+aÓÉmu4 >  (contaction) *Z6o2mu4 >  U *’o2me (delabialization o f
final vowels) ˚  If the Ar word belongs here, the rec. must b e
*Z6666o ++++a?ÉmË .
2799. € *Z6666VmV÷V (or *z6666VmV÷V?) 'wax' >  K: G zumiri 'wax;
fragrant resin' ¶ Chx. 42O || HS: WS *s6a≤ma÷- ≠ ? *≤s6ama÷- 'wax' >  Ar
s7ama÷- ≠ s7am÷ 'wax, wax-candle', s7amma2÷- 'chandler', Sr s7am≤÷-a2 'wax '
(π  Ar?), Gz s6am÷- wax, candle' ¶ Br. 787, Ln. 1598, Fr. II 451-2, L G
53O.
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28OO. (€?) *{Z6666}apV 'receptacle (basket, vessel)' >  HS: S *°√{s6}app- '∈
vessel' >  Ak OB/MA s7appu '∈  clay vessel', Ak MA/YB s7appatu '∈
clay vessel'; Ak OA (dialectal variant) sappu 'metal vessel' (with a reg .
Ak A s?) ı Ug sp id. ('patera'), BHb Fx2 sap3 'ritual bowl (made o f
metal)', SmA Fx sp  'goblet' ¶ Sd. 1O27, 1175, KB 72O, KBR 762-3, OLS
4O6, Tal 6O3 || ?φ U: FU *°s6awnË '∈  basket ' >  pObU {∫Ht.} *s7È∏w´n
({Ht.} *sV∏˝´n) 'birch-bark basket (tuesok )' >  pVg *s7È∏n id. >  Vg: T
s7a2˘n, LK s7a2n, MK/UK s‰2n, P/NV/SV/LL/ML s7‰2n, UL/Ss sa2n; pOs *so˝´n
({∫Hl.} *sa"˝´n) id. >  Os: V/D/K soN´n, Vy so˝´n, Ty sa"˝W´n, Y/O
sa"w´n, Nz suN´n, Kz sö8n ¶ Ht. #584 || A: M *°Z>abi 'small boat' >  WrM
Zabi, HlM zav∆ {MED} id., WrM {Kow.} Zabi 'esquif, canot, chaloupe ' ,
'birch-bark boat, small boat'; Ï M *Z>abiya > WrM {MED} Zabiya ' a
metal water vessel with a spout used in Lamaistic ritual', HlM {Luv.}
zav∆åa, Brt {Chr.} zab∆åa 'large tea kettle', WrO {Krg.} zabiya ' t e a
kettle', Kl {Rm.} za4wa4∏ 'kettle made of copper, tea kettle' ¶ MED 1 1 1 9 ,
Kow. 2258, Luv. 257, Chr. 242, Krg. 657, KW 47O  Tg *Japakun
'quiver' >  Orc Z7apku ≠ Z7apu ≠ Z7apuku, Ul Z7apaU(n-), Nn B Z7afU 'quiver ' ,
WrMc Zapqu 'small quiver' ¶ STM I 251 ¶¶ SDM97 (A *Z7apV ' s a c k ' )
less convincingly equates the Tg √  with pKo *c>a~r 'sack' (>  MKo c>a~r) a n d
with pJ {S} *ta~pa~ra 'sack' (>  OJ ta~pa~ra, J T tawara). If indeed Tg
*Japakun  'quiver' goes back to a word for 'sack', it may be equated with
FU (in FV only) *c7awa 'Sack, Schale' (UEW 619) and possibly with D
*c>avalßi '(any) cloth' (D #2394) (w s.v. N *c7777{a?u}ba 'cloth\sack') || ?σ
D (in SD) *c>avV[n]tß- ({†GS} s-) 'ladle, spoon' >  Kn savat5u, savut5u,
so2t5u id., Tu saun5t5u, saut5u id. ¶ D #2388 ˚  The U (ObU) cognate
suggests N *z6666- rather than *Z6666- , while the M, Tg, and D cognates po in t
to the affricate *Z6666- . Unless the conflicting ev. is explained, the ObU
cognate remains qu. ˚  An alt. N rec. is *s6666apV 'receptacle (baske t ,
vessel)' >  S *°√{s6}app- '∈  vessel', FU *°s6awnË '∈  basket', ?σ D
*c>avV[n]t ß- 'ladle, spoon' (without including the A words).  
28O1. *Z6666a{p?}V 'lip', (‘ ) 'edge, shore, riverbank' >  HS: S *s6ap-at-
'lip', 'edge, shore, r iverbank' >  BHb ef1ß1†s6a2≤p3a2, OAk s7ap-tum ' l ip,
edge, shore', Eb sa-ba-tum = {Krb.} s1ap[a]tum (sc. s6ap[a]tum), Ug
s7pt, OA, IA s7pt (+ppa.) id., Sr æ4,op,ße sEp3-t3-a2, Md sipta, NMd
{Mc.} sefta2 'lip', JA [Trg.] aT1f6(i)x5 sip3-t-a2 'lip, border, hem', JEA
sip3≤ta2 (spelled with x  s  and with ßs6: s6ip3≤ta2) 'lip, shore, edge', SmA
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sfh 'lips', Ar s7af-at-, s7if-at-, Ar NY T s7ifah ¶ GB 79O-1, KBR 1346-8, JH
315, HJ 1181, A #2663, OLS 45O-1, Br. 489, Lv. III 564, Js. 985, Sl.
1188, Tal 6O4, DM 5O9, Mc. HM 5O9, BK I 1251, Bns. NJ I 186, Sd.
1176, CAD XVII/1 483, Krb. 11, Blz. EP, MiK I #1.265  Eg fP sp.t ' l ip ' ,
(× N *s2222ap''''V 'riverbank, river'), Eg fMKL/Md sp.t 'edge; bank (of a
waterway), shore' ¶ EG IV 99-1OO, Fk. 222 ¶ The contamination with N
*s 2222ap ''''V is responsible for Eg s- (for the expected s7-)  SC: Irq {E} s6ufi,
Brn {Dmw.} s6ufi, Kz {E} s6ifito 'lip' ¶ ≈  E SC 212 (s.v. SC *s6u2f- v. ' s ip ' ) ,
AD SCLC 2O2, AD SF 117  ?? WCh: Hs le!b'e2~, Pr {Kr.} lO!vO~k 'lip' ¶ Ba.
725, ChL I 1O9 ¶¶ ≈  OS #572, ≈  Sk. HCD 187, Tk. SCC 85 [#15.1], Tk.
PAA 9 ¶¶ OS #572 (HS *c7up- > S, SC), MiK I #1.265 || IE: NaIE *lab-yo-
m, -y´, *lab-uro-m, *lab-s- 'lip' > NPrs ∫L la4b 'lip, edge, shore, bank'; I rn
>  Z l!‰b 'lip' »» OL labia, L labium, labrum 'lip' »» OHG lefs,
leffur, NHG † Lefze, Sw la4pp, Nr lepe, OFrs lippa, MLG lippe
(NLG ı NHG Lippe), AS lippa id., NE lip »» ? Sl *lob¥zati 'to kiss' >
OCS, OR lob5zati lobËzati id. (Ï OCS lob5z5 lobËzË n .
'kiss'), R π lobzat∆, SCr ∆ loàzbat ≠ loàbzat 'to kiss'  ? (Ï ) ‘
'speak': Gk labrey1omai 'talk rushly, brag', {F} 'heftig reden' (× ÿ  la1broß
'furious' [of wind\water], 'fierce'), the earlier meaning 'speak' is likely
to be preserved in the G loanword lap'arak'- 'speak', lap'arak'-i ' speech ' ]
»» Brtt [RE] *labaros ' speech '  > W llafar, OCrn, Crn, Br lavar id., d . :
W llefaru  'to speak, to utter', Crn leverel 'to tell, to say, to re la te ' ,
Br lavared 'dire ' ¶ P 651, Mn. 655-6, EI 356 (*leb- 'lip'), Sg. 1 1 1 5 ,
Horn 212, LG 164, WH I 738-O, Kb. 597, OsS 54O, KM 43O-1, 442-3 ,
Zhr. IN 355, Ho. 2O4, Hlq. 618, ESSJ XV 241-3, Vs. II 5O7-8, ≈ F II 66, ≈
Ch. 61O, RE 125, Chx. 663-4 || A: M *Z>abaZ>i(n) 'corner of the mouth' >
MM [S] Z7abaZ7i(n), WrM ZabaZi, HlM zavq id., Ord Z7òawaZ7òi ' co rne r s
of the mouth, commissure of lips' ¶ H 84, MED 1O18, Ms. O 19O  Tg
*Japka 'edge, riverbank' > Ewk Japka id., Sln Jakka 'riverbank', Lm Japq¥
'interval, chink, border', Neg Japka 'gap', Nn Nh Z7aqpa-sI 'nearer to t h e
bank (from the river)', Z7aqpIa 'strip of water near the bank' ¶ STM I
25O-1 ¶¶ ≠  DQA #2588 (unc.: Tg <  A *Z7a4!pæV 'crack, interstice') ˚  IE
*b points to a N *p , while Hs b' and Eg p suggest the presence of a
cluster *p? .
28O2. *Z6666eÂ9u6666 'vein, sinew' >  K *Z`ar˝w- 'vein, sinew' >  OG Zar˝v-i
'sinew', G Zar˝v-i 'vein', Mg Z7er˝v-i, Sv UB/LB/Ln Z7a4r˝w id. ¶¶ K 2 3 6 ,
K2 282-3, DCh. 1612, FS E 483-4, TK 887, GP 313 || ?? AdS  of IE: NaIE
*ser- v. 'fasten together in rows, string' (<  N *s1111eÂV 'row' [q.v.]) || U:
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FU **°s6+s1erwV '≈ blood-vessel' >  FP *s1erwV >  Es su4u4re (gen .
su4u4rme) 'Ader (im Holz), Jahresring' (influenced by Es su4u4
'Jahresring') » Prm: Z virser vir-s1er 'blood-vessel' (vir m e a n s
'blood') (to distinguish from the paronymous Prm word *vir-sEr
'blood-vessel' >  Z UV vir-s‰r id. < N *sa4444Â{Ë} 'sinew, fibre' [q.v.]) ¶ W
EDW 11O3-4, LG 264 || HS: SES *°√s6rX 'root' (with devoiced *X f r o m
the expected *˝  <  N *9 ) >  Jb C ≤s6i≤rOX (pl. s6ir≤X‰t‰) id. ¶ Jo. J 256  ??
SC: Irq {MQK} de2÷a!r 'roots', sg. de÷ar-mo2 'root', {Wh.} dE2÷ara2!mo ' r o o t ,
sinew' ¶ MQK 25, Wh. SI ˚ IS MS 341 (followed by S CNM 5) adduced
here D *ci ∏r- (sc. *c>ïrÀ+r-) 'root', but it obviously belongs to N *Z6666irwV
¬ *Z6666ir{u6666} 'root' (q.v.) ˚  AD NM #89, S CNM 5 (÷÷ NrCs, ST), Vv. AEN 5
˚ FU *s6+s- for the expected *’- still needs explaining. Is it due t o
desaffrication *Z 6666 -  > *z6666- at a very ancienr level (*z 6666 -  yielding U *s6-) ?
28O3. *Z6666irwV or *Z6666ir{u6666} 'root' >  K: GZ *Z`ir- 'root, bottom' >  OG
Zir- 'root', G Zir-, Mg Z7in(Z7)- 'root, bottom ®dno©', Lz {Schm.} Z7iZ7- ' r o o t '
¶ K 238-9, K2 288, FS K 434-5, Q 414, Chx. 2O75-6, Schm. 152 || HS: S
*≤s6i+uraw- 'sinew, root' >  Gz s6´rw, pl. s6´raw 'sinew, tendon, nerve ,
root', Tgr, Amh s‰r, Tgy s‰r, sur 'root, vein, sinew', Sr s7a2r°≤t3-a2 {JPS}
'joint, articulation' ({Br.} 'articulus, sutura'), d.: Ar s7arïya2n-, p l .
s7arayïn- 'artery', Ak fOB/OA s7e+ir?a2nu 'sinew, tendon, muscle', JEA
s7urya2≤na2 {Sl.} 'sinew, vein, bronchus' ({Sl.}: π Ak), {Js.} s7urya2≤ne2
d´÷e6na2 'muscles of the eye', Md s7iriana 'vein, artery'; ??? *0√s6r÷
(× N *c 6666a 4 444 { ÷ 3 333Ë }ÂV  'the calf of the leg, shank') > Ar s7ir÷-at- ≠ s7ar÷-at-, d . :
s7ira2÷-, s7ara2÷-at- 'bowstring', ?us7ru2÷- 'sinew of gazelle’s leg' ¶ ≈ L G 5 3 5 -
6, BK I 1O82, 1217, 1224, Js. 1542, Sl. 1124, JPS 598, DM 463, CAD
XVII/2 3O8, Sd. 1216, MiK I #1.239, Br. 8O8  S *≤s6ur”a’s7- 'root' (d.?) >
Sb s6rs7 'foundation', hs6rs7 v. 'extirpate', ? Ar s7aras-, s7irs- '(∈ ) t ho rny
plant', BHb Sr37S ≤s7orEs7, pl. MiS5r!S0 s7ára2≤s7ïm, Ph, Ug s7rs7, Sr s7Ers7-a2,
Ak s7urs7-u(m) 'root' (the as. S *s6...s7 >  Cn, Aram *s7 ... s7 is a phonet ic
law) ¶ GB 864, A #2694, OLS 454, Br. 81O, BGMR 134-5  B *√zwr
(*zu2r, *zwVr) 'root, vein' >  Izn azwar, Tmz azœur id., Gd azœur, Izd, Sll
azœurœ 'root', BSn azœw´r, BMn azw´r 'vein' ¶ Mrc. 212, 26O, MT 826-7 ,
Ds. 239, Lf. II #184O, La. MChB 476 ¶ The forms with zœ may have b e e n
influenced by the B √  *√zœr[w] 'nerf' of different origin  C: Ag *ziÒ
'root' > Bln {R} zir, pl. zilil, Xm {R} zir, Q {R}, Km {CR} s´r ¶ AD SF 9 8
 Ch: WCh *s6arwa ≠ *s6arya (= {Stl.} *c6arw+ya) 'root' >  Hs sa!ywa2! id. »
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pBT *surya >  Bl sori-, Krf so2!riyo!, Glm su!rya~ id. » pNrBc *s6ar[w]a >  P’
s6ari, Sir s6u2ra, Jmb s6era, My s6erwa, Mbr s6arnani id. » pSBc {Sh.} >  Kir
s6‰!ri~, Tala s6e!r kï!, Wnd s6‰!r, Buli s6i!r, Plc s6‰rt‰, Zar K s6o~rtu!, Zar GL s6a!rta~,
Sy Zk s6‰!rt‰!, Sy Z s6‰!rt‰~, Sy B s6‰rg‰ id. » DfB {J} su!re^ id. »» CCh: pMM
{Ro.} *s6iray > {Ro.}: Mada s6i~re!, Mlk s6ay, Myn s6i~ri!, Mkt s6i!h, Hrz s6i!li~ka~,
Zlg z6i~z6e!, Mofu s6a~s7a!y 'root', ? Gzg s6a~la!k 'medicine' » ZmB s6o@!r, ZmD {KNC}
s6o@r 'root' »» ECh: Smr sa!rb‰!, Nd {J} si!rwe!, Tmk {Cp.} h‰@ra@w id. ¶ JI I
14O-1 and II 276-7, Stl. ZCh 2OO [#511], Ro. 316-7 [#595], Sh. SB 3O,
KNC 25, Sk. NB 37, Tk. NB 179 (pNB *s6ar-≠*s6er-≠*s6ur-); some of t h e
quoted forms may go back to another HS √  represented by S *°√s6rX
'root' (see  N *Z6666eÂ9u6666 'vein, sinew') ¶¶ Tk. PAA 18 (NrBc, S) || D ( i n
GnD) *c>ïrÀ+r- ({†GS} *s+s1-?) 'root' > Gnd ∆  sïr`, sïr, (h)ïr/r`, Png c>ïra, Kui
sïru, Ku hïru2, hïru id. ¶ D #2626.
28O4. *Z6666at''''V 'fluid, body of water' >  HS: S *°s6at't'- >  Ar 6w$a s7atœtœ-
'large river' ¶ BK I 1229 || IE: NaIE *lat- 'humid, moist; swamp, mire ,
mud' (possibly × N ?φ  *wVL[V]t''''V 'moist; moisture') >  L latex n .
'fluid, liquid' (hardly a loan from Gk la1tax) »» ? Gk la1tag-eß pl. (sg.
la1tax) 'drops of wine, remains of wine in a vessel' (if it really m e a n s
this rather than {Ch.} 'fond de la vase') »» OIr {P} laith 'beer, liquid;
swamp', Gl Are-late (name of a town to the east of a swamp), Crn
lad, OW llat 'liquid' n., {EI} 'slime', W llaid (< *latyo-), OIr lathach
'mud', NIr lathach, laitheach 'mud, mire' »» ON {P, KM} le†ja (<
*laTyon-) 'loam, dirt', Ic leÎja 'silt, slime', OHG letto 'clay, loam' ,
NHG Letten 'potter’s clay, loam' »» ? Blt river names: Lt Latupe$,
Latuva~, Ltv Late ¶ WP II 381-2, P 654-5, EI 639 (*lehÅt- 'wet, mois t ' ) ,
WH I 77O, SB 238, YGM-1 3O1, Dnn. 416, 42O, Kb. 6O8, OsS 55O, Bv.
4OO, KM 437, Paul 373, F II 89, ≠  Ch. 122 || D *c>+c>⁄at- 'damp, mois t ,
swampy, thin current of water' >  Tm cetumpu v. 'become damp a n d
moist; mud, mire; thin current of water as of rivers in summer ' ,
cetukku 'mud, mire', catuppu-nilam 'bog, marshy ground ' ,
catuval 'swampy ground', Ml catuppu 'marsh', Tl caduku ' m u d '
¶¶ D #2326 || ? A ≈ *Z>atV > NaT *Ja[:]tæ 'rain magic' > OT ja[:]t id. ¶ Cl.
883, DTS 247, Dr. TM I 157  ?φ  M *Z>ada9ay 'pond, pool' (unless “
*Z>ada9ay 'open' through some ellipsis) >  WrM Zada9ay 'pond, pool ' ,
Ord Z7òadòa9a4 ∏ 'mare, flaque d’eau, étang' ¶ MED 1O21, Ms. O 178 ¶¶ The
M voiced *-d- and the Altaic *-t- still defy explanation ˚  If the M w o r d
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does belong here, the N initial cns. is *Z6666- . The D reflex points to N *Z6666-,
t o o .
28O5. ?σ (€?) *Z 6666áw{i}  (or *Z 6666á?w{i}?)  'up, upper point, extremity '
> HS: Eg P s7wy 'sich erheben' ¶ EG IV 431  SC: Irq/Brn {E} c6'aw- ' g e t
up, awake', Irq {MQK, Wd.} c6 'aw- 'wake up' ¶ E 212, 216, MQK 1O3, Wd.
326  Ch: NrBc {Tk.} *c6aw- (> *c6u-≠*c6‰-) 'stand up, rise' > {Sk.}: P', Sir
c6u, Dir c7a, Jmb, My, Mbr, Kry c6a-, Cg c6‰-  id., Wrj c6aw id., 'grow' » SBc:
Kir {Sh.} c6ak, Tule {Sh.} c6a, Wnd {Sh.} c6u, Zar K {Sh.} c6i 'stand up' » Ngz
{Sch.} c6a!u id. »» CCh: Lmn {Lk.} c6- id. ¶ ChC, ChL, Sk. NB 24, 42, Tk. NB
179-8O, Sch. DN 163 ¶¶ Hardly here (⇔  Tk.) BHb aiß5 s6ï (+ppa. 3 m
&aiß5 s7ï≤?-o2) h.l. 'loftiness' (or 'pride'?) (> NHb aiß5 si 'highest po in t ' ) ,
which is more plausibly understood as derived from √ns6? 'rise' (GB
782, KB 1228) || K *z`e 'up(wards), upon' > OG, G ze, Mg, Lz z7i(n), Sv
z7i id. ¶¶ K2 63 || A: ?σ M *Z>ebe > WrM Zebe, HlM z´v, Brt z´b(´)
'arrowhead, spearhead', Ord {Ms.} Z7òiwe 'arrowhead', MM [HI, S] {Ms.,
Lew., H} Zebe, Kl {Rm.} zew´ 'weapon(s)' ¶ MED 1O42, Ms. O 2O6, Ms.
H 66, Lew. 29, H 88, KW 474, Chr. 271 ˚  SC *c6'- (and *c6- in Chadic?)
suggest the presence of a lr. (*? ?) in the N etymon.
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LIST OF NOSTRATIC ENTRIES
AND OF INDO-EUROPEAN ROOTS
Introduction: Alphabetical order of entries. The alphabetical o r d e r
of consonants is as follows: *? (incl. *? ), *÷ (incl. *÷ 3333), *b , *c (incl. *c1111,
*c2222, *c@@@@, *Ç ), *c'''' (incl. *c'''' 1 111 1 111, *c2222 ' ''', *c'''' @ @@@, Ç''''), *c7777, *c7777 ' ''', *c6666, *c6666 ' ''', *g , *9 , *˝ (incl.
*G ), *h , *Ó (incl. *é , *é¡ , *é€ ), *H , *k (incl. *K , *k 3333), *k'''' (incl. *K''''), *l
(incl. *l ßßßß , *l ∏∏∏∏, *L ), *l!!!!, *m , *n (incl. *n````, *n2222, *n3333 , *ˆ ), *n1111, *N , *p (incl.
*p'''', *P , *P3333), *q (incl. *Q ), *ûûûûq , *r (incl. *Â ), *r 1111, *s (incl. *s1111, *s2222, *s1111,
*s @@@@, *Í ), *s 7777, *s 6666, *t (incl. *Ê ), *t '''', *w , *X (incl. *Ù ),*y ,*z (incl. *z 1111, *z2222,
*z @@@@, *Ω ),*z 7777, *z 6666, *Z (incl. *Z 1111, *Z2222, *Z @@@@, *Û ),*Z 7777, *Z 6666 .
Among the word-medial consonants we distinguish between "weak
consonants" (*? [incl. *?  and *¿], *÷ [incl. *÷3333], *9 , *˝ [incl. *G ], *h ,
*Ó [incl. *é , *é¡, *é€], *H ,*q , *X [incl. *Ù ], *w  and *y ) and "s t rong
consonants" (all others).
The entries are arranged as follows:
[1] The basic arrangement: according the initial consonants and t h e
first word-medial strong consonants. If there are no strong Inlaut-
consonants, the weak consonants (according to their place in t h e
alphabet) are taken into account instead.
[2] Within each group of entries with the same initial cns. and t h e
same medial strong consonant the entries are arranged as follows:
 (a) first those without any additional consonants,
 (b) those with a weak cns. preceding the word-medial strong one,
 (c) those with a weak cns. following the word-medial strong one,
 (d) those with a third strong cns.
If in a N etymon in the medial position (Inlaut) there are two weak
consonants and no strong one,  the priority of one weak consonan t
over the other (as criteria for alphabetical oder) has been established
according to the fate of these consonants in daughter languages. For
instance, in N *k''''ÅHwV 'seize, grasp, hold' the consonant *w  h a s
survived in Kartvelian and Dravidian, while the laryngeal was lost ,
therefore the entry was placed among the *k '''' -w-entries.
[3] Within each group of entries with identical consonants the ent r ies
are arranged according to the first vowel. Order of vowels: *a (incl.
*Å ), *a 4444 (incl. *á ), *e (incl. e6666  and *É ), *i , *o (incl. o 6666), *u (incl. *Ë ,
*u6666, *î^^^^ , *a6666), *u4444, *V .
The entries with consonants of doubtful identity (those within t h e
brackets { }) and of doubtful presence (those with the brackets [ ]) a r e
treated as those with regular consonants. The optional second e lement
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of a N word (that within plain brackets ( )) is not taken into account i n
the order of the entries.
The signs "(⁄?)" and "(€?)" mean that among the compared roots o f
the descendant languages only one (in the case of "⁄?") or only two ( i n
the case of "€?") may be considered certain. If two language families a r e
compared, their presumably common N etymon (although not cer ta in)
may be preceded by "? €" .
'⇑ ' = anaphoric sign "the above-mentioned meaning of the s a m e
w o r d \ m o r p h e m e "
1. *?a , pc. of plurality  
2. *?a  'become, be'
2a. (€?) *?Å , a marker of the male sex (“ '(young) man'??) > IE: o n e
of the sources of NaIE *-o- / -e (nom. *-o-s, voc. *-e), sx. of der ived
adjectives, masc.
3. *?e  (≠  ? *?a4444) 'not'
4. *?a?V 'female', ‘ (in descendant lgs.)  marker of feminine ( sex
or grammatical gender) > IE : NaIE *-a2, ending of the fem. gender
5. ? (Ll.) *?aba ≠*?ap ''''a  'daddy, father'
6. *?oé€bV  (= *?ohbV?) 'clan' > IE: NaIE *e2pi- 'friend'
7. € *?{a}bÓV  'water, watercourse' > IE: NaIE *ab- ≠ *a(:)p- 'river'
8. € *?ibrÉ  'fig tree'
9. € *?Vc'''' ++++c 6 666 ' '''VHV 'back (dorsum)'
1O. *?ac'''' @ @@@PV '∈ leaf-bearing tree' ('aspen' or the like) > IE: NaIE
*a+osp- ≠ *a+ops- 'aspen'
11. *?ac 6666 ' '''V  'low place, depression, wadi, pond'
12. € *?Å{d}V  (= *÷Å{d}V?) 'foot'
13. *?u6666ÓdV(ÂV) 'breast' >  IE: NaIE *o2u\d≈-/*u2d≈- 'female breas t ,
mammil la '
13a. (€?) *?u4444 {X++++˝}dV  (or *?uHdV?) 'one '  > ?φ IE: NaIE *°ed[≈]- in Sl
*ed(¥)-va 'hardly, only just' and *ed-in¥ ≠ *ed-Án¥ 'one'
14. (€?) *?ediˆV  'pater familias' (or 'owner'?) > ?σ IE: NaIE *°ed≈no-
('≈  clan'?) or cd. *sw-ed≈no- ('≈ one’s own clan')
15. € Ll. *?aga 'uncle, elder person'
15a. € *?ágVÂV '≈ bone of the leg\foot'
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16. ?σ  *?a{h}a 'thing(s)', collective pc. of inanimate ('≈ de ça ' )  > IE
*-h= (>  NaIE *-´ and AnIE *-a), ending of pl. ntr. (nom./accus.)
17. € *?{a}ke 6666 'to chase, to drive away, to take away' >  IE: NaIE *ag8-
' d r ive '
18. *?a 4444ka  'be evil, hate' >  IE *éo+ag- (or *?o+ag-?), *é+?o+agos 'pa in ,
ache', (?) 'evil'
19. *?{o}kÉ (= *?{o}ku 4444?) 'self' (‘  'myself') > IE *?eg8hV-m / *?eg8oh
' I '
2O. € *?o{k}a6666LV '∈ to eat'
21. Ll. *?aK''''a 'elder relative, grandfather'
22. *?a 4444 la , pc. of prohibition and categorical negation
23. *?elV 'clan, tribe' (‘  'all', prn. of plurality) > IE *?ol- > *ol-yo-,
*ol-no- (*'everybody' ‘) 'whole, all, each'
24. *?ÉlßßßßÅ, dem. prn. of collectivity (connected with *?el∏∏∏∏V ' c lan,
tribe'?) - an alternative reconstruction instead of 1249 (*lßßßßÅ, analytical
marker of collectivity)
25. *?e6666lV 'deer' (and 'mountain goat'??) > IE *?+h8el-n- 'deer'
26. *?il{Å} 'stand still, stay; place to stay' > IE *?elï (or *x8+h8elï?) ≠ ?
*{?}il- > NaIE *elï, *el-, *il- v. 'rest, stillstehen'
27. *?il ∏∏∏∏V 'eye' > ? IE: Clt: OW {Flr.} ail 'eyebrow', W ael
'supercilium, ora'
28. *{? }ol∏∏∏∏V 'that (visible)' > IE: NaIE *ol- 'that (remote)'
29. *? {o }LV  (or *?oyil ∏∏∏∏V?) 'bough, hook' (‘ 'hang on a hook')
3O. € *?ul∏∏∏∏V 'soil, foundation, earth'
31. *[?u4444]Lu6666dV 'to grow' > IE *?leu\d≈-/*?loud≈-/*?lud≈- 'grow'
32. *{?}ÉL[i]mÅ '∈ tree' ('elm' or the like) > IE: NaIE *l=mo- 'elm'
33. *{?}al!!!!a 'food' > IE *?al- (or *éel- è NaIE *al-) v. 'feed, nourish'
34. *?uh[V]l!!!!V 'hut'
35. *{?}u4444 ++++ul ! !!![g]a 'cold (Kälte)' > IE: NaIE *alg≈- 'cold'
36. *?amV  (= *hamV ?), dem. prn. ('iste'?), 'now'
37. Ll. *?emÅ 'mother' (the most probable source of the fem. ending
of pronouns in B, Eg and Ch)
38. *?emV 'seize, hold' (‘ 'take') > IE *{?}em-/*{?}ôm- v. 'take, get'
39. *?{o}mV 'kin, clan, everybody' > IE *?+Óom- 'every'
4O. € *?amga 'dry, thirst(y)'
41. € *?a 4444mPV  '≈ wolf'
42. *?am[V]ÂV (or *?am{o}(-[ÂV])?) 'morning, daylight' > IE
*?+éxa2m(e)r / *?+éxa2m-n- 'day'
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43. *{?}{o}mrÉ  'burn' (intr.), 'shine, be bright', 'dawn' > IE
*?+éxa2m(e)r / *?+éxa2m-n 'day'
44. *{?}oms1111a  'flesh, meat' > IE: NaIE *me2ms- 'meat'
45. *?in2222 {Å} (= *?in{Å}?) 'place'  ([in daughter-lgs.] ‘ 'in') > IE
*?en/*n=, *?eni 'inside'; 'in, into'
46. *?on2222V 'self, the same'
47. *?a 4444yn 2222a 6 666 or *?[a4444y]Én2222a 6 666 'nothing, there is no...'
48. *?Åˆ3333s 2 222V (*?aˆ3333s 2 222V?) '≈ ∈ foot'
49. *?an2222[V]s2222V '≈ friend(ly), favourable, useful' > IE: NaIE *ans- v.
'be favourable'
5O. (€?) *?in2222Vs7777e 6 666 'person, man'
51. *?Vnt''''V (or *?VntV?) 'he', relative 'he who, that which' >  IE *-
ent-/*-ont-, sx. of participles
52.  (€?) *?aNo '∈ snake' > IE: NaIE *angW≈i- ≠ *angWi- 'snake'
53. *?ayNo 'marrow, brain, soft fat of animals' (‘ 'to smear, t o
anoint') - a variant rec. of a N word instead of 26OOa: *ÙayNo ( =
*H++++XayNo) 'marrow, brain, soft fat of animals' (which is m o r e
plausible)
54. *?a4444N÷ 3333 ++++9V 'chin'
55. *?aNq{i} '≈ breathe' > IE *?+éxanÓ- (> NaIE *an´-) v. 'breathe'
56. *?aNga 'to open', 'opening' (esp. 'mouth'), 'entrance' > IE: NaIE
*°{a}ng[≈]- > Lt anga~ 'opening, aperture, orifice'
57. *?{o}NK''''a 'to pant, to sigh, to groan' >  IE: NaIE *enk-/*onk- v.
'sigh, groan'
58. *?{a}PV 'take, seize' >  IE *{?}ep- >  Ht ep(p)- / ap(p)- v. ' t ake ,
seize, grab, pick, capture', NaIE *´p-/*e2p- '≈ touch, hold'
59 *?e 6666p ' '''V 'mouth' (‘  'speak')
6O. €  *?op ''''a  '≈ powder, dust, small pieces of dirt'
61. ? € WW?  ≈ *?VpV 'monkey' >  IE: a word reconstructible as NaIE
{P} *abo2(n)- 'monkey', but most probably spread by borrowing
62. *?a4444P{h}i 'bake, cook food on hot stones' > IE: *?+ÓepÓ- v. ' cook ,
b a k e '
63. (€?) * ?VqV  'thing(s)' and prn.\n. of plurality
64. *{?}u 4444 ++++u{q}ye6666 'night, dark hours' >  IE *°éeu\Ó- / *é=weÓ- / *é=woÓ-
> NaIE *au\- / *´we2- / *´wo2- v. 'spend the night (übernachten), sleep'
65. *?arV 'earth, land, place' > IE: *{?}er- 'earth', NaIE *a2ro- ' o p e n
space '
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66. *?aÂV 'member of one’s clan\family'  > IE *?aro- ≠ *?aryo-
'member of one’s own ethnic group' (‘  ' f reeman ' )  > NaIE *aryo-  id. ,
Ht ara2-  'member of one’s own ethnic group, peer, companion, friend'
67. *?erV 'to divide; one share, one, single'
68. *?uÂÉ or *?u4444ÂV 'drink, swallow'
69. *?urV 'to gather' (‘  'everybody belonging to…', 'clan, relatives;
multitude') > IE: NaIE *wer-/*wr=- 'multitude, group of people, troop'
7O. *?ËrV (ba) 'squirrel' >  IE: NaIE *wer- (and rdp.: *werwer-, a s
well as post-IE variants in daughter-lgs.: *we2wer-, *wai\wer-,
*wi[:]wer-) '≈ squirrel'
71. *?V{r}V (> *rV?), theme-focalizing (topicalizing) pc. (see  1953:
*rV  [< *?V{r }V ]) > IE: nom.-accus. ending *-r in heteroclitic nouns.
72. *[?V]rV 'towards' (‘  'in'?) > IE: NaIE *-r, locative sx. in adverbs
72a. *?i[? ++++y]r{a}  'drag, pull, push'
73. *?u[w]rV  (or *?u 4444-?) 'light (lux), fire'
74. *?ir[É?]u6666 'entrails' > IE: NaIE {P} *oreu\-/*ôreu\- 'gut'
75. *?erq{i} '∈ ruminant' > IE: NaIE *er-≠*eri- '∈ ruminant'
76. *?u++++orVqV (or *?u++++orVqV{?}V?) 'path, way'
77. *?aÂba 'to lie in ambush, to scheme evil to so.', '(?) to use magic
tools'; an alt. et.: N *?aÂpa?V 'make magic'
78. *?ÅÂc7777Å (or *?Åc 7777 [V]ÂÅ ) 'trace' (‘ 'sign', 'choose')
79. *?ar[V]ka  (or *yar[V]ka?) 'see, observe' > IE: NaIE *re(:)g- id.
8O. (€?) *{?}aÂé€VmV (é€ = *h?) 'upper part of a limb' >  IE: NaIE
*ar´mo-/*r=2mo- 'arm'
81. *?or1111{u} 'antelope, deer, mountain goat'
82. *?u4444r 1 111V o r  *?ur1111É 'top' >  IE: Ht aru- 'high' (× N *é⁄erË  ' g o
upwards, rise')  ?σ NaIE *wer-  'knob'
83. (€?) *?{u4444}r 1 111VwV 'large feline'
84. *?{a4444}s1 111{o} 'stay, be' > IE *?es-/*?s- > NaIE *es-/*s- v. 'be'
85. *?isV (or *?i?sV?) 'to sit', 'seat (the part of the body t h a t
bears the weight in sitting)' >  IE *?e2s- v. 'be seated'
86. *?u4444sV 'fire'
87. *{?}Vs 1111V  'they' > IE: [1] *-es (< **-?es), nom. pl. com. of nominal
parts of speech and participles, [2] *-n-s (< *-m  accus. + *-s pl.), accus .
pl. com. (of nominal parts of speech and participles), NaIE *-n=-s acc. pl .
m./f. of consonantic stems
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88. € *?i++++u 4 444s 1 111{Ë}t''''V 'to sweep, to rake'
89. *[?V]s7777{u4 444}é€V 'wild boar' >  IE: NaIE *su2-s, *su≤w-os '(wild o r
domesticated) pig'
9O. *{?}atV 'female, woman' (‘ HS marker of fem. in nouns &
verbs )
91. *?ite6666 'eat' >  IE *?ed- v. 'eat' Ï IE *?ôdont-, *?dont-/*?dn=t-
' t o o t h '
92. *?at[?]V 'come', ? 'walk' > IE: NaIE *°a+e+ot- 'go, walk'
93. € *?Étu6666ÂV 'day, noon'
93a. *?{e}t ''''V  'make' (‘  causativizing morpheme)
94. *?ey{V}t ''''V  'reach, obtain'
95. *?ot''''V[hV] (or *?ot '''' [h]V) 'heavy', ‘  'difficult'
96. *?{a}wu6666 'whether?' (pc. of general question), 'or' >  IE: NaIE *0au\
'or', *we(:) / *u 'whether?', 'or'
97. *?VwVyV 'island, seashore' > IE: NaIE *°ou\yo- >  Gmc *awja-
' i s land '
98. € *?u6666Ùi 'egg' (or 'white of egg') > IE: NaIE *ou\(y)o- 'egg'
99. *?{a}yV 'say, speak, call' > IE: NaIE ≈ *ai\- '≈ say, speak'
1OO. *? {a}yV 'mother' (‘  'female', a marker of the fem. [sex o r
grammatical gender]) > ? IE: pGmc *ai\Tï 'mother' (from a N or pre-IE
nominal phrase); NaIE *-ï, *-ï-, a nominal sx. of fem.
1O1. *?a 4444yV  (= *?a 4444ya?) 'which?', 'what?'
1O2. *?{e}yV  'come, arrive' > IE *?ei\-/*?i- v. 'go'
1O3. € *?áz6666ÉkË (= *?áz 6666 ikË?) 'thorn, hook' (‘  'tooth')
1O4. *?{u4444}Z @ @@@?V (or *?{u 4444 }hZ @@@@V?) 'throat; to swallow' >  IE *?+ho?+hw(e)s-
or *?+how?+h(e)s- 'mouth'
1O5. € *?u6666Z 7 777V 'hear', (‘?) 'ear' > IE *?+Óou\s-/ *?+Óus- 'ear'
1O6. *÷++++Ga?V (= *÷ ++++ 9 ++++Ìa?V ) 'grow, become' (‘  'be')
1O7. *÷ {á}bË  'female breast, bosom'
1O8. ≈ *÷3333VÇu4444[?V]PV (or *÷ 3333VÇyu6666[?V]PV) 'salt'
1O9. *÷3333Åc'''' @ @@@V (= *÷3333Åc'''' @ @@@ {Ë}??) 'to blow, to yawn'
11O. € *÷Vc''''VLV  'guts'
111. *÷awc6666V (or *÷ac6666wV) 'light of the sun below\on the hor i zon '
> IE: NaIE *au\s-/*us- (/*wes-?) 'shine (leuchten)'
112. *÷a 4444c 6 666 ' '''V  'bush, shrubs, forest'
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113. *÷uc6666 ' '''É or *÷u4444c 6 666 ' '''V 'exchange, compensate\-ion' (‘  ' t r ade ' ,
'revenge') >  IE *[éx]wes-/*[éx]wos-, {EI} *wes- 'buy', {EI} *wes-no-
' pu rchase '
114. *÷adV 'limit, edge' (?) ‘ 'up to, until, towards' >  IE *éaÊ ({EI}
*hÅed) 'at, to' >  NaIE *aÊ 'towards'
115. *÷{o}dË 'go'
116. *÷udV 'follow' (‘  'repeat, continue')
117. *÷{á}go 'to drink' > IE *h8eg≈W- 'drink'
118. € ≈ *÷ 3333á{ya}gV  'fat'
119. *{÷}ogËlV (or *é€oûûûûqËlV) 'offspring, child, young (of a n
animal); to beget, to bear a child'
12O. € *÷ 3333okV (or *÷ 3333oK ''''V?) 'listen' or 'ear'
121. ?σ *÷3333ayka '≈ move (quickly), jump' >  IE: NaIE *ai\g- {P} ' ( s i ch)
heftig bewegen, schwingen, vibrieren'
122. *÷3333aK''''o 'water' > IE *éekW- (or *éakW-) 'water' > NaIE *akW-a2  id.
123. *{÷}ok ''''i 'sharp point\edge' >  IE *éWek8- (≠ *éek8-?) / *é=Wk8-
'sharp, pointed' > NaIE *ok8- / *´k8- id.
124. *÷ 3333uK ''''a  ( o r  *÷3333ukV?a, *÷3333ÅwuK''''a, *÷ 3333ÅwukV?a?) 'see', 'eye' >
IE: *éWekW-/*éeu\k- 'eye', v. 'learn'
125. ?σ € *÷3333ÉK''''V{Z@@@@}V '≈ to peck, to prick' (of birds and o t h e r
animals)
126. *÷3333ÅlV (= *÷ 3333a lÉ  or *÷ 3333a 4 444lî ^ ^^^) 'height, top', 'climb, go up'
127. *÷{a}l ∏∏∏∏V 'burn (esp. sacrifices), use magic means (sacrifices,
magic formulae, etc.) to produce a particular result' >  IE *{é}el- (≈
*{é}al-) v. 'burn, burn sacrifices'
128. *÷3333a 4 444l ß ßßßË 'know'
129. *÷ol∏∏∏∏V (= *÷ol ∏∏∏∏u 4 444?) 'starve, die; dead' > IE {EI} *wel- 'die'
13O. *÷3333 ++++9{á}él ∏∏∏∏u or (if the Ht cognate is accepted) *G {á}él ∏∏∏∏u
'reddish, yellow, brown' > IE *Óelu-/*Óelw- 'reddish, yellow'; ? Ht {Pv.}
hahli-, {Ts.} hahla- 'green, yellow'
131. (€?) *÷ 3333ul÷e 6666 'recent' (‘  new, young')
131a. € *÷3333 ++++9ol[Vy]V 'leaf'
131b. ?σ *{÷}aL[o]pV  'weak, exhausted' >  IE *halp- 'weak, swooned,
exhausted '
132. *÷ 3333al ! !!! ++++ l ß ßßßu 4 444 'a liliaceous plant (garlic, onion, aloë or sim.)' >  IE : NaIE
*a(:)lu- '∈  liliaceous plant of sharp taste'
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133. *÷3333al! !!!VûûûûqË 'to bend', 'a bend, a joint in a limb' (esp. 'e lbow' ,
'ankle') > IE *éelk[W]- / *éolk[W]- 'bent, elbow'
134. *÷3333im{e6666} 'suck, swallow'
135. *÷3333 {o}mdÉ 'stand upright, rise' > IE *Óend≈-/*Ón=d≈- v. ' r i se ,
a p p e a r '
136. € *÷3333omKe6666 '(∈ part of the) neck'
137. *{÷ 3333 } umN ++++ n 2 222V  'to sleep, to lose consciousness/remembrance of'
138. *÷3333o6 666yn2222V 'see, look; eye' > IE **[Ó]wei\n- >  NaIE (in IIr only)
*°wei\n- v. 'look, see'; ? *é8e2n (or *?e2n) 'siehe da!'
138a. *÷3333in 2222[V]qV 'live'
139. *÷on 2222Z @ @@@V  'fang, stake' ‘  'weapon (dart, javelin, or the like)' >  IE
*{x}n=si-s ({EI} *h€+h‹n=sis) 'large (offensive) knife, dagger, ? sword'
14O. *÷3333up''''V 'take wing', 'up' >  IE *Óupo >  NaIE *upo- 'upon, on t o ' ;
NaIE *up-ero- 'upper', *ups- 'high, upper'
141. *÷3333VPVrV '(river-)bank' >  IE: NaIE *a2per-o-, *a2per-yo- ' shore ,
river bank', 'mainland'
142. (€?) *÷ 3333Vp ''''VÂV  'wild boar' > IE *éepero- > NaIE *ap(e)ro-s 'wild
b o a r '
143. € *÷3333ÅrV 'dry, arid'
144. *÷iÂ{i} '(male, young) big ungulate' >  IE: NaIE *er(i)-b≈- (wi th
the sx. *-b≈(o)- of animal names) '∈ horned artiodactyl' (× N *Ó{á}ÂV
'goat, sheep')
145. ?σ € *÷ 3333VrV 'run'
146. *÷3333aré€++++wu ¬ *÷ 3333aé€ru 'back (dos), loins'
147. *÷ 3333urVK''''V 'to flee'
148. *÷a{r1111}V ¬ *÷aÂi '≈ without, no' > IE: NaIE *ar- / *o2r- v. 'deny'
148a. € *÷ 3333 ++++9er 1111V  'raincloud, rain'
149. *÷3333ar 1111K ' '''{u} 'sinew' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'bowstring, bow') >  IE
*éerku- ≠ *éerkW- 'bow, net'
15O. € *÷ 3333ÉwVÍV '(∈) grass' > AdS  of IE *[Ó]wei\s- > NaIE *wei\s- v.
'grow, sprout forth' (<  N *wis 6666 ?V  'to grow' [esp. of plants])
151. *÷es 6666 {i} 'make, do' > IE: Ht essa-  / issa-  'do, make'
152. *÷ 3333os 6666V(-K''''a) '∈ tree' > IE *éWes- 'ash-tree' ({EI} *h€eÓo2s 'ash')
153. *÷3333at''''Ë '∈ fish' >  IE: NaIE *ateli- (and *{a}ti-?) '∈ fish' (× N
*Ù{o}t '''' {i} '∈ fish')
154. *÷ 3333at ''''V 'to throw, to cast'
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155. *÷3333ot''''V 'breathe, blow' >  IE *éWot-/*é=Wt- >  NaIE *o2t-/´t-
' b r ea the '
155a. *÷ 3333ut ''''V  '≈ hand (palm of hand with fingers?)'
156. *÷3333awyV 'shout, speak' >  IE NaIE (?) *0au\- >  o  Gk (ipf.) a‘ye, f t .
]ay4 !sv , aor. ]ay4 8sai  'cry out, shout, call aloud'
157. *÷3333aw{oy}V 'spend the night, sleep' >  IE: *°éeu\Ó- / *é=weÓ- /
*é=woÓ-  > NaIE *au\- / *´we2- / *´wo2- v. 'spend the night (übernach ten) ,
sleep', *au\s- id.
158. *÷uy{h}V  'to bend' >  IE *hwei\Ù- v. 'twist, weave, plait, braid'
159. ?σ *÷a4444zV{ ûûûûq}V 'wedge'
16O. *÷3333iZ@@@@V 'strong, healthy' >  IE: NaIE *ei\s-/*oi\s- 'move with
impetus', *is´ro-s  'vehement, strong'  
16Oa. *÷aZ7777V 'white, bright' > IE: Ht asara- ≠ esara- 'white,
br ight '
161. *bÅ , adjectival pc. forming analytical (‘  derived) names o f
quality bearers, nomina posessoris, and animal names > IE: NaIE *-b≈o-,
[1] sx. of animal names, [2] sx. of adjectives
162. € *bV , pc. forming analytical (‘  derived) nomina abstracta  >
IE: NaIE *-b≈o-s, *-b≈a2, sx. of abstract nouns
163. € *bo?V 'to go'
164. o , i  *bu6666÷V 'blow, inflate', (‘ ?) 'swell' >  IE: NaIE *°b≈o2u\-/b≈´u\-
v. 'blow'
165. i *bic ''''V ≠ *bic'''' 6 666V 'small, little'
166. € *bVc'''' @ @@@ [V]ÂV   'to cut'
167. *boc 7777a '(young) deer'
168. *bic7777 ' '''V 'cut, crumble, crush' > AdS  of NaIE *pei\s-/*pis- v.
'crush, pound' <  N *p '''' {a 4 444y }s 6666 { i }  or *p''''is 6666{i} 'crush, break in pieces'
169. € *bV9{c6666 ' '''}V '≈ bad, wicked'
17O. *b{u}c6666 ' '''÷V '≈ to tear to pieces'
17Oa. € *bÅdV  'many, multitude'
171. *bed{e6666} 'to pierce, to prick' > IE  *b≈ed≈- v. 'pierce, prick, dig'
172. *{b}edV 'back of sth.'
173. *bodV 'body, belly' > ?σ IE: NaIE *b≈ud≈-men 'lower pa r t ,
b o t t o m '
174. €*bu 4444d[V]÷ 3333V  'be thick'
174a. *bVd{h ++++ ? }É  'to plait' (‘  'net')
174b. € *bad[V]ÙV 'be open'
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175. (€?) *bu6666d[V]Ù++++qV 'be awake; feel, pay attention; be excited, b e
cheerful' > IE: NaIE *b≈eu\d≈- {P} 'wach sein, geweckt\geistig\rege sein'
176. *baÓgu4444 (= *baH++++hgu 4444?) 'forearm' > IE: NaIE *b≈a2≤g8≈u-s ' e lbow,
fo r ea rm '
177. € *bu6666[y]gÉ 'stinging insect' > IE: NaIE *b≈ug8[≈]- 'insect'
177a. *bÅ9a  (or *bÅXa?) 'be(come) visible, appear' > IE: NaIE *b≈a2-
'appear, become visible'
178. *b{i}9e6666 'much' > IE: [1] ≈ *°b≈e+oi\- > Av bae2-var, bae2-van ,
Phl be2var , NPrs rvyB biva4r 'ten thousand, myriad', Oss: I bïra4, D bera4,
bewra4 'many, much, very'  [2] one of the sources of *-b≈eÓ, sx. o f
abstract nouns
179. *beha (or *ba 4444ha?) 'shine, be bright' > IE *b≈eh+x- / *b≈oh+x- /
*b≈h=+x=- >  NaIE *b≈e2- / *b≈o2- / *b≈´- 'shine (glänzen, leuchten, scheinen)'
18O. € *baé€V 'to tie, to bind'
181. *buÓi 'grow, appear, become' > IE *b≈eu\Ó- v. 'grow, be'
182.  *b{o}ka 'put out, throw out' (‘  'sweep out') > IE: NaIE *b≈eu\g-
≠ b≈eu\g≈- 'remove' (‘  v. 'clean, set free' ‘  'save')
183. *buk{o} (or *buk{o}÷V?) 'run, run away' > IE: NaIE *b≈e(:)gW- ≠
*b≈eu\g- v. 'flee'
184. *b{o÷}ka 'to heat, to roast, to burn' >  IE: NaIE *b≈o2g- vt. ' roas t ,
bake, burn'
185. *bukÉ÷3333V 'billy goat, ram' > IE *b≈u(:)g8o-s 'buck, billy-goat',
NaIE ({P}: term of endearment) *b≈ukko-s 'he-goat, ram'
186. *baK''''a (or *bag++++k[a]?a?) 'stick, sprout; (?) to sprout' > IE: NaIE
*bak- 'stick, staff used for support, club'
187. € *baK ''''V 'to look'
188. *buK''''a 'bovines' > IE: NaIE ≈ *bu(:)k-/bou\k- 'bull'
189. *buk''''V (or *bu4444k ' '''V?) 'cheek' >  IE: NaIE *°buk8(k8)V or *°buk(k)V
' c h e e k '
19O. *bu4444k ' '''a '∈ a stinging insect' > IE: NaIE *b≈ou\k-/*b≈uk- 'bee'
191. *bu4444K' '''{a} 'to bend; bent' > IE: NaIE *b≈eu\g- ≠ *b≈eu\g≈- vt. 'bend'
192. *b{o6666hi}k''''o 'be white\bright\light (hell), shine white' >  IE: NaIE
*b≈ei\gW-/*b≈oi\gw-/*b≈igW- 'shine (glänzen)'
193. ≈ *bËK''''c ' ''' @ @@@É (or ≈ *bËé€aK ''''c ' ''' @ @@@É?) 'to tie', 'tie' (‘ 'rope') > IE: NaIE
*b≈ask{o}- 'bundle'
194. *baL{u 4444} 'bad, harm' > IE: NaIE *b≈alw- 'evil, wicked'
195. *bil∏∏∏∏Ë 'be warm, burn; warm'
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196. *buLV 'to stir up (liquid); turbid' >  IE (+ ext. or sx.?): NaIE
*b≈l-end- v. 'be(come) turbid, mix'
197. € *b{u4444}l ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!V 'a shoot'
197a. *bVLV 'dove' > IE: NaIE: Ltv balo^dis, Lt balanﬁdis id. »» Oss:
I ba4lon, D ba4la4w 'domesticated pigeon', etc.
198. *biLu?e 6666 (= *bil ßßßßu?e 6666?) 'cloud'
199. *bVLV?a 'to blow, to inflate' > IE: NaIE *b≈l{a2}- (/*b≈el[´]-?) id.
2OO. *baL÷3333V 'blind' >  IE: NaIE *b≈l-end- v. 'be(come) blind, not t o
s e e '
2O1. *balßßßß[i]Ìa (or *bal ßßßß [i ]Ì{Ë}?) 'to swallow; throat'
2O2. *bVL[h]V 'leaf, leaves, green plants' >  IE *b≈elÓ-, *b≈l(o)Ó-t-,
{EI} *≤b≈olom 'leaf', (+ *t-ext.) IE *b≈lÓ=d- ({EI} *b≈lh=Åd-) 'leaf'  
2O3. *beLkVgV (= *bel∏∏∏∏kVgV?) 'belly, waist' > IE: NaIE *b≈elg≈+g8≈-
'bel ly '
2O4. *bal∏∏∏∏[i]{k''''}a 'to shine' >  IE: NaIE *b≈elg-/*b≈l=g-/*b≈leg- ' b u r n ,
shine', NaIE *b≈lei\g-/*b≈lig- 'light-coloured', 'shine'
2O5. € *bVLi? ++++÷[V]k''''{u4 444} 'beat, strike' > IE ≈ *b≈liÓg8(w)- 'strike'
2O6. *ba{Ln2222}V 'wash, immerse' > Gk balanei6on 'a bath, bathing-
room' and balaney 1ß  'bath-man'
2O7. € *bÉl!!!!V 'boil, cook'  
2O8. *bihl !!!! ++++ l ß ßßßV 'shout, call, speak' > IE: NaIE *b≈el[´]- v. 'sound, speak'
2O9. *baÓl!!!!V 'pain, wound' > IE *b≈eé8l- 'pain, wound'
21O. *b{o?i}l!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV 'swell' > IE: NaIE *b≈el- v. 'swell'
211. *bo6666l ! !!!Ù{a}  'tail, penis' >  IE: NaIE *b≈l=⊥o- (= *b≈l=no-, *b≈l=Óo-?)
'pen is '
212. *ben ```` ++++n 1 111V  'younger relative'
213. *bVhán 2222 yV  'bone' (esp. 'bone of a limb') > IE: NaIE *°b≈oi\no- >
Gmc *bai\na- 'bone, leg'
214. *bán2222t ' '''V  (≠  *bán2222dV?) 'to tie' > IE: NaIE *b≈end≈- v. 'bind'
215. *boNÉ 'bosom, breast (front of the body)'
216. *beN[÷3333 ++++Ù]i '≈ head'
217. *buNga 4444 'thick; to swell' > IE *b≈eng8≈-/*b≈n=g8≈- 'lump, thick'
217a. *bÉPt''''V 'lip(s), mouth'
218. ? *bVûûûûqa6666 (= *boûûûûqa 6666?) 'side of body, side' >IE: NaIE *°b[≈]ok[W] >  Sl
*boŸk¥ 'side of body'
219. *bÅrV 'earth, land; dust'
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219a. *beÂV 'mud, swamp' > IE: NaIE *°b≈{o2}r- > Sl *bara ' swamp,
stagnant water, (?) small ruver'
219b. *borV  'mountain, hill'
22O. *buÂu   (or *buÂu 4444) 'break' > IE: NaIE *b≈reu\- 'break, tear', {EI}
*b≈reu\- 'cut, break up', (+ext.) *b≈reu\s- 'break'
221. *bËrV 'turn round, rotate'
222. € *buÂV (or *bu4444ÂV) 'flint' (‘  'to cut\carve with a flint')  o r
'to cut\carve' >  (‘ 'flint' ) >  AdS  of IE: NaIE *b≈er- 'work with a s h a r p
instrument, cut' (<  N *bo6666r 1 111 {a} 'pierce, bore')
223. *buÂV , *buÂ[V-]{K}V 'storm, stormy wind' (‘  [in U and A]
'snowstorm') > IE: NaIE {AD} *b≈er-/*b≈eu\r- v. 'be stormy', 'storm'
224. *ba{?}eri 'hold, take' > IE: NaIE *b≈er- v. 'take, bring, carry'
225. *bË?ÂV (probably *bo?ÂV) 'to dig; a pit, well' >  IE: NaIE
*b≈er- v. 'dig', ?σ NaIE *b≈re2u\-r= / b≈re2u\-n-/ b≈ru-n- 'spring (fons)'
225a. (€?) *b{Å}÷ 3333VrV   '∈ ungulate'
225b. € *bohrV  'loose earth, dust'
226. € *bËhÂV  'be light' (of colour)
227. (€?) *bV{h}ÂV 'blow, inflate, swell'
228. *{b}uÙrV 'back, rear'
229. *ba4444r?V 'to give'
23O. *berÉ?a 'to give birth to; child' >  IE: NaIE *b≈er-/ *b≈ôr- v. 'give
birth', 'child', *b≈er-no- 'foetus, child', IE *b≈reé-te2r > NaIE *b≈ra2-ter-
'kinsman of ego’s generation and of the same exogamous moiety' ‘
' b r o t h e r '
231. *bu 4444 ++++ur[?]V 'lock of hair, down'
232. *ba4444r÷ 3 333a 6 666 'bud, leaf' > IE: Ht parsdu  {Frd.} 'bud, sprout'
233. *boru6666÷ 3 333V (or *baru6666÷ 3 333V) 'trunk' (‘ 'log') >  IE: NaIE *b≈ruÓ- ≠
b≈reÓw- > NaIE *b≈ru2- ≠ *b≈re2u\- 'log'
234. *bo6666ri{Ì}Ë 'loose earth, dust'
235. *bÅrh{e6666} 'to shine' >  IE *b≈er[Ó]-  (= *b≈eré8-?) >  NaIE *b≈er[´]-
'shine (glänzen)', IE *b≈eré8- +ext. > NaIE *b≈re2-g8- 'shine'
235a. € *bÅr{h}V 'be hungry, want' (‘ 'love')
236. *borÓu6666 '≈ belly', 'internal organs' >  IE: NaIE *b≈ru2-n- > OI
bhru2≤n5a-m 'embryo' »» MHG briune, bru2ne 'pudenda muliebria' »»
Cz brnka  'placenta'
237. € *bu6666ru6666ÓV 'eyebrow, eyelash' >  IE *≤b≈ruÓ- >  NaIE *b≈ru2-
' eyebrow'
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238. *barqV (≠  *barÙV ) 'to go, to go away, to step'
239. *bu4444ryi 'to cover'
24O. € *bVÂ÷3333u 6 666c 7 777V '≈ belly' > IE: NaIE {Vn.} *b≈reu\s-/*b≈rus- '≈ ches t ,
belly'
241. *bÅÂ[V]dV 'to pass; way, road' >  IE: NaIE *b≈re(:)d≈- v. 'pass ,
leap over, wade'
242. *bur[u]dV{9}V (≠ *bar[u]dV{9}V?) 'facial hair, animal’s b o d y
hair, down' > IE: NaIE *b≈ard≈a2 'beard'
243. *b{i}rVgÉ 'high, tall' >  IE *b≈erg8≈- 'high' Ï *b≈erg8≈o-s
'moun ta in '
244. € *b{É}ÂV{k}V  'knee'
244a. *b{i}Âk++++gV  (≠ *p{i}ÂgV?) 'to dig'
245. UA € *buÂ[u]k++++gV 'run, jump'
246. (€?) *bo6666raK''''É (or *bo6666ra K''''É) 'to fall, to fell, to throw' >  IE: NaIE
*b≈rek8- v. 'fall, fell'; *bo6666r{Å} 'to fall, to let fall'
247. *bVÂ[V]k''''á 'to flash, to shine' > IE: NaIE *b≈erk8- / *b≈rek8- v.
'shine, glitter', ?σ Ht parkuis  'clean'
248. *baÂmV '∈  stinging insect' >  IE: o†NaIE amb *b≈rem- 'a buzzing
insect '
249. *baÂZ1111V 'be uneven, rough; bristle' >  IE: NaIE {P} *b≈ars-,
b≈r=sti-, *b≈ =rsti- '≈ bristle, point, spike'
25O. *b{Å}r1111V 'old'
25Oa. *bor 1111V  or *bur 1111V  'sun, day'
251. *bo6666r 1 111{a} 'pierce, bore' > IE: NaIE *b≈er- id.
252. *bur 1111u(-K ''''Ë) (or *bur 1111u 4 444(-K ''''Ë)) 'spurt, gush forth, boil, seethe' >
IE: NaIE *b≈reu\-/*b≈erw- 'boil', {EI} *b≈reu\- 'brew'; (here??) NaIE *b≈re2u\-
r= / b≈re2u\-n-/ b≈ru-n- 'spring (fons)'
253. *b{u}Ùr1111a  'watercourse, river' >  IE: NaIE *b≈{e}r[u]-/*°b≈{o2}r-
'body of water'
254. *bar 1111?V 'big, much, thick' > IE: NaIE *b≈er- 'good, big'
255. *bor 1111[?]u 6666 'brown, yellow' > IE *b≈er- 'brown', *b≈reu\Ó- id., *b≈e-
b≈ru- 'brown' (‘  'beaver')
256. ? *bV{r 1111 } [V]dV  'hail' (and 'snow'?)
257. (€?) *b{i}r1111{u 4 444w}ûûûûqa (or *b{i}r 1111 {uw} ûûûûqa?) '∈  edible fruit' >  IE: NaIE
*b≈ru2g- 'fruit', v. 'use (as fruit)'
258. ? € *bËs1111 ++++c @ @@@V 'to rub, to grind' >  IE  *b≈es-  'rub (off\away)'
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259. *bu?[V]s 2222V ' bad '  > IE: NaIE *°b≈ou\s- >  Gmc *bau\si, *bau\su- >
OSx bo6sa 'Posse', OHG bo2si 'useles, cowardly, weak', NHG bo4se ' b a d ,
wicked, angry'
26O. *bus 6666V 'to uncover, to peel', 'bare' >  IE: NaIE *b≈oso- ' naked ,
b a r e '
261. *bËs 6666 ÷V  (or *bËs 6666˝V?) 'breath' (‘  'odour, steam, smoke')
262. *b{a}tV '≈ luck; good' >  IE: NaIE *b≈{e}d-, {P} *b≈ad- '≈ good,
fo r tuna te '
262a. € *botV 'dust' or 'ashes'
262b. *b{á}9ËtV 'thigh, (calf of) leg'
263. *bit[V]{?}V 'to hold'
264. *bo6666t{÷}V 'to grow' (intr.), 'to sprout'
265. UA  € *bat''''V '≈ cold; to feel cold, to freeze'
265a. *bit''''V 'louse', '≈ parasitic insect'
266. *but''''V 'cut, cut off, cut into pieces'
267. €  *but ''''V 'pistachio  (and terebinth?) tree\nut'
268. *ba÷ 3333 ++++ 9ut ''''V 'kick, push' > IE: NaIE {Mn.} *b≈au\d- / {P} *b≈ud- v.
'beat, chastise', {EI} *b≈eu\d- (prs. *≤b≈ou\dei\) 'strike, beat'
268a. *ba9[V]t '''' { i} 'be quick; sudden'
269. *b{u 4444 } {9}a 6666t ' '''V 'hunt, try to catch'
27O. *bu[w]t ''''V 'the hinder part of a quadruped's body, the lower
part of a human body, bottom' > IE: NaIE *b≈ud≈-men 'lower pa r t ,
bottom' (in some lgs. transformed into *b≈ud≈-mo-,*b≈ud≈-no >
*b≈und≈o-), {EI} *b≈ud-≤no- 'bottom'
271. *b{i}Xa (or *b{i}qa , *bu4444yX++++qa?) 'beat, strike' >  IE *b≈ei\Ó-
/b≈iÓ 'strike'
272. *bayV 'place', 'to be (somewhere) (= 'estar') >  IE : NaIE *-b≈ei\/-
b≈i , postpositive marker of locative
273. € *bVyV (or *bVy?V) 'bee' > IE *b≈ei\[Ó]-/*b≈oi\[Ó]-/*b≈iÓ-
' b e e '
274. *be?yV  'body, self' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  'soul')
275. *baÙyV  ¬ *baÙi '≈ abundant' > (?) one of the sources of IE *-
b≈o-s, *-b≈a2, sx. of abstract nouns preserved in Sl *-ba and Lt -be$
276. ?σ  *b{e}yÙV 'tear, cut into pieces'
277. *b{e}÷VHyV 'to pour'
278. (€?) o  *bu6666z1 111V '∈  insect' >  IE: NaIE *b≈ey[Ó]-/*b≈oy[Ó]-/*b≈iÓ- >
NaIE *b≈ey-/*b≈oy-/*b≈ï- 'bee' (×  N ?? *bVyV 'bee')
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279. *b{a}hz 1111V  'strike, thump'
28O. *baz7777e 6 666 'ripen, be cooked (gar werden)', 'cook, (?) prepare '  > IE:
NaIE *0b≈o2- v. 'warm, ? roast', ? +ext. *-g+g8-: *0b≈o2g+g8- >  Gk fv1gv v.
'roast, toast, parch'
281. *bËyz6666V '∈  fur-bearing animal' > IE: NaIE *b≈el- '≈ marten', {EI}
'wildcat; any small carnivore'
281a. € *boÛV 'hair, feather'
282. *be6666Z 7 777Ë([-qV]) ¬ *be6666Z 7 777[V]qV 'big, high'
283. *bÉG [V]Z 7777V  'ungulate animal (deer and sim.)'
284. (€?) *c 1111É  'that' (distal or intermediate deixis)
285. (€?) *c@@@@uqbÉ or *c@@@@u 4 444qbV 'carry away, throw (away)' >  IE: NaIE
*skeu\b≈- {P} 'dahinschießen (flink), schießen, werfen, schieben', {EI}
'push away, push ahead'
286. *coG ++++Xc7777V or *c 7777oG ++++XcV 'sweep, rub\scrape away\off'
287. *c 1111 { u 4 444 }dV  'outstretched hand, span'
288. *c @@@@od÷Ë  '≈  defect, evil deed'
289. *ÇegV 'breast, milk'
29O. € *c@@@@okV 'shelter, primitive house'
291. € *Ço{k}{u 4444 } 'small, little'
292. i *c@@@@ ++++c ' ''' @ @@@iK''''aK''''a 'to tickle' > IE: NaIE i *°skek-/*°skok- id.
293. *cik''''P 3 333V 'branch, shoot of a plant'
294. *Ç{a}lßßßßV ( = *c'''' @ @@@ {a}l ß ßßßV?) 'cold' >  IE: NaIE *°k≈ol-d- >  Sl *xo8ld¥
' co ld '
295. *c1111el∏ ∏∏∏e 6 666 'to peel' > IE: NaIE *skol- 'peel' (n.)
296. *c 1111Él ∏∏∏∏V 'be quiet, wait'
297. € *col ßßßß ++++ l ! !!!V  'be\make empty'
297a. *c@@@@aÙol∏∏∏∏V (or *c@@@@oÙal∏∏∏∏V?) 'to wind (round sth.), to tie'
298. € *c @@@@il ∏ ∏∏∏ÙV 'to defecate'
299. *c@@@@oLK''''V (≠ *c@@@@oLkV) 'to advance with effort (to creep, t o
crawl, to climb, etc.)' >  IE: NaIE *slenk- (≠  *sleng-) v. 'creep, crawl'
3OO. *c @@@@a 4 444 l ß ßßß û ûûûqV  'lean, thin' (of a body), 'reduced'
3O1. *c1111al ! !!![É÷]o 'to split, to cut' >  IE *skel[éx]-/*skl=[éx]-, {EI} *skel-
'split (apart)'
3O2. *c{i?Å}mV (or *ciyÅmV) '∈ grass'
3O3. (€?) *c1111{o}mé€É 'to smear, (?) to stroke' >  IE: NaIE *sme2-
≠*smei\-d- v. 'smear, stroke'
3O3a. ? € *c 1111VmûûûûqË   '∈ fruit, berry'
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3O4. € *c{u}n 2222c 7 777V  or *c7777 {u}n 3333cV  'to crawl'
3O5. € *Ç++++Ç ''''u 4 444n 3 333dV '∈ mouse'
3O6. *cuNV  'to know' (“  'to have seen'?), 'to see'
3O7. *c @@@@u 4 444N÷ 3333V 'finger, finger knuckle'
3O8. *c@@@@ ++++c ' ''' @ @@@ {a 4 444}NKV  'to break'
3O9. € *cV{p''''}V 'to cover', 'roof, a covering, shelter' >  IE: NaIE
*(s)kep- v. 'cover'
31O. *c1111Éû ûûûqV (= *c1111a 4 444 û ûûûqV?) 'to jump'
31Oa. *ci ûûûûqË  '∈  small rodent  (mouse?)'
311. *c1111arV (or *c'''' @ @@@arV) 'hard\firm, hardened crust, h a r d \ r o u g h
surface' >  IE: NaIE *sker-  '≈ hard\dry skin, crust'
312. *c 1111ÉÂV 'small, little' > IE: NaIE (in Gmc) *°sker- (+exts.) 'lean; v.
'shrink, wrinkle, shrivel'
313. ?σ *cËÂV 'to move (go, swim, fly) away (or from one place t o
a n o t h e r ) '
314. *c{awe}rV 'finger, hand'
315. € *c@@@@á÷3333ÂV 'to burn sth.'
316. *c 1111oé€ [V]rV  'to drip, to leak, to flow; drops'
317. ?σ € *cÅÂ[V]˝V  ¬ *cÅ˝ÂV 'freeze, feel cold', 'fever'  
317a. *c@@@@u 6 666Â{k}a 'watch, (?) watch over' > IE: NaIE *swerg[≈]- 'wa tch
over, be concerned about'
318. *c@@@@{a 4 444}r 1 111V 'dirt, dung, excrement, rubbish; defecate' >  IE *sk8er(-
d≈)- 'defecate (cacare), excrete; dung, excrements'; *≤sok8r=- (gen.
*s(e)k8≤n-os) 'dung, excrements'
319. € *c @@@@ÉtV  'to cover' > IE: NaIE *(s)k8ed- 'cover'
32O. *cowV 'look at, look after, protect\guard' >  IE: NaIE *(s)kew-
'worauf achten (beobachten, schauen)'
321. *c1111aw{h}V 'to cover, to dress, to put\hang (on)' >  IE
*(s)k[≈]eu\Ó- 'cover, wrap'
322. ?σ *c1111a ++++oXu6666 '≈ mix, process grains' >  ?σ IE: NaIE *ske2u\-
'poke\rake\stir (the fire)'
323. *c@@@@ {i}XÉ 'sweep, rub\scratch away' >  IE: ?φ  Ht sanh- ' sweep,
wipe away'
324. *c'''' @ @@@a or *c @@@@a   (= *Óic @@@@ ++++c @ @@@ ' '''a?), a marker of relative constructions ( i n
descendant lgs.: ‘  sx. of adjectives and singulatives [‘ diminutives]) >
IE: NaIE *-isk-, sx. of relative adjectives
325. € *c1111 ' '''á 'away, downward' >  IE: NaIE *°sk8- >  Sl *s¥, p r e p .
'downward from'
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326. *c'''' @ @@@ ++++c @ @@@i or  *c6666 ' ''' ++++c 6 666i, a marker of verbal frequentativity\iterativity >
IE  sx. *-sk8-, a marker of iterativity\frequentativity
327. *c'''' @ @@@oÙibV 'belly'
328. € *c'''' @ @@@u 4 444 ++++ub[V]9V 'dip in' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  'dye'), 'immerse'
329. *c 1111 ' '''u 6 666dV 'point with a finger', (‘ ) 'true, just'
33O. ?σ  *c ''''a[?É]dV 'hunt, hunt for, wish'
331. *c'''' @ @@@a÷{i}dV 'to advance with effort (run, climb, etc.), to step' >
?φ IE: NaIE *k≈ad- or *k≈´d- '≈ go, walk'
332. *c1111 ' '''uy˝a4444 'thorn' >  IE: NaIE *sk≈wei\[´]-, {EI} *≤skwe2i\-s (gen .
*sku≤y-os) 'needle of a conifer, thorn'
333. *c '''' @ @@@ak[É]÷V '∈ snow, ice-crust, hoarfrost'
334. i *c''''Ék ''''V 'small'
335. *c'''' @ @@@Él ∏ ∏∏∏V (*c'''' @ @@@eyl ∏∏∏∏V?) 'to jump' > IE: NaIE *(s)k8el- 'jump'
336. *c'''' 1 111u 6 666l ß ßßßV 'stalk, stick'
337. *c @@@@ ' ''' {u 4 444 }l ∏ ∏∏∏Ë  (or *c @@@@ ' '''il ∏ ∏∏∏Ë?) '≈  entire, intact, pure'
338. € *c '''' @ @@@VLV 'bend, incline' > IE: NaIE *skel- 'bend, be bent\twisted'
338a. *c'''' 1 111u 6 666÷[V]lßßßß ++++l ! !!!V 'small'
339. *c''''u 6 666l ! !!! ++++l ß ßßßÌV 'to prick, to wound'
34O. *c'''' 1 111il∏ ∏∏∏ÓÅ (= *c'''' 1 111il ∏ ∏∏∏hÅ?) 'be wet\moist', 'moisture (water, etc.)' >
IE: NaIE *sk8le2-k- / *sk8l´-k 'wet', 'splash, sprinkle'
34Oa. *c '''' 1 111 { i }LHV '(char)coal, soot'
341. *c@@@@ ' '''ÉmV (= *c1111 ' '''ÉmV?) 'to maim, to torment' >  IE: NaIE *sk8em-
'mutilated, hornless'
342. *c '''' 1 111 { i }mV 'eyelid', 'to blink (eyes)'
343. (€?) *c '''' @ @@@amgV 'cold'
344. *c'''' @ @@@ÉmpV (or *c@@@@-?) 'bent, crooked' >  IE: NaIE *(s)k+k8emb-
'crooked', {EI} *(s)kamb- 'curve'
345. *c ''''en 2222V  'tie, bind, plait'
346. ?σ,φ *c@@@@ ++++c ' ''' @ @@@aN++++n 2 222V 'be of a shining white', 'be bright', 'moon' >  IE
(+ext.) NaIE *skend- ≠ *skand- 'be of a shining white', 'moon'
347. € *c'''' @ @@@aP3333V (or *c'''' @ @@@aP3333K ' '''V, *c'''' @ @@@aK''''P 3 333V?) 'stalk, pointed stick, spear' >
IE: NaIE skep- 'stalk, spear'
348. € *c'''' {i}p ''''V 'navel'
349. πo *c'''' @ @@@ip ''''u(-r 1111V) 'small bird' > IE: NaIE *sper-, *sperw-  id. ,
' spa r row '
35O. *c'''' 1 111 {o}P3333V 'watch, look out, spy' > IE: NaIE *°sk+k8ep- 'watch'
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351. o *c'''' @ @@@ap ''''[÷]a 'beat, strike, chop' >  IE: NaIE *skep[Ó]- ≠ *skeÓb[≈]-
' spl i t '
352. *c'''' @ @@@Ép ''''÷V  ([as.) > *c '''' @ @@@Éb÷V) 'finger'
353. € *c ''''VqV 'make dirty; revile'
354. i  *c1111 ' '''o û ûûûq[a]÷É 'beat\hit (so.), hurt; pain' >  IE: [1] (+ext . )
*skeÓt[Ó]- ({EI} *sket[≈] or *skeh⁄t[≈]-) 'injure, harm', [2] ?σ (+ext.) NaIE
*°ske2-n- 'push, strike'
355. *c''''a û ûûûq[a]{l ! !!!}V (or *c''''a û ûûûqV) 'elbow, ∈ part of a limb' >  IE: NaIE
*°sk+k8el- >  Gk ske1loß 'the leg from the hip downwards'
356. *c@@@@ ' '''{Å}ÂV (= *c1111 ' ''' {Å}ÂV?) 'to cross', 'across, over' (d i rect ion) ,
'through' >  IE: NaIE *(s)ker(-s)- 'across, through'
357. *c'''' 1 111orV (¬  *c'''' 1 111awrV ¬ *c'''' 1 111arwV?) 'tip, top, edge' >  IE: NaIE
*k≈ar- 'pointed, sharp', (?) 'rock'
358. *c'''' @ @@@ËrV 'narrow' >  IE: NaIE (att. in Gmc) *°sk+k8er- (+exts.) v.
'shrink, wrinkle, shrivel; lean'
359. *c ''''áG rV 'be in pain, feel hurt, resent'
36O. *c'''' @ @@@ {u 6 666 }9rV 'be small, diminish'
361. *c'''' @ @@@a 4 444{h}u4444 ++++urV 'circle; to twist'
362. *c''''ËyrV 'rot, stink, be spoiled\bitter' > IE *(s)k8er-(d≈-) ' cacare ;
dung, excrements'
363. *c''''{e}r[a]÷V '∈ (stinging?) insect'
364. *c '''' i rya 6666 'to scratch\chisel, to shape (an object), to fashion'
365. € *c'''' 2 222a 6 666Â[i]pV (≠  *-b-?) 'scratch\chisel, hew, cut' >  IE: NaIE
*skerb-/*skreb- (≠ *-p-), *skrei\b/p- 'scratch, scrape'
366. ? *c '''' 1 111or 1 111V (or *c ''''or 1111V?) 'to drip, to trickle'
367. € *c '''' 1 111Ë÷r 1111V  'squeeze out (liquid), strain, sift'
368. (€?) *c ''''otV 'drop'
369. *c@@@@ ' '''{u 4 444}tV (or *c@@@@ ' '''{u 4 444}t ' '''V?) 'throw, fling, pour' >  IE: NaIE *(s)keu\d-
/*(s)kud- 'throw, cast'   
37O. *c''''ÅÓtV ¬ *c''''ÅÓdV (= *c''''Å÷++++HtV ¬ *c''''Å÷++++HdV?) 'red'
371. *c'''' @ @@@oQt''''V 'dark, darkness' >  IE: NaIE *skot- 'shade, darkness ,
shadow'
372. *c '''' 1 111 owV  'inform, make know\hear'
373. € *c ''''VXË  'be alive\healthy'
374. € *c 7777a , dem. pronoun of distal deixis
375. *c7777{u 4 444} 'that of…, that which' >  IE *-istÓo- > NaIE *-ist(≈)o-, sx.
of the superlative degree
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376. *c7777 ++++c 7 777 ' '''ibV 'stem of a tree, log' > IE: NaIE *ste2Æb(≈)- 'post, pillar,
stem of a tree', ‘ 'staff, stick'
377. € *c7777u 6 666bV 'bend, turn, turn back, give back' > ? IE: NaIE {P}
*°steu\b[≈]-ma, *°stou\b[≈]-ma > Clt: W ystum n. 'bend'
378. *c7777{a?u}ba 'cloth, sack'  
379. (€?) *c7777ayVd[V]yV 'female breast '  > ?φ IE: NaIE *d[≈]ed≈- ({P}
*d≈ed≈n-, {Dv.} *dad≈-) 'milk'
38O. € *c 7777ÉgV 'to prick' (‘  'to butt') > IE: NaIE *steg≈- v. 'prick'
381. *c7777a{h}a 'to stop, to stand (up)' (‘  'to raise')  >   IE *steé- ( =
*ste´€-) / *stée- / *sté=-  >  NaIE *sta2- / *°st≈e- (preserved in OI only) /
*st´-  'stand'
382. *c7777ika 'to prick, to split' >  IE: NaIE {EI} *stei\g- 'prick' ( o r
*(s)tei \g-  v. 'prick', 'pointed')
383. *c7777ikË 'base of limbs (shoulder, hip)' (‘ 'thigh') >  IE: NaIE
*(s)tei\gW- 'shoulder, thigh'
384. *c7777Åk''''{Ë} 'to prick (stechen), to gouge'
385. *c7777 {o}K ''''V 'much, heavy'
386. *c 7777ÅlV 'stalk' > IE: NaIE *stel- 'branch, stalk, stem'
387. *c 7777a lV 'beat, knock down, fell'
388. *c7777ÅlV (=*c 7777ÅlË?) 'to plait'
389. *c7777eLV 'pull away, take away\out, rob' >  IE: NaIE *stel- v. 'rob'
39O. *c7777u6 666LV 'stalk, branch' >  IE: NaIE *stel-/*°stwol-o- ' b r anch ,
stalk, stem'
391. € *{c 7777}V÷3333LV(-bÅ) '∈ canine'
391a. € *c7777ÅlVmV 'orifice, pit' or 'breach'
392. *c7777al ! !!![Ë]gV 'snow' or 'hoarfrost'
393. *c 7777 { i }ma 6666 'to be(come) quiet\silent'
394. € *c 7777oma 'wild bovine'
395. ? € *c 7777amVc 1111V 'get sour\rotten'
396. *c 7777in 2222V 'other'
397. *c 7777 {a}n 2222dV 'rise, emerge, jump (up)' >  IE: NaIE *skand- 'jump u p ,
r i se '
398. € *c 7777u 4 444NV  'smoke, smell'
399. € *c7777 ++++c 7 777 ' '''aN[k]a6666 '≈  push, kick, stumble' >  IE: NaIE *steng[W]-  v. '≈
kick, stumble'
4OO. (€?) *c 7777o {Nt '''' }V '≈  to step, to tread'
4O1. *c7777apa 'sack, vessel'
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4O2. € *c7777ÉqV (or *c 7777ÉXV ) 'chop, cut'
4O3. *c 7777aqyV  (or *c 7777aXyV?) 'to shine'
4O4. *c 7777Ë [? ]ÂV  'stand, stand up'
4O5. (€?) *c7777{i}9ÂV (≠ *c7777 {i}Â{9}V?) 'to stop up, to thrust, to plug,
to dam'
4O6. *c7777År{h}{u6666} 'to spread, to scatter' >  IE: NaIE *ster-, *steru-
/*streu\-, *ster´-/*stro2+a2- id.
4O7. (€?) *c 7777ÉÂé€V  (= *c 7777ÉÂ÷V?) 'to stick in, to gouge, to chisel'
4O8. *c 7777VÂuqV   (or *c 7777VÂu 4444qV?) 'pile up, put\lay on\over' >  IE: NaIE
*streu\[´]- / *strou\[´] / *stru[:]- 'pile up, build'
4O9. *c7777{a}w{u6666}ryV 'bull, calf' > IE: NaIE *steu\r-/stou\r- 'bull'
41O. *c7777 {i}ÂkV 'pus, rotten\filthy liquid' >  IE: NaIE *(s)terg8+g- /
*(s)treg8+g- 'rotten liquid, filth', *(s)terk8- / *(s)trenk8- '≈  excrements ,
u r ine '
411. (€?) *c 7777i {t}V 'to clean, (?) to wipe'
412. i? *c 7777it ' ''' [H]a 'little bird'
413. ?σ € *c 7777ÅyV 'bring, give'
414. € *c7777 ' '''á++++abV{y}V '∈ horned animal'
415. *c 7777 ' '''Vc 7777 ' '''X ++++ÌV 'be born; a young (of an animal)'
416. *c7777 ' '''aydV  'strike, beat' > IE: NaIE *[(s)]k(≈)ai\d- 'strike'
417. *c7777 ' '''Ëka (or *c7777 ' '''Ëk[V?]V?) 'to shut, to stop up, to cover' >  IE:
NaIE *(s)teg- v. 'cover'
418. € *c7777 ' ''' ++++c 7 777ik ''''V 'to cut'
419. *c 7777 ' '''É÷k ''''V  (or *c 7777 ' '''a 4 444÷ik ''''V?) 'squeeze; tight''
42O. *c7777 ' '''a 4 444l ß ßßßV (or *c 7777a 4 444? l ß ßßßV) 'feeble, lean; to shrink, to diminish'
421. € *c 7777 ' ''' {o}l ∏ ∏∏∏ [w]V 'shadow, shade, dark'
422. € *c 7777 ' '''V÷ ++++H ++++hmV  'to taste, to eat'
423. *c 7777 ' '''a 4 444m[V]XV  'sour, bitter'
424. *c 7777 ' '''iwnV(-c 7777 ' '''V) 'smell, stench, malodorous sweat'
425. *c7777 ' '''en 2222?V 'narrow, thin' > IE: NaIE *°sten- 'narrow'
426. *c7777 ' ''' {a 4 444 }n 2 222c 7 777 ' '''V  (or *c@@@@ ' ''' {a 4 444 }n 2 222c 7 777 ' '''V) 'tip, (back) end, tail'
427. *c7777 ' '''Ëp''''V(ÂV) 'fingernail, claw'
428. *c7777 ' '''Vp ''''V(-tV) 'thong'
429. *c 7777 ' '''i÷P 3333a 6 666 'branch, bough, rod'
43O. *c'''' 7 777É[y]p''''V 'sink, immerse; swim; flow'
431. *c 7777 ' ''' {a}rV  'to cut'
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432. *c7777 ' '''ÉÂV 'look after, guard, observe' >  IE: NaIE *ster-g-, *ster-k-
v. 'guard, care, take care of', NaIE *0ster- >  Sl *starati seß 'to exer t
oneself, to do one’s best, to take care of'
433.  *c 7777 ' '''u 6 666rV 'seize, take, carry'
434. *{c'''' 7 777 } {u}ÂV 'to soil, to stain; dirty' > IE: NaIE *(s)ter- 'filth, filthy
liquid, dung', v. stain, dacay' ('unreine Flüssigkeit, Mist; besudeln;
verwesen ' )
435. (€?) *c7777 ' '''VÂV 'flintstone, knife'
436. *c 7777 ' '''ohrV 'vessel', (“ ?) 'basket'
437. *c7777 ' '''u 6 666h[V]rV 'top, edge, highest point' > IE: NaIE ? *stu(:)r-
({Mn.} *st[≈]u2 Ær-) 'edge, tip, peak' ? NaIE {Mn.} *st´u\ro- 'post, stake'
438. ? € *c7777 ' '''VÂ?V 'hoarfrost', (‘ ) 'frozen soil'
439. *c7777 ' '''ÉÂ{há} 'heavy, hard, stiff, difficult' >  IE: NaIE *(s)ter[´]-
/stre2- v. 'be stiff, be firm, be hard, be strong'
44O. *c7777 ' '''u 6 666rtV 'soot' >  IE: NaIE *swordo- 'black, dirty' (× N *s@@@@ËÂtV
'd i r t [y] ' )
441. *c7777 ' '''u 6 666÷r 1 111V ≠ *c7777 ' '''u 6 666r 1 111÷V 'to see, to look'
442. (o ?) *c7777 ' '''awXV 'to cry, to exclaim' (‘  'to praise', ' fame ' )  > IE:
NaIE *steu\- 'praise'
443. € *c 6666u 4 444c ' ''' @ @@@V  (or *s 6666-?) 'clean; to clean'
444. *c 6666Éc 7777kV 'to crush, to split'
445. ?σ *c 6666ËdV  'be weak, be damaged, be weary'
446. (€?) *c6666Vd{i}(ka[?V]) '≈  wait, stay, have leisure' > ?σ IE: NaIE
*stei\g- '≈  stand still'
447. € *c6666odhV 'break (esp. a body part), strike'
448. *c6666Vd[V]ûûûûqV ¬ *c6666VûûûûqVdV 'to tear, to split' >  IE: NaIE *sk(≈)ed-
/*skend- 'split'
449. *c 6666ih{i} '≈  carry, bring' (‘  'give')
45O. *c6666Ék÷V ¬ *c 6666Ék ''''÷V , ? *-rV 'to step, to tramp, to trample down'
451. € *c 6666uK ''''V  'thorn, point (‘  blade), summit'
452. *c 6666alV  'to pour (out)' > IE: (+ ext.) NaIE *selg- (WP, P, EI *selg8-)
v. 'pour out, let go\flow, discharge'
453. *c6666o{h}l ∏ ∏∏∏V 'similar; as; alone, one of two' >  IE: NaIE *°so2lo- >  L
so2lus 'alone'
453a. *c 6666umV 'to lift, to raise'
454. *c 6666 iXmV  'fat (Fett)'
455. ≈ *c6666{i}?{a4444}n 2 222a 6 666 'recognize, know (connaître)'
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455a. (€?) *{c 6666 }un 2222 [? ]V  'to sound, to utter' > IE: NaIE *swen- ' p r o d u c e
sounds '
456. ?σ  € *c6666a ++++Én2222c 7 777 ' '''V 'large' (‘ 'high, broad')
457. *{c 6666 }e {p}V  'heel, foot, part of leg'
458. *c6666{ay}P3333V 'vegetation, leaves' > IE: NaIE *sai\p- 'thicket, hedge'
459. *c6666iP[V]÷á (= *c6666ib[V]÷á?) 'eat one’s fill, feed to satiety' >  IE
*speh8- 'be sated'
46O. *c6666a 4 444 {÷ 3 333Ë}ÂV 'the calf of the leg, shank' >  IE *seÓWr-VÓ >  NaIE
{P} *so2[u\]ra2 id.
461. *c6666u÷rV 'vulva, vagina'
462. *c 6666Ër 1111V  (or *c 6666Ëry ++++?V ?) 'to twist, to twine'
463. € *c6666atV 'to separate, to scatter' >  IE  *(s)ked-  'scatter'
464. *c6666i[w]tV (or *c6666u 4 444tV?) 'to split' >  IE: NaIE *(s)ked- ≠ *skei\d- /
*(s)kend- 'split' ˚  An alt. conjecture: two N words: [1] N *c1111 ++++c 6 666otV
'split', [2] *c2222 ++++c 6 666 ++++c 1 111 ' ''' ++++c 6 666 ' '''itV (or *c 6666 i thV?) 'split, crush'
465. *c 6666a ++++ o {t ' ''' }V 'deviate from the right path, incline, be lame\cripple'
466. *{c 6666} {u 6 666}w[? ]V 'meat' > IE: Ht {Ts.} zuwa  'food, bread'
467. € *c 6666VXV  'to burn' (trans.)
468. *c 6666Vy[÷]V  'girl, (younger) sister' > IE: NaIE *°sey[Ó]- 'sister'
469. € *c6666 ' '''Å÷3333V 'be lost, die'
47O. *c6666 ' '''{a}?bV '(∈) fish'
471. € *c6666 ' '''abV?V 'war', 'warriors, host'
472. *c 6666 ' '''áb÷ 3333V 'shoulder'
473. *c6666 ' ''' {i}bVÌV (or *c6666 ' ''' {i}bV÷V) 'hyena'
474. ?σ  € *c 6666 ' '''o 6 666bVÂV  'press together, squeeze (as in a fist)'
475. € *c6666 ' '''V[Ç''''][V] ûûûûqV (= *c6666 ' '''Vc7777[V] ûûûûqV ≠ *c6666 ' '''Vc'''' û ûûûqV?) 'squeeze, press'
476. (€?) *c6666 ' '''VHwV 'to burn' (trans.) (‘  'to warm' [of the sun], ' h e a t
of the day')
477. € *c6666 ' '''oK÷É (= *c6666 ' '''og÷É?) 'sink to a kneeling\squatt ing\lying
posi t ion '
478. *c6666 ' '''iK''''V (= *c 6666 ' '''i û ûûûqV?) 'tight, narrow, dense'
479. *c 6666 ' '''Ë?{il}[w]V 'little, small'
48O. € *c '''' 6 666 ++++ c 6 666VhLV  'be compassionate, have mercy'
481. *c 6666 ' ''' { i }l[V]÷V  'side of body' (‘ 'rib'), 'hip' (‘  'thigh') > IE: NaIE
*(s)k[≈]el- 'hip, thigh; rib'
482. (€?) *c6666 ' '''Vé€[V]mV 'daylight'
483. *c6666 ' '''Vm[V]{s}V 'to interlace, to plait\tie\wrap together'
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484. € *c 6666 ' ''' {a}n?V 'to give birth'
485. ?σ *c 6666 ' '''Éˆ[V]qV 'to press, to squeeze'
486. *c 6666 ' '''Ën 1111tV  'mucus' (in descendants lgs.: ‘  'sweat', 'dung, filth') >
IE: NaIE {P, EI} *swei\d- v. 'sweat', *swei\des n. 'sweat', *swoi\do-,
*sweidro-/swidro- id.
487. i  *c6666 ' '''aNË 'jump, skip'
488. *c'''' 6 666apV 'clay, mud; to smear, to moisten'
488a. (?? i ) *c6666 ' '''aPV 'to grasp, to take'
489. *c6666 ' '''ip''''a 6 666 (or *c6666 ' '''u 4 444p ' '''a 6 666?) 'be narrow, be compressed'
49O. *c6666 ' '''apV÷3333É 'filth, dung', 'rubbish'
491. € *c6666 ' '''VP3333ÂV 'to twist, to plait' >  IE: NaIE *sper- 'turn, twist' , {EI}
'wrap around'
492. *c6666 ' '''ÉPt''''V 'to close, to shut, to hide' >  IE (mt.): Ht istap(p)- v.
'shut, close'
492a. *c6666 ' '''ehrV 'back'
493. *c 6666 ' '''a 4 444r÷V  (or *c 6666 ' '''a 4 444rË÷V?) 'female breast, udder'
494. €*c 6666 ' '''er[V]ÙV  'wing, feather'
495. € *c'''' 6 666ot ' '''V 'mud'
496. €  *d{i} , a marker of imperfective (“  an aux. verb?)
497. *di÷É (≠ *dVÓË?) 'to put, to place' > IE *d≈eh8- / *d≈ei\h8- v.
'put, lay, place'
498. *du6666bV 'edge, end'
498a. *dVbV 'hill'
499. *dub[?]V 'back, hinder part, tail'
5OO. € *dÅdV 'thick, fat, large'
5O1. *didV  'large, big' > IE: NaIE *°d[≈]id[≈]-(i-) 'big'
5O2. *dod[é€]V  '≈ tip, nipple; to suck (mother’s breast)' >  IE: NaIE
*d[≈]ed≈- 'milk'
5O3. *d{u4444}ga 'suitable, fit, good' >  IE: NaIE *d≈eu\g≈- v. 'be ready,
prepare', {EI} 'be useful, produce sth. useful'
5O4. € *da4444hgË 'to watch, to look at'
5O5. *dagorV 'shoulder-blade, upper part of the back'
5O6. *dVw9++++˝V 'sun, day, morning' (‘  'be bright as the sun' ) > ?σ
IE: NaIE *d≈ew[´]- 'be bright, shine'
5O7. (€?) *di{h}a 'look at' > IE *d≈eyé=- / *d≈yeé- / *d≈ié- v. 'see, l ook
at' > NaIE *d≈ey´-/*d≈ya2-/*d≈ï- id.
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5O8.*d{É}é⁄a 'with', 'together with' ([in descendant lgs.]‘  'and') >
IE: Ht ta  'and'  NaIE *0d[≈]a2+o2  > pSl *da 'and, but'
5O9. *de{?o}Óe 'make, do' > IE *d≈eé8- v. 'make, do'
51O. *daka 'back (dorsum), back (rear), behind'
511. *d{Å}k{o} (≠ *d{Å}g{o}?) 'to burn' (trans.) >  IE: NaIE *d≈egW≈-
vt., vi. 'burn'
512. *du6666k{Ë} 'strike, beat'
513. € *dÉÓik{a} (=*dÉ÷ 3333ik{a}?) 'pierce, dig' >  IE: NaIE *d≈e2i\g-
/*d≈o2i\g-/*d≈ïg- 'pierce, stick'
514. € *dak[V]?Ë '(young of an) equid'
515. *dik[É]˝{Ë} 'rumple, knead, press' >  IE: NaIE *d≈ei\g8≈- ' knead ' ,
{P} 'Lehm kneten und damit mauern oder bestreichen'
516. *daK''''V 'small, thin, short'
517. *dik''''V 'edible cereals\fruit'
518. *doK''''e 6 666 '≈  observe, learn (erfahren)' >  IE : NaIE *dok8+k- v. '≈  m a k e
clear, teach, believe'
519. € *d{Ë}{K''''}V 'to approach; near'
52O. *dal ßßßßV  'tasty, sweet' > IE: NaIE *dl=≤k+k8u-  'sweet'
521. *d{i}l∏∏∏∏a (= *d{i}l ßßßßa?) 'sunshine, daylight, b r i g h t ' > ? IE: NaIE
*d≈el-  'sun, bright'
522. *dul∏∏∏∏i 'fire; to heat'
523. (€?) *daÓl ∏∏∏∏V  ¬ *dal∏∏∏∏ÓV 'lick'
524. € *du4444 ++++u[Ó++++w++++y]lV 'itching, lust'
525. *du 6666 l ß ßßßËhV  'be mad, be stupid'
526. *dalqa++++Ë ' w a v e ' > IE  *°d≈elÓ- >  Ï Gk †a1lassa, Gk A †a1latta
'sea', Mcd dala1gcan accus. 'sea'
527. *dáLbV 'to gouge, to dig, to cut t h r o u g h ' > IE: NaIE *d≈elb≈- v.
'dig, gouge'
528. ?σ *dáL{k}a  'to prick' >  IE: NaIE *d≈elg- v. 'prick; thorn', {EI}
'sting, pierce', 'pin'
529. ?σ  € *deL[V]P 3333V 'to flap, to wave', 'to fly' (“ 'to flap wings'?)
53O. *dVlûûûûqa6666 'feather'
531. *dÉ9l!!!!a 6 666 (= *du 44449l ! !!!a 6 666?) 'bush(es), shrubs, thicket'
532. *du6666Ól!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV 'dust' > IE: NaIE *d≈eu\[´]l-/*d≈u2l-/*d≈wolo- 'dust'
533. *deql !!!! ++++ l ß ßßßV  '(to be) thin'
534. *dÅ++++ol! !!! [V]÷V (= *dÅl!!!! o÷V or *dÅl!!!! [V]÷o?) 'to push, to press ,
(?) to squeeze' > ?µ IE (+ext.): NaIE *d≈els-/*d≈l=s- ≠ *d≈l´s-/*dla2s- v.
'squeeze, press'
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535. (€?) *damV or *damVdV 'to cover, to close'
536. *dÅmV  'steam, mist, dust' >  IE: NaIE {P} *d≈em- v. 'smoke', 'fly
about' (dust); 'blow (blasen, wehen)'
537. *du 6666mV  'be motionless, be silent, be quiet'
537a. (€?) *dVmV (=  *dimV?) 'to breathe, to blow' >  IE: NaIE
*d≈em- 'blow (blasen, wehen)'
538. (€?) *d{u6666}hmV ≠ *d{u6666}mhV '(be) dark' >  IE: NaIE *d≈em(´)-
' d a r k '
538a. ≈ *dËm[?]u6666  (= *d{o}m[?]u 6666?) or *dËNwV (= *d{o}NwV?)
'(∈?) big tree' > IE: NaIE *d≈onu-/*d≈onw- 'fir'; dËm[?]u6666 p ' '''u?i (≠
*dËm[?]u6666 bu?i?) or *dËNwV p''''u?i (≠ *dËNwV bu?i?) '(∈?) big t r e e '
(with *p ''''u?i [≠ *bu?i?] 'tree') > IE: NaIE *0d[≈]omb[≈]- (or *0d[≈]amb[≈]-
?) 'oak'
539. *dim[V]Na++++á  'rubbish, dirt, animal faeces' >  IE: NaIE
*°d≈eng≈+g8≈- id. (‘ 'earth')  
54O. € *dVmPV (= *dVmp''''V?) 'back, hinder part, tail '  >  IE: NaIE
*°dumb- 'tail, penis'
541. *d{o}n2222V 'flat, low', (‘ ?) 'lowland' >  IE: NaIE *d≈en- 'palm o f
hand; plain, lowlands'
542. *do6666n ` ```V 'to cut' >  IE: NaIE *°d{≈}en- >  Al G dhe6nn 'haue aus ,
schneide', Al T gdhe4nd 'form with a bladed tool: chisel, carve, whittle,
sculpt; engrave'
543. *dun2222V (or *du4444n 2 222V) 'to stream, to flow' >  IE: NaIE *d≈en- v.
'stream, flow, leak' Ï NaIE *d≈o2nu- 'river'
544. *don1111c 1 111É 'large', 'heavy' (of load) >  possibly IE *d[≈]+tes- >  H t
dassu-  'strong, heavy; mighty'
545. *doNa  'to cover' > IE: NaIE *d≈eng≈- v. 'cover, press on'
546. (€?) *du4444N[g]a 6666 '(be) quiet, silent' >  IE: NaIE *°d[≈]eng+gW[≈]- >  Ltv
din ﬁgt  'to be quiet, to keep one’s temper'
547. *daPV(K''''V) 'to stick (adhere), to glue'
548. € ≈ *du6666p ' '''V 'to squat', 'to hide' (intr.) (‘ 'to steal') >  IE: NaIE
*teu\p- v. 'squat', 'cover (also in order to get hidden)', {EI} *teu\b≈- 'steal'
549. *d{a 4444?i }pV  'to wave, to flap, to wave the wings, to fly; wing'
55O. *dap''''[V]˝V ≠ *da˝op''''V 'to push' >  IE *depÓ- >  NaIE *dep≈-
'trample, push, knead, strike'
551. € *dÉqV 'earth'
552. € *duqV or *du4444qV 'blow (wehen, blasen), breathe' (‘  ' s m o k e ' )
> IE *d≈eu\Ó- v. 'shake, blow' Ï *dhuÓ-mo- 'smoke, steam'
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553. *diûûûûqa 'goat' (or '∈ ruminant'?) >  IE: NaIE {EI} *≤dik-s (*di≤g-os)
({P} *dig≈-)  'goat'
554. (€?) *dÅrV 'have a suitable size (be just right, byt∆  vporu ) '
555. *duri (or *dori??) 'go, walk'
556. *durV (or *du4444rV) 'hole, hollow' >  IE: NaIE *d≈we(:)r- /
*d≈wo(:)r- / *d≈ur- / *d≈wr=-, {EI} *≤d≈wo!r (gen. *d≈u≤r-os)  'door, gate'
557. *du6666ÂV 'log, stick' >  IE: NaIE *d≈we(:)r- / *d≈wo(:)r- / *d≈ur- /
*d≈wr=-, {EI} *≤d≈wo!r (gen. *d≈u≤r-os) 'door, gate'
558. € *dËÂV 'deaf'
558a. € *d{u 6666 }rV  'woods, bush(es)'
559. € *du4444rV or *dËrÉ 'entrails, heart'
56O. *da?urV  'to stand, to stay'
56Oa.*de9arV 'hill, summit'
561. *da 4444 [y]ÂV  ¬ *da[y]ÂÉ  'be(come) stiff\firm' > IE: NaIE *d≈{ ï }r- /
*d≈er- 'firm'
562. *der?{i} 'thrust back, drive away' >  IE: NaIE (+ext.) *d≈rei\b≈-
'drive away, push', {EI} 'drive'
563. *d{u6666}r[?]V 'dirt' >  IE: NaIE *d≈er-(k-), *d≈eri\-/*d≈rei\- v.
'defecate', 'faeces'
563a. € *dÅr÷3333V 'ashes'
564. *dar[VÓ]V 'hold, hold fast, fasten' >  IE: NaIE *d≈er(´)- v. 'ho ld ,
hold fast, hold up'
565. *du6666r[Vh]V 'to deceive, (?) to outwit' >  IE *d≈wer(Ó)- > NaIE
*d≈wer(´)- v. 'deceive, seduce'
565a. € *darÓV or *daÓrV 'path, way'
566. € *der{?}u 6666bV  'way, path'
567. *daÂuga or *daÂu4444ga 'tremble, shake' > IE: NaIE *d≈reu\g[≈]- id.
568. *dáÂ{h}Vga ≠ *dáÂ{h}VkV  'to walk, to run; way, path' >  IE:
[1] {EI} *d≈reg≈- 'run', [2] NaIE *°≤d≈or´g[≈]- >  pSl *do¡rga 'road, way', [3]
?σ NaIE *d≈rog≈o- 'wheel'
569. *dVÂ[é€]Vg++++K ' '''V 'sediment (in food), refuse' >  IE: NaIE
*d≈er´g≈- 'sediment, residue', {EI} *d≈rog≈- 'dregs'
57O. *doÂk''''á (≠ *doÂgá?) 'to bend, to turn, to wrap' >  IE: NaIE
*d≈erg8≈-/*d≈org8≈-/*d≈r=g8≈-/*d≈reg8≈-/*d≈rog8≈- v. 'turn'
571. *dur1111V 'camping-site, abode' >  IE: NaIE *d≈wor-/*d≈ur-
'courtyard, abode', {EI} *≤d≈woro-m  'enclosure, courtyard'
572. *du6666 {r 1 111}V[9++++qV] 'lamb, kid (of a wild ram, etc.)'
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573. *d{o}r 1111[V]kV 'to tread, to trample'
574. *dVs7777tV 'moon' (‘ 'star')
575. *doÊgi?u6666 'fish' > IE {EI} *d≈g8≈uÓ- > NaIE *d≈g8≈u2- 'fish'
576. *daÙwV (≠  *dawÙV?) 'to press, to push' >  IE: NaIE *d≈o+aw-
v. 'press'
577. € *d{á}wV÷3333 ++++9V 'wolf' or 'jackal'
578. *dVw[V]yV 'be ill\weak, die' >  IE *d≈eu\-, d≈wei\(Ó)- v. 'd ie ,
faint', {EI} *d≈eu\- 'die'
579. *d[oy]a (> *da ) 'place (within, below), inside' (‘ locative pc . ,
'in') >  IE: NaIE *-d≈e, locative ending ('in') in adverbs, NaIE *-d≈i,
locative ending
58O. *da4444{z 6 666}V (or *da4444?{z 6666}V?) 'to strike' >  IE: NaIE (+ext.) *°d≈elg[≈]-
v. 'strike, beat'
581. *g{Ë}  'we' incl.
582. € *ga?i  or *ga?yV 'high'
583. € *gu?a (or *gu 4444 ?a ) 'to butt, to stab, to strike'
584. *ga÷u6666 'catch, take, receive' >  IE *g≈eéu\- >  NaIE *g≈a2u\- ' receive,
ca t ch '
585. (€?) *gu÷V 'to perceive, to care' >  IE: NaIE *g≈ow(e2)-  ({EI}
*g≈ou\-) v. *g≈ou\- 'perceive, pay heed to'
586. *gabV(-lßßßß ++++l ! !!!V) 'head' (‘  'top', 'skull') > IE: NaIE *g≈eb≈-el-/-ôl-
/-lo- 'head, top', {EI} *g≈eb≈o2l 'head'
587. € *gobV 'plain (Ebene), (?) earth'
588. ? *gu4444 ++++ub++++pÉ 'heap, hump, hunchback' > IE: L giÆbbus, VL {ML}
*gu"bbus 'hunchback'
589. € *ga?bV  'thick, dense; large'
59O. *gu{?b}V 'to bend' (trans., intr.) >  IE: NaIE *g≈eu\b-/*g≈ub- id. ,
'bent, crooked'
591. *ga÷bV (or *ga˝bV?) 'hold, seize; collect' >  IE: NaIE *g≈ab≈- v.
'seize, hold' ≠ *g≈ab- v. 'seize', {EI} *g≈ab≈- 'take, seize'
592. *g{uy}bV 'to heat' (‘ 'to cook, to roast, to burn, to dry') >  IE:
NaIE *0g[≈]ob[≈]- or *0g[≈]Wob[≈]-, *0g[≈]ub[≈]- 'fire'
593. ? *g{Ë}b÷V (LV) 'hill, mountain' >  IE: NaIE *°g≈+g8≈Vb[´]- >  MHG
gupf(e) 'höchste Spitze' Ï dim. MHG gu4pfel, gipfel >  NHG
Gipfel 'summit'
594. *{g}abHÉ ≠ *-Hb- 'blunt, weak' >  IE: NaIE *k≈a2b≈- ≠ *k≈o2b≈-
'blunt(ed), weak, powerless (abgestumpft, kraftlos)'
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595. *gub[V]ÂÉ ≠ *guÂbV 'back, back side, nape (of neck)' >  IE:
[1] NaIE *0g[≈][W]urb[≈]- > Sl *g¥rb¥ 'back (dorsum)', [2] NaIE *gWerwa2
≠ *gWrïwa2 'nape of neck'
596. (€?) *gic7777 ' '''V 'injure, irritate' >  IE: NaIE *g8≈ei\sd- ≠ *g8ei\sd≈- v. id.,
' r i le '
597. € *gi{c6666}V (or *gic6666 ' '''V?) 'hip, thigh' > AdS  of IE: NaIE *kei\s-
'arm, thigh, shank'
598. *gad{a} 'bank, shore, side of sth.'
599. *gadV '(to be) suitable\good; luck' >  IE: NaIE *g≈ed≈-/*g≈od≈-
v. 'be suitable\good'  
6OO. *gádi  'back part; occiput, nape of neck'  >  ?φ IE:  NaIE *g8≈ed-
'anus', (‘ ?) 'defecate' (× NaIE *0g8≈+g≈ed- 'hole')
6O1. (€?) *gudV   (or *gu 4444dV?) '∈ to cut, to tear' > ?φ IE: NaIE *gWed≈-
' des t roy '
6O2.  *gudV ≠ *gutV 'belly, middle'  >   IE: NaIE *gud-/*geu\d-,
*gudo-m 'gut'
6O2a. *gu[?]dÉ ¬ *gu4444[?]dV (or *gu[?]Z7777É ¬ *gu4444[?]Z 7777V) 'to guard, t o
watch, to be on the watch for'
6O3. *ga[y]di (≠ *ga[y]ti?) 'kid, young goat', ? '(∈ ) antelope' >  IE:
NaIE *g≈+g8≈ai\do- '(young) goat'
6O3a. *ge{d}u4444s 6 666V 'late, evening' (‘ 'yesterday') > IE: NaIE {P} *g8≈Dyes
/ ? *g8≈Dis 'yesterday'
6O4. *ga÷3333u 4 444gá 'covet, long for', (‘ ?) 'mate, copulate' >  IE: NaIE
*g≈ei\g8≈- 'covet'
6O5. *gÉho6666wyV 'go away, drive away (forttreiben)' >  IE > NaIE
*g≈e2(i\)-/*g≈i- or *g8≈e2(i\)-/*g8≈i- v. 'go away' ('fortgehen')
6O6. €  *gokÉ (= *goki?) 'track' (‘ 'way'), 'to follow the tracks of'
6O7. *gaKt{a4444} 'couple, one of a pair'
6O8. *g++++koK''''É (rV) 'chest, breast' (‘ [in descendant lgs.] 'belly' ,
' h e a r t ' )
6O8a. *gawK''''V  'long, high, far' > IE: NaIE *ko+au\k+k8- 'high'
6O9. *gaLÉ 'shout, cry' (‘ 'weep', 'ask for') > IE: NaIE *g≈el- v. 'call ,
shout (rufen, schreien)', {EI} 'cry out; sing'
61O. *gaLu4444 ++++u (¬ *ga{ya}Lu 4444 ++++u) 'tortoise' >  IE {EI} *≤g≈eluÓ-s >  NaIE
*g≈elu2 ≠ *g≈(e)lo2u\ 'tortoise'
611. *gÉlV  (or *gÉ?alV ) 'stalk, twig' (‘  'stick', 'trunk of a tree') >
IE: NaIE *g8≈alg(≈)- '(flexible) twig, pole' ({EI} 'pole, stake')
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612. *giL{Ë}  'illness, pain, distress' > IE: NaIE *g8≈el-/*g8≈ol-/*g8≈l=- ( o r
*g8≈´l-?) id.
613. *goLu (or *goyVLu?) 'skull' >  IE: NaIE *gW≈olw-/*gW≈olu-
/*gW≈elu- (or *g≈olw-/g≈olu-/*g≈elu-) 'head'
614. *gol ∏∏∏∏V 'look, look for, wish' > IE: NaIE *gW≈el- ≠ *g≈el- v. 'wish'
615. *goLV 'foetus, baby' >  IE: NaIE *gWelb≈-/*gWolb≈- 'womb;
young (of an animal)', *sm=-gWelb≈(e)yo-  'born from the same womb'
615a. € *goLV  'tail'
615b. *gol ßßßß ++++ l ! !!!V 'to weep'
616. *gu 6666 lÉ  'go (away), start going (away), set out'
617. *gu 4444 l ∏ ∏∏∏Å 'dwelling' (‘ [in descendant lgs.] 'house')
618. *gu4444La6666 'bend, be crooked' > IE: NaIE *g8≈wel-/*g8≈ul- id., ' g o
as t ray '
619. *goHlV 'fire, glow of coal', 'to burn (brûler)' > ?φ  IE  (mt.): NaIE
*g≈lo2- (or *g8≈lo2-) 'coals, charcoal'
62O. *gowlu  (or *gowlu 4444?) 'deep; valley' > IE: NaIE *g[≈]el(u)- ' deep ;
valley'
621. ? € *gu4444 ++++u[?]l∏ ∏∏∏V (= *gu4444 ++++u[?]l ∏ ∏∏∏V(-mV)?)  or *gu4444 ++++u[?]LV(-mV) '≈
roe deer, antelope, (?) goat'
622. *gol[?]V 'belly, entrails' >  IE: NaIE *g≈el-ond-/*g≈ol-n=d-
' ent ra i ls '
623. € *go[yV]l÷ 3333V  'pudendum muliebre'
624. *gil ∏∏∏∏ {h}o  'to shine, to glitter, to sparkle' >  IE *g8≈el(éW)-
/*g8≈leéW- > NaIE *g8≈el´- / *g8≈lo2- 'yellow, green'
625. *gËlßßßß[É]HË 'be smooth' >  IE *g≈leéW-d≈-/*g≈lé=W-d≈- >  NaIE
*g≈lo2d≈-/*g≈l´d≈- 'be smooth'
626. € *gu 6666LZ @@@@V  'bend, twist'
626a. € *gÅl!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV 'wind (ventus)'
627. *g{Ë}l!!!!V 'season without vegetation' ('drought, dry season ' ,
'win te r ' )
627a. *gËHl !!!!É '≈ canine animal'
628. *gil !!!![V#]?V{d}V  'ice, frost; to freeze' >  IE: NaIE *g≈el´d- ' ice ,
hail' (cp. *gil!!!!V without the second N component *?V{d}V in pCK
{Md.} *˝i"l  'ice, block of ice' and probably in T *k…îl! 'winter')
629. € *g{Å}mV (and *g{Å}m÷V?) 'altogether, full'
63O. *g{e}mV  'strong, firm'
63Oa. € *gËmV 'heavy'
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631. *go÷3333mV ¬ *gom÷3333V 'hand, fist'
632. *gumbV  'back (dos), (?) hump', (‘ ?) 'hill'
633. € *gim[V]c'''' @ @@@V 'to make a grimace with one’s mouth a n d \ o r
nose' ([in some descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to grin, to smile, to mock, t o
laugh ' )
634. *g{u}m[V]c '''' @ @@@V  'to incline, to bow, to bend'
635. *g{a4444}m[V]s@@@@a '∈  waterfowl, ∈ bird (a shore bird?)' >  IE: NaIE
*g8≈ans- 'goose'
636. *gÅn```` ++++n 1 111V  'see, perceive'
637. *genu6666 'jaw, cheek' > IE: NaIE *g8≈enu-/*g8≈enw- 'jaw, chin'
637a. *g{o?a}nV 'much, big' > IE: NaIE *gW≈ono-s 'üppig, reichlich' ,
*gW≈en-  'be abundant'
638. *g{o}?in2222V 'beat, strike' >  IE *gW≈en-/*gW≈on-/*gW≈n-/*gW≈n=-
'strike', Ht kuen-  'smite, raze, slay, kill', Ld f-is-qa2n-  v. 'destroy'
639. € *gÅÓnV 'lie (liegen), sleep'
64O. *gun2222[h]i ¬ *gu[h]n2222i (or *gun2222[?]i ¬ *gu[?]n 2222i) 'to think'
641. *ga 4444nHV 'side (of sth.), width'
642. *gVn2222[V]bV  or  ≈ *gVn2222[V]b?V 'side, edge' > IE: NaIE *g{a}mb≈a2
'≈  jaw'
643. *gán3333du 6666 'male'
643a. € *gon3333dV '∈ ant'
644. *ga4444n[V]{p ''''}V (≠  *ga4444n[V]pV?) 'stem, stalk, stick, stake, p icke t '
>  IE: NaIE *g+g8omb[≈] ≠ *g+g8omp- (<  **g≈+g8≈omp-?) ≠ *°g+g8nob[≈]- ' s take ,
picket, (a cut off) piece of wood'
645. *gan2222tV 'hold, carry' >  IE: NaIE *g≈end-/*g≈n=d- 'hold, get ,
con ta in '
646. €  *gËn 1111V  or *gËn ````V  'male genitalia'
646a. *gaNV (or  *ga?oNV??) '≈  flesh of leg, thigh, buttocks' >  IE:
NaIE *g≈eng≈-/*g≈n=g≈- '≈ leg\thigh\buttocks'
647. i  ≈ *gu4444÷ 3 333aN{o} 'voice; to produce a sound' (‘ 'call', etc.) >  IE:
NaIE *g8≈wen-/*g8≈won-, {EI} *g8≈wono-s 'a sound, voice'
648. *g{a 4444}N{Ù}a 'to step, to climb' >  IE: NaIE *g8≈eng≈- v. ' s t e p '
('schreiten'), 'step' ('Schritt'), {EI} 'step, walk'
649. *guN{K''''}É ¬ *gu4444N{K''''}V 'nape' (‘  'neck'), 'rear part of the h e a d '
> IE: NaIE *knok(k)o-/knek(k)o- 'nape of neck; hill'
649a. ?φ ≈ *goN{Ó}a4444lV ≠ mt.: *gol{Ó}Vn2222V ' fo rearm'  > ?φ  IE
*ÓWelVn- 'elbow, forearm'
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65O. *gup'''' {u 6 666} 'hollow, empty, hole' >  IE: NaIE *geu\p-/*gou\p-/*gup-
'hollow, pit'
651. € *gá{?}ËpV  'body'
652.  (€?) *goPK''''a '(∈ ) tooth, hook, sharp s t ick '  > ? IE: NaIE *kog-
/*keg- 'hook, claw'
653. *ga4444 {p}sÅ  'paw, hand' > IE *g8≈es-r-, *g8≈es-to- 'hand'
654. € *gÉqu6666 'to pour, to flow' >  IE: NaIE *g8≈eu\-/*g8≈u- v. ' p o u r ' ,
*g8≈eu\-mn= 'sth. poured, libation'
655. € *gÅrV '≈  hand' >  ¿¿ IE: NaIE {P} *g8≈er- 'hand', but in the light
of Ht kessar- 'hand' Pokorny’s rec. is to be replaced by pIE  *g8≈esr-,
so that the IE root does not belong here
655a. € *gÉÂV  'entrails' > IE: NaIE *g8≈er- 'gut(s), *g8≈or-na2 'entrails'
656. € *geÂV  'throat'
657. *g{i}rV 'hate, be hostile' >  IE: ?? Ht kurur ' enmi ty
(Feindschaft), enemy'; (+ ext.)  NaIE *g≈ers-  'repugnance, abhorrence'
657a. ?σ € *giÂV  'leg, ≈ bone of the leg'
657b. € *guÂV  'belly, body'
657c. *guÂV 'forest' > IE: NaIE (att. in Blt) *°g[W≈]er- 'forest' o r
' t r e e '
658. € *gËÂV 'to roll'
659. € *gu4444ÂV 'beast' > IE: NaIE *g8≈we2r- ({EI} *≤g8≈we2r / gen. *≤g8≈wer-
os) 'wild animal'
659a. *gÉ{?}orV  (or *gÉworV?) 'grain' ||| € ≈ *gÉÂVÍdV ( o r
cd. *gÉ{?}orV ÍVdV?) '∈ cereal' > IE {EI} *≤g8≈resd≈(i)- 'barley'
659b. *gi?{o}rV '∈ grass' > IE (mt.) *g≈reéW-/*g≈ré=W- '∈ grass':
+ext.: NaIE *g≈ro2s-/*g≈r´s- 'grass, herbs'; + another ext.: AS ÌrA2d
'grass'; Ht kariyant-  'grass', karitasXa  'grassland, lawn'
66O. *ge{÷V}rV 'to fence around, to encircle; enclosed place' (‘
'build walls, huts')
661. *g{u 4444}÷rV 'look, look for' >  IE: NaIE *°g8[≈]er´- ≠ ?? *°g8[≈]wer´- >
Sl *zÁre7ti / *zÁr1oß 'look', Lt z7iure$!ti 'to look (at)'
662. *gáhÂV ¬ *gáÂhá  'sunshine, day, light (Licht)' >  IE *g8≈eré8-
/*g8≈reé8- > NaIE *g8≈er´-/*g8≈re2- '≈ shine'
662a. *gaÓrV (= *ga?rV?) '(∈?) fish'
663. (€?) *gu6666 {w}rV '(roof of a) hut; to dwell'
664. *gar{÷ 3333}i 'old' >  IE: Ht karu2 'early, formerly', karu(u)ili
'former, ancient'
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665. € *gÅr÷ 3333V  'belly, inside'
666. *gir÷3333V 'to cut'
667. *goÂ÷V '≈  hill, (small?) mountain' >  IE: NaIE *°g[W][≈]er- > pSl
*go≤ra 'mountain', Lt giria~, Ltv † dzir>a, dzire 'forest, wood(s)'
668. (€?) *gVÂá÷u6666 '≈  to fell, to strike; to fall in' >  IE: NaIE *g≈re2u\-
/*g≈r´u\-/*g≈ru2- 'fall upon, fall in'
669. *garÓa4444 'sharp bough, sharp stick, sharp point' >  IE *g≈er-,
*g≈eré8-/*g≈reé8- > NaIE *g≈er-, *g≈er´-/*g≈re2- 'sharp point'
67O. i  ≈ *gÉrÓV 'to belch, to eruct'
671. *gorho 'be(come) big\long, grow' >  IE *g≈reéW-/*g≈ré=W- >  NaIE
*g≈ro2-/*g≈r´- 'grow, become green'
671a. *goÂÓá 'to track (game), to smell, to hear; ear' >  IE: NaIE
*gW≈re2-  vt. 'smell, scent out, feel'
672. *ga4444rHV 'try to obtain, wish, need' > IE *g8≈er[éx]- >  Ht kar-
i(ya)- 'be gracious towards, gratify'  NaIE *g8≈er[´]-, {EI} *g8≈or-(ye/o)-
' des i re '
673. *gur[É]wV(-ÊV)  'young (carnivorous) animal'
673a. ? (€?) *g{o}ÂVÓwV 'to pound, to scrape' or sim. >  IE: NaIE
*g≈+g8≈r´u\- 'scrape, rub away'
674. *gur {Ù}a  'antelope, male antelope'
675. *gorVb++++pV 'scratch, scrape' > IE: NaIE *g≈reb≈- id., 'dig'
676. (€?) *gaÂu 6666 {c 6 666 }a  'crush, break to pieces' (or *gVÂu6666s 6 666 ++++c 6 666V ' c r u s h ' )
> IE: NaIE *g≈reu\s-/*g≈rou\s- vt. 'crush, break to pieces'
676a. € ≈ *gVÂc1111VûûûûqV or *gVÂûûûûqVc1111V '∈ stinging insect'
677. *ga4444ÂdV 'encircle, surround, fence in' >  IE: *g8≈erd≈- ' s u r round ,
encircle; a fence', *g≈r=d≈- / *g≈ord≈- 'fence', v. 'enclose, fence ' ,
*g≈+g8≈ord≈-to- > *g8≈or-to- 'encircled land'
678. € *gÉ++++aÂdV 'to plait, to tie, to gird (to wear sth. around o n e ' s
waist)' > IE: NaIE *°g8≈+g≈erd≈- 'gird'
679. *guÂ{k} {Ë}  'throat'
68O. *gÅr?ÅmV 'scrape, pound to small pieces, grind' >  IE: NaIE
*g≈rem-  'crumble, grind, zerreiben'
681. *gËran 3333dV 'log, trunk of a tree' > IE: NaIE *g≈rend≈- 'log, beam'
682. (€?) *gÉÂs2222V (= *ga4444Â{s++++s 7 777}V?) 'congeal, grow numb, stiffen' >
IE: NaIE *g8≈ers- v. 'stiffen', {EI} 'stiffen' (of hair), 'bristle'
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683. *gaÂz7777V '≈  to stretch, to drag' >  IE *g≈erÓ-/*g≈reÓ-/*g≈roÓ-
/*g≈rÓ=- v. 'be salient \ prominent (hervorstechen)', v. 'grow' ( o f
p lants )
684. *g{o}ÂZ@@@@á 'to feel' >  IE: [1] NaIE *gW≈re2- (<  *g≈Wreé8-?) vt .
'smell, scent out, feel',  [2] ? NaIE (in Blt) *°g[W][≈]erd[≈]- 'hear'
684a. o  *gÅr1111V({N}V) 'to thunder' >  IE: NaIE *g≈rem- id., ' r o a r ,
rage', *g≈romo-s ({EI} *≤g≈romo-s) 'thunder, loud and low sound'
685. *ger 1111a or *geÂya 'to step, to walk' >  IE: NaIE (+ext.) *g≈red≈- v.
'step, walk', {EI} 'step, go'
686. *gor 1111á  'hot; to heat; embers ' >  IE: NaIE *gW≈er- 'burn, hea t ' ,
*gW≈oros ntr. 'heat, embers', *gW≈re2- vt. 'warm, heat', *gW≈ermo-,
*gW≈ormo- 'warm, warmth', *gW≈or-no-s 'oven, heating fire'
687. *gur1111V(dV) (or *gurVyV(dV)-) 'hip, side' ([in s o m e
descendant lgs.] ‘ 'back side')
688. *g{e}[y]r1111a 6 666 (or *g{e}?ir 1111a 6 666) 'fire, hearth'
688a. *gur1111÷ 3 333É or *gu 4444r 1 111÷ 3 333V  'throat, neck'
689. € *gÉyVs6666V 'to cast (spear); spear' ([in S): ‘ 'wage war'; ' h o s t
[armed force]') >  IE: NaIE g8≈ai\so-s, {EI} *g8≈ai'≤so-s ≠ *g8≈ai\ses- ' javelin,
spea r '
69O. *g{a4444}ys6666V?a 'be frightened\sorrowful, worry' >  IE: NaIE *g8≈ei\s-
'be frightened\scared', {EI} 'frighten'
691. ? € *g{u}s6666V÷a (≠ *g{u}s 6666V?V) 'belch, vomit'
692. € *gÅ?itV 'body, flesh'
693. € *gu 6666 {t}[Ó]V 'small, little'
694. *ga4444t ' '''a 6 666 'grasp, take, possess' >  IE: NaIE *g8≈ed- v. ' acqui re ' ,
'acquisi t ion '
694a. ≈ *go 6666t ' '''V  'ant', (?) 'worm'
695. € *go6666t ' '''V 'pull, draw'
696. *gat''''÷V 'to pass through\over, to get through, to cross'
697. *ga4444w÷V (or *ga4444w˝V?) 'to call' >  IE *g8≈eu\(Ó)- 'call to, invite,
invoke'  >  NaIE *g8≈au\(´)- 'call, invoke', *g8≈awo-s 'a call', pp. *g8≈u(:)-to-
'called, invoked'
698. *gayV 'side, outside'
699. *goyV 'man, people'
7OO. *ga6666[?]yV 'to wave one’s hand, to point with one’s hand \ f inger '
([later] ‘ 'to wave to so., to beckon')
7O1. *ga 4444hya 'to throw, to leave, to let' >  IE: NaIE *g8≈e2(i\)- 'hurl, cast'
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7O2. *goÙeyV 'light, sunshine, dawn, daybreak, aurora' >  IE:
*gW≈eéy-/*gW≈é=y- > NaIE *gW≈a2i\- ¬ *gW≈´i\- 'light (hell), bright'
7O3. *gaz 1111V  'slanting, skew, bent'
7O4. (€?) *g{a}z7777V 'to go; way, path' >  ? IE *g≈+g8≈eÓ- >  NaIE *g≈e2(i\)-
/*g≈i- or *g8≈e2(i\)-/*g8≈i- 'go away'
7O5. € *gáZ@@@@V '∈ hair, wool'
7O6. *gu 4444 {Z 1 111 }V  ¬ *gu{Z 1111 }É  'tracks, path; to go, to pass'
7O7. ≈ *gËZ7777l ∏ ∏∏∏u 6 666 (¬ ≈ *gËz7777l ∏ ∏∏∏u 6 666) 'laugh, amuse' >  IE: NaIE *g≈leu\- (<  IE
**g≈Óleu\- < **guz7lu-?) v. 'be merry, joke, *g≈oi\los 'merry, wanton'
7O8. € *gËZ 6666÷V 'wish, be hungry'
7O9. *9u6666bV 'to plait, to interlace, to wattle' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'to weave') >  IE  *xub- / *xweb- 'plait, interlace' >  NaIE *ub≈-/*web≈- v.
'plait, weave'
7O9a. *9a{c''''}V (or *9a?icV?) '(leafy) branch, bough' > IE *Ùosd-o-
' bough '
71O. ? *{9}oK''''Vs6666 ++++c 6 666V(-ÂV) '∈ canine'
711. *9{e}{l}V(-wV) 'to rise in waves' (of water) >  IE: NaIE *°o+ald≈-
'wave '
712.  *9u6666LV (= *9u6666lV?) 'to destroy, to fight; war' >  IE *xul-/*xWel-
'destroy, defeat'
713. *9il ßßßß {Ë} 'boy, young man'
714. *9{o}Lpa  (or *9uLpa?) 'weak, small' >  IE *xWelp-/*x=Wlp-
' smal l '
715. *9al !!!!V 'cereals' > IE *xel[V]g8[≈]- ≈ 'cereals, grain'
716. € *{9}amV 'mouth', (?) '(inside of) cheek'
717. *9VmV  'darkness, night'
718. *9en ```` {a 4 444 } 'be large, be copious'
719. € *{9}u 6666n 1 111V (or *÷ 3333u 6 666n 1 111V) 'drink, eat'
72O. *9ar{i} 'valley, hollow in the ground, cave' >  IE *xery- ¬ *xr=y-
({EI} *≤h€eryo-s) 'cavity' (> Ht hari-s 'valley')
721. *9orV 'to cry, to speak, to produce vocal sounds' >  IE
*xWe(:)r-/*x=Wr- '≈  speak, call' >  NaIE *o2r-/*´r- id.  Lv h°ru2t-
' cu r se ' .
722. *9ËrV 'skin' > ?? IE: NaIE ≈ *erp≈- (< *Óeu\r-p≈-?) / ? *werp≈- '≈
tear off', 'skin (that can be torn off)'
723. *9arÓV 'crush, grind' >  IE *éerÓ- or *éarÓ- >  NaIE *ar(´)- v.
'p lough '
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724. € *9VÂVbV (or *-p- ) 'dark' >  IE: NaIE *e2Æreb(≈)-/*o2Ærob(≈)-
' d a r k '
725. *9u{rir}V (or *9ur1111V¬*9ur1111VrV¬*9urVr1111V?) 'skill, ruse ,
deceit; to deceive'
726. € *9otK ''''V 'popliteal space (back of the knee), armpit '  > AdS  o f
IE: NaIE *aks- ¬ *ag8(e)s- (and/or *ok-?) 'armpit'
727. *9uZ 7777e 6 666 '≈ sheep, goat'
728. *9ËZ7777V 'feel, smell (s th.) '  > IE *ÓWed-, *Óod- >  NaIE *od- v.
'smell (sth.)', *od-ma2 n. 'smell'
729. (€?) *Ì{a}c 7777 ' '''V 'bite, chew'
73O. ?φ *Ga4444c 7 777 ' '''{Ë} (= *Ga4444c 7 777 ' '''o or *9a 4444?ic7777 ' ''' {Ë}?) '(∈) grass'
731. *Ìo6666c 7 777 ' '''V 'bone', (?) 'backbone '  > IE *xWest[≈]- ¬ *xWost[≈]-
' bone '
731a. ≈ *˝ay{e}c 6666V 'seek, look for' > IE: NaIE *ai\s-, *ai\s-sk8- v. ' seek ,
wish '
732. *ÌÅc6666 ' '''V 'cut, cut into pieces' >  ?φ IE *xat- 'cut, pierce'
733. € *Gu6666dV 'to tie; thong' >  IE: *Óeu\d≈-/*Óou\d≈-/*Ówed≈- v. ' t i e ' ,
n. 'tie, thong'
734. (€?) *GËLV 'knee, elbow' >  IE *xWel- or *Ùol- (/ *Ùel-?)
'elbow' > NaIE *o2Ælena2, *o+elni- id., Ht haliya- v. 'kneel, genuflect'
735. *Gun 2222V  'bend, be bent, sink, fall'
736. *Gon````[V]9a 'fingernail, claw' (‘ 'hook') >  IE *éWeng[≈]Óo /
*éWnog≈[Ó]- '(finger)nail, claw' (>  NaIE *ongW≈[Ó]o-, *nogW[≈]Óo-, ?
*´nog≈[Ó]- id.)
737. *Gan2222{c6 666 ' '''}Ë 'cheek'
738. *Gon2222tV 'heat; to heat' >  IE *Ùend- >  Ht hantais- n. ' hea t ' ,
NaIE *°Vnd- (= *ond-?)  > OIr and- v. 'kindle'
739. *Gu6666ru 6666 'to flow, to stream' >  IE *Ùwr- '≈  sprinkle' >  H t
hurnai\-, hurniya- v. 'spray, sprinkle'  NaIE *wr=n-/*u2r-/*au\r- v.
'rain, drip, trickle'
74O. € *GVÂV 'wild boar'
741. *˝er?V  'eagle' or sim. > IE *x8er-/*x8or- 'eagle, big bird'
742. ?σ *˝ÉÂgÉ  'big beast, beast of prey' > IE *xr=k•t- ≠ *xr=tk•- 'bear'
743. *Ì{o}rk ''''o 6 666 'bend, be bent\crooked' >  IE *éerkW- ¬ *éerku- ({EI}
*≤hÅerkwo-s) > NaIE *arkW- ¬ *´rkW- 'a bow', v. 'be bent'
744. € *ÌVÂ[V]PV 'cloud'
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745. (€?) *˝VÂ[V]{ûûûûq}V 'to gnaw' >  ?φ  IE (with ass. t ransformat ions
and onomatopoeic infl.) *gWruk8+k- ≠ *gWru(:)g8≈-/gWrou\\g8≈ ≠ *gWru(:)g8-
/gWrou\g8- v. 'gnaw, bite'
746. (€?) o *GVÂGVé€ÊV (= *9VÂ9Vé€ÊV?) '∈ waterbird' >  IE
*Óer[Ó]e+oÓd- '∈ waterbird' > NaIE *´+aro2d-/´+ar´d- 'heron' or sim.
747. *Ì{u4444}s 6 666V 'live' >  IE *xwes-/*xeu\s- 'live, dwell, stay' ({EI}
*h€wes-  'dwell, pass the night, stay' >  Ht hues- / hwis- / hus- ' live,
be\stay alive', NaIE *wes-  'be, live, dwell'
748. (€?) *{Ì}is 6666VbV  'to grow; vegetation'
749. (€?) *G {o}wV 'wild sheep\goats', (‘ or “ ) 'wild game' >  IE
*x[W]owi- ({EI} *≤h€owi-s, gen. *≤h€ewy-os) 'sheep'
75O. *GoyV 'carry, bring'
751. i  *ha , deictic pronominal pc. ('ille', distal deixis) >  IE *{?}o/e-
no-, {Pv.} (?) *o-n-yo- , ?? {EI} *hÅen- 'that'
751a. € *{h}a , particle of collectiveness >  IE *-h= / (with themat ic
nomina) *-e/o-h (*e/o- belonging to the stem), ending of nom.-accus.
ntr. pl. > NaIE *-´/-a2
752. ? € *{h}á ≠ *0{h}Ë , marker of dual (for nomina animata) >  IE
*-Ó(e) ≠ *Óu\, dual ending (nom., animate gender)
753. i  *h{e}  'this', deictic pc. (proximal deixis) > IE *?e- > NaIE *e-
(gen. *e-syo) *'he, this' may be suggested (as one of the solutions) o n
the basis of the gen. OI asya, Av ahe 'of this', the dat. OI asma2i, Av
ahma2i  'to this', OLat em  'him', etc.
754. i  *{h}i  'iste' (or 'hic'), demonstrative pc. >  IE: AnIE: HrLw ï-,
nom. ï-s 'this'  IE *?ei\-/?i (or *h8ei\-/*h8i- ?), anaphoric dem. p r n .
{Bks.} 'that, the (just named)'
755. i  *{h}u 'iste', dem. pc. (intermediate deixis?) > IE *?u- / *?ou\-/
*we- / *wo- 'iste', deictic pc.
756. € *hedV  'to break'
757. *hu 6666di  'rot, dissolve (by boiling), boil'
758. *hu ++++ od [V]?V  'be motionless, sleep' (‘ 'be sleepy\giddy')
759. € *hakV  'slow, inactive'
76O. *h++++Ù{a 4444 }ka 'to need, to lack' > IE: NaIE *eg+g8- 'lack'
761. *{h}awk{a} 'light (lux); bright' > IE: NaIE *au\g- v. 'shine' Ï NaIE
*au\g-a2, -o2(n) 'light, gleam'
762. € *hËwa4444ke 6666 'move, walk'
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763. *hak÷V 'stand, stop, stay, be'
764. € *hoK ''''Ë 'copulate'
765. o? *halV 'call out, call, pronounce magic words, rejoice' >  IE:
{Pv.} *xel-t-/*xl-et-, d. *xl=≤tye/o- ({∫Pv.} *Ó⁄l=tye1/o1-) '≈  call', ?o: Gk
]alalh1, Gk D ]alala1 'war-cry'
766. *hal∏∏∏∏V 'this' > IE: NaIE *al-i\o-s 'other' ({EI} IE *hÅeli\o-s), *°al-ter
'the other from two', IE *°o+al-nei\ > Sl *olni 'last year'
767. *hÅlV 'to shine; bright'
768. € *hiLV (or *hÉyLV??) 'new heavenly light' (≈ 'new moon, t h e
first star in the sky')
769. € *hiL{Ë}  'stand, be, exist' ([in B] ‘ 'have')
77O. *hu 6666LV  'push, butt, pierce' > IE *Ùwel-/*Ùul- v. strike'
77Oa. *{h}al[V?]É 'on the other side' >  IE *?al-, *?ol- 'on\from t h e
other side', {P} 'darüber hinaus'
77Ob. € *{h}ali{w}V 'elephant'
771. € *haLVK'''' [u]  'to step, to walk'
772. *hÅl!!!!ËK''''{a} 'be in need (hungry, thirsty), covet' >  IE: NaIE *elk-
/*olk-  (or *alk-?) 'v. 'hunger, be hungry'
773. *{h}VmP{i} 'venomous vermin\(?)reptile' > IE: NaIE *empi- ≠
*emb≈i- 'stinging insect'
774. *hanV 'head' ‘ 'top' ‘ 'on, on the surface, towards' >  IE
*{x}an ≠ *{x}anu ≠ *({x}a)no2 {P} 'an einer schrägen Fläche hin, hinauf'
775. *hÉn2222V 'iste' >  IE: NaIE *eno-/*ono-, dem. prn. ' t h a t '
(intermediate or distal deixis), Ht an(n)i- 'that, yonder', ? IE *é8e2n ( o r
*?e2n) 'behold!', 'lo!', 'voilà'
776. € *hu6666?Én++++NV 'wave' >  IE *xun- / ? *xwen- >  Ht hunhuwan-
'wave', NaIE: pGmc *unTi\o2, *unTu- 'wave', L unda id.
777. *hÅwNV  'sense, mind, soul'
778. *huP3333Ë  'bad', 'error, sin' > IE *xWep-/*xWop-/*xup- '≈ evil'
779. *herV (or *herh ++++ ?V?) 'disintegrate, fall to pieces' >  IE *é8er(Ó)-
(> NaIE *er[´]-/*´r[´]-) v.  'disintegrate' (IS: 'razvalivat∆så ')
78O. *hoÂ{i}  'conceive', 'newborn, a young' >  IE *éWer- >  NaIE *or-
'child; be born'
781. *he[? ++++y]r{É}  'male' > ? acc. to IS I 248, possibly IE *é8ers-/*é8r=s-
(≈ {AD} *é8+?ers-/*é8+?r=s-) 'male'
782. *h{o}ÂVbV  'run'
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783. (€?) *hu4444Âc@@@@V '≈  wrinkle, rumple, crush, tear down' >  IE: ¿ H t
{Ts.} hars- 'aufreißen'
784. *hirVgV  'kill' or 'die' >  IE *xer{g≈}- 'disappear, die'
785. (€?) *haÂK''''a 'hold\grasp, keep, keep in one's possession' >  IE
*xark- 'hold' >  Ht har(a)k-, har- v. 'hold, keep, have', NaIE *ark- >  L
arce-o2  'shut in, shut up; keep at a distance, hinder', arx ' s t ronghold,
fortress' »»  Gk ]arke1v 'ward off, keep off' »» ? Arm argelum aRgelum
'hinder, restrain, hold back'
786. *{h}as6666{o} 'burn' (of fire) >  IE *xes- ¬ *Ùas- 'hearth, ashes', v.
' d r y '
787. *his 6666É  'to break'
788. (€?) *{h}otV  'to smell (odorare, to get the odour of)', 'to smell
(olere, to have an odour\scent)' >  IE *{xW}ed- 'odour' > Arm hot
'odour, smell', Gk }ozv vi. (pfc. }odvda) 'emit an odour, smell', Gk H m
]odmh1 'smell, scent'
789. € *hawtV 'call, speak' > IE *heu\d > NaIE *°aud- > Gk a]ydh1 'voice,
speech', a]yda1v 'I speak'  NaIE *wed- 'utter sounds, speak'
79O. *hawV 'to desire, to love' > IE *éew- (or *?aw-) >  NaIE *aw- v.
'like, favour, want'
791. *how{i} 'become, appear' > IE: NaIE *-ew-(o2), *-eu\w-(o2), *-eu\y-
(o2) 'be X', sx. of denom. verbs
792. *h{o}wV  'pit, depression' > IE: NaIE *a+owent- 'well, spring'
793. *há[?]w{Ë} 'to fall, to sink' > IE *éxou\(e) 'down, away' >  NaIE
*o+au\(e) 'down (herab), away'
794. € *ho[w]÷3333a (or *ho÷ 3333wa ) 'to flow, to stream; a stream'
794a. ? *hVya 'for, for the sake of', directive-designative pc. > IE:
NaIE *-ei\ 'to', ending of the dative case
795. *é€i , a pc. of past  (preterite); IS tried to connect the IE *e-
augment of the past tenses with the vw. *i or the cns. *y, which serve
as affixes of past in B, K, U, C, and D
796. € *é⁄ic@@@@XV  ¬  *-c'''' @ @@@-  ¬  *é⁄ic@@@@G ++++hV 'father, head of a family' (‘
or “  'master, lord') > IE *h+?esxo-s ({EI} *h⁄es≤h€o-s) 'master'
797. *Óa4444c ' ''' @ @@@ ++++c 6 666 ' '''{i} (= *Ù++++Q++++ha 4444c ' ''' @ @@@ ++++c 6 666 ' ''' {i}?) 'father, ancestor '  > ??σ IE: H t
hassu 'king'
798. *é€ec 1111 ' ''' {Ë} (or *é€eé€ic1111 ' ''' {Ë}??)  'to sink', (‘ ?) 'to dip'
799. *é€ËdV (= *HËdV?) 'sister', '∈ female relative'
8OO. *Óu 4444wdV  (= *Gu 4444wdV?) 'evening, night'
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8OOa. (€?) *ÓogÉ  'top, above'
8OOb. € *ÓÅkV  'leaf', (?) 'branch'
8O1. *Ó{o}kÉ (= *Ó{o}ku4444 or *Ó{o}ká?) 'goat' >  IE: NaIE *o+ag8- ' goa t '
( 'he-goat '?)
8O2. *{é€}o6666kË 'head'
8O3. *Ó{i}K''''á 'eat' > IE *hek8- v. 'eat'
803a. ≈ *{é€}elV 'sprout, twig'
8O4. *é‹iL{i}  (= *HiL{i}?) (or *é‹i[? ++++y]L{i}??) '∈ entrails' >  IE: NaIE
*ei\li- / *ili- / ? *jeli- (or *ïli-) 'entrails'
804a. *Ó{a 4444}l ! !!!V  (= *X++++q{a 4444}l ! !!!V?) 'female'
8O5. *é‹am{Ë}  'be/become quiet, enjoy' > ?σ  IE: NaIE *am-  v. 'love'
8O5a. *Óomg{u 4444 } 'breast'
8O6. (€?) *Ó{e}mVn2222V (= *?{e}mVn2222V?) 'oak, tree' >  IE: OIr omnae
'tree, oak'
8O7. *Óan2222V 'other' > IE: NaIE *a+on- Ï: [1] NaIE *a+on-yo- 'other', [2]
NaIE *a+ontero-s 'the other (from two)'
8O8. *éinV (= *ÙinV? ) 'other' > IE: NaIE *ei\n- 'other'
8O9. o  *Óan2222{9}V(t''''V) (or *ÓaN{9}V(t''''V)??) 'duck' >  IE *Ón=Óti- /
*ÓenÓti- > NaIE *an´ti 'duck'
81O. *Óon2222ka (= *éon 2222ka?) 'angle, joint\bend (of a limb, etc.)' >  IE:
NaIE *o+ang- 'joint (of body), angle'
811. *ÓÉn2222omV (= ? *HÉn2222omV or ?? XÉn2222omV) 'take hold of, have,
own' > IE: NaIE *enm-/*nem-/*i\em- 'take, acquire, have'
812. € *Ó{a 4444}n 2 222tV 'kernel' > IE: NaIE *endr- 'egg, kernel'
813. *ÓËN{d}V 'root'
814. *Óa4444NkË 'fire' > IE {EI} *Ón=gWni-s >  NaIE *n=gni-s ({P, Dv.} *egni-
/ogni-) 'fire'
815. € ≈ *ÓËp''''V-(tVk++++gV) or *ÓË[P]tVkV ≠ -VgV) (*Ó  = *h  o r
*H?) 'stalk (of a plant), stem' > IE: NaIE {P} *a+o[:]d(e)g[W]o- 'stalk'
816. € *Ó{á}ÂV 'goat, sheep '  > IE *{ h8 }er(i)- ({EI} *h⁄er- 'lamb, k i d ' )
> NaIE *er-, eri- 'goat, sheep'; NaIE *er(i)-b≈- '∈ horned artiodactyl'
817. *é⁄erË  'ascend, rise' > IE *her- (or *hWer-), *h[W]eru- id.
818. *Ó ++++wurV  'male person\animal'
819. *é⁄a6666?Vr1111V (= *?a?ur 1111V?) 'long, big' > IE *éx{a+o}éxr- 'long', ( ? )
' f a r '
82O. *Óa[wV]s 7777V  (= *÷ 3333awis 7777V?) 'male, male person'
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821. *Óaya 'pursue' > IE *Óai\- (= *éxei\-)/*Ói- >  OI i≤no2-ti, ≤inva-
ti 'advances upon, presses upon, drives', Av inaoîti 3s p r s .
'vergewaltigt, kränkt', ? Gk a]ino1ß 'terrible'
822. *é€oyV (= *hoyV?) 'by me, my' > IE: [1] pIE stative marker o f
1s *-xe  [2] pIE marker ({Bks.} *-h€) of 1s in md. (yielding Ht prs. -
ha(ha)ri, p. -ha(ha)ti, L prs. -o-r, etc.)  [3] NaIE *-o2 (<  *-o-Ó), 1 s
marker in the pres. tense of the thematic verbs (*-o-  being the themat ic
vw. of the stem)
823. *HË[w]c6666 ' '''V (or *HËwVc6666 ' '''V) 'loins, lap'
824. *HaLu6666 (or *HaLwV ) '∈  a leaf-bearing tree' >  IE *éelis- 'alder'
825. € *HVLiLV 'flower, a plant with flowers' >  IE *éxlei\l- >  NaIE
*lei\l- ≠ dis. *lei\r- '≈ flower', Ht {Pv.} alel- 'flower, bloom'  
826. € *HÉmVdV 'desire, covet'
827. *{H}oˆc @@@@a   (or *Xoˆc @@@@ a ) '(front) end, extremity, edge, tip'
828. € *{H}an2222dV (or *Xan2222dV) 'shade, darkness' >  IE *éend≈- >  NaIE
*and≈o-  'blind, dark'
829. *HË[n2222 ++++m]p''''V?V 'navel' > IE *éWemb≈- / *éWneb≈- ({EI} *h‹nob≈-)
> NaIE *omb≈-/*neb≈- 'navel'
83O. *(HiˆV-)rimPV or *(HimV-)rimPV 'eyelid, eyelash' (cd.?) >
IE: Ht {Pv.} enera-, enira-, inira-, innari-, inniri- 'eyebrow'
831. *Hop''''[V]l ∏∏∏∏É  'flow down'
832. *H{u 4444 } rXVc 6666V  'to scratch, to comb'
833. *H{Ë}rel ßßßß ++++ l ! !!!V 'reed'
834. *HÉ[y]s 2222Ë  'faeces, filth' >  IE: Ht isuwan 'residue, sediment ,
refuse, scraps, waste, remains'
835. *HËZ1111É(- ûûûûqV) 'look, see' > IE: Ht aus-  v. 'see' and uski- id.
836. *ko 'whereas, but, also; doch' (adversative-thematic a n d
reminding enclitic conjunction) >  IE: NaIE *gWe (adversative enclitic
conjunction) 'but, whereas'
837. € *kË , particle of plurality (used mostly with pronouns)
838. *kV  'out of, from'
839. *kV ≠ *gV 'thee, thy'
84O. *ko?{i}  'to call' >  IE: NaIE *gWe2(i\)-/*gWo2(i\)-/*gWï- v. 'call ,
shout' (‘ ' s ing')
84Oa. *ke÷i  (or €*k ++++K ' '''eyV) 'make, do'
841. ? € *kÉ÷3333u 6 666 'pour, flow' > IE: NaIE *g8≈eu\-/*g8≈u- v. 'pour', *g8≈eu\-mn=
'sth. poured, libation' (× N €  *gÉqu6666 'to pour, to flow')
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842. *ku÷3333a 'to go, to advance, to follow', (“ ?) 'to track (game), t o
follow the tracks' > IE *gWeé-/*gWé=- > NaIE *gWa2-/*gW´- 'go'
843. € *kabV  'sheep, goat' > IE: NaIE *gab≈- 'goat, lamb'
844. *kabV 'rise, stand up'
845. € *kabV 'calabash, gourd'
846. *kibV  'hump, bend; to bend' >  IE: NaIE *gei\b≈- 'hump, bend'
847. *kobV  'to hew, to cut' (‘ 'to plane')
847a. *koé€{a 4444 }bV (¬ *koé€{a 4444 }pV?) 'frog, toad' > IE: NaIE *gWe2b≈-a2 /
? *gW´b≈- 'toad'
848. *k{a4444}c ' ''' @ @@@Ë 'skin'
849. *kÉc'''' 7 777 {Ë} ≠ *k{u4444}c 7 777 ' ''' {Ë} (or *-c 7777-) 'knife'
85O. € *k{u}c 7777 ' '''V or *K''''{u}c7777 ' '''V 'ant'
851. *k{a}d ++++ tV 'rock'
852. *kudV (or *K ''''udV ) 'to plait'
853. (€?) *ku 4444d {a}  'male person of the opposite exogamous moiety
within an exogamic system of tribes' (‘ 'male relative-in-law')
854. *ko÷3333dV ≠ *kod÷3333V 'filth, dirt; abominable' >  IE: NaIE *gWo2d≈- /
*gWe2d≈- id.
855. o *k++++K' '''ÉdV{s1111 ++++c 1 111}u6 666 'to sneeze' >  IE: NaIE *kseu\-/*kse2u\- (≠ *skeu\-
/*ske2u\-) v. 'sneeze'
856. *k++++gog[Ë]Z1111É[?V] 'set fire to, burn (sth.)' >  IE: NaIE *ksV∏- ( o r
*kWsV∏-) v. 'burn'
857. i  *kak''''É (= *kak ''''i?) (or *k''''-?) 'angry, bad' ('böse') > IE: NaIE
*k+k8ak+k8- 'bad'
858. (€?) ≈ *k{Ého}k''''a 'green\blue, green plants' > IE *k8eh8ko- ({EI}
*k8eh⁄ko-m) 'edible greens'
859. *k{a}la (or *kaliya ≠ *kalaya?) 'vessel, boat'
86O. *kalV 'to lie (liegen)' (‘ 'to spend the night') >  IE: NaIE *gol- /
*go2l- / *gôl- 'lie (down)'
861 *kalßßßß ++++l ! !!!V 'to bark (a tree), to remove vegetation'; ‘ ' b a r e ,
naked' >  IE: NaIE *go+al- 'naked, bare'
862. *ka4444lu 6666 'woman of the opposite exogamous moiety within a n
exogamic system of tribes' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'female relative-in-
law', 'bride') > IE: NaIE *g8l=o2u\-/*g8lo2u\-/*g8elu- 'brother’s wife, husband’s
s is ter '
863. *k{o}lV  'bough, stick' > IE: NaIE *g[W]ol- 'bough'
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864. *k{o}Li (or *k{o}Li?u?) (= *k{o}l ßßßß ++++l ! !!!i [or *k{o}l ßßßß ++++ l ! !!!i?u?]?) ' t o
smear' >  IE: NaIE *glei\- v. 'paste, smear'
865. *kulV  (or *kuwálV?) 'to work'
866. *kËlßßßßV (or *kVho6666l ß ßßßV?) 'snake, worm' > ??φ IE: Gk ce1l-ydroß
'snake' or 'tortoise\turtle', L colubra  'snake'
867. *ku6666l ß ßßßV 'glowing coals; to heat\roast\fry\cook' >  IE: NaIE
*g+g8eu\lo-/*g+g8ou\lo- 'glowing coals', {EI} *geu\lo- ≠ gulo- ≠ *gulo-m ' f i re ,
glowing coals'
868. *ka[h]lV  'power, force; be able' > IE: NaIE *g[≈]al- 'be able'
869. *kal ∏∏∏∏ { ? }V  'to approach, to come'
87O.  *kol?a  'to die; end' > IE: NaIE *gWel- v. 'die, feel pain'
871. *kol[V]÷V (or *kol ßßßß [V]÷V?) 'to peel, to bark'
872. *ka 4444 l {h }V  'to walk, to make one’s way (with effort), to wade'
873. *kalwV 'together, whole'
874. *k{a}l ∏∏∏∏Ù{o}  'call (appeler), shout' > IE: NaIE *gal- v. {EI} 'call o u t ,
speak '
875. (€?) *kVl[V]yV  'lumbar region' (in HS: ‘ 'kidney')
876. € *kaLc7777V 'voice; to speak\cry\weep' > IE: NaIE *ga+ol≤so-s, -m
'voice, a cry'
877. *kol !!!!u 'to fly; wing' > IE: NaIE *gWelu- v. 'fly'
877a. *kul !!!!V 'to flow, to gush, to leak'  > IE: NaIE *gWel- > OI
≤galati 'drops (träufelt herab), falls down' »» Gk bly1v 'gush f o r t h '
('quelle hervor'), {EI} 'well up' »» OHG quellan, NHG quellen ' t o
gush, to well', NHG Quell(e) 'a spring'
878. *ku4444l ! !!!V or *kul!!!!É 'cold; to freeze' >  IE: NaIE *g8+gel- 'cold', v.
' f r eeze '
879. € *kol !!!!?V 'pair, one of a pair'
88O. € *kol !!!!Óa 'oak' >  IE *gWelé-/*gWleé- >  NaIE *gWel´-/*gWla2-
'acorn, oak', +ext. *-nd-:  *gWla2-nd- and sim. 'acorn'
881. *kama  'peel (rind)' (‘  'dandruff', 'scab')
882. *kamV 'to grasp, to press' >  IE: NaIE *gem- v. 'press, squeeze,
squeeze together, grasp'
883. *kamV 'full, whole, all' > IE: NaIE *gem- '(be) full'
884. *ka4444me6666 (or *kame 6666) 'blood'
885. € *kÉmV (or *kÉmho) 'to give birth' (‘  'family') >  IE {Pv.}
*g8emhW- (= {∫Pv} *g8em-A⁄W-), {EI} *g8emÓ- 'marry' (of a male)  > NaIE
*g8em-/*g8me- ({†Pv.} *g8em´-) v. 'marry', 'relative, relative-in-law'
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886. UA € *ko 6666mV 'sth. hollow'
887. *k{u}mV(LV)  '(stinging) insect'
888. *ku4444ma6666 (or *ku4444Óma6666) 'man, person' >  IE: NaIE *g8≈om-/*g8≈m-
'man (person)'
889. € *kVmc''''V  (or *K ''''VmcV) 'to jump'
89O. € *kamc 6666 ' '''V  (or *K ''''amc 6666 ' '''V ) '(sth. connected with) hand\arm'
891. *kom[V]dÉ '∈ basket, vessel'
892. *kom[V]t ''''V  'to cover; lid, cover'
893. *kan 2222V 'pair, couple; one of a pair, comrade'
894. *kan```` ++++n 1 111V(-t''''V) 'stalk, trunk of a tree' (‘ ' log')  > ? AdS  of IE:
NaIE *°g+g8enb[≈]-/*°g+g8onb[≈]-/*°g+g8nob[≈]- 'peg, stick, piece of wood' (<  N
*ga 4444n [V] {p '''' }V  'stem, stalk, stick, stake, picket')
895. *{k}onÉ 'to touch' ([in K]‘ 'work up')
896. *kon2222i  (or *kun 2222i) 'woman, wife' >  IE *gWen(-eé) ({EI} *≤gWenhÅ
/ gen. *≤gWnehÅ-s) 'woman'
897. *kun2222a 4 444 'hair' > IE: NaIE *gou\n-/gun- 'hair'
898. *k{ay}n2222V (or kan 2222V??) (often in cds.) 'wing, feather'
899. *ku4444[y]n````u 6 666÷Å 'a joint in a limb (knee, elbow); to bend in a jo int '
> IE *g8enu-/*g8onu-/*g8neu\- ({EI} *≤g8onu / gen. *≤g8enu-s) 'knee'
9OO. (€?) *ka4444n 2 222há 'to give birth' >  IE *g8ené8-/*g8neé8- 'give birth' ({EI}
*g8enh⁄- 'beget a child; be born') > NaIE *g8en´-/*g8ne2-/*g8no2- id., AnIE: H t
kaena n. 'relative-in-law, kinsman'
9O1. *kin2222ho ≠ *kihn2222o 'see, observe, examine, know' >  IE *g8enhW-
/*g8nehW- (= {EI} *g8neh‹-) 'know' >  [1] NaIE *g8en´-/*g8no2- 'know', [2]
NaIE pp. *g8no2-≤to-s, *g8n=:-≤to-s 'known', [3] NaIE n. act. *g8no2-ti-
'knowledge', [4] NaIE *g8no2-sk- 'become acquainted with, get knowledge
of'  Ht ganes(s)-, kanes(s)- 'recognize, discern, identify;
acknowledge'
9O2. *ka4444n 2 222[y]u (or *ka4444n 2 222Vyu) 'cheek, side of the face' >  IE: NaIE
*g+g8enu- id.; *ka 4444n [y]V-dV (originally a cd.?) 'cheek' > IE: NaIE *g8on´d≈-
/ *gn´d≈-  '≈  cheek, (?) jaw'.
9O3. *ken[V]c @@@@VdV 'joint (articulation), shoulder joint'
9O4. *kon2222dÉ  'to harm, to spoil', (“ ?) 'to touch' >  IE: NaIE *gWend≈-
v. 'injure, damagey'
9O5. UA  € *K{u}n2222yaÓl!!!!É ≠ *K{u}yn2222aÓl !!!!É¬*K{u}n 1111aÓl !!!!É ' sunshine,
daybreak '
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9O6. *kan2222 ++++mpV 'soft excrescence (lip, mushroom)' >  IE: NaIE {IS}
*gemb-  (or *gWemb-) 'excrecence, tumor, lip, mushroom'
9O7. *kun1111c 7 777 ' '''e 6 666 (or *kun1111c 7 777e 6 666) (probably = *kun1111c 7 777 ' '''i or *kun1111c 7 777i)
'(finger)nail, claw' >  IE: [1] NaIE *gwisti-s (or *g8Wisti-s) 'finger', [2]
NaIE *gwozd[≈]o-, *gwozd[≈]i- 'nail'
9O8. (€?) *kaNga  'to wrap, to tie' > IE: NaIE *geng≈- v. 'wind, tie, spin,
plait, weave'
9O9.  (€?) *kaNgV '∈ waterfowl'
91O. € *koN{Û}V  'crotch (of body)'
911. *kohp ''''V 'cave, pit'
912. *ko{q}pV 'mucus, slime' ([in some B lgs.] ‘ 'saliva'), ' f i l th \d i r t
on the surface (mould, soot)' >  IE: NaIE *°gWe2b≈-/*°gW´b≈- 'slimy' (‘
'slimy fish')
913. *keypV (¬ *ku 4444ypV?) 'light (not heavy)'
914. *kep''''[é€]V (= *kep''''÷V?) 'jaw, chin' > IE *g8ep[Ó]- > NaIE *g8ep≈- ≠
*g8eb≈- 'jaw, mouth'
915. *kopVrV  (or *-b-?) 'many, big'
916. *kuP3333sa  'extinguish, exhaust' > IE *gWes-/*gWo2s- id.
917. *karV  'twist, turn around, return'
918. *kaÂV  'rise, get up, jump up, wake up' >  IE: NaIE *ger- 'rise'
919. (€?) *kira 6666 or *gira 6666 'to scratch' > ?σ IE: NaIE *°g8[≈]er- v. '≈ rake'
92O. (€?) *kore 6666 '≈  ∈ deer, antelope'
921. o? *kurV ≠ *karV 'crane' > IE *ger[Ó]- ({P, EI} *ger-) id.
922. *ku++++orV 'thick, fat' >  IE (+exts.): [1] NaIE *gWretso- ' th ick ,
large', ? [2] NaIE ¿*gWrend≈- 'big' ([in Gk]‘  'proud')
923. *k{o}÷ 3333ÂV ¬ *k{o}Â÷3333{u 6 666} (probably *k{o}˝ÂV ¬ *k{o}Â˝{u 6666 }) ' b e
heavy, be stout\thick' >  IE *gWreÓu-/*gWr=Óu- >  NaIE *gWer(´)-,
*gWôru- 'heavy'
924. € *ko[w]rV  'embers, hearth'
925. € *koyÂV  'male animal'
926. *ku4444r{?}V  (or *ku4444ri{?}V??) 'to shine; flame' ‘ 'to p r o d u c e
heat' > IE: NaIE *g8wer(´)- 'shine; be hot'
927. *kor÷3333V 'eat (greedily), drink, swallow' >  IE *gWer(Ó)- >  NaIE
*gWer(´)- 'devour, eat, swallow'
928. *kor[V]hV  'be angry\embittered' > ? IE: NaIE *°gWer(´)- 'scold'
929. *kur[Vh]V 'hill, mountain' >  IE *gWorÓ-/*gWr=Ó- >  NaIE
*gWer´-/gWor´- 'mountain'
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93O. *kuÂhV 'shout, cry' > IE *gWerÓ- >  NaIE *gWer(´)- 'shout, sing,
praise; wail'
931. *ko6666ri{H}u 6666 'throat, neck' >  IE: [1] NaIE *gWrïwa2 ≠ *gWerwa2
'nape of neck', [2] NaIE *gWer(´)-  'throat'
932. *korVwa 'fade, rot, decay', 'coagulate' (of blood, etc.), ' ge t
sour\rancid\bitter'  (of food) >  IE: [1] NaIE (in IIr) *°g8er- 'decay', [2]
NaIE *greu\t- 'curds'
932a. *kor[Vw]V '∈ a gallinacean'
933. *ka{ry}V 'to dig'
934. € *ka++++áÂ{c @@@@ }V  'tie together, plait' > IE: NaIE *g+g8ers- id.
935. *kËÂcV 'scales, bark; to remove scales, to peel' >  IE: H t
kursa/i-  'skin, fleece, hide', NaIE *kru2s- 'crust'
936. *kiÂu 6666 [é]gá 'to gnaw' > IE: NaIE (with ass. transformations a n d
onomatopoeic infl.) *gWru(:)g8≈-/gWrou\\g8≈ ≠ *gWru(:)g8-/gWrou\g8- ≠
*gWruk8+k- 'gnaw, bite'
937. € *k{a}Âka or *k{a}ÂK''''a 'turn, plait, wrap' >  IE: NaIE ? *gerg-
≠*gerk- 'bend, plait'
938. € *ka 4444 rÉmV  'wall, walled\fenced enclosure'
938a. *kiÂVP3333V '(∈ ?) fish' > ?? IE: NaIE  *°g+g8Vrb- > Gmc *karp-
' c a r p '
939. *ka 4444ÂtV 'cut (off), notch'
94O. *keÂtV 'to tie, (?) to plait' >  IE: NaIE *°g8+gerd- >  Gk ge1rdioß ≠
gerdio1ß, ge1rdiß 'weaver'
941. (€?) *kVÂÊV (≠ *gVÂdV?) 'scratch, scrape' >  IE: NaIE *°gred-
/*°grod- v. 'scratch'
942. *ku?rVt ++++ dV  'worm, parasitic insect'
943. ≈ *kar1111o (or *k{o}r 1111o?) 'onager, wild ass (?)' > IE *g[W]orde≤b≈o-s
{EI} 'wild ass (Equus hydruntinus)' or 'onager/kulan (Equus hemionus)'
944. *k{a}r 1111V 'hawk, ∈  bird of prey'
945. *kor1111u 6 666 'stick, log' >  IE: NaIE *gWeru-  'sharp stick, roasting-spit'
946. € *kor 1111V '≈ fig tree'
947. *kËr 1111V  (= *kur 1111V?) or *kuÂyV  'young of an animal, child' >  IE:
NaIE *gWerb≈-/*gWreb≈- 'infant, young of an animal' (< *kËr1111V bÅ o r
*kur1111yV bÅ with *bÅ of animal names),  amb Ht kurka- 'foal, colt'
948. *kuhr 1111V  (or *ku 4444hr 1111V?) 'rain clouds, rainy weather, rainy season'
949. *kir 1111Óa  'old' > IE *g8erÓ- > NaIE *g8er´- 'old, (?) grown up'
95O. ? *ko{r 1111 } [w]V 'external ear'
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951. € *{k}u 4444 ++++uÍV  'mouse'
952. € *k ++++ geÓsV  'warm, hot, hot season'
953. *kaswV 'grow, increase; (become) big'
954. *k{u 4444 }s 7 777?V 'gravel, (coarse) sand' > IE: NaIE *g8ei\s- 'pebbles'
955. *ka4444÷ 3 333s 6 666V 'vexation, anger, quarrel'
956. *kis 6666 [ ? ]V  'tear (off), pinch, pluck'
957. *katV  'speak, think' >  IE: NaIE *go(:)d- (≠ *g8o(:)d-?) ' speak ,
th ink '
958. *k{i}t{Ë}  ≠ *k{i}t '''' {Ë} 'to tickle', ? 'to itch' >  IE: NaIE *gei\d- v. '≈
tickle, (?) sting'
959. (€?) *k{a4444}?itV (or *ká?itV?) 'suck, (?) eat liquid food' >  IE:
NaIE *g8ei\d- 'suck'
96O. *koytV 'filthy liquid, filth' > IE: NaIE *gWei\d- id. ({EI} 'be foul \
pu ru len t ' )
961. *ku{t}ÓÉ  (or *ku 4444 { t }ÓV ) 'to rise; (?) high place'
962. *k{o}t''''e 6 666 'belly' > IE: NaIE *gWet- 'belly'  
963. € *kot''''u 6 666 'to drip, to exude liquid' ‘ 'sap, pitch' >  IE: NaIE
*gWetu 'pitch'
964. *kot''''V ≠ *kut''''V '≈  magic utterance and its results' (‘ [1]
'public utterances', [2] 'be fortunate'). An alt. hyp.: two N words: [1]
*kot''''V  'public utterance', [2] *kut''''V 'good luck, happiness' (“ 'magic,
sorcery'?) .
965. *k{u 4444 }t ' '''a  (or *k ''''-?) fingernail, claw' (‘  'nail')
966. *ka÷ 3333t ' '''V 'hard, dry'
967. *kawV  'call (exclaim), shout' > IE: NaIE *gow-/*gw- 'shout'
968. *kiw[V]H{e6666} ' s tone '  > ?σ IE: Ht ku(wa)nnan ' copper ;
ornamental stone'
969. *koyV ≠ *kayV 'to draw (schöpfen)', 'scoop, spoon'
97O. *ka4444{?}yË '(small) bird'
971. *ko6666{÷}y{u6666} (most probably *ko{÷}y{u 6666 }) 'larva, worm' (‘  ' m o t h ' )
> ?σ IE: NaIE *°gWo2u\- >  Sl *gav-e7dÁ, *-e7da coll. 'small creeping animals
(lizards, frogs, vermin)'
972. *koy÷{o} (or *kuy÷{o}) 'fat, healthy' (‘ 'to fatten, to nour i sh ' )
> IE *gWei\éW-/*gWyeéW- 'be healthy, live'
973. *koyÓV 'skin, bark' >  IE *gWei\Ó- (*gWeÓi\-?) / *gWiÓ- >  NaIE
*gWe2i\- / *gWï- 'skin'
974. *koyHV 'be strong, overpower, take possession of' >  IE: NaIE
*gWey´-  v. 'overcome, ruin', *gWiya2 'violence'
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975. *ka4444ywV 'to chew' > IE: NaIE *g8yew-/*gyew- 'chew'
976. UA  € ?φ *koyw{a}  'birch tree'
977. *kez6666?e6666 'skin; to skin'
977a. *kuz6666mV (or *kuz6666V mV ) 'smoke, ashes' >  IE: NaIE *°gWelm-
' s m o k e '
978. ? € *kaÛV '(young) dog'
979. *K'a , a pc. of request > IE: NaIE {Brg.} *ka2, *kom/*kem, emphat ic
pc. (of request and sim.)
98O. ? *K''''a , substantivizing, singulative, or distinctive (singling o u t )
pronoun, name of quality bearers > IE: NaIE sx. *-k- in IIr *ai\-ka- 'one ' ,
L -k- in senex (sene-k-s) 'old man', Gk -k- in kh6ryx 'herald'   NaIE *-ko-
(f. *-k-a2), sx. of denom. adjectives and nouns
981. *K''''o 'who?' >  IE *kWo-/*kWe-/*kW-, a generalized interr. s t e m
(in *kWo-s 'who?', *kW-i-s 'who?', *kWo-d 'what?', etc. ||| UA € *K''''É
'who? '
982. *K''''{u 4 444}, dem. prn. (animate?) > IE *k8e-, *k8ï-, *k8ei\-, *k8(i)yo- 'this'
983. *K''''V (= *k''''V?) 'towards', directive pc. >  ? IE: NaIE *k{u}
' t owards '
983a. *k'''' {Å?i}bV or *k'''' {i?Å}bV  'cold, ice'
984. *k ''''o?bÉ 'to fill; whole'
985. *{k '''' }u[?]bÉ 'thorn' >  IE: NaIE *keu\b- 'thorn, thorny plant'
986. *K''''ab{É?}V 'wickerwork, bag, vessel' > IE: NaIE *kap- 'vessel,
b o x '
987. *k''''a 4 444b?a6666 'bite' (‘ 'eat') >  IE: NaIE *g8eb≈- v. 'eat, gnaw, chew' ,
NaIE *g8emb≈- 'bite, tear asunder' Ï *g8omb≈o-s 'tooth'
988. *K''''ábLV (or *K''''áLbV?) 'to support, to lean' >  IE: NaIE *k8elb-
≠ *k8elp- ≠ ? *g[≈]elb[≈]- 'help'
989. *k''''{a 4 444}c1 111Ë or *k '''' {a 4 444 }c 1 111VwV 'wild goat', '∈ antelope'
99O. *k''''ecV 'to cut' > IE: NaIE *k8es- v. 'cut, stab, chop'
99Oa. *k ''''ec 1111V  'clay, earth'  
991. € *k''''ic@@@@V (or *K''''ic @@@@V?) 'thigh muscle' >  IE: NaIE *kei\s- ' thigh,
forearm (Vorderarm), thigh muscle'
992. *k''''oc1111V (or *ûûûûqocV) 'shorten by cutting' >  IE: NaIE *°k[W]es-
/*°k[W]os- v. 'cut'
993. *k''''o?ac1111V 'basket, wickerwork' ([in descendant lgs.]‘  ' e a r t hen
vessel') >  IE {EI} *kWas- 'basket '  Ï NaIE *kWas-yo-, *kWas-lo- 'wicker
basket, Flechtwerk'
994. € *k''''a[é€]c++++c 6 666V 'young man' (‘  '[grown-up] man')
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995. € *K''''awc@@@@V 'share (Anteil)' (‘ 'lot', 'fate') >  IE: NaIE *kau\s-  v.
'draw lots'
996. *K''''ayÇa4444 'hair' > IE: NaIE *kai\s-(Vr-) '(long) hair'
996a. € *K''''a 4 444c @ @@@ ' '''V  '(be) cold; freeze'
997. *K''''ec '''' @ @@@ {a} 'tip, end (extremity)'
998. *k''''Ëc''''V 'cut\chop into small pieces'
999. *k'''' {o}c 7777V (or *k'''' {o}c 7777 ' '''V?) 'bone' > IE: NaIE *k+kWost- 'bone, rib'
1OOO. *K''''a÷ 3333c 7 777V 'to advance with effort'
1OO1. *K''''a 6 666 {÷}c 7777 ' ''' ++++t ' '''V 'ram, sheep' > IE: NaIE *k≈et- (?) 'sheep'
1OO2. € *K ''''ayec 7777 ' '''V  'heat, summer heat'
1OO3. *k''''a{c6666}Ë 'scratch, scrape off scales' >  IE *kes-/*kseu\- v.
'scratch, comb'
1OO4. *K''''ac6666÷ 3 333V (= *k ''''ac 6666÷ 3 333V?) '(young) dog\wolf'
1OO5. *k''''Åc6666 ' '''V (= *k ''''a 4 444c 6 666 ' '''V?) 'to burst, to crack; to split'
1OO6. *k''''adV 'to plait, to wattle', 'wickerwork, wattle' ( [ in
descendant lgs.] ‘  'to build, to make pottery') Ï  cd. or d. *k''''adV-LV
'wattle-fence' (‘ 'wall', 'building') >  IE : NaIE *kat- 'wickerwork, wattle-
fence '
1OO7. (€?) *k''''{a 4 444}d{i} 'take, hold'
1OO8. *{k '''' }o 6 666dV  'destroy, break, cut' > IE: NaIE *gWed≈- 'destroy'
1OO9. ? € *k''''ËdV 'die'
1O1O. *K''''Å?{u6666}dV or *K''''u 6 666t ' '''V 'neck, (?) nape, shoulder'
1O11. *k''''o÷3333[a]dV 'be deprived of; deprive of' >  IE: NaIE *ka(:)d- v.
'deprive of, destroy'
1O12. *K''''aÓdV 'grief, sorrow, anxiety' (‘ [in some IE lgs.] ' c a re ' ) ,
'anger, hate' >  IE: NaIE *k+k8a2d-/*k+k•´d- 'troubled state of mind, anger ,
h a t e '
1O13. *{K''''}oÓadV 'dip, plunge, descend'  > IE *gWeÓd≈- >  NaIE
*gWa2d≈- 'plunge, dip in'
1O14. *k''''Å{H}de6666 'to cover' >  IE: NaIE *k´+ad≈- v. 'protect, cover '
('hüten, schüzend bedecken')
1O14a. *k''''awudV (r...) (or *k''''awu4444dV (r...)) 'tail' >  IE: NaIE *kau\d-
(more plausible than *kou \d-) 'tail'
1O15. *K''''o 6 666ÙÅdV 'scold', (??) 'shout at' >  IE *kou\Ód-/*kuÓd- >  NaIE
*kou\´d-/*ku(:)d- v. 'scold', (??) 'shout at'
1O16. *k''''u++++od{a}HV (≠ *k''''ad[a]HV?) 'to pierce' >  ? IE: NaIE *kWe(:)d-
/*kWo(:)d- v. 'sharpen', *°kWod- 'sharp'
1O16a. €*K''''ÅdÙV 'strike fire, kindle'
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1O17. *K ''''Ëd [V]ÙV 'draw (water)' (= 'schöpfen'), 'ladle out'
1O18. *K'''' {a}dK''''udV 'tip, top' > IE: NaIE *kakud- 'peak, summit'  AdS
of NaIE *kaput ≠ *°k+k8au\put 'head'
1O19. *k''''akË (or *k ''''okË?) 'hook', 'tooth, fang' > ? IE: NaIE *kog-
/*keg- 'hook, claw'
1O2O. *k''''ËkÉ 'dark, black'
1O21. € Ll. *K''''aK''''a 'penis' > IE: NaIE *kak- 'male genitalia'
1O22. *K''''aK''''u 'stalk, rod, stick, cudgeal' > IE: NaIE *keku- '≈
keulenformiger Stock', 'Stock mit hammerartigem Quergriff'
1O23. *K''''oK''''e 'to look, to see' >  IE: NaIE *kWek8-/*kWok8-, *°kWek8-s-,
*°kWeg8- 'see'
1O24. i  *k''''{o}k''''V 'beak', o†'to peck' (of a bird)
1O25. *K''''alV(-mV)  'spot, stain; be spotty' >  IE: [1] NaIE *kel- ' spo t ,
stain', [2] NaIE *kel-mo- 's tain', [3] ?φ NaIE *ka2l-/*k´l- 'stain'
1O26. *K''''e 6 666la (= *K''''ela?) 'stalk, a hair' >  IE: NaIE *k8el- 'stalk' (‘
' a r r o w ' )
1O26a. *{K ''''}el ßßßßÅ 'speak, say'
1O27. (€?) *k ''''el ∏ ∏∏∏V (or *k ''''e÷l ∏∏∏∏V) 'lack, be insufficient'
1O28. € *K''''ol ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!a 'beat, strike' >  IE: in BSl the expected reflex of N
*K''''ol ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!a (NaIE *°k[W]el- 'strike') is likely to have merged with IE
*k[W]olé-/*k[W]leé- > NaIE *k[W]ol´-/*kla2- v. 'strike, beat' (<  N *K''''ol ß ßßß
++++ l ! !!!qa  'knock, strike, hit')
1O29. *K ''''ola 4 (or *K''''ol[y]a 4?) 'long, far' > IE: NaIE *kWel- 'far, distant'
1O3O. *K''''olV '(big) fish' (or *K''''ol∏ ∏∏∏V and *kalV?) >  IE: NaIE *kWo+al-
'∈ big fish'
1O31. € *k''''o6 666LV (bÅ) (or *K''''-?) 'dog\wolf, whelp' > IE: NaIE *°kWol-
/*°kul-, *kWelb-/*kWolb- '(young?) dog'
1O32. *K''''ul ∏ ∏∏∏{a 4 444} 'clan, village' (‘  'everybody') >  IE: NaIE *kWel- ' c lan,
t r o o p '
1O33. € *K'''' {u}l ∏ ∏∏∏V 'brown'
1O34. *K''''u ++++ol ß ßßßV  'raven, crow'
1O34a. *K''''u 6 666l ß ßßßV 'fall, fall down\apart'
1O35. *K'''' {e? ++++hi}le 6666 'tongue'
1O35a. *K''''o 6 666Ól ßßßßa 4 444 ¬ *K''''o 6 666l ß ßßßÓa4444 'lake, small body of water'
1O36. *K''''eÓu{h}lu4444Óe6666 (or *K''''e{h}ul[y]e 6666??) 'hear' >  IE: NaIE *k8leu\´-
/*k8lu(:)- 'hear', imv. *k8lu-d≈i 'hear!', pp. *k8lu(:)-≤to-(s) '*heard ' ,
*k8lewo(s)  'fame, announcement'
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1O37. *K''''ÉÓËyl{u 4444} 'testicles' >  IE: NaIE *k8e2u\l-/k8o2(u\)l- ' testiculi,
s c r o t u m '
1O38. *K''''aw{hÉ}LV 'outgrowh, inflation, abscess, hernia' >  IE: NaIE
d. *ka2w[´]la2 / *ku2la2 'inflation (in a body), hernia'
1O39. € *K''''oÙl ∏∏∏∏a   'be dry'
1O4O. *K''''ÅyLa 'shout, call'
1O41. *K''''É{y++++?}alßßßßa 'to burn' (intr.), 'to burn (sth.)', 'to heat, to b e
heated, to roast' > IE : NaIE *k8el- 'warm, hot; warm weather'
1O42. *K''''al ∏ ∏∏∏÷ 3 333a (or *k''''al ∏ ∏∏∏÷ 3 333a?) 'throw, leave' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'remain, wait') > IE *kleé- 'lay' ({EI} *klehÅ- 'spread out flat') > NaIE kla2-
'lay, spread out'
1O43. *k''''aL÷a 'cut, hew, chop, stab' (‘  [in descendant lgs.]
'slaughter') > IE: NaIE *kel´-/*kla2- v. 'hew, chop'
1O44. *k''''al÷V 'rock, hill, stone' > IE {EI} *kolÓ-o2n- ≠ *kl=Ó-≤n-os 'hill'
1O45. *k '''' {u 4 444 }l ß ßßß˝V (or *k'''' {u 4 444}l ß ßßß ÷ 3 333V?) 'dirt, mud'
1O46. *k''''al ∏ ∏∏∏ {h}i 'high; be high' > IE *kel[Ó]- >  NaIE *kel[(´)]- v. ' b e
high, rise (above)'
1O47. *k''''{a 4 444}l ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!{h}u6666 'stick, hook, bar' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'bar f o r
locking') > IE *kleÓw- >  NaIE *kla2w- ≠ *kle2w- 'stick, hook, locking
bar, lock'
1O48. € *K''''ÉL[Ó]V  'cold' > IE: NaIE *k8el- 'cold'
1O49. *k ''''aL[V]HV  'shout, cry, weep, make noise' > IE *kelh8- {EI} 'cal l
out to '  >  [1] NaIE *kel-/*kôle2-/*kôla2- (or *kl=-?) v. 'call, shout, m a k e
noise', AnIE *kalla-, *kle- >  Ht kalles(s)-, kal(l)is(s)- v. ' ent ice ,
lure, evoke, summon up, adduce', Lc kileima 'fame'  [2] *klau\- v.
'weep '  
1O5O. *K''''ol ß ßßß ++++ l ! !!!qa  'to knock, to strike, to hit' >  IE *k[W]olé-/*k[W]leé- >
NaIE *k[W]ol´-/*kla2- v. 'strike, beat'
1O51. (€?) *K ''''al[w]V 'thick'
1O52. *K ''''a lyV '(lock of) hair, eyebrow, eyelash'
1O53. *k''''o6 666l ∏ ∏∏∏yV (= *k''''ol ∏ ∏∏∏yV?) 'round; to turn, to turn around, to rol l
(sth.)' > IE: NaIE *kWel- 'round, circle', v. 'turn around', *kWek[W]lo-
'circle, wheel', *kWolo-  id.
1O54. € *k''''aLk''''a (≠ *k''''aLka?) 'to wind, to twist' > IE: NaIE *kelg- vi.
'wind\twist', 'winding; crookedness', *kleng- ≠ *klenk- v. 'bend, wind,
twist together'
1O55. *k''''oLPV (or *K''''oLPV) 'middle; 'inside, lap, sth. within a n
angle' >  IE: NaIE *kle2p- 'lap', v. 'embrace'
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1O56. *K''''al! !!!{u 4 444 ++++u} (= *k''''al ! !!! {u 4 444 ++++u}?) 'skin, film, bark' > IE: NaIE *kl=no-
'callosity, hard skin'
1O57. *K''''a{l ! !!!}V '(be) few, (be) too small\thin\light'
1O58. (€?) *k''''{u}l ! !!! ++++l ß ßßßV 'short, (?) low'
1O59. *K''''ohl !!!! u 4 444 'to hide, to deceive, to tell a lie' > IE: NaIE *k+k8e2l-
/*k+k8o2l-/*k+k8´l(w)- v. 'deceive'
1O6O. *K''''iy[V]l!!!!i (or *K''''iy[V]l!!!!V÷3333i?) 'to bend, to bow' > IE: NaIE
*k8lei\- v. 'bow, incline', {EI} 'lean'  
1O61. *K''''al ! !!!÷ 3 333u 6 666 'bare, naked' >  IE *kl=Ówo- > ({WH} NaIE *kôl´wo-)
' ba ld '
1O62. *k''''o 6 666l ! !!!÷{u 6666} 'track(s), way; to go, to travel' > IE: [1] NaIE *kelw-
/*kleu\- v. 'travel', [2] NaIE *kal-nV- 'path'
1O63. *{k''''}a 4 444m{o} 'to cover' > IE: NaIE *k8em- v. 'cover\veil', 'garment'
1O64. € *K''''emV 'to bite' > IE: this N √  may have influenced NaIE
*g8emb≈-/*g8m=b≈- v. 'bite' and *g8omb≈o-s 'tooth'
1O65. *K''''omV(-bÅ) (or *K ''''umV(-bÅ)?) 'forehead, front part'
1O66. *K''''umV 'sand'
1O66a. *K''''ËmV 'black, dark'
1O67. *k''''u 4 444mV(-Êa4444)/(-ÂV) 'fog, mist; cloud' >  IE: Ht kammara-
'mist, fog, vapour; shade, dimness (of sight')', NaIE: Gk [Hs.] ke1mmeroß:
]acly1ß, ]omi1clh 'mist, fog'
1O68. *K ''''Ë?a 4444mV(-nV) 'a hand with five fingers' > IE *de-k8m=t 'ten' (<
*d[w]e- 'two' + **k8omt 'hand with fingers'), Ï NaIE *k8m=≤tom ' h u n d r e d '
(< *dk8m=≤tom {EI} 'tenth decade', {P} '[Zehner]dekade')
1O68a. *K ''''um?V '(be) hot, smoulder'
1O69. € *K''''{o}mHV (or *K'''' {o}mXV?) 'eat, swallow' >  IE: NaIE *kWem-
'swallow'
1O7O. *k''''amc7777 ' '''{o} 'to bend; bend, corner' >  IE: NaIE *kant≈o- ' edge,
b e n d '
1O71. *k ''''Ë[y]mVc'''' 6 666V (or *-c ''''-?) '(≈) shin, thigh'
1O72. € *K ''''a 4 444m[Ë]r 1111V 'shoulder, shoulder-blade'
1O73. *k''''am{t}V 'burn (be on fire)', 'shine' >  IE: NaIE *kend- v.
' sh ine '
1O74. *{k''''}an{É} 'young, child' > IE: NaIE *ken- 'young; child, young o f
an animal', ? IE *-i-k(o)-, *-u-k(o)- dim. (× *-iko-, sx. of nouns der ived
from adjectives)
1O75. *k''''an2222{o} (or *k''''an 2222y{o}??) 'to tie' >  IE: NaIE {P} *kenk- v. 'g ird,
tie\bind around, tie on'
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1076. *K''''anV  'to sing, to sound' > IE: NaIE *kan- id.
1O77. *K''''anV 'begin, originate, be new' >  IE: NaIE *ken- ≠ *°kan-
'begin, originate, be born, be recent\young'
1O78. *K''''Én2222 ++++N{u 6666} 'empty' > IE: NaIE *k8en[(e)w]- 'empty'
1O78a. *K''''{o}n````V 'back, rear'
1O78b. *K''''un````V 'belly, chest'
1O79. *k''''un2222V(r1111V) 'small carnivore (marten, polecat, wild cat, o r
sim.)' > IE: NaIE *°keu\n-/*°kou\n- 'marten'
1O8O. € *K''''u 4 444n 2 222V ¬ *K''''un2222É 'sun, day'
1O81. ?φ  ≈≈ *K ''''a {9}Én 2222a  'be hungry\thirsty, desire, long for' > IE: NaIE
*kenk-  'be hungry, long for'
1O82. *K''''u 6 666yn2222V 'bucket, basket'
1O83. *K''''u 4 444y[a]n2222V 'wolf, dog' >  IE nom. *k8won- / *k8wo2n, obl. *k8un-
' d o g '
1O84. *K''''an ````?i  'to hasten, to endeavour' >  IE: NaIE *ken- v. 'hasten t o
do (sth.), strive with zeal'
1O85. *K''''in?u (>  as. *K''''u 4 444n?{u 4444}) 'exercise magic; exercise magic
against so., hate' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'be jealous, envy') >  IE: NaIE
*k8wen- 'exercise magic' (‘ 'participate in magic ceremonies ,
sacrifice'), pp. *k8wen-to-  'magic' (‘ 'holy')
1O86. *K''''on{h}V 'yellow' (or '∈ a yellow substance'?) >  IE *kWn=h- /
*kWnh=- > NaIE  (+ ext.) *kôn´≤ko- 'yellow'  AnIE ı Gk Hm ky1anoß
'cyan, a dark-blue substance'; ?? Ht ku(wa)nnan 'copper; o rnamenta l
s t one '
1O86a. (€?) *K''''{Ë}n````[Ó]V or *k{Ë}n```` ++++n 1 111V 'bee' > ? IE *°k+k8n=≤éonk-
/*°k+k8n=én=≤k- ({EI} *°kn=≤éonk-s [gen. *°kn=én=≤k-os]) {AD} 'honey, honey-
co loured '
1O87. *k''''anyV 'skin, film, bark' > IE: NaIE *(s)k+k8en-(d-) 'skin'
1O88. *K''''a 4 444n ` ``` [y]u 6666 'light (levis), thin'
1O89. *K''''un 2222yV 'ashes, dust' > IE: NaIE *(s)ken[Ó]- id.
1O9O. *k''''on2222c 7 777 ' '''V 'to scratch (so.’s body or sth.), to wound, to m a k e
suffer' (‘ 'to suffer' > IE: NaIE *kWent≈- v. 'suffer' ('leiden, dulden')
1O91. *{k ''''}un 2222igË (= *{k '''' }unigË?) 'to bend, to incline, to bow' >  IE:
NaIE *knei\gW≈- vi. 'bow, incline, bend'
1O92. *K''''an[K]É 'to singe, to glow' > IE: NaIE *kenk- v. 'parch, dry u p ,
cause burning pain'
1O93. € *K''''{É}n2222itV 'louse, nit' >  IE: NaIE *knid- ≠ *k8nid- id.,
*g≈ni(:)d- 'nit'
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1O94. (€?) *K ''''Ånt ''''V  '∈ genitalia', 'gland (esp. of genitalia: glans penis ,
clitoris)' > ?? IE: NPrs kun (< ClNPrs ku2n) 'vulva'
1O95. € *K ''''Én 3333t ' '''V  'be angry, be in despair'
1O96. € *K''''En1111V or *K''''EˆyV  'nest'
1O97. € *K'''' {u 4 444 }n 1 111V 'to burn' (intr.)
1O98. € *K''''on1111{c 1 111 ' '''}V 'bark of trees'
1O99. *K''''u[n 1111]c 7 777V 'worm'
11OO. *K''''un 1111Z 1 111V ¬ *-n1111c 1 111-, *-n1111s1 111- (or *g++++kun1111Z 1 111V ¬ *-n1111c 1 111-, *-n1111s 1 111-?) 'star' >
IE: NaIE *°g[≈]woi\sd[≈]- 'star'
11O1. (€?) *K '''' {u 4 444wa}N÷i  '∈ blood vessel (with blood), blood' or sim.
11O2. € *k''''oNc7777 ' '''V '∈ part of leg'
11O3. *k''''É{N}c6666 ' '''V ( o r  *k''''Émc6666 ' '''V?) (≠  *k''''Én1111c 6 666 ' '''V?) 'gravel, pebble(s) ,
coarse sand' > IE: NaIE *g8ei\s- 'pebbles'
11O4. *K '''' awiNgV  'shoulder joint, armpit'
11O5. *K''''a 4 444NK''''a[hV] 'shell, conch' >  IE: NaIE *k8onk≈o- ≠ *k8ok≈o-
'conch, shell'
11O6. *{k '''' }ap ''''a  'to close, to cover'
11O7. i  *K''''apV ≠ *K''''ap''''V 'to seize' (*K ''''-  = *ûûûûq-?) (≠ *K''''abV) > IE:
NaIE *kap- v. 'seize'
11O8. *K''''ap''''{a 4 444} 'palm of hand, sole of foot; hoof' > IE: NaIE *ko+ap-
' h o o f '
11O9. *k''''ÅP3333V 'leaf'
11O9a. *k''''{a}p''''{Ë} 'bird' > ?σ IE: NaIE (+ext.) *kops- 'blackbird'
111O. *K''''op ''''V  'trunk, log'
1111. i  *K ''''upÉ  'to boil' (intr.), 'to swell, to bubble' >  IE: NaIE *keu\p-
'boil, evaporate'; IE *keu\pÓ-/*kwÓ=p- (>  NaIE *kw´p-) '≈  suffocate,
extinguish'
1112. *K ''''upÉ (or *K ''''u 4 444pV) 'to bend (a joint of the limbs: elbow, knee ,
etc.)', 'elbow' >  IE: NaIE *k+k8eu\b- 'sich im Gelenk biegen'
1113. *K '''' {u}p ''''V , -lßßßßV 'bubble, pustule, blister'
1114. *k ''''uP 3333V 'heap, hill; cone, protuberance' >  IE: NaIE *kou\po- 'pi le,
heap, hill, mountain'
1115. *K''''uP 3333V 'box, basket' > IE: NaIE *kou\p-/*kup- '≈ vessel'
1116. *k''''aé€áP3333V (= *k''''aháP3333V?) 'chop, dig' >  IE *ke[é8]p- >  NaIE
*ke(:)p- v. 'chop, dig'
1117. *K ''''oé€ap{Ë}  (= *K ''''o? ++++ ÷ap{Ë}?) 'bark', (?) 'skin'
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1118. *k'''' {a}w[o]p''''É or *k''''{a}w[o]p''''VyV 'skull; occiput' (‘ [in B, IE]
'head') > IE: NaIE *kaput ≠ *°k+k8au\put 'head'
1119. *k''''{a 4 444}yap''''V (or *q°°°°- and *-p- ) 'sharp stone\rock\cliff' >  IE:
NaIE *k8ei\po-/*k8oi\po- '≈ sharp object'
112O. € *K''''aP 3333VLV 'occiput, skull' > IE: NaIE *kap(e+e2)lo- 'skull'
1121. € *K''''uP3333Vr1111V 'hump' > IE: NaIE *k{u}pVr- id.
1122. € *K ''''aP 3333 [V]Ía  'box' (unless a WW ) > IE: L capsa  'box, case'
1123. *K''''ÉP3333Vz2222V (= *K''''ÉP3333VzV?) 'paw, hoof' >  IE: *k8opÓ- >  NaIE
*k8op≈- 'hoof, claw'
1124. *k''''arV 'curse, scold, (?) be hostile', ? 'punish' >  IE: NaIE *kar-
v. 'abuse, blame, punish'
1125. € *K''''aÂV 'to bend; crooked' > IE: NaIE *ker- 'bend'
1126. *K'''' {a}ÂV  'to hang' > IE: NaIE *ko(:)r- vi., vt. 'hang'
1127. *k''''aÂV 'to fight; war, troop' >  IE: NaIE *koro-, *koryo- 'war ,
troop', *koryo-no-s  'commander in war'
1128. *K ''''a 4 444rÉ 'trunk, (piece of) wood' >  ?σ  IE: NaIE *kred- (or *0k8red-
?) ≠ ? *0k[W]ord- 'top of a building, beams, roof'
1129. *k''''a 4 444rV 'tie' (‘ 'rope'); to tie' >  IE: NaIE *k8er- 'cord, thread i n
a weft', v. 'plait, conjoin'
113O. *k''''áÂV (or *k''''ÉÂV) 'horn' >  IE: NaIE *k8er-, *k8er-w/u-, *k8er-
´s- 'horn', Ht kara2war  'horn(s), antler(s)', IE *k8r=no-, *k8orn- 'horn'
1131. *k''''a 4 444rV(-k''''a) 'small stone' > IE: NaIE *k8orka2 'gravel'
1132. (€?) *K''''áÂV '≈  ∈ pod, fruit of a leguminous plant' >  IE: NaIE
*k8ik8er- 'pea(s)'
1133. (€?) *K''''ÉÂu6666 'deer, roe' > IE: NaIE *k8erwo-/*k8rwo- 'deer'
1134. ?? € *K''''ÉÂV 'grow, be(come) big' >  IE: NaIE *k8er- v. 'grow,
make grow, breed, feed', *korwo- 'adolescens'
1135. *K''''ÉÂV (= *K''''ÉÂË?) 'hair' > IE: NaIE *k8er- 'hair'
1136. (€?) *K '''' i rV  'edge, end, (?) bank (Ufer)'
1137.  *K''''or{a} (or *K''''oÂa and *{K''''}oru 4444?) 'to flay, to bark', ' b a r k ,
crust' > IE: Sl *kora 'bark'; ?? Ht kursa/i- 'skin, fleece, hide' and NaIE
*krus-  'crust' (× N *kËÂcV 'scales, bark')
1138. *k''''oru (or *k''''oru 4444) 'bite, gnaw, chew, eat away' >  IE: NaIE
*kWeru- v. 'chew'
1139. (€?) *K '''' { o }rV  'rock, isolated mountain'
114O. *K''''o 6 666Â{É} (or *K''''o 6 666Â[V]wÉ?) 'worm, maggot' >  IE: NaIE (att. i n
Sl) *°k[W]r=wi- 'worm'
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1141. *k''''urÉ(-c@@@@V) 'run, run away' >  IE: NaIE *kers- v. 'run'  Ï
NaIE *kr=so-s 'vehicle, chariot'
1142. *k''''u 6 666r{Ë} (= *k''''ur{Ë}?) 'foot, hoof' (‘  'hand') >  IE: NaIE *kern-
/*korn- (or *k8orn-?) 'hoof, (?) handle'
1143. *K''''urV (= *K''''uru 6666?) 'plait\wattle\tie together' >  IE: NaIE
*kWer[u]- 'build, make'
1144. *K'''' {u}rV 'short' > IE: NaIE *ker-t-, *ker-… 'short'
1145. *K '''' oÓri 'to cover, to protect, to guard'
1145a. *ûûûûKa[é€]rV 'sharp' >  IE: NaIE *k≈ar- 'sharp, pointed, r o u g h '
(×   N * ûûûûqaé€r 1111V 'hard, firm' × N *c '''' 1 111orV  'tip, top, edge'??)
1146. *k''''u[w]Â{É} '(severe) cold'
1147. *k''''ayerV '∈ bark, skin' >  IE: NaIE *ker- 'skin, hide, b a r k ' ,
*kermen- 'skin'
1148. *k''''uyrV 'wood (Holz), log' >  IE {EI} *kWr=sto-≠*kWr=sti-
'woods' (× N *k ''''o 6 666Â[V]Z 1111 (VX)V  ≈ 'oak')
1149. *k''''aÂ[V?]V 'peak, rock, steep mountain' >  IE: NaIE *ker-
'rock, stone'
115O. *k ''''eri?Å  'cry, shout, call' >  IE: (+ext.): Sl *krik¥ n. 'shout'
115Oa. *K''''aru6666÷ 3 333V (or *K''''aru 66669V) 'female breast, milk' >  IE *kruÓ-t- >
NaIE *kru2t- 'female breast'
1151. *k'''' {i}ru 6666÷V 'strike, hit' > IE: NaIE *°k8+kreu\´- *'strike'
1152. *K ''''irV÷ 3333V 'to tear, to break' >  IE *k8erÓ- >  NaIE *k8er´- ' des t roy,
b r e a k '
1153. *k ''''ur[V÷]u 6666 'to hammer, to pound' > IE: NaIE *kWeru- v. 'grind'
1154. *K''''u 4 444 ++++ur÷ 3333V 'sharp'
1155. *K''''arhÅ  'black' > IE: NaIE *ker- '≈ black, dirty'  +ext.: *kers-
n-, *kr=s-no- 'black'
1156. *k''''aré€{Ë} (= *k''''arh{Ë}?) 'to burn (sth..), to heat' >  IE: NaIE
*ker´- vt., vi. 'burn'  ?? +ext.: (1) OI ku2d5ayati 'scorches, burns' ( i f
from *kr= 2d-) »» (2) L carbo  'coal'
1157. *K '''' i rÓV  (= * ûûûûq {i }r÷V?) 'top, summit, crown (of the head)' >  IE
*k8r=Ó-, NaIE *k8r=- ≠ *k8ir- 'head'
1158. *k''''ir[Ë]qa 'ice, hoarfrost; to freeze' >  IE: NaIE (+ extent ions)
*≤k8erno-s, *k8er-m-, *k8er-sn- 'ice crust (naled∆ ), snow crust, hoarfrost'
1159. *k ''''aÂ {iwu} 'come in contact (meet, come across, touch)' >  IE:
NaIE *krei\- {P} 'über etw. drüberhinstreifen, berühren'
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116O. *k''''u 4 444rwV ¬ *k''''urwÉ 'hard roe, young of a fish' >  IE: NaIE
*krek- 'fish eggs, frog spawn'
1161. *K ''''arÙV  'bank (Ufer), edge'
1162. *K ''''ir {Ù}V 'scrape, scratch'
1163. *K''''ur{Ùu6666} 'blood' > IE: NaIE *kreu\Ó-/*kruÓ- 'blood (in the b o d y
of an animal\human)', 'flesh with blood'
1164. *k ''''or{u 4444y}V  (or *k''''or 1111i) 'lamb'
1165. *K''''ur{y}V 'sprout from a root' (‘ 'sprout', 'root') >  IE: NaIE
*kWer-/*kWor- 'root'
1166. *{k '''' }arb++++p{i}  'belly, inside' >  IE: NaIE *kerp-/*krep- (or *kWerp-
/*kWrep-) 'body, belly'
1167. (€?) *K''''{i}Âu6666Ça6666 (= *K'''' {i}Âu6666c 7 777a 6 666?) 'to strike' >  IE: NaIE *krou\s- v.
'push, strike'
1168. *k'''' {u 4 444}ru 6666-ÌVcV 'shin' > IE: NaIE *k8ru2s- 'shin, shin-bone'
1169. € *K''''uÂVc@@@@ ' '''V 'sharp'
117O. *k''''{u}ÂVc'''' @ @@@V 'hard (qestkij )', 'to dry up, to harden' >  IE:
NaIE *k+k8ers- 'hard'
1171. *K''''Vr[V]c'''' @ @@@V (= *K''''arËc'''' @ @@@V?) 'to scratch' >  IE: NaIE *kars-
'scratch, rub, comb (wool)'
1172.  (€?) *K ''''ÉÂVc 7777V  'rough hair, prickly\rough object, bristle' >  IE:
NaIE *k8erst-/*k8r=st- 'rough hair, bristle'
1173. *k''''VÂc7777 ' '''V 'to cut'
1174. *k''''a 4 444rdV 'breast, chest' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ ' hea r t ' ,
'internal organs') > IE *k8erd-/*k8e2rd-/*k8r=d-/*k8red- 'heart'
1175. € *K '''' iÂdV 'to scrape' (‘  'to scratch', 'to comb')
1176. € *K'''' {u 6 666}r[d]V 'monkey'
1177. *k'''' {u 6 666}Â{÷V}dV ¬ *k''''u 6 666Ât ''''V÷V 'stinging insect'
1178. *k''''iÂgV (or *k ''''iÂk ''''V) '∈ stinging insect'
1179. *{k '''' }iÂ{g}V or *{k '''' }eÂ{g}V '∈ bird of prey'
118O. *K''''org++++kË 'dirt, dung' > IE: NaIE *gWorgW(or)o- 'dirt'
1181. *k ''''VÂVkÉ  'skin, bark' > IE: NaIE *krog8-no- 'skin, hide'
1182. *K''''a 6 666ÂK''''ub++++pV 'top, summit, crown (of the head)' >  IE: NaIE
*kakub≈- 'summit, tip'
1183. *K''''uÂm{É}   (or *K''''oÂm{É}?) 'to cover' >  IE: NaIE *kWarmo- ' a
cover, lid'
1184. *K''''uÂmV  'worm, insect' > IE: NaIE *kWr=mi- / *kWerm- 'worm'
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1185. € *K''''ÉÂVp''''V 'to cover' (‘ 'roof') >  IE: NaIE *k8ro(:)po- ( o r
*k8ra(:)po-) 'roof'
1186. *k''''oÂup''''V ≠ *k''''aÂup''''V 'bark of trees' (∈?), 'skin' >  IE: NaIE
*kreu \p-  'crust, crusted', 'rough'
1187. *K''''u 4 444ÂpV 'to turn (round, towards)' >  IE: NaIE *k8werp- ≠
*k8werb[≈]- v. 'turn'
1188. *k''''{u 4 444}ryVpV 'sack, wicker basket' >  IE: NaIE *krep- ≠ *kreb-
/*korb- 'basket, bag', NaIE *°k8u2rp- > OI s1u2rpa-m 'winnowing basket'
1189. *K''''VrÓVP3333V 'piece of leather (used esp. as footwear)' >  IE:
NaIE *ker´p-/*kre2p- 'piece of cloth, ∈ footwear'
119O. *K''''a 4 444Â[?]u6666s ++++s 7 777V 'to congeal' >  IE: NaIE *kreu\s- v. ' f reeze ,
congeal', 'ice'
1191. € *k''''{u 4 444}ÂV s1111u 6 666lV '∈  part of the foot'
1192. *k '''' u rtV  'belt; to gird' (‘ [in descendant lgs.] '∈ garment') >  IE:
NaIE *kerd- v. 'gird', *kerd-so/u- 'belt'
1193. *k''''VÂ[V]tV 'summit, top' >  IE: NaIE *0kred- (or *0k8red-?) ≠
*0k[W]ord-  'top of a building, beams, roof'
1194. *k ''''áÂt ''''V 'to crumble, to chop\cut into small pieces'
1195. *K''''{o}Ât''''V 'flame' > ? IE: NaIE *°k+k8ert- > Gmc *xerT- 'hearth'
1196. *k''''ÉÂé€VZ@@@@V (= *k''''ÉÂhVZ@@@@V?) 'hornet, wasp' >  IE: NaIE *k8r=2s-
r/-en- (= *k8r´s-r/en-) {P} 'hornet (Hornisse)'
1197. *k''''o 6 666Â[V]Z1111(VX)V '≈  oak' >  IE: [1] NaIE *kWres-(no-) '∈ t ree '
('oak'?), 'wood', [2] ? IE {EI} *kWr=sto-≠*kWr=sti- 'woods'
1198. *k ''''áÂZ 6666 { i } 'cut into pieces, split, divide'
1199. *K 'ar1111V '(sharp) stick, peg'
12OO. € *k''''{Å}r1111V 'be full, fill'
12O1. *K''''o 6 666r 1 111[i?]É '∈ a gallinacean' > IE: NaIE *k[W]ou\r(o)- id.  
12O2. *K''''oyar 1111 [w]i  'fat, tallow'
12O3. € *K''''Ës2222É 'grown-up man, old (person)'
12O4. € *K''''uÍV 'nut' > IE: NaIE *kos(e)lo- (or *k+k•os(e)lo-) 'hazel'
12O5. *K ''''ËsV  'to bend, to bow'
12O6. *k''''u 4 444s 1 111V 'breathe heavily' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'pant, sigh,
moan') > IE: NaIE *k8wes-/*k8us- v. 'sigh, pant, breathe heavily'
12O7. *K''''u 4 444[y]s2222V ¬ *K''''u 4 444?is 2222V 'look for, desire' (“ *'be hungry'?) >  IE:
NaIE NaIE *°kwai\s- or *°kw´i\s- (or *°k8+kWa+´i\s-) >  L quaer- / pfc .
quaes°vi ≠ quaes°  'look for, ask (a question)'
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12O8. *K ''''as[?]V 'be hungry, wish' > IE *kes- 'be hungry'
12O9. *k''''os1111[é€]V 'to kindle' > IE: NaIE *ksV∏- (or *kWsV∏-) v. 'burn'
121O. € *k''''Ës@@@@dV 'to chop, to cut'
1211. *K''''És6666Ë (¬ *K'''' {u 4 444 }s 6 666V?) 'to skin, to tear'
1212. (€?) *K''''us 6666V or *K''''uc6666 ' '''V 'to compensate' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'to pay') >  IE  *keu \s-  'compensation, price'
1213. *k''''u[y]s 6666V 'tree' (‘ 'wood, Holz')', 'trunk of a tree'
1214. *k''''u 4 444s 6 666{÷}V 'to fell, to fall'
1215. *k ''''atV (or *ka?[V]tV ) 'mix, adjoin, gather'
1216. (€?) *K''''a 4 444tV  'hand'
1217. *K '''' o tV  'tip, end, sharp point; cutting instrument\weapon' >  IE:
NaIE *kWe(:)d-/*kWo(:)d- 'sharp point; to sharpen'
1218. € *K ''''otV  'to finish'
1219. *K''''otV(-ÂV) 'smoke' >  IE: NaIE *k[W]ed- 'smoke', v. ' smoke ,
emit smoke'
122O. *K'''' {aho}t{o}  'bite, chew, eat' > IE: NaIE *k≈[W]a2d- v. 'bite, eat'
1221. *K''''ey[a]tV 'to fall' > IE: NaIE *k8ad- v. 'fall', NaIE *k8+kei\d- v. 'fall'
1222. *K''''ut÷3333V (or *K''''ut ''''÷ 3 333V?) (probably *K''''ut ++++t ' '''˝V) 'cut off, t e a r
(o f f ) '
1223. ≈ *K''''u 4 444[y]t[V]P3333V 'shoulder' > IE: NaIE *k8up-(t-) ≠ *sk8up-(t-) id.
1224. *k''''{a}t ''''V (or *k''''a?itV?) 'kill, wage a war' (in B, C, NOm, K[?]:
‘  'die') > IE: NaIE *kat- v. 'fight'
1225. *K''''ot ''''a (≠ *K''''ota?) 'fence, wall, hut, settlement' >  IE: NaIE
*kot- 'shed, wall, hut' (‘ 'house'), Ht kutt-  {Pv.} 'wall'
1226. *K''''o 6 666t ' '''{É} (or *ko?Ët ''''É) 'membrum muliebre, anus' (‘  'ma le
genitalia') >  IE: NaIE *kut- 'pudendum muliebre, anus'
1227. *k''''Ët ''''V 'small'
1228. *K''''a 4 444wV 'cavity, hole' >  IE: NaIE *k8ew[´]- 'cavity'   {EI}
*≤k8ou\Ór= / *k8uÓ≤n-os > NaIE {M} *k8ew´\-r= ≠ *k8u´\-r= / *k8u´\-n- ' ho le ,
empt iness '
1229. *K '''' { a?e}wV  'to hear, to notice' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  'ear') >
IE *kew-  / *keu\- ({EI} *keu\h⁄-) 'listen to, perceive, pay attention to'
123O. *K'''' {oha}w{i} ¬ *K''''{oha}w[i]yV 'sinew, thread' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘  'bowstring') > IE: NaIE *gWiya2, *gWi≤yos 'sinew, bowstring'
1231. *k ''''ÅHwV 'seize, grasp, hold'
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1232. *k''''aXu4444 ¬ *k''''aXyË 'strike, push' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ ' hew ' ,
'touch') >  IE *kaéw-/ké=w- ≠ *kau\Ó- >  NaIE *k´w-/*ka2w-/*ku2- v.
'strike, hew'
1233. *K''''ayV 'look, look for' >  IE: ?? NaIE *k[W]ey-/*k[W]oy-
'observe, look'
1234. (€?) *K '''' {É}yu 6666 'person of the same clan' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'friend') >  IE: NaIE *k8ei \w- 'person of the same clan'
1235. (€?) *K ''''oyV 'to compensate, to take revenge' >  IE: NaIE *kWei\-
v. 'take revenge, reprove', 'worth, price', Ï NaIE *kwoi\na2
'compensation, price'
1236. *K''''uya 'manner' (‘ 'like, as') >  IE: NaIE *°-k[W]o (ending o f
adverbs of manner and of denom. adjectives), NaIE *ku[:] 'how?' (< *kW-
ku[:] 'which way?, quo-modo?')
1237. *k''''uyÉ 'be hungry, desire, want' ([in descendant lgs.]‘  'be i n
heat, lust') >  IE: NaIE *kwoi\- 'desire'
1238. *K''''á{h}uyV 'to heat, to singe, to burn (sth.)' (‘ 'boil, c o o k ' )
> IE: NaIE *k8e2u\-/*k8´u\-/*k8u2- vt. 'set fire to, burn'
1239. *K''''ay[?]V 'wilderness, desert, woods (esp. in the mounta ins ) '
> IE: NaIE *kai\to- {P} 'woods, uninhabited land'
124O. *K''''uyhV 'to rest (from work, etc.), to repose, to b e
comfortable '  > IE *kWei\Ó- >  NaIE *kWei\´-/*kWii\e2- v. 'be at res t ,
repose' ({P} 'behaglich ruhen')
1241. (€?) *K''''ay[i]wa  'to dig' > IE: NaIE *koi\w- 'pit, hole'
1242. *k''''u 4 444Ω ++++ÛV(-rV)  'neck'
1243. *k''''Vwz1111V ¬ *k''''V?u6666z1 111V (or *k''''VwZ1111V ¬ *k''''V?u6666Z 1 111V) 'to d r a w
(schöpfen); (to) ladle; (?) to dig out' >  IE: Ht kasd- 'auslöffeln,
ausschöpfen '
1244. ? *K''''ez6666É 'warm, warm weather' >  IE: NaIE *k8el-/*k8l- (≠ *k8ôl-)
id .
1245. *K''''oz6666V 'to skin, to bark (wood)'
1246. *k ''''aZiXV (≠ *-Z7777-) 'to scold'
1247. *k ''''oZ 7777÷V 'tree trunk'
1248. (€?) *lÅ ,  a marker of verbal constructions [noun + *lÅ =
analytical verb] ([in descendant lgs.]‘  sx. of denom. verbs)
1249. *lßßßßÅ, an analytical ([in descendant lgs.]‘  synthetical) m a r k e r
of collectivity) (or N *?ÉlßßßßÅ, dem. prn. of collectivity, probably
connected with N *?elV 'clan, tribe'?)
125O. *l ßßßßÅ , locative pc.
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1251. *lßßßßV, pc. with diminutive meaning ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ sx.
of diminutives) > IE: NaIE *-elV-, sf. of diminutives
1252. *lßßßße[?V] (or *le[?V]?) 'being, having', analytical adjectivizer
([in descendant lgs.] → formative of adjectives and quality-bearing
nouns) >  IE  *-l-, sx. of adjectives)
1253. € *lu?V ¬ *l{i?uw}V '∈ bovine'
1254. *LV÷a 'to hide, to lie hid, to lie in wait' >  IE *leé- >  NaIE {P}
*la2-/*l´-  (/ *la2i \-) 'be hidden, lie in wait'
1255. *LabV 'grasp, get, obtain' >  IE: NaIE *lab≈- / *lamb≈- ' seize,
g rasp '
1256. *LabV (or *LayibV?) 'be soft '  > [from N *LayibV]) >  IE:
NaIE *lei\b≈- '≈ weak, lean'
1257. *LibV 'heart' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'life', 'middle') >  IE:
NaIE {P} *lei\b≈- or {WH} *lei\b[≈]- 'live'
1258. *L{o}bV '∈ grass' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'medicinal \
poisonous grass'?)  > IE: Gmc *lubj{a} > OHG {OsS} luppi ' s t a r k
wirkender Pflanzensaft; Gift, Vergiftung', ON lyf 'Heilmittel,
Zaubermittel '
1259. *Lu6666bV 'be thirsty, be hungry' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'wish,
love') > IE: NaIE *leu\b≈- / *lou\b≈- / *lub≈- 'desire, love, agree'
126O. *LibHV (= *l ∏∏∏∏ibHV?) 'wet; to get wet' >  IE: NaIE *lei\b- ' p o u r ,
be liquid\wet', {EI} 'pour, make a libation'; € *Lib[H]V-K''''V 'wet; b e \ g e t
we t '
1261. *L{i}c @@@@V(-tV) 'jaw' > IE: NaIE *°l{ei\}st- '≈ edge, hem, stripe'
1262. *Lawc7777V 'weak, soft' > IE: NaIE *°leu\s-/lou\s-/lus- '≈ loose'
1263. *Lic 7777 ' '''V 'to pass, to go away' > IE: NaIE *lei\t≈-≠ *l i(:)t≈- v. ' go ,
go away, pass'
1264. *l ∏∏∏∏ewdÅ  (or *z 6666ewdÅ?) 'look for, find'
1265. *l ∏∏∏∏Éga  'lie (liegen), lie down; lay, put' >  IE *leg≈- 'lie, lie down'
1266. *LaÙga  (= *LaHgV?) 'cut, chop' >  IE: NaIE *l´g≈- (or *lag≈-)
v. 'cut, dig', 'cutting\digging instrument'
1267. *Lig[÷]á  'to lick, to sip, to suck' > IE: NaIE *lei\g8≈- v. 'lick'
1268. *Lagur 1111V  'body of water'
1269. ?φ € *LV{G }Ë '≈ fig tree'
127O. *luGV  'wash, rinse' > IE *lou\Ó- 'wash, bathe'
1271. ≈ *L++++z 6 666a9Ë[yV]  'fat meat' > IE *lé=y- or *lai\- 'fat'
1272. € *l ßßßßÅkË  'circle'
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1273. *LikV 'be ill, suffer disaster' >  IE: NaIE *lei\g- / *loi\g- / *lig-
id .
1274. *Luka  'to bend; (?) 'flexible twig' >  IE: NaIE *leu\g- / *lug-
'bend, bind together, entwine'
1275. *luke6666 'to gather' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to count') >  IE: NaIE
*leg8- 'gather, count'
1276. *l∏∏∏∏u 4 444ke6666 'beat, strike, break' >  IE: NaIE *leu\g8-/*lou\g8-/*lug8-
'break, break off'
1277. *l∏∏∏∏i?VkË 'let, let go', 'move' (trans.) >  IE: NaIE *lei\kW-
/*loi\kW-/*likW-/*linkW- 'let, leave'
1278. *Lo{?}ika  'cutting instrument' > IE: NaIE *slei\g- id.
1279. *Lu[?a4444]ka 'valley, low-lying lands, plain' >  IE: NaIE *lou\ko-
'open land, field, woods and meadows'
128O. *Luka4444?V '≈  flexible rod, thong' >  IE: NaIE *log8- 'rod, sapling',
?? Ht alkista(n)- 'branch'
1281. *lßßßßu 4 444k[V]?Å (or *l ßßßßu 4 444K ' '''Å?) 'push, shove, thrust, fasten to'
1282. *l ∏∏∏∏u 4 444ksV  'needles of conifer trees'
1282a. *LaK''''a  (= *laK''''a?) 'leg' > IE: NaIE *lak- 'foot, ∈  part of leg'
1283. *lßßßßaK''''{u} 'body of water (lake, river, etc.)' >  IE: NaIE *laku- /
*lakw- 'lake, pool, puddle, pond'
1284. o  *l ∏∏∏∏ak '''' {Ë} 'to lick, to lap'> IE: NaIE *lak[W]- 'lick'
1285. € *Lu6666K ' '''a 'to shine' > IE *leu\k- 'shine', Ht luk(k)- 'grow bright ,
dawn '
1286. *Lu6666k ' '''a  'to swallow' >  IE: NaIE *leu\k- (≠ *°lau\k-?) 'throat', ?
*°luk[W]- v. 'swallow, drink' |||  d.: *Lu 6666k ' '''a-mV  'to swallow'
1287. *l∏∏∏∏uk '''' {á} '∈ canine' (‘ 'lynx') > IE: NaIE *luk8- (≠ *lunk8-?) 'lynx'  
1288. *La4444haK''''o 'to grow; sprout, twig' > IE: NaIE *le2kW- {WP, P “ Vn.}
'≈  flexible twig'
1289. *LÉÓK''''á  (= *LÉ÷3333K ' '''á?) 'make one's way with effort (crawl,
climb)' > IE: NaIE (att. in BSl) *°le2g8[≈]- 'crawl'
129O. *lu4444ÓK''''a (≠ *l++++l ! !!!u 4 444K ' '''a÷ 3333V?) 'to jump' >  IE: NaIE *le2k-/*lo2k-/*l´k-
'jump, leap (lebhaft springen), fly'
1291. *l∏∏∏∏owK''''V÷3333V 'hole, opening' >  IE *°lug+g8[Ó]-: NaIE *°lug+g8- '≈
hole, opening' >  OHG loh (gen. lohhes) 'hole, opening, cave; Loch,
Öffnung, Höhle'
1292. *LeqÉK''''a 'cut, tear' > IE: NaIE {P} *le2k-/*l´k- 'tear asunder'
1293. € *Lu6666K ' '''[a]ÓV 'see, know' >  IE: NaIE *leu\k- 'see', *la+ok- ' s ee ,
l ook '
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1294. ?σ € *LVK''''[V]HV ≠ LVÙ[V]K''''a ++++á 'to grasp, to catch' >  ?σ IE
*°lÓ=k+k8- >  NaIE *°l´k+k8- >  L [Fest.] lax 'deceit, fraud', lacio, -e"re
' en t ice '
1295. *l∏∏∏∏uK''''Ëz7777V 'twig, strap, lash, whip' >  IE *leÓkW- > NaIE *le2kW-
'≈  flexible twig (used to make a whip and a snare for animals)'
1296. € *LiLV  'water, sea' > IE: NaIE *°liro- >  Clt: OIr ler, W † lly6r
' s e a '
1297. (€?) *L++++z 6 666il ß ßßß ++++l ! !!!V (= *L++++z 6 666il ! !!!V?) 'reed, ∈ water-plant' >  IE: NaIE
*lei\l- ≠ *lei\r- '≈ water-plant'
1298. *l ∏∏∏∏umV  'magic, spell, fortune'
1299. *l ∏∏∏∏a 4 444? [V]m{Ë} 'crust, scab'
13OO. *l∏∏∏∏[É{9}]ume6666 (= *l ∏∏∏∏i {9}ume6666?) 'wet\cold weather, dew' (‘  'we t
snowfall' ‘ 'snow')
13O1. *l ∏∏∏∏ahm{Ë} 'swamp; body of water' >  IE *leémeé >  NaIE *la2ma2
'puddle, swamp'
13O2. € *L{Ë}m?V 'lion'
13O3. *l ∏∏∏∏am[V]dV 'low' > IE: NaIE *lend≈-/*lond≈- 'plain, lowland'
13O4. *Lu4444mV4444gV '∈  eat, swallow' >  ?φ  IE: NaIE (o ?) *√(s)lung- /
*√(s)leu\g- '≈ swallow'
13O5. (€?) *L++++z 6 666an 2222V 'side (of body) '  > IE: NaIE (+ext.) *lend≈- ' loins,
kidneys', {EI} *≤lond≈u / gen. *ln=d≈≤w-os 'loins'
13O6. *lßßßßeyn2222a (or *l ßßßßeyn 1111a?) 'soft, weak'  > IE: NaIE *lei\n-, *lei\- ' sof t ,
tender, weak'
13O6a. *l ßßßßÉˆdV  'to fly' (‘ 'bird') > ?φ IE: Sl *let- v. 'fly'
1307. *Lu4444 ++++uN{gá?}V '∈ beast of prey' > IE: NaIE *lunk8- 'lynx'  
13O8. € *LÅNK ''''V 'tongue, (?) palate' > possibly IE: AdS  of L lingua
'tongue' (< N *n 1111aNgu 4444  'tongue')
1309. *lßßßß{o}NK''''a 'to bend' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'a bow') >  IE: NaIE
*lenk- v. 'bend', *lonko-s 'a bow'
131O. € UA  *LaP 3333V  'stick to; mould'
1311. *l{á}p''''Å  'spleen' > ?σ IE: NaIE *lep- 'liver'
1312. *LipV  'fat; to smear with fat' >  IE *lei\p- v. 'smear, smear with
fat', n. 'fat'
1313. € *LiP 3333V  'crawl, clamber' > IE: NaIE *lei\p- 'climb, clamber'
1314. o *La?pV '≈  to gulp, to eat (esp. liquid food), to eat greedily'
> IE: o NaIE *lab- ≠ *lab≈+p≈- v. 'gulp, swallow'
1315. *lßßßße{?}a 4444pa 'leaf, foliage' > IE: NaIE *lep- 'leaf'
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1316. *LahPV 'flame; to burn, to shine' >  IE *lahp-/*lh=p- >  NaIE
*la2p-/*l´p- vi. 'shine, burn'
1317. *lßßßßa[q]p''''a 'palm of hand, sole of foot; sth. flat' >  IE *leép- o r
*laÓp- 'palm of hand, sole of foot'
1318. *LayP3333V 'good, beautiful' > IE: NaIE (in BSl) *°la+oi\p- id.;
possibly (but not necessarily}: NaIE *lei\p- 'covet'
1319. *l∏∏∏∏up[V]?a 'bast, bark, film (e. g. of a plant)' >  IE: NaIE *leu\p-
≠ *leu\b- ≠ *lep- (<  **lu\ep-) v. 'bark\peel', n. 'bark, skin'
132O. *Lu4444pi?V (≠  *Lipu4444?V) (>  *Lu4444pyV) 'to slip; slippery' >  IE:
NaIE *sleu\b[≈]- 'slip, slippery'
1321. ? o € *L{a}p[Ó]V 'to lick' > IE: NaIE *lab- ≠ la[:]p(≈)- 'lick, lap'
1322. *LiP[H]a  'to stick, to stick to; sticky, glue' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘  'to make earthenware') >  IE: NaIE *lei\p- 'be sticky'
1323. (€?) *laPÊV 'flat, low'
1324. *LVqË 'be moist\liquid, flow' >  IE: Ht la2h- 'pour, pour o u t
(luquids)', lah(h)u- / lah(h)uwai\ 'pour (liquid, salt, etc.)', vi.
'overf low'
1325. *LÅûûûûqu 6666 'tender, mild' (‘ 'sweet') > IE: NaIE *dl=≤k+k8u-  'sweet' (<
N *dal ßßßßV  'tasty, sweet' + N *LÅûûûûqu 6666).
1326. (€?) *l ∏∏∏∏arwV  'together, many'
1327. ? € *LV{r}kV 'branch of a tree, stick, club' >  IE: NaIE *lorga2,
*lorgi- 'stick, club, cudgel'
1328. *LÅÍV 'be weak, be worn out' (or *LÅs1111V 'rub, wear o u t '
→ 'weaken') > IE: NaIE *les-/*los- 'weak, damaged, bad'
1329. *LisV 'to gather' > IE: NaIE *les- v. 'gather, pluck'
133O. (€?) *LiÍa6666 'small, little, thin' > IE: NaIE *lei\s- / *loi\s- '≈  small,
t h in '
133Oa. ? *l ∏∏∏∏is 7777V 'eat; food' > IE: NaIE (in InA) *°l+res- v. 'taste'
1331. ? € *l ∏∏∏∏u 6 666s 7 777V 'weak' > IE: NaIE *los-/*les- 'weak, damaged, bad'
1332. *LVs7777V *LVs7777V 'to lick' ([in descendant lgs.]‘  v. ' t a s te ' ,
'tongue') > IE: NaIE (in InA) *°l+res- v. 'taste', 'tongue'
1333. *luHas 7777V  or *laHus7777V 'lip, mouth'
1334. *L{a}t ''''V  'skin\leather, bark' >  IE: NaIE (+ext.) *letro- ' l ea ther ,
sk in '
1335. *[æ]l ∏ ∏∏∏it ' '''V 'exercise magic forces against so., detest; suffer f r o m '
> IE: NaIE *[æ]lei\t- v. 'detest'
1336. *Lu[?V]t ''''V  'mud' > IE: NaIE *lut- 'mud, mire'
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1337. *l ßßßßiw÷++++Ha  'dirt, silt' > IE *leu\Ó- > NaIE *lew´- / *lu2- 'dirt, filth,
m i r e '
1338. *L{a}XV 'to strike, to fight' >  IE *laÙ-  (or *lex-/*lox-?) '≈
attack, fight'
1339. *LÉX++++qo  'be ill; ache'
134O. *LawÙV '(piece of a) trunk, bough' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'board, plank') >  IE: NaIE *lo2|a2w-  'board, plank'
1341. *L{o}yXi?a  'cheek' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'face') >  IE: NaIE
*lei\k- 'face, cheek'
1342. *lßßßßa[?]yV ¬ *lßßßßay[?]V 'not; to disappear' >  IE: Ht le2 'do not! ' ,
'not', NaIE *lei\- 'disappear, shrink'
1343. € *l∏∏∏∏VyhV 'to pour; water' >  IE *lei\Ó-/ *liÓ- >  NaIE *lei\´- /
*lï-  '≈  flow, pour'
1343a. *L{a++++á}yw[Éy]V 'crooked', 'to bend, to twist' > IE: NaIE
*lai \wo-  'crooked' ‘ 'left (gauche)'
1344. *Lizu 6666 'saliva, mucus, (?) 'slime'
1345. *LVZ7777V (or *LVwZ7777V) '∈ nut', 'nut-tree\bush' >  IE: NaIE
*lasd- 'hazel bush'
1346. *l!!!!V (< *?a6666l ! !!!V?), pc. in deverbal nominal constructions t h a t
nominalizes verbal action ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ sx. of nomina
actionis) >  IE: NaIE *-lV-, sf. of nomina actionis
1347. *l!!!!iHc'''' @ @@@V (or *l ∏∏∏∏- ?) 'to press, to squeeze' >  ? IE: NaIE *°l´+aK- >
Gk la1ktiß, -ioß 'pestle'
1348. *l!!!! {u 4 444}k[?]V 'thick' (of liquids), 'dense', 'narrow, tight'
1349. *l !!!! ++++ l ß ßßßayËl !!!! ++++ l ß ßßßV (= *l !!!!ayËl !!!!V?) 'to sleep; sleeping time' (“  Ll. )
135O. *[æ]l! !!!am[Ù]V 'be weak\soft; make soft, knead' >  IE: NaIE
*[æ]lem[´]- 'weak, mild'
1351. *mÅ ({IS} *-mÅ), pc. of marked accusative >  IE *-m / *-m=,
accus. case ending of nouns of the animate (active) gender
1352. *mÅ , marker of nominalized syntactic constructions (≈
subordinate sentences), nominalizer (originally a prn.) that f o r m e d
analytic equivalents of nomina actionis, nomina agentis, and o t h e r
derived nouns >  IE  *-mo- , sx. of denom. and deverbal derivates
1353. *ma4444 ¬ *ma4444h {o}  'do not' (prohibitive pc.) and 'not' (negative)
> IE *meé8, {EI} *me2 > NaIE *me2, prohibitive pc.
1354. *mi  'I' >  IE: [1a] *-mi 'I', "primary" verbal ending of 1 s
subiecti  [1b] *-m  'I', "secondary" verbal ending of 1s subiecti  [2a]
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*me(:)- , stem of the obl. cases of the prn. of 1s, e.g. accus. *me2, *me(:)-
m  [2b] gen. *me-ne ≠ *mei\-ne 'of me, my'  [3] postnominal *-mi
'my' > Ht -mi- , etc.
1354a. *mi  ?a  'we' (*mi  'I' + *?a  of plurality) >  IE: [1] *-me, verbal
ending of 1p  subiecti, [2] NaIE ∆  *me-{s}  'we', pers. prn. of 1p.
1354b. *mi t'''' {u 4 444} 'we' incl. (*mi 'I' + *t'''' {u 4 444}  'thou')
1355. *mi  'what?' > IE {EI} *mo-/*me-, {Ped., IS} *mo- '≈  what?', H t
masi- 'how many?', mahhan  'how?', ma2n 'how?'
1356. Ll. ? *ma{?}a(-yV) 'mother' >  IE: NaIE *ma2-, *ma2-ya2 ' m o t h e r '
 d. NaIE  *ma2-≤ter 'mother'
1357. *mÅ?V  'ruminant (deer, antelope?)'
1358. *æmË?á (probably *æmË?e) 'cut, reap (‘ 'mow') >  IE: NaIE
*æme2- v. 'mow, cut'
1359. (€?) *ma÷3333 ++++9a 'good' >  IE: NaIE *ma2- 'good, in due time', ( ? )
'great', d. *°ma2-no- 'good, early'
136O. *mËc '''' @ @@@V 'to press, to squeeze'
1361. *muc'''' @ @@@V(-kV) 'to immerse, to wash' >  IE: NaIE *mesg- v.
'immerse', {EI} 'dip under water, dive'
1362. ?σ €*mVc'''' @ @@@VwV  '∈ rodent'
1363. (€?) *mec '''' @ @@@ÙÅ  'forest, tree, wood (Holz)'
1364. *muc 7777 [÷ 3 333 ]V 'damage, (physical) defect, illness'
1365. *mo6666 {c 6 666 ++++s 6 666 } [V]÷ 3333V  'cut, cut into pieces, tear off'
1366. *muc 7777 ' '''V 'cupped\clenched hand'
1367. *muc7777 ' '''÷ 3 333V 'end'
1368. *m{Å}c 6666 ' '''V9V  'be foolish, be mad, be intoxicated'
1369. *mÅdu6666 'honey' > IE: NaIE *med≈u- 'honey'
137O. € *mÅdË 'lake' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  pond')
1371. *mudV  'finish', 'to end'
1372. (€?) *má{h}u6666dV 'speak' >  IE: NaIE *me2u\d≈-/*m´u\d≈-/mu2d≈-
'speak' (‘ ' think ')
1373. € *med[V]ÙV  '∈ fig tree'
1374. € *mage 6666 'earth, land' > IE: NaIE *mag8≈+g≈- 'land, earth'
1375. € *magË  'bad'
1376. *migV 'make a present' >  IE: NaIE (att. in IIr) *meg[W]≈-
'present, gift', *°meng[W]≈- (with a nasal infix of prs.) 'make a present ,
g ran t '
1377. €*mË{÷ 3333 }igV  (= *mË÷igV?) 'snake'
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1378. € *máhgá 'young, small' >  IE: NaIE *me2g8≈-/*mo2g8≈-/*m´g8≈-
'young (person), little, small'
1379. *æmu4444yga  'mist, fog, cloud' >  IE: NaIE *æmei\g≈- / *æmig≈- id., d .
NaIE *mig≈-[V]la2 id.
138O. (€?) *mag[i]za 'liver'
1381. *ma9y{É} 'to swing, to wave, to sway' > IE *meÓ(i\)-/*moÓ(i\)-
'wave, swing'
1382. *mu6666hi  (or *mu6666hyi?) 'water, fluid' > IE: NaIE *meu\´- / *mu2-  '≈
plunge, wash'
1383. *ma4444ke 6666, *ma4444ke6666-tÉ 'top, head, hill'
1384. € *æmi{k}o  'carry, bring, give in exchange' >  IE: NaIE *æmei\gW-
' exchange '
1384a. *mukV  'top, head, hill(ock)'
1384b. *mo 6666 { ? }kV 'tree, (piece of) wood'
1385. *mo÷ 3333kÉ  'to press' > IE: NaIE *m´g8-/*mo2g8- 'knead, smear'
1386. *me[h]ke 6666 'to make, to work' >  IE: NaIE *°m´g8+g- >  Gmc *makk-
o2n 'to make'
1387. *mÉk÷á (or *mÉ÷ká) 'big' >  IE *meg8éx-/*meg8oéx-/*meg8é=x-
'big'  > NaIE *meg8- / *meg8≈- 'big'  
1388. *ma 6666k [V]Ha  '(nape of the) neck, back'' >  IE: Irn: Pmr: Shgh, Wx
ma4k, Srk mok , Ish mak  'nape of neck, neck'
1389. € *mÅks{a}  'give, reward'
139O. *muks{a} ¬ *mugZ{a} (or *ma++++oé€uks{a} ¬ *ma++++oé€ugZ{a}?)
'∈ rodent (mouse, mole, or sim.)' >  IE: NaIE *mu2s  'mouse'
1391. *maK''''Ë  (=  *mak''''Ë?) 'baby, son', (?) 'be pregnant' >  IE: NaIE
*°makW- >  Clt: OgIr gen. maqqWi, OIr macc 'son', Crn map / mab
'son', OW map , MW, W, Br mab  'son, boy'
1392. € *moK''''V  'blunt'
1393. *mu4444K ' '''V or *muK ''''É 'a bend, corner, hump'
1394. € *m{a}?[V]K ''''V 'cry, shout'
1395. € *mVK''''a ++++á ≠ *mV÷3333K ' '''a ++++á 'plain, steppe, field' >  IE: NaIE
*ma2Æk+k8o- ¬ *m´k-/*mo2k8- 'plain, steppe'
1396. *máÓaK''''V 'bend, turn'
1397. €*mË[Óa]K ''''a  'frog'
1398. *ma{Ù}K''''É 'thin\lean and long' >  IE *mehk8-/*mh=k8-/*mhek8- >
NaIE *ma2k8- / *m´k•- / *mak8- 'thin and long, slender'
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1398a. (1) *muK''''[V]ÓV 'mouth';  (2) *muK''''[V]÷3333V ' e a t \ d r i n k
(greedily, in large mouthfuls)'
1399. € *muK''''c 7 777 ' '''[Vh]V 'arrive'
1399a. € *m{a}K ''''VÂV 'big, long' > IE: Gk makro1ß 'long, large'
14OO. *mÅlV  'another, second' or 'two'
14O1. *malV  'incline, bend'
14O2. *máLV (= *mál!!!!V?) 'to hide' >  IE: NaIE *mel- (*(s)mel-?) v.
'deceive; be mistaken'
14O3. ?? *m{á}LV '≈  eye' >  IE: NaIE *°mVl- > Clt:  OIr mala (gen .
malach) 'eyebrow', MBr malvenn  'eyelid'
14O4. *mol∏∏∏∏V (or *mol∏∏∏∏hV??) 'to pound, to gnaw\smash into pieces '
> IE *mel-, *melh8- v. 'grind, pound'
14O5. *m{a}Ól ßßßßV (or *m{a}yl ßßßßV) 'little, young' >  IE: NaIE *mo2lo- ≠ ??
*smelo- 'small, little'
14O6. *mËhLV (≠ -Lh-) 'slow, quiet' >  IE: NaIE *mel- 'linger, delay,
be slow'
14O6a. *meÓ{a}l ∏∏∏∏V 'a person (of ego’s generation?) from t h e
opposite exogamous moiety within an exogamic system of tribes'
14O7. *æmiHLi ¬ *æmiLHi 'be weak' > IE: NaIE *æmle2i\- / *æmlï- / ? *-
mle[:]u\- '≈  weak', Ht malisku- ≠ milisku- 'weak; ' l ight,
unimportant (?)'
14O8. *mË[w]l∏∏∏∏VyV '∈ animals, meat' >  IE: NaIE *me2lo- 'sheep a n d
goats, young\small animal', Ht {Ivn.} miluli- 'meat' ({Ts.} miluli-
≠maluli-  'Körperteil, Weichteile')
14O9. (€?) *me[y]l ∏∏∏∏V 'mind; be clever' > ?s IE: NaIE *mel- 'deceive'
141O. *ma 4444 l ?V  'full, much' >  IE *mel-  'much, very, (?) strong'
1411. *mÅl[÷3333 ]V 'hill, mountain, sth. protruding' >  IE *mel[Ó]- >
NaIE *mel- '≈ high bank, mountain'
1411a. *máLV˝++++ XV  'lizard, small reptile' or sim. > IE: NaIE *mol- /
(?) *mel- 'small reptile', ??σ OI malu2ka-h5 '∈ worm'
1412. *mel{é⁄}V 'soft' >  IE *mel{éx}- (or *æmel{éx}-) > NaIE *[æ]mel´-
' s o f t '
1413. € *m{a}LdV  'young, soft\tender' > IE: NaIE *mald≈- id.
1414. *æma4444lge6666 (or *æma4444lke 6666?) 'breast, udder' >  IE: NaIE *æmelg8- v.
'mi lk '
1415. € *mËLVka6666 (=*muLVka6666?) '≈  think, deliberate, come to a
decision '
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1416. ?σ (€?) *mVLK''''a 6 666 '≈  to erase, to undo, not to do' >  IE: NaIE
*°ml=k[W]- > Sl *mÁlc7a¡-ti 'keep silence' » ?σ Lt mu~lkis 'fool'
1416a. *mÅlÅNkV 'eel', (?) 'worm, snake' > IE: ?φ OI malu2ka-h5
'∈ worm'
1416b. *mVl!!!!V '∈ small predator '  >  IE: NaIE {EI} *meli- >  L me2le2s
≠ me2lis 'marten, badger', Sl *melÁcÁ > Kshb {Lrn.} m‰lc 'badger'
1417. *mÅl!!!!Óo (+ . . . ) 'head, (?) skull ' > IE: NaIE *môlo2d≈-/*mol´d≈-
'head, top'
1418. *mÅn ````V 'herd\flock, gregarious animal(s)'
1419. *mÅn2222V 'hut, dwelling' (sd. of N *ma4444n 2 222V 'remain, stay'??) >  ?
IE: Psh me2na 'house', Ygn mayn, meyn, men 'village', KhS mu2na 'abode'
142O. *ma4444n 2 222a 'remain, stay' >  IE: NaIE *men- (prs. *mimne/o-)
'remain, stay'
1421. *man2222u 6 666 'man, male' > IE: NaIE *ma+onu 'man, person'
1422. *m{á}n2222V 'front' >  IE *men- '≈  front' >  Ht meni-, mena-
'face, cheek', NaIE *men-  v. 'protrude, project', 'mouth'
1423. *mene6666 'walk, go' > IE: NaIE *men- 'go, walk'
1424. € *men ````V  'tear, tear into pieces, divide'
1425. (€? *mÉˆV (= *mÉn1111V?) 'from' >  ?σ IE: NaIE *-mis instr. pl.;
NaIE *-mis × dat. pl. *-mos > Gmc dat./abl./instr. pl.*-miz
1426. € *mÉn 2222V 'tell a lie, deceive' > IE: NaIE *men- 'tell a lie, lure'
1427. *mon 2222V  'many, much'
1428. *mon 2222V  'to test, to think' > IE: NaIE *men- 'think', d. *men-os /
*men-es- 'mind', d. *mn=-ti-s (≠ *men-ti-s) 'mind, thought'; NaIE c d .
*mens-d≈e2-/*mn=s-d≈e2- 'learn, become wise', Lw mimma- (<
*mimne/o-) v. 'regard, favour'
1429. *mun````V(-t++++dV) 'egg' (‘ 'testicle') >  IE: NaIE *°mond[≈]- >  Sl
*moßd-o 'testicle' (du. *moßd-e7)
143O. *mu 6666n 2 222V  'defect, damage, physical defect' >  IE *mend-  '≈  defect'
1431. *mu++++on 2222V (or *mu++++on 2222 [V]ÊV?) 'mountain, hill' >  IE: NaIE *mn=t-,
*moniyo-, {EI} *men- 'mountain'
1432. ? *mVn2222i '∈  fish' >  IE: NaIE *môni- '∈  fish' ({EI} *mn=Ó- '≈
minnow, small fish')
1433. *mÅyn2222V 'desire, ask'' > IE: NaIE {Vn.} *°mei\n-/*°moi\n- (in Clt)
'desire, wish', NaIE *men-  'wish eagerly'
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1434. *me[y]n 2222u 6 666 'oneself, one's own', 'body' (‘ 'alone'; reflexive-
passive formatives in the IE, HS, and Tg verb) >  IE *monwo- / ( ? )
*menu- 'alone', NaIE *-meno-/*-mno-, sx. of medial-passive participles
1435. *m{a4444}n ` ```[?]V 'rumple, bend' (trans.) >  IE: NaIE *men- ' squeeze ,
press, trample'
1436. ?σ  *man 2222 ÷ 3 333 a   'to cease', 'to delay' (trans.), 'to finish'
1437. (€?) *mán2222÷ 3 333V (= *mán2222 ++++N˝V?) 'hold, carry' > IE: NaIE: it i s
tempting to adduce here L mino2 , -a2re vt. 'drive (cattle)', ltL (= p ro to -
Romance) [LxS] mino2, -a2re v. 'lead'
1438. *man````y{u6666} 'paw, foot\leg of animals' >IE: NaIE *man[u]- ( o r
*m´n[u]-) 'hand', ??σ Ht maniyyahh-  'hand over'
1439. *man 2222 [Vy]V  'speak, call, invoke magic forces' >  IE: NaIE *mon-
'warn, admonish; remind'
144O. € *mÅn3333VyV  or *mÅn1111V '∈ genitalia; copulate'
1441. *min 2222 [i]ya 4444 (or *min 1111a 4 444) 'woman, female relative'
1442. (€?) *mÅn2222dV  'excitement, wish, desire' >  IE: NaIE *mend≈- ' b e
excited, wish'
1443. *man 2222Vga  (or *maNga?) 'strong, numerous' >  IE: NaIE *meng≈-
/*môneg≈-/*mônog≈- 'numerous'
1444. (€?) *min 3333t {u 6666 } 'jump, (?) run away'
1445. *m{o}ntV ¬ *mVtn2222V 'to be slow, to last' >  IE: NaIE *me+ondo-
' s low'
1446. *mÅn2222t ' '''V 'jaw, chin, (?) skull' > IE: NaIE *mento- 'chin'
1447. *men2222{t ' '''} {a 4 444} (or *meN{t ''''} {a 4 444 }) 'miss one's aim' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘  'be mistaken', 'forget') >  IE : NaIE *ment- '(in) vain; liar, decei t ' ,
v. 'lie (lügen)'
1448. *m{o}wÉ{n 1111 }V  'entrails, belly'
1449. ≈ *mÉ?awËn 1111V  (or *mËn 1111V?) 'breast, heart'
145O. *moyÅNV 'neck, nape of neck' > IE: NaIE *mon- id.
1451. *mÅN{g}V  ¬ *mÅˆ[i]{g}V 'monkey'
1452. UA  €*mVNKV  'beaver, mole' (a substratum word?)
1453. *muNK''''a ++++u 6 666 (= *muNk''''a ++++u 6 666?) 'make great efforts; (?) be heavy' >
IE: NaIE (in Sl) *°monk[W]- > Sl *mo¡ ßka 'torment, hard work'
1454. *muNi{Ó}or1111K ' '''V (or *muNi ÷3333ar 1111K ' ''' {u}?) '≈ gristle, horn, muscle ,
s inew'
1455. *æmiqË[?V] 'to push, to fell' >  IE *æmeu\Ó- ≠ *æmi\eu\Ó- >  NaIE
*æmeu\(´)-, *æmi\eu\´-/*[æ]mïu\- 'push, push away'
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1456. (€?) *maûûûûqa (or *maûûûûKa?) 'humid, wet' >  IE: NaIE ≈ *mak-
/*ma2k-  'wet', 'moisten'
1457. *má ûûûû qËÂV  'frog, toad' (or '∈ reptile\amphibian')
1458. € *maÂV  'sand, dust, earth'
1459. *mÅr{u6666} 'trace, path; to follow, to trace'
146O. *merV 'to flash, to sparkle, to shine' > IE: NaIE *mer- v.
'sparkle, glitter, flash', {EI} 'shine, shimmer'
1461. *moÂÉ  (= *moÂi?) 'body of water' >  IE: NaIE *mor-, *mori /
*môri 'sea, lake', Ht {Ot. ‘ EI} marmar(r)a- 'swamp, marsh'
1462. *murV '≈  twist, roll, go round, tie' >  IE: NaIE *mer-, (+ext . )
*mer´g≈-≠*merg≈- 'tie together, twist'
1463. *murV  'to break, to crush, to cut' > IE  *mer-  v. 'crush, crumb'
1464. *muÂV 'go away, perish, die' >  IE *mer-/*mr=- 'die'; NaIE d .
(pp.) *mr=-≤to-, *mr=t-u-o 'dead'; *mr=-≤to-m, *mr=≤ti- 'death'
1465. *mVÂu6666 'ant' >  IE: NaIE *morwi- 'ant', *mou\ro- / *meu\ro-,
*morm- id.
1466. *mVÂV '(hollow) hand; to grasp' >  IE: NaIE *mar- ' h and ' ,
*mar-n- v. 'grasp'
1467. *muG ra  'emit vocal sounds (shout, sing)'
1468. *muhrV  'part, piece'
1469. *mari?V 'young man, young male' >  IE: NaIE *meryo-, *mer-
'young man' (→ 'husband ' )
1469a. (€?) *maÂi?V (or *æmar1111i?V) 'animal fat' >  ? IE: NaIE
*smeru-  n. 'fat, ointment'
147O. *máÂ[h]V (= *æmár1111[h]V?) 'be wounded, be ill' >  ?? IE: ¿
NaIE *(s)mer- (+ ext.) 'pain, sickness'
1471. *ma4444riqV 'spot, stain, (?) dirt' >  IE: NaIE *mer[´]-/*mor(u)-
'dirty, dark'
1472. *m{a}rwe6666 '∈ tree' > ?? IE: Ht marmarr(a)- {CHD} '∈ terrain' ,
{Frd.} 'Dickicht'
1473. *maÂ[y]V '(mul-, black-) berries' >  IE: NaIE *mor- 'mulberry ,
b lackberry '
1473a. *mÅr[y]V  'horned mammal'.
1474. *mVÂ[V]ÇV 'to crumb, to crush' >  IE: NaIE *mers- ' c rush ,
gr ind '
1475. (€?) *m{a4444}Â[V]c6666 ' '''V 'be ill, be wounded' >  ?? IE: NaIE: Lt
merde$ !ti 'agonize'
1475a. € *m{u 6666 } rgV  '∈ (male?) horned mammal'.
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1476. *mur[?]VgÉ (probably = *mur[?]Vgá) 'animal fat, brain, ( ? )
marrow' > IE: NaIE *mreg8≈-/*mr=g8≈- 'brain; skull'
1476a. (€?) *ma 4444Â [k]V  'think, believe, be clever'
1477. *mar?{o}kÉ 'side (of body), side, edge' >  IE: NaIE *morg8-
/*mrog8-/*mr=g8- 'edge, border'
1478. *mËrk''''V(-NK''''V) 'root, root-crops, edible roots', (‘ ?) ' s inew'
> IE: NaIE *mr=k- (≠ *br=k-) 'edible roots, (‘?) carrot'
1479. (€?) *mVÂ[V]K''''a 'moist, liquid; to moisten' > IE: NaIE *merk-
(or {P} *merk- ≠ *mer´k-) v. 'soak; become wet', *mrôku- ({P} *mr´ku-)
' swamp '
148O. *mÅr 1111V  'rain' (“  or ‘  'to drop'?), 'cloud'
1481. ?φ € *mÅ{r1111}V 'pluck out hair, make bald'
1482. € *mer1111V  'hoe'
1483. *m{u}r 1111V  'make loud noise'
1484. *mu6666q[É]r 1111i 'shoulder'
1485. *æmer 1111u 6 666qV 'to smear' > IE: NaIE *smeru- 'ointment'
1486. *æma4444r 1 111VÇ''''V 'contents of animals’ stomach\intestines' >  IE:
NaIE *smerd- 'dung; to stink'
1487. *mus1111V 'to cover, to conceal, to clothe' >  IE: NaIE *mus-
/*mou\s- v. 'steal, conceal'
1488. *mu6666s2 222V (= *mu6666sV?) 'insect, fly, ant' > IE: NaIE *mus-/*mou\s-
' f ly '
1489. *ma÷ 3333isV  '≈ rub, polish'
1489a. € *mÅ[ÓV]ÍV  'snake'
149O. (€?) *mVs1111 ++++s 6 666 ++++Çka{H}V 'marrow, brain' >  IE: NaIE *mosg-o/en-
≠ *mosg≈o- id.
1491. *me?is6666V 'hide', (→ ) 'clothes' >  IE: NaIE mo+ai\so-s 'h ide ,
f leece '
1492. *mátV 'feel, realize' > IE: NaIE *med- 'think'
1493. *mËtV (or *mËt''''V) 'man, person' ([in A] ?σ ‘ ' people ,
t r i be ' )
1494. (€?) *mu6666tV 'die', (← ?) (?) 'go away, be removed' > ?σ IE: H t
mutai-  v. 'remove (evils)', ?? mudan(s) 'garbage, scraps'
1495. *mat?V ≠ *ma{?}tV 'approach' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'meet', 'enter') > IE: NaIE *ma2d-/*m´d- (or *mo2d-/*m´d-) ' approach ,
m e e t '
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1496. *matV{?}V 'moisture' > IE: NaIE *mad- 'wet, moist, liquor', v.
'drip'  ||| N d. or cd. € *matV{? }VÂV 'rain' or 'rainy season'
1497. *metVHa 'head, top, summit'
1498. *mÅtVdV ¬ *mÅdVtV 'to stretch' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'to measure')' >  IE: NaIE *med-  v. 'measure' ({EI} id., 'weigh')
1499. € *matÂV  ¬ *maÂtV  'midday' ([in ObU]‘  'south')
15OO. *mat ''''V  'to bend'
15O1. *mÅt ''''V '≈  increase, make long/broad'
15O2. *mot ''''É 'sprout, stem, penis, genitals'
15O3. € *mo6666t ' '''É 'whole, complete'
15O3a.*mËt''''V 'man, person, a young' (an alternative to 1493:
*mËtV or *mËt ''''V  'man, person')
15O4. € *mu 6666t ' '''V  (or *mu 6666Kt ''''V?) 'drop', 'tear(s)'
15O5. € *mV{t''''}V 'to pull, to pull out (a plant, etc.), to uproot, t o
reap' >  IE: NaIE *met-  v. 'reap, harvest'
15O6. *m{a?i}t ''''V (or *m{o?i}t ''''V?) 'worm, larva, (?) small insect' >
IE: NaIE *mat- (or *mot-) 'worm, larva'
15O7. *mu6666[÷]t''''V 'woman, female'
15O8. *m{a4444y}t ''''V 'earth, land, place, place of residence' > IE: NaIE
*mei\t(≈)- 'live (wohnen), remain'; 'stay, residence; place of residence'
15O9. *æmeyt ''''V  'throw' > IE: NaIE *(s)mei\t-/*met- 'throw, cast'
151O. *mu[wV] 'this, that', dem. prn. >  ? IE: NaIE: Crn -ma sx. (“
encl.) 'this', W yma  'here, this', Br ma (n%)  'this'
1511. *moyV  'give, give back, restore' >  IE: NaIE *mei\- 'exchange'; ?
d. *moi\-no- 'exchange'  ? IE *mV 'to' (dative)  Ï NaIE *-mus (da t .
pl.), *-me+oÓ  (??) (dat. du.)
1512. € *mu ++++ oyV  'touch, feel (by sense of touch)'
1513. € *mVyV 'come' or 'go, pass' > IE: NaIE *mei\- ({EI} *mei\Ó-)
'go, pass'
1514. *maÙyV 'lose force, weaken, disappear, be worn out' > IE
*meÓi\- > NaIE *ma2+o2(i\)- 'be\make tired\exhausted'
1515. ≈ *meÙÅz@@@@V 'man (vir), male' >  IE ≈ *°meés / *°mé=s- > NaIE
*°ma2s / *°m´s- > L ma2s (gen. ma"r-is) adj./n. 'male'
1516. *m{É˚Xaz6666V '∈ berry, fruit' > IE *mexl- > NaIE *ma2l- 'apple', H t
mahla  'branch of a grapevine \ apple (?)'
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1517. *miz6666[w]V-(kV) 'mix, stir' >  IE: NaIE *misg8- / *mei\sg8- 'mix '
(> as. *misk8- / *mei\sk8-) ≠ mt. *mei\g8s- ≠ *mei\g8- id.
1518. € *miZ@@@@÷ 3 333V (or *mi÷3333Z @ @@@V) 'sheep, goat' > IE: NaIE *°mo+ai\so-s
' s heep '
1519. *muZ[V]˝V 'fist, fingers; to squeeze\hit with a fist, to p u n c h
on the head' > IE: NaIE *mus-ti- 'fist, clenched hand'
152O. *meZ6666V 'sun, light; 'to shine' > ??? IE: NaIE *molk- ' f i re ,
f i rewood'
1521. *mayZ6666V 'tasty beverage, sap of trees' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'honey', 'milk') > IE *mel-i-(t) / *mel-n- 'honey'
1522. *n2222 {a 4 444}, prn. of collectivity and plurality > IE: "primary" verbal
ending of 3p *-(e)nti, "secondary" ending of 3p *-(e)nt (AnIE: Lw, Pal -
nta , Lc nasalized vw. + -te)
1523. *nÉ, dem. prn. of duality, 'they (two)'
1524. *n ````i 'not' > IE *nei\, *ne 'not', *n=- 'un-, -less'
1525. *nu (or *nu 4444?), postp. and pv. 'from', postp. 'of' >  IE: *-n
'from' within *-d≈e-n (in Gk po1-†en 'where form?', o]yrano1†en 'from t h e
sky')  *-n-, the marker of oblique cases (presuffix, a m o r p h e m e
preceding the case endings) in heteroclitic nouns   NaIE adv. *no2
'from, away'  
1526. *n2222V 'we' excl. >  IE *ne-/*no2 'we' (stem of oblique cases), e.g.
[1] accus. *no2-s ≠ *n=-s, [2] other oblique cases: Ht dat. anzas, nas, L
dat.-abl. no2-bis, Gt dat. uns(is), OCS dat. nam5 namË, [3] poss .
prn. 'our' >  HrLw azis (<  n=so-), L noster, OCS naw6 nas7Á, Gt
unsar, IE *n=s-mos >  Gk Ae }ammoß, OI as≤ma2ka-, Av ahma2ka-, [4]
accus. du.: OI nau\ , OCS nana  'us two', as well as Gk A nv1 id.
1526a. *n 2222V , a marker (pronoun) that formed analytic equivalents o f
passive participles ([in descendant lgs.]‘ derived passive verbs) > IE:
NaIE *-no-, sx. of passive partiples and deverbal adjectives; product ive
sxs. of daughter-languages: OI prs. prtc. bhind-a2≤na-h5 and pf. p r t c .
bibhid-a2≤na-h5 ÿ bhid- 'bind', Gmc *-ono-/-eno-: Gt wau1r†-an-s,
OHG gi-wortan, ON orÎenn 'geworden', Gt bit-an-s 'bitten', a s
well as OCS nesen5 nes-en-Ë 'carried, getragen', zab5ven5 za-
bËv-en-Ë  'forgotten'
1527. *n2222a÷É 'go' (‘ 'go to do sth.') >  ?? IE: NaIE *na2- 'help, b e
useful'; one of possible sources of the *n-infix in the IE verbal
imperfective\present forms
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1528. € *n 2222aÙ[V]bV  (or *n 2222a÷ 3333bV?) 'hungry and thirsty', 'not to d r i nk '
(‘  'to be sober' > IE: NaIE *na2b≈- 'sober, hungry and thirsty'
1529. *æn2222VÙibV 'thin, meagre'  ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'weak ' )  >
IE: NaIE *(s)ne2b≈-ri- / *(s)no2b≈-ri- 'narrow, thin'
1529a. ? € *n 3333ec @@@@V 'to plait, to tie together'
153O. ??? € *ˆ{a}c'''' @ @@@V 'falcon'
1531. *n 3333ÅdV  '(the whole) clan'
1532. (€?) *n 3333 idV '≈  eye; to look' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to look fo r ,
to seek'?)
1533. *n2222i[?Ë]da or *n1111i[?Ë]da 'to tie' > IE: NaIE *ned≈- id.
1534. € *n2222aÓgo (or *n2222agV?o) 'hungry, thirsty' > IE: NaIE *na2gW≈-
'sober; hungry and thirsty'
1535. *nig[É]Ùa4444 'to butt, to push, to pierce' >  IE: NaIE *nei\g8≈- v.
' p ie rce '
1536. *n 2222igÉÍV (= *n2222igÉs1111V?) 'butt, pierce' > IE: NaIE *°nei\k8+g8[≈]s- v.
' p ie rce '
1537. *n2222u 4 444é⁄{á} ¬ *n2222u 4 444w{á} 'now' > IE *nuéx 'now' >  Ht nu ' now,
and, but', nu2wa- 'still, yet', NaIE *nu2 'now' ||| N *n2222u 4 444é⁄{á} nu
(*n2222u 4 444é⁄{á} + genitive pc. *nu ) '(of) the present time' > IE *nuéx-nV >
NaIE *nu2-no- 'jetzig'
1538. *n2222{i}HwV (¬ *N{i}HwV ¬ *n2222 ++++NoHiwV?) 'to lead, to d i rec t
(oneself) towards' (‘ 'carry [somewhere]') > IE *nei\éx- '≈  lead, d i rec t
towards' > NaIE *°nei\- id., Ht nai-/ne- vt. 'send, dispatch'
1538a. *n2222ÅkV  'woman' > IE *neK- > Ht nega- ≠ neka- 'sister'
1539. *n 2222Éko  'to open (?), to bare, to uncover' > IE : NaIE *nogW- (Ï
*nogWod[≈]o-, *nogW-no-) 'naked'
154O. n2222{u}kË (= *n2222uk{u}?) (or *n2222 {u}k[V?]Ë??) 'darkness, night '  >
IE: Ht neku- 'es wird Abend', neku- 'evening', nekut 'evening,
night', NaIE *nok[W]t- / *nuk[W]t- 'night', NaIE *°neu\K- >  Lt niu2kso!ti
'appear\be gloomy, be murky', NaIE *°nug≈+g8≈- or *°nuk≈+k8≈- 'night'
1541. *n2222u 4 444kV ¬ *n 2222ukÉ  'now' > IE: Ht nukku  'jetzt, sofort'
1542. *n2222aK''''a 'fell, skin' > IE: NaIE *nak- id.
1543. *n2222áK''''á 'pursue (the enemy), wage war, kill' > IE: NaIE *nek8-
'kill; corpse', NaIE **n=k8- > OIr e1c (< *n=≤k8u-) 'death', Gmc *aNhto2 >  OHG
a2hta  'hostile persecution'
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1544. *n2222áK''''{u 4 444} 'carry, bring' > IE: NaIE *nek8-/*n=k8-/*enk8- 'carry', ? H t
ninink- 'mobilize \ set (people) in motion; move, remove, t ransfer ;
set in motion'
1545. *náK ''''V 'to plait, to tie'
1546. *n2222eK''''Ë 'relative(s) of a younger generation' > IE: NaIE *nepo2t-
'grandson, nephew' (if from **nekpo2t-, a cd. with the second e lement
*po2t-)
1546a. *n3333ik ''''u 'small, little'
1547. *n````ËK''''V 'to strike, to peck, to hit' >  IE: [1] NaIE *neu\k-/nuk-
'hit, push', [2] NaIE *nek8- 'kill', *nek8u-s 'dead person, corpse'
1548. € *n2222u 4 444K ' '''V ¬ *n2222uK''''É 'hole'
1549. *na4444K ' ''' [V]he 6666 'see, perceive'
155O. € *n 3333ohl ∏∏∏∏V 'to walk\lead; way'
1551. *n 2222o 6 666÷ 3 333mV 'pleasant, gentle, fine'
1552. *ænim?V 'name, word' > IE *æno(:)m-n(-)/*æn=m-n(-) 'name'
1553. *n2222Vˆc6666V[?V] 'high, big, strong'
1554. *n````iN{u} 'hair (of animals)' ([in U] ‘ v. 'unhair, pluck o u t
ha i r \ f ea the rs ' )
1555. *n 3333apV 'move to and fro, sway'
1556. *nop{É}  'breathe, blow'
1557. *n2222o 6 666p[V]{h}{i} 'fog, cloud' >  IE *neb≈- Ï [1] IE *neb≈os
/*neb≈es- ntr. 'cloud, fog, sky'  [2] NaIE *neb≈-ela2 'cloud, fog'
1557a. € *ˆVp ''''VÂV  'bank, shore, edge'
1558. € *n2222u 6 666qV 'to bend, to swing, to sink' > IE *neu\Ó- >  NaIE *neu\´-
vi.\vt. 'bow, nod'
1559. € *æn2222Vqa 'assist (help, protect)' > IE: NaIE *°æna2- 'help, b e
useful '
156O. *n2222ar{u6666} 'thin, narrow' > IE: NaIE: Gmc *narwa 'narrow'
156Oa. *n 3333o {÷ 3 333 }rV  'moist, mud; (?) to gush'
1561. *n 3333aherV  'day, sun, daylight'
1562. *n 2222 e {q }VrV  'forehead, front of the head, (?) nose'
1563. *n 2222 iÙÂV  'hollow (in the ground, in a tree), hole, pit '  > IE: NaIE
*n´+o+ar-/*ne2r- 'hole, hollow in the ground'
1564. € *n2222u 6 666r 1 111V 'to penetra te '  > IE: NaIE (in BSl) *°ner- ' pene t ra te ,
plunge, dive'
1565. *æn2222Vya4444r 1 111V 'man (vir), male animal' > IE *æner- 'man, ma le
animal '
1566. *n 2222usV  'to breathe' > IE: NaIE *neu\s- vt. 'smell'
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1567. *æn2222u 6 666s[y]V 'woman' (general term), 'woman of the opposi te
exogamous moiety within an exogamic system of tribes' >  IE: NaIE
*snuso-s 'son’s wife, brother’s wife'
1568. *n2222is 6666u 'smell (odorare), breathe heavily' >  IE: NaIE *neu\s-
v.'smell (sth.)'
1569. *n2222at '''' {o} 'bend, bow, incline' (intr.) > IE: NaIE (in Gmc.) *°net-
'lie down, rest'
157O. *n2222aé€t '''' {o} 'woman (of ego’s generation) belonging to t h e
opposite exogamous moiety within an exogamic system of tribes' ( [ in
descendant lgs.] ‘ 'sister-in-law')
1571. *2222n 2 222at''''é⁄V 'to seek, to seek help; help'  > IE *netÓ- 'help, grace,
favour', ? Ht nut- '≈  Glück, Wohlbefinden, Ansehen' or sim., nu2t- ≠
nu2- '∈ desirable condition'
1572. € *n2222a{h}w{É} 'vessel' >  IE: NaIE *na2u\- 'vessel (made of a
trunk), boat' (in descendant lgs.] ‘  'ship')
1573. *n2222áw[y]V 'new'  > IE *newo-/*nowo- 'new', NaIE *newyo-
/*nowyo- 'new'
1574. *nayÉ (probably = *nayi) 'woman '  > IE: NaIE *-nï,
derivational marker of the feminine sex
1575. (€?) *n 2222iz{÷}Ë  'female'
1576. *n 3333eZ 6666 {i}  'finger, toe; ? knuckle of a finger'
1577. € *n 1111ab{?}V  'warm, heat'
1578. ? (€?) *n1111ac7777 ' '''XV 'wet, moist '  > (possibly) ?σ IE *yes- v. 'boil ,
seethe, ferment' (× N *n 1111oc 6666 ' '''V[qV])
1579. *n1111oc6666 ' '''V[qV] 'to moisten, to be moistened; to sprinkle ' > ?σ IE
*yes-  v. 'boil, seethe, ferment' (“  *v. 'become moist'?)
158O. € *n 1111ugV  '≈ ∈ deer, antelope'
1581. (€?) *n1111ahág{u4444} (or *n1111ah[V]gÉ?) 'drive, chase '  > IE: NaIE
*ya2g 8≈- 'chase, hunt'
1582. *n 1111ogu 4444 l ß ßßß V  (or *n 3333ogu 6666l ß ßßß ++++ l ! !!!V?) 'tear out\asunder, pinch'
1583. ?σ,φ (€?) *n1111a 4 444goÂV (or *n2222a 4 444goÂV) 'groin, small abdominal
organs (kidneys, pancreas, and sim.)' >  IE: NaIE *negW≈≤ro-s  'kidney(s)'
1584. *n 1111ukV  'shake, swing, tremble'
1584a. *æn1111aK ''''o 'laugh, be amused' >  IE: NaIE *æyekW-/*æyokW- ' laugh,
play, be amused'
1585. *n 1111 ok [V]ÙV  'be in front, take the lead, precede, be first'
1586. *æn 1111 {a}K ''''o  'soft parts of the animal's body (liver, marrow, s u e t ) '
> IE: NaIE *æyekW-r=(t-) / gen. *æyekW-≤n-es 'liver'
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1587. *n1111o 6 666K' '''V or *n1111aGo6666K ' '''V '∈ canine'
1587a. ?σ *n1111uK''''V (+ an additional N word) '∈ small fur-bearing
animal '
1588. *{n 1111}u 4 444K ' ''' {u 4 444} (or *{n 1111 }iK '''' {u 4 444) 'lie down, sink, bow (down)'
1589. *n 1111 {ow++++Óa}K ''''i   (= *n 1111oqaK ''''i?) 'to bend, to be crooked'
159O. € *n1111u 4 444K ' '''÷V (or *n 1111u 4 444k÷V?) 'tear, tear out'
1591. i  *n1111a 4 444lV ' tongue '  > ? IE: i  Ht lala- 'tongue', Lw {Lar.} lali-
'tongue (?)', {Mlc.} la2la/i- 'tongue, gossip'
1592. (€?) *n1111o÷ 3333le 6666 (or *n1111a÷ 3333le 6666) 'sinew' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ ' b o w '
‘  'arrow'), 'to tie together', ([in HS] ‘  'to put on footwear')
1593. *n 1111u 4 444÷ 3 333 l ∏ ∏∏∏V  'pluck, tear out (hair, branches), pinch'
1594. *n 1111a9l ßßßßV  (or *n 1111a9lV?) 'fade, be worn out, be spoiled'
1595. *n1111o9{a 4444}l[y]V 'slime, tears (?), moisture, fluid; raw' > IE
*yeé8lo-/*yé8=lo- > NaIE *ye2lo-/*y´lo- 'unripe, raw'
1596. *n 1111ihla  'moist, slippy'
1597. *n 1111 {eq}[a]lV 'bed of a torrent, valley'
1598. Regional  € *{n 1111}a 4 444lyV 'four'
1599. *n1111u 4 444l ∏ ∏∏∏uN[K]V (= *n1111u 4 444l ß ßßßuN[K]V?) 'marrow, brain'
16OO. *n1111Vl !!!!V  (or *n1111Vl ßßßßV) '∈ insect'
16O1. € *n 1111iqËl !!!!V  'scrape, scrape off, rub, polish'
16O2. *n1111am{o}  'squeeze, grasp'  > IE: NaIE *yem-/*ym=- 'hold, ho ld
fast, grasp'
16O3. i  *n1111a 4 444÷ 3 333mV 'soft'
16O4. *n1111a[n ````]c 7 777 ++++c 7 777 ' '''V 'grass'
16O5. € *n1111uNV 'to rest, to slumber, to sleep'
16O6. *n1111ÅyN{i} '∈ coniferous tree' > IE: NaIE *yoi\ni- 'juniper'
16O7. *n1111 {e}NÓV '≈  woman' (and 'woman from the opposi te
exogamous moiety within an exogamic system of tribes'?) > IE: NaIE
*yen´-ter / *yôn´tr- 'wife of husband’s brother'
16O8. *n1111oNuda  (or *n1111oNu 4444da?) 'follow in the traces, hunt, pursue ' ,
'move quickly' >  IE: NaIE *yeu\d≈- / *you\d≈- / *yud≈- 'stir, move' ({P} ' i n
heftiger Bewegung sein'), ?? (with pre-IE depalatalisation *n1- > *n-?) H t
{Ts.} nuntar- 'Eile, Hast', {CHD} nuntaras adv. 'promptly, wi thout
delay, soon'
16O9. i  *n1111aNgu4444 'tongue' > IE: NaIE *yn=g8≈u2- ≠ *dn=g8≈u2-/*dn=g8≈wa2 ≠
*ln=g8≈u2- id.
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161O. *n1111áNs{i} 'dirt, dirty liquid' >  IE: NaIE *n=si- 'dir ty-coloured;
dirt, mud'
1611. € *n 1111 { a }pa  'face', (?) 'nose' ([in A] ‘  'front')
1612. *n1111a 4 444pVrV 'tender, beautiful', 'thin (not dense)', 'sparce' ( o f
hair, wool)
1613. *n 1111i û ûûûq {u}  'grind, crush, rub, rub down\off, rub to powder'
1614. € *n 1111o û ûûûqa 'lowland, depression'
1615. *n 1111aÂË  'swamp'
1616. *n 1111 iÂV  'rub, scratch, scratch\draw\make a sign'
1617. € *n1111uÂV 'become very hot, shine'
1618. *n1111a?Âa4444 (or *n1111a 4 444?ÂÅ?) 'pungent, strong' (of sensations,
feelings, etc.) >  IE: NaIE *yo2r- (an apophonic grade of *ye2r-?) ' s t rong,
violent '
1619. *n1111É{G }ÅrV 'sprout'
162O. *n 1111ihr {a}  'to stream; a stream, liquid'
1621. (€?) *n 1111e [Ó]rV  'plain, ground'
1622. *n1111aÙ[i]rË(-k++++ge 6666) 'cartilage' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'cart i lage
of the vertebrae', 'backbone')
1623. *n1111a 4 444ré€e6666 (or *n 1111a 4 444é€re 6666?) 'unripe, tender, weak'
1624. (€?) *n1111 {a}ÂK''''a ++++á (= *n1111 {a}Âûûûûqa ++++á?) '∈ deer' > IE: NaIE *york+k8-
'roe deer'
1625. *æn1111a÷3333r 1 111É '≈ young, new-born' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'springtime') >  IE *æyeh8r- >  NaIE *[æ]ye2r- / *æyo2r- / *[æ]y´r- ' young ' ,
'springtime' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'year ')
1626. *n1111itu6666rV{ûûûûq}V 'fist, knuckles of fingers; to strike with t h e
fist\knuckles, hold in the hand'
1627. *n1111et ''''V 'stalk, stem, trunk'
1628. € *n 1111o [÷]wV (or *n 1111 o˝wV?) 'to hunt, to pursue'
1629. *n 1111a 4 444w9a  'hair, down'
163O. ≈  *{n1111}ÉXa 'to see', ? 'eye'
1631. *n1111É{yË}(-NV) (=*n 1111 {a 4 444yË}(-NV)?) 'larvas, worms, nit(s)'
1632. € *n 1111 aÛirV  'sun', '≈  sunshine, heat (hot weather)'
1633. *N{Ë} [1] 'thing', [2] 'what?' (most probably, a phonet ic
reduction or an ellipsis from *ya N{Ë} or *?a4444yV N{Ë} 'which thing?')
1634. (€?) *Nib++++pV (or *Náyb ++++ pV ) 'to bend down, to sink' > IE: NaIE
*knei\b- '≈  bend down, decline'
1635. ??? *æNËc@@@@ ++++c ' ''' @ @@@V (= *æNËc++++c ' '''V?) 'late, evening, night; (?) delay' >
IE: NaIE *°æwes- ' sunset ' , NaIE *æwesperos 'evening'; it is possible t h a t
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this etymon took part in the creation of IE *wes- 'dwell, pass the night,
s tay '
1636. € *NËÇ''''V  'small, few'
1637. *Na{?}igu  'to bow, to bend (down), to hang (by sth.), to hang
down' > IE: NaIE *knei\gW≈- 'bend, bow'
1638. *NiK''''a (more probable than *n````iK ''''a??) 'cervical ver tebrae ,
neck, nape of neck' > IE: NaIE *knok(k)o-/*knek(k)o- 'nape of neck; hill'
1639. *N{iwo}l ßßßßV 'extend, stretch, become long'
164O. *NVl!!!!V {h}VmP{i} 'gnat, mosquito' (≈  N *n1111Vl!!!!V '∈ insect' + N
*{h}VmP{i} 'venomous vermin'?)
1641. *{N}amÊV 'give'
1642. *Nán2222É 'go (away)' >  amb IE (× N ? *n2222{i}HwV 'to lead'?): H t
nanna-, nanniya- vi. 'drive, ride in an animal-drawn vehicle', v t .
'drive (animals, persons, evils)'  
1643. *Nan 1111V 'take so. with oneself, lead' >  IE *nei\éx- >  NaIE *nei\(´)-
/ *nï- v. 'lead', Ht {CHD} nai-/ne- vt. 'send, dispatch'
1644. *N[Vw]an 1111V 'sky, cloud'
1645. *Neh{Ë}r{i}  'light, fire'
1646. *Na4444qas6666a 'nose' >  IE *neés- (> NaIE *na2s-), in oblique cases
*néos- 'nose'
1647. (€?) *N{i}Óat{a} '∈ sharp instrument, sharp tooth; to b i t e \ c u t '
> IE: NaIE *kne2d- / *ken´d- 'bite, cut with a sharp instrument'
1647a. ? *Nit''''u 6 666 'worm(s), maggot(s), nit' > IE: NaIE *knid- ≠ *k8nid-
'nit, louse'
1648. *Na÷3333w{i} 'dead, dead person' >  IE: NaIE *na2u\- 'dead body;
d e a t h '
1649. *Nu 6666wa 4444yV 'long hair'
165O. *Nuhy {a } 'to rest, to lie, to repose' (‘  'to sleep')
1651. *p '''' {a 4 444 }  'ille, another (animate)'
1652. € *P 3333 { i }?V  'sharp edge, blade'
1653. *p ''''u?i (≠ *bu?i?) 'tree, bush'
1654. € *p ''''o÷ 3333 ++++9yV 'wooded bank  (of a waterway)'
1655. *{p''''}o÷3333yu6666 'small', 'child', 'young (of an animal)' >  IE : NaIE *po2u\-
/*p´u\-/*pu2- 'little, child, a young of an animal; few'; with sxs., e.g. *pu-
tlo- 'child'
1656. *pÅ?ic @@@@V 'axe, hammer'
1656a. ?φ  P3333aÇk++++K ' '''V (= paÇk++++K ' '''V?) 'hand' (‘  'handful')
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1657. *P 3333uc '''' [V]ÌV 'to press, to squeeze, to crush by squeezing'
1658. *P 3333 { i }c 7777V 'stalks of plants and their fibres used for plaiting'
1659. *p ''''oc 7777V 'to plait' (‘  'sth. plaited, cloth')
166O. ?φ *puc 7777 [V]n 1111V  'worm, snake'
1661. *P3333uc 7777 ' '''V 'to fall'
1662. *p[e?++++y]ic7777 ' '''u 6 666 (or *pi?ec7777 ' '''u 6 666) '∈ coniferous tree' >  IE: NaIE *pit[u]-
'∈  coniferous tree'
1663. *p ''''ac 6666V 'to open' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'hole, slit'), to b e
widened, to spread'
1664. *P3333u 6 666c 6 666 ' '''{o} 'hair' > IE: NaIE *pou\s-/*pus- 'body hair, down'
1665. *p ''''a {9}dV 'leg' (or '∈  part of a leg'), ' foot ' > IE *pe(:)d-
/*po(:)d- 'foot'
1665a. *p ''''Ë {h}[V]dV(-ÂV)  'long, spacious, (?) far'
1666. *P 3333 u qdV 'leather bag, scrotum'
1667. *P 3333 e d [V]9V 'to break, to tear, to wound'
1668. *p''''{i}gV 'to pour; rain'
1669. ?φ *pË[gi]NV  (or *p ''''-?) 'faeces, filth'
167O. *P 3333oG i 'cavity, valley' (‘ 'lowland'), 'to hollow out'
1671. *p ''''a 4 444 {˝}u 4444wÅ ' fire' (‘ 'heat', 'daylight, day') > IE *peÙw-r/n-
' f i re '
1672. *p''''a{Ó[V]?}{u4444} (= *p''''aqV?u4444?) 'strike, split, chop' >  IE *peé8w-
/*pé8=u\- > NaIE *pe2w-/*p´u\-/*pu2- v. 'beat, strike, cut'
1673. o  *puHV 'blow (blasen) ' > IE: NaIE *pu(:)-/peu\-/pou\-/p≈u-
'breathe, blow'
1674. *pik{u4444} 'to press ' (‘  'to crush') >  IE: NaIE {P} *pu{ k• }-
'zusammendrängen, eng umschließen'
1675. (€?) *p''''oka 'side of a body, side' >  IE: NaIE *pog-/*po2g- 'side o f
a body', *po(:)k-s- 'side, flank' ({P} *pog-/*po2g-, *po(:)k-s- 'Achsel,
Hüfte, Lende, Seite')
1676. *P3333a{h}kV 'spring of water; to spout' >  IE: NaIE *°pa2g+g8- >  Gk
phgh1, Gk D pa2ga@ 'spring of water'
1677. *P3333{a 4 444}ÓakV (= *P3333 {a 4 444}qakV?) 'hut, village' >  IE: NaIE *°pa2g+g8o- >
L pa2gus  'community of peasants, village, country district'
1678. *p{a}k[V]?V  (= *pakË?V?) (partially i) 'to split'
1679. *p ''''a 4 444k ' '''o 6 666 'to heat (on fire)', 'to be hot' (‘  'to cook, to bake', ' t o
dry') >  IE : NaIE *pekW-  v. 'cook, bake, prepare food on fire'
168O. *P3333{o}K''''V 'to scratch, to comb' >  IE: NaIE *pek8+k-
, *pek8+k-t- v. 'comb', pek8+kten- n. 'comb'
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1681. € *p ''''oK ''''u 4 444 '(herds of) ruminant animals, wild cattle' > IE: NaIE
*pek8u /*pek8we- 'cattle'
1682. i  *po{k '''' }V 'bladder, blister'
1683. (o?) *p ''''ÉXk ''''V 'rub, scrape'
1684. (€?) *p''''{É}K''''yV (or *P3333VK''''yV) 'to track (game), to follow t h e
tracks of' >  IE: NaIE *(s)pek8- 'look, observe' , *(s)peg8- '≈  look, l ook
a f t e r '
1685. *{p '''' }o 6 666 {K ''''V}dV (or *p-?) 'to run'
1686. *P3333iK ''''Vz 7777V  'sticky liquid, pitch' > IE: NaIE *pik- 'tree-pitch'
1687. € *P3333alV '(∈?) tooth'
1688. *p ''''a 4 444 l ∏ ∏∏∏ {Å} 'time (mal, fois), once, one'
1689. *p''''al{o} 'open ground, plain' > IE: NaIE *pol- 'field, plain ' ,
*pel[´]-t- 'plot (of land), place'
169O. *pa 4444 l ∏ ∏∏∏V 'inside, entrails, liver'
1691. *P3333ilV 'a hair, tuft of hair, feather' >  IE: NaIE *pilo- 'hair ',
*pil-t- 'felt', *piles-/pils- 'felt', *pleu\-k-, *pleu\-s- 'feather, hair, wool'
1691a. *p''''ËlÉ 'be much\big, increase'
1692. *pul ßßßßu (or *pul ßßßßu 4 444?) 'to spring forth' (‘  'to flow'), 'to plunge i n
water' > IE: NaIE *pol-/*pl=- v. 'pour\stream', NaIE *pleu\- 'flow; swim'
1692a. € *pu 6666LV 'to blow (blasen)'
1693. *pVLu 'lungs, pluck' > IE: NaIE *pleu\-mon-/*plu-m(o)n- ' lung ' ,
*0pleu\-tya2 ≠ *0plou\tya2- 'lung(s)'
1694. *p{i}{?}LV  'strong' > IE: NaIE *bel- 'strong'
1695. *p{Ë?É}lV (or *p ''''-?) 'stinging insect'
1696. € *P3333{Éy}LV 'to fly, to soar'
1697. *p''''i[y]l ∏∏∏∏a 6 666 (or *p''''il ∏ ∏∏∏[y]a 6666?) 'to fall' > IE: NaIE *(s)p≈ol- v. 'fall'
1698. *P3333el ß ßßß?e 6666 ¬ *P3333e?lßßßße 6 666 'side of body, side' > IE: NaIE *pol- id., 'half'
1698a. *P3333uL[V]¿V '∈  tree (poplar or sim.)' >  IE: NaIE ? *pel-
' pop la r '
1698b. *p''''ol ß ßßßi÷É (or *p''''ol ß ßßßi˝É?) 'to split ' > IE: NaIE *(s)p≈el- '≈  spl i t '
and NaIE *p[≈]el-, *p[≈]ol- 'board (Brett), log of wood'
1699. *{p}ul÷3333 ++++Hu or *{p}ul÷ 3333 ++++Ha 'red, yellowish, pale' > IE *pl=Ów-,
*pol[Ó]w- > NaIE *pl=∏w-/*pol(´)w- 'light yellow, blond, pale, dun'
17OO. *palV{9}V 'settlement, home, wall' > IE *polÓ-/*pl=Ó-
'fortified settlement'
17O1. *pal ßßßßÌV 'mud, swamp, lake' > IE *bolÓ- '≈  swamp, pool ' ,
*pelÓ- 'swamp'
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17O2. *p ''''Ël ∏∏∏∏ÓV 'be liquid, be wet' >  IE: NaIE *°pl´+ad- > Gk pla1doß
'abundance of fluids', plada 1v  'humid, fluid', pladaro 1ß  'wet, damp'
17O2a. *P3333u 6 666lV[Óu 6666 ] 'grass '  > IE ≈ *peloÓ-/*peleÓ-, *pel[Ó]ou\- ' s t raw,
chaff '
17O3. *P3333a 4 444l ß ßßßqÅ 'half, part' > IE: NaIE *pol[´]- 'side of body, side, half'
17O4. *pelqe6666 'to tremble, to fear' >   IE {IS} *pelÓ- / *pleÓ- ' ( m a k e )
tremble, fear'
17O5. *P3333iLÉqi (= *P3333il ß ßßß ++++ l ! !!!Éqi?) 'open, uncovered, bare' > IE: NaIE
*ple2i\-/*pl´i\-/*plï- 'bare, naked'
17O6. *p{a}l ßßßß ÙV 'spade; to dig; pit (sth. dug)' >  IE: NaIE *bel[´]- ≠
*°b´l- v. 'dig, hollow'; ? L pa2la 'spade'
17O7. *pal∏∏∏∏{iÙ}{a4444} '∈ fish'
17O8. *{p}o 6666l ∏ ∏∏∏X ++++q ++++Ga 'broad and flat' > IE *plex- 'broad' >  Ht palhi
'wide, broad', NaIE *pla2-/*pel´- 'broad and flat', *pla2-no-/*pel´-no-
' f la t '
17O9. *P 3333o lÙá 'to fill' > IE *pelé8-/*pleé8- v. 'fill' , NaIE pp. *ple2-to-
'filled, full', *ple2-no- ≠ *pl=∏-no- (<  IE *pleé8-no- ≠ *pl=é8-no-) 'full', *ple2-mn=
n. act. 'filling'
171O. *p''''alyu 6666 'much, superfluous' >  IE: NaIE *≤pelu- 'great, many' /
*pô≤lu- 'much'  d. *ple2-yo2s 'more', *ple2-yo2s-tos 'most'
1711. *p''''eL[i]yÅ 'to split, to separate' >  IE: NaIE *(s)plei\-, *splei\-d-
'split, split off'
1712. (i?) *puLyV 'bubble, blister, round swelling' >  IE: NaIE i  *bul-
/*bou\l- 'round swelling'
1713. *{p ''''}u 4 444l[u 6666y]V 'to wash' > IE: NaIE *°spel- v. 'rinse, (?) wash'
1714. *paLuÇV (or *paLu4444ÇV?) 'stinging insect (flea, mosqui to ,
tick)' > IE: NaIE *b[≈]lus- ≠ *plus- 'flea'
1715. € *p{u6666}l ß ßßßi{c7777 ' ''' }V (or *p{u6666}l ! !!!i{c 7777 ' ''' }V?) 'grey, grey-haired'  > IE: NaIE
*pelit- 'grey'
1715a. UA € *pÅ{l ∏∏∏∏y}ak++++gV 'foot' (and 'sole of foot'?)
1716. *pal∏∏∏∏ËK''''u 4 444 'axe, hammer' > IE: NaIE *pelek8u- 'axe'
1717. *P3333a 4 444 { l ß ßßß }Vk''''V (or N *P3333Él ßßßßV{g?}V) 'to split lengthwise, to divide'
1718. *pal∏∏∏∏[V]t''''V 'to split', 'axe'
1719. *P3333aLt''''VqV 'broad and flat' > IE *pletÓu-/*pl=tÓu- >  NaIE
*plet(≈)u-/*pl=t(≈)u- 'broad and flat', IE *pletÓ-/*pl=tÓ- >  NaIE *plet(≈)-
/*pl=t(≈)- v. 'extend, spread'
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172O. € *P3333VLhÉ{Z 7777 }V or/and *P3333VL[h]Éc'''' ++++c 1 111 ' '''V 'split up, separate' >  IE:
NaIE *ple2s-/*pl´s- 'splinter off, tear off'
1721. € *P3333el ! !!! ++++l ß ßßßV (= *pel!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV?) 'pigeon' > IE *p{e}l- (≠ *bel-?) 'pigeon'
1722. *pol!!!!V 'hollow, empty' > IE: NaIE *bel- 'hollow out, dig', *po+al-
'hollow, bare'
1723. *pe[?]l!!!!u 6 666(-n1111É) 'dust, ashes' > IE: NaIE *pel(w)-, *pe≤lo2u\-s /
*pel≤w-os 'dust' , ?σ  *p{e}lw- 'chaff, husk', ??σ IE *polt- ' soup \por r idge
of meal'
1724. *p{i?u6666}l ! !!!V 'slit' > IE: NaIE *bul[i]- 'vulva', *'anus' (‘
' bu t tocks ' )
1725. *pal !!!! ++++ l ß ßßßÓ {a 4444 } 'to burn' (intr.), 'to be heated on fire' > IE: *pelé8-
/*pleé8- >  NaIE *pel´-/*ple2(w)-/*plo2(w)- vi. 'burn, be warm' ;
coalescence with NaIE *(s)p(≈)el- v. 'shine'
1726. *p''''a 4 444l ! !!!X++++ÌV 'thumb, big toe; (?) finger' > IE: NaIE *po2l- ' t h u m b ,
big toe'
1727. *p''''Ål!!!! [V]gá ≠ *pÅl!!!! [V]gá 'spleen' >  IE *b[≈]l=Óg8≈en- ≠ ≈
*(s)pl=Óg8≈en- >  NaIE *b[≈]l=´g8≈en- ≠ *(s)pel[´]g8≈(-en, -a2) ≠ *(s)pleng8≈- ≠
*(s)ple(:)g8≈- 'spleen'
1728. *p''''a{l ! !!!}ÓiNa 'palm of hand' > IE *pl=Óm- >  NaIE *pl=∏ma2 'palm o f
hand, hand'
1729. *p''''{u}yÅmV ({b}V) 'snake'
173O. *p''''en````V (or*p''''en 2222 [iy ++++é€]V) 'small dog, whelp'. KU
1731. *p '''' { i }n 2222V 'piece of wood, trunk' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ ' log,
board, pole') > IE: NaIE *pin-  'piece of wood, trunk'
1732. *P 3333 {o}n 2222V 'path, ford' >  IE *≤pontoh-s, gen. *pn=≤th-os 'way, pa th ,
f o r d '
1733. *P3333un 2222 {a 4 444 }  or *P3333u 4 444n 2 222a  'red colour, (?) fox'
1734. *p''''a[?V]ne6666 'put, lay'
1735. *P 3333Ë?[V]ˆV  (= *P 3333Ë?[V]n 2222V?) 'meat, (?) blood (as food)'
1736. *P 3333un[É]ya 'hair'
1737. *P 3333un[V]ya  (i.e. *p ''''un[V]ya ≠ *p- ) 'to turn, to twist, to tie' (‘
'to plait') > IE: NaIE *(s)pen- v. 'plait, spin, tie'
1738. *{p}un2222 ++++Nyu6666 'to breathe; wind, smoke' > IE: NaIE *pneu\-
'breathe, blow'
1739. (€?) *P3333u 4 444 ++++un 2222yÉ  ¬ *P3333u 4 444 ++++un 2222i  'smell (odour); to smell (sth.)'
174O. (€?) *pVn2222c 7 777 ' '''V 'nose '  > IE: ?σ NaIE {P} *bend-/*bn=d-no-
'vorspringende Spitze'
1741. € *{p '''' }on 3333 {d}V '≈ leg, foot'
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1742. *P3333Vn[V]-s 7777V (≠  *-Z7777V?) '∈ insect'
1743. (€?) *P3333an 2222t ' '''VhV 'belly' > IE *pant(V)x- > NaIE *pant- ≠ *pVnd-
'belly', Ht panduha-  {Ts.} 'stomach (?)', {CHD} 'bladder (?)'
1744. *P 3333u 6 666ˆZ 1111V  '∈  part of the leg of animals'  ('knee', 'foot'?)
1745. *p''''{Å}n1111V (= *p''''a 4 444n 1 111V?) 'hollowed-out vessel'
1746. *p''''ÉÙ++++Qn1111a 'keep, protect' > IE *peÙy- v. 'protect, keep, t a k e
care of' >  NaIE *pa2(y)-/*po2(y)-/*pï- v. 'protect, graze (cattle)', H t
pahs- / pahhas- 'protect, keep, guard'
1747. *p ''''in 1111 [V]Ìa  'to turn, to plait' ([in descendant languages] ‘ ' t o
spin', 'to weave')
1748. *P 3333ayn 1111V[qV]  'to press, to squeeze, to close'
1749. *P3333un 1111 ++++n 2 222c 7 777e 6 666 'body hair, down, (?) feathers' > IE: NaIE *pou\s-
/*pus- 'body hair, down', fell'
175O. {p '''' } a 4 444NV 'forehead' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  'face', 'head')
1751. (€?) *P3333iNu 6666 (or *P3333u 4 444NÉ) '∈  a game bird of medium size (g rouse
or sim.)'
1752. *{p '''' }V÷ 3333iN{Ë} (= *{p '''' }o÷ 3333iN{Ë}?) 'palm of hand, (sole of) foot'
1753. *p ''''ÅN[i]kV  'joint, shoulder joint'
1754. *P3333oNs 1111V 'dust' > IE: NaIE *pe2s-, *pe2ns- 'dust, sand'
1755. *p ''''oqi 'to cover, to close' > IE: NaIE *po2- v. 'cover'
1756. ?φ  o  € *P 3333 uqV (or *P3333u 4 444qV?) 'to let out air\gas', (?) 'to emi t
smell '
1757. *{p''''}a û ûûûqÉ?V or *{p''''}a û ûûûq[V]?É 'skin, film, bark' > IE: NaIE *pok8o-
/*pek8o-, *pek8u- 'fleece'
1758. *p''''arV  'to fly, to jump' > IE: NaIE *per- v. 'fly', {Bn.} 'flotter e n
air, se déplacer dans l’espace'
1759. *P3333{Å}ÂV ' finger' and *P3333ÅÂ[V]N++++n2 222akV 'finger, thumb' > IE
[1]: Tc A pra2r, B pra2ri 'finger', [2]: mt.: NaIE *°penKro- > Gmc
*fingra- 'finger'
176O. *P3333Åru 6666 'stone, rock' > IE *perw-/*peru- 'rock, mountain'
1761. *p''''{e}rV ≠ *p''''u6 666ÓrV (both from *p''''u 6 666? {e}rV?) 'fruit ' > IE: NaIE
*pu2ro- 'corn, grain'
1762. *P 3333 eÂV 'ground, earth'
1763. *p''''erV (= *p''''er{o}?) 'lip, edge' > IE: [1] Ht puri 'lip; r im ,
edge, border', [2] IE *per- (with a hardly identifiable meaning; {P}: ' d a s
Hinausführen über'), a noun used (in its different case forms) as adv.,
pv. and prep.: IE *pro, *pro2 'in front of, forward, before, forth', NaIE
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*pro2 'early, in the morning', NaIE *prai\, *pôrai\, *prei\-, *pôri (dat. o f
direction from *per-) '≈  forward, in front of, before'; *pr=- (nom. or loc.
without sx.?) 'hervor', *pera(:)  (instr.) 'in front'
1764. *P 3333 e rV  'bottom, buttocks'
1765. *p''''iÂo(-K''''á) 'to ask' > IE: NaIE *prek8-/*pr=k8- v. 'ask ( a
question); ask for sth.'
1766. *p''''o 6 666r{i} (or *p''''o 6 666Óar{i}?) 'child, offspring' > IE: NaIE *pari-k-a2
'concubine' or 'whore' (“ 'girl ')
1767. *porV ' leaf ' > IE: NaIE *per-, *per-n- 'leaf, fern', Ht parsdu
{Ts.} 'Trieb', {CHD} 'leaf, foliage'
1768. (€?) *P3333VÂV 'to cross, to pass through'  (= N *párV , if Az
ba4ra4 belongs here) > IE: NaIE *per- v. 'cross, go through\over' (‘ ' b r ing
over, lead'), IE *per- , *peri (instr. case?) 'across, beyond'
1769. *{p''''}a 4 444?rÉ (= *{p '''' }a 4 444hrÉ?) 'to look', 'to be seen' > IE *pehr-
/*ph=r- > NaIE *pa2r-/*p´r- ({P} *pa2Ær-) v. 'be visible', Ht parai- v.
'appear, emerge (?)'
177O. *P3333o9ËrV 'hollow', 'to gap', 'to be open' (a hollow)
1771. *p''''i{h++++Ù++++Q}ÂÉ ' a round '  > IE *peri >  NaIE *peri ( instr .?)
' a r o u n d '
1772. P3333ÉyÂV(c 7777V) 'belly, stomach, contents of the intestines' > ?σ
IE: ¿ Ht {Ts.} paratarru 'lying prone'
1773. *P3333År[?]V 'bring forth, give birth ' (of animals), 'young o f
animals' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ v. 'breed') > IE: NaIE *per- v. 'give
birth', IE ds. for youngs of animals (*pr=-tV)
1774. € *p ''''Åri[?V]  'take out, pull out\off'
1775. *p ''''a 4 444ri {?}É(or *p ''''a 4 444ryÉ?) 'to tear, to split' > IE: NaIE *(s)per- v.
'tear, be torn, break'
1776. *p ''''ar[V]÷ 3333 { i} '∈ stinging insect(s)'
1777. (€?) *p ''''Åri{÷}V 'to strew, to spread, to extend' > IE: NaIE
*(s)p(≈)er-, *sprei\-, *spreu\- 'strew, scatter, sow', Ht ispar(r)-,
isparriya-  'spread, strew, scatter'
1778. *p''''or{÷}u6666 'to heat with fire, to burn' > IE: NaIE *preu\s- vi. 'burn'
1779. *p''''or{a 4444}÷V 'summit, top '  > IE *perw-/*peru-, *per-k- ' r o c k ,
moun ta in '
178O. *pu 4444r9Ë(-c 7777V)  ≠ *pu4444rc7777V9V 'flea, gnat, mosquito'
1781. *p''''ara{h}i++++u 4 444 (or *p''''ara?i++++u 4 444)'weak' > IE: NaIE *pra2yu- 'lacking i n
energy '
1782. *P 3333 e r {w}V 'skin, hide, bark'
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1783. *p''''{o}r[w]V '(female, young?) ungulate (esp. bovine)' > IE:
NaIE *per- 'calf, young bull'
1784. (€?) *P3333o6 666ÂwV (= *p''''o 6 666r 1 111wV?) 'to turn, to revolve' > ? IE: NaIE
*sper-  v. 'turn, twist' ('drehen, winden')
1785. *paÂ[a]Ùi  (= *par 1111 [a]Ùi?) '≈  happy, dear' > IE *preéy- >  NaIE
*pra2i\-/pr´i\-/prï- 'wish so. well, favour so.'
1786. *p''''År[y]V 'run, flee'
1787. *{p''''}ur[y]V (or *{p ''''}u 4 444r[y]V?) 'wing, feather(s) ' > IE: NaIE
*[(s)]per- 'feather, wing', Ht partawar  'wing', (?) 'feather'
1788. *P 3333VÂÇV  'flee, run (from, after smb.) '  (or *p''''År{yË} ÇV……,
a cd. with *p''''År[y]V 'run, flee') > IE: Ht pars- v. 'flee, escape'
1789. (€?) *P3333VÂÇV[-]n 2222V 'heel ' or '(sole of a) foot' > IE *pers-na2,
*pers-ni- 'heel'
179O. *P3333VÂVc1111 [X]V 'fingernail, claw' > IE: NaIE (att. in BSl) *°pr=st-
'finger, (?) toe'
1791. *P3333VÂic1111 ' '''V 'break through, tear '  > ? IE *pers- ≠ *prïs- v.
'break to pieces'
1792. *P3333a 4 444rga 'to split' >  ?σ IE: NaIE *perg- '≈ beat, strike, wound'
1793. *p''''u 4 444rVK''''V 'be startled, be scared, fear' > IE: NaIE *perk- n., v.
' f e a r '
1794. ?σ € *P3333VÂ[V]K''''á 'tear out\asunder\off, detach' > IE: NaIE
*perk8- '≈  dig a ditch\chasm', {P} 'aufreißen, aufwühlen'
1795. *p''''a4 444Âp''''Vz6666V ≠ ? i  *p''''a 4 444Âp''''VÂ++++lV 'butterfly' > ?? i  IE: NaIE {EI}
*pelpel- 'butterfly'
1796. *parÊV  'rock, hill' > IE: Gk pe1tra2 'rock'
1797. € *P3333ËÂ[V]tV '≈ moisture, water' > IE: NaIE *pôrd- '≈  wet ,
moist, slimy'
1798. *p ''''u 6 666ÂtV[XV]  'to spit, to vomit, to fart' > IE: NaIE *perd- v. ' f a r t
with noise', *pr=di-s n. 'fart'
1799. € *P3333VÂ{t''''}V 'jerk, pull (out), tear off' > IE: Ht partai- {CHD}
v. 'disentangle (?), unravel (?)', {Ts.} 'auszupfen, entwirren'
18OO. (€?) *{p}{Å}Ât''''V{h}V ¬ *{p}{Å}t''''ÂV{h}V '≈ rod, young twig,
shoot' >  IE: NaIE *pert≈- 'pole, rod, shoot'
18O1. *P3333or1111÷V 'hair'
18O2. *p''''Vr1111dV[X++++qV] 'quiver, tremble, start (from fear, with
suddenness)' > IE: NaIE *sperd≈- 'move convulsively (zucken)', jump u p
(aufspr ingen)
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18O3.*p''''Ër1111[u6 666]ga4444 ≠ *p''''Ër1111[u6 666]ka4444 'to jump' > IE: NaIE *sperg8≈-/*spreg8≈-
v. 'jump, move energetically', ? *(s)prewg-/*(s)prowg- v. '≈ jump'
18O4. *P3333er1111[V]K''''u 4 444 '(∈) bone', 'rib' > IE: NaIE *perk8u- 'rib, chest'
18O5. *p''''er 1111K ' '''V[÷a] (or P3333eÂK ''''V[÷V]?) 'turn round, twist' > ?σ IE: NaIE
{P} *sperg-, *spreng- 'wrap up, constrict'
18O6. (€?) *P3333a 4 444s 1 111u 4 444 (or *pV{?}a 4444s 1 111u 4 444?) 'root, stem of a plant'
18O7. € *P 3333 i sV 'to remain, to stick (steckenbleiben)'
18O8. i  *{p '''' } is 1111V 'to spray, to sprinkle, to drip'
18O9. *p ''''os 1111i 'be hot\warm'
181O. *p''''osV (≠ *bosV) 'to fart (without noise) ' > IE: NaIE *pesd-
id .
1811. (€?) i  *P3333us ++++s 7 777 {É} or *P3333u 4 444s ++++s 7 777{É} 'to spit, to sprinkle'
1812. *P3333És7777V 'grain, nut'
1813. (€?) *pis 7777 a 'to get\make ready (cooked, ripe)'
1814. *pis7777V 'gall' > IE: NaIE *bis-(t)lV id.
1815. i  *P3333us7777V 'to blow' > IE: [1] NaIE *peu\s- v. 'blow, blow u p ,
inflate' ('aufblasen'), [2] NaIE *pe2 Æs- v. 'blow' (of a person, of wind)
1816. *P3333u6 666s7 777V 'rub, smear '  > IE: Ht pes(s)- 'rub, scrub (with soap ,
etc.)', pasihai- v. 'rub, squeeze, crush'
1817. € *p''''Vs7777qV ≠ *P3333eqs7777e 6 666 'spear' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  'arrow')
1818. *P3333a[y]s 6666e 6 666 'penis' > IE: NaIE *pes- id., Ht pisnatar/-n- 'ma le
parts (penis, scrotum, etc.)'
1819. *p''''{a 4 444y}s 6666 {i} (¬ *p''''is 6666 {i}?) 'crush, break to pieces' > IE: NaIE
*pei\s- (?) / *pis-  v. 'crush, pound'
182O. *p''''atV 'ground, plain; bot tom'  > IE: NaIE *ped-, *ped-om
'ground', Ht peda-n  'place'
1821. *{p''''}atV 'basket, box' > IE: NaIE *pod- 'box, vessel, pot', IE
*pot[Ó]r= / pôt[Ó]n-os 'basket' ‘ 'dish'
1822. *p''''a4 444tV 'to fall' (≠ ? *p''''VtV-ÙÉ  'fall, cast [to the ground] ' )  >
IE: NaIE *ped- 'fall', *pet(´)-/pte2-/pto2- 'fall' (× *pet(´)- v. 'fly'?)
1823. *p ''''ÉtV 'to pass, to go out' > IE: NaIE *pe(:)d- v. 'go, walk'
1824. *P3333itÅ 'hold, grasp, seize' > IE: NaIE *pe(:)d- 'grasp, jo int \ f i t
toge ther '
1825. *P3333utV 'feather, hair' > ? IE *pet-Vr/n- / *pter- 'feather, wing'
1826. *pa[?i]tV (or *pa?etV?) '∈ skin, bark' > IE {P} *bai\ta2 'goat -
skin, garment'
1827. € *P 3333otK ''''V 'to split, to cut'
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1828. *p ''''at ''''V 'beat, strike'
1829. *p{a 4444 }t ' '''V 'pinch, pluck'
183O. *p''''Ét ''''V (or *pÉt ''''V?) 'to fly; bird' > IE: NaIE *pet- v. 'fly'
1831. *P 3333Vt ''''V 'fright, confusion of mind'
1832. € *P3333ÅÓt''''V 'old man' > IE *pÓ=t-ter(-) > NaIE nom. *p´≤te2r, voc.
*p´ter, gen. *p´≤tr-os 'father, head of a clan'  Ï NaIE *p´truu\yo-s
'father’s brother'
1833. *pV{h}t ''''i?V 'liquid secretions, sweat' > IE: NaIE *(s)po2t-
/(s)p´t-  'dirty moisture, sweat'
1834. *pu[w]t''''É (≠  *p''''u[w]t ''''É?) 'hole' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'vulva, anus ')  > IE: Ht padda v. 'dig', pattessar 'excavation, hole ,
p i t '
1835. *p''''at''''HV 'to be open, to open'  > IE *pet(Ó)- id., 'expand, b e
sp read '
1836. *p''''iX++++ÌyV 'sharp bone, sharp tool, (?) flintstone' > IE: NaIE
*(s)p(≈)e(:)i\-/*(s)p(≈)i(:)- 'pointed (spitz), a pointed piece of wood'
1837. *P3333ayV '(∈) fish' > IE: NaIE *pei\sk(o)-/*pisk- 'fish'
1838. *p ''''u 4 444Ó ++++QyV (= *p ''''u 4 4449yV?) 'to boil, to get ready' (food), 'to r i pen '
> IE *speé8y- >  NaIE *sp(≈)e2i\-/*spï- and *sp≈e2-/*sp≈´-  v. ' r ipen ,
become thick'
1839. *P3333u 6 666ÙyV 'to be sick; wound' > IE *peé8y- (>  NaIE *pe2(i\)-/*pï-)
v. 'hurt, harm' (‘ v. 'blame, abuse')
184O. *p ''''a 4 444z 6 666V 'to strain, to percolate, to screen (durchsieben)'
1841. *P3333ÉÓ++++y]az 6666V '∈ wild galliform bird'
1842. *P3333oz6666[V] ÷3333V 'to become hard on the surface\top', ' h a r d
surface ( 'crust, bark, skin)' > IE: NaIE *pel([´])- 'film, skin'
1843. *{p}oqÉZ7777V ≠ *{p}oZ 7777VqV 'thigh, haunch '  > ??φ IE: NaIE *b≈ed-
' th igh '
1844. *qab?V 'to scoop (schöpfen), to draw water'
1845. (€?) *qËbz1111V (<  *qËp''''[V]z1111V?) 'food maid of ground cereals ' ,
' f lour '
1846. ?σ  € *qÉcV 'wear out, be weakened'
1847. € *qic @@@@V  'shadow, shade'
1848. *q{o}c1111V[?V] 'to remove'
1849. € *qic7777E 'see'
185O. *q{e6666}c 6 666[V]÷V 'sink' > IE: ?? AdS  of IE *?e2s- v. 'be seated'
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1851. (€?) *qV{c6666 ' '''}V (=  *qa{c 6666 ' '''}i?) (or *qV{c6666 ' '''}÷V?) '≈  conceive, give
birth' >  IE *Ùe+os- >  Ht has(s)-/hans- 'beget, procreate, give b i r th ' ,
HrLw has(a)- 'beget'
1852. € *qadV  'to hurry, to run'
1853. (€?) *q{Å}dV  'belly'
1854. € *qe ++++ idV  (¬ *9-) 'speak'
1855. *q{Å}d[V]?{o}  'to step, to walk' > IE: NaIE *°a+e+ot- 'go, walk'
1856. *qag[?]a  'to fear' >  IE: NaIE *ag≈- v. 'fear', 'sorrow', *a2g≈-
'dread, horror'
1857. *q{a}l ßßßßi  'extend one’s hand, seize, take, hold'
1858. *qalV 'bottom, down' > IE: Ht halluwa-  'deep'
1859. *qál∏∏∏∏V  'hand'
186O. *qo6666l ß ßßßV (= *qul ßßßßV?) '≈ lizard, snake'
1861. € *qVL[V]?V  'knee; to kneel'
1862. *qá{liy}V (= *qa 4444 { liy}V?) 'melt, dissolve, be wet\moist'
1863. ?φ € *qVLÇV 'to tear, to be torn'
1864. *qVL[V]K ''''á  'blister, pimple' > IE: NaIE *elk8os- 'sore, ulcer'
1865. *qa 4444l ! !!!V 'strike, pierce'
1866. *qol !!!! ++++ l ß ßßß÷V  'fur, mane' ([in HS] ‘  'wool')
1867. *qÅmV 'cry, make noise'
1868. *qÅmV 'grasp, seize' >  IE: NaIE *em-/*ôm- 'take, acquire ,
have '
1869. € *qÉ++++amV 'to dry'
187O. *qumV 'prey, ask' (“  *'to exercise magic in order to fulfill
one’s wish')
1871. *qum?V 'to drink; beverage'
1872. (€?) *qam++++n 2 222bV 'other, different, else, more (than)' >  IE: NaIE
*amb≈o2(u\) du. 'both'  NaIE loc. *amb≈i / *m=b≈i 'from both sides,
a r o u n d '
1873. € *qVm[V]LV (= *qÅm[V]LV?) 'fur, fell'
1874. € *qÉn2222 ++++NK''''V 'strangle, kill' >  IE *x8enk+k8- '≈  wage war, kill' > H t
henkan, hinkan- 'death, deadly disease', ? NaIE *enk8+k- 'pursue t h e
enemy; death'
1875. *qan2222t ' '''V 'forehead, front' >  IE *xant- 'forehead, front' >  H t
hant-  'forehead, front(age)', NaIE *ant- *'front' (in prepositions)
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1876. (€?) *qapV 'to stream, to flow' ‘ 'watercourse' >  IE *xap-
({M} h€ep-) ≠ *xab- 'river, (stream of) water '  > Ht hapa- 'river', Lw
hapa/i- v. 'irrigate, water', NaIE *ab- ≠ *a(:)p- 'river'
1877. *qup ''''V  (or *qu 4444p ' '''V?) 'to cover, to close; a lid, a cover'
1878. (€?) *q{a}p{?}V 'bank, shore' >  ??φ IE: Arm aπn ap≈n ' b ank ,
s h o r e '
1879. i  *q{á}p÷V (more plausible than *q{á}p˝V) 'seize, hold' >
IE: NaIE *´p-/*e2p- '≈ touch, grasp'
188O. *qapËÂV  ¬ *qapË-(ÂV) 'to protect, to help'
1881. *qerV '(wild) ox'
1882. *qËÂ{É} 'bend, incline'
1883. *qurV  'to strike, to chop'
1884. *q{u}rV 'pierce, make a hole; hole, pit'
1885. *qe[? ]rV  or *qer[? ]V  'brook, stream'
1886. *qaÂP3333V 'to pluck and gather' ([in descendant languagest] ‘
'to harvest', [in A]‘ 'cereal') >  ? IE *xa+orP- >  Ht harpas, harpiyas
{Ts.} 'feast of harvest' (unless it means {Pv.} 'feast of winter a n d
s u m m e r ' )
1887. (€?) *qoÂ[V]t ''''V  'cut into, incise, make a hole'
1888. *qÅr1111i?V (or *qÅ÷Vr1111i?V?) 'filth, dirt, faeces' > ? IE: H t
harra-  'verunreinigen, beflecken'
1889. *q{a 4444 }sV 'remember, have in mind'
189O. € *qatV  '∈ corn' >  IE: NaIE *ades- / *ados- '∈ corn', H t
hat(t)ar  '∈  cereal' ('eine Getreideart')
1891. (€?) *q{i}tV 'appear, become visible'
1892. (€?) *qVtV (or *qVp''''[V]tV) 'tail, hinder part' (probably '∈
tail of some animal') >  IE: NaIE o2 +a 2d(e)g[W]o- 'tail' (or 'stalk')
1893. ? € *q{a}t ''''V '∈ tree, stick'
1894. (€?) *qát '''' { i }  'to turn back', 'to return' (intr.) > ?σ IE: NaIE *eti
/ *oti 'again' (‘ 'and')
1895. *qát ''''Ë (= *qát''''u 4 444?) 'to cross', 'over\through' (direction) >  IE:
NaIE *eti  'over' (direction) ('darüber hinaus')
1896. *qo[ha]t ''''a 6 666 'to burn' (trans., intr.), 'to kindle', 'fire, glowing
coals' > IE: NaIE *a2t-, *(w)a2t-r- 'hearth'
1897. *qu6666[hÉ]t''''V 'entrails; sinew, thread; to tie' > ?φ  IE: NaIE
*e2t(e)r-/*o2t(e)r- 'entrails', (?) '∈ thread'
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1898. *qow{i}  (or possibly *qo?aw{i}  or *qa?ow{i}) 'orifice, hole;
to make a hole'
1899. *qáw{h}V 'lack, be empty\incomplete' > IE: NaIE ' b e
empty\wanting'Ï*eu\´-n-  'empty, wanting'
19OO. *qaw[V]yV ¬ *qawi  'to protect, to defend, to help'  > IE:
NaIE *aw-  'help, take care'
19O1. *{q}u6666yV (or  *{q}áwV?) 'to wrap, to cover' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘ 'to drape', 'to cloth'), 'to tie\bind to' > IE NaIE *eu\-/*ou\- v t .
'dress, put on (clothes)'
19O2. *ûûûûqV, pc. of collectivity ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ a marker o f
plurality) >  ? IE: NaIE *°-ko >  Gmc *-xa / *-Ga, sx. of collectivity,
??φ Arm pl. ending -˚ -k≈
19O3. * ûûûûqÅbV 'jaw, cheek'
19O4. *{ ûûûûq }ábV  'belly, stomach'
19O5. *ûûûûqËb÷{É} 'basket' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'vessel') > ?φ  IE:
NaIE *kap- 'vessel, box'
19O6. *ûûûûqacV 'gray' (esp. of hair), 'whi te '  >  IE: NaIE *kas-, *kas-no-
(or *k8as-, *k8as-no-) 'gray, white'
19O7. *ûûûûqu 6666d{i} 'hut' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'house') > IE: NaIE
*°k+k8ud≈ya2 > Gmc *xuÎjo2n- 'hut'
19O8. *ûûûûqËyigNË (or * ûûûûqigNË) 'cold'
19O9. *ûûûûqu 6666÷ka++++á (or *ûûûûqu 6666k÷a++++á) 'to squat ' û ûûû >  IE: NaIE *°k+k8eu\g+g8- v.
' s qua t '
191O. *ûûûûqaLV 'neck' > IE: NaIE *kol-so- 'neck'
1911. *ûûûûqola 'to kill'   
1912. *ûûûûq{ËlË} 'boy, child'
1913. *ûûûûqË[?]l ßßßßV  'speak, call'
1914. *ûûûûqawlV (or *ûûûûqawÉlV) 'leg, bone of a limb'  > IE: [1] NaIE
*kau\l-/*kul- 'hollow bone', (?) 'leg'   [2] NaIE *k[W]el- 'limb'
1915. *ûûûûqÅlßßßß ++++l ! !!!Åb++++pV (? *'to cover' ‘ ) 'to hide, to conceal' ( [ in
descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to steal', 'to lie, to deceive') >  IE: NaIE *klep- v.
'hide, conceal' ‘  'steal'
1916. o? *ûûûûq{o}Lu6666p{?}u4444 'to gulp, to swallow' > IE: NaIE *°g≈+g8≈leu\b- >
Gmc *gleu\p- > Dn gylpe, gulpe, Frs E, MDt gulpen 'to swallow
eagerly '
1917. (€?) *ûûûûqËLpV 'hot ashes, embers; to roast\heat on embers o r
hot stones'
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1918. *{ûûûûq}ul!!!!Ë (or *{ ûûûûq}uLyË) '(hollow) stalk, reed, hollow ( tubu la r )
bone' > IE: NaIE *kau\l-/*kul- 'hollow stalk, tubular bone'
1918a. *ûûûûqË{l!!!! ++++l ß ßßß}É 'penis, ? vulva'
1919. * ûûûûqÅl !!!! ++++ l ß ßßß÷V  'to break, to tear, to pluck'  > IE: NaIE *k+k8l´- ' b r eak ,
c u t '
192O. € *ûûûûqal !!!![V]÷ 3333V 'urinate'
1921. *ûûûûqal !!!!{u 4 444}PV 'to bark (a tree), to skin, to cut off; bark, peel' >
IE: NaIE *gleu\b≈-/*glub≈- 'peel, take off the bark, strip,cut off'
1922. *ûûûûqom{i} (or *9i?om{i}?) 'be hungry\thirsty' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘  'wish')
1923. *ûûûûqa{h}n````V 'to dig' >  IE *kÓen[Ó]- >  NaIE *k≈en´-/*k≈n=2- ≠
*ken[´]- '≈ dig'
1924. * ûûûûq {o}n 3333tV 'fall, descend, plunge'
1925. € *ûûûûqu[n 1111 ]c 1 111V 'crawl', 'climb'
1926. *ûûûûqËNa(-PV) (or *ûûûûqo?aNa(-PV)?) 'nose' > σ IE: NaIE *°kWe{n}-
, {Ped.} *kWeNgno- 'head'
1927. (€?) * ûûûûqupV 'to divide; a part'
1928. *ûûûûqa4444rV 'smell' > ?σ IE: NaIE *krem-us- / *kerm-us- ' ( p l an t )
having strong smell'
1929. *ûûûûqoÂu6666 (or *ûûûûquÂV?) 'to copulate' > IE: NaIE *kou\r[u]- '≈
fornicate '
193O. *ûûûûqoÂV (or *ûûûûqo 6666rV?) 'frog, toad '  ([in decendant lgs.] ‘
'tortoise') > IE: NaIE *gWred≈-  'frog, toad'
1931. *ûûûûqËrV (or *ûûûûqihËrV ¬ *ûûûûqËhirV?) 'reach, enter', (‘ )
' h a p p e n '
1932. * ûûûûqo 6666w[V]rV 'blind, one-eyed'
1933. € *{ û ûûûq }o[w++++?V]rV 'tooth, large\canine tooth, tusk'
1934. * ûûûû quyVrV  'to love, to covet' (‘  'to prefer')
1935. *ûûûûqV{yo}ÂV 'heap of stones, bank (rampart), stone wall,
walled settlement'
1936. *ûûûûqoÂ[÷]V 'gourd' >  IE (< cds.?): [1] NaIE *kWerkW- > OI
karkat5ï '∈ gourd' »» AS hwerhwe$tte 'cucumber'  [2] ? NaIE
*k[W]erb≈eto- 'gourd'
1937. * ûûûûqÅru 6666é€V  (= * ûûûûqÅru 6666hV?) 'to keep (sth.) out of sight, to h ide '
> IE *°kruÓ-/*°krou\Ó- > NaIE *°kru2-/*°krow´- v. 'cover, hide'
1938. * ûûûû qur {H }V  'to bark, to howl' (of canines), 'to cry, to shout' > ?σ
IE: NaIE *kWer-, *kWr-  'cry, shout'
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1939. * ûûûûqËÂ[w]V (= *ûûûûqËr 1111[w]V?) 'ear'
194O. * ûûûûqoÂbV 'hearth, stove; to roast, to burn '  > IE: NaIE *°k+k8arb[≈]-
(unless it is *°k+k8ard≈-) > L carbo2 (gen. carbo2nis) 'charcoal'
1941. *ûûûûqáÂûûûûqËmV 'weasel, ermine' > IE: NaIE *k8ormen id.
1942. *ûûûûqVÂVs1111V (= * ûûûûqVÂËs1111V?) 'to be(come) silent\dumb' > IE: H t
karus(siya)- 'be\fall silent; keep quiet (about)'
1943. *ûûûûqaé€r1111V 'hard, firm' > IE: NaIE *k≈ar- 'hard'
1944. o† *ûûûûqu?[V]se6666 (or *ûûûûqué⁄[a]se 6666?) 'to vomit, to cough' >  IE
*kWeés- > NaIE *kWa2s- v. 'cough'
1945. *ûûûûqu 4444ytV 'bright; to shine'  > IE: NaIE *k8wei\d-/*k8wid- v. ' shine,
be white'; *k8wei\d-t- > *k8wei\t- 'white, bright, shining'
1946. * ûûûû qewV 'bark, crust, shell'
1947. o†*ûûûûqu 6666w{i}{÷}V 'shout, cry, utter sounds (inter alia  of a n
animal) '
1948. * ûûûû qewyV  'stay, lie, rest motionless' > IE *k8ei\- 'lie (liegen)'
1949. € *ûûûûqoyV 'make', (?) 'pile up, build' > IE: NaIE *kWoi\-/*kWei\-
/*kWi-  'pile up, gather, build, make', {EI} kWei\- 'pile up, build'
195O. * ûûûûqaywÉ (-LV ) 'alone', 'entire' > IE: NaIE *kai\w-(elo-) ' a lone,
entire, whole', NaIE *kai\-ko- 'one-eyed'
1951. (€?) * ûûûûqÉ{z 1111 }u 6 666 'to shape (an object) by chopping, beating, etc.' >
IE *kaéw-/ké=w-  >  NaIE *ka2u\-/*k´u\- v. 'shape an object b y
chopping\hammer ing '
1952. *ûûûûquZV 'entrails, pluck' >  IE: NaIE *keu\s-/ku(:)s- '≈  intestines,
a b d o m e n '
1953. *rV (< *?V{r}V?), theme-focalizing (topicalizing)  particle >
IE : nom.-accus. ending *-r  in heteroclitic nouns
1953a. ??? *r{i} , a  particle of plurality \ collectivity, an alternative
reconstruction of the grammatical marker of plurality that is otherwise
(and probably better) reconstructed as N *rV yÉ  (= *rV y{i}? )
1954. *ru 6666?V 'go', (?) 'run' > ?? IE: NaIE *reu\-/*erw-/*ru-/*r- ' m o v e '
(vi.), 'hasten'
1955. ?σ € *rV?i 'see' > IE: NaIE *re2-/*r´-, *rïÆ-/ *re2i\- 'think, r eckon ,
c o u n t '
1956. *ra÷V 'remain, stay'
1957. € *rabV  'much, big'
1958. *æribV 'to cover' > IE: NaIE *æreb≈- 'cover with a roof'
1959. *rV{b}V (or *rVbhV?) '≈  move, shake (sich bewegen,
schwanken)' > IE: NaIE *reb≈- vi. 'move'
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196O. *r{a}hbV 'tremble' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ [1] 'be disquiet ,
fear', [2] 'rage against so.' ‘ 'attack') >  IE: NaIE *ra+eb≈-/rôb≈- 'rage'
1961. € *ric @@@@V  'small pieces; to crush'
1962. *rV9Vc1111V (= *rÉ9ac1111V?) '≈ to add'
1963. *rec @@@@V ûûûûqa  'to tie, to plait' > IE: NaIE *resg- '≈ weave; rope'
1964. € *rac7777V 'dirt'
1965. € *rËc7777 ' '''V 'to run' > IE: NaIE *ret≈- v. 'run'
1966. *rac 6666e 6 666 'to spread, to stretch'
1967. *ra 4444c ' ''' 6 666V  'to break into pieces; piece, part'
1968. (€?) *r{e}c 6666 ' '''V '≈  to please, to be pleased; pleasant, acceptable'
1969. *rVc6666 ' ''' [V]XV  (or *rVX[V]c6666 ' '''V) 'to wash'
197O. *r{o}dÉ 'to seek, to wish' >  IE: NaIE *red≈-/*rod≈- (or *rad≈-?)
v. 'seek, find, get; care for'
1971. *raydV 'foot; track; to walk' ([in descendant lgs.] → ' t o
journey, to ride, fahren') >  IE: NaIE *rei\d≈- v. 'travel, move (fahren, i n
Bewegung sein)'
1972. *rVg[V]÷V 'to quake, to move in agitation' >  IE *h8erg≈[éx]- >
NaIE *erg≈- '≈  tremble, leap, fidget', Ht argatiya- 'stoop to rage,
come to violence'
1973. *rig{H}a (or *rig÷a?) 'a scratch, line' >  IE *rei\kÓ- >  NaIE
*rei\k(≈)- 'line, row; scratch'
1974. (€?) *rVg[V]lßßßßV (or *lßßßßVg[V]lßßßßV) 'foot, paw' >  ?σ IE: OIr
lurga  'shin-bone'
1975. ?σ  *ro9Ë  '≈  incline, incline\turn towards'
1976. *rÅw9{Ë}  'to destroy, to tear' >  IE *reu\Ó- >  NaIE *rew´-/*ru2-
'tear to pieces, tear out'
1977. *rÅ˝[i]?V 'follow, accompany' ([in descendant lgs.] → 'd r ive
[a herd], graze') > ?σ IE: NaIE *reu\-/*erw-/*ru-/*r- 'move, hasten'
1978. (€?) *rVé€i (= *rVh++++÷ ++++Hi?) 'thing' >  IE *reé8y- >  NaIE *re2i\-
(/*rei\-) 'thing'
1979. ? *ær{i}ká '≈  straight, row', (?)  '≈  to arrange' >  IE: NaIE *æreg8-
'≈  straight; to stretch, to stretch out', *reg8ï- 'direction, line'; ? NaIE
*rei\g8- > OHG reichen, AS rA2can 'reach, attain', Lt re!iz7ti ' s t re tch ,
tighten', {Frn.} 'recken, straffen'
198O. (€?) *rVkÉ  (or *rVku4444?V?) 'moist', 'contain\conduct water' >
IE: NaIE *reg8- 'moist; pour\conduct water'
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1981. *rVk[Ë?]V  (or *rVwk[V?]V?) '∈ horn' > IE: NaIE (att. in BSl)
*°rogW[≈]- or *°rog[≈]- 'horn'
1982. *rVkV?o6666 'speak, shout, say' > IE: NaIE *rek[W]- / *re2k[W]- id.
1983. *r{a}K ''''a 6 666 'time, term' >  IE: NaIE *°rok[W]- >  Sl *rok¥ ' t ime
appointed beforehand'
1984. *r{o}k''''o 6 666 'shelled animal (e.g., tortoise, crayfish)', 'shell (of a n
animal)' > IE: NaIE *ro2+a2k[W]- > Sl *ra¡k¥ 'crayfish'
1985. *rVk ''''V  'to skip, to hop, to dance'
1986. *rá[w]K''''á  'sinew' ([in descendant lgs.] → 'cord, rope'), ' t o
tie' >  IE: NaIE *rek8- 'rope, strap'
1987. *raK ''''aÙV (= *rak ''''aHË?) 'arrange, put in order' >  IE: NaIE *rek-
≠ *re2k- {P} '(an)ordnen'
1988. *[æ]ro6666mV 'quiet; to rest' >  IE: NaIE *[æ]rem(´)- 'rest, be calm,
qu ie t '
1989. *ru6666mV (or *ru6666mVn2222V) '≈  vein, muscle, strap' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘ 'string, rope') >  IE: NaIE *reu\mn=-/*rou\mn=-  > Gmc *reu\man- '≈
leather strap, thong', Lt raumuoﬁ (gen. raumens) 'muscle', NaIE
*°remn=-  > Sl *remÈ / gen. *remene 'leather strap'
1989a. € *r{u 4444 }mV  'ant(s), vermin'
199O. *r{u4444}ÓmV (= *r{u 4444}9mV?) 'dark' > IE: NaIE *re2mo- 'dark'
1991. *ra4444wmV 'chew' > IE: NaIE *reu\men-/*rou\men- ' r umen ;
rumina te '
1992. *raÙu6666mV 'womb, belly, stomach of ruminating animals' >  IE:
NaIE *reu\men-/*rou\men- 'rumen, belly'
1993. *rVyamV  '∈ (big) fish'
1994. *ri[n2222]c 6 666V '(tuft of) hair' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'eyebrow\eyelash, beard', 'stalk of grass') >  IE : NaIE *°rens- (or *°renk8-)
'≈  eyelash, fringe'
1995. *ærep''''V 'tear off, break' >  IE: NaIE *ærep- '≈  seize by plucking,
tearing off, etc.'
1996. *r{e}p ''''÷V 'make one's way with effort, climb, crawl' >  IE  *reé8p-
(mt. of **rVpÓ-?) > NaIE *re2p- 'creep, crawl'
1997. *ri ûûûûqa ++++á 'shake' (intr..), 'be shaky' (= 'wackeln, wackelig
sein') >  IE: NaIE (att. in Gmc) *°rei\k+k8- vi. 'shake' ('wackeln')
1998.  *riûûûûqu6666{z}V (= *riûûûûqu 4444 {z}V?) 'to tie; loop' ([in descendant lgs.]
‘ to tie [an animal)] with a strap)' >  IE: IE *rei\g8+g[Ó]- >  NaIE *rei\g8+g-
'tie, bind', IE **°reg8+g[Ó]- > NaIE (att. in Gmc) *°reg8+g- '≈ a tie'
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1999. *ra4444s6 666V 'to sprinkle'; (‘ ?) 'dew, moisture' > IE: NaIE *ro(:)s-,
*ros-a2 'moisture, dew'
2OOO. *rVhVt''''V 'branch, stem, rod' >  IE *reé8t-/*roé8t-/*ré=8t- >  NaIE
*re2t-/*ro2t-/*r´t- '≈ rod, stem'
2OO1. *rowV (or *rowÓV?) 'dig, scratch, carve' >  IE: NaIE *reu\[´]-
/*ru(:)- 'dig'
2OO2. * rVwV  'water, stream of water; to drink (one's fill)'
2OO3. (€?) *rV[H ]wV 'mix, (?) shake, (??) 'turn round'
2OO4. € *rVwÙV 'broad' >  IE *reu\Ó- / *ruÓ- >  NaIE *reu\´- / *ru2-
'spacious, broad', d. *rewes-  'space; wide'
2OO5. *rV yÉ  (= *rV y{i}?), a compound prn. of plurality \
collectivity >  IE *-e2r/*-r=, 3p ending of the non-active paradigm of t h e
verb (>  Ht hi-paradigm, NaIE perfect)
2OO6. *sÉ  'he\she' (prn. of active [animated] beings and active
objects) >  IE: [1] NaIE *so 'he, this', m. nom., [2] IE *-s, nom. case
ending of the animate gender (>  NaIE nom. m., f.); [3] possibly IE *-
es/*-os, genitive case ending (preserved best in the nominal inflection
of consonantic stems) (<  the pN deictic *ha  or *h{e}  + the N
pronominal *sÉ )
2OO6a.  *s1111 {u 4 444}  (>  **s 1111i) 'thou' (possibly an assibilated variant o f
*t''''{u4 444} (>  *t ''''i) > IE *-si (/*°-sei\?), "primary" ending of 2s (pres. act ive)
 NaIE *-s , "secondary" ending of 2s (past tenses, active)
2OO7. *s 1111V 'to, towards', directive\inessive postp.
2OO8. (€?) *ÍV?[y]{u6666} 'be full' >  IE: Ht suw- 'full', suwat- v. 'fill
(füllen)', md. 'swell, become full'
2OO9. € *s 1111 {i?}bV 'strap, thong'
2O1O. *s1111i[?u]bV (or *s1111i[?u4444]bV?) 'clean' >  IE {EI} *seu\p- 'pure, wha t
is taboo for humans' > Ht suppi- 'pure', suppa- 'flesh\viscera o f
sacrificed animals'  Um supa  'viscera of sacrificed animals'
2O11. ?σ  *s 1111ah {i}bV  (or *s 1111ahu 4444ba??) 'desert; saline earth'
2O12. *s1111ab{?}V 'clay'
2O13. *s 2222ibV÷ 3333V  'beast of prey'
2O14. *s1111{o}b[V]t''''V (or *sVb[V]t''''V) 'stem, piece of wood' >  IE: [1]
IE *spVt- > Ht ispatar (obl. stem ispann-) 'spit, skewer', NaIE
*spit- (≠ *°spid-) '≈  spit, spear, needle', [2] mt. NaIE *ste[:]b(≈)- ' pos t ,
pillar, stem of a tree'
2O15. € *{s 1111}Å? {c1111 ' '''}V '∈ stinging insect'
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2O16. *Íac7777 {u} (or *s1111 {a 4 444}c 7 777 {u}) 'scatter, spread about, pour' ([in t h e
prehistory of descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to winnow, to sift') >  IE: H t
sesariya  v. 'filter, strain', sesaru  'sieve'
2O17. *s++++s 7 777ádV (or *s++++s 7 777idV?) 'lower part'
2O18. *s 2222idV  'sprinkle, pour'
2O19. *sa{h}ida 'to take aim', 'to direct (e.g. a weapon) straight t o
the aim', (‘ ?) 'to hit (the goal)' >  IE: NaIE *se+o[:]d≈-/ *si(:)d≈- / *s´d≈-
'go straight to a goal\aim'
2O2O. (€?) *Íid[˝]VrV  (≠ *ÍidVr[˝]V ) 'to shovel, to sweep' > ??σ
IE: NaIE *ster[´]- v. 'rob'
2O21. *sagá  (= *sage?) 'obtain, hold' >  IE: NaIE *seg8≈- 'hold, seize,
win (in a battle)'
2O22. (€?) *se6666g ++++kV 'to eat, to swallow'
2O23. *Íu 6666gV 'back of the neck, back'
2O24. *s1111u 6 666ygVlßßßßV 'produce sounds by voice or by blowing' >  IE: NaIE
*swei\g≈+g8≈l-/*swig≈+g8≈l- 'produce sound by blowing'
2O25. € *ÍigirV '∈ (part of a) leg'
2O26. € *s 1111 {Vy}ÌË 'surface of water'
2O27. € *s2222akV 'sit, dwell'
2O28. *s2222{a 4 444}ka++++á 'strew, spread' > IE: NaIE *seg+g8- v. 'sow'
2O29. *s2222aHk{a}  'search, find, know' >  IE *sehg-/*sh=g- >  NaIE *sa2g-
/*s´g- 'scent out, track, search' (originally referring to hunt), H t
sak(k)- / sek(k)- 'know, find out'
2O3O. *s 1111a 4 444k [V]?Ë 'plait, tie, bind, wicker'
2O31. € *s2222VkVÂV 'intoxicating drink' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'alcoholic drink')
2O32. (€?) *s2222{o}K''''o 'to follow' > IE: NaIE *sekW- id.
2O33. UA   € *ÍoK''''a 6 666 (= *s++++s 1 111 ++++s 6 666oK''''a 6 666) 'blind'
2O34. UA   € *s ++++ s 7 777oK ''''V 'to stick fast, to be stuck\motionless'
2O35. *s2222u 4 444K ' '''{a} 'to drink, to suck' > IE: NaIE *seu\k- ≠ *seu\g- 'suck', H t
sakiuwai  v. 'water (horses)'
2O36. *s 1111Vk ''''V 'honey' or 'bee'
2O37. ? € *s 2222VK ''''V 'to carve, to chisel' > IE *sek- v. 'chop'
2O38. € *s2222uhK''''V 'wish, covet'
2O39.*s{a}Hk ''''V  'thick, large'
2O4O. *s2222iK ''''[÷]a (or [less probably] *s2222iK '''' [˝]a) 'to sink' >  IE: NaIE
*sek- v. 'sink' (of water), 'flow down', 'dry up, be exhausted' (of liquid)
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2O41. *s2222iK''''a 6 666{yV} 'to pour' >  IE: NaIE *sei\k[W]- 'pour out, s t ra in,
leak, drip'
2O42. € *Íu 6666K ' '''u 4 444ÂV  'person (man?) of the opposite exogamous moiety
within an exogamic system of tribes, parent-in-law' >  IE: NaIE
*≤swek8uro-s 'husband’s father', *swe≤k8ru2-s 'husband’s mother', ?
*swek8u≤ro- 'wife’s brother'  
2O43. € *s 1111al {a} 'tie, means of tying' (‘ 'rope')
2O44. *s1111al ∏ ∏∏∏{a} 'willow' > IE: NaIE *salik8- 'willow'
2O45.*sÅl{e 6666 }  'put, throw'
2O46. *s2222alu 6666 'intact' (‘  'entire'), 'in good condition, healthy' >  IE:
NaIE *so2lo-, *solwo- 'entire'
2O47. € *ÍilV  'hole'
2O48. *s1111il ∏ ∏∏∏i ¬ *s1111il∏ ∏∏∏ayV 'smooth, slippery >  IE: NaIE *slei\-m-
'slippery', 'smooth', ? Ï  NaIE *slei\m-a2k- 'snail'
2O49. *s 2222ilV 'be(come) liquid, melt, flow' > IE: Ht {Frd.} salliya- vi.
md. 'melt, dissolve (in water)'
2O5O. *s2222ul ß ßßß{u 6 666} 'lax, loose, slack' >  IE: NaIE (in Gmc) *°sleu\- 'hanging
down loosely, slack'
2O51. *s 1111u 6 666 { l }V   (= *s 1111u 4 444 { l }V?) (or *s-?) 'heel, sole of the foot, b o t t o m '
> IE: NaIE *swol-/*sul- 'sole of the foot; ground'; N *k''''u6 666rV s1111u 6 666 {l}V '∈
bottom (bone) of the leg\foot'
2O52. € *s 2222á?{u 4444 }LV  ¬ *s 2222á?w{u 4444 }LV 'look for, search, ask'
2O53. € *s 2222 i [? ]LV  'to roast, to fry, to cook'
2O54. € *ÍVÓaLV 'salt, spice' > IE *seél-/*séel-/*sé=l- 'salt': nom. IE
*seél-s >  NaIE *sa2l-s, accus. IE *séel-m= >  NaIE *sal-m=;  NaIE *sal-d-
'spice (malt, salt)'
2O55. *s{u 6666 }wolV  (= *su 4444wolV?) 'liquid, moisture' > IE: NaIE *su2Æl-, -
a2 'liquid, sludge'
2O56. *s1111 {oyi}l{Ë} 'entrails'
2O57. *su 4444l ∏ ∏∏∏ [w]V 'thread, string' > IE: Ht sue +il- 'Faden, Band'
2O58. *s 1111a lbV 'cut out, pull out'
2O59. *s1111ilkV (= *s 1111ilka?) 'let out' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ ' t h row ' ,
'fall out') >  IE : NaIE *selg-  'let out, throw, pour out, free'
2O6O. *s1111alVmV 'collect on the bottom' (of liquid), 'a place ( a
depression) where water collects'
2O61. *s1111VLXit''''V ≠ *s1111VLXidV 'to slip' > IE NaIE *slei\d≈- ' s l ippery' ,
v. 'slide', *slid≈-os 'slippery, smooth'
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2O62. *s1111u 4 444l ! !!! ++++z 6 666u 4 444(-ke6666)  ¬ *s1111il++++z 6 666i(-ke6666) 'mucus, slime, saliva; to spit' >
IE: [1] NaIE *sleig8-/*slig8- 'slime, saliva', [2] NaIE *slei\- +ext. id.
2O63. *s 2222ámi  'fat (Fett)'
2O64. (€?) *s2222imV (= *simV ?) 'name (as a sign of identity), t h e
same' > IE: NaIE *sem-/*som-/*sm=- 'the same, one' (‘ 'together')
2O65. *simV 'be wet; moisture, liquid'
2O66. *s1111 ++++s 6 666e 6 666ÓmV 'to swallow'
2O67. *s ++++s 7 777 { i }ÙmV 'be dark, darken'
2O68. *s 1111a 6 666ymV(-t ''''V)  '≈ hips, loins'
2O69. *s 1111 {i}m÷V 'to hear'
2O7O. *s 1111a 4 444m[V]9V '(lock of) hair, fine hair'
2O71. *s{o}m[V]9É  ¬ *s{o}9mÉ  'enter, penetrate'
2O71a. *ÍomVdV (>  *ÍondV??) 'sand, small stone', (?) 'dirt' > IE:
NaIE *°sa+ond≈- and *sam[´]d≈- 'sand'
2O72. *Ía4444mirV 'fat' ('Fett') >  IE: ≈  NaIE *smeru- 'fat, grease '
('Schmer, Fett')
2O73. (€?) *ÍÉm[V]t ''''V  'cold'
2O74. *s 1111 ++++s 6 666e [y]m[V]t ''''Å  'to tear, to break' >  ?σ  IE: NaIE *snei\t- (mt. <
*sei\nt-) 'cut, harvest'  
2O75. *s 2222 {e}n 2222V  'long time' ([in HS] ‘  'year'), 'old' >  IE: NaIE *sen(o)-
'old; former'; NaIE *seno-ma2te2r 'grandmother'
2O76. *s1111i ++++u 4 444n 2 222î ^ ^^^(-kV) (= *s1111i ++++u 4 444n 2 222u 6 666?) (or *s1111in 2222u 6 666) 'dark, night'; *s1111i ++++u 4 444n 2 222u 6 666
'sleep, dream' > IE: NaIE *snou\d[≈]-/*snud[≈]- 'slumber'
2O77. *s2222on 2222 {i} 'one, only; to be separated' >  IE: NaIE *seni-/*sôni-,
*senu- , sn=-ter- 'alone, separated', Ht sani-  'one and the same'
2O78. *Íon2222V (= *s6666on 2222V?) 'hear' >  IE: NaIE +ext. *sent- 'perceive,
feel' (‘ ' think')
2O79. *s2222u 6 666n 2 222á (or *s 2222u 6 666yn 2222á) 'to disappear, to finish' >  IE: NaIE (att. i n
Gmc) *°swei\n- 'decrease, (?) disappear', NaIE *swend≈- 'd isappear ,
wi ther '
2O8O. ?σ  *s{u 4444 }ˆV  (= *s{u 4444 }NV?) 'breathe, take a rest, be calm'
2O81. *son{Vq}{u4444} (= *soni{q}{u 4444 }?) 'sinew, tendon; root' >  IE:
*sneé8w-, *sené8w-o- 'sinew'
2O82. *s{u4444}n 3 333c ' ''' @ @@@VÙV (= *s{u 4444 }Nc '''' @ @@@VÙV?) 'worm, snake, (?) lizard'
2O83. € *s 1111a 4 444ˆ{c 7777 ' ''' }V 'knee, articulation'
2O84. € *Íu6666n 2 222dV 'dry up' (intr.) >  IE: NaIE *swend≈- 'wi ther ,
d isappear '
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2O85. *Í{u4444}n2 222du4444 '∈ river, body of water' > IE: NaIE *sind≈u- (??) 'river'
2O86. (€?) *su 4444ˆ[V]ÂV÷ 3333V (or *su 4444ÂˆV÷ 3333V) 'nasal mucus', ? '≈ l iquid '
>  ? IE: NaIE *sero-  'watery part of curdled milk, watery part of blood'
2O87. *{s 1111 }a 4 444 [n 3 333 ] {Z}a 6666 '(lock of) hair, feather'
2O88. ?φ € *s1111ewVn3333ZV '∈ bone'
2O89. *s++++s 7 777a 4 444NV 'tooth'
2O9O. *su6666NV 'to smell (sth.)'
2O91. *s 1111a 4 444NeÙá (or *sa 4444NÅÙá) 'to plait, to twist, to tie' > IE *sneé8-
/*snoé8- (= *snex8 -/*snox8-?) >  NaIE *sne2-/*sno2- 'plait, twist' (‘  ' spin ' ) ,
??σ Ht senahha-  {Mn.} 'snare, ambush', {Ts.} 'Hinterhalt'
2O92. *ÍËN[g]{o} 'produce loud vocal sounds (call, make a n
incantation, weep)' >  IE: NaIE *sengW≈- 'speak, make an incantat ion ' ,
'sing'; NaIE *swen-  v. 'sound, echo, ring'
2O93. *s2222iNkË 'sink, fall' > IE: NaIE *sengW- v. 'fall, sink'
2O94. *s 2222a?e[N]kV  ¬ *s 2222e?a[N]kV  'be near, approach'
2O95. *sa 4444N û ûûûqË  'shoulder, nape, back of the neck'
2O96. *ÍapV 'to taste, to be tasty' >  IE: NaIE *sap- ≠ *sab- 'juice', v.
'taste, perceive'
2O97. *saP3333 {u 4 444 }(-s 1111V) 'thorn, pointed stake' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'needle') > IE: Ht sapikkusta- ≠ sepikkusta- 'needle'
2O98. € *s 2222ap ''''V 'riverbank, river'
2O99. *s 2222 ipV  'to pour, to drop, to drizzle, to filter\screen' >  IE: NaIE
*sei\p-/*sei\b- v. 'pour, spill, screen'
21OO. *s 2222ipV '(young of a) bird'
21O1. (€?) *s2222{u 6 666}P3333V (or *s2222u 6 666?áP3333V?) 'to sleep', '(?) to rest ( s ich
erholen)' >  IE *swep-/*sup- v. 'sleep' >  Ht sup- v. md. 'sleep'  NaIE
*swep-/*sup- v. 'sleep, dream' Ï NaIE {EI} *≤swopniyo-m 'dream'; IE
*swepVr-/*supVr-'dream, sleep'
21O2. *Í{u4444}p ' '''V 'to sweep' >  IE: NaIE *swep-/*seu\p- 'sweep'; ?σ NaIE
*swep-/*seu\p- 'pour (schütten), scatter'
21O3. *s1111ÉP[q]V  'cover, bury' > IE: ?µ  NaIE *°sepel- v. 'bury'
21O4. *sa4444q[i]ye6666 'matter, pus, gall'
21O4a. *s1111aÂV 'top, hill' > IE *ser-/*sr- > Ht ser 'oben, oberahlb ,
darauf, darüber', Gk Hm [ri 1on 'peak'
21O5. *s 1111ÅrV(na)  'sing, utter ritual\magical incantations'
21O6. *sa 4444Â{Ë} 'sinew, fibre' > IE: NaIE *ser- 'thread, string'
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21O7. *s1111eÂV 'row' >  IE: NaIE *ser- 'fasten together in rows', (P}
'aneinander reihen, knüpfen'
21O8. *{s1111} {É}rV 'back (dos), nape of neck'
21O9. *Í{i}ÂV 'red, yellow' >  IE: NaIE *ser-/sor- (+exts. *-to-, *-
b[≈]o-, *-p-, *-k+k8-) 'red, reddish'
211O. *su 4444 rV  'rub, scrape, smear'
2111. *s1111u÷re6666 'heavy, large' ([in K] ‘ 'full', 'whole') >  IE: NaIE
*swer- 'heavy'
2112. *s1111ihrV 'late' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'evening, night') >  IE:
NaIE *se2r- 'late'
2112a. *Í{i}hu6666rV 'person (man?) of the opposite exogamous moiety
within an exogamic system of tribes' > IE: NaIE {Schn.} *≤sye´\uro-
/*sye2´\u≤ro-, {EI} *syo2(u\)ros 'wife’s brother'
2113. (€?) *ÍuÓ++++wÉÂV (= *s6666uwÉÂV?) 'sour, seasoned' >  IE: NaIE
*su2ro-  'sour, salty, bitter'
2114. ? *{s1111}ÉÙarV 'bright; daybreak'
2115. *s1111 ++++s 6 666ayiwVrV 'nit'
2116. *ser[V]ÙV 'grove, coppice; ∈ tree'
2117. *s 1111 [ iy]ar[Ë]yV 'beam' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  pole')
2118. ?σ € *s 2222iÂbV 'sinew; to sew'
2119. *Í{u4444}rbV ¬ *Í{u4444}bVrV 'to swing, to sweep' >  IE: NaIE
*swerb≈-/*surb≈- v. 'swing, sweep'
212O. *s1111VÂiXk3333a 'cold' >  IE: NaIE *sre2i\g-/srïg-, *srïg-os(-) ' co ld ,
f ros t '
2121. *s @@@@ËÂtV 'dirt(y)' > IE: NaIE *swordo- 'dirty, black'
2122. *Íar1111 {i} 'to drip' >  IE: NaIE *sresk- v. 'drip' (*-esk- goes b a c k
to   a sx.)
2123. € *Íur1111i  '≈  squeeze out, filter, strain' >  IE: Ht sesariya-
'seihen, filtrieren'
2124. *Íu6666r 1 111V (= *Íur 1111É?) 'speak, declare' > IE *swer- ' s peak
(solemnly) '
2125. *s1111ihar 1111u , -P3333V 'dirt, earth' >  IE: NaIE *srou\p-/*srup- ' scabby
dirt on the body' ('schorfiges Schmutz am Körper')
2126. *s2222ir 1 111ka ≠ *s2222i{r 1 111}ga 'pain; to be ill\wounded, to pine, t o
languish' > IE: NaIE *serg≈- v. 'languish, be ill'
2127. €*s1111 ++++s6 666us1111 ++++s6 666V 'worm, snake'
2128. *sa{w}u6666s 6 666V 'get dry, harden' >  IE: NaIE *sau\s- / *sus- ' d ry ,
a r id '
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2129. *sitV  'tooth' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  'sickle'?)
213O. *sitV  'to tie' ([in d. l.] ‘  'to spin').
2131. *su4444t[y]V ≠ *su4444[y]tV 'to drink, to suck (milk); milk' >  IE:
NaIE *swe2i\d- 'milk'
2132. € *s2222VtVLV 'to set, to put, to collocate' >  IE: NaIE *stel- v. v.
'place, put, set' (stellen, setzen)'
2133. *sVÊî^^^^mV (= *sVt''''î ^ ^^^mV?) 'to hear' (“+‘ 'ear'), ? 'to feel' >
IE: Ht istamass- 'hear', istamana- 'ear'
2134. *sËt''''u 6 666 'beat, strike' > IE: NaIE *(s)teu\-k/g- 'hit, strike'
2135. *s++++s7 777ÉwV 'oneself, self' ([“ '[human] body [??]) >  IE: NaIE
*swe- ≠ *se- 'himself' ('sich'), gen. {P} *sewe, dat. {P} *seb≈ei\, {Szem.}
*seb≈i, enclitic gen.-dat. *s(w)oi\ 'of\to himself', *swo- (p ronomina l
adj.) 'his own'
2136. € *s2222i {h}wV 'sun'
2137. ?φ (€?) *{s2222}a4 444w[÷3333 ]V 'to want', 'to beg' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
desiderative, volitive) >  IE: NaIE *-s-, *-sy-: [1] volitive sx. *-s- 'wan t
to'; [2] in several lgs. *-s-, *-syo- changed into a marker of future
2138. *s1111iw{÷ 3333}a (or *s 1111iw9a) 'to smear' >  ?φ  IE: Ht sah-
'verunreinigen, beschmieren'
2139. *Íuwé⁄V 'to push, to cause' (‘  'to ask for', ‘ causative) >
IE *seu\éx-/*suéx- >  NaIE *sew´- '≈  set in motion', Ht {Ts.} suwa2y-
'stoßen, drängen, schieben', {EI} 'push, urge'
214O. *{s}{u 4444}wHa6666 ¬ *{s}É?uwHV 'moisture, water, rain', 'to ( b e )
wet' > IE *seu\Ó-/*suÓ- > NaIE *seu(´)-/su2- 'moisture, rain'
2141. (€?) *sVwé€V 'to drink'
2142. o  *s 1111 {ow}yV  'to sound' > IE: NaIE {P} *swei\-/*swi- v. ' sound ' ,
+ext.: *swei \sd-  v. 'sound' ('buzz', 'whistle', and sim.)
2143. *siz6666V 'stream, small body of water (lake & sim.)' >  IE: NaIE
*selos- 'lake, marsh'
2144. € *su÷ 3333 ++++9z 6666V  'finger(s), hollow hand'
2145. *seZ7777Å 'a relative from the opposite exogamous moiety within
an exogamic system of tribes' ('father\son-in-law', 'mother’s b ro the r ' ,
and sim.)
2146. *Íi{Z 7777 }V  'to skin, to scratch'
2147. *s 7777ubyV 'spike, spear; to pierce'
2148. € *s 7777ËdV 'fasten tightly, strangle, be violent to so.'
2149. *s7777u 6 666÷adV (= *s7777u 4 444÷adV?) 'good, happy, pleasant' >  IE *sweéd-
>  NaIE *swa2d- 'sweet; be pleasant, enjoy' (*swa2≤du-s 'sweet', *swa2dw-
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i-s 'sweet, pleasant', *swa2d-o- 'savoury, pleasant', *≤swa2dos- 'p leasant
taste; pleasure, satisfaction', *swa2don-om, *swa2don-a 'delight,
p leasure ' )
215O. *s7777{ayu4444}dV 'throw, (?) leave (abandon)'
2151. *s7777{u 4 444hi}?V 'fade', 'go out' (fire), 'extinguish' >  IE: NaIE *swï-
(also +exts. *-g- , *-k-) 'decrease, become less, be(come) silent'
2151a. *s7777{a}q[Vg]aÂV 'soot' (‘  'black')
2152. *s 7777aHK ''''É  'to cover, to hide'
2153. *s7777oK''''o{÷ 3 333}e 6 666 'to say' > IE: NaIE *sekW- v. 'say'
2154. *s 7777iLV 'quiet' > IE: NaIE *sil- 'be silent, be quiet'
2155. *s7777u÷ 3333l {e 6666} 'throat, mouth' > IE: NaIE *swel- v. swallow', +ext.:
*swelk- 'Schlund', 'swallow'
2156. *s 7777u 4 444 ++++ u9LV 'throw down (the enemy), attack, be hostile'
2157. € *s 7777Ë[é€]LV  '∈ roe, deer'
2158. (€?) *s7777al ∏ ∏∏∏GV  'strike, break' >  ? IE: NaIE (+ext.) *sl´k+k8- o r
*slak+k8- 'beat, strike'
2159. *s7777el ! !!!V (or *s7777el ß ßßßV) 'take away\off, destroy, pull off' >  IE: NaIE
*sel(wo)- v. 'take away\off, seize'
216O. (€?) *s 7777Vn 2222 [V]÷V 'make, build' > ?σ IE *senÙ- '≈ (try to) obta in ,
achieve, accomplish' >  NaIE *se+an´-, *se+anu- id., Ht sanh- 'seek, t ry ,
strive for; require'
2161. *s7777u 4 444nigo (or *s7777u 4 444No?) 'snow' >  IE: NaIE *snei\gW≈- v. ' snow' ,
*snigW≈-, *snoi\gW≈o- n. 'snow'
2162. *s7777ËNÉ 'breathe' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'soul')
2163. *s 7777aNgV 'to wish, to like, to love'
2164. ?σ (€?) *s 7777aNKa 'stalks, branches', ? 'straw'
2165. *s 7777oNK ''''a 'be tight (too narrow), be heavy, be difficult' >  IE : NaIE
*swenk-  'be heavy \ difficult'
2166. *s 7777iNerV  'mouse'
2167. UA  € *s 7777a 4 444rV  'to spread'
2168. € *s 7777oÂwV  'dry; to get dry'
2169. *s7777a{ri}ÙV 'to stream, to flow' >  IE: IE *serÓ-, NaIE  *sreu\- v.
'stream, flow'
217O. *s 7777u 4 444ÂdV 'fibre (used as thread)'
2171. *s7777e 6 666Â[V]m{u 4444} 'sinew, root'
2172. *s 7777ehr 1111É 'be awake, watch (over), feel, notice' >  IE *seé8r(w)- >
NaIE *se2r- 'sorgend Obacht geben, schützen, bewahren', *ser-w- > L
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serva2- v. 'watch over, keep'  ?? Ld katare- (= kat-sare-) ' s t and
watch', sare%ta  'protector'
2173. *{s 7777 }a 4 444tV 'buttocks; to sit, to sit down' > IE *sed- v. 'sit (down)'
2174. *s 7777 { i }tV  (= *s 7777 { i }tË?) 'thread (made of hair?)'
2175. *s7777 {ayu}t ''''V (or *s 7777at ''''ËyV?) 'twig, rod'
2176. *s 7777awV  '(in the) middle' > IE: NaIE *-su, locative pl. ending (“
'among' “  'in the middle')
2177. *s7777u4 444wÅ ¬ *s7777uwÉ  'fit, good' >  IE: NaIE *su- 'good, well', e sp .
as the first element in cds. (e.g. *su-b≈ago- {P} 'beglückend' in IIrn a n d
Sl)
2178. ?σ (€?) *s7777uw?V 'weak' >  IE: NaIE *0swï- >  Ic svI1a 'to aba t e '
(of pain)
2179. *s7777 {e}wHV 'give birth, be born' >  IE *seu\Ó-/*suÓ- >  NaIE
*seu\[´]-/*su2- 'give birth'  Ï [1] IE *suÓ-nu- >  NaIE *su2≤nu-s 'son', [2]
*suÓ-yu- 'son'
218O. *s 7777u 6 666wHV  'loosen' ('release', 'let out', 'melt', etc.') >  IE *seu\Ó-
/*suÓ- > NaIE *seu\[´]- / *su2- 'let, neglect'
218Oa. *{s 6666}a?ÉbV 'to rot; rotten' > IE: NaIE {WP} *k8sa[:]p- v. 'rot'.
2181. *s6666Vb÷V ¬ *s6666V÷bV (= *s6666u 6 666b÷V ¬ *s6666u 6 666÷bV?) 'tribe, people' >
IE: NaIE *seb≈a2 (≠*0sweb≈-?) 'tribe, Sippe'
2182. *s6666ab++++p ' '''ÉH{i} 'log, piece of wood' >  IE *(s)peh8i\- ' l ong \po in ted
piece of wood' > [1] NaIE *°(s)p(≈)e2i\-/*(s)p(≈)ï- 'pointed piece o f
wood' , [2] +ext. with *-d- ≠ *-t-: Ht ispatar (obl. stem ispann-)
'spit, skewer', NaIE *spit- (≠ *°spid-) '≈ spit, spear, needle'
2183. *s6666áb[V]ÙV 'tallow, animal fat' >  IE: L se2bum ' tal low',
se2bo2sus adj. 'fat'
2184. € *s 6666adV 'to tie'
2185. ?σ *s6666ádVwV '≈ ≈  tip, end (extrémité)' >  ? possibly IE: NaIE
*°s{e2}d≈- > Gmc {Wtk.} *sïdo2 'side'
2186. *s 6666a 4 444gaÂV 'cut, pierce' > IE: NaIE *sker- v. 'cut'
2187. € *s6666VÌV 'ray'
2188. € *s6666{a}ka 'to cover' (‘  'to clothe') >  IE: NaIE *sag- ≠ *seg- v.
'cover, wrap, clothe'
2189. (€?) *s 6666 okV 'be mad\stupid\intoxicated'
2189a. (€?) *{s 6666 }i {? ++++÷}ËkV  'flesh, meat'
219O. *s 6666ak ''''a 'to split, to cleave' >  IE: NaIE *sek- v. 'chop', NaIE *sek-
u2ra2 'axe'
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2191. *s 6666ÉK ''''o 'look at, watch, see' >  IE *sekW-  'look at, see'
2192. *s6666iK''''{Ë} 'to get\be cold; cool'
2193. (€?) *s6666 ++++s 1 111u[?a]K''''V(r1111V) 'resin' > IE: NaIE *°s(w)ek[W]- id.
2194. *s6666il ß ßßß {u 6 666} (or *s6666il{u 6666 }?) 'take, take away\off' >  IE: NaIE *sel(wo)-
v. 'take, seize, lay hold of'
2194a. *s6666il ∏ ∏∏∏V (or *sil ∏∏∏∏V?) 'fat (Fett)' > IE: NaIE (+ext.) *selp- n. 'fat'
2195. *s6666 ++++s 1 111ul ∏ ∏∏∏V (= *s6666ul ß ßßßV?) 'trunk, log' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'board', 'trough', and sim.) >  IE: NaIE *swel- 'plank, board ' ≠ *sel-
'board', 'trough', 'bench', and sim.
2196. *s6666 {u 4 444}l ∏ ∏∏∏i 'neck, nape'
2196a. *s6666i÷3 333lVya6666 or  *c6666i÷ 3 333lVya6666 'tooth, fang' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'sharp stick')
2197. *s6666[aÓ]{u4444}L÷V 'dew'
2198. *s6666a 4 444l[V]qË 'cleave, cut asunder'
2199. *s6666a 4 444l [i]wV (or *s 6666a 4 444l [i]wVyV  '∈ a wild gallinacean fowl'
22OO. *s6666il ! !!!V(-ma) 'eye; look, examine' >  ? IE: Clt: OIr sell 'iris d e
l’œil, œil' Ï sellaid '(he) looks'; W syllu, Crn sellos, Br
sellout, sellet v. 'look'   OIr su1il 'eye'
22O1. *s 6666i { l ! !!! }wV  'shank, flesh\meat of a limb'
22O2. *s6666e 6 666l ! !!!Ùa 6666 'bough, twig, stick'
22O3. *{s 6666 }an 2222a  'word; say' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'think')
22O4. UA € *s 6666áÓn ````V  'mushroom, fungus, sponge (Schwamm)'
22O5. *s6666É{y}on3333tË 'finger(s), fist'
22O6. *s6666u 4 444n 3 333ZV 'milk; to suck(le)'
22O7. (€?) *s6666oN?V 'to wish' (‘  'to love', 'to wish evil to so.', ' t o
strive' [‘ 'to reach'])
22O8. € *s 6666a ++++oN ÷ 3333V '≈ run, jump, climb'
2209. € *s6666{a 4 444}N{c'''' @ @@@}V 'bark, skin' (‘ 'vessel')
221O. *{s6666}a4 444NK''''a '≈  bough, inedible (or less valuable) parts of p lants
(straw, rind of fruit)' >  IE: NaIE *sonko- (or *song≈o-) 'sheaf of ears ,
straw, chaff'
2211. *s6666apV (or *s 6666opV?) 'to sew (leather); leather'
2212. *s 6666apÉ[h]NV  '≈ log, trunk of a tree' > IE: NaIE *sp≈e2n- 'long flat
piece of wood'
2213. *s6666uû ûûûqV 'breathe in, smell sth.' >  IE: NaIE *swek+k8- v. 'smell ( o f
sth.), smell sweet'
2214. *s6666arV 'be dry' >  IE: NaIE *k+k8se(:)r- '(be) dry', *k+k8se(:)r-o-
' d r y '
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2215. € *{s 6666 }ÉÂV  'to roast'
2216. € *s 6666 iÂV  'skin (of animals), rawhide'
2217. *s 6666u 6 666 rV  'a herd\swarm\flock (of wild animals)'
2218. (€?) *s6666e÷ 3333[a]rV 'reach, approach, enter'
2219. *s 6666o÷ 3333VrV  ¬ *s6666o÷3333År1111V 'grain, (wild) cereal'
222O. *s6666a 4 444Ìoy[i]ÂV  'hair'
2221. *s 6666 ihrV '≈  gray, bright' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  'dark'?)
2222. (€?) *s 6666iÙ[Ë]ÂV 'side, edge'
2223. *s 6666e 6 666 rwV 'insert, thrust in, stop up'
2224. *s6666 {o}rËbV 'to drink, to gulp, to sup, to suck' >  IE: NaIE
*serb≈- / *sorb≈- / *sr=b≈- v. 'sip, sup, drink', Ht sarap- / sarep- v.
'sip (nippen)'
2225. *s 6666É {?V}ÂbV  'coarse hair, eyebrow'
2226. € *s 6666a 4 444ÂK ''''e 6 666 '≈ break, split, cut'
2227. *s6666ÉrÉK'''' {a} 'red, yellow' >  IE: NaIE (in Blt) *°ser+kW- ' r e d ,
reddish '
2228. *s6666ÉÂ[V]K''''V 'to plait, to wattle', 'plait' >  IE: NaIE *serk-
'wicker-work, wattling', ? v. 'hedge in', Ht sar-nin-k-  'compensate'
2229. € *s 6666VtVwV  'cold weather'
223O. (€?) *s6666ot ''''V 'to exercise magic' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ ' t o
curse', 'to bless')
2231. € *s6666 ++++c 6 666u 6 666t ' '''V '≈ vulva, anus'
2232. *s6666at '''' {ahi}  '≈ to take away' > IE: *steé- >  NaIE *(s)ta2i\- 'depr ive
so. of sth. secretly, steal', *(s)ta2yu-s- 'thief, theft', *ta2i\- 'deprive so. o f
sth. secretly, steal', *ta2yu-s-, *ta2ti-s 'thief'
2233. *s 6666Vt ''''VÂV 'tie' (‘ 'rope'); to twist (means of tying)' >  IE: NaIE
*stre[ i\ ]g- 'twist together; rope'
2234. (€?) *{s 6666 } {o}wV  'feather, wing'
2235. € *s 6666VwV  'to swell'
2235a. *s6666 {a 4 444}?iwÉ (or *c6666 {a 4 444}?iwÉ?) 'body of water', (??)
'wet\swampy ground'
2236. € *s6666{o}hyV 'to wish'
2237. ?σ € *s6666Vy?V 'thing'
2238. *s6666u 4 444z 6 666÷Å 'heart' (“  'breast'??)
2239. *t{a 4444} 'away (from), from', ablative (separative) pc. >  IE [1]
NaIE *de2 'away (from), from', [2] NaIE *-de / *-Ê  (archiphoneme *-d≈ + *-
d + *-t), separative (abl.) case ending  AnIE *-a{t}i, ablative case ending
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224O. * tV , a postnominal marker (prn.?) of plurality ('together')
2241. *ti?u6666 'shine, be bright, be seen' >  IE: [1] *dei\- 'shine, b e
bright'; [2] *dyeu\- 'daylight', 'deified daylight, heaven', Ht siu- ' god ' ,
[2a] IE *dye2u\s-p´te2r 'father daylight, father heaven' (name of a god) ,
[2b] d. with an *o-sx.: NaIE *≤dei\wo-s 'heavenly' (‘  'god')
2242. € ≈ *to{?}i 'fig'
2243. *tu4444?{o} 'two' >  IE *dwo2(u\) 'two' m. (and *dw´i\ f./ntr.); t h e
initial component of a cd.: NaIE *dwi- 'two-, bi-'  HrLw tu-wa-i
'two', accus. tuwaõzi 'duos', Ht cd. da-yuga 'two years old', da2n
'for the second time'
2244. € ≈ *ta÷3333{i} 'to tear' >  IE: NaIE *da2-/*d´-, *da2i\-/*d´i\-/*dï- v.
'divide, tear\cut into pieces'
2245. *tËbV (= *tu 4444ba?) (or *tiba?) 'grass'; 'dry grass' ( [ in
descendant lgs.] ‘ 'straw'), to cut grass\plants'
2246. *táb÷3333V (= *ta4444b÷ 3333V?) 'follow, run, chase' ([in pN or i n
descendant lgs.] ‘ 'beg hard, demand')
2246a. ?σ  € *táb[V]s 2222V  '≈≈   heel; to trample, to kick with the foot'.
2247. *ta?ága 'rock, mountain; top'
2248. € *tu?{g}V (or *t ''''u?{g}V?) 'listen, hear'
2249. (€?) *tiÌV 'to flow' > ?σ IE *dei\Ó- >  NaIE *dey´-/*dya2-, *dy´-,
*dï-  'hurry, run quickly'. An alt. etymological comparison: N *tiqV ' t o
flow'.
225O. *t{e}Ìaw{a} 'fire' > IE *deéu\- (= *de´€u\-) >  NaIE *da2u\- / *d´w-
/ *du(:)- (/ ? *de2w-) vt. 'burn, kindle'
2251. *toÓ{u 4444} ≠ *ta++++áÓ{u4444} (= *to{G }{u4444} ≠ *ta++++á{G }{u 4444}?) 'br ing,
fetch, give' > IE *deéW- ≠ *deéWw- >  NaIE *do2-/*d´-, *do2u\-/*d´u\-/*du-
v. 'give'  ? Lc M {ABIv.} da-/du- v. 'give (?)', Ld da2n 'I give (?)'
2252. *tawiká 'insect, vermin, (?) reptile' >  IE *dei\g8- '≈  t i ck
(Ixodes) '
2253. *tek÷V 'to touch' > IE: NaIE *deg+g8- v. 'touch'
2254. € *tÅkË{n1111 ++++n ` ```}V (or *tÅkË[ÓV]?) 'bug'
2255. *tÅK ''''á 'to suit, to be appropriate, to fit' >  IE *dek8- v. 'suit, b e
fit'  Ï NaIE *dek8-os 'that which adorns or beautifies, distinction,
grace'  ? Ï  IE *dek8s- 'fortunate, right (dexter)'
2256. *t{e}K''''á 'take, carry' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'get, possess') >
IE *dek8- {Mn.} v. 'find, get', {P} 'nehmen, aufnehmen', ? Ht {Ts.} taks-
'fügen, bereiten'
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2257. *tik '''' {u 4 444 } '≈  to show' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'say') >  IE *dei\k8- v.
'show' (‘  'say')
2258. *toK''''É ++++a or *taK''''É ++++a 'to tear' > IE: NaIE *dek8- (or *dek-) v. ' t e a r
(up), reduce to threads'
2259. *ta4444yK''''V 'finger', ‘ 'one'  > IE: NaIE *dei\k8 +k(w)- 'finger'; an al t .
rec.: *0tVyK''''V 'finger' (>  IE) and *t ''''a 4 444K ' '''V  'one' (>  HS, T)
226O. *taLV  'to shake, to wave' (and redulication: *taLV-taLV) >
IE: NaIE *del(d), ? *dou\l- vi. 'shake, swing'
2261. *ta4444LV 'cut (split, trim, cleave)' > IE: NaIE *del[´]- v. 'cleave,
carve' ({P} 'spalten, schnitzen, kunstvoll bebauen')
2262. *til ∏∏∏∏V   '≈  to rough-hew, to chisel (behauen), to cut into slices'
>  IE: NaIE *del[´]- v. 'cleave, carve' ({P} 'spalten, schnitzen, kunstvoll
bebauen ' )
2263. *tulV   '≈ tell (a story), utter ritual\magical incantations' >  IE
*del- 'tell, narrate, utter ritual incantations'
2264. € *tËLV  '≈  to line up' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to count') >  IE:
NaIE *del- '≈ row, thread', v. 'count, narrate'
2265. € *t++++t ' '''VLV 'hang'
2266. *toé€l ∏∏∏∏V  (or *tol ∏∏∏∏é€V) 'to fill, to pile up; full'
2267. *tal ßßßß ÷ 3 333 {o} '≈  (back of the) neck, shoulders' >  IE (att. in Blt)
*°d[≈]elÓ-b-/*0d[≈]olÓ-b-/*0d[≈]l=Ó- 'upper arm'
2268. *táL÷3333É(-ga) 'be long' >  IE: [1] *del[h8]- >  NaIE *del[´]- ' long ' ,
[2] IE *deleh8g≈-/*dl=h8≤g≈-o- 'long' > Ht daluki- 'long', [3] NaIE *dlong≈o-
' long '
2268a. *tul ßßßß ÷ 3 333V  'tip, sprout, sth. protruding, summit'
2269. *t{a}lhV ¬ *tahElV  '≈ to hit, to damage, to be damaged' >  IE
*deé8l-/*dé=8l- > NaIE *de2l-/*d´l- v. 'damage, destroy'
227O. *tál∏∏∏∏[h]{o}  '≈  be\make foolish, deceive' >  IE: NaIE *del- {P}
'listig schädigen', *del-os  'lure'
2271. *ta4444lËé€Å ¬ *talËé€a4444 '≈  cold season, rain' >  IE: NaIE *del-
'rain', 'moist' ('humide')
2272. *tÅl!!!!V 'to tread, to pound' ([in descendant languages] ‘ ' t o
t h r e s h ' )
2273. € *tul!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV '≈  be bright, be light (hell)'
2274. € *tVl !!!!V  (= *tÅ{y++++Ó}il!!!!V or *ti{y ++++Ó}Ål !!!!V?) 'female'
2275. *ti[?a]l !!!!o  'stone, heap of stones'
2276. *tel !!!![é€]V 'to bore, to pierce' >  IE: NaIE *del[´]- v. 'cleave,
ca rve '
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2277. *temV  'full, complete'
2278. *tVmV (= *tamV?) 'hair'
2279. € *tVmV 'worm, snake' > IE: NaIE *dem(-el)- 'worm'
228O. € *t {a}h[V]mV 'fire; to kindle; very hot'
2281. *tamé⁄{u6666} (or *ta4444mé⁄{u 6666}) 'earthern wall, hut' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘ 'house') >  IE *dom[Ó]u-, *dom[Ó]o-, *demÓ- (= *dom[éx]u-,
*dom[éx]o-, *deméx-?) > NaIE *domu-, *domo- 'house', *dem´- v. 'bui ld ' ;
+ext. *-r- 'building', v. build, carpenter'; HrLw tama-  'build'
2282. € *tVm[V]s6666V 'to gather; dense' > IE *dens-/*dn=s- '≈ dense'
2283. *t{o}ˆV 'appear' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'seem')
2283a. *tÉNgVl ßßßß ++++ l ! !!!V  'heavenly light in the night (star[s], moon)' > IE:
NaIE *°dn=g[≈]lo- > Gmc *tunglal- 'star(s), constellation'
2284. *to6666{p ' '''}á 'head, top' > IE: NaIE *°doP- ≠ *dub- 'tip, summit' (?)
2285. *tu4444 ++++up''''V 'to blow, to breathe'
2286. *tup÷V 'tail, back' > ? IE: NaIE *dubb- (if the original meaning
was 'tail') >  Ltv duba 'a sheaf (standing upright), aufgestellte Garbe ' ,
Gmc *tuppa 'plait (of hair)'
2287. *ta{P}kV (or *tawkV?) 'to obstruct, to prevent, (?) t o
overpower '
2288. *teq{á?Ë} 'say, talk t o ' >  IE *d[≈]eh8- 'say' >  NaIE *d[≈]e2- say ' ,
Ht te- {Frd.} 'sagen', {Ts.} '(autoritativ) sprechen'
2289. *terV 'to tear, to burst' >  IE *der-, *derÓ- v. 'split, tear, burst'
229O. *tuÂV 'back, back side' >  IE: NaIE *dors-/*ders- '≈ b a c k
( d o s ) '
2291. *tu4444ÂV or *tuÂÉ 'pierce, stick into; hole' >  IE: NaIE *der- v.
'prick, pierce', 'hole'
2292. ?σ *tu4444wrV ¬ *tuwrÉ 'to (re)turn, to roll (up), to t u r n
round' >  IE (+ext.): NaIE *derb≈-  'turn, twist\bind together'
2293. *tu4444r÷ 3 333e 6 666 ¬ *tur÷3333e 6 666 'full, filled'
2294. *taré€V 'to drink'
2295. *tirÓV ''lie (liegen), lie down, sink'' >  IE *dreé8-/*dré=8- >  NaIE
*dre2-/dr´- v. 'sleep'
2296. *toÂgá (= *torgá?) 'weak, loose' >  IE: NaIE *dreg8≈- '≈  b e
slack, be loose, be weak'
2297. *táÂp''''V (or *t ''''áÂP 3333V?)  'tremble, shake' > IE: NaIE *°drep- ≠
*°trep- 'shake, tremble'
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2297a. *tar1111u 6 666 '(∈ ) tree, log' >  IE *deru- / *doru- / *dreu\- /*drou\- /
*dru-, {EI} *≤doru / gen. *≤drou\-s 'tree, wood'
2298. (€?) *tor1111V 'bark; to bark (remove the bark), to peel' > IE:
NaIE *der- v. 'skin, flay, bark'
2299. *tVr1111V 'suffer, endure'
23OO. *tÅr1111qV '≈ make an incision, dig' > IE *derÓ- 'sth. dug'
23O1. *tusV or *tu4444sV 'against, in the opposite direction' >  IE [1]
NaIE *dus-  'mis-, un-', 'bad' (as the initial component of cds.)  [2] NaIE
*deu\s- v. 'lack'
23O2. *{t}uÍV 'bush (shrub)' > IE: NaIE *dus-(mo-) 'shrub'
23O2a. *tá÷s @@@@V  (more probable than *dá÷s @@@@V ) 'to track (game), t o
follow the tracks of' > IE: NaIE *de2[s]- / (?) *des- 'find, meet'
23O3. (€?) *tVé€t''''V 'finger' ([in D] ‘ 'point, sharp edge'?) ( =
*tu4444é€t''''V [?]; an alt. rec. is *taé€u 4444nt ''''V)
23O4. ?φ € *tu6666wV 'rain; to sprinkle'
23O5. *tVwV 'head' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'oneself') >  IE: AnIE:
HrLw -ti 'sich', Lw -ti, Lc -ti, reflexive pc., Ht -z, -za id.
23O6. *tayhV  (or *ta9yV?) 'incline, bend, stagger'
23O7. (€?) *ta{q++++9}ayu6666 'relative-in-law (person of the opposi te
exogamous moiety within an exogamic system of tribes)' >  IE
*deéywer- >  NaIE *≤da2i\we2r / *da2i\wer- (gen. *da2i\w≤r-es) 'husband’s
b r o t h e r '
23O8. *taqozi 'to plait, to w a t t l e ' >  IE *deé8(y)- >  NaIE *de2-/*d´-
,*de2i\-/ di(:)- v. 'bind'
23O9. *tu 4444 [y]Z ++++Z 1 111V  (or *tu 4444 [w++++?]Z ++++Z 1 111V) '∈  part of an arm\leg' >  IE: NaIE
*dou \s-  '(upper) arm, shoulder'
231O. *t''''a 4 444, dem. prn. of non-active (inanimate) objects (wi thout
distance opposition [proximal ↔ intermediate ↔  distal]) > IE [1] NaIE
*to-  (nom.-accus. *to-d), dem. prn. of the neuter (inanimate) gender 
[2 ] *-d = *-Ê  (word-final archiphoneme from **-t), ending of the n e u t e r
(inanimate) gender in pronouns  [3] IE *-ti, "primary" verbal ending
of 3s ; IE *-t , "secondary" verbal ending of 3s
2311. *t ''''i , a syntactic pc. that constructs analytical nomina actionis
> IE: NaIE *-ti-, sx. of nomina actionis
2312. *t''''{u4 444} (>  *t ''''i) 'thou' >  IE: [1] NaIE *tu2 nom. 'thou' and possibly
*tw-om id., AnIE *ti 'thou' nom.  [2] IE *twe and *te 'thee', *tu-
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/*twe-/*teu\-/*te- (+ case markers or without them) functioning as t h e
stem of the prn. of 2s
2312a. *t''''{u4 444} ?a ≠ *s1111{u4 444} ?a  'ye (vos)', prn. of 2p (N *t''''{u 4 444} ≠ *s1111 {u 4 444}
'thou' + N *?a , pc. of plurality) >  IE verbal endings of 2p: {Bks.}
"primary" *-tÓe, "secondary" *-te
2313. *t ''''V , a marker of passive participial constructions (verb + *t''''V
= an analytical construction with the meaning of past participle o r
passive verbal adjectives) > IE: NaIE *-to-, a marker of verbal adjectives
(mostly with passive meaning), that in some daughter lgs. were
incorporated into the verbal paradigm as passive participle
2314. (€?) *t''''V, pc. of marked (definite?) accusative (‘ accus. o f
pronouns) >  ? IE  *°-[e]Ê , accus. ending of personal pronouns
2315. *t''''É÷Ë 'to take' > IE: Ht da-, HrLw ta- v. 'take'
2316. *t''''abV 'fit, good' > IE: NaIE *d≈ab≈-, d≈ab≈-ro- 'fit, good'
2317. ?σ € *t ''''abV  '≈ head'
2318. € *t ''''ábV  'catch, seize'
2319. *{t''''}ebÅ (≠  *t ''''em[b]V?) 'ruminant (antelope, cervid)'
232O. € *t ''''obV  'teat'
232Oa.  *t''''u 6 666bV 'thin, small, of short stature'
2321. (€?) *t ''''u 4 444bV  (or *t ''''ubÉ?) 'calm, quiet, (?) even'
2322. *t''''ué€ibV 'reed, stick' > IE: [1] NaIE *twïb≈-, *tub≈- 'hollow a s
a reed' ('röhrenartig hohl')  [2] ?σ NaIE *d≈eu\b≈-/*d≈ub≈- 'pin, wedge'
2323. € *t''''áb÷3333{Ë} 'to fill' (or € *t ''''áp{Ë} 'to fill')
2324. *t''''ub÷V 'lake; natural depression filled with water' >  IE: NaIE
*d≈eu\b- ≠ *dhumb-  'depression in the ground (filled with water)'
2325. *t ''''Ëb÷ 3333V  'hoof, (finger-\toe-)nail, sole of the foot, heel'
2326. *t''''u 4 444b÷Å 'deep' >  IE: NaIE *d≈eu\b-  'deep', *d≈umb-
'Erdvertiefung'
2327. ? i  *t''''a 4 444bÓa or *t''''abÓÉ 'to trample, to kick, to crumple, t o
press' > IE {EI} *depÓ- > NaIE *dep≈- 'trample, push, knead, strike'
2327a. *t ''''ab[V]qa  'hit, strike' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'kill')
2328. ?φ € *t ''''VbV{L}V  'dip in, immerse'
2329. € *t''''u 6 666Ó{c@@@@}V ≠ *du6666Óc6666 ' '''V 'glide, slip'
233O. ≈≈  *t''''a 4 444wodV 'be full' > ?σ IE *teu\t- 'the whole, everybody,
people '
2331. *t''''ogá 'dust, earth' >  IE *d≈eg8≈o2Æm / *d≈g8≈em- 'earth', H t
tekan  / gen. taknas 'earth'
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2332. (€?) *t''''ogV 'straight' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'true') >  ? IE: NaIE
*dek8s- 'fortunate; right (dexter)'
2333. *t''''á9wV 'swell, become thick\large\strong', ? 'become fat' >
IE *teÓw-/*twoÓ-/*tÓ=u\- > NaIE *te2w-/*t´u\-/*two2-/*tu2- '≈ big, strong'
2334. *t''''e˝wV 'ask (for), beg'
2335. *t''''aka++++á (or *t ''''oka?) 'to touch' > IE: NaIE *tag- v. 'touch'
2336. *t''''a 4 444kV (or *t ''''a 4 444k ' '''V?) 'to attack'
2337. *t''''{e}kÉ 'to build, to shape, to make, to do' >  IE {P} *tek 8†-,
{EI} *tek8s- 'fabricate', {Mn.} *tek8s- v. 'fashion, carpenter, create, c u t
(behauen ) '
2338. *t''''iko 'horror, fear' ([in A] 'abhor, hate') >  IE: NaIE *tyegW- {P}
'scheu vor etwas zurücktreten oder auffahren', {EI} 'give way, pull
oneself back (in awe)'
2339. (€?) *t''''oku 'large, thick' > IE: NaIE *teg+g8u- 'thick'
2339a. *t ''''okV '≈ (palm of) hand (with fingers)' ([in descendant lgs.)
‘  'span of hand')
234O. ≈ *t''''e{h}aka?e6666 'to put, to set' >  IE: NaIE *ta2g- v. 'put (sth.) t o
its right place, arrange'
2341. *t''''okV?V ≠ *t''''o{h}ákV 'to burn; fire' >  IE *teé8g8+g- >  NaIE
te2g8+g-/*t´g8+g- v. 'burn'  
2342. *t''''ËklßßßßÉ (‘ ? *t ''''Ël ßßßßkÉ) (or *t ''''Ëkl !!!!É) 'wolf, jackal, fox'
2343. *t''''a 4 444ktV 'louse'
2344. *t''''{a}K''''á 'be\keep quiet, be silent' >  IE: NaIE *tak+k8- v. ' b e
si lent '
2345. *t ''''iK ''''a 'be straight' > IE: NaIE *tei\k- / *tink- v. 'be fit; trust'
2346. *t''''{o}k''''o 'run away, run, stream' >  IE *tekW- v. 'run, flow' (EI
'run, flow swiftly')
2347. *t''''uK''''a6 666 'earth (substance), mud, dust' >  AdS  of IE *{t}ek-/{t}k-
'earth' (<  N *t''''ogá 'dust, earth [substance]')
2348. *t''''uK''''V 'offspring', 'young (of an animal)' > IE: NaIE *teu\k-
'offspring '
2349. *t''''{u4 444}K''''a 'to thrust, to stab, to push' >  IE: NaIE *tuk- v. ' t h rus t ,
stab, prick'
2349a. (€?) *t ''''u 4 444K ' '''V  (or *t ''''u 4 444kV?) 'hair'
235O. ≈ *t''''[o?]a4444K ' '''[w]Å 'goat, sheep'
2351. *t ''''a9[V]K '''' {a}  'to stick \ be stuck to sth.', 'to fix\attach (sth. t o
s th . ) '
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2352. *t''''owK''''a 6 666 'germ', 'seed' >  IE: NaIE (in IIrn) *°teu\k[W]- ' seed ,
g e r m '
2353. *t''''eLV 'shout, call' >  ?σ IE *tel- 'pronounce magical
utterancers, pray'
2354. (€?) *{t''''}il∏ ∏∏∏V(-K''''o) (¬ *t-?) 'tongue, organs of speech' > ?σ IE:
NaIE *tolkW- 'speak', '≈ declare'
2354a. *t ''''u 6 666l ∏ ∏∏∏V  'fire; to kindle (a fire)'
2355. *{t ''''}a 4 444Xl ∏∏∏∏a≠*{t ''''}a 4 444l ∏ ∏∏∏Xa or *{t ''''}aXl ∏∏∏∏É≠*{t ''''}al ∏ ∏∏∏XÉ 'spleen'
2356. *t''''al ß ßßß÷V ≠ *t''''a÷lßßßßV '≈  shoot, sprout, twig' >  IE: NaIE *ta2l-
'shoot' ('junger Trieb')
2357. *t''''ol ∏ ∏∏∏÷ 3 333Å(-kV) or *t''''Ål∏∏∏∏÷ 3 333Å(-kV) 'head, top, upper end, tip' >
?σ IE: NaIE *°tVl-  'forehead'
2358. *t''''ul ∏ ∏∏∏[i]÷ 3333e 6 666 'come, enter'
2359. € *t '''' oLÓV  'to cross (a river, a mountain range, etc.)' >  IE  *tl=Ó-
≤to- 'ford, passage'
236O. *t ''''aLHV  'flat' > IE *tel[Ó]- 'flat, flat ground'
2361. *t ''''al ß ßßß [Éy]{o} 'young of an animal, child; to give birth to' >  IE:
NaIE *te(:)l- 'young of an animal, child'
2362. *t ''''alËya  'skin, fell'
2363. *t''''al ß ßßßk ' '''a 'strike, push' >  IE: NaIE *telk-/*tolk-/*tl=k- v. ' s t r ike ,
push, crash'
2364. *t''''aLPV (= *t ''''aLbV?) 'vast; room' > IE: NaIE *telp- v. ' have
room', *tolpa2 'space'
2365. € *t''''u 6 666l ! !!!É (or *t ''''áwu 6666 l ! !!!É?) 'extend, stretch, be(come) long'
2366. *t''''Ël !!!!V (= *t''''u 4 444l ! !!!V?) 'to drip; drops of water, dew' >  IE: NaIE
*(s)tel- v. 'drip'
2367. ≈ € *t''''Ël !!!!É÷3333V 'breast, female breast'
2368. *t ''''al ! !!! [9]V  'be quiet\calm' >  IE: NaIE *(s)tel- v. 'be quiet\still'
2369. *t''''ul ! !!![V]{9}V 'spread like a veil\net, cover with a vei l \net ,
catch (fish, etc.) with a net'
237O. *t ''''al ! !!! {h}a  'lift up, carry' >  IE *telé-/*tleé- >  NaIE *tel´-/ *tla2-
v. 'lift, carry, endure'
2371. *t''''Ål!!!![Ù]V or *t''''Ålßßßß[Ù]V 'stem', '(∈ ?) tree' >  IE: NaIE *tel[´]-
'wooden board, plank, (?) tree'
2372. *t '''' {É}mV  'to feel by touch'
2373. *t''''o 6 666mV 'to cut (off)' >  IE: NaIE *tem- v. 'cut', *tomo-s 'a cu t ,
slice (Abschnitt)'
2374. *t '''' o˝amV  'to bite, to taste'
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2375.  *t''''áqmV (or *t ''''áqËmV?) 'sinciput, crown of the head, t o p ,
tip' > IE *°teé8mn= > NaIE *°te2mn= > Sl *te7meß / te7men- 'crown of the head'
2376. *t''''um[V]qV  'dark' > IE *temÓ- >  NaIE *tem(´)- 'dark' and ds.:
*temes- ntr. 'darkness', *tem´sra2 id., *temsro- 'dark'
2377. € *t''''Vm[V]ka++++á 'to wet, to dip' >  IE: NaIE *teng+g8- v. 'wet ,
mois ten '
2378. (€?) *t ''''u 4 444mK'''' ' '''V ¬ *t''''u 4 444N[K'''' ' ''']V 'leather sack'
2379. € *t '''' { i }m[Vn]V  'be quiet, be calm'
238O. *t''''an2222V 'draw, stretch, extend' > IE: NaIE *ten- v. 'draw, s t re tch ,
ex tend '
2381. (€?) *t ''''an 2222V  'feel, know'
2382. *t''''i{n ````}É 'strong', 'to strain' (= 'violence directed to oneself') >
IE : NaIE *ten-  v. 'stretch (to the uttermost), strain'
2383. *t''''i{h}u4444n 2 222V 'mud, silt, dirt' >  IE: NaIE *tiÓn- >  NaIE *tïn- >  Sl
*tïna2 'mud, slime'
2384. *t''''an 2222Ùu 4444 ¬ *t''''a 4 444n 2 222Ùu (or *t''''aNÙu4444?) 'thin, short' >IE *ten[Ó]u- >
NaIE *tenu- ≠ *tônu- 'thin'
2385. *t''''ÅN++++n ` ```V 'moisture' > IE: NaIE *teng+g8- v. 'wet, moisten'
2385a. € *t''''eN{Ë} 'large body of water'
2385b. € *t ''''iNV 'hear, listen'
2386. UA ? € *t''''oNÉ (or *t ''''u 4 444NV?) 'butt, lower end of the trunk'
2387. *t''''oNV  'learn (erfahren), inform' >  IE: NaIE *teng- / *tong- v.
'think, feel', {Mn.} v. 'remind, draw attention to; reflect upon, long fo r ' ,
*tonga2 'sentiment'
2388. *t''''ËN{q}V 'swell, swell up'
2389. *t''''eNqV '(∈) tree, (∈) forest'
239O. *t''''aNga++++o 'draw, stretch' >  IE: NaIE *teng≈-  or *tengW≈- ' d raw,
pull, stretch, strain'
2391. *t''''áNK''''a 'firm, dense' >  IE: NaIE *tenk- v. 'be strong, solid,
dense '
2392. *t''''uNK'''' ' '''V 'to press, to force oneself, to be too narrow, to b e
tight' > IE: NaIE *twenk- v. 'press'
2393. *t''''a{p''''}É 'to squeeze, to press' > IE: NaIE *tap- v. 'press (down,
together), squeeze'
2394. i  *t''''a{p''''}V 'hit (the target)' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ ' succeed,
find, find an answer, identify, recognize') > IE: NaIE *top- 'wohin
gelangen, auf etwas treffen; Ort, wo man hingelangt oder hin will'
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2395. *t''''{a}p''''V (or *t''''{a}P3333?V, *t''''op ''''V, *t''''oP3333?V?) 'to wade, to cross ,
to go through, to pass''
2396. € *t''''ap''''V (= *t''''ap ''''i?) 'to put'
2397. *t''''ap''''V(-LV) 'to feel\touch with one's fingers, to smear' > IE:
NaIE {Mn.} *°tep- v. 'smear'  NaIE *tep(o)l- 'smear; lubricant'
2398. *t''''á{p}V 'to warm, to be warm' > IE *tep- >  NaIE tep- v. ' b e
warm', Ht {Ts.} tapassa-, HrLw tapassa-s 'fever, heat'
2399. o  *t''''u 6 666pV 'to spit, to drip' > IE: Lw tappa- {Mlc.} v. 'spit ( o n ) ' ,
?? o  Irn: NPrs ƒTu tof, Tjk tuf tuf, Krd Sr ƒT tif 'spittle', Wx tuf
'saliva, spittle'
24OO. *t ''''a 4 444hipe 6666 'high place, top, hill'
24O1. *t'''' {a}{p÷}V 'plunge, immerse' > IE: NaIE *tap[´]- v. 'p lunge,
immerse '
24O2. *t''''{a}p''''[V]˝V 'dirt, mud'
24O3. ≈ *t ''''aP 3333HV 'flat'
24O4. *t ''''VP 3333ÂV ≠ *t ''''VÂP3333V  '∈  part of the foot', 'foot'
24O5. *t''''eqV 'to smear, to rub' ([in HS] ‘  'fat, marrow')
24O6. *t''''u 6 666{q}i ¬ *t''''u 6 666{q}yV 'hit, strike' >  IE: NaIE *twe(:)i\-/*two2i\- v.
'hit, strike'
24O7. (€?) *t''''ËqV 'near; be close to, approach' > IE: NaIE *°tuw-
/?*tou\- 'near'
24O8. € *t''''Vqa 'melt, get spoiled' >  IE *teé- >  NaIE *ta2-/*t´- (+exts.:
*ta2w-, *ta2y-) v. 'melt, dissolve'
24O9. *t''''ÅûûûûqË 'lie (tell a lie), deceive'
241O. *t''''o{ û ûûûq}a 'to plait, to bend', ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to bui ld ' ,
'to make earthenware', 'to web'), ? (“ ) 'to twist' >  IE: NaIE *tek- v.
'plait, weave'
2411. *t''''o{?u4444} û ûûûqa 'hide, skin' > IE {EI} *≤twek- / *twôk-  'skin, hide'
2412. *t ''''arV  '∈ vermin, noxious insects' > IE: NaIE *ter- id.
2413. *t''''aÂV, *t''''aÂV-ÓVgV, *t''''aÂV-t''''V 'to drag, to pull' >  IE: NaIE
{Mn.} *tr=g≈- (or *tr´g≈-) v. 'draw, pull'
2414. € *t''''áÂV '≈  else, more, other' >  IE: NaIE *-tero-, a sx. o f
pronouns and adjectives with the meanings of comparison and choice
between two objects\persons ('more than the other', 'between two ' ) :
*kWo-tero- ≠ *kWutero- 'which of the two?' , *i-tero- 'another', *an-
tero-  'the other of the two'
2415. € *t''''era 'to heat, to roast, to fry'
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2416. *t''''eÂV 'to contain (aufnehmen können)'
2417. *t''''or{u4444} ¬ *t''''or{yu4444} 'bring\come into existence (create, make ,
give birth, be born)' >  IE: NaIE *twer- v. 'create, produce by plaiting,
lay (a rope)'
2418. (€?) *t ''''ËÂÉ 'start, set in motion, begin' >  ?s IE: NaIE *twer- v.
'move quickly, stir up'
2418a. *t''''u 6 666ÂV 'hold' > IE: NaIE *twer-/*tur- 'grip, hold'
2419. UA € *t''''u 4 444ÂV 'hard roe'
242O. *t''''ehrV 'clean, pure' > ? IE: NaIE *°terb[≈]- > pSl *terbi ¡-ti ' t o
clean, stub'
2421. *t''''u ++++o[w]r{u6666} 'grow, grow densely, sprout forth, become bushy,
thrive; thicket, thick bush\grass' >  IE: NaIE *tre(:)u\-, *treu\s- ' f lourish,
thrive, ripen'
2422. *t''''oX++++qËryV or *t''''ËX++++qr1111V 'dirt; be dirty' >  ?σ IE: NaIE {WH}
*te2r-os / *ter-⊥a2 'earth'
2423. *t''''or?V 'fresh, new, young, young animal, child' >  IE: NaIE
*torno- 'young man, young animal', *t{e}ru-no- 'young', *torm-/ *tr=m-
id .
2424. *t''''or{Vh}a 'to pass over; through' >  IE: [1] IE *terx-/*trex- ( =
*trexÅ-) v. 'pass over, cross, overcome' >  NaIE *ter´-/*tra2- id., AnIE: H t
tarh-, tarhu- 'siegen, mächtig sein, können' ; [2] NaIE *ter[´]-
'hindurch, über … weg'
2425. *t''''ar{iÓ}V 'open, bald'
2426. *t''''ar[V]Ó{u6666} 'delicate, thin' >  IE: NaIE *ter-, *teru- 'delicate,
weak '
2427. € *t''''u6 666rÓa4444 'to bore, to drill' >  IE *teré8-/*treé8- id. >  NaIE *ter´-
/*tre2- id.   +exts.: [1] *truÓ-p- > Gk try2pa1v 'bore, pierce through'; [2]
? pGmc *Tr-el- 'bohren'
2427a. *t''''o 6 666rÙV 'long, large, far'
2428. *t''''ar[V]yi 'to rub' >  IE: NaIE *teri-/*trei\- ≠ *ter- v. ' r u b ' ;
*treu\[Ó]- 'rub'
2429. *t''''ir[y]V 'to turn, to bend, to twist' (trans.) >  IE *ter-, *ter-
kW- 'turn (round)'
243O. *t''''Ër[V]yV 'litter, dirt, dust' >  IE: NaIE *(s)ter- 'filth, filthy
liquid', v. stain, dacay' ('unreine Flüssigkeit; besudeln; verwesen')
2431. *t ''''u 4 444ryV ¬ *t ''''uryÉ  or *t''''u 4 444r 1 111V ¬ *t''''ur1111É 'row, line; to string' >  IE:
[1] NaIE *°twerya2 >  Gk seira1 'cord, rope, string, band' , [2] NaIE *°ster-
'stripe' (‘  'ray')
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2431a. € *t ''''VÂ[V]bV 'inside of the body, belly' > IE: NaIE *°terb[≈]- >
Sl *terb-/*trÁb- 'belly'
2432. *t''''iÂga 'force, strength, effort' >  IE: NaIE *treg- v. 'be s t rong,
apply force\violence'
2433. € *t''''oÂga 'hold, prop up' > ? IE: NaIE *derg≈- 'hold, grasp'
2434. *t''''erVK''''V '(∈) tree, stick'
2434a. € *t''''ËÂK''''V 'pierce through; through '  > IE: NaIE *°terk[W]e-
/*tr=k[W]e- 'pierce through; through'
2435. (€?) ≈≈  *{t ''''}arV[P3333V] ≠ *{t''''}VP3333VrV 'to tie together' >  IE: H t
tarupp-  'sammeln, versammeln, zusammenflechten'
2436. *t''''{e}ÂPV 'devour, eat, be sated'  ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'enjoy') > IE: NaIE *terp-/*tr=p-/*trep- v. 'be sated, rejoice'
2436a. (€?) *t''''{o}Â{P3333}V 'to need, to suffer, to be moved (wi th
sadness, [?] joy)' > IE: NaIE *terp- 'suffer, endure (suffering)'
2437. *t''''u 4 444Â û ûûû û ûûûqV 'firm, dense, strong'
2438. (€?) *t''''{u}ÂZ++++Z 1 111V 'dry, dried up, hard' >  IE *ters- >  NaIE *ters-
v. 'be dry, dry up ('trocknen, verdorren), be thirsty', *tr=su-, *tr=sro-
' d r y '
2439. *t''''År1111V 'entrails, liver' >  ?σ IE: Clt: OIr tarr, Brtt *to+arr-
'bel ly '
244O. ≈≈ *t'''' {Ë}r 1111i 'heavenly light in the night (moon, star)' >  S ı IE
*xest(e)r ≠ *xster- ({Pv.} *Å⁄est(e)r- ≠ *Å⁄st(e)r-) 'star' || IE: NaIE
*ter-  'star'
2441. *t''''u 4 444 ++++ur 1111i 'turn round, surround, enclose' >  IE: NaIE *twer- v.
'twist, turn, close in', *tworos  'Einfassung'
2442. *t''''u4 444÷Vr1111V (= *t''''u 4 444÷{Å}r1111V?) '(part of) leg' ('calf of leg', ' th igh ' ,
' knee ' ? )  
2443. *t''''ar1111ÙV 'throw, disperse, scatter' >  IE: NaIE *°sterÓ-/*°streÓ-
>  NaIE *ster´-/*stra2-(≠*stro2-/*stre2-) ≠ *ster- ≠ strew- v. ' sp read ,
sca t t e r '
2444. *t''''Ér1111gÉ 'to run' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'running place' ‘
'road') > IE: NaIE *treg≈+g8≈- or *tr=g≈+g8≈- v. 'run'
2445. *t''''u 6 666tV '(fore)arm'
2446. *t''''ut''''É 'clan\tribe, everybody, all' >  IE *teu\t-(a2) ' peop le
(Volk), tribe' > ? AnIE {ABIv} *tuti- 'army (Heer)'
2446a. *t''''u 4 444t ' '''{a} 'dust, ashes'  (‘ [in descendant lgs.] 'smoke')
2447. ?σ € *t ''''oÓt ''''V  (or *t ''''otV?) 'to run, to stream'
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2448. *t''''a 4 444wHV 'abandon, leave'
2449. *t''''a 4 444yV 'louse'
245O. *t ''''iyÅ  'be narrow'
2451. (€?) *t''''ËhyV 'eat, feed; food'
2451a. *t''''aHyV 'go away, take away' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'conceal') > IE *teh(y)- 'take away, steal'  > NaIE *ta2y- 'deprive so. o f
sth. secretly, steal', *ta2yu-s-, *ta2ti-s 'thief', Ht, HrLw taya-  'steal'
2452. *wa  'also, same' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'and') > IE: NaIE *u
'and, but, also', ?φ  *au \  'again'
2453. *wV 'who?'
2454. *wÉc@@@@u 6 666 'fit (?), good, beautiful' >  IE *wesu- / *we2su- / *eu\s-
'good', Lw {Mlc.} wa2su- 'good'.
2454a. *wic@@@@ ++++c @ @@@ ' '''V (or *wÉn1111c 1 111 ++++c 1 111 ' '''V?) 'whole, all' > IE: NaIE *wei\s-
/*wis-  'whole, every', (pl.) 'all'
2455. *wac@@@@[V]qV 'liquid' (esp. 'dirty\filthy liquid'), 'dirt' > IE: [1]
*wo(:)s-o-s, -a2, -i-s, *wes-, *wo2s- ''liquid' (esp. 'dirty l iquid ') ,
'moisture', [2] Ï NaIE *wos´-lo-s 'fluid'
2456. (€?) *wec'''' @ @@@V (or *wic '''' @ @@@V?) 'to order, to require, to beg'
2457. *wec6666 ' '''[V]?V 'to go out' (‘ [in T] ‘ 'go out [of fire]') > IE:
NaIE *wesk-v. 'go out, depart'
2458. *w++++?u 4444 ++++uc 6666 ' ''' 6 666[V]ÌV 'to put, to set, to lay'
2459. *wedV  'to hunt' (‘ [in descendant lgs.] ‘  '[to] wish')
246O. *wedV  (or *we?VdV ?) 'push, strike, cut (with weapon)' > IE
*wed≈- v. 'push, strike, destroy, slay'
2461. *wVd[V]÷V 'walk, go, set out for '  > IE: NaIE *wad≈- ( o r
*w´d≈-/*wa2d≈-) 'walk, wade'
2462. *wedhÅ 'to cause to go (to drive, to lead) '  > IE *wed≈[Ó]- >
NaIE *wed≈- v. 'lead'
2463. *w{i}g[?]e 6666 'carry, take (somewhere)' >  IE: NaIE *weg8≈- v.
'carry, convey', *wog8≈o-s 'way'
2464. *wa4444k÷ 3333e 6 666 (= *wa4444k÷e 6666?) 'strong, vigorous; s trength '  > IE: NaIE
*weg8- 'strong, vigorous' (‘ 'awake'), *wog8o-s 'strengh', *weg8e2- ' b e
s t rong '
2465. *wak[V]Ùa (= *wak[V]Ha?) or *wak[V]÷a 'to shout '  > IE
(mt.) *we+aég-/*wé=g- > NaIE *wa2g- / ? *w´g- 'shout, cry'
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2466. (€?) *w{a}K ''''o  (or *wáK''''o , *woK''''o) 'to call' > IE: NaIE *wekW-
(prs. *wokW-ti) 'speak, call'  d. *wekWos- 'speech'  d. *wo2kW-(s)
' voice '
2467. *wik'''' {a} 'back part, behind, backwards '  > IE: NaIE *wei\k- (≠
*wei\g-??) 'yield, give way, draw back'
2468. *woyk''''V 'straight, even, fit ' > IE: NaIE *wei\k- ' t r ue ,
resembling (like truth), fit'
2469. *walV  'be strong, be able' > IE: NaIE *wal- id., 'rule over', H t
walliwalli- 'stark, kräftig', walliwallai- 'kräftigen'
247O. *wÅlßßßßa (or *wu++++ol ß ßßßa?) 'big, large, mult i tude '  > IE: NaIE *wel-
'many, much, amount'
2471. ? *w{i}lV  'exchange'
2472. *wo÷ 3333 ++++9lV  (or *wo÷3333 ++++9l ß ßßßV?) 'stay, be'
2473. *waÓlV  'cry, speak' > IE: NaIE (in BSl) *°wo+a+´l- ≈ id.
2474. ? (€?) *weÓ++++yLV (or *weLÓV?) (= *weé⁄++++yLV ¬ *weLé⁄V?)
'≈ hip', 'waist' > ?σ  IE: ¿ Ht {Frd.} walla  'Schenkel, (?) Bein' (not in Ts.
W)
2475. *waL÷3333á 'wish, require' >  IE *welé8- >  NaIE *wel[´]-/wle2(i\)-
v. 'want, choose', n. *wl=ti-s  'wish'
2476. € *wVL{h}V 'to hit, to a t tack '  (‘ 'to wound, to kill') > IE
*welÙ- '≈  strike, hit, fight' > Ht walh- 'strike, attack', NaIE *wel[´]-
'wound, slay, fight'
2477. *wÅlßßßß ++++l ! !!![V]{h}V 'to turn, to roll, to revolve'  > IE: NaIE
*wel(´)- / *wle2-, *welu-, *wlei\- v. 'turn, roll'
2478. *w{e}lßßßß ++++l ! !!![V]hV (or *wilßßßß ++++l ! !!![V]hV?) 'field, plain'  > IE *wa+el- >
Ht wellu- 'unmowed grass; meadow', ? NaIE: L valle2s, vallis
'valley'
2479. *w{i}l ßßßß [i]qV  'liquid; moist, damp'
248O. *[æ]w{Å}l[iy]V  (or *[æ]wo 6666 l [iy]V?) 'draw, pull (out, off)' > IE
*[æ]wel-/*[æ]wol- v. 'draw, pull, pluck, tear out', Ht walli- ' geschoren
(?), enthaart' (von Fellen)', {EI} 'plucked'
2481. *wol[y]V  'look, see' > IE: NaIE *wel- 'see', *wl=-tu- 'Aussehen'
2482. € *waLdV  'to give birth'
2483. *wi{l ßßßß }ka?V  'wet, moist' > IE: NaIE *welg- 'moist, damp', NaIE
*welk- 'moist, wet'
2484. *walK'''' {a} 'be bright\white, shine'  > IE: NaIE *wlek-/*wl=k-
'radiant, shining, bright',  ? Ï NaIE *wl=ka2nos {EI} 'smith god'
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2485. *w{u}LK''''a (or *w{u}Lka?V) 'remove, dislocate, pull, drag' >
IE: NaIE *welk- 'draw, carry (away)'
2486. *wÅlÅt''''V (= *walÅt''''V?) 'run, flee'
2487. ?φ  € *wVL[V]t''''V 'moist; moisture' >  ? IE: AdS   of NaIE *lat-
'moist' (< N *Z6666at ''''V 'fluid, body of water')
2488. *w{e}l !!!!V  'to shine, to lighten'
2489. *wel!!!!V or *wel !!!!VKV  'shoulder, upper part of the back'
249O. ? € *wVl!!!![V]P3333É 'fur-bearing animal '  > IE: NaIE *wl=p(-ek8)- ≠
*[w]Vlou\pe(:)k8- '≈ fox', Ht {Ts.} ulip(pa)na '∈ predator' ('wolf'?)
2491. *wVmo[?]i 'use magical forces' ('make magical signs, u t t e r
magical incantations, swear, cause suffering, to rment ' )  > IE: NaIE
*omo2(i \)- v. 'swear; torment, vex, annoy'
2492. (€?) *wu 6666mÓV (or *hu 6666mhV) 'spit, vomit' >  IE: NaIE *wem´- v.
'spew, vomit'
2493. (€?) *w++++yËmVÂ[Ê]V or *w++++yËmVrVn3333ÊV  '∈ egg'
2494. *wa4444n ` ```V ¬ *[ÙV]wa4444n ` ```V 'relative (of a younger \ the s a m e
generation) of the opposite exogamous moiety within an exogamic
system of tribes' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'brother\sister-in-law, son-in-
law' )
2495. *w{o}n````V 'wish, love; luck' > IE *wen- 'wish, strive for, love' ,
Ht wen- , went-  'copulate'
2495a. (€?) *wV[÷V]ˆV (= *wV[÷V]n2222V?) 'stay, (?) be' > (?) IE: I r
fanaim  'wait, stay'
2496. (€?) *wen2222dV 'to fight, to injure, to hur t '  > IE: NaIE *wend≈-
'wound, injure'
2497. (€?) *wen2222dV 'to be withered, to dry' > IE: NaIE *wend≈- ' ' b e
barren, wither'
2498. *wen[?V]dV 'to turn' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to re turn ' )  >
IE: NaIE *wend≈-/*wond≈-/*wn=d≈- 'turn, twist, plait'
2499. (€?) *w{o}nt''''V 'belly' > IE: NaIE *went-/*wont- id.
25OO. *wan2222VÛ{a} 'belly' > ? IE: NaIE *we2Ænes-tro- '∈  internal o rgan
(in the belly)' ('stomach of ruminants'?)
25O1. *wan1111V 'squeeze, press' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'weaken
[sth.]', 'ram, trample down, make compact by pressing') > ? IE NaIE
*wei\(´)-/*wï-, +exts.: *wït- (< *wi-Ót-), *wei\-s '(make) wither,
weaken '
25O1a. € *wÉyn1111 ++++n ` ```V ≠ *wÉn1111 ++++n ` ```yV 'daylight'
25O2. *waNÉ  'to hit, to injure' > IE: NaIE *wen-  'hit, injure'
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25O3. *wa4444N{g}o 'hook' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'handle') > IE: ( m t . )
NaIE *wogW≈ni-s, *wogW≈nes- 'ploughshare'
25O4. *waNKV  ≠ (>?) *woNKV  'hole, orifice' (‘  'pit')
25O5. (€?) *wa4444Nka  'to bend' > IE: NaIE *weng-/*wong- ' b en t ,
c r o o k e d '
25O6. *wop ''''V  'pour, strew' > IE: NaIE *°wep- 'strew'
25O7. *w{a}qa 'hit, hurt' > IE *weé-/*woé-/*wé=- >  NaIE *wa2-/*wo2-
/*w´-  'hit, wound'
25O8. *wÅr{i} 'to burn, to heat, to cook\fry' > IE: NaIE *wer- v.
'burn, heat', Ht war-/ur-  vi. md. 'burn'
25O9. *warV 'stream of water' > IE: NaIE wer-/*we2r-/*u2r- 'water ,
flowing water', Lw {Mlc.} wa2r 'water'
251O. € *waÂV  'crow, raven' > IE: NaIE *worn- id.
2511. *æwarV 'look, watch' > IE: NaIE *æwer-/*æwor- id., 'perceive,
pay attention to, take care', *æwo≤r-os 'watching, cautious', ??σ Ht
werite- v. 'fear'
2512. *wa 4444 rÉ  'make, do' (“ 'plait'?)
2513. *werV 'to speak; communication, information' > IE: NaIE
*wer- 'say, speak, tell', Ht {Ts.} weriya- v. 'call, name, mention', -
war- (pc. of quoted speech “  'said'), Pal we2rti  'calls'
2514. *werV  'without, not, void of, (?) empty'
2515. *wa÷ 3333re 6666 'wooded hill\mountain'
2516. € *waÓrV ¬ *warÓV 'to scratch, to scrape, (?) to comb'
2517. *w{a}qrV (or *w{a}rqV?) 'to rain, to drip, to trickle, to b e
strained' > IE: NaIE *we2r-/*u2r- 'rain', (?) 'liquid'
2518. *[æ]weÙVrV 'be mad, be dizzy, be intoxicated'  > IE: NaIE
*[æ]wo2r- 'be mad, be giddy'
2519. *wiXÂV 'male, man' >  IE: NaIE *wïro-s nom. 'male pe rson ,
m a n '
252O. € *we[y]r[V]?V  'back'
2521. *war?{u6666} ¬ *wa?r{u6666} 'tie' (‘ 'thong', 'rope'), 'to bind, to t i e '
> IE: NaIE *wer- v. 'bind, tie', *werw- 'a rope'
2522. *w{a}Â÷3333V (≠  *w{a}÷ 3333ÂV??) 'weak' (of a person) > IE: NaIE
*wo2r-  'be weak, faint'
2523. *w{i}rh{u 4444 ++++u} 'be wide\broad, expand, spread' > IE {EI}
*werÓu- (nom.  *wer≤Óu-s, gen.  *wer≤Óou\-s) 'broad', werÓ-os-
' b r e a d t h '
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2523a. *wÅr{H}V 'grain (of cereals) '  > IE: Ht {Ts.} warwatna-
'seed, posterity', (?) Lw {Ivn.“?} warwalan id.
2524. *wirXV '∈ tree' ('Populus', 'Alnus', or sim)' > IE: NaIE
*werno-, werna2 'alder, poplar'
2525. *wVr[y]{É} 'another', *yi wVr[y]{É}  'one and another o n e '
(‘ ' two')
2526. *woÂdV 'grow' (trans.), 'raise, bring up (children\animals)' >
IE: NaIE *wred≈-/*werd≈- 'grow', *word≈o-s 'grown, full-grown,
upright, high', *wr=d≈-  'raised, upright, high'
2527. (€?) *woÂke 6666 'to make' > IE: NaIE *werg8- 'do, make, work'
2528. € *werVK ''''V  'branches, leaves of a tree'
2529. (€?) *weraÓ[V]tV 'root, sinew' > IE: NaIE *wra2d-/*wôra2d-
/*wôr´d-/*wr´d- 'branch, twig, rod, root'
253O. *w{i }ÂZV 'young herbivorous mammal (calf, lamb, etc.)' >  IE:
NaIE *werse2-/ï- '(young) herbivorous mammal'
2531. (€?) *æwVÂÛV ¬ *æwVÛVÂV 'to pour, to flow' > IE *æwers-
/*æwors- > NaIE *æwers- 'rain, dew', Ht warsa≠†'rainfall', Lw warsa-
' d r o p '
2531a. € *wÅr1111V 'way, path' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'road')
2532. *æwu6666r 1 111u 6 666 'to scrape' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to plough') > IE
*æworw- >  NaIE *°[æ]worw-/*°[æ]wr=w- v. 'plough, dig up', *æworwo-s
'furrow, ditch' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  'boundary-ditch' ‘  'boundary')
2533. *wÅr1111c 6 666V 'rub, scrape' > IE *wers-/*wors- > NaIE *wers-
/*wors- {P} 'drag over the ground', Ht wars- ' (ab)wischen,
(ab)s t re i fen '
2534. *waÍV 'rainy weather, rainy season' > IE: NaIE *wesr= / gen.
*wesn-es 'springtime'
2535. *wa 4444 ? [e ]sV  'get tired, be(come) weary\troubled'
2536. (€?) *wVÍ[÷3333 ]V  (= *wËs1111÷V?) 'wide, vast' > IE: NaIE (+ext . )
*wasd≈- 'wide, long'
2537. *was[V]t''''V 'place inside' > IE: NaIE *wa(:)stu ≠ *west[u]
'home, house'
2538. € *wis7777V 'green' >  IE: NaIE *wis- > L vire2- 'be green,
verdant', viridis  'green', ? Gk ]io1ß 'rust, verdigris'
2539. *wis 6666?V  'to grow' (esp. of plants) > IE: NaIE *wei\s-v. ' sp rou t ,
grow' ('sprießen, wachsen')
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254O. *æwes6666 ++++c 6 666÷V 'to wind, to wrap, to clothe' > IE *æwes[éx]-
/*æwos[éx]- 'cover, clothe' > Ht was(s)-, wassiya-, wessiya- v t .
'clothe, cover; put on (clothes)', wess- md. 'be clothed', 'be put o n '
(clothes), NaIE *æwes- vt. 'clothe', d.: *æwesô-no-, *æwes-mn=-, *æwes-
tro-  n. 'garment'
2541. (€?) *æwÅtV 'belly' > IE: [1] NaIE *udero- / *æwe2dero- 'belly '
 ? [2] NaIE *ud-tero- 'belly, womb'
2542. *wÅtV 'earth, ground, dirt' > IE *wed- > NaIE *wed-
'ground, earth', Ht utne-  'land', 'country' (↔  'city')
2543. *wa4444tV  'gut, sinew'
2544. *æwete6666 '(flowing) water' > IE *æwed-/æwod-/æud- 'water' ({EI}
*≤wodr= / gen. *≤wedn=-s / loc. *u≤den-i 'water'; coll. *≤wedo2r / accus .
*u≤den-m= / gen. *ud≤n-os 'water')  NaIE *°[æ]ou\d- v. 'flow' (of wa te r )
  d.: ON va1tr, AS wA2t 'humid, wet', NE wet   Sl *ve7dro 'pail ,
bucket' (“ *'vessel for water')
2545. (€?) *wÅÓtV  '≈  to smell (sth.), to smell (of sth.)'
2546. € *witV?V 'find' > IE: NaIE *wei\d- v. 'find'
2547. *æwot[V?]É ¬ *æwot[É?]V 'speak, utter sounds', (?) ' o rgan
of speech' > IE *æwed-/*æud- 'utter vocal sounds, speak', ? Ht uttar /
uttan-  'word, speech'
2548. *we6666t{Ì}V 'look, see' > IE: NaIE *wei\d- v. 'see, look', NaIE pfc .
3s *≤woyd-e / 1p *wid-≤me 'know(s)'
2549. *wat ''''V  'heavy, firm, strong'
255O. *wet''''V 'year'  (and\or 'long time' [‘ 'old']??) > IE *wet-
'year'  Ï NaIE *wetos / *wetes- / *wets- 'year', 'old' (lit. ' jährig ' ) ,
Ï NaIE *wet-elo- 'yearling'
2551. € *wit''''V 'grain' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘  'seed')
2552. € *waÓt ''''V  'cold (north) wind'
2553. (€?) *wÅt''''VrV 'speak' > ? IE: Ht uttar / uttan- 'word ,
speech, thing'
2554. *æwayV 'want, wish, strive for' > IE *æwei\- 'strive for' > NaIE
*æwei\- id.
2555. *wVyV 'we' >  IE: [1] IE *wei\- 'we' pl.   The cd. *wei\- +
*dwo2 'two' underlies pronouns of 1st pers. du.: Lt ve-du, Gt, AS, OSx
wit, ON vit  [2] NaIE *we2 'we' du. nom. for nomina animata (<
*wVyV {h}á)
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2556. *wahyV '(be) weak' > IE: NaIE *wa2y-/*w´y-/*wï- ' ( b e )
weak', *wei\(´)-/*wï-, +exts.: wït- (< wi-Ót-), *wei\-s '(make) wither'
2557. *woy[?]e6666 ¬ *wo[?]ye 6666 'be strong, be able\capable' ( [ in
descendant lgs.] ‘ probably a passivizing and intransitivizing verbal
affix) > IE *wei\Ó- > NaIE *wei\´- / *wï- 'strength, force'
2558. *wayÓV  'to descend; below'
2559. *wa4444z 7 777V 'little, young'
256O. *wiz7777V 'gray, (?) withered' > IE: NaIE *wei\(´)-/*wï-, +exts.:
wït- (< wi-Ót-), *wei\-s '(make) wither, weaken'
2561. *w{Ë}z6666[É]K''''o ≠ *w{o}K''''Vz6666V '∈ a canine' > IE: NaIE *wl=kWo-s
'wolf', ?σ,φ AnIE: Lw walwa- 'lion', Ld walw-el(i)- 'pertaining to a
l ion '
2562. *wiH[V]ZV  'spring (fons); to flow' > IE: NaIE *wei\s- v. ' f low'
({P} 'zerfließen, fließen')  Ï NaIE *wiso-  'liquid' (‘ 'poison')
2563. *ÙebZ 7777V 'breast'
2564. € *XËc 1111 ' '''V 'to peel, to bark, to scrape off (hair, etc.)'
2565. *X++++qu4444[y]dV 'to separate' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to divide;
part') >  IE *[Ó]wei\d≈-/*[Ó]wid≈- >  NaIE *wei\d≈-/*wid≈- v. ' separa te ,
divide'  Ï: IE *[Ó]wid≈ewo-s 'separated' (‘  'widower', ' unmar r i ed
youth'),  IE *[Ó]wid≈ew-a2 'widow', NaIE *°woi\d≈-son- >  Gmc *wai\san-
' o r p h a n '
2566. (€?) *{X}u 6666d [V?]V 'get (somewhere), reach (some place), c lash
(with sth.)'
2567. € *ÙagV  'dry, hard'
2568. € *Ùa{?u 4444 }gá  'to lack, to want' >  IE: NaIE *a2[i\ ]g8≈-/*´g8≈-/*ïg8≈-
'(be) needy'
2569. € *ÙágVrV  'gird, tie around, surround'
257O. € *ÙakÉÇV 'shoulder (Achsel), armpit' >  ?? IE: NaIE *aks- ¬
*ag8(e)s- (and\or *ok-?) 'shoulder, armpit'; *ag8s(el)- ¬ *aks(-el)-
'shoulder (Achsel)'
2571. *ÙakÉÂV 'plain' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'field') >  IE *ée+ag8ro-
> NaIE *ag8ro-s 'field, field in cultivation'   
2572. (€?) *Xako++++aÂV  '≈  top part, tip, extremity' >  IE *xag[W]r- >
NaIE *agro-  'top, point, summit, uppermost (oberstes)'
2573. *Xek ''''V  'scrape, scratch'
2574. *{X}oK''''Ë (or *{X}oK''''i?) 'call out, speak (solemnly?);
incantations' >  IE : Ht huek-  'conjure, treat by incantation'
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2575. € *Ù{o}yÉK''''V 'lap, lower front part of the belly'
2576. € *ÙÅK ''''ÅrV 'need, want, be hungry'
2577. * {X}alV  (or *H-,*÷ 3333-) (*'forehead' ‘ ) 'front, edge'
2578. *XÅlV '(be\become) clean' >  IE *x{a}l- >  Lw halali ' c l ean '
ı  Ht halali id.
2579. *Xel Å  'dwell, live'
258O. *XelV 'fence, border, boundary; enclosure' >  IE *xel-
' enc losure '
2581. *Ùili?V 'dirt, silt, soot' > IE: NaIE *ïl-, *ïlu- 'mud, silt'.
2582. (€?) *ÙaLbV (= *ÙalbV?) 'white' > IE: NaIE *alb≈o- 'white'
2583. € *Ù{a}lmV  'to dream'
2584. (€?) *Xol !!!!V 'middle; be among'
2585. € *ÙamV  'womb, vulva'
2586. € *ÙEmV  'warm'
2587. (€?) *ÙomV  'sour, bitter' >  IE *éWem-/*é=Wm- 'raw, bitter, ( ? )
s o u r '
2588. € *ÙumV (= *XumV?) 'to wish, to covet'
2589. ?σ *ÙËmV '≈  old' (of things), 'bad, miserable' > IE {∫Ad.}
*ée+ou\mo- > ON aumr 'arm, elend', Tc B au\me {Ad.} '≈ misery', {Wn.}
'misère', Tc A oma4skem  {Ad.} evil', {Wn.} 'mauvais, méchant'
259O. *XVmV 'wall, (?) wind-break'  > IE: Ht humma 'stable, stall,
sty', (?) Lw hum(ma)ti 'stable'
2591. *Xam[V]ge6666 'tight, narrow; to squeeze' >  IE *xamg8≈-  NaIE
*ang8≈- 'tight (eng), narrow', v. 'narrow down, tie (up), squeeze', NaIE
*an≤g8≈-u-s 'tight, narrow', Ht ham(m)e(n)k- ≠ hami(n)k- ' t ie ;
b e t r o t h '
2592. *{Ù}o[?a]mus1111 ++++s 6 666V (¬ *{Ù}o[?a]mË(-s 1111 ++++s 6 666V)) 'ar t iculat ion
between a limb and the trunk' (‘  'hip joint, rump, shoulder joint ' ) ,
'collar-bone', 'shoulder', or sim. >  IE: NaIE *om(e)so-s  'shoulder'
2593. (€?) *{X}a 4444n 2 222V (or *-N- ) 'to bow, to bend down, to descend'
2594. *XinV 'be happy\glad, love'
2595. € *ÙÅn2222[V]÷V 'together, with'
2596. *Ùu4444{w}in2222ÇV (or *Ù{u 4444 }n 2 222ÇV?) 'thin, narrow'
2597. *Ùa4444n 2 222VkV  (¬ *Ùa4444NkV?) 'jaw, palate' 
2598. ?σ (€?) *ÙVˆkV (= *Ùa 4444ˆka?) 'to untie, to open'
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2599. € *X++++q{a}n2222[V]K''''V (or *X++++q{a}NK''''V)  'to bend' >  IE *xenk- (≠
*0x8enk-?) 'bend' >  Ht hink- v. 'bow (reverentially), curtsy', NaIE *ank-
vt., vi. 'bend'  ? NaIE d. *onko-s  'crooked, hook'
26OO. *Ùa4444n ` ```Vt''''V 'grain, kernel' >  IE *é8et(e)n 'grain, kernel' >  NaIE
*et(e)n- 'kernel, grain'  AdS  of Ht hat(t)ar '∈  cereal' ( ' e i n
Getreideart') (< N *qatV  '∈ corn')
26OOa. *ÙayNo (= *H ++++XayNo ) (or *?ayNo ) 'marrow, brain, soft fat o f
animals' (‘ 'to smear, to anoint ' )  > IE: NaIE *ongW- 'anoint ' , *ongW-en-
≠*n=gW-en- 'fat, grease'
26O1. € *ÙËNgV 'throat'
26O2. *ÙupV 'press, crush, rub' >  IE: NaIE *ub- 'press, press down'
26O2a. *XÅrV  'tracks, path, way' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'road')
26O3. ??φ *X{aw[a]}rÉ (or *XawÉrV) 'bright, white'  > IE (+ext . )
*xarg8-, *xarg8i- 'white' > Ht harki- 'white, bright', NaIE *arg8(i)- ' b e
white, be shiny'  Ï IE *{x}r=g8-n=t-om, {EI} *h€r=g8-n=t-om 'silver'
26O4. *XoÂ[V]wV 'herd\pack of (wild) animals' (‘  'animal'?)
26O5. (€?) *ÙaÂc7777V (= *XaÂc7777V?) 'rub, scratch' >  IE: Ht hars- v. '≈
till (the soil)' (unless a loan from Ak)
26O6. *{Ù}iÂgV '∈ (horned?) artiodactyl' >  IE: NaIE *york+k8- ' r o e
d e e r '
26O7. *Xar1111 {u 4 444} 'valley, low place, ravine, pit' >  IE *xery- ¬ *xr=y-
'cavity' and (possibly) IE *ÓaÓr- 'valley, low place, cave' > Ht hari-s
(gen. hariyas) 'valley'
26O8. (€?) *X{o}t ''''{Å} 'scrape (off), 'rub off'
26O9. *Ù{o}t ''''{i} '∈ fish' > IE: NaIE *°o+ati- > Lt ati~s, Ltv aﬁte 'hal ibut ,
t u r b o t '
261O. *ÙVt''''V 'quick' >  IE: NaIE *e2t-/*o2t- 'earlier, quick(ly)'  Ï
NaIE *e2tro-/*o2tro- 'quick'
261Oa. (€?) *ÙÉt''''VÂV or *ÙiLt''''Vr1111V 'blood vessel (vein, a r te ry) ,
sinew, root' >  IE: NaIE *e2tor, *e2trom, *e2tr= ''blood vessel (vein, a r te ry) ,
sinew, internal organ'
2611. *XawV 'to rain, to spurt' >  IE: Ht he(w)u-, he(y)aw- n .
' r a in '
2612. *Xawi[?V]  'drive, chase, pursue' >  IE *xwei\éx- v. ' pu r sue ,
chase' > AnIE *xwey- v. 'run, flee', NaIE *wei\[´]- v. 'pursue, drive', NaIE
pp. *wï-to-  'pursued'
2613. *Ùay{u4444} 'live' > IE *éeyu-/*éei\w- > NaIE *ayu-/ayw- 'life'
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2614. *Ùo 6666yV  'to swim, to float, to flow'
2615. *Ùaz6666u 4 444?V , *Ùaz6666Ë?É , *Ùaz 6666ÉwV , or *Ùaz 6666 [V]wÉ  'to cover, t o
spread', 'soft stuff spread on the ground as bedding' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘  'soft stuff [fell, feathers, hay]')
2616. *ya  'which?', 'what kind of?' > IE: Sl *jak¥(jÁ) 'what kind of?,
which?', *jak¥ 'how?'; ? AdS  of the relative prn *yo- (in IE and U) < N
*{y}iyo 'which', 'that which, related to'
2617. ? *yÉ  (= y{i}?) 'these, they' (deictic marker of animate p lura l )
>  IE  *-i\, plural ending of animate gender
2618. *yi 'he', (?) 'that' (anaphoric) >  IE *?ei\-/?i (or *h8ei\-/*h8i- ?) ,
anaphoric dem. prn. 'that, the (just named)', HrLw ï- , nom. ï-s  'this'
2619. *yi 'a couple' (inanimate) ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ a marker o f
dual) > IE: NaIE ending of dual (ntr.) *-o-i\, *-i(:), *-a-i\
2619a. *yV , particle of hypocoristic (?) address (vocative) >  IE:
NaIE *-yo-/*-iyo-, a diminutive suffix
262O. *yabÉ (≠ *yapÉ ) 'to cover, to fence, to protec t '  > IE: NaIE
*yeb≈- / *oi\b≈- 'copulate'
2621. *ya4444d {a} (or *yada 4444) 'go'
2622. *y{o}dV 'claws (as of a lobster\scorpion)', 'to hold be tween
fingers\claws (e.g. of a lobster)' (‘  [in HS and pre-K] 'hand, arm')
2623. (€?) *yuge 6666 (or *yuke 6666?) 'to drink'
2623a. *yuÓV 'to tie, to bind', 'sth. that binds\ties' > IE: NaIE *ye2u\-
(EI) 'bind, join together'
2624. € *yakV   '≈  to pour, to be covered with water'
2625. *ya4444k{a} 'ice, cold' > IE: NaIE *yeg+g8- 'ice', Ht eka- n. ' co ld ,
frost, ice', e +ikuna-  adj. 'cold'
2626. *yu6666ka  'attach, tie\bind to '  >  IE: NaIE *yeu\g- / *yung- v. 'b ind ,
harness, yoke'; Ï: [1] IE *yug-o-m 'yoke '   [2] NaIE *yeu\g-os n t r .
'yoke\team of beasts'
2627. *yaKs{o} 'to loosen, (?) to untie'
2628. *yáK''''á (or *yáK''''Há?) '(very) bright, white' >  IE: NaIE *yek8-
(o-s)/*oi\k8-(o-s) 'light colour, clearness, brightness'
2629. *yoK''''É (or *?oK''''É?) 'seize, catch' > IE: NaIE *ei\k8-/*ïk8- ' t a k e
possession, possess'
2629a. € *yiLV  'burn' (trans.), 'kindle '   > ?? AdS  of IE *{é}el-
(≈*{é}al-) v. 'burn, burn sacrifices' (cf. N *÷{a}l ∏∏∏∏V 'burn [esp. sacrifices],
use magic means [sacrifices, magic formulae, etc.] to produce a
particular result').
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263O. *yel[ay]V 'to shine; light (lux)'
2631. (€?) *y{a}mË (or *yomV ) 'go'
2632. *y {a }mV (or *yoma ) 'good\fit' (‘  [in HS] 'right [dexter]')
2633. *ya 4444mV 'body of water' ('sea, lake') ‘  'water'
2634. *yum{a} 'day, daylight' ([in the prehistory of descendant lgs.]
‘ 'sky, heaven, god') > IE: NaIE *ye+om-, name of a mythical being
(dei ty)
2635. *ya 4444n[h ++++ ?]V  (or *?a 4444nh ++++ ?V??) 'speak, say'
2636. ???σ  (⁄?) *yán 3333ÊV '≈  stretch, strain, pull'
2637. *ya?oN[y]É ¬ *yo?aN[y]É (or *yawoN[y]É ¬ *yowaN[y]É?)
'sinew, tendon' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'bow [weapon]')
2638. *ya 4444N[g]e 6666 'ice; to freeze'
2639. ? € *yVP3333÷i 'to rise; up '  > IE: NaIE *epi-/*opi-/*pi- ' u p o n '
(direction, place)
264O. € *yËPXV  'leopard'
2641. *yÉ ûûûûqi or *y{u} ûûûûqi 'both, two (persons)'
2642. *yar{u 6666 }  'to shine (leuchten), to burn'
2643. ?σ *yerV 'misfortune', 'to curse, to be angry' (<  *'to cause
misfor tune ' )
2644. *yoÂV(-bV) 'firm, strong, hard'
2645. *ya4444?u6666rË (= *ya4444?u 6666ro?) 'body of water' > IE *yuÓr- > NaIE: Blt
*yu2r- 'sea', ? Thr iuras  (name of a river)
2645a. € *yV÷3333 ++++9VrV 'honeycomb' , {?} 'beehive'
2646. *yÉr÷ 3333V  '∈ (young of a) ruminant animal'
2647. *yar 1111V 'to draw\scratch a sign'
2648. € *yah[V]r 1111V 'broad open place'
2649. *yÅsV 'bone', (?) 'limb, joint (articulation)'
265O. *yosV '≈  go\run, go away' >  IE: NaIE *ei\s-/*is- v. ' m o v e
(go\run) in a hurry'
2651. *yu[⊥]t{i} 'with (cum)', 'with, by' (instrumental), ' t oge ther
with' > IE : Ht -it , ending of the instr. case
2652. *yaÓt''''V (= *ya?t ''''V?) 'stranger, foreigner' ([in descendant
lgs.] ‘  'enemy')
2653. *yuwV '∈ tree' > IE: NaIE *ei\wa2 / *oi\wa2, *ei\wo-s id., ? H t
e(y)a(n)- '∈ evergreen tree'
2654. *yow?V '≈  good, right, proper' > IE: NaIE *yeu\-s ≠ *you\-s
'good, right, proper; goodness', NaIE *yewa2-  v. 'ease, relax, benefit'
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2655. *{y}iyo  'which' (rel. prn.), (enclitic pc.) 'that which, re la ted
to' (individualization through relation): [I] as a prn. > IE: NaIE: *æyo-,
rel. (and interr.?) pronominal √  ('which' or sim.) (m. *æyo-s, f. *æy-a2,
ntr. *æyo-d); [II] as a postnominal pc.: IE: NaIE *-(i)yo- 'related to', suff.
of adjectives > Ht -iy- , sx. of derived adjectives, L -°  (gen. sg. of the *o-
stems), Clt *-i  (> gen. in OIr and Gl); possibly here also [1] NaIE *-is- o f
cmpr., [2] *-ist(≈)o- of sprl.
2656. *z1111o?a  (or *z1111o?ya , *z 1111oy?a) 'to bear (a young); to be born, t o
grow'
2657. *z1111i9{o}dV 'stake, peg', ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'paling, f ence ' )
> IE *é8od≈-/*é8ed≈- > NaIE *odH-/*edH- 'stake, stake fence, enclosure'
2658. *z 1111ed[h]u 4444 ++++u  (or *z 1111endV[h]u 4444 ++++u?) 'pull, drag, draw'
2659. *z1111o 6 666g[V?]Ë ¬ *z1111o 6 666gË[?V] 'hill'
266O. *z @@@@VgÉrV (or *z @@@@VrgV?) 'back (dorsum)'
2661. (€?) *z2222ÉgËtV (= *z 7777ÉgËtV?) 'thigh, leg' >  IE *h8eKÊV (or *?-)
> Ht egdu, igdu 'leg'
2662. *z1111Vk''''Ë 'to tie'
2663. *zu6666LV 'to fall, to crush down' >  IE *[Ó]wel-/*[Ó]wo2l- v.
'fall\fell down'
2664. € *Ωa÷ 3333l ∏ ∏∏∏É(-NV)  ¬ *Ωa4444÷ 3 333l ∏ ∏∏∏a(-NV) '(be) awake\alive'
2665. *z@@@@o9lÉ 'back part\side'
2666. *z1111iL÷V 'to shove', 'to knead\stir'
2667. ?σ € *z@@@@ÉLqVP3333V 'sorcery, witchcraft' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'calamities'). Possibly a cd. with **z @@@@ÉLV  'harm' >  IE *Ùel-  'harm'?)
2668. *z1111e 6 666l ! !!![V]-(K''''a) 'back (dos)'
2669. *z1111{u}9[V]l!!!!V (¬  *z1111V9{u}l !!!!V?) 'flow, pour' >  ¿¿ IE: Ht {Frd.}
huwalla  'ausgießen' (rejected by Ts., not mentioned by Pv.)
267O. *z@@@@ÉNgV 'black, dirt-coloured, dirty'
2671. (€?) *za4444N{K''''}V 'skin of animals (used as a container o r
garment)' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'waterskin', 'wineskin', 's leeve' ,
'coat', etc.)
2672. o†*z 1111ap ''''V  or *z 1111aP 3333 ?V  'to strike'
2673. ? € *z@@@@oÂV 'foreign, hostile' > ? AdS  of IE: *é8er- >  NaIE *er- v.
'be angry, hostile' (< N *ze ÷ rV 'to hate, to abhor, to be annoyed')
2674. *z@@@@ËÂ{i} (= *z@@@@Ër 1111 {i}?) 'look at, examine' (or *z7777ËÂ{i} ' t o
watch, to spy') >  IE  *[Ó]wer-  'look at, pay attention'
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2675. *ze÷rV 'to hate, to abhor, to be annoyed' >  IE: *é8er- >  NaIE
*er-  v. 'be hostile'
2676. *z1111oGÂu6666 (or *z 1111oÂGu6666) 'line\boundary\strip of land be tween
geographical objects\areas' >  IE *æworw- >  NaIE *æworwo-s ' fu r row,
boundary-ditch, boundary'
2677. *z1111{a}hrV (¬ *Z1111{a}hrV ¬ *z++++Z{a}hrV) 'shine, be bright; light
(lux)' > ? IE *xarg8-, *xarg8i- 'white'
2677a. € *z1111 {É}hÂV ¬ *z1111 {É}Â?V 'see, know'
2678. *z1111{a}[Ó]rV 'low place, valley' >  IE *éaÓr- 'level\open place,
vast space' > NaIE {WP} ? *a2ro- 'open place, vast space'
2679. € *z 1111aw[V]rV 'young of a beast'
268O. *z @@@@u 6 666r÷É  'fear, frighten'
2681. *z1111 ++++Z 1 111{i}Â[é€]V ¬ *z1111 ++++Z 1 111 {i}[é€]ÂV 'be very cold' > IE: NaIE *sre2i\g-
/srïg- 'cold' (AdS  of N ? *s1111VÂiXk3333a 'cold')
2682. *{z1111a4 444}Âga 'to strike, to trample, to break' > ?σ IE *h8erg≈[éx]- >
NaIE *erg≈- '≈ tremble, leap, fidget' (× N *rVg[V]÷V  'to quake, to m o v e
in agitation' [q.v. ffd.]), Ht argatiya- 'stoop to rage, come t o
violence'
2683. ?σ *z1111{E}Âz1111V 'set in motion, incite, make\be ready for fight' >
IE *é8er[Ó]- >  [1] NaIE *√er(´)- 'set (oneself) in motion, set on, inci te '
  [2] AdS  of NaIE *er- v. 'be angry, hostile' (< N *ze÷rV 'hate, abho r ,
be annoyed')
2684. *z {e }r 1111 dV  'to grow', 'to feed, to rear' ('to cause to grow') >  IE
*Óord≈- >  NaIE *ord≈- v. 'grow, rise'; ?σ IE *Ù=rdu- > NaIE *´rd- ' s teep ,
high', ? Ht harduppi  '≈ high'
2685. *z++++ZitX++++qa 'dirt, excrements' >  IE: NaIE *°sk+k8ei\d[Ó]- >  Gmc
*ski(:)t- 'defecate'
2686. (€?) *z++++Zew[H]V 'to mix'
2687. *z1111ayé€V ¬ *z1111aé€yV 'summer', ([in the prehistiry o f
descendant languages] ‘  'year')
2688. (€?) *z 1111 ++++Z 1 111á[y ++++ ? ++++ ÷ ]z 1111V  'to fill', (?) 'to overfill, to overflow'
2689. *z7777 ++++z 1 111ËHEbV  'to swallow, to eat'
269O. € *z 7777 omVn 2222V  '≈ think', ? 'remember', '(have a) dream'
2691. *z7777om[V]ÂV 'd ream'  >  IE *Óon(e)r- ¬ *hWen(e)r- 'dream' >
NaIE *oner- 'dream'
2692. *{z 7777 }aP 3333V  (or *z 2222aP 3333V? 'to make, to work' >  IE *Óop- (or éWep-)
> NaIE *op- v. 'work', *op-os ntr. 'work'
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2693. *z7777ás1111X++++qV 'blood' >  IE *h8esx-r=, gen. *h8ôsx-n-es 'blood'  H t
e+isxar, gen. esxanas 'blood', specially 'dark (venous) blood', Lw
a2sXar-/asXan-* 'blood', a1sXanuwant(s)- 'bloody'
2694. *z 6666a÷ 3333idV  'to cut' > IE: NaIE *lai\d≈- / *lid≈- v. 'cut, wound'
2695. *z6666a 4 444 {Ki}dV 'move, go' >  IE: NaIE *lei\t≈-≠ *l i(:)t≈- v. 'go' (× N
*Lic 7777 ' '''V 'to pass, to go away')
2696. *z6666ËK''''Ë (= *z6666oK''''Ë?) 'juice' > IE: NaIE *sekWo-/*sokWo- 'juice'
2697. € *z6666omV 'be hot', 'sun', (?) 'flame'
2698. (€) *z 6666Ëˆ[g]V  '(young?) ungulate'
2698a. *z6666Éé€P3333V ¬ *z6666ié€ÉP3333V (or *LÉé€p''''V ¬ *Lié€Ép''''V?) '≈
spade, shovel, ladle' > IE: NaIE *le2p-/*l´p- 'spade, shovel'
2699. *z 6666Ë û ûûûqË  'putrefy, turn sour, spoil, become turbid'
27OO. € *z 6666áh”a’Âa 'moon'
27O1. € *z6666Vr[V]ÙV ≠ *z6666V{Ù}[V]rV (= *z6666a{Ù}ÉrV?) 'to cut, t o
wound '
27O2. *Z1111{Å}{?}V (= *Z1111 {Å}{?}o?) 'to lie (liegen)' >  IE *ses- ' r e s t ,
sleep, keep quiet'
27O3. € *Z@@@@u 6 6669bV (or *z @@@@u 6 6669bV?) 'fig tree (∈?)'
27O3a. € *Ûe[Ó]bV  '∈ a bird' (probably 'a gallinacean' a n d \ o r
'waterfowl '?)
27O4. *ZeybÅ  'tail, penis'
27O4a. € *{Z 1111 }VcXaLV  'fire; (?) burning wood'
27O5. ?φ  (€?) *ZVc'''' ++++c6 666 ' '''V '≈  willow' >  IE: Ht sisiya(m)ma- (?) '∈
tree' ('willow'?)
27O6. *Z 1111igË  'thorn'
27O7. € *Z 2222o 6 666gV  'shoulder' (or '∈  part of the shoulder')
27O8. *Z @@@@Ëg {Ë}  'to move somewhere' (intr., trans.)
27O9. *Z2222ËgV 'mane, long hair (on animal’s body)' > ? IE: H t
suksuqa  'Stirnhaar [?] (des Rindes), Mähne (des Pferdes)'
271O. € *Z2222u 6 666{?}VgV (or *Z2222u 6 666gV{?}V) (? 'bring' ‘ ) 'give, give i n
exchange '
2711. *ÛÉg++++kVrV  (= *Z 2222Ég ++++kVrV?) 'antelope'
2712. *Z1111e9a  'to get\be sated' >  IE *sex-/*sx=- 'be sated', *sex-ti-
'satiety' >  NaIE *sa2-/*s´- v. 'be\get sated', *sa2-ti- 'satiety',  Ht sa2h-
'stuff full, clog up'
2713. € *Z1111V9{i} 'rancid, bitter, rank, fetid'
2714. ≈  *Z1111ié⁄V 'to press, to knead, to rub' >  IE: Ht sai\-/siya-
'festdrücken, einprägen'
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2715. (€?) *{Z 1111} {o}HÉ 'to scatter' > IE: [1] IE *seh•[y]-> NaIE *se2(i\)-
/*s´(i\)- v. 'sow', Ht sa2(i)- {Ad.} 'sow, throw', {Ts.} 'shoot'  Ï [1a]
NaIE *se2-mn= '(a) seed (Same), sowing'  [1b] NaIE d. *se2-to-, *s´-to- p p .
'sown, scattered'  [1c] L sa"tio n. act. 'sowing, planting', OIr, NIr
saithe 'swarm, litter', W haid, Br hed  'swarm'  [2] NaIE *se2(i\)-
'scatter, sift'   NaIE d. *se2i \-to 'sieve'
2716. ?σ € *Z@@@@o÷[V]kV 'back end, tail' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'behind', 'after', 'to follow, to follow [game] by the tracks') > AdS  of IE
*sehg-/*sh=g- >  NaIE *sa2g-/*s´g- 'scent out, track (nachspüren), follow
(game) by the tracks, seek out' (< N *s 2222 aHk {a } 'search, find, know')
2717. *Zu4444k[V?]V ¬ *Zuk[V?]É 'edible cereals, harvest (of wild
p lan ts ) '
2718. ?WW  *Û{a}kVn2222V 'elephant'
2719. (€?) *Z 1111alV  (or *Z 1111alV÷ 3333V) 'flame'
272O. *Z @@@@áLV  'to swing, to wave, to be shaky', (?) 'to spring, to l eap '
> IE: NaIE *sel- / *sôl- v. 'jump, leap'
2721. *Z @@@@il ∏ ∏∏∏V  'to slip, to slide' > IE: NaIE *slei\-m- 'slippery', 'smooth'
2722. *Za9[V]li  (or *Za9[V]layV ) 'secret(ly); to deceive'
2723. ?σ *ZÅHËlV  '≈  (calf of) leg', (?) 'bone of leg'
2724. *Z@@@@iÙl∏∏∏∏V ≠ *Z@@@@il ∏ ∏∏∏ÙV 'to creep, to crawl' >  IE: NaIE *sel-  (≠
*tsel-?) v. 'creep, crawl'
2725. *Z1111u 4 444[hV]lßßßß˝V (or *Z1111u[hV]l ßßßß˝É) 'smoulder, burn' (intr.); ' live
coals' > IE: NaIE *swel[´]- vi. 'smoulder, burn'
2726. € *Z@@@@VL{i}Ká 'to slip, to slide' >  IE: NaIE *slei\g8- 's l ippery,
smooth', v. 'stroke, rub (the surface of sth.)'
2727. *Z@@@@ {Å}l !!!!V  'to be weak'
2728. *ÛaÓu6666l ! !!!V 'light (lux), sunshine, sun' >  IE *suél- / *suéel- /
*seéwel-/ suéo2l- >  NaIE {P} *sa[:]wel- / *s(u)wel- / *s(u)wo2l- / *su2l-
'sun'  NaIE *swen-, *sun- 'sun' (<  IE *suÓen <  N *ÛaÓul!!!!V + genitive
pc. *nu )
2729. *ZÅHil!!!! ++++l ß ßßßV (or *ZÅÌil !!!! ++++ l ß ßßßV?) 'wolf, dog'
273O. *Z@@@@al ! !!! ÙV (or *Ûal !!!!ÓV) 'dripping fluid' >  IE: NaIE *sal[´]-
'saliva, wet dirt'
2731. ?σ  *ZomV 'spice, spicy mineral, spicy food'
2732. *Zám[?]V (or *Z1111-?) 'together; to unite, to tie together' >  IE:
NaIE *som- / *sm=- 'together, with'
2733. *Z @@@@iwVm[V]gÉ  'leopard' > IE: NaIE *sing8≈o- 'leopard' or 'lion'
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2734. *Z@@@@amaka ≠ *Z@@@@amVK''''V 'to throw, to cast' >  IE: NaIE *sma(:)g-
'throw, (‘ ) strike'
2735. *Z@@@@enV 'ear of cereal, head of a plant' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘
'sheaf of corn') >  IE: NaIE *song≈o/a2- or *sonko- 'sheaf of corn, s t raw,
chaff '
2736. *Z 1111É ++++ an 2222V 'to burn' (intr.), 'live coal (embers), fire'
2736a. € *Z2222Vn2222V 'image, sign' >  IE: Ht sena- ≠ sina 'figure, doll,
effigy (Ersatzbild)'
2737. € *ZÉHˆV 'lie down, sleep'
2738. *Z1111 ++++c @ @@@iX++++˝n2222V '∈ ungulate'
2739. *Z1111Vn2222hV '≈  to acquire, to obtain, to increase' >  IE *senÙ- '≈
(try to) obtain, achieve, accomplish' >  Ht {Ts.} sanh- 'seek, try, str ive
for; require', NaIE *se+an´-, *se+anu- '≈  (try to) obtain, achieve,
accomplish '
274O. (€?) *Zu6666wVˆV (= *Zu6666wV{n1111 ++++n ` ```}V?) 'to copulate', ( ? )
'membrum virile'
2741. *Z1111 {a}n 1111[V]g++++kË '∈ antelope'
2742. o  *Z @@@@ iNo  'sing, produce (musical, ritual?) sounds by voice' >  IE:
NaIE *sengW≈- 'say, make an incantation, sing'
2743. *ZoNÉ (or *Zon 2222É) 'old'
2744. *Z2222ÉNqV (= *Z1111ÉNqV?) 'seek, try to obtain' >  IE *senÙV >  H t
sanh- 'seek, try, strive for; require', NaIE *se+an´-, *se+anu- '≈  (try t o )
obtain, achieve, accomplish'
2745. *ZoNÙV  'want, wish' > IE: NaIE *se+an´-, *se+anu- 'try to obta in ,
obtain', Ht sanh- 'seek, try, strive for; require' ||| An alt. (and less
plausible) etymon: N € *ZoNhV 'want, wish' > Ht sanh- 'seek, t ry ,
strive for; require' (without NaIE *se+an´-, *se+anu-)
2746. *Z1111{u 4 444}Nka (or *Z1111{u 4 444}n 2 222ika) 'to bend' >  IE: NaIE *swe(n)g- ≠
*s(w)enk- '≈ bend'
2747. i  *Zap''''V 'hold, seize, catch' >  IE: NaIE *sep- 'hold, handle
(skillfully)'
2748. (€?) *Z@@@@ ++++z @ @@@aPV 'to cover'
2749. i  *Z1111ip ''''V 'to pinch', (?) 'a pinch' >  IE: NaIE *skei\p-≠*skip- v.
' p inch '
275O. *Z @@@@or{Ë} 'crawl, creep'
2751. *Z{o}rV '∈  bird of prey'
2752. (€?) *Z++++zoÂV 'hand (palm of hand and fingers) ( [ in
descendant lgs.] ‘ 'span')
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2753. ? (€?) *Z@@@@u 6 666rV 'inside of body, heart'
2754. *Z1111{Ë}ÂV  (= *Z1111oÂV?) 'female being' >  IE *sor- 'woman,
female' in cds.: [1] AnIE: Ht -sara- , sx. for female beings: ishassara-
'lady, mistress' (ÿ isha- 'lord, master'), supessara 'pure girl,
virgin' (ÿ  suppi-  'pure'), *hassussara  'queen', HrLw hasusara
'queen', Lw na2na-sri(ya) gen. 'sister'  [2] NaIE *tri-sor-es 'three' f .
(“  *'three women')  [3] NaIE *swe-sor- 'sister, female member of t h e
c lan '
2755. *Z1111aGVÂV 'hedgehog' >  IE *°sÙVr- >  some AnIE lge. ref lected
in a gloss: [Hs.] scy6r : ]eci6noß 'hedgehog'
2756. € *Z 1111 { a }hÂV 'flower, blossom', ? 'unripe berry'
2757. € *Z@@@@VÂVmV 'to stream, to flow, to pour' >  IE: NaIE *sermo-
' f lowing'
2758. € *Z@@@@VÂÊV 'pudenda muliebria', 'lewd' >  IE: NaIE *sert- v.
'practise lewdness'
2759. *Z@@@@u 6 666r 1 111{u 6 666} 'to stream' > IE: NaIE *serÓ-, *sreu\- v. 'stream, flow'
276O. ? *Z1111as7777V 'bush (shrub), wood (Holz)'
2761. ? € *Z1111is 7777V 'fire'
2762. *ZËwV 'to eat, to taste'
2763. € *Z @@@@ iÙV  (or *z @@@@ iÙV ) 'come, (?) go (away)'
2764. *Z{Ë}XË  'to cause (so., sth.) to move from one place t o
another' ('to lead, to send')
2765. (€?) *Z 1111VXi  'to plait, to bind' ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ 'to sp in ' )
>  IE *sex8- / *sex8y- v. 'bind' >  Ht ishiya-, ishai- v. 'bind, wrap', Lw
hishiya- id.  NaIE *se2- 'bind', *≤se+oy- (<  *sx8e+oy-) id., *sy- (<  *sx8y-),
*si(:)- (< *sx8i(:)-) id.
2766. *Zu4444é⁄yV 'fibre, thick hair' >  IE *syuéx- v. 'bind, sew'  ( m t .
from **suéxy-?) > NaIE *syu2- / *sïu\- v. 'sew', *syu2-to- 'sewn', *syu2-d≈la2
'awl'  Ht {Ts.} suel- (= {Pv.} suwel-) 'Faden, Band', {Ts.}
suwarwil- '∈ Material für Festbinden, Binse(?)'   Ï IE *syuéx-men-
> NaIE *syu2-men- ' band '  > Gk [ymh1n 'thin skin, membrane; dorsal sinew
(of cartilaginous fish)', Pru schumeno 'Schusterdraht', OI ≤syu2man-
'band, strap, seam', Ht sum(m)anza(n)- {EI} ' thread ' , {Ts.} 'Strick,
Band'
2767. Ll.  o†*Z1111u 4 444Z 1 111V ≠ *Z1111u 4 444n 1 111Z 1 111Å 'teat, female breast'
2768. ?σ *Z1111a[y]Z1111VXË '≈  ∈ leaf-bearing tree without berries a n d
edible fruits (lime-tree, Tilia or sim.)'
2769. *Z 7777á?VbV (= *Z 7777e?VbV?) '∈  beast of prey (wolf or sim.)'
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277O. *Z 7777u [?]bV 'to pour, to flow'
2771. ?o € *Z7777{u 4 444}[bV]bV '∈ insect'
2772. (€?) *{Z 7777 }a{÷ 3333 }dV  (or *Z 2222aÓdV?) 'spread, be flat'
2773. *Z7777áw˝{i} 'bad, ugly', ([in descendant lgs.] ‘ left [link]') >
IE: NaIE *seu\yo- 'left (link)'
2774. *Z7777ËH{i} '≈  show, advise, get accus tomed '  >  IE: Ht siya- m d .
'sich zeigen'
2775. *Z 7777 { a }kË  'be low', 'be short and stocky' (of a person)
2776. *Z 7777É˝LV (or *Z 7777ÉL˝V?) '∈ small carnivore mammal' ('fox', [?]
'jackal', 'weasel' or the like)
2777. *Z 7777amV  'be dying, perish'
2778. ?σ € *Z 7777ÉmV 'way (??)' ‘ [1] (N) 'manner of behaviour, na tura l
law', [2]  (N) 'blame, fault'
2779. ??φ *Z7777a{m++++N}VK''''á ≠ *Z7777{a}K''''V{m++++N}V 'chin, beard' >  IE {EI}
*smek8- 'chin', *≤smok8wr= 'beard, (?) chin'
278O. *Z7777emu6666 û ûûûqa[é€e6666] 'fog, smoke, hot\sultry air' >  IE: NaIE
*(s)meu\k≈- ≠ *(s)meu\g- 'smoke'
278Oa. € *Z7777ËhˆV 'show; understand, be taught'
2781. (€?) *Z7777an2222[Vb]V 'tail, back '  >  ? IE: NaIE *dumb- 'tail' (‘
' pen i s ' )
2782. i  ≈  *Z7777Ën 2222 {c 1 111 ' ''' }Ë  (or *Z 7777Ën 2222c 7 777 ' '''Ë?) 'ant, stinging insect'
2783. *Z 7777i û ûûûqV 'shame, humiliation'
2784. € *Z 7777arÉ 'be good\favourable\beneficial'
2785. *Z7777uÂV 'stake, pole, long piece of wood' >  IE: NaIE *swer-
/*°sur- 'pole, rod'
2786. *Z 7777a 4 444? {o 6666 } rV 'to blame, to scold, to accuse, to be angry, to hate'
2787. € *Z7777ÉÂV÷3333á 'arm, upper part of a leg/arm' >  IE *sreé8-no- >
NaIE *sre2no- '≈ loins, hip, thigh'
2787a. ??φ *Z 7777ÉÂ[u]l ∏∏∏∏V  'to flow, to stream; rapid current'
2788. *Z7777awV 'to have a changed taste (to get sour, to ferment'), t o
fade, to wither'
2789. *Z7777o{?}awV or *Z7777a{?}owV *'≈  of poor qual i ty \appearance;
weak, bad'
279O. € *Z 7777VXV 'to push, to strike'
2791. *Z6666u 6 666hdV (or *Z6666u 6 666hadV?) 'sweet' >  IE *sweéd- >  NaIE *swa2d-
'sweet; be pleasant'
2792. € *Z6666ek''''V 'be tight\crammed, tighten'
2793. *Z6666ok''''V 'to push' > IE: NaIE *lak8+k- or *lag8+g- v. 'kick'
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2794. *Z6666ál∏∏∏∏V '∈  tree' >  IE: NaIE *sel- 'beam, board (used as bench ,
bed, trough, etc.)'
2795. € *Z6666u÷3333l ∏ ∏∏∏V 'to be bright', 'blaze, flame', '∈  a light' ('torch' o r
sim.?) >  ?? IE *swel[´]- v. 'smoulder, burn'
2796. *Z6666 {Ë}lH{u 6666} 'take, take away, pull out' > IE: NaIE *sel(wo)-
'take, seize, lay hold of'
2797. *{Z6666}VmV (or *s6666 ++++c 6 666 ++++c ' ''' 6 666 ++++Z 6 666VmV) '≈ to put, to place'
2798. (UA  € ?) *Z6666o ++++aÓÉmË (= *Z6666o ++++a?ÉmË?) '∈ berries (b i rd-
cherry?), a (sweet-smelling?) plant with berries(\fruit?)'
2799. € *Z6666VmV÷V (or *z6666VmV÷V?) 'wax'
28OO. (€?) *{Z6666}apV 'receptacle (basket, vessel)' or *s6666apV id.
28O1. *Z6666a{p?}V 'lip', (‘ ) 'edge, shore, riverbank' >  IE: NaIE *lab-yo-
m, -y´, *lab-uro-m, *lab-s- 'lip'
28O2. *Z6666eÂ9u6666 'vein, sinew' >  ?? AdS  of IE: NaIE *ser- v. ' fas ten
together in rows, string' (<  N *s 1111 eÂV  'row')
28O3. *Z 6666irwV  or *Z6666ir{u} 'root'
28O4. *Z6666at''''V 'fluid, body of water' >  IE: NaIE *lat- 'humid, moist ;
swamp, mire,  mud'
28O5. ?σ (€?) *Z 6666áw{i}  (or *Z 6666á?w{i}?) 'up, upper point, extremity'
PHONETIC SYMBOLS
and OTHER SIGNS
USED IN THE ETYMOLOGICAL ENTRIES
Generalities. § 1. In my papers I distinguish between t ranscr ipt ion
(rendering the phonemes and allophons of the language in ques t ion)
and transliteration (rendering the characters of the original script). For
transcription (as well as for reconstructions) a unified t ranscr ipt ion
script is used: a, b, c, d, e, etc., while for transliteration (as well as f o r
rendering the original Roman spelling of the language in question a n d
for literal quoting of other scholars in their own notation) a special
transliteration-quotation script is used: a , b , c , d , e, etc. Wherever it i s
necessary to distinguish between phonemic and phonetic t ranscript ions,
the former is denoted by solidi (slant lines) and the latter by squa re
brackets, e.g. Nen F /man1/ [ma4n1] 'I'. Morphophonemic transcription is
denoted by broken brackets ( ), e.g. Old Indian spat5 (spas1-s)
'beholder', Kota tot (tols) 'full year, anniversary'. These brackets a r e
used also when a morphophoneme is phonetically reduced to zero: Rf
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Tm TamŒa2(r)T 'woman', uz7u(r) 'to go'. For Oscan, Umbrian, Gaulish,
Punic and other languages of the I mill. B.C.E and the early I mill. C. E.
(as well as for Guanche) a special script (font) "A , B , C , D" is used f o r
the original Latin alphabet of the sources (capital letters), while t h e
transliteration script "a, b, c, d" is used for rendering the Oscan,
Umbrian and Phoenician alphabets. "EM:" means "E-mail equivalents"
(used by me and some of my colleagues in E-mail). But for p r o p e r
names of these languages (e.g. Gaulish) (if preserved in Latin sources )
the usual spelling with capital and small letters of the "transil terat ion
script" is used (e.g. Gl Remos ).
A special sign: The sign ∂ (before the symbol of the source) indicates
that the transcription of the author in question is indicated with
Dolgopolsky’s modification (interpretation). This sign before t h e
semantic definition means that the definition is reformulated r a t h e r
than quoted word by word.
§ 2. The transliteration is either traditional (for languages with long
scholarly tradition of transliteration, such as Old Indian, Avestan,
Gothic, etc.) or partially approaching our transcription system (e.g. f o r
Egyptian we use z, s, Ó, X, x1, c and Z instead of EG’s s, s1, h5, hœ, h3, t3
and d3 respectively, for the ancient Semitic languages we use Ó, X, G, T,
Ω, T5 and s65 instead of the traditional h5, hœ, g$, t3, d3, z5 and dœ of t h e
Orientalistic transcription; Arabic ta-marbuta É is transliterated as h›
(but transcribed as -at-). For Tamil, Malayalam, Kannada and Telugu w e
use the traditional indological transliteration. The sign a\ytam of t h e
Classical Tamil script is reproduced as ∴  (for its meaning cf. MeenS HTL
53, 68-72 and An. GTJ 11). On Coptic see below Transliteration of
Coptic Letters. For Classical Armenian I usually use transcription scr ipt ,
but in words with letters and digraphs of controversial reading ( é e6, ø
o6, iy iw ) the transliteration is preferred.
The sign : precedes translations quoted from a glossa or from a n
ancient\medieval dictionary (e.g. Gk [Hs.] ]oru1a: cordh1 'gut(s)', Pru [El.]
alne: "Tyer" 'beast', i.e. Pru alne:, translated in Elbing’s dictionary (≈
1400 C. E.) as Tyer 'beast'). If the quoted translation (e.g., of Prussian,
medieval Celtic lgs.) is in Latin script, it is printed here with t h e
"Geneva" letters (a, b, c, d, e, f, g, h, i, j, k, l, m, n, o, p, q, r, s, ß, t, u, v ,
w, x, y, z) within quotation marks " ".
§ 3. For some languages a kind of super-dialectal transcription o r
transliteration has been used. In transcribing Arabic, the sign g7 is u s e d
to denote a phoneme (spelled as Ô) pronounced [g] in Northern Egypt,
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[g1] in Sudan, [Z7] and [z7] in the rest of the Arab world. For Syriac a
super-dialectal transliteration is used combining the vowel distinctions
preserved by West Syriac dialect and script (vocalization signs) and los t
in East Syriac with the distinctions preserved in East Syriac script only.
Thus, the sign e2 is used for a vowel preserved as e2 in Sr E and changed
into ï  in Sr W, while for the vowel pronounced e  in Sr W ("r´b____a \ \\\s > >>>a \ \\\") t h e
sign E is used here. The sign a2 denotes the vowel a2 of Sr E and o
("z´k>>>>a \ \\\p _ ___a \ \\\") of Sr W.
For New Persian I prefer the transcription of B. Miller and V.
Rastorgujeva to the traditional one. The new transcription reflects t h e
transformation of the former quantitave opposition of vowels into a
qualitative one, but still with preservation of the vowel length (a2 ↔  a >
å2 ↔  a4; ï ↔ i >  ï ↔ e; u2 ↔  u >  u2 ↔  o), so that traditional a2, ï, u2, a, i, u
have changed into å2, ï, u2, a4, e, o [cf. Rast. GPJ 616-70]; EarNPrs e2
(spelled as ° ) > NPrs ï (loss of the EarNPrs opposition ï ↔ e2).
§ 4. No distiction is made here between fricatives and spirants ( i n
Martnet’s terminology: NE th  in this  is a frivative, while Sp d in nada
is a spirant [Mart. DPh § 2.21 , TBC 39-42]) . Although this distinction is
phonetically justified, the sources usually do not distinguish be tween
them, so that without direct observation we are unable to d r a w
conclusions in this respect.  Wherever possible, we can denote t h e
spirants by an underline below a letter for frivatives: Sp nada [≤naÎ3a]. If
the spirants are very weak, we use a superscript letter (˝  in Rif Berber,
G  in dialects of Vogul).
§ 5. In our transcription we usualy do not distinguish between t w o
types of hushing sibilants: apico-alveolar and predorso-alveolar ( f o r
lack of information about it in the desciption of languages and i n
dictionaries, as well as because no phonemic opposition is envolved).  
§ 6. Reconstructions of proto-languages are given either in the unified
transcription (as described below), or in transliteration script a, b, c, d
(if reconstructions of other scholars are quoted in their own nota t ion) .
If a proto-language (e.g. pA, pM, pD) does not distinguish be tween
orders of affricates, I transcribe them as c> (for traditional pA and pM c7,
pD c ) and Z> (for traditional pA and pM Z7 or J7, pD j), in order to avoid
unjustified identification of the affricates as hushing (c7, Z7) or hissing (c,
Z).  In pT and pTg the phonemes usually interpreted as j-, c7, Tg Z7 a r e
likely to be (in my opinion) palatal stops, therefore I transcribe them a s
J and ç. The pFU and pU phonemes *s7 !  and *-Î!- (of the FU
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transcription) are lateral fricatives and are transcribes as s6 and z6. But
the phonetic nature of the pU and pFU initial *Î!- remains obscure ( i t
cannot have been a voiced obstruent), therefore I transcribe it by a
special sign ’ .
§ 7. I am aware of the trouble that my symbols (not found in regular
computer fonts and in printing offices) may cause to those willing t o
quote from this ductionary. Therefore I propose quotable equivalents
for the my symbols. In this list they follow my symbols and are m a r k e d
by the sign "Q".  
§ 8. In the following lists of symbols we do not include obvious
symbols based on Latin letters (such as b, d, t, a, o, etc.).
§ 9. Those colleagues who cannot print subscript and superscr ip t
characters (in quotable equivalents of my transcption) may replace
them by letters in italics (e.g. c2   for c2), which is a less desirable option.
I. In pN reconstructions
CONSONANTS
?  - glottal stop. Q: ’
?  - cover sign for ? ++++h . Q: ’1 a
¿ - cover sign for ? ++++ ÷ . Q: ’1-2
÷  - epiglottal voiced approximant (like Arabic Ø ). Q: ’2
÷3333 - cover sign for an unspecified voiced laryngeal (÷  or ˝ ). Q: ’2 a
c - voiceless hissing affricate (> S *s, K *c`=*c⁄, IE ?*(s)K-, *-s-, U *c1, T
and Tg *ç, M and D *c>). Q: c
c1111 - voiceless (presumably palatalized) affricate (> S *c , Eg s (?), K *c`=
*c1, IE ?*(s)K-, *-s-, ?? **K≈-, U *c1, T and Tg *ç, M and D *c>). Q: c2
c 2222 - cover sign for *c++++c 1 111 ++++c 7 777 (but not for glottalized phonemes: *c'''', e tc . ) .
Q: c1-3
c2222 3 333 - cover sign for an unspecified non-lateral affricate. Q: c/c”1-3
c@@@@ - cover sign for c++++c 1 111. Q: c1 /2
c7777 - voiceless hushing affricate (> S *T , K *c7, IE *(s)t-, *-s-, U *c7, T a n d
Tg *ç, M and D *c>). Q: c3
c6666 - voiceless lateral affricate (> S *s6, Eg s7, K *c1-, ??? *-c-, IE *s, U *c1, T
and Tg *ç, M *c>, D *c> and ? *k1-). Q: c4
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c'''' - glottalized hissing affricate (> S *c' and *c, K *c`'=*c'⁄, IE ?*(s)K-, *-s-
, ?? **K≈-, U *c1, T and Tg *ç, M and D *c>). Q: c”= c5
c1111 ' ''' - a glottalized (presumably palatal) affricate (> S *c' and *c, Eg Z, K
*c', IE ?*(s)K-, *-s-, ?? **K≈-, U *c1, T and Tg *ç, M and D *c>). Q: c”2
c'''' 2 222 - cover sign for c'''' ++++c ' ''' 1 111 ++++c 7 777 ' '''. Q: c”1-3      
c'''' @ @@@ - cover sign for c'''' ++++c ' ''' 1 111. Q: c”1-2
c7777 ' ''' - glottalized hushing affricate (> S *T' and T, K *c7', IE *(s)t-, *t≈, *-st-,
U *c7, T and Tg *ç, M and D *c>). Q: c”3
c6666 ' ''' - glottalized lateral affricate (> S *s' 6, Eg Z , K *c`', IE *-s-, U *s6-, *-c1-, T
and Tg *ç, M *c>, D *c> and ? *k1-). Q: c”4
Ç  - cover sign for an unspecified affricate (c++++c ' ''' ++++Z ++++c 1 111 ++++c ' ''' 1 111 ++++Z 1 111 ++++c 7 777 ++++c 7 777 ' ''' ++++Z 7 777 ++++c 6 666 ++++c 6 666 ' ''' ++++Z 6 666 ++++c 6 666 ++++c 6 666 ' ''' ++++Z 6 666) .
Q: Ç
Ç3333 - cover sign for c++++c ' ''' ++++Z. Q: c/c”3/3
9  - voiced uvular stop. Q: g2
Ì  - voiced uvular fricative or spirant (like Arabic · ). Q: g3
G  - cover sign for ˝++++ 9 . Q: g2-3
h  - a laryngeal yielding S *h (and zero), Eg h, x1 (h3) (and zero), pIE
"strong" laryngeals, K, U, A and D zero; in A and D the pN postvocalic *h
produces lengthening of vowels Q: h
é  - cover sign: unspecified laryngeal (? ++++h ++++ ÷ ++++H ++++X ++++˝). Q: Ó2
é⁄ - cover sign for "weak" laryngeals (? ++++ ÷ ++++H). Q: Ó3
é€ - cover sign for "weak" laryngeals, including h  (? ++++ ÷ ++++H ++++h). Q: Ó4
Ó  - cover sign for é++++9 ++++q . Q: Ó
H  - a voiceless epiglottal fricative that yields S *H, Eg Ó and x1, IE weak
laryngeals, K, U, A and D zero; in A and D the pN postvocalic *H
produces lengthening of vowels. Q: h2
K  - cover sign for k++++g ++++k ' ''' ++++ û ûûûq . Q: K
k3333 - cover sign for k++++g ++++k ' '''. Q: K2
k'''' - glottalized velar cns. Q: k”= k5
K'''' - cover sign for k'''' ++++ û ûûûq. Q: K”= K5
l !!!! - palatal (or palatalized) lateral sonorant. Q: l2
lßßßß - postalveolar (cacuminal or retroflex) lateral sonorant. Q: l7
l ∏∏∏∏ - cover sign for l++++l ß ßßß. Q: l1,7
L  - cover sign for lateral sonorants (l , lßßßß , l !!!!). Q: L
n1111 - palatal (or palatalized) n. Q: n2
n```` (= n ßßßß) - postalveolar (cacuminal or retroflex) n . Q: n7
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n3333 - cover sign for n++++n ` ``` ++++n 1 111. Q: n1,2,7
n2222 - cover sign for *n++++n ` ```. Q: n1,7
ˆ  - cover sign for an unspecified nasal consonant (other than *m ). Q:
ˆ
ˆ3333 - cover sign for an unspecified nasal consonant (including *m ). Q:
ˆ2
N  - velar or uvular nasal consonant (like ng  in English long ). Q: n8
p'''' - emphatic (ejective?) labial stop. Q: p”= p5
P - cover sign for an unspecified labial stop (p++++p ' ''' ++++b). Q: P
P3333 - cover sign for p++++p ' '''. Q: p1,5
q - voiceless uvular stop. Q: q
ûûûûq - glottalized uvular stop. Q: q”= q5
r 1111 - palatalized (or palatal) vibrant. Q: r2
Â  - cover sign for r++++r 1 111. Q: Â
s1111 - palatal (or palatalized) s (e.g. like Polish s1). Q: s2
s@@@@ - cover sign for s++++s 1 111. Q: s1,2
s2222 - cover sign for s++++s 1 111 ++++s 7 777. Q: s1-3
s7777 - voiceless hushing sibilant (like English sh ). Q: s3
s 6666 - voiceless lateral consonant. Q: s4
Í  - cover sign for an unspecified voiceless sibilant (or lateral
obstruent) (s, s1111, s7 777, s6 666). Q: Í
t'''' - emphatic (ejective?) t . Q: t”= t5
Ê - cover sign for *t++++t ' ''' ++++d . Q: Ê
Ê3333 - cover sign for *t++++t ' '''. Q: t1,5
w  - labial approximant (like English w ). Q: w
X  - voiceless uvular fricative (like Spanish j  and Arabic Ù  ) = hœ  of t h e
Orientalistic Transcription. Q: x (= x3)
Ù - cover sign for H ++++X . Q: Ù
y  - palatal approximant (like y in English yes ). Q: y
z - voiced hissing sibilant (like English z ). Q: z
z1111 - voiced palatalized sibilant (like Polish z1). Q: z2
z7777 - voiced hushing sibilant (like French j). Q: z3
z6666 - voiced lateral fricative. Q: z4
z@@@@ - cover sign for z++++z 1 111. Q: z1,2
z2222 - cover sign for *z++++z 1 111 ++++z 7 777. Q: z1-3
Z - cover sign for an unspecified voiced sibilant. Q: Z
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Z  - voiced hissing affricate (= d¢z) (like Italian z  in mezzo ). Q: 3
Z 1111 - voiced palatal (or palatalized) affricate (like Polish dz1). Q: 32
Z7777 - voiced hushing affricate (like English j). Q: 33
Z 6666 - voiced lateral affricate. Q: 34
Z@@@@ - cover sign for Z++++Z 1 111. Q: 31,2  
Z2222 - cover sign for Z++++Z 1 111 ++++Z 7 777. Q: 31-3
Û  - cover sign for an unspecified voiced affricate. Q: 31 - 4
⊥  - cover sign for an unspecified consonant. Q: c n s
VOWELS
a4444 - low front vowel. Q: e2 = a2
á  - cover sign for a4444 ++++e . Q: e1-2
Å  - cover sign for a4444 ++++a. Q: Å
É - cover sign for an unspecified front vowel. Q: É
e6666 - cover sign for e++++ i . Q: e1,4
o6666 - cover sign for o++++u . Q: o1,4
Ë - cover sign for an unspecified rounded vowel (o++++u ++++u 4 444). Q: Ë
u6666 - cover sign for u++++u 4 444. Q: u1,2
u4444 - high labialized front vowel. Q: u2
î^^^^ - cover sign for an unspecified high vowel (u++++u 4 444 ++++ i). Q: u1,2,4
a6666 - cover sign for an unspecified back vowel. Q: a5
V  - cover sign for an unspecified vowel. Q: V
OTHER SIGNS
æ in the word-initial position = a sign for word-initial
prelaryngealization (preaspiration?) (according to my preliminary
working hypothesis, see above Introduction, § 2.2.6). Q: ’3
#  - word boundary
II. In pIE and NaIE reconstructions
Here the traditional notation of the IE comparative linguistics is used ,
with the following exceptions:
in the aspirated consonants the sign of aspiration is a superscript ≈
rather than h (*b≈, *d≈,†*g≈¨†*g8≈, *gW≈, *p≈,†*t≈,†*k≈,†*k8≈,†*kW≈ for t h e
traditional *bh , dh , etc.). Q: ≈
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*y  instead of the traditional *j  or *i\. Q: y
*w instead of the traditional *u\. Q: w
*i\ and *u\ as glides of diphthongs instead of the traditional *i  and * u
(e.g. *ei\ for the traditional *ei , *eu\ for the traditional *eu , etc.). Q: y , w
In quotations (Q) the sign of palatality   • may be replaced by 6 (e.g. g 8≈
= Q: g≈6,  g8 = Q: g6, k8 = Q: k6)
The pIE laryngeals are denoted as follows:
h  - "weak" (yielding zero in Hittite) a-colouring laryngeal (≈  Pv.'s *A€)
(pIE *eh > NaIE *a2). Q: h
h8 - "weak" (yielding zero in Hittite) e-colouring laryngeal (≈  Pv.'s *E⁄)
(pIE *eh8 > NaIE *e2). Q: h6 (or hy)
hW - "weak" (yielding zero in Hittite) o-colouring laryngeal (≈  Pv.'s
*A⁄W) (pIE *ehW > NaIE *o2). Q: hW
x - "strong" (yielding h, hh in Hittite) a-colouring laryngeal (≈  Pv.'s
*A⁄) (pIE *ex > NaIE *a2). Q: x  
x8 - "strong" (yielding h, hh in Hittite) e-colouring laryngeal (≈  Pv.'s
*E€) (pIE *ex8> NaIE *e2). Q: x6 (or xy)  
xW - "strong" (yielding h, hh in Hittite) o-colouring laryngeal (≈  Pv.'s
*A€W) (pIE *exW > NaIE *o2). Q: xW
Ù  - a cover sign for x+x8+xW, i.e. a cover sign for a "strong" (yielding h,
hh  in Hittite) laryngeal of unknown colouring (≈  Pv.'s *H ⁄). Q: Ù
Ó - a cover sign for an unspecified laryngeal (éx +Ù) (≈  Pv.'s *H). Q: Ó
é  - a cover sign for h+x,  é0. Q: Óa
é8 - a cover sign for h8+x8. Q: Ó6 (or Óy )
éW  - a cover sign for hW+xW8. Q: ÓW
hx - a cover sign for a "weak" (lost in Hittite) laryngeal of unknown
colouring (≈  Pv.'s *H€). Q: hx
? - a "weak" (yielding zero in Hittite) laryngeal, lost in zero-grade o f
apophony (unlike all other laryngeals, that yield NaIE *´ in t h e
apophonic zero-grade). Q: ’
Ê - an archiphoneme resulting from neutralization of the opposition
*-d≈ ≥*-d ≥ *-t. Q:Ê
´ - schwa in NaIE. Q: e3
ô  - non-phonemic vocoid (schwa secundum) in proto-IE. Q: e5
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æ  (in pIE and pNaIE recinstructions) = the prosodic feature (b rea thed
voice, some kind of word-initial devoicing?) that brought about Gk
prostetic vowels, transfromation of IE *w- and *y- into Greek h- (c f .
Introduction, § 2.2.6). Q: ’3
#  - word boundary
III. Transcription of living and extict languages, transcription
symbols of reconstruction (other than in pN, pIE and NaIE)
CONSONANTS
?  = glottal stop. Q: ’
5 = weak glottal stop, sub-phonemic glottal stop, glottal stop as a
feature of an adjacent phoneme. Q: ’6
] = unreleased undiscriminate stop, i.e. a stop (with undiscriminate
place of articulation) without explosion (as in some ds. of Lp and J), Q:
]
¿  = voiceless zero-consonant (short absence of any sound) (preceding
a consonant in some Lp dialects). Q: ’O
÷  = voiced epiglottal approximant (Arabic Ø ). Q: ’2
÷' = glottalized epiglottal consonant. Q: ’2”
÷3  = unspecified voiced laryngeal (÷  or ˝ ). Q: ’2 a
b'  (= ∫ ) = glottalized injective or preglottalized b . Q: ”b
b5 = consonant described as "voiced ejective b". Q: b”
B (= b33) = fricative b .  Q: b9
c = voiceless hissing affricate (= t¢s ), like german z .  Q: c
c' = glottalized (ejective) c . Q: c”= c5
c1 = voiceless palatal (or palatalized) sibilant affricate (like Polish c1,
Tofalar palatal c1æ, c1). Q: c2
c1' = ejective c1. Q: c15. Q: c”2
c7 = voiceless hushing affricate (like English ch ). Q: c3
c7' = ejective c77. Q: c”3.
c6 = voiceless lateral affricate. Q: c4
c6' = ejective lateral affricate. Q: c”4
c` (in proto-Kartvelian and Jurchen), postalveolar c = K {K, FS} c⁄ a n d
Mudrak's Jurchen c6. Q: c7
c`' (in proto-Kartvelian), postalveolar c' =  K {K, FS} c'⁄. Q: c”7
ç = voiceless palatal stop (like Hungarian ty ). Q: c1 O
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c> = voiceless lingual affricate (without phonemic distinction be tween
c, c7, c1 and c6) or a voiceless palatal or sibilant consonant (wi thout
phonemic distinction between affricates and ç or between sibilant
affricates and pure [fricative] sibilants). Q: c1 1
c'> = glottalized lingual affricate c> (without phonemic dist inction
between c', c7', c'1 and c'6) Q: c”1-4
d' (= ∂ ) = injective glottalized or preglottalized d .  Q: ”d
d5 = consonant described as "voiced ejective d".  Q: d”
dœ = uvularized ("emphatic") d, like Modern Standard Arabic ∞. Q:
d12 (or a less specific notation: d” )  
Î (= d3) = voiced fricative dental consonant (English th in this) o r
dental spirant (in Martnet’s terminology) (Spanish d in nada ). Q: d9
Îœ = uvularized ("emphatic") Î , like Arabic ¶ . Q: d”9 = d9+12
Î^œ = lateralized uvularized ("emphatic") Î, like 8th cent. Arabic ﬁ.
Q: z4+12  (= d4+9+12 = d”4+9)
dß = postalveolar (cacuminal or retroflex) d. Q: d7 (or ∂ of the IPA
nota t ion)
dÀ = alveolar d  (in Dravidian) (= d3 in Indological transcription). Q: d1 5
F  (= p3 ) = voiceless fricative bilabial consonant (bilabial f). Q: p9
g°  = injective glottalized or preglottalized g . Q: ”g
g5 = consonant described as "voiced ejective g". Q: g”
9 = voiced uvular stop (incl. Mlt {Drs.} g °). Q: G (IPA} or 9. Q: g2
Ì  = voiced uvular fricative or spirant (like Arabic · ). This sign is a lso
used for a phoneme without opposition ˝ ↔ G  (as in pOUg and pOs). Q:
g3
Œ  = an emphatic uvular fricative consonant (typical of Berber). Q: g”3
= g3+12
Ì = voiced uvular spirant. Q: g3 + 9
˝ (superscript) = a uvular spirant (incl. an emphatic one) if it i s
reduced almost to zero (as in some subdialects of Rif Berber). Q: g3 + 1 4
G  = voiced velar fricative\spirant (fricative\spirant g), like in Spanish
trigo or New Greek g. Q: g9
G6 = voiced postpalatal lateral (approximant or fricative) (= {KD} Kms
l). Q: g4
G (superscript) =  a voiced velar spirant if it is reduced almost to z e r o
(as in some subdialects of Vogul). Q: g1 4
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G  = unspecified voiced uvular cns. (˝+9). Q: g2-3
˙ = voiced h. Q: h16
hœ = emphaticized (uvularized) h (as in the southern dialects o f
Twareg); ≠ hœ [X ] of the Orienralistic transcription!. Q: h1 2
h_ = "allgemeiner Mundgeräsch\Geräuschlaut" {Lagerkrantz}, e.g. in Lp.
Q: h17
Ó = fricative laryngeal onset that is added before vowels in t h e
absolute initial position (in Dsn). Q: ≈  = h1 4
H = voiceless epiglottal fricative (like Arabic Ó ; = h5 of the Orientalistic
Transcription). Q: h2
ˇ = palatalized glottal stop. Q: ’3 or (for Eg) y
j = voiced palatal fricative (like the initial consonant in French hier
·jE2r⁄‚). In pSl and pGmc recostructions (in accordance with t h e
tradition) j is used for the palatal approximant (instead of y ). Q: j
J  = voiced palatal stop (like Hungarian dy ). Q: j2
J°  = injective glottalized or preglottalized J .  Q: ”j2  
k' = ejective k. Q: k”= k5
l! = palatal (or palatalized) l , like Italian gli in voglio. Q: l2 (= [IBA]
¥)
lß = postalveolar (cacuminal or retroflex) l. Q: l7
Ò  = velarized l (like in Russian l ). Q: l . Q: l1 8
¬  = voiceless l. Q: l1 7
¬ß = voiceless l ß. Q: l17+7
’  = a special type of palatal l (different from l!), as in U and FU, where
*’  stands for the traditional (FUV) *Î!- (in the word-initial position). Q:
l2a
Ò  = a consonant (flap or tap) that is intermediate between r  and l
(Loubignac’s l & in ZAS), or a phoneme without phonemic distinction
between r  and l (as in proto-Agaw). Q: r4
m - voiced bilabial consonant with neutralization of the feature o f
nasality (with allophones [m ] and [b]), as in pT. Q: m 2
n1 = palatal (or palatalized) n . Q: n2
nÀ = alveolar n (like Tamil n3). Q: n1 5
n` (= nß) = postalveolar (cacuminal or retroflex) n . Q: n7
M = nasal consonant with phonologically neutralized place o f
articulation (always homorganic with the following consonant). Q: nx
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n = Old Telugu ardha \nusva \ra (a nasal consonant [word-final n,
preconsonantous M] that is optionally lost in certain environments, e.g.
kalangu = kalaNgu ≠ kalagu 'he disturbed'). Q: n14
N  = velar or uvular nasal consonant (like ng  in English long ). Q: n8
p' = ejective p. Q: p”= p5
q  = voiceless uvular stop (like Arabic Œ  ). Q: q
ûq = ejective uvular stop. Q: q$ (a sign that is technically easier than ûq) .
Q: q”= q5
r⁄ = uvular trill (like German r ). Q: r :2 O
r2 = long r  (incl. Armenian ® [long trilled r]). Q: r r
r1 = palatalized (or palatal) vibrant. Q: r2
r ∑ = trilled r (with phonemic opposition to R ). Q: r :
rÀ  =  alveolar trill (in contrast to post-dental); rÀ = r3 of Dravidianist
notation. Q: r1 5
r` (= rß) = postalveolar (retroflex) r  (Dravidianistic r›¨ †r5). Q: r7
r7 = obstruent r  (like Czech r7). Q: r3
R  = Old Scandinavian (presumably palatalized) kind of  r < *s . Q: r2 1
®  = voiceless r (like Moksha Mordvin rx ). Q: r1 7
®À = voiceless alveolar trill (like Konda {DED} Â). Q: r :17
R = cerebral flap or tap (like Spanish r in cara, or like Hausa r i n
sarki). Q: r19 (= {IBA} ®)
® = uvular flap or tap. Q: r2 O
s = denotes both the apico-alveolar s (as in French, Russian, and m o s t
other European lgs.) and the postalveolar s (as in Spanish, New Greek,
Finnish, and Estonian). The difference between both of them has p roved
to be irrelevant in Nostratic studies (so far). Q: s   
s3 (in proto-Karvelian) = weak *s (>  Georgian s, Megrelian and Laz
zero). Q: s9  
s7 = voiceless hushing sibilant (like English sh ). Q: s3
s73 (in proto-Semitic) = weak *s7 (> s7 in Ak, but h, ? and zero in m o s t
WS lgs.). Q: s3+9   
s1 = palatal (or palatalized) s (e.g. like Polish s1). Q: s2
s` (in proto-Kartvelian) = {K, FS} *s⁄ (> G s, Md, Lz, Sv s7). Q: s7a
s`3 (in proto-Kartvelian) = {K} *(s⁄) (> Svan s7, zero in Georgian a n d
Zan). Q: s7a+9
s6 = voiceless lateral consonant. Q: s4
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sœ = uvularized ("emphatic") s, like Arabic Ç. Q: s12 (or a less
specific notation: s” )
sÀ = apico-alveolar s with flattened body of the tongue (like Toda s3 i n
BE’s transcription of Dravidian). Q: s1 9
s> = infralabialized voiceless domal infradental sibilant (as in Twi a n d
Jibbali; Johnstone’s s%). Q: s2 O
sß = postalveolar (cacuminal or retroflex) s . Q: s7
S = voiceless palatal fricative (= X7, x7 of Solon [transcription o f
Poppe, SSTMJ & Ivanovskij], Kildin Lappish j [in the new East Lappish
alphabet of 1982] and Moksha Mordvinian jx ). Q: s2 1
t' = ejective t. Q: t”= t5
tß = postalveolar (cacuminal or retroflex) t . Q: t7 (= [IBA] T)
tÀ = alveolar t (in Dravidian lgs.) (= t3 of the Indologocal
transcription). Q: t1 5
tœ = uvularized ("emphatic") t, like Arabic ﬂ. Q: t12 (or a less specific
notation: t” )
T  (= t3) = voiceless dental (or interdental) fricative (like English th i n
thin). Q: t9
T' = ejective T. Q: t”9 = t5+9
w  = labial approximant. Q: w
x  (= k3) = voiceless velar fricative (like Russian x ). Q: x  (or x1)
x  = a weak x-sound (like TifrixT in Izn {Rn.}). Q: x14
X  = voiceless uvular fricative (like Spanish j  and Arabic Ù  ) = hœ  of t h e
Orientalistic Transcription. Q: x3
y  = palatal approximant (like y in English yes ). Q: y
z = voiced hissing sibilant. Denotes both the apico-alveolar z (as i n
French, Russian, and most other European lgs.) and the postalveolar z
(as in New Greek). The difference between both of them has proved t o
be irrelevant in Nostratic studies (so far). Q: z
z7 = voiced hushing sibilant (like French j). Q: z3
z$ = voiced hushing fricative with a broad slit (as in Zng: {TC} "fricative
sonore avec un faible chuintement", = {TC} z2). Q: z2 2
z1 = voiced palatalized sibilant (like Polish z1). Q: z2
zœ = uvularized ("emphatic") z, like in Berber (z5 of the Orientalistic
Transcription). Q: z12 (or a less specific notation: z” )
z6 = voiced lateral fricative. Q: z4
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Z  = voiced hissing affricate (= d¢z). Q: 3
Z7 = voiced hushing affricate (like English j). Q: 33
Z1 = voiced palatal (or palatalized) affricate (like Polish dz1). Q: 32
Z` (in proto-Kartvelian and possibly in Jurchen) = Klimov's Z⁄ a n d
Mudrak's Jurchen Z6. Q: 37
Z6 = voiced lateral affricate. Q: 34
Z>  = voiced lingual affricate (without phonemic distinction between Z,
Z7, Z7 and Z6) or a voiced palatal or sibilant consonant (without phonemic
distinction between affricates and J or between sibilant affricates a n d
pure [fricative] sibilants). Q: 31 1
∅  = zero consonant
BOUNDARIES
√  = syllable boundary (both in transcription and transliteration). Q: i n
quotations it may be either rendered by a hyphen or not rendered at all  
#  = word boundary. Q: for lack of a special sign, a scholar may u s e
words (e.g. t#  =  t  in the Auslaut)    
COVER SIGNS (UNCERTAINTY SIGNS)
FOR CONSONANTS IN RECONSTRUCTIONS
+  "or" (b+p means "b or p").
?  (in reconstructions) = ?+h. Q: ’1 a
ℵ = Ó+w+y. Q: Ó+w+y
÷3 = ÷+˝. Q: ’2a
Ç  = unspecified affricate. Q: Ç
G = ˝+9. Q: g2-3
é  = cover sign: unspecified laryngeal (?+h+÷+H+X+˝). Q: Ó2
é⁄ = cover sign for "weak" laryngeals (?+÷+H). Q: Ó3
é€ = cover sign for "weak" laryngeals, including h  (?+÷+H+h). Q: Ó4
Ó  = cover sign for é+9+q. Q: Ó
L  = unspecified lateral sonorant. Q: L
ˆ  = unspecified nasal consonant (other than *m ). Q: ˆ
P = unspecified labial stop. Q: P
Q = q+9. Q: Q
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Â = r+r1. Q: Â
Í = unspecified voiceless sibilant (or lateral obstruent) (s, s1, s7, s6, K
s`). Q: Í
Ê = unspecified dental stop. Q: Ê
8 = w+y. Q: W
Ù = H+X. Q: Ù
ÙÚ = X+˝. Q: Ù2
Z = unspecified voiced sibilant. Q: Z
Û  = unspecified voiced affricate. Q: 3x
⊥  (in reconstructions) is an unspecified consonant. Q: cns. In
formulas we use C as a general sign for consonant.
“ ‘ = for transliterated letters that are not pronounced (e.g Sr “?‘na2s
with a "deaf" initial ? ). Q: ( )
In cases of neutralized opposition the letter without diacritic signs
(denoting the feature which is neutralized) is used. For instance, in pT
words with intervocalic voiced obstruents (where the opposition *tæ-
↔ *t£- is neutralized) we use a plain *t-. If the neutralized opposition is
between phonemes denoted by different letters, we may use / , e.g. p/b .
VOWELS
â  = "patach furtivum", i.e. an epenthetic a  (appearing in Hb between a
long vowel and a following word-final laryngeal cns.: ≤ru2âH 'wind,
spirit'), as well the ultra-short a (Hb 9[h >at’aph-pathach]). Q: â (= aO 1)
å  = low back vowel (back a). Q: a3
ä = a vowel in pre-IE from which alternating IE *e/o/zero have
developped; ultra-bref (reduced) low back vowel (e.g., in Lamut [= ¥$  o f
STM]). Q: a4
a4 (= á ) = low front vowel. Q: a2 =  e2
á  = [1] in attested lgs.: = a4. Q: a2 =  e2
á  = [2] in reconstructions: = a4+e. Q: e1-2
a$ = vowel intermediate between a4 and a . EM: a'. Q: a6
aº = labialized low vowel. Q: a7
A = high a. Q: a8
ä = low-mid back vowel (= IPA U), like u  in English but . Q: a9
a  = ultra-short a (= Ramstedt’s å). Q: a1 O
a4 = ultra-short a4. Q: a1 1
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Ä = low-mid central vowel (= IPA Ä); in Korean Ä = Korean {Lee} Ä,
{Starostin} a", {Ramstedt} aœ. Q: a12
eº = slightly labialized e ("leichte spaltformige Labialisation"). Q: e7
E  = low-mid front vowel. Q: e6
‰ = central mid vowel (= IPA and Africanistic ´, FUT eœ, Wiklund’s ø,
Sammallahti’s e4). Q: e8  
‰º = slightly labialized central mid vowel (Genetz’s o_). Q: e9
´ = ultra-bref (reduced) central vowel, or ultra-bref vowel wi thout
phonologic distinction of quality; in Chuvash ´ = orthographic e€; =
Sammallahti’s o_. Q: e3
´⁄ = back mid vowel (like Estonian o%) = IPA G (or Ä of some au thors ) ;
in Korean ´⁄ = Ko {Lee} ´, {Starostin} ´, {Ramstedt} eœ; in Svan (acc .
Tuite’s description) ´⁄ = E  = ´  of the traditional transcription. Q: e1 O
¨  = high e. Q: e11
i º = slightly labialized i  ("leichte splatformige Labialisation"). Q: i7
î = palatal glide of a diphthongoid. Q: y2
I = low i (like i  in English bit). Q: i3
È  = high mid vowel (like Russian y ). Q: i4
â  = lowered high mid vowel (low È). Q: i5  
î  = high back vowel. Q: i2
O = labialized low-mid back vowel (like British English o in dog). Q: o3
o4 (= ø ) = labialized front mid vowel (labialized e). Q: o2
O4 = labialized front low-mid vowel (labialized E). Q: o4.
o$ = vowel intermediate between o4 and o . Q: o5.  
ö  (= o') = high o , intermediate between o  and u . Q: o6.
o_ = centralized o . Q: o7
˛, ô = non-phonemic vocoid  (= {Bi.} ?). Q: e1 2
˛\ = preconsonantous voiceless vowel glide (as in Lappish) a n d
postconsonantous voiceless ultra-short vowel (as in Nenets); the s a m e
sign is used when the final part of the preceding vowel is voiceless ( a s
in Lp L, as described by Wiklund: ˛\  = Wiklund’s O); ≈ ¿. Q: h1 8
u = labialized high back vowel. Q: u
U = low u. Q: u3
u4 = labialized high front vowel (labialized i), like German u4 a n d
French u . Q: u2
U4 = labialized lowered high front vowel (labialized I). Q: u4
u$ = vowel intermediate between u4 and u . Q: u5
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= centralized . Q: 7
= labial glide of a diphthongoid (e.g. in Russian). Q: 2
= ultra-short back vowel (= of the Finno-Ugric Transcription); =
Chuvash , Volga Tatar and Bashkir short , High Cheremis . Q: 1 3
= Volga Tatar and Bashkir . Q: 1 3
= ultra-short (reduced) front vowel; = Volga Tatar, Bshk ,
(after a consonant), pSm {Hl.} . Q: 1 3
= Volga Tatar, Bashkir . Q: Q: 2+13
∅ = zero phoneme Q: ∅ (if the sign ∅ is not available, "-" may b e
u s e d )
NB: 1. Instead of Lytkin’s proto-Permian , , , ,
and we use , and respectively.
2. In Sr W there is only one non-ultra-short vowel. I transcribe it a s
because in Sr E there are two non-rultra-short -vowels: a more open 
(usually corresponding to Sr W ) and a more more closed (usually
going back to ) .   
COVER SIGNS (uncertainty signs) FOR VOWELS IN RECONSTRUCTIONS
= . Q: 
= (in reconstructions) = . Q: 1-2
(= FUT ) = unspecified front vowel. Q: 
= unspecified round vowel. Q: 
= unspecified high vowel ( ). Q: 1,2,4
= unspecified back vowel ( ). Q: 5
(or ) is an unspecified vowel. Q: V
All this refers to transcription, rather than to transliteration o r
reproducing the national (Roman-based) script. The transliteration  a n d
the national Roman spelling are (and should be) quoted in the i r
traditional form.
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(1) WITH CONSONANT LETTERS
Superscipt consonant letters are always used to denote weak
consonants ( , , , , etc.). The superscript letters denote ex t reme
reduction of a consonant, like in some dialects of Rif Berber: ,
'woman', 'he went out'. Q (the quotable equivalents o f
these signs) is formed by adding O1 or +O1 after the letter: = Q: 9+O1,
= O1
Reduction to zero is denoted by using morphohonemic brackets :
'woman'. If a superscript consonant letter is adjacent to a
letter for a homorganic consonant (e.g. in affricates:  in Vg dialects),
it denotes a weak consonantous elements of an affricate.  
Subscript consonant letters (e.g. in Lp Kld v ) denote very weak
consonants. Their quotable equivalents are formed by adding O2 or +O2
to the corresponding character: v = Q: O2 = 9+O2.
) - glottalization (both ejective and voiced injective), including
preglottalization. In the N reconstructions it denotes an emphat ic
articulation (without commitment as to its exact phonetic articulation:
glottalization, aspiration or tenseness). EM: . (after the letter). Q: ” a f t e r
voiceless conconants, ” before voiced conconants (e.g. = Q ”, = Q
”, = Q ” )
(preceding the letter) - preglottalization (as Sq , , Lp ∆ , ) o r
injective glottalization (especially of voiceless consonants: , ). Q: ”
before a cns., e.g. = ” 2
(after the letter) - tense non-aspirated (in the NrCs languages, i n
Zng).    
(after the letter: ) - unreleased stop (stop without explosion,  as i n
Vietnamese and Ndam); cp. ] = unreleased undiscriminate stop ( s e e
above). Q: ]
( ) - uvularization ("emphasis", as in Arabic and Berber). Q: 12
or +12 after letters for consonants
(after the letter: ) - fortis. Q:  ”3
(after the letter: ) - lenis, lax; in Azm denotes lax sonoran t s
("relâchées") . Q: ”4
(after the letter: ) - aspirate. Q: (after the letter)
and (preceding the letter: = , ) - preaspirate. Q: h
(before the letter)
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ò (after the letter: bò, gò, dò, jò, zò, rò, lò, mò, nò, N ò) - devoiced or half-
voiced = FUT small caps. EM: h (after the letter), Q: ”5b  after consonan t
le t ters
òò (after the letter: ròò, lòò) - devoiced final part of the consonant (as i n
Nen F). EM:  h (after the letter). Q: ”5c  after consonant letters
™ (after the letter) - half-voiced. EM: h  (after the letter). Q: ”5a  a f t e r
consonant letters
] (preceding the letter) - voiceless consonants with a voiced or half-
voiced initial part (as in some dialects of Lp). Q: ”5d  preceding
consonant letters
3 (under the letter: b3, d3, g#, k3, p3, t3, q#) - fricativity resulting from lenition
(fricative variants of phonemes or morphophonemes, as in Hebrew,
Aramaic and Berber). Q: 9a  (or +9a) after consonant letters
3 under letters for fricatives (B3, Î3, G3, v3, h3) - lax fricativity (consonnes
spirantes   of Mart. and TBC, such as Sp intervocalic b, d, g = B3, Î3, G3) .
Lax fricativity resulting from lenition may be also denoted as above
(with a dot under letters for stops: b3, d3, g, k3, p3, t3, q##) if no phonological
opposition (b3 ↔ B3, etc.) is involved or known. Q: 9b  (or +9b) a f t e r
consonant letters
£ (e.g. p£, t£) - lax consonants (pT *-p£- > -p- ≠ -b- in daughter lgs.). Q: ”4
= - syllabic consonant (l=, n=, m=, etc.). Q: ”1 3
" over the consonant letter - weak consonant (intermediate be tween
the consonant and zero), e.g. w", y" = w, y with weak approximation. Q:
”14
2, ∏ over the consonant letter = long consonant, including the so-called
"long consonants" in Korean and the Nakh-Daghestanian lgs. Q: ”1 5
ì (under the letter) - plosive consonant (stop): H ì (plosive H), ÷ ì, f ì, vì. Q:
”16 after a consonant letter
Ú (under the letter) - open fricative consonant (with b roadened
aperture). Q: the diacritic sign may be ignored
″ (after the letter) - affricatized or half-affricatized stop (k″ =
affricate k¢x, t!″ = a half-affricatized t! [intermediate between t! and c1, a s
Russian t∆]. Q: 23 or +23 (e.g. k″ = Q: k23, t!″ = Q: t2+23)
″  (preceding the letter) - slightly affricatized fricative consonant (wi th
a weak initial plosive articulation): ″x = very weak k + x. Q: 24 a f t e r
consonant letters
˘ or  † with dental consonant letters (t˘ = t † , d˘ = d † , d'˘) - addental o r
gingival (in contrast with alveolar) consonant. The traditional symbol  †
is less convenient because it cannot be combined with the under-dot f o r
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glottalization. Q: 25 after consonant letters (t˘ = t † = Q: t25, d˘ = d † , d'˘ =
Q: d25)
˘ with palatal consonant letters (ç, J) - dentopalatal consonants
(intermediate between t and ç, d and J), as in dialects of Lapp = Q: 25,
+25
À (tÀ, dÀ, nÀ) - alveolar (in contrast with dental or post-dental) consonant ;
tÀ, dÀ, nÀ = t3, d3, n3 of the Dravidianist notation. Q: 15 after cns. letters
8 - palatal consonant (e.g. Z8 = J¢j ) (if distinguished from palatalized).
Q: 26 after a cns. letter. But in pIE reconstructions k8, g8, x8 is u s e d
(according to scholarly tradition) for palatalized consonants: k8 = Q: k2a
(see below)
1 (over the letter: s1, n1, l!, w1, etc.) - palatality. Q: 26 after cns. letters
Y (after the letter: kY, gY, XY) - palatalization. Q: 2a, +2a ater cns. letters
Ï, 4 (over the letter) or ê (after the letter) - weak palatalization (e\-
palatalization).  Q: 2b, +2b after cns. letters
W (after the letter: kW, gW, XW) - labialization. Q:  W after the letter
Ü  (after the letter: sÜ ) - v- labialization (articulated with the upper lip
only). Q: v
Ü  (in word-initial position before diphthong or vowel) - weak
approximant functioning as a v-glide (as in dialects of Kola Lapp).  Q: v
%,  ﬁ (over a consonant letter or to its left) - nasalization or (in Chadic)
prenasalization of an obstruent (p%, bﬁ, dﬁ, tﬁ or  %p, %b, %d, %t) or nasalization o f
a cns. (y%, w% , ÷%, ?%). Q: 27 after the letter
` (s`, n`, etc.) = ß (sß, lß, etc.) - postalveolar or retroflex consonants. Q: 7,
+7 after cns. letters
> over letters for sibilants (s>, z>, s'>) - symbol of infralabialized doma l
infradental sibilants, like in Central Jibbali (Johnstone's s%, z%, s%5) or i n
Twi (Ghana); s> = [¸] of the IPA transcription. Q: 28 after the letter
> over letters for sonorant consonants (y>, w>, n>) denotes a glottal s t o p
that is simultaneous with the sonorant. Q: ”  after the cns.
> over letters c and Z is used to denote lingual affricates wi thout
phonemic disrinction between hissing, hushing, and palatal: Z> for a
voiced affricate,  c> for a voiceless affrivace, as well as for a palatal o r
sibilant consonant (without phonemic distinction between affricates
and ç  or between sibilant affricates and pure [fricative] sibilants, as well
as for an affricate without phonemic disrinction between voiced a n d
voiceless). Q: 11 after the letters c  and 3
w - vibration (e.g, X w - vibrating X , g w- g  with vibration). Q: r.
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3  (after the letter) - a sign for clicks (EM: !), namely:
b3  - voiced bilabial click,
c>3  - voiceless palatal (palato-retroflex) click,
c63  - voiceless lateral click,
d3  - voiced addental click,
dÀ3  - voiced alveolar click,
J3 - voiced palatal (palato-retroflex) click,
J63  - voiced lateral click,
m 3  - nasalized bilabial click,
n3  - nasalized addental click,
nÀ3  - nasalized alveolar click,
n113  - nasalized palatal (palato-retroflex) click,
p3  - voiceless bilabial click,
tç  - voiceless addental click,
tÀ3  - voiceless alveolar click;
aspirated and glottalized clicks should be represented by adding
the signs of aspiration and glottalization to the symbols for clicks (e.g.,
t3≈, c>3≈, t'3, c>'3); retroflex clicks can be designed by adding the sign o f
retroflexity to the signs of addental clicks: tß3 , dß3 , n`3) .
The clicks are rare in African languages of Nostratic origin (in s o m e
South Cushitic languages only). Nevetheless in view of further r esea rch
of languages of Africa I find it useful to formulate my proposal o f
transcription of clicks.
(2) WITH VOWEL LETTERS
% denotes nasality: a% = nasal a; in the Slavic languages nasality is
denoted by a cedille: aß = a%. EM: ~ (after the letter)
ß  denotes retroflex articulation (as iß in Chinese shi, ri, or ‰ß i n
American English bird [b‰ß2d])
À denotes apical pronunciation: iÀ, uÀ = apicalized i, u (as iÀ in some East
Lapp subdialects denoted in Sotavalta’s and Wiklund’s transcription a s
iº, uº, or as iÀ in Chinese si).
  > (over the letter) denotes creaky phonation of vowels.
  < (over the letter) denotes middle pharyngealization (as in s o m e
Daghestanian languages; such pharyngealization is supposed to have
existed in the history of Akkadian) and pharyngealization of vowels i n
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Tuva and Tofalar. NB: î< is a pharyngealized î (Tv y`), while i < is a
pharyngealized i  (Tv i` ). EM: I (after the letter).
' and Η (before the letter or between vowel letters) d e n o t e
"interrupted" and "aspirated" vowels (in Ud, according Zinder a n d
Matusevich) (the sign chosen in accordance with the source: Η if t h e
source indicates a kind of h); Krm. treats this "interruption" a n d
"aspiration" as phonemes ? and h (transcribed so in quotations f r o m
Krm.)
… (a …, e…, etc.) - breathy vowels (vowels with breathy voice) and "lax"
vowels ({Bender} Dime)
' (under the vowel letter) denotes close vowels (e' = ¨, closed e). In Tg
it denotes vowels of the higher series of vowel harmony
 3 3 (under the vowel letter) denotes open vowels (e3 = E). In pTg i t
denotes the vowels of the lower series of vowel harmony
¯ denotes retracted vowels (a¯  = retracted a )
˘ denotes advanced vowels (a˘ = advanced a)
Ú (under the letter) - broadened vowel
¿ (under the letter) - narrowed vowel
8 (over the letter) - narrowed vowel with a convexed middle part o f
the tongue ("gewölbte Mittelzunge", such as ö8 in Karjalainen's
description of Ostyak)
4 denotes front vowels (a4, u4, o4)
$ denotes half-front vowels (o$, u$)
\  denotes glides (English my ·mai\‚, Spanish bien ·bi\en‚, bueno
·≤bu\eno‚)
ò (after the vowel letter) denotes devoiced vowels (as in Japanese,
Oromo and Wolaytta prosody)  
£  (e£, i£, o£ ) - lax vowels (as in Slq: e£, i£, o£  = {KKIH} E, i< [i with subscr ip t
<], O ; or as in Boni)
ª (under the letter: eª, oª, aª, etc.) - tense vowels (as in Boni)
Diacritical signs at the beginning of words denote supersegmental
features:
˘ at the beginning a word - supersegmental anteriorization of all
vowels of the word (as in Somali);
Ú at the beginning of a word - supersegmental lowering of all vowels (i
> i3, etc.) (as in the Tungusic languages)
¿ at the beginning of a word - supersegmental higher articulation of all
vowels (u  > u', etc.) (as in the Tg languages)  
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Subscript vowel letters denote anaptyctic and ultra-short vowels (e.g.
in Kalmuck, Kurukh), as well as the patach furtivum in Hebrew (  =
)
Superscript vowel letters , , denote -coloured shva (in H b
and JA: Hb = ).
Superscript vowel letters (i, u , o , e , ä ) adjacent to vowels denote glide
elements of diphthongoids (e.g. R  [ u ] 'nose', Xlj o 'road')
(3) WITH BOTH CONSONANTS AND VOWEL LETTERS
(at the end of a word) - devoiced Auslaut
  (i.e. )- syllable boundary, e.g. in MM and MKo (rendering t h e
MKo letter unless it denotes [ ] - see Lee GKS 130-1, 150-3). Q: 
(4) QUANTITATIVE DIFFERENCES OF VOWELS
vowel letters without diacritics of length or shortness denote s h o r t
vowels (in languages with an opposition short vs. long) and no rma l
("full") vowels (in languages with an opposition normal vs. u l t ra-shor t
and with a triple opposition long vs. short vs. ultra-short); an exception:
special letters for ultra-short (reduced) vowels 
denotes a ultra-short vowel (e.g. ); in languages distinguishing
between long and short vowels only (L, Gk, pA) it denotes a short vowel
small subscript vowel letters denote ultra-short vowels (almost zero)
letters followed by denotes half-long vowels  
vowel letters with a macron or with a following colon denote long
vowels
(in the formula of a root or a stem) denotes vowel length as part o f
the formula (e.g. in Sv , cf. 2486. 'run, flee')
letters followed by denote ultra-long vowels
(after the letter) symbolizes "schwachgeschnittene Länge" (in t h e
Samoyed languages)
letters followed by ⋅ denotes a short vowel (opposed to a long o n e ) ,
e.g. ⋅
(5) QUANTITATIVE DIFFERENCES OF CONSONANTS
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(5) QUANTITATIVE DIFFERENCES OF CONSONANTS
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Long consonants are denotes by double letters ( ) or by a colon  ( ) .
Half-long consonants are denoted by the sign .
Ultra-long consonants are followed by the sign .
(6) TONES AND STRESS
(before the syllable) - full stress.
(before the syllable) - weak stress
(before the syllable) - strong stress (e.g. phrasal stress).
(before the syllable) - secondary stress
The tones are denoted mostly by supralineal signs over vowels, e.g. b y
signs of the second supralineal level (higher than regular supralineal
signs):
- high tone; in Kor. and Jap. this sign is quoted after Starost in 's
pape r s
- low tone; in Kor. and Jap. this sign is quoted after Starostin's papers
- middle tone.
- falling high-to-mid tone. Q: (e.g. = )
- falligh high-to-low tone. Q: (e.g. = )
- falling mid-to-low tone. Q: (e.g. = )
- rising low-to-high tone. Q: (e.g. = )
- rising low-to-mid tone. Q: (e.g. = )
- rising mid-to-high tone (mid rise tone). Q: (e.g. = )
- high rise tone (as in Wedekind's records of Janjero). Q: (e.g. =
)
- very low tone. Q: ( )
- very high tone. Q: 7 ( 7)
_ (after the syllable) - the tone (in ds. of Ko and J) designated b y
Starostin by a subscript macron: _ = St.’s 
In transcribing languages distinguishing between more than t h r e e
pitches of tones the first supralineal level is used for the mid low tone (
, e.g. ) and for the mid high tone ( , e.g. ), so that the tones a r e
denoted as follows ( standing here for any vowel): f o r
very low, low, mid low, middle, mid high, high and very high t ones
respectfully. They may be denoted by subscript numbers as well: = ,
= , = , = 4, = 5, = 6, = 7, falling mid-to-low = 4-2,
rising mid-to-high = 4-6, etc.
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If the tone sign precedes a word (as in MfG), it indicates that the w o r d
requires this tone in the preceding word (Brr.’s "ton flottant").
In proto-Slavic reconstructions, in Lt, Ltv and Lv the syllabic
intonation (Slavic and Baltic accents) are denoted according to t h e
Slavistic vs. Baltistic tradition.
In transcribing Korean dialects I use superscript L,  T and  V
(preceding the syllable) to designate those tones which are symbolized
in St. AJ and SDM95 by capital letters L, T and V (without explaining t h e
phonetic meaning of the symbols).
In trascribing Chinese I use the traditional numeration of the t ones
(subscript numbers ¡, ™, £, ¢) .
For unwritten languages with expiratory syllabic intonation (like Liv) I
use  — (a highly placed macron) for the even intonation (Endz.’s
"gedehnter Ton") (or leave the syllable without intonation sign), ~ ( a
highly placed gravis) for the falling intonation (initially-strong a n d
finally-weak lyllables; Endz.’s "fallender Ton") and 5 (after the vowel)
for the stød ("Stoßton"). For written lgs. of this kind (Lt, Ltv) we u s e
traditional accent symbols with traditional transliteration.
(7) ADDITIONAL SIGNS
(used in description and reconstruction of languages)
These signs should not necessarily be reproduced by scholars w h o
quote my data. but have no techinical possibility to reproduce t h e
characters. If necessary, their meaning may be rendered by words o f
explanations.  
1, 2, 3, 4 - radicals of S, B and Eg roots
↔  - morphological, semantic, or phonemic opposition (L reges p l .
↔ rex sg., 'land' ↔  'sea', d ↔ t); in semantic definitions: "opposite of ,
antonym of" (e.g., 'right' ↔ ' left ')
¬  = and (for variants of roots and words); or (for al ternative
recons t ruc t ions)
≈ , ±  = approximately (in semantic definitions and in phonet ic
reconstructions); ≈  before a reference means that the etymological o r
semantic interpretations in the quoted source are only partially sha red
by the present author
{ } - uncertainty brackets: {a} = a or similar. EM: [ ]
[ ] - uncertainty brackets: [a] = a or nothing. EM: ( )
< > - brackets for silent letters (in transliteration)
⁄, €, ‹ - these indexes are used for reconstructed or ancient languages
in order to distinguish between phonemes with unknown phonet ic
difference, e.g. OJ o⁄ and pJ *o⁄ = OJ o4, pJ  *o4 (= *o3).  
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÷  - cognate of
• - sign of a non-existing word, form or a non-existing meaning
(quoted by a scholar)
•<  - erroneous etymology
•÷ - erroneous etymological comparison with …; 'not here …' o r
'hardly cognate with …'
⇔  - "contrary to the opinion of…", "compare otherwise"
* - sign of reconstruction
*° -  a reconstruction based on one descendant language (or branch o f
a family) only
*°° - a reconstruction based on one granddaughter-language only
** - a questionable reconstruction or a result of "internal
reconst ruct ion"
* (after a word) - unattested forms (esp. quotation forms: nom. sg.,
inf., etc.) of a word (reconstructed from the attested forms of i t s
paradigm)
'↑ ' - the abovementioned meaning of the same N etymon (in cross-
references)
s≡ - a semantic parallel
? - a questionable N etymology, or a questionable cognate
€  - a N etymology based on two daughter-languages only
?€ - a N etymology based on two daughter-languages only, with
questionable representation in a third language family (or in two o t h e r
language families)
?φ  € - a N etymology based on two daughter-languages only, with
phonetically uncertain representation in a third language family (or i n
two other language families)
?σ  - a semantically doubtful connection
?φ  - a phonetically doubtful connection
?σ,φ or ?φ,σ - a doubtful connection (for semantic and phonet ic
reasons )
??σ  - a highly doubtful connection (for semantic reasons)
??φ  - a highly doubtful connection (for phonetic reasons)
?µ - a morphologically doubtful connection (the derivation is n o t
clear, the root structure is deviant, etc.)
¿ - a questionable reconstruction of a daughter-language, a
questionable adduction of a lge. or a family of of lgs., or (before '…') a
questionable semantic interpretation of a reconstructed or an a t tes ted
word; 'the sign '¿' before a language name means that the very existence
of the form in question is dubious      
[¿] - A. Dolgopolsky’s doubts about an opinion (semant ic
interpretation, etc.) of another author
+ = "adduces" (used in references to other scholars)
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The arrows ‘ and “ in references or between abbreviations f o r
authors or bibliographical sources (A ‘ B or B “ A) mean t h a t
words\roots published (or registered, reconstructed) in a paper A ( o r
by the scholar A) were later repeated (quoted) in a paper B (or by t h e
author B). For instance, "IS I 224 ‘ BmK 261-2" means that t h e
etymology proposed in IS I 224 was later repeated in BmK 261-2;
"{BK“Fr.}" = "{Biberstein-Kazimirky after Freytag}".   
(8) OTHER SIGNS
: - translation within a glossa or an ancient\medieval dictionary (e.g.
Gk [Hs.] ]oru1a: cordh1 'gut(s)', Pru [El.] alne: "Tyer" 'beast', i.e. Pru
alne :, translated in Elbing’s dictionary (≈ 1400  C. E.) as Tyer ' beas t ' ) .
If the translation in a glossa or in an ancient\medieval glossary is i n
Larin script, the quotation marks are " ", and the text of the t ranslat ion
is in the capital Helvetica script (A B C D...)   
√  = "root". Q: "root"
√  - consonantous verbal root (in the Hamito-Semitic languages)
√ - consonantous scheme of a derived verbal stem (in the Hamito-
Semitic languages. Q: root
√√  (or )  - biconsonantous nucleus of roots (in the HS languages)
# - word juncture (used in phonetic formulas)
× - contamination (merger) of roots, stems, or words (a × b = 'a
contaminated [merged] with b '). Q: "merged with"    
† - obsolete word, obsolete semantic variant
≠  - variant forms. Q: "variant"
±  - dialectal variants. Q: ≠ . Q "dialectal variant" or dialectal variants"
/ - apophonic and other morphological variants of a r o o t \ s t e m
distributed according to their morphologicl role; on the meaning of t h e
solidus (/) in the enumeration of languages and dialects see "Names o f
Languages, Dialects, Language Families & Subfamilies"
\ = "or", "and\or". Q.: /
↑ = high style. Q: "high style"
↓  = non-standardnon-standard"
 † = obsolete. Q.: "obsolete"
i  - ideophonic root (including "nursery words" [Lallwörter]) Q.:
"ideophonic"
o  = an onomatopoeic word\root;
o€  = secondary onomatopoeic associations;
'⇑ ' = anaphoric sign "the above-mentioned meaning of the s a m e
w o r d \ m o r p h e m e "
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⇓  = "see below"
⇒ = "see to the right" (referring to the following part of the s a m e
en t ry )
× = contamination (merger) of roots, stems, or words (a × b = 'a
contaminated [merged] with b ' )  
ı - source of borrowing, borrowed to (a ıb = 'b  borrowed f r o m
a ' )
π  - borrowed from (a π b  = 'a  borrowed from b ' )
ı+π - borrowed in one direction or another (a ıb  or a π b)
Ï  - source of derivation (a Ïb  = 'b  derived from a ' )
ÿ  - derived from (a ÿb  = 'a  derived from b ' )
‘  - a semantic change to …
“ - a semantic change from … (on the meaning of ‘ and “ i n
bibliographical references or between names of scholars see above [ end
of the preceding paragraph])
‘ µ  - a morhological change to …
“ µ  - a morhological change from …
≡σ - a semantic parallel
|| - bars between primary families of languages (Hamito-Semitic,
Kartvelian, IE, Uralic, Altaic, Dravidian, Elamic)
,  || - bars between secondary families (Anatolian IE, Narrow IE,
Semitic, Egyptian, Cushitic, Chadic, Finno-Ugrian, Samoyed, Yukagir,
Turkic, Mongolian, Tungusian, Korean)
»» - bars between branches of families (e.g. Germanic, Balto-Slavic,
East Cushitic, Central Chadic, Finno-Permian, Ugrian)
»  (and ) - bar between subbranches (e.g., Slavic [within Balto-Slavic],
Iranian [within Indo-Iranian], Baltic Finnic, Ob-Ugrian, Bole-Tangale)
 - bar between etymological entries of different words of the s a m e
root\morpheme or between different variants of a root ( recons t ruc ted
within a branch of a family), as well as between different semat ic
variants of the same root (within a primary or secondary family)
 - bars between etymological entries of different words of the s a m e
root\morpheme (reconstrucred within a secondary family) or be tween
secondary etymological entries (derivatives, compounds) within a n
entry denoted by , as well as between different roots belonging to t h e
same secondary family and going back to the same N etymon
 or  - bars between etymological entries of different words \ s t ems
of the same root\morpheme or between different roots going back t o
the same N etymon (reconstrucred within a primary family)
| - bar between etymological variants of the same N root (within a
primary family)
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||| - bars between reconstructions of different pN words or the i r
variants within one N etymological entry
 before a D reconstruction means "a reconstruction distinguishing
between voiceless and voiced cnss. (GSt.’s theory and IS’s ideas o n
voiced geminates)"
¶ - sign preceding bibliographical and other notes referring to a
secondary family
¶¶ - sign preceding bibliographical and other notes referring to a
primary family
˚  - sign preceding bibliographical and other notes referring to a
Nostratic etymon
˚   - sign preceding bibliographical notes referring to impressionistic
comparisons which are not based on classical comparativistic m e t h o d s
(historical phonology, regular sound changes, etc.).
≠ - sign preceding bibliographical reference to al ternative
etymological interpretations (not shared by the present author); sign
'not related to' (e.g. T *arka-n ≠ M *aru) and 'to be distinguished f r o m '
(e.g. OI √su2-  'grant, bestow' ≠  √su2-  'set in motion').
≠ φ  = untenable for phonetic reasons
≠σ  = untenable for semantic reasons
≈  - sign preceding bibliographical reference to etymological
interpretations that are only partially shared by the present author; ( i n
semantic definitions and in transcription) "approximately"
{ } - brackets for the source of information (author or paper, inicated
by means of abbrreviations - see Bibliography  )
∫   (preceding the abbreviated name of the bibliographical source ,
within {}-brackets) means "in X's notation" (e.g. {∫Bz}, {∫IS}, {∫SDM94}
s m  (preceding the abbreviated name of the quoted author) means t h a t
his semantic interpretation has been reformulated. Q: "reformulated b y
Dolgopolsky)"
† (preceding the abbreviated name of the source) means "according
to X’s theory / hypothesis" (e.g. {†SDM94}, {†Hel.}, {†Rsl.}). Q:
"according to X’s theory / hypothesis"
∂  (preceding the abbreviated name of the source) means "according
to X with A. Dolgopolsky’s notation" (e.g. {∂ADb.} = "quoted after ADb.,
but in AD’s notation"). Q: "according to X with A. Dolgopolsky’s
nota t ion"
{A “  B} - sign indicating that the author A quoted data recorded by B
{A “?} - sign indicating that we quote a paper by A, but the ul t imate
source of the information (scholar who recorded the word) is unknown
∈ = 'a kind of'; used in semantic definitions if the exact specific
meaning of the word\stem is unknown, e.g. '∈ plant' means that w e
know that the word denotes a plant but we do not know which o n e ,
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'∈ to eat' means that this is a verb denoting some kind of eating. Q: " a
kind of"
÷  = 'akin to', 'cognate with'. Q: "'akin to" or "cognate with"
÷÷  = 'cognate with (families\macrofamilies outside Nostratic)'
+ stands between parts of a compound verb
+ after a root (Ari dif+ 'steal') means that the root is used with sxs.
+ stands between semantic varieties of one descendant word, each o n e
having its own etymology, e.g.  D *mutß- vi. 'end, terminate, b e
completed' < N *muda  'to finish' +  D *mutß- 'die' < N *mutV ≈ 'go away
(?), die'.
  
IV. Transliteration of Coptic Letters
aa, vb, gg, d d, ee, zz, ie2, † t˙, I i, k k, l l, m m,
nn, ≈x, oo, oy u, pp, rr, s s, t t, y w, f p˙, x k˙, π
ps, Oo2, W s7, F f, 3X, £ (graphic variant of the prec. l e t t e r ) X,
#X€  (used in Cpt A only), 9  X‹ (used on Cpt P), 2 h,  H Z (= Cpt B
[Z7], Cpt Sd/A/F [Z7ò], = Cpt {†Lpr.} [c7, c7']), C  c (= Cpt B [c7≈], Cpt
Sd/A/F [g1ò], Cpt {†Lpr.} [kY]), T ti, macron over the l e t t e r = ´ (e.g.
n 2 ´n).
Quotable equivavalents (if my transliteration characters cannot b e
reproduced): aa, vb, gg, d d, ee, zz, ie:, † t˙, Ii, k k,
l l, m m, n n, ≈ x, o o, oy u, p p, r r, s s, t t, y w, f
p˙, xk˙, π ps, O o:,W s7, F f, 3 x, £ (graphic variant of t h e
prec. l e t t e r ) x, # x€ (used in Cpt A only), 9 x‹ (used on Cpt P), 2
h ,  H3 (= Cpt B [Z7], Cpt Sd/A/F [Z7ò], = Cpt {†Lpr.} [c7, c7']), C  c (= Cpt
B [c7≈], Cpt Sd/A/F [g1ò], Cpt {†Lpr.} [kY]), Tti, macron over the le t te r
= ´ (e.g. n 2 ´n).
V. Armenian letters
 (arranged according to the alphabetical order
of the Roman alphabet)
a a , bb , cc , ç c ≈ , 4c 7 , ¢ c 7 ≈ , d d , e e , é e 6 , ú e w , ` ´, f
f , g g , h h , ii , k k , ˚ k ≈ , l l , ¬ Ò , mm , n n, o o, ø o6, p
p , π p≈ , r R, ® r2, ss , 2s7,t t , † t≈, u u , vv , y w, x X,
jy , z z , 1 z7 , 3 Z , £ Z7
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Quotable equivavalents (if my transcription characters cannot b e
reproduced): a a , bb , cc , ç c ≈ , 4c 3 ¨  ¢ c 3 ≈ , d d , e e , é e6, ú
e w , ` e 3 , f f , g g , h h , ii , k k , ˚ k≈, l l, ¬ l18, m m , n
n , o o , ø o6, p p , π p≈ , r r, ® rr, ss , 2s 3 ,t t , † t≈, u u,
vv , yw , x x , jy , z z , 1 z 3 , 3 3, £ 3 3
RECOMMENDED QUOTING EQUIVALENTS OF THE TRANSCRIPTION
When quoting data of this dictionary, scholars may find it hard t o
render the non-standard transcription signs found here. Hence w e
propose two systems of equivalents of my signs:
A. Some equivalents of the my characters and signs (available in t h e
IPA, SIL, and other commonly used transcription fonts, in t h e
Orientalistic transcription, etc.):  
Consonants: ¿ = ? ÷' = ÷5 b'  = ∫, 5b c' = c5 c7' = c75 c`' = c`5 c6'
9 = G G = g# G6 = g#l h_ = h ˇ = y5 J = d! J° = 5d!
k' = k5 lß  = l' ¬ß = ¬5 ’ = Î! Ò†= lr nÀ = n3 n` =  n' p'
ûq = q5 R = \ r ∑ = r rÀ  = r3 r` = r' sœ  = s' t' = t5
tœ = t' T' = T5 zœ = z' Îœ = z6' (Arabistic d') Z> = Z
Vowels: ä  = Ä ´⁄  = ‰¯, È = I 4, â = I4
Diacritics with consonants:  ' = 5 (t' = t5); s> = s%; z> = z %
Tones: complex tones of long vowels may be denoted by two vowels
with the signs of the respective tone: phases, e.g. a^ = a!a~, a§ = a!a@, a& = a~a!.
Uncertainty signs: The uncertainty brackets may be either spelled o u t
(e.g. *≤kal[a]b- ‘ *≤kalab- or *≤kalb-, *g8[≈]er-‘ *g8≈+g8er-), or replaced b y
commonly used brackets: [ ] ‘ () (e.g. *≤kal[a]b- ‘ *≤kal(a)b-, *g8[≈]er-‘
*g8(≈)er-), { } ‘ · ‚ (e.g. *Z6a{p}V ‘ *Z6a·p‚V). The sign V‘V; á ( i n
reconstructions) ‘ a4+e; ÷3 ‘ ˝+G; Ó ‘ H+X; ◊ ‘ a+Ë.
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B. Those scholars who cannot use the characters of IPA, SIL, etc., a r e
advised to use my system of quotable equivalents for the charac te rs
used in this book (see above § 8, parts I, II , and III .
All this refers to transcription, rather than to transliteration o r
reproducing the national (Roman-based) script. The transliteration  a n d
the national Roman spelling are (and should be) quoted in the i r
traditional form.
   LIST OF THE RECOMMENDED QUOTING EQUIVALENTS OF THE TRANSCRIPTION
CONSONANTS AND GLIDES,
ELEMENTS OF CONSONANTS
Q: ’ = ? - glottal stop; (in pIE) ?, a "weak" (yielding zero in Hitt i te)
laryngeal, lost in zero-grade of apophony (unlike all other laryngeals,
that yield NaIE *´ in the apophonic zero-grade)
Q: ’O = ¿, voiceless zero-consonant (short absence of any s o u n d )
(preceding a consonant in some Lp dialects)
Q: ’1a  = ?  (in reconstructions) (cover sign for ?+h)
Q: ’2 = ÷ , voiced epiglottal approximant (Arabic Ø )
Q: ’2” = ÷', glottalized epiglottal consonant
Q: ’2a = ÷3 , unspecified voiced laryngeal (÷  or ˝ ) (cover sign)
Q: ’3 or (for Eg) y  = ˇ , palatalized glottal stop; (in pIE and pNaIE
recinstructions) æ  (in pIE and pNaIE recinstructions), the prosodic
feature (breathed voice, some kind of word-initial devoicing?) t h a t
brought about Gk prostetic vowels, transfromation of IE *w- and *y-
into Greek h- (cf. Introduction, § 2.2.6)
Q: ’6 = 5, weak glottal stop, sub-phonemic glottal stop, glottal stop as a
feature of an adjacent phoneme
Q: b” = b5, consonant described as "voiced ejective b"
Q: ”b  = b'  (= ∫ ), glottalized injective or preglottalized b
Q: b9 = B (= b33), fricative b
Q: c = c , voiceless hissing affricate (= t¢s ), like german z
Q: c2 = c1, voiceless palatal (or palatalized) sibilant affricate ( l ike
Polish c1, Tofalar palatal c1æ, c1)
Q: c3 = c7, voiceless hushing affricate (like English ch )
Q: c4 = c6, voiceless lateral affricate
Q: c7 = c` (in proto-Kartvelian and Jurchen), postalveolar c = K {K, FS}
c⁄  and Mudrak's Jurchen c 6
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Q: c1O = ç, voiceless palatal stop (like Hungarian ty )
Q: c11 = c>, voiceless lingual affricate (without phonemic dist inction
between c, c7, c1 and c6) or a voiceless palatal or sibilant consonan t
(without phonemic distinction between affricates and ç or be tween
sibilant affricates and pure [fricative] sibilants)
Q: c”, c5 = c', glottalized (ejective) c
Q: c”1-4 = c'>, glottalized lingual affricate c> (without phonemic
distinction between c', c7', c'1 and c'6)
Q: c”2 = c1', ejective palatal (or palatalized) sibilant affricate
Q: c”3 = c7', ejective hushing affricate
Q: c”4 = c6', ejective lateral affricate
Q: c”7 = c`' (in proto-Kartvelian), postalveolar c' =  K {K, FS} c'⁄
Q: Ç = Ç , cover sign for an unspecified affricate
Q: d7 (or ∂ of the IPA notation) = dß, postalveolar (cacuminal o r
retroflex) d
Q: d9 = Î (= d3), voiced fricative dental consonant (English th in this)
or dental spirant (in Martnet’s terminology) (Spanish d in nada )
Q: d15 = dÀ, alveolar d  (in Dravidian) (= d3 in Indological transcription)
Q: d” = d5, consonant described as "voiced ejective d"
Q: ”d = d' (= ∂ ), injective glottalized or preglottalized d
Q: d”9, d9+12 = Îœ, uvularized ("emphatic") Î , like Arabic ¶
Q: g2 = 9 , voiced uvular stop (incl. Mlt {Drs.} g °)
Q: g2-3 = G , unspecified voiced uvular cns. (˝+9)
Q: g3 = Ì, voiced uvular fricative or spirant (like Arabic · ). This sign
is also used for a phoneme without opposition ˝ ↔ G (as in pOUg a n d
pOs)
Q: g3+9 = Œ , an emphatic uvular fricative consonant (typical of Berber)
Q: g3+14 = ˝ (superscript), a uvular spirant (incl. an emphatic one) if
it is reduced almost to zero (as in some subdialects of Rif Berber)
Q: g4 = G6, voiced postpalatal lateral (approximant or fricative) (= {KD}
Kms l).
Q: g6  = IE, NaIE  g8
Q: g9 = G, voiced velar fricative\spirant (fricative\spirant g), like i n
Spanish trigo or New Greek g
Q: g14 = G (superscript), a voiced velar spirant if it is reduced a lmos t
to zero (as in some subdialects of Vogul)
Q: g≈6  = IE, NaIE g8≈
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Q: g” = g5, consonant described as "voiced ejective g"
Q: ”g = g°, injective glottalized or preglottalized g
Q: g”3 (or g3+12) = Œ, an emphatic uvular fricative consonant (typical
of Berber)
Q: h = (IE) h, "weak" (yielding zero in Hittite) a-colouring laryngeal (≈
Pv.'s *A€) (pIE *eh > NaIE *a2)
Q: h2 = H, voiceless epiglottal fricative (like Arabic Ó; = h5 of t h e
Orientalistic Transcription)
Q: h6 (or hy) = (in IE) h8, "weak" (yielding zero in Hittite) e-colouring
laryngeal (≈ Pv.'s *E⁄) (pIE *eh8 > NaIE *e2)
Q: h12 = hœ, emphaticized (uvularized) h (as in the southern dialects o f
Twareg); ≠ hœ [X ] of the Orienralistic transcription!
Q: h14 = Ó, fricative laryngeal onset that is added before vowels in t h e
absolute initial position (in Dsn)
Q: h16 = ˙, voiced h
Q: h17 = h, "allgemeiner Mundgeräsch\Geräuschlaut" {Lagerkrantz},
e.g. in Lp
Q: h18 = ˛\ , preconsonantous voiceless vowel glide (as in Lappish) a n d
postconsonantous voiceless ultra-short vowel (as in Nenets); the s a m e
sign is used when the final part of the preceding vowel is voiceless (as i n
Lp L, as described by Wiklund: ˛\  = Wiklund’s O); ≈ ¿
Q: hW = (in IE) hW, "weak" (yielding zero in Hittite) o-colouring
laryngeal (≈ Pv.'s *A⁄W) (pIE *ehW > NaIE *o2)
Q: hW  = (in IE) hx, a cover sign for a "weak" (lost in Hittite) laryngeal
of unknown colouring (≈  Pv.'s *H€)
Q: Ó = Ó, cover sign for é+9+q (all laryngeal consonents, as well a s
uvular 9 and q); (in IE) Ó, a cover sign for an unspecified laryngeal
(éx +Ù) (≈ Pv.'s *H)  
Q: Ó+w+y = ℵ , cover sign for Ó+w+y
Q: Ó2 = é , cover sign: unspecified laryngeal (?+h+÷+H+X+˝)
Q: Ó3 = é⁄, over sign for "weak" laryngeals (?+÷+H)
Q: Ó4 = é€ , cover sign for "weak" laryngeals, including h  (?+÷+H+h)
Q: Ó6 (or Óy) = é8, a cover sign for h8+x8.
Q: Óa = (in pIE) é, a cover sign for h+x, é0 é=
Q: ÓW  = (in pIE) éW , a cover sign for hW+xW8.
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Q: j = j, voiced palatal fricative (like the initial consonant in French
hier ·jE2r⁄‚). In pSl and pGmc recostructions (in accordance with t h e
tradition) j is used for the palatal approximant (instead of y )
Q: j2 = J , voiced palatal stop (like Hungarian dy )
Q: ”j2 = J°, injective glottalized or preglottalized J
Q: k” and k5 = k', ejective k
Q: k6 = (in IE, NaIE) k8
Q: l1,7 = N l ∏∏∏∏, cover sign for l++++l ß ßßß.
Q: l2 [= (IBA) ¥] = l!, palatal (or palatalized) l, like Italian gli i n
voglio
Q: l2a = ’ , a special type of palatal l (different from l!), as in U and FU,
where *’ stands for the traditional (FUV) *Î!- (in the word-initial
posi t ion)
Q: l7 = lß, postalveolar (cacuminal or retroflex) l
Q: l17 = ¬ , voiceless l
Q: l17+7 = ¬ß , voiceless l ß
Q: l18 = Ò , velarized l (like in Russian l )
Q: L = L, unspecified lateral sonorant (cover sign)
Q: m2 = m, voiced bilabial consonant with neutralization of the fea ture
of nasality (with allophones [m ] and [b]), as in pT
Q: n2 = n1, palatal (or palatalized) n .
Q: n7 = n` (= nß), postalveolar (cacuminal or retroflex) n
Q: n8 = N, velar or uvular nasal consonant (like ng  in English long)
Q: n14 = n, Old Telugu ardha \nusva \ra (a nasal consonant [word-final n,
preconsonantous M] that is optionally lost in certain environments, e.g.
kalangu = kalaNgu ≠ kalagu 'he disturbed')
Q: n15 = nÀ, alveolar n (like Tamil n3)
Q: nx = M, nasal consonant with phonologically neutralized place o f
articulation (always homorganic with the following consonant)
Q: ˆ  = ˆ, unspecified nasal consonant (other than *m ) (cover sign)
Q: p” = p', ejective p
Q: p9 = F  (= p3 ), voiceless fricative bilabial consonant (bilabial f)
Q: P  = P, unspecified labial stop  (cover sign)
Q: q = q, voiceless uvular stop (like Arabic Œ  )
Q: q” (or q5) = ûq, ejective uvular stop
Q: Q  = Q (cover sign for q+9)
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Q: rr = r2, long r  (incl. Armenian ® [long trilled r] )
Q: r : = r ∑, trilled r (with phonemic opposition to R )
Q: r2 = r1, palatalized (or palatal) vibrant
Q: r3 = r7, obstruent r (like Czech r7)
Q: r4 = Ò , a consonant (flap or tap) that is intermediate between r a n d
l (Loubignac’s l& in ZAS), or a phoneme without phonemic dist inction
between r  and l (as in proto-Agaw)
Q: r7 = r` (= rß), postalveolar (retroflex) r  (Dravidianistic r›¨ †r5)
Q: r15 = rÀ, alveolar trill (in contrast to post-dental); rÀ = r3 o f
Dravidianist notation
Q: r17 = ®, voiceless r (like Moksha Mordvin rx )
Q: r :17 = ®À, voiceless alveolar trill (like Konda {DED} Â)
Q: r19 (= {IBA} ®) = R, cerebral flap or tap (like Spanish r in cara, o r
like Hausa r in sarki)
Q: r2O = ®, uvular flap or tap
Q: r :2O = r⁄, uvular trill (like German r)
Q: r21 =  R, Old Scandinavian (presumably palatalized) kind of r < * s
Q: Â  = Â , cover sign for r+r1
Q: s = s, denoting both the apico-alveolar s (as in French, Russian, a n d
most other European lgs.) and the postalveolar s (as in Spanish, New
Greek, Finnish, and Estonian). The difference between both of them h a s
proved to be irrelevant in Nostratic studies (so far)
Q: s2 = s1 - palatal (or palatalized) s (e.g. like Polish s1)
Q: s3 = s7 - voiceless hushing sibilant (like English sh )
Q: s3+9 = s73 (in proto-Semitic) - weak *s7 (> s7 in Ak, but h, ? and z e r o
in most WS lgs.)
Q: s4 = s6 - voiceless lateral consonant
Q: s7 = sß - postalveolar (cacuminal or retroflex) s
Q: s7a = s` (in proto-Kartvelian) (= {K, FS} *s⁄]) (> Georgian s,
Megrelian, Laz, Svan s7)
Q: s7a+9 = s`3 (in proto-Kartvelian) = {K} *(s⁄) (> Svan s7, zero i n
Georgian and Zan)
Q: s9 = s3 (in proto-Karvelian) - weak *s (>  Georgian s, Megrelian a n d
Laz zero)
Q: s12 (or a less specific notation: s”) = sœ - uvularized ("emphatic") s,
like Arabic Ç
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Q: s19 = sÀ - apico-alveolar s with flattened body of the tongue ( l ike
Toda s3 in BE’s transcription of Dravidian)
Q: s2O = s> - infralabialized voiceless domal infradental sibilant (as i n
Twi and Jibbali; Johnstone’s s%)
Q: s21 = S - voiceless palatal fricative (= X7, x7 of Solon [ t ranscript ion
of Poppe, SSTMJ & Ivanovskij], Kildin Lappish j [in the new East Lappish
alphabet of 1982] and Moksha Mordvinian jx )
Q: Í  = Í, unspecified voiceless sibilant (or lateral obstruent) (s, s1, s7,
s6, K s`) (cover sign)
Q: t” (or t5) = t' - ejective t
Q: t”9 (or t5+9) = T' - ejective dental (or interdental) fricative
Q: t7 = tß - postalveolar (cacuminal or retroflex) t . Q: t7 (= [IBA] T)
Q: t9 = T (= t3) - voiceless dental (or interdental) fricative (like English
th in thin)
Q: t12 (or a less specific notation: t”) = tœ - uvularized ("emphatic") t,
like Arabic ﬂ
Q: t15 = tÀ - alveolar t (in Dravidian lgs.) (= t3 of the Indologocal
t ranscr ip t ion)
Q: Ê  = Ê, unspecified dental stop (cover sign); (in IE and NaIE) Ê, a n
archiphoneme resulting from neutralization of the opposition *-d≈ ≥*-
d ≥ *-t
Q: w = w  - labial approximant; IE and NaIE *u\ as a glide of diphthongs
instead of the traditional * u
Q: w 2 = ú , labial glide of a diphthongoid (e.g. núos nos  in Russian)
Q: x  (or x1) = x  (= k3) - voiceless velar fricative (like Russian x )
Q: x (in IE) = x, "strong" (yielding h, hh in Hittite) a-colouring
laryngeal (≈ Pv.'s *A⁄) (pIE *ex > NaIE *a2).
Q: x3 = X  - voiceless uvular fricative (like Spanish j  and Arabic Ù ) = hœ
of the Orientalistic Transcription
Q: x6 (or xy) = (in IE) x8, "strong" (yielding h, hh in Hittite) e-
colouring laryngeal (≈ Pv.'s *E€) (pIE *ex8> NaIE *e2)
Q: x14 = x , a weak x-sound (like TifrixT in Izn {Rn.})
Q: xW= (in IE) xW, "strong" (yielding h, hh in Hittite) o-colouring
laryngeal (≈ Pv.'s *A€W) (pIE *exW > NaIE *o2)
Q: Ù = Ù, a cover sign for x+x8+xW, i.e. a cover sign for a "strong"
(yielding h, hh in Hittite) laryngeal of unknown colouring (≈  Pv.'s *H ⁄)
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Q: Ù2 = ÙÚ , i.e. X+˝ (cover sign)
Q: y = y , palatal approximant (like y in English yes); IE and NaIE *i\ a s
a glide of diphthongs instead of the traditional * i
Q: y2 = î, palatal glide of a diphthongoid
Q: z = z - voiced hissing sibilant. Denotes both the apico-alveolar z ( a s
in French, Russian, and most other European lgs.) and the postalveolar z
(as in New Greek). The difference between both of them has proved t o
be irrelevant in Nostratic studies (so far)
Q: z2 = z1 - voiced palatalized sibilant (like Polish z1)
Q: z3 = z7 - voiced hushing sibilant (like French j)
Q: z4 = z6 - voiced lateral fricative
Q: z4+12  (= d4+9+12 = d”4+9) = Î^œ - lateralized uvularized ("emphat ic")
Î , like 8th cent. Arabic ﬁ
Q: z12 (or a less specific notation: z”) = zœ - uvularized ("emphatic") z,
like in Berber (z5 of the Orientalistic Transcription)
Q: z22 = z$- voiced hushing fricative with a broad slit (as in Zng: {TC}
"fricative sonore avec un faible chuintement", = {TC} z2)
Q: Z  = Z , nspecified voiced sibilant (cover sign)
Q: 3 = Z  - voiced hissing affricate (= d¢z)
Q: 32 = Z1 - voiced palatal (or palatalized) affricate (like Polish dz1)
Q: 33 = Z7 - voiced hushing affricate (like English j)
Q: 34 = Z6 - voiced lateral affricate
Q: 37 = Z` (in proto-Kartvelian and possibly in Jurchen) = Klimov's Z⁄
and Mudrak's Jurchen Z 6
Q: 311 = Z>  - voiced lingual affricate (without phonemic dist inction
between Z, Z7, Z7 and Z6) or a voiced palatal or sibilant consonant (wi thout
phonemic distinction between affricates and J or between sibilant
affricates and pure [fricative] sibilants)
Q: 3x = Û  = unspecified voiced affricate (cover sign)
Q: 8  = 8, i.e. w+y  (cover sign)
Q: cns. (n formulas we use C as a general sign for consonant) = ⊥  ( i n
reconstructions), cover sign for an unspecified consonant  
Q: ] after a cns. letter: b] = ’ (e.g. b’) unreleased stop (stop wi thout
explosion,  as in Vietnamese and Ndam)
Q: ( ) (in transliteration) = “ ‘ - for transliterated letters that are n o t
pronounced (e.g Sr “?‘na2s  with a "deaf" initial ?)
Q: ” after letters for voiceless conconants =  ' (s', t') - glottalization
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Q: ”  after letters for sonorant consonants (y , w, n) =  > over letters f o r
sonorant consonants (y>, w>, n>) denoting a glottal stop that is
simultaneous with the sonorant
Q: ” before letters for voiced conconants =  ' (b', d') - preglottalization
Q: ” before letters for laryngeal conconants (5÷ , 5H) - preglottalization
Q: ” before letters for voiceless conconants (5p, 5t) - injective
glottalization (as in Lp ∆ )
Q: ”3  after consonant letters (t”3, k”3, p”3) = æ (to the right of t h e
letter: tæ, kæ, pæ) - fortis
Q: ”4  after consonant letters (t”4, k”4, p”4) = [1] … (to the right of t h e
letter: t…, k…, p…) - lenis, lax; [2] in Azm … (Q: ”4) denotes lax sonoran t s
("relâchées") m…, n …, N…  = Q: m”4, n”4, n”4+8; [3] =  £ (e.g. p£, t£) - lax
consonants (pT *-p£- > -p- ≠ -b- in daughter lgs.)
Q: ”5a  after consonant letters =  ™ (after the letter) - half-voiced. EM: h
(after the letter)
Q: ”5b  after consonant letters = ò (after the letter: bò, gò, dò, jò, zò, rò, lò,
mò, nò, N ò) - devoiced or half-voiced  = FUT small caps. EM: h  (after t h e
le t t e r )
Q: ”5c  after consonant letters = òò (after the letter: ròò, lòò) - devoiced
final part of the consonant (as in Nen F). EM:  h (after the letter)
Q: ”5d  preceding consonant letters = ] (preceding the letter) -
voiceless consonants with a voiced or half-voiced initial part (as i n
some dialects of Lp)
Q: ”13 after consonant letters (l”13, n”13, m ”13)=  = - syllabic consonan t
(l=, n=, m=, etc.)
Q: ”14 after consonant letters =  " over the consonant letter - weak
consonant (intermediate between the consonant and zero), e.g. w", y" =
w,  y with weak approximation
Q: ”15 after a consonant letter =   2, ∏ over the consonant letter -
marling long consonant, including the so-called "long consonants" i n
Korean and the Nakh-Daghestanian lgs.
Q: ”16 after a consonant letter = ì (under the letter) - plosive
consonant (stop): H ì (plosive H), ÷ ì, f ì, v ì
Q: O1 or +O1 together with preceding letters for consonants =
superscript consonant letters (e.g. Q xO1 = x , Q t9+O1 = T)
Q: O2 or +O2 together with preceding letters for consonants = subscr ip t
consonant letters denoting very weak consonants (e.g. Lp Kld vu\allaÎ =
Q vO2wallad9+O2)
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Q: 2a, +2a ater cns. letters = Y (after the letter: kY, gY, XY) -
palatalization.
Q: 2b, +2b ater cns. letters =   Ï, 4 (over the letter) or ê (after the letter) -
weak palatalization (e\-palatalization).  Q: 2b, +2b ater cns. letters
Q: 7, +7 after cns. letters =  ` (s`, n`, etc.) = ß (sß, lß, etc.) - postalveolar o r
retroflex consonants. Q: ` (over the letter)
Q: 9a  (or +9a) after consonant letters =  3 (under the letter: b3, d3, g#, k3, p3,
t3, q#) - fricativity resulting from lenition (fricative variants of phonemes
or morphophonemes, as in Hebrew, Aramaic and Berber)
Q: 9b  (or +9b) after consonant letters =  3 under letters for fricatives
(B3, Î3, G3, v3, h3) - lax fricativity (consonnes spirantes   of Mart. and TBC,
such as Sp intervocalic b, d, g = B3, Î3, G3). Lax fricativity resulting f r o m
lenition may be also denoted as above (with a dot under letters f o r
stops: b3, d3, g, k3, p3, t3, q##) if no phonological opposition (b3 ↔ B3, etc.) is
involved or known
Q: 11 after the letters c and 3 =  > over letters c and Z that is used t o
denote lingual affricates without phonemic disrinction between hissing,
hushing, and palatal: Z> for a voiced affricate,  c> for a voiceless affrivace,
as well as for a palatal or sibilant consonant (without phonemic
distinction between affricates and ç or between sibilant affricates a n d
pure [fricative] sibilants, as well as for an affricate without phonemic
disrinction between voiced and voiceless)
Q: 12 and +12  after consonant letters (d12, z12, t’12, q’12, d12, d9+12) =  œ
(dœ, zœ, tœ) - uvularization ("emphasis", as in Arabic and Berber)
Q: 15 after cns. letters =  À (tÀ, dÀ, nÀ) - alveolar (in contrast with denta l
or post-dental) consonant; tÀ, dÀ, nÀ = t3, d3, n3 of the Dravidianist notation.
Q: 23 or +23 after consonant letters = ″ (after the letter) - affricatized
or half-affricatized stop (k″ = affricate k¢x, t!″ = a half-affricatized t!
[intermediate between t! and c1, as Russian t∆ ], e.g. Q: k23 = k″, Q: t2+23 =
t!″
Q: 24 after consonant letters = ″ (preceding the letter) - slightly
affricatized fricative consonant (with a weak initial plosive
articulation): ″x  = very weak k  + x = Q: k2 4
Q: 25, +25: [1]: after consonant letters = ˘ or  † with dental cns. le t ters
(t˘ = t † , d˘ = d † , d'˘) - addental or gingival (in contrast with alveolar)
consonant (t˘ = t † = Q: t25, d˘ = d † , d'˘ = Q: d25); [2] with palatal
consonant letters (ç = Q: c1O; J = Q: j2) = ˘ with consonants =
dentopalatal consonants (intermediate between t and ç, d and J), as i n
dialects of Lapp
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Q: 26 after a cns. letter = [1] 8 - palatality (e.g. Q: 324 = Z8); [2]  1 ( ove r
the letter: s1, n1, l!, w1, etc.) - palatality
Q: 27 after the letter =  %,  ﬁ (over a consonant letter or to its left) -
nasalization or (in Chadic) prenasalization of an obstruent (p%, bﬁ, dﬁ, tﬁ o r
%p, %b, %d, %t) or nasalization of a cns. (y%, w% , ÷%, ?%)
Q: 28 after the letter = > over letters for sibilants (s>, z>, s'>) - symbol o f
infralabialized domal infradental sibilants, like in Central Jibbali
(Johnstone's s%, z%, s%5) or in Twi (Ghana); s> = [¸] of the IPA transcription
Q:  ’3  in the word-initial position (in pIE and pNaIE recinstructions) = æ
, the prosodic feature (breathed voice, some kind of word-initial
devoicing?) that brought about Gk prostetic vowels, transfromation o f
IE *w- and *y- into Greek h-
Q: ≈   after consonant letters (b≈ , d≈ ,†g≈¨†gyh , gW≈, p≈,†t≈,†k≈,†kyh ,†kW≈) = ≈
to  the right of consonant letters aspration)
Q: ≈  preceding consonant letters (≈t, ≈p, ≈k) = ≈ and æ (preceding t h e
letter: ≈t, ≈p, ≈k = æt, æp, æk)
Q: r after consonant letters = vibration =   w - vibration (e.g, X w -
vibrating X , g w- g  with vibration)
Q: v in word-initial position = Ü  (in word-initial position be fo re
diphthong or vowel) - weak approximant functioning as a v-glide (as i n
dialects of Kola Lapp).  Q: v
Q: v after consonant letters = Ü  (after the letter: sÜ) - v-labialization
(articulated with the upper lip only)
Q: W after the letter = W (after the letter: kW, gW, XW) - labialization
Q: ! with following letters = signs for clicks (EM: !), namely:
Q: !b  = b3 - voiced bilabial click,
Q: !c11 =  c>3  - voiceless palatal (palato-retroflex) click,
Q: !c4 =  c63 - voiceless lateral click,
Q: !d =  d3 - voiced addental click,
Q: !d15 =  dÀ3 - voiced alveolar click,
Q: !j2 =  J3 - voiced palatal (palato-retroflex) click,
Q: !j4 =  J63 - voiced lateral click,
Q: !m =  m3 - nasalized bilabial click,
Q: !n =  n3 - nasalized addental click,
Q: !n15 =  nÀ3 - nasalized alveolar click,
Q: !n2 =  n113  - nasalized palatal (palato-retroflex) click,
Q: !p =  p3 - voiceless bilabial click,
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Q: !t =  t3 - voiceless addental click,
Q: !t15 =  tÀ3 - voiceless alveolar click;
aspirated and glottalized clicks should be represented by adding
the signs of aspiration and glottalization to the symbols for clicks (e.g.,
t3≈, c>3≈, t'3, c>'3 = Q: !t≈, !c11≈, !t”, !c11”); retroflex clicks can be designed
by adding the sign of retroflexity to the signs of addental clicks: tß3, dß3,
n`3 = Q: !t7, !d7, !n7
VOWELS
Q: â (= aO1) = â - "patach furtivum", i.e. an epenthetic a (appearing i n
Hb between a long vowel and a following word-final laryngeal cns.: ≤ru2âH
'wind, spirit'), as well the ultra-short a ( H b 9[h >a t ’aph-pa thach])
Q: a2  or e2 = a4 (and á  in attested ;anguages), low front vowel
Q: a3 = å , low back vowel (back a)
Q: a4 = ä, a vowel in pre-IE from which alternating IE *e/o/zero have
developped; ultra-bref (reduced) low back vowel (e.g., in Lamut [= ¥$  o f
STM])
Q: a5 = a6, unspecified back vowel (a+o+u) (cover sign)
Q: a6 = a$, vowel intermediate between a4 and a
Q: a7 = aº, labialized low vowel
Q: a8 = A, high a
Q: a9 = ä, low-mid back vowel (= IPA U), like u  in English but
Q: a1O = a , ultra-short a (= Ramstedt’s å)
Q: a11 = a4, ultra-short a4.
Q: a12 = Ä , low-mid central vowel (= IPA Ä); in Korean Ä = Korean {Lee}
Ä, {Starostin} a", {Ramstedt} aœ
Q: a13 = ¥, ultra-short back vowel (= ´8 of the Finno-Ugric
Transcription); ¥ = Chuvash a€, Volga Tatar and Bashkir short y, High
Cheremis y
Q: Å  = Å , a+a4 (cover sign)
Q: e1-2 = á  (in reconstructions), a cover sign for a4 +e
Q: e3 = ´, ultra-bref (reduced) central vowel, or ultra-bref vowel
without phonologic distinction of quality; in Chuvash ´ = or thographic
e€; = Sammallahti’s o ; (in NaIE) ´, schwa
Q: ee = (in proto-IE) ô  , non-phonemic vocoid (schwa secundum)
Q: e6 = E , low-mid front vowel
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Q: e7 = eº, slightly labialized e ("leichte spaltformige Labialisation")
Q: e8 = ‰ , central mid vowel (= IPA and Africanistic ´, FUT eœ, Wiklund’s
ø , Sammallahti’s e4)
Q: e9 = ‰º, slightly labialized central mid vowel (Genetz’s o_)
Q: e1O = ´⁄, back mid vowel (like Estonian o%), IPA G (or Ä of s o m e
authors); in Korean ´⁄ = Ko {Lee} ´, {Starostin} ´, {Ramstedt} eœ; in Svan
(acc. Tuite’s description) ´⁄ = E  = ´  of the traditional transcription
Q: e11 = ¨ , high e
Q: e12 = ˛, ô , non-phonemic vocoid  (= {Bi.} ?)
Q: É  = É  (= FUT G4), unspecified front vowel (cover sign)
Q: i2 = î, high back vowel
Q: i3 = I, low i (like i  in English bit)
Q: i4 = È , high mid vowel (like Russian y )
Q: i5 = â , lowered high mid vowel (low È)
Q: i13 = Á, ultra-short (reduced) front vowel; Á = Volga Tatar, Bshk ´,
e (after a consonant), pSm {Hl.} ´4.
Q: o2 = o4 (= ø ), labialized front mid vowel (labialized e)
Q: o3 = O , labialized low-mid back vowel (like British English o in dog)
Q: o4 = O4, labialized front low-mid vowel (labialized E)
Q: o5 = o$, a vowel intermediate between o4 and o
Q: o6 = ö  (= o'), high o , intermediate between o  and u
Q: o7 = o_, centralized o
Q: u  = u , labialized high back vowel
Q: u1,2,4 = î^ , unspecified high vowel (u+u4 +i) (cover sign)
Q: u2 = u4, labialized high front vowel (labialized i), like German u4 a n d
French u
Q: u2+13 = Áº, Volga Tatar, Bashkir ø
Q: u3 = U, low u
Q: u4 = U4, labialized lowered high front vowel (labialized I)
Q: u5 = u$, vowel intermediate between u4 and u
Q: u7 = u_, centralized u
Q: u13 = ¥º, Volga Tatar and Bashkir o
Q: Ë = Ë , unspecified round vowel (cover sign)
Q: ∅ (if the sign ∅ is not available, "-" may be used) = ∅ ,, z e r o
p h o n e m e
Q: V = V  (or „ ), an unspecified vowel (cover sign)
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ABBREVIATIONS
OF NAMES OF LANGUAGES, DIALECTS,
LANGUAGE FAMILIES, SUBFAMILIES,
AND SCRIPT SYSTEMS
A. Names of languages, dilects, and families of languages
    The sigla of the dialects follow those of the languages e i ther
directly (Lp L = Lule Lappish) or after a colon (if several dialects a r e
mentioned), e.g. Lp: N guoros, L kuoro2s 'empty' (= "Norwegian
Lappish guoros 'empty', Lule Lappish kuoro2s id."). If re la ted
words of several languages & dialects share the same meaning, it m a y
be indicated either once after the enumeration of t h e
languages\dialects (e.g. Hb ≤kElEb3, Ar kalb-, Ak kalbum 'dog') o r
after the first of the languages only with the indication "id." after t h e
other language names (e.g. Hb ≤kElEb3 'dog', Ar kalb- id., Ak kalbum
id.). If we quote a common word shared by several dialects of t h e
same language or by several languages of the same family and t h e
word has the same phonologic form and the same meaning in all
these dialects\languages, their names may be separated by a solidus
(slant line), e.g. Os V/Vy/Ty {Ht.} (= Vakh, Vasyugan & Teryugan
dialects of Ostyak, as described by L. Honti), Brj/Ged/Hd/Kmb {Hd.}
(= Burji, Gede’o, Hadiya, Kambata languages, as described by G.
Hudson). In these cases the name of the scholar (who recorded o r
registered the forms) refers to all languages connected by a solidus.
Abbreviationes: d. = dialect, sd. = subdialect, ssd. = subsubdialect ,
ds. = dialects, sds. = subdialects, lge. = language. ∀ = attested i n
different epochs, from the most ancient documents of the lge. (e.g.,
Eg ∀ = Eg [from the most ancients dicuments on]), f… = from … o n
(of historical variants of lgs.) (e.g. Ak fOB = Akkadian from Old
Babylonian on). In the text of the dictionary the word "dialect" is
symbolized as dl., dial., or ∆ .
A = Altaic
Ab = Abakan (a Sayan Samoyed dialect or a conglomerate of d a t a
mostly of Mator origin, after Msr. and Strl.)
AbA = Abkhazo-Adygh language family (West Caucasian)
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Abkh = Abkhaz
AchEl = Achaemenian Elamite
Adgg = Twareg of Adghagh
Af = Afar; d.: Af N = Northern d., Af S = Southern d.., Af Tjr =
Tajurah d.
AfR = Afro-Romance (a lge of Latin origin, surviving in North Africa
up to the 10th-11th c., according to Lewicki LRA)
AfS = Afar-Saho lgs.
Afsh = Afshar
AfshN = SOg of Afshar-e Nanakchi (near Kabul)
Ag = Agaw
AG = Angas-Goemay (Angas-Sura)
Ah = Twareg of Ahaggar
AHb = Ancient Hebrew (not attested in the Bible)
Ai = Ainu (either belonging to or having a considerable amount o f
ancient loans from A)
Ak = Akkadian; ds. : Ak A = Assyrian, Ak B = Babylonian, Ak LB =
Late Babylonian (spB}, Ak M = Akkadian of Mari, Ak MA = Middle
Assyrian (nA), Ak MB = Middle Babylonian (nB}, Ak NA = Neo-
Assyrian (nA), Ak NB = Neo-Babylonian (nB), Ak OA = Old Assyrian
(aA), Ak OB = Old Babylonian (aB}, Ak StB = Standard Babylonian
(used in Asssyria of the Neo-Assyrian period) ({CAD} SB), Ak YB =
Young Babylonian (jB), OAk = Old Akkadian (aAK); f + dialect n a m e
means "from … on": fOB = from Old Babylonian on"; Ak Bg = Ak o f
Boghazköy, Ak M = Ak of Mari, Ak Nz = Ak of Nuzi, Ak RS = Ak o f
Ras-Shamra tablets
Al = Albanian; Al G = Geg, Al T = Tosk; subdialects: A = Arbanasi
Geg (Dalmazia), Ba = Barile Tosk, Be = Berat Tosk, Ç = Çamërian Tosk
(Çamërisht), D = Geg of Dushman, Db = Geg of Dibër, Dr = Southern
Geg of Durrës, Elb = South Geg of Elbasan, F = Falconara Tosk (Italy),
Fr = Tosk of Frashër, Gj = Labërian Tosk of Gjirokastër, Hm = Tosk o f
Himarë, Kr = Southern Geg of Krujë; Lb = Labërian Tosk (Labërisht),
M = Malësian Geg, Mn = Mandres Tosk, Mt = Geg of Mat, Mz = Tosk
of Myzeqe, OT = Southern Geg of Old Tiranë, P = Prishtinë Geg
(Kosovo), Prm = Tosk of Përmet, SG = Southern Geg, Sf = Sofiko Tosk,
Sh = Shkodër Geg, Sl = Salamis Tosk (Greece), SM = San Marzano
Tosk (Italy), U = Ukrainian Tosk, V = Vaccarizzo Tosk (Italy), Z =
Zadrimë Geg; standard lgs: StAl = Modern Standard Al (based mainly
on Tosk), StAl G = Standard Geg Al
Alb = Alaba
Ale = Aleut, ds. : Ale E = Eastern Ale, Ale W = Wesern Ale (incl. Ale
A = Atkan), Ale Au = Attuan
Alg = Alagwa
AlK = A_lu Kurumba (a Dravidian d. of the Nilgiri area)
Alt = Altay-Kizhi; StAlt = gorno-altajskij, ojrotskij





AmTg = Amur Tungusian (subbranch of the Tungusian language
family)
Anc… = Ancient … (e.g. AncM = Ancient Mongolian, AncHs =
Ancient Hausa, AncHb = Ancient Hebrew)
And = Andian
Anf = Anfillo (= Grotanelli’s "Mao meridionale")
Ang = Angas; d.: Ang H = High Angas, Ang K = Kabwir d.
AnIE = Anatolian Indo-European
‘AQ = ‘Ali-Qurchi Turkic (a SOg dialect, to the south of Arak, Iran)
Ar = Arabic; ds.: Ar AT = Arabic of Algeria and Tunisia, Ar CA =
Central African d., Ar CB = d. of the coastal part of Batina (Nor thern
Oman), Ar ChCS = Arabic d. of Chad and Central Sudan, Ar ChrNG =
Christian fallah d. of Northern Galilea, Ar Cr = Cairo Arabic, Ar D =
Dathina d., Ar Df = Dofar (Zfar) d., Ar E = the modern dialects o f
Asiatic countries (incl. the literary language), Ar Eg = Egyptian d., Ar
G = Gulf Arabic (the United Arab Emirates, Qatar, and Bahrain), Ar
Hdr = Hadramauti d., Ar Hm = Hamata Arabic, Ar IB = d. of t h e
inland part of Batina, Ar Ir = Iraqi Arabic, Ar Lb = Arabic of Libya, Ar
Mgr = Maghrib Arabic (North Africa), Ar Mrc = Moroccan ds., Ar Ng
= Ar. of Nigeria, Ar NY = North Yemenite ds. (including sds.: Ar NY K =
k-subdialect, Ar NY SE - Southeastern sd., Ar NY S = Southern sds., Ar
NY T = Tihamah sd.), Ar O = Oman Arabic, Ar P = Palestinian Arabic
ds., Ar SA = South Arabian ds. (Yemen, southern Oman), Ar Sd =
Sudanese ds., Ar SL = Syro-Libanese d., Ar Sp = Arabic of Spain ( 8 t h
through 15th c.), Ar Y = Yemenite ds. of Ar, Ar Zhl = Arabic of Zahle
(Lebanon); dialect groups: Ar B = Bedouin Arabic, Ar F = Fallah
(rural) Arabic, Ar Ur = Urban Arabic
Aram = Aramaic
Arc… = Archaic …
ArcL = Archaic Latin
Arg = Argobba
Ari = Ari (a SOm lge.); ds.: Ari B = Bako (Baka), Ari G = Galila, Ari J
= Ari-Jinka, Ari U = Ubamer
Arm = Armenian (Grabar)
Arr = Arbore
Ary = Aryan (Indo-Iranian)
AS = Anglo-Saxon (= Old English); d.: AS A = Anglian
ASgr = Ayt-Seghrushen
Ash = Ashkun (a Nuristani lge.)
Ass = Assamese
Assh = Ashasha (a Berber dialect)
Av = Avestan; variants: Av G = Gatha-Avestan, Av Y (= YAv} = Young
Av.
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Aw = Awngi; dialects: Aw D = Dangela, Aw K = Kwakera
Awj = Awjila
Awr = Awroman
Az = Azeri; ds.: Az Erz = Erzerum d., Az Mgn = Mughan sd., Az Nx =
Nukha d., Az Qb = Quba d., Az Qz = Qazakh d., Az Shm = Shamakhï
d., Az Sl = Salyan d. (sal∆ånskij dialekt), Az Tbr = Tebriz d.
Azm = Azumeyna (Banana-Marba)
B = Berber
Ba = Bao’an (Pao’an, baoan∆skij)
BA = Biblical Aramaic
Bar = Barein
BB = Bata-Bachama subbranch of CCh
Bbr = Bubburè




Bdg = Badaga (= Kn Bd)
Bdh… = Buddhist, e.g. BdhSk = Buddhist Sanskrit, BdhSgd =
Buddhist Sogdian
Bdm = Buduma
Bdt = Badditu, Baddito, Koyra
Bdy = Bidiya
Bel = Belari (a SD lge.)
BF = Balto-Finnic
Bg = Boghom (Burrum)
BG = Bu-gàlàmbu
BHb = Biblical Hebrew; variants: BHb B = BHb with Babylonian
vocalization; BHb T = BHb with the traditional (masoretic) Tiberian
vocalization




Bj = Beja; ds.: Bj A = Amar’ar , Bj B = Bishari, Bj Br = Bj of Barka, Bj
Hd = Hadendawa, Bj N = the northern dialect (acc. to Reinisch), Bj R




Bl = Bolewa, Bolanchi, Bole; d.: BlF = Bolewa of Fika {Meek}









Bltr = Beltir (today a d. of Xk)
BMa =  Bambes(h)i Mao (= Bambassi)
BMn = Beni-Menacer  (a B d.)
BMs = Beni-Messaud (a B d.)
Bn = Boni; ds.: Bn Ba = Baddey, Bn Bi = Bireri, Bn Bl = Bala; Bn Bu =
Bura, Bn J = Jara, Bn K = Kili, Bn Kj = Kije, Bn Sa = Safare




BNr = bokmål (riksmål, Danish-based variant of Norwegian)
Bnt = Bantu
Bot = Bot, Boot (a South Bauchi lge.)
Br = Breton; d.: Cr = d. of the diocese of Cornouaille, L = d. of Léon,
T = Trégorrois (diocese of Tréguier), V = d. of Vannes
Brb = Baraba (= STt B); sd.: Brb Tk Tarmakül sd.
Brg = Birgit





Brt = Buryat; ds.: Brt A = Alar d., Brt Ag = Aga d. (aginskij
govor ), Brt E = Eastern ds. of Brt, Brt NU = Nizhneudinsk d.
Brtt = Brittonic (Brythonic) Celtic
Brw = Barawa
Bs = Baiso
Bsh = Bashqort (Bashkir)







BT = Bole-Tangale gr.
BtD = Bata-Demsa
BtG = Bata-Garua
Bth = Bathari (Bath>ari)
BtM = Bata-Malabu





BuP = Bura Pele
Bz… = Byzantine, of the Byzantine period (e.g. BzJPA = Jewish
Palestinian Aramaic of the Byzantine period, BzGk = Byzantine Greek)
C = Cushitic
C… = Central …; … C = Central d.
CA = Berber of Central Algeria
Car = Carian
Cb = Chibak
CC = Central Cushitic (= Ag)
CCh = Central Chadic





Chg = Chagatay (West Türkistan Islamic literary lge., late XIV-XX);
Chg Xw = Chagatay of Xwarezm
Chk = Chukchee
ChK = Chukchee-Koryak (proto-Chukchee)
Chl = Chulïm (¢ulymskij); dialects: Kü = Küärik (treated as a
separate lge), Chl U = Upper Chulïm, Chl M = Middle Chulïm
Chn = Chinese; d.: Chn M = Mandarin Chinese
Chr = Cheremis; ds.: Chr B = Chr of Birsk; Chr Ch = Chr o f
Cheboksarï; Chr E = Eastern Chr ds.; Chr H = High Chr (= Hill Chr,
gorno-marijskij); Chr K = Chr of Kosmodemyansk (sd. of Chr H);
Chr L = Low Chr (= Meadow Chr, lugovo-marijskij) (the basis o f
the Standard "Meadow-Eastern Cheremis" ['lugovo-vosto¢nyj
marijskij ']); Chr M = Chr of Malmïzh; Chr NW = Northwestern Chr;
Chr P = Cheremis of the former Perm province; Chr U = Cheremis o f
Urzhum; Chr Uf (= Chr E Uf) = Cheremis of the former Ufa province;
Chr V = Chr of Vetluga; Chr Y = Chr of Yaransk; Chr YO = Cheremis o f
Yoshkar-Ola (Carevokokshaysk); Chr YU = Chr of Yaransk & Urzhum
Chr… =  Christian … (e.g. ChrSgd = Sogdian of Christian texts)
ChrPA = Christian Palestinian Aramaic ("Syro-Palestinian")
ChrPAr = Arabic of Palestinian Christians
ChS = Church Slavonic
Chv = Chuvash; ds.: Chv H = High Chuvash (verxovoj [vir∆ål]
dialekt); Chv K = Kurmïsh sd. of Chv H; Chv KA = Krasnoarmeysk
sd. of Chv H; Chv L = Low Chuvash (nizovoj [anatri] dialekt);
Chv Mr = Morgaush sd. of Chv H; Chv MK = Malo-Karachkino
(Sarmas;) d. of Chv; Chv V = Vurnar sd. of Chv H
CK = Chukchee-Kamchadal, Kamchukchee
Cl… = Classical … (e.g. ClAr = Classical Arabic, ClArm = Classical
Armenian, ClNPrs = Classical New Persian, ClTm = Classical Tamil, ClJ
= Classical Japanese)
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ClJ = Classical (Literary) Japanese (Bungo, based on ltOJ)
ClKo = Classical Korean (Korean in Rm. SKE) (early NKo that still
distinguishes between a  and Ä )
ClMd = Classical Mandaic
Clt = Celtic
CltI = Celtiberian
Cm = Tsamako, Tsamay
CM = Berber of Central Morocco
Cmn = Cumanic (= MQp Cm)
Cn = Canaanite
Cnc = C’ancha Ometo
CnC = Continental Celtic (cover name for Gl, CltI, and some o t h e r
Celtic lgs.)
Coll… = Colloquial …, e.g. CollTm = Colloquial Tamil
COmt = Central Ometo (cover name for several dialects, incl. Gf)
Cp = Chip
Cpt = Coptic; OCpt = Old Coptic, ds.: Cpt A = Akhmimic; Cpt F =
Fayumic; Cpt B = Bohairic; Cpt L = Lycopolitan (Sub-Akhmimic), Cpt P
= the dialect of the Books of Proberbs , Cpt S = Sahidic
Crn = Cornish
CrTt = Crimean Tatar
CS = Central Semitic
Ctl = Catalan
Cur = Curonian
Cz = Czech; dialects: Cz L = Lakh (las]sky;), Cz Mr = Moravian, Cz MS
= Moravian-Slovak, Cz SEB = Southest Bohemian (= Czech-Moravian)
d .
D = Dravidian
DA = the lge. of the Deir-Alla inscription
Db = Daba
Db sb. = Daba subbranch of CCh
Dbl = Dyebayli (a B idiom, possibly a d. of Nfs)
Dbs = Dobase
Dc = Dache (an Ometo dialect)
DEg = Demotic Egyptian
Df = Daffo
DfB = Daffo and Butura
Dg = Dagur; ds.: Dg B = Butha D, Dg Cc = Cicikar Dg, Dg Hl = Hailar
Dg
Dgh = Dghwede, Duxwide, Zeghvana
Dhl = Dahalo
Di = Dirasha (d'ira2s7a) (an EC lge.)
Dir = Diri (a NrBc lge.)
Dk = Doka (an Ometo dialect)




Dm = Dime (a South Omotic lge.)
DM = Daco-Moesian (= Dacian)





Dng = Dangla, Dangaleat (a common denomination for West
Dangla & EDng)
Dr = Dera, Kanakuru
Drd = Dardic lge. group
Drg = Dargwa
Drm = Dormo = Lukas’s "Dormo"
Drz = Dorze-Jo, Dorze (a d. of the Ometo cluster)
Ds = Dass; ds.: Ds B = Bodli (Zumbul), Ds Bn = Bandas (Dur), Ds D
= Dïkshi; Dwat and Wangday are treated as languages
DSA = Aramaic in Demotic script
Dsn = Dasenech (= Geleba)
Dt = Dutch (= Netherlandic, Dutch-Flemish); variants: Dt Fl =
Flemish, Dt N = Dutch of the Netherlands; ds.: Dt G = Dutch d. o f
Gelderland, Dt H = Dutch of Holland, Dt Lm = d. of Limburg
Du = Duwai
Dw = Dwat (Dwot, Zodi), a d. of Dass treated as a language
Dwr = Dawro (Kullo), a d. of the Ometo cluster
Dx = Dongxiang, Tunghsiang, Santa, dunsånskij åzyk
Dz = Doze (an Omotic d. within the Ometo dialect cluster)
Dzd = Dizoid (a subbranch of NOm)
E = Elamite (family)
e… = Early (eArm = Early Armenian, eNG = Early New Georgian, eB
= Early proto-Berber, eNW = Early New Welsh, eEg = Early Egyptian,
eNHG = Early New High German, eU = Early proto-Uralic)
E… = Eastern …; … E = Eastern (d.) (e.g. Os E = the Eastern d. o f
Ostyak)
EA = Eskimo-Aleut
eB = early proto-Berber
Eb = Eblaite
EBlt = East Baltic
EC = East Cushitic
ECh = East Chadic
ECs = East Caucasian (Nakh-Daghestanian)
Ed = Edomite
EDng = East Dangla (treated here as a separate lge.)
eF = Early Finnish (16th - 18th c.)
Eg = Egyptian; stages and variants: Am = Eg of Amarna Texts, BD =
Eg of the Book of the Dead ("Totb."), CT = Coffin Texts (Sargtexte),
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DEg = Demotic, Eth = Eg of Ethiopian Inscriptions, G = Eg of t h e
Greek-Roman times, LL = Eg of the late and latest (mostly religious)
literature (EG’s "Lit. Sp."); Md = Eg of Medical Texts, MK = Middle
Kingdom Eg, MKL = Eg of Middle Kingdom literature, MP = Eg of t h e
Mathematical papyri, NK = Eg of the New Kingdom, NKL = New
Kingdom literature, OK = Old Kingdom Eg, P = Pyramid Texts, RNK = Eg
of the ritual texts of the New Kingdom, RT = Eg of the Royal Tombs o f
Thebae, St = Saite Dynasty (26th Dynasty), Wc = Eg of the Westcar
papyrus (spoken Middle Eg), XVIII = 18th Dynasty, XIX = 1 9 t h
Dynasty, XX = 20th Dynasty, XXII = 22nd Dynasty, WP = Eg of t h e
Westcar Papyrus; Eg L = Late Egyptian (EG's "Sp."), Eg M = Middle Eg,
Eg N = New Egyptian (EG's "Nä."), Eg O = Old Eg; Eg fOK = from Old
Kingdom on, Eg fP = from the Pyramid Texts on, Eg fMK = from Middle
Kingdom on, Eg fNK = from New Kingdom on, Eg fO = from Eg O on, Eg
fM = from Eg M on, Eg fMd = from Eg Md on, Eg fN = from Eg N on, Eg
fXVIII = from the 18th Dynasty on (in other cases, if a word is
present in different periods of the history, the most ancient is
mentioned), EgSSc = Egyptian in syllabic script
eIE = Early proto-Indo-Ruropean
EIrn = East Iranian (a branch of the Iranian family)
El = Elamite (language)
Elm = Elmolo
eMr = Early Mordvin (18th c., according to SJRN)
En = Enets; ds.: En B = Baikha d. (Bay); En K = Karasino d.; En M =
the d. of Mangazeya (XVIII c.); En T = Enets of Turukhan region; En Tn
= Tundra d. ({Hl.}); En X = Khantaika (Xantajka  d.), Somatu
eNG = Early New Georgian (XVII-XVIII)
eNW = Early New Welsh (XVII)
eOArm = Early Old Armenian
Ep… = Epigraphic … (e.g. EpJA = Epigraphic JA, EpL = Epigraphic
Latin, EpOI = Epigraphical OI, EpOKn = Epigraphic Old Kannada)
e-p… = Early proto-… (e-pS = Early proto-Semitic, e-pIE = Early pIE,
e-pHS = Early proto-Hamito-Semitic)
EpHb = Epigraphic Hebrew
EpTl = Epigraphic Telugu
Er = Erzya Mordvin; sds.: A = Alatïr sd. (the area of the r iver
Alatyr∆), BI = sd. of Bolshoye Ignatovo, Iv = Ivancevo sd., Kal =
Kalyayevo sd., LP = Lower Pyana sd., Trb = Torbeyevo ( f o r m e r
Kazhkïtka) sd.
ERt = East Rift (subsubbranch of SC)
Es = Estonian; ds.: Es K = Kolga sd., Es N = Northern d., Es S =
Southern d., Es SVl = sd. of Southern Viljandimaa, Es V = Võru d.
ES = East Semitic
ESA = Epigraphic South Arabian (= OSA)
eShl = early Tashelhit (16th - 19th c., after Ks. “ Bgr.)
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Esk = Eskimo; ds.: Esk I = Inupiq-Inuit, Esk Y = Yupik; sds.: Esk AY =
Alaskan Yupik (incl.: PY = Pacific Y (PY K = Konyag, PY Ch = Chugach),
CAY = Central AY (CAY BB = Bristol Bay, CAY K = Kuskokwim, CAY Nun
= Ninivak Island, CAY Nl = Nelson Island, CAY HBC = Hooper Bay &
Chevak, CAY Y = Yukon, CAY NS = Norton Sound, including CAY NSU =
Unalik), SbY = Siberian Yupik (incl.: SbY Na = Naukan, CSbY = Central
SY (= Chaplino), SbY Sr = Sireniki), Esk WlI = Wales I, Esk AI = Nor th
Alaska I, Esk CI = Canada I (incl. Esk MkI = Mackenzie Bay I), Esk LI =
Labrador I, Esk WGI = West Greenlandic Esk I
ET = East Turkic (= New Uygur, ujgurskij åzyk ); ds.: ET G =
Guma d., ET H = Hami d., ET I = Ili d., ET K = Kashghar d., ET Kc =
Kucha d., ET Ta = Tashmaliq d., ET Tr = Taranchi, ET X = Khotan d., ET




ETwl = Eastern Tawellemmet
"EurA" = J. Greenberg’s hypothetical "Eurasiatic" macrofamily
Ewk = Ewenki; ds.:: Ewk E = Eastern d. (dialect area), Ewk N =
Northern Ewenki, Ewk S = Southern Ewenki; sds.: Ewk A = Ayan sd. ( o f
Ewk E), Ewk Ag = Agata & Bolshoy Porog sd. (of Ewk N), Ewk Ald =
Aldan sd. (of Ewk E), Ewk B = Baykit sd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Bnt = Baunt
sd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Brg = Barguzin sd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Chlm =
Chulman sd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Chmk = Chumikan sd. (of Ewk E), Ewk D
= Dudinka sd. (of Ewk N), Ewk Hng = Hingan (Xingan ) sd. (of Ewk
E), Ewk I = Ilimpeya sd. (of Ewk N), Ewk Kch = Kachug sd. (of Ewk E),
Ewk M = Maya sd. (of Ewk E), Ewk NB = Northern Baykal sd. (of Ewk
S), Ewk Nk = Nakanna sd. (of Ewk N), Ewk Nor = Norilskaya sd. ( o f
Ewk. N; extinct?), Ewk Np = Nepa sd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Nr = Nercha sd .
(of Ewk E), Ewk O = Olekma sds. (of Ewk E), Ewk PT = Podkamennaya-
Tunguska sds. (of Ewk S), Ewk Skh = Sakhalin sd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Sm
= Sïm sd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Tk = Tokko sd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Tkm =
Tokma sd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Tmt = Tommot sd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Tng =
Tungir sd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Tp = Timpton sd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Tt =
Totta sd. (of Ewk E),  Ewk U = Uchami sd. (of Ewk S), Ewk UA = Uppe r
Amur sd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Ucr = Uchur sd. (of Ewk E), Ewk UL = Uppe r
Lena sd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Urm = Urmi sd. (of Ewk E), Ewk V = Vanavar
sd. (of Ewk S), Ewk Vl = Vilyuy sd. (of Ewk E), Ewk Vtm = Vitim sd. ( o f
Ewk E), Ewk Y = Yerbogachen sd. (of Ewk N), Ewk Z = Zeya sd. (of Ewk
E)
f… = from … on (Eg fOK = Eg from OK on, Ak fOB = Ak from OB
o n )
F = Finnish; ds.: F H = Häme d., F MNB = Middle- and North-
Bothnian ds. (keski- ja pohjoispohjalaiset murteet), F N = Nor thern
ds. (Peräpohjolan murteet, hinterbottnische Dialekte), F SB = South
Bothnian (eteläpohjalainen), F SE = Southeastern ds., F Sv = Savo ds. ,
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F SW = Southwestern ds., F U = ds. of Nyland (Uusimaa) (incl. F I =
Iitti sd.)
FA = Firuz-Abad Turkic (a SOg dialect, Iran)
Far = Faroese
Fgg = Figuig, Figig (a B d.)
FL = Finno-Lappish subgr. of FU
Fl… = Fali …, Fali of …
FlB = Fali (of) Bwagira
FlG = Fali Gili
FlJ = Fali Jilbu
FlK = Fali Kiria, Fali of Kiria
FlM = Fali (of) Muchella
Fls = Faliscan
FP = Finno-Permian
Fr = French; d.: Fr Lr = Lorrainese d.
Frl. = Friulan (= RhR F)
Frs = Frisian
FU = Finno-Ugrian (= Fenno-Ugrian)
FV = Finno-Volgaic
FX = SOg of Qal‘aye Farhad-Khan (to the NE of Kermanshah, Iran)
Fy = Fyer
G = NG = (New) Georgian; dialects: G A = Acharuli (= Ajar) G, G ArX
= Aragva Gorge sd. of G K (Aragvis xeobis kartluri), G F = Pereidnuli
(Fereydan) G, G Gm = Gudamaqruli G, G Gr (and G G) = Guruli G, G
HA = High Ajar G, G I = Imeruli G (sds.: HI = High Imeruli, LI = Low
Imeruli), G Imx = Imerxeuli G, G Ing = Inglouri G, G J = Javakhuri G, G
K = Kartluri G,  G Kx = Kakhuri G, G Kzq = Kiziquri subd. of G Kx, G
Lch = Lechkhumuri G, G M = Mokheuri G, G Ms = Meskhuri G, G Mt =
Mtiuluri G, G P = Pshauri G, G R = Rachuli G, G T = Tushuri G, G Ti =
Tianuri G, G UA = Upper Ajar, G X = Khevsuruli; a period: EarNG =
Early New Georgian (XVII, as registered by Sulkhan-Saba Orbeliani)
…G = 1) Georgian (in: OG = Old Georgian, MG = Middle Georgian,
NG = New Georgian), 2) German (in: OHG, MHG, NHG, MLG, see. …HG
& …LG)
GaMa = Ganza Mao
GAv = Gath Avestan
Gbn = Gabin
Gd = Ghadamsi
Gdb = Gadba; dialects: Gdb K = Kon>d>e\kor Gadba, Gdb O = Ollari,
Gdb P = Gdb of Pottangi (Koraput distr.), Gdb Sl = Salur
Gdc = Gidicho
Gdf = Guduf
Gdl = Gidole (Dirayta)
Gdr = Gidar
GeMa = Gebsi Mao
Ged = Gede’o (= Darasa)
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Gemu (an Ometo lge., related to Gf)




Gil = Gilyak (Nivkh); ds.: Gil A = Amur d., Gil ES = East Sakhalin d.
Gj = Geji; ds.: Gj B = Bu (Zaranda), Gj G = Geji proper (Gyanzi), Gj
Mg = Migang (Bolu, Pelu)
Gjb = Gojjebi (a lge. of the Gonga subgr. of NrOm)
Gk = Greek; Gk Hl = Hellenistic Greek; ds.: Gk A = Attic, Gk AC =
Arcado-Cypriote, Gk Ae = Aeolic, Gk Ar = Arcadian sd., Gk Arg = sd .
of Argos, Gk B = Bœothian sd., Gk Cp = Cyprian, Gk Cr = Cretan sd. ,
Gk Crc = Corcyrian (Cercyrian) sd., Gk Crn = Corynthian sd., Gk D =
Doric, Gk Dl = Delphian sd., Gk El = Elian sd. of Gk D (Gk of Elis), Gk
Ep = Epic Greek, Gk Epr = Epirotic sd., Gk Hm = Homeric Gk, Gk I =
Ionic, Gk L = Lesbian sd., Gk Lc = Laconian sd., Gk Lr = Locrian sd., Gk
Mc = Mycenæan, Gk OA = Old Attic, Gk P = Pamphilian sd., Gk Ph =
Phocæan sd., Gk R = Rhodian sd. (sd. of Rhodes), Gk Sr = Syracusan
sd., Gk Th = Thessalian sd.
Gl = Gaulish
Glf = Gulfei
Gll = Galila (a SOm lge.)
Glm = Galambu
Gln = Gollango
Glt = Galatian (an ancient Clt lge. in Asia Minor)
Glv = Glavda




Gmy = Goemay, Ankwe
G’nd = Ga’anda
Gnc = Guanche (dialect cluster); ds.: Fv = Fuenteventura, G = La
Gomera, GC = Gran Canaria, Hr = Hierro (Ferro), L = Lanzarote, P = La
Palma, T = Tenerife
Gnd = Gondi; ds.: Gnd A = Adilabad Gnd, Gnd B = Gnd of the Betul
district, Gnd Ch = Chhindwara d., Gnd ChM = Maria Gondi of t h e
Chanda district, Gnd D = Gnd of Durg, Gnd DM = Gnd of the Dandami
Marias, Gnd G = Gnd of Gadchiroli tahsil (Chanda district), Gnd HM =
Gnd of the Hill Marias (incl. Gnd HMB, HMD, HMO, HMS = Gnd HM
of the areas of Bogan Pallahor, Dhobi, Orcha village, and Sironcha
tahsil respectively), Gnd K = Koya Gondi, Gnd KB = Gnd o f
Bhadrachalam and Rekapalli, Gnd KD = Gnd of the Koyas of Dorlas,
Gnd KM = Gnd of the Koyas of Malkangiri tahsil, Gnd KS = Gnd o f
Koyas and Dorlas of South Bastar, Gnd M = Gondi of the Marias, Gnd
MB = Gondi of the Bison Horn and Dandami Marias (Bastar), Gnd M n
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= Gondi of Mandla, Gnd Mrd = Mardia Gondi, Gnd Mu = Gnd of t h e
Murias of North Bastar, Gnd Nr = Gnd of the Murias of Naraipur (NW.
Bastar), Gnd RCh = dialect of the Raj Gonds of Chanda district, Gnd
RSr = dialect of the Raj Gonds of Sironcha tahsil; Gnd Sn = Gnd o f
Seoni, Gnd Y = Gnd of Yeotmal
GnD = Gondvana Dravidian {An.}
Gng = Gonga (a subsubgr. of NOm: Kf, Mc, Shn, Anf)
Gnj = Ganjule (= Ganjawle, a d. of East Ometo)
Gp = Gipsy; Gp A = Asiatic dialects of Gp, Gp Eu = European ds. o f
Gp
Grg = Gurage; Gurage languages: Grg Ch = Chaha, Grg Ez = Ezha,
Grg Ed = Endegeñ, Grg En = Ennemor, Grg  Go = Gogot, Grg  Gt =
Gyeto, Grg  Mh = Muher,  Grg  Ms = Masqan,  Grg  Sl = Selti, Grg  So =
Soddo, Grg  Wl = Wolane,  Grg  Z = Zway
Grm = Geruma
Grn = Guruntum; ds.: Grn G = Guruntum proper, Grn Mb = Mbaru
Grr = Gurara (Berber ds. of "ksurs" [villages near Timinun a n d
Badrian])
Grs = Gorrose (a d. of the Dullay dialect continuum)
Grw = Gorowa
Gsc = Gascon
Gt = Gothic; d.: Gt Cr = Crimean Gothic
Gtl = Gotlandic (a d. intermediate between Swedish and Danish)
Gv = Gava
Gw = Gwandara; ds.: Gw Cn = Chanchara d. (Arabishi), Gw G =
Gitata d., Gw K = Karshi d., Gw Kr = Koro d. (Gwagwa), Gw Nm =
Nimbia d., Gw T = Toni d. (Garaku)
Gwd = Gawwada; d.: Gwd D = Gawwada Dalpena
Gz = Ge‘ez
GZ = Georgian-Zan lgs., proto-Georgian-Zan
Gzg = Giziga; ds.: Gzg D =  Giziga Dogba, Gzg Mj = Giziga Mijivin,
Gzg Mt = Muturua
H… = High …, Highland …, verxovoj …, gorno-…
HAB = Hausa-Angas-Bolewa (Hangbole)
Har = Harari
HAS = SOg of Hoseyn-Abad-e Sarmashad (near Kazerun, Iran)
Hb = Hebrew
Hbt = Hobyot (a dialect belonging to SES)
Hd = Hadiy(y)a; dialects: Hd Lb = Libido
Hdr = Hadrami (dialect of OSA)
HEC = Highland East Cushitic
Hg = Hungarian; ds.: Hg S = South Hungarian (sd.: Hg O =
Ormányság sd.), Hg Sz = Székely d.
Hg… = Higi … (dialect cluster); ds.: HgB = Higi Baza, HgF = Higi
Futu; HgG = Higi Ghye; HgHm = Higi Humsi {Meek}; HgK = Higi
Kamale (= Kps); HgMd = Higi Moda {Meek}; HgMk = Higi Makulu
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{Meek}; HgNk = Higi Nkafa; HgSn = Higi Sinna {Meek}; HgWl = Higi
Wula {Meek}
…HG = … High German (OHG, MHG, NHG)
Higi sb. = Higi subbranch of CCh
Hld = Hildi
Hlm = Halima (a Berber dialect)
HlM = Halha-Mongolian; ds.: IM = ds. of Inner Mongolia
HLs = High Lusatian (High Sorbian)
Hm = Hamer (Hamar) (a SOm lge.); ds.: Hm B = Hamar-Ban(n)a,
Hm K = Karo (Kara)
Hmr = Himyarite (H>imyarite)
Hnd = Hindi; Hnd Bhj = Bhojpuri Hindi
Hr = Harso
HrLw = Hieroglyphic Luwian (Hier. Luvian)
Hrr = Haruro
Hrs = Harsusi
Hrw = Harawa (a B d.)
Hrz = Hurza
Hs = Hausa; StHs = Standard Hausa; dialects: Hs B = Bausanchi
(Bauchi d.), Hs D = Dauranchi (Daura d.), Hs Dm = Damagaranchi
(Damagaram d.), Hs G = Gobiranchi (Gobir d.), Hs Hd = Hadejia, Hs K
= Kananchi (Kano d.), Hs Kc = Katsinanchi (Katsina d.), Hs Kt =
Katagum, Hs Skt = Sakkwatanchi (Sokoto d.), Hs Z = Zazzaganchi
(Zaria d.)
Hs’ = Hasa’itic, Hasaean (a ONA dialect of Eastern Arabia)
Ht = Hittite
Htr = Hatra (an ancient Aramaic d.)
Hun = Hunnic (Hsiung-nu)
Hw = Hwona
HzMa = Hozo Mao
IA = Imperial Aramaic, Official Aramaic; IA F = Aramaic words i n
Frahang-i-Pahlavik (glossaries of Aramaic heterograms in Phl)
Ic = Icelandic
IIr, IIrn = Indo-Iranian (Aryan)
Ik = Ik (= Teuso), a Kuliak lge.
Ilr = Illyrian
Im = Itelmen (= Kamchadal); ds.: Im W, Im E, Im S
IM = Mongolian dialects of Inner Mongolia; IM H = Hejing dialect
InA = Indo-Aryan
Ing = Ingrian  (iqorskij  åzyk ); ds.: Ing Hv = Hevaha d., Ing O =





IrtTt = Irtysh Tatar
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Ish = Ishkashimi
It = Italian; dialects and subdialects: Ab = It of Abruzzi, Cl =
Calabrian, Mdn = sd. of Modena, Lm = Lombardian ds., Ml = Milanese,
N = Northern dialects of It, Np = Neapolitan, OMl = Old Milanese, P =
Piemontese, Pv = sd. of Piverone (Piemonte), Sr = sd. of Sora, STs =
South Toscanian, Tr = Trentine (d. of Trento), V = Venetian
Itc = Italic
Iz = Izayan (a B d.)
Izd = Ayt-Izdeg (a dialect of Tmz, treated here as a separate lge.)
Izn = Beni-Iznacen
J = Japanese; ds.: J Ak = Akida, J Ht = Hateruma, J Ik = Ikema, J Is
= Ishigaki, J Kg = Kagoshima, J Km = Kameyama, J K = Kyoto, J Kt =
Keto, J Nk = Nakasuji, J Ns = Nase, J Rk = Ryukyu ds., J Sh = Shuri, J
Sz = Sudzu, J T = Tokyo (= StJ),  J Ty = Toyama, J Y = Yonakuni
J… = Jewish …
JA = Jewish Aramaic (common name for JEA and JPA)
Jb = Jibbali (ds.: C = Central, E = Eastern, EM = Mehrizing subd. o f
Jb E)
JEA (= JBA) = Jewish East Aramaic (Babylonian Aramaic); variants:
JEA B = standard Babylonian Talmudic Aramaic, JEA G = Gaonic JEA,




JKr = Je£nu Kurumba (a Dravidian d. of the Nilgiri area)
Jm = Jimi
Jmb = Jimbin, Jimbinanchi
JPA = Jewish Palestinian Aramaic (Kutscher's "Galilean Aramaic");
JPA Bz = JPA of the Byzantine period
Jr = Jara (a CCh lge.)
Jrb = Berber of Jerba
Jrc = Jurchen
K = Kartvelian
Kb = Kabyle; ds.: Kb AX = Ayt-Khalfun, Kb AZ = Ayt-Ziyan, Kb Ir =
Irjen, Kb GK = ds. of Grande Kabylie, Kb M = At Mangellat (= Kb
{Dl.}), Kb PK = ds. of Petite Kabylie, Kb Z = Zwawa; if the d. is unno ted ,
Kabyle of Grande Kabylie is meant
Kbl = Kabalay (Lukas’s "Kaba")
KC = Kamchukchee (= Chukchee-Kamchadal)
Kcm = Kachama (= Gatsama, a d. of Ometo)




Kfr = Kofyar; d.: Kfr M = Mernyang (= Merniang, Mirriam)
KG = Konso-Gidole (subbranch of EC)
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Kgr = Koguryö




KK = Kui-Kuwi gr. of languages
Kkd = Kaikadi (a D lge.)
Kl = Kalmuck; ds.: D = Dörböt, Ö = Ölöt, T = Torgut
Klb = Kilba (Hïba)






Kms = Kamas, Kamassian
Kn = Kannada; ds.: B = Barkur, Bd = Badaga, Bl = Bellary, Cr =
Coorg Kn (Jenu Kuruba), G = Gowda, Gl = Gulbarga, Hl = Halakki, Hv
= Havyaka, K = Kurumba, Km = Kumta,  Nn = Nanjangud, O = Ola, R =
Rabakavi, Sh = Sholiga, T = Tiptur
Knd = Konda; d.: Knd P = Pulgura d.
Knf = Kunfäl (a lge. of the Agaw subbranch)
Knkr = Kanakuru (= Dr = Dera)
Knr = Kanuri
Kns = Konso
KnT = the Kanuri-Teda languages
Ko = Korean; ds.: Ko Chs = Cho®ngsando, Ko Chj = Chejudo, Ko Cl =
Cenla, Ko Hm = Hamgyo®ngdo, Ko Ks = Kyo®ngsangdo (incl. Ko Ks S =
South Kyo®ngsangdo), Ko Kw = Kangwo®ndo, Ko N = Northern ds., Ko
NW = Northwesten ds., Ko Ph = Phyo®ngyang, Ko PhN = Phyo®ngyang-
Namdo, Ko Sl = Seoul d.
Kor = Koryak (Chawchuwen Koryak, "nymylanskij")
Koyb = Koybal (a Samoyed lge., a d. of Kms)
Kps = Kapsiki (= Higi Kamale)
Kpt = Kupto
Kr = Karaite (Karaim); ds.: Kr Cr = Crimean d., Kr G = Galich d., Kr L
= Luck (Luck ) d., Kr T = Trakai (Troki) d.
Krb = Kuruba (Betta-Kuruba)
Krd = Kurdish; ds.: Krd K = Kurmanji (= Northern Kurmanji), Krd Sr
= Sorani (Southern Kurmanji)
Krf = Kirfi, Kirifi
Krg = Koraga; ds.: Krg M = Mudu, Krg O = Onti, T = Tappu
Krkr = Karekare
Krl = Karelian; ds.: Krl A = Aunus (Olonets Krl, livvin kieli), Krl K =
Karjala(inen), Krl Ld = Lude (lyydiläismurteet), Krl Tv = Tver Karelian
(sd. of Krl K)
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Krmb = Alu-Kurumba, Jenu-Kurumba, and Pal-Kurumba (Dravidian
dialects of the Nilgiri area)
Krt = Ko\rete (= Amarro), an Ometo lge.
Krx = Kurux, Kurukh, Kur>ux, Oraon
Kry = Kariya, Kariyanchi
Kshb = Kashubian
Kshm = Kashmiri
Ksb = Kasaba (= Kasava), a D lge. (or d. of Irula)
Kt = Kota
Ktk = Kotoko; ds.: Ktk Af = Affade, Ktk Glf = Gulfei, Ktk Kl =
Klesem, Ktk Ks = Kuseri, Ktk Mk = Makeri
Ktk sb. = Kotoko subbranch of CCh
Ku = Kuwi; ds.: Ku D = d. of D>ongriya Kondhs, Ku K = Kubi dialect
(labelled so by DEDR XXX), Ku Kt = Kuttia Kuwi, Ku P = d. of the Parja
Kondhs of Bisamkatak, Ku Su = Sunkarametta, Ku T = T >e£kriya Kondh
Kü = Küärik (d. of Chulïm)
Kui; d.: Kui KK = Kui of Kuttia Kandhs
Kwm = Kwami
KwK = Kwang-Kera (branch of ECh)
Kwn = Kwang; Kwn M = Mobu d. of Kwang
Kz = Kwadza
L = Latin; ds.: L Prn = Praenestian d., L Ln = Lanuvian, L Sc = Sicilian
L; L Ep = Epigraphic Latin
L… = Low …, Lowland …, nizovoj …, lugovo-…  ; Literary … (i .e.
written in traditional script, Schriftsprache) (LM = Literary
Mongolian, LMc = Literary Manchu, LO = Literary Oyrat)
LamP = Lame-Peve
Lb = Libyan (OLb, an ancient LbB lge.); d.: ONum = East Numidian
LbB = Libyco-Berber (Old Libyan + Berber + Guanche) ( =
livijsko-guan¢skie åzyki)
Lc = Lycian (= Lycian A); d.: Lc M = Milyan (= Lycian B)
Ld = Lydian
LEC = Lowland East Cushitic
LEg = Late Egyptian
LG = Low German (cp. MLG)




LLs = Low Lusatian (Low Sorbian)
Lm = Lamut (Ewen, évenskij åzyk); ds.: Lm A = Arman d., Lm C =
Central Lamut, Lm E = Eastern Lamut, Lm W = Western Lamut; sds.: Lm
Al = Allaykha sd. (of Lm C), Lm An = Anyuy sd. (of Lm C), Lm And =
Anadïr sd. (of Lm E), Lm B = Bïstraya sd. (of Lm E), Lm KO = Kolïma-
Omolon sd. (of Lm E), Lm M = Moma sd. (of Lm C), Lm N = Nor thern
Lm (a sd. of Lm E), Lm O = Okhotsk sd. (of Lm E), Lm Ol = Ola sd. ( o f
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Lm E), Lm P = Penzhina sd. (of Lm E), Lm Sk = Sakkïrïr sd. (of Lm W),
Lm T = Tompon sd. (of Lm C), Lm Tg = Tügesir sd. (of Lm W). Lm Y =
Yukagir sd. (of Lm W)
Lmn = Lamang; ds.: Lmn Hd = Hidkala, Hitkalanchi, Lm Vz = Vizik,
Lmn A = Alataghwa
Ln = Lobnor Turkic
Lngb = Langobardian
Lp = Lapp, Lappish; ds., dialect areas, sds. and ssds.
(subusubdialects): Lp A = Akkala Lp (= babinskij dialekt)
(belongs to Lp E), Lp Å = Åsele Lp (belongs to Lp S), Lp Ar = Arjeplog
ssd. (of Lp P), Lp E = Eastern ds. of Lp (Lp Klt, Lp Kld, Lp T), Lp En =
Enontekiö ssd. (of Lp Fi), Lp Fi = Finnmarken sd. (of Lp N, =
Ruijanlappi), Lp Fr = Frostviken ssd. (of Lp Å), Lp Gr = Gratangen ssd .
(of Lp To), Lp Hr = Härjedalen ssd. (of Lp J), Lp I = Inari Lp (belongs
to Lp E), Lp J = Jemtland sd. (of Lp S), Lp Jk = Jokan'g (Yokostrov)
ssd. (of Lp T),  Lp K = Kola Lp (dialect area of Lp E, including Lp Kld
and Lp T), Lp Kld = Kildin d. (of Lp E), Lp Klt = Koltta Lp (= Kolta Lp,
Skolt Lp, belongs to Lp E), Lp Krs = Karasjok ssd. (of Lp Fi), Lp Krsv =
Kaaresuvanto ssd. (of Lp To), Lp Kt = Koutokeino ssd. (of Lp Fi), Lp L
= Lule Lp, Lp M = Maritime sd. (of Lp N), Lp Ml = Malå ssd. (of Lp U) ,
Lp Mr = Meråker ssd. (of Lp J), Lp N = Norwegian Lp, Lp Nd = Neiden
(Näätämö) sd. (of Lp Klt), Lp Nt = Notozero sd. (of Lp Klt), Lp O =
Offerdal ssd. (of Lp J), Lp OSw = dialects of Lp XVIII of Sweden (incl.
Northern Lp L & Northern Lp S) (after {LÖ}), Lp P = Pite Lp, Lp Pa =
Paatsjoki (Boris-Gleb) sd. (of Lp Klt), Lp Pl = Polmak (Pulmanki) ssd .
(of Lp Fi), Lp Pr = Parkalompolo ssd. (of Lp To), Lp Rr = Røros ssd. ( o f
Lp J), Lp S = Southern Lp, Lp Sn = Snåsa sd. (of Lp S), Lp Snk =
Suonikylä sd. (of Lp Klt), Lp Sw = Swedish dialect area of Lp (= {SKES}
lp R), Lp T = Ter (Turja) Lp (Kert’s jokan∆gskij dialekt) (belongs
to Lp E), Lp Tf = Tysfjord ssd. (of Lp L), Lp Tn = Tännäs ssd. (of Lp J ) ,
Lp To = Tornio sd. (of Lp N), Lp U = Uume Lp, Lp Ut = Utsjoki ssd. ( o f
Lp Fi), Lp Vfs = Vefsen ssd. (of Lp Å), Lp Vl = Vilhelmina ssd. (of Lp Å)
LSv = Lower Svan
Lt = Lithuanian; dialects: Lt A = Aukshtaitian (Auks]taitis, High Lt,
Aukshtaitish) (with sbds.: EA = East Aukshtaitian, WA = West
Aukshtaitian; subsubdialect of EA: Lt U = sbd. of Ukmerge≥), Lt D =
Dzuki, Lt P = ds. of former Prussian Lithuania, Lt Z = Zhemaitian (Low
Lt, Shamaitish, Samogitian; sds.: Lt K = sds. of the area of Klaipeda
[former Memel-Gebiet])
lt… = Late … (ltBHb = Late Biblical Hebrew, ltMChn = Late Middle
Chinese, ltL = Late Latin, ltPrm = Late proto-Permian, ltOHG = Late Old
High German), ltHb = Late Hebrew (second half of the 1st mill. A.D.);
ltHb B = Babylonian ltHb, ltHb J = Jerusalemite ("Palestinian") l tHb,
ltHb T = Tiberian (Northern) LHb
ltL = Late Latin (= proto-Romance)
ltOJ = Late Old Japanese (9th-11th c.)
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Ltv = Latvian; ds. & dialect areas: Ltv C = Central dialect area, Ltv E
= Eastern dialect area, Ltv H = High Latvian (hochlettisch), Ltv Ltg =
Latgalian, Ltv W = Western dialect area
Lv = Livonian; ds.: Lv E = Eastern, Lv W = Western, Lv I = Ira sd., Lv
Slc = Salaca sd.
Lw = (Cuneiform) Luwian, Luvian
LycIs = Lycaonic-Isaurian
Lz = Laz (Chan); dialects: Lz A = Atinuri, Lz Ar = Arxaburi,
Arkhaburi (arxavskij) , Lz Art = Artashenian, Lz Ch = Chkhaletian




M… = Middle …(e.g. MHG = Middle High German, MLG = Middle
Low German, MM = Middle Mongolian, etc.)
Ma = Mao (a NrOm dialect cluster, incl. BMa, HzMa, Sz); when
unspecified, Anf {Grot.} (Grotanelli’s "Mao settentrionale") is meant





Mbk = Mboku (Matakam subgr. of CCh)
Mbr = Mburku, Mburkanchi
MBr = Middle Breton
Mc = Manchu; ds.: Mc N = Modern Northern Manchu, Mc Sb = Sibe
Manchu
Mc… = Macro- (e.g. McAram = Macro-Aramaic, McDb = Macro-
Daba, McDng = Macro-Dangla, McHigi = Macro-Higi, McKbly =
Macro-Kabalay, McKtk = Macro-Kotoko, McMdr = Macro-Mandara,
McMs = Macro-Masa, McMsg = Macro-Musgu, McMtk = Macro-
Matakam, McMu = Macro-Mubi, McOr = Macro-Oromo (Oromoid) ,
McSkr = Macro-Sokoro, McSmr = Macro-Sumray, McTm = Macro-
Tamil, McTr = Macro-Tera)
Mcd = Macedonian (an ancient IE lge.)
McdRm = Macedo-Rumanian
McdS = Macedonian (a Slavic lge.)
Mch = Mocha (Shekko)
MChn = Middle Chinese
Md = Mandaic (if not specified otherwise, Classical Mandaic is
m e a n t )
md… = modern
Md... = medieval
MdHb = Medieval Hebrew
MdL = Medieval Latin
MdMa = Madegi Mao
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Mdr = Mandara; d.: Mdr Mr = Mora
Mdr sb. = Mandara subbranch of CCh
MDt = Middle Dutch
ME = Middle English
Med = Median
MEg = Middle Egyptian
MEl = Middle Elamite
Mf = Mafa
MfG = Mofu-Gudur; d.: MfG M = Mokong
MfM = Mofu-Meri
Mg = Megrelian; ds.: Mg SmZ = Samurzakan-Zugdidian, Mg Sn =
Senakian; Mg BM = Bandza-Martvil sd. of Mg Sn, MgrZ = Zugdidian
sd. of Mg SmZ
MG = Middle Georgian (12th-16th centuries (Shota Rustaveli,
Kartulis cxovreba, etc.)
MGk = Middle Greek (of the Roman and Byzantine periods)
Mgl = Moghol; d.: Mgl Mr = Marda
Mgm = Migama
Mh = Mehri (Mahri); ds.: Mh D = Mh of Dhofar, Mh J = Eastern M h
of Jadib and Hawf, Mh Ng = Nagd Mehri, Mh Q = Qishn Mehri, Mh QB
= d. of Qishn bedouins, Mh SW = Southwestern Mehri
MHG = Middle High German, MHG U = Upper German ds. of MHG
MIr = Middle Irish
MIrn = Middle Iranian (cover name for several Irn lgs.)
Mj = Maji (= Dizi, an Omotic language), d.: Mj DJ = Dizi-Jeba
MJ = Middle Japanese (12th-16th c.)
Mjl = Minjile
Mk = Moksha Mordvin; a dialect: Mk P = Mk of the former Penza
province
Mkl = Mokilko
MKn = Middle Kannada (= Kittel’s "mediæval dialect of Kannada")








Mlw = Mulwi (= Vulum, Mogrum, a d. of Msg)
MM = Middle Mongolian; ds. (variants): MM E = Eastern MM, MM
W = Western MM
MMG = Middle Middle German (Middle German ds. of MHG)
MMgl = Middle Moghol
Mn = Minaean, Minaic (tiniom), Madhabian
MNA = Mlahso Neo-Aramaic
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Mnc… = Manichaean (Mnc varieties of languages: MncMPrs,
MncSgd)
Mnd = Manda
Mnj = Manjo (one of the sources\components of Kf, according t o
Fl. MEH)
Mnr = Monguor; ds.: Mnr E = Eastern Monguor (Dongbuyuguyu),
Mnr M = Minhe Monguor (= Sanch‘uang, Potanin's san∆-¢uan ), M n r
H = Huzu Monguor (Uyangpu, Potanin's u-ån-bu , Tuzuyu), Mnr Nr =
Naringol sd. of Mnr H (SM’s Monguor)
Mnt = Montol
Mod… = Modern … (e.g. ModTm = Modern Tamil)
MOg = Middle Oghuz; d.: MOg Tkm = Türkmen d. of MOg ("Old
Türkmen")
Mos = Mossiya
MOsm = Middle Osman Turkic
Mpn = Mupun
MPrs = Middle Persian; MPrs Mnc = Manichean MPrs., MPrs T =
MPrs of Turfan
MPrt T = Middle Parthian of Turfan
MQp = Middle Qïpchaq (13th through 17th c.); variations: MQp A
= Armeno-Qypchaq, MQp Cm = Cuman (of the Codex Cumanicus),
MQp Mm = Mamluq-Qypchaq (Egyptian Qypchaq)
Mr = Mordvin languages
MR = Middle Russian
Mrc = Marrucinian (an Italic dialect)
Mrg = Margi; Mrg L = Margi of Lasa {Meek}, Mrg M = Margi o f
Minthla {Meek}; Mrg P = Margi Putai; Mrg Pl = Plain Margi {Meek}
Mrs = Marsian (an Italic dialect)
Mrt = Marathi
Ms = Masa
Ms sb. = Masa subbranch of CCh
Msg = Musgu; Msg G = Musgu Girvidik (= Munjuk), Msg Ng =
Musgu Ngilemong, Msg P = Musgum-Pus (= Munjuk de Pouss)
Msg sb. = Musgu subbranch of CCh
Msk = Muskum




MsTt = Mishär Tatar
Msy = Musgoy
Mt = Mator (= Mator-Taygi-Karagas); ds.: Mt T = Taigi, Mt M =
Mator (Motor) proper, Mt K = Karagas; Mt A = Abakan (a Sayan
Samoyed dialect or a conglomerate of data mostly of Mt origin, a f t e r
Msr. and Strl.)
MT = Middle Turkic; d.: MT Tkm = Türkmäni
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MtA = Mitannian Aryan (ı hippological words and theonyms i n
Ht and Hurrite)
Mtk = Matakam
Mtk sb. = Matakam subbranch of CCh
MTl = Middle Telugu (1000 - 1600 A. D.)
Mtm = Matmata (mat_ma_t_a)
MTsh = Medieval Tashelhit (Ibn Tunart’s dictionary, 12th c.)
Mu = Mubi
MU = Middle Uyghur
Mw = Mawa
MW = Middle Welsh
Mx = Manx
My = Miya, Miyanchi
Myn = Muyang
Mz = Mzab, Mozabite
N = Nostratian, Nostratic
N… = New …, Neo- (NSr = Neo-Syriac)
… N = Northern (d., e.g. Sml N = Northern Somali)
Na = Na’o (Nayi) (a Dizoid lge.)
NaD = Narrow Dravidian (ancestor of all D lgs. except Brh)
NaIE = Narrow IE ("IE proper", ancestor of all IE lgs. except Hittite-
Luwian)
NArm = New Armenian
NaT = Narrow Turkic, Common Turkic (ancestor of all T lgs. except
Blgh and Chv)
Nbt = Nabataean
Nd = Ndam; d.: Nd D = Ndam Dik
NdA = Ndir-Abes
Ne = Nenets; ds.: Ne F = Forest Nenets (sds.: Ne F K = Konda, Ne F Ks
= Kiselevskaya, Ne F L = Lyamin, Ne F Ny = Nyalina), Ne T = Tundra
Nenets (sd.: Ne BZ = Bol’shaja Zemlja [ssd: Ne Sd = Ne BZ registered i n
the area of†the Syaida river], Ne Kn = Kanin sd., Ne O = Obdorsk
[Salehard] sd., Ne Ym = Yamal sd.)
NE = New English, ds.: NE Ork = Orkney English, NE Sc = Scottish
English, NE Shetl = Shetland English
NE… = Northeastern …; … NE = Norteastern (d.)
NEArm = New East Armenian
NED = Northeastern Dravidian
Neg = Negidal; ds.: U = Upper Amgun (verxneamgun∆skij), L =
Lower Amgun (niqneamgun∆skij)
NEg = New Egyptian
NEl = New Elamite
NET = Northeast Turkic
NEXT = Northeastern Khorasan Turkic (dialect cluster); dialects: G
= Gujgi, J = Jonk, L = Langar, M = Mareshk
Nfs, Nf = Nefusi
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Ng = Nganasan
NG = New (Modern) Georgian




NGr = New German (dialects): NGr Al = Alemannic, NGr Als =
Alsatian German (elsässisch), NGr B = Bavarian (Bayrisch), NGr EP =
dialects of East Prussia, NGr Gtn = d. of Göttingen; NGr Hs = Hessisch
(d. of Hessen), NGr HsN = d. of Hessen-Nassau, NGr M = Middle
German ds., NGr NrF = North Franconian German, NGr Ö = Austrian
sds., NGr S (= NUG) = Southern German ds. (oberdeutsch), NGr Sb =
Swabian German, NGr Sw = Swiss German, NGr Trl = Tirolean
German, NGr WF = West Franconian German, NGr Wph = Westphalian
German
Ngs = Ngweshe (= Gvoko, Gboko, Glanda?)
Ngx = Ngwaxi (Ngwakhi, Ngwahyi)
Ngz = Ngizim
NgzB = Ngizim-Bade subbranch of WCh
NHb = New Hebrew (19th - 21th c.)
NHG = New High German
NIc = New Icelandic
NInA = New Indo-Aryan
NIr = New Irish
Nk = Naiki of Chanda (= "Nk. (Ch.)" of DEDR)
Nkc = Nakatsa
NKo = New Korean, Modern Standard Korean
Nkr = Naikri (d. of Kolami) (= "Nk." of DEDR)
NMd = New Mandaic (Modern Spoken Mandaic)
Nn = Nanay (Gold); dialects: Nn A = Amur dialect gr. (Nn Nh, Nn SA
& Nn G), Nn B = Bikin d., Nn G = Garin d. (= Samar d.), Nn K = Kili ( a
dial. area, incl. Nn KU, Nn Sn & Nn UU [Kili is considered a separa te
lge. by Doerfer]), Nn KU = Kur & Urmi d., Nn Nh = Naykhin d., Nn SA
= Sakachi-Alan, Nn Sn = Sungari dialect gr. (incl. Nn B), Nn UU =
Upper Ussuri d.
NNEA = Norteastern Neo-Aramaic ("Modern Assyrian"); ds.:: H =
Hertevin, JIA = Jewish NNEA of Iranian Azerbaijan, JZ = Jewish NNEA
of Zakho, U = Urmiya d.
NNr = New Norwegian (Nynorsk)
Nog = Noghay; ds.: Nog A = Aqnoghay, Nog P = Noghay proper, Nog
Q = Qaranoghay
NPhr = New Phrygian
Npl = Nepali
NPrs = New Persian; NPrs B = Bakhtiyari d. of NPrs
Nr = Norwegian (BNr = bokmål; NNr = New Nr, i.e. nynorsk; Nr ∆  =
dialects of Nr)
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Nr… = North(ern) …
NrB = North Berber
NrBc = North Bauchi
NrCs = North Caucasian
NrGmc = North Germanic (Scandinavian)
NrMa = Northern Mao
NrOm = North Omotic
Nrs = Nuristani {Kafir) subgr.
NrSm = North Samoyed subgr.
NrTg = North Tungusian (subbranch of the Tungusian language
family)
NrXT = Northern Khorasan Turkic (dialect cluster); ds.: D1 = Dara-
Gaz 1, D2 = Dara-Gaz 2, Dg = Dougha’i, L = Lotf-abad, Q = Quchan,
Shi = Shirwan, Shu = Shurak, Ze = Zeyarat, Zo = Zourum
NSr = Neo-Syriac
Ntf = Ntifa (a Berber d.)
NUG = New Upper German (neuoberdeutsch), Southern ds. of NGr
NW… = Northwestern …; … NW = Nortwestern (d.)
NWArm = New West Armenian
NWS = Norhwestern Semitic
NWXT = Northwestern Khorasan Turkic (dialect cluster); ds.: A =
Asadli, B = Bojnurd, ShT = Sheykh-Teymur
Nx = Nakh
Ny = Nyang’i (= Nyangiya), a Kuliak lge.
Nz = Nzangi
O… = Old …
OA = Old Aramaic
OAk = Old Akkadian
OAr = Old Arabic; dialect areas: OEAr = Old East Arabic, OWAr =
OAr H = Old West Arabic (Hijaz dialects, H. Rabin’s Ancient West-
Arabian); dialects: A = Asad, ‘A = Al-‘Aliyah, An = Ansar, Hd =
Hudhail, Hm = Himyarite OAr, Hr = d. of Hauran, Hz = Hawazin, M d
= d. of Medinah, Mk = d. of Mekka, Nj = Nejd dialects, O = ‘Oman, Q
= Qais, Qd = Quda‘ah, Qr = Quraysh, R = Rabi‘ah, Sl = Sulaim, T =
Tamim, Tj = Tajji’, TR = Taim ar-Ribab, Y = Yemenite
OBr = Old Bretonic
OBrth = Old Brythonic
ObU = Ob-Ugric
Occ = Occitanian (Modern Provençal); d.: Occ Lm = Limousin dial.
(incl. Occ Cr = sd. of the département de Creuse)
OChn = Old Chinese
OCn = Old Canaanite (= Old South Canaanite); OCn Sn = Cn of t h e
Old Sinaitic inscriptions, OCn TA = Cn of the Tell-el-Amarna letters
OCpt = Old Coptic
OCrn = Old Cornish
OCrt = Old Croatian (a d. of SCr)
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OCS = Old Church Slavonic
ODn = Old Danish
OEAr = Old East Arabic
OEg = Old Egyptian
OEl = Old Elamite
OEth = Old Ethiopian
OF = Old Finnish
OFr = Old French; d.: OFr Nr = Old Norman-French
OFrk = Old Frankish (Old Franconian)
OFrs = Old Frisian
Og = Oghuz Turkic
OG = Old Georgian; ds.: OG H = the dialect represented in t h e
Haemeti texts, OG X = the dialect of the Khanmeti (Xanmeti) texts
OgIr = Ogam Irish (Archaic Irish in Ogamic inscriptions)
OGtn = Old Gutnish
OHg = Old Hungarian
OHG = Old High German; dialects of OHG: OHG Al = Alemannic d . ,
OHG F = Franconian d. (= OFrk), OHG U = Upper German d. of OHG
(altoberdeutsch); OHG R = OHG of the Runic inscriptions
OHt = Old Hittite
OI = Old Indian; OI BHS = Buddhistic Hybrid Sanskrit, OI BdSk =
Buddhistic Sanskrit, OI ClSk = Classical Sanskrit, OI EpSk = Epic
Sanskrit, OI fVd = OI from Vedic on, OI LSk = Late Sanskrit, OI Sk =
Sanskrit, OI Vd = Vedic
OIr = Old Irish (= Vendryes’s "irlandais ancien", i.e. including
Middle Irish)
OIt = Old Italian; ds.: OIt Ml = Old Milanese, OIt Pv = Old Pavian
(dialetto antico pavese), OIt V = Old (Medieval) Venetian
OJ = Old Japanese (to the 8th c.); OJ E = Eastern Old Japanese
OKg = Old Koguryo
OKn = Old Kannada
OKo = Old Korean (Silla)
OL = Old Latin (= Archaic Latin); OL Pr = Old Latin of Praenesta
OLF  = Old Low Franconian, Old Low Frankish (altniederfränkisch)
OLt = Old Lithuanian
Om = Omotic
OM = Old Mongolian
OMG = Old Middle German (in OsS’s terminology)
OMl = Old Malayalam
Omt = Ometo (a cluster of ds.\languages); when unspecified (Zs,
Wlt, etc.), Omt {Moreno} is meant
ON = Old Norse; ON R = ON of the Runic inscriptions
ONA = Old North Arabian, Frühnordarabisch (Lh, Sf, Tmd, Hs’)
ONr = Old Norwegian
ONum = Old Numidian (Old Libyan)
OOsm = Old Osman Turkic
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OP = Old Polish
OPhr = Old Phrygian (= {BajO} starofrigijskij)
OPrm = Old Permian (drevnepermskij åzyk)
Or = Oromo; ds.: Or B = Borana, Or BI = Isiolo sd. of Or B, Or Brr =
Barareta, Or H = Harar d., Or O = Orma, Or M = Macha, Or S =
Southern ds., Or T = Tulama, Or Wt = Wata, Or Wl = Wälläga; Or AM
= Afan Monyo (Karakara) sd. of Or O
OR = Old Russian
Orc = Orochi




ORu = the lge. of the oldest Runic inscriptions
Os = Ostyak; ds. & dialect areas: Os Ag = Agan sd. (of Os Sr), Os B
= Beryozovo sd. (of Os O), Os Cng = Cingala sd. (of Os I), Os D =
Demyanka d., Os E = Eastern dialect area, Os I = Irtïsh ds. (collective
denomination), Os K = Konda d., Os Km = d. of Kaminskoye, Os Kr =
d. of Krasnoyarskie, Os Ks = Koshelevsk sd. (of Os I), Os Kz = Kazïm
d., Os LD = Lower Demyanka d. (= DT), Os Lk = Likrisovskoye d., Os
LK = Lower Konda sd., Os MY = Malïy Yugan d., Os N = n o r t h e r n
dialect area, Os Nz = Nizyam d., Os O = Obdorsk (Salehard) d., Os
Pïm = Pïm (Pim) d. (sd. of Os Sr), Os Pt = Pitlyar d. (sd. of Os N), Os
Sh = Sherkalï d. ( = Middle Ob d.), Os Shr = Shuryshkar d., Os Sl =
Salïm d., Os Sn = Sïnya d., Os Sr = Surgut d., Os Ty = Tremyugan d . ,
Os UA = Ust-Agan d., Os UD = Upper Demyanka d. (= DN), Os Uy =
Ust-Yugan d., Os V = Vakh d., Os VK = Verknhe-Kalïmsk d.; Os Vrt =
Vartovskoye d., Os Vy = Vasyugan d., Os Y = Yugan d. (sd. of Os Sr) ,
Os Z = Zavodniye (Zavodinskiye) d.
OSA = Old South Arabian (= ESA); ds.: Hdr = Hadrami, M =
Minaean, Qtb = Qatabanic, Sb = Sabaic, Sabaean
Osc = Oscan
OScn = Old Scandinavian
OCn = Old South Canaanite
OSCr = Old Serbo-Croatian
OscU = Osco-Ubrian (a branch of the Itc family)
Osm = Osman Turkic
Oss = Ossetic; ds.: Oss D = Digor d., Oss I = Iron d.
OSw = Old Swedish; OSw Ru = Old Swedish of Runic inscriptions
OSx = Old Saxon
OT = Old Turkic; ds. (after Clauson and other authors): OT O =
Orkhon d., OT Og = Oghuz, OT OY = Orkhon and Yenisey dialect(s)
(Kök-Türkisch), OT Qp = Qïpchaq, OT QU = Qarakhanid Uyghur
(Xakani), OT Tü = Türkü, OT U = Uyghur, OT Y = Yenisey dialect
OTl = Old Telugu
OTm = Old Tamil
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OVg = Old Vogul (18th cent.); ds.: OVg E = Eastern, OVg N =
Northern, OVg S = Southern, OVg W = Western; sds.: OVg E TM = a sd .
(of OVg E) labelled by Honti as "TM", OVg I = Is sd. (of OVg W[?]),
OVg L = Lyalya sd. (of OVg W[?]), OVg N Ber = Berezovo (OVg N;
three variants: OVg N BerG, OVg N BerO and OVg BerK), OVg N B a n d
OVg N Chd = sds. (of OVg N) labelled by L. Honti as "B" and "C_d",
OVg N NSs = Northern Sosva sd. (OVg N), OVg N SoG = a sd. of OVg N
labelled by Honti as "SoG", OVg N SoO = a sd. of OVg N labelled b y
Honti as "SoO", OVg S Chus = Chusovaya sd. (of OVg N; two variants:
OVg S ChusO and OVg S ChusM), OVg S Kg = Kungur sd. (of OVg S),
OVg S SSs = Southern Sosva sd. (OVg S), OVg S Tg = Tagil sd. (OVg S),
OVg S Tr = Tura sd. (OVg S), OVg S Vt = Verxoturye (Verxotur∆e)
sd. (OVg S), OVg Str = a sd. (of OVg W[?]) labelled by Honti as "Str",
OVg Tb = a sd. (of OVg E or [less plausibly] OVg S?) labelled by Hont i
as "Tob" (= Tobol?), OVg W P = Pelïmskoye sd. (OVg W), OVg W Sol =
Solikamsk sd. (OVg W), OVg W U = Ust-Ulsuy (Ust∆-Ul∆suj) sd .
(OVg W), 19th cent.; the sigilla "B", "SoG", "SoO", "Str", "Tob", a n d
"TM" (used by Honti after J. Gulya) remain enigmatic because the i r
source (Gulya’s manuscript paper "Altwogulische Dialekte") has n o t
yet been published and is not available to the present writer; t h e
queries "[?]" belong to Honti
OW = Old Welsh
OWAr = Old West Arabic (H. Rabin’s Ancient West-Arabian [ see
OAr])
OWGmc = Old West Germanic (preserved in proper names in L
sources )
OWN = Old West Norse
OY = Old Yukagir; ds.: Ch = Chuvan, K = Kolïma, O = Omok, NW =
Northwestern d. (Ust-Yansk)
OYmn = Old Yemenite, common name for words of Himyarite a n d
of the Old West Arabic dialect(s) of Yemen (X and early XI cent.), t h e
distinction between them being unfeasible today
Oyr = Oyrat; ds.: Oyr B = Bayit (Bayat), Oyr T = Torgut, Oyr ET =
East Torgut (in Sinkiang, Rm's "Osttorgutisch")
P = Polish
p… = proto-…; pp… = Early proto-…
P’ = Pa’a, Pa’anchi
PA = Palestinian Aramaic (incl. JPA, BzJPA, ChrPA)
Pæl = Paelignian
PaK = Pa_lu Kurumba (a Dravidian d. of the Nilgiri area)
Pal = Palaic
pAl = proto-Albanian
PAry = Pontic (Tauro-Pontic) Aryan (an branch of Aryan t h a t
remained in the region north of the Black Sea and preserved in p lace
names; discovered by Trubachev, but misinterpreted by him as p a r t
of InA)
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PBHb = Post-Biblical Hebrew (e.g. Ben-Sirah, apocryphical
literature of the 2nd and the 1st cent. B.C.)
PClWrM = Pre-Classical Written Mongolian
PClWrMc = Pre-Classical Written Manchu (17th c.)
Pdk = Padokwo, Paduko
Pdl = Pidlimti
Ph = Phoenician; ds.: Ph By = Byblian, Ph OBy = Old Byblian, OPh =
Old Phoenician
Phl = Pehlevi, Pahlavi
Phr = Phrygian
pInA = proto-Indo-Aryan (reconstructed from InA lgs.)
Plb = Polabian
Plc = Polchi; ds.: Plc B = Barang (Baram, Dir = Baram Dutse), Plc Ny
= Nyamzax (Langas) and Lundur, Plc P = Polchi proper (Posï); Dira a n d
Buli are treated as separate languages
Plm = Palmyrene
Pln = Palana Koryak




Pmr = Pamir Iranian (common name of Ish, Shgn, Srk, Wx,  Yzg,
Oroshori, Bartangi, Rushani, and Khufi)
Png = Pengo
Pnn = Pannonian
Port = Portuguese; Port Mrn = sd. of Miranda
pp… = "pre-proto-…", i.e. Early proto-…
ppIE = Early proto-Indo-European
ppT = Early proto-Turkic




pre…  = pre-… (e.g. preT = pre-Turkic, preClM = Pre-Classical
Mongolian)




Prmk = Permyak; Prmk In = Inva d. (in∆venskij govor ), Prmk K =
Kochevo d. (ko¢Øvskij govor), Prmk N = Northern d., Prmk Zz = d .




pSam = proto-Sam {Heine}
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pScn = proto-Scandinavian (proto-North-Germanic)
PsCl = post-classical (e.g. PsClAr = Post-Classical Arabic)
Psh = Pashto, Afghani
pSm = proto-Samoyedic
pSml = proto-Somali {Lamberti}
Pun = Punic
pZ = proto-Ziryene (proto-Komi) (ancerstor of Z, Prmk, and Yz)
Q = Qwara, Kwara; dialect: Q F = {Flad} 'Falashan'
Qb = Qoybal (= Koybal Turkic); d.: Qb Sl = Salbin d.
Qbn = Qabenna
Qc = Qacha  (ka¢inskij dialekt «xakasskogo» åzyka)
QK = Lebed’ Tatar, Quu-Kizhi (Chalkan, åzyk lebedinskix
tatar)
Qmn = Qumanda, Kumanda Tatar
Qmq = Qumïq
Qp = Qïpchaq
Qq = Qaraqalpaq; Qq X = Ramstedt’s "Chagatay of Khiwa (Xiva ) "
QrB = Qarachay-Balqar
Qrg = Qïrgïz; Qrg S = Southern ds. of Qrg; Qrg T = Talas d.
QrgA = Qïrgïz-Altay languages (= Central-Eastern Turkic)
Qrw = Qorwa Turkic, SOg of Qorwa (to the NE of Kermanshah,
I ran)
Qtb = Qatabanian (dialect of OSA)
QT = Qaraxanid Turkic (West Türkistan, XII-XIV) (tafsirs, Rabghuzi,
Ibn-Muhanna)
Qzl = Qïzïl (kyzyl∆skij dialekt t. n. «xakasskogo åzyka»)
Qzq = Qazaq
R = Russian; ds.: R Ar = ds. of the Arkhangelsk province
(gubernija), R Kl = ds. of the Kaluga province (gubernija), R Ks =
Kostroma d., R Ng = Novgorod d., R Ol = R of the former Olonets
province, R Prm = dialect(s) of the Perm province, R Psk = Pskov d., R
Rz = R of the Ryazan region \ province, R Rzh = Rzhev d., R S =
Southern ds., R Sib = Siberian ds., R Sml = ds. of the Smolensk region,
R Tv = ds. of the Tver province, R Vlg = ds. of the Vologda region, R
Vt = R of the Vyatka region,  R W = Western ds.
RChS = Russian Church Slavonic
Rf = Rif Berber ds.; ds.: Rf A = Beni-Amret, Rf B = Boqqoya
(Iboqqoyen), Rf Bt = Bettiwa, Rf K = Kebdana (Ikhbdhanen), Rf Q =
Gela‘ia (Iqr‘ien), Rf S‘ = Beni-S‘id (Aith-Sghidh), Rf T = Beni-Tuzin
(Aith-Thuzin), Rf Tf = Beni-Itteft (Aith-Itteftth), Rf Tm = Beni-
Temsanan (Aith-Themsanan), Rf U = Beni-Uriaghel (Aith-Uriaghen),
Rf Wr = Rif Beni-Waryaghel
RhR = Rhaeto-Romance; ds.: RhR F = Friulan, LE = Lower Engadin,
RhR Srm = Surmiran, RhR Srs = Sursilvan, RhR Sts = Sutsilvan, RhR TL
= South Tirol Ladin, RhR UE = Upper Engadin




Rom = Romance languages
Rt = Rift (subgr. of South Cushitic)
S = Semitic
S… = South(ern) …; …†S Ω†Southern (d.) (e.g. Est S = Southern
Estonian)
Sa = Saho; ds.: Sa A = Sa of High Assaorta, Sa I = Irob
SA = Soleyman-Abad Turkic (a SOg dialect, Iran)
Sam = Sam = Macro-Somali (subfamily of LEC)
SAn = South Anatolian Indo-European (Luwian-Lycian)
Sb = Sabaean, Sabaic (d. of OSA)
SB = South Berber
Sbn = Sabine (an Italic lge.)
SBc = South Bauchi
SbTt = Siberian Tatar; dialects: SbTt B = Baraba (= Brb), SbTt Ichk
= Ichkina dialect (d. of the Ichkina river, SW-Siberia), SbTt TI =
Tobol-Irtysh dialect (incl: SbTt Tb = Tobol Tatar (= TbTt), SbTt Bkl =
Baykalovo subsubd., SbTt Kk = Kükrände subsubd. (= Cheburga
subsubd. of TbTt), SbTt Ltm = Laytamak subsubd., SbTt Tö = Tömen
Tt (t√menskij d.), SbTt Tv = Tevriz Tt, SbTt Tr = Tara subd.), SbTt
Tom = Tomsk dialect (incl.: SbTt EuCh = Eushta-Chat subd., SbTt Ql =
Qalmaq, SbTt OCh = Orsk Chat, orskij podgovor ¢atov)
Sct = Scythian
SC = South Cushitic
SCD = South-Central Dravidian
ScGl = Scottish Gaelic
Scn = Scandinavian
SCn = South Canaanite
SCr = Serbo-Croatian; variants: SCr Ch = Chakav ds., SCr Cr =
Croatian, SCr K = Kajkav ds., SCr MN = ds. of Montenegro, SCr Sr =
Serbian
Sd = Sidamo; d.: Sd Hb = Sidamo of Habiela
SD = South Dravidian
SEA = South-East Arabian (= Modern South Arabian: Mh, Hrs, Jb ,
Sq)
SES = South-East Semitic (= the ancestor of the Modern South
Arabian languages: Mh, Hrs, Jb, Sq)
SET = Southeast Turkic (Baskakov’s "Qarluq Turkic")
SEXT = Southeastern Khorasan Turkic (dialect cluster); ds.: ChS =
Charam-Sarjam, K = Kalat, R = Ruh-abad, XO = Kharwe-‘Olya
Sf = Safaitic
Sg = Saghay (sagajskij dialekt «xakasskogo» åzyka)
Sgd = Sogdian; variants: Sgd B = Sgd of the Buddhist texts, Sgd Chr
= Sgd of the Christian texts, Sgd M = Sgd of the texts of Mug, Sgd M n
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= Sgd of the Manichaean texts (= MncSg), Sgd OL = Sgd of the Old
Letters
Shgn = Shugnani
Shhr = Shahrak Turkic (a SOg dialect, to the east of Shahre-e Kord,
I ran)
Shk = Shako (a Dizoid lge.)
Shl = Tashelhit, ds.: Shl A = Shl of Ashtuken, Shl T = Tashelhit o f
Tazerwalt.; Tashelhit of Semlal (Destaing's "Tachelhit du Sous") a n d
Tashelhit of Tazerwalt are treated as separate lgs. (see Sll and Tz)
Shm = Shumashti (a Dardic lge.)
Shn = Shinashsha (Bworo), d.: Shn D = Dangur Shinashsha
Shnw = Shenua, Shenwa (a Berber lge.)
Shrn = Shirongol (a collective name for Monguor, Dongxiang, a n d
Bao’an)
Shw = Shawiya
ShY = Shira-Yughur (= Shera-Yöghur, Jegün Yogur, Eastern Yugur)
Si = Siwa
Sin = Sindhi; d.: Si J = Jatki dialect





SLEC = Southern Lowland East Cushitic (= Omo-Tana)
Slk = Slovak; d.: Slk MS = Moravian-Slovak (moravsko-slovenské
nár_ec_ í )
Sll = Tashelhit of Semlal (Destaing's "Tachelhit du Sous")
Sln = Solon
Slq = Sölqup (Selkup); ds.: Slq B = Baikha d., Sl Ch = Chaya d., Slq
Chl = Chulïm d., Slq F = Farkovo sd. (of Slq Yn), Slq Kar = Karasino d . ,
Slq Ke = Ket’ d., Slq LKe = Lower Ket’ d., Slq LO = Lower Ob d., Slq LTz
= Lower Taz d., Slq MKe = Middle Ket’ d., Slq MO = Middle Ob d., Slq
MTm = Middle Tïm d., Slq MTz = Middle Taz d., Slq NP = Nat-
Pumpokolsk d., Slq Nr = Narím d., Slq O = Ob ds., Slq Tm = Tïm d . ,
Slq Tur = Turukhan d., Slq Tz = Taz d., Slq UKe = Upper Ket' d., Slq
UO = Upper Ob d., Slq UTz = Upper Taz d., Slq V = Vakh d., Slq Vy =
Vasyugan d., Slq Y = Yeloguy d., Slq Yn = Yenisey d.
Slr = Salar; ds.: Slr A = Slr of Altiyuli, Slr X = Slr of Khanbakh, Slr U
= Slr of Ujirem, Slr Ul = Slr of Ullaghïl
Slv = Slovene; d.: Slvn R = Rezjane d. (rez∆ånskij)
Slvnz = Slovinzian (Slowinzisch, s¬owin;ski je≈zyk, slovinskij
åzyk)
Sm = Samoyed
Sm… = Samaritan … (SmA = Samaritan Aramaic, SmH = Samari tan
Hebrew)
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Sml = Somali; ds. and sds.: Ab = Af-Abgaal, Aj = Af-Ajuraan, Ash =
Ashraaf ds., ‘Aw = Af-‘Awramale’, B = Benaadir, Bi = Af-Bimaal, C =
Central, D = Darood, Db = Af-Dabarre (Doborre), Dg = Af-Degodiya,
Dgl = Digil, Dl = Af-Dolbohaante, Dx = Af-Daakhteri, E = Eastern, Ga =
Af-Galja’aal, Ge = Af-Geedabuursi, Gn = Af-Gendershi, Gr = Af-Garre,
He = Af-Helleedi, Hw = Hawiyya, I = Isaaq, Af-Isaaq (= Sml N), ‘I = Af-
‘Iise, J = Jabarti, Ji = Af-Jiidu, Md = Mudug, Me = Af-Merka, Mj = Af-
Majerteen, Mr = Af-Marrehaan, Mt = Max-aad-tiri, My = Af-May, N =
Northern ds., NC = North-Central, NE = North-Eastern, Og = Ogaden
(Af-Ogaadeen), Oj = Af-Oojji, Or = Af-Oroole, S = Southern, Sha = Af-
Shabelle, Shi = Af-Shingaani, T = Af-Tunni, UJ = Upper Jubba, Wr =
Af-Wardeyg, X = Af-Khamari
Smr = Sumray, Somray (Sibine)
Snd = Sened (a B d.)
Snqr = SOg of Sonqor (to the NE of Kermanshah, Iran)
So = So (= Tepeth, Tepes), a Kuliak lge.
SOg = South Oghuz dialects
SOm = South Omotic
Sp = Spanish; Sp Mrg = Spanish of Maragateria
Sq = Soqotri; ds.: Sq M = Mountain (Central) d., Sq N = Northern d .
(incl. Sq HS = H 'adiboh-Suq), Sq S = Southern d.
Sr = Syriac
SrChS = Serbian Church Slavonic
Srd = Sardinian; ds.: Srd Cm = Campidanian, Srd L = Logudorian
Srk = Sarikoli (sarykol∆skij åzyk)
SrSn = Srair Senhazha (Senhaja de Sraïr); d.: SrSn Gz = Taghzut,
SrSn AA = Aït-AhmadSS = South Semitic
ST = Sino-Tibetan
St… = Standard …
StAl = Modern Standard Albanian
StAlt = Standard Altay-Kizhi (gorno-altajskij, ojrotskij)
StChr H = Standard High Cheremis (gorno-marijskij liter.
åzyk)
StChr LE = Standard Low & Eastern Cheremis (lugovo-vosto¢nyj
marijskij liter. åzyk)
STg = South Tungusian
StK = Standard (Modern) Korean
StLt = Standard Lithuanian
StNe T = Standard Tundra Nenets (neneckij liter. åzyk)
StVt = Standard Votyak (udmurtskij liter. åzyk)
StXk = Standard Khakas (xakasskij liter. åzyk)





Sv = Svan; ds.: Sv L = Lashxuri d., Sv LB = Lower Bal d., Sv Ln =
Lentexuri d., Sv UB = Upper Bal; sds. of LB: Sv Bc = Becho, Sv Ch =
Chubexeuri, Sv Ec = Etseruli, Sv P = Pari, Sv T = Tavrari, Sv Lx =
Laxamuluri; sd. of Sv L: Sv Chl = Choluri; sds. of UB: Sv I = Ipari, Sv Us
= Ushguluri (= Ushkuli), Sv Lt = Lat’aluri, Sv M = Mulaxi-Mestia ( =
Muzhali-Mulaxi, Central UB); dialect areas: LSv = Lower Svan, USv =
Upper Svan
Svr = Savara (a Dravidian lge.)
Sw = Swedish
SWXT = Southwestern Khorasan Turkic (dialect cluster); ds.: H =
Hokm-abad, J = Joghatay, PK = Pir-Komaj, QB = Qara-Bagh, SA =
Soltan-abad
Sy = Saya (Seya, Sayanchi) dialect cluster; ds.: Sy B = Bot (Boot), Sy
Zk = Zakshi, Sy Z = Zari
SY = Sarïg-Yugur (= Western Yugur)
Sz = Sezo Mao (Seze), Sz1 & Sz 2 = two sds. of Sezo
T = Turkic
TA = Turoyo Neo-Aramaic; ds.: TA M = TA of Mîdin, TA Mt = TA o f
Midyat
Tala = Tala; ds.: Tala L = Lungu (Tala), Tala Sh = Sho (Ju), Tala Z =
Zangwal (Sor, Zangwal of Zungur)
Tb = Tuba (dialekt ¢ernevyx tatar, tuba-kiqi)
Tbn = Tobanga
Tbs = Tabasaran
TbTt = Tobol Tatar (= SbTt Tb)
Tc = Tocharian; Tc A = Tocharian A. Tc B = Tocharian B
Td = Toda
Tdq = Tadghaq (a Twareg dialect of Adghagh of Ifoghas)
Tf = Tofalar
Tfl = Tafilalt (a Berber d.)
Tg = Tungusic (= Tungusian), Tungus-Manchu
Tgn = Tuggana
Tgr = Tigre
Tgy = Tigray, Tigrinya; d.: Tgy H = Hamasien Tigray
Thr = Thracian
Tib = Tibetan; Tic C = the Central dial. of Tibetan
Tjk = Tajik
Tk = Turkish; ds. and sds.: Tk An = Anatolian dialects, Tk Çr =
Çorum sd., Tk Er = Erzurum sd., Tk Iç = Içel sd., Tk Ist = Istanbul sd. ,
Tk Kn = Konya sd., Tk Qrpp = Qarapapaq (Karapapak) d., Tk Rh = Tk
of the Rhodope Mountains, Tk WAn = Tk of Western Anatolia
Tki = Türki (traditional literary lge. of East Turkistan)
Tkm = Turkoman (Türkmen); ds.: Tkm NC = North Caucasian
Turkoman (turkmenskij govor Stavropol∆å), NY = North Yomud
d .
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Tl = Telugu; ds.: Tl Brh = Brahman Telugu, Tl G = Guntur d., Tl Mrl
= Merolu d.
Tln = Telengit (Tälängit)
Tlt = Teleut (Tälängät)
Tm = Tamil; ds. and variants: B = Brahmani Tm, K = Kollimalai Tm,
LP = Tm of Lower Perak, NA = North Arcot, T = Tirunelvali Tm, W =
Western Tm
Tmbr = Tembaro (a lge. of the HEC subgr.)
Tmbs = Tambas (a lge. of the Ron subgr.)
Tmd = Thamudic
Tmk = Tumak
Tmm = Timimun (Gurara of Timimun, a Zenetic Berber lge.)
TmM = Tamil and Malayalam
Tmz = Tamazight; ds.: AA = Ayt-‘Ayyash, AH = Ayt-Hadiddu, AM =
Ayt Myill, AN = Ayt-Ndhir, AS = Ayt-Sadden, Iz = Iziyan (Izayan), Zm =
Zemmur; ASgr (Ayt-Seghrushen) and Izd (Ayt-Izdeg) are treated a s
separate lgs.
Tng = Tangale; d.: Tng B = Biliri d.
Tnsl = Taneslemt
Tr = Tera
Tr sb. = Tera subbranch of CCh
Trgt = Torgut (a d. of Kalmuck and Oyrat)
Ttq = Taïtoq
Tu = Tulu; Tu Br = Brahmin d. of Tulu
Tv = Tuva; Tv NE = Norteastern d. (Toju d., todqinskij
dialekt)
Tw = Twareg; ds.: Tw D = Tadraq, Tw M = dislects of Mali, Tw Ng =
dialects of Niger (Twl, Ty), Tw U = Tudalt, Tw Ud = ds. spoken i n
Udalan (NE Burkina-Faso, i.e. Tw D and Tw U); Ah, ETwl, Ty, and Tnsl
are treated here as separate lgs.
Twl = Tawellemmet  (common name of ETwl and WTwl)
Ty = Tayert, Tayrt, Twareg of Air
Tz = Tashelhit of Tazerwalt
U = Uralic
Ub = Ubamer (= Ari U)
Ud = Udihe (Ude, udyxejskij , ud´jskij , ud´gejskij); sds.:
Ud A = Anyuy sd., Ud B = Bikin sd., Ud I = Iman sd., Ud K = Koppi sd. ,
Ud X = Khor (Xor) sd., Ud Sm = Samarga sd.
Ug = Ugaritic
Ugr = Ugric
Uk = Ukrainian; ds.: Uk B = Bukovina d., Uk P = Polesye (Poles∆e )
ds .
Ul = Ulcha, Olcha
Um = Umbrian
USv = Upper Svan
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Uz = Uzbek; ds.: Uz Af = Uz ds. in Afganistan, Uz Nm = Namangan
d.,; Uz NmA = Namangan-Andizhan ds., Uz Qp = Qïpchaq ds., Uz Sr t
= dialects labelled "Sart" in the old literature (≈  Uz NmA), Uz U =
urban (Iranized) ds., Uz XwOg = Khwarezmic-Oghuz ds.
Uyg = Uyghur (= MUyg)
Vd = Vedic (= OI Vd)
Vg = Vogul; ds.: Vg K = Konda ds., Vg LK = Lower Konda d., Vg LL =
Lower Lozva d., Vg MK = Middle Konda d., Vg ML = Middle Lozva d . ,
Vg MO = Middle Ob (Sherkal) d., Vg N = Northern Vogul dialect a rea ,
Vg NV = North Vagilsk d. (sds: Vg NVK = sd. of the village Kama, Vg
NVZ = Zaozërnaja sd.), Vg P = Pelïmka d., Vg Sg = Sïgva d., Vg Ss =
Sosva d., Vg SV = South Vagilsk d., Vg T = Tavda d., Vg TCh = sd .
Chandïri of the Tavda d., Vg TG = sd. Gorodok of the Tavda d., Vg TY
= sd. Yanïchkova of the Tavda d., Vg UK = Upper Konda d., Vg UL =
Upper Lozva d., Vg UsU = Ust’-Ulsuj d. (extinct, cf. Kann. AWD), Vg V
= Vagilsk ds., Vg Yk = Yukonda d.




Vo = Vote, vodskij åzyk, vatja, wotisch
Vp = Veps
Vt = Votyak; dialects: Vt C = Central Votyak (srednij dialekt),
Vt N = Northern Votyak, Vt S = Southern Votyak, Vt SW =
Southwestern Votyak; subdialects: Vt B = Beserman Vt, Vt G = Glazov
sd., Vt Ks = Kosa sd. (of Vt N), Vt Kz = Vt of the former Kazan
province,  Vt M = Malmïzh sd., Vt MU = Malmïzh-Urzhum sd., Vt Sh
= Shoshma subdialect of Vt SW, Vt Sl = Slobodskoy sd. (district o f
Slobodskoy, Kirov oblast), Vt Sm = Vt. of the former Samara
province, Vt Sr = Sarapul sd., Vt Tl = Tïlovay subd. of Vt C, Vt Uf =
Vt. of the former Ufa province, Vt Ur = Ursïgurt subdialect of Vt SW,
Vt Y = Yelabuga sd.
VTt = Volga Tatar (= Kazan Tatar); dialects: VTt K = Christian Tatar
(kråwenskij), VTt Ks = Kasymov d. (kasymovskij ), VTt W =
Western d., VTt M = Middle Tatar d., VTt E = Eastern d.; subdialects:
VTt H = Highland sd. of VTt M (= tau ågy søjláwláre, govory
nagornoj storony Tatarstana), VTt I = Ichkino (Ichkina) sd. o f
VTt M (i¢kinskij govor) in West Siberia, VTt Mn = Menzelya sd. o f
VTt M (menzelinskij govor ), VTt Smb = Simbirsk sd., VTt TYK =
Christian Highland Tatar sd. (tau ågy keráwennáre søjláwe =
podberezinskij govor), VTt TYT = Tarkhan sd. of Highland Tatar
(tau ågy, tarxan søjláwe = tarxanskij govor ), VTt U = Ural
Tatar (govor ural∆skix tatar)
W = Welsh
W… = West(ern) … (e.g. WCh = West Chadic); … W = Western ( d . )
(e.g. Ewk W = the Western ds. of Ewenki)
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WB = West Berber
WCh = West Chadic
WCs = West Caucasian
Wgl = Waigali
WIrn = West Iranian (a branch of the Iranian family)
Wl = Wolaytta (an Ometo lge.), Wolamo
Wmd = Wamdiu
WMrg = West Margi
Wnd = Wangday (a d. of Dass)
Wrg = Wargla, Wargli
Wrj = Warji
WRft = West Rift (subgr. of Rift within South Cushitic)
WrM = Written Mongolian, Schriftmongolisch, Classical Mongolian
WrMc = Written Manchu (Classical Manchu)
WrO = Written Oyrat
Wrs = Warsenis (le Zenatia de l'Ouarsenis)
WRt = West Rift (subsubbranch of SC)
WS = West Semitic
WTwl = Western Tawellemmet
Ww = the d. of the "Waw" inscription (belonging to Aramaic?)
Wx = Wakhi (vaxanskij åz.)
Xk = Khakas (Xakas, xakasskij åz., Abakan Turkic)
Xlj = Khalaj (Xalaj)
Xm = Hamir (Xamir, Xamtanga, Khamtanga); dialects: Xm {R} =
Chamir, Xm {Ap.} = Khamtanga, Xm T = CR’s Hamta, Xm K = Kaïliña,
Xm Wg = Khamir of Wag
XT = Khorasan Turkic (collective name for NEXT, NWXT, NXT,
SWXT, and SWXT)
Xwr = Khwarezmic (Iranian)
XwT = Khwarezmic Turkic
Xzr = Khazar (Xazar, xazarskij åz.)
Y = Yukagir subfamily, Yukagir; ds.: Y K = Kolïma (= Upper Kolïma)
Yukagir, Y T = Tundra Yukagir
Y... = Young, e.g. YAv = Young Avestan, Ak YB = Young Babylonian
Ya = Yaku (Yaaku, Mogogodo)
Yd = Ya’udic, Samalian
Ydg = Yidga
Ygn = Yaghnobi
Yid = Yiddish; ds.: Yid C = Central Yiddish (Poland), Yid NB = West
Yiddish of the Netherlands and Belgium, Yid N = Northern Yiddish
(Lithuania, Belorussia), Yid S = Southern Yiddish (the Ukraine,
Rumania)
Yk = Yakut
Ym = Yemsa (Janjero)
Yn = Yeniseyan family (Ket a. o.)
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Yr = Yurak (= jurazisch {Jn.], √rackij; an extinct lge. akin to Ne
and En)
Ytv = Yatvingian (åtvåqskij), incl. the lge. of the supposedly
Yatvigian glossarium described by Zinkievic&ius (Zink. LJZ)
Ywm = Yiwom (= Gerka)
Yz = Yazvian, Yaz’va dialect (in the Prm subbranch of FU) = komi-
åz∆vinskij dialekt
Yzg = Yazgulami
Z = Ziryene; ds.: Z EV = Eastern Vïchegda sd. (of Z UV), Z I = Izhma
d., Z Le = Letka d., Z LI = Lower Izhma d., Z LL = Luza & Letka d., Z Lu =
Luza d., Z LV = Lower Vïchegda d., Z MS = Middle Sïsola d., Z MV =
Middle Vïchegda d., Z Mz = Mezen’ d., Z N = Northern dialects, Z P =
Pechora d., Z Pr = Prupt sd. (of Z UV), Z Sk = Sïktïvkar d., Z Ss = Sïsola
d., Z Ud = Udora d., Z US = Upper Sïsola d., Z UV = Upper Vïchegda
d., Z V = Vïchegda d., Z Vm = Vïm d., Z Vsh = Vishera sd. (of Z UV)
Z… = Zoroastrian … (e.g., ZPhl = Zoroastrian Pehlevi)
ZAS = Berber d. of Zayan and Ayt-Sgugu
Zem = Zem (Zeem); ds.: Zem Ch = Chari, Zem D = Dokshi (Lushi),








Zmr = Zemmur (a B d.)
Zn = Zayan
Zng = Zenaga (Tuddungiya)
ZPhl = Zoroastrian Pehlevi
Zr = Zar (Sigidi); ds.: Zr GL = Zar of Gambar-Lere, Zr K = Zar of Kal,
Zr L = Zar of Lusa
Zrg = Zergulla (a d. of Ometo)
Zs = Zayse (a d. of Ometo)
Zwr = Zwara (a Berber d.)
B. Scripts
(AkSc) = in Akkadian script\transcription
(ArmSc) = in Armenian script\transcription
(ArSc) = in Arabic script\transcription
(BbV) = in Hebrew script with Babylonian vocalization (of Hb,
BAr, JAr)
(BrSc) = in  Brahmi script
(ChSc) = in  Chinese script\transcription
(EgSSc) = in  Egyptian syllabic script\transcription
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(EthSc) = in Ethiopian script
(ChSc) = in  Chinese script\transcription
(GkSc) = in  Greek script\transcription
(HbSc) = in Hebrew script
(hPSc) = in h >P‘ags-pa script
(ISc) = in an Indian script\transcription
(LSc) = in Latin script\transcription
(MSc) = in Mongolian script
(McSc) = in Manchu script\transcription
(MnSc) = in  Manichaean script
(OgSc) = in Ogam script
(PhSc) = in Phoenician script
(PV = with Palestinian vocalization (of Hb, BAr, JAr)
(RomSc) = in Roman script\transcription
(RunSc) = in Runic script
(SumSc) = in Sumerian script
(SyrSc) = in Syriac script
(TRSc) = in Turkic Runic script
(TV) = in Hebrew script with Tiberian vocalization (of Hb, BAr,
JAr)
(USc) = in  Uyghur script
C. Names of transcription systems
AsT = Assyriological traditional transliteration (for Sumerian,
Akkadian, Elamite, Hittite, and other languages with cunei form
script of Sumerian origin)
AT - Africanistic transcription (a variant of IPA, used for languages
of Africa)
ET - Egyptological transliteration (Erman-Grapow’s transl i terat ion
with recent modifications: z  for EG’s s , s  for EG’s s1). In this book c
and Z are used instead of ET t3 and d3; X and x1 are used for EG’s hœ
and h3.
FUT - Finno-Ugric transcription
IET - traditional Indo-Europeanistic transcription
IPA - International Phonetic Alphabet, i.e. transcription of t h e
International Phonetic Association
IT - Indological transcription (traditionally used dor the IE, D, a n d
Austroasiatic languages of India)
OT - Orientalistic transcription
SemT - Semitistic transcription (a variant of OT used for Semitic
languages)
ST - Slavistic transcription
UT - Unified transcription, used in this book
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SYMBOLS OF NAMES OF SCHOLARS,
TITLES OF COLLECTIVE PAPERS,
SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Scholars and scholarly papers
These symbols (printed in braces near quoted words or r o o t s )
indicate scholars who recorded, reconstructed them or regis tered
them in their papers, as well as collected papers mentioning these
words or roots. The sign ∫  (preceding the symbol of the source ,
within {}-brackets) means "in X's notation" (e.g. {∫Bz}, {∫IS},
{ ∫SDM94}. The sign †  (preceding the symbol) means "according to X’s
theory, hypothesis" (e.g. {†SDM94}, {†Hel.}, {†Rsl.}); {†pAD} m e a n s
"according to AD’s hypothesis about the prosodic origin of s o m e
proto-Turkic ascending diphthongs". The sign ∂  (before the symbol
of the source) indicates that the transcription of the author i n
question is indicated with Dolgopolsky’s modification
(interpretation). If an author has different notations or theories i n
his\her different papers, the abbreviation of the paper is added (e.g.
{Ks. E}, {Ks. Z}, {Stl. ZCh}, {Stl. IF}). The sign "“" between n a m e s
means "after" ("Bm.“IS" = "Bomhard after Illich-Svitych").
Accordingly, "‘ " means "and from him..." ("Fr.‘Hv." = "Freytag a n d
from him Hava"). The signs "“?" (after the symbol of an a u t h o r )
mean "quoted by X from an unspecified source" (e.g. {Sk. “?}).
Abbreviations: "ms." = "manuscript", "p. c." = "personal
communication", "s. v." = "sub voce" ("under the word"), "q. v." =
"quod vide" ("which see"), "l. c." = "loco citato" (in the place c i ted
above). If the symbol of an author precedes the meaning of a
word\stem, it means that the scholar in question is responsible f o r
the semantic definition rather than to the form of the word\stem.
The arrows ‘ and “  (A ‘ B or B “ A) between names of scholars
mean that words\roots published (or registered, reconstructed) by a
scholar A were later repeated in by a scholar B. "Msg Ng {GKrs.‘ Lk.}
gi≤liN" means that Msg Ng gi≤liN was recorded by Gottlob Adolf
Krause and later published by Johannes Lukas. {IS ‘ BmK} m e a n s
that the etymology (reconstruction) proposed by V. Illich-Svitych
was later repeated or quoted by A. Bomhard and J. Kerns.  The a r r o w
“ with a query (" A“?") means that the source of the form q u o t e d
by A (but not recorded by him!) is unknown.  
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{A} = Joseph Aistleitner; {AB} = A. Alijev & K. Börijev (A. Aliev,
K. BØriev); {Ab.} = Vassilij I. Abajev (V.I. Abaev); {Abb.} = Antoine
d'Abbadie; {‘Abd.} = F. F. Abdallah; {ABIv.} = A. Ajxenval’d, L. Bajun,
Vjacheslav Ivanov (A.◊. Ajxenval∆d, L.S. Ba√n, Vå¢.Vs.
Ivanov); {Abr.} = Roy C. Abraham; {ABs.} = André Basset; {Abul.} = I.
AbulaJe (i. abulaZe); {Ach.} = Hr. Acharyan (Hr .A4a®jan);
{AD} = Aharon Dolgopolsky; {Ad.} = Douglas Q. Adams; {ADb.} =
Anna Dybo (A.V. Dybo) ; {Adl.} = F. Adelung;  {ADP} = A.
Dolgopolsky & V. Porkhomovskij (V.Å. Porxomovskij);  {AED} =
Altaic Etymological Dictionary; {AF} = Adolf Friedrich Herzog v o n
Mecklenburg; {Ahl.} = A. Ahlqvist (Ahlquist); {Ai.} = Aleksandra
Ajkhenwald (A. Aixenval’d, A.◊. Ajxenval∆d); {AiM} = A.
Ajkhenwald & A. Militarev; {AJ} = Francisco Aura Jorro; {Ajd.} =
Gubajdulla Ajdarov (G. Ajdarov); {AL} = Antoine Lonnet; {Al.} =
Khalil Alio; {AlA} = Alemayehu Abebe; {Alb.} = W. F. Albright; {AlbED}
= Albanian-English Dictionary (Oxf., 1998); {Alc.} = R. ’Alqala‘î
(iolqla Nbuar, Reuben Alcalay); {Alib.} = Louis Alibert; {AlJ} =
Khalil Alio & H. Jungraithmayr; {All.} = Edward J. Allan; {Alm.} = H.
Almkvist; {ALP} = M. Andrejev, J. Peshchereva, A. Pisarchik (M . S .
Andreev , E.M. Pe∑ereva , A.K. Pisar¢ik); {Am.} = M. Amyot;
{AMS} = H. Amborn, G. Minker & H.-J. Sasse; {Ams.} = Amsalu Aklilu;
{An.} = M. Andronov (M.S. Andronov) ; {AnC} = Guillemette Andreu
& Sylvie Cauville; {Anz.} = B. Andrzejewski; {AOM} = Abdalla O m a r
Mansur; {Ap.} = David L. Appleyard; {Ar.} = Vladimir Arakin (V .D .
Arakin); {Arp.} = L. d’Arpino; {‘ASh} = Sépher ‘Arûkh Ha-shálém  ;
{Ash.} = N. Ashmarin (N.I. Awmarin) ; {Ashir.} = K. Ashiralijev (K .
Awiraliev);  {Asl.} = Martiros Aslanov (M.G. Aslanov); {Aufr.} =
Walter E. Aufrecht; {Av.} = Alessandra Avanzini; {Ax.} = R. Axyndov
(Axyndov, Axundov); {AxT} = G. Axvlediani, V. Topuria (g.
axvlediani, v. ToPuria); {AY} = Aklilu Yilma; {AzDDL}
Azärbayjan dilinin dialektolozhi lüghäti ; {Äz.} = X. Ä. Äzizbäyov
(X.Ä. ÄzizbáÁov, X.A. Azizbekov);  {B} = N. Baskakov (N . A .
Baskakov); {Ba.} = G. P. Bargery; {BabD} = G. Babushkin & G.
Donidze (G. F. Babuwkin, G.I. Donidze); {Bai.} = H. W. Bailey;
{BajO} = L. Bajun & V. Orel; {Barr} = James Barr; Bart. = A.
Barthélemy; {Battal} = Aptullah Battal; {BB} = T. Burrow & S.
Bhattacharya; {Bb.} = Folke Boberg; {BBl.} = Bernard Bloch; {Bbr.} =
Friedrich Bieber; {Bc.} = Carl D. Buck; {Bd.} = Budenz József; {BDB} =
F. Brown, S. R. Driver & Ch. A. Briggs; {Bdm.} = N. Badmajev; {Bdr.} =
Rev. Matthias Bedrossian; {BE} = T. Burrow & M. Emeneau; {Beg.} = F.
Beguinot; {BechG} = Marianne Bechhaus-Gerst; {Beke} = C. T. Beke;
{Bel.} = père Jean-Baptiste Belot; {Ber.} = G. Bereczki; {Bern.} = E.
Bernecker; {BFU} = O. Buchholz, W. Fiedler, G. Uhlisch; {BG} = W.
Bang, A. von Gabain; {Bg.} = K. Bu \gaª {BGMR} = A. Beeston, M. Ghul,
W. Müller & J. Ryckmans; {BH} = Ze’ev Ben-Hayyim (Miih NB 'z); {Bh.}
= Sudhibhushan Bhattacharya; {BhK} = M. Mariappa Bhat & A.
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Shanker Kedilaya; {Bich.} = K. A. Bicheldej (K.A. Bi¢eldej); {Bii.} =
A. Biishev; {Bil.} = Joseph Billings; {Billy} = Pierre-Henri Billy; {Bk.} =
Ö. Beke; {BIG} = N. Baskakov & A. Inkizhekova-Grekul (N. Baskakov
& A. Inkiqekova-Grekul); {BK} = A. de Biberstein-Kazimirski;
{BKG} = R. Batalova & A. Krivoshchëkova-Gantman (R.M. Batalova,
A.S. Krivo∑ekova-Gantman); {BKIG} A. de Biberstein-Kazimirski.
Dictionnaire arabe-français,  revue et corrigé par Ibed Gallab; {BKR} =
Bol'shoj korejsko-russkij slovar'; {Bks.} = R. S. P. Beekes; {Bl.} = Paul
Black; {Blau} = Yehoshua (Joshua) Blau; {BLB} = Daniel Barreteau &
Yves Le Bléis; {Bll.} = Joan C. Biella; {Blg.} = Larry Bolinger (in ChL);
{Bln.} = Franciscus Blanchus (Frangu i Bardë); {Bloch} = Jules Bloch;
{Bls.} = Loren F. Bliese; {BlSO} = P. Black & Shako Otto; {Blz.} = Václav
Blaz ]ek; {BM} = B. V. Miller (B . V . Miller); {Bm.} = A. Bomhard;
{BmK} = A. Bomhard & J. Kerns; {BN} = N. Baskakov & V. Nasilov (N .
A . Baskakov , V . M . Nasilov ); {Bn.} = É. Benveniste; {Bnd.} = M. L.
Bender; {BnH} = Horst Beinlich & Friedhelm Hoffmann; {Bns.} = Peter
Behnstedt; {Bnt.} = P. A. Benton; {Boe.} = Boensing (Bensing`);
{Böhl} = F. Böhl; {Bold.} = B. V. Boldyrev (B . V . Boldyrev); {Bor.} =
T. K. Borisov; {Bork} = Ferdinand Bork; {BosT} = J. Bosworth and T. N.
Toller; {Bou.} = P. Bouny (in ChC & JI}; {BoudL} = A. Boudot-Lamotte;
{BR} = Bashkirsko-russkij slovar' (1956); {Br.} = C. Brockelmann;
{Bray} = Denys de S. Bray; {Brd.} = V. Beridze (V. BeriJe, v. beriZe);
{Brgm.} = Karl Brugmann; {Brgl.} = K. Bergsland; {Brgs.} = G.
Bergstrasser; {Brk.} = A. Burykin (A . A . Burykin); {Brl.} = Padre
Mario Borello; {Brll.} = J. Borelli; {Brn.} = S. Biarnay; {Brnd.} = A. van
den Branden; {Brown} = Charles Philip Brown; {Brq.} = D. Burquest;
{BrR} = Bricchetti-Robecchi; {Brr.} = Daniel Barreteau; {BrrB} = D.
Barreteau & André Brunet; {Brs.} = Marie Félicité Brosset; {Brt.} =
Heinrich (Henry) Barth; {Brtl.} = Chr. Bartholomae; {Brü.} = A.
Brückner; {Brv.} = A. Borovkov (A . K . Borovkov); {Brz.} = Mary J .
Breeze; {Bs.} = René Basset; {Bsn.} = F. da Bassano; {Bss.} = M.
Beaussier; {Bst.} = A. F. L. Beeston; {BSWed.} = Berhanu Hailu, Sisay
Dereje & K. Wedekind;  {BT} = N. Baskakov & T. Toshchakova (N . A .
Baskakov , T . M . To∑akova ); {Bt.} = O. Böhtlingk; {BU} = I ˘. A.
Bucaklis çi & H. Uzunhasanog ¨lu; {Bu.} = A. Budagov (A.Z. Budagov`);
{Budge} = Sir Wallis Budge; {BuL} = Bu He, Liu Zhaoxiong; {Bul.} = A.
Bulatovich (A. Bulatovi¢`); {Bur.} = T. Burrow;  {Burch.} = M.
Burchardt; {BV} = A. Balandin & M. Vaxrusheva (A.M. Balandin,
M.P. Vaxruweva); {Bv.} = Valerij Berkov (V.P. Berkov);  {By.} = M.
A. Bailly; {Bz.} = J. Benzing; {†Bz.} = according Bz's system o f
correspondeces & reconstruction; {Bzb.} = Adalbert Bezzenberger;
{C} = E. Cerulli; {Ç} = Eqrem Çabej; {Cab.} = R. Cabolov (R .L .
Cabolov); {CAD} = The Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental Insti tute
of the Univ. of Chicago ; {Caf.} = A. Caferog ¨lu; {Cain} = Rev. J. Cain;
{Caït.} = C. Caïtucoli; {Cant.} = J. Cantineau; {Car.} = Bernard Xaron;
{Cc.} = Antonio Cecchi; {Cev.} = J. Cevel (Å. C´v´l); {Cfr.} = Norber t
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Cyffer (mainly in ChC & JI); {Ch.} = P. Chantraine; {ChambU} = B. H.
Chamberlain & Ueda K(azutoshi); {ChB} = J. Chadwick & L.
Baumbach; {ChC} = Chadic Word Catalogue, compiled by H.
Jungraithmayr a. o., J. W. Goethe Univ., Francfort; {ChCh.} = N.
Chernecov & I. Chernecova (N.N. Hernecov, I.Å. Hernecova);
{CHD} = The Hittite Dictionary of the Oriental Institute of the Univ.
of Chicago ; {Chik.} = A. Chikobava (a. ÇiKobava); {Chk.} = I.
Chkonia (I. Hkon¡å); {ChL} = Chadic Word List,  ed. by Ch. H. Kraft;
{ChmU} = Basil H. Chamberlain & K. Ueda; {Choy} = Hakkun Choy;
{Chr.} = K. Cheremisov (K.M. Heremisov); {ChrR} = K. M.
Cheremisov, G.N. Rumjancev (K.M. Heremisov , G.N. Rumåncev);
{ChVS} = ›a€€€€vawla-vyra€€€€sla slovar∆ (1954); {Chx.} = K.
Tschenkeli (= K’ita Chxenk’eli, kiTa Çxenkeli); {CI} = C.
Cydendambajev & M. Imexenov (C. Cydendambaev , M .
Imexenov); {Ci.} = Vera Cincius (V.I. Cincius); {Cim.} = A.
Cimino; {CiL} = V. I. Cincius, N. I. Letjagina (N.I. Letågina);
{Cimoch.} = W. Cimochowski; {CiR} = V. I. Cincius, L. D. Rishes (L .D .
Riwes); {Cl.} = Sir Gerard Clauson; {ClMnh.} = Claus & K. Meinhof;
{Cln.} = Georges S. Colin; {Clz.} = Giovanni Colizza; {CM} = G. A. d e
Calassanti-Motylinski; {Co.} = Giorgio Conti; {Coll.} = B. Collinder;
{Cp.} = Jean-Pierre Caprile; {CR} = C. Conti Rossini; {Crl.} = Chr.
Correll; {Crn.} = Jaroslav C }erny ;  {Crs.} = Ferruccio Caressa; {Crt.} =
Frère J.-M. Cortade; {CS} = P. S. Coulbeaux et J. Schreiber; {Cs.} = M.-
A. Castrén; {Csp.} = Ronald Cosper; {Cst.} = L. Costaz; {Cu.} = Georg
Curtius; {Cz.} = A. Czekanowski; {D} = T. Burrow, M. B. Emeneau, A
Dravidian Etymological Dictionary, 2nd edition; {Dal} = Vladimir Dal
(V.I. Dal∆, W. Dahl); {DB} = Paul Doornbos & M. L. Bender; {Db.} =
V. Dybo (V.A. Dybo ); {DBC} = V. Dal & J. Baudouin de Courtenay
(V.I. Dal∆ , I.A. Bodu´n-de-Kurten´); {DC} = David Cohen;
{DCTCh.} = D. Cohen, C. Taine-Cheikh; {DCh.} = Davit Chubinashvili
(D. Hubinov ,d. Çubinaßvili); {De.} = Jeffrey Deboo; {Dec.} =
Decorse (quoted after Lk. DQM); {DED} = T. Burrow, M. B. Emeneau.
A Dravidian Etymological Dictionary; 1st ed.; {Dempw.} = O.
Dempwolff; {Dev.} = Giacomo Devoto; {DH} = G. Doerfer, W. Hesche;
{DHS} = G. Doerfer, W. Hesche, H. Scheinhardt; {Diez} - Friedrich
Diez; {Dillm.}  = August Dillmann; {Dirr} = A. Dirr; {DjM} = B. A. Z.
Djibrine, P. de Montgolfier a. o.; {DK} = Robert Dankoff & James Kelly
(Mah>mu\d al-Ka\s]g≥arÈ\.Compendium of the Turkic dialects [Diwa\n Lug≥a\t
at-Turk].  Edited and translated by R. Dankoff in collaboration with J .
Kelly); {Dk.} = I. Diakonoff (I.M. D∆åkonov); {DL} = M. Dietrich & O.
Loretz; {dL} = Pasquale da Luchon; {Dl.} = J.-M. Dallet; {DLE} = A
Dictionary of Late Egyptian, ed. by L. Lesko; {Dlh.} = J. Delheure;
{DLKZ} = Dabartine≥≥≥≥s lietuviu≈≈≈≈ kalbos z]]]]odynas  ; {Dlm.} = G.
Dalman; {DLS} = M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, J. Sanmartín; {Dlx.} = B. O.
Dolgix; {Dlz.} = Franz Delitzsch; {DM} = E. Drower & R. Macuch;
{Dm.} = L. Dmitrijeva (L.V. Dmitrieva); {DMA I} = A Dictionary o f
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Moroccan Arabic: Moroccan-English, compiled by Thomas Fox a n d
Mohammad Abu-Talib; {Dmn.} = E. Damman; {Dms.} = b ishop
Damaskin (after Feokt. RMS); {Dmt.} = N. K. Dmitrijev (N . K .
Dmitriev); {DMü.} = D. H. Müller; {Dn.} = K. Dondua (k.
dondua); {Dnk.} = Robert Dankoff; {Dnn.} = Patrick S. Dinneen;
{Dolgix} = B. Dolgix (B.O. Dolgix); {Dom.} = N. Domozhakov (N . G .
Domoqakov); {DQA} = A. Dybo, O. Mudrak, S. Starostin. Database
Query to Altaic Etymology ; {Dr.} = G. Doerfer; {DrbH} = J. G. Driberg
& H. J. Harrison; {DRS} = Dictionnaire des racines sémitiques  by D.
Cohen and by D. Cohen, F. Bron, A. Lonnet; {Drs.} = E. Droese; {Drv.}
= Godfrey R. Driver; {DrvG} = Godfrey R. Driver and J. C. L. Gibson;
{Drw.} = A. J. Drewes; {Ds.} = E. Destaing; {Dsb.} = Adolf v o n
Duisburg; {DSI} = Dizionario somalo-italiano ; {DSi.} = Dinote Kusta &
R. Siebert; {Dst.} = Antonín Dostál; {DT} = G. Doerfer, S. Tezcan; {Dt.}
= G. Deeters; {Dtn.} = G. Dottin; {DTS} = Drevnetjurkskij slovar' ;
{Dv.} = John Davies of Mallwyd; {DW} = H. von Deines & W.
Westendorf;  {Dw.} = James Dawson; {Dyr.} = N. Dyrenkova (N . P .
Dyrenkova); {Dz.} = R. Dozy; {Dzh.} = V. T. Dzhangidze (V . T .
Dqangidze); {E} = Christopher Ehret; {Eb.} = Karen H. Ebert; {Ebb.} =
Carl Ebobisse; {Edel} = E. Edel; {EEN} = Chr. Ehret, E. Elderkin & D.
Nurse; {EG} = A. Erman, H. Grapow; {Eg.} = Kazuhisa Eguchi; {EI} =
Encyclopedia of Indo-European Culture ; {Eit.} = Israel Eitan; {El.} =
Elias A. Elias; {Eld.} = E. D. Elderkin; {EldM} = E. D. Elderkin, J. B.
Maghway; {Elf.} = Josef Elfenbein; {EM} = A. Ernout & A. Meillet; {Em.}
= M. B. Emeneau; {EN} = Chr. Ehret & Nuh; {En.} = J. EndzelÈ\\\\ns ( J .
Endzelin); {ENA} = Chr. Ehret & Mohamed Nuuh Ali; {Ep.} = S. Epin
(S.G. ‰pin ); ˝Epst.} = Ya‘aqov Nâxûm Hallewî ’Epsht'ayn (ÔÈÈË˘Ù‡
·˜ÚÈ, J. N. Epstein); ˝ER} = Erica Reiner; {Er.} = W. Erichsen; {Erd.} =
Marcel Erdal; {Erl.} = István Erdélyi; {Ern.} = Émile Ernault; {Ert.} =
Alfred Ernout; {{ERV} = Erzjan'-ruzon' valks (1992) ;  ˝ESJS} =
Etymologicky;;;; slovnÈ;;;;k jazyka staroslove]]]]nske]]]]ho, ed. by E.
Havlová; {ESlSJ} = Etymologicky;;;; slovnÈ;;;;k slovansky;;;;ch jazyku““““ o f
the Czech Academy of Sciences; {ESlSJ-SGZ} = Etymologicky;;;;
slovnÈ;;;;k slovansky;;;;ch jazyku ““““ .. Slova;;;; gramaticka;;;; a za ;;;;jmena;
˝ESSJ} = Etimologicheskij slovar' slavjanskix jazykov, ed. by O.
Trubachev; {ET} = Etimologicheskij slovar' tjurkskix jazykov; {Eul.} =
Wolfram Euler; {Evn.} = D. E. Evans; {EWA} = Etymologisches
Wörterbuch des Althochdeutschen  (by A. Lloyd a.o.); {EWU} =
Etymologisches Wörterbuch des Ungarischen (ed. by L. Benko …);  {F} =
Hjalmar J. Frisk; {Far.} = I. Farizov†(I.O. Farizov); {Faz.} = E. Fazylov
®‰.A. Fazylov); {FB} = Frangu i Bardhë (Franciscus Blanchus); {Fc.}
= père Ch. de Foucauld; {Fd.} = J. Fédry; {Fed.} =  M. Fedotov ®M .R .
Fedotov); {Feist} = S. Feist; {FF} = D. R. Fokos-Fuchs; {Fg.} = E.
Fagnan; {FH} = Chr. v. Fürer-Haimendorf; {Fi.} = Wolfdietrich Fischer;
{Fick} = August Fick; {Fk.} = Raymond O. Faulkner; {Fl.} = H. C.
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Fleming; {Flad} = M. Flad; {FLD} = Five-Language Dictionary  (Peking,
1957); {Flk.} = H. D. Foulkes; {Flr.} = Léon Fleuriot; {FlrE} = Léon
Fleuriot and Claude Evans; {Flsch.} = H. L. Fleischer; {FM} = F. G.
Mal'cev (or Mal'cov) (ÊØdor` Mal∆cev`\Mal∆cov`), {Fn.} = H.
Fähnrich; {Foy} = K. Foy; {Fp.} = J. F. J. Fitzpatrick; {Fr.} = G. W.
Freytag; {Frd.} = J. Friedrich; {Fri.} = J. A. Friis; {Frk.} = E. J. Frick;
{Frn.} = Ernst Fraenkel; {Frnz.} = P. Fronzaroli; {Frz.} = Z. Frajzyngier;
{FS} = H. Fähnrich & Z. Sarjveladze (z. sarÛvelaZe); {Ft.} = E. C.
Foot; {Ftl.} = Jacques Faïtlovitch; {Fu.} = D. R. Fuchs (= {FF}); {Fvr.} = J .
G. Février; {FWM} = F. W. K. Müller; {Fzg.} = A. G. Fitzgerald; {G} =
Ignac J. Gelb; {Gab.} = H. C. von der Gabelentz; {GAJ} = V. Verbickij
(V. Verbick¡j) a.o. (Grammatika altajskago jazyka , Kazan, 1869) ;
{Gal.} = Muusa Xaaji Ismaciil Galaal; {Gale} = J. S. Gale; {Gard.} = Sir
Alan Gardiner; {GB} = W. Gesenius, Hebräisches und aramäisches
Wörterbuch über das Alte Testament, ed. by F. Buhl; {Gbn.} = A. v o n
Gabain; {Gbs.} = J. S. L. Gibson; {GD} = M. Gaudefroy-Demombynes;
{Ger.} = Najden Gerov (Najden` Gerov`); {GhA} = Ghoubeïd Alojaly
(Ghuba ¨yd a ¨gg-A ¨la ¨wj´li©; {Ghl.} = A. Ghlont’i (a. Glonti);  ˝GI} =
Th. Gamkrelidze (T. Gamq’relidze, T. gamqreliZe) & V. Ivanov
(Vå¢.Vs. Ivanov); {Gig.} = I. Giganov (⁄osif` Giganov`); {Giger}
= M. Giger (in ChC & JI); {GK} = Z }elmíra Gas ]paríková & Adolf Kamis ];
{GKrs.} = Gottlob Adolf Krause (quoted in Luk. DQM); {GL} = I.
Gvarjaladze (i. gvarÛalaZe) & E. Lebanidze (e. lebaniZe); {Gl.}
= K. Golstunskij (K.F. Golstunskij); {Glh.} = Alemko Gluhak; {Gln.}
= Lionel Galand; {Glv.} = Jevgeni Guljajev (E.S. Gulåev); {GM} = Th.
Gamkrelidze (Tamaz Gamq’rel i˝e, T. gamqreliZe) & G.
Machavariani (Givi Mach’avariani, g. maçavariani); {Gml.} = E.
Gamillscheg; {Gn.} = Arvid Genetz; {Goit.} = Solomon Dob Fritz
Goitein; {Gol.} = Jacobus Golius; {GP} = Chato Gudjedjiani & Letas
Palmaitis (M. L. Palmaitis); {Gr.} = Joseph Greenberg; {Grd.} = Cyrus
Gordon; {Gren} = A. Gren (A. Gren` ); {Grg.} = G. B. Gragg; {Grgs.} =
M. Garrigues; {Gri.} = W. V. Grigson; {Grinch.} = Boris Grinchenko
(B.D. Grin¢enko , B. Hrïnchenko); {Grn.} = E. C. Green; {Grøn.} = K.
Grønbech; {Grs.} = H. Graßmann; {GrS} = Françoise Grillot-Susini;
{Grsh.} = Ilya Gershevitch; {Grt.} = I. Gruntov (I.A. Gruntov); {Gru.}
= W. Grube; {GS} = George Starostin (G.S. Starostin); {Gs.} = A.
Gasparini; {GSchm.} = Gernot Schmidt; {GSK} = A. Grünberg, I.
Steblin-Kamenskij (A.L. Gr√nberg, I.M. Steblin-Kamenskij);
{Gt.} = Vinigi L. Grottanelli; {Gtl.} = Leopold Geitler; {Gtz.} = Albrecht
Goetze; {Gu.} =  Gulya János; {Gusm.} = R. Gusmani; {Gw.} = W. F.
Gowers (in ChC, JI, and Sch. BT); {Gy.} = J. Györke; {Gz.} = Viktor
Guzev (V.G. Guzev); {H} = E. Haenisch; {Hab.} = Eike Haberland;
{Hahn} = Ferd. Hahn; {Haig} = Wolseley Haig; {Haa J. Gue Hanoteau;
{Hb.} = H. Hübschmann; {Hbs.} = Johannes Hubschmied; {Hd.} =
Grover Hudson; {Herm.} = Eduard Hermann; {Hf.} = Carl Hoffmann;
{HHM} = Habte Wold Habte Mikael; {Hi.} = Osamu Hieda; {Hier.} =
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Hieronymus (St. Jerome); {Hirt} = Hermann Hirt; {HiuL} = Hiu Lie;
{HJ} = J. Hoftijzer, K. Jongeling; {Hj.} = P. Hajdú; {HK} = W. Hinz & H.
Koch; {Hkl.} = Lauri Hakulinen; {HL} = E. Haberland & M. Lamberti;
{Hl.} = Eugen Helimski (E. Xelimskij, E.A. Xelimskij ); {Hlk.} = W.
Helck; {Hlv.} = J. Halévy; {HLw.} = Herbert S. Lewis; {Hm.} = H o m p ó
Éva; {Hmb.} = Louis Hambis; {HMC} = Hun mong chahwe  ; {HMü.} =
Hans-Peter Müller; {Hn.} = Bernd Heine; {Hng.} = Rainer Hannig;
{Hnr.} = John Huehnergard; {Hnz.} = F. Hintze; {Ho.} = Ferdinand
Holthausen; {Hofm.} = J. B. Hofmann; {Horn} = P. Horn; {Hp.} = M.
Heepe; {Hr.} = E. Hauer; {Hrl.} = C. de Harlez; {Hrn.} = Andrew
Haruna; {Hrz.} = Friedrich Hrozny ;  {Hs.} = Gustav Hasselbrink; {Hsk.}
= James T. Hoskison; {Hsl.} = Rev. Stephen Hislop; {Ht.} = László
Honti; {Hts.} = Martijn Theodoor Houtsma; {Hü.} = H. Hübschmann;
{Huffm.} = H. B. Huffmon; {Huld} = Martin E. Huld; {Hüs.} = H.
Hüsejnov (ed.),Azärbayjanja-rusja lüghät';†{Hv.} = J. G. Hava; {Hw.} =
Robert J. Hayward (Dick Hayward); {HwTs.} = R. J. Hayward a n d
Yoichi Tsuge; {Hy.} = Père G. Huyghe; {Hys.} = Ramazan Hysa; {Hz.} =
R. Hetzron; {I‘A} = Iliyas ‘Atallah (native speaker of the Christian
Galilean d. of Arabic); {Ib.} = Dymitr Ibriszimov (Dimit`r
Ibriwimov); {Ibñ.} = Fray Estéban Ibáñez; {IED} = Irish-English
Dictionary  (Db., 1976); {IL} = members of the Institute of Linguistics
1972 (in ChC & JI II); {Ilm.} = N. Ilminskij (N.I. Il∆minsk¡j); {IN} =
Irina Nikolajeva (I.A. Nikolaeva); {IS} = Vladislav Illich-Svitych
(V.M. Illi¢-Svity¢); {∫IS} = according IS's system o f
correspondences, in IS's notation; {Isr.} = M. Israel; {IsxP} = F. Isxakov
& A. Pal'mbax (F.G. Isxakov, A.A. Pal∆mbax); {IT} = I. Ivanov & G.
Tuzharov (I.G. Ivanov, G.M. Tuqarov ); {It.} = Erkki Itkonen; {Iv.}
= A. Ivanovskij (A.O. Ivanovskij); {Ivn.} = Vjacheslav Ivanov
(Vå¢.Vs. Ivanov); {Iw.} = Shinobu Iwamura; {J} = H. Jungrai thmayr;
{JA} = H. Jungraithmayr & Abakar Adams; {Jackson} = K. Ph. Jackson;
{Jahn} = A. Jahn; {Jan.} = M. Janaishvili (m. Ûanaißvili); {JB} =
Jakob Barth; {Jc.} = W. Jochelson (V. ⁄oxel∆son`); {Jcb.} = H.
Jacobi; {JdH} = Jidai-betsu kokugo daijiten. Jôdai hen ; {Jeg.} =
Jegorov; {Jem.} = A. Jemel'janov (A.P. Emel∆ånov); {Jens.} = Hans
Jensen; {Jfr.} = Arthur Jeffery; {Jg.} = Ph. J. Jaggar; {JGH} = J ö r u n d u r
Garƒar Hilmarsson; {JH} = Ch.-F. Jean & J. Hoftijzer; {Jh.} = Juhász
Jeno …; {JI} = H. Jungraithmayr & D. Ibriszimov; {Jk.} = Aulis J. Joki;
{JkR} = Jakutsko-russkij slovar', ed. by P. Slepcov (P.A. Slepcov );
{Jm.} = A. Jamme; {Jn.} = Juho Janhunen; {Jo.} = T. M. Johnstone;
{Joh.} = Karl Friedrich Johansson; {Jokl} = N. Jokl; {Joü.} = Paul
Joüon; {JP} = J. Prokof'jeva (E.D. Prokof∆eva) (translated text-
books for schools into Slq Tz); {JPS} = A Compendious Syriac
Dictionary, ed. by J. Payne Smith; {JR} = Jacques Ryckmans; {Jr.} = G.
Jarring; {JS} = H. Jungraithmayr & K. Shimizu; {Js.} = Marcus Jastrow;
{Ju.} = A. Jushkevich (A. ◊wkevi¢ , A. Juszkiewicz); {Jud.} = K.
Judaxin (K.K. ◊daxin); {Jv.} = M. Jevsev’jev (M.E. Evsev∆ev); {K} =
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G. Klimov (G.A. Klimov); {KAI} H. Donner, W. Röllig, Kanaanäische
und aramäische Inschriften  ; {Kal.} = A. Kalashev (A. Kalawev`);
{Kald.} = M. Kaldani (maKsime Kaldani); {Kálm.} = B. Kálmán;
{Kang} = Sinhang Kang; {Kar.} = K. Karulis; {Karj.} = K. F. Karjalainen;
{KarRPS} = Karaimsko-russko-pol'skij slovar' ; {Kavt.} = Ivane
Kavtaradze (i. KavTaraZe); {Katz} = Hartmut Katz; {KB} = L. Koehler
& W. Baumgartner, Hebräisches und aramäisches Lexikon zum Al ten
Testament  ; {KB1} = L. Koehler & W. Baumgartner, Lexicon in Veteris
Testamenti libros ; {Kb.} = Gerhard Köbler; {KBR} = L. Koehler & W.
Baumgartner, translated and edited under the supervision of M. E. J .
Richardson; {KC} = M. Koljadenkov & N. Cyganov (M.N. Kolådenkov,
N.F. Cyganov); {KD} = Kai Donner; {Kd.} = Mairo Elinor Kidda;
{Kenk.} = Kenkyusha's New Japanese-English Dictionary , ed. b y
Takenobu Yoshitaro; {Ker.} = L. Keresztes; {Kert} = G. Kert (G .M .
Kert); {Kf.} = K. Kristoforidhi (Konstanti1noß Cristofori1dhß); {Kfm.} =
Stephen A. Kaufman; {KG} = K. Kushalappa Gowda; {Kg.} = Bernhard
Karlgren; {KHG} = A. Kuznecova, E. Helimski, Y. Grushkina (A . I .
Kuznecova, E.A. Xelimskij, E.V. Gruwkina); {Kid.} = Mairo
Elinor Kidda; {Kiy.} = Gisaburo N. Kiyose; {KJu} = K. Kurdojev, Z.
Jusupova (K.K. Kurdoev, Z.A. ◊supova); {Kk.} = Susan Kakuk;
{KKIH} = A. Kuznecova, O. Kazakevich, L. Ioffe & E. Helimski (A . I .
Kuznecova, O.A. Kazakevi¢, L.◊. Ioffe, E.A. Xelimskij ) ;
{Klc.} = F. Klichka (F.N. Kli¢ka); {Klg.} = V.P. Kalygin; {Kll.} =
Aukusti Herman Kallio; {Klp.} = Julius Heinrich Klaproth; {Kluge} =
Friedrich Kluge;  {Klz.} = Stanis¬aw Ka¬uz ≥yn ;ski; {KM} = Friedrich Kluge
abd Walther Mitzka; {Km.} = Bh. Krishnamurti; {KmBh.} = Bh.
Krishnamurti and S. Bhattacharya; {Kmc.} = Das ]a Komac ;  {Kmnh.} =
A. Kammenhuber; {KMS} = M. Korhonen, J. Mosnikoff & P.
Sammallahti; {Kn.} = A. Kono; {Knn.} = Artturi Kannisto; {KNC} = Koye
Nadji Cooper; {Kœ.} = S. W. Koelle; {Kört.} = G. Körting; {Kott} = F. S }.
Kott; {Kov.} = J. Kovedjajeva (E.I. Kovedåeva); {Kow.} = J. É.
Kowalewski (Osip` Kovalevsk¡j); {Koz.} = S. Kozin (S.A. Kozin);
{KP} = M. Katzschmann & J. Pusztay; {Kpl.} = H. Koppelmann; {KR} =
N. Kumaraswami Raja; {Kr.} = Charles H. Kraft; {Krapf} = Johann
Ludwig Krapf; {Krb.} = Manfred Krebernik; {Krc.}= J. Krecher; {Krg.} =
John P. Krueger; {Krh.} = M. Korhonen; {KrkR} = Karakalpaksko-
russkij slovar’, ed. by N. Baskakov; {Krl.} = Andrey Korolëv (Koroljov)
(A.A. KorolØv); {KrlSh.} A. Korolëv and V. Shevoroshkin; {KRM} =
Kalmycko-russkij slovar', ed. by B. Munijev;  {Krm.} = I. Kormushin
(I.V. Kormuwin); {Krn.} = J. Krejnovich (E.A. Krejnovi¢); {KrS} =
B. Krupnik (B. Qarû’) & A. Silbermann; {KRS} = Kalmycko-russkij
slovar', ed. by B. Munijev (B.D. Muniev); {Krs.} = Wolfgang Krause;
{Krsch.} = F. Kurschat; {KrT} = recorded by K. F. Karjalainen &
compiled in a dict. by Y. H. Toivonen; {Krt.} = G. Krotkoff; {Krtm.} = P.
Kretschmer; {Krtv.} = I. Kuratov (I.A. Kuratov) (quoted in LG); {KS}
= I. R. Kortt, Ju. B. Simchenko; {KSchm.} = Klaus T. Schmidt; {KT} = W.
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Krause & W. Thomas; {Kt.} = Lauri Kettunen; {Ktl.} = F. Kittel; {Ktn.} =
N. F. Katanov; {KtnM} = N. F. Katanov, ed. by K. Menges; {Ktsch.} = E.
Y. Kutscher (Y. Qût'sher, rsyvq laqzhi); {Ktw.} = W¬adys¬a w
Kotwicz; {Ku.} = G. Kurilov (G.N. Kurilov); {Kü.} = Ago Künnap;
{Kur.} =  Jerzy Kury¬owicz; {Kv.} = Jorma Koivulehto; {KWK} = Kidanä
Wäld K´fle; {Kzm.} = A. Kuzmina (A.I. Kuz∆mina); {L} = Wolf Leslau;
{La.} = E. Laoust; {Laan.} = Arvo Laanest; {LamP} = Max Lambertz &
Georg Pekmezi; {Lar.} = E. Laroche; {Lax} = Beverle Michaele Lax; {Lb.}
= le Comte de Landberg; {Lbf.} = J.-P. Lebeuf; {LCq} = A. von Le Coq;
{Ld.} = Evald Lidén; {Ldl.} = Jean Lydall; {Lee} = Ki-Moon Lee; {Leech} =
R. Leech (quoted after Lg. LML and other papers of Ligeti); {Leem} =
Canutus (Knud) Leem; {Leg.} = Rudolf Leger; {Lens.} = T. Lenssen;
{Levias} = Q. Lewî’as (Ò‡ÈÂÏ '˜, Caspar Levias); {Lew.} = Marian
Lewicki; {Lf.} = père J. Lanfry; {LG} = V. Lytkin & E. Guljajev (V . I .
Lytkin, E.I. Gulåev); {Lg.} = L. Ligeti; {Lgc.} = E. Lagercrantz; {LH}
= E. Littmann & M. Höfner; {Lh.} = T. Lehtisalo; {LHB} = Language
Hand-book: Gondi  (published by the Tea District Labour association,
1926); {Liim.} = Matti Liimola; {Lind} = A. A. Lind; {Lip.} = Edward
Lipin ;ski; {Liu} = Liu Zhaoxiong; {LJ} = Leon Jacobson; {Lk.} = J. Lukas;
{LLC} = Fr. Ton Leus, Fr. Joseph Van de Loo, Fr. George Cotter; {LLO} =
Lulelapisk ordbok by  H. Grundström; {Lm.} = Marcello Lamberti;
{LmS} = M. Lamberti and R. Sottile; {Lmt.} = H. Limet;  {Ln.} = E. W.
Lane; {Lnd.} = J. Lindenau (Å.I. Lindenau); {Lnh.} = R. Lienhard ( i n
ChC & JI); {Lnn.} = Antoine Lonnet; {Lnr.} = Elias Lönnrot; {LÖ} = E.
Lindahl & J. Öhrling; {Loth} = J. Loth; {Loub.} = V. Loubignac; {LP} =
Max Lambertz & G. Pekmezi; {Lr.} = J. Lehtiranta; {Lrn.} = Fr. Lorentz;
{LS} = H. G. Liddell, R. Scott; {LSI} = Language Survey of India; {Lt.} =
V. Lytkin (V.I. Lytkin); {LTM} = Lexique tamacheq-français, 1986 ;
{Luc.} = Steven J. Lucas (in ChC, JI, and ChL); {Lud.} = H. Ludolf;
{Lukk.} = P. Lukkari; {Lur.} = Silvia Luraghi; {LuS} = C. B. Lucie Smith;
{Luv.} = A. Luvsandèndèv (A. Luvsand´nd´v); {Lv.} = J. Levy; {Lvt.} =
L. Levitskaja (L.S. Levitskaå); {LW} = G. Doerfer, W. Hesche, H.
Scheinhardt, Lamutisches Wörterbuch  ; {Lw.} = Ernst Lewy; {Lwn.} =
Charles Lwanga; {Lx.} = Matthias Lexer; {M} = M. Mayrhofer; {MA} =
Mounir Arbach; {Ma.} = Václav Machek; {Mac.} = R. Macuch; {Mah.} =
Gôpînâth Mahânti (G. N. Mohanty); {Man.} = Albert Maniet; {Mark} =
Julius Mark; {Marr} = N. Marr (N.Å. Marr); {Mas.} = p. Carlo Masera;
{Mat.} = F. Matjushkin (F.F. Mat√wkin); {MAZ} = Mohammed Ali &
A. Zaborski; {Mazur} = Juri Mazur (◊.N. Mazur); {MB} = H. Meyer-
Bahlburg; {MBhK} = M. Mariappa Bhat & A. Shanker Kedilaya; {McA} =
David W. McAlpin; {McC} = Kim R. McCone; {Mch.} = J. Mouchet ;
{Mchv.} = G. Mach’avariani (givi maçavariani); {McK} = D. N.
MacKenzie; {Mcl.} = A. J. Maclean; {Md.} = O. Mudrak (O .A .
Mudrak); {Mdd.} = A. Middendorff (A.F. Middendorf); {ME} = K.
Mühlenbach, J. Endzelin (K. M ü |lenbachs, J. EndzelÈ \\\\ns); {Me.} =
Antoine Meillet; {MED} = Mongolian-English Dictionary , ed. by F. D.
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Lessing; {Mel.} = P. M. Melioranskij (P.M. Mel¡oransk¡j); {Melch.} =
H. Craig Melchert; {Men.} = G. Menovshchikov (G.A. Menov∑ikov);
{Mer.} = P. Meriggi; {Merk} = K. Merk (K. Merk` ); {Meyer} = G.
Meyer; {MF} = Marion P. Fischer; {Mg.} = F. W. H. Migeod; {Mgr.} = O.
Mauger; {Mgw.} = J. B. Maghway; {MH} = Muxtar w´l H >amidun (‘
Nic.); {MhS} = Korada Mahadeva Sastri; {Mi.} = A. Militarev (A .◊ .
MilitarØv); {MiK} = A. Militarev and L. Kogan; {Mik.} = Tibor
Mikola; {Mikl.} = F. von Miklosich (F. Miklos ]ic ;); {Mill.} = Roy A.
Miller; {Mirt} = Heide Mirt;  {Mitch.} = A. N. Mitchell; {MK} =
Wogulisches Wörterbuch, gesammelt von B. Munkácsi, bearbei te t
und hrsg. von B. Kálmán; {Mk.} = C. K. Meek; {MkA} = Makonnen
Argaw; {Mkj.} = Enver Makajev (‰.A. Makaev), {Mks.} = Meeks; {ML}
= W. Meyer-Lübke; {Ml.} = Sergej Malov (S.E .Malov ); {MLC} =
Samuel E. Martin, Yang Ha Lee, Sung-Un Chang; {Mll.} = Gerhard
Friedrich Mueller (G.F. Miller`);  {Mln.} = Ferenc A. Molnár; {Mlr.}
= P. M. Melioranski (P.M. Mel¡oransk¡j); {Mls.} = Cornélie H.
Melles; {MLuc.} = M. Lucas; {Mlw.} = Tadeusz Milewski; {MM} = X.
Maxmudov and G. Musabajev (X. Maxmudov, G. Musabaev);
{MMach.} = M. Machavariani (M. Mach’avariani, m. maçavariani);
{Mmr.} = Mouloud Mammeri; {Mn.} = Stuart E. Mann; {Mng.} = K.-H.
Menges; {Mnh.} = K. Meinhof; {Mnr.} = A. Männer; {Mnrh.} = M.
Mannerheim; {Mns.} = Abdallah O. Mansur; {Mnt.} = Georges
Montandon; {Mnz.} = W. Munzinger; {Mol.} = J. Molitor;  {Morin} =
Didier Morin; {Moss} = Clement F. Moss; {Mot.} = A. de Calassanti
Motylinski; {Mous} = Maarten Mous; {MousK} = M. Mous & Roland
Kießling'; {MQK} = M. Mous, Martha Qorro, Roland Kießling; {Mr.} =
Samuel E. Martin; {Mrc.} = H. Mercier; {Mrç.} = William Marçais;
{Mrgs.} = G. Morgenstierne; {Mrm.} = F. Muromskij (õedor`
Muromsk¡j) (after Klz. (D I-II & MS); {Mrn.} = M. Moreno; {MRS} = A.
Asilbajev, V. Vasil’ev (A. Asilbaev, V. Vasil∆ev) a. o., Marijsko-
russkij slovar' ; {MS} = M. Ma‘s >arânî & V. S. Segal' (V.S. Segal∆ );
{Ms.} = A. Mostaert; {MSk.} = Margaret Gardner Skinner; {Msn.} =
Jouni Mosnikoff; {Msq.} = É. Masqueray; {Msr.} = D. G.
Messerschmidt; {MSSL} = Ian Maddieson, Sinis ]a Spajic ;, Bonny Sands,
Peter Ladefoged; {MSz.} = B. Munkácsi and M. Szilasi (see Szil. VSz);
{MSzFUE} = A Magyar szókészlet finnugor elemei: Etimológiai szótár  ;
{MT} = Miloud Taïfi; {Mtch.} = A. N. Mitchell; {MtS} = St. Matthew’s
Gospel in Sura, Maghavul ; {Mts.} = Shuji Matsushita; {MtT} = Is‰lan
A Husk‰tnen ‰s Matiu  (Matthew’s Gospel in Tamachek); {Mu.) = B.
Munkácsi; {Mü.} = Walter W. Müller; {Mul.} = Frederik Muller; {Mue.}
= G. F. Mueller; {Mun.} =  Kalmycko-russkij slovar', ed. by B. Munijev
(B.D. Muniev); {MW} = Sir Monier Monier-Williams; {My.} = Gustav
Meyer; {MYC} = Zhaona Situ, Cheng Naixiong, Wu Jungfeng & Li Keyou
(Me]]]]nggu]]]]yu]]]]zu;;;; yu]]]]ya;;;;n cÈ;;;;dia]]]]n ); {MYTY} = Moges Yigezu & Teshome
Yehualashet; {N} = K. Nielsen; {Nak.} = Aki’o Nakano; {Nal.} = V.
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Nalivkin (V. Nalivkin`); {Nap.} = Vladimir Napolskix (V . V .
Napol∆skix); {Nb.} = Frøydis Nordbustad; {Nc.} = Gustav Nachtigal;
{NCh.} = Nik’o Chubinashvili (niko Çubinaßvili); {Ndr.} = Max
Niedermann; {Neu} = Erich Neu; {Neum.} = Günter Neumann; {Nh.} =
Nehlil; {Ni.} = I. Nizharadze (I.I. Niqaradze, i. niΩaraZe); {Nj.}
= ’Emir Najib (E. Nadzhip, ‰.N. Nadqip ); {Nic.} = Francis Nicolas;
{NKU} = Nam Kwang U; {NogR} = Nogajsko-russkij slovar', ed. by N.
Baskakov; {NM} = E. Nilsson-Mamkok; {NP} = V. Naumkin & V.
Porxomovskij (V.V. Naumkin, V.Å. Porxomovskij); {NPet.} =
Norbert Peters; {Nrs.} = A. N. Narasimhia; {Nsl.} = G. H. F. Nesselmann;
{Nt.} = Robert Netting; {Nw.} = Paul Newman; {NZ} = Kamal Naït-
Zerrad; {O} = Vladimir Orel (V.‰. OrØl ); {OED} = The Oxford English
Dictionary ; {Oett.} = Norbert Oettinger; {OJs.} = Otto Jastrow; {OLS}
= Gregorio del Olmo Lete & Joaquín Sanmartín; {On.} = Sulungu
Onenko (S.N. Onenko); {Oo.} = Antoinette Oomen; {Orh.} = A. J .
Oraham; {Ork.} = S. Orkun; {Orm.} = G. Ormsby; {OS} = V. Orel & O.
Stolbova (V.‰. OrØl, O.V. Stolbova); {Os.} = Jürgen Osing; {OSIPL}
= members of the Linguistic expeditions of the Department o f
Structural & Applied Linguistics, Moscow Univ. (Otdelenije
strukturnoj i prikladnoj lingvistiki MGU); {OsS} = Oskar Schade;
{Osth.} = Hermann Osthoff; {Ot.} = Heinrich Otten; {Otk.} = Juri j
Otkupshchikov (◊.V. Otkup∑ikov); {Ov.} = Adolf Overweg ( q u o t e d
after Lk. DQM); {Ow.} = Jonathan Owens; {Oxt.} = W. G. Oxtoby;
{Oz.} = Ozawa Shigeo; {P} = Julius Pokorny; {Pa.} = James Patrie; {Pal.}
= E. W. Palander; {Pap.} = Herbert H. Paper; {Páp.} = József Pápay;
{PápB} = J. Pápay, Ödön Beke; {Par.} = U. Paradisi; {Pat.} = S. B.
Patwardhan; {Paul} = Hermann Paul; {PB} = H. Plazikowsky-Brauner;
{PC} = M. Pavet de Courteille; {Pch.} = P. Poucha; {PD} = H. Paasonen
and K. Donner; {Ped.} = Holger Pedersen; {Pel.} = Paul Pelliot; {PG} =
Steve Pillinger & Letiwa Galboran;{PGG} = K.-G. Prasse, Ghoubeïd
Alojaly (Ghuba¨¨¨¨yd a¨¨¨¨ ¨ ¨¨¨gg-A¨¨¨¨ ¨ ¨¨¨la ¨ ¨¨¨ ¨ ¨¨¨wj´li), Ghabdouane Mohamed
(Ghabd´wan ´g-Muxa¨¨¨¨mma¨¨¨¨ ¨ ¨¨¨d);{Ph.} = Rev. Phailbus; {PH} = Enid M.
Parker & Richard J. Hayward; {PI} = S. Potapkin, A. Imjarekov (S . G .
Potapkin, A.K. Imårekov); {Pic.} = André Picard; {PiesS} = B.
Piesarskas, B. Svecevic ]ius; {Pis.} = Vittore Pisani; {Pl.} = P. S. Pallas;
{Plm.} = F. R. Palmer; {Pln.} = R. von Planta; {Pop.} = A. Popov (A .A .
Popov); {Por.} = V. Porxomovskij (V.Å. Porxomovskij); {PorS} = V.
Porxomovskij and O. Stolbova; {Pot.} = G. Potanin (G.N. Potanin);
{Pp.} = Nicholas Poppe (N.N. Poppe); {Ppv.} = J. Popova (Å . N .
Popova); {Pr.} = Karl Prasse; {Prb.} = A. Preobrazhenskij (A .G .
Preobraqensk¡j); {Prc.} = Omelyan Pritsak; {Price} = Colin H. Price;
{Prk.} = G. Prokofjev (G.N. Prokof∆ev); {Prtd.} = P. Protod' jakonov
(P. Protod∆åkonov); {Prov.} = Dr Provotelle; {Prs.} = Per Persson;
{PS} = R. Payne Smith; {Ps.} = H. Paasonen; {PSchm.} = P. Schmidt;
{PSW} = Patrick Sims-Williams; {Psn.} = Georges Posener; {PT} = A.
Pyrerka & N. Tereshchenko (A.P. Pyrerka &  N.M. Tere∑enko);
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{Pt.} = Taisiya Petrova (T.I. Petrova); {Ptr.} = N. Peters; {Ptt.} = E.
Pettinato; {Pu.} = János Pusztay; {Pv.} = Jaan Puhvel; {Pvn.} = A. M.
Pevnov (A.M. Pevnov); {PW} = H. Plazikowsky & E. Wagner; {Pz.} = A.
Pozdnejev (A. Pozdneev); {Q} = I. Q’ipshidze (i. qiPßiZe, I.
Kipwidze); {Qf.} = Hamdi A. Qafisheh; {Qv.} = J. K. Qvigstad; {R} =
Leo Reinisch; {Ra.} = V. Rassadin (V.I. Rassadin); {RamR} = B.
Ramachandra Rao; {RAS} = Russko-altajskij slovar', ed. by N.
Baskakov; {Räs.} = Martti Räsänen; {Rasm.} = Jens Elmegård
Rasmussen; {Rast.} = Vera Rastorgujeva (V.S. Rastorgueva);  {RB} =
Rohi Baalbaki; {Rb.} = Chaim Rabin (Nibr Miih); {Rbc.} = Y. Rubcova
(E.S. Rubcova); {Rbt.} = Martine Robbeets; {Rcm.} = G. R. Rachmati;
{Rd.} = Károlyi Rédei (Radanovics); {Rdn.} = A. Rudnev (Andrej
Rudnev); {RdV} = K. Rédei “ F. A. Volegov; {RE} = Robert W. Elsie;
{Reg.} = A. Reguly; {Reich.} = Hans Reichelt; {Rgr.} = Frithiof
Rundgren; {Rh.} = Sir James W. Redhouse; {Rhod.} = N. Rhodokanakis;
{RHuds.} = Richard A. Hudson; {Ris.} = E. K. Ristinen; {Rk.} = Stephen
D. Ricks; {RKB} = Russko-karachajevo-balkarskij slovar',  ed. by X.
Sujunchev & I. Urusbijev; {Rkh.} = W. Rockhill; {RKS} = Russko-
kalmyckij slovar' (1964), ed. by I. K. Ilishkin; {Rl.} = W. Radloff (V . V .
Radlov`); {RLC} = J. G. Magwa a.o. (2O members of the "Ron
Language Committee"); {Rlf.} = Gerhardt Rohlfs (in Lk. DQM); {RM} =
A. V. Romanova, A. N. Myreva (A.V. Romanova, A.N. Myreva);
{Rm.} = G. J. Ramstedt; {RMarS} = Russko-marijskij slovar'  ( 1966) ;
{Rmb.} = Yevdokiya Rombandejeva (E.I. Rombandeeva); {Rms.} =
Kaspar K. Riemschneider; {Rn.} = A. Renisio; {Rnb.} = Gary A.
Rendsburg; {Rnc.} = A. Rinchine (A.R. Rin¢in´); {Ro.} = M. O.
Rossing; {Röd.} = Otto Röder; {Rop.} = E. Roper; {Rp.} = E. L. Rapp;
{RpB} = E. L. Rapp & B. Benzing; {Rs.} = Martti Räsänen; {Rsk.} = B.
Rosenkranz; {Rsl.} = O. Rössler; {RT} = A. Róna-Tas; {Rt.} = Hellmut
Ritter; {RTF} = A. Róna-Tas & S. Fodor; {Rtl.} = Franz Rottland; {Ruh.}
= Ph. Ruhig; {RuhM} = Ph. Ruhig & Chr. G. Mielcke; {RUjS} = A. Ilijev,
Sh. Kibirov, M. Ruzijev & Ju. Cunvazo, Russko-ujgurskij slovar' ;
{Rus.} = Ju. Russkaja (◊.N. Russkaå); {Rv.} = Paavo Ravila; {∫RW} = I.
Ruong & K. Wiklund's orthography of Lapp N; {RXS} = Russko-
xakasskij slovar; (1961); {S} = S. Starostin (S.A. Starostin); {Sa.} =
Michka Sachnine; {Saar.} = A. Saareste; {Sakth.} = S. Sakthivel; {Sank.}
= P. Sankaranarayana; {SaR} = Saamsko-russkij slovar', ed. by R.
Kuruch (R.D. Kuru¢); {Sarn.} = T. Sarnelli; {Sau.} = Martin Sauer;
{SB} = W. Stokes & A. Bezzenberger; {Sb.} = K. Schubert (in ChC & JI);
{SBR} =Slovashko-ba ¨lgarski rechnik  ; {Sbr.} = P. S. Subrahmanyam;
{Sch.} = Russell Schuh; {Scheft.} = J. Scheftelowitz; {Schf.} = Anton
Schiefner; {Schl.} = Wolfgang Schlachter; {Schlee} = Günther Schlee;
{Schlt.} = F. Schulthess; {Schm.} = Karl H. Schmidt; {Schn.} = Joachim
Schindler; {Schw.} = E. Schwyzer; {Schz.} = Rudolf Schützeichel;
{SDD}  = Tu////rkiye'de halk ag¨¨¨¨zÈndan so////z derleme dergisi  ; {SDM}
= S. Starostin, A. Dybo, O. Mudrak (S. Starostin, A. Dybo, O .
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Mudrak); {SDM94}, {SDM95} & {SDM97} = pA reconstruction a f t e r
SDM (1994, 1995, 1997) (SDM94, SDM95 — with vowels
reconstructed after SDM VC); {SE} = I. Smirnova, K. Eyubi (I .A .
Smirnova, K.R. ‰j√bi); {Seg.} = St. Segert; {Sem} = L. Sem (L . I .
Sem ); {Serebr.} = B. A. Serebrennikov (B.A. Serebrennikov); {Set.}
= E. N. Setälä; {SEv.} = D. Simon Evans; {Sg.} = F. Steingass; {SGGJ} =
Sravnitel'naja grammatika germanskix jazykov , ed. by M. Gukhman
and E. Makajev; {Sgl.} = A. Siegel;  {Sh.} = Kiyoshi Shimizu; {Shan.} =
A. Shanidze (A. Schanidse,†a. ßaniZe); {ShanBh} = D. N. Shankara
Bhat; {Shanm.} = S. V. Shanmugam; {Shar.} = G. Sharashidze (g.
ßaraßiZe); {Shaw} = Robert Barkley Shaw; {Shch.} = A. Shcherbak
(A.M. „erbak); {Shn.} = J. Shnejder (E.R. Wnejder); {Shrn.} =
’Avráhám Shárônî (in5&rS1 Me1r!b6a2); {Sht.} = Boris Shnitnikov;  {Shv.}
= Vitali Shevoroshkin (V.V. Wevorowkin); {Si.} = R. Siebert; {Sim} =
Ronald J. Sim; {Sin.} = Denis Sinor; {Siv.} = Daniel Sivan (Dánî’él
Sîwán, Nvvix laind); {SivCR} = Daniel Sivan & Z. Cochavi-Rainey (Z.
Kôchávî-Rainey, iniir-ibkvk 'z); {Siy.} = I. M. Siyad; {Sj.} = J. A.
Sjögren; {SJRN} = Slovar' jazykov raznyx narodov v Nizhegorodskoj
eparx¡i obitajushchix, imenno ross¡jan, tatar, mordvy i cheremis. …
Damaskina jepiskopa Nizhegorodskago i Alatorskago sochinennyj
1785-go goda ; {SJSS} = SlovnÈ;;;;k jazyka staroslove]]]]nske;;;;ho ; {SK} =
Suomen kielen etymologinen sanakirja ; {Sk.} = Neil Skinner; {Sklv.} =
Valentina Sokolova (V.S. Sokolova ); {SKD} = A. Sisir Kumar Das;
{Sl.} = Michael Sokoloff; {Slm.} = F. Solmsen; {Slt.} = G. R. Solta; {Sls.}
= F. S¬awski; {Slv.} = J. Silvet; {SLv.} = Sylvain Lévi; {Slw.} = Ibrahim
Al-Selwi; {Slz.} = Frederick Volkomor Paul Schulze; {SM} = A. d e
Smedt & A. Mostaert; {Sm.} = Pekka Sammallahti; {Smn.} = P. Simons;
{Smsz.} =  A. S:mieszek; {SMü.} = S. Müller; {Sns.) = G. B. Sansom;
{Sod.} = W. von Soden; {Sö.} = Heinz Sölken; {Sp.} = G. Spasskij (G .
Spassk¡j); {Spg.} = W. Spiegelberg; {SPS} = S¬ownik
pras¬owian;;;;ski ; {SR} = P. Setumadhava Rao; {Sr.} = Harry Stroomer;
{Srb.} = S. Serebrjakov (S.B. Serebråkov); {Srj.} = Zurab
Sarjveladze (z. sarÛvelaZe); {Srl.} = Eugene Sirlinger; {Srm.} = N.
Syromjatnikov (N.A. Syromåtnikov); {Srp.} = F. Strümpell; {Srz.} =
I. I. Sreznevskij (I.I. Sreznevskij); {Ss.} = H.-J. Sasse; {SSAAJ} = A.
Belova, I. Diakonoff, A. Militarev, O. Stolbova (A. Belova, I .
D∆åkonov, A. Militarev, O. Stolbova), Sravnitel'no-istoricheskij
slovar' afrazijskix jazykov  ; {SSL} = M.-C. Simone-Senelle, A. Lonnet;
{SSO} = Sulxan-Saba Orbeliani (sulxan-saba orbeliani);
{SSRLJ} = Slovar' sovremennogo russkogo literaturnogo jazyka  ; {SSS}
= Staroslavjanskij slovar' (M., 1994); {SSW} = Ralph & Kati Siebert,
Klaus Wedekind; {Starch.} = A. V. Starchevskij (A .V. Star¢evsk¡j);
{Stary} = Giovanni Stary; {Stl.} = Olga Stolbova (O.V. Stolbova);
{STM} = Sravnitel'nyj slovar' tunguso-manchzhqurskix jazykov  ;
{Stm.} = H. Stumme; {Stn.} = W. Steinitz; {StN} = S. Starostin and S.
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Nikolajev (S. Starostin, S. Nikolaev); {Stph.} = Henricus
Stephanus; {Str.} = John Street; {Strc.} = Adalbert  Starchevskij (A . V .
Star¢evsk¡j); {Strl.} = Ph. J. v. Strahlenberg; {StrM} = J. Street & R.
A. Miller; {Sturt.} = E. Sturtevant; {Stz.} = Ulrich Jasper Seetzen;
{SulB} = Shaykh Sulayman Bukhari; {Sun.} = O. Sunik (O.P. Sunik );
{SvG} = Harald Sverdrup, Ramon Guardans; {Sw.} = H. Sweet; {SWW} =
R. Siebert, K. & Ch. Wedekind; {Sx.} = D. Saxon (in ChC & JI); {SZ} =
Sravnitel'nyj slovar' komi-zyrjanskix dialektov  ; {Sz.} = J. Szinnyei;
{Szem.} = Oswald Szemerényi; {Szil.} = Móric Szilasi; {T} = B.
Todajeva (B.X. Todaeva); {Tal} = Abraham Tal (ly Merba); {TB} =
A. N. Tucker & M. A. Bryan; {TBZAC} = Teqebba Biru, Zena Adal &
Roger W. Cowley; {TC} = Catherine Taine-Cheikh; {TDS} = T ü r k m e n
dilining sözlügi,  ed. by M. Xamzajev; {Ter.} = N. Tereshchenko (N . M .
Tere∑enko); {Test.} = Y. Testelec (Åkov Testelec); {TF} = Alf Torp
and Hjalmar Falk; {Th.} = G. da Thiene; {THADS}  = Tu////rkiye'de halk
ag¨¨¨¨zÈndan derleme so////zlu////g ¨ ¨¨¨u / /// ; {Thm.} = Bertram Thomas; {Thr.} =
Rudolph Thurneysen; {Tit.} = J. Titov (E.I. Titov ); {TI} = Toivo
Itkonen; {Till} = W. C. Till;  {TK} = Varlam Topuria & Maksime Kaldani
(varlam ToPuria & maKsime Kaldani); {Tk.} = Gábor
Tákacs, {TkR} = Turkmensko-russkij slovar' (1968); {TL} =
Sravnitel;no-istoricheskaja grammatika tjurkskix jazykov: Leksika ;
{Tlb.} = P. A. Talbot; {Tll.} = O. Tailleur; {TLw.} = Timothy Lewis; {Tm.}
= D. Tumasheva (D.G. Tumaweva); {TmK} = Dmitri Timushev & Nina
Kolegova (D.A. Timuwev, N.A. Kolegova); {Tn.} = E. Tenishev
(‰.R. Teniwev ); {To.} = Mauro Tosco; {Top.} = V. Topuria (v.
ToPuria, V.T. Topuria ); {TorT} = Mok'le rusul-kartuli
leksik'oni , by A. T'orot'adze & E. T'orot'adze (a. torotaZe, e.
torotaZe); {TOu-1} = Textes ougaritiques, vol. I; {TOu-2} =
Textes ougaritiques, vol. II; {Tpr.} = V. Toporov (V.N. Toporov ); {tr.}
= traditional (conventioanl) reconstruction (e.g. in Dravidian); {Tr.}
= C. G. Chenevix Trench;  {Trb.} = Oleg Trubachev (O.S. Truba¢Øv);
{Trc.} = V. Troicky (V.P. Troickij); {Tre.} = padre Gabriele d a
Trento; {Trj.} = N. Terjoshkin (N.I. TerØwkin); {Trn.} = H.
Tourneux; {TrnS} = H. Tourneux, Chr. Seignobos; {TrnSL} = H.
Tourneux, Chr. Seignobos, F. Lafarge; {Trnt.} = V. Terent’ev (V .A .
Terent∆ev ); {TrR} = Turecko-russkij slovar' by A. N. Baskakov (A . N .
Baskakov), N. P. Golubeva, A. A. Kjamileva, K. M. Ljubimov, F. A.
Salimzjanova, R. R. Jusipova; {Ts.} = J. Tischler; {Tsc.} = M. Tosco;
{TT} = E. Tenishev, B. Todajeva (‰.R. Teniwev, B.X. Todaeva);
{Tt.} = K. Tutschek (Ch. Tutschek); {TTDS} =Tatar teleneng
dialektologik süzlege  , ed. by L. T. Maxmutova (1969); {TtR} =
Tatarsko-russkij slovar'  (M., 1966); {Tu.} = Sir Ralph Turner; {Tuite}
= Kevin Tuite; {Tv.} = Yrho H. Toivonen; {TvR} = Tuvinsko-russkij
slovar' (1968); {Tz.} = Semih Tezcan; {U} = T. E. Uotila; {Ü} =
Üpÿmarij (U™™™™py≥≥≥≥marij = B.M.Vasil∆ev); {Uch.} = Alexander Uchitel;
{UChG} = T. Uturgaidze, D. Chxubianishvili, J. Giunashvili (T.
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uTurgaiZe, d. Çxubianißvili, Û. giunaßvili); {UkR} =
Ukrajins'ko-rosijs'kyj slovnyk  (Kiev, 1976); {Ul.} = Carl Christian
Ulmann; {Und.} = H. G. Underwood & H. H. Underwood; {UR} =
Udmurtsko-russkij slovar'  (M., 1948); {U3S} = Udmurt-˝uc ;;;;
s lovar ’, Udmurtsko-russkij slovar', ed. by V. M. Varushev; {VAbd.} =
V. Y. ‘Abdallah; {Vaill.} = André Vaillant; {Vas.} = Glafira Vasilevich
(G.M. Vasilevi¢); {Vc.} = Werner Vycichl; {Ven.} = I. Veniaminov;
{Ves.} = Z. Veselovska (Z. Veselovs∆ka = Z.N. Veselovskaå);
{Vinn.} = I. Vinnikov (I.N.Vinnikov); {Vit.} = E. Vitterbo; {Vl.} = J. A.
Vullers; {Vld.} = B.  Vladimircov (B.Å. Vladimircov); {Vln.} = A.
Vaillant; {Vlr.} = Karl Vollers; {Vm.} = Hermann (A 1rmin) Vambéry;
{Vn.} = Jules Vendryes; {Vnb.} = Rodney Venberg; {Vnk.} = Wolfgang
Veenker; {Vnt.} = B. Venturino; {Vogt} = Hans Vogt; {Vr.} = Jan d e
Vries; {Vrb.} = V. Verbickij (V. Verbick¡j); {Vrg.} = Joseph Vergote;
{Vrl.} = Charles Virolleaud; {Vrt.} = Edith Vértes; {Vs.} = Max Vasmer;
{Vtr.} = E. Vetter; {Vv.} = Alexander Vovin; {Vxr.} = Matr jona
Vakhrusheva (M.P. Vaxruweva); {VZ} = V. Veljaminov-Zernov (V . V .
Vel∆åminov`-Zernov`); {W} = Ferdinand J. Wiedemann; {Wb.} =
Walter v. Wartburg; {Wc.} = Yrjö Wichmann; {Wd.} = Wada Shôhei;
{Wdk.} = Klaus Wedekind; {WeibP} = Chr. Weibegué, P. Palayer; {Wh.}
= W. H. Whiteley; {Wk.} = K. B. Wiklund; {Wl.} = Ekkehard Wolff;
{Wld.} = Alois Walde; {Wlf.} = Dominik J. Woelfel; {Wll.} = H. D.
Williamson; {Wlm.} = W. E. Welmers; {Wn.} = A. J. van Windekens;
{WNL} = Workshop in Nostratic Linguistics (Moscow, Aug. 1994) (S.
Starostin, A. Dolgopolsky, A. Dybo, E. Helimski, A. Militarev, O.
Stolbova, etc.); {Wnt.} = Werner Winter; {WP} = Alois Walde & Julius
Pokorny; {Wr.} = Michael Weiers; {Wrd.} = O. Wardrop; {Wrk.} = F.
Wordick; {WrW} = T. Wright, ed. by R. P. Wülcker; {WS} = Werner
Sasse; {Ws.} = W. Westendorf; {Wt.} = Calvert Watkins, {Wts.} = N.
Witsen; {WVD} = Wogulische Volksdichtung,  gesammelt u n d
übersetzt von Artturi Kannisto; {WW} = Wilhelm Wackernagel;
{WZWed.} = Wolde-Gebriel Tanaba, Zewde Cheru & K. Wedekind;
{Xak.} = F. Xakimzjanov (F.S. Xakimzånov ); {Xud.} = A .
Xudobawev` (A . Xudoba2ean, A. M. Xudobashean); {Y} =
Yamamoto Kengo; {YGE} = ’Aba Yoh >an´s Gäbrä-’‰gzi’abh >er; {YGM} Y
Geiriadur Mawr   by H. Meurig Evans & W. O. Thoms; {Ymj.} = Yamaji
Hiroaki; {Yu} = Changton Yu; {Yv.} = Israel Yeivin (Nibii larsi); {Z} =
I. Zaxarov (Ivan Zaxarov); {Zab.} = A. Zaborski; {Zaj.} = A.
Zaja ≈czkowski; {Zhgh.} = S. Zhghent'i (s. ΩGenti); {Zhong} = Zhong
Suchun; {ZL} = Zelealem Leyew; {Zl.} = E. Zyhlarz; {ZM} = M. Zajceva &
M. Mullonen (M.I. Zajceva, M.I. Mullonen); {ZMO} = R. David
Zorc & Madina M. Osman; {Zn.} = J. Th. Zenker; {Zv.} = Kamil Zvelebil;
{Zvd.} = M. Zavadskij (M. Zavadsk¡j); {ZVSZ} = Za;;;;kladnÈ;;;;
vs]]]]eslovanska;;;; slovnÈ;;;; za ;;;;soba , ed. by P. Kopec ]ny ;  {Zw.} = H. A.
Zwick.
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Symbols of  ancient and medieval sources
and authors
[Ab.] = Abushqa (Chaghatay-Osman dict., 16th c.); [Aesch.] =
Aeschylus; [Agr.] = Agricola (Finnish, 16th c.); [AH] = Kitâbu-l-Idrâk
li-lisâni-l-atrâk  by Abû-H >ayyâ; [AmM] = Ammianus Marcellinus; [Ap.]
= A |pastamba   (OI); [Arist.] = Aristotle;  [AT] = Altan Tobchi   [ a
Mongolian chronicle,17th c.] (quoted after MED);  [AthV] = Atharva-
Veda  (OI);  [Aug.] = Augustine; [AY] = Altun Yaruq  (OT translat ion
of Suvarn >aprabhasa) ; [Bd.] = P. Budi (Albanian, 17th cent.); [Ber.] =
Pamva Berynda (Ukrainian lexicographer, 17th c.); [Bgd.] = P.
Bogdani (Albanian, 17th cent.);  [Bhatt.] = Bhat >t >ika \vya  (OI);  [BL] =
Bada’i‘ al-Lughat  (Chaghatay, 15th c.);  [BMTQ] = Bulghat al-Mushtâq
fî Lughat at-Turk wa-l-Qifjâq  (an Arabic-Qypchaq vocabulary of t h e
14th c., ed. by  A. Zaja ≈czkowski);  [Br.] = Bra \hman >a (OI);  [Brtk.] = J .
Bretkun (Biblija, Postille) [OLt, 16th c.];  [BS] = Shim‘on ben Sirah
(Post-Biblical Hebrew); [BT] = The Babylonian Talmud; [Bzk.] = Gjon
Buzuku (Albanian, 16th c.);  [Call.] = Callimachus epicus (Greek, 3 r d
c. BCE);  [CC] = Codex Cumanicus  (Old Qypchaq, 14th c.);  [Dhat.] =
Dha \tupa \t >ha  (an ancient Indian list of roots ascribed to Pa \n >ini);  [DI]
= Duenos inscription (Old Latin);  [Diosc.] = De Materia Medica  b y
Pedanius Doiscorides, a Greek physician and pharmacologist (1st c .
CE);  [Dk.] = Mikalojus Dauks ]a (OLt, 16th c.), [DQ] = Dede Qorqut
(Old Osman Turkic);  [Dv.] = Davies, Dictionarium duplex  [dict. o f
Welsh (L., 1632)]; [EA] = Tell-el-‘Amarna tablets (Old Canaanite;
quoted from Knudtzon EA, Mercer EAT & Rainey EAT);  [ED] =
Edictum Diocletiani  [cf. Bibliography] (for Gaulish glosses);  [El.] =
The Elbing vocabulary (German-Prussian, ≈  1400 CE);  [Eleph.] =
Aramaic papyri of Elephantine (Egypt, 5th c. BCE); [En.] = Ennius (Latin
author, 3rd-2nd c. BCE); [Epc.] = Epicharmus comicus (Gk author, 5 t h
c. BCE); [epigr.] = epigraphic sources; [Eratosth.] = Eratosthenes ( 3 r d
c. BCE); [Euc.] = Euclides; [Eust.] = Eustathius (Greek philologist, 1 2 t h
c. CE); [FB] = Frangu i Bardhë (Franciscus Blanchus) (Albanian, 1 7 t h
c.); [Fest.] = Sextus Pompeus Festus, a Latin lexicographer; [Frh.] =
Frahang-i-pahlavik, an Aramaic-Middle Persian glossary; [g] = glossa,
glossaries; G  = attested in ancient philological (grammatical )
literature, but not in texts; [GlE] = Glossarium Endlicherii  (Gaulish);
[Gol.] = Arabic-Latin Dictionary by Golius; [HB] = Hildebrandslied
(OHG); [Hdt.[ = Herodotus (5th c. BCE); [HI] = Hua-(y)i  (y) i -yü
(Middle Mongolian); [Hmd.] = al-H >amdâni (Himyarite, 10th c.); [Hs.]
= Hesychius; [Hudh.] = Hudhailian poems (Classical Arabic); [IIV] =
Istorija iudejskoj vojny  (Old Russian); [IM] = Ibn M u h > >>>anna's H >ilyatu-
’insân wa h >albatu-l-lisân (Middle Mongolian and Middle Turkic, 1 4 t h
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c.); [IS] = Insadi-Sutra  (Old Uygur); [IsV] = Istanbul Vocabulary   o f
Middle Mongolian;  [JF] = Josephus Flavius; [Jh.] = as >-S >ah >âh > al-
‘arabîya  by al-Jauharî (11th c.); [JT] = The Jerusalemite Talmud;
[KC] = Kartulis cxovreba  (Old Georgian); [KJB] = King James’ Bible
(English); [KY] = Kyerim-yusa  [incl. a glossary (named Koryo_-pango_n ) o f
Middle Korean, 12th c.]; [L] (and [LV], [LM]) = Leiden Manuscript
[Arabic-MT-MM-Persian vocabulary of 1245; the Turkic part was e d .
by Houtsma (TAG), the M part by Poppe (Pp. L I-III)]; L = native
lexicons and synonym lists (for OI, Ak, a. o. words not attested i n
texts); [LA] = Lisân al-‘arab  (14th c.); [LxS] = Lex Salica  (Latin with
OHG words, 6th c. CE); [LXX] = Septuaginta  (a Greek translation o f
the Old Testament, ≈  2nd c. BCE); [Lyc.] = Lycophron (Greek, 3rd c .
BCE); [MA] = Muqaddimatu-l-‘Adab  (Middle Mongolian & Chaghatay,
14th c.); [Man.] = Manetho Astrologus (Greek, 5th c. CE); [Mar.] =
Codex Marianus (Mariinskoje chetverojevangelije)  (OCS); [Mas.] =
Masoretic tradition (of the Vetus Testamentum  in BHb);  [MBh] =
Mahabharata  (Sanskrit);  [MCh} = Moyun-Churu stela (OT run ic
inscription, N. Mongolia, 8th c. CE); [Mdr.] = Midrashîm  (Jewish
exegetic literature in MdH and JA); [MhK] = [MKsh.] = Mah >mûd al-
Kas ]g ≥arî, Kitâbu Diwâni Lug ≥âti-t-Turki  (Old Turkic); [Mlc] = çilme
(Ha-Melic >, a medieval SmHb—Ar—SmAr vocabulary);  [MnP] =
Menander Protector (a Byzantine author, 6th c. CE); [Mns.] =
Man'yo:shu: (Old Japanese); [MS] = Maitrayani Samhita  (Old Indian);
[Msh.] =†Mishnah  (en!S6m5) (Middle Hebrew); [Naq.] = The Naqa’id o f
Jarir (a medieval Arabic poetic text); [Nbg] = ’an-Nâbigha (Arab p o e t
of the 6th c.); [NicE} = Nicander Epicus (Greek author, 2nd c. BCE);
[NicR] = Nicoloso da Recco (Italian traveller of the 14th. c., his ms. o f
1341 contains data on Gnc); [NihSh] = Nihon shoki  (Old Japanase) ;
[NN] = anonymous Cheremis-Russian dictionary, ms., Nizhni-
Novgorod, 1795; [NQ] = Nuzhatu-’l-qulub  by H >amdullah Qazwîni;
[NR] = Nichû-reki  (Middle Korean); [Nsh.] = Nashwan (Yemenite
Arabic with Himyarite substratum, late 10th and early 11th c.); [NT]
= New Testament  and its translated versions;  [Opp.] = Oppianus
Apamensis (Greek author, 3rd c. CE); [OQ] = The Legend of Oghuz
Qaghan  (Middle Uygur, 13th c.); [Or.] = Origenes (Hexapla   with
BHb in Greek script); [OT] = Old Testament  and its t rans la ted
versions; [Pañc.] = Pañcatantra  (Sanskrit);  [Paul.] = Paulus, a Latin
lexicographer quoted by Sextus Pompeus Festus; [Plin.] = Plinius; [Plt.]
= Plautus; [Pœn.] = Pœnulus   by Plautus; [Pol.] = Polybios (Greek
author; 2nd c. BCE); [PP] = Middle Mongolian Monuments in h >P‘ags-pa
Script; [Praen.] = Fibula Praenestina  (Old Latin, 5th c. BCE);  [Psh.] =
Peshitta  [Syriac translation of the OT and the NT]; [Qam.] = al-Qâmûs
, an Arabic dictionary by al-Fîrûzâbâdî (14th-15th c.);  [QB] =
Qutadghu Bilig  (Old Turkic); [Qr.] = ’al-Qur’a \n, Koran; [Rabg.] =
Rabghûzî  (Middle Turkic, 14th c.; quoted after Grøn. R, Cl., and Rdl.);
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[Rh.] = Rhianus Epicus (Greek author, 3rd c. BCE); [RJ] = Ruiju
Meigishe (Middle Japanese vocabulary); [Rm] = Ramayana
(Sanskrit); [RV] = Rig-Veda (Old Indian); [S] = Mongolun Niuca
Tobca’an (Secret History of Mongols) †(Middle Mongolian); [San.] =
Sanglax (a Chaghatay-Persian dictionary, 18th c.); [SB] = Le Mystère
de Sainte-Barbe (Middle Breton); [SB] = Satapatha-Brahmana (Old
Indian);  [ ] = Scholia, early Greek grammarians’s
remarks\comments on Homerus; [SG] =  Sankt-Gallen Vocabulary
(OHG); [SMD] = Sino-Mongolian documents of the late 14th cen t .
(after Haen. SMD); [Sph.] = Sappho; [StB] = Stephanos Byzantios
(Greek philologist, ≈ 5th c. CE); [Suid.] = Suidas Lexicographus (Greek
philologist, 10th c.  CE); [Supr.] = the Suprasl manuscript (OCS);
[T‘A] = Tâj al-‘ârûs (Arabic dict.,18th c.); [TAG] = Ein türkisch-
arabisches Glossar nach der Leidener Handschrift (hrsg. u n d
erläutert von Martijn Theodor Houtsma); [TF] = Tongki fuqa a q ô
xergen-i bitxe (vocabulary of Pre-Classical Manchu); [Tf.] = MT
Tafsir (interlinear translation of the Qur’an), {acc. to Cl.,
intermediate between OT X and Chg (cf. Bor. T); [Theo.] =
Theocritus (Greek poet, 3rd c. BCE); [1001N] = Thousand and O n e
Nights (Arabic);  [Tos.] = Tosefta (JPA and MHb); [Trg.] = Targûmîm
( , Aramaic translations of the Old Testament); [TrgJ] =
Targum of Jonathan (Jewish Aramaic); [TrgO] = Targum of Onkelos
(Jewish Aramaic); [TrgOJ] = Targum of Onkelos-Jonathan type
(Jewish Aramaic); [TT] = Old Turkic texts from Turfan; [TV] =
Tiberian vocalization of Hebrew; [TZ] = at-Tuh fatu-z-zakîya fî lugati
turkîya (dict. of MT, 15th c.); [UMT] = Uyghur medical texts (ed. b y
G. R. Rachmati); [VC] = Vocabularium Cornicum (Old Cornish);
[Vop.] = Vopadeva (Sanskit); [Vsr.] = Visramiani (Middle Georgian,
12th c.); [VTq.] = Vepxis T'q'aosani by Shota Rustaveli (Middle
Georgian, 12th c.);  [Vulg.] = Vulgata (Latin translation of the Old
and the New Testament, 4th c.); [WCP] = Westcar Papyrus (an Eg
text); [Yajñ.] = Mitaksara, a commentary by Vijñanesvara o n
Yajñavalkya’s Dharmasastra ; [Yg.] = Ahmad b. Mahmud Yughnäki
(Turkic author, 13th c.); [YChPSh] = Yüan-ch’ao pi-shih (Middle
Mongolian; quoted after SM); [Z] = Zirni Manuscript (Middle
Moghol); [Zhr.} = Zuhayr in Ahlwardt's Diwans (Arabic); [ZhY] =
Zhiyuan (y)iyü (MM of the 13th-14th c.; quoted after SM and Iw.).
These indications of the source follow the language name.
Books of the Old Testament & the New Testament (and their
translated versions) are quoted with generally accepted




[Rh.] = Rhianus Epicus (Greek author, 3rd c. BCE); [RJ] = Ruiju
Meigishe (Middle Japanese vocabulary); [Rm] = Ramayana
(Sanskrit); [RV] = Rig-Veda (Old Indian); [S] = Mongolun Niuca
Tobca’an (Secret History of Mongols) †(Middle Mongolian); [San.] =
Sanglax (a Chaghatay-Persian dictionary, 18th c.); [SB] = Le Mystère
de Sainte-Barbe (Middle Breton); [SB] = Satapatha-Brahmana (Old
Indian);  [ ] = Scholia, early Greek grammarians’s
remarks\comments on Homerus; [SG] =  Sankt-Gallen Vocabulary
(OHG); [SMD] = Sino-Mongolian documents of the late 14th cen t .
(after Haen. SMD); [Sph.] = Sappho; [StB] = Stephanos Byzantios
(Greek philologist, ≈ 5th c. CE); [Suid.] = Suidas Lexicographus (Greek
philologist, 10th c.  CE); [Supr.] = the Suprasl manuscript (OCS);
[T‘A] = Tâj al-‘ârûs (Arabic dict.,18th c.); [TAG] = Ein türkisch-
arabisches Glossar nach der Leidener Handschrift (hrsg. u n d
erläutert von Martijn Theodor Houtsma); [TF] = Tongki fuqa a q ô
xergen-i bitxe (vocabulary of Pre-Classical Manchu); [Tf.] = MT
Tafsir (interlinear translation of the Qur’an), {acc. to Cl.,
intermediate between OT X and Chg (cf. Bor. T); [Theo.] =
Theocritus (Greek poet, 3rd c. BCE); [1001N] = Thousand and O n e
Nights (Arabic);  [Tos.] = Tosefta (JPA and MHb); [Trg.] = Targûmîm
( , Aramaic translations of the Old Testament); [TrgJ] =
Targum of Jonathan (Jewish Aramaic); [TrgO] = Targum of Onkelos
(Jewish Aramaic); [TrgOJ] = Targum of Onkelos-Jonathan type
(Jewish Aramaic); [TT] = Old Turkic texts from Turfan; [TV] =
Tiberian vocalization of Hebrew; [TZ] = at-Tuh fatu-z-zakîya fî lugati
turkîya (dict. of MT, 15th c.); [UMT] = Uyghur medical texts (ed. b y
G. R. Rachmati); [VC] = Vocabularium Cornicum (Old Cornish);
[Vop.] = Vopadeva (Sanskit); [Vsr.] = Visramiani (Middle Georgian,
12th c.); [VTq.] = Vepxis T'q'aosani by Shota Rustaveli (Middle
Georgian, 12th c.);  [Vulg.] = Vulgata (Latin translation of the Old
and the New Testament, 4th c.); [WCP] = Westcar Papyrus (an Eg
text); [Yajñ.] = Mitaksara, a commentary by Vijñanesvara o n
Yajñavalkya’s Dharmasastra ; [Yg.] = Ahmad b. Mahmud Yughnäki
(Turkic author, 13th c.); [YChPSh] = Yüan-ch’ao pi-shih (Middle
Mongolian; quoted after SM); [Z] = Zirni Manuscript (Middle
Moghol); [Zhr.} = Zuhayr in Ahlwardt's Diwans (Arabic); [ZhY] =
Zhiyuan (y)iyü (MM of the 13th-14th c.; quoted after SM and Iw.).
These indications of the source follow the language name.
Books of the Old Testament & the New Testament (and their
translated versions) are quoted with generally accepted
abbreviations. ( ...) means Psalm (+ number).
ABBREVIATIONS
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OF GRAMMATICAL, PHONOLOGICAL, AND ORTHOGRAPHIS TERMS,
FORMS AND CLASSES OF WORD,
TERMS OF THEIR DERIVATIONAL AND SEMANTIC HISTORY,
AND SIGNS DENOTING RECONSTRUCTIONS ANS HYPOTHESES
Cases: accus. = accusative; abl. = ablative; absl = absolutive case;
adv.c. = adverial case;  all. = allative; ben. = benefactive case; c. r ec t .
= casus rectus; dat. = dative; dir. = directive; erg. = ergative; ess. =
essive; gen. = genitive; ill. = illative ('into'); instr. = instrumentalis;
iness. = inessive; lat. = lative; loc. =  locative; loc.-dir. = locative-
directive; nom. = nominative; obl = oblique case(s), stem of t h e
oblique cases; pred. = predicative (S "stative form"); proc. =
processive (Coll.’s processive, Tepl.’s
meaning 'along with, according to' in Vt) ; prt. = partitive; rect. =
casus rectus (main [unmarked] case); sep. = separative case
('from'); voc. = vocative case, word of address.
Person/number/gender (of verbs, possessive suffixes, etc.): 1s = 1
sg., 2s = 2 sg., 3s = 3 sg., 1d = 1 du., 2d = 2 du., 3d = 3 du., 1p = 1
pl., 2p = 2 pl., 3p = 3 pl., 2m = 2 sg. m., 2f = 2 sg. f., 2n = 2 sg. n t r . ,
3m = 3 sg. m., 3f = 3 sg. f., 3n = 3 sg. ntr., 2pm = 2 pl. m., 3pm = 3
pl. m., 3pf = 3 pl. f., 3 pn = 3 pl. ntr.
Verbal patterns (traditionally called "stems" or "forms", Diak.’s
"stirpes" (sg. "stirps"), Hz.’s "degrees", Hb , L , R
) in S, B, Eg, C, Ch: D = D-stirps (D-pattern) (II form, Pi“el,
fa“ala), Dt = DT-stirps (D-stirps with a infix), G = G-stirps (Qal,
fa‘ala), Gt , GT = Gt-stirps (with a infix, ifta‘ala), Gtn = the Ak Gtn-
stirps (with the infix , cf. Sd. GAG § 91), Hoph = Hoph‘al; I =
Jo.’s "simple (b) stem" (passive\intransitive?) in SES (Mh pf.  /
subj. 'be broken', Jb C  (< ] / id.,  /
'shiver wuh fear', Hrs / 'appear, shine', Sq
passive {Ls.} ), M = M-stirps in B, N = N-stirps (Niph‘al,
’infa‘ala), L = lengthened stirps (Ar fa:‘ala), Po = Po‘el, Pol = Polel, Pu
= Pu‘al, S = S-stirps (causative) (in B, Eg, C, and Ch); Sh = -stirps
(Hiph‘il, af‘ala, causative) (in S), Sht (= t ) = t-stirps (Ar X f o r m
istaf‘ala and the corresponding SS stirps), T = T-stirps (a G -stem
with the prefix T), TD = TD-stirps (a D -stem with the prefix T, H b
hitpa“el, Aram ’itpa“el, Ar stirps V: tafa“ala) in S; TL = TL-stirps ( t h e
Arabic stirps VI: tafa:‘ala). The forms in brackets (… / …) following
the roots of the WS lgs (G -stem) are the perfective aspect (3m sg.)
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and the imperfective (stem of 1s, 2m, 3m, 3f, 1p), e.g. Ar √ktb
(kataba / -ktubu) = Ar √ktb (pf. kataba /  ipf. -ktubu). In Gz and SES
the quoted forms in brackets are pf. an sbjn. In Ak the form i n
brackets is the infinitive.
Abbreviations of other terms: aadj. = attributive form o f
adjectives (Gmc. "strong declination of adj."); ab = term of abuse;
abf. = autobenefactive, autobenefactivizing (form of verbs); abs. =
status absolutus, (of pronouns) absolute pronoun; acc. = according;
accus. = accusative; acp. = active participle; act. = active voice; ac t .
prtc. = active participle; adj. = adjective; AdS  = additional source ( i f
a root\word in a descending lge. goes back t o
coalescence\contamination of two etymological sources: a main o n e
and an additional one); adv. = adverb; alt. = alternative; alt. hyp. =
an alternative hypothesis; A M  (in Bibliography) = anno mundi (years
of the Jewish Calendar); amb - a word\root is ambiguous, i.-e. m a y
have two (or more) different etymologies; anim. = animate (gender) ;
ann. = status annexus (in B); aor. = aorist (including H.-P. Müller’s
Eblaitic "Kurzform der Präformativkonjugation"); aor. inf. =
infinitive of aorist; ap. = active participle; arc =  archaic;† as. =
assimilation, resulting from assimilation; asp. = aspirate, aspirated;
ass. = assimilative, assimilatory; ass. infl. = assimilatory influence;
at. = attributive; att. = attested (e.g. "FU [att. in Z]" = "FU [attested i n
Z only]"); attr. = attributive (e.g. attributive forms of numerals a n d
adjectives); aubf. = autobenefactive; augm. = augmentative; aut. p r n .
= autonomous (independent) personal pronoun (p ronomina
separata, such as IE *tu2 and S *?an-ta  'thou'); aux. = auxiliary; aux. v.
= auxiliary verb; b  = bookish; ben. = benefactive (form of verbs); b f .
= back formation (back derivation); bfs. = back formations; caus. =
causative; caus.-rf. = causative-reflexive; cd. = c o m p o u n d
form\word, compositum; cds. = compound words \ fo rms ,
composita; ce.  = 'copyist’s error, misspelling'; cf. = confer; ch = a
word used by\with chuldren; cj. = conjugation class (= Pr.’s and Fc.’s
"conjugaison"); cmpr. = comparative degree; cn. = a conjecture;
cngt. = connegative (the verbal form used with neg. aux. verbs in t h e
Sm lgs.); cnj. = conjunctive; cnjc. = conjunction; cns. = consonant ;
cnss. = consonants; coll. = collective, nomen collectivum; com. =
genus communis, common gender (⇔  ntr.); conat. = conative
(derived verb); coop. = cooperative (derived verbs); corr. =
(etymological) corespondence (e.g. sound correspondence); corrs. =
correspondences; cp. = compare; cs. = status constructus; ctx. =
context form; d. = derivative, derived word, derived stem, der ived
(from); ∆  = dialectal; dadj. = "definite" (pronominalized) adjective
(in Blt and Sl); ddn. = distance-deictically neutral (i.e. deixis wi thout
the distance opposition hic ↔  iste  ↔  ille  [proximal   ↔  in termediate
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↔  distal]); deglott. = deglottalization; dem. = demonstrative; d -emp.
= de-emphatization, de-emphatized variant; dem. prn. =
demonstrative pronoun; denom. = denominative; der. (= d.) =
derivative; dev. = deverbal, deverbative; df. = definite form, s ta tus
determinatus; df. art. = definite article; dial. = dialectal, referring t o
a dialect or dialects of the repective lge.; dict. = dictionary; dim. ,
dimin. = diminutive; dir. = directive (case, pre-\post-position); dis. =
dissimilation, resulting from dissimilation; dl. = dialect; dls. =
dialects; ds. = derived words, derived stems, derivatives; du. = dual;
dur. = durative (verb); ∈  = 'a kind of' (used in semantic definitions if
the exact specific meaning of the word\stem is unknown); em. =
status emphaticus; emph. = emphatic; encl. = enclitic; end = term o f
endearment (Kose-wort\form); err. - "erroneous, -ly" (in mentioning
papers\opinion of scholars); err. φ = "erroneous, -ly for phonet ic
reasons"; esp. = especially; et. = etymology; et al. = et alia, a n d
others; etl. = etymologic(al); ευφ. = euphemism, replacement of a
tabooed word; ev. = evidence; excl. = exclusive; ex. gem. =
expressive genination; ext. = a root extension (Wurzelerweiterung,
determinant, élargissement de la racine); +ext. , + ext. = with a r o o t
extension; exts. = root extensions; +exts. = with root extensions; f. =
feminine, female; ƒ  = folkloric; Fcj. = conjugation class (according t o
Foucauld); fem. = feminine; ffd. = "for further details see …"; folk-
etl. = folk-etymological; frq. = frequentative, frequentativity; ft. =
future; fts. = "future-tense stem", stem of the future tense (e.g. i n
Dravidian); G = a glossa, attested in ancient\medieval grammatical
or philological treatises only, rather than in actual usage in texts;
[g] = a glossa, attested in ancient\medieval glossaries; gem. =
gemination, with a geminated cns.; ger. = gerund; gl. = glottalized;
gmc. = geminated consonant; +gmc., + gmc. = geminated initial cns .
of the following word (as in the df. art. in Hb); gmc+ = geminated
final cns. of the preceding morph; gr. = grade of the IE and Sl
apophony (e-gr. = *e-grade; o-gr. = *o-grade; O-gr. = zero-grade; L-
gr. = lengthening-grade; R-gr. = reduction-grade); hab., habit. =
forme d’habitude (in B); hier., hier. *'…' = a picture of … used a s
phonetic character (in Eg script); hist = a word referring to r e m o t e
past, to history, denoting an object that does not exist to-day; h.l. =
hapax legomenon; hon = honorific; hpc. = hypocoristic (form o f
endearment); hpl. = haplological contraction; hyp. = hypothesis,
hypothetic; i  - ideophonic root (including "nursery words"
[Lallwörter]); id. - idem (the same meaning); id. - word o f
ideophonic function\structure (albeit not necessarily of ideophonic
origin); imprs. = impersonal; imv. = imperative; inanim. = inanimate;
inch. = inchoative (verb); incl. = [1] inclusive (p ronouns ,
pronominal forms), [2] "including" (used, inter alia, in references t o
indicate acceptable parts of colleagues’ genetic comparisons while
rejecting other parts of their comparisons as unconvincing o r
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erroneous); indc. = indicative mood; indf. = indefinite, indefinite
form, status indeterminatus (as in Arabic); inf. = infinitive; infl. =
influence; inj. = injunctive mood; instr. = instrumentalis, t h e
meaning of the instrumental case; int., intens. = intensive (der ived
verb); intercons. = interconsonantic; interr. = interrogative;
intervoc. = intervocalic; intr. = intransitive; invar. = invariable; ip. =
imperfective (aspect); ipf. = imperfect (tense); irreg. = irregular(ly),
an irregular phonetic change; if = ideophon (a word belonging t o
the grammatical class of ideophons); iter. = iterative (verb); ix. =
infix; js. = jussive; k. (in semantic definitions) = kind, k  = k´t3i2b3
(written version of BHb & BAr at variance with the tradit ional
reading); λ = L  = a lexical item in traditional dictionaries (not f o u n d
in texts); lc. = local (a word of local usage); l.c. = loco citato; Lcj. =
conjugation class (according to Lanfry); lge. = language; L-gr. =
lengthening grade (Dehnstufe) of the IE apophony; lgs. = languages;
lit. = literally; Ll. = (going back to) a Lallwort, a nursery word; loc. =
locative; loc.-dir. = locative-directive; lr. = laryngeal; lrs. =
laryngeals; lt. = loan translation; m. = masculine; µ = resulting f r o m
morphological restructuring; md. = medium (middle) voice; med. =
term of medicine; µν  = metonymy; mom. = momentaneous (verb) ;
mp. = medio-passive voice; mrf. = multiple reference form (cf. Hw.
A 160); msd. = masdar; µφ  = metaphore, metaphoric usage; mt. =
metathesis, resulting from metathesis; mte. = metathesis o f
emphaticity (shift of the glottalic or emphatic articulation, e.g. t..k' >
t'...k); n (in 1n, 2n, 3n) = neuter gender; N. = noun (in s t ruc tura l
formulas); n. = noun; n. abstr. = nomen abstractum, abstract noun ;
n. act. = nomen actionis; n-a act. (= nomina act.) = nomina actionis;
n. ag. = nomen agentis; n-a ag. (= nomina ag.) = nomina agentis; n .
coll. = nomen collectivum, nomina collectiva; neg. = negative; neg. v.
= negative verb ('do not'); n. gener. - nomen genericum; n. l. =
nomen loci, nomina loci, place-name(s) (toponym[s]); n.-p. = n o n -
past (present-future); n. pr. = nomen proprium, nomina propria; n r .
= narrative tense\aspect; ntr. = neuter gender; o = an onomatopoe ic
word\root; o€ = secondary onomatopoeic associations; obcj. =
objective conjugation (indicating grammatical categories of t h e
object); obj. = object; obl. = oblique case(s), oblique; obx. =
pronominal suffix of object ('me', 'him', etc.) following a verb; ol. =
verbs of the oligochronic subaspect (Aktionsart) (e.g., R
pobegat∆ 'run for a while'); π  = poetical, used predominantly i n
poetry; p. = preterite, past; paus. = pausal form; pc. = particle; p.c. =
personal commnication (in bibliographical references); Pcj. =
conjugation class (according to Prasse); pcv. = prefix-conjugated
verb (a verb with prefixes marking person-number-gender) (in C);
pcvs. = prefix-cojugated verbs; pers. = person, personal; pf. =
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perfective (aspect), perfect; pf. c., pf. cons.x = pe r fec tum
consecutivum (wayyiqtol in Hb); pfc. = perfect(ive) (tense) (as in L
and Gmc, "passé accompli", Past Indefinite); pfv. = perfective aspect ;
ph. unr. = phonetically unreliable; pl. = plural; pl. obj. = verbal f o r m
referring to several objects'; plrt. = pluralitative, plurality verbs
(referring to many objects\subjects, as R ponabral, mër); pl. t. =
pluralis tantum; p. n. (= n. pr.) = proper noun, nomen propr ium' ;
poss. = possessive; poss. prn(s). = possessive pronoun(s); pos tcons .
= postconsonantal; postnom. = postnominal; postp. = postposit ion;
postvoc. = postvocalic; pp. = passive participle (including Gk "verbal
adj." with -to1ß); ppa. = pronominal possessive affix (suffix or prefix)
and pronominal affix of pre-\postpositions; +ppa. = nominal s t e m
(or preposition) preceding pronominal personal affixes (e.g. Hb -
TS6a5 ?is7t- in ?is7≤t-o2 'his wife'); ppas. = possessive pronominal
affixes; p./prs. = preterito-present (as in the Gmc lgs.); p. prtc. =
past participle; pqpf. = plusquamperfect; pradj. = predicative
adjective;  precons. = preconsonantal; pred. = predicative (e.g.
predicative forms of adjectives and numerals (S "stative form") ;
prep. = preposition; pres. = present; pret. = preterite, past; prevoc. =
prevocalic; prm. = primary stem (in S: stem of the pS pf., Eth js., CS
[Hb, Ar, Aram] ip.); prn. = pronoun; prnl. = pronominalized (adj . ,
prn.) (as in Blt and Sl); prob. = probably; procl. = proclitic; progr. =
progressive; progr. as. = progressive assimilation; prohib. =
prohibitive (form, particle); prs. (= pres.) = present; prs.-ft. =
present-future (non-past); prs. indef. = present indefinite ( tense) ;
pr. st. = primary stem of the S verb (pS and WS old pf. and js., CS
ipf., SS sbjn.); prtc. = participle; prtcs. = participles; prts. = p re te r i t
stem; ps. = passive; πo = pseudo-onomatopoeic; ps. cj. = passive
conjugation (in Kartvelian); pv. = preverb; pvs. = preverbs; pwg. =
paratactical word group (Cl.’s "hendiaduoin"); px. = prefix; pxs. =
prefixes; q  = k5´re6  (traditional reading of BHb & BAr deviating f r o m
the written version); qn., qne. = qu’un, qu’une (in French semant ic
definitions) = quelqu’un, quelqu’une; qu., Qu. = quest ionable,
questionably (both in citing etymologies of other scholars and i n
advancing AD’s hypotheses); qual. = qualitative (a verbal form) ( i n
Cpt.); qu. φ = questionable on phonetic grounds; q.v. = quod vide;
q.v. ffd. = quod vide for further details; qw. = unchanging quality
word (= {STM} izobrazitel∆noe slovo); r = rare; √ = root; √  I =
the first cns. of the root; √  II = the second cns. of the root; √  III =
the third cns. of the root;  = found in religious texts (sakra le
Texten) only; rcpr. = reciprocative; rdp. = reduplicat ion,
reduplicated form\stem; rec. = reconstruction; recs. =
reconstructions; reg.  = regular(ly); reg. = regular; a regular phonet ic
change; regr. = regressive; regr. as. = regressive assimilation; rel. =
relative; rel. (= rel. mood) = relative form of verbs (including the pS
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and Ak *-u-mood used in subordinate clauses =  traditionally called
"subjunctive" giving rise to the CS new ipf. >  Ar -u-mood); rel. adj. =
relative adjective; rel. prn. = relative pronoun; res. = resultative; resp
= "language of respect";  rf. = reflexive; rf. prn. = reflexive p ronoun ;
rl. = "royal language" (in Ym); SA = Schwebeablaut; sb. = sub-branch
(in genetic classification of lgs.); sbcj. = subjective conjugation ( t h a t
does not indicate grammatical categories of the object [=
bezob`ektnoe språqenie , Stn.’s "unbestimmte Konjugation"]);
sbjn. = subjunctive; sc. = scilicet, that is'; scv. = suffix-conjugated
verb (with suffixes of person-number-gender); scvs. = suffix-
cojugated verbs;  sd. = semantic derivative (result of semant ic
change); sdl. = subdialect; sds. = semantic derivatives (result o f
semantic change); s.e. = status emphaticus; σε = synecdoche; sec. o
= secondary onomatopoeic assiciations; sem. unr. = semantically
unreliable; sg. = singular; sim. = similar; snglt. = singulative (name o f
one object, nomen unitatis ↔ n. coll.); s/obcj. = subjective-objective
conjugation (the verbal form indicates grammatical categories b o t h
of the subject & of the object [= ob`ektnoe språqenie , Stn.’s
"bestimmte Konjugation"]); spec. = specially; sprl. = superlative
degree; srf. = singulative reference form (cf. Hw. A 161); srv. =
survives … (e.g. "S [srv. in Ar]" = "S [survives in Arabic]"); ssd. =
subsubdialect; st. abs. (= abs.) = status absolutus; st. idt. = s ta tus
indeterminatus; st. det. (= df.) = status determinatus; st. pron. =
status pronominalis (e.g. Hb. b´n- in in%B6 b´≤nï 'my son'); st. r. =
status rectus (in Ak); stt. = stative form of the verb (Ak permansive,
Eg, Cpt qualificative = pseudoparticiple); sttpf. = stative per fec t
(perfect with the meaning of stative) (in the WS lgs.); subst. =
substantive, having the nature or function of a grammatical
substantive (e.g., of subtantivized forms of numerals or adjectives);
sup. = supinum; sv. = strong verb, i.e. a verb with apophony ( i n
Gmc); s.v. = sub voce; sx. = suffix; sxs. = suffixes; syll. = syllable;
synharm. = synharmonic (due to vowel harmony, referring to vw.
harmony); top. = toponym; {tr.}† = traditional system o f
reconstruction; trad. = traditional (interpretation, t ranscr ipt ion,
etc.); trans. = transitive; trans. cj. = transitive conjugation ( i n
Kartvelian); UA  = Uralo-Altaic regional word; unc = unceremonious
style (used among close friends, with children, etc.); unc. =
unconvincing, unconvincingly (on etymologies of other scholars) ;
unc. et. = unconvincing etymology; unc.  σ = unconvincing o n
semantic grounds;  unc. φ - unconvincing on phonetic grounds; unc -
ly = unconvincingly; unj. = unjustified; unj. φ - unjustified o n
phonetic grounds; unk. voc. = unknown vocalization, with unknown
vowels; unt. = untenable, -ly (in etymologies of other scholars); us. =
usually; uv. = uvular; v. = verb; v. ps. = verbum passivum (passive
voice); v. st. = verb of state (glagol sostoåniå); vb. clc. = verbal
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collocation (a word group with functions and meaning of a verb) ;
vb. n. = verbal noun, masdar; var. = variant; vd. = voiced; vi. =
intransitive verb; vl = vulgar; vl. = (plain) voiceless; voc. = vocative,
vocative form; vr. = verbum reflexivum; vt. = transitive verb; vw. =
vowel; w = see; WL = women’s language; wv. = weak verb, i.e. a ve rb
without apophony (in Gmc); WW  = Wanderwort; ?µ - a
morphologically doubtful connection (the derivation is not c lear ,
the root structure is deviant, etc.); ?σ - a doubtful connection ( f o r
semantic reasons); ??σ - a highly doubtful connection (for semant ic
reasons); ?σµ - a word of doubtful semantic interpretation; ??σφ - a
highly doubtful connection (for semantic and phonetic reasons);  ?φ
- a phonetically doubtful connection; ??φ - a highly doubtfu l
connection (for phonetic reasons); ↑ = high style; ↓ = non-s tandard;
† = obsolete; ÿ  = 'derived from'; Ï  = 'whence a derivative'; π =
'borrowed from, a loan from';ı = 'whence a borrowing'; ‘ =
semantic change (a ‘ b = 'a  changed to b ') ; “ = semantic change
(a “ b = 'a  results from semantic change of b '); × - contaminat ion
(merger) of roots, stems, or words (a × b = 'a  contaminated
[merged] with b '); ≈ , ± = 'approximately' (on the reconst ruct ions
and the meaning of reconstructed roots\words). Roman figures i n
small caps (with or wihout addition of BC or AD) denote the century:
XIII means "the 13th c.", VI AD = "the 6th c. AD". Roman figures
preceded by ≥  mean "from … cent. on" (e.g. ≥XIII = "from the 1 3 t h
cent. on").
The sign ∫ (preceding the symbol of the source, within {}-brackets)
means "in X's notation" (e.g. {∫Bz}, {∫IS}, {∫SDM94}. The sign †
(preceding the symbol) means "according to X’s theory, hypothesis"
(e.g. {†SDM94}, {†Hel.}, {†Rsl.}); {†pAD} means "according to AD’s
hypothesis about the prosodic origin of some proto-Turkic
ascending diphthongs". The sign ∂  (before the symbol of the sou rce )
indicates that the transcription of the author in question is indicated
with Dolgopolsky’s modification (interpretation).
On semantic designation for subfamilies (or sub-sub-families)
of languages. If the semantic definition of a word or a root is
indicated with the proto-form only, it means that it is preserved i n
all descendant languages mentioned in the entry; e.g. "pCh *tab'V
'mud' >  WCh: Hs ta~b'o@, Gw to~bo » Bl teb'b'i, Ngm ndE~b'i~ » Ngz ta~b'o! » Cg
nda@b'a!kYa@n, Kry ta!b'a~ku@, Sir t‰~b'‰~hi!, Mbr nda~b'a!ku@, Dir a~tu!b'a~ku~ » Kir
ndo~p or õdo~p, Plc nduw‰p or õduw‰p, Dw ndw´p, i.e. õdW‰!p o r
n=!dW‰!p »» CCh: Tr: Pdl t‰~bdi~, Hw ta~bu~ra~, G’nd t‰pta, Gbn t‰!pta~, Boka
t‰!pt‰~ » McHigi: FlM dU~bu~ » Ktk {Nw.} ndab'e »» ECh: Tmk du~bo@, Nd D
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d‰~bya~" = "pCh *tab'V 'mud' >  WCh: Hs ta~b'o@ id. (ı Ngz ta~b'o!), Gw
to~bo id. » Bl teb'b'i id.", etc.
Abbreviations and signs within semantic definitions: anyth. =
anything, bc. = become, esp. = especially, smb. = somebody, so. =
someone, somebody; sth. = something; th. = thing; \ = or, as well a s
(between alternative parts within semantic and grammatical
defnitions) (e.g., 'be weak \ soft' = 'be weak, be soft', sx. of du . \ p l .
= sf. of du., sx. of pl., 'some-\any-thing' = 'something, anything'); ≈
= approximately; ∈ = a kind of; us. = usually; '⇑ ' = anaphoric sign
"the meaning of a N word which is identical with t h e
abovementioned meaning of the same root" (in cross-references
within the same entry). In French definitions: ch. = chose, qch. =
quelque chose, qn. = quelqu’un. In German definitions: bes. =
besonders, d. h. = das heißt, etw. = etwas, jem. = jemand(-em, -es) ,
jem-m = jemandem, jems. = jemandes. In Italian definitions: qs. =
qualche cosa. In Latin definitions: pec. = peculiariter (especially).
N. b.∫†If a root\stem of a daughter language family or its branch is
found in two or more etymological entries (due to the merger of N
roots), it is specified (traced up to the level of attested languages) i n
one entry only. In the other entry\entries there is a short re fe rence
note with a siglum "q.v. ffd." (= "see for further details") that re fe rs
the reader to the entry with full information.
Signs denoting reconstructions and hypotheses:
*  - precedes a reconstructed form, word, or morpheme
** - precedes an indirect reconstruction (e.g. internal
recins t ruct ion)
*° - precedes a reconstructed proto-form represented in o n e
branch (of the family) only
* - precedes recinstruction of meanings
• - precedes wrong reconstructions (or those not shared by t h e
present author) or wrong translations of words
⇔ precedes bibliographical indication of opinions that are n o t
shared by the present author
¶ precedes reference to literature concerning t h e
word\morpheme in question in a branch of a language family o r
precedes comments on the morpheme\word in such a branch
¶¶ precedes reference to literature concerning t h e
word\morpheme in question in a language family or p recedes
comments on the morpheme\word in such a family  
˚ precedes reference to literature concerning a proto-Nostrat ic
word (root) or comment on a Nostratic word
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˚ precedes reference to doubtful opinions concerning
etymologies based on long-range relationship of languages
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Br. NÄSE = C. Brockelmann, "Neue ägyptisch-semitische Etymologien".
FsTr   (1938): 143-54.
Br. OTG = C. Brockelmann. Osttürkische Grammatik der islamischen
Litteratursprachen Mitelasiens.  Ld., 1954.
Br. SG = C. Brockelmann. Syrische Grammatik.  9th ed. Lpz., 1962.
Br. SS = C. Brockelmann. Semitische Sprachwissenschaft. Lpz., 19O6.
Br. SS2 = C. Brockelmann. Semitische Sprachwissenschaft. 2 ed. B /
Lpz., 1916.
Braidwood AR = R. J. Braidwood, "The agricultural revolution". ScA
CCIII (196O): 13O-52.
Brand. GS = Wilhelm Brandenstein.. Griechische Sprachwissensch†d M
HAP = W. Brandenstein & M. Mayrhofer. Handbuch des Altpersischen.
Wb., 1964.
Brands SWT = H. W. Brands. Studien zum Wortbestand d e r
Türksprachen.  Ld., 1973.
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BrauneH GG = W. Braune & K. Helm. Gotische Grammatik.  13th e d .
Halle, 1952.
Bravmann = M. Bravmann. Studies in Semitic Philology. Ld., 1977.
Bray = D. de S. Bray. The Brahui Language. I-II. Delhi, 1986.
Brc. = A. A. Brocket. The Spoken Arabic of Kha\bu\ra on the Ba \t >ina o f
Oman. Manchester, 1985.
Brd. IR = V. Beri˝e (v. beriZe). Sit’q’vis-k’ona imerul da rach’ul
tkmata.  V. M. Beridze. Gruzinsk¡j (k‘art‘sk¡j) glossar¡j po imerskomu i
rach’inskomu govoram".  SPb., 1912.
Brd. ME = V. Beri˝e. Megruli (iveruli) ena. Shesavali da masalebi. I
c’ignis. I nak’veti (= Book I. Part I). Tb., 192O. [The Megrelian lge. I.
Introduction, texts].
Bresciani = Edda Bresciani. Nozioni elementari di grammatica
demotica. Mil., 1986.
Brg. D = K. Brugmann. Die Demonstrativa der indogermanischen
Sprachen. Lpz., 19O4 (= ASGW   XXII, No. 6).
Brg. DK = K. Brugmann. Die distributiven und die kol lekt iven
Numeralia der indogermanischen Sprachen. Lpz., 19O7 (= ASGW  XXV,
No. 5).
Brg. KVG = K. Brugmann. Kurze vergleichende Grammatik d e r
indogermanischen Sprachen. Str., 19O4.
Brg. KVG22 = K. Brugmann. Kurze vergleichende Grammatik d e r
indogermanischen Sprachen. B. / Lpz., 1922.
Brgl. A = Knut Bergsland. Aleut Dictionary. Unangam Tunudgufii .
Fairbanks, Alaska, 1994
Brgl. EA = K. Bergsland, "Comparative Eskimo-Aleut phonology a n d
lexicon". JSFOu LXXX (1986): 63-137.
Brgl. EAL = K. Bergsland, "Eskimo-Aleut languages". NEB  VI (©1974) :
962-4 .
Brgl. EUH = K. Bergsland, "The Eskimo-Uralic hypothesis". JSFOu LXI/2
(1959): 1-29.
Brgl. REU = K. Bergsland, "Reflections on the comparison of Eskimo
and Uralic". TRÜT  CMLV (1978): 279-94.
Brgl. SG = K. Bergsland. Samisk grammatik.  Oslo, 1961.
Brigel GTL = J. Brigel. A Grammar of the Tul >u Language.  Mangalore,
1 8 7 2 .
Bright DEV = William Bright, "The Dravidian enunciative vowel". DPhS
(1975): 11-46.
Bright DS = W. Bright, "The Dravidian scripts". DL  (1998): 4O-71.
Brk. LDK = A. A. Burykin, "K issledovaniju leksiki, svjazannoj s
duxovnoj kul'turoj v altajskix jazykax: ozhidanija i rezul'taty". LTDEK  I
(1984): 65-73.
Brk. SATM = A. A. Burykin, "Drevnejshije substratnyje i adstratnyje
komponenty v leksike tunguso-man'chzhurskix jazykov". LRDIV-84 I
(1984): 2O-3.
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Brk. TMA = A. A. Burykin, "O meste tunguso-man'chzhurskix jazykov
v altaisticheskix issledovanijax". PID  (2OOO): 12-6.
Brl. = P. Mario Borello. Dizionario oromo-italiano.  Hm., 1995.
Brll. VKL = J. Borelli, "Vocabulaire de la langue koullo". EtM  (189O):
449-62 .
Brn. GPh = Alb. van den Branden.  Grammaire phénicienne. Beir.,
1 9 6 9 .
Brn. ITh = A. van den Branden.  Les inscriptions thamoudéennes. Lv. /
Heverlé, 195O.
Brn. TThP = A. van den Branden.  Les textes thamoudéens de Philby. I-
II. Lv., 1956.
Brø. = E. Brønno. Studien über hebräische Morphologie u n d
Vokalismus.   Lpz., 1943.
Bronzi = P. Bronzi. Frammenti di fonologia berbera.  Bol., 1919.
Brosman IHAL = Paul W. Brosman Jr., "Proto-Indo-Hittite Á and t h e
allophones of laryngeals". Lg  XXXIII/1 (1957): 1-18.
Brown TED = Charles Philip Brown. Telugu-English-Nighantu. A Telugu-
English Dictionary. 2nd ed. revised by M. Venkata Ratman, W. H.
Campbell, and K. Veerisalingam Pantulu Garu. ND, 198O.
Brq. AKT = D. Burquest, "Semantic parameters in Angas kinship
terminology". AAL   V, issue 6 (1978).
Brq. AP = D. Burquest, A Preliminary Study of Angas Phonology  ( =
SNL  no. 1). Zr. / Kn., 1971.
Brq. PS = D. Burquest, "The pronoun system of some Chadic
languages". In: PrS (1986): 71-1O1
Brr. CF = Danuel Barreteau, "Comparaison dans le groupe mafa d e s
langues tchadiques (Nord-Cameroun)". PCDLA  (198O): 41-2.
Brr. MG = D. Barreteau. Description du Mofu-Gudur. I-II. P., 1988.
Brr. MGLTch = D. Barreteau, "Le Mofu-Gudur, langue tchadique d u
Nord-Cameroun". AfrM  X/1 (1977): 3-33.
Brr. MN = D. Barreteau, "Aspects de la morphologie nominale e n
mofu-gudur". RPTch  (1978): 95-114.
Brr. PhPHigi = D. Barreteeau, "Phonémique et prosodie en higi". SChAL
(1983): 249-76.
Brr. PMGM = D. Barreteau, "Les pronoms personnels en Mofu-Gudur
et en Masa". GET, 1991.
Brr. SLVMG = D. Barreteau, "Structure du lexème verbal en mofu-
gudur". RPTch  (1978): 115-42.
Brr. VTch = D. Barreteau, "Le vocalisme en tchadique". LCBLTch
(1987): 151-91.
Brr. VTVCCh = D. Barreteau, "Vowel and tonal variations within t h e
consonantal framework of the verbal stem in Central Chadic
languages". SChHS  (1995): 197-228.
BrrB = D. Barreteau & André Brunet. Dictionnaire Mada.  B., 2OOO.
BrrJ VSib = D. Barreteau & H. Jungraithmayr, "Le verbe en sibine".
ChLHSNB  (1982): 192-229.
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Brs. = Marie Félicité Brosset (Marij Ivanovich Brosse), Rapport sur u n
voyage archéologique dans la Géorgie et dans l'Arménie exécuté e n
1847-1848.  VII.  SPb., 1851.   
Brst. = Gotthelf Bergsträsser. Einführung in die semitischen Sprachen.
Mn., 1963.
Brst. M = G. Bergsträsser. Glossar des neuaramäischen Dialekts v o n
MaÆlu\la.  Lpz., 1921 (= AKM  XV, no. 4).
Brtl. = Chr. Bartholomae. Altiranisches Wörterbuch.  Str., 19O4.
Bru. = L. Brunner. Die gemeinsamen Wurzeln des semitischen u n d
indogermanischen Wortschatzes. Bern / Mn., 1969.
Brü. = A. Brückner. S¬ownik etymologiczny je≈zyka polskiego. Wa.,
1 9 5 7 .
Brugn. EAB = Vermondo Brugnatelli, "Deux notes sur l’état d’annexion
en berbère". IHSC 4  (1987): 349-59.
Brugn. EAD = V. Brugnatelli, "L’état d’annexion en diachronie". AAN
(1997): 139-5O.
Brugn. GCSIE = V. Brugnatelli, "Confronti tipologici e storici t r a
costrutti genitivali camito-semitici e indeuropei". A3GCSIE  (1984): 4 2 -
6 4 .
Brugn. SNBO = V. Brugnatelli, "Lo stato dei nomi in b e r b e r o
orientale". ASGM  1984: 4-14.
Brugn. VAB = V. Brugnatelli, "Voyelles et accents dans l’histoire d u
berbère". [Handout for the 1Oth Meeeting of Hamito-Semitic
(Afoasiatic) Linguistics, Florence, April 2OO1].
Brv. BL = A. K. Borovkov. "Bada:'iÆ al-luVat". Slovar’ T>a: :li I:ma:ni:
Geratskogo k sochinenijam Alishera Navoi.  M., 1961.
Brv. T = A. K. Borovkov. Leksika sredneaziatskogo tefsira XII-XIII
vekov.   M., 1963.
Brz. PhFGD = Mary J. Breeze, "Phonological features of Gimira a n d
Dizi". CO  (1988): 475-9O.
Brz. PhGG = M. J. Breeze, "A sketch of the phonology and grammar o f
Gimira (Benchnon)". OmLS  (199O): 1-67.
BS = Burhan Shehidi. Ujghurcha-xenucha-ruscha lughat.  Pk., 1 9 5 3 .
[East Turki- Chinese-Russian dict.]
Bs. E = R. Basset. Études sur les dialectes berbères. P.,1894.
Bs. MOuOuR = R. Basset. Étude sur la Zenatia du Mzab, de Ouargla e t
de l'Oued-Rir'.  P., 1892.
Bs. MS I = R. Basset. Mission au Sénégal. I. Étude sur le dialecte
Zenaga. Notes sur le Hassania. Recherches historiques sur les maures .
P., 19O9.
Bs. NLB I-V = R. Basset, "Notes de lexicographie berbère". [I] JA, s é r .
8, I (1883): 285-342; [II-III] JA,  sér. 8, IV (1885): 518-56 & V (1885) :
148-98; [offprint edited as a book: R. Basset. Notes de lexicographie
berbère.  P., 1885, s.p. (the page numbers quoted in the p resen t
dictionary are  according to the pagination of the offprint rather t h a n
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3O5-464.
Bs. ZOu = R. Basset. Étude sur la Zenatia de l'Ouarsenis et du Maghreb
Central.  P., 1895.
Bsn. = p. Francesco da Bassano. Vocabolario tigray-italiano e
repertorio italiano-tigray.  R., 1918.
Bss. = Marcelin Beaussier. Dictionnaire pratique arabe-français,
contenant tous les mots employés dans l’arabe parlé en Algérie et e n
Tunisie. Nouvelle édition., revue, corrigée et augmentée par M.
Mohammed Ben Cheneb. Algiers, 1958.
Bst. = A. F. L. Beeston. Sabaic Grammar.  Manchester, 1984.
Bst. DSRP = A. F. L. Beeston, "A disputed Sabaic ‘relative’ p ronoun" .
BSOAS  XXXIX (1976): 421-2.
Bst. ESA = A. F. L. Beeston.A Descriptive Grammar of Epigraphic Sou th
Arabian. L., 1962.
Bst. TESAR = A. F. L. Beeston, "Two Epigraphic South Arabian roo ts :
HY‘ and KRB". FsHöf  (1981): 21-34.
BSW Kh = Berhanu Hailu, Sisay Dereje, K. Wedekind, "Khamir - t h e
people [≤ximra] and their language [xim≤t5aNa]", SLLE  XXXIII (1995): 1-3.
BSW KhWL = Berhanu Hailu, Sisay Dereje, K. Wedekind, "The S.L.L.E.
32O item wordlist", SLLE  XXXIII (1995): 3-8. [A wordlist of Hamir]
BT = N. A. Baskakov, T. M. Toshchakova. Ojrotsko-russkij slovar'. M.,
1 9 4 7 .
Bt. = O. Böhtlingk. Sanskrit-Wörterbuch in kürzerer Fassung. I-VII.
SPb., 1879-1889.
BU = Ismail AvcÈ Bucaklisçi, Hasan Uzunhasanog¨lu. Lazuri-turkuli
nenapuna. Lazca-türkçe sözlük. KadÈkoy-Ist., 1999. [Laz-Turkish dict.].
Bu. = A. Z. Budagov. Sravnitel'nyj slovar' turecko-tatarskix narechij. I-
II. SPb., 1869-71.
Bub. IMF = D. V. Bubrikh. Istoricheskaja morfologija finskogo jazyka.
M./Lgr., 1955.
Bub. SShK = D. V. Bubrikh, "Svistjashchije i shipjashchije soglasnyje v
karel'skix dialektax". SVN  II (Sovetskoje finnougrovedenije  ) ( 1948) :
129-59 .
Buch LPhD = Tamara Buch. Lithuanian Phonology in Christian
Donelaitis. Preprint. Haifa, 1974. Mimeographed.
Büchner SG = H. Büchner, "Vokabulare der Sprachen in und um Gava
(Nordnigerien). AÜ  XLVIII (1964): 36-45. [Glanda, Bokwa, Glavda,
Yawotataxa (Gava), Alataghwa, Truade].
Budge = Sir Wallis Budge. An Egyptian Hieroglyphic Dictionary. I-II. L.,
192O. Reprint: NY, 1978.
Budz. = Wanda Budziszewska, "Rdzen; *reu\-  *rou\- w je≈zykach
s¬owian;skich". GsSt  (1983): 137-44.
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Büge TMT = Eugen Büge. Ueber dir Stellung des Tungusischen z u m
Mongolisch-Türkischen. I. Inaugural-Dissertation. Halle, s.a. ( a f t e r
1 8 8 5 ) .
Bugge BA = Sophus Bugge, "Beiträge zur etymologischen Erläuterung
der albanischen Sprache". BB   XVIII (1892): 161-2O1.
BuL = Bu He, Liu Zhaoxiong. Baoan yu jianzhi. Pk., 1982. [Dict. o f
Baoan]
Bulat. = A. K. Bulatovich. S vojskami Menelika II.  Ed. by I. Kacnel'son.
M., 1971. [2nd ed. of Bulat-9OO and two other papers by Bulatovich: O t
Entoto do reki Baro, SPb., 1897, and "Iz Abissinii cherez stranu Kaffa n a
ozero Rudol'fa", IRGO  XXXV/3 (1899): 259-83].  
Bulat.-9OO = A. K. Bulatovich. S vojskami Menelika II. Dnevnik
poxoda iz E†iop¡i k ozeru Rudol'fa. SPb., 19OO.  
Bur. CPDL = T. Burrow.  Collected Papers on Dravidian Linguistics.
Ann., 1968
Bur. DS I = Th. Burrow, "Dravidian studies. I". BSOS IX (1937-9): 7 1 1 -
22. Reprint: Bur. CDP: 1-17 (subtitle: "Convertibility of surds a n d
sonants") .
Bur. DS II = Th. Burrow, "Dravidian studies. II. Notes on t h e
interchange of short o  and e with i and u in South Dravisian". BSOAS X
(194O-2): 289-97. Reprint: Bur. CDPL: 18-32.
Bur. DS III = Th. Burrow, "Dravidian studies. III. Two developments o f
initial k  in Dravidian". BSOAS  XI (1945-6): 122-39. Reprint: Bur. CDPL:
32-64 .
Bur. DS IV = Th. Burrow, "Dravidian studies. IV. The body i n
Dravidian and Uralian". BSOAS  XI (1945-6): 328-56. Reprint: Bur.
CDPL: 65-112.
Bur. DS V = Th. Burrow, "Dravidian studies. V. Initial y- and n%- i n
Dravidian". BSOAS   XI (1945-6): 595-616. Reprint: Bur. CDPL: 113-49.
Bur. DS VI = Th. Burrow, "Dravidian studies. VI. The loss of initial c/s
in South Dravidian". BSOAS  XII (1947-8): 132-47. Reprint: Bur. CDPL:
15O-77.
Bur. DS VII = Th. Burrow, "Dravidian Studies. VII. Further Dravidian
words in Sanskrit". BSOAS  XII (1947-8): 365-96. Reprint: Bur. CDPL:
178-235 .
Bur. NLBL = Th. Burrow, "A new look at Brugmann's law". BSOAS
XXXVIII (1975): 55-8O.
Bur. PDr = Th. Burrow, "The treatment of Primitive Dravidian -r›- i n
Kurukh and Malto", FsEm  (1968): 62-9.
Bur. rBloch = Th. Burrow, rev. of Bloch S. BSOAS   XII (1947): 253-5.
Bur. RFL = Th. Burrow, "A reconsideration of Fortunatov's law".
BSOAS XXXVI (1973): 531-45.
Bur. S = T. Barrou. Sanskrit. M., 197O (transl. of Bur. SL)
Bur. SL = Th. Burrow. The Sanskrit Language. 2nd ed. L., 1959.
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Burch. AFEÄ = M. Burchardt. Die altkanaanäischen Fremdwörter u n d
Eigennamen im Ägyptischen. I-II. Lpz., 19O9-1O.
Buti FT = Gian Gabriella Buti, "The family and the tribe. Remarks o n
Indo-European social setting". StIGW   (1987): 9-2O.
BV = A. M. Balandin, M. P. Vakhrusheva. Mansijsko-russkij slovar' s
leksicheskimi paralleljami iz juzhno-mansijskogo (kond inskogo)
dialekta.  Lgr., 1958.
BV MJ = A. M. Balandin, M. P. Vakhrusheva. Mansijskij jazyk .
Uchebnoje posobije dlja pedagogicheskix uchilishch.  Lgr., 1957.
Bv. = V. P. Berkov (with assistance of A:rni Bo;ƒvarsson). Islandsko-
russkij slovar'.  
BW = Oscar Bloch, Walther von Wartburg. Dictionnaire é tymologique
de la langue française. 5th ed. P., 1968.
BY = ’Elî‘ezer Ben-Yëhûdah (eduei-Nb rzoila). Millôn ha-láshôn ha-
Æivrît ha-yëshánáh wë-ha-xa ¨dásháh. Thesaurus totius hebraitatis e t
veteris et recentioris. I-VIII. NY / L., 1959 (reprint).
By. = M. A. Bailly. Dictionnaire grec-français.  Rédigé avec l e
concours de M. E. Egger. 9me éd. revue. P., s.a.
Bykonja ENSS = Valentina Bykonja, "Die Entstehung der Numeralien i n
den samojedischen Sprachen". CIFU 8  (1995) II: 25.
Bynon IRBV = J. Bynon, "The internal reconstruction of Berber vowels
and semivowels". IHSC 2  (1978): 293-9.
Bz. = Johannes Benzing. Die tungusischen Sprachen.  Wb., 1956 ( =
AWL , Jg. 1955, No. 11).
Bz. B = J. Benzing, "Das Baschkirische". PhTF   I (1959): 421-33.
Bz. BT = J. Benzing. Bolgarisch-tschuwaschische Studien. Ed. by C.
Schönig. Wb., 1993.
Bz. ChW = J. Benzing. Chwaresmischer Wortindex.  Wb., 1983.
Bz. HB = J. Benzing, "Das Hunnische, Donaubolgarische u n d
Wolgabogarische (Sprachreste)". PhTF   I (1959): 685-95.
Bz. K = J. Benzing, "Das Kumükische". PhTF   I (1959): 391-4O6.
Bz. Tsch. = J. Benzing, "Das Tschuvassische". PhTF   I  (1959) 695-751.
Bz. TschF = J. Benzing, "Tschuwaschische Forschungen. I. Das
Possessivsuffix der 3. Person. II. Tschuwaschisches r = alttürkisches D".
ZDMG   XCIV/3 (194O).
BzM CTL = J. Benzing, K. H. Menges, "Classification of the Turkic
languages". PhTF   I (1959): 1-1O.
Ç I, II = Eqrem Çabej, "Studime rreth etimologjisë së gjuhës shqipe. A -
O", in: Ç SGj I (1986): 26-39O; "Studime rreth etimologjisë së gjuhës
shqipe. P - Zh", in: Ç SGj II (1986): 5-332.
Ç A = E. Çabej, "Das Albanische und seine Nachbarsprachen". Spr
XIII/1 (1967): 39-51.
C E = Enrico Cerulli, "Etiopico". LSPF  (1961): 139-59.
Ç GjE = E. Çabej, "Gjurmime etimologjike të reja në fushë të shqipes",
in: Çabej SGj II (1986): 333-5O4.
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Ç HH = E. Çabej. Hyrje në historinë e gjuhës shqipe. Fonetika his torike
e shqipes.  Psh., 197O. [Introduction to the history of Albanian.
Historical phonology].
Ç MB = E. Çabej. "Meshari" i Gjon Buzukut.  Tiranë, 1968.
C PhS = E. Cerulli, "Quelques notes sur la phonologie du somali".
GLECS IV (1948): 53-7.
C RMC = E. Cerulli, "La racine monosyllabique (consonne + voyelle o u
voyelle seule)". GLECS  III (1938): 33-8.
C S = E. Cerulli, "Note su alcune popolazioni Sida\ma dell'Abissinia
meridionale. I. I Sidama Orientali". RSO  X (1925): 597-692.
C SE = E. Cerulli. Studi etiopici. I-IV. R., 1936-195O.
Ç SGj = E. Çabej. Studime gjuhësore.  I-VIII. Psh., 1986-8. [Studies i n
Albanian linguistics]
C SO = E. Cerulli, "Note su alcune popolazioni Sida\ma\ dell'Abissinia
meridionale. II. I Sida \ma \ dell'Omo \". RSO   XII (1929-3O): 1-7O.
Cabolov IFKurdJ = R. L. Cabolov. Ocherk istoricheskoj fonet ik i
kurdskogo jazyka.  M., 1976.
CAD = The Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental Institute of t h e
University of Chicago. Vol. I-… Ch. / Gl., 1956-…
Cadi = Kaddour Cadi. Système verbal rifain. Forme et sens linguistique
tamazight (Nord-Marocain).  P., 1987.
Caf. AID = A. Caferog¨lu. Anadolu illeri ag¨ÈzlarÈndan derlemeler. Van,
Bitlis, Musç, Karako≥/se, Eskisçehir, Bolu ve Zonduldak illeri ag¨ÈzlarÈ. Ist.,
1951. [Anatolian Turkish dialects: Van, Bitlis, etc.].
Caf. AL = A. Djaferoglu, "Aza/rbajg]anische Lieder «Bajaty» in d e r
Mundart von Ga/ng]a/ nebst einer sprachlichen Erklärung". MSOS-2  XXXII
(1929) 55-79, XXXIII (193O) 1O5-29.
Caf. An = A. Caferog¨lu. Anadolu illeri ag¨ÈzlarÈndan toplamalar.
Kastamonu, CankÈrÈ, Corum, Amasya, Nig¨de ilbalÈklarÈ ag¨Èzlar, kalaycÈ
argosu ve Geygelli Y/u/ru/klerinin Gizli dili. Ist., 1943. [Anatolian Turkish
dialects: Kastamonu, Cankiri, etc.]
Caf . ARD = A. Caferog¨lu, "Die anatolischen und rumelischen
Dialekte". PhTF I 239-6O.
Caf. GDI = A. Caferog¨lu. Gu/ney-Dog¨u illerimiz ag¨ÈzlarÈndan toplamalar.
Malatya, Ela[zÈg¨, Tunceli, Gaziantep ve Marasç vila[yetleri ag¨ÈzlarÈ. Ist.,
1945. [SE dialects of the Turkish lge.].  
Caf. KDI = A. Caferog¨lu. Kuzey-Dog¨u illerimiz ag¨ÈzlarÈndan toplamalar.
Ordu, Giresun, Trabzon, Rize ve yo/resi ag¨ÈzlarÈ. Ist., 1946. [NE dialects
of the Turkish lge.].   
Caf. OA = A. Caferog¨lu. Orta-Anadolu ag¨ÈzlarÈndan toplamalar. Nig¨de,
Kayseri, KÈrsçehir, Yozgat, Ankara vila[yetleri ile Afsçar, SacçÈkaralÈ ve
Karakoyunlu uruklarÈnÈn ag¨ÈzlarÈ. Ist., 1948. [Turkish dialects of Eastern
Anatolia].
CafDA = A. Caferog¨lu†& G. Doerfer, "Das Aserbeidschanische". PhTF  I
28O-3O7.
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Caït. = C. Caïtucoli. Lexique masa.  P. / Yaounde, 1983.
Caït. STM = C. Caïtucoli, "Schèmes tonales et morphologie du ve rbe
en masa". RPTch  (1978): 67-88.
Cal. = F. Calice. Grundlagen der ägyptisch-semitischen
Wortvergleichung. W.,1936.
Cald. = R. Caldwell. A Comparative Grammar of the Dravidian o r
South-Indian Family of Languages. 3rd. rev. ed. L., 1913.
Campanile AIE = Enrico Campanile, "Antichità indoeuropee". LIE
(1993): 19-44.
Campbell CWL = G. L. Campbell.Compendium of the World’s
Languages. I-II. L. / NY, 1991.
Campbell IB =  G. L. Campbell. "Is it believeable?: Nostratic a n d
Linguistic palaeontology in methodological perspective". SNM  (1998).  
Carn. DE = Albert Carnoy. Dictionnaire étymologique du proto-indo-
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Dk. SHL = I. M. Diakonoff. Semito-Hamitic Languages.  M., 1965.
Dk. SXJ = I. M. D'jakonov. Semitoxamitskije jazyki.  M., 1965.
Dk. XAU = I. M. D'jakonov, "Drevnexanaanejskij, amorejskij ,
ugaritskij". JAA IV/1 (1991): 122-55.
Dk. XUJ = I. M. Diakonoff, "Xurritskij i urartskij jazyki". JAA III
(1979): 5O-78.
DKim = Dongso Kim. A Comparative Phonology of the Korean a n d
Tungus Languages. Taegu (Korea), 1981  [in Korean].
DkK ACHSED = I. M. Diakonoff & L. E. Kogan, "Addenda a n d
corrigenda to “Hamito-Semitic Comparative Dictionary” by V. Orel a n d
O. Stolbova". ZDMG  CXLVI/1 (1996): 25-38.
DkK STKSS = I. Diakonoff & L. Kogan, "Semitic terms of kinship a n d
social sphere". FsJ   (1991).
DkMPS OAFS = I. M. D'jakonov, A. Ju. Militarev, V. Ja. Porkhomovskij,
O. V. Stolbova, "Obshcheafrazijskaja fonologicheskaja sistema". AIJ
(1987): 9-29.
DkMPS PAR = I. M. Diakonoff, A. Militarev, V. Porkhomovsky, O.
Stolbova, "On the principles of Afrasian phonological reconstruct ion".
SPJA  I (1993): 7-15.
DkN = I. M. Diakonoff, V. P. Neroznak. Phrygian.  Delmar, N.Y., 1985,
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DkP PAR = I. M. D'jakonov, V. Ja. Porkhomovskij,  "O principax
afrazijskoj rekonstrukcii". BalcLI  (1979): 72-84.
DkS HU = I. Diakonoff, S. Starostin. Hurro-Urartian as an Eastern
Caucasian Language. Mn., 1986.
DkS XUVK = I. M. D'jakonov, S. A. Starostin, "Xurrito-urartskije i
vostochnokavkazskije jazyki". DVES  (1988): 164-2O7.
Dl. = Jean-Marie Dallet. Dictionnaire kabyle-français.  P., 1982.
Dl. DFK = J.-M. Dallet. Dictionnaire français-kabyle. P., 1985.
Dl. VK = J.-M. Dallet. Verbe kabyle. I. Formes simples.  FN, 1953.
DLE = A Dictionary of Late Egyptian.  Ed. by Leonard H. Lesko. I-V.
Berk., 1982-9O.
Dlg. MSE = B. O. Dolgikh. Mifologicheskije skazki i istoricheskije
predanija encev.  M., 1961 (TIEMM  LXVI).
Dlh. EM = Jean Delheure, "Étude sur le mozabite". EDB  VI (1989) :
12O-57.
Dlh. M = J. Delheure. Dictionnaire mozabite-français.  P., 1984.
Dlh. Ou = J. Delheure. Dictionnaire ouargli-français. P., 1987.
DLKZ = Dabartine≥s lietuviu≈ kalbos z]odynas. Ed. by J. Balc]ikonis, K.
Korsakas  a.o. Viln., 1954. [Dictionary of Modern Lithuanian].
Dlm. = Gustaf Hermann Dalman.  ÆA 1rûkh hexádásh. Aramäisch-
neuhebräisches Wörterbuch zu Targum, Talmud und Midrasch.  2nd e d .
Fr., 19O1.
Dlm. GJPA = G. Dalman. Grammatik des jüdisch-palästinischen
Aramäisch nach den Idiomen des palästinischen Talmud, d e s
Onkelostargum und Prophetentargum und der jerusalemischen
Targume.  2nd ed.  Lpz., 19O5.
Dlmr. = X. Delamarre. Le vocabulaire indo-européen. Lexique
étymologique thématique.  P., 1984.
DLS CAT = M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, J. Sanmartín. The Cuneiform
Alphabetic Texts from Ugarit, Ras Ibn Hani and Other Places. Münster ,
1995 [enlarged version of DLS KTU].
DLS KTU = M. Dietrich, O. Loretz, J. Sanmartín. Die keilschrift l ichen
Texte aus Ugarit. I. NV, 1976.
Dlz. ChTJ = A. P. Dul'zon, "Chulymsko-tjurkskij jazyk". JN II ( 1966) :
446-66 .
dM = Johannes C. de Moor. The Seasonal Pattern of the Ugaritic M y t h
of Ba‘lu according to the Version of Ilimilku.  NV, 1971.
DM = E. Drower & R. Macuch. Mandaic Dictionary.  L., 1963.
Dm. JBT = L. V. Dmitrijeva. Jazyk barabinskix tatar.  Lgr., 1981.
Dm. JBT-66 = L. Dmitrijeva, "Jazyk barabinskix tatar". JN II ( 1966) :
155-72 .
Dm. NRTAJ = L. Dmitrijeva, "Nazvanija rastenij v tjurkskix i drugix
altajskix jazykax". OSLAJ   (1972): 151-223.
Dm. NRTMTM = L. Dmitrijeva, "Iz etimologij nazvanij rastenij v
tjurkskix, mongol'skix i tunguso-man'chzhurskix jazykax". IEAJ
(1979): 135-91.
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Dm. NTE = L. Dmitrijeva, "Nekotoryje tjurkskije etimologii". JNS ,
vypusk III, Kemerovo,1979.
DMA I = A Dictionary of Moroccan Arabic: Moroccan-English.
Compiled by Thomas Fox and Mohammad Abu-Talib. Ed. by Richard S.
Harrell. Wash., 1966. [Bound together with DMA II, but with s. p.]
DMA II = A Dictionary of Moroccan Arabic: English-Moroccan.
Compiled by Thomas Fox a. o. Ed. by Harvey Sobleman and Richard S.
Harrell. Wash., 1963. [Bound together with DMA I, but with s. p.]
DmG GChJ = N. K. Dmitrijev & S. P. Gorskij, "Kratkij grammaticheskij
ocherk chuvashskogo jazyka". In: RChS (1951): 872-96.
DMiller IERSC = D. G. Miller, "Some theoretical and typological
implicatons of an IE root structure constraint". JIES   V/1: 31-4O.
DMiller VSO = D. G. Miller, Indo-European: VSO, SOV, SVO, or all
three?". Li XXXVII (1975): 31-52.
Dmn. = E. Damman, "Einige Notizen über die Sprache der Sanye
(Kenya)", ZES  XXXV (1949-5O): 227-34 [on Dhl and Or W].
Dmr. = Bardhyl Demiraj. Albanische Etymologien. Amst. / Atlanta,
1 9 9 7 .
Dmt. GBJ = N. K. Dmitrijev. Grammatika bashkirskogo jazyka.  M. /
Lgr., 1948.
Dmt. GKJ = N. K. Dmitrijev. Grammatika kumykskogo jazyka.  M. /
Lgr., 194O.
Dmt. IAS = N. K. Dmitrijev, "K istorii affiksov skazujemosti". ISGTJ II
(1956): 5-15.
Dmt. KCh = N. K. Dmitrijev, "Kategorija chisla". ISGTJ II  (1956): 6 5 -
7 1 .
Dmt. KP = N. K. Dmitrijev, "Kategorija prinadlezhnosti". ISGTJ II
(1956): 22-37.
Dmw. = O. Dempwolff, "Beiträge zur Kenntnis der Sprachen i n
Deutsch-Ostafrika. 1O. Wörter der Sprache von Iraku". ZKS  VII ( 1 9 1 7 ) ,
Heft 4: 3O9-14.
Dmz. SEA = Georges Dumézil, "Séries étymologiques arméniennes".
BSL XLI (1945): 64-9.
Dn. = Karpez Dondua. Materialy dlja svanskogo slovarja. Slovar'
lashxskogo dialekta. Ms.
Dn. DSM = K. D. Dondua, "O dvux suffiksax mnozhestvennosti v
gruzinskom". J M   I (1933): 43-66.
Dn. IE = K. D. Dondua, "Kategorija inkljuziva-ekskljuziva v svanskom i
jejo sledy v drevnegruzinskom". PM  (1939): 134-51.
Dn. MG = K. D. Dondua, "Mesxskij govor gruzinskogo jazyka.
Predislovije. Teksty. Slovar'". In: Dn. RN  I (1964): 341-83.
Dn. OKJ = K. D. Dondua. Stat'i po obshchemu i k a v k a z s k o m u
jazykoznaniju.   Lgr., 1975.
Dn. RN I = K’arp’ez Dondua (karpez dondua). Rcheuli
nashromebi.  I.  Tb., 1967. [Selected papers]
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Dnn. = Patrick S. Dinneen. Foclóir Gaedhilge agus Béarla.  An Irish-
English Dictionary.  Db. / L., 19O4.
DobóF PU*Ck/kCPS = Attila Dobó & Éva Fancsaly, "Die PU
Konsonantenverbindungen *-Ck-, *-kC- und die PS Grundsprache". CIFU
6  (199O) II: 252-5.
Dobrod. DNS = I. G. Dobrodomov, "Dopolnenija k nos t ra t icheskomu
slovarju". PID  (2OOO): 3O-1.
Dod. = R. X. Dodykhudojev. Materialy po istoricheskoj fone t i ke
shugnanskogo jazyka.  Dushanbe, 1962.
Dol. EE = Pavel Dolukhanov. Environment and Ethnicity in the Ancient
Middle East. Aldershot (Engl.) / Brookfield (Verm.), 1994.
Dol. NRPA = P. M. Dolukhanov, "Neoliticheskaja revoljucija v Perednej
Azii: ekologicheskije, kul'turno-istoricheskije i lingvisticheskije
aspekty". LRDIV-84   I (1984): 29-31.
Dom. = N. G. Domozhakov. Opisanije kyzyl'skogo dialekta
xakasskogo jazyka. PhD thesis. Abakan, 1948.
Domb. EVWSS = Franz Amadeus Dombrowski, "Erwägungen u n d
Vorschläge zu einem Vergleichenden Wurzelwörterbuch d e r
semitischen Sprachen". ZDMG   CXXXIV/1 (1984): 24-6O.
DombD NHS = F. A. Dombrowski & B. W. W. Dombrowski, "Numerals
and numeral systems in the Hamito-Semitic and other language
groups". SSLs  I (1991): 34O-81.  [2-cons. kernel]
Don. FFBR = Otto Donner, "Om Finnarnes forna boningsplatser i
Ryssland". MSFOu LXXI (1936): 17-5O.
Don. UAS = O. Donner, "Die uralaltaischen Sprachen". FUF  I / 1
(19O1): 128-46.
Don. VW = O. Donner. Vergleichendes Wörterbuch der f innisch-
ugrischen Sprachen. I-III. Hs., 1874-1888.
Don. VW-R = "Wortregister zu Otto Donners Vergleichendem
Wörterbuch der finnisch-ugrischen Sprachen" . MSFOu  LXXI (1936) :
13O-253.
DQA = A. Dybo, O. Mudrak, S. Starostin. Database Query to Altaic
Etymology.  M., 2OO1 (Internet) [a preprint version of the Altaic
Etymological Dictionary  (the latter is not yet available to me)].
DR KAI I-III = H. Donner & W. Röllig. Kanaanäische und aramäische
Inschriften. I-III. Wb., 1962-69.
Dr. BS = Gerhard Doerfer, "Beiträge zur Syntax der Geheimen
Geschichte der Mongolen ". CAJ   I (1955), no. 4: 248-66.
Dr. DTï/yï = G. Dërfer (G. Doerfer), "K voprosu o drevnetjurkskom I4-
≠yI4-". PSTj  (198O): 379-84.
Dr. G = G. Doerfer, "Das Gagausische". PhTF   I (1959): 26O-71.
Dr. GH = G. Doerfer. Grammatik des Haladsch. Wb., 1988.
Dr. GS = G. Doerfer. Grundwort und Sprachmischung: Eine
Untersuchung an Hand von Körperteilbezeichnungen.  Stg., 1988.
Dr. HAV = G. Doerfer, "Homologe und analoge Verwandschaft".IF
LXXII (1967-8): 23-6.
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Dr. hM = G. Doerfer, "Primary *h- in Mongol?".CAJ  XL/2 (1996): 1 7 3 -
7 .
Dr. KO = G. Doerfer, "Das Krimosmanische". PhTF   I (1959): 272-8O.
Dr. KT = G. Doerfer, "Das Krimtatarische". PhTF   I (1959): 369-9O.
Dr. KVM = G. Doerfer, "Klassifikation und Verbreitung d e r
mongolischen Sprachen". HO M  (1964):   35-5O.
Dr. LZ = G. Doerfer. Lautgesetze und Zufall. Betrachtung z u m
Omnikomparatismus.  In., 1973.
Dr. MSS = G. Doerfer, "Die mongolische Schriftsprache". HO M
(1964):   81-95 .
Dr. MT = G. Doerfer. Mongolo-Tungusica  (= Tungusica, ed. by M.
Weiers, III). Wb., 1985.
Dr. PT = G. Doerfer, "Proto-Turkic: reconstruction problems". TDAY
1 9 7 5 .
Dr. SB = G. Doerfer, "Sprachbau". HO M  (1964): 51-75. [On M lgs.]
Dr. Tbs = G. Doerfer, "Zu türk. bana 'mir', sana 'dir'". CAJ   XXI/3-4
(1977): 2O8-14.
Dr. TM I, II, III, IV = G. Doerfer. Türkische und mongolische Elemente
im Neupersischen.  Vol. I: Mongolische Elemente im Neupersischen ;
Vols. II, III: Türkische Elemente im Neupersischen  ;  Vol. IV: Türkische
Elemente im Neupersischen. (Schluß) und Register zur Gesamtarbeit.
Wb., 1963-75.
Dr. Uö = G. Doerfer, "Urtungusisch o4". BNAK  (1978): 66-116.
Dray = Maurice Dray. Dictionnaire français-berbère. Dialecte d e s
Ntifa.  P. / Montréal, 1998.
Drd. = Milan Drvodelic ;.†Hrvatsko-engelski rjec]nik.  7th ed. Zagreb,
1 9 9 6 .
DRM = A. R. Damba-Rinchinè, G. S. Mupkin. Russko-mongol 'ski j
slovar'.  M., 196O.
Droese = E. Droese. Introduction to the Malto Language.  Agra, 1884.  
DRS = D. Cohen. Dictionnaire des racines sémitiques ou at testées
dans les langues sémitiques, fasc. 1-2; D. Cohen, F. Bron, A. Lonnet.
Dictionnaire des racines sémitiques ou attestées dans les langues
sémitiques, fasc. 3-8.  P. / H. / Lv. 197O-1999.
Drv. CML = Godfrey R. Driver. Canaanite Myths and Legends.  Ed.,
1 9 5 6 .
DrvG = J. C. L. Gibson. Canaanite Myths and Legends. Originally ed i ted
by  G. R. Driver. 2nd ed. Ed., 1978 (revised edition of Drv. CML).
Drw. IEA = A. J. Drewes. Inscriptions de l’Éthiopie antique. Ld., 1962.
Drw. PhL = A. J. Drewes, "The phonemes of Lihyanite". MLRod.
(1985): 165-73.
DS = Dialektologik süzlek.  I-III. Kaz., 1948-58. [Dict. of VTt dialects].
Ds. = E. Destaing. Étude sur la Tachelhit du Sous.  I. Vocabulaire
français-berbère.  P., 192O.
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Ds. AS = E. Destaing. Étude sur le dialecte berbère des Aï t
Seghrouchen.    P., 192O.
Ds. B = E. Destaing. Dictionnaire français-berbère (dialecte des Beni-
Snous).   P., 1914.
Ds. EBS = E. Destaing. Étude sur le dialecte berbère des Beni-Snous. I-
II. P., 19O7-11.
Ds. IVB = E. Destaing, "Interdictions de vocabulaire en berbère". MRB
II (1925): 178-277.
Dsb. = Adolf von Duisburg, "Überreste der Sso-Sprache". MSOS-3, Jg.
XVII (1914): 39-45.  
DSI = Dizionario somalo-italiano. Realizzato sotto gli auspici
accademici di Jaamacadda Umadda Soomaaliyeed, Akademiyada
Cilmiga Fanka iyo Suugaanta, Università degli studi di Roma "La
Sapienza". R., 1985.
DSi. ABTs = Dinote Kusta and R. Siebert, "Wordlists of Arbore
(Irbore), Birayle (Orgota), Tsamay (Tsamaho)". SLLE   XX (1994): 4-12.
Dst. = Antonín Dostál. Nas]tin de]jin c]eske;ho a slovenske;ho jazyka. Pr.,
1 9 5 4 .
DT = Gerhard Doerfer & Semih Tezcan. Wörterbuch des Chaladsch
(Dialekt von Charrab).  Bdp., 198O.
Dt. = G. Deeters. Das khartvelische Verbum. Vergleichende
Darstellung des Verbalbaus der südkaukasischen Sprachen.  Lpz., 193O.  
Dt. ASK I, II = G. Deeters, "Armenisch und Südkaukasisch. Ein Beitrag
zur Frage der Sprachmischung". [I] Cauc. III (1926): 37-82; [II] Cauc. IV
(1927): 1-64.
Dt. KS = G. Deeters, "Die kaukasischen Sprachen". HO ArmKS
(1963): 1-79.
Dtn. = G. Dottin. La langue gauloise.  P., 1918.
DTS = Drevnetjurkskij slovar'.  Ed. by. V. Nadeljajev a. o. Lgr., 1969.
DucC = J.-M. Ducroz, M.-C. Charles. Lexique soñey  (songay)-français.
Parler kaado du Goroul.  P., 1978.
Dun. JXI = I. M. Dunajevskaja. Jazyk xettskix ijeroglifov. M., 1969.
Dunkel H = George Dunkel, "heres , chrvstai1: indogermanische
Richtersprache". FsHoen  (1987): 91-1OO.
Dunkel IG*at = G. E. Dunkel, "Indogermanisch *a1t, Vedisch a1tha". HSF
CI (1988): 53-78.
DupS AAMI = A. Dupont-Sommer, "Ancient Aramaic monumenta l
inscritions". AHB   I/2: Glossary  (1967): 1-7.
Durand DA = Olivier Durand. Introduzione ai dialetti arabi. Mil.,
1 9 9 5 .
Durid. ET = Ivan Duridanov. Ezika¨t na trakite.  Sofia, 1976.
Durid. GTThrD = I. Duridanov, "Die geographische Terminologie
indoeuropäischer Herkunft im Thrakischen und Dakischen". StIGW
(1987): 29-34.
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Durid. ThrDS I = I. Duridanov. Thrakisch-dakische Studien.  I. Die
thrakisch- und dakisch-baltischen Sprachbeziehungen.  Sofia, 1969 ( =
BE  XIII/2)
Dv. = G. Devoto. Le origini indeuropee.   Fir., 1962 [The ## refer t o
"Tabelle", pp. 438-521]
DvM = John Davies of Mallwyd. Antiquæ Linguæ Britannicæ …
Dictionarium Duplex. L., 1632.
Dvor. DGR = I. X. Dvoreckij. Drevnegrechesko-russkij slovar'. I-II. M.,
1 9 5 8 .
Dvorjankov JP = N. A. Dvorjankov. Jazyk pushtu.  M., 196O.
DW = Hildegard von Deines, Wolfhart Westendorf. Wörterbuch d e r
medizinischen Texte.  I-II.  B., 1961-2. (= GMAÄ  VII 1-2).
Dyr. = N. P. Dyrenkova. Grammatika shorskogo jazyka. M/Lgr., 1941.
Dyr. TJ = N. P. Dyrenkova, "Tofalarskij jazyk". TI  (1963): 5-23.
Dyroff ÄjK = Karl Dyroff, "Ägyptisches j-  der Tonsilbe i m
Koptischen". ZÄS  XLVIII (191O): 27-3O.
Dz. = R. Dozy. Supplément aux dictionnaires arabes. I-II. 2nd ed. Ld.,
1881. Repr.: Ld., 1927.
DzG = S. Ja. Dzenit, N. V. Gurov. "Kratkij grammaticheskij o c h e r k
jazyka telugu". In: DzPG  (1972): 691-744.
Dzh. = V. T. Dzhangidze. Dmanisskij govor kazaxskogo dialekta
azerbajdzhanskogo jazyka.  Baku, 1965.
Dzidz. AQL = Sh. 3 i˝ iguri (Sh. Dzidziguri, ßoTa ZiZiguri),
"Aleksandre Qazbegis leksik’oni". In: Qz. I 559-81, II 539-6O (1968) [G
M].
Dzidz. KDK = Sh. 3 i˝ iguri. Kartuli dialekt’ebis krest’omatia
leksik’oniturt.  Tb., 1956. [Georgian dialects: texts and glossaries].
DzPG = S. Ja. Dzenit, Z. N. Petrunicheva, N. V. Gurov. Telugu-russkij
slovar'.  M., 1972.
E EEA = Christofer Ehret. Ethiopians and East Africans. Nairobi, 1974.
E GAp = Chr. Ehret, "Testing the expectations of glottochronology
against the correlations of language and archaeology in Africa". TPHL
(2OOO): 373-99.
E HITCV = Chr. Ehret, "Historical interference from transformations i n
culture vocabularies". SUGIA  II (198O): 189-217.
E K = Chr. Ehret. Kw’adza Vocabulary.  Ms., s.a. (between 1976 a n d
198O) .
E NNSNC = Chr. Ehret, "Root comparison lists of Nostratic with Nilo-
Saharan and with Niger-Congo". Ms. 1998.
E NPH = Chr. Ehret. "Nostratic - or Proto-Human?". NELM  (1999): 9 3 -
1 1 2 .
E NPHp = Chr. Ehret, "Nostratic - or Proto-Human?". SNM  (1998). S.
p .
E O3C = Chr. Ehret, "The origin of third consonant in Semitic roo ts :
An internal reconstruction". JAAL II/2 (1989): 1O9-2O2.
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E OSAA = Chr. Ehret, "Omotic and the subgrouping of the Afroasiatic
language family". ICfES 5/B  (1978): 51-62.
E PAA = Chr. Ehret. Reconstructing Proto-Afroasiatic (Proto-Afrasian).
Vowels, Tone, Comsonants, and Vocabulary.  Berk. / LA / L., 1995 ( =
UCPL CXXVI).
E PC = Chr. Ehret, "Proto-Cushitic Reconstruction". SUGIA VIII ( 1987) :
7-18O.
E SC = Chr. Ehret. The Historical Reconstruction of Southern Cushitic
Phonology and Vocabulary.  B., 198O.
EA = Tell El-Amarna tablets, quoted from Knudtzon EA, Mercer EAT,
and Rainey EAT (all authors sharing the same system of numeration o f
the EA tablets).
Eastman MKV = Carol M. Eastman, "Morhophonemics of the positive
and negative stems of the Kota verbs". DPhS  (1975): 299-321.
Eb. = Karen H. Ebert. Sprache und Tradition der Kera (Tschad).  Teil 2 .
Lexikon.  B., 1976.
Eb. LRAK = K. H. Ebert, "Lexical roots and affixes in Kera". RPTch
(1978): 41-5O.
Ebb. MÄW = B. Ebbell, "Ein mißverstandenes ägyptisches Wort". ZÄS
LXV (1967): 61-3.
Ebl. FP = Erich Ebeling. Das aramäisch-mittelpersische Glossar
Frahang-i-pahlavik im Lichte der assyriologischen Forschung. Lpz., 1 9 4 1
(= MAOG  XIV/1).
Ebob. MVOD = Carl Ebobisse. Die Morphologie des Verbs im Ost-
Dangaleat.  B., 1979.
Ebob. VDE = C. Ebobisse. Les verbaux du Dangaléat de l’Est (Guera,
Chad).   Lexiques français-dangaléat et allemand-dangaléat.  B., 1987.
ECCE = An English-Cornish and Cornish-English Dictionary.  Ed. by R.
Morton Nance. Penzance (Cornwall), 1978.
Eckm. ChT = János Eckmann, "Das Chwarezmtürkische". PhTF I
(1959): 113-37.
Eckm. T = J. Eckmann, "Das Tschaghataische". PhTF   I (1959): 138-6O.
ED = Edictum Diocletiani et collegarum de pretiis rerum unal ium
[published in CIL  III, Suppl., pp. 191O-53].
Ed. = E. Edel. Altägyptische Grammatik. R., 1955-1964.
Ed. BÄL = E. Edel, "Beiträge zum ägyptischen Lexikon". ZÄS  LXXIX
(1954: 86-9O.
Ed. BÄL-2 = E. Edel, "Beiträge zum ägyptischen Lexikon. II". ZÄS LXXXI
(1956): 68-76.
Edg. IEsM = Franklin Edgerton, "Indo-European ‘s movable’". Lg
XXXIV/4 (1958): 445-53.
Edip UA = Kemal Edip. Urfa ag¨zÈ. Ist., 1945.
EDK’A = U˝velesi redakciebi Basili K’esarielis 'Ekusta Dghetaysa' d a
Grigol Noselis targmanebisa 'K’acisa agebulebisatvisa '. X-XIII ss.-is
xelnac’erta mixedvit gamosca, gamok’vleva da leksik’oni daurto Ilia
Abula˝e. Tb., 1964.
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Edl. DJ = D. I. Edel'man (Dzhoj Edelman). Dardskije jazyki.  M., 1965.
Edl. DNL = D. I. Edelman. The Dardic and Nuristani Languages.  M.,
1 9 8 3 .
Edl. IIJ = D. I. Edel'man, "Indoiranskije jazyki". JM-DN  (1999): 1O-3.
Edl. JzgJ = D. I. Edel'man. Jazguljamskij jazyk.  M., 1966.
Edl. JzgR = D. I. Edel'man. Jazguljamsko-russkij slovar'.  M., 1971.
Edl. MJ = D. I. Edel'man, "Midijskij jazyk". JM-SZI  (1999): 13-4.
Edl. SGVJF = D. I. Edel'man. Sravnitel'naja grammatika
vostochnoiranskix jazykov. Fonologija.   M., 1986.
Edl. SGVJM = D. I. Edel'man. Sravnitel'naja grammatika
vostochnoiranskix jazykov. Morfologija. Elementy sintaksisa.   M.,
199O.
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RNDLUI III/1)
Hf. N = C. Hoffmann, "On the classification of Nancere". JWAL VIII/1
(1971): 5-12.
Hf. PPdk = C. Hoffmann, "On the position of Paduko". AUAbidjL  I
(1971): 221-33.
Hf. SCBM = C. Hoffmann, "Group-internal sound correspondences i n
the Bura-Margi group of Central Chadic". Internationales Kolloquium
über die Tschadische Sprachfamilie, Marburg, 15.-18. September 1 9 8 1 .
Ms.
Hff. = Herbert B. Huffmon. Amorite Personal Names in the Mari Texts:
A Structural and Lexical Study.  Balt., 1965.
Hfn. ASAG = Maria Höfner. Altsüdarabische Grammatik.  Lpz., 1943.
Hfn. ASLM = M. Höfner, "Das Südarabische der Inschriften und d e r
lebenden Mundarten". HO S  (1964): 314-4O.
Hfn. VRA = M. Höfner, "Die vorislamischen Religionen Arabiens". In:
GHR (197O): 234-4O5.
HH = Günter Harte, Johanna Harte. Hochdeutsch-plattdeutsches
Wörterbuch.  Bremen, 1986.
Hhb. = Johannes Hohenberger. Hamito-semitische Wortstämme i m
Nilo-Hamitischen. Mit phonetischen Analysen.  B., 1988.
Hhb. HSBL = J. Hohenberger. Hamito-semitische Wortstämme in Bari
und Lotuho, sowie in verwandten Sprachen.  B., 1979 (AfrM   Sonderhef t
3 ) .
Hhb. M = J. Hohenberger. Semitisches und hamitisches Sprachgut i n
Masai, mit vergleichendem Wörterbuch.  Sachsenmühle, 1958.
Hhb. NHKS = J. Hohenberger, "Lexikalische Gleichungen: Nilo-
Hamitisch - Kuschitisch - Semitisch". AfrM  XI/1 (1978): 43-54.
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Hhb. NVA = J. Hohenberger. Nominal and Verbal Afformatives i n
Nilo-Hamitic and Hamito-Semitic. With some phonetic observations a n d
a new vocabulary. Wb., 1975.
HHM = Habte Wold Habte Mikael. English Kaffinya Dictionary.
Coordinator J. M. Zwarthoed CM. Ad., 1989.
Hieda = Osamu Hieda, "Language and culture in borrowing: Kara
(Afroasiatic) elements in Koegu (Nilo-Saharan)". NilES   I (1993): 15-26.
Hier. DEW = Rolf Hiersche. Deutsches etymologisches Wörterbuch. I-.
Heid., 1986-.
Hier. TAIG = R. Hiersche. Untersuchungen zur Frage der Tenues
aspiratae im Indogermanischen.  Wb., 1964.
Hinz = W. Hinz. Altpersischer Wortschatz.  Lpz., 1942.
Hiremath GGD = R. C. Hiremath. The Genesis and Growth o f
Dravidian.  Trivandrum (India), 1984.
Hirschfeld EFG = Hirschfeld, "An Ethiopic-Falasi glossary". JRAS 1921 :
21O-37.
Hirt E = Herman Alfred Hirt, "Etymologien". IF  XXXVII (1916-7): 2 2 7 -
3 6 .
Hirt G = H. Hirt, "Grammatisches". IF  XXXVII (1916-7): 217-27.
Hirt IG = H. Hirt. Indogermanische Grammatik. I-VII.  Heid., 1927-37.  
Hirt IGA = H. Hirt. Die indogermanische Akzent. Ein Handbuch..  Str. ,
1 8 9 5 .
Hirt IGAb = H. Hirt. Der indogermanische Ablaut. Str., 19OO.
Hirt IGn = H. Hirt. Die Indogermanen, ihre Verbreitung, ihre
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Hirt IGV = H. Hirt. Der indogermanische Vokalismus.  Heid., 1921.
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(1973): 127-3O.
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MemMész  (1961): 119-31.
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(1963): 269-71.
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Hj. SPL = P. Hajdú. The Samoyed Peoples and Languages. Bloom., 1968.
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4O.
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113-5 .
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Heid., 1934.
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ASRI-OS   (1969): 1O4-1O.
Hodge ER = C. T. Hodge, "Etymological reassessment". IHSC 5   II
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Hodge HEE = C. T. Hodge, "Hausa-Egyptian establishment". AnL VIII/1
(1966): 4O-57.
Hodge HPA = C. T. Hodge, "Hausa and the prothetic Alif". CPChL
(1989): 219-32.
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1OO-5.
Hodge IEAA = C. T. Hodge, "Indo-European and Afroasiatic". SSCS
(1991): 141-65.
Hodge IECA = C. T. Hodge, "Indo-European consonant ablaut". D  III
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Hodge L II = C. T. Hodge, "Lisramic II". AnL  XVII/5 (1975): 237-72.
Hodge LCR = C. T. Hodge, "Lislakh cluster resolution". AnL XXIX
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(1991): 171-6.
Hodge RAAIE = C. T. Hodge, "Relating Afroasiatic to Indo-European".
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Hodge SAAE = C. T. Hodge, "Some Afroasiatic etymologies". AnL X / 3
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Hoen. IIEL = H. M. Hoenigswald, "Indo-Iranian evidence f o r
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Hoen. LBM = H. M. Hoenigswald, "The Indo-European languages a n d
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Hoen. LChLC = H. M. Hoenigswald. Language Change and Linguistic
Reconstruction.  Ch., 196O.
Hoen. SFHL = H. M. Hoenigswald. Studies in Formal Historical
Linguistics. Dodrecht (Holland) / Boston, 1973.
Hoen. SL = H. M. Hoenigswald, "A note on semivowel behavior and i ts
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Hoffm. GGS = O. Hoffmann. Geschichte der griechischen Sprache.  I.
Bis zum Anfang der klassischer Zeit.  Lpz., 1911.
Hoffm. M = O. Hoffmann. Die Makedonen, ihre Sprache und ihr
Volkstum.  Gött., 19O6.  Repr.: Hild., 1974.
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Bis zum Anfang der klassischer Zeit. 3. Auflage bearbeitet von A.
Debrunner. B.,1953.
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Hofm. = Joh. Bapt. Hofmann. Etymologisches Wörterbuch d e s
Griechischen.  Mn., 195O.
Hofm. AID = J. B. Hofmann, "Altitalische Dialekte". FsStr  (1924) :
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Holma NK = H. Holma. Die Namen der Körperteile im Assyrisch-
Babylonischen.  Hs., 1911 (STAT-B  VII, no. 1)
Holma SH = H. Holma, "Zur semitisch-hamitischen
Sprachwissenschaft". ZAss XXXII (1919): 34-47.
Holmer FTPEA = N. M. Holmer, "Some further traces of Paleo-
Eurasian". IALR   I (1953).
Holmer PIIF = N. M. Holmer, "Plural infixes in Indo-European a n d
Finno-Ugric". Vir.  LXIV (196O): 384-52.
Hölscher H = G. Hölscher. Das Buch Hiob . 2nd ed. Tüb., 1952 (= HAT
, ser. 1, v. XVII).
Holzer EUS = Georg Holzer. Entlehningen aus einer bisher
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Ps. sL = H. Paasonen. Die finnisch-ugrischen s-Laute. I. Anlaut Hs.,
1918 [offprint from MSFOu  XLI (19O3)].
Ps. s]L = H. Paasonen, "Zur Geschichte des finn.-ugr. s]-Lautes". FUF XII
(1912): 3OO-6.
Ps. sLA = H. Paasonen, "Zur Frage von den finnisch-ugrischen s-Lauten
im Wortanlaut". FUF   VIII /1-3 (19O9-1O): 66-71.
Ps. SS = H. Paasonen, "Syrj. surym 'Tod' und die Frage von d e n
finnisch-ugrischen s-Lauten". FUF   III/1-3 (19O4): 11O-6.
Ps. TDW =  "Paasonen's Tatarisches Dialektwörterverzeichnis", hrsg.
von I. Kecskeméti. JSFOu  LXVI (1966): 3-47.
Ps. TLO = H. Paasonen, "Über die türkischen Lehnwörter i m
Ostjakischen". FUF  II/2 (19O2): 81-137.
PSchm. AZ = P. Schmidt, "Altaische Zahlwörter". MSFOu LXVII (1933) :
365-8 .
PSchm. ChM = P. Schmidt, "Chinesische Elemente im Mandschu". A M
VII/4, VIII/1-2, 3.
PSchm. N = P. Schmidt, "The language of the Negidals". AUL   V (1922).
PSchm. O = P. Schmidt, "The language of the Olchas". AUL  VIII
( 1 9 2 3 ) .
PSchm. Or = P. Schmidt, "The language of the Oroches". AUL  XVII
( 1 9 2 8 ) .
PSchm. S = P. Schmidt, "The language of the Samagirs". AUL  XIX
( 1 9 2 8 ) .
PSL = A Palestinian Syriac Lectionary.  Ed. by Agnes Smith Lewis. With
critical notes by E. Nestle and a glossary by Margaret D. Gibson. L.,
1 8 9 7 .
Psn. NO = G. Posener, "Les mésaventures d’un Syrien et le n o m
égyptien de l’ours", Or.  n. s. XIII (1944): 193-2O4.
PsnSY DCE = G. Posener, S. Sauneron & J. Yoyotte. Dictionnaire de la
civilisation égyptienne. P., 1972
PsSY ECAE = G. Posener, S. Sauneron & J. Yoyotte. Enciclopedia
civilizat≤iei s≤i artei egiptene.  Buc., 1974 (transl. of PsnSY DCE).
PT RNS = A. P. Pyrerka, N. M. Tereshchenko. Russko-neneckij slovar'.
M., 1948.
Pt. = T. I. Petrova. Nanajsko-russkij slovar'.  Lgr., 196O.
Pt. JO = T. I. Petrova. Jazyk orokov (ul'ta).  Lgr., 1967.
Pt. OJ = T. I. Petrova, "Orokskij jazyk". JN  V  (1968): 172-9O.
Pt. UD = T. I. Petrova. Ul'chskij dialekt nanajskogo jazyka.  M/Lgr.,
1 9 3 6 .
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PtB KTM = T. I. Petrova, T, G, Bugajeva, "Obshchije osnovy i
leksicheskije modeli v slovax, oboznachajushchix priznak «krasnyj» v
tunguso-man'chzhurskix i drugix altajskix jazykax". POAJ  (1971): 1 9 1 -
2O2.
Ptp. = L P. Potapov, "Zum Problem der Herkunft und Ethnogenese d e r
Koibalen und Motoren". JSFOu   LIX (1957): 1-1O4.
Ptrc. AHS = K. Petra;c]ek. Altägyptisch, Hamitosemitisch und ihre
Beziehungen zu einigen Sprachfamilien in Afrika und Asien.  Pr., 1988.
Ptrc. DSS = K. Petra;c]ek. "Le dynamisme du système phonologique
protosémitique et les problèmes de la phonologie chamito-sémitique".
H S   (1975): 161-8.
Ptrc. IEAN = K. Petra;c]ek, "Indoeuropäisch, Afroasiatisch u n d
Nostratisch" [Rev. of Bm TPN]. AO   LVI (1988): 65-9.
Ptrc. IESHK = K. Petra;c]ek, "Indoevropsky; a semitohamitsky; kor]en a
perspektivy jejÈ;ch srovna;va;nÈ;". SaS  XLII/3 (1981): 216-8.
Ptrc. IF I - V = K. Petra;c]ek, "Die innere Flexion in den semitischen
Sprachen. I - V" AO  XXVIII (196O): 547-6O6, XXIX (1961): 513-45, XXX
(1962): 361-4O8, XXXI (1963): 577-624, XXXII (1964): 185-222.
Ptrc. LChS = K. Petra;c]ek, "Les laryngales en chamito-sémitique. Essai
de synthèse". IHSC 4  (1986): 341-4.
Ptrc. PNT = K. Petra;c]ek, "K problematice nostraticke; teorie (z hlediska
fonologie semitohamitsky;;ch jazyku““)". SaS  XXXVII (1976): 6O-1.
Ptrc. RIChS = K. Petra;c]ek, "La racine en indoeuropéen et e n
chamitosémitique et leurs perspectives comparatives". AION  XLII/3
(1982): 381-4O2.
Ptrc. SAHS = K. Petra;c]ek, "Die Stellung des Altägyptischen in d e r
hamitosemitischen Sprachgruppe". FsRod  (1985): 279-86.
Ptrc. SAW = K. Petra;c]ek, "Die Struktur der altägyptischen
Wurzelmorpheme mit Glottalen und Laryngalen". AO   XXXVII (1969) :
341-4 .
Ptrc. SHN = K. Petra;c]ek, "Semitohamitské jazyky a nos t ra t ická
hypotéza". SaS  XLIV (1983): 57-63.
Ptrc. TL = K. Petra;c]ek, "K teorii laryngál". SaS  XLII (1981): 262-8.
Ptrc. UHSJ = K. Petra;c]ek. U:vod do hamitosemitské (afroasijské)
jazykovedy.  I-II.  Pr., 1989.  
Ptrc. WLAS = K. Petra;c]ek,"Nochmals über die Struktur der Wurzeln
mit den Pharyngalen im Altägyptischen und Semitischen und ih re
Inkompatibilität". FUCUS  (1988): 371-7.
Ptrm. = Julius Heinrich Petermann. Brevis linguæ Samaritanæ
grammatica, litteratura, chrestomathia cum glossario. Karlsruhe / Lpz.,
1 8 7 3 .
Ptrn. = Z. N. Petrunicheva. Jazyk telugu. M., 196O.
Ptrs. H = Herbert Petersson. Studien über die indogermanische
Heteroklisie.  Lund, 1921.
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Ptrs. TPN = H. Petersson, "Einige Tier- und Pflanzennamen aus idg.
Sprachen". KZ  XLVI (1914): 128-5O.
Ptrs. VSW = H. Petersson. Vergleichende slavische Wortstudien.  Lund,
1 9 2 2 .
Puskás UD = Indikó Puskás, "Uralian and Dravidian: a
reconsideration". EFOu  XV (1978-9, published in 1982): 273-9O.
Pusztay GU = János Pusztay. "Giljakisch - Uralisch?". FsSchl  (1979) :
231-42 .
Pusztay JS = J. Pusztay, "Kleines jenissej-samojedisches Material".
FUM  1978: 3-33.
Pv. = Jaan Puhvel. Hittite Etymological Dictionary. I-IV, B. / NY ( /
Amst.), 1984-97.
Pv. EA = J. Puhvel, "Evidence in Anatolian". EvidLar/2  (1965): 79-92.
Pv. F = J. Puhvel, "‘Finger’ in Greek, Latin, and Hittite". IF  LXXXI
(1976): 25-8.
Pv. HEIL = J. Puhvel, "Hittite evidence for Indo-European laryngeals".
EvidLar/1  (196O): 163-72.
Pv. LIEV = J. Puhvel. Laryngeals and the Indo-European Verb. Berk. /
LA, 196O.
Pv. PhEA = J. Puhvel, "Philology and etymology, with focus o n
Anatolian". RLangC  (1992): 261-7O.
Pv. PSLarS = J. Puhvel, "The present state of laryngeal studies".
EvidLar/1  (196O): 1-12.
Pv. rDechThSR = J. Puhvel, rev. of Dechev ThSR. Lg  XXXIII/3 (1957) :
439-46 .
Pv. rRskBEL = J. Puhvel, rev. of Rsk. BEL. Lg  XXXIII/3 (1957): 2O8-11.
Pv. TwoH = J. Puhvel, "Remarks on ‘two’ in Hittite". KZ  XCII (1978) :
98-1O7.
Pv. WH = J. Puhvel, "Whence the Hittite, whither the Jonesian vision?".
SSCS   (1991): 51-66.
Pvn. = A. M. Pevnov, "Chzhurchzhèn'skij jazyk". JM-MT  (1997): 26O-
7 .
Pvn. VN = A. M. Pevnov, "Refleksy vibranta v negidal'skom na fone
rodstvennyx jemu jazykov". JSFOu  LXXXV (1994): 125-47.
PW SSI = H. Plazikowsky, E. Wagner, "Studien zur Sprache der Irob".
ZDMG  CIII/2 (1953): 378-93.
Q = I. Kipshidze (I. Q’ipshi˝e, i. qiPßiZe). Grammatika
mingrel'skago (iverskago) jazyka s xrestomat¡eju i slovarëm.  SPb.,
1914 (MJJ  VII).
Q DS = I. Kipshidze. Dopolnitel'nyja svédenija o ch’anskom jazyké .
SPb., 1911.
Qf. = Hamdi A. Qafisheh. A Glossary of Gulf Arabic. Gulf Arabic -
English, English - Guld Arabic. Beir., 1996.
QTDS = Qazaq tilining dîalektologîyalïq sözdigi.  Ed. by H. Musabayev
a. o. Al., 1969.
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Qub. = S. Q’ubaneishvili (s. qubaneißvili). 3vel kartuli
lit’erat’uris krest’omatia. I-II. Tb., 1946-1949.
Quin OIW = E. G. Quin. Old Irish Workbook. Db., 1975.
Qv. LF = J. K. Qvigstad, "Lappiske Fuglenavne". NMN  XL/3 (19O2).
Qv. NLL = J. K. Qvigstad, "Nordische Lehnwörter im Lappischen".
ChVSF   1893 / no. 1.
Qz. = Aleksandre Qazbegi (a. qazbegi). Motxrobebi da romanebi. I-
II. Tb., 1968. [Works of the Georgian writer A. Qazbegi, rich in Khevsuri
Georgian dialectisms]
R A I, II, III = L. Reinisch, "Die Afar-Sprache". [I] SbW  CXI (1886): 5 -
112;  [II] SbW  CXIII (1887): 795-916 = s. p. 1-124, [III] SbW  CXIV
(1887): 89-127 = s. p. 1-41.
R BedS I, II, III, IV = L. Reinisch, "Die Bedauye-Sprache in Nordost-
Afrika". [I] SbW  CXXVIII/3 (1892); [II] SbW  CXXVIII/7 (1892); [III] SbW
CXXX/7 (1893); [IV] SbW  CXXXI/3 (1894).
R BilS = L. Reinisch, "Die Bilin-Sprache in Nordost-Afrika". SbW
XCIX/2 (1881): 583-718. Also edited as a separate book: R BilS ( b o o k )
= L. Reinisch. Die Bilin-Sprache in Nordost-Afrika.  W., 1882.
R Ch I, II = L. Reinisch, "Die Chamir-Sprache in Abessinien". [I] SbW
CV/1 (1884): 573-697; [II] SbW  CVI/2 (1884): 317-45O. S. p. 1-113.
R DQW = L. Reinisch, "Die Quara-Sprache in Abessinien". III.
"Deutsch-quarisches Wörterbuch". SbW  CXIV/2 (1887): 639-88 ( =
separate pagination: 3-52)
R IS = L. Reinisch, "Die Sprache der Irob-Saho in Abessinien". SbW  XC
(1878): 89-142.
R K = L. Reinisch, "Die Kafa-Sprache in Nordost-Afrika". SbW CXVI
(1888): 53-143, 253-35O. Offprint (published as a book): R K (book) =
L. Reinisch. Die Kafa-Sprache in Nordost-Afrika. W., 1888.
R PF = L. Reinisch. Das persönliche Fürwort und die Verbalflexion i n
den chamito-semitischen Sprachen.  W., 19O9.
R Q = L. Reinisch. Die Quara-Sprache in Abessiien.  W., 1885.
R QW = L. Reinisch, "Die Quara-Sprache in Abessinien". II. "Quarisch-
deutsches Wörterbuch". SbW  CIX (1885): 18-152.
R S = L. Reinisch. Die Saho-Sprache. I-II. W., 1889-9O.
R SS II = L. Reinisch. Die Somali-Sprache. II. Somali-deutsches
Wörterbuch. W., 19O2 (= SAE   II)
R SS III = L. Reinisch. Die Somali-Sprache. II. Grammatik.  W., 19O3 ( =
SAE V).
R WB = L. Reinisch. Die Bilin-Sprache. II. Wörterbuch der Bilin-
Sprache. W., 1887.
R WBd = L. Reinisch, Wörterbuch der Bed>auye-Sprache. W., 1895.
Ra. = V. I. Rassadin. Fonetika i leksika tofalarskogo jazyka. Ulan-Udè,
1 9 7 1 .
Ra. MTJ = V. I. Rassadin. Morfologija tofalarskogo jazyka v
sravnitel'nom osveshchenii.  M., 1978.
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Rach. HU II = G. R. Rachmati, "Zur Heilkunde der Uiguren. II". SPAW
1932: 4O1-48
RahA KB III = Res≤id Rahmeti Arat. Kutadgu Bilig. III: Indeks. Ist., 1979.
Rai. CAT = Anson F. Rainey. Canaanite in the Amarna Tablets. A
linguistic analysis of the mixed dialect used by the scribes fron Canaan.
I. Ld., 1996 (= HO.  1. Abteilung I. 25. Bd. I).
Rai. EAT = A. F. Rainey. El Amarna Tablets 359-379. J., 1969. 2 n d
revised ed. NV, 1978.
Rai. PCP = A. F. Rainey, "The prefix conjugation patterns of Early
Northwest Semitic". FsMoran  (199O): 4O7-2O.
Rajaram KVB = S. Rajaram, "Kannada verbal bases". AICDL 1  (1972) :
19O-2O1.
Rakin OLPS = Anatoli Rakin, "Osteonymische Lexik in den permischen
Sprachen (Genese und ihr gegenwartige Zustand)". CIFU 8  (1995) II:
9 8 .
RAlS = Russko-altajskij slovar'.  Pod red. N. A. Baskakova. M., 1964.
RamA DBu = L. V. Ramaswari Aiyar, "The Dravidian base “ul'”". IL I / 1
(1931): 45-5O.
RamA DS III  = L. V. Ramaswari Aiyar, "Dravidic sandhi. III". QJMS  n .
s. XXVII/1-2 (1936): 35-53.
Ramakr. SDPh = K. Ramakrishnaiah. Studies in Dravidian Philology.
Mdr., 1935.
Ramat LG = Paolo Ramat, "Le lingue germaniche". LIE  (1993): 4O9-4O.
RamR SLDT = B. Ramachandra Rao, "Social and local dialects in Tulu".
JOU  IV (1966): 45-58.
RamR TICPB = B. Ramachandra Rao, "Transitive, intransitive, a n d
causative verbs in Pampa Bha:rata". SDL 3  (1972): 193-2O3.
Ramsey PK = Robert S. Ramsey, "Proto-Korean and the origin of t h e
Korean accent". SHPA  (1991): 213-38.
Rapelli IENE = Giovanni Rapelli, "Sul nesso tra indoeuropeo e n ippo-
eschimese". AMAV , serie VI, XXVI [= CLI] (1984-5): 2O7-27.
Rapelli RN*bat = Giovanni Rapelli, "Le radici nostratiche tipo *bat-
(«inizio; fine») e la monogenesi del linguaggio". AMAV , serie VI, XXXIV
[= CLIX] (1982-3): 261-9O.
Rapola = Martti Rapola. Suomen kielen äännehistorian luennot.  Hs.,
1 9 6 6 .
Rast. BJ = V. S. Rastorgujeva, "Beludzhskij jazyk". JN I  (1966): 3 2 3 -
4 2 .
Rast. GPJ = V. S. Rastorgujeva, "Kratkij grammaticheskij o c h e r k
persidskogo jazyka". In: BM (1953): 613-68.
Rast. IJ = V. S. Rastorgujeva, "Iranskie jazyki (vvedenije)". JN I
(1966): 194-211.
Rast. IJ-97 = V. S. Rastorgujeva, "Iranskije jazyki". JM-JZI  (1997): 8 -
3 4 .
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Rast. SGZIJ = V. S. Rastorgujeva. Sravnitel'no-istoricheskaja
grammatika zapadnoiranskix jazykov. Fonologija.   M., 199O.
Rast. SPJ = V. S. Rastorgujeva. Srednepersidskij jazyk.  M., 1966.
RastM PJ = V. S. Rastorgujeva, Je. K. Molchanova. "Parfjanskij jazyk",
OIJ-S  (1981): 147-232.
Raucq NA = Elisabeth Raucq. Contribution à la linguistique des n o m s
d'animaux en indo-européen.  Anvers / H., 1939 (= RUG  LXXXVIII)
Raun EFUFL = Alo Raun. Essays in Finno-Ugric and Finnic Linguistics.
Bloom. / H., 1971.
Raun EKET = A. Raun. Eesti keele etümoloogiline teatmik.  R. / Trt. ,
1 9 8 2 .
Raun ML = A. Raun, "The Mordvin language". HO UL  (1988): 96-11O.
Raun UM = A. Raun, "Proto-Uralic comparative historical
morphosyntax". HO UL  (1988): 555-71.
Raun VL = A. Raun, "Remarks concerning vowel length in Proto-Finno-
Ugric and/or Proto-Uralic". FsRd   (1992): 377-8.
Ray EH = John D. Ray, "Are Egyptian and Hittite related?". FsGr
(1992): 124-36.
RB = Rohi Baalbaki (¥kblob≥ ¥hvr). Al-Mawrid. Qamu\s Æarabi\-
'inkli\zi\. A Modern Arabic-English Dictionary.  3rd ed. Beir., 1991.
Rb. AWA = Chaim Rabin. Ancient West-Arabian.  L., 1951.
Rb. BHLS = Ch. Rabin (ÔÈ·¯ ÌÈÈÁ). Materials on Biblical Hebrew
Lexicography and Semantics.  J., 573O AM (= 1969/7O).
Rb. ChS = Ch. Rabin, "Chadic and Semitic". Handout (Fifth Intern.
Hamito-Semitic Congress, Vienna, 1987). Ms. 1987.
Rb. DHDhA = Ch. Rabin, "La correspondance d hébreu - D a rabe" .
MMCohen   (197O): 29O-7.
Rb. E‘IKH = X. Rábîn (ÔÈ·¯ ÌÈÈÁ), "’Et'îmôlôgiyôt ‘ivriyôt ‘al-sëmach
çáfôth kûshiyôt-xamiyôt".  XÆIMY   (5736 AM [= 1975/6]): 233-58.
Rb. EQ = X. Rabîn, "’Et'îmôlôgiyôt qat'abaniyôt". FsBH  (5743  AM
[=1982/3]): 483-96.
Rb. HL = Ch. Rabin, "Hamitic languages as a source of Semitic
etymologies". CJS VI  I (1977): 329-39.
Rb. HM = X. Rabîn, "He‘árôt millôniyôt". FsLwn  (5738  AM [= 1978]) :
397-4O7.
Rb. IBC = Ch. Rabin, "Problems of inter-branch comparison". SChAL
(1983): 65-78.
Rb. RSE = Ch. Rabin, "Ron-Semitic etymologies". ChLHSNB  (1982): 2 4 -
3 1 .
Rb. SA = Ch. Rabin, "On the probability of South-Arabian influence o n
the Arabic vocabulary". JSAI  IV (1984): 125-34.
Rb. SCE = Ch. Rabin, "The structure of the Semitic system of case
endings". PrICSS  (1969): 1O9-2O4.
RBauer GEKW = Robert S. Bauer, "Global etymology of *kolo 'wheel '" .
D h  I/3 (1993/4): 3-17.
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Rbb. N = Martine Robbeets. A Palatal Nasal Genitive in Altaic?  Ld.,
2OOO. [Ms.]
Rbc. = Je. S. Rubcova. Eskimossko-russkij slovar'.  M., 1971.
Rbn. NLG = M. Riabinin, "Notes de lexicographie géorgienne. Examen
du matérial emprunté". MSL   X (1897), fasc. 1.
RBRDB IPL = "Is there a prehistory of linguistics?", with contr ibut ions
from Colin Renfrew, Theodore Bynon, Merritt Ruhlen, Aron
Dolgopolsky & Peter Bellwood. CArchJ   V/2: 257-75.
RBS = Russko-bashkirskij slovar'.  Ed. by K. Z. Axmerov a. o. M., 1964.
Rch. = Hans Reichelt. Awestisches Elementarbuch.  Heid., 1978.
Rch. In = H. Reichelt, "Indisch". FsStr  (1924): 238-52.
Rch. Ir = H. Reichelt, "Iranisch". FsStr  (1924): 273-89.
RChS = Russko-chuvashskij slovar'. Ed. by N. Dmitrijev. M., 1951.
Rcm. I = G. R. Rachmati, "Zur Heikunde der Uiguren". SPAW  193O:
451-73 .
Rcm. II = G. R. Rachmati, "Zur Heikunde der Uiguren. II". SPAW  1932 :
4O1-48.
Rcz. = Stefan Reczek. Podre≈czny s¬ownik dawnej polszczyzny. Wr. /
Wa. / Cr., 1968.
Rd. DPUS = Károlyi Rédei, "Über die Demonstrativpronomina in d e n
uralischen Sprachen". MSFOu CL (=Commentationes Fenno-Ugricae i n
honorem Erkki Itkonen ) (1973): 311-9.
Rd. DUC = K. Rédei, "The development of Uralic conjugation". CIFU 8
(1995) II: 98-9.
Rd. DWLK = K. Rédei, "Die delabialisierende Wirkung der anlautenden
und inlautenden labialen Konsonanten im Urpermischen". FUF  XLVI
(1984): 53-9.
Rd. FUK = K. Rédei, "Über die finnougrische Konjugation u n t e r
besonderer Berücksichtigung der ungarischen Personalsuffixe". JSFOu
LXXXII (1989) [s.p.]
Rd. GPS = K. Rédei, "Geschichte der permischen Sprachen". HO UL
(1988): 351-94.
Rd. HIU = K. Rédei, "Die Herkunft des Imperativzeichens i m
Ungarischen". FUF  XLIV (1982): 1-1O.
Rd. IGU = K. Rédei. Zu den indogermanisch-uralischen
Sprachkontakten.  W., 1986. (= SbW  CDLXVIII).
Rd. ILU = K. Rédei, "Die ältesten indogermanischen Lehnwörter d e r
uralischen Sprachen". HO UL  (1988): 638-64.
Rd. LMDÖP = Rédei Károly, "A szo;eleji e;s szo;belseji labia;lis
ma;ssalhangzo;k delabializa;lo; hata;sa az o…spermben". NyK LXXXVI/1
(1984): 191-5.
Rd. MFE = Rédei K., "A mordvin nyelvjárások fonematikus átírása. Erza
nyelvjárás". FUTY   (1973): 71-4.
Rd. MFM = Rédei K., "A mordvin nyelvjárások fonematikus át írása.
Moksa nyelvjárás". FUTY   (1973): 75-8.
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Rd. MMF = Rédei K., "A moksa-mordvin nyelvjárások
fonémarendszeréhez". NyK   LXX/2 (1968): 383-6.
Rd. rLG = K. Rédei, review of LG. ALH  XXIII/3-4 (1973): 417-27.
Rd. SS = K. Rédei, "Die syrjänische Sprache". HO UL  (1988): 111-3O.
Rd. TJPUFU = Rédei K., "Többesjelek a PU/PFU alapnyelvben". NyK
LXXXIII/1 (1981): 97-1O5.
Rd. UJ = K. Rédei, "Zu den uralisch-jukagirischen Sprachkontakten".
FUF  LV/1-3 (1999): 1-58.
Rd. UJ-9O = K. Rédei, "Zu den uralisch-jukagirischen
Sprachkontakten". CIFU 7  1A (199O): 27-36.
Rd. VFA = Rédei K., "A votják nyelvjárások fonematikus átírása". FUTY
(1973): 88-91.
Rd. VHUFU = K. Rédei, "The development of vowel harmony in Proto-
Uralic and Proto-Finno-Ugrian". FUF  XLVIII/1 (1987): 39-5O.
[Enumerates pU-pFU case endings]
Rd. ZFA = Rédei K., "A zürjén nyelvjárások fonematikus átírása". FUTY
(1973): 92-4.
Rd. ZKPFA = Rédei K., "A zürjén nyelv KP. nyelvjárásának fonemat ikus
átírása". FUTY   (1973): 95-7.
Rd. 2PAS = K. Radanovics, "Zwei permische Ableitungssuffixe". FUF
XXXIV/1 (1961): 35-41.
RdE SL = K. Rédei, I. Erdélyi, "Sravnitel'naja leksika finno-ugorskix
jazykov". OFUJ-FU   (1974): 397-438.
Rdn. = Andrej Rudnev. Novyja dannyja po zhivoj mandzhurskoj réchi i
shamanstvu.  SPb., 1912.
RdRT BLPL = K. Rédei, A. Róna-Tas, "Early Bulgarian loanwords in t h e
Permian languages". AOH   XXXVII/1-3 (1983): 3-42.
RdRT PBTJ = Rédei K., Róna-Tas A., "A permi nyelvek o…spermi bolga;r-
to/ro/k jo/veve;nyszavai". NyK  LXXIV/2 (1973): 281-98.
RdV = K. Rédei. Permjakisches Wörterverzeichnis aus dem Jahre 1 8 3 3
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work on the remote relationships of languages". SSCS  (1991): 178-99.
Si. ACh = Ralph Siebert, "Languages of the Abbaya/Chamo area -
Report Part I". SLLE  XXI (1994): 1-22 [incl. 32O item wordlist of Bs, Gnj,
Kcm (Gats’ame), Krt, Zs, and Zrg]
Si. Ar = R. Siebert, "Argobba". SLLE  XXI (1994): 14-2O [incl. a
wordlist of 32O items].
Si. M = R. Siebert. A Survey of the Male Language.  Ad., 1995  (=SLLE
XXIV)
Sidwell = P. Sidwell, Letter to the editor, MT   XIX, 1993: 29-31.
Siegel = A. Siegel. Laut- und Formenlehre des neuaramäischen
Dialekts des Tûr Abdîn. Hannover, 1923 (= BSPhL, Heft 2). Repr.: Hild.,
1 9 6 8
SIGTJF = Sravnitel'no-istoricheskaja grammatika tjurkskix jazykov.
Fonetika.  Ed. by E. Tenishev. M., 1984.
SIGTJM = Sravnitel'no-istoricheskaja grammatika tjurkskix jazykov.
Morfologija.  Ed. by E. Tenishev. M., 1988.
Sihler rWyGPV = Andrew Sihler, rev. of Wy GPV. Lg  XLIX/4 (1973) :
934-9 .
Silvestri LI = Domenico Silvestri, "Le lingue italiche". LIE  (1993): 3 4 9 -
7 2 .
Sim = Ronald J. Sim, "Morphophonemics of the verb in Rendille". AAL
VIII/1 (1981): 1-33.
Sim DHEC = R. J. Sim, "The diachronic derivation of the verb i n
Northern Highland East Cushitic". CO   (1988): 433-54.
Simoni FGjSh = Zef Simoni. Fjalor gjermanisht-shqip. Tiranë, 1978.
SimsW LI = N. Sims-Williams, "Le lingue iraniche". LIE  (1993): 1 5 1 -
8O.
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Sin. AC = Denis Sinor. Introduction à l’étude de l’Asie Centrale. Wb.,
1 9 6 3 .
Sin. ANB = D. Sinor, "Some Altaic names of bovines". AOH  XV
(1962): 315-24.
Sin. ECAL = D. Sinor. Essays in Comparative Altaic Linguistics.  Bloom.,
199O.
Sin. LM = D. Sinor, "La langue mandjoue". HO Tung  (1968): 257-8O.
Sin. MPR = D. Sinor, "D'un morphème particulièrement répandu d a n s
les langues ouralo-altaïques". TP  XXXVII (1944): 135-52.
Sin. NCAPh = D. Sinor, "Observation on a new comparative Altaic
phonology". BSOAS  XXVI/1 (1963): 133-44.
Sin. NT = D. Sinor, "Provisional remarks on the Nostratic theory".
SNM   (1998). S. p.
Sin. OuAIE = D. Sinor, "Ouralo-altaïque - indo-européen". TP  XXXVII
(1944): 227-44.
Sin. SL = D. Sinor, "Un suffixe de lieu ouralo-altaïque". AOH  XII
( 1 9 6 1 ) .
Sin. STN = D. Sinor, "Some thoughts of the Nostratic theory and i ts
historical implications". NELM  (1999): 387-4OO.
Sin. TAE = D. Sinor, "Two Altaic etymologies". FsHatt.  (197O): 541-4.
Sin. TdLSUA = D. Sinor, "The *t- ≠ *d  local suffix in Uralic a n d
Altaic". FsNm  (1976): 119-27.
Sin. TM = D. Sinor, "La transcription du mandjou". JA   1949: 263-72.
Sin. UAP = D. Sinor, "On some Ural-Altaic plural suffixes". AM   n.s. II
(1951-2): 2O3-3O.
Sin. UAR = D. Sinor, "The problem of the Ural-Altaic relationship".
HO UL  (1988): 7O6-41.
Sin. USN = D. Sinor, "«Urine» - «star» - «nail»". JSFOu  LXXII (1973) :
3 9 2 - 7
Sin. UT = D. Sinor, "Uralo-Tunguz lexical corespondences". RAL
(1975): 245-65.
Singh AblHA = Prem Singh, "The origine of the ablative singular i n
Hittite and Armenian". IL  XLVI (1985): 53-56.
Singh CH = Prem Singh, "The collectives in -ant- in Hittite". IL  XXXIX
(1978): 297-3O5.
SiSS = E. Sieg, W. Schulze, W. Siegling. Tocharische Grammatik. Gött.,
1 9 3 1 .
Siv. GAG = Daniel Sivan (Nvix laind). Grammatical Analysis a n d
Glossary of the Northwest Semitic Vocables in Akkadian Texts of t h e
15th-13th C. B.C. from Canaan and Syria.  NV, 1984.
Siv. U = Dánî’el Sîwán (D. Sivan). Diqdûq lëshôn æUgárît. J., 1993.
SIvanov CGJ = Spiridon A. Ivanov. Central'naja gruppa govorov
jakutskogo jazyka. Novos., 1993.
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SivCR = Daniel Sivan, Z. Cochavi-Rainey.West Semitic Vocabulary i n
Egyptian Script of the 14th to the 1Oth Centuries B.C.E.  Beer-Sheva,
1992 (= BSh  VI).
SiW ABK = Ralph & Kati Siebert, Klaus Wedekind. Survey on Languages
of the Asosa - Begi - Komosha Area. Ad., 1993   (=SLLE XI)  [incl. a
wordlist of Kwama, Mao of Bambassi, Berta - presumably NSah lgs.]  
SiW BA = Ralph Siebert, K. & Ch. Wedekind. Third S.L.L.E. survey o n
Languages of the Begi / Asosa Area. Ad., 1994   (=SLLE  XV)  [incl. a
wordlist of Hozo and Seze]
Siy. = I. M. Siyad, "A semantic field: the camel". ICSS 2  (1984): 2 8 7 -
9 7 .
Sj. LDW = J. A. Sjögren. Livisch-deutsches und deutsch-livisches
Wörterbuch.  SPb., 1861.
Sj. LG = J. A. Sjögren. Livische Grammatik nebst Sprachproben.  SPb.,
1 8 6 1 .
Sjob. LCT = Andrée F. Sjoberg, "Evidence for a locative case i n
Telugu". DrL  (1969): 59-64.
SJRN = Slovar' jazykov raznyx narodov v Nizhegorodskoj eparx¡i
obitajushchix, imenno ross¡jan, tatar, mordvy i cheremis. … Po alfavitu
ross¡jskix slov raspolozhennyj i v Nizhegorodkoj seminar¡i o t
znajushchix onyje jazyki svjashchennikov i seminaristov p o d
prismotrom … Damaskina jepiskopa Nizhegorodskago i Alatorskago
sochinennyj 1785-go goda.  Ms.
SJSS = SlovnÈ;k jazyka staroslove]nske;ho.  I- XXXVIII -, Pr., 1958 - 85 -.
SK = Suomen kielen etymologinen sanakirja. I-VII. Hs. ,1955-1981.
[Etymological dict. of Finnish].
Sk. AAV = Neil Skinner, "Afroasiatic vocabulary. Evidence for s o m e
culturally important items". AM,  Sonderheft 7, Special Issue 7, 1984 :
1-65 .
Sk. BPH = N. Skinner, "Body parts in Hausa - comparative data". AAL
IV/1 (1977): 1-49.
Sk. DA = N. Skinner, "Domestic animals in Chadic". PChL  ( 1977) :
175 -98
Sk. FMAA = N. Skinner, "‘Fly’ (noun) and ‘moth’ in Afroasiatic". AAL
IV/1 (1977): 51-62.
Sk. HCD = N. Skinner. Hausa Comparative Dictionary. K., 1996.
Sk. LH = N. Skinner, "Loans in Hausa and Pre-Hausa: Some
etymologies". BAV   (1981): 167-2O2.
Sk. NAAA = N. Skinner, "Evidence of earlier nominal affixation i n
Afroasian". SChHS   (1995): 25-35.
Sk. NB = N. Skinner, "North Bauchi Chadic languages: common roots" .
AAL  IV/1 (1977): 1-49.
Sk. NBP = N. Skinner, "Northern Bauchi pronouns". Handout
presented to GET, Paris,1991.
Sk. PAA = N. Skinner, "Polysemy in Afroasiatic". SChAL  (1983): 7 9 -
9 4 .
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Skal. FUIG = V. Skalic ]ka, "Finnougrisch und Indogermanisch". UAJ XLI
(1969): 335-43.
Skal. SNJ = V. Skalic ]ka, "SlovnÈ;k nostraticky;ch jazyku“". JazA  XI
(1974): 22-4.
SKD = A. Sisir Kumar Das. Structure of Malto.  Ann., 1973.
Skeat = W. W. Skeat. An Etymological Dictionary of the English
Language.  New edition revised and enlarged. Oxf., 1963.
Sklv. BTS = V. S. Sokolova. Bartangskije teksty i slovar'.  M. / Lgr.,
196O.  
Sklv. JzgSh = V. S. Sokolova. Geneticheskije otnoshenija
jazguljamskogo jazyka i shugnanskoj jazykovoj gruppy.  Lgr., 1967.
Sklv. MShJ = V. S. Sokolova. Geneticheskije otnoshenija
mundzhanskogo jazyka i shugnansko-jazguljamskoj gruppy.  Lgr., 1973.  
Sklv. OF = V. S. Sokolova. Ocherki po fonetike iranskix jazykov.  M. /
Lgr., 1958.
Sklv. RXTS = V. S. Sokolova. Rushanskije i xufskije teksty i slovar'.  M.
/ Lgr., 1959.  
Sköld DFWL = Tryggve Sköld, "Drei finnische Wörter und d ie
Laryngaltheorie". KZ   LXXVI/1-2 (1959): 27-42.
Skorik ChJ = P. Ja. Skorik, "Chukotskij jazyk". JN V  (1968): 248-7O.
Skorik ChKJ = P. Ja. Skorik, "Chukotsko-kamchatskije jazyki". JN V
(1968): 235-47.
Skorik ChKJ-79 = P. Ja. Skorik, "Chukotsko-kamchatskije jazyki". JAA
III (1979): 23O-63.
Skorik KJ = P. Ja. Skorik, "Kerekskij jazyk". JN  V  (1968): 31O-33.
Sl. = M. Sokoloff. A Dictionary of Jewish Babylonian Aramaic of t h e
Talmudic and Geonic Period.  Ramat-Gan / Balt. / L., 2OO2.
Sl. P = Michael Sokoloff. A Dictionary of Jewish Palestinian Aramaic o f
the Byzantine Period.  Ramat-Gan, 199O.
Slm. U = F. Solmsen. Untersuchungen zur griechischen Laut- u n d
Verslehre. Str., 19O1.
Sln. = Stanis¬aw S¬on ;ski. Historia je≈zyka polskiego w zarysie.  Wa.,
1 9 5 3 .
Sloan KhED = Mohammad Ismail Sloan. Khowar-English Dictionary.
NY (printed in Peshavar), 1981.
Sls. = Franciszek S¬awski. S¬ownik etymologiczny je≈zyka polskiego.  
I-V-. Cr., 1952-82-.
Slt. = G. R. Solta. Die Stellung des Armenischen im Kreise d e r
indogermanischen Sprachen. Eine Untersuchung der indogermanischen
Bestandteile des armenischen Wortschatzes. W., 196O.
Slt. L = G. R. Solta. Die Stellung der lateinischen Sprache.  W., 1974.
Slv. = J. Silvet. Eesti-inglise sõnaraamat. Tall., 1965.
Slw. = Ibrahim Al-Selwi. Jemenitische Wörter in den Werken von al-
Hamda\nÈ\ und Nas]wa\n und ihre Parallelen in den semitischen Sprachen.
B., 1987.
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Slz. GKL = Frederick Volkomor Paul Schulze. A Grammar of the Kuvi
Language  . Mdr., 1911.
Slz. VKL = F. V. P. Schulze. Vocabulary of Kuvi-Kond Language . Mdr. ,
1 9 1 3 .
SM = A. de Smedt, A. Mostaert. Le dialecte monguor parlé par les
Mongols du Kansou occidental. 3e partie. Dictionnaire monguor-
français.  Peiping [Pk.], 1933.
SM G = A. de Smedt, A. Mostaert. Le dialecte monguor parlé par les
Mongols du Kansou occidental.  2e partie. Grammaire.   Pk., 1945.
Sm. = Pekka Sammallahti, "Historical phonology of the Uralic
languages". HO UL (1988): 478-554. [Incl. a list of pU, pFU, pFP
reconstruct ions]
Sm. EB = P. Sammallahti, "Etymologische Beiträge". FUF  XXXIX/1-2
(197O): 76-9.
Sm. LM = P. Sammallahti, "Über die Laut- und Morphemstruktur d e r
uralischen Grundsprache". FUF  XLIII/1-3 (1979): 22-66.
Sm. LR = P. Sammallahti, "Language and roots". CIFU 8  (1995) I: 1 4 3 -
5 3 .
Sm. RUL = P. Sammallahti, "On the relationships of the Uralic
languages". CIFU 7  3A (199O): 7-12.
Sm. SL = P. Sammallahti. The Saami Languages: an Introduction.
Ka;ra;s]johka (Karasjoki, Norway), 1998.
Sm. VNS = P. Sammallahti, "Über das Vokalsystem i m
Urnordsamojedischen". FUF  XLI/1-3 (1975): 22-66.
SMJ = Slovar' marijskogo jazyka. I-. YO, 199O-.
SMJM = Sovremennyj marijskij jazyk. Morfologija.  Ed. by N. Pengitov,
I. Galkin and N. Isanbajev. YO, 1961.
Smsz. PCV =  A. S:mieszek, "Some hypotheses concerning t h e
prehistory of the Coptic vowels". PrO  XXIII (1936).
Smocz. JB =  W. Smoczyn;ski, "Je≈zyki ba¬tyckie". JIE  II (1988): 8 1 7 -
9O5.
Sns. = G. B. Sansom. An Historical Grammar of Japanese. Oxf., 1928.
Snz. AB =  G. Sanz]eev, "Weltanschauung und Schamanismus d e r
Alaren-Burjaten". Anthr  XXII (1927).
Snz. GKJ = G. D. Sanzhejev. Grammatika kalmyckogo jazyka.  M. /
Lgr., 194O.
Snz. PZ = G. D. Sanzhejev, "Predvaritel'nyje zamechanija". JAA V
(1993): 5-42.  [On the Altaic languages and their genetic relationship].
Snz. SG = G. D. Sanzhejev. Sravnitel'naja grammatika mongol ' sk ix
jazykov. I. M., 1953.
Snz. SG-G = G. D. Sanzhejev. Sravnitel'naja grammatika mongol ' sk ix
jazykov (Glagol).  M., 1963.
Snz. SGR = G. D. Sanzhejev, "Sledy grammaticheskogo roda v
mongol'skix jazykax". VJ  1956, no. 5: 73-4.
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Snz. SMJ = G. D. Sanzhejev. Sovremennyj mongol'skij jazyk.  M.,
1 9 5 9 .
Snz. TMV = G. D. Sanzhejev, "Zametki po t jurko-mongol ' skomu
vokalizmu". FsHatt  (1974): 5O8-15.
SnzT MJ = G. D. Sanzhejev, B. X. Todajeva. "Mongol'skije jazyki". JAA
V  (1993): 98-186.
Sö. = Heinz Sölken. Seetzens A:ffade;h. Ein Beitrag zur Kotoko-
Sprachdokumentation. B., 1967.
SogdDGM II = Sogdijskije dokumenty s gory Mug.  II. Juridicheskije
dokumenty i pis'ma. Chtenije, perevod i kommentarii V. A. Livshica. M.,
1962 [with a glossary].
Sok. AvJ = S. N. Sokolov. Avestijskij jazyk.  M., 1961.  
Sok. DPJ = S. N. Sokolov, "Drevnepersidskij jazyk". OIJ-D  ( 1979) :
234-71 .
Som. L = F. Sommer. Handbuch der lateinischen Laut- u n d
Formenlehre.  Heid., 19O2.
Som. L2 = id., 2ed.: Heid., 1914.
SomF HAB = F. Sommer, A. Falkenstein. Die hethit isch-akkadische
Bilingue des H«attus]ili (Labarna II)  (= AByAW,  NF X). Mn., 1938.
Soph. = Evangelinus Apostolides Sophocles. Greek-English Lexicon o f
the Roman and Byzantine Periods. NY, 1888. Repr.: I-II, NY, 1957.
Sos. = E. G. Soselia (eTeri soselia). Analiz sistem terminov
rodstva.  Tb., 1979. [Kinship terms in Kartvelian]
Sott. CG = Roberto Sottile, "The consonant system of Gamu". AAT
(1999): 427-45.
Sott. PhC = R. Sottile, "A few phonetic correspondences in s o m e
Cushitic languages". AAN  (1997): 2O5-24
Sp. SJK = G. Spasskij, "Slovar' jazyka kojbal'skago v 18O6m  g o d u
sobrannyj chlenom S. P. B. obshchestva ljubitelej nauk, slovesnosti i
xudozhestv Grigor'jem Spasskim". Ms. published as an annex to Ptp.,
JSFOu  LIX (1957): 33-56.
Sp. SJM = G. Spasskij, "Slovar' jazyka motorskago v 18O6m  g o d u
sobrannyj chlenom S. P. B. obshchestva ljubitelej nauk, slovesnosti i
xudozhestv Grigor'jem Spasskim". Ms. published as an annex to Ptp.,
JSFOu LIX (1957): 57-1O3.
Specht BS = Franz Specht, "Baltische Sprachen". FsStr  (1924): 6 2 2 -
4 8 .
Specht D = F. Specht. Der Ursprung der indogermanischen
Deklination.  Gött., 1947.
Speirs = A. G. E. Speirs. Proto-Indo-European Laryngeals and Ablaut.
Amst., 1984.
Spg. = Wilhelm Spiegelberg. Koptisches Handwörterbuch. Heid., 1921.
Spg. KE = W. Spiegelberg. Koptische Etymologien. Beiträge zu e inem
koptischen Wörterbuch. Heid., 192O (= SbH , Jg. 1919, Abh. 27)
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Spg. LMS = W. Spiegelberg, "Die Lesung von _t «Mutter» und _t ≥
«Stadt»". ZÄS  LXIII (1928): 1O4ff.
Spiegel VGAS = Friedrich von Spiegel. Vergleichende Grammatik d e r
altiranischen Sprachen.  Lpz., 1882. Repr.: Amst., 197O.
Spitaler ADM = A. Spitaler, "Arabisch". LSPF  (1961): 115-38.
Spitaler ADM = A. Spitaler, "The Aramaic dialect of Ma‘lula". AHB
II/2: Glossary  (1967): 82-96.
Spl. = Jochen Splett. Althochdeutsches Wörterbuch . Vols. I/1, I/2, II.
B. / NY, 1993.
Spr. = Alexander Sperber.  A Historical Grammar of Biblical Hebrew.
Ld., 1966.
Spr. BA = A. Sperber. The Bible in Aramaic. Based on Old Manuscripts
and Printed Texts. I-IV. Ld., 1959-1968.
Sprn. = Otto Springer. Etymologisches Wörterbuch d e s
Althochdeutschen. I-II. Gtt./Z., 1988-1998.
Sprn. GLG = O. Springer, "Greek falio1ß, Latin *balan, Old High
German bal (?) 'marked by a blaze': a horse fanciers’ multilingual
symposium". FsHoen   (1987): 375-83.
SPS = S¬ownik pras¬owian;ski.  Ed. by F. S¬awski. I-V. Wr. / Wa. / Cr.,
1974-84 .
Sr. = H. Stroomer. A Comparative Study of Three Southern O r o m o
Dialects.  Hm., 1987.
Sr. BFWO = Harry Stroomer, "On the base form and the non-base
form of words in the Boraana, Orma, and Waata dialects of Oromo". CO
(1988): 455-74.
Sr. GBO = H. Stroomer. A Grammar of Borana Oromo (Kenya).  K.,
1 9 9 5 .
Srb. DOG = B. A. Serebrennikov, "Problema dostatochnosti osnovanija
v gipotezax, kasajushchixsja geneticheskogo rodstva jazykov". TOKJMR
(1982): 6-62.
Srb. IMMJ = B. A. Serebrennikov. Istoricheskaja morfologija
mordovskix jazykov.  M., 1967.
Srb. IMPJ = B. A. Serebrennikov. Istoricheskaja morfologija permsk ix
jazykov.  M., 1963.
Srb. IMTJ = B. A. Serebrennikov, "O nekotoryx problemax
istoricheskoj morfologii tjurkskix jazykov". SITJ  (1971): 276-88.
Srb. KKUS = B. Serebrennikov, "Die Ursprung der Koaffixe in d e n
Kasusendungen der uralischen Sprachen". CIFU 6  (199O) II: 414-6.
Srb. PGS = B. A. Serebrennikov. Osnovnyje linii razvitija padezhnoj i
glagol'noj sistem v ural'skix jazykax.  M., 1964.
Srb. PTVN = B. A. Serebrennikov, "Pochemu trudno verit' s to ronnikam
nostraticheskoj gipotezy". VJ  1986, no. 3: 26-37.
Srb. RPS = B. A. Serebrennikov, "O prichinax neodinakovogo
raspolozhenija pritjazhatel'nyx suffiksov v ural'skix i altajskix jazykax".
AOH  XV (1962): 311-3.
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Srb. SCN = B. Serebrennikov, "On the so-called 'Nostratic' languages".
TRT  (1986) 66-86.
SrbG SIFT = B. A. Serebrennikov & N. Z. Gadzhijeva, "O nekotoryx
spornyx voprosax sravnitel'no-istoricheskoj fonetiki tjurkskix jazykov".
VJ  196O, no. 4: 62-72.   
SrbG SIGTJ = B. A. Serebrennikov & N. Z. Gadzhijeva. Sravnitel'no-
istoricheskaja grammatika tjurkskix jazykov.  Baku, 1979.
Srj. = Zurab Sarjvela˝e (zurab sarÛvelaZe). 3veli kartuli enis
leksik’oni.  Tb., 1995.
Srj. FLK = Z. Sardshweladze (= Zurab Sarjvela˝e). "Forschungen z u r
Lexik der Kartwelsprachen". Ge  X (1987): 17-24.
Srj. KE = Z. Sardshweladze. "Kartwelische Etymologien". Ge VIII
(1985): 23-5.
Srj. UK’K = Z. Sarjvela˝e, "Umlaut’is k’vali kartulshi". SMAM  CXX/1
( 1 9 8 5 ) .
Srl. = Eugene Sirlinger. Dictionary of the Goemay Language. Goemay-
English. Jos (Nigeria), 1937. Ms. file.
Srl. EG = E. Sirlinger. English- Goemay Dictionary.  Jos (Nigeria), 1 9 4 6 .
Ms.
SRNG = Slovar' russkix narodnyx govorov. Ed. by F. P. Filin. I-XXVII. M.
/ Lgr. (I-II), Lgr. (III-XXVII), 1965-1992.
Srp. WHA = F. Strümpell, "Vergleichendes Wörterverzeichnis d e r
Heidensprachen Adamauas". ZE   191O: 444-88
Srp. WHM = F. Strümpell, "Wörterverzeichnis der Heidensprachen d e s
Mandara-Gebirges (Adamaua)", ZES   XIII (1922-3): 47-74, 1O9-49.
Srz. = I. I. Sreznevskij. Materialy dlja slovarja drevnerusskago jazyka
po pis'mennym pamjatnikam. I-III. Spb., 1893-19O3. Reprint: M., 1958.
SS MSA = Marie-Claude Simeone-Senelle, "The Modern South Arabian
languages". SL (1997): 378-423.
SS N = M.-Cl. Simeone-Senelle, "La négation dans les langues
sudarabiques modernes". MAS-GELLAS  VI (1994): 187-211.
Ss. B = H.-J. Sasse. An Etymological Dictionary of Burji.  Hm., 1982.
Ss. CCSB = H.-J. Sasse, "Case in Cushitic, Semitic, and Berber". CPAAL
(1984): 111-26.
Ss. D = H.-J. Sasse, "Dasenech". NSLE  (1976): 196-221.
Ss. G = H.-J. Sasse, "Notes on the structure of Galab". BSOAS  XXXVII
(1974): 4O7-38.
Ss. Gssf = H.-J. Sasse, "Galla /s7/, /s/, and /f/". AÜ  LVIII/3-4 (1975) :
244-63 .
Ss. K = H.-J. Sasse. "Die kuschitischen Sprachen". SprA  (1981): 1 8 7 -
2 1 5 .
Ss. NPA = H.-J. Sasse, "Neue Perspektive im Afroasiatischen?". BAV
(1981): 143-53.
Ss. OKSV = H.-J. Sasse, "Ostkuschitische und semitische
Verbalklassen". FsSpitaler  (198O): 153-74.
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Ss. P’a = H.-J. Sasse, "Notes on the prefixation of *?a- in Afroasiatic".
GsBehrens  (1991): 271-7.
Ss. PEC = H.-J. Sasse, "The consonant phonemes in Proto-East-Cushitic
(PEC): a first approximation". AAL   VII (1979): 1-67.
Ss. SKA = H.-J. Sasse, "Ein Subjektskasus im Agaw". FO XV (1974): 5 5 -
67. [On cases in CC and EC].
Ss. SPhG = H.-J. Sasse, "Spuren von Pharyngalen in Galab". AÜ  LVI
(1973): 266-75.
Ss. TBS = H.-J. Sasse, "Textproben der Boni-Sprachen". AÜ   LXIII
(198O): 79-1O1.
Ss. WOKS = H.-J. Sasse, "Weiteres zu den ostkuschitischen Sibilanten".
AÜ  LIX (1976): 125-43.
SSA = Suomen sanojen alkuperä. Etymologinen sanakirja. I-III. Ed. b y
Erkki Itkonen (I) and Ula-Maija Kulonen (I, II, III). Hs., 1992-2OOO.
[Etymological dict. of Finnish]
SSAAJ I = A. G. Belova, I. M. D'jakonov (= I. Diakonoff), A. Ju .
Militarev, O. V. Stolbova. Sravnitel'no-istoricheskij slovar' afrazijskix
jazykov, vyp. 1 = PPP, GNSLIV  XV, part 4 (1981).
SSAAJ II = A. G. Belova, I. M. D'jakonov (= I. Diakonoff), A. Ju .
Militarev, O. V. Stolbova. Sravnitel'no-istoricheskij slovar' afrazijskix
jazykov, vyp. 2 = PPP, GNSLIV  XVI, part 3 (1982).
SSAAJ III = A. G. Belova, I. M. D'jakonov (= I. Diakonoff), A. Ju .
Militarev, O. V. Stolbova, "Sravnitel'no-istoricheskij slovar' afrazijskix
jazykov", vyp. 3. PPP, GNSLIV  XIX, part 3 (1986): 3-46.
SSDDHMM NASC = S. Starostin, G. Starostin, V. Dybo, A. Dybo, E.
Helimsky, A. Militarev & O. Mudrak. Basic Nostratic-Afrasian-Sino-
Caucasian Lexical Correspondences.  M., 1995. Ms.
SSL CLS = M.-C. Simeone-Senelle, Antoine Lonnet, "Complément à
'Lexique soqotri': Les noms des parties du corps'". MAS-GELLAS  IV
(1992): 85-1O8.
SSL LNPM = Marie-Claude Simeone-Senelle, Antoine Lonnet, "Lexique
des noms des parties du corps dans les langues sudarabiques modernes .
Deuxième partie: les membres". MAS-GELLAS  II (1988-89): 191-255.
SSL LNPT = Marie-Claude Simeone-Senelle, Antoine Lonnet, "Lexique
des noms des parties du corps dans les langues sudarabiques
modernes" ("Présenation" and "Première partie: la tête"). MAS-GELLAS
III (1985-6): 259-3O4.
SSL LSNP = M.-C. Simeone-Senelle, Antoine Lonnet, "Lexique soqot>ri:
les noms des parties du corps". SSLs   II (1991): 1443-87.
SSO = Sulxan-Saba Orbeliani [sulxan-saba orbeliani].
Leksik’oni kartuli.  Ed. by I. Abula˝e. I-II. Tb., 1993. [Dict. of t h e
Georgian language of the 18th. century]
SSRLJ = Slovar' sovremennogo russkogo literaturnogo jazyka.  I-XVII.
M., 195O-1965.
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SSS = Tocharische Grammatik.  Im Auftrage der Preuss. Ak. der Wiss.
bearbeitet in Gemeinschaft mit Wilhelm Schulze von Emil Sieg u n d
Wilhelm Siegling. Gött., 1931.
SSUM = Slovnïk staroukrajins'koji movï. XIV-XV st.  Ed. by L.
Humec'ka a. o. I-II. Kiev, 1977-8.
ST = V. I. Savel'jeva, Ch. M. Taksami. Nivxsko-russkij slovar'.  M.,
197O.
ST RN = V. Savel'jeva, Ch. Taksami. Russko-nivxskij slovar'.  M., 1965.
Stace = E. V. Stace. English-Arabic Vocabulary for the Use of S tudents
of the Colloquial. L., 1893.
Stade MTG = Bernhard Stade. Über den Ursprung der mehrlauigen
Thatwörter der GeÆez. Lpz., 1871.
Stang IEgwom = Christian S. Stang, "Indo-européen *gWo2m, *d(i)e2m".
FsKur  (1965): 292-6.
Stang LSBG = Chr. Stang. Lexikalische Sonderübereinst immungen
zwischen dem Slavischen, Baltischen und Germainschen.  Oslo, 1972.
Stang LkAN = Chr. Stang, "Litauisch klia1utis - altnordisch hljo1ta". NTS
XXIV (1971): 13-2O.
Stang Lt = Chr. Stang, "Litauisch ta~pti". NTS  XVI (195O): 259-62.
Stang QGthS = Chr. Stang, "A quoi correspond en germanique le th
sanscrit?". NTS  XV (1949): 335-42.
Stang SA = Chr. Stang. Slavonic Accentuation.  Oslo, 1965.
Stang SBV = Chr. Stang. Das slavische und baltische Verbum.  Oslo,
1 9 4 2 .
Stang SLKM = Chr. Stang. Die Sprache des litauischen Katechismus von
Maz]vydas.   Oslo, 1929.
Stang VG = Chr. Stang. Vergleichende Grammatik der baltischen
Sprachen.  Oslo, 1966.
Starinin SSS = V. P. Starinin. Struktura semitskogo slova. Preryvistyje
morfemy. M., 1963.
Starke KL = Frank Starke, "Die Kasusendungen der luwischen
Sprachen". FsNeum  (1982): 4O7-25.
Stary SMD = Giovanni Stary. Taschenwörterbuch Sibemandschurisch-
deutsch. Wb., 199O.
StebK DIJ = M. I. Steblin-Kamenskij. Drevneislandskij jazyk.  M.,
1 9 5 5 .
Stebn. DNJ = S. N. Stebnickij, "Osnovnyje foneticheskije otlichija
dialektov nymylanskogo (korjakskogo) jazyka". PB  (1937): 285-3O9.
Stebn. IJ = S. N. Stebnickij, "Itel'menskij (kamchadal'skij) jazyk". JPNS
III (1934): 85-1O4.
Stebn. NJ = S. N. Stebnickij, "Nymylanskij (korjackij) jazyk". JPNS III
(1934): 47-84.
Steever SVF = Sanford B. Steever. The Serial Verb Formation in t h e
Dravidian Languages. Delhi, 1988.
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Stef. NThN = Witold Stefan;ski, "On the origin of the neuter themat ic
nouns in IE". LPosn XXXIV (1992): 1O5-11.
Steible ABW = H. Steible. Die altsumerischen Bau- u n d
Weihinschriften. I-II. Wb., 1982.
Steiner AS = Richard Steiner. Affricated S>ade in the Semit ic
Languages.  NY, 1982.
Steiner FL = Richard Steiner. The Case for Fricative-Laterals in Proto-
Semitic.  NH, 1977.
Steller AFrG = W. Steller. Abriß der altfriesischen Grammatik.  Halle,
1 9 2 8 .
Stempel ILNK = Patrizia de Bernardo Stempel. Die Vertretung d e r
indogermanischen liquiden und nasalen Sonanten im Keltischen. In.,
1 9 8 7 .
Steph. = Henricus Stephanus (H. Étienne). õesayro`ß th6ß [ellhnikh6ß
glv1sshß. Thesaurus Graecae linguae. 2nd ed. I-IX. P., 1831-69. Repr.:
Graz, 1954.
Steph.-1 = Henricus Stephanus (H. Estienne). õesayro`ß th6ß [ellhnikh6ß
glv1sshß. Thesaurus Graecae linguae.  Gen., 1572.
StéphS LBF = Stéphan-Sèité. Lexique breton-français et français-
breton. Geridurig brezoneg-galleg ha galleg-brezoneg. Brest, 1956.
SterG = R. Sternemann, K. Gutschmidt. Einführung in d ie
vergleichende Sprachwissenschaft. B., 1989 [a chapter on Nostratic, p p .
19O-8].
Stg. = F. Steingass. A Comprehesive Persian-English Dictionary.  3 r d
impr. L., 1943.
Stieber ZGP = Zdzis¬aw Stieber. Zarys gramatyki poro;wnawczej
je≈zyko;w s¬owian;skich. Wa., 1979.
STL = Yusuf Ishaq. Svensk-turabdinskt lexikon. Leksiqon swedoyo-
suryoyo. St., 1988.
Stl. Ang. = Olga V. Stolbova, "Angasskije jazyki". In: Stl. SFZChJ ( 1 9 7 7 .
Ms.)
Stl. ChC = O. Stolbova. Studies in Chadic Comparative Phonology. M.,
1 9 9 6 .
Stl. ChN = O. V. Stolbova, "Chadic and Nigritic (k p rob leme
leksicheskix zaimstvovanij)". FsKov   (1998): 186-94.
Stl. IF =  O. Stolbova. Issledovanije po istoricheskoj fonetike i l eks ike
chadskix jazykov.  Docteur-ès-lettres thesis. M., 1999. Ms.
Stl. IF-A =  O. Stolbova. Issledovanije po istoricheskoj fonetike i
leksike chadskix jazykov. Avtoreferat dissertacii na soiskanije uchënoj
stepeni doktora filologicheskix nauk. Docteur-ès-lettres thesis
(abstracts). M., 1999.
Stl. LS = O. Stolbova, "Lateral sibilants in Chadic (reconstruction) a n d
their correspondences in Semitic and Egyptian". SChHS  (1995): 58-64.
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Stl. NRL = O. Stolbova, "Proto-Chadic *n, *r, *l with cor respondences
in Semitic and Cushitic". M., 2OO1. [Handout for the 1Oth Meeeting o f
Hamito-Semitic (Afoasiatic) Linguistics, Florence, April 2OO1].
Stl. RZChJ = O.V. Stolbova, "Rekonstrukcija konsonantnoj sistemy
zapadnochadskix jazykov". PPP, GNSLIV  XIX, part 3 (1986): 8O-115.
Stl. SF =  O. Stolbova. Sravnitel'no-istoricheskoje issledovanije
fonetiki zapadnochadskix jazykov.  PhD thesis. M., 1978. Ms.
Stl. SF-A =  O. Stolbova. Sravnitel'no-istoricheskoje issledovanije
fonetiki zapadnochadskix jazykov. Avtoreferat dissertacii na soiskanije
uchënoj stepeni kandidata filologicheskix nauk. PhD thesis (abs t rac ts ) .
M., 1978.
Stl. SVZChJ = O. Stolbova, "Soglasnyje verxnezapadnochadskix
jazykov: geneticheskije sootvetstvija".  ITSTI  (1972): 179-87.
Stl. VZCh = O. Stolbova. Sravnitel'naja fone t ika
verxnezapadnochadskix jazykov.   Ms.  M., 1976; Stl. VZCh A = id.,
chapter "Angasskije jazyki"; Stl. VZCh B = id., chapter "Jazyki boleva".
Stl. VZChK = O. Stolbova, "Opyt rekonstrukcii verxnezapadnochadskix
kornej". JZV  (1977): 152-6O.
Stl. ZCh = O. Stolbova, "Sravnitel'no-istoricheskaja fonetika i s lovar '
zapadnochadskix jazykov". AIJ   (1987): 3O-268.
Stl. ZChSSl = O. Stolbova. Zapadnochadskij sravnitel'nyj slovar'.  M.,
199O’s. Unpublished file.
Stlr. = Walther Steller, Abriß der altfriesischen Grammatik. Halle,
1 9 2 8 .
STM = Sravnitel'nyj slovar' tunguso-man'chzhurskix jazykov. Ed. b y
V. Cincius. I-II. Lgr., 1975-7.
Stm. = H. Stumme. Handbuch des Schilh>ischen von Tazerwalt. Lpz.,
1 8 9 9 .
Stn. D = W. Steinitz. Dialektologisches und etymologisches
Wörterbuch der ostjakischen Sprache. Lief. 1-13. B., 1966-1991.
Stn. D-A = W. Steinitz. Dialektologisches und etymologisches
Wörterbuch der ostjakischen Sprache. Anh., Teile 1-. B.,1991-.
Stn. FUV = W. Steinitz. Geschichte des finnisch-ugrischen Vokalismus.
2. Aufl. B., 1964.
Stn. OA IV = W. Steinitz. Ostjakologische Arbeiten. IV. Beiträge z u r
Sprachwissenschaft und Ethnographie. Bdp., 198O.
Stn. OG = W. Steinitz. Ostjakische Grammatik und Chrestomathie m i t
Wörterverzeichnis.  B., 195O.
Stn. OUV = W. Steinitz. Obugrische Vokalgeschichte.  B., s.a. Ms.
Stn. OV =  W. Steinitz. Geschichte des ostjakischen Vokalismus.  B.,
195O.
Stn. TO = W. Steinitz, "Transkriptionsvorschlag für das Ostjakische".
FUTY   (1973): 1O1.
Stn. WV =  W. Steinitz. Geschichte des wogulischen Vokalismus. B.,
1 9 5 5 .
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Stn. XJ = V. K. Shtejnic (W. Steinitz), "Xantyjskij (ostjackij) jazyk".
JPNS   I (1937): 193-227.
Stn. ZOUV = W. Steinitz, "Zur ob-ugrischen Vokalgeschichte". UAJ
XXVIII (1956): 233-41.
Stnd. DKGV = Bonifacas Stundz]ia, "Daiktavardz]io kamienu≈ bei giminiu≈
variantai baltu≈ kalbose (ide. ir bendroji baltu≈ bei slavu≈ kalbu≈ leksika)" =
"Gender-variant nouns in Baltic langiages (old IE and common Balto-
Slavonic vocabulary)". Balt.  XXVII/2 (1994): 13-3O.
Stojanov S = A. Stojanov, Svan materials recorded by K.
Dadishkeliani, SMO   X, Otd. II.
Str. A*ia = John Street, "Proto-Altaic *i\a". Proceedings [of] The 6 t h
Intern. Symposium, Sept. 5-9, 1978 ,  Seoul, 1979: 51-8O.
Str. A*l(V)b = J. Street, "Proto-Altaic *-l(V)b- > Turkic s7". CAJ
XXIV/3-4 (198O): 285-3O2.
Str. AOJ = J. Street. Altaic Elements in Old Japanese.  Part 2 (d r a f t
version). Madison, Wisc., 1978. Ms.
Str. JPAL = J. Street, "Japanese reflexes of the Proto-Altaic lateral".
JAOS  CV/4 (1985): 637-51.
Str. LPA = J. Street. On the Lexicon of Proto-Altaic: A Partial Index t o
Reconstructions.  Madison, Wis., 1974. Ms.
Str. LSHM = J. Street. The Language of the Secret History of t h e
Mongols. NH, 1957.
Str. rMillJAL = J. Street, rev. of Mill. JAL. Lg  XLIX/4 (1973): 95O-4.
Str. RPhC = J. Street, "Remarks on the phonological comparison o f
Japanese with Altaic". GRJL , 1981: 293-3O7
Str. rPpIMCS = J. Street, rev. of Pp. IMCS. Lg  XXXIII/1 (1957): 81-6.
Strachan OIP = J. Strachan. Old-Irish Paradigms and Selections f r o m
the Old-Irish Glosses.  4th ed., revised by O. Bergin. Db., 1949. Reprint:
Db., 197O.
Strack GBA = H. Strack. Grammatik des Biblisch-Aramäischen.  Mn.,
1 9 2 1 .
Stratmann = Franz Heinrich Stratman. A Middle-English Dictionary.
New ed. by H. Bradley. L., 1965.
Strc. = Adal'bert Vikent'jevich Starchevskij. Provodnik i perevodchik
po otdalennejshim okrainam Rossii. II. Spb., 1889.
Streitberg UG = Wilhelm Streitberg. Urgermanische Grammatik.
Heid., 1963.
StrM AOJ = J. Street and R. A. Miller. Altaic Elements in Old Japanese.
Part 1 (draft version). Madison, Wis., 1975. Ms.
Strn. = Carl Steuernagel. Hebräische Grammatik. 13th ed. Lpz.,1961.
StS = Fr. Stolz & J. H. Schmalz. Lateinische Grammatik. Laut- u n d
Formenlehre, Syntax und Stilistik.  5th ed. Revised [actually entirely r e -
written] by M. Leumann and J. B. Hoffmann. Mn., 1926-8.
StSS = Staroslavjanskij slovar' (po rukopisjam X—XI vekov).  Ed. by R.
Cejtlin, R. Vec]erka and E. Blagova. M., 1994.
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Sttl. = Roberto Sottile, "A few phonetic correspondences in s o m e
Cushitic languages". AAN  (1997): 2O5-24.
Sturt. CG = Edgar H. Sturtevant.  A Comparative Grammar of t h e
Hittite Language. Phil., 1933.
Sturt. IHL = E. Sturtevant. The Indo-Hittite Laryngeals.  Balt., 1942.
Sturt. PGL = E. Sturtevant. The Pronunciation of Greek and Latin.  Phil.,
194O.
Sturt. PIEwm = E. Sturtevant, "A Pre-Indo-European change of u\ to m
after u  or ´". AJPh  L (1929): 36O-9.
SturtH CG = E. Sturtevant, E. A. Hahn. Comparative Grammar of t h e
Hittite Language. 2nd ed. Phil., 194O.
Stv. G = Sanford B. Steever, "Gondi". DL  (1998): 2O7-97.
Stv. IDL = S. Steever, "Introduction to the Dravidian languages". DL
(1998) :1-39.
Stv. K = S. Steever, Kannada". DL  (1998): 129-57.
Stv. M = S. Steever, "Malto". DL  (1998): 359-87.
StW = Piotr Stalmaszczyk & Krzystof Tomasz Witczak, "Studies i n
Indo-European Vocabulary". IF  XCVIII (1993): 24ff.
Subb. = K. V. Subbaiya, "A comparative grammar of Dravidian
languages. I. Nouns and cases". IA  XXXIX (191O).
Subram. N = V. I. Subramoniam, "Negatives". TC  1959 VIII 32-43.
Subram. NAM = V. I. Subramoniam, "Rules of nasal assimilation i n
Malayalam". FsMn   II (1977): 22O-4.
SukS CGMI = Sukumar Sen. A Comparative Grammar of Middle Indo-
Aryan.  Pn., 196O.
SukS HPS = Sukumar Sen. History and Prehistory of Sanskrit.  Mysore,
1 9 5 8 .
Sun. BSA = O. P. Sunik, "O glagolax «byt'» i «stat'» v altajskix
jazykax". POAJ   (1971): 386-96.
Sun. BSAM = O. P. Sunik. "Glagoly «byt'» i «stat'» v altajskix jazykax i
ix morfologicheskije derivaty". OSMAJ  (1978): 178-96.
Sun. G = O. P. Sunik. Glagol v tunguso-man'chzhurskix jazykax.  M. /
Lgr., 1962.
Sun. KUD = O. P. Sunik. Kur-urmijskij dialekt.  Lgr., 1958.
Sun. M = O. P. Sunik. "Man'chzhurskij jazyk". JM-MT  (1997): 1 6 2 -
7 2 .
Sun. MSA = O. P. Sunik. "Mestoimenija «sam»/«svoj» i ix
morfologicheskije derivaty v altajskix jazykax". OSMAJ  (1978): 2 3 2 -
6 8 .
Sun. S = O. P. Sunik. Sushchestvitel'noje v tunguso-man'chzhurskix
jazykax.  Lgr., 1982.
Sun. TM = O. P. Sunik. "Tunguso-man'chzhurskije jazyki". JAA V
(1993): 43-97.
Sun. TM-97 = O. P. Sunik. "Tunguso-man'chzhurskije jazyki". JM-MT
(1997): 152-61.
Sun. Ud-97 = O. P. Sunik. "Udègejskij jazyk". JM-MT  (1997): 236-47.
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Sun. UdJ = O. P. Sunik. "Udègejskij jazyk". JN   V (1968): 21O-32.
Sun. UJ = O. P. Sunik. Ul'chskij jazyk.  Lgr., 1985.
Sun. UlJ = O. P. Sunik. "Ul'chskij jazyk". JN  V  (1968): 149-71.
Sun. V = O. P. Sunik. "Vvedenije" (introduction to the chap t e r
"Tunguso-man'chzhurskije jazyki"). JN  V  (1968): 53-67.
Suolahti = H. Suolahti, "Fi. kalma ‘Tod; Grab u. a.’". FUF  VI/1-3
(19O6-8): 117-2O.
SUp. TBh = S. N. Upadhyaya, "A comparative linguistic study o f
Telugu and Bhojpuri, leading towards common origin of Indo-Aryan a n d
Dravidian". Paper presented at World Archaeological Congress - 3 (New
Delhi, 1995).  Allahabad, 1995. Ms.
Sux. = M. Suxishvili (m. suxißvili), "Ori kartuli pu˝ is svanuri
shesat’q’visis shesaxeb". EtDz  (1987): 72-81  [*c' `eb-, *ib- in Svan].
Sw. = H. Sweet. The Student's Dictionary of Anglo-Saxon.  Oxf., 1 8 9 6 .
[Reprint: Oxf., 1963]
S}w. = Bogumi… S}wjela. Dolnoserbsko-ne]mski s¬ownik.  Bautzen, 1963.
S}w. TW = B. S}wjela. Deutsch-niedersorbisches Taschenwörterbuch.
Bautzen, 1953.
Swad. CDIE = M. Swadesh, "The problem of consonantal doublets i n
Indo-European". W   XXVI/1 (197O): 1-16.
Swad. LSAE = M. Svadesh (M. Swadesh), "Lingvisticheskije svjazi
Ameriki i Jevrazii". EtPR (1964): 271-311 (with notes [critical r emarks ]
by A. Dolgopolsky: pp. 311-22).
Swad. TLP = Mauricio Swadesh. Tras la huella linguística de la
prehistoria. México, 196O (= SSPCF , 2 ser., XXVI)
Swiggers LPhGM = Pierre Swiggers, "Latin phonology and the ‘glottalic
model’". NSIE   (1989): 217-9.
Swiggers PIESS = P. Swiggers, "Towards a characterization of t h e
Proto-Indo-European sound system". NSIE  (1989): 177-2O8.
SwP DIE = Nallur Swami & Gnana Prakasar, "Linguistic evidence for t h e
common origin of the Dravidians and Indo-Europeans". TC  II/1 (1953) :
88-112 .
SWV = Samojedische Wörterverzeichnisse. Gesammelt und n e u
herausgegeben von K. Donner. Hs., 1932 (= MSFOu  LXIV).
Syr. AJL = N. Syromiatnikov. The Ancient Japanese Language.  M.,
1981 [transl. of Syrom. DJ].
Syr. DJ =  N. A. Syromjatnikov. Drevnejaponskij jazyk. M., 1972.
Syr. DJJ = N. A. Syromjatnikov, "Dialekty japonskogo jazyka" . JAA V
(1993): 391-414.
Syr. KJJ =  N. A. Syromjatnikov. Klassicheskij japonskij jazyk. M.,
1 9 8 3 .
Syrochkin EZ = V. V. Syrochkin, "Etimologicheskije zametki". EtPR
(1994): 32-44.
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SYv. BShM I, II = Shëmû’el Yeyvîn (Nibi lavms), "Xa¨qˇro[t hashwa;;æa;h
balsha;nˇt shemˇt-micrˇt". [I] Ls II (Tammuz 5689 AM = 1929): 136-54 ,
[II] Ls III (569O AM = 1929/3O): 1O5-11.
SYv. ES IV = Samuel Yeivin, "Studies in comparative Egypto-Semitics.
IV". Kêmi  VI (1936): 63-8O.
SZ = T. I. Zhilina, M. A. Saxarova, V. A. Sorvacheva. Sravnitel'nyj
slovar' komi-zyrjanskix dialektov. Sïkt., 1961.
Sz. = J. Szinnyei. Finnisch-ugrische Sprachwissenschaft.  2nd ed. B. /
Lpz., 1922.
Sz. E = J. Szinnyei, "Etymologisches". FUF   XII/1-2 (1912): 26-9.
Sz. IFUÖ = J. Szinnyei, "Az indogerma;n e;s a finnugor nyelvek
o…srokonsa;ga;nak ke;rde;se;hez". NyK  XXXV (19O7): 1-13.
Sz. IFUR = J. Szinnyei, "Az indogerma;n e;s a finnugor nyelvek
rokonsa;ga;nak ke;rde;se;hez". NyK  XXXVI (19O7): 245-57.
Sz. MNyH = J. Szinnyei. Magyar nyelvhasonlítás.  Bdp., 19O5. 7th e d .
Bdp., 1927.
Szabó LTymS = László Szabó, "Die Laute des Tym-Dialekts d e s
Selkupischen". SFU  II/4 (1966): 295-3O1.
Szem. CIEU = Oswald J. L. Szemerényi, "On contacts between Indo-
European and Uralic". UAJ   LX (1988): 168-176 [rev. of Rd. IGU].
Szem. EVS-7O = O. Szemerényi. Einführung in die vergleichende
Sprachwissenschaft.  Darmstadt, 197O.
Szem. EVS-8O = O. Szemerényi. Einführung in die vergleichende
Sprachwissenschaft.   2nd ed. Darmstadt, 198O.
Szem. IEH = O. Szemerényi, "The Indo-European name of the “heart”".
FsStang  (197O): 515-33.
Szem. IEL = O. Szemerényi. Introduction to Indo-European Linguistics..
4th ed. Oxf., 1999 [transl. of Szem. EVS-9O  ].
Szem. IE*sor = O. Szemerényi, "The alleged Indo-European *sor-
'woman'". Kr  XI/1-2 (1966): 2O6-21.
Szem. KT = O. Szemerényi, "Studies in the kinship termonology of t h e
Indo-European languages, with special reference to Indian, Iranian,
Greek, and Latin". AI  VII (1977): 1-24O, 315-6              
Szem. N = O. Szemerényi. Studies in the Indo-European System o f
Numerals. Heid., 196O
Szem. OGL = O. Szemerényi, "The origin of the Greek lexicon: e x
oriente lux". JHS  XCIV (1974): 144-57.
Szem. rNSIE = O. Szemerényi, rev. of NSIE. D   VI/2 (1989): 237-69.
Szem. S = O. Szemerényi. Syncope in Greek and Indo-European a n d
the Nature of Indo-European Accent.  Nap., 1964.
Szem. SM = O. Szemerényi. Scripta minora.  I-III.  In., 1987.
Szem. STIEL = O. Szemerényi, "Sprachtypologie, funktionelle
Belastung und die Entwicklung indogermanischer Lautsysteme". AI
(1977): 339-93.
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Szil. = Szilasi Móric. Cseremisz szótár. Vocabularium c]eremissicum.
Genetz A:rvid ko/zremu…ko/de;se;vel szerk. Bdp., 19O1 (Offprint from NyK
XXVIII-XXX).
Szil. VSz  =  Szilasi M. Vogul szójegyzék.  Bdp., 1896.
Szil. VSzJ  =  Szilasi M., "Vogul szójegyzék". NyK XXV (1895): 19-48 ,
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Zaxarov ZNS = A. K. Zakharov (Zaxarov), "O predpolagajemom
znachenii nekotoryx nostraticheskix slov, oboznachajushchix
obshchestvennyje, v chastnosti rodstvennyje, otnoshenija".  KSI
(1972): 53-5.
ZaxEd = B. A. Zakharjin (Zaxar'in), D. I. Edel'man. Jazyk kashmiri.  M.,
1 9 7 1 .
Zb. = G. V. Zubko. Fula-russko-francuzskij slovar'. Kamuusu pular
(fulfulde)-riisinkoore-faransinkoore. Dictionnaire peul (fula)-russe-
français.  M., 198O.
Zeller A = Heinrich L. Zeller, "Armenisch". FsStr  (1924): 29O-3O3.
Zeuss GC = I. C. Zeuss. Grammatica Celtica e monumentis vetustis t a m
Hibernicæ linguæ quam Britannicarum dialectorum Cambricæ, Cornicæ
Aremoricæ comparatæ Gallicæ priscæ reliquis.  2nd ed.  B. / P., 1971.
Zewi = Tamar Zewi (ib5c6 rm1t1, Támár Cëvî). A Syntactical Study o f
Verbal Forms Affixed by *-(n)n-Endings in Classical Arabic, Biblical
Hebrew, El-Amarna Akkadian, and Ugaritic.  Münster, 1999.
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Zgusta rAndrNIK = L. Zgusta, rev. of Andronik. NIK (see above s.v.).
AO  XXXV/3 (1967): 491-2.
ZH = Daniel Zohary & Maria Hopf. Domestication of Plants in the Old
World.  2nd ed. Oxf., 1994.
Zh. AJ = A. N. Zhukova, "Aljutorskij jazyk". JN  V  (1968): 294-3O9.
Zh. JPK = A. N. Zhukova. Jazyk palanskix korjakov.  M., 198O.
Zh. KJ = A. N. Zhukova, "Korjakskij jazyk". JN  V  (1968): 271-93.
Zh. KJ-97 = A. N. Zhukova, "Korjakskij jazyk". JM-P  (1997): 39-53.
Zh. RKS = A. N. Zhukova. Russko-korjakskij slovar'.  M., 1967.
Zhgh. ChMP = S. Zhghent’i (s. ΩGenti). Ch’anur-megrulis
ponet’ik’a.  Tb., 1953.
Zhgh. ChT = S. Zhghent’i. Ch’anuri t’ekst’ebi. Arkaburi k’ilok’avi.  Tb.,
1938. [Arkaburi Lz texts].
Zhgh. GK = S. Zhghent’i. Gurul k’ilo.  Tb., 1936.
Zhgh. KP = S. Zhghent’i. Kartuli enis ponet’ik’a.  Tb., 1956.
Zhgh. LT = S. Zhghent’i, "Labializebul tanxmovanta sak’itxisatvis
kartvelur enebshi". EIMKIM   X (1941): 183-91.
Zhgh. SP = S. Zhghent’i. Svanuri enis ponet ‘ik ‘is ˝iritadi sak ‘itxebi.
Tb., 1949.
Zhong = Zhong Suchun. Dawoer yu jianzhi. Pk., 1982. [Dict. of Dagur]
Zhr. IDAK = V. M. Zhirmunskij, "Nekotoryje itogi diskussii p o
armjanskomu konsonantizmu". VJ  1962, no. 5: 32-46.
Zhr. IN = V. M. Zhirmunskij. Istorija nemeckogo jazyka. M., 1956.
Ziegler EKD = F. Ziegler. The English-Kanarese School Dictionary.
Mangalore, 1929.
Zink. LD = Z. Zinkevic]ius. Lietuviu≈ dialektologija. Viln., 1966.
Zink. LJZ I, II = Z. Zinkevic]ius, "Lenku≈-jotvingiu≈ z]odine≥lis?". [I] Balt.
XXI/1 (1985): 61-82, [II] Balt.  XXI/2 (1985): 184-94.
Zink. LKIG = Z. Zinkevic]ius. Lietuviu≈ kalbos istorine≥ gramatika.  I.
I≈vadas. Istorine≥ fonetika. Daiktavardz]iu≈ linksniavimas.  Viln., 198O.
Zink. LKK = Z. Zinkevic]ius. Lietuviu≈ kalbos istorija. I. Lietuviu≈ kalbos
kilme≥.  Viln., 1984.
Zink. RBV = Z. Zinkjavichius (Z. Zinkevic]ius), "O razvitii baltijskogo
vokalizma". BSS   (1972): 5-14.
ZL Ag = Zelealem Leyew. First report on a survey of the Shinasha a n d
Agew dialects and languages.  Ad., 1994 (= SLLE XVIII) [incl. wordlists o f
Qemant and Awngi].
ZL Ar = Zelealem Leyew, "Argobba",  SLLE  XXII (1994): 1-13 [incl.
Argobba phonology & grammar].
Zl. ÄHD = E. Zyhlarz, "Die ägyptisch-hamitische Dekade". ZÄS  LXVII
(1931): 133-9.
Zl. ÄJPB = E. Zyhlarz, "Ältere und jüngere Pluralildung i m
Berberischen". ZES  XXII (1931-2): 1-15.
Zl. GFHS = E. Zyhlarz, "Das geschichtliche Fundament der hamit ischen
Sprachen". Afr.  IX (1936): 433-52.
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Zl. JL = E. Zyhlarz, "Das Wort für «Jahr» im Altlibyschen". ZES  XXIII
(1932-3): 75-7.
Zl. KÄLV = E. Zyhlarz, "Konkordanz ägyptischer und libyscher
Verbalstammtypen". ZÄS  LXX (1934): 1O7-22.
Zl. KB = E. Zyhlarz, "Das kanarische Berberisch in i h r e m
Sprachgeschichtlichen Milieu". ZDMG  C/2 (1951): 4O3-6O.
Zl. UÄNA = E. Zyhlarz, "Die Sprachreste der unteräthiopischen
Nachbaren Altägytens". ZES  XXV (1934-5): 161-88, 241-61.
Zl. USÄ = E. Zyhlarz, "Ursprung und Sprachcharakter d e s
Altägyptischen". ZES  XXIII (1932-3): 23-45, 81-11O, 161-94.
Zlz. M I, II = A. A. Zaliznjak, "Materialy dlja izuchenija
morfologicheskoj struktury drevnegermanskix sushchestvitel'nyx". [I].
EtPR  (1964): 124-6O. [II]. Et 1964  (1965): 16O-235.
ZM = M. I. Zajceva, M. I. Mullonen. Slovar' vepsskogo jazyka. Lgr.,
1 9 7 2 .
Zm. IGSS = Stefan Zimmer, "Indogermanische Sozialstruktur? Zu zwei
Thesen Émile Benvenistes". StIGW  (1987): 315-29.
Zm. IG*uks = St. Zimmer, "Idg. *ukson". HSF  XCV (1981): 84-91.
ZMO = R. David Zorc, Madina M. Osman. Somali-English Dictionary
with English Index.  3rd ed. Kensington, MD, 1993.
Zmr. = H. Zimmern.  Akkadische Fremdwörter als Beweis f ü r
babylonischen Kultureinfluß.  Lpz., 1915.
Zmr.2 = H. Zimmern.  Akkadische Fremdwörter als Beweis f ü r
babylonischen Kultureinfluß.  2nd ed.  Lpz., 1917
Zn. = Julius Theodor Zenker. Türkisch-arabisch-persisches
Handwörterbuch. Dictionnaire turc-arabe-persan.  I-II. Lpz., 1866-7
Zol. = I. I. Zolotnickij. Kornevoj chuvashsko-russkij slovar',
sravnennyj s jazykami raznyx narodov tjurkskago, finskago i drugix
plemen.  Kaz., 1875.
Zorell GAGB = F. Zorell. Grammatik zur altgeorgischen
Bibelübersetzung. R., 193O.
Zp. G = Julius Zupitza. Die germanischen Gutturale.  B., 1896.
ZpS AME = J. Zupitza. Alt- und mittelenglisches Übungsbuch … m i t
einem Wörterbuch.  11th ed. Ed. by J. Schipper. W. / Lpz., 1915.
ZS UA = A. R. Zifel'dt-Simumjagi. Uralo-Altaica.  Kniga I. Baku, 1 9 2 7
(= TOOIA XII).
Zsirai O = Zsirai Miklós, "Orom (a finnugor diminut ivumok
ismeretéhez)". MNy  XXXIII/3-6 (1927): 31O-2O.
Zv. = Kamil V. Zvelebil. Comparative Dravidian Phonology. H. / P.,
197O.
Zv. BNTL = K. Zvelebil, "The body in Nilgiri tribal languages: a
contribution to areal linguistic studies". JAOS   CV/4 (1985): 653-74.
Zv. CDD*r = K. Zvelebil, "Tamil arªukku : Irula o4kku; Tamil arªuku : I ru la
o4ggu:  A contribution to the development of Proto-Dravidian *-rª-". IJDL
XIX/1 (199O): 1O2-6.
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Zv. CDM = K. Zvelebil. A Sketch of Comparative Dravidian
Morphology. I. H. / P. / NY, 1977.
Zv. DCS = K. Zvelebil, "Dravidian case suffixes: Attempt at a
reconstruction". JAOS   XCII/2 (1972): 272-6.
Zv. DE = K. Zvelebil, "Dravidian and Elamite: a real breakthrough?".
JAOS XCIV (1974): 384-5.
Zv. DL = K. Zvelebil. Dravidian Linguistics. An Introduction.
Pondicherry, 199O.
Zv. DP = K. Zvelebil, The Dravidian perspective". NELM  (1999): 3 5 9 -
6 5 .
Zv. DrL = K. Zvelebil, "Dravidian languages". NEB   V (©1974): 989-92.
Zv. IL = K. Zvelebil. The Irul>a Language. I-III. Wb., 1973-82.
Zv. LLD = K. Zvelebil, "Language list of Dravidian". AO  LXV (1997) :
145-9O.
Zv. LRCD = K. Zvelebil, "Long-range language comparison in n e w
models of language development: the case of Dravidian". PJDL  I / 1
(1991): 21-31.
Zv. LSh = K. Zvelebil, "The language of the Sho\legas, Nilgiri a rea ,
South India". JAOS   CX/3 (199O): 417-33 [with a glossary]
Zv. NM = K. Zvelebil, "Brief preliminary report on Aharon
Dolgopolsky, The Nostratic Macrofamily and Linguistic Palaeontology
(Cambridge, 1998). The Dravidian perspective". Paper sent to t h e
Symposium on the Nostratic Macrofamily, Cm., 1998.
Zv. PP = K. Zvelebil, "Personal pronouns in Tamil and Dravidian". IIJ
VI/1 (1962): 65-9.
Zv. SDM = K. Zvelebil, "From Proto-South Dravidian to Malayalam".
AO   XXXVIII (197O): 45-67.
Zv. T55O = K. Zvelebil. Tamil in 55O A.D. An interpretation of Early
Inscriptional Tamil.  Pr., 1964.
Zv. TJ = K. Zvelebil, "Tamil and Japanese - are they related? The
hypothesis of Susumu Ohno". BSOAS   XLVIII/1 (1985): 116-2O.
Zvd. = M. Zavadskij, "Svaneto-russkij sbornik slov". SMO X (189O) ,
part I (otdel I): LII-LXXIV.
ZVSZ = Za;kladnÈ; vs]eslovanska; slovnÈ; za;soba.  Ed. by F. Kopec]ny;. Brno,
1964. Preprint.
ZvV = K. Zvelebil & Jaroslav Vacek. Introduction to the Historical
Grammr of the Tamil Language. Pr., 197O.
ZwolA AGKG = Renée Zwolanek, J. Assfalg. Altgeorgische
Kurzgrammatik.  Gött., 1976.
References to the Old Testament (and its translations), the New
Testament, the Mishna and the Talmudic texts appear with t h e
traditional designation of places.
LXX = Septuaginta.
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Periodicals and Collective Papers
(Abbewciation: Fs. = Festschrift)
AAH = Acta antiqua Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae  (Bdp.).
AAL = Afroasiatic Linguistics  (Malibu).
AAN = Afroasiatica Neapolitana. Contributi presentati all’8º Incontro
di Linguistica Afroasiatica (Camito-Semitica), Napoli, 25-26 Gennaio
1996.   Ed. by A. Baussi & M. Tosco (=  Studi Africanistici. Serie Etiopica
VI). Napoli, 1997.
AAP = Afrikanistische Arbeitspapiere. Schriftenreihe des Kölner
Instituts für Afrikanistik  (K.) .
AArmL = Annuals of Armenian Linguistics  (Cleveland, Ohio)
AAS = Asian and African Studies  (Bratislava).
AAT = Afroasiatica Tergestina. Papers from the 9th Italian Meeting o f
Afro-Asiatic (Hamito-Semitic) Linguistics. Trieste, April 23-24, 1 9 9 8 .
Ed. by Marcello Lamberti and Livia Tonelli. Padova, 1999.
AAW = Anzeiger der  Kaiserlichen Akademie der Wissenschaften i n
Wien, Philosophisch-historische Klasse ; later: Anzeiger der phil.-hist.
Klasse  der Österreichischen Akademie der Wissenschaften.
AAWLM = Abhandlungen der Akademie der Wissenschaften und d e r
Literatur in Mainz. Geistes- und sozialwissenschftliche Klasse.
ABAW = Abhandlungen der Berliner Akademie der Wissenschaften  ( =
Abhandlungen der Preußischen Akademie der Wissenschaften,
philosophisch-historische Klasse) (Berlin).
AByAW = Abhandlungen der Bayrischen Akademie d e r
Wissenschaften,  Philosophisch-historische Klasse.
AbN = Abr-Nahrayn  (Ld.).
AByAW = Abhandlungen der Bayrischen Akademie d e r
Wissenschaften,  Philosophisch-historische Klasse.
ACAL 3 = Third Annual Conference on African Linguistics, 7-8 April
1972.  Ed. by E. Voeltz. Bloom., 1974 (= Indiana Univ. Publications.
African series ) .
ACCarter = The Anatolian Connection: Memorial Offerings for Charles
Carter in Anatolian and Other Asian Minor Languages.  Ed. by Yoël L.
Arbeitman. Lv., 2000.
ACEM = ACEM. Annali della Facoltà di Lettere e Filosofia
dell'Università degli Studi di Milano.
ACF = Annuaire du Collège de France  (Paris).
ACIL = Atti del Congresso internazionale dei linguisti (Roma, 1 9 3 3 ) .
Fir., 1935.
ACISE = Atti del Convegno internazionale di studi etiopici (Roma, 2 - 4
aprile 1959).  R., 196O (= Acc. Naz. dei Lincei, anno CCCLVII, quad. # 4 8 ,
196O) .
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ADMG = Abhandlungen der Deutschen Morgenländischen
Gesellschaft.
AE = Annali di Ebla.
Aeg = Aegyptus  (Mil.).
AEST = Akadeemilise Emakeele Seltsi toimetised  (Tartu).
AFNW = Arbeitsgemeinschaft für Forschung des Landes Nordrhein-
Westfalen.  Geisteswissenschaften.  (K. - Opladen).
Afr. = Africa  (L.).
AfrEIL = Africana. Etnografija, istorija, lingvistika.  Lgr., 1969 (= AfrES
VII = TIEMM  XCIII).
AfrES = Afrikanskij etnograficheskij sbornik  (Lgr.) (a series within
TIEMM ).
AfrKJ = Africana. Kul'tura i jazyki narodov Afriki.  Lgr., 1966 ( =
AfrES  VI = TIEMM  XC).
AfrM = Africana Marburgensia  (Marburg).
AfrSt = Afrikanistische Studien.  Ed. by J. Lukas. B., 1955.
AfSlPh = Archiv für slavische Philologie (B - Lpz.).
AGI = Archivio Glottologico Italiano.
AHB = An Aramaic Handbook. Parts I/1, I/2, II/1, II/2.  Ed. by F.
Rosenthal. Wb., 1967.
AI = Acta Iranica.
AIBL = Académie des Inscriptions et de Belles-Lettre. Comptes-rendus
des séances.
AICDL 1 = Proceedings of the First All India Conference of Dravidian
Linguistics.  Ed. by V. I. Subramoniam. Trivandrum, 1972.
AIED = Ancient Indo-European Dialects.  Ed. by H. Birnbaum and J .
Puhvel. Berk. / LA, 1966.
AIEO = Annales de l’Institut d’Études Orientales  (Faculté des le t t res
de l’Université d’Alger, P.).
AIG = Antiquitates Indogermanicae. Studien zur indogermanischen
Altertumskunde und zur Sprach- und Kulturgeschichte d e r
indogermanischen Völker. Gedenkschrift H. Hüntert.   Hrs. von M.
Mayrhofer, W. Meid, B. Schlerat, R. Schmidt. In., 1974.
AIIES = American Indian and Indo-European Studies. Papers in Honor
of Madison S. Beeler.  Ed. by K. Klar, M. Langdon, and S. Silver. H.,
198O.
AIJ = Afrikanskoje istoricheskoje jazykoznanije.  Ed. by V.
Porkhomovski (V. Ja. Porxomovskij). M., 1987.
AION = AIVN. Istituto Universitario Orientale di Napoli. Annali.
Sezione linguistica.  
AION-CMA = AIVN. Istituto Universitario Orientale di Napoli. Annali
del Dipartimento di Studi del Mondo Classico e del Mediterraneo
Antico. Sezione linguistica.  
AIPhHOS = Annuaire de l'Institut de Philologie et d'Histoire Orientales
et Slaves.
AJPh = American Journal of Philology.
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AJSLL = American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures.
AKM = Abhandlungen für die Kunde des Morgenlandes.
Herausgegeben von der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft.  
AKPAW = Abhandlungen der Königlichen Preussischen Akademie d e r
Wissenschaften.
AKS = Altkaukasische Studien  (Lpz.).
AKSGW = Abhandlungen der Königlichen Sächsischen Gesellschaft d e r
Wissenschaften. Phil.-hist. Classe  (Lpz.).
ALC = African Languages and Cultures  (L.).
ALH = Acta Linguistica Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae  (Bdp.).
ALHf = Acta Linguistica Hafniensia  (Cop.).
ALS = African Language Studies.
AltE = Altajskije etimologii. Sbornik nauchnyx trudov. Ed. by V.
Cincius and L. Dmitrijeva. Lgr., 1984.
AM = Asia Maior  (L.).
AMAV = Atti e Memorie  della Accademi di Agricoltura, Scienze e
Lettere di Verona.
AMSL = Archives des missions scientifiques et littéraires  (P.).
ANETS = Ancient Near Eastern Texts and Studies.
AnL = Anthropological Linguistics.
AnS III = L'Année  sociologique , 3ème série.
Ant = Antiquity
Anth = Anthropos .
ANyT = A:ltala;nos Nyelve;szeti Tanulma;nyok.
AO = Archív Orientální  (Pr.).
AOF = Altorientalische Forschungen  (B., Ak. der Wiss. der DDR).
AOH = Acta Orientalia Academiae Scientiarum Hungaricae  (Bdp.).
AOS = American Oriental Series  (NH).
APAW = Abhandlungen der Preussischen Akademie d e r
Wissenschaften.
APCILSHS = Actes du Premier Congrès international de linguistique
sémitique et chamito-sémitique.  H. / P., 1974.
APILKU = Arbejdspapirer ufsendt af Institut for Lingvistik, Københavns
Universitet.
ArA = Archief voor Antropologie  (Koninklijk Museum voor Midden-
Afrika, Tervuren, België) = Archives d'anthropologie  (Koninklijk Musée
Royal de l'Afrique Centrale, Tervuren, Belgique).
ARA = Annual Review of Anthropology.
Aram = Aram  (CmM.).
ARWA = Abhandlungen der Rheinisch-Westfälischen Akademie d e r
Wissenschaften.
ASFL = Acta Salamanticensia: Filosofía y letras  (Salamanca).
ASGM = Atti del Sodalizio Glottologico Milanese.
ASGW = Abhandlungen der Sächsischen Gesellschaft d e r
Wissenschaften,  Philosophisch-historische Klasse  (Lpz.).
ASlPh = Archiv für slavische Philologie  (B./Lpz.).
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ASPA = Autosegmental Studies on Pitch Accent.  Ed. by van der Hulst
and Smith. Dordrecht, 1988.
ASPh = Actes de la Société philologique  (P.).
ASRI-OS = American Oriental Society. Middle West Branch. Semi-
Centennial Volume.  Asian Studies Research Instirute. Oriental Series
#3. Ed. by D. Sinor. Bloom., 1969.
ASThHLS = Amsterdam Studies in the Theory and History of Linguistic
Science.
ASUL = American Studies in Uralic Linguistics. Ed. by Th. Sebeok.
Bloom., 196O.
ATC = Atti e Memorie dell’Accademia Toscana di Scienze e Lettere La
Colombaria.
A3GCSIE = Atti della Terza Giornata di Studi Camito-Semitici e
Indoeuropei.  R., 1984.
AÜ = Afrika und Übersee  (B., Reimer).
AUAbidjL = Annales de l’Univ.. d’Abidjan. Série H (Linguistique)
(Abidjan).
AUL = Acta Universitatis Latviensis  (Riga).
AVISIJ = Aktual'nyje voprosy iranistiki i sravnitel 'nogo
indojevropejskogo jazykoznnija. Tezisy dokladov.  M., 197O.
AVS = Allgemeine und vergleichende Sprachwissenschat.  Bern, 1 9 5 3
(= Wissenschafliche Forschungsberichte: Geisteswissenschaftliche Reihe,
II).
AVSJ = Aktual'nyje voprosy sravnitel'nogo jazykoznanija. Ed. by A.
Desnickaja.  Lgr., 1989.
Awal = Awal. Cahiers d’études berbères  (P., édition de la Maison d e s
Sciences de l’Homme).
AWL = Akademie der Wissenschaften und der Literatur  (in Mainz).
Abhandlungen der geistes- und sozialwissenschaftlichen Klasse.
BAf = Beiträge zur Afrikanistik  (Wien, Institut für Afrikanistik &
Ägyptologie der Uiversität Wien).
Balc = Balcanica  (Belgrad).
BalcLI = Balcanica. Lingvisticheskije issledovanija.  M., 1979.
Balt. = Baltistica  (Viln.).
BAV = Berliner Afrikanistische Vorträge (XXI. Deutscher
Orientalistentag, Berlin 24.-29.3.198O).  Ed. by H. Jungraithmayr.  B.,
1 9 8 1 .
BAVSS = Beiträge zur Assyriologie und vergleichende semit ische
Sprachwissenschaft.
BB = Beiträge zur Kunde der indogermanischen Sprachen  , hrsg. v o n
A. Bezzenberger u. a. (Gött., 1877-19O7).
Bb. = Biblica  (Roma).
BE = Balkansko ezikoznanie. Linguistique balkanique  (Sofia).
BEHE = Bibliothèque de l’École des Hautes Études  (P.).
BerSAk = Berichte über die Verhandlungen der Sächsischen Akademie
der Wissenschaften zu Leipzig. Philologisch-historische Klasse.
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BHDKerns = Bono Homini Donum: Essays in Historical Linguistics, i n
Memory of J. Alexander Kerns. Ed. by Y. Arbeitman and A. Bomhard.
Amst., 1981.
Bi. = Biblica.
BICUAER = Bulletin of the International Committee on Urgent
Anthropological and Ethnological Research.
BIFAN = Bulletin de l'Institut Français d'Afrique Noire  (Dakar).
BIILS = Bulletin of the International Institute for Linguistic Sciences,
Kyoto Sangyo University  (Kt.)
BilE = Il bilinguismo a Ebla. Atti del Convegno internazionale (Napoli,
19-22 aprile 1982).  A cura di L. Cagni. Nap., Istituto Universiratio
Orientale, 1984.
BISNEC = Bulletin of the Institute for the Study of North Eurasian
Cultures, Hokkaido University  (Sapporo).
BK = Bedi Karthlisa. Revue de kartvélologie  (P.).
BL = Baltic Linguistics.  Ed. by Th. Magner & W. Schmalstieg.
University Park (Pe.) / L., 197O.
BM = Bibliothèque du Muséon  (Louv.).
BMJA = Bespis'mennyje i mladopis'mennyje jazyki Afriki.  Ed. by N. V.
Oxotina and A. B. Dolgopol’skij. M., 1973.
BNAK = Beiträge zur Nordasiatischen Kulturgeschichte.  Ed. by G.
Doerfer and M. Weiers. Wb., 1978 (= Tungusica,  ed. by M. Weiers, I).
BO = Bibliotheca Orientalis.
BPTJ = Biuletyn Polskiego Towarzystwa Je ≈zykoznawczego. Bulletin d e
la Société Polonaise de Linguistique  (Wr. / Cr.).
BSELAF = Bibliothèque de la SELAF  (P.).
BSh = Beer-Sheva. Studies of the Department of Bible and Ancient
Near East, Ben-Gurion University = Bëæer-ShevaÆ. Këtav-‘et shel h a -
Maxláqáh leMiqrá’ u-l-lîmûdê ha-Mizráx ha-Qárôv, ’Unîversît'at Ben-
Gûryôn ba-Negev.
BShSh = Buletin për shkencat shoqërore  (Tiranë).
BSI = Balto-slavjanskije issledovanija.  Ed. by T. Sudnik. M., 1974.
BSI-8O = Balto-slavjanskije issledovanija.  198O.  Ed. by V. Ivanov. M.,
1 9 8 1 .
BSI-81 = Balto-slavjanskije issledovanija.  1981.  Ed. by V. Ivanov. M.,
1 9 8 2 .
BSI-82 = Balto-slavjanskije issledovanija.  1982.  Ed. by V. Ivanov. M.,
1 9 8 3 .
BSI-83 = Balto-slavjanskije issledovanija.  1983. Ed. by V. Ivanov. M.,
1 9 8 4 .
BSI-84 = Balto-slavjanskije issledovanija.  1984.  Ed. by V. Ivanov. M.,
1 9 8 6 .
BSI-85 = Balto-slavjanskije issledovanija.  1985.  Ed. by V. Ivanov. M.,
1 9 8 7 .
BSL = Bulletin de la Société de linguistique de Paris.
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BSPhL = Beiträge zur semitischen Philologie und Linguistik, hrsg. v o n
G. Bergsträsser.
BSOAS - Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies,  Univ.
of London.
BSOS - Bulletin of the School of Oriental Studies,  Univ. of London.
BSPL = Bulletin de la Société  Polonaise de linguistique.
BSS = Balto-slavjanskij sbornik. Ed. by V. Toporov. M., 1972.
BulE = Ba €lgarski ezik.
CA = Current Anthropology.
CAAL = Current Approaches to African Linguistics  (Dordrecht).
CAJ = Central Asiatic Journal  (Wb.).
CArchJ = Cambridge Archaeological Journal.
Cauc. = Caucasica. Zeitschrift für die Erforschung der Sprachen u n d
Kulturen des Kaukasus  (Lpz.).
CBalt = Commentationes Balticae  (Bonn).
CdE = Chronique d’Égypte. Bulletin périodique de la Fondation
égyptologique Reine Élisabeth  (Brux.).
Celt. = Celtica.
ChChLR = Cheremis-Chuvash Lexical Relations. Ed. by J. R. Krueger &
E. D. Francis. Bloom., 1968.
ChLHSNB = The Chad Languages in the Hamitosemitic-Nigritic Border
Area.  Ed. by H. Jungraithmayr. B., 1982 (= MSAA  XXVII).
ChLS XI = Chicago Linguistic Society. Eleventh Regional Meeting
( 1 9 7 5 ) .
ChSt = Chuvash Studies.  Ed. by A. Róna-Tas. Bdp., 1982.
ChVSF = Christiania Videnskaps-Selskabs Forhandlingan  (Chr.).
CIFU-1 = Congressus Internationalis Finno-Ugristarum Budapestini
habitus 2O-24. IX. 196O.  Bdp., 1963.
CIFU-2 = Congressus Secundus Internationalis Finno-Ugristarum.  I-II.
Hs., 1968.
CIFU-3 = Congressus Tertius Internationalis Finno-Ugristarum.. Tall.,
1 9 7 5 .
CIFU-3 T = Congressus Tertius Internationalis Finno-Ugristarum.
Teesid. Tall.,197O.
CIFU-4 = Congressus Quartus Internationalis Finno-Ugristarum
Budapestini habitus 9.-15. Septembris 1975.  I-III.  Bdp., 1975 (vol. I),
198O (vol. II), 1981 (vol. III).
CIFU-5 = Congressus Quintus Internationalis Finno-Ugristarum. I-VIII.
Turku, 198O-1.
CIFU-6 = Materialy VI Mezhdunarodnogo kongressa finno-ugrovedov.
M., 199O.
CIFU-6 T = Congressus Sextus Internationalis Finno-Ugristarum.
Tezisy dokladov.  Sïkt., 1985.
CIFU-7 1A = Congressus Septimus Internationalis Finno-Ugristarum.
1A. Sessiones plenares. Dissertationes. Debrecen, (printed at) Kiniszi
Mg. Szakszövetkezet nyomdaüzemé, 199O.
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CIFU-7 3A = Congressus Septimus Internationalis Finno-Ugristarum.
3A. Sessiones sectionum. Dissertationes. Linguistica. Debrecen, (p r in ted
at) Kiniszi Mg. Szakszövetkezet nyomdaüzemé, 199O.
CIFU-8  = Congressus Octavus Internationalis Finno-Ugristarum. I-II:
Pars I. Orationes plenariae et conspectus quinquennales. Pars II.
Summaria acroasium in sectionibus et symposiis factarum.  Jyväskylä,
1 9 9 5 .
CIL = Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum.
CILIF = Comparative-Historical Linguistics: Indo-European and Finno-
Ugric.  Ed. by Bela Brogyanyi & Reiner Lipp. Amst. / Phil., 1992 (= Paper
in Honor of Oswald Szemerényi  III).
CInL = Cahiers de l’Institut de linguistique  (Louvain).
CIO 14 = Actes du XIV Congrès International des Orientalistes (Alger,
19O5).  P., 19O7.
CIO 21 = Actes du XXIe Congrès International des Orientalistes ( 1 9 4 8 )
. P., 1949.  
CISChS 1 = Actes du Premier congrès International de linguistique
sémitique et chamito-sémitique.  P., 1974.  
CJS VI = Proceedings of the Sixth World Congress of Jewish Studies
(Jerusalem, August 1973).  Jer., 1977.
CL = Collection linguistique  (P., Klinksieck).
CLAP = Cercle linguistique d’Aix-en-Provence. Travaux.
CLN = California Linguistic Notes.
CO = Cushitic - Omotic. Papers from the International Symposium o n
Cushitic & Omotic Languages, Cologne, Jan. 6-9, 1986. Ed. by M.
Bechhaus-Gerst and F. Serzisko.  Hm., 1988.
COL = Cushitic and Omotic Languages. Proceedings of the 3 r d
International Symposium, Berlin, March 17-19, 1994. Ed. by C.
Griefenow-Mewis & R. Voigt. K., 1996.
CollIE I = Bojan C}op, Varja Cvetko, J. E. Rasmussen. Collectanea
Indoeuropaea I.  Ljubljana, 1978 (= Univerzita v Ljubljani. Filozofska
fakulteta. Oddelek za primeraljno jezikoslovje in orientalistiko. Series
Comparativa  III).
Copt E = The Coptic Encyclopedia.  Ed. by Aziz S. Atiya. NY / Toronto.
CoptS = Coptic Studies.  Ed. by Godlewski. Wa., 199O.
CPAAL = Current Progress in Afro-Asiatic Linguistics. Papers of the 3 r d
International Hamito-Semitic Congress. Ed. by J. Bynon. Amst. / Phil., J .
1 9 8 4 .
CPChL = Current Progress in Chadic Linguistics.  Ed. by Z. Frajzyngier.
Amst. / Phil., 1989.
D = Diachronica. International Journal for Historical Linguistics
(Amst. / Phil.).
DA = Drevnjaja Anatolija.  Ed. by B. B. Piotrovskij a. o. M., 1985.
DAE = Deutsche Aksum-Expedition.
DCAN = Dialectologie et comparatisme en Afrique Noire , eds. G.
Guarisma & S. Platiel. P., 198O
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DCS = Dravidian Case System.  Ed. by S. Agesthialingom & K.
Kushalappa Gowda. Ann., 1976.
DGO = Doklady otdelenij i komissij Geograficheskogo obshchestva
SSSR (Lgr.).
Dh = Dhumbadji!  Journal of the Melbourne Association for t h e
History of Language.
Diogène = Diogène  (P.).
DJMA = Drevnije jazyki Maloj Azii.  Sbornik statej. Ed. by I. M.
D’jakonov and Vjach. Vs. Ivanov. M.,198O.
DL = The Dravidian Languages. Ed. by Sanford B. Steever. L. / NY,
1 9 9 8 .
DOT 23 = XXIII. Deutscher Orientalistentag.  Ed. by E. von Schuler.
Stg.,  1989 (= ZDMG , Supplement VII).
DOT 25 = XXV. Deutscher Orientalistentag.  Ed. by C. Wunsch.   Stg.,
1 9 9 4 .
DPhS = Dravidian Phonological Systems.  Ed. by Harold S. Schiffman
and Carol M. Eastman. Seattle, 1975.
DRAN-B = Doklady Rossijskoj Akademii Nauk, serija B.  
DrL = Dravidian Linguistics (seminar papers). Proceedings of t h e
Seminar on Comparative Dravidian held at the Annamalai Univ.,
Annamalainagar, Jan. 11-14, 1968. Ed. by S. Agesthialingom & N.
Kumaraswami Raja. Ann., 1969.
DV = Drevnij Vostok  (Yer.).
DVES = Drevnij Vostok: etnokul'turnyje svjazi.  Ed. by G. M. Bongard-
Levin and V. G. Ardzinba. M., 1988.
DzKEKSh = Tbilisis Saxelmc’ipo Universit’et’i. 3veli kartuli enis
k’atedris shromebi  (Tb.) .
EA = Eurasiatica. Journal of Neohistorical Linguistics.
EAH = Eastern African History.  Ed. by D. McCall, N. Bennett, J. Butley.
NY, 1969. (= Boston University Studies in Africa  III).
EAZh = ‰minean azgagrakan 1o¬ovacu (Eminean
azgagrakan zhoghovacu, Eminskij etnograficheskij sbornik)   (Tiflis).
EB = Encyclopædia Britannica.  (14th ed.) I-XXII. Ch./L., ©1971.
EBA = E. Benveniste aujourd’hui. Actes du Colloque international du C.
N. R. S. Université François Rabelais, Tours, 28-3O septembre 1 9 8 3 .
Vol. 1 (ed. G. Serbat). Vol. 2 (eds. J. Taillardat, G. Lazard, G. Serbat). P.,
1 9 8 4 .
EC = Études Celtiques.
ECam =  Études Camerounaises.
EDB = Études et documents berbères  (P..)
EEA = Eblaitica: Essays on the Ebla Archives and Eblaite Language.  I-II.
Ed. By C. H. Gordon a. o. Winona Lake, Ind., 1987-9O.
EEM = Az etimológia elmélete és módszere.  Bdp.,1976.
EFOu = Études finno-ougriennes  (Bdp.).
EI = Encyclopedia of Indo-European Culture.  Ed. by J. P. Mallory & D.
Q. Adams. L. / Ch., 1997.
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EIMKIM = Ak’ademik’osi N. Maris saxelobis Enis, ist’oriisa d a
mat’erialuri k’ult’uris inst’it’ut’is maombe = Izvestija Instituta jazyka,
istorii i material'noj kul'tury im. akad. N. Ja. Marra (Tb.).
EIRJ = Etimologicheskie issledovanija po russkomu jazyku.  I - II. M.,
196O-62.
EIShA = Enatmecnierebis Inst’it’ut’is shromebi. Aghmosavlur enata
seria  (Tb.).
ELL = The Encyclopedia of Language and Linguistics. Ed. by R. E. Asher.
Oxf.
ELM = Explorations in Language Macrofamilies.  Materials from t h e
first International Interdisciplinary Symposium on Language a n d
Prehistory, Ann Arbor, 8-12 November, 1988. Ed. by V. Shevoroshkin.
Bochum, 1989.
ÉM = Études mongoles  (P.-Nanterre, Laboratoire d’ethnologie, Univ.
de Patris X).
EMC = Evolution: From Molecules to Culture.  Abstracts of papers .
Arranged by R. Dawkins & J. Diamond. Cold Spring Harbor (NY), 199O.
EMWKn = East Meets West. Homage to Edgar C. Knowlton Jr.  Ed. b y
Roger L. Hadlich & J. D. Ellsworth. Honolulu, 1988.
EPhTch = Études phonologiques tchadiennes.  Ed. by J.-P. Caprile. P.,
SELAF, 1977.
EPMA = Epigraficheskije pamjatniki drevnej Maloj Azii i ant ichnogo
severnogo i zapadnogo Prichernomor'ja kak istoricheskij i
lingvisticheskij istochnik.  M., 1985:
EPPh = Estonian Papers in Phonetics  (Tall.).
ESLs = Ethiopian Studies. Dedicated to Wolf Leslau. Ed. S. Segert and A.
Bodrogligeti. Wb., 1983.
Et 1964 = Etimologija 1964.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1965.
Et 1965 = Etimologija 1965.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1967.
Et 1966 = Etimologija 1966.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1968.
Et 1967 = Etimologija 1967.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1969.
Et 1968 = Etimologija 1968.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1971.
Et 197O = Etimologija 197O.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1972.
Et 1971 = Etimologija 1971.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1973.
Et 1972 = Etimologija 1972.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1974.
Et 1973 = Etimologija 1973.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1975.
Et 1975 = Etimologija 1975.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1977.
Et 1976 = Etimologija 1976.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1978.
Et 1977 = Etimologija 1977.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1979.
Et 1978 = Etimologija 1978.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 198O.
Et 1979 = Etimologija 1979.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1981.
Et 1982 = Etimologija 1982.  Ed. by Zh. Varbot a. o.  M., 1985.
Et 1983 = Etimologija 1983.  Ed. by Zh. Varbot a. o.  M., 1985.
Et 1984 = Etimologija 1984.  Ed. by Zh. Varbot a. o.  M., 1986.
Et 1985 = Etimologija 1985.  Ed. by Zh. Varbot a. o.  M., 1988.
Et 1991-3 = Etimologija 1991-1993.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv.  M., 1994.
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Et 1994-6 = Etimologija 1994-1996.  Ed. by O. Trubachëv.  M., 1997.
ETchCEV = Études tchadiques. Classes et extensions verbales.  P.,
1 9 8 7 .
ETchVM = Études tchadiques. Verbes monoradicaux.  P., 199O.
EtDz = Etimologiuri ˝iebani. Tb., 1987.
Eth = Ethnology  (Pittsburgh).
EtIR = Etimologija. Issledovanija po russkomu i drugim jazykam.  Ed.
by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1963.
ÉtL = Études linguistiques  (Niamey, Niger).
EtM = Etiopia Meridionale.  P., 189O.
EtPR = Etimologija. Principy rekonstrukcii i metodika issledovanija.
Ed. by O. Trubachëv a. o.  M., 1964.
EvidLar/1 = Evidence for Laryngeals.  Ed. by W. Winter. Austin, 196O.
EvidLar/2 = Evidence for Laryngeals.  Ed. by W. Winter. H., 1965.
EVTÜT = Eesti Vabariigi Tartu Ülikooli toimetused. Acta e t
commentationes Universitatis Dorpatensis. B: Humaniora.
ExHL = Explanation in Historical Linguistics.  Ed. Garry W. Davis &
Gregory K. Iverson. Amst. / Phil.,1992.
FAB = Frankfurter Afrikanistische Blätter  (Fr.).
FGS = Frühgeschichte und Sprachwissenschaft . Ed. by Wilhelm
Brandenstein. W., 1948.
FL = Folia Linguistica. Acta Societatis Linguisticae Europaeae.
FLH = Folia Linguistica Historica. Acta Societatis Linguisticae
Europaeae.
FO = Folia Orientalia  (Cr.).
FoundL = Foundation of Language.
FS = Folia Slavica.
FsAD = Languages and their Speakers in Ancient Eurasia. Dedicated t o
Professor Aharon Dolgopolsky on his 7Oth Birthday. Ed. by V.
Shevoroshkin and P. Sidwell. Canberra, Association of the History o f
Language, 2OO2.
FsAx =  Tbilisis Universit’et’i Giorgi Axvledians. Saiubileo k’rebuli
mi˝ghvnili dabadebis 8O c’listavisadmi.  Tb., 1969.
FsBask = 9O let N. A. Baskakovu. N. A. Baskakovu ot kolleg i
uchenikov. Ed. by E. Tenishev. M., 1996.
FsBH = Nvsl irqhm Mexqarê láshôn. Muggáshîm lë-Zëæév Ben-Xayim
bë-haggîÆô lëçêváh.  Ed. by M. Bar-Asher a. o. J., 5743 (= 1982/3). (Fs.
Ben-Hayyim).
FsBonf = Scritti in onore di Giuliano Bonfante.  I-II. Brescia, 1976.
FsDst = Papers in Linguistics in Honor of Léon Dostert. Ed. by William
A. Austin. H., 1967.
FsErh = Grammaticus. Studia linguistica Adolfo Erharto quinque e t
septuagenario oblata.  Ed. by S }efc ]ík and B. Vykype ]l. Brno, 2OO1.
FsEW I = Festschrift Ewald Wagner zum 65. Geburtstag.  Ed. W.
Heinrichs & G. Schoeler. Bd I: Semitische Studien unter besonderer
Berücksichtigung der Südsemitistik.  Beir., 1994.
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FsFalk = Heidelberger Studien zum Alten Orient (Adam Falkenstein
zum 17. September 1966). Wb., Harrassowitz, 1967.
FsGim = Proto-Indo-European: the Archaeology of a Linguistic
Problem. Studies in Honor of Marija Gimbutas. Ed. by Susan Nacev
Skomal & Edgar C. Polomé. Wash., 1987.
FsGPG = À la croisée des études libyco-berbères. Melanges offets à
Paulette Galand-Pernet et Lionel Galand. P., Geuthner, 1993 (GLECS,
supplément 15).
FsGr = Pharaonic Religion and Society  (Fs. J. Gwyn Griffiths). Ed. b y
A. B. Lloyd. L., 1992.
FsHatt = Studies in General and Oriental Linguistics Presented to Shirô
Hattori on the Occasion of his Sixtieth Birthday. Ed. by R. Jakobson &
Shigeo Kawamoto. Tk., 197O.
FsHaussig = Byzantino-Altaica. Festschrift für H.-W. Haussig , hrsg.
von H. Váry (= Materialia Turcica VII-VIII [1981-82]).  Bochum, 1983.
FsHlz = Michael. Historical, Epigraphical, and Biblical Studies i n
Honor of Prof. Michael Heltzer. = lakim Mîkhá æél. Mexkár îm
bëhist'ôryáh, bëæepîgrafyáh ûvmiqrá æ likhvôd prôf. Mîkhá æél. Helcer.
Ed. by Yitzhak Avishur (Yicxáq Avîshûr ruSib5a9 qh1c6i%) and Robert
Deutsch (Rôbert' Dôyt'sh SyUD yrB4&r). T.A. / Jaffa, 1999.    
FsHoen = Festschrift Henry Hoenigswald on the Occasion of h is
Seventieth Birthday.  Ed. by George Cardona & N. Zide. Tüb.,1987.
FsHöf = Al-Hudhud. Festschrift Maria Höfner zum 8O. Geburtstag.  Ed.
Roswitha G. Stiegner. Graz, 1981.
FsHommel = Mitteilungen der Vorder-Asiatischen Gesellschaft,
1917/II (Hommel-Festschrift ) .
FsJ = Von Ägypten zum Tschad-See. Eine linguistische Reise d u r c h
Afrika. Festschrift für Herrmann Jungraithmayr zum 65. Geburtstag. Ed.
by R. Leger and D. Ibriszimow. Würzburg, 2OO1.
FsJak = To Honor Roman Jakobson. Essays on the occasion of h is
seventieth birthday. H. / P., 1967.
FsJarr = Turcica et Orientalia: Studies in honour of G. Jarring. St.,
Svenska Forskningsinstitutet i Istanbul, 1988 (= Swedish Research Inst.
in Istanbul. Transactions  I).
FsKn = Sprachwissenschaftliche Forschungen. Festschrift für Johannes
Knobloch.  In., 1985.
FsKon = Tjurkologicheskij sbornik. K shestidesjatiletiju Andreja
Nikolajevicha Kononova. Ed. by S. Kljashtornyj a. o. M., 1966.
FsKov. = Jazyk. Afrika. Ful'be. Sbornik nauchnyx statej v chest' A. I.
Koval'. Ed. by V. Vydrin and A. Kibrik. SPb./M., 1998.
FsKrahe = Sybaris. Festschrift Hans Krahe. Wb., 1958.
FsKur = Symbolae linguisticae in honorem Georgii Kury_owicz. Wr. /
Wars. / Cr., 1965.
FsLf = On Both Sides of Al-Mandab. Ethiopian, South-Arabic, a n d
Islamic Studies presented to Oscar Löfgren on his ninetieth birthday 1 3
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May 1988 by colleagues and friends. St.,1989 (= Swedish Research
Institute in Istanbul. Transactions  II).
FsLS = Studia linguistica in honorem Thaddaei Lehr-Sp¬awin;ski. Ed. b y
T. Milewski a. o. Wa., 1963.
FsLwn = Nvmdqe hrzmbv arqmb Mirqhm Mexqárîm ba-Miqráæ u-va-
Mizráx ha-Qadmôn. Sefer ha-yôvél lë-prôfesôr Lêwensht'am.  J., 5 7 3 8
(= 1978).
FsMc = Studia Semitica necnon Iranica. Rudolpho Macuch
septuagenario ab amicis et discipulis dedicata.   Ed. by Maria Macuch,
Chr. Müller-Kessler & B. Fragner. Wb., 1989.
FsMeen = Te. Po. MÈ\. Man >ivir 4a \malar (Studies presented to T. P.
Meenakshisundaran). Ann., 1961.
FsMn = Eurasia Nostratica. Festschrift für Karl Heinrich Menges. I-II.
Wb., 1977.
FsMnh = Festschrift Meinhof.  Hm., 1927.
FsMoran = Lingering Over Words. Studies in Ancient Near Eastern
Literature in Honor of William L. Moran.  Ed. by Tz. Abush, J .
Huehnergard & P. Steinkeller. Atlanta, 199O.
FsNeum = Serta Indogermanica. Festschrift für Günter Neumann z u m
6O. Geburtstag.  In., 1982.
FsNl = Festskrift til Konrad Nielsen på 7O-årsdagen. Oslo, 1945 ( =
Studia Septentrionalia II).
FsNm = Hungaro-Turcica. Studies in Honour of Julius Németh.  Ed. b y
Gy. Káldy-Nagy. Bdp., 1976.
FsPal = Studies in Greek, Italic, and Indo-European Linguistics, Of fered
to Leonard R. Palmer on the Occasion of his 7Oth Birthday.  Ed. by A.
Morpurgo Davies and M. Meid. In.,1976.
FsPed = Studia Orientalia … Johanni Pedersen dicata. Cop., 1953.
FsPEY = Coreanica et Altaica. Festschrift for Professor Pak Eun-yong o n
the Occasion of His 6Oth Birthday. Hayang (Korea), 1987.
FsPH = Oriental Studies Published in Commemoration of the Fortieth
Anniversary 1883-1923 of Paul Haupt as Director of the Oriental
Seminary of the John Hopkins University, Baltimore.  Ed. by Cyrus Adle
and Aaron Ember. Balt., 1926.
FsPlt = Studies Presented to Hans Yakob Polotsky. Ed. by D. W. Young.
East Gloucester,1981.
FsPol = Perspectives on Indo-European Language, Culture, a n d
Religion. Festschfift for Edgar C Polomé. McLean (VA), 1991.
FsPp = Studia Altaica. Festschrift für Nikolaus Poppe zum 6O.
Geburtstag.  Wb., 1957.
FsRd = Rédei-Festschrift.  W. / Bdp., 1992.
FsRisch = o-o-pe-ro-si. Festschrift für Ernst Risch zum 75. Geburtstag.
Ed. by Annemarie Etter. B. / NY, 1986.
FsRod = Mélanges linguistiques offerts à Maxime Rodinson.
Supplément 12 aux Comptes-rendus du GLECS.   P., 1985.
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FsRos = Omagiu lui Alexandru Rosetti. Buc., 1965.
FsSchl = Festschrift für Wolfgang Schlachter zum 7O. Geburtstag. Ed.
Chr. Gläser & J. Pusztay. Wb., 1979.
FsSchr = Festschrift F. R, Schröder. Hd., 1959.
FsSin = Tractata Altaica. Denis Sinor sexagenario optime de rebus
altaicis merito dedicata.  Ed. by W. Heissig, John R. Krueger, Felix J .
Oinas, E. Schütz. Wb., 1976.
FsSh = Indo-European, Nostratic, and Beyond: Festschrift for Vitalij V .
Shevoroshkin.  Ed. by Ire;n Hegedu…s, Peter A. Michalove, and Alexis
Manaster Ramer. Wash., 1997 (= JIES , monograpgh no. 22).
FsSn = Issledovanija po vostochnoj filologii. K semidesjatiletiju G. D.
Sanzhejeva.  M., 1974.
FsSP = Dr. R. P. Sethu Pillai Silver Jubilee Commemoration Volume.
Mdr., 1961.
FsSpitaler = Studien aus Arabistik und Semitistik. Anton Spitaler z u m
siebzigsten Geburtstag von seinen Schülern überreicht. Ed. W. Diem a n d
S. Wild, Wb., 198O.
FsStang = Donum Balticum. To Professor Christian S. Stang on t h e
occasion of his 7Oth birthday 15 March 197O.  Ed. by Velta Ru \k çe-
Dravin ça. St., 197O.
FsStn = Parallelismus und Etymologie. Studien zu Ehren Wolfgang
Steinitz anläßlich seines 8O. Geburtstags am 28. Februar 1985   ( =
Linguistische Studien. Reihe 161/II). B., 1987.
FsStr = Stand und Aufgaben der Wissenschaft. Festschrift für Wilhelm
Streiberg.  Hd., 1924.
FsSz = Studies in Diachronic, Synchronic and Typological Linguistics:
Festschrift for Oswals Szemerényi. Amst. / Ph., 1979.
FsSzin = Festgabe Josef Szninneyi zum 7O. Geburtstag.  Hrsg. v o m
Ungarischen Institut an  der Universität Berlin. B. / Lpz., 1927.
FsTh = Festschrift G. Thausing.  Ed. M. Bietak et alii. FORTHCOMING
FsTop = Poly1tropon k 7O-letiju Vladimira Nikolajevicha Toporova. Ed.
by T. M. Nikolajeva a. o. M., Indrik, 1998.
FsTr = Scritti in onore di Alfredo Trombetti.  Mil., 1938.
FsVr = Festschrift zum 6O. Geburtstag von P. Anton Vorbicher. Ed. b y
I. Hoffmann. W., 1981.  
FsVs = Festschrift für Max Vasmer zum 7O. Geburtstag am 2 8 .
Februar 1956.  B., 1956.
FsWnd = Studia Etymologica Indoeuropaea Memoriae A. J. Van
Windekens Dicata.  Ed. by L. Isebaert (= Orientalia Lovabiensia Analecta
45). Leuven, 1991.
FsZ = Studia linguarum. De omnibus linguae rebus scibilibus e t
quibusdam aliis. Andreae Anatolii filio honorem dicimus. M., 1997 (Fs.
A. Zaliznjak).
FUCUS = FUCUS. A Semitic/Afrasian Gathering in Remembrance o f
Albert Ehrman. Ed. Y. Arbeitman. Amst. / Phil., 1988.
FUF = Finnisch-Ugrische Forschungen  (Hs.).
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FUM = Finnisch-Ugrische Mitteilungen  (Hm.).
FUS = Fenno-Ugrica Suecana.
FUTY = FU-transkription yksinkertaistaminen.  Ed. by Lauri Posti &
Terho Itkonen. Hs., 1973.
FWB = Flexion und Wortbildung. Akten der V. Fachtagung d e r
Indogermanischen Gesellschaft (Regensburg, 9.-14.9.1973).  Ed. by H.
Rix. Wb., 1975.
GAPh = Grundriß der arabischen Philologie. I-III. Wb., 1982-92.
GATSJA = Geneticheskije, areal'nyje i tipologicheskije svjazi jazykov
Azii.  Ed. by Ju. Plam, Ü. Sirk, and L. Shkarban (Ju. Ja. Plam, Ju. X. Sirk,
L. I. Shkarban). M., 1983.
GBI = Godis]njak. Balkanolos]ki Institut. Nauc]no drus]tvo NR Bosne i
Hercegovine  (Sarajevo).
GCL = Genetic Classification of Languages: A New Approach.  Ed. by V.
Shevoroshkin. Austin, 1989.
Ge = Georgica  (Jena).
GET 1991 = Réunion du Groupe d'études tchadiques  (JET, Paris),
Sept. 21, 1991. Papers and handouts.
GGA = Göttingische Gelehrte Anzeigen.
GIG = Germanen und Indogermanen. Festschrift für Herman Hirt.  Ed.
by H. Arntz. I-II. Hd., 1936.
GIJS = Grammaticheskije issledovanija po jazykam Sibiri. Ed. by Je .
Ubrjatova. Novos.,1982.
GIPh = Grundriß der Iranischen Philologie.  Ed. by W. Geiger and E.
Kuhn.  I-II. Str., 1895-19O4.
GK = Gengo Kenkyû  (Kt.).
Gl = Glotta.
GL = General Linguistics.
GLC = Global Linguistic Connections.  Ed. by Gyula Decsi. Bloom.,
1983 (= Bibliotheca Nostratica V).
GLECS = Comptes-rendues du Groupe linguistique des études chamito-
sémitiques  (P.).
GM = Göttinger Miszellen. Beiträge zur ägyptologischen Diskussion
(Gött . ) .
GMAÄ = Grundriß der Medizin der Alten Ägypter.  I-IX. B., 1954-62.
GNSLIV XV, XVI, XIX = XV  (resp. XVI, XIX ) godichnaya nauchnaya
sessiya Leningradskogo Otdelenija Instituta Vostokovedenija Akademii
Nauk SSSR.
GRJL = Proceedings of the International Symposium on the Genetic
Relationship of the Japanese Language, Oct. 1O-13, 198O, Kyoto .  Kt.,
1981 = The Bulletin of the International Institute for Linguistic Sciences,
Kyoto Sangyo University  II, no. 4.
GSAI = Giornale della Società Asiatica Italiana.
GsAbr = Papers in Honour of R. C. Abraham (189O-1963).  Ed. b y
Philip J. Jaggar. L., 1992 (African Languages and Cultures, suppl. 1).
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GsBehrens = Ägypten im afro-orientalischen Kontext. Gedenkschri f t
Peter Behrens.  (= AAP , Sondernummer). K., 1991.
GsBr. = Studien zur Sprachwissenschaft und Kulturkunde.
Gedenkschrift für Wilhelm Brandenstein. Ed. by M. Mayrhofer. In.,1968.
GsColl. = Linguistica et Philologica: Gedenkschrift für Björn Collinder.
Ed. by O. Gschwantler, K. Rédei, H. Reichert. W., 1984.
GsCowg. = Studies in Memory of Warren Cowgill.  Ed. by C. Watkins.
B., 1987.
GsPtrc = Studies in Near Eastern Languages and Lteratures. Memorial
Volume of Karel Petra;c]ek. Ed. by Peter Zamánek. Pr., 1996.
GsSt = Studia linguistica menoriæ Zdislai Stieber dedicata. Ed. by M.
Basaj. Wr. / Wars. / Cr., 1983.
GsWind. = Studia etymologica Indoeuropaea.  Memoriae A. J. van
Windekens dicata.  Ed. by L. Isebaert. Leuven, 1991.
HaerIG = Haeretica Indogermanica. A selection of Indo-European a n d
Pre-Indo-European Studies   (= HFM   XLVII/3). Cop., 1974.
Hangeul = Hangeul   (Seoul).
HAL = Handbook of African Languages.
HAT = Handbuch zum Alten Testament.
Hesp. = Hespéris  (P.).
HHP = In honorem Holger Pedersen.  Ed. J. E. Rasmussen and B.
Nielsen. Wb., 1994.
HIG = Hethitisch und Indogermanisch.   Ed. W. Meid and E. Neu. In.,
1 9 7 9 .
HFM = Det Kgl. Danske Videnskabernes Selskab. Historisk-filologiske
Meddedelser  (Cop.)
HL = The Hungarian Language. Ed. by Loránd Benko … & Samu Imre. H.,
1 9 7 2 .
HO 1 = Handbuch der Orientalistik.  1. Abteilung: Der Nahe und d e r
Mittlere Osten.  I-XIX. Ld. / K., 1958-1994.
HO Äg = Ägyptologie.   1. Abschnitt: Ägyptische Schrift und Sprache.  
Ld. / K., 1959 (= HO  1, vol. I, 1. Abschnitt).
HO AKSE = Altkleinasiatische Sprachen (und Elamisch).  Mit Beiträgen
von J. Friedrich, E. Reiner, A. Kammenhuber, G. Neumann, A. Heubeck.
Ld. / K., 1969 (= HO  1, vol. II [HO KAGV], Abschn. 1-2/2).
HO ArmKS= Armenisch und kaukasische Sprachen.  Mit Beiträgen v o n
G. Deeters, G. R. Solta, V. Inglisian.  Ld. / K., 1963 (= HO  1, vol. VII).
HO Ir = Iranistik.  1. Abschnitt: Linguistik.  Mit Beiträgen von K.
Hoffmann, W. Henning, H. Bailey, G. Morgenstierne, W. Lentz, etc.  Ld. /
K., 1958 (= HO 1, vol. IV).
HO KAGV = Keilschriftforschung und Alte Geschichte Vorderasiens.
Abschnitte 1-4. Ld. / K., 1969  (= HO  1, vol. II).
HO M = Mongolistik. Mit Beiträgen von N. Poppe, U. Posch, G. Doerfer
u. a. Ld. / K., 1964 (= HO  1, vol. V: Altaistik. 2. Abschnitt: Mongolistik
) .
HO S = Semitistik. 1.-3. Abschn.  Ld. / K., 1953-4 (= HO  1, vol. III).
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HO Tung = Tungusologie.  Mit Beiträgen von W. Fuchs, I. A. Lopatin, K.
H. Menges, D. Sinor.  Ld. / K., 1968 (= HO  1, vol. V: Altaistik. 3 .
Abschnitt: Tungusologie ) .
HO Turk = Turkologie.  Mit Beiträgen von A. von Gabain, O. Pritsak,
N. Poppe u. a. Ld. / K., 1963 (= HO  1, vol. V: Altaistik. 1. Abschnitt:
Turkologie ) .
HO UL = The Uralic Languages. Description, History, and Foreign
Influences.  Ed. by D. Sinor. Ld. / NY / Cop. / K., 1988. (= HO.  8. Abt.
Handbook of Uralic Studies. Vol. 1).
HS =  Hamito-Semitica. Proceedings of a Colloquium held by t h e
Historical Section of the Linguistics Association (Great Britain) at t h e
School of Oriental and African Studies, Univ. of London, on the 1 8 t h ,
19th, and 2Oth of March 197O.  Ed. by J. and Th. Bynon. L., 1975.
HSF = Historische Sprachforschung  (continuation of KZ  ).
HumA = Human Affairs.
HW = eitvihav tirboe Ha-Æivrît vë-æaxyôtèha (Haifa).
IA = Indian Antiquary  (Bombay).
IAJK = Irano-afrazijskije jazykovyje kontakty. Ed. by G. Sharbatov a .
o. M., 1987.
IALR = International Anthropological and Linguistic Review  (Miami).
IAN = Izvestija Akademii nauk SSSR. Otdelenie literatury i jazyka
(M.) .
IANS = Izvestija Akademii nauk SSSR  (Lgr.).
IASIM = Istoricheskaja akcentologija i sravnitel'no-istoricheskij
metod.  Ed. by R. Bulatova and V. Dybo. M., 1989.
IBK = Innsbrucker Beiträge zur Kulturwissenschft  (In.).
IBS = Innsbrucker Beiträge zur Sprachwissenschaft  (In.).
IBSVK = Innsbrucker Beiträge zur Sprachwissenschaft . Vorträge u n d
kleinere Schriften  (In.).
ICCS 2 = Acts of the Second International Congress of Coptic Studies
(Roma, 22-26 Sept. 198O). R., 1985.
ICES 4 = IV Congresso Internazionale di studi etiopici (Roma, 1O-15
aprile 1972).  Vol. 2 (sezione linguistica). R., 1974 (= Accademia
Nazionale dei Lincei.  Quaderno n. 191).
ICES 6 = Ethiopian Studies: Proceedings of the Sixth International
Conference of Ethiopian Studies.  Ed. by G. Goldenberg. Rotterdam /
Boston, 1986.
ICES 9 = Proceedings of the IX International Congress of Ethiopian
Studies. Moscow.  M., 1988.
ICfES 5/B = Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference o n
Ethiopian Studies, Session B.  Ed. by Robert Hess. Ch., 1978.
ICfES 7 = Proceedings of the Seventh International Conference o f
Ethiopian Studies. Ed. by S. Rubenson. East Lancing, MI, 1984.
ICfES 8 = Proceedings of the Eighth International Conference o n
Ethiopian Studies. Univ. of Addis-Ababa, 1984) .  Ed. by Taddese Beyene.
I-II. Ad. / Fr., 1988.
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IChJ = Issledovanija po chuvashskomu jazyku,  Cheb., 1988
ICHL 7 = VII International Conference for Historical Linguistics.
Program and abstracts.  Pavia, 1985.
ICHL 8 = VIII International Conference for Historical Linguistics.
Program and abstracts.  Lille, 1987.
ICL 8 = Proceedings of the Eighth International Congress of Linguists.
Oslo, 1958.
ICL 9 = Proceedings of the Ninth International Congress of Linguists.
Ed by H. Lunt. H., 1964.
ICL 11 = Proceedings of the Eleventh International Congress o f
Linguists (Bologna-Florence, Aug. 28 - Sept. 2, 1972).  Ed. by L.
Heilmann. Bol., 1975.
ICL 14 = Proceedings of the XIVth International Congress of Linguists
(Berlin, 1987). I-III. B., 199O.
ICSS 2 = Proceedings of the Second International Congress of Somali
Studies.  Ed. by Th. Labahn. I. Linguistic and Literature.  Hm., 1984.
ICSS 3 = Proceedings of the Third International Congress of Somali
Studies, 1988. Ed. A. Puglielli. R., 1989.
ICTS 2 = Proceedings of the II Intern. Conference-Seminar of Tamil
Studies (1968).  Mdr., 1972.
IEAJ = Issledovanija v oblasti etimologii altajskix jazykov. Lgr., 1979.
IEIE = Indo-European and Indo-Europeans.  Ed. by G. Cardona, H.
Hoenigswald & A. Senn. Phil., 197O.
IEJA = Issledovanija po epigrafike i jazykam drevnej Anatolii, Kipra i
antichnogo Severnoj Prichernomor'ja.  M., 1987.
IEN = Indo-European Numerals. Ed. by Jadranka Gvozdanovic ;. B / NY,
1 9 9 2 .
IESM = Illjustrirovannyj enciklopedicheskij slovar'. Mifologija.  Ed. b y
Je. Meletinsky a. o. SPb., 1996.
IF = Indogermanische Forschungen  (Berlin).
IFGVJ = Issledovanija po fonologii i grammatike vostochnyx jazykov.
M., 1978.
IHSC 2 = Atti del Secondo Congresso Internazionale di linguistica
camito-semitica (Firenze, 16-19 aprile 1974).  Coll. by P. Fronzaroli.
Fir., 1978. (= QS  V).
IHSC 4 = Proceedings of the Fourth International Hamito-Semitic
Congress.  Ed. H. Jungraithmayr and  W. Müller.  Amst. / Phil., 1987.
IHSC 5 = Proceedings of the Fifth International Hamito-Semitic
Congress, 1987.  Ed. by H. Mukarovsky. I-II. W., 199O-1.
IIAN = Izvéstija Imperatorskoj Akademii nauk  (SPb.).  
IIJ = Indo-Iranian Journal  (H.).
IJAL = International Journal of American Linguistics.
IJDL = International Journal of Dravidian Linguistics.
IJF 2 = Issledovanija po jazïku i fol'kloru II,  Novos., 1967.
IK’E = Iberiul-k’avk’asiuri enatmecniereba  (Tb.).
IK’EC’ = Iberiul-k’avk’asiuri enatmecnierebis c’elic’deuli  (Tb.).
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IKKNAJO  II = Istoriko-kul'turnyje kontakty narodov altajskoj
jazykovoj obshchnosti: Tez. dokl. XXIX sessii PIAC, Tashkent, sent. 1986 ,
M., 1986. II: Lingvistika.
IL = Indian Linguistics  (Pn.).
IOK 24 = Akten des XXIV Internationalen Orientalisten-Kongresses,
München, 1957.  Wb., 1959.
IOS = Israel Oriental Studies  (TA)
IPhCKrn = Investigationes philologicae et comparativae. Gedenkschri f t
für Heinz Kronasser.  Ed. by Erich Neu. Wb., 1982.
IPN = Iranisches Personennamenbuch. I-. W., 1977-.
IRAN = Izvéstija Rossijskoj Akademii nauk (SPb./Ptg.)
IRGO = Izvéstija Russkago Geograficheskago Obshchestva  (SPb.).
IrJ = Iranskije jazyki. I.  Ed. by I. Meshchaninov. M. / Lgr., 1945.
IrJaz 1982 = Iranskoje jazykoznanije 1982. M., 1987.
IRLTJ = Istoricheskoje razvitije leksiki tjurkskix jazykov.   Ed. by Je .
Ubrjatova. M., 1961.
ISGTJ I = Issledovanija po sravnitel'noj grammatike tjurkskix jazykov.
I: Fonetika.  M., 1955.
ISGTJ II = Issledovanija po sravnitel'noj grammatike tjurkskix jazykov.
II: Morfologija.  M., 1956.
Isl. = Islamica  (Lpz.).
IT = Issledovanija po tjurkologii.  Al., 1969.
ITIFU = Istoriko-tipologicheskije issledovanija po f inno-ugorskim
jazykam.  Ed. by B. Serebrennikov. M., 1978.
ITSTI = Istoriko-tipologicheskije i sinxronno-tipologicheskije
issledovanija.  Ed. by Enver A. Makajev. M., 1972.
IUP-UAS = Indiana University Publications, Uralic and Altaic Series
(Bloom.).
IVUCh = Issledovanija vengerskix uchënyx po chuvashskomu jazyku .
Compiled by A. Róna-Tas. Ed. by A. Skvorcov.  Cheb., 1985.
JA = Journal asiatique  (P.).
JAA I = Jazyki Azii i Afriki.  I: Xetto-luvijskije jazyki. Armjanskij jazyk .
Indoarijskije jazyki.  M., 1976.
JAA III = Jazyki Azii i Afriki.  III: Jazyki drevnej Perednej Azi i
(nesemitskije). Iberijsko-kavkazskije jazyki. Paleoaziatskije jazyki. M.,
1 9 7 9 .
JAA IV/1 = Jazyki Azii i Afriki.  IV, kniga 1: Afrazijskije jazyki:
Semitskije jazyki.  M., 1991.
JAA IV/2 = Jazyki Azii i Afriki.  IV, kniga 2: Afrazijskije jazyki:
Kushitskije jazyki. Livijsko-guanchskije jazyki. Jegipetskij jazyk .
Chadskije jazyki.  M., 1991.
JAA V = Jazyki Azii i Afriki.  V: Altajskije jazyki: Tunguso-
man'chzhurskije jazyki. Mongol'skije jazyki. Tjurkskije jazyki. Korejskij
jazyk. Japonskij jazyk. Dialekty japonskogo jazyka. Ajnskij jazyk. M.,
1 9 9 3 .
JAAL = Journal of Afroasiatic Languages  (Princeton).
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JAAS = Journal of Asian and African Studies  (Tk.).
JAASbS  = Jazyki Azii i Afriki (Fonetika. Leksikologija. Grammatika).
Sbornik statej  (Akademija nauk SSSR. Institut vostokovedenija). M.,
1 9 8 5 .
JAfr = Jazyki Afriki.  Ed. by N. Oxotina and B. Uspenskij. M., 1966.
JAfrL = Journal of African Languages.
JafS = Jafeticheskij sbornik  (Lgr.).
JAOS = Journal of the American Oriental Society.
JAS = Journal of the Asiatic Society of Bengal = Journal of the Asiatic
Society  (Calc.).
JazA = Jazykove]dne; aktuality.
JB = Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society.
JBL = The Journal of Biblical Literature.
JCS = Journal of Cuneiform Studies.
JDV 4 = IV  Mezhdunarodnaja konferencija po jazykam Dal'nego
Vostoka, Jugo-Vostochnoj Azii i Zapadnoj Afriki. Tezisy dokladov.
(Moscow University). I-II. M., 1997.
JEA = The Journal of Egyptian Archaeology  (L.).
JEAL = Journal of East Asian Linguistics.
JerSAI = Jerusalem Studies in Arabic and Islam.
JEthS = Journal of Ethiopian Studies  (Ad.).
JFEsUCM = Jornadas de filología eslava de la Universidad
Complutense de Madrid, Facultad de filología.  16 - 18 de Mayo 1 9 9 0 ,
Md., 199O.
JHS = Journal of Hellenic Studies.
JIE = Je≈zyki indoeuropejskie.  I-II. Ed. by L. Bednarczuk. Wa., 1988.
JIES = Journal of Indo-European Studies.
JIPNC = Jazyki Indii, Nepala, Pakistana i Cejlona. Materialy nauchnoj
konferencii 18-2O janvarja 1965 goda.  M., 1968.
JLSJ = Journal of the Linguistic Society of Japan.
JM = Jazyk i myshlenije  (M./Lgr.).
JM-DN = Jazyki mira. Dardskije i nuristanskije jazyki.  Ed. by D.
Edel'man.  M., 1999.
JM-GK = Jazyki mira. Germanskije jazyki. Kel'tskije jazyki.  Ed. by N.
Semenjuk, V. Kalygin, O. Romanova.  M., 2OOO.
JM-JZI = Jazyki mira. Iranskije jazyki. I. Jugo-zapadnyje iranskije
jazyki.  Ed. by V. Rastorgujeva, V. Moshkalo, D. Edel'man.  M., 1997.
JMKNS = Jazyk - mif - kul'tura narodov Sibiri: Sbornik nauchnyx
trudov.  Jakutsk, 1988.  
JM-MT = Jazyki mira. Mongol'skije jazyki. Tunguso-man'chzhurski je
jazyki. Japonskij jazyk. Korejskij jazyk.  Ed. by V. Alpatov a. o.  M.,
1 9 9 7 .
JM-SZI = Jazyki mira. Iranskije jazyki. II. Severo-zapadnyje iranskije
jazyki.  Ed. by V. Rastorgujeva, V. Jefimov, V. Moshkalo.  M., 1999.
JM-T = Jazyki mira. Tjurkskije jazyki.  Ed. by E. Tenishev a. o.  M.,
1 9 9 7 .
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JM-U = Jazyki mira. Ural'skije jazyki.  Ed. by Ju. Elisejev, K.
Majtinskaja, O. Romanova.  M., 1993.
JM-VI = Jazyki mira. Iranskije jazyki. III. Vostochnoiranskije jazyki .
Ed. by V. Rastorgujeva, Dzh. Edelman, V. Moshkalo.  M., 2OOO.
JN  I = Jazyki narodov SSSR. I. Indojevropejskije jazyki. M., 1966.
JN  II = Jazyki narodov SSSR.  II. Tjurkskije jazyki. M., 1966.
JN  III = Jazyki narodov SSSR.  III. Finno-ugorskije i samodijskije
jazyki. M., 1966.
JN  IV = Jazyki narodov SSSR. IV. Iberijsko-kavkazskije jazyki.  M.,
1 9 6 7 .
JN V = Jazyki narodov SSSR. V. Mongol'skije, tunguso-
man'chzhurskije i paleoaziatskije jazyki. M., 1968.
JNS = Jazyki narodov Sibiri.
JOU = Journal of the Osmania University  (Hyderabad, India).
JPNS I = Jazyki i pis'mennost' narodov Severa.  I. Jazyki i p i s 'mennos t '
samojedskix i finno-ugorskix narodov.  Ed. by G. Prokof’jev. M./Lgr.,
1 9 3 7 .
JPNS III = Jazyki i pis'mennost' narodov Severa.  III. Jazyki i
pis'mennost' paleoaziatskix narodov.  Ed. by E. Krejnovich. M./Lgr.,
1 9 3 4 .
JPOS = Journal of the Palestinian Oriental Society.
JRAI = Journal of the Royal Anthropological Institute of Great Britain
and Ireland.
JRAS = Journal of the Royal Asiatic Society.
JRNEA = Journal of Research on North-East Africa.
JSA = Journal de la Société des Africanistes .
JSAI = Jerusalem Studies on Arabic and Islam.
JSFOu = Suomalais-Ugrilaisen Seuran Aikakauskirja. Journal de la
Société Finno-Ougrienne  (Hs.).
JSS = Journal of Semitic Studies.
JTS = Journal of Tamil Studies.
JWAL = Journal of West African Languages.
JWh = Studies Presented to Joshua Whatmough on his Sixteenth
Birthday.  Ed. by E. Pulgram. H., 1957.
JZV = Jazyki zarubezhnogo Vostoka. Sbornik statej. Ed. by N.
Syromjatnikov. M., 1977.
KA = Komparative Afrikanistik.  W., 1992.
Kalb. = Kalbotyra  (Viln.).
KCsA = Ko…ro…si Csoma-Archivum  (Bdp.; reprint: Ld.).
KEL I = Kartvelur enata leksik’a,  vol. I. Ed. by V. Beridze.  Tb.,
Mecniereba, 1938.
Kêmi = Kêmi, Revue de philologie et ’archéologie égyptienne et c o p t e
(P.).  
KESS = Kartvelur enata st’rukt’uris sak’itxebi  (Tb.).
KJ = Korejskij jazyk. Sbornik statej.  Ed. by B. K. Pashkov. M., 1961.
KJE = Kratkaja Jevrejskaja Enciklopedija  (Jewrusalem).
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KMSA = Konferencija  molodyx sotrudnikov i aspirantov ( tez i sy
dokladov). (Akademija nauk SSSR. Institut vostokovedenija).  Ed. by V.
Cybul'skij a. o. M., 1973.
Kr = Kratylos.
KSI = Institut slavjanovedenija i balkanistiki Akademii nauk SSSR.
Konferencija po sravnitel'no-istoricheskoj grammatike indojevropejskix
jazykov. Predvaritel'nyje materialy.  M., 1972.
KSINA = Kratkije soobshchenija Instituta narodov Azii  (Moscow).
KSSC = Kartuli saenatmecniero sazogadoebis c’elic’deuli  (Tiflis).
KSz = Keleti Szemle. Folyóirat  (Bdp.).
KUAS = Kyoto University African Studies.
KZ = Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforschung auf dem Gebiete
der indogermanischen Sprachen, begründet von A. Kuhn.
LACUS XIV = The Fourteenth LACUS Forum 1987  (Linguistic
Association of Canada and the United States) .  Ed. by Sheila Embleton.
Lake Bluff, Ill., 1987.
LAe = Lingua Aegyptia.
LCBLTch = Langues et cultures dans le bassin du lac Tchad.  Coll. a n d
ed. by D. Barreteau.  P., 1987.
LChLE = Language Change and Linguistic Evolution.  Ed. by W. S-Y.
Wang. L., 1988.
LChRM = Linguistic Change and Reconstruction Methodology. Ed. by P.
Baldi. B. / NY, 199O (= Trends in Linguistics. Studies and Monographs
4 5 ) .
LE = Language in Ethiopia.  Ed. by M. L. Bender a. o.  L., 1976.
LES = Lingvisticheskij enciklopedicheskij slovar'.  M., 199O.
Lg = Language  (Balt.).
LHSchw = Linguistic Happening in Memory of Ben Schwartz.   Ed. by Y.
Arbeitman. LvN., 1988.
Li = Lingua.
LI = Lingvisticheskije issledovanija. Tipologija. Dialektologija.
Etimologija. Komparativistika.  Sbornik statej (Akad. nauk SSSR. Insti tut
vostokovedenija). I-II. M., 1984.  
LIE = Le lingue indoeuropee.  Ed. by Anna Giacolone Ramat & Paolo
Ramat. Bol., 1993.
LIFA = Lingue indoeuropee di frammentaria attestazione. Die
indogermanischen Restsprachen.  Pisa, 1983.
LinE = La lingua di Ebla, a cura di L. Cagni. Nap., 1981.
LingL = Linguistica  (Ljubljana, Slovenia).
LM = Language Monographs. Published by the Linguistic Society o f
America.
LMAM I. = Les langues dans le monde ancien et moderne.  Ouvrage
publié sous la direction de Jean Perrot. 1re partie: Les langues d e
l'Afrique subsaharienne.  2me partie: Pidgins et créoles.  P., 1981.
LP = Language and Prehistory.  Proceedings of a symposium held a t
Ann Arbor, Mich. (1988), UNPUBLISHED.
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LPosn = Lingua Posnaniensis  (Poznan)
LRDIV-84 = Lingvisticheskaja rekonstrukcija i drevnejshaja istorija
Vostoka. Tezisy i doklady konferencii. I-V. M., 1984.
LRDIV-89 = Lingvisticheskaja rekonstrukcija i drevnejshaja istorija
Vostoka. Materialy k diskussijam na Mezhdunarodnoj konferenci i
(Moskva, 29 maja - 2 ijunja 1989 g.).  I-III., M., 1989.
Ls = unn&Sl Lëshônénû  (J.).
LS-A = Linguistische Studien. Reihe A: Arbeitshefte.  (B.).
LSFN = Uchenyje zapiski (Leningradskij gosudarstvennyj Universitet).
Serija filologicheskix nauk  (Lgr.).
LSPF = Linguistica semitica - presente e futuro.  Studi di H. Cazelles, E.
Cerulli, G. Garbini, W. von Soden, A. Spitaler, E. Ullendorff. Raccolto d a
G. Lévi della Vida. R., 1961.
LTDEK = Lingvisticheslije islledovanija. Tipologija. Dialektologija.
Etimologija. Komparativistika. Sbornik statej (Akad. nauk SSSR. Insti tut
vostokovedenija). I-II. M., 1984.
LTh = Die Laryngaltheorie und die Rekonstruktion d e s
indogermanischen Laut- und Formensystems.  Ed. by Alfred
Bammesberger. Heid., 1988.
LTNS = Langues et techniques. Nature et société.  Vol. I: Approche
linguistique.  Ed. J. Thomas & L. Bernot. P., 1972.
MA = Mélanges Asiatiques  (SPb.).
MAIB = Memorie della R. Accademia delle scienze dell'Istituto d i
Bologna. Classe di scienze morali (Bol.).
MAIBL = Mémoires de l’Académie des inscriptions et des belles let tres
(P.).
MAOG = Mitteilungen der Altorientalischen Gesellschaft  (Lpz.).
MAS-GELLAS = Matériaux  arabes et  sudarabiques. Recherches e n
cours - Publications du Groupe d'études de linguistique et d e
littératures arabes et sudarabiques  (P.).
MDAIK = Mitteilungen des Deutschen Archäologischen Instituts, Ab t .
Kairo.
MémAB = Mémorial André Basset.  P., 1957.
MemMész = In memoriam Gedeon Gedeon Mészöly. Sz., 1961 (NNy,
fasciculus extraordinarius).
MémVc. = Articles de linguistique berbère. Mémorial Werner Vycichl.
Réunis et édités par Kamal Naït-Zerrad. P./Bdp./Tor., 2OO2.
Meroe = Meroe   (M.).
MFEA = Bulletin of the Museum of Far Eastern Antiquities
(Ostasiatiska Samlingarna)  (St.).  
MFOB = Mélanges de la Faculté orientale de Beyrouth.
MHB = Mémorial Henri Basset. Nouvelles études nord-africaines e t
orientales.  P., 1928.
MIOF = Mitteilungen des Instituts für Orientforschung  (B.).
MiscE = Miscellanea Eblaitica.  Ed. by P. Fronzaroli (volumes of QS ).
MJJ = Materialy po jafeticheskomu jazykoznaniju  (SPb./Ptg.).
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MKVAW  = Mededelingen van de Koninglijke Vlaamse Academie v o o r
Wetenschappen, Letteren en Schone Kunsten van België. Klasse d e r
Letteren   (Brux.).
MLGin. = Mélanges de linguistique et de philosophie offertes à
Jacques van Ginneken.  P., 1937.
MLPhM = Mélanges de linguistique et de philologie. Fernand Mossé i n
memoriam.  P., , 1959.
MLR = Mediterranean Language Review  (Wiesbaden).
MLRod. = Mélanges linguistiques offerts à Maxime Rodinson.
Supplément 12 aux Comptes-rendus du GLECS.   P., 1985.
MLZh = Moskovskij lingvisticheskij zhurnal. The Moscow Linguistic
Journal.
MMCohen = Mélanges Marcel Cohen.  Réunis par David Cohen. H.,
197O.
MNM = Mify narodov mira. Enciklopedija.  I-II. M.,198O.
MNy = Magyar nyelv.
MO = Le Monde oriental  (Up.).
MQ = The Mankind Quarterly.
MRB = Mélanges René Basset. Études nord-africaines et orientales. I-II.
P., 1923-5.
MRDTB = Memoirs of the Research Department of the Toyo B u n k o
(The Oriental Library)  (Tk.).
MSAA = Marburger Studien für Afrika- und Asienkunde.
MSB = Mitteilungen des Sonderforschungsberichts  (Fr.).
MSFOu = Suomalais-ugrilaisen seuran toimituksia. Mémoires de la
Sociéte finno-ougrienne  (Hs.) .
MSL = Mémoires de la Société de linguistique de Paris.
MSOS = Mitteilungen des Seminars für orientalische Sprachen, Univ.
Berlin   (MSOS-2 = MSOS, Abt. 2: Westasiatische Studien; MSOS-3 =
MSOS, Abt. 3: Afrikanische Studien ).
MSS = Münchener Studien zur Sprachwissenschaft.
MT = Mother Tongue. Newsletter of the Association for the Study o f
Language in Prehistory.
MTKJ = Morfologicheskaja tipologija i problema klassifikacii jazykov,
ed. ny B. Serebrennikov and O. Sunik. M. / Lgr., 1965.
Mus. = Le Muséon (Louvain).
MUSJ = Mélanges de l'Université Saint-Joseph  (Beir.).
MVAG = Mitteilungen der Vorderasiatischen Gesellschaft  (B.).
MVÄG = Mitteilungen der Vorderasiatisch-Aegyptischen Gesellschaft
(Lpz.).
NAA = Narody Azii i Afriki  (M.).
NAS = Neue Afrikanistische Studien.  Ed. by J. Lukas. Hm., 1966.
NCh = Nauka i chelovechestvo 1971-1972.  M., 1971.
NCL = The Niger-Congo Languages: a Classification and Description o f
Africa’s Largest Language Family. Ed. by J. Bender-Samuel. Lanham,
1 9 8 9 .
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NDCAA = Nostratic, Dene-Caucasian, Austric, and Amerind.  Ed. by V.
Shevoroshkin. Bochum, 1992.
NEB = The New Encyclopædia Britannica. 15th ed. Macropædia. I-XIX.
Ch./L., ©1974.
NELM = Nostratic: Examining a Linguistic Macrofamily. Ed. by C.
Renfrew and D. Nettle. Cm., 1999.
NilES = Nilo-Ethiopian Studies  (Kt.).
NilS = Nilotic Studies. Proceedings of the International Symposium o n
Languages and History of the Nilotic Peopels, Cologne, Jan. 4-6, 1 9 8 2 .
Ed. by R. Voßen and M. Bechhaus-Gerst (= Kölner Beiträge z u r
Afrikanistik, Bd. X). B., 1983.
NJMA = Nadpisi i jazyki drevnej Maloj Azii, Kipra i ant ichnogo
Severnogo Prichernomor'ja.   M., 1987
NJNJ = Nostraticheskije jazyki i nostraticheskoje jazykoznanije.
Konferencija  (Tezisy dokladov). Akademija nauk SSSR, Insti tut
slavjanovedenija i balkanistiki. M., 197.
NKQ = 'An-naqa\'is]u wa-l-kita\ba\t al-qadi|ma fi-l-Mat>an al-ÆArabiyy.
Tunis, 1988.
NLML II = The Nordic Languages and Modern Linguistics.  II. St., 1975.
NMN = Nyt Magazin for Naturvidenskab  (Chr.)
NNy = Néprajz és Nyelvtudomány   (Sz.) (= Acta Universitatis
Szegediensis de Attila József nominatae. Sectio ethnographica e t
linguistica ).
NO = Novy; Orient.
NSE = Nostratic: Sifting the Evidence.  Ed. by Brian Joseph & J o e
Salmons. Amst., 1998.
NSIE = The New Sound of Indo-European. Essays in Phonological
Reconstruction.  Ed. by Theo Vennemann. B. / NY, 1989.
NSL = The Non-Slavic Languages of the USSR. Linguistic Studies.  Ed. b y
H. Aronson. Ch., 1989.
NSL-II = The Non-Slavic Languages of the USSR. Linguistic Studies.
Second Series.  Ed. by H. Aronson. Ch., 1992.
NSLE = Non-Semitic Languages of Ethiopia.  Ed. by M. L. Bender. East
Lansing / Carbondale, 1976.
NSLS = Nilo-Saharan Language Studies  Ed. by M. L. Bender. East
Lansing, 1983.
NTS = Norsk Tidsskrift for Sprogvidenskap  (Oslo).
NyD = Nyelvészeti Dolgozatok  (Sz.).
NyIOK = A Magyar Tudományos Akadémia. Nyelv- é s
irodalomtudományi osztályának közlemények  (Bdp.).
NyK = Nyelvtudományi Közlemények  (Bdp.).
ÕESA = Õpetatud Eesti Seltsi Aastaraamat  (Tartu).
OFUJ-FU = Osnovy finno-ugorskogo jazykoznanija. Voprosy
proisxozhdenija i razvitija finno-ugorskix jazykov.  Ed. by V. Lytkin a .o .
M., 1974.
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OFUJ-MPU = Osnovy finno-ugorskogo jazykoznanija. Marijskij,
permskije i ugorskije jazyki.  Ed. by V. Lytkin a.o. M., 1976.
OFUJ-PFSM = Osnovy finno-ugorskogo jazykoznanija. Pribaltijsko-
finskije, saamskij i mordovskije jazyki.  Ed. by V. Lytkin a.o. M., 1975.
OFVJ = Ocherki po fonologii vostochnyx jazykov.  Ed. by T.
Jelizarenkova. M., 1985.
OIJ-D = Osnovy iranskogo jazykoznanija. Drevneiranskije jazyki. Ed.
by V. Abajev, M. Bogoljubov,V. Rastorgujeva. M., 1979.
OIJ-S = Osnovy iranskogo jazykoznanija. Sredneiranskije jazyki. Ed.
by V. Abajev, M. Bogoljubov,V. Rastorgujeva. M., 1981.
OldP = S. F. Ol'denburgu k pjatidesjatiletiju nauchno-
obshchestevennoj dejatel'nosti, 1882-1932. Lgr., 1934.
ÖLT XIII = Akten der 13. Österreichischen Linguistentagung (Graz, 2 5 -
27 Okt. 1985).  Ed. by Christian Zinko. Graz, 1988.
OLZ = Orientalistische Literaturzeitung.
OMD = Ocherki mordovskix dialektov.  I-V. Saransk, 1961-68.
OmLS = Omotic Language Studies. Ed. by R. Hayward.  L., 199O.
On = Onomastika. Ed. by V. A. Nikonov and A. V. Superanskaja. M.,
1 9 6 9 .
Or = Orientalia. Commentarii Pontifici Instituti Biblici  (R.).
OrA = Oriens antiquus  (R.).
Orbis = Orbis  (Lv.).
OrS = Orientalia Suecana.
Ors. = Oriens.
OSLAJ = Ocherki sravnitel'noj leksikologii altajskix jazykov.  Ed. by V.
Cincius. Lgr., 1972.
OSMAJ = Ocherki sravnitel'noj morfologii altajskix jazykov.  Ed. by O.
Sunik. Lgr., 1978.
OUM = Olon ulsyn mongol xel bigchijn erdemtnij anxdugaar ix xural.
I-II. Ed. by Zh. Cölöö. UB, 1961.
PacA = Pacific Affairs.
PAfrJ = Problemy afrikanskogo jazykoznanija.  Ed. by N. Oxotina a n d
B. Uspenskij. M., 1972.
PAS = Peredneaziatskij sbornik. Voprosy xettologii i xurritologii. M.,
1 9 6 1 .
PAS III = Peredneaziatskij sbornik. III. Istorija i filologija s tran
Drevnego Vostoka.  M., 1979.
PAS IV = Peredneaziatskij sbornik. IV.   M., 1984.
PASC = Problemi attuali di scienza e di cultura  (Accademia Nazionale
dei Lincei).
PAU-MCO = Polska Akademia umieje ≈tnos ;ci  - Mémoires de la
Commission orientaliste  (Cr.).
PB = Pamjati V. G. Bogoraza (1865-1936). Sbornik statej.  M. /
Lgr.,1937.
PBA = Proceedings of the British Academy.
PBalA = Paleobalkanistika i antichnost'. M., 1989.
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PCDLA = Problèmes de comparatisme et de dialectologie dans les
langues africaines.  Ed. by L. Bouquiaux, G. Guarisma & G. Manessy. P.,
198O.
PChL = Papers in Chadic Linguistics. Papers from the Leiden
Colloquium on the Chadic Language Family.  Ed. by P. Newman and R. Ma
Newman. Ld., 1977.
PCL = Pidginization and Creolization of Languages.  Ed. by D. Hymes.
Cm., 1971.
Pd. = Paideia.  
PDU = Papers on Derivation in Uralic. Szegeder und Turkuer Beiträge
zur uralischen Derivation. .Sz., 1987 (= StUA  XXVIII).
PFLS = Publications de la Faculté des lettres de Strasbourg.
PhAA = Phonologies of Asia and Africa (including the Caucasus). Ed.
by A. Kaye. S.l., Eisenbrauns, 1997.
PhFU =  Philologia Fenno-Ugrica  (Freiburg).
PhHAKAW = Abhandlungen der Königlichen Akademie d e r
Wissenschaften zu Berlin. Philologische und historische Abhandlungen.
PhMAPhA = Philological Monographs of the American Philological
Association  (Cleveland).
PhS =  Philologische Studiën  (Leuven).
PhTF I =  Philologiae Turcicae Fundamenta.  Ediderunt J. Deny, K.
Grønbech, H. Scheel, Z. Velidi Togan. Vol. I. Wb., 1959.
PIAC XXIX = Istoriko-kul'turnyje kontakty narodov altajskoj jazykovoj
obshchnosti. Tezisy dokladov XIXX sessii Postojannoj mezhdunarodnoj
altaisticheskoj konferencii (PIAC), Tashkent, sentjabr' 1986 g. II.
Lingvistika.  M., 1986.
PID = Problemy izuchenija dal'nego rodstva jazykov na rubezhe
tret'jego tysjacheletija. Doklady i tezisy mezhdunarodnoj konferenci i
(29 maja - 2 ijun'a 2OOO g.). M., 2OOO.
PIEJ = Problemy indojevropejskogo jazykoznanija.  Ed. by V. N.
Toporov. M., 1964.
PIEOA = Publication de l’Institut d’études orientales d’Alger.
PIJA = Problemy izuchenija jazykov Afriki. Materialy konferencii ,
posvjashchënnoj 3O-letiju Otdela afrikanskix jazykov Insti tuta
jazykoznanija RAN (4-6 dek. 1995 g.). Ed. by N. Koval and V.
Vinogradov. M., 1995.
PJ = Prace Je≈zykoznawcze  (a series within ZNUJ , Cr.).
PJAA = Problemy je≈zyko;w Azji i Afryki. Wa., 1987.
PJDL = PILC  (= Pondicherry Journal of Linguistics and Culture).
Journal of Dravidian Studies.
PKL = Papers in Korean Linguistics. Ed. by Chin-Wu Kim. Columbia,
S.C., 1978.
PL = Papiere zur Linguistik  (Tübingen).
PLPC = Proto-Languages and Proto-Cultures.  Ed. V. Shevoroshkin.
Bochum, 199O.
PM = Pamjati akademika N. Ja. Marra.  M./Lgr., 1939.  
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POAJ = Problema obshchnosti altajskix jazykov.  Ed. by O. Sunik. Lgr.,
1 9 7 1 .
PPOJ  = Institut vostokovedenija AN SSSR. Predvaritel'nyje publicakii
Otdela jazykov  (M.).
PPhS = Proceedings of the Philological Society.
PPP = Pis’mennyje pamjatniki i problemy istorii kul’tury narodov
Vostoka  (edited as\in issues of GNSLIV, M., "Nauka").
PrFSCO = Proceedings of the First Symposium on Cushitic and Omot ic
Languages  , Hm., 1988.
PrICSS = Proceedings of the International Conference on Semit ic
Studies held in Jerusalem, 19-23 July 1965.  J., 1969.
PrO = Polska akademia umieje ≈tnos ;ci. Prace orientalistyczne  (Cr.).
PrR = Konferencija "Problemy rekonstrukcii", 23-25 okt. 1978 g.
Tezisy dokladov.  M., 1978.
PrS =  Pronominal Systems. Ed. by U. Wiesemann. Tüb., 1986.
Pr6BLS = Proceedings of the Sixth Annual meeting of the Berkeley
Linguistic Society.
PS = Palestinskij sbornik  (Lgr.).
PSG = Problemy sravnitel'noj grammatiki indoevropejskix jazykov.
Nauchnaja sessija. M., 1964.
PSTj = Problemy sovremennoj tjurkologii. Materialy II Vsesojuznoj
tjurkologicheskoj konferencii.  Al., 198O.
PV = Peterburgskoje vostokovedenije  (SPb.).
QJMS = Quarterly Journal of the Mythic Society  (Bangalore).
QS = Quaderni di Semitistica  (Fir.).
RA = Revue d'assyriologie  (P.).
RAfr. = Revue africaine  (P.).
RAL = Researches in Altaic Languages  (14th Permanent International
Altaistic Conference, 1971, Szeged). Bdp., 1975.
RANL = Rendiconti dell'Accademia Nazionale dei Lincei. Classe d i
scienze morali, storiche e filosofiche  (R..)
RC = Revue celtique.
RdE = Revue d’Égyptologie.
REArm = Revue des études arméniennnes  (P.).
RecL = La reconstruction des laryngales  (Bibliothèque de la Faculté
de Philosophie et Lettres de l'université de Liège, fasc. CCLIII), P., 199O.
REIE = Revue des études indo-européennes  (Buc. / P.).
RHA = Revue Hittite et Asianique  (P.).
RIAT = Revista del Instituto de Antropología de la Universidad
Nacional de Tucumán  (Tucumán, Argentine).
RicL = Ricerche linguistiche. Bollettino semestrale dell'Istituto d i
glottologia dell'Università di Roma.
RICL-8 = Reports to the VIIIth Internationl Congress of Linguists. Oslo,
1 9 5 7 .
RIL = Rendiconti dell'Istituto Lombardo. Classe Lettere  (Mil.).
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RLangC = Reconstructing Languages and Cultures. Ed. by E. Polomé &
W. Winter. B. / NY, 1992.
RLC = Reconstructing Languages and Cultures. Ed. by V. Shevoroshkin.
Bochum, 1989.  
RLV = Reallexikon der Vorgeschichte.  I-XV. B., 1924-1932.
RNDLUI = Research Notes from the Department of Linguistics a n d
Nigerian Languages, University of Ibadan.
RO = Rocznik Orientalistyczny  (Wa.).
RPTch = Préalables à la reconstruction du proto-tchadique. Ed. by J.-P.
Caprile et H. Jungraithmayr.  P.,1978.
RR = Russkaja rech'  (M.).
RRAL = Rendiconti della Reale Accademia dei Lincei. (= Atti dell’
Accademia dei Lincei. Rendiconti  ). Classe di scienze morali, storiche e
filologiche  (R.).
RRL = Revue Roumaine de Linguistique.
RSE = Rassegna  di Studi Etiopici  (R.).
RSO = Rivista degli Studi Orientali  (R.).
RTJV = Sir Ralph Turner Jubilee Volume  (= IL,  2 special volumes) .
Poona, 1958-9.
RUG = Rijksuniversiteit te Gent. Werken uitgeven door de faculteit
van de wijsbegeerte en letteren.
SAÄK = Studien zur Altägyptischen Kultur.
SAE = Kaiserliche Akademie der Wissenschaften. Südarabische
Expedition.  (W.).
SAfrL = Studies in African Linguistics.
SAHS = Studies in Ancient Hebrew Semantics. Ed. by T. Muraoka. Lv.,
1995 (= Abr-Nahrain Supplement Series  IV).
SaS = Slovo a slovesnost  (Pr.).
SAZRFV = Slovenska Akademija znanosti in umetnosti. Razred na
filolos]ke in literarne vede. Razprave  (Ljubljana).
SB = Språklika Bidrag  (Lund).
SBAW = Sitzungsberichte der Berliner Akademie der Wissenschaften
(and earlier: Sitzungsberichte der Preußischen Akademie d e r
Wissenschaften  ), Philosophisch-historische Klasse .
SbH = Sitzungsberichte der Heidelberger Akademie d e r
Wissenschaften, Philosophisch-historische Klasse.
SBJAB = Slavjanskoje i balkanskoje jazykoznanije. Antichnaja
balkanistika i sravnitel'naja grammatika.  M., 1977.
SBJJK = Slavjanskoje i balkanskoje jazykoznanije. Problemy jazykovyx
kontaktov.  M., 1983.
SBK = Österreichische Akademie der Wissenschaften. Philosophisch-
historische Klasse. Schriften der Balkankommission. Linguistische Ab t .
(W.).
SBT = Studien zu den Bog¨azko/y-Texten   (Wb.)
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SbW = Sitzungsberichte der Kaiserlichen (later: Österreichischen)
Akademie der Wissenschaften zu Wien, Philosophisch-historische Klasse
(W.).
SC = Studia Caucasica  (H.).
Sc. = The Sciences.
ScA = Scientific American.
SChAL =  Studies in Chadic and Afroasiatic Linguistics. Ed. by E. Wolff
& H. Meyer-Bahlburg.  Hm., 1983.
SChHS = Studia Chadica et Hamitosemitica .  (Akten des Intern.
Symposions zur Tschadsprachenforschung, J. W. Goethe-Universität,
Frankfurt am Main). Ed. D. Ibriszimow & R. Leger. K., 1995.
SCI = Sem Cam Iafet. Atti della 7ª  Giornata  di Studi Camito-Semitici e
Indoeuropei (Milano, 1º giugno 1993).  A cura di V. Brugnatelli. Mil.,
1 9 9 4 .  
SCL = Studii s ≤i Cerceta ¨ri Lingvistice  (Buc.).
SCS = Semitic and Cushitic Studies .   Ed. by G. Goldenberg and Sh.
Raz. Wb., 1994.
SDCS = Seminar on Dravidian Case System (1974, Annamalainagar,
India).  Ed. by S. Agesthialingom & K. Kushalappa Gonda. Ann., 1976.
SDFU = Skrifter utgivna genom dialekt- och folkminnesarkivet i
Uppsala  (earlier Skrifter utgivna genom landsmåls- o c h
folksminnesarkivet i Uppsala ).
SDJ = Sbornik dialektologicheskix materialov jakutskogo jazyka.
Yakutsk, 1961.
SDL 3 = Third Seminar on Dravidian Linguistics.  Ed. by S.
Agesthialingom & S. V. Shanmugam. Ann., 1972.
SDLI = Sinxronija i diaxronija v lingvisticheskix issledovanijax.  M.,
1 9 8 8 .
SE = Sovetskaja etnografija.
SEB = Studia Etymologica Brunensia  (Pr., "Euroslavica").
SEC = Studia Etymologica Cracoviensia  (Cr.).
SEP = Studien zur englischen Philologie  (Halle).
SFB = SbornÈ;k pracÈ; Filozoficke; fakulty Brne]nske; univerzity. Studia
minora Facultatis philosophicae Universitatis Brunensis  (Brno).
SFU = Sovetskoje finno-ugrovedenije  (Tall.).
SGJ = Materialy pervoj nauchnoj sessii po voprosam germanskogo
jazykoznanija  (Institut jazykoznanija Akademii nauk SSSR). M., 1959.
SGKA = Sprache, Geschichte und Kultur in Afrika. Vorträge, gehalten
auf dem III. Afrikanistentag, Köln, 14./15. Oktober 1982.  Ed. by R.
Voßen and U. Claudi. Hm., 1983.
SGRozv. = Symbolae grammaticae in honorem Ioannis Rozwadowski .
I-II. Cr., 1927.
S >hd. = S>ayhadica., ed. by Ch. Robin & M. Ba\faqÈ\h. P., 1987.
SHPA = Studies in the Historical Phonology of Asian Languages. Ed. b y
William G. Boltz & Michael C. Shapiro. Amst./Phil., 1991.
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SIE = Studia indoeuropejskie. Études indo-européennes.  Ed. by J.
Kury¬owicz. Wr., 1974.
SIIJ = Sravnitel'no-istoricheskoje izuchenije jazykov raznyx semej .
Lingvisticheskaja rekonstrukcija. Rekonstrukciia ischeznuvshix jazykov.
M., 1991.
SIJSE = Konferencija. Sravnitel'no-istoricheskoje jazykoznanije n a
sovremennom etape. Pamjati V. M. Illich-Svitycha. 6 - 9 fevralja 199O g.
Tezisy dokladov.  M., 199O.
SILTA = Studi Italiani di Linguistica Teorica e Applicata.
SIN = Slavistika. Indojevropeistika. Nostratika. K 6O-letiju so dnja
rozhdenija V. A. Dybo.  Konferencija. Tezisy dokladov. M., 1991.
SITJ = Struktura i istorija tjurkskix jazykov.  Ed. by E. Sevortjan a. o .
M., 1971.
SJZ = Silver Jubilee Volume of the Zinbun Kagaku Kenkyusyo.  Kt.,
1 9 5 4 .
SKM = Saenatmecniero k’rebuli. Lingvisticheskij sbornik. E˝ghvneba
Givi Machavarianis xsovnas. Posvjashchajetsja pamjati Givi
Machavariani.  Ed. by Sh. 3i˝iguri. Tb., 1979.
SL = The Semitic Languages. Ed. by R. Hetzron. L. / NY, 1997.
SLAO = Studia linguarum Africae Orientalis  (Hd. / K.).
SLCar. = Studi linguistici e filologici offerti a Girolamo Caracausi.
Palermo, 1992.
SLESI VI = Societatis Linguisticae Europaeae Sodalicium Israëlense.
Proceedings of the Sixth Annual Meeting (Tel-Aviv, April 16th, 1988)  =
Ha-xûg ha-Yiçráæelî shel xavrey ha-Xevráh ha-æEyrôpît la-balshánût.
Divrey ha-Mivgásh ha-shënátî ha-shîshshî (Tel-A !vîv, 16 bë-aprîl 1 9 8 8 ) .
J., 1989
SlJ = Slavjanskoje jazykoznanije  (M.)
SlJD = Slavjanskoje jazykoznanije . Doklady sovetskoj delegacii na VI
Mezhdunarodnom s’jezde slavistov (Praga, 1968).  M., 1968.
SLLE = S.L.L.E. Linguistics Reports. Survey of Little-known Languages o f
Ethiopia  (Ad.).
SLNLE = Survey of Little Known Languages of Ethiopia.  Ed. by K.
Wedekind. Ad., 1993.
SLUSSR = Studies in the Languages of the USSR.  Ed. by B. Comrie.
Carbondale / Edmonton, 198O.
SMAE = Sbornik Muzeja antropologii i etnografii  (M./Lgr.).
SMAM = Sakartvelos SSR Mecnierebata ak’ademiis moambe  (Bulletin
of the Academy of Scences of the Georgian SSR) (Tb.).
SMO = Sbornik materialov dlja opisanija méstnostej i plemën Kavkaza
(Tiflis).
SNL = Studies in Nigerian Languages   (Zaria / Kano, Nigeria).
SNM = Symposium on the Nostratic Macrofamily  (preci rcula ted
papers). Cm., 1998.
SovT = Sovetskaja tjurkologija  (Baku).
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SPAW = Sitzungsberichte der Preussischen Akademie d e r
Wissenschaften  (B.).
SpE = Sa €postavilno ezikoznanie  (Sofia).
SPJA = St. Petersburg Journal of African Studies.
SPJOS = St. Petersburg Journal of Oriental Studies.
Spr = Die Sprache.
SprA = Die Sprachen Afrikas,  ed. by B. Heine, T. Schadeberg, and E.
Wolff, Hm., 1981.
SpSib = Specimina Sibirica  (redigit Janos Pusztay) (Szombathely,
Hungary).
SS = Die Slawischen Sprachen  (W.).
SSCS = Sprung from Some Common Source. Investigations into t h e
Prehistory of Languages. Ed. by S. M. Lamb and E. Douglas Mitchell.
Stanford, 1991.
SSl = Sovetskoje slavjanovedenije (M.).
SSLs = Semitic Studies: In honor of Wolf Leslau.  Ed. by A. S. Kaye. I-II.
Wb., 1991.
SSPCF = Suplementos del Seminario de problemas científicos y
filosóficos  (México, Universidad Nacional de México).
SSUF = Språkvetenskapliga Sällskapets i Uppsala Förhandlingar.
StAfrL = Studies in African Linguistics.
STAT = Suomalaisen Tiedeakatemian Toimituksia. Annales Academiæ
Scientiarum Fennicæ.  Sarja 1 (Hs.).
STAT-B = Suomalaisen Tiedeakatemian Toimituksia. Annales
Academiæ Scientiarum Fennicæ.  Sarja B (Hs.).
StChE I = Studies in Chuvash Etymology.  Ed. by A. Róna-Tas. I. Sz.,
1982 (= StUA  XVII).
StDL = Studies in Dravidian Linguistics  (Patiala).
StE = Studi eblaiti  (Univerità degli studi di Roma "La Sapienza").
StGr = Studi di grammatica dall’XI incontro di grammatica generativa.
Contributi di G. Banti, A. Marcantonio, L. Mereu, A. Tomaselli. R., 1986.
StIE = Studia indoeuropejskie.  Études indo-européennes.  Wr. / Wa.. /
Cr. / Gd., 1974.
StIGW = Studien zum indogermanischen Wortschatz.  Ed. by W. Meid.
In., 1987 (= IBS  LII).
StL = Studies in Language  (Amst. / Phil.).
StLE = Studies in the Language of Ebla.  Ed. by P. Fronzaroli. Fir., 1 9 8 4
(= QS  XIII).
StLO = Studies in Language Origins.  Ed. W. v. Raffler-Engel, J. Wind &
A. Jonker. Amst./Phil., 1991.
StN = Second Workshop on Comparative Linguistics: Status o f
Nostratic  (Eastern Michigan Univ., Oct. 21-22, 1993).
StNigL = Studies in Nigerian Languages  (Zaria / Kano, Nigeria).
StOF = Studia Orientalia. Edidit Societas Orientalis Fennica  (Hs.).
StUA = Studia Uralo-Altaica   (Sz.).
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StWeb = Studies in Memory of Frank Martindale Webster . Saint Louis,
1951 (= Washington University Studies -  N. S. Language and Literature
XX).
SuA = Suomen antropologi.
SUGIA = Sprache und Geschichte in Afrika  (K.).
Suomi = Suomi. Tidskrift i fosterländska ämnen  (Helsingfors, Finska
Litteratur-Sällskapets förlag).
SUST = Suomlais-Ugrilainen Seuran Toimituksia.
SuvL = Suvremena lingvistika  (Zagreb).
SVN = Uchenyje zapiski (Leningradskij gosudarstvennyj Universitet.
Vostochnyj Institut). Serija vostokovedcheskix nauk  (Lgr.).
SWAS = Struktur und Wandel afrikanischen Sprachen (Vorträge v o m
XX. Deutschen Orientlistentag, Erlangen 1977) .  Ed. by H.
Jungraithmayr. B., 1978.
TASJ = Transactions of the Asiatic Society of Japan.
TBaltK =Tarptautine ≥ baltistu ≈ konferencija. Starptautiska \ baltistu
konference. Mezhdunarodnaja konferencija baltistov. International
Conference of Balticists.  Viln., 1985.
TC = Tamil Culture  (Mdr.).
TDAY = Tu/rk Dili Aras≤tÈrmalarÈ Yillig¨i Belletin.
TDHL = Time Depth in Historical Linguistics.  Ed. by C. Renfrew, A.
McJahon, and L. Trask. I-II. Cm., 2OOO.
TDHLp = Time Depth in Historical Linguistics.  Papers presented f o r
the meeting to be held 19-22 August 1999. Cm., 1999.
TDP = Tajny drevnix pis'mën. Problemy deshifrovki.  Ed. by I. M.
Djakonov (Diakonoff). M., 1976.
TELS I = Tajmyrskij etnolingvisticheskij sbornik.  Vypusk I. Materialy
po nganasanskomu shamanstvu i jazyku.  Ed. by E. Helimski (Je. A.
Xelimskij). M., Rossijskij gosudarstevennyj gumanitarnyj universitet ,
1 9 9 4 .
TES = Tatarische etymologische Studien. II.  Sz., 1988 (= StUA  XXX).
T&M = Textes et Mémoires  (Ld. / Teheran / Liège).
TGDR = Tôkyo Gaykokugo Daygaku ronshû  (Tk.).
ThAL = Michael Mann & David Dalby. A Thesaurus of African
Languages. A classified & annotated inventory of the spoken languages
of Africa.  L. / Mn. / NY, 1988 (1st imprint 1987).
ThSV = Zur Theorie des Sprachveränderung. Ed. by Gudula Dinser.
Kronberg Ts. (Germany), 1974.
TI = Tjurkologicheskije issledovanija. Ed. by A. Borovkov. M. / Lgr.,
1 9 6 3 .
TIEMM = Trudy Instituta etnografii im. N. N. Mikluxo-Maklaja  (M. /
Lgr.).
TIES = Tocharian and Indo-European Studies  (Reykjavík).
TIJ = Trudy Instituta jazykoznanija  (M.).
TJ = Tokiwa Joshi-tanki-daigaku kiyo.
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TKA = Institut Vostokovedenija AN SSSR. Tezisy konferenci i
aspirantov i molodyx sotrudnikov. Jazykoznanije. M., 1988.
TMIV = Trudy Moskovskogo instituta vostokovedenija.  
TMIE = Travaux et mémoires de l’Institut d’ethnologie  (P.).
TMJF = Tjurko-mongol'skoje jazykoznanije i fol'kloristika.  Ed. by G.
Sanzheev and R. Aganin. M., 196O.
TMNII = Trudy Marijskogo nauchno-issledovatel'skogo insti tuta
jazyka, literatury i istorii  (YO).
TNR = Tanganyika Notes and Records.
TOKJM = Teoreticheskije osnovy klassifikacii jazykov mira.   Ed. by V.
N. Jarceva.  M., 198O.
TOKJMR = Teoreticheskije osnovy klassifikacii jazykov mira.
Problemy rodstva. Ed. by B. A. Serebrennikov.  M., 1982.
TOOIA =Trudy Obshchestva obsledovanija i izuchenija Azerbajdzhana
(Baku).
ToxJ = Toxarskije jazyki. Sbornik statej.  Ed. by V. V. Ivanov. M.,
1 9 5 9 .
TP = TÆoung Pao  (Ld.).
TPEI = Teorija i praktika etimologicheskix issledovanij.  Ed. by K. M.,
Musajev. M., 1985.
TPhS = Transactions of the Philological Society.
TRT = Typology, Relationship, and Time. Ed. vy V. Shevoroshkin a n d
Th. L. Markey. AA, Karoma, 1986.
TRÜT = Tartu Riikliku Ülikooli Toimetised.
TsHJ = Tsing Hua Journal  (Peiping).
TTU = Trudy Tbilisskogo universiteta.
TUM = T’pilisis Universit’et’is moambe  (Tb.).
Turc. = Turcologica.  Lgr., 1976.
TUSh = Tbilisis Saxelmc’ipo Universit’et’i. Shromebi.  (Tb.).
TZES = Tanamedrove zogadi enatmecnierebis sak’itxebi  (Tb.).
UAAEJ = Uralo-altaistika (Arxeologija. Etnografija. Jazyk).  Ed. by Je .
I. Ubrjatova. Novos., 1985.
UAJ = Ural-Altaische Jahrbücher  (Wb.).
UAY = Ural-Altaic Yearbook. Ural-Altaische Jahrbücher. Ed. by Gy.
Décsy and A. Bodrogligeti (Bloom.).
UCeylR = University of Ceylon Review.
UCPL = University of California Publications in Linguistics  (Berk. / LA)
UI = Uralo-Indogermanica. Balto-slavjanskije jazyki i problema uralo-
indojevropejskix svjazej.  Materialy 3-ej balto-slavjanskoj konferencii ,
18-22 ijunja 199O g. I-II. Ed. by V. Ivanov a.o. M., 199O.
UJb = Ungarische Jahrbücher  (Bdp.).
USCES = Proceedings of the First United States Conference o n
Ethiopian Studies, 1973.  Ed. by Harold G. Marcus. East Lansing, Mi.,
1 9 7 4 .
UUÅ = Uppsala Universitets Årsskrift .
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UUÅ FSH = Uppsala Universitets Årsskrift. Filosofi, språkvetenskap
och historiska vetenskaper  (Up.).
VBh = Va \gbha \rati \.  Proceedings of the International Conference o n
South Asian Languages (July 1 - 4, 1997). M., 1998.
VCh-3 = Vladimircovskije chtenija III.  M., 1995.
VDI = Vestnik drevnej istorii  (M.).
VDTJ = Voprosy dialektologii tjurkskix jazykov  (Baku).
VFR = Voprosy formirovanija i razvitija nacional'nyx jazykov.  M.,
196O (= TIJ  X).
VGEG = Verhandlungen der Gelehrten Ehstnischen Gesellschaft z u
Dorpat.
VHAAK = Kungl. Vitterhets Historie och Antikvitets Akademiens
Konferenser  (Sweden).
VIDKJ = Voprosy istorii i dialektologii kazaxskogo jazyka. Qazaq tili
tarîxï men dîalektologîyasïnïn mäseleleri  (Al.).
VIIKJ = Voprosy izuchenija iberijsko-kavkazskix jazykov.  Ed. by Y. A.
Bokarev (Je. A. Bokarev). M., 1961.
Vir. = Virittäjä.
VJ = Voprosy jazykoznanija  (M.).
VKDC = Vzaimodejstvije kochevyx kul'tur i drevnix civilizacij. Al.,
"Nauka" Kazaxskoj SSR, 1989.
VKFU = Vsesojuznaja konferencija po finno-ugrovedeniju.  Sïkt.,
1 9 6 5 .
VLFCh = Voprosy leksikologii i frazeologii chuvashskogo jazyka.
Cheb., 1979 (=Trudy NII jazyka, literatury, istorii i ekonomiki pri SM
Chuv. ASSR   LXXXVII).
VMSII = Voprosy metodiki sravnitel'no-istoricheskogo izuchenija
indojevropejskix jazykov.  Ed. by A. Desnickaja and B. Serebrennikov.
M., Izd. AN SSSR, 1956.
VP = Voice and Power. The Culture of Language in North-East Africa.
Essays in honour of B. W. Andrzejewski. Ed. by R. Hayward and I. Lewis.
L., 1996.
VSJ = Voprosy slavjanskogo jazykoznanija  (M.).
W = Word  (NY).
WAC-3 = World Archaeological Congress - 3. Precirculated Papers f o r
Theme 3:  Language, Anthropology, and Archaeology.  I-II. [ND ], 1994.
WdO = Die Welt des Orients.
WS = Wörter und Sachen.
WWC = When Worlds Collide: The Indo-Europeans and the Pre-Indo-
Europeans.  Ed. by T. L. Markey and J. A. C. Greppin. AA, 199O.
WZFSchU = Wissenschaftliche Zeitschrift der Friedrich-Schiller-
Universität  (Jena).
WZKM = Wiener Zeitschrift für die Kunde des Morgenlandes  (W.).
WZUG = Wissenschafliche Zetschrift der E. M. Arndt-Universität
Greifswald.
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X‘IMY = Xeqer wë- iyyûn bë-maddá ey ha-yahadût. Sifrût - miqrá -
láshôn. Haifa, 5736 (=1975-6).
ZA = (Skopje).
ZAH = Zeitschrift für Althebraistik.
ZÄS = Zeitschrift für ägyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde (Lpz.).
ZAss = Zeitschrift für Assyriologie (B.).
ZAW = Zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft.
ZBalk = Zeitschrift für Balkanologie.
ZCPh = Zeitschrift für celtische Philologie (B. - Tübingen).
ZDMG = Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft
(Lpz.).
ZE = Zeitschrift für Ethnologie.
ZES = Zeitschrift für Eingeborenen-Sprachen.
ZFL = Zbornik za Fillologiju i Lingvistiku (Zagreb).
ZIAN = Zapiski Imperatorskoj Akademii nauk. Mémoires d e
l'Académie Impériale des sciences de St.-Pétersbourg. VIIIe série. Cl.
hist.-philol.
ZIFVUA = Zapysky istorychno-f¡lolohichnoho viddilu Ukrajins'koji
Akademiji .
ZII = Zeitschrift für Indologie und Iranistik (Lpz.).
ZKS = Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen.
ZKV = Zapiski kollegii vostokovedov (Lgr.).
ZM = O zarubezhnyx mongolovednyx issledovanijax po jazyku. Ed. b y
C. B. Cydenbambajev e. a. Ulan-Ude, Burjatskoje knizhnije izdatel 'stvo,
1 9 6 8 .
ZNUJ = Zeszyty Naukowe Uniwersytetu Jagiellonskiego. Prace
jezykoznawcze  (Cr.) .
ZPhAS = Zeitschrift für Phonetik und allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft
(B.).
ZPhSK = Zeitschrift für Phonetik, Sprachwissenschaft u n d
Kommunikationsforschung (B. .
ZS = Znanije - sila (M.).
ZSEA = Zur Sprachgeschichte und Ethnohistorie in Afrika. Ed. by W.
Möhlig, F. Rottland, and B. Heine. B., 1977.
ZSJ = Zápisník slovenského jazykovedca (Bratislava).
ZsS = Zeitschrift für Semitstik.
ZSSJ = Zvukovyje sistemy sibirskix jazykov (Sbornik nauchnyx
trudov). Novos., 1989.
ZStSJ = Zvukovoj stroj sibirskix jazykov (Sbornik nauchnyx t rudov) .
Ed. by V. Nadeljajev (V. Nadeljaev). Novos., 198O.
ZVO = Zapiski Vostochnago otdélenija Russkago arxeologicheskago
obshchestva (SPb.).
ZVS = Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforschung.
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AA = Ann Arbor, Mich.; Ad. = Addis-Ababa; AixP = Aix-en-Provence;
Al. = Alma-Ata, Almaty; Amst. = Amsterdam; Ank. = Ankara; Ann. =
Annamalainagar; Ash. = Ashkhabad, Ashgabat; B. = Berlin; Balt. =
Baltimore; Bdp. = Budapest; Beir. = Beirut, Beyrouth; Berk. = Berkeley;
Bloom. = Bloomington, Ind.; Bol. = Bologna; Brux. = Brussels, Bruxelles;
Buc. = Bucarest; Calc. = Calcutta; Ch. = Chicago; Cheb. = Cheboksarï;
ChH. = Chapel Hill, N.C.; Chr. = Christiania; Cm. = Cambridge (England);
CmM. = Cambridge, Mass.; Cop. = Copenhague, København; Cr. =
Cracow (Kraków); Db. = Dublin; Drm. = Darmstadt; Ed. = Edinburgh; FB
= Freiburg in Breisgau; Fir. = Firenze, Florence; FN = Fort-National
(Algérie); Fr. = Frankfurt am Main; Gd. = ; Gen. = Genève,
Geneva; Gl. = Glückstadt; Gött. = Göttingen; Gtb. = Göteborg; H. = The
Hague; Heid. = Heidelberg; Hild. = Hildesheim; Hm. = Hamburg; Hs. =
Helsinki, Helsingfors; Ib. = Ibadan (Nigeria); In. = Innsbruck; Ist. =
Istanbul; Izh. = Izhevsk; J. = Jerusalem; K. = Cologne, Köln; Kaz. =
Kazan, Kazan'; Kn. = Kano (Nigeria); Kng. = Königsberg; Kt. = Kyoto; Kv.
= Kevelaer; L. = London; LA = Los Angeles; Ld. = Leiden; Lgr. = Leningrad;
Lpz. = Leipzig; Lv. = Louvain (Leuven); LvN. = Louvain-la-Neuve; M. =
Moscow; Md. = Madrid; Mdr. = Madras; Mil. = Milano; Mn. = München,
Munich; Nap. = Naples, Napoli; ND = New Delhi; NH = New Haven;
Novos. = Novosibirsk; NV = Neukirchen-Vluyn (Germany); NY = New
York; Oxf. = Oxford; P. = Paris; Phil. = Philadelphia; Pk. = Peking
(Beijing); Pn. = Poona; Pr. = Prague, Praha, Prag; Psh. = Prishtinë,
Prishtina; Ptg. = Petrograd; R. = Rome; Sïkt. = Sïktïvkar; SPb. = Saint-
Petersburg; St. = Stockholm; Stg. = Stuttgart; Stnf. = Stanford, Calif.; Str .
= Straßburg, Strasbourg; Sz. = Szeged; Szék. = Székesfehérvár; TA = Tel-
Aviv; Tall. = Tallin(n); Tash. = Tashkent; Tb. = Tbilisi, Tphilisi, Tiflis; Tk.
= Tokyo; Tor. = Turin, Torino; Trt. = Toronto; Tüb. = Tübingen; UB =
Ulaan Baatar, Ulan-Bator; UP = University Park, Pa.; Up. = Uppsala; Viln.
= Vilnius; W. = Vienna, Wien; Wa. = Warsaw; Wash. = Washington, D. C.;
Wb. = Wiesbaden; Wr. = ; Yer. = Yerevan; YO = Yoshkar-Ola;
Yok. = Yokohama; Z = Zurich, Zürich; Zr. = Zaria (Nigeria).
Transliteration of non-Roman scripts
in bibliographical references
Hebrew characters and vocalization signs: ’ = , v = (fricative),
w = , x = , t' = , kh = (fricative), ‘ = , f = (fricative), c = , q =
, ç = , sh = , t = , ë = shwa mobile, é = céré (e.g. sé = ), e =
segol (se = ), á = qámác ; a = patakh ; vowels indicated by matres
lectionis are transliterated with a circumflex: û = , ô = , î = with a
letter , ê (or ey, if pronounced so) =  (céré ) with , â = with a
mater lectionis , but è = with .
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X‘IMY = Xeqer wë- iyyûn bë-maddá ey ha-yahadût. Sifrût - miqrá -
láshôn. Haifa, 5736 (=1975-6).
ZA = (Skopje).
ZAH = Zeitschrift für Althebraistik.
ZÄS = Zeitschrift für ägyptische Sprache und Altertumskunde (Lpz.).
ZAss = Zeitschrift für Assyriologie (B.).
ZAW = Zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche Wissenschaft.
ZBalk = Zeitschrift für Balkanologie.
ZCPh = Zeitschrift für celtische Philologie (B. - Tübingen).
ZDMG = Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenländischen Gesellschaft
(Lpz.).
ZE = Zeitschrift für Ethnologie.
ZES = Zeitschrift für Eingeborenen-Sprachen.
ZFL = Zbornik za Fillologiju i Lingvistiku (Zagreb).
ZIAN = Zapiski Imperatorskoj Akademii nauk. Mémoires d e
l'Académie Impériale des sciences de St.-Pétersbourg. VIIIe série. Cl.
hist.-philol.
ZIFVUA = Zapysky istorychno-f¡lolohichnoho viddilu Ukrajins'koji
Akademiji .
ZII = Zeitschrift für Indologie und Iranistik (Lpz.).
ZKS = Zeitschrift für Kolonialsprachen.
ZKV = Zapiski kollegii vostokovedov (Lgr.).
ZM = O zarubezhnyx mongolovednyx issledovanijax po jazyku. Ed. b y
C. B. Cydenbambajev e. a. Ulan-Ude, Burjatskoje knizhnije izdatel 'stvo,
1 9 6 8 .
ZNUJ = Zeszyty Naukowe Uniwersytetu Jagiellonskiego. Prace
jezykoznawcze  (Cr.) .
ZPhAS = Zeitschrift für Phonetik und allgemeine Sprachwissenschaft
(B.).
ZPhSK = Zeitschrift für Phonetik, Sprachwissenschaft u n d
Kommunikationsforschung (B. .
ZS = Znanije - sila (M.).
ZSEA = Zur Sprachgeschichte und Ethnohistorie in Afrika. Ed. by W.
Möhlig, F. Rottland, and B. Heine. B., 1977.
ZSJ = Zápisník slovenského jazykovedca (Bratislava).
ZsS = Zeitschrift für Semitstik.
ZSSJ = Zvukovyje sistemy sibirskix jazykov (Sbornik nauchnyx
trudov). Novos., 1989.
ZStSJ = Zvukovoj stroj sibirskix jazykov (Sbornik nauchnyx t rudov) .
Ed. by V. Nadeljajev (V. Nadeljaev). Novos., 198O.
ZVO = Zapiski Vostochnago otdélenija Russkago arxeologicheskago
obshchestva (SPb.).
ZVS = Zeitschrift für vergleichende Sprachforschung.
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Georgian characters: c = C,  c’ = c,  ch = Ç,  ch’ = ç,  dz = Z, gh =
G ,  j = Û ,   k = K ,  k’ = k,  p = P , p’ = p ,  q = q ,  sh = ß ,  t = T ,  t’ = t ,  x
= x ,  zh = Ω .
Armenian characters: b = b, c = c, c‘ = ç, ch = 4, ch‘ = ¢, d = d , d z
= 3 , ê = é, ë = ` ,  ew = ú , g = g , gh = ¬, j = £ , k = k , k‘ = ˚ , p = p , p‘ =
π , r = r , rr = ® , sh = 2, t = t , t‘ = † , x = x , y = j, zh = 1 .  
Cyrillic script:
1. For Russian (including letters of the pre-1918 orthography): a = a,
b = b, c = c, ch = ¢, d = d, e (in the syllable-initial position) = ´, e
(otherwise) = e, ë = ë, è = ´, f = f, g = g, i = i, j (word-final o t
preceding a consonant) = j , ja = å , je = e , jë = ë , ju = √ , k = k , l = l, m
= m , n = n , o = o , p = p , r = r , s = s , sh = w , shch = ∑ , t = t, u = u, v =
v, x = x, y = y, z = z, zh = q, ' = ∆, ` = `; in rendering the p re -1918
orthography a zero after the word-final consonant renders ` , é = í , †  =
ø, y = ü .
2. For Ukrainian: as for Russian, except:  e  = e (always), je = ó , h = g,
i = ¡, ji = î, y = i .
3. For Bulgarian: as for Russian, except:  e = e  (always), `  = a €.
4. For Serbian: the Croatian (romanized) spelling is used.
5. For Azeri (including both the old and the new Cyrillic
orthography): as for Russian, except: ä = á; gh = ©; h = h; ï = y; j = ˙;
ky = ; ö = ø; ü = ¥; y = (in the old orthography) j, (in the n e w
orthography = j; ye = (in the old orthography in the syllable-initial
position) e , (in the new orthography) je ; ya = (old orth.) å , (in the n e w
orth.) ja ; yu = (old orth.) √ , (new orth.) jy .
6. For Bashkirian: as for Russian, except:  ä = á, dh = Ω, gh = ©, h =
h , ï = y ; ng = ˆ , ö = ø , q = º , th = h , ü = ¥ , ä = á , ä = á , ä = á, ä = á, ä
= á , ä = á , ä = á , ä = á , y = j , ye = (in the syllable-initial position) e, y a
= å , yu = √ .
7. For Chuvash: as for Russian, except: a_ = a€, e_ = e_, h = x , s_ = ß, ü
= y¡.
8. For Qazaq: as for Russian, except: ä = á , gh = © , i = ¡, î = i , ï = y, j
= œ , q = ˚ , ng = ˆ , ö = ø , u = ¨ , ü = ¥ , û = u , w (after vowel) = u , y = j,
ya = å , ye (in the syllable-initial position) = e , yu = √ .
9. For Qarachay-Balqar: as for Russian, except: gh = g`, ï = y, j =
dq, ng = n`, ö = ë, q = k`, ü = √, y = j, ya = å, ye (in the syllable-
initial position) = e , yu = √ .
10. For Qirgiz: as for Russian, except:  ä = á , ï = y , j = q, ng = ˆ, ö =
ø , ü = ¥ , y = j , ya = å , ye (in the syllable-initial position) = e , yu = √ .
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11. For Tatar (VTt): as for Russian, except: ä = , h = , ï = , j = ,
ng = , ö = , ü = , y = , ya = , ye in the syllable-initial position) =
, yu = .
12. For Türkmenian: as for Russian, except: ä = , h = , ï = , j = ,
ng = , ö = , q = , ü = , y = , ya = , ye in the syllable-initial
position) = , yu = .
13. For Mongolian: as for Russian, except: e (always) = , j = , ng =
, ö = , ü = , ï = , y = , ya = , ye in the syllable-initial posi t ion)
= , yu = .
14. For Moksha-Mordvinian: as for Russian, except: ä = .
15. For Erzya-Mordvinian: as for Russian.
16. For Zyriene and Permyak: as for Russian, except:  ö = , i = , ì =
.
17. For Votyak: as for Russian, except:  ö = , i = , ì = , = ,  =
, = , = .
The Arabic and Ethiopian scripts are romanized according to t h e
traditional Orientalistic transcription.
The Japanese script is romanized according to the traditional sys tem
(Romaji).
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